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Nashville. New Orleans. Norfolk. Nuremberg. 
Hamm New York City. Northampton, Earls and Norsk* 
Nebraska. Ney. Marquesses of. Nut. 
Nevada. Khoo-Lam. Northamptonshire. Oak. 
New Caledonia. tea. North Carolina. Oates, Thus. 
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MIlti. /MIEN ALBERT MARIS DE, Comer Mar—
French politician, was born at Lumigny, in the department of 
Seine-et-Marne, on the 28th of February 1841. He entered the 
army, saw much service in Algeria (2862), and took part in 
the fighting around Metz in 587o. On the surrender of Metz, 
he was sent as a prisoner of war to Aix-la-Chapelle, whence he 
returned in time to assist at the capture of Paris from the 
Commune. A fervent Roman Catholic, he devoted himself 
to advocating a patriarch type of Christian Socialism. His elo-
quence made him the most prominent member of the Cerdes 
Catholiques d'Ouvriers, and his attacks on Republican social 
policy at last evoked a prohibition from the minister of war. 
He thereupon resigned his commission (Nov. 2875), and in the 
following February stood as Royalist and Catholic candidate 
for Pontivy. The influence of the Church was exerted to secure 
his election, and the pope during its progress sent him the order 
of St Gregory. He was returned, but the election was declared 
invalid. He was re-elected, however, in the following August, 
and for many years was the most conspicuous leader of the 
anti-Republican party. " We form," he said on one occasion, 
"the irreconcilable Counter-Revolution." As far back as 1878 he 
had declared himself opposed to universal suffrage, a declaration 
that lost him his seat from 1879 to 1881. He spoke strongly 
against the expulsion of the French princes, and it was chiefly 
through his Influence that the support of the Royalist party was 
given to General Boulanger. But as a faithful Catholic he obeyed 
the encyclical of 1802, and declared his readiness to rally to a 
Republican government, provided that it respected religion. 
In the following January he received from the pope a letter 
commending his action, and encouraging him in his social 
reforms. He was defeated at the general election of that 
year, but in 1894 was returned for Finistfre (Morlaix). In 
1897 he succeeded Jules Simon as a member of the French 
Academy. This honour he owed to the purity of style 
and remarkable eloquence of his speeches, which, with a few 
pamphlets, form the bulk of his published work. In Ma voca-
tion societe (1908) he wrote an explanation and Justification of 
his career. 

MU, THOMAS (2571-1640, English writer on economics, 
was the third son of John Mun, mercer, of London. He began 
by engaging in Mediterranean trade, and afterwards settled 
down in Loodon, amassing a large fortune. He was a member 
of the committee of the East India Company and of the standing 
commission on trade appointed in 2622. In 1621 Mun published 
A Discourse of Trade from England unto the East Indies. But 
It is by his England's Treasure by Forraign Trade that he is  

remembered in his history of economics. Although written 
possibly about 263o, it was not given to the public until 1664, 
when it was " published for the Common good by his son John," 
and dedicated to Thomas, earl of Southampton, lord high 
treasurer. In it we find for the first time a dear statement of 
the theory of the balance of trade. 

MUNCHA1ME4 Nam. This name is famous in literary 
history on account of the amusingly mendacious stories known as 
the Adventures of Baron Ifundtasuen. In r785 a little shilling 
book of 49 pages was published in London (as we know from the 
Critical Review for December 2785), called Baron Munchausen's 
Narrative of his Marvellous Travels and Campaigns in Russia. 
No copy Is known to exist, but a second edition (apparently 
identical) was printed at Oxford early in 2786. The publisher 
of both these editions was a certain Smith, and he then sold it 
to another bookseller named Rearsley, who brought out in 
1786 an enlarged edition (the additions to which were stated in 
the 7th edition not to be by the original author), with illustra-
tions under the title of Gnaw. Reviv'd: the Singular navels, 
Campaigns, Voyages, and Sporting Adventures of Baron Munnik-
lsouson, commonly pronounced Mutichausen; as ke relates Mess 
over a bottle when surrounded by his friends. Four editions 
rapidly succeeded, and a free German translation by the poet 
Gottfried August Barger, from the fifth edition, was printed 
at Gottingen in 1786. The seventh English edition (1793), 
which is the usual text, has the moral sub-title, Or the Vice of 
Lying properly exposed, and had further new additions. In 1792 a 
Sepal appeared, dedicated to James Bruce, the African traveller, 
whose Travels to Discover the Nile (17go) had led to incredulity 
and ridicule. As time went on Museum:en increased in popu-
larity and was translated into many languages. Continuations 
were published, and new illustrations provided (e.g. by T. 
Rawlandson, !Soo; A. Crowquill, 2859; A. Cruikshank, 1869; the 
French artist Richard, :878; Gustave Dorf, 2862; W. Strang 
and J. B. Clark, 0395). The theme of Baron Munchausen, 
the " drawer of the long-how " par excellence, has become part 
of the common stock of the world's story-telling. 

The original author was at first unknown, and until 1854 
he was generally identified with Barger, who made the German 
translation of 1786. But Burger's biographer, Karl von Rein-
hard, in the Berlin Gesefischafter of November 5824, set the 
matter at rest by stating that the real author was Rudolf Erich 
Raspe (q.v.). Raspe had apparently become acquainted at 
Gottingen with Hieronymus Karl Friedrich, Freiherr von 
Mtbachhausen, of Bodenwerder in Hanover. This Freiherr von 
lifinchhatuen (1720-1797) had been in the Russian service and 

za 
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served against the Turks, and on retiring in 1760 he lived on 
his estates at Bodenwerder and used to amuse himself and his 
friends, and puzzle the quidnuncs and the dull-witted, by 
relating extraordinary instances of his prowess as soldier and 
sportsman. His stories became a byword among his circle, 
and Raspe, when hard up for a living in London, utilized the 
suggestion for his little brochure. But his narrative owed much 
also to such sources, known to Raspe, as Heinrich Bebel's 
Facehae bebelianae (1508), J. P. Lange's Delithe academie-as 
(1665), a section of which is called Mendada ridkida, 
Castiglione's Corkgiano (1528), the Travels of the Finkenrider, 
attributed to Lorenz von Lauterbach in the 16th century, and 
oti.er  works of tide sort. Rasps can only be held responsible 
for the nucleus of the book; the additions were made by book-
sellers' hacks, from such sources as Lucian's Vera historia, or 
the Voyages intagistaires (1787), while suggestions were taken 
from Baron de Totes Memoirs (Eng. trans. 1785), the contem-
porary aeronautical feats of Montgolfiet and Blanchard, and any 
topical " sensations " of the moment, such as Bruce'a explora-
tions in Africa. Munchausen is thus a medley, as we have 
it, a classical instance of the fantastical mendacious literary 
genre. 

See the introduction by T. Seccombe to Lawrence and Bullen's 
edition of 189'. Adolf Ellisen, whose father visited Freiherr von 
Munchhausen in 1795 and found him very uncommunicative, brought 
out a German edition in 1849, with a valuable essay on pseudolmy 
in general. There is useful material in Carl Muller-Fmureuth's Die 
dentschenlAgendiehtnagen oaf .Uslackkassas (1881) and in Grieabach's 
edition of Barger's translation (1890). 

MONCH-BELLINGHAUSEL ELICIIUS FRANZ JOSEPH. 
FRILIELRIt VON (1806-1871), Austrian poet and dramatist (who 
wrote under the pseudonym " Friedrich Halm "), was born at 
Cracow on the and of April 1E06, the son of a district judge. 
Educated at first at a private school in Vienna, he afterwards 
attended lectures at the university, and in 11326, at the early 
age of twenty, married and entered the government service. 
In 1840 he became Regierungarat, in z845 Hofrat and custodian 
of the royal library, in zit& life member of the Austrian Herrcn-
haus (upper chamber), and from 1869 to 1871 was intendant 
of the two court theatres in Vienna. He died at Hetteldorf 
near Vienna on the 22nd of May 1871. Munch-Bellingbausen's 
dramas, among them notably Grisddis (1835; publ. 1837; 11th 
ml., z896), Der Adept (1836; publ. 1838), Gamma (1838), Der 
Sohn der Wildnis (1842; loth ed., 1896), and Dee Pechter von 
Ravenna (1854; publ. 1857; 6th ed., 1894), are distinguished by 
elegance of language, melodious versification and clever constrac-
don, and were for a time exceedingly popular. 

• His poems, Gedidae, were published in Stuttgart, 188o (new ed.. 
Vienna. 1877). His works, Sdnitliche Werke, were published in 
eight volumes (1856-1864), to which four posthumous volumes were 
added in 1872. Ausgewahlte Werke, yela.taScphilc

t
omar. F.411:16. 

817j).; SEiAiraanCiii. leala=da71.7lai.  m (18,3r 
correspondence with Enk von der Burg has been published by 
R. Schaehlnger (1890). 

MUNCIE, a city and the county-seat of Delaware county, 
Indiana, U.S.A., on the West Fork of the White river, about 
57 al. N.E. of Indianapolis. Pop. 0880, 5210; (11190), 11,345; 
(goo) ao,942, of whom 1135 were foreign-bons; (z910 census) 
14,005. It is served by the Central Indiana, the Chicago, 
Cincinnati & Louiavale, the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & 
St Louis, the Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago & St Louis, the Fort 
Wayne, Cincinnati & Louisville, and the Lake Erie & Western 
railways, and by the Indiana Union Traction, the Dayton & 
Muncie Traction, and the Muncie & Portland Traction (electric 
inter-urban) railways. The city is built on level ground (altitude 
95o ft.), and has an attractive residential section. It is one 
of the principal manufacturing centres in Indiana, owing largely 
to its situation in the natural gas belt. In 1900 and in 1905 
it was the largest producer of glass and glassware in the 
United States, the value of its product in ups being $2,344,462. 
Muncie (named after the Menace Indians, one of the three 
principal divisions of the Delawares) was settled about 1833 
and was chartered as a city in 1865. 

HUMUS. The Mundi (If amtd) family is the least numerous 
of the linguistic families of India. It comprises several, dialects 
spoken in the two Chota Nagpur plateaux, the adjoining districts 
of Madras and the Central Provinces, and in the Mahadeo hills. 
The number of speakers of the various dialects, according to 
the census of 1901, are as follow: Sulfa!, 1.795.113; Mundad, 
460,744; Bhumij, 111.304; Birbir, 526; Ude, 23.873; 
371,860; Ted, 3880; Mud, 4894; Korwi, 16,442; Korktt, 87,675; 

82,5o6 i Joan& 10,853; Savara, 157.136; Gadaba. 37,230; 
total, 3,164,036. Sutliff, Mundell, Bhumij, Birhir, KAM, H8, 
Tad, Asurf and Korwa are only slightly differing forms of one 
and the same language, which can be called Kherwart, a name 
borrowed from &milli tradition. Kberwld is the -principal 
Wadi language, and quite 88% of all the speakers of Mundi 
tongues belong to it. The Korwa dialect, spoken in the western 
part of Chota Nagpur, connects Kherwirl with the remaining 
Mundy languages. Of these it is most closely related to the 
Kaska language of the Mahadeo hills in the Central Provinces. 
Kurko , In its turn, in important points agrees with Kharia and 
Juang, and Kharia leads over to Savara and Gadaba. The 
two last-mentioned forms of speech, which are spoken in the 
north-east of the Madras Presidency, have been much influenced 
by Dravidian languages. 

The Mande dialects are not in sole possession of the territory 
where they are spoken. They are, as a rule, only found in the 
hills and jungles, while the plains and valleys are inhabited by 
people speaking some Aryan language. When brought into 
close contact with Aryan tongues the Mundi forms of speech are 
apt to give way, and in the course of time they have been 
partly superseded by Aryan dialects. There are accordingly 
some Aryanized tribes in northern India who have formerly 
belonged to the Mende stock. Such are the Cheros of Behar 
and Chota Nagpur, the Kherwars, who are found in the same 
localities, in Mirzapur and elsewhere, the Savaras, who formerly 
extended as far north as Shahabad, and others. It seems 
possible to trace an old Honda element in some Tibeto-Burman 
dialects spoken in the Himalayas from Bashabr eaatwards. 

By race the Mundas are Dravidian, and their language was 
likewise long considered as a member of the Dravidian family. 
Max Mailer was the first to distinguish the two families. He 
also coined the name Mundy for the smaller of them, which has 
later on often been spoken of under other denominations, such as 
Kolarian and Kherwarian. The Drmidian race is generally 
considered as the aboriginal population of southern India. The 
Mundas, who do not appear to have extended much farther 
towards the south than at present, must have mixed with 
the Dravidians from very early times. The so-called Nahall 
dialect of the Mahadeo hills seems to have been originally a 
Mundy form of speech which has come under Dravidian influ-
ence, and finally passed under the spell of Aryan tongues. The 
same is perhaps the case with the numerous dialects spoken by 
the Bhils. At all events, Mande languages have apparently 
been spoken over a wide area in central and north India. They 
were then early superseded by Dravidian and Aryan dialects, 
and at the present day only scanty remnants are found in the 
hills and jungles of Bengal and the Central Provinces. 

Though the Mundt family is not connected with any other 
languages In India proper, it does not form an isolated group. It 
belongs to a widely spread family, which extends from India in 
the west to Easter Island in the eastern Pacific in the east. In 
the first place, we find a connected language spoken by the 
nazis of the Khasi hills in Assam. Then follow the Man-
Khmer languages of Farther India, the dialects spoken by the 
aboriginal inhabitants of the Malay Peninsula, the Nancowry ' 
of the Nicobars, and, finally, the numerous dialects of Austro-
nesia, viz. Indonesic, Melanesia, Polynesic, and so on. Among 
the various members of this vast group the Mundi languages 
are most closely related to the Mon -Khmer family of Farther 
India. KUM% Kharia, Juang, Savara and Gadaba are more 
closely related to that family than is Kherwirt, the principal 
Mandl form of speech. 

We do not know if the ldundls entered India from without. 
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If so, they can only have inunignded from the east. At all 
events they must have been settled in India from a very early 
period. The Saber's, the awe:noes of the Several, are already 
mentioned in old Vedic literature. The Mundt languages 
seem to have been influenced by Dravidian and Aryan forms 
of speech. In most characteristics, however, they differ widely 
from the neighbouring tongues. 

The Mu nS languages abound In vowels, and also posssw a richly 
developed system.  of consonants. the Dravidian huts they avoid beguuung ■ word with more than one consonant. ztr.. 
those latter forms of speech shrink from pronouncing a short conso- 
nant at the end of words, the Manias have the opposite tendency. 

—via. A, e (ie. English eh), t and p--are formed 	stopping the 
via. to shorten such aounds still more. The usual stopped consonants 

current of breath at different points m the mouth, an then letting it 
pass out with a kind of exp losion, In the Munda language this 
operation can be abruptly checked half-way, so that the breath does 
not touch the organs of speech in passing out. The result is a sound 
that makes an abrupt _impression  on the ear, and has been described 
asap abrupt tone. Such sounds are common in the Munda languages. 
They are usually written c', I and p'. Similar sounds are also 
found in the Miln-Khitier languages and in Indo-Chinese. 

The vowels of 	
i 

consecutive syllables to • certain extent a 
each other in sound. Thus in 1(harwari the open sounds y 
Einlish a in all) and 4 (the a in care) agree with each other and not 
with corresponding close sounds o (the a in pole) and s (the a in 
pen). The Santa!f passive suffix oh' accordingly becomes de' after 
• compare sae-Mr, go, but dekett?,to be struck. 

Words are formed from monosyllabic banes by means of various 
additions, suffixes (such as are added after the base). prefixes isilfi 
precede the base) and infixes (which are inserted into the base itself) 
Suffixes play a great rile in the inflexion of words, while prefixes and 
infixes are of greater importance as formative additions. Compare 
Kurku Abu,Savara On. son; Maria Yawing, Kherwitri mil, nose; 
Santlli her, to far; balers, fear; dal, to strik a; da.pa.1„ to strike each 
other. 

The various classes of words ale not dearly distinguished. The 
same base can often be used as a noun, an adjective  or a verb. The 
words simply demote some being, object, quality, action or the Ike, 
but they do not tell us how they are conceived. 

Inflexion is effected in the usual agglutinative way by means of 
additions which are " glued " or tinned to the unchanged base. 
In many respects, however, Munda inflexion has struck out peculiar 
linos. Thus there is no grammatical distinction of gender. Nouns 
can be divided into two classes. via those that denote animate 
beings and those that denote inanimate objects respectively. There 
are three numbers—the singular, the dual and the plural. On the 
other hand, there are no real cases, at least in the most typical 
Mandl languages. The direct and the indirect object are indicated 
by means of certain additions to the verb. Certain relations in 
time and space, however, are indicated by means of suffixes, which 
have probably from the beginning been separate words with a definite 
meaning. The genitive, which can be considered as an adjective 
preceding the governing word, le often derived from such fortes 
denoting locality. Compare Small kdr.rd, in a man; hdrade, of 

a Higher numbers are counted in twenties, and not in tens as in the 
Dravidian languages. 

The pronouns abound in different forme. Thus there are double 
sets of the dual and the plural of the pronoun of the first person, one 
including and the other excluding the person addreseed. The Rev. 
A. Nottrott aptly illustrates the tmportance of this distinction by 
remarking how it is necessary to use the exclusive form if telling the 
servant that " we shall dine at seven." Otherwise the speaker will 
invite the servant to partake of the meal. In addition to the usual 
personal pronouns there are also short forms, used as suffixes and 
snEses, which denote a direct object, an indirect object, or a genitive. 
There is a corresponding richness in the case of demonstrative 
pronouns. Thus the pronoun " that " in Santa has different forms 
to denote a living being, an inanimate object, something seen, some- 
thing heard, and so on. On the other hand, there is  lative 
pronous, the want being supplied by the use of indefinite forumsof the 
verbal bases, which can in this connexion be called relative participles.

The most characteristic feature of Mundtgrammar is the verb, 
especially in K herwarl. Every independent word can perform the 
function of a verb, and every verbal form can, in its turn, used ass 
noun or an adjective. The bases of the different tenses can there-
fore be described as indifferent words which MO be used as a noun, 
as an adjective, and as a verb, but which are in reality none of them. 
Each denotes simply the root meaning as modified by time. Thus 
in Somali the base dell-ken' , struck, which is formed from the base 
dal, by adding the suffix km' of the active past, can be used as a noun 
(compare daket-ko, strikers, those that struck), as an adjective 
(compare dal-ken'-kar, struck man, the man that struck), and as a 
verb. In the last case it is necessary to add an a if the action really 
takes place; thus, dal-ket-a, somebody struck. 

It has already been remarked that the cases of the direct and 
indirect object are indicated by adding forms of the personal  

pronouns to the verb. Stich pronominal affixes are inserted before 
the assertive particle a. Thus the affix denoting a direct object of the 
third person singular is a, and by inserting it in dal-ker-a we arrive 
at a form doll-bed-e-a, somebody struck hint. Similar affixes can be 
added to denote that the object or subject of an action belongs to 
somebody. Thus Santa) hdpthailt.e dal4se-iinko-iin-a, son•my-he 
struck-theirs-mine, my son who belongs to me struck theirs. 

In a sentence such as liar harei-e dahlted-e-a, man boy-he /truck. 
him, the man struck the boy, the Santals first put together the ideas 
man, boy, and a striking in the past. Then the tells us that the 
striking affects the boy, and finally the .a indicates that the whole 
action really takes place. It will be seen that a single verbal form 
in this way often corresponds to a whole sentence or a series of sen-
tences in other languages. If we add that the most developed 
Mundt languages possess different bases for the active, the middle 
and the passive, that there are different causal, intensive and recipro-
cal bases, which are conjugated throughout, and that the person of 
the subject is often indicated in the verb, it will be understood that 
Munda conjugation presents a somewhat bewildering aspect. It 
is, however, quite regular throughout, and once the mind becomes 
accustomed to these peculiarities, they do not present any difficulty 
to the understanding._ 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.—Malt Mlfller, Letter to Chevalier Bunsen on the 
Oasalwation of the Taraeian Leer sages. Reprint from Chr. K. 
Bunsen, Christianity and Mankind, vol. in. (London, 	, 
especiallop. 	and wick ; Friedrich Muller, Grundress der Spree 
ex:sense t, voi. ill, part I. (Wien, 1884), pp. rod and sem., vol. Iv. 
part I. len, 1888), p. any; Stan Konow, Muncie. and Dravidian 
Languages " in Grierson's Linguistic Stereo of India, iv. z and sqq. 
(Ca Icetta, woe). 	 (S. K.) 

111/NDAY (or Mona), ANTHONY (c. rS53-1633), English 
dramatist and miscellaneous writer, son of Christopher Monday, 
a London draper, was born in 1553-1554. He bad already 
appeared on the stage when in 1576 he bound himself 
apprentice for eight years to John Allde, the stationer, an 
engagement from which he was speedily released, for in 
1378 he was in Rome. In the opening lines of his English 
Romayne Lyle (1582) he avers that in going abroad he 
was actuated solely by a desire to see strange countries and 
to learn foreign languages; but he must be regarded, if 
not as a spy sent to report on the English Jesuit College in 
Rome, as a Journalist who meant to make literary capital out of 
the designs of the English Catholics resident in France and 
Italy. He says that he and his companion, Thomas Nowell, 
were robbed of all they possessed on the road from Boulogne to 
Amiens, where they were kindly received by an English priest, 
who entrusted them with letters to be delivered in Reims. 
These they handed over to the English ambassador its Paris, 
where under a false name, as the son of a well-known English 
Catholic, Munday gained recommendations which secured his 
reception at the English College in Rome. He was treated with 
special kindness by the rector, Dr Morris, for the sake of his 
supposed father. He gives a detailed account of the routine of 
the place, of the dispute between the English and Welsh students, 
of the carnival at Rome, and finally of the martyrdom of Richard 
Atkins (? sso--i 58 z). He returned to England in 1578-1579, and 
became an actor again, being a member of the Earl of Oxford's 
company between 1579 and 1584. In a Catholic tract entitled 
A True Repork of the death of—M. Campion (1581), Munday 
is accused of having deceived his master Alkic, 'a charge Which 
he refuted by publishing Anders signed declaration to the con-
trary, and he is also said to have been hissed off the stage. He 
was one of the chief witnesses against Edmund Campion and 
his associates, and wrote about this time five anti-popish 
pamphlets, among them the savage and bigoted tract entitled A 
Discoverie of Edmund Campion and his Confederates—whereto 
is added the execution of Edmund Campion, Raphe Sherwin, and 
Alexander Brian, the first part of' which was read aloud from 
the scaffold at Campion's death in December i58i. His Political 
services against the Catholics were rewarded in 1584 by the post 
of messenger to her Majesty's chamber, and from this time he 
seems to have ceased to appear on the stage. In 1988-15gq, when 
he travelled with the earl of Pembroke's men in the Low 
Countries, it was in the capacity of playwright to furbish up old 
plays. He devoted himself to writing for the booksellers and 
the theatres, compiling religious works, translating Amadis de 
Caste and other French romances, and putting words to popular 
airs. He wasibe chief pageant-writer for the City from ;6o5 
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to Ark and it is likely that he supplied most of the pageants 
between rsga and 16os, of which no authentic record has been 
kept. It is by these entertainmehts of his, which rivalled in 
success those of Ben Jonson and Middleton, that he won his 
greatest fame; but of all the achievements of his versatile talent 
the only one that was noted in his epitaph in St Stephens, 
Coleman Street, London, where he was buried on the loth of 
August 1633, was his enlarged edition (1618) of Stow's Survey of 
London. In some of his pageants he signs himself " citizen and 
draper of London," and in his later years he is said to have 
followed his father's trade. 

Of the eighteen plays between the dates of 1584 and t6or which 
arc assigned to Munday in collaboration with Henry Chettle, Michael 
Drayton, Thomas Dekker and other dramatists, only four are extant. 
John a Kent and John a Cumber, dated 1595. is supposed to be the 
same as Wiseman of West Chester. produced by the Admiral's men 
at the Rae Theatre on the and of December 1594. A ballad of British 
Siclawn, on which it may have been founded was entered at 
Stationers' Hall in 1579. The Downfall of Robert Earl of Huntingdon, 
afterwards called Robin Hood of merrie Sherwodde (acted in February 
1599) was followed in the same month by a second part, The Death 
of Robert Earl of Huntingdon (printed 16o1), in which he collaborated 
with Henry Chettle. Munday also had a share with Michael Dray 
ton, Robert Wilson and Richard Hathway in the First Part of the 
history of the life of Sir John Oldcastle (acted 1599). which was 
printed in 1600, with the name of William Shakespeare. which was 
speedily withdrawn. on the title page. William Wcbbe (Discourse 
of Ettglish Poetrie, 1586) praised him for his pastorals, of which there 
remains only the title, Sweet Sobs and Amorous Complaints of Shep-
herds and Nymphs; and Francis Meets (Palladis TOM* 1598) gives 
him among dramatic writers the exaggerated praise of being " our 
best plotter." Ben Jonson ridiculed him in The C. is Altered 
as Antonio Balladino, 

under  
pageant poet. Munday's ks usually 

appeared 
Lazarus 1' 

h is own 
w;.' 	identifies te4117 

	Pse udonym 

Tony " who contributed " Beauty sat bathingsby a spring " and six 
other lyrics to England's Helicon (ed. Bullen, 1899, p. 15). 

The completest account of Anthony Munday is T. Seccombe's 
article in the Diet. Nat. Biog. A life and bibliography are prefixed 
to the Shakespeare Society a reprint of John a Kent and John 
Cumber (ed. J. P. Collier, 1841). His two " Robin Hood " plays 
were edited by J. P. Collier in Old Plays (1828). and his English 
Remorse Lyle was printed in the flarleian Miscellany, vii. 136 seq. 
(ed. Park, 1811). For an account of his city pageants see F. W. 
Fairbolt, Lord Mayor's Pageants (Percy Sot:.. No. 38, 1843)• 

MO/WELLS, ANTHONY JOHN (1825-1897), English educa-
tional and industrial reformer, of Italian extraction, was born at 
Leicester in 1825. After' a few years spent at an elementary 
school, he was apprenticed to a hosier at the age of eleven; He 
afterwards became successful in business in Nottingham, filled 
several civic offices, and was known for his philanthropy. He 
was sheriff of Nottingham in 8853, and in 1859 organized the 
first courts of arbitration for the settlement of disputes between 
masters and men. In November ,868 he was returned to 
parliament for Sheffield as an advanced Liberal. He represented 
that constituency until November 1885, when he was returned 
for the Brightside division of Sheffield, which he continued to 
represent until his death. In the Gladstone ministry of 188o 
Mundclla was vice-president of the council, and shortly after-
wards was nominated fourth charity commissioner for England 
and Wales. In February 1886 be was appointed president 
of the board of trade, with a seat in the cabi,,et, and was sworn 
a member of the privy council. In August iflor, when the 
Liberals again came into power, Mundella was again appointed 
president of the hoard of • trade, and he continued in this 
position until 18o4. when he resigned office. His resignation 
was brought about by his connexion with a financial company 
which went into liquidation in circumstances calling for the 
official Intervention of the board of trade. However innocent 
his own connexion with the company was, , It involved him in 
unpleasant public discussion. and his position became untenable. 
Having made a close study of the educational systems of Germany 
and Switzerland, Itlundella was an early advocate of compulsory 
education in England. He rendered valuable service in con-
nexion with the Elementary Education Act of 187o. and the 
educational code of 1882, which became known as the " Mundella 
Code," marked a new departure in the regulation of public 
elementary schools and the conditions of the Government  

grants. To his initiative was chiefly due the Factory Aea 
of 1875, which established a ten-hours day for women arid 
children in textile factories; and the Conspiracy Act, which 
removed certain restrictions on trade uniocas. It was he 
also who established the labour department of the board of 
trade and founded the Labour Gazette. He introduced and 
passed bills for the better protection of women and children in 
brickyards and for the limitation of their labours inn, factories; 
and be effected substantial improvements in the Mines Regula-
tion Bill, and was the author of much other useful legislation. 
In recognition of his efforts, a marble bust of himself, by Boehm, 
subscribed for by 8o,00o factory workers, chiefly women and 
children, was presented to Mrs Mundella. He died in London 
on the list of July 18g7. 

MINDEN, JOSEPH SHEPHERD (0758-1832), English actor, 
was the son of a London poulterer, and ran away from home 
to join a strolling company. He had a long provincial eilwrietwe 
as actor and manager. His first London appearance was in 
1790 at Covent Carden, where he practically remained until 
an, becoming the leading comedian of his day. In 1813 he 
was at Drury Lane. He retired in 1824, and died on the 6th 
of February 1832. 

MINDEN, a town of Germany, in the Prussian province of 
Hanover, picturesquely situated at the confluence of the. Fulda: 
and the Werra, 21 m. N.E. of Camel by rail. Pop. (ups), 
ro,7s5• It is an ancient place, municipal rights having been 
granted to it in 1247. A few ruins of its former walls still survive. 
The large Lutheran church of St Blasius (46-i5th centuries] 
contains the sarcophagus of Duke Eric of Brunirwicic•Calenbers 
(d. :54o). The 13th-century Church of St Aegidius was injured 
in the siege of 0625-26 but was subsequently restored. There is 
a new Roman Catholic church (t895). The town hall (1619), 
and the ducal castle, built by Duke Eric II. about 2570, and 
rebuilt in 1898, are the principal secular buildings. In the 
latter is the municipal museum. There are various small 
industries and a trade in timber. Milnden,often called "Hanno-
versch-Munden " (i.e. Hanoverian Minden), to distinguish it 
from Prussian Minden, was founded by the landgraves of 
Thuringia, and passed in 1247 to the house of Brunswick. It 
was for a time the residence of the dukes of Brunswick-Leneburg. 
In 1626 it was destroyed by Tilly. 

See Willigerod, Ceschicke ton Mandan (GLIttingen. 008); and 
Henze, Pulver durch Minden and Utngegend (MOricien, Iwo). 

MIIIIDRUCIIS, a tribe of South American Indians, one of the 
most powerful tribes on the Amazon. IA 1788 they completely 
defeated their ancient enemies the Muras. After 18o3 they 
lived at peace With the Brazilians, and many are civilized. 

MUNDT. THEODOR (1808--1861), German author, was born 
at Potsdam on the 19th of September r8oft. Having studied 
philology and philosophy at Berlin, he settled in r83/ at Leipzig, 
as a journalist, and was subjected to a riguious police supervision. 
In 1839 he married }Clara Muller (1814-t873), who under the 
name of Luise Milhlbach became a popular novelist, and he 
removed in the same year to Berlin. Here his intention of 
entering upon an academical career was for a time thwarted 
by his collision with the Prussian press laws. In 184s, however, 
he was permitted to establish himself as prim:docent. In 1848 
he was appointed professor of literature and history in Breslau, 
and in r85o ordinary professor and librarian in Berlin; there he 
died on the 3oth of November t861. Mundt wrote extensively 
on aesthetic subjects, and as &critic he had considerable influence 
in his time. Prominent among his works are Die Kunst der 
deutsche,' Prosa (r837); Geschichle der Literatur der Gegen:earl 
(1840); Aesthetik; die Ides der Schlinheil and des Kan:harks ins 
Lichte sincerer Zeit (1845, new ed. 1868); Die Gnu:no* der 
alien Yelper (i846, -new ed. 1854). He also wrote several 
historical novels; Thomas ?denser (1841); Afendosa, der Voter 
der ScItehtsen (x847) and Die Matodore (185o).. But perhaps 
Mundt's chief title to fame was his part in the emancipation of 
women, a theme which he elaborated in his Madonna, Ufa"- 
&Bunsen mill enter Heinle* (183$)• 



MUNICH 
NOTCH (Gee. MiWass), a city of Germany, capital of 

the kingdom of Bavaria, and the third largest town in the 
German Empire. It is situated on an elevated plain, on the 
river Isar, :5 m. N. of the foot-hills of the Alps, about midway 
between Strasburg and Vienna. Owing to its lofty site (1 Tao ft. 
above the sea) and the proximity of the Alps, the climate is 
changeable, and its mean annual temperature, ste to so°  F., 
is little higher than that of many places much farther to the 
north. The annual rainfall is nearly 3o In. Munich lies at 
the centre of an important network of railways connecting 
It directly with Strasburg (for Paris), Cologne, Leipzig, Berlin, 
Rosenheim (for Vienna) and Innsbruck (for Italy via the Brenner 
pass), which converge in a central station. 

Munich Is divided into twenty-four municipal districts, nine-
teen of which, including the old town, lie on the left bank of the 
Isar, while the suburban districts of Au, liakihausen, Giesing„ 
Bogenhausen and Ramersdorf are on the opposite bank. The 
old town, containing many narrow and irregular streets, forms a 
semicircle with its diameter towards the river, while round 
its periphery has sprung up the greater part of modem Munich, 
including the handsome Maximilian and Ludwig districts. 
The walls with which Munich was formerly surrounded have 
been pulled down, but some of the gates have been left. The 
most interesting is the Isartor and the Karbaor, restored in 
1835 and adorned with frescoes. The Siegeetor (or gate of 
victory) is a modern imitation of the arch of Constantine at 
Rome, while the stately Propylaea, built in 0154-1862, is a 
reproduction of the gates of the Athenian Acropolis. 

Munich owes its architectural magnificence largely to Louis 1. 
of Bavaria, who ascended the throne in 1835, and his successors; 
while its collections of an entitle it to rank with Dresden and 
Berlin. Most of the modern buildings have been erected after 
celebrated prototypes of other countries and eras, so that, as 
has been said by Mode Carden, a walk through Munich affords 
a picture of the architecture and art of two thousand years. 
In carrying out his plans Louis I. was seconded by the architect 
Leo VOA Klan" while the external decorations of painting and 
sculpture were mainly designed by Peter von Cornelius, Wilhelm 
von Seelbach and Schwanthaler. As opportunity offers, the 
narrow streets of the older city are converted into broad, straight 
boulevards, lined with palatial mansions and public buildings. 
The hygienic improvement effected by these changes, and by 
a new and excellent water supply, is shown by the mortality 
averages—so-4 per thousand in 1871-1875, 30.4 per thousand 
In 18131--1885, and 20.5 per thousand in 1e03-1904. The med. 
tectural *tyke which has bees principally followed in the leer 
public buildings, among them the law courts, finished in 1897, 
the German bank, St Martin's hospital, as well as in numerous 
private dwellings, is the Italian and French Rococo, or Renais-
sance, adapted to the traditions of Munich architecture in the 
17th and 18th centuries. A large proportion of the most notable 
buildings in Munich are in two streets, the Ludwigstrasse and 
the Dfaximaianstrasse, the creations of the monarchs where 
names they bear. The former, three-quarters of a mile long 
and 40 yds. wide, chiefly contains buildings in the Renaissance 
style by Friedrich von Gartner. The most striking of these are 
the palaces of Duke Max and of Prince Luitpold; the Odeon, a 
large building for concerts, adorned with frescoes and marble 
busts; the war office; the royal library, in the Florentine palatial 
style; the Ludwigskirche, a successful reproduction of the 
Italian Romanesque style, built in s829-1844, and containing 
a huge fresco of the Last Judgment by Cornelius; the blind 
asylum; and, lastly, the university. At one end this street is 
terminated by the Siegestor, while at the other is the Feldher-
renhalle (or hall of the marshals), a copy of the Loggia del Land 
at Florence, containing statues of Tilly and Wrede by Schwan-
thaler. Adjacent Is the church of the Theatines, an imposing 
though somewhat over-ornamented example of the Italian 
Rococo style; it contains the royal burial vault. In the Maxi-
milianstrasse, which extends from Haidhausen on the right bank 
of the Isar to the Max-Joseph Plate, King Maximilian II. tried 
to introduce an entirely novel style of domestic architecture.  

fanned by the combination of older forms. • At the east end it 
is closed by the Maximillaneura, an extensive and imposing 
edifice, adorned externally with large sculptural groups and 
internally with huge paintings representing the chief scenes in 
the history of the world. Descending the street, towards the 
west are passed in succession the old buildings of the Bavarian 
national museum, the government buildings in which the Com-
posite style of Maximilian has been most consistently carried 
out, and the mist. On the north side of the Max-Joseph Plats 
lies the royal palace, consisting of the Mte Reddens, the 
Kindpbau, and the Fessaalbau. The Alta Reside= dates 
from anor to 1616; its apartments are handsomely fitted up 
in the Rococo style, and the private chapel and the treasury 
contain several crowns and many other interesting and valuable 
objects. The Festsallbau, erected by Kleine in the Italian 
Renaissance style, is adorned with mural paintings and sculp-
tures, while the Konigsbau, a reduced copy of the Pitti Palace 
at Florence, contains a series of admirable frescoes from the 
Niebelengesiimi by Julius Schnorr von Carolsfeld. Adjoining 
the palace are two theatres, the Residents or private theatre, 
and the handsome Hoftheater, accommodating acoo spectators. 
The Allerheiligen-Hofkirche, or court-church, is in the Byzantine 
style, with a Romanesque facade. 

The Ludwigatrasee and the M•ximaianstrasse both end at 
no great distance from the Frauendats in the centre of the old 
town. On this square stands the Frauenkirche, the cathednd 
church of the archbishop of Munich-Frebing, with its lofty cupola 
capped towers dominating the whole town. It is imposing from 
its size, and interesting as one of the few examples of indigenous 
Munich art. On the adjacent Mariendats are the old town-
hall, dating from the 14th century and restored in r865, and 
the new town-hall, the latter a magnificent modern Gothic 
erection, freely embellished with statues, frescoes, and stained-
glass windows. and enlarged in r9oo-roo5. The column in the 
centre of the square was erected in .1638, to commemorate the 
defeat of the Protestants near Prague by the Bavarians during 
the Thirty Years' War. 

Among the other churches of Munich the chief place is due to 
St Bonifates, an admirable copy of an early Christian basilica. 
it is adorned with a eyrie of religious paintings by Heinrich 
von Hem (1798-1863), said the dome is supported by sixty-
four monoliths of grey Tyrolese marble. The parish church of 
Au, in the Early Gothic style, contains gigantic stained-glass 
windows and some excellent wood-carving; and the church 
of St John in Haidhausen Is another fine Gothic structure. 
St Michael's in the Random= style, erected for the Jesuits in 
1583-2595, contains the monument of Eug6ne Beauharnais by 
Thonvaldsen. The facade is divided into storeys,. and the 
general effect is•by no means ecclesiastical. St Peter's is inter-
esting as the oldest church in Munich (12th century), though no 
trace of the original basilica remains. Among newer churches 
the most noticeable are the Evangelical church of St Luke, a 
Transitional building, with an imposing dome, finished in 1896, 
and the Gothic parochial church of the Gelling suburb, with a 
tower 312 ft. high and rich interior decorations (1866-1884). 

The valuable collections of art are enshrined in handsome 
buildings, mostly in the Maximilian suburb on the north side 
of the town. The old Pinakothek, erected by Klemm in 1826-
1836, and somewhat resembling the Vatican, is embellished 
externally with frescoes by Cornelius and with statues of twenty-
four celebrated painters from sketches by Schwauthaler. It 
contains a valuable and extensive collection of pictures by the 
earlier masters, the chief treasures being the early German 
and Flemish works and the unusually numerous examples of 
Ruben,. It also affords accommodation to more than 300,000 
engravings, over ,o,000 drawings, and a large collection of 
vase!. Opposite stands the new Pinakothek, built /846-1853, 
the frescoes on Which, designed by, llaulbach, show the effects of 
wind and weather. It is devoted m works by painters of the 
last century, among which Karl Rottmana's Greek landscapes 
are perhaps the most important. The Glyptothek, a building by 
Shines in the Ionic style, and adorned with several groups and 
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single statues, contains a valuable series of sculptures, extending 
from Assyrian and Egyptian monuments down to works by 
Thorwaldsen and other modern masters. The celebrated 
Aeginetan marbles preserved here were found in the island of 
Ace= in at i. Opposite the Glyptothek stands the exhibition 
building, in the Corinthian style, it was finished in 1845, and is 
used for periodic exhibitions of art. In addition to the museum 
of plaster casts, the Anfiquarium (a collection of Egyptian, Greek 
and Roman antiquities under the roof of the new Pinakothek) 
and the Maillinger collection, connected with the historical 
museum, Munich also contains several private galleries. Fore-
most among these stand the Schack Gallery, bequeathed by 
the founder, Count Adolph von Schack, to the emperor William 
H. in 1894, rich in works by modern German masters, and the 
Lotzbeck collection of sculptures and paintings. Other struc-
tures and institutions are the new buildings of the art association; 
the academy of the plastic arts (1874-1885), in the Renaissance 
style; and the royal 'usenet (Zeughaus) with the military 
museum. The Schwanthakr museum contains models of most 
of the great sculptor's works. 

The immense scientific collection in the Bavarian national 
museum, illustrative of the march of progress from the Roman 
period down to the present day, compares in completeness 
with the similar collections at South Kensington and the Music 
de Cluny. The building which now houses this collection was 
erected in 1804-zeoo. On the walls is a series of well-executed 
frescoes of scenes from Bavarian history, occupying a space of 
16,0oo sq. ft. The ethnographical museum, the cabinet of 
coins, and the collections of fossils, minerals, and physical 
and optical instruments, are also worthy of mention. The art 
union, the oldest and most extensive in Germany, possesses a 
good collection of modern works. The chief place among the 
scientific institutions is due to the academy of science, founded 
in 1759. The royal library contains over z,soo,000 printed 
volumes and 30,000 manuscripts. The observatory is equipped 
with instruments by the celebrated Josef Fraunhofer. 

At the head of the educational institutions of Munich stands 
the university, founded at Ingolstadt in 1472, removed to 
Landsbut in x800, and transferred thence to- Munich in 1826. 
In addition to the four usual faculties there is a fifth—of political 
economy. In connexion with the university are medical and 
other schools, a priests' seminary, and a library of soo,000 
volumes. The polytechnic institute (Maximise Hockschtsk) in 
arm acquired the privilege of conferring the degree of doctor 
of technical science. Munich contains several gymnasia or 
grammar-schools, a military academy, a veterinary college, an 
agricultural college, a school for architects and builders, and 
several other technical schools, and a conservatory of music. 
The general prison in the suburb of Au is considered a model 
of its kind; and there is also a large military prison. Among 
other public buildings, the crystal palace (Glas-palasr), 765 ft. 
in length, erected for the great exhibition of 1854, is now used, 
as occasion requires, for temporary exhibitions. The Wittelsbach 
palace, built in r843-a5o, in the Early English Pointed style, is 
one of the residences of the royal family. Among the numerous 
monuments with which the squares and streets art adorned, 
the most important are the colossal statue of Maximilian II. 
in the Maximilianstrasse, the equestrian statues of Louis I. and 
the elector Maximilian I., the obelisk erected to the 30,000 
Bavarians who perished in Napoleon's expedition to Moscow, 
the Wittelsbach fountain (180s), the monument commemorative 
of the peace of am and the marble statue of Justus Liebig, 
the chemist, set up in 1883. 

The English garden (Engliseker Gast*, to the north-east of 
the town, is 600 acres in extent, and was laid out by Count 
Rumford in imitation of an English park. On the opposite bank 
of the Isar, above and below the Maximilianeunt, extend the 
Gasteig promenades, commanding fine views of the town. To 
the south-west of the town is the Theresienwiese, a large common 
where the popular festival Is celebrated in October. Here is 
situated the Ruluneshalle or ball of fame, a Doric colonnade 
containing busts of eminent Bavarians. In front of it is a  

colossal bronze statue of Bavaria, sr ft. high, designed by 
Schwanthaler. The botanical garden, with its large palm-house, 
the Hofgarten, surrounded with arcades containing frescoes of 
Greek landscapes by Rottmann, and the Maximilian park to 
the east of the her, complete the list of public parks. 

The population of Munich in mos was $3 8,393. The per, 
 =neat garrison numbers about ro,000 men. Of the population. 

84% are Roman Catholic, 24% Protestants, and n, 
Munich is the seat of the archbishop of Munich-Freisifig 

and of the general Protestant consistory for Bavaria. About 
twenty newspapers are published here, including the AUgemeing 
Zeittext. Some of the festivals of the Roman Church are eel• 
braced with considerable pomp; and the people also cling to 
various national fetes, such as the Metzgersprung, the Scbillier-
tans, and the great October festival. 

Munich has long been celebrated for its artistic handicrafts, 
such as bronze-founding, giassotaining, silversmith's work, and 
wood-carving, while the astronomical instruments of Fraunbofer 
and the mathematical instruments of Traugott Lieberecht von 
Ertel (2778-1858) are also widely known. Lithography, which 
was invented at Munich at the end of the 28th century, is 
extensively practised here. The other industrial products 
include wall-paper, railway plant, machinery, -gloves and 
artificial flowers. The most characteristic industry; however, 
is brewing. Four important markets are held at Munich 
annually. The city is served by an extensive electric tramway 
system. 

History.—The Villa Munichen or Porten ad stotiodset, so 
called from the monkish owners of the ground on which It lay, 
was first called into prominence by Duke Henry the Lion, who 
established a mint here in irs8, and made it the emporium for 
the salt coming from Hallein and Reichenhall. The Bavarian 
dukes of the Wittelsbach house occasionally resided at Munich, 
and In 2255 Duke Louis made it his capital, having previously 
surrounded it with walls and a moat. The town was almost 
en 'tinily destroyed by fire in 132 9, after which the emperor Louis 
the Bavarian, in recognition of the loyalty of the citizens, 
rebuilt it very much on the scale it retained down to the beginning 
of the loth century. Among the succeeding rulers those who did 
most for the town in the erection of handsome buildings and the 
foundation of schools and scientific institutions were Albert V., 
William V., Maximilian I., Max Joseph and Charles Theodore. 
In 1632 Munich was occupied by Gustavus Adolphus, and in, 
170s, and again in 2745, it was in possession of the Austrians. 
In 57er the fortifications were razed. 

Munich's importance in the history of art is entirely of modem 
growth, and may be dated.ftom the acquisition of the Aegisthus 
marbles by Louis I., then crown prince, in am. Among the 
eminent artists of this period whose names are more or less 
identified with Munich were Leo von Klenre (r784-1864), 
Joseph Daniel Ohlmnller (1791-1839), Friedrich von Gartner 
(5702-2847), and Georg Friedrich Ziebland (1800-1873), the 
architects; Peter von Cornelius (r783-t867), Wilhelm von Kaul-
bach (18°4-1874), Julius Schnorr von Carolsfeld 4794-1870, 
and Karl Rottmann, the painters; and Ludwig von Schwanthaler, 
the sculptor. Munich is still the leading school of painting in 
Germany, but the ronianticisin of the earlier masters has been 
abandoned for drawing and colouring of a realistic character. 
Karl von Piloty (2826-1886) and Wilhelm Dies (an-non long 
stood at the head of this school. 

See MiUkedlimgen des Walistisclien Bureaus der Stade Manthen (vols. 
i.—v., 1875-1882); Sold, Manchen wit seines Umgebungen (184); 
Rebetr, Basdeclusucher Fairer dunk die Stud Munches (1876); Daniel. 
RaIldinuk der Geograkkie (new ed., ays); Prantl, GesckicHe der 
Ludwig-Maximilians UnivernIdl (Munich, 187a); Goering, 30 Akre 
Mandkm (Munich, toos)i von Ammon, Die Gegend von Manama 
geologisch ruche/dere (Munich, 5895); Kronage, Illustrierge &which.. 
der Skutt Munchen (Munich, 1903); the Jaertnuls far Manama 
Gesekieke, edited by Reinhardsteatner and Trautmann (Munich, 
1887-1894); Aufleger and Trautmann, Alt-Munches is Bid set s 
Wort (Munich, 1865): Rohtaeder, Munches els liandelniadt (Munich, 
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MUNICIPALITY-MUNICIPIUM 
illiNICIPALTIT, a modern term -(derived from Lat, 

cipiets; see below), now used both for a city or town which 
is organized for self-government under a municipal corporation, 
and also for the governing body itself. Such a corporation 
in Great Britain consists of a head as a mayor or provost, and 
of superior members, as aldermen and councillors, together with 
the simple corporator!, who are represented by the governing 
body; it acts as a person by its common seal, and has a perpetual 
succession, with power to hold lands subject to the restrictions 
of the Mortmain laws; and it can• sne or be sued. Where 
necessary for its primary objects, every corporation has power 
to make by-laws and to enforce them by penalties, provided they 
are not unjust or unreasonable or otherwise inconsistent with 
the objects of the charter or other instrument of foundation. 

See BOROUGIL COMMUNE. CORPORATION, LOCAL GOVERNMENT, 
FINANCE. &c., and for details of the functions of the municipal 
goverment see the sections under the general headings of the 
different countries and the sections on the history of these countries. 

IIINICIPIUM (Let. teener, a duty or privilege, cetera, to 
take), in ancient Rome, the term applied primarily to a status, 
a Certain relation between individuals or communities and the 
Romeo state; subsequently and in ordinary usage to a com-
munity, standing in such a relation to Rome. Whether the 
name signifies the taking up of burdens or the acceptance of 
privileges is a disputed point. But as ancient authorities are 
unanimous in giving mem in this connexion the sense of 
" duty " or " service," it Is probable that the chief feature 
of municipality was the performance of certain services to 
Rome.' This view is confirmed by all that we know about 
the towns to which the came was applied in republican times. 
The status had its origin in the conferment of citizenship upon 
Tnsculum in 381 B.C. (Livy vi. Xi; d. Cic. pro Plane. 8, 59), 
and was widely extended in the settlement made by Rome at 
the dose of the Latin War in 338 N.C. (see Rome, History). 
Italian towns were then divided into three dame!: (1) Cytosine 
album Romanorum, whose members had all the rights of damn-
ship; (a) atexicipia, which received partial citizenship; (3)f -
aloe drunks (including the eo called Latin colonies), which 
remained entirely separate from Rome, and stood in relations 
with her which were separately arranged by her for each state by 
treaty (Palms). The eninicipia stood in very different degrees 
of dependence on Rome. Some, such as Fundi (Livy viii. 14; 
d. ibid. 19), enjoyed a local self-government only limited in the 
matter of jurisdiction; others, such as Anagnia (Livy ix. 43; 
Festus, de verb. signification* " p. 127, ed. 
Milner), were governed directly from Rome. But they all had 
certain features in common. Their citizens were called upon 
to pay the same dues and perform the same service in the legions 
as full Roman citizens, but were deprived of the chief privileges 
of citizenship, those of voting in the Comitia (jar suirogii), and 
of holding Roman magistrades (jur litmorum). It would also 
appear from Festus (op. cit. s.e. praefedura, p. 233) that juris-
diction was entrusted in every inunkipiete to praefecti furl 
dimendo sent out from Rome to represent the Praetor Urbanus. 3 

 The conferment of municipality can therefore hardly have been 
regarded as other than an imposing of burdens, even in the 
case of those cities which retained control of their own affairs. 
But after the dose of the second Punic War, when Rome had 
become the chief power, not only in Italy, but In all the neigh-
bouring lands round the Mediterranean, we can trace a growing 
tendency among the Italian cities to regard citizenship of this 
great state as a privilege, and to claim complete citizenship as 
a reward of their services in helping to build up the Roman 
power. During the and century s.c. the jus suffrogii and jus 
bettor-um were conferred upon numerous munkipia (Livy xxxviii. 
a6, 37), whose citizens were then enrolled in the Roman tribes. 
They can have exercised their public rights but seldom, owing to 
their distance from Rome; but the consulships of C. Marius, 

f For a contrary view, however, see Marquardt, Abe. Steatrrew. 
I. IN a6, a. 2 (and ed., Leipaig, 1880, and authorities there cited. 

9  For a different view see Wilkins, Droit public ramie, p. 
(Louvain. 1874).  

a sumicepe sof Arpinum (between so, and zoo 	and the 
strength of the support given to Tiberius Griuchus in the 
assembly by the voters from Italian towns (r33 s.c.) show what 
an important influence the members of these wessicipict could 
occasionally exercise over Roman politics. The cities thus 
privileged, however, though receiving complete Roman citizen-
ship, were not, as the logic of public law might seem to demand, 
incorporated in Rome, but continued to exist as independent 
urban units; and this anomaly survived in the municipalsysteat 
which was developed, on the, basis of these grants of citizen-
ship, after the Social War. That system recognized the mimic* 
as at once a citizen of a self-governing city community, and 
a member of the city of Rome, his dual capacity being illustrated 
by his right of voting both in the election of Roman magistrates 
and in the election of magistrates for his own town. 

The result of the Social War which broke out in gt s.c. 
(see Roue: History) was the establishment of a new uniform 
municipality throughout Italy, and the obliteration of any 
important distinction between the three classes established 
after the Latin War. By the Lex Julia of 90 a.c. and the 
Lex Plautia Papiria of 8g D.C. every town in Italy which made 
application in due form received the complete citizenship. 
The term weeicipium was no longer confined to a particular 
class of Italian towns but was adopted as a convenient name 
for all urban communities of Roman citizens in Italy. The 
organization of a municipal system, which should regulate the 
governments of all these towns on a uniform basis, and define 
their relation to the Roman government, was probably the work 
of Sulla, who certainly gave great impetus to the foundation 
in the provinces of citizen colonies, which were the earliest 
essinicipia outside Italy, and enjoyed the same status as the 
Italian towns. Julius Caesar extended the sphere of the Roman 
municipal system by his enfranchisement of Cisalpine Gaol, 
and the consequent inclusion of all the towns of that region 
in the category of munkipia. He seems also to have given 
a more definite organization to the mualeipia as a whole. But, 
excepting those in Cisalpine Gaul, the municipal system still 
embraced no towns outside Italy other than the citizen colonies. 
Augustus and his successors adopted the practice of granting 
to existing towns in the provinces either the full citizenship, 
or a partial civitas known as the jar Latii. This partial civilize 
does not seem to have been entirely replaced, as in Italy, by 
the grant of full privileges to the communities possessing it, 
and the distinction survived for some time in the provinces 
between coloniac, municipia juris Romani, and munkipia furls 
Lana. But the uniform system of administration gradually 
adopted in all three classes rendered the distinction entirely 
unimportant, and the general term reetticipiew is used of all 
alike. The incorporation of existing towns, hitherto non-Roman, 
in the uniform municipal system of the principate took place 
mainly in the eastern part of the Empire, where Greek civiliza-
tion had long fostered urban life. In the west city commu-
nities rapidly sprang up under direct Roman influence. The 
development of towns of the municipal type on the sites where 
legions occupied permanent quarters can be traced in several 
of the western provinces; and it cannot be doubted that this 
development became the rule wherever a body of Roman 
subjects settled down together for any purpose and permanently 
occupied a region. At any rate by the end of the 1st century 
of the principate munkipia are numerous in the western as 
well as the eastern half of the Empire, and the townsare every-
where centres of Roman influence. 

Of the internal life of the munkipia very little is known 
before the Empire. For the period after Julius Caesar, however, 
we have two important sources of information. A series of 
municipal laws gives us a detailed knowledge of the constitution 
imposed, with slight variations, on all the municipsa' ; and a 
host of private inscriptions gives particulars of their social life. 

The municipal constitution of the 1st century of the principate 
is based upon the type of government common to Greece and 
Rome from earliest times. The government of each town 
consists of magistrates, senate and assembly, and is entirely 
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hidependent of the Roman government except In certain cues 
of higher civil jurisdiction, which come under the direct cog-
nisance of the praetor urbanus at Rome. On the other hand, 
each community is bound to perform certain services to the 
Imperial government, such as the contribution of men and 
horses for military service, the maintenance of the imperial 
post through its neighbourhood, and the occasional entertain-
ment of Roman officials or billeting of soldiers. The citizens 
were of two classes: (x) clues, whether by birth, naturalization 
or emancipation, (2) income, who enjoyed a partial citizenship 
based on domicile for a certain period. Both classes were 
liable to civic burdens, but the bloke had none of the privi-
leges of citizenship except a limited right of voting. The 
citizens were grouped in either tribes or curiae, and accordingly 
the assembly sometimes bore the name of Comitia Tribute, 
sometimes that of Comitia Curiata. The theoretical powers 
of these comitia were extensive both in the election of magis-
trates and in legislation. But the growing influence of the 
senate over elections on the one hand, and on the other hand the 
increasing reluctance of leading citizens to become candidates 
for office (see below), gradually made popular election a mere 
form. The senatorial recommendation of the necessary number 
of candidates seems to have been merely ratified in the comitla; 
and a Spanish municipal law of the rut century makes special 
provision for occasions on which an insufficient number of 
candidates are forthcoming. In Italy, however, the reality of 
popular elections seems to have survived to a later date. The 
inscriptions at Pompeii, for Instance, give evidence of keenly 
contested elections in the 2nd•century. The local senate, or 
curia, always exercised an important influence on municipal 
polities. Its members formed the local nobility, and. at an 
early date special privileges were granted by Rome to provincials 
who were senators in their native towns. For the composition, 
powers, and history of the provincial senate see Drumm. 
The magistrates were elected annually, and were six in number, 
forming three pairs of colleagues. The highest magistrates 
were the Ilviri (Amin) juri dicundo, who bad charge, as their 
name implies, of all local jurisdiction, and presided over the 
assembly. Candidates for this office were required to be over. 
sea years of age, to have held one of the minor magistracies, 
and to possess all the qualifications required of members of the 
local senate (see DEctrato). Next in dignity were the Ilviri 
aediles, who had charge of the roads and public buildings, the 
games and the corn-supply, and exercised police control through-
out the town. They appear to have been regarded as sub-
ordinate colleagues (collegae mineral) of the Ihiri jars dicundo, 
and in some towns at least to have bad the right to convene 
and preside over the comilia in the absence of the latter. Indeed 
many inscriptions speak of IVviri (Qtratteoreirs, consisting of 
two IVviri juri dicundo and two IVviri defiles; but in the 
majority of cases the former are regarded as distinct and 
superior magistrates. The two quer-hares, who appear to have 
controlled finance in a large number of reunitipia, cannot be 
traced in others; and it is probable that in the municipin, as 
at Rome, the quaestorship was locally instituted, as need arose, 
to relieve the supreme magistrates of excessive business. Other 
municipal magistrates frequently referred to in the inscriptions 
are the quinquennales and praefech. The quinquennales super-
seded the Ilviri or IVviri furl dicundo every five years, and 
differed from them only in possessing, in addition to their other 
powers, those exercised in Rome before the time of Sulfa by the 
censors. Two classes of praeledi are found in the municipalities 
under the Empire, both of which are to be distinguished from 
the officials who bore that name in the 'multiple before the 
Social War. The first class consists of those preefecti who were 
nominated as temporary delegates by the IIviri, when through 
Illness or compulsory absence they were unable to discharge 
the duties of their office. The second class, referred to in 
inscriptions by the name of praelecii ab decurionibus erects 
kge Peironia, seem to have been appointed by the local senate 
in case of a complete absence of higher magistrates, such as 
would have led in Rome to the appointment of an interrex. 

Prom a @odd point of view the inandelpfis of the Roman Empire 
may be Maned under three heads; (I) as centres of local sell-
government, (a) as religious centres. (3) as industrial centres. (1) 
The chief feature of the local government of the towns is the wide- 
spread activity of the municipal authorities in improving the mural 
conditions of life in the town. In the municipalities, as In Rome, 
provision was made out of the public funds for feeding the poorer 
part of the population. and providing a supply of corn which could 
be bought by ordinary citizens at a moderate price. In Pliny • 
time there existed in many towns public schools controlled by the 
municipal authorities, concerning which Pliny remelts that they 
were a source of Considerable disturbance in the town at the times 
when it was necessary to appoint teachers. He himself 
the establishment of another kind of municipal schoolepactixemeet 
where the leading townspeople subscribed for the maintenance of 
the school, and the control, including the appointment of teachers. 
remained in the hands of the sub=ibm. Physiciani seen to.have 
been maintained in many towns at the public expense. The water-
supply was also provided out of the municipal budget, and controlled 
by magistrates appointed for the purpose. To enable it to bear the 
expense involved in all these undertakings, the local treasury was 
generally assisted by large benefactions, either in money or in works, 
from individual citizens; but direct taxation for memicapai 

" was hardly ever resorted to. The treasury was filled ou t 5"7:: 
proceeds of the landed possessions of the community, especially such 
fruitful sources of revenue as mines and quarries, and out of nnport 
and export duties. It was occasionally eubsidiaed by the emperor 
on occasions of sudden and exceptional calamity. _ 

2. The chief feature in the religious life of the towns was the 
Important position they occupied as centres for the cult of the 
emperor. Caesar-worship as an organized cult developed sponta-
neously in many provincial towns during the reign of Augustus, 
and was fostered by him and his successors as a means of promoting 
in these centres of vigour andprosperity a strong loyalty to Rome 
and the emperor, which was one of t e firmest supports of the tatter's
power. The order of Aagarlaier, officials appointed to regulate the 
worship of the emperor in the towns, occupied a position of dignity 
and importance in provincial society. It was composed of the lead-
ing and the wealthiest men among the lower classes of the pope's-
don. By the organization. of the order on these lines Augustus 
secured the double object of maintaining Caesar worship in all the 
most vigorous centres of provincial life, and attracting to himself 
and his successors the special devotion of the industrial chime which 
had its origin in the enemata of the Roman Empire, and has become 
the greatest political force in modern Europe. 

3. The development of this free industrial clue Is the chief feature 
of the multiple considered as centres of industry and handicraft 
The rise to power of the equestrian order is Rome during the last 
century of the Republic had to some extent modified the old Roman 
principle that trade and commerce were beneath the dignity of 
the governing class; but long after the fall of the Reppuublic the ansto-
cmtle notion survived in Rance that industry and bandsercfts were 
only fit for slaves. In the provincial towns, however, this ides was 
rapidly disappearing in the early years of the Empire, and even in 
the country towns of Italy the inscriptions give evidence not much 
later of the existence of a large and flourishing free industrial class, 
proud of its occupation, and bound t ogether by a strong esprit do 
coos. Already the members of this clan show a strong tendency 
to bind themselves together in gilds (cohere, sodaiikues). and the 
existence of countless associations of the kind is revealed by the 
inscriptions. The formation of societies for religious and other 
purposes was frequent at Rome from the earliest times in all classes 
of the free population. After the time of Sulla these societies were 
regarded by the government with suspicion, mainly on account of the 
political uses to which they were turned, and venous measures were 
passed for their suppression in Rome and Italy. This policy was 
continued by the early emperors and extended to the whole Empire, 
but in spite of opposition the gilds in the provincial towns grew and 
flourished. The ostensible objects of nearly all such cohere of which 
we have any knowledge were twofold, the maintenance of the 
worship of some god, and provision for the performance of proper 
funerary rights for its members. But under cover of these two maul 
objects, the only two purposes for which such combinations were 
allowed under the Empire, associations of all kinds grew up. The 
organization of the gilds was based on that of the municipality. 
Each elected its officers and treasurers at an annual meeting, and 
every five years a revision of the list of members was held, correspond-
ing to that of the senators held Quinquennially by the city males-
testesIt is doubtful how far 	 societies served to °mune 
and improve particular industries. There is no evidence to show 
that any societies during the first three centuries consisted solely 
of workers at a single craft. But there can be little doubt that the 
later craft .gilds were a development, through the industrial gild. 
of the provincial towns, done of the most ancient featuresof Roman 
life. 

Remarkable concord scents generally to have existed in the 
unaticipia between• the various classes of the population. This 
is accounted for partly by the strong civic feeling which formed 
a bond of unity stronger than most sources of friction, and 
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pertly to the general prosperity of the towns, which removed 
any acute discontent. The wealthy citizen seems always to 
have had to bear heavy financial burdens, and to have enjoyed 
in return a dignity and an actual political preponderance which 
oracle the general character of municipal constitutions distinctly 
timocratic. 

The policy adopted by the early emperors of encouraging, 
within the limits of a unifeere system, the independence and 
civic patriotism of the towns, was superseded in the 3rd and 
4th centuries by a deliberate effort to use the towns as lustre-
meats of the imperial government, under the direct control of 
the emperor or his representatives in the provinces. This 
policy was accompanied by a gradual decay of civic feeling and 
municipal enterprise, which showed Itself mainly in the un-
willingness of the townsmen to become candidates for local 
magistracies, or to take up the burdens entailed in membership of 
the municipal senate. Popular control of the local government 
of the towns was imaging to be a reality as early as the end of 
the rat century of the Empire. Two centuries later local 
government was a mere form. And the self-governing com-
munities of the middle ages were a restoration, rather than a 
development, of the flourishing and independent municipalities 
of the age of Augustus and•is immediate successors. 

Aurnoerrias.—C. Bruns, Font= Faris romoni, c. Ill., No. 18, 
and c. IV. (Freiburg, 1823), for Municipal Laws and references to 
Mommsen's commentary in C.I.L.; E. Kuhn, Stddlische to. birgalicks 
Verfassung des ram. Reich (Ledpsig, 1864; Marquardt. Rnnische 
Staalsognoaltusg, I. L. (Leipzig, i8111); Toutain, in Daremberg-
Saglio Dictionnoirg des aldifflak peep= it =maims, Munics- 
palm ",. S. Dill, Roman Sagely from Nero to Marcus Aurelius. C. 2 
and 3 ('London, 1904). For the gilds see Mommsen, De collegiis et 
sodadis Remanent'', (Keil. 1843); Liebman!. Geschicke u. Organi-
sation des rem Vereistswesens (Leipzig, 189o). (A. M. CL.) 

a word chiefly used in the plural, as a collective 
term for the documents, charters, title-deeds, 8m. relating to 
the property, rights and privileges of a corporation, such as a 
college, a family or private person, and kept as " evidences " 
for defending the same. Hence the medieval usage of the word 
wootimeabies, in classical Latin, a defence, fortification, from 
otasire, to defend. 

RUM RIVER EITTLIKENTE. or Seam GODEZA, a Spanish 
protectorate on the Guinea Coast, West Africa, rectangular 
in hum, with an area of about 9800 sq. m. and an estimated 
population of zso,000. The protectorate extends inland about 
z 25 miles and is bounded W. by the Atlantic, N. by the German 
colony of Cameroon, E. and S. by French Congo. The coast-
line, 75 m. long, stretches from the mouth of the Campo in 
2 so' N. to the mouth of the Muni in r° N., on the north arm 
of Corisco Bay. The small islands of Corisco (q.v.), Elobey 
Grande, Elobey Chico and Bans in Corisco Bay also belong 
to Spain. 

From the estuary of the Campo the coast trends S.S.W. in 
a series of shallow indentations, until at the bold bluff of Cape 
San Juan it turns eastward and forms Corisco Bay. The coast 
plain, from 12 to 25 in. wide, is succeeded by the foot-hills of 
the Crystal Mountains, which traverse the country in a north 
to south direction. These are a table-land, from which rise 
granitic hills 7oo to 1200 ft. above the general level, which is 
about 2500 ft. above the sea. The mountainous region, which, 
extends inland beyond the Spanish frontier, contains many 
narrow valleys and marshy depressions. The greater part of 
the country forms the basin of the river Benito, which, rising 
in French Congo a little east of the frontier, flows through the 
centre of the Spanish protectorate and enters the sea, after a 
course of Sao en., about midway between the Campo and Muni 
estuaries. The southern bank of the lower course of the Campo 
and the northern bank of the lower course of the Muni, form 
part of the protectorate. The mouths of the Campo and 
Benito are obstructed by sand bars, whereas the channel leading 
to the Muni is some 36ft. deep and the river itself is more than 
double that depth. It is from this superiority of access that 
the country has been named after the Muni River. The course 
of all the rivers is obstructed by rapids in their descent from  

the table-land to the plain.' The greater part of the country 
is covered with dense primeval forest. This forest growth is 
due to the fertility of the soil and the great rainfall,•Soanish 
Guinea with the neighbouring Cameroon country possessing 
one of the heaviest rain records of the world. The humidity 
of the climate joined to the excessive heat (the average tempera-
ture is 78° F.) makes the climate trying. In the eastern parts 
of the protectorate the forest is succeeded by more open country. 
Among the most common trees are oil-palms, rubber-trees, ebony 
and mahogany. The forests are the home of monkeys and of 
innumerable birds and insects, often of gorgeous colouring. 
In the north-east of the country elephants are numerous. 

The inhabitants are Bantu-Negroid, the largest tribe repre-
sented being the Fang (q.v.), called by the Spaniards Pauses. 
They are  immigrants from the Congo basin and have pushed 
before them the tribes, such as the Benga, which now occupy 
the coast-lands. The villages of the Fang are usually placed 
on the top of small hills. They cultivate the yam, banana and 
manioc, and are expert fishers and hunters. The European 
settlements are confined to the coast. There are trading stations 
at the mouths of the Campo, Benito and Muni rivers, at Bata, 
midway between the Campo and Benito, and on Elobey.Chico. 
There are cocoa, coffee and other plantations, but the chief 
trade is in natural products, rubber, palm oil and palm kernels, 
and timber. Cotton goods and alcohol are the principal imports. 
Trade is largely in the hands of British and German firms. The 
annual value of the trade in 1903-1906 was about izoo,000. 

Spain became possessed of Fernando Po at the end of the 
18th century, and Spanish traders somewhat later established 
" factories' on the neighbouring coasts of the mainland, but 
no permanent occupation appears to have been contemplated. 
During the 19th century a number of treaties were concluded 
between Spanish naval officers and the chiefs of the lower 
Guinea coast, and when the partition of Africa was in progress 
Spain laid claim to the territory between the Campo river and 
the Gabun. Germany and France also claimed the territory, 
but in 1886 Germany withdrew in favour of France. After 
protracted negotiations between France and Spain a treaty 
was signed in June zgco by which France acknowledge.: Spanish 
sovereignty over the coast region between the Campo and 
Muni rivers and the hinterland as far east as xi° so' E. of 
Greenwich, receiving in return concessions from Spain in the 
Sahara (see RIO DE Oac), and the right of pre-emption over 
Spain's West African possessions. In toot-ore the eastern 
frontier was delimited, being modified in accordance with 
natural features. The newly acquired territories were placed 
under the superintendence of the governor-general of Fernando 
Po, sub-governors being stationed at Bata, Elobey Chico and 
Corisco. 

See R. Behrin y R6zpide. La Guinea espeola (Madrid, 1901), 
and Guinea continental espaeola (Madrid, 1903); H. Lorin, "Lea 
colonies espagnoles du goffe de Guinee " in Quest. dip. et  col., vol. 
• (t9ra6); E. L. Perm," Estado actual de los territorios espanoles 
de Guinea " in Revista de grog. colon. y narcosis: (Madrid, dm); J. B. 
Roche, Au pays des Pahouins (Pans, 1904). A good map compiled 
by E. d'Almonte on the scale of I :200,000 was published in Madrid 
in 1903. Consult also the works cited under FERNANDO Po. 

MlJNICitilli. a town of Hungary, in the county of Bereg, 
220 in. E.N.E. of Budapest by rail. Pop. (z9oo), 13,640 It 
is situated on the Latorcza river, and on the outskirts of the 
East Beskides mountains, where the hills touch the plains. Its 
most noteworthy buildings are the Greek Catholic cathedral 
and the beautiful castle of Count Schonborn. In the vicinity, 
on a steep hill 580 ft. high, stands the old fort of Munkics, 
which played an important part in Hungarian history, and was 
especially famous for its heroic defence by Helene Zrinyi, wife 
of Emeric Miceli and mother of Francis Rik6czy U., for three 
years against the Austrians (1585--z688). It was afterwards 
used as a prison. Ypsilanti, the hero of Greek liberty, and 
Kazinczy, the regenerator of Hungarian letters, were confined in 
it. According to tradition, it was near Munkics that the 
Hungarians, towards the end of the 9th century, entered the 
country. ID 1896 in the fort was built one of the " millet:mild 
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monuments " established at seven different points of the 
kingdom. 

MUNKACSY, MICHAEL VON (:844-1920), Hungarian painter, 
whose real name was MICRAEL (Mutts) Lao LIU, was the third 
son of Michael Lieb, a collector of salt-tax in Munluits, Hungary, 
and of Cecilia Rock. He was born in that town on the soth 
of February thee. In 1848 his father was arrested at Miskolcz 
for complicity in the Hungarian revolution, and died shortly 
after his release; a little earlier he had also lost his mother, 
and became dependent upon the charity of relations, of whom 
an uncle, Rock, became mainly responsible for his maintenance 
and education. He was apprenticed to a carpenter, Langi, in 
thss, but shortly afterwards made the acquaintance of the 
painters Fischer and Szamossy, whom he accompanied to Arad 
In r858. From them he received his first real instruction In 
art. He worked mainly at Budapest during 1863-586s, and 
at this time first adopted, from patriotic motives, the name by 
which be is always known. In 1865 he visited Vienna, returning 
to Budapest in the following year, and went thence to Munich, 
where he contributed a few drawings to the Flkgende Bldaer. 
About the end of 5867 he was working at DUsseldorf, where he 
was much influenced by Ludwig Knaus, and painted (5868-
286g) his first picture of importance, " The Last Day of a 
Condemned Prisoner," which was exhibited in the Paris Salon 
in 187o, and obtained for him a nada& unique and a very 
considerable reputation. He had already paid a short visit to 
Paris in 5867, but on the asth of January 1872 he took up his 
permanent abode in that city, and remained there during the 
rest of his working life. Munkacsy's other chief pictures are 
" Milton dictating Paradise Lost to his Daughters" (Paris 
Exhibition, 1878), " Christ before Pilate " 0880, " Golgotha 
0883), " The Death of Mozart " (1884), " Arpad, chief of the 
Magyars, taking possession of Hungary," painted for the new 
House of Parliament in Budapest, and exhibited at the Salon 
in 1893, and " Ecce Homo." He had hardly completed the 
latter work when a malady of the brain overtook him, and he 
died on the 30th of April !goo, at Endenich, near Bonn. Just 
before his last illness he had been offered the directorship of 
the Hungarian State Gallery at Budapest. Munkacsy's masterly 
characterization, force and power of dramatic composition 
secured bim a great vogue for his works, but it is doubtful if 
his reputation will be maintained at the level it reached during 
his lifetime. " Christ before Pilate " and " Golgotha " were sold 
for £32,000 and 1,35,00o respectively to an American buyer. 
Munkacsy received the following awards for his work exhibited 
at Paris: Medal, 287o; Medal, and class; Legion of Honour, 
2877; Medal of Honour, r878; Officer of the Legion, 1878; Grand 
Prix, Exhibition of 188o; Commander of the Legion, ago. 

See F. Walther Ilges, " M. von Munkacsy." Kansiler Mono-
aphien (ago); C. Sedelmeyer, Christ before Pilate (Paris, 1886); 
Beavington Atkinson, " Michael Muacacsy," Magazine of Art 

1880. (E. F. S.) 
MUNNICH, BIIRKHARD CHRISTOPH. Comm (1683-1767), 

Russian soldier and statesman, was born at Neuenhuntorf, in 
Oldenburg, in 3683, and at an early age entered the French 
service. Thence he transferred successively to the armies of 
Hesse-Darmstadt and of Saxony, and finally, with the rank of 
general-In-chief and the title of count, he joined the army of 
Peter II. of Russia. In 2732 he became field-marshal and 
president of the council of war. In this post he did good 
service in the re-organization of the Russian army, and founded 
the cadet corps which was destined to supply the future genera-
tions of officers. In 1734 he took Danzig, and with 1736 began 
the Turkish campaigns which made Mitnnich's reputation as a 
soldier. Working along the shores of the Black Sea from the 
Crimea, he took Ochakov after a celebrated siege in x 737, and 
in 1739 won the battle of Stavutschina, and took Khotin (or 
Choczim), and established himself firmly in Moldavia. Marshal 
Mitnnich now began to take an active part in political affairs, 
the particular tone of which was given by his rivalry with Biron, 
or Bieren, duke of Courland. But his activity was brought to 
a close by the revolution of 174r; be was arrested on his way 
to the frontiei, and condemned to death. Brought out for  

execution, and withdrawn from the scaffold, he was later sent to 
Siberia, where he remained for several years, until the accession 
of Peter III. brought about his release in 1762. Catherine II., 
who soon displaced Peter, employed the old field-marshal 
as director-general of the Baltic ports. He died in 2767. Feld-
marschall Munich was a fine soldier of the professional type, 
and many future commanders, notably Loudon and Lacy, 
served their apprenticeship at Ochakov- and Khotin. As a 
statesman he is regarded as the founder of Russian Phllheilenism. 
He had the grade of count of the Holy Roman Empire. The 
Russian 37th Dragoons bear his name. 

He wrote an Elesuebe pour donne, me We de la forme de Conspire 
de Russia (Leipzig. 1774). and his voluminous diaries have appeared 
in various publications—Herrmann. Mirage ear Gesekichte des mini. 
aches Rekhs (Leipzig. 1843). See Hempel, Leber Ai innielu (Bremen, 
1742); Halem. Geschichte der P. M. Grafen Mannich (Oldenburg, 
2803; snd ed., 5838); Kostomarov, Fekhrtarxhall Mannich (Rnssixke 
fascinate in Biographien,v. a). 

MUNRO, SIR RECTOR (5726-1805), British general, son of 
Hugh Munro of Novar, in Cromarty, was born in 1726, and 
entered the army in 1749. He went to Bombay in 1761, in 
command of the 89th regiment, and in that year effected the 
surrender of MahE from the French. Later, when in command of 
the Bengal army, he suppressed'a mutiny of sepoys at Patna, 
and on the 23rd of October 1764 won the victory of Buser 
against Shuja-ud-Dowlah, the nawab wazir of Oudh, and Mir 
Kasim, which ranks amongst the most decisive battles ever 
fought In India. Returning home, be became in 2768 M.P. 
for the Inverness Burghs, which he continued to represent in 
parliament for more than thirty years, though a considerable 
portion of this period was spent in India, whither he returned 
in 1778 to take command of the Madras army. In that year 
he took Pondicherry from the French, but in 178o he was defeated 
by Hyder All near Conjeeveram, and forced to fall back on 
St Thomas's Mount. There Sir Eyre Coate took over command 
of the army, and in 1781 won a signal victory against Hyder All 
at Porto Novo, where Munro was in command of the right 
division. Negapatam was taken by Munro in November of 
the same year; and in 1782 he returned to England. He died on 
the 27th of December thos. 

MUNRO, HUGH ANDREW ma nn (thrg-2885), British' 
scholar, was born at glgin on the rgth of October 1819. He 
was educated at Shrewsbury school, where he was one of 
Kennedy's first pupils, and proceeded to Trinity College, Cam-
bridge, in 1838. He became scholar of his college in 1840, 
second classic and first chancellor's medalist in 1842, and 
fellow of his college in '1843. He became classical lecturer at 
Trinity College, and in :869 was elected to the newly-founded 
chair of Latin at Cambridge, but resigned it in 1872. The 
great work on which his reputation is mainly based is his 
edition of Lucretius, the fruit of the labour of many years (text 
only, t vol., 186o; text, commentary and translation, 2 vols., 
5864). As a textual critic his knowledge was profound and 
his judgment unrivalled; and he made close archaeological 
studies by frequent travels in Italy and Greece. In 1867 he 
published an improved text of Aetna with commentary, and 
in the following year a text of Horace wills critical introduction, 
illustrated by specimens of ancient gems selected by C. W. King. 
His knowledge and taste are nowhere better shown than in his 
Criticisms and Elucidations of Cafidlus (x878). He was a master 
of the art of Greek and Latin verse composition. His contri-
butions to the famous volume of Shrewsbury verse, Sabrina* 
corolla, are among the most remarkable of a remarkable collec-
tion. His Translations into Latin and Greek Verse were privately 
printed in th&s. Like his translations into English, they are 
characterized by minute fidelity to the original, but never cease 
to be idiomatic. He died at Rome on the 3oth of March x84. 

See Memoir by J. D. Duff, prefixed to a re -issue of the trans. of 
Lucretius in " Bohn's CL —r  Library " 

MUNRO, MONRO or MONROZ, ROBERT (d. e. t68o), Scots 
general, was a member of a well-known family in Ross-shire, 
the Munroes of Rallis. With several of his kinsmen he served 
in the continental wars under Gustavus Adolphus; and he 
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apt/ears to have returned to Scotland about 5638, and to have 
taken some part in the early incidents of the Scottish rebellion 
against Charles I. In t6se be went to Ireland, nominally as 
second in command under Alexander Leslie, bat in fact in chief 
command of the Scottish contingent against the Catholic rebels. 
After taking and plundering Newry in April :64a, and ineffec-
tually attemptiag to subdue Sir. nem O'Neill, Munro succeeded 
in taking prisoner the earl of Antrim at Dushice. The urival 
of Owen Roe O'Neill in Ireland strengthened the cause of the 
rebels (see O'Nsa.6), sad Munro, who was poorly supplied with 
Provisions and war materials, showed little activity. Moreover, 
thecieR war In England wasnow creating confusion amonS Pinks 
in Ireland, and the king was anxious to come to terms with 
the Catholic rebels, and to enlist them on his own behalf against 
the parliament. The duke of Ormonde, Charles's lieutenant-
general in Ireland, acting on the king's orders, signed a cessation 
of hostilities with the Catholics on the 15th of September 1643, 
and exerted himself to despatch aid to Charles in England. 
Munro in Ulster, holding his commission from the Scottish 

• parliament, did not recognize the armistice, and his troops 
accepted the solemn league and covenant, in which they were 
Joined by many English soldiers who left °monde to join him, 
In April thas the English parliament entrusted Munro with the 
command of all the forces in Ulster, both English and Scots. 
He thereupon seized Belfast, made a raid into the Pale, and 
unsuccessfully attempted to gain possession of Dundalk and 
Drogheda. His force was weakened by the necessity for sending 
troops to Scotland to withstand Montrose; while Owen Roe 
O'Neill was strengthened by receiving supplies from Spain and 
the pope. On the 5th of June 1646 was fought the battle of 
Benburb, on the Blackwater, where O'Neill routed Munro, but 
suffered him to withdraw in safety to Carrickfergus In 1647 
Ormonde was compelled to come to terms with the English 
parliament, who sent commissioners to Dublin in June of that 
year. The Scots under Munro refused to surrender Carrick-
fergus and Belfast when ordered by the parliament to return 
to Scotland, and Munro was superseded by the appointment of 
Monk to the chief command in Ireland. In September 1648 
Carrickfergus was delivered over to Monk by treachery, and 
Munro was taken prisoner. He was committed to the Tower 
of London, where he remained a prisoner for five years. In 
1654 he was permitted by Cromwell to reside in Ireland, where 
he had estates in right of his wife, who was the widow of Viscount 
Montgomery of Aries. Munro continued to live quietly near 
Comber, Co. Down, for many years, and probably died there 
about z680. He was in part the original of Dugald Dalgetty in 
Sir Walter Scott's legend of Montrose. 

See Thomas Carte, History of the Life of James. Duke of Ormonde 
(6 vols., Oxford, 1851); Sir J. T. Gilbert, Contemporary History of 
Affairs in Ireland zoo-1652 (3 vols., Dublin, 1879-188o) and 
History of the Irish Confederation and the War in Ir14 (7 toils.. 
Dublin. 1882-1891): John Spalding, Memorials of Ike Troubles on 
Scotland and England (2 vole.. Aberdeen, 1850); The Montgomery 
MSS.. 1603-1703, edited by G. Hill (Belfast, 1869); Sir Walter 
Scott, The7mgend of Montrose, author's preface. 

MUNRO. SIR THOMAS (1761-1827), Anglo-Indian soldier and 
statesman, was born at Glasgow on the 27th of May 1761, the 
son of a merchant. Educated at Glasgow University, he was 
at first intended to enter his father's business, but in 1789 he 
was appointed to an infantry cadetship in Madras. He served 
with his regiment during the bard-fought wet against Ryder 
All (t780-83), and again In the first campaign against Tippoo 
(1790-91). He was then chosen as one of four military 
officers to administer the Baramahal, part of the territory 
acquired from Tippoo, where he remained for seven years, 
learning the principles of revenue survey and assessment which 
he afterwards applied throughout the presidency of Madras. 
After the final downfall of Tippoo in :799, he spent a short time 
restoring order in Kanara; and then for another seven years 
1800-5807) be was placed it charge of the northern districts 

" ceded " by the nisam of Hyderabad, where he introduced 
the ryoiszari system of land revenue. After 4 long furlough 
in England, during which he gave valuable evidence upon  

matters connected with the renewal of the company's chutes, 
he returned to Madras in 1814 with special Instructions to reform 
the judicial and police systems. On the outbreak of the Pindad 
War In 1817, he was appointed as brigadier-general to command 
the reserve division formed to reduce the southern territories of 
the Peshwa. Of his signal services on this occasion Canning 
said in the House of Commons: " He went into the field with 
not more than fiveor six hundred men,of whom Avery small pro-
m:Won were Europeans.... Nine forts were surrendered to him 
or taken by assault on his way; and at the end of a silent and 
scarcely observed progress he emerged . . . leaving everything 
secure and tranquil behind him." In 1820 ha was appointed 
governor of Madras, where he founded the systems of revenue 
assessment and general administration which substantially 
remain to the present day. His official minutes, published by 
Sir A. Arbuthnot, form a manual of experience and advice for 
the modern civilian. He died of cholera on the 6th of July 1827, 
while on tour in the" ceded "districts, where his name is preserved 
by more than one memorial. An equestrian statue of him, by 
Chantrey, stands in Madras city. 

andSee Ma Br  ra. Phial ((1694).Gleilt (OA. Sir A. Arbuthnot (188t) 
J. ads:law  

NIUNSHI. or Moorman, the Urdu name of a writer or secretary, 
used in India of the native language teachers or secretaries 
employed by Europeans. 

MONSTER, OBORG. COUNT r0 (1778-1844, German palae-
ontologist, was born on the 17th of February 1776. He formed 
a famous collection of fossils, which was ultimately secured by the 
Bavarian state, and formed the purleus of the palaeontological 
museum at Munich. Count Munster assisted Goldfus' in his 
great work Parefacta Germans:ie. He died at Bayreuth on the 
23rd of December 1844. 

MONSTER, SEBASTIAN (1489-1552), German geographer, 
mathematician and Hebraist, was born at Ingelheim in the 
Palatinate. After studying at Heidelberg and Tubingen, he 
entered the Franciscan order, but abandoned it for Luther-
anism about 152p. Shortly afterwards he was appointed court 
preacher at Heidelberg, where he also lectured in Hebrew and 
Old Testament exegesis. From 1536 he taught at Basel, where 
he published his Cosmographia universalis in :544, and where 
he died of the plague on the s3rd of May 1552. A disciple 
of Elias Levitz:, he was the first German to edit the Hebrew 
Bible (a vols., fol., Basel, 1534-'535); this edition was accom-
panied by a new Latin translation and a large number of anno-
tations. He published more than one Hebrew grammar, and 
was the first to prepare a Grammaika cheldaica (Basel, 1527). 
His lexicographical labours included a Diationarisins dusidainsin 
(1117). and a Dictionarium trilingus, of Latin, Greek and 
Hebrew (1530). But his most important work was his Como• 
graphic, which also appeared in German as a Beschreibisng alter 
Lauder, the first detailed, scientific and popular description of 
the world in Menster's- native language, as well as a supreme 
effort of geographical study and literature in the Reformation 
period. In this Miinster was assisted by more than one hundred 
and twenty collaborators. 

The most valued edition of the Cosmographic or Backreibung 
is that of 1550. especially prized for its portraits and its city and 
costume pictures. Besides the works mentioned above we may 
notice Minster's Germanism descriptio of 153o. his Norms orbis or 
tsp. his Mom Europae of :536. his Rhansa of 5538. his editions 
of Solinus, Meta and Ptolemy in 1538-1540 and among nos- 
geographical treatises his Horaogiographia, 153i, on dialling (see 
1.)ixt.), his Organum stranieens of 5536 on the planetary motions, and 
his Raidirnenta mathematica of 1551. His published maps numbered 
42. 

See V. Hantsseh, Sebastian Mansur (1898). in vol. aviil. of the 
Publications of the Royal Society of Sciences of Sammy. Historical. 
Philological Section). 

MONSTER, a town of Germany, in the district of Upper 
Alsace, :6 m. from Colmar by rail, and at the foot of the Vosges 
Mountains. Pop. (1 an 2 1  OnS., 	I to principal industries arc 
spinning, weaving and bleaching. The town owes its origin 
to a Benedictine abbey, which was founded in the 7th century, 
gad at one time it was a free city of the empire. In its 
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neighbourhood is the ruin of Schwarsenberg; The Manatertal, 
or Gregoriental, which is watered by the river Fecht, is famous 
for its cheese. 

See Rathgeber, Mansteimne-Gregisriental (Strassburg, 5874) and 
F. Hecker, Die Mach cad des Tel se• Minster im St Gregonesial 
(Monster, 1890). 

MONSTER. a town of Germany, capital of the Prussian pro- 
vince of Westphalia, and formerly the capital of an important 
bishopric. It lies in a sandy plain on the Dortmund-Ems canal, 
at the junction of several railways, 107 m. S.W. of Bremen 
on the line to Cologne. Pop. 0880, 4400; ( 1905) 84468. 
The town preserves its medieval character, especially in the 
" Principal-Markt " and other squares, with their lofty gabled 
houses and arcades. The fortifications were dismantled during 
the 58th' century, their place being taken by gardens and prome-
nades. Of the many churches of Munster the most important 
is the cathedral, one of the most striking in Germany,although 
disfigured by modern decorations. It was rebuilt in the 13th 
and 14th centuries, and exhibits a combination of Romanesque 
and Gothic forms; its chapter-house is specially fine. The 
beautiful Gothic church of St Lambert (14th century) was 
largely rebuilt after 1868; on its tower, which is 312 ft. in height, 
hang three iroff cages in which the bodies of John of Leiden 
and two of his followers were exposed In 5536. The church of 
St Lodger, erected in the Romanesque style about 1170, was 
extended in the Gothic style about 200 years later; it has a 
tower with a picturesque lantern. The church of St Maurice, 
founded about to7o, was rebuilt during the 19th century, and 
the Gothic church of Our Lady dates from the 14th century. 
Other noteworthy buildings are the town-hall, a fine Gothic 
building of the 14th century, and the Stadtkeller, which contains 
a collection of early German paintings. The room in the town-
hall called the Friedens Saal, in which the peace of Westphalia 
was signed In October 1648, contains portraits of many ambas-
sadors and princes who were present at the ceremony. The 
Schloss, built In 1767, was formerly the residence of bishops of 
MUnster. The private houses, many of which were the winter 
residences of the nobility of Westphalia, are admirable examples 
of German domestic architecture in the 16th, 17th and 18th 
centuries. The university of Munster, founded after the Seven 
Years' War and closed at the beginning of the 19th century, 
was reopened as an academy in 1818, and again attained the 
rank of a university in 1902. It possesses faculties of theology, 
philosophy and law. In connexion with It are botanical and 
zoological gardens, several scientific collections, and a library of 
220,000 volumes. Monster is the seat of a Roman Catholic 
bishop and of the administrative and judicial authorities of 
Westphalia. and is the headquarters of an army corps. The 
Westphalian society of antiquaries and several other learned 
bodies also have their headquarters here. Industries include 
weaving, dyeing, brewing and printing, and the manufacture of 
furniture and machines. There is a brisk trade in cattle, grain 
and other products of the neighbourhood. 

ifisiory. —Mtinster is first mentioned about the year goo, 
when Charlemagne made it the residence of Ludger, the newly-
appointed bishop of the Saxons. Owing to its distance from 
any available river or important highway, the growth of the 
settlement round the mortasierium was slow,' and it was not 
until after 1186 that it received a charter, the name Monster 
having supplanted the original name of klimegardevoord about 
a century earlier. During the 13th and 14th centuries the 
town was one of the most prominent members of the Hanseatic 
League. At the time of the Reformation the citizens were 
inclined to adopt the Protestant doctrines, but the excesses 
of the Anabaptists led in 1535  to' the armed intervention of 
the bishop and to the forcible suppression of all divergence 
from the older faith. The Thirty Years' War, during which 
Munster suffered much from the Protestant armies, was ter-
minated by the peace of Westphalia, sometimes called the peace 
of MUnster, because it was signed here on the 24th of October 
1648. The authority of the bishops, who seldom resided at 
Munster, was usually somewhat limited, but in 661 Bishop 

Christoph Bernhard von Galen took the place by force, built a 
citadel, and deprived the citizens of many of their privileges. 
During the Seven Years' War Munster was occupied both 
by the French and by their foes. Towards the close of the 
58th century the town was recognized as one of the intellectual 
centres of Germany. 

The bishopric of Munster embraced an area of about son sq. m. 
and contained about 350s000 inhabitants. Its bishops, who 
resided generally at Ahaus, were princes of the enmfre. 
the 17th century Bishop Galen, with his army of to,ono men, 
was so powerful that his alliance was sought by Charles II. of 
England and other European sovereigns. The bishopric was 
secularised and its lands annexed to Prussia in dos. 

See Geisberg, Aferinegrdiggeikis der Sleds Mamie, (*877)' Erhard, 
Gesehickle Monsters (1837); A. Tlbus, Die Siadi Mgoster thi easter. 
t882); Hellinghaus, Quails, mid Forschonemi stir Gesekiehie der 
Sleds Monster (Munster. 1898); Pieper, Die ahe Universiidi Work' , 
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MUNSTER, a province of Ireland occupying the S.W. part of 
the island. It includes the counties Clare, Tipperary, Limerick,' 
Kerry, Cork and Waterford (q.v. for topography, &c.). After. 
the occupation of Ireland by the Milesians, Munster (11foraka) 
became nominally a provincial kingdom; but as the territory was 
divided between two families there was constant friction and 
It was not until 237 that Oliol Olum established himself as king 
over the whole. In 248 be divided his kingdom between his 
two sons, giving Desmond (9.v., Des -Mumga) to Eoghan and 
Thomond (Tuadh -Mainka) or north Munster to Cormac. He 
also stipulated that the rank of king of Munster should belong 
in turn to their descendants. In this way the .kingship of 
Munster survived until !tea; but there were kings of Desmond 
and Thomond down to the 56th century. Munster was originally 
of the same extent as the present province, excepting that it 
included the district of Ely, which belonged to the O'Carrols 
and formed a part of the present King's County. During the 
16th century, however, Thomond was for a time included in 
Connaught, being declared a county under the name of Clare 
(q.o.) by Sir Henry Sidney. Part of Munster had been included 
in the system of shiring generally attributed to King John. In 
157o a provincial presidency of Munster (as of Connaught) 
was established by Sidney, Sit John Perrot being the first 
president, and lasted until 1672. Under Perrot a practically 
new shiring was carried out. 

MONSTER Aid STEIN, a watering-place of Germany, in the 
Prussian Rhine province, on the Nahe, 2i m. S. of Kreuznach, 
on the railway from BingerbrUck to Strassburg. Pop. (19os), 
915. Above the village are the ruins of the castle of Rhein-
grafenstein(12th century), formerly a seat of the count palatine 
of the Rhine, which was destroyed by the French in 168g, and 
those of the castle of Ebernburg, the ancestral seat of the lords 
of Sicldngen, and the birthplace of Franz von Sickingen, the 
famous landsknecht captain and protector of Ulrich von Hutten, 
to whom a monument was erected on the slope near the ruins 
in *889. The spa (saline and carbonate springs), specific in 
cases of feminine disorders, is visited by about 5000 patients 
annually. 

See Welsch, Des Sol- sad 77iernialbad Argosies ant Skis ((Kraus-
each, 1886) and Messer, Fearer dards Bad Kreomads and Hanna 
am Sine (Kraus:oath. um). 

MONSTIRSERG,111100 (1863- ), German-American psycho; 
physiologist, was born at Danzig. Having been extraordinary 
professor at Freiburg-im-Brehgau, he became in 1892 pro-
fessor of psychology at Harvard University. Among his more 
important works are Barer sur experiossitlellest Psycho:veil 
(4 vols., Freiburg, t889-i892); Psychology and Life (New 
York, :899); Grwedsuge der Psychologie (Leipzig, two); 
Americas Traits from the Foist of View of a German (Boston, 
toot); •Die Amerikaser (several eel.; Eng. trans. 1904); &kw 
and lelealiew (New York, loon); Philosophic der Weft (Leipzig, 
1908); Aus Deulsch•Awerika (Berlin, 1903); Psychology and 
Crime (New York, 5908). He has been prominently identified 
with the modem developments of experimental psychology 
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(see Pevcrtotociv), and his sociological writings display the 
acuteness of a German philosophiemind as applied to the study 
el American life and manners. 

Whom'BERG. a town of Germany, in the Prussian pro-
vince of Silesia, on the (Mau, 36 rn. by rail S. of Breslau. Pop. 
(1 900, 8475. It is partly surrounded by medieval walls. It 
has manufactures of drain-pipes and fireproof bricks; there are 
also sulphur springs. MUnsterberg was formerly the capital 
of the principality of the same name, which existed from the 
14th century down to 1791, when it was purchased by the 
Prussian crown. Near the town is the former Cistercian abbey 
of Heinrichau. 

MIIIITANSR, RAMON (1265-1336?), Catalan historian, was 
born at Pemlada (Catalonia) in 1265. The chief events of his 
career are recorded in his chronicle. He accompanied Roger de 
Flor to Sicily in 13oo, was present at the siege of Messina, 
served in the expedition , of the Almogavares against Asia Minor, 
and became the first governor of Gallipoli. Later he was 
appointed governor of Jerba or Zerbi, an island in the Gulf of 
Gabes, and finally entered the service of the infante of Majorca. 
On the 15th of May 5325 (some editions give the year '335) he 
began his Chrendeo, o deseripdo deli Jets, a lossanas dd lady! 
rey Don hawse Primer, in obedience, as he says, to the express 
command of God who appeared to him in a vision. Muntaner's 
book, which was first printed at Valencia in '558, is the chief 
authority for the events of his period, and his narrative, though 
occasionally prolix, uncritical and egotistical, is faithful and 
vivid. He h said to have died in 2336. 

His ehronleAe is most accessible in the edition published by Karl 
Lanz at Stuttgart in 1844. 

11111ITJAC, the Indian name of a small deer typifying the 
genus Camila, all the members of which are indigenous to the 
southern and eastern parts of Asia and the adjacent islands, 
and are separated by marked characters from all their allies. 
For the distinctive features of the genus see DEER. As regards 
general characteristics, all muntjacs are small compared with 
the majority of deer, and have long bodies and rather short 
limbs and neck. The antlers of the bucks are small and simple; 

The Indian Muntjac (Cantu: moat jot), 
the main stem or beam, after giving off a short brow-tine, in-
clining backwards and upwards, being unbranched and pointed, 
and when fully developed curving inwards and somewhat down-
wards at the tip. These small antlers are supported upon 
pedicles, or processes of the frontal bones, longer than in any 
other deer, the front edges of these being continued downwards 
as strong ridges passing along the sides of the face above the 
eyes. From this feature the name rib-faced deer has been 
suggested for the muntjac. The upper canine teeth of the males 
are large and sharp, projecting outside -  the mouth as tusks, and 
loosely implanted in their sockets. In the females they are 
much *smaller. 

Muntjaes are solitary animals, even two being rarely seen 
together. They are fond of hilly ground covered with forests, 
in the dense thickets of which they pass most of their time, only 
coming to the skirts of the woods at morning and evening to 
graze. They carry the bead and neck low and the hind-quarters 
high, their action in running being peculiar and not elegant, 
somewhat resembling the pace of a sheep. Though with no 
power of sustained speed or extensive leaping, they are remark-
able for flexibility of body and facility of creeping through 
tangled underwood. A popular name with Indian sportsmen 
is " barking deer," on account of the alarm-cry—a kind of short 
shrill bark, like that of a fox, but louder. When attacked by 
dogs, the males use their sharp canine teeth, which inflict deep 
and even dangerous wounds. 

In the Indian muntjac the height of the buck is from so to 22 1[1.; 
allied types, some of which have received distinct names, occur ha 
Burma and the Malay Peninsula and Islands. Among these, the 
Burmese C. sunujae grondiarrsir is noteworthy on account of its 
large antlers. The Tibetan muntjac (C. lachryotatu). from Moulin 
in eastern Tibet and Hangchow in China, is somewhat smaller than 
the Indian animal, with a bright reddish-brown coat. The smallest 
member of the germs (C. renal) occurs in southern China and has a 
reddish-chestnut coat, speckled with yellowishgrey and a black 
band down the naps. The Tenaseerim mtintjac (C. few), about the 
size of the Indian species, is closely allied to the hairy -fronted 
muntjac (C. erinsfrons) of eastern China, but lacks the tuft of hair 
on the forehead. The last-mentioned species, by its frontal tuft, 
small rounded ears, general brown coloration, and minute antlers, 
connects the typical muatjacs with the small tufted deer or tufted 
muntjacs of the genus Elaykodis of eastern China and Tibet. These 
last have coarse bristly hair of a purplish-brown colour with light 
markings, very large head-tufts, almost concealing the minute 
antlers, of which the pedicles do not extend as ribs down the face. 
They include E. coydratopkus of Tibet, E. metatarsus of blimp°, and 
E. ichangensis of the mountains of Ichang. (IL L.') 

MONZSR, THOMAS (e. 1489-1525), German religious enthu-
siast, was born at Stolberg in the Harz near the end of the 15th 
century, and educated at Leipzig and Frankfort, graduating in 
theology. He held preaching appointments in various places, 
but his restless nature prevented him from remaining in one 
position for any length of time. In isto he became a preacher 
at the church of St Maty, Zwickau, and his rude eloquence, 
together with hIs attacks on the monks, soon raised him to 
influence. Aided by Nicholas Storch, he formed a society the 
principles of which were akin to those of the Taborites, and 
claimed that he was under the direct influence of the Holy 
Spirit. His zeal for the purification of the Church by casting 
out all unbelievers brought him into conflict with the governing 
body of the town, and he was compelled to leave Zwickau. He 
then went to Prague, where his preaching won numerous ad-
herents, but his violent language brought about his expulsion 
from this city also. At Easter 1523 Menter came to Allstedt, 
and was soon appointed preacher at the church of St John, 
where he made extensive alterations in the services. His 
violence, however, aroused the hostility of Luther, in retaliation 
for which Mfinr.r denounced the Wittenberg teaching. His 
preaching soon produced an uproar in Allstedt, and after holding 
his own for some time he left the town and went to Milhlhausen, 
where Heinrich Pfeiffer was already preaching doctrines similar 
to his own. The union of Manzer and Pfeiffer caused a disturb-
ance in this city and both were expelled. Mintzer went to 
Nuremberg, where he issued a writing against Luther, who had 
been mainly instrumental in bringing about his expulsion from 
Saxony. About this time his teaching became still more violent. 
He denounced established governments, and advocated common 
ownership of the means of life. After a tour in south Germany 
he returned to MUhlhausen, overthrew the governing body of 
the city, and established a communistic theocracy. The 
Peasants' War had already broken out in various parts of 
Germany; and as the peasantry around Mehlhatesen were imbued 
with hitinser's teaching, he Collected a large body of men to 
plunder the surrounding country. He established his camp at 
Frankenhausen; but on the 15th of May :525 the peasants were 
dispersed by Philip, landgrave of Hesse, who captured Mazer 
and executed him en the 27th at Meldhauseu. Before his 
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death be is said to have written a letter admitting the justice of 
his sentence. 

His rtiongetrAckm EmplOssung des IX:schen Giatibmu has been 
edited by R. Jordan (Mahlhauzen, loos), and a life of Mauer, 
Vie HisMri vox Thome Minion des Anfengers dm dfiringisches 
Wrap, has been attributed to Philip Melanchthon (Hagenau, 5525). 
See G. T. Strobel, Lem, &trifle's end Lehres Themd Hammers 
(Nuremberg, 1795)• J. K. Seidemann, Thomas Mauer (Leipzig. 
1842): 0. Mere, Thomas Musser and Heinrich Pfeifer (GOttingen, 
z889); G. Wolfmu, Thomas Hamm is AlIstedt (Jena, 1 858). 

MUNZINOKR, WERNER (1832-1875), Swiss linguist and 
traveller, was born at Olten in Switzerland, on the ust of April 
1835. After studying natural science, Oriental languages and 
history, at Bern, Munich and Paris, be went to Egypt in 1852 
and spent a year in Cairo perfecting himself in Arabic. Entering 
a French mercantile house, be went as leader of a trading expe-
dition to various parts of the Red Sea, fixing his quarters at 
Massawa, where he acted as French consul. In 1855 he removed 
to Keren, the chief town of the Bogus, in the north of Abyssinia, 
which country he explored during the next six years. In i86r 
he joined the expedition under T. von Heuglin to Central Africa, 
but separated from him in November in northern Abyssinia, 
proceeding along the Gash and Atbam to Khartum: Thence, 
having meantime succeeded Heuglin as leader of the expedition, 
he travelled In 1862 to Kordofan, falling, however, in his attempt 
to reach Darfur and Wadai. After a short stay in Europe in 
:863, Munzinger returned to the north and north-east border-
lands of Abyssinia, and in 1865, the year of the annexation of 
Massawa by Egypt, was appointed British consul at that town. 
He rendered valuable aid to the Abyssinian expedition of 
1867-68, among other things exploring the almost unknown 
Afar country. In acknowledgment of his services he received the 
C.B. In r868 he was appointed French consul at Massawa, and 
in 1871 was named by the khedive 'Sala governor of that town 
with the tide of bey. In 187o, with Captain S. B. Miles, Mun-
singer visited southern Arabia. As governor of Massawa he 
annexed to Egypt the Bogus and Hamasen provinces of northern 
Abyssinia, and in 1872 was made pasha and governor-general 
of the eastern Sudan. It is believed that it was on his-advice 
that Ismail sanctioned the Abyssinian enterprise, but on the war 
assuming larger proportions in 1875 the commando( the Egyptian 
troops is northern Abyssinia was taken from Munzinger, who was 
selected to command ,a small expedition intended to open up 
communication with Menclek, king of Shoe, then at enmity with 
the negus Johannes (King John) and a potential ally of Egypt. 
Leaving Tajura Bay on the 27th of October 1875 Munzinger 
started for Ankober with a force of 35o men, being accompanied 
by an envoy from Menelek. The desert country to be traversed 
was in the hands of hostile tribes, and on reaching Lake Aussa 
the expedition was attacked during the night by Gallas—Mun-
zinger, with his wife and nearly all his companions, being 
killed. 

Munzi:ier's contributions to the knowledge of the country, 
people and !anews of north-eastern Africa are of solid value. 
See Proc. R.G.S., vol. xiii.; !mins. R.G.S., vols. xxxix., xli. and xlvi. 
(obituary notice); Pesermanns Mineilentew for 1858, 1867, 1872 
et seq.; Dietschi and Weber, Waxer Ifonsinger, ein Leberubild 
(075); J. v. Keller-Zschokke, Werner Efiptsingor Pasha (189o). 
Munzinger published the following works: fiber die Sates and des 
Reds der  &Vs  (1859); attafrikantsche Studien (1864; 2nd ed., 1883: 
his most valuable book): Dee deutsche Expedition is Ostafrika (1865); 
Vocabulaire de la Magee de Tigre (1865), besides papers in the geo-
graphical serials referred to, and a memoir on the northern borders 
of Abyssinia in the Zeitschrift far Amax* Eaktmcle, new series, 
vol. ih. 

MIIBAB, or Arnanw, the name of five Ottoman sultans. 
Moue I., surnamed Khudavendighiar (1319-2389), was the 

son of Orkhan and the Greek princess Nilofer, and succeeded 
his father in 1359• He was the first Turkish monarch to obtain 
a definite footing in Europe, and his main object throughout 
his career was to extend the European dominions of Turkey. 
The revolts of the prince of Csraxnania interfered with the 
realization of this plan, and trouble was caused from this quarter 
more than once during his reign until the decisive battle of Konia 
(1387), when the power of the prince of Caramania was broken. 

The state of Europe facilitated Murad's projects: civil war and 
anarchy prevailed in most of the countries of Central Europe, 
where the feudal system was at its last gasp, and the small 
Balkan states were divided by mutual jealotwies. The capture 
of Adrianople, followed by other conquests, brought about a 
coalition under the king of Hungary against Murad, but his able 
lieutenant Lalashahin, the first baylerbey of Rumens, defeated 
the allies at the battle of the Maritsa in :363. In 2366 the 
king of Servia was defeated at Samakov and forced to pay 
tribute. Kustendil, Philippopolia and Nish fell into the bands 
of the Turks; a renewal of the war in 1381 led to the capture 
of Sofia two years later. Europe was now aroused; Lazar, 
king of Servia, formed an alliance with the Albanians, the 
Hungarians and the Moldavian against the Turks. Murad 
hastened back to Europe and met his enemies on the field of 
Kosovo (1389). Victory finally inclined to the aide of the 
Turks. When the rout of the Christians was complete, a Servian 
named Milosh Kabilovich penetrated to Murad's tent on pretence 
of communicating an important secret to the sultan, and stabbed 
the conqueror. Murad was of independent character and 
remarkable intelligence. He was fond of pleasure and luxury, 
cruel and cunning. Long relegated to the command of a distant 
province in Asia, while his brother Suleiman occupied an enviable 
post in Europe, he became revengeful; thus be exercised great 
cruelty In the repression of the rebellion of his son Prince Sauji, 
the first instance of a sultan's son taking arms against his father. 
Murad transferred the Ottoman capital from Brusa to Adrianople, 
where he bulk a palace and added many embellishments to 
the town. The development of the feudal system of limes and 
Mamas and its extension to Europe was largely his work. 

MTJAAD II. (1403-1451) succeeded his father Mahommed I. 
in ram The attempt of his uncle Prince Mustafa to usurp 
the throne, supported as it was by the Greeks, gave trouble at 
the outset of his reign, and led to the unsuccessful siege of 
Constantinople in rem Muted maintained a long struggle 
against the Bosnians and Hungarians, in the course of which 
Turkey sustained many severe reverses through the valour of 
Janos Hunyadi. Accordingly in 2444 he concluded a treaty at 
Szegedin for ten years, by which he renounced all claim to Servia 
and recognized George Brancovich as its king. Shortly after 
this, being deeply affected by the death of his eldest son Prince 
Ala-ud-din, he abdicated in favour of Mahommed, his second 
son, then fourteen years of age. But the treacherous attack, in 
violation of treaty, by the Christian powers, imposing too hard 
a task on the inexperienced young sovereign, Murad returned 
from his retirement at Magnesia, crushed his faithless enemies 
at the battle of Varna (November so, 1444, and again withdrew 
to Magnesia. A revolt of the janissaries induced him to return 
to power, and he spent the remaining six years of his life in 
warfare in Europe, defeating Hunyadi at Kosovo (October 
27-19, 144. He died at Adrianople in rep, and was buried 
at Brusa. By some considered as a fanatical devotee, and by 
others as given up to mysticism, he is generally described as 
kind and gentle in disposition, and devoted to the interests of 
his country. 

M uazo Hi. (1546-1595), was the eldest son of Selim 
and succeeded his father in x574. His accession marks the 
definite beginning of the decline of the Ottoman power, which 
had only been maintained under Selim II. by the genius of the 
all-powerful grand vizier Mahommed Sokolli. For, though 
Sokolli remained in office until his assassination in October 1578, 
his authority was undermined by the harem influences, which 
with Murad III. were supreme. Of these the most powerful 
was that of the sultan's chief wife, named Safie (the pure), a 
beautiful Venetian of the noble family of Baffo, whose father 
had been governor of Corfu, and who had been captured as a 
child by Turkish corsairs and sold into the harem. This lady, 
in spite of the sultan's sensuality and of the efforts, temporarily 
successful, to supplant her in his favour, retained her ascendancy 
over him to the last. Murad had none of the qualities of a 
ruler. He was good-natured, though cruel enough on occasion: 
his accession had been marked by the murder, according to the 
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custom then established, of his Ave brothers. His will-power 
had early been undermined by the opium habit, and was further 
weakened by the sensual excesses that ultimately killed him. 
Nor had he any taste for rule; his days were spent in the society 
of musicians, buffoons and poets, and he himself dabbled in 
vase-Making of a mystic tendency. 

His one attempt at reform, the order forbidding the sale of 
intoxicants so as to stop the growing intemperance of the 
Janissaries, broke down on the opposition of the soldiery. He 
was the first sultan to share personally in the proceeds of the 
corruption which was undermining the state, realizing especially 
large sums by the sale of offices. This corruption was fatally 
apparent in the army, the feudal basis of which was sapped by 
the confiscation of fiefs for the benefit of nominees of favourites 
of the harem, and by the intrusion, through the same influences 
of foreigners and rayahs into the corps of janissaries, of which 
the discipline became more and more relaxed and the temper 
increasingly turbulent. In view of this general demoralization 
not even the victorious outcome of the campaigns in Georgia, 
the Crimea, Daghestan, Yemen and Persia (z578--13cro) could 
prevent the decay of the Ottoman power; indeed, by weakening 
the Idussulman states, they hastened the process, since they 
facilitated the advance of Russia to the Black Sea and the 
Caspian. 

Murad, who had welcomed the Persian War as a good oppor-
tunity for ridding himself of the presence of the janissaries, 
whom he dreaded, had soon cause to fear their triumphant 
return. Incensed by the debasing of the coinage, which robbed 
them of part of their pay, they invaded the Divan clamouring 
for the heads of the sultan's favourite, the beykrbcy of Rumelia, 
and of the defterdar (finance minister), which were thrown to 
them (Apnl 3, 1589). This was the first time that the janissaries 
had invaded the palace: a precedent to be too often followed. 
The outbreak of another European war in zags gave the sultan 
an opportunity of ridding himself of their presence. Murad died 
in r sea,  leaving to his successor a legacy of war and anarchy. 

It was under Murad III. that England's relations with the 
Porte began. Negotiations were opened in z379 with Queen 
Elizabeth through certain British merchants; in !go the first 
Capitulations with England were signed; in 1583 William 
Harebone: the first British ambassador to the Porte, arrived 
at Constantinople, and in r59$ commercial Capitulations were 
signed with England granting the same privileges as those 
enjoyed by the French. (See Csnrusartorm.) 

Moran IV. (IDI 1-164o) was the son of Sultan Ahmed I., 
and succeeded his uncle Mustafa I. in 1623. For the first nine 
years of his reign his youth prevented him from taking more than 
an observer's part in affairs. But the lessons thus learnt were 
sufficiently striking to mould his whole character and policy. 
The minority of the sultan gave full play to the anarchic elements 
in the state; the soldiery, spahis and janissaries, conscious of 
their power and reckless through impunity, rose in revolt 
whenever the whim seized them, demanding privileges and the 
heads of those who displeased them, not sparing even the 
sultan's favourites. In 163: the spahis of Asia Minor rose in 
revolt, in protest against the deposition of the grand vizier 
Khosrev; their representatives crowded to Constantinople, 
stoned the new grand vizier, Hafts, in the court of the palace, 
and pursued the sultan himself into the inner apartments, 
clamouring for seventeen heads of his advisors and favourites, 
on penalty of his own deposition. Hafiz was surrendered, a 
voluntary martyr; other ministers were deposed; Mustafa 
Pasha, aga of the janissaries, was saved by his own troops. 
But Murad was now beginning to assert himself. Khosrev was 
executed in Asia Minor by his orders; a plot of the spahis to 
depose him was frustrated by the loyalty of Koes Mahommed, 
aga of the janissaries, and of the spahi Rum Mahommed 
(Mahommed the Greek); and on the 29th of May 1632, by a 
successful personal appeal to the loyalty of the janissaries, 
Murad crushed the rebels, whom he surrounded in the Hippo-
drome. At the age of twenty he found himself possessed of 
effective autocratic power. 

His severity has remained legendary. Death was the penalty 
for the least offence, and no past services—as Koes Mahommed 
was to find to his coat—were admitted in extenuation. The use 
of tobacco, coffee, opium and wine were forbidden on pain 
of death; eighteen persons are said to have been put to death in 
a single day for infringing this rule. During his whole reign, 
indeed, supposed offenders against the sultan's authority were 
done to death, singly or in thousands. The tale of his victims is 
said to have exceeded memo. 

But if he was the most cruel, Murad was also one of the most 
manly, of the later sultans. He was of gigantic strength, which 
he maintained by constant physical exercises. He was alb 
fond of hunting, and for this reason usually lived at Adrianople. 
He broke through the alleged tradition, bequeathed by Suleiman 
the Magnificent to his summons, that the sultan should not 
command the troops in person, and took command in the 
Persian war which led to the capture of Bagdad (1638) and the 
conclusion of an honourable peace (May 7, n539). Early in 1640 
he died, barely twenty-nine years of age. The cause of his death 
was acute gout brought on by excessive drinking. In spite of 
his drunkenness, however, Murad was a bigoted Sunni, and the 
main cause of his campaign against Persia was his desire to 
extirpate the Shia heresy. In the intervals of his campaigning' 
and cruelties the sultan would amuse his entourage by exhibit-
ing feats of strength, or compose verses, some of which were 
published under the pseudonym of Mundt. 

See, for detailsof the lives of the above, J. von Hammer-Purgstall. 
Geschictie des nonanischou Reich.= (Pest, raze), where further 
authorities are cited. 

MURAL) V. (184o--sgo4), eldest son of Sultan Abd-ul-kfejid, 
was born on the 21st of September r84o. On the accession of 
his uncle Abd-ul-Aziz, Prince Mahommed Murad Effendi—
as he was then called—was deprived of all share in public 
affairs and imprisoned, owing to his opposition to the sultan's 
plan for altering the order of succession. On the deposition of 
Abd-ul-Aziz on the 3oth of May 1876, Murad was haled from his 
prison by a mob of aortas and soldiers of the " Young Turkey" 
party under Suleiman Pasha, and proclaimed " emperor by the 
grace of God and the will of the people." Three months later, 
however, his health, undermined by his long confinement, gave 
way; and on the 31st of August he was deposed to make room 
for his younger brother, Abd-ul-Hamid II. He was kept in 
confinement in the Cheragan palace till his death on the moth of 
August rooz. 

See Keratry, Mewe d V., prince, sultan, prisonnier d'aal 
1876 (Paris, 1878); Djemaleddin Bey, Sulfas Mused V., Ilse Tarkish 
Dynasty Mystery, 11176-1895 (London, 1895). 

MURAENA, the name of an eel common in the Mediterranean, 
and highly esteemed by the ancient Romans; it was afterwards 

Murano pieta, from the Indo-Pacific. 

applied to the whole genus of fishes to which the Mediterranean 
species belongs, and which is abundantly represented in tropical 
and sub-tropical seas, especially in rocky parts or on coral reefs. 
Some ninety species are known. In the majority a long fin 
runs from the head along the back, round the tail to the vent, 
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but all are destitute of pectoral and ventral firs. The skin is 
scaleless and smooth, in many species ornamented with varied 
and bright colours, so that these fishes are frequently mistaken 
for snakes. The mouth is wide, the jaws strong and armed with 
formidable, generally sharply pointed, teeth, which enable the 
Merano not only to seize its prey (which chiefly consists of 
other fishes) but also to inflict serious, and sometimes danger-
ous, wounds on its enemies. It attacks persona who approach 
its places of concealment In shallow water, and is feared by 
fishermen. 

Sonic of the tropical Murastias exceed a length of so ft., but 
most of the species, among them the Mediterranean species, 
attain to only half that length. The latter, the " morena " of 
the Italians and the Marano kelena of ichthyologists, was 
considered by the ancient Romans to be one of the greatest 
delicacies, and was kept in large ponds and aquaria. It is not 
confined to the coasts of southern Europe, but is spread over the 
Indian Ocean, and is not uncommon on the coasts of Australia. 
Its body is generally of a rich brown, marked with large yellowish 
spots, each of which contains smaller brown spots. 

MURAL DECORATION, a general term for the art of ornament-
ing wall surfaces. There is scarcely one of the numerous 
branches of decorative art which has not at sonic time or other 
been applied to this purpose.' For what may be called the 
practical or furnishing point of view, see WALL-COVLIUNGS. 
Here the subject is treated rather as part of the history of art. 

2. Reliefs sculptured in Marble or Motes.—This is the oldest 
method of wall-decoration, of which numerous examples exist. 
The tombs and temples of Egypt are rich in this kind of mural 
ornament of various dates, extending over nearly s000 years. 
These sculptures are, as a rule, carved in low relief ; in many cases 
they are " counter-sunk," that Is, the most projecting parts of 
the figures do not extend beyond the flat surface of the ground. 
Some unfinished reliefs discovered in the rock-cut tombs of 
Thebes show the manner in which the sculptor set to work. 
The plain surface of the stone was marked out by red lines into a 
number of squares of equal size. The use of this was probably 
twofold: first, as a guide in enlarging the design from a small 
drawing, a method still commonly practised; second, to help the 
artist to draw his figures with just proportions, following the 
strict canons which were laid down by the Egyptians. No 
excessive realism or individuality of style arising from a careful 
study of the life-model was permitted' When the surface had 
been covered with these squares, the artist drew with a brush 
dipped in red the outlines of his relief, and then cut round them 
with his chisel 

When the relief was finished, it was, as a rule, entirely painted 
over with much minuteness and great variety of colours. More 
rarely the ground was left the natural tint of the stone or marble, 
and only the figures and hieroglyphs painted. In the case of 
sculpture in hard basalt or granite the painting appears often 
to have been omitted altogether. The absence of perspective 
effects and the severe self-restraint of the sculptors in the matter 
of composition show a sense of artistic fitness in this kind of 
decoration. That the rigidity of these sculptured pictures did 
not arise from want of skill or observation of nature on the part 
of the artists is apparent when we examine their representations 
of birds and animals; the special characteristics of each creature 
and species were unerringly caught by the ancient Egyptian, 
and reproduced in stone or colour, in a half-symbolic way, 
suggesting those peculiarities of form, plumage, or movement 
which are the " differentia " of each, other ideas bearing less 
directly on the point being eliminated. 

The subjects of these mural sculptures are endless; almost 
every possible incident in man's life here or beyond the grave 
is reproduced with the closest detail. The tomb of Till at 
Sakkarah (about 4500  B.C.) has some of the finest and earliest 
specimens of them mural sculptures, especially rich in illustra- 

See also CERAMICS; MOSAIC; PAINTING ; SCULPTURE; TA PEST R Y ; 
TILE; ALIO EGYPT; Art sad Archaeology; GREsK Ass; ROMAN Aar; 
&c. 

During the earliest times—more than ow years before our era 
—there appear to have been exceptions to this rule. 

Lions of the domestic life and occupations of the Egyptians. . 

The latter tombs, as a rule, have sculptures depicting the religious 
ritual and belief of the people; and the temples combine thlc 
hieratic subjects with the history of the reigns and victories of 
the Egyptian kings. 

The above remarks as to style and manner of execution may 
be applied also to the wall-sculptures from the royal palaces of 
Nineveh and Babylon, the finest of which are shown by inscrip-
tions to date from the time of Sennacherib to that of Sardana-
palus (from 7o5 to 625 !Lc.). These are carved in low relief with 
almost gem-like delicacy of detail on enormous slabs of white 
marble. The sacred subjects, generally representing the king 
worshipping one of the numerous Assyrian gods, are mostly 
large, often colossal in scale. The other subjects, illustrating 
the life and amusements of the king, his prowess in war or 
hunting, or long processions of prisoners and tribute-bearers 
coming to do him homage, are generally smaller and in some cases 
very minute in scale (fig. r). The arrangement of these reliefs 

Flo. L.—Assyrian Relief, on a Marble Wall-slab from the Palace 
of Sardanapalus at Nineveh. 

in long horizontal bands, and their reserved conventional treat-
ment are somewhat similar to those of ancient Egypt, but they 
show a closer attention to anatomical truth and a greater 
love for dramatic effect than any of the Egyptian reliefs. As in 
the art of Egypt, birds and animals are treated with greater 
realism than human figures. A relief in the British Museum, 
representing a lioness wounded by an arrow in her spine and 
dragging helplessly her paralysed hind legs, affords an example 
of wonderful truth and pathos. Remarkable technical skill is 
shown in all these sculptures by the way in which the sculptors 
have obtained the utmost amount of effect with the smallest 
possible amount of relief, in this respect calling strongly to mind 
a similar peculiarity in the work of the Florentine Donatello. 

The palace at Mashita on the 17ajj road in Moab, built by the 
Sasanian Chosroes II. (a.o. 614-627), is ornamented on the 
exterior with beautiful surface sculpture in stone. The designs 
are of peculiar interest as forming a link between Assyrian snd 
Byzantine art, and they are not remotely connected with the 
decoration on Moslem buildings of comparatively modern 
date' 

Especially in Italy during the middle ages a similar treatment 
' Among the Mashita carvings occurs that oldest and most widely 

spread of all forms of Aryan ornament—the sacred tree between two 
animals. The sculptured slab over the " lion-gate " at Mycenae 
has the other common variety of this motive—the fire-altar between 
the beasts. These designs. occasionally varied by figures of human 
worshippers instead of the beasts, survived long after their meaning 
had been forgotten: even down to the present day they frequently 
appear on carpets and other textiles of Oriental manufacture. 

NIL 
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of marble In low relief was frequently used for wall-decoration. 
The most notable example is the beautiful series of reliefs on the 
west front of Orvieto Cathedral, the work of Giovanni Pisano and 
his pupils in the early part of the Loh century. These are small 
Yacht, illustrative of the Old and New Testaments, of graceful 
design and skilful execution. A growth of branching foliage 
serves to unite and frame the tiers of subjects. 

Of a widely different class, but of considerable importance in 
the history of mural decoration, are the beautiful reliefs, sculp-
tured in stone and' marble, with which Moslem buildings in 
many parts of the world are ornamented. These are mostly 
geometrical patterns of great intricacy, which cover large 
surfaces, frequently broken up into panels by bands of more 
flowing ornament or Arabic inscriptions. The mosques of 
Cairo, India and Persia, and the domestic Moslem buildings of 
Spain are extremely rich in this method of decoration. In 
western Europe, especially during the rsth century, stone 
panelled-work with rich tracery formed a large part of the scheme 
of decoration in all the more splendid buildings. Akin to this, 
though without actual relief, is the stone tracery—inlaid flush 
into rough flint walls—which was a mode of ornament largely 
used for enriching the exteriors of churches in the counties of 
Norfolk and Suffolk. It is almost peculiar to that district, and 
is an example of the skill and taste with which the medieval 
builders adapted their method of ornamentation to the materials 
in hand. 

2. Afarbk Veneer.—Another widely used method of mural 
decoration has been the application of thin marble linings to 
wall-surfaces, the decorative effect being produced by the natural 
beauty of the marble itself and not by sculptured reliefs. One of 
the oldest buildings in the world, the so-called " Temple of the 
Sphinx " among the Giza pyramids, Is built of great blocks of 
granite, the inside of the rooms being lined with slabs of semi-
transparent African alabaster about 3 in. thick. In the 1st cen-
tury thin veneers of richly coloured marbles were largely used 
by the Romans to decorate btick and stone walls. Pliny (H. N. 
xxxvi. 6) speaks of this practice as being a new and degenerate 
invention in his time. Many examples exist at Pompeii and in 
other Roman buildings. -Numerous Byzantine churches, such 
as St Saviour's at Constantinople, and St George's, Thessalonica, 
have the lower part of the internal walls richly ornamented in 
this way. It was commonly used to form a dado, the upper part 
of the building being covered with mosaic. The cathedral of 
Monreale and other Siculo-Norman buildings owe a great deal 
of their splendour to these linings of richly variegated marbles. 
In most cases the main surface is of light-coloured marble or 
alabaster, inlaid bands of darker tint or coloured mosaic being 
used to divide the surface into panels. The peculiar Italian-
Gothic of northern and central Italy during the meth and isth 
centuries, and at Venice some centuries earlier, relied greatly 
for its effects on this treatment of marble. St Mark's at Venice 
and the cathedral of Florence are magnificent examples of this 
work used externally. Both inside and out most of the richest 
examples of Moslem architecture owe much to this method of 
decoration; the mosques and palaces of India and Persia are in 
many cases completely lined with the most brilliant sorts of 
marble of contrasting tints. 

3. Wall-Linings of Glazed Bricks or Tike.—This is a very 
Important class of decoration, and from its almost imperishable 
nature, its richness of colour, and its brilliance of surface is 
capable of producing a splendour of effect only rivalled by glass 
mosaics. In the less important form—that of bricks modelled 
or stamped in relief with figures and inscriptions, and then coated 
with a brilliant colour in siliceous enamel—it was largely used 
by the ancient Egyptians and Assyrians as well as by the later 
Sasanians of Persia. In the huh and r rth centuries the Moslems 
of Penne brought this art to great perfection, and used it on 
large scale, chiefly, though not invariably, for internal walls. 
The main surfaces Were .covered by thick earthenware tiles, 
overlaid with a white enamel. These were not rectangular, but 
of various shapes, mostly some form of a star, arranged so as to 
it closely together. Delicate and minute patterns were then 
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painted on the tiles, after the first firing, in a copper-like colour 
with strong metallic lustre, produced by the deoxidization of 
a metallic salt in the process of the second firing. Bands and 
friezes with Arabic inscriptions, modelled boldly in high relief, 
were used to break up the monotony of the surface. In these, 
as a rule, the projecting letters were painted blue, and the flat 
ground enriched with very minute patterns in the lustre-colour. 
This combination of bold relief and delicate painting produces 
great vigour and richness of effect, equally telling whether viewed 
in the mass or closely examined tile by tile. In the t sth century 
lustre-colours, though still largely employed for plates, vases and 
other vessels, especially in Spain, were little used for tiles; and 
another clam of ware, rich in the variety and brilliance of its 
colours, was extensively used by Moslem builders all over the 
Mahommedan world. The most sumptuous sorts of tiles used 
for wall-coverings are those of the so-called " Rhodian " and 
Damascene wares, the work of Persian potters at many places. 
Those made at Rhodes are coarsely executed in comparison with 
the produce of the older potteries at Isfahan and Damascus 
(see Certmacs). These are rectangular tiles of earthenware, 
covered with a white " slip," and painted in brilliant colours with 
slight conventionalized representations of various flowers, 
especially the rose, the hyacinth and the carnation. The red 
used is applied in considerable body, so as to stand out in slight 
relief. Another class of design is more geometrical, forming 
regular repeats; but the most beautiful compositions are those 
in which the natural growth of trees and flowers is imitated, the 
branches and blossoms spreading over a large surface covered by. 
hundreds of tiles without any repetition. One of the finest 
examples la the " Mecca' wall " in the mosque of Ibrahim Agha, 
Cairo; and other Egyptian mosques are adorned in the same way 
(fig. a). Another variety, the special production of Damascus. 

Fro. z.—One of the Wall-tiles from the Mosque of Ibrahim 
Agha, Cairo. (to in. square.) 

has the design almost entirely executed in blue. It was about 
A.D. r600, in the reign of Shah Abbas I., that this class of [lottery 
was brought to greatest perfection, and it is in Persia that the 
most magnificent examples are found, dating from the Lath to 
the.17th centuries. The most remarkable examples for beauty 
and extent are the mosque at Tabriz, built by Ali Rhoja in the 
12th century, the ruined tomb of Sultan Khodabend (A.D. 13o3-
1316) at Sultaniyas, the palace of Shah Abbas I. and the tomb 
of Abbas II. (d. A.D. 1666) at Isfahltn, all of which buildings are 
covered almost entirely inside and out. 

Another important class of wall-tiles are those manufactured 
by the Spanish Moors, called " azulejos," especially during the 
reth century. Them are Ina very different style, being designed 
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so suggest or imitate mosaic. They have intricate Inter-
lacing geometrical patterns marked out by lines in slight 
relief; brilliant enamel colours were then burned into the tile, 
the projecting lines forming boundaries for the pigments. A 
rich effect is produced by this combination of relief and colour. 
They are mainly used for dadoes about 4 ft. high, often sur-
mounted by a band of tiles with painted inscriptions. The 
Alhambra and Generalife Palaces at Granada, begun in the 
13th century, but mainly built and decorated by YOsuf I. and 
Mahomtned V. (s.n. 1333-1391), and the Alcazar at Seville have 
the most beautiful examples of these " azulejos." The latter 
building chiefly owes its decorations to Pedro the Cruel (sm. 
1364), who employed Moorish workmen for its tile-coverings 
and other ornaments. Many other buildings in southern Spain 
are enriched in the same way, some as late as the 16th century. 

Almost peculiar to Spain are a variety of wall-tile the work of 
Italians in the 16th and 17th centuries. These are effective, 
though rather coarsely painted, and have a rich yellow as the 
predominant colour. The Casa de Pilatos and Isabel's Chapel 
in the Alcazar Palace, both at Seville, have the best specimens 
of these, dating about the year rsoo. In other Western countries 
tiles have been used more for pavements than for wall-decoration. 

4. Wall-Coverings of Hard Stucco, frequently ettriched with 
Redirfr.—The Greeks and Romans possessed the secret of making 
a hard kind of stucco, creamy in colour, and capable of receiving 
a polish like that of marble; it would stand exposure to the 
weather. Those of the early Greek temples which were built, 
not of marble, but of stone, such as the Doric temples at Aegina, 
Phigaleia, Paestum and Agrigentum, were all entirely coated 
inside and out with this material, an admirable surface for the 
further polychromatic decoration with which all Greek buildings 
seem to have been ornamented. Another highly artistic use 
of stucco among the Greeks and Romans, for the interiors of 
buildings, consisted in covering the walls and vaults with a 
smooth coat, on which while still wet the outlines of figures, 

Fro. 3.—Modelled Stucco Wall-Relief, from a Tomb in Magna 
Graecia. (About half full size.) 

groups and other ornaments were sketched with a point; more 
stucco was then applied in lumps and rapidly modelled into 
delicate relief before it had time to set. Some tombs in Magna 
Gmecia of the 4th century B.C. are decorated in this way with 

figures of nymphs, cupids, animals and wreaths, all of which are 
models of grace and elegance, and remarkable for the dexterous 
way in which a few rapid touches of the modelling tool or thumb 
have produced a work of the highest artistic beauty (fig. 3). 
Roman specimens of this sort of decoration are common, fine 
examples have been found in the baths of Titus and numerous 
tombs near Rome, as well as in many of the houses of Pompeii. 

4.—Stucco Wall•Rclief, from the Alhambra. 
These are mostly executed with great skill and frequently 
with good taste, though in some cases, especially at Pompeii, 
elaborate architectural compositions with awkward attempts at 
effects of violent perspective, modelled in slight relief on flat 
wall-surfaces, produce an unpleasing effect. Other Pompeian 
examples, where the surface is divided into flat panels, each 
containing a figure or group, have great merit for their delicate 
richness, without offending against the canons of wall-decoration, 
one of the first conditions of which is that no attempt should be 
made to disguise the fact of its being a solid wall and a flat 
surface. 

The Moslem architects of the middle ages made great use of 
stucco ornament both for external and internal walls. The 
stucco is modelled in high or low relief in great variety of geo-
metrical patterns, alternating with bands of more flowing 
ornament or long Arabic inscriptions. Many of their buildings, 
such as the mosque of Tulin at Cairo (4.D. 879), owe nearly all 
their beauty to this fine stucco work, the purely architectural 
shell of the structure being often simple and devoid of ornament. 
These stucco reliefs were, as a rule, further decorated with 
delicate painting in gold and colours. The Moorish tower at 
Segovia in Spain is a good example of this.class of ornament used 
externally. With the exception of a few bands of brick and the 
stone quoins at the angles, the whole exterior of the tower is 
covered with a network of stucco reliefs in simple geometrical 
patterns. The Alhambra at Granada and the Alcuar at Seville 
have the richest examples of this work. The lower part of the 
walls is lined with marble or tiles to a height of about 4 ft. and 
above that in many cases the whole surface is encrusted with 
these reliefs, the varied surface of which, by producing endless 
gradations of shadow, takes away any possible harshness from 
the brilliance of the gold and colours (fig. 4). 

During the 16th century, and even earlier, stucco wall-reliefs 
were used with considerable skill and decorative effect in Italy, 
England and other Western countries. Perhaps the most graceful 
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examples ate the reliefs with which Vasari in the 16th century 
encrusted pillars and other parts of the court in the Florentine 
Palazzo Vecchio, built of plain stone by Michelozzo in 1454. 
Some are of flowing vines and other plants winding spirally 
round the columns. The English examples of this work are 
effectively designed, though coarser in execution. The outside 
of a half-timbered house in the market-place at Newark-upon-
Trent has high reliefs in stucco of canopied figures, dating from 
the end of the 15th century. The counties of Essex and Suffolk 
are rich in exarhples of this work used externally; and many 
16th-century houses in England have fine internal stucco 
decoration, especially Hardwicke Hall (Derbyshire), one of the 
rooms of which has the upper part of the wall enriched with 
life-sized stucco figures in high relief, forming a deep frieze all 
round. 

s. Svc/W.—This is a variety of stucco work used chiefly in 
Italy from the 16th century downwards, and employed only for 
exteriors of buildings, especially the palaces of Tuscany and 
northern Italy. The wall is covered with a coat of stucco made 
black by an admixture of charcoal; over this a second thin coat 
of white stucco is laid. When it is all hard the design is produced 
by cutting and scratching away the white skin, so as to show the 
black under-coat. Thus the drawing appears in black on a white 
ground. This work is effective at a distance, as it requires a 
bold style of handling, in which the shadows are indicated by 
cross-hatched lines more or lass near together. ,  Flowing ara-
besques mixed with grotesque figures occur most frequently in 
*raft*. In recent years the 'graffito method has been revived; 
and the result of Mr Moody's experiments may be seen on the 
east wall of the Royal College of Science in Exhibition Road, 
London. 

6. Stainpal LeaMer.—This was a maghificent and expensive 
form of wall-hanging, chiefly used during the 16th and 17th 
centuries. Skins, generally of goats or calves, were well tanned 
and cut into rectangular shapes. They were then covered with 

Pm. 5.—Italian Stamped Leather; 16th century. 
silver leaf, which was varnished with a transparent yell(); lacquer 
making the silver look like gold. The skins were then stamped 
or embossed with patterns in relief, formed by heavy pressure 
from metal dies, one in relief and the other sunk. The reliefs 
were then painted by hand in many colours, generally brilliant 

, A good description of the process is given by Vasari, Trs aril del 
*sera. cap. 

 
sin  

in tone: Italy and Spain (especially Cordova) were 'important 
seats 'of this manufacture; and in the 27th century a large 
quantity was produced in France. Fig. s gives a good example 
of Italian stamped leather of the 16th century. In England, 
chiefly at Norwich, this manufacture was carried on in the 
17th and 28th centuries. In durability and richness of effect 
stamped leather surpasses most other forms of movable wall-
decoration. 

7. Painted Clotis.—Another form of wall-hanging, used most 
largely during the rsth and 16th centuries, and in a less extensive 
way a good deal earlier, is canvas painted to imitate tapestry. 
English medieval inventories both of ecclesiastical and domestic 
goods frequently contain items such as these: " stayned cloths 
for hangings," " paynted cloths with stories and batailes," or 

paynted cloths of beyond sea work," or " of Flaunder's work." 
Many good artists working at Ghent and Bruges during the first 
half of the 12th century produced fine work of this class, as well 
as designs for real tapestry. Several of the great Italian artists 
devoted their skill in composition and invention to the painting 
of these wall-hangings. The most important existing example 
is the series of paintings of the triumph of Julius Caesar executed 
by Andrea Mantegna (1485-1492) for Ludovico Gonzaga, duke 
of Mantua, and now at Hampton Court. These are usually, 
but wrongly, called " cartoons," as if they were designs meant 
to be executed in tapestry; this is not the case, as the paintings 
themselves were used as wall-hangings. They are nine in number 
and each compartment, 9 ft. square, was separated from the next 
by a pilaster. They form a continuous procession, with life-
sized figures, remarkable for their composition, drawing and 
delicate colouring—the latter unfortunately much disguised by 
" restoration." Like most of these painted wall-hangings, 
they are executed in tempera, and rather thinly painted, so 
that the pigment might not crack off through the cloth falling 
slightly into folds. Another remarkable series of painted cloth 
hangings are those at Reims Cathedral. In some cases dyes 
were used for this work. A MS. of the x sth century ,gives 
receipts for " painted cloth," showing that sometimes they were 
dyed in a manner similar to those Indian stuffs which were 
afterwards printed, and are now called chintzes. These 
receipts are for real dyes, not for pigments, and among them 
is the earliest known description of the process called "setting" 
the woad or indigo vat, as well as a receipt for removing or 
" discharging " the colour from a cloth already dyed. Another 
method employed was a sort of " encaustic " process; the cloth 
was rubbed all over with wax, and then painted in tempera; 
heat was then applied so that the colours sank into the melting 
wax, and were thus firmly fixed upon the cloth. 

8. Printed Hangings and Wall-Papers.—The printing of 
various textiles with dye-colours and mordants is probably one 
of the most ancient arts. Pliny (H. N. xxxv.) describes a 
dyeing process employed by the ancient Egyptians, in which 
the pattern was probably formed by printing from blocks. 
Various methods have been used for this work—wood blocks in 
relief, engraved metal plates, stencil plates and even hand-
painting; frequently two or more of these methods have 
been employed for the same pattern. The use of printed stuffs 
is of great antiquity among the Hindus and Chinese, and 
was certainly practised in western Europe in the 13th century, 
and perhaps earlier. The Victoria and Albert Museum has 
13th-century specimens of block-printed silk made in Sicily, of 
beautiful design. Towards the end of the 14th century a 
great deal of block-printed linen was made in Flanders, and 
largely imported into England. 

Wall-papers did not come into common use in Europe till the 
18th century, though they appear to have been used much 
earlier by the Chinese. A few rare examples exist in England 
which may be as early as the 16th century; these are imitations, 
generally in flock, of the fine old Florentine and Genoese cut 
velvets, and hence the style of the design in no way shows the 
date of the wall-paper, the same traditional patterns being 
reproduced for many years with little or no change. Machinery 
enabling paper to be made in long strips was not invented till 
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the end ofthe 18th century, and up to that time wall-papers 
were printed on small square pieces of hand-made paper, difficult 
to hang, disfigured by numerous joints, and comparatively 
costly; on these accounts wall-papers were slow in superseding 
the older modes of mural decoration. A little work by Jackson 
of Battersea, printed in London in 1744,  throws some light on 
the use of wall-papers at that time. He gives reduced copies 
of his designs, mostly taken from Italian pictures or antique 
sculpture during his residence in Venice.. Instead of flowing 
patterns covering the wall, his designs are all pictures—land-
scapes, architectural scenes or statues—treated as panels, with 
plain paper or painting between. They are all printed in oil, 
with wooden blocks worked with a rolling press, apparently an 
invention of his own. They are all in the worst possible taste, 
and yet are offered as great improvements on the Chinese papers 
which he says were then in fashion. Fig. 6 is a good English 

Fin. 6.—Early 18th-century Wall-Paper. (22 in. wide.) 
example of 18th-century wall-paper printed on squares of stout 
hand-made paper 22 in. wide. The design is apparently copied 
from an Indian chintz. 

In the 19th century in England, a great advance in the 
de 'signing of wall-papers was made by William Morris and his 
school. 

9. Painting.—This is naturally the most important and the 
most widely used of all forms of wall-decoration, as well as 
perhaps the earliest. 

Egypt (see EGYPT: Art and Archaeology) is the chief store- 
house of ancient specimens of this, as of almost all the arts. 

el7Pdas 
Owing to the intimate connexion between the 

paia.p, sculpture and painting of early times, the remarks 
above as to subjects and treatment under the head 

of Egyptian wall-sculpture will to a great extent apply also to 
the paintings. It is an important fact, which testifies to the 
antiquity of Egyptian civilization, that the earliest paintings, 
dating more than 4000 years before our era, are also the cleverest 
both in drawing and execution. In later times the influence of 
Egyptian art, especially in painting, was important even among 

distant nations. In the 6th century B.C. Egyptian colonists, 
introduced by Cambyses into Persepolis, influenced the painting 
and sculpture of the great Persian Empire and throughout the 
valley of the Euphrates. In a lesser degree the art of Babylon 
and Nineveh had felt considerable Egyptian influence several 
centuries earlier. The same Influence affected the early art of 
the Greeks and the Etrurians, and It was not till the middle of 
the sth century B.C. that the further development and perfecting 
of art in Greece obliterated the old traces of Egyptian mannerism. 
After the death of Alexander the Great, when Egypt came into 
the possession of the Lagidae (320 a.c.), the tide of influence 
flowed the other way, and Greek art modified though It did not 
seriously alter the characteristics of Egyptian painting and 
sculpture, which retained much of their early formalism and 
severity. Yet the increased sense of beauty, especially in the 
human face, derived from the Greeks was counterbalanced by 
loss of vigour; art under the Ptolemies became a dull copyism 
of earlier traditions. 

The general scheme of mural painting in the buildings of 
ancient Egypt was complete and magnificent. Columns, 
mouldings and other architectural features were enriched with 
patterns in brilliant colours; the flat wall-spaces were.covered 
with figure-subjects, generally in horizontal bands, and the 
ceilings were ornamented with sacred symbols, such as the vulture 
or painted blue and studded with gold stars to symbolize the 
sky. The wall-paintings are executed in tempera on a thin skin 
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of fine lime, laid over the brick, stone or marble to form a smooth 
and slightly absorbent coat to receive the pigments, which were 
most brilliant in tone and of great variety of tint. Not employing 
fresco, the Egyptian artists were not restricted to" earth colours," 
but occasionally used purples, pinks and greens which would 
have been destroyed by fresh lime. The blue used is very 
beautiful, and is generally laid on in considerable body—it is 
frequently a " smalt " or deep-blue glass, coloured by copper 
oxide, finely powdered. Red and yellow ochre, carbon-black, 
and powdered chalk-white are most largely used. Though in 
the paintings of animals and birds considerable realism is often 
seen (fig. 7), yet for human figures certain conventional colours 
are employed, e.g. white for females' flesh, red for the males, or 
black to indicate people of negro race. Heads are painted in 
profile, and little or no shading is used. Considerable knowledge 
of harmony is shown in the arrangement of the colours; and 
otherwise harsh combinations of tints are softened and brought 
into keeping by thin separating lines of white or yellow. Though 
at first sight the general colouring, if seen in a museum, may 
appear crude, yet it should be remembered that the internal 
paintings were much softened by the dim light in Egyptian 
buildings, and those outside were subdued by contrast with the 
brilliant.sunshine under which they were always seen. 

The rock-cut sepulchres of the Etrurians supply the only 
existing specimens of their mural painting; and, unlike the 
tombs of Egypt, only a small proportion appear to 
have been decorated in this way. The actual data Ramo, 
of these paintings are very uncertain, but they range 
possibly from about the 8th century S.C. down to almost the 
Christian era. The tombs which possess these paintings are 
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mostly square-shaped rooms, with slightly-arched or gabled roofs, 
excavated in soft sandstone or tufa hillsides. The earlier ones 
show Egyptian influence in drawing and in composition: they 
are broadly designed with flat unshaded tints, the faces in profile, 
except the eyes, which are drawn as if seen in front. Colossi', as 
In Egypt, are used conventionally—male flesh red, white or 
pale yellow for the females, black for demons. In one respect 
these paintings differ from those of the Egyptians; few colours 
ate need—red, brown, and yellow ochres, carbon-black, lime or 
chalk-white, and occasionally blue are the only pigments. The 
rock-walls are prepared by being covered with a thin skin of 
NM! stucco, and lime or chalk Is mixed In small quantities with 
all the colours; hence the restriction to " earth pigments," made 
necessary by the dampness of these subterranean chambers. 
The process employed was in fact a kind of fresco, though the 
stucco ground was not applied in small patches only sufficient 
for the day's work; the dampness of the rock was enough to 
keep the stucco skin moist, and so allow the necessary infiltration 
of colour from the surface. Many of these paintings when first 
discovered were fresh In tint and uninjured by time, but they are 
soon dulled by exposure to light. In the course of centuries 
great changes of style naturally took place; the early Egyptian 
influence, probably brought to Etruria through the Phoenician 
traders, was succeeded by an even more strongly-marked Greek 
Influence—at first archaic and stiff, then developing into great 
beauty of drawing, and finally yielding to the Roman spirit, as 
the degradation of Greek art advanced under their powerful but 
inartistic Roman conquerors. 

Throughout this succession of styles—Egyptian, Greek and 
Graeco-Roman—there runs a distinct undercurrent of individu-
ality due to the Etruscans theinselves. This appears not only 
in the drawing but also in the choice of subjects. In addition 
to pictures of banquets with musicians and dancers, hunting 
and racing scenes, the workshops of different craftsmen and other 
domestic subjects, all thoroughly Hellenic in sentiment, other 
paintings occur which are very un-Greek in feeling. These 
represent the judgment and punishment of souls in a future life. 
Mantus, Charun and other infernal deities of the Rasena, 
hideous in aspect and armed With hammers, or'furies depicted 
as black-bearded demons winged and brandishing live snakes,. 
terrify or torture shrinking human souls. Others, not the earliest 
in date, represent human sacrifices, such as those at the tomb of 
Patroclus—a class of subjects which, though Homeric, appears 
rarely to have been selected by Greek painters. The constant 
import into Etruria of large quantities of fine Greek painted 
vases appears to have contributed to keep up the supremacy of 
Hellenic influence during many centuries, and by their artistic 
superiority to have prevented the development of a more original 
and native school of art. Though we now know Etruscan 
painting only from the tombs, yet Pliny mentions (H. N. =ay. 3) 
that fine wall-paintings existed in his time, with colours yet 
fresh, on the walls of ruined temples at Ardea and Lanuvium, 
executed, he says, before the founding of Rome. As before men-
tioned, the actual dates of the existing paintings are uncertain. 
It cannot therefore be asserted that any existing specimens are 
much older than Soo s.c., though some, especially at Veii, 
certainly appear to have the characteristics of more remote 
antiquity. The most important of these paintings have been 
discovered in the cemeteries of Veil, Caere, Tarquin% Vulci, 
Cervetri and other Etruscan cities. 

Even in Egypt the use of colour does not appear to have been 
more universal than it was among the Greeks (see GREET ART), 

Gook 
who applied it freely to their marble statues and 

Pdthig. reliefs, the whole of their buildings inside and out, 
as well as for the decoration of flat wall-surfaces. 

They appear to have cared little for pure form, and not to have 
valued the delicate ivory-like tint and beautiful texture of their 
fine Pentelic and Parian marbles, except as a ground for coloured 
ornament. "A whole class of artists, called &yaks/maw tympani, 
were occupied in colouring marble sculpture, and their services 
were very highly valued.' In some cases, probably for the sake of 

This process, circntriitio, is mentioned by Pliny (H. N. me. 40). 

hiding the joints and getting a more absorbent surface, the 
marble, however pure and fine in texture, was covered with a 
thin skin of stucco made of mixed lime and powdered marble. 
An alabaster sarcophagus, found in a tomb near Corneto, and 
now in the Etruscan museum at Florence, is decorated outside 
with beautiful purely Greek paintings, executed on a stucco 
skin as hard and smooth as the alabaster. The pictures represent 
combats of the Greeks and Amazons. The colouring, though 
rather brilliant, is simply treated, and the figures are kept 
strictly to one plane without any attempt at complicated 
perspective. Other valuable specimens of Greek art, found at 
Herculaneum and now in the Naples Musetim, are some small 
paintings, one of girls playing with dice, another of Theseus and 
the Minotaur. These are painted with miniature-like delicacy on 
the bare surface of marble slabs; they are almost monochromatic, 
and are of the highest beauty both In drawing and in gradations 
of shadow—quite unlike any of the Greek vase-paintings. The 
first-mentioned painting is signed AALIZANAPOE AOHNAIOE. 
It is probable that the strictly archaic paintings of the Greeks, 
such as those of Polygnotus in the nth century s.c., executed 
with few and simple colours, had much resemblance to those on 
vases, but Pliny is wrong when he asserts that, till the time of 
Apelles (c. 310-310 s.c.), the Greek painters only used black, 
white, red and yellow.' Judging from the peculiar way in which 
the Greeks and their imitators the Romans used the names of 
colours, it appears that they paid more attention to tortes and 
relations of colour than to actual hues. Thus most Greek and 
Latin colour-names are now untranslatable. Homer's " wine-
like sea " (otreP), Sophocles's " wine-coloured ivy " ((Ed. Col.), 
and Horace's " purpureus olor " probably refer less to what we 
should call colour than to the chromatic strength of the various 
objects and their more or less strong powers of reflecting light, 
either in motion or when at rest. Nor have we any word like 

"!laves," which could be applied both to a lady's hair 
and to the leaf of an olive-trees 

During the best periods of Greek art the favourite classes of 
subjects were scenes from poetry, especially Homer and con-
temporary history. The names aunuccihlen and trrol vorxike 
were given to many public buildings from their walls being 
covered with paintings. Additional Interest was given to the 
historical subjects by the introduction of portraits; e.g. in the 
great picture of the battle of Marathon (stio s.c.), on the walls of 
the aroti sr etas in Athens, portraits were given of the Greek 
generals Miltiadea, Callimachus, and others. This .picture was 
painted about forty years after the battle by Polygnotus and 
Miceli. One of the earliest pictures recorded by Pliny (um 8) 
represented a battle of the Magnesians (c. 7:6 s.c.); it was 
painted by Bularchu.s, a Lydian artist, and bought at a high 
price by King Candaules. Many other important Greek 
historical paintings are mentioned by Pausanias and earlier 
writers. The Pompeian mosaic of the defeat of the Persians by 
Alexander is probably a Romanized copy from some celebrated 
Greek painting; it obviously was not designed for mosaic 
work. 

Landscape painting appears to have been unknown among the 
Greeks, even as a background to figure-subjects. The poems 
especially of Homer and Sophocles show that this was not through 
want of appreciation of the beauties of nature, but partly, 
probably, because the main object of Greek painting was to tell 
some definite story, and also from their just sense of artistic 
fitness, which prevented them from attempting in their mural 
decorations to disguise the flat solidity of the walls by delusive 
effects of aerial perspective and distance. 

It is interesting to note that even in the time of Alexander 
the Great the somewhat archaic works of the earlier painters 
were still appreciated. In particular Aristotle praises Polygnotus, 
▪Pliny's remarks on subjects such as this should be received with 

caution. He was neither a scientific archaeologist nor a practical 
artist. 

' So also a meaning unlike ours is attached to Greek technical 
words—by r6sor they meant, not " tone," but the gradations of 
light and shade, and by Asper* the relations of colour. See Pliny, 
H. N. mer. 3; and Ruskin. Mod. Fainters, pt. w. cap. 53- 
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both for his power of combining truth with idealisation 
in his portraits and for his skill in depicting men's mental 
characteristics; on this account he calls him 6 ilee714.421. 
Lucian too praises Polyguotus alike for his , grace, drawing and 
colouring. Later painters, such as Zeuxis. and Apelles, appear 
to have produced easel pictures more than mural paintings, 
and these, being easy to move, were mostly carried off to Rome 
by the early emperors. Hence Pausanias, who visited Greece 
in the time of Hadrian, mentions but few works of the later 
artists. Owing to the lack of existing specimens of Greek 
painting it would be idle to attempt an account of.their technical 
methods, but no doubt those employed by the Romans described 
below were derived with thereat of their art from the Greeks. 
Speaking of their stucco, Pliny refers its superiority over that 
made by the Romans to the fact that it was always made of 
lime at least three years old, and that it was well mixed and 
pounded in a mortar before being laid on the wall; he is here 
speaking of the thick stucco in many coats, not of the thin skin 
mentioned above as being laid on marble. Greek mural painting, 
like their sculpture, was chiefly used to decorate temples and 
public buildings, and comparatively rarely either for tombs ,  or 
private buildings—at least in the days of their early republican 
simplicity. 

A large number of Roman mural paintings (see also ROMAN 
Aar) now exist., of which many were discovererrin the private 

thetas 
houses and baths of Pompeii, nearly all dating 

paha'', between A.D. 63, when the city was ruined by an 
earthquake, and Ai). 79, when it was buried by 

Vesuvius. A catalogue of t hese and similar paintings from Hercu. 
laneum and Stabise, compiled by Professor Helbig, comprises 1966 
specimens. The excavations in the baths of Titus and other 
ancient buildings in Rome, made in the early part of the 16th 
century, excited the keenest interest and admiration among the 
painters of that time, and largely influenced the later art of the 
Renaissance. These paintings, especially the " grotesques " 
or fanciful patterns of scroll-work and pilasters mixed with 
semi-realistic foliage and figures of boys, animals and birds, 
designed with great freedom of touch and inventive power, seem 
to have fascinated Raphael during his later period, and many of 
his pupils and contemporaries. The " Louie " of the Vatican 
and of the Famesina palace are full of carefully studied 
16th-century reproductions of these highly decorative paintings. 
The excavations in Rome have brought to light some mural 
paintings of the at century A.D., perhaps superior in execution 
even to the best of the Pompeian series (see Plate). . 

The range of subjects found in Roman mural paintings is large 
—mythology, religious ceremonies, genre, still life and even 
landscape (the latter generally on a small scale, and treated in an 
artificial and purely decorative way), and lastly history. Pliny 
mentions several large and important historical paintings, such 
as those with which Valerius Maximus Messala decorated the 
walls of the Curia Hostilia, to commemorate his own victory over 
Hicro )L and the Carthaginians in Sicily in the 3rd century B.C. 
The earliest Roman painting recorded by Pliny was by Fabius, 
surnamed Pictor, on the walls of the temple of Salus, executed 
about 300 D.C. (H.N. XXXV. 4). 

Pliny (xxxv. 1) laments the fact that the wealthy Romani' 
of his time preferred the costly splendours of marble and por-
phyry wall-linings to the more artistic decoration of paintings 
by good artists. Historical painting seems then to have gone 
out of fashion; among the numerous specimens now existing 
few from Pompeii represent historical subjects; one has the 
scene of Massinissa and Sophonisba before Scipio, and another 
of a riot between the people of Pompeii and Nocera, which 
happened sp A.D.  

Mythological scenes, chiefly nom Greek sources, occur most 
frequently: the myths of Eros and Dionysus are especial 
iavourites. Only five or six relate to purely Roman mythology. 

One instance only of a tomb-painting is mentioned by Pausanias 
23). Some fine specimens have been discovered in the Crimea, 

but not of a very early date; see Stephani, Conti* reads, &c.. 
(St Petersburg, 18773), 

We have reason to think that some at least of the Pompeian 
pictures are copies, probably at third or fourth band, from 
celebrated Greek originals. The frequently repeated subjects 
of Medea meditating the murder of her children and 1phigenia 
at the shrine of the Tauric Artemis suggest that the motive 
and composition were taken from the originals of these subjects 
by Timanthes. Those of lo and Argus, the finest example of 
which is in the Palatine " villa of Livia " and of Andromeda 
and Xerseus, often repeated on Pompeian walls, may be from 
the originals by Nicias. 

In many cases these mural paintings are of high artistic 
merit, though they are probably not the work of the most 
distinguished painters of the time, but rather of a bumbler 
class of decorators, who reproduced, without much original 
invention, stock designs out of some pattern-book. They 
are, however, all remarkable for the rapid skill and extreme 

verve ". and freedom of hand with which the designs ate, as 
it were, flung on to the walls with few but effective touches. 
Though in some cases the motive and composition are superior 
to the execution, yet many of the paintings are remarkable 
both for their realistic truth and technical skill. The great 
painting of Ceres from Pompeii, now in the Naples Museum, 
is a work of the highest merit. 

In the usual scheme of decoration the broad wall-surfaces are 
broken up into a series of panels by pilasters, columns, or other 
architectural forms. Some of the panels contain pictures with 
figure-subjects; others have conventional ornament, or hanging 
festoons of fruit and flowers. The lower part of the wall is 
painted one plain colour, forming a dado; the upper part some-
times has a well-designed frieze of flowing ornaments. In the 
better class of painted walls the whole is kept flat  in treatment, 
and is free from too great subdivision, but in many cases great 
want of taste is shown by the introduction of violent effects of 
architectural perspective, and the space is broken up by com-
plicated schemes of design, studded with pictures in varying 
scales which have little relation to their surroundings. The 
colouring is on the whole pleasant and harmonious—unlike the 
usual chromo-lithographic copies. Black, yellow, or a rich deep 
red are the favourite colours for the main ground of the walls, 
the pictures in the panels being treated separately, each with ite 
own background. 

An interesting series of early Christian mural paintings exists 
in various catacombs, especially those of Rome and Naples. 
They are of value both as an important link in the 
history of art and also •  as throwing light on. the Chdatlsa 
mental state of the early Christians, which was dis- P.ats ORS la 
tinctly influenced by the older faith. Thus in the "'w• 
earlier paintings of about the 4th century we find Christ repre-
sented as a beardless youth, beautiful as the artist could make 
him, with a lingering tradition of Greek idealization, in no degree 
like the " Man of Sorrows " of medieval painters, but rather 
a kind of genius of Christianity In whose fair outward forces 
the peace and purity of the new faith were visibly symbolised, 
just as certain distinct attributes were typified in the persons 
of the gods of ancient Greece. The favourite early subject, 
" Christ the Good Shepherd " (fig. 8), is represented as Orpheus 
playing on his lyre to a circle of beasts, the pagan origin of the 
picture being shown by the Phrygian cap and by the presence of 
lions, panthers and other incongruous animals among the listen. 
ing sheep. Inother cases Christ is depicted standing with a sheep 
borne on His shoulders like Hermes Criophoros or Hermes 
Psychopompos—favourite Greek subjects, especially the former, 
a statue of which Pausanias (ix. 22) mentions as existing at 
Tanagra in Boeotia. Here again the pagan origin of the type 
is shown by the presence in the catacomb paintings of the pan-
pipes and pedum, special attributes of Hermes, but quite fortifies 
to the notion of Christ. Though in a degraded form, a good 
deal survives in some of these paintings,, especially in the earlier 
ones, of the old classical grace of composition and beauty of 
drawing, notably in the above-mentioned representations where 
old models were copied without any adaptation to their new 
meaning. Those of the nth and 6th centuries follow the classical 
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lines, though in a tupidlydeterionrting style, until the introduc-
tion of a foreign—the Byzantine-.--element, which created a 
huh starting-point on different lines. The old naturalism and 
survival of classical freedom of drawing is replaced by stiff, 
conventionally hieratic types, superior in dignity and strength 
to the feeble compositions produced by the degradation into 
which the native art of Rome bad fallen. The designs of this 
second period of Christian art are similar to those of the mosaics, 

FIG. 8.—Painted Vault from the Catacombs of St Callixtus, Rome. 
in the centre Orpheus, to represent Christ the Good Shepherd. 
and round are smaller paintings of various types of Christ. 

such as many at Ravenna, and also to the magnificently  illumi-
nated MSS. For some centuries there was little change or 
development in this Byzantine style of art, so that it is impossible 
in most cases to be sure from internal evidence of the date of 
any painting. This to some extent applies also to the works 
of the earlier or pagan school, though, roughly speaking, it may 
be said that the least meritorious pictures are the latest in 
date. 

These catacomb paintings range over a long space of time; 
some may possibly be of the nit or and century, e.g. those 
in the cemetery of Domitilla, Rome; others are u late as the 
9th century, e.g. some full-length figures of St Cornelius and 
St Cyprian in the catacomb of St Callixtus, under which earlier 
paintings may be traced. In execution they somewhat resemble 
the Etruscan tomb-paintings; the walls of the catacomb passages 
and chambers, excavated in soft tufa, are covered with a thin 
skin of white stucco, and on that the mural and ceiling paintings 
are simply executed in earth colours. The favourite subjects 
of the earliest paintings are scenes from the Old Testament 
which were supposed to typify events in the life of Christ, such 
as the sacrifice of Isaac (Christ's death), Jonah and the whale 
(the Resurrection), Moses striking the rock, or pointing to the 
manna (Christ the water of life, and the Eucharist), and many 
others. The later paintings deal more with later subjects, 
either events in Christ's life or figures of saints and the miracles 
they performed. A fine series of these exists in the lower church 
of S. Clemente in Rome, apparently dating from the 6th to the 
nth centuries; among these are representations of the passion 
and death of Christ—subjects never chosen by the earlier 
Christians, except as dimly foreshadowed by the Old Testament 
types. When Christ Himself is depicted in the early catacomb 
paintings it is in glory and power, not in HS human weakness and 
suffering. 

Other early Italian paintings exist on the walls of the church 
of the Tre Fontane near Rome, and in the Capella di S. Urbane 
ails Caffarella, executed in the early part of the sith century. 
The atrium of S. Lorenzo fuori le mum, Rome, and the church 
of the Quattro Sand Incorenati have mural paintings of the  

first half of the 13th century, which show no artistic improve-
ment over those at S. Clemente four or five centuries older. 

It was not in fact till the 'second half cf the 13th century 
that stiff traditional Byzantine forms and colouring began 
to be superseded by the revival of native art in Italy by 
the painters of Florence, Has and Siena. During the first 
thirteen centuries of the Christian era mural painting appears 
to have been for the most part confined to the repro. 
sentation of sacred subjects. It is remarkable that during 
the earlier centuries council after council of the Christian 
Church forbade the painting of figure-subjects, and especially 
those of any Person of the Trinity; but in vain. In spite 
of the zeal of bishops and others, who sometimes with their 
own hands defaced the pictures of Christ on the walls of 
the churches, in spite of threats of excommunication, the for-
bidden paintings by degrees became more numerous, till the walls 
of almost every church throughout Christendom were decorated 
with whole series of pictured stories. The useless prohibition 
was becoming obsolete when, towards the end of the 4th century, 
the learned Paulinus, bishop of Nola, ordered the two basilicas 
which he had built at Fondi and Nola to be adorned with wall-
paintings of sacred subjects, with the special object, as he says, 
of instructing and refining the ignorant and drunken people. 
These painted histories were in fact the books of the unlearned, 
and we can now hardly realize their value as the chief mode of 
religious teaching in ages when none but the clergy could read 
or write. 

During the middle ages, just as long before among the ancient 
Greeks, coloured decoration was used in the widest possible 
manner not only for the adornment of flat walls, Basks 
but also for the enrichment of sculpture and all the Meat 
fittings and architectural features of buildings, Paba•S' 
whether the material to be painted was plaster, stone, marble 
or wood. It was only the damp and frosts of northern climates 
that to some extent limited the external use of colour to the less 
exposed parts of the outsides of buildings. The varying tints 
and texture of smoothly worked stone appear to have given no 
pleasure to the medieval eye; and in the rare cases in which the 
poverty of some country church prevented its walls from being 
adorned with painted ornaments or pictures the whole surface 
of the stonework Inside, mouldings and carving as well as 
flat wall-spaces, was covered with a thin coat of whitewash. 
Internal rough stonework was invariably concealed by stucco, 
forming a smooth ground for possible future paintings. Un-
happily a great proportion of mural paintings have been de-
stroyed, though many in a more or less mutilated state still exist 
in England. It is difficult (and doubly so since the so-called 
" restoration " of most old buildings) to realize the splendour 
of effect once possessed by every important medieval church. 
From the tiled floor to the roof all was one mass of gold and 
colour. The brilliance of the mural paintings and richly 
coloured sculpture and mouldings was in harmony with the 
splendour of the oak-work--screens, stalls, and roofs—all 
decorated with gilding and painting, while the light, passing 
through stained glass, softened and helped to combine 
the whole into one mass of decorative effect. Colour was 
boldly applied everywhere, and thus the patchy effect was 
avoided which is so often the result of the modern timid and 
partial use of painted ornament. Even the figure-sculpture 
was painted in a strong and realistic manner, sometimes by a 
wax encaustic process, probably the same as the eircutsditie 
of classical times. In the accounts for expenses in decorating 
Orvieto cathedral wax is a frequent item among the materials 
used for painting. In one place it is mentioned that wax was 
supplied to Andrea Pisano (in 1345) for the decoration of the 
beautiful reliefs in white marble on the lower part of the west 
front. 

From the nth to the 16th century the lower part of the walls, 
generally 6 to 8 ft. from the floor, was painted with a dado-
the favourite patterns till the 13th century being either a sort 
of sham masonry with a flower in each rectangular space 
(fig. 9), or a conventional representation of a. curtain with 



regular folds stiffly treated. 
pictures with figure-subjects 
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Above this dado ranges of 
were painted in tiers one 
above the other, each picture 
frequently surrounded by a 
painted frame with arch and 
gable of architectural design. 
Painted bands of chevron or 
other geometrical ornament 
till the 13th century, and 
flowing ornament afterwards, 
usually divide the tiers of pic-
tures horizontally and form the 
top and bottom boundaries of 

no.e.—Wall-Paintingof the isth the. dad. a; In the  ea" of  a 
century. . ■ masonry pattern." cnurcn, the end walls usually 

have figures to • larger scale. 
On the east wall of the nave over the chancel arch there was 
generally • large painting of the " Doom " or Last. Judgment. 
One of the commonest subjects is a colossal figure of St Chris-
topher (fig. to) usually on the nave wall opposite the principal 

ti 

Flo. Rh—Wall-Painting of St Christopher. (Large iffe-sise.) 

entrance—selected because the sight of • picture of this saint 
was supposed to bring good luck for the rest of the day. Figures 
were also often painted on the jambs of the windows and on the 
piers and soffit of the arches, especially that openffig into the 
chancel. 

The little Norman church at Kempley in Gloucestershire (date 
about too) has perhaps the best-preserved specimen of the com-
plete early decoration of a chancel' The north and south walls 
are occupied by figures of the twelve apostles in architectural 
niches, six on each side. The east wall had single figures of saints 
at the sides of the central window, and the stone barrel vault is 
covered with a representation of St John's apocalyptic vision—
Christ in majesty surrounded by the evangelistic beasts, the seven 
candlesticks and other figures. The chancel arch itself and the 
jambs and mouldings of the windows have stiff geometrical designs, 
and over the arch, towards the nave, is a large picture of the 
" Doom..  "The whole scheme is very complete, no part of the 
Internal plaster or stonework being undecorated with colour. 
Though the drawing is rude, the figures and their drapery are 
treated broadly and with dignity. Simple earth colours are used, 
painted in tempera on a plain white ground, which covers alike 
both the plaster of the rough walls and the smooth stone of the 
arches and jambs. 

In the 13th century the painters of England reached a high 
point of artistic power and technical skill, so that paintings were 
produced by native artists equal, if not superior, to those of 
the same period anywhere on the Continent. The central 
paintings on the walls of the chapter-house and on the retable 
of the high altar of Westminster Abbey are not surpassed by 

See Ardeeelogia, vol. alvi. (HOW). 

any of the smaller works even of suds men as Cimabue and Dumb 
di Buoninanpaa, who were living when these Westminster 
paintings ware executed. Unhappily, Partly through the 
poverty and anarchy brought about by the French wan and 
the Wars of the Roses, the development of art in England made 
little progress after the beginning of the 14th century, and it 

FIG. It .—z sth.centery English Painting—St John the Evangelist. 

was not till a time when the renaissance of art in Italy had fallen 
into decay that its influence reached the British shores. In 
the. tsth century some beautiful work, somewhat affected by 
Flemish influence, was produced in England (fig. r1), chiefly 
in the form of figures painted on the oak panels of chancel 
and chapel screens, especially in Norfolk and Suffolk; but these 
cannot be said to rival , the works of the Van Eycks and other 
painters of that time in Flanders. To return to the zsth 
century, the culminating period of English art in painting and 
sculpture, much was owed to Henry III.'s love for and patronage 
of the fine arts; he employed a large number of painters to 
decorate his various castles and palaces, especially the palace of 
Westminster, one large hall of which was known as the " painted 
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thantber " from the mws of fine pictures with which Its wana 
were covered. After the 13th century the " masonry pattern " 
was distued for the lower parts of walls, and the chevrony and 
other stiff patterns for the borders were replaced by more flowing 
designs. The character of the painted figures became less 
monumental in style; greater freedom of drawing and treatment 
was adopted, and they cease to recall the archaic majesty and 
grandeur of the Byzantine mosaics. 

It may be noted that during the lath century wall -spaces 
unoccupied by figure-subjects were often covered by graceful 

flowing patterns, drawn with great 
freedom and rather avoiding geo- 
metrical repetition. Fig. 12, from 
the church of Stanley St Leonard's, 
Gloucestershire, is a good character- 
istic specimen of tath-century decora- 
tion; it Is on the walls of the chancel, 
filling up the spaces between the 
painted figures; the flowers are blue, 
and the lines red on a white ground. 
In some cases the motive of the 

F38 za.—Flowina Pat- 
design is taken from encaustic tiles, 

term; E116411 
. ,, th_cen.  as at Beni" Church, Herta, where 

fury Wajpaintin; 	tae wall is divided into squares, each 
containing an heraldic lion. This 

imitative notion occurs during all periods—masonry, hanging 
curtains, tiles and architectural features such as niches and 
canopies being very frequently represented, though always 
in a simple decorative fashion with no attempt at actual 
deception—not probably from any fixed principle that shams 
were wrong, but because the good taste of the medieval 
painters taught them that a fiat unrealistic treatment gave 
the best and most decorative effect. Thus in the isth, and 
tflth centuries the commonest forms of unpictorial wall-
decoration were various patterns taken from the beautiful 
damasks and cut velvets of Sicily, Florence, Genoa and other 
places in Italy, some form of the "pineapple " or rather " arti-
choke " pattern being the favourite (fig. 13), a design which, 

FIG. 13.—q5t11.01111Ury Wall Painting, taken from a Genoese 
or Florentine velvet design. 

developed partly from Oriental sources, and coming to perfection 
at the end of the rsth century, was copied and reproduced in 
textiles, printed stuffs and wall-papers with but little change 
down to the present century —a remarkable instance of survival 
to design. Fig. 14 is a specimen of isth-century English decora-
tive painting, copied from a tath-century Sicilian silk damask. 
Diapers, powdering% with flowers, sacred monograms and 
sprays of blossom were frequently used to ornament large 
surfaces in a simple way. Many of these are extremely beautiful 
(fig 1 5). 

Subject: of Madinat 11►41-Taktims.—hi churches and domestic 
buildings alike the usual subjects represented on the walls were 
specially selected for their moral and religious teaching, either 

FIG. 14.—tsh-century Wall•Painting, the design copied from 
a 13th -century Sicilian silk damask. 

stories from the Bible and Apocrypha, or from the lives of saints, 
or, lastly, symbolical representations setting forth some important 
theological truth, such as figures of virtues and vices, or the Scala 
ktonotuto oshostiowis, showing the perils and temptations of the 
human soul in its struggle to escape hell and gain paradise—a rude 
foreshadowing of the great scheme worked out with such perfection 
by Dante in his Constnedia. A fine example of this subject exists 
on the walls of Chaldon church, Surrey.' In the selection of mints 
for paintings in England, 
those of English origin are 
naturally most frequently 
represented, and different 
districts had certain local 
favourites. St Thomas of 
Canterbury was one of the 
most widely popular: but 
few examples now remain, 
owing to Henry VIII.'s 
special dislike to this saint 
and the strict orders that 
were issued for all pictures 
of him to be destroyed. 
For a similar reason most 
paintings of saintly popes 
were obliterated. 

Methods of Execution.— 
Though Eraclius, who 
probably wrote before the 
Loth century, mentions 
the use of an oil-medium, 
yet till about the 13th 
century mural paintings 
appear to have been exe- 
cuted an the most simple Fin. i5. —Powderings used in 13th- way, in tempera mainly 	century Wall•Ptinting. with earth colours applied 
on dry stucco; even when a smooth stone surface was to be 
painted a thin coat of whitening or fine gasp- was laid as a 
ground. la the 13th century, and perhaps earlier, oil was coin-
manly used both as a medium for the pigments and also to make 
a varnish to cover and fix tempera paintings. The Van Eycks 
introduced the use of dryers of a better kind than had yet been 
used, and so largely extended the application of oil.pautizt 
Before their time rt seems to have been the custom to dry 
paintings laboriously by the use of charcoal brasiers. if they were 
an a position where the sun could not shine upon them. This is 

I See Colkaious of Surrey Arcked. Soc. vol. v. pt . ii. (1871). 
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specially recorded in the valuable series of accounts for the expenses 
of wall-paintings in the royal palace of Westminster during the 
reign of Henry Ill., printed in Vetusla nsonanenta, vol. vi. (1842). 
All the materials used, including charcoal to dry the paintings and 
the wages paid to the artists, are given. The materials mentioned 
are ehowbem album et rakes, PirlitIO, vertnitio, ono*, acre, 
antra, auras, argentin, rests, okum, vertu:. 

Two foreign painters were employed—Peter of Spain and William 
of Florence--at sixpence a day, but the English painters seem to 

i6.—Pattern in Stamped and Moulded Plaster, decorated with 
gilding and transparent colours; 15th-century work. 

have done most of the work and received higher pay. William, 
an English monk in the adjoining Benedictine abbey of West-
minster, received two shillings a day. Walter of Durham and 
various members of the Otho family, royal goldsmiths and moneyen, 
worked for many years on the adornment of Henry palace 
and were wrollizaid for their skill. Some fragments of paintings 
from the 	 are chapel of St Stephen a now in the British 
Museum. T 	are delicate and carefully painted subjects from 
the Old Testament, in rich colours, each with explanatory leant.. 
tion underneath. The scale is small, the figures being scarcely 
a -lout high. Their method of execution is curious. First the 
smooth stone wall was covered with a coat of red, painted in oil, 
probably to keep back the darnp,• on that a thin skin of fine geese 
(stucco) has been applied, and the outlines of the figures marked 
with a point; the whole of the background, crowns. borders of 
dresses, and other ornamental parts have then been modelled and 
stamped with very minute patterns in slight relief, impressed on 
the surface of the gesso while it was yet soft. The figures have then 
been painted, apparently in tempera, gold leaf has been applied 
to the stamped reliefs, and the whole has been covered with an oil 
varnish. It is difficult to realize the labour required to cover large 
halls such as the above chapel and the " painted• chamber," the 
latter about 83 ft. by 27 ft., with this style of decoration. 

In many cases the grounds were entirely covered with shining 
metal leaf, over which the paintings were executed; those parts. 
such as the draperies, where the metallic lustre was wanted, were 
painted in oil with transparent colours, while the flesh was painted 
in opaque tempera. The effect of the bright metal shining through 
the rich oolounng is magnificent. This minuteness of much of the 
medieval wall-decoration is remarkable. Large wall-surfaces and 
intricate mouldings were often completely covered by elaborate 
grain patterns in relief of almost microscopic delincy (fig. 16). 
The cost of stamps for this is among the items in the Westminster 
accounts. These patterns when set and dry were further adorned 
with gold and colours. So also with the architectural painting: 
the artist was not content simply to pick out the various members 
of the mouldings in different colours, but he also frequently covered 
each bead or fillet with painted flowers and other patterns, as 
delicate as those in an illuminated MS.—so minute and highly-
finished that they are almost invisible at a little distance, but yet 
add greatly to the general richness of effect. All this is neglected 
in modern reproductions of medieval painting, in which both 
touch and colour are coarse and harsh--caricatures of the old 
work, such as disfigure the Sainte Chapelle in Paris, and many 
cathedrals in France. Germany and England. Gold was never 
used In large quantities without the ground on which it was laid  

being broken. up by some such delicate relief,. as that shown Is 
fig. 16, ao Its effect was never dazzling. (W. Mo.; J. H. M.) 

Mural painting in England fell into disuse in the z 6th century, 
until attempts to revive it were made in the zeth century. 
For domestic purposes wood panelling, stamped leathers  and 
tapestry were chiefly used as wall-coverings. In the reign of 
Henry VIII., probably in part through Holbein's influence, a 
rather coarse tempera wall-painting, German in style, appears 
to have been common' A good example of arabesque painting 
of this period in black and white, rudely though boldly drawn 
and Holbeinesque in character, was discovered in 1813z behind the 
panelling in one of the canons' houses at Westminster. Other 
examples exist at Haddon Hall (Derbyshire) and elsewhere. 

Many efforts have been made in England to revive fresco 
painting. The Houses of Parliament bear witness to this, the 
principal works there being those of William Dyce and Daniel 
Mediae. That of G. F. Watts, whose easel work also is generally 
distinguished by its mural feeling, is full of serious purpose and 
dignity of conception. " Buono fresco " (the painting in tempera 
upon a freshly laid ground of plaster while wet), " spirit fresco " 
of Gambier-Parry method (the painting with • spirit medium 
upon a specially prepared plaster or canvas ground 1), and "water-
glass " painting (wherein the method is similar to water-colour 
painting on a prepared plastered wall, the painting when finished 
being covered with a chemical solution which hardens and 
protects the surface), have all been tried. Other processes are 
also in the experimental stage, such as that known as Reim's, 
which has been successfully tried by Mrs Merritt in • series of 
mural paintings in a church at Chilworth. Unless, however, 
some means can be found of enabling the actual painted wall 
to resist the natural dampness of the English climate, it does not 
seem likely that true fresco painting can ever be naturalized in 
Great Britain. Of two of the few modern artists entrusted 
with important mural work in England, Ford Madox Brown 
and. Frederick J. Shields, the former distinguished especially for 
his fine series of mural paintings in the Manchester town-hall, in 
the later paintings there adopted the modern method of painting 
the design upon canvas in fiat of colour, using a wax medium, 
and afterwards affixing the canvas to the wall by means of white 
lead. This is a usual method with modern decorators. Mr 
Shields has painted the panels of his scheme of mural decoration 
in the chapel of the Ascension at Bayswater, London, also 
upon canvas in oils, and has adopted the method of fixing them 
to slabs of slate facing the wall so as to avoid the risk of damp 
from the wall itself. Friezes and frieze panels or ceilings in 
private houses'are usually painted upon canvas in oil and affixed 
to the wall or inserted upon their strainers, like pictures in a 
frame. (Walter Crane has used fibrous plaster panels, painting in 
ordinary oil colours with turpentine as a medium, as in Redcross 
Hall.) Recently there has been a revival of tempera painting, 
and a group of painters are producing works on panel and canvas 
painted in tempera or fresco secco, with yolk of egg as a medium, 
according to the practice of the early Italian painters and the 
directions of Cennino Cennini. A pure luminous quality of • 
colour is produced, valuable in mural decoration and also 
durable, especially under varnish. 	 (W. Ca.) 

MURANO (anc. A mtreoriuno), an island in the Venetian lagoon 
about r m. north of Venice. It is 5 m. in circumference, 
and a large part of it is occupied by gardens. It contained 5436 
inhabitants in root, but was once much more populous than 
it is at present, its inhabitants numbering 30,000. It eras a 
favourite resort of the Venetian nobility before they began to 
build their villas on the mainland; and in the 15th and i6tb 
centuries its gardens and casinos, of which some traces remain, 
were famous. It was here that the literary clubs of the Vigilanti, 
the Studiosi and the Occulti, used to meet. 

Shakespeare, Henry IV., Part. II. act It ec is " Falstaff. And 
for thy walls, a pretty slight drollery, or the story of the prodigal. 
or the German hunting in waterworn, is worth a thousand of these 
bed-hangings and these fly-bitten tapestries." 

I It was can this method that the lunettes by Lord Leighton at the ' 
Victoria and Albert Museum were painteclon the plaster wall. The 
same painter produced a fresco at Lyndhurst Church, Hants. 
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The town Is built upon one bread main canal, where the 

tidal current rant with great force, and upon several smaller 
ones. The cathedral, S. Donato, is a fine basilica, of the tzth 
century. The pavement (of nu) is as richly inlaid as that of 
St Mark's, and the mosaics of the tribune are remarkable. The 
exterior of the tribune is beautiful, and has been successfully 
restored. The church of St Peter the Martyr (15oe) contains a 
fine pictureby Gentile Rani and other works, and S. Maria degli 
Angell also contains several interesting pictures. Murano has 
from ancient times been celebrated for its glass manufactories. 
When and how the art was introduced is obscure, but there 
are notices of it as early as the r 7th century; and in rase C.hristo-
foro Briani attempted the imitation of agate and Chalcedony. 
From the labours of his pupil Miotto sprang that branch of 
the glass trade which is concerned with the imitation of gems. 
In the rstb century the first crystals were made, and in the 
77th the various gradations of coloured and iridescent glass 
were invented, together with the composition called " event*. 
rine "; the manufacture of beads is now a main branch of the 
trade. The art of the glass-workers wee taken under the 
protection of the Government in ta75, and regulated by a special 
code of hiws and privileges; two fairs were held annually, and 
the export of all materials, such as alum and sand, which enter 
into the composition of glass was absolutely forbidden. With 
the decay of Venice the importance of the Murano glans-works 
declined; but A. Salviati (r8r6-1139o) rediscovered many of the 
qld processes, and eight firms are engaged in the trade, the 
most renewed being the Venezia Murano Company and Salviati. 
The municipal museum contains a collection of glass Illustrating 
the history and progress of the art. 

The island of Murano was first peopled by the inhabitants 
of Altino. It originally enjoyed independence under the rule 
of its tribunes and judges, and was one of the twelve confederate 
islands of the lagoons. In the rath century the doge Vital 
Michell II. Incorporated Murano in Venice and attached it to 
the Sestiere of S. Croce. From that date It was governed by 
a Venetian nobleman with the title of pedestal whose office 
lasted sixteen months. Murano, however, retained its original 
constitution of a greater and a lesser council for the transaction 
of municipal business, and also the right to coin gold and silver 
as well as its judicial powers. The interests of the town 
were watched at the ducal palace by a nuncio and a solicitor; 
and this constitution remained in force till the fall of the 
republic. 

See Vexes& a k sue Lapse; Paoletti, If Piero di Vowels; Bus-
solin, Galata elk fabbriche setrany di Marino; Romania, Styria 
dassusentem di Vestals, 

MUMS, a tribe of South-American Indians riving on the 
Amazon, from the Madeira to the Purus. Formerly a powerful 
people, they were defeated by their neighbours the Mundrucus 
in 1788. They are now partly civilized. Each village has 
a chief whose office is hereditary, but he has little power. The 
Mures are among the lowest of all Amazonian tribes. 

MORAT, JOACHIM (1767-1875), king of Naples, younger 
son of an innkeeper at La Bastide-Fortuniere in the department 
of Lot, France, was born on the 25th of March 7767. Destined 
for the priesthood, he obtained a bursary at the college of Callers, 
proceeding afterwards to the university of Toulouse, where 
be studied canon law. His vocation, however, was certainly 
not sacerdotal, and after dissipating his money he enlisted in a 
cavalry regiment. In 1789 he had attained the rank of ;writhel 
des logis, but in 1790 he was dismissed the regiment for in-
subordination. After a period of idleness, he was enrolled, 
through the good offices of J. B. Cavaignac, in the new Constitu-
tional Guard of Louis XVI. (1701). In Paris he gained a reputa-
tion for, his good looks, his swaggering attitude, and the violence 
of his revolutionary sentiments. On the 3oth of May 1792, the 
guard baying been disbanded, he was appointed sub-lieutenant 
in the slat Cbasseurs 8 cheval, with which regiment he served 
in the Argonne and the Pyrinkes, obtaining in the latter campaign 
the command of a squadron. After the mit Thermider, however, 
and the proscription of the Jacobins, with whom he had  

eonspienossly identified himself, he fell under Stuglcion and 
was recalled from the front. 

Returning to Paris (nos), he made the acquaintance of 
Napoleon Bonaparte, another young officer out of employment, 
who sodn gained a complete ascendancy over his vain, ambitious 
and unstable nature. On the 13th Vendemialre, when Bonaparte, 
commissioned by Berms, beat down with cannon the armed 
insurrection of the Paris section against the Convention, Murat 
was his most active and courageous lieutenant, and was rewarded 
by the lieutenant-ooloneky of the Int Chanters and the appoint, 
ment of first aide de camp to General Bonaparte in Italy. In 
the first battles of the famous campaign of sle6 Murat as 
distinguished himself that he was chosen to tarry the captured 
flags to Paris. He was promoted to be general of brigade, and 
returned to Italy in time to be of essential service to Bonaparte 
at Basseno, Corona and Fort St Giorgio, where he was wounded.. 
He was then sent on a diplomatic mission to Genoa, but returned 
in time to be present at 'Won. In the advance into Tirol in 
the summer of '797  be commanded the vanguard, and by his 
passage of the Tagliamento hurried on the preliminaries of 
Leciben. In 7798 he 'easier a short time commandant at Rome 
and then accompanied Bonaparte to Egypt. At the battle 
of the Pyramids he led his first famous cavalry charge, and so 
distinguished himself in Syria that he was made general of 
division (October, r 70e). He returned to France with Bonaparte, 
and on the 18th Brumaire led into the orangery of Saint Cloud 
the sixty grenadiers whose appearance broke up the Council 
of Five Hundred. After the success of the coup (Mae he was 
made commandant of the consular guard, and on the aoth of 
January 780o he married Caroline Bonaparte, youngest sister 
of the first consul. He commanded the French cavalry at 
the battle of Marengo, and was afterwards made governor in 
the Cisalpine Republic. As commander of the army of observa-
tion in Tuscany he forced the Neapolitans to evacuate the Papal 
States and to accept the treaty of Florence (March 28, s8o1). 
In January .18o4 he was given the post of governor of Paris, 
and in this capacity appointed the military commission by which 
the duc d'Enghien was tried and shot (March 20); in May he was 
made marshal of the empire; in February 18os be was made 
grand admiral, with the title of prince, and invested with the 
grand eagle of the Legion of Honour. He commanded the 
cavalry of the Grand Army in the German campaign of tilos, 
and was so conspicuous at Austerlitz that Napoleon made him 
grand duke of Berg and Cleves (March 75, ANS). He com-
manded the cavalry at Jens, Eylau, and Friedland, and in 
r8o8 wits made general-in-chief of the French entries in Spain. 
He entered Madrid on the asth of March, and on the and of 
May suppressed an insurrection in the city. He did much to 
prepare the events which ended in the abdication of Charles IV. 
and Ferdinand VII. at Bayonne; but the hopes he had cherished 
of himself receiving the crown of Spain were disappointed. On 
the rat of August, however, be was appointed by Napoleon to 
the throne of Naples, vacated by the transference of Joseph 
Bonaparte to Spain. 

King Joachim Napoleon, as he styled himself, entered Naples 
in September, his handsome presence and open manner gaining 
him instantaneous popularity. Almost his first act as king 
was to attack Capri, which he wrested from the British; but, 
this done, he returned to Naples and devoted himself to establish-
ing his kingship according to his ideas, a characteristic blend 
of the vulgarity of a parvenu with the essential principles of 
the Revolution. He dazzled the la.zaroni with the extravagant 
splendour of his costumes; be set up a sumptuous court, created 
a new nobility, nominated marshals. With an eye to the over-
throw of his legitimate rival in Sicily, be organized a large army 
and even a fleet; but he also swept away the last relics of the 
effete feudal system and took efficient measures for suppressing 
brigandage. From the first his relations with Napoleon were 
strained. The emperor upbraided him sarcastically 'for his 
" monkey tricks " (sixteries); Murat ascribed to the deliberate 
ill-will of the French generals who served with him, and even to 
Napoleon, the failure of his attack on Sicily in ttiso. He resented 
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his subordination to the emperor, andearlybegan his pose as an 
Italian king by demanding the withdrawal of the French troops 
from Naples and naturalization as Neapolitans of all Frenchmen 
in the service of the state (art). Napoleon, of course, met this 
demand with a curt refusal. A breach between the brothers-
In•ISW was only averted by the Russian campaign of res a and 
Napoleon's invitation to Murat to take command of the cavalry 
in the Grand Army. This was a all which appealed to all 
his strongest military instincts, and he obeyed it. During the 
disastrous retreat he showed his usual headstrong courage; but 
in the middle of December he suddenly threw up hit command 
and returned to Naples. The reason of this was the suspicion, 
which bad been growing on him for two years past, that Napoleon 
was preparing for him the fate of the king of Holland, and that 
his own wife, Queen Caroline, was plotting with the emperor 
for his dethronement. To Marshal Devout, who pointed out to 
him that be was only king of Naples " by grace of the emperor 
and the blood of Frenchmen," he replied that he was king of 
Naples as the emperor of Austria was emperor of Austria, and 
that he could do as be liked. He was, in fact, already dreaming 
of exchanging his position of a vassal king of the French Empire 
for that of a national Italian king. In the enthusiastic reception 
that awaited him on his return to Naples on the 4th of February 
there was nothing to dispel these illusions. All the Italian 
parties flocked round him, flattering and cajoling him: the 
patriots, because he seemed to them loyal and glorious enough 
to assume the task of Italian unification; the partisans of the dis-
possessed princes, because they looked upon him as a convenient 
instrument and as simple enough to be made an easy dupe. 

From this moment dates the importance of Murat in the 
history of Europe during the next few years. He at once, 
without consulting his minister of foreign affairs, despatched 
Prince Cariati on a confidential mission to Vienna; if Austria 
would secure the renunciation of his rights by King Ferdinand 
and guarantee the possession of the kingdom of Naples to himself, 
he would place his army at her disposal and give up his claims 
to Sicily. Austria herself, however, bad not as yet broken 
definitively with Napoleon, and before she openly joined the 
Grand Alliance, after the illusory congress of Prague, many 
things had happened to make Murat change his mind. He was 
offended by Napoleon's bitter letters and by tales of his slighting 
comments on himself; he was alarmed by the emperor's scarcely 
yelled threats; but after all he was a child of the Revolution 
and a born soldier, with all the soldier's instinct of loyalty to 
a great leader, and he grasped eagerly at any excuse for believing 
that Napoleon, in the event of victory, would maintain him 
on his throne. Then came the emperor's advance into Germany, 
supported as yet by his allies of the Rhenish Confederation. 
On the fatal field of Leipzig Murat once more fought on Napo-
leon's side, leading the Fmnch squadrons with all his old valour 
and dash. But this crowning catastrophe was too much for 
his wavering faith. On the evening of the t6th of October, 
the first day of the battle, Metternich found means to open a 
separate negotiation with him: Great Britain and Austria 
would, in the event of Murat's withdrawal from Napoleon's 
army and refusal to send reinforcements to the viceroy of Italy, 
secure the cession to him of Naples by King Ferdinand, guarantee 
him in its possession, and obtain for him further advantages 
in Italy. To accept the Austrian advances seemed now his 
only chance of continuing to be • king. At Erfurt be asked 
and obtained the emperor's leave to return to Naples; "our 
adieux," he said, " were not over•cordial." 

He reached Naples on the 4th of November and at once 
informed the Austrian envoy of his wish to join the Allies, 
suggesting that the Papal States, with the exception of Rome 
and the surrounding district, should be made over to him as 
his reward. On the 31st of December Count Neipperg, after-
wards the lover of the empress Marie Louise, arrived at Naples 
with powers to treat. The result was the signature, on the 11th 
of January 1814, of a treaty by which Austria guaranteed to 
Murat the throne of Naples and promised her good offices to 
secure the assent of the other Allies. Secret additional articles  

stipulated that Austria would use her good offices to secure the 
renunciation by Ferdinand of his rights to Naples, in return 
for an indemnity to hasten the conclusion of peace between 
Naples and Great Britain, and to augment the Neapolitan 
kingdom by territory embracing 400noo souls at the expense 
of the states of the Church. 

The project of the treaty having been communicated to 
Castlereagh, he replied by expressing the willingness of the 
British government to conclude an armistice with " the person 
exercising the government of Naples " (Jan. as), and this was 
accordingly signed on the 3rd of February by Bentinck. It 
was clear that Great Britain bad no intention of ultimately 
recognizing Murat's tight to reign. As for Austria, she would 
be certain that Murat's own folly would, sooner or later, give 
her an opportunity for repudiating her engagements. For the 
present the Neapolitan alliance would be invaluable to the Allies 
for the purpose of putting an end to the French dominion in 
Italy. The plot was all but spoilt by the prince eoyal.of 
who in an order of the day announced to his soldiers that their 
legitimate sovereign had not renounced his rights to the throne 
of Naples (Feb. so); from the Austrian point of view it was 
compromised by a proclamation issued by Bentinck at Leghorn 
on the 14th of March, in which he called on the Italians to rise 
in support of the "great cause of their fatherland." From 
Dijon Castlereagh promptly wrote to Bentinck (April 3) to say 
that the proclamation of the prince of Sicily must be disavowed, 
and that if King Ferdinand did not behave properly Great 
Britain would recognize Murat's title. A letter from Metternich 
to Marshal Bellegarde, of the same place and date, insisted 
that Bentinck's operations must be altered; the last thing that 
Austria desired was an Italian national rising. 

It was, indeed, by this time clear to the allied powers that 
If urat's ambition had o'erleaped the bounds set for them. 
" Murat, • true son of the Revolution," wrote Metternich, 
in the same letter, " did not hesitate to form projects of con-
quest when all his care should have been limited to simple 
calculations as to how to preserve his throne.... He dreamed 
of a partition of Italy between him and us.... When we refused 
to annex all Italy north of the Po, he saw that his calculations 
were wrong, but refused to abandon his ambitions. His attitude 
is most suspicious." " Press the restoration of the grand-duke 
in Tuscany," wrote Castlereagh to Bentinck; " this is the true 
touchstone of Murat's intentions. We must not suffer him to 
carry out his plan of extended dominion; but neither must 
we break with him and so abandon Austria to his augmented 
intrigues." 

Meanwhile, Murat had formally broken with Napoleon, and 
on the 16th of January the French envoy quitted Naples. But 
the treason by which he hoped to save his throne was to make 
its loss inevitable. He had betrayed Napoleon, only to be made 
the cat's-paw of the Allies. Great Britain, even when con-
descending to negotiate with him, had Dever recognized his 
title; she could afford to humour Austria by holding out hopes of 
ultimate recoghition, in order to detach him from Napoleon; for 
Austria alone of the Allies was committed to him, and Castle-
reagh well knew that, when occasion should arise, her obliga-
tions would not be suffered to hamper her interests. With the 
downfall of Napoleon Murat's defection had served its turn; 
moreover, his equivocal conduct during the campaign in Italy , 

 had blunted the edge of whatever gratitude the powers may 
have been disposed to feel; his ambition to unite all Italy south 
of the Po under his crown was manifest, and the statesmen 
responsible for the re-establishment of European order were 
little likely to do violence to their legitimist principles in order 
to maintain on his throne a revolutionary sovereign who was 
proving himself so potent a centre of national unrest. 

At the very opening of the congress of Vienna Talleyrand, 
with astounding effrontery, affected not to know " the man 

He had contributed to the defeats of the viceroy Prince Eugene 
in January and February lats. but did not show any eagerness to 
press his victories to the advantage of the Allies, contenting himself 
with occupying the principality of Benevento. 
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who had been casually referred to " the king of Naples ". 
and he made it the prime object of his policy in the weeks dial 
followed to secure the repudiation by the powers of Musses 
title, and the restoration of the Bourbon king. The powers 
indeed, were very ready to accept at least the principle of this 
policy. " Great Britain," wrote Castlereagh to Lord Liverpool 
on the 3rd of September from Geneva, " has no objection, but 
the reverse, to the restoration of the Bourbons in Naples."' 
Prussia saw in Murat the protector of the malcontents in Italy." 
Alexander I. of Russia had no sympathy for any champion of 
Liberalism in Italy save himselL Austria confessed " sub 
dello " that she shared " His Most Christian Majesty's views 
as to the restoration of ancient dynasties."' The main difficul-
ties in the way were Austria's treaty obligations and the means 
by which the desired result was to be obtained. 

Talleyrand knew well that Austria, in the long run, would 
break faith with Murat and prefer a docile Bourbon on the throne 
of Naples to this incalculable child of the Revolution; but he 
had his private reasons for desiring to "score off " Metternich, 
the continuance of whose quasidiplomatic liaison with Caroline 
Murat he rightly suspected. He proposed boldly that, since 
Austria, in view of the treaty of Jan. az, aka, was naturally 
reluctant to undertake the task, the restored Bourbon king 
of France should be empowered to restore the Bourbon king of 
Naples by French arms, thus reviving once more the ancient 
Habsburg-Bourbon rivalry for dominion in Italy! 

Metternich, with characteristic skill, took advantage of this 
situation at once to checkmate France and to disembarrass 
Austria of its obligations to Murat. While secretly assuring 
Louis XVIII., through his confidant Blare*, that Austria was 
in favour of a Bourbon restoration in Naples, he formally 
intimated to Talleyrand that a French invasion of Italian soil 
would mean war with Austria.' To Murat, who had appealed 
to the treaty of 18t4, and demanded • passage northward for 
the troops destined to oppose those of Louis XVIII., he explahsed 
that Austria, by her ultimatum to France, bad already done all 
that was necessary, that any movement of the Neapolitan 
troops outside Naples would be a useless breach of the peace 
of Italy, and that it would be regarded as an attack on Austria 
and a rupture of the alliance. Mutate suspicions of Austrian 
sincerity were now confirmed;' he realized that there was no 
question now of his obtaining any extension of territory at the 
expense of the states of the Church, end that in the Italy as 
reconstructed at Vienna his own position would be intolerable. 
Thus the very motives which had led him to betray Napolepu 
now led him to break with Austria. He would secure his throne 
by proclaiming the cause of united Italy, chasing the Austrians 
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ve attitude, and the unrest in Italy, are largely due to the 
2rge!itrning attitude of France.... H.I.M. is not prepared to 
risk a rising of Italy under " the national flag." How will France 
coerce Naples? By sending an army Into Italy across our states, 
which would thus became infected with revolutionary views? .... 
The emplacr could not allow such an expedition. When Italy is 
settled—and we will not allow Murat to keep the Marches .. 
be will lose prang% and then ... will be the time for Austria to 
give effect to the views which all the time, she shares with His 
Most Christian Majesty." (In Lsxrhrsah to Liverpool,' private," 
Jan. 23. 1813. F.O. Vienna Congr. 

' That they were fully justified is clear from the followiug ex-
tract from a letter of Metternich to Bornbolles at Faris (dated 
Vienna, Jan. 13, 1813).Whether Joachim or a Bourbon reigns 
at Na les is for we a very subordinate question.... When Europe 
is established on solid foundations ,  the fate of Joachim will no longer 
be problematical, but do not let us risk destroying Austria and 
France and Europe, in order to solve thisquestion at the worst 
moment it would be potazz: you,. .. 	is no business of 
the Convent  but kJ Ma 	Powers dialers that they inaintobi 
skis damns.' (In Castlereagh's private letter to Lord Liverpool. 
Jan. rs, rem, P.O. Vienna Congr. at) 

from the parietals, sad eaablishing himself as a national 
king. 

To contemporary observers in the best positron to judge 
the enterprise seemed by no means hopeless. Lord William 
Bentinck, the commander of the English forces in Italy, wrote 
to Castlereagh r that, " having seen more of Italy,'" he doubted 
whether the whole force of Austria would be able to expel Mast; 
" he has said dearly that he will raise the whole of Italy; and 
there is not a doubt that under the standard of Italian indepen. 
dean the whole of Italy will rally." This feeling, continued 
Bentinck, was due to the foolish and illiberal conduct of the 
restored sovereigns; the inhabitants of the states occupied by 
the Austrian troops were " discontented to a man ";even in Tue. 
carry " the same feeling and desire " mile:many prevailed. MI 
the provinces, moreover, were full of unemployed offices* and 
soldiers who, In spite of Murat's treason, would rally to Ms 
standard, especially as he would certainly first put himself into 
cotrummication with Napoleon in Elba; while, ie far as Bentinck 
could hear of the disposition of the French army, it would be 
" dangerous to assemble it anywhere or for any purpose." The 
urgency of the danger was, then, fully realised by the powers 
even before Napoleon's return from Elba; for they were well 
aware of Murat's conespondence with him. On the first news 
of Napoleon's landing in France, the British government wrote 
to Wellington' that this event together with " the proofs of 
Mural's treachery " had removed " all remaining scruples " on 
their part, and that they were now " prepared to enter into a 
concert kg his removal," adding that Murat should, in the event 
of his resigning peaceably, receive " a pension and all considers.- 
tion." The rapid triumph of Napoleon, however, altered this 
tone. " Bonaparte's successes have altered the situation," wrote 
Castlereagh to Wellington on the 24th, adding that Great Britain 
would enter into a treaty with Murat, if he would give guarantees 
" by a certain redistribution of his forces " and the like, and 
that in spite of Napoleon's success he would be " true to Europe." 
In a private letter enclosed Castlereagh suggested that Murat 
might seed an auxiliary force to Prance, where " his personal 
presence would be imsieemly." 1  

Clearly, had King Joachim played his cards well be had the 
game in his hands. But it was not in his nature to play them 
well. He should have made the moat of the chastened temper 
of the Allies, either to secure favourable terms from them, or 
to hold them in play until Napoleon was ready to take the field. 
But his head had been turned by the Batteries of the " patriots"; 
he believed that all Italy would rally to his cause, and that alone 
he would be able to drive the " Germans " over the Alps, and 
thus, as king of united Italy, be in a position to treat on equal 
terms with Napoleon, should be prove victorious; and he 
determined to strike without delay. On the 23rd the news 
reached Metternich at Vienna that the Neapolitan hoops were 
on the march to the frontier. The Allies at once decided to 
commis ion Austria to deal with Murat; in the event of whose 
defeat, Ferdinand IV. was to be restored to Naples, on promising 
a general amnesty and giving guarantees for a "reasonable" 
system of government." 

Meanwhile In Naples itself there were signs enough that 
Must's popularity bad disappeared. In Calabria the indiscrimi-
nate severity of General Mathis In suppressing brigandage had 
made the government hated; in the capital the general die-
affAxtion had led to rigorous policing, while conscripts bad to 
be dragged in chains to join their regiments." In these circum-
stances an outburst of national enthusiasm for King Joachim 
was hardly to be expected; and the campaign in effect proved a 
complete fiasco. Rome and Bologna were, indeed, occupied with-
out serious opposition; but on the nth of April Murat's forces 
received a check from the advancing Austrians at Ferrara and 
on the and of May were completely routed at Tolentino. The 
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Austrians advanced on Naples, when Ferdinand IV. was duly 
restored, while Queen Caroline and her children were deported to 
Trieste. 

Murat himself escaped to France, where his offer of service 
was contemptuously refused by Napolechi. He hid for a 
while near Toulon, with • price upon his head; then, after 
Waterloo, refusing an asylum in England, he set out for Corsica 
(August). Here he was joined by a few rash spirits who urged 
him to attempt to recover his kingdom. Though Metternich 
offered to allow him to join his wife at Trieste and to secure 
him a dignified position and a pension, he preferred to risk 
aa on a final throw for power. On the 28th of September he 
sailed for Calabria with a flotilla of six vessels carrying some 
sae armed men. Four of his ships were scattered by a storm; 

one deserted him at the last moment, and on the 8th of October 
he  landed at Pizzo with only 3o companions. Of the popular 
ers  riausium for his cause which he bad been led to expect there 
wswila. lass than no sign, and after a short and unequal contest he 

vent s taken prisoner by a captain named Trenta-Capiffi, whose 
brcire-her had been executed by General Manhes. He was im- 
pasI oned is the fort of Pizzo, and on the 13th of October 1815 

tried by court-martial, under a law of his own, for disturbing ss 'public peace, and was sentenced to be shot in half an hour. 

hi NIENS writing a touching letter of farewell to his wife and children, 
Mzemeavely met hit fate, and was buried at Pizzo. 

lc-I:sough much good may be said of Murat as a king sincerely 
otasiu* ous for the welfare of his adopted country, his most abiding 
0540 to fame is that of the most dashing cavalry leader of the 
ass. As • man he was rash, hot-tempered and impetuously 
brave;  he was adored by his troopers who followed their 
idol, the " golden eagle," into the most terrible fire and against 
the most terrible odds. Napoleon lived to regret his reload 
to accept his services during the Hundred Days, declaring that 
Muzat's presence at Waterloo would have given more con-
centrated power to the cavalry charges and might possibly have 
changed defeat into victory. 

By his wife Maria Annunciate Carolina Murat had two sons. 
The elder, NAPOLEON Amnia Minn (thor-1847), during his 
father's reign prince royal of the Two Sicilies, emigrated about 
I82I to America, and settled near Tallahassee, Florida, where 
in 1826-1838 he was postmaster. In 1826 he married a 
great-niece of Washington. He published Laker d'as Mayen 
des Ihats-Unis d ea de :a antis d'Ereope (Pads, 1830); Eipsisse 
morale d politime des Eadt-Usir (ibid. 1832); and &position des 
principas du gosmernement republican he a Nepotist:Hound es 
Ambit/we (ibid. 1833). He died in Florida on the 15th of April 

The second son, NAPOLEON LUCIEN CHARLES MURAT (1803-
s878), who was created prince of Ponte Corvo in 1813, lived 
with his mother in Austria after 1815, and in 1824 started to 
join his brother in America, but was shipwrecked on the coast 
of Spain and held for a while a prisoner. Arriving in 1825, 
two years later he married in Baltimore a rich American, 
Georgina Frazer (d. 1879); but her fortune was lost, and for 
some years his wife supported herself and him by keeping a 
girls' school. After several abortive attempts to return to 
France, the revolution of 1848 at last gave him his opportunity. 
He was elected a member of the Constituent Assembly and of 
the Legislative Assembly (1849), vras minister plenipotentiary 
at Turin from October 1849 to March also, and after the coop 
d'etat of the and of December do was made a member of the 
consultative commission. On the proclamation of the Empire, 
he was'recognized by Napoleon III. as a prince of the blood royal, 
with the title of Prince Murat, and, in addition to the payment 
of s,000,000 fr. of debts, was given an income of iso,coo fr. 
As a member of the Senate he distinguished himself In :861 
by supporting the temporal power of the pope, but otherwise 
he played no conspicuous part. The fall of the Empire in Sep-
tember 1870 involved his retirement into private life. He died 
on the roth of April 1878, leaving three sons and two daughters. 
(i) Joachim, Prince Murat (1834-1901). in 1854 married  Maley 
Scabies, deughte•oi the Noce de Wagram, who bore him • 

son, Joachim (b. OW), who succeeded him as had of the family, 
and two daughters, of whom the younger, Anna (b. 2863), 
became the wife IA the Austrian minister Count Goluchowski. 
(a) Achille (1847-189S),  married Princess Dadian of Mingrelis. 
(9) Louis (b. dip), married in 1873 to the widowed Princess 
Eudozia Orbeliani (ale Somov), was for a time orderly officer 
to Charles XV. of Sweden. (4) Caroline (b. 1831), married in 
1850 Baron Charles de Chassiron and in 1872 Mr John Garden 
(d. 1885). (5) Anna (b. 1841), married in 1865 Antoine de 
Noaffies, due de Mouchy. 

Aurnoarrats.—See A. Sorel, L'Eurote et la nischaies fronds* 
(8 vols.. '883-1892) passion, but especially vol. viii. for Murat's 
policy after the 1812; Karat, Joachun Meat, mine legume Ramp!. 
and min Ends (Vienna, 1878); G. Romano, Ricordi maratiani 
(Pavia, 189o); Correspondence de Joachim Murat, /Mild cm - 
Jolliet hien, ed A. Lumbroso (Milan, t ); Count Murat, Mural, 
tautermst de remperear enF.rpagno Tie, 1897); Guardione, 
Gioaccitino Murat at Ratio (Palermo, 1 ); M. H. Well, Prima 

8; 

Eugene et Mural (5 vols. Paris, 19o1-19o4 ; Chavenon and Saint- 
Yves, Joachim Murat (Paris, 1905),,• Lumbroso, L'Agoxia Sr vs 
retuo; Gioacchiso Murat at Plato (Milan, 1904). See also the 
bibliography to NAPOLEON I. (W. A. P.) 

MURATORI, LUBOVICO ANTONIO (1672-7750), Italian 
scholar, historian and antiquary, was born of poor parents at 
Vignola in the duchy of Modena on the slat of October 1672. 
While young he attracted the attention of Father Bambini, 
the librarian of the duke of Modena, by whom his literary tastes 
were turned toward historical and antiquarian research. Having 
taken minor orders in x688, Muratori proceeded to his degree 
of doctor in amen* jute before 1694, was ordained priest in 1695 
and appointed by Count Carlo Borromeo one of the doctors 
of the Ambrosian library at Milan. From manuscripts now 
placed under his charge he made a selection of materials for 
several volumes (Anecdote), which he published with notes. 
The reputation he acquired was such that the duke of Modena 
offered him the situation of keeper of the public archives of the 
duchy. Muratori hesitated, until the offer of the additional 
post of librarian, on the resignation of Father Bacchini, deter-
mined him in 1700 to return to Modena. The preparation of 
numerous valuable tracts on the history of Italy during the middle 
ages, and of dissertations and discussions on obscure points 
of historical and antiquarian interest, as well es the publication 
of his various philosophical, theological, legal, poetical and 
other works absorbed the greater part of his time. Thai 
brought him into communication with the most distinguished 
scholars of Italy, France and Germany. But they also exposed 
him in his later years to envy. His enemies spread slimed 
the rumour that the pope, Benedict XIV., had discovered in his 
writings passages savouring of heresy, even of atheism. Muratori 
appealed to the pope, repudiating the accusation. His Holiness 
assured him of his protection)  and, without expressing his 
approbation of the opinions in question of the learned antiquary, 
freed him from the imputations of his enemies. Muratori 
died on the 53rd of January 175o, and was buried with much 
pomp in the church of Santa Maria di Pomposa, in connadon 
with which he had laboured as perish priest for many years. 
His remains were removed in 1774 to the church of St Augustin. 

Muratori is rightly regarded as the " father of Italian history." 
This is due to his great collection, Rearm iialkamm scripiores, 
to which he devoted about fifteen years' work (1723-1738). 
The gathering together and editing some 25 huge folio 
volumes of texts was followed by a series of 75 dissertations 
on medieval Italy (Avaiguirates Italica 'Radii and, 1738-1742, 6 
vols. folio). To these he added a Noses thesaurus isseripliesice 
(4 vols., 1 739-1 743), which woof great importance in the deveMP• 
ment of epigraphy. Then, anticipating the action.of the learned 
societies of the !rah century, he set about a popular treatment 
of the historical sources he had published. These Annan 
dItalia (1744-1749) reached is volumes, but were imperfect and 
are of little value. In addition to this national enterprise 
(the Scriptores were published by the aid of the SodetA palatine 
of Milan) Muratori published Anecdote ex anthrosietem biblio• 
thecae meld. (a vole. 4to, Milan, 1697, 1698; Padua, 1713); 
Anecdote rams (5 vols. 4to, Padua, 1709); Antichita Erten 
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(s vols. fol., Modena, 8717); Vita a vim di F. Palms. (1711), 
and Vita ed opera di L. Castelestro (x727). 

In biblical scholarship Muratori is chiefly known as the =- 
cove= of the so-called Muratorian Canon, the name given t6 a 
basement (85 lines) of early Christian literature, which he found 
io 1740,  embedded in an Ilth-century codes which forms a 
compendium of theological tracts followed by the five early 
Christian creeds. The document contains a list of the books of 
the New Testament, a similar list concerning the Old Testament 
baviog apparently preceded it. It Is in barbarous Latin which 
has probably been tnualatoti from original Greek—the language 
prevailing in Quinlan Rome until c. 200. There is little doubt 
that it was composed in Rome and we may date it about the 
year ago. Lightfoot inclined to Hippolytus as its author. It 
is the earliest document, known which enumerates the books in 
order. 

The first lies of the fragment is broken and speaks of the 
Gospel of St Mark, but there is no doubt that Its compiler 
knew also of St Matthew. Acts is ascribed to St Luke. He 
names thirteen letters of St Paul but says nothing of the Epistle 
to the Hebrews. The alleged letter of Paul to the Ludiceans 
and Alexandrian, he rejects, " for gall must not be mixed with 
honey." The two Epistles of Peter and the Epistle of James 
are not referred to, but that of Jude and two of John are accepted. 
He includes the Apocalypse of John and also the Apocalypse 
of Peter. The Sheplasni of Hernia he rejects as not of apostolic 
origin, but this test of canonicity is not consistently applied 
for he allows the " Wisdom written by the Wends of Solomon in 
his honour." Ha rejects the writings of the Gnostics Valentino' 
and %elides, and of Montanus. 

The list is not an authoritative decree, but a private register 
of what the author considers the prevailing Christian sentiment 
in his neighbourhood. He notes certain differences among 
the Gospels, because not all the evangelists were eye-witnesses 
of the life of Jesus; yet Mark and Luke respectively have behind 
them the authority of Peter and of Paul, who is thus regarded 
as on a footing with the Twelve. The Fourth Gospel was 
written by John at the request of the other apostles and the 
bishops on the basis of a revelation made to Andrew. The 
letters of Paul are written to four individuals and to seven 
different churches, like the seven letters in the Apocalypse of 
John. 

It is interesting to notice the coincidence of his list with the 
evidence gained from Tertuilian for Africa and from Irenaeus 
for Gaul and indirectly for Asia Minor. Before the year no 
there was widespread agreement in the sacred body of apostolic 
writings read in Christian churches on the Lord's Day along with 
the Old Testament. 

Muratori's Letters. with • Life prefixed, were published by Lasmn, 
(2 vols., Venice, 1783). His nephew, F. G. Muratori, also wrote 
a Vila del akbre Lout" Ant. Maratori (Venice, i256). See also 
A. G. Sdli " Bibliographia dello letteree stamps di L. A. Muratori " 
in Bosio dell institute storied iiGiVISO (1888). and Carducci's 
preface to the new Scriptures. The Muratorian Canon is given 
in full with a translation In H. M. Gwatlein's Selections from Early 
Christian Writers. It is also published as No. 1 et H. Lima:tames 
Kleist Tear fair thoologische Vale:asps (Bonn, 1902). See also 
Journal of Theological Studies, viii. 35.7.- 

111711AVIIV,, MICHAEL NIKOLAINVICH, Coma (r843-1900), 
Rumba statesman, was born on the 19th of April 1845. He 
was the son of General Count Nicholas Muraviev (governor of 
Gradua), and grandson of the Count Michael Mumviev, who 
became notorious for his drastic measures in stamping out the 
Polish insurrection of 1863 in the Lithuanian provinces. He was 
educated at a secondary school at Poltava, and was for a short 
time at Heidelberg University. In t864 be entered the chancel-
lery of the minister for foreign affairs at St Petersburg, and was 
soon afterwards attached to the Russian legation at Stuttgart, 
where he attracted the notice of Queen Olga of Wurttemberg. 
He was transferred to Berlin, then to Stockholm, and back 
again to Berlin. In 1877 he was second secretary at the Hague. 
During the Russo-Turkish War of 1878 he was a delegate of the 
Red Cross Society in charge of an ambulance train provided  

by Queen Olga of W4rttemberg. After The war be was succes-
sively first secretary at Paris, chancellor of the embassy at Berlin, 
and then minister at Copenhagen. In Denmark he was brought 
much into contact with the imperial family, and on the death of 
Prince Lobinov in 1897 he was appointed by the Tsar Nicholas II. 
to be his minister of foreign affairs. The next three and a half 
years were a critical time for European diplomacy. The Chinese 
and Cretan questions were disturbing factors. As regards Crete, 
Count Muraviev's policy was vacillating; in China his hands were 
forced by Germany's action at Kiaochow. But he acted with 
singular Wield with regard at all events to his assurances to 
Great Britain respecting the leases of Port Arthur and Talienwan 
from China; he told the British ambassador that these would 
be " open ports," and afterwards essentially modified this 
pledge. When the Tsar Nicholas Inaugurated the Peace Con-
ference at the Hague, Count Muraviev extricated his country 
from a situation of some embarrassment; but when, subsequently, 
Russian agents in Manchuria and at Peking connived at the 
agitation which culminated in the Boxer rising of two, the 
relations of the responsible foreign minister with the tear became 
strained. Murayiev died suddenly on the ant of June woo, 
of apoplexy, brought on, it was said, by a stormy interview 
with the tau. 

MURCHISON, SIR RODIRICH WET (1792-1871), British 
geologist, was born at Tarradale, in eastern Ross, Scotland, on 
the nth of February 179a. EL father, Kenneth Murchison 
(d. 1796), came of an old Highland clan in west Ross-shire, and 
having been educated as a medical man, acquired a fortune in 
India; while still in the prime of life he returned to Scotland, 
where, marrying one of the Mackenzie, of Fairburn, he purchased 
the estate of Tarradale and settled for a few years as a resident 
Highland landlord. Young Murchison left the Highlands when 
three years old, and at the age of seven was sent to the grammar 
school of Durham, where he remained for six years. He was then 
Placed at the military college, Great Marlow, to be trained fir 
the army. With some difficulty he passed the examinations, 
and at the age of fifteen was garotted ensign in the 36th regiment. 
A year lam (z8o8) he landed with Wellesley in Galicia, and was 
present at the actions of Rorica and Vinriera. Subsequently 
under Sir John Moore he took part in the retreat to Corunna 
and the final battle there. This was his only active service. 
The defeat of Napoleon at Waterloo seeming to close the prospect 
of advancement in the military profession, Murchison, after 
eight years of service, quitted the army, and married the daughter 
of General Hugonin, of Nurated House, Hampshire. With her 
he then spent rather more than two years on the Continent, 
particularly in Italy, where her cultivated tastes were of signal 
influence in guiding his pursuits. He threw himself with all the 
enthusiasm of his character into the study of art and antiquities, 
and for the first time in hb life tasted the pleasures of truly 
intellectual pursuits. 

Returning to England in 1818, he sore nn paternal property 
in Ross-shire and settled in England, where he took to field 
sports. He soon became one of the greatest fox-bunters in the 
midland counties; but at last, getting weary of such pursuits and 
meeting Sir Humphry Davy, who urged him to turn his energy 
to science, he was induced to attend lectures at the Royal 
Institution. This change in the current of his occupations 
was much helped by the sympathy of his wife, who, besides her 
artistic acquirements, took much interest in natural history. 
Eager and enthusiastic in whatever he undertook, he was fasci-
nated by the young science of geology. He joined the Geological 
Society of London and soon showed himself one of its most 
active members, having as his colleagues there such men as 
Sedgwick, W. D. Conybeare, W. Buckland, W. H. Fitton and 
LyelL Exploring with his wife the geology of the south of 
England, he devoted special attention to the rocks of the north-
west. of Sussex and the adjoining parts of Hants and Surrey, on 
which, aided by Fitton, be wrote his first scientific paper, read 
to the society In 1825. Though he had reached the age of thirty-
two before he took any interest in science, he developed his 
taste and increased his knowledge so rapidly that in the first 
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three years of his scientific career he had explored large parts 
of England and Scotland, bad obtained materials for three 
important memoirs, as well as for two more written in conjunction 
with Sedgwick, and had risen to be a prominent member of the 
Geological Society and one of its two secretaries. Turning his 
attention for a little to Continental geology, be explored with 
LyeU the volcanic region of Auvergne, parts of southern France, 
northern Italy, Tirol and Switzerland. A little later, with 
Sedgwick as his companion, he attacked the difficult problem 
of the geological structure of the Alps, and their joint paper 
giving the results of their study will always be regarded as one of 
the classics in the literature of Alpine geology. 

It was in the year 1831 that Murchison found the field in which 
the chief work of his life was to be accomplished. Acting on 
a suggestion made to him by Buckland he betook himself to 
the borders of Wales, with the view of endeavouring to discover 
whether the greywackc rocks underlying the Old Red Sandstone 
could be grouped into a definite order of succession, as the 
Secondary rocks of England had been made to tell their story by 
William Smith. For several years he continued to work vigor-
ously in that region. The result was the establishment of the 
Silurian system—under which were grouped for the first time a 
remarkable series of formations, each replete with distinctive 
organic remains older than and very different from those of 
the other rocks of England. These researches, together with 
descriptions of the coal-fields and overlying formations in south 
Wales and the English border counties, were embodied in The 
Silurian System (London, 1839), a massive quarto in two parts, 
admirably illustrated with map, sections, pictorial views and 
plates of fossils. The full import of his discoveries was not at 
first perceived; but as years passed on the types of exiacnce 
brought to light by him from the rocks of the border counties 
of England and Wales were ascertained to belong to a geological 
period of which there are recognizable traces in almost all parts 
of the globe. Thus the term " Silurian," derived from the 
name of the old British tribe Silures, soon passed into the 
vocabulary of geologists in every country. 

The establishment of the Silurian system was •followed by 
that of the Devonian system, an investigation in which, aided 
by the palaeontological assistance of W. Lonsdale, Sedgwick 
and Murchison were fellow-labourers, both in the south-west 
of England and in the Rhineland. Soon afterwards Murchison 
projected an important geological campaign in Russia with the 
view of extending to that part of the Continent the classification 
he had succeeded in elaborating for the older rocks of western 
Europe. He was accompanied by P. E. P. de Verneuil (t8o5-
1873) and Count A. F. M. L. A. von Keyserling (1815-180), in 
conjunction with whom he produced a magnificent work on 
Russia and the Ural Mountains. The publication of this mono-
graph in 1845 completes the first and most active half of Murchi-
son's scientific career. In 2846 he was knighted, and in the 
same year he presided over the meeting of the British Association 
at Southampton. During the later years of his life a large part 
of his time was devoted to the affairs of the Royal Geographical 
Society, of which he was in 183o one of the founders, and he was 
president 1843--11345, 2851-1853, 1856-1859 and 1862-1871. So 
constant and active were his exertions on behalf of geographical 
exploration that to a large section of the contemporary public he 
was known rather as a geographer than a geologist. He particu-
larly identified himself with the fortunes of David Livingstone 
in Africa, and did much to raise and keep alive the sympathy 
of his fellow-countrymen in the fate of that great explorer. 

The chief geological investigation of the last decade of his life 
was devoted to the Highlands of Scotland, where he believed 
he had succeeded in showing that the vast masses of crystalline 
schists, previously supposed to be part of what used to be termed 
the Primitive formations, were really not older than the Silurian 
period, for that underneath them lay beds of limestone and 
quartzite containing Lower Silurian (Cambrian) fossils. Subse-
quent research, however, has shown that this infreposition of 
the fossiliferous rocks is not their original place, but has been 
brought about by a gigantic system of dislocations, whereby  

successive messes of the oldest gneisses have been torn up from 
below and thrust bodily over the younger formations. 

In Ass Murchison was appointed director-general of the 
geological survey and director of the Royal School of Mines and 
the Museum of Practical Geology in jermyn Street, London, hi 
succession to Sr Henry De la Beebe, who had been the first to 
hold these offices. Official routine now occupied much of his 
time, but he found opportunity for the Highland researched 
just alluded to, and also for preparing successive editions of his 
work Silvia (1854, ed. 5, 1872), which was meant to present 
the main features of the original Marks Syrian together with 
a digest of subsequent discoveries, particularly of those which 
showed the extension of the Silurian classification into other 
countries. His official position gave him further opportunity. 

 for the exercise of those social functions for which he bad always 
been distinguished, and which a considerable fortune inherited 
from near relatives on his mother's side enabled him to display 
on a greater scale. His house in Belgreve Square was one of the 
great centres where science, art, literature, politics and social 
eminence were brought together in friendly intercourse. Id 
1863 he was made a K.C.B., and three years later was raised 
to the dignity of a baronet. The learned societies of his own 
country bestowed their highest rewards upon him: the 'Cop! 
Society gave him the Copley medal, the Geological Society its 
Wollaston medal, and the Royal Society of Edinburgh its 
Brisbane medal. There was hardly a foreign scientific society 
of note which had not his name enrolled among its honorary 
members. The French Academy of Sciences awarded him the 
prix Cuvier, and elected him one of its eight foreign members in 
succession to Faraday 

One of the closing public acts of Murchison's life was the 
founding of a chair of geology and mineralogy in the university 
of Edinburgh, for which he gave the sum of iti000, an annual 
sum of £200 being likewise provided by a vote in parliament for 
the endowment of the professorship. While the negotiations 
with the Government in regard to this subject were still in 
progress, Murchison was seized with a paralytic affection on 
arst of November r137o. He rallied and was able to take 
interest in current affairs until the early autumn of the follow-
ing year. After a brief attack of bronchitis he died on the 
22nd of October 287r. Under his will there was established 
the Murchison Medal and geological fund to be awarded 
annually by the council of the Geological Society In London. 

See the Life of Sir Roderick Murchison, by Sir A. Geikie (2 vols., 
1875). (A. Ga.) 

111111C7A, a maritime province of south-eastern Spain, bounded 
on the E. by Alicante, S.E. and S. by the Mediterranean Sea, W. 
by Almeria and Granada and N. by Albacete. Pop. (recto), 
577.987: area, 4453 sq. m. The extent of coast is about 75 M.. 
from Cape Palos westwards to Villaricos Point (where Alined; 
begins) it is fringed by hills reaching their greatest elevation 
immediately east of Cartagena; northwards from Cape Palos 
to the Alicante boundary a low sandy tongue encloses the 
shallow lagoon called Mar Menor. Eastward from the Max 
Menor and northward from Cartagena stretches the plain known 
as El Campo de Cartagena, but the surface of the rest of the 
province is diversified by ranges of hills, belonging to the same 
system as the Sierra Nevada, which connect the mountains of 
Almeria and Granada with those of Alicante. The general 
direction of these ranges is from south-west to north-east; they 
reach their highest point (srso ft.) on the Sierra de Espana, 
between the Mule and Sangonera valleys. They are rich In 
iron, copper, argentiferous lead, alum, sulphur, and saltpetre. 
Mineral springs occur at Mule, Archena (hot sulphur), and 
Alhama (hot chalybeate). The greater part of the province 
drains into the Mediterranean, chiefly by the Segura, which 
enters it in the north-west below Hann in Albacete, and leaves 
it a little above Orihuela in Alicante; within the province it 
receives on the left the Arroyo del jua, and on the right the 
Caravaca, Quipar, Mule, and Sangonera. The smaller streams 
of Nogalte and Albujon fall directly into the Mediterranean and 
the Mar Menor respectively. The climate it hot and dry, and 
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agrieikuse is largely dependent on imigadon, *hi* where 
practicable, has been carried on since the time of the Moors. 
Wheat, Insley, maize, hemp, oil, and wine (the latter somewhat 
tough in quality) ue produced; fruit, especially the orange, is 
abundant along the course of the Segura; mulberries for seri-
culture am extensively grown around the capital; and the 
number of bees kept is exceptionally loge. Esparto grass is 
gathered on the sandy tracts. The live stock consists chiefly of 
asses, mules, goats and pigs; hones, cattle and sheep being 
relatively few. Apart from agriculture, the principal industry 
is mining, which has its centre near Cartagena. Large quantities 
of lead and esparto, as well as of zinc, iron and copper ores, and 
sulphur, are exported. The province is traversed by a railway 
which connects Murcia with Albacete and Valencia; from 
Alcantarilla ,there is a branch to Lorca and Baas. Near the 
capital and other large towns there are good roads, but the 
means of communication are defective in the remoter districts. 
This deficiency has somewhat retarded the development of 
mining, and, although it has been partly overcome by the 
construction of light railways, many rich deposits of ore remain 
unworked. The chief towns are Murcia, the capital, Cartagena, 
Lorca, La Unidn, Masurdn, Veda, Jumille, AguHas, Canvas, 
Totana, Clem, Mule, Moratalla, and Cehegin. Other towns 
with more than 7000 inhabitants are Albania, Balks,. Puente 
Alamo, Molina and Torre Pacheco. 

The province of Murcia was the first Spanish possession of 
the Carthaginians, by whom Nova Carthago was founded. The 
Romans included it in Hispania Tarraconensis. Under the 
Moors the province was known irs Tedmir, which included, 
according to Edrisi, the cities Murcia, Orihuela, Cartagena, 
Lorca, Mula and rlAn•hill•  The kingdom of Murcia, which 
came into independent existence after the fall of Omayyads 
(see Car seam) included the present Albacete as well as Made. 
It became subject to the crown of Castile in the 13th century. 
Until 1833 the province of Murcia also included Albacete. 

MURCIA, the capital di the Spanish province of Murcia; 
on the river Segura, 25'm. W. of the Mediterranean Sea. Pop. 
(1900), 111,539. Murcia is connected by rail with all parts 
of Spain, and is an important industrial centre, sixth in respect 
of population among the cities of the kingdom. It has been en 

.„ episcopal see since 1291. It is built nearly in tha centre of 11 
low-lying fertile plain, known as the *aerie or garden of Murcia, 
which includes the valleys of the Segura and its dght.hand tribu-
tary the Sangonera, and is surrounded by mountains. Despite 
the proximity of the sea, the climate is subject to great vans. 
dons, the summer heat being severe, while frosts are common in 
winter. The city is built mainly on the left bank of the Segura, 
which curves north-eastward after receiving the Sangonera below 
Murcia, and falls into the Mediterranean about 3o es. N.E. A 
fine stone bridge of two arches gives access to the suburb of San 
Benito, which contains the bull-ring. As a rule the streets are 
broad, straight and planted with avenues of trees, but the 
Calle de Plateria and Calk de la Traperia, which contain many 
of the principal shops, are more characteristically Spanish, being 
lined with old-fashioned balconied houses, and so narrow that 
wheeled traffic Is in most parts impossible. In summer these 
thoroughfares are shaded by awnings. The Malecon, or embank-
ment, is a fine promenade skirting the left bank of the Segura; 
the river is here crossed by a weir and supplies power to several 
silk-mills. The principal square is the Arena or Plaza de la 
Constituci&i, planted with orange trees and adjoining the 
Glotista Park The cathedral, dating from 138&-1467, is, the 
work of many architects; in the main it is late Gothic, but a 
Renaissance dome and a tower 48o ft. high were added in 1521, 
while a Corinthian facade was erected in the 18th century. 
There are some good paintings and fine wood-carving in the 
interior. Other noteworthy buildings are the colleges of San 
Fulgenclo and San Isidro, the bishops' palace, the hospital of 
San Juan de Dios, the Moorish Alhondiga, or grain warehouse, 
the buildings of the municipal and provincial councils and 
the Contrasts, which is adorned with sculptured coats-of-arms, 
and was originally designed to contain standard weights and 

measures; it has become a picture-gallery. There are two 
training schools for teachers, a provincial institute and a museum. 
Since 2875 the industrial importance of Murcia has steadily 
increased. Mulberries (for silkworms), oranges and other fruits 
are largely cultivated In the huerfa, and the silk industry, which 
dates from period of Moorish rule, is still carried on. Manu-
factures of woollen, linen and cotton goods, of saltpetre, flour, 
leather and hats, have been established in more modern times, 
and Murcia is the chief market for the agricultural produce of 
a large district. A numerous colony of gipsies has settled in the 
west of the city. 

Murcia was an Iberian town before the Punic Wars, but its 
Mune then, and under Roman rule, is not known, though some 
have tried to identify it with the Roman Vergilia. To the Moors, 
who took possession early in the 8th century, it was known as 
Medinat Mursiya. Edrisi described it in the nth century as 
populous and strongly fortified. After the fall of the caliphate 
of Cordova it passed successively under the rule of Almeria, 
Toledo and Seville. In 1172 it was taken by the Almohades, and 
from 1213 to 1243 it became the capital of an independent 
kingdom. The Castilians took it at the end of this period, 
when large numbers of immigrants from north-eastern Spain 
and Provence settled in the town; French and Wallin names are 
still not uncommon. Moorish princes continued to rule in name 
over this mixed population, but in 1569 a rising against the 
suzerain, Alphonse the Wise, led to the final incorporation of 
Murcia (which then included the present province of Albacete) 
into the kingdom of Castile. During the War of the Spanish 
Succession Bishop Luis de Hauge, defended the city againtt 
the subdued army by flooding the awaits. In aro and 
it was attacked by the French under Marshal Sault. It, suffered 
much from floods in 1651, 1879 and 1907, though the construc-
tion of the Malecon has done much to keep the Segura within 
its own channeL In 2829 many buildings, including the 
cathedral, were damaged by an earthquake. 

MURDER, In law, the unlawful killing of a person with malice 
aforethought (see Hommoz). The a Eng. maga comes ulti-
mately from the Indo-European root mar-, to die, which has 
also given Lat. aeon, death, and all its derivatives in English, 
French and other Rom. languages; d. Gr. Poor** for WI*, 
mortal The 0. Eng. form, Latinized as onadruto, esedrues, 
whence Fr. ressirers, is represented in other Teutonic languages 
by a cognate form, e.g. Gee. Mord, Du. mord. 

MURDOCK, WILLIAM (1754-1839), British inventor,. was 
born near the village of Au•hinleck in Ayrshire on the list of 
August 1754. His father, John Murdoch (as the name is spelt 
in Scotland), was a millwright and miller, and William was 
brought up in the same occupation. In 1777 he entered the 
employment of Boulton & Watt in the Soho works at Birming-
ham, and about two years afterwards he was sent to Cornwall to 
superintend the fitting of Watt's engines. It is said that while 
staying at Redruth he carried a series of experiments in the 
distillation of coal so far that in 1792 he was able to light his 
cottage and offices with gas, but the evidence is not conclusive.' 
However, after his return to Birmingham about 2799, he made 
such progress in the discovery of practical methods for making, 
storing and purifying gas that in 1802 a portion of the exterior 
of the Soho factory was lighted with it in celebration of the peace 
of Amiens, and in the following year it was brought into use 
for the interior. Murdock was also the inventor of important 
improvements in the steam-engine. He was the first to devise 
an oscillating engine, of which he made a model about 1784; in 
1786 he was busy—somewhat to the annoyance of both Boulton 
and Watt—with a steam carriage or road locomotive; and in 
/799 he invented the long D slide valve. He is also believed to 
have been the real deviser of the sun and planet motion patented 
by Watt in 1781. In addition his ingenuity was directed to 
the utilization of compressed air, and in 1803 he constructed 
a steam gun. He retired from business in 283o, and died at Soho 
on the 15th of November 1839. 

At the celebration of the centenary of gas lighting in 1892, a bust 
of Murdock was unveiled by Lord Kelvin in the Wallace Monument. 
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Stirling. and there is also a bust of him by Sir F. L. Chantrey at 
Handsworth Church, where be was buried. His " Account of the 
Application of Gas from Coal to Economical Purposes" appeared 
in he Phil. Trans. for *seg. 

MUIR. SIR WILLIAM (1594-1657), Scottish writer, son of 
Sir William Mare of Rowallan, was born in 1594. His mother 
was Elizabeth, sister of the poet Alexander Montgomerie (9.s.). 
He was a member of the Scottish parliament in 1643, and took 
part in the English campaign of 1644. He was wounded at 
Marston Moor, but a month later was commanding a regiment 
at Newcastle. He died in :657. He wrote Did* and Aeneas; 
a translation (1628) of Boyd of Trochrig's Latin Hecalonsbe 
Christiana; The True Crucifixe for True Catholikes (1629); • 
paraphrase of the Psalms; the Historic and Descent of the 
House of Rosoallane; A Counter-buff to Lysimachus Nicanor; 
The Cry of Blood and of a Broken Covenant (:650); besides much 
miscellaneous verse and many sonnets. 

A complete edition of his works was edited by William Tough 
for the Scottish Text Society (2 vols., 1898). Mare's Lark-Book, 
a musical document of considerable interest, is preserved In the 
Laing collection of MSS. in the library of the university of 
Edinburgh. 

MORE, WILLIAM (i799.:86o), Scottish classical scholar, 
was born at Caldwell, Ayrshire, on the 9th of July 1799. He 
was educated at Westminster School and the universities of 
Edinburgh and &on. From i846 to i855 be represented the 
county of Renfrew in parliament in the Conservative interest, 
and was lord rector of Glasgow University in 1847-1848. For 
many years be devoted his leisure to Greek studies, and in 
1850-1857 he published five volumes of a Critical History of 
the Language and Literature of Ancient Greece, which, though 
uncompleted and somewhat antiquated, is still useful. He died 
in Loudon on the ist of April i86o. 

MURANA, the name of a Roman plebeian family from 
Lanuvium, belonging to the Licinian gens, said to be derived 
from the fondness of one of the family for lampreys (raurenee). 
The principal members of the family were Lucius Licinius 
Murena, who was defeated by Mithradates in Asia in 81 B.C., and 
his son Lucius Licinius Marcos, who was defended by Cicero 
in 6a p.c. against a charge of bribery (Qc. Pro Mauna). The 
son was for several years legate of Lucius Licinius Lucullus 
in the third Mithr•datic War. In 65 he was praetor and made 
himself popular by the magnificence of the games provided by 
him. As administrator of Transalpine Gaul after his praetorship 
he gained the goodwill of both provincials and Romans by his 
impartiality. In 62 he was elected consul, but before entering 
upon office he was accused of bribery by Servius Sulpidus,an 
unsuccessful competitor, supported by Marcus Porcius Cato 
the younger and Servius Sulpicius Rufus, a famous jurist and 
son of the accuser. Murena was defended by Marcus Licinius 
Creams (afterwards triumvir), Quintus Hortensius and Cicero, 
and acquitted,. although it seems probable that he was guilty. 
During his consulship he passed a law (lea Janie Licinia) which 
enforced more strictly the provision of the lex Ca.:cilia Didia-
that laws should be promulgated three nundinae before they 
were proposed to the comitia, and further enacted that, in order 
to prevent forgery, a copy of every proposed statute should be 
deposited before witnesses in the aerarium. 

MURETUS, the Latinised name of Maitc krronrx Muarr 
(1526-1583), French humanist, who was born at Murat near 
Limoges on the teal of April 1526. At the age of eighteen be 
attracted the notice of the elder Scaliger, and was invited to 
lecture in the archiepiscopal college at Auch. He afterwards 
taught Latin at Villeneuve, and then at Bordeaux. Some time 
before 1552 he delivered a course of lectures in the college of 
Cardinal Lemoine at Paris, which was largely attended, Henry 
II. and his queen being among his hearers. His success made him 
many enemies, and he was thrown into prison on a disgraceful 
charge, but released by the intervention of powerful friends. 
The same accusation was brought against him at Toulouse, and 
be only saved his life by timely flight. The records of the town 
show that be was burned in effigy as a Huguenot and as shame-
fully immoral (1554). After a wandering and insecure life of  

some years in Italy, he received and accepted theinvftation et 
the Cardinal Ippolyte d'Este to settle in Rome in r559. In 
:561 he revisited France as a member of the cardinal's suite 
at the conference between Roman Catholks and Protestantsbeld 
at Poissy. He returned to Rome in 1563. His lectures gained 
him a European reputation, and in 1578 be received a,  tempting 
offer from the king of Poland to become teacher of jur&prudenco 
in his new college at Cracow. Muretus, however, who about 
1576 had taken holy orders, was induced by the liberality of 

. to remain in Rome, where he died on the 4th  of 
June X111  5115. 

Complete editions of his works: editio princeps, Verona (t727- 
1730); by D. Ruhnkeu (1789), by C. H. Frotacher (11134-441): 
two volumes of Scripts sdecta, by J. Frey 0870: Varies Wiens, 
by F. A. Welland J. H. Filsi (1791-1828). Muretus edited a number 
of classical authors with learned and scholarly notes. His other 
works include Juvenilia as tomato atria, (mimes and episkdae. 

See monograph by C. Dejob (Paris, :get); J. E. Sandys, Hist. 
Class. Schol., (and ed., 19o8), ii. 148-152. 

MUREXIBE (NIf•C5ILN501,H10), the ammonium salt of 
purpurie acid. It may be prepared by heating alloxantin in 
ammonia gas to ima° C., or by boiling ummil with mercuric oxide 
(J. v. Liebig, F. Wohler, Ann., 1838, 0,319), 2C4H•Nt01•-0=, 

 Nli•Cal4NsOs-140. W. N. Hartley (Jour. Chem Soc., 1 90s, 
87, t7o1) found considerable difficulty in obtaining specimens 
of murexide sufficiently pure to give concordant results when 
examined by means of their absorption spectra, and conse-
quently devised a new method of preparation for murexide. In 
this process alloxantin is dissolved in a large excess of boding 
absolute alcohol, and dry ammonia gas is passed into the solution 
for about three hours. The solution is then filtered from the 
precipitated murexide, which is washed with absolute alcohol 
and dried. The salt obtained in this way is in the anhydrous 
state. It may also be prepared by digesting alloxan with 
alcoholic ammonia at about 78° C.; the purple solid so formed 
is easily soluble in water, and the solution produced is 
indistinguishable from one of murexide. 

On the constitution of mureside see also 0. Filmy (Ass., mgm 
333. 30); Mohlou (Dm. 1904. 37. 2686); and M. Slimmer and J.

. 

Sueglitz (Amer. Chem. Jour., 1904, 31, 661). 

MURFIUMBORO, a city and the county-seat of Rutherford 
county, Tennessee, U.S.A., near the Stone River, 32 m. S.E. of . 
Nashville. Pop. (r890). 3739; (190o), 3999 (2248 negroes); 
(191o), 4679. It is served by the Nashville Chattanooga & St 
Louis railway. It is in an agricultural region where cotton is 
an important crop, and has a considerable trade in red cedar, 
hardwood, cotton, livestock and grain; it has also various 
manufactures. At Murfreesboro are Soule College for girls 
(Methodist Episcopal South; x852), Tennessee College for girls 
(Baptist, x906), Mooney School for boys (19oi), and Bradley 
Academy for negroes. Murfreesboro was settled in an; was 
incorporated in 1817, and from 1819 to :825 was the capital 
of the state. It was named in honour of Colonel Hardy 
Murfree (r752-i8o9), a native of North Caroline, who served as 
an officer of North Carolina troops in the War of Independence, 
and after 1807 lived In Tennessee. About a m. west of the 
city the battle of Murfreesboro, or Stone River (q.v.), was 
fought on the pot of December 1862 and the snd of January 
:863. 

NURSER, HENRY (z82r-186x), French man of letters, was 
born in Paris on the 24th of March 2822. His father was a 
German concierge and • tailor. At the age of fifteen Murger was 
sent into a lawyer's office, but the occupation was uncongenial 
and his father's trade still more so; and he became secretary to 
Count Alexel Tolstoi. He published in 1843 a poem entitled 
Via Morose, but it made no mark. He also tried journalism, 
and the paper Le Castor, which figures in his Vie de Balm 
as having combined devotion to the interests of the hat trade 
with recondite philosophy and elegant literature, is said to have 
existed, though shortlived. In 1848 appeared the collected 
sketches called Sines de le vie de &lame. This book describes 
the fortunes and misfortunes, the loves, studies, amusements 
and sufferings of a group of impecunious students, artists and 
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men of letters, of whom Rodolphe repseseats Merger himself, 
while the others have been more or less positively identified. 
Merger, in fact, belonged to a clique of so-called Bohemians, the 
moat remarkable of whom, besides himself, were Privet d'Angle-
moot and Champfieury. La Via de Balstsse, arranged for the 
stage in collaboration with ThEodore Barriere, was produced 
at the Vuittfs on the aandr of November As% and was a 
triumphant success; it afterwards formed the basis of Puccini'; 
opera, La Bobtails (5898). From this time it was easy for 
Merger to live by journalism and general literature. He was 
introduced in 4851 to the Rene des deux *sondes. But he was a 
slow, fastidious and capricious worker, and his yews of hardship 

'and dissipation had impaired his health. He published among 
other works Claude d Marianas in gip ; a comedy, Le BOXIMMININ 
Antis in 1852; Le Pays Latin in zap; Adeline Probst (one of the 
most graceful and innocent if not the most original of his tales) 
in 2853; and Les Bueews dear in 055. This last, the most 
powerful of his books next to the Via de Beldam, traces the fate 
of certain artists and students who, exaggerating their Dem 
powers and disdaining merely profitable work, come to an evil 
end not less rapidly than by dissipation. Some years before 
his death, which took place in a autism de sate near Paris on 
the 28th of January x861, Murger went to live at Marlette, near 
Fontainebleau, and there he wrote an unequal book entitled . 

 Le Sabot rouge (i86o), in which the character of the French 
peasant is uncomplimentasily treated. 

See an article by A. de Pontrnartin in the Pane des deux atondre 
(October 1861). 

NURGHAB, a river of Afghanistan, which flows into Russian 
territory. It rises in the Firozkhoi highlands, the northern 
scarp of which is defined by the Band-i-Turkestan, and after 
traversing that plateau from east to west it turns north through 
deep defiles to Bala Murgbab. Beyond this, in the neighbour-
hood of Maruchak, it fosses fora space the boundary-line between 
Afghan and Russian Turkestan; then joining the Kushk river 
at Pul-i-Khishti (Tash Kupri) it runs north to Merv, losing itself 
in the sands of the Mery desert after a course of about 45o m., 
its exact source being unknown. In the neighbourhood of 
Bala Murghab it is so yds. broad and some 3 ft. deep, with a 
rapid current. In the lower part of its course it is flanked by 
a remarkab:e network of canals. The ancient city of Merv, 
which was on its banks, was the great centre of medieval Arab 
trade, and Buddhist caves are found in the scarped cliffs of its 
right bank near Panjdeh. 

1111111, a province of the British protectorate of Northern 
Nigeria. It lies approximately between if and ix* 4o' E. and 
7° so' and 9° 40' N. The river Benue divides it through its 
length, and the portion on the southern bank of the river is 
watered by streams flowing from the Cameroon region to the 
Benue. The province is bordered S. by Southern Nigeria, 
S.E. by German territory (Cameroon), E. by the province of 
Yola, N. by Bauchi, W. by Nassarawa and Basses. The district 
of Katsena-Allah extends south of the Benue considerably 
west of if E., the approximate limit of the remainder of the 
province. Mud has an area of 25,800 sq. m. and an estimated 
population of about 828,000. The province is rich in forest 
products and the Niger Company maintains trading stations 
on the river. Cotton is grown, and spinning thread, weaving 
and dyeing afford occupation to many thousands. The valley 
of the Benue has a climate generally unhealthy to Europeans, 
but there are places in the northern part of the province, such 
as the Fula settlement of Wase on a southern spur of the 
Murchison hills. where the higher altitude gives an excellent 
climate. Muri includes the ancient Jukon empire together with 
various small Fula states and a number of pagan tribes, among 
whom the Munshi, who extend into the provinces of Nassarawa 
and Bassa, are among the moat turbulent. The Munshi occupy 
about 4000 sq. m. in the Katsena-Allah district. The pagan 
tribes in the north of the province are lawless cannibals who by 
constant outrages and murders of traders long rendered the main 
trade route to Bauchi unsafe, and cut off the markets of the 
Benue valley and the Cameroon from the Hausa states. Only  

two routes, one via Wale and the other via Gated, pass through 
this belt. In the south of the provinces similar belt of hostile 
pagans dosed the access to the Cameroon except by two routes, 
Takum and Bell. For Hausa traders to cross the Muri province 
was a work of such danger and expense that before the advent 
of British administration the attempt was seldom made. 

Mum came nominally under British control in sow. The 
principal effort of the administration has been to control and 
•open the trade routes. In woe an expedition against the 
northern cannibals resulted in the capture of their principal 
fortresses and the settlement and opening to trade of a large 
district, the various routes to the Benue being rendered safe. 
In mos an expedition against the Munshi, rendered necessary 
by an unprovoked attack on the Niger Company's station at 
Abinsi, had a good effect in reducing the riverain portion of 
this tribe to submission. The absence of any central native 
authority delayed the process of bringing the province under 
administrative control. Its government has been organized 
on the same system as the rest of Northern Nigeria, and is under 
a British resident. It has been divided into three administrative 
divisions—east, central and west—with their respective head-
quarters at Lan, Amar and Ibi. Provincial and native courts 
of justice have been established. The telegraph has been 
carried to the town of Muri. Muri is one of the provinces in 
which the slave trade was most active, and its position between 
German territory and the Hausa states rendered it in the early 
days of the British administration a favourite route for the 
smuggling of slaves. 

11111EILIA, BARTOLONI ESTEBAN (26t7-1682),.Spanish 
painter, sou of Gaspar Esteban Murillo and Maria Perez, was 
born at Seville in Om probably at the end of the year, as he 
was baptized on the first of January r6z8. Esteban-Murillo 
appears to have been the compound surname of the father, 
but some inquirers consider that, in accordance with a frequent 
Andalusian custom, the painter assumed the surname of his 
maternal grandmother, Elvin' Murillo, in addition to that of 
his father. His parents (the father an artisan of a humble 
class), having been struck with the sketches which the by 
was accustomed to make, placed him under the care of their 
distant relative, Juan del Castillo, the painter. Juan, a correct 
draughtsman and dry colourist, taught him all the mechanical 
parts of his profession with extreme care, and Murillo proved 
himself an apt pupil. The artistic appliances of his master's 
studio were not abundant, and were often of the simplest kind. 
A few cuts, some stray fragments of sculpture and a lay figure 
formed the principal aids itvailable for the Sevillian student of 
art. A living model was a luxury generally beyond the means 
of the school, but on great occasions the youths would strip in 
turn and proffer an arm or a leg to be studied by their fellows. 
Objects of still life, however, were much studied by Murillo, 
and he early learnt to hit off the ragged urchins of Seville. 
Murillo in a few years painted as well as his master, and as 
stiffly. His two pictures of the Virgin, executed during this 
period, show how thoroughly he had mastered the style, with all 
its defects. Castillo was a kind man, but his removal to Cadiz 
in ‘630-264o threw his favourite pupil upon his own resources. 
The fine school of Zurbaran was too expensive for the poor 
lad; his parents were either dead or too poor to help him, and 
he was compelled to earn his bread by painting rough pictures 
for the " feria " or public fair of Seville. The religious daubs 
exposed at that mart were generally of as low an order as the 
prices paid for them. A " pintura de la feria " (a picture for 
the fair) was a proverbial expression for an execrably bad one; 
yet the street painters who thronged the market-place with 
their "clumsy saints and unripe Madonnas" not unfrequently 
rose to be able and even famous artists. This rough-and-ready 
practice, partly for the market-place, partly for converts in 
Mexico and Peru, for whom Madonnas and popular saints 
were produced and shipped off by the dozen, doubtless increved 
Marino's manual dexterity; but, if we may judge from the 
picture of the " Virgin and Child" shown in the Murillo-room at 
Seville as belonging to this period, be made little improvement 
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in col-wring or in general strength of design. Struck by the 
favourable change which travel had wrought upon the style 
of his brother artist Pedro de Moya, Murillo in 1642 resolved 
to make a journey to Flanders or Italy. Having bought a large 
quantity of canvas, he cut it into squares of different sizes, which 
be converted into pictures of a kind likely to sell. The American 
traders bought up his pieces, and he found himself sufficiently 
rich to carry out his design. He placed his sister, who was 
dependent on him, under the care of some friends, and without 
divulging his plans to any one set out for Madrid. On reaching 
the capital he waited on Velazquez, his fellow-townsman—then 
at the summit of his fortune—and asked for some introduc-
tion to friends in Rome. The master liked the youth, and 
offered him lodging in his own house, and proposed to procure 
him admission to the royal galleries of the capital. Murillo 
accepted the offer, and here enjoyed the masterpieces of Italy 
and Flanders without travelling beyond the walls of Madrid. 
The next two years were chiefly spent in copying from Ribera, 
Vandyck and Velazquez; and in 2644  he so astonished the latter 
-with some of his efforts that they were submitted to the king 
and the court. His patron now urged him to go to Rome, 
and offered him letters to smooth his way; but Murillo preferred 
returning to his sister and his native Seville. 

The friars of the convent of San Francesco in Seville had 
about this time determined to adorn the walls of their small 
cloister in a manner worthy of their patron saint. But the 
brotherhood had no money; and after endless begging they found 
themselves incapable of employing an artist of name to execute 
the task. Murillo was needy, and offered his services; after 
balancing their own poverty against his obscurity the friars 
bade him begin. Murillo covered the walls with eleven large 
pictures of remarkable power and beauty—displaying by turns 
the strong colouring of Ribera, the lifelike truthfulness of 
Velazquez, and the sweetness of Vandyck. Among them were 
to be found representations of San Francesco, of San Diego, of 
Santa Clara and of San Gil. These pictures were executed 
in his earliest style, commonly called his frio or cold style. It 
was based chiefly on Ribero and Caravaggio, and was dark with 
a decided outline. This rich collection is•no longer in Seville; 
Marshal Soult carried off ten of the works: The fame of these 
productions soon got abroad, and " El Claustro Chico " swarmed 
daily with artists and critics. Murillo was no longer friendless 
and unknown. The rich and the noble of Seville overwhelmed 
him with their commissions and their praises. 

In 1648 Murillo married a wealthy lady of rank, Dorm Beatriz 
de Cabrera y Sotomayor, of the neighbourhood of Seville, and 
his house soon became the favourite resort of artists and 
connoisseurs. About this time he was associated with the land-
scape-painter Yriarte—the two artists interchanging figures and 
landscapes for their respective works; but they did not finally 
agree, and the co-operation came to an end. Murillo now 
painted the well-known " Flight into Egypt," and shortly 
afterwards changed his earliest style of painting for his cella 
or warm style. His drawing was still well defined, but his 
outlines became softer and his figures rounder, and his colouring 
gained in warmth and transparency. His first picture of this 
style, according to Cean Bermudez, was a representation of 
"Our Lady of the Conception," and was painted in rilsa for 
the brotherhood of the True Cross; he received for it 2 so teals 
(ith). In 1633 he executed his two famous paintings of " San 
Leandro " and " San Isidore " at the order of Don Juan Federigo, 
archdeacon of Cannons, which are now in the cathedral of 
Seville. These are two noble portraits, finished with great care 
and admirable effect, but the critics complain of the figures 
being rather short. His next picture, the " Nativity of the 
Virgin," painted for the chapter, is regarded as one of the most 
delightful specimens of his calido style. In the following year 
(x656) the samebody gave him an order for a vast picture of San 
Antonio de Padua, for which he received so,000 teals (L 104). 
This is one of his most celebrated performances, and still hangs 
hi the baptistery of the cathedral. It was " repaired " in 1833; 
the grandeur of the design, however, and the singular richness  

of the colouring may still be traced. The same year saw him 
engaged on four large semicircular pictures, designed by his 
friend and patron Don Justine Neve y Yevenes, to adorn the 
walls of the church of Santa Maria Is Bianca. The first two 
(now in Madrid) were meant to illustrate the history of the 
Festival of Our Lady of the Snow, or the foundation of the 
Roman basilica of Santa Maria Maggiore. The one represents 
the wealthy but childless Roman senator and his lady asleep 
and dreaming; the other exhibits the devout pair- relating 
their dream to Pope Liberius. Of these two noble paintings 
the Dream is the finer, and in it is to be noticed the commence-
ment of Murillo's third and last style, known as the 'atom* or 
vapoury. It should be noted, however, that the three styles 
are not strictly separable into date-periods; for the painter 
alternated the styles accordingly to his subject-matter or the 
mood of his inspiration, the calide being the most frequent. In 
the vaporer. method the well-marked outlines and careful 
drawing of his former styles disappear, the outlines are lost 
in the misty blending of the light and shade, and the general 
finish betrays more haste than was usual with Murillo. After 
many changes of fortune, these two pictures now hang in the 
Academy at Madrid. The remaining pieces executed for this 
small church were a " Virgin of the Conception " and a figure of 
" Faith." Sault laid his hands on these also, and they have not 
been recovered. 

In 2638 Murillo undertook and consummated a task which 
had hitherto baffled all the artists of Spain, and even royalty 
itself. This was the establishing of a public academy of art. By 
superior tact and good temper he overcame the vanity of Valdes 
Leal and the presumption of the younger Herrera, and secured 
their co-operation. The Academy of Seville was accordingly 
opened for the first time in January r66o, and Murillo and the 
second Herrera were chosen presidents. The former continued 
to direct it during the following year; but the calls of his studio 
induced him to leave it in other hands. It was then flourishing, 
but not for long. 

Passing over some half-length pictures of saints and a dark-
haired Madonna, painted in 2668 for the chapter-room of the 
cathedral of his native city, we enter upon the most splendid 
period of Murillo's tamer. In 1662 Don Miguel Manua Wen-
tele de Lees, who had recently turned to a life of sanctity from 
one of the wildest profligacy, resolved to raise money for the 
restoration of the dilapidated Hospital de la Caridad, of whose 
pious gild he wasthimself a member. Mariam commissioned 
his friend Murillo to paint eleven pictures for this edifice of San 
Jorge. Three of these pieces represented the " Annunciation," 
the" Infant Saviour," and the" Infant St John." The remaining 
eight are considered Murillo's masterpieces. They consist of 
" Moses striking the Rock," the " Return of the Prodigal," 
" Abraham receiving the Three Angels," the "Charity of San 
Juan de Dios," the " Miracle of the Loaves and Fishes," " Our 
Lord healing the Para/ytic," " St Peter released from Prison by 
the Angel," and " St Elizabeth of Hungary." These works 
occupied the artist four years, and in 1674 he received for his 
eight great pictures 78,2 rs reels or about ittoo. The " Moses, 
the " Loaves and Fishes," the " San Juan," -and the three 
subjects which we have named first, are still at Seville; the 
French carried off the rest, but the " St Elizabeth " and the 
" Prodigal Son " are now back in Spain. For compass and 
vigour the " Moses " stands first; but the " Prodigal's Return " 
and the " St Elizabeth " were considered by Bermudez the 
most perfect of all as works of art. The front of this famous 
hospital was also indebted to the genius of Murillo; five /arse 
designs in blue glazed tiles were executed from his drawings. 
He had scarcely completed the undertakings for this edifice 
when his favourite Franciscans again solicited his aid. He 
accordingly executed some twenty paintings for the humble 
little church known as the Convent de los Capucinos. Seventeen 
of these Capuchin pictures are preserved in the Museum of 
Seville. Of these the " Charity of St Thomas of Villanueva " 
is reckoned the best. Murillo himself was wont to call it " au 
Uenso " (his own picture). Another little piece of extraordinary 
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meth., which once hang in this church, is the "Virgin of the 
Napkin." believed to have been painted on a " servffleta " and 
presented to the cook of the Capudda brotherhood as a memorial 
of the artist's pencil. 

In z67o Muzille is said to have declined an invitation to court, 
preferring to labour among the brown coats of Seville. Eight 
years afterwards his friend the canon Justine again employed 
him to paint three pieces for the Hospital de ice Venerable: 
the " Mystery of the Immaculate Conception," " St Peter 
Weeping," and the " Blessed Virgin." As a mark of esteem, 
Murillo next painted a fall-length pastrait of the eanon. The 
spaniel at the feet of the priest has been known to call forth a 
snarl from a living dog. His portraits gensislly, though few, 
are of peat beauty. Towards the close of Ms life Murillo 
executed a series of pictures illustrative of the life of " the 
glorious doctor " for the Augustinian convent at Sevlile. This 
brings m to the last work of the artist. Mounting a scaffolding 
one day at Carib (whither he had. gone in 1680 to execute the 
higher parts of a large picture of the" Espousal of St Catherine," 
on which he was engaged for the Capuchins of that town, be 
stumbled, and fell so violently that he received a hurt from which 
be never recovered. The great plains was left unfinished, and 
the artist returned to Seville to die. He died as he had lived, 
a humble, pions, breve man, on the yd of April 1689 in the aria' 
of the chevalier Pedro Nufies de Villavicencio, an intimate 
blend and one of his best pupils. Another of his numerous 
pupils was Sebastian Comes, named " hitualio's Mulatto." 
Murillo left two sons (one of them at fiat an indifferent painter; 
afterwards a priest) and a daughter—his wife having died 
before him. 

Munllo has always been one of the most popular of painters—
not in Spain alone. His works show great technical attainment 
without much style, and a strong feeling for ordinary nature 
and for truthful or sentimental expression without lofty beauty 
or ideal elevation. His ecstasies of Madonnas and Saints are 
the themes of some of his most celebrated athievements. Take 
as an example the " Immaculate Conception " (or " Assumption 
of the Virgin," for the titles may, with reference to Murillo's 
treatments of this subject, almost be Interchanged) in the 
Louvre, a picture for which, on its sale from the Soult collection, 
one of the largest prices on record was given in I852, some 
114,600. His subjects may be divided into two great letups—
the scenes from low life (which were a new experiment in Spanish 
art, so far as the subjects of children are concerned), and the 
Scriptural, legendary and religious works. The former, of 
which some salient specimens are in the Dulwich Gallery, are, 
although undoubtedly truthful, neither Ingenious not sym-
pathetic; sordid unsightliness and roguish squalor are their 
foundation. Works of this class belong mostly to the earlier 
years of Morillo's practice. The subjects in which the painter 
most excels are crowded compositions in which some act of 
'libelling:is, involving the ascetic or self-mortifying element, 
is being performed—subjects which, while repulsive in some of 
their details, emphasize the broadly human and the expressly 
Catholic conceptions of life. A famous example is the picture, 
now in the Madrid Academy, of St Elizabeth of Hungary washing 
patients afflicted with the scab or itch, and hence commonly 
named " El Thloso." Technically considered, it unites his three 
styles of painting, more especially the cold and the warm. His 
power of giving atmosphere to combined groups of figures is one 
of the marked characteristics of Munlio's art; and he may be said 
to have excelled in this respect all his predecessors or con-
temporaries of whatever school. 

Seville must still be visited by persons who wish to study 
Murillo thoroughly. A large number of the works which used 
to adorn this city have, however, been transported else-
whither. In the Prado Museum at Madrid are forty-five 
specimens of Murillo—the " Infant Christ and the Baptist " 
(named " Los Nino, della Conchs "), " St Ildefonso vested with 
a Chasuble by the Madonna," be; in the Museo della Trinidad, 
" Christ and the Virgin appearing to St Francis in a Cavern " 
(an immense composition), and various others. In the National 

Gallery, London, the chief example is the "Holy Family "; this 
was one of the master's latest works, painted in Wis. In 
public galleries in the United Kingdom there are altogether 
twenty-four examples by Murillo; in those of Spain, seventy-one. 
Murillo, who was the but pre-eminent painter of Seville, was 
an indefatigable and prolific worker, hardly leaving his painting-
room save for his devotions In church; he realized large prices, 
according to the standard of his time, and made a great fortune. 
His character is recorded as amiable and soft, yet independent, 
subject also to sudden impulses, not unmixed with passion. 

See Stirling, Annals of lb Artists of Spain (3 vols., London, 
; Rickard Ford, Headbook for Seas (London, 1855); Curtis, 

she Works of Mama and Murillo (1883)1 L. Alfonso, 

i892); P. Leftertia,V A orille et se: war (1890; . M. Tubitz.b
80. (raid); C. justitrMard (illustrated. 

• err.s. be. ..864; Eng. trans., 1879); 	willkunson, 
ifse 09o2) t S. Ricketts, Thelrado (1903). G. C. (W. M. R.) 

ADAM (c r 274-1347), English ecclesiastic and 
chronicler, was born in 1274 or x 275 and educated in the civil 
law at Oxford. Between ty a and 2318 be practised in the 
papal curia at Avignon. Edward IL and Archbishop Wincheisey 
were among his clients, and his legal services secured for him 
canonries at Hereford and St Paul's, and the precentorship 
of Exeter Cathedral. In tut he retired to a country living 
(Wraysbury, Bucks), and devoted himself to writing the history 
of his own times. His Continua" chronic's:sax, begun not 
earlier than 1325, starts from the year 1303, and was carried 
up to 1347, the year of his death. Meagre at first, it becomes 
fuller about :340 and is specially valuable for the history of the 
French wars. Murimuth has no merits of style, and gives a 
bald narrative of events. But he incorporates many documents 
in the latter part of his book. The annals of St. Paul's which 
have been edited by Bishop Stubbs, are closely related to the 
work of Murimuth, but probably not from his pen. The 
Continua& was carried on, after his death, by an anonymous 
writer to the year 1380. 

The only complete edition of the Continualo chrosicorms is that 
by E. M. Thompson (Rolls series, ilia)). The preface to thieedition, 
and to W. Stubbs's Chronicle, of Edward I. and II., vol. i. (Rolls 
series, 1882), should be consulted. The anonymous continuation 
is printed in T. Hag's edition of Murimuth Vag. Hist. W. Lond 

D.) 
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MURDER, THOMAS (x47$-2537?),  German satirist, was 

born On the 94th of December 1475 at Oberehubeim near Stress-
burg. In zoo he entered the order of Franciscan monks, and 
in 1495 began a wandering life, studying and then teaching and 
preaching in Freiburg in-Breisgan, Paris, Cracow and Struthers. 
The emperor Maximilian L crowned him in t nos pocks lassreatsr; 
in 1506, he was created dodo, Siseoiogiae, and in 1513 was ap-
pointed custodian of the Franciscan monastery in Strassburg, 
an office which, on account- of a scurrilous publication, he was 
forced to vacate the following year. Late in life, in r 51 8, he 
began the study of jurisprudence at the university of Basel, 
and in 1519 took the degree of doctor furls. After journeys in 
Italy and England, he again settled in Strassburg, but, disturbed 
by the Reformation, sought an exile at Lucerne in Switzerland 
in 1526. In 1533 he was appointed priest of Oberehnheim, 
where be died in 1537, or, according to some accounts, in r536. 
Murner was an energetic and passionate character, who made 
enemies wherever he went. There is not a trace of human 
kindness in his satires, which were directed against the am 
ruption of the times, the Reformation, and especially against 
Luther. His most powerful satire—and the most virulent 
German satire of the period—is Von den posses Issikerisekai 
Nacres, wie iiers Dr Maser beschwores hat. Among others 
may be mentioned Die Narrenkaselnoorutst Sta); Die Sckeinsen-
wolf: (Isis); Die Gilman" which treats of enamoured fools 
(1519), and • translation of Virgil's Aertsid (Isis) dedicated to 
the emperor Maximilian I. Murner also wrote the humor-
ous Ckartiladisens logieae (1507) and the Lucius sisdentuns 
fteiburgeraians (reel), besides a translation of Justinian's 
histitutioses (r519). 

All Murner's more important works have been republished in 
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critical editions; a selection was publhhed by G. Balke la Kirsch-
ne. Pastiche kretionallitwatur Ottg. CI. W. Kaweesu, Marne. 
end die girdle des Miadakers )• and by the seme 
Manger and Al deutsche &foresaw* (1890; also K. Ott,I1C 
Mantas Verheltniss =Geier (1896). 

MORONI, • town of Russia, in the government of Vladimir, 
on the craggy left bank of the Oka, close to its confluence with 
the Tesha, x08 m. by rail S.E. of the city of Vladimir. Pop. 
(1900), 12,874. Muron has an old cathedral It is the chief 
entre* for grain from the basin of the lower Oka, and carries 
on an active trade with Moscow and Nizhniy-Novgorod. It is 
famed, as in ancient times, for kitchen-gardens, especially for 
its cucumbers and seed for canaries. Its once famous tanneries 
have lost their importance, but the manufacture of linen has 
increased; it has also steam flour-mills, distillates, manufac-
tories of soap and of iron implements. 

MURPHY, ARTHUR (1727-18o5), Irish actor and dramatist, 
son of a Dublin merchant, was born at Clomquin, Roscommon, 
on the 27th of December 1727. From 1738 to 1744, under 
the name of Arthur French, be was a student at the English 
college at St Omer. He entered the counting-house of a mer-
chant at Cork on recommendation of his uncle, Jeffery French, 
in 1747. A refusal to go to Jamaica alienated French's interest, 
and Murphy exchanged his situation for one in London. By 
the autumn of 1752 he •was publishing the Gray's Inn Journal, 
a periodical in the style of the Spectator. Two years later he 
became an actor, and appedred in the tide-riles of Richard III. 
and Mello; as Biron in Southerne's Fatal Marriage; and as 
Osmyn in Congreve's Mourning Bride. His first farce, The 
Apprentice, was given at Drury Lane on the std of January 
2756. It was followed, among other plays, by The Upholsterer 
(1 757), The Orphan of China (1759), The Way to Keep Him 
(r7ho), AR in the Wrong (1761), The Grecian Daughter (1772), 
and Koko Fro Own Mind (1777). These were almost all 
adaptations from the French, and were very successful, securing 
for their author both fame and wealth. Murphy edited a 
political periodical, called the Test, in support of Henry Fox, by 
whose influence he was called to the bar at Lincoln's Inn, 
although he had been refused at the Middle Temple in 1757 
on account of his connexion with the stage. Murphy also 
wrote a biography of Fielding, an essay on the life and genius 
of Samuel Johnson and translations of Sallust and recites. 
Towards the close of his life the office of a commissioner of 
bankrupts and a pension of £200 were conferred upon him 
by government. He died on the 18th of June 1805. 

MURPHY, JOHN FRANCIS (x853- ), American landscape 
painter, was born at Oswego, New York, on the nth of 
December x853. He first exhibited at the National Academy 
of Design in r876, and was made an associate in 1885 and a 
full academician two years later. He became a member of the 
Society of American Artists (not) and of the American Water 
Color Society. 

MURPHY, ROBERT (1806-1843), British mathematician, the 
son of a poor shoemaker, was born at Mallow, in Ireland, in 
ao6. At the age of thirteen, while working as an apprentice 
in his father's shop, he became known to certain gentlemen in 
the neighbourhood as • self-taught mathematician. Through 
their exertions, after attending a classical school in his native 
town, be was admitted to Cahn College, Cambridge, in 025. 
Third wrangler in z829, he was elected in the same year a fellow 
of his college. A course of dissipation led him into debt; his 
fellowship was sequestered for the benefit of his aediters, and 
be was obliged to leave Cambridge in December 1832. After 
living for some time with his relations in Ireland, be repaired 
to London in 1836, a penniless literary adventurer. In 1838 
he became examiner in mathematics and physics at London 
University. He had already contributed several mathematical 
papers to the Cambridge Philosophical Transactions (1831-1836), 
Philosophical Magazine  (1833-184), and the Philosophical 
Transactions (1837), and had published Ekmentary Principles of 
the Theories of Electricity (1833). He Dew wrote for the " Library 
of Useful Knowledge " a Treatise on the Theory of Algebraical 
Equations (x839). He died on the tail of March :843. 

MURPHYSBORO, a city and the emmtyamat of Jackson 
county, Illinois, U.S.A., in the south part of the state, on the 
Big Muddy River, about 57 m. N. of Cairo. Pop. (1890), 38801 
(z9oe), 6463, including 557 foreign-born and 456 net:roes; (6)14 
7485. It is served by the Illinois Cereal, the Mobile & Ohio 
and the St Louis, Irmo Mountain & Southern railways. It is 
the centre for a farming region, in which there are deposits of 
coal, iron, lead and shale, and there are various manufactures 
in the city. Murphysboro was incorporated in 1867, and vo-
incorporated in 1875. 

MURRAIN (derived through 0. Fr. marine, from Lai mei, to 
die), • general term for various virulent diseases in domesticated 
animals, synonymous with plague or episooty. The principal 
diseases are dealt with under RLNDIRPERT; PLEUR0414ZITMONIA; 
ANTHRAX; and Foot arm Mount Daum. Sea also Vasa. 
DIARY Screws. 

MURRAY (or Mouv), EARLS OP. The euldom of Moray was 
one of the seven original earldoms of Scotland, its lends cons-
spending roughly to the modern counties of Inverness and Ross. 
Little Is known of the earls until about 2314, when Sir Thomas 
Randolph, a nephew of King Robert Bruce, was created earl 
of Moray (q.v.), and the Randolphs held the earldom until :346, 
when the childless John Randolph, 3rd earl of this fine and a 
soldier of repute, was killed at the battle of Neville's Cum. 
According to some authorities the earldom was then held by 
John's sister Amu (c. 1312-2369) and her husband, Patrick 
Dunbar, earl of March or Dunbar 1285-1368). However 
this may be, in 2359 an English prince, Henry Phistageren, 
duke of Lancaster (d. 1360, was made earl of Moray by King 
David IL; but in 1372 John Dunbar (d. 1394, a gmndeon of 
Sir Thomas Randolph and a son-in-law of Robert IL, obtained 
the earldom. The last of the Dunbar earls was James Dunbar, 
who was murdered in August :429, and after this date his 
daughter Elizabeth and her husband, Ardulald Douglas (d. 2455), 
called themselves earl and countess of Moray. 

The next family to bear this title was an illegitimate branch 
of the royal house of Stuart, James IV. creating his natural 
solo, James Stuart (e. s499.-ri44),  ecru of Moray. James died 
without sons, and after the title had been borne for a short time 
by George Gordon, 4th earl of Bundy (e, 1514--2562), who 
was killed at Corrichie in 1362, it was bestowed in 2562 by 
Mary Queen of Scots upon her half-brother, an illegitimate son 
of James V. This was. the famous regent, Junes Stuart, cad 
of Moray, or Murray (see below), who was murdered in January 
1570; after this event a third James Stuart, who had married 
the regent's daughter Elizabeth (d. 1591), held the earldom. 
He, who was called the " bonny earl," was killed by his heredi-
tary enemies, the Gordon, in February 1592, when his son James 
(d. 1638) succeeded to the title. The earldom of Moray has 
remained in the Stuart family since this date. Alexander, the 
4th earl (d. 170,), was secretary of state for Scotland from 168o 
to 1689; and in 1796 Francis, the 9th earl (1737-1810), was 
made a peer of the United Kingdom as Baron Stuart. 

See vol. vL of Sir R. Douglas's Peerage of Sculled, new ed. by 
Sir J. Is. Paul (1909). 

MURRAY, ALEXANDER STUART (s80-19o4), British 
archaeologist, was born at Arbroath on the 8th of January 1844 
and educated there, at Edinburgh high school and at the 
universities of Edinburgh and Berlin. In z867 he entered the 
British Museum as an assistant in the department of Greek and 
Roman antiquities under Sir Charles Newton, whom he suc-
ceeded in *886. His younger brother, George Robert Milne 
Murray (b. i858), was made keeper of the botanical department 
is :895, the only instance of two brothers becoming heads of 
departments at the museum. In 1873 Dr Murray published a 
Manual of Mythology, and in the following year contributed to 
the Contemporary Reeky two artidee—one on the Homeric 
question—which led to a friendship with Mr Gladstone, the 
other on Greek painters. In 1880-1883 be brought out his 
Histes7 of Greek Smolptssm, which at once became a standud 
work. In 2886 he was selected by the Society of Antiquities of 
Scotland to deliver the Ithind lectures on archaeology, out of 
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which grew Ida Eliondkook of Greek Andrade", (r892). • In 
189a-z896 Dr Murray directed some excavations' in Cyprus 
undertaken by means of a bequest of LIOCO from Mies Emma 
Teurrour Turner. The objects obtained are described and 
illustrated in Exernaione in Cyprus, published by the trustees 
of the museum in le o. Among Dr Murray's other official 
tanbliottions are three folio volumes on Terre-gala Seroopiagi, 
Whin Alkalies Yams and Darken freer Greek Yeses. In 1898 
be wrote for the Portfelle a manoreph on Greek bronzes, 
founded on lectures delivered at the Royal Academy in that 
year, and be contributed many articles on archaeology to 
standard palliation.. In =ignition of hisservices to archaeo-
logy ha was made LL.D. of Glasgow University in 1887 and 
elected a corresponding member of the Berlin Academy of 
Sciences in moo. He died in March 19o4. 

BEVERLY, DAVID (21149— ), Scottish painter, was been in 
Glasgow, and spent some yeses in commercial pursuits before 
be premised as an artist He was elected an associate of the 
Royal Academy in 11191 and academician in 29o5; and also 
became an associate of the Royal Scottish Academy and of 
the Royal Satiety of Painters in Water Colours, and a member 
of the Royal Scottish Water Colour Society. He is a landscape 
painter of distinction, and two of his pictures, " My Love is 
gone " (1884) and "In the Country of Constable" 
(zoos), have been bought for the National Gallery of British 
Art. " Young Wheat," painted in 28sm, is one of his most 
noteworthy works. 

MURRAY, META= CLARE GRENVILLE (1824-1881), 
English joarnaliet, was born in 1824, the natural son of the and 
duke of Buckingham. &located at Magdalen Hall (Hertford 
College), Word, be entered the diplomatic service through the 
Whence of Lord Palmerston, and in zilsr joined the British 
embassy at Vienna as attach& At the same time he agreed 
to act as Vienna correspondent of a London daily paper, a 
breach of the conventions of the British Foreign Office which 
cost him his poet. In else he was transferred to Hanover, 
and thence to Constantinople, and finally, in x855, was made 
consul-general at Odessa. In z868 he returned to England, 
and devoted himself to journalism. He contributed to the 
early numbers of Varsity Pair, and in 1869 founded a clever but 
abusive society paper, the Queen's Messenger. For a libel 
published in this paper Lord Carrington horsewhipped him 
on the doorstep of a London club. Murray was subsequently 
charged with perjury for denying on oath his authorship of the 
article. Remanded on bail, he escaped to Paris, where he 
subsequently lived, acting as correspondent of various London 
Mem. In am he helped Edmund Yates to found the World. 
Murray died at Pussy on the 2oth of December 2881. 

Ms score of books, several of which were translated into French 
and published to Paris, Include French Pictures is English Chalk 

ktud6-1 1178):. The RowinuEnglialanas Terker0854); Men of fire 
Empire ligliciab; Young Brows 087411 SydArghts Englisli 

Society (1881); rider the lams: Social holographs (1885). 

MURRAY, LORD GEORGE (x604-1760), Scottish Jacobite 
general, fifth son of John, rat duke of Atholl, by his fist wife, 
Catherine, daughter of the 3rd duke of Hamilton, was born 
at Huntfngtower, near Perth, on the 4th of October '1694. 
He joined the army in Flanders in June 1712; in 1715, contrary 
to their father's wishes, be and his brothers, the marquis of 
Tullibardine and Lord Charles Murray, joined the Jacobite rebels 
trader the earl of Mar, each brother commanding a regiment of 
men of Athol'. Lord Charles was taken prisoner at Preston, 
but after the collapse of the rising Lord George escaped with 
TullThardine to South Uhit, and thence to France. In 1129 
Murray took part in the Jacobite attempt in conjunction with 
the Spaniards in the western highlands, under the command of 
11ffilbardine and the earl marischal, which terminated in "the 
Whir of Glembiel ' on the loth of June, when he was wounded 
while commanding the right wing of the Jacobites. After 
biding for some months in the highlands he reached Rotten. 
dam is May naci.. There is no evidence for the statement that 
Murray sewed In the Sardinian anny, and little is known of his 

life on the continent till 1714, when be reamed to Seethed, 
where in the following year he was granted a pardon. The duke 
of Atholl died in ism end was succeeded in the title by his second 
son James, owing to the attainder of TuRiberdine; and Lard 
-George leased from his brother the old family property of 
TuRibardine in Stratheam, where be lived a ryes. 

On the eve of the Jacobite rising of ryes the duke of Perth 
made overtures to Lord George Murray on behalf of the 
Pretender; but even after the landing of Charles Edward in 
Seethed in July, accompanied by Tullibardine, Murray's attitude 
remained doubtful. He accompanied his brother the duke to 
Crieff on the arst of August to pay his respects to Sir John Cope, 
the commander of the government troops, and he permitted 
the duke to appoint him deputy-sheriff of Perthshire. It has 
been suggested that Murray acted with duplicity, but his 
hesitation was natural and genuine; and it was not till early In 
September, when Charles Edward was at Blair Castle, which bad 
been vacated by the duke of Athol' on the prince's approach, 
that Murray decided to espouse the Stuart cause. He they 
wrote to his brother explaining that he did so for conscientious 
reasons, while realizing the risk of ruin it Involved. On joining 
the Jacobite army Lord George received a commission as lien-
tenant-general, though the prince ostentatiously treated him 
with want of confidence; and he was flouted by the Irish adven-
turers who were the Pretender's trusted advisors. At Perth 
Lord George exerted himself with sums to introduce discipline 
and organisation in the army he was to command, and he gained 
the confidence of the highland levies, with whose habits and 
methods of fighting he was familiar. He also used his influence 
to prevent the exactions and arbitrary interference with civil 
rights which Charles was too ready to sanction on the advice of 
others. At Prestonpans,on the szst of September, Lord George, 
who led the Jacobite left wing in person, was practically com-
mander-In-chief, and it was to his able generalship that the 
victory was mainly due. Daring the six weeks' occupation et 
Edinburgh he did useful weak in the further organisation and 
disciplining of the army. He opposed Charles's plan of invading 
England, and when his judgment was overruled he prevailed 
on the prince to march into Cumberland, which he knew to be 
favourable ground for highlander tactics, instead of advancing 
against General Wade, we army was posted at Newcastle. 
He conducted the siege of Carlisle, but on the surrender of the 
town on the 14th of November be resigned his command OIL 

the ground that his authority had been insufficiently upheld by 
the prince, and he obtained permission to save as a volunteer 
in the mules of the Atholl levies. The dissatisfaction, however, 
of the army with the appointment of the duke of Perth to 
succeed him compelled Charles to reinstate Murray, who accord-
ingly commanded the Jacobites In the march to Derby. Here 
on the 5th of December a council was held at which Murray 
urged the necessity for retreat, owing to the failure of the English 
Jacobite to support the invasion and the absence of aid from 
France. As Murray was supported by the council the retreat 
was ordered, to the Intense chagrin of Charles, who never forgave 
him; but the failure of the enterprise was mainly chargeable 
to Charles himself, and it was not without justice that Muusy's 
aide de camp, the chevalier Johnstone, declared that "had 
Prince Charles slept during the whole of the expedition, and 
allowed Lord George Murray to act for him according to his 
own judgment, he would have found the mown of Great Britain 
on his bead when be awoke." Lord George commanded the 
rear-guard during the retreat; and this task, rendered doubly 
dangerous by the proximity of Cumberland in the rear and Wade ' 

on the flank, was made still more difficult by the incapacity' 
and petulance of the Pretender. By a skilfully fought rear- 1 

 guard action at Clifton Moor, Lord George enabled the army to 
reach Carlisle safely and without loss of storm or war material, 
and on the 3rd of January 1746 the force entered Stirling, where 
they were joined by reinforcements from Perth. The prince 
laid siege to Stirling Castle, while Murray defeated General 
Hawley near Falkirk; but the losses of the Jacobites by sickness' 
and desertion, and the approach of Cumberland, made retreat 
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to the Highlands an immediate necessity, In which the prince 
was compelled to acquiesce; his resentment was such that he 
gave ear to groundless suggestions that Murray was a traitor, 
which the latter's failure to capture his brother's stronghold 
of Blair Castle did nothing to refute. 

In April 1746 the Jacobite army was in the neighbourhood 
of Inverness, and the prince decided to give battle to the duke 
of Cumberland. Charles took up a position on the left bank of 
the Nairn river at Culloden Moor, rejecting Lord George's Murray 
advice to select a much stronger position on the opposite bank. 
The battle of Culloden, where the Stuart cause was ruined, 
was fought on the 16th of April 1746. On the following day the 
duke of Cumberland intimated to his troops that " the public 
orders of the rebels yesterday was to give us no quarter "; 
Hanoverian news-sheets printed what purported to be copies 
of such an order, and the historian James Ray and other con-
temporary writes gave further currency to a calumny that has 
been repeated by modern authorities. Original copies of Lord 
George Murray's " orders at Culloden " are in existence, one of 
which is among Cumberland's own papers, while another was 
in the possession of Lord Hardwicke, the judge who tried the 
Jacobite peers in 1746, and they contain no injunction to refuse 
quarter. After the defeat Murray conducted a remnant of the 
Jacobite army to Ruthven, and prepared to organise further 
resistance. Prince Charles, however, had determined to aban-
don the enterprise, and at Ruthven Lard George received an 
order dismissing him from the prince's service, to which he replied 
In a letter upbraiding Charles for his distrust and mismanage-
ment. Charles's belief in the general's treachery was shared 
by several leading Jacobites, but there appears no ground for 
the suspicion. From the moment he threw in his lot with the 
exiled prince's cause Lord George Murray never deviated in his 
loyalty and devotion, and his generalship was deserving of the 
highest praise; but the discipline he enforced and jealousy of 
his authority made enemies of some of those to whom Charles 
was more inclined to listen than to the general who gave him 
sound but unwelcome advice. 

Murray escaped to the continent in December 1746, and was 
graciously received in Rome by the Old Pretender, who granted 
him a pension; but in the following year when he went to Paris 
Charles Edward refused to see him. Lord George lived at 
various places abroad until his death, which occurred at Medem-
bilk in Holland on the nth of October z76o. He married 
in 1728 Amelia, daughter and heiress of Jame) Murray of 
Strome and Glencarse, by whom he had three sons and two 
daughters. His eldest son John became yrd duke of Atha in 
1764; the two younger SODS became lieutenant-general and 
vice-admiral respectively in the British service. 

See A Military History of Perthshire, ed. by the marchioness of 
Tullibardine (2 vols. London, 1908), containing a memoir of Lord 

Murray and a facsimile copy of his orders at Culloden; 
Cike.:Zkoll Chronicles, ed. by the duke of Athol! (privately printed); 
The Chevalier James de Jpanrtone, Memoirs of the Maim tar745 
(grd ed., London 1822); James Ray, Compleat Hirtorie of the Re 
We. 1,745-1746eciLondon, 1754): Robert Patten, History of the late 
Rebrilum (2nd , London, r7l7),• Memoirs of Sir Jobs Murray of 
Brougham, ed. by R. F. Bell (Edinburgh,  1898); Andrew Henderson. 
History of the Rebellion, 1745-1746  (and ed., London, r741). 

(R. J. M.) 
MURRAY, JANES (e. z7r9-7794), British governor of Canada, 

was a younger son of Alexander Murray, 4th Lord Elibank 
(d. 1736). Having entered the British army, he served with the 
15th Foot in the Wet Indies, the Netherlands and Brittany, and 
became lieutenant-colonel of this regiment by purchase is 1751. 
In 1757 he led his men to North America to take part in the 
war against France- He commanded a brigade at the siege of 
Louisburg, was one of Wolfe's three brigadiers in the expedition 
against Quebec, and commanded the left wing of the army in 
the famous battle in September 1759. After the British victory 
and the capture of the city, Murray was left in command of 
Quebec; having strengthened its fortifications and takes 
Measures to improve the morale of his men, he defended it in 
April and May 176o against the attacks of the French, who were 
soon convened to raise the siege. The Britisktroops had been  

decimated by disease, and it was only a remnant that Murray 
now led to join General Amherst at Montreal, and to be present 
when the last batch of French troops in Canada surrendered. 
In October 176o he was appointed governor of Quebec, and be 
became governor of Canada after this country bad been formally 
ceded to Great Britain in '1763. In this year he quelled a 
dangerous mutiny, and soon afterwards his alleged partiality for 
the interests of the French Canadians gave offence to the British 
settlers; they asked for his recall, and in 1766 he retired from his 
post. After an inquiry In the Houle of Lords, he was exonerated 
from the charges which bad been brought against him. In 
1774 Murray was sent to Minorca as governor, and in silk, 
while he was in charge of this Wand, he was besieged in Fort 
St Philip by a large force of French and Spaniards. After a 
stubborn resistance, which lasted nearly seven months, be was 
obliged to surrender the place; and on his return to England 
he was tried by a court-martial, at the instance of Sir William 
Draper, who had served under him in Minorca as lieutenant-
governor. He was acquitted and he became a general in 1783. 
He died on the r8tb of June 2794. Murray's only son was 
James Patrick Murray (1782-1834), a major-general and member 
of parliament. 

BURRO'. SIR JAMBS AMMO" HENRY (1837-  ), 
British lexicographer, was born at Denholm, near Hawidt, 
Rozburghshire, and after a local elementary educarion.proceeded 
to Edinburgh, and thence to the university of London, where 
he graduated B.A. in 1873. Sir James Murray, who received 
honorary degrees from several universities, both British and 
foreign, was engaged in scholastic work for thirty years, from 
1855 to 0185, chiefly at Hawick and Mill Hill. During this time 
his reputation as a philologist was increasing, and he was 
assistant examiner in English at the University of London from 
1875 to 1879 and president of the Philological Society of London 
from 1878 to sago, and again from r882 to rillts. It was In 
connexion with this society that he undertook the chief work 
of his life, the editing of the New English Dictionary, based on 
materials collected by the society. These materials, which had 
accumulated since 1857, when the society first projected the 
publication of a dictionary on philological principles, amounted 
to an enormous quantity, of which an idea may be formed from 
he fact that Dr Furnivall sent in " some ton and three•quarters 

of materials which had accumulated under his roof." After 
negotiations extending over a considerable period, the contracts 
between the society, the delegates of the Clarendon Press, and 
the editor, were signed on the zst of March 1879, and Murray 
began the examination and arrangement of the raw material, 
and the still more troublesome work of re-animating and main-
taining the enthusiasm of " readers." In 1885 he removed from 
Mill Hill to Oxford, where his Scriptorium came to rank among 
the Institutions of the University city. The first volume of 
the dictionary was printed at the Clarendon Press, Oxford, 
in 1888. A full account of its beginning and the manner of 
working up the materials will be found in Murray 's presidential 
address to the Philological Society in 1879, while reports of 
its progress are given in the addresses by himself and other 
presidents in subsequent years. In addition to his work as a 
philologist, Murray was a frequent contributor to the transac-
tions of the various antiquarian and archaeological societies of 
which he is a member; and be wrote the article on the English 
language for this Encyclopaedia. In 1885 he received the 
honorary degree of M.A. from Balliol College; he was an original 
fellow of the British Academy, and In Fug he was knighted. 

MURRAY (or bloear), JAMES STUART, EAP1. or (c. 1531-
1570), regent of Scotland, was an illegitimate son of James V. 
of Scotland by Margaret Erskine, daughter of John Erskine, 
earl of Mar. In 1538 he was appointed prior of the abbey of 
St Andrews in order that James V. might obtain possession of 
its funds. Educated at St Andrews University, he attacked, 
in September 1549, an English force which had made a descent 
on the Fife coast, and routed it with great slaughter. In 
addition to the priory of St Andrews, be received those also of 
Pittenweem and Macon In France, but manifested no rotation 
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for a tateastk Iffa. The cliscontees of Knox, which be beard 
at Calder, won his approval, and shortly after the return of the 
reformer to Scotland in 1559,  James Stuart left the party of the 
queen regent and joined the lords of the congregation, who 
resolved forcibly to abolish the Roman service. AIM the 
return of Queen Katy in 1561, be became her chief adviser, and 
his cautious firmness was for a time effectual in inducing her 
to adopt a policy of moderation towards the reformers. At the 
beginning of sgis he was created earl of Murray, a dignity also 
held by George Gordon, earl of Mundy, who, however, had 
lost the queen's favour. Only a few days later he was made earl 
of Mar, but as this title was claimed by John, Lord Erskine, 
Stuart resigned it and received a second grant of the earldom of 
Murray, Healy by this time having been killed in • battle. 
Henceforward he was known as the carrot Moray, the alternative 
Murray being a more modern and lees correct variant. About 
this time the earl married Anne (d. 15113), daughter of William 
Keith, rst Ead Matischal. 

After the defeat and death of Meetly, the leader of the 
Catholic party. the policy of Murray met for a time with no 
obstacle, but he awakened the displeasure of the queen by his 
efforts in behalf of Knox when the latter was accused of high 
treason; and as he was also opposed to her marriage with 
Darnley, he was after that event declared an outlaw and took 
refuge in England. Returning to Scotland after the murder 
of Rini% he was pardoned by the queen. He contrived, 
however, to be away at the time of Damley's assassination, 
and avoided the tangles of the marriage with Bothwell by going 
to France. After the abdication of Queen Mary at Lochlevcn, 
in July 1567, he was appointed regent of Scotland. When 
Mary escaped from Leschleven (May 2, 1568), the duke of Chitcl• 
herault and other Catholic nobles rallied to her standard, 
but Murray and the Protestant lords gathered their adherents, 
defeated her forces at Langside, near Glasgow (May 13, 1568). 
and compelled her to flee to England. Murray displayed 
promptness in baffling Mary's schemes, suppressed the border 
thieves, and ruled firmly, resisting the temptation to place the 
mown on his own head. He observed the forms of personal 
piety; possibly he shared the zeal of the reformers, while he 
moderated their bigotry. But he reaped the fruits of the 
conspiracies which led to the murders of Rimier and Darnley. 
He amassed too great a fortune from the estates of the Church 
to be deemed a pure reformer of its abuses. He pursued his 
sister with a calculated animosity which would not have spared 
ben life had this been necessary to his end or been favoured by 
Elizabeth. The mode of producing the casket letters and 
the false charges added by Buchanan, deprive Murray of any 
claim to have been an honest accuser. His reluctance to charge 
Mary with complicity in the murder of Darnley was feigned, 
and his object was gained when he was allowed to table the 
accusation without being forced to prove it. Mary remained 
a captive under suspicion of the gravest guilt, while Murray 
ruled Scotland in her stead, supported by nobles who had taken 
part in the steps which ended in Bothwell's deed. During the 
year between his becoming regent and his death several events 
occurred for which he has been 'censured, but which were 
necessary for his security: the betrayal to Elizabeth of the duke 
of Norfolk and of the secret plot for the liberation of Mary; the 
imprisonment of the earl of Northumberland, who after the 
failure of his rising in the north of England had taken refuge 
in Scotland; and the charge brought against Maitland of Leth-
Japan of complicity in Thuttley's murder. Lethington was 
committed to custody, but was rescued by Kirkaldy of Grange, 
who held the castle of Edinburgh, and while there " the chame-
leon," as Buchanan named Maitland in his famous invective, 
gained over those in the castle, including Kirkaldy. Murray 
was afraid to proceed with the charge on the day of trial, while 
Kirkaldy and Maitland held the castle, which became the 
stronghold of the deposed queen's party. It has been suspected 
that Maitland and Kirkaldy were cognizant of the design of 
Hamilton of Bothwellhattgh to murder Murray, for he had been 
with them in the castle. This has been ascribed to private  

vengeance for the ill-treatment of his wife, but the feud of the 
Hamilton with the regent is the most reasonable explanation. 
As he rode through Linlithgow Murray was shot on the rat of 
January 1570 from a window by Hamilton, who had made careful 
preparation for the murder and his own escape. He was buried 
in the south aisle of St Giles Cathedral, Edinburgh, amid general 
mourning. Knox preached the sermon and Buchanan furnished 
the epitaph, both panegyrics. The elder of his two daughters, 
Elizabeth, married James Stuart (d. Epp), son of James, 1st 
Lord Doune, who succeeded to the earldom of Murray in right 
of his wife. 

The materials for the life of Murray are found in the records and 
documents of the time, prominent among which are the various 
Calendars of State Papers. Mention must also be made of the many 
books which treat of Mary, Queen of Scots, and of the histories of 
the time—especially J. A. Froude, Hislory of England, and Andrew 
Lang. History of ScollaW. 

MURRAY. JOHN, the name for several generations of a great 
firm of London publishens, founded by John McMurray (1745-
1793), a native of Edinburgh and a retired lieutenant of Marines, 
who in 1768 bought the book business of William Sandby in 
Fleet Street, and, dropping the Scottish prefix, called himself 
John Murray. He was one of the twenty original proprietors 
of the Morning Chionicle, and started the monthly English 
Resin. (1783-.1706). Among his publications were Mitford's 
Greece, Langhorne's Plularck's Lives, and the first part of Isaac 
D'Israeli's Curiosities of Literals's. He died on the 6th of 
November 1793. 

JOHN MURRAY (a) (1778-1843), his son, was then fifteen. 
During his minority the business was conducted by Samuel 
Highlcy, who was admitted a partner, but in igej the partner-
ship was dissolved. Murray soon began to show the courage 
in literary speculation which earned for him later the name 
given him by Lord Byron of "the Anak of publishers." In 
1807 he took a share with Constable in publishing Mansion, 
and became part owner of the Edinburgh Rolm, although with 
the help of Canning he launched in opposition the Quarterly 
Review (Feb. arm), with William Gifford as its editor, and Scott, 
Canning. Southey, Hookham Frere and John Wilson Cooker 
among its earliest contributors. Murray was closely connected 
with Constable, but, to his distress, was compelled In 1813 to 
break this association on account of Constable's business methods, 
which, as he foresaw, led to disaster. In 1811 the first two 
cantos of Chile Harold were brought to Murray by R. C. Dallas, 
to whom Byron had presented them. Murray paid Dallas 
See guineas for the copyright. In rihr he bought the pub. 
lishing business of William Miller (1769-11344), and migrated to 
so. Albemarle Street. Literary London Rocked to his house, and 
Slurray became the centre of the publishing world. It was in 
his drawing-room that Scott and Byron first met, and here, In 
1824, after the death of Lord Byron, the MS. of his memoirs, 
considered by Gifford unfit for publication, was destroyed. 
A close friendship existed between Byron and his publisher, 
but for political reasons business relations ceased after the 
publication of the 5th canto of Don Juan. Murray paid Byron 
some &taco° for his various poems. To Thomas Moore he 
gave neatly Isom for writing the life of Byron, and to Crabbe 
bcoo for Tales of the Hall. He died on the 27th of June 1843. 

His son, JOHN MURRAY (3) (11368-1892), inherited much of 
his business tact and judgment. " Murray's Handbooks " for 
travellers were issued under his editorship, and he himself wrote 
several volumes (see his article on the " Handbooks " in Murray's 
Magosine, November 1889). He published many books of 
travel; also Campbell's Lisa of the Chancellors, The Speaker's 
Commentary, Smith's Dictionaries; and works by Hallam, 
Gladstone, Lyell, Layard, Dean Stanley, Borrow, Darwin, Living- 
stone and Samuel Smiles. He died on the and of April Itip, 
and was succeeded by his eldest son, JOHN MURRAY  (4) (b. 18501 
under whom, in association with his brother, A. H. Hallam 
Murray. the firm was continued. 

See Samuel Smiles. A Publisher and his Friends.. Memoirs and 
Correspondence of Me late John Murray . . . 0890, for the second 
John Murray: a series of three articles by F. Espinaree on " The 
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House of Murray," in The Critic (Jan. I86o); and a paper by the 
same writer in /tarp/es New Morality Magasine (Sept. 1885). See 
the Leiters and Journals of Byron (ed. Prothero, 1898-1901). 

MURRAY, JOHN (1778-182o), Scottish chemist, was born at 
Edinburgh in :778 and died there on the 22nd of July 1820. 
He graduated M.D. at St Andrews in 184, /zed attained some 
reputation as a lecturer on chemistry and materia medica. He 
was an opponent of Sir Humphry Davy's theory of chlorine, 
supporting the view that the substance contained oxygen, and 
it was in the course of experimenti made to disprove his argu-
ments that Dr John Davy discovered phosgene or carbonyl 
chloride. He was a diligent writer of textbooks, Including 
Elements of Chemistry (18m); Elements of Materia Medico and 
Pharmacy (1804); A System of Chemistry (1W), and (anony-
mously) A Comparative View of the Hationian and Neptunian 
Systems of Geology. He is sometimes confused with another 
John Murray (1786-1851), a popular lecturer at mechanics' 
institutes. The two men carried on a dispute about the inven-
tion of a miners' safety lamp in the Phil. Mag. for 1827. 

MURRAY, SIR JOHN (1841- ), British geographer and 
naturalist, was born at Coburg, Ontario, Canada, on the 
3rd of March 1841, and after some years' local schooling studied 
in Scotland and on the Continent. He was then engaged for 
some years in natural history work at Bridge of Allan. In 
1868 he visited Spitsbergen on a whaler, and in 1872, when the 
voyage of the " Challenger " was projected, he was appointed 
one of the naturalists to the expedition. At the conclusion of 
the voyage he was made principal assistant in drawing up the 
scientific results, and in 2882 he became editor of the Reports, 
which were completed in 1896. He compiled a summary of the 
results, and was part-author of the Nam:dim of the Cruise and of 
the Report on Deep-sea Deposits. He also published numerous 
important papers on oceanography and marine biology. In 
2898 he was made K.C.B., and the received many distinctions 
from the chief scientific societies of the world. Apart from his 
work in connexion with the " Challenger " Reports, he went in 
•88o and 1882 on expeditions to explore the Faeroe Channel, 
and between :882 and 5894 was the prime mover in various 
biological investigations in Scottish waters. In 1897, with 
the generous financial assistance of Mr Laurence Pullar and a 
staff of specialists, he began a bathymetrical survey of the 
fresh-water lochs of Scotland, the results of which, with a 
fine series of illustrations and maps, were published in zoo 
in six volumes. He took a leading part in the expedition 
which started in April 1910 for the physiological and biological 
investigation of the North Atlantic Ocean on the Norwegian 
vessel " Michael Sant." 

MURRAY, LINDLEY (1745-1826),  Anglo-American gram-
marian, was born at Swatere, Pennsylvania, on the 22nd of 
April 5745. His father, a Quaker, was a leading New York 
merchant. At the age of fourteen he was placed in his father's 
Office, but he ran away to a school in Burlington, New Jersey. 
He was brought back to New York, but his arguments against 
a commercial career prevailed, and he was allowed to study 
law. On being called to the bar he practised successfully in 
New York. In 1783 he was able to retire, and in 1784 he left 
America for England. Settling at Holgate, near York, he 
devoted the rest of his life to literary pursuits. His first book 
MIS POW/ of Religion on the Mind (1787). In 1795 he issued 
his Grammar of the English Language. This was followed, 
among other analogous works, by English Exorcism, and the 
English Reader. These books passed through several editions, 
and the Grammar was the standard textbook for fifty years 
throughout England and America. Lindley Murray died on 
the 16th of January 2826. 

See the Memoir of the Life and Writings of Lindley Murray 
artly autobiographical), by Elisabeth Frank (1826); Life of Murray, by W. H. Egle (New York, 1885). 
MURRAY (or Molter), SIR ROBERT (c. 1600-5673), one of 

the founders of the Royal Society, was the son of Sir Robert 
Murray of Craigie, Ayrshire, and was born about the beginning 
of the 17th century_ In early life he served in the French army, 
and, winning the favour of Richelieu, rose to the rank of colonel. 

On the outbreak of the Civil War he returned tOSOodand and 
collected recruits for the royal cause. The triumph of Cromwell 
compelled him for a time to return to France, but be took part 
in the Scottish insurrection in favour of Charles 11. in 165o, and 
was named lord justice clerk and a privy councillor. These 
appointments, which on account of the overthrow of the royal 
cause proved to be at the time only nominal, were confirmed at 
the Restoration in 2660 Soon after this Sir Robert Murray 
began to take a prominent part in the deliberations of a dub 
instituted in London for the discussion of natural science, or, 
as it was then called, the " new philosophy." When it was 
proposed to obtain a charter for the society he undertook to 
interest the king in the matter, the result being that on the 
15th of July tar the club was incorporated by charter under 
the designation of the Royal Society. Murray was its first 
president. He died in June 1673. 

MURRAY, the largest river in Australia. It rises In the 
Australian Alps in 36° 40' S. and 147° E., and flowing north-west 
skirts the borders of New South Wales and Victoria until it 
passes into South Australia, shortly after which it bends south-
ward into Lake Alexandrine, a shallow lagoon, whence it makes 
its way to the sea at Encounter Bay by a narrow opening at 
35° 35' S. and i38°  se E. Near its source the Murray Gates, 
precipitous rocks, tower above it to the height of 3000 ft.; 
and the earlier part of its course is tortuous and uneven. 
Farther on it loses so much by evaporation in some parts as to 
become a series of pools. Its length till it debauches into Lake 
Alexandrine is 11 20 m., its average breadth in summer is 240 ft., 
its average depth about r6 ft.; and it drains an area of about 
270,000 sq. M. For small steamers it is navigable as far as 
Albury. Periodically it overflows, causing wide inundations. 
The principal tributaries of the Murray are those from New 
South Wales, including the Edward River, the united streams of 
the Murrumbidgee and Lachlan, and the Darling or Callewatta. 
In 1824 Captain Sturt traced the Murrumbidgee River till it 
debouched into the Murray, which he followed down to Lake 
Alexandrine, but he was compelled, after great hardships, to 
return without discovering its mouth. In 183: Captain Barker, 
while attempting to discover this, was murdered by the natives. 

MURRAY COD (Oligorus nusequarietuts), one of the largest 
of the numerous fresh-water Perciform fishes of Australia, and 
the most celebrated for its excellent flavour. It belongs to 
the family Scrranidae. Its taxonomic affinities lie in the direc-
tion of the perch and not of the cod family. The shape of the 
body is that of a perch, and the dorsal fin consists of a spinous 

.... 

Murray Cod. 

and rayed portion, the number of spines being eleven. The 
length of the spines varies with age, old individuals having 
shorter spines—that is, a lower dorsal fin. The form of the 
head and the dentition also resemble those of a perch, but 
none of the bones of the head has a serrated margin. The 
scales are small. The colour varies in different localities; it 
is generally brownish, with a greenish tinge and numerous 
small dark green spots. As implied by the name, this fish has 
its headquarters in the Murray River and its tributaries, but it 
occurs also in the northern parts of New South Wales. It is the 
most important food fish of these rivers, and is said to attain 
a length of more than 3 ft. and a weight of 120 lb. 

MURREE., a town and sanatorium of British India, in the 
Rawalpindi district of the Punjab, 7517 ft. above the sea, about 
five hours' journey by cart-road from Rawalpindi town, and 
the starting-point for Kashmir. The houses are built on the 
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summit and sides of an irregular ridge, and command -magnifi-
cent views over forest-clad hills and deep valleys, studded with 
villages and cultivated fields, with the snow-covered peaks of 
Kashmir in the background. The population in spot was J 844; 
but these *meson* the summer visitors, who probably number 
ro,000. The garrison generally contests of three mountain 
batteries. Since 2877 the summer offices of the provincial 
government have been transferred to Simla. The Mimeo 
brewery, one of the largest in India; is . ,the thief industrial 
establishment. The Lawrence Military Asylum for the children 
of. European soldiers is situated here. 

MURSIIIDABAD, or Mooasnesoanso, a town and district 
of British India, in the Presidency division of Bengal. The 
administrative headquarters of the district are at Berhampur. 
The town of Murshidabad is on the left bank of the Bhagirathi 
or old sacred channel of the Ganges. Pop. (not),  e5,268. 
The city of Murshidabad was the latest Mahommedan capital 
of Bengal. In ileis the nawab Murshid Kulia Khan changed 
the seat of government from Dacca to Maksudabad, which be 
called after his own tame. The great family of Janet Seth 
maintained their position as state bankers at Murshidabad 
from generation to generation. Even after the conquest of 
Bengal by the British, Murshidabad remained for some time 
the seat of administration. Warren Hastings removed the 
supreme civil and criminal courts to • Calcutta in 177s, but in 

: 1775 the latter court was brought back to Murshidabad•again. 
In 179o, under Lord Cornwallis, the entire revenue and judicial 
staffs were fixed at Calcutta. The town is still the residence 
of the nawab, srho ranks as the first nobleman of the province 
with the style of numb bahadur of Murshidabad, instead of 
numb =AM of Bengal. His palace, dating from 2837, is a 
magnificent building in Italian style. . The city is crowded with 
ether palaces, mosques, tombs, and garderts, and retains such 
industries as carving in ivory, gold and silver embroidery, and 

'silk-weaving. A colleges maintained for the education of the 
nawab's family. 

The Derrares or Idulstrounari has an area of 5243 'sq. m. 
It is divided into two nearly equal portions by the Bhagirathi, 
the ancient channel of the Ganges. The tract to the west, 
known as the Ruh, consists of hard clay and nodular limestone. 
The general level is high, but interspersed with marshes and 
seamed by hill torrents. The Bagri or eastern hall belongs to 
alluvial plains of eastern Bengal. There are few permanent 
swamps; but the whole country is low.lying, and liable to annual 
inundation. In the north-west are a few small detached hillocks, 
said to be of basaltic formation. POP. (19OS), I,333,I84, show-
ing an increase of 6.6% in the decade. The principal industry 
is that of silk, formerly of much importance, and now revived 
with government assistance. A narrow-gauge railway crosses 
the district, from the East Indian line at Nalhati to Azimganj 
on the Bhagirathi, the home of many rich Jain merchants; and 
a branch of the Eastern Bengal railway has been opened. 

■UL the name of a Roman family of the plebeian Decian 
gem. (a) PUBLICS DECIUS Moe won his first laurels in the 
Samnite War, when in 343 B.C., while serving as tribune of the 
soldiers,.he rescued the Roman main army from an apparently 
hopeless position (Livy vii. 34). In 34o, as consul with T. 
Manlius Torquatus as colleague, he commanded in the Latin 
War. The decisive battle •was fought near Mt Vesuvius. 
The consuls, in consequence of a dream, had agreed that the 
general whose troops first gave way should devote himself to 
destruction, and so ensure victory. The left wing under Decius 
became disordered, whereupon, repeating after the chief pontiff 
the solemn formula of self-devotion he dashed into the ranks 
of the Latins, and met his death (Livy viii. 9). (a) His son, 
also called PUBLICS, consul for the fourth time in 295, followed 
the example of his father at the battle of Scntinum, when the 
left wing which he commanded was shaken by the'Gaels (Livy 
x. 28). The story of the elder Decius is regarded by Mommsen 
as an unhistorical " doublette " of what is related on better 
authority of the son. 

MUSAEUS, the name of three Greek poets. (1) The first was 

a mythical seer and priest, the *tiler son of Orpheus; who was 
said to have been the founder of priestly poetry •in Attica. 
According to Pausanias (L as) he was buried on the Museum hill, 
south-west of the Acropolis. He composed dedicatory and 
purificatory hymns and prose treatises, and oracular responses. 
These were •collected and arranged in the time of Peisistratus 
by Onomacritus, who added interpolations. The mystic and 
oracular verses and customs of Attica, especially of Eleusis, 
are connected with his name (Herod. vii. 6; viii. 96: U. 43)-
A Titonossothia and Thownsia are Oho attributed to him 
(G. Kinkel, Epitomic gramme fragment's, Im). (a) The 
second was an Ephesisn attached to the court of the kings of 
Petaamucn, who wrote a Pamir, and poems on Eumenes and 
Attalis (Suidas, rm.). (3) The third (called Grantmaticus in 
all the MSS.) is of uncertain date, but probably belongs to the 
beginning of the 6th century A.D., as his style and metre are 
evidently modelled after Hennes. He must have lived before 
Agathias (53o-58a) and is possibly to be identified with the 
friend of Procopius whose poem (340 hexameter lines) on the 
story of Hero and Leander is by far the most beautiful of the age 
(editions by F. Passow, z8zo; G. H. Schafer, 1825; C. Dilthey, 
1874). The little love-poem Alpha* and Anthem (Arad. pal. 
ix. 362) is also ascribed to MIISSOUS. 

MUSA KEEL, a Pathan tribe on the Dera Cheri Khan border 
of the Punjab province of India. They are of Kakar origin, 
numbering 467o fighting men. They enter British territory 
by the Vihowa Pass, and carry on an extensive trade, but are 
not dependent on India for the necessaries of life. They are 
a peaceful and united race, and have been friendly to the British, 
but at enmity with the Jacinths and the Baluch tribes to the 
south of their country. In 3879 the Musa Khels and other 
Pathan tribes to the number of s000 made a demonstration 
against Vihowa, but the town was reinforced and they dispersed. 
In 1884 they were punished, together with the Kakats, by the 
Zhob Valley Expedition. 

MU8AUS, JOHANN KARL AUGUST (1735-1787), German 
author, was born on the 29th of March 1735 at Jena, studied 
theology at the university, and would have become the pastor 
of a pariah but for the resistance of some peasants, who objected 
that he had been known to dance. In 1760 to 2762 he published 
in three volumes hisfirst work, Grandions der Ztveite, afterwards 
(in 178r-1782) rewritten and issued with a new title, Der deutsche 
Grondison. The object of this book was to satirize Samuel 
Richardson's hero, who had many sentimental admirers in 
Germany. In 1763 Muslim was made muter of the court pages 
at Weimar, and in 1769 he became professor at the Weimar 
gymnasium. His second book—Physivgrunnische Reisen—did not 
appear until 1778-1779. It was directed against Lavater, and 
attracted much favourable attention. In 1782 to 1786 he 
published his best work V olkonarcken der Deutschett. Even 
in this series of tales, the substance of which Mustus collected 
among the people, he could not refrain from satire. The storks, 
therefore, lack the simplicity of genuine folk-lore. In 1785 
was issued Freund Heins Erscheinungen ire Helbeins Hosier by 
J. R. Schellenberg, with explanations in prose and verse by 
Muslin. A collection of stories entitled Stroussfedern, of which 
a volume appeared in 1787, Muslims was prevented from com-
pleting by his death on the 28th of October 1787. 

The Vollonsorchen have been frequently reprinted (Dusseldorf, 
1903, &c.). They were translated into French in 1844, and three 
of the stories arc included in Carlyle's German Romance (1W), 
Musaus's Nackgelassene Scrifing were edited hy his relative, A. von 
Kotzebue Ono. See M. A. moms: (1867), and an 
essay by A. Stern in Beitrdge :sr psteraturgesdnr.ate des :8. Jahr-
hunderts (1893). 

MUSCAT, Muses? of Maas; a town on the south-east 
coast of Arabia, capital of the province of Oman. Its value 
as a naval base is derived from its position, which commands 
the entrance to the Persian Gulf. The town of Gwadar, the 
chief port of MakrAn, belongs to Muscat, and by arrangement 
with the sultan the British occupy that port with a telegraph 
station of the Indo-Persian telegraph service. An Indian 
political residency is established at Muscat. In geographical 
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position it is isolated from the interior of the continent. The 
mountains rise behind it in a nagged wall, across which no road 
exists. It is only from lamb, a northern suburb shut off by 
an intervening spur which reaches to the sea, that land com-
munication with the rest of Arabia can be maintained. Both 
Muscat and Matrah are defended from incursions on the land-
ward side by a wall with towers at intervals. Muscat rose to 
importance with the Portuguese occupation of the Persian Gulf, 
and is noted for the extent of Portuguese ruins about it. Two 
lofty forts, of which the most easterly is called JAM and the 
western Merlid, occupy the summits of hills on either side the 
cove overlooking the town; and beyond them on the seaward 
side are two smaller defensive works called Sirat. All these 
are ruinous. A low sandy isthmus connects the rock and 
fortress of jalali with the mainland, and upon this isthmus stands 
the British residency. The sultan's palace is a three-storeyed 
building near the centre of the town, a relic of Portuguese 
occupation, called by the Arabs El jereza, a corruption of 
Igresia (church). This term is probably derived from the chapel 
once 'attached to the buildings which formed the Portuguese 
governor's residence and factory. The bazaar is insignificant, 
and its tract considerable trade appears to be in a sweetmeat 
prepared from the gluten of maize. Large quantities of dates 
are also exported. 

History.—The early history of Muscat is the history of Portu-
guese ascendancy in the Persian Gulf. When Albuquerque first 
burnt the place after destroying Karyat In r5o8, Kalhat was 
the chief port of the coast and Muscat was comparatively 
unimportant. Kalhat vas subsequently sacked and burnt, the 
great Arab mosque being destroyed, before Albuquerque returned 
to his ships, " eying many thanks to our Lord." From that 
date, through 114 years of Portuguese ascendancy, Muscat was 
held as a naval station and factory during a period of local 
revolts, Arab incursions, and Turkish invasion by sea; but it 
was not till 1622, when the Portuguese lost Hormuz, that Muscat 
became the headquarters of their fleet and the most important 
place held by them on the Arabian coast. In 1650 the Portu-
geese were finally expelled from Oman. Muscat had been 
reduced previously by the humiliating terms imposed upon the 
garrison by the imam of Oman after a siege in 1648. For five 
years the Persians occupied Oman, but they disappeared in 
1741. Under the great ruler of Oman, Said ibn Sultan (1804-
176), the fortunes of Muscat attained their zenith; but on his 
death, when his kingdom was divided and the African possessions 
were parted from western Arabia, Muscat declined. In r883-
1884, when Turki was sultan, the town was unsuccessfully 
besieged by the Indabayin and Rehbayin tribes, led by Abdul 
Ariz, the brother of Turki. In r883 Colonel Miles, resident at 
Muscat, made a tour through Oman, following the footsteps of 
Wellsted in 1835, and confirmed that traveller's report of 
the fertility and wealth of the province. In Olga the French 
acquired the right to use Muscat as a coaling station. 
- See Stifle, " Trading Ports of Persian Gulf," vol. ix. Gees. Journal, 
and the political reports of the Indian _government from the Persian 
Gulf. Colonel Miles's eaplotations in Oman will be found in vol. vii. 
Gee. Jeered (1896).- (T. H. H.$) 

■ EICATINE, a city and the county-seat of Muscatine county, 
Iowa, U.S.A., on the Mississippi river (here crossed by a wagon 
bridge), at the apex of the " great bend," in the south-cast part 
of the state. Pop. (r8go), 11,454; (rgoo), 14,073, of whom 
2352 were foreign-born; (two census) 16478. It is served 
by the Chicago Milwaukee & Saint Paul, the Chicago Rock 
Island & Pacific, and the Muscatine North & South railways. 
It is built on high rocky bluffs, and is the centre of a pearl-
button Industry introduced in 1891 by J. F. Boepple, a. German, 
the buttons being made from the shells of the fresh-water 
morsel found in the neighbourhood; and there are other manu-
(Munn. Coal is mined in the vicinity, and near the city are 
large market-gardens, the water-melons growing on Muscatine 
Island (below the city) and sweet potatoes being their most 
important products. The municipality owns and operates the 
waterworks. Muscatine began as a trading-post in 1833. It  

was laid out in 1836, incorporated as a town under the 
of Bloomington in t839, and first chartered as a city, under its 
present name, in sap. 

NUSCHELICALK, in geology, the middle member of the 
German Tries. it consists of a series of .calcareous, early 
and dolomitic beds which lie conformably between the Bunter 
and Keuper formations. The name Muschelkalk (Fr., cakaire 
manlike; concloiien, formation of D'Orbigny) indicates a 
characteristic feature in this series, via. the frequent occurrence 
of lenticular banks composed of email shells, remarkable in the 
midst of a singularly barren group. In its typical form the 
Mosehelh.lk is practically restricted to the German region 
and its immediate neighbourhood; it is found in Thuringia, 
Harz, Franconia, Hesse, Swabia, and the Saar and Alsace 
districts. Northward it extends into Silesia, Poland and Heligo-
land. Representatives are found in the Alps, west and south 
of. the Vosges, in Moravia, near Toulon and Montpellier, 
in Spain and Sardinia; in Rumania, Bosnia, Dalmatia, and 
beyond this into Asia in the Himalayas, China, Australia, 
California, and in North Africa (Constantine). -From the nature 
of the deposits, as well as from the impoverished fauna, the 
Muschelkalk of the type area was probably laid down within 
a land-locked sea which, in the earlier portion of its existence, 
bad only imperfect communications with the more open waters 
of the period. The more remote representatives of the formation 
were of course deposited in diverse conditions, and are only to 
be correlated through the presence of some of the Muschelkalk 
fossils. 

In the " German " area the Muschelkalk is from seu- ,33m ft. 
thick; it is readily divisible into three groups, of which the 
upper and lower are pale thin-bedded limestones with greenish-
grey marls, the middle group being mainly composed of 
gypsiferous and saliniferous marls with dolomite. The Lower 
Murckdkalk consists, from below upwards, of the following 
rocks, the ochreous Wellen Dolomit, lower Welke Kalk, upper 
Wellen Kalk (so called on account of the wavy character of the 
bedding) with beds of " Schaumkalk " (a porous cellular lime-
stone), and Oolite and the Orbicularis beds (with Myelearia 
orbit's/ark). In the Saar and Alsace districts and north Eifel, 
these beds take on a sandy aspect, the " Muschehandstein." 
The Middle Maximilian or Anhydrite group, as already indi-
cated, consists mainly of marls and dolomites with beds of 
anhydrite, gypsum and salt. The salt beds are worked at 
Hall, Friedrichshall, Heilbronn, Stettin and Erfurt. It is from 
this division that many of the mineral springs of Thuringia and 
south Germany obtain their saline contents. The cellular 
nature of much of the dolomite has given rise to the term 
" Zeliendolomit." The Upper Marchelkalk (HaaphouscheUralk, 
Priedriclukallkalk of von Alberti) consists of regular beds of 
shelly limestone alternating with beds of marl The lower 
portion or " Trochitenkalk " is often composed entirely of the 
fragmentary stems of Excreter lilliformir; higher up come the 
" Nodosus " beds with Gemlike compresses, C. raderes, and 
C. semiparlihis in ascending order. In Swabia and Fraocenia 
the highest beds are platy dolomites with Triegonader Sander. 
orris and the crustacean Bairdia. Stylolites are common in 
all the Muschelkalk limestones. The Alpine Muschelkalk differs 
in many respects from that of the type area, and shows a doses 
relationship with the Triassic Mediterranean Sea; the more 
important local phases will be found tabulated in the article 
Truss. 

In addition to the fossils mentioned above, the following are 
Muscheiltalk forms: TereSreeslisa vidgaris, Spirslerina Mantua 

*and S. Simla, Myopheria vidgnris, Rheicheiies hawk, C.eratiies 
Afansteri, Piyikikr sinderi, Balaioniks klatoxinu, Arpidera scald. 
tale, Darnell° Laelineli, and in the Alpine region several. rock-
forming Algae, Backyllitun, Cyreporella, Dip:opera, Ake. 

Cl. A. H.) 
MUSCLE AND NERVE (Physiology)! Among the properties 

of living material there is one, widely though not universally 
present in it, which forms the pre-eminent characteristic of 

1  The anatomy of the muscles to dealt with under Mustutsfi 
SYSTEM, and of the WV% under Mums and NPRVOUIS Swale* 
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muscular cell& This property is the liberation of some of 
the energy contained in the chemical compounds of the cells 
Marla in such a way as to give mechanical work. The 

mechanical work is obtained by movement maulting 
from a change, it is supposed, in the elastic tension of the 
framework of the living cell. In the fibrils existing in the 
cell a sudden alteration of elasticity occurs, resulting in an 
increased tension on the points of attachment of the cell to the 
neighbouring elements of the tissue ht which the cell is placed. 
These yield under the strain, and the cell shortens between 
those points of its attachment. This shortening is called 

coutradios. But the volunse of the cell is not 
Caarracth • haw. 	appreciably altered, despite the change of its shape, 

for its one diameter increases in proportion as its 
other is diminished.. The manifestations of contractility by 
muscle are various in mode. By tonic contraction is meant 
a prolonged and equable state of tension which yields under 
analysis no element of intermittent character. This is mini-
tested by the muscular walla of the hollow viscera and of the 
heart, where it is the expression of a continuous liberation of 
energy in maces in the muscular tissue, the outcome of the 
latter's own intrinsic life, and largely independent of any con-
nexion with the nervous system. The muscular wall of the 
blood-vessels also exhibits tonic contraction, which, however, 
seems to be mainly traceable to a continual excitation of the 
muscle cells by nervous influence conveyed to them atone their 
nerves, and originating in the great ram motor centre in the bulb. 
In the ordinary striped muscles of the skeletal musculature, e.g. 
gastrocumwitss, tonic contraction obtains; but this, like the last 
mentioned, is not autochthonous in the muscles themselves; it 
is indirect and neural, and appears to be maintained reflexly. 
The receptive organs of the muscular sense and of the semi-
circular canals are to be regarded as the sites of origin of this 
soli tonal of the skeletal muscles. Striped motto possessing 
an autodubonous tows appear to be the various sphincter 
muscles, 

Another mode of manifestation of contractility by minces 
is the rhythmic. A tendency to rhythmic contraction seems die , 

 covemWe in almost all muscles. In some it is very marked, for 
example in some viscera, the spleen, the bladder, the ureter, the 
uterus, the intestine, and especially in the heart. In several of 
these it appears not unlikely that the recurrent explosive libera-
tions of energy In the muscle tissue are not secondary to recurrent 
explosions in nerve cells, but are attributable to decompositions 
arising sea spouts in the chemical substances of the muscle ails 
themselves in the course of their living. Even small stripe of 
the muscle of the heart, if taken immediately after the death of 
the animal, continue, when kept moist and warm and supplied 
with oxygen, to " beat " rhythmically for hours. Rhythmic 
contraction is also characteristic of certain groups of skeletal 
muscles, e.g. the respiratory. In these the rhythmic activity is, 
however, clearly secondary to rhythmic discharges of the nerve 
cells constituting the respiratory centre in the bulb. Such 
discharges descend the nerve fibres of the spinal cord, and through 
the intermediation of various spinal nerve cells excite the 
respiratory muscles through their motor nerves. A form of 
contraction intermediate in character between the tonic and 
the rhythmic is met in the auricle of the heart of the toad. There 
slowly successive phases of increased and of diminished tonus 
regularly alternate, and upon them are superposed the rhythmic 
" beats " of the pulsating heart. 

" The beat," i.e. the short-lasting explosive contraction of 
the heart muscle, ate be elicited by a single, even momentary, 
application of a stimulus, e.g. by an induction shock. Similarly, 
such a single stimulus elicits from a skeletal muscle a single 
" beat," or, as it is termed, a " twitch." In the heart muscle 
during a oriel period after each beat, that is, after each 
single contraction of the rhythmic series, the muscle becomes 
hsercitahk. It cannot then be excited to contract by any 
agent, though the inexcitable period is more brief for strong 
than for weak stimuli. But in the skeletal, voluntary or 
striped muscles a second stimulus succeeding a' previous so  

quickly as to fall even during the continuance of the contraction . 
excited by a first, elicits a second contraction. This second 
contraction starts from whatever phase of previous contraction 
the muscle may have reached at the time. A third stimulus 
excites a third additional contraction, a fourth a fourth, and so 
on. The increments of contraction become, however, less and 
less, until the succeeding stimuli serve merely to maintain, not 
to augment, the existing degree of contraction. We arrive thus 
by synthesis at a summation of " bents " or of simple contrac-
tions in the compound, or " tetanic," or summed contraction of 
the skeletal muscles. The tetanic or summed contractions are 
more extensive than the simple, both in space and time, and 
liberate more energy, both as mechanical work and heat. The 
tension developed by their means in the muscle is many times 
greater than that developed by a simple twitch. 

Muscle cells respond by changes in their activity to changes 
in their environment, and thus are said to be "excitable." 
They are, however, less excitable than are the nerve 
cells which innervate them. The change which 	am*.  
excites them is termed a stimulus. The least 
stimulus which suffices to excite is known as the stimulus of 
threskolei value. In the case of the heart muscle this threshold 
stimulus evokes a beat as extensive as does the strongest 
stimulus.

' 
 that is, the intensity of the stimulus, so long as it 

is above threshold value, is not a function of the amount of the 
muscular response. But in the ordinary skeletal muscles the 
amount of the- muscular contraction is for a short range of 
quaztitiei of stimulus (of &beim threshold value) proportioned 
to the intensity of the stimulus and increases with it. A value 
of stimulus, however, is soon reached which evokes a maximal 
contraction. Further increase of contraction does not follow 
further increase of the intensity of the stimulus above that 
point 

just as In a nerve fibre, when excited by a localized stimulus, 
the excited state spreads from the excited point to the adjacent 
Unexcited ones, so in muscle the "contraction," when excited 
at a point, spreads to the adjacent unconnected pans. Both 
in muscle and in nerve this spread is termed coudsctiest. 
It is propagated along the muscle fibres of the skeletal muscles 
at a rate of about 3 metres per second. In the heart muscle 
it travels much more slowly. The disturbance travels as a 
nose of contraction, and the whole extent of the wave-like 
disturbance measures in ordinary muscles much more than the 
whole length of any single muscle fibre. That the excited state 
spreads only to previously unexcited portions of the wusde 
fibre shows that even in the skeletal variety of muscle there 
exists, though only fora very brief time, a period of inexcitability. 
The duration of this period is about else  of a second in skeletal 
muscle. 

When muscle that has remained inactive for some time is 
excited by a series of single and equal stimuli succeeding at 
intervals too prolonged to cause summation the succeeding 
contractions exhibit progressive increase up to & certain degree. 
The tenth contraction usually exhibits the culmination of this 
so-called " staircase effect." The explanation may Ile in the 
production of COI in the muscle. That substance, in small 
doses, favours the contractile power of muscle. The muscle 
is a machine for utilizing the energy contained in its own chemical 
compounds. It is not surprising that the chemical substance& 
produced in it by the decomposition of its living material should 
not be of a nature indifferent for muscular life. We find that 
if the series of excitations of the muscle be prolonged beyond 
the short stage of initial improvement, the contractions, after 
being well maintained for a time, later decline in force and 
speed, and ultimately dwindle even to vanishing point. This 
decline Is said to be due to muscular fatigue. The muscle 
recovers on being allowed to rest unstimulated for a while; 
and more quickly on being washed with an , innocuous but non-
nutritious solution, such as •%, NaCI in water. The washing 
seems to remove excreta of the muscle's own production, and 
the period of repose removes them perhaps by diffusion, perhaps 
by breaking them down into innocuous material. Since the 
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muscle produces lactic acids during activity, It has been sug-
gested that adds are among the " fatigue substances " with 
which muscle poisons itself when deprived of circulating blood. 
Muscles when active seem to pour into the circulation substances 
which, of unknown chemical composition, are physiologically 
recognizable by their stimulant action on the respiratory nervous 
centre. The effect of the fatigue substances upon the contrac-
tion of the tissue is manifest especially in the relaxation process. 
The contracted state, instead of rapidly subsiding after dis-
continuance of the stimulus, slowly and only partially wears 
off, the muscle remaining in a condition of physiological 
" contracture." The aikaloia veratrin has a similar effect 
upon the contraction of muscle; it enormously delays the 
return from the contracted state, as also does epinephrin, an 
alkaloid extracted from the suprarenal gland. 

Nervous Syskes.—The work of Camillo Golgi (Pavia, ails 
and onwards) on the minute structure of the nervous system has 

led to great alteration of doctrine in neural physi- 
/*woe 
Thew elegy. It had been held that the branches of the 

nerve cells, that is to say, the fine nerve fibres— 
since all nerve fibres are nerve cell branches, and all nerve cell 
branches are nerve fibres—which form a close felt-work in the 
nervous centres, there combined into a network actually con- 
tinuous throughout. This continues was held to render possible 
conduction in all directions throughout the grey matter of the 
whole nervous system. The fact that conduction occurred 
preponderantly in certain directions was explained by appeal 
to a hypothetical resistance to conduction which, for reasons 
unascertained, lay less in some directions than in others. The 
intricate felt-work has by Golgi been ascertained to be a mere 
interlacement, not an actual anastomoah network; the branches 
springing from the various cells remain lifelong unattached and 
enjoined to any other than their own individual cell. Each 
neuron or nerve cell Is a morphologically distinct and discrete 
unit connected functionally but not structurally with its neigh- 
bours, and leading its own life Independently of the destiny of 
its neighbours. Among the properties 01 the neuron is con- 
ductivity in all directions. But when neurons are linked together 
it is found that nerve impulses will only pass from neuron A to 
neuron B, and not from neuron B to neuron A; that is, the 
transmission of the excited state or nervous impulse, although 
possible in each neuron both up and down its own cell Menthes, 
is possible from one nerve cell to another in one direction only 
That directiop is the direction In which the nerve impulses 
flow under the conditions of natural life. The synapse, therefore 
as the place of meeting of one neuron with the next is called, 
is said to valve the nerve circuits. This determinate sense 
of the spread is called the law of forward direction. The synapse 
appears to be a weak spot in the chain of conduction, or rather 
to be a place which breaks down with comparative ease under 
stress, e.g. under cited of poisons. The axons of the motor 
neurons are, inasmuch as they are nerve fibres in nerve trunks, 
easily accessible to artificial stimuli. It can be demonstrated 
that they are practically indefatigable—repeatedly stimulated 
by electrical currents, even through many hours, they, unlike 

muscle, continue to respond with unimpaired reactioa. 
eweieret Yet when the muscular contraction is taken as index 

of the response of the nerve, It is found that emit. 
*able signs of fatigue appear even very soon after commence- 
ment of the excitation of the nerve, and the muscle ceases 
to give any contraction in response to stimuli applied Indirectly to 
it through its nerve. But the muscle will, when excited directly, 
e.g. by direct application of electric currents, contract vigorously 
after all response on its part to the stimuli (nerve impulses) 
applied to it indirectly through • its nerve has failed. The 
inference is that the ' fatigue substances " generated in the 
muscle fibres in the course of their prolonged contraction injure 
and paralyse the motor end plates, which are places of synapsis 
between nerve cell and muscle cell, even earlier than they harm 
the contractility of the muscle fibres themselves. The alkaloid 
nitwits causes motor paralysis by attacking in a selective way 
this junction of motor nerve cell and striped muscular fibre. 

Non-myellnate nerve fibres are as resistant to fatigue is are 
the myelinate. 

The neuron is described as having a cell body or terikaryou 
from which the cell branches—dendrites and axon—extend, 
and It is this perikaryon which, as its name implies, 
contains the nucleus. It forms the trophic centre of :Mar*.  
the cell, just as the nucleus-containing part of every 
cell is the trophic centre of the whole cell. Any part of the cell 
cut off from the nucleus-containing part dies down: this is as 
true of nerve cells as of amoeba, and in regard to the neuron 
it constitutes what is known as the Walieriats doweraties. 
On the other hand, in some neurons, after severance of the axon 
from the rest of the cell (spinal motor cell), the whole nerve 
cell as well as the severed axon degenerates, and may eventu-
ally die and be removed. In the severed axon the degenera-
tion is first evident in a breaking down of the naked nerve 
filaments of the motor end plate. A little later the breaking 
down of the whole axon, both axis cylinder and myelin sheath 
alike, seems to occur simultaneously throughout its entire 
length distal to the place of severance. The complex fat of 
the myelin becomes altered chemically, while the other com-
ponents of the sheath break down. This death of the sheath as 
well as of the axis cylinder shows that it, like the aria cylinder, 
is a part of the nerve cell itself. 

In addition to the trophic influence exerted by each part 
of the neuron on its other parts, notably by the perikaryon 
on the cell branches, one neuron also is many instances in-
fluences the nutrition of other neurons. When,. for instance, 
the axons of the ganglion cells of the retina are severed by 
section of the optic nerve, and thus their influence upon' the 
nerve cells of the visual cerebral centres is set aside, the nerve 
cells of those centres undergo secondary atrophy (Gedclee's 
atrophy). They dwindle in she; they do not, however, die. 
Similarly, when the axons of the motor spinal cells are by 
severance of the nerve trunk of a muscle broken through, the. 
muscle cells undergo " degeneration "—dwindle, become fatty, 
and alter ahnost beyond recognitioe. This tumble influeece 
which one neuron exerts upon others, or upon the cells of an 
extrinsic tisane, such as muscle, is exerted in that 
direction which is the one normally taken by the 'mak 

mower 
natural nerve impulses. It seems, especially in 	of  
the case of the nexus between certain neurons, 
that the influence, loss of which endangers nutrition, Is 'mod. 
ated with the occurrence of something more than merely the 
nervous impulses awakened ftom time to time in the leading 
nerve cell. The wave of change (nervous impulse) induced 
In a neuron by advent of a stimulus is after all only a sudden 
augmentation of an activity continuous within the neuron—, 
a mutant accentuation of one (the disintegrative) phase of 
the metabolism inherent in and inseparable from its life. The 
nervous impulse is, so to say, the sudden evanescent glow Of an 
ember continuously black-hot. A continuous lesser " change " 
or stream of changes sets through the neuron, and is distributed 
by it to other neurons in the same directios and by the same 
synapses as are its nerve impulses. This gentle continuous 
activity of the neuron is called Its toast. In tracing the tones 
of neurons to a source, one is always led link by link against 
the current of nerve force—so to say, "up stream "—to the 
first beginnings of the chain of neurons In the sendfacient surfaces 
of the body. From these, as in the eye, ear, and other sense 
organs, tones is constantly. initiated. Hence, when cat off 
from these sources, the nutrition of the -neurons of various 
central mechanisms suffers. Thus the tones of the motor 
neurons of the spinal cord is much lessened by rupture of the 
great afferent root cells which normally play upon them. 
A prominent and pracekally important illustration of neural 
toasts is given by the , skeletal muscles. These muscles exhibit 
a certain constant condition of slight contraction, which dis-
appears on severance of the nerve that innervates the muscle. 
It is a muscular tones of central source consequent on 
the continual glow of excitement in the spinal motor neuron, 
whose outgoing end plays upon the muscle cells, whose ingoIng 
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end is played- upon by other neurons—zpinal, Cerebral and 
cerebellar. 

It is with the neural element of muscle tonal that Maim plgem- 
alma are intimately essodated. The earliest-studied of these, the 
" hue-jerk," may serve as example of the class. It is a brief ex-
tension of the limb at the knee-joint, due to a simple contraction of 
the extensor muscle, elicited by a tap or other short mechanical 
stimulus applied to the muscle fibres through the tendon of the 
muscle. The jerk is obtainable only from muscle fibres possessed 
of neural tones. If the eewary nerves of the extensor muscle be 
severed, the " jerk" is lost. The brevity of the interval between 
the tap on the knee and the beginning of the resultant contraction 
of the muscle seems such as to ardude the possibility of reflex 
development. A little experience in observations on the imee-jerk 
imparts a notion of the average strength of the " jerk." Wide 
departures from the normal standard are met with and are sympto. 
matic of certain nervous conditions. Stretching of the muscles 
antagonistic to the extensors—namely, of the flexor muscles—
reduces the jerk by inhibiting the extensor spinal nerve tells through 
the nervous impulses generated by the tense flexor muscles. Hence 
a favourable pmture of the limb for eliciting the jerk krone ensuring 
relaxation of the hamstring muscles, as when the leg has been 
crossed upon the other. In sleep the jerk is diminished, in deep 
sleep quite abolished. Extreme bodily fatigue diminishes it. Con-
versely, a cold -lath increases it. The turning of attention towards 
the knee interferes with the jerk; hence the device of directing the 
person to perform vigorously some movement, which does not 
involve the muscles of the lower limb, at the moment when the 
light blow is dank upon the tendon. A slight degree of contraction 
of muscle seems the Manama of all attention. The direction of 
attention to the performance of some movement by the arm ensures 
that looseness and freedom from tension in the thigh muscles which 
is essential for the provocation of the jerk. The motor cells of 
the extensor muscles, when preoccupied by cerebral influence, 
apr refractory. T. Zieben has noted exaltation of the jerk to 
follow extirpation of a cortical centre. 

Although the cell body or perikaryon of the neuron, with 
its contained nucleus, is essential for the maintenance of the 

life of the cell branches, it has become recognized Carchmaaa 
that the actual process and function of " con- is Manus. 
duction " in many neurons can, and does, go on 

without the cell body being directly concerned in the conduction. 
S. Hiner first showed, many years ago, that the nerve impulse 
travels through the spinal ganglion at the same speed as along 
the other parts of the nerve trunk—that is, that it suffers no 
delay in transit through the perikarya of the afferent root-
neurons. Bethe has succeeded in isolating their perikarya 
from certain of the afferent neurons of the antennule of 
Combas& The conduction through the amputated cell branches 
continues unimpaired for many hours. This indicates that 
the conjunction between the conducting substance of the 
dendrons and thit of the axon can be effected without the 
intermediation of the cell body. But the proper nutntion 
of the conducting substance is Indissolubly dependent on the 
cell branches being in continuity with the cell body and nucleus 
it contains. Evidence illustrating this nexus is found in the 
visible changes produced in the perikaryon by prolonged 
activity induced and maintained in the conducting branches 
of the cell. As a result the fatigued cells appear shrunken, 
and their reaction to staining reagents alters, thus showing 
chemical alteration. Most marked Is the decrease in the 
volume of the nucleus, amounting even to 44% of the initial 
volume. In the myelinnted cell branches of the neuron, that 
is, in the ordinary nerve fibres, no visible change has ever been 
demonstrated as the result of any normal activity, however 
great—a striking contrast to the observations obtained on 
the perikarya. The chemical changes that accompany activity 
in the nerve fibre must be very small, for the production of 
CO, is barely measurable, and no production of heat is 
observable as the result of the most forced tetanic activity. 

The nerve cells of the higher vertebrate, unlike their blood 
cells, their connective tissue cells, and even their muscle cells, 
Growth At early, and indeed In embryonic life, lose power of 
Morrees 	multiplication. The number of them formed is 
arimem. 	definitely closed at an early period of the individual 
life. Although, unlike so many other cells, thus early sterile for 
reproduction of their kind, they retain for longer than most cells 
a high power of individual growth. They continue to grow, and 

to thrust out new beguiles and to lengthen existing Winches, 
for many years far into adult life. They similarly possess power 
to repair and to regenerate their cell branches where these are 
injured or destroyed by trauma or disease. This is the explana-
tion of the repair of nerve trunks that have been severed, with 
consequent degeneration of the peripheral nerve fibres. As a 
rule, a longer time is required to restore the motor than the 
sensory functions of a nerve trunk. 

Whether examined by functional or by structural features, 
the conducting paths of the nervous system, traced from 
beginning to end, never terminale in the centres of 

Nssarsl that system, but pass through them. All ultimately aye  
emerge as efferent channels. Every efferent 
channel, after entrance in the central nervous system, sub-
divides; of its subdivisions some pass to efferent channels 
soon, others pass further and further within the cord and brain 
before they finally reach channels of outlet. All the longest 
routes thus formed traverse late in their course the cortex of 
the cerebral hemisphere. It is this relatively huge development 
of cortex cerebri which is the pre-eminent structural character 
of man. This means that the number of " longest routes " 
in man is, as compared with lower animals, disproportionately 
great. In the lower animal forms there is no such nervous 
structure at all as the cortex cerebri. In the frog,'lizard, and 
even bird, it is thin and poorly developed. In the marsupials 
it is more evident, and its excitation by electric currents evokes 
movements in the musculature of the crossed side of the body. 
Larger and thicker in the rabbit, when excited it gives rise in 
that animal to movements of the eyes and of the fore-limbs 
and neck; but it is only in much higher types, such as the 
dog, that the cortex yields, under experimental excitation, 
definitely localized foci, whence can be evoked movements 
of the fore-limb, hind-limb, neck, eyes, ears and face. In 
the monkey the proportions it assumes are still greater, and 
the number of foci, for distinct movements of this and that 
member, indeed for the individual joints of each limb, are 
much more numerous, and together occupy a, more extensive 
surface, though relatively to the total surface of the brain a 
smaller one. 

Experiment shows that in the manlike (anthropoid) apes the 
differentiation of the foci or "centres " of movement in the motor 
field of the cortex is even more minute. In them areas are found 
whence stimuli excite movements of this or that finger alone, 
of the upper lip without the lower, of the tip only of the tongue, 
or of one upper eyelid by itself. The movement evoked from 
a point of cortex is not always the same; its character is 
determined by movements evoked from neighbouring points 
of cortex immediately antecedently. Thus a point A will, when 
excited soon subsequent to point B, which latter yields pro-
trusion of lips, itself yield lip-protrusion, whereas if excited 
after C, which yields lip-retraction, it will itself yield lip-retrac-
tion. The movements obtained by point-to-point excitation 
of the cortex are often evidently imperfect as compared with 
natural movements—that is, are only portions of complete 
normal movements. Thus among the tongue movements 
evoked by stigmatic stimulation of the cortex undeviated 
protrusion or retraction of the organ is not found. Again, 
from different points of the cortex the assumption of the 
requisite positions of the tongue, lips, cheeks, palate and 
epiglottis, as components in the act of sucking, can be pro• 
yoked singly. Rarely can the whole action be provoked, and 
then only gradually, by prolonged and strong excitation 
of one of the requisite points, e.g. that for the tongue, with 
which the other points are functionally connected. Again, 
no single point in the cortex evokes the act of ocular converg-
ence and fixation. All this means that the execution of natural 
movements employs simultaneous co-operative activity of a 
number of points in the motor fields on both sides of the brain 
together. 

The accompanying simple figure indicates better than any 
verbal description the topography of the main groups of foci 
in the motor field of a manlike ape (chimpanzee). It will be 
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noted from it that there is no direct relation between the extent of 
a cortical area and the mass of muscles which it controls. 
The mass of muscles in the trunk is greater than in the leg, and 
in the leg is muster than in the arm, and in the arm is many times 
greater than in the face and head; yet for the last the cortical 
area is the most extensive of all, and for the first-named is 
the least extensive of all. 

The motor field of the cortex is, taken altogether, relatively 
to the size of the lower parts of the brain, larger in the anthropoid 
than iq the inferior monkey brains. But in the anthropoid 

Anus 4, nuatos. 
gas 	.."  

come to be furnished more and more with fibres that are fully 
myelinate. At the beginning of its history each Is unprovided 
with myelinate nerve fibres. The excitable foci of the cerebral 
cortex are well ',scanned long before the unexcitable are so. 
The regions of the collet, whose conduction paths are- early 
completed, may be arranged in groups by their connexions 
with sense-organs: eye-region, ear-region, skin and somaesthetic 
region, olfactory and taste region. The areas of intervening 
cortex, arriving at structural completion later than the above 
scase-spheres, are called by some association-spheres, to indicate 

the view that they contain the neural mechanisms of 
reactions (some have said " ideas ") associated with 
the sense perceptions elaborated in the several sense-

se spheres. 
The name " motor area " is given to that region 

of cortex whence, as D. Ferrier's investigations 
slowed, motor reactions of the facial and a.mws. 
limb muscles are regularly and easily teeter 
evoked. This region is often called the °"g""' 

sensori-motor cortex, and the term somaestisetk has 
also been used and seems appropriate.. It has been 
found that disturbance of sensation, as well as 
disturbance of movement, is often incurred by its 
injury, Patients in whom, for purposes of diagnosis, 
it has bees electrically excited, describe, as the 
initial effect of the stimulation, tingling and obscure 
but locally-limited sensations, referred to the part 
whose muscles a moment later are thrown into 
co-ordinate activity. The distinction, therefore, 
between the movement of the eyeballs, elicited from 
the occipital (visual)• cortex, and that of the hand, 
elicited from the cortex in the region of the central 
sulcus (semaesthetic), is not a difference between 

ws d ■ motor and sensory, for both are sensori-motor in the 
otor Field nature of their reactions; the difference is only a 

difference between the kind of sense and sense-organ 
in the two cases, the muscular apparatus in each case being 
an appanage of the sensual. 

That the lower types of.vertebrate; such as fish, mg. carp, 
possess practically no cortex cerebri, and nevertheless execute 
" volitional " acts involving high co-ordination and suggesting 
the possession by them of associative memory, shows that for 
the existence of these phenomena the cortex cerebri is in them 
not essential. In the dog it has been proved that after removal 
from the animal -of• every vestige of its cortex cerebri, it still 
executes habitual acts of great motor complexity requiring 
extraordinarily delicate adjustment of muscular contraction. 
It can walk, run and feed; such an animal, on wounding its 
foot, will run on three legs, as will a normal dog under similar 
mischance. But signs of associative memory are almost, if 
not entirely, wanting. Throughout three years such a dog 
failed to learn that the attendant's lifting it from the cage at a 
certain hour was the preliminary circumstance of the feeding-
hour; yet it did exhibit hunger, and would refuse further food 
when a sufficiency had been taken. In man, actually gross 
sensory defects follow even limited lesions of the cortex. Thus 
the rabbit and the dog are not absolutely blinded by removal 
of the entire cortex, but in man destruction of the occipital 
cortex produces total blindness, even to , the extent that the 
pupil of the eye does not respond when nibs is flashed into 
the eye. 

Examination of the cerebellum by the method of Wallerian 
degeneration has shown that a large number of spinal and 
bulbar nerve cells send branches up into it. These 
seem to end, for the most part, in the grey cortex 
of the median lobe, some, though not the majority, of 
them decussating across the median line. The organ seems 
also to receive many fibres from the parietal region of the 
cerebral hemisphere. From the organ there emerge fibres 
which cross to the opposite red nucleus, and directly or 
indirectly reach the thalamic region of the crossed hemi-
sphere. The pons or middle peduncle, which was regarded. 
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Diagram of the Topography of the Main Groups of Foci in the M 
of Chimpanzee. 

brain still more increased even than the motor field are the great 
regions of the cortex outside that field, which yield no definite 
movements under electric excitation, and are for that reason 
known as" silent." The motor field, therefore, though absolutely 
larger, forms a smaller fraction of the whole cortex of the brain 
than in the lower forms. The statement that•in the anthropoid 
(orang-outan) brain the groups of fdti in the motor fields of the 
cortex are themselves separated one from another by sur-
rounding inexcitable cortex, has been made and was one of 
great interest, but has not been confirmed by subsequent 
observation. That in man the excitable foci of the motor 
field are Wended in excitable surface similarly and even more 
extensively, was a natural inference, but it bad its chief basis 
its the observations on the orang, now known to be erroneous. 

•Ip the diagram there is indicated the situation of the cortical 
centres for movement of the vocal cords. Their situation is 
at the lower end of the motor field. That they should lie 
there is interesting, because that place is close to one known 
in man to be .associated with management of the movements 
concerned in speech. When that area in man is injured, the 
ability to utter words is impaired. Not that there is paralysis 
of the muscles of speech, since these'muscles can be used perfectly 
for all acts other than speech. The area in man is known as 
the motor centre for speech; in most persons it exists only in 
the left half of the brain and not in the right. Ina similar way 
damage of a certain small portion of the temporal lobe of the 
brain produces loss of intelligent apprehension of words spoken, 
although there is no deafness and although words seen are 
perfectly apprehended. Another region, " the angular region," 
is similarly related to intelligent apprehension of words seas, 
though not of words heard. 

When this differentiation of cortex, with its highest expres-
sion in man, is collated with the development of the cortex 
as studied in the successive phases of its growth and ripening 
in the human infant, a suggestive analogy is obvious. The 
nervous paths lathe• brain and cord, as they attain completion, 
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on the uncertain ground of naked-eye dissection of human 
anatomy, as commissural between the two lateral lobes of 
the cerebellum, is now known to constitute chiefly a cerebro-
cerebellar decussating path. Certain cerebellar cells send 
processes down to the cell-group- in the bulb known as the 
nucleus of Deiters, which latter projects fibres down the 
spinal cord. Whether there is any other or direct emergent 
path from the cerebellum into the spinal cord is a matter 
on which opinion is divided. 

Injuries of the cerebellum, if large, derange the power of 
executing movements, without producing any detectable 
derangement of sensation. The derangement gradually dis-
appears, unless the damage to the organ be very wide. A 
reeling gait, oscillations of the body which impart a zigzag 
direction to the walk, difficulty In standing, owing to unsteadi-
ness of limb, are common in cerebellar disease. On the other 
hand, congenital defect amounting to absence of one cerebellar 
hemisphere has been found to occasion practically no symptoms 
whatsoever. Not a hundredth part of the cerebellum has 
remained, and yet there has existed ability to stand, to walk, to 
handle and lift objects in n fairly normal way, without any trace 
of impairment of cutaneous or muscular sensitivity. The 
damage to the cerebellum must, it would seem, occur abruptly or 
quickly In order to occasion marked derangement of function, 
and then the derangement falls on the execution of movements. 
One aspect of this derangement, named by Lucian' astada, 
is a tremor heightened by or only appearing when the muscles 
enter upon action—" intention tremor." Vertigo is a frequent 
result of cerebella injury: animals indicate it by their actions; 
patients describe it. To interpret this vertigo, appeal must 
be made to disturbances, other than cerebellar, which like-
wise occasion vertigo. These include, besides ocular squint, 
many spatial position' and movements unwonted to the body: 
the looking from a height, the gliding over ice, sea-travel, to 
some persona even travelling by train, or the covering of one 
eye. Common to all these conditions is the synchronous rise 
of perceptions of spatial relations between the self and the 
environment which have not, or have rarely, before arisen in 
synchronous combination. The tactual organs of the soles, and 
the muscular sense organs of limbs and trunk, are origfnating 
perceptions that indicate that the self is standing on the 
solid earth, yet the eyes are at the same time originating 
perceptions that indicate that• the solid earth is far away 
below the standing self. The combination is bard to harmonise 
at first; it is at least not given as innately harmonized. Per-
ceptions regarding the "me n  are notoriously highly charged 
with " feeling," and the conflict occasions the feeling insuffi-
ciently described as " giddiness." The cerebellum receives 
paths from most, if not from all, of the afferent roots. With 
certain of these it stands associated most closely, namely, 
with the vestibular, representing the sense organs which furni sh  
data for appreciation of positions and movements of the head, 
and. with the channeb, conveying centripetal impressions from 
the apparatus of skeletal movement. Disorder of the Cere-
bellum sets at variance, brings discord into, the space-percep-
tions contributory to the moyement. The body's movement 
becomes thus imperfectly adjusted to the spatial requirements 
of the act it would perform. 

In the physiological basis of sense exist many impressions 
which, apart from and devoid of psychical accompaniment, 
reflexly influence motor (muscular) innervation. It is with 
this sort of habitually apsychical reaction that the cerebellum 
is, it would seem, employed. That it is apparently devoid of 
psychical concomitant need not imply that the impressions 
concerned in it are crude and inelaboreite. The seeming want 
of reaction oleo much of the cerebellar structure under artificial 
stimulation, and the complex relay system revealed in the 
histology of the cerebellum, suggest that the impressions are 
elaborate. Its reaction preponderantly helps to secure co-
ordinate innervation of the skeletal musculature, both for 
maintenance of attitude and for execution of movements. 

Sic q.—The more obvious of the characters of sleep (g.e.) are 
Jut a  

essentially nervous. In deep sleep the threshold-value of the 
stimuli for the various senses is very greatly raised, rising 
rapidly during the first hour.and a half of sleep, and then declining 
with gradually decreasing decrements. The muscles become less 
tense than in their waking state: their terms is diminished, the 
upper eyelid falls, and the knee-jerk is in abeyance. The 
respiratory rhythm is less frequent and the breathing less deep; 
the heart-beat is less frequent; the secretions are less copious; 
the pupil is narrow; in the brain there exists arterial anaemia with 
venous congestion, so that the blood-flow there is less than in the 
waking state. 

It has been suggested that the gradual cumulative result 
of the activity of the nerve cells during the waking day is to 
load the brain tissue with " fatigue-substances " memos a 

 which clog the action of the cells, and thus pesiodi- Eke, 
tally produce that loss of consciousness, &c., which 
is sleep. Such a drugging of tissue by its own exacta is known 
in muscular fatigue, but the fact that the depth of sleep progres-
sively increases for an hour and more after its onset prevents 
complete explanation of sleep on similar lines. It has been 
urged that the neurons retract during sleep, and that thus at the 
synapses the gap between nerve cell and nerve cell becomes 
wider, or that the supporting cells expand between the nerve 
cells and tend to isolate the latter one from the other. Certain it is 
that in the course of the waking day a great number of stimuli 
play on the sense organs, and through these produce &Integra-
tion of the living molecules of the central nervous system. 
Hence during the day the assimilatory processes of these cells 
are overbalanced by their wear and tear, and the end-result is 
that the cell attains an atomic condition less favourable to 
further disintegration than to reintegration. That phase of 
cell life which we are accustomed to call " active "is accompanied 
always by disintegration. When in the cell the assimilative 
processes exceed dissimilative, the exthrnal manifestations of 
energy are liable to cease or diminish. Sleep is not exhaustion 
of the neuron in the sense that prolonged activity has reduced 
its excitability to zero. The nerve all just prior to sleep is still 
well capable of response to stimuli, although perhaps the thres-
hold-value of the stimulus has become rather high, whereas after 
entrance upon sleep and continuance of sleep for several hours, 
and more, when all spur to the distdmilation process has been 
long withheld, the threshold-value of the sensory stimulus 
becomes enormously higher than before. The exciting cause 
of sleep is therefore no complete exhaustion of the available 
material of the cells, nor is It entirely any paralysing of them by 
their excreta. It is more probably abeyance of external function 
during a periodic internal assimilatory phase. 

Two processes conjoin to initiate the assimilatory phase. There 
is close interconnexion between the two aspects of the double 
activity that in physiological theory constitute the chemical life of 
protoplasm, between dissimilation and assimilation. Hering has 
long insisted on a self-regulative adjustment of the cell metabolism, 
so that action involves reaction, increased catabolism necessitates 
after-increase of anabolism. The long-continued incitement to 
catabolism of the waking day thus of itself predisposes the nerve 
cells towards rebound into the opposite phase; the increased cata-
bolism due to the day's stimuli induces increase of anabolism, and 
though recuperation goes on to a large extent during the day itself, 
the recuperative process is dower than, and lap behind, the dis-
integrative. Hence there occurs a cumulative effect, progressively 
increasing from the opening till the closing hours. The second 
factor inducing the assimilative change is the withdrawal of the 
nervous sot= from sensual stimulation. The eyes are closed, 
the maint.as&re of posture by active contraction is replaced by the 
recumbent pose which can be maintained by static action and the 
mere mechanical consistence of the body, the ears are screened 
from noise in the quiet chamber, the side from localised pressure 
by a soft, yielding couch. The effect of thus,  reducing the excitant 
action of the environment is to give cr%.

.c 
'oneness over more to 

mere revivals by memory, and gradually consciousness lapses.. A 
remarkable case is well authenticated, where, awing to emitter. a 
young man had lost the use of all the senses save of one eye and of 
one ear. If these last channels were sealed, in two or three minutes' 
time he invariably fell asleep. 

If natural sleep is the expression of a phase of decreased excit-
ability due to the setting in of a tide of anabolism in the cells of the 
nervous system, what is the action of narcotics ? They lower the 

2a 
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entente' activities al the mils, but do they not at the same time 
lower the internal. reparative, assimilative activity of the cell that 
in natural sleep goes vigorously forward preparing the system for 
the next day's drain on energy? In most cases they seem to 

lower both the Internal and the external activity of the fferveden nerve cells, to lessen the cell's entire metabolism, to 
reduce the speed of Its whole chemical movement and life. Hence 
it is not surprising that often the refreshment, the recuperation, 
obtained from and felt after sleep induced by a drug amounts to 
nothing, or to worse than nothing. But very often refreshment 
is undoubtedly obtained from such narcotic sleep. It may be 
supposed that in the latter case the effect pf the drug has been to 
ensure occurrence of that second predisposing factor mentioned 
above, of that withdrawal of sense impulses from the nerve centres 
that serves to usher in the state of sleep. In certain condition' it 
may be well worth while by means of narcotic drugs to dose the 
portals of the senses for the sake of thus obtaining stillness In the 
chambers of the mind; their enforced quietude may Inducea 
period in which natural rest and repair continue long after the 
initial unnatural arrest of vitality due to the drug dull has passed 
away. 

Hypnotisno.—The•physiology of this group of " states " is, 
as regards the real understanding of their production, eminently 
vague (sae also HireNorunt). The conditions which tend to in-
duce them contain generally, as one element, constrained visual 
attention prolonged beyond ordinary duration. Symptoms 
attendant on the hypnotic state are closure of the eyelids by 
the hypnotizer without subsequent attempt to open them by 
the hypnotized subject; the pupils, instead of being constricted, 
as for near vision, dilate, and there sets in a condition superficially 
resembling sleep. But in natural sleep the action of all parts 
of the nervous system is subdued, whereas in the hypnotic the 
reactions of the lower, and some even of the higher, parts are 
exalted. Moreover, the reactions seem to follow the sense 
impressions with such fatality, that, as an inference, absence of 
will-power to control them or suppress them is suggested. This 
reflex activity with " paralysis of will " is characteristic of the 
sonmeaslidiseic state. The threshold-value of the stimuli 
adequate for the various senses may be extraordinarily lowered. 
Pint of microscopic size may be read; a watch ticking In another 
room can be heard. Judgment of weight and texture of surface 
is exalted; thus • and can in a dark room be felt and then 
re-selected from the re-shuffled pack. Akin to this condition is 
that in which the power of maintaining muscular effort is in-
creased; the individual may lie stiff with merely head and feet 
supported on two chairs; the limbs can be held outstretched for 
hours at a time. This is the cataleptic state, the phase of hypno-
tism which the phenomena of so-called " animal hypnotism " 
resemble most. A frog or fowl or guinea-pig held in some 
unnatural pose, and retained so forcibly for a time, becomes 
" set " In that pose, or rather in a posture of partial recovery of 
the normal posture. In this state it remains motionless for 
various Periods. This condition is more than usually readily 
induced when the cerebral hemispheres have been removed. 
The decerebrate monkey exhibits " cataleptoid " reflexes. 
Father A. Kircher's experimentunt inirebik with the fowl and 
the chalk line succeeds best with the decerebrate hen. The 
attitude may be described as due to prolonged, not very intense, 
discharge from reflex centres that regulate posture and are 
probably intimately connected with the cerebellum. A sudden 
intense sense stimulus usually suffices to end this tonic discharge. 
It completes the movement that has already set in but had been 
checked, as it were, half-way, though tonically maintained. 
Coincidently with the persistence of the tonic contraction, the 
higher and volitional centres seem to lie under a spell of 
inhibition; their action, which would complete or cut short the 
posture-spasm, rests in abeyance. Suspension of cerebral 
influence exists even more markedly, of course, when the 
cerebral hemispheres have been ablated. 

But a potent—according to some, the most potent—factor 
in hypnotism, namely, suggestion, is unrepresented in the 
production of so-called animal hypnotism. We know that one 
idea suggests another, and that volitional movements are the 
outcome of ideation. If we assume that there is a material 
process at the basis of ideation, we may take the analogy of the 
oonceilsiOutce between a spinal reflex movement and • akin  

sensation. The physical "touch " that initiates the psychical 
" touch " initiates, through the very same nerve channels, a 
reflex movement responsive to the physical " touch," just as the 
psychical " touch " may be considered also a response to the 
same physical event. But in the decapitated animal we have 
good arguments for belief that we get the reflex movement alone 
as response; the psychical touch drops out. Could we assume 
that there is in the adult man reflex machinery which is of higher 
order than the merely spinal, which employs much more complex 
motor mechanisms than they, and is connected with a much 
wider range of sense organs; and could we assume that thb 
reflex machinery, although usually associated in its action with 
memorial and volitional processes, may in certain drcumstances 
be sundered from these latter and tutattendant on them—may 
in fact continue in work when the higher processes are at a 
standstill—then we might imagine a condition resembling that 
of the somnambulistic and cataleptic states of hypnotism. 

Such assumptions are not wholly unjustified. Actions of great 
complexity and delicacy,  of adjustment are daily executed by, each 
of us without what Is ordinarily understood as volition, and without 
more than a mere ehred of attached thereto. To take 
one's watch from the pocket and mm at it when from a familiar 
clock-tower a familiar bell strikes a familiar hour, is an instance of 
a habitual action initiated by a sense perception outside attentive 
consciousness. We may suddenly remember dimly afterwa= eial 
we have doer: so, and we quite fail to recall the difference 
the watch time and the dock time. In many instances hypnotism 
seems to establish quickly reactions similar to such as Issually 
result only from long and closely attentive practice. The sleeping 
mother rests undisturbed by the various noises of the house and 
street, but wakes at a slight murmur from her child: The ship's 
engineer. engaged in conversation with some visitor to the engine-
room, talk. apparently undisturbed by all the multifold noise and 
rattle of the machinery, but let the noise alter in some itenswhich, 
though unnoticeable to the visitor, betokens importance to the 
trained ear, and his passive attention is in a moment caught. The 
warders at an asylum have been hypaotined to sleep by the bedside 
of dangerous patients, and " suggested " to awake the instant the 
patients attempt to get out of bed, sounds which had no import for 
them being inhibited by suggestion. Warders in this way worked 
all day and performed night duty also for months without showing 
fatigue.. This is akin to the " repetition " which, read by the 
schoolboy last thing overnight, is on waking " known by heart." 
Most of us can wake somewhere about a desired although unusually 
early hour, if overnight we desire much to do JO. 

Two theories of a physiological nature have been proposed 
to account for the separation of the complex reactions of 
these conditions of hypnotism from volition and from memory. 
R. P. H. Heidenhabes view is that the cortical centres of the 
hemisphere are inhibited by peculiar conditions attaching 
to the initiatory sense stimuli. W. T. Prayer's view is that the 
essential condition for initiation is fatigue of the will-power 
under a prolonged effort of undivided attention. 

Hypnotic somnambulism and hypnotic catalepsy are not the 
only or the most profound changes of nervous condition that 
hypnosis can induce. The physiological derangement which 
is the basis of the abeyance of volition may, if hypnotism be 
profound, pass into more widespread derangement, exhibiting 
itself as the hypnotic lethargy. This is associated not only with 
paralysis of will but with profound anaesthesia. Proposals 
have been made to employ hypnotism as a method of producing 
anaesthesia for surgical purposes, but there are two grave 
objections to such employment. In order to produce a sufficient 
degree of hypnotic lethargy the subject must be made extremely 
susceptible, and this can only be done by repeated hypnotiestion. 
It is necessary to hypnotize patients every day for several weeks 
before they can be got into • degree of stupor sufficient to allow 
of the safe execution of a surgical operation. But the state 
itself, when reached, is at least as dangerous to life as is that 
produced by inhalation of ether, and it is more difficult to 
recover from. Moreover, by the processes the subject has gone 
through be has had those physiological activities upon which 
his volitional power depends excessively deranged, and not 
improbably permanently enfeebled. (C. S. S.) 

MUSCOVITE, a rock-forming mineral belonging to the mica 
group (see Mica). It is also known as potash-mica, being a 
potassium, hydrogen and aluminium orthosilicate, Iitials($iO4)t. 
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As the cOmmen white mica obtainable in thin, transparent 
cleavage sheets of large -size it was formerly used in Russia for 
window panes and known as " Muscovy glass "; hence the name 
muscovite, proposed by J. D. Dana in also. It crystallizes in 
the monoclinic system; distinctly developed crystals, however, 
are rare and have the form of rough six-sided prisms or plates: 
thin scales without definite crystal outlines are more common. 
The most prominent feature is the perfect cleavage parallel to 

the basal plane (c in the figure), on 
which the lustre is pearly In character. 
The hardness is 2—as, and the spec. 
gray. 2.13-2.9. The plane of the optic 
axes is perpendicular to the plane of 

symmetry and the acute bisect& nearly normal to the cleavage; 
the optic axial angle is 6o-7e, and double refraction is strong 
and negative in sign. 

Muscovite frequently occurs as fine scaly to almost compact 
aggregates, especially when, as is often the case, it has resulted 
by the alteration of some other mineral, such as felspar, topaz, 
cyanite, &c.; several varieties depending on differences in 
structure have been distinguished. Fine scaly varieties are 
damourite, margarodite (from Gr. pairyapfres, a pearl), gilber-
tite, sericite (from cremstbs, silky), dm. In sericite the fine scales 
are united in fibrous aggregates giving rise to a silky lustre: 
this variety is a common constituent of phyllites and sericite-
schist'. Oncosine (from hewn, intumescence) is a compact 
variety forming rounded aggregates, which swell up when 
heated before the blowpipe. Closely related to oncosine are several 
compact minerals, included together under the name pinite, 
which have resulted by the alteration of Mike, spodumene and 
other minerals. Other varieties depend on differences in 
chemical composition. Fuchsite or " chrome-mica " is a bright 
green muscovite containing chromium; it has been used as a 
decorative stone. Qellacherite is a variety containing some 
barium. In phengite there is more silica than usual, the com-
position approximating to 111KAIASia0s)s. 

Muscovite is of wide distribution and is the commonest of the 
micas. In igneous rocks it is found only in granite, never in 
volcanic rocks; but it is abundant in gneiss and mica-schist, 
and in phyllites and clay-Slates, where it has been formed at 
the expense of alkali-felspar by dynamo-metamorphic processes. 
In pegmatite-veins traversing granite, gneiss or mica-schist it 
occurs as large sheets of commercial value, and is mined in India, 
the United States and Brazil (see Mica), and to a limited extent, 
together with felspar, in southern Norway and in the Urals. 
Large sheets of muscovite were formerly obtained from Solovetsk 
Island, Archangel. (L. J. S.) 

MUSCULAR SYSTEM (Anatonsyl). The muscular tissue 
(Lat. muscidur, from a fancied resemblance of certain muscles 
to a little mouse) is of three kinds: (z) voluntary or striped 
muscle; (a) involuntary or unstriped muscle, found in the skin, 
walls of hollow viscera, coats of blood and lymphatic vessels, &c.; 
(3) hears muck. The microscopical difference' of these different 
kinds are discussed in the article on CosurEcrrvit TISSUES. Here 
only the voluntary muscles, which are under the control of the 
will, are to be considered. 

The voluntary muscles form the red flesh of an animal, and 
arc the structures by which one part of the body is moved at 
will upon another. Each muscle is said to have an origin and 
an insertion, the former being that attachment which is usually 
more fixed, the latter that which is more movable. This 
distinction, however, although convenient, is an arbitrary one, 
and an example may •make this dear. If we take the pectoralis 
majors which is attached to the front of the chest on the one 
hand and to the upper part of the arm bone on the other, the 
effect of its contraction will obviously be to draw the arm towards 
the chest, so that its origin under ordinary circumstances Is said 
to be from the chest while its insertion is into the arm; but if, 
in climbing a tree, the hand grasps a branch above, the muscular 
contraction will draw the chest towards the arm, and the latter 
will then become the origin. Generally, but not always, a 

For physiology, see MOMS AND NBRVI.  

muscle is partly fleshy and partly tendinous; the &thyroid:act& 
part is attached at one or both ends to cords or sheets of white 
fibrous tissue, which in some cases pass round pullies and so 
change the direction of the muscle's 
action. The other end of these cords 
or tendons is usually attached to the 
ceriosteum of bones, with which it 
blends. In some cases, when a 
tendon passes round a bony pulley, 
a sesamoid bone is developed in It 
which diminishes the effects of fric-
tion. A good example of this is the 
patella in the tendon of the rectug 
femoris (fig. r, P.). 

Every muscle is supplied with blood 
vessels and lymphatics (fig. 1, v, a, 1), 
and also with one or more nerves. 
The nerve supply is very important 
both from a medical and a morpho-
logical point of view. The approxi-
mate attachments are also important, 
because unless they are realized 
the action of the muscle cannot be 
understood, but the exact attach-
ments are perhaps laid too great stress 
on in the anatomical teaching of 
medical students. The study of the 
actions of muscles is, of course, a 
physiological one, but teaching. the 
subject has been handed over to the 
anatomists, and the results have been 
in some respects unfortunate. Until 
very recently the anatomist studied 
only the dead body, and his one idea 
of demonstrating the action of a 
muscle was to expose, and then to 
pull it, and whatever happened he 
said was the action of that muscle. 
It is now generally recognised that 
no movement is so simple that only 
one muscle is concerned in It, and that 
what a muscle may do and what it 
really does do arc not necessarily the 
same thing. As far as the deeper 
muscles are concerned, we still have 
only the anatomical method to depend 
upon, but with the superficial muscles it should be checked by 
causing a living person to perform certain movements and then 
studying which muscles take part in them. 

For a modern study of muscular actions, see C. E. Beevor's 
Croonian Lectures for roe] (London, reo4). 

Muscles have various shapes: they may be fusiform, as In fig. r, 
conical, riband-like, or flattened into triangular or quadrilateral 
sheets. They may also be attached to skin, cartilage or fascia 
instead of to bone, while certain muscles surround openings 
which they constrict and are called sphincters. The names of the 
muscles have gradually grown up, and no settled plan has been 
used in giving them. Sometimes, as in the coracabrachialis and 
thyro -hyoid, the name describes the origin and insertion of the 
muscle, and, no doubt, for the student of human anatomy this 
is the most satisfactory plan, since by learning the name the 
approximate attachments are also learnt. Sometimes the name 
only indicates some peculiarity in the shape of the muscle and 
gives no clue to its position in the body or its attachments; 
examples of this arc biceps, semitendinosue and pyriformis. 
Sometimes, as in theficzor carpi ulnaris and comsat°, supercilii, 
the use of the muscle is shown. At other times the position in 
the body is indicated, but not the attachments, as in the libialit 
antkus and perottats lovas, while, at other times, as in the case 
of the pectinous, the name is only misleading. Fortunately the 
names of the describers themselves are very seldom applied to 
muscles; among the few examples are Homer's muscle and the 
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masadar bawd of DreiIs. Its German anatomists at the Basel I transverse wrinides in the forehead. The asterior, Pester* and 

conference lately proposed a uniform Latin and Greek nomenda.. VW."' 41trhVa►  ."1"4" are g resent 
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tore, which, though not altogether satisfactory, is gaining ground eyelids, which it closes, though there is little doubt that parts of the 
on the European continent. As there are some four hundred muscle can act separately and cause various expressions. The side of 
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FIG. 2.—The Muscles of the Face and Scalp (muscles of expression). 

muscles on each side of the body it will be impossible here to 
attempt more than a mere sketch of them; for the details the 
anatomical textbooks must be consulted. 

MUSCLES OF THE HEAD AND FACE{ (see fig. 2)—The scalp is 
moved by a large flat muscle called the occipito-froxtalis, which has 
two muscular bellies, the occipitedis and frostalis, and an intervening 
epiereusio4 aporseu ►aris; this muscle moves the scalp and causes the  

the nose has several muscles, the actions of which are indicated by their' 
names; they are the compressor, two dilatores and the depressor alas 
sursi, while the levator labii superioris et aloe i sometimes goes to 
the nose. Raising the upperlip, in addition to the last named, are 
the louder !Gail superior's proteins and the larraor asp* mu, while 
the sygorriaticar major draws the angle of the mouth outward. The 
lower lip is depressed by the depressor 	inferisrit and depressor 
anguli oris, while the or 	oris acts as a sphincter to the mouth. 

Prom A. It. Pearce. Cauataghim's Tea &A 4 Aar." 
3.—Fterygoid Region. 
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The busOisiMo►  sem* in the substance of the cheeks rises from the both triangiet to the hyoid brine. Where it poen deep to the 
upper and lower Awe and runs forward to blend with the srbieeleru stems-mastoid it has a central tendon which is bound to the first 
ens. AU the foregoing are known as muscles of expression and all rib by a loop of cervical fascia. Rising from the styloid proems are 
are supplied by the seventh or facial nerve. The enspertil muck three muscles. the slyto-giosests, style-10mnd and stylrepharyereus, 
at the side of the cranium (fig. 3) end the marselor (fig. a), which the names of which indicate their attachments. Covering these 
rims from the sygoma, dose the mouth, since both are inserted into muscles of the anterior triangle is a thin sheet, dose to the skin, 
the'ramus of the mandible; while, rising from the pterygoid plates, called the pistysnia. the upper fibres of which run back from the 
are the =knot and eileeesin  jereYeeei modes (fig. 3), the former of mouth over the cheek and are named the risorius (fig. 2); this sheet 
which pulls forward the co yle, and so the whole mandible, while is one of the few remnants in man of the skin musculature or pans& 
the latter helps to dose the mouth by acting on the angle of the lower melon ransom of lower Mammals. With regard to the nerve supply 
jaw. This group of muscles forms the masticatory set. ail of which of the &Armor triangle muscles, all those which go to the tongue 
are suphlied by the third division of the fifth nerve. For the are supplied by the hypoglossal or twelfth cranial nerve, while the 
muscles of the orbit, see Eva; for those of the soft palate and pharynx, muscles below the hyoid bone are apparently supplied from this 
He PHARYNX; and for those of the tongue, see TONOISII nerve but really. from the upper cervical nerves (see Marva, 

P.m A. IL %boos, Coaulestura's Ted Bog of A.4.1.),  
FIG. 4.—The Triangles of the Neck (muscles). 

MOWERS or TUB Nice (fig. 4).—just below the mandible is the 
dioutrk, which, as its name shows, has two bellies and a central 
tendon; the anterior belly, supplied by the fifth nerve, is attached to 
the mandible near the symphysis, the posterior supplied by the 
seventh of the mastoid process, while the central tendon is bound 
to the hyoid bone. Stretching across from one side of the lower jaw 
to the other and forming a floor to the mouth is the ogle-hyoid wresde; 
posteriorly this teaches the hyoid bone, and in the mid•line has a 
tendinous raphe separating the two halves of the muscle. Rising 
from the rnanubrium surd and inner part of the clavicle Is the 
nerm-doide-reaskikl, which is inserted into the mastoid process and 
superior curved lines of the occipital bone; when it contracts it 
makes the face look over the opposite shoulder, and it is supplied 
by the spinal accessory nerve as well as by branches from the 
cervical plexus. It is an important surgical landmark, and forms a 
diagonal across the quadrilateral outline of the side of the neck, 
dividing It into an anterior triangle with its apex downward and a 
posterior with its apex upward. In the anterior triangle the relative 
positions of the hyoid bone, thyroid cartilage and sternum should 
be realiaed. and then the Imo-glows, Myra-hyoid, seerno•hyoid and 
Mow-thyroid muscles are explained by their names. The ono-hyoul 
ands rises from the upper border of the scapula and runs across 

CRANIAL; and NERvE, SPINAL). The posterior triangle is formed 
by the sterna-mastoid in front, the napalm behind. and the clavicle 
below; in its floor from above downward part of the following muscles 
are seen: compkw, spfawiw, leveler angsdi :copulae, sealrints 
medius and scalene: amnia. Sometimes a small piece of the 
scalesus posttests is caught sight of behind the stalenus media,. The 
*Met rotates the head to its own side, the Imam engetli scapulae 
raises the upper angle of the scapula, while the three scaknes run 
from the transverse processes of the cervical vertebrae arid fix or 
raise the upper ribs. The trap:situ (fig. 5) arises from the spines 
of the thoracic vertebrae and the ligantentum nuchae, audit inserted 
into the outer third of the clavicle'and the spine of the scapula: it is 
used in shrugging the shoulders and in drawing the upper part of the 
scapula toward the mid-dorsal line. Its nerve supply is the spinal 
accessory and third and fourth cervical nerves. When the super-
ficial muscles and complexus are removed from the back of the neck 
the sub-occipital triangle Is seen beneath the occipital bone. Exter-
nally it is bounded by the superior oblique, running from the tram- 
verse process of the atlas to the lateral part of the occipital bone. 
internally by the mans capitis preteens major. passing from the spine 
of the axis to the lateral part of the occipital bone, and inferiorly by 
the inferior obliges joining the spine of the axis to the transverse 
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process of the atlas. These num*s move the head on the atlas 
and the atlas on the axis. They are supplied by the posterior branch 
of the first cervical nave. 

M usters 01,  THE Tetner..—The trapesisis has already been de-
scribed as a superficial muscle of the upper part of the back; in the 
loin reeon the !minima dorsi (fig. 5) s the superficial muscle, Its 
origin being from the lower thoracic spines, lower ribs and lumbar  

forming the seseitirinalis and maiffjidais **as meeffee The 
Wisdoms dorsi and rhomboids are supplied by branches of the 
brachial plexus of nerves, while the deeper muscles get their nerves 
from the posterior primary divisions of the spinal nerves (see NallVt. 
SPINAL). On the anterior part of the thoracic region the pectoralis 
major runs from the clavicle, sternum and ribs, to the humerus (fig. ; 
deep to this is the potion*: minor, passing from the upper ribs so 

nos A. IL PIIINWS. CansiogRwa's rat Boat a/Anatomy. 
FIG. 5.—Superficial Muscles of the Back. 

fascia, and it is inserted into the upper part of the arm bone or 
humerus. When the trapesius is cut. the rhomboid muscles (major 
end minor) passing from the upper thoracic spines to the vertebral 
'border of the scapula are seen. and deep to these is the serroms 
patient superior passing from nearly the same spines to the upper 
ribs. On reflecting the latissimus dorsi the serrates Iodic= inferior 
Is seen running from the lower thoracic spines to the lower ribs. 
When these muscles are removed the great mass of the erector *Mae 
is exposed, familiar to every one as the upper cut of the sirloin or ribs 
of bed; it runs all the way up the dorsal aide of the vertebral column 
from the pelvis to the ocaput, the complains already mentioned 
being its extension to the head. It is longitudinally segmented 
into many different bundles to which special names are given, and it 
is attached to the various vertebrae and ribs as it goes up. thus 
tat_ raightening the spinal column. Deep to the erector vibe are 
found shorter bundles passing from one vertebra to another and 

the coraccid pnxess. The :mains mognus is a large muscle rising, 
by serrations from the upper eight ribs, and running back to the 
vertebral border of the scapula, which it draws forward as in the 
fen er's lunge. Between the ribs are the external and internal inter-
cos' J1 muscles; the former beginning at the tubercle and ending at 
the junctions of the ribs with their cartilages, while the latter only, 
lui . a at the angle of the ribs but are prolonged on to the sternum, so 
that an interchondral as well as an intercostal part of each muscle 
is recognized. The fibres of the external intercostal. run downward 
and forward, those of the internal downward and backward (see 
RESPIRATION). The abdominal walls are formed of three sheets 
of muscle, of which the most superficial or exte, I oblique (fig. 6) 
is attached to the outer surfaces of the lower Tit ,  its fibres run 
downward and forward to the pelvis and mid-be if the abdomen, 
the middle one or internal oblique is on the same am as the rile, 
and its fibres run downward and backward, wh.: the kossnstrzalis 
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io attached to the despsurfaces of the ribs, and its fibres run horizon. 
tally, forward. Below, all these muscles are attached to the crest of 
the ilium and to Poupart's ligament, which is really the lower free 
edge of the external oblique, while, behind, the two deeper ones 
at all events, blend with the fascia lumborum. As they approacg 
the mid.ventral line they become aponcurotic and form the sheath 
St the muss. The ?taus altdorninis (fig. 6) is a fiat muscular band 
which runs up on each side of the linea atha or mid-ventral line of the 
abdomen from the pubis to the ribs and sternum. This muscle 
has certain tendinous intersections or linear transpertae, the positions 

rotating muscles paw from the scapula to the upper end of the 
humerus; these are the sibscapekris passing in front of the shoulder 
joint, the supraspinatru above the joint, and the infraspiaains and 
kres minor behind. The Lass arbor (fig. g) comes from near the 
lower angle of the scapula, and is inserted with the latissimus dorsi 
into the -front of the surgical neck of the humerus. The orate-
brachial is (fig. 7) passes from the coracoid process to the middle of 
the humerus in front of the shoulder joint, while the brachial's 
wiliest passes in front of the elbow from the humerus to the coronoid 
process of the ulna. Passing in front of both shoulder and elbow is 

• 

hem A. M. Muss; Casaloshua's The Ewa. i deeme 
Fin. 6.—Anterior Muscles of the Trunk. 

 

of which are noticed in the article ANATOMY (Superficial and Artistic), 
and the morphology of which is referred to later. In front of the 
lowest part of the rectus Is sometimes a small triangular muscle 
called the pyramidalis. The quadrates lumborum is a muscle at the 
beck of the abdbminal wall which runs between the last rib and the 
crest of the ilium. In front of the bodies of the vertebrae is a 
prevertebral or hypaxial. musculature, of which the recut: ca is 
whines major and minor muscles and lunges mill in the neck and the 
psaas is loins form the chief parts, the latter being familiar as 
the undercut of the sirloin of beef, while the pelvis is closed below by 
a muscular floor formed by the levator ani and coccygeus muscles. 
The diaphragm is explainedin a separate article. 

MUSIC/as Of THE LIPPER E XT iota rr Y.--The deltoid (see 6gs.7and 
is the muscle which forms the shoulder cap and is used in abducting 
the arm to a right angle with the trunk; it runs from the clavicle. 
ecromial process and spine of the scapula, to the middle of the 
busmen's, and is supplied by the circumflex nerve: Several short  

the biceps (fig. 7), the long.head of which rises from the top of the 
glenoid cavity inside the joint, while the short head comes ram the 
coracoid process. The ineerdoe is into the tubercle of the radius. 
These three muscles are all supplied by the sameilea:cults-cutaneous) 
nerve. At the back of the arm is the triceps ( . g) 	pares 
behind both shoulder and elbow joints and is 	great =Moser 
muscle of them; its low head rises from just below the glenoid 
cavity of the scapula, while the inner and outer heads come horn the 
back of the humerus. It is inserted into the olecrenoa process of 
the ulna and is supplied by the musculinal serve. The muscles 
of the front of the forearm form eupagml and deep sets (seefig. 7). 
Most of the superficial muscles come from the antenna condyle of 
the humerus. From without Inward they are the. emits 
trees going to the radius, the flexor carPi redialis co the ham of the 
index metacarpal bone, the palmaris leaps to the plantar fascia, 
the flexor rublimm dither: me to the middle phalanges of the &WM, 
and the flexor carpi Mewls to the pidiona boos. The important 
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points Of practical Interest about these muscles are noticed in the 
article Arttromv (Superficial and Artistic). In addition to these 
the brachio.radialis is a flexor of the forearm, though it arises from 
the outer supracondylar ridge of the humerus. It is supplied by the 
musculo•spiml nerve, the flexor carpi ulnaris by the Dinar, the rest 
by the median. The deep muscles of the front of the forearm consist 
of the flexor lotigus poilicis running from the radius to the terminal 
phalanx of the thumb, the flexor profundus dititonms from the ulna 
to the terminal phalanges of the fingers, and the Promfer quadrants 

Item A. II. Paton, Caeolsebes% Ten Beg d Allem* 
Fre. 7.—Superficial Muscles on the Front of the Arm and.Forearm. 

passing across from the lower third of the ulna to the same amount 
of the radius. These three muscles are supplied by the anterior 
hiterosseous branch of the median nerve, but the flexor profundus 
digitoruni has an extra twig from the uluar. The =tenor muscles 
at the back of the forearm arc also divided into superficial and deep 
sets (see fig. 8). The former rise from the region at the external 
itiandeLle of the humerus, and consist of the extensor carpi radians 

and brake inserted into the index and nimbus metacarpal 
banes, the WPM, 011711111tait digiSemos to the middle and distal 

phalanges of the fingers, the extensor rafreisi &pill, the extensor carpi 
rilnarir passing to the metatarsal bone of the minims, and the 
:senator Arens wrapping round the neck of the radius to which it 
is inserted. The =runs which runs from the external condyle to 
the olecranon process is really a part of the triceps. The deep 
muscles rise from the posterior surfaces of the radius and ulna, and 
arc the extensor orris metacarpi Minis, the name of which gives its 
insertion, the CatIfJOI Innis poUleis to the proximal phalanx, and 
the extensor knives pollicis to the distal phalanx of the thumb, while 

Team A. M. Parma, Ceoeleetweee Ten Been of Mnimm. 
Fie. 8.—The Muscles on the Back of the Arm, Forearm and Hand. 

the extensor indicts joins the extensor communis slip to the index 
finger; all these posterior muscles are supplied by the posterior 
intermission nerve. In front and behind the wrist the tendons are 
bound down by the anterior and posterior annular ligaments, while 
on the flexor surface of each finger is a strong fibrous sheath or theca 
for the flexor tendons. The ball of the thumb is occupied by short 
muscles called the these, group, while hypothesisrr muscles are found 
in the ball of the little finger. The four harebrical muscles (fig. p. d) 
run frees the flexor profundus digitorum tendons to them es the 
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extensor ammonia bet-weed the bleA of the metacarpal bones, 
while rising from the shafts of these bones, are the three pafausr 
and four dereel inkiesseon; muscles (fig. sk e) which slam inserted 
into the extensor tendons. The two outer iumbricals and the 
Skov °melee are supplied by the median serve; all tIseother band 
muscles by the altar. 

Mt rocks OF TIM LOWMR EXTREMIT4.-011 the front of the thigh 
the quadric*: ezdesasor muscles are the most important: there are 
four of these, the redasfemerix (fig. 1) with its straight and reflected 
heads rhift from just above the acetabulum, the ersemor, deep to 
this, from the [met of the femur, and the tartar externus sad inkiness 
wrapping round the femur on each side from the lines aspera. All 
these are inserted into the patella, or rather the patella isilsesamoid 
bone developed where their common tendon passes round thelower 

FIG. 9.—Tendons attached to a Finger. 
a, The extensor tendon. 	e, An interosseous muscle. 
5, Deep flexor. 	 f. Tendinous expansion from the 'tim- 
e. Superficial flexor. 	brical and mterosseous muscles 
d, A lumbrical muscle. joining the extensor tendon. 
end of the femur when the knee is bent. The distal part of this 
tendon, which passes from the patella tio the tubercle of the tibia, 
is the liganantuna patellae. The StIfferief is a long riband-like 
muscle running from the anterior superior spine of the ilium to the 
inner surface of the tibia, obliquely across the front of the thigh. 
It forms the outer boundary of Scarp's triangle, the inner limit of ' 
7rhich is the adductor longue and the base Poupert's ligament. 
The floor is formed by the ilium from the iliac fosse of the prime, 
which joins the peon, to be inserted with it into the lesser trochanter. 
and by the pectuters running from the upper ramus of the pubis to 
just below the insertion of the last muscles. The adductor muscles, 
1.1111113, Innis end magma. all rise from the subpubic arch, and are 

femur toward the middle lin 
inserted into the linea aspera
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so that they draw the 
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adductor mass, though its insertion is into tbe upper part of the 
tibia. The extensor muscles of the front of the thigh are supplied 
by the anterior cruel nerve, but the adductor group on the Inner 
side from the obturator. The pectineus is often supplied from both 
sources. On the back of the thigh the flatcar maxima: (figs. d and 

f • 	 rises from the sacral region, 
to) plays anectizciant part in determining man's outline pee 
ANATOMY : Sr 	and Artistic). It 
and is insert into the upper part of the femur and the deep fascia 
of the thigh, which is very thick and is known as the fascia Ada; 
the muscle is a great extensor of the hip and raises the body from the 
stooping position. The gluteus mediae rims from the ilium, above the 
hip joint, and passes to the great trochanter; it abducts the hip and 
enables the body to be balanced on one leg, as in taking a step for-
ward. The gluteus minimal is covered by the last muscle, and passes 
from the ilium to the front of the great trochanter, thus rotating the 
hip joint inward. Some of its anterior fibres are sometimes separate 
from the rest, and are then called the SCIUMMiNS (see JOINTS). 
When the gluteus mealtime's removed, a number of short externally 
rotating muscles are seen, Ann from the pelvis and inserted into 
thegreet trochanter (fig. to); these are, from above downward, the 
irftifermit. &novelists suPenor, *arab, internat. gredlus inferior 
and quadrates inner it. They are all supplied by special branches of 
the sacral plexus. On cutting the quadratus femoris a good deal of 
the eeturator externs: can be seen, coming from the outer surface 
of the obturator membrane and passing to the digital ham of the 
great trochanter. Unlike the rest of this group, it is supplied by the 
obturator nerve. Coming from the anterior part of the crest of the 
Ilium is the tensor fasciae femoris, which is inserted into the fascia 
late, as is part of the gluteus MANittlell, and the thickened band of 
fascia which runs down the outer side of the thigh from these to the 
head of the tibia is known as the die tibial bond. The tensor fasciae 
fernoris, gluteus medius and minimns, are supplied by the superior 
gluteal nerve, the gluteus maximus by the inferior gluteal. At the 
back of the thigh are the hamstrings rising from the tuberosity of the 
ischium (fig. 10): these am the sentintembranessu and sernitendinosus, 
passing to the inner part of the upper end of the tibia and forming 
the internal hamstrings, and the biceps fesnoris or external hamstring, 
which has an extra head from the shaft of the femur and is inserted 
into the head of the fibula. These muscles are supplied by the great 
sciatic nerve and extend the hip joint while they flex the knee. In 
the leg, as distinguished from the thigh, are three groups of muscles, 
arrtenor, external and posterior. The anterior group (fig. t) all 
conic from the front of the tibia and fibula, and consist of the 
extensor knees digitorum, :I:tending the middle and distal phalanges 
of the four outer toes, the extensor proprisu Wheals, extending the 

big toe, and the protium leftists, a purely human muscle inserted 
into the beat of the fifth metatarsal bone. All these are supplied by 
the anterior tibial nerve. 

The external group comprises the peroneas imps and brat*, 
rising from the outer surface of the fibula and inserted into the 
tarsus (fig. It), the 1 s tendon passing across the sole to the base 
of the first metatarsal bone, the brews to the base of the fifth 
metatareal. These are supplied by the musculo-cutaneous nerve. 

Ft= A. M. Pates" Cusahobares Tee Devi of *Nam 
Fio. to.—Tbe Muscles on the Back of the Thigh. 

The posterior group is divided into a superficial and a deep stir
The superficial is composed of the gastroenentstat, the two heads of 
which rise from the two condyles of the femur, the wins:. which rises 
from the upper parts of the back of the tibia and fibula, the piontaris. 
which comes from just above the external amdyle of the femur. 
and the poplitens which, although on a deeper plane, really belongs 
to this group and rises by a tendon from the outer condyle while its 
fleshy part is inserted into the upper part of the back of the tibia. 
The gastrocnemius and soleus unite to form the trade A delis, which 
is attached to the posterior part of the caleaneum, while the plantaris 
runs separately as a very thin tendon to the same place. These 
muscles are supplied by the internal popliteal nerve. The deep set 
is formed by three muscles which rise from the posterior surfaces of 
the tibia and fibula, the flexor tonva digitorum, the tibialis portico's. 
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MUSCULAR SYSTEM 
and the flexor tomcat ballads from within outward. Their tendons 
all pass into the sole, that of the flexor longue digitorum being 
inserted into the terminal phalanges of the four outer toes, the flexor 
longer hallueis into the terminal phalanx of the big toe, while the 
tibialis postieus sends expansions to most of the tarsal bones. The 
nerve supply of this group is the posterior tibial. On the dorsum of 
the foot is the extensor break digitorum (fig. 1 1). which helps to extend 

From A /a. Nun.. Gasuaiogbaeo's Td &oh 4 
Ftc. 11.—Muscles of the Front of the Right Leg and Dorsum 

of the Foot. 

the four inner toes, while in the sole are four layers of short muscles, 
the most superficial of which consists of the abductor ballads, the 
flexor break digitoruns, and the abductor Withal digiti, the names of 
which indicate their attachments. The second layer is formed by 
muscles which are attached to the flexor longue digitorum tendon; 
they are the accessorisu, running forward to the tendon from the 
lower surface of the calcaneum, and the four hunbricaks, which rise 
from the tendon alter it has split for the four toes and pass 
between the toes to be inserted into the tendons of the extensor 
longus digitorum on the dorsum. The third layer comprises the 
flexor bruit ballads, adductor °Wein and adductor transousus 
kalucis and the flexor brad minima digiti. The fourth layer contains 
the three plantar and four dorsal inkrosuous muscles, rising from 
the metatarsal bones and inserted into the proximal phalanges 
and extensor tendons in such a way that the plantar muscles draw 
the toes towards the line of the second toe while the dorsal draw 
them away from that line. Of these sole muscles the flexor brevis 
digitorurn, flexor brevis hallueis. abductor ballucis and the innermost 
lumbrical are supplied by the internal plantar nerve, while all the 
rest are supplied by the external plantar. 

BlitivrietY1 
 The development of the muscular systems Is partly known from 

the results of direct observation, and partly inferred from the study 
of the pert of the nervous system whence the innervation is deriv ed.  
The unstriped muscle is formed from the mesenchyme cells of the 
somatic and splanchoic layers of the mesoderm (see EStliaTOLOOV), 
but never, as far as we know, from the mesodermic loathes. The 
heart minds Is also developed from mesenchymal cells, though the 
changes producing its feebly striped fibres are more .compboated. 
The skeletal or real striped muscles are derived either from the meso- 
dermic somites or from the branchial arches. As the mesodennic 
somites are placed on each side of the neural canal in the early 
embryo, it is obvious that the t 	greater part of the trunk musculature 
spreads gradually round the body from the dorsal to the weansl 
side and consists of a series of plates called ar

e 
	(fig. us). The 

muscle fibres in these plates run in the long axis of the.embryo, and 
are at first separated from those of the two neighbouring plates by 
thin fibrous intervals called myoconmakt. In some eases these 

FKOIS A. If. Pmenno, Onadnalane. Tat Boat of IsatIV. 
Fro. 12.—Scheme to Illustrate the Disposition of the hiyotomes 

in the Embryo in Relation to the Head. Trunk and Limbs. 
A. B, C. First three cephalic myotomes. 
N, 1, a, 3. 4, Last persisting cephalic. myotomes. 
C. T. L. S. Co., The myotomes of the cervical, thwack, lumbar. 

sacral and caudal regions. 
L. II., III., IV., V., VI., VII.. VIII., IX., X.. XI., XII.. Refer to 

the cranial nerves and the structures with which they may be 
embryologically associated. 

myocommata persist and even become ossified, as in the rfiss, but 
more usually they disappear early, and the myotomes then unite with 
one another to form a great muscular sheet. In the whole length of the 
trunk a longitudinal cleavage at right angles to the surface occurs. 
splitting the musculature into a dorsal and ventral part. supplied 
respectively by the dorsal and ventral primary divisions of the spinal 
nerves. From the dorsalpart the various muscles of the erector 
spine series are derived by further longitudinal ciewages either 
tangential or at right angles to the surface, while the ventral part 
is again longitudinally,  split into mesial and lateral portions. A 
transverse section of the trunk at this stage, therefore, would show 
the cut ends of three longitudinal strips of muscle: (I) a mesial 
ventral, from which the recurs, pyramidalis sterno-hyoid. rano-
hyoid and sterno-thyroid muscles are derived; (a) a lateral ventral, 
forming the flat muscles of the abdomen. intercostal; and part of 
the sternomastoid and trapexius; and (3) the dorsal portion already 
noticed. The mesial ventral part is remarkable for the persistence 
of remnants of myocommata in it, forming the lineae transversae 
of the recurs and the central tendon of the omo-hyoid. The lateral 
part in the abdominal region splits tangentially into three layers. 
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external and Internal oblique and the tranmetelle, the fibres t

he become differently directed. In the thoracic region the 
intercostal' probably indicate a further tangential splitting of the 
middle or internal oblique layer, because the external oblique is 
continued headward superficially to the ribs and the traneversalis 
deeply to them. The more cephalic part of the external oblique 
layer probably disappears by a process of pressure or crowding out 
owing to the encroachment of the serratus magnus, a muscle which 
its nerve supply indicates is derived from the lower cervical myo-
tomes. The deeper pans of the lateral mar of muscles spited to 
the venthal surface of the bodies of •  the vertebrae, and ham the 
typexial muscles—such as the psoas, longue call and recti capitis 
aatici. The nerve supply indicates that the lowest myotomes taking 
tart in the formation of the abdominal walls are those supplied by 
the first and second lumbar nerves, and are represented by the 
ere:mister mode is the ecrotum. In the perineum, however, the 
third and fourth sacral tnyotomes are represented, and these muscles 
are differentiated largely from the primitive sphincter which sur-
rounds the cloaca! orifice, though panty from vestigial tail muscles 
(see P. Thompson, learn. Anal. and Pk", val. my; and R. H. 
P8811110fe, Lam" May 21, Iwo). In the hoed ne distinct myotomes 
have been demonstrated in the mammalian embryo, but as they are 
present in more lowly vertebrates, it is probable that their develop-
ment has been slurred over, a process often found in the embryology 
of the higher forms. Probably nine cephalic myotomes originally 
misted, of which the first Pm rim te limey* muscles supplied by 
the third nerve, the second to the superior oblique muscle supplied 

k the fourth nerve and the third to the external metes supplied by rv
e sixth nerve. The fourth. fifth and sixth myotomes are sup- 

pressed, but the seventh, eighth and ninth possibly form the muscles 
of the tongue supplied by dutwelfth causal nerve. 

Turning now to the bramble! arches. the first Inanchiemeee is 
Innervated by the fifth cranial nerve, and to it belong the masseter, 
temporal, pterygoids, anterior belly of the digastnc, myle-hyoid, 
tensor typmprur and teaser paled, while from the second bronchio- 
lean, supplied by the seventh or facial nerves, all the facial muscle. 
ef unweemon au the 43,10-hyoid and posterior belly of the digastric 
are derived. as well as the platysma, which is one of the few remnants 
of the panniculus carnosus or skin musculature of the lower mam-
mals. From the third branchiomere, the nerve of which is the ninth 
ear glemopharyngeal, the stylopharyngeue and upper part of the 
pharyagpl constrictors are fanned. while the fourth and fifth gill 
arches give rise to the muscles of the larynx and the lower part of 
the constrictors supplied by the vagus or tenth nerve. it is possible 
that parts of the sterno-mastoid and trapezius are also bronchial 
in their origin, since they are supplied by the spinal accessory or 
eleventh nerve, but this is unsettled. The limb musculature is 
usually regarded as a sleeve-like outpushing of the external oblique 
stratum o the lateral ventral musculature of the trunk, and it is 
believed that parts of several myetemes are in this way pushed out 
in the gnawed of the limb bad. This process actually occurs in the 
lower vatebrehe• and the nerve supplies provide strong presumptive 
evidence that this is the real phylogenetic history of the higher forms, 
though direct observation shows that the limb muscles of mammals 
are formed from the central mesoderm of the limb and at first are 
quite distinct from the isvestomes of the trunk. A passible minium-
ties of the difficulty is that this is another example of the slurring 
over of suites in,gYiOgeny, but this is one of mane obscure morpho- 
logical points. e muscles of each limb are divided into a dorsal 
and ventral series, supplied by dorsal and ventral secondary divisions 
of the nerves in the limb plexuses, and these w, ...pond to the original 
position of the limbs as they grow out from the embryo, so that in 
the upper extremity the back of the arm, forearm and dorsum of the 
hand are dorsal, while in the lower the dorsal surface is the front of 
the thigh and leg and the dorsum of the foot. 

For further details see Development of she Human Body, by J. P. 
Mchliturich (London, nob), and the writings of L. Belk, Harpist 
Jahr& vole. xxi-xxv, 

Comparative Anatomy.. 
In the acranla (e.g. amphioxus) the simple arrangement of myo- 

tomes and myocommsta seen in the early hurban embryo is perma-
nent. The myotomes or muscle plates are < shaped, with their 
apices pointing towards the heed aid, each being supplied by its 
own spinal nerve. In the fishes this arrangement is largely penis. 
tent, but each limb of the < is bent on itself, so that the myotomes 
have now the shape of a the central angle of which corresponds 
to the lateral line of the fish. In the abdominal region, however, 
the myotomes fuse and rudiments of the recta and obliqui abdominis 
muscles of higher types are seen. In other regions too, such as the 
fins of fish and the tongue of the Cyclostcuuata (lamprey), specialised 
muscular bundles are separated off and are coincident with the 
acquirement of movements of these parts in different directions. 
la the Amphibla the limb musculature becomes much more complex 
u the jointeere formed, and many of the muscles can be homologised 
with th.ve of mammals, though this is by no means always the case, 
while, in the abdominal region, a superficial delamination occurs, 
so that in many forms a superficial and deep rains abdominis occurs 
as welt as • orisons, arnisris delaminated from the external 
oblique. It is probable that this delamination.is the precursor of  

the panniculus CILIUoa ! or skin musculature of Mammals. The 
brachial musculature also becomes much more complex, and the 
mylo-hyoid muscle, derived from the first brandtlal arch and lying 
beneath the floor of the mouth, is very noticeable and of great 
importance in breathing. 

In the reptiles further differentiation of the muscles is seen, and 
with the acquirement of costal respiration the external and internal 
intercostal' are formed by a delamination of the internal oblique 
stratum. In the dorsal region several of the longitudinal musclas 
which together make up the erector spina* are distinct, and a very 
definite sphincter cloacae is formed round and cloacal aperture. 
In mammals certain muscles vary in their attachments or presence 
and absence in different orders, sub-orders and families, so that, 
were It not for the large amount of technical knowledge required 
in recognising them, they might be useful from a classificatory point 
of view. There is. however, agreater gap between the musculature 
of Man and that of the other Primates than there is between many 
different orders, and this is usually traceable either directly or 
indirectly to the assumption of the erect position. 

The chief causes which produce changes of musculature are: 

4 estiftttiinnt onpn) 
fusion ,

,  ,sP)hilltiggreCeifi'inis::-Peon.,Pitet),Iniwnefc'e":: 
7, transference of part of one muscle to another,innemany of these 

cases the nerve supply gives an important clue to the change which 
has been effected. Splitting of a muscular mass is often the result 
of one part of a muscle being used separately, and a good example 
of this is the deep flexor mass of the forearm. In the lower mammals 
this mass rises from the flexor surface of the radius and ulna, and 
supplies tendons to the terminal phalanges of all five digits, but in 
man the thumb is used separately, and -, in response to this, that 
part of the mass which goes to the thumb is completely split off into 
a separate muscle, the flexor longue pollicis The process, however, 
is going farther, for we have acquired the habit of using our index 
finger alone for many 

i
purposes, and the index slip of the flexor 

prefundus digitorum is n us almost as distinct a muscles' the flexor 
longue pellicle. Fusion may be either collateral or longitudinal. 
The former is seen in the case of the flexor carps ulnans. In many 
mammals (e.g. the dog), there are two muscles inserted separately 
into the pisiform bone, one rising from the internal condyle of the 
humerus, the other from the elect:mon process, but in many others 
(e.g. man) the two muscles have fused. Longitudinal lotion is seen 
in the dir,astric, where the anterior belly is part of the first (man-
dibular) branchiai arch and the posterior of the second or hyoid arch; 
in this case, as one would expect, the anterior belly is supplied by 
the fifth nerve and the posterior by the seventh. Partial suppression 
of a muscle is seen in the rhomboid sheet; in the lower mammals 
this rises from the head, neck and anterior (cephalic) thoracic spines, 
but in man the head and most of the neck part is completely sup-
pressed. Complete suppression of a muscle is exemplified in the 
onstetrachelian, a muscle which runs from the cervical vertebrae 
to the acromian process and fixes the scapula for the strong action 
of the triceps in pronograde mammals; in man this strong action 
of the triceps is no longer needed for progression, end the fixing 
muscle has disappeared. Shifting of origin is seen in the short head 
of the biceps femoris. This in many lower mammals (e.g. rabbit) 
is a muscle running from the tall to the lower kg; in men) ,  others 
(e.g. monkeys and man) the origin has slipped down to the femur, 
and in the great anteater it is evident that the agitator caudee has 
been used as a muscle slide, because the short head of the biceps 
or tenuissiMus has once been found rising from the surface of this 
muscle. Slitting of an insertion is not nearly as common as shifting 
of an origin; it is seen, however, in the peroneue tertina of man. in 
which part of the extensor longue digitorum has acquired a new 
attachment to the base of the fifth metatarsal bone. The new 
formation of a muscle is seen in the stylo.kyoideus alter, an occasional 
human muscle; in this the style-hyoid ligament bas been converted 
into a muscle. The transference of part of one muscle to another 
is well shown by the human adductor magnus; here the fibres which 
pass from the tuber ischii to the condyle Of the femqr have a nerve 
supply from the greet sciatic instead of the obturater, and in most 
lower mammals are a separate pert cif the bumming' Imown as the 
preseinimembraltosns. 

For further details see Bronn'a Clasen mod Ordnungen des Mier. 
reiehr; " The Muscles of Mammals," by F. G. Parsons, Jour. Anat. 
and Pkys. xxxii. 428; also accounts of the musculature of mammals, 
by Mule and Parsons, In Proc. Bed, Soc. (1894, seq.); numEhrri 
Observations in MyolotY (474). (F. G. P.) 

)(USES, THE (Gr. Marra, the thinkers), in Greek myth. 
ology, originally nymphs of springs, then goddesses of song, and, 
later, of the different kinds of poetry and of the arts and sciences 
generally. In Homer, who says nothing definite as to their 
itameLor number, they are simply goddesses of song, who dwell 
among the gods on °Worms, where they Sing at their banquets 
under the leadership of Apollo Musagetes. According to Hesiod 
(nest. 77), who first gives the usually accepted names and 
number, they were the daughters of Zeus and Mnemosyne, the 
personiication of memory; others made them children of 
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Uranus and Gam. Three older Muses (Mneme, Melett, Aoide) 
were sometimes distinguished, whose worship was said to have 
been introduced by the Aloidae on Mt Helicon (Pausanias ix. s9). 
It is probable that three was the original number of the 
Muses, which was increased to nine owing to their arrangement 
in three groups of three in the sacred choruses. Round the 
altar of Zeus they sing of the origin of the world, of gods and men, 
of the glorious deeds of Zeus; they also honour the great heroes; 
and celebrate the marriages of Cadmus and Peleus, and the 
death of Achilles. As goddesses of song they protect those who 
recognise their superiority, but punish the anogant--such as 
Thamyrb, the Thracian bard, who for having boasted himself 
their equal was deprived of sight and the power of song. From 
their connexion with Apollo and their original nature as inspiring 
nymphs of springs they also possess the gift of prophecy. They 
are closely related to Dionysus, to whose festivals dramatic 
poetry owed its origin and development. The worship of the 
Muses had two chief seats—on the northern dope of Mt 
Olympus in Pieria, and on the slope of Mt Helicon near 
Ascra and Thespiae in Boeotis. Their favourite haunts were the 
springs of Castalia, Aganippe and Hippocrene From Maeda 
their colt gradually spread over Greece. As the goddesses who 
presided over the nine principal departments of letters, their 
names and attributes were: Calliope, epic poetry (wax tablet and 
pencil); Euterpe, lyric poetry (the double flute); Erato, erotic 
poetry (a small lyre); Melpomene, tragedy (tragic mask and ivy 
wreath); Thalia, comedy (comic mask and ivy wreath); Poly- 
hymnia (or Pol;mnia), sacred hymns (veiled, and in an attitude 
of thought); Terpsichore, choral song and the dance (the lyre); 
Clio, history (a scroll); Urania, astronomy (a celestial globe). 
To ;hese Arethusa was added as the muse of pastoral poetry. 
The Roman poets identified the Greek Muses with the Italian 
Camenae (or Casmenae), prophetic nymphs of springs and god-
desses of birth, who possessed a grove near the Porta Capena 
at Rome. One of the most famous of these was Egeria, the 
counsellor of King Nunn. 

See H. Miters, Veber die Verelsrung der Masse lei den Grkchen 
(1 868 ) ; P. Dechamie, Les Muses 0869); J. H. Krause, Die Munn 
(1871); F. Rddiger, Die Minns (1875); 0. Navarrein Darembepf,  
and 

a 

 slices Dictiorma(re assfaindas, and 0 Bice in R he  
Lexikon der biyhologie. the latter chiefly for representations of the 
Muses in art. 

NOSET, COLIN 01. moo), French &mire, was poet and 
musician, and made his living by wandering from castle to castle 
singing his own songs. These are not confined to the praise of 
the conventional love that formed the usual topic of the ireisseres, 
but contain many details of a singer's life. Colin shows naive 
gratitude for presents in kind from his patrons, and recommends 
a poet repulsed by a cruel mistress to find consolation in the 
bens snorosans Wen mange dense on grand feu. One of his 
patrons was Aga, de Bar, duchess of Lorraine (d. I 2a6). 

See-Hist um. dr is Prance, =ill. 547-553; also a thesis. Ds Nicolas 
Massie (rem), by J. Bedier. 

alIIIIEUMS OP ART! The later r9th century was remarkable 
for the growth and development of museums, both in Great 
Britain and abroad. This growth, as Professor Stanley Jevons 
predicted, synchronises with the advancement of education. 
Public museums are now universally required; old Mediations 
have been greatly improved, and many new ones have been 
founded. The British parliament has passed statutes conferring 
upon local authorities the power to levy rates for library and 
museum purposes, while on the continent of Europe the collection 
and exhibition of objects of antiquity and art has become a 
recognised duty of the state and municipality alike. 

A sketch of the history of museums in general is given below,  
under Museums OP 

 
Swame. The modern museum of art differ; 

essentially from its earlier prototypes. The aimless collection 
of curiosities and baled-bmc, brought together without method 

'Under the term " museum " (Gr. pawl* temple of the musas) 
we accept the ordinary distinction, by which It covers a collection of 
all Norm of art objects, while as art gallery (g.s.) confines itself 
practiadly to pictures.  

or system, was the feature of certain famous collections in by-
gone days, of which the Tradescant Museum, formed in the r 7th 
century, was a good example. This museum was a miscellany 
without didactic value; it contributed nothing, to the advance-
ment of art; its arrangement was unscientific, and the public 
gained little or no advantage from its existence. The modern 
museum, on the other band, should be organised for the public 
good, and should be a fruitful source of amusement and instruc-
tion to the whole community. Even when Dr %men described 
the collections of England, about 184o, private individuals 
figured chiefly among the owners of art treasures. Nowadays in 
making a record of this nature the collections belonging to the 
public would at tract most attention. This fact is becoming more 
obvious every year. Not only are acquisitions of great value 
constantly made, but the principles of museum administration 
and development axe being more closely defined. What Sir 
William Flower, an eminent authority, called the " new museum 
idea " (Essays ON Museums, p. 37) is pervading the treatment of 
all the chief museums of the world. Briefly stated, the new 
principle of museum development-first enunciated in 187o, but. 
now beginning to receive general support—is that the first aim of 
public collectionseludl be education, and their second recreation. 
To be of teaching value, museum arrangement and classification 
must be carefully studied. Acquisitions must be added to thkir 
proper sections; random purchase of " curios " must be avoided. 
Attention must be given to the proper display and cataloguing 
of the exhibits, to their housing and preservation, to the lighting, 
comfort and ventilation of the galleries. Furthermore, facilities 
must be allowed to those who wish to make special study of 
the objects on view. "A museum is like a living organisms 
it requires continual and tender care; it must grow, or it will 
perish " (Flower, p. 53). 

Great progress has been made in the dessificetion of objects, 
a highly important branch of museum work. There are three 
possible systems—namely, by date, by material and 
by nationality. It has been found possible to al."'"era 
combine the systems to some extent; for instance, 
in the ivory department of the Victoria and Albert Museum, 
South Kensington, London, where the broad classification is 
by material, the objects being further aubdivided according to 
their age, and in a minor degree according to their nationality. 
But as yet there is no general preference of one system to another. 
Moreover, the principles of classification are not easily laid down; 
e.g. musical instruments: should they be included in art exhibits 
or in the ethnographical section to which they also pertain? 
Broadly speaking, objects must be classified according to the 
quality (apart from their nature) for which they are most remark-
able. Thus a musket or bass viol of the 16th century, inlaid 
with ivory and highly decorated, would be properly included in 
the art section, whereas a common flute or weapon, noteworthy 
for nothing but its interest as an instrument of music or destruc-
tion, would be suitably classified as ethnographic. .In England, 
at any rate, there is no uniformity of practice in this respect, 
and though It is to be hoped that the ruling desire to classify 
according to strict scientific rules may not become too preva-
lent, it would nevertheless be a distinct advantage if in one or 
more of the British museums, some attempt were made to 
Magnate the growth of domestic arts and crafts according to 
classification by date. Examples of this claselfication in Munich, 
Amsterdam, Basel, Mich and elsewhere afford excellent lessons 
of history and art, a series of rooms being fitted up to show 
in chronological order the home life of our ancestors. In the 
Nationd Museum of Bavaria (Munich) there is • superb suite of 
rooms illustrating the progress of art from Merovingian times 
down to the r9th century. Thus classification, though studied, 
must not check the elasticity of art museums; it should not be 
allowed to interfere with the mobility of the exhibits—that is to 
say, it should always be possible to withdraw specimens for the 
doses inspection of students, and also to send examples on loan 
to other museums and schools of art—an invaluable system long 
in vogue at the Victoria and Albert Museum, and one whitb 
should be still more widely adopted. An axiom of museum law 
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is that the exhibits shall be properly shown. "The value of a 
museum is to be tested by the treatment of its contents " 
(Flower, p. 24). But in many museumb the chief hindrance to 
study and enjoyment is overcrowding of exhibits. Although 
a truism, it Is necessary to state that each object should loo 
properly seen, cleaned and safeguarded; but all over the world 
this role is forgotten. The rapid acquisition of objects Is one 
cause of overcrowding, but a faulty appreciation of the didactic 
purpose of the collection is more frequently responsible. 

In Great Britain, museum progress is satisfactory. Visitors 
are numbered by millions, access is now permitted on Sundays 

and week-days alike, and entrance fees are being con- 
Growth 
Nove..""r sistently reduced; in this the contrast between Great 

Britain and more foreign countries is singular. A 
generation or so ago the national collections of Italy used to be 
always open to the public. Pay-days, however, were gradually 
established, with the result that the chief collections arc now 
only visible without payment on Sundays. In Dresden payment 
is obligatory five days a week. The British Museum never 
charges for admission. On the other hand, the increase in 
continental collections is morerapid than in Great Britain, where 
acquisitions are only made by gift, purchase or bequest. In 
other European countries enormous collections have been 
obtained by revolutions and conquest, by dynastic changes, and 
by secularizing religious foundations. Some of the chief 
treasures of provincial museums in France were spoils of the 
Napoleonic armies, though the great bulk of this loot was returned 
in Ohs to the original owners. In Italy the conversion of a 
monastery into a museum is a simple process, the Dominican 
house of San Marco in Florence offering a typical example. A 
further stimulus to the foundation of museums on the continent 
is the comparative ease with which old buildings are obtained 
and adapted for the collections. Thus the Germanischcs Museum 
of Nuremberg is a secularized church and convent; the enormous 
collections belonging to the town of Ravenna are housed in an 
old Camaldulensian monastery. At Louvain and Florence 
municipal palaces of great beauty are used; at Nimes a famous 
Roman temple; at Urbino the grand ducal palace, and so on. 
There are, however, certain disadvantages in securing both 
building and collection ready-made, and the special care devoted 
to museums in Great Britain can be traced to the fact that their 
cost to the community is considerable. Immense sums have 
been spent on the buildings alone, nearly a million sterling being 
devoted to the new buildings for the Victoria and Albert Museum 
in London. Had it been possible to secure them without such 
an outlay the collections themaelves would have been much 
increased, though in this increase itself there would have been a 
danger, prevalent but not yet fully realized in other countries, 
of crowding the vacant space with specimens of inferior quality. 
The result is that fine things are badly seen owing to the masses 
of second-rate examples; moreover, the ample space available 
induces the authorities to remove works of art from their original 
places, in order to add then to the museums. Thus the statue 
of St George by Donatello has been taken from the church of Or 
San Michele at Florence (on the plea of danger from exposure), 
and is now placed in a museum where, being dwarfed and under 
cover, its chief artistic value is lost. The desire to make financial 
profit from works of art is a direct cause of the modern museum 
movement in Italy. One result is to displace and thus depredate 
many works of art, beautiful in their original places, but quite 
insignificant when put into a museum, Another result is that, 
owing to high entrance fees, the humbler class of Italians can 
rarely see the art treasures of their own country. There are 
other collections, akin to art museums, which would best be 
called biographical museums. They illustrate the life and work 
of great artists or authors. Of these the most notable are the 
museums commemorating Darer at Nuremberg, Beethoven at 
Bonn, Thorwaldsen at Copenhagen, Shakespeare at Stratford 
and Michelangelo at Florence. The sacristies of cathedrals often 
contain ecclesiastical objects of great value, and are shown 
to the public as museums. Cologne, Aachen, Milan, Monza and 
Reims have famous treasuries Many Italian cathedrals have  

small museums attached to them, usually known as ". Opera del 
Memo." 

United Kingdont.—The influence and reputation of the British 
Museum are so great that Its original purpose, at stated in the 
preamble of the art by which it was founded (x753, 
C. 22), may be quoted: " Whereas all arts and sciences Maswm 
have a connexion with each other, and discoveries 
in natural philosophy and other branches of speculative know-
ledge, for the advancement and improvement whereof the said 
museum or collection was intended, do, or may in many instances 
give help and success to the most useful experiments and under-
takings ..." The "said museum" above mentioned referred 
to the collection of Sir Hans Sloane, to be purchased under the 
act just quoted. Sir Hans Sloane is therein stated, "through 
the course of many years, with great labour and expense, to 
have gathered together whatever could be procured, either in 
our own or foreign countries, that was rare and curious." In 
order to buy his collections and found the museum a lottery of 
boo,000 was authorized, divided into 50,000 tickets, the prizes 
varying from £to to £10,000. Provision was made for the 
adequate housing of Sir Robert Cotton's books, already bought in 
1700 (tz and 13 Will. III. c. 7). This act secured for the nation 
the famous Cottonian manuscripts, "of great use and service for 
the knowledge and preservation of our constitution, both in 
church and state." Sir Robert's grandson bad preserved the 
collection with great care, and was willing that it should not be 
" disposed of or embeziled," and that it should be preserved for 
public use and advantage. This act also sets forth the oath to 
be sworn by the keeper, and deals with the appointment of 
trustees. This is still the method of internal government at the 
British Museum, and additions to the Board of Trustees are made 
by statute, as in 1824, in acknowledgment of a bequest. The 
trustees are of three classes: (a) three principal trustees, namely 
the Primate, the Lord Chancellor and the Speaker; (b) general 
trustees, entitled ex officio to the position in virtue of ministerial 
office; (c) family, bequest and nominated trustees. A standing 
committee of the trustees meets regularly at the museum for the 
transaction of business. The great departments of the museum 
(apart from the scientific and zoological collections, now placed 
is the museum in Cromwell Road, South Kensington) are of 
printed books, HISS., Oriental books, prints and drawings, • 

Egyptian and Assyrian antiquities, British and medieval 
antiquities, coins and medals. Each of these eight departments 
is under a keeper, with an expert stall of subordinates, the head 
executive officer of the whole museum being styled director and 
chief librarian. The museum has been enriched by bequests 
of great importance, especially in the library. Recent legacies 
have included the porcelain bequeathed by Sir Wollaston Franks, 
and the valuable collection of works of art (chiefly enamels and 
gold-smithery) known as the Waddeadon bequest—a legacy of 
Baron F. de Rothschild. The most important group of acquisi-
tion by purchase in the history of the museum is the series of 
Greek sculptures known as the Elgin Marbles, bought by act of 
parliament (56 Geo. III. c. 99). 

There are four national museums controlled by the Board of 
Education, until recently styled the Department of Science and 
Art. The chief of these is the Victoria and Albert mesemee et 

Museum at South Kensington. This museum has a ga•_ Bomfor 
dependency at Bethnal Green, the Dublin and ".."1"°°' 
Edinburgh museums having been now removed from its direct 
charge. There is also a museum of practical geology in Jermyn 
Street, containing valuable specimens of pottery and majolica. 
The Victoria and Albert Museum owed its inception to the 
Exhibition of 185r, from the surplus funds of which 12 acres of 
land were bought in South Kensington. First known as the 
Department of Practical Art, the museum rapidly established 
itself on a broad basis. Acquisitions of whole collections and 
unique specimens were accumulated.. In 1857 the Sheepshanks• 
gallery of pictures was presented; in 1879 the India Office trans-
ferred to the department the collection of Oriental art formerly 
belonging to the East India Company; in alla the Jones bequest 
of French furniture and decorative art (174o-1810) was received; 
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In 0884 the Patent Musetun was banded over to the department. 
Books, prints, MSS. and drawings were bequeathed by the Rev. 
4. Dyce and Mr John Forster. Meanwhile, gifts and purchases 
bad combined to make the collection one of the most important 
in Europe. The chief features may be summarized as consisting 
of pictures, including the Raphael cartoons lent by the king; 
textiles, silks and tapestry; ceramics and enamels; ivory and 
plastic act, metal, furniture and Oriental collections. The 
guiding principle of the museum is the illustration of art applied 
to industry. Beauty and decorative attraction is perhaps the 
chief characteristic of the exhibits here, whereas the British 
Museum is largely archaeological. With this object in View, 
the museum possesses numerous reproductions of famous 
art treasures: casts, facsimiles and electrotypes, some of 
them so well contrived as to be almost indistinguishable 
from the originals. An art library with memo volumes 
and ag,orsci prints and photographs is at the disposal of 
students, and an art school is also attached to the museum. 
The museum does considerable work among provincial schools 
of art and museums, " circulation " being its function in 
this connexion. Works of art are sent on temporary loan to 
local museums, where they are exhibited for certain periods 
and on being withdrawn are replaced by fresh examples. The 
subordinate museum of the Board of Education at Bethnal 
Green and that at Edinburgh all for no comment, their contents 
being of slender value. The Dublin Museum, though now 
controlled by the Irish Department, may be mentioned here as 
having been founded and worked by the Board of Education. 
Apart from the fact that it Is one of the most suitably housed 
and organized museums in the British Isles, it is remarkable for 
its priceless collection of Celtic antiquities, belonging to the 
Royal Irish Academy, and transferred to the Kildare Street 
Museum in Am. Among its moat famous specimens of early 
Irish art may be mentioned the shrine and bell of St Patrick, 
the Tara brooch, the cross of Cong and the Ardagh chalice. The 
series of bronze and stone implements is most perfect, while 
the jewels, gold ornaments, torques, fibulae, diadems, and so 
forth are such that, were it possible again to extend the galleries 
(thus allowing further classification and exhibition space), the 
collection would surpass the Danish National Museum at 
Copenhagen, its chief rival in Europe. 

The famous collections of Sir Richard Wallace (d. ago) having 
been bequeathed to the British nation by his widow, the public 
Oftmr has acquired a magnificent gallery of pictures, 
Nobasj together with a quantity of works of art, so important 
aml pnW as to make it necessary to include Hertford House 
Malone among national museums. French art predominates, Museums. and the examples of bronze, furniture, and porcelain 
are as fine as those to be seen in the Louvre. Hertford House, 
however, also contains a most remarkable collection of armour, 
and the examples of Italian faience, enamels, bijouterie, dec., 
are of first-rate interest. The universities of Cambridge and 
Oxford have museums, the latter including the Ashmolean collec-
tions, a valuable bequest of majolica from D. Fortnum, and some 
important classical statuary, now in the Taylorian Gallery. 
Christ Church has a small museum and picture gallery. Trinity 
College, Dublin, has a miniature archaeological collection, 
containing some fine examples of early Irish art. The National 
Museum of Antiquities of Scotland, controlled by the Board of 
Manufactures, was formed by the Scottish Societyof Antiquaries, 
and has a comprehensive collection of Scottish objects, lay and 
religious. The Tower of London contains armour of historic 
and artistic interest, and the Royal College of Music has an 
invaluable collection of musical instruments, presented by Mr 
George Donaldson. Art museums are also to be found in several 
public schools in the United Kingdom. 

The Museums Act of 045 enabled town councils to found and 
maintain museums. This act was superseded by another passed 
Aleseldpel in Also, by Mr William Ewart, which in its turn has 
Macaw; been replaced by amending statutes passed in 285S, 

:1166, 11368 and r1185. The Museums and Gymna- 
siums Act of illgs sanctioned the provision and maintenance of 

museums for the reap= of ball antiquities and other objects 
of interest, and allows a id. rate, 'irrespective of other acts. 
Boroughs have also th•right to levy special.rates under private 
municipal acts, Oldham affording acme in point. Civic museums 
must still be considered to be in their infancy. Although 
the movement is now firmly established in municipal enterprise, 
the collections, taken as a whole, are still somewhat nondescript. 
In many cases collections have been handed over by local 
societies, particularly in geology, zoology and other scientific 
departments. There are about twelve museums in which Roman 
antiquities are noticeable, among them being Leicester, and the 
Civic Museum of London, at the Guildhall. British and Anglo-
Saxon relics are important features at Sheffield and Liverpool; 
in the former case owing to the Bateman collection acquired in 
0376; while the Mayer collection presented to the latter city 
contains a highly important series of carved ivories. At Salford, 
Glasgow and Manchester industrial art is the chief feature of the 
collections. Birmingham, with perhaps the finest provincial 
collection of industrial art, is supported by the rates to the extent 
of Limo a year. Its collections (including here, as in the majority 
of great towns, an important gallery of paintings) are entirely 
derived from gifts and bequests. Birmingham has made a 
reputation for special exhibitions of works of art lent for a time 
to the corporation. These loan exhibitions, about which 
occasional lectures are given, and of which cheap illustrated 
catalogues are issued, have largely contributed to the great 
popularity and efficiency of the museum. Liverpool, Preston, 
Derby and Sheffield owe their fine museum buildings to private 
generosity. Other towns have museums which are chiefly 
supported by subscriptions, e.g. Chester and Newcastle, where 
there is a fine collection of work by Bewick the engraver. At 
Exeter the library, museum, and art gallery, together with 
schools of science and art, are combined in one building. Other 
towns may be noted as having art museums: Stockport, Notting. 
ham (Wedgwood collection), Leeds, Bootle, Swansea, Bradford, 
Northampton (British archaeology), and Windsor. There are 
museums at Belfast, Larne, Kilkenny and Armagh. The cost 
of the civic museum, being generally computed with the mainten-
ance of the free library, is not easily obtained. In many cases 
the librarian is also curator of the museum; elsewhere no curator 
at all is appointed, his work being done by a caretaker. In 
some museums there is no classification or cataloguing and 
the value of existing collections is impaired both by careless 
treatment and by the too ready acceptance of worthless 
gifts; often enough the museums are governed by committees 
of the corporation whose interest and experience are not 
great. 

Foreign I f ineums.—Art museums are far more numerous 
on the continent of Europe than • In England. In Germany 
progress has been very striking, their educational aspect being 
closely studied. In Italy public collections, which are ten times 
more numerous than in England, are chiefly regarded as financial 
assets. The best examples of classification are to be found 
abroad, at Vienna, Amsterdam, Enrich, Munich and Gina in 
Egypt. The Musk% Camavalet, the historical collection of the 
city of Paris, is the most perfect civic museum in the world. 
The buildings in which the objects can be most easily studied are 
those of Naples, Berlin and Vienna. The value of the aggregate 
collections in any single country of the great powers, Russia 
excepted, probably exceeds the value of British °illations. At 
the same time, it must be remembered that masses of foreign 
collections represent expropriations by the city and the state, 
together with the inheritance of royal and semi-royal collectors. 
In Germany and Italy, for instance, there are at least a dozen 
towns which at one time were capitals of principalities. In 
sonic countries the public holds over works of art the pre-emptive 
right of purchase. In Italy, under the law known as the Editto 
Paces, it is illegal to export the more famous works of art. 
Speaking generally, the cost of maintaining municipal museums 
abroad is very small, many being without expert or highly-paid 
officials, while admission fees are often considerable. Nowheter 
in the United Kingdom are the collections neglected in a manner 
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through which certain towns in Italy and Spain have gained an 
unenviable name. 

Berlin and Vienna have collections of untold richness, and the 
public are freely admitted. Berlin, besides its picture gallery 
a,..0. and architectural museum, has a collection of Christian 
aid antiquities in the university. The old museum, a 
Arno*. royal foundation, is renowned for its classical sculp-
ture and a remarkable collection of medieval statuary, in 
which Italian art is well represented. The new museum is 
also noteworthy for Greek marbles, and contains bronzes and 
engravings, together with one of the most typical collections of 
Egyptian art. Schliemsmn's discoveriiii are housed in the 
Ethnographic Museum. The Museum of Art and Industry, 
closely similar in object and arrangement to the Victoria and 
Albert Museum in London, contains collections of the same 
character—enamels, furniture, ceramics, Arc. Vienna also has 
one of these museums (Kunstgewerbe), in which the great value 
of the examples is enhanced by their judicious arrangement. 
The Historical Museum of this city is interesting, and the 
Imperial Museum (of which the structure corresponds almost 
exactly with a plan of an ideal museum designed by Sir William 
Flower) is one of the most comprehensive extant, containing 
armour of world-wide fame and the choicest specimens of indus-
trial art. Prague, Innsbruck and Budapest are respectively 
the homes of the national museums of Bohemia, Tirol and 
Hungary. The National Museum of Bavaria (Munich) has been 
completed, and its exhibition rooms, too in number, show the 
most recent methods of classification, Nuremberg, with upwards 
of eighty rooms, being its only rival in southern Germany. 
Mainz andTrier have Roman antiquities. Hamburg, Leipzig and 
Breslau have good " Knnstgewerbe " collections. In Dresden 
there are four great museums—the Johanneum, the Albertinum, 
the Zwinger and the Gram Gewblbe—in which opulent art can 
best be appreciated; the porcelain of the Dresden galleries is 
superb, and few branches of art are unrepresented. Gotha is 
remarkable for its ceramics, Brunswick for enamels (in the 
ducal cabinet). Museums of minor importance exist at Hanover, 
Ulm, Wilmburg, Danzig and Ltlbeck. 

The central museum of France, the Louvre, was founded 
as a public institution during the Revolutionary period. It 

contains the collections of Francois I., Louis XIV., Frames. and the Napoleons. Many works of art have been 
added to it from royal palaces, and collections formed by dis-
tinguished connoisseurs (Campana, Sauvageot, La Case) have 
been incorporated in it The Greek sculpture, including the 
Venus of Melee and the Nike of Sarnothrace, is of pre-eminent 
fame. Other departments are well furnished, and from a 
technical point of view the manner in which the officials have 
overcome structural difficulties in adapting the palace to the 
needs of an art museum is most instructive. The Cluny 
Museum, bought by the city In 1842„and subsequently 
transferred to the state, supplements the medieval collections 
of the Louvre, being a storehouse of select works of art. It 
suffers, however, from being overcrowded, while for purposes 
of study it is badly lighted. At the same time the Rfaison 
Cluny is a well-furnished house, decorated with admirable 
things, and as such has a special didactic value of its own, 
corresponding in this respect with Hertford House and the 
Poldi-Pezzoli Gallery at Milan—collections which are more than 
museums, since they show in the best manner thcadaptation of 
artistic taste to domestic life. The French provincial museums 
are numerous and important. TwentM-two were established 
early in the is:1th century, and received rood pictures as gifts 
from the state, numbers of which were not returned in Ars to 
the countries whence they were taken. The best of these 
museums are at Lyons; at Dijon, where the tombs of Jean sans 
Peur and Philip the Bold are preserved; at Amiens, where the 
capital MusEe de Picardie was built in aso; at Marseilles and at 
Bayeux, where the " Tapestry " is well exhibited. The collec-
tions of Lille, Bordeaux, Toulouse, and Avignon are also impor-
tant. The objects shown in these museums are chiefly local 
gleanings, consisting largely of church plate, furniture, together 

with sculpture, carved wood, and pottery, nearly- everything 
being French in origin. In many towns Roman antiquities and 
early Christian relics are preserved (e.g. Autun, Nimes, Ms 
and Luxeuil), Other collections controlled by municipalities 
are kept at Rouen, Douai, Montpellier, Chartres (14th-century 
sculptures), Grenoble, Toulon, Ajaccio, Epinal (Carolingian 
objects), Besancon, Bourges, Le Mans (with the remarkable 
enamel of Geoffrey of Anjou), Nancy, Aix and In many other 
towns. As a rule, the public is admitted free of charge, special 
courtesy being shown to foreigners- In many cases the collections 
are ill cared for and uncatalogued, and little money is provided 
for acquisitions in the civic museums; indeed, in this respect the 
great national institutions contrast unfavourably with British 
establishments, to which purchase grants are regularly made. 

The national, civic and papal museumsof Italy are sonumerous 
that a few only can be mentioned. The best arranged and best 
classified collection is the Museo Nazionale at Naples, 
containing many thousand example; of Roman MY' 
art, chiefly obtained from the immediate neighbourhood. For 
historical importance it ranks as prima inks poses with the 
collections of Rome and the Vatican. It is, however, the only 
great Italian museum where scientific treatment is consistently 
adopted. Other museums of purely classical art are found at 
Syracuse, Cagliari and Palermo. Etruscan art is best displayed 
at Aresso, Perugia (in the university), Cottons, Florence (Museo 
Archeologica), Volterra and the Vatican. The Florentine 
museums are of great importance, consisting of the archaeological 
museum of antique bronzes, Egyptian art, and a great number of 
tapestries. The Museo Nationale, housed in the Bargello (kn. 
tree), is the central depository of Tuscan art. Numerous 
examples of Della Robbie ware have been gathered together, 
and are fixed to the walls in a manner and position which reduce 
their value to a minimum. The plastic arts of Tuscany are 
represented by Donatello, Verrocchio, Ghiberti, and Cellini, 
while the Carrand collection of Ivories, pictures, and varied 
medieval specimens Is of much interest. This museum, like so 
many others, is becoming seriously overcrowded, to the lasting 
detriment of churches, market-places, and streets, whence these 
works of art are being ruthlessly removed. The pubiic is admitted 
free one day a week, and the receipts are devoted to art and 
antiquarian purposes (" tame . . . destinate . . . olio conver-
=lone dei monumenti, all' ampliamento degli scavi, ed' all' 
incremento del institute nella citte.."—Law of 1875, 15). 
The museums of Rome are numerous, the Vatican alone contain-
ing at least six—Museo Clementine, of classical art, with the 
Laocoon, the Apollo Belvedere, and other masterpieces; the 
Chiaramonti, also of classical sculpture; the Gallery of Inscrip-
tions; the Egyptian, the Etruscan and the Christian museums . 

The last is an extensive collection corresponding with another 
papal museum in the Lateran Palace, also known as the Christian 
Museum (founded 1843), and remarkable for its sarcophagi and 
relics from the catacombs. The Latemn has also a second 
museum known as the hfuseo Profane. Museums belonging 
to the state are equally remarkable. The Kircher Museum deals 
with prehistoric art, and contains the " Prencste Hoard." The 
Museo Nazionale (by the Baths of Diocletian), the Museo Capi-
toline, and the Palazzo del Conservatori contain innumerable 
specimens of the finest classical art, vases, bronzes, mosaics, 
and statuary, Greek as well as Roman. Among provincial 
museums there are few which do not possess at least one or two 
objects of signal merit. Thus Brescia, besides a medieval 
collection, has a famous bronze Victory. Pesaro, Urbino, and 
the Museo Correr at Venice have admirable examples of majolica; 
Milan, Pisa and Genoa have general archaeology combined with 
a good proportion of mediocrity. The civic museum of Bologna 
is comprehensive and well arranged, having Egyptian, classical, 
and Etruscan collections, besides many things dating from the 
" Bella Epoca " of Italian art. At Ravenna alone can the 
Byzantine art of Italy be properly understood, and it is most 
deplorable that the superb collections in its fine galleries should 
remain uncatalogued and neglected. Turin, Siena, Padua, and 
other towns have civic museums. 
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The Ryks Museum at Amsterdam, containing the national 
collections of Holland, is a modern building in which a series 
mow of historical rooms are furnished to show at a glance 
mos • the artistic progress of the Dutch at any given period. 
ilai°4  Nine rooms are also devoted to the chronological 
display of ecclesiastical art. Besides the famous paintings, this 
museum (the sole drawback of which is the number of rooms 
which have no top light) contains a-library, many engravings, a 
comprehensive exhibit of armour, costume, metalwork, and a 
department of maritime craftsmanship. Arnhem and Haarlem 
have municipal collections. At Leiden the university maintains 
a scholarly collection of antiquities. The Hague and Rotterdam 
have also museums, but everything in Holland is subordinated 
to the development of the great central depository at Amsterdam, 
to which examples are sent from all parts of the country. In 
Belgium the chief museum, that of ancient industrial art, is at 
Brussels. It contains many pieces of medieval church furniture 
and decoration, but in•this respect differs only in size from the 
civic museums of Ghent and Luxemburg and the Archbishop's 
Museum at Utrecht. In Brussels, however, there is a good show 
of Frankish and Carolingian objects. The city of Antwerp 
maintains the Music Plantin, a printing establishment which has 
survived almost intact, and presents one of the most charming 
and instructive museums in the world. As a whole, the 
museums of Belgium are disappointing, though, per contra, the 
churches are of enhanced interest, not having been pillaged for 
the benefit of museums. 

New museums are being founded in Russia every year. 
Kharkoff and Odessa (the university) have already large collet 
R► ut& tions, and in the most remote parts of Siberia it is 

curious to find carefully chosen collections. Krasno-
yarsk has tz,000 specimens, a storehouse of Buriat art. Irkutsk 
the capital, Tobolsk, Tomsk (university), Khabarovsk, and 
Yakutsk have now museums. In these Russian art naturally 
predominates. It is only at Moscow and St Petersburg that 
Western art is found. The Hermitage Palace in the latter city 
contains a selection of medieval objects of fabulous value, there 
being no less than forty early ivories. But from a national point 
of view these collections are insignificant when compared with 
the gold and silver objects illustrating the primitive arts and 
ornament of Scythia, Crimea and Caucasia, the high standard 
attained proving an advanced stage of manual skill. At Moscow 
(historical museum) the stone and metal relics are scarcely less 
interesting. There is also a museum of industrial art, the speci-
mens of which are not of unusual value, but being analogous to 
the Kunstgewerbe movement in Germany, it exercises a whole-
some influence upon the designers who study in its schools. 

American museums are not committed to traditional systems, 
and scientific treatment is allowed its fullest scope. They exist 
America. 
 in great numbers, and though in some cases their 

exhibits are chiefly ethnographic, a far wider range 
of art objects is rapidly being secured. The National Museum 
at Washington, a branch of the Smithsonian Institution (q.r.), 
while notable for its American historical and ethnological 
exhibits, has the National Gallery of Art. The Metropolitan 
Museum of Art (held by trustees for the benefit of the city 
of New York) has in the Cesnola collection the most complete 
series of Cypriot art objects. It has also departments of coins, 
Greek sculpture and general examples of European and American 
art. The Museum of Fine Arts at Boston is very comprehensive, 
and has a remarkable collection of ceramics, together with good 
reproductions of antique art. There are museums at St 
Louis, Chicago, Pittsburg, Brodlyrr, Cincinnati, Buffalo and 
Washington, as well as Montreal in Canada; and the universities 
of Harvard, Chicago, Pennsylvania and Yale have important 
collections. 

The Swiss National Museum is situated at ZUrich, and though 
of medium size (so rooms), it is a model of arrangement and 

organization. Besides the special feature of rooms 
c
V

ertark°owe
s a illustrating the historical progress of art, its collection 

of stained glass is important. Basel also (historical 
museum) is but little inferior in contents or system to the Zurich 

establishment. Geneva has three collections. Lausanne holds 
the museum of the canton, and Bern has a municipal collection. 
All these institutions are well supported financially, and are 
much appreciated by the Swiss public. The art museums of 
Stockholm, -Christiania and Copenhagen rank high for their 
intrinsic excellence, but still more for their scientific and didactic 
value. Stockholm has three museums': that of the Royal 
Palace, a collection of costume and armour; the Northern 
Museum, a large collection of domestic art; the National 
Museum, containing the prehistoric collections, gold ornaments, 
&c., classified in a brilliant manner. The National Museum 
of Denmark at Copenhagen is in this respect even more famous, 
being probably the second national collection in the world. The 
arrangement of this collection leaves little to be desired, and it 
is to be regretted that some British collections, in themselves of 
immense value, cannot be shown, as at Copenhagen, in a manner 
which would display their great merits to the fullest degree. 
There is also at Copenhagen a remarkable collection of antique 
busts (Lamle Glyptotek), and the Thorwaldsen Museum con-
nected with the sculptor of that name. Nome antiquities are 
at Christiania (the university) and Bergen. Athena has three 
museums, all devoted to Greek art: that of the Acropolis, that 
of the Archaeological Society (vases and terra-cotta) and the 
National Museum of Antiquities. The state owns all discoveries 
and these are accumulated at the capital, so that local museums 
scarcely exist. The collections, which rapidly increase, are of 
great importance, though as yet they cannot vie with the 
aggregate in other European countries. The Museum of 
Egyptian Antiquities (Cairo), founded by Marlette Beyat Bulak, 
afterwards removed to the Giza palace and developed by Maspeto, 
is housed in a large building erected its :got, well classified, and 
liberally supported with money and fresh acquisitions. Minor 
museums exist at Carthage and Tunis. At Constantinople the 
Turkish Museum contains some good classical sculpture and a 
great deal of rubbish. The Museo del Prado and the Archaeo-
logical Museum at Madrid are the chief Spanish collections, 
containing numerous classical objects and many specimens of 
Moorish and early Spanish art. In Spain museums are badly 
kept, and their contents are of indifferent value. The museums 
of the chief provinces are situated at Barcelona, Valencia, 
Granada and • Seville. Cadiz and Cordova have also sadly 
neglected civic collections. The National Museum of Portugal at 
Lisbon requires no special comment. The progress of Japan 
is noticeable in its museums as in he Industrial enterprise. The 
National Museum(Weno Park, Tokyo) Is large and well arranged 
in a new building of Western architecture. MOUS and Nara 
have excellent museums, exclusively of Oriental art, and two or 
three other towns have smaller establishments, including com-
mercial museums. There are several museums in India, the 
chief one being at Calcutta, devoted to Indian antiquities. 

The best history, of museums can be found in the prefaces and 
introductions to their official catalogues, but the following works 
will be useful for reference: Annual Reports presented to Parliament 
(official) of British Museum and Board of Education; Civil Service 
Estimates, Class IV., annually presented to Parliament; Second 
Report of Select Committee of House of Commons on Museums of 
Science and Art Department(official; a vol., 1898); Annual Reports 
of the Museum Association (London); Edward Edwards, The Fine 

and Abuse of Museums," printed in Methods o Social Reform . 
 Arts in England (London, 1840); Professor Stanlei Jevons, " Use 

(London, 1882); Report of Committee on Provincial Museums. 
Report of British Association (London. s887)•, Thos. Greenwood, 
Museums and Art Galleries (London, 1888); Professor Brown Goode, 
Museums of the Future, Report on the National Museum for 1889 
(Washington, 1891); Principles of Museum Administration; Report of 
Aluseum Association (London. 1895);  Mariotti, La Legislasione de& 
belle anti. (Rome, Hies); L lienedite, Rapport sap torreisanas 

William 
les musks de to Grande Bretagne (official; Parts, 1 5): 

Sir William Flower, Essays on Museums (London, 1898); Le 
nasionali italicise (3 vols., Rome, 1894); D. Murray, Museums: 
Their History and Use, with Bibliography and List of Museums in 
the United Kingdom (3 vols., 1904). (B.) 

MUSEUMS OF SCIENCE. The ideal museum should cover 
the whole field of human knowledge. It should teeth the 
truths of all the sciences, including anthropology, the science 
which deals with man and all his works in every age. AR the 
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sciences and alt the arts are correlated. The wide separation 
of coliectionsMustrative of the arts (see Museums or Aar above) 
from those illustrative of the sciences, and their treatment as 
if belonging to a wholly different sphere, Is arbitrary. Such 
separation, which is today the rule rather than the exception, 
is due to the circumstances of the tittle of many collections, 
or in other cases to the limitations imposed by poverty or lack 
of space. Many of the nationalmuseums of continental Europe 
bad their beginnings in collections privately acquired by 
monarchs, who, at a time when the modern sciences were in their 
infancy, entertained themselves by assembling objects which 
appealed to their love of the beautiful and the curious. The 
pictures, marbles, bronzes and brie-A-btu of the palace became 
the nucleus of the museum of to-day, and in some notable cases 
the palace itself was converted into a museum. In a few instances 
these museums, in which works of art had the first place, have 
been enriched and supplemented by collections illustrative of 
the advancing sciences of a later date, but in a majority of cases 
these collections have remained what they wore at the outset, 
mere exponents of human handicraft in one or the other, or all 
of Its various departments. Some recent great foundations 
have copied the more or less defective models of the past, and 
museums devoted exclusively to the illustration of one or the 
other narrow segment of knowledge will no doubt continue to 
be multiplied, and in !pits of their limited range, will do much 
good. A notable illustration of the influence of lack of space 
in bringing about a separation of anthropological collections 
from collections illustrative of other sciences is afforded by the 
national collection in London. For many yeas the collections 
of the British Museum, literary, artistic and scientific were 
assembled in ideal relationship in Bloomsbury, but at last the 
accumulation of treasure became so vast and the difficulties of 
administration were so pressing that a separation Was decided 
upon, and the natural history collection! were finally removed 
to the separate museum in Cromwell Road, South Kensington. 
But the student of museums can never fail to regret that the 
necemities of space and financial considerations compelled this 
separation, which in a measure destroyed the ideal relationship 
which had for so many years obtained. 

The ancient world knew nothing of museums in the modem 
sense of the term. There were collections of paintings and 
statuary in the temples and palaces of Greece and Rome; the 
homes of the wealthy were everywhere adorned by works of art; 
curious objects of natural history were often brought from afar; 
ache skins of the female gorillas, which Hanna after his voyage 
on the west coast of Africa hung up in the temple of Astarte at 
Carthage; Alexander the Great granted to his illustrious teacher, 
Aristotle, a large sum of money for, use in his scientific researches, 
sent him natural history collections from conquered 'lands, and 
put at his' service thousands of men to collect specimens, upon 
which he based his work on natural history; the museum of 
Alexandria, which included within its keeping the Alexandrian 
library, was a great university composed of a number of associated 
colleges; but there was nowhere in all the ancient world an 
institution which exactly corresponded in its scope and purpose 
to the modern mecum. The term " museum," after the 
burning of the great institution of Alexandria, appears to have 
fallen into disuse from the 4th to the 17th century, and the idea 
which the word represented slipped from the minds of men. 

The revival of learning in the 15th century was accompanied 
by an awakening of interest in classical antiquity, and many 
per-sons laboured eagerly upon the collection of memorials of 
the past. Statuary, inscriptions, gems, coins, medals and manu-
scripts were assembled by the wealthy and the learned. The 
leaders in this movement were presently followed by others who 
devoted themselves to the search for minerals, plants' and curious 
animals. Among the more famous early collectors of objects 
of natural history may be mentioned Georg Agricola Or ago-153s). 
who has been styled " the father of mineralogy." By his 
labours the elector Augustus of Saxony was induced to establish 
the Kunst and Naturalien Kammer, which has since expanded 
into the various museums at Dresden. One of his conterapo- 

raries was Conrad Gana of Uri& (s t6-1 say), " the German 
Pliay," whcise writings are still resorted to by' the curious. 
Others whose names are familiar were Pierre Salon 0517-1564h 
professor at the Collage de France; Andrea Cesalpini (1 sto -1603), 
whose herbarium is still preserved at Florence; Ulissi Aldrovandi 
(t ter:6os), remnants of whose collections still edit at Bologna; 
Ole Worm (1588.1654), a Danish physician, after whom the so-
called " Wormian bones " of the skull are named, and who was 
one of the first to adtivate.what is now known as the science 
of prehistoric 'archaeology. At a later date the collection of 
Albert Seba (z66y-ty36) of Amsterdam became famous, and 
was purchased by Peter the Great in 17'6, and removed to 
St Petersburg. In Great Britain among early collectors were 
the two Tradessats; Sir John Woodward (r665»1738), a portion 
of whose collections, bequeathed by him to Cambridge University 
Senn preserve dthere in the Woodwardian or Geological Museum; 
Sir James Balfour (16co-1657), and Sir Andrew Balfour (1630- 
reps), whose work was continued in part by Sir Robert Sibbald 
(1641-1733). The first personto elaborate and present to modern 
minds the thought of an institution which should assemble 
within its walls the things which men wish to see and study was 
Bacon, who in his New Atlantis (z627) broadly sketched the 
outline of a great national museum of science and art. 

The first surviving scientific museum established upon a 
substantial basis was the Ashmolean Museum at Oxford, 
founded by Elias Ashmole. The original collection bad been 
made by the Tradescants, father and son, gardeners who were 
in the employment of the duke of Bucidngham and later of King 
Charles I. and his queen; it consisted of " twelve cartloads of 
curiosities," principally from Virginia and Algiers, which the 
younger' Tradescant bequeathed to Ashmole, and which, after 
much litigation with Tradescant's widow, he gave to Oxford 
upon condition that a suitable building should be provided. 
This was done in 16lis after plans by Sir Christopher Wren. 
Ashmole in his diary makes record, on the 17th of February 
1683, that "the last load of my rareties was sent to the barge, 
and this afternoon I relapsed into the gout:" 

The establishment of the German academy of Natures 
Carinsi in visa, of the Royal Society of London in z 66o, and of 
the Academie des Sciences of Paris in 1666, imparted a powerful 
impulse to scientific investigation, which was reflected not only 
in the labours of a multitude of persons who undertook the 
formation of private scientific collections, but in the initiation 
by crowned heads of movements looking toward the formation 
of national collections, many of which, having their beginnings 
in the latter half of the 17th century and the early years of the 
18th century, survive to the present day. 

The most famous of all English collectors in his time was 
Sir Hans Sloane (06o-t7e3), whose vast collection, acquired at 
a great outlay of money, and including the collections of Petiver, 
Courten, Merret, Phtkenet, and Buddle—all of which he had 
purchased—was by his will bequeathed to the British nation on 
condition that parliament should pay to his heirs the sum of 
Lao,000, a sum far less thanthat which he had expended upon it, 
and representing, it is said, only the value of the coins which it 
contained. Sloane was a man who might justly have said of 
himself " humani nihil a me alienum puto "; and his collection 
attested the catholicity of his tastes and the breadth of his 
scientific appetendes. The bequest of Sloane was accepted 
upon the terms of his will, and, together with the library of. 
George II., which had likewise been bequeathed to the nation, 
was thrown open to the public at Bloomsbury in 175o as the 
British Museum. As showing the great advances which have 
occurred in the administration of museums since that day, the 
following extract taken from A Guide-Book to the General 
Contents of the British Museum, published in 1761, is interest-
ing: "... fifteen persons are allowed to view it in one Company, 
the Time allotted is two Hours; and when any Number not 
exceeding fifteen are inclined to see it, they must send a List of. 
their Christian and Sirnames, Additions, and Places of Abode, to 
the Porter's Lodge, In order to their being entered in the Book; 
in a few Days the respective Tickets will be made out, specifying 
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the Day sad Hour in which they are to come, which, on being 
sent for, are delivered. If by any Accident some of the Parties 
are prevented from coining, it is proper they send their 
Ticket back to the Lodge, as nobody can be admitted with it 
but themselves. It is to be remarked that the fewer Names there 
are in a List, the sooner they are likely to be admitted to see it." 

The establishment of the British Museum was coincident in 
time with the development of the systematic study of nature, 
of which Linnaeus was at that time the most distinguished 
exponent. The modern sciences, the wonderful triumphs of 
which have revolutionized the world, were just emerging from 
their infancy. Museums were speedily found to furnish the 
best agency for preserving the records of advancing knowledge, 
so far as these consisted of the materials upon which the investi-
gator had laboured. In a short time it became customary for 
the student, either during his lifetime or at his death, to entrust 
to the permanent custody of museums the collections upon 
which he had based his studies and observations. Museums were 
thenceforth rapidly multiplied, and came to be universally 
regarded as proper repositories for scientific collections of all 
kinds. But the use of museums as ,  repositories of the (once• 
tions of the learned came presently to be associated with their 
use as seats of original investigation and research. Collections 
of new and rare objects which had not yet received attentive 
study came into their possession. Voyages of exploration 
into unknown lands, undertaken at public or private expense, 
added continually to their treasures. The comparison of newer 
collections with older collections which had been already made 
the subject of study, was undertaken. New truths were thus 
ascertained. A body of students was attracted to the museums, 
who in a few years by their investigations began not only to add 
to the sum of human knowledge, but by their publications to 
shed lustre upon the institutions with which they were connected. 
The spirit of inquiry was wisely fostered by private and public 
munificence, and museums as centres for the diffusion of scientific 
truth cense to hold a well-recognieed position. Later still, 
about the middle of the 59th century, when the importance of 
poptdar education and the necessity of popularizing knowledge 
came to be more thoroughly recognised than it had heretofore 
been, museums were found to be peculiarly adapted in certain 
respects for the promotion of the culture of the masses. They 
became under the new impulse not merely repositories of scientific 
records and seats of original research, but powerful educational 
agencies, in which by object lessons the most important truths of 
science were capable of being pleasantly imparted to multitudes. 
The old narrow restrictions were thrown down. Their doors 
were freely opened to the people, and at the beginning of the 
roth century the movement for the establishment of museums 
assumed a magnitude scarcely, if at all, less than the movement 
on behalf of the diffusion of popular knowledge through public 
libraries. While great national museums have been founded and 
all the large municipalities of the world through private or civic 
gifts have established museums within their limits, a multitude 
of lesser towns, and even in some cases villages, have established 
museums, and museums as adjuncts of universities, colleget and 
high schools have come to be recognized as almost indispensable. 
The movement has assumed its greatest proportions in Great 
Britain and her colonies, Germany, and the United States of 
America, although in many other lands it has already advanced 
far. 

There are now in existence in the world, exclusive of museums 
of art, not less than 20:0 scientific museums which possess in 
themselves elements of permanence, some of which are splendidly 
supported by public munificence, and a number of which have 
been richly endowed by private benefactions. 

Great Britain and Leland.—The greatest museum in London 
is the British Museum. The natural history department at 
South Kensington, with its wealth of types deposited there, 
constitutes the most important collection of the kind in the 
world. The Museum of Practical Geology in Jermyn Street 
.contains a beautiful and well•armnged collection of minerals 
and a very complete series of specimens illustrative of the  

petrography and 'the. inverttebrate paleontology of the Btitish 
Islands. The botanical collections at Kew are classic, and are 
as rich in types as are the zoological collections of the British 
Museum. The Hunterian Museum of the Royal College of 
Surgeons contains a notable assemblage of specimens illustrating 
anatomy, both human and comparative, as well as pathology. 
In London also a number of private owners possess large collec-
tions of natural history specimens, principally ornithological, 
entomological and conc.hological, in some instances destined to 
find a final resting place in the national collection. One of the 
most important of these great collections is that formed by F.. 
Duane Godman, whose work on the fauna of middle America., 
entitled Biel* centrali-americana, is an enduring monument 
to his learning and generosity. The Hon. Walter Rothschild 
has accumulated at Tring one of the largest and most important 
natural history collections which has ever been assembled by a 

.single individual. It is particularly rich in rare species which 
are either already extinct or verging upon extinction, and the 
ornithological and entomological collections are vast in extent 
and rich In types. Lord Walsinghtun has at his country seat, 
Merton Hall, near Thetford, the largest and most perfect 
collection of the microlepidoptera of the world which is in 
existence. 

The Ashmolean Museum and the University Museum at Oxford, 
and the Woodwardiaa Museum and the University Museum at 
Cambridge, are remarkable collections. The Free Public Museum 
at Liverpool is in some respects one of the finest and most 
successfully arranged museums in Great Britain. It contains 
a great wealth of important scientific material, and is rich in 
types, particularly of birds. The Manchester•Museum of Owens 
College and the museum in Sheffield have in recent years 
accomplished much for the cause of science and poptilar educa-
tion. The Bristol Museum has latterly achieved considerable 
growth and has become a centre of much enlightened activity. 
The Royal Scottish Museum, the herbarium of the Royal 
Botanical Garden, Ind the collections of the Challenger Expe-
dition Office in Edinburgh, are worthy of particular mention. 
The museum of the university of Glasgow and the Glasgow 
Museum contain valuable collections. The museum of St 
Andrews University is very rich in material illustrating marine 
zoology, and so also are the collections of University College at 
Dundee. The Science and Art Museum of Dublin and the 
Public Museum of Belfast, in addition to the works of art which 
they contain, possess scientific collections of importance. 

There are also in Great Britain and Ireland some two hundred 
smaller museums, in which there are collections which cannot be 
overlooked by specialists, more particularly by those interested 
in geology, paleontology and archaeology. 

India.—The Indian Museum, the Geological Museum of the 
Geological Survey of India. and the herbarium of the Royal Botanic 
Garden in Calcutta, are richly endowed with collections illustrating 
the natural history of Hindostan and adjacent countries. The 
finest collection of the vs.rb.tratc fossils of the Shrank Hills le that 
found in the Indian Museum. The Victoria and Albert Museum in 
Bombay and the Government Museum in Madras are institutions 
of importance. 

Australia.—The Queensland Museum, and the museum of the 
Geological Survey of Queensland located In Brisbane, and the 
National Museum at NIelbourne. Victoria. reptmnt important 
beginnings. Sydney, the capital of New South Wales, is the centre 
of considerable scientific activity. The museums connected with 
the university of Sydney, the museum of the Geological Survey of 
New South Wales, and the Australian Museum, all possess valuable 
collections. The museum at Adelaidl is noteworthy. 

New Zealand.—Good collections are found in the Otago Museum, 
Dunedin, the Canterbury Museum at Christ Church, the Auckland 
ltl uscum at Auckland. and the Colonial Museum at Wellington. 

South Africa.—The South African Museum at Capetown is a 
flourishing and important institution, which has done excellent 
work in the field of South African soology. A museum has been 
established at Durban, Natal •  which jves evidence of vitality. 

Egypt.—Archaeological studies overshadow all others in the land 
of the Nile, and the splendid collections of thi great museum of 
antiquities at Cairo tel nothing to parallel them in the domain ol 
the purely rhItitial sciences. A geological museum was, however, 
established in the autumn of I9o3, and in view of recent remarkable 
paleontological discoveries in Egypt possesses brilliant opportunities 
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CaSsda.—in eennedon with the Uteimesite -  lard -initothay 

the MOM University in Montreal, and the university of Toronto 
in Ontario, beginnings of significance have been made. The Peter 
Redpath Museum of McGill College contains important collections' 
in all branches of natural history, more particularly botany. 
The provincial museum at Victoria, British Columbia, is growing in 
importance. A movement has been begun to establish at Ottawa 
a museum which in a *ewe be for the Dominion a national 
establishment. 

Fraies.--Paris abounds in institutions for the promotion of claws. 
In possession of many of the institutions of learning, such as the Ecole 
Nationale Superieure des Mines, the Institut Natunsal Ayr ' 
and the various learned societies, are collo:edam of greeter or 
importance which must be consulted at times by vmalists in the 
various sciences. The Musewe d 'Mistake Nat urdk in the Ardis 
des BMWS is the most comprehensive and important collection of 
its kind in the French metropolis, and while not ea rich in types es 
the British Museum, nevertheless contains a vast assemblage of 
classic specimens refiecting the labours of former generations of 
Reach. naturalists. Unfortunately, much of the best material, 
'consisting of the types of species obtained by the naturallets of 
Freed:dell'arte of exploration, have been too long exposed to the 
intense * t which fills the great building and have become bleached 
and f to a greet degree. The seal to popularise knowledge by 
the display of specimens has conflicted with the purpose to preserve 
the records of science, a fact which French naturalists themselves 
universally admit. As in England, so also in France, there are a. 
number of virtuosi, who have amassed fine private collections. 
One of the very large* and fume of all the entomologied colketiesia 
of the world Is that at Rennes, belonging to the brothers Oberthar„ 
uppoonn which they have expended pri ncely sums. The Museum des 
Seisncrs Nstsrelks el Lyons Is in some respects an important 
institution. 

Belgittnt.—Braseels has been called " a city of museums." The 
Menlo de Congo end the Mesh Rost d'Histoirs Naturolle is Belgique 
tae the two most important institutions from the standpoint of the 
naturalist. The former% rich in ethnographic and zoological material 
brought from the Congo Free State, and the latter contains very 
important paleontological collections. 

Ha ta:ad.—The geological museum of the dessisklija Zoologisele 
Genoa:chap, affiliated with the tuuversity at Amsterdam, is well 
known. The royal museums connected with the university of 
Leiden are centres of much scientific activity. 

Dswark.-..The National Museum at Copenhagen is particularly 
rich in Scandinavian and Danish antiquities. 

Swedsa.—In Stockholm, the capital, the Nordista§ Mused is 
devoted to Scandinavian ethnology, and the Naturhistoriska Riks-
Afusetun Is rich in paleontological, botanical and archaeological 
collections. Great scientific treasures are also contained in the 
museums connected with the university of Upeala. 

Norway.—Classic collections especi ally interesting to the student 
of marine zoology are contained in the university of Christiania. 

Gsremey.7Germany is rich in museums, some of which are of 
very great amportance. The Museum fur Naturkunde, the ethno-
graphical museum, the anthropological museum, the mineralogical 
museum and the agricultural museum in Berlin are noble institutions. 
the first mentioned being particularly rich in classical collections. 
Hamburg boasts an excellent natural history museum and ethno-
graphical museum. the Mu: in Godeffroy and the Museum Umlauff. 
There are a number of in "cant private collections in Hamburg. 
The municipal museum in 1 remen is important from the standpoint 
of the naturalist and ethnologist. The Roemer Museum at Hades-
heim is one of the best provincial museums in Germany. Dresden 
even more justly than Brussels may be called " a city of museums," 
and the mineralogical , archaeological, zoological and anthropological 
museums are exceedingly important from the standpoint of the 
naturalist. Here also Le private hands is the greatest collection 
of palaearctic lepidoptera in Europe, belonging to the heirs of Dr 
Otto Staudinger. The ethnographical museum at Leipzig is rich 
in collections brought together from South and Central America. 
The natural history museum, the anatomical museum and the ethno- 
graphical museum in Munich are important institutions, the first 
mentioned being particularly rich in paleontological treasures. 
The natural history museum of Stuttgart is likewise noted for 
its important paleontological collections. The Senckenbergi sells 
Natar schen& Gesellschaft museum at Frankfort-on-the-Islain 
contains a very important collection of ethnographical, zooloe cal 
and botanical material. The museum of the university at &lin, 
and more particularly the anatomical museum, are noteworthy. 
In connexion with almost all the German universities and In Mundt 
all the larger tows and cities are to be found museums, in many of 
which there are important assemblages illustrating . not only the 
natural history of the immediate neighbourhood, but in a multitude 
of cases containing important material collected in foreign lands. 
One of the most Interesting of the smaller museums lately established 
is that at Lubeck, a model in its way fora provincial museum. 

Austro-Husgary.—The Imperial Natural liistorylaluseum inVienna 
is one of the nob lest institutions of its kind in Europe. and 
one of the finest mineralogical collections in the world. possesses 
also in botanical and conchological collectioas. There are important 

netabtnui:aglri=ii collections of the Bohemian national m 
ese The 

museum at 
and anthropological- eollectiaes et Budap. 

Prague are we arranged, though not remarkably extensive. 
Barrier.—The Rumuntsof Museum in Moscow possesses splendid 

buildsngs. with a library of over yoot000 volumes in addition to 
splendid artistic treasures, and is rich in natural history specimens. 
It is one of the most magnificent foundations of-its kind in Europe. 
There are a number of magnificent museums in St Petersburg which 
contain stores of Important material. Foreman among these is 
the museum of the Imperial Academy of Sciences, rich in Coll0C-
dons illustrating the zoology, paleontology and ethnology, not only 
of the Russian Empire, but also of foreign lands. There are a number 
of provincial museums in the larger cities oLRusda which are growing 
in ten 	nee. 

I —hale is rich in museums of art, but natural history 
we not as strongly represented as i* other lands. Con-

nected with the various mummies ,  are collections which possess 
more or less importance from the standpoint of the specialist. 
The Musa, Casks di Gloria Naistrak at Genoa, and the collections 
preserved at the marine biological station at Naples, have most 
interest for the zoologist. 

5.pani.—There are no nannst history collections of first im ports  
in Spain, though at all the universities there are minor collatins 
which are in some instances creditably cared for and arranged. 

Parillf111.—The natural history museum at Lisbon contains 
important ornithological treasures. 

Aria.—The awakening of the empire of Japan has resulted 
among other things in the cultivation of the modern sciences, and 
there ass a anmiser of scientific manses n, mostly tanned in European 
and American universities, who are doing excellent work in the 
biological and allied sciences. Very creditable beginnings have been 
made in connexion with the Imperial University at Tokio for the 
establishment of a museum of natural history. At Shanghai there 
is a collection, gathered by the Chinese branch of the Royal Asiatic 
Society, which is in a decadent state, but captains much good 
material. Otherwise as yet the movement to establish museums his 
not laid strong hold upon the . inhabitents of eastern Asia. At 
Batavia in Java, and at Manila in the Philippine Islands, there are 
found the nuclei of important collections. 

United State. —The movement to establisb museums in the 
United States is comparatively ascent. One of the very earliest 
collections (WWes), which, however, was soon dispersed, was 
made by Charles Willson Peale 4.e.). The Academy of Natural 
Sciences in Philadelphia, established in ara, is theeldest society 
for the promotion of the natural sciences in the United States. 
It possesses a very important library and some most excellent 
collections, and is rich in ornithological, conchological and 
botanical types. The city of Philadelphia also points with pride 
to the free museum of archaeology connected with the university 
of Pennsylvania, and to the Philadelphia museums, the latter 
museums of commerce, but which incidentally do much to pro-
mote scientific knowledge, especially in the domain of ethnology, 
botany and mineralogy. The Wistar Institute of Anatomy 
is well endowed and organized. The zoological museum at 
Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts, is associated 
with the names of Louis and Alexander Agassiz, the former of 
whom by his learning and activity as a collector, and the latter 
by his munificent gifts, as well as by his important researches, 
not only created the institution, but made it a potent agency 
for the advancement of science. The Peabody Museum of 
American Archaeology and Ethnology, likewise connected with 
Harvard University, is one of the greatest institutions of its 
kind in the New World. The Essex Institute at Salem, Massa-
chusetts, is noteworthy. The Butterfield Museum, Dartmouth 
College, Hanover, New Hampshire, and the Fairbanks Museum 
of Natural Science (1891) at St Johnsbury, Vermont, are im-
portant modern institutions. In the museum of Amherst 
College are preserved the types of the birds described by J. J. 
Audubon, the shells described by C. B. Adams, the mineralogical 
collections of Charles Upham Shepard, and the paleontological 
collections of President Hitchcock. In Springfield OSA 
and Worcester, Massachusetts, there are excellent museums. 
The Peabody Museum of Natural History at Yale University, 
New Haven, Connecticut, Contains much of the paleontological 
material described by Professor 0. C. Marsh. The New 
York State Museum at Albany is important from a geological 
and paleontological standpoint. The American Museum of 
Natural History in New York City, founded in 186g, provision 
for the growth and enlargement of which upon a scale of the 
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utmost magnificence has been made, is liberally supported 
both by public and private munificence. The ethnographical, 
paleontological and archaeological material gathered within 
its walls is immense in extent and superbly displayed. The 
museum of the New York botanical garden in Bronx Park is 
a worthy rival to the museums at Kew. The Brooklyn Institute 
of Arts and Sciences combines with collections illustrative of 
the arts excellent collections of natural history, many of which 
are classic. 

The United States National Museum at Washington, under 
the control of the Smithsonian Institution, of which it is a depart-
ment, has been made the repository for® m&y years past of the 
scientific and artistic collections coming into the possession of 
the government. The growth of the material entrusted to its 
keeping has, more particularly in recent years, been enormous, 
and the collections have wholly outgrown the space provided 
in the original building, built for It during the incumbency 
of Professor Spencer F. Baird as secretary of the Smithsonian 
Institution. The congress of the United States has in recent 
years made provision for the erection of a new building upon 
the Mall in Washington, to which the natural history collections 
are ultimately to be transferred, the old buildings to be retained 
for the display of collections ilhistrating the progress of the arts, 
until replaced by a building of better construction for the same 
Purpose. The United States National Museum has published 
a great deal, and has become one of the most important agencies 
for the diffusion of scientific knowledge in the country. It is 
Liberally supported by the government, and makes use of the 
scientific men connected with all the various departments of 
activity under government control as agents for research. The 
collections of the United States Geological Survey, as well as 
many of the more important scientific collections made by the 
Department of Agriculture, are deposited here. 

As the result of the great Columbian international exposition, 
which took place in 3893, a movement originated in the city of 
Chicago, where the exposition was held, to form a permanent 
collection• of large proportions. The great building in which 
the international exposition of the fine arts was displayed 
was preserved as the temporary home for the new museum. 
Marshall Field contributed gi,000,ozo to the furtherance of 
the enterprise, and in his honour the institution was called 
" The Field Columbian Museum." The growth of this 
institution was very rapid, and Mr. Field, at his death, in 
mob, bequeathed to the museum Mi,000,000, half to be 
applied to the erection of a new building, the other half to consti-
tute an endowment fund, in addition to the revenues derived 
from the endowment already existing. The city of Chicago 
provides liberally for the support of the museum, the name 
of which, in the spring of mob, was changed to "The Field 
Museum of Natural History." The city of St Louis has taken 
steps, as the result of the international exposition of mos, to 
emulate the example of Chicago, and the St Louis Public Museum 
was founded under hopeful auspices in tin. 

Probably the most magnificent foundation for the advance-
ment of science and art in America which has as yet been created 
is the Carnegie Institute in the city of Pittsburg. The Carnegie 
Institute is a complex of institutions, consisting of a museum 
of art, a museum of science, and a school for the education of 
youth in the elements of technology. Affiliated with the 
museums of art and science, and under the same roof, is the 
Central Free Library of Pittsburg. The buildings erected 
for the accommodation of the institute, at the entrance to 
Schenley Park, cost $8,000,oao, and Mr Andrew Carnegie 
provided liberally for the endowment of the museums of art 
and science and the technical school, leaving to the city of 
Pittsburg the maintenance of the general library. The natural 
history collections contained in the museum of science, although 
the institution was only founded in 3896, are large and 
important, and are particularly rich in mineralogy, geology, 
paleontology, botany and zoology. The entomological collections 
are among the most important in the new world. The concho-
*decal collections are vast, and the paleontological collections  

are among the meet' important in America: The great Bayer 
collection is the largest and most complete collection represent-
ing European paleontology in America. The Carnegie Museum 
contains natural history collections aggregating over r,soo,000 
specimens, which cost approximately itas,000, and these are 
growing rapidly. The ethnological collections, particularly 
thoseffiustrating the Indians of the plains, and the archaeological 
collections, representing the cultures more particularly of Costa 
Rica and of Colombia, are large. 

In connexion with almost all the American colleges and 
universities there are museums of more or less importance. 
The Bernice Pauahi Bishop museum at Honolulu is an institution 
established by private munificence, which is doing excellent 
work in the field of Polynesian ethnology and zoology. 

Other Americas Cessirier.—Tbe national museum In the city of 
Mexico has in recent years been receiving intelligent enco t 
and support both from the government and by private individuals
and is coming to be an institution of much importance. National 
museums have been established.at the capitals of most of the Central 
American and South American states. Some of them represent 
considerable but most of them are in a somewhat languish-
ing condition. Notable exceptions are the national museum in 
Rio de Janeiro, the Muses Parttime (Museu Goeldi), at Part, the 
Mums Pattlisee at Silo Paulo, and the national museum in Buenos 
Aires. The latter institution is particularly rich in paleontological 
collections. There is an excellent museum at Valparaiso in Chile, 
which in recent years has been doing good work. 	(W. J. 

MUSGRAVE, SAMUEL (1733--178o), English classical scholar 
and physician, was born at Washfield, in Devonshire, on the 
agth of September 1732. Educated at Oxford and elected 
to a Radcliffe travelling fellowship, he spent several years 
abroad. In 1766 he settled at Exeter, but not meeting with 
professional success removed to Plymouth. He ruined his 
prospects, however, by the publication of a pamphlet in the 
form of an address to the people of Devonshire, in which he 
accused certain members of the English ministry of having been 
bribed by the French government to conclude the peace of 1763, 
and declared that the Chevalier d'Eon de Beaumont, French 
minister plenipotentiary to England, had in his possession 
documents which would prove the truth of his assertion. De 
Beaumont repudiated all knowledge of any such transaction 
and of Musgrave himself, and the House of Commons in 1770 
decided that the charge was unsubstantiated. Thus discredited, 
Musgrave gained a precarious living in London by his pen until 
his death, in reduced circumstances, on the nth of July 1780. 
He wrote several medical works, now forgotten; and his edition 
of Euripides (1778) was* considerable advance on that of Joshua 
Barnes. 

See W. Munk, Roll of the Royal College of Physicians, il. (1878). 
MUSH, the chief town of a sanjak of the same name of the 

Bltlis vilayet of Asiatic Turkey, and an important military 
station. It is situated at the mouth of a gorge in the mountains 
on the south side of the plain, the surrounding hills being covered 
with vineyards and some oak semi). There are few good houses; 
the streets are ill-paved and winding, while the place and Its 
surroundings are extremely dirty. The castle, of which there 
are some remains, is said to have been built by Mushlg, an 
Armenian king of the province Damn, who founded the town. 
A khan, with two stone lions (Arab or Seljuk) in bas-relief, 
deserves notice, but the bazaar is poor, although pretty 
embroidered caps are produced. Good roads lead to Erzerum 
and Bitlis. There are moo inhabitants, consisting of Kurds 
and Armenians, about equally divided. The climate is healthy 
but cold in winter, with a heavy snow fall. Mush is the seat 
of the Gregorian and Roman Catholic Armenian bishops and 
some American mission schools. Some miles to the west at 
the edge of the plain is the celebrated monastery of Surp 
Garabed or St John the Baptist, an important place of Armenian 
Pilgrimage. 

Mush plain, 3s m. long by Is broad, is very fertile, growing 
wheat and tobacco, and is dotted with many thriving Armenian 
villages. The Murad or eastern Euphrates traverses the western 
end of the plain and disappears into a narrow mountain gorge 
there. Vineyards are numerous and a fair wine is produced. 
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Wood is scarce and the usual fuel is leads or dried cow-dung. 
There are several sulphur springs, and earthquakes are frequent 
and sometimes severe. It was on the plain of Mush that 
Xenophon first made acquaintance with Armenian houses, 
which have little changed since his day. 

MUSHROOM.' There are few more useful, more easily 
recognized, or more delicious members of the vegetable kingdom 
than the common mushroom, known botanically as Agaricas 
cainpeskis (or PsaViola campetiris). It grows in short grass 
in the temperate regions of all parts of the world. Many 
edible fungi depend upon minute and often obscure botanical 
characters for their determination, and may readily be con-
founded with worthless or poisonous species; but that is not the 
case with the common mushroom, for, although several other 
species of Agaricus somewhat closely approach it in form and 
colour, yet the true mushroom, if sound and freshly gathered, may 
be distinguished from all other fungi with great ease. It almost 
invariably grows in rich, open, breezy pastures, in places where 
the grass is kept short by the grazing of horses, herds and flocks. 
Although this plant is popularly termed the "meadow mush-
room," it never as a rule grows in meadows. It never grows in 
wet boggy places, never in woods, or on or about stumps of trees. 
An exceptional specimen or an uncommon variety may sometimes 
be seen in the above-mentioned abnormal places, but the best, 
the true, and common variety of the table is the produce of short, 
upland, wind-swept pastures. A true mushroom is never large in 
size; its cap very seldom exceeds 4, at most 5 in. in diameter. 
The large examples measuring from 6 to q or more in. across 
the cap belong to Agaricus arvensis, called from its large size and 
coarse texture the horse mushroom, which grows in meadows 
and damp shady places, and though generally wholesome is 
coarse and sometimes indigestible. The mushroom usually 
grown in gardens or hot-beds, in cellars, sheds, &c., is a distinct 
variety known as Arericut korteritis. On being cut or broken the 
flesh of a true mushroom remains white or nearly so, the flesh 
of the coarser horse mushroom changes to buff or sometimes to 
dark brown. To summarize the characters of a true mushroom 
—it grows only in pastures; it is of small size, dry, and with 
unchangeable flesh; the cap has a frill; the gills are free from the 
stem, the spores brown-black or deep purple-black in colour, 
and the stem solid or slightly pithy. When all these char-
acters are taken together no other mushroom-like fungus—
and nearly a thousand species grow in Britain—can be con-
founded with it. 

The parts of a mushroom consist chiefly of stem and cap ; the stem 
has a clothy ring round its middle, and the cap is furnished under-
neath with numerous radiating coloured gills. Fig. r (1) represents 
a section through an infant mushroom, (a) a mature example. 
and (3) a longitudinal section through a fully developed mushroom. 
The rap D. a is fleshy, firm and white within, never thin and watery; 
externally it is pale brown, dry, often slightly silky or floccose, 
never viscid. The cuticle of a mushroom readily peels away from 
the flesh beneath, as shown at F. The cap has a narrow dependent 
margin.or frill, as shown at n, and in section at a; this dependent 
frill originates in the rupture of a delicate continuous wrapper, 
which in the infancy of the mushroom entirely wraps the young 
plant; it is shown in its continuous state at J, and at the moment 
of rupture at IC. The gills underneath the cap I., 11, a are at first 
white, then rose-coloured, at length brown-black. A point of great 
importance is to be noted in the attachment of the gills near the stem 
at o, p,• the gills in the true mushroom are (as shown) usually more 
or less free from the stem, they never grow boldly against it or run 
down it; they may sometimes just touch the spot where the stem 
joins the bottom of the cap, but never more; there is usually a slight 
channel, as at e, all round the to of the stem. When a mushroom 
is perfectly ripe and the gills are brown-black in colour, they throw 
down a thick dusty deposit of fine brown-black or purple-black 
spores; It is essential to note the colour. The spores on germination 
make a white felted mat, more or less dense, of mycelium; this, 
when compacted with dry, half-decomposed dung, is the mushroom 
spawn of gardeners. The stem is firm, slightly pithy 

its 
 the middle, 

but never hollow; it bears a fioccose ring near its middle, as 
illustrated at Q, Q; this ring originates by the rupture of the thin 
general wrapper a of the infant plant. 

Lie all widely spread and much-cultivated plants, the edible 
' The earlier 15th-century form of the word was musserorm, 

antsciseron, &c., and was adapted from the French mousseron, which 
is generally connected with mousse, mom.  

mushroom has numerous varieties, and it differs in different 
places and under different modes of culture in much the same 
way as our kitchen-garden plants differ from the type they have 
been derived from, and from each other. In some instances 
these differences are so marked that they have led some 
botanists to regard as distinct species many forms usually 
esteemed by others as varieties only. 

Fin. I.—Pasture Mushroom (A garicus camPsuiris). 

A small variety of the common mushroom found in pastures has 
been named A. pratensts; it differs from the type in having a pale 
reddish-brown scaly top, and the flesh on being cut or broken 
changes to pale rose-colour. A variety still more marked, with a 
darker brown cap and the flesh changing to a deeper rose, and 
sometimes blood-red, has been described as A. minutes. The 
well-known compact variety of mushroom-growers, with its white 
cap and dull purplish clay-coloured gills, is A. korknsis. Two 
nub-varieties of this have been described under the names of A. 
Duckanaxi and A. elongatus, and other distinct forms are known to 

ty also botanists. A variety 	grows in woods named A. sihrisoks; this 
can only be distinguished from the pasture mushroom by its elongated 
bulbous stem and its externally smooth cap. There is also a fungus 
well known to botanists and cultivators which appears to be inter-
mediate between the pasture variety and the wood variety, named 
A. vaporarius. The large tank horse mushroom, now generally 
referred to as A. aronssis, is probably a variety of the pasture mush-
room; it grows in rings in woody places and under trees and hedges 
in meadows; it has a large scaly round cap, and the flesh quickly 
changes to buff or brown when cut or broken ; the stem too is hollow. 
An unusually scaly form of this has been described as A. Milalicsa 
and another as A. auguries. 

A specks, described by Berkeley and Broome as distinct from 
both the pasture mushroom and horse mushroom, has been pub-
lished under the name of A. eiveasis. This grows under oaks, in 
clusters--a most unusual character for the mushroom, and is said 
to be excellent for the table. An allied fungus peculiar to woods, 
with a less fleshy cap than the true mushroom, with hollow stem, 
and strong odour, has been described as a close ally of the pasture 
mushroom under the name of A. sihnticus; its qualities for the table 
have not been recorded. 

Many instances are on record of symptoms of poisoning, and 
even death, having followed the consumption of plants which have 
passed as true mushrooms; these cases have probably arisen from 
the examples consumed being in a state of decay, or from some mis-
take as to the species eaten. It should always be specially noted 
whether the fungi to be consumed are in a fresh and wholesome 
condition, otherwise they act as a poison in precisely the same way 
as does any other semi-putrid vegetable. Many instances are on 
record where mushroom-beds have been invaded by a growth of 
strange fungi and the true mushrooms have been ousted to the advan-
tage of the new-comers. ' When mushrooms are gathered for sale 
by persons unacquainted with the different species mistakes are of 
frequent occurrence. A very common spurious mushroom in 
markets is A. triunes, a slender, ringless, hollow-stemmed, black- 
gilled fungus, cornroon in gardens and about dung and stumps; it 
is about the size of a mushroom, but thinner in all its parts and far 
more brittle; it has a black hairy fringe hanging round the edge of the 
cap when fresh. Another spurious mushroom, and equally common 
in dealers' baskets, is A. lacrymabandur; this grows in the mine posi-
tions as the last, and is somewhat fleshier and more like a true mush-
room; it has a hollow stem and a slight ring, the gills are black-blows 
mottled and generally studded with tear-like drops of moistare. 
In both these species the gills distinctly touch and grow on to the 
stem. Besides these there are numerous other black-gilled species 
which find a place in baskets—some species far too small to bear 
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any resemblance to • mushroom, others large and deliquescent. 
generally belonging to the stump- and dung-borne genus Coprinus. 
The tree mushroom itself is to a great extent a dung-borne species, 
therefore mushroom-beds are always liable to an Invasion from other 
dung-borne forms. The spores of all fungi are constantly floating 
about in the air, and whoa the spores of dung-infesting species 
alight on a mushroom-bed they find a nidus already prepared that 
exactly suits them; and ff the spawn of the new-comer becomes 
more profuse than that of the mushroom the stranger takes up his 
position at the expense of the mushroom. Thane is aka a fungus 
named Xylaria vaporaria, which sometimes fixes itself on mushroom-
beds and produces such an enormous quantity of string-like spawn 
that the entire destruction of the bed results, This spawn is some-
times so profuse that it is pulled out of the beds in enormous masses 
and carted away in barrows. 

Sometimes cases of poisoning follow the consumption of what 
have really appeared to gardeners to be true bed-mushrooms, and 
to country War as small horse mushrooms. The case is made more 
complicated by the fact that these highly poisonous forms now and 
then appear upon mushroom-beds to the exclusion of the mush-
rooms. Thii dangerous counterfeit is A. jastibills, or sometimes A. 
cruouliniformis, a close ally if not indeed a mere variety of the first. 
A description of one will do for both, A. fastibilis being a little the 
more slender of the two. Both have fleshy caps, whitish, moist and 
clammy 	

are ri 
to the touch; instead of a pleasant odour, they have a dis- 

the stems angless, ,  or nearly so; and the gills, 
a= are ash-clay-brown, distinctly touch and grow on to the 
solid or pithy stem. These two fungi usually grow in woods, but 
sometimes in hedges and in shady places in meadows, or even, as has 
been said, as invaders on mushroom-beds. The pale clay-coloured 

offenaive odour, and clammy or even viscid top are decisive 
characters. A reference to the accompanying illustration (fig. a), 
which is about one-half natural size, will give a good idea of A. 
fartikais; the difference in the nature of the attachment of the gills 
near the stem is seen at a, the absence of a true ring at s, and of a 

t frill at r. The colour, with the exception of the gills, is 
pendant that of the mushroom. In determining fungi no single 
character must be relied upon as conclusive, but all the characters 
must be taken together. Sometimes a beautiful. somewhat slender, 
fungus peculiar to stumps in woods is mistaken for the mushroom in 
A. unions; it has a tall, solid, white, deems stem and somewhat 
thin brown cap, furnished underneath with beautiful rose-coloured 
gills, which are free from the stem as in the mushroom, and which 

Fro. 2.—Poisonous Mushroom (Avulses legated* 

never turn black. It is probably a poisonous plant, belonging, as it 
does, to a dangerous cohort. Many other species of Agarous more 
or less resemble A. camper:4s, notably some of the plants found 
ander the sub-genera Legiala, Volvana, Pholivia and Pulliam; 
but when the characters are noted they may all with a little care 
be easily distinguished from each other. The better plan is to 
discard at once all fungi which have not been gathered from open 
pastures; by this act alone more than nine-tenths of worthless and 
poisonous species will be excluded 

In cases of poisoning by mushrooms immediate medical advice 
should be secured. The dangerous principle is a narcotic, and the 
symptoms are usually great nausea, drowsiness, stupor and pains 

the joints. A good palliative is sweet oil; this will allay any 
corrosive irritation of the throat and stomach, and at the same 
time cause vomiting. 

Paris mushroom are cultivated in enormous quantities in dark 
underground cellars at a depth of from to to tro ft. from the surface. 
The stable manure is taken Into the tortuous passages of these cellars, 
and the spawn introduced from masses of dry dung where it occurs 
suturally, In France mushroom-growers do not use the compact 
blocks or bricks of spawn so familiar in England, but much smaller 
flakes or " leaves " of dry dung in which the spawn or mycelium can 
be seen to exist. Less manure is used in these cellars than we 
onwally see in the mushroom-houses of England, and the surface 
of each bed is covered with about an inch of fine white stony soil. 
The beds are kept artificially moist by the application of water 
brought from the surface, and the different galleries bear crops in 
auccesnon, As one is exhausted another is in full bearing, so that  

by a systematic arrangement a single proprietor will send to the 
surface from Soo lb to 3000 lb of mushrooms per day. The passages 
sometimes extend over several miles, the beds sometimes occupying 
over 20 rn., and, as there are many proprietors of cellars, the produce 
of mushrooms is so large that not only is Paris fully supplied, but 
vast quantities are forwarded to the different large towns of Europe; 
the mushrooms arc not allowed to reach the fully expanded condi-
tion, but are gathered in a large button state, the whole growth of 
the mushroom being removed and the hole left in the manure 
covered with fine earth. The beds remain in bearing for six or 
eight months, and then the spent manure is taken to the surface 
again for garden and field purposes. The equable temperature of 
there cellars and their freedom from draught is one cause of their 
pew success; to this must be added the natural virgin spawn. 
for. by coatinually using spawn taken from mushroom-producing 
beds the potency for reproduction is weakened. The beds produce 
mushrooms in about six weeks after this spawning. 

The common mushroom (A 'oriel's campeserei) Is propagated by 
spores, th e fine black dust seen to be thrown off when a mature sped- 
men et laid on white paper or a white dish; these give rise to what 
is known as the " spawn " or mycelium, which consists of whitish 
threads permeating dried dung or similar substances, and which, 
when planted in a proper medium, runs through the mass, and even-
tually develops the fructification known. as the mushroom. This 
spawn may bo obtained from old pastures, or decayed mushroom 
beds, and is purchased from nurserymen in the form of bricks 
charged with the mycelium, and technically known as mushroom 
spawn. When once obtained, it may be indefinitely preserved. 
It may be produced by placing quantities of horse-dung saturated 
with the urine of horses, especially of stud horses, with alternate 
layers of rich earth, and covering the whole with straw, to exclude 
rain and air; the spawn commonly appears in the heap in about 
two months afterwards. The droppings of stall-fed horses, or of 
such as have been kept on dry food, should be made use of. 

The old method of growing mushrooms in ridges out of doors, or 
on prepared beds either level or sloping from a back wall in sheds or 
cellars, may generally be adopted with success. The beds are formed 
of horse-droppings which have been slightly fermented and frequently 
turned, and may be made : or 3 ft. broad and of any length. A layer 
of dung about 8 or 10 in. thick is first deposited, and covered with a 
light dryish earth to the depth of s in.; and two similar layers with 
similar coverings are added, the whole being made narrower as it 
advances in height. When the bed is finished, it Is covered with 
straw to protect it from rain, and also from parching influences. 
In about ten days, when the mass is milkwarm, the bed will be 
ready for spawning, which consists of inserting small pieces of spawn 
bricks into the sloping sides of the bed, about 6 in. asunder. A layer 
of fine earth is then placed over the whole, and well beaten down, 
and the surface is covered with a thick coat of straw. When the 
weather is temperate, mushrooms will appear in about a month after 
the bed has been made, but at other times a much longer period may 
elapse. The principal things to be attended to are to preserve a 
moderate state of moisture and a proper mild degree of warmth; 
and the treatment must vary according to the season. 

These ordinary ridge beds furnish a good supply towards the end 
i of summer, and in autumn. To command • regular supply, how-

ever, at all seasons, the use of a mushroom-house will be found wry 
convenient. The material employed in all cases is the droppings of 
horses, which should be collected fresh, and spread out in thin layers 
in a dry place, a portion of the short litter being retained well snob , 

 tened by horse-urine, It should then be thrown together In ridges 
and frequently turned, so as to be kept in an incipient state of fer-
mentation, a little dryish friable loam being mixed with it to retain 
the ammonia given off by the dung. With this or a mixture of 
horse-dung, loam, old mushroom-bed dung, and half-decayed leaves, 
the beds are built up in successive layers of about 3 in. thick, each 
layer being beaten firm,. until the bed is 9 or to in. thick. If the heat 
exceeds 8o*, holes should be made to moderate the fermentation. 
The beds are to be spawned when the heat moderates, and the surface 
is then covered with a sprinkling of warmed loam, which after 
a few days is made up to a thickness of s in., and well beaten down. 
The beds made partly of old mushroom-bed dung often contain 
sufficient spawn to yield a crop, without the introduction of brick or 
cake spawn, but it is advisable to spawn them in the regular way. 
The spawn should be introduced an inch or two below the surface 
when the heat has declined to about 75°, indeed the bed ought never 
to exceed 80°. The surface is to be afterwards covered with hay or 
litter. The atmospheric temperature should range from 6o* to 68' 
till the mushrooms appear, when it may drop a few degrees, but not 
lower than $3°. If the beds require watering, water of about tio• 
should be used, and it is preferable to moisten the covering of litter 
rather than the surface of the beds themselves. It is also beneficial, 
especially in the case of partially exhausted beds, to water with a 
dilute solution of nitre. For a winter supply the beds should be 
made towards the end of August, and the end of October. Slogs 
and woodlice are the worst enemies of mushroom crops. 

The Fairy-ring Ckampigran.—This fungus, Marasnsius °modes, 
is more universally used in France and Italy than in England, 
although it is well known and frroumnly used both in a fresh and in 
• dry state in England. It is totally different in appearance Iran the 
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pasture mushroom, and, like it, its characters are so distinct that 
there ls hardly a possibility of making a mistake when its peculiari-
ties are once comprehended. It has more than one advantage 
over the meadow mushroom in its extreme commonness, its profuse 
growth, the length of the season in which it may be gathered, the 
total absence of varietal forms, its adaptability for being dried and 
preserved for years, and its persistent delicious taste. It is by many 
esteemed as the best of all the edible fungi found in Great Britain. 
Like the mushroom, it grows in short open pastures and amongst 
the short grass of open roadsides; sometimes it appears on lawns, 
but it never occurs in woods or in damp shady places. Its natural 
habit is to grow in rings, and the grassy fairy-rings so frequent 
amongst the short grass of downs and pasture, in the spring are 
generally caused by the nitrogenous manure applied to the soil 
in the previous autumn by the decay of a circle of these fungi. Many 
other Fungi in addition to the fairy-ring champignon grow in circles, 
so that this habit must merely be taken with its other characters in 
cases of doubt. 

A glance at the illustration (fig. 3) will show how entirely the fairy- 
ring champignon differs from the mushroom. In the first place, it 

Fro. 3.—The Fairy-ring Champignon (Marammita armies). 

is about one-half the size of a mushroom. and whitish-buff in every 
part, the gills always retaining this colour and never becoming 
salmon-coloured, brown or lc.  The stem is solid and corky, 
much more solid than the flesh of the cap, and perfectly smooth, 
never being furnished with the slightest trace of a ring. The buff-
gills are far apart (v), and in this they greatly differ from the some- 
what crowded gills of the mushroom; the junction of the gills with 
the stem (w) also differs in character from the similar junction in the 
mushroom. The mushroom is a semi-deliquescent fungus which 
rapidly falls into putridity in decay, whilst the champignon dries 
up into a leathery substance in the sun, but speedily revives and takes 
its original form again after the first shower. To this character the 
fungus owes its generic name (Marazmias) as well as one of its most 
valuable qualities for the table, for examples may be gathered from 
June to November, and if carefully dried may be hung on strings 
for culinary purposes and preserved without deterioration for several 
years; indeed, many persons assert that the rich flavour of these 
fungi increases with years. Champignons are highly esteemed (and 
especially is this the case abroad) for adding a most delicious flavour 
to stews, soups and gravies. 

A fungus which may carelessly be mistaken for the mushroom is 
M. pematas, but this grows in woods amongst dead leaves, and has a 
hairy base to the stem and a somewhat send taste. Another is M. 
arms; this also generally grows in woods, but the gills are not nearly 
so deep, they soon become brownish, the stem is downy, and the taste 
is acrid. An Alaska: named A. dryophilus has sometimes been 
gathered in mistake for the champignon, but this too grows in woods 
where the champignon never grows; it has a hollow instead of a solid 
stem, gills crowded together instead of far apart, and flesh very 
tender and brittle instead of tough. A small esculent ally of the 
champignon., named M. scam:MMus, is sometimes found in pastures 
in Great Britain; this is largely consumed on the Continent, where 
it is esteemed for its powerful flavour of garlic. In England, where 
garlic is not used to a large extent, this fungus is not sought for. 
Another small and common species, M. porms, is pervaded with a 
garlic flavour to an equal extent with the last. A third species. 
M. al:lasses, is also strongly impregnated with the scent and taste 
of onions or garlic. Two species, M. imparlicer and M. foetidas, 
are in all stages of growth highly foetid. The curious little edible 
Agarices esculents's, although placed under the sub-genus Collybia, 
is allied by its structure to Mara:minx. It is a small bitter species 
common in upland pastures and fir plantations early in the season. 
Although not gathered for the table in England, it is greatly prized 
in some parts of the Continent. 

MUSIC.—Tbe Greek poutruti (sc. 4'01), from which this 
word is derived, was used very widely to embrace all those 
arts over which the Nine Muses (Mamas) were held to preside. 
Contrasted with 7vpsuorur$ (gymnastic) it included those 
branches of education concerned with the development of the 
mind as opposed to the body. Thus such widely different arts 
and sciences as matheminics. astronomy—poetry and literature  

'generally, and even reading and writing would all fall under 
pouatM), besides the singing and setting of lyric poetry. On 
the educational value of music in the formation of character 
the philosophers laid chief stress, and this biased their aesthetic 
analysis. 'Aquaria (harmony), or Apporin) (sc. rept% rather 
than pawns* was the name given by the Greeks to the art of 
arranging sounds for the purpose of creating a definite aesthetic 
impression, with which this article deals. 

L —G mum SYETCII 
t. /flirOdItal0/1.—As a mature and independent art music 

is unknown except in the modern forms realized by Western 
civilization; ancient music, and the non-European music of the 
present day, being (with insignificant exceptions of a character 
which confirms the generalization) invariably an adjunct of poetry 
or dance, in so far as it is recognizable as an art at all. The 
modern art of music is in a unique position; for, while its language 
has been wholly created by art, this language is yet so perfectly 
organized as to be in itself natural; so that though the music 
of one age or style may be at first unintelligible to a listener 
who is accustomed to another style, and though the listener 
may help himself by acquiring information as to the char-
acteristics and meaning of the new style, he will best learn to 
understand it by merely divesting his mind of prejudices and 
allowing the music to make itself intelligible by its own self-
consistency. The understanding of music thus finally depends 
neither upon technical knowledge nor upon convention, but 
upon the listener's immediate and familiar experience of it 
an experience which technical knowledge and custom can of 
course aid him to acquire more rapidly, as they strengthen 
his memory and enable him to fix impressions by naming 
them. 

Beyond certain elementary facts of acoustics (see Soma°, 
modern music shows no direct connexion with nature inde-
pendently of art; indeed, it is already art that determines the 
selection of these elementary acoustic facts, just as in painting 
art determines the selection of those facts that come under the 
cognizance of optics.' In music, however, the purely acoustic 
principles arc incomparably fewer and simpler than the optical 
principles of painting, and their artistic interaction transforms 
them into something no less remote from the laboratory 
experiments of acoustic science than from the unorganized 
sounds of nature. The result is that while the ordinary non-
artistic experiences of sight afford so much material for plastic 
art that the vulgar conception of good painting is that it is 
deceptively like nature, the ordinary non-artistic experience 
of sound has so little in common with music that musical 
realism is, with rare though popular exceptions, generally 
regarded as an eccentricity. 

This contrast between music and plastic art may be partly 
explained by the mental work undergone, during the earliest 
infancy both of the race and of the individual, in interpreting 
sensations of space. When a baby learns the shape of objects 
by taking them in his hands, and gradually advances to the 
discovery that his toes belong to him, he goes through an 
amount of work that is quite forgotten by the adult, and its 
complexity and difficulty has perhaps only been fully realized 
through the experience of persons who have been born blind 
but have acquired sight at a mature age by an operation. Such 
work gives the facts of normal adult vision an amount of organic 
principle that makes them admirable raw material for art. 
The power of distinguishing sensations of sound is associated 
with no such mental skill , and is no more complex than the 
power of distinguishing colours. On the other band, sound 
is the principal medium by which most of the higher animals 
both express and excite emotion; and hence, though until 

11. Thus Chinese and Japanese art has attained high organisation 
without the aid of a veracious perspective; while, on the other hand. 
its carefully formulated decorative principles, though not mei otic. 
certainly rest on an optical and physiological basis. Again, ninny 
modern impressionists justify their methods by an appeal to 

— mcna of complementary colour which earlier artists possibly &—not 
perceive and certainly did not select as artistic materials. 
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codified into human speech it does not give any raw material 
for tut, yet so powerful are its primitive effects that music 
(in the bird-eong sense of sound indulged in for its own attractive-
(ss) is as long prior to language as the brilliant nolo= of 
animals and flowers are prior to painting (see Sono). Again, 
sound as a warning or a menace is eminently important in the 
history of the instinct of self-preservation; and, above all, its 
production is instantaneous and instinctive. 

All these facts, while they tend to make musical expression 
an early Phenomenon in the history of life, are extremely 
unfavourable to the early development of musical art. They 
invested the first musical attempts with a mysterious power 
over listener and • musician, ,by re-awakening instincts more 
powerful, because more ancient and necessary, than any that 
could ever have been appealed to by so deliberate a process 
as that of drawing on a flat surface a series of lines calculated 
to remind the eye of the appearance of solid objects in apace. 
It is hardly surprising that music long remained as imperfect 
as its legendary powers were portentous, even in the hands of 
so supremely artistic a race as that of classical Greece; and what-
ever wonder this backwardness might still arouse in us vanishes 
when we realise the extreme difficulty of the process by which 
the principles of the moder•art were established. 

v. Note-lsannottic and Greek Music.—Archaic music is of 
two kinds—the unwritten, or spontaneous, and the recorded, 
or scientific. The earliest musical art-problems were far too 
difficult for conscious analysis, but by no means always beyond 
the reach of a lucky hit from an inspired singer; and thus folk-
music often shows real beauty where the more systematic music 
of the time is merely arbitrary. Moreover, folk-music and the 
present music of barbarous and civilized non-European races 
furnish the study of musical origins with material analogous to 
that given by the present manners and customs of different races 
in the study of social evolution and ancient history. We may 
mention as examples the accurate comparison of the musical 
scales of non-European races undertaken by A. J. Ellis (On 
the Musical Scales of Various Nations, r885); the parallel 
researches and acute and cautious reasoning of his friend and 
collaborator, A. J. Hiplcine (Dorian and Phrygian reconsidered 
from a Non-harmonic Point of View, 19o2); and, perhaps most 
of all, the study of Japanese music, with its remarkable if 
uncertain signs of the beginning of a harmonic tendency, its 
logical coherence, and its affinity to Western scales, points 
in which it seems to show a great advance upon the Chinese 
music from which most of it is derived (Music and Musical 
Instruments of Japan, by J. F. Piggott, 1893). The reader will 
find detailed accounts of ancient Greek music in the article 
on that subject in Grove's Dictionary of Music and Musicians 
(new ed., ii. 223) and in Monro's Modes of Ancient Greek Music 
(Clarendon Press, 0394), while both the Greek music itself, 
and the steps by which it passed through Graeco-Roman and 
early Christian phases to become the foundation of the modern 
art, are traced as clearly as is consistent with accuracy in 
The Oxford History of Music, vol. L, by Professor Wooldridge. 
Sir Hubert Parry's Evolution of the Art of Music (" International 
Scientific Series," originally published under the title of The 
Art of Music) presents the main lines of the evolution of modern 
musical ideas in the clearest and .most readable form yet 
attained. 

Sir Hubert Parry illustrates in this work the artificiality of 
our modern musical conceptions by the word " cadence," 
which to a modern musician belies its etymology, since it 
normally means for him no " falling " close but a pair of final 
chords rising from dominant to tonic. Moreover, in consequence 
of our harmonic notions we think of scales as constructed from 
the bottom upwards; and even in the above-mentioned article 
in Grove's Dictionary all the Greek scales are, from sheer force 
of habit, written upwards. But the ancient and, almost 
universally, the primitive idea of music is like that of speech, 
in which most inflections are in fact cadences, while rising 
inflexions express less usual sentiments, such as surprise or 
interrogation. Again, our modern musical idea of " high"  

and" lew " is probably derived from a sense of greater and less 
vocal effort; and it has been much stimulated by our harmonic 
sense; which has necessitated a range of sounds incomparably 
greater than those employed in any non-harmonic system. 
The Greeks derived their use of the terms from the position 
of notes on their instruments; and the Greek hypett was what 
we should call the lowest note of the mode, while well was the 
highest. Sir George Macfarren has pointed out (Envy. Brit., 
9th ed., art. " Music ") that Boethius (c. A.D. boo) already fell 
into the trap and turned the Greek modes upside down.' 

Another radical though less grotesque misconception was 
also already well exploded by Macf erten ; but it still frequently 
survives at the present day, since the study of non-harmonic 
scales is, with the best of intentions, apt rather to encourage 
than to dispel it. The more we realize the importance of 
differences in position of intervals of various sizes, as producing 
differences of character in scales, the more irresistible is the 
temptation to regard the ancient Greek modes as differing from 
each other in this way. And the temptation becomes greater 
instead of less when we have succeeded in thinking away our 
modem harmonic notions. Modern harmonization enormously 
increases the differences of expression between modes of which 
the melodic intervals are different, but it does this in a fashion 
that draws the attention almost entirely away from these 
differences of interval; and without harmony we find it extremely 
difficult to distinguish one mode from another, unless it be 
by this different arrangement of intervals. Nevertheless, all 
the evidence irresistibly tends to the conclusion that while the 
three Greek genera—diatonic, chromatic, and enharmonic—
were scales differing in intervals, the Greek modes were a series 
of scales Identical in arrangement of interval, and differing, 
like our modern keys, only in pitch. The three genera were 
applied to all these modes or keys, and we have no difficulty 
in understanding their modifying effects. But the only clue 
we have to the mental process by which in a preharmonic age 
different characteristics can be ascribed to scales identical in 
all but pitch, is to be found in the limited compass of Greek 
musical sounds, corresponding as it does to the evident sensitive-
ness of the Greek ear to differences in vocal effort. We have 
only to observe the compass of the Greek scale to see that in 
the most esteemed modes it is much more the compass of speaking 
than of singing voices. Modern singing is normally at a much 
higher pitch than that of the speaking voice, but there is no 
natural reason, outside the peculiar nature of modern music, 
why this should be so. It is highly probable that all modern 
Waging would strike a classical Greek ear as an outcry; and 
in any case such variations of pitch as are inconsiderable in 
modern singing are extremely emphatic in the speaking voice, 
so that they might well make all the difference to an ear un-
accustomed to organized sound beyond the speaking compass. 
Again, much that Aristoxenus and other ancient authorities 
say of the character of the modes (or keys) tends to confirm 
the view that that character depends upon the position of the 
mese or keynote within the general compass. Thus Aristotle 
(Politics, v. (viii.) 7, 1342 b. 2o) states that certain low-pitched 
modes suit the voices of old men, and thus we may conjecture 
that even the position of tones and semitones might in the 
Dorian and Phrygian modes bring the bolder portion of the 
scale in all three genera into the best regions of the average 
young voice, while the Ionian and Lydian might lead the voice 
to dwell more upon semitones and enharmonic intervals, and 
so account for the heroic character of the former and the sensual 
character of the latter (Plato, Republic, 398 to 400). 

Of the Greek genera, the chromatic and enharmonic (especially 

It is worth adding that in the 16th century the great contrapun-
tal composer Coetanzo Porta had been led by doubts on the itut 
to the wonderful conclusion that ancient Greek music was poly-
phonic, and so constructed as to be invertible; in illustration of which 
theory he and Vincentino composed four-part motets in each of the 
Circle genera (diatonic, chromatic and enharmonic). Porten being 
constructed like the nth and 13th fugues in Bash's Kona der Faze 
so as to be equally euphonious when sung upside down! (See 
Hawkins's History of Music, i. 112.) • 

• 
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the latter) show very clearly the origin of so many primitive 
scales in the interval of the downward fourth. That interval 
(e.g. from C to G) is believed to be the earliest melodic relation-
ship which the ear learnt to fix; and most of the primitive scales 
were formed by the accretion of auxiliary notes at the bottom 
of this interval, and the addition of a similar interval, with 
similar accretions, below the former. In this way a pentatonic 
scale, like that of se many Scotch melodies, can easily be formed 
(thus, C, A, G; F, D, C); and though some primitive scales seem 
to have been on the nucleus of the rising fifth; while the Siamese 
now use two scales of which not a single note within the octave 
can be accounted for by any known principle, still we may 
consider that for general historic purposes the above example 
is typical. The Greeks divided their downward fourth into 
four notes, called a letrachord; and by an elaborate system of 
linking tetrachords together they. gave their scale a compass 
of two octaves. The enharmonic tetmchord, being the most 
ancient, gathered the lower three notes very closely to the 
bottom, leaving the second note no less than a major third 
from the top, thus—C,Ab, G', G; (where G' stands for a note 
between Ab and G). The chromatic tetmchord wen C, Bbt., 
Al,, G; and the diatonic tetrachord was C, B5, Ab, G. It is'this 
last that has become the foundation of modern music, and the 
Greeks themselves soon preferred it to the other genera and 
found a scientific basis for it. In the first place they noticed 
that its notes (and, less easily, the notes of the chromatic scale) 
could be connected by a series of those intervals which they 
recognized as concordant. These were, the fourth; its converse, 
or inversion, the fifth; and the octave. The notes of the enhar-
monic tetrachord could not be connected by any such series. 
In the articles on HARMONY and SOUND account is given of 
the historic and scientific foundations of the modem conception 
of concord; and although this harmonic conception applies 
to simultaneous notes, while the Greeks concerned themselves 
only with successive notes, it is nevertheless permissible to 
regard the Creek sense of concord in successive notes as con-
taining the germ of our harmonic sense. The stability of the 
diatonic scale was assured as early as the 6th century Lc. when 
Pythagoras discovered (if he did not learn from Egypt or India) 
the extremely simple mathematical proportions of its intervals. 
And this discovery was of unique importanCe, as fixing the 
intervals by a criterion that could never be obscured by the 
changes of taste and custom otherwise inevitable in music that 
has no conscious harmonic principles to guide it. At the same 
time, the foundation of a music as yet immature and ancillary 
to drama, on an acoustic science ancillary to a priori mathe-
matics, was not without disadvantage to the art; and it is 
arguable that the great difficulty with which during the 
medieval beginnings of Modern harmony the concords of the 
third and sixth were rationalized may have been increased by 
the fact that , the Pythagorean system left these intervals con-
siderably out of tune. In preharmonic times mathematics 
could not direct even the most observant ear to the study of 
those phenomena of upper partials of which Helmholtz, in 
1863, was the first to explain the significance; and thus though 
the .Greeks knew the difference between a major and minor 
tone, on which half the question depended, they could not 
possibly arrive at the modern reasons for adding both kinds 
of tone in order to make the major third. (See Soma%) 

Here we must digress in order to illustrate what is implied 
by our modern harmonic sense; for the difference that this 
makes to our whole musical consciousness is by no means uni-
versally realized. Music, as we now understand it, expresses 
itself in the interaction of three elements—rhythm, melody and 
harmony. The first two are obviously as ancient as human 
consciousness itself. Without the third a musical art of per-
manent value and intelligibility has not been known to attain 
independent existence. With harmony music assumes the 
existence of a kind of space in three dimensions, none of which 
can subsist without at least implying the others. When we 
hear an unaccompanied melody we cannot help interpreting 
it in the light of its most probable harmonies. Hence, when 

it does not Imply consistent harmonies it seems to us quaint 
or strange; because, unless it is very remote from our harmonic 
conceptions, it at least Implies at any given moment some 
simple harmony which In the next moment it contradicts. • 

 Thus our inferences as to the expression intended by music 
that has not come under European influence are unsafe, and 
the pleasure we take in such music is capricious. The effort of 
thinking away our harmonic preconceptions is probably the 
most violent piece of mental gymnastics in all artistic experience, 
and furnishes much excuse for a sceptical attitude ai to the 
artistic-value of preharmonic music, which has at all events 
never become even partially independent of poetry and dance. 
Thus the rhythm of classical Greek music seems to have been 
entirely identical with that of verse, and its beauty and ex-
pression appreciated in virtue of that identity. From the modern 
musical point of view the rhythm of words is limited to a merely 
monotonous uniformity of flow, with minute undulations which 
are musically chaotic (see RHYrnig). The example of Greek 
tragedy, with the reports of its all-pervading music (in many 
eases, as in that of Aeschylus, composed by the dramatist 
himself) could not fail to fire the imaginations of modern pioneers 
and reformers of opera; and Monteverde, Gluck and Wagner 
convinced themselves and their contemporaries that their work 
was, amongst other things, a revival of Greek tragedy. But all 
that is known of Greek music shdws that it represents no such 
modern ideas, as far as their really musical aspect is concerned. 
It represents, rather, an organization of the the and fall of the 
voice, no doubt as elaborate and artistic as the organisation 
of verse, no doubt powerful in heightening the emotional and 
dramatic effect of words and action, but in no way essential 
to the understanding or the organization of the works which it 
adorned. The classical Greek preference for the diatonic scale 
indicdtes a latent harmonic sense and also that temperance 
which is at the foundation of the general Greek sense of beauty; 
but, beyond this and similar generalities, all the research in the 
world will not enable us to understand the Greek musician's 
mind. Non-harmonic music is a world of two dimensions, and 
we must now inquire how men came to rise from this " flatland "• 
to the solid world of sound in which Palestrina, Bach, Beethoven 
and Wagner live. 

3. Harmonic Origins.—Although the simultaneous blending 
of different sounds was never seriously contemplated by the 
Greeks, yet in classical times they were fond of singing with 
high and low voices in octaves. This was called nutgadising, 
from the name of an instrument on which playing in octaves 
was rendered easy by means of a bridge that divided the strings 
at two-thirds of their length. While the practice was esteemed 
for the beauty of the blending of different voices, it was tolerated 
only because of the peculiar effect of identity furnished by 
the different notes of the octave, and no other interval was so 
used by the Greeks, In the article on HARMONY the degrees of 
identity-in-difference which characterize the simpler harmonic 
intervals are analysed, and the main steps are indicated by which 
the more complicated medieval magadizing uses of the fourth 
and fifth (the symphonia, diaphonia or organum of Hucbald) 
gave way (partly by their own interchange and partly through 
experiments in the introduction of ornaments and variety) 
to the modern conception of harmony as consisting of voices 
or parts that move independently to the exclusion of such parallel 
motion. In The Oxford History of Musk, vols. i. and ii., will 
be found abundant examples of every stage of the process, 
which begins with the organum or diaphony that prevailed 
until the death of Guido of Arezzo (about toso) and passes 
through the distant, or measured music, of the t3th century, 
in which rhythm is first organized on a sufficiently firm basis to 
enable voices to sing contrasted rhythms simultaneously, 
while the new harmonic criterion of the independence of parts 
more and more displaces and shows its opposition to the old 
criterion of parallelism. 

The most extraordinary example of these conflicting principles 
is the famous rota " Sumer is icumen in," a 13th-century round 
in four parts on a canonic ground-bass In two. Recent researches 
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have brought to light a number of works in-the Rides cif wrote , 
andantes, resaiel (neither the later rondo nor the round, but a 
kind of triple counterpoint), which show that " Sumer is icumen 
in " contains no unique technical feature; but no work within 
two centuries of its date attains a style so nearly intelligible 
to modem ears. Its richness sad &mune of harmony are 
such that the frequent use of consecutive fifths and octaves, 
in strict accordance with 23th:century principles, has to out 
ears all the effect of a series of grammatical blunders, so sharply 
does it cent:W.0th the smooth counterpoint of the rest. In 
what light thia . smooth counterpoint struck contemporaries, 
or how its author. (who may or may.  mot be the writer of the 
Reading MS., John of Formate) arrived at It, is not clear, 
though W. S. Rockstro's amusing article, " Sumer is icumen 
in," in Grove's Dictionary, is vary plausible. All that we know is 
that music in England in the iath century must have been at 
a coenparetivdy high state of development; and we may also 
conjecture that the tuneful character of this wonderful rota 
has something in common with the unwritten but famous 
songs of the aristocratic troubadours, or fret:ekes, of the 12th 
ancl.13th centuries, who, while disdaining to ptactise the art of 
accompaniment or the art of scientific and written music, 
undoubtedly set the fashion in melody, and, being themselves 
poets as Well as singers, formed the current notions as to the 
relations between musical and poetic rhythm. The music 
of Adam de la Hale, summed I,e Beam d'Arras (4 223o-r OM), 
shows the transformstioa of the troubadour into the learned 
musician; and, nearly a century later, the more ambitions 
efforts of a greater French poet (like his contemporary Petmrca, 
one of Chaucer's models in poetic-technique), Guillaume de 
Mathank (ft. 2350), mark a further techniariadvence, though they 
are not appreciably mere intelligible to the modern ear. 

In the next century we find an Englishman, John Dunstable, 
who bad as early as 5437 acquired a European reputation; 
while his works were so soon lost sight of that until recently 
be wan almost a legendary character, sometimes revered as the 
" 'inventot " of counterpoint, and once or twit.. even identified 
with St Dunstanl Recently a great deal of his work has come 
to light, and it shows us (especially when taken in connexion 
with the fact that the early Netherlandish master, G. Dufay, 
did not die until 2474, twenty-one years after Dunstable) that 
English counterpoint was fully capable of showing the composers 
of the Netherlands the path by which they were to reach the 
art of the " Golden age." In such examples of Dunstable's work 
as that appended to the article ." Dunstable " in Grove's 
Dictionary (new ed., i. 744) we see music approaching a style 
more or less consistently intelligible to a modem ear; and in 
English Carols of Ike r5116 Century 0890 several two-part 
compositions of the period, in a style resembling Dunstable's, 
have been made accessible to modern readers and filled out into 
four-part music by the editor " in accordance with the rules 
of the time." And though it may be doubted whether Mr 
Rockstro's skill would not have been held in the 15th century to 
savour overmuch of the Black Art, still the success of his attempt 
shows that ,the musical conceptions he is dealing with arc no 
longer radically different from those of our modern musical 
consciousness. 

4. The Golden Age.—The struggle towards the realisation 
of mature musical art seems incredibly-slow when we do not 
realize its difficulty, and wonderfully rapid as soon as we attempt 
to imagine the effort of first fanning those harmonic conceptions 
which are second nature to us. Even at the time of Dunstable 
and Dufay the development of the contrapuntal idea of inde-
pendence of parts had not yet so transformed the harmonic 
consciousness that the ancient parallelisms or consecutive 
fourths and fifths that were the backbone of distant could 
be seen in their true light as contradictory to the contrapuntal 
method. By the beginning of the 16th century, however, the 
laws of counterpoint were substantially fixed; practice was 
for a while imperfect, and aims still uncertain, but skill was 
lncreasurg and soon became marvellous; and in 16th-century 
music we leave the archaic world altogether. Henceforth music  

may show various phenomena of snideness, decadence and 
transition, but its transition-periods will always derive light 
from the past, whatever the darkness of the future. 

In the best music of the 16th century we have no need of 
research or mental gymnastics, beyond whit is necessary in 
all art to secure intelligent presentation and attention. Its 
materials show us •  the " three dimensions " of music in their 
simplest state of perfect balance. Rhythm, emancipated from 
the tyranny of verse, is free to co-ordinate and contrast a multi-
tude of melodies which by the vary independence of their flow 
produce a mass of harmony that passes from concord to concord 
through ordered varieties of transitional discord. The criterion 
of discord is no longer that of mere harshness, but is modified 
by the ceaception of the simplicity or remoteness of the stepa 
by which the flux of independent simultaneous melodies passes 
from one concord, or point of repose, to another. When the 
music reaches a climax, or its final conclusion, the point of 
repose is, of course, greatly emphasised. It is accordingly the 
" cadences " or full closes of 16th-century music that show 
the greatest resemblance to the harmonic ideas of the present 
day; anc• it is also at these points that certain notes were most 
frequently raised so as to modify the ecclesiastical modes which 
are derived more or less directly from the melodic diatonic 
scale of the Greeks, and misnamed, according to inevitable 
medieval misconceptions, after the Greek modes. ,  

In other passages our modern ears, when unaccustomed to 
the style, feel that the harmony Isla:urge and lacking in definite 
direction; and we are apt to form the hasty conclusion that the 
mode is an archaic survival. A more familiar acquaintance 
with the art soon shows that its shifting and vague modulations 
are no mere survival of a scale inadequate for any but melodic 
purposes, but the natural result of a state of things in which only 
two species of chord are available as points of repose at all. If 
no successions of such chords were given prominence, except those 
that define key according to modern notions based upon a much 
greater variety of harmony, the resulting monotony and triviality 
would be intolerable: Moreover, there is in this music just 
as much and no more of formal antithesis and sequence as its 
harmony will suffice to hold together. Lastly, we shall find, 
on comparing the masterpieces of the period with works of 
inferior rank, that in the masterpieces the most archaic modal 
features are expressive, varied and beautiful; while in the inferior 
works they are often avoided in favour of ordinary modern 
ideas, and, when they occur, are always accidental and monoto-
nous, although in strict conformity with the rules of the time. 
The consistent limitations of harmony, form and rhythm have 
the further consequence that the only artistic music possible 
within them is p..rely vocal. The use of instruments is little 
more than a necessary evil for the support of voices in case of 
insufficient opportunity for practice; and although the origins 
of instrumental music are already of some artistic interest in 
the 16th century, we must leave them out of our account if our 
object is to present mature artistic ideas in proper proportions. 

The principles of 16th-century art-forms are discussed in 
morn detail in the article on CONTRAPUNTAL FORMS. Here we 
will treat the formal criteria on a general basis; especially as 
with art on such simple principles the distinction between one 
art-form and another is apt to be either too external or too 
subtle for stability. With music there is a -  stronger probability, 
than in any other art that merely mechanical devices will bo 
self•evident, and thus they may become either dangerous or 
effective. With the masters of the Netherlands they speedily 
became both. Two adjacent groups of illustrations in Burney's 

1 The technical nature of the subject forbids us to discuss the 
origin and characteristics of the great Ambrosian and Gregorian 
collections of melodic church music on which nearly all medieval 
and toth-century polyphony was based, and from which the cedes''• 
twicel modes were derived. Professor Wooldridge In The Oxford 
History of Music, i. so-44, has shown the continuity of this early 
Christian music with the Graeco-Roman music, and the origin of its 
modes in the Ptolemaic modification (c. A.D. 150) of t he Greek 
diatonic scale; while a recent defence of the ecclesiastical tradi-
tion of a revision by St Gregory will be found in the article on 
" Gregorian music " in Grove's Dictionary (new ed.), ii. 235. 
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Oistory of Music will show on the one band the astonishing 
way in which early polyphonic composers learnt to " dance 
in fetters," and, on the other hand, the expressive power that 
they attained by. that discipline. Burney quotes from the 
venerable Tsth-century master Okeghem, or Okenheim, some 
canons so designed as to be singable in all modes. They are 
by no means extreme cases of the ingenuity which Okenheim 
and his pupils often employed; but though they are not very 
valuable artistically (and are not even correctly deciphered 
by Burney)' they prove that mechanical principles may be a 
help rather than a hindrance to the attainment of a smooth 
and plastic style. Burney most appropriately follows them 
with Josqtdn Des Press's wonderful Deplerationde Akan Ohertheins, 
in which the tenor sings the plain chant of the Requiem a degree 
below its proper pitch, while the other voices sing a pastoral 
dirge in French. The device of transposing the plain chant a 
note lower, and making the tenor sing it in that position through. 
out the whole piece, is obviously as mechanical as any form of 
acrostic: but it is happily calculated to Impress our ears, even 
though, unlike Josquin's contemporaries, most of us are not 
familiar with the plain chant in its normal position; because 
it alters the position of all the semitones and gives the chant 
a plaintive minor character which is no less impressive in itself 
than as a contrast to the orthodox form. And the harmonic 
superstructure Is as fine an instance of the expressive possibilities 
of the church modes at their apogee from modern tonality as 
could be found anywhere. A still nobler example, which we 
may perhaps acclaim as the earliest really sublime masterpiece 
In music, is Josquin's Miserere, which is accessible in a modern 
edition. In this monumental work one of the tenor parts is 
called Vagans, because It sings the burden Mistime toes Deus 
at regular intervals, In an almost monotonous wailing figure, 
wandering through each successive degree of the scale throughout 
the composition. The effect, aided as it is by consummate 
rhetorical "power in every detail of the surrounding mass of 
harmony and counterpoint, is extremely expressive; and the 
device lends itself to every shade of feeling in the works of the 
greatest of all Netherland masters, Orlando di Lasso. Palestrina 
is less fond of it. Like all more obvious formal devices it Is 
crowded out of his Roman art by the exquisite subtlety of his 
sense of proportion, and the exalted spirituality of his style 
which, while it allows him to set the letters of the Hebrew alphabet 
in the Lamentations of Jeremiah in much the same spirit as 
that in which they would be treated in an illuminated Bible, 
forbids him to stimulate a sense of form that might distract 
the mind from the sense of mystery and awe proper to objects 
of devout contemplation. Yet in one of his greatest motets, 
Tribulorer si naseirens, the burden of Josquin's Misercre appears 
with the same treatment and purpose as in its prototype. 

But with the lesser Flemish masters, and sometimes with 
the greatest, such mechanical principles often became not only 
inexpressive but absolutely destructive to musical effect. The 
ingenuity necessary to make the stubborn material of music 
plastic was not so easily attainable as the ingenuity necessary 
to turn music into a mathematical game; and when Palestrina was 
in his prime the inferior composers so outnumbered the masters 
to whom musk was a devout language, and so degraded the 
art, not only by ousting genuine musical expression but by 
foisting secular tunes and words Into the church services, that 
one of the minor questions with which the Council of Trent 
was concerned was whether polyphonic church music should be 
totally abolished with other abuses, or whether it was capable 
of reform. Legendary history relates that Palestrina submitted 
for judgment three masses of which the Minn papal Marcelli 
proved to be so sublime that it was henceforth accepted as the 
ideal church music (see PALESTRINA). This tale is difficult to 
reconcile with the chronology of Palestrina's works, but there is 
no doubt that Palestrina was officially recognized by the Church 
as a bulwark against bad taste. But we must not allow 
this to mislead us as to the value of church music before 

The correct version will be found in The Oxford History of Music, 
v. 215. 

Palestrina. Nor must we folio .* the example of Baird, who, 
in his detestation of what he is pleased to call fiareenitIge 1 
views with uncritical suspicion any work in which 
does not confine himself to strictly Italian methods of expression. 
A notion still prevails that Joaquin represents counterpoint is 
an anatomical perfection into which Palestrina was the fiat 
to breathe life and soul. This gives an altogether inadequate 
Idea of rfoth-century musk. Palestrina brought the century to a 
glorious close and is undoubtedly its greatest master, but he 
is prima later pares; and In every part of Europe music was 
represented, even before the middle of the century, by masters 
who have every claim to immortality that sincerity of aim, 
completeness of range, and depth and perfection of style can 
give. It has been rightly called the golden age of music, and 
our chronological table at the end of this article gives but an 
inadequate ides of the number of its masters whom no lover 
of music ought to neglect. It is not exclusively an age of church 
music. It is also the age of madrigals, both secular and spiritual; 
and, small as was its range of expression, there has been no 
period in musical art when the distinctions between secular and 
ecclesiastical style were more accurately maintained by the great 
masters, as Is abundantly shown by the test eases in which 
masses of the best period have been based on secular themes. 
(See MADRIGAL.) 

S. The Monodic Revoletion and its Results.—Like all golden 
ages, that of music vanished at the first appearance of a knowledge 
beyond its limitations. The first and simplest realisation of 
mature art Is widespread and nourishes a veritable army of great 
men; its masterpieces are innumerable, and its organization 
is so complete that no narrowness or specialisation can be felt 
in the nature of its limitations. Yet these are exceedingly 
close, and the most- modest attempt to widen them may have 
disastrous results. Many experiments were tried before Pales-
trina's death and throughout the century, notably by the 
elder and younger Gabriel. Perhaps Palestrina himself is 
the only great composer of the time who never violates the 
principles of his art. Orlando di Lasso, unlike Palestrina, 
wrote almost as much secular as sacred music, and in his youth 
indulged in many eccentricities in a chromatic style which he 
afterwards learnt to detest. But if experiments are to revolts-
denim art it is necessary that their novelty shall already embody 
some artistic principle of coherence. No such principle will 
avail to connect the Phrygian mode with a chord containing Mt; 
and, however proud the youthful Orlando di Lasso may be at 
being the first to write Ali, neither his early chromatic experiments 
nor those of Cipriano di Rote, which he admired so much, left 
a mark on musical history. They appealed to nothing deeper 
than a desire for sensational variety of harmony; and, while 
they carried the successions of chords far beyond the limits 
of the modes, they brought no new elements into the chords 
themselves. 

By the beginning of the 27th century the true revolutionary 
principles were vigorously at work, and the powerful genius 
of Monteverde speedily made it impossible for men of impres-
sionable artistic temper to continue to work in the old 
style when such vast new regions of thought lay open to 
them. In the year of Palcstrina's death, Tsgs, Monteverde pub-
lished, in his third book of madrigals, works in which without 
going irrevocably beyond the letter of 16th.century law he showed 
far more zeal for emotional expression than sense of euphony. 
In reps he published madrigals in which his means of expression 
involve harmonic principles altogether incompatible with reth-
century ideas. But he soon ceased to place confidence in the 
madrigal as an adequate art-form for his new ideals of expression, 
and he found an unlimited field in musical drama. Dramatic 
music received its first stimulus from a group of Florentine 
dilettanti, who aspired amongst other things to revive the ideals of 
Greek tragedy. Under their auspices the first true opera 
ever performed in public, Jacopo Peri's Euridice, appeared in 
tem Monteverde found the conditions of dramatic music 
more favourable to his experiments than those of choral music, 
in which both voices and ears are at their highest sensibility 
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to discord. Instruments do not blend like voices; and players, 
produdng their notes by mote mechanical means, have not 
the singer's diffiadty in making combinations which the ear 
does not readily understand. 

The one difficulty of the new art was fatal: there were no 
limitations. When Monteverde introduced his unprepared 
discords, the effect upon musical style was like that of intro-
=icing modern metaphors into classical Greek. There were 
no harmonic principles to control the new material, •except 
those which just sufficed to hold together the pure 16th-century 
style; and that style depended on an exquisite continuity of 
flow which was incompatible with any rigidity either of has 

 or rhythm. Accordingly there were also no rhythmic. 
principles to bold Monteverde's work together, except =eh 
as could be borrowed from types of secular and popular made 
that had hitherto been beneath serious attention. If the ryth 
century seems almost devoid of great musical names it is not 
for want of =assent musing activity. The task of orgsnfaing 
new resources Into a consistence language was too gigantic to 
be • accomplished within three generations. Its fascinating 
dramatic seggestfvenen and incalculable mime disguised for 
those who first undertook it the fact that the new at was AS 
difficult and elementary in its beginnings as the very beginning 
of harmony itself in the ryth and reth. centuries. And the 
most beautiful conifinitions at the beginning of the rythcentury 
are rather those which show the decadence of slith-century art 
than those in which the new principles were most condstenaly 
adopted. Thus the madrigals of lrfonteverde, though. often 
dull and always rough, contain more music than his opens. 
On the other hand, almost until the middle of the ryth century 
great men were not wanting who still canied on the pitre 
polyphonic style. Their asceticism denotes a spirit less comm• 
hensive them that of the great =tins for whole the golden age 
was a natural environment; but in parts of the world where the 
new lidluences did not yet prevail even this is not the can, 
and a composer hie Orlando Gibbons, who died in seas, is 
well worthy to be ranked with the peat Italian and Flemish 
misters of the mending century. 

But the main task of composers of the asth century lay 
elsewhere; and if the result of their steady attention to it was 
trivial in comparison with the glades of the past, it at least 
led to the glories of the greater world organized by Bach and 
Handel. The early monodist', Monteverde and his fellows, 
dinned attention to the right quarter in attempting to express 
emotion by /mane of single voices supported by instruments; 
but the formless declamation of their. dramatic writings soon 
proved tontoonotonous for permanent interest, and such method 
as it Mowed became permanent only by being codified into 
the fonaulas alreciiativa, which are, for the most pate, vary 
haws; idealkations of speech-cadence, and which accordingly 
survive as *fanatic elements• hi music at the patent day, 
though, like all rhetorical figures, they have often lest meaning 
from careless ine.1  It was all very well to revolutionize current 
COOceptioss of harmony, so that chords were no longer considered, 
as in the days of pure polyphony, to be the • result of so Many 
independent melodies. But in art,. as elsewhere, new thought 
eventually shows itself as an addition to, not a substitute for, 
the wisdom of egos. Moreover, it is a mistake, though one 
endorsed by high authorities, to suppose that the rith-contury 
composers did not appreciate the beauty of successions of chords 
apart from polyphopic design. On the contrary, Palestrina 
and Orlando di Lasso themselves are the greatest masters the 
world has ever seen of a style which depends wholly ho the 
beauty of masses of harmony, entirely devoid of polyphonic 
detail, and held together by a delicately balanced rhythm in 
which obvious symmetry is as carefully avoided as it is in the 
successions of chords themselves. Nevertheless, the monody 
of the rich century is radically different in principle, not only 
because ;Aimed,' am 

of 	
which were an outrage on 16th- 

1  The invention ' 	recitative is frequently ascri bed to this or 
that monodist, with as little room for dispute as when we ascribe 
the invention of clothes to Adam and Eve. All monody was recita-
tive. if only Irma inability to organise melodies. 

COMM? ears, but because the fundamental idea is that of a 
solo voice declaiming phrases of paramount emotional interest; 
and =opened by instruments that play such chords as will 
heighten the poignancy of the voice. And the first advance 
made on this chaotic monody consisted, not in the reintroduction 
of vitality Into the texture of the harmonies, but in giving formal 
symmetry and balance to the vocal surface. This involved the 
strengthening of the harmonic system, so that it could carry 
the new discords as parts of en intelligible scheme; sad not 
merely as uncontrollable expressions of emotion. In other words, 
the chief energies of the successors of the monodists were devoted 
to the establishment of the• modern key-system; a system in 
cermarison with which the subtle variety of modal concord 
sounded vague and ill-balanced, until the new key-system 
itself was so safely established that Bach and Beethoven could 
ones more appreciate and use essentially modal successions of 
chords in their true meaning. . • 

The second advance of the Monodic movement was in the 
cultivation of the solo voice.. This developed together with 
the =ideation of the violin, the most capable and expressive 
of the instruments used to support it. Monteverdi already 
knew taw to make interesting experiments with violins, such 
as directing them to play itisicate, and accompanying an excited 
description of a duel by rapidly repeated strokes on a major 
chord,. followed by sustained dying harmonies in the minor. 
By the ,middk of the century violin music is fairly common, 
and the dialer:don between Sonata do driesa and Snots do- 
COMM appears (see SONATA). But he cultivation of 'nitro. 
mental techniquntad also a peat effect on that of. the voice; 
and Italian vocal technique soon developed into a monetradty 
that so worrapted musical taste as not only =Wird the contemn-
pored= of Bach and 'Handel to the greatness of their choral 
art, but, in Handei's case, actually to swamp a great deal of 
his best work.' . The balance between a solo voice and a group 
of instruments Was, however; succanfully cultivated together 
with the modem hersysten and melodic forni;. with the result 
that the Magical aria, a highly effective art-form, took. shape. 
This, while It totally destroyed the dramatic diameter of opera 
for the ant hundred yeas, yet did good service in furnishing 
a ressosably effective means of musical agreed= which could) 
encourage composers and listeners to coat :me cultivating the 
art until the, day of smell things was past. The operatic aria, 
as matured by Alessandro Scarlatti, is at its wet a fine oppor-
tunity for a gorgeously dressed singer -to d isplay feats of vocal 

'gymnastics, either on a concert Madam, or in 	worthy 
of the Drury Lane pantomime. . At its.best it is a 	tiful 
means of expression for the devout fervour of Bach and Handel. 
At all times it paralyses dramatic action,. and no more ironic 
revenge has ever overtaken loogociastk reformers than the 
historic development by which the purely dramatic declama-
tion of: the =Modiste settled down into a series of about thirty 
successive displays of vocalization, designed on rigidly musical 
contentions, and produced under spectacular conditions by 
artificial sopranos as the highest ideal of music-drama. 

The principal new art-forms of the ryth century are then, 
firmly,  the aria (dot the opera, which was merely a spectacular 
condition under Which people consented to listen to some thirty 
arils in succession); and, secondly, the polyphonic instrumental 
forms, of which those °Vibe suite or sonata do caters were 
mainly derived from the necessity for ballet music in the opera 
(and - hence greatly stimulated by the taste of the French court 
under Louis XIV.), while those of the somata do thirst were also 
inspired by a renaissance of interest in polyphonic texture. 
The mom do chum soon settled into a conventionality only 
less Inert than that of the min because violin Watkins had 
wider possibilities than vocal; but when Lull' settled in France 
and raised to it higher level elf effect the operatic style =nested 
by Canibert, he brought with hint just enough of the new instru-
mental polyphony to make his typical form of French overture 
(with its slow introduction In dotted thythm, and its quasi-fugal 
allegro) worthy of the important place it Occupies in Bach's and 
Headers art. . • 
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Meanwhile great though subordinate actisnty Was also shown 
in the evolution of a new choral music dependent upon an instru-
mental accompaniment of more complex function than that of 
mere support. This, in the hands of the Neapolitan masters, 
was destined to lead straight to the early choral music of Mozart 
and Haydn, both of whom, especially Mozart, subsequently 
learnt its greater possibilities from the study of Handel. But the 
most striking choral art of the time came from the Germans, 
who never showed that thoughtless acquiescence in the easiest 
means of effect which was already the bane of Italian art. 
Consequently, while the German output of the 17th century fails 
to show that rapid attainment of modest maturity which gives 
much Italian music of the period a permanent U slight artistic 
value, there is, in spite of much harshness, a stream of noble 
polyphonic effort in both organ and choral music in Germany 
from the time of H. &btu (who was born in I sgs and who was a 
great friend and admirer of Monteverde) to that of Bach and 
Handel just a century later. Nor was Germany inactive in the 
dramatic line, and the 17th-century Italian efforts in comic opera, 
which are so interesting and so unjustly neglected by historians, 
found a parallel, before Handel's maturity, in the work of 
R. Keiser, and may be traced through him in Handel% first 
opera, Alegre. 

The best proof of the insufficiency of 17th-century resources 
is to be found in the almost tragic blending of genius and failure 
shown by our English church music of the Restoration. The 
works of Pdhsm Humfrey and Blow already show the qualities 
which with Puma seem at almost any given moment to amount 
to those of the highest genius, while hardly a single work has 
any coherence as a whole. The patchiness of Purcell's music 
was, no doubt, increased by the influence of Freach taste then 
predominant at court. When Pelham Humfrey was sixteen, 
King Charles II, as Sir Hubert Parry remarks, " achieved the 
characteristic and subtle stroke of humour of sending him over 
to France to study the methods of the meet celebrated composer 
of theatrical music of the time in order to learn bow to conmose 
English church music." Yet it is impossible to see how such 
ideas as Purcell's could have been presented in more thap French 
continuity of flow by means of any designs less powerful than 
those of Bath and Handel. Purca's ideas are, like those of 
all great artists, at least sixty years in advance of the normal 
intellect of the time. But they are unfortunately equally in 
advance of the only technical resources then conceivable; and 
Purcell, though one of the greatest contrapuntists that ever 
lived, is probably the only instance in music of a map of redly 
high genius born out of due time. Musical talent was certainly 
as common in the 17th century as at any other time; audit we 
ask why, unless we are justified in counting Purcell as a tragic 
exception, the whole century, shows not one name in the first 
artistic rank, the answer must be that, after all, artistic talent 
is far more common than the interaction of emizonmait and 
character necessary to direct it to perfect artistic results. 

6. Bed end Handel.--It was not until the 18th century bad 
begun that two men of the highest genius could find in music a 
worthy expression of their grasp of life. Bath and Handel were 
born within a month of each other, in 087, and in the some part 
of Saxony. Both inherited the tradition of polyphonic effort 
that the German organists and choral writers had steadily 
maintained throughout the i7th century; and both profited by 
the Italian methods that were penetrating Germany. In Bach's 
case it was the Italian art-forms that appealed to his sense of 
design. Their style did not affect him, but he saw every possi-
bility which the forms contained, and studied them the more 
assiduously because they were not, like polyphonic texture, his 
birthright. In recitative his own distinctivelyGerm= style 
attained•sn intensity and freedom of expression which is one of 
the most moving things in art. Nevertheless, if he handled 
recitative in his own way it was not for want of acquaintance 
with the Italian formulas, nor even because he despised them; 
for in his only two extant Italian works the scraps of recitative 
are strictly in accordance with Italian convention, and the 
arias show (when we allow for their family likeness with Bach's  

normal style) the most careful modelling upon Italian forms. 
Again, as is well known, Bach arranged with copious additions 
and alterations many concertos by Vivaldi (together with some 
which though passing under Vivaldi's name are really by Gutman 
contemporaries); and, while thus taking every opportunity of 
assimilating Italian influences in instrumental as well as is vocal 
music, he, was no less alive to the importance of the French 
overture and suite forms. Moreover, be is very clear as to where 
his ideas come from, and extremely careful to =elute= every 
art-form in its integrity. Yet his style remains his owe through-
out, and the first impression of its resemblance to that of his 
German contemporaries diminishes the more the period is studied. 
Bach's art thus forms one of the most perfectly systematic 
and complete records a life's work has ever achieved. His 
art-forms might be arranged in a sort of biological scheme, and 
their interaction and genealogy has a alarm= which might 
almost be an object of envy to men of science even if Bach had 
not demonstrated every detail of it by those wonderful re-
writings of his own works which we have described elsewhere 
(see Baca). 

Handel's methods were as different from Bach's as his circum-
stances. He soon left Germany and, while he never betrayed 
his birthright as a great choral writer, he quickly el:sorbed the 
Italian style so thoroughly as to become practically as Italian. 
He also adopted the Italian forms, but not, like Bach, from any 
profound sense of their possible place in artistic system. To 
him they were effective, and that was all. He did not trouble 
himself .about the permanent idea that might underlie an art-
form and typify its expression. He has no notion of a form as 
anything higher than a tough means of holding music together 
and maintaining its flow; but be and Bach, alone among their 
contemporaries, have an unfailing sense of all that is necessary 
to secure this end. They worked from opposite points of view: 
Bach develops his art from within, until its detail, like that of 
Beethoven's last works, becomes dazzling with the glory of the 
whole design; Handel at his best is inspired by a magnificent 
scheme, in the execution of which he need condescend to finish 
of detail only so long as his inspiration does not hasten to the 
next design. Nevertheless it is to the immense sweep and 
breadth of Handel's choral style, and its emotional forte, that all 
subsequent composers owe their first access to the Leiner and 
less mechanical resources of music. (See Hatacen..) 

7. The Symphonic Classes.—After the death of Bach and 
Handel another change of view, like that Commie= revolution 
for which Kant sighed in philosophy, was necessary for the 
further development of music. Once again It consisted in an 
inversion of the relation between form and texture. But, 
whereas at the beginning of the 17th century the revolution 
consisted mainly in directing attention to chords as, an to speak, 
harmonic lumps, instead of momenta in a flux of ebnultaneous 
melodies; in the later half of the 18th century the revelation 
mewed the larger musical outlines, and was sot complicated 
by the discovery of new harmonic resources. On the =army, 
it led to an extreme simplicity of harmony. The art of Bach 
and Handel bad given perfect vitality to the forme developed 
in the 18th century, but chiefly by means of the rein/odes of 
polyphonic life. The formal aspects (that is, those that decree 
the shapes of aria and suite-movement and the balance and 
contrasts of such choruses as are not fugues) are, after aK et 
secondary Importance; the real centre of Bach's and Readers 
technical and intellectual activity is the polyphony; and the 
more the external shape occupies the foreground the more the 
week assumes the character of light music. In the article 
SONATA Forts we show how this state of things was altered, 
and attention la there drawn to the dramatic power of • music 
in which the form is technically prior to the texture. And it 
is not &Rica to understand that Gluck's reform of opera would 
have been a sheer impossibility if be had not dealt with music 
in the sonata style, which is capable of changing ft* character 
as it unfolds its designs. 

The new period of transition was neither so long nor so inter-
esting as that of the 17th century. The contrast between the 
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squalid inghininge ai the hew art and the glories of Bach and 
Handel is almost is great es that between tits isonodzis and 
Palestina, but it appeals far less to our sympathies, became* 
Map likes contrast between noble simony' and idle elegem. 
The new art seems so easy-going and empty that it conceals 
from us the necenity of the sympathetic historical insight far 
which the panful experiments of the moondists almost seem to 
cry aloud. And its boldest rhetorical experiments, such se the 
fantasise of Philipp Emanuel Bach show a security or hammy 
which,. together with the very vividness of their naiades of 
modern: ideas, must appear to a modern listener more him the 
hollow rhetoric of a decedent than the prophetic ,  inspiration 
of a pioneer. And, just as in the isth century, as in the time 
before Haydn and Mozart, the work that is must valuable artis-
tically tends to be that which is of less importasce histodeally. 
The cultivation of the shape of music at thee:pease of its texture 
was destined to lead to greater things than polyphonic art had 
ever dreamt of; but no living art could be achieved until the 
texture was brought once more into eital,if subordinateoredation 
to the shape. Thus, far more interesting artistically than the 
epoch-making earlier piesoforte -works of Philipp Emanuel Bach 
are his libtorically less fruitful oratorios, and his symphonies, 
and the rich polyphonic modifications of the new principles 
in the best works of hb elder brother Friedmann. Yet the tras-
ition.perlod is hardly second in historic importance to that of 
the tyth (Men; and we may gather from it even more direct 
hints as to the meaning of the tendencies of our own day.. 

As fa the ryth century, so in the rack the ,Imposers and 
aides of Haydn's youth, not knowing what to make of the new 
tendencies, and conscious rather of the diffeomes between new 
and old ideas than of the true nature of either, took refuge.in 
speculations about the emotional and external ezpresion of 
mimic; and when artistic power and balance fail it is very cm 
venient to go outside the limits of the art and explain failure 
away by external ideas. Fortunately the external ideas nese 
capable of serious organic function through them :dims of opera. 
and in that art-form music was passing out of the hands of 
Italians and assuming artistic and dramatic life under Gluck. 
The metaphysical and literary speculation which overwhelmed 
musical criticism at this time, and which produced paper warfarin 
and musical party-feuds suds as that between the Glockists 
and the Pic mists, at all events bad this advantage Over the 
Wagnerian and anti-Wagnerians:maw/crabs of the last genera-
tion and the disputes about the legitimate function of instru-
mental musk at the present day—that it was speculation applied 
exchmively to an art-form in which literary questions were 
directly concerned, an art-form which moreover had up to that 
time been the grave of all the music coalmen chose to put 
into it. But as soon as music once more attained to cornbtent 
principles all these discussions became but a memory. If Cluck's 
music had not been more musical as well as more dramatic than 
Maki's, all its foreshadowing of Wagnerian principles would 
have availed it no more than it availed Monteverde. 

When the new art found symphonic expression in Haydn and 
Mozart, it became music pure and simple, and yet had no more 
diffsaity than painting or poetry in dealing with external 
ideas, when these were naturally brought into it by the human 
voice or the conditions of dramatic action. It had once more 
become an art which need reject or accept nothing on artificial or 
extraneous grounds. Beethoven soon showed bow gigantic the 
scale and range of the sonata style could be, and how tremendous 
was its effect on the possibilitiesof vocal music, both dramatic 
and choral. No revolution was needed to accomplish this. 
The style was perfectly formed, and for the first and so far the 
only time in musical history a mature art of small range opened 
out into an equally perfect one of gigantic range, without a 
moment of decadence or destruction. The chief glory of the 
art that culminates in Beethoven is, of course, the instrumental 
music, all of which comes under the head of the sonata-forms 

Meanwhile Mozart raised comic opera, both Italian and 
German, to a height which has never since been approached  

within the clandoll iiwitr. and from which the operas of Rossini 
and his maroon show a decadence so deplorable that if 
." classical music " means " high art " we must say that classical 
*pm baja begins and ends in Moran. But Gluck, finding his 
dramatic ideas encouraged by the eminent theatrical sensibilities 
of the French, had already given French opera a stimulus 
towards the expression of tragic emotion which made the classics 
of the French- operatic school well worthy to inspire Beethoven 
to his one noble operatic effort and Weber to the greatest works 
of his life. Chernbini. though no more a Frenchman thaa 
Gluck, was Gluck's successor is the French classical school of 
dramatic mimic, His operes,like his church umiak, account for 
Beethoven's touching estimation of hint as the greatest composer 
of the time. In them his melodies, elsewhere curiously cold and 
prosaic, glow with the warmth of a true classic; and his tact in 
develoPinS, accelerating and suspending a dramatic climax is 
second only to Sloinres. Scarcely inferior to Cherobini in 
mutely and dignity, tar more lovable in temperament, and 
weakened only by inequality of invention. Maui deserves a far 
higher place in musical history than is generally accorded him. 
His mg famous work, /earth, is of more historical importance 
than his *then but it is by no means his best from a purely 
musical pent of view, though its Biblical subject impeileti 
Ellhul to make extremely successful experiments in " loot 
colour ". which had probably considerable influence upon 
Weber, whose admiration of the work was boundless. One 
thing is cassis, that the romantic opera of Weber owes much 
of its inspiration to the Oka consign of these mastera.1  

I Frew Badmen no Wageer.—Af tee Beethoven comes 
what is commonly thane' vaguely described as the "romantic" 
movement. In its ementials it amounts to little more than 
this, that musicians found new and limier titles .for a very 
ancient and universal division of parties. The one patty set up 
a convenient scheme of form based upon the avenge peocedure 
of all the writers of sonatas except Haydn and Beethoven, 
which scheme they chose to call classical; while the other party 
devoted itself to the search for new materials and new means of 
expression. The claralcins, if so they may be called, did not 
quite approve of Beethoven; and while isere is much justification 
for the charge that has been brought against them of reducing 
the sonata-firm to $ kind of game, they have for that very 
reason no real claim to be considered inheritors of classical 
traditions. The true classical method is that in which matter 
and term are so united that it is Impossible to say which is 
prior to the other. The peendo•classica are the artists who set 
up a form conveniently like the average classical form, and fill 
it with something conveniently like the average classical matter, 
with just such dilemma as will seem like an advance in brilliance 
and nage. The romanticists are the artists who realize such a 
difference between their matter and that of previous art as impels 
them to find new forms for it, or at all events to alter the old 
forms considerably. But If they are successful the difference 
between their work and that of the true classics becomes merely 
external; they are classics in a new art-form. As, however, 
this is as are as true classical art is at the best of times, romanti-
cism tends to mean little more than the difference between an 
unstable artist who cannot master his material and an artist 
who can, whether on the pseudo-classical or the true classical 
plane. The term " romantic opera " has helped us to regard 
Weber as a romanticist in that sphere, but when we call his instru-
mental works " romantic " the term ceases to have really 
valuable meaning. As applied to pieces like the CoNcerislack 
the looking' cl la dowse, and other pieces of which the external 
subject is known either from Weber's letters or from the titles 
of the pieces themselves, the term means simply " programme-
music " such as we have seen to be characteristic of any stage 
in which the art is imperfectly mastered. Weber's programme-
music shows no advance on Beethoven in the illustrative 
resources of the art; and the application of the term " amantic " 

We must remember in this connexion that the term opEre 
emigre means simply opera with spoken dialogue, and has nothing 
to do with the conic idea. 
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to his intetestibg anti in many eases beautiful pianoforte 
sonatas has no definite ground except the brilliance of hispiano-
forte technique and the helplessness in matters of design (and 
occasionally even of harmony) that drives him to violent and 
operatic outbreaks. 

Schubert also lends some colour to the opposition between 
romantic and classical by his weakness in large instrumental 
designs, but his sense of form was too vital for his defective 
training to warp his mind from the true chemical spirit; and the 
new elements he buroduced into instrumental music, though not 
ratified by concentration and unity of design, wen almost always 
the fruits of true inspiration and never mean struggles to escape 
from a difficulty. His talent for purely instrumental music was 
incomparably higher than Weber's, while that for stagodrama, 
as shown in the most ambitious-of his numerous operas, Pierre-
bras, was alinost nil. But he is the first and perhaps the greatest 
classical song writer. It was Beethoven's work on a larger 
scale that so increased the .possibilities of handling remote 
harmonic sequences and rich instrumental and rhythmic effects 
as to prepare for Schubert a world in which music, no less than 
literature, was full of suggestions for that concentrated expres-
sion of a single emotion which distinguishes true lyric art. And, 
whatever the defects of Schubert's treatment of larger forms, 
his construction of small forms which can be compassed by a 
single melody or group of melodies is unsurpassable and is truly 
classical in spirit and result. 

Schumann had neither Schubert's native talent for larger 
form nor the hresponsible spirit which allowed Schubert to 
handle it uncritically' Nor had he the astounding lightness 
of touch and perfect balance of style with which Chopin con-
trolled the most wayward imagination that has ever found 
expression in the pianoforte lyric. But he had a deep sense of 
melodic beauty, a mastery of polyphonic expression which 
for all its unorthodox tendency was second only to that of the 
greatest classics, and an epigrammatic fancy which enabled 
him to devise highly artistic forms of music never since imitated 
with success though often unintelligently copied. In his songs 
and pianoforte lyrics his romantic ideas found perfectly mature 
expression. Throughout his life be was inspired by a deep 
reverence which, while it prevented hint from attempting to 
handle classical forms with a technique which he felt to be 
inadequate, at the same time impelled him as be grew older to 
devise forms on a large scale externally resembling them. The 
German lyric poetry, which he so perfectly set to music, strength-
ened him in his tendency to present his materials in an epi-
grammatic and antithetic manner; and, when be took to writing 
orchestral and chamber musk, the estendon of the prindples 
of this style to the designing of large spates In rigid sequence 
furnished him with a means of attaining great dignity and weight 
of climax in a form which, though neither classical nor strictly 
natural, was at all events more true in its relationship to his 
matter than that of the pseudo-dassin such as Hummel or even 
Spohr. Towards the end of his short life, before darkness 
settled upon his mind, he rose perhaps to his greatest height as 
regards solemnity of inspiration, though none of his later works 
can compare with his early lyrics for artistic perfection. Be this 
as it may, his last choral works, especially the latter parts of 
Faust (which, unlike the first pan, was written before his powers 
failed), show that the sense of beauty and polyphonic life with 
which he began his career was always increasing; and if he was 
led to substitute an artificial and ascetic for a natural and 
classical solution of the difficulties of the larger an-forms it was 
only because of his insight into artistic ideals which he felt to be 
beyond his attainment. He shared with Mendelssohn the inevit-
able misunderstanding of those contemporaries who grouped 
all music under one or other of the two heads, Classical and 
Romantic. 

There is good reason to believe that Mendehsohn died before 
he had more than begun to show his power, though this may be 
denied by critics who have not thought of comparing Handel's 
career up to the age at which Mendelssohn's ceased. And his 
mastery, resting, like Handel's, on the experience of a boyhood  

comparable only to Moan's, was far too easy to induce him 
as a critic to reconcile the idea of high talent with distressing 
intellectual and technical failure. This same :nanny also 
tentialto discredit his own mod:, both as performs and tonspomr, 
in the estimation of those whore experience encouraged them 
to hope that imperfection and over-excitement were tamale 
signs of genius. And as his facility actually did co-optima with 
the tendencies of the times to deflect much of his week into 
pseudo-classical dinned', while nevertheless his independence 
of hero and style kept hint at all times at a highs: level of 
interest and variety than any mere peendo-dandc, it is not to be 
wondered that his reputation became a formidable object of 
jealousy to those apostles of new ideas who felt that their own 
works were not likely to make way agidnet-acedentic opposition 
unless they called journalism to their aid. 

Nothing has more confused, hindered and embittered the 
careers of Wagner and Liszt and their disciples than thopaper 
warfare which they did everything in their power t•encourage. 
No doubt it had a useful purpose, and, as nothing affords a 
gnater field for intrigue than the production of operas, it is at 
least passible that the gigantic and imprecedentedly expensive 
works of Wagner might not even at the present day have 
obtained a hearing if Wagner himself had been a tactful and 
reticent man and his partisans had all been disametlovers and 
practises of an. As to Wagner's achievement there is now no 
Important difference of opinion. It has survived ail attacks 
as the most monumental result musk has achieved with the aid 
of other arts. Its antecedents must be sought in many'very 
remote regions. The rediscovery, by Mendehsohn, of the choral 
works of Back, after a century of oblivion, xeveakd the possi-
bilities of polyphonic •expression in a grandeur which even 
Handel rarely suggested; and inspired Mendelmbhn with impor-
t:tat ideas in the designing of oratorios as wholes. The complete 
!Won of polyphonic method with external and harmonic design 
had, under the same stimulus, been carried a step further than 
Beethoven by means of Schumann's more concentrated harmonic 
and lyric expression. That wildest of all romanticists, Berlioz, 
though he had less polyphonic sense than any .4:emperor who 
ever before or since attained distinction, neverthelees revealed 
[moment new possibilities in his unique imaginatka in orches-
tral colour. The breaking down of the barriers that check 
continuity in classical opera was already indicated by Weber, 
in whose Esayeetke the movements frequently run one into the 
other, while at least twenty different themes are discoverable 
in the opera, recurring, like the Wagnerian leikasotif, in apt 
transformation and logical association with definite incidents 
and persons. 

But many things undreamed of by Weber were necessary to 
complete the breakdown of the dendal barriers; for the whole 
pace of musical motion had to be emancipated from the influence 
of instrumental ideas. This was the most colossal reformation 
ever attempted by a man of real artistic balance; and even the 
undoubted, though unpolished, dramatic genius shown in Wag-
ner's libretti (the first in which a great composer and dramatist 
are one) is but a small thing in comparison with the musical 
problems which Wagner overcomes with a success immeasur-
ably outweighing any defects his less perfect literary mastery 
allowed to remain in his dramatic structure and poetic diction. 
Apart from the squabbles of Wagnerian and anti-Wagnerian 
journalism, the chief difficulty of his supporters and antagonbta 
really lay in this question of the pace of the music and the 
consequent breadth of harmony and design. The opening of 
the Walken, in which, before the curtain rises, the sound of 
driving rain is reproduced by very simple sequences that take 
sixteen long bars to move a single step, does not, as instrumental 
music, compare favourably for terseness and variety with the 
first twenty bars of the thunderstorm in Beethoven's Pastoral 
Sys:phony, where at least four different incidents faithfully 
portray not only the first drops of rain and the distant thunder, 
but all the feelings of depression and apprehension which they 
inspire, besides carrying the listener rapidly through three 
different keys in chromatic sequence. But Beethoven's stain 
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52 idealized, in its whole nee and !ell•, within a space of five 
minutes. Wagner's task is to select five real minutes near the 
end of the storm and to treat them with no greater variety than 
the action of the drama demands. When we have learnt to 
dissociate our minds from irrelevant ideas of an earlier instru-
mental art, we find that Wagner's broad spates contain all that 
is necessary. Art on a large scale will always seem to have 
empty spaces, so long as we expect to find hi it the kind of detail 
appropriate to art on a smaller scale. . 

Wagner's new harmonic resources are of similar and more 
complex but not less legitimate origin. In Derflkgende Hotfdtnder 
they are, like his wider rhythmic sweep, imperfectly digested; 
in fact, much of his work before the Meistersinger is, in patches, 
debased by the influence of hfeyerbeer. But in his later works 
the more closely his harmonic language is studied the more 
conclusively does it show itself to be a logical and mastered 
thing. His treatment of key is, of course, adapted to a state 
of things in which the designs are far too long for the mind to 
attach any importance to the works ending in the key in which 
it began. To compare Wagner's key-system with that of a 
symphony is like comparing the perspective and composition 
of a panorama with the perspective and composition of an easel 
picture. Indeed the differences are precisely analogous in the 
two cases; and Wagner's sense of harmony and key turns out 
on investigation to be the classical sense truly adapted to. its 
new conditions. For this very reason it is in detail quite irrele-
vant to symphonic art; and there was nothing anti-Wagnerian 
in the reasons why Brehm had so little to do with it in his 
music, although every circumstance of the personal controversies 
and thinly disguised persecutions of Brahms's youth were enough 
to give any upholder of classical symphonic art a rooted prejudice 
to everything bearing the name of " romantic." 

Side by side with Wagner many enthusiasts place Liszt; and 
it is indisputable that Liszt bad in mind a larger and slower flow 
of musical sequence closely akin to Wagner's, and, no doubt, 
partly independent of it; and moreover, that one of Liszt's 
aims was to apply this to instrumental music. Also his mastery 
and poetic power as a pianoforte player were faithfully reflected 
in his later treatment of the orchestra, and ensured an extra-
ordinary rhetorical plausibility for anything be chose to say. 
But neither the princely magnanimity of his personal character, 
which showed itself in his generosity alike to struggling artists 
and to his opponents, nor the great stimulus he gave (both by 
his compositions and his unceasing personal efforts and encour-
agement) to new musical ideas on romantic lines, ought at this 
time of day to blind us to the hollowness and essential vulgarity 
of his style. These unfortunate qualities did not secure for his 
compositions immediate popular. acceptance; for they were 
outweighed by the true novelty of his aims. But recently they 
have given his symphonic poems an attractiveness which, while 
it has galvanized a belated interest in those works, has made 
many critics blind to their historical importance as the founda-
tion of new forms which have undergone a development of 
sensational brilliance under Richard Strauss. 

Meanwhile the party politics of modern music did much to 
distract public attention from the works of Brahma, who 
carried on the true classical method of the sonata-forms in his 
orchestral and chamber music, while be was no less great and 
original as a writer of songs and choral music of all kinds. He 
also developed the pianoforte lyric and widened its range. 
Without losing its characteristic unity it assumed a freedom and 
largeness of expression hitherto only attained in sonatas. Hence, 
however, Brahms's work, like Bach's, scented, from its continuity 
with the classical forms, to look backward rather than forward. 
Indeed Brahms's reputation is in many quarters that of an 
academic reactionary; just as Bach's was, even at a time when 
the word " academic " was held to be rather a title of honour 
than of reproach. When the contemporary standpoints of 
criticism are established by the production of works of art in 
which the new elements shall nei longer be at war with one another 
and with the whole, perhaps it will be recognized once more that 
the idea of pfogress has no value as a critical standard unless 
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it is strictly applied to that principle by Which every Mark of 
art must differ in every part of its form from every other 
work, precisely as far as its material differs and no further. 
Then, perhaps, as the conservative Bach.after a hundred years 
of neglect revealed himself as the most profoundly modern force 
in the music of the rgth century, while that of his gifted and 
progressive sons became a forgotten fashion as soon as their 
goal was attained by greater masters, so may the musical epoch 
that seems now to have closed be remembered by posterity as 
the age, not of Wagner and the pioneer Liszt. but the age of 
Wagner and Brahms. 

It will also .n all probability be remembered as the age in 
which the performer ceased to be necessarily the intellectual 
inferior of the composer and mimics] scholar. With the excep-
tion of Wagner and Berlioz every great composer, since Palestrina 
sang in the papal choir, has paid his way as a performer; but 
Joseph Joachim was the first who threw the whole mind of a 
great composer into the career of an interpreter; and the example 
set by him, Billow, Clara Schumann and Jenny Lind, though 
followed by very few other artists, sufficed to dispel for ever 
the old association of the musical performer with the mounte-
bank. 

Joachim's influence on Branms was incalculable. The two 
composers met at the time when new musical tendencies were 
beginning to arouse violent controversy. At the age of twenty-
one Joachim had produced in his Hungarian Concerto a work of 
high classical mastery and great nobility, and his technique in 
form and texture was then considerably in advance of Brahms's. 
For some years Joachim and Brahma Interchanged contrapuntal 
exercises, and many of the greatest and most perfect of Brahms's 
earlier works owe much to Joachim's criticism. Yet it is 
impossible to regret that Joachim did not himself carry on as 
a composer the work he so nobly began, when we realize the 
enormous influence of his playing in the history of modern music. 
By it we have become familiar with a standard of truthfulness 
in performance which all the generous efforts of Wagner and 
Liszt could hardly have rendered independent of their own 
sPecia•iarvinitanda. And by it the record of classical music has 
been made a matter of genuine public knowledge, with a unique 
freedom from those popularizing tendencies which invest vulgar 
error with the authority of academic truth. 

In this respect there is a teal change in the nature of modern 
musical culture. No serious composer at the present day would 
dedicate a great work to an artist who, like F. Clement, for whom 
Beethoven wrote his Violin Conte to, would perform the work 
in two portions and between them play a sonata for the violin 
en one string with the violin upside down. But it is hardly 
true that Wagner 'and Liszt produCed a real alteration in the 
standard of general culture among musicians. Their work, 
especially Wagner's, appealed, like Gluck's, to many specie 
literary and philosophical interests, and they themselves were 
brilliant talkers; but music V/111 always remain the most self-
centred of the arts, and men of true culture will measure the 
depth and range of the musician's mind by the spontaneity 
and truthfulness of his musical expression rather than by his 
volubility on other subjects. The greatest musicians have not 
often been masters of more than one language; but they have 
always been men of true culture. Their humanity has been 
illuminated by the constant presence of ideals which their 
artistic mastery keeps in touch with reality. 

CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE 
Pythagoras, c. 582-500 B.C. Determines the ratio, of the diatonic 

scale. 
Aristoxenus, /1. 320 B.C. Our chief authority On classical Greek 

music. 
Ptolemy, Jf. A.D. 130. Astronomer, geographer, mathematician 

end writer on mum. Reforms the Greek modes so as to preps* 
the way for the ecclesiastical modes. 

St Ambrose. Arranges the Ambrosian toms of church mu*, 
A.D. 384 

Herbed, e. itao-e3o. Systematizer of Diaaienia cc Organism 
(called by him Syntphonia), and inventor of a simple sad in-
genious notation which did not survive him. 
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Guido of Arena. c.990-soso. Thieriot and systematiser Si musical 
notation and solarization. 

Franco of Cologne, 1 1 th century author of treatises on musical 
rhythm. Works under the name of Franco appear at dates 
and places which have led to the assumption of the existence of 
three different authors, who, however, have been partly 
explained away again; and the nth century is sometimes called 
the Franconian period of distant. 

Damages possess retorts. An anonymous treatise written before 
t tp ; s said to contain the earliest rules for " measured music," 
sea. for music in which different voices can sing different rhythms. 

The Reading MS., c. 1290 (British Museum, MS. Had.. 978,101.11 b.), 
contains the rota " Sumer is icemen in." 

Walter Odington,fl. 1280. English 	on music, and composer. 
Adam de Is Hob, 1230-12881Cnoc ting-links between the tronba-
Machault, ft. 1350 	 doors and the archaic contrapuntists. 
John Dunstable, died 1453. nglish contrapuntal composer. 
G. Dufay, died 1474. Netherland contrapuntal composer. 

(Time two are the principal founders of artistic counterpoint.) 
Joaquin Des Pres, 1445-1521. The first great composer. 

MASTERS OF THE GOLDEN AGE 
[In the following list when a name is not qualified as "church 

composer " or " madrigalist," the composer is equally great in both 
lines; but the qualification must not be taken as exclusive., 

Nakao's,- Masters. 
L Arcade-It, C. 15t4-1 .560. Madrigalist. 

ns kme non Papa, died before 1558. 
Orlando di Lasso, born between ipo and 1530; died 1594. 
Jan P. Sweelinck, 1562-1621. Organist, theorist and church com-

poser. 
French Masters. 

E. Genet, surnamed Carpentrasso, Ism. Church tompoter. 
C. Goudimel. Killed in the massacre of Lyons, 1572. 

hallos Masters. 
Palestrins, c. 1525-1594. 
L. Marenzio, c. 1560; died 1599. 
Maio, Felice C. 1560-163o, and G. Ftuncesco, 1567-1620, brothers. 

Church composers. 
Siassish Masters. 

C. Morales, 1512-1553 
Exclusively 

i 	
church coin- F. Guerrero, t. 1528-1599 

T. L. de Victora or Vittoria, 1580 	Proem 

RI104/1 MO4117.1. 
T. Taira, c. 1515; cried 1585. Church composer. 
W. Brd, 1542 Of 1543-1623. Greatest as church composer.
J. W 	 Madriplist. 
T. Mo tft. 1590. Theorist and madrigalist. 
Orlando GtIbons, 1583-1625. 

German Masters. 
7. Handl, or Gallus, c. 1550-159t. 
Hans Leo Hasler or Hassler, 1564-1612. Church composer. 
G. Aidshager, c. 1565-1628. Church composer. 

Tue Mottootszs 
Cavalierrs La Rappreseatasitase di Asthma e di Cork, posthumously 

produced in 'Coo. The first oratorio, one of the first works 
dependent on Instrumental accompaniment, and one of the 
first with a figured bass " indicating by figures what chords 
are to be used. 

Peel's &wakes. t600. The first opera. 	- 
Monteverde, 1567-1643. Groat pioneer of modern harmony. 

THE RENAISSANCE or TEXTURE 
H. Schatz, 1585-1672. Combines monodic and polyphonic prin. 

clples in German church musk and Italian madrigal. 
G. Frescobaldi, 2583-1644. Organ composer. 
Alessandro Scarlatti, t6m-1725. Founder of the aria-form of 

Handelian opera, am the Neapolitan school of composition. 
J. B. Lula, 1633-168y. The first classic of French opera. 
li. Purcell, C. 1658; died 1695. 
A. Coreffi 1653-t713. The first classic of the violin in the forms 

of suite (or sonata da camera), sonata da chiesa and concerto. 
F. Couperin, 1668-1733. French composer of suites (aims) and much 

addicted to giving fanciful titles to his pieces which are some-
times " programme music " in fact as well as name. 

J. P.
th 

 RAMSAY. 1683-1764. French opera writer, harpsichordist and 
eorist. 

D. Burtehude, 1637-1707. 

L. S. Bach, 5685-175w' 
. F. Handel, 1685-1759. 

THE SONATA Emit 
Domenico Searlattl. 1685-1757. son of AleolondiTh Harpsichord 

virtuoso and master of a special early type of sonata. 
K.. Philipp Emanuel Bach. 1714-1788, third son of Sebastian Bach. 

The principal pioneer of the sonata style. 
C. W. Gluck, 1714-1787. Retort= of opera, and the first dunk of 

essentially dramatic music. 
F. J. Haydn. 1732-1809. 

W. A. Mum 1756-1791. 
Beethoven, 1770-1827. 
Cherubim, 1760-1842. A classip of French opera and of church 

music. 

Tim Lame AND Du tra= on " ROILUMC " PERIOD 
[In this list the only qualifications given are time of which the 

complex conditions of modern art make definition easy as well as 
desirable; and, as throughout this table, the definitions must not 
be taken as exclusive. The choice of names is, however, .guided 
by the dprerent developments represented : thus accounting for 
glaring onuosions and artistic disproportions.) 
Weber, 1786-1826. Master of romantic opera. 
Schubert, 1797-1828. The classic of song. 
Mendelssohn, 1809-1847. 
Chopin, 18139-1849. Composer pianoforte lyrics. 
Berlioz, 1803-186

8to-19. 
 Master of impressionist orchestration,orchestration,

Schumann, 1856. 
Wagner, 28'3-184Achieves absolute union of music with drama. 
Liszt, dill-1886. Pianoforte virtuoso and pioneer of the symphonic 

Bruc=;:824-1896. The symphonia of the Wept dm party. 
Brahma., L833-1897. Classical symphonic and lyric composer. 
Joachim, 1831-1907. Violinist, composer and teacher. Brahms's 

chief fellow-worker in continuing the classical tradition. 
Tsehdkovsky, 184o-1893. 
RDrchaofirdk. 1s8trac-usir.1864-  

Development of the symphonic 
poem. 	 (D. F. T.) 

11.-RECENT MUSIC 
Under separate biographical headings, the work or the chief 

modern composers in different countries is dealt with ; and here it 
will be sufficient to indicate the general current of the art. and to 
mention some of the more prominent among recent composers. 

Gaisany.-On the death of Barham the great German composers 
seemed, at the close of the 19th century, to have left no successor. 
Such merely epigonal figures as A. Bungcrt (b. 1846) and Cyril! 
Kistler 0.848-19o7) could not be regarded important ; mportant; and E. 
Humperdinck's (b. 1854) striking sumer. with Hensel and Grad 
(5893) was a solitary triumph in a limited genre. The outstanding 
figure, at the opening of the toth century, was Richard Strauss (q.► .); 
but it was not ao much now in composition, as in the high excel-
lence of executive art, that Germany still kept up her hegemony in 
European music, by her schools, her great mnductors and instru-
mentalists, and her devotion as a nation to the production of musical 
works. 

France.-From the earliest days of their music the French have 
had the enviable power of assimilatiut the great innovations which 
were originated in other countries, without losing their habit of 
warmly appreciatingat which their own countrymen produce. 
That which happened with the Netherlandish composers of the 

less exactly , wit 
16th century, and with 

in 
 Lulli in the e7th, was repeated, more or 

with Rossini i the early part of the 19th century and 
with Wagner at its close. During the last quarter of the 19th 
century all that is represented by the once-adored name of Gounod 
was discarded in favour of a style as different as possible from his. 
The change was mainly due to the Belgian musician. Cesar Auguste 
Franck (1822-1890), who established a kind of informal school of 
symphonic and orchestral composition. as opposed to the con-
ventional methods pursued at the Paris Conservatoire. Massenet 
was left as almost the only representative of the older school and 
from Edouard Lab 4823-1892) to G. Charpentier (b. il36:1 Arall 
the younger composers of France adopted the newer style. With 
these may be mentioned Alfred Bruneau (b. 1857), and Gabriel 
Faure (b. 1845). Camille Saint-Sawn (b. 1835), however, remained 
the chief representative of the sound school of composition, if only 
by reason of his greater command of resources of every kind and 
his success in all forms of music. Among the newer school of 
composers the most original unquestionably was Debussy (gm.), 
and among others may be mentioned Ernst ReIerv(6. 1823), the 

ra author of some ambitious and sterling operas; F. . . de Jonaeres 
(b. t839), an enthusiastic follower of Wagner, and • composer of 
merit; Emanuel Chabrier 0841-tit:I!, a man of extraordinary 
gift, who wrote one of the finest o orioles of modern times, 
Le hoe Emkri (1887); Charles ask Widor (b. 1845), an earnest 
musician of great accomplishment; and Vincent d'Indy (b. 1851), a 
strongly original writer, alike la dramatic, orchestral and chamber 
compositions. In the class of tighter music, which yet lies above 
the level of spars beep, mention must be made of Leo Delibes 
0836-1890 and Andra Messager (b. 1855). In describing the 
state CZ music in France, it would be wrong to pass over the work 
done by the great conductors of various popular orchestral concerts, 
such as Jules E. Pasdeloup (1819-1887), Chas. Lamoureux (1834-
18g9), and Judas [Edotaircll Cobnne (b. 1838). 

Boly..-In Italy during the last quarter -of the 19th century 
many important changes took place. The later development in 
the style ol Verdi (go.) was only completed in Oldie (5187) and 
Falstaff (1893), while his last composition, the four beautiful sacred 
vocal works, show how very far he had advanced in reverence. 
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Wide, of style and impresgivenem. from the time when he wrote 
his earlier operas. Aad Artigo Boito's Me~ele had an immense 
influence on modern Italian music. Armee the writers of " shop-
lute " music the most illustrious are G. Smati (b. IW) and 
G. hfartucci (b. 010), the latter's wsulphmy in D minor b eing a 
fine work. Meanwhile :younger operatic sc hool was growing up, 
of which the first production was the Flats •Waii& of Spiro 
Samara (b. 1861). given in 1886. Its culmination was in the 
C000fferni rudicana (5890) of Pietro Mascegni (b. 1863). the 
Paging:I (1892) of R. Leoncavallo (b. 1848), and the operas- of 
Giacomo Puccini (b. 1858), notably Le Mt (t ), Maws Lucent 
(1893). Le &deka (1896). Tows (toad, and MadaussBotta* 
(1904). The oratorios of Don Loraine Perosi (b. 1872) had an inter 
esting influence on the church music of Italy (see PALZATILIA). 

Rustic.—The new Russian school of music origiaated with M. A. 
BaLakirev (b. 1836), who was instrumental in founding the Free 
School of Music at St Petersburg, and who introduced the music 
of Berlin and Lien into Russia; he instilled the principles of 
" advanced " music into A. P. Borodin (1834-111117), C. A. CM 
(b. 1835). M. P. Moussorgsky (1839-t882), and N A. itimsky-
Korsav (t844-uao8), all of whom, as usual with Russian com-
posers, were strictly speaking, amateurs in music, having some 
other profession in the absence of any possible opportunity for 
snaking money out of music in Russo. The most remarkable 

a among their contemporaries was undoubtedly Talisak' ovsky 
(9.e,).). A. Liadov (b. 1855) excels as a writer for the pianoforte, 
and A. Quemoy (b. 1865) has composed a number of fine orchestral 
works. 

Visited Sinks.-0( the older American comae's, alai John 
Knowles Paine (d. rao6) and Dudley Buck (d. ipop), both bast in 
'gr. and Benjamin Johnson Lang (1837-1909). need be mentioned. 
Paine, prologue of music at Harvard University, and composer 
of oratorios, orchestral music, ac..„ ranks with the advanced school 
of romantic composers. Dudley Buck was one of the fast American 
composers whose mince were known in Europe; and if his numerous 
cantatas and church music do not reach a very high standard accord-
ing to modern ideas, be did much to conquer the general apathy 
with regard to the existence of original music in the States. Lang. 
prominent as organist and conductor, also became distinguished as 
a composer. George Whiteheld Chadwick (b. 0854) has produced 
many orchestral and vocal works of original merit. Though the 
works of Clayton Johns (b. 1857) are less ambitious, they have 
woo more popularity in Europe. and his songs, like those of Arthur 
Foote (b. 3853), Reginald De Koven (b. ma ),ad Ethelbert Nevin 
(1862-1401), are widely known. Edward Alexander McDowell 
(q.v.) may be regarded as the most original modern American =r. Walter Johannes Damrosch (b. 1862), the eminent 

or of the New York Symphony Orchestra, and of various 
operatic urdertakings, has established his position as an original 
and poetic. composer, not only by his opera, The Scarlet Lefler, but 
by suchsongs as the intensely dramatic " Danny Dwyer." Dr 
Horatio William Parker's (b. 1863) oratorio settings of the hymn 
" Hera novissinta " and of "The Wanderer's Psalm' are deservedly 
popular. Their masterly workmanship and his powerof expression 
is sacred music mark him as a distinct personality. Numerous 
orchestral as well as vocal works have not been heard out of America, 
but a group of soap. newly set to the words of familiar old English 
ditties. have obtained great success. Mrs H. H. A. Beach, the 
youngest of the prominent composers of the United States and an 
accomplished pianist. has attained a high reputation as a writer 
in all the MOM ambitious forms of music. Many of her songs and 
anthems have obtained wide popularity. The achievements of the 
United States are, however, less marked In the production of new 
composers than in the attention which has been paid to musical 
education and appreciation generally. Henry E. Krehbiel (b. 1854), 
the well-known critic, was especially prominent in drawing   
attention to Wagner and Brahma. The New York Opera has been 
made a centre for the finest artists of the day. and the symphony 
concerts at Boston and Chicago have been unrivalled for excellence. 
It is worthy of note that no country has produced a greater number 
of the most eminent of recent singers. Mesdames E. Eames 
Nordics, Minnie Hauck, Susan Strong, Suzanne Adams, Sybil 
Sanderson. Esther Palliser. Evangeline Florence, and very many 
more among leading sopranos, with Messrs E. E. Ondin, D. Bispham 
and DenisO'Sullivan. to name but three out of the host of excellent 
male artists, proved the natural ability of the Americans in vocal 
music: and it might also be said that the more notable English. 
speaking papas of the various excellent French schools of voice-
production are American with hardly an exception. 

Unita, Kingeletp.—English music requires more detailed notice. 
if only because of the striking change in the national feeling with 
regard to it. The nation had been accustomed for so long to 
consider music as an exotic, that, notwithstanding the glories of 
the older schools of English music, the amount of attention paid to 
everything that came from abroad, and the rich treasures of tradi-
tional and distinctively English music scattered through the country, 
the majotity of educated people adhered to the common belief that 
England was not a musical country. The beauty and the enormous 
gqaaasnntity of traditional Irish musk, the enthusiasm created in 
Saottsad  by trumpery songs written in what was supposed to be  

an imitation of dui Scotddt style, the Monate of the Webb 
Eisteddrodau, were admitted facts: but England was supposed to 
have had no share in these gifts of nature or art, and the vogue of 
foreign music. front Italian opera to classical symphonies, was held 
as evidence of her poverty, lashed of being partly the reason of 
the national sterility. In the successive periods during which the 
music of Handel and Mandelssohn respectively had been held as 
allwalficient for right-thinking musicians. success could only be 
attained, if at all. hy those English musicians who deleleratdy an 
themselves to copy the style of theme great niesters;. the few men 
who had the determination to resist the popular movement were 
either confined, like the Wesley., to one branch of magic in which 
some originality of thought was still allowed, that of the Church, 
or, like lieory Hugo Pierce in the days of the Meaddssohn worship, 
were driven to seek abroad the recognition they could not obtain 
at home. For a time it seemed as if the great vogue of Gonad 
would emit him into a third artistic despot; but no native can-
non. had even the energy to Imitate his Faust; and, by tad date 

of  eh 
Redare 
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 (1862) and More el vita (1885), a renaimence of 

Enelis music already berm. 
For a generation up to the eighties the affairs offadopens 

is England wee rather depressing; the rival houses ' over 
%the impresarios Frederick Gye (1810-1878) and 	J. H. 

(18213-toot) had bees going front bad to worse; the 
traditions of what wine called " the palmy days " had been for-
gotten, and with the retisement of Christine Nilsson in 188r, and 
the death of Thome J. A. Tietjass in din, the race of the great 
queens al song seemed to have come to an end. It is true that 
Mule Patti was in the plenitude of her fame and powers, but the 
number of her impenneations, perfect as they wen, was so smaR 
that she able could not support the weight of an opera season, 
and her terms•uade it impossible for any manager to make both 
ends met unless the rest of the company were chosen on the 
principle enunciated by the husband of Mme Catalan. " Ma femme 
er Queue on eine pouphee." Mme Albani (b. 185t) had made her 
name famous, but the most important pert of her artistic career 
was yet to tome. She had alreadybrought Taindshiser and 
Lehnegrin into notice, but in Italian versions, as was then usual; 
and the great vogue of Wagner's operas did not begin untR the aerie. 
of Wagner concerts given at the Royal Albert Hall in 1877 with 
the objectof collectiag funds for theta...needs! of the Bayreuth 
scheme, which after the conduction of the Nibalungen trilogy in 
1876 had become involved in anima financial digficalties. The 
two seasons of German opera at Drury Lane under Dr Hans Richter 
(b. 1843) in tatty and 2884, and the production of the trilogy. at 
Her Majesty'. in 1882, under Angelo Neumann's managership, first 
taught stay-at-home Englishmen what Wagner really was, and an 
ltan opera as such is.s. with Italian as the exclusive language 
employed and the old ' Mar " system in fall swing) ceased to exist 
as a regular institution a few years after that The revival of 
public henna in the opera only took place after Mr (afterwards 
Sir) Augustus Harris (0152-.1896) had started his series of operas 
at Drury Lane in t887. in the following season Harris took 
Covent Garden, and since that time the opera has been restored 
to greautecertipublic favour than it ever enjoyed, at all events since the 
days ofJenny Lind. The clever manager IBM that the public 
was t' of operas arranged to suit the views of the prima donna 
and no one else, and he cast the works be produced, among which 
were Us Ballo as marchers and Lee S sett, with dee attention 
to every 'part. The brothers Jean and 	 de Readee. both 
of whom had appealed in London before—the former asa baritone 
and the latter during the seasons 11180-1881.—wese even stronger 
attractions to the musical public of the tune than the various 
leading sopranos, among whom were Mena Alban. Miss M. Mao,  ierr, 	Maelnbad  ,r4Fmulor 	Mme 	ittire the

Mlle 
P. Hr. Plancon, and many other Parisianwevourites later. As 
time went on, the excellent custom obtained of giving each work 
in the language in which It was written, and among the distinguished 
German artists who were added to the 	...ere Frau U. 
Teraina, Frau E. Schumann-Heink, Frau Lini Le 	n and many 
more. Since Harris's death In 1896  the traditions started by him 
were on the whole well maintained, and as asign of the difisence 
between the present and the former position of English composers. 
it may be mentioned that two opens by F. H. Cowen, Simms and 
Harold. and two by Stanford, The Veiled PrePhd and Much Ada 
shout Welkin, were produced.  To Signor Lago. a manager of 
more eaterpeke than good fortune, Wave the credit of revivisg 
Gluck's Urfa (with the masterly impersonation of the e= 
character by Mlle Giulia Ravogla), and of bringing out 
rustiest's. Tschaikovsky's Euges Omen and other works. 

If it be just to name one institution and one man as the creator 
of each an atmosphere as allowed the genius of English tom= 
to flourish, then that honour must be paid to the Crystal 
and August Manns, the conductor of its Saturday concerts. At 
first engaged as sub-conductor, under • certain Schallebn, at the 
building which was the lasting result of the Great Exhibition of 
res, he became director of the music in 1855; 50 for the better 
part of half • century his influence was ma-rW on behalf of the 
best music of all schools, and especially in favour of anything of 
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English gniwth. TIntsigh evil report and good report he 
his COOMCd011111. and for ninny years he introduced oar= 

r after another to a fame which they would have found it 
hard eo gain without his help and that of Sir George Grove, his 
loyal supporter. In 1862, when Arthur Sullivan had just returned 
from his studies in   . his Tempest music was produced at the 

anitg
Palace, and it is that it was this success 

at of the succeeding workstrrrintkrbe woe hand Which first 
showed Englishmen that music worth listening to migt be pro-
duced by an English hand. Sullivan reached the highest point of 
his achievement in The Oddest Legend (1886), his most important 
contribution to the music of the renaissance. An important part 
of the Crystal Palace music was that the concerts dui not follow, 
but led, popular taste; the works of Schubert, Schumann and 
many other great masters were given constantly, and the whole 
repertory of classical music was through, so that a constant 
attendant at these concerts would have become acquainted with 
the whole range of the best class of music. From rte.  onwards 
the damical chamber-music could be heard at the P Concerts 
started by Arthur Chappell, and for many years • repertory 
was not less catholic than that of the Crystal Palace undertaking; 
that in later times the habit increased to a lamentable =tent of 
choosing only the " favourite " (i.e. hackneyed) works of the great 
masters dad not Imes the educational value of the older concerts. 
The lovers of the newer developments of music were always more 
fully satisfied at the conceits of the Musical Unka, a body founded 
by John Ella in tee& _which lasted until t88w Fred 1879 cowards 
the visits of Hans Richter. the conductor, were a feature of the 
musical season, and the importance of his work, not  only m ePrend- 
leg lave of Wagner's must. but in regard to every other branch 
of the best orchestral music, cannot be exaggerated. Like the 

oncerts. th Richter concerts somewha fell 	y in 
Litertdaryears 

c 
 from their

e 
 original purecoe. and theirt 

	away  
managers were 

led by the popularity of certain peas to give too little variety. 
The importance of Richter's work was in bringing forward the finest 
English music In the years when the masters of she renarbsence 
wen and untried. Here were to be heard the orchestral 
works ks of Sir Hubert Parry, Sir Charles Villiers Stanford. Sir A. 
Campbell Mackenzie and Dr F. H. Cowen; and the names of these 
composers were thus brought Into notice muck more effectually 
than could have been the awe in other surrounding. Meanwhile 
outside London the work of the renaissance was being carried ea, 
notably at Cambridge, where by the amalgamation of various 
smaller societies with the UniversityMusical Society. Stanford 
created in 1875 a splendid institution which did much to foster a 
love of the best music for many years; and at Oxford, where private 

in the rooms of Hubert Parry brought about the maim-
don of the Musical Club, which has borne fruit in many ways. 
though only in the direction of chamber-music. The Be& Choir. 
founded by Mr Arthur Duke Coleridge in 1875, and conducted for 
the first ten years of its existence by Mr Otto Goldschmidt and 
subsequently by Professor Stanford, worked on purely uncommercial 
lines ever since its foundation, and besides many important works 
of Bach, it brought forward most important compontions by 
Englishmen, and had a prominent share in the work of the renais-
sance. Parry's earlier compositions bad a certain austerity in 
them which, while it commanded the homage of the cultivated few, 
prevented their obtaining wide popularity; and it was not until 
the date of his choral setting of lilikon's Ode at a Sahara Musick 
that he found his true vein. In this and its many successors, 

Wdo
unux.1 at the autumn festivals, though very_ rarely given in 

there was a nobility of utterance. a sublimity of concert. 
tion, a mastery of resource, that far surpass anything accomplished 
in England since the days of Purcell; while his " Symphonic Varia- 
tions " for orchestra, and at least two of his symphonies, exhibit 
his command of the modern modifications of classical forms in 
great perfection. Like Parry, Stanford first caught the ear of the 
public at lame with a choral work the stirring ballad-setting of 
Tennyson's Resale; and in all Ms earlier and later works alike, 
which include compositions in every form :  he shows himseff a 
supreme master of effect; in dramatic or lyrical handling of voices, 
in orchestral and chamber-music, his sense of beauty is unfailing. 
and while his ideas have real distinction, his treatment of them is 
nearly always the chief interest of his works. The work of the 
musical renaissance less been more beneficially fostered by these 
two masters than by any other individuals. through the medium 
of the Royal College of Music. In 1876 the NationalTraining 
School of Music was opened with Sullivan as principal; be was 
succeeded by Sir John Stainer in Mgt. and the circumstance that 
such artists as Mr Eugen d'Albert and Mr Frederic Cliff e received 
there the foundation of their musical education is the only Important 
fact connected with the institution, which is agar was succeeded 

tr:
Grove, Royal College of Musk, under the direcordip of Sir George 

, and with Parry and Stanford as professors of composition. 
In 0194 Parry succeeded to the directorship, and before and after. 
this date work of the best educational kind was done in all branches 
of the art, but most of all in the important branch of composition. 
Mackenzie's place among the masters of the renaissance is assured 
by his romantic compositions for orchestra—such as La Belle dame 
lane peered and the two Scottish Rhapsodies' ; soak of his choral  

works, such as the oratorios, show some tendency to fall back Imo 
the conventionalities from which the renaissance movement was an 
effort to escape; but in The -Collar's Satnniay Night; The Stag 4 
&yid; Veal. Creator Spinier, and many other things, not except- 
ing the op= Catendla or the witty " Britannia " overture, he shows 
no lack of spontaneity or power. As principal of the Royal Academy 
of Music (be succeeded Macfarren m 1888) he revived the farmer 

of the school, and the excellent plan by which it and the Royal 
unite their form in the examinations of the Associated 

is largely due to his initiative. The opera just mentioned 
was the first of the modern series of English operas brought eat 
from 1883 onwards by the Carl Rosa company during its tenure 
of Drury Lane Theatre: at the time it seemed as though English 
opera had a chance of getting permanently established, but the 
enterprise, being a purely private and individual one, failed to have 
a lasting effect upon the art of the country, and after the production 
of two opine by Mackenzie, two by Arthur Goring Thomas, one 
by F. Corder, two by Cowen and one by Stanford, the artistic 
work of the compury grew gradually lees and less kowtaik. In 
spite of the strong ialluence of French ideals and methods. the music 
of Arthur Goring Thomas was remarkable for individuality and 
charm; in any other country his beautiful opera Esennwhis would 
have farmed part of the regular repertory; and his orchestral 
suites, cantatas and a multitude of graceful and original kegs, 
remain as evidence that if his career had been prolonged, the art 
of Englaad might have been enriched by some masterpiece it would 
not willingly have let die. After a youth of extraordinary pre-
cocity, and a number of variously successful attempts in the more 
ambitious and more serious branches of the art. CommG found his 
chief success in the treatment of fanciful or Inlay subjects, whether 
in cantatas or orchestral works; here be is without arival, and his 
ideas or uniformly graceful encellently treated and danderfully 
effective. His second tenure of the post of conductor of the Phil-
harmonic Societe:tad him to be a highly accomplished conductor. 

1° .11°°1 
 to opera two more undertaking deserve to be 

i.,m In 1891 the Royal English Opera Houma was opened 
with Sullivan's !soul.., t work written especially for the accessions
the absence of anythinglike a repertory. and the tetentien of this 
one work in the bills for a period far longer than its attractions 
could warrant, brought the inevitable remit, and shortly after the 
production of a charming French-  comic opera the theatre was 
turned into the Palace Music Hall. The charming and thoroughly 
charactedstic Shames O'Brien of Stanford was succesafully prw 
duced in 1896 at the Opera Comique theatre. This work Nought 
into public prominence the conductor Mr Henry J. Wood (b. dye), 
who esercised •powerful influence on the art of the country by 
means of his or- which was constantly to be heard at the 
Queen's Hail. and which attained, by continual 
together, a degree of perfection before unknown in Zt°181: 
achieved an important work in bringing mask within the reach of 
all classes at the Promenade Concerts given through each summer. 
as well as by means of the Symphony Concerts at other moms. 

The movement thus started by Mr Wood increased and spread 
remarkably in later years. His trainingof the Queen's Hall 
Orchestra was characterized by a thoroughness and severity pre- 

unknown -in Englieb orchestras. This was 'partly made 
poser by the admirable business organization which fostered
he movement in its earlier years; so many concerts were guaranteed 

that it was possible to give the players enpgemeats which included 
a large amount of rehearsing. The result was soon apparent, not 
only in the raising of the standard of orchestral playing, but also 
in thy higher and more Welifigent standard of criticism to which 
performances were subjected both by experts and by the general 
public. The public ante in Load= for symphonic musk grew so 
rapidly as to encourage the establishment of other bodies of players. 
until m Igo there were five first-class professional orchestras 
gi concerts regularly in London—the Philharmonic Society. 
the queens Hall Orchestra, the London Symphony Orchestra 
(described by Dr Hans Richter as " the finest orchestra in the 
world "), the New Symphony Orchestra under Mr Landon Ronald 
(b. 1873), a composer and conductor of striking ability, and Mr 
Thomas Beecham 's Orchestra. M r Beecham. who had come rapidly 
-to the front as a musical enthusiast and conductor, paid spatial 
attention to the work of British composeta Manchester. Birming-
ham, Liverpool and Edinburgh, their own orchestras; and it 
might be said that the whole of the Ittide  Kingdom was now 

ted with a taste for and a know of orchestral music. 
permeated of this development has influenced t whaled the musical 
life of England. The symphonyand the symphonic poem have 
taken the plate so long held by the oratorio in popular wee: and 
English composers of any merit or ability find it possille to ger 
a halting for orchestral work which at the end of the 19th century 
would have had to remain unperformed and unheard. The result 
has been the rapid development of a school of English orchestral 
composera—a school of considerable achievement and still greater 

The new school of English writers twain. many names of 
skilled composer& Sir EdwardElgar established his reputation 

?vet
s • Carectenses and the grandiose imaginings of his 

of .16i. as by orchestral and chamber compositions of 
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decided merit and individuality, and by being the composer of si 
symphony which attained greater and wider fame than any similar 
am* since the symphonies of Tschaikovsky. Mr Edward German 
(b. 1862) won great success as a writer of incidental music for r.-ys, 
and in various lighter forms of music. for which his gee 	in 
orchestration and his knowledge of effect stand him in g 	id. 
The quality of Mr Frederic Cliffe's orchestral works is 	riy 
high. Dr Arthur Somervell (b. 1863). who succeeded ! 	as 
musical adviser to the Board of Education, first came in 	ni- 
nence as a composer of a number of charming songs, 	a 
fine song-cycle from Tennyson's Maud, but his Mass ar 	pus 
orchestral works and cantatas and pianoforte pieces 	his 

ability in other forms. Various compositions written 
faulisyCulrain 	

co 
ish MacCunn (b. 1868), while still • student at the 

Royal College of Music, were received with acclamation; but his 
later work was not of equal value, though his operas Jeanie 
Deans and Diarneid were successful. Mr Granville Bantock 
(b. 1868), an ardent supporter of the most advanced music. has 
written many fine things for orchestra, and Mr William Wallace 
(b. 186z), in various orchestral pieces played at the Crystal Palace 
and elsewhere, and in such things as his " Freebooter songs, has 
shown strong individuality and imagination. Mr Arthur Hinton 
(b. 1869) has produced things of fanciful beauty and quaint origi-
nality. Miss Ethel M. Smyth, whose Mau was given at the Royal 
Albert Hall in most favourable conditions, had her opera Fantasia 
produced at Weimar and CarLsruhe, and Per Wald at Covent 
Garden. Miss Maud Valerie White's graceful and expressive songs 
brought her compositions into wide popularity: and Mine Liza 
Lehmann made a new reputation by her cycles of songs after 
her retirement from the profession of a singer. The first part of 
Mr S. Coleridge-Taylor's (b. 1875) Hiawatha scenes was performed 
while he was still a student at the Royal College, and so great was 
its popularity that the third part of the trilogy was commissioned 
for performance by the Royal Choral Society. Mr Cyril Scott is 
a composer who aims high, though with a somewhat strained 
originality. Dr H. Walford Davies -(b. 1869) and W. Y. Hurlstone 
(1876-19)6) excel in the serious kind of chamber-music and use the 
classic forty with notable skill; and Mr R. Vaughan Williams, in 
his songs and other works, has shown perhaps the most conspicuous 
talent among all of the younger school. 

English executive musicians have never suffered from foreign 
competition in the same degree as English composers, and the 
success of such singers as Miss Anna Williams, Miss Macintyre, 
Miss Marie Mama, Miss Clara Butt, Miss Agnes Nicholls, Means 
Santley, Edward Lloyd. Ben Davies, Plunket Greene and Ffrangcon 
Davies- or of such pianists as Miss Fanny Davies and Mr Leonard 
Berwick, is but a continuance of the tradition of British excellence. 

The scientific study of the music of the past has more and more 
decidedly taken its place as a branch of musical education; the 
learned writings of W. S. Roasts° (1823-1895), many of them 
made public first in the Encyclopaedia Brumaire and Grove's 
Dictionary of Music, made the subject clear to 

in 
 moan fy who had been 

the dark before; and the actualperformance of old 
music been undertaken not only by the Bac Choir. but by the 
Magpie Madrigal Society under Mr Lionel Benson's able direction. 
In vocal and instrumental music alike the musical side of the Inter-
national Exhibition of 1885 did excellent work in its historical 
concerts; and in that branch of archaeology which is concerned 
with the structure and restoration of old musical instruments, 
important work has been done by Mr A. J. Hipkins (1826-19°3; 
so long connected with the firm of Broadwood), the Rev. F. W. 
Galpin. Arnold Dolmetsch and others. The formation of the 
Folk-Song Society in 1899 drew attention to the importance and 
extent of English traditional music, and did muds to popularize 
it with ringers of the present day. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.—Among encyclopaedic dictionaries of music 
Sir George Grove's Dictionary of Music and Musicians (1878- 
1889; new ed. by J. A. Fuller Maitland, 1904-1908), takes the first 
place among publications in English, while Robert Eitner's (d. 19o5) 
monumental cimellenksikon (1900-19o4), in German, is an authority 
of the first rank. Among other modern works of value on various 
accounts may be mentioned F. J. Rites Biographic :seiner/elle (kJ 
NtZlide111 (2nd ed., 186o-1865; supplement by A. Pougin, 1878); 
G. Schilling', Extyldephdie de gesaninitos andikalischen Wissen-
schoft (1135-1838); Mendel and Reissmann's Missikalisches Cox-
aersatiosskon (2nd ed., 1883); H. Riemann's Musik-lexikex 
(5th ed., 1900; also an Eng. trans.. with additions, by J. S. Shed-
lock); the American Cmlopaedia of Music and Ms/scums (1889-
1891); and the Orford History of Music (19:9-1905). The literature 
of music generally is enormous, but the following selected list of 
works on various aspects may be useful:— 

Aesthetics. Theory, bc.—H. EhrlichJhe Afusik.Aestisetik in Omer 
Extwiaselung von lions bin oaf die German (Leipzig, 1882): E. 
Hamrick, The Boodiful is Marie (London, 1891): R. Wallaschek, 
As:thee:Is der Toickunsi (Stuttgart. '886); R. Pohl, Die Hahessage 
der musikalischos Eiliwickelung (Leipzig. 3888); A. Schatz. Die 
Gelseimmisse der Tonkunst (Stuttgart. t139vicyliA. Zahm. Sound and 
Music (Chicago, 1892): C. Bellaique, l's ogle musicak( Paris, 
1893); W. Pole, Philosophy of Music ( . xi. of the English and 
Fnreign Philosophical Library. tiles): -M. Seybel, Schoperskasers 

MtinPaYsik der Munk (Leipzig, 1895); L Lacombe. Philidephit 
masitme (Paris. 1896); Sir C. H. H. Parry, The Evolution of the Art 
of Music (London, 1897); H. Rieman, Prelatic,' sad Stadia 
(Frankfort, 1896); Gesamage der Musikiworie inn IX.-X IX. Jake-
Minden (Lee' g. 1898): Systanahsche Modslatiortskhre (Hamburg, 
1887); J C. Lobe. Lelinsuch der inesikalischn Emporium (Leipzig, 
1884): A. B. Marx, Die Lame am der musikalischen Komp.:Won 
(LeiMig. 1887. 1890); M. L C. Cherubini, Timone des Kolar.- 
peaks and der Page (Cologne, 1896); Sir J. F. Bridge and F. J. 
Sawyer, A Course of Harnioxy (London, 1899); E. Pious., COSIllier• 
point (London. 1890); Double Counterpoint and Canon (London. 
1893); Musical Form (London, 1893); Applied Forms (London, 
1895): B. Widmann. Die straws Forams der Musa (Leine*. 
t1182): S. Jadassohn. DieForma in den Woken der Tonksout 
(Leipzig. ,885); M. Steinitzer, Psychologische Wiriniagen der niusik- 
alischen Formren (Munich, 1885); J. Combarieu, Tiderie da rhythmic 
does in composition moderns (alias la doctrine Mellott (Paris, 
1897); P. Goetschius. Howasphootic Forms of Moist! Composition 
(New York. 1898); William Wallace, The Threshold of Music (1907). 

English Music.—W. Nagel. Gest/nate der Musik in England 
(Strassbu, 1890; H. Davey, History of English Music (London. 
1895); F. J. Crowest, The Story of British Music (London, 1896); 
S. Vautyn, L'Esalstion de la masique ex Ankles,. (Brussels, 19o0); 
Ernest Walker. English Mask (1907). 

America.—W. S. B. Mathews, A Hundred Years of Music in 
America (Chicago, 1889); L. C. Elson, The National Music of 
America and its Sources (Boston, 1900): T. Baker, Ober die Masa 
der cord-anserikanischos Blade's (Leijuig. 1882). 

France.—H. Laroix, La Masime raaiaise (Paris. 0390; N. M. 
Schletterer, Studios tar Geschichle r franca:dam Musik (Berlin. 
1884- 1 885); T. Galin. La Musigue francaise as moyen Age (Leipzig, 
1890); A. Cognard, De lo Musique on France Sepsis Raman (Paris, 
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y.—W. Baeumker,Gesthichn der Tenkmui ire Deutschlaxd 
bis sstr Reformation (Freiburg, 1880; 0. Ebben, Der volksthamliclu 
deutsche lidnnergesasig (Tubingen, 1887); L. Meinardus, Die deutsche 
Toninassi; A. Soubies, Hiskim de in onus*: altemande (Paris, 1896). 

Italy.-0. Chilmotti, i mar: maestri del passage (Milan, 1882): 
V. Lee, Ii Settecesdo iu Italia (Milan, 1881); G. Masutto, I Mantel 
di musica italiani del setae XIX. (Venice, 1882). 

Russia.—A. Soubies, Riskin de la musigue ex Rayne (Paris, 
1B98). 

Scandinavia.—A. Grlinvoed, Norsk* Masikere (Christiania. 
1883); C. Valentin. Shake sibs die sdavedischex Volamielatien 
(Leipzig, t885). 

Spain.—J. F. Riafio, Notes on Early Spanish Music (London, 
1887); J. Tort y Daniel, Naiad musical del " Lied" 6 Caw cola-
Lana (Baveelona, 1892); A. Soubies, Hist. de la was. an Espogne 
(1899). 
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dans la Suisse romande (19oo); A. 

, Hist. la lasts (1899). 
Church Music.--F. L Humphreys, The Etiolation of Church 

Music (New York, 1898); E. L. Taunton, History of Church Music 
(London, 1887); A. biotech, Der dalienische Kuchnigesowg his 
Palestrina (Berlin, 1887)1G. Masutto, Della Malice sacra is Italia. 
(Venice, 1889); G. Felix, Paksirixa et la mislead some (Bruges 
1895); R. v. Lilkamon, Lithrgisa-musikalische Geschichte der 
wangelischex Gatesdiesste (Schleswig, 1893). 

Insiounexis (see also the separate articles on each).—L. Arrigoni, 
OrganopaJia ossia descririone Seth in/immesh niusseali asticii 
(sM 18111).• F. Boudoin, la Maness hiskrivie (Paris, 1886); 
A. Jacques, Eta& de Ian instrumental. Dictionnaire its instru-
ments de sitsuivat (Paris. 1886); H. Boddington, Cala:ogee of Musical 
/astrinsients illustrative of the History of Piarsoforie (Manchester 
,888); M. E. Brown, Musical Instruments and their Homes (New 
York, 1888); A. J Hipkins, Musical Instruments: Historic. Rare 
and Unique (Edinburgh, 1888); W. Lynd, Account of Ancient
Masical lnstnunexis and their Developosexi (London. 1897):  J. 
Weiss, Die musikaiischis Instrunsexie in den hellion Scarifies des 
Allen Testaments (Gras, 1895); E. Travers, -  Les Instruments de 
inssiesie as We. slide (Paris. 1882); E. A. v. Hassell, L'Axatemie 
des nutriments de musiexe (Brussels, 1899); E. W. Verney. Siamese 
Musical lasinimesits (London, 1888); C. R. Day, Music and Musical 
Instruments of Southern India (London, 1891); D. G. Brinson, 
Native American Stringed Musical /astruments (1897); J. Ruebl-
mann, Die Geminate der Bogeninstrumexte (Brunswick. t882); 
F. di Caffarelli. Gli Striansenti ad woo e la vodka da camera (Milan, 
1894); Kathg.—W.leen Schlesin
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 1' oraestre (Paris, 1891); F. Wein- 
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Biography: F. Mueller
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 Greed Musicians (London. 1881-

1884) • F. Clement. Les Growls musiciens (Paris, 1882); C. E. Bourne. 
The dreai Composers (London. 1887); G. T. Ferris. Great Musical 
Composers; Sir C. H. H. Parry..uswies of Great Composers (London, 
1887); A. A. Email, ColnPosaws caWes (Paris, ,888); F. J. 
Bennaasi-Desplantes. Les Muskies's Agaves (Limoges. 1889.) 1 

 A. Haunedruche, Les Musiciens et compositeurs 'raiding (Pans. 
1890): N. H. Dole. A Score 4 Famous Compass (New York. 
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t891); L. T. Morris, Famous Musical Composers (London, 189i): 
H. de Brimont, The World of Music (London, tees); J. K. Paine, 
Famous Composers and their Works (Boston, 1892—i893); E. Polko, 
Meister der Tonkunst (Wiesbaden, 1897); R. F. Sharp, Makers of 
Masse (London. 1898); L. Kohl, Mantle Denksteine atss dent Leben 
&Minster Tonkanstler (Leipzig. 1899); T. Baker, .4 Biographical 
Dictionary of Musicians (New York, tro); M. Charles, Zeitgettbs-
slicks Tondichter (Leipzig, :888); A. Jullten, Musicians laujourdlui 
(Paris. 1892). 

MUSICAL-BOX. an  instrument for producing by mechanical 
means tunes or pieces of music. The modern musical-box is 
an elaboration of the elegant. toy musical snuff-box in vogue 
during the t8th century. The notes or musical sounds are pro-
duced by the vibration of steel teeth or springs cut in a comb or 
flat plate of steel, reinforced by the harmonics generated in the 
solid steel back of the comb. The teeth are graduated in length 
from end to end of the comb or plate, the longer teeth giving the 
deeper notes; and the individual teeth are accurately attuned. 
where necessary, by filing or loading with lead. Each tone and 
semitone in the scale is represented by three or Four separate 
teeth in the comb, to permit of successive repetitions of the same 
note when required by the music. The teeth are acted upon and 
musical vibrations produced by the revolution of a brass cylinder 
studded with projecting pins, which, as they move round, raise 
and release the proper teeth at due intervals according to the 
nature of the music. A single revolution of the cylinder com-
pletes the performance of each of the several pieces of music for 
which the apparatus is set, but upon the same cylinder there may 
be inserted pins for performing as many as thirty-six separate 
airs. This is accomplished by making both the points of the 
teeth and the projecting pins which raise them very fine, so that 
a very small change in the position of the cylinder is sufficient 
to bring an entirely distinct set of pins in contact with the teeth. 
In the more elaborate musical-boxes the cylinders are removable, 
and may be replaced by others containing distinct sets of music. 
In these also there are combinations of bell, drum, cymbal and 
triangle effects, &c. The revolving motion of the cylinder is 
effected by a spring and clock-work which on some modern instru-
ments will work continuously for an hour and a half without 
winding, and the rate of revolution is regulated by a fly regulator. 
The headquarters of the musical-box trade is Geneva, where the 
manufacture gives employment to thousands of persons. 

The musical-box is a type of numerous instruments for producing 
musical effects by mechanical means, in all of which a revolving 
cylinder or barrel studded with pins is the governing feature. The 
position of the pins on the barrel is determined by two considers. 
tionsi those of pitch and of time or rhythm. The degrees of 
pitch or semitones of the scales are in the direction of the length 
of the cylinder, while those of time, or the beats in the bars, are in 
the path of the revolution of the cylinder. The action of the pins 
is practically the same for all barrel instruments; each pin serves to 
raise some part of the mechanism for one note at the exact moment 
and for the exact duration of time required by the music to be 
played, after which, passing along with the revolution of the 
cylinder, it ceases to act. The principle of the barrel operating 
by friction, by percussion cc by wind on reeds, pipes or strings 
governs carillons or musical bells. barrel 'mans, mechanical flutes, 
celestial voices, harmoniphones, violin-pianos and the orchestrions 
and polyphons in which a combination of all orchestral effects is 
attempted. In the case of wind instruments, such as flutes, 
trumpets, oboes, clarinets, imitated in the more complex orches. 
trions, the pins raise levers which open the val,c, admitting air, 
compressed by mechanical bellows, to various ',rids of flue-pipes, 
and to others fitted with beating and free reeds. The sticks used 
for striking bells, drums. cymbals and triangles are set in motion 
in a similar manner. A fine set of full-page drawings, published at 
Frankfort in t615," makes the whole working of the pinned barrel 
quite clear, and establishes the exact relation of the pins to the 
music produced by the barrel so unmistakably that some bars of 
the piece of music set on the cylinder can be made out. The 
prototype of the 19th-century musical-box is to be found in the 
Netherlands where during the 15th century the dukes of Burgundy 
encouraged the invention of ingenious mechanical musical 
curiosities such as " organs which played of themselves," musical 
snuff-boxes, singing birds, curious clocks, &c. A principle of more 
recent introduction than the studded cylinder consists of sheets 
of perforated paper, or card, somewhat similar to the Jacquard 
apparatus for weaving. The perforations correspond in position 
and length to the pitch and duration of the note they represent, 

' See S. de Cans, 1.44 forces 1110110011k$ ; and article BARREL Oacam 

and as the web or long sheet of paper passes over the instrument 
the perforated holes are brought in proper position and sequence 
under influence of the suction or pressure of air from a bellows, 
and thereby the notes are either directly acted on, as in the case of 
reed instruments, or the opening and closing of valves net in motion 
levers or liberate springs which govern special notes. The United 
States are the original home of the instruments controlled by 
perforated paper known as orguinettes. organinas, melodeons. &c. 
All these instruments are being gradually replaced in popular 
favour by the piano-players and the gramophone. (K. S.) 

MUSICAL NOTATION, a pictorial method of representing 
sounds to the ear through the medium of the eye. It is probable 
that the earliest attempts at notation were made by the Hindus 
and Chinese, from whom the legacy was transferred to Greece. 
The exact nature of the Greek notation is a subject of dispute, 
different explanations assigning :68o, iflzo, 99o, or 138 signals 
to their alphabetical method of delineation. To Boethius we 
owe the certainty that the Greek notation was not adopted by 
the Latins, although it is not certain whether he was the first 
to apply the fifteen letters of the Roman alphabet to the scale 
of sounds included within the two octaves, or whether he was 
only the first to make record of that application. The reduction 
of the scale to the octave is ascribed to St Gregory, as also the 
naming of the *yen notes, but it is not safe to assume that such 
an ascription is accurate or final. Indications of a scheme of 
notation based, not on the alphabet, but on the use of dashes, 
hooks, curves, dots and strokes are found to exist as early as 
the 6th century, while specimens in illustration of this different 
method do not appear until the 8th. The origin of these signs, 
known as neumes (velinara, or nods), is the full stop (pancins), 
the comma (virga), and the mound or undulating line (dints), 
the first indicating a short sound, the second a long sound, and 
the third a group of two notes. The musical intervals were 
suggested by the distance of these signals from the words of the 
text. The variety of neumes employed at different times, and 
the fluctuations due to handwriting, have made them extremely 
difficult to decipher. In the loth century a marked advance 
is shown by the use of a red line traced horizontally above the 
text to give the singer a fixed note (F =fa), thus helping him to 
approximate the intervals. To this was added a second line in 
yellow (for C wut), and finally a staff arose from the further 
addition of two black lines over these. The difficulty of the 
subject is complicated for the student by the fact that an 
incredible variety of notations coexisted at one period, all more 
or less representing attempts in the direction of the modern 
system. A variety of experiments resulted in the assignment 
of the four-lined staff to sacred music and of the five-lined staff 
to secular music. The yellow and red colours were replaced 
by the use of the letters F and C (fa and ut) on the lines. This 
use of letters to indicate clef is forestalled in a manuscript of 
Guido of Arezzo's If icrologus, dating from the Lath century, in 
which is the famous hymn to St John, printed with neumes on 
a staff of three lines (see Guano or Akezzo). The use of letters 
for indicating clefs has survived to the present day, our clef 
signatures being modified forms of the letters C, F and G, which 
have passed through a multitude of shapes. Before the tath 
century there is no trace of a measured notation (Ls. of a 
numerical time division separating the component parts of a 
piece of music). It is at the time of Franco of Colognes that 
measured music takes its rise, together with the black notation 
in place of neumes, which disappeared altogether by the end of 
the lath century. Writing four hundred years after St Gregory, 
Cottonius complains bitterly of the defects in the system of 
neumes: " The same marks which Master Trudo sang as 
thirds, were sung as fourths by Master Albinos; while Master 
Salomo asserts that fifths are the notes meant, so at last there 
were as many methods of singing as teachers of the art." Pos-
sibly the reckless multiplication of lines in the staff may have 
contributed to the obscurity of which Cottonius complains. 
In the black notation, which led to the modern system, the 
square note with a tail (l) is the long sound; the square note 

2  The principles of Franco are found in the treatises of Walter 
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without er tail 011) is the Mem; and the lozenge shape (4) is the 
semibreve. In a later development there were added the !cable 
long °land the minum (al). The breve, according to Prime* of 
Cologne, was the unit of measure. The development of a fixed 
time division was further continued by Philippe de Vitry. It 
his been noted with well-founded astonishment that at this time 
the double time (i.e. two to the bar) was unknown, in spite of 
this being the time used in marching and also illustrated in the 
process of breathing. Triple time (i.e. three to the bar) was 
regarded as the most perfect because it was indivisible. It was 
as if there lay some mysterious enchantment in a number that 
could not be divided into equal portions without the fraction. 
" Triple time, " says jean de Muth, " is called perfect, according 
to Franco, a man of much skill in his art, because it bath its name 
from the Blessed Trinity which is pure and true perfection." 
Vitry championed the rights of imperfect time and invented 
signs to distinguish the two. The perfect circle 0 represented 
the perfect or triple time; the half circle C the imperfect or 
double-time. This C has survived in modern notation to 
indicate four-time, which is twice double-time; when crossed (t 
it means double-time. The method of dividing into perfect 
and imperfect was described as prelation. The addition of a 
point to the circle or semi-circle Q ) indicated major pro-
lation; its absence, minor prolation. The substitution of 
white for black notation began with the first year of the lath 
century and was fully established in the isth century. 

It has already been shown how the earlier form of alphabetical 
notation was gradually superseded by one based on the attempt 
to represent the relative height and depth of sounds pictorially. 
The alphabetical nomenclature, however, became inextricably 
associated with the pictorial system. The two conceptions 
reinforced each other; and from the hexachordal scale, endowed 
with the sohnization of at, re, mi, Jo, sot, la—which was a 
device for identifying notes by their names when talked of, 
rather than by their positions when seen on a page of music—
arose the use of what are now known as accidentals. Of these 
it may here be said that the flat originated from the necessity 
of sinking the B of the scale in order to form a hexachord on 
the note F in such a way as to cause the semitone to fall in the 
right place—which in the case of all hexachords was between 
the third and fourth notes. This softened B was written in, a 
rounded form thus: b (rotanifum), while the original B remained 
square thus: b (paarum). The original conception of the sharp 
was to cross or lattice the square B, by which it was shown that 
it was neither to be softened nor to remain unchanged. The 
Eat, which originated in the zoth century, appears to have been 
of far earlier date than the sharp, the invention of which has 
been ascribed to Joaquin Des Pres (1450-1521). The B-sharp 
was called B correellotam, the cross being formed thus *. The 
use of key signatures constructed out of these signs of sharp and 
flat was of comparatively late introduction. The key signature 
states at the beginning of a piece of music the sharps and flats 
which it contains within the scale in which it is written. It is a 
device to avoid repeating the sign of sharp and flat with every 
fresh occasion of their occurring. The exact distinction between 
what were accidental sharps or flats, and what were sharps or 
flats in the key, was still undetermined in the time of Handel, 
who wrote the Suite In E containing the " Harmonious Black-
smith " with three sharps instead of four. The double trly (some-
times written t5 or ft) and the double sharp X (sometimes 
written )r, or ) are conventions of a much later date, 
called into existence by the demands of modern music, while 
the sign of natural (14) is the outcome of the original B quadra-
tion or square B 6 

The systems known as Tonic Sol Fa tend the Galin-Paris-
ChevE methods do not belong to the subject of notation, as they 
are ingenious mechanical substitutes for the experimentally devel-
oped systems analysed above. The basis of these substitutes 
is the reference of all notes to key relationship and not to pitch. 

Aormaernsa.—E. David and M. Luny. Histoire de la notation 
musicals (Paris, Ms); H. Riernann, Notensarift and Notendrark 
(1896); C. F. Abdy Williams. The Story of Notation (1903); Robert 

Eimer. BibikerePik isr nes& Semmetwerke des r6. and sp. Abr. 
handsets (Berlin. • 5877); Friedrich Chrysaeder. " Abele easy 
Geschichte des Musikdrucks vom 	Jahrh.."Aligeninas amid- 
atiseke Zeiteng 	ipzig, 5879, Nos. is-16); W. H.James Wcale, 
A Descriptive Nlogiie of Rare Mininscrips and Printed Works, 
thiqumln,Letargical (Historical Music Loan Exhibition, Albert Hall, 

.auary-October,_ 1885); (London, 18116J: W. Barclay 
Squire. "Note 	on Early Music Printing," in the Zeit:din:ft 

p. IX. S. 99- 122 (London, t896); Grove's Dirt of Muse. 
MUSIC HALLS. The " variety theatre " or " music-hall " 

of to-day developed out of the " saloon theatres " which existed 
in London about 183o-184o; they owed their form and existence 
to the restrictive action of the " patent " theatres at that time. 
These theatres had the exclusive right of representing what was 
broadly called the " legitimate drama,' which ranged from 
Shakespeare to Monk Lewis, and from Sheridan and Goldsmith 
to Kotzebue and Alderman Birch of Cornhill, citizen and poet, 
and the founder of the turtle-soup trade. The patent houses 
defended their rights when they were attacked by the " minor " 
and " saloon " theatres, but they often acted in the spirit of 
the dog in the manger. While they pursued up to fine and 
even imprisonment the poachers on their dramatic preserves, 
they too often neglected the " legitimate drama " for the 
supposed meretricious attractions offered by their illegitimate 
competitors. The British theatre gravitated naturally to the 
inn or tavern. The tavern was the source of life and heat, and 
warmed all social gatherings. The inn.galleries offered rather 
rough stages, before the Shakespeare and Alleyn playhouses 
were built. The inn yards were often made as comfortable as 
possible for the " groundings " by layers of straw, but the tavern 
character of the auditorium was never concealed. Excisable 
liquor was always obtainable, and the superior members of the 
audience, who chose to pay for seats at the side of the stage or 
platform (like the " avant-scene " boxes at a Parisian theatre), 
were allowed to smoke Raleigh's Virginian weed, then a novel 
luxury. This was, of course, the first germ of a " smoking-
theatre." 

While the drama progressed as a recognized public entertain-
ment in England, and was provided with its own buildings in the 
town, or certain booths at the fairs, the Crown exercised its 
patronage in favour of certain individuals, giving them power 
to set up playhouses at any time in any parts of London and 
Westminster. The first and most important grant was made by 
Charles II. to his " trusty and well-beloved " Thomas Killigrew 
" and Sir William Davenant." This was a personal grant, not 
connected with any particular sites or buildings, and is known 
in theatrical history as the " Rilligrew and Davenant patent." 
Killigrew was the author of several unsuccessful plays, and Sir 
William Davenant, said to be an illegitimate child of William 
Shakespeare, was a stage manager of great daring and genius. 
Charles II. had strong theatrical leanings, and had helped to 
arrange the court ballets at Versailles for Louis XIV. The 
Killigrew and Davenant patent in course of time descended, 
after a fashion, to the Theatres Royal, Covent Garden and Drury 
Lane, and was and still is the chief legal authority governing 
these theatres. The " minor" and outlying playhouses were 
carried on under the Music and Dancing Act of George II., and 
the annual licences were granted by the local magistrates. 

The theatre proper having emancipated itself from the inn at 
tavern, it was now the turn of the inn or tavern to develop into 
an independent place of amusement, and to lay the foundation 
of that enormous middle-class and lower middle-class institution 
of interest which we agree to term the music hall. It rose from 
the most modest, humble and obscure beginning—from the 
public-house bar-parlour, and its weekly " sing-songs," chiefly 
supported by voluntary talent from the "harmonic meetings" 
of the " long-room " upstairs, generally used as a Foresters' OT 

Masonic club-room, where one or two professional singers were 
engaged and a regular chairman was appointed, to the " assem-
bly-room " entertainments at certain hotels, where private balls 
and school festivals formed part of an irregular series. The 
district " tea-garden," which was then an agreeable feature of 
suburban life—the suburbs being next door to the city and the 
country next door to the suburbs—was the first to show dramatic 
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ambition, and to meet in some portion of as limited but leafy 
grounds a lath-and-plaster stage large enough for about, eight 
people to move upon without incurring the danger of falling 
off into the adjoining fish pond and fountain. A few classical 
statues in plaster, always slightly mutilated, gave an educational 
tone to the place, and with a few coloured oil-lamps hung amongst 
the bushes the proprietor felt he had gone as neat the " Royal 
Vauxhall Gardens " as possible for the small charge of a sixpenny 
refreshment ticket. There were degrees of quality, of course, 
amongst these places, which answered to the German beer-
gardens, though with inferior music. The Beulah Spa at 
Norwood, the White Conduit House at Pentonville, the York-
shire Salvo in the Marylebone Road, the Monster at Pimlico, 
the St Helena at Rotherhithe, the Globe at Mile End, the Red 
Cow at Daiston, the Highbury Barn at Highbury, the Manor 
House at Mare Street, Hackney, the Rosemary Branch at 
Horton, and other ratie-stbe retreats, were up to the level of 
their time, if rarely beyond it. 

The suspended animation of the law—the one Georgian act, 
which was mainly passed to check the singing of Jacobite songs 
in the tap-rooms and tea-gardens of the little London of trso, 
when the whole population of the United Kingdom was only 
about six millions—encouraged the growth eventually of a 
number of "saloon theatres" in various London districts, 
which were allowed under the head of "Music and Dancing" 
to go as far on the kalif dramatic road as the patent theatres 
thought proper to permit. The as Gee. II. c.s6, which in later 
days was still the only act under which the music halls of forty 
millions and more of people were licensed, was always liberally 
interpreted, as long as it kept clear of politics. 

The " saloon theatres," always being taverns or attached to 
taverns, created a public who liked to mix its dramatic amuse-
ments with smoking and light refreshments. The principal 
" saloons " were the Effingham in the Whitechapel Road, the 
Bower in the Lower Marsh, Lambeth, the Albert at Islington, 
the. Britannia at Horton, the Grecian in the City Road, the 
Union in Shoreditch, the Sting° at Paddington and several 
others of less importance. All these places had good com-
panies, especially in the winter, and many of them nourished 
leading actors of exceptional merit. The dramas were chiefly 
rough adaptations from the contemporary French stage, 
occasionally flying as high as Alexandre Dumas the elder and 
Victor. Hugo. Actors of real tragic power lived, worked and 
died in this confined area. Some went to America, and acquired 
fame and fortune; and among others, Frederick Robson, who 
was trained at the Grecian, first when it was the leading 
saloon theatre and afterwards when it became the leading music 
hall (a distinction with little difference), fought his way to the 
front after the abolition of the " patent rights " and was accepted 
as the greatest tragi-comic actor of his time. The Grecian 
saloon theatre, better known perhaps, with its pleasure garden 
or yard, as the Eagle Tavern, City Road, which formed the 
material of one of Charles Dickens's Sketches by Bea, was a place 
managed with much taste, enterprise and discretion by its pro-
prietor, Mr Rouse. It was the " saloon " where the one and only 
attempt, with limited means, was ever made to import almost 
all the original repertory of the Opera Comique in Paris, with the 
result that many musical works were presented to a sixpenny 
audience that had never been heard before nor since in England. 
Auber, Herold, Adolphe Adam, Iloieldieu, Gretry, Dondetti, 
Bellini, Rossini and a host of others gave some sort of advanced 
musical education, through the Grecian, to a rather depressing 
part of London, long before board schools were established. 
The saloon theatres rarely offended the patent houses, and when 
they did the law was soon put in motion to show that Shake-
speare could not be represented with impunity. The Union 
Saloon in Shoreditch, then under the direction of Mr Samuel 
Lane, who afterwards, with his wife, Mrs Sara Lane, at the 
Britannia Saloon, became the leading local theatrical manager 
of his day, was tempted in 1834 to give a performance of Othello. 
It was " raided " by the then rather " new police," and all the 
actors, servants, audience, directors and musicians were taken  

into custody and marched off to Wets* Street police station, 
confined for the remainder of the night, and fined and warned 
in the morning. The same and only law still exists for those 
who are helping to keep • " disorderly home," but there are no 
holders of exclusive dramatic patent rights to set it in motion. 
The abolition of this privileged monopoly was effected about this 
time by a combination of distinguished literary mm and drama-
tists, who were convinced, from observation and experience, that 
the patent theatres had failed to nurse the higher drama, while 
interfering with the beneficial freedom of public amusements. 

The effect of Covent Garden and Drury Lane on the art of 
acting had resulted chiefly in limiting the market for theatrical 
employment, with a consequent all-round reduction of salaries. 
They kept the Lyceum Theatre (or English Opera House) for 
years in the position of a music ball, giving sometimes two 
performances a night, like a " gaff " in the New Cut. or White-
chapeL • They bad not destroyed the " star " system, and 
Edmund Kean and the boy Betty—the " Infant Roscius "-
were able to command sensational rewards. In the end Charles 
Dickens, Sir Edward Bulwer-Lytton, Sir Thomas Noon Talfourd 
and others got the patents abolished, and the first step towards 
free trade in the drama was secured. 

The effect of this change was to draw attention to the " saloon 
theatres," where during the performances smoking, drinking, 
and even eating were allowed in the auditorium. An ad was 
soon passed, known as the Theatres Act (t243), appointing a 
censor of stage-plays, and placing the London theatres under 
the control of a Crown officer, changing with ministries. This 
was the lord chamberlain for the time being. The lord chamber-
lain of this period drew a hard-and-fast line between theatres 
under his control, where no smoking and drinking were allowed 
" in front," and theatres or balls where the old habits and clatoms 
of the audience were not to be interfered with. These latter 
were to go under the jurisdiction of the local magistrates, 
or other licensing authorities, under the as Geo. II. c. 36—the 
Music and Dancing Act—and so far a divorce was decreed 
between the taverns and the playhouses. The lord chamberlain 
eventually made certain concessions. Refreshment bars were 
allowed at the lord chamberlain's theatres in unobstrusive 
positions, victualled under a special act of William IV., and 
private smoking-rooms were allowed at most theatres on appli-
cation. All this implied that stage plays were to be kept free 
from open smoking and drinking, and miscellaneous entertain-
ments were to enjoy their old social freedom. The position was 
accepted by those " saloon theatres " which were not tempted 
to become lord chamberlain homes, and the others, with many 
additions, started the first music halls. 

Amongst the first of these halls, and certainly the very first 
as far as intelligent management was concerned, was the Can-
terbury in the Lower Marsh, Lambeth, which was next door 
to the old Bower Saloon, then transformed into a " minor 
theatre." The Canterbury sprang from the usual tavern 
germ, its creator being Mr Charles Morton, who honourably 
earned the name of the " doyen of the music halls." It justified 
its title by cultivating the best class of music, and exposed the 
prejudice and unfairness of Manche's sarcasm in a Haymarket 
burlesque—" most music ball—most melancholy." Mr Charles 
Morton added pictorial art to his other attractions, and obtained 
the support of Punch, which stamped the Canterbury as the 
" Royal Academy over the water." At this time by a mere 
accident Gounod's great opera of Faust, through defective inter-
national registration, fell into the public domain in England and 
became common property. The Canterbury, not daring 
to present It with scenery, costumes and action, for fear of the 
Stage-play Act, gave what was called " An Operatic Selection," 
the singes standing in plain dresses in .a row, like pupils at a 
school examination or a chorus in an oratorio at Exeter Hall. 
The music was well rendered by a thoroughly competent com-
pany, night after night, for a long period, so that by the time 
the opera attracted the tardy attention of the two principal 
opera managers at Her Majesty's Theatre In the Haymarket 
and Covent Garden Theatre, the tunes most popular were being 
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whistled by the " man is the street," the "boy in the gutter " 
and the tradesman waiting at the door for cadets. 

With the Canterbury Hall, and its brether the Word 
In Gaited Street—a converted inn and coaching yard—built 
and managed on the same lines by Mr Charles Morton, the 
music halls were well started- They had imitators in every 
direction—some forge, some small, and some with architectural 
pretensions, but all anxious to attract the public by cheap 
prices and physical comkres not attainable at any of the 
regular theatres. 

With the growth and improvement of these " Halls," the few 
old cellar " singing-rooms " gradually disappeared. Evans's 
in Covent Garden was the last to go. Rhodes's, or the 
Cyder Cellars in Maiden Lane, at the back of the Adelphi 
Theatre; the Coal Hole, in the Strand, which now forms 
*e site of Terry's Theatre; the Doctor Johnson, in Fleet 
Street (oddly enough, within the precincts of the City of London) 
disappeared one by one, and with them the compound material 
for Thackeray's picture of " The Cave of Harmony." This 
" Cave," like Dickens's " Old Curiosity Shop," was drawn 
from the feature's of many places. To do the " cellars " a little 
justice, they represented the manners of a past time—heavy 
suppers and heavy drinks, and the freedom of their songs and 
recitations was partly due to the fact that the audience and 
the actors were always composed of men. Thackeray clung 
to Evans's to the last. It was his nightly " chapel of 
ease " to the adjoining Garrick Club. In its old age it became 
decent, and ladies were admitted to a private gallery,. behind 
screens and a convent grille. Before its death, and its revival 
in another form as a sporting club, it admitted ladles both on 
and off the stage, and became an ordinary music ball. 

The rise and progress of the London music halls naturally 
excited a good deal of attention and jealousy on the part of 
the regular theatres, and 'this was increased when the first 
Great Variety Theatre was opened in Leicester Square. 
The building was the fihest example of Moorish architec-
ture on a large scale ever erected in England. It was burnt 
down in the ' eighties, and the present theatre was built in 
its place. Originally it was " The Panopticon," a palace of 
"recreative science," started under the most distinguished 
direction on the old polytechnic institution lines, and with 
ample capital. It was a commercial failure, and after being 
tried as an " American Circus," it was turned into a great 
variety theatre, the greatest of its kind in Europe, under the 
name of the Alhambra Palace. Its founder was Mr E.T. Smith, 
the energetic theatrical manager, and its developer was Mr 
Frederick Strange, who came full of spirit and money from 
the Crystal Palace. He produced in 2863 an ambitious ballet—
the Dagger Ballet from Aubees RsferU predigue, which had 
been seen at Drury Lane Theatre in slip, translated as " Amin." 

The Alhambra was prosecuted in the superior coatis for 
infringing She Stage-play Act—the 6 & 7 Vict. c. 68. The 
case is in the law reports—Wigan v. Strange; the ostensible 
plaintiffs being the well-known actors and managers Horace 
Wigan and Benjamin Webster, supported by J. B. Buckatone, 
and many other theatrical managers. A long trial before 
eminent judges, with eminent counsel on both sides, produced 
a decision which was not very satisfactory, and far from final. 
It held that, as far as the entertainment went, according to 
the evidence tendered, it was not a ballet representing any 
distinct story or coherent action, but it might have been a 
" divertissement "—a term suggested in the course of the 
trial. A abort time after this a pantomime scene was pro-
duced at the same theatre, called Where's the Policet 
which had a clown, a pantaloon, a columbine and a harlequin, 
with other familiar characters, a mob, a street and even the 
traditional red-hot poker. This inspired proceedings by the 
same plaintiffs before a police magistrate at Marlborough Street, 
who inflicted the full penalties—bo a performance for is 
performances, and costs. An appeal was made to the West. 
minater quarter sessions, supported by Serjeant Ballantine 
and opposed by Mr Hardinge Gifted (afterwards Lord Chan- 

MOM Halsbury), and the conviction was confirmed. Being 
heard at quarter sessions, there is no record in the law reports. 

These and other prosecutions suggested the institution of 
a parliamentary inquiry, and a House of Commons select 
committee was appointed in s866, at the instigation of the 
music halls and variety theatres. The committee devoted 
much time to the inquiry, and examined many witnesses—
amongst the rest Lord Sydney, the lord chamberlain, who 
had no personal objection to undertake the control of these 
comparatively young places of amusement and recreation. 
Much of the evidence was directed against the Stage-play Act, 
as the difficulty appeared to be to define what was Kara stage 
play. Lord Denman, Mr Justice Bytes, and other eminent 
judges seemed to think that any song, action or recitation 
that excited the emotions might be pinned as a stage-play, 
and that the old definition—" the representation of any action 
by a person (or persons) acting, and not in the form of narration " 
—could be supported in the then state of the law in any of 

. the higher touts. The variety theatres on this occasion were 
encouraged by what had just occurred at the time in France. 
Napoleon DI., acting under the advice of M. Michel Chevalier', 
pissed a decree known as La Liberte des tlitatres, which 
fixed the status of the Parisian and other music halls. Operettas, 
ballets of action, ballets, vaudevilles, pantomimes and all light 
pieces were allowed, and the managers were no longer legally 
confined to songs and atrobatic performances. The relent 
of the select committee of s866, signed by the chairman, Mr 
(afterwards Viscount) Goschen, was in favour of granting the 
variety theatres and music halls the privileges they asked for, 
which were those enjoyed in France and other countries. 

Parliamentary interference and the introduction of several 
private hills in the House of Commons, which came to nothing, 
checked, if they did not altogether stop, the prosecutions. The 
variety theatres advanced in every direction in number and im-
portance. Ballets grew in splendour and coherency. The lighting 
and ventilation, the comfort and decoratipn of the various 
" palaces " (as many of them were now called) improved, 
and the public, as usual, were the gainers. Population in-
creased, and the six millions of 273o became forty millions 
and more. The same and only act (23 Geo. II. c. 36), adequate 
or inadequate, still remained. London is defined as the 
" administrative county of London," and Its area—the 
so-miles radius—is mapped out. The Metropolitan Board 
of Works retired or was discharged and the London County 
Council was created and has taken its place. The London 
County Council, with extended power over structures and 
structural alterations, acquired the licensing of variety theatres 
and music halls from the local magistrates (the Middlesex, 
Surrey, Tower Hamlets and other magistrates) within 
the administrative county of London. The L. C. C. examine 
and enlotce their powers. They have been advised that 
they can separate a music from a dancing licence if they like, 
and that when they grant the united licence the dancing 
means the dancing of paid performers on a stage, and not the 
dancing of the audience on a platform or floor, as at the short-
lived but elegant Cremome Gardens, or an old-time " Casino." 
They are also advised that they can withhold licences, unless 
the applicants agree not to apply for a drink licence to the local 
magistrates sitting in brewster sessions, who still retain their 
control over the liquor trade. Theatre licences are often with-
held unless a similar promise is made—the drink authority in 
this case being the Excise, empowered by the Act of William IV; 
(5 & 6 Will. IV. c. 39, 7). 

The spread of so-called " sketches "—a kind of condensed 
drama or farce—in the variety theatres, and the action of the 
London County Council in trying to check the extension of 
refreshment licences to these establishments, with other grounds 
of discontent on the part of managers (individuals or " limited 
companies "), led to the appointment of a second select com-
mittee of the House of Commons in 2892 and the production 
of another blue-book. The same ground was gone ever, and 
the same objections were raised against a licensing authority 
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which is elected by public votes, only exists for three years 
before another election is due, and can give no guarantee for 
the continuity of its judgments. The consensus of opinion 
(as in 1866) was in favour of a state official, responsible to 
parliament—like the Home Office or the Board of Trade—the 
preference being given to the lord chamberlain and his staff, 
who know much about theatres and theatrical business. The 
chairman of the committee was the Hon. David Plunkett (after-
wards Lord Rathmore), and the report in spirit was the same 
as the one of 1866. Three forms of licence were suggested: 
one for theatres proper, one for music halls, and one for concert 
rooms. 

Though the rise and progress of the music hall and variety 
theatre interest is one of the most extraordinary facts of the 
last half of the 29th century, the business has little or no 
corporate organization, and there is nothing like a complete 
registration of the various properties throughout the United 
Kingdom. In London the "London Entertainments Pro-
tection Association," which has the command of a weekly 
paper called the Husk Hail and Theatre Review, looks after 
its interests. In London alone over five millions sterling of 
capital is said to be invested in these enterprises, employing 
8o,000 persons of all grades, and entertaining during the year 
about as,000,000 people. The annual applications for music 
licences in London alone are over Soo. U. Ho.) 

MUSK (Med. Lat. mucus, late Gr. pboxor, possibly Pers. 
mush& from Sansk. muskka, the scrotum), the name originally 
given to a perfume obtained from the strong-smelling substance 
secreted in a gland by the musk-deer (q.v.), and hence applied 
to other animals, and also to plants, possessing a similar odour. 
The variety which appears in commerce is a secretion of the 
musk-deer; but the odour is also emitted by the musk-ox and 
musk-rat of India and Europe, by the musk-duck (Bailee 
lobala) of West Australia, the musk-shrew, the musk-beetle 
(Critic/from moschala), the alligator of Central America, and by 
several other animals. In the vegetable kingdom it is present 
in the common musk (Himulus stosthalus), the musk-wood 
of the Guiana* and West Indies (Guarea, app.), and in the seeds 
of Hibiscus Abelinoschus (musk-seeds). To obtain the perfume 
from the musk-deer the animal is killed and the gland com-
pletely removed, and dried, either in the sun, on a hot stone, 
or by immersion in hot oil. It appears in commerce as " musk 
in pod," i.e. the glands arc entire, or as "musk in grain," in 
which the perfume has been extracted from its receptacle. 
Three kinds are recognized: (I) Tong-king, Chinese or Tibetan. 
imported from China, the most valued; (2) Assam or Nepal, 
less valuable; and (3) Karbardin or Russian (Siberian). imported 
from Central Asia by way of Russia, the least valuable and 
hardly admitting of adulteration. The Tong-king musk is 
exported in small, gaudily decorated caddies with tin or lead 
linings, wherein the perfume is sealed down; it is now usually 
transmitted direct by parcel post to the merchant. 

Good musk is of a dark purplish colour, dry, smooth and 
unctuous to the touch, and bitter in taste, It dissolves in boiling 
water to the extent of about one-half; alcohol takes up one-third 
of the substance, and ether and chloroform dissolve still less. 
A grain of musk will distinctly scent millions of cubic feet of 
air without any appreciable loss of weight, and its scent is not 
only more penetrating but more persistent than that of any 
other known substance. In addition to its odoriferous principle, 
it contains ammonia, cholesterin, fatty matter, a bitter resinous 
substance, and other animal principles. As a material in 
perfumery it is of the first importance, its powerful and enduring 
odour giving strength and permanency to the vegetable essences, 
so that it is an ingredient in many compounded perfumes. 

Artificial musk is a synthetic product, having a similar odour to 
natural musk. It was obtained by Baur in t888 by condensing 
toluene with isobutyl bromide in the presence of aluminium chloride, 
and nitrating the product. It is a symtrinitroli -butyl toluene. 
Many similar preparations have been made, and it appears that the 
odour depends upon the symmetry of the three nitro groups. 

MUSK-DEER (Moulins inaseltiferus), an aberrant member 
of the deer family constituting the sub-family Ccnitios Mackinac  

(see DEER). Both sexes are devoid of antler appendagq 
but in this the musk-deer agrees with one genus of true deer 
(Hydrsiopless), and as in the latter, the upper canine teeth of 
the males are long and sabre-like, projecting below the chin, 
with the ends turned somewhat backwards. In size the musk. 
deer is rather less than the European roe-deer, being about 
so in. high at the shoulder. Its limbs, especially the hinder 
pair, are long; and the feet remarkable for the great develop-
ment of the lateral pair of hoofs and for the freedom of motion 
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they all present, which must be of assistance to the animal 
in steadying it in its agile bounds among the crags of its native 
haunts. The ears are large, and the tail rudimentary. The 
hair covering the body is long, coarse, and of a peculiarly 
brittle and pith-like character, breaking easily; it is generally 
of a greyish-brown colour, sometimes inclined to yellowish-red, 
and often variegated with lighter patches. The musk-deer 
inhabits the forest districts in the Himalaya as far west as 
Gilgit, always, however, at great elevations—being rarely 
found in summer below 8000 ft. above the sea-level, and ranging 
as high as the limits of the thickets of birch, rhododendron 
and juniper, among which it mostly conceals itself in the day-
time. The range extends into Tibet, Siberia and north-
western China; but the musk-deer of Kansu has been separated 
as a distinct species, under the name of M. sifoleicsa. Musk-
deer are hardy, solitary and retiring animals, chiefly nocturnal 
in habits, and almost always found alone, rarely in pairs and 
never in herds. They are exceedingly active and surefooted, 
having perhaps no equal in traversing rocks and precipitous 
ground; and they feed on moss, grass, and leaves of the plants 
which grow on the mountains. 

Most mammals have certain portions of the skin specially 
modified and provided with glands secreting odorous and fatty 
substances characteristic of the particular species. The special 
gland of the musk-deer, which has made the animal so well 
known, and has proved the cause of unremitting persecution 
to its possessor, is found in the male only, and is a sac about 
the size of a small orange, situated beneath the skin of the 
abdomen, the orifice being immediately in front of the preputial 
aperture. The secretion with which the sac is filled is dark 
brown or chocolate in colour, and when fresh of the consistence 
of " moist gingerbread," but becoming dry and granular after 
keeping (see Musa). The Kansu (H. s(laniau) differs from 
the typical species in having longer ears, which are black on 
the outer surface. 

MUSKEGON, a city and the county-seat of Muskegon 
county, Michigan, U.S.A., on Muskegon lake, an expansion 
of Muskegon river near its mouth, about 4 m. from Lake 
Michigan and 38 m. N.W. of Grand Rapids. Pop. (:89o), 
22,702; (rgoo), 242,1118, of whom 6236 were foreign born;' 
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(two census) 24A1. It Is served by the Grand Trunk, 
the Fire Marquette, the Grand Rapids & Indiana, and the 
Grand Rapids, Grand Haven & Muskegon (electric) railways, 
and by steamboat lines to Chicago, Milwaukee and other lake 
ports. There are several summer resorts in the vicinity. As 
the gifts of Charles H. Had ( 1837-1901), a rich lumberman, 
the city has an endowment fund to the public schools of about 
$2,coomoo; a manual training school, which has an endowment 
of $60o,000, and is one of the few endowed public schools in 
the United States; a public library, with an endowment of 
$275,00o; a public hospital with a $600poo endowment; and 
a poor fund endowment of too,oco. In Beckley Park there 
are statues of Lincoln and Farragut, and at the Hadley School 
there is a statue of McKinley; all three are by C. H. Niehaus. 
The municipality owns and operates its water-works. Muskegon 
lake is 5 m. long and ri in. wide, with a depth of so to zo ft., 
and is ice-free throughout the year. The channel from Muskegon 
lake to Lake Michigan has been improved to a depth of 20 ft. 
and a width of 300 ft. by the Federal government since 1867. 
From Muskegon are shipped large quantities of lumber and 
market-garden produce, besides the numerous manufactures 
of the city. The total value of all factory products in rooz 
was $6,319,441 (39-6% more than in Iwo), of which more 
than one-sixth was the value of lumber. A trading post was 
established here in 1812, but a permanent settlement was 
not established until 1834. Muskegon was laid out as a town 
in ifiae, incorporated as a village in 1861, and chartered as 
city in r869. The name is probably derived from a Chippewa 
word, market or muskeg, meaning " grassy bog," still used in 
that sense in north-western America. 

MUSKET (Fr. mousgeet, Ger. Muskete, &c.), the term generally 
applied to the firearm of the infantry soldier from about 155o 
up to and even beyond the universal adoption of rifled small 
arms about 1850-186o. The word originally signified a male 
sparrowbawk (Italian moschetto, derived perhaps ultimately 
from Latin mural, a fly) and its application to the weapon may 
be explained by the practice of naming firearms after birds 
and beasts (d. falcon, basilisk). Strictly speaking, the word 
is inapplicable both to the early hand-guns and to the arquebuses 
and calivers that superseded the hand-guns. The " musket " 
proper, introduced into the Spanish army by the duke of Alva, 
was much heavier and more powerful than the arquebus. Its 
bullet retained sufficient striking energy to stop a horse at Soo 
and boo yards from the muzzle. A writer in 3308 (quoted 
s.a. in the New English Dictionary) goes so far as to say 
that " One good musket may be accounted for two callivers." 
Unlike the arquebus, it was fired from a rest, which the 
" musketeer " stuck into the ground in front of him. But 
during the 57th century the musket in use was so far improved 
that the rest could be dispensed with (see Gust). The musket 
was a matchlock, weapons with other forms of lock being 
distinguished as wheel-locks, firelocks, snaphances, &c., and 
soldiers were similarly distinguished as musketeers and fusiliers. 
On the disuse, about t6eo-1695, of this form of firing mechanism, 
the term " musket " was, in France at least, for a time discon-
tinued in favour of " fusil," or ffint-lock, which thenceforward 
reigned supreme up to the introduction of a practicable per-
cussion lock about 1830-1840. But the term "musket " 
survived the thing it originally represented, and was currently 
used for the firelock (and afterwards for the percussion weapon). 
To-day k is generically used for military firearms anterior to 
the modern rifle. The original meaning of the word musketry 
has remained almost unaltered since shoo; it signifies thefire of 
infantry small-arms (though for this " rifle fire " is now a far 
more usual tenni and in particular the art of using them 
(see Irciawrev and RITLE). Of the derivatives, the only one 
that is not self-explanatory is mesketoon. This was a short, 
ruse-bole musket somewhat of the blunderbuss type, originally 
designed for the use of cavalry, but afterwards, in the 18th 
century, chiefly a domestic or coachman's weapon. 

KU81131001811 STOCK, a North American Indian stock. The 
name is from that of the chid tribe of the Creek confederacy,  

the Muskogee. It Includes the Creeks, Choctaws, Chickasaws, 
Seminoles and other tribes. Its territory was almost the 
whole state of Mississippi, western Tennessee. eastern Kentucky, 
Alabama, most of Georgia, and later nearly all Florida. Musk-
hogean traditions assign the west and north-west as the original 
home of the stock. Its history begins in rs ay, on the first 
landing of the Spaniards on the Gulf Coast. The Muskhogean 
peoples were then settled agriculturists with an elaborate social 
organization, and living in villages, many of which were fortified 
(see Dawn: North American). 

MUSKOGEE, a city and the county-seat of Muskogee county, 
Oklahoma, U.S.A., about 3 m. W. by S. of the confluence of the 
Verdigris, Neosho (or Grand) and Arkansas rivers, and about 
130 m. E.N.E. of Oklahoma City. Pop. (Iwo). 4 1 54; (1907), 
14,4 8, of whom 4298 were negroes and 332 Indians ; ( we), 25,278. 
It is served by the St Louis & San Francisco, the Midland 
Valley, the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, and the Missouri, 
Oklahoma & Gulf railways. Fort Gibson (pop. in ipso. 1344), 
about 5 m. N.B. on the Neosho, near its confluence with the 
Arkansas, is the head of steam-boat navigation of the 
Arkansas; if is the site of a former government fort and of a 
national cemetery. Muskogee is the seat of Spaulding Institute 
(M.E. Church, South) and Nazareth Institute (Roman Catholic), 
and at Barone, about a m. north-east, is Indian University 
(Baptist, opened 1884). Muskogee is the commercial centre of 
an agricultural and stock-raising region, is surrounded by 
an oil and natural gas field of considerable extent producing 
a high grade of petroleum, and has a large oil refinery, railway 
shops (of the Midland Valley and the Missouri, Oklahoma & 
Gulf railways), cotton gins, cotton compresses, and cotton-seed 
oil and flour mills. The municipality owns and operates the 
water-works, the water supply being drawn from the Neosho 
river. Muskogee was founded about 5870, and became the 
chief town of the Creek Nation (Muskogee) and the metropolis 
and administrative centre of the former Indian Territory, 
being the headquarters of the Union Indian Agency to the 
Five Civilised Tribes, of the United States (Dawes) Commission 
to the Five Civilized Tribes, and of a Federal land office for 
the allotment of lands to the Creeks and Cherokees, and the 
seat of a Federal Court. The city was chartered in 1808; its 
area was enlarged in took increasing its population. 

MUSK.01L, also known as musk-bufialo and musk-sheep, 
an Arctic American ruminant of the family Bovidae (q.s.), 
now representing a genus and sub-family by itself. Apparently 
the musk-ox (Osibor moseketus) has little or no near relation-
ship to.either the oxen or the sheep; and it is not Improbable 
that its affinities are with the Asiatic Lakin (Belmar) and the 
extinct European Criakerireas of the Pliocene of Samos. The 
musky odour from which the animal takes its name does not 
appear to be doe to the secretion of any gland. 

In height a bull musk-ox stands about 5 ft. at the shoulder. 
The head is large and baud. The horns in old males have 
extremely broad bases, meeting in the middle line, and covering 
the brow and crown of the head. They are directed at first 
downwards by the skis of the face, and then turn upwards 
and forwards, ending in the same plane as the eye. The basal 
half is dull white, oval is section and coarsely fibrous, the middle 
part smooth, shining and round, and the .tip black. In females 
and young males the hams are smaller, and their bases separated 
by a space in the middle of the forehead. The ears are small, 
erect, pointed, and nearly concealed in the hair. The space 
between the nostrils and the upper lip is covered with short 
close hair, as in cheep and goats, without any trace of the bare 
muzzle of oxen. The greater part of the animal is covered with 
long brown hair, thick, matted and curly on the shoulders, 
so as to give the appearance of a hump, but elsewhere straight 
and hanging down—that of the aides, back and haunches 
reaching as far as the middle of the legs and entirely concealing 
the very short tail. There is also a thick woolly under-fur, 
shed in summer, when the whole coat comes off in blanket-like 
masses. The hair on the lower jaw, throat and chest is long 
and-straight, and hangs down like a beard or dewlap, though 
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MUSK-RAT 
there is no loose fold of skin in this eituation. The limbs are 
stout and short, terminating in unsymmetrical hoofs, the external 
being rounded, the internal pointed, and the sole partially 
covered with hair. 

Musk-oxen at the present day ate confined to the moat 
northern parts of North America, where they range over the 
rocky Barren Grounds between lat. 64° and the shores of the 
Arctic Sea. Its southern range is gradually contracting, and 
it appears that it is no longer met with west, of the Mackenzie 
river, though formerly abundant as far as Eschscholtz • Bay. 
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The Musk-ox (Codas ssoccissior). 

Northwards and eastwards it extends through the Parry 
Islands and Grinnell Land to north Greenland, reaching on 
the west coast as far south as Melville Bay; and it also occurs 
at Sabine Island on the east coast. The Greenland animal is 
a distinct race (0. as. wardi), distinguished by white hair on 
the forehand; and it is suggested that the one from Grinnell 
Land forms a third race. As proved by the discovery of fossil 
remains, musk-oxen ranged during the Pleistocene period over 
northern Siberia and the plains of Germany and France, their 
bones occurring in river-deposits along with those of the rein- 
deer, mammoth, and woolly rhinoceros. They have also been 
found in Pleistocene gravels in several parts of England; as 
Maidenhead, Bromley, Freshfield near. Bath, Barnwood near 
Gloucester, and in the brick-earth of the 'Thames valley at Cray- 
ford, Kent; while their remains also occur in Arctic America. 

Musk-oxen are gregarious in habit, assembling in herds of 
twenty or thirty head, or sometimes eighty or a hundred, in 
which there are seldom more than two or three full-grown 
males. They run with considerable speed, notwithstanding 
the shortness of their legs. They feed chiefly on grass, but 
also on moss, lichens and tender shoots of the willow and pine. 
The female brings forth one young in the end of May or begin- 
ning of June, after a gestation of nine months. The Swedish 
expedition to Greenland in ago found musk-oxen in herds 
of varying size—some contained only a few individuals, and 
in one case there were sixty-seven. The peculiar musky odour 
was perceived from a distance of a hundred yards; but accord- 
ing to Professor Nathorst there was no musky taste or smell in 
the flesh if the carcase were cleaned imnwiiatoly the animals 
were killed. 

Of late years musk-oxen have been exhibited alive in Europe; 
and two examples, one of which lived from 1899 till 19o3, have 
been brought to England. The somewhat imperfect skull of an 
extinct species of musk-ox from the grtvels of the Klondike has 
enabled Mr W. H. Osgood to make an important addition to our 
knowledge of this remarkable type of ruminant. The skull, which 
is probably that of a female, differs from the ordinary musk-ox 
the much smaller and shorter horn-cores, which are  widely  separ-
ated in the middle line of the skull, where there is a like 
depression running the whole length of the forehead. The sockets 
of the eyes are also much less prominent, and the whole fore-part of 
the skull is proportionately longer. On account of these and other 
differences (for which the order nay refer to the original paper. 
published in vol. :loll of the Sasitisexiaa Mixdiancoss Coilsaises)  

its describer refers the Klondike skull to a new genus, with the 
title Symbos lyndli, the specific name being given in honour of its 
discoverer. This, however, is not all, for Mr Osgood points out 
that a skull discovered many years ago in the vicinity of Fort 
Gibson, Oklahoma, and then named Ovilior or Biliakerises carifroas, 
evidently belongs to the same genus. That skull indicates a bull, 
and the author suggests that it may possibly ,  be the male of Symbol 
tyroilli, although the wide separation of the localities made him 
hesitate to accept this view. Perhaps it would have been better 
had he done so, and taken the name Sysabm cesenows for the specie*. 
A third type of musk-ox skull is, however, known from North 
America, namely one from the celebrated Big -Bone  Kentucky, 
on which the genus and species &orneriest bansbifroxi was estab-
lished, which differs from all the other, by its small size, convex 
forehead and rounded horn-cores, the latter being very  widely 
separated, and arising from the sides of the skull. This specimen 
has been regarded as the female of Symbos cart:from; but this 
view, as pointed out by Mr Osgood, is almost certainly incorrect, 
and it represents an entirely distinct form. 

This, however, is not the whole of the past history of the musk-
ox group; and in this connexion it may be mentioned that palaeonto-
logical discoveries are gradually making it evident that the poverty 
of America in species of horned ruminants is to a great extent a 
feature of the present day, and that in past times it possessed a 
considerable number of representatives of this group. One of the 
latest additions to the list is a large sheep-like animal from a cave 
in California, apparently representing a new generic type, which 
has been described by E. L. Furlong in the publications of the 
University of California, under the name of Prepieeeras sinclairi. 
It is represented by a nearly complete skeleton, and has doubly-
curved horns and sheep-like teeth. In common with an allied 
ruminant from the same district, previously described as Ewers-
Mariam, it seems probable that Preptocerar is related on the one 
hand to the musk-ox, and on the other to the Asiatic takin, while 
it is also supposed to have affinities with the sheep. If these 
extinct forms really serve to connect the takin with the musk-ox, 
their systematic importance will be very great. From a geographical 
point of view nothing is more likely, for the Lakin forms a type 
confined to Eastern Asia (Tibet and Szechuen), and it would be 
reasonable to expect that, like so many other peculiar farms from 
the
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MUSK-RAT, or Muse/nom, the name of a large North Ameri-

can rat-like rodent mammal, technically known as Fiber sibe-
Micas, and belonging to the mouse-tribe (Muridoe). Aquatic 
in habits, this animal is related to the English water-rat and 
therefore included in the sub-family Microlieas (see Vots). It 
is, however, of larger size, the head and body being about 13 in. 

j17  

The Musk-rat (Fiber saldbices). 

in length and the tail but little less. It is rather a heavily-
built animal. with a broad head, no distinct neck, and short 
limbs, the eyes are small, and the ears project very little beyond 
the fur. The fore-limbs have four toes and a rudimentary 
thumb, all with claws; the bind limbs are larger, with five distinct 
toes, united by short webs at their bases. The tail is laterally 
compressed, nearly naked, and scaly. The hair much resembles 
that of a beaver, but is shorter; it consists of a thick soft under-
fur, interspersed with longer stiff, glistening hairs, which overlie 
and conceal the former, on the tipper surface and sides of the 
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body. The gentled colout is dark umber-brown„ almost blade 
on the back and grey below. The tail and naked parts of the 
feet are black. The musky odour from whidr'it datives its 
names due to the sectetioa of a large gland situated in the 
inguinal region, and present m both sexes. 

The ordinary musk-rat is one of" leveed species of a genus 
peculiar to Amides, where it is distributed in suitable localities 
in the 'northern part of the continent, extending from the 
Atlantic to the Pacific, and from the Rio Grande to the barren 
paned* horde lag the. Arctic seas. It lives on the shores of 
lakes and rivers, swimming and diving with facility, feeding on 
the toots, stems and leaves of water-plants, or on fruits rind 
vegetables which grow near the margin of the streams it inhabits: 
Musk-rats are most active at night, spending the greater part 
of the day concealed in their burrows in the bank, which °purist 
of a chamber with numerous poops, all of which open under 
the salute of the water. For winter quarters they build more 
elaborate homes of conical or dome-hie form, composed of 
sedges, passes and similar materials plastered together with 
mud. As their fur is an important article of commerce, large 
numb= are annually killed, being either trapped or speared 
at the months of their boles. (See also Roceorro.) 

1111111K-SHREW. a name for any species of the genus Crecidara 
of the familySericidas (see brsacrivoxa). The term is generally 
used of the common grey musk-shrew (C. agendas) of India. 
Dr Dobson believed this to be a semi-domesticated variety of the 
brown mmk-sluew (C. inerisa), which he considered the original 
wild type. The bead and body of a full-grown specimen measure 
about 6 in.; the tail is rather more than 'half that length; and 
bluish-grey is the usual colour of the fur, which is miler o• the 
tender surface. Dr Blanford states that the story of wine or beer 
becoming impregnated with a musky taint In consequence of 
this shrew passing over the bottles, is less credited in India 
than formerly owing to the discovery that liquors bottled in 
Europe and exported to India are not liable to be the tainted. 

MUSLIM ISE AL-SAJJEJ, the Imam, the author of one of 
the two books of Mabommedan tradition called " sound," 
was born at Nishapur at some uncertain date after an. Sr; and 
died there in 873. like al-Bukhari (q.v.), of whom he was a 
dose and faithful friend, be gave himself to the collecting, sifting 
and arranging of traditions, travelling for the purpose as far as 
Egypt It is plain that his sympathies were with the traditionalist 
school or opposed to that which sought to build up the system 
of canon law on a speculative basis (see MANOIDIEDAN Law). 
But though be was a student and friend of Ahmed ibn Hanbal 
(q.v.) be did not go in traditionalism to the length of some, and 
he defended al-Bukharl when the latter was driven from Nishapur 
for refusing to admit that the utterance (hes) of the Koran by 
man was as uncoated as the Koran itself (see Manconnamm 
Room; and Patton's Akarad ibis Hank:, 32 sqq.). Fro great 
collection of traditions is second In popularity only to that of 
al-Bukhgrt, and is commonly regarded as more accurate and 
reliable in details, especially names. His object was more to 
weed out illegitimate accretions than to furnish a traditional 
basis for a system of law. Therefore, though he arranged his 
material according. to such a system, he did not add guiding 
rubrics, and he regularly brought together in one place the 
different parallel versions of the same tradition. His book is 
thus historically more useful, but legally less suggestive. His 
biographers give almost no details as to his life, and its early 
part was probably very obscure. One gives a list of as many 
as twenty works, but only his seems to have reached us. 

See further, de Slane's trans!. of Ibn Khallikan, iii. 30 sqq, and of 
Ibs lesaldna's Prolegombies, ii. 47o, 473% 

Brockd 
 Goldzilter, MaAammedan- 

iscis Studien, 245 mg.. 253 sqs mann, Geschickte der 
amals. Lat., i. 760 seq.; Macdonald Idemelepstsad of Muslims Theology, 
So, ray seq.; Dhatiabi• Todatira (edit. of Hyderabad). ii. 163 .scie. 

(D. B. MA.)-  
(through Fr. mounding from It. flISSSIAMI, diminu-

tive of ;hawk i.e. the town Mosul in Kurdistan) a light cotton 
cloth said to have been first made at Mewl, a city of Mesopo-
tamia. Muslin have been largely made in various parts of 
India, whence they were imported to England towards the end  

et .the nth century. Some of these Indian marlins were very 
fine and costly. Among the specialties are And mud* made 
in the Madras presidency, and Dacca wad* made at Dacca 
in Bengal. Muslim of many kinds are now made in Europe 
and &Aeries, and the name is applied to both plain and fancy 
cloths, and to printed calicoes of light texture. Swiss media 
is a light variety, woven in stripes or figures, originally made 
in Switzerland. Bads muslin is made in Scotland from very 
fine yarns. Mulb, jaconets, lentos, and other cloths exported 
to the East and elsewhere are sometimes described as muslin. 
Muslin is used for drones, blinds, curtains, fre. 

MUM= RUMS. a Roman philosopher of the at century 
a.n., was born in Etruria about A.D. so-3o. He • fell under 
the ban of Nero owing to his ethical teachings, and was exiled 
to theisiand of Gyarus on a trumped-up charge-of participation 
in Piso's conspiracy. He returned under Gelba, and was the 
friend of Vitellius and Vespasian. It was he who dared to bring 
an accusation against P. Egnatins Celer {the Stoic philosopher 
whose evidence had condemned his patron and disciple Scrams) 
and who endeavoured to preach a doctrine of peace and good-
will among the soldiers of Vmpasian when they were advancing 
upon Rome. So highly was be esteemed in Rome that Vespadan 
made an exception in his case when all other philosophers were 
expelled from the city. As to his death, we know only that 
he was not living in the reign of Teal= His philosophy, 
which is in most teapecta identical with that of his pupil, 
Epictetto, is marked by its strong practical tendency. Though 
he did not altogether neglect logic and physics, he maintained 
tfiat virtue is the only real aim of men. This virtues not a 
thing of precept and theory but a lunched, living reality. It 
is Identical with philosophy in the true sense of the wool, and 
the truly good man is also the true philosopher. 

Suidaa attributes numerous works to him, animal ethos • 
number of letters to Awlionius of Tyana. The letterslre certainly 
unauthentic; about the others there is no evidence. His views 
were collected by Claudius (or Valerius) Pollio, who wrote 'Aro-
anuoyetwara Movowslou Ida 011aripSoo, from which Stobaeus 
obtained his information. See Ritter atm Prater H 477, 48:ttell 
Tacitus„ Annals, ay. 7s and Histerits, ; and compare 
STOICS and EPICTILTUS. 

IIIISPRAIT, JAMES (1793-x886), British chemical manu-
facturer, was born in Dublin on the salt of August sm. At 
the age of fourteen he was apprenticed to a wholesale druggist, 
but his apprenticeship was terminated in tato by a quarrel 
with his master, and in I8I2 he went to Spain to take part in 
the Peninsular War. Lack of influence prevented him from 
getting a commission in the cavalry, but he followed the British 
army on foot far into the interior, was laid up with fever at 
Madrid, and, narrowly escaping capture by the French, succeeded 
in making his way to Lisbon. There he joined the navy, but 
after taking part in the blockade of Brest he was led to desert, 
through the harshness of the discipline on the second of the two 
ships in which be served. Returning to Dublin about axe, 
be began the manufacture of chemical products, such as hydro-
chloric and acetic acids and turpentine, adding possiate of 
potash a few years later. He also had in view the manufacture 
of alkali from common salt by the Leblanc process, but on the 
one band he could not command the capital for the plant, and 
on the other saw that Dublin was not well situated for the eiperi• 
ment. In Id22 he went to Liverpool, which was at once a good-
port and within easy reach of salt and coal, and took a lease of 
an abandoned glass-works on the bank of the canal in Vauxhall 
Road. At first he confined himself to prussiate of potash, until 
in 1823, when the tax on salt was reduced from 153. to SS. a 
bushel, his profits enabled him to erect lead-chambers for making 
the sulphuric acid necessary for the Leblanc process. In 1828 
be built works at St Helen's and in 183o at Newton; at the latter 
place he was long harassed by litigation on account of the 
damage done by the hydrochloric acid emitted from his factory, 
and finally in zfiso he left it and started new works at Widnes 
and Flint. In 1834-1835, in conjunction with Charles Tennant, 
he purchased sulphur mines in Sicily, to provide the raw material 
for his sulphuric add; but on the imposition of the Neapolitan 
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government of a prohibitive - duty on sulphur hfuspratt found 
a substitute in iron pyrites, which was thus introduced as the 
raw material for the manufacture of sulphuric acid. He was 
always anxious to employ the beat scientific advice available 
and to try every novelty that promised advantage. He was 
a close friend of Liebig, whose mineral manures were compounded 
at his works. He died at Seaforth Hall, near Liverpool; on the 
4th of May 1886. After his retirement in 1857 his business was 
continued in the hands of four of his ten children. 

His eldest SOD, JAMES SHERIDAN MUSPRAT1 (1821-1871), 
studied riv•migtry under Thomas Graham at Glasgow and 
London and under Liebig at Glum, and in 1848 founded the 
Liverpool College of Chemistry, an institution for training 
chemists, of which he also acted as director. From 1854 to 
/86o he was occupied in preparing a dictionary of Chemistry ... 
as applied and relating to the Arts and Mannfadwres, which 
was translated into German and Russian, and he published a 
translation of Plattner's treatise on the blow-pipe in 1845, and 
Outlines of Analysis in age. His original work included a 
research on the sulphites (1845), and the preparation of toluidine 
and nitro-aniline in 1845-5846 with A. W. Hofmann. 

111188CHENBROEK, PINIIIR VAN (1692-1761), .Dutch 
natural philosopher, was born on the 14th of March 115ga at 
Leiden, where his father Johann Joosten van Musachenbroek 
(166o-5707) was a maker of physical apparatus. He studied 
at the university of his native city, where he was a pupil and 
friend of W. J. s'G. Gravesande. Graduating in 17rs with a 
dissertation, De saris prawn& is kumoribus aaimaliant, Mus-
schenixoek was appointed professor at Duisburg in rm. In 
1733 he was promoted to the chair of natural philosophy and 
mathematics at Utrecht. In 5731 he declined an invitation 
to Copenhagen, and was promoted in consequence to the chair 
of astronomy at Utrecht in mt. The attempt of George IL 
of England in 1737 to attract him to the newly-established 
university of G8ttingen was also unsuccessful. At length, 
however, the claims of his native city overcame his resolution 
to remain at Utrecht, and he accepted the mathematical chair 
at Leiden in x739, where, declining all offers from abroad, he 
remained till his death on the 9th of September 176T. 

His first important production was Epitome alementorion physic.- 
mathematiconem (lasso, Leiden, 1726)—a work which was after. 
wards gradually altered as it passed through several editions, and 
which appeared at length (posthumously, ed. ne by Johann Lula% 
one of his colleagues as Leiden) In 1762, under the title of Introductio 

unis ad philosoph turidess. The Physicae experimentales et geo-
=Wale dissertations (1729) threw new light on magnetism. capillary 
attraction, and the mhesion of bodies. A Latin edition with notes 
(1730 of the Italian work Sergi di natural: aperients fag sell-
I'Accademia del Cimento contained among many other investigations 
a description of a new instrument, the pyrometer, which Musschen-
broek had invented. and of several experiments which he had made 
on the expansion of bodies by beat. Musschenbroek was also the 
author of Elements physics (Svo. 1729), and his name is associated 
with the invention of the Leyden jar (g.v.). 

MUSSEL (0. Eng. muscle, Lat. muscalus, diminutive of seas, 
mouse, applied to small sea fish and mussels), a term applied 
in England to two families of Lamellibranch Molluscs—the 
marine Mytilacea, of which the edible mussel, Mytiles 
is the representative; and the fresh-water Unioxidae, of which 
the river mussel, Unio pictorues, and the swan mussel, Anodosta 
cygsea, are the common British examples. It is not obvious 
why these fresh-water forms have been associated popularly 
with the Mytilacea under the name mussel, unless it be on 
account of the frequently very dark colour of their shells. They 
are somewhat remote from the sea mussels in structure, and have 
not even a common economic importance. 

The sea mussel (Idyllists delis) belongs to the second order 
of the class Laneellibranolia (g.e.), namely the Filibranchia, 
distinguished by the comparatively free condition of the gill-
filaments, which, whilst adhering to one another to form gill-
plates, are yet not fused to one another by concrescence. It is 
also remarkable for the small size of its foot and the large 
development of two glands in the foot—the byssus-forming and 
the hyaena-cementing glands. The byssus is a collection of  

horny threads by which the set mussel (Ithe many other Leman-
branch or bivalve molluscs) fixes itself to stones, racks at 
submerged wood, but is not a permanent means of attachment, 
since it can be discarded by the 'animal, which, after a certain 
amount of locomotion, again fixes itself by new secretion of 
hymns fror the foot. Such movement is more frequent in 
young musses than in the full-grown. MAIN: possesses no 
siphoned tube-like productions of the margin at the mantieokirt, 
nor any notching of the same, representative of the siphons 
which are found in its fresh-water ally, the Droissettsin par. 
morphs. 

Mytelus delis is an exceedingly abundant and widely distri-
buted form. It occurs on both sides of the northern Atlantic 
and in the Mediterranean basin. It presents varieties of form 
and colour according to the-depth of water and other circum-
stances of its habitat. Usually it is found on the British coast 
encrusting racks exposed at low tides, or on the flat defaces 
formed by sandbanks overlying day, the latter kind of colonies 
being known locally as " scalps." Under these conditions it 
forms continuous masses of individuals closely packed together, 
sometimes extending over many acres of surface and numbering 
millions. The readioess with which the young IfAlar attaches 
itself to wicker-work is made the means of artificially cultivating 
and securing these molluscs for the market both in the Bay of 
Niel in North Germany and at the mouth of the Somme and other 
spots on the coast of France. 

Natural scalps are subject to extreme vicissitudes: an area 
of many acres may be destroyed by a local change of current 
producing a deposit of sand or shingle over the scalp, or by 
exposure to frost at low tide In winter, or by accumulation of 
decomposing vegetable matter. The chief localities of natural 
scalps on the British coast are Morecambe Bay in Lena/Aire 
and the flat eastern shores, especially that of the Wash of Lincoln, 
and similar shallow bays. These scalps are in some cases in 
the hands of private owners, and the Fisheries Department has 
made arrangements by which some local authorities, t-g. the 
corporation of Beaton, can lease layinp to individuals for the 
purpose of artificial cultivation. 

The sea mussel is scarcely inferior in commercial value to the 
oyster. In 1873 the value of mussels exported from Antwerp 
store to Paris to be used as human food was (28o,000. In Britain 
their chief consumption is in the deep-sea line fishery, where they 
are held to be the most effective of all baits. Twenty-eight boats 
engaged in haddock-fishing at Eymsouth used between October 

and May 1883 920 02111 of niessels (about 47.000.000 ins 
diriduals), costing nearly Lilloo to the fishermen, about one-half of 
which mm was expended on the carriage of the mussels. The 
quantity of mussels landed on Scottish coasts has decreased in 
recent years owing to the decline in the line fisheries. In 1896 
the quantity was over 243,oce cwta, valued at £14,930• in 1902 it 
was only 95,663 cwts., valued at 1.5976. In the statistics for England 
and Wales mussels are not separately distinguished. Many thou-
mod tom of mussels are wastefully employed as manure by the 
farmers on lands adjoining scalp-producing mum as in Lancashire 
and Norfolk, three half-pence a bushel being the price quoted In 
such cases. It is a curious fact. illustrative of the ignorant pro-
cedure and arbitrary fashions of fisher-folk, that on the Atlantic 
seaboard of the United States the sea mussel, Mytilus edulis, though 
common, is not used as bait nor as food. Instead, the soft clam. 

greze
nsaria. a Lamellibranch not used by English or Nmse- 

fisherme n, though abundant on their shores, is empl as bait 
by the fishermen to the extent of 1 million bushels per annum, 
valued at iim000. At the mouth el the river Conway in North 
Wales the sea mussel is crushed in large quantities in order to 
extract pearls of an-inferior quality which are occasionally found 
in these as in other Lamellibranch molluscs (Gwyn Jeffreys). 

Mytilus dull, is considered of fair size for eating when it is 
2 in. in length, which size is attained in three years after die spat 
or young mussel has fixed itself. Under favourable circumstances 
It will grow much larger than this, specimens being recorded of 
9 in in length. It is very tolerant of fresh water, fattening best, 
as does the oyster, in water of density lora (the density of the water 
of the North Sea being to26). Experiments made by removing 
mussels from salt water to brackish, and finally to quite fresh 
water show that it is men mote tolerant of fresh water dues the 
oyster; of thirty mussels so transferred all were alive after fifteen 
da ys. Mytilus ,cis is occasionally poisonous, owing to conditions 
not satisfactorily determined. 

The fresh-water Mussels, Anodonla cygnea. tido edam& 
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and Uufo wargariliferus belong to the order &lamelialtrancUa 
of Lamthibmnch Molluscs, in which the anterior and posterior 
adductor muscles are equally developed. An account of the 
anatomy of Anodon is given in the article LAMEL ■ IBPANCRIA. 
limo differs in no important point from Anaemia in internal 
structure. The family Ussionidas, to which these genera belong, 
is of world-wide distribution, and its species occur only in ponds 
and rivers. A vast number of species arranged in several genera 
and sub-genera have been distinguished, but in the British 
Islands the three species above named are the only claimants to 
the title of "fresh-water mussel." 

Beatniks cygeea, the Pond Muted or Swan Mussel, appears to be 
"tardy without economic importance. Milo piumates, the oormisom 
river mussel (Thames), appears to owe its name to the fact that the 
shells were used at one time (or holding water-colour paints as now 
shells of this species and of the sea mussel are used for holding 
gold and elver paint sold by artists' colourmen, but it has no other 
economic value. • Vale tnargaraifaiu, the pearl mussel, was at 
one time of considerable importance as a source of pearls, and the 
pearl mussel fishery is to this day carried on under peculiar state 
regulations in Sweden and Saxony, and other parts of the continent. 
In Scotland and Ireland the pearl  mussel fishery was also of im-
portance, but has altogether dwindled into insignificance since the 
opening up of commercial intercourse with the East and with the 
islands of the Pacific Ocean, whence finer and more abundant 
pearls than those of Link margarusferus are derived. 

In the last forty years of the t8th century pearls were exported 
from the Scotch fisheries to Paris to the value of boo,000; round 
pearls, the size of a pea, perfect is every respect, were worth /3 
or L.4 The pearl mussel was formerly used as bait in the Aberdeen 

shery. 
Lrra
i 

 itrittraa.—Foi an account of the anatomy of Myatt (delis 
the reader is referred to the treatise by Sebatier on that subject 
(Paris, 51175). The essay by Charles llading on Molluscs used 
for Food or Bait, published.by the committee of the London Inter. 
national Fisheries Exhibition (1883), may be consulted as to the 
economic questions connected with the sea mussel. The develop-
ment of this species is described by Wilson in RA Ass. Rep. 
Scot Fids. Board (1887). 	 (E. R. L; J. T. C.) 

■IISSILBIIROH, a municipal and police burgh of Midlothian, 
Scotland, si an. E. of Edinburgh by the North British railway. 
Pop. (mot), nom The burgh, which .stretches 'for a mile 
along the south shore of the Firth of Forth, is intersected by the 
Esk and embraces the village of Fisherrow on the left bank of 
the river. Its original name is said M have been Eakmouth, its 
present one being derived from a bed of mussels at the mouth of 
the river. While preserving most of the ancient features of its 
High Street, the town has tended to become a suburb of the 
capital, its fine beach and golf course hastening this development. 
The public buildings include the town-hall (dating from 5765 and 
altered in 1876), the tolbooth (tno), and the grammar school. 
Loretto School, one of the foremost public schools in Scotland, 
occupies the site of the chapel of Our Lady of Loretto, which 
was founded in rise by Thomas Duthie, a hermit from Mt 
Sinai. This was the favourite shrine of Mary of Guise, who 
betook herself hither at momentous crises in her history. The 
sit earl of Hertford destroyed it in 'sea, and after it was rebuilt 
the Reformers demolished it again, some of its stones being 
used in erecting the tolbooth. In the west end of the town is 
Pinkie House, formerly a seat of the abbot of Dunfermline, 
but transformed in 16'3 by Lord Seton. It is a fine example 
of a Jacobean mansion, with a beautiful fountain in the 
middle of the court-yard. The painted gallery. with an elabor-
ate ceiling, too ft. long, was utilized as a hospital after the 
battle of Pinkie in 1547. Prince Charles Edward slept in it 
the night following the fight at Prestonpans (1745). Near 
the tolbooth stands the market cross, a stone column with 
a unicorn on the top supporting the burgh arms. At the 
west end of High Street is a statue of David Macbeth 
Moir (" Delta," 1798-1851), Musselburgh's most famous son. 
The antiquity of the town is placed beyond doubt by the 
Roman bridge across the Esk and the Roman remains found 
in its vicinity. The chief bridge, which carries the high road 
from Edinburgh to Berwick, was built by John Rennie in 
!goy. The principal industries include paper-making, brewing, 
the making of nets and twine, bricks, tiles and pottery, 
tanning and oil-refining, besides saltworks and seed-crushing  

works. The fishery .is confined to TuberroW, where there is 
a good harbour.. The Links are the scene every year of the 
Edinburgh race meetings and of those of the Royal Caledonian 
Hunt which are held every third year. Archery contests also 
take place at intervals under the auspices of the.Royal Company 
of Archers. Moat of the charitable institutions—for inatance„f 
the convalescent home, fever hospital, home for girls and Red 
House home—are situated at Inveresk, about xi m. up the Esk. 
About s m. south-east is the site of the battle of Pinkie, 
and a; m. south-east, on the verge of Haddingtonshire, is 
Carberry Hill, where Mary surrendered to the lords of the 
Congregation in 1567,  the spot being still known as Queen 
Mary's Mount. Musselburgh joins with Leith and Portobello 
(the Leith Burghs) in returning one member to parliament. 

MUSS= IBMS CHARLES ALFRED DB (thto-rftss), French 
poet, play-writer and novelist, was born on the z 1 th of December 
tato in a home in the middle of old Paris, near the Hind Cluny. 
His father, Victor de Musset, who traced his descent back as far 
as zrao, held several ministerial posts of importance. He brought 
out an edition of J. J. Rousseau's works in art, and followed 
it soon after with a volume on the Genevan's life and writing. 
In Alfred de Ilusset's childhood there were various things 
which fostered his imaginative power. He and his brother 
Paul (born 1804, died 188o), who afterwards wrote a biography 
of Alfred, delighted in reading old romances together, and in 
assuming the duoacters of the heroes in those romances. But 
it was not until about 1836 that Musset gave any definite sign of 
the mental force which afterwards distinguished him. In the 
summer of 11127 he won the second prize (at the College Henri 
IV.) by an essay on "The Origin of our Feelings." In zits% 
when Eugene Salim, Joseph Duveyner, who under the name of 
Melesvale, was a prolific playwriter and sometimes collaborator 
with Scribe, and others of note were in the habit of coining 
to Mine de Musset's house at Auteuil, where drawing-room 
plays and charades were constantly given, Musset, excited 
by this companionship, wrote his first poem. This, to judge 
from the extracts preserved, was neither better nor worse than 
much other work of clever boys who may or may not afterwards 
turn out to be possessed of genius. He took up the study of 
law, threw it over for that of medicine, which he could not 
endure, and ended by adopting no set profession. Shortly 
after his first attempt In verse he was taken by Paul Foncher 
to Victor Hugo's house, where he met such men as Alfred de 
Vigny, Prosper Iderimee, Charles Nodier and Sainte-Beuve. It 
was under Hugo's influence, no doubt, that he composed a 
play. The scene was laid in Spain, and some lines, showing 
a marked advance upon his first effort, are preserved. In 
OW, when the war between the classical and the romantic 
school of literature was growing daily more serious and exciting,. 
Musset had published some verses in a country newspaper, 
and boldly recited some of his work to Sainte•Benve, who 
wrote of It to a friend, " There is amongst us a boy full of genius." 
At eighteen years old Musset produced a translation, with 
additions of his own, of De Quincey's " Opium-Eater." This 
was published by Masse, attracted no attention, and has been 
long out of print. His first original volume was published in 
thee under the name of Conks d'Eroavie d d'igaiie, bad en 
immediate and striking success, provoked bitter opposition,. 
and produced many unworthy imitations. This Volume con-
tained, along with far better and more important things, a 
fantastic parody in verse on certain productions of the romantic 
school, which made a deal of noise at the time. This was the 
famous " Ballade I la lane " with its recurring comparison of 
the moon shining above a steeple to the dot over an i. It 
was, to Mussel's delight, taken quite seriously by many worthy 
folk. 

In December 1830 Musset was just twenty years old, and was 
already conscious of that curious double existence within him 
so frequently symbolized in his plays—in Octave and cfso 
for instance (in Les Caprices de Marianne), who also stand for 
the two camps, the men of matter and the men of feeling—
which he has elsewhere described as characteristic of his 
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generation. At this date his piece the Nei/ sill/knee was pro-
duced by Harel, manager of the Odeon. The exact causes of its 
failure might now be far to seek; unlucky stage accidents bad 
something to do with it, but there seems rtapon•to believe that 
there was a strongly organized opposition. However this may 
be, the result was disastrous to the French stage; for it pnt a 
complete damper on the one poet who, as he afterwards showed 
both in theoretical and in practical writings, had the fine insight 
which took in at a glance the merits and defects both of the 
classical and of the romantic schools. Thus he was strong and 
keen to weld together the merits of both schools in a new method 
which, but for the fact that there has been no successor to grasp 
the wand which its originator wielded, might well be called the 
school of Musset. The serious effect produced upon Mussel 
by the failure of his Nail theitienne Is curiously illustrative of 
his character. A man of greater strength and with equal belief 
in his own genius might have gone on appealing to the public 
until .  be compelled them to hear him. Musset gave up the 
attempt in disgust, and waited until the public were eager to 
hear him without any invitation on his part. In the case of 
his finest plays this did not happen until after his death; but 
long before that be was fully recognized as a poet of the first 
rank and as an extraordinary master of character and language 
in prose writing. In his complete disgust with the stage after 
the failure above referred to there was no doubt something of 
a not ignoble pride, but there was something also of weakness—
of a kind of weakness out of which it must be said sprang some 
of his most exquisite work, some of the poems which could only 
have been written by a man who imagined himself the crushed 
victim of difficulties which were old enough in the experience of 
mankind, though for the moment new and strange to him. 

Magnet now belonged, in a not very whole-hearted fashion, 
to the " Muscle," but the connexion came to an end in 1832. 
In 1833 he published the volume called Use Spectacle dans us 
faideseil. One of the most striking pieces in this—" Netnews'," 
—was written at the publisher's request to fill up some empty 
space; and this fact is noteworthy when taken in conjunction 
with the horror which Musset afterwards so often expressed 
of doing anything like writing " to order "—of writing, indeed, 
in any way or at any moment except when the inspiration 
or the fancy happened to seize him. The success of the 
volume seemed to be small in comparison with that of his Conks 
d'Espagee, but it led indirectly to Musset's being engaged as a 
contributor to the Revue des deux wonder. In this he published, 
in April x833, Andre del Sado, and he followed this six weeks 
later with Les Caprices de Marianne. This play afterwards took 
and holds rank as one of the classical pieces in the repertory 
of the Mare Francais. After the retirement in 1887 from 
the stage of the brilliant actor Delaunay the piece dropped 
out of the Francais repertory until it was replaced to the 
stage by M. Jules Claretie, administrator-general of the Costalie 
Frascaise, on the 19th of January teen. Les Caprices de 
Markesse affords a fine illustration of the method referred to 
above, a method of which Monet gave something like a definite 
explanation five years later. This explanation •was also pub-
lished In the Revue des deux mender, and it set forth that the 
war between the classical and the romantic schools could never 
end in a definite victory for either school, nor was it desirable 
that it should so end. " It was time," Musset said, " for a third 
school which should unite the merits of each." And in Les 
Caprices it Marianne these merits are most curiously and happily 
combined. It has perhaps more of the Shakespearian quality—
the quality of artfully  mingling the terrible, the grotesque, and 
the high comedy tones—which exists more or less in all Musset's 
long and more serious plays, than is found in any other of these. 
The piece is called a comedy, and it owes this title to its extra-
ordinary brilliance of dialogue, truth of characterization, and 
swiftness in action, under which there is ever latent a sense of 
impending date. Many of the qualities indicated are found in 
others of Musset's dramatic works and notably in On se Udine 
pas aver Pamper, where the skill in insensibly preparing his 
bearers or readers through a succession of dazzling comedy  

scenes fee the swift destruction of the.end is very marked. 
But Ler Caprices de Marianne is perhaps for this particular 
purpose of illustration the most compact and most typical of 
alL 

The appearance of Les Caprices it Marianne In the Rens 
(1833) was followed by that of " Rob," a symptom of the 
sealadie di sieck. R01111, for all the smack which Is not to 
be denied of Wertherism, has yet • decided individuality. 
The poem was written at the beginning of  Mussel's halo* with 
George Sand, and in December 2833 Magnet started on the un-
fortunate journey to Italy. It was well known that the rupture 
of what was for a time a most passionate attachment had a 
disastrous effect upon Musset, and brought out the weakest 
side of his moral character. He was at first absolutely and 
completely struck down by the blow. But it was not so well 
known until Paul de Musset pointed it out that the passion 
expressed . in the Nail de der...stabs*, written about twelve 
months after the journey to Italy, referred not to George 
Sand but to another and quite a different woman. The story 
of the Italian journey and its results are told ender the guise 
of fiction from two points of view in the two volumes called 
respectively Elk el Sal by George Sand, and Lei d elle by 
Paul de Musset. As to the permanent effect on Alfred de 
Musset, whose irresponsible gaiety was killed by the breaking 
off of the connexion, there can be no doubt. 

During Musset's absence in Italy Ferslasio was published in the 
Revue, Lorenzaccio is said to have been written at Venice, and 
not long alter his return On se batiks pas owe Pasteur was mitten 
and published in the Revue. In 1833 he produced Lucie, La Null 
de mud, La Quenouille de Berberine, Le Chandelier, La Loi sw la 
presse, La NO de &mare, and La Confession d'un enfant dm 
slide, wherein it contained what is probably a true account of 
Musset's relations with George Sand. The Confession is excep-
tionally interesting as exhibiting the poet's frame of mind' at 
the time, and the approach to a revulsion from the Bonapartist 
ideas amid which he bad been brought up in his childhood. To 
the supreme power of Napoleon be in this work attributed that 
moral sickness of the time which he described. " One man," 
he wrote, "'absorbed the whole life of Europe; the rest of the 
human race struggled to fill their lungs with the air that be had 
breathed." When the emperor fell, "a ruined world was a 
resting-place for a generation weighted with care." The Con-
fusion is further important, apart from its high literary merit, 
as exhibiting in many passages the poet's tendency to shun or 
wildly protest against all that is disagreeable or difficult in human 
life--a tendency to which, however, much of his finest work was 
due. To 1836 belong the Neil tread, the Lettre d Lansamine i 

 the Stances d k hfalibran, the comedy /l ne faut jurer ele sirs, 
and the beginning of the brilliant letters of Dupuis and Cotonet 
on romanticism. II ore feel jury de rkn is as typical of Musset's 
comedy work as is Les Caprices deMariamte of the work In which 
a terrible fatality underlies the brilliant dialogue and .keen 
polished characterization. In 1837 was published Un Caprice, 
which afterwards found its way to the Paris stage by a carious 
road. Mme Allan-Despreaux, the actress, heard of it in 
St Petersburg as a Russian piece. On asking for a French 
translation of the play she received the volume Comedies et 
pro:maks reprinted from the Revere des deux morals. In 1837 
appeared also some of the Nouveiks. In 5839 Musset began a 
romance called /4 Podia dkhu, of which the existing fragments 
are full of passion and insight. In rfleo he passed through a 
period of feeling that the public did not recognize his genius—
as, indeed, they did not—and wrote a very short but very 
striking series of reflections headed with the words "A trente 
arc," which Paul de Musset published in his Life. In 184s 
there came out in the Revue is Paris Musset's " Le Rhin Alia-
menet" an answer to Becker's poem which appeared in the 
Revue des dent wonder. This fine war-song made a great deal 
of noise, and brought to the poet quantities of challenges from 
German officers. Between this date and 1845 he wrote compare. 
tively little. In the last named year the charming " proverbs" 
Il feel ream ports soil merle or fermis appeared. In 1847 
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Ust Caprice *in produced at the Thfltre Fnutcaiy and the 
employment in it of such a wordas " rebonsoir " shocked some 
of the old schooL But the success of the piece was immediate 
and marked. It Increased Musset's reputation with the public 
in 4 degree out of proportion to its intrinsic importance; 
and indeed freed him from the burden of depression caused by 
want of appreciation. In 2848 fl lie Jail jiver de rics was 
playedat the Thffltre Francais and the Chandelier at the Theatre 
Historique. Between this date and dip -Bening was pro-
duced on the stage and Carmesine written; and between this 
time and the date of his death, from an affection of the heart, 
on the 2nd of May 1857, the poet produced no large work of 

Alfred de Musset now holds the place which Sainte-Heave 
first accorded, then denied, and then again accorded to Min-
as a pact of the first rank. He had genius, though not genius 
of that strongest kind which its possemor can always keep in 
check. His own character worked both for and against his 
success as a writer. He inspired a strong personal affection in 
his contemporaries. His very weakness and his own conscious-
ness of it produced such beautiful work as, to take one instance, 
the Ned d'eclabre. His Nouvelles are extraordinarily brilliant; 
his poems are charged with passion, fancy and fine satiric power; 
in his plays he hit upon a method of his own, in which no one 
has dared or availed to follow him with any closeness. He 
was one of the first, most original, and in the end most successful 
of the first-rate  writers included in the phrase " the 1830 period." 
The wilder side of his life has probably been exaggerated; and 
his brother Paul de Musset has given in his Diegrepide a striking 
testimony to the finer side of his character. In the later years 
of his life Musset was elected, not without opposition, a member 
of the French Academy. Besides the works above referred to, 
the Nossselle s of conks and the Mares postkonnes, in which 
there is much of interest concerning the great tragic actress 
Rachel, should be specially mentioned. 

The biography of Alfred de Musset by his brother Paul, partial
as it naturally is, is of great value. Alfred de Musset has a 
matter for many apmmiatzons, and among these in English may be 
mentioned the sketch (ago) of C. F. Oliphant and the essay (145) 
el F. T. Palgrave. deo the monograph by Arvede Elanne 
(Madame Vincens) in the " Glands derive= frangais:

. 
 series. 

asset's correspondence with George Sand was published intact for 
the first time in loos. 

A monument to Alfred de Musset by Antonin Mercier, presented 
by M. Odris, and erected on the Place du Thane Francrus. was 
duly " inangurated " on the 24th of February igo6. The ceremony 
took place in the vestibule of the theatre, where speeches were 
delivered by Jules Claretie, Francois Copper and others, and 
Monism-Sully recited a poem, written for the occasion by Maurice 
Macre. (W. H. P.) 

■USSOORIM or MABIIIti, a town and sanitarium of British 
India, In the Debra Dun district of the United Provinces, about 
6600 ft. above the sea. Pop. (i cot), 6461, rising to moon in the 
hot season. It stands on a ridge of one of the lower Himalayan 
ranges, amid beautiful mountain scenery, and forms with 
Naini Tal the chief summer resort for European residents in the 
plains of the United Provinces. The view from Muasoorie 
over the valley of the Dun and across the Siwalik hills to the 
plains is very beautiful, as also is the view towards the north, 
which is bounded by the peaks of the snowy range. Mussoorie 
practically forms one station with Landaur, the convalescent 
depot for European troops, 7362 ft. above the sea. Some 
distance off, on the road toSimla, is the cantonment of Chakrata, 
730o ft. It was formerly approached by road from Saharanpur 
in the plains, 38 in. distant, but in Igoe the railway was opened 
to Debra, 23 m. by road. There are numerous schools for 
Europeans, Including St George's college, the Philander-Smith 
institute, the Oak Grove school of the East Indian railway, and 
several Church of England and Roman Catholic institutions, 
together with a cathedral of the latter faith. The first brewery 
in India was established here in tilso. The town has botanical 
gardens, and is the summer headquarters of the Trigonometrical 
Survey. 

1111STAPA R111111D PASHA (2800-1858). Turkish statesman 
and diplomatist, was born at Constantinople in tfloo. He  

entered the public service at an early age and rose rapidiy ti 
 becoming ambassador at Paris in au and in London 1836, 

minister fur foreign affairs 1837, again ambassador in London 
1838, and in Paris 2841. Appointed vali of Adrianople in 
1843, he returned as ambassador to Paris in the same year. 
Between 1845 and 1837 he was six times grand vizier. One of 
the greatest and moat brilliant statesmen of his time, thoroughly 
acquainted with European politics, and well versed in affairs, 
be was a convinced if somewhat too ardent partisan of reform 
and the principal author of the legislative remodelling of Turkish 
administrative methods known as the Tanximat. His ability 
was recognized alike by friend and by foe. In the settlement 
of the Egyptian question in 1840, and during the Crimean War 
and the eosuingpeace negotiations, he rendered valuable services 
to the state. ' 

MUSTA/10. the wild or send-wild hone of the prairies of 
America, the descendant of the horses imported by the Spaniards 
after the conquest in the 26th century (see HORSE). The word 
appears to be due to two Spanish words, Nakano, or onoslrenes, 
defined by Minsheu (Wain) as " a strayer." lifestrenea (now 
reesSene) means " wild, having no master," and appears to be 
derived from mak, a gratier-association, which among other 
functions appropriated any wild cattle found with the herds. 

MUSTARD. The varieties of mustard-seed of commerce are 
produced from several species 'of the genus Brasrica (a member 
of the natural order Cruciferae). Of these the principal are the 
black or brown mustard, Brassie° sly° (Sinapis nigra), the 
white mustard, Brassies alto, and the Sarepta mustard, B. 
Juncos. Both the white and black mustards are cultivated 
to some extent in various parts of England. The white is to 
be found in every garden as a salad plant; but it has come into 
increasing favour as a- forage crop for sheep, and as a green 
manure, for which purpose it is ploughed down when about .  to 
come into flower. The black mustard is grown solely for its 
seeds, which yield the well-known condiment The name of the 
condiment wain French inotestarde, mod. inostarde, as being made 
of the seeds of the plant pounded and mixed with must (Lat. 
enufast, i.e. unfermented wine)' The word was thus transferred 
to the plant itself. When white mustard is cultivated for its 
herbage it is sown usually in July or August, after some early 
crop has been removed. The land being brought into a fine 
tilth, the seed, at the rate of 1s lb per acre, is sown broadcast, 
and covered in the way recommended for clover seeds. In 
about six weeks it is ready either for feeding off by sheep or for 
ploughing down as a preparative for wheat or barley. White 
mustard is not fastidious in regard to soil. When grown for 
a seed crop it is treated in the way about to be described for the 
other variety. For this purpose either kind requires a fertile 
soil, as it is an exhausting crop. The seed is sown in April, 
is once hoed in May, and requires no further culture. As soon as 
the pods have assumed a brown colour the crop is reaped and 
laid down in handfuls, which lie until dry enough for thrashing 
or stacking. In removing it from the ground it must be handled 
with great care, and carried to the thrashing-floor or stack on 
cloths, to avoid the loss of seed. The price depends much on 
its being saved in dry weather, as the quality suffers much 
from wet. This great evil attends its growth, that the seeds 
which are unavoidably shed in harvesting the crop remain in the 
soil, and stock it permanently with what proves a pestilent weed 
amongst future crops. 

White mustard is used ass small salad--generally accompanied 
by garden cress—while still in the seed leaf. To keep up a 
supply the seed should be sown every week or ten days. The 
sowings in the open ground may be made from March till October, 
earlier or later according to the season. The ground should 
be light and rich, and the situation warm and sheltered. Sow 
thickly in rows 6 in. apart, and slightly cover the seed, pressing 
the surface smooth with the back of the spade. When gathering 
thecrop,cut the young plants off even with the ground, or pull • There were two kinds of sinufwer, one the best for keeping, 
produced after the first treading of the grapes, and called wuriarn 
lisiesnin the other, MIAMI fortirum, obtained from the mass of 
trodden grapes by the wine-press, was used for inferior purposes. 
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them up and eat off the roots, beginning at one end of a row. 
From October to March the seeds- should be sown thickly in 
shallow bones and placed in a warm house or frame )  with a 
temperature not below 65°. 

Brauica signs occurs as a weed in Waste and cultivated ground 
throughout England and the south of Scotland, but is a doubtful 
native. It is a large branching annuals to 3 ft. high with stiff, 
rather rough, stem and branches, dark green leaves ranging from 
lyrate below to lanceolate above, short racemes of small bright 
yellow flowers one-third of an Inch in diameter and narrow 
smooth pods. B. alba is more restricted to cultivated ground and 
has still Ins claim to be considered a native of Great Britain; 
it is distinguished from black mustard by its entailer size, larger 
flowers and seeds, and spreading rough hairy pods with a long 
curved beak. 

The peculiar pungency and odour to which mustard owes mack.of 
its value are due to an essential oil developed by the action of water 
on two peculiar chemical substances contained in the black seed. 
These bodies are a glucoside termed by its discoverers myronate of 
potassium, but ante called sinigrin, CnH5KNS,On. and an albumi-
saki body, myrosin. The latter substance in presence of water 
acts as a ferment on snigrin, splitting it up into the essential oil of 
mustard, a potassium salt, and sugar. It is worthy of remark that 
this reaction does not take place in presence of boiling water, and 
therefore it is not proper to use very hot water above zo" F.) in 
the preparation of mustard. The explanation is that myrosin is 
decomposed by water above this temperature. Essential oil of 
mustard is in chemical constitution an isothiocyanate of allyl 
CilliNCS. It is prepared artificially by a process, discovered by 
Main, which consists in treating bromide of allyl with the to 
of ammonium and distilling the resultant thiocyanate of allyL The 
aced of white mustard contains in place of sinigrin a peculiar glyco-
side called sinalbin. CnilmillsSsOn. in several aspects analogous to 
sinigrin. In presence of water it is acted upon by myrosin, 
present also in white mustard, splitting it up into acrinyl isothio-
cyanate, sulphate of mina* and glucose. The first of these is a 
powerful rubefacient, whence white mustard, altliough iteliz 
no volatile oil, forms a valuable material for plasters. 
of Drastic° juncea have the same constitution and propertiesasblack 
mustard, as a substitute for which they are extensively cultivated 
in southern Russia; the plant is also cultivated abundantly in India. 

Both as a table condiment and as a medicinal substance, mustard 
has been known from a very remote period. Under the name of 
rare it was used by Hippocrates in medicine. The form in which 
table mustard is now sold in the United Kingdom dates from r72o, 
about which time Mn Clements of Durham bit on the idea of grinding 
the seed in a mill and sifting the flour from the husk. The bright 
yellow farina thereby produced under the name of " Durham 
mustard " pleased the taste of George I., and rapidly attained wide 
popularity. As it is now prepared mustard consists essentially of 
a mixture of black and white farina in certain proportions. Several 
grades of pare mustard are made containing nothing but the farina 
of mustard-seed, the lower qualities having larger amounts of the 
white cheaper mustard; and corresponding grades of a mixed 
preparation of Aqual price, but col:rip:2 certain proportions of 
wheaten or meth flour, are also and sold as " mustard 
condiment." The mixture is free from the unmitigated bitterness 
and sharpness of flavour of pure mustard, and it keeps much better. 

The volatile oil distilled from black mustard seeds after maceration 
with water is official in the British Pharmacopeia under the title 
Olean einapir mlalik. It is a yellowish or colourless pungent 
liquid,  soluble only in about fifty parts of water, but =edgy so in 
ether and in alcohol. From it is prepared, with camphor, castor 
oil and alcohol, the liamention rinapis. The official riaaPis consists 
of black and white mustard seeds powdered and mixed. The advan- 
tage of mixture depends upon the fact that the white mustard seeds 
have an excess of the ferment myrosin, and the black, whilst some 

 deficient in myrosin, yield a volatile body as compared with the 
fixed product of the white mustard seeds. From this mixture is 
prepared the dada sinspit, which consists of cartridge paper covered 
with a mixture of the powder arid the liquor caouttkost, the fixed 
oil having first been removed by benao6 thus rendering the glucoside 
um. Me of being more easily decomposed by the ferment. 

Used internally u a condiment, mustard stimulates the salivary 
but not the gastric secretions. ft increases the peristaltic move-
ments of the stomach very markedly. One *adios to half an ounce 
of mustard in a tumbledul of warm water is an efficient emetic, 
acting directly upon the gastric sensory nerves, long before any of 
the drug could be absorbed so as to reach the emetic centre in the 
medulla oblongata. The heart and respiration are reflexly stimu- 
lated. mustard being thus She only Wootton! emetic. Some few other 
emetics act without any appreciable depression, but in cases of 
poisoning with respiratory or cardiac failure mustard should never 
be forgotten. In contrast to this may be mentioned, amongst the 
external therapeutic applications of mustard, its frequent power of 
relieving vomiting when locally applied to the epigastnum. 

The uses of mustard leaves in the treatment of local pains now 
well known. . When a • marked counter-initant action is needed. 
mustard is often preferable to cantharides in being more manageable 
and in causing a less degree of vesication; but the cutaneous damage 
done by mustard usually takes longer to heal. A mustard sits 
bath will often hasten and alleviate the initial stage of menstruation. 
and is sometimes used to expedite the appearance of the eruption 
in measles and scarlatina. The domestic remedy of hot utter and 
mustard for children's feet in cases of cold or threatened cold may 
be of some use in drawing the blood to the surface and thus tending 
to prevent an excessive vascular dilatation in the nose or bronchi. 
The proportion of an ounce of mustard to a gallon of water is a fair 
one and easily remembered. But by far the meet important 
therapeutic application of mustard is as a unique emetic. 

MUSTARD DIM organic chemical compounds of general 
formula I•NCS. They may be prepared by the action of 
carbon bisulphide on primary amines in alcoholic .or ethmeal 
solution, the alkyl dithio-carbainic compounds formed being 
then precipitated with mercuric chloride, and the mercuric 
salts heated in aqueous solution, 

2R44411Cf4Ckirillii,RHIC:IRIINCSrlsllit--)NgS-I-H,S-1-2RNCS; 
or the ism-yank eaters may be heated with phosphorus penta-
sulphide (A. Michael and G. Palmer, Amer. Chess. Joao., r814, 
6, agy). They are colourless liquids with a very pungent irritating 
odour. lIey are readily. oxidized, with production of the corre-
sponding amine. Nascent hydrogen onverts them into the 
amine, with simultaneous formation of thio-formakkhyde, 
RNCS1-411■ R•Nii2-1-HCSIL When heated with acids to 
too' C, they decompose with formation of the amine and libera-
tion of carbon bisulphide and stdphuretted hydrogen. They 
combine directly with alcohols, mercaptans, ammonia, aqua 
and•with aldehyde ammonia. 

MeOril nmend ell. CH iNCS, melts at 55' C. and boils at Ile C. 
Al171 nautard oil. CrlieNCS, is the principal constituent of the 
ordinary mustard oil obtained on distilling black mustard seeds. 
These seeds contain potassium myronate (CisHaNS10910 which in 
presencerof water is hydrolysed by the myrosin present in the seed, 

C5H1NS20,1K al 	KliSOr+CIHANCS. 
It may also be prepared by heating ally' sulphide with potassium 
sulphocyanide. It is a colourless boiling at gay' C. It 
combines directly with potassium bisulphite. Phenyl arestard oil, 
C.HiN CS, isobtained by boiling sulphocarbanilide with concentrated 
hydrochloric acid, some triphenylguanidine being formed at the same 
time. It is e colourless liquid boiling at 222 C. When heated 
with copper powder it yields benzonitrik. 

MUSTER (Mid. Eng. mosire,mouslre, adapted from the similar 
0. Fr. forms; Lat. inenstrare), originally an exhibition, show, 
review, an exhibition mf strength, prowess or power. One of 
the meanings of this common Romanic word, viz. pattern, 
sample, is only used in commercial usage in English (e.g. in 
the cutlery trade), but it has passed into Teutonic languages, 
Ger. Muster, Du. 1110altie 7 The most general meaning is for the 
assembling of soldiers and sailors for inspection and review, and 
more particularly for the ascertainment and verification of the 
numbers on the roll. This use is seen in the Med. Lat. suntanon 
and mosslealio, "receasio salines" (Du Calve, Gloss. a.v.). In 
the "enlistment" system of army organization during the 
16th and 17th centuries, and later in certain special survivals, 
each regiment was " enlisted " by its colonel and reviewed 
by special officers, " muster-masters," who vouched for the 
members on the pay roll of the regiment representing its 
actual strength. This was a necessary precaution in the days 
when it was in the power of the commander of a unit to fill 
the muster roll with the names of fictitious men, known in the 
military slang of France and England as passe-oolasis and 
"faggots" respectively. The chief officer at headquarters 
was the muster-master-general, later commissary general of 
musters. In the United States the term is still commonly 
used, and a soldier is " mustered out " when be is officially 
discharged from military service. 

MUSURUS, MARCUS (e. 1470-1587), Greek scholar, was 
born at Rhithymna (Retinue) in Crete. At an early age he 
became a pupil of John LascarLs at Venice. In 1505 be was 
made professor of Greek at Padua, but when the university 
was closed in tsop during the war of the league of Cambial he 
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returned to Venice, where be filled a similar post. TA 1516 be 
was summoned to Rome by Leo X., who appointed him arch-
bishop of Monemvasia (Ma/varia) in the Peloponnese, but he died 
before he left Italy. Since 1493 Musurus had been associated 
with the famous printer Aldus Manutius, and belonged to 
the "Neacademia," a society founded by Manutius and other 
learned men for the promotion of Greek studies. Many of the 
Aldine classics were brought out under Musurus's supervision, 
and he is credited with the first editions of the scholia of Aristo-
phanes (1498),  Atbenaeus  (rsr4), (15r4), Pausanias 
(: 516). 

See R. Menge's De Id. Ilateri vita stadia limeade, in vol. 3 of 
M. Schmidt's edition of Heeychies (1868). 

=TB (Lat. ender, dumb), silent or incapable of speech. For 
the human physical incapacity see DEAF AND Dome. In 
phonetics (q.v.) a "mute" letter is one which (like p at g) repre-
sents no individual sound. The name of "mutes" is given, for 
obvious reasons, to the undertaker's assistants at a funeral. In 
music a "mute" (ItaL sardine, from Lat. surdas, deaf) is a device 
for deadening the sound in an instrument by checking its vibra-
tions. Its use is marked by the sign c.v. (can mike), and its 
cessation by s.s. (sena sardine). In the case of the violin and 
other stringed instruments this object is attained by the use of a 
piece of brass, wood or ivory, so shaped as to fit on the bridge 
without touching the strings and hold it so tightly as to deaden 
ar muffle the vibrations. In the case of brass wind instruments 
a leather, wooden or papier miche pad in the shape of a pear 
with a hole through it is placed in the bell of the instrument, 
by which the passage of the sound is impeded. The interference 
with the pitch of the instruments has led to the invention of 
elaborately constructed mutes. Players on the horn and 
trumpet frequently use the left hand as a mute. Drums are 
muted or "muffled" -  either by the pressure of the hand on the 
head, or by covering with cloth. In the side dritm this is effected 
ty the insertion of pieces of cloth between the membrane and the 
snares," or by loosening the "snares." The muting of a 

pianoforte is obtained by the use of the soft-pedal. 
!MIMI. KONRAD (1471-1526), German humanist, was 

born in Romberg on the 15th of October 1471 of well-to-do 
parents named Mut, and was subsequently known as Konrad 
Mutianus Rufus, from his. red hair. At Deventer under Alex-
ander Hegius he had Erasmus as schoolfellow; proceeding(r486) to 
the University of Erfurt, be took the master's degree in 1492. 
From 149$ be travelled in Italy, taking the doctor's degree 
in canon law at Bologna. Returning in xsos, the landgraf of 
Hesse promoted him to-high office. The post waa not congenial; 
he resigned it (1so3) for a small salary as canonicus in Gotha. 
Mutian was a man of great influence in a select circle especially 
connected with the university of Erfurt, and known  as the 
Msaianiscistv Band,, which included Eoban Mess, Crotus 
Rubeanus, Justus Jonas and other leaders of independent 
thought. lie had no public ambition; except in correspondence, 
and as an epigrammatist, he was no writer, but he furnished 
ideas to those who wrote. He may deserve the title which has 
been given him as "precursor of the Reformation," in so far as he 
desired the reform of the Church, but not the establishment 
of a rival Like Erasmus, he was with Luther in his early 
stage, but deserted him in his later development. Though he 
bad personally no band in it, the Epi.stolae obscurers= rimers 
(due especially to Crotus Rubeanus) was the outcome of the 
Reuchlinist• in his Band. He died at Gotha on the 3oth of 
March (Good Friday) 1326. 

See F. W. Ka 	site, Die Universita Effort (s838-186o); C. 
Krause, liebasuu Dessau (1879);.L. Geiger, in Allgemeine Deutsche 
Din. 4886); C. Krause, Der Brsefweeksel des ifsaisunu Rufus 0885); 
another collection by K. Gillert (1890). (A. Go."') 

MUTILATION (from Int niataus, maimed). The wounding, 
maiming and disfiguring of the body is a .practice common 
among savages and syste ,,,sar2ey pursued by many entire races. 
The varieties of.mutilation are as numerous as the instances of 
it are widespread. Nearly every part of the body is the object 
of mutilation, and nearly every motive common to • human  

beinp--vitnity, religion, affection, prudence--bas acted in 
giVing rise to what has been proved to be a 'custom of great 
antiquity. Some forms, such as tattooing and depilation, 
have stayed on as practices even after civilization has banished 
the mote brutal types; and a curkfus fact is that analogous 
mutilations are found observed by races separated by vast 
distances, and proved to have had no relations with one another, 
at any rate in historic times. Ethnical mutilations have in 
Certain races a great sociological value. It is only after sub-
mission to some such operation that the youth is admitted to 
full tribal rights (see Itcurarron) Tattooing, too, has a semi-
religious importance, as when an individual beim a reptesenta-
don of his totem on his body; and many. mutilations are tribe 
marks, or brands used to know slaves. 

Mutilations may be divided into: (1) those of the akin; (s) of the 
face and head; (3) of the body and lim; (4) of the teeth; (5) of the 
sexual organs. 

s. The principal form of skin-mutilation is tattooing (q.,.), the 
ethnical importance of which is very great. A practice almost as 
common is depilation, or removal of hair. This is either- by means 
of the razor, e.g. in Japes, by depilatories, or by tearing out the hairs 
..aparately, as among most savage peoples. The parts thus mutilated 
are usually the eyebrows, the face, the scalp and the pubic regions. 
Many African natives tear ont'all the body hair, some among there 
(e.g. the Bongos) using special pincers. Depilation is common, tee. 
in the South Sea Islands. The Andaman islanders and the /3oto-
cedes of Brazil shave the body, using shell-edges and other primitive 
instruments. 

3. Mutilations of the face and head are usually restricted to the 
lips, ears, nose and cheeks. The lips are simply perforated or 
distended to an extraordinary 5legree. The BO.00des insert disk. 
of wood into the lower lip.. Lip-mutilations Are common is North 
America, tots on the Mackenzie river and the Aleutians. 
In Africa they are frequently practised. The angenja women 
pierce the upper lips and introduce small metal shields or • 
The Mitts women bore the lower lip and thrust a wooden peg 
In other tribes little sticks of nick crystal are pushed 
which jingle together as the wearer talks. The women of Senegal 
increase the natural thickness of the upper  lip by pricking it repeat-
edly until it is permanently inflamed and swol len. The ear, and 
partkularly the lobe,  is almost universally mutilated, item the ow 
flop of the ci 'Wind West to the wooden disks of the Butecedos. 
The only,  peoples who are said sot to wear any form of ear ornament 
are the Andaman islanders, the Neddabs, the Bushmen, the Fuegians 
and certain tribes of Sumatra. Ear mutilation in its most mar 
aerated form is practised in ludo-China by the Mois of Anna= and 
the Penang* of Cambodia, and in Borneo by the Dyaks. Thu 
extend the lobe by the insertion of wooden disks, and by metal 
rings and weights, until it sometimes reaches the slmur. . 
Africa and Asia earrings sometimes weigh nearly half azund. 
Livingstone said that the natives of the Zambesi distend 
'oration in the lobe to such- a 'degree that the hand dosed coultilif; 
passed through, The Monbuttus thrust through a perforation in 
the body of the ear rolls of leaves, or of leather, or cigarettes. The 
Papuans, the inhabitants of the New Hebrides, and most Melanesian 
peoples carry all sorts of things in their ears, the New Caledonians 

 The 
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orations. The young dandies of New Guinea bore holes through 
the septum and thrust thsh pieces of hone or Bowers, a mutilation 
found, too, among New Zealanders,, Australians, New Caledonians 
and other Polynesian races. In Africa the Baas sad Rouges bang 
metal rings and buckles on their noses; the .Aleutians cords, bits 
of metal or amber. In women it is the sided the nom which is 
usually wforated; rings and jewelled pendants (as among Indian 
and Ara.bic women, the ancient Egyptians and Jews). or feathers, 
flowers, coral, Ac. (as in Polynesia), being hung these Only one 
side of the nose is usually perforated, and this is not always merely 
decorative. It may denote social position r  as among the Ababdet 
in Africa, whose unmarried girls wear no rings in that noses. The 
male Kulus of the Himalaya wear a large ring in the left nostril. 
Malays and Polynesians sometimes deform the nine by enlarging 
its base, effecting this by compression of the nasal bones of the 
newly born. 

The cheeks are not so frequently mutilated. The b.e. 	athe 
Aleutian and Kurile Islands bore holes through their cheeks and 
place in them the long hairs from the muzzles of seals. The Guaranis 
of South America wear feathers in the mese manner. In some 
countries the top of the head or the skin behind the ears of children 
is burnt to preserve them from sickness, traces of which mutilation 
are said to be discoverable on some neolithic skulls; while some 
African tribes cut and prick the neck close to the ear. By man 
peoples the deformation of the skull was anciently ' 
lierodotus. Hippocrates and Strabo mention such a custom among 
peoples of the Caspian sad Crimea. Later similar practices were 
found existing among Chinese mendicant sects, some tribes of 
Turkana, the Japanese priesthood, in Malaysia, Sumatra, Java and 
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the south seas. In Europe it was not unknown. But the discovery 
of America brought to our knowledge those races which made a fine 
art of skull-deformities. At the pre ent day the custom is still 
observed by the Haidas and Chinooks, and by certain tribes of Peru 
and en the Amazon, by the Kurds of Anneal, by certain Malay 
peoples, in the Solomon Islands and the New Hebrides. The 
reasons for this type of mutilation are uncertain. Probably the idea 
of distinguishing themselves from lower races was predominant in 
most cases, as for example in that of the Chinook Indians, who 
deformed the skull to distinguish themselves from their slaves. 
Or it may have been through a desire to give a ferocious appearance 
to their warriors. The deformation was always done at infancy. 
and often in the case of both sexes. It was, however, more usually 
reserved for boys, and sometimes for a single caste, as at Tahiti. 
Differed . methods prevailed: by bands, bandages, boards, com-
presses of clay and sandbags, a continued pressure was applied to 
the half-formed cranial bones to give them the desired shape. 
Hand-kneading may alsopossibly have been employed. 

3. Mutilations of the body or limbs by maiming, lopping off or 
deforming, are far from rate. Certain races (Bushmen, Kaffir, 
and Hottentots) cut off the finger joints as a sip of mourning. 
especially for parents. The Tongans do the same, in the belief that 
the evil spirits which bring diseases into the body would escape by 
the wound. Diseased children are thus mutilated by them. Con- = for female timidity has caused a curious custom among the 

(Africa). They amputate the mammae of boys soon after 
birth, believing no warrior can posgibly be brave who possesses 
them. The fathion of distorting the feet of Chinese ladies of high 
rank has been of brig continuance and only recently prohibited. 

4. Mutilations of the teeth are among the most common and the 
most varied. They are by breaking, extracting, filing, inlaying or 
cutting away the crown of the teeth. Nearly every variety at dental 
mediation Is met with in Afrki. Ina tribe north-east of the Albert 
Nyanza it is usual to pry out with a piece of metal the four lower 
incisors in children of both sexes. The women of certain tribes on 
the S 	force the growth of the upper incisors outwards w as 
to make Itkem project beyond the lower lips. Many of the aboriginal 
tribes of Australia extract teeth, and at puberty the Australian boys 
have a tooth knotted out. The Eskimos of the Mackenzie River 
cut down the crown of the upper incisors so as not to resemble dogs. 
Some Malay races, too, are said to blacken their teeth because dogs 
have white teeth. This desire to be unlike animals seems to be at 
the bottom of many dental mutilations. Another season is the wish 
to distinguish tribe from tribe. Thu. some Papuans break their 
teeth in order to be unlike other Papuan tribes which they despise. 
In this way such practices become traditional. Finally, Mee many 
mitigations, those of the teeth are trials of endurance of 
pain, and take place at ceremonies of initiation and at pu bert  
The Mois (Stiengs) of Cochin-China break the two upper 
incisors with a flint. .This is always ceremoniously done at pubern: 
to the accompaniment of feasting and prayer for.those mutilated, 
who will thus, it is thought, be 	 from sickness. Among 
Malay races the filing of teeth takes place with similar ceremony at 
puberty. In Java. Sumatra and Borneo did incisors are thinned 
down and shortened. Deep transversegrooves are also made with a 
file, a stone, bamboo or sand, and the teeth filed to a point. The 
Dyaks of Borneo• make a small hole in the transverse groove and 
insert a pin of braes, which is hammered to a nail-head shape in the 
hollow, or they inlay the teeth with gold and other metals. The 
ancient Mexicans also inlaid the teeth with precious stones. 

5. Mutilations of the sexual organs are more ethnically important 
than any. They have played a great part in human history; and 
tall have much significance in many countries. Their antiquity 
is undoubtedly great, and nearly all originate with the idea of 
initiation into full sexual life. The most important, circumcision 

hes been transformed into • religious rite. Infibulation 
to the buck the attaching a ring, c • c 
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organ, in females through the labia major, in males through 
, clasp), or lasp, or buckle  

the prepuce, was an operation to pregave chastity very commonly 
practised in antiquity. At Rome it was in use; Strabo says it was 

411:7
t in Arabia and in Egypt, and it is still native to those regions 

11oderis Egyptians. 1. 73; Arabic Lexicon, Lt. " hafodo"). 
Niebuhr beard that it was practised on both shores of the Persian 
Gulf and at Bagdad (Description de l'Arabie, p. 7o). It is common in 
Africa (see Sir H. H. Johnston. Kaiosaajaro apaitios. 1886), but 
is there eiteh replaced by an operation which consists in ditching 
the labia majera together when the girl is four or five years old-. 
Castratioa is 	ised in the East to apply guards for harems, and 
was em 	in Italy until the time of Pope Leo XIII. to provide 

soprani for the papal choir; it has also been voluntarily submitted 
to from 'religious motives (see Emmen). The operation has, 
however, been resorted to for other Thus in Africa it is 
said to hove been used as a meansannihilating conquered tribes. 
The Hottentots and Bushmen, too, have the curious custom of 
removing one testicle when a boy is eight or nine years old, in the 
belief that this partial emasculation renders the victim fleeter of 
foot for the chase. The most dreadful of these mutilations is that 
practised by certain Australian tribes on their boys. It consists 
of cutting open and leaving exposed the whole length of the urethral 
canal and thus rendering sexual intercourse impossible. According  

to some authorities it is hatred of the white man and dread of slavery 
which are the reasons of this racial suicide. Among the Dyaks and 
in many of the Melanesian islands curious modes of ornamentation 
of the organs. (such as the kaki%) prevail, which are in the nature of 
mutilations. 

Penal Use.—Mutilation as a method of punishment was common 
in the criminal law ci many ancient nations. In the earliest laws of 
England mutilation, maiming and dismemberment had a prominent 
place. " Men branded on the forehead, without hands, feet, or 
tongues, lived as examples of the danger which attended the cow 
mason of petty crimes and as a vtarni to all churls " (Pike's 
Hiseery of Giros is Enefeed. 1873). The Dana were mote severe 
than the Saxons. Under their rules eyes were plucked out; noses, 
ears and upper lips cut off ; s calps town away,• and sometimes the 
whole body flayed alive. The earliest forest-laws of which there 
is record are those of Canute (toe6). Under these, if a freedman 
offered violence to a keeper of the king's deer he was liable to loge 
freedom and property,• if a serf, he lost his right hand, and on • second 
offence was to die. one who killed a deer was either to have his 
eyes put out or lose his life. Under the first two Norman kings 
mutilation was the punithment for poaching. It was, however, not 
reserved for that, as during the reign of Henry 4. some coining were 
taken to Winchester, where their right hands were lopped off and 
they were castrated. Under the kings of the West Saxon dynasty 
the loss of hands bad been a common perky for eaidag (The 

quotes a use ohn's reign at the Salop Assiaxs in no3, where one 
Alice C 

Obselde P=tals of Shropshire. by 5 . Memos Morris). adorria 

rit 	and others were accused of murder an old 
woman at Lilleshall. Convicted of being accessory, 	ft•emlie 
was sentenced to death, but the penalty was altered to that ci 
having her eyes plucked out. During the Tudor and Stuart ' 
mutilations were a common form of . punishment extra.) 
inflicted by order of the p vy council and the Star Chamber. 
are said to be prey rved at Playford Hall, Ipswich, instruments of 
Hmry 	time for cutting off ears. This penalty aPPoars to 
have 	inflicted for not attending church. By an act of Henry 
VIII. (33 Hen. VIII. C. 12) the punishment for "striking in the 
king's court or house " was the loss of the right hand. For writing a 
tract on The Monstrous Regime of Women a Nonconformist divine 
(Dr W. Stubbs) had his right hand lopped off. Amon many eases 
of severe. mutilations duri g Stuart tunes may be mentioned then 
of Prynne, Burton, Bostwick and Titus Oates. 

11111TINT (from an old verb " routine," 0. Fr. audio, media, 
a sedition; d. mod. Fr. -emente; the original is the Late Lat. 
mom, commotion, from macre, to move), a resistance by force 
to recognized authority, an insurrection, especially applied to 
a sedition in any military or naval forces of the state. Such 
offences are dealt with by courts-martial. (See MILITARY LAW 
and COURT MARTIAL.) 

MUTSU, NUlfglilsU, Comer (1842-0396), Japanese state-
man, was born in 1842 in Wakayama.. A vehement opponent 
of " clan government "—that is, usurpation of administrative 
posts by men of two or three fiefs, an abuse which threatened 
to follow the overthrow of the Tokugawa shaman:le-4m con-
spired to assist Saigo's rebellion and-was imprisoned from 1878 
until 1883. While in prison he translated Bentham's Utilitarian-
ism. In 0186, after a visit to Europe, be received a diplomatic 
appointment, and held the portfolio of foreign affairs during 
the China-Japan War (1894-95), being associated with Prince 
(then Count) Ito as peace plenipotentiary. He negotiated 
the first of the revised treaties (that with Great Britain), and 
for these various services he received the title of count. He 
died in Tay* in act& Ifis statue in bronze stands before the 
foreign office in TOkyli. 

MUTSU RIM, Macaw, or EMPEROR, 01/ JAPAN (1852- ), 
was born on the 3rd of November i852, succeeded his father, 
Osahito, the former emperor, in January t867, and was crowned 
at Osaka on the 31st of October r868. The country was then 
in a ferment .  owing to the concessions which had been granted 
to foreigners by the preceding shogdn lyernochi, who in 1834 
concluded s treaty with Commodore Petty by which it was 
agreed that -certain ports should be open to toreign trade! 
This convention gave great offence to the more conservative 
daimios; and on their initiative the mikado suddenly decided 
to abolish the shogunate. This resolution WA, not carried out 
without strong opposition. The reigning shogun, Kelki; yielded 
to the decree, but many of his followers were not so complaisant, 
and it was only by force of arms that the new order of things 
was imposed on the country. The main object of those who 
had adiocated the change was to lead to a reversion to the 
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pdmitive condition of affairs, when the wild of the mikado was 
absolute and, when the presence in Japan 'of the hated foreigner 
was unknown. But the reactionary party was not to be allowed 
to monopolize revolutions. To their surprise and• discomfiture, 
the powerful Mamie' of Satsuma and Chashtt suddenly declared 
themselves to be in favour of opening the country to foreign 
intercourse, and of adopting many far-reaching reforms. With 
this movement Mutsu Hito was cordially in agreement, and of 
his own motion he invited the foreign representatives to an 
audience on the sstd of March z868. As Sir Harry Parkes, 
the British minister, was on his way to this assembly, he was 
attacked by a number of two-swotted samurai, who, but for 
his guard, would doubtless have succeeded in assassinating 
him. The outrage was regarded by the emperor and his minis-
ters as a reflection on their honour. and they readily made all 
reparation within their power. While these agitations were 
afoot, the emperor, with his advisers, was maturing a political 
constitution which was to pave the way to the assumptioa by 
the emperor of direct personal rule. As a step in this direction, 
Mutsu Hito transferred his capital from KA% to Yedo, the 
former seat of the Megan? government, and marked the event 
by renaming the city T6ky6, or Eastern Capital. In 1869 the 
emperor paid a visit. to his old capital, and there took as ,  his 
imperial consort a princess of the house of Ichij6. In the same 
year Matsu Hit* bound himself by oath to. institute certain 
reforms, the fiat of which TM the establishment of a deliberative 
assembly. In this onward movement he was supported by the 
majority of the &ludo% who is a supreme moment of patriotism 
surrendered their estates and privileges to their sovereign. This 
was the death-knell of the feudalism which ,  had existed for so 
many centuries in Japan, and gave Mutsu Hito the- free diand 
which be desired. A centralised bureaucracy took the place of 
the old system, and the nation moved rapidly along the road of 
progress. Everything European • was eagerly adopted, even 
down to frock-coats and patent-leather boots for the *Adak. 
Tonere was abolished (x873), and a judicial code, adapted from 
the Code Nspolflon, was authorised. The first railway—that 
from Yokohama to Tiolat—was opened in 1872; the European 
calender was adopted, and English was introduced into the 
cunicabun of the common schwas. Fe all these reforms Mutsu 
Hito took a leading past. But it was not to be expected that 
stack sweeping changes could be effected without opposition, 
and thrice during the period between 1876 and raga the emperor 
had to face serious rebellious ,movements la the provinces. 
These be succeeded n:suppressing; and even amid these pre. 
occupations he managed to indict a check on his huge neighbour, 
the empire of China. As the government of this state declared 
that it was incapable of punishing certain Formosan pirates for 
outrages committed on Japanese Mira ( 1874), Mutsu Hite 
landed a force on the island, and, having inflicted chastisement 
on the bandits, remained in possession of certain districts until 
the compensation demanded from Peking was paid. The un-
paralleled advances which had been made by the government 
were now held by the emperor and his advisers to justify a 
demand for the revision of the foreign treaties, and negotiations 
were opened with this object. They failed, however, and the 
comequeet disappointment gave.rise to a strong reaction against 
everything foreign throughout the country. Foreigners were 
assaulted on the roads, and even the Russian cesarevich, after. 
watts the tar Nicholas IL, was attacked by would-be assassins 
in the streets of Tokyo. A renewed attempt to revise the 
treaties in 1894 was • more suceereful, and in that year Great 
Mutinied the way by coaducling a revised Aunty with Japan. 
Other nations followed, and by Igor all those obnoxious clauses 
suggestive of political inferiority had finally disappeared from the 
Wades. In the sane year (1894) war broke out with China, and 
Mutsu Hlto, in common with his subjects, showed the greatest 
noel kir the campaign. He reviewed the troops as they left 
the shores of Japan for Rena and Maw-hurls, and personally 
distributed rewards. to those who jiad Won distinction. In 
the weer with Russia, tens-s, the same was the case, and it was 
to the virtues of their =Dace that his genardaloyallyescribed 

 

the Japanese adctodes. In his wise patriotism, as in all matters, 
Mutsu Hite always placed himself in the van of his countrymen: 
He led them out of the trammels of feudalism; by his progressive 
rule he lived to see his country advanced to the first rank of 
nations; and be was the first Oriental sovereign to form an 
offensive and defensive alliance with a first-rate Europeaa 
power. In 1869 Mutsu Rita married Princess Haru, daughter 
of Ichijit Tadaka, a noble of the first rank. He has one son 
and several daughters, his heir-apparent being Yoshi Hilo, who 
was born on the 31st of August 1879, and marded ' in moo 
Princess Sada, daughter of Prince Raja, by whom he bad three 
sons before ;9o9. Mutsu Hite adopted the epithet of Meiji, or 
" Enlightened Peace," as the neap or title of his reign. Thus 
the year rigor, according to the Japanese calendar, Was the 
34th year of Meiji. 

MUTTRA. or Mamma, a city and district of British India 
in the Agra division of the United Provinces. The city is on the 
right bank of the Jumna, 30  in. above Agra; it is an important 
railway junction. Pop. (mod, 60,o42. It is an ancient town, 
meationed by Fa Hien as a centre of Buddhism about A.D. ma; 
his successor Man Tsang, about 69o, states that it then con-
tained twenty Buddhist monasteries and five Brahmanical 
temples. Muttra has suffered more from idahommedan plunder 
than most towns of northern India. It was sacked by Mali-
mud of Ghazni In 1017-18; about isco Sultan Mancha Lodi 
utterly destroyed all the Hindu shrines, temples and Images; 
and in s636 Shah Johan appointed a governor expressly to 
"stamp out idolatry." In 1669-7o Aurangzeb visited_ the city 
and continued the work of destruction. Muttm was again 
captured and plundered by Ahmed Shah with senor Afghan 
cavalry In r756. The town still terms a great centre of Hindu 
devotion, and large numbers of pilgrims flock annually to the 
festivals. The special air of Krishna with which the neighbour-
hood is associated seems to be of .comparatively late date. 
Much of the prosperity of the town is due to the residents of a 
great family of seths or native bankers, who were conspicuously 
loyal during the Mutiny. Temples and bathing-stairs line the 
river bank. The majority are modern, but the mosque of 
Aurangseb, on a lofty site, dates from 1669. Most of the public 
buildings are of white stone, handsomely carved. There are 
an American mission, a Roman Catholic church, a museum of 
antiquities, and a cantonment for a British cavalry regiment. 
Cotton, paper and pilgrims' charm's are the chief articles of 
manufacture. 

The Darn= or Marna has an area of leas sq. in. It consists 
of an irregular strip of territory lying on both sides of the 
Jumna. The general level is only broken at the south-western 
angle by low ranges of limestone hills. The eastern half con. 
sits for the most part of a rich upland plain, abundantly irrigated 
by wells, rivers and canals, while the western portion, though 
rich in mythological association and antiquarian remains, u 
comparatively uniavoured by nature. For eight months of the 
year the Jamas shrinks to the dimensions of a mere rivulet, 
meandering through a waste of sand. During the rains, how-
ever, it swells to a mighty stream, a mile or mom in breadth. 
Formerly nearly the whole of Muttra consisted of pasture and 
woodland, but the roads constructed as relief works in 1837-1838 
have thrown open many large tracts of country, and the task 
of reclamation has since proceeded rapidly. The population 
is 1901 was 763,099, showing an Increase of 7 % in the 
decade. The principal crops are millets, pulse, aittonv mheat, 
barley and sugar cane.' The famine of 1878 was severely. felt. 
The eastern half of the district is watered by the Agra canal, 
which is navigable, and the western half by branches of the 
Ganges canal A branch of the Rajputana railway, from 
Achneca to Hathras, crosses the district; the chord line of the 
East India, from Agra to Delhi, traverses it from north to south; 
and a new line, oonnetting with the Great Indian Peninsula, 
was opened in zgos. 

The central portion of Muttra district forms one of the most 
sacred spots in Hindu mythology. A circuit of 84 ken around 
Gskul and Brindaban bears the name of the Braj-Mandal, and 
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carries with it awry associations of earliest Aryan times. 
Here Krishna and his brother Balarama fed their cattle upon the 
plain, and numerous relics of antiquity in the towns of Matra, 
Gobardhan, Gokul, Mambas' and Brindaban still attest the 
sanctity with which this holy tract was invested. During the 
Buddhist period Muttm became a centre of the new faith. 
After the invasion of Mabmud of Ghazni the city fell into 
insignificance till the reign of Akira; and thenceforward its 
history merges in that of the Jets of Bharatpur, until it again 
acquired separate individuality under Suraj Mal in the middle 
of the [8th century. The Bharatpur chiefs took an active part 
in the disturbances consequent on the declining power of the 
Mogul emperors, sometimes on the imperial side, and at others 
with the Mahrattas. The whole of Matra passed under. British 
rule in dos. 

See F. S. Growse, Mahan (Allahabad, leas). 
=TULE (Lat. modulus, a stay or bracket), in architecture 

the rectangular black under the soffit of the cornice of the Greek 
Doric temple, which is studded with game. it is supposed to 
represent the piece of timber through which the wooden pep 
were driven in order to hold the rafter in position, and it follows 
the rake of the roof. In the Roman Doric order the mutule 
was horizontal, with sometimes a crowning fillet, so that it 
virtually fulfilled the purpose of the modillion in the Corinthian 
cornice. 

■UZAPPAR-ED-DIN. shah of Persia (r853-19o7), the second 
son of Shah Nasved-Din, was born on the z5tb of March 1853. 
He was in due course declared soli aid, or heir-apparent, and 
invested with the governorship of Azerbaijan, but on the 
assassination of his father in 1896 it was feared that his elder 
brother, Zill-es-Sultan, the governor of Isfahan, might prove 
a dangerous rival, especially when it was remembered that 
bluzaffar-ed-Din bad been mailed to Teheran by his father upon 
his failure to suppress a Kurd rising in his province. The 
British and Russian governments, in order to avoid wide-
spread disturbances, agreed however to give him their support. 
All opposition was thus obviated, and Ifuzallar-ed-Dla was 
duly enthroned on the 8th of June deb, the Russian general 
Kosakowsky, commander of the Persian Cossacks, presiding over 
the ceremony with drawn sword. On this occasion the new 
shah announced the suppression of all purchase of civil and 
military posts, and then proceeded to remit in perpetuity all 
taxes on bread and meat, thus lightening the tazatioq on food, 
which had caused the only disturbances in the last reign. But 
whatever hopes may have been aroused by this auspicious 
beginning of the reign were soon dashed owing to the exttava-
puce and profligacy of the court, which kept the treasury its 
a chronic state of depletion. Towards the end of 1896 the 
Amin-es-Sultan, who had been grand vizier during the last 
years of Nasr-ed-Din's reign, was disgraced, and Muzaffar-ed-
Dia announced his intention of being in future his•own grand 
vizier. The Amin-ad-Dowla, a less masterful servant, took 
office with the lower title of prime minister. During his short 
adrdinistration an elaborate scheme of reforms was drawn up 
on paper, and remained on paper. The treasury continued 
empty, and in the spring of AO Amin-es-Sultan was recalled 
with the special object of filling it. The delay of the British 
government in sanctioning a loan in London gave Russia her 
opportunity. A Russian loan was followed by the establishment 
of a Russian bank at Teheran, and the vast expansion of 
Russian influence generally. At the beginning of z9oo a 
fresh gold loan was negotiated with Russia, and a few 
months later bluzaffar-ed-Din started on a tour in Europe 
by way of St Petersburg, where he was received with great 
state. He subsequently went to Paris to visit the Exhibition 
of moo, and while there an attempt en his life was made 
by a madman named Francois Salem. In spite of this 
experience the shah so enjoyed his European tour that he 
determined to repeat it as soon as possible. By the end of 
mot his treasury was spin empty; but a fresh Russian loan 
replenished it and in mot he again came to Europe, paying 
on this occasion a state visit to England. On his way back  

he stopped- at St Petersburg, and at a banquet Wren in lis 
honour by the tsar toasts were exchanged of unmistakable 
significance. None the less, during his visit to King Edward VII 
the shah bad been profuse in his expressions of friendship for 
Great Britain, and in the spring of mot a special mission was 
sent to Teheran to invest him with the Order of the Garter. 

The shah's misguided policy bad created widespread dis-
affection in the country, and the brunt of popular disfavour 
fell on the atabeg (the title by which the Amin-es-Sultan was 
noir known), who was once more disgraced in September mos. 
The war with Japan now relaxed the Russian pressure on 
Teheran, and at the same time dried up the source of supplies; 
and the clergy, giving voice to the general misery and discontent, 
grew more and more outspoken in their denunciations of the 
shah's misrule. Nevertheless Itturaffar-ed-Din defied public 
opinion by making another journey to Europe in 19o5; but, 
though received with the customary distinction at St Petersburg, 
be failed to obtain further supplies. In the summer of mob 
popular discontent culndnated in extraordinary demonstrations 
at Teheran, which practically amounted to a general strike. 
The shah was forced to yield, and proclaimed a liberal con-
stitutios, the first parliament bring opened by him on the trth 
of October mot Mazaffar-ed-Din died on the 8th of January 
tam being succeeded by his ton Mabommed All If irza. 

■UZAPPARGABH, • town and district of British India, 
in the Malian division of the Punjab. The town is near the 
right bank of the river Chenab, and has a railway station. 
Pop. (1901), 4018. Its fort and a mosque were built by Marsh 
If uzaffar Khan in 1794-1796. 

The Dimmer or MVZAPPARGAR8 occupies the lower and of 
the Sind-Sager Doab. Area, 3635 sq. m. In the northern 
half of - the district is the wild &al or central desert, an arid 
elevated tract with a width of ao m. in the extreme north, 
which gradually contracts until it disappears about to m. 
south of Muzaffargarh town. Although apparently a tableland, 
it is really composed of separate sandhills, with intermediate 
valleys lying at a lower level than that of the Indus, and at 
times flooded. The towns stand on high sites or are protected 
by embankments; but the villages scattered over the lowlands 
are •expoeed to annual inundations, during which the people 
abandon their grass-built huts, and take refuge on wooden 
platfonneattached to each house. Throughout the cold weather 
large herds of camels, belonging chiefly to the Povindals 
merchants of Afghanistan, graze upon the sandy waste. 

The district possesses hardly any distinct annals of its OW/I, 
having always formed part of Matsu (q.s.). The population 
in mot was 405,656, showing an Increase of 6.4% in the decade, 
due to the extension of irrigation. The principal crops are 
wheat, pulse, rice and indigo. The most important domestic 
animal is the camel. The district is crossed by :the North. 
Western railway, and the boundary rivers are navigable, besides 
furnishing numerous irrigation channels, originally constructed 
under native role, 

g rIZAPPARNIOAlt, a town -and district of British India, 
in the Meerut division of the United Provinces. The town is 
mo ft. above the sea, and has a station on the North.glestzra 
railway. Pop. (MOO, 33444. It is an important trading centre 
and has a mandfacture of blankets. It was founded about au 
by the son of Muzaffar Khan, Khan-i•jahan, one of the famous 
Sayid family who rose to power under the emperor Shah Japan. 

The DISTRICT or MUTAPTARMAGAR has an area of :666 sq. m. 
It lies near the northern extremity -of the Doab or great alluvial 
plain between the Ganges and the Jumna, and shams to a large 
extent in the general monotony of that level region. A great 
portion is sandy and 'infertile; but under irrigation the soil is 
rapidly improving, and in many places the villagers have 
succeeded in introducing a high state of cultivation. Before 
the opening of the canals Muarifarnagar wai liable to famines 
caused by drought; but the danger from this bas been mini-
mized by the spread of irrigation. It is traversed by four main 
canals, the Ganges, Anupolsahr, Deoband and Eastern Alma. 
Its Lades confined to the raw asterisk it madam The 
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elimate of the district is comparatively cool, swing to the 
proximity of the hills; and the average annual rainfall le 33 In. 
The population in soot was 877488, showing an increase of 
s3•5 % in the decade, which was a period of unexampled 
prosperity. The mincipal crops are wheat, pulse, cotton and 
sugar-cane. The district is crossed by the NottirWeatera 
rawer from Delhi to Saharanpur. 

Triads tradition represents Muraffaznagar as having formed a 
portion of the Pandava kingdom of the MaloIlisdrala; authentic 
history, however, dates from the time of the Moslem conquests 
in the 13th century, from which time it remained a dependency 
of the various Mahommedan dynasties which ruled at Delhi 
until the practical downfall of the Mogul Empire in the middle 
of the tab century. in 1788 the district fell into the.bands 
of the Mainattas. After the fall of Aligarh, the whole Doeb 
as far north as the Sivrablt hills passed into the hands of the 
British without a blow, and Muzaffarnagar became part of 
Saharanpur. It was created a separate jurisdiction in 1824. 
During the Mutiny there was some disorder, chiefly occasioned 
by official weakness, but no severe fighting. 

See llsosfansagar District Gardker (Allahabad, 1903). 
MUZAFFARPUIL a town and district of British India, in the 

Patna division of Bengal. The town is on the right bank of 
the Little Gandak river, and has a railway station. Pop. (1901), 
45,617. The town is well laid out, and is an important centre 
of trade, being on the direct route from Patna to Nepal. It is 
the headquarters of the Behar Light Horse volunteer corps and 
has a college established In 1899. 

The DISIRiCT or 111177.AffAIWUR has an area of 3o3s sq. us. It 
was formed in January r875 out of the great district of Tithoot, 
which up to that time was the largest and most populous district 
of Lower Bengal. The district is an alluvial plain between the 
Ganges and the Great Gandak, the Baghmat and Little Gandak 
being the principal rivers within it. South of the Little Gandak 
the land is somewhat elevated, with depressions_ containing 
lakes toward the south-east. North of the Baghmat the land 
is lower and marshy, but is traversed by elevated dry ridges. 
The tract between the two rivers is lowest of all and liable to 
floods. Pop. (1901), 2,754,790, showing an increase of. z•s % 
6 the decade. Average density, 9 14 per sq. m., being exceeded 
in all India only by the neighbouring district of Saran. Indigo 
(superseded to some extent, owing to the fall in price, by sugar) 
and opium are largely grown. Rice is the chief grain crop, 
and cloth, carpets and pottery are manufactured. The district 
is traversed in several directions by the Tirboot system of the 
Bengal and North-Western railway. It suffered from drought 
in 1873-1874, and again in 1897-1898. 

See lfassfarled District Gauged (Calcutta, 1900- 

larnani OMOLAMO 	so2), Italian painter, was 
born at Acquafredda, near Breads, in i528. Under Romanino, 
an imitator of Titian, he studied his art, designing and colouring 
according to the principles of the Venetian school. But it was 
not until be bad left his native place, still in early youth, and 
had repaired to Rome about ism that he came into notice. 
Thew his pictures soon gained for him the surname of /lagoon 
Jo' torsi (the -young man of the landscapes); chestr.ut-trees 
are predominant In these works. He next tried the more 
elevated style of historical painting. He imitated Michelangelo 
in giving greet prominence to the anatomy of his figures, and 
became fond of painting persons emaciated by abstinence or 
even disease His great picture of the " Resurrection of 
Lazarus" at once established his fame. Michelangelo praised 
it, and pronounced its author one of the first artists of that age. 
It was placed in the church of Santa Maria Maggiore, but was 
afterwards transferred to the Quirinal Palace. Medan°, with 
dogged perseverance (at one time he shaved his head, so as not 
to be tempted to go out of doors), continued to proceed in the 
path on which he had entered. He grew excellent in depicting 
foreign and military costumes, and in introducing landscapes 
into hie historical pieces after the manner of Titian. Mosaic 
working also occupied Ids attention while he was employed as 

moss 	dent at the Vatican; and it became under his hinds 
a pedect imitation of painting. His ability and industry soon 
gained for him a handsome fortune. Part of this he expended 
in assisting `to found the Academy of St Luke in Rome. He 
died in 159z, and was buried in the church of Santa Maria 
hfaggioni. 

Many of Muziand'i• works are in the churches and palaces of 

de
Rolame; he also worked in Orvieto and Loreto. In Santa Marta 

 Angell. Rome. Is me of his chief works. " St Jerome preaching 
to Monks in the Desert "; his " Circumcision " is in the church of the 
Gml, his " Ascension " is the Amaii, and his " St Frauds reedy , 

 lag use Stigmata " in the church of the Conception. A picture by 
him, representing Christ washing the feet of Wu disciples, Is in the 
cathedral of Reims. 

111111ZIOLL. GIOVANNI (1854-1894), Italian painter, was 
born in Modena, whither his family bad removed from Castel-
vetro, on the roth of February r854. From the time that he 
began to attend the local academy at the age of thirteen he was 
recognized as a prodigy, and four years later, by the unanimoOs 
vote of the judges, he gained the Poletti scholarship entitling 
him to four years' residence in Rome and Florence. After his 
return to Modena, .Muzzioli visited the Paris Exhibition, and 
there came under the influence of Sir L. Alma Tadema. His 
first important picture was " In the Temple of Bacchus " (ASO; 
and his masterpiece, " The Funeral of Britannicus," was one of 
the chief successes of the Bologna Exhibition of r888. From 
1878 to his death (August S,  dips) kluzsioli lived in Florence, 
where he painted the altar-piece for the church of Castelvetro. 

1894 
 See History of Modem Italian Art, by A. R. Willard (London, 
. 

MERL a large lake of Eastern Central Africa, traversed 
by the Luapula or upper Congo. It lies 3000 ft. above the sea; 
measures about 76 m. in length by some 25 in breadth, and is 
roughly rectangular, the axis running from S.S.W. to N.N.E. 
It is cut a little south of its centre by 9° S. and through its 
N.E. corner passes sg° E. At the south end a shallow bay 
extends to 9° S. East of this, and some miles further north, 
the Luapula enters from a vast marsh inundated at high water; 
it leaves the lake at the north-west corner, making a sharp bend 
to the west before assuming a northerly direction. Besides 
the Luapula, the principal influent is the Kalungwizi, from the 
east. Near the south end of the lake lies the island of Mira, 
about 8 m. hi length, rising into plateaus boo ft. above the 
lake. Here the air is cool and balmy, the soil dry, with short 
turf and clumps of shady trees, affording every requirement for 
a sanatorium. Mweru was reached by David Livingstone in 
:867, but its western shore was first explored in deo by Sir 
Alfred Sharpe, who two years later effected its circumnavigation. 
The eastern shores from the Luapula entrance to its exit, 
together with Kflwa Island, belong to British Central Africa, 
the western to the Belgian Congo. 

MYAUNOIIYA. a district in the Irrawaddy division of lower 
Burma, formed in 7893 out of a portion of Bassein district, and 
reconstituted In 19o3. It has an area of 2663 sq. m., and a 
Population (r901) of 278,119, showing an increase of 49% in 
the decade and a density of 104 inhabitants to the square mile. 
Among the population were about 72,Soo Christians, mostly 
Karen. The district is a deltaic tract, bordering south on the 
sea and traversed by many tidal creeks. Rice cultivation and 
fishing occupy practically all the inhabitants of the district. 
The town of lifyaungmya had 4717 inhabitants in icrox. 

MYCENAE, one of the most ancient cities of Greece, was 
situated on a hill above the northern extremity of the fertile 
Argive plain—nbew 'Anew lirroilbrao. Its situation is ex-
ceedingly strong, and it commands all the roads leading from 
Corinth and Achaea into the Argive plain. The walls of Mycenae 
are the greatest monument that remains of the Heroic age 
in Greece; part of them is similar in style and doubtless con-
temporary in date with the walls of the neighbouring town 
Tiryns. There can therefore be little doubt that the two 
towns were the strongholds of a single race, Tiryns commanding 
the sea-coast and Mycenae the inner country. Legend tells 
of the rivalry between the dynasties of the Pelopidae at Jammu 
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and of the Proetidae at Argos. In early historic times Argos 
bad obtained the predominince. The Mycenaeans, who had 
temporarily regained their independence with the help of 
Sparta, fought on the Greek side at Plataea in 479 B.C. The 
long warfare between the two cities lasted till 468. B.C., when 
Mycenae was dismantled and its inhabitants dispersed. The 
city never revived; Strabo asserts that no trace of it remained 
In his time, but Psusanias describes the ruins. For the character 
of Mycenaean art and of the antiquities found at Mycenae 
see Anwar Crtrturarros. 

The extant remains of the town of Mycenae are spread over 
the bill between the village of Charted and the Acropolis. 
They consist of some traces of town walls and of houses, and 
of an early bridge over the stream to the east, on the toad 
leading to the Herseum. The walls of the Acropolis are in  

of thin siabsof None Set up on end, with'others lifd acmes the 
top , of them; at the part of this enclosure ndarest to the Lion 
Gate is an entrance. Some have supposed the circle of slabs 
to be the retaining wall of a tunmius; but its structure is not 
solid enough for suds a purpose, and it can baldly be anything 
but a sacred endosbre. It was within this circle that Dr H. 
Schliemann found the five graves that contained a Marvellous 
wealth of gold ornaments and other objects; • sixth was sub-
sequently found. Above one of the graves was a small circular 
altar, and there were also sevetal sculptured slabs set up above 
them. The graves themselves went mere shafts soak in the 
rock. Dr Schliemann identified them with the graves of 
Agamemnon, Cassandra, and their companion, which were 
shown to Pausanias within the walls; and there can be little 
doubt that they are the graves that gave rise to the tradition, 

Word as • Poo io Sclambhank•s Scilaarpui a Esinatiew 

Fm. t.—Plan of the 

the shape of an irregular triangle, and occupy a position of 
great natural strength between two valleys. They are preserved 
to a considerable height on all sides, except where the ravine 
is precipitous and they have been carried away by a landslip, 
they are for the most part built of irregular blocks of great 
size in the so-called " Cyclopian " style, but certain portions, 
notably that near the chief gate, are built in almost regular 
courses of squared stones; there are also some later repairs in 
polygonal masonry. The main entrance is called the Lion Gate. 
from the famous triangular relief which fills the space above 
its massive lintel. This represents two lions confronted, resting 
their front legs on a low altar-like structure on which is a 
pillar which stands between them. The device is a translation 
into stone of a type not uncommon in gem-cutter's and 
goldsmith's work of the " Mycenaean " age. The gate is 
approached by a road commanded on one side by the city wall, 
on the other by a projecting tower. There is also a postern 
gate on the north side of the wall, and at its eastern extremity 
are two apertures in the thickness of the wall. One of these 
leads out on to the rocks above the southern ravine, the other 
leads to a long staircase, completely concealed in the wall and 
the rocks, leading down to a subterranean 'well or spring. Just 
within the Lion Gate is a projection of the wall surrounding a 
curious circular enclosure, consisting of two concentric circles 

Citadel of Mycenae. 

though the historical identity of the persons actually buried in 
them is a more difficult question. Onside the circle, especially 
to the south of it, numerous remains of houses of the Mycenaean 
age have been found, and others, terraced up at various levels, 
occupy almost the whole of the Acropolis. On the summit, 
approached by a well-preserved Bight of steps, are the remains 
of a palace of the Mycenaean age, similar to that found at 
Tiryns, though not so complicated or extensive. Above them 
arc the foundations of a Doric temple, probably dating from the 
last days of Mycenaean independence in the 5th century. 

Numerous graves have been found in the slopes of the hills 
adjoining the town of Mycenae. Most of these consist merely of 
a chamber, usually square, excavated in the rock, and approached 
by a " droraos " or horizontal approach in the side of a hill. 
They are sometimes provided with doorways faced with stucco, 
and these have painted ornamentation. Many of these tombs 
have been opened, and their contents are in the Athena museum. 
Another and much more conspicuous kind of tomb is that 
known as the beehive tomb. There are eight of them at Mycenae 
itself, and others in the neighbourhood. Some of than were 
visible in the time of Pausanias, who calls them the place. 
where Atreus and his sons kept their treasures. Then-can, 
however, be no doubt that they were the tombs of princely 
families. The largest and best preserved of them, now 
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commonly called the Treasury of Atreus, Is just outside the Lion 
Gate It consists of a circular domed chamber, nearly so ft 
in diameter and in height, a smaller squire chamber opens out 
of it ft is approached by a horiamtal avenue so ft wide and 
its ft. long, with side walk of squared stone sloping up to a 
height of as ft. The doorway was flanked with columris of 
alabaster, with rich spiral ornament, now in the British Museum. 
and the rest of the facade was very richly decorated, as may 
be seas from Chipiees fine restomuon The inside of the 
vault was ornamented with attached bronze ornaments, but 
not, as is sometimes stated, entirely lined with bronze. It is 
generally supposed that these tombs, as well as those excavated 
in the rock. belong to a later date than the shaft-tombs on the 
Acropolis. 

See H Schlieniann. Mycelia, (inye).0 Schuchhardt. Sclifienuises 
Examiners/ (Eng. trans.. i891 ). Chr Tsountas. lastassi sal tlissimisbi 
stamen& (tbgl,f; Tsountas and Italian. The Mycenaean Age .013971; 
Perrot and Chimes. filature de dans tontsmsk. vol.. Cart 
Mycesentse Various reports in Efseissisa rib Ye &molar and in 
Teemed' itossial."4. (E. Ga.) 

MYCETOZOA (Myzamycetes. Schleimpikel. in zoology. a 
group of organisms reproducing themselves by spores. These 
are produced in Of on sporangia which are formed in the air 
and the spores are distributed by the currents of air They 
thus differ from other spore-bearing members of the animal 
kingdom (which produce their spores while immersed in Water 
or. in the case of parasites. within the fluids of their hosts), 
and resemble the Fungi and many of the lower green plants 
In relation with this conditionof their fructification the structures 
formed at the spore-bearing stage to contain or support the 
spores present a remarkable resemblance to the sporangia of 
certain groups of Fuagi, from which, however, the Mamma 
are essentially different. 

Although the sporangial and some other phases have long been 
known, and Fries bad enumerated sea species in s8m, the 
main features of their life-history were first- worked out in 185g -
ratio by de Bary (i and a). He showed that in the Mycetozoa 
the spore hatches out as a mass of naked protoplasm which 
almost immediately assumes a free-swimming flagellate form 
(sees Pore), that after multiplying by division this passes into an 
antoeboid phase. and that from such amoebae the plasmodia 
arise, though the mode of their origin was not ascertained by him, 

The plasmodium of the Mycetozoa is a mass of simple proto-
plasm, without a differentiated envelope and endowed with 
the power of active locomotion. It penetrates the interstices 
of decaying vegetable matter, or, in the case of the species 
Badkainia tdricularis, spreads' as a film on the surface of living 
fungi; it may grow almost indefinitely in slze, attaining under 
favourable conditions several feet in extent It constitutes 
the dominant phase of the life-history From the plasmodium 
the sporangia take their origin. It was Cienkowski who (in 
1863) contributed the important fact that the plasmodia arise 
by the fusion with one another of numbers of individuals in 
the amoeboid phase—a mode of origin which is now generally 
recognized as an essential feature in the conception of a 
plasmodium, whether as occurring among the alycetozoa or 
in other groups (7). De Bary clearly expressed the view that 
the file-history of the Mycetozoa shows them to belong not 
to the vegetable but to the animal kingdom, 

The individual sporangia of the Mycetozoa are, for the most 
part, minute structures. rarely attaining the size of a mustard-
seed, though, in the composite form of aethalia, they may 
form cake-like masses an inch or more across (fig. at) They are 
found, stalked or sessile. in small clusters or distributed by the 
thousand over a wide area many feet in diameter, on the bark 
of decaying trees, on dead leaves or sticks, in woods and shrub-
beries. among the stems of plants on wet moors. and. generally, 
at the madam in localities where there is a substratum of decaying 
vegetable matter sufficiently moist to allow the plasmodium 
to live. Tan-heaps have long been known as a favourite habitat 
of Fisko replica, the plasmodia of which, emerging in bright 
yellow masses at the surface prior to 'the sporangial (in this 
case aethalial) phase. are known as " Bowers of tan" The 

erpanderi Condition of the plasmodium, varying in 
colour in different species and traversed by a network of vein-
like channels (fig. s), has long been known. The plasmodia' 
stage was at one time regarded as representing a distinct group 
of fungi, to which the generic name Mesoderm, was applied. 
The species of Mycetozoa are widely distributed over the world in 
temperate and tropical latitudes where there is sufficient 
moisture for them to grow, and they must be regarded as not 
inconsiderable agents in the disintegraung processes of nature, 
by which complex organic substances to decomposed into 
simpler and more stable chemical groups. 

CiailifiCaliOX —The Mycetosoa, as here understood, fall into 
three main divisions. The Endosporeae, in which the spores are 
contained within sporangia, form together with the Exosporeae, 
which bear their spores on the surface of sporophores, a natural 
group characterized by forming true plasmodia. They con-
stitute the Euplasmodida. Standing apart from then is the 
small group of the mould-like So rophora. in which the amoeboid 
individuals only come together immediately prior to spore-
formation and do not completely fuse with one another 

A number of other organisms living on vegetable and animal 
bodies, alive or dead, and leading an entirely aquatic life, are 
included by Zopf (3i) under the Mycetozoa, as the " Monadhia," 
in distinction from the " Eumycetosoa," consisting of the three 
groups above mentioned. The alliance of some of these (e.g. 
Proltemetas) with the Mycetozoa is probable, and was accented 
by de Bary, but the relations of other Moosallna are obscure, 
and appear to be at least as close with the Hamm (with which 
many have in fact been -classed). The limits here adopted, 
following de Bary, include a group of organisms which, as 
shown by their life-history, belong to the animal stock, and yet 
alone among animals ,  they have acquired the habit, widely 
found in the vegetable kingdom, of developing and distributing 
their spores in air. 

Class MYCETOZOA. 
Sub-class 1.—Evrissuorson.,  

Divides L—Eadosporese. 
Cohort 1.—Amaurosporales. 

Sub-cohort 1.—Calcarineae. 
Order t. Physaraceae. Genera: Badbasini, Physartati, Physarella, 

Trichaispkora,Eriessesa. Cieskowskia, Fair, Criteria's, 
Leso ►par, Cliondrisdasto. Diackm. 

Order 3. Didyinia0410. Genera: Didymium, Spairsaria, 
denim 

Sub-cohort 2.—Amiturochaetineae. 
Order 1. Stemonitacese. Genera: Stemoseis, Comalrichet, Etter- 

thertesta, Echisorelnais. Lamproderma, Clartoderma. 
Order a Aumuischaetaceae. Genera: Asia srocharte, Beefeldia. 

Cohort 2.—Lamprosporales. 
Sub-cohort t.—Anemmeae. 

Order r Heterodennaceae. Genera: Lindbiodis, Cribraria, 
Dieyditaa. 

Order s. Liomme. Genera: beat, °noddles. 
Order 3. Tubulinaceae. Genera: Tatiana°. Stphoptyclihns, Ahrisia. 
Order 4. Reticulariaceoe. Genera: Delydiarlittos. Enleridisen. 

•Reeindaria. 
Order 5. Lycoulacese. Genus: Lycogala. 

Sub-cohort s.—Calonemineae. 
Order r. Triehlaceae. Genera: Tricks, Oligestesta, Menetrichia, 

Caramel& 
Order a. Arcyriaceae. Genera: Anyria. Lachisrbalet. Perichaesa. 
Order 3. Margaritaceae. Genera: Margarita. Dimon°, Preto-

trickle, Listerella. 
Division 1.—Exospareac 

Order r. Ceratiomyxaceae. Genus: Ceraliataysa. 
Subclass 2.—SOROPRORA. 

Order r. Guttulinacese. Genera: Copiague. Ga tteliem Cara-
Iowan. 

Order 2. Dictyosteliacese. Genera: Dietyorteliase. Andes. Pay-
sphindylists. 

Burniki. a member of Zopfs Monadina, likewise forms its spores 
in air 

The classification of the Ettplatmodida here given is that of A. 
and G. Lister (as). the outcome of a careful study of the group 
extending over more than twenty-five years. The writer of this 
article desires to express his indebtedness to the opportunities he 
has had of becoming familiar with the work of his father. Mr A. Lister. 
F R.S.. whose views on the affinities and life-historyof the Mycenaean 
he has endeavoured herein to summarize. 



After A. Una. 
k—Stages in the Hatching of the 
Spores of Dulymtum different. 

e, The unruptured spore. 
b, The protoplasmic contents of the spore 

emerging. It contains a nucleus with 
the (light) nucleolus, and a contractile 
vacuole (shaded) 

c, The same, free from the spore wall. 
Zoospote. with nucleus at the base of 
the flagellum, and contractile vacuole. 

e, A zoospore with pseudopodia! processes 
at the posterior end, to one of which 
a bacillus adheres. Two digestive 
vacuoles in the interior contain in. 
gested 

f, Amocboid phase with retracted 
flagellum. 
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LIFE-HISTORY OF THE MYCETOZOA 

EI^PLASMODIDA 
Endosporeee. 

We may begin our survey of the life-history at the point where 
the spores, borne on currents of air, have settled among wet decaying 
vegetable matter Shrunken when dry, they rapidly absorb water 

and resume the spherical 
shape which is found in 
nearly all species. Each 
is surrounded by a spore 
wall, sheltered by which 
the priltoplasm. though 
losing-  ITIOist ure by drying, 
may remain alive for as 
many as four years. In 
several cases it has been 
found to give the chemical 
reaction of cellulose. It 
is smooth or variously 
sculptured according to 
the species. Within the 
protoplasm may be seen 
the maidens, and one or 
more contractile vacuoles 
make their appearance. 
After the spore has lain 
in water. for a period 
varying from a few hours 
to a day or two the wall 
bursts and the contained 
protoplasm slips out and 
lies free in the water as a 
minute colourless mass, 
presenting amoeboid 
movements (fig. 1, c). It 
soon assumes an elongated 
piriform shape. and a 
flagellum is developed at 
the narrow end, attaining 
a length equal to the rest 
of the body. The minute 
zoospore, thus equipped, 

swims away with a characteristic dancing motion. The proto-
plasm is granular within but hyaline 

i 
externally (fig. I. d). The 

re nucleus. lying at the end of the body whet tapers into the 
flagellum. is limited by a definite wall and contains a nuclear 

network and -a nucleolus. It often 
presents the appearance of being 
drawn out into a point towairds the 
flagellum, and a bell-like structure 
(first described by Plenge (27)1, 
staining mom darkly than the rest 
of the protoplasm, extends from the 
base of the flagellum and invests 
the nucleus (fig. 2. a and c). The 
other end of the zoospore may be 

b evenly rounded (fig. s, d) or it may 
be produced into short pseudo- 
podia (fig. t, e). By means of these 

a 	 the zoospore captures bacteria 
, which are drawn into the body and 

FIG. 2.—ZOOSpOreS of Bull:anise enclosed in  digestive vacuoles. A 
pismires, stained. 	 contractile vacuole is also present 
In and c the bell-like strut- near the hind end. Considerable

ture investing the nucleus is movement may be observed among 
clearly seen. 	 the granules of the interior. and 
in the large zoospores of Aniatirochaese alma this may amount to an 
actual streaming, though without the rhythm characteristic of the 
plasmodia! stage. 

Other shapes may be temporarily assumed by the zoospore. 
Attaching itself to an object it 

15:5'-%  may become amoeboid, either with 
(fig. 1, f) or without (fig. 2, r) the 
temporary retraction of the flagel- 
lum; or it may take an elongated 

a 	 slug-like shape and creep with the 
Aka A. Lines 	 flagellum extended in front, with 

Fin. 3.—Three stages in the tactile and apparently exploratory 
division of the Zoospore of movements. 
Relicidaria Lyroperden. 	 That the zoospores of many 

species of the Endosporeae feed OR 
bacteria has been shown by A. 

Lister (it). New light has recently been thrown on the matter 
by Pinoy (26), who has worked chiefly with Sorophora, in which, 
as shown below, the active phase of the life-history is passed 

Figures t. 4. and it-22 are from the British Museum Guide to 
the British Mycetozoa. The other figures are from Lankester's 
Treatise on Zoology. part t. Introduction and Protozoa. Fascicle 1. 
Article Mycetozoo.  

mainly in the state of isolated amoebae. firioy finds that the 
amoebae of this group live on particular species of bacteria, and that 
the presence of the latter is a necessary condition for the develop-
ment of the Sorophora, and even (as has been recognized by other 
workers) for the hatching of their spores. Pinoy's results indicate, 
though not so conclusively, that bacteria are likewise the essential 
food of the Euplasmodida in the early phases of their life-history. 
The zoospores do, however. ingest other solid bodies. e.g. carmine 
granules (Saville Kent. 15). 

The zoospores multiply by binary fission, the flagellum balm 
withdrawn and the nucleus undergoing mitotic division, with the 
formation of a well-marked achromatic spindle (fig. it). 

It is probable that fission occurs more than once on the zoospore 
stage, but there is not satisfactory evidence to show how often 
it may be repeated.* 

At this. as at other phases of the life-bigot -Y. • resting stage 
may be assumed as the result of drying, but also from other and 
unknown causes. The flagel-
lum is withdrawn and the 
protoplasm, becoming spheri- . 

 cal, secretes a cyst wall. The 
organism thus passes into the 
condition of a etscrocyst, from 
which when dry it may be 
awakened to renewed activity 
by wetting. 

At the end of the zoospore 
stage the organism finally 
withdraws its flagellum and 
assumes the amoeboid shape. 
It is now known as an amoe-
bae. The amoebulae become 
endowed, as was first recog-
nized by Cienkowski, with 
mutual attraction, and on After A.thter. 
meeting fuse with one another. 
Fig. 4 represents a group of 
such amoebulae. Several 
have already united to form 
a common mass, to which 
others, still free, are con-
verging. The protoplasmic 
mass thus arising is the phis-
medium. The fusion between 
the protoplasmic bodies of the amoebulae which unite to form it he 
complete. Their nuclei may be traced for some time in the young 
plasmodium and no fusion between thtm has been observed at this 
stage (20). As the plasmodium increases in size by the additkin of 
amoebulae the task of following the fate of the individual nuclei by 
direct observation becomes impossible. 

The appearance of an active plasmodium of Badhasnie nirmilarts. 
which, as we have seen. lives and feeds on certain fungi, is shown in 
fig 5. It consists of a film of protoplasm, of a bright yellow colour, 
varying in size up to a foot or more in diameter. It is traversed 
by a network of breaching and anaatomosing channels, which divide 
up and are gradually lost as they approach the margin where the 
protoplasm forms a uniform and lobate border. Elsewhere the 

5.—Part of the Plasmodium of Badkanne strunleres. 

main trunks of the network may lie free with little or no connecting 
film between them and their neighbours. The plasmodia of other 
species, which live in the interstices of daca)irqg vegetable matter, 
are-less easily observed, but on emerging on the surface prior to 

*Pinoy states (26) that the spores of Spumarra al a, cultivated 
with bacteria on solid media, hatch out into amoebae, which under 
these conditions do not assume the flagellate stage. The amoeba 
from a spore was observed to give rise by three successive divisions 
to eight amoebulae. 

no. 4.—Amoebulae of Didymium 
defferste uniting to form a Plas-
modium. The common mass 
contains digestive vacuoles (o). 
The clear spherical bodies are 
micro.cysts and an empty spore-
shell as seen to the left. 
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formation they permute an metedially rimier sOpeanince. 
is, however, great variety in the degree of concenteation or 

expatiate presented by plasmodia. in relatiod with food supply, 
moisture and other circumstances. The plasmodia move slowly 
about over or in the substruum, concentrating in r gtoas where toed 
supply is abundant, and leaving those where it is exhausted. 

On examining under the microscope a film which has swmd over 
a cover-slip, the channels are seen to be streams of rapidly moving 
granular protoplasm. This movement is rhythmic in character. 
being directed alternately towards the margin of an advancing 
region of the plasmodium, and away from it. As a channel is 
watched the stream of granules is seen to become slower, and after 
a momentary pause to begin in the opposite direction. In an active 
plasmodium the duration of the flow in either direction varies from 
a minute and a half to two minutes, though it is always longer when 
in the direction of the general advance over the tubstratunt. When 
the flow of the protoplasm is in this latter direction the border be-
comes torxid, and lobes oflyalim protoplasm are seen (under a high 
magnificauon) to start forward, and soon to become filled with granu-
lar contents. When the flow is reversed, the margin becomes thin 
from the drainage away of its consents. A delicate hyaline layer 
invests the plasmodium, and is apparently lees fluid than the material 
flowing in the channels. The phenomena of the rhythmic movement 
of the protoplasm are not inconsistent with the view that they result 
from alternating contraction and relaxation of the outer layer in 
different regions of the plasmodium, but any dogmatic statement as 
to their causation appears at present inadvisable. 

Part of a stained Plasmodium of Badimunia arrienlorit. 
it Nuclei. 
b. Nuclei, some in process of simple (amitotic) division. 
r. Part of a Plasmodium in which the nuclei are in simultaneous 

mitrui• division. 
d-f. Other stages in this process. 

Minute contranik =nooks may be seen in great numbers in the 
thin parts of the plasmodium between the channels. In stained 
preparations nuclei, varying (in Badhasria nIneulariS) from 2.5 to 
5 micromillimeters in diameter, are found abundantly in the granular 
protoplasm (fig. 6. b). They contain a nuclear reuculum and one 
or more well-marked nucleoli. In any stained plasmodium some 
nuclei may be found, as shown in the figure b which appear to be 
in some stage of simple (amitotic) division, and this is, presumably, 
the chief mode in which the number of the nuclei keeps pace with 
the rapidly growing plasmodium. There is, however, another mode 
of nuclear division in the plasmodium which has hitherto been 
observed inane recorded instance (to, p. 50), the mitotic (fig. 6, ell, 

to and this appears 	befall all the nuclei of a phumodium [MU - 
taneously. What the relation of these two modes of nuclear division 
may be to the life-history is obscure. 

That the amitotic is the usual mode of nucleardivision isindicated 
by the very frequent occurrence of these apparently dividing nuclei 
and also by the following experiment. A pl asmodium of Badhamia 
ntriendaris spreading 

in 
 pieces of the fungus Asrindarie was 

observed to increase m size about fourfold in fourteen hours, and 
during this time a small sample was removed and stained every 
quarter of an hour. The later stainings showed no diminution in 
the number of nuclei in proportion to thcprotoplasm, and yet none 
of the sample showed any sign of mitotic division iao, p. O. It 
would appear therefore that the mode of increase of the nuclei during 
this period was amitotic. 

Peomzell (28) has recently referred to nuclear &ague similar to 
those here regarded as of amitotic division, but has interpreted 
them as meteor fusions. He does not, however, discuss the mode 
of multiplication of nuclei in the plasmodium. 

In the group of the Calcareae, granules of carbonate of lime are 
abundant inthe plasmodia, and in all Mycetoaoa other granules of 
undetermined nature are present. The odour of plasmodia varies 
in different species, and maY he yellow. white. Penh. purpleor Peen- 
The colouring matter is in the form of minute drops, and in the 
Calcareae these invest the lime granules.' 

Netrilien.—The plasmodium of Badkasria litrieularis, advancing 
over the pild of suitable fungi, feeds on the superficial layer dissolving 

ma such as spores of fungi or sclerotium 
the walls of the hyphaele. The protoplasm may be seen to 
contain abundant foreign 
cysts (side infra) which ve been takeq in and are undergoing 
digestion. It has been found experimentally (t t) that pieces of 
coagulated proteids are likewise taken in and digested in vacuoles. 
On the other hand it has been found that plasmodia will live, 
ultimately producing sporangia, in nutrient solutions OM It would 
appear therefore that the nutrition of plasmodia is effected in part 
by the ingestion of solid foodstuffs, and in part by the absorption 
of material in solution, and that there is great variety in the com-
plexity of the substances which serve as their food. 

Scieretiunt.—As the result of drought, the plasmodium, having 
become much denser by loss of water, passes into the sclerotial 
condition. Drawing together into a 
thickish layer, the protoplasm divides ra 
up into a number of distinct masses, IL` 
each containing some to to so nuclei, 	 ?t;', 
and acyst wall is excreted round each 
mass (fig. 7). The whole has now a 
hard brittle consistency. In this state 
the protoplasm will remain alive for 	 sir 	nil' 
two or three years. On the addition 
of water the cyst walls are ruptured_rtorZr—Section of the 
and in part absorbed, their contents rlaemomum of Bodhamis 
join together, and the active streaming uhiesilaris when pawing into 
condition of the plasmodium is re- the condition of ecienationir 
sumed. It is to be noted, however, no The nuclei contained Le 
that the scicrotial condition may be the young scicrotial cysts. 
assumed under other conditions than dryness, and scierotia may 
wen be formed in water. 

The existence of the sclerotial stage affords a ready means of 
obtaining the plasmodium for experimental purposes. If a cultiva-
tion of the plasmodium of Badkamia sdrientarit on suitable fungi 
(Skremns, Aurseulana) is allowed to become partially dry the plan. 
modium draws together and would, if drying were continued, pass 
into the scicrotial stage on the fungus. If now strips of wet blotting-
paper arc placed so as to touch theplasmodium, the latter, attracted 
by the moisture, crawls on the blotting-paper. If this is sow removed 
and allowed to dry rapidly, the plasmodium passes into sderotium 
on it' By this means the plasmodium is removed from the partially 
disintegrated and decayed fungus on which it has been feeding,and 
a clean sclenatium is obtained, which, as above stated, remains alive 
for years (25, p. 7). An easy method for obtaining small plasmodia 
for microscopic examination is to scatter small fragments, smaped 
from a piece of the hard scierotium, over cover-slips wetted with 
rain-water and kept in a moist atmosphere. In twelve to twenty-
four hours small plasmodia will be seen spreading on the cover-slips 
and these may be mounted for observation. 

The plasmodial stage ends by the formation of the sporangia. 
The plasmodium withdraws from the interstices of the material 
among which it has fed, and emerges on the surface in a diffuse or 
concentrated mass. In the use of Berikamia uirienlaris it may with-
draw from the fungus on whichit has hair (feeding, or change into 
roranbtia

d in the 
 it. T 

h 	heof B 
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nsfiroi, somtheho15thehechief differenceswill 
be 

the process and in the structure of the sporangia in other forms 
being subsequently noticed. 

When the change to sporangia begins the protoplasm of the 
plasmodium becomes eradually massed in discrete rounded lobes, 
about a half to one millimeter in diameter and scattered in clusters 
over the area occupied by the plasmodium. The reticukm of 
channels of the plasmodium becomes meanwhile less and less 
marked. When the whole of the protoplasm is drawn in to thp 
lobes, the circulation ceases. The lobes are the young sporangia. 
Meanwhile foreign bodies, taken in with the food, are ejected, and 
the protoplasm secretes on its outer surfate a pellicle of mucold, 
transparent substance which dries as the sporangia ripen. This 
invests the young sporangia, and as they rise above the substratum 
Lilts-together at their bases forming the stalks; extended over the 
substratum it forms the hypothallus, and in contact with the 
rounded surface of the sporangium it forms the sporangium-wan, 
While the sporangium-wall is formed externally a secretion of 

A solution which has thus been found favourable contains 
the following mineral salts: Kli sPO., K,HPO.,MgSO., KNOc 
CA (NO,),. a free acid, and 5% of dextrine. 

If the plaimodium is slowly dried `it is very apt to pass into 
ePorantia- 
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amine material occurs along breaching aisd laastomesing tracts 
through the protoplasm of the sporangium. giving rise to the 
capiffilistm. The greater part of the lime granules pass out of the 
protoplasm and are deposited in the caplUitium, which in the ripe 
sporangia of Badinunia is white and brittle with the contained lime 
(cf. fig. 8). In this genus some ulea are found also in the 

rinnaniii;wea 
modification
il.  Strasburger 

 cellulose 
 concludes thatthe sporangium-wall 

Flo. S.—Sporangia of Bahama pannea, souse intact, others (to 
left) ruptured, exposing the black masses of spores and the 
capillitium. The latter is white with deposited lion granules. 
An empty sporangium is seen above. 

It has been stated (16), but the observation requires confirmation, 
that a fusion of the nuclei in pairs attars early in the development 
of the sporangium. 

rs 

9.—Part of a section 
through a young Sporangium 	FIG. lo.—Part of a section 
of Tr/cheerio, showing the through a Sporangium of Trichia 
mitotic division of the nuclei (n) earn after the spores are formed. 
prior to spore formation. 

c, Capillitium thread. 
At a later stage, after the capillitium is formed, the nuclei undergo a 

mitotic division which affects all the nuclei of a sporangium simul-
taneously. This was first described by Strasburger (29). While it 

FIG. 12.—Phy50 ,14Ill WOW. 
FIG. II.—Badkomia stricidaris. 	a, Sporangia. 
a, Sporangia. 	 6, Capillitium threads, with (rag- 
e, Capillitium and duster of 	meat of the sporangium-wall 

spores. 	 attached, lime knots at the 
junctions and spores. 

is in progress the protoplasm of the sporangium divides, Into succes- 
aiveb,  smaller masses, until each daughter nucleus is the centre of a 
single mass of protoplasm. ,  These nucleated masses are the young 

, In some genera such as Arcyria and Triclia (illustrated in fip. q 
and 10) the division of the protoplasm does not occur until the nuclei 
have undergone this division. The protoplasm then divides up 
about the daughter nuclei to form the spores.  

sperm A spot...wall Is seen secreted and the raagl has now 
resolved itself into a mar of spores, traversed by the season et 
the capillitium sad enclosed in • sporangium-wall, connemed with 
thewbstratum by a stalk. As ripening proceeds, the wall becomes 
membranous and readily ruptures, sad die dry spores may be carried 
abroad on the currents of arc or washed out by rain. 

a, Groupof three Sporangia. 	a. Two Spoaangia, in one the lid 
b. Capillitinm, fragment of spar- 	has fallen away. 

anima-wall and spores. 	6, Capillitium with lime knots 
and spores. 

We may now review some of the main differences in structure 
presented by the sporangia. They may be stalked or sessile (fig. 
13). If the former, the stalk is usually, as in Badlutoria trimdare, 

FIG. 5.—Dielymiess effnern. 
a, Two Sporangia. one showing 

the columella and capillitium. 

6, Capillitium. fragment of spor-
angium-wall with carbonate 
of lime in crystals, and spores. 

16.—Lepidorlersea figrionor. 
a, Sporangium; the crystal-line 

disks of lime are seen attached 
to the sporangium-wall. 

6, Capillitium and spores. 

the continuation of the sporangium-walls (figs. It and tit). but in 
Sinnowsre and its allies (figs. 17 and IS) it is an axial structure_ 
A central cohemella may project Into the interior of the sporangium, 
either in stalked (fig. 53) or senile (fig. t3) forma. 

a 
18.—Skeensitis *wens. 

a, Sporangia. a, Group of Sporangia (nat. sire). 
6, A Sporangium deprived of 6, Portion of columella and capil. 

spores, showing the capillitium 	litium, the latter branching to 
end remains of the sporangium. 	form a superficial network. 
wall. 

The sporangium-wall may be most delicate and evanescent (fig. 17), 
or consist of • superficial network of threads (fig. 113), which in 
Dirrydrens (fig. 19) present a beautifully regular arrangement. 

FIG. le..-1:4awhires sonblicanna 	FIG. 20.—A rcyrie pearicesi. 
a, Group of Sporangia, nat. Ore. a, Group of Sporangia. 
6, A Sporangium after dispersion 6, Capillitium. 

of the spores. 	 c. Spore. 
In Chandrioderma (fig. t3) the wall is double, the inner layer being 

membranous, the outer thickly encrusted with lime granules. In 
Craterisms the upper part of the sporangium-wall is lid-like and falls 
away, leaving the spores m an open cup (fig. 14). 
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FIG. 24.—a and b, Copromyss pro- 
les, slightly magnified. 

e and d, Polyipboadyliam 
Mauro. 

c. A young soma, seem in optical 
section. A mass of elongated 
amoebulae are grouped round 
the stalk, and others are ex-
tended about the base. 

d,.A torus approaching maturity. 
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The condition of the caplilitium is Very various. In the Calcari-
neae the lime may be generally distributed through it (fig. ti), or 

lfre
red at the nodes of the network in " lime-knots " (figs. 12 and 

oirga  it may be absent from the capillitium altogether. The 
capillitium attains its highest development in the Caloeemioew 
in which the threads, known as distinct 	 case they  are re 
elaters, figs. 9 and lo) Or united

(in which 
 into a network (fig. 2o), present 

regular thwicenings in the form of spiral bands or transverse bars. 
These threads, altering their shape with varying states of moisture, 
are efficient agents in distributing the spores. In another group. 
the Anemia:  we, the capillitium is absent altogether. 

The Didymiacese are characterized by the fact that the lime, 
though present in a granular form in the plasmodium, is deposited 
on the sporangthm.wall in the form of crystals, either in radiating 
groups (fig. 15) or in disks (fig. 16). 

In mom Eadosporese the when& areseparate eyeenetrical 
bodies, but in many genera a form of fructification occurs in which 

Fm. :T.—Polito replica. 	flu. 22.—Licea 'Teruo= 
a, Aethalium. 	 e, Group of Plasmodiocarps. 
6, Capillitium threads (with b, A continuous Plassnochocarp 

lime-knots) and two spores. 
4 Spores. 

the spores are produced in masses of more or less irregular outline. 
retaining in extreme cases much of the diffuse character of the plas-
maliuns. With the apara they contain capillitium, but there are 
no traces of sporengial walls to be found in their interior. They are 
known as plasseadiecarps (fig. 22). They are characteristic of certain 
species but in others they may be formed side by side with separate 
sporangia from the same plasmodium. There is Indeed no' sharp 
hoe to be drawn between sporangia and plasmodiocarps. On the 
ether hand, the crowded condition of the sporangia of some species 
farms a transition to the large compound fructifications known 
as aedialia (fig. 21). These, either in their young stages or up to 
mat

sp
urity, retain some evidence of their formation by a coalescence 

of orangia, and in addition to the capillitium they are generally 
penetrated by the remains of the walls of the sporangia which have 
thus united. 

Ere:poring. 
It will be convenient to begin our survey of the life -history 

of Ceraliomyss, the single 
representative of the Exo- 
sporeae, at the stage at 
which the plasmodium 

from the rotten 
=7' iso which it has fed. 
At this stage it has been 
observed to spread as a film 
over a slide, and to exhibit 
the network of channels and 
rhythmic flow of the proto- 
plasm in a manner precisely 
similar to that seen in the 
Endosporeae (20. p. to). It 
soon. however, draws to- 
getha. into compact masses, 
from the surface of which 
finger-like or antler-like 
lobes grow upwards. Here 
too the secretion of a trans- 
parent mucoid substance 
occurs, which is at first 

• Leakage. F'reefer se Faro; Ese penetrated by the =tato - 

sae oa afar A. Lew: Fe ata• Fanc.t mosing strands of the 
see Weenie. 	 protoPlasm, but gradually 

FIG. 23.—Cerefieleyee sestele. 	the latter tends more and 
a, Ripe sporophore. 	 more to form a reticular and 
6, blatant% sporophore showing the ultimately a nearly continu-

development of the spores. oars superficial investment. 
e, Ripe spore. Instead of the single covering the mucoid ma-

nucleus here indicated there should terial. The latter even-
he four nuclei, as in I. madly dries and forms the 

i 
Hatching spore. 	 exceedingly delicate support 

e-A. Stages in the development of the of the spores or sporophore 
zoospores. 	 (fit.  23, a)• 

he investing pinto- 

er with its nuclei, having become arranged in an even 
r: undergoes cleavage and thus forms a pavem

gle nucleus  

(fig. 23, 6). Each of these Inanes now grows out perpendicularly 
to the surface of the semaphore. As it does so an envelope Is 
secreted, which, closing in about the base forms a slender stalk. 
The minute mass, borne on the stalk, becomes the ellipsoid spore, 
surrounded by the spore-wall. In this manner the whole of the 
protoplasmic substance of the plasmodium is converted into spores, 
borne on supporting structural (stalks and sporopbores), which are 
formed by secretion of the protoplasm. 

In the course of the development of which the external features 
have now been traced nuclear changes occur of which accounts have 
been given by Jahn (14) and by Olive (24 and 25). Jahn has Wows 
that prior to the cleavage of the protoplasm a mitotic division of 
the nuclei takes place, the daughter nuclei of which are those 
occupying the protoplasmic masses seen in fig. 2, b.' After the 
spore has risen on its stalk two further mitotic divisions occur in 
rapid sumension, and the four-nucleated conditioa characteristic 
of the spore of Canaan-0a. is thus attained. The wpm. on being 
brought into water, soon hatch (fig. 23,1), and the four nuclei 
contained in them undergo a mitotic divisioh. Meanwhile the 
protoplasm divides, at first into four, then into eight masers, and 
the latter acquire flagella,  although for some time remaining con-
nected with their fellows (fig. 23, s-k). On separating each is a free 
zoospore. 

From observation of cultivations of zoospores the impassion is 
that here, as in the Eadosporeae, they multiply by binary division, 
though no exact observations of the process have been recorded. 
The zoospores lose their flagella and become anicebulee. but the 
fusion of the latter to form plasmodia has not been directly observed 
in Ceriffianyza. although from analogy with the Endosporeae it 
can hardly be doubted that such fusions occur. 

Sorop6ore. 
The Sorophora of Zapf (Acrasiae of Van Tieghem) are a group of 

microscopic organisms inhabit-
ing the dung of herbivorous 
animals and other decaying 

'art e matter. As Piney 
l'iti  shown, the presence of 

a particular species of bacteria 
with the spores is necessary 
for their hatching and as the 
essential food of the amoebulae 
which emerge from them. There 
is no flagellate stage, and it 
is in the form of anioebulae, 
multiplying by finial, that the 
vegetative stage of the life- 
history is passed. At the end 
of this stage numbers of sums-
bulae draw together to form 
a' pseudo-plaunodiurn." This 
appears to be merely an aggre-
gation of amoebulae prior to 
spore formation. The outlines 
of the individual amoebulae are 
maintained, and there is no fu-
sion between them, as in the 
formation of the plasmodium 
of the EupLismod* 

In some genera certain of the 
amoebulae constituting the 
pseudo-plasmodium are modi-
fied into a stalk (simple in 
Catalina and Dielmsielians, 
branched in .Polysphoodynann, 
fig. 24, d), along which the 
other units creep to encyst, 
and become spores at the end 
or ends of the stalk. In other 
caws Copreiwyza,, fig. 24, 0 
and b)

( 
 the pieudo-plasmohum 

is transformed into a mass of 
encysted spores without the 
differentiation of supporting 
structures. 

It is not impossible that the 
Myzobacteriaceae of Thaxter 
may, as that author suggests, be 
allied to the Sorophora (3o). 

Resin. of dm Life-Huloriar of de Afprenntad—The data for a 
comparison of the life-history of the Mycetozoa with those of other 
Protozoa in respect of nuclear changes are at present incomplete. 

Jahn (14) described two mama divisions at this stage, but in 
Myxomycetenstudien 7—Ceratiomyra," An. dem. bin Geniis& 

mi. a (1908) he shows that only one mitotic division occurs in the 
maturing sporophore prior to cleavage.  Olive gives a preliminary 
account of a fusion of nuclei prior to cleavage, but as he has not 
seen the mitotic division which certainly occurs at this stage his 
results cannot be accepted as secure. 
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At some stage or other we are led by analogy to e=laicaltas 

 division of nuclei would occur in which the number of 
would be reduced by one half. that this would be followed by the 
formation of gametes. and that the nuclei of the latter would mbar 
quently fuse in karyogamy. 

It is dear that both in the Endosporeae and Exosporeas a ;mitotic 
division of nuclei immediately precedes spore formation. This is 
regarded by Jahn as a reduction division. If this is the ease, the 
zoospores or the amoebulae must in some way represent the gametes. 
The fusion of the latter to lone plasmodia appears to offer a pro-
cess comparable with the conjugation of gametes. but though the 
fusion of the protoplasm of the amoebulai has been often observed no 
fusion of thew nuclei (karyogamy) has been found to accompany it. 
A fusion of nuclei has indeed been described as occurring in the 
plasmodium. or at stages in the develo pment of the gia or 
sporophores, but in no case can the evicienre be re4a,ded as sets.. 
factory.' Until we have clear evidence on this point the nuclear 
history of the mycetozoa must remain incompkte. 

Jahn's observation of the mitotic division of nuclei preceding 
wore-formation in Ceratianyza gives a fixed point for comparison 
of the Exosporme with the Endosporeae. Starting from this divi-
sion it seems clear that the spore of Ceratinnyea is comparable 
with the spore of the Endosporeae except that the nucleus of the 
former has undergone two mitotic divisions. 
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■YCONIWIL FRIEDRICH (1450o-r546), Lutheran divine, was 

born on the 26th of December 1490, at Licbtenfels on the Main, 
nf worthy and pious parents, whose family name, Mecum, gave 

 the work cited in the (sit footnote Jahn described a fusion 
of nuclei as occurring in Cerattootyxa at the stage at which the 
plasmodium is emerging to form sporophores. Jahn was at first 
inclined to regard this fusion as the sexual ka of the life-
cycle, but the writer lawns by correspondence u 1910) that he 
as inclined to regard this fusion as pathological, to look for the 
essential karyogamy elsewhere.  

rise to proud uses of the word as ft appears In various place* 
in the Vulgate, whereas Myconius, from the island Myconus, 
was a proverb for meanness. His schooling was in Lichtenfels 
and at Annaberg, where be had a memorable encounter with 
the -Dominican, Tem', his point being that indulgences should 
be given pastperilau gratis. His teacher, Staffelstein, persuaded 
him to enter (July 14, aszo) the Franciscan cloister. That same 
night a pictorial dream turned his thoughts towards the 
religious standpoint which be subsequently reached as a 
Lutheran. From Annaberg he passed to Franciscan commu-
nities at Leipzig and Weimar, where he was ordained priest 
(i516); he had endeavoured to satisfy his mind with scholastic 
divinity, but next year his " eyes and ears were opened by 
the theses of Luther, whom he met when Luther touched at 
Weimar on his way to Augsburg. For six years he preached 
his new gospel, under difficulties, in various seats of his order, 
lastly at Zwickau, whence be was called to Gotha (Aug. 1524) 
by Duke John at the general desire. Here he married Margaret 
Jacken, a lady of good family. He was intimately connected 
with the general progress of the reforming movement, and 
was especially in the confidence of Luther. Twice be was 
entrusted (1528 and 1533) with the ordering of the churches and 
schools in Thuringia. In all the religious disputations and 
conferences of the time he took a leading part. At the Con-
vention of Sznalkald (x537) he signed the articles on his owe 
behalf and that of his friend Justus Menius. In 1538 he was in 
England, as theologian to the embassy which hoped to induce 
Henry VIII. on the basis of the Augsburg Confession, to make 
common cause with the Lutheran reformation; a project which 
Myconitts caustically observed might have prospered on con-
dition that Henry was allowed to be pope. Next year be was 
employed in the cause of the Reformation in Leipzig. Not 
the least important part of his permanent work is Gotha was 
the founding and endowment of its gymnasium. In :541 his 
health was failing, but he lived till the 7th of April 1546. He 
had nine children, four of whom were living in tsp. 

Though he published a good many tracts andparaphlets. Myconius 
was not distinguished as a writer. His Historic; reforsiationis, 
referring especially to Gotha, was not printed tilt 1715. See Mel-
chior Adam, Vitae theologorone (,706); J. G. Bosseck P. Ifyconii 
Aftwriaml • • • ( 1 7W); C. X. G. Lommatzsch, Narratio Jrd F. Myron& 
(1825); K. F. Ledderhose, F. Myconius (1834); also in AUgenueino 
deutsche Biog. (x886): 0. Schmidt and G. Kawerau in H' auck's 
Realexcyklopddie (too3). (A. GO.*) 

IllYCONIUS, OSWALD (488-2552), Zwinglian divine, was 
born at Lucerne in 1488. Ills family name was Geisshisler; 
his father was a miller; hence he was also called Mourosus. 
The name Myconius seems to have been given him by Erasmus. 
From the school at Rottweil, on the Neckar, he went (1513) 
to the university of Basel, and became a good classic. From 
:514 he obtained schoolmaster posts at Basel, where he married, 
and made the acquaintance of Erasmus and of Holbein, the 
painter. In 3516 be was called, as schoolmaster, to Zurich, 
where (1518) he attached hiinsall to the reforming party of 
Zwingli. This led to his being transferred to Lucerne, and 
again (1523) reinstated at Mich. On the death of Zwingli 
(1w) be migrated to Basel, and there held the office of town's 
preacher, and (till 1541) the chair of New Testament exegesis. 
His spirit was comprehensive; in confessional matters he was for 
a union of all Protestants; though a Zwinglian, his readiness 
to compromise with the advocates of consubstantiation gave 
him trouble with the Zwinglian stalwarts. He had, however, 
a distinguished follower in Theodore Bibliander. He died on 
the 24th of October 1 55 2. 

Among his several tractates, the mat important Is De N. Zsioglii 
vita it obitse (4336), translated into English by Henry Bennet 
(1360. See Melchior Adam, Vita theolegorem(1620); M. Kirch- 
hofer, 0. Myconies 4813); K. R. Hagenbach. .7. Orkolanepad and 
0. Mycosis (i859); F. M. Ledderbose, in Allgeneeine deutsche Biog. 
(i886); B. Riggenth and Egli, in Hauck's Realettryklopddie (ion). 

(A. Go.') 
MYDDELTON (or MmOttrox), SiR 1117011..Balta% (e. 156 0-• 

1632), contractor of the Now River scheme for supplying London 
with water, was a younger son of Sir Richard Myddeltoa, 
governor of Denbigh Castle. Hugh became a successful Loudon 
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goldemielt, occupying a shop In Bassaaw, or Basinghall Street; 
he made money by commercial ventures on the Spanish main, 
being associated in these with Sir Walter Raleigh; and be was 
also interested in cloth-makihg. He was an alderman, and then 
recorder of Denbigh, and was member of parliament for this 
borough from 16,3 to 2638. In Aim Myddelton took over from 
the corporation of London the projected scheme for supplying 
the city with water obtained from springs near Ware, in Hert-
fordshire. For this purpose he made a canal about to ft. wide 
and 4 ft. deep and over 38 m. in length, which discharged its 
waters into a reservoir at Islington called the New River Head. 
The completion of this great undertaking put a severe strain 
upon Myddelton's financial resources, and in 1612 he was 
successful in securing monetary assistance from James I. The 
work was completed in 1613 and Myddelton was made the first 
governor of the company, which, however, was not a financial 
success until after his death. In recognition of his services he 
was made a baronet in 1622. Myddelton was also engaged in 
working some lead and silver mines in Cardiganshire and in 
reclaiming a piece of the Isle of Wight from the sea. He died 
on the rods of December x631, and was buried in the church of 
St Matthew, Friday Street, London. He had a family of ten 
sons and six daughters. 

One of Sir Hugh's brothers was Sir Thomas Myddelton 
(c. 2550-1631), lord mayor of London, and another was William 
Myddelton 1556-1624, poet and seaman, who died at Antwerp 
on the 27th of March 1621. 

Sir Thomas was a member of parliament under Queen Elisa-
beth and was chosen lord mayor on the 19th of September 1613, 
the day fixed for the opening of the New River. Under James I. 
and Charles 1. he represented the city of London in parliament, 
and he helped Rowland Heylyn to publish the first popular 
edition of the Bible in Welsh. He died on the 12th of August 
zest. Sir Thomas's son and heir, Sir Thomas Myddelton 
(1586-1666), was a medther of the Long Parliament, being an 
adherent of the popular party. After the outbreak of the Civil 
War he served in Shropshire and in north Wales, gaining a 
signal success over the royalists at Oswestry in July 3644, and 
another at Montgomery in the following September. In 1659, 
however, he joined the rising of the royalists under Sir George 
Booth, and in August of this year he was forced to surrender 
his residence, Chirk Castle. His eldest son, Thomas (d. 1663), 
was made a baronet in z66o, a dignity which became extinct 
when William the 4th baronet died in 1718. 

NYBLAT. a division of the southern Shan States of Burma, 
including sixteen states, none of any great size, with a total 
area of 3723 Sq. m., and a population in zeor of 119,415. 
The name properly means " the unoccupied country," but it 
has been occupied for many centuries. All central Myelat and 
great parts of the northern and southern portions consist of 
rolling massy downs quite denuded of jungle. It has a great 
variey of different races, Taungthus and Danes being perhaps 
the most numerous. They are all meteor less hybrid races. The 
chiefs of the Myelat are known by the Burmese title of precut:h-
am, i41. chiefs paying the revenue in silver. The amount 
paid by the chiefs to the British government is Rs. 99,567. 
The largest state, Loi Lang, has an area of 1600 sq. m., a great 
part of which is barren bills. The smallest. Nam Hkon, had no 
more than 4 sq. m., and has been recently absorbed in a neigh-
bouring state. The majority of the states cover less than 
too sq. m. Under British adntinistration the chiefs have powers 
of a magistrate of the second class. The chief cultivation 
besides rice is sugar-cane, and considerable quantities of crude 
sugar are exported. There is a considerable potato cultivation, 
which-can be indefinitely extended when cheaper means of 
export are provided. Wheat also grows very well. 

MYELITIS (from Gr. rivehh, marrow) a disease which by 
inflammation induces destructive changes in the tissues com-
posing the spinal cord. In the acute variety the nerve elements 
in the affected part become disintegrated and softened, but 
repair may take place; in the chronic form the change is slower, 
and the diseased area tends to become denser (sderosed), the 

nerve-substance being replaced by connective tissue. Myelitis 
may affect any portion of the spinal cord, and its symptoms and 
progress will vary accordingly. Its most frequent site is in 
the lower part, and its existence there is marked by the sudden 
or gradual occurrence of weakness of motor power in the legs 
(which tends to pass into complete paralysis), impairment or 
loss of sensibility in the parts implicated, nutritive changes 
affecting the skin and giving rise to bed-sores, together with 
bladder and bowel derangements. In the acute form, in which 
there is at first pain in the region of the spine and much con-
stitutional disturbance, death may take place rapidly from 
extension of the disease to those portions of the cord connected 
with the muscles of respiration and the heart, from an acute 
bed-sore, which is very apt to form, or from some intercurrent 
disease. Recovery to a certain extent may, however, take 
Place; or, again, the disease may pass into the chronic form. 
In the latter the progress is usually slow, the general health 
remaining tolerably good for a time, but. grad ually the strength 
fails, the patient becomes more helpless, and ultimately sinks 
exhausted or is cut off by some complication. The chief 
causes of myelitis are injuries or diseases affecting the spinal 
column, extension of inflammation from the membranes of the 
cord to its substance (see MESIIINGITIS), exposure to cold and 
damp, and occasionally some pre-existing constitutional morbid 
condition, such as syphilis or a fever. Any debilitating cause or 
excess in mode of life will act powerfully in predisposing to this 
malady. The disease is most common in adults. The treatment 
for myelitis in its kcute stage is similar to that for spinal 
meningitis. When the disease is chronic`the most that can be 
hoped for is the relief of symptoms by careful nursing and 
attention to the condition of the body and its functions. Good 
is sometimes. derived from massage and the use of baths and 
douches to the spine. 

■YERS, FREDERIC WILLIAM HENRY (1843-r9ot), English 
poet and essayist, son of Frederic Myers of Keswick—author of 
LIXIMICS on Great Men (x856) and Catholic Thotsghts(fimt collected 
1873), a book marked by a most admirable prose style—was born 
at Keswick, Cumberland, on the 6th of February 1843, and edu-
cated at Cheltenham and Trinity College, Cambridge, where he 
won a long list of honours and in r865 was appointed • classical 
lecturer. He had no love for teaching, which he soon discon-
tinued, but he took up his permanent abode at Cambridge in 
1872, when he became a school inspector under the Educatign 
Department. Meanwhile he published, in t867, an unsuccessful 
essay for the Seatonian prize, a poem entitled Si Pawl, which met 
at the hands of the general public with a success that wonld be 
difficult to explain, for it lacks sincerity and represents views 
which the writer rapidly outgrew. It was followed by small 
volumes of collected verses in 1870 and :882: both are marked 
by a Sow of rhetorical ardour which culminates in a poem of 

-mat beauty, " The Renewal of Youth," in the 1882 collection. 
His best verse is in heroic couplets. Myers is more likely to 
be 'remembered by his two volumes of Essays, Classical aad 
Modern (r883). The essay on Virgil, by far the best thing he 
ever wrote, represents the matured enthusiasm of a student and 
a disciple to whom the exquisite artificiality and refined culture 
of Virgilk method were profoundly congenial. Next to this in 
value is the carefully wrought essay , on Ancient Greek Oracles 
(this had first appeared in Helknica). Scarcely less delicate 
in phrasing and perception, if less penetrating in insight, is the 
monograph on Wordsworth 4880 for the " English Men of 
Letters " series. In 1882, after several years of inquiry and 
discussion, Myers took the lead among a small band of explorers 
(including Henry Sidgwick and Richard Hodgson, Edmund 
Gurney and F. Podmore), who founded the society for Psychical 
Research. He continued for many years to be the mouthpiece 
of the society, a position for which his perfervid's* inertias:, 
still more his abnormal fluency and alertness, admirably fitted 
him. He contributed greatly to the coherence of the society 
by steering a mid-course between extremes (the extreme sceptics 
on the one hand, and the enthusiestic spiritualists on the 
other), and by helping to sift and revise the cumbrous maze of 
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Proceedings, the chief concrete results being the two volumes of 
Phantasm of the Living (r886), to which he contributed the in-
troduction. Like many theorists, he had a faculty for ignoring 
hard facts, and in his anxiety to generalize plausibly upon the 
alleged data, and to hammer out striking formulae, his insight 
into the real character of the evidence may have left something 
to be desired. His long series of papers on subliminal conscious-
ness, the results of which were embodied in a posthumous work 
called Hainan Personality and its Survival of Bodily Death (a vols. 
1903), constitute his own chief contribution to psychical theory. 
This, as he himself would have been the first to admit, was little 
more than provisional; but Professor William James has pointed 
out that the series of papers on subliminal consciousness is " the 
first attempt to consider the phenomena of hallucination, 
hypnotism, automatism, double personality and mediumship,-as 
connected parts of one whole subject." The last work published 
in his lifetime was a small collection of essays, Science and a 
Future Life (x893). He died at Rome on the 17th of January 
root, but was buried in his native soil at Keswick. 

MYINOYAN, a district in the Meiktila division of Upper 
Burma. It lies in the valley of the Irrawaddy, to the south of 
Mandalay, on the east bank of the river. Area, 3137 sq. M. 
Pop. (root), 356,052, showing an increase of 1% in the decade 
and a density oft 14 inhabitants to the square mile. The greater 
part of the district is fiat, especially to the north and along the 
banks of the Irrawaddy. Inland the country rises in gently 
undulating slopes. The moat noticeable feature is Pope hill, 
an extinct volcano, in the south-eastern comer of the district. 
The highest peak is 4962 ft. above sea-level. The climate is dry 
and healthy, with high south winds from March till September. 
The annual rainfall averages about 35 in. The temperature 
varies between to, and 7o° F. The ordinary crops are millet, 
sesamum, cotton, maize, rice, gram, and a great variety of peas 
and beans. The district as a whole is not well watered, and most 
of the old irrigation tanks had fallen into disrepair before the 
annexation. There are no forests, but a great deal of low scrub. 
The lacquer ware of Nyaung-u and other villages near Pagan is 
noted throughout Burma. A considerable number of Chinese 
inhabit Myingyan and the larger villages. The headquarters 
town, MYTNCYAN, stands on the Irrawaddy. and bad a population 
in root of 16,139. It is the terminus of the branch railway 
through Meiktila to the main line from Mandalay to Rangoon. 
The steamers of the Irrawaddy Flotilla Company also call here. 
A cotton-pressing machine was erected here in the time of 
Independent Burma, and still exists. 

NYITKVINA, the most northerly of the districts of Upper 
Burma in the Mandalay division, separated from Shama district 
in 189e. It is cut up into strips by comparatively low parallel 
ranges of hills running in a general way north and south. The 
chief plain is that of Myitkyina, covering boo sq. in. To the 
east of the Irrawaddy, which bisects the district, it is low-lying 
and marshy. To the west it rises to a higher level, and is mostly 
dry. Except in the hills inhabited by the Kachin tribes there 
are practically no villages off the line of the Irrawaddy. The 
Indawgyi lake, a fine stretch of water measuring 16 in. by 6, 
lies in the south-west of the district. A very small amount of 
cultivation is carried on, mostly without irrigation. Area, 
to,6ro sq. rn.; estimated population (root) 67,399, showing a 
density of six persons to the square mile. More than half the total 
are Kachins, who inhabit the hills on both sides of the Irrawaddy. 
The headquarters town, MYITYYINA, bad in root a population of 
3618. It is the limit of navigation on the Irrawaddy, and the 
terminus of the railway from Rangoon and Sagaing. 

MYLODON (Gr. for " mill-tooth " from puNior and. Meet), a 
genus of extinct American edentate mammals, typified by a 
species (M. !tartans) from the Pleistocene of Kentucky and other 
parts of the United States, but more abundantly represented in 
the corresponding formations of South America, especially 
Argentina and. Brazil. The mylodons belong to the group of 
ground-sloths, and are generally included in the family Metall,- 
eviidae, although sometimes made the type of a separate family. 
From II egatheriunt these animals, which rivalled the Indian  

rhinoceros in bulk, differ hi the shape of their cheek-teeth; them 
(five above arid four below) being much smaller, with an ovate 
section, and a cupped instead of a ridged crown-surface, thus 
resembling those of the true sloths. In certain Species of mylodon 
the front pair of teeth in each jaw is placed some distance in front 
of the rest and has the crown surface obliquely bevelled by 

Rex 0. 
Skeleton of blylodon robust*: (Pleistocene, South America). 

wearing against the corresponding teeth in the opposite jaw. On 
this account such species have been referred to a second genus, 
under the name of Lestelen, but the distinction scarcely ipteros• 
necessary. The skull Is shorter sad lower than in Megatherients, 
without any vertical expansion of the middle of the lower jaw, 
and the teeth also extend nearly to the front of the jaws; both 
these features being sloth-like. In the fore feet the three inner 
toes have large claws, while the two outer ones are rudimentary 
and clawless; in the hind-limbs the first toe is wanting, as in 
if egatkerims, but the second and third are clawed. The skin 
was strengthened by a number of small deeply-embedded bony 
nodules. 

Although the typical M. herbal is North American, the 
mylodons are essentially a South American group, a few of the, 
representatives of which effected an entrance into North America 
when that continent became ficially connected with South 
America. Special interest attaches to the recent discovery in 
the cavern of Ultima Esperanza, South Patagonia, of remains of 
the genus Glossotherim, or Gryptherium, a near relative of 
Mylodon, but differing from it in having a bony arch connecting 
the nasal bones of the skull with the prenuutillae; these include 
a considerable portion of the skin with the hair attached. 
Ossicles somewhat resembling large coffee-berries had been 
previously found in association with the bones of M ylodon, and in • 
Glossolktrium nearly similar ossicles occur embedded on the 
inner side of the thick hide. The coarse and shaggy hair is 
somewhat like that of the sloths. The remains, which include 
not only the skeleton and skin, but likewise the droppings, were 
found buried in grass which appears to have been chopped 
up by man, and it thus seems not only evident that these 
ground-sloths dwelt in the cave, but that there is a considerable 
probability of their having been kept there in a semi-domesti-
cated state by the early human inhabitants of Patagonia. The 
extremely fresh condition of the remains has given rise to the 
idea that Glossollstriuss may still be living in the wilds of 
Patmonia. 

Scaidotheriums is another genus of large South American Pleisto-
cene groundeloths. characterized, among other features, by the 
elongation and slenderness of the skull, which thus makes a decided 
approximation to the anteater type, although retaining the full 
series of cheeloteeth. which were, of course, emendsl to an herbi-
vorous animal. The feet resemble those of Megodserium. . A much 
smaller South American species represents the genus Nothrotherium. 

In North America Mytodox was accompanied by another gigantic 

ssrucl:e,rillPilianlktekte,n:1:dttealgirYtrellwftit,thtItthfeort tPartcoafrle 
 claws. Mother genus has been described from the Pleistocene 
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of Nebraska, as Parassikars: It has only four pairs of teeth, and an 
elongate skull with an inflated muzzle. All the above genera differ 
from Megetkorium in having • foramen on the inner side of the lower 
end of the humerus. A presumed large ground-sloth from Mada-
gascar has been described. on the evidence of a limb-bone, as Brady-
skeses, but it is suggested by Dr F. Ameghino that the specimen 
really belongs to a {aneroid. Ile this as it may, the North American 
mammals described as Manipur and Morollserium, in the belief that 
they were ground-sloths, are really referable to the ungulate group 

nc&Zgfta few of the Pleistocene ground-sloths. such as Mare-
pas and Nothrotkeriunt Coeiodow), were of comparatively small 
size, in the Santa Cruz beds of Patagonia few of the representatives 
of the family much exceeded a modern sloth in size. The best-
known gamic types are Emission's. HaNlops and Pseadakapalops, 
of which considerable portions of the ske leton have been disinterred. 
In these diminutive ground-sloths the crowns of the check-teeth 
approached the prismatic form characteristic of Megapalikerisn. 
as distinct from the subcylindrical type occurring m Mylodost, 
Wwwweberiew, acc. 

By many palaeontologists a group of North American Lower 
Tertiary mammals, known as Ganodonta, has been regarded as 

reiting the ancestral stock of the ground-sloths and those of 
ri;Ltrouth American edentates; but according to Professor W. B. 
Scott this view is incorrect and there is no affinitybetween the two 
groups. If this be so, we are still in complete darlcttess as to the 
stock from which the South American edentates are derived. 

See W. B. Scott, Mansmala of Ike Sardis Cruz Beds, Edentate, 
Rep., Princeton Exped. to Patagonia, vol. v. (tgo3—tgos); IL Brown 
A New Gauss of Grossed-Skih friers Use PlasSoaaw of Nebraska, 
Bull. Amer. hies. Nat. ilia, xix, 5 69 (1903). (IL 1...*) 

MYLONITE (Gr. w)uy, a mill), in petrology, a rock which has 
been crushed and ground down by earth movement and at the 
same time rendered compact by pressure. Mylonites are fine-
grained, sometimes even flinty, in appearance, and often banded 
in parallel fashion with stripes of varying composition. The 
great majority are quartzose rocks, such as quartzite and quartz-
schist; but in almost any type of rock mylonitic structure may 
be developed. Gneisses of various kinds, hornblende-schists, 
chlorite-schists and limestones are not infrequently found in 
belts of mylonitic rock. The process of crushing by which 
mylonites are formed is known also as " granulitization " and 
" catadasis," and mylonites are often described as granulites, 
though the two terms are not strictly equivalent in all their 
applications. Mylonites occur in regions where there has 
been considerable metamorphism. Thrust planes and great 
reversed faults are often bounded by rocks which have all been 
crushed to fine slabby mylonites, that split readily along planes 
parallel to the direction in which movement has taken place. 
These " crush-belts " may be only a few feet or several hundred 
yards broad. The movements have probably taken place slowly 
without great rise of temperature, and hence the rocks have not 
recrystallized to any extent. 

Crushing and movement on no extensive a scale are to be ....pated 
principally in regions consisting of rocks greatly folded and 
compressed. Hence mylonites are commonest in Archean regions, 
but may be found also in Carboniferous and later rocks where the 
necanary conditions have prevailed. Within a short space it is 
often possible to trace rocks from a normal to a highly mylonized 
condition, and to follow by means of the microscope all the stages 
of the process. A sandstone, grit, or fine quartzose conglomerate, 
far example, when it approachesa mylonitic zone begins to lose 
its drastic or pebbly structure. The rounded grains of quartz 
become cracked, especially near their edges, and are then surrounded 
by narrow borders, consisting of detached granules: this is due to the 
pebbles being pressed together and forced to pass one another as the 
rock yields.  to the presures which overcome its rigidity. Then each 

gram breaks up into a mosaic of little angular fragments: quarts 
rounded pebbles are flattened out and become lenticular or cake-

shaped. Finally only a small oval patch of fine interlocking quartz 
grams is left to Indicate the position of the pebble, and if the matrix 

quartssee this gradually blends with it and a usiknn fine-grained 
quartaose rock results. If felspar is present it may become crushed 
Eke quartz, but often tends to recrystallize as quartz and muscovite, 
the minute scales of white mica being parallel to the foliation or 
banalg of the rock, and a finely granulitic or mylonitic quartz. 
schist is the product. la horablendle rocks. such as *dimite. 
amphilialite and hornblende-schist, the mineral composition may 
remain unchanged, but very often chlorite, carbonates and biotite 
develop, epidote and sphene being also frequent. Biotite- and mus-
covite-misses yield very perfect mylonues, in which the micas 
have parallel orientation. giving the rock a ant banding and marked 
achistosity (see Par aot.on-Y. PI. iv.. fig. 6). When throe IllYkAilk 
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madams contain pink gsraet (often with Ingrate or sliSmanite) 
they pass into normal gnuntlias; limestones. of fossiliferous. become 
changed into finely crystalline masses, often fissile, sometimes with 
lenticular or anger! structure. An interesting vanety of mylonite, 
developed in granite-porphyry 	gneiss, is 
vitreous in appearance, consisting

and 
 mai 	

fine, dark and almost 
nly of very minute grains 'of 

quartz and felspar and resembfing flint in a 	 These 
form threads and vein-like streaks ramifying through the normal 
rocks. Examples are furnished by the flinty-crushes of west Scot• 
land and the' trap-shotten " gnomes of south India. (J. S. F.) 

MYMENSINGH. or Manurrsuturt, a district of British India, 
in the Dacca division of Eastern Bengal and Assam. It occupies 
a portion of the alluvial valley of the Brahmaputra east of the 
main channel (called the Jammu) and north of Dacca. The 
administrative headquarters are at Nasirabed, sometimes called 
Mymensingh town. Area, 6332 ICI. M. Pop. (root), 3425,068, 
showing an increase of 12.8%a  in the decade. The district is 
for the most part level and open, covered with well-cultivated 
fields, and intersected by numerous rivers. The Madhupur 
jungle is a slightly elevated tract, extending from the north of 
Dacca district into the heart of Mymensingh; its average height 
is about 6o ft. above the level of the surrounding country, and it 
nowhere exceeds too ft. The jungle contains abundance of sal, 
valuable both as timber and for charcoal. The only other elevated 
tract in the district is on the southern border, where the Susimg 
hills rise. They are for the most part covered with thick thorny 
jungle, but in parts are barren and rocky. The Jamuna forms 
the western boundary of Mymensingh for a course of cut m. It is 
navigable for large boats throughout the year; and during the 
rainy season it expands in many places to s or 6 M. in breadth. 
The Brahmaputra enters Mymensingh at its north-western 
corner near Karaibari, and flows south-east and south till it 
joins the Meghna a little below Bhairab Bazar. The gradual 
formation of chars and bars of sand in the upper part of its course 
has diverted the main volume of water into the present channel 
of the Jarouna, which has in consequence become of much more 
importance than the Brahmaputra proper. The Meghna only 
flows for a short distance through the south-east portion of 
the district, the eastern and south-eastern parts of which 
abound in marshes. The staple crops of the country are rice, 
jute and oil-seeds. A branch line of the Eastern Bengal railway 
runs north from Dacca through Nasirabad, he., to the Jammu. 
The district was severely affected by the earthquake of the 
12th of June 1892. 

MYNGS, SIR CHRISTOPHER (1625-1666), British admiral, 
came of a Norfolk family. Pepys' story of his humble birth is 
said to be erroneous. It is probable that he saw a good deal of 
sea-service before 1648. He first appears prominently as the 
captain of the " Elisabeth," which after a sharp action brought 
in a Dutch convoy with two men-of-war as prizes. From 1653 
to 1655 he continued to command the " Elisabeth," high in 
favour with the council of state and recommended for promotion 
by the flag officers under whom he served. In t65s he was 
appointed to the " Marston Moor," the crew of which was on the 
verge of mutiny. His firm measures quelled the insubordinate 
spirit, and he took the vessel out to the West Indies, where be 
remained for some years. The Restoration government retained 
him in his command, and in 1664 he was made rice-admiral in 
Prince Rupert's squadron. As vice-admiral of the White he flew 
his flag at Lowestoft in 1665, and for his share in that action 
received the honour of knighthood. In the following year he 
served under the new lord high admiral, Sandwich, as vice-
admiral of the Blue. He was on detachment with Prince Rupert 
when the great Four Days' Battle began, but returned to the 
main fleet in time to take part, and in this action be received a 
wound of which he died. 

MYONEMES. in Infusoria and some Flagellates, the differ-
entiated threads of ectosarc, which are contractile and doubly 
refractive, performing the function of muscular fibres in the 
Metazoa. 

MYRA (mod. Deirdre), an ancient town of Lycia situated a 
short distance inland between the rivers Mynas and Andracus. 
In common with that of most other Lyciaa towns its early history 

Pa 
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is not known, and it does not play any part of importance in 
either Greek or Roman annals. Its fame begins with Chris-
tianity. There St Paul touched on his last journey westward 
(A.D. 6s), and changed into "a ship of Alexandria sailing into 
Italy." In the 3rd century the great St Nicholas, born at 
Petara, was its bishop, and he died and was buried at Myra. His 
tomb is still shown, but his relics are supposed to have been trans-
lated to Bari in Italy in the 11th century. Theodosius IL made 
Myra the Byzantine capital of Lycia, and as such it was besieged 
and taken by Harun al-Rashid in 8o8. The town seems shortly 
afterwards to have decayed. A small Turkish village occupied 
the plain at the foot of the acropolis, and a little Creek monastery 
lay about a mile westward by the church of St Nicholas. The 
latter has formed the nucleus of modern Dembre, which has 
been increased by settlers from the Greek island of Castel6rizo. 
Myra has three notable sights, its carved cliff-cemetery, its 
theatre, and its church of St Nicholas. The first is the most 
remarkable of the Lycian rock-tomb groups. The western scarp 
of the acropolis has been sculptured into a number of sepulchres 
imitating wooden houses with pillared facades, some of which 
have pediment reliefs and inscriptions in Lycian. The theatre 
lies at the foot of this cliff and is partly excavated out of it, 
partly built. It is remarkable for the preservation of its corri-
dors. The auditorium is perfect in the lower part, and the 
seen still retains some of its decoration—both columns and 
carved entablature. The church of St Nicholas lies out in 
the plain, at the western end of Dembre, near a small monastery 
and new church recently built with Russian money. Its floor 
is far below the present level of the plain, and until recently the 
church was half filled with earth. The excavation of it was 
undertaken by Russians about 1894 and it cost Dembre dear; 
for the Ottoman government, suspicious of foreign designs on 
the neighbouring harbour of Ktkova, proceeded to inhibit all 
sale of property in the plain and to place Dembre under a minor 
state of siege. The ancient church is of the domed basilica 
form with throne and seats still existent in the tribunal. In 
the south aisle as a tomb with marble balustrade which is pointed 
out as that wherein St Nicholas was laid. The locality of the 
tomb is very probably genuine, but its present ornament, PS 
well as the greater part of the church, seems of later date (end 
of 7th century ?). None the less this is among the most interest-
ing early Christian churches in Asia Minor. There are also 
extensive ruins of Andriaca, the port of Myra, about 3 m. west, 
containing churches, baths, and a great grain store, inscribed 
with Hadrian's name. They lie along tfie course of the Andraki 
river, whose navigable estuary is still fringed with ruinous 
quays. 

See E. Petersen and F. v. Luschan, Nelsen in Lykillt, EPP. (1889). 
(D. G. H.) 

MYRIAPODA (Gr. for " many-legged "), arthropod animals 
of which centipedes and millipedes are familiar examples. 
Linnaeus included them in his Insects. Aptera together with 
Crustacea and Arachnida; in 1796 P. A. Latreille designated 
them as Myriopoda, making of them, along with the Crustacean 
Oniscus, one of the seven orders into which he divided the 
Aptera of Linnaeus. Later on J. C. Savigny, by study of the 
mouth-parts, clearly distinguished them from Insects and Crus-
tacea. In 1814 W. E. Leach defined them and divided them into 
Centipedes and Millipedes. In 1825 Latreille carried further 
the observations of Leach, and suggested that the two groups 
were very distinct, the millipedes being nearer Crustacea and 
the centipedes approaching Arachnids and Insects. Although 
Latreille's suggestion has not been adopted, it is recognized that 
centipedes and millipedes are too far apart to be united as 
Myriapoda, and they are now treated as separate classes of 
the Arthropods. See CtIrrirEns (Chilopoda) and MILLIPEDE 
(Diplopoda). 

MYRMIDONES, in Creek legend, an Achaean race, in Homeric 
times inhabiting Phthiotis in Thessaly. According to the ancient 
tradition, their original home was Aegina, whence they crossed 
over to Thessaly with Peleus, but the converse view is now 
more generally accepted. Their name is derived from a supposed  

ancestor, son of Zeus and Eurymedusa, who was wooed by the 
god in the form of an ant (Gr. nkant); or from the repeopling 
of Aegina (when all its inhabitants had died of the plague) with 
ants changed into men by Zeus at the prayer of Aeacus, king of 
the island. The word " myrmidon " has passed into the 
English language to denote a subordinate who carries out the 
orders of his superior without mercy or consideration for others. 

See Strabo via. 375, ix. 433; Homer, /Had, H. 681; whoL on Pindar 
Neat. iii. al  ; Clem. Mex., Protrepticon, p. 34, ed. Potter. 

■YROBALANS, the name given to the astringent fruits of 
several species of Terminalia, largely used in India for dyeing 
and tanning and exported for the same purpose. They are 
large deciduous trees and belong to the family Combretaceae. 
The chief kinds are the chebulic or black myrobalan, from 
Terminalia Clubula, which are smooth, and the beleric, from 
T. bekrica, which are five-angled and covered with a greyish 
down. 

MYRON, a Greek sculptor of the middle of the 5th century s.c. 
He was born at Eleutherae on the borders of Boogie and Attica. 
He worked almost exclusively in bronze: and though he made 
some statues of gods and heroes, his fame rested principally upon 
his representations of athletes, in which he made a revolution, by 
introducing greater boldness of pose and a more perfect rhythm. 
His most famous works according to Pliny (Nal. Hist., 34, 57) 
were a cow, Lades the runner, who fell dead at the moment of 
victory, and a discus-thrower. The cow seems to have earned 
its fame mainly by serving as a peg on which to bang epigrams, 
which tell us nothing about the pose of the animal. Of the 
Lades there is no known copy. But we are fortunate in pos-
sessing several copies of the discobolus, of which the best is in 
the Massimi palace at Rome (see GREEK ART, Pl. iv. fig. 68). 
The example in the British Museum has the head put on wrongly. 
The athlete is represented at the moment when he has swung 
back the discus with the full stretch of his arm, and is about to 
hurl it with the full weight of his body. The head should be 
turned back toward the discus. 

A marble figure in the Lateran Museum (see GREEK ART, 
P1. its. fig. 64), which is now restored as a dancing satyr, is 
almost certainly a copy of a work of Myron, a Marsyas desirous 
of picking up the flutes which Athena had thrown away (Pausa-
nias, 1. 24, 1). The full group is copied on coins of Athens, on 
a vase and in a relief which represent Marsyas as oscillating 
between curiosity and the fear of the displeasure of Athena. 

The ancient critics say of Myron that, while he succeeded 
admirably in giving life and motion to his figures, he did not 
succeed in rendering the emotions of the mind. This agrees 
with the extant evidence, in a certain degree, though not per-
fectly. The bodies of his men are of far greater excellence than 
the heads. The face of the Marsyas is almost a mask; but from 
the attitude we gain a vivid impression of the passions which 
sway him. The face of the discus-thrower is calm and unruffled; 
but all the muscles of his body are concentrated in an effort. 

A considerable number of other extant works are ascribed to 
the school or the influence of Myron by A. Furtwangler in his 
suggestive Masterpieces of Greek Sculpture (pp. 168-219). These 
attributions, however, are anything but certain, nor do the 
arguments by which Furtwingler supports his attributions bear 
abridgment. 

A recently discovered papyrus from Egypt informs us that 
Myron made statues of the athlete Timanthes, victorious at 
Olympia in 456 s.c., and of Lycinus, victorious in 448 and 444. 
This helps us to fix his date. He was a contemporary, but a 
somewhat older contemporary, of Pheidias and Polyditus. 

(P.G.) 
MYRRH (from the Latinized form ,nyrrka of Gr. 0150)a; the 

Arabic ester, bitter, was applied to the substance from its 
bitterness), a gum-resin highly esteemed by the ancients as an 
unguent and perfume, used for incense in temples and also in 
embalming. It was one of the gifts offered by the Magi, and a 
royal oblation of gold, frankincense and myrrh is still annu-
ally presented by the sovereign on the feast of Epiphany 
in the Chapel Royal in London, this custom having been in 
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existence certainly as early as the reign of Edward I.' True 
myrrh is the product of Balsomodendron (Conuttipkora) Myrrka, 
• small tree of the natural order Amyridaceae that grows in 
eastern Africa and Arabia, but the name is also applied to gum 
resins obtained from other species of Balsamedenth cm. 

t. Balsa Bel, Bkesa But or Bissa Bel, from Balsainorfemiron 
Kate), resembles true myrrh in appearance, but has a disagreeable 
taste and is scarcely bitter. It is used in China, mixed with food, 
to give to milch cows to improve the quality and increase the 
quantity of milk, and when routed with lime as a size to impart a 
goes to walls. (a) Opaque bdellium produced by B. Ployfoirii, 
when shaken with water forms a slight but permanent lather, and on 
this account is used by the Somali women for cleansing their hair, 
and by the men to whiten their shields; it is known as memo Mrma 
in Bombay, and was formerly used there for the expulsion of the 
guinea-worm. (3) African bdellium is from B. afriminon, and like 
opaque bdellium lacks the white streaks which are characteristic 
of myrrh and bissa bol, both are acrid, but have scarcely any bitter-
ness or aroma. (4) Indian bdellium, probably identical with the 
Indian drug googul obtained in Sind and Baluchistan from D. Modal 
and B.. Hook, is of a dark reddish colour, has an acrid 
taste and an odour resembling cedar-wood, and softens in the hand. 

As met with in commerce true myrrh occurs in pieces of 
irregular size and shape, from j in. to 2 or 3 in. in diameter, 
and of a reddish-brown colour. The transverse fracture has a 
resinous appearance with white streaks; the flavour is bitter 
and aromatic, and the odour characteristic. It consists of a 
mixture of resin, gum and essential oil, the resin being present to 
the extent of Is to 40%, with 2.1 to 8% of the oil, myrrhol, to 
which the odour is due. 

Myrrh has the properties of other substances which, like it, 
contain a volatile oil. Its only important application in medi-
cine is as a carminative to lessen the griping caused by some 
purgatives such as aloes. The volatile oils have for centuries 
been regarded as of value in disorders of the reproductive 
organs, and the reputation of myrrh in this connexion is simply 
a survival of this ancient but ill-founded belief. 

MYRTLE. The picros of the Greeks, the turbo of the 
Romans, and the myrtle, Myriam commas (see fig.), of botanists, 
as now found growing wild in many parts of the Mediterranean 
region, doubtless all belong to one and the same species. It is a 
low-growing, evergreen shrub, with opposite leaves, varying in 

Myrtle (Myrtus ceennunis). 
I. Vertical section of flower, 3. Berry, enlarged. 

enlarged. 	 a. Seed with contained embryo, 
2. Plan of flower in horizontal 	e, much enlarged. 

plane. 

dimensions, but always small, simple, dark-green, thick in tex- 
ture, and studded with numerous receptacles for oil. When the 
leaf is held up to the light it appears as if perforated with pin- 

t Leer patidianus rontra-robelidoris gardereboe Edw. I. (London, 
t787), g9, tux& and 27.  

holes owing to the translucency of these oil-cysts. The fragrance 
of the plant depends upon the presence of this oil. Another 
peculiarity of the myrtle is the existence of a prominent vein 
running round the leaf within the margin. The flowers are 
borne on short stalks in the sails of the leaves. The flower-stalit 
is dilated at its upper end into a globose or ovoid receptacle 
enclosing the 2- to 4-partitioned ovary. From its margin pro-
ceed the five sepals, and within them the five rounded, spoon-
shaped, spreading, white petals. The stamens spring from the 
receptacle within the petals and are very numerous, each consist-
ing of a slender white filament and a small yellow two-lobed 
anther. The style surmounting the ovary is slender, terminating 
in a small button-like stigma. The fruit is a purplish berry, 
consisting of the receptacle and the ovary blended into one 
succulent investment enclosing very numerous minute seeds. 
The embryo-plant within the seed is usually curved. In cultiva-
tion many varieties are known, dependent on variations in the 
size and shape of the leaves, the presence of so-called double 
flowers, &c. The typical species is quite hardy in the south of 
England. The Chilean species, M. Ugni, a shrub with ovate, 
dark green leaves and white flowers succeeded by globular red or 
black glossy fruit with a pleasant smell and taste, is a greenhouse 
shrub; hardy in south-west Britain. The common myrtle is 
the sole representative in Europe of a large genus which has its 
headquarters in extra-tropical South America, whilst other 
members are found in Australia and New Zealand. The genus 
Myrtas also gives its name to a very large natural order, 
Myrtaceae, the general floral structure of which is like that of 
the myrtle above described, but there are great differences in 
the nature of the fruit or seed-vessel according as it is dry or 
capsular, dehiscent, indehiscent or pulpy; minor differences exist 
according to the way in which the stamens are arranged. The 
aromatic oil to which the myrtle owes its fragrance, and its use in 
medicine and the arts, is a very general attribute of the order, as 
may be inferred from the fact that the order includes, amongst 
other genera, Eucalyptus (o.r.), Pimento and Eugenia (cloves). 
Myrtol, a constituent of myrtle oil, has been given in doses of 
5-13 minims on sugar or in capsules for pulmonary tuberculosis, 
fetid bronchitis, bronchiectasis, and similar conditions. It 
appears to lessen expectoration in such cases. The leaves of 
Myrna ckekan are aromatic and expectorant, and have been used 
in chronic bronchitis. 

MYSIA, the district of N.W. Asia Minor in ancient times 
inhabited by the Mysi. It was bounded by Lydia and Phrygia 
on the S., by Bithynia on the N.E., and by the Propontis and 
Aegean Sea on the N. and W. But its precise limits are difficult 
to assign, the Phrygian frontier being vague and fluctuating, 
while in the north-west the Troad was sometimes included in 
Mysia, sometimes not. Generally speaking, the northern portion 
was known as Mysia Minor or Hellespontica and the southern as 
Major or Pergamene. 

The chief physical features of Mysia (considered apart from 
that of the Troad) are the two mountain-chains, Olympus 
(76co ft.) in the north and Temnus in the south, which for some 
distance separates Mysia from Lydia, and is afterwards prolonged , 

through Mysia to the neighbourhood of the Gulf of Adramyttium. 
The only considerable rivers are the Macestus and its tributary 
the Rhyndacus in the northern part of the province, both of 
which the in Phrygia, and, after diverging widely through 
Mysia, unite their waters below the lake of Apollonia about as m. 
from the Propontis. The Calais in the south rises in Temnua, 
and from thence flows westward to the Aegean Sea, passing 
within a few miles of Pergamum. In the northern portion of 
the province are two considerable lakes, Artynia or Apollonian 
(Abulliont Geul), and Aphnitis (Maniyas Geul), which discharge 
their waters into the Macestus from the east and west 
respectively. 

The most important cities were Pergamum (q.v.) in the valley 
of the Calms, and Cyzicus (q.v.) on the Propontis. But the whole 
sea-coast was studded with Greek towns, several of which were 
places of considerable importance; thus the northern portion 
included Paiute. Lemma= and Abydos, and the southern: 
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A1505, Adraznyttlum, and farther south, on the Elaitic Gulf, 
Ekes, Myrina and Cyme. 

Ancient writers agree in describing the Mysians as a distinct 
people, like the Lydian and Phrygians, though they never 
appear in history as an independent nation. It appears from 
Herodotus and Strabo that they were kindred with the Lydian 
and Carians, a fact attested by their common participation in 
the sacred rites at the great temple of Zeus at Labranda, *swell 
as by the statement of the historian Xanthus of Lydia that their 
language was a mixture of Lydian and Phrygian. Strabo was 
of opinion that they came originally from Thrace (cf. BrezataA), 
and were a branch of the same people as the Mysians or Moesians 
(see Monti.) who dwelt on the Danube—a view not inconsistent 
with the preceding, as he considered the Phrygians and Lydian.; 
also as having migrated from Europe into Asia. According 
to a Carian tradition reported by Herodotus z7t) Lydus and 
Mysus were brothers of Car—an idea which also points to the 
belief in a common origin of the three nations. The Mysians 
appear in the list of the Trojan allies in Homer and are repre-
sented as settled in the Catena valley at the coming of Telephus 
to Pergamum; but nothing else is known of their early history. 
The story told by Herodotus (vii. so) of their having invaded 
Europe in conjunction with the Teucrians before the Trojan 
War is probably a fiction; and the first historical fact we learn 
is their subjugation, together with all the surrounding nations, 
by Lydian Croesus. After the fall of the Lydian monarchy they 
remained under the Persian Empire until its overthrow by 
Alexander. After his death they were annexed to the Syrian 
monarchy, of which they continued to form a part until the defeat 
of Antiochus the Great (too s.c.), after which they were trans-
ferred by the Romans to the dominion of Eumenesof Pergamum. 
After the extinction of the Pergamenian dynasty (13o s.c.) 
Mysia became a part of the Roman province of Asia, and from 
this time disappears from history. The inhabitants probably 
became gradually Hellenized, but none of the towns of the 
interior, except Pergamum, ever attained to any importance. 

See C. Tezier. Asia ',sincere (Paris, 1839): W.J. Hamilton, 
Researches (London, 1842); J. A. R. Munro in Geogr. Journal 0897, 
Hellespontica): W. von Diest, Petermann Mink (Ernanuagsheft 
94; Gotha, 1889; Pcrgamcne). (F. W. HA.) 

■YSLOWIIZ, a town of Germany, in the Prussian province 
of Silesia. Pop. ( 1905), s 5,845. It lies on the navigable Przemsa, 
across which an iron bridge leads to the Polish town of Modr-
UjOW, 120 m. S.E. from Breslau by rail, and an important 
junction of lines to Oswiecim-Lemberg and Vienna. It contains 
a Protestant and three Roman Catholic churches, a palate and 
a gymnasium, and other schools. Extensive coal-mines are 
worked, and among its other industries are flax-spinning and 
brick-making. It became a town in 1857. 

See Lustig, Geschiclae ten Mysksoits (MYldowitr,  1867)- 
MYSORE, a native state of southern India, almost surrounded 

by the Madras presidency,  but in political relations with the 
governor-general. It is naturally divided into two regions of 
distinct character—the hill country called the Malnad, on the 
west, and the more open country known as the Maiden, compris-
ing the greater part of the state, where the wide-spreading 
valleys and plains are covered with villages and populous towns. 
The drainage of the country, with a slight exception, finds its 
way into the Bay of Bengal, and is divisible into three great 
river systems—that of the Kistna on the north, the Cauvery on 
the south, and the Northern and Southern Penner and Paler 
on the east. Owing to either rocky or shallow beds none of 
the Mysore rivers is navigable, but some are utilized for Boating 
down timber at certain seasons. The main streams, especially 
the Cauvery and its tributaries, support an extensive system 
of irrigation by means of channels drawn from immense dams 
(ankuts), which retain the water at a high level and permit only 
the overflow to pass down stream. The streams which gather 
from the bill-aides and fertilise the valleys are embanked at 
every favourable point in such a manner as to form a series of 
reservoirs or tanks, the outflow from one at a higher level supply-
ing the next lower, and so on, all down the course of the stream  

at short intbrvah. These tanks,• varying In site from small 
ponds to extensive lakes, are dispersed throughout the country 
to the number of ro,000; the largest is the Sulekere lake, ao in. 
in circumference. 

Mysore is perhaps the most prosperous native state in India. 
Situated on a healthy plateau, it receives the benefit of both 
the south-west and north-cast monsoons, a natural advantage 
which, in conjunction with its irrigation system, has brought to 
Mysore a larger degree of immunity from famine than almost 
any other internal tract of India (always excepting the great 
calamity of t876-1877, when one-fourth of the population are 
believed to have perished). Coffee, sandal-wood, silk, gold 
and ivory are among the chief products. The famous Kolar 
gold-fields are worked by electric power, which is conveyed 
for a distance of 02 m. from the Cauvery Falls. This was the 
first electric power scheme of magnitude in Asia. A long 
period of administration by British officers led to the introduction 
of a system based on British models, which has been maintained 
under a series of exceptionally able native ministers, and the 
state can boast of public works, hospitals, research laboratories, 
&c., unsurpassed in India. 

The total area of the state is 29,433 eq. m., subdivided into 
8 districts, namely: Bangalore, Kolar, Tumknr, Mysore, Hassan, 
Kadur, Shimoga and Chitaldrug. Pop. (snot), 5,539,399, 
showing an increase of s8% between 1881 and 189!, and 
of a % between 1891 and loot. The proportion of Hindus 
(92.1%) is larger than in any province of India, showing 
how ineffectual was the persecution of Hyder and Tippoo. 
The Christians (apart from native converts, who are chiefly 
Roman Catholics) largely consist of the garrison at Bangalore, 
the families of military pensioners at the same town, coffee-
planters and gold-miners. The finances of the state have 
been very successfully managed under native rule, assisted by 
large profits from railways and gold-mines. The revenue 
amounts to about £1,40o,000, of which nearly half is derived 
from land. In accordance with the " instrument of transfer," 
Mysore pays to the British government a tribute of 034,000, 
as contribution to military defence; but the full amount was not 
exacted until x46. The state maintains a military force, 
consisting of two regiments of 'Wader caval., and three bat-
talions of infantry—total, about a800 men; and also a regiment 
of imperial service lancers, with a transport corps. An interest-
ing political experiment has been made, In the constitution of 
a representative assembly, composed of 35o representatives of 
all classes of the community, who meet annually to hear an 
account of the state administration for the previous year. The 
assembly has no power to enact laws, to vote supplies, or to pass 
any resolution binding upon the executive. But it gives to the 
leading men of the districts a pleasant opportunity of visiting 
the capital, and to a limited extent brings the force of public 
opinion to bear upon the minister. Since 1891 this representa-
tive assembly has been elected by local boards and other public 
bodies. 

In the earliest historical times the northern part of Mysore was 
held by the Kadamba dynasty, whose capital, Banawasi, is 
mentioned by Ptolemy; they reigned with more or less splendour 
during fourteen centuries, though latterly they became feuda-
tories of the Chalnkyas. The Cheras were contemporary with 
the Kadambas, and governed the southern part of Mysore till 
they were subverted by the Cholas in the 8th century. Another 
ancient race, the Pallavas, held a small portion of the eastern side 
of Mysore, but were overcome by the Chalukyas in the 7th cen-
tury. These were overthrown in the s nth century by the Ballalas 
(Hoysalas), an enterprising and warlike race professing the Jain 
faith. They ruled over the greater part of Mysore, and portions 
of the modern districts of Coimbatore, Salem and Dharwar, with 
their capital at Dwarasamudra (the modern Halebid); but in 
13to the Ballala king was captured by Malik Rater, the general 
of Ala-ud-din; and seventeen years later the town was entirely 
destroyed by another force sent by Mahommed Tughlak. After 
the subversion of the Mak dynasty, a new and powerful 
Hindu sovereignty arose at Vijayanagar en the Tangabhadra. 
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In as6s a confederation of the Mabonunedan kingdoms de-
feated the Vijayanagar sovereign at the battle of Talikota; and 
his descendants ultimately became extinct as a ruling house. 
During the feeble reign of the last king, the petty local chiefs 
(pi:elegem) asserted their independence. The most important of 
these was the mcdeyar of Mysore, who in 1610 seized the fort of 
Seringapatam, and so laid the foundation of the present state. 
His fourth successor, Chukka Deva Raja, during a reign of 
34 years, made his kingdom one of the most powerful in 
southern India. In the middle of the 18th century the famous 
Mahomtnedan adventurer Hyder Ali usurped the throne, and 
by his military prowess made himself one of the most powerful 
princes of India. His dynasty, however, was as brief as it 
was brilliant, and ended with the defeat and death of his son 
Tippoo at Seringapatam in 1799. A representative of the 
ancient Hindu line was then replaced on the throne. This 
prince, Krishnaraja Wodeyar, was only five years old, and until 
he came of age in 1131 x the state was under the administration 
of Purnaiya, the Brahman minister of Hyder and Tippoo. 
When Krishnaraja took over the management of his state he 
received an orderly and contented principality with a surplus 
of two crores of rupees. Within twenty years he had driven 
his subjects into rebellion and involved himself and his state 
in heavy debt. The British government therefore assumed 
the administration in 183r,'and placed it in the hands of com-
missioners. In 1862 no less than 88 lakhs of state debts and of 
the maharaja's own liabilities had been liquidated; the entire 
administration had been reformed, a revised system of land 
revenue introduced, and many public works executed. The 
maharaja therefore pressed his claims to a restoration of his 
powers, but the British government refused the application as 
incompatible with the true interests of the people of Nlysore, 
and as not justified by any treaty obligation. In the same year 
Chamarajendra Wodeyar, afterwards maharaja, was born of 

the Bettada Kote branch of the ruling house; and in June 1868 
Maharaja Krishnaraja adopted him as his son and successor, 
although he had been informed that no adoption could be 
recognized except to his own private property, already once 
more heavily weighted with private debts. In 1867 the policy 
of government underwent a change; it was determined to secure 
the continuance of native rule in Mysore, by acknowledging 
the adoption upon certain conditions which would secure to the 
people the continued benefits of good administration enjoyed 
by them under British control. The old maharaja died on the 
27th of March 1868, and Chamarajendra Wodeyar was publicly 
installed as the future ruler of Mysore on the 23rd of September 
2868. His education was taken in hand, abuses which had grown 
up in the palace establishment were reformed, the late maharaja's 
debts were again paid off, and the whole internal administration 
perfected in every branch during the minority. On the 25th of 
March 1881 Maharaja Chamarajendra, having attained the age 
of 18 years, was publicly entrusted with the administration of 
the state. He made over to the British government, with full 
jurisdiction, a small tract of land at Bangalore, forming the 
" civil and military station," and received in return the island of 
Seringapatam. But the most important incident of the change 
was the signing of the " instrument of transfer," by which 
the young maharaja, for himself and his successors, undertook 
to perform the conditions imposed upon him. To that agree-
ment the maharaja steadfastly adhered during his reign, and 
the instrument is a landmark in the history of British relations 
with the protected states of India. The maharaja's first 
minister was Range Charlu, who had been trained in the 
British administration of Mysore. He signalized the restoration 
of native rule by creating the representative assembly. In 
1883 Sheshadri Aiyar succeeded Range Chad% and to him 
Mysore is indebted for the extension of railways and schemes of 
Irrigation, the development of the Kolar goldfields, and the 
maintenance of the high standard of its administration. The 
maharaja died at Calcutta on the 28th of December 1894. His 
eldest son, Krishnaraja Wodeyar, born in 1884, succeeded him, 
and Ma widow, Maharani Vanivilas, was appointed regent, 

until in ram the maharaja was formally invested Walt -full 
powers by the viceroy in person. 

See B. L. Rice. Mysore (2nd ed., Bangalore. NOM Mysore lead 
Coorg Camden (Calcutta, Igoe). 

/mom capital of the state of Mysore, India, so m. S.W. of 
Seringapatam on the Mysore State railway. Pop. (inoi), 68,i r t. 
The city, which is spread over an area of about 71 sq. m., has its 
nucleus at the foot of the Chamundi bill, in a valley formed by 
two parallel ridges running north and south. The fort Stands 
in the south of the town, forming a quarter by itself; tbe ground-
plan is quadrangular, each of the sides being about 450 yds. long. 
The old palace of the maharaja within the fort, built in an 
extravagant style of Hindu architecture, was partly destroyed 
by fire in 1897, whereupon a new palace was built on the same 
site. The principal object of interest in the old palace was the 
throne, which is said to have been presented to Chikka Deva Raj 
by the emperor Aurangzeb. The houses of the European residents 
are for the most part to the east of the town. The residency or 
government house was built in t8os. The building afterwards 
used for the district offices was originally built by Colonel 
Wellesley (duke of Wellington) for his own occupation. The 
domed building for the public offices in Gordon Park, the 
Maharaja's College, the Victoria Jubilee Institute, and the law 
courts are conspicuous. Mysore, though the dynastic capital 
of the state, was superseded by Seringapatam as the seat of the 
court from i6zo to 2799, and in :831, on the British occupation, 
the seat of administration was removed to Bangalore. 

MYSTERY (Gr. purrimsor,  , from nearer, an initiate, ;dew, 
to shut the mouth), a general English term for what is secret 
and excites wonder, derived from the religious sense (see below). 
It is not to be confounded with the other old word " mystery," 
or more properly " mister)," meaning a trade or handicraft 
(Lat. minislerium, Fr. metier). For the medieval plays, called 
mysteries, see DRAMA; they were so called (Skeet) because acted 
by craftsmen. 

Creek if ysteries.—It is important to obtain a clear conception 
of the exact significance of the Greek term satern)pcar, which is 
often associated and at times appears synonymous with the words 
rani, dissia. We may interpret " mystery " in its original 
Greek meaning as a " secret " worship, to .)ich only certain 
specially prepared people—oi pin/Arra—were admitted after a 
special period of purification or other preliminary probation, and 
of which the ritual was so important and perilous that the 
" catechumen " needed a hierophant or expounder to guide him 
aright. In the ordinary public worship of the state or the private 
worship of the household the sacrifice with the prayer was the 
chief act of the ceremony; in the " mysterion " something other 
than a sacrifice was of the essence of the rite; something was 
shown to the eyes of the initiated, the mystery was a bpipa 
twaruclor, and Spa's and opaapoertam are verbal terms expressive 
of the mystic act. We have an interesting account given us by 
Theo Smyrnaeusi of the various elements and moments of the 
normal mystic ceremony: first is the adappas or preliminary 
purification; secondly, the raw* rapabocrir, the mystic com-
munication which probably included some kind of Mvor, a 
sacred exegesis or exhortation; thirdly, the iirorrela or the 
revelation to sight of certain holy things, which is the central 
point of the whole; fourthly, the crowning with the garland, 
which is henceforth the badge of the privileged; and finally, 
that which is the end and object of all this, the happiness that 
arises from the friendship or communion with the deity. This 
exposition is probably applicable to the Greek mysteries in 
general, though it may well have been derived from his know-
ledge of the Eleusinian. We may supplement it by a statement 
of Lucian's that " no mystery was ever celebrated without 
dancing " (De mita t5), which means that it was in some sense 
a religious drama, ancient Greek dancing being generally 
mimetic, and represented some kph )byes or sacred story as 
the theme of a mystery-play. 

Before we approach the problem as to the content of the 
mysteries, we may naturally- raise the question why certain 
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ancient cults in Greece were mystic, others open and public. 
An explanation often offered is that the mystic cults are the 
Pelasgic or pre-Hellenic and that the conquered populations 
desired to shroud their religious ceremonies from the profane 
eyes of the invaders. But we should then expect to find them 
administered chiefly by slaves and the lower population; on the 
contrary they are generally in the hands of the noblest families, 
and the evidence that slaves possessed in any of them the right 
of initiation is only slight. Nor does the explanation in other 
'respects fit the facts at all. The deities who are worshipped 
with mystic rites have in most cases Hellenic names and do not 
all belong to the earliest stratum of Hellenic religion. Besides 
those of Demeter, by far the most numerous in the Hellenic 
world, we have record of the mysteries of Ge at Phlye in Attica, 
of Aglauros and the Charities at. Athens, of Hecate at Aegina; 
a shrine of Artemis Moen on the road between Sparta and 
Arcadia points to a mystic cult of this goddess, and we can infer 
the existence of a similar worship of Themis. Now these are 
either various forms of the earth-goddess, or are related closely 
to her, being powers that we call chthonian," associated with 
the world below, the realm of the dead. We may surmise then 
that the mystic setting of a cult arose in many cases from the 
drecd of the religious miasma which emanated from the nether 
world and which suggested a prior ritual of purification as neces-
sary to safeguard the person before approaching the holy presence 
Or handling certain holy objects. This would explain the 
necessity of mysteries in the worship of Dionysus also, the Cretan 
Zagreus, Trophonius at Lebadeia, Palaemon-Melicertes on the 
Isthmus of Corinth. They might also be necessary for those 
who desired communion with the deified ancestor or hero, and 
thus we hear of the mysteries of Dryops at Asine, of Antinotis 
the favourite of Hadrian at Mantineia. Again, where there was 
hope or promise that the mortal should by communion be able 
to attain temporarily to divinity, so hazardous an experiment 
would be safeguarded by special preparation, secrecy and 
mystic ritual; and this may have been the prime motive of the 
institution of the Attis-Cybele mystery.. (See GREAT Mom= 
or THE Goos.) 

For the student of Hellenism, the Eleusinian and Orphte 
ceremonies are of paramount importance; the Samothracian, 
which vied with these in attractiveness for the later Hellenic 
world, were not Hellenic in origin, nor wholly hellenined in char-
acter, and cannot be considered in an article of this compass. 

As regards the Eleusinia, we are in a better position for the 
investigation of them than our predecessors were; for the modern 
methods of comparative religion and anthropology have at least 
taught us to ass the right questions and to apply relevant 
hypotheses; archaeology, the study of vases, excavations on the 
site, yielding an ever-increasing hoard of inscriptions, have 
taught us much concerning the external organization of the 
mysteries, and have shown us the beautiful figures of the deities 
as they appeared to the eye or to the mental vision of the 
initiated. 

As regards the inner content, the secret of the mystic celebra-
tion, it is in the highest degree unlikely that Greek inscriptions or 
art would ever reveal it; the Eleusinian scenes that appear on 
Attic vases of about the nth century cannot be supposed to show 
us the heart of the mystery, for such sacrilegious rashness would 
be dangerous for the vase-painter. If we are to discover it, we 
must turn to the ancient literary records. These must be 
handled with extreme caution and a more careful scrutiny than 
is often applied. We must not expect full enlightenment from 
the Pagan writers, who convey to us indeed the poetry and the 
glow of this fascinating ritual, and who attest the deep and puri-
fying influence that it exercised upon the religious temperament, 
but who are not likely to tell us more. It is to the Christian 
Fathers we must turn for more esoteric knowledge, for they 
would be withheld by no scruple from revealing what they knew. 
But we cannot always believe that they knew much, for only 
those who, like Clement and Amobius, had been Pagans in their 
youth, could ever have been initiated. Many of them uncriti-
cally confuse in the same context and in one sweeping verdict  

of condemnation Orphic, Phrygian-Sabazian and Attie-Mysteries 
with the Eleusinian; and we ought not too lightly to infer that 
these were actually confused and blended at Eleusis. We must 
also be on our guard against supposing that when Pagan or 
Christian writers refer vaguely to " mysteria," they always have 
the Eleusinian in their mind. 

The questions that the critical analysis of all the evidence 
may hope to solve are mainly these: (a) What do we know or 
what can we infer concerning the personality of the deities to 
whom the Eleusinian mysteries were originally consecrated, 
and were new figures admitted at a later period ? (b) When was 
the mystery taken over by Athens and opened to all Hellas, and 
what was the state-organization provided ? (c) What was the 
inner significance, essential content or purport of the Eleusinia, 
and what was the source of their great influence on Hellas? 
(d) Can we attribute any ethical value to them, and did they 
strongly impress the popular belief in immortality? Limits of 
space allow us only to adumbrate the results that research on 
the lines of these questions has hitherto yielded. 

The paramount divine personalities of the mystery were in 
the earliest period of which we have literary record, the mother 
and the daughter, Demeter and Kore, the latter being never 
styled Persephone in the official language of Eleusis; while the 
third figure, the god of the lower world known by the euphemistic 
names of Pluto (Plouton) and at one time Eubouleus, the ravisher 
and the husband, is an accessory personage, comparatively in 
the background. This is the conclusion naturally drawn from 
the Homeric hymn to Demeter, a composition of great ritualistic 
value, probably of the 7th century s.c., which describes the 
abduction of the daughter, the sorrow and search of the mother, 
her sitting by the sacred well, the drinking of the Kameda or 
sacred cup and the legend of the pomegranate. An ancient 
hymn of Pamphos, from which Palma niaa  freely quotes and 
which he regards as genuine; appears to have told much the 
same story in much the same way. As far as we can say, then, 
the mother and daughter were there in possession at the very 
beginning. The other pair of divinities known as 6 Oth Bea, 
that appear in a sth-century inscription and on two dedicatory 
reliefs found at Eleusis, have been supposed to descend from 
an aboriginal period of Eleusinian religion when deities were 
nameless, and when a peaceful pair of earth-divinities, male and 
female, were worshipped by the rustic community, before the 
earth-goddess had pluralized herself as Demeter and Kore, and 
before the story of the madre doloraza and the lost daughter had 
arisen' But for various reasons the contrary view is more 
probable, that b flair and b OA ire later cult-titles of the 
married pair Pluto-Cora (Plouton-Kore), the personal names 
being omitted from that feeling of reverential shyness which was 
specially timid in regard to the sacred names of the deities of 
the underworld. And it is a fairly familiar phenomenon in Greek 
religion that two separate titles of the same divinity engender 
two distinct cults. 

The question as to the part played by -Dionysus In the 
Eleusinia is important. Some scholars, like M. Foucart, have 
supposed that he belonged from the beginning to the inner 
circle of the mystery; others that he forced his way in at a 
somewhat later period owing to the great influence of the Orphic 
sects who captured the stronghold of Attic religion and engrafted 
the Orphic-Sabazian 10.,obs A6yos, the story of the incestuous 
union of Dionysus-Sabazius with Demeter-Kore, and of the 
death aid rendering of Zagreus, upon the primitive Eleusinian 
faith. A saner and more careful criticism rejects this view. 
There is no genuine trace discovered as yet in the inner circle 
of the mysteries of any characteristically Orphic doctrine; the 
names of Zagreus and Phones are nowhere heard, the legend of 
Zagreus and the death of Dionysus are not known to have 
been mentioned there. Nor is there any print within or in 
the precincts of the 1.04er-tiptoe: the hall of the Mbovat, Of the 
footsteps of the Phrygian deities, Cybele, Attis, Sabazius. 

38,3; 	9, 1. 
See tnttenger, Synope, T3: Corp. fxscr. oft 2, 1620 e. 3, Me; 
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The suet relation of Dienysua to the mysteries involves the 
question as to the divine personage called Iacchus; who and what 
was Iacchus? Strabo (p. 468), who is a poor authority on such 
matters, describes him as " the daemon of Demeter, the founder 
of the leader of the mysteries:" More important is it to note 
that " Iambus" is unknown to the author of the Homeric hymn, 
and that the first literary notice of him occurs in the well-known 
passage of Herodotus (viii. 65), who describes the procession of 
the mystae - as moving along the sacred way from Athens to 
Elena and as raising the cry 'Jaime. We find lacchus the 
theme of a glowing invocation in an Aristophanic Ode (Frogs, 
374-398), and described as a beautiful " young god "; but he is 
first explicitly identified with Dionysus in the beautiful ode of 
Sophoclee Astigone (sire); and that this was in accord with the 
popular ritualistic lore is proved by the statement of the scholiast 
on Aristopbanes (Frogs, 482) that the people at the Lenaea, the 
winter-festival of Dionysus, responded to the command of 
" Invoke the god!" with the invocation " Hail, lacchus, son of 
Semele, thou giver of wealth!" We are sure, then, that in the 
high tide of the Attic religious history lacchus was the youthful 
Dionysus, a name of the great god peculiar to Attic cult; and 
this is all that here concerns us to know. 

We can now answer the question raised above. This youthful 
Attic Dionysus Nu his home at Athens; he accompanies his 
votaries along the sacred way, filling their souls with the exalta-
tion and ecstasy of the Dionysiac spirit; but at Eleusis he had no 
temple, altar or abiding home; he comes as a visitor and departs. 
His image may have been carried into the Hall of the Mysteries, 
but whether it played any part there in a passion-play we do 
not know: That he was a primary figure of the essential mystery 
is hard to believe, for we find no traces of his name in the 
other Greek communities that at an early period had insti-
tuted mysteries on the Eleusinian model. Apart from lacchus, 
Dionysus in his own name was powerful enough at Eleusis as in 
most other localities. And the votaries carried with them no 
doubt into the ball the Bacchic exaltation of the Iacchus proces-
sion and the nightly revel with the god that preceded the full 
initiation; many of them also may have belonged to the private 
Dionysian sects and might be tempted to read a Dionysinc signifi-
cance into much that was presented to them. But all this is 
conjecture. The interpietation of what was shown would natur-
ally change somewhat with the changing sentiment of the ages; 
but the mother and the daughter, the stately and beautiful 
-figures presented to us by the author of the homeric hymn, who 
says no word of Dionysus, are still found reigning paramount 
and supreme at Ekusis just before the Gothic invasion in the 
latter days of Paganism. Triptolemus the apostle of corn-
culture, Eubouleus—originally a euphemistic name of the god 
of the under-world, " the giver of good counsel," conveying a 
hint of his oracular functions—these are accessory figures of 
Eleusinian cult and mythology that may have played some part 
in the great mystic drama that was enacted in the hall. 

The development and organization of the Eleusinia may now 
be briefly sketched. The legends concerning the initiation of 
Herades and the Dioscuri preserve the record of the time when 
the mysteries were closed against all strangers, and were the 
privilege of the Eleusinians alone. Now the Homeric hymn in 
its obvious appeal to the whole of the Greek world to avail 
themselves of these mysteries gives us to suppose that they 
had already been thrown open to Hellas; and this momentous 
change, abolishing the old gentile barriers, may have naturally 
coincided with, or have resulted from, the fusion of Eleusis and 
Athens, an event of equal importance for politics and religion 
which we may place in the prehistoric period. The reign of 
Peisistratus was an era of architectural activity at Eleusis; 
but the construction of the months apok was one of the 
achievements of the Periclean administration. Two inscriptions, 
containing decrees passed during the supremacy of Pericles, the 
one proclaiming a holy truce of three months for the votaries 
that came from any Greek community,' the other bidding the 
subject allies and inviting the independent states to send 

Corp. incr. aft. L i. 

brand or tithe-Offerings of corn to Eleasis,1  record the far-
sighted policy of Periclean Athens, her deter 'mutation to find a 
religious support for her hegemony. 

At least from the 5th century onwards, the external control 
and all questions of the organization of the mysteries were in 
the handr of the Athenian state, the rule holding in Attica as 
elsewhere in Hellas that the state was supreme over the Church. 
The head of the general management was the king-archon 
((whoa-basil ens) who with his paredros and the four " epimele-
tai " formed a general committee of supervision, and matters of 
importance connected with the ritual were decided by the Boyle 
or Ecclesia. But the claim of Eleusis as the religious metropoli s 
was not ignored. The chief of the two priestly fatmlits, in w hose 
hands lay the mystic celebration itself and the formal right of 
admission, was the Eleusinian "gem " of the EunrolpIdae; it 
was to their ancestor that Demeter had entrusted her flora, 
and the recognition of their claims maintained the principle 
of apostolic succession. To them belonged the hierophant 
(feemilterm), the high priest of the Eleusinia, whose function 
alone it was to "reveal the orgies," to show the sacred things, 
and who alone—or perhaps with- his consort-priestesscould 
penetrate into the innermost shrine in the hall; an impres-
sive figure, so sacred in person that no one could addles' him 
by his personal name, and bound, at one period at least, by a 
rule of celibacy. We hear also of two " hiesophantides," female 
attendants on the older and younger goddesses. In fact, while 
the male priest predominates in this ritual, the women play a 
prominent part: as we should expect, considering that the 
sister•festival of the Thesmophoria wis wholly in their bands. 

The other old priestly family was that of the " Kerykes," 
to whom the delitexes belonged, " the holder of the torch," 
the official second in rank to the tepo#donm It is uncertain 
whether this family was of Eleusinian origin; and in the 4th 
century it seems to have died out, and the office of the fludeforot 
passed into the bands of the Lycomidae, a priestly family of 
Phlye, suspected of being devotees of Orphism. 

Turning now to the celebration itself, we can only sketch 
the more salient features here. On the nth of Boadrontion, 
the Attic month corresponding roughly to our September, 
the Ephebi (q.v.1 marched out to Eleusis, and returned to Athens 
the next day bringing with them the " holy things " (lepi) to 
the " Eleusinion "in the city; these lee& probably included small 
images of the goddesses. The ilith was the day of the &weal% 
the gathering of the catechumens, when they met to hear the 
address of the hierophant, called the 'Thomas. This was 
no sermon, but a proclamation bidding those who were dis-
qualified or for some reason unworthy of initiation to depart. 
The legally qualified were all Hellenes and subsequently all 
Romans above a certain—very youthful—limit of age, women 
and as it appears even slaves; barbarians, and those uncieanseti 
of some notorious guilt, such as homicide, were disqualified. We 
are sure that there was no dogmatic test, nor would time allow 
of any searching moral scrutiny, and only the Samothraciaa 
rites, in this respect unique in the world of classical religion, 
possessed a system of confessional. The hierophant appealed to 
the conscience of the multitude; but we are not altogether sure 
of the terms of his proclamation, which can only be approximately 
restored from late Pagan and early Christian writers. We know 
that he demanded of each candidate that he should bg "of 
intelligible speech (Lc an Hattie) and pure of hand "; and he 
catechized him as to his condition of ritualistic purity—the food 
he bad eaten or abstained from. It appears also from Libaniva 
that in the later period at least he solemnly proclaimed that the 
catechumen should be " pure of soul," and this spiritual 
conception of holiness had arisen already in the earlier periods 
of Greek religious thought. On the other hand we must bear in 
mind the criticism that Diogenes is said to have passed upon the 
Eieusinia, that many bad characters were admitted to coin-
munion, thereby securing a promise of higher happiness than an 
uninitiated Epaminondas could aspire to. 

An essential preliminary was purification and lustration, and 
iDittenberger, Sylloge, 13. 	• 'Or. Carrara, Iv. 556. 
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after the assembly the " mystae " went to the sea-shore (Shale 
'06trrat) and purified themselves with sea-water, and probably 
with sprinkling of pigs' blood, a common cathartic medium. 
After their return from the sea, a sacrifice of some kind was 
offered as an essential condition of pintas, but whether as a 
sacrament or a gift-offering to the goddesses it is impossible to 
determine. On the zeth of Boedromion the great procession 
started along the sacred way bearing the " fair young god " 
Iacchus; and as they visited many shrines by the way the march 
must have continued long after sunset, so that the roll is some-
times spoken of as the day of the exodus of latches. On the 
way each wore a saffron band as an amulet; and the ceremonious 
reviling to which the " mystai " were subjected as they crossed 
the bridge of the Cephissus answered the same purpose of 
averting the evil eye. Upon the arrival at Eleusis, on the same 
night or on the following, they celebrated a midnight revel 
under the stars with Iacchus, which Aristophanes glowingly 
describes. 

The question of supreme interest now arises: What was the 
mystic ceremony in the hall? what was said and what was done? 
We can distinguish two grades in the celebration; the greater 
was the rihea and &worm& the full and satisfying celebration, 
to which only those were admitted who bad passed the lesser 
stage at least a year before. As regards the actual ritual in the 
hall of the mystae, much remains uncertain in spite of the 
unwearying efforts of many generations of scholars to construct 
a reasonable statement out of fragments of often doubtful 
evidence. We are certain at least that something was acted there 
In a religious drama or passion-play, the revelation was partly 
a pageant of holy figures; the accusations against Aeschylus 
and Alcibiades would suffice to prove this; and Porphyry speaks 
of the hierophant and the .59.3oNes acting divine parts. 
What the subject of this drama was may be gathered partly 
from the words of Clement--" Deo (Demeter) and Kore became 
the personages of a mystic drama, and Eleusis with its 50 di■xos 
celebrates the wandering, the abduction and the sorrow " 
(Protrept., p. 12 Potter), partly from Psyche's appeal to Demeter 
in Apulelus (Metamorpk. 6)—" by the unspoken secrets of the 
mystic chests, the winged chariots of thy dragon-ministers, the 
bridal descent of Proserpine. [Persephone], the torch-lit wander-
ings to find thy daughter and all the other mysteries that the 
shrine of Attic Eleusis shrouds in secret." We may believe then 
that the great myth of the mother's sorrow, the loss and the 
partial recovery of her beloved was part of the Eleusinian 
passion-play. Did it also include a kola 'yelped We should 
naturally expect that the sacred story acted in the mystic 
pageant would dose with the scene of reconciliation, such as a 
holy marriage of the god and the goddess. But the evidence 
that this was so is mainly indirect, apart from a doubtful passage 
in Asterius, a writer of questionable authority in the 4th century 
A.1). (Ecomost. manyr. p. zee, Combe). At any rate, if a holy 
marriage formed pert of the passion-play, it may well have been 
acted with solemnity and delicacy. We have no reason to 
believe that even to a modem taste any part of the ritual would 
appear coarse or obscene; even Clement, who. brings a vague 
charge of obscenity against all mysteries in general, does not 
try to substantiate it in regard to the Eleusinia, and we hear 
from another Christian writer of the scrupulous purity of the 
hierophant. 

It would be interesting to know if the birth of a holy child, 
a babe Iacchus, for example, was a motive of the mystic drama. 
The question seems at first sight to be decided 'by a definite 
statement of Hippolytus (Philosopk. 5, 8), that at a certain 
moment in the mysteries the hierophant cried aloud: " The lady-
goddess Brimo has borne Brimos the holy child." But a careful 
consideration of the context almost destroys the value of his 
authority. For he does not pretend to be a first-hand witness, 
but admits that be is drawing from Gnostic sovrces,and he goes 
on at once to speak of Attis and his self-mutilation. The formula 
may then refer to the Sabuian-Phrygian mystery, which the 
Gnostics with their mud spirit of religious syncretism would 
have no scruple in identifying with the Eleusinian. And the  

archaeological evidence that has been supposed to support the 
statement of Hippolytus is deceptive. 

Finally, we must not suppose that there could be any vesy 
elaborate scenic arrangements in the hall for the representation 
of Paradise and the Inferno, whereby the rewards of the faithful 
and the punishments of the damned might be impressively 
brought borne to the mystic. The excavations on the site have 
proved that the building was without substructures or under-
ground passages. A large number of inscriptions present us 
with elaborate accounts of Eleusinian expenditure; but there is 
no item for scenic expenses or painting. We arc led to suppose 
that the pageant-play produced its effect by means -of gorgeous 
raiment, torches and stately figures. 

But the mystic action included more than the pageant-play: 
The hierophant revealed certain holy objects to the eyes of the 
assembly. There is reason to suppose that these included cer-
tain primitive idols of the goddesses of immemorial sanctity; 
and, if we accept a statement of Hippolytus (loc. cit.) we must 
believe that the epopme were also shown " that great and marvel-
lous mystery of perfect revelation, a cut corn-stalk." The value 
of this definite assertion, which appears to be an explicit revela-
tion of the secret, would be very great, if we could trust it; but 
unfortunately it occurs in the same suspicious context as the 
Brimo-Brimos formula, and we again suspect the same uncritical 
confusion of Eleusinian with Phrygian ritual, for we know that 
Attis himself was identified in his mysteries with the " reaped 
corn," the mixes funirot, almost the very phrase used by 
Hippolytus. Only, it is in the highest degree probable, whether 
Hippolytus knew anything or not, that a corn-token was shows 
among the sacred things of a mystery which possessed an original 
agrarian significance and was intended partly to consecrate and 
to foster the agricultural life. But to say this is by no means the 
same as to admit the view of Lenormant' and Dr Jevons ■ that 
the Eleusinians worshipped the actual corn, or -  revered it as a 
clan-totem. For of direct corn-worship or of corn-totemism 
there is no trace either at Eleusis or elsewhere in Greece. 

Among the 8p6otra or " things done " may we also include 
a solemn sacrament, the celebration of a holy communion, .in 
which the votary was united to the divinity by partaking of 
some holy food or drink? We owe to Clement of Alexandria 
(Prolecisl. p. 18, Potter) an exact transcription of the pass-word 
of the Eleusinian mystae; it ran as follows (if we accept 
Lobeck's emendation cf irreveicieror for ipyinnipires): " I 
have fasted, I have drunk the barley-drink, I have-taken [the 
things] from the sacred chest, having tasted thereof I have placed 
them into the basket and again from the basket into the chest." 
We gather from this that some kind of sacrament was at least a 
preliminary condition of initiation; the mystae drank of the same 
cup as the goddess drank in her sorrow,partly—as we say—" in 
memory of her," partly to unite themselves more closely with 
her. We know also from an inscription that the priest of the 
Samothmcian mysteries broke sacred bmaci and poured out drink 
for the mystae (Arch. ,pig. Mink. i882, p. 8, No. 14). But 
neither In these nor in the Eleusinian is there any trace of the 
more mystic sacramental conception, any. indication that the 
votaries believed themselves to be partaking of the actual body 
of their divinitye for there is no evidence that Demeter was 
identified with the corn, still less with the barley-meal of which 
the maim was compounded. Nor is it likely that the sacra-
ment was the pivot of the whole mystery or was part of the 
essential act of the piffled itself. In the first place we have 
an almost certain representation of the Elcusinian sacrament on 
an archaic vase In Naples; probably of Attic prosesance, and 
the artistic reproduction of a holy act would have been impious 
and dangerous, if this had belonged to the inner circle of the 
mystery. Again, there is no mention of sacrament or sacrifice 
among the five essential parts of aferris given by. Theo 

1  Daremberg et Seglio. Dittimissaire, r,  p. so66. 
▪ Infroduetiox is the Slay of Religiose. 
I This is Drlevons's supposition—op. tit—on which he bases 

an important theory of the whole. Ekininisa mysteries and their 
intrinsic attraction. 

▪ Farrell, Calls. vol. iii. 0. 
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&Byrom= nor in the imaginary nanstive of the late rhetorician 
Sopatros,,  who supposes the strange case of a man being initiated 
by the goddess= in a dream: they admit him to their full 
communion merely by telling him something and showing him 
something. 

Besides the Optintera, then, there were also certain things 
said in the hall, or in the earlier stages of initiation, which we 
would gladly discover. Part of these were mystic formulae, 
one of which has been discussed already, the pass-word of 
the votaries. We gather also from Proclus and Hippolytus* 
that in the Eleusinian rites they gazed up to heaven and 
cried aloud "rain "—ace-,and gazed down upon the earth and 
cried "conceive "—ale. This ritual charm—we cannot tall it 
prayer—descends from the old agrarian magic which underlay 
the primitive mystery. What else the votaries may have uttered, 
whether by way of thanksgiving or solemn litany, we do not 
know.. But there was also a certain Lep= kfryos, some exposi-
tion accompanying the unfolding of the mysteries; for it was part 
of the prestige of the hierophant that he was chief spokesman, 
" who poured forth winning utterance and whose voice the 
catechumen ardently desired to hear " (A elk. Pak, app. 246); and 
Galen speaks of the rapt attention paid by the initiated " to the 
things done and said in the Eleusinian and Siunothracian 
mysteries " •(De sou 'kid. 7. 14). But we have no trustworthy 
evidence as to the real content of the Moot of the hierophant. 
We need not believe that the whole of his discourse was taken 
up with corn-symbolism, as Varro seems to imply (Aug. De civil. 
Dei. zo), or that he taught natural philosophy rather than 
theology, or again, the special doctrine of Euhemerus, as two 
passages in Cicero (De mine. dear. i. 42; ruse. i. 13) might 
prompt us to suppose. His chief theme was probably an expo-
sition of the meaning and value of the lepit, as in an Australian 
initiation rite it is the privilege of the elders to explain the 
nature of the " churinga " to the youths. And his discourse 
on these may have been coloured to some extent by the theories 
current in the philosophic speculation of the day. But though 
in the time of Julian he appears to have been a philosopher of 
Neo-platonic tendencies, we ought not to suppose that the 
hierophant as a rule would be able or inclined to rise above the 
anthropomorphic religion of the times. Whatever symbolism 
attached to the lee& the sacred objects shown, was probably 
simple and natural; for instance, in the Eleusinian, as in Egyptian 
eschatology, the token of the growing corn may have served as 
an emblem—though not a proof--of man's resurrection. The 
doctrine of the continuance of the soul after death was already 
accepted by the popular belief, and the hierophant had no need 
to preach it as a dogma; the votaries came to Eleusis to ensure 
themselves a happy immortality. And in our earliest record, 
the Homeric hymn, we find that the mysteries already hold out 
this higher promise. How, we may ask, were the votaries 
assured ? M. Foucart in Les grands snysteres d'Eteusis has 
maintained that the object of the mysteries was much the same 
as that of the Egyptian Book of the Dead; to provide the mystae 
with elaborate rules for avoiding the dangers that beset the road 
to the other world, and for attaining at last to the happy regions; 
that for this purpose the hierophant recited magic formulae 
whereby the soul could repel the demons that it might encounter 
on the path; and that it was to seek this deliverance from the 
terrors of hell that all Greece flocked to Eleusis. This is in 
accord with his whole " egyptizing " theory concerning the 
Eleusinia, a theory which, though Egyptian influence cannot 
a priori be ruled out, is not found in harmony with the facts 
of the two religious systems. And the particular hypothesis 
just stated is altogether wanting in direct evidence, or—we 
may say—in waisemblanee. There is no hint or allusion to 

Met. grace. viii. 121. 
is Tine. asty; Ref. Own. Raer. 5, 7. p. 46. 

s The other formula which the scholiast on Plato (Gov(. 497 e.) 
assigns to the Eleusinian rite: " I have eaten from the umbra, I 
have drunk from the cymbal, L have carried the sacred vessel. 
I have crept under the bridal-chamber." belongs, not to Eleusis, 
but, as Clement and Firmicus Maternus themselves attest, to Phrygia 
and to Attie,  

be found the ancient sources suggesting that the recital of 
magic formulae was part of the ceremony. The kern, what-
ever it was, was comparatively unimportant. And the Greek 
public in general, in its vigorous period when the Eleusinian 
religion reached its zenith, was not tormented, as modern 
Europe has at times been, by ghostly terrors of judgment. 

The assurance of the hope of the Eleusinian votary was 
obtained by the feeling of friendship and mystic sympathy, 
established by mystic contact, with the mother and the daughter, 
the powers of life after death. Those who won their friendship 
by initiation in this life would by the simple logic of faith 
regard themselves as certain to win blessing at their hands in 
the next. 

It Is obvious that the mysteries made no direct appeal to 
the intellect, nor on the other hand revolted it by any oppressive 
dogmatism. As regards their psychic effect, we have Aristotle's 
Invaluable judgment: " The initiated do not learn anything so 
much as feel certain emotions and are put into a certain frame 
of mind " (Synes. Dine. p. 48a). The appeal was to the eye 
and to the imagination through a form of religious mesmerism 
working by means that were - solemn, stately and beautiful 
To understand the quality and the intensity of the impression. 
produced, we should borrow something from the modern experi-
ences of Christian communion-service, mass, and passion-play, 
and bear in mind also the extraordinary susceptibility of the 
Greek mind to an artistically impressive pageant. 

That the Eleusinia preached a higher morality than that 
of the current standard is not proved. That they exercised 
a direct and elevating influence on the individual character is 
nowhere explicitly maintained, as Diad02113 41)) maintains 
concerning the Samothracian. But on general grounds it is 
reasonable to believe that such powerful religious experience 
as they afforded would produce moral fruit in many minds. The 
genial Aristophanes (Frogs, 455) intimates as much, and 
Andocides (De asyster. p. 36, 31; p. 44,  125) assumes that 
those who had been initiated would take a juster and sterner 
view of moral innocence and guilt, and that foul conduct was 
a greater sin when committed by a man who was in the official• 
service of the mother and the daughter. 

Besides the greater mysteries at Eleusis, we hear of the 
lesser mysteries of Agee on the banks of the [limos. Estab-
lished, perhaps, originally by Athens herself at a time when 
Eleusis was independent and closed her rites to strangers, 
they became wholly subordinated to the greater, and were put 
under the same management and served merely as a necessary 
preliminary to the higher initiation into them. Sacrifice was 
offered to the same great goddesses at both; but we have the 
authority of Duris (Athena., 253d), the Saurian historian, and 
the evidence of an Attic painting, called the pinax of Nannion,4 

 that the predominant goddess in the mysteries at Agree was 
Kore. And this agrees with the time of their celebration, in 
the middle of Anthesterion, when Kore was supposed to return 
in the young corn. Stephanus (s.o. "kypa), drawing from an 
unknown source, declares that the Dionysiac story was the 
theme of their mystic drama. Hence theorists have supposed 
that their content was wholly Orphic or that their central 
motive was the marriage of Dionysus and Kore. The theory 
has no archaeological or literary support except the passage in 
Stephanus, nor have we reason for believing that the marriage 
of these two divinities was recognized in Attic state ritual. 

The influence of Eleusis in early times must have been 
great, for we find offshoots of its cult, whether mystic or not, 
in other parts of Greece. In Boeotia, Laconia, Arcadia, Crete 
and Thera, Demeter brought with her the title of "Eleusinia"; 
and no other explanation is so probable as the obvious one 
that this name designates " the goddess of Eleusis," and though 
there may have been other places called " Eleusis," the only 
famous religions centre was the Attic. The initiation rites of 
Demeter at Celeae near Plditts, at Lerna in Argolis, and at 
Naples, were organized after the pattern of the Eleusinian. But 
of these and the other Demeter mysteries in the Greek world, 

, Earnell, Calls of eke Greek States, vol. iii. p. 342, pl. xvi. 
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there is little to record that is certain and at the same time of 
primary importance for the history of religion. The Arcadian 
city of Phencus possessed a mystery that boasted an Eleusiniaa 
character and origin, yet in the record of it there is no mention 
of Kore, and we may suspect that, like other Demeter-worships 
in the Peloponnese, it belonged to a period when the earth-
goddess was revered as a single personality and Kore had not 
yet emanated from her. We know much more of the details 
of the great Andanian mysteries in Messenia, owing to the 
discovery of the important and much-discussed Andanian in-
scription of ex But what we know are facts of secondary 
importance only. We gather from Pausanias (4- 33. 4; cl- 4. t. 

5. and 4. 26. 8; 4. r). 6) that the rites, which he regards as second 
in solemnity and prestige to the Eleusinian alone, were conse-
crated to the Me$Xsu deal,... the great goddesses, . . . and that 
Kore enjoyed the mystic title of Hagne, " the holy one." 
The inscription has been supposed to correct and to refute 
Pausanias, but it does not really controvert his statements, 
which are attested by other evidence; it proves only that other 
divinities came at a later time to have a share in the mysteries, 
such as the Iderikix Bed who were probably the Cabeiri (q.v.). It 
is dear that the Andanian mysteries included a sacred drama, 
in which women personated the goddesses. The priestesses were 
married women, and were required to take an oath that they 
had lived " in relation to their husbands a just and holy life." 
We hear also of grades of initiation, purification-ceremonies, 
but of no sacrament or eschatologic promise; yet it is probable 
that these mysteries, like the Eleusinian, maintained and 
secured the hope of future happiness. 

The Eleusinian faith is not wholly unattested by the grave-
inscriptions of Hellas, though it speaks but rarely on these. 
The most interesting example is the epitaph of a hieropbant 
who proclaims that be has found that " death was not an evil, 
but a blessing." ,  

Of equal importance for the private religion of Greece were 
the Orphic mystic societies, bearing a Thraco-Phrygian tradition 
into Greece, and associated originally with the name of Dionysus, 
and afterwards with Sabazius also and the later cult-ideas of 
Phrygia.' The full account of the Dionysiac mysteries would 
demand a critical study of the Dionysiac religion as a whole, 
as well as of the private sects that sprang up under its shadow. 
It is only possible here to indicate the salient characteristics of 
those which are of primary value for the history of religion. 

Originally a great nature-god of the Thraco-Phrygian stock, 
powerful over all vegetation and especially revealing his power 
in- the vine, Dionysus was forcing his way into Greece at least 
as early as the Homeric period, and by the 6th century was 
received into the public cults of most of the Greek communities. 
We can gather with some certainty or probability his aboriginal 
characteristics and the form of his worship. Being a god of 
the life of the earth, he was also a nether divinity, the lord of 
the world of souls, with whom the dead votary entered into 
privileged communion; his rites were mystic, and nightly 
celebrations were frequent, marked by wild ecstasy and orgiastic 
self-abandonment, in which the votary became at one with 
the divinity and temporarily possessed his powers; women 
played a prominent part in the ritual; a savage form of sacra-
mental communion was in vogue, and the animal victim of 
whose flesh and blood the votaries partook was at times re-
garded as the incarnation of the divinity, so that the god himself 
might be supposed to die and to rise again; finally we may 
regard certain cathartic ideas as part of the primevaltradition 

I See Sauppe, Mysterieeinsekrift ems Anorexia; d. Foucart's 
commentary to Le Bas, Voyage arckhol. 2, No. 326% H. Collitz, 
Dialect-inschriftee, 4689. 
▪Eph. arch. (1883). p. 81. 
' The best account of theorigin and development of the Dionyviac 

religion is in Rohde's Psyche. vol. i.; for Orphic ritual and doctrine 
see article on " Orpheus in Roscher's Atufaluliches Lailtost der 
griechisckenund rtnnischnt Mythologic Miss Harrison. Peokgoinena 
to the Study of Greek Religion. pp. 433-634. with critical appendix 
by G. Murray on the Orphic tablets discovered in Crete. near Rome 
and in south Italy.  

of this religion. Admitted-among the sobeter cults.Of the 
Greek communities, it lost moat of its wildness and savagely, 
while still retaining a mote =nodosel ecstatic character than 
the rat. But this cooling process was arrested by a new 
wave of Dionysiac fervour that spread over Greece from the 
7th century onwards, bringing with it the name of Orpheus,' 
and engendering at some later date the Orphie brotherhood. 
(Minn). This religious movement may have started like 
the earlier one from the lands north of Greece; but Crete and 
even Egypt are supposed to have contributed much to the 
Orphic doctrine and ritual. Our earliest authority for the 
proceedings of the mystery-practitioner who used the name 
of Orpheus is the well-known passage in Plato's Repalic 
(p. 360), in which he speaks contemptuously of the itinerant 
ritualists who knock at the doom of the rich, the vendors of 
magic incantations, who promise absolution from sins and 
happiness in the next world to be attained by a ritual of puri-
fication and mystic initiation. This record brings to our notice 
a phenomenon unknown elsewhere in Greek religion; the 
missionary spirit, the impulse to preach to all who would hear, 
which foreshadows the breaking down of the gentile religious 
barriers of the ancient world. And it is probable that some 
kind of " Orphic " propagandism, whether through books or 
itinerant mystery-priests, or both, had been in vogue some time 
before Plato. We may fairly conjecture that it has to some 
extent inspired the glowing eschatology of Pinder, who describes 
the next world as a place of penance and purgation from ancestral 
or personal taint and of final reward for the purified soul, and 
who unites this belief with a doctrine of reincarnation. In 
the Hippolytus of Euripides, Theseus taunts his son with 
cloaking his immorality under hypocritical !` Orphic " preten-
sions to purity, the pharisaic affectation, for instance, of a 
vegetarian diet (952-954). Still more important is the fragment 
of the Cretans of Euripides, attesting the strength of the 
antiquity of- these mystic Dionysiac associations in Crete. 
The initiated votary proclaims himself as sanctified to Zeus of 
Ida, to Zagreus—the Orphic name of the nether-world Dionysus 
—and to the mountain-goddess Rhea-Cybele; be has fulfilled 
" the solemn rite of the banquet of raw flesh," and henceforth 
be " robes himself in pure white and avoids the taint of child-
birth and funerals and abstains from meat." And—what is 
most significant—he calls himself by the very name of his god—
he is himself Bloom. In spirit and in most of its details 
the passage accords well with the Bacclute of Euripides, which 
reflects not so much the public worship of Greece, but rather 
the mystic Dionysiac brotherhoods. Throughout this inspired 
drama the votary rejoices to be one with his divinity and to 
call himself by his name, and this mystic union is brought 
about partly, though Euripides may not have known it, through 
" the meal of raw flesh " or the drinking of the blood of the 
goat or the kid or the bull. The sacramental intention of this 
is confirmed by abundant proof; even in the state-cult of 
Tenedos they dressed up a bull-calf as Dionysus and reveren-
tially sacrificed it (Ad. Nat. an. ax. 34); those who partook of 
the flesh were partaking of what was temporarily the body of 
their god. The Christian fathers at once express their abhorrence 
of this savage keolf.a7la and reveal its true significance 
(Arnob. Ads. sal. s.r ig); and Firmicus Maternus (Dc error., 
p. 84) attests that the Cretans of his own day celebrated a funeral 
festival in honour of Dionysus in which they enacted the life and 
the death of the god in a passion-play and " rent a living bull 
with their teeth." 

But the most speaking record of the aspirations and ideas 
of the Orphic mystic is preserved in the famous gold tablets 
found in tombs near Sybaris, one near Rome, and one in Crete. 
These have been frequently published and discussed; and here 
it is only possible to allude to the salient features that concern 
the general history of religion. They contain fragments of a 
sacred hymn that must have been in vogue at least as early 
as the 3rd century s.c., and which was inscribed in order to 

The name 'Optints first occurs in lbycus. Frog. so: touteekenkt 
'00.11u 
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be buried with the defunct, an amulet that might protect 
him from the dangers of his journey through the under-world 
and open to him the gates of Paradise: The verses have the 
power of an incantation. The initiated foal prodaims its divine 
descent: "lam  the son of Earth and Heaven ": " I am perishing 
with thirst, give me to drink of the waters of memory ":" I come 
from the pure ": " I have paid the penalty of unrighteonsness ": 
" I have flown out of the weary, sorrowful circle of life." His 
reward is assured him: " 0 blamed and happy one, thou hut 
pat off thy mortality and shalt become divine." The strange 
formula /porta is 710: hero; " I a kid fell into the milk," 
has been interpreted by Dleterich (Elise Milleras—Lihergie, 
▪ 174) with great probability as alluding to a conception of 
Dionysus himself as Won, the divine kid, and to a ritual 
of milk-baptism in which the initiated was bora again. 

We discern, then, in these mystic brotherhoods the germs of 
a high religion and the prevalence of conceptions that have 
played a great part In the 'religious history of Europe. And 
as late as the days of Plutarch they retained their power of 
consoling the afflicted (Curet. ad saw., c. ro). • 

The Phrygian-Sabasitm mysteries, associated with Attis, 
Cybele and Saba:tins, which invaded later Greece and early 
imperial Rome, were originally akin to these and contained 
many concepts in common with them. But their orgiastic 
ecstasy was more violent, and the psychical aberrations to 
which the votaries were prone through their passionate desire 
for divine communion were more dangerous. Emasculation 
was practised by the devotees, probably in order to assimilate 
themselves as far as possible to their goddess by abolishing the 
distinction of sex, and the high-priest himself bore the god's 
same. Or communion with the deity might be attained by the 
priest through the bath of blood in the taurobolion (q.v.), or 
by the gashing of the arm over the altar. A more questionable 
method which lent itself to obvious abuses, or at least to the 
imputation of indecency, was the simulation of a sacred 
marriage, in which the catechumen was corporeally united 
with the great goddess in her bridal chamber (Dieterich, op. 
cit. pp. 521-134). Prominent also in these Phrygian mysteries 
were the conception of rebirth and the belief, vividly impressed 
by solemn pageant and religious drama, in the death and resur-
rection of the beloved Aids. The Hilaria in which these 
were represented fell about the time of our Easter; and Firmicus 
Maternus reluctantly confesses its resemblance to the Christian 
celebration.,  

The Eleusinian mysteries are far more characteristic of the 
older Hellenic mind. These later rites breathe an Oriental 
spirit, and though their forms appear strange and distorted 
they have more in common with the subsequent religious 
phenomena of Christendom. And the Orphic doctrine may 
have even contributed something to the later European ideals 
of private and personal morality, 

 

of a supreme, all-pervading, and indwelling miner, in whom 

larzurnea.—For citation of passages in classical literature 
bearing on Greek mysteries in general see Lobeck's Aglaopkinnus 
(1825): and the collection of material for Demeter mysteries m L. R. 
Fame% Calls of the Greek Stales (r906). iii. 343-367. For general 
theory and discussion see Dr Jevons, Introduction to the Study of 
Religion; Farrell, Culls of the Greek States, iii. 127-213: Dyer's The 
Gods of Greece (1891), ch. v.: M. P. Foucart. Les Grand, inystbres 
grEinais (two; Andrew Lem, Myth, Ritual and Religion (1887). 
pp264-276; Goblet d'Alviella. F..leusinia (1903). See further articles 
LMOM1,5113; GREAT MOTHER OF THE GODS; DEMETER. (L. R. F.) 

MYSTICISM (from Gr. gar, to shut the eyes; Floras, one 
initiated into the mysteries), a phase of thought, or rather 
perhaps of feeling, which from its very nature is hardly suscep-
tible of exact definition. It appears in connexion with the 
endeavour of the human mind to grasp the divine essence or 
the ultimate reality of things, and to enjoy the blessedness of 
actual communion with the Highest. The first is the.philosophic 
side of mysticism; the second, its religious side. The first effort 
is theoretical or speculative; the second, practical. The 
thought that is most intensely present with the mystic is that 

Famell. Calls, iii. 299-302. 
9  See Ardis; Or Jteligenesobs. (1906), article by Sideman Rauch. 

all things are one. Hence the speculative utterances of 
mysticism are always more or less pantheistic in charade. On 
the practical side, mysticism maintains the possibility of direct iti-
tercourre with ibis Being of beings—intercourse, not through any 
external media such as an historical tevelationi oracles, answers 
to prayer, and the like, but by a species of ecstatic trandusion 
or identifiartion, in which the individual becomes in very truth 
"partaker of the:divine nature.," God ceases to be as object 
to Mm and becomes an experience. In the writings of the 
mystics, ingenuity exhausts itself in the invention of phrases 
to exprem the closeness of this union. Mysticism differs, there-
for; from ordinary pantheism in that its inmost motive is 
religious; but, whereas religion is ordinarily occupied with a 
practical problem and develops its theory in an ethical refer. 
rat, mysticism displays a predominatingly speculative bent, 
starting from the divine nature rather than from man and his 
surroundings, taking the symbolism of religious feeling as 
literally or metaphysically true, and straining after the present 
realization of an ineffable union. The union which sound 
religious teaching represents as realized in the submission of 
the will and the ethical harmony of the whole life Is then reduced 
to a passive experience, to something which comes sad goes 
in time, and which may be of only momentary duration. 
Mysticism, it will be seen, is not a name applicable. to any 
particular system. It may be the outgrowth of many differing 
modes of thought and feeling. Most frequently it await 
historically, in relation to some definite system Of belief, as a 
reaction of the spirit against the letter. When a religion begins 
to ossify into a system of formulas and observances, those who 
protest in the name of heart-religion are not unhoquenthf 
known by the name of mystics. At times they merely .bring 
into prominence again the ever-fresh fact of personal religious 
experience; at other times mysticism develops itself as a 
powerful solvent of definite dogmas. 

A review of the historical appearances of mysticism will serve 
to show bow far the above characteristics are to he found, 
separately or in combination, in its different phases. 

In the East, mysticism is not so much a specific phenomenon 
as a natural deduction from the dominant philosophic systems, 
and the normal expression of religious feeling in the 
lands in which it appears. Brahmanic pantheism sys,... 
and Buddhistic nihilism alike teach the unreality of 
the seeming world, and preach mystical absorption as the 
highest goal; in both, the sense of the worth of human person-
ality is lost. India consequently has always been the fertile 
mother of practical mystics and devotees. The climate itself 
encourages to passivity, and the very luxuriance of vegetable 
and animal life tends to blunt the feeling of the value of life. 
Silent contemplation and the total deadening of consciousness 
by perseverance for years in unnatural attitudes are among the 
commonest forms assumed by this mystical asceticism. But 
the most revolting methods of self-torture and self-destruction 
are also practised as a means of rising in tanctity. The 
sense of sin can hardly be said to enter into these exercises— that 
Is, they are not undertaken as penance for personal transgression. 
They are a despite done to the principle of individual or separate 
existence. 

The so-called mysticism of the Persian Sufis is less intense and 
practical, more airy and literary in character. Sufism (q.v.) 
appears in the 9th century among the Mabommedans of Persia 
as a kind of reaction against the rigid monotheism and formalism 
of Islam. It is doubtless to be regarded as a revival of ancient 
habits of thought and feeling among a people who bad adopted 
the Koran, not by affinity, but by compulsion. Persian literature 
after that date, and especiall3r Paden poetry, is full elan ardent 
natural pantheism, in whkli a•myatie apprehension of the unity 
and divinity of all things' heightens the delight in natural and 
in human beauty. Such iv-the poetry of Ma& and Sandi, 
whose verses are chiefly devoted to the prefect of wine and 
women. Even the most licentious of these have been fitted 
by Idahounnedan theologians with a mystical interpretation. 
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The delights of love are made to stand for the raptures of union 
with the divine, the tavern symbolizes an oratory, and intoxica-
tion is the bewilderment of sense before the surpassing vision. 
Very often, if not most frequently, it cannot be doubted that 
the occult religious significance depends on an artificial 
exegesis; but there are also poems of Hafts, Saadi, and other 
writers, religious in their first intentions. These are unequivo-
cally pantheistic in tone, and the desire of the soul to escape 
and rest with God is expressed with all the fervour of Eastern 
poetry. This speculative mood, in which nature and beauty 
and earthly satisfaction appear as • vain show, is the counterpart 
of the former mood of sensuous enjoyment. 

For opposite reasons, neither the Greek nor the Jewish mind 
lent itself readily to mysticism: the Greek, because of its clear and 
sunny naturalism; the Jewish, because of its rigid monotheism 
and its turn towards worldly realism and statutory observance. 
It is only with the exhaustion of Greek and Jewish civilization 
that mysticism becomes a prominent factor in Western thought. 
It appears, therefore, contemporaneously with Christianity, 
and is a sign of the world-weariness and deep religious need 
that mark the decay of the old world. Whereas Plato's main 
problem had been the organization of the perfect state, and 
Aristotle's intellect had ranged with fresh interest over all 
departments of the knowable, political speculation bad become 
a mockery with the extinction of free political life, and know-
ledge as such had lost its freshness for the Greeks of the Roman 
Empire. Knowledge is nothing to these men if it does not 
show them the infinite reality which is able to fill the aching 
void within. Accordingly, the last age of Greek philosophy 
is theosophical in character, and its ultimate end is a practical 
satisfaction. Neoplatonism seeks this in the ecstatic intuition 
of the ineffable One. The systematic theosophy of Plotinus 
and his successors don not belong to the present article, except 
no far as it is the presupposition of their mysticism; but, inas-
much as the mysticism of the medieval Church is directly 
derived from Neoplatonism through the speculations of the 
pseudo-Dionysius, Neoplatonic mysticism fills an important 
section in any historical review of the subject. 

Neoplatonism owes its form to Plato, but its underlying 
motive is the widespread feeling of self-despair and the longing 

suss 
for divine illumination characteristic of the age 

00..km  in which it appear'. Before the rise of Neoplaton- 
ism proper we meet with various mystical or semi-

mystical expressions of the same religious craving. The 
contemplative asceticism of the Essenes of Judaea may be 
mentioned, and, somewhat later, the life of the Therapeutae 
on the shores of Lake Morris. In Philo, Alexandrian Judaism 
had already seized upon Plato as " the Attic Moses," and done 
its best to combine his speculations with the teaching of his 
Jewish prototype. Philo's God is described in terms of absolute 
transcendency; his doctrine of the Logos or Divine Sophia is a 
theistical transformation of the Platonic world of ideas; his 
allegorical interpretation of the Old Testament represents 
the spiritualistic dissolution of historical Judaism. Philo's 
ethical ideal is renunciation, contemplation, complete surrender 
to the divine influence. Apollonius of Tyana and the so-called 
Neopythagoreans drew similar ethical consequences from 
their eclectic study of Plato. Wonder-workers like Alexander 
the Paphlagonian exhibit the grosser side of the longing for 
spiritual communion. The traits common to Neoplatonism 
and all these speculations are well summed up by Zeller (Pkilos. 
der &lakes, iii. a. 214) as consisting in: " (1) the dualistic 
opposition of the divine and the earthly; (2) an abstract con-
ception of God, excluding all kamikaze of the divine nature; 
(3) contempt for the world of the senses. OD the ground of the 
Platonic doctrines of matter and of the descent of the soul from 
a superior world into the body; (4) the theory of intermediate 
potencies or beings, through whom God acts upon the world 
of phenomena; (s) the requirement of an ascetic self-emancipa-
tion from the bondage of sense and faith in a higher revelation 
to man when in a state called enthusiasm." Neoplatonism 
Appears in the first half of the 3rd century, and has its  

greatest representative hi Platinum. He develops the Platonic 
philosophy into an elaborate system by means of the doctrine 
of emanation. The One, the Good, and the Idea of the Good 
were identical in Plato's mind, and the Good was therefore not 
deprived of intelligible essence. It was not separated from 
the world of ideas, of which it was represented as either the 
crown or the sum. By Plotinus, on the contrary, the One is 
explicitly exalted above the rolls and the " ideas "; it trans-
cends existence altogether (kriesoa rffs thetas), and Is not 
cognizable by reason. Remaining itself in repose, it rays out, 
as it were, from its own fullness an image of itself, which is 
called miir, and which constitutes the system of ideas of the 
intelligible world. The soul is in turn the image or product of 
the vat, and the soul by its motion begets corporeal matter. 
The soul thus faces two ways—towards the rob's, from which 
it springs, and towards the material life, which is its own 
product. Ethical endeavour consists in the repudiation of 
the sensible; material existence is itself estrangement from 
God. (Porphyry tells us that Mahon was unwilling to name 
his parents or his birthplace, and seemed ashamed of being 
in the body.) Beyond the eafhleent, or virtues which purify 
from sin, lies the further stage of complete identification with 
God anaprias drat; thAi (fete ding. To reach the 
ultimate goal, thought itself must be left behind; for thought 
is a form of motion, and the desire of the soul is for the motion-
less rest which belongs to the One. The union with transcendent 
deity is not so much knowledge or vision as ecstasy, coalescence, 
meta (kerma Salamis. (144. Essead.. vi. 9- 8-9). But in 
our present state of existence the moments of this ecstatic union 
must be few and short; " I myself," says Plotinus simply, 
" have realized it but three times as yet, and Porphyry hitherto 
not once." 

It will be seen from the above that Neoplatonist* is not 
mystical as regards the faculty by which it claims to apprehend 
philosophic truth. It is first of all a system of complete 
rationalism; it is assumed, in other words, that reason is capable 
of mapping out the whole system of things. But, inasmuch as 
a Gad is affirmed beyond reason, the mysticism becomes in a 
sense the necessary complement of the would-be all-embracing 
rationalism. The system culminates in a mystical act, and 
in the sequel, especially with Itunblichus and the Syrian 
Neoplatonist', mystical practice tended more and more to 
overshadow the theoretical groundwork. 

It was probably about the end of the 5th century, just as 
ancient philosophy was dying out in the schools of Athens, 
that the speculative mysticism of Neoplatonism made a 
definite lodgment in Christian thought through the literary 
forgeries of the pseudo-Dionysius (see DIONTS1US THE AREOPA. 
one). The doctrines of Christianity were by that time so firmly 
established that the Church could look upon a symbolical or 
mystical interpretation of them without anxiety. The author 
of the Mania mystica and the other works ascribed to the 
Areopagite proceeds, therefore, to develop the doctrines of 
Produs with very little modification into a system of esoteric 
Christianity. God is the nameless and supra-essential One, 
elevated above goodness itself. Hence " negative theology," 
which ascends from the creature to God by dropping one after 
another every determinate predicate, leads us nearest to the 
truth. The return to God (bums, Nome) is the consummation 
of all things and the goal indicated by Christian teaching. The 
same doctrines were preached with more of churchly fervour 
by Maximus the Confessor (s8o-622). St Maximus represents 
almost the last speculative activity of the Greek Church, but 
the influence of the pseudo-Dionysian writings were transmitted 
to the West in the 9th century by Erigena, in whose speculative 
spirit both the scholasticism and the mysticism of the middle 
ages have their rise. Erigena translated Dionyaius into Latin 
along with the commentaries of Maximus, and his system is 
essentially based upon theirs. The negative theology is adopted, 
and God is stated to be predicateless Being, above all categoric*, 
and therefore not improperly called Nothing. Out of this 
Nothing or incomprehensible essence the world of ideas or 
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primordial causes is eternally created. This is the Word or 
Son of God, in whom all things exist, so far as they have 
substantial existence. All existence is a theophany, and as 
God is the beginning of all things,so also is He the end. Erigena 
teaches the restitution of all things under the form of the Diony-
sian adexasio or deVtalio. These are the permanent outlines 
of what may be called the philosophy of mysticism in Christian 
times, and it Is remarkable with how little variation they are 
repeated from age to age. 

In Erigena mysticism has not yet separated itself in any 
way from the dogma of the Church. There is no revulsion, 
as later, from dogma as such, nor is more stress laid upon one 
dogma than upon another; all are treated upon the same footing, 
and the whole dogmatic system is held, as it were, in solution 
by the philosophic medium in which it is presented. No 
distinction is drawn, indeed, between what is reached by reason 
and what is given by authority; the two are immediately 
identical for Meant. In this he agrees with the speculative 
mystics everywhere, and differentiates himself from the scholas-
tics who followed him. The distinguishing characteristic of 
scholasticism is the acceptance by reason of a given matter, 
the truth of which is independent of rational grounds, and 
which remains a presupposition even when it cannot be under-
stood. Scholasticism aims, it is true, in its chief representatives, 
at demonstrating that the content of revelation and the teaching 
of reason are identical. But what was matter of immanent 
assumption with Erigena is in them an equating of two things 
which have been dealt with on the hypothesis that they are 
separate, and which, therefore, still retain that external relation 
to one another. This externality of religious truth to the mind 
is fundamental in scholasticism, while the opposite view is 
equally fundamental in mysticism. Mysticism is not the 
voluntary dendssion of reason and its subjection to an external 
authority. In that case, all who accept a revelation without 
professing to understand its content would require to be ranked 
as mystics; the fierce sincerity of Tertullian's credo gala ab-
surdest, Pascal's reconciliation of contradictions in Jesus 
Christ, and Bayle's half-sneering subordination of reason to 
faith would all be marks of this standpoint. But such a temper 
of mind is much more akin to scepticism than to mysticism; 
it is characteristic of those who either do not feel the need of 
philosophizing their beliefs, or who have failed in doing so and 
take refuge in sheer acceptance. Mysticism, on the other hand, 
is marked on its speculative side by even an overweening 
confidence in human reason. Nor need this be wondered at if we 
consider that the unity of the human mind with the divine is 
its underlying presupposition. Hence where reason is discarded 
by the mystic it is merely reason overleaping itself; it occurs 
at the end and not at the beginning of his speculations. Even 
then there is no appeal to authority; nothing is accepted from 
without. The appeal is still to the individual, who, if not by 
reason then by some higher faculty, claims to realize absolute 
truth and to taste absolute blessedness. 

Mysticism first appears in the medieval Church as the protest 
of practical religion against the predominance of the dialectical 

spirit. It is so with Bernard of Clairvaux (logo- 

• as  Cairns& 71 53). who condemns Abelard's distinctions and 
reasonings as externalizing and degrading the faith. 

St Bernard's mysticism is of a practical cast, dealing 
mainly with the means by which man may attain to the know- 
ledge and enjoyment of God. Reason has three stages, in the 
highest of which the mind is able, by abstraction from earthly 
things, to rise to alfdeMplatio or the vision of the divine. More 
exalted still, however, is the sudden ecstatic vision, such as was 
granted, for example, to Paul. This is the reward of those 
who are dead to the body and the world. Asceticism is thus 
the counterpart of medieval mysticism; and, by his example 
as well as by his teaching in such passages, St Bernard unhappily 
encouraged practices which necessarily resulted in self-delusion. 
Love grows with the knowledge of its object, be proceeds, and 
at the highest stage self•love is so merged in !ove to God that we 
love ourselves only for God's sake or because God.haeloved us. 

" To lose thyself in some sort, as if thou west not, and to have 
no consciousness of thyself at all—to be emptied of thyself 
and almost annihilated--such is heavenly conversation.... So 
to be affected is to become God." " As the little water-drop 
poured into a large measure of wine seems to lose its own nature 
entirely and to take on both the taste and the colour of the wine; 
or as iron heated red-hot loses its own appearance and glows like 
fire; or as air filled with sunlight is transformed into the same 
brightness so that it does not so much appear to be illuminated 
as to be itself light—so must all human feeling towards the 
Holy One be self-dissolved in unspeakable wise, and wholly 
transfused into the will of God. For how shall God be all in 
all if anything of man remains in man? The substance will 
indeed remain, but in another form, another glory, another 
power" (De diligendo Deo, c. to). These are the favourite 
similes of mysticism, wherever it is found. 

Mysticism was more systematically developed by Bernard's 
contemporary Hugh of St Victor (too6_,_- t tat). The Augustinian 
monastery of St Victor near Paris became the head- 
quarters of mysticism during the tab century. It mein.. 
had a wide influence in awakening popular piety, and 
the works that issued from it formed the textbooks of mystical 
and pietistic minds in the centuries that followed. Hugh's 
pupil, Richard of St Victor, declares, in opposition to dialectic 
scholasticism, that the objects of mystic contemplation are 
partly above reason, and partly, as in the intuition of the 
Trinity, contrary to reason. He enters at length into the con-
ditions of ecstasy and the yearnings that precede it. Walter, 
the third of the Victorines, carried on the polemic against the 
dialecticians. Bonaventura (tart-1:74 was a diligent student 
of the Victorines, and in his Diaeresis's mends ad Dams maps 
out the human faculties in a similar fashion. He introduces 
the terms " apex mends " and " scintilla " (also " synderesis" 
or everliptiots) to describe the faculty of mystic intuition. 
Bonaventura runs riot in phrases to describe the union with 
God, and his devotional works were much drawn upon by 
mystical preachers. Fully a century later, when the system 
of scholasticism was gradually breaking up under the predomi-
nance of Occam's nominalism, Pierre d'Ailly (1350-1425), and 
his more famous scholar John Gerson (1363-1429), chancellor 
of the university of Paris, are found endeavouring to com-
bine the doctrines of the Victorines and Bonaventura with a 
nominalistic philosophy. They are the last representatives 
of mysticism within the limitations imposed by scholasticism. 

From the 12th and 13th centuries onward there is observable 
in the different countries of Europe a widespread reaction 
against the growing formalism and worldliness of 
the Church and the scandalous lives of many of the 
clergy. Men began to feel a desire for a theology 
of the heart and an unworldly simplicity of life. 
Thus there arose in the Netherlands the Beguines and Beghards, 
in Italy the Waldenses (without, however, any mystical leaning), 
in the south of France and elsewhere the numerous sect or sects 
of the Cathari, and in Calabria the apocalyptic gospel of Joachim 
of Mods, all bearing witness to the commotion of the time. 
The lay societies of the Seems& and the Beguines (for 
men and women respectively) date from the end of the 
lath century, and soon became extremely popular both 
in the Low Countries and on the Rhine. They were 
free at the outset from any heretical taint, but were never 
much in favour with the Church. In the beginning of the 
13th century the foundation of the Dominican and Franciscan 
orders furnished a more ecclesiastical and regular means of 
supplying the same wants, and numerous convents sprang 
up at once throughout Germany. The German mind was 
a peculiarly fruitful soil for mysticism, and, in connexion either 
with the Beguines or the Church organisation, a number of 
women appear about this time, combining a spirit of mystical 
piety and asceticism with sturdy reformatory teal directed 
against the abuses of the time. Even before this we bar d 
the prophetic visions of Hildegard of Bingen (a contemporary 
of St Bernard) and Elizabeth of Schiinau. In the 13th century 
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Elizabeth of Hungary, the pious landgravine of Thuringia, 
assisted in the foundation of many convents in the north of 
Germany. (For an account .31 the chief of these female saints 
see the first volume of W. Preger's Geschickte der desaschen 
Mystik.) Mechthfld of Magdeburg appears to have been the 
most influential, and her book Dos fliessencte Licht der Gottheit 
is important as the oldest work of its kind in German. It 
proves that much of the terminology of German mysticism 
was current before Eckhart's time. Mechthfld's clerico-political 
utterances show that she was acquainted with the " eternal 
gospel " of Joachim of nods. Joachim had proclaimed the 
doctrine of three world-ages—the kingdom of the Father, of 
the Son, and of the Spirit. The reign of the Spirit was to begin 
with the year +26o, when the abuses of the world and the Church 
were to be effectually cured by the general adoption of the 
monastic life of contemplation. Very similar to this in appear-
ance is the teaching of Amalric of Bens (d. 1207); but, while 
the movements just mentioned were reformatory without being 
heretical, this is very far from being the case with the mystical 
pantheism derived by Amalric from the writings of Erigena. 
His followers held a progressive revelation of God in the ages of 
the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. just as the Mosaic dispensation 
came to an end with the appearance of Christ, so the sacraments 
of the new dispensation have lost their meaning and efficacy 
since the incarnation of God as Holy Spirit in the Amalricans. 
With this opposition to the Church they combine a complete 
antinomianism, through the identification of all their desires 
with the impulses of the divine Spirit. Amalric's teaching 
was condemned by the Church, and his heresies led to the public 
burning of Erigena's De divisione naturae in 1225. The sect 
of the New Spirit, or of the Free Spirit as it was afterwards 
called, spread widely through the north of France and into 
Switzerland and Germany. They were especially numerous in 
the Rhineland in the end of the 13th and during the 14th cen-
tury; and they seem to have corrupted the originally orthodox 
communities of Beghards, for Beghards and Brethren of the 
Free Spirit are used henceforward as convertible terms, and 
the same immoralities are related of both. Such was the seed-
ground in which what is specifically known as Gentian mysticism 
sprang up. 

In Meister Eckhart ( 126o-1327) the German mind definitively 
asserts its pre-eminence in the sphere of speculative mysticism. 

Eckhart was a distinguished son of the Church; 
13dchre. 

but in reading his works we feel at once that we 
have passed into quite a different sphere of thought from that 
of the churchly mystics; we seem to leave the cloister behind 
and to breathe a freer atmosphere. The scholastic mysticism 
was, for the most part, practical and psychological in character. 
It was largely a devotional aid to the realization of present 
union with God; and, so far as it was theoretical, it was a theory 
of the faculties by which such a union is attainable. Mysticism 
was pieced on somewhat incongruously to a scholastically 
accepted theology; the feelings and the intellect werenot brought 
together. But in Eckhart the attitude of the churchman and 
traditionalist is entirely abandoned. Instead of systematizing 
dogmas, he appears to evolve a philosophy by the free exercise 
of reason. His system enables him to give a profound signifi-
cance to the doctrines of the Church; but, instead of the system 
being accommodated to the doctrines, the doctrines—and 
especially the historical facts—acquire a new sense in the system, 
and often become only a mythical representation of speculative 
truth. The freedom with which Eckhert treats historical 
Christianity allies him much more to the German idealists of 
the 19th century than to his scholastic predecessors. 

The political circumstances of Germany in the first half of 
the 14th century were in the last degree disastrous. The war 
between the rival emperors, Frederick of Austria and Louis 
of Bavaria, and the interdict under which the latter was placed 
in 1324 inflicted extreme misery upon the unhappy people. 
From some places the interdict was not removed for twenty-six 
years. Men's minds were pained and disquieted by the conflict 
of duties and the absence of spiritual consolation. The country  

was also visited by a succession of famines and floods, and In 
1 348  the Black Death swept over Europe like a terrible scourge. 
In the midst of these unhappy surroundings religion became 
mote inward in men of real piety and the desire grew among 
them to draw closer the bonds that united them to one another. 
Thus arose the society of the Friends of God (Gottarfresaide) 
in the south and west of Germany, spreading as 
far u Switzerland on the one side and the Nether-
lands on the other. They formed no exdusive 
sect. They often took opposite sides in politics 
and they also differed in the type of their religious life; but 
they uniformly desired to strengthen one another in living 
intercourse with God. Among them chiefly the followers of 
Eckhart were to be found. Such were Heinrich Suso of Con-
stance (1295-1366) and Johann Tauler of Strassburg ( r3oo-z 361), 
the two most celebrated of his immediate disciples. Nicolas 
of Basel, the mysterious layman from whose visit Tauler dates 
his true religious life, seems to have been the chief organizing 
force among the Gottesfreunde. The society counted many 
members among the pious women in the convents of southern 
Germany. Such were Christina Ebner of Engelthal near 
Nuremberg, and Margaretha Ebner of Medingen in Swabia. 
Laymen also belonged to it, like Hermann of Fritzlar and 
Rulman Merswin, the rich banker of Strassburg (author of a 
mystical work, Burk der news Fdsess, on the nine rocks or 
upwards steps of contemplation). It was doubtless one of the 
Friends who sent forth anonymously from the house of the 
Teutonic Order in Frankfort the famous handbook of mystical 
devotion called Rise deutsche Theologie, first published in 1516 
by Luther. 

Jan van Ruysbroeck (r294-r381), the father of mysticism 
in the Netherlands, stood in connexion with the Friends of God, 
and Tauler is said to have visited him in his seclusion 
at Groenendal (Vauvert, Granthal) near Brussels. R."".* 

 He was decisively influenced by Eckhart, though there is no-
ticeable occasionally a shrinking back from some of Eckhart's 
phraseology. Ruysbroeck's mysticism is more of a practical 
than a speculative cast. He is chiefly occupied with the means 
whereby the unio mystica is to be attained, whereas Eckhart 
dwells on the union as an ever-present fact, and dilates on its 
metaphysical implications. Towards the end of Ruysbroeck's 
life, in 1378, he was visited by the fervid lay-preacher Gerhard 
Groot ( 1340-1384), who was so impressed by the life of the com-
munity at Groenendal that he conceived the idea of founding a 
Christian brotherhood, bound by no monastic vows, but living 
together in simplicity and piety with all things in common, 
after the apostolic pattern. This was the origin of the Brethren 
of the Common Lot (or Common Life). The first house of 
the Brethren was founded at Deventer by Gerhard Groot and 
his youthful friend Florentius Radewyn; and here Thomas 
sy Itempis (q.v.) received his training. Similar brother-houses 
soon sprang up in different places throughout the Low Countries 
and Westphalia, and even Saxony. 

It has been customary for Protestant writers to represent 
the mystics of Germany and Holland as precursors of 
the Reformation. In a sense this is true. But Araks 
it would be false to say that these men protested age 1 the R.. 
against the doctrines of the Church in the way the Rin"fi."7. 

Reformers felt themselves called upon to do. There is no 
sign that Tauter, for example, or Ruysbroeck, or Thomas I 
Rempis had felt the dogmatic teaching of the Church jar in 
any single point upon their religious consciousness. Never-
theless, mysticism did prepare men in a very real way for a 
break with the traditional system. Mysticism instinctively 
recedes from formulas that have become stereotyped and 
mechanical. On the other hand its claim for spiritual freedom 
was soon to be found in opposition also to the Reformers. 

The wild doctrines of Thomas Mtinzer and the Zwickau 
prophets, merging eventually into the excesses of the Later 
Peasants' War and the doings of the Anabaptists in arm 
Minster, first roused Luther to the dangerous "rwca 
possibilities of mysticism as a disintegrating force. fie was 
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also called upon to do battle fee his principle against men like 
Caspar Schwenkfeld 049o-z560 and Sebastian Ftanck (rsoo-
1545), the latter of whom developed a system of pantheistic 
mysticism, and went so far in his opposition to the letter as to 
declare the whole of the historical element in Scripture to be 
but a mythical representation of eternal truth. Valentin Weigel 
(2533-2588), who stands under manifold obligations to Franck, 
represents also the influence of the semi-mystical physical 
speculation that marked the transition from scholasticism to 
modern times. The final breakdown of scholasticism as a 
rationalized system of dogma may be seen in Nicolas (or 
Nil:ohms) of Cuss (1401-1464), who distinguishes between the 
intdleasis and the discursively acting -ratio almost precisely 
in the style of later distinctions between the reason and the 
understanding. The intellect combines what the understanding 
separates; hence Nicolas teaches the principle of the anneidentia 
contradieteriontni. If the results of the understanding go by 
the name of knowledge, then the higher teaching of the intellec-
tual intuition may be called ignorance—ignorance, however, 
that is conscious of itself, dada ignarantia. " Intuitio," " specu-
latio," " visio sine comprehension," " comprehensio hacom-
prehensibilis," " mystics theologia," " tertius caelus," are some 
of the terms be applies to this knowledge above knowledge; 
but in the working out of his system he is remarkably free from 
extravagance. Nicolas's doctrines were of influence upon 
Giordano Bruno and other physical philosophers of the 25th 
and 26th centuries. All these physical theories are blended 
with a mystical theosophy, of which the most remarkable 
example is, perhaps, the chemico-astrological speculations of 
Paracelsus (1493-1540. The influence of Nicolas of Cusa 
and Paracelsus mingled in Valentin Weigel with that of the 
Deutsche Thealogie, Andreas Osiander, Schwenkfeld and Franck. 
Weigel, in turn, handed on these influences to Jakob Boehme 
(1575-1624), Philosopkus teutenieus, and father of the chief 
developments of theosophy in modern Germany (see SOMME). 

Mysticism did not cease within the Catholic Church at the 
Reformation. In St Theresa (rsz 5-1584 and John of the Cross 
on., the counter-reformation can boast of saints second 

ee to none in the calendar for the austerity of their 
armkim. 

 
mortification and the rapture of the visions to 

which they were admitted. But,' as was to be expected, 
their mysticism moves in that comparatively narrow round, 
and consists simply in the heaping up of these sensuous 
experiences. The speculative character has entirely faded 
out of it, or rather has been crushed out by the tightness with 
which the directors of the Roman Church now held the reins 
of discipline. Their mysticism represents, therefore, no widening 
or spiritualizing of their theology; in all matters of belief they 
remain the docile children of their Church. The gloom and 
harshness of these Spanish mystics are absent from the tender, 
contemplative spirit of Francois de Sales (x567-1622); and in 
the quietism of Mme Guyon (1648-1717) and Miguel de 
Moline's (1627-1696) there is again a sufficient implication of 
mystical doctrine to rouse the suspicion of the ecclesiastical 
authorities. Quietism, name and thing, became the talk of 
all the world through the bitter and protracted controversy to 
which it gave rise between Melon and Bossuet. 

In the 17th century mysticism is represented in the philo-
sophical field by the so-called Cambridge Platonist!, and 
especially by Henry More (1614-1687), in whom the influence 
of the Kabbalah is combined with a species of christianized 
Neoplatonism. Pierre Poiret (x646-1719) exhibits a violent 
reaction against the mechanical philosophy of Descartes, and 
especially against its consequences in Spinoza. He was an 
ardent student of Tauter and Thomas it Kempis, and became 
an adherent of the quietistic doctrines of Mme Bourignon. 
His philosophical works emphasize the passivity of the reason. 
The first influence of Boehme was in the direction of an obscure 
religious mysticism. J. G. Gichtel (1638-1710), the first editor 
of his complete works, became the founder of a sect called the 
Angel-Brethren. All Boehme's works were translated into 
English in the time of the Commonwealth, and regular societies  

of Boehmenists were formed in England and Rolland. Later in 
the century he was much studied by the members of the 
Philadelphian Society, John Pordage, Thomas Bromley, Jane 
Lead, and others. The mysticism of William Law (1686-1760 
and of Louis Claude de Saint Martin in France (1743-18o3), 
who were also students of Boebme, is of a much more elevated 
and spiritual type. The " Cherubic Wanderer," and other 
poems, of Johann Scheffier (1624-1677), known as Angelus 
Silesius, are more closely related in style and thought to 
Eckhart than to Boehme. 

The religiosity of the Quakers, with their doctrines of the 
" inner light " and the influence of the Spirit, has decided 
affinities with mysticism; and the autobiography of George 
Fox (1634-1691), the founder of the sect, proceeds throughout 
on the assumption of supernatural guidance. Stripped of its 
definitely miraculous character, the doctrine of the inner light. 
may be regarded as the familiar mystical protest against for-
malism, literalism, and scripture-worship. Swedenborg, though 
selected by Emerson in his Representative Mew as the typical 
mystic, belongs rather to the history of spiritualism than to 
that of mysticism as understood in this article. He possesses 
the cool temperament of the man of science rather than the 
fervid Godward aspiration of the mystic proper; and the specu-
lative impulse which lies at the root of this form of thought 
is almost entirely absent from his writings. Accordingly, his 
supernatural revelations resemble a course of lessons in celestial 
geography more than a description of the beatific vision. 

Philosophy since the end of the 18th century has frequently 
shown a tendency to diverge into mysticism. Thu has been 
cially so in Germany. The term mysticism is indeed often extended 
by popular usage and philosophical partisanship to the whole activity 
of the post-Kantian Idealists. In this usage the word would be 
equivalent to the more recent and scarcely less abused term, tran-
scendentalism, and as such it is used even by a sympathetic writer 
like Carlyle; but this looseness of phraseology only serves to blur 
important distinctions. However absolute a philosopher's idealism 
may be, he is erroneously styled a mystic if he moves towards his 
conclusions only by the patient labour of the reason. Hegel there-
fore, to take an instance, can no more fitly be classed as a mystic 
than Spinoza can. It would be much nearer the truth to take both 
as types of a thoroughgoing rationalism. In either case it is of course 
open to anyone to maintain that the apparent completeness of 
synthesis really rests on the subtle intrusion of elements of feeling 
into the rational process. But in that case it might be difficult to 
find a' systematic philosopher who would escape the charge of 
mysticism; and it is better to remain by long-established and 
serviceable distinctions. So, again, when Itecejac defines mysti-
cism as " the tendency to draw near to the Absolute in moral union 
by symbolic means,' the definition, as developed by him. is one 
which would apply to the philosophy of Kant. Recejac's interesting 
work,'Les Feenents de in connaissance ntystiejne (Eng. trans. 1899), 
though it touches mysticism at various points, and quotes from 
mystic writers, is in fact a protest against the limitations of experi-
ence to the data of the senses and the pure reason to the exclusion 
of the moral consciousness and the deliverances of "the heart." 
But such a position is not describable as mysticism in any recognized 
sense. On the other hand, where philosophy despairs of itself. 
exults in its own overthrow, and yet revels in the " mysteries " of a 
speculative Christianity. as in J. G. Hamann (174o-1788), the term 
mysticism may be fitly applied. So, again, it is in p lace where the 
movement of revulsion from a mechanical philosophy takes the 
form rather of immediate assertion than of reasoned demonstration. 
and where the writers, after insisting generally on the spiritual 
basis of phenomena, either leave the position without further defini-
tion or expressly declare that the ultimate problems of philosophy 
cannot be reduced to articulate formulas. Examples of this are 
men like Novalis, Carlyle and Emerson, in whom philosophy may be 
said to be impatient of its own task. Schelling's explicit appeal 
in the Identittais-philesophie to an intellectual intuition of the 
Absolute, is of the essence of mysticism, both as an appeal to a supra-
rational faculty and as a claim not merely to know but to realize 
God. The opposition of the reason to the understanding. as formu-
lated by S. T. Coleridge, is not free from the first of these faults. 
The later philosophy of Schelling and the philosophy of Franz 
von Baader. both largely founded upon Boehme, belong rather to 
theosophy (an.) than to mysticism proper. 

AUTHONT145.—Besides the sections on mysticism in the general 
histories of philosophy by Erdmann. Ueberweg and Windelband. 
and in works on church history and the history of dogma, reference 
may be made for the medieval period to Heinrich Schmid. Der 
Mysticism's is seiner Esistehinigrperiode (1824): Charles Schmidt, 
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Mineishirs (inn); J. Games, Myil as (sew ed.. 
588o); Rufus M. Joaes, Studies in Mystical 	(59°9). Ow 
the Ga. 	mystics see W. Prege,r's Gesclackse der detissant Myssik 
(vol. 4 5874; vol. ii. 1885; vol. iii. 1893). The works of Eckhart 
and his precursors are contained in F. Pfeiffer's Deutsche Mystiker 
des la. Ialirliandorss (1845-1857). (A. 5. P.-P.) 

MYTHOLOGY (Gr. pallo)oyta, the science which examines 
Om, myths or legends of cosmogony and of gods and 
heroes. Mythology is also used as a term for these legends 
themselves. Thus when we speak of " the mythology of Greece " 
we mean the whole body of Greek divine and heroic and cosmo-
gonic legends. When we speak of the" science of mythology " 
we refer to the various attempts which have been made to 
explain these ancient narratives. Very early indeed in the 
history of human thought men awoke to the consciousness 
that their religious stories were much in want of explanation. 
The myths of civilized peoples, as of Greeks and the Aryans of 
India, contain two elements, the rational and what to modern 
minds seems the irrational. The rational myths are those 
which represent the gods as beautiful and wise beings: The 
Artemis of the Odyssey " taking her pastime in the chase of 
boars and swift deer, while with her the wild wood-nymphs 
disport them, and high over them all she rears her brow, and 
is easily to be known where all are fair," is a perfectly rational 
mythic representation of a divine being. We feel, even now, 
that the conception of a " queen and huntress, chaste and fair," 
the lady warden of the woodlands, is a beautiful and natural 
fancy which requires no explanation. On the other hand, the 
Artemis of Arcadia, who is confused with the nymph Cellist°, 
who, again, is said to have become a she-bear, and later a star, 
and the Brauronian Artemis, whose maiden ministers danced 
a bear-dance, are goddesses whose legend seems unnatural, 
and is felt to need explanation. Or, again, there is nothing 
not explicable and natural in the conception of the Olympian 
Zeus as represented by the great chryselephantine statue of 
Zeus at Olympia, or in the Homeric conception of Zeus as a god 
who " turns everywhere his shining eyes " and beholds all 
things. But the Zeus whose grave was shown in Crete, or the 
Zeus who played Demeter an obscene trick by the aid of a ram, 
or the Zeus who, in the shape of a swan, became the father of 
Castor and Pollux, or the Zeus who was merely a rough stone, 
or the Zeus who deceived Hera by means of a feigned marriage 
with an inanimate object, or the Zeus who was afraid of Attes, 
is a being whose myth is felt to be unnatural and in great need 
of explanation. It is this irrational and unnatural element—
as Max Muller says, " the silly, savage and senselest. element " 
—that makes mythology the puzzle which men have so long 
found it. 

Early Explanations of MAJ.—The earliest attempts at a 
crude science of mythology were efforts to reconcile the legends 
of the gods and heroes with the religious sentiment which 
recognized in these beings objects of worship and respect. 
Closely as religion and myth are intertwined, It is necessary 
to hold them apart for the purposes of this discussion. Religion 
may here be defined as the conception of divine, or at least 
supernatural powers entertained by men in moments of gratitude 
or of need and distress, in hours of weakness, when, as Homer 
says, " all folk yearn after the gods." Now this conception 
may be rude enough, and it is nearly related to purely 
magical ideas, to efforts to secure supernatural aid by 
magical ceremonies. Still the roughest form of spiritual 
prayer has for its basis the hypothesis of beneficent beings, 
visible or invisible. The senseless stories or myths about 
the gods are soon felt to be at variance with this hypothesis. 
As an example we may take the instance of Qing, the 
Bushman hunter. Qing, when first he met white men, was 
asked about his religion. He began to explain, and mentioned 
Cagn. Mr Orpen, the chief magistrate of St John's Terri-
tory, asked: " Is Cagn good or malicious? how do you pray 
to him? " Answer (in a low imploring tone): " '0 Cap! 
0 Cagn! are we not your children? do you not see our hun-
ger? give us food; and he gives us both bands full " (Cape 
Mind* MOI0122214 July 1674). Here we see the ►r:titian:  

view of Cage, the Bushman god. But In the onlehelogical 
account of Cagn given by Qing he appears as a kind of grass- 
hopper, supernaturally endowed, the hero of • most absurd 
cycle of senseless adventures. Even religion is affected by these 
irrational notions, and the gods of savages and of many civilized 
peoples are worshipped with cruel, obscene, and irrational 
rites. But, on the whole, the religious sentiment strives to 
transcend the mythical conceptions of the gods, and is shocked 
and puzzled by the ntythical narratives. As soon as this sense 
of perplexity is felt by poets, by priests, or by most men in an 
age of nascent criticism, explanations of what is most crude and 
absurd in the myths are put forward. Men ask themselves 
why their gods are worshipped in the form of beasts, birds, and 
fishes; why their gods are said to have prosecuted their amours 
in bestial shapes; why they are represented as lustful and passion-
ate—thieves, robbers, murderers and adulterers. The answers 
to these questions sometimes become myths themselves. Thus 
both the Mangaians and the Egyptians have been puzzled by 
their own gods in the form of beasts. The Egyptians invented an 
explanation—itself a myth—that in some moment of danger 
the gods concealed themselves from their foes in the shapes 
of animals.,  The Mangalans, according to W. W. Gill, bold 
that " the heavenly family had taken up their abode in these 
birds, fishes, and reptiles."' 

A people so curious and refined as the Greeks were certain 
to be greatly perplexed by even such comparatively pure 
mythical narratives as they found in Homer, still more by 
the coarser legends of Heslod, and above all by the ancient 
local myths preserved by local priesthoods. Thus, in the 6th 
century before Christ, Xenophanes of Colophon severely blamed 
the poets for their unbecoming legends, and boldly called certain 
myths " the fables of men of old." ,  Theagenes of Rhegium 
(52o n.c.?), according to the scholiast on Iliad, xx. 67! was the 
author of a very ancient system of mythology. Admitting 
that the fable of the battle of the gods was " unbecoming," if 
literally understood, Theagenes represented it as an allegorical 
account of the war of the elements. Apollo, Helios, and 
Hephaestus were fire, Hera was air, Poseidon was water, Artemis 
was the moon, oral rd >word iniolmt. Or, by another system, the 
names of the gods represented moral and intellectual qualities. 
Heraditus, too, disposed of the myth of the bondage of Hera 
as allegorical philosophy. Socrates, in the Cralylas of Plato, 
expounds " a philosophy which came to him all in an instant," 
an explanation of the divine beings based on crude philological 
analyses of their names. Metrodorus, rivalling some recent 
flights of conjecture, resolved not only the gods but even heroes 
like Agamemnon, Hector and Achilles " into elemental combina-
tions and physical agencies." Euripides makes Pentheus 
(but he was notoriously impious) advance a " rationalistic " 
theory of the story that Dionysus was stitched up in the thigh 
of Zeus. 

When Christianity became powerful the heathen philosophers 
evaded its satire by making more and more use of the allegorical 
and non-natural system of explanation. That method has 
two faults. First (as Arnobius and Eusebius reminded their 
heathen opponents), the allegorical explanations are purely 
arbitrary, depend upon the fancy of their author, and are 
all equally plausible and equally unsupported by evidence! 
Secondly, there is no proof at all that, in the distant age when 
the myths were developed, men entertained the moral notions 
and physical philosophies which are supposed to be " wrapped 
up, " as Cicero says, " in impious fables." Another system of 
explanation is that associated with the name of Euemerus 
(316 a.c.). According to this author, the myths are history 
in disguise. All the gods were once men, whose real feats have 
been decorated and distorted by later fancy. This view suited 
Lactantius, St Augustine and other early Christian writers 

1  Plutarch, De !side et Osieide. 
a Myths and Songs Nan the Soak Pacific. p. 35 (1876). 
a Xcnoph. Fr. i. 42. 	 s Dindmf's ed., v. 235. 

Grote. Hist. of Greece. (ed. 5869) i. 404. • Cf. Lobeck. Aglaophamws. i. 151-552, on allegorical interpreta-
tion of myths in the mysteries. 
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very welt They *ere phased to believe that Enemerus "by 
historical research had ascertained that the gods were once but 
mortal men." Precisely the same convenient line was taken 
by Salmon in his account of Mexican religious myths. As 
there can be no doubt that the ghosts of dead men have been 
worshipped in many lands, and as the gods of many faiths are 
tricked out with attributes derived from ancestor-worship, 
the system of Euemerus retains some measure of plausibility. 
Whale we need not believe with Euemerus and with Herbert 
Spencer that the god of Greece or the god of the Hottentots 
was once a man, we cannot deny that the myths of both these 
gods have passed through and been coloured by the imaginations 
of men who practised the worship of real ancestors. For 
example, the Cretans showed the tomb of Zeus, and the Phocians 
(Pausanias x. 5) day poured blood of victims into the tomb 
of a hero, obviously by way of feeding his ghost. The 
Hottentots show many tombs of their god, Tstd-Grab, and tell 
tales about his death; they also pray regularly for aid at the 
tombs of their own parents.,  We may therefore say that, 
while it is rather absurd to believe that Zeus and Tsui-Goab 
were once real men, yet their myths are such as would be 
developed by people accustomed, among other forms of religion, 
to the worship of dead men. Very probably portions of the 
legends of real men have been attracted into the mythic accounts 
of gods of another character, and this is the element of truth 
at the bottom of Euemerism. 

Later Explanations of Mythology. —The ancient systems of 
explaining what needed explanation in myths were, then, 
physical, ethical, religious and historical. One student, bike 
Thaigenes, would see a physical philosophy underlying Homeric 
legends. Another, like Porphyry, would imagine that the 
meaning was partly moral, partly of a dark theosophic and 
religious character. Another would detect moral allegory 
alone, and Aristotle expresses the opinion that the myths were 
the inventions of legislators " to persuade the many, and to 
be used in support of law " (Mel. xi. 8, to). A fourth, like 
Euemerus, would get rid of the supernatural element altogether, 
and find only an imaginative rendering of actual history. When 
Christians approached the problem of heathen mythology, 
they sometimes held, with St Augustine, a form of the doctrine 
of Euenierus.,  In other words, they regarded Zeus, Aphrodite 
and the rest as real persons, diabolical not divine. Some later 
philosophers, especially of the z7th century, misled by the resent-
Mance between Biblical narratives and ancient myths, came to 
the couchnion that the Bible contains a pure, the myths a 
distoited, form of an original revelation. The abbe Hauler 
published a mythological compilation in which he systematically 
resolved all the Greek myths into ordinary history. ,  Bryant 
published (1774) A Nan System, or an Analysis of Ancind 
Mythologyookerein as Attempt is made to dined Tradition of Fable, 
in which he talked very learnedly of " that wonderful people, the 
descendants of Cush," and saw everywhere symbols of the ark 
and traces of the Noachian deluge. Thomas Taylor, at the end 
of the ath century, indulged in much mystical allegorizing 
of myths, as in the notes to his translation of Pausanias Weis). 
At an earlier date (176o) De Brosses struck on the true line of 
interpretation in his little work Du Cube des diens 'niches, 
an parade is random religion de r Egypte uric to religion 
swindle de Nitride. In this tract De Brosses explained the 
animal-worship of the Egyptians as a survival among a 
civilized people of ideas and practices springing from the 
intellectual condition of savages, and actually existing among 
negroes. A vast symbolical explanation of myths and mysteries 
was attempted by Friedrich Creuxer.• The learning and sound 
sense of Lubeck, in his Atkophaann, exploded the idea that the 
Eleusinian and other mysteries revealed or concealed matter 
of momentous religious importance. It ought not to be forgotten 

▪Hahn, Tnusi-Gnaw, the Supreme Being elf the Kkoi-Kkoi, p. t13. 
• De de. del., vii. Ill; viii. 26. 
• La Mythologic et ks fables expligides par rldstoire (Paris, 1738; 

3 wale. ato) 
• Symbatik wad Myassiogie der ales Mier (Leipzig and Dera-

nged% 1136-1843).  

that Lafitau, a Jesuit missionary in North America, while 
inclined to take a mystical view of the secrets concealed 
by Iroquois myths, bad also pointed out the savage element 
surviving in Greek mythology.,  

Recent Mythological Systertes. —Up to a very recent date 
students of mythology were hampered by orthodox traditions, 
and still more by ignorance of the ancient languages and of 
the natural history of man. Only recently have Sanskrit and 
the Egyptian and Babylonian languages become books not 
absolutely sealed. Again, the study of the evolution of human 
institutions from the lowest savagery to civilization is essentially 
a novel branch of resew* though ideas derived from an 
unsystematic study of anthropology are at least as old as 
Aristotle. The new theories of mythology are based on the 
belief that " it is man, it is human thought and human 
language combined, which naturally and necessarily pro- 
duced the strange conglomerate of ancient fable." ,  But, while 
there is now universal agreement so far, modern mythologists 
differed essentially on one point. There was a school (with 
internal divisions) which regarded ancient fable as almost 
entirely " a disease of language," that is, as the result of con-
fusions arising from misunderstood terms that have survived in 
speech after their original significance was lost. Another school 
(also somewhat divided against itself) believes that misander-
stood language played but a very slight part in the evolu-
tion of mythology, and that the irrational element in myths 
is merely the survival from a condition of thought which was 
once common, if not universal, but is now found chiefly among 
savages, and to a certain extent among children. The former 
school considered that the state of thought out of which myths 
were developed was produced by decaying language; the latter 
maintains that the corresponding phenomena of language were 
the reflection of thought. For the sake of brevity we might 
call the former the " philological " system, as It rests chiefly 
on the study of language, while the latter might be styled the 
" historical " or " anthropological " school, as it is based on 
the study of man in the sum of his manners, ideas and insti-
tutions. 

The System of Mai Miller. —The most distinguished and popular 
advocate of the philological school was Max ,fuller, whose views 
may be found in his Selected Essays and Lectures as Language. The 
problem was to explain what he calls " the silly, savage and senseless 
element "in mythology (Set. Ess.i. 578). Max Mailer says (speaking 
of the Greeks), " their poets had an instinctive aversion to every 
thing excessive or monstrous, yet they would relate of their g ods  
what would make the most savage of Red Indiana creep and 
shudder "—stories, that is, of the cannibalism of Demeter, of the 
mutilation of Uranus, the cannibalism  of Cronus, who swallowed 
his own children, and the like. " Among the lowest tribes of Africa 
and America we hardly And anything more hideous and revoking." 

Max Muller refers the beginning -of his system of mythology to 
the discovery of the connexion of the Indo-European or. as they 
are called, " Aryan " languages. Cehs. Germans. speaker 
Sanskrit and Zend, Latins and Greeks, all prove by their languages 
that their tongues may be traced to one family of speech. The 
comparison of the various words which, in different forms. are com-
mon to all Indo-European languages must inevitably throw much 
light on the original meaning of these words. Take, for example, 
the name of a pd. Zeus, or Athene, or any other. The word may 
have no intelligible meaning in Greek, but its counterpart in the 
allied tongues. especially in Sanskrit or Zend, may reveal the original 
significance of the terms. " To understand the origin and meaning 
of the names of the Greek gods, and to eider into the original intention 
of the fables told of each, we must take into account the collateral 
evidence supplied Latin. German. Sanskrit and Zend philology " 
fled. as Lang.. an series. p. roe). A name may be intelligible is 
Sanskrit which has no sense in Greek. Thus Athene is a divine name 
without meaning in Greek. but Max Muller advances reasons for 
supposing that it is identical with Wane. "the dawn." is Sanskrit. 
It is his opinion, amarently, that whatever story is told of Athene 
must have originally been told of the dawn, and that we must keep 
this before us in attempting to understand the legends of Athens 
Thus again (op. cit. p. alo), be says. " we have a right to explain 
all that is told of him ' (AgnL " fire ") " as originally meant for fire." 
The system is simply this: the original meaning of the names of gods 
must be ascertained by comparative philology. The names. as • 
rule, will be found to denote elemental phenomena. And the silly, 

Mears des sareages (Paris. 1724). 
, Max Mailer. Leceires ea Leering/ (1864). and masa p. 
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savage and senseless elements in the legends of the gods will be shown 
to have a natural significance, as descriptions of sky storms, sunset, 
water, fire, dawn. twilight, the life of earth, and other celestial and 
terrestrial existences. Stated in the barest lone, these results do 
not differ greatly from the conclusions of Theagenes of Rhegium, 
who held that " Hephaestus was fire, Hera was air, Poseidon was 
water, Artemis was the moon, sal ea Mira deolin." But Max Mailer's 
system is based on scientific philology, not on conjecture, and is 
supported by a theory of the various processes i6 the evolution of 
mythsout of language. 

Itis no longer necessary to give an elaborate analysis of this theory, 
because neither in its philological nor mythological side has it any 
advocates who need be reckoned with. The attempt to disengage 
the history of times forgot ten and unknown, by means of analysis 
of roots and words in Aryan languages, has been unsuccessful, or 
has at best produced disputable results. Max Mailer's system was a 
result of the philological theories that indicated•the linguistic unity 
of the Indo-European or " Aryan " peoples, and was founded on an 
analysis of their Language. But myths precisely similar in irrational 
and repulsive character, even in minute details, to those of the 
Aryan races, exist among Australians, South Sea Islanders. Eskimo. 
Bushmen in Africa, among Solomon Islanders, Iroquois. and so 
forth. The facts being identical, an identical explanation should 
be sought, and, as the languages in which the myths exist are essen-
tially different, an explanation founded on the Aryan language is 
likely to prove too narrow. Once more, even if we discover the 
original meaning of a god's name, it does not follow that we can 
explain by aid of the significance of the name the myths about the 
god. For nothing is more common than the attraction of a more 
ancient story into the legend of a later god or hero. Myths of un-
known antiquity, for example. have been attracted into the legend 
of Charlemagne, just as the bons mots of old wits are transferred 
to living humorists. Therefore, though we may ascertain that Zeus 
means " sky " and Agni " fire," we cannot assert, with Max Muller, 
that all the myths about Agni and Zeus were originally told of 
fire and sky. When these gods became popular they would inevit-
ably inherit any current exploits of earlier heroes or gods. These 
exploits would therefore be explained erroneously regarded as 
originally myths of sky or fire. We cannot convert Max Mailer's 
proposition " there was nothing told of the sky that could not in 
some form or other be ascribed to Zeus" into " there was nothing 
ascribed to Zeus that had not at some timeor other been told of the 
sky." This is also, perhaps, the proper place to observe that names 
derived from natural phenomena—sky, clouds dawn and sun—
are habitually assigned by Brazilians, Ojibways, - Australians and 
other savages to living men and women. Thus the story originally 
told of a man or woman bearing the name " sun," " dawn," " cloud," 
may be mixed up later with myths about the real celestial dawn, 
cloud or sun. For all these reasons the information obtained from 
philological analysis of names is to be distrusted. We must also 
bear in mind that early men when they conceived, and savage men 
when they conceive, of the sun, moon, wind, earth, sky and so forth, 
have no such ideas in their minds as we attach to these names. 
They think of sun, moon, wind, earth and sky as of living human 
beings with bodily parts and passions. Thus, even when we dis-
cover an elemental meaning in a god's name, that meaning may be 
ell unlike what the word suggests to civilized men. A final objection 
is that philologists differ widely as to the true analysis and real 
meaning of the divine names. Max Mailer, for example, connects 
Krona (Robins) with xpfeer, "time"; Preller with vane, " I fulfil," 
and so forth. 

The civilized men of the Mythopoeic age were not obliged, as 
Max Muller held, to believe that all phenomena were persons, 
because the words which denoted the phenomena had gender-
terminations. On the other hand, the gender-terminations were 
survivals from an early stage of thought in which personal character-
istics, including sex, had been attributed to all phenomena. This 
condition of thought is demonstrated to be, and to have been, 
universal among savages, and it may notoriously be observed among 
children. Thus Max !dance's theory that myths are "a disease of 
language " seems destitute of evidence, and inconsistent with what 
is historically known about the relations between the language and 
the social,jolitical and literary condition of men. 

Theory Iferbert Spencer.—The system of Herbert Spencer. as 
explained in Principles of Sociology. has many points in common 
with that of Max Miller. Spencer attempts to account for the state 
of mind (the foundation of myths) in which man personifies and 
animates all phenomena. According to his theory, too, this habit 
of mind may beregarded as the result of degeneration, for in his 
view, as in Max Mailer's, it is not primary, but the result of miscon-
ceptions. But. while language is the chief cause of misconceptions 
with Max Muller, with Spencer it Is only one of several forces all • working to the same result. Statements which originally had a 
different significance are misinterpreted, he thinks, and names of 
human beings are also misinterpreted in such a manner that early 
races are gradually led to believe in the personality of phenomena. 
He too notes " the defect in early speech "—that is, the " lack of 
won), free from implications of vitality "—as one of the causes 
which " favour ppeersonslization.' Here, of course, we have to ask 
Spenaw. with Max Mailer, why words in only languages " imply 

vitality." These words must reflect the thought of the men who me 
them before they react upon that thought and confirm it in its mis-
conceptions. So far Spencer seems at one with the philological 
school of mythologists. but he warns us that the misconstructions 
of language in his system are " different in kind. and the erraticam 
course of thought is opposite in direction." According to Spencer 
(and his premises, at least, are correct), the names of human being 
in an early state of society are derived from incidents of the moment, 
and often refer to the period of the day or the nature of the weather. 
We find, among Australian natives, among Abipones in South 
America, and among Ojibways in the North, actual people named 
Dawn,Gold Flower of Day, Dark Cloud, Sun, and so forth. Spencer's 
argument is that, given a story about real people so named, in process 
of time and forgetfulness the anecdote which was once current 
about a man named Storm and a woman named Sunshine will be 
transferred to the meteorological phenomena of sun and tempest. 
Thus these purely natural agents will come to be " personalised " 
(Prix. Soc. spa), and to be credited with purely human origin and 
human adventures. Another misconception would arise when men 
had a tradition that they came to their actual scuts from this moun-
tain, or that lake or river, or from lands acress the sea. They will 
mistake this tradition of local origin for one of actual parentage, 
and will come to believe that, like certain Homeric heroes, they are 
the inns of a river (nowppcc nified), or of a mountain, or. like a 
tribe mentioned by Ga 	de la Vert itohat they are descended 
from the sea. Once more, if their old 	nd told them that they 
came from the rising sun, they will hold, 	many races, that they 
are actually the children of the sun. By this process of forgetfulness 
and misinterpretation. mountains, rivers. lokes. sun and sea would 
receive human attributes, while men would degenerate from a more 
sensible condition into a belief in the personality and vitality of 
inanimate objects. As Spencer thinks ancestor-worship the firm 
form of religion, and as be holds that persons with such names as 
sun, moon and the like became worshipped as ancestors, his theory 
results in the belief that nature-worship and the myths about natural 
phenomena—dawn, wind, sky, night and the rest—are a kind of 
transmuted worship of ancestors and transmuted myths about real 
men and women. " Partly by confounding the parentage of the 
race with a conspicuous object marking the natal region of the race, 
partly by literal interpretation of birth names, and partly by literal 
interpretation of names given in eulogy " (such as Sun sad Bull 
among the Egyptian kings), and also through " implicit belief is 
the statements of forefathers," there has been produced belief in 
descent from mountains, sea, dawn, from animals which have become 
constellations, and from persons once on earth who now appear 
as sun and moon. A very common clam of myths (see Toucans() 
assures us that certain stocks of men arc descended from beasts, 
or from gods in the shape of beasts. Spencer explains these by the 
theory that the remembered ancestor of a stock had, as savages 
often have, an animal name, as Bear, Wolf, Coyote, or what not. 
In time his descendants came to forget that the name was a mere 
name, and were misled into the opinion that they were children of a 
real coyote, wolf or bear. This idea, once current, would naturally 
stimulate and diffuse the belief that such descents were possible. 
and that the animals are closely akin to men. 

The chief objection to these processes is that they requite, as a 
necessary condition, a singular amount of memory on the one had 
and of forgetfulness on the other. The lowest contemporary swam, 

 remember little or nothing of any ancestor farther back than the 
=l ather. But men in Sncer' s Mythopoeic age had much 

memories. On the otker hand, the most ordinary savage 
does not misunderstand so universal a custom as the Wit:militias of 
names peculiar to animals or derived from atmospheric enomena. 
He calls his own child Dawn or Cloud, his own name is itting Bull 
or Running Wolf, and he is not tempted to explain his greet-grand-
father's name of Bright Sun or Lively Raccoon on the hypothesis 
that the ancestor really was a maims or the sun. Moreover. 
savages do not worship ancestresses or retain lively memories of 
their great-grandmothers, yet it Is through the female !pie In the 
majority of cases that the animal or other ancestral name is derived. 
The son of an Australian male, whose kin or totem name is Crane, 
takes, in many tribes, his mother's kin-name. Swan or Cockatoo, 
or whatever it may be, and the same is a common rule in Africa and 
America among races who rarely remember their great-grandfathers. 
On the whole, then though degeneracy, as well as progress. is a 
force in human evolution), we are not tempted to believe in so strange 
a combination of forgetfulness with long memory, nor so excessive 
a degeneration from common sense into a belief in the personality 
of phenomena. as are required no less by Spencer's system than by 
that of Max Millen 

Prdiminary Probletar.—We have stated and criticized the 
more prominent modern theories of mythology. It is now 
necessary first to  recapitulate the chief points in the problem, 
and then to attempt to explain them by a comparison of the 
myths of various races. The difficulty of mythology is to 
account for the following among other apparently irrational 
elements in myths: the wild and senseless stories of the 
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beginnings of things, of the origin of men, sun, stars, animals, 
death, and the world in general; the infamous and absurd adven-
tuns of the gods; why divine beings are regarded as incestuous, 
adulterous, murderous, thievish, cruel, cannibals, and addicted to 
wearing the shapes of animals, and subject to death in some 
stories; the myths of metamorphosis into plants, beasts and 
stars; the repulsive stories of the state of the dead; the descente 
of the gods into the place of the dead, and their return thence. It 
is extremely difficult to keep these different categories of myths 
separate from each other. If we investigate myths of the origin 
of the world, we often find gods in animal form active in the 
work of world-making. If we examine myths of human descent 
from animals, we find gods busy there, and if we try to investigate 
the myths of the origin of the gods, the subject gets mixed up 
with the mythical otigins of things in general 

Our first question will be, Is there any stage of human society, 
and of the human intellect, in which facts that appear to us 
to be monstrous and irrational are accepted as ordinary occur-
rences of every day life ? E. W. Lane, in his preface to the 
Arabian Nights, says that the Arabs have an advantage over 
us as story-tellers. They can introduce such incidents as the 
change of a man into a hone, or of a woman into a dog, or the 
intervention of an afreet, without any more scruple than our 
own novelists fed in describing a duel or the concealment of 
a will. Among the Arabs the actions of magic and of spirits 
are regarded as at least as probable and common as duels and 
concealments of wills in European society. It Is obvious that 
we need look no farther for the explanation of the supernatural 
events in Arab romances. Now let us apply this system to 
mythology. It is admitted that Greeks, Romans, Aryans of 
India in the age of the Sanskrit commentators, Egyptians of 
the Ptolemaic and earlier ages, were as much puzzled as we are 
by the mythical adventures of their gods. But is there any 
known stage of the human intellect in which these divine 
adventures, and the metamorphoses of men into animals, trees, 
stars, and converse with the dead, and all else that puzzles us 
in the civilized mythologies, are regarded as possible incidents 
of daily human life? Our answer is that everything in the 
civilized mythologies which we regard as irrational seems only 
part of the accepted and rational order of things (at least in 
the case of " medicine men " or magicians) to contemporary 
savages, and in the past seemed equally rational and natural 
to savages concerning whom we have historical information. 
Our theory is, therefore, that the savage and senseless element in 
mythology is, for the most part, a legacy from ancestors of 
the civilized races who were in an intellectual state not higher 
than that of Australians, Bushmen, Red Indians, the lower races 
of South America, Mincopies, and other worse than barbaric 
peoples. As the ancestors of the Greeks, with the Aryans of 
India, the Egyptians, and others advanced in civilization, 
their religious thought was shocked and surprised by myths 
(originally dating from the period of savagery, and natural 
in that period) which were preserved down to the time of 
Pausanias by local priesthoods, or which were stereotyped in 
the ancient poems of Hesiod and Homer, or in the Brakmanas 
and Vedas of India, or were retained in the popular religion 
of Egypt. This theory recommended itself to Lobeck. " We 
may believe that ancient and early tribes framed gods like 
themselves in action and in experience, and that the allegorical 
element in myths is the addition of later peoples who had 
attained to purer ideas of divinity, yet dared not reject the 
religion of their ancestors " (As Ph L r 53). The senseless 
element in the myths would by this theory be for the most part 
a "survival" And the age and condition of human thought 
from which it survived would be one in which our most ordinary 
ideas about the nature of things and the limits of possibility 
did not yet exist, when all things were conceived of in quite 
other fashion—the age, that is, of savagery. It is universally 
admitted that " survivals " of this kind do account for many 
anomalies in out institutions, in law, politics, society, even in 
dress and manners. If isolated fragments of an earlier age 
abide in. these, it is still more probable that other fragments  
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will survive in anything so closely connected as mythology 
with the conservative religious sentiment. 

If this view of mythology can be proved, much will have berg 
don eto explain aproblem which we have not yet touched, namely, 
thodistributiose of moths. The science of mythology has to account, 
if it can, not only for the existence of certain stories in the legends 
of certain races, but also for the presence of stories practically 
the same among almost all races. In the long history of mankind 
it is impossible to deny that stories may conceivably have 
spread from a single centre, and been handed on from races like 
the Indo-European and the Semitic to races as far removed 
from them in every way as the Zulus, the Australians, the 
Eskimo, the natives of the South Sea Islands. But, while the 
possibility of the diffusion of myths by borrowing and 
transmission must be allowed tor, the hypothesis of the 
origin of myths in the savage state of the intellect supplies 
a ready explanation of their wide diffusion. Archaeologists 
are acquainted with objects of early art and craftsmanship, 
rude clay pipkins and stone weapons, which can only be classed 
as " human, and which do not bear much impress of any one 
national taste and skill. Many myths may be called ".human " 
in this sense. They are the rough products of the early human 
mind, and are not yet characterized by the differentiations 
of race and culture. Such myths Might spring up anywhere 
among untutored men, and anywhere might survive into civilized 
literature. Therefore where similar myths are found among 
Greeks, Australians, Egyptians, Mangatans and others, it is 
unnecessary to account for their wide diffusion by any hypothesis 
of borrowing, early or late. The Greek " key " pattern found 
on objects in Peruvian graves was not necessarily borrowed 
from Greece, nor did Greeks necessarily borrow from Aztecs 
the " wave " pattern which is common to both. The same 
explanation may be applied to Greek and Aztec myths of the 
deluge, to Australian and Greek myths of the original theft 
of fire. Borrowed they may have been, but they may as probably 
have been independent inventions. 

It is true that some philologists deprecate as unscientific the com-
parison of myths which are found in languages not connected with 
each other. The objection rests on the theory that myths am • 
disease of language, a morbid offshoot of language, and that the 
legends in unconnected Languages must therefore be kept apart. 
But, as the theory which we are explaining.  does not admit that 
language is more than a subordinate cause in the development of 
myths, as it seeks for the origin of myths in a given condition of 
thought through which all races have passed, we need do no more 
than record the objection. 

The Intdleassal Condition of Savages.—Our next step must 
be briefly to examine the intellectual condition of savages, 
that is, of races varying from the condition of the Andaman 
Islanders to that of the Solomon Islanders and the ruder Red 
Men of the American continent. In a developed treatise on the 
subject of mythology it would be necessary to criticize, with 
a minuteness which is impossible here, our evidence for the 
very peculiar mental condition of the lower races. Max Mailer 
asked (when speaking of the mental condition of men when 
myths were developed), " was there a period of temporary 
madness through which the human mind bad to pass, and was 
it a madness identically the same in the south of India and the 
north of Iceland? " To this we may answer that the human 
mind had to pass through the savage stage of thought, that this 
stage was for all practical purposes " identically the same " 
everywhere, and that to civilized observers it does resemble 
" a temporary madness." Many races are still abandoned to 
that temporary inadness; many others which have escaped 
from it were observed and described while still labouring under 
its delusions. Our evidence for the intellectual ideas of man 
in the period of savagery we derive 'partly from the reports of 
voyagers, historians, missionaries, partly from en examination 
of the customs, institutions, and laws in which the lower races 
gave expression to their notions. 

As to the first kind of evidence, we must be on our guard against 
several sources of error. Where religion is concerned, travellers 
hi general and missionaries in particular are biased in several distinct 
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ways. The vaireleasey zometialtes anideas to prove that religion 
can only come by revelation. and that certain tribes. having received 
no revelatiOn. have no religion or religious myths at all. Sometimes 
the missionary, on the other hand, is anxious to demonstrate that 
the myths of his heathen Bock are a corrupted version of the Biblical 
narrative. In the fanner case he neglects the study of savage 
myths; ia the latter he unconsciously accommodates what be hears 
to what he calls " the truth." The traveller who is not a misionary 
may either have the same prejudices, or be may be a sceptic about 
revealed religion. In the -latter case he is perhaps unconsciously 
moved to put bUrlesque versions of Biblical stories into the mouths 
of his native informants, or to represent the savages as ridiculing 
the Scriptural traditions which he communicates to them. Yet 
again we must remember that the leading questions of a European 
inquirer may furnish a savage with a thread on which to string 
answers which the questions themselves have suggested. " Have 
you ever had a great flood " " Yes " " Was any one saved ? " 
The question starts the invention of the savage on a deluge-re 
of which, perhaps, the idea has never before entered mind his re 
still remain the difficulties of all conversation between civilized 
men and unsophisticated savages, the tendency to hoax, and other 
sources of error and confusion. By this time, too, almost every 
explorer of savage life is a theorist. He is a Spencerian, or a believer 
in the universal prevalence of the faith in an All-Father," or he 
looks everywhere for gods who are "spirits of vegetation." In 
receiving this kind of evidence, then. we need to know the character 
of our informant, his means of communicating with the heathen. 
his power of testing evidence, and his good faith. His testimony 
will have additional weight if supported by the " undezigned coin-
cidences" of other evidence, ancient and modern. If Strabo and 
Herodotus and T M omponins eta. for example, describe a custom, 
rite or strange notion in the Old World. and if mariners and mission-
aries find the same notion or custom or rite in Polynesia or Australia 
or Kamchatka, we can scarcelicit the truth of the reports. 
The evidence is best when given " nt men, who are astonished 
at meeting with an institution • ethologists are familiar with 
in other parts of the world. 

Another method of obtaining evidence is by the comparative 
study of savage laws and institutions. Thus we find in Asia. Africa. 
America and Australia that the marriage laws of the lower races 
are.connected with a belief in kinship or other relationship with 
animals. The evidence for this beli -e is thus entirely beyond sus- 

ion. We find, too, that political power. swa and social influen 
are
pic 

 based on the ideas of magic, of metamorphos
y

is, and of the power
ce 

 which certain men possess to talk with the dead and to visit the 
abodes of death. All these ideas are the stuff of which myths are 
made, and the evidence of savage institutions, in ry part of the 
world. proves that these ideas are the universal inheritance of 
savages. 

Savage men are like ourselves In curkeity and anxiety causes 
cognoscere reruns, but with our curiosity they do not possess 
gm.,,,m,a, our powers of attention. They are as easily satisfied 
abode* with an explanation of phenomena as they are eager 
wffill to possess an explanation. Inevitably they furnish 
themselves with their philosophy out of their scanty stock 
of acquired ideas, and these ideas and general conceptions 
seem almost imbecile to civilized men. Curiosity and 
credulity, then, are the characteristics of the savage intellect. 
When a phenomenon presents itself the savage requires an 
explanation, and that explanation be makes for himself, or 
receives from tradition, in the shape of a myth. The basis of 
these myths, which are just as much a part of early conjectural 
science as of early religion, is naturally the experience of the 
savage as cotutrated by kieudf. Man's craving to know " the 
reason why " is already " among rude savages an intellectual 
appetite," and "even to the Australian scientific speculation 
has its germ in actual experience." ,  How does he try to satisfy 
this caving? E. B. Tylor replies, " When the attention of 
a man in the myth-making stage of intellect is drawn to any 
phenomenon or custom which has to him no obvious reason, 
he invents and tells a story to account for it " Against this 
statement it has been urged that men in the lower stages of 
culture are not curious, but take all phenomena for granted. If 
there were no direct evidence in favour of Tykes opinion, it 
would be enough to point to the nature of savage myths them-
selves. It is not arguing in a circle to point out that almost 
all of them are nothing more than explanations of intellectual 
difficulties, answers to the question, How came this or that 
phenomenon to be what it is? Thus savage myths answer 
the questions—What was the origin of the world, and of men, 
and of beasts? How came the stars by their arrangement 

E. B. Tylor, Primitive Culture. i. 369 (t871). 

and movements? How are the motions of min and moon to 
be accounted for? Why has this tree a red flower, and this 
bird a black mark on the tail? What was the origin of the 
tribal dances, or of this or that law of custom or etiquette? 
Savage mythology, which is also savage science, his a reply 
to all these and all similar questions, and that reply is always 
found in the shape of a story. The answers cannot be amounted 
for without the previous tzdstence of the questions. 

We have now shown how savages come to have a mythology. 
It is their way of satisfying the early form of scientific curiosity, 
their way of realising the world in which they move. But they 
frame their stories, necessarily and naturally, in harmony with 
their general theory of things, with what we may call " savage 
metaphysics." Now early man, as Max Miller says, " not only 
did not think as we think, but did not think as we suppose be 
ought to have thought." The chief distinction between his 
mode of conceiving the world and outs is his vast extension of 
the theory of peisonality. To the savage, and apparently to men 
more backward than the most backward peoples we know, all 
nature was a congeries of animated personalities. The savage's 
notion of personality is more a universally diffused feeling than 
a reasoned conception, and this feeling of a personal self he 
impartially distributes all over the world as known to him. 
One of the Jesuit missionaries in North America thus describes 
the Red Man's philosophy: 2  " Los sauvages se petauSdent quo 
non seulement les bommes et lea =tree animaux, mans aussi 
que toutes les sutra chases soot =inlets? Crevaux, in the 
Andes, found that the Indians believed that the beasts have 
plays (sorcerers and doctors) like themselves. 2  This opinion 
we may name personalism, and it is the necessary condition 
of savage (and, as will be seen, of civilized) mythology. The 
Jesuits could not understand how spherical bodies bile sun 
and moon could be mistaken for human beings. Their catechu-
mens put them off with the answer that the drawn bows of the 
heavenly bodies gave them their round appearance. "The 
wind was formerly a person; he became a bird," say the Bushmen, 
and g' 63 hal kai, a respectable Bushman once saw the personal 
wind at Haarfontein.4  The Egyptians, according to Herodotus 

z6), believed fire to be Orley Invivxer, a live beast. The 
Bushman who saw the Wind meant to throw a stone at it, but 
it ran into a hill. From the wind as a person the Bhinyas in 
India (Dalton, p. Leo) claim descent, and in Indian epic tradition 
the leader of the ape army was the son of the wind. The 
Wind, by certain mares, became the father of wlnd.ewift steeds 
mentioned in the Iliad. The loves of Berea' are well known. 
These are examples of the animistic theory applied to whet, in 
our minds, seems one of the least personal of natural phenomena. 
The sky (which appears to us even less personal) has been re-
garded as a personal being by Samoyeds, Red Indians, Zulus,2 

 and traces of this belief survive in Chinese, Greek and Roman 
religion. 

We most remember, however, that to the savage, Sky, Sun, 
Sea, Wind, are not only persons, but they are savage persons. 
Their conduct is not what civilized men would attribute to 
characters so august; it is what uncivilized men think probable 
and befitting among beings like themselves. 

The savage regards all animals as endowed with personality. 
" Hs tenant les poisons raisonnables, comma au= lea cads," 
says a Jesuit father about the North-American 
Indians (Rdatioss, loc. cit.). In Australia the ra.o.ae 
natives believe that the wild dog has the power Man'. NOW 
of speech, like the cat of the Coverley witch in the =V ia 
Spectator. The Breton peasants, according to P. 
Sibillot, credit all birds with language, which they even attempt 
to interpret. The old English and the Arab superstitions 
about the language of beasts an example of this opinion sur-
viving among civilized races. The bear in Norway is regarded 
as almost a man, and his dead body is addressed and his wrath 
deprecated by Samoyeds and Red Indians. " The native bear 

1  Relaiinu (1636).p. 104. 	s Vosges. P. ia9- 
1  Soda African Fatk.Lore Journal (May ago). 

E. B. Tyler, ep. 	z36. 
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Sass-ho-ree is the sage counsellor of the aborigines in all their 
difficulties. When bent on a dangerous expedition, the men 
will seek help from this clumsy creature, but in what way his 
opinions are made known is nowhere recorded." ,  H.R.School-
maft mentions a Red Indian story explaining how " the bear 
does not die," but this tale Schoolcraft (like Herodotus in Egypt) 
" cannot bring himself to relate." lie also gives examples of 

conversing with serpents.. These may serve as examples 
oft tp savage belief in the human intelligence of animals. Man 
is on an even footing with them, and with them can interchange 
his ideas. But savages carry this opinion much further. Man 
in their view is actually, and in no figurative sense, akin to the 
beasts. Certain tribes in Java " believe that women when 
delivered of a child are frequently delivered at the same time 
of a young crocodile.• The common European story of a 
queen accused of giving birth to puppies shows the survival of 
the belief in the possibility of such births among civilized races, 
while the Aztecs had the idea that women who saw the moon 
in certain circumstances would produce mice. But the chief 
evidence for the savage theory of man's dose kinship with the 
lower animals is found in the institution called Monism (q.v.) 
—the belief that certain stocks of men in the various tribes are 
descended by blood descent from, or are developed out of, or 
otherwise connected with, certain objects animate or inani-
mate, but especially with beasts. The strength of the opinion is 
proved by its connexion with very stringent marriage laws. 
No man (according to the rigour of the custom) may marry a 
woman who bears the same kin name as himself, that is, who is 
descended from the same inanimate object or animaL Nor may 
people (if they can possibly avoid it) eat the flesh of animals who 
are their kindred. Savage man also believes that many of his 
own tribe-fellows have the power of assuming the shapes of 
animals, and that the souls of his dead kinsfolk revert to animal 
forms. 

E. W. Lane, in his introduction to the Arabian Nights (i. 88). 
says he found the belief in these transmigrations accepted seriously 
in Cairn. H. H. Bancroft bringsevidence to prove that the Mexicans 

pregnant women would turn into beasts, and sleeping 
children into mice, if things went wrong in the ritual of a certain 
solemn sacrifice. There is a well-known Scottish legend to the effect 
that a certain old witch was once fired at in her shape as a hare, 
and that where the hare was hit there the old woman was found to 
be wounded. J. F. Lafitau tells the same story as current among 
his Red Indian flock, except that the old witch and her son took the 
form of birds, not of hares. A Scandinavian witch does the same in 
the Egil saga. In Lafitau's tale the hints were wounded by the 
magic arrows of a medicine man, and the arrow-heads were found 
in the bodies of the human culprits. In Japan* people chiefly 
transform themselves into badgers. The sorcerers of Honduras 

mat, " Plumaged the power of transforming men into 
wild beast" F. Regnard, the French dramatist, found in Lap- 
land (OM) that witches could turn men into cats, and could them- 
selves assume the forms of swans, crows, falcons and geese. Among 
the Bushmen ,  " sorcerers assume the form of beasts and jackals. 
Id. Dobrixhofer, a missionary in Paraguay (1717-1791), learned that 

sorcerers arrogate to themselves the power ofchanging men into 
tigers " (Eng. trans., I. 63). He was present at a conversion of this 
sort. though the miracle beheld by the people was invisible to the 
missionary. Near Loanda Livingstone noted that " a chief may 
metamorphose himself into a lion, kill any one he chooses, and resume 
his form." The same accomplishments distinguish the Baran 
and Balonda.,  Among the Mayas of Central America sorcerers 
could transform themselves " into dogs, pigs and other animals; 
their glance was death to a victim " 797). The 
Tlilinkeets bold that their shamans have the same powers.• A 
bamboo in Sarawak is known to have been a man. Metamor-
phoses into stones are as common among Red lnd ans and Australians 
as in Greek mythology. Compare the cases of Niobe and the victims 
of the Gorgon's head.,  Zeros, Red Indians, Aztecs,' Andaman 
Islanders and other races believe that their dead assume the shapes 
of serpents and of other creatures, often reverting to the form of the 
animal from which they originally descended. In ancient Egypt 

, R. Brough Smyth, Aborigines of Victoria, L 446 (1878). 
• J. Hawkesworth, Voyages, iii. 756. 
• Lard Redesdale, Tatra of Oki Japan (3871). 
• Bleek, Brief Account of Badmen' Folk-Lore, pp. ts, 
• if 	TraVeiS, pp. 615, 642. 
• W. H. Dal, Alaska, p. 4n  (1570). 
• Dorman, Origin of Printitroe Superstitions, pp. 530, 134. 
• fahagun, French trans., p. 226.  

" the usual prayers demand for the deceased the power of gain/ and 
coming from and to everywhere ender any form they like." A 
trace of this opinion may be noticed in the Amid. The serpent 
that appeared at the sacrifice of Aeneas was regarded as possibly 
a " manifestation " of the soul of Anchises (Assent v. SO- 

" Dixerat haec, adytis quum lubricus anguis ab imis 
Septem ingens gyros, septena volumins. traxit," 

and Aeneas is 
" I ncertus, geniumne loci, famelumne parentis 

Ere putet." 
On the death of Plotinns, as he gave up the ghost, a snake glided from 
under his bed into a hole in the wall.* Compare Pliny "on the cave 
"in quo manes Scipioais Africani majoris custodire draco dicitur." 

The last peculiarity insavage philosophy to which we need call 
attention here is the belief in spirits and in human intercourse 
with the shades of the dead. With the savage natural death 
is not a 'universal and inevitable ordinance. " All men must 
die" is a generalization which he has scarcely reached;. in his 
philosophy the proposition is more like this—" all men who die 
die by violence." A natural death is explained as the result of 
a sorcerer's spiritual violence, and the div,v-  is attributed to 
magic or to the action of hostile spirits. After death the man 
survives as a spirit, sometimes taking an animal form, sometimes 
invisible, sometimes to be observed " in his habit as he lived " 
(see Aresarnoris). The philosophy of the subject is shortly 
put in the speech of Achilles (Iliad, xxiii. to3) af ter he has beheld 
the dead Patroclus in a dream: " Ay me, there remaineth then 
even in the house of Hades a spirit and phantom of the dead, for 
all night long bath the ghost of hapless Patroclus stood over me, 
wailing and making moan." It is almost superfluous to quote 
here the voluminous evidence for the intercourse with spirits 
which savage chiefs and medicine men are believed to maintain. 
They can call up ghosts, or can go to the ghosts, in Australia, 
New Caledonia, New Zealand, North America, Zululand, among 
the Eskimo, and generally in every quarter of the globe. The 
men wlio enjoy this power are the same as they who can change 
themselves and others into animnls. They too command the 
weather, and, says an old French missionary, " are regarded as 
very Jupitcrs, having in their hands the lightning and the 
thunder " (Relations, lee. cit.). They make good or bad seasons, 
and control the vast animals who, among ancient Persians and 
Aryans of India, as among Zulus and Iroquois, are supposed to 
grant or withhold the rain, and to thunder with their enormous 
wings In the region of the clouds. 

Another fertile source of myth is magic, especially the magic 
designed to produce fertility, vegetable and animal. From the 
natives of northern and central Australia to the actors in the 
ritual of Adonis, or the folk among whom arose the customs of 
crowning the May king or the king of the May, all peoples have 
done magic to encourage the breeding of animals as part of the 
food supply, and to stimulate the growth of plants, wild or 
cultivated. In the opinion of J. G. Frazer, the human repre-
sentatives or animal representatives, in the rites, of the spirit 
of vegetation; of the corn spirit; of the changing seasons, winter 
or summer, have been developed into many forms of gods, 
with appropriate myths, explanatory of the magic, and of the 
sacrifice of the chief performer. In the same way the adoration 
of living human beings, the deification of living kings—whose 
title survives in our king or queen of the May, and in the rex 
nemorensis, the priest of Diana in the grove of Aricia—has been 
most fruitful in myths of divine beings. These human beings 
are often sacrificed, for various reasons, actual or hypothetical, 
and gods and heroes are almost as likely to be explained as 
spirits of vegetation now, as they were likely to become solar 
mythological figures in the system of Max Muller. It is certainly 
true that divine beings in most mythologies are apt to acquire 
solar with other elemental attributes, including vegetable 
attributes. But that the origins of such mythical beings were 
ab Wife, either solar or vegetable, or, for that matter, animal, 
it would often be bard to prove. 

Fraser's ideas are to be found in a work of immense erudition, 
The Golden Bough (London, moo). Two studies by him, pursuing 

• Records Ike Pan, s. to. 
• Belief ism, pp. 2, 95. 	1,  H. N. ay. 44. 4- 
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the same set of ideas is more detail, are Adonis. Aka. Oriels (1906) 
and Lectures on the Early History of the Kingship (t9:25). See A. 
Lang. Magic and Religion (London, loot), for a criticism in detail 
of the general theory as set forth in The Golden Bough. Whatever 
may be said, Frazer has certainly made the most important of recent 
contributions to the study of mythology. He has fixed the attention 
of students on a mass of early ideas, previously much neglected save 
by W. Mannhardt, and on the facts of ritual, which preserve these 
ides and represent them in a kind of mystery plays. 

We are now in a position to sum up the ideas of savages about 
man's relations to the world. We started on this inquiry 
because we found that savages regarded sky, wind, sun, earth 
and so forth as practically men, and we had then to ask, what 
sort of men, men with what powers ? The result of our exam-
ination, so far, is that in savage opinion sky, wind, sun, sea and 
many other phenomena have, being personal, all the powers 
attributed to real human persons. These powers and qualities 
are: (r) relationship to animals and ability to be transformed 
and to transform others into animals and other objects; (2) 
magical accomplishments, as—(a) power to visit or to procure 
the visits of the dead; (b) other magical powers, such as control 
over the weather and over the fertility of nature in all depart-
ments. Once more, the great forces of nature, considered as 
persons, are involved in that inextricable confusion in which 
men, beasts, plants,stones, stars, arc all on one level of person-
ality and animated existence. This is the philosophy of savage 
life, and it is on these principles that the savage constructs his 
myths, while these, again, are all the scientific explanations of 
the universe with which he has been able to supply himself. 

Examples of Mythology.—Myths of the origin of the world 
and man are naturally most widely diffused. Man has every-
where asked himself whence things came and how, and his 
myths are his earliest extant form of answer xo this question. 
So confused and inconsistent arc the mythical answers that it 
is very difficult to classify them according to any system. If 
we try beginning with myths of creative gods, we find that the 
world is sometimes represented as pre-existent to the divine 
race. If we try beginning with myths of the origin of the world, 
we frequently find that it owes its origin to the activity of pre-
existent supernatural beings. According to all modern views 
of creation, the creative mind is prior to the universe which it 
created. There is no such consistency of opinion in myths, 
whether of civilized or savage races. Perhaps the plan least open 
to objection is to begin with myths of the gods. But when we 
speak of gods, we must•not give to the word a modern signifi-
cance. As used here, gods merely mean non-natural and 
powerful beings, sometimes " magnified non-natural men," 
sometimes beasts, birds or insects, sometimes the larger forces 
and phenomena of the universe conceived of as endowed with 
human personality and passions. When Plutarch examined 
the Osirian myth (De /aid. xxv.) he saw that the " gods " in 
the tale were really " demons," " stronger than men, but 
having the divine part not wholly unalloyed "—" magnified non-
natural men," in short. And such are the gods of mythology. 

In examining the myths of the gods we shall begin with the 
conceptions of the most backward tribes, and advance to the 
divine legends of the ancient civilized races. It will appear that, 
while the non-civilized gods are often theriomorphic, made in 
accordance with the ideas of non-civilized men, the civilized 
gods retain many characteristics of the savage gods, and these 
characteristics are the " irrational element " in the divine myths. 

Myths of Gods: Savage Ideas.—It is not easy to separate the dis-
cussion of savage myths of gods from the problem, Whence and how 
arose the savage belief in gods? The orthodox anthropological 
explanation has been that of E. B. Tylor, which closely resembles  
Herbert Spencer's " ghost theory." By reflection on dreams, in 
which the self, or " spirit," of the savage seems to wander free from 
the bounds of time and space, to see things remote, and to meet 
and recognize dead friends or foes; by speculation on the experiences 
of trance and of phantasms of the dead or living, beheld with waking 
eyes:. by pondering on the phenomena of shadows, of breath, of 
death and life, the savage evolved the idea of a separable soul or 
spirit capable of surviving bodily death. The spirit of the dead may 
tenant a material object, a " fetish." or may roam hungry and 
comfortless and need propitiation by food, for unpropitiated it is 
dangerous. or may be reincarnate d, or may " go to its own herd "  

in another world. Again, it is naturally kind to its living kinsfolk, 
and so may be addressed in prayer. These are the doctrines of 
animism .  (g.v.), and, according to the usual anthropological theory, 
these spirits come to thrive to god's estate in favourable circum- 
stances, as where the dead man, when alive, had great mesa or we hale, 
a great share of the ether. no to sp-mk, which, in savage metaphysics, 
is the viewless vehicle of magical influences. Thus the ghost of the 
hero or medicine man of a kin or tribe may be raised to divine rank, 
while again—the doctrine of spirits once developed, and spirits once 
allotted to the great elemental forces and phenomena of nature, sky, 
thunder, the sea, the forests—we have the beginnings of depart-
mental deities, such as Agra, god of fire; Poseidon, god of the sea; 
Zeus, god of the sky—though in recent theories Zeus appears to be 
regarded as primarily the god of the oak tree, a spirit of vegetation. 

On this theory animism, the doctrine of !pints, is the source of 
all belief in gods. But it is found that among the lowest or least 
cultured races, such as the south-eastern tribes of Australia. who 
do not propitiate ancestral spirits by offerings of food, or address 
them in prayer, there often exists a belief in an " All-Father," to 
use Howitt's convenient expression. This being cannot have been 
evolved out of the cult of ancestors, where ancestors are not wor-
shipped; and he is not even regarded as a spirit, but, in Matthew 
Arnold's phrase, as " a magnified non-natural man." He existed 
before death came into the world, and he still exists. His home is in 
or above the sky, but there was a time when he walked the earth, a 
potent magic-worker; endowed mankind with such arts and institu-
tions as they possess;.  and left to them certain's-ales of life, ethics 
and ritual. Often he is regarded as the maker of things, or of most 
things, and of mankind; or mankind are his children, descended 
from disobedient sons of his, whom he cast out of heaven. Very 
frequently he is the judge of souls, and sends the good and bad to 
their own places of reward and punishment. He is usually .  supposed 
to watch over human conduct, but this is by no means invariably 
the case. Sometimes he, like the Atnatu of the Rakish tribe of 
central Australia, is only vigilant in matters of ritual, such as cir-
cumcision, subineision and the use of the sacred bull-roarer, the 
Greek 'Maks. As an almost universal rule, in the lowest culture, 
no prayers are addressed to this being; he has no sacrifices, no dwell-
ing made with hands; and the images of him, in clay, that are made 
and danced round with invocations of his name at the tribal cere-
monies of initiation, are destroyed at the close of the performances. 
If the name of " god " is denied to such beings because they receive 
little cult, it may still be admitted that the belief might easily develop 
into a form of theism, independent of and underived from animism, 
or the ghost theory. 

The best account of this All-Father belief in the lowest culture is 
to be read in R. Howitt's Native Races of Sesith-Easi Australia. Under 
the names of Baiamc, Pundjel, Mulkari, Daramulun 
and many others, the south-eastern tribes (both those Australian 
who reckon descent in the female and those who reckon Serants 
by the male line) have this faith in an All-Father, the 
attributes varying in various communities. The most highly 
developed All-Father is the Baiame or Byamee of the Euahlayt 
tribe of north-western New South Wales, to whom prayers for the 
welfare of the souls of the dead are, or recently were, addreased—the 
tribe dwelling a .hundred miles away from the nearest missionary 
station (Protestant).* 

In the centre of Australia, Atnatu, self-created, is known, as has 
been said, to the Rakish tribe, next neighbours of the Arunta of the 
Macdonnell Hills. Among the Arunta, Mr Strehlow (Globes, May 
t9o7) finds such a being as Atnatu, and also among some other 
adjacent tribes, as the Luritja. See, too, Strehlow and von Leon-
hardi, in Veraffendichungen sus deter stddlischen Volker-Museum 
(Frankfurt-am-Main, 1907, vol. L). But Messrs B. Spencer and 
F. J. Gillen, who discovered Atnatu, did not find any trace of an 
All-Father among the Annus, or any other of the tribes to the north 
and north-east of the centre. Mr &ra.low's branch of the Arunta 
they did not examine. 

It is plain that the All-Father belief, in favourable eireumstan 
especially if ghost worship remained undeveloped, might be evolved 
into theism. But all over the savage world, especially in Africa, 
spirit worship has sprung up and choked the All-Father, who, how-
ever, in most savage regions, abides as a name, receiving no sacrifice. 
awl. save among the Masai. seldom being addressed in prayer. 
A It of such otiose great beings in the background of religion is 
given in fang's The Making of Religion (18t). Since the publica- 
tion of that Ito. much additional evidence 	accrued from Africa 
and Melanesia, here the belief occurs in a few islands, 

Hi 	
but, in the 

nu rity, is al.. at or unrecorded. Most of the fresh evidence is 
git n in La N, ox de lltre supreme thee lac jumpier non-civilisks, 
by Ren6 Hoffni nn (Geneva, 19o7). See also the Journal of .the 
Anthropological !Pinatas (1899-1904AS. XXI1X, xxxii. loony. 
xxxv., and the N. aim of Miss Mary Kingsley, and Spieth, Ess: 
Stamm, Reimer (Berlin, 1906), and Sundennann in WarnerMs 
Aiken:nue Missions -a-limier:14 vol. xi. An excellent statement is that 
of Pere Schmidt, S.V.D„ in Antbropos, Bd. III.. Hit. 3 (t9o8), pp. 
339-611. Tylor's efforts to show that these All-Fathers vase 
derived from missionary or other European influences (Nineteenth 

See Mrs Langloh Parker's The Enoldays Trsbe. 
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Crary, e892) have not been seeceedul (me Lant,idack and Ndigion, 

The Thwey of Loan Gods ") and N.W.Therossin Men 0905). v.. 49 
et mg. The All-Father bad is most potent among the lowest 
races, and always tends to become obsolete under the competition 
of serviceable ancestral spirits, or gods made in the image of such 
spirits, who can be bribed by sacrifices or induced by prayers to help 
man in his various needs. 

The belief in the All-Father in south-astern Australia is concealed 
from the women and children who, at most, know his exoteric 
mime, often meaning "Our Father," and is revealed only to the 
inmate, among whom are a wry few white men, like Howitt. Mrs 
Langiok Parker, of course, was not initiated (indeed, no white man 
has gone through the actual and wry painful rites), but confidences 
were made to her with great secrecy. The All-Father, even at his 
best, among the Mired, Kandlaroi and Euahlayi, is the centre of 

grotesque and sportive myths. He usually has a wife and 
children, not in all cases born, but rather they are emanations. 
One of these children is often his mediator with men, and has the 
charge of the rites and the mystic bull-roarer. The relatioo is that 
of Apollo to Zeus in Greek myth. 

Many of the wilder myths are the expressions of the sportive and 
humorous faculties. Some arise naturally thus: Barame, say, 
originated everything, therefore he originated the grotesque 
mummeries and donnas of the mysteries. To explain these, myths 
have been developed to show that they arose m some grotesque 
incident of Baiame's personal existence on earth. Many Greek 
myths, most derogatory to the dignity of Demeter, Dionysus, Zeus 
or Hem, arose in the some way. as explanations of buffooneries in 
the FJeusinian or other mysteries. In medieval literature the most 
wed persons of our religion have grotesque associations attached 
to them in the same manner. 

While the All-Father belief is common in the tribes of south-
eastern Australia, the tribes round Lake Eyre, the Arunta (as 
known to Messes Spencer and Gillen), and the other central and 
northern tribes, are credited with no germs of belief in what is called 
a supreme. and may truly be styled a superior being. That being. 
in many cases, but not so commonly in Australia, has a malevolent 
opposite who thwarts his work, an Ahriman to his Onnind. In 
one district, where the superior being is a crow, his opposite is an 
eagle-hawk. These two birds in many tribes give names to the two 
peat exagamousand intermarryingdivisions; in their case there is a 
ea et Went of divine, human and t 	hie elements, just as in 
the Greek myths of Zeus. As a rule, however, the Australian AB-
Father is anthropomorphic, and fairly well described in the native 
term when they speak English as " the Big Man." powerful, death- 
less, friendly, "able to go everywhere and do everything" " to see 
whatever you do." The existence of the belief in this being was 
accepted by T. Waits,. and. though disputed by many squatters and 
frost anthropologists, is now admitted on the strength of the evidence 
of Howitt. Cameron, Mrs Langloh Parker, Dawson, W. E. Roth in 
Minological Studies, and many other close observers. The belief 
being esoteric, a secret of the initiated, womanly escaped casual 
inquirers 

	among some of the Arnata of the centre, among the 
Dieri and Urabunna tribes near Lake Eyre and their congeners 
and among the tribes north by east of the Arunta, no such belief 
has been dammed by Messrs Spencer and Gillen, from whom the 
tribes kept no secrets, or by Mr Siebert, a missionary among the now 
all but extinct Dien. There is just a trace of a dim sky-dwelling 
being, Arawotia. possibly an all but obliterated survival of an .A11- 
Father. Howitt speaks too of the Dieri Kutchi, who inspires 
medicine-men with ideas, but about him our information is scanty. 
Among all these tribes religion now takes another line, the belief 
in a supernormal race of Titanic beings, with no superior, who were 
the first dwellers on earth; who possessed powers far exceeding those 
of the medicine-men of to-da and who, in one way or another, 
were connected with, ordeveloped  from, the totem animals,v 
tables and other objects. These beings modified the face of the 
country; in Arunta belief rocks and trees arose to mark the places 
where they finally " went into the ground " (Oknanikilla)2  and their 
spirits still haunt certain places such as these; and are reincarnated 
in native women who peas by. These beings, in Arena called 

the people of the Akheringa, or dream time '. (but cf. Strehlow 
in Globus-  a stspra), originated the tn'bal rites of initiation. In 
Dieri they are called Aferoulfuni, and to them prayers are made for 
rain, accompanied by rain-making magic ceremonies, which in this 
case may be a symbolical expression of the prayers. There is a 
large body of myths about the Akkeriage folk, or Mara-Mara 
((see. Spencer and Gillen, Native Tribe of Central Australia, Native 
Tribes of Northern Australia, and Howitt, Native Tribes of Songs-
Emmen Australia), and the myths of their wanderings, prodigies 
and institution of rites and i magic are represented in the dances of 

of the mysteries. Most the magic is worked (fat/6w in Arunta) 
by the members of each totem kin or group for the behoof of the 
totem as' an article of food supply. These rites are common in 
North America, but are worked by members of gilds or societies, 
mot by totem kin,. 

The belief in these Mara-Mara or A:chains folk may obviously 
develop, in favourable circumstances, into a polytheism like that of 
Genoa or of Egypt, or of the Maoris. The old Irish gods in the  

poetic romances appear to have the same origin and shade away 
onto the fairies. The baser Greek myths of the wanderings, 
amours and adventures of the gods, myths ignored by Homer, are 
parallel to the adventures of the Akkennia people, and the fable of 
the mutilation of Osiris and the search for the lost organ by Isis, 
actually occurs among the Alcheringa tales of Messrs Spencer and 
Gillen. Among the Arunta. the Acheringa folk are part of a 
strangely elaborate theory of evolution and of animism, which leaves 
no room for a creative being, or for a future life of the spirit, which 
is merely reincarnated at intervals. 

Thus the doctrines of evolution and of creation, or the making of 
things, stand apart, or blend, in the metaphysics and religion of the 
lowest and least progressive of known peoples. The question as to 
which theory came first, whether Alcheriugaism is a scientific 
effort that swept All-Fatherism, or whether All-Fatherism is 
■ religious reaction in despair of science and of the evolutionary 
doctrine, is settled by each inquirer in accordance with his personal 
bias. It has been argued that All-Fatherism is an advance, con-
ditioned by coastal influences—more rain and more food—con-
comitant with a social advance to individual marriage, and reckon-
ing of kin in the male line. But tribes far from the sea, as in northern 
New South Wales and Queensland, have the All-Father belief, with 
individual marriage and female descent, while tribes of the north 
coast, with male descent, are credited with no All-Father; and the 
Arunta, as far as possible from the sea, have no All-Father (save in 
Strehlow's district). and have individual marriage and male reckon-
ing of descent in matters of inheritance; while the Urabunna and 
Died, with female descent and the custom of pirrauru (called " group 
marriage " by Howitt), are not credited with the All-Father belid. 
Thus coastal conditions have clearly no causal influence on the 
development of the All-Father belief. If they had, the natives of 
central Queensland, remote from the sea, should not have their 
All-Father (Mullcari), and the natives of the northern and north-
eastern coasts should have an All-Father, who is still to seek. The 
Arunta of Messrs Spencer and Gillen may have possessed and depond 
the Altjira superior being of the Arunta known to Mr Strehlow, 
like the Atnatu of the adjacent Kaitish, or the All-Father of the 
neighbouring Luritja; or these beings may be more recent diver- 
gences of doctrine, departures from pure Akheringaism with no All-
Father. At present, at least, it is premature to dogmatize on these 
problems.' 

The chief being among the supernatural characters of Bushman 
mythology is the insect called the Mantis' Cagn or Ikaggen, the 
Mantis, is sometimes regarded with religious respect as 
a benevolent god. But his adventures are the merest "am°  swam& nightmares of puerile fancy:  He has a wife, an adopted 
daughter, whose real father is the " swallower " in Bushman swallow- 

ime
m 
M
yths, and the daughter has a son, who is the Ichneumon. 
antis made an eland out of the shoe of his son-in-law. The 

moon was also created by the Mantis out of his shoe, and it is red, 
because the shoe was covered with the red dust of Bushman-land. 
The Mantis is defeated in an encounter with a cat which happened 
to be singing a song about a lynx. The Mantis (like Poseidon, 
Hades, Metis and other Greek gods)was once swallowed, but dis-
gorged alive. The swallower was the monster Ilkhwai-hemm. 
Like Heracles when he leaped into the belly of the monster which 
was about to swallow Henone, the Mantis once jumped down the 
throat of a hostile elephant, and so destroyed him. The heavenly 
bodies are gods among the Bushmen, but their nature and adventures 
must be discussed among other myths of sun, moon and stars. As 
a creator Cagn is sometimes said to have " given orders, and caused 
all things to appear to be made." He struck snakes with his stall 
and turned them into men, as Zeus did with the ants in Angina. 
But the Bushmen's mythical theory of the origin of things must, 
as far as possible, be kept apart from the fables of the Mantis, the 
ichneumon and other avine beings. Though animals, these gods 
have human passions and character, and possess the usual magical 
powers attributed to sorcerers. 

Concerning the mythology of the Hottentots and Kansas, we have 
• great deal of information in a book named Mini-Gown, the Supreme 
Being of the Khoi-Khoi (MI), by Dr T. Hahn. This author collected 
the old notices of Hottentot myths, and added material from his 
own researches. The chief god of the Hottentots is a being named 
Tsuni-Goam, who is universally regarded by his worshippers as a 
deceased sorcerer. According to one old believer, " Tsui-Goals 
(an alternative reading of the god's name) " was a great powerful 
chief of the Khoi-Khor—in fact, he was the first Khoi-Khoib from 
whom all the Khoi-Khoi tribes took their name." He is always 

'The drawback to knowledge is the rarity of full acquaintance 
with native languages. Strehlow. Roth and Ridley seem best 
equipped on the linguistic side. Spencer and Gillen do not tell us 
that they have a colloquial knowledge .  of any Australian language. 
Gason, author of a work on the Dien tribe, knew their la nguage  
well, but several of his statements appwr to be inaccurate. Mrs 
Langloh Parker describes her methods of checking and controlling 
native statements made in English. 

Accounts of the Mantis and of his performances will be found 
in the Cape Afoutld, Naine(Juiy taM),and in Dr Bkek's Brief 
Account of thishastne Ph&Lore. 
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represented as at war (in the usual crud, dualism of savages) with 

another chief " named Gaunab. The prayers addressed to Tsui- 
Goab are simple and natural in character, the " private ejaculations " 
of men in moments of need or distress. As usual, religion is more 
advanced than mythology. It appears that, by some accounts, 
Tsui-Goab lives in the red sky and Gaunab in the dark sky. The 
neighbouring race of Names have another old chief for god, a being 
called Heito Eibib. His graves are shown in many places, like those 
of Osiris, which, says Plutarch, abounded in Egypt. He is propi-
tiated by passers-by at his sepulchres. He has intimate relations 
in peace and war with a variety of animals whose habits are some-
times explained (like those of the serpent in Genesis) as the result 
of the curse of Hcitsi Fibib. Heitsi Eibib was born in a mysterious 
way from a cow, as Inure in the Black Yajur-Veda entered into and 
was born from the womb of a being who also bore a cow. The 
Rs`-Veda (iv. 18, I) remarks, " His mother, a cow, bore Indira, an 
unlicked calf "—probably a metaphorical way of speaking. Heitii 
Eibib, like countless other gods and heroes, is also said to have been 
the son of a virgin who tasted a particular plant, and so became 
pregnant, as in the German and Gallophrygian mbrchcn of the 
almond tree, given by Grimm and Pausanias. Incest is one of the 
feats of Hefts Eibib. Tsui-Goab, in the opinion of his worshippers, 
as we have seen, is a deified dead sorcerer, whose name means 
Wounded Knee, the sorcerer having been injured in the knee by an 
enemy. Dr Hahn tries to prove (by.  philology's "artful aid "I 
that the name really means " red dawn • and is a Hottentot way of 
speaking of the infinite. The philological arguments advanced 
are extremely weak, and by no means convincing. If we grant, 
however, for the sake of argument, that the early Hottentots wor-
shipped the infinite under the figure of the dawn, and that, by for 

 their own meaning, they came to believe that the words 
which really meant " red dawn' meant " wounded knee " we must 
still admit that the devout have assigned to their deity all the attri-
butes of an ancestral sorcerer. In short, " their Red Dawn," if 
red dawn he be, is a person, and a savage person, adored exactly as 
the actual fathers and grandfathers of the Hottentots are adored. 
We must explain this legend, then, on these principles, and not as an 
allegory of the dawn as the dawn appears to civilized people. About 
Gaunab (the Ahriman to Tsui-Goab's Or Lund) Dr Hahn gives two 
distinct opinions. " Gaunab was at first a ghost, a mischief-maker 
and evil-doer" (op. cit. p. 85). But Gaunab he declares to be 
"the night-sky' (p. 126). Whether we regard Gaunab, Hcitsi 
Eibib and Tsin-Goab as originally mythological representations of 
natural phenomena, or as deified dead men, it is plain that they are 
now venerated as non-natural human beings, possessing the custom- 
ary attributes of sorcerers. Thus of Tsui-Goab it is said " He could 
do wonderful things which no other man could do, because he was 
very wise. He could tell what would happen in future times. 
He died several times, and several times he rose again " (statement 
of old Kxarab in Hahn, p. 61). 

The mythology of the Zulusas reported by H. Callaway ( Unkfihni-
kits, 1868-187o) is very thin and uninteresting. The Zulus are 
great worshippers of ancestors (who appear to men in the form of 
snakes). and they regard a being called Unkalunkalu as their first 
ancestor, and sometimes as the creator, or at least as the maker of 
men. It does not appear they identify Unkalunkillu, as a rule, 
with "the lord of heaven." who, like Indra. causes the thunder. 
The word answering to our lord is also applied." even to beasts, 
as the lion and the boa." The Zulus, like many distant races, 
sometimes attribute thunder to the "thunder-bird.' which, as in 
North America, is occasionally seen and even killed by men. " It 
is said to have a red bill, red legs and a short red tail like fire. The 
bird is boiled for the sake of the fat, which is used by the heaven-
doctors to puff on their bodies, and to anoint their lightninkrods." 
The Zulus are so absorbed in propitiating the shades of their dead 
(who, though in serpentine bodies, have human dispositions) that 
they appear to take little pleasure in mythological narratives. At 
the same time, the Zulus have many " nursery tales," the plots and 
incidents of which often bear the closest resemblance to the heroic 
myths of Greece, and to the mirchen of European peoples.' These 
indications will give a general idea of African divine myths. On 
the west coast the " ananzi " or spider takes the place of the mantis 
insect among the Bushmen. For some of his exploits Dawnt's Tales 
from the Norm (2nd ed., Appendix) may be consulted. For South 
African religion see Lang. Mats and Religion; Dennett, At the 
Back of the Black Mast's Mind; Junod, Les Be:visa; Spieth, Die 
aoe.Stgolusse; Frazer, The Golden Bough. 

Turning from the natives of Australia, and from African races 
of various degrees of culture, to the Papuan inhabitants of Melanesia. 
Abb.,. we find that mythological ideas are scarcely on a higher 

level. An excellent account of the myths of the Banks 
Sa'alea' Islanders and Solomon Islanders was given in Journ. 
Anlhropol. Inst. (Feb. 1881) by the Rev. R. H. Codrington. The 
article contains a critical description of the difficulty with which mis- 
sionaries obtain information about the prior creeds. The people of the 

'These are collected by Callaway, Zulu Nursery Tales (i868). 
Similar Kafir stories, also closely resembling the popular fictions of 
European races, have been published by Theal. Many other examples 
*republished in the South African Foli-Lore Journal (dm 1880). 

Banks Islands are chiefly ancestor-worshippers, but they also believe 
in. and occasionally pray to, a being named 1 Qat, one of the prehurnan 
race endowed with supernatural powers who here, as elsewhere, do 
duty as gods. Here is an example of a prayer to Qat—the devotee 
is supposed to be in danger with his canoe: ' Qatel Marilee! look 
down on me, smooth the sea for us two that I may go safely on the sea. 
Beat down for me the crests of the tide-rip; let the tide-rip settle 
down away from ale, beat it down level that it may sink and roll 
away, and I may come to a quiet landing-place," Compare the 
prayer of Odysseus to the river, whose mouth he had reached after 
three days' swimming on the tempestuous sea. " ' Hear me, 
0 king..whosoever thou art,. 	

him " (0 smooth before 

unto thee I am come as to one to whom 
prayer nay, pity me, 0 king. for I avow myself thy 
suppliant.' So spake he, and the god stayed his stream, and with- 
held 	 water 	 re 	4?sei 
v. 450)

his waves, and made the wat
. The prayer of the Melantaian is on rather a higher religious 

level than that of the Homeric hem. The myths of Qat *adventures. 
however, are very crude, though not so wild as some of the Scan-
dinavian myths about Odin and Loki, while they are less immoral 
than the adventures of India and Zeus. Qat was born in the isle 
of Vanua Levu; his mother was either a stone at the time of his 
birth, or was turned into a stone afterwards, like Niobe. The mother 
of Apollo. according to &lien, had the misfortune to be chan 
into a wolf. Qat had eleven brothers, not much more reputable 
than the Os! aldistoncs in Rob Roy. The youngest brother was 
"Tangaro Loloqong. the Fool." His pastime was to make wrong 
all that Qat made right, and he is sometimes the Ahriman to Qat's 
Ormuzd. The creative achievements of Qat must be treated of in 
the next section. Here it may be mentioned that, like the hero 
in the Breton nvirclien, Qat "brought the dawn" by introducing 
birds whose notes proclaimed the coming of morning. Before 
Qat's time there had been no night, but he purchased a sufficient 
allowance of darkness from I Qong, that is, night considered as a 
person in accordance with the law of savage thought already ex-
plained. Night is a person in Greek mythology, and in the four-
teenth book of the Iliad we read that Zeus abstained from punishing 
Sleep " because he feared to offend swift Night." Qatproduord 
dawn, for the first time, by cutting the darkness with a knife of red 
obsidian. Afterwards " the fowls and birds showed the morning." 
On one occasion an evil power (Vui) slew all Qat's brothers, and 
hid them in a food-chest. As in the common " swallowing-myths " 
which we have met among bushmen and Australians, and well find 
among the Greeks, Qat restored his brethren to life. Qat is always 
accompanied by a powerful supernatural spider named Marawa. 
He first made Marawa 's acquaintance when he was cutting down 
a tree for a canoe. Every night (as in the common European story 
about bridge-building and church-building) the work was all undone 
by Marawa, whom Qat found means to conciliate. In all his future 
adventures the spider was as serviceable as the cat in Pass in Boors 
or the other grateful animals in European legend. Qat's great 
enemy, Qasavara, was dashed against the hard sky, and was turned 
into stone, like the foes of Perseus. The stone is sell shown in Vanua 
Levu, like the stone which was Zeus in Laconia. Qat, like so many . 

other " culture-herom." disappeared mysteriously, and white men 
arriving in the island have been mistaken for Qat. His departure 
is sometimes connected with the myth of the deluge. In the New 
Hebrides, Tagar takes the rile of Qat, and Suqe of the bad principle. 
Loki, Ahriman, Tangaro Loloqong, the Australian Crow and so 
forth. These are the best known divine myths of the Melanesians. 
For their All-Fathers see Holmes, J. A. I., vol. MOW, and O'Farrell. 
J. A. I., vol. xxxiv., with Sundermann in Warnock's Angaseine 
Missionszeitschrift, vol. xi. 1884. 

it is " a far cry " from Vanua Levu to Vancouver Island. and, 
ethnologically, the Ahts of the latter region are extremely remote 
from the Papuans with their mixture of Malay and A.m., 
Polynesian blood. The Ahts, however, differ but little 
in their mythological beliefs from the races of the Banks  
Islands or of the New Hebrides. In Sproat's Scams from Savage 
Life (1868) there is a good account of Alit opinions by a settler who 
had won the confidence of the natives between 1860 and 1868. 
" There is no end to the stories which an old Indian will relate," says 
Mr Sproat, when "one quite possesses his confidence." "Tbe first 
Indian who ever lived ' a donne being, something of a creator, 
something of a first father, like Unkfilunkillu among the Zulus. 
His name is Quawtcaht. He married a pre-existent bird, the thunder. 
bird Tootah (we have met him among the Zulus), and by the 
bird he became the father of Indians. Wispohahp is the Aht 
Noah, who, with his wife, his two brothers and their wives escaped 
from the deluge in a canoe. Quavrtcaht is inferior as a deity to the 
Sun and Moon. He is the Yams of an Aht paradise. or home of the 
dead, where "everything is beautiful and abundant." From all 
that is told of Quawteaht he seems to be an ideal and powerful Abt, 
imaginatively placed at the beginning of things, and quite capable 
of intermarriage with a bird. His creative exploits must be con-
siclered later. Quawtealit is the Alit Prometheus Purphores, at 
fire-stealer. 

Passing down the American continent from the north-west, we 
find Yehl the chief hero-god and mythical_ personage among the 
Tlingits. Like many other heroes or gods. Vehl had a miraculous 
birth, His mother, a Tlingit woman, whose sons had all been 
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dela, met a friendly dolphin. which advised her to swallow a pthble 
and a little sea-water. The birth of Yebi was the result. In his 
youth be shot a supernatural crane. and can always 8y about in its 
leathers, like Odin and Loki in Scandinavian myth. He is usually, 
however, regarded as a raven, and holds the same relation to men 
and the world as the eagle-hawk Pund-jel does in Australia. His 
great opponent (for the eternal dualism comes in) is Menotti', who 
m a wolf, and the ancestor or totem of the wolf-race of men as Yehl 
is of the raven. The opposition between the Crow and Eagle-hawk 
in Australia will be remembered. Both animals or men or gods 
take part in creation. Yehl is the Prometheus Purphoros of-  the 
Mopes, but myths of the firentealer would form natter for a 
separate section. Yehl also stole water, in his bird-shape, exactly 
as Odin stole " Sutton& mead " when in the shape of an eagle. , 

 Yehl's powers of metamorphosis and of Oyler into the air are the 
common accomplishments of sorcerers, and he Is a rather crude form 
of first father, " culture-hero" and creator.* 

Among the Karok Indians we find the great hero and divine 
benefactor in the shape of, not a raven, nor an eagle-hawk, nor a 
mantis insect, our a spider, but a coyote. Among both )(an& 
and Navaho the coyote is the Prometheus Purphoros, or. as the 
Aryans of India call him, Matarisvan the fire-stealer. Among the 
Paper's, on the eastern side of the Gulf of Califontia, the coyote or 

E=  wolf is the creative hero and chief supernatural being. In 
the coyote is also the " deasiurge," but most of the myths 

about him refer to his creative exploits, and will be snore appro-
priately treated in the next section. 

Moving up the Pacific coast to British Columbia, we find the 
musk-rat taking the part *pod by Vishnu, when in his avatar as a 
boar he fished up the earth from die waters. Among the Tinneh a 
miraculous dog, who, like an enchanted fairy prince, could assume 
the form of a handsome young man, is the chief divine being of the 
myths. He too is chiefly a creative or demiurgic being, answering 
to Punisha in the Rig Veda. So far the peculiar mark of the wilder 
American tribe legends is the bestial character of the divine beings, 
which is also illustrated in Australia and Africa. while the bestial 
clothing, feathers or fur, drops but slowly off Indra. Zeus and the 
Egyptian Ammon, and the Scandinavian Odin. All these are more 
Or kw anthropomorphic, but retain, as will be seen, numerous relics 
of a theriomorphic condition. 

SeeC. Hill-Tout and F. Boas in various publications, and, generally, 
the volumes of the Bureau of American Ethnology, Washington, 
U.S.A. For Tiora-wa, " the Ruler of the Universe," also styled 
A-ti-us. " father," among the Pawnees, see G. B. Grinnell, Pawner 
Hero Stories (1893). 

Maori and Psinssian Belirfs.—Passing from the lower savage 
myths, of which space does not permit us to offer a larger selection, 
we turn to races in the upper strata of barbarism. Among these 
the Maoris of New Zealand, and the Polynesian people generally. 
are remarkable for a mythology largely intermixed with early 
attempts at more philosophical speculation. The Maoris and 
Mangaians, and other peoples, have had speculators among them 
not very far removed from the mental condition of the earliest Greek 
philosophers. Empedodes, Anaximander, and the rest. In fact the 
process from the view of nature which we call personalism to the 
crudest theories of the physicists was apparently begun in New 
Zealand before the arrival of Europeans. In Maori mythology It 
is more than usually difficult to keep apart the origin of the world 
and the origin and nature of the gods. Long traditional hymns give 
an account of the " becoming out of nothing " which resulted in 
the evolution of the gods and the world. In the beginning (as in the 
Greek myths of Uranus and Gees), Heaven (Rang% conceived of as 
a person) was indissolubly united to his wife Earth (Papa), and be-
tween them they begat gods which necessarily dwelt in darkness. 
These gods were some in vegetable, some in animal form; some 
traditions place among these &oda Z1iki the dendurge, who (like 
Prometheus) made men out eday. The offspring al Rangl nine and 
Papa (kept In the dark as they wen) held a council to deten 
how they should treat their parents, " Shall we slay them, or shall 
we separate them?" In the Hesiodic table t  Cronus separates 
the heavenly pair by mutilating his oppressive father Uranus. 

the Maoris the god Tutenganahan cut the sinews which 
I'llfir2Earth and Heaven, and Taw Mahuta wrenched them apart, 
and kept them eternally asunder. The new dynasty now had 
earth to themselves, but lkwhhamatea, the wind, abode aloft with 
his father. Some of the gods were in the forms of lizards and fishes; 
mime went to the land. some to the water. As among the gods 
and Mums of the Vedas. there were many wan in the divine race, 
and as the incantations of the Indian Brolimonas are derived from 
those old experiences of the Vedic so are the incantations of 
the Maoris. The gods of New Zealaad. the greater gods at least, 
may be called " departmentaleach person who is an 
force is also the god of that force. As To Hen, a poweeigle= 
said. there is division of labour among men, and so there is among 
gods. " One made this, another that; Tans made trees. Ru moun-
tains. Tanga-roc fish. and so forth." s The " departmental 
arrangement prevails among the polytheism of civihaed peonies. 

Dement, Braes Tdliegt Volume ,  Edda, P. 
Bancroft. vol. iv. 	*Taylor. New kicked. p.  

and is familiar to all from the Greek examples. Leaving the high 
gods whose functions are so large, while their forms (as of lizard, 
fish and tree) are often so men, we come to Maui, the great divine 
hero of the supernatural race in Polynesia. Maui in some respects 
answers to the chief of the Mityas in Vedic mythology; in others he 
answers to Qat, Quavrteaht, and other savage divine personages. 
Like the son of the Vedic Aditi,* Maui is a rejected and abortive 
child of his mother, but afterwards attains to the highest reputation. 
As Qat brought the hitherto unknown night, so Maui settled the sun 
and moon in their proper courses. He induced the sun to move 
orderly by giving him a violent beating. A similar feat wea= 
formed by the Sun-trapper. a famous Red Indian chief. l  
tales belong peoperly to the department of solar myths. Maui him-
self is thought by E. B. Tylor to be a myth of the sun, but the sun 
could hardly give the sun a drubbing. Maui slew monsters, invented 
barbs for fish-hooks, frequently adopted the form of various birds, 
acted as Prometheus Purphoros the fire-stealer, drew a whole island 
up from the bottom of the deep; he was a great sorcerer and magician. 
Had Maui succeeded in his attempt to pass through the body of 
Night (considered as a woman) men would have been immortal. 
But a little bird which sings at sunset wakened Night, she snapped up 
Maui, and men die. This has been called a myth of sunset, but the 
sun does what Maui failed to do, he passes through the body  of Night 
unharmed. The adventure is one of the myths of the origin of 
death, which are almost universally diffused. Maui, though regarded 
as a god, is not often addressed in prayer.* 

The whole system, as far as it can be called a system, of Maori 
mythology is obviously based on the savage conceptions of the 
world which have already been explained. The Polynesian system 
differs mainly in detail; we have the separation of heaven and earth, 
the anima14haped gods, the fire-stealing, the exploits of Maui, and 
scores of minor myths in W. W. Gill's Myths ma Songs ti  Ike South 
Paciftc, in the researches of W. Ellis, ofWilliams. in G. Turners 
Parma., and in many other accessible works. 

Mexican and Peruvian Bdiefs.—The Maoris and other Polynesian 
peoples are perhaps the best examples of a race which has risen far 
above the savagery of Bushmen and Australians, but has not yet 
arrived at the stage in which peat centralized monarchies appear. 
The Mexican and Peruvian civilizations were far ahead of Maori 
culture, in so far as they possessed the elements of a much more 
settled and highly-organised society. Their religion had its fine 
lucid intervals, but their m 	and ritual were little better 
than savage ideas, elaborate 	up by the imagination of • 
cruel and superstitious priesthood. In cruelty the Aztecs surpassed 
perhaps all peoples of the Old World, except certain Semitic stocks, 
and their gods, of course, surpassed almost all other gods in blood-
thirstiness. But in grownue and savage points of faith the ancient 
Egyptians, the Grn. and  the Vedic -Indians tan even the Aztecs 
pretty close. 

Bernal Diaz.e.he old "conquistador," has described the hideous 
aspect of the idols which Corte destroyed, " idols in the shape of 
hideous dragons as big as calves," idols half in the form of men. 
half of dogs, and serpents which were worshimW as divine. The 
old contemporary missionary Saliagun has let one of the earliest 
detailed accounts of the natures and myths of these gods, but, though 
Sahagun took peat pains in collecting facts, his speculations must 
be accepted with caution. He was convinced (like Caxton in his 
Destructive of Troy, and like St Augustine) that the heathen gods 
were only dead men worshipped. Ancestor-worship is a great Cora 
in early religion, and the qualities of dead chiefs and sooners are 
freely attributed to gods, but it does Oct follow that each god was 
once a real man, as Sahagun supposes. Euemerisrn cannot be 
judiciously carried m far as this. Of Huitzilopochtli, the famed 
god, yhavn says that he was a new:armorer, loved " shape- 
shildft," Odin, metamorphosed himself into animal forms, was 
miraculously conceived, and, among animals, is confused with the 
hummingbird, whose feathers adorned his statues." • This hum-
ming-bird god should be compared with the Roman Picas (Servius, 
189). That the humming-bird (Nuitaiton), which was the god's 
old shape, should become merely his attendant (like the owl of Pallas. 
the mouse of Apollo, the goose of Priapus, the cuckoo of Hera), when 
the god received anthropomorphic form, In an example of a 
common in all mythologies.. 'Plutarch observes that the ( ce:, 
though accustomed to the conceptions of the animal attendants 
of their own gods, were amazed when they found animals worshipped 
as gods by the Egyptians. Mallet* mentions the view that the 
humming-bird, as the most beautiful flying thing, is a proper symbol 
of the heaven, and so of the heav en Huitzilopdi. This 
vein of symbolism is so easy to work that it must be regarded with 
distrust. Perhaps it is safer to attrilcute therimoorphe shapes of 

'Rig Veda, x. 	t. 8 • Muir. Sanskrit Tams, iv. 11, where the fable 
from the Sidapakka-Brainuma is given. 

$ The best authorities for the New Zealand myths are the old 
traditional priestly hymns, collected and translated in the worts of 
Sir George Grey. in Taylor's New Zealand, in Shortland's Traditions 
of New Zealand (183)). in Bastian's Heil* Sage der Pelysiesier. and 
in White's Andes: History of the Maori. i. 8-13. 

*See also Bancroft, ill. 288-zoo. and Acosta, pp. 332-361. 
Guchickto der omerihniscAtts Orrelitiones.p. 59a. • 
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mss, not to symbolism (Zeus was a cuckoo), but to Revival. from 
that quality of early thought which draws no line between man and 
god and beast and bird and fish. If spiders may be great gods, why 
not the more attractive humming-birds ? Like many other gods, 
Huitzilopochtli slew his foes at his birth, and hence received names 
analogous to Amidst and neiles: Tylor (Priesirime Wove, ii. 
307) calls Huitzliopochdi an " inextricable' compound partheno-
genetic god." His sacrament, when paste idols of him were eaten 
by the communicants. was at the winter solstice, whence it may, 
perhaps, be inferred that Huitzilopochtli was not only a war-gad 
but a nature-god—in both respects anthropomorphic, and in both 
bearing traces of the time when he was but a hummiird, as Ychl 
was a raven (Muller, op. ca. p. sos). As a hummingr.d 
pochtli led the Aztecs to a new home, as a wolf led the Rimini, and 
as a woodpecker led the Sabine'. Quetsalantl, the Toltec deity, 
is as much a sparrow (or similar small bird) as Huitsilohtli is a 
humming-bird. Acosta says he retained the ssppaa rrrorow's bead in his 

as a therio 	c gad see Willer (op. at. pp. 583-584). Muller 

statue. For the coo  composite character of Que 	tl as a "culture- 
hero " (a more 	• 	version of Qat), as a " nature-god." and 

frankly recognizes that not only are animals symbols of deity and 
its attributes, not only are they companions and messengers of deity 
(as in the period of anthropomorphic religion), but they have been 
divine beings in and for themselves during the earlier stages of 
thought. The Mexican " departmental " gods answer to those of 
other polytheisms; there is an Aztec Ceres, an Aztec Lucille, an 
Aztec Vulcan, an Aztec Flora, an Aztec Venus. Thecreative myths 
and sun myths are crude and very early in character. 

Essrpriass Myths.—On a much larger and more magnificent. scale, 
and on a much more permanent basis, the society of ancient Egypt 
somewhat resembled that of ancient Mexico. The divine myths of 
the two nations had points in common, but there are few topics 
more obscure than Egyptian mythology. Writers are apt to speak 
of Egyptian religion as if it were a single phenomenon of which all 
the aspects could be observed at a given time. In point of fact 
Egyptian religion (conservative though it was) lasted through per-
haps five thousand years, was sub' to innumerable influences, 
historical, ethnological, phi • and was variously represented 
by various schools of priests. We cannot take the Platonic specula-
tions of lamblichus about the nature and manifestations of Egyptian 
godhead as evidence for the belief of thepeoples who first worshipped 
the Egyptian gods an innumerable sates of ages before lamblichus 
and Plutarch. Nor can the esoteric and pantheistic theories of 
priests (according to which the various beast-gods were symbolic 
manifestations of the divine essence) be received as an historical 
account of the origin of the local animal-worships. It has already 
been shown that the lowest and least intellectual races indulge in 
local animal-worship, each stock having its parent bird, beast, fide, 
or even plant, or inanimate object. It has also been shown that 
these backward peoples recognize a non-natural race of men or 
animals, or both, as the first fathers, heroes, and, in a sense, gods. 
Such ideas are consonant with. and may be traced to the confused 
and nebulous condition of. savage thought. Precisely the same 
ideas are found at various periods among the ancient Egyptians. 
If we are to regard the Egyptian myths about the gods in animal 
shape, and about the non-natural superhuman heroes, and their 
wars and loves, as esoteric allegories devised by civilized priests, 
perhaps we should also explain Pudic!. Qat. Quawteaht, the Mantis 
god, the Spider creator, the Coyote and Raven gods as priestly 
inventions, put forth is a civilized age, and retained by Australians, 
Bushmen, Hottentots, Alas, Thlinkeets, Papuans, who  preserve 
no other vestiges of high civilization. Or we may take the opposite 
view, and regard the story of Osiris and his war with Seth (who shut 
him up in a box and mutilated him) as a dualistic myth, originally 
on the level of the battle between Gaunab andTsui-Goab, or between 
Tager and Suqe. We may regard the local beast- and plant-gods 
of Egypt as survivals of totems and totem-gods like those of Australia. 
India, America, Africa. Siberia and other countries. In this article 
the latter view is adopted. The beast-gods and dualistic and creative 
myths of savages are looked on as the natural product of the savage 
reason and fancy. The same beast-gods and myths in civilized 
fty are looked on as survivals from the rude and early condition 
of thought to which such conceptions are natural. 

In the most ancient Egyptian records thegods are not pictorially 
represented, and we have not obtained from these records any 
descriptions of adoration and sacrifice. There is a prayer to the 
Sky on the coffin of the king of Dynasty IV., known as Islus 
to the Greeks. The king describes himself as the child of and 
Earth. He also somewhat obscurely identifies himself with 

We thus find Osiris very near the beginning of what is known 
about Egyptian religion. This being is rather a culture-hero, a 
member of a non-natural race of men like Qat or Manabozho, than a 
god. His myth, to be afterwards narrated, is found pictorially 
aw.c.ented in a tomb and in the late temple of Philae, is frequently 
alluded to in the litanies of the dead about yon B.C., is indicated 
with reverent awe by Herodottts, and after the Christian era is 
described at full length by Plutarch. Whether the same myth was 
current in the far more distant days of Mycerinus, it is, of course, 
impossible to say with dogmatic certainty. The religious history 
of Egypt. from perhaps Dynasty X. to Dynasty XX, is interrupted  

by an invasion of Semitic conquerors and Semitic ideas. Prior to 
that invasion the gods, when mentioned in monuments, are 
represented by animals, and these animals are the abject of :t irlaag 
local worship. The name of each god is spelled in hieroglyphs beside 
the beast or bird. The jadtal stands for Anup, the hawk for Hat, 
the frog for Hekt, the baboon for Tabu% and Ptah, Asiri, Hari, 
Nebhat, Hat-hor, Neit. Kbnum and Amun-her are all written out 
phonetically, but never represented in pictures Different cities 
had their different beast-gods. Pasht. the cat. was the god of 
Bubastis; Apia the bull, of Memphis Hapi. the wolf, of Sioot ; Ba, 
the goat, of Mendes. The evidence of Herodotus, Plutarch and the 
other writers shows that the Egyptians of each district refused to 
eat the flesh of the animal they held sacred. So far the identity of 
custom with savage totemism 111 absolute. Of all the explanations, 
then, of Eayptian animal-worship. that which regards the practice 
as a survival of commit= and of savagery seems the most satis-
factory. So far Egyptian religion only represented her gods in 
theriomarphic shape.. Beasts also appeared In the royal genealogies. 
as if the early Egyptians had filled up the measure of totemism by 
regarding themselves as actually .  descended from animals. 

With one or two uceptions, • the first (sesnisuithropoutorpik) 
figures of gods known in the civilized parrs of Egypt are on the granite 
obelisk of Bezig in the Fayyrun, erected by Darman I. of Dynasty 
XII., and here we find the forms all full -blown at once. The first 
group of deities be to a period and a district in which Semitic 
influences had undoubtedly begun to work " (Petrie). From this 
period the mixed and monstrous ftures, semi-theriofiarahicsemi-
anthropomorphic, hawk-headed and ram-beaded and t'acksF  
gods become common. This may be attributed to Semitic influence, 
or we may suppose that the process of anthropomorphising %herbs 
morphic gods was naturally developing itself; for Mexico has shown 
us and Greece can show us abundant examples of these mixed 
ftwes, in which the anthropomorphic god retains traces of his 
theriomorplsic past. The heretical worship of the solar disk inter-
rupted the course of Egyptian religion under some reforming kings, 
but the great and glorious Ramesside Dynasty (XIX.) restored 
" Orus and Isis and the dog Anubis " with the rest of the semi-
theriomorplue deities. These survived even their defeat by the 
splendid human gods of Rome, and only " fled from the folding 
star of Bethlehem." 

Though Egypt was rich in gods, her literature is not ferule in 
myths. The religious compositions which have survived are, as 
rule, hymns and litanies, the funereal service, the " Book of the 
Dead.' In these works the myths are taken for granted, are 
alluded to in the course of addresses to the divine beings, but, 
naturally, are not told in full. As in the case of the Vedas, hymns 
are poor sources for the study of mythology, just as the hymns of 
the Church would throw little light on the incidents of the gospel 
story or of the Old Testament. The " sacred legends " which the 
priests or ten 	servants freely communicated to Herodotus 
are lost thin 	the pious reserve of the traveller. Herodotus 
constantly all 	to the most famous Egyptian myth,that of Osiris. 
and he rneeccoag¢nn' 	the analogies between the Osirian myth and 
mysteries and those of Dionysus. But we have to turn to the very late 
authority of Plutarch (De hide tt Osiride) for an account, confessedly 
incomplete and expurgated, of what mythology had to tell about 
the great Egyptian  "culture-hem," "daemon.' and god. Osiris, 
Horus, Typhon (Seth). Isis and Nephthys were the chadren of Seb 
(whom the Greeks identified with Cronus); the myths of their birth 
were peculiarly savage and obscene. Osiris introduced civilization 
into Egypt, and then wandered over the world, making men 
acquainted with agriculture and the arts, as Pund-jel in his humbler 
way did in Australia. On his return Typhon laid a plot for him. 
He had a beautiful carved chest made which exactly fitted Osiris, 
and at an entertainment offered to give it to any one who could lie 
down in it. As soon as Osiris tried, Typhon had the box nailed up, 

re and threw it into the Tanaite branch of the Nile. Isis wandered,  
mourning, is search of the body, as Demeter sought Petsephone, 
and potato. in Plutarch's late version some incidents may be 
borrowed from the Eleusinian legend. At length she found the 
chest, which in her absence was again discovered by Typhon. He 
mangled the body of Osiris (as so many gods of all races were mangled), 
and tossed the fragments about. Wherever Isis found a palm 
of Osiris she buried a; hence Egypt was as rich in graves of Osiris as 
Namaqualand in graves of Hann Eibib. The phallus alone she did 
not find, but she consecrated a model thereof; hence (says the myth) 
came the phalluaworshict of Egypt. Afterwards Osiris return 
from the shades, and (in the form of a wolf) urged his son Hams to 
revenge hint on Typhon. The gods  fought in animal shape (Birch, in 
Wilkinson,44). Plutarch purposely omits as " too bluish& 
mous " the legen of the mangling of Hons. Though the eaves 
of these non•natural beings are shown, the priests (De Jr. d Os- sat.) 
also show the stars into which they were metamorphosed, as the 
Eskimo and Australians and Aryans of India and Greeks have recog-
nized in the constellations their ancient heroes. Plutarch 
the fact that the Greek myths of Cronus. of Dionysus, of Apre:Iroxial 
the Python, and of Demeter, " all the things that are shrouded in 
mystic ceremonies and are presented in rites'," " do not fall short In 
absurdity of the legends about Osiris and Typhon." Plutarch 
naturally presumed that the myths which seem absurd shrouded 
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goose peat metal or phyekal mystery. But we apply no each 
explanation to similar savage legends, and our theory is that the 
CUM= myth is only one of thme retained to the time of Plutarch by 
the religious conservatism of a mu which, to the time of Plutarch, 
preserved in full vigour most of the practices of totemism. As a 
slight confirmation of the possibility of this theory we may mention 
that Greek mysteries retained two of the features of savage mysteries. 
The first was the rite of detains the initiated with day This 
custom prevails in African mysteries, in Guiana, among Australians, 
Papuans, and Andaman bleeders. The other custom is the use of 
the Mendes, as the Australians call a little fob-shaped piece of 
wood tied to a string, and waved so as to produce a loud booming 
and whirring noise and keep away the profane, especially women. 
It is employed in New Mexico, South Africa, New Zealand and 
Australia. This instrument, the Karol, was also used in Greek 
mysteries! Neither the qse of the maws nor of the clay can wry 
well be regarded as a civilized practice retained by savages. The 
hypothesis' that the rites and the stories are savage inventions 
surviving into eivilisea religion seems better to meet the difficulty. 
That the °skim myth (much as it was elaborated and allegorized) 
originated in the same sort of fancy as the Tacullic story of the 
dismembered beaver out of where body things were made is a con-
clusion not devoid of plausibility. Typhon's later career, " commit-
ting dreadful crimes out of envy and spite, and throwing all things 
into confusion," was parallel to the proceedings of most of the divine 
beings who put everything wrong, in opposition to the being who 
makes everything right. This as perhaps an early " dualistic " 
myth. 

Among other mythic Egyptian figures we have Ra, who once 
men in his wrath with circumstances suggestive of the 

Deluge; lanum, a demiurge, is represented at Philae as making man 
out of day on a potter's wheel. Here the wheel is added to the 
Maori conception of the making of map. IChnum is said to have 
reconstructed the limbs of the dismembered Osiris. .Ptah is the 
Egyptian Hephaestus; he is t...ented as a dwarf; men are said 
to come out of his eye, go th out of his mouth—a story like that 
of Purusha id the Rig Veda. As creator of man, Ptah is a frog. 
Hansa' became a cat to avoid the wrath of Typhon. Ra, the sun. 
fought the big serpent Apap, as Indra fought Vrittra. Seb is a 
goose, called " the great tackler'  ; he laid the creative egg! 

Divine MAs of lie Aryans of India. India.—The gods of the 
Vedas and Brahma:gas (the ancient hymns and canonized ritual-books 
ot Aryan India) are, on the whole, of the usual polytheistic type. 
More than many other gods they retain in their titles and attributm 
the character of elemental phenomena personified. That personifica-
tion is, as a rule, anthropomorphic, but traces of theriomorphic 
personification are still very apparent. The ideas which may be 
gathered about the gods from the hymns are (as is usual in heathen 
religions) without consiste. There is no strict orthodoxy. As 
each bard of each herdic family celebrates his favouritegod he is apt 
to make him for the moment the pee-eminent deity of all. This way 
of thinking about the gods leads naturally in the direction of a 
pantheistic monotheism in which each divine being may be regarded 
as a manifestation of the one divine essence. No doubt this point 
of view was attained in centuries extremely remote by sages of the 
civilized Vedic world. It is easy. however, to detect certain peculiar 
characteristics of each god. As among races much less advanced 
in civilization than the Vedic Indians, each of the greater 
has his own separate department, however much his worsrpwpacZ 
may be inclined to regard him as an absolute premier with undisputed 
latitude of personal government. Thus Indra is mainly concerned 
with thunder sod other atmospheric .phenomena; but Vayu  is the 
wind, the Maruts are wind-gods Age is fire or the god of fire. and 
so connected with lightning. Powerful as Indra is in the celestial 
world, Mitre and Varuna preside over night and day. Ushas is 
the dawn, and Tvashtri is the mechanic among the gods, correspond -
Mg to the EgyptianPtah and the Greek Hephaestus. Though 
lofty moral qualities and deep concern about the conduct of men 
are attributed to the gods in the Vedic hymns, yet the hymns contain 
traces (and these are amplified in the ritual books) of a divine 
chremigne scandalease. In this dronigue the gods, like other gods, 
are adventurous warriors, adulterers, incestuous, homicidal, given 
to animal transformations, cowardly, and in fact charged with all 
human vices, and credited with magical powers.' It would be 
difficultto speak too highly of the ethical nobility of many Vedic 
hymns. The "hunger and thirst after righteousness " of the sacred 

• Demosthenes, De corona, p. 313, sal whams rat rdiowient sal 
Isessirraw wit weirs eel rat meson. 

▪ Kamm ErUrsor ell 	e. rd 'worrier, sal ir rah &weir &ware 
be ANS. Quoted by Lobeck, Aglaophamus, 7oo, from Bastius 
ad Gregor., eat, and from other sources; d. Arnobius, v. c. 19, 
where the well turbines is the Latin term. 

▪Wilkinson, ii. 62, we note by Dr Birch. A more detailed. 
mount of Egyleisa religion is given under Eee wri Unfortunately 
EIDTAnlogists have rarely a wide knowledge of the myths of the lower 
races, while anthropologists are seldom or never Egyptologists. 

6  For .samples of the lofty morality sometimes attributed to the 
206, we Max Mailer, Hibbert lectures, p. 284; Rig-Veda, B. 101; 

tor, AR. 93 seq.; Mutt, Saaskrit Dask v. 258.  

poet recalls the noblest aspirations and regrets of the Hebrew 
psalmist. But this aspect of the Vedic deities is essentially matter 
for the science of religion rather than of mythology which is con- 
cerned with the stones told about the gods. Religion is always 
forgetting, or explaining 'away, or apologizing for these stories. 
Now the Vedic deities, so imposing when regarded as vast natural 
farces (as such forces seem to us), so benignant when appealed to 
as forgivers of sins, have also their mythological aspect. In this 
aspect they are natural phenomena still, but phenomena as originally 
conceived of by the 	lying im•gmation of the savage, and 
izadited, him the 	of the Maon or the Australian, with all 
manner of freaks, adventures and disguises. The Veda, it is true, 
does not usually dilate much on the worst of these adventures. 
The Veda contains devotional hymns; we can no more expect much 
narrative here than in the Psalms of David. Again, the religious 
sentiment of the Veda is half-consciously hostile to the stories. As 
M. A. Barth says, " Le sentiment retiree: a Saute la pitman de 
ces mythes, man tl ne lea a dearth tom.' The Brahmamm on the 
other hand, later compilations, canonized books for the direction 
of ritual and sanifiee, are rich in senseless and irrational myths. 
Sometimes these.  myths are probably later than the Veda, mere 
explanations of ritualincidents devise& by the priests. Sometimes 
a myth probably older than the Vedas, and maintained in popular 
tradition, is reported in the Brahmanas. The gods in the Veda are 
by no means always regarded as equal in supremacy. There sere 
great and small, young and old gods (R. V. t. 27, 13). Elsewhere 
this Is flatly contradicted: " None of you, oh gods, is smaR or young, 
ye are all great " (R. V. viii 30. 1). As to the immortality and the 
origin of the gods, there is no orthodox opinion in the Yak Many 
of the myths of the origin of the divine beings are on a level with the 
Maori theory that Heaven and Earth begat them in the ordinary way. 
Again, the gods were represented as the children of Aditi. This may 
be taken either in a refined sense, as if Aditi were the " infinite 
region from which the solar deities rise,' or we may hold with the 
Taittirya-pralunana • that Aditi was a female who, being desirous 
of offspring, cooked a brafunaadena offering for the Sadhyss. 
Various other fathers and mothers of the gods are mentioned. 
Some gods, particularly Indra, are said to have woe divine rank by 
" austere-fewer " and asceticism, which is one of the mousses 
that makes gods out of mortals even now in India' The gods are 
not always even credited with inherent immortality. Like men, 
they were sub *t to death, which they overcame in various ways. 
Like most go:* they had struggles for 

the divine  

pre-eminence with Titanic 
oimnnants„ the 

 Amorth who 	
aanswer to 	

k Titans  and  the Hawaiian ( vine race, or to the Scandinavian  Sandinavian giants  
and the enemies who beset the savage creative beings. Early man, 
living in a state of endless warfare, naturally believes that his gods 
also have their battles. The chief foes of Indra are Vrittra and Ahm. 
serpents which swallow up the waters, precisely as frogs do in Austra-
lian and Californian and Andaman myths. It has already been 
shown that such creatures, thunder-birds, makes, dragons, and what 
not, people the sky in the imagination of Zulus, Red Men, Chinese. 
Peruvians, and all the races who believe that beasts bunt the sun 
and moon and cause eclipses! Though hostile to Asuras, Incite 
was once entangled in an intrigue with a woman of that race, accord-
ing to the Adana- Veda (Muir, S. T. v. 82). The gods were lei 
numerous than the Asuras, but by a magical stratagem turned some 
bricks into gods (like a creation of' new peers to carry a vote)—so says 
the Black Pais,- Vein" 

Turning to separate gods, Indra first claims attention, for stories 
of Heaven and Earth are better studied under the heading of myths 
of the origin of things. Indra has this zoomorphic feature in common 
with Heusi Eibib, the Namaqua god," that his mother. or one of 
his mothers, was a cow (R. V. iv. r8. 1). This statement may be 
a mere way of speaking king in the Veda, but it is a rather Hottentot way." 
Indra is also referred to as • ram in the Veda, and in one myth this 
ram could fly, like the Greek ram of the fleece of gold. He was 
certainly so far connected with sheep that he and sheep and the 
Kshatriya caste sprang from the breast and arms of Prajapeti, a 
kind of creative being. Indra was • great drinker of some juice; 
a drinking-song by Indra, much bemused with soma, is in R. V. x. 
t 19. On one occasion Indra got at the soma by assuming the shape 
of a quail. In the Tain. Sarah. g; I. 1) Indra is said to have been 
guilty of that most hideous crime. the killing of a Brahmana."° 
Once, though uninvited, Indra drank some soma that had been 
prepared for another being. The some disagreed with Indra; part 
of it which was not drunk up became Vnttra the serpent, Indra's 

▪ Mailer, Hibben Le tires, p. 230. 
• Muir S. T., v. 55 ,• 27. 

See Sir A. Lyall, A riche Studies. For Vedic examples, see R.-V. 
x. 167. 1; x. 159, 	Muir, S. T. v. tg.. 

• See Tvor 	r„„,itii. Culture, L zee, 329, 3 
• The c id' authority for the constant sent between gods and 

Asuras is the Satapaths-Brahmassa, of which one volume Is translated 
in Sacred Books of- the Ease (vol. zit.). 

"1  Halm, Trans-Goans, the Supreme Being of the lhatentote, p. 68. 
u See Muir, S. T., v. t6, 17, for Indra's peculiar achievements 

with a cow. 
a Saired Bashi of the EGA nil. t, 48. 
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enemy. ladra cut him in two and made the mono out of half of 
his body. This serpent was a universal devourer of everything and 
everybody, like Kw= Hemm. the all-devourer in Bushman mytho-
logy. If this invention is a late pprriiesesttly one, the person who Intro-
duced it into the Sasallatio-B must have reverted to the 
intellectual condition of Bushmen. In the fight with Vrittra, India 
lost his energy, which fell to the earth and produced plants and 
shrubs. In the same way plants. among the Iroquois, were made of 
pieces knocked off Chokampok in his fight with /Mmabatho. Vines, 
in particular, are the entrails of Chokanic. In Egypt, wine was 
the blood of the enemies of the gods. Aryan versions of this 
sensible legend will be found in Salapaffsa-Brohasanaa The civilized 
mind soon wearies of this stuff, and perhaps enough has been aid 
to that, in the traditions of Vedic devotees. Indio was not a 

without an irrational element in his myth. Our a gument is, 
that all these legends about India, of which only a am le is given, 
have no neaseary connexion with the worship of a pure nature-god 
as a nature-god would now be constructed by men. The legends 
are survivals of a time in which natural 
not as we regard them, but as persons, ans131.aeuvi;:enapaawereA=a. 

 folk, in fact, and became the centres of legends an the savage manner. 
Space does not permit us to recount the equollypuerile and barbarous 
legends of Vishnu, Agni the loves of Vivasvat in the form of a horse, 
the adventures of Soma. nor the Vedic imams (paralleled in several 
savage mythologies) of Pururavas and Oneida 

Devine Alyea of Grace.—If any ancient people was thoroughly 
civilized the Greeks were that people. Yet in the mythology and 
religion of Greece we find abundant survivals of savage manners and 
of savage myths. As to the religion, it is enough to point to the 
traces of human sacrifice and to the worship of rude fetish stones. 
The human sacrifices at Salamis in Cyprus and at Aloe fn Achaia 
Phthiods may be said to have continued almost to the conversion 
of the empire (Grote L 125. ed. 1863). Pausanias seems to have 
found human sacrifices to Zeus still lingering in Arcadia in the and 
century al our era. " On this altar on e Lyateao hill they sacrifice 
to Zeus in a manner that may not be spoken, and little lilting had I 
to pry far into that sacrifice. But let it be as it is, and as it bath 
been from the beginning." Now " from the beginning' the sacrifice, 
according to Arcadian tradition, had been a human sacrifice. In 
other places there were manifest commutations of human sacrifice, 
as at the altar of Artemis the Implacable at Patrae, where Pausanias 
saw the wild beasts being driven into the flames." Many other exam- 
ples of human sacrifice are mentioned in Greek 

k. 
 A. Pausanias 

gives full and interesting details of the worship of rude stones, 
the oldest worship, he says, among the Greeks. Almost evay 
temple had its fetish stone on a level with thepumice stone, which is 
the -Poseidon of the MangaianaS The Argues had a large stone 
called Zeus Cappotas. The oldest idol of the Thespians was a rude 
stone. Another has been found beneath the pedestal of Apollo 
in Defoe. In Achaean Pharae were thirty squared stones, each 
named by the name of a god. Among monstrous images of the gods 
which Pausanias, who saw them, regarded as the oldest idols, were 
the three-headed Artemis, each head being that of an animal, the 
Demeter with the horse's head, the Artemis with the fish's tail, the 
Zeus with three eyes, the ithyphaMc Hermes, represented after the 
fashion of thz Priapic figures in paintings on the walls of caves 
among the Bushmen. We also hear of the bull and the bull-footed 
Dionysus. Phallic and other obsoene emblems were carried abroad 
in processions in Attica both by women and men. The Greek 
custom of daubingpeople all over with clay . in the mysteries 
results as we saw in the mysteries of negroes, Australians and 
American races, while the Australian gurndun was exhibited 
among the toys at the mysteries of Dionysus. The survivals 
of rites, objects of worship, and sacrifices like these prove that 
religious conservation in Greece retained much of savage practice, 
and the Greek mythology, is not less full of ideas familiar to the 
lowest macs. The authorities for Greek mythology are numerous 
and various in character. The oldest sources as literary docu-
ments are the Homeric and Hesiodic poems. In the Iliad and 
Odyssey the gods and goddesses are beautiful, powerful and immortal 
anthropomorphic beings. The name of Zeus (Skr. Dyans) clearly 
indicates his connection with the sky. But in Romer he has long 
ceased to be merely the sky conceived of as a person ; he is the 

s Sacred Books of die East, xis. 176. 177. 
▪On the whole subject, Dr Muir's Ancient Sanskrit Texts, with 

translations. Ludwig's translation of the Rig Veda, the version 
of the Satapatka-Brahmans already referred to. and the translation 
of the A Maw-Bra/um= by Haug, are the sources most open to 
English readers. Max Mailer's translation of the Rig Veda unfor-
tunately only deals with the hymns to the Manna The Indian 
epics and the Ricottas belong to • much later date, and are full of 
deities either unknown to or undeveloped in the Rig Veda and the 
Brahma/sax It is much to be regretted that the Ankara- Veda, 
which contains the magical formulae and incantations of the Vedic 
Indians, is still untrandated, though, by the very nature of its theme. 
it must contain matter of extreme antiquity and interest- 

▪ Painanias iii. 16; vii. 4. Human sacrifice to Dionysus, Paws. 
VI 21: Plutarch. De ls. d Os. 33: Porphyry. Dc Ala. II. gg. 

*Gill, Myths and Songs from the South 	p. 60. 

chief personage In a society of hnmortals, organized on the type 
contemporary human society. " There is a great deal al humus 
nature 

 
contemporary 

 in his wife Hera (Skr. Sear, Heaven). It is to be reniem-
band that philologists differ widely as to the origin and ineaniag of 
the names of almost all the Gmbh gods. Thus the light which the 
science of language throwson Greek myths Is extremely uncertain. 
Hera is explained as " the feminine side of heaven " by some audited-
ties. The quarrels of Hera with Zeus (which are a humorous 
anthropomorphic study in Homer) are represented as a way of speak• 
log about winter and tough weather. The other chid Homeric 
deities are Apollo and Artemis, children of Zeus by Leto, a mortal 
mother raised to divinity. Apollo is clearly connected in some way 
with as his name Oellfes seems to indicate, and  with Purity! 
Homer loam. the legend that a giant sought to lay violent hands on 
Leto (Od. xi. 58o). Staintheus, one of Apollo's titles in Homer, is 
connected with the field-mouse (sodded, one of his many sacred 
animals. His names, Muni, Aturro.i, were connected by an- 
tiquity.  with the wolf, by most modern writers with the light. 

to some legends Leto had been a were-wolf." The whole 
striercdtialr  the relations of Greek gods to animals is best set forth in 
the words of Plutarch (De Is. d Os. kW.), where he says that the 
M■= eworshil1  actual beasts. " whereas the Greeks both speak 

• correctly, saying that the dove is the sacred animal of 
Aphrodite, the raven of Apollo, the dog of Artemis," and in forth. 
Each Greek god had a small menagerie of sacred animals, and it 
may be conjectured that these animals were originally the totems 
of various stocks, subsumed into the worship of the anthropomorphic 
god. For the new theory of vegetation spirits and corn spirits see 
The Golden Bougli. Apollo, in any case, is the young and beautiful 
archer-god of Homer; Artemis, his sister, is the goddess of archery, 
who takes her pastime in the chase. She holds no considerable place 
in the Iliad; in the Odyssey. Nausicaa is compared to her, as to the 
pure and lovely lady of maidenhood. Her name is commonly 
connected with apresels—pure, unpolluted. Her close relations 
(un-Homeric) with the bear and bear-worship have suggested • 
derivation from upraise—Wessmd. In Homer her " gentle shafts " 
deal sudden and painless death; she is a beautiful Azraei A much 
more important daughter of Zeus in Homer is Athens, the "grey 
eyed" or (as some take lemallar, rather improbably) the "tad-
headed "goddess. Her birth from the had of Zeus is not explicitly 
alluded to in Horner." In Homer. Athene is a warlike maiden, the 
patron-goddess of wisdom and manly resolution. In the twenty- 
' s:rood book of the Odyssey she assumes the form of a swallow, and 
she can put on the shape of any man. She bears the aegis, the awful 
shield of Zeus. Mother Homeric child of Zeus. or, according to 
Hesiod Tii on), of Hera alone, is Hephaestus, the lame craftsman 
and artificer. In the Iliad° will be found some of the crudest 
Homeric myths. Zeus or Hera throws Hephaestus or Ate out of 
heaven, as in the Iroquois myth of the tossing from heaven of 
Ataentsic. There is, as usual, no agreement as to the etymology of 
the name of Hephaestus. Preller inclines to a connexion with 
Wei, to kindle fire, but Max Miller differs from this theory. 
About the close relations of Hephaestus with fire there can be no 
doubt. He is a rough, kind, good-humoured being in the Iliad. 
In the Odyssey he is naturally annoyed b1' the adultery of his wife, 
Aphrodite, with Ares. Ares is a god with whom Homer has DO 
ympathy. He is a son of Hem, and detested by Zeus (Iliad. v. 890). 
He Is cowardly in war, and on one occasion was shut up for years 
in a huge brazen pot. This adventure was even more ignominious 
than that of Poseidon and Apollo when they were compelled to serve 
Laomedon for hire. The payment he refused, and threatened to 
" cut off their ears with the sword " (Iliad, cad. 455). Poseidon is to 
the sea what Zeus is to the air, and Hades to the underworld in 
Homer.* His own view of his social position may be stated is his 
own words (Iliad. :v. 031 at t). " Three brethren are we, and eons 
of Cronus, sons whom Rfea bare, even Zeus and myself, and Hades 
is the third, the ruler of the 	le in the underworld. And io 
three lots were all things divided, and each drew a lot of his own," and 
to me fell the hoary sea, and Hades drew the mirky darkness. and 
Zeus the wide heaven in clear air and clouds, but the earth and high 
Olympus are yet common to all." 

Zeus, however, is, as Poseidon admits, the elder-born. and there- 
fore the revered head of the family. Thus Homer adopts the system 

▪ Cf. Prater, Grieckucks Ifyasologirei. :28, note z, for this and 
other philological conjectures. 

▪The derivation of 'Ac&O, remains obscure. The duivation 
of Leto from Maar, and the conclusion that her name means "the 
concealer "—that is. the night, whence the sun is born—is disputed 
by Curtin. (Preller f. too, z4 z. note 4). but appears to be 
by Max Milner (Selecied Essays. I. 386) Latmos being derivieflerrotett il  
the same root as Leto. Latona, the night- 

' Aristotle. II. An. 6; Aelian. N. A. iv. 4. 
* Her name. as usual, is variously interpreted by various egymolo- 

psts inv. 257: evil 	 132. 
" The root of his name II sought in such words as Were and 

mresan 
a We learn from the Odyssey (Av. sop) that this was d* custom 

of sons on the death of thew father. 
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faresogenitum, while Heeled is all for the opposite ea! probably 

custom of Jalsgerierecht, and makes septum Zeus the 
youngest of the eons of- Cranes. Amore the other gods Dionysus 
sa but slightly alluded to in Homer as the son of Zeiss sod Semele, 
as the object of plillICI1f1011. and as connected with the myth el 
Aradne. The name of Hermes is derived from aerie' us sources, as 
from mesa and honk. a. by Max Miler, the name is connected 
with Sarameya (Sky). If he had originally an elemental character, 
it is now difficult to &anguish. though interpreters connect him 
with the wind. He is the messenger of the gods, the bringer of good 
luck, and the conductor of men's souls down the dark ways of death. 
In addition to the great Homeric gods. the poet knows a wholes 
'• Clgod=a consistay ' of deities, nymphs. nereids, suerremtatnedr 

 river-gods. Iris the rainbow goddess, Seep. 
who lay with a mortal, Aphrodite the goddess of love, wife of Hephaes- 
tus and lanai of Ares, and so forth. As to the orate a the gods. 
Homer is not very explicit. He is acquainted with the existence 
of an older dynasty now deposed, the dynasty of Cronus and the 
'Manz In the Iliad (viii. 478) Zeus says to Hera, " For thine anger 
reek I not, not even though thou go to the nethermost bounds of 
earth and sea, where sit !amuse and Croons ... and deep Tartarus 
is round about them." " The gods below that are with Cronus " are 
mentioned (Il. xiv. 274; iv. 225). Rumours of old divine wars 
echo in the Iliad, as (i. 40o) where It is said that when the other 
immortals revolted against and bound Zeus, Thetis brought to his 
aid Aegaeon of the hundred arms. The streams of Oceanus (IL xiv. 
246) are spoken of as the source of all the gods. and in the same book 
(290) "Oceanus and mother Tethys" are regarded as the parents 
of the immortals Zeus is usually called Cronion and Cronides. 
which Homer certainly Understood to mean " son of Cronus," yet it 
is expressly stated that Zeus - imprisoned Cronus beneath the earth 
and the unvintaged sea." The whole subject is only alluded to 
incidize rIty. On the whole it may be said that the Homeric deities 
arepowerful anthropomorphic beings, departmental rulers, united 
by the ordinary social and family ties of the Homeric age, capable 
of pain and pleasure, living on heavenly food, but refreshed by the 
=mikes of men (Od. v. too, cos), able to assume all forms at will. 
and to intermarry and propagate the species with mortal men and 
women. Their past has been seamy, and their ruler has attained 
power after defeating and raediatuang a mote ancient dynasty of his 
own kindred. 

From Hesiod we receive a much more elaborate—probably a 
more ancient, certainly a more barbarous—story of the gods and 
their origin. In the beginning the gods (here used in a wide sense 
to denote an early non-natural race) were begotten by Earth and 
Heaven, conceived of as beings with human parts and passions 
(Hesiod, 77weg. 45). This idea recurs in Maori, Vedic and Chinese 
myt . Heaven and Earth, united in an endless embrace. 

children which never saw the light. In New Zealand, 
inese, Vedic, Indian and Greek myths the pair had to be sundered. , 

 Hesiod enumerates the children whom Earth bore " when couched 
in love with Heaven." They are Ocean, Come, Cries, Hyperion, 
Iapetus, Theia, Rhea. Themis. Mnemosyne, Phoebe. Tethys and the 
youngest. Cronus. "and he hated his glorious father." Others of 
this early race were the Cyclopes. Monte, Sterope and Arge. and 
three children of enormous strength, Cottus. Briareus (Mimeos) 
and Gyes, each with one hundred hands and fifty ,  heads. Uranus 
detested his offspring, and hid them in crannies of Earth. Earth 
excited Cronus to attack the father, whom he castrated with a 
sickle. Front the blood of Uranus (this feature is common in Red 
Inclianand Egyptian myths) were born furies, giants, ash-nymphs 
and Aphrodite. A number of monsters. as Echidna, Geryon and 
the hound of hell, were born of the loves of various elemental 
powers. The chief stock of the divine species was continued by 
the mestiage of Rhea (probably another form of the Earth) with 
Cronus. Their children were Hestia. Demeter, Hera, Hades and 
Poseidon. All these Cronus swallowed; and this " swallow-myth " 
occurs in Australia, among the Bushmen, in Guiana, in Brittany 
(where 	ntua did the swallow-trick) and elsewhere. At last 
Rhea bore 	and gave Cronus • stone in swaddling bands, 
which he disposed of in the usual way. Zeus grew up administered 
an emetic to Cronus (some say Metis did this . and had the satis- 4 d  
faction of swine all his brothers and sisters 	alive. The 
stone came forth first, and Pansanias saw it at Del 

r 

 (Paus. a. 24). 
Then followed the wars between Zeus and the he had rescued 
from the maw of Cronus against the gods oft   elder branch. the 
Madsen of Uranus and Gsea—Heaven and Earth. The victory 
mailed with the younger branch, the immortal Olympians of 
Homer. The system of Hesiod Is a medley of later physical 
speculation and of poetic allegory, with matter which we. at )east. 
regard as savage survivals, like the mutilation of Heaven and the 
mallow-myth.n 

'See Tykes. Prins. Cate. i. 336. 
'1  Meek. Bushman Folk-Lme, pp. 6-8. Max Haller suggests 

another theory (Selected Essays. v. 46o): " Roam did not exist 
till long after mak in Greece." The same Repko. or Koesiles. 
looks She a patronymic. Mahler, however. thinks it originally 
meant only connected with time, mistier/ through all time.  
Vay much later the name was mistalsen for a gamine patronymic. 

In Hamer and in Heard myths enter the legion d r  and become, as it were, national. But it is probable that the local 
myths of various cities and temples, of the " marred chapters " 
which were told by the priests to travellers and in the mysteries so 
the initiated, were older in form than the epic and national myth'. 
Of thew " sacred chapters " we have fragmaats and hints in Hero-
dotus, Pansamas, in the mythographers, like Apollodona, in the 
tragic poets. and in the ancient midis Of notes on the cassia& 
From these sources come almost all the more inhuman, bestial 
and discreditable myths of the rods. In these we more distinctly 
perceive the savage element. The gods assume animal forma 
Cronus becomes a horse. Rhea a mare: Zeus begets separate families 
of men in the shape of a bull, an ant, a serpesst, a swan- His mistress 
from whom the Arcadians claim descent becomes a she-bear. It 
is usual with mythologises to my that Zeus is the " All-Father." and 
that his amours are only a poetic way of stating that he is the parent 
of men. But why does be assume so many animal shapes? Why 
did various royal houses claim decent from the ant, the swan, the 
she-bear. the serpent, the horse and so forth ? We have already 
seen that this is the ordinary pedigree of savage stocks in Asia, 
Africa, Australia and America, while animals appear .among Irish 
tribes and in Egyptian and ancient English genealogies.' It is a 
plausible hypothesis that stocks which once claimed descent from 
animals, seas Omar, afterwards regarded the animals as avatars 
of Zeus. In the some way " the Minas, a non-Aryan tribe of Reims-
tam. used to worship the pig: when the Brahmans got a turn at 
them, the pig became an avatar of Vishnu " (Lain. Asiatic Studies). 
The tales of divine cannibalism to which Pindar refers with awe, 
the mutilation of Dionysus Zagros, the unspeakable abominations 
of Dionysus, the loves of Hera in the shape of a cuckoo, the divine 
powers of metamorphoing men and women into beasts and stars 
—these tales come to us as echoes of the period of =rev thought. 
Further evidence on this point will be given below in a da.ficatioa 
of the principal mythic legends. The general conclusion is that 
many of the Greek deities were originally elemental, the elements 
being personified in accordance with the laws of ravage imagina-
tions. But we cannot explain each detail in the legends as a myth 
of this or that natural phenomenon or process as understood by 
ourselves. Various stages of late and ea y fancy have contributed 
to the legends. Zeus is the sky, but not our sky, he had originally 
a personal character, and that a savage or barbarous character. 
He probably attracted into his legend stories that did not origi-
nally belong to him. He became anthropomorphic, and his myth 
was handled by local priests, by family buds, by national poets, 
by early . philosophers. His legend is a complex embroidery on a 
very ancient tissue. The other divine myths ate equally complex. 

See L. R. Parnell. Cobs sjfthe Greek Saks; Miss Jane Harrison. 
Prolermena to Greek Rehtion: and Frazer. The Golden Bonk. 
especially as regards the vegetable or " probably arboreal " aspect 
of Zeus. 

Scasufinaaaa Divine lityffir.—"The Scandinavian myths of the 
vds are numerous and interesting, but the evidence on which they 
have reached us demands criticism for which we lack space. That 
there are in the Eddas and Sagas early ideas and later ideas tinged 
by Christian legend seems indubitable, but philological and historical 
learning has by no means settled the questions of relative purity 
and antiquity in the myths. The Eddie songs, accenting to F. Y. 
Powell, one of the editors of the Corpus poescrou seputriorsaio 
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between A.D. 1300-I100. TheentuooneczOr of the 	probably 
had the old poems recited to him in the 13th.  century, and where 
there was a break in the memory of the renters the lacuna was 
filled up in prose. " As one goes through the poems, one is ever 
and anon face to face with a myth of the most childish and barbaric 
type." which " carries one back to praeAryan days." Side by 
side with these old stories come ha 	is or a different stratum 
of thought, Christian ideas the 	in • supreme God, the notion 
of Doomsday. The Scandinavian cosenogonic myth (with its 
parallels among races savage and civilised) is given elsewhere. 
The most important god Is Odin, the son of Bmla and Bor, the 
husband of Frigg, the father of Balder and many other sons, the 
head of the Ana stack of Odin's name is connected with 
that of Wilma, and referred to the Old High-German verb mesa. 
loud ware, can impetu fern (Grimm, Test. Myth., Eng. transL, 

and " Zeus the ancient of days " became " Zeus the son of Cf01111► "  
Having thus got a Crontma the Great-and " the misunderstanding 
could have happened in Greece only —needed a myth of Cronus. 
They therefore invented or adapted the " swallow-myth.  so 
familiar to Bushmen and Australians. This singular reversion to 
savagery itself needs some explanation. But the hypothesis that 
Cronus is a late derivation from Komi,* and Ist by no 
means universally accepted. Others derive Rukus from smash 
and connect it with mans, a kind of harvest-home festival. 
Schwartz (Prdhistoriseloasstkrepologisthe Studies) readily proves 
Cronus to be the storm, swallowing the clouds. Perhaps we may 
say of Schwartz's view, as be says of Preller's—" alas Gedanken- 
spsel, abet nimmennehr Mytholove." 

s Elton. Origins of English History, pp. 298-3os. 
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I. iv). Odin would thus (if we admit the etymology) be the 
swift goer. the " ganger," and it seems superfluous to make him 
(with Grimm) " the all-powerful, all-permeating being." a very 
abstract and scarcely an early. conception. Odin's brethren (in 
Gyffi's Mocking) are Vile and Ve, who with him slew Ymir the 
giant, and made all things out of the fragments of his body. They 
also made man out of two stocks. In the Haas-Mal Odin claims 
for himself most of the attributes of the medicinevnan. In Loin 
Senna, Loki. the evil god, says that " Odin dealt in magic in 
Samsey." The goddess- Fdgg remarks, " Ye should never talk of 
your old doings before men, of what ye two Aft!r went through in 
old times." But many relics of these "old times," many traces 
of the medicine-man and the " skin-shifter," survive in the myth of 
Odin. When he stole Suttung's mead (which answers somewhat 
to nectar and the Indian soma), he flew away in the shape of an 
eagle.* The hawk is sacred to Odin; one of his names is " the 
Raven-god." He was usually represented as one-eyed, having 
left an eye in pawn that he might purchase a draught from Mimi?. 
well. This one eye is often explained as the am. Odin's wife 
was Frigg; their sons were Thor (the thunder-god) and Balder, 
whose myth is well known in English poetry. The gods were 
divided into two—not always friendly—stocks, the Aesir and Vanir. 
Their relations are, on the whole, much more amicable than those 
of the Asuras and Devas in Indian mythology. Not necessarily 
immortal, the gods restored their vigour by eating the swift of 
lduna. Ma Loki wax a being of mixed race, half god, hall giant, 
and wholly mischievous and eviL His legend includes animal 
metamorphoses of the most obscene character. In the shape of 
a mare he became the mother of the eight-legged horse of Odin. 
lie borrowed the hawk-dress of Freya, when he recovered the 
apples of lduna. Another Eddic god, Hoene, is described in 
phrases from lost poems as " the long-legged one," " lord of the 
ooze," and his name is connected with that of the crane. The con-
stant enemies of the gods, the giants, could also assume animal 
forms. Thus in Thiodolf's Haan-lout (composed after the settle-
ment of Iceland) we read about a shield on which events from myth-
ology were painted; among these was the flight of "giant Tinned 
in an ancient eagle's feathers." The god Herindal and Loki once 
fought a battle in the shapes of seals. On the whole, the Scan-
dinavian gods are a society on an early human model, of beings 
indifferently human, animal and divine—some of them derived 
from elemental forces personified, holding sway over the elements, 
and skilled in sorcery. Probably after the vilong days came in the 

ions of the last war of gods, and the end of all, and the theory conceptions 
 All-Father as a kind of emperor in the heavenly world. 

The famous tree that lives through all the world is regarded as 
" foreign, Christian, and confined to few poems." There is, almost 
undoubtedly, a touch of the Christian dawn on the figure and 
myth of the pure and beloved and ilbfated god Balder. and his 
descent into hell. The whole subject is beset with critical diffi-
culties, and we have chiefly noted features which can hardly be 
regarded as late, and which correspond with widely distributed 
mythical ideas. 

secat's Prose or Younger Edda (Stockholm. !Bea); the Corpus 
Se tsWionde already referred to; C. F. Keary's Mythology of the 
Was (1.882); Pigott's Manual of Scandinavian Mythology (438 ); 
and Rung's Early Kings of Norway may be consulted by English 
students. 

Classification of Myths.—It is now necessary to cast a hasty 
glance over the chief divisions of myths. 'These correspond to 
the chief problems which the world presents to the curiosity of 
untutored men. They ask themselves. (and the answers are 
given in myths) the following questions: What is the Origin 
of the World ? The Origin of Man ? Whence came the Arts 
of Life? Whence the Stars? Whence the Sun and Moon? 
What is the Origin of Death? How was Fire procured by Man? 
The question of the origin of the marks and characteristics of 
various animals and plants has also produced a class of myths 
in which the marks are said to survive from some memorable 
adventure, or the plants and animals to be metamorphosed 
human beings. Examples of all these myths are 'found among 
savages and in the legends of the ancient civilizations. A few 
such examples may now be given. 

Myths of the Origin of Ike World.—We have found it difficult to 
keep myths of the gods apart from myths of the orWn of the world 
and of man, because gods are frequently rega rded as creative 
powers. The origin of things is a problem which has everywhere 

lndra was a hawk Then. " being well-winged, he carried to 
men the food tasted by the gods " (R. V. iv. 26, 4). Yehl, the 
Tlingit god-hero, was a raven or • crane when he stole the water 
(Batuoftiii. too-to2). The prevalence of animals, or of god-
animals, in myths of the stealing of water, soma and fire. is very 
remarkable. Among the Andaman Islanders, a kingfisher steals 
fire for men from the god Putuga (Anthrop. JosalW, November 
4884  

exercised thought, and been rudely salved in myths. Thew voile 
in quality with the civilization of the races in which they are curnset, 
but the same ideas which we proceed to state pervade all ammo-
gonical myths, savage and civilized. All these legends waver 
between the theory of creation. or rather of manufacture, and the 
theory of evolution. The earth, as a rule, is supposed to have 
grown out of some original matter. perhaps an animal. perhaps an 
egg which floated on the waters, perhaps a fragment of soil Mind 
up out of the floods by a beast or a gal. But this conception does 
not exclude the idea that many of the things in the world—minerals, 
plants, people. and what not—are fragments of the frame of an 
animal or non-natural magnified man, or are excretions from the 
body of a god. We proceed to state briefly the various forms of 
these ideas The most backward races usually assume the prior 
existence of the earth. 

The aborigines of the northern parts of Victoria (Australia) 
believe that the earth was made by Fund-jel. the bird-creator, 
who sliced the valleys with a knife. Another Australian theory Is 
that the men of a previous race, the Nooralle (very old ones), made 
the earth. 

The problem of the origin of the world seems scarcely to have 
troubled the Bushmen. They know about " men who brought 
the sua," but their doctrines are revealed in mysteries, and 
the informant of Mr Omen (Cape Monthly Magaeine, July  1870. 
" did not dance that dance" that is, bad not been initiated into 
all the secret doctrines of his tribe. According to Qing, creation 
was the work of Cagn (the mantis insect), " he gave orders and 
caused all things to appear." Elsewhere in the myth Cagn made 
or manufactured things by his skilL 

As a rule the most backward races, while rich in myths of the 
origin of men, animals, plants. stones and stars, do not say much 
about the making of the world. Among people a little more ad-
vanced, the earth Is presumed  to have grown out of the waters. In 
the Iroquois myth (Lafitau, Maws des 148Vaget. 1724), a heavenly 
woman was tossed out of heaven, and fell on a turtle, which 

into the world. Another North-American myth assumes 
calei:eljedisland in the midst of the waters, and this island grew into 
the world, The Navaho and the Digger Indians take earth for 
granted as a starting-point in their myths. The Winnebago*, not 
untouched by Christian doctrine, do not go farther back. The 
Great Manitou awoke and found himself alone. He took a piece of 
his body and a piece of earth and made a man. Here the existence 
of earth is assumed (Bancroft iv. 228). Even in Guatemala, 
though the younger sons of a divine race succeed in making the 
earth where the elder son (as usual) failed, they all had a supply of 
clay as first material. The Pima, a Central-American tribe. say 
the earth was made by a powerful being, and at first appeared 
" like • spider's web." This reminds one of the Amami or spider 
creator of West Africa. The more metaphysical Tacullies of 
British Columbia say that in the beginning nought existed but 
water and a musk-rat The musk-rat sought his food at the 
bottom of the water, and his mouth was frequently filled with mud. 
This he kept spatting out, and so fanned an Island, which developed 
into the world. Among the Tinneh, the frame of a dog (which 
could assume the form of a handsome young man) became the first 
material of mast things. The dog. like Osiris. Dionysus, Purusba 
and other gods, was torn to pieces by giants: the fragments became 
many of the things In the world (Bancroft i. to6). Even hem the 
existence of earth for the dog to live in is assume& 

Coming to races more advanced in civilisation, we find the New 
Zealander in pmerau of ancient hymns in which the origin of 
things is tram! back to nothing, to darkness, and to a metaphysical 

from nothing to 	'mg, from being to becoming, The process 
	be read in Sir George Grey's Polynesian Mythology. and 

in Taylor's New Zealasd. .1t has been suggested that these hymns 
bear traces of Buddhist and Indian influence; in any case, they am 
rather metaphysical than mystical. Myth comes in when the 
Maoris represent Rangi and Pau. Heaven and Faith, as two vast 
beings, male and female, united in a secular embrace, and finally 
severed by their children, among whom Tane Mahota takes the 
part of Cronus in the Greek myth. The gods were partly elemental, 
partly animal in character: the lists of their titles show that every 
human aime was freely attributed to than. In the South Sea 
Islands, generally, the fable of the union and separation of Heaven 
and Earth is current; other forma will be found in Gill's Myths and 
Songs from the Sarah Foe*. 

The comnogonic mytie of the Aryans of India are peculiarly 
interesting, as we find in the Vedas and Bralananas aid P1001101 
almost every fiction familiar to swages side by side with the mog 
abstract metaphysical speculations We have the theory that 
earth grew, as in the Iroquois story of the turtle, from a being
named Uttanapad (Muir v. 335). We find that Brabmansuipau 
" blew the gods forth from his mouth." and one of the rd.. 
Tvashtri,. the mechanic among the deities, is credited with  lame 
fashioned the earth and the heaven (Muir v. 354). The " Purusha 
Sokta," the Both hymn of the tenth book of the Rig Veda, gives Us 
the Indian version of the theory that all things were made our of 
the mangled limbs of Purtuha, amagnified non-natural man, who 
was sacrificed by the gods. As this hymn gives as account of the 
cram of the castes (which elsewhere are scarcely recognized in the 
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Black Yajur-Veda and Salaparka-Brahmaxa; Muir, i. 52. 
Aristophanes. Ares, 696; Etym. Magn.. sp. Pausanias 

mw the day (Pau& a. iv.). .The story is also quoted by Lactaatius 
(rota Hesiod.  

accorcliag to Egede, who settled the Danish cabin; In Greenland, 
regarded tbe seats " very nonsensically," as so many of their 
ancestors"; the Egyptian priests showed Plutarch the stars that 
had been Isis and Osiris. Aristophanes, in the Pax, shows us that 
the belief in the change of men into stars survived In his own day 
is Greece. The Bushmen (BleBeolot,  have the same opinion. The 
SatapatimBtadassus (Sacred Bawler the Rost, xis. 284) shows 
how 	

daugh 
Promixes. in his incestuous love, turned himself into a roe- 

buck,. he's ter into a doe, and how both became constellations. 
This is a thoroughly good example of the savage myths (as in Peru. 
according to Acosta) by which beasts and anthropomorphic gods 
and stars are all jumbled together' The Rig Veda contains 
examples of the idea that the good become stars. 

Solar and Lamar Myths.—These are tusiversaliy found, and are 
too numerous to be examined here. The sun and moon, as in the 
Bulgarian ballad of the Sum's Bride (a mortal girl), are looked on 
as living beings. In Mexico they were two men, or gods of a human 
character who were burned. The Eskimo know the moon as a 
man who visits earth, and, again, as a girl who had her face spotted 
by ashes which the Sun threw at her. The Khasi*s make the sun 
a woman, who daubs the face of the moon. a man. The Homeric 
hymn to Helios, as Max Miller observes, " looks on the sun as a 
half-god, almost a hero, who had once lived on earth." This is 
precisely the Bushman view; the sun was a man who irradiated 
light from his armpit. In New Zealand and in North America 
the sun is a beast, whom adventurers have trapped and beaten. 
Medicine has been made with his blood. In the Andaman Islands 
the Sun is the wife of the Moon (Jour. of Auk. Sae., 1882). Among 
aboriginal tribes in India (Dalton, p. 186) the Moon is the Sun • 
bride: she was faithless and he cut her in two, but occasionally 
lets her shine in full beauty. The Andaman Islanders account for 
the white brilliance of the moon by saying.  that he is daubing 
himself with white clay, a custom common la savage and Greek 
mysteries. The Red Men accounted to the Jesuits for the spherkal 
foam of sun and moon by saying that their appearance was caused 
by their beaded bows. 'The Moos in Greek myths loved Endyntiost, 
and was bribed to be the mistress of Pan by the present of • 
fleece, like the Dawn in Australia, whose unchastity was rewarded 
by a gift of a red cloak of optimum skin. Solar and lunar myths 
usually account for the observed phenomena of eclipse, waning 
and waxing, sunset, spots on the moon, and so forth by various 
mythical adventures of the animated heavenly beings. In modern 
folk-lore the moon is a place to which bad people .  are sent, rather
than a woman or a man. The mark of the hare to the moon has 
struck the imagination of Germans, Mexicans, Hottentots, Sinhalese, 
and produced myths among all these races.. 

Myths of Death.—Few savage races regard death as a natural 
event. All natural deaths are supernatural with them. Men are 
assumed to be naturally immortal, hence a series of myths to 
amount for the origin of death. Usually some custom or " taboo " 
is represented as having been broken, when death has followed. 
In New Zealand, Maui was not properly baptised. In Australia, 
a woman was told not to p near a certain tree where a bat lived; 
she infringed the prohibition, the bat fluttered out, and men died. 
The Ningphoos were dismissed from Paradise and became mortal, 
because one of them bathed in water which had been tabooed 
(Dalton, p. 13). In the Adana Veda, Yama, like Maui in New 
Zealand, first "spied out the path to the other world," which all 
men after him have taken. III the Rig Veda (x. 14). Yama " sought 
out a road for many." In the Solomon Islands (Jour. Asa, last., 
Feb. 1e81). " Koevari was the author of death, by resuming her 
cast-off skin." The same story is told in the Banks Wands. In 
the Greek myth (Hesiod. Works and Days, sm), men lived without 
" ill diseases that give death to men' till the cover was lifted 
from the forbidden but of Pandora. As to the myths of Hades, 
the place of the dead, they are far too many to be mentioned in 
detail. In almost all the gates of hell are guarded by fierce beasts, 
and in Ojibway. Finnish, Greek, Papuan and Japanese myths no 
mortal visitor may escape from Hades who has once tasted the 
food of the dead. 

Myths of Firodealisg.—Those anent in North America (whom 
i an animal is commonly the thief) will be found in Bancroft, vol. iv. 

The Australian version, singularly like one Greek legend. is  given 
by Brough Smyth. Stories of the theft of Prometheus are recorded 
by Hesiod, Aeschylus. and their cconmentators. Muir and Kuhn 
may be consulted for Vedic fire-stealing. 

Heroic and R•wargis Myths.—In addition to myths which are 
clearly intended to explain facts of the universe, most rations have 
Shen heroic and romantic myths. Familiar examples are the 
stories of Perseus. Odysseus, Sigurd, the Indian epic stories, the 
adventures of Ilmannen and Wainamoinen in the Kaiewals, and 
so forth. To discuss these myths as far as they can be considered 
apart from divine and explanatory tales would demand more space 
than we have at our disposal. It will become evident to any 
student of the romantic myths that they consist of different amass& 

See also Vishnu Parana, I. 131. 
•See Cornkill Magazine. " How the Stars got their Names " 

(1992. fs 39). and " Some Solar and Lunar Myths " (s884 p 40); 
Max MhIler, Seleaed Essays, i. 6op-611. 

Rig Veda). it is sometimes regarded as a late addition. But we can 
searady think the main 	ion late, as it is ao wide's,  scattered 
that it meets m in most myt 	•,.including Moue of C.haldaea 
and Egypt. and various North-Americaa tribm. Not satisfied 
with this myth, the Aryans of India accounted for the origin of 
species in the following barbaric style. A being named Purdahs 
was alone in the world. He differentiated himself into two beings.' 
husband and wife. The wife, regarding union with her producer 
as incest. fled from his emtraces as Nemesis did from shoos of 
Zeus, and Rhea from Cronus, assuming various animal diagnises. 
The husband pursued in the form of the male of each animal. and 
from them unions sprang the various species of beasts (Sompalka- 
Bralossass, xiv. 4, 2; Muir i. as). The myth of the comae egg 
front which all things were meduced is also current in the Bash: 
meas. In the Putnam we find the legend of many successive 
ovations and destructions of the world a myth of world-wide 
distribution. 

As a rule, destruction by a deluge is the moat favourite myth, 
but destructions by fire and wind and by the wrath of a god are 
common in Australian, Peruvian andEFiran tradition. The 
idea that a boar, or a god in the shape of a , fished up a bit of 
earth, which subsequently became the nor out of the waters, is 
very well known to the Aryans of India. a

, o
nd recalls the feats of 

American musk-rats and coyotes already described. ,  The tortoise 
from which all things sprang, in a myth of the Satapatha-Brahmana, 
reminds us of the Iroquois turtle. The Greek and Mangaian myth 
of the marriage of Heaven and Earth and its dissolution is found 
in the Aitareya-Brahmass (Haug's trans. ii. 308; Rig Veda, i. lxii.). 

So much for the Indian cosmogonic myths. which are a collection 
of ideas familiar to savages, blended with sacerdotal theories and 
ritual mummeries. The philosophical theory of the origin of things, 
a hymn of remarkable stateliness, is in Rig Veda, x. 129. The 
Scandinavian cosmogonic myth starts from the abyss, Ginnungagap, 
a chaos of ice, from which, as it thawed, was produced the giant 
Yank. Ymir is the Scandinavian Purusha. A man and woman 
sprang from his armpit, like Athene from the head of Zeus. A 
cow lacked the hoar-from, whence rose Bur, whose children. Odin, 
Vile and Ve, slew the giant Ymir. "Of his flesh they formed the 
earth, of his blood seas and waters, of his bones mountains, of his 
teeth rocks and stones, of his hair all manner of plants." This is 
the story in the Prose Edda, derived from older songs such as the 
Gresnernard. However the distribution of this singular myth may 
be explained, its origin can scarcely be sought in the imagination 
of races higher in culture than the Tinneh and Tacullies, among 
whom dogs and beavers are the theriontorphic form of Purusha or 
Ymir. 

Myths of Ski Origin of Mss: These partake of the conceptions 
of evolution and.of creation. Man was made out of clay by a super-
natural being. Australia: man was made by Pund-jel. New 
Zeatasd: man was made by Tiki; " he took red clay, and kneaded 
it with his own blood." Msagaia: the woman of the aby ss made 
a child from a • of flesh plucked out of herown side. elonesia: 
" man was made of day, red from the marshy side of Vanua Levy "; 
woman was made by Qat of willow twigs. Greece: men were 
0.1sapara reXoll. figures baked in clay by Prometheus.' India: 
men were made after many efforts, in which the experimental 
beings did not harmonize with their environment, by Prajapati. 
In another dam al myths, man wasevolved out of the lower animals 
—lizard. in Australia; coyotes, beavers, apes and other beasts in 
America. The Greek myths of the descent of the Arcadians, 
Myrmidons, children of the swan, the cow, and so forth, may be 
compare d. Yet again. men came out of trees or plants or rocks: 
as from the Australian wattle-gum, the Zulu bed of reeds, the great 
tree of the Ovahereros, the reek of the tribes in Central Africa, the 
cave of Bushman and North-American and Peruvian myth, " from 
tree or stone " (Odyssey, mix. 163). This view was common among 
the Greeks. who boasted of being autochthonous. The Cephisian 
marsh was one scene of man's birth according to a fragment of 
Finder, who mentions Egyptian and Libyan legends of the same 
description. 

Myths of the Arts of Life.—These are almost unanimously 
atMied to culture-heroes " beings theriomorphic or anthropo- 
morphic, who, like Pund-jel, Qat. Quawtealst, Prometheus, 
Mambo:hp, Quemalcoad, Caga and the rest, taught men the use 
of the bow, the processes (where known) of pottery, agriculture 
(as Demeter). the due course of the mysteries, divination, and 
everything else they knew. Commonly the teacher disappears 
mysteriously. He us often regarded by modern mythokmsts as 
the sus. 

She My s.—" The stars came otherwise," says Browning's 
Caliban. In savage and civilized myths they are usualbezeta-
morphosed men, women and beasts. In Australia, the 
min Greece, were girls. Castor and Pollux in Greece. as in Australia. 
were young men. Our Bear was a bear, according to Charlevoix 
and Lafitau, among the North-American Indians: the Eskimo. 
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meats of a rather limited set of incidents. These Incidents have 
been roughly classified by Von Hahn.,  We may modify his arrange-
Malt as 101WWS. 

There is (t) the story of a bride or bridegroom who transgresees 
a commandment of a mystic nature, and tbsappears .as a result of 
the sin. The bride sins as in Eros and Psyche. Fre= and Odder, 
Mamas and Urvati.1  The sin of Diver and Psyche was seeing 
their husbands—naked in the latter case. The am was against 

the manner of women." Now the rule of etiquette which forbids 
seeing or naming the husband (especially the latter) is of the widest 
distribution. The offence in the Welsh form of the story is naming 
the partner—a thing forbidden among early Greeks and modern 
Zulus. Presumably the tale (with its example of the unction) sur-
vives the rule in many cams. (2) " Penelope formula." The man 
leaves the wife and returns after many years. A good example 
occurs in Chinese legend. (3) Formula of the attempt to avoid 
fate or the prophecy of an oracle. This incident takes numerous 
shapes, as in the story of the fatal birth of Perseus. Paris, the .  

n prince shut up in a tower, the birth of Oedipus. (4) 
er of a monster. This is best known in the case of Andro- 

meda and Perseus. (3) Flight, by aid of an animal usually, from 
cannibalism, human sacrifice, or incest. The Greek example is 
Phraya, Rene, and the ram of the golden fleece. (6) Flight of a 
lady and her lover from a giant father or wizard father. Jason 
and Medea furnish the Greek example. (7) The youngest brother 
the successful adventurer, and the head of the family. We have 
seen the example of Greek mythic illustrations or " Plateaus- 
recht," or supremacy of the youngest, in the Hesiodic myth of 
Zeus, the youngest child of Cronus. (8) Bride given to whoever 
will accomplish difficult adventures or vanquish.  girl in race. The 
custom of giving a bride without demanding bnprice, in reward 
for a great mOoit, is several times alluded to in the /had. In 
Greek heroic myth Jason thus wins Medea, and (in the race) Milani= 
wins Atalanta. In the Kameda much of the Jason cycle. including 
this part, recurs. The rider through the fire wins Brunhild but 
this may belong to another cycle of ideas. (0 The grateful beasts. 
who, having been aided by the hero•  aid him in his adventures. 
Melanomas and the snakes is a Greek example. This story is but 
one 	of the personal human character of animals in myths, 
al 	 y referred to the Intellectual condition of savers. (no) 
Story of the strong man and his adventures, and stones of the 
comrades Keen-eye. Quick-ear, and the rest. Jason has comrades 
like these, as had Ilmarinen and Haack •  the Greek " strong man." 
(13) Adventure with an ogre, who is blinded and deceived by a 
pun of the hero's. Odysseus and Polyphemus is the Greek ex-
ample. (tr) Descent into Hades of the hero. Hawks, Odysseus. 
W.unamoinen in the Relewala, are the best-known examples in 
epic literature. These are twelve specimens of the incidents, to 
which we may add (z) " the false bride." as in the poem of Berta 
ass gross Pas, and (4) the legend of the bride said to produce 
beast'children. The belief in the latter phenomenon is very common 
in Africa.and in the Arabia's Nights,and we basemen  en it in America. 

Of these formulae (chosen because illustrated by Greek heroic 
legends)—(t) is a sanction of barbarous nuptial etiquette; (2) is an 
obvious ordinary incident; (3) is moral, and both (3) and (1) may 
pair off with all the myths of the origin of death from the infringe-
ment of a taboo or sacred command; (g) would naturally occur 
wherever. as on the West Coast of Africa, human victims have 
been offered to sharks or other beasts: (5) the story of flight hem 
a horrible crime. occurs in some stellar myths, and is an easy and 
natural invention: (6) flight from wizard father or husband, is 
found in Bushman and Namaqua myth, where the husband is an 
elephant: (7) success of youngest brother, may have been an ex- 
planation and sanction of 

youngest 
 Jfingsten.recht "—Maui in New Zealand 

m an example. and Herodotus found the story among the Scythians; 
(8) the bnde given to successful adventurer, is consonant with 
heroic manners as late as Homer; (9) is no less consonant with the 
belief that beasts have human sentiments and supernatural powers; 
(so) the " strong man." is found among Eskimo and Zulus. and was 
an obvious invention when strength was the most admired of 
qualities; (is) the baffled ogre, is found among Basques and Irish, 
and turns on a form of pommy which inspires an " enanzi story 
in West Africa; (m) descent into Hades, is the natural result of 
the savage ion of Hades, and the tale is told of actual living 
people in the Islands and in New Caledonia; Eskimo 
Angekoks can and do descend into Hades—it is the prerogative of 
the necromantic magician t (13) "the false bride." found among 
the Zulus. does not pent of such easy explanation—naturally, 
in Zululand, the false bride is an animal; (14) the bride accused of 
bearing beast-children. has already been disposed of; the belief is 
Inevitable where no distinction worth mentioning is taken between 
men and animals. English folk-lore has its woman who bore 
rabbits. 

The formulae Isere summarised, with others, are familiar in the 
marches of Sanioyeds. Zulus. Bushmen. Hottentots and Red 
Indians. For an argument intended to show that Greek heroic 

Grieckischa sad albanersscha Marches, es 
*Tenth Book of Rig Ada and " Brahman '• of Agar-Ma; 

hitiller, Seleckd Essays,  

myths may be adorned and dassiled warden, in themselves 
Revivals of savage fancy, see Fartughily.Resses, May 11172, " Myths 
and Fairy Tales." The aid explanation was that maiden are 

te heroic myths. This does not explain the mambos of degenerate 
perhaps not of Siberian races. 

In this sketch of mythology that of Rome is not included. because 
its most picturesque parts are borrowed from or adapted into 
harmony with the mythology of Greece. Greece, India and Scandi-
navia will supply a fair example of Aryanmythology (without 
entering on the difficult Slavonic and Celt= fields). (A. L.) 

IMMIX& (or Mityrea), the medical term for a constitu-
tional disease (see hirmsouc Disuses) due to the degeneration 
of the thyroid gland, and occurring in adults; it may be con-
trasted with cretinism, which is a condition appearing in early 
childhood. There are two forms, myxoedema proper and opera-
tive myxoedema (cackcsia drioniprias). (t) Mymedenut has 
been termed "Gull's Disease" from Sir William Gull's observa-
tions in 1873. Women are more often the victims than men, in 
a ratio of 6 to 1. It frequently affects members of the same 
family and may be transmitted through the mother, and it has 
been observed sometimes to follow exophthalmic goitre. The 
symptoms are a marked increase in bulk and weight of the body, 
puffy appearance of skin which does not pit on pressure, the line 
of the features becoming obliterated and getting coarse and 
broad, the lips thick and nostrils enlarged, with loss of hair, 
subnormal temperature and marked mental changes. There is 
striking slowness of thought and action, the memory becomes 
defective, and the patient becomes irritable and suspicious. 
In some instances the condition progresses to that of dementia. 
The thyroid gland itself is diminished in size, and may become 
completely atrophied and converted into a fibrous mass. The 
untreated disease is progressive, but the course is slow and the 
symptoms may extend over 12 to r s years, death from asthenia 
or tuberculosis being the most frequent ending. (2) Symptoms 
similar to the above may follow complete removal of the thyroid 
gland. Kocher of Bern found that, in the total removal of the 
gland by operation, out of 408 cases operative myxoedema 
occurred in 69, but it is thought that if a small portion of the 
gland is left, or if accessory glands arc present, these symptoms 
will not develop. The treatment of myxoedema is similar to 
that of cretinism. 

NYZOSTOMIDA, a remarkable group of small parasitic 
worms which live on crinoid echinoderms; they were first dis-
covered by Leuckart in 1827. Some species, such as AblOSAPINS 
cinnamon, move about on the host; others, such as M. &Mem, 
remain stationary with the pharynx inserted in the mouth of the 
crinoid. M. deform :or gives rise to a " gall " oa the arm of the 
host, one joint of the phonic growing round the worm so as to 
enclose it in a cyst (see fig. E); whilst M. palsismos lives actually 
in the alimentary canal of a species of Aldan*. 

A typical otrostomid (see A. B. C) is of a flattened rounded 

shape, th a thin edge drawn surface is smooth; ventrally 
 five pairs of parapodia, armed with summing and hooked  

setae. by means of which the warn adheres to ks hoc Beyond 
the parapodia are four pairs of organs, often called suckers, but 
probably of sensory nature, and comparable to the lateral sense 
organs of Capitellids (Wheeler). The mouth and cloaca' aperture 
are generally at opposite ends of the ventral surface. The former 
leads to a protrutuble pharynx (B). from which the o esophagus 
opens into a wide intestinal chamber with branching lateral awn. 
ucula. There appears to be no vascular system. The nervous 
system consists of a circumoesophageal nerve. with scarcely differ-
entiated brain, joining below a large ganglionic mass no doubt 
representing many fused ganglia (B). The dorsoveatral and the 
parapodial muscles are much developed. whilst the coded' is or. 
duced mostly to branched awes in which the genital modems 
ripen. Full-grown mysostomids are hermaphrodite. The male 
organ (C) consists of a branched sac opening to the exterior on 
each side. The paired ovaries discharge their products into a 
median coelemic chamber with lateral branches (C . often called 
the uterus, from which the ripe ova are discharged by • median 
dorsal pore into the terminal region of the rectum (clones). Into 
this same cloaca' chamber Tea ventrally a pair of ciliated tubes 
communicating by funnels with the axiom (Nansen arid Wheeler): 
these are possibly nephridis, and excretory hi function. 

The Afrostomida are protandric hermaphrodites, being 
functional males when small, hermaphrodite later, and finally 



MZABITES 
functional females (Wheeler). Small " males " are in some 
species constantly associated with large hermaphrodites, but 
according to Beard there are in some cases true dwarf males, 
comparable to the complementary males described by Darwin 
in the Cirripedia. The embryology of if package has been 

C 
A. Ventral view of Mywstoma. 
B, Diagram of Mysoseinna, show-

ing the nervous and alimen-
tary systems. 

C. Diagram of Moos:ma, show-
ing the genital organs (front 
a. Graf and 

ai Ciliated tube (nephridiuin?). 
o, Opening. 

ea Ovary. p Ova 
, Parapodium. 

ph. Pharynx. 
a s, Sense organ. 

sp, Sperm-sac. 
an. Ventral ganglionic mass. 
A. Male opening. 
9, Female opening. 

studied by Metchnikoff and Beard. Cleavage leads to the 
formation of an epibolic gastrula and ciliated embryo which 
batches u a free-swimming larva remarkably like that of a 
Polydssete worm (1)). The larva is provided with postoral 
aid perianal ciliated bands, and on either-side with a bunch of 

Am 3 *  

/45 
long provisional setae. The mesoderm becomes segmented, 
and the parapodia subsequently develop from before backwards; 
but almost all internal traces of segmentation are lost in the 
adult. The structure and development of the Myrostomida 
seem to show that they are nearly related to Polychaeta (s..e 
CHAETOPODA), though highly modified in relation to their 
parasitic mode of life. 

AUTRORITIF-9.—L. v. Graff. Bas Genus Mylostenna (Leipzig, 

E. Metchnikoff. Zell. Wits. Zool. (1866)S M. xvi.; I. Beard. 
Mink. Z. Si Neapet (1884). vol. v.: W. m. Wheeler, ibist (1896), 
vol. xii. 

1877); and " The Mysoatomida," Challenger Reports (188( 	.voci.. )x.; 

IIIZABMSS, or BEM-MEAB, a confederation of Berber tribes, 
now under the direct authority of France. Of all the Berber 
peoples the Mzabites have remained freest from foreign admix-
ture. Their own country is a region of the Algerian Sahara, 
about too m. south of El-Aghuat. It consists of five oases close 
together, viz. Ghardaia, Beni-Isguen, El-Ateuf, ktelika and 
Hu Nura, and two isolated oases farther north, Berrien and 
Guerrara. The total population numbered at the 1906 census 
45,996, of whom about too were Europeans and a very small 
proportion Arabs and Jews. The klzabites are of small and 
slender figure, with very short necks and under-developed legs. 
Their faces are flat, with short nose, thick lips and very deep-set 
eyes, and their complexion pale. Their dress is a shirt of thick 
wool, usually many-coloured. They arc agriculturists, and are 
also famed as traders. The butchers, fruiterers, bath-house 
keepers, road-sweepers and carriers of the African littoral from 
Tangier to Tripoli are nearly all klzabites. Their industries, too, 
are highly organized. The kizabite burnouses and carpets are 
found throughout North Africa. Their commercial honesty is 
proverbial. Nearly all read and write Arabic, though in talking 
among themselves they use the Zenata dialect of the Berber 
language, for which, in common with other Berber peoples, 
they have no written form surviving. They are Mahomme-
dans, of the Ibadite sect, and are regarded as heretics by the 
Sunnites. 

According to tradition the Ibadites, after their overthrow at 
Tiaret by the Fatimites, took refuge during the zoth century 
in the country to the south-west of Wargla, where they founded 
an independent state. In IOU, owing to further persecutions, 
they fled to their present quarters, where they long remained 
invulnerable. After the capture of El-Aghuat by the French, 
the Dizabites concluded with the Algerian government, in 1853, 
a convention by which they engaged to pay an annual con-
tribution of Lace in return for their independence. In Novem-
ber 1882 the Mzab country was definitely annexed to Algeria. 
Ghardaia (pop. 7868) is the capital of the confederation, and 
next in importance is Beni-lsguen (4916), the chief commercial 
centre. Since the establishment of French control, Beni-Isguen 
has become the dp6t for the sale of European goods. French 
engineers have rendered the oases much more fertile than they 
used to be by a system of irrigation works. (See also ALGERIA.) 

See A. Coyne, Le Haab (Algiers. 1879); Rinn. Occupation du 
Ahab (Algiers. 1885); Amat, i.e AtZab el let Jr Was (Paris, 
1888). Also M.nseu and Deeness. 

D. Larva of Mysonotna gjahnum. 
(After Beard.) 

E, Portion of the arm of Peale-
auras, showing a cyst 
containing Mysaaoraa. 

a. Cloaca! aperture. 
dr, Arm. 
e, Cirrus. 
d. " Cloaca." 
me, Carlota. 
d. Swollen pinnule forming 

f. 
crt. 

Intestine and its caeca. 
Is, Larval setae. 
nt, Mouth. 
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N-NABATAEANS 

N A letter which regularly follows M in the alphabet, and, 
like it in its early forms has the first limb longer than 
the others; thus, written from right to left, A. The 
Semitic languages gradually diminish the size of the 

other two limbs, while the Greek and Latin alphabets tend to 
make all three of equal length. The earliest name of the symbol 
was Nan, whence comes the Greek ny (PG). The sound of a 
varies according to the point at which the contact of the tongue 
with the roof of the mouth is made; it may be dental, alveolar, 
palatal or guttural. In Sanskrit these four sounds are dis-
tinguished by different symbols; the last two occur in com-
bination with stops or affricates of the same series. The French 
or German n when standing by itself is dental, the English 
alveolar, i.e. pronounced like the English I and d against the 
sockets of the teeth instead of the teeth themselves. The guttural 
nasal is written in English ng as in ring; for the palatal a as 
in lynch there is no separate symbol Thesound of a stands in the 
same relation to d as m stands to b; both are ordinarily voiced 
and the mouth position for both is the same, but in pronouncing 
a the nasal passage is left open, so that the sound of a can, be 
continued while that of d cannot. This is best observed by 
pronouncing syllables where the consonant comes last as in and 
id. When the nasal passage is closed, as when one has a bad cold, 
sr and a cannot be pronounced; attempts to pronounce moon 
result only in Nod. Two important points arise in connexion 
with nasals: (1) sonant nasals, (a) nasalization of vowels. The 
discovery of sonant nasals by Dr Karl Brugman in 1876 (Curtius, 
Studien, 9, pp. 285-338) explained many facts of language which 
had been hitherto obscure and elucidated many difficulties in 
the Indo-European vowel system. It had been observed, for ex-
ample, that the same original negative prefix was represented in 
Sanskrit by d, Greek by a, in Latin by in and in Germanic by an, 
and these differences had not been accounted for satisfactorily. 
Dr Brugman argued that in these and similar cases the syllable 
was made by the consonant alone, and the nasal so used was 
termed a sonant nasal and written v. In most cases Sanskrit 
and Greek lost the nasal sound altogether and replaced it by a 
vowel a, a, while in Latin and Germanic a vowel was developed 
independently before the nasal. In the accusative singular of 
consonant stems Sans. 'radon, Gr. 1.65a, Lat. patens, Sanskrit 
and Greek did not, as generally, agree, but it was shown that 
in such cases there were originally two forms according to the 
nature of the sound beginning the next word in the sentence. 
Thus an original Indo-European spedm, would not be treated 
precisely in the same way if the next word began with a vowel 
as it would when a consonant followed. Sanskrit had adopted 
the form used before vowels, Greek the form before consonants 
and each had dropped the alternative form. The second point—
the nasalizing of vowels—is difficult for an Englishman to under-
stand or to produce, as the sounds do not exist in his language. 
Thus in learning to pronounce French he tends to replace the 
nasalized vowels by the nearest sounds in English, making 
the Fr. en a nasalized vowel (c), into Eng. ong, a vowel 
followed by a guttural consonant. The nasalized vowels are 
produced by drawing forward the uvula, the " tab " at the end 
of the soft palate, so that the breath escapes through the nose as 
well as the mouth. In the French nasalized vowels, however, 
many phoneticians hold that, besides the leaving of the nasal 
passage open, there is a change in the position of the tongue in 
passing from a to a. The nasalized vowels are generally written 
with a hook below, upon the analogy of the transliteration of 
such sounds in the Slavonic languages, but as the same symbol is 
'often used to distinguish an " open " vowel from a " close " one, 
the use is not without ambiguity. On the other hand, it is not 
admissible to write 8 for the nasalized vowel in languages which 
have accent signs, e.g. Lithuanian. It is possible to nasalize 
some consonants as well as vowel.% nasalized spirants play an 

important part hi the so-called " Yankee " proeunciation of 
Americans. (P. Q.) 

NAAS (pron. Nate, as in place), a market town of Co. 
Kildare, Ireland, so m. S.W. from Dublin on branches of the 
Great Southern and Western railway and of the Grand CanaL 
Pop. (tw) 3836. It is situated among the foothills of the 
Wicklow Mountains, close to the river Liffey. The town is of 
great antiquity, and was a residence of the kings of Waster, the 
place of whose assemblies is marked by a neighbouring rath or 
mound. Naas returned two members to the Irish parliament 
from 1559  until the union in 1800. Of a castle taken by Cromwell 
in i65o, and of several former abbeys, there are no remains. 
Punchestown racecourse, zi m. S.E., is the scene of well-known 
steeplechases. 

NABATAEAN'S, a people of ancient Arabia, whose settlements 
in the time of Josephus (A nt. L 12. 4; comp. Jerome, Quaesl. 
in Gen. are.) gave the name of Nabatene to the border-land 
between Syria and Arabia from the Euphrates to the Red Sea. 
Josephus suggests, and Jerome, apparently following him, 
affirms, that the name is identical with that of the Ishmaelite 
tribe of Nebaieth (Gen. xxv. t3; Ise. lx. 7), which in later Old 
Testament times had a leading place among the northern Arabs, 
and is associated with Kedar (Isa. lx. 7) much as Pliny v. it (12) 
associates Nabalaei and Calrei. The identification is rendered 
uncertain by the fact that the name Nabataean is properly 
spelled with f  not t (on the inscriptions, cf. also Arabic Nebel, 
Nal*, &c.). Thus the history of the Nabataeans cannot certainly 
be carried back beyond 3:2 B.C., at which date they were attacked 
without success by Antigonus I. Cyclops in their mountain 
fortress of Petra. They are described by Diodorus (xix. gie seq.) 
as being at this time a strong tribe of some zoom warriors, 
pre-eminent among the nomadic Arabs, eschewing agriculture, 
fixed houses and the use of wine, but adding to pastoral pursuits 
a profitable trade with the seaports in myrrh and spices from 
Arabia Felix, as well as a trade with Egypt In bitumen from 
the Dead Sea. Their arid country was the best safeguard of their 
cherished liberty; for the bottle-shaped cisterns for rain-water 
which they excavated in the rocky or argillaceous soil were 
carefully concealed from invaders. Petra (q.v.) or Ma' was the 
ancient capital of Edom; the Nabataean must have occupied 
the old Edornite country, and succeeded to its commerce, after 
the Edomites took advantage of the Babylonian captivity to 
press forward into southern Judaea.,  This migration, the date 
of which cannot be determined, also made them masters of the 
shores of the Gulf of 'Aitaba and the important harbour of 
Elazh. Here, according to Agatharchicks (Grog. Gr. Min., i. 
178), they were for a time very troublesome, as wreckers 
and pirates, to the reopened commerce between Egypt and 
the East, till they were chastised by the Greek sovereigns of 
Alexandria. 

The Nabataeans had already some tincture of foreign culture 
when they first appear in history. That culture was naturally 
Aramaic; they wrote a letter to Antigonus " in Syriac letters," 
and Aramaic continued to be the language of their coins and 
inscriptions when the tribe grew into a kingdom, and profited 
by the decay of the Seleucids to extend its borders northward 
over the more fertile country east of the Jordan. They occupied 
Hauren, and about 85 s.c. their king Aretas (Haritha) 
became lord of Damascus and Cock-Syria. Allies of the first 
Hasmonaeans in their struggles against the Greeks (r Mace. 
v. 25, ix. 35; a Mace. v. 8), they became the rivals of the Judean 
dynasty in the period of its splendour, and a chief element in 
the disorders which invited Pompey's intervention in Palestine. 
The Roman arms were not very successful, and King Aretas 
retained his whole possessions, including Damascus, as a Roman 

r See Eocnr, and (for the view that Mat. i. 1-5, refers to the 
expulsion of Edomites from their land) MALACHI. 
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vnasall As" allies "of the RenumetheNabitaeanscontinued to 
Sourish throughout the first Christian century. Their power 
extended fax into Arabia, particularly along the Red See; and 
Petra was a meeting-place of many nations, though its commerce 
was diminished by the rise of the Eastern trade route from 
Myaehonnus to Captor on the Nile. Under the Roman peace 
they lost their warlike and nomadic habits, and were a sober, 
acquisitive, orderly people, wholly intent on trade and NO. 
culture (Strabo 4). They might have long been a bulwark 
between Rome and the wild hordes of the desert but for the short-
sighted cupidity orTrajan, who reduced Petra and broke up the 
Nabataean nationality (tos A.D.). The new Arab invaders who 
soon pressed forward into their seats found the remnants of the 
Nabataean transformed into fdldbin, and speaking Aramaic 
like their neighbours. Hence Nabataean" became the Arabic 
name for Aramaean, whether in Syria.or hal& a fact which has 
been incomectly held to prove that the Nabataean' were origin-
ally Aramaean immigrants from Babylonia. It is now known, 
however, that they were true Arabs—as the proper names on their 
inscriptions show—who bad come under Aramaic influence. 

See especially, on this last point (against Quatremire, Jaunt 
anal ay., vol. H., 1833), NMdeke in Zeit. J. merginshhed. Gesdlt  
xvii. 705 seq., xxv. 122 seq. The so-called " Nabataean Agriculture 
(Falitba Nabaliya), which professes to be an Arabic translation by 
lbn Wabshiya from an ancient Nabataean source. is a forgery of 
the Toth century (see A. von Gutschmid. E. d. stwerelL Ger- hv-
? seq.: Naldeke, ib. xxix. 445 seq.). Complete inbliapaphical 
information is given by E. Scharer in his sketch of Nabataean 
history appended to Gesch. A. Jed. Volkes (1901, vol. i.; d. Eng. 
edition. 1890. pp. 343, sqq.): to this may be added the article 
by H. Vincent. Rev. bibl. v ii. 567 SQQ., and, for more general informs. 
um. R. Dunned. Les Arabia es Eyrie (1907). For early external 
evidence see H. Winckler, Realu. Alec Test.' p. '51 seq.; M. Streak. 
Mi teR. d. vorclerasial. Gesell. (1906). pt.and Kilo, 1906, p.2o6 seq. 
The Nabataean inscriptions (SCE SEMITIC LANGUAGES) are collected 
in dip Grass later. Semiticanem of the French Academy, pt. ii.; 
see also the Academy's Repertoire d'epigr. ant ; and the discussions, 
dc., in the writings of Clermont-Ganneau (Rm. ttarched. Prima.) 
and M. Lidzbarskt (Flandbuch d. nord-sent!. Epig.; Ephemeris J. 
sea. Epig.). For English readers the selection in G. A. Cooke, 
Nerth-Suri& Inscriptions (Oxford, 1903) is the most useful. 

S. A. C.) 
SASSES, TRONA., (b. 1605), English dramatist, was born in 

humble circumstances in Worcestershire. He entered Exeter 
College, Oxford, in 021, but left the university without taking a 
degree, and about 1630 began a career in London as a dramatist. 
His works include: Covent Garden (acted 1633, printed 1638), 
a prose comedy of small merit; Tottenham Court (acted 1634, 
printed 1638), a comedy the scene of which is laid in a holiday 
resort of the London tradesmen; Hannibal and Scipio (acted 
1635, printed 1637), a historical tragedy; The Bride (1636), a 
comedy; The Unfortunate Mother (164o), an unactcd tragedy; 
Microcosms:, a Moral! Masks (printed 1637); two other masques, 
Spring's Glory and Presentation intended for the Prince his 
Highsesse on his Birthday (printed together in 1638); and a 
continuation of Richard Knolles's General! 1 fistorie of the Turkes 
(1638). His verse is smooth and musical, and if his language 
is sometimes coarse, his general attitude is moral. The masque 
of Microcosmos—really a morality play, in which Physander 
after much error is reunited to his wife Bollanima, who personifies 
the soul—is admirable in its own kind, and t be other two masques, 
slighter in construction but ingenious, show Nabbes at his best. 

.Nabbes's _plays were collected in 1639; and Mirrocosmes was 
Printed in UndgeY's Old Plays (1744). All his works, with the 
exception of his continuation of Knolles's history, were, reprinted 
by A. H. Millen in his Old English Plays (second series, 1887). 
See also F. G. Fleecy, Biog. Clam. of the English Drama (1891). 

SABHA, a native state of India, within the Punjab. Area, 
966 sq. m. Pop. (root) 297,949. Its territories are scattered; 
one section, divided into twelve separate tracts, lies among the 
territories of Patiala and Jincl, in the east and south of the 
Punjab; the other section is in the extreme south-east. The 
whole of the territories belong physically to a plain; but they 
vary In character from the great fertility of the Pawadh region 
to the aridity of the Rajputana desert. Nabha is one of the Sikh 

Compare 2 COT p. The Nabataean Areas or MIMS there 
essationed reigned from 9 s.c. to Lir. 40.  

states, founded by a member of the Pbulklan family, which estab-
fished its independence about 1763. The first relations of the 
state with the British were in 1807-t808, when the raja obtained 
protection against the threatened encroachments of Ranjit 
Singh. During the Mutiny in 1857 the raja showed distinguished 
loyalty, and was rewarded by grants of territory to the value of 
over (so,000. The imperial service troops of the raja Hirer 
Singh (b. c. 1843; succeeded in 2872) did good service during the 
Tirah campaign of 1897-98. The chief products of the state are 
wheat, millets, pulses, cotton and sugar. The estimated gross 
revenue is (woman no tribute is paid. The territory is crowed 
by the main Are and also by several branches of the North-
Western railway, and is irrigated by the Sirhind canal. 

The town of Nabha, founded in 1 755. has a station on the 
Rajpura-Blratinda branch of the North-Western railway. Pop. 
(1901) 18,468. 

See Alaimo States Gaarttor (Lahore, t909). 
NABIGHA DIMBYENT jZiyad ibn Mu' awlyyal (6th and 7th 

centuries), Arabian poet, was one of the last poets of pre-Islamic 
times. His tribe, the Bath Dbubyan, belonged to the district near 
Mecca, but be himself spent most of his time at the courts of 
Hira and Ghassan. In Him he remained under Mondhir (Munel-
hit) III., and under his successor in 562. After a sojourn at the 
court of Ghassin, be returned to }lira under Nieman. He was,. 
however, compelled to flee to Ghassan, owing to some verses 
he had written on the queen, but returned again about 600. 
When Nu'inha died some five years later be withdrew to his own' 
tribe. The date of his death is uncertain, but he does not seem 
to have known Islam. His poems consist largely of eulogies and 
satires, and are concerned with the strife of Hira and Gbassan, 
and of the Ban! Abs and the Bath Dhubyln. lie is one of the 
six eminent pre-Islamic poets whose poems were collected before 
the middle of the and century of Islam, and have been regarded 
as the standard of Arabian poetry. Some writers consider him 
the first of the six. 

His poems have been edited by W. Ahlwardt in the Dimas of the 
sir ometext Arabic Poets (London, 1870), and separately by H. 
Dcrenbourg (Paris, 1869, a reprint from the Journal asiamine for 
1868). (G. W. T.) 

NABOB, a corruption of the Hindostani name, originally used 
for native rulers. In the 18th century, when Clive's victories 
made Indian terms familiar in England, it began to be applied 
to Anglo-Indians who returned with fortunes from the East. 

NABUA. a town in the extreme S. of the province of Arabes 
Camarines, Luzon, Philippine Islands, on the Bicol river, about 
sec m. S.S.E. of Nueva amen:5, the capital. Pop. (roes) 18,893. 
Nabua is in the district known as La Rinconada—a name 
originally given to it on account of its inaccessibility. It is 
connected by road, railway and the Bicol river (navigable for 
light-draft boats) with Nueva Cficeres. Nelma is the centre of 
an agricultural region, which produces much rice and some 
Indian corn, sugar and pepper. The language is Bicol. 

NACAIRIL, Nasser, NAQUATRE (Arab. +warp), the medieval 
name for the kettledrum, the earliest representation of which 
appears in the unique MS. known as the Vienna Genesis (5th or 
6th century). The nacaire was, according to Froissart, among the 
instruments used at the triumphal entry of Edward HI. into 
Calais. The Chronicles of Jolnville describe the instrument as 
a kind of drum: " Lor il fist sonnet. lea tabours que !'on appals 
nacaires." Chaucer, in his description of the tournament in the 
Knigkes Tale, line 1653, also refers to this early kettledrum. 

NACHNANIDEll (hinpramots), the usual name of Mons 
BEN N ANNAN (known also as RANBAN), Jewish scholar, was born 
in Gerona in r 194 and died in Palestine c. r 270. His chief work, 
t he Commentary on the Pentateuch, is distinguished by originality 
and charm. The author was a mystic as well as a philologist, 
and his works unite with peculiar harmony the qualities of reason 
and feeling. He was also a Talmudist of high repute, and wrote 
glosses on various Tractates, Response and other legal works. 
Though not a philosopher, he was drawn into the controversy 
that arose over the scholastic method of Maimonides 
He endeavoured to steer a middle course between the worshippers 
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and the excommodeatots of Mahnonides, but he did not succeed 
to healing the breach. His homiletic books, Epistle on Sanctity 
(Iggeretk Italodesk) and Lam of Man (Tama lea-Adams), which 
deal respectively with the sanctity of marriage and the solemnity 
of death, are full of intense spirituality, while at the same time 
treating of ritual customs—a combination which shows essential 
Rabbinism at its best. He occupies an important position in the 
history of the acceptance -by medieval Jews of the 'Cabbala 
(q.v.); for, though he made no fresh contributions to the philo-
sophy of mysticism, the fact that this famous rabbi was himself 
a mystic induced a favourable attitude in many who would other- 
wise have rejected mysticism as Maimonides did. In 1263 
Nahmanides was forced to enter into a public disputation with 
a Jewish-Christian, Pablo Christian!, in the presence of King 
James of Aragon. Though Nachmanides was assured that 
perfect freedom of speech was conceded to him, his defence was 
pronounced blasphemous and he was banished for life. In 1267 
be went to Palestine and settled at Acre, Ile died about 1270. 

See S. Schechter, Studies is Judaism, first series, pp. 120 seq.; 
Greets, History of the Jews (English translation vol. ch. xvi. 
and xvil.). 	 A.) 

NACHOD, a town of Bohemia, Austria, rota m. E.N.E. of 
Prague by rail. Pop. (t000) 9899, mostly Czech. It is situated 
on the Mettau river, at the entrance of the Lewin-Nachod pass. 
The old castle contains a collection of historical paintings and 
archives, and there are several old churches, of which that of 
St Lawrence is mentioned as the parish church in r330. The 
town originally gathered round the castle of Niched, of which 
the first lord was a member of the powerful family of "Iron, 
in the middle of the x3th century. It suffered much during the 
Hussite Wars, and in 1437 was captured by the celebrated robber 
knight Kolda of Zampach, and retaken by George of Podebrad 
in 1456 and included in his estates. It was sold in 1623, and in 
1634 given to Ottavio Piccolomini; finally, after many changes 
of ownership, the castle and titular lordship came in 1840 to 
the princes of Schaumburg-Lippe. The important engagements 
fought near the town on the 27th and 28th of June 1866 opened 
Bohemia to the victorious Prussians. 

NACHTIGAL, GUSTAV (1834-1885), German explorer in 
Central Africa, son of a Lutheran pastor, was born at Fichstedt 
in the Mark of Brandenburg, on the 23rd of February 1834. 
After medical study at the universities of Halle, Wilrzburg 
and Greifswald, he practised for a few years as a military 

• surgeon. Finding the climate of his native country injurious 
to his health, he went to Algiers and Tunis, and took part, as a 
surgeon, in several expeditions into the interior. Commissioned 
by the king of Prussia to carry gifts to the sultan of Borne in 
acknowledgment of kindness shown to German travellers, he 
set out in 186g from Tripoli, and succeeded after two years' 
journeyings in accomplishing his mission. During this period 
be visited Tibesti and Borku, regions of the central Sahara 
not previously known to Europeans. From Horan he went 
to Bagirmi, and, proceeding by way of Wadai and Kordofan, 
emerged from darkest Africa, after having been given up for 
lost, at Khartum in the winter of 1874. His journey, graphically 
described in his Sahara and Sucks (3 vols., 1879-1889), placed 
the intrepid explorer in the front rank of discoverers. On the 
establishment of a protectorate over Tunisia by France, Nachtigal 
was sent thither as consul-general for the German empire, and 
remained there until 1884, when he was despatched by Prince 
Bismarck to West Africa as special commissioner, ostensibly 
to inquire into the condition of German commerce, but really 
to annex territories to the German flag. As the result of his 
mission Togoland and Cameroon were added to the German 
empire. On his return voyage he died at sea off Cape Palmas 
on the Both of April i885, and was buried at Grand Hamm. 

Nachdral's travels ate summarized in Gustav Naektigars Reitz* 
as der Sahara sad ix Sudan. by Dr Albert Frankel (Leipzig, i887). 
A French translation, by J. van Vollenhoven, of that part of his 
work concerning Wadai. appeared in the Bull. du amid de F Afrif. 
framoise for tool under the title of " Le Voyage de Nachtigal au 
Ouadai." Nachtigal died before transcribing his notes on Wadai, 
and they were edited in the German edition by E. Groddeek. 

NADASDY. TANS I., Comer, called the great palatine 
(108-1563), Hungarian statesman, was the son of Francis I. 
Nidaady and was educated at Graz, Bologna and Rome. in 
'sat he accompanied Cardinal Cajetan (whom the pope had sent 
to Hungary to preach a crusade against the Turks) to Buda as 
his interpreter. In 1525 he became a member of the council of 
state and was sent by King Louis IL to the diet of Spires to ask 
for help in the imminent Turkish war. During his absence the 
Mollies catastrophe took place, and Weedy only returned 
to Hungary in time to escort the queen-widow from KomArom 
to Pressburg. Ile was sent to offer the Hungarian crown to 
the archduke Ferdinand, and on his coronation (Nov. srd, 1527) 
was made commandant of Buda. On the capture of Buda by 
Suleiman the Magnificent, Nidasdy went over to John Zapolya. 
In r sso he successfully defended Buda against the imperialists. 
In 5533 his jealousy of the dominant influence of Ludovie 
Gritti caused him to desert John for Ferdinand, to whom he 
afterwards remained faithful. He was endowed with enormous 
estates by the emperor, and from 2537 onwards became 
Ferdinand's secret but most influential counsellor. Subsequently, 
as ban of Croatia-Slavonia, he valiantly defended that border 
province against the Turks. He did his utmost to promote 
education, and the school which he founded at ej-Sziget, where 
he also set up a printing-press, received a warm eulogy from 
Philip Mclanchthon. In r340 Nidaady was appointed grand-
justiciar; in 1547 he presided over the diet of Nagyssombat, 
and finally, In 1 559, was elected palatine by the diet of Pressburg. 
In his declining years he aided the heroic Mild& Zrinyi against 
the Turks. 

See Mibily Horvath, The Life of Thomas Nddasdl e(olizeg.) (Buda, 
tf/38); T. Nidalidy, Family correspondence of 	

s 
Ndiss0 

(Hung.) (Budapest, 1882). 	 (R. N. B.) 

NAOMI, CONSTANCE CAROLINE WOODHILL (18511-1889), 
English author, was born at Edgbaston, on the 24th of January 
1858, her father being an architect. Her mother died just after 
the child's birth, and Constance was brought up in the home of 
her grandfather. In r1181 she began to study physical science 
at Mason College, Birmingham. In 188, she published Songs 
and Sonnets of Springtime; in 1887, A Modern Apostle, and other 
Poems. Her poems made such an impression on W. E. Gladstone 
that he included her, in an article in the Speaker, among the fore-
most English poetesses of the day. After her grandfather's 
death Miss Haden found herself rich, and she travelled in the 
East and then (1888) settled in London. She died on the 23rd 
of December 1889. After 1876 she had paid increasing attention 
to philosophy, with her friend Dr Robert Levine, and the two 
had formulated a system of their own, which they called " Hylo-
Idealism." Her main ideas on the subject are contained in a 
posthumous volume of her essays (Induction and Deduction, 
r89o), edited by Dr Lewins. 

NADIA. or NUDOEA, a district of British India, In the 
Presidency division of Bengal. The administrative head-
quarters are at Krishnagar. Area, 2793 sq. m.; pop. (19or) 
1,667,491. It is a district of great rivers. Standing at the head 
of the Gangetic delta, its alluvial surface, though still liable to 
periodical inundation, has been raised by ancient deposits of 
silt sufficiently high to be permanent dry land. Along the entire 
north-eastern boundary flows the main stream of the Ganges 
or Padmi, of which all the remaining rivers of the district 
are offshoots. The Bhagirathi on the eastern border, and the 
jalangl and the Matabhanga meandering throubh the centre 
of the district, are the chief of those offshoots, called distinctively 
the " Nadia rivets" But the whole surface of the country 
is interlaced with a network of minor streams, communicating 
with one another by side channels. All the rivers are navigable 
in the rainy season for boats of the largest bunks'. but during 
the rest of the year they dwindle down to shallow streams, with 
dangerous sandbanks and bars. In former times the Nadia 
rivers afforded the regular means of communication between 
the upper valley of the Ganges and the seaboard; and much 
of the trade of the district still conies down to Cakutta by this 
route during the height of the rainy season. Bat the railways; 
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id* the end* sheds of the Ganges and the Suaderbens route, 
now carry by fax the larger portion of the traffic. Rice is the 
staple crop; but the district is not as a whole fertile, the soil 
being sandy and the methods of cultivation backward. It is 
traversed by the main line and she by ',vend branches of the 
Eastern Bengal railway. The battlefield of Plessey was situated. 
In this district, but the floods of the Bhagimthi have washed 
away some part of it. 

Mama or Nmumwre, an ancient capital of Bengal, was formerly 
situated on the east bank of the Bhitgiratht, which has since 
changed its count. Pop. (fipi) ro,880. It is celebrated for 
the sanctity and learning of-its pundits, and as the birthplace 
of Cbaitanya, the Vaisbnav reformer of the Loth century. Its 
Sanskrit schools, called kik. are well known and of ancient 
foundation. 

KADIN CAInfirerai Nahommed run Isblq ll/11 ahl ira'ellb 
un-Nadlml (d. 995), of Bagdad, t' author of one of the most 
interesting works in Arabic literature, the Fibrin wl-lflier 
("lintel the booksof all nations that were to be found In Arabia ") 
with notices of the authors and other particulars, carried down 
to the year 988. A note in the Leiden MS. places the death of 
the author eight years later. Of his life we know nothing. His 
'rock gives us a complete picture of the most'active intellectual 
period of the Arabian empire. He traces the rise and growth of 
philology and belles-letues, of theology, orthodox and betetical, 
of law and history, of mathematics and astronomy, of medicine 
and alchemy; be-does not despise the histories of knights errant, 
the fables of Sad& and Dianna, the facetiae of the " boon cont• 
panicles," the works of magic and divination. But to us no 
part of Its work is more interesting than his account of the 
beliefs of sects sad peopless beyond Islam. Here, fortunately, 
still more than in other parts of his work, he goes beyond the 
functions of the mere cataloguer; he mils what be learned of 
China from a Christian missionary of Nefran, of India frdm a de-
saiption of fts religion compiled for the Barmedde Yabyarhis full 
accounts of the Sabina of Haman and of the doctrines of Mani 
are of the first importance for the historian of Asiatic religions. 

Imperfect manuscripts of the rapist exist hi Paris, Leiden and 
Vienna. The test was prepared for publication by G. Marl, and 
edited after his death by J. R6diger and A. Millkr (2 vols., Leo rig. 
1871-1872). Segel had already given a full analysis of the work 
In. the Journal of the Germaw °Head Society, vol. xiii. (1859), pp. 
s5cr650;•d. E. G. Browne, A Literary History ey Persia (London, 
t9o2). pp. 383-07. T. Houtsma supplied a lacuna in Flagers 
edition in the Yuma Orland Jaarad, vol. iv. pp. 217 sqq. 

NADIR (Arabic asmfir, "opposite to," used elliptically for 
migh-easesst, "opposite to the zenith "), a term used in astronomy 
for the point in the heavens exactly opposite to the zenith, the 
zenith and nadir being the two poles of the horizon. It is thus 
used figuratively of the lowest depth of a person's spirits or the 
lowest point in it career. 

RAIGILI, KARL RILHBLH VON (tfirt-tfloi), Swiss 
botanist, was born on the s7th of March 0317 near Zurich. He 
studied botany under A. P. de Candolle at Geneva, and graduated 
with A botanical thesis at Zurich in 184e. His attention having 
been directed by M. J. Schkiden, then professor of botany at 
Jena, to the microscopical study of plants, be engaged more 
particularly in that branch of research. Soon after graduation 
be became Priandosan and subsequently professor extra-
ordinary,. in the university of Zurich; in 1852 he was called 
to fill the chair of botany in the university of Freiburg-in-
Breisgan; and in 1857 be was promoted to Munich, where he 
remained as professor until his death on the nth of May 
Amoog his more important contributions to science were a series 
of papas in the Zeitrdwill far wineaselsoftliche Betenia (a44- 
1846); Die maws Algensysies,e (1847); Gorgonio' eineetliger 
Alien (x8ee); I'llenntentkysfirkgfrehe Ustersisektosgen (a55 -
t858). with C. E. Cramer; Beilrige sir winetuaafitickers 
Benefit (r858-1868); a number of papers contributed to the 
Royal Bavarian Academy of Sciences, forming three volumes of 
Bereeische Mineihusgen (r861-z882); and, finally, his volume, 
Hethanisch-fdsysiaiodiscisa Tficerie ds 4fistesewsusgslehre, pub. 
Ished in 1884.  

The more sulking of iris many and varied diareormiesareembodied 
in the Zeitsek. /sir ems. Dot. In this we begin with Naegelrs extension 
of Robert Brown's discovery of the nucleus to the principal families 
of Cryptogams, and the assertion of its universal occurrence in plants, 
togethn.,  with the recognition of its vesicular structure. There is 
further his investigation of the " mucous layer " (Schleinuceida) 
lining the wall of all normal cells, where he allow" that it consists of 
granular " mucus:* which, at en earlier staie, filled the cell-cavity, 
and which differs chemically from the cell•wall in that it is nitro. 
puma. This layer be ppoovved   to be never absent from lying eels—
to be, in fact itself the living part of the cell. a discovery which was 
simultaneously (1846) madeby Hugo von Mohl ( Otos-1872), who 
gave to the !inn matter of the plant-body the name " protoplasm." 
In connexion with these discoveries, Naegeli controverted Schleiden's 
view of the universality of free-cell-formation as the mode of cell-
multiplication, and showed that in the vesoctative organs, at least. 
new cells are formed by division. In the Zeitschrift, too, is Naegelis 
most important etiological work—such as the paper on Canteen, 
which brought to light the remarkable enseptate structure of the 
Siphoneae. and his research co Heiesseries. which malted in the 
discovery of growth by a single aps.al cell. This discovery led 
Naegeli on to the study of the growing-point in other plants. He 
consequently gave the first accurate account of the apical cell, and 
of the mode of growth of the stem in various Menses and Liverworts. 
Subsequently be observed that in Lympodituse and in Angiosperms 
the irovrioppoint has no apical aAl, but manse of a smaii-celled 
menaces, in which the first differentiation of the permanent tissues 
can be traced. One of the most remarkable discoveries recorded in 
the Zeitschrift is that of the antheridia and spermatozoids of Ferns 
and of PilWe*. The Mirage ear miss. Boars& consists almost 
entirely of researches into the anatomy of vascular plants, while 
the main feature of the Pfriseesptysacto is Urtersathiaseas is 
the exhaustive work on the structure, .ent and various 
forms of starch-grains. The Botaisisthe Mittedsosgew include a 
number of papers is all departments of botany, many of them being 
continuations and extensions of his earlier work. In his Tkooris des 
Abstwattnasgsklwe Naegeli introduced the idea of a definite material 
basis for heredity; the substance he termed " idioplasm." His 
theory of evolution is that the idioplasm of any one generation is 
not identical with that of either its progenitors or its progeny: 
it is always increasing in complexity, with the result that each succes-
sive generation marks an advance upon its predecessor. Hence 
variation takes place detenninately, and in the higher direction only; 
while variability is the result of internal causes, and natural selection 
plays but a small part in evolution. Whereas, on the Darwinian 
theory, alls7anization is adaptive. according to Naegeli thedavelop- 
meat of h .  er organisation is the outcome of the spontaneous 
evolution the Microbus's. 

• More detailed accounts of Naegeli's life and work are to be found 
in Nature, stab October t flot, and is Proc. Roy. Sec., vol. li. 

(S. H. V. 
NABSTVED, a town of Denmark, in the mei (county) of 

Praest6, near the S.W. coast of Zealand, so in. by rail S.W. of 
Copenhagen. Pop. (icett) 7162. From 1140 to the Reformation 
it was one of the most important towns of the kingdom, though 
dependent upon the monastery of St Peter (founded here in 
1135). North of the town (ii m.) lies lierlufsholin, when 
Admiral. Heriuf Tolle founded a Latin school in 1567, still 
extant. 

NABVIIII, ORA= (c. 264-1 roe s.c.), Latin epic poet and 
dramatist. There is great uncertainty in regard to his life. 
From the expression of Gallus (I. 24. r) characterizing his 
epitaph as written in a vein of " Campanian arrogance it has 
been inferred that he was born in one of the Latin communities 
settled in Campania. But the phrase " Campanian arrogance " 
seems to have been used proverbially for " gasconade "; and, 
as there was a plebeian gees Mania in Rome, it is quite as 
probable that he was by birth a Roman citizen. He served either 
in the Roman army or among the soca in the first Punk War, 
and thus must have leached manhood before mi. His career 
as a dramatic author began with the exhibition of a drama in 
or about the year 035, and continued for thirty years. Towards 
the close he incurred the hostility of some of the nobility, eve-
dally, it is said, of the Metall, by the attacks which he made 
upon them on the stage, and at their instance be was imprisoned 
(Plautus, Mai. Clot. an). After writing two plays during his 
imprisonment, in which he is said to have apologised for his 
former rudeness (Genius iii. 3. is), he was liberated through the 
interference of the tribunes of the commons; but he had shortly 
afterwards to retire from Rome (in or about roe) to Utica. 
It may have been during his exile, when withdrawn from his 
active career as a dramatist, that he composed or completed his 
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poem on the first Punic -war. Probably his latest composition 
was the epitaph already referred to, written like the epic in 
Saturnian verse:-- 

" immortals mortales is foret fas Here, 

	

Flerent diva Csmenae Naevium poetam; 	' 
Itaque pouam est Orci traditus thesauro 
Obliti sant Romai loquier lingua Latina." 

If these lines were dictated by a jealousy of the growing ascend-
ancy of Ennius, the life of Naevius must have been prolonged 
considerably beyond aoa, the year in which Ennius began his 
career as an author in Rome. As distinguished from Livius 
Andronicus, Naevius was a native Italian, not a Greek; he was 
also an original writer, not a mere adapter or translator. If it 
was due to Livius that the forms of Latin literature were, from 
the first, moulded on those of Greek literature, it was due to 
Naevius that much of its spirit and substance was of native 

'growth. 
Like Livia'', Naevius professed to adapt Greek tragedies and 

:candies to the Roman stage. Among the titles of his tragedies are 
Aeglahnt, Licata's, Andromache or Hector Preficiscens, Rams 
Tatiana, the last named being performed at the opening of Pompey ■ 
theatre 05). .The national cast of his genius and temper was shown 
by his deviating  from his Greek originals, and producing at least 
two specimens of the fabala erseurta (national drama) one founded 
on the childhood of Romulus and Remus (Lapse or Allman= 
Rattail at Rem°, the other called Claelidines, which celebrated the 
victory of M. Claudius Marceau, over the Celts (222). But it was 
as a writer of comedy that he was most famous, most productive 
and most original While he is never ranked as a writer of tragedy 
with Ennuis, Pacuvius err Accius, he is placed in the canon of the 
grammarian Volcacius Sedigitus third (immediately after Caecilius 
and Plautus)) in the rank of Roman comic authors. He is there 
characterized as ardent and impetuous in character and style. He 
is also appealed to, with Plautus and Endue, as a master of his 
art in one of the prologues of Terence. His comedy, like that of 
Plautus, seems to have been rather a free adaptation of his originals 
than a rude copy of them, as those of Livius pmbably weir. or an 
artistic copy like those of Terence. The titles of most of them, like 
those of Plautus. and unlike those of Caecilius and Terence, are 
Latin, not Greek. He drew from the writers of the old political 
comedy of Athens, as well as from the new comedy of manners, and he 
attempted to make the stage at Rome, as it had been at Athens, an 
arena of political and personal warfare. A strong spirit of nship 
is recognized in more than one of the fragments; and this spirt 
is thoroughly popular and adverse to the senatorial ascendancy 
which became more and more confirmed with the progress of the 
second Punic war. Besides his attack on the Metelh and other 
members of the aristocracy, the great Scipso is the object of a 
censorious criticism on account of ayouthful escapade attributed to 
him. Among the few lines still remaining from his lost comedies, we 
sum to recognize the idiomatic force and rapidity of movement 
characteristic of the style of Plautus. There is also found that 
love of alliteration which is a marked feature in all the older 
Latin poets down even to Luaedus. In one considerable comic 
fragment attributed to him—the description of a coquette—these 
is great truth and shrewdness of observation. But we find no 
trace of the exuberant comic power and geniality of his great con- 

temHpe°rstr not only the oldest native dramatist, bat the first author 
of an epic poem (Belless Punicash—which, by combining the 
representation of actual contemporary hnury with a mythical 
background, may be said to have created the R.orthn type of epic 
poetry. The poem was one continuous work, but was divided into 
seven books by a grammarian of a later age. The earlier part of it 
treated of the mythical adventures of Aeneas in Sicily, C.arthage 
and Italy, and borrowed from the interview of Zeus and T hetis in the 
first book of the Iliad the idea of the interview d Jupiter and Venus; 
which Virgil has made one of the cardinal passages in the Aeseid. 
The later part treated of the events of the first Punic war in the style 
of a metrical chronicle. An important influence in Roman literature 
sod belief, which had its frigid in Sicily, first appeared in this 

recognition of the mythical connexion of Aeneas and 
irs eTr-olhali with the foundation of Rome. The few remaining 

fragments produce the impression of vivid and rapid narrative, to 
which the flow of the native Saturnian verse, le contradistinction 
to the weighty and complex structure of the hexameter, was naturally 
adapted. 

The impression we get of the man is that, whether or not he 
actually enjoyed the full rights of Roman dtizenship, he was a 

" If it were permitted that immortals should weep for mortals, 
the divine Camenae would weep for Naevius the poet; for since he 
bath passed into the treasure-house of death men have forgotten 
at Rome how to speak in the Latin tongue."  

vigorous representative of the bold combative spirit erne ancient 
Roman commons. He was one of those who made the Latin 
language into a great organ of literature. The phrases still 
quoted from him have nothing of an antiquated-sound, while they 
have a genuinely idiomatic ring. Asa dramatist he worked more 
in the spirit of Plautus than of Ennius, Pacuvlus, Arles or 
Terence; bat the great Umbrian humorist is separated from his 
older contemporary, not only by his breadth of comic power, but 
by his general attitude of moral and political indifference. The 
power of Napalm was the more genuine Italian gift—the power of 
satiric criticism—which was employed in making men ridiculous, 
not, like that of Plautus, in extracting amusement from the 
humours, follies and eccentricities of life. Although our means of 
forming a fair estimate of Naevius are scanty, all that we do 
know of him leads to the conclusion that he was far from being 
the least among the makers of Roman literature, and that 
with the loss of his writings there was lost a vein of national 
feeling and genius which randy reappems. 

Fragments. ((dramos) in L. Muller. Lad Adrenal at Os. plat 
Fabalanun Adiquitie (1885). and (Baton Pitaann) in his /datum 
of Ennius (1884); monographs by E. Kluseunaan ;LW; M. j. 
Be them (186t); D. de Moor (1877); Mommsen, History ofEatteens:  
bk. iii.. ch. 14.. On Virgil's indebtednessto Naevius and 
see V. Crivellari, Qum entecipse fossil Vaginas ex Ramie e Ennis 
(1889). 

MOM. a term in surgery signifying that form of tumour 
which is almost entirely composed of enlarged blood-vessels. 
There are three principal varieties: (r) the capillary newts, 
consisting of enlarged capillaries, frequently of a purplish colour, 
hence the term " port-wine stain ' ; (a) the venous nevus, in 
which the veins are enlarged, of a bluish colour; (3) the arterial 
nevus, in which there is distinct pulsation, it being composed 
of enlarged and tortuous arteries. The mew= can be lessened 
in size by pressure. It generally occurs in the skin or inunediately 
under it; sometimes it lies in the mouth in connexion with the 
mucous membrane. It is often congenital, hence the term 
" mother's mark," or it may appear in early childhood. It often 
grows rapidly, sometimes slowly, and sometimes growth is 
checked, and it may gradually diminish in sine, losing its vascu-
larity and becoming fibrous and non-vascular. This natural cure 
is followed by less deformity than a cure by artificial means. 
Various methods are used by surgeons when an operation is 
called for: (x) the tumour may be excised; (a) a ligature tightly 
tied may be applied to the base of the tumour; (3) inflammation 
may be set up in the growth by the injection of irritating agents, 
—in this way its vascularity may be checked and the formation 
of fibrous tissue encouraged; (a) the blood in the enlarged vessels 
may be coagulated by the injection of coagulating agents or by 
electrolysis. 

NAGA BILLS, a district of British India in the His division 
of Eastern Bengal and Assam. It forms part of the mountainous 
borderland lying between the Braluesputra. valley and Upper 
Burma. Area, 3070 sq. m.; pop. (leo 1) ica,eca. Towards the 
N. lie the Patkoi hills,. over which British jurisdiction lass never 
been extended; but since woe the southern tract, formerly 
known as the " area of political control," has been incorporated 
in the district, thus extending its E. boundary from the Dikho 
to the Tizic river. The whole country forms a wild expanse of 
forest, mountain and stream. The valleys are covered with 
dense jungle, dotted with small lakes and marshes. Coal is 
known to exist in many localities, as well as iron ore and petro-
leum. The administrative headquarters of the district are at 
Roblin& (pop. son), which is garrisoned by two companies of 
native infantry and a battalion of military police. The Dinmpur-
Manipur cart-road crosses the hills, connecting Ultima with 
the Assam-Bengal railway. 

Naga means " naked," and is the term applied by the Assamese 
to the wild tubes of the lulls, of which the chief clans are called 
Angand, Ao, Shots, Sema and Reigns. These tribes have 
shown extraordinary obstinacy in their resistance to the Bridal( 
ems. Between 1833 and x849 ten aimed expeditions were 
despatched to chastise them, and from 1866 to 1887 there were 
eight more, a record which exceeds that of the most turbulent 
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teases on the Nestb-West Presider. Sbce 1892, however, hide 
'trouble hes been experienced. 

See Naga Hills Diana Gaselier (Calcutta. 1905). 
NASAL formerly Blume, a village and ruined city of Mysore, 

India; pop. (19o1) 7[5. About 164o the seat of government Of 
the rajas of Keladi was transferred to this place. When taken 
by Hyder Ali in 1763, it is said to have yielded a plunder of 
twelve millions. In 1783 it surrendered to a British detachment 
under General Matthews, but being shortly after invested by 
Tippoo Sultan, the garrison capitulated on condition of safe 
conduct to the coast. Tippoo violated the stipulation, put 
General Matthews and the principal officers to death, and 
imprisoned the remainder of the force. 

NAGASHIMA, a celebrated Buddhist philosopher and writer. 
He is constantly quoted in the literature of the later schools 
of Buddhism, and a very large number of works in Sanskrit is 
attributed to him. None of these has been critically edited or 
translated; and there is much uncertainty as to the exact date 
of his career, and as to his opinions. The most probable date 
MOOS to be the early part of the 3rd century A.D. He seems to 
have been born in the south of India, and to have lived under the 
patronage of a king of southern Kosala, the modern Chattisgarb. 
Chinese and Tibetan authorities differ as to the name of this 
monarch; but it apparently is meant to represent an Indian 
name Satayilluma, which is a dynastic title, not a personal name. 
Of the works he probably wrote one was a treatise advocating 
the Madhyamaka views of which he is the reputed founder; 
another a long and poetical prose work on the stages of the 
Bodhisattva career; and a third a voluminous commentary on 
the Malsdprejtaldrdmild Salsa. Chinese tradition ascribes 
to him special knowledge of herbs, of astrology, of alchemy 
and of medicine. Two medical treatises, one on prescriptions in 
general, the other on the treatment of eye-disease, are said, by 
Chinese writers, to be by him- Several poems of a didactic 
character are also ascribed to him. The best known of these 
poems is The Friendly Epistle addressed to King Udayana. 
A translation into English of a Tibetan version of this piece has 
been published by Dr Wenzel. 

Avrnmurins.—H. Wenzel, Journal of the Pali Text 
(1866), pp. s-32; T. Wafters, On Yuan anodic', ed. by Rhys Dar) s 
and S. W. Bushell (London, 1904-1905). Tiranatha's ceschickte 
des Baddlimouse in ladies. trans. Anton Schiefner (Leipzig. 1869); 
W. Wassajeo. Del Baddhismas (Leipzig, 1860). 	(T. W. R. D.) 

IIARAIIAKI, a town on the south-west of the island of Kiushiu, 
Japan, in 33° 44' N., sz' E., with 1 63,3 24 (t905) inhabitants, 
and a foreign settlement containing a population of 400 (ex-
duffing Chinese). The first port of entry for ships coming from 
the south or the west to Japan, it lies at the head of a beautiful 
inlet some 3 m long, which forms a splendid anchorage, and is 
largely used by ships coming to coal and by warships. Marine 
products, coal and cotton goods are the chief exports, and raw 
cotton, iron, as well as other metals and materials used for ship-
building, constitute the principal imports. The value of imports 
approaches £2,000,000 annually. That of exports has fluctuated 
considerably. In 1889 it was i1,005,367, but in 1894 it was only 
1,444,839, and does not generally exceed £45o,000. The most 
important industries of the town are represented by the engine 
works of Aka-no-ura, three large docks and a patent slip, the 
property of the Mime Bishi Company. Steamers of over 6000 
tons have been constructed at these docks, which, as well as the 
engine works, are situated on the western shore of the inlet. 
The brisk atmosphere of business that pervades them does not 
reach the town on the eastern side, which lies under the shadow of 
&rests of tombstones that cover the over-looking bilk Nagasaki 
is noted as a coaling station. The coal is obtained chiefly from 
Takashima, an islet 8 in. S.E. of the entrance to the harbour, 
sad in lesser quantities from two other islets, Naka-no-shima 
and lies-shims, which lie about t m. farther out. These sources 
of supply, however, show signs of exhaustion. There are several 
favourite health resorts in the neighbourhood of Nagasaki, 
notably Unman, with its sulphur springs. 

Nagasaki owed its earliest importance to foreign intercourse. 
Originally called Fulcae-no-um (Fukae Bay), it was induded in  

the fief of Nagasaki Kolar° in the zath century, and from him 
it wok its name. But it remained an insignificant village until 
the 16th century, when, becoming the headquarters of Japanese 
Christianity, and subsequently the sole emporium of foreign 
trade in the hands of the Dutch and the Chinese, it developed 
considerable prosperity. The opening of the port of Moji for 
export trade deprived Nagasaki of its monopoly as a coaling 
station, and the visits of war vessels were reduced when Rums 
acquired Port Arthur, Great Britain Wei-hai-wei and Germany 
Kiaechror. On the north side of the channel by which the 
harbour is entered there stands a cliff called Takaboko, which, 
under the name of Pappenberg, has long been rendered notorious 
by a tradition that thousands of Christians were precipitated 
from it in the 17th century because they refused to trample on 
the Cross. It has been conclusively proved that the legend 
is untrue. 

NAGAIIR or Moot; a town in India, in Jodhpur state of 
Rajputana, with a station on the Jodhpur-Bikanir railway. 
Pop. (1901) 13,377. Nagairr is surrounded by a wall more than 
4 111. in circuit. It has given its name to a famous breed of cattle. 

IAGELSBACH, CARL FRIEDRICH (18o6-x859), German 
classical scholar, was born at Wolud near Nuremberg on the 28th 
of March z8o6. After studying at Erlangen and Berlin, he 
accepted in 1827 an appointment at the Nuremberg gymnasium, 
and was professor of classics at Erlangen from 1842 till his death 
on the rest of April 1839. Nagelsbach is chiefly known for his 
excellent lakinische (x846; 9th ed. by Ivan Muller, 
1905)- Two other important works by him are Die Honserische 
Tkcekgie (z840; 3rd ed. by G. Autenrieth, 1886) and Die 
Nackhotneriseke Tkadogie (1857). 
' See J. L. Doederlein, Gedddanissrede Or Hera K. P. Ndgelshoch 
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 article by G. Autearkth in Allgeowew Deutsche Biographic, 

RADOM a town of British India, in Bijnor district of the 
United Provinces, on the Oudh & Rohilkhand railway, 48 m. 
N.W. of Moradabad. Pop. (1905) 21,02. There is considerable 
trade in sugar, besides manufactures of guns, glassware (especially 
bottles for the use of pilgrims carrying the sacred water of the 
Ganges from Hardwar), ebony wares, hemp-sacking and cotton 
cloth. 

MAGODII, a native state of Central India, in the Baghelkhand 
agency. Area, Sot sq. m. Pop. (19o1) 67,092, showing a des 
crease of ro% in the decade, due to famine; estimated revenue, 
£s 1,000. The chief, whose title is raja, is a Rajput of the Parihar 
clan. The town of NAGODE if 17 111. W. of the British station of 
Sutra. Pop. (r9ox) 3887. It was formerly a military-canton-
ment, and has an Anglo-vernacular school and dispensary. 
The former capital (until 1720) was Unchahra. 

NAGOYA, the capital of the province of Owari, Japan, on 
the great trunk railway of Japan, 235 70. from Tokyo and 94 in. 
from Kioto. Pop. ( 1 903) 284,829. It is the fifth of the chief 
cities in Japan. It lies near the bead of the shallow henund 
Bay, about 30 m. from the port of Yokkaichi, with which it 
communicates by light-draught steamers and by rail. The 
castle of Nagoya, erected in z6ro, never suffered in war, but in 
modern times became a military depot; the interior contains 
much splendid decoration. The central keep of the citadel is 
a remarkable structure, covering close upon half an acre, but 
rapidly diminishing in each of its five storeys till the top mom 
is only about 12 yds. square. Gabled roofs and banging rafters 
break the almost pyramidal outline; and a pair of gold-plated 
dolphins 8 ft. high form a striking finial. Both were removed 
in i872, and one of them was at the Vienna Exhibition in 1873; 
bat they have been restored to their proper site. The religious 
buildings of Nagoya include a very fine Buddhist temple, Higashi 
liongwanji. Nagoya is well known as one of the great seats of the 
pottery trade; i34 m. distant are the potteries of Seto, where 
the first glazed pottery made in Japan was produced by Kato 
Shirozaemon, after a visit to China in 1229. From Kato's time 
Seto continued, during several centuries, to be the chief metre 
Of ceramic production in Japan, the manufacture of pored:de 
being added to that of pottery in the 19th century. All the 
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products of the fiunrithing Industry now ended on there and at 
other places in the province are transported to Nagoya, for sale 
there or for export. Cotton mills have been established, and an 
extensive business is carried on In the embroidery of handker-
chiefs. Another of its celebrated manufactures is arinalrm-
shiberi, or textile fabrics (silk or cotton), dyed so as to show spots 
in relief from which the colour radiates. It is further distin-
guished as the. birthplace of doisana enamelling in Japan, all 
work of that nature before 1838—when a new departure was made 
by Kaji Tsunekichi—having been for purposes of subordinate 
decoration. Quantities of daises's! enamels are now produced 
in the town. 

NAGPG11, a sty, district and division of British India, in the 
Central Provinces. The city is 1125 ft. above the sea; railway 
station, szo in. E. of Bombay. Pop. (moi) 127,734. The town 
is well laid out, with several parks and artificial lakes, and has 
numerous Hindu temples. The prettily wooded suburb of Sita-
baldi contains the chief government buildings, the houses of 
Europeans, the railway station and the cantonments, with fort 
and arsenaL In the centre stands Sitabaldi Hill, crowned with 
the fort. Beyond the station lies the broad sheet of water 
known as the Jams Talao, and farther east is the city,completely 
hidden in a mass of foliage. Handsome tanks and gardens, 
constructed by the Mahratta princes, lie outside the city. The 
palace, built of black basalt and profusely ornamented with 
wood carving, was burnt down in 1864, and only the great gate-
way remains. The garrison consists of detachments of European 
and native infantry from Kampti. Nagpur is the headquarters 
of two corps of rifle volunteers It is the junction of two im-
portant railway systems—the Great Indian Peninsula to Bombay 
and the Bengal-Nagpur to Calcutta. The large waving popu-
lation maintain their reputation for producing fine fabrics. 
There are steam cotton nfills and machinery for ginning and 
pressing cotton. The gaol contains an important printing 
establishment. Education is provided by two aid xi colleges—
the Hislop and the Morris, called after a missionary and a former 
chief commissioner; four high schools; a law school; an 
agricultural school, with a dam for the scientific training of 
teachers; a normal school; a zenana mission for the manage-
ment of girls' schools; an Anglican and two Catholic schools for 
Europeans. There are several libraries and reading rooms, 
and an active Anjuman or klabornmedan society. 

The Darner or Naomi: has an area of 384 sq. in. Pop. 
(19o1) 751,844. It lies Immediately below the great tableland 
of the Satpura range. A second line of bills shuts in the district 
on the south-west, and a third runs from north tosouth, parting 
the country into two plains of unequal size. These hills are all 
offshoots of the Satpuras, and nowhere attain any great ele-
vation. Their heights are rocky and sterile, but the valleys and 
lowlands yield rich crops of corn and garden produce. The 
western plain slopes down to the river WardhA, is watered by the 
Jam and Madir, tributaries of the WardhA, and contains the 
most highly-tilled land in the district, abounding in fruit trees 
and the richest garden cultivation. The eastern plain  (six times 
the larger), stretching away to the confines of Bhanditra and 
Chanda, consists of a rich undulating country, luxuriant with 
mango groves and dotted towards the east with countless small 
tanks. It is watered by the Kimble, with its tributaries, which 
flows into the Waingangit beyond the district. The principal 
crops are millets, wheat, oil-seeds and cotton. There are steam 
factories for ginning and pressing cotton at the military canton-
ment of Ramat, which was formerly the chief centre of trades. 
An important new industry is manganese mining. The district 
is traversed by the two lines of railway which meet at Nagpur 
city, and several branches are under construction. 

The DIVISION OF NACPUlt comprises the five districtsof Nagpur, 
BhandSza, Chanda, Wardhl and Balaghat. Area, 23,521 sq. m. 

Poge
( mei) 3.728,063, showing • decrease of 9% in the decade. 
Nagai. Districi Gardner (Bombay, 1908). 

NAGYKANIZSA, a town of Hungary, in the county of Zala, 
537 tn. S.W. of Budapest by rail. Pop. (1900)  23455. It 
possesses distilleries and brick-making factories, and has trade  

in oereah and cattle.. Nagykanisea ones ranked as the. senend 
fortress of Hungary, and consequently played an important put 
during the wars with the Turks, who, having gained possession 
of it in z600, held it until, in 169o, after a siege of two years, 
it was recovered by the Austrian and Hungarian forces. Ie 
t7o2 the fortifications were destroyed. 

NAGYRIKINDA, a town of Hungary, in the comty of Torontil, 
152 m. S.E. of Budapest by rail. Pop. (woe) 24,843,.of which 
about 6o% are Senrians. Being one of the centres of production 
of the famous wheat of the Banat, its flour industry is important. 
Fruit-farming and cattle-tearing are extensively carried on in the 
neighbourhood. 

NAGYSZEBEN (Ger. Hermanstdadl, Rumanian SAW, a town 
of Hungary, in Transylvania, the capital of the county of . 
Sieben, 122 m S.S.E. of Kolozsvar by rail. Pop. (IOW) 26,077, 
Of whom 16,145 were Saxons (Germans), 7106 Rumanians, 
and 5747 Magyars. It is beautifully situated at an altitude 
of 1411 ft. in the futile valley of the Cibin (Hungarian, Sabot), 
encircled on all aides by the Transylvanian Alps. It is the seat 
of a Greek Orthodox (Rumanian) archbishop, and of the super-
intendent of the Protestants for the Transylvanian circle. Some 
parts of Nagyszeben have a medieval appearance, with houses 
built in the old German style. The most noteworthy of its public 
buildings is the handsome Protestant Church, begun in the 14th 
century and finished in rsoo, in the Gothic style, containing a 
beautiful cup•shaped font, cast by Meister Leonhardns in 1438, 
and a large mural painting of the Crucifixion by Johannes NOR 
Roaenau (1445). In the so-called New Church, comprising the 
west part of the whole building, which is an addition of the 
:6th century, are many beautiful memorials of Sazon.notables. 
Other buildings arm the Roman Catholic parish church, founded 
in 1726; the church of the Ursuline nuns, built in 1474; the 
town hall, an imposing building of the 55th century, purchased 
by the municipality in t545 and containing the archives of the 
" Saxon nation." The Brukenthal palace, built in 1777-a787 
by Baron Samuel von Brukenthal .4721-do3), governor of 
Transylvania, contains an interesting picture-gallery with good 
examples of the Dutch school, and a library. The museum 
contains a natural history section with the complete fauna 
and flora of Transylvania, and a rich ethnographical section. 
Nagyszeben has a law academy, a seminary for Greek Orthodox 
priests, a military academy and several secondary schools. 
There are manufactures of cloth, linen, leather, caps, boots, 
soap, candles, ropes, as well as breweries and distilleries. 

The German name of the town is traceable to Hermann, a 
citizen of Nuremberg, who about the middle of the 12th century 
established a colony on the spot. In the 13th century it bore 
the name of Villa Herilasuri. Under the last monarchs of the 
native Magyar dynasty Hermannstadt enjoyed exceptional 
privileges, and its commerce with the East rose to importance. 
In the course of the 15th and 16th centuries it was several 
times besieged by the Turks. At the beginning of 1849 it was 
the scene of several engagements between the Austrians and 
Hungarians; and later in the year it was several times taken 
and retaken by the Russians and Hungarians. 

NAGYSZOMBAY (Ger. Tyrnau), a town of Hungary, In the 
county of Pozsony, srs cal. N.W. of Budapest by rail. Pop. 
(moo) 12,422. It is situated on the Trnava, and has played an 
important r6le in the ecclesiastical history of Hungary. It 
gained prominence after 1543, when the archbishop of Esztergom 
and primate of Hungary made it his residence after the capture 
of Esstergom by the Turks. In consequence numerous churches 
and convents were built, and the town acquired the title of " Little 
Rome." It possesses a Roman Catholic seminary for priests, 
and VMS the seat of a university founded in 1635, which was 
transferred to Budapest Ice 5777. In zilzo the archbishop's 
residence was again removed to Esztergent. It has an active 
trade in cereals and cattle. 

NAGY-ViRAD (Ga. Grosswardein), a town of Htmgaryi 
capital of the county of Biller, 153 m. E.S.E. of Budapest by 
rail. Pop. (moo) 47,018. It is situated in a plain on both banks 
of the dyer Sebaktails, and is the seat of a Roman Catholic 
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and of a Greek (Old-United) bishopric. Among its principal 
buildings are the St Ladislaus parish church, built in 1753, 
which contains the remains of the king St Ladislaus (d. 1090, 
the Roman Catholic cathedral, built in 1 75z-1779, the Greek 
cathedral, the large palace of the Roman Catholic bishop, built 
in t778 in the rococo style, the archaeological and historical 
museum, with an interesting collection of eccles astical art, and 
the county and town hall. Among the educational establishments 
are a law academy, a seminary for priests, a modern school, 
a Roman Catholic and a Calvinistic gymnasium, a commercial 
academy, a training school for teachers and a secondary school 
for girls. Nagy-Vkrad is an important railway junction; it 
possesses extensive manufactures of pottery and large distilleries, 
and carries on a brisk trade in agricultural produce, cattle, horses, 
fruit and wine. About 6 m. S. of the town is the village of Najd, 
which contains the Pitsprik Fibrin or Bishop's Baths, with warm 
saline and sulphurous waters (9 °  to 1o3° F.), used both for 
drinking and bathing in cases of anaemia and scrofula. 

Nagy-Varad is one of the oldest towns in Hungary. Its 
bishopric was founded by St Ladislaus in zo80. The town 
was destroyed by the Tatars in 1241. Peace was concluded 
here on the 24th of February 1538 between Ferdinand I. of 
Austria and his rival John Zipolya, voivode of Transylvania. 
In 1556 iti passed into the possession of Transylvania, but 
afterwards reverted to Austria. In 1598 the fortress was un-
successfully besieged by the Turks, but it fell into their bands 
in 166o and was recovered by the Austrians in zee*. The 
Greek Old-United or Catholic bishopric was founded in 1776. 

MAHE, a river of Germany, a left-bank tributary of the Rhine, 
rises near Selbach in the Oldenburg principality of Birkenfeld. 
For some distance it forms the boundary between the Bavarian 
Palatinate and the Prussian Rhine Province, and it falls into the 
Rhine at Bingen. Its length is 78 m., but it is too shallow and 
rocky to be navigable. Its picturesque valley, through which 
runs the railway from Bingerbrlick to Neunkirchen, is largely 
visited by tourists. 

See Schneegans, aided* du Nahelds atieuxnach. 180. 
NAHUATLAN STOCK, a North and Central American Indian 

stock. Nabuas or Nahuatl,ais was the collective name for the 
dominant Indian peoples of Mexico at the time of the Spanish 
conquest, and the Nahuatlan stock consisted of the Nabuas (or 
Aztecs) and a few scattered tribes in Central America. 

NAHUM (Hebrew for " rich in comfort is God) "), an Old 
Testament prophet The name occurs only in the book of Nahum; 
in Nehemiah vii. 7 it is a scribal error for " Rehum." Of the 
prophet himself all that is known is the statement of the title 
that he was an Elkoshite. But the locality denoted by the 
designation is quite uncertain. Later tradition associated 
Nahum with the region of Nineveh, against which he prophesied, 
and hence his tomb has been located at a place bearing the name 
of &hunk near Mosul (sac. Nineveh) and is still shown. ,  Accord-
ing to Jerome, the prophet was a native of a village in Galilee, 
which bore the named Elkesi in the 4th century A.D. (the Galilean 
town of Capernaum, which probably means " village of Nahum," 
may also point in the same direction; but cf. John vii. zo, 
which seems to imply that in the time of Christ no prophet 
was supposed to have come out of Galilee). E. Nestle has 
proposed to locate Elked " beyond Betogabra " (i.e. Elenthero-
poll, mod. Bea Jibria) in the tribe of Simeon (d. Pd. Expl. 
Feed Qrgrl. Sksteserd, 5879, pp. 236-138). 

Bong ov Ns. run.—The original heading of Nahum 's prophecy 
is contained in the second part of the superscription: " Ube 
book the visibn of Nahum the Elhoshite " (cf. the similar 
headings in Isaiah, Obadiah and Habakkuk). The first part 
(" Oracle concerning Nineveh ") is a late editorial insertion, but 
correctly descants the main contents of the little book. 

Caskets of the Book. (t) Chapters I. and ii The prophecy 
•agarast Nineveh in its present form really begins with chap. Ii. 

followed immediately by v. 3, and readily falls into three pats, 
Ws. (a) iL 1. 3-10: (b) iL II-13: and (c) iii. Here (a) describes in 
language of considerable descriptive power the assault on Nineveh- 

josall'a grave has been located similarly in Nineveh itself. 

the city is mentioned by name in ii. 3 (9 Neb. text)—its capture 
and sack: (b) contains an oracle of Yahweh directed against the 
king of Assyria (" Behold, I am against thee, saith the Lord of 
Hosts." a. 13); (c) again gives a vivid picture of war and desolation 
which are to overtake and humiliate Nineveh. as they have already 
overtaken No-Anion (i.e. Egyptian Thebes. wt. 8-10); the defence 
is pictured as futile and the ruin complete. The absence of dis-
tinctly religious motive from these chapters is remarkable; the 
divine name occurs only in the repeated refrain. " Behold. I am 
against thee, saith the Lord of Hosts." ii. 13, iii. 5. They express 
little more than merely human indignation at the ' of 
the world-power, and picture with undisguised tan• the 
storm of war which overwhelms the imperial city. 

(2) Chapter i. forms the exordium to the prophecy of doom 
against Nineveh in the book as it lies before us. Its tone is exalted, 
and a fine picture is given of Yahweh appearing in judgment: 
" The Lard (Yahweh) is a jealous God and avengeth; the Lord 
avengeth and is full of wrath." The effects of the divine anger on 
the physical universe are forcibly described (w. 3-6); on the 
other hand, God cares for those ' that put their trust in Him " 
(a. 7), but overwhelms His enemies (sr. 8-no); in the following 
verses (126-15) the joyful news is conveyed to Judah of the fall of 
the oppressor:--" Behold upon the mountains the feet of him that 
bringeth good tidings, that publisheth peace! Keep thy feasts. 0 
Judah, perform thy vows; for the wicked one shall no more pass 
through thee; he is utterly cut off " (e. 15). 

Regarding chap. L and ii. 2( sq. and ii. 1, 3, Heb. text) there has 
been much discussion in recent years. It was long ago noticed that 
traces of an alphabetic acrostic survive in this section of the book: 
throughout the whole of chap. L there is no reference to Nineveh. 
though in some of the verses (8-taa. 14) the enemies of Yahweh are 
addressed. who have usually been identified with the people or city 
of Nineveh; in tv. 126, 13 and (certain)y) v. is (-ii. Heb.) 
Judah appears to be addressed. The text of i. t-15, IL' 1.2 has been 
reconstructed by H. Gunkel and G. Bickel! so as to form a complete 
alphabetic psalm with contents of an eseluitolol diameter, and 
is regarded by them as a later addition to the ok., It may be a 
" generalizing supplement " prefixed by the editor, possibly because 
the original introduction to the oracle had been mutilated. It is 
generally held by critical scholars that L IA 43. 15, and Ii. 2 cer-
tainly do not proceed from Nahum; L 942 may. however, belong 
to the prophet. The phenomena are conflicting and a completely 
satisfactory solution seems to be impossible. 

Date of Names Oracle. —The date of the composition of 
Nahum's prophecy must lie between 6o7-606, when Nineveh was 
captured and destroyed by the Babylonians and 'Medea, and the 
capture of Thebes (No-Amon) which is alluded to in iii. 8-zo. 
This was effected for the second time and most completely by 
Assur-bani-pal in 663 or 662 B.C. The tone of the prophecy 
suggests, on the one hand, that the fall of Nineveh is imminent, 
while, on the other, the reference to Thebes suggests that the 
disaster that had befallen it was still freshly remembered. On 
the whole a date somewhat near 6o6 is more probable. It is 
noteworthy that no reference is made to the restoration of the 
northern kingdom of Israel, or the return of its exiles. The poetry 
of the book is of a high order. 

Bnittoonarnv.—The Commentaries on the Minor Prophets, 
especially those of J. Wellhausen, D. W. Nowack and K. Martt 
(all German); G. A. Smith, The Book otter Twelve Prophets (2 vols.); 
A. B. Davidson, Maws, Habakkuk and Zephaniah (Camb. 
1 896)- 	 (G. H. Bo.) 

NAIL or NAYAS, from .a Sanskrit word meaning a leader, a 
title used in India in various senses. In the army it denotes a 
rank corresponding to that of corporal; and Hyder All of Mysore 
was proud of being called Haider Naik, analogous to " le petit 
caporal " for Napoleon. It was also the title of the petty 
dynasties that arose in S. India on the downfall of the Hindu 
empire of Vijayanagar in the 16th century. 

NAIL (0. Eng. eitegal, d. Dutch, Ger.,Swed. =gel; the word is 
also related to Lat. saga; Gr. beef, Sans. eakkds) a word applied 
both to the horny covering to the upper surface of the extremities 
of the fingers and toes of man and the Quadrumana (see Strut 
and DERMAL SKELETON), and also to a headed pin or spike of 
metal, commonly of iron.. The principal use of nails is in wood-
work (joinery and carpentery), but they are also employed in 
numerous other trades. Size, form p1 head, nature of point, and 
special uses all give names toclifferant classes of nails. Thus we 
have tacks, sprigs and brads for very small Raga; rose, clasp 
and clout, according to the for: pf head; and fiat points or 
sharp points according to the tap= of the spike., According to 
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the method of manufacture nails fall into four principal dames-
(t) hand-wrought nails; (a) machine-wrought and cut nails; 
(3) wire or French nails; and (a) cast nails. 

The nailer handicraft was formerly a great industry in the 
country around Birmingham. The nails are forged from nail-
rods heated in a small smith's hearth, hammered on an anvil, the 
nail length cut off on a chisel and the head formed by dropping 
the spike into a hole in a " bolster " of steel, from which enough 
of the spike is left projecting to form the head. In the case of 
clasp nails the head is formed with two strokes of the hammer, 
while rose nails require four. The heads of the larger-sized nails 
arc made with an " oliver " or mechanical hammer, and for 
ornamental or stamped heads " swages " or dies are employed. 
The conditions of life and labour among the hand milers in 
England were exceedingly unsatisfactory: married women and 
young children of both sexes working long hours in small filthy 
sheds attached to their dwellings; their employment was con-
trolled by middle-men or nail-masters, who supplied them with 
the nail-rods and paid for work done, sometimes in money and 
sometimes in kind on the truck system. Machine-wrought and cut 
nails have supplanted most corresponding kinds of band-made 
nails. Horse nails are still made by hand-labour. These are 
made from the finest Swedish charcoal iron, hammered out to a 
sharp point. They must be tough and homogeneous throughout, 
so that there may be no danger of their breaking over and leaving 
portions in the hoof. 

In 1617 Sir D. Bulmer devised a machine for cutting nail-rods, 
and in 1790 T. Clifford patented a device for shaping the rods, but 
the credit of perfecting machinery mainly belongs to American 
enterprise (the first American patent appears to be that of 
Ezekiel Reed, dated r786). The machine, fed with heated (to 
black heat only) strips of metal, usually mild steel, having a 
breadth and thickness sufficient for the nail to be made, shears 
off by its slicer the " nail blank," which, falling down, is firmly 
clutched at the neck till a beading die strikes against its upper 
end and forms the head, the completed nail passing out through 
an inclined shoot. In large nails the taper of the shank and 
point is secured by the sectional form to which the strips are 
rolled; brads, sprigs and small nails, on the other hand, are cut 
from uniform strips in an angular direction from bead to point, 
the strip being turned over after each blank is cut so that the 
points and heads are taken from opposite sides alternately, and 
a uniform taper on two opposite sides of the nail, from head to 
point, is secured. The machines turn out nails with wonderful 
rapidity, varying with the size of the nails produced from about 
zoo to woo per minute. Wire or French nails are made from 
round wire, which is unwound, straightened, cut into lengths and 
headed by a machine either by intermittent blows or by pressure, 
but the pointing is accomplished by the pressure of dies. Cast 
nails, which are cast in sand moulds by the ordinary process, are 
used principally for horticultural purposes, and the bob-nails or 
tackets of shoemakers are also cast. 

See Peter Barlow, Encyclopaedia of Arts. Mantsfachwer end 
MadrillerY 048h Rudman Smith, Wins, Its Mairafactene cad 
Llses (New York. 1891). 

NAIL VIOLIN (Ger. Nagdgeige, Naltelharstoxica), a musical 
curiosity invented by Johann Wilde, a musician in the imperial 
orchestra at St Petersburg. The nail violin or harmonica consists 
of a wooden soundboard about sift. long and s ft. wide bent into 
a semicircle. In this soundboard are fixed a number of iron or 
brass nails of different lengths, tuned to give a chromatic scale. 
Sound is produced by friction with a strong bow, strung with 
black horsehair. An improved Instrument, now in the collection 
of the Hochschule in Berlin, has two half-moon sound-chests of 
different sizes, one on the top of the other, forming terraces. In 
the rounded will of the upper sound-chest are two rows of iron 
staples, the upper giving the diatonic scale, and the lower the 
intermediate chromatic semitones. History records the name of 
a single virtuoso on this instrument, which has a sweet bell-like 
tone but limited technical possibilities; he was a Bohemian 
musician called Sena!, who travelled all over Germany with his 
instrument about 1780-i790. (K,  S.) 

RAIN! VAL, a town and district of British Luria, in the 
Kumaon division of the United Provinces. The town is 6400 
above sea-level. Pop. (root) 76°9. Naini Tal is a popular 
sanatorium for the residents in the plains, and the summer head-
quarters of the government of the province. It is situated on a 
lake, surrounded by high mountains, and is subject to landslides; 
a serious catastrophe of this kind occurred in September 5880. 
The approach from the plains is by the Rohilkhand and Kumaon 
railway from Bareilly, which has its terminus at Kathgodam, 
22 m. distant by cart road. There are several European schools, 
besides barracks and convalescent dep6t for European soldiers. 

The Distinct or Nana TAL comprises the lower hills of 
Kumaon and the adjoining Tarsi or submontane strip. Area, 
2677 sq. m. Pop. ( root) 311,237, showing a decrease of te.4% 
in the decade. The district includes the Gagar and other 
foothills of the Himalayas, which reach an extreme height of 
nearly moo ft. The Bbabar tract at their base consists of boulders 
from the mountains, bmong which the hill streams are swallowed 
up. Forests cover vast tracts of the hill-country and the Bhabar. 
Beyond this is the Tarsi, moist and extremely unhealthy. Here 
the principal crops are rice and wheat. In the hills a small 
amount of tea is grown, and a considerable quantity of fruit. 
The only railway is the line to Kathydam. 

See Henri Tat District Gazetteer (Allahabad. 1904). 
NAIRN, a royal, municipal and police burgh and county town 

of Nairnshire, Scotland. Pop. of the royal burgh ( 1901) 3089. 
It Is situated on the Moray Firth, at the mouth of the Nairn and 
on its left bank, rst m. N.E. of Inverness by the Highland 
railway. The town, though of Immemorial age, shows no signs 
of its antiquity, being bright, neat and modern. It attracts 
many summer visitors by its good sea bathing and excellent 
golf-course. The industries include salmon fishing, deep-sea 
fishing, the making of rope and twine and the freestone quarries 
of the neighbourhood. There is a commodious harbour with 
breakwater and pier. Nairn belongs to the Inverness district 
group of parliamentary burghs (Forres, Fortrose, Inverness and 
Nairn). Nairn was originally called Invernarne (the mouth of 
the Nairn). It was made a royal burgh by Alexander I. (d. r124), 
but this charter having been lost it was confirmed by James VI. 
in 1389. 

NAIRNIL CAROLINA, BAZONESS (1766-180, Scottish song 
writer, was born in the " sold horse " of Cask, Perthshire, on 
the 16th of August z 766. She was descended from an old family 
which had settled in Perthshire in the 13th century, and could 
boast of kinship with the royal race of Scotland. Her father, 
Laurence Oliphant, was one of the foremost supporters of the 
Jacobite cause, and she was named Carolina in memory of Prince 
Charles Edward. In the schoolroom she was known as " pretty 
Miss Car," and afterwards her striking beauty and pleasing 
manners earned for her the name of the " Flower of Strathearn." 
In doe she married W. M. Nairne, who became Baron Naime 
(see below) in 1824. Following the example set by Burns in the 
Scots Monica' Ileums, she undertook to bring out a collection 
of national airs set to appropriate words. To the collection she 
contributed a large number of original songs, adopting the 
signature " B. B."—" Mrs Bogen of Bogen." The music was 
edited by R. A. Smith, and the collection was published at 
Edinburgh under the name of the Scottish Minch's' (1821-
1824. After her husband's death in t83o Lady Nairne took 
up her residence at Ennbkerry, Co. Wicklow, but he spent 
much time abroad. She died at Cask on the 26th of October 
1845. 

Her songs may be classed under three heads: (0 those 
Illustrative of the characters and manners of the old Scottish 
gentry, such as "The Laird o' Cockpen," "The Fife Laird," 
and " John Tod "; (a) Jacobite songs, composed for the most 
part to gratify her kinsman Robertson, the aged chief of Strowan, 
among the best known of which are perhaps " Wba 'II be King 
but Charlie?" " Charlie is my darling," " The Hundred Pipers," 
" He's owre the Hills," and " Bonnie Charlie's noo awa "; 
and (3) songs not included under the above beads, ranging over 
a vuiety of subjects from " Caller Burin' " to the" Land o' the 
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Leal." For vivacity, genuine pathos and bright wit her songs 
are surpassed only by those of Burns.  Lady Nairne's husband, William Murray Nairne (1757-183o). 
He was descended from Sir Robert Nairne of Strathord (c. 1620-
1683), a supporter of Charles II., who was created Baron Nairne 
in 1681. After his death without issue the barony passed to 
his son-in-law, Lord William Murray (c. 1665-1726), the husband 
of his only daughter Margaret (1669-1747) and a younger son 
of John Murray, IS marquess of Atbole. William, who took 
the name of Nairne and became and Baron Nakne, joined the 
standard of the Jacobites in 17I5: he was taken prisoner at the 
battle of Preston and was sentenced to death. He was, however, 
pardoned, but his title was forfeited. His son John (c. 1691-
177o), who but for this forfeiture would have been the 3rd 
Baron Nairne, was also taken prisoner at Preston, but. he was 
soon set at liberty. In the rising of 1745 he was One of the 
Jacobite leaders, being present at the battles of Prestonpans, of 
Falkirk and of Culloden, and consequently he was attainted in 
1746; but escaped to France. His son John (d. 1782) was the 
father of William Murray Naime, who, being restored to the 
barony of Nairne in 1824, became the 5th baron. The male line 
became extinct when his son William, the 6th baron (1808-1837), 
died unmarried. The next heir was a cousin, Margaret, Baroness 
Keith of Stonehaven Marischal (1788-1867), wife of Auguste 
Charles Joseph, comte de Flahaut de la Billarderie, but she did 
not claim the title. In 1874, however, the right of her daughter, 
the wife of the 4th marquess of Lansdowne, was allowed by the 
House of Lords. 

For Lady Nairne's songs.. see Lays from Stratkearn, arranged with 
Symphonies and Accompaniments for the Pianoforte by Finlay Dun 
(1846); vol. i. of the Modern Scottish Mins•el (1857); Life and 
Songs of the Baroness Nairne, with a Memoir and Poems of Caroline 
Oliphant the Younger, edited by Charles Rogers (1869, new ed. 
1886). See also T. L. Kington-Oliphant, Jacobite Lairds of Gash 
(187o). 

NAIRNSHIRE, a north-eastern county of Scotland, bounded 
W. and S. by Inverness-shire, E. by Elginshire and N. by the 
Moray Firth. It has an area of 103,429 acres or 161.6 sq. tn., 
and a coast line of 9 in. and is the fourth smallest county in 
Scotland. The seaboard, which is skirted by sandbanks danger-
ous to navigation, is lined by low dunes extending into Elginshire. 
Parallel with the coast there is a deposit of sand and gravel 
about 90 ft. high stretching inland for 4 or s M. This and the 
undulating plain behind are a continuation westward of the fertile 
Laigh of Moray. From this region southward the land rises 
rapidly to the confines of Inverness-shire where the chief heights 
occur. Several of these border hills exceed 2000 ft. in altitude, 
the highest being Cam Glas (2162 ft.). The only rivers of 
importance are the Findhorn and the Nairn, both rising in 
Inverness-shire. The Findhom after it leaves that county 
takes a mainly north-easterly direction down Strathdearn for 
17 m. and enters the sea to the north of Forres in Elginshire 
after a total course of 70 m. The Nairn, shortly after issuing 
from Strathnairn, flows towards the N.E. for 12 in. out of its 
complete course of 38 m. and falls into the Moray Firth at the 
county town. There are eight lochs, all small, but the loch of 
Clans is of particular interest because of its examples of crannogs, 
or lake-dwellings. Nairnshire contains many beautiful woods and 
much picturesque and romantic scenery. 

	

Geology.—The county is divided geologically into tw 	&- 

	

marked portions. The southern and larger portion is 	ed 

	

of the eastern, Dalradian or younger H ighland schists with 	ed 

	

granite masses; this forma all the higher ground. The 	ng 

	

northern part of the country bordering Moray Firth is oc 	by 

	

Old Red Sandstone. The schistose rocks are mainly th 	ed 

	

micaceous gneisses, schists and quartzites; between D 	flu 
and Creag an Daimb a more massive higher horizon appears in the 
centre of a synclinal fold. Porphyritic gneiss is found on the flanks 
of Cam nan tri-tighearnan. The schists are frequently intersected 
by dikes of granite, amphibolite, Ac. Three masses of granite arc 
found penetrating the schists; the largest lies on the eastern 
boundary and extends from about Lethen Bar Hill southward by 
Ardclach and Glenferness to the Bridge of Dulsie. The second 
mass on the opposite side of the county belongs mainly to Inverness 
but the granite reaches into Nairn on the slopes of Bein nan Creagan 
and Ben Buidhe Mhor. A smaller mass near Itait Castle, with large 

piak crystals of orthoclase, has been employed as a building atone. 
On the denuded surface of the schists the Old Red Sandstone was 
deposited and formerly doubtless covered most of the county; 
outlying patches still remain near Drynachan Lodge and near 
Highland Boath in Muckle Burn. The Lower Old Red rocks are 
basal breccias followed by shales with calcareous nodules containing 
fossil fish. The Upper Old Red, which is found usually nearer the 
coast, is unconformable on the Lower series; it consists of red 
shales and clays and obliquely bedded sandstones. Glacial deposits 
are widely spread; they comprise a Lower Boulder Clay, a series 
of gravels and sands, followed by an Upper Boulder Clay, above 
which comes a series of gravel deposits forming ridges on the moor- 
land between the Nairn and Findhom rivers. A fine keine, resting 
on the plain of sand and gravel, lies between Meikle Kildrummie 
and Loch Flemington, south of the railway. Traces of the old 
marine terraces at ice ft., so ft. and 25 ft. are found near the coast, 
as well as considerable accumulations of blown sand. 

Climate and Industries.—The climate is healthy and equable. 
The tearure for the year averages 47 °  F., for Januaryliff F., 
and for uly. 58° F. The main annual rainfall is 25 in. soil 
of the uvial plain, or Laigh. is light and porous and careful cu tiva- 
tion has rendered it very fertile; and there is some rich land on the 
Findhorn. Although the most advanced methods of agriculture are 
in use, but a small proportion of the surface is capable of tillage, only 
one-fifth of the whole area being under crops. The bills are mostly 
covered with heath and pasture

' 
 suitable for sheep, and cattle are 

kept on the lower lying ground. The county accords many facilities 
for sport. A few distilleries, some sandstone and granite quarries 
and the sea and salmon fisheries of the Nairn practically represent 
the industries of the shire, apart from agriculture. The Highland 
Railway from Forres to Inverness crosses the north of the shire. 

Population and Government.—In 1891 the population numbered 
9155 and in TOOT it was 929x, or 57 persons to the sq. fn. Besides 
the county town of Nairn (pop. 50), there are the parishes of 
Ardclach (pop. 772). and Aurri (pop. of parish 1292, of village 
313). Nairn and Elgin shires combine to return one member to 
parliament, and the county town belongs to the Inverness district 
roue of parliamentary burghs (Forces, Fortrose, Inverness and 
Nairn). The shire forms a sheriffdom with Inverness and Elglir 
and a sheriff-substitute sitsakernately at Nairn and Elgin. 

History. —The country was originally peopled by the Gaelic 
or northern Acts. Stone circles believed to have been raised 
by them are found at Moyne's, Auldearn, Urchany, Ballinrait, 
Dalaoss and Croy, the valley of the Nairn being especially rich 
in such relics. To the north of Dulsie Bridge is a monolith 
called the Princess Stone. A greater number of the mysterious 
prehistoric stones with cup-markings occur in Nairn than any-
where else in Scotland. Mote hills are also common. Whether 
there was any effective Roman occupation of the land so fat 
north is an open question, but there is little evidence of it in 
Nairn, beyond the occasional finding of Roman coins. Columba 
and his successors made valiant efforts to Christianize the Picts, 
but it was long before their labours began to tell, although the 
saint's name was preserved late in the 19th century in the annual 
fair at Auldearn called "St Coin's Market," while to his 
biographer Adamnan—corrupted into Evan or Wean—was 
dedicated the church at Cawdor, where an old Celtic bell also 
bears this name. By the dawn of the oath century the Picts had 
been subdued with the help of the Norsemen, and Nairn, which 
was one of the districts colonised by the Scandinavians, as 
part of the ancient province of Moray, soon afterwards became 
an integral portion of the kingdom of Scotland. Macbeth was 
one of the kings that Moray gave to Scotland, and his name and 
memory survive to the present day. Hardmuir, between Brodie 
and Nairn, is the reputed heath where Macbeth met the witches. 
Territorially Moray was greatly contracted in the reign of David I., 
and thenceforward the history of Nairn merges in the main in 
that of the bishopric and earldom of Moray (see Ewan). The 
thane of Cawdor was constable of the king's castle at Nairn 
and when the heritable sheriffdom was established towards the 
close of the 14th century this office was also filled by the thane 
of the time. 

Ikamooaarev.---Charles J. G. Eararitti. History of Moray and 
Nairn (Edinburgh. 1897);  Book of the Thanes of Candor (Spalding 
Club) (Edinburgh, 1859); Brodie Cruickshank, Place Names of 
Nairnshire (1897); G. Bain. The Mee Cairns and Circles (Nairn. 
1 699)- 

NAIROBI, capital of the British East Africa protectorate 
and of the province of Ukamba, 3i7 m. by rail N.W. of Mombasa 
and 257 to. S.E. of Port Florence on Victoria Nyanza. Pop. 
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(1901) 4737, Including 35o Europeans and 1752 Indians. Nairobi 
is built on the Athi plains, at the foot of the Kikuyu hills and 
pp ft. above the sea. it commands magnificent views of 
Kilimanjaro and Mt. Kenya. It is the headquarters of the 
Uganda railway, of the military forces in the protectorate, and 
of the Colonists' Association. It is divided into European, Indian 
and native quarters. Midway between the European and Indian 
quarters stands the town hall. The other public buildings include 
railway works, places of worship (Protestant, Roman Catholic, 
Mahommedan and Hindu) and schools, an Indian bazaar, a 
general hospital and waterworks—the water being obtained 
from springs 13 m. distant. 

The site of Nairobi was selected as the headquarters of the 
Uganda railway, and the first buildings were erected in 1899. 
For some time Dearly all its inhabitants were railway officials 
and Indian coolies engaged in the construction of the line. In 
raw the surrounding highlands were found to be suitable for 
European settlement, and Nairobi speedily grew in importance; 
in 1907 the headquarters of the administration were transferred 
to it from Mombasa. The town Is provided with dubs, cricket 
and athletic grounds and a racecourse. 

NAIVASHA, the name of a lake, town and province, in British 
East Africa. The lake, which is roughly circular with a diameter 
Of sonic 13 m., lies at an altitude of 6135 ft. on the crest of the 
highest ridge in the eastern rift-valley between the Kikuyu 
escarpment on the east and the Mau escarpment on the west. 
It is fed from the north by the rivers Gilgal and Morendat, but 
has no known outlet. The riven, which have a minimum dis-
charge of too cub. ft. per second, run in deep gullies. The water 
of the lake is fresh; the shore in many places is lined with 
papyrus. North and north-west the lake is dosed in by the 
volcanic Burn hills; to the south towers the extinct volcano of 
Longonot. Hippopotami and otters frequent the lake, and on an 
island about 1 m. from the shore are large numbers of antelopes 
and other game. Naivssha was discovered in 1883 by Gustav 
Adolf Fischer (1848-1886), one of the early explorers of the Tana 
and Masai regions, and the first to demonstrate the continuance 
of the rift-valley through equatorial Africa. Fischer was 
followed later in the same year by Joseph Thomson, the Scottish 
explorer. The railway from Mombasa to Victoria Nyanza 
skirts the eastern side of the lake, and on the railway dose to 
the lake is built the town of Naivasha, 6:30 ft. above the sea, 
391 tau N.W. by rail of Mombasa and 193 m. S.E. by rail of Port 
Florence on Victoria Nyanza. Naivasha province contains 
much land suitable for colonization by white men, and large areas 
were leased to Europeans by the British authorities in 1903 and 
subsequent years. The East Africa Syndicate acquired a lease 
of Soo sq. m. in the valley or the Gilgal and surrounding country 
north of Lake Naivasha. North-west of the lake and along the 
Molo river the 3rd Lord Delamere obtained a grant of r55 
sq. m. 

NAJARA, ISRAEL BEN NOUS, Hebrew poet, was born in 
Damascus and wrote in the latter part of the '6th century (1587-
1599). He was inspired by the mystical school, and his poems 
are marked by their bold, sensuous images; as well as by a depth 
of feeling unequalled among the Jewish writers of his age. 
He often adapted his verses to Arabic and Turkish melodies. 
To tunes which had been associated with light and even ribald 
themes, Najara wedded words which reveal an intensity of 
religious emotion which often takes a form indistinguishable 
from love poetry. Some pietist contemporaries condemned his 
work for this reason; but this did not prevent many of his 
poems from attaining wide popularity and from winning their 
way into the prayer-book. In fact, Najara could claim the 
authority of the Biblical "Song of Songs" (mystically inter-
preted) for his combination of the language of human love with 
the expression of the relationship between God and humanity. 

He published during his lifetime a collection of his poems, Sons 
of Israel (Zernirolls Israel). in Safed in 1587; an enlarged edition 
appeared in Venice (1M-t600). Othersuf hispoemswerepubledsed 
at various times. and W. Bather has described some previously 
unknown poems or Najara (Raw des bade s jeans. Nos. i l6 seq.). 

A-) 

NAJIBABAD, a town of British India, in the Bijnor distilet 
of the United Provinces, 3i in. S.E. of Hardwar. Pop. ('got) 
'9,568. It was founded in the middle of the 18th century by a 
Rohilla chief, and still contains several architectural monuments 
of Robins magnificence. It has a station on the Oudh & Rohil-
khand railway, with a junction for the branch to Kotdwara. 
There is considerable trade in timber, sugar and grain, and 
manufactures of metal-ware, shoes, blankets and cotton cloth. 

NAHHICHEVAN, or NAKHJEVAN, a city of Russian Armenia, 
in the government of Erivan, 83 in. S.E. of the town of Erivan. 
It occupies the brow of a spur of the Kara-bagh mountains, 
sego ft. above the sea, and looks out over the valley of the Aras. 
Pop. (' 863) 6251, (1897) 8845. Built and rebuilt again and 
again, Nalthichevan is full of half-obliterated evidences of former 
prosperity. The present houses have for the most part been 
quarried from ancient ruins; of the palace of the princes of 
Azerbaijan there remains a gateway with a Persian inscription, 
flanked by two brick towers; and at a little distance stands the 
so-called Tower of the Khans, a richly decorated twelve-sided 
structure, 101 ft. in circumference and 73 ft. in height, dating. 
to judge by the inscription which runs around the cornice, 
from the lath century. There are also ruins of a large mosque. 
Situated on the highroad to Tabriz and Teheran, Nakhichevan 
has a large transit trade. In the Persian period the city is said 
to have had 40,000 inhabitants; the population now consists 
chiefly of Tatars and Armenians, who carry on gardening, make 
wine and produce silk, salt and millstones. 

Armenian tradition claims Noah as the founder of Nalchichevan 
(the Mamma of Ptolemy), and a mound of earth in the city is still 
visited by many pilgrims as his grave. Laid waste by the Persians 
in the4th century, hakhichevan sank into comparativy  insignificance. 
but by the toth century had recovered its prosperity. In to64 it 
was taken by Alp Milan. sultan of the Seljuk Turks, and in the 
13th century it fell a prey to the Mongols of Jenghis Khan. It 
afterwards suffered frequently during the wars between the Persians, 
Armenians and Turks. and it finally rased into Russian pomading 
by the peace of Tolman-dui in tda 

NAEHICHEVAN-ON-THE-DON, a town of southern Russia, 
in the Don Cossacks territory, 6 in. by rail N.E. of the town of 
Rostov and on the right bank of the Don. Pop. (19oo) 30,883. 
It was founded in 1780 by Armenian immigrants. It soon 
became a wealthy place, and still is the administrative centre of 
the " Armenian district," a narrow strip along the banks of the 
Don, with a population of 27,25o. The town has tobacco and 
wadding factories, tallow-melting works, soap-works, brickworks 
and tanneries. There is a large trade in cereals and timber. 

NAKHON SRI TAIMARAT (also known as LAYHON and 
formerly as L1GORE), a town of southern Siam, in the division 
of the same name, about 380 rn. S. of Bangkok, on the east 
coast of the Malay Peninsula. It is one of the most ancient cities 
of Siam, and contains many buildings and ruins of antiquarian 
interest. The trade consists chiefly of the export of rice. In the 
bay, a short distance off, ships can lie safely at all seasons. 
The population (7ocio) is chiefly Siamese, but there is an ad-
mixture of Burmese, the descendants of prisoners of war and of 
refugees from Tenasserim. The town is the headquarters of a 
governor under the high commissioner at Singors. It has for 
long been a centre of the American Presbyterian Mission to Siam. 
It was once the capital of a feudatory state, the chief of which 
ruled the greater part of the Malay Peninsula in the name of the 
kings of Siam and bore the brunt of all the wars with Malacca 
and other Malay states. It lies, however, north of the limit of 
Malay expansion, and has never at any time come under Malay 
rule. With the fall of the Siamese capital of Ayuthia In 1767 
it became independent, but returned to its allegiance on the 
founding of Bangkok. In the '7th century British, Portuguese 
and Dutch merchants bad factories here and carried on an 
extensive trade. 

NAKSKOV, a seaport of Denmark, in the arid (county) of 
Maribo, on a wide bay of the Laalands belt at the west end of 
the island of Leaked. 3t m. by rail W. of NykjObing. Pop. 
(mot) 113zo. The church dates from the beginning of the 
15th century. There is a large sugar factory. A great dike, 
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eattending S.B. to It&My (so in.),` protects the coast against 
Imandation, a serious bused of the sea having occurred in 1875. 

NAMAQUALAND. a region of south-western Africa, extending 
along the west coast over 6o3 m. from Damaraland (a• 43' 
S.) on the north to 3r• S., and stretching inland 8o to 'to so. 
It is divided by the lower course of the Orange river into two 
portions—Little Namaqualand to the south and Great Namaqua-
land to the north. Little Namaqualand forms pert of Cape 
Colony (e.s.), and Great Namaqualand is the southern portion 
of German South-West Africa (q.v.). The people of Namaqua-
land are the purest surviving type of Hottentots, and number 
some twenty to thirty thousand. 

NAIUMUDRA. the name adopted by the great caste or tribe 
who inhabit the swamps of Eastern Bengal, India, whom the 
higher castes are wont to designate by the opprobrious term of 
asandal. Their number in scot exceeded 2 millions; but if 
the cognate Pods and also the Mahommedans of the same 
ethnical stock were to be added, the total would probably 
reach is millions. 

NAME (0. Eng. Nemo; cognate forms in Teutonic languages 
are Dutch mom, Ger. Name, &c., but the word is common to all 
Indo-European languages; cf. GI. drupe, Lat. semen, Sans. 
admen, &c.), the distinguishing appellation by which a person, 
place, thing or class of persons or things is known. 

Local Nome,.—The study of names and of their survival in 
civilization enables us in some cases to ascertain what peoples 
inhabited districts now tenanted by mom of far different speech. 
This the names of mountains and rivers in many parts of England 
are Celtic—for example, to take familiar instances, Usk, Erk 
and Avon. There are also local names (such as Mona, Monmouth, 
Mynwy and others) which seem to be relics of tribes even older 
than the Celtic stocks, and "vestiges of non-Aryan people, 
whom the Celts found in possession both on the Continent and 
in the British Isles." ,  The later English name is sometimes 
the mere translation, perhaps unconscious, of the earlier Celtic 
appellation, often added to the more ancient word. Penpole 
Point in Somerset is an obvious example of this redoubling of 
names. The pro-Aryan place-names of the Aegean are much 
discussed by philologists. Such a name as Corinthos, with all 
other words in ethos, as hyacinthos, is thought to be pre-Hellenic. 
The river-names Gade, Vet Test and many other monosyllabic 
river-names in the home counties, appear to be neither English 
nor Celtic, but have been neglected, being known to few but 
anglers and rustics. As to the meaning and nature of ancient 
local names, they ate as a rule purely descriptive. A river is 
called by some word which merely signifies " the water "; a 
bill has a name which means no more than " the point," " the 
peak," " the castle." Celtic names are often of a more romantic 
tone, as Ardnamurchan, " the promontory by the great ocean," 
an admirable description of the bold and steep headland which 
breasts the wash of the Atlantic. As a general rule the surviving 
Celtic names, chiefly in Ireland, Wales and Scotland, all contain 
some wide meaning of poetic appropriateness. The English 
names, on the other band, commonly state some very simple 
fact, and very frequently do no more than denote property, 
such and such a town or hamlet, " ton " or " ham," is the property 
of the Billings, Mugs, Tootings, or whoever the early English 
settlers in the district may have been. The same attachment 
to the idea of property is exhibited in even the local names of 
petty fields in English parishes. Occasionally one finds a bit of 
half-humorous description, as when a sour, starved and weedy 
plot is named " starvacre "; but more usually fields are known 
as " Thompeon's great field," " Smith's small field," " the 
foumcre," or the like. The name of some farmer or peasant 
owner or squatter of ancient date survives for centuries. attached 
to what was once his property. Thus the science of local names 
has a double historical value. The names indicate the various 
races (Celtic, Roman and English in Great Britain) who have 
set in the form of names the seal of their possession on the soli. 
Again, the meanings of the names illustrate the characters of 
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the various races. The Resume have left names connected 
with amps (castra, cheaters) and military roads; the English 
have used simple descriptions of the baldest kind, or have ex-
hibited their attachment to the Idea of property; the Celtic 
names (like those which the red men have left in America, or 
the blacks in Australia) are musical with poetic fancy, and filled 
with interest in the aspects and the sentiment of nature. The 
British race carries with it the ancient names of an older people 
into every continent, and titles perhaps originally given to places 
in the British Isles by men who had not yet learned to polish 
their weapons of flint may now be found in Australia, America, 
Africa and the islands of the farthest seas. Local names were 
originally imposed in a handy local manner. The settler or the 
group of cave-men styled the neighbouring river " the water," 
the neighbouring kill ' the peak," and these terms often still 
survive in relics of tongues which can only be construed by the 
learned. 

Personal Nemes.—The history of personal names is longer 
and more complex, but proceeds from beginnings almost as 
simple. But in personal names the complexity of human 
character, and the gradual processes of tangling and disentangling 
the threads of varied human interest, soon come in, and per-
sonal names are not imposed once and for all. Each man in 
very early societies may have many names, in different char-
acters and at different periods of his life. The oldest personal 
names which we need examine here are those which indicate 
not an individual, but a group, held together by the conscious 
sense or less conscious sentiment of kindred, or banded together 
for reasons of convenienee. An examination of custorasprevalent 
among the most widely separated races of Asia, Africa, Australia 
and America proves that groups conceiving themselves to be 
originally of the same kin are generally styled by the name 
of some animal or other object (animate or inanimate) from 
which they claim descent. This object is known as the " totem " 
(see Toreursu). The groups of supposed kin, however widely 
scattered in local distribution, are known as wolves, beam, 
turtles, suns, moons, cockatoos, reeds and what not, according 
as each group claims descent from this or that stock, and some-
times wears a mark representing this or that animal, plant or 
natural object. Unmistakable traces of the same habit of 
naming exist among Semitic and Teutonic races, and even among 
Greeks and Romans. The names chosen are commonly those 
of objects which can be easily drawn in a rude yet recognizable 
way, and easily expressed in the language of gesture. In addition 
to the totem names (which indicate, in each example, supposed 
blood-kindred), lea aggregates of men received local names. 
We hear of the " " the cave-men," " the bush-men," 
" the coast-men," the " men of the plain," precisely as in the 
old Attie divisions of Aktaioi, Pediaioi and so forth. When a 
tribe comes to recognize its own unity, as a rule it calla itself 
by some term meaning simply " the men," all other tribes being 
regarded as barbarous or inferior. Probably other neighbouring 
tribes also all themselves " the men " in another dialect or 
language, while the people in the neighbourhood are known 
by an opprobriens epithet, as Rakstsmat among the early Aryan 
dwellers in India, or Eskimo (mw-eaters) in the far north of the 
American continent. Tribal names in Australia are often taken 
from the tribal term for " yes " or " DO "; cf. Languedoc. 

Leaving social for personal names, we fad that, among most 
uncivilised races, a name (derived from some incident or natural 
object) is given at the time of birth by the parents of each new-
born infant. Occasionally the name is imposed before the child 
is born, and the proud parents all themselves father and mother 
of such an one before the expected infant sees the light. In 
mast cases the name (theearliest name) denotes some phenomenon 
of nature; thus Dobrishofer met in the forests a young man 
styled " Gold flower of day," that is, " Dawn," his father 
having been named " Sun." Similar names are commonly 
given by the natives of Australia, while no names ate more 
common among North-American Indians than those derived 
from sun, moon, cloud and wind. 

The asses of savage sermons are not permanent. The name 
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first given is ordinarily changed (at the ceremony 120d:ring to 
confirmation in the church) for some more appropriate and 
descriptive nickname, and that, again, is apt to be superseded 
by various " honour-giving names " derived from various 
exploits. The common superstition against being " named " 
has probably produced the custom by which each individual 
has a secret name and is addressed, when possible, by some 
wide term of kinship—" brother," " father " and the like. 
The bad luck which in Zulu customs as in Vedic myths attends 
the utterance of the real name is evaded by this system of 
addresses. Could we get a savage—an Iroquois, for example—
to explain his titles, we would find that he is, say, " Morning 
Cloud " (by birth-name), " Hungry Wolf " (by confirmation 
name), " He that raises the white, fellow's scalp " (by honour-
giving name), of the Crane totem (by kinship and hereditary 
name, as understood by ourselves). When society grows so 
permanent that male kinship and paternity are recognized, the 
custom of patronymics is introduced. The totem name gives 
place to a gentile name, itself probably a patronymic in form; 
or, as in Greece, the gentile name gives place to a local name, 
derived from the dome. Thus a Roman is called Caius; Julius 
is his gentile name (of the Julian clan); Caesar is r kind of 
hereditary nickname A Greek is Thucydides (the name usually 
derived from the grandfather), the son of Olorus, of the dame 
of Halimusia. 

This system of names answered the purposes of Greek and 
Roman civilization. In Europe, among the Teutonic races, the 
stock-names (conceivably totemistic in origin) survive in English 
local names, which speak of the " ton " or " ham " of the Billings 
or Tootirigs. An examination of these names, as collected in 
Kemble's Anglo-Sasons, proves that they were frequently derived 
from animals and plants. Such English names as " Noble 
Wolf " (Ethelwulf), " Wolf of War " and so forth, certainly 
testify to a somewhat primitive and fierce stage of society. 
Then came more vulgar nicknames and personal descriptions, 
as " Long," " Brown," " White " and so forth. Other names 
are directly derived from the occupation or craft (Smith, Fowler, 
Sadler) of the man to whom they were given, and yet other 
names were derived from places. The noble and landowner was 
called " of " such and such a place (the German son and French 
de). while the humbler mar was called not " of " but " at " 
such a place, as in the name " Attewell," or merely by the local 
name without the particle. The " de " might also indicate 
merely the place of a person's birth or residence; it was not a 
proof of noblesse. If we add to these names patronymics formed 
by the addition of " son," and terms derived from Biblical 
characters (the latter adopted after the Reformation as a re-
action against the names of saints in the calendar), we have 
almost exhausted the sources of modem English and European 
names. A continual development of custom can be traced, and 
the analysis of any man's family and Christian names will lead 
us beyond history into the manners of races devoid of literary 
records. (A. L) 

Creek Names.—The Greeks had only one, and no family, name; 
Bence the name of a child was left to the discretion of the parents. 
The eldest son generally took the name of his paternal grand-
father, girls that of their grandmother. Genuine patronymics 
(Phocion, son of Phocus), analogous compounds (Thcophrastus, 
son of Theodorus), or names of similar meaning (Philumenus, 
son of Eros) also occur. Atbenaeus divides names generally into 
(r) thoeilon, chiefly derivatives or compounds of the names of 
gods (Demetrius, Apollonius, Theodorus, Diodotus, Heraclitus, 
Diogenes); (2) flees, simple or variously compounded names, 
especially such as were of good omen for a son's future career 
(Aristides, Pericles, Sophocles, Alexander), although such hopes 
were frequently belied by the results. Instances of a subsequent 
change of name are not uncommon; thus, Plato and Theo-
phrastus were originally Aristorles and Tyrtamus. 

To obviate the ambiguity and confusion arising from the use 
of a single name, various expedients were adopted, the commonest 
being to add the father's name—tenteeeine AnswoOlootv, 
'AhlaSiatins b Kharkov. Sometimes the birthplace was added- 

'HoMoror VAteapattrabs, Oesudfiler b Wyatt% and some-
times the name of the demo (see CLITISTILENES), e.g. linuotreimes 
Ifitcarein. Nicknames denoting mental or bodily defects 
or striking peculiarities (e.g. colour of hair) were also favourite 
methods of discrimination (e g. Eager, yellow). 

Roman Names.—Towards the end of the republic free-born 
Romans were distinguished by three names and two (or even four) 
secondary indications. In an inscription the name of Cicero is 
given in the following form: M. Tullius MI. M.pe Cor(nelia 
tribu) Cicero. M (•• Marcus) is the preenonten; Tullius, the 
sewn, the gentile or family name; Cicero, the cognomen. 
This order, always preserved, is the correct one. M.f. (*.Marti 
filius), M.n. (= Marci nepos), M.pr. (= Marci ProlleP01),Cor(oclia 
tribu) are only used in formal description. 

PC■141$01111tX (corresponding to the modern Christian name).- -
Varro gives a list of 32 preecomise,of which 54 had fallen out of use 
in Sulla's time, the remaining s8being confined to patrician families. 
Some of these appear to have been appropriated by particular 
families, e.g. Apples by the Claudii, Mamercus by the Aemilii. In 
the as of plebeian families there was greater latitude and a larger 
variety of names, but those which became ennobled followed 'the 
patrician usage. After the time of Sella some of the old prantomuta 
were revived, unless they are rather to be regarded as cognomina, 
which in some families displaced the praettomen proper, as in the case 
of a certain Africanus Aenillius Relpll us. 

The nomen 
(Leak,  es 

	belonged to all the Individual 
members of the gnu and those in any way connected with it (wives, 
clients, freedmen). In patrician genres the nomina nearly all ended in 
-ins (-eras, -cites, -ear), and are perhaps a sort of patronymic chilies 
front lulus). In some eases the name indicates the place of or igin  
(Norbanus, Acerranus); -seas (Divitiacus) m perxr liar to Gallic 
-ea (Caec,ina, Perperna) to Etruscan, -exits ( nus) to Umbrian 
names. Verres as a gentile name stands by itself; perhaps it was 
originally a cognomen. 

The cognomen C' surname was the name given to a Roman 
citizen as a member of a famish or branch of the gees, whereby the 
family was distinguished from other families belonging to the same 
gene. Cognomina were either of local origin (Calatinus. Sabinus); or 
denoted physical peculiarities or moral character ist ic's (Crassus, 
Longue, Lmtulus, Leinclus, Calvin, Naso); or they were really 
pranumina (Comes, Agrippa) or derivatives from promoters(' or 
cognonsma (Smithies. Corvinus, Laeviaus). The kin nomina (" three 
names ") in the well-known passage of Juvenal (v.127) was 
probably at that time a mark of setgenuitat rather than of nobitilas. 

In addition to these three rftt61. r names, many Romans had .a 
fourth, cognomen semendum (agnomens was an introduction of the 
grammarians of the 4th century). These " second surnames " were 
chiefly bestowed in recognition of great achievements—Asiaticus, 
Africanus, Creticus, or were part of the terminology in cases of 
adoption. 

Persons adopted took all the three names of their adoptive father, 
but at the same time, to keep his origin in mind, they added a eecond 
cognomen, a derivative in -anus or -taus from his old gentile name; 
thus. Publius Cornelius Scipio Aemilianus. son of Lucius Aetnilius 
Paullus, adopted by Publius Cornelius Scipio. After the time of 
Sella, the derivative was no longer used, one of the old names being* 
substituted without change—Marcus Tereotius Varro Lucullus. 
Under the empire no fixed rule was observed, the most remarkable 
thing being the very large number of names borne by one person (as 
many as 36 occur on an inscription). Especially in the army and 
amongst the lower orders, nicknames (sigma, socobuk) are of frequent 
occurrence. Well-known examples are: Caligula; ado alteram 
(" another stick, 'Amid "),given to a centurion of flogging pro- 
pensities; maces act fermis r hand on aword,") of Atult when 
tribune. 
. Women originally took the name of the head of the family-

Caecilia (filia) Metelli. Metella Crassi (uxor). Later, f. (=filial was 
added after the name of a daughter. Towards the end of the republic 
women are denoted by their gentile name alone, while under the 
empire they always have two—the acmes and topeomen of the father 
(Aentilia Lopida, daughter of Lucius Acetifies Leec's Paullus), or 
the mown of both father and mother (Valeria Attie, daughter of 
Anhui A tticus and Valeria Sestina). 

Slaves originally had no name, but simply took their master's 
in the genitive followed by -pow (=peer): Marclpor, 

r:grp:r7Quintipor. Later, when the number of slaves was largely 
increased, by way of distinction names similar to thaw common in 
Greece (national, physical or moral qualities) or simply foreign names 
were given them. The word pus was subsequently replaced by 
semis and the form of the name ran: Aphrodisms Plcki Gai serves; 
under the empire, Eleuthenia C. Jell' Mrenthii (the natural order 
being preserved in the plaster's name). When a slave exchanged 
one master for another, he adopted the name of his old master in an 
adjectival form in -amis. Gnus Caesar's (serves) Maecenatianes 
(formerly a slave of Maecenas). Freedmen used their own name as 
a cognomen and took the amen of him who gave them their freedom 
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and any premium they pleased: L. Livia, Andronicua, freedman 
of M. Lanus Salinator. ill the time of Caesar, the freedman took the 
pronsomen of the pawories and the gentile name of one of the friends 
of the latter: thus, Cicero calls his slave Dionysius M. Ponmonius 
Dionysius as a token of friendship for T. Pompom's Atticus. 

(J. H. F.) 
Larm—The Christian name, Le. the name given to a person on 

admission to baptism into the Christian church, dates back to the 
early history of the Church. It has been said that the practice 
of giving- name on baptism wan possibly Imitated from the 
Jewish custom of giving a personal name at circumcision. In 
England individuals were for long distinguished by Christian 
names only, and the surname (see below) or family name is still 
totally ignored by the Church. As population increased and 
intercourse became general, it became necessary to employ some 
further name by which one man might be known from another, 
and in process of time the use of surnemes became universal, the 
only exceptions in England being the members of the royal 
family, who sign by their baptismal names only. 

Where the exledastical law does not come Into conflict with the 
common law or has not been changed by it, it still prevails. and 
therefore it may be said that the name given at baptism may be 
regarded as practically unalterable. But that a baptismal name is 
not altogether unalterable has been a matter of contention. A 
constitution of Archbishop Peckham (ob. taw) directs.that "ministers 
shell take awe not to permit wanton names to be given to children 
baptized, and if otherwise it be done, the same diaU be changed 
by the bishop at confirmation." And before the Reformation the 
Office for Confirmation must have contemplated the possibility of 
such a change, as the bishop is directed thown. to ask the child's 
name before anointing him with the chrism, and afterwards. naming 
him, to sign him with the crow. But in the second and subsequent 
Prayer-books all mention of the name in the Office for Confirmation 
is omitted. Lord Coke was of opinion that such a change was 
permissible and gives examples (i his•p. 31, but Dr Burn (Ea. 
Lew, f. flo) held a contrary opinion.Pbillia rue, however. gives 
several instances when such a change was made, one, in the diocese 
of Liverpool, on the 11th of June 1886 ( Phillimore, Ecc. Law. 
i. 517. 3111; and also Notes and Queries. 4th see. vol. vi. p. 17, 7th 
▪ voL h. p.17). In thecae' of those who have not berm baptized, bet 
have a name (other than a immune) given them by their parents. 
such a name acquires force only by repute. The Registration of 
Births Act, which requires the registration of every birth, makes 
provision for the insertion of a name, but such provision is purely 
permissive. and the only object of entering a name on the register 
is to have an authoritative record of the commencement of mute. 

A clergyman of the Church of England is compelled to perform the 
ceremony of baptism when required. by a parishioner, and to give 
whatever name or names the godparents setect, but although the 
Mirka do not expressly say so, he can object to any name on religious 
or moral grounds. 

The freedom enjoyed in England and the United States as to the 
kind of Christian name which may be given to a child is somewhat 
limited in France and Germany. In France, by a decree of the t 
Germinal, an X I.. the only names permitted to be recorded in the civil 
register as Christian names (presorts) of children were those of 
saints in the calendar and the names of.parnages known in ancient 
history, Even at the present day an official hat is issued (revised 
from time to time containing a selection of forenames, and no 
same of a child will be registered unless it occurs in this list. A 
fimitation more or less similar (neva& in Germany and other 
European countries. 

As regards the surname (Fr. surnom, name in addition), custom 
has universally decreed that a man shall be known by the name 
of his father. But in England and the United States, at least, this 
custom 6 not legally bolding: there is no law preventing a man 
from taking whatever name he has a fancy for, nor sue there any 
particular formalities required to be observed on adopting a fresh 
surname; but, on the other hand, if a man has been known for a 
considerable time by the name of his father, or by a name of repute, 
and he changes it another, be cannot compel others to address 
him or designate bun by the new one. Neither does the English 
law recognize the 'absolute right of any person in any particular name 
to the extent of preventing another person from assuming it (Du 
Denary v. Du Bosky, 1869:-L.R. 2 P.C. 430). If. however, a person 
adopts a new name and wishes to have It publicly notified and =Off- 
'gird in official circles, the method of procedure usually adopted 
is that by royal licence.  This is by petition, prepared and presented 
through the Heralds' Office. If granted, the royal licence is given 
u.nder the sign manual and privy seal of the sovereign, counter- 
signed by the home secretary. In wills and settlements a clause is 
often inserted whereby a testator or settler imposes ispoq the takers 
of the estate an obligation to assume his name and bear his arms. 
The stamp duty payable for a royal licence in this case is fifty 
pounds, but if the application is merely voluntary the stamp duty 
is ow pounds. Where these is a more formal adoption of a surname.  

it is usual, for purposes of publicity and evidence, to advertise the 
change of name in the newspapers and to execute a deed poll setting 
out the change. and enrol the same in the central office of the Supreme 
Court. 

Both in France and Germany official authorhation must be ob-
tained for any change of same. By the German Code 'goo (s. is) 
if the right to a new name is disputed by another or his interest Is 
injured thereby, the person entitled can compel the abandonment 
of the new name. 
dairneliarc4and, a wife

y 
 on marriage adopts the surname of her husband, 

disregardingentirel ber n S surname; in cotland the practice 
usually is for the wife to retain her maiden name for all legal purposes, 
adding the name of her husband as an alias. On remamage the rule 
is for the wife to adopt the name of the new husband, but an ex- 
ception to this is tacitly recognized in the case of a title acquired by 
marriage when the bolder remarries a commoner. This exception 
was very fully discussed in Cooky v. Cowley, t9o i, A.C. sso. 

Peers of the United Kingdom when signing their names use only 
their surnames or peerage designations. It is merely • privileged 
custom, which does not go back further than the Stuart period. 
Peeresses sign by their Christian mines or initials followed by their 
peerage designation. Bishops sign by their initials followed by 
the name of the see. In Scotland it is very usual for landowners 
to affix to their names the designation of their lands, and this was 

*Lady sanctioned by an art ci 1672. 
&icy. Eng. Law, tits. " Christian Name," " Surname "i 

W. P. W. Phillimore. Law and Practice of Chang* of Naas; Fox- 
Davies and Carlyon-Britton, Law cower:mg Names and Changes of 
Name. (T. A. 1.) 

NAMUR, coed the nine provinces of Belgium. It lies between 
Hainaut on the one side and lase and Luxemburg on the other, 
and extends from Brabant up the Me= valley to the French 
frontier. Area,  1414 sq. m.; pop. (1904) 357,759- The Part 
north of the Meuse is very fertile, but the rest is covered with 
forest and is little suited for agriculture. There are a few iron 
and coal-mines between the Sambre and Mane, and the quarries 
are of great Importance. Arboricidture, and especially fruit-tree 
plantation, is on the increase. The province is divided into 
the three arrondisentents of Namur, Dinant and Philippeville, 
and there are fifteen cantons for judicial purposes. 

MUNI( (Flemish, Minim), a town of Belgium, capital of 
the province of Namur. Pop. (mos) pmts. It is most pictur-
esquely situated at the junction of the rivers Sambre and Meuse, 
the town lying on the left banks of the two rivers, while the rocky 
promontory forming the fork between them is crowned with the 
old citadel. This citadel is no longer used for military purposes, 
and the bill on which it stands has been converted into a public 
park, while the crest is occupied by an enormous hotel to which 
access is gained by a cogwheel railway. Namur is connected 
with the citadel by two bridges across the Sambre, and from the 
east aide of the promontory there is a fine stone bridge to the 
suburb of Jambes. This bridge was constructed in the kith 
century and rebuilt in the reign of Charles V. Its  the only old 
bridge in existence over the Meuse in the Belgian portion of its 
course. The cathedral of St Aubain or Albin was built in the 
middle of the 18th century. The church of St Loup is a century 
older, and is noticeable for its columns of red marble from the 
quarry at St Rimy near Rochefort There is a considerable local 
industry in cutlery, and there are numerous tanneries along the 
river-side. 

The hill of the citadel is perhaps identical with Aduaticum, 
the fortified camp of the Aduatici captured and destroyed by 
Julius Caesar after the defeat of the Nervii. although many 
authorities incline to the plateau of Hastedon, north of the 
Sambre and of Namur itself, as the more probable site of the 
Belgic position. Many antiquities of the Roman-Gallic period 
have been discovered in the neighbourhood and are preserved 
in the local archaeological museum. Here atso are deposited the 
human fossils of the Stone Age discovered at Furious on the Leese. 
In the feudal period Namur was always a place of some import-
ance, and long formed a marquhate in the Courtenay family. 
One institution of the medieval period came down to modern 
times, and was only discontinued in consequence of the fatalities 
with which it was generally accompanied. This was the annual 
encounter on the Place d'Armes of rival parties mounted on 
stilts. Gallica, the historian of Namur, says the origin of these 
jousts is lost in antiquity, but considers the uss of stilts wasdee 
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to the frequency with width the town was flooded before the 
rivers were embanked. Don John of Austria made Namur his 
headquarters during the greater part of his stay in the Nether-
lands, and died here in 1578. As a fortress Namur did not 
attain the first rank until after its capture by Louis XIV. in 
1697, when Vauban endeavoured to make it impregnable; but 
it was retaken by William III. in 1695. The French recaptured 
ft in 17o2 and retained possession for ten years. In ars Marshal 
Grouchy on his retreat into France fought an action here with 
the Prussians under General Pirch. In 1888, under the new 
scheme of Belgian defence, the citadel and its detached works 
were abandoned, and in their place nine outlying forts were 
constructed at a distance of from 3 to 5 m. round the town. 
All these forts are placed on elevated points. They are in their 
order, beginning on the left bank of the Meuse and ending on 
the right bank of the same river: (1) St Heribert, (2) Malonne, 
(3) &ranee, (4) Embus, (s) Cognelie, (6) Gelbressie, (7) Maizeret, 
(8) Andoy and (9) Dave. The whole position is correctly de-
scribed as the " tete de pont " of Namur, and in addition to its 
strong bomb-proof forts it possesses great natural advantages for 
the defence of the intervals. 

NANA PARNAVIS (1741-1800), the great Mahmtta minister 
at Poona at the end of the 18th century. His real name was 
Balaji Janardhan Shane; but, like many other Mahrattas, he 
was always known by a kind of nickname. Nana properly means 
a maternal grandfather; Farnavis is the official title of the 
finance minister, derived from fard=an account and was.. 
a writer. lie was born at Satara on the 4th of May 1741, and 
was the son of a Chitpavan Brahman, of the same class as the 
Peshwa, who held the hereditary office of Farnavis. He escaped 
from the fatal battle of Panipat in 176x; and from about 1774 
was the leading personage in directing the affairs of the Mabratta 
confederacy, though never a soldier. This was the period when 
Peshwas rapidly succeeded one another, and there was more 
than one disputed succession. It was the policy of Nana Farnavis 
to bold together the confederacy against both internal dissensions 
and the growing power of the British. He died at Poona on 
the 13th of March Oleo, just before the Peshwa placed himself 
in the hands of the British and thus broke up the Mahmtta 
confederacy. In an extant letter to the Peshwa, the Marquess 
Wellesley thus describes him: " The able minister o( your state, 
whose upright principles and honourable views and whose zeal 
for the welfare and prosperity both of the dominions of his own 
immediate superiors and of other powers were so justly cele-
brated." 

See Captain A. Macdonald. Memoir ef Neat Panuneees (Bombay, 
1851). 

NANAIMO, a city of British Columbia, on the east coast of 
Vancouver Island. Pop. (r906) about 65oo. It is connected 
with Victoria by the Esquimalt and Nanaimo railway, and has 
a daily steamer service to Vancouver, as well as to Comox, 
Sydney and other points on the coast. It is favourably situated 
for growing fruit, and mixed farming is carried on to a consider-
able extent. There is a large export trade in coal from the 
neighbouring mines, which is sent chiefly to San Francisco. 

NANA SAHIB, the common designation of Dandu Panth, an 
adopted son of the ex-peshwa of the Mahmttas, Baji Rao, 
who took a leading part in the great Indian Mutiny, and was 
proclaimed peshwa by the mutineers. Nana Sahib had a griev-
ance against the British government because they refused to 
continue to him the pension of eight lakhs of rupees ((8o,000) 
which was promised to Baji Rao by Sir John Malcolm on his 
surrender in 1818. This pension, however, was only intended 
to be a life grant to Baji Rao himself. For this refusal the Nana 
bore the British a lifelong grudge, which he washed out in the 
blood of women and children in the massacres at Cawnpore. 
In 1859, when the remnants of the rebels disappeared into 
Nepal, the Nana was among the fugitives. His death was reported 
some time afterwards, but his real fate remains obscure. 

NANCY, a town of north-eastern France, the capital formerly 
of the province of Lorraine, and now of the department of 
Meenthoet,Moselle. are m. E. of Paris on the railway to Straw  

burg. Pop. (iced), town, 98,3or; commune (including troops), 
r1o,57o. Nancy is situated on the left bank of the Meurthe 
6 m. above its junction with the Moselle and on the Marne-
Rhine canal. The railway from Paris to Strasburg skirts the 
city on the south-west side; other railways—to Metz, to Epinal 
by Mirecourt, to Château Salins—join the main line near Nancy, 
and make it an important junction. The town consists of two 
portions—the Ville-Vieille in the north-west between the Cows 
Liopold and the Pepiniere gardens, with narrow and winding 
streets, and the Ville-Nome in the south-east with wide straight 
streets, allowing views of the hills around the city. Between the 
two lies. the Place Stanislas, a square worthy of a capital city: 
in the centre stands the statue of Stanislas Leczinski, ruler of 
Lorraine, and on all sides rise imposing buildings in the rah-
century style—the town hall, episcopal palace, theatre, frt. 
A fine triumphal arch erected by Stanislas in honour of Louis XV. 
leads from the Place Stanislas to the Place Carralre, which forms 
a beautiful tree-planted promenade, containing at its further end 
the government palace (1760) now the residence of the general 
commanding the XX. army corps, and adjoins the so-called 
Pepiniere (nursery) established by Stanislas. Other open spaces 
in the city are the Place d'Alha' nce (formed by Stanislas, with 
a fountain in memory of the alliance between Louis XV. 
and Maria Theresa in 1756), the Place de l'Acadensie, 
the Place St Epvre with a statue of Duke Rene II., the 
Place Dombasle and the Place de Thiers, the two latter 
embellished with the statues of Mathieu Dombasle, the agri-
culturist, and Adolphe Thiers. The cathedral in the Ville-
Neuve, built in the 18th century, has a wide facade flanked by 
two dome-surmounted towers, and a somewhat frigid and sombre 
interior. Of particular interest is the church of the Cordeliers, in 
the old town, built by Rene II. about 1482 to commemorate his 
victory over Charles the Bold. Pillaged during the Revolution 
period, but restored to religious uses in 1825, It contains the 
tombs of Antony of Vaudemont and his wife Marie dliarcourt, 
Philippe of Gueldres, second wife of Rene II., Henry III., count 
of Vaudemont, and Isabella of Lorraine his wife, Rene II. (a 
curious monument raised by his widow in 1515) and Cardinal 
de Vaudemont (d. 1587). Here also is a chapel built at the 
beginning of the x 7th century to receive the tombs of the princes 
of the house of Lorraine. The church of St Epvre, rebuilt 
between 1864 and 1874 on the site of an old church of the 13th, 
14th and 15th centuries, has a fine spire and belfry and good 
stained glass windows. Bonsecours Church, at the end of the 
St Pierre Faubourg, contains the mausoleums of Stanislas (by 
whom it was built) and his wife Catherine, and the heart of their 
daughter Marie, queen of France, as well as the statue of Notre-
Dame de Bonsecours, the object of a well-known. pilgrimage. 
Of the old ducal palace, begun in the 15th century by Duke 
Raoul and completed by Rene II., there remains but a single wing, 
partly rebuilt after a fire in 1871. The entrance to this wing, 
which contains the archaeological museum of Lorraine, is a 
beautiful specimen of the late Gothic of the beginning of the 
16th century. One of the greatest treasures of the collection is 
the tapestry found in the tent. of Charles the Bold after the 
battle of Nancy. Of the old gates of Nancy the most ancient 
and remarkable b the Porte de la Craffe (1463). The town ball 
contains a museum of painting and sculpture, and there is a rich 
municipal library. A monument to President Carrot, and 
statues of Jacques Cain, the engraver, and of General Drouot, 
both natives of Nancy, and of Claude Gellee stand in various 
parts of the town. 

Nancy is the seat of a bishop, a prefect, a court of appeal and 
a court of amazes, headquarters of the XX. army corps, and centre 
of an aeadinie (educational division) with a university comprising 
faculties of law, medicine, science and letters, and a higher school 
of pharmacy. There are also tribunals of first instance and of 
commerce, a board of trade-arbitrators, lycees and training 
colleges for both sexes, a higher ecclesiastical seminary, a school 
of agriculture, the national school of forestry, a higher school 
of commerce, a technical school (leak prefusionnelle), a school of 
arts and crafts (leek pritarakire des arts • esNiers), • chamber 
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of commons and a braneb of the Bank of France. The industries 
of Nancy ioclude printing, brewing, cotton- and wool-spinning 
and the weavingof cotton and woollen goods, and the manufacture 
of tobacco (by the State), of boots and shoes, straw hats, pottery, 
casks, embroidery, machinery, engineering material, farm im-
plements and iron goods. 

At the close of the nth century Odd* of Nancy, brother 
of Gerard of Alsace, possessed at Nancy a castle which enabled 
him to defy the united assaults of the bishops of Metz and Treves 
and the count of Bar. In the nth century the town was sur-
rounded with walls, and became the capital of the dukes of 
Lorraine; but its real importance dates from the,5th century, 
when on the 5th of January 1477 Charles the Bold was defeated 
by Rent II. and perished at its gates. ,  Enlarged, embellished 
and admirably refortified by Charles III., it was taken by the 
French in 1633 (Louis XIII. and Richelieu being present at the 
siege). After the peace of Ryswick in Ain it was restored and 
Duke Leopold set himself to repair the disasters of the past. 
He founded academies, established manufactures and set 
about the construction of the new town. But it was reserved 
for Stanislas Leahnki, to whom Lorraine and Bar were assigned 
in 1736, to carry out the plans of improvement in a style which 
made Nancy one of the palatial cities of Europe, and rendered 
himself the most popular as he was the last of the dukes of 
Lorraine. The city, which became French in 1766, was occupied 
by the allies in Tata and 18 15, and put to ransom by the Prussians 
in 21170. After the Franco-German war the population was 
greatly increased by the immigration of Alsatians and of people 
irons Metz and its district. 

SeeC. Pfister,  Hiskired• Maley (Parisand Nancy, row): J. Cayon, 
Hits ire rkysiges, calk, wreak a poliiiipse da Nancy (Nancy, 1846). 

MIDAIR. or Namma, a town of India, in the state of 
Hyderabad, on the left bank of the Godaveri, with a station 
on the Hyderabad-Godaveri valley railway, 1 74 m. N.E. of 
Hyderabad city. Pop. (19or) 14,184. It is a centre of local 
trade, with a special industry of fine muslin and gold bordered 
scarves. As the scene of the murder of Guru Govind, it contains 
a shrine visited by Sikhs from all parts of India. 

"'ABROAD*, a feudatory state of India, in the Chhatthgarh 
division of the Central Provinces. Area, Syr sq. m.; pop. 
(,Not) :26,356, showing a decrease of 3r% in the decade, due 
to famine; estimated revenue £23,000; tribute &Soo. The 
state has a peculiar history. Its foundation is traced to a religious 
celibate, who came from the Punjab towards the end of the ,8th 
century. From the founder it panted through a succession of 
chosen disciples until 1879, when the British government 
recognized the ruler as an hereditary chief and afterwards 
conferred upon his son the title of Raja Bahadur. The state 
has long been well administered, and has derived additional 
prosperity from the construction of the Bengal-Nagpur railway, 
which has a station at Raj-Nandgaon, the capital (pop. r,o94). 
Here there is a steam cotton mill- 

i/MI, an East African tribe of mixed Nilotic, Bantu and 
Hamitic origin. With them are more or less closely allied the 
Iambus (correctly Kipsikis), Buret (or Puret) and Sotik 
(Soot) tribes, as well as the Elgonyi (properly Bony) of Mount 
Elgon. They have also affinities with the Masai tribes. The 
Nandi-Lumbwa peoples inhabit the country stretching south 
from Mount Elgon to about e S. and bounded east by the escarp-
ment of the eastern rift-valley and west by the territory of the 
tribes, such as the Kavirondo, dwelling round the Victoria 
Nyanza. They have given their name to the Nandi plateau. 
TheHamitic strain in these allied tribes is derived from the Galls; 
they also exhibit Pygmy elements. Their original home was 
in the north, and they probably did not reach their present home 
until the beginning of the 19th century. They differ considerably 

The battle raged in the district to the S., E. and N. of the town, 
the operations extending from St Nicolas du Port (S.) to the bridge 
of Bowan* (N.). The chief struggle took place on the banks of the 
stream of Boo Stamm, which now runs entirely underground, 
Ionir g from the S.W. into the Meurthe. Much of the battlefield is 
now covered by modern buildir 	but S.W. of the town a cross 
marks the spot where the body ofCharles the Bold was discovered. 

in physical appearance; some resemble the Masai, being men 
of tall stature with features almost Caucasian, other are dwarfish 
with markedly negro features. Like the Masai, Turkana and 
Sack, the Nandi-Lumbwa tribes were originally nomadic, but they 
have become agriculturists. They own large herds of cattle. 
They have a double administrative system, the chief medicine 
man or Orkoiyot being supreme chief and regulating war affairs, 
while representatives of the people, called Kirsogik, manage 
the ordinary affairs of the tribe. The medicine men are of 
Masai origin and the office is hereditary. The young men form 
a separate warrior class to whom is entreated the care of the 
country. A period of about 71 years is spent in this dais, and 
the ceremony of handing over the country from one " age " 
to the succeeding " age " is of great importance. The arms of 
the warriors are a stabbing spear, shield, sword and dub. Many 
also possess rifles. All the Nandi are divided into clans, each 
having its sacred animal or totem. They have no towns, each 
family living on the land it cultivates. The huts are of circular 
pattern. The Nandi believe in a supreme deity—Asis--who 
takes a benevolent interest in their welfare, and to whom 
prayers are addressed daily. They also worship ancestors and 
consider earthquakes to be caused by the spirits moving in the 
underworld. They practise circumcision, and girls undergo 
a similar operation. Spitting is a sign of blessing. Their scanty 
clothing consists chiefly of dressed skins. The tribal mark is 
a small hole bored in the upper part of the ear. Their language 
is Nilotic and in general construction resembles the Masai. 
It has been slightly influenced by the Somali tongue. The 
primitive hunting tn'be known as the Wandorobo speak a 
dialect closely resembling Nandi. 

The Nandi at one time appear to have been subject to the 
Masai, but when the country was first known to Europeans 
they were independent and occupied the plateau which bears 
their name. Hardy mountaineers and skilful warriors, they 
dosed their territory to all who did not get special permission, 
and thus blocked the road from Mombasa to Uganda alike to 
Arab and Swahili. Caravans that escaped the Masai frequently 
fell victims to the Nandi, who were adepts at luting them to 
destruction. When the railway to the Victoria Nyanza was 
built it had to cross the Nandi country. The tribesmen, who 
had already shown hostility to the whites, attacked both the 
rail way and the telegraph line and raided other tribes. Eventually 
(zoo5-zoo6) the Nandi were removed by the British to reserves 
somewhat north of the railway zone (see BRITISH EAST Arum): 
The Lumbwa reserve lies south of the railway, and farther south, 
still are the reserves of the Buret and Sotik. 

See A. C. Hollis, 77fe Nandi: Their Laestave and NUN% with 
introduction by &r Charles Eliot (Oxford, 1909), and the works 
there cited. 

NANDIDRUO, a bill fortress of southern India, in the Kolar 
district of Mysore, 4851 ft. above the sea. It was traditionally 
held impregnable, and its storming by Lord Cornwallis in 1791 
was one of the most notable incidents of the first war against 
Tippoo Sultan. It was formerly a favourite resort for British 
officials during the hot season. 

HAMA. the most primitive "form of the ancient Egyptian 
harp. The flange consisted of a boat-shaped or vaulted body of 
wood, the back of which was divided down the centre by a sound 
bar built into the back; on this bar was fixed a cylindrical stick 
round which one end of the strings was wound, the soundboard 
or parchment being stretched over the back without interfering 
with the stick. The other end of the strings was fastened to pegs 
set in the side of a curved neck, so that the strings did not lie 
directly over the soundboard. There were but 3 or 4 strings, one 
note only being obtained from each. Some of these names are 
to be seen at the British Museum. 

NANKEEN, a cotton cloth originally made in China, and now 
imitated In various countries. The name is derived from 
Nanking, the city in which the cloth is said to have been originally 
manufactured. The characteristic yellowish colour of nankeen 
is attributed to the peculiar colour of the cotton from which it 
was originally made. 
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NAIIRDIO (" the southern capital "), the name by which 

Kiang-ning, the chief city in the province of Kiangsu, China, has 
been known for several centuries. Pop. about tso,000. The 
city stands in 32° 5' N., rig° E., nearly equidistant between 
Canton and Peking, on the south bank of the Yangtsze Kiang. 
It dates only from the beginning of the Ming dynasty (1368), 
although it is built on the site of a city which for more than two 
thousand years figured under various names in the history of the 
empire. The more ancient city was originally known as Kin-ling; 
under the Han dynasty (206 s.c. to a.e. 25) its name was con-
verted into Tan-yang; by the T'ang emperors (am. 6i8-go7) 
it was styled Kiang-nan and Sheng Chow; by the first sovereign 
of the Ming dynasty (a.e. 368-1644) it was created the" southern 
capital " (Nan-king), and was given the distinctive name of 
Ying-t'ien; and since the accession to power of the present 
Manchu rulers it has been officially known as Kiang-ning, 
though still popularly called Nanking. It was the seat of the 
imperial court only during the reigns of the first two emperors of 
the Ming dynasty, and was deserted for Shun-Vial (Peking) by 
Yung-lo, the third sovereign of that line, who in 14o3 captured 
the town and usurped the sown of his nephew, the reigning 
emperor. 

The T'aip'ing rebels, who carried the town by assault in 
1853, swept away all the national monuments and most of the 
more conspicuous public buildings it contained, and destroyed the 
greater part of the magnificent wall which surrounded it. This 
wall is said by Chinese topographers to have been 96 li, or 32 m., 
is circumference. This computation has, however, been shown 
to be a gross exaggeration, and it is probable that 6o li, or so in., 
would be nearer the actual dimensions. The wall, of which only 
small portions remain, was about 7o ft. in height, measured 3o ft. 
in thickness at the base, and was pierced by thirteen gates. 
Encircling the north, east, and south sides of the city proper was a 
second wall which enclosed about double the space of the inner 
enclosure. In the north-east corner of the town stood the 
imperial palace reared by Hung-wu, the imperial founder of the 
modern city. After suffering mutilation at the overthrow of the 
Ming dynasty, this magnificent building was burnt to the ground 
on the recapture of the city from the T'aip'ing rebels in 1864. 
But beyond comparison the most conspicuous public building at 
Nanking was the famous porcelain tower, which was designed 
by the emperor Yung-lo (14o3-1428) to commemorate the 
virtues of his mother. Twelve centuries previously an Indian 
priest deposited on the spot where this monument afterwards 
stood a relic of Buddha, and raised over the sacred object a small 
pagoda of three stories in height. During the disturbed times 
which heralded the close of the Yuen dynasty (1368) this pagoda 
was utterly destroyed. It was doubtless out of respect to the relic 
which then perished that Yung-lo chose this site for the erection 
of his " token-of-gratitude " pagoda. The building was begun 
in 103. But before it was finished Yung-lo bad passed away, 
and it was reserved for his successor to ace the final pinnacle 
fixed in its place, after nineteen years had been consumed in 
carrying out the designs of the imperial architect. In shape the 
pagoda was an octagon, and was about 26o ft. in height, or, as 
the Chinese say, with that extraordinary love for inaccurate 
accuracy which is peculiar to them, 32 cbang (a chang equals 
about 1so in.) q ft. 4 in. and tan  of an inch. The outer walls were 
cased with bricks of the finest white porcelain, and each of the 
nine stories into which the building was divided was marked by 
overhanging eaves composed of green glazed tiles of the same 
materiaL The summit was crowned with a gilt ball fixed on the 
top of an iron rod, which in its turn was encircled by nine iron 
rings. Hung on chains which stretched from this apex to the 
eaves of the roof were five large pearls of good augury for the 
safety of the city. One was supposed to avert floods, another 
to prevent fires, a third to keep dust-storms at a distance, a 
fourth to allay tempests, and a fifth to guard the city 
against disturbances. From the eaves of the several stories 
there hung one hundred and fifty-two bells and countless 
lanterns. In bygone days Nanking was one of the chief 
literary centres of the empire, besides being famous for  

its manufacturing industries. Satin, crape, nankeen. , doth, 
paper, pottery, and artificial flowers were among its chief 
products. 

At Nanking, after its capture by British ships in Ara, Sir 
Henry Pottimer signed the " Nanking treaty." It was made a 
treaty port by the French treaty of 1858, but was not formally 
opened. Its proximity to Chinkiang, where trade had established 
itself while Nanking was still in the hands of the rebels, made its 
opening of little advantage, and the point was not pressed. In 
1899 it was voluntarily thrown open to foreign trade by the 
Chinese government, and in nog it was connected by railway 
(ter m. long) with Shanghai. 

Since r88o Nanking has been slowly recovering from the nrin 
caused by the T'aip'ing rebellion. Barely one-fourth of the area 
within the walls has been reoccupied, and though its ancient 
industries are reviving, no great progress has been made. As the 
seat of the provincial government of Kiang-non, however, 
which embraces the three provinces of Kiang-su, Kiang-si, 
and Ngan-hui, Nanking is a city of first-class importance. The 
viceroy of Kiang-nan is the most powerful of all the provincial 
satraps, as he controls a larger revenue than any other, and hen 
the command of larger forces both naval and military. He in 
also superintendent of foreign trade for the southern ports, 
including Shanghai, a position which gives him great weight in 
all political questions. The city contains an arsenal for. the 
manufacture of munitions of war, also powder-mills. A naval 
college was opened in 189o, and an imperial military college & 
few years later under foreign instructors. The only foreign 
residents are missionaries (mostly American), and employ& of 
the Chinese government. The only remaining features of interest 
in Nanking are the so-called Ming Tombs, being the mausolea 
of Hung-war, the founder of the Ming dynasty, and of one or two 
of his successors, which lie outside the eastern wall of the city. 
They are ill cared for and rapidly going to decay. Since tlige the 
foreign trade has shown a steady increase. 

BANNING, a treaty post in the province of Kivangsi, China, 
on the West river, 250 m. above Wuchow and 470 m. from 
Canton. Pop. about 40,000. It is the highest point accessible 
for steam traffic on the West river. From Canton to Wuchow 
the river has a minimum depth of 8 ft., but on the section from 
Wuchow to Nanning not more than 3 or 4 ft. are found during 
winter. The town is the chief market on the southern frontier. 
Its opening was long opposed by the French government, who 
had acquired the right to build a railway to it from Tongkkg, 
by which they hoped to divert the trade through their own. 
possessions- Navigation by small native boats is open west-
wards .as far as False. 

NANSEN, FRIDTJOF (1861- ), Norwegian scientist, ex-
plorer and statesman, was born at Frten near Christiania on 
the loth of October :86t. His childhood was spent at this place 
till his fifteenth year, when his parents removed to Christiania; 
where be went to school. He entered Christiania university in 
188o, where he made a special study of zoology; in March 1882 
he joined the sealing-ship " Viking " for a voyage to Greenland 
waters. On his return in the same year be was appointed 
curator of the Bergen Museum, under the eminent physician 
and zoologist Daniel Cornelius Daniehsen (1815-1894). In 1886 
he spent a short time at the zoological station at Naples. During 
this time he wrote several papers and memoirs on zoological and 
histological subjects, and for one paper on " The Structure and 
Combination of the Histological Elements of the Central Nervous 
System " (Bergen, 1887) the Christiania university conferred 
upon him the degree of doctor of philosophy. But his voyage in 
the " Viking " bad indicated Greenland as a possible field for 
exploration, and in 5887 he set about preparations for a crossing 
of the great ice-field which covers the interior of that country. 
The possibility of his success was discountenanced by many 
Arctic authorities, and a small grant be had asked for was refused 
by the Norwegian government, but was provided by Augustin 
Game!, a merchant of Copenhagen, while he paid from his private 
means the greater part of the expenses of the expedition. As 
companions Nausea. had Otto Neumann Sverdrup (b. 1855). 
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Catstain 0. C. Dietrichson (b. 180), a third compatriot, and 
two Lapps. The expedition started in May 1888, proceeding 
horn Leith to Iceland, and there joining a sealing-ship bound 
for the east coast of Greenland. On the 17th of July Nansen 
decided to leave the ship and force a way through the ice-belt 
to the land, about ro m. distant, but the party encountered 
great difficulties owing to ice-pressures, went adrift with the ice, 
and only reached the land on the 29th, having been carried far 
to the south in the interval. They made their way north again, 
along the coast inside the drift Ice, and on the 16th of August 
began the ascent of the inland ice. Suffering severely from 
storms, intense cold, and other hardships, they reached the 
highest point of the journey (892o ft.) on the 5th of September, 
and at the end of the month struck the west coast at the Ameralik 
Fjord. On reaching the settlement of Godthaab it was found 
that the party must winter there, and Nansen used the oppor-
tunity to study the Eskimos and gather material for his book, 
Eskimo Life (English translation, London, 1893). The party 
returned home in May 1889, and Nansen's book, The First 
Crossing of &calm( (English translation, London, 189o), 
demonstrates the valuable scientific results of the journey. A 
report of the scientific results was published in Petermann 
llitteilansgen (Gotha, 1892). On his return from Greenland 
Nausea accepted the curatorship of the Zootomic Museum of 
Christiania university. In September 1889 he married Eva, 
daughter of Professor Michael Sass of Christiania university, 
and a noted singer (d. 1907). 

In 1890 he propounded his scheme for a polar expedition 
before the Norwegian Geographical Society, and in 1893 he 
laid it before the Royal Geographical Society in London (see 

How an the North Polar Region be crossed ?"Geop. Journal, 
vet i.), by which time his preparations were well advanced. 
His theory, that a drift-current sets across the polar regions 
from Bering Strait and the neighbourhood of the New Siberia 
Islands towards the east coast of Greenland, was based on a 
number of indications, notably the discovery (1884), on drift 
ice off the south-west coast of Greenland, of relics of theAmerican 
north polar expedition in the ship " Jeannette," which sank 
N.E. of the New Siberia Islands in 1881. His intention was 
therefore to get his vessel fixed in the ice to the north of Eastern 
Siberia and let her drift with it. His plan was adversely criticized 
by many Arctic authorities, but it succeeded. The Norwegian 
parliament granted two-thirds of the expenses,and the rest was 
obtained by subscription from King Oscar and private indi-
viduals. -  His ship, the " Fram " " Forward "), was specially 
bml: of immense strength and peculiar form, being pointed at 
bow and stern and having sloping sides, so that the ice-floes, 
pressing together, should tend, not to crush, but merely to slip 
beneath and lift her. She sailed from Christiania on the 24th of 
June 1893. Otto Sverdrup was master; Sigurd Stott Hansen, 
a Norwegian naval lieutenant, was ill charge of the astronomical 
and meteorological observations; Henrik Greve Blessing was 
doctor and botanist; and among the rest was Fredetik Hjalmar 
Johansen, lieutenant in the Norwegian army, who shipped as 
fireman. On the sand of September the " Pram " was made 
fast to ft floe in 78° so N., T33°  37' E.; shortly afterwards she 
was frozen in, and the long drift began. Site bore the pressure 
of the ice perfectly. During the winter of 1894-1895 it-was 
decided that an expedition should be made northward over 
the ice on foot in the spring, and on the reth of March 1895 
Nansen, being satisfied that the " Fram " would continue to 
drift safely, left her in 84° N., ror° E., and started northward 
accompanied by Johansen. On the 8th of April they turned 
back from 86° re N., the highest latitude then readied by man; 
and they shaped their course for Franz Josef Land. They 
suffered many hardships, including shortage of food, and were 
compelled to winter on Frederick Jackson Island (so named 
by Nansen) in Franz Josef Land from the 26th of August 7895 
to the 19th of May T896. They were uncertain as to the locality, 
but, after having reached 8o°  N. on the south coast of the islands, 
they were travelling westward to reach Spitsbergen, when, on 
the 17th of June 1896, they fell in with Frederick Jackson and  

his party of the Jackson-Harmsworth expedition, and returned 
to Norway in his ship, the " Windward," reaching Verdi, on the 
13th of August. A week later the " Fram " also reached Norway 
in safety. She bad drifted north 'after Nansen had left her, 
to 85°  57', and had ultimately returned by the west coast of 
Spitsbergen. An unprecedented welcome awaited Nausea. la 
England he gave the narrative of his journey at a great meeting 
in the Albert Hall, London, on the 8th of February 2897, 
and elsewhere. He received a special medal from the Royal 
Geographical Society, honorary degrees from the universities of 
Oxford and Cambridge, and a presentation of books (the " Chal-
lenger" Reports) from the British government, and similar 
honours were paid him in other countries. The English version 
of the narrative of the expedition is entitled Farling Nails 
(London, 1897), and the scientific results are given in The 
Norwegian North Polar Expedition e8p3-z896; Scientific Results 
(London, &c., repo sqq.). 

In nos, in connexion with the crisis between Norway and 
Sweden, which was followed by the separation of the kingdom; 
Nansen for the first time actively intervened in politics. He 
issued a manifesto and many articles, in which be adopted an 
attitude briefly indicated by the last words of a short work 
published later in the year: "Any union in which the one 
people is restrained in exercising its freedom is and will remain 
a danger " (Norway and the Union with Sweden, London, v90S). 
On the establishment of the Norwegian monarchy Neilsen was 
appointed minister to England (1906), and in the same year he 
was created G.C.V.0.; but in 19o8 he retired from his post, 
and became professor of oceanography in Christiania university. 

MINSK HANG (1 598-1667), Danish statesman, son of the 
burgher Evert Nansen, was born at Flensburg on the 28th of 
November 1598. He made several voyages to the White Sea 
and to places in northern Russia, and in thar entered the service 
of the Danish Icelandic Company, then in its prime. For 
many years the whole trade of Iceland, which he frequently 
visited, passed through his bands, and he soon became equally 
well known at Gitickstadt, that the chief emporium of the 
Iceland trade, and at Copenhagen. In February thaa, at the 
express desire of King Christian IV., the Copenhagen burgesses 
elected him burgomaster. During his northern voyages he had 
learnt Russian, and was employed as interpreter at court when-
ever Muscovite embassies visited Copenhagen. His travels had 
begotten in him a love of geography, and be published in 1633 
a " Rosmografi," previously revised by the astronomer Longo-
montanus. During the siege of Copenhagen by the Swedes in 
160 he came prominently forward. At the meeting between the 
king and the citizens to arrange for the defence of the capital, 
Nansen urged the necessity of an obstinate defence. It was be 
who an this occasion obtained privileges for the burgesses of 
Copenhagen which placed them on a footing of equality with 
the nobility; and be was the life and soul of the garrison till 
the arrival of the Dutch fleet practically saved the city. These 
eighteen months of storm and stress established his influence 
in the capital once for all and at the same time knitted hint 
closely to Frederick III. , who recognized in Nansen a man 
after his own heart, and made the great burgomaster his chief 
instrument in carrying through the anti-aristocratic Revolution 
of them Nausea used all the arts of the agitator with 
extraordinary energy and success. Ills greatest feat was the 
impassioned speech by which, on October 8th, be induced the 
burgesses to accede to the proposal of the magistracy of Copen-
hagen to offer Frederick III. the realm of Denmark as a purely 
hereditary kingdom. How far Nansen was content with the 
result of the Revolution—absolute monarchy—it is impossible 
to say. It appears to be pretty certain that, at the beginning, 
he did not want absolutism. Whether he subsequently regarded 
the victory of the monarchy and its condign'', the admittance 
of the middle classes to all offices and dignities, as a satisfactory 
equivalent for his original demands; or whether he was no 
overcome by royal favour as to sacrifice cheerfully the political 
liberties of his country, can only be ■ matter for conjecture. 
After the Revolution Nassau continued in high honour, but 

All 
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he chiefly occupied himself with commerce, and was less and less 
consulted in purely political matters. He died on the lath of 
November 5667. 

Buittoonarirr.:-Oluf Nielsen, KjObtothaons Historic, Hi. (Cope*. 
begat. 5877); Julius Albert Fridericia. Adetreadderu sane Dap 
(Copenhagen. 1890; Dawoarks Riga Historic, v. (Copenhagen. 
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NANTERRE, a town of northern France, with a port on the 
Seine, in the department of Seine, at the foot of Mount Valerien, 
8 m. N.W. of Paris on the railway to St Germain. Pop. (x906), 
town, 11,874; commune, 5 7,434- The principal manufactures 
are Chemicals, tallow and aluminitmr; atone quarried in the 
vicinity; the town is noted also for its cakes. The combined 
prison and mendidty depot for the department is a large 
institution, about 2 ra. from the town. Nanterre (the ancient 
Newsprodurum or Nestetodurron) owes its origin to the shrine 
of Ste Genevieve (42o-512), the patron-saint of Paris, whose 
name is still associated with various places in the town and 
district. The shrine is the object of a pilgrimage in September. 

NANTES. a city of western France, capital of the department 
of Loire.Inferieure, on the right bank of the Loire, 35 m. above 
its mouth, at the junction of the Orleans, Western and State 
railways, 55 m. W.S.W. of Angers by rail. In population 
(town, 128,244; commune, 133,247, in 1906) Nantes is the first 
city of Brittany. The Loire here divides into several branches 
forming islands over portions of which the city has spread. 
It receives on the left hand the Sevre Nantaise, and on the right 
the Erdre, which forms the outlet of the canal between Nantes 
and Brest. The maritime port of Nantes is reached by way of 
the Loire and the ship canal between the island of Carnet and 
La Martiniere (94 m.). Vessels drawing as much as 20 ft. 8 in., 
and at spring tides, 22 ft., can reach the port, which extends over 
a length of about xi m. The outer port as far as the industrial 

•suburb of Chantenay has a length of over half a mile. The 
principal quays extend along the right bank of the branch 
which flows past the town, and on the western shore of the island 
of Gloriette. Their total length used for trading purposes is 

and warehouses cover an area of 17 acres. A slipway 
facilitates the repairing of ships. The river port occupies the 
St Felix and Madeleine branches, and has quays extending for 
half a mile. Finally, on the Erdre is a third port for inland 
navigation. The quays are bounded by railway lines along the 
right bank of the river, which the railway to St Naxaire follows. 
The older quarter of Nantes containing the more interesting 
buildings is situated to the east of the Erdre. 

The cathedral, begun in tau in the Gothic style, was unfinished 
till the roth century when the transept and choir were added. 
There are two interesting monuments in- the transept—on the 
right Michel Colomb's tomb of Francis IL, duke of Brittany, and 
his second wife Marguerite de Foie (ism), and on the left that of 
General Juchault de Lamoriciere, a native of Nantes, by Paul 
Dubois 4879). Of the other churches the most interesting is 
St Nicolas, a modern building in the style of the 13th century, 
on the right bank of the Erdre. Between the cathedral and the 
Loire, from which it is separated only by the breadth of the quay, 
stands the castle of Nantes, founded in the 9th or loth century. 
Rebuilt by Francis IL and the duchess Anne, it is flanked by 
huge towers and by a bastion erected by Philip Emmanuel 
duke of Mercceur in the time of the League. A fine facade in 
the Gothic style looks into the courtyard. From being the 
residence of the dukes of Brittany, the castle became a state 
prison in which Jean-Francois Paul de Gondi, Cardinal de Ras, 
Nicholas Fouquet, and Marie Louise of Naples, duchess of 
Berry, were at different times confined; it is now occupied as the 
artillery headquarters. The chapel in which the marriage of 
Louis XII. with Anne of Brittany was celebrated was destroyed 
by an explosion in Lilco. The Exchange (containing the tribunal 
and chamber of commerce), the Grand Theatre, the Prefecture 
and the town hall are buildings of the last half of the 18th or 
early 59th century; the law courts date from the middle of the 
roth century. Nantes has an archaeological collection in the 
Debris Museum, and in the museum of fine arts a splendid  

collection of paintings, modern French masters being welt 
represented; it also has a natural history museum, a large library 
rich in manuscripts and a botanical garden to the east. The 
Pommeraye Passage, which connects streets on different levels 
and is built in stages connected by staircases, dates from tilts. 
Between the Loire and the Erdre tun the Coma St Pierre and 
the Cows St Andre, adorned at the two ends of the line by 
statues of Anne of Brittany and Arthur III., Bertrand the 
Guesdin and Olivier de Clisson, and separated by the Place 
lends XVI., with a statue of that monarch on a lofty column. 
The Place Royale, to the west of the Erdre, the great meeting-
place of the principal thoroughfares of the city, contains a 
monumental fountain with allegorical statues of Nantes and the 
Loire and its affluents. A flight of steps at the west end of the 
town leads up from the quay to the colossal cast-iron statue of 
St Anne, whence a splendid view may be obtained over the 
valley of the Loire. Several old houses of the 15th and 56th 
centuries, the fish market and the Salomea (a vast granite 
building now used as a bonded warehouse) are of interest. 
Nantes has two great hospitals—St Jacques on the left bank of 
the Loire, and the Hotel-Dieu in Gloriette Island. It is the seat 
of a bishopric and a court of assizes, and headquarters of the 
XI. army corps; it has tribunals of first instance and of 
commerce, a board of trade-arbitrators a chamber of commerce 
and a branch of the Bank of France. The educational institu-
tions include !yam for both sexes, a training college for girls 
schools of medicine and pharmacy and law, a preparatory school 
to higher instruction, science and letters, schools of music, art and 
navigation, technical and commercial schools, and a school for 
deaf-mutes and the blind. 

Among the more important industries of Nantes are sugar- 
flour-milling, rice-husking, the manufacture of oil, 

soap, flour pastes and biscuits, and the preparation of tinned 
provisions (sardines, vegetables, &c.); the manufacture of tin 
boxes, tiles, chemical manures, acid from chestnut bark, tobacco, 
leather, wood-pulp for paper, rope, boots and shoes, brushes 
and glass; saw-milling, shipbuilding, metal founding and the 
construction of engineering material; and wool and cotton-
spinning and the manufacture of cotton and other fabrics; 
hosiery and knitted goods. Coal and patent fuel (chiefly from 
Great Britain) are the most important imports; next come 
phosphates and pyrites; other imports are timber and pulp-wood. 
The principal exports are bunker-coal (to French colonies), 
pyrites, slate, hoops and provisions. In the ten years 2898-
1907 the average annual value of the imports was L2,657,000:. 
of the- exports L795,5oo. In 1907 there entered from foreign 
countries 738 vessels (209 British) with tonnage of 584,850, 
and cleared 778 with 554,720 tom of cargo, and 458,538 tons 
of ballast. Reckoning ships carrying cargo only the figures for 
the first and last years of the decade 1898-1907 were: 0198, 
ships entered, French 209 (tonnage 75,249),  foreign 25o (tonnage 
254,936); ships cleared, French 173 (tonnage 32,592), foreign 
97 (tonnage 27,836): 1ee7, ships entered, French 286 (tonnage 
127,635), foreign 419 (tonnage 361,002); ships cleared, French 
r26 (tonnage 81,299). foreign 128 (tonnage 45,180. 

Before the Roman occupation Nantes was the chief town of 
the Nauman and consisted of Condosicnvot, lying on the hills 
away from the river, and of Perim Namendtax, on the river. 
Under the Romans it became a great commercial and admini-
strative centre, though its two parts did not coalesce till the 3rd 
or 4th century. In the middle of the 3rd century Christianity 
was introduced by St Clair. Clotaire I. got possession of the 
city in 56o, and placed it under the government of St Felix 
the bishop, who executed enormous works to cause the Loire 
to flow under the walls of the castle. After being several times 
subdued by Charlemagne, Brittany revolted under his successors, 
and Nominee, proclaimed king in 842, ordered the fortifications 
of Nantes to be razed because it had sided with Charles the Bald. 
The Normans held the town from 843 to 936. About this time 
began the rivalry between Nantes and Rennes, whose counts 
disputed the sovereignty of Brittany. Pierre de Dreux, declared 
duke of Brittany by Philip Augustus, made Nantes his capital, 
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surolroded it • with 'fortifications and defended it valiantly 
against John of England. During the Breton wars of succession 
Nantes took part first with Jean de Montfort, but afterwards 
with Charles of Blois, and did not open its gates to Monfort 
till his-  success was assured and his English allies had retired. 
la 356o Francis II. granted Nantes a communal constitution. 
In the course of the 15th and 16th centuries the city suffered 
from several epidemics. Averse to Protestantism, it joined the 
League along with the duke of Mercceur, governor of Brittany, 
who helped to raise the country into an independent duchy; 
and it was not till 1598 that it opened its gates to Henry IV., 
who here signed an the and of May of that year the famous 
Edict of Nantes which until its revocation by Louis XIV. In 
1685 was the charter of Huguenot liberties in France. It was 
at Nantes that Henry de Talleyrand, count of Chalais, was 
punished in toad for plotting against Richelieu, that Fouquet 
was arrested in 1664 and that the Cellamare conspirators were 
executed under the regent Philip of Orleans. Having warmly 
embraced the cause of the Revolution in 1789, the city was in 
1293 treated with extreme rigour by J. B. Carrier, envoy of 
the Conunittee of Public Safety, whose soyedes or wholesale 
drowninp of prisoners became notorious. Nantes on more than 
one occasion vigorously resisted the Vendeans. It was here 
that the duchess of Berry was arrested in /832 while trying to 
stir up La Vend& against Louis Philippe. 

MANTES, EDICT OF. the law promulgated in April 1598 by 
which the French king, Henry IV., gave religious liberty to his 
Protestant subjects, the Huguenots. The story of the struggle 
for the edict is part of the history of France, and during the 
thirty-five years of civil war which preceded its grant, many 
treaties and other arrangements bad been made between the 
contending religious parties, but none of these had been satis-
factory or lasting. The elation of the Protestants at the accession 
of Henry IV. in 1589 was followed by deep depression, when it 
was found that not only did he adopt the Roman Catholic faith, 
but that his efforts to redress their grievances were singularly 
ineffectual. In 1594 they took determined measures to protect 
themselves; in 1597, the war with Spain being practically over, 
long negotiations took place between the king and their repre-
sentatives, prominent among whom was the historian J. A. de 
Thou, and at last the edict was drawn up. It consisted of 95 
general articles, which were signed by Henry at Nantes on the 
13th of April 1598, and of 56 particular ones, signed on the 
and of May. There was also some supplementary matter. 

The main provisions of the edict of Nantes may be briefly 
summarized under six beads: (1) It gave liberty of conscience 
to the Protestants throughout the whole of France. (a) It 
gave to the Protestants the right of holding public worship in 
those places where they had held it in the year 1576 and in the 
earlier part of ism also in places where this freedom had been 
panted by the edict of Poitiers (z 577) and the treaties of Nene 
(s579) and of Felix (158o). The Protestants could also worship 
in two towns in each boilliage and afekkausde. The greater 
"nobles could hold Protestant services in their houses; the 
lesser nobles could do the same. but only for gatherings of not 
more than thirty people. Regarding Paris, the Protestants 
could conduct worship within five leagues of the city; previously 
this prohibition had extended to a distance of ten leagues. 
(3) Full dvil rights were granted to the Protestants. They could 
trade freely, inherit property and enter the universities, colleges 
and schools. All official positions were open to them. (4) To 
deal with disputes arising out of the edict a chamber was estab-
lished in the parlement of Paris (Is chambre de Fait). This 
was to be composed of ten Roman Catholic, and of six Protestant 
members. Chambers for the same purpose, but consisting of 
Protestants and Roman Catholics in equal numbers, were estab-
lished in connexion with the provincial parlements. (5) The 
Protestant pastors were to be paid by the state and to be freed 
from certain burdens, their position being made practically 
equal to that of the Roman Catholic clergy. (6) A hundred 
places of safety were given to the Protestants for eight years, 
the expenses of garrisoning them being undertaken by the king. 

In many ways the terms of the edict were very generous to 
the Protestants, but it must be remembered that the liberty 
to hold public worship was made the exception and not the rule; 
this was prohibited except in certain specified cases, and in this 
respect they were less favourably treated than they were under 
the arrangement made in 1576. 

The edict was greatly disliked by the Roman Catholic clergy 
and their friends, and a few changes were made to conciliate them. 
The parlement of Paris abated this dislike, and succeeded in 
reducing the number of Protestant members of the ckambre 
de r tdit from six to one. Then cajoled and threatened by Henry, 
the parlement registered the edict on the 25th of February 
t 599. After similar trouble it was also registered by the provincial 
parlements, the last to take this step being the parlement of 
Rouen, which delayed the registration until gsms 

The strong political position secured to the French Protestants 
by the edict of Nantes was very objectionable, not only to the 
ardent Roman Catholics, but also to more moderate persons, 
and the payments made to their ministers by the state were 
viewed with increasing dislike. Thus about 166o a strong move-
ment began for its repeal, and this bad great influence with the 
king. One after another proclamations and declarations were 
issued which deprived the Protestants of their rights under the 
edict; their position was rendered intolerable by a series of 
persecutions which culminated in the dragessedes, and at length 
on the 28th of October 1685 Louis revoked the edict, thus depriv-
ing the Protestants in France of all civil and religious liberty. 
This gave a new impetus to the emigration of the Huguenots, 
which had been going on for some years, and England, Holland 
and Brandenburg received numbers of thrifty and industrious 
French families. 

The history of the French Protestants. to which the edict of.Nantes 
belongs, is dealt with in the articles F itarlat: History,and Huctursiors. 
For further details about the edict see the papers and documents 
published as Le Troisiense centenaire de !'Edit de Narks (x898); 
N. A. F. Puaux, Ratan de Protestasetinne fraecais (Paris, 5894; 
H. M. Baird, The lieguenees and the Revocation of the &ha of Nantes 
(London, 1895); C. Benoist, La Ceedifies des Proleskaas AM le 
n,g_inie de Mt de Mutter d apras so avocation (Paris, 19oo); Lods, 
LeEdit de Nantes dental k parinnnit de Pans (1899): and the Bulletin 
hineriqwe et liatraire of the Socied de l'Histoire du Protestantisme 
Francais. 

NARTEUIL, ROBERT (1623-1678), French line-engraver, was 
born about 1623, or, as other authorities state, in 163o, the 
son of a merchant of Reims. Having received an excellent 
classical education, he studied engraving under his brother-in-
law, Nicholas Regnesson; and, his crayon portraits having 
attracted attention, he was pensioned by Louis XIV. and 
appointed designer and engraver of the cabinet to that monarch. 
It was mainly due to his influence that the king granted the 
edict of 166o, dated from St Jean de Luz, by which engraving 
was pronounced free and distinct from the mechanical arts, and 
its practitioners were declared entitled to the privilege& of other 
artists. He died at Paris in s678. The plates of Neatens', 
several of them approaching the scale of life, number about three 
hundred. In his early practice he imitated the technique of 
his predecessors, working with straight lines, strengthened, but 
not crossed, in the shadows, in the style of Claude Mellen, and 
in other prints cross-hatching like Regnesson, or stippling in the 
manner of Jean Boulanger; but he gradually asserted his full 
individuality, modelling the faces of his portraits with the utmost 
precision and completeness, and employing various methods 
of touch for the draperies and other parts of his plates. Among 
the finest works of his fully developed period may be named 
the portraits of Pomponne de Bellffivre, Gilles Mange, Jean 
Lore;, the due de la Meilleraye and the duchess de Nemours. 

A list of his works will be found is Dnineeoirs Le Peistreitawas 
feassfais. voL iv. 

NAlfrICOKE, a borough of Luzern county, Pennsylvania, 
U.S.A., on the North Branch of the Susquehanna river, opposite 
West Nanticoke, and 8 m. S.W. of Wilkes-Barre. Pop. 0884 
3884; (1 890), 10,044: (190o), 12,216, of whom 5055 wens 
foreign-born; (Iwo census) 18,877. It Is served by the 
Pennsylvania, the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western and the 
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Central of New Jersey railways, and by an interurban electric 
line. Nanticoke is situated in the anthracite coal region, is 
surrounded by mines, and its industries consist chiefly in mining 
and shipping coal; it also has various manufactures, and in 
1903 the factory product was valued at $35 8,09 5 . Nanticoke 
was laid out in 1793, and was incorporated as a borough in 1874. 
The name is that of an Algonquian tribe of Indians, conspicuous 
for their dark complexion, who originally lived in Maryland, 
were conquered by the Iroquois in 1678 and subsequently 
scattered; the main body removed to lands along the eastern 
branch of the Susquehanna, where some of them became merged 
with the Iroquois, and others removed to the Ohio and became 
merged with the Delaware. 

NANTUCKET, a county and township (coextensive) of Massa-
chusetts, U.S.A. Its principal pan is an island of the same 
name, s8 m. S. of Cape Cod peninsula; it also includes the 
island of Tuckernuck, which has an area of 1.97 sq. m., and is 
used for sheep grazing; Muskeget Island, which has excellent 
hunting, and of which about one-half is a public park; and the 
Gravel Islands and other islets. Pop. of the county (rgos 
nate census), 2930; (Imo) 2962. 

The island, with a minimum length of t5 m., an average width 
of 2f m., and an area of about 47 sq. m., has a coast-line of 
88 m.; • it lies within the so-fathom line, but is separated from 
the mainland by Nantucket Sound, which is 25 to 3o m. across 
and has a maximum depth of so ft. The surface of Nantucket 
Island is open, nearly treeless, with a few bills, the highest being 
91 ft. above sea-level. The soil Is sandy.but affords good pasture 
in some places, and has been farmed with some success; the 
flora is rich, and includes some rare species. There are a score 
of fresh-water ponds, the largest being Hummock (32o acres). 
Copaum (21 acres) was, at the time of the first settlement, a bay 
and the commonly used harbour, but the present harbour (6 m. 
long) is that formed by Coatue Beach, a long narrow tongue of 
land on the N. side of the island. The northern part of Coatue 
Beach is known as Coskata Beach, and curves to the N.W.; 
near its tip is Great Point, where a lighthouse was first built in 
1784. There have been many terrible wrecks on the coast, 
and there are life-saving stations on Muskeget Island, near 
Maddaket, at Surfside and on Coskata Beach. At the W. end 
of the island is Tuckernuck Bank, a broad submarine platform, 
on whose edge are the island of Tuckernuck, on which is a village 
of the same name, and Muskeget Island. In the S.E. extremity 
of Nantucket Island is Sisscouset (locally 'Sconset), a summer 
resort of some vogue; it has a Marconi wireless telegraph 
station, connecting with incoming steamers, the Nantucket 
shoals lightship and the mainland. On a bluff on the S. is the 
small village of Surfside. Other hamlets are Maddaket, at the 
W. end of the island; and Polpis, Quidnet and Wauwinet (at 
the bead of Nantucket harbour) in its E. part. 

The principal settlement and summer resort is the town of 
Nantucket (on the S.W. end of the harbour), which is served by 
steamers from New Bedford, Martha's Vineyard and Wood's 
Hole, and is connected with Siasconset by a primitive narrow-
gauge railway. Here there are large summer hotels, old resi-
dences built in the prosperous days of whaling, old lean-to houses, 
old graveyards and an octagonal towered windmill built in 1746-
There are two libraries; one founded in 1836, and now a public 
library in the Atheneum building; and the other in what is 
now the School of Industrial and Manual Training (1904),  founded 
in r1327 as a Lancasterian school by Admiral Sir Isaac Coffin 
(1 759-2839), whose ancestors were Nantucket people. The 
Jethro Coffin House was built in s686, according to tradition; 
the Old North Vestry, the first Congregational meeting-house, 
built in 1711, was moved in 1767, and again in 1834 to its present 
site on Beacon Hill. The old South Church Tower, a steeple and 
clock tower, 144 ft. above sea-level, has a fine Portuguese bell, 
made in s8ro. Another old house, built in 1725, was the hotne 
of Elihu Coleman, an anti-slavery minister of the Society of 
Friends, who were very strong here until the close of the first 
quarter of the 19th century. Near the old Friends' School is 
the building of the Nantucket Historical Society, which has a  

collection of relics. Nantucket was the home of Benjamin 
Franklin's mother, Abiab, whose father, Peter Folger, was one 
of the earliest settlers (1663); of Maria Mitchell, and of Lucretia 
Mott. Adjoining the Maria Mitchell homestead is a memorial 
astronomical observatory and library, containing the collections 
of Miss Mitchell and of her brother, Professor Henry Mitchell 
(t830-1902), a distinguished hydrographer. The industries of 
the Island are unimportant; there is considerable cod and scallop 
fishing. Sheep-raising was once an Important industry. Nan-
tucket was long famous as a whaling port. As early as the 
beginning of the ,8th century its fleets vied with those of eastern 
Long Island.. In 1712 a Nantucket whaler, Christopher Hussey, 
blown out to sea, killed some sperm whales and thus introduced 
the sperm-ml industry and put an end to the period in which 
only drift- and shore- or boat-whaling had been carried on—
the shore fishery died out about 1 i6o. In 1757 whaling was the 
only livelihood of the people of Nantucket; and in 1 750-1 775, 
although whaling fleets were in repeated danger from French 
and Spanish privateers, the business, with the allied coopers 
and other trades, steadily increased. In 1775 the Nantucket 
fleet numbered !so, and the population was between Sono and 
6000, about 90% being Quakers; but by r785 the fleet had 
been shattered, 134 ships being destroyed or captured during 
the war. Tallow candles as a substitute for whale-on had been 
introduced, and the British market was closed by a duty of 
£18 a ton on oil; a bounty offered by the Massachusetts legis-
lature as on white and £3 on yellow or brown spermaceti, 
and £2 on whale-oil per ton) was of slight assistance. During the 
war of 2852 the Nantucket fleet was the only one active; it 
suffered severely during the war, and in the decade 1820-1830 
Nantucket lost its primacy to New Bedford, whose fleet in also 
was twice as large. Nantucket's last whaler sailed in 1869. 
Subsequently the island has been chiefly important as a summer 
resort. 

Title to Nantucket and the neighbouring islands was claimed 
under grants of the Council for New England both by William 
Alexander, Lord Stirling, and by Sir Ferdinando Gorges. Lord 
Stirling's agent sold them in 1645 to Thomas Mayhew ( 1 592- 

 1682) of Watertown, Mass., and his son Thomas (e. 16,6-
1657) for £4o, and a little later the elder Mayhew obtained 
another deed for Martha's Vineyard from Gorges. In 1659 the 
elder Mayhew sold a joint interest in the greater part of the 
island of Nantucket for £3o and two beaver hats to nine partners; 
early in the following year the first ten admitted ten others as 
equal proprietors, and later, in order to encourage them to settle 
here, special half-grants were offered to tradesmen. The original 
twenty proprietors, however, endeavoured to exclude the trades-
men from any voice in the government, and this caused strife. 
Both factions appealed to the governor of New York, that pro-
vince having claimed jurisdiction over the islands under the 
grant to the duke of York in 1664, and, becoming increasingly 
dissatisfied with that government, sought a union with Massa-
chusetts until the islands were annexed to that province by its 
new charter of 169r. The town of Nantucket was settled in 
1661 and was incorporated in Om By order of Governor 
Francis Lovelace it was named Sherburne in 1673, but In 1795 
the present name was adopted. Its original site was Maddaket 
on the W. end of the island; in 1672 it was moved to its present 
site, then called Wescoe. When counties were first organised in 
New York, in 1683, Nantucket and the neighbouring islands 
were erected into Dukes county, but in 5695, after annexation 
to Massachusetts, Nantucket Island, having been set apart from 
Dukes county, constituted Nantucket county, and in 1713 
Tuckernuck Island was annexed to It. 

See the bulletins (1896 seq.) of the Nantucket Historical Society, 
established in 1894; F. B. Hough, Papers relating to the Island of 
Nantucket under the Colony of New York (Albany. N.Y., 
1856); M. S. Dudley, Nantucket Centennial Cekbration; 
Sites and Historic Butldings (Nantucket, 1895); Obed Macy, History 
oofJ Naatacket (Boston, 1835); L. S. Hinchman, Early Settlers of 
Nantucket (Philadelphia, 1896; and ed., t9oz); W. S. Bliss. Quaint 
Nantucket (Boston, 1896); and N. S. Shafer, Ge y  of Nantucket 
(Washington, 1889), being US. Geological Survey Bulleria No. 53. 
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/WITMER a market town in the Crewe parliamentary 

division of Cheshire, England, 761 m. N.W. of London, on the 
London At North-Western and Great Western railways. Pop. 
of urban district (Igor) 7722. It lies on the river Weaver, in the 
upper part of its flat, open valley. The church of St Mary and 
St Nicholas is a cruciform building in red sandstone, of the 
Decorated and Perpendicular periods, with a central octagonal 
tower. The fine old carved stalls are said to have belonged to 
Vale Royal Abbey, near Winsford in this county. Nantwich 
tains not a few old timbered houses of the r6th ands 7th centuries, 
but the town as a whole is modern in appearance. The grammar 
school was founded in Al r. The salt industry, still the staple of 
several towns lower down the vale of the Weaver, was so 
important here in the time of Henry VIII. that there were three 
hundred salt-works. Though this industry has lapsed, there are 
brine baths, much used in cases of rheumatism, gout and general 
debility, and the former private mansion of Shrewbridge Hall is 
converted into a hotel with a spa. Nantwich has tanneries, a 
manufacture of boots and shoes, and clothing factories; and 
corn-milling and iron-founding are carried on. The town is one 
of the best hunting centres in the county, being within reach 
of several meets. 

From the traces of a Roman mad between Nantwich and Middle. 
with, and the various Roman remains that have been found in the 
neighbourhood, it has been conjectured that Nantwich was a salt-
town in Roman times, but of this there is no coachuive evidence. 
The Domesday Survey contains a long account of the laws, customs 
and values of the salt-works at that period, which were by far the 
most profitable in Cheshire. The salt-houses were divided between 
the tang, the earl of Chester and certain resident freemen of the 
neighbourhood. The name of the town appears variously as Wych 
Manbenk. Wit Malban, Nantwich Lathe Median, Wyamanban, 
Wiens Methane% Namptewiche. About the year to7o Willam 

or Maibank was created baron of Nantwich, which barony 
re a=e2the earl of Chester. In the 13th century the barony fell 
to three daughters and co-heiresses, and further subdivisions followed. 
This probably accounts for the lack of privileges belonging to Neat. 
with as a corporate town. The only town charter is one of 156j-
t568, in which Queen Elizabeth confirms an ancient privilege of 
the burgesses that they should not be upon &mirth or juries with 

relating to matters outside the town. It is stated in the 
charter that the right to this privilege had been proved by an in-
quisition taken in the thth century, and had then already been held 
from time immemorial. There was a gild merchant and also a town 
bailiff. but the latter office was of little real significance and was 
soon damped.  There is documentary evidence of a castle at Nant-
wich in the 13th century. There is a weekly market on Saturday, 
held by prescription. In 1283 a three-days' fair to be held at the 
feast of St Bartholomew was granted to Rubat Burnell, bishop of 
Bath and Wells (then bolder of a share of the barony of Nantwach). 
This is the " Old Fair " or " Great Fair " now held on the 4th of 
September. Earl Cholmondeley received a grant of two fairs in 
z723. Fairs are now held on the first Thursday in Apth. June, 
September and December, and a cheese fair on the first Thursday in 
each month except January. The salt trade declined altogether in 
the 18th century, with the exception of one adt-works, which was 
kept open until 036. There was a shoe trade in the town as early 
as the 17th century, and gloves were made from the end of the 
16th century until about 1863. Weaving and stocking trades also 
flourished in the 18th century. The one corn-mill of Nantwich was 
converted into a cotton factory in 1789, but was closed in 1874. 

See James Hall, A History of Naebvids or Wick Ifilbauls (1883). 
NAOROJI, DADABHAI (282$- 	), Indian politician, was 

born at Nasik on the 4th of September 182$, the son of a Pauli 
priest. During a long and active life, he played many parts: 
professor of mathematics at the Elphinstone college ( 1 E54); 
founder of the RastGafter newspaper; partner in a Parsi business 
firm in London (x833); prime minister of Banda (2874): 
member of the Bombay legislative council (r885); M.P. for 
Central Finsbury (age- 8g5), being the first Indian to be elected 
to the House of Commons; three times president of the Indian 
National Congress. Many of his numerous writings are collected 
in Poverty and He-British Rule in India (rgot). 

NAP, the pile on cloth, the surface of short fibres raised by 
special processes, differing with the various fabrics, and then 
smoothed and cut. Formerly the word was applied to the 
roughness on textiles before shearing. " Nap " in this sense 
appears in many Teutonic languages, cf. Ger. Noppe, Dutch sop, 
Nor. mop; the verbal form is miles or nappen, to trim, cut  

short. The word nap also means a short sleep or doze (O. Eng. 
heappian). In " napkin," a square of damask or other linen, 
used for wiping the hands and lips or for protecting the clothes 
at meals, the second part is a common English suffix, sometimes 
of diminutive force, and the first is from " nape," ' Low Lat. 
Napa or frappe, a corrupt form of mappa, table-cloth. Nape still 
survives in " napery," a name for household linen in general. 

NAPHTALL in the Bible, the name of an Israelite tribe, the 
" son " of Jacob by Bilhah, Rachel's maid, and the uterine 
brother of Dan (Gen. rm. 8). It lay to the south of Dan in the 
eastern half of upper Galilee (Josh. xis. 32-39), a fertile mountain-
ous district (d. Gen. xlix. az  Deut. xxxiii. 23), open to the 
surrounding influences of Phoenicia and Aram. Apart from its 
share in the war against Siaera (Judg. iv. seq., see DenozAit), 
little is known of it. It evidently suffered in the bloody conflicts 
of Damascus with Israel (1 Kings xv. 2o), and was depopulated 
by Tiglath-Pileser IV. (2 Kings xv. 2g; Isa. ix. i). Naphtali and 
Dan are " brothers," perhaps partly on geographical grounds, 
but Dan also had a seat in the south (south-west of Ephraim), 
and the name of the " mother " Bilhah is apparently connected 
with Bilhan, an Edomite and also a Bcnjamite name (Gen. 
xxxvi. 27; 1 Chron. vii. zo). 

For the view connecting Naphtali (perhaps ageographical rather 
than a tribal term), or rather its Israelite inhabitants, with the south 
see the full discussion by H. W. Hogg, Eery. Bib. in. col. 3332 sqq. 
with references. 

NAPHTHA, a word originally applied to the more fluid kinds of 
petroleum, issuing from the ground in the Baku district of 
Russia and in Persia. It is the Ad& of Dioscorides, and the 
naphtha, or bitumen liquidate cendidum of Pliny. By the alchemists 
the word was used principally to distinguish various highly 
volatile, mobile and inflammable liquids, such as the ethers, 
sulphuric ether and acetic ether having been known respectively 
as naphtha stdpkuriei and naphtha aedi. 

The term is now seldom aged, either in commerce or in science, 
without a distinctive prefix, and we thus.have the following:— 

1. Coal-tar Naphtha.—A volatile commercial product obtained by 
the distillation of coal-tar (see COAL-TAR). 

2. Skate Nanhffia.—Obtained by distillation from the oil pro-
duced by the destructive distillation of bituminous shale (see 
PARATFItims  

3. Pe& 	Naphasa—A name sometimes given (e.g. in the 
United States) to a portion of the more volatile hydrocarbons 
distilled from petroleum (see ParathEml). 

4. Wood Naphtha—Methyl alcohol (qv.). 
3. Bone Naphtha—Known also as bone oil or Dippers  oil. A 

volatile product of offensive odour obtained in the -thrixation of 
bones for the manufacture of animal charcoal. 

6. Caoutehoue Naphtha.—A volatile product obtained by the 
destructive distillation of rubber. 	 (B. R.) 

NAPHTHALENE, C,.H,, a hydrocarbon discovered in the 
" carbolic " and " heavy oil " fractions of the coal-tar distillate 
(see Coax-raa) in ago by A. Garden. It is a product of the 
action of beat an many organic compounds, being formed when 
the vapours of ether, camphor, acetic acid, ethylene, acetylene, 
&c., are passed through a red-hot tube (M. Berthelot, Jahresb., 
flip), or when petroleum is led through a red-hot tube packed 
with charcoal (A. Letny, Res., 1878, 11, p. zsto). It may be 
synthesized by passing the vapour of phenyl butylene bromide 
over heated soda lime (B. Aronheim, Ann., am, 171, P. 21 9): 
and by the action of ortbo-xylylene bromide on sodium ethane 
tetracarbexylic ester, the resulting tetra-hydronaphthalene 
tetracarboxylic ester being hydrolysed and heated, when it 
yields hydronaphthalene dicarboxylic acid, the silver salt of 
which decomposes on distillation into naphthalene and other 
products (A. v. Buyer and W. IL Perkin, junr., Bet., 1884, 
17, 451 ) 

Na.e(COIR), 	- sCiirt(COsil)t 
4, 

Cars C'H's■CHI.CH-COX 	l 'airt(COsHh 

1 " Nape," the back of the neck, is of doubtful origin; it may be 
a variant of " knap," a knob or protuberance. 
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It is a colourless solid, which melts at se C., and boils at 

.218° C. It crystallizes in the monoclinic system; it is to be 
noted that a- and 0-naphthol assume almost identical forms, so 
that these three compounds have been called isomorphous. It is 
insoluble in water, but is readily soluble in alcohol, and ether. 
It has a characteristic smell, and is very volatile, distilling 
readily in a current of steam. It acts as a weak antiseptic. It is 
used for enriching coal gas, as a vermin killer, in the manufacture 
of certain azo dyes, and in the preparation of phthalk acid (q.v.). 
When passed through a red-hot tube packed with carbon it 
yields #0-dinaphthyl, (C10111)2• It forms a crystalline compound 
with picric acid. It readily forms addition products with 
chlorine and with hydrogen; the didtkride, C1GH1C12, is obtained 
as a yellow liquid by acting with hydrochloric acid and potassium 
chlorate; the solid tetrachloride, Cie H s  Ch, results when chlorine 
is passed into naphthalene dissolved in chloroform. Numerous 
hydrides are known; heated with red phosphorus and hydriodic 
acid the hydrocarbon yields mixtures of hydrides of composition 
Calle to CloHo• Sodium in boiling ethyl alcohol gives the 
a-dihydride, Clotho (E. Bamberger, Ber., 1887, 20r P. 1 705); 
and with boiling amyl alcohol the 0-tetrahydride, C, 01-1,3 

 (E. Bamberger, Be,., 1890, 23, p. r361). The a-tetrahydro-
naphthalene is formed when naphthalene is heated with phos-
phonium iodide at 17e-i9o° (A. v. Baeyer). Structurally 
naphthalene may be represented as a fusion of two benzene 
nuclei, the hydrogen atoms being numbered as in the inset 

formula 	; 1, 4, 5, 8 are a-positions, 2, 3, 6, 7 are P; 
• 

1-5 or 4-8 diderivatives are alla, whilst 1-8 or 4-5 are pen►  (See 
CHEMISTRY, ORGANIC). 

o-Nieronaphtlialeste, C.Hr NO,. is formed by the direct nitration of 
naphthalene. For its commercial preparation see 0. Witt, The 
chemische Industrie, 1887, to, p. 215. It crystallizes in yellow 
needles, which melt at 61° C., and are readily soluble in alcohol. 
By the action of nitro-sulphuric acid it is convened into a mixture 
of 1.3 and 1•8 dinitronaphthaknes (P. Friedlander ., Ber., 1899,32, 
p. 3330. When heated with aniline and its salts it yields phenyl. 
rosindulin (German patent 67339 (1888)). B-Nitranaphshalene is 
prepared by acting with ethyl nitrite on an alcoholic solution of 
a-nitro-a-naplithylamine in the presence of sulphuric acid (E. Leh-
mann and A. Remy, Ber., 1886, 19, p. 237). or with freshly prepared 
potassium cupronitrite on P-naphthakne diazonium sulphate 
(A. Hantzsch. Ber., 19oo, 33, p. 2553). It crystallizes in small 
yellow needles which melt at 78 C. and are volatile in steam. 

Sulphanic Acids.—Two monoaulphonic acids (a and 8) result by 
acting with sulphuric acid on the hydrocarbon, the a-acid pre-
dominating at low temperatures (8o °  C. and under) and the P-acid 

e at higher temperatures (17.200 C.). They are crystalline, hygro- 
scopic compounds and are employed for the manufacture of the 
naphthols. Numerous di- and tri-sulphonic acids arc known. 

a-Naphthoquinone, C■AlsOs, resembles benzoquinone, and is formed 
by the oxidation of many a-derivatives of naphthalene with chromic 
acid. It crystallizes in yellow needles which melt at ITS°  C. It 
sublimes readily, is volatile in steam and reduces to 
the corresponding dihydroxynaphthakne. B-Naphiko- 
(unmet is formed by oxidizing 2-amino-a-naphthol 
(from P-naphthol-orange by reduction) vrith ferric chlo-
ride. It crystallizes in red needles, which melt at Ile 
C; it has no smell and is non-volatile (cf. phenan-
threnequinone).Alizarinblark.Cial4(OH)sOrNaHS0a. 
the sodium bisulphite compound of 7.8 dioxy-s-
naphthoquinone. is a dyestuff used for printing on 
cotton in the presence of a chromium mordant. 
The naphthoquinone is prepared by the action 
of zinc and concentrated sulphuric acid on a-di-
nitronaphthalene. A 2.6 naphthoquinone results 
on oxidizing 2.6 dihydroxynaphthalcnc with kad 
peroxide. 

a- Na plakoic acid, Culis•CORH, is formed by hydro. 
lys54 of the nitrite, obtained by distilling potassium-
a-naphthalene sulphonate with potassium cyanide (V. 
Men. Zeit. f. Chesiie, 1868. p. 34). or by heating the 
sulphonate with sod iumformate (V. Meyer, Ants.,187o, 
156, p. 274). It forms needles which melt at 16o° C. 
0-Napistkoic acid, obtained by boiling P-methylnaph-
thalene with dilute nitric acid: or by hydrolysis of 
Its nitrile (formed when formyl-p-naphthalide is 
heated with zinc dust), crystallizes from alcohol in needles which 1 
melt at 184°  C. 

Nitrosonaplakols or stapilltoostinente-ortmes, Collls(011)(NO) or 
Cati6(:NOH):0. Two are known. namely 4-sitrose-aaapiffizi 

NAPHTHOLS, or HYDROICYNAPIrrHALRIIRS, CloITTOR, the 
naphthalene homologues of the phenols. The hydroxyl group 
is more reactive than in the phenols, the naphthols being con-
verted into naphthylamines by the action of ammonia, and 
forming ethers and esters much more readily. 

a -Naphtkol may be prepared by fusing sodium-a-naphthalene 
sulpbonate with caustic soda; by heating a-naphthylamine 
sulphate with water to 200°  C. (English Patent x4301 (1892)); 
and by heating phenyl isocrotonic acid (R. Fittig and H. 
Erdmann, Ass. 1885, 227, p. 242): CalfsCH:CH-CHrCONH 

CloH2OH+1120. It forms colourless needles which melt at 
94° C.; and is readily soluble in alcohol, ether, chloroform, 
and caustic alkalis. It is volatile in steam. With ferric 
chloride it gives a dark-blue precipitate of a.dinaphthol, 
110•C,,,HcC,,,H•OH. Alkaline potassium permanganate oxi-
dizes it to phenyl-glyoxyl-ortho-carboxylic acid, HO1C•C.H4.00• 
CO,H. It is reduced by sodium in boiling amyl alcohol solution 
to " aromatic " tetrahydro-a-naphthol (reduction occurring in 
the ring which does not contain the hydroxyl group). When 
heated with hydrazine hydrate at 16o° C. it gives a-naphthyl 
hydrazine, C1H7N1I•NHi (L. Hoffmann, Ber., 1898, 31, p. 2909). 
Nitric acid converts it into nitro-compounds, which are OCeald012- 
ally used for dyeing silk and wool. 

Martha yellow, Cislis(NCh)i0Na•140, the sodium salt of 2- 4 
dinitro-a-naphthol ((or notation see NAPHTHALENE), is prepared 
by the action of nitric acid on a-naphthol-2.4-disulphonic accc,,iddd. It 
forms orange-yellow plates and dyes wool a golden yellow (from an 
acid bath). Naphthol yellow S., CuliA0Na)(M3s).S0sNa, prepared 
by the action of nitric acid on a-naphthol-a•4-7-trisulphonic acid, 
is an orange-yellow powder which dyes wool and silk yellow (from 
an acid bath). 

Numerous mono-, di- and trisulphonic acids of a-naphthol are 
employed in the preparation of am dyes. The most important is 
Negate and Win: 's acid, CisHaOH)(S0,11)(1•4). formed when 
diazotizcd naphthionic acid (a-naphthykmine-4-sulphonic acid) is 
boiled with dilute sulphuric acid (Nevile and Winther, Bev., 188o, 
13; p. 1919). or when sodium naphthionate is heated with concen-
trated caustic soda solution under pressure at 24e-26o° C. (German 
patent 463°7 (1888)). It melts at 170° C., and is readily soluble in 
water. With ferric chloride it gives ■ blue coloration. 

p-Naphlhol, Cis117011, prepared by fusing sodium 0-naphtha-
lene sulphonate with caustic soda, crystallizes in plates which 
melt at 122°  C. With ferric chloride it gives a green colouration, 
and after a time a white flocculent precipitate of a dinaphthol. 
With sodium in boiling amyl alcohol solution it gives a mixture 
of alicyclic and aromatic tetrahydro-0-naphthols (E. Bamberger, 
Ber., 189o, 23, p. 197). When heated with ammonium formate 
to I so° C. it forms fl-naphthylamine. With nitrosodimethy-
!aniline hydrochloride it forms liddola's Blue (dimethylamino- 
naphthophenoxazonium chloride), Cal linN:OCI (R. Meldola, 
Ber., 1879, 12, p. 2o65)• 

The p-naphthol sulphonic acids find extensive application in the 
colour industry. The most important members are shown in the 
table:— 

FORMULA. METHOD OF PREPARATION. REMA RES. 

2-oxy-8-sulphonic. 
(Baeyer's acid) 

From 0-naphthol and concen- 
tested sulphuric acid at 
5o*-6o°  C. 

Sodium salt soluble in 
strong alcohol. 

2-oxy-6-sulphonic 
(Schaffer 's acid) 

From 0-naphthol and conceit- 
tratcd sulphuric at too° C. 

Sodium salt insoluble in 
alcohol. 

2-oxy.7-suironic 
(F-ac.  ) 

By fusion of irighthalene 2.7- 
disulphonk acid with caustic 
soda at 200°-250°  C. 

Very soluble in water 
and alcohol. 

2-oxy.3.6-disulphonic 
' 	(R-acid) Both R. and G.acid from B. 

naphthol and concentrated 
sulphuric acid at too°- 
t 10°C. 

The sodium salts wear. 
ated 	by crystallize- 
tion. 	R-salt insoluble 
in 	alcohol ; 	G-salt 
soluble. 2-oxy-64-disulphonic 

(G-acid) 

2-oxy-3.6.8-trisulphonic From P-naphthol and fuming 
sulphuric acid at 140°.-16o°C. 

Alkaline solutions show 
green fluorescence. 
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weatillingerlsakmatais' se, formed by the action of nitrous acid on 
a-naphthol or of hydroxylarnine hydrochloride on a-naphthoquinone 
(H. Goldschmidt and H. Schmidt, Her., 184 17 p. 2064); and 
n-naroso-a.napithat Wee hthoquinonecatime). formed by the action 
of hydroxylaming h on Paaphthoquinone. 

RAPHTHYLAIMIRS. or AMMONAPETHALENES, CagrNfle, 
the naphthalene homologues of aniline, in contrast to which 
they may be prepared by heating the naphthols with ammonia-
:Mc chloride. 

a-Naphileylantina is prepared by reducing ca-nitronaphthalene 
with non and hydrochloric acid at about 70° C., the reaction 
mixture being neutralized with milk of lime, and the naphthy-
lamina steam-distilled. It may also be prepared (in the form of 
its acetyl derivative) by heating a-naphthol with sodium acetate, 
ammonium chloride and acetic acid (A. Calm, Be,., 1882, 15, 
p. 616); by beating a-naphthol with calcium chloride-ammonia 
to 270° C.; and by heating pyromudc acid, aniline, zinc chloride 
and lime to 300° C. (F, Canzonieri and V. Oliveri, Gars., x886, i6, 
p. 493). It crystallizes in colourless needles which melt at so° C. 
It Pt:onuses a disagreeable faecal odour, sublimes readily, and 
turns brown on exposure to air. Oxidizing agents (ferric 
chloride, Re.) give a blue precipitate with solutions of its salts. 
Chromic acid converts it into st.naphthoquinone. Sodium in boil-
ing amyl alcohol reduces it to aromatic tetrahydro-a-naplithyl-
amine, a substance having the properties of an aromatic amine, 
for it can be diazotized and does not possess an ammoniacal 
smell. Since it does not form an addition product with bromine, 
reduction must have taken place in one of the nuclei only, and 
on account of the aromatic character of the compound it must be 
in that nucleus which does not contain the amino group. This 
tetrahydro compound yields adipic acid, (CH5)4(CO2H)5, when 
oxidized by potassium permanganate. The a-naphthylamine 
aulpbonic acids are used for the preparation of azo dyes, these 
dyes possessing the important property of dyeing unmordanted 
cotton. The most important is naSkationic acid, r-amino-a-
sulphonic acid, produced by heating a-naphthylamine and 
sulphuric acid -  to 170.180°  C. with about 3% of crystallized 
oxalic acid. It forms small needles, very sparingly soluble in 
water. With diazotized benzidine it gives Congo red. 

13-NapInk)dansine is prepared by heating [3-naphthol with zinc 
chloride-ammonia to 200-210°  (V. Mere and W. Weith, Bet., 
288o, 13, rnao); or in the form of its acetyl derivative by 
heating II-naphthol with ammonium acetate to 27o-28o° C. 
It forms odourless, colourless plates which melt at lie-I I a° C. 
It gives no colour with ferric chloride. When reduced by sodium 
in boiling amyl alcohol solution it forms alicydic tetrahydro-d-
naphthylamine, which has most of the properties of the aliphatic 
amines; it is strongly alkaline in reaction, has an ammoniacal 
odour and cannot be diazotized. On oxidation it yields 
ortho-carboxy-hydrocinnamic acid, 1105C-CsHECHs-CHeCO2H. 
Numerous sulphonic acids derived from ff-naphthybunine are 
known, the more important of which are the 2.8 or Bwiiwb., 
the al or Dahl, the 2-7 or k and the 2.6 or Broom acid. Of 
these, the i-acid and Bsonner's acid are of more value technically, 
since they combine with ortho-tetnunditolyl to produce fine red 
dye-stuffs. 

NAPIER, SIR CHARLES (1786-186o), British admiral, was 
the second son of Captain the Hon. Charles Napier, R N., and 
grandson of Francis, fifth Lord Napier. He was born at 
Merchiston Hall, near Falkirk, on the 6th of March 1786. He 
became a midshipman in aeo, and was promoted lieutenant 
in aos. He was appointed to the " Courageua " (74), and was 
present in her at the action in which the squadron under Sir J. B. 
Warren took the French " Marengo " (80) and " Bella Poule " 
(40), on the 13th of March 18o6 in the West Indies. After re-
turning home with Warren he went back to the West Indies in the 
"St George" and was appointed acting commander of the 
" Pultusk " brig. The rank was confirmed on the 30th of 
November 1So7. In August 1808 he was moved into the " Re-
cruit " (t8), and in her fought an action with the " Diligent " 
(a), in which his thigh was broken. In April 18on he took 
part in the capture of the " Hautpotit " (74), and was promoted  

acting post captain. His rank was confirmed, but he was put on 
half-pay, when be came home with a convoy. He spent some time 
at the university of Edinburgh, and then went to Portugal to 
visit his cousins in Wellington's army. In act he served in 
the Mediterranean, and in 1813 on the coast of America and in the 
expedition up the Potomac. The first years of his leisure he 
spent in Italy and in Paris, but spectdated so much in a steamboat 
enterprise that by 1827 he was quite ruined. In that year he was 
appointed to the " Galatea " (42), and was at the Azores when 
they were held by the count de Villa Flor for the queen of 
Portugal. He so much impressed the constitutional leaders that 
they begged him to take command of the fleet, which offer he 
accepted in February 1833. With it he destroyed the Miguelite 
fleet off Cape St Vincent on July s, and on the demand of 
France was struck off the English navy list. Continuing his 
Portuguese services, he commanded the land forces on the success-
ful defence of Lisbon in 1834, when he was made Grand Com-
mander of the Tower and Sword, and Count Cape St Vincent in 
the peerage of PortugaL On his return to England he was re-
stored to his former rank in the navy 1836, and received 
command of the " Powerful " (84), in 1838. When troubles 
broke out in Syria he was appointed second is command, and 
distinguished himself by leading the storming column at Sidon on 
September 26, 1840, and by other services, for which he was made 
a K.C.B. He went on half-pay in 5841, and was in 1842 elected 
M.P. for Marylebone in the Liberal interest, but lost his seat in 
1846. He was promoted rear-admiral the same year, and com-
manded the Channel fleet from 1846 to 1848. On the outbreak of 
the Russian War he received the command ot the fleet destined 
to act in the Baltic, and hoisted his flag in February as4, 
He refused to attack Cronstadt, and a great outcry was raised 
against him for not obeying the orders of the Admiralty and 
attempting to storm the key of St Petersburg; but his inaction 
has been thoroughly justified by posterity. On his return in 
December 1854 be was not again offered a command. He was 
elected M.P. for Southwark in February ass, and maintained 
his seat, though broken in health, until his death on the 6th of 
November 1860. Sir Charles Napier was a man of undoubted 
energy and courage, but of no less eccentricity and vanity. 
He caused great offence to many of his brother officers by his 
behaviour to his superior, Admiral Stopford, in the Syrian War, 
and was embroiled all his life in quarrels with the Admiralty. 

See Major-General E. Napier's Life and Cases POINICIllt of Admiral 
Sir Charles Na 	K.C.B. (2 vols. 	

te 
London, 1862); Napier's own 

War in Syria a vols., 1842)• The Navy: its past and present stale 
in a series of , edited ,y Sir W. F. P. Napier (1851); and 
The History of the Baltic Campaign  of 1854. from documents as/ 
other materials furnished by Vice-Admiral Sir C. Napier, X.C.B. 
(1857). See also The Life and Exploits of Commodore Napier (1841) ; 

and Life of Vic.rAdmiral Sir C. Napier (au). 
NAPIER, SIR CHARLES JANES (1782-18ss), British soldier 

and statesman, was born at Whitehall, London, in 1782, being 
the eldest son of Colonel George Napier (a younger son of the 
fifth lord Napier), and of his wife, the Lady Sarah Lennox 
who had charmed King George UL After the custom of those 
times Charles Napier had been gazetted an ensign in the 33rd 
regiment in 1794, and in x7e7 his father secured for him the 
appointment of aide-de-camp to Sir James Duff, commanding 
the Limerick district. Longing for more active service, Napier 
obtained a commission as lieutenant in the esth Manningbam's 
Rifles (Rifle Brigade) in aoo. This newly formed corps was 
designed to supply a body of light troops for the English army 
fit to cope with the French voltigeurs and tirailleurs, and was 
specially trained, at first under the eye of Colonel Coote Manning 
ham, and then at Shorncliffe under the immediate supervision 
of Sir John Moore. Moore speedily perceived the military 
qualities of the Napier', and inspired the three brothers—
Charles of the Rifles, George of the sand and William of the 
43rd—with NI enthusiasm which lasted all their lives; but, 
though happy in his general, Charles Napier quarrelled bitterly 
with William Stewart, the lieutenant-colonel, and in 1803 left 
the regiment to accompany General H. E. Fox to Ireland as 
aide-de-camp. The Meat influence of his trade, the duke of 
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Richmond, and of his cousins, Charles James Fox and the general, 
procured him in 1804 a captaincy in the staff corps, and in the 
beginning of 1806 a majority in the Cape regiment. On his way 
to the Cape, however, he exchanged into the loth regiment, 
with which be served in the short Danish campaign under Lord 
Cathcart in 1507. Shortly after his return from Denmark the 
loth was ordered to Portugal, and in command of it Napier 
shared all the glories of the famous retreat to Corunna. At the 
battle of Corunna, one of the last sights of Sir John Moore before 
he fell mortally wounded was the advance of his own old regiment 
under the command of Charles Napier and Edward Stanhope, 
and almost his last words were " Well done, my majors?' The 
sot h suffered very severely and both the majors were left for dead 
upon the field. Napier's life was saved by a French drummer 
named Guibert, whn brought him safely to the headquarters 
of Marshal Soult. Souk treated him with the greatest kindness, 
land he was allowed by Ney to return to England to his " old 
blind mother " instead of being interned. After about a year 
he heard that his exchange had been arranged, and, volunteering 
for the Peninsula, he joined the light division before Ciudad 
Rodrigo. As a volunteer he served in the actions on the Coa, 
and again at Bunco, where he was badly wounded in the face. 
He was ordered to England, but refused to go, and in March tit'', 
though barely recovered, he hurried to the front to take part 
in the pursuit of Masse= After the battle of Fuentes d'Onor, 
he received the lieutenant-colonelcy of the ro2nd regiment, 
which had become entirely demoralized at Botany Bay, and when 
he joined it at Guernsey in thz t was one of the worst regiments 
in the service. When he left it in 1813 it was one of the best. 
He accompanied it in June 1812 from Guernsey to Bermuda, 
where he wrought a wonderful change in the spirit both of officers 
and men. By treating his men as friends he won their love and 
admiration, and became in a peculiar degree the hero of the 
British soldiers. After seeing further active service against the 
United States in September 1813 he exchanged back into the 
loth regiment, and in December 1814, believing all chance of 
active service to be at an end, went on half-pay. He was gazetted 
one of the first C.B.'s on the extension of the order of the Bath 
in 1814, and was present as a volunteer at the capture of Cambray, 
but he just missed the great battle of Waterloo. Though an 
officer of some experience and more than thirty years of age, 
he now entered the military college at Farnham, and completed 
his military education. In 1819 he was appointed inspecting 
field officer at Corfu, in 1820 was sent on a mission to Ali Pasha 
at Iannina, and in 1821 visited Greece, where he became an ardent 
supporter of the patriot party. From Corfu be was moved in 
1822 to Cephalonia, where he remained for eight years as governor 
and military resident. lie was the model of an absolute colonial 
governor, and showed all the qualities of a benevolent despot. 
He made good roads and founded great institutions, but every-
thing must be done by him, and he showed himself averse to 
interference, whether from the high commissioner of the Ionian 
Islands, whom it was his duty to obey, or from the feudal magnates 
of his own little colony, over whom it was his duty to exercise 
strict supervision. An interesting episode in his command was 
his communication with Lord Byron when he touched at 
Cephalonia on his way to take part in the Greek War of Inde-
pendence. Byron sent a letter to the Greek committee In London 
recommending Napier's appointment as commander-in-chief. 
But after many negotiations the scheme came to nothing. 
In 1827 Napier, who had two years before been made a colonel 
in the army, quarrelled with Sir Frederick Adam, the new high 
commissioner, and in 1830, when Napier was in England on leave, 
Adam seized his papers and forbade him to return. Napier 
thereupon, refusing promotion to the residency of Zante, retired 
in disgust, living for some years in the south of England and, 
after the death of his wife in 1833, in Normandy. Here he wrote 
his work on the colonies, and also an historical romance on 
William the Conqueror. Another work, entitled Harald, has 
disappeared. In 1834 he refused the governorshipof Australia, 
still hoping for military employment. In 1837 be was promoted 
major-general with his brother George, in 5838 he returned to 

England and was made a R.C.B.; but he was to wait till 1839 
before he received an offer of employment. In that year he was 
made commanding officer in the northern district, and found his 
command no sinecure, owing to the turbulent state of the 
Chartists In the towns of Yorkshire, Lancashire and the Midlands. 
His behaviour during the tenure of his command is described 
by William Napier in his life of his brother, and his inability to 
hold a command which did not carry supreme authority is plainly 
portrayed. In this particular instance his sympathies were 
on the popular side, and, though he maintained law and order 
with the necessary rigour, he resigned as soon as the crisis had 
passed, and went to India. He was stationed at Poona, and 
in September 5842, when troubles were expected there, was 
ordered to Sind. 

His command in Sind from 1842 till August 5847 is the period 
of his life during which, according to his brother, he made good 
his title to fame, but his acts, more especially at first, have been 
most severely criticized. There can be little doubt that from 
the moment he landed in the province be determined to conquer 
the emirs, and to seek the first opportunity of doing so. He 
was to be accompanied by James Outram (q.v.), who had been 
resident in Sind during the Afghan War, and who felt a great 
admiration for him, but who had also a warm affection for the 
emirs, and believed that he could put off the day of their destine-
don. On the isth of February 1843, Outram was treacherously 
assailed at Hyderabad, and on the 17th Napier attacked the 
Baluch army 30,000 strong with but 2800 men. With these 
2800 men, including the 22nd regiment, which would do anything 
for him, he succeeded in winning the brilliant and decisive 
victory of Meeanee, one of the most amazing in the history of 
the British army, in which generals had to fight like privates, 
and Sir Charles himself engaged in the fray. In the March 
following, after marching without transport in the most intense 
heat, he finally destroyed the army of the amiss at the battle 
of Hyderabad. His success was received with enthusiasm both 
by the governor-general, Lord Ellenborough, and by the English 
people, and he was at once made a G.C.B. Whether or not the 
conquest of Sind at that particular period can be justified, 
there can be no doubt that Charles Napier was the best adminis-
trator who could be found for the province when conquered. 
Sind, when it came under English rule, was in a state of utter 
anarchy, for the Baluchis had formed a military government 
not unlike that of the Mamelukes in Egypt, which had been 
extremely tyrannical to the native population. This native 
population was particularly protected by Sir Charles Napier, 
who completed the work of the destruction of the Baluch 
supremacy which he had commenced with the victory of Meeanee. 
The labour of administration was rendered more difficult by the 
necessity of repressing the hill tribes, which had been encour-
aged to acts of lawlessness by the licence which followed the 
Afghan War. The later years of his administration were made 
very stormy by the attacks on the policy of the conquest which 
had been made in England. He left Sind, after quarrelling with 
every authority of•the presidency of Bombay, and nearly every 
authority of the whole of India, in August 1847, and received a 
perfect ovation on his return from all the hero-worshippers 
of the Napiers, of whom there were many in England. His short 
stay in England was occupied with incessant struggles with the 
directors of the East India Company; but the news of the 
indecisive victory of Chillianwalla created a panic in England, 
and the East India Company was obliged by public opinion to 
summon the greatest general of the day to command its armies. 
Sir Charles started almost at a moment's notice, but on reaching 
India found that the victory of Gujrat had been won and the 
Sikh War was over, No taint of envy was in his nature,and he 
rejoiced that he had not had to supersede Lord Gough in the 
moment of defeat. Ilia restless and Imperious spirit was met 
by one equally imperious in the governor-general, Lord Dalhousie. 
The two men were good friends until, in the absence of Dalhousie 
at sea, Napier took upon himself to alter the regulations regarding 
the allowances to native troops; the occasion was urgent, as 
the troops were in a state of mutiny, but on his return Dalhousie 
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reprimanded the commander-in-chief and rammed his decision. 
Napier immediately handed in his resignation, and when the 
duke of Wellington supported Lord Dalbotode and repeated the 
reprimand he returned to England. He had been credited 
with foreseeing the Mutiny of 1857, and on the whole with 
justice. On one occasion he wrote that Mutiny was " one of the 
greatest, if not the greatest, danger threatening India—a danger 
that may come unexpectedly, and if the first symptoms be not 
carefully treated, with a power to shake LeadenhalL" On the 
mutiny of the 66th native regiment at Govindgarh he disbanded 
it, and handed its colours over to a Gurkha regiment, thus 
showing that he distrusted the bigh-daseBrahman, and recognized 
the necessity of relying upon a more warlike and more disciplined 
race. His constitution was undermined by tho Indian climate, 
especially by his fatiguing command in Sind, and on the 29th 
of August 1853 he died at Portsmouth. The bronze statue 
of him by G. G. Adams, which stands in Trafalgar Square, 
London, was erected by public subscription, by far the greater 
number of the subscnhers being, as the inscription records, 
private soldiers. 

The chief authority for Sir Charles Na 	life is his Lift and 
= by his brother(5807); consult also MaeColl. Career and 

of C. J. Ra der (1857); M'Dougall. General Sir C. J. 
Napier. Conqueror and Governor of Scrnde (1860); W. N. Bruce. 
Sir Charles Napier (1855); and T. R. E. Dolma, Four Famous 
Soldiers (1889). His own works are Memoir on the Roads of Cepha. 
&Isla (1825); The Colonies, treating of their mire generally and of the 
belays Igoe& in particular; Strictures on the Administration of 
Sw F. Adam (1833); Coknisation, particularly in Southern Australia 

i1835); Remarks on Military Law and the Punishment of Flogging 
t837); A Dial 	on the Poor Laws (1838?): Leiter on The He- 
mn of 	by Corps of Volunteers and Militia (1852); Lights 

mei Shadows of Military Life (trans. from the French. 1840); and 
A Later to the Right 110201110Ne Sir J. C. Hobhouse on the Baggage 

f=iwa
lndiais Army (1849); Defects, Civil and Military, of Ike Indian 

(1853); William the Conqueror, a Historical Romance. 
edited by Sir W. Napier (1858). On Sind, consult primarily Sir 
W. Napier, The Conquest of &inde (1845); The Administration of 
Scinde (1851)• Compilation of General Orders issued by Sir C. Napier 
( 1 850); and Outram. The Conquest of Schide, a Cominadary (1646). 
For ha command-in-chief, and the controversy about his resignation. 
consult J. Marriott. Records of Ilse Indian Command of General Sir 
C. J. Napier (Calcutta, 6851); Minutes on the Resignation of the fats 
General Sir C. Napier, by Field-Marshal the Duke of Wellington. &c. 
0850: Comments Sir W. Napier on a Memorandum of the Duke 
of Wellington (1854 ; Sir William Napier, General Sir C. Napier 
and the Directors of the East India Company (1857): Sir W. Lee 
Warner. Life of Lord Dalhousie (mu). 

NAPIER. JOHN (s550-2617), Scottish mathematician and 
inventor of logarithms, was born at Merchiston near Edinburgh 
in 1550, and was the eighth Napier of hterchiaton. The first 
Napier of Merchiston, "Alexander Nature," acquired the 
Merchiston estate before the year 1438, from James I. of Scotland. 
He was provost of Edinburgh in 1437, and was otherwise dis-
tinguished. His eldest son Alexander, who succeeded him in 
5454, was provost of Edinburgh in 1455, 1457 and 1469; be 
was knighted and held various important court offices under 
suamssive monarchs; at the time of his death in 1473 he was 
master of the household to James 111. His son, John Napier 
of Husky, the third of Merchiston, belonged to the royal household 
in the lifetime of his father. He also was provost of Edinburgh 
at various times, and it is a remarkable instance of the esteem 
in which the lairds of Merchiston were held that three of them 
in immediate lineal succession repeatedly filled so important an 
office during perhaps the most memorable period in the history 
of the city. He married a great-granddaughter of Duncan, 
Sth earl of Levenax (or Lennox), and besides this relationship 
by marriage the Napiers claimed a lineal male cadency from the 
ancient family of Levenax. His eldest son. Archibald Napier 
of Edinbellie, the fourth of Merchiston, belonged to the house-
hold of James IV. He fought at Flodden and escaped with his 
life, but his eldest son Alexander. (fifth of Merchiston) was killed. 
Alexander's eldest Son (Alexander. sixth of Merchiston) was born 
in is's, and fell at the battle of Pinkie in 1547. His eldest son 
was Archibald, seventh of Alerchiston, and the father of John 
Napier, the subject of this article. 

In tug Archibald Napier. at the early age of about fifteen, 

married Jain% daughter of Prude Bothwell, and in the following 
year John Napier was born. In the criminal court of Scotland, 
the earl of Argyll, hereditary justice-general of the kingdom 
sometimes presided in person, but more frequently he delegated 
his functions; and it appears that in 1561 Archibald Napier 
was appointed one of the justice-deputes. In the register of 
the court, extending over 1563 and 1564, the justice-deputes 
named are " Archibald Naper •  of Merchistoune, Alexander 
Bannatyne, burgess of Edinburgh, James Stirling of Keir and 
Mr Thomas Craig." About 1565 he was knighted at the same 
time as James Stirling, his colleague, whose daughter John 
Napier subsequently married. In 1582 Sir Archibald was 
appointed muter of the mint in Scotland, with the sole charge 
of superintending the mines and minerals within the realm, and 
this office be held till his death in 1608. His first wife died in 
1563, and in 1572 he married a cousin, Elizabeth Mowbray, 
by whom he bad three sons, the eldest of whom was named. 
Alexander.,  

As already stated, John Napier was born in 1550, the year 
in which the Reformation in Scotland may be said to have 
commenced. In 1563, the year in which his mother died, he 
matriculated at St Salvator's College, St Andrews. He early 
became a Protestant champion, and the one extant anecdote 
of his youth occurs in his address " to the Godly and Christian 
reader" prefixed to his Phase Discovery. He writes:- 

•• In my tender yames, and barneage in Sanct-Andreis at the. 
Schooles. having, on the one parte, contracted a loving familiaritie 
with a certaine Gentleman, &c. a Papist; And on the other Bart, 
being attentive to the sermons of that worthie man of God, Meister 
Christopher Goodman, teaching upon the Aeocalyps, I was so moored 
in admiration, against the blindnes of Papists. that could not most 
evidently see their seven billed citie Rome, painted out there so 
lively by Saint John, as the mother of all spiritual whoredome. that 
not oncly bursted I out in continual reasoning against my said 
familiar, but also from thenceforth, I determined with my idle (by 
the assistance of Gods spirit) to employ my studie and diligence to 
search out the remanent mysteries of that holy Book: as to this 
houre (praised be the Lordc) I have bin doing at al such times as 
conveniently I ought have occasion." 

The names of nearly all Napier's classfellovrs can be traced 
as becoming determinants in :566 and masters of arts in 1568; 
but his own name does not appear in the lists. The necessary 
inference is that his stay at the university was shor., and that 
only the groundwork of his education was laid there. Although 
there is no direct evidence of the fact, there can be no doubt 
that he left St Andrews to complete his education abroad, and 
that he probably studied at the university of Paris, and visited 
Italy and Germany. He did not, however, as has been supposed, 
spend the best years of his manhood abroad, for be was certainly 
at home in x571, when the preliminaries of his marriage were 
arranged at Merchiston; and in 1572 he married Elizabeth, 
daughter of Sir James Stirling of Keir. About the end of the 
year 1579 his wife died, leaving him one son, Archibald (who in 
x627 was raised to the peerage by the title of Lord Napier), 
and. one daughter, Jane. A few years afterwards he married 
again, his second wife being Agnes, daughter of Sir James 

The descent of the first Napier of Merchiston has been traced to 
" Johan le Naper del Canute de Dunbretan, who was one of those 
who swore fealty to Edward I. in 1296 and defended the castle of 
Stirling_agamst him in 1304; but there is no authority for thisfienea-
logy The legend with regard to the origin of the name Napier was 
given by Sir Alexander Napier, eldest son of John Napier, in 1625, in 
these words• "One of the ancient earls of Lennox in Scotland had 
issue three eons• the eldest. that succeeded him to the earldom of 
Lennox; the second, whose name was Donald; and the third, named 
Gilchrist. The then king of Scotland having wars, did convocate Iris 
lieges to battle, amongst whoth that was commanded was the earl of 
Lennox. who, keeping his eldest son at home, sent his two sons to 
serve for him with the forces that were under his command. . . 
After the battle. as the manner is. every one drawing and setting 
forth his own acts, the king said unto them, ye have all done valiantly, 
but there is one amongst you who bath Na-Peer (is. no equal); 
and calling Donald into his presence commanded him, in regard to 
his worthy service. and in augmentation of his honour, to change 
his name from Lennox to Napier, and gave him the lands of Gafford. 
and lands in Fife, and made him hit own savant, which discomee is 
confirmed by evidence:sof mine, wherein we are called Lemma alias 
Napier." 
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Chisholm of Cromlix, who sarvived him. By her be had five 
eons and five daughters. 

In 1588 he was chosen by the presbytery of Edinburgh one 
of its.commissioners to the General Assembly. 

On the 17th of October 1593 a convention of delegates was 
held at Edinburgh at which a committee was appointed to follow 
the king and lay before him in a personal interview certain 
instructions relating to the punishment of the rebellious Popish 
earls and the safety of the church. This committee consisted of 
six members, two barons, two ministers and two burgesses—
the two barons selected being John Napier of Merchiston and 
James Maxwell of Caldervzood. The delegates found the king at 
Jedburgh, and the mission, which was a dangerous one was 
successfully accomplished. Shortly afterwards another con-
vention was held at Edinburgh, and it was resolved that the 
delegates sent to Jedburgh should again meet the king at Lin-
lithgow and tweet their former instructions. This was done 
accordingly, the number of members of the committee being, 
however, doubled. These interviews took place in October 
1593, and on the mth of the following January Napier wrote 
to the king the letter which forms the dedication of the Plaice 
Discovery. 

The full title of this first work of Napier's is given below.' 
It was written in English instead of Latin in order that " hereby 
the simple of this Band may be instructed "; and the author 
apologizes for the language and his own mode of expression in 
the following sentences:— 

"Whatsoever therfore through bast, is here rudely and in base 
language set downe. I doubt not to be pardoned thereof by all 
good men, who, considering the necessitie of this time, will esteem 
at mote meete to make halt to prevent the rising again of Anti-
christian darknes within this !land. then to prolong the time in 
painting of language "; and " I graunt indeede, and am sure, that 
in the style of wordes and utterance of language, we shall greatlie 
differ. for therein I do judge my selfe infenour to all men: so that 
scarcely in these high matters could I with long deliberation finds 
wordes to express my minde."' 

Napier's Plaice Discovery is a serious and laborious work, to 
which he had devoted years of care and thought. In one sense 
it may be said to stand to theological literature in Scotland in 
something of the same position as that occupied by the Canon 
Mirificus with respect to the scientific literature, for it is the first 
published original work relating to theological interpretation, 
and is quite without a predecessor in its own field. Napiet lived 
in the very midst of fiercely contending religious factions; there 
was but little theological teaching of any kind, and the work 
related to what were then the leading political and religious 
questions of the day. 

A Plaine Discovery of the whole Revelation of Saint him: set 
downs in Imo treatises: The one searching mad proving the true inter. 
patron thereof: The other applying the same paraphrastically and 
historically to the text. Set fourth by John Napier L.. of Marchistoun 
younger. Whereunto are annexed certain Oracles of Sibylla. agreeing 
with the Reickaion and.other places of Scripture. E.diaburgh, printed 
by Robert Waffle-grave, Nadel to the King's Majestic, 1593. Caw 
Pthileto Regan- 

' A utch translation was published at Middelburg in t6on and a 
second edition in 16o7. The work was translated into French by 
George Thomson, a naturalized Scotsman residing in La Rochelle, 
and published by him at that town in teal. under the title Ouverture 
de toss Its secrets de (Apocatypu. . . . Par Jean Napeir (c. a. d.) 
Nonpareil, Siam de Iferchisloa, rause par Lai-eassass, et miss is 
Priusgois par Georges Thomson, Escassois. Subsequent editions were 
published in 1603. 1605 and 1607. German translations were pub-
lished at Gera is 1611 and at Frankfort in 1605 and 1627. The 
second edition in English appeared at Edinburgh an tfo z. and in the 
preface to it Napier states be intended to have published an edition 
in Latin soon after the original publication in 1593. but that, as the 
work had now been made public by the French and Dutch trans-
lations. besides the English editions, and as he was " advertised 
that our papistical adversaries wer to write larglie against the said 
editions that are alreadie set out," he defers the Latin edition " till 
having first mane the adversaries objections. I may insert in the Latin 
edition an apologie of that which is rightly done, and an amends of 
whatsoever is amine." No criticism on the work was published, 
and there was no Latin edition. A third edition appeared at Edin-
burgh in 1645. Corresponding to the first two Edinburgh editions, 
comes were issued bearing the London imprint and dates iyea and 
tail, 

After the publication of the Plaice Die:emery, Napier seems to 
have occupied himself with the invention of secret instruments of 
war, for in the Bacon collection at Lambeth Palace there is a 
document, dated the 7th of June 1596 and signed by Napier, 
giving a list of his inventions for the defence of the country 
against the anticipated invasion by Philip of Spain. The docu-
ment is entitled " Secrett Inventionis, proffitablil and necessary 
in theia dayes for defence of this Hand, and withstanding at 
strangers, enemies of God's truth and religion," 3  and the in-
ventions consist of (t) a mirror for burning the enemies' ships 
at any distance, (2) a piece of artillery destroying everything 
round an arc of a circle, and (3) a round metal chariot, so con-
structed that its occupants could move it rapidly and easily, 
while firing out through small holes in it. It has been asserted 
(by Sir Thomas Urquhart) that the piece of artillery was actually 
tried upon a plain in Scotland with complete success, • number 
of sheep and cattle being destroyed. 

In 1614 appeared the work which in the history of British 
science can be placed as second only to Newton's Principle.. 
The full title is as follows: Mirzfici Logarithms's= COMMIll 
descriptio, Epergne *nu, in sem* Trigonometric; nt diam is 
°Ifni Logistics Mathematica, Awopifsnscoi, Facillimi, s expeditis. 
sit* *Niceties. Authors ac Inventors loess* Nepero, Barons 
Merchistonii

' 
 arc., Sato. Edinburgi, ex °frisk( Andreae Hart 

Bibliopolae,Cl2.DC.XIV. This is printed on an ornamental 
title-page. The work is a small-sized quarto, containing fifty-
seven pages of explanatory matter and ninety pages of tables. 

The nature of logarithms is explained by reference to the 
motion of points in a straight line, and the principle upon which 
they are based is that of the correspondence of a geometrical 
and an arithmetical aeries of numbers. The table gives the 
logarithms of sines for every minute to seven figures. This work 
contains the first announcement of logarithms to the world, the 
first table of logarithms and the first use of the name logarithm, 
which was invented by Napier. 

In 1617 Napier published his Rabdofogia,' a duodecimo of one 
hundred and fifty-four pages; there is prefixed to it as preface 
a dedicatory epistle to the high chancellor of Scotland. The 
method which Napier terms " Rabdologia " consists in the use 
of certain numerating rods for the performance of multiplica-
tions and divisions. These rods, which were commonly called 
" Napier's bones," will be described further on. The second 
method, which he calls the" Promptuarium Multiplication's "on 
account of its being the most expeditious of all for the perform-
ance of multiplications, involves the use of a number of lamellae 
or little plates of metal disposed in a box. In an appendix of 
forty-one pages he gives his third method, " local arithmetic," 
which is performed on a chess-board, ana depends, in principle, 
on the expression of numbers in the male of radix 2. In the 
Rabdologia he gives the chronological order of his inventions. 
He speaks of the canon of logarithms as " a me Longo tempore 
elaboratum." The other three methods he devised for the sake 
of those who would prefer to work with natural numbers; and 
he mentions that the pmmptuary was his latest invention. In 
the preface to the appendix containing the local arithmetic 
he states that, while devoting all his leisure to the invention of 
these abbreviations of calculation, and to examining by what 
methods the toil of calculation might be removed, in addition 
to the logarithms, rabdologia and promptuary, he had hit upon 
a certain tabular arithmetic, whereby the more troublesome 
operations of common arithmetic are performed on an abacus 
or chess-board, and which may be regarded as an amusement 

A facsimile of this document is given by Mark Napier in his 
Memoirs of Joke Napier (1834). p. 248. 

Rabdo*giae. see Numertuicans per virgules Libri duo: Cant 
A ppendice de expectitissineo Multiplications, promptisaria. Quiets: 
massif It Arithmetical Localis Liber mar. Author* & Imientora 
league Nepero. Barowe Merchisionii. Mc., Sato. Ediaburgi. Exca. 
debal Andreas Hart (1617). Foreign editions were published in Italian 
at Verona in 1623. in Latin at Leiden in 1626 and 1628. and in Dutch 
at Gouda in 1626. In 1623 Ursinus published Rhabdologia Nepersena 
at Berlin, and the rods or bones mere described several *thee 
works. 
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lather than a labour, for, by means of it, addition,subtraction, 
multiplication, division and even the extraction of roots are 
accomplished simply by the motion of counters. He adds that 
be has appended it to the Rob&logia, in addition to the promp-
tuary, became he did not wish to bury it in silence nor to publish 
so small a matter by itself. With respect to the calculating rods, 
he mentions in the dedication that they had already found so 
much favour as to be almost in common use, and even to have 
been carried to foreign countries; and that he has been advised 
to publish his little work relating to their mechanism and use, 
lest they should be put forth in some one else's name. 

John Napier died on the 4th of April 16,7, the same year 
as that in which the Rabdologia was published. His will, which 
is extant, was signed on the fourth day before his death. 
No particulars are known of his last illness, but it seems likely 
that death came upon him rather suddenly at last. In both the 
Caanneis deseripsia and the Rabdologia, however, he makes refer-
ence to his ill-health. in the dedication of the former he refers 
to himself as " mild jam morbis pena confecto," and in the 
" Admonitio " at the end he speaks of his " inhrma vaktudo "; 
while in the latter be says he has been obliged to leave the 
calculation of the new canon of logarithms to others "ob  in- 
firmam corporis nostri valetudinem." 

It has been usually supposed that John Napier was buried In 
St Gihs's church, Edinburgh, which was certainly the burial-
place of some of the family, but Mark Napier (Memoirs, p. 426) 
quotes Professor William Wallace, who, writing in 1832, gives 
strong reasons for believing that he was buried in the old church 
of St Cuthbert. 

Professor Wallace's words are- 
" My authority for this belief is unquestionable. It ts a Treatise 

on Trigonometry, by a Scotsman, James Hume of Godscroft, 
Beneickshire. • place still in possession of the family of Hume. 
The work in question, which is rare, was printed at Paris, and has the 
date 1636 cm the titlepage, but the royal privilege which secured 
it to the author is dated in October '635, and it may have been 
written several years earlier. In his treatise (page 1161 Hume 
says, speaking of logarithms, L'inuenteur estoit tin Seigneur 
de grande condition. et &quid la posterit6 est aujourd'huy en 

de grandes dignitfa dans le royaume, qui estant sun 
kesiTer grandement trauaille des gouttes ne pouvait faire autrc 
chose qua de s'adonner aux sciences, et principalment aux mathe. 
antiques at a la logistique, I quoy it se plaisoit infiniment, et aucc 
estrange mine, a construict ses Tables des Logarymes, imprimees 

Ediabourg en Pan 5614. . . . 11 mourut l'an 16t6, et tut enterr6 
hors Is Porte Ooridentale d'Edinbourg, dans l'Eglise de Sainct 
Cudbert.' " 

There can be no doubt that Napier's devotion to mathematics 
was not due to old age and the gout, and that he died in i617 
and not in 160; still these sentences were written within eighteen 
years of Napier's death, and their author seems to have had 
some special sources of information. Additional probability is 
given to Hume's assertion by the fact that Merchiston is situated 
in St Cuthbert's parish. It is nowhere else recorded that Napier 
suffered from the gout. It has been stated that Napier's mathe-
matical pursuits led him to dissipate his means. This is not so, 
for his will (Memoirs, p. 427) shows that besides his large estates 
he left a considerable amount of personal property. 

The Cason& Descripaio on its publication in 1614, at once 
attracted the attention of Edward Wright, whose name is known 
in connexion with improvements in navigation, and Henry 
Briggs, then professor of geometry at Gresham College. London. 
The former translated the work into English, but he died in 
r615, and the translation was published by his son Samuel 
Wright in 16r6. Briggs was greatly excited by Napier's invention 
and visited him at Merchiston in 1615, staying with him a whole 
month; he repeated his visit in 1616 and, as he states. " would 
have been glad to make him a third visit if it had pleased God 
to spare him so long." The logarithms introduced by Napier 
in the Descriplio are not the same as those now In common use, 
nor even the same as those now called Napierian or hyperbolic 
logarithms. The change from the original logarithms to common 
or decimal logarithms was made by both Napier and Briggs, 
and the first tables of decimal Ioprithms were calculated by 

Brim, who published a BMA table, extending to r000, in 
i617, and a large work, Arldsmence Legend:mace; containing 
logarithms of numbers to 30,000 and from 9o,cco to memo, in 
1624. (See Lomerrent.) 
- Napier's Deseriptio of 1614 contains no explanation of the 

manner in which he had calculated his table. This account he 
kept back, as he himself states, in order to see from the reception 
met with by the Dacriptio, whether it would be acceptable. 
Though written before the Octagon° it bad not been prepared 
for press at the time of his death, but was published by his son 
Robert in 1619 under the title Mirifici Logan:km:rum Cessonis 
Contractile. ,  In this treatise (which was written before Napier 
had invented the name logarithm) logarithms are called " arti-
ficial numbers." 

The different editions of the Descriptio and Costerudio, as well 
as the reception of logarithms on the continent of Europe, and 
especially by Kepler, whose admiration of the invention almost 
equalled that of Briggs, belong to the history of logarithms (q.,.). 
It may, however, be mentioned here that an English translation 
of the CettOnedio of 1619 was published by W. R. Macdonald 
at Edinburgh in r889, and that there is appended to this edition 
a complete catalogue of all Napier's writings, and their various 
editions and translations, English and foreign, all the works 
being carefully collated, and references being added to the 
various public libraries in which they are to be found. 

Napier's priority in the publication of the logarithms is un-
questioned and only one other contemporary mathematician 
seems to have conceived the idea on which they depend. There 
is no anticipation or hint to be found in previous writers' and it 
is very remarkable that a discovery or invention which was to 
exert so important and far-reaching an influence on astronomy 
and every science involving calculation was the work of a single 
mind. 

The more one considers the condition of science at the time, 
and the state of the country in which the discovery took place, 
the more wonderful does the invention of logarithms appear. 
When algebra had advanced to the point where exponents were 
introduced, nothing would be more natural than that their utility 
as a means of performing multiplications and divisions should be 
remarked; but it is one of the surprises in the history of science 
that logarithms were invented as an arithmetical improvement 
years before their connexion with exponents was known. It is 
to be noticed also that the invention was not the result of any 
happy accident. Napier deliberately set himself to abbreviate 
multiplications and divisions--operations of so fundamental a 
character that it might well have been thought that they were 
in serum eatarra incapable of abbreviation; and he succeeded in 
devising, by the help of arithmetic and geometry alone, the one 

" The title runs as follows: Aril/ malice Lege ► ifilmica, doe Leg-
arillsmoruas chihadas 'strata. ... Hos canSeras primal invenit 
clarissunus sir Johannes Neperus Bare Merchistony; ear astern es 
modem seerndia sintarez, eenunque arms d anon illustrasil liminess 

+The full title was: Mirifici Logaridenernes Canons Construe:1o; 
Et arum ad =Sunder quorum cameras babitudines; and cunt A 	- 
dice, .de and Ague proestasuiere Legarithmorsan specie condeadd. 
Quilms accessary Proposiiiones ad triatigula sphaerica fantiore cakda  
resehrouta: Und cum Auselstionibto aliquot dectission D. Hearses 
Bnggii, iw ass & memsrotam appendices,. Malaise & Inventors 
banns Nepero, Barone Merchistensi, &c. Sado. Edinburg', Eserate-
bat Andreas Hart, Anne Domini 1619. There is also preceding this 
title-page an ornamental title-page, similar to that of the Downie. 
of 16144c the words are different, however, and run—Mm.fics 
Lekantkateram Commis Descries° .. Accesserunt Opera Peahens.: 
Primo, Mirsfici ipsnts assents consiructio, & Le:enamouring a 
nannaks spasm NUMerOS baktmlanes. Snead& Aenduc de slid, 
"Ague preesramore Logerabsuesse spent eensenuon 	Tertib, Pro- 
fposdianes grandam aninewassimat. ad Tnessgsta *Mena aura 
facilitate resoberado.... It would appear that this title-page was 
to be substituted for the title-page 01 the Detail** Of 1614 by those 
who bound the two books together. 

▪The work of Justus Byrgius is described in the article Loos-
arms. In that article it is mentioned that a Scotsman in 1g94 in a 
letter to Tycho Brahe held out some hope of logarithms; it is likely 
that the person referred to is John Craig. son ofThomas Craig, whO 
has been mentioned as one of the colleagues of John Napicr's father 
as justice-depute. 
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great simplification of which they were susceptible-a simplifica-
tion to which nothing essential has since been added. 

When Napier published the Cawail Descripho England had 
taken no part in the advance of science, and there is no British 
author of the time except Napier whose name can be placed in 
the same rank' as those of Copernicus, Tycho Brahe, Kepler, 
Galileo, or Stevuius. In England, Robert Recorde had indeed 
published his mathematical treatises, but they were of trifling 
importance and without influence on the history of science. 
Scotland had produced nothing, and was perhaps the last country 
in Europe from which a great mathematical discovery would 
have been expected. Napier lived, too, not only in a wild country, 
which was in a lawless and unsettled state during most of his 
life, but also in a credulous and superstitious age. Like Kepler 
and all his contemporaries be believed in astrology, and he 
certainly also had some faith in the power of magic, for there is 
extant a deed written in his own handwriting containing a con-
tract between himself and Robert Logan of Restatrig, a turbulent 
baron of desperate character, by which Napier undertakes " to 
serche and sik out, and be al craft and ingyne that he dow, to 
tempt, trye, and find out " some buried treasure supposed to be 
hidden in Logan's fortress at Fastcastle, in consideration of 
receiving one-third part of the treasure found by his aid. Of 
this singular contract, which is signed, " Robert Logane of 
Restalrige " and " Jhone Neper, Fear of Merchiston." and is 
dated July 1594, a facsimile is given in Mark Napier's Memoirs. 
As the deed was not destroyed, but is in existence now, it is to 
be presumed that the terms of it were not fulfilled, but the fact 
that such a contract should have been drawn up by Napier 
himself affords a singular illustration of the state of society and 
the kind of events in the midst of which logarithms had their 
birth. Considering the time in which he lived, Napier is singu-
larly free from superstition: his Plaine Discovery relates to a 
method of interpretation which belongs to a later age; he shows 
no trace of the extravagances which occur everywhere in the 
works of Kepler; and none of his writings contain allusions to 
astrology or magic. 

After Napier's death his manuscripts and notes came into the 
possession of his second son by his second marriage. Robert, who 
edited the Con.srustso; and Colonel Milliken Napier, Robert's lineal 
male representative, was still in the possession of many of these 
private papers at the close of the 18th century. On one occasion 
when Colonel Napier was called from home on foreign service, these 
papers, together with a portrait of John Napier and a Bible with his 
autograph. were deposited for safety in a room of the house at Milli-
ken, in Renfrewshire. During the owners absence the house was 
burned to the ground, and all the papers and relics were destroyed. 
The manuscripts had not been arranged or examined, so that the 
extent of the Iola is unknown. Fortunately, however, Robert Napier 
had transcribed his father's manuscript De Ark Logistics. and the 
copy escaped the fate of the originals in the manner explained in the 
following note, written in the volume containing them by Francis. 
seventh Lord Napier: " John Napier- of Merchigon, inventor of 
the logarithms, left his manuscripts to his KM Robert, who appears 
to have caused the following pages to have been written out fair 
from his father's notes, for Mr Briggs, professor of geometry at 
Oxford. They were given to Francis, the fifth Lord Napier, by 
William Napier of Cu -Weugh, Esq., heir-mate of the above-named 
Robert. Finding them in a neglected state, amongst my family 
papers, I have bound them together, in order to preserve them 
entire.—Narma, 7th March 1801... 

An account of the contents of these manuscripts was given by 
Mark Napier in the appendix to his Memoirs of Ms Napier, and 
the manuscripts themselves were edited in their entirety by him 
in 1839 under the title De Arts Logistics loosesis Meters Mar. 
chistorin Bermes Libri qui super:W. Impression Ediebergi 
u.occc.xxx.1x., as one of the publications of the Bannatyne Club. 
The treatise occupies one hundred and sixty-two pages, and there 
is an introduction by Mark Napier of ninety-four pages. The 
Arithmetic consists of three books. entitled—(I) De Computationibus 

&;ntitaturn omnibus Logisticae speciebus cornmunium: (a) De 
istica Arithreetica (3) De Logistic Geometrica. At the end 

of this book occurs the note—" I could find no more of this geo-
metricall pairt amongst all his fragments." The Algebra Josseis 
Naps" Movkistimii Bemis consists of two books: (1) " De nomi-
nate Algebrae pane: (2) De positive lave cassia Algebrae pane," 
and concludes with the words. " There is no more of his algebra 
orderlie sett doun." The transcripts are entirely in the handwriting 
of Robert Napier himself, and the two notes that have been quoted 
prove that they were made from Napier's own papers. The title.  

which is written on the first led, and is also it Robert Napier's 
wrning, runs thus; "The Baron of Merchiaton his broke of  iSrftli- 
meticke and Algebra. For Mr Henrie Briggs, Professor of Geometric 
at Oxfords." 

These treatises were probably composed before Napier had 
invented the logarithms or any of the apparatuses described in the 
Rubdoloma; (or they contain no allusion to the principle of loga-
rithms, even where we should expect to find such a reference.and 
the one solitary sentence where the Raldolepa is mentioned ("sive 
week= twilling per ossa Rhabdokeriae nostrae ") was probably 
added afterwards. It ia worth while to notice that this reference 
occurs in a chapter " De hlultiplicationis et Partitionis cesspendig 
miscellaneis." which, supposing the treatise to have been written in 
Napier's younger days, may have been his earliest production on a 
subject over which his subsequent labours were to exert so enormous 
an influence 

Napier uses ateaviosites and drfectsvae for positive and negative, 
defining them as meaning .greater or less than nothing (" Abun-
dances sent quantitates matores nihilo: defectivae sunt quantitates 
minores nihilo "). The same definitions occur also in the Calunes 
Descnytto (164). p. 5 • " Loprithmos sinuum. qui scraper majores 
nihilo aunt, abundances vomitus, et hoc signo +, aut null° praeno-
tamus Logarithrnos autem minores nihilo defectivos vocamus, 
praenotantes cis hoc signum -." Napier may thus have been the 
first to use the expression "quantity less than nothing." He uses 
" radicatum for power (for not, power, exponent, 1318 words are 
radix, radicatum, index). 

Apart from the interest attaching to these manuscripts as the 
work of Napier, they possess an independent value as affording 
evidence of the exact state of his algebraical knowledge at the time 
when logarithms were invented. There is nothing to show whether 
the transcripts were sent to Briggs as intended aid returned by .him. 
or whether they were not sent to him. Amon); the /Walston 
papers is a thin quarto volume in Robert Napier s writing contain-
ing a digest of the principles of alchemy: it is addressed to his son, 
and on the first leaf there are directions that it is to remain in his 
charter-chest and be kept secret except from a few. This treatise 
and the transcripts seem to be the only.  .mannscripts which have 
escaped destruction. 

The principle of " Napier's bones" may be easily explained by 
imagining ten rectangular slips of cardboard, each divided into 
nine squares. In the top squares of the 
slips the ten digits are written. and each 
slip contains in its nine squares the first 2 
nine multiples of the digit which appears 
in the top square. With the exception of 
the top squares, every square is divided 
into two parts by a diagonal, the units 
being written on one side and the tens on 
the other, so that when a multiple consists 
of two figures they are separated by the 
diagonal. Fig. t shows the slips corre-
sponding to the numbers a, o. 8. 5 placed 
site by side in contact with one another, 
and next to them is placed another slip 
containing, in squares without diagonals, 
the first nine digits. The slips thus placed 
in contact give the multiples of the number 
21285, the digits in each parallelogram being 
added together: for example, correspond-
ing to the number 6 on the right-hand slip, 
we have o, 8+3. 0+4, a, t; whence we find Ft°. t. 
co, 1, 5. 2, 1 as the digits. written backwards, 
of 6X2085. The use of the slips for the purpose o multip ;cation is 
now evident: thus to multiply 2085 by 736 we take out in this 
manner the multiples corresponding to 6, 3, 7. and set down the di i 
as they are obtained, from right to left, shifting them back one 
and adding up the columns as in ordinary multiplication, viz. the 
figures as written down are- 

125to 
6255 

14595 

1 534560 
 Napier's rods or bones consist of ten oblong pieces of wood or 

other material with square ends. Each of the four laces of each rod 
contains multiples of one of the nine digits, and is similar to one of 
the slips just described, the first rod containing the multiples of 
co, 1.9. 8. the second of o, 2, 9, 7. the third of 0.3. so, 6. the fourth 
of o, 4. 9.  5. the fifth of 1, 2, 8, 7, the sixth of t, 3. 8, 6, the seventh 
of 1, 4, 8. 5, the eighth of 2. 3, 7. 6, the ninth of 2. 4. 7. 5. and the 
tenth of 3. 4. 6.5. Each rod therefore contains on two of its faces 
multiples of digits which are complementary to those on the other 
two faces: and the multiples of a digit and of its complement are 
reversed in position. The arrangement of the numbers on the rods 
will be evident from fig. 2, which represents the four faces of the 
fifth rod. The set of ten rods is thus equivalent to four sets of slips 
as described above, and by their means we may multiply every 
number less than it,t tz, and also any number (consisting el course 

2 

3 

4 

6 

7 

8 

0 8 5 
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of are mete than ten digits) which can be formed by the top digits 
of the barn when placed side by side. Of course two sets of rods 
may be used, and by their means we may multiply every number 
less than 111,111,11i and so on. It will be noticed that the rods 
only give the multiples of the number which is to be multi fed, or 
of the divisor, when they are used for division, and it is evs&nt that 

they would be of little use to any one who 
knew the multiplication table as far as 9X9. 
In multiplications or divisions of any length it 
is generally convenient to begin by forming a 
table of the first nine multiples of the multi- 
plicand or divisor, and Napier's bones at best 
merely provide such a table, and in an incom- 
plete form, for the additions of the two figures 
in the same parallelogram have to be performed 
each time the rods are used. The liabdologia 
attracted more general attention than the loga- 
rithms, and as has been mentioned, there were 
several editions on the Continent. Nothing shows 
more clearly the rude state of arithmetical know- 
ledge at the beginning of the 17th century than 
the universal satisfaction with which Napier's 
invention was welcomed by all classes and re- 
garded as a real aid to calculation. Napier also 
describes in the Rabdologui two other larger rods 
to facilitate the extraction of square and cube 

Ftc. 2. 	roots, In the Rabdolona the rods are walled 
" virgulae." but in the passage quoted above 

from the manuscript on arithmetic they are referred to as 
" bones '• (ossa). 

Besides the Imarithms and the calculating rods or bones, Napier's 
name is attached to certain rules and formulae in spherical trigono-
metry. " Napier's rules of circular parts," which include the com-
plete system of formulae for the solution of right-angled triangles, 
may be enunciated as follows. Leaving the right angle out of 
coniideration, the sides including the right angle, the complement of 
the hypotenuse, and the complements of the other angles are called 
the circular parts of the triangle. Thus there are five circular parts, 
a. b, 90*—c. 90*—B. and these are supposed to be arranged 
in this order (se. the order in which they occur in the triangle) 
round a circle. Selecting any part and calling it the middle part, 
the two parts next it are called the adjacent parts and the remaining 
two parts the opposite parts. The rules then are— 

sine of the middle part product of tangents of adjacent parts 
,.product of cosines of opposite parts. 

These rules were published in the Casenis Deunpite (1614). and 
Napier has there given a figure, and indicated a method. by means 
of which they may be proved directly. The rules are curious and 
interesting 

hey
, but of very doubtful utility. as the formulae are best 

remembered by the practical calculator in their unconnected form 
" Napier's analogies " are the four formulae— 

= I (A ÷B) cos 1 alb) tiC, tan j (A — B` con 
	)C ' t 

tan H. 	cosi (A — 8)  tan  lc. 	
tanj (a —b)., 

 sin j (A — B)  tan  
cos j(A +8) ' 	 sin (A .p.B) 

They were first published after his death in the Coy:smith* among 
the formulae in spherical trigonometry, which were the results of 
h.s latest work. Robert Napier says that these results would have 
ic.'n reduced to order and demonstrated consecutively but for 
his father's death. Only one of the four analogies is actually 
given by Napier, the other three being added by Briggs in the 
remarks which are appended to Napier s results. The work left 
by Napier is, however, rough and unfinished, and it is uncertain 
whether he knew of the other formulae or not. They are, however, 
so simply deducible from the results he has given that all the four 
analogies may be properly called by his name. An analysis of the 
formulae contained in the Detentes° and Cons:man is given by 
Delambre in vol. L of his MS Mire de 'Astronomic modern. 

To Napier seems to be due the first use of the decimal point in 
arithmetic. Decimal fractions were first introduced by Stevinus in 
his tract La Dime, published in 1585. but he used cumbrous ex-
ponents (numbers enclosed in circles) to distinguish the different 
denominations, primes, seconds. thirds. &c. Thus. for example, he 
would have written ta3.456 as t230405060. In the Rab-

dologia Napier gives an " Admonitio pro Decimali Arithmetica." in 
which he commends the fractions of Stevinus and gives an example 
of their use, the division of 861094 by 432. The quotient is written 
1993.273 in the work, and 1e93.2'7'3" in the text. This tingle 
instance of the use of the decimal point in the midst of an arith-
metical process, if it stood alone, would not suffice to establish a 
claim for its introduction. as the real introducer of the decimal 
point is the person who first saw that a point or line as separator 
was all that was required to distinguish between the integers and 
fractions, and used it as a permanent notation and not merely in the 
course of performing an arithmetical operation The decimal point 
is. however, used systematically in the Commune (1619). there 
being perhaps two hundred decimal points altogether in the book. 

The decimal point is defined on p. 6 of the Conarsaio in the 
words: " In mimed' periodo sic in se distinctis, quicquid post 
period= notatur (rum est, cujus denominator est unites cum tot 
cyphns post se. quot sunt figurer post periodum. Ut '0000000424 
valet ide199Aarod woo.. i t. .i tem 25.803, ideal quod 254% 
Item 	-ocits3021. idem valet quod9999998 Mali n, & sic de 
caetens. 	p. 8. to5o2 is multiplied by 3.216, and the result 
found to be 33 . 774432; and on pp. 23 and 24 occur decimals not 

i attached to ntegers, viz. -4999z12 and  .0004950. These examples 
show that Napier was in possession of all the conventions and attri-
butes that enable the decimal point to complete so symmetrically 
our system of notation, viz. (z ) he saw that a point or separatrix was 
quite enough to separate integers from decimals, and that no signs 
to indicate primes, seconds, were required; (2) he used ciphers 
after the decimal point and preceding the first significant fivre; 
and (3) he had no objection to a decimal standing by itself wi thout 
any 'integer. Napier thus had complete command over decimal 
fractions and the use of the decimal point. Briggs also used deci-
mals, but in a form not quite so convenient as Napier. Thus he 
prints 63.0957379 as 6 	viz he prints a bar under the 
decimals; this notation 	appears without any explanation in 
his " Lucultrationes " a 	to the Constraase. Briggs seems 
to have used the notation all his life, but in writing it, as appears 
from manuscripts of his, he added also a small vertical line just 
high enough to fix distinctly which two figures it was intended to 
separate: thus he might have written 6337379. The vertical line 
was printed by Oughtred and some of Bnggs's successors. It was a 
long time before decimal arithmetic came into general nee, sod all 
through the 17th century exponential marks were in common use. 
There seems but little doubt that Napier was the first to make use of 
a decimal separator, and it is curious that the separator which he 
used, the point, should be that which has been ultimately adopted, 
and after a long period of partial disuse. 

The hereditary office of king's poulterer (Pultrie Regis) was for 
many generations in the family of Merchiston, and descended to 
John Napier. The office, Mark Napier states, is repeatedly men-
tioned in the family charters as appertaining to the " pultre landis " 
near the iIze of Dene in the shire of Linlithgow. The duties 
were to be performed by the possessor or his deputy; and the king 
was entitled to demand the yearly homage of a present of poultry 
from the feudal holder. The pultrelands and the office were sold 
by John Napier in 16,0 for 17cso marks. With the exception of the 
pultrelands all the estates he inherited descended to his posterity. 

With regard to the spelling of the name, Mark Napier states 
that among the family papers there exist a great many documents 
signed by John Napier. His usual signature was " Jhone Neper," 
but in a letter written in t6o8, and in all deeds signed after that date, 
he wrote " Jhone Nepair." His letter to the king prefixed to the 
Plain Discovery is signed " John Napeir." His own children, who 
sign deeds along with him, use every mode except Napier, the form 
now adopted by the family, and which is comparatively modern. 
In Latin he always wrote his name " Neperus" The form " Neper " 
is the oldest, as John, third Napier of Merchiston, so spelt it in the 
15th century. 

Napier frequently signed his name " jhone Neper, Fear of Mei , 
 chiston. He was " Fear of Merchiston ' because, more majorum, 

he had been invested with the fee of his paternal barony during the 
lifetime of his father, who retained the liferent. He has been some-
times erroneously called " Peer of Merchiston," and in the 1645 
edition of the Plane Discovery he is so styled (see Mark Napier's 
Memoirs. pp. 9 and 173, and Libri qui supersuni, p. xciv.). 

The bibliography of Napier's work attached to W. R. Macdonald's 
translation of the Cammis Conaructio (1889) is complete and valuable. 
Napier's three mathematical works are remitted by N. L. W. A. 
Gravelaar in Verhandelingas der Kan A kad. sea to Amanda's, 
t. sectie. deel 6 899) (J. W. L. G.) 

NAPIER, SIR WILLIAM FRANCIS PATRICK (r785-186o), 
British soldier and military historian, third son of Colonel 
George Napier (1751-1804), and brother of Sir Charles James 
Napier (see above), was born at Celbridge, near Dublin, on the 
r7th of December 1785. He became an ensign in the Royal 
Irish Artillery in x800, but at once exchanged into the 62nd, and 
was put on half-pay in 1802. He was afterwards made a cornet 
in the Blues by the influence of his uncle the duke of Richmond, 
and for the first time did actual military duty in this regiment, 
but he soon fell in with Sir John Moores suggestion that he should 
exchange into the sand, which was about to be trained in the 
famous camp of Shomcliffe. Through Sir John Moore he soon 
obtained a company in the 43rd, joined that regiment at Shorn-
chile and became a great favourite with Moore. He served in 
Denmark, and was present at the engagement of Kioge, and, 
his regiment being shortly afterwards sent to Spain, he bore 
himself nobly through the retreat to Corunna, the hardships of 
which permanently impaired his health. In t8o9 he hecithe 
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aide-de-camp to the duke of Richmond, lord lieutenant of 
Ireland, but joined the 43rd when that regiment was ordered 
again to Spain. With the light brigade (the 43rd, 52nd, and 95th), 
under the command of General Craufurd, he marched to Talavera 
in the famous forced march which he has described in his History, 
and had a violent attack of pleurisy on the way. lie, however, 
refused to leave Spain, was wounded on the Cos, and shot near 
the spine at Cazal Nova. His conduct was so conspicuous during 
the pursuit of Messina after he left the lines of Torres Vedras 
that he as well as his brother George was recommended for a 
brevet majority. He became brigade major, was present at 
Fuentes d'Onor, but had so bad an attack of ague that be was 
obliged to return to England. In England he married Caroline 
Amelia Fox, daughter of General Henry Fox and niece of the 
statesman Fox. Three weeks after his marriage he again started 
for Spain, and was present at the storming of Badajoz, where 
his great friend Colonel M'Leod was lulled. In the absence of the 
new lieutenant-colonel he took command of the 43rd regiment 
(he was now a substantive major) and commanded it at the 
battle of Salamanca. After a short stay at home he again 
joined his regiment at the Pyrenees, and did his greatest military 
service at the battle of the Nivelk, where, with Instinctive 
military insight, he secured the most strongly fortified part of 
Souk's position, practically without orders. He served with his 
regiment at the battles of the Nive, where he received two wounds, 
Orthes, and Toulouse. For his services he was made brevet 
lieutenant-colonel, and one of the first C.B.'s. Like his brother 
Charles he then entered the military college at Farnham. He 
commanded his regiment in the invasion of France after Waterloo, 
and remained in France with the army of occupation until 18ze, 
when he retired on half-pay. As it was impossible for him to 
live on a major's half-pay with a wife and family, he determined 
to become an artist, and took a house in Sloane Street, where he 
studied with George Jones, the academician. 

The years he had spent in France he had occupied in improving 
his general education, for, incredible as it seems, the author of the 
History of the War in the Peninsula could not spell or write 
respectable English till that time. But his career was to be great 
in literature, not in art. The tendency appeared in an able 
review of Jomini's works (Edinburgh Rea.) in 1821, and in 1823 
Mr Bickersteth (afterwards Lord Langdale) suggested to him 
the expediency of writing a history of the Peninsular War. For 
some time he did not take kindly to the suggestion, but at last 
determined to become an author in order to defend the memory 
of Sir John Moore, and to prevent the glory of his old chief being 
overshadowed by that of Wellington. The duke of Wellington 
himself gave him much assistance, and handed over to him the 
whole of Joseph Bonaparte's correspondence which had been 
taken at the battle of Vittoria; this was all in cipher, but Mrs 
Napier, with great patience, discovered the keys. Marshal Soule 
also took an active interest in the work and arranged for the 
French translation of Mathieu Dumas. In r828 the first volume 
of the History appeared. The publisher, John Murray, indeed, 
was disappointed in the sale of the first volume and Napier 
published the remainder himself. But it was at once seen that 
the great deeds of the Peninsular War were about to be fitly 
commemorated. The excitement which followed the appearance 
of each volume is proved by the innumerable pamphlets issued 
by those who believed themselves to be attacked, and by personal 
altercations with many distinguished officers. But the success 
of the book was proved still more by the absence of competition 
than by these bitter controversies. The histories of Southey and 
Lord Londonderry fell still-born, and Sir George Murray, 
Wellington's quartermaster-general, who had determined to pro-
duce the history, gaveup the attempt in despair. This success was 
due to a combination of qualities which have justly secured for 
Napier the title of being the greatest military historian England 
has produced. When in 584o the last volume of the History was 
published, his fame not only in England but in France and 
Germany was safely established. 

His life during these years had been chiefly absorbed in his 
History, but be had warmly sympathized with the movement  

for political reform which was agitating England. The Radicals 
of Bath and many other cities and towns pressed him to enter 
parliament, and Napier was actually invited to become the 
military chief of a national guard to obtain reforms by force of 
arms. lie refused the dangerous honour on the ground that he 
was in bad health and had a family of eight children. In 5830 
be bad been promoted colonel, and in 5842 he was made a major-
general and given the lieutenant-governorship of Guernsey. 
Here he found plenty of occupation in controlling the relations 
between the soldiers and the inhabitants, and also in working 
out proposals for a complete scheme of reform in the government 
of the island. While he was at Guernsey his brother Charles 
had conquered Sind, and the attacks made on the policy of that 
conquest brought William Napier again into the field of literature. 
In 1845 he published his History of the Conquest of Scinde, and in 
1851 the corresponding History of the Administration of Scinde-
books which in style and vigour rivalled the great History, but 
which, being written for controversial purposes, were not likely 
to maintain enduring popularity. In 5847 he resigned his 
governorship, and in 148 was made a K.C.B., and settled at 
Scinde House, Clapham Park. In 1851 he was promoted lieu-
tenant-general. His time was fully occupied in defending his 
brother, in revising the numerous editions of his History which 
were being called for, and in writing letters to The Times on every 
conceivable subject, whether military or literary. His energy 
is the more astonishing when it is remembered that he never 
recovered from the effects of the wound he had received at 
Cara! Nova, and that he often had to lie on his back for months 
together. His domestic life was shadowed by the incurable 
affliction of his only son, and when his brother Charles died in 
1853 the world seemed to be darkening round him. lie devoted 
himself to writing the life of that brother, which appeared in 
1857, and which is in many respects his most characteristic book. 
In the end of 1853 his younger brother, Captain Henry Napier, 
R.N., died, and in r855 his brother Sir George (see below). 
Inspired by his work, he lived on till the year rilho, when, broken 
by trouble, fatigue and ill-health, he died (February 12) at 
Clapham. Four months earlier he had been promoted to the 
full rank of general. 

As a military histOrian Sir William Napier is incomparably 
superior to any other English writer, and his true compeers are 
Thucydides, Caesar and Davila. All four had been soldiers in the 
wars they describe; all four possessed a peculiar insight into the 
mainsprinp of action both in war and peace: and each possessed 
a peculiar and inimitable style. Napier always wrote as if he was 
burning with an inextinguishable desire to express what he was 
feeling, which gives his style a peculiar spontaneity, and yet he 
rewrote the first volume of his Hulary no less than six times. His 
descriptions of sieges and of battles are admirable by themselves, 
and his analyses of the pemiliarly intricate Spanish intrigues are 
even more remarkable, while the descriptions and analyses are 
both Et up with flashes of political wisdom and military insight. 
It is to be noted that he displays the spirit of the partisan, even 
when most impartial, and defends his opinions, even when most 
undoubtedly true, as if he were arguing some controverted question. 
If his style was modelled on anything, it was on Caesar's comment-
aries. and a thorough knowledge of the writings of the Roman 
general will often explain allusions in Napier. The portraits of 
Sir John Moore and Colonel M'Leod, and the last paragraphs de-
scriptive of the storming of Badajoz, may be taken as examples 
of his great natural eloquence. 

His brother, Sri Geoaca THOMAS NAPIER ( 1 784—/850, entered 
the army in riko, and served with distinction under Moore and 
Wellington in the Peninsula—and lost his right arm at the 
storming of Badajoz. He became major-general in 1837, K.C.B. 
in 1838 and lieutenant-general in 1846. He was governor and 
commander-in-chief at the Cape from 1839 to 1843, during which 
time the abolition of slavery and the expulsion of the Boers from 
Natal were the chief events. He was offered, but declined, the 
chief command in India after Chillianwalla, and also that of the 
Sardinian army In rffze. He became full general in 3854. He 
died at Geneva on the 16th of September 1855. His auto-
biography, Passages in The Early Military Life of General Sir 
G. T. Napier, was published by his surviving son, General 
W. C. E. Napier (the author of an important work on outpost 
duty), in z88 s. 
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served in the navy during the Napoleonic wars, retired as a 
• captain, and wrote a learned Flarentiom History from the earliest 

authentic Records to She Accession of Ferdinand III. of Tuscany 
• ( 1846-1847). 

For Sir William Napier's life, see his Life mid Letters, edited by the 
Right Honourable H. A. Bruce (Lord Aberdare) (a vols., 1862). 

NAPIER AND ETTRICK. FRANCIS NAPIER, BARON (18:9- 
2898), British diplomatist, was descended from the ancient 
Scottish family of Napier of Merchistoun, his ancestor Sir 
Alexander Napier (d. c. 1473) being the elder son of Alexander 
Napier (d. e. 1454), provost of Edinburgh, who obtained lands 
at Merchistoun early in the rsth century. Sir Alexander was 
comptroller of the household of the king of Scotland, and was 
often sent to England and elsewhere on public business. Of 
his descendants one Napier of Merchistoun was killed at Sauchie-
burn, another fell at Flodden and a third at Pinkie. The seventh 
Napier of Merchistoun was Sir Archibald Napier (1534-1608), 
master of the Scottish mint, and the eighth was John Napier 
(q.v.) the inventor of logarithms. John's eldest son, Sir Archibald 
Napier (c. 1576-1645), was treasurer-depute of Scotland from 
1622 to 1631, and was treated Lord Napier of Merchistoun in 
1627. He married Margaret Grabens, sister of the peat marquess 
of Montrose, whose cause he espoused, and be wrote some 
Memoirs which were published in Edinburgh in 1793. His son 
Archibald, the 2nd lord (162.5-1658), fought under Montrose at 
Auldearn, at Alford, at Kilsyth and at Philiphaugh, and was 
afterwards with his famous uncle on the continent of Europe. 
His son, Archibald, the, 3rd lord (d. 1683), was succeeded by 
special arrangement in the title, first by his nephew, Theresa 
Nicolson (x669-1686), a son of his sister Jean and her husband 
Sir Thomas Nicolson, Bart. (d. 267o), and then by his sister 
Margaret (d. r7o6), the widow of John Brisbane (d. s684). The 
6th lord was Margaret's grandson Frauds Scott (c. 1702-1773), a 
son of Sir William Scott, Bart., of Thirlestane (d. 1725). Francis 
Scott, who took the additional name of Napier, had a large 
family, his sons including William, the 7th lord, and Colonel 
George Napier (2751-1834). His famous grandsons are dealt 
with above. Another literary member of the family was Mark 
Napier (x798-1879), called by Mr Andrew Lang " the impetuous 
biographer of Montrose," who wrote Memoirs of John Napier 
of Machinate (1834), Montrose and the Coensankrs (x838), 
Memoirs of Montrose (1856), Memorials of Graham of Clara/souse 
(x859-1862), and a valuable legal work, The Law of Prescription 
in Scotland (x839 and again 1854). William, 7th Lord Napier 
( 1 730-1 775), was succeeded as 8th lord by his son Francis (1758-
1823), who, after serving in the English army during the American 
War of Independence, was lord high commissioner to the general 
assembly of the Church of Scotland, and compiled a genealogical 
account of his family which is still in manuscript. His son 
William John, the 9th lord (1786-1834), who was present at the 
battle of Trafalgar, was the father of Francis Napier, Lord Napier 
and Ettrick. 

Born on the 15th of September 1819 Francis entered the 
diplomatic service in 184o, and was employed in successive posts 
at Vienna, Constantinople, Naples, Washington and the Hague. 
During this time he earned the highest opinions both at home 
and abroad. In 186o he became ambassador at St Petersburg, 
and in 5864 at Berlin. In :866 he was appointed governor of 
Madras, and was at once confronted with a serious famine in the 
northern districts. In dealing with this and other problems he 
showed great activity and practical sense, and he encouraged 
public works. particularly irrigation. In x872 he acted for a few 
months as Viceroy, after Lord Mayo's assassination; and on 
Lord Northbrook's appointment to the office he returned to 
England, bang created a baron of the United Kingdom (Baron 
Ettrick of Ettrick) for his services. He continued, both in 
England and in Scotland, to take great interest in social questions. 
He was for a time a member of the London School Board, and 
he was chairman of the Crofters' Commission in 1883, the result 
of which was the appointment of a permanent body to deal with 
questions affecting the Scottish crofters and cotters. He died at 

XIX.  

Florence on the 19th of December 1898, leaving • widow and 
three sons, the eldest of whom, William John George (b. 1846), 
succeeded to his titles. 

RAPIER OF MACIDALA, ROMS CORNELIS RAPIER, 
rat BARON (thro-189o), British field-marshal, son of Major 
Charles Frederick Napier, who was wounded at the storming of 
Meaner Cornelis (Aug. 26, Oho) in Java and died some months 
later, was born at Colombo, Ceylon, on the 6th of December 
Oho. He entered the Bengal Engineers from AddIscombe 
College in r826, and after the usual course of instruction at 
Chatham, arrived in India in November 1828. For some years 
he was employed in the irrigation branch of the public works 
department, and in 1838 he laid out the new hill station at 
Darjeeling. Promoted captain in January that, he was ap-
pointed to Sirhind, where he laid out cantonments on a new 
principle-known as the Napier system-for the troops returning 
from Afghanistan. In December 3845 he joined the army of 
the SutleJ, and commanded the Engineers at the battle of Mudkl, 
where he had a horse shot under him. At the battle of Femeeshah 
on the 31st December he again had his horse shot under him, and, 
joining the 31st Regiment on foot, sou severely wounded in 
storming the entrenched Sikh camp. He was present at the 
battle of Sobraon on zoth February x846, and in the advance to 
Lahore; was mentioned in despatches for his services in the 
campaign, and received a brevet majority. He was chief engineer 
at the reduction of Kote-Kangm by Brigadier-General Wheeler 
In May 2846, and received the thanks of government. ' He was 
then appointed consulting engineer to the Punjab resident and 
council of regency, but was again called to the field to direct the 
siege of Multan. He was wounded in the attack on the entrenched 
position in September 2848, but was present at the action of 
Shujabad, the capture of the suburbs, the successful storm of 
Multan on 23rd January 1149, and the surrender of the fort of 
Chiniot. He then joined Lord Gough, took part, as commanding 
engineer of the right wing, in the battle of GuJrat in February 
1849, accompanied Sir W. R. Gilbert in his pursuit of the Sikhs 
and Afghans, and was present at the passage of the Jhelum, the 
surrender of the Sikh army, and the surprise of Attock. For his 
services he was mentioned in despatches and received a brevet 
lieutenant-colonelcy. At the close of the war Napier was 
appointed civil engineer to the board of administration of the 
annexed Punjab province, and carried out many important 
public works during his tenure of office. In December 1852 he 
commanded a column in the first Hazara expedition, and in the 
following year against the Boris; and for his services in these 
campaigns was mentioned in despatches, received the special 
thanks of government and a brevet-colonelcy. He was 
appointed military secretary and adjutant-general to Sir James 
Outram's force for the relief of Lucknow in the Indian Mutiny 
la 1857,  and was engaged in the actions which culminated in the 
first relief of Lucknow. He directed the defence of Lucknow until 
the second relief, when he was severely wounded in crossing a 
very exposed space with Outram and Havelock to meet Sir Colas 
Campbell. He was chief of the staff to Outran in the defence of 
the Alambagh position; and drew up the plan of operations for 
the attack of Lucknow, which was approved by Sir Colin Camp-
bell and carried out by Napier, as brigadier-general commanding 
the Engineers, in March 0358. On the fall of Lucknow Napier 
was most favourably mentioned in despatches, and made C.B. 
He joined Sir Hugh Rose as secondin-command in his march on 
Gwalior, and commanded the 2nd brigade at the action of Morar 
on the 16th June. On the fall of Gwalior he watt entrusted with 
the task of pursuing the enemy. With only loo men be came up 
with Tantia Topi and s 2,000 men on the plains of Jaora Alipur, and 
completely defeated him, capturing all his guns (25), ammunition 
and baggage. On Sir Hugh Rose's departure be took command of 
the Gleaner division, captured Paori in August, touted Ferozeshah, 
a prince of the house of Delhi, at Ranode in December, and, 
in January 1859,  succeeded in securing the surrender of Man 
Singh and Tantia Topi, which ended the war. For his service 
Napier received the thanks of parliament and of the Indian 
government, and was made K.C.B. 

2a 
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NAPIER-NAPLES 
In January 186o Napier was appointed to the command of 

the and division of the expedition to China under Sir Hope Grant, 
and took part in the action of Sinho, the storm of the Peiho 
forts, and the entry to Peking. For his services he received the 
thanks of parliament, and was promoted major-general for 
distinguished service in the field. For the next four years Napier 
was military member of the council of the governor-general 
of India and, on the sudden death of Lord Elgin, for a short 
time acted as governor-general, until the arrival of Sir W. T. 
Denison from Madras. In January 0365 he was given the com-
mand of the Bombay army, in March 1861 he was promoted 
lieutimant-general, and, later in that year, appointed to command 
the expedition to Abyssinia, selecting his own troops and making 
all the preparations for the campaign. He arrived at Annesley 
Bay in the Red Sea early in January :868, reached Magdala, 
aro m. from the coast, in April; stormed the stronghold, freed 
the captives, rased the place to the ground, returned to the 
coast, and on the 18th June the last man of the expedition had 
left Africa. He received for his services the thanks of parlia-
ment, a pension, a peerage, the G.C.B. and the G.C.S1. The 
freedom of the cities of London and Edinburgh was conferred 
upon him, with presentation swords, and the universities 
bestowed upon him honorary degrees. In 1869 he was elected 
a fellow of the Royal Society. He held the command-in-chief 
in India for six years from 187o, during which be did much to 
benefit the army and to encourage good shooting. He was 
promoted general in dm, and appointed a colonel-commandant 
of the Royal Engineers. In 2876 he was the guest of the German 
crown prince at the military manoeuvres, and from that year 
until 1883 held the government and command of Gibraltar. 
In the critical state of affairs in 1877 be was nominated com-
mander-in-chief of the force which it was proposed to send to 
Constantinople. In 1879 he was • member of the royal com-
mission on „army organization, and in November of that year 
he represented Queen Victoria at Madrid as ambassador extra-
ordinary on the occasion of the second marriage of the king of 
Spain. On the rat of January digs be was promoted to be field-
marshal, and in December 1886 appointed Constable of the 
Tome of London. He died in London on the :4th of January 
zfigo. His remains received a state funeral, and were buried 
in St Paul's Cathedral on the oat of January. He was twice 
married, and left a large family by each wife, his eldest son, 
Robert William (b. 1845), succeeding to his barony. A statue 
of him on horseback by Boehm was erected at Calcutta when 
he left India, and a replica of it was afterwards set up to his 
memory in Waterloo Place, London. 

NAPIER. a seaport on the east coast of North Island, New 
Zealand, capital of the provincial district of Hawke's Bay, 
zoo m. by rail N.E. of Wellington. Pop. (1026) 9454. The 
main portion of the town stretches along the fiat shordand of 
Hawke's Bay, while the suburbs extend over the hills to the north. 
The site consists of a picturesque peninsula known as Scinde 
Island. The harbour (Port Ahuriri) is sheltered by a break-
water. The cathedral church of St John (1888) for the bishopric 
of Waiapu, is one of the finest ecclesiastical buildings in New 
Zealand, imitating the Early English style in brick. An 
athenaeum, a small hospital, a lunatic asylum, a philosophical 
society and an acclimatization society are among the public 
institutions. The town (named after Sir Charles James Napier) 
is under municipal government, and returns a member to the 
New Zealand House of Representatives. The district is agri-
cultural, and large quantities of wool and tinned and frozen 
meats are exported. There is railway communication with 
Wellington, New Plymouth, and the Wairarapa, Wanganui 
and Manawatu districts. Numerous old native pas or fortified 
villages are seen in the neighbourhood. 

NAPLES (ItaL Napoli, and Lat. Neapolis), formerly the capital 
of the kingdom of the Two Sicilia, and since z86o the chief town 
of the province which bears its name, the smallest province 
hr the kingdom of Italy. It is the largest city in the country, 
containing 547,503 inhabitants in Igor. It is a prefecture; 
the see of a cardinal archbishop; the residence of the general  

commanding the tenth Army Corps and of the admiral com-
manding the second Naval Department of Italy; and it 
possesses also an ancient and important university. 

Naples disputes with Constantinople the claim of occupying 
the most beautiful site in Europe. It is situated on the northern 
shore of the Bay of Naples (Sines Cussames), in 40°  
is°  15' 45' E., as taken from the lighthouse on the mole. By 
rail it is distant z51 m. from Rome, but the line is tiecuitous, 
and a direct electric line was contemplated in 1907, to ran nearer 
the coast and shorten the distance from the capital by mote than 
3o IL (For map, see luxe.) The circuit of the bay is about 
35 m. from the capo di Miseno on the north-west to the Punta 
della Campanella on the south-east, or more than p nt. if the 
islands of Ischia, at the north-west, and of Capri, at the south 
entrance, be included. At its opening between these two islands 
it is 14 in. broad; while another 4 M. separates Capri from the 
mainland at the Punta della Campanella, and from the opening 
to its had at Portici the distance is rs m. It affords good 
anchorage, with nearly 7 fathoms of water, and Is well sheltered, 
except from winds which blow from points between south-east 
and south-west. In the latter winds Sorrento should be especially 
avoided, as no safe anchorage can be found there at less than 
zs fathoms, and the same remark applies to Capri with winds 
from S.W. to N.W. There is • perceptible tide of nearly yin. 

On the north-east shore east of Naples is an extensive flat, Ionizing reLteZ the ancient Campos:a Felix, and watered by the small stream 
and by the Sarno, which last in classical times formed the 

port of Pompeii. From this flat, between the sea and the range of the 
Apennines, rises Mount Vesuvius. at the base of which, on or near the 
sea-shore, are the populous villages of San Giovanni Teduccio, 
Partici, Resin*, Torre-  del Greco, Tone dell' Annunziata, and the 
classic sites of Herculaneum and Pompeii. At the south-east 
extremity of the plain, 3 m. beyond the outlet of the Sarno, a great 
offshoot of the Apennines, branching from the main range near Cava, 
and projecting as a peninsula more than 12 in. west, divides the 
Bay of /tiepin from the hay of Salerno (Siam Paestanirs), and ends 
in the bold promontory of the Punts della Campanella (Promon-
torium Minervae), which is separated by a strait of 4 rn. from Capri. 
On the north slope of this peninsula, where the plain ends and the 
coast abruptly bends to the west, stands the town of Castellanunare, 
near the site of Stables, at the foot of Monte Sant' Angelo, which 
rises suddenly from the sea to a height of 4722 ft. Farther west, 
and nearly opposite to Naples across the bay, are Vial, Meta, 
Sorrento, Massa and many villages. 

The north-west shore to the west of Naples is more broken 
and irregular. The promontory of Pomlipo, which projects duesouth, 
divides this part of the bay into two mailer bays—the eastern, with 
the city of Naples, and the western, or Bay of Raise, which is sheltered 
from all winds. A tunnel through the promontory, 2244 ft. long, 
at ft. broad, and in some ylaces as much as 7o ft. high, possibly 
constructed by Marcus.Agnppa in 27 a.c., forms the so-called grotto 
of Posilipo; at the Naples end stands the reputed tomb of Virgil. 
Beyond Posilipo is the small island of Nisida (Nens); and at a short 
distance inland are the extinct craters of Solfatara and Astroni and 
the lake of Agnano. Farther west, on the coast, and provided with a 
convenient harbour, stands Pozzuoli (Petal), a city containing 
many Romanremaus. but now chiefly remarkable for the large gun- 
works erected by Messrs Armstrong a co.:and beyond it, round the 
Bay of Baiae, are Monte Nuovo, a hill thrown up in a single night 
in September 1538; the classic site of Baiae; the Lucrine Lake; 
Lake Avernus; the Lake of Fuser° (Adenine Palos); the Elysian 
Fields; and the port and promontory of Misenum. Still farther to 
the south-west lie the islands of Procida (Preebyte) and Ischia 

Amaria or Inarime), which divide the Bay of Naples 
from the extensive Bay of Gaeta. All this country was compnsed 
in classical times under the title of the Phlereats Fields, and was 
certainly then more actively volcanic than it now is, although the 
severe shock of earthquake which occurred in the island of Ischia 
t883 completely destroyed Casamicciola, and did serious damage 
to Forio, Laced Ameno and Serrara Fontana, shows that there is 
great seismic activity in the locality. The whole region abounds 
with fissures from which steam highly charged  with hydrochloric 
acid is continually issuing, and in many places boiling water is found 
at a very few feet below the surface. 

The city of Naples is built at the base and on the slopes of a 
range of volcanic hills, and, rising from the shore like.an  amphi-
theatre, is seen to best advantage from the sea. From the summit 
occupied by the castle of St Elmo a transverse ridge runs south 
to form the promontory of Pizzofalcone, and divides the city into 
two natural crescents, The western crescent, known as the 
Chiaja ward, though merely a long narrow strip between the sea 
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and Vomero hill, is the fasMonable quarter most frequented 
by foreign residents and visitors. A fine broad street, the Riviera 
di Chiaja, begun in the close of the *6th century by Count 
d'Olivares, and completed by the duke de Medina Cell ( 1898- 

 i7oo), runs for a mile and a half from east to west, ending in 
the quarter of MergeHine and Piedigrotta at the foot of the hill 
of Posilipo. In front lie the Villa Communele (first called Reale 
and subsequently Nazionale) public gardens, the chief promenade 
of the city, which were first laid out in z78o, and have been 
successively extended in 1807, in 1834, and again in recent years; 
and the whole edge of the bay from the Castel dell' Ovo to 
Merge!line is lined by a massive embankment and carriage-
way, the Via Caracciolo, constructed in 0375-1881. The eastern 
crescent includes by far the largest as well as the oldest portion 

of Naples—the ports, the arsenal, the principal churches, &c. 
The best-known thoroughfare is the historic Toledo (as it is 
still popularly called, though the official name Is Via Roma) 
which runs almost due north from the Piazza (Largo) del 
Plebiscito in front of the Palazzo Reale, till, as Strada Nuova 
Di Capodimonte, crossing the Ponta della Saniti (constructed 
by Murat across the valley between Santa Teresa and Capodi-
monte), it reaches the gates of the Capodimonte palace. A 
drive, the Corso Vittorio Emmanuele, winds along the slopes 
behind the city from the Str. di Piedigrotta (at the west end of 
the Riv. di Chiaja) till it reaches the museum by the Via Salvator 
Rosa. The character of the shore of the eastern crescent has been 
much altered by the new harbour works, which with the wharves 
and warehouses have absorbed the Villa del Popolo, or People's 
Park, originally constructed on land reclaimed from the bay. 

The streets of Naples are generally well-paved with large 
blocks of lava or volcanic basalt. In the older districts there is 
a countless variety of narrow gloomy streets, many of them 
steep. The houses are mostly five or six storeys high, are 
covered with stucco made of a kind of pozzolana which hardens 
by exposure, and have large balconies and flat roofs. The castle 
of S. Elmo (S. Ermo, S. Erasmus), which dominates the whole 
city, had its origin in a fort (Be!forte) erected by King Robert 
the Wise in 1343. The present building, with its rock-hewn 
fosses and massive ramparts, was constructed by Don Pedro de 
Toledo at the command of Charles V. in :535, and was long 
considered practically impregnable. Damaged by lightning in 
1857, it was afterwards restored, and is now a military prison. 
On a small island (I. del Salvatore, the Meganis of Pliny), now 
joined to the shore at the foot of the Pizzofalcone by an arch-
supported causeway, stands the Castel dell' Ovo (so called from 
its shape, though medieval legend associates the name with the 
enchanted egg on which the magician Virgil made the safety of 
the city to depend), which dates from r154. The walls of its 
chapel were frescoed by Giotto; but the whole building was 
ruined by Ferdinand II. in 1495, and had to be restored in the 
*6th century. Castel Nuovo, a very picturesque building con-
structed near the harbour in 1283 by Charles I. of Anjou, contains 
between the round towers of its façade the triumphal arch 
erected in *470 to Alphonso I. and renovated in 190s. It 
numbers among its chambers the Gothic hall of Giovanni Pisano 
in which Celestine V. abdicated the papal dignity. Castel del 
Carmine, founded by Ferdinand 1. in 1484, was occupied by the 
populace in Masaniello's insurrection, was used as a prison for 
the patriots of 1796, became municipal property in 1878, and is 
now a prison. The royal palace, begun in 1600 by the Count de 
Lentos, from designs by Domenico Fontana, partly burned in 
*837, and since repaired and enlarged by Ferdinand 11., is an 
enormous building with a sea frontage of Boo ft. and a main 
facade 554 ft. long and 95 ft. high, exhibiting the Doric, Ionic 
and Composite orders in its three storeys. The statues on the 
facade of the palace were erected by King Humbert I. in 1885, 
and represent the titular heads of the various dynasties which 
have reigned at Naples, beginning with Ruggiero the Norman 
(1130); followed by Frederick H. of Suabia (1197); Charles I. 
of Anjou (x266); Alfonso of Aragon (1442); Charles V. of Spain 
(1527); Charles III. (Bourbon) of Naples (:744); Gioacchino 
Murat (xlio8); and Victor Emmanuel II. (1861). 
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Naples Is the see of • Roman Catholie archbishop, always a 

cardinal. The cathedral has a chapter of thirty canons, and of 
the numerous religious houses formerly existing very few have 
in whole or in part survived the suppression in *868. The city is 
divided into fifty parishes purely for ecclesiastical purposes, and 
there are 237 Roman Catholic churches and s7 chapels. • 

Most of the churches are remarkable rather for richness in internal 
decoration than for architectural beauty. The cathedral of St 
Januarius, occupying the site of temples of Apollo and Neptune, 
and still containing some of their original granite columns, was 
designed by Nicola Pisano, and erected between 1272 and 1316. 
Owing to frequent restorations occasioned by earthquakes, it now 
presents an incongruous mixture of different styles. The general 
plan is that of a basilica with a nave and two (Gothic vaulted) 
aisles separated by pilasters. The western facade is of marble and 
was completed in 4436. Beneath the high altar is a subterranean 
chapel containing the tomb of St Januarius (San Gennaro), the 
patron saint of the city; in the right aisle there is a chapel (Cappella 
del Tesoro) built between 1608 and On in popular recognition of 
his having saved Naples in 1527 " from famine, war, plague and the 
fire of Vesuvius "; and in a silver tabernacle behind the high altar 
of this chapel are preserved the two phials partially filled with his 
blood, the periodical liquefaction of which forms* prominent feature 
in the religious life of the city. Accessible by a door in the left 
aisle of the cathedral is the church of Sta Restituta, a basilica of 
the 7th century. and the original cathedral. Santa Chiara (4th 
century) is interesting for a fresco ascribed to Giotto (at one time 
there were many more), and monuments to Robert the Wise, his 
queen Mary of Valois and his daughter Mary, empress of Constanti- 
nople. San Domenico Maggiore, founded by Charles II. in 1285, 
but completely restored after 445, has an effective interior particu-
larly rich in Renaissance sculpture. In the neighbouring monastery 
is shown the cell of Thomas Aquinas. San Filippo Neri or dei 
Gerolomini, erected in the close of the *6th century, has a white 
marble façade and two campaniles, and contains the tombstone of 
Giambattista Vico. Sta Maria del Pare, in the Chiaja, occupies 
the site of the house of Sannazaro, and is named after his poem De 
Parts Virgirois. San Francesco di Paolo. opposite the royal lace, 
is an imitation of the Pantheon at Rome by Pietro Bianchi di Lugano 
0815-1837), and its dome is one of the boldest in Europe. The 
church of the Certosa (Carthusian monastery) of San Martino, on 
the hill below St Elmo's castle, has now become in name, as so 
many of the churches are in reality, a museum. Dating from the 
14th century. and restored by Fousega in the 17th, it is a building 
of extraordinary richness of decoration, with paintings and sculpture 
by Guido Rena, Lanfranco Caravaggio, D'Arpino, Solimene, Luca 
Giordano and notably a " Descent from the Cross " by Ribera, con-
considered the finest work of this master. The monastery has been 
transformed into a medieval museum, where many specimens 
illustrating the modern history of Naples may be studied, and some 
fine specimens of majolica from the southern provinces can be 
inspected. The view from the south-western balcony is incompar-
able. The marble cloister by Fonsega, though rather flamboyant in 
character, is one of the finest of its kind in existence. Other churches 
with interesting monuments are Sant' Anna dei Lombardi, built 
in tali by Guerrello Origlia, which contains some splendid marble 
sculpture, especially Romellino's " Nativity "in the Cappella Piece-
lomini; Sant Angelo a Nib, which contains the tomb of Cardinal 
Brancaccio, the joint work of Donatello and Michelozzo; San 
Giovanni a Carbonara, built in 1344 and enlarged by King Ladislaus 
in too. which contains among much other remarkable sculpture the 
tomb of the king, the masterpiece of Andrea Ciccione (44), and 
that of Sergianu Caracciolo, the favourite of Joanna II., who was 
murdered in 432 (the chapel in which it stands is ppaved with one 
of the earliest majolica pavements in Italy); San Lorenzo (1334), 
the Royal Church of the House of Anjou; and, for purely archaeo-
logical Interest, the Church of Sam' Aspreno, thought to be the oldest 
Christian church in Italy, in the crypt of the new gorse or exchange. 
Persons interested in frescoes will admire those in the former monas-
tery at the back of the church of S. Maria Donna Regina and those in 
the cloister of S. Severino and Soseio. A more ancient Christian 
monument than any of the convents or churches is the catacombs, 
which extend a great distance underground and are in many respects 
finer than those at Rome. The entrance is at the Ospizio dei Poveri 
di San Gennaro (see Schulze's monograph, Jena, an). 

Of the secular institutions in Naples none is more remarkable 
than the National Museum, formerly known as the Museo 
Borbonico. The building, begun in :06 for vice-regal stables, 
and remodelled in tfus for the university, was put to its present 
use in 1790, when Ferdinand IV. proclaimed it his private 
property independently of the crown, placed in it the Farnese 
collection which he had inherited from his father, and all the 
specimens from Herculaneum, Pompeii, Stabiae, Puteoli, 
Paestum, &c., which till then had been housed in the palace at 
Portici, sad gave it the name of Real Museo Borbonico. In 062 
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Garibaldi, when dictator at Naples, proclaimed the museum 
and the territory devoted to excavation to be the property of 
the nation, since which time it has been called the National 
Museum. Vast numbers of specimens have since been added to 
it both by purchase and from excavations, and it is now unique 
as a treasure house of halo-Greek and Roman antiquities, 
besides containing a fine library and an important collection of 
pictures. 

A large additional space for exhibits was made in 1904. when the 
western half of the second floor was added, and the building as now 
arranged contains the large bronzes and statues on the ground 
Boor; a gallery of Pompeian frescoes in the tetrad; the library, 
picture gallery and small brooms on the first floor; and the glass, 
Jewelry, arms, papyri, gems, and the unique collection of Ital.- 
Greek vines. on the second floor. The large braises are almost the 
only ones which have survived from classical times, the mostfamous 
of them being the seated Mercury and the dancing Faun; 
the marbles reckon among their vast number the Psyche. the 
Carman Venus, the portraits of Homer and aCaesar. as well 
as the huge group called the Toro Femme hion and Zethus 
InugghDirce to its horns).  the Farnese H the excellent 

late statues of the Balbi on horseback and a very fine 
collection of ancient portrait busts. 

Modem Buildingt.—The Galleria Umberto I. is a large cruci-
form arcade opened in xliao. It somewhat resembles the Milan 
arcade, and has as octagon in the centre, with a cupola. It is 
highly ornamented with gilt and stucco. A music-hall occupies 
the basement. The Galleria Prindpe di Napoli is in a smaller 
arcade opposite to the National Museum, mainly occupied by 
shops where reproductions from the museum are sold. The 
Galleria Vittoria, opened in 1go7, is a circular building with 
handsome dome, situated near the main entrance of the Villa 
Communale. It is in great part occupied by offices and shops. 
The Anglican church in Vico San Pasquale was built in ads on 
ground given to the British community by Garibaldi when 
dictator, and was the first Protestant church erected in Naples. 
Since the granting of religious liberty evangelical churches have 
been built by the Presbyterians, Wesleyan, French, Germans and 
Italians. A Greek church and a Jewish synagogue have also 
been opened. The Borsa (or exchange) is a fine building in the 
Piazza of the same name, bunt over the remains of the very 

ancient church of Sant' Aspreno, which are still preserved in the 
orypt. In front of it is the fine tfith-century Fontana Medina. 

Ideational and Learned Zunitutions.—The university of Naples 
is one of the oldest in Italy, having been founded by Frederick II. 
in the first half of the r3th century. It had fallen to insignificance 
under the Bourbons, but since 1860 it by rapidly recovered. It 
comprises five faculties (literature and philosophy, jurisprudence, 
mathematics, natural science and medicine), and is well equipped 
with zoological, mineralogical and geological museums, a= 
logical institute, a cabinet of anthropology, and botanical gardens.  
Originally erected infor the use of the Jesuits, the university 
buildings are 7as the best work of Marco di Pion; the 
quadrangle, surrounded by  a simple but effective peristyle, contains 
statues of Pietro della Irmm (Frederick's chancellor), Thomas 
Aquinas and Giordano Bruno. The new building, the shell of which 
was completed in 1906, faces the Retain, a new wide street which 
leads from the Borsa in a straight line to the railway station; at 
the back it joins the former building, which is at a higher level. 
On the other or north side of the ancient building, and at the back of 
the Strada Constantinopoli, very large annexes have been formed 
for the medical school. The famous zoological station at Naples, 
whose aquarium is the principal building in the Villa Communale, 
is not connected with the university. It was founded by Dr Dohrn 
in 1872; a large annexe was added to it a few years later on its 
western side, and • larger annexe on the eastern side was completed 
in 1907. The aquarium was originally established at Naples because 
the flora and fauna of the neighbourhood are more varied than 
those of any district in Europe. Its Migheiluegen began to be pub-
lished io 1878, and portions of a great work on the flora and fauna 
of Naples come out year by year. It is justly considered the first 
as well as the oldest of the zoological stations of the world, and the 
chief universities pay 1100 a year for tables to which they send 
students. At these tables every necessary is provided, each student 
having his own tanks with salt water laid on for keeping his speci-
mens, and, all necessary chemicals being provided. Of other scientific 
institutions we may mention the observatory on Vesuvius. which is 
supported entirely by funds from the government, but is smeared 
informally to the university. Its object is to record earth-movements 
and volcanic phenomena. The Specota or astronomical observatory 
is alm a government institution, and forms no official part of the 
university. It is situated on the hill of Capodimonte. 

The Royal Society of Naples, dating from 1736. was reconstituted 

in 1861, and is divided into three academies, namely: moral and 
political; physical and mathematical; letters, archaeology and 
fine arts. The famous Academia Pontaniana, founded by Antonio 
Swaddle (surnamed Panormita owing to his origin from Palermo) 
and J, J. Pontanua in z442, was restored in 1808 and still exists. 
The Ro1 School for Oriental Languages owes its existence to 
Matteo Rips who in 1732 established a school for Chinese mission-
aries. The Royal Conservatory of Music in S. Pietro a Majella has 
existed in one form car other since 1760, and has had many famous 
pulls 

Elementary education has proceeded with great rapidity, and 
there are ninety public elementary shoots in the city, twenty-three 
ecclesiastical gratuitous schools and many evangelical schools at a 
very small payment. The higher grade schools are also numerous, 
and there are special foreign schools established by private enter prise 
for the education of the children of foreign residents. There are three 
schools for the blind and two for deaf-mutes. 

Libraries—The state archives in Vico San Sever° e Souk contain 
all the records of past ggovernments; the Notarial archives in Via 
San Paolo contain all the original notarial acts from rap onwards, 
to the number of 800,o0o. The Royal national library in the budding 
of the national museum contains 364,000 volumes and 7835 manu- 
scripts, many of which me of great value. The musical archives are 
kept here as a separate department. The Royal library of San 
Giacomo (memo vols.) bad its origin in the Palace library of the 
Bourbon times. There may also be mentioned the Royal University 
library, the Royal Brancacciana library in Via Donnaromita, with 
125,000 vols. and 2000 important MSS., the Gerolomini library, 
mainly of ecclesiastical books and codices, and the Provincial library 
in Via Duomo, consisting mainly of technical books. The Bibliance 
Communale, and the rich collection of seismic and vu 
books made by the Italian Alpine Club, are both in chalcargnecjial 
Society di Scoria Patria. This literary society was established in 
1875, by a committee of private gentlemen anxious to record all 
possible details of the history of the locality. It has a good though 
not perfect collection of the early Neapolitan newspapers, a complete 
file of the principal modern ones and many interesting MSS. The 
society is governed by a council el literary men, and issues publi-
cations from time to time The Zoological Station or Aquarium 
has a very fine biological library. 

Theafres.—The San Carlo opera-house, with its area of 5137 sq. 
yds. and its pit capable of seating loon spectators, is one of the 
largest in Europe. It was originally built in 1737 under Charles HI., 
but was destroyed by fire in 1816 and completely rebuilt. It was 
heavily subsidised in the Bourbon times. but now, except for givnig 
the house, which is the property of the municipality, no assistance 
is granted from the public funds. The Mereadante is also a municipal 
theatre, but has no subsidy. The Bellini is • fine opera•house near 
the mumum, and the other chid theatres are the Sonnazoso, 
Politeama and Fiorentini. Numerous music halls have sprung up 
of late years. of which the principal is the Salone Marginate i11 the 
basement of the Galleria Umberto Primo. 

Chad/Mr.—Charitable institutions are numerous in Naples. The 
Redusorio or poorhoune was founded in the 18th century, and besides 
being a refuge for the indigent poor has a series of industrial schools 
attached, at which foundling boys are educated and taught trades. 
The principal hospitals are the Incurabili, Gesll e Maria, Santa Maria 
della Pace and a hospital for -poor priests, which are all under the 
same management. The Pelkgrini is exclusively surgical; the Santa 
Maria di Loreto is ' la the inmates of the 14.eclusoirio and 
for street accidents; the Lina for children; and the 
Ospedale Cotugno for infectious diseases. There is also an Inter-
national hospital for the treatment of others than Italians, which 
was built by Lady Harriet Seebeck and is managed by an inter, 

 national committee: a German hospital; and a hospital erected 
by the representatives of Baron Adolphe de Rothschild. There are 
two public lunatic asylums In the city, and another at the neighbour-
ing town of Aver= and many private asylums, among which 
Fleurent, Miano and Panel Rossi may be mentioned. 

liarbosr.—At a very early date the original harbour at Naples, 
now known in its greatly reduced state as Form Piccolo, and fit only 
for boats and lighters, became too smalL In 1302 Charles II. of 
Anjou began the construction of the Porto Grande by forming the 
Moto Grande or San Gennaro, which stretched eastward into the 
bay, and was terminated by a lighthouse in the 13th century. By 
the additional a new pier running north-east from the lighthouse, 
and protected by a heavily armed battery, Charles III. in 1740 
added greatly to the safety of the harbour. In 1826 the open area 
to the south of the Porto Grande was formed into the Porto Militate 
by the construction of the Mob San Vincenzo, term ft. long. Shortly 
after the formation of the new kingdom of Italy attention was called 
to the insufficiency of the harbour Tor modern wants; and new works 
were begun in 1862. Besides the lengthening of the MoM San- 
Vincenzo to a total of more than 	ft., the scheme as now carried 
out has completely reveled 	the harbour. A cross piece at the: 
end of the Moto San Vincenzo has made the had of that structure 
into the form of the Greek letter gamma,  thus affording considerable 
protection to the anchorage. New quayss have been made all the 
way from the old Inunacelardhi holding-place. to the new sad 
spacious Capitaneria di Ports ee the eastern side of which is • new 
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harbour used 	.(err *coal tmde, and plasma that the largest 
Seer can lie a> 	a the jetty. The outer mole of this harbour runs 
out from the Castel del Carmine towards the south for some 5500 ft. 
and forms the inner ride of the new steam basin. which when nearly 
completed in tgo6  fell in on the farther aide, and had to be re-
constructed. The depth of this new harbour is from 25 to 30 ft. 
There are two projecting moles, one to the inner harbour and the 
second to the steam barn. In nyo5 the total tonnage entering the 
pert amounted to 4498,872 tons, of which the Italians (including 
their coasting trade) canted 1,410492 tons in .3687 vessels; the 
Germans 1491,585 tons in 556 vessels; the British 5,156,345 tons 
in 4dvessels; and the French 245.2°6 tons in t61 vesetr. Naples 
is the principal port for emigration, chiefly to North and South 
America ,• 285 mamma ships sailed an 5905. carrying 216.563 emi-
grants The total unportsfor that year reached the sum of (5.597,918, 
and the exports (3,367.805. The articles dealt in are wine, oil, 
Mints. drugs tobacco, chemicals, hemp, cotton, wool, silk. Hiker, 

imer, leather and bides =Wh glass, censk and live Meals 
a was to the United States ((861.562). the next to 

Gresit rCai esinagi,387),Arhile the largest imports were from Great 
Britain (L1.233410) and the United States ((807,564), The.aPeciali- 
ties of Na0 •m• are the manufacture of coral, torMm)ell, bid gloves 
and macaronw but it has been growing also as an industrial centre. 
The port of Naples is second in the Markin. and owns no rival me 
Genoa. 

Water Saitply.—Since 1884 Naples has bad as fine a water supply 
m any city In Europe. It is derived from the hills in the neighbour-
hood of Avelino. and is thought to be theeffinent of an underground 
lake. It cubes out from the hillside and is received in a covered 
masonry canal. whence it flows is large iron pipes till it reaches five 
enormous nservoirs constructed just opposite to the entrance gates 
of the royal palace at Caporffunonte. Hence it comes by natural 
gravitation into the town at a pressure of five atremberes. so that it 
supplies the highest parts of the town with abundant water. The 
water is no cold-  that in the hottest summerperishable articles can be 
preserved by merely securing them in a closed vessel and allowing 
the water to drip upon it. The supply was brought into the town 
Ms after the terrible cholera outbreak of 1884, and as each new 
standpipe was erected in the streets every well within 200 yds. of 
it was ced, so that in a abort time no well remained in the town; 
mad thus st fertile source of infection was eliminated. Every house 
is the town and suburbs is now sopplied with a constant supply of 
pure water. The effect on the MIth of the dry has been extra-
ordinary. Cholera epidemic', which used to be frequent. have 
become things of the past, and there is now abundant water for public 
fountains, washing the streets and wateringirt.rdini both public 
sod private.The old sewers were found quite 	uate to carry 
• the bore kureale of water. and besides they all 	d:wectlyiato 
the bay. causing a terrible odour and rmdenu the water mu the 
town unwholesome for bathing. This has“Ims. remedied by a 
hem n of sewers, which after ssing.by a tunnel through the hill of 

nose the plain and dmcMge their contents into the 
open mon the deserted coast of Ctunae.57 m. frontthe city of Naples. 
The old aqueduct, which was constructed in the I7th century by 
Carnigisano and Criminelli and taps the Isclero at Sant' Agate del 
God, is still available to a certain extent, but its water was never 
very wholesome, and as it was sot laid on to houses but only supplied 
fountains ad house cisterns which have since been filled up, .no 
account need be taken of it. The solitary Leone fountain, a spring 
which supplied drinking water to the west end of the town. has been 
dry for many years. 

Modern Great/I.—Naples, the most densely peopled city in 
Europe, has increased in modem times at an enormous rate. 
On the large amen reclaimed from the sea, vast hotels and 
mansions let in flats have been erected. The gardens at the west 
end of the town are all built over. The Vomero, once merely a 
scattered village, is now an important suburb, and a large 
workmen's quarter has sprung up beyond the railway station to 
house the populace which was turned out from the centre of the 
town when the works of the risaxamealo were undertaken. The 
increase in population between the census of Mt, when It was 
01,02, and the census in toot .was 135,531. The commune, 
whith indudes not only the urban districts (salmi) of San 
Ferdinand°, Chinja, S. Gilmour, Monte Cava* Avvocata, 
Stella, San Carlo ail' Mena, Vicada, San Lorenzo, Merano, 
Pendia° and Porto, but also the suburban districts of Vomero, 
Posit**, Fuorigrotta, Miami and Piscinola, has been built over 
in every direction, one great incentive being the creation of an 
industrial zone to the eastward of the city. This aone hes been 
set aside for the purpose d industrial development, and all persons 
or companies who set up industrial concerns on it have grants 
of land at a nominal price, are free of taxes for ten yams and 
have electric force supplied to them at a very low figure. The 
law came into force in took and was immediately followed by  

the erection of a large numbs of factories, for spinning 
cotton, jute and wool, and the making. of railway plant, auto. 
mobiles, the building of ships, and in fact almost every kind of 
industry. After the cholera epidemic of 1884, M. Depretis, that 
premier, visited Naples, and in the course of a public speech 
gave vent to the famous dictum ” Bisogaa stentrare Napoli "-
" Naples must be disembowelled!" Plans were at once made to 
pull down all the worst slums, and as these lay between the 
centre of the town and the railway station, a wide street was 
constructed from the centre of the town to the eastward, and 
on each side of it wide strips of ground were cleared to afford 
braiding sites for shops and offices. The funds for this vast 
unde-taking were found partly by the state, which voted 
1,3,oso,000, and as to the rest by the Risanamento Company, 
which bad a capital of L1,200,000. Before beginning operations 
of demolition it was obviously necessary to provide homes for 
the poor people who would be turned out, and a large working-
class quarter was erected to the north and beyond the railway 
station. This quarter has wide airy streets and lofty houses, 
and though perhaps the houses were let at prices which were 
beyond the purses of the lowest class, the result of their erection 
was to cause a number of the poorer houses in the old town to 
be vacated, thus'giving an opportunity to the lowest clam to 
be at any rate better housed than they were before. The quarter 
described above is known as the Rione Vasto. There are also 
new middle-class quarters at Santa Lucia, Vomero Nuovo and 
Sant' Efremo, and better houses in the Via Sirignano, on the 
Rivieca di Chiaja, Via Elena and Via Caracdolo at Mergellina, 
Via Partenope near the Chiatamone, and an aristocratic quarter 
in the large extensions made in the Rione Amedeo. The natrow 
alleys of Porto, Pendino'and Mercato have nearly all disappeared, 
and old Naples has beep vanishing day by day. One notable 
result of the widening of the streets has been the spread of the 
electric tramways, which traverse the town in various directions 
and are admirably served by a Belgian company. The city is 
mainly lighted by electricity, which has also found its way into 
all the public edifices and most private houses. 

Folk-lore.--The attention of antiquarians to the charms win* 
the Evil Eye used by the inhabitants of the Neapolitan provinces 
was first drawn in 1888, when it was shown that they werb all 
derived from the survival of ancient classical legends which had , 
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the sprig of roe in silver, with sundry emblems attached to it, au 
of which refer to the worship of Diana, whose shrine at Capua was 
of considerable importance; secondly, the serpent charms, which 
formed part of the worship of Aesculapuia, and were no doubt derived 
largely from the ancient eastern ophiolatry; and lastly .charms 
derived from the legends of the Sirens. A special confirmation is 
given.in this case. as the Siren is represented mounted on her sea-
horse crowing the Styx upon the vase of Pluto and Ponerpine in the 
collection of the Naples Museum. This vase dates about 250 
and the Siren charms represent her in the same way, but usually 
miunted on two sea-horses. The sea-horse and the Siren alone are 
commonly found as charms; the Siren being sometimes in her • 
fishtail form and sometimes in the form of a harpy. 

History.—All ancient writers agree In representing Naples as 
a Greek settlement, though its foundation is obscurely and 
differently narrated. The earliest Greek settlement in the 
neighbourhood was at Pithecusa (Ischia), but the colonists, 
being driven out of the island by the frequent earthquakes, 
settled on the mainland at Cumae, where they found a natural 
acropolis of great strategic value. From Carnet they colonized 
Dikearthia (Pozzuoli) and probably subsequently Palaeopolis. 
The site of Palaeopolis has given rise to much discussion, but the 
researches by R. T. Mather open completely new ground, and 
seem to be the correct solution of the problem. He places 
Yidgennd& at Gar& Point and has discovered the remains of 
the harbour, the town ball and various other rudiments of the 
andent city. Thh site, moreover, Manmade with Livy's 
testimony, and would account for his statement that the town, 
of Palaeopolis and Neapofis were near together and identical in 
language and government. This opinion about the site of Paha , 

 ape& has been based on the very ainidderable alterations width 
are known to have taken place in the level of the land, and the 
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extensive submerged foundations of buildings off the southern ex-
tremity of Posilipo have been identified with those of the old city. 

Parthenope. as well as Dikearchia, was formed as a new colony 
from Comae, and was so called from a legendary connexion of 
the locality with the siren of that name, whose tomb was still 
shown in the time of Strabo. Parthenope was situated where 
Naples now stands, upon the splendid natural acropolis formed 
by the-hill of PinataIcone, and defended on the land side by a 
fosse which is now the Strada 81 Chiaja, and a massive wall, of 
which remains may stdl be traced at the back of the existing 
houses. To the colonists of Parthenope there came afterwards 
a considerable addition from Athens and Chalcis, and they 
built themselves a town which they called Nelsons, or the " new 
city," in contradistinction to the old settlement, which in con-
sequence was styled Palaeopolis or the " old city " The name 
of Parthenope became lost, and the city of Palaeopolis fell into 
gradual decadence. 

In p8 a.c. the Palaeopolitans having provoked the hostility 
of Rome by their incursions upon her Campanian allies, the 
consul Publilius Philo marched against them, and having taken 
his position between the old and the new city, laid regular siege 
to Palacopolis. By the aid of a strong Samnite garrison which 
they received, the Palaeopolitans were long able to withstand the 
attacks of the consul; but at length the city was betrayed into 
the hands of the Romans by two of her citizens. Neapolis 
possibly surrendered to the consul without any resistance, as it 
was received on favourable terms, had its liberties secured by 
a treaty, and obtained the chief authority, which previously 
seems to have been enjoyed by the older city. From that time 
Palaeopolis totally disappeared from history, and Neapolis 
became an allied city (/oederala civilas)—a dependency of Rome, 
to whose alliance it remained constantly faithful, even in the 
most trying circumstances. In 28o s,c. Pyrrhus unsuccessfully 
attacked its walls; and in the Second Punic War Hannibal was 
deterred by their strength from attempting to make himself 
master of the town. During the civil wars of Marius and Sulla 
a body of partisans of the latter, having entered it by treachery 
(82 s.c.), made a general massacre of the inhabitants; but 
Neapolis soon recovered, as it was again a flourishing city in the 
time of Cicero. It became a munscipium after the passing of the 
lex Julia; under the empire it is noticed as a colonic, but the 
time when it first Obtained that rank is uncertain—possibly 
under Claudius. 

Though a municipal town, Neapolis long retained its Greek 
culture and institutions; and even at the time of Strabo it 
had gymnasia and quinquennial games, and was divided into 
pkralriae after the Greek fashion. When the Romans became 
masters of the world, many of their upper classes, both before 
the close of the republic and under the empire, from a love of 
Greek manners and literature or from indolent and effeminate 
habits, resorted to Neapolis, either for the education and the 
cultivation of gymnastic exercises or for the enjoyment of music 
and of a soft and luxurious climate. Hence we find Neapolis 
variously styled—by Horace otiosa Neapolis, by Martial data 
Parthenope, by Ovid in otia natant Partkenopen. It was the 
favourite residence of many of the emperors; Nero made his 
first appearance on the stage in one of its theatres; Titus assumed 
the office of its archon; and Hadrian became its demarch. It 
we. chiefly at Neapolis that Virgil composed his Georgics; and 
he was buried on the hill of Pausilypus, the modem Posilipo, in 
its neighbourhood. It was also the favourite residence of the 
poets Statius (A.D. 61) and Silius Italicus (am. 25), the former 
of whom was a Neapolitan by birth. 

After the fall of the Roman Empire, Neapolis suffered severely 
during the Gothic wars. Having espoused the Gothic cause in 
the year 556, it was taken. after a protracted siege, by Belisarius, 
who turned aside an aqueduct, marched by surprise into the city 
through its channel, and put many of the inhabitants to the 
sword. In 542 Totila besieged it and compelled it to surrender, 
but being soon after recovered by Narses, it remained long a 
dependency of the exarchate of Ravenna. under the immediate 
government of a duke, appointed by the East Roman emperors. 

When the Lombards Invaded Italy and pushed their conquests 
in the southern provinces, the limits of the Neapolitan duchy 
were considerably narrowed. In the beginning of the 8th century, 
at the time of the iconoclastic controversy, the emperor Leo 
the haurian having forced compliance to his edict against the 
worshipping of images, the Neapolitans. encouraged by Pope 
Gregory HI., threw off their allegiance to the Eastern emperors, 
and established a republican form of government under a duke 
of their own appointment. Under this regime Neapolis retained 
independence for nearly four hundred years, though constantly 
struggling against the powerful Lombard dukes of Benevento, who 
twice unsuccessfully besieged it. In ton, however, Pandulf IV.. 
a Lombard prince of Capua, succeeded in making himself 
master of it, but he was expelled in to3o by Duke Scrgius, 
chiefly through the aid of a few Norman adventurers. The 
Normans, in their turn, gradually superseded all powers, whether 
Greek, Lombard or republican, which had previously divided 
the south of Italy, and furthermore checked the Saracens in the 
advances they were making through Apulia. • 

From the date at which the south of Italy and Sicily were 
subjugated by the Normans the history of, Naples ceases to be 
the history of a republic or a city, and becomes that of a kingdom. 
sometimes separate, sometimes merged, with the kingdom of 
Sicily, in that of the Two Sicilies. The city of Naples hence-
forth formed the metropolis of the kingdom to which it gave its 
name, owing this pre-eminence to its advantageous position on 
the side of Italy towards Sicily, and to the favour of successive 
princes (see NAPLES, KINGDOM or). 
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NAPLES. KINGDOM OF, the name conventionally given to the 
kingdom of Sicily on the Italian mainland (Sicily beyond the 
Pharos), to distinguish it from that of Sicily proper (Sicily on 
this -side of the Pharos, i.e. Messina), the title of "King of 
Naples" having only actually been borne by Philip II. of Spada 
in the 16th century (" King of England and Naples ") and by 
Joseph Bonaparte and Joachim Murat in the 'nth. The history 
of the kingdom of Naples is inextricably interwoven with that of 
Sicily, with which for long periods it was united as the kingdom 
of the Two Sicilies. 

For the earlier history of Naples and its territory, as a republic 
and a dukedom, see NAPLES above, and for the coming of the 
Normans see Smits and Nortuarls. It is sufficient here to state 
that the leaders of the house of Hauteville, Robert Guiscard and 
Richard of Averse, in toss did homage to Pope Nicholas II. (q.r.) 
for all conquests they had made both in the island and upon the 
mainland, and that in trio Roger de Hauteville (Roger IL as 
" great count " of Sicily) assumed the style of king as Roger L 
In this way the south of Italy, together with the adjacent island 
of Sicily. was converted into one political body, which, owing to 
the peculiar temper of its Norman rulers and their powerful 
organization, assumed a more feudal character than any other 
part of the peninsula. The repo, as it was called by the Italians, 
constituted a state apart, differing in social institutions, foreign 
relations, and type of home government, from the commonwealths 
and tyrannies of upper Italy. The indirect right acquired by 
the popes as lords paramount over this vast section of Italian 
territory gave occasion to all the most serious disturbances of 
Italy between the end of the t3tla and the beginning of the 16th 
centuries, by the introduction of the house of Anjou into Naples 
and the disputed succession of Angevin and Aragonese princes. 

Roger I. was succeeded in 1154 by William I. " the Bad," 
who died in tt66, being succeeded by his son William II. " the 
Good," on whose death in tt89 the crown passed to .,,,_ 
his illegitimate son Tancred. After the death of "'"' 
Tattered the emperor Henry VI., of the house of 	 ,y, 
Hohenstaufen, who by his marriage with Constance 
or Costanza d' Altavilla, daughter of Roger I. (d. Hu). was 
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Tans rd's rival for the kingdoms of Naples and Sicily, de-
scended into Italy in m 194. He easily conquered both the 
mainland and the island, and Tancred's only son William ILL 
surrendered the crown to him. But with the excuse of a pre-
tended plot he put a number of the most conspicuous persons 
in the kingdoms to death, and had William himself blinded. 
He then returned to Germany, and during his absence an agita-
tion broke out, provoked by the cruelty of his lieutenants and 
encouraged by his Norman wife. He hurried back to Italy, 
and repressed the movement with his usual ferocity, but died 
n e  in rtg7. Costanza then • bad her son Frederick 
maim, (b. tee) proclaimed king, and obtained the Ruppert 
R‘dagia  of the Holy See on condition that the kingdom should 

be once more recognised as a fief of the church. The 
whole history of the ensuing period of south Italian history 
turns on the claims of the papacy over the kingdoms of Naples 
and Slay. based on the recognitiust of papal suzerainty in tog. 
The Hohenstaufen kings refused to admit this claim; hence the 
persistent hostility of the popes and the calling in of foreign 
potentates and armies. Costanza died in 2198, leaving Pope 
Innocent III. regent and tutor to her son; the pope's authority 
was contested by various nobles, but in z aro Frederick married 
Costanza, daughter of the king of Aragon, with whose help he 
succeeded in reducing a large pen of Sicily to obedience. Two 
years later he was elected king of the Romans at the diet 
of Nuremberg in opposition to Otto IV., and in 220 he was 
crowned emperor in Rome by pope Honorius ILL, but continued 
to reside in Sicily. He quelled a rising of Sicilian barons and 
Saracens, and confined do,000 of the latter at Luca' in Capi-
tanata, where they ended by becoming a most loyal colony. 
After the death of Frederick's wife Pope Batteries IIL arranged 
a marriage for him with Yolande, daughter of John of Brienne 
(rote). lint in 1227 Gregory IX. excommunicated him because 
he delayed the crusade which he had promised to undertake; 
and although be sailed the following year, and concluded a 
treaty with the sultan of Egypt whereby the kingdom of 
Jerusalem was re-established, the pope was not satisfied and 
sent an army into Neapolitan territory. On his return Frederick 
defeated the pontificals, and in 123o peace was made at San 
Germano and the excommunication withdrawn. In 123: be 
issued the celebrated Constitutions of the Sicilian kingdom at 
the parliament of Melfi. He had further quarrels with successive 
pontiffs, and was excommunicated more than once. In 1246 a 
number of his own barons and officials of the mainland conspired 
against his rule, but were crushed with great ferocity, and even 
his faithful secretary, Pietro della Vigna, fell a victim to the 
emperor's suspicions. Frederick's last years were embittered 
by the hostilities following on the crusade which the pope pro-
claimed against him and by rebellions in Naples and Sicily. 
He died in 1250. His policy was anti-feudal and tended to 
concentrate power into his own hands; hence the frequent 
risings of the barons. His court at Palermo bad been one of the 
most brilliant in Europe, and attracted learned men from all 
over the then known world; his somewhat pagan philosophy 
was afterwards regarded as marking the beginnings of modem 
mtionalism. He opened schools and universities, and he himself 
wrote poetry in Sicilian dialect. 

His son Conrad IV succeeded to the empire, while to his 
illegitimate son Manfred he left the principality of Taranto 
Awn, and the regency of the southern kingdom, to be held 

in Conrad's name. By his political sagacity and 
moderation Manfred won a strong party to his side and helped 
Conrad to subjugate the rebellious barons. The emperor died in 
tree, leaving an infant son, Cooradin (b. 252). and Manfred was 
appointed vicar-general duringthe latter's minority. Manfred, 
too, encountered the hostility of the popes, against whom he had 
to wage war, generally with success, and of some of the barons 
whom the papacy encouraged to rebel; and in 5258, on a rumour 
of Conmdin's death, he was offered and accepted the crown of 
Naples and Sicily. The rumour proved false, but he retained 
the crown, promising to leave the kingdom to Conradin at his 
death sod to defend his rights. He now became head of 

the Ghibellines or Imperialists of Italy, and his position was 
strengthened by the marriage of his daughter Costanza to Peter, 
son of King James of Aragon. But he met with opposition from 
the turbulent nobility and the clergy, who had been deprived 
of many privileges, and he failed to conciliate the communes, 
which .were oppressed by taxes and beginning to aspire to 
autonomy. Innocent IV., in his determination to crush the 
Holtenstaufens, offered the kingdom in turn to Richard, earl 
of Cornwall, to Edward, son of Henry III. of England, and to 
Charles of Anjou, brother of Louis IX. of France. After long 
negotiations with successive popes, Charles was finally induced 
by Clement IV. to come to Italy in 1265, agreeing to accept 
the kingdom of the Two Sicilies as a fief of the church, and 
in 1266 he marched southward with the privileges of oat" 
a crusader (see CHARLES L, kingof Naples and Sicily). 
The defection of many cities and nobles facilitated his task, 
and Manfred was forced to retire on Benevento, where, on the 
16th of February, owing to the treachery of a part of his troops, 
he was defeated and killed. As a result of this victory Charles 
was soon master of almost the whole kingdom, and he entered 
Naples, which now became the capital instead of Palermo. 
He persecuted the nobles who bad sided with Manfred, and 
established a military despotism which proved more oppressive 
than that of the Hohenstaufen; had ever been. Old laws, 
customs and immunities were ruthlessly swept away, the people 
were ground down with taxes, and the highest positions and 
finest estates conferred on French and Provencal nobles. Al-
though the southern Italians had long been ruled by foreigners, 
it was the Angevin domination which thoroughly denationalized 
them, and initiated that long period of corruption, decadence 
and foreign slavery which only ended in the loth century. 

Invited by Sicilian malcontents and Ghibellines, Conradin 
(Ital. Corradino), the last surviving Hohenstaufen, descended 
into Italy in 1267 at the head of a small army collected 
in Germany, and he found many supporters; but 
King Charles on hearing of his arrival abandoned the siege 
of Lucem and came to intercept him. A battle took place 
at Tagliacozzo (August 23rd, 1268), in which the Imperialiete 
were defeated, and Conradin himself was subsequently caught 
and handed over to Charles, who had him tried for high treason 
and beheaded (see Ccumaout). All who had assisted the un-
fortunate youth were cruelly persecuted, and the inhabitants 
of Agnate put to the sword. Thus ended the power of the 
Hohenstaufen'. Although the picturesque figures of Manfred 
and Coaradin awakened sympathy among the people of the 
kingdom, their authority was never really consolidated and their 
German knights were hated; which facts rendered the enterprise 
of another foreigner like the Angevin comparatively easy. 

In Sidle. however, Charles's government soon made itself 
odious by its exactions, the insolence and cruelty of the king's 
French officials and favourites, the depredation of n.  
the currency, and the oppressive personal services, mo w 

 while the nobles were incensed at the violation of Yeejora 
their feud.' constitution. Just as Charles was con-
templating an expedition to the East, the Sicilians rose in revolt. 
massacring the French throughout the island. The malcontents 
were led by the Salernitan noble Giovanni da Procida, a fdend 
of the emperor Frederick. and of Manfred, who had taken refuge 
at the court of Peter III. of Aragon, husband of Manfred's 
daughter Costanza. He had induced Peter to make good his 
somewhat shadowy claims to the crown of Sicily, but while 
preparations were being made for the expedition, the popular 
nails known as the Sicilian Vespers, which resulted is the maw 
acre of nearly all the French In the island, broke out at Palermo 
en Easter Day 1282. Peter reached Palermo in September, 
and by the following month had captured Messina, the last 
French stronghold. Pope Marti* IV. now proclaimed *crusade 
awns the Aragonese, and the war continued for many yawn 
The Sicilian fleet under Ruggiero di Laurie defeated that of 
the Angevin, at Malta in 1283, and 2284 in the Say of Naples, 
where the king's son, Charles the Lame, wasroptured. Charles I. 
died in t AC and, his heir being a prisoner, his grandma, Charles 
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Martel (d. tree), assumed the regency. Peter died the same 
year, leaving Aragon to his son Alphonse II/. and Sicily to his 
son James, who was consecrated king in spite of the Interdict. 
The war went on uninterruptedly, for the popes prevented all 
attempts to arrive at an understanding, as they were determined 
that the rights of the church should be fully recognized. Charles 
caning. the Lame, who had been liberated in m88, having 

renounced his rights on Sicily, was absolved from 
his oath by Pope Nicholas IV., who crowned him king of 
the Two Sicilia and excommunicated Alphonse. The latter's 
successor James made peace with Boniface VIII. by renouncing 
Sicily (in exchange for Sardinia and Corsica and the band of 
Charles's daughter) and promising lo help the Angevins to 
reconquer the island. But the Sicilians, led by James's brother, 

Frederick 	who had been governor of the island 
~MA 
AL 	and was now proclaimed king, determined to resist. 

The war went on with varying success, until Charles 
of Valois, summoned by the pope to conduct the campaign, 
landed in Sicily and, his army being decimated by disease, 
made peace with Frederick at Caltabellotta (13or). The 
Angevilis renounced Sicily in favour of Frederick, who was 
recognized as king of Trinacria (a name adopted so as not to 
mention that of Sicily), and he was to marry Leonora, daughtet 
of Charles of Valois; at his death the island would revert to 
the Angevins, but his children would receive compensation else-
where. In 1303 the pope unwillingly ratified the treaty. (See 
CHARLES II., king of Naples and Sicily, and Faxon = HI., 
king of Sicily.) 

Charles II. died in r3oe and was succeeded by his second son 
Robert. (His eldest son had predeceased him, leaving a son, 
Were Charles Robert, or Caroberto, at this time king of 

Hungary.) Robert now became leader of the Guelphs 
In Italy, and war between Naples and Sicily broke out once more, 
when Frederick allied himself with the emperor Henry VII. 
on his descent into Italy, and proclaimed his own son Peter 
heir to the throne. Robert led or sent'many devastating expedi-
tions into Sicily, and hostilities continued under King Peter 
even after Frederick's death in 1337. Peter died in gar, leaving 
an infant son Louis; but just as Robert was preparing for 
another expedition he too died in the same year. Robert had 
been a capable ruler, a scholar and a friend of Petrarch, but he 
lost influence as a Guelph leader owing to the rise of other power-
ful princes and republics, while in Naples itself his authority 
was limited by the rights of a turbulent and rebellious baronage 
(see Roster; king of Naples). His son Charles bad died in 
1328 and he was succeeded by his granddaughter Joanna, 
wife of Andrew of Hungary, but the princes of the blood 
.kaaaa t and the barons stirred up trouble, and in te4e Andrew 

was assassinated by order of Catherine, widow of 
Philip, son of Charles IL, and of several nobles, not without 
suspicion of Joanna's complicity. 

Andrew's brother Louis, king of Magary, now came to Italy 
to snake good his claims on Naples and avenge the murder of 
Andrew. vrith the help of some 61 the baron; he dte Joanna 
and her second husband, Louis of Taranto, from t kingdom, 
and murdered Charles of Durazto; but as Pope Clement refused 
to recognise his claims he went back to Hungary in 1348, and 
the fickle barons recalled Joanna, who gemmed and carried on 
desultory warfare with the partisans of Lens of Hungary. 
Louis of Taranto and Joanna were crowned at Naples by the 
Pope's legate in 1332-, but Nicene Accident, the seneschal, 
became the real master of the klegdem. In 1374 JOU= made 

-peace with Frederide of Sicily, recognising him as king. of 
Trinacria on condition that he paid her tribute and recognised 
the pope's suserainty. She nominated Louis of Anjou her 
heir, but while the latter was recognised by the antipope 
Clement VII,, Pope Urban VI. declared Charles of Durazzo 
(great-grandson of Charles II.) king of Sicily al di qua del 
Palo (i.e. of Naples). Charles conquered the kingdom and took 
Janina prisoner in 1381, and had her murdered the following 

°He was the second king of that name in Sicily. but was known as 
Frederick HI. because he was the third sba of King Peter.  

year. Louis, although assisted by Amadeus VI. of Savoy; failed 
to drive out Charles, and died in 1384. Charles III. died two 
years later and the kingdom was plunged into anarchy 
once more, part of the barons siding with his seven- fr .' 
year-old son Laditlas, and part with Louis IL of 
Anjou. The latter was crowned by the antipope Clement, 
while Urban regarded both him and his rival as usurpers: On 
Urban's death in 1389 Boniface IX. crowned Ladislas 
king of Naples, who by the year rem had expelled • 
Louis and made himself master of the kingdom. In 207 he 
occupied Rome, which Gregory XII. could not hold. But 
Alexander V., elected pope by the council of Pisa, turned against 
Ladislas and recognized Louis. Ladislas was defeated In 1414 
and driven from Rome. but reoccupied the city on Louis'i 
return to France. He died in Isle, and was succeeded by his 
sister Joanna II, (q.v.), during whose reign the kingdom jea." ii sank to the lowest depths of degradation. In 1415 
Joanna married James of Bourbon, who kept his wife in a state 
of serni-confinement, murdered her lover, Pandolfo Alopo, said 
imprisoned her chief captain, Sforza; but his arrogance drove 
the barons to rebellion, and they made him renounce the royal 
dignity and abandon the kingdom. The history of the next 
few years is a maze of intrigues between Joanna, Storrs, Giovanni 
Caracciolo, the queen's new lover, Alphonse of Aragon, whom 
she adopted as her heir, and Louis III. of Anjou, whom we find 
pitted against each other in every possible combination. Louis 
died in 1434 and Joanna in 1 435 (see PUNA II., queen of Naples). 
The succession was disputed by Rene of Anjou and Alphonse, 
but the former- eventually renounced his claims and Alphoaso 
was recognized as king of Naples by Pope Eugenics IV. in r443. 

Under Alphonse, surnamed "the Magnanimous," Sicily was 
Once more united to Naples and a new era was inaugurated, for 
the king was at once a brilliant ruler, a scholar and 
a patron of letters. He died in 1458, leaving Naples Abet,. 
to his illegitimate son Ferdinand L (Don Ferrante), maskiess. 
and Sicily, Sardinia and Amgen to his brother John. 
Ferdinand found, however, that Alphonse had not really con. 
solidated his power, and he had practically to reconquer the 
whole country. By 1464 he was master of the situa- 
don, in spite of the attempt of Pope Calixtus 	L  "a" 

to enforce the claims of the papacy, and that of 
John of Anjou to enter into the heritage of his ancestor's. In 
alliance with Pope Sixtus IV. and the Milanese he waged war 
On Lorenzo de' Medici In 1479; but that astute ruler;  by 
visiting Ferdinand in person, obtained peace on favourable 
terms ( 1479)• In 148$ the disaffection of the barons, due to 
the king's harshness and the arrogance and cruelty of his son, 
found vent in a revolt led by Roberto Sanseverino and Francesco 
Coppola, which was crushed by means of craft and treachery. 
Ferdinand died in Inn full of forebodings as to the probable 
effects of the invasion of Charles VIII. of France, and Ty, 
was succeeded by Alphonse (see FERDINAND I., king of amass 
Naples). The French king entered Italy in September enemas 
1495. and conquered the Neapolitan kingdom without via. 
much difficulty. 'Alphomeo abdicated, his son Ferrandino and 
his brother Frederick withdrew to Ischia,- and only a few towns 
in Apulia still held out for the Argonne. But when the peps, 
the emperor, Spelb and Venice, alarmed at Charles's progress, 
formed a defensive league against him, he quitted Naples, and 
Ferrandino, with the help of Ferdinand II. of Spain, was able 
to reoccupy his dominions. He died much regretted in ion 
and was succeeded by Frederick. The country was torn by 
civil war and brigandage, and the French continued to press 
their claims; and although Lot* XII. (wbo had succeeded 
Charles VIII.) concluded a treaty with Ferdinand of Spain for 
the partition of Naples, France and Spain fell out in goo over 
the division of the spoils, and with Gonzalo de Cordoba's victory 
on the Gedgliano in December goa, the whole kingdom was 
In Spanish bands. 

On the dunk of Ferdinand in ,  tete, the Habsburg Charles 
became king of Spain, and three years later was dated emperor 
se Charles V.; be cps be appointed John de Lwow viceroy of 
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MOM *Ma became henceforth an integral part of the Spanish 
dominions. The old divisions of nobility, clergy and people were 
taw.. maintained and their mutual rivalry encouraged; the 

nobles were won over by titles and by the splendour 
smarm of the viceregal court, but many persons of low birth 

who showed talent were raised to high positions. 
The viceroy was assisted by the Collateral Council and the Sacred 
College of Santa .Chiara, composed of Spanish and Italian 
members, and there was an armed force of the two nationalities. 
Spanish rule on the whole was oppressive and tyrannical, and 
based solely on the idea that the dependencies must pay tribute 
to the dominant kingdom. During the rule of Don Pedro de 
Toledo (one of the best viceroys) Naples became the centre of 
a Protestant movement which spread to the rest of Italy, but 
was ultimately crushed by the Inquisition. In Sicily Spanish 
rule was less absolute, for the island had not been conquered, 
but had given itself over voluntarily to the Aragoncse; and the 
parliament, formed by the three bracci or orders (the mill:are 
consisting of the nobility, the eccksiastice,of the clergy, and the 
deptaxiak, of the communes), imposed certain limitations on 
the viceroy, who had to play off the three bracci against each 
other. But the oppressive character of the government provoked 

several rebellions. In 1598 an insurrection, headed 

	

ems 	by - bv the nhiloaopher Tommaso Campanella, broke out 
in Calabria, and was crushed with great severity. 

In 1647, during the viceroyalty of the marquis de Las Leres in 
Sicily. bread riots in Palermo became a veritable revolution, 
and the people, led by the goldsmith Giovanni d' Alessio, drove 
the viceroy from the city; but the nobles, fearing for their 
privileges, took the viceroy's part and turned the people against 
d' Alessio, who was murdered, and Loa Leres returned. On the 
7th of July 1647, tumults occurred at Naples in consequence of 
a new fruit tax, and the viceroy, Count d' Areas, was forced 
to take refuge in the Castelnuovo. The populace, led by an 

Amalfi fisherman, known as Masaniello (q.v.), obtained 
gies°1`°°' arms, erected barricades, and, while professing loyalty 
to the king of Spain; demanded the removal of the oppressive 
taxes and murdered many of the nobles. D' Arcos came to terms 
with Masaniello; but in spite of this, and of the assassination 
of Masaniello, whose arrogance and ferocity had made him 
unpopular, the disturbances continued, and again the viceroy 
bid to retire to Castelnuovo and make concessions. Even the 
arrival at reinforcements from Spain failed to restore order, and 
the new popular leader, Gennaro Mutest, now sought assistance 
from the rrenth,and invited the duke of Guise to come to Naples. 
The duke came with some soldiers and ships, but failed to effect 
anything; and:after the recall of d' Amos the new viceroy, 
Count d'Ognate, having come to in arrangement with Annese 
and got Guise out of the city, proceeded to. punish all who had 
taken part in the disturbances, anal. had Annese and a number 
of others beheaded. 

In r67o disorders broke out at Messina. They began with a 
riot between the nobles and the burghers, but ended in an anti- 

Spanish movement; and while the inhabitants called 
rill "'  madam at in the French the Spaniards, who could not crush the 
miasma rising, called in the Dutch. Louis XIV. sent a fleet 

under the due de Vivonne to Sicily, which defeated 
the Dutch under de Ruyter in 1676. But. at the peace of 
Nijmwegen (1679) Louis treacherously abandoned the Madame, 
who suffered crud pasecution. at the hands of the Spaniards 
sad lost all their privileges. An anti-Spanish conspiracy of 
Neapolitan nobles, led by Macchia, with the object of proclaiming 
the archduke Charles of Austria king of Naples, was discovered; 
but in :707 an Austrian army conquered the kingdom, and 
Spanish rule came to an end after 203 years, during which , it had 
succeeded in thoroughly demoralizing the people, 

In Sicily the Spaniards held their own until the peace of 
Vtrecht In 1713, when the island was given over to Duke 

	

' 	Victor of Savoy, who assumed the title of king. In 
oder 1718 he had to hand back his new possession to 

Spain, who, in 172o. surrendered it to Austria and gave 
Sardinia to Victor Amadeus In 1434 the treaty of the Escurial 

between France, Spain and Savoy against Austria was signed. 
Don Carload Bourbon,son of Philip V. of Spain,easily conquered 
both Naples and Sicily, and in 1738 he was recognized as king 
of the Two Sicilies, Spain renouncing all her claims. 

Chu*, Charles was well received, for the country now was an i,,, 
independent kingdom once more. With the Tuscan 
Bernardo Tanucci as his minister, be introduced many useful 
reforms, improved the army, which was thus able to repel an 
Austrian invasion in r744, embellished the city of Naples and 
built roads. In 1759 Charles III., having succeeded to the 
Spanish crown, abdicated that of the Two Sicilia in favour of his 
son Ferdinand, who became Ferdinand IV. of Naples and III. 
of Sicily. Being only eight years old, a regency under Tanucci 
was appointed, and the young king's education was 

Taedasal purposely neglected by the minister, who wished to tv. 
dominate him completely. The regency ended in 1767, 
and the following year Ferdinand married the masterful and 
ambitious Maria Carolina, daughter of the empress Marla Theresa. 
She had Tanucci dismissed and set herself to the task of making 
Naples a great power. With the help of John Acton, an English-
man whom she made minister in the place of Tanucci, she freed 
Naples from Spanish influence and secured a rapprochessene 
with England and Austria. 

Oa the outbreak of the French Revolution the king and queen 
were not at first hostile to the new movement; but after the 
fall of the French monarchy they became violently opposed to 
it, and in 1793 joined the first coalition against France,inatituting 
severe persecutions against all who were remotely suspected of 
French sympathies. • Republicanism, however, gained ground, 
especially among the aristocracy. In 1796 peace with France 
was concluded, but in 1798, during Napoleon's absence in Egypt 
and after Nelson's victory at Aboukir, Maria Carolina induced 
Ferdinand to go to war with France once more. Nelson .arrived. 
in Naples in September, where be was enthusiastically received. 
The king, after a somewhat farcical occupation of ,Rome, which 
had been evacuated by the French, hurried back to Naples as 
soon as the French attacked his troops, and although the lemarorti 
(the lowest class of the people) were devoted to the dynasty 
and ready to defend it, be fled with the court to Palermo 
panic on board Nelson's ships. The wildest confusion prevailed. 
and the lassomai massacred numbers of persons suspected of 
republican sympathies, while the nobility and the educated 
dames, finding themselves abandoned by their king in this 
cowardly manner, began to contemplate a republic under French' 
auspices as their only means of salvation from anarchy. In 
January 5799 the French under Championnet reached 
Naples, but the lezzaroni, Ill-armed and ill.disciplined rya  sa  • 
as they were, resisted the enemy with desperate mom  
courage, and it was not until the with that the invaders asi Unt • 
were master% of the city. On the 23rd the Partheno- °aro"• 
paean republic was proclaimed. The Republicans were =rm. 
men.of culture and bigb character, but doctrinaire and 
unpractical, and they knew very little of the lower classes of 
their own country. The government soon found itself in financial 
difficulties, owing to Chempionnet's demands for, money; it 
failed to organize the army, and met with scant success in its 
attempts to "democratize" the provinces. Meanwhile the court 
at Palermo sent Cardinal F•brisib Rage, a wealthy c „at 

 and influential prelate, to Calabria,• to organize • Rob 
counter-revolution. He succeeded beyond expectation, say eta 
and with his "Christian army of the Holy Faith." f_Td.  
(Enrage Crisliane della Santa Fade), consisting of 	• 
brigands, convicts, peasants and some soldiers, marched through 
the kingdom plundering, burning and Mash.ming. An .EnglIds 
squadron approached Naples and occupied the island of Procida, 
but after a few engagements with the Republican fleet •om-
manded by Caracciolo, an ex-officer in the Bourbon navy, it was: 
recalled to Palermo, as the 'Franco-Spanish fleet was expected.. 
Ruffo, with the addition of some Russian and Turkish allies, 
n.'w marched on the capital, whence the French, save tot a 
small force under Mfjean, withdrew. The scattered Republican 
detachments were ,defeated. only Naples and Pescara; .hcrldillt 
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out. On the 13th of June Ruffo and his hordes reached Naples, 
and after • desperate battle at the Ponte della Maddalena, 
entered the thy. For weeks the Calabresi and lassaroni continued 
to pillage and massacre, and Ruffo was unable, even if willing, 
to restrain them. But the Royalists were not masters of the city, 
for the French In Castel Sant' Elmo and the Republicans in 
Castelnuovo and Castel dell' Uovo still held out and bombarded 
the streets, while the Franco-Spanish fleet might arrive at any 
moment. Consequently Ruffo was desperately anxious to come 
to terms with the Republicans for the evacuation of the castles, 
In spite of the queen's orders to make no terms with the rebels. 
After some negotiation an armistice was concluded and a capitu-
lation agreed upon, whereby the castles were to be evacuated. 
the hostages liberated and the garrisons free to remain in Naples 
unmolested or to sail for Toulon. 

While the vessels were being prepared for the voyage to 
Toulon all the hostages in the castles were liberated save four; 

Nam se 
but on the 24th of June Nelson arrived with his fleet. 

Naples, and on hearing of the capitulation he refused to 
recognize it save in so far as it concerned the French. 

Ruffo indignantly declared that once the treaty was signed, 
not only by himself but by the Russian and Turkish commandants 
and by the British captain Foote. it must be respected, and on 
Nelson's refusal he said that he would not help him to capture 
the castles. On the 26th Nelson changed his attitude and 
authorised Sir William Hamilton, the British minister, to inform 
the cardinal that he (Nelson) would do nothing to break the 
armistice; while Captains Bell and Troubridge wrote that they 
had Nelson's authority to state that the latter would not oppose 
the embarcation of the Republicans. Although these expressions 
were equivocal, the Republicans were satisfied and embarked 
on the vessels prepared for them. But on the 28th Nelson 
received despatches from the court (in reply to his own). in conse- 
quence of which he had the vessels brought under the guns of his 
ships, and many of the Republicans were arrested. Caracciolo, 
who had been caught whilst attempting to escape from Naples, 
was tried by a court-martial of Royalist officers under Nelson's 
auspices on board the admiral's flagship, condemned to death 
and hanged at the yard arm. For the part played by Nelson 
in these transactions see the articles CAIPACC101.0 and NELsox. 

On the 8th of July, King Ferdinand arrived from Palermo, 
and the state trials, conducted in the most arbitrary fashion, 

resulted in wholesale butchery; hundreds of persons 
Bombes 
vayaaaas, were executed, including some of the best men in the 

country, such as the philosopher Mario Pagano. the 
scientist Cirillo, Manthone, the minister of war under the re-
public, Mama, the defender of Castd dell' Uovo, and Ettore 
Caraffa, the defender of Pescara, who had been captured by 
treachery, while thousands of others were immured, in horrible 
dungeons or exiled. 

War with France continued until March Mat, when peace 
was made, and after the peace of Amiens in 1802 the court 
returned to Naples, where it was well received. But when the 
European war broke out again in the following year, Napoleon 
(then  first consul) became very grading in his demands on 
King Ferdinand, who consequently played a double game, 
appearing to accede to these demands while negotiating with 
England. After Austerlitz Napoleon revenged himself by de-
claring that "the Bourbon dynasty had ceased to reign," and 
sent an army under his brother Joseph to occupy the kingdom. 

Ferdinand and Maria Carolina fled to Palermo in January 
28os; in February 18426 Joseph Bonaparte entered Naples 

as king. A cultivated, well-meaning, not very In-
,...,..m.J•woh  tartan man, he introduced many useful reforms on 

a basis of benevolent despotism, abolished feudalism 
and built roads, but the taxes and forced contributions which 
he levied proved very burdensome. Joseph's authority did not 
exist throughout • large part of the kingdom, where royalist 
risings, led by brigand chiefs, maintained a state of anarchy, 
and a British force under Sir John Stuart, which landed in 
Calabria from Sicily, defeated the French at Maids (July 6th, 
1.8o6). Both the French and the royalists committed atrocities,  

and many conspirators in Naples were tried by the French 
state courts and shot. 

In :868 Napoleon conferred the crown of Spain on Joseph, 
and appointed Joachim Murat king of Naples. Murat continued 
Joseph's reforms, swept away many old abuses and . 
reorganized the army; and although be introduced mime 

 the French codes and conferred many appointments 
and estates on Frenchmen, his administration was more or lam 
native, and he favoured the abler Neapolitans. His attempts 
to attack the English in Sicily ended disastrously, but he succeeded 
in crushing brigandage in Calabria by means of General Idanhis, 
who, however, had to resort to methods of ferocity in order to 
do so. The king, owing to his charm of manner, his handsome 
face, and his brilliant personality, gained many sympathies, 
and began to aspire to absolute independence. He gradually 
became estranged from Napoleon, and although he followed 
him to Russia and afterwards took part in the German campaign, 
he secretly opened negotiations with Austria and Great Britain. 
In January 1814 he signed a treaty with Austria, each power 
guaranteeing the dominions of the other, while Sicily was to 
be left to Ferdinand. The following month he proclaimed 
his separation from Napoleon and marched against Eugene 
Beauharnais, the French viceroy of Lombardy. But no important 
engagements took place, and when Napoleon escaped from Elba, 
Murat suddenly returned to the allegiance of his old chief. He 
marched at the had of 35,000 men into northern Italy, and 
from Rimini issued his famous proclamation in favour of Italian 
Independence, which at the time fell on deaf ears (March 3oth, 
180. He was subsequently defeated by the Austrians several 
times and forced to retreat. and on the 18th of May he sailed from 
Naples for France (see Mom, Joaants). Generals Gugliehno 
Pepe and Carrascosa now concluded a treaty with the Austrians 
at Casalanza on favourable terms, and on the 23rd the Austrians 
entered Naples to restore Bourbon rule. 

Ferdinand and Maria Carolina had continued to reign in Sicily, 
where the extravagance of the court and the odious Neapolitan 
system of police espionage rendered their presence 
a burden instead of a blessing to the island. The king """ 
obtained a subsidy from Great Britain and allowed la SW 
British troops to occupy Messina and Agate, so that 
they might operate against the French on the mainland. A 
bitter conflict broke out between the court and the parliament, 
and the British minister, Lord William Bentinck, favoured the 
opposition, forced Ferdinand to resign his authority and appoint 
his son regent and introduced many valuable reforms. The 
queen perpetually intrigued against Bentinck, and ye  
even negotiated with the French, but in at 2 a more Bessie 
liberal constitution on British lines was introduced, and  
a Liberal ministry under the princes of Castelnuovo 
and Belmonte appointed, while the queen was exiled in the 
following year. But after the fall of Napoleon Sicily ceased to 
have any importance for Great Britain. and Bentinck, whose 
memory is still cherished in the island, departed in 1814. 
Ferdinand succeeded in getting a reactionary ministry appointed, 
and dissolved parliament in May Oils, after concluding a treaty 
with Austria—now freed by Murat's defection from her engage-
ments with him—for the recovery of his mainland dominions 
by means of an Austrian army paid for by himself. On the 
9th of June Ferdinand re-entered Naples and bound ne  
himself in a second treaty with Austria not to introduce Mari. 
a constitutional government;' but at first he abstained 
from persecution and received many of 8lurat's old  
officers into his army in accordance with the treaty of Casalanza. 
In October tilts Murat, believirng  that he still had a strong 
party in the kingdom, landed with a few companions at Pizzo 

' The secret article d the treaty of June It, 1815. runs as fellows: 
" H.M. the King of the Two Similes. in re-establishing the govern-
ment of the kingdom, will not agree to any changes irreconcilable 
either with the ancient institutions of the monarchy or with the 
principles adopted by H.I. and R. Austrian Majesty for the internal 
nfgime of his Italian provinces." It is to be noted that this did not 
Involve the obligation of interfering with the annex: constitution of 
Sicily, which Metternich desired to see remain undisturbed. 
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41 Calabria, but was immediately captured by the police and the 
peasantry, court-martialled and shot. 

Ferdinand to some extent maintained French legislation, 
but otherwise reorganized the state with Metternich% approval 
on Bourbon lines; he proclaimed himself king of the Two Sicilies 
at the congress of Vienna, incorporating Naples and Sicily into 
one state, and abolished the Sicilian constitution (December 
z8z6). In 1818 he concluded a Concordat with the Church, 
by which the latter renounced its suzerainty over the kingdom, 
but was given control over education, the censorship and many 
other privileges. But there was much disaffection throughout 

the country, and the Carbonarist lodges, founded in 
Murat's time with the object of freeing the country 

remelatita Haim from foreign rule and obtaining a constitution, had 
made much progress (see CARRONARO. The army 

indeed was honeycombed with Carbonari, and General Pcpe, 
himself a member of the society, organized them on a military 
basis. In July 182o a military mutiny broke out at Caserta, 
led by two officers and a priest, the mutineers demanding a 
constitution although professing loyalty to the king. Ferdinand, 
feeling himself helpless to resist, acceded to the demand, appointed 
a ministry composed of Murat's old adherents, and entrusted 
his authority to his son. The ultra-democratic single-chamber 
Spanish constitution of 1812 was introduced, but proved utterly 
unworkable. The new government's first difficulty was Sicily, 
where the people had risen in rebellion demanding their own 
charter of 1812, and although the Neapolitan troops quelled 
the outbreak with much bloodshed the division proved fatal 
to the prospects of liberty. 

The outbreak of the military rising In Naples, following so 
shortly on that in Spain, seriously alarmed the powers responsible 
for the preservation of the peace in Europe. The position was 
complicated by the somewhat enigmatic attitude of Russia; 
for the Neapolitan Liberals, with many of whom Count Capo 
d' Istria, the Russian minister of foreign affairs, had been on 
friendly terms, proclaimed that they had the " moral support " 
of the tsar. This idea, above all, it was necessary for Austria 
to destroy once for all. The diplomatic negotiations are discussed 
in the article on the history of Europe (q.v.). Here it suffices to 
say that these issued in the congress of Troppau (October 182o) 
and the proclamation of the famous Troppau protocol affirming 
the right of collective" Europe" to interfere to crush dangerous 
internal revolutions. Both France and Great Britain protested 
against the general principle laid down in this instrument; but 
neither of them approved of the Neapolitan revolution, and 
neither of them was opposed to an intervention in Naples, 
provided this were carried out, not on the ground of a supposed 
right of Europe to interfere, but by Austria for Austrian ends. 
By general consent King Ferdinand was invited to attend the 
adjourned congress, fixed to meet at Laibach in the spring of 
the following year. Under the new constitution, the permission 
of parliament was necessary before the king could leave Neapolitan 
territory; but this was weakly granted, after Ferdinand had 
sworn the most solemn oaths to maintain the constitution. He 
was scarcely beyond the frontiers, however, before he repudiated 
his engagements, as exacted by force. A cynicism so unblushing 
shocked even the seasoned diplomats of the congress, who would 
have preferred that the king should have made a decent show 
of yielding to force. The result was, however, that the powers 
authorized Austria to march an army into Naples to restore 
the autocratic monarchy. This decision was notified to the 
Neapolitan government by Russia, Prussia and Austria —Great 
Britain and France maintaining a strict neutrality. Meanwhile 
the regent, in spite of his declaration that he would lead the 
Neapolitan army against the invader, was secretly undermining 
the position of the government, and there were divisions of opinion 

in the ranks of the Liberals themselves. General Pepe 

Madas" was sent to the frontier at the head of 8000 men, but 
160,,,, was completely defeated by the Austrians at Rieti 

on the 7th of March. On the 23rd the Austrians 
entered Naples, followed soon afterwards by the king; every 
vestige of freedom was suppressed, the reactionary Medici 

ministry •appointed, and the inevitable state trials instituted 
with the usual harvest of executions and imprisonment. Pepe 
saved himself by flight. (See FERDINAND IV., king of Naples.) 

Ferdinand died in 1825, and his son and successor, Francis I., 
an unbridled libertine, at once threw off the mask of Liberating 
the corruption of the administration under Medici L  
assumed unheard-of proportions, and every office was 
openly sold. The Austrian occupation lasted until 5827, having 
cost the state 310,000,000 lire; but in the meanwhile the 
Swiss Guard had been established as a further protection for 
autocracy, and the revolutionary outbreak at Bosco on the 
Cilento was suppressed with the usual cruelty. (Ste FRANCS 
I., king of the Two Sicilies.) 

Francis died in 1830 and was succeeded by his son, Ferdinand 
who at first awoke hopes that the conditions of the country, 

would be improved. He was not devoid of good 
qualities, and took an interest in the material welfare 'Tam" 
of the country, but he was narrow-minded, ignorant 
and bigoted; he made the administration more efficient, and re. 
organized the army which became purged of Carbonarism, and 
such Carbonarist plots as there were in the 'thirties were not 
severely punished. Ferdinand was impatient of Austrian in-
fluence, but on the death of his first wife, Cristina of Savoy, he 
married Maria Theresa of Austria, who encouraged him in his 
reactionary tendencies and brought him dour to Austria. An 
outbreak of cholera in 1837 led to disorders in Sicily, which, 
having assumed a political character, were repressed by D4 
Caretto with great severity. The government tended to become 
more and more autocratic and to rely wholly on the all-powerful 
police, the spies and the priests; and, although the king showed 
some independence in foreign affairs, his popularity waned; the 
desire for a constitution was by no means dead, and the survivors 
of the old Carbonari gathered round Carlo Poerio, while the 
Ciavane Italia society (independent of Mazzini), led by Benedetto 
Musolino, took as its motto Unity, Liberty and Independence." 
But as yet the idea of unity made but little headway, for southern 
Italy was too widely separated by geographical conditions, 
history, tradition and custom from the rest of the peninsula. 
and the majority of the Liberals—themselves a minority of the 
population—merely aspired to a constitutional Neapolitan 
monarchy, possibly forming part of a confederation of Italian 
states. The attempt of the Giovane Italia to bring about I 
general revolution in 1843 only resulted in a few sporadic out-
breaks easily crushed. The following year the Venetian brothers 
Bandiera, acting in concert with Mazzini, landed in 
Calabria, believing the whole country to be in a state 
of revolt; they met with little local support and were 
quickly captured and shot, but their death aroused 
much sympathy, and the whole episode was highly significant 
as being the first attempt made by north Italians to promote 
revolution in the south. In 1847 a pamphlet by L. Settembrini, 
entitled " A Protest of the People of the Two Sicilies," appeared 
anonymously and created a deep impression as a most scathing 
indictment of the government; and at the same time the 
election of Pius IX., a pope who was believed to be a Liberal, 
caused widespread excitement throughout Italy. Conspiracy 
was now rife both in Naples and Sicily, but as yet there was no 
idea of deposing the king. Many persons were arrested, including 
Carlo Poerio, who, however, continued to direct the agitation. 

On the tuft of January 1848 a revolution under the leadership 
of Ruggiero Settimo broke out at Palermo to the cry of " in-
dependence or the. 1812 constitution," and by the end 
of February the whole island, with the exception of /lb° 
Messina, was in the hands of the revolutionists. These slab, 
events were followed by demonstrations at Naples; 
the king summoned a meeting of generals and members of bit 
family on the 27th of January, and on the advice of Filangierl 
(q.v.), who said that the army was not to be relied upon, he 
dismissed the Pietracatella ministry and Del Caretto, and 
summoned the duke of Serracapriola to form another administra-
tion. On the 28th he granted the constitution, and the Liberals 
Bbrzelli and Carlo Poerio afterwards joined the cabinet. The 
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popular demtuid was now•that Naples should assist the Lombards 

their'revolt against Austria. for a feeling of Italian solidarity 
•was growing up. The ministry of Carlo Troya suc-

ceasear• seeded to that of Serracapriola, and after the parlia-
ova of mentary elections, in which many extreme Radicals 
NU L 	were elected, Ferdinand declared war against Austria 
(April 7th, 1848). After considerable delay a Neapolitan army 
under General Pepe marched towards Lombardy in May, while 
the fleet sailed for Venice. But a dispute between the king and 
the parliament concerning the form of the royal oath having 
arisen, a group of demagogues with criminal folly provoked 
disturbances and erected barricades (May 14th). The king 
refused to open parliament unless the barriCades were removed, 
and while the moderate elements attempted to bring about 
conciliation, the ministry acted with great weakness. A few 

shots were fired—it is not known who fired first—on 
The ISM 
✓ May. the 15th, the Swiss regiments stormed the barricades 

and street fighting lasted all day. By the evening the 
Swiss and the royalists were masters of the situation. A new 
ministry under Prince Cariati was appointed. Parliament was 
dissolved, the National Guard disbanded and the army recalled 
from the Po. Fresh elections were held and the new parliament 
met on the 15th of July, but it had the king, the army and the 
mob against it, and anti-constitutionalist demonstrations became 
frequent. After a brief session it was prorogued to the tst of 
February 1849, and when it met on that date a deadlock between 
king and parliament occurred. The Austrian victories in Lom-
bardy had strengthened the court party, or Camarilla as it was 
called, and on the 13th of March the assembly was again dissolved, 
and never summoned again. The king was at Gaeta, whither 
the grand-duke of Tuscany and Pius IX. had also repaired to 
escape from their rebellious subjects, and the city became the 
headquarters of Italian reaction. 

In Sicily the revolutionists were purely insular In their aspira- 
tions and bitterly hostile to the Neapolitans, and the attempts 

at conciliation, although favoured by Lord Minto, 
• failed, for Naples wanted one constitution and one 
parliament, whereas Sicily wanted two, with only the king in 
common. The Sicilian assembly met in March 1848, and Settimo 
in his inaugural speech declared that the Bourbon dynasty had 
ceased to reign, that the throne was vacant and that Sicily united 
her destinies to those of Italy. Settimo was elected president of 
the government, but the administration was lacking in states-
manship, the treasury was empty, and nothing was done to raise 
an army. After the Austrian victories Ring Ferdinand sent a 
Neapolitan army of 20,003 men under Filangieri to subjugate 
the island. The troops landed at Messina, of which the citadel 
had been held by the royalists throughout, and after three days' 
desperate fighting the city itself was captured and sacked. 
The British and French admirals imposed a truce with a view to 
conciliation, and the king offered the Sicilians the Neapolitan 
constitution and a separate parliament, which they refused. 
Sicilian troops were now levied throughout the Wand and the 
chief command given to the Pole Mieroslawski, but it was too 
late. Filangieri marched forward taking town after town, and 
committing mapy atrocities. In April he reached Palermo while 
the fleet appeared In the bay; tumults having broken out within 
the city, the government surrendered on terms which granted 
amnesty for all except Settimo and forty-two others. 

For a few months after the dissolution of the Neapolitan 
parliament the government abstained from persecution, but 

with the crushing of the Sicilian revolution its hands Lt... were free; and when the commission on the affair of 
moos, the 15th of May had completed its labours the state 

trials and arrests began. The arrest of S. Faucitano 
for a demonstration at Gaeta led to the discovery of the Oxittl 
!Milano society, whose object was to free Italy from domestic 
tyranny and foreign domination. Thousands of respectable 
citizens were thrown into prison, such as L. Settembrini, Carlo 
Pocrio and Silvio Spaventa. The trials were conducted with the 
most scandalous contempt of justice, and moral and physical 
torture was applied to extort confessions. The abominable con- 

ditiont of the prisoas in which the best men of the kingdom were 
immured, linked to the vilest common criminals, was made 
known to the world by the famous letters of W. E. Gladstone, 
which branded the Bourbon tie= as " the negation of God 
erected into a system of government." The merest suspicion of 
unorthodox opinions, the possession of foreign newspapers, the 
wearing of a beard or an anonymous denunciation, sufficed for' 
the arrest and condemnation of a man to years of imprisonment 
while the attendibili, or persons under police surveillance liable 
to imprisonment without trial at any moment, numbered so,000. 
The remonstrances of Great Britain and France met with no 
success. Ferdinand strongly resented foreign interference, and 
even rejected the Austrian proposal for a league of the Italian 
despots for mutual defence against external attacks and internal 
disorder. In 1856 his life was unsuccessfully attempted by a 
soldier, and the same year Baron Bentivegna organized a revolt 
near Palermo, which was quickly- suppressed. In 2837 Carlo 
Pisacane, an ex-Neapolitan officer who had taken part , 
in the defence of Rome, fitted out an expedition, with mow: a  
blazzini's approval, from Genoa, and landed at Sapri 
in Calabria, where he hoped to raise the flag of revolution; but 
the local police assisted by the peasantry attacked the band, 
killing many, including Pisacane himself, and capturing most of 
the rest. The following year, at the instance of Great Britain 
and France, Ferdinand commuted the sentences of some of the 
political prisoners to exile. (See FERDINAND II., king of the Two 
Sicilies). 

In May 1859 Ferdinand died, and was succeeded by his son, 
Francis II., who came to the throne just as the Franco-Sardinian 
victories in Lombardy were sounding the death-knell 	a  
of Austrian predominance and domestic despotism in 
Italy (see !nu: History). But although there was much 
activity and plotting among the Liberals, there was as yet no 
revolution. Victor Emmanuel, king of Sardinia, wrote to the 
new king proposing an alliance for the division of Italy, but 
Francis refused. In June part of the Swiss Guard mutinied 
because the Bernese government not having renewed the conven-
tion with Naples the troops were deprived of their cantonal flag. 
The mutinous regiments, however, were surrounded by loyal 
troops and shot down; and this affair resulted in the disbanding 
of the whole force—the last support of the autocracy. Political 
amnesties were now decreed, and in September 1839 Filangieri was 
made prime minister. The latter favoured the Sardinian alliance 
and the granting of the constitution, and so did the king's uncle, 
Leopold, count of Syracuse. But Francis rejected both proposals 
and Filangieri resigned and was succeeded by A. Statelia. In 
April 186o Victor Emmanuel again proposed an alliance whereby 
Naples, in return for help in expelling the Austrians from 
Venetia, was to receive the Marche, while Sardinia would annex 
all the rest of Italy except Rome. But Francis again refused, 
and in fact was negotiating with Austria and the pope for a -
simultaneous invasion of Modena, Lombardy and Romagna. 

In the meantime, however, events in Sicily were reaching a 
crisis destined to subvert the Bourbon dynasty. The Sicilians. 
unlike the Neapolitans, were thoroughly alienated from 
the Bourbons, whom they detested, and after the aigrah. 
peace of Villafmnca (July 1859) ilazzinra emissaries, nosasaiL 
F. Crispi and R. Pilo, had been trying to organize a 
rising in favour of Italian unity; and although they merely 
succeeded in raising a few :padre, or armed bands, in the 
mountainous districts, they persuaded Garibaldi (q.v.), without 
the magic of whose personal prestige they knew nothing im-
portant could be achieved, that the revolution which he knew 
to be imminent had broken out. The authorities at Palermo, 
learning of a projected rising, attacked the convent of La Gangia, 
the headquarters of the rebels, and killed most of the inmates; 
but in the meanwhile Garibaldi, whose hesitation had been 
overcome, embarked on the 5th of May 186o, at Quarto, near 
Genoa., with moo picked followers on board two steamers, and 
sailed for Sicily. On the nth the expedition reached Marsala 
and landed without opposition. Garibaldi was somewhat coldly 
received by the astonished population; but he set forth at once for 
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&demi, abases he issued a procbmation assuming the thetator-
ship of Sicily  in the name of Victor Emmanuel, with Crispi as 
sec:every of state. He continued his march towards Palermo, 
where the bulk of the 30,000 Bourbon troops were concentrated, 
gathering numerous followers on the way. On the x sth he 
attacked and defeated umo of the enemy under General Landi 
at Calatafimi; the news of this brilliant victory revived the 
revolutionary agitation throughout the island, and Garibaldi 
was joined by Pilo and his bands. By a cleverly devised ruse he 
avoided General Colonna's force, which expected him on the 
Psaer Monreale road, and entering Palermo from If isihneri 

received an enthusiastic welcome. The Bourbonists, 
although they bombarded the city from the citadel and the 
warships in the harbour, gradually lost ground, and after three 
days' street fighting their commander, General Lanza, not 
knowing that the Garibaldians had scarcely a cartridge left, 
asked for and obtained a twenty-four hours' armistice (May 30th). 
Garibaldi went on board the British flagship to confer with the 
Neapolitan generals Leticia and Chretien; Letizia's proposal 
that the municipality should make a humble petition to the 
king was indignantly rejected by Garibaldi, who merely agreed 
to the extension of the armistice until next day. Then he 
informed the citizens by means of a proclamation of what he bad 
done, and declared that, knowing them to be ready to die in the 
ruins of their city, he would renew hostilities on the expiration 
of the armistice. Although unarmed, the people rallied to him 
as one man, and Lanza became so alarmed that he asked for 
an unconditional extension of the armistice, which Garibaldi 
granted. The dictator now had time to collect ammunition, and 
the Neapolitan government having given Lanza full powers to 
treat with him, mow Bourbon troops embarked for Naples on 
the 7th of June, leaving the revolutionists masters of the situation. 
The Sardinian Admiral Persano's salute of nineteen guns on the 
occasion of Gatibaldi's official call constituted a practical recogni-
tion of his dictatorship by the Sardinian (Piedmontete) govern-
ment. In July further reinforcements of volunteers under Comma 
and Medici, assisted by Cavour, arrived at Palermo with a good 
supply of arms furnished by subscription in northern Italy. Gari-
baldi's forces were now raised to i 2,0oo men, besides the Sicilian 
squadre. Cavour's attempt to bring about the annexation of 
Sicily to Sardinia failed, for Garibaldi wished to use the island as 
• basis for an invasion of the mainland. Most of the island bad 
now been evacuated by the Bourbonists, but Messina and a few 
other points still held out, and when the Garibaldians advanced 
eastward they encountered a force of acoo of the enemy under 
Colonel BO= at Milazzo- on the loth of July a desperate 
battle took place resulting in a hard-won Garibaldian victory. 
The Neapolitan government then decided on the evacuation of 
the whole of Sicily except the citadel of Messina, which did not 
surrender until the following year. 

The news of Garibaldi's astonishing successes entirely changed 
the situation in the capital, and on the 25th of June 2860 the 
n. king, after consulting the ministers and the royal 
rsaps/Nas family, granted a constitution, and appointed A. 
‘082000' Spinelli prime minister. Disorders having taken 
ao. place between Liberals and reactionaries, Liberio 
Romano was made minister of police in the place of Aiossa. 
Sicily being lost, the king directed all his efforts to save Naples; 
be appealed to Great Britain and France to prevent Garibaldi 
from crossing the Straits of Messina, and only just failed (for this 
episode see under LAMM, G.). Victor Emmanuel himself 
wrote to Garibaldi urging him to Abstain from an attack on 
Naples, but Garibaldi refused to obey, and on the 19th of August 
be crossed with 4500 men and took Reggio by storm. He was 
soon joined by the rest of his troops, rs,oco in all, and although 
the Neapolitan government had 30,000 men in Calabria alone, the 

army collapsed before Garibaldi's advance, and the 
G"/ th.  ". people rose in his favour almost everywhere. Francis oa 
mamma offered Garibaldi a large sum of money if he would 

abstain from advancing farther, and 5o,000 men to 
fight the Austrians and the pope; but it was too late, and on the 
6th of September the king and queen sailed for Gaeta. The 

o•  Toth of January 186z the French fleet, which Napoleon 	of 

ELL had sent to Gaeta to delay the inevitable fall of the 
dynasty, was withdrawn at the instance of Great Britain; and 
although the garrison fought bravely and the king and queen 
showed considerable courage, the fortress surrendered on the 
i3th of February and the royal family departed by sea. (See 
Fluter= II., King of the.Two Shales.) The citadel of Messina 
capitulated a month later, and Civitella del Tronto on the 21st 
of March. On the 18th of February the first Italian parliament 

- met at Turin and proclaimed Victor Emmanuel king of Italy. 
Thus Naples and Sicily teased to be a separate political entity 
and were absorbed into the united Italian kingdom. 
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40,000 Bourbon troops between Salerno and Avellino fell back 
panic-stzicken, and on the 7th Garibaldi entered Naples alone, 
although the city was still full of soldiers, and was received with 
delirious enthusiasm. On the 11th a part of the royalists 
capitulated and the rest retired on Capita. Cavour now decided 
that Sardinia must take part in the liberation of southern Italy, 
for he feared that Garibaldi's followers might induce him to 
proclaim the republic and attack Rome, which would have 
provoked French hostility; consequently a Piedmontese army 
occupied the Marche and Umbria, and entered Neapolitan 
territory with Victor Emmanuel at its head. On the ist and 2nd 
of October 786o a battle was fought on the Volturno victor' 
between mom Geribaldians, many of them raw emaranael 
levies, and 35,000 Bourbon troops, and although at "4  
first a Garibaldian division under Ten was repulsed, Garibaldi' 
Garibaldi himself arrived in time to turn defeat into victory. 
On the 26th he'met Victor Emmanuel at Team and hailed him 
king of Italy, and subsequently handed over his conquests to 
him. On the 3rd of November a plebiscite was taken, which 
resulted in an overwhelming majority in favour of union with 
Sardinia under Victor Emmanuel. Garibaldi departed for his 
island home at Caprera, while L.C. Farini was appointed viceroy 
of Naples and M. Cordero viceroy of Sicily. The last remnant of 
the Bourbon army was concentrated at Gaeta, the siege of which 
was begun by Cialdini on the 5th of November; on the 
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=sees 183o to 1861, Francesco Gmnfione's n Domino* der 

Sicilia (Turin. 1908) will be found useful. The best 
account of Gatibatdi's expedition is G. Trevelyan's Gereardi and the 
Tionsand (London, 1909). V.`") 

NAPOLEON I. (1769-1825), Emperor of the French. Napoleon 
Bonaparte (or Buonaparte, as he almost always spelt the name 
down the year 1796) was born at Ajaccio in Corsica on the 
15th of August 1769. The date of his birth has been disputed, 
and certain curious facts have been cited in proof of the assertion 
that he was born on the 7th of January 1768, and that his brother 
Joseph, who passed as the eldest surviving son, was in reality 
his junior. Recent research has, however, explained how it came 
about that a son born on the earlier date received the name 
Nabulione (Napoleon). The father, Carlo Maria da Buonaparte 
(Charles Marie de Bonaparte), had resolved to all his three first 
sons by the names given by his great-grandfather to his sons, 
namely Joseph, Napoleon and Lucien. This was done; but on 
the death of the eldest (Joseph) the child first baptized Nabulion 
received the name Joseph; while the third son (the second 
surviving son) was called Napoleon. The baptismal register of 
Ajacelo leaves no doubt as to the date of his birth as given above. 
For his parents and family see BONAPARTE. The father's 
literary tastes, general inquisitiveness, and powers of intrigue 
reappeared in Napoleon, who, however, derived from his mother 
Letizia (a descendant of the Ramolino and Pietra Santa families) 
the force of will, the power of forming • quick decision and of 
maintaining it against all odds, which made him so terrible an 
opponent both in war and in diplomacy. The sterner strain in 
the mother's nature may be traced to intermarriage with the 
families of the wild interior of Corsica, where the vendetta was 
the unwritten but omnipotent law of the land. The Bonaparte,, 
on the other hand, had long concerned themselves with legal 
affairs at Ajaccio or in the coast towns of the island. They 
traced their descent to ancestors who had achieved distinction 
in the political life of medieval Florence and Sarzana; Francesco 
Buonaparte of Sarzana migrated to Corsica early in the 16th 
century. What is equally noteworthy, as explaining the 
characteristics of Napoleon, is that his descent was on both 
sides distinctly patrician. He once remarked that the house of 
Bonaparte dated from the coup d'itat of Brumaire (November 
1799); but it is certain the de Buonapartes had received the 
title of nobility from the senate of the republic of Genoa which, 
during the 18th century, claimed to exercise sovereignty over 
Corsica. 

It was in the midst of the strifes resulting from those claims 
that Napoleon Bonaparte saw the light in 5769. His compatriots 
had already freed themselves from the yoke of Genoa, thanks to 
Pasquale Paoli; but in 1764 that republic appealed to Louis XV. 
of France for aid, and in 1768 a bargain was struck by which the 
French government succeeded to the nearly bankrupt sovereignty 
of Genoa. In the campaigns of 1768-69 the French gradually 
overcame the fierce resistance of the islanders; and Paoli, after 
sustaining a defeat at Ponte-Novo (9th of May 1769), fled to the 
mainland, and ultimately to England. Napoleon's father at first 
sided with Paoli, but after the disaster of Ponte-Novo he went 
over to the conquerors, and thereafter solicited places for himself 
and for his sons with a skill and persistence which led to • close 
union between the Bonaparte, and France. From the French 
governor of Corsica, the comte de Marbeuf, he procured many 
favours, among them being the nomination of the young Napoleon 
to the military school at Brienne in the east of France. 

Already the boy had avowed his resolve to be • soldier. In 
the large playroom of the house at Ajaccio, while the others 
amused themselves with ordinary games, Napoleon delighted 
most in beating a drum and wielding a sword. His elder brother, 
Joseph, a mild and dreamy boy, had to give way before him; 
and it was a perception of this difference of temperament which 
doided the father to send Joseph into the church and Napoleon 
into the army. Seeing that the younger boy was almost entirely 
ignorant of French, be .00k hint with Joseph to the college at 
Autnn at the close of the year :778. After spending four months 
at Autun, Napoleon entered the school at Brienne in May 1779. 

The pupils at Brienne, far from receiving a atilitar7r edueatioo. 
were grounded in ordinary subjects, and in no very efficient 
manner, by brethren of the order, or society, of Minima. The 
moral tone of the school was low; and Napoleon afterwards 
spoke with contempt of the training of the " monks " and the 
manner of life of the scholars. Perhaps his impressions were too 
gloomy; his whole enthusiasm had been for the Corsican', who 
still maintained an unequal struggle against the French; be 
deeply resented his father's espousal of the French cause; and 
dislike of the conquerors of his native island made him morose 
and solitary. Apart from decided signs of proficiency in mathe-
matics, he showed no special ability. Languages be disliked, but 
be spent much of his spare time in reading history, especially 
Plutarch. The firmness of character which he displayed caused 
him to be recommended in 1782 for the navy by one of the 
inspectors of the 'school; but a new inspector, who was appointed 
in 1783, frustrated this plan. In October 1784 Bonaparte and 
three other Briennois were authorised, by a letter signed by 
Louis XVI., to proceed as gentlemen cadets to the military school 
at Paris. There the education was more thorough, and the 
discipline stricter, than at Brienne. Napoleon applied himself 
with more zest to his studies, in the hope of speedily qualifying 
himself for the artillery. In this he succeeded. As the result of 
an examination conducted in September 1785 by Laplace, Boon. 
parte was included among those who entered the army without 
going through an intermediate stage. 

At the end of October 1785 he closed a scholastic career which 
had been creditable but not brilliant. He now entered the 
artillery regiment, La Fere, quartered at Valence, and went 
through all the duties imposed on privates, and thereafter those 
of a corporal and a sergeant. Not until January 1786 did be 
actually serve as junior lieutenant. A time of furlough in Corsica 
from September 1786 to September 1787 served to strengthen his 
affection for his mother, and for the island which he still hoped 
to free from the French yoke. The father having died of cancer 
at Montpellier in 1785, Napoleon felt added responsibilites, which 
he zealously discharged. In order to push forward a claim which 
Letizia urged on the French government, he proceeded to Paris 
in September 1787, and toyed for a time with the pleasures of the 
Palais Royal, but failed to make good the family claim. After 
gaining a further extension of leave of absence from his regiment 
he returned to Ajaccio and spent six months more in the midst 
of family and political affairs. Rejoining his regiment, then in 
the garrison at Auxonne, after a furlough of twenty-one months, 
the young officer went through a time of much privation, 
brightened only by the study of history and cognate subjects. 
Many of the notes and essays written by hint at Auxonne bear 
witness to his indomitable resolve to master all the details of his 
profession and the chief facts relating to peoples who had struggled 
successfully to achieve their liberation. Enthusiasm for Corsica 
was a leading =give prompting him to this prolonged exertion. 
His notes on English history (down to the time of the revolution 
of 1688) were especially detailed. Of Cromwell he wrote: 
" Courageous, clever, deceitful, dissimulating, his early principles 
of lofty republicanism yielded to the devouring flames of his 
ambition; and, having tasted the sweets of power, he aspired to 
the pleasure of reigning alone." At Auxonne, as previously at 
Valence, Napoleon commanded a small detachment of troops 
sent to put down disturbances in neighbouring towns, and carried 
out his orders unflinchingly. To this period belongs his first 
crude literary effort, a polemic against a Genovese pastor who 
had criticized Rousseau. 

In the latter part of his stay at Auxonne (June 1788-
September 1789) occurred the first eventsof the Revolution which 
was destined to mould anew his ideas and his career. But his 
preoccupation about Corsica, the privations to which he and his 
family were then exposed, and his bad health, left him little 
energy to expend on purely French affairs. He read much of the 
pamphlet literature then flooding the country, but i.e still pre-
ferred the more general studies in history and literature, Plutarch, 
Caesar, Corneille, Voltaire and Rousseau being his favourite 
authors. The plea of the last named on behalf of Corsica served 
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to enlist the sympathy of Napoleon in his wider speculations, 
and so helped to bring about that mental transformation which 
merged Boonaperte the Corsican in Bonaparte the Jacobin 
and Napoleon the First Consul and Emperor. 

Family influences also played their part in this transformation. 
On proceeding to Ajaccio in September r 78e for another furlough, 
be found his brother Joseph enthusiastic in the democratic 
cause and acting as (cacao,  of the local political dub. Napoleon 
seconded his efforts, and soon they bad the hap of the third 
brother, Loden, who proved to be most eager and eloquent. 
Thanks to the exertions of Saliceti, one of the two deputies seat 
by the tiers Nat of Corsica to the National Assembly of France, 
that body, on the rah of November r780, declared the island to 
be an integral part of the kingdom with right to participate in 
all the reforms then being decreed. This event decided Napoleon 
to give his adhesion to the French or democratic party; and 
when, in July s7go, Paoli returned from ear in England (receiv-
ing on his way the honours of the sitting by the National 
Avsembly) the claims of nationality and democracy seemed to 
be identical, though the future cause of events disappointed 
these hopes. Shortly before returning to his regiment in the 
early weeks of nes be indited a letter inveighing in violent 
terms against Matted Buttafuoco, deputy for the Corsican 
emblem in the National Assembly of France, as having betrayed 
the came of insular liberty in 1768 and as plotting against it 
edam 

The experiences of Bonaparte at Ancona° during his second 
stay in garrieon were again depraving. With him In his poorly 
furnished lodgings was Louis Bonaparte, the fourth surviving 
son, whom he carefully educated and for whom be predicted a 
brilliant fame. For the present their means were very scanty, 
and, as the ardent royalism of his brother officers limited his 
social circle, be plunged into work with the same ardour as before, 
frequently studying fourteen or fifteen hours a day. Then it 
was, or perhaps at a slightly later date, that he became interested 
in the relations subsisting between pealed science and war. From 
L'Esitrie des his of Idontesquien he learnt suggestive thoughts 
Ike the following: " L'objet de h guerre, c'est k victoire; 
alai de la victoire, la conqutte; celui de la conqate, romp-
tke." Machiavelli taught him the need of speed, decision 
cad unity of command, in war. From the Trailt de tad:rime 
(tns) of Guibert be caught a glimpse of the power which a 
patriotic and fully armed nation might gain amidst the feeble 
and ilteiganked governments of that age. 

External events served to unite him more closely to France. 
The reorganization of the artillery, which took place in the spring 
et zps, brought Bonaparte to the rank of lieutenant in the 
regiment of Grenoble, then stationed at Valence. He left the 
regiment La Fire with regret on the 14th of June t7er; but at 
Valence be renewed former friendships and plunged into polities 
with greater ardour. Most of his colleagues refused to take 
the oath of obedience to the Constituent Assembly, after the 
attempted escape of Louis XVI. to the eastern frontier at mid-
summer. Bonaparte took the oath on the 4th of July, but said 
later that the Assembly ought to have banished the king and 
proclaimed a regency for Louis XVII. In general, however, 
his views at that time were republican; he belonged to the club 
of Friends of the Constitution at Valence, spoke there with much 
acceptance, and was appointed librarian to the club. 

At Valence also he wrote an essay for a pine instituted by 
his friend and literary adviser, Reyna, at the academy of 
Lyons. The subject was " What truths and sentiments is it 
most important to inculcate to men for their happiness? " 
Bonaparte's essay bore signs of study of Rousseau and of the 
cult of Lycurgus which was coming into vogue. The Spartans 
were happy, said the writer, because they bad plenty of good, 
suitable clothing and lodging, robust women, and were able to 
meet their requirements both physical and mental. Men should 
live according to the laws and dictates of nature, not forgetting 
the claims of reason and sentiment. The latter part of the 
essay is remarkable for its fervid presentment of the charms of 
mom and for vigorous declamation against the follies and  

crimes of ambitious men. The judges at Lyons placed It 
fifteenth in order of merit among the sixteen essays sent in. 

Thanks to the friendly intervention of the warkhal du caw', 
bares Dutel, Bonaparte once more gained leave of absence 
for three mouths and reached Corsica in September 1791. Opinion 
there was in an excited state, the priests and the populace being 
inflamed against the antf-clerical decrees of the National Assembly 
of France. Paoli did little to help on the Bonapartes; and 
the advancement of Joseph Bonaparte was slow. Napoleon's 
admiration for the dictator also began to cool, and events began 
to point to a rupture. The death of Archdeacon Lucien Bona-
parte, the recognised head of the family, having placed property 
at the disposal of the sons, they bought a house, which became 
the rendezvous of the democrats and of a band of volunteers 
whom they raised. In the intrigues for the command of this 
body Napoleon had his rival, Moroi, carried of by force—
his first cospd'eta The incident led to a feud with the supporters 
of Monti, among whom was Pogo di Borgo (destined to be his 
life-long enemy), and opened a breach between the Bonapartes 
and Paoli. Bonaparte's imperious nature also showed itself 
in family matters, which he ruled with a high band. No one, 
said his younger brother Loden, liked to thwart him. 

Further discords naturally arose between so masterful a 
lieutenant as Bonaparte and so autocratic a chief as Paoli. 
The beginnings of this rupture, as well as • sharp affray between 
his volunteers and the townsfolk of Ajaccio, may have quickened 
Bonaparte's resolve to return to France in May 1792, but there 
were also personal and family reasons for this step. Having 
again exceeded his time of furlough, he was liable to the severe 
penalties attaching to a deserter and an emigre; but he saw 
that the circumstances of the time would help to enforce the 
appeal for reinstatement which he resolved to make at Paris. 
His surmise was correct. The Girondin ministry then in power 
bad brought Louis XVI. to declare war against Austria (loth 
of April 17472) and against Sardinia ( z ph of May 1792). The 
lack of trained officers was such as to render the employment 
and advancement of Bonaparte probable in the near future, 
and on the 3oth of August, Servan, the minister for war, issued 
an order appointing him to be captain in his regiment and to 
receive arrears of pay. During this stay at Paris he witnessed 
some of the great " days " of the Revolution; but the sad 
plight of his sister, Marianna Elsa, on the dissolution of the 
convent of St Cyr, where she was being educated, compelled 
him to escort her back to Corsica shortly after the September 
massacres. 

His last time of furlough in Corsica is remarkable for the 
failure of the expedition in which he and his volunteers took 
part, against Is Maddalena, a small island off the coast of 
Sardinia. The breach between Paoli and the Bonapartes now 
rapidly widened, the latter having now definitely espoused the 
cause of the French republic, while Paoli, especially after the 
execution of Louis XVI., repudiated all thought of political 
connexion with the regicides. Ultimately the Bonapartes bad 
to flee from Corsica (t ith of June 1793), an event which clinched 
Napoleon's decision to identify his fortunes with those of the 
French republic. His ardent democratic opinions rendered 
the change natural when Paoli and his compatriots declared for 
an alliance with England. 

The arrival of the Bonapartes at Toulon coincided with a time 
of acute crisis in the fortunes of the republic. Having declared 
war on England and Holland (tut of February 1793), and against 
Spain (9th of March), France was soon girdled by foes; and the 
forces of the first coalition invaded her territory at several points. 
At first the utmost efforts of the republic failed to avert disaster; 
for the intensely royalist district of k Vendee, together with 
most of Brittany, burst into revolt, and several of the northern, 
central and southern departments rose against the Jacobin rule. 
The struggle which the constitutionalists and royalists of 
Marseilles made against the central government furnished 
Bonaparte with an occasion for writing his first important 
political pamphlet, entitled "Le Scarper de Beaucaire." It 
purports to be a conversation at the little town of Beaucake 
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between a soldier (obviously the writer himself) and three men, 
citizens of Marseilles, Nimes and Montpellier, who oppose the 
jacobiziical government and hope foe victory over its forces. 
The officer points out the folly of such a course, and the 
certainty that the republic, whose troops had triumphed over 
those of Pruisia and Austria, will speedily disperse the untrained 
levies of Provence. The pamphlet closes with a passionate 
plea for national unity. 

He was now to further the cause of the republic one and 
indivisible in the sphere of action. The royalists of Toulon had 
admitted British and Spanish forces to share in the defence of 
that stronghold (29th of August 1793). The blow to the re-
publican cause was most serious: for from Toulon as a centre 
the royalists threatened to raise a general revolt throughout the 
south of France, and Pitt cherished hopesof dealing a death-blow 
to the Jacobins in that quarter. But fortune now brought 
Bonaparte to blight those hopes. Told off to serve in the army 
of Nice, he was detained by a special order of the commissioners 
of the Convention, Saliceti and Gasparin, who, hearing of the 
severe wound sustained by Dommartin, the commander of the 
artillery of the republican forces before Toulon, ordered Bona-
parte to take his place. He arrived at the republican head-
quarters, then at 011ioules on the north-west of Toulon, on the 
x6th of September; and it is noteworthy that as early as Sep-
tember xoth the commissioners had seen the need of attacking 
the allied fleet and had paid some attention to the headland 
behind l'Emiffiette, which commanded both the outer and the 
inner harbour. But there is no doubt that Bonaparte brought 
to bear on the execution of this as yet vague and general proposal 
powers of concentration and organization which ensured its 
success. In particular he soon put the artillery of the besiegers 
in good order. Carteaux, an ex-artist, at first held the supreme 
command, but was superseded on the 23rd of October. Doppet, 
the next commander, was little better fitted for the task; but 
his successor, Dugommier, was a brave and experienced soldier 
who appreciated the merits of Bonaparte. Under their direction 
steady advance was made on the side which Bonaparte saw to 
be all important; a sortie of part of the British, Spanish and 
Neapolitan forces on the 3oth of November was beaten back 
with loss, General O'Hara, their commander, being severely 
wounded and taken prisoner. On the night of the 16th-17th 
December, Dugommier, Bonaparte, Victor and Muiron headed 
the storming column which forced its way into the chief battery 
thrown up by the besieged on the height behind l'Eguillette; 
and on the next day Hood and Langara set sail, leaving the 
royalists to the vengeance of the Jacobins. General du Teil, 
the younger, who took part in the siege, thus commented on 
Bonaparte's services: " I have no words in which to describe 
the merit of Bonaparte: much science, as much intelligence and 
too much bravery. . . . It is for you, Ministers, to consecrate 
him to the glory of the republic." At Toulon Bonaparte made 
the acquaintance of men who were to win renown under his 
leadership—Desaix, Jima, Marmont, Muiron, Suchet and 
Victor. 

It is often assumed that the fortunes of Bonaparte were made 
at Toulon. This is an exaggeration. True, on the sand of 
December 1793 he was made general of brigade for his services; 
and in February 1794 he gained the command of the artillery 
in the French army about to invade Italy; but during the 
preliminary work of fortification along the coast he was placed 
under arrest for a time owing to his reconstruction of an old fort 
at Marseilles which had been destroyed during the Revolution. 
He was soon released owing to the interposition of the younger 
Robespierre and of Saliceti. Thereafter he resided successively 
at Toulon, St Tropez and Antibes, doing useful work in fortifying 
the coast and using his spare time in arduous study of the science 
of war. This he had already begun at Auxonne under the in-
spiring guidance of the baron du Teil. General du Tell, younger 
brother of the baron, had recently published a work, L' Usage de 
l'artillerie nourelle; and it is now known that Bonaparte derived 
from this work and from those of Guibert and Bourcet that lead-
ing principle, concentration of effort against one point of the  

enemy's line, which he had advocated at Toulon and which be 
everywhere put in force in his campaigns. 

On or about the moth of March r794 he arrived at the head• 
quarters of the army of Italy. At Colmars, on the sin of May 
x794, he drew up the first draft of his Italian plan of campaign 
for severing the Piedmonteae from their Austrian allies and for 
driving the latter out of their Italian provinces. A secret mission 
to Genoa enabled him to inspect the pass north of Savona, and 
the knowledge of the peculiarities of that district certainly helped 
him in maturing his plan for an invasion of Italy, which he put 
into execution in 1796. For the present be experienced &sharp 
rebuff of fortune, which he met with his usual fortitude. He 
was suddenly placed under arrest owing to intrigues or adspicions 
of the men raised to power by the coup d'esat of Thermidore-zo 
(July 2 7-28) rree. The commissioners sent by the Convention, 
Albirte, Laporte and Saliceti, suspected him of having divulged 
the plan of campaign, and on the 6th of August ordered his 
arrest as being the " maker of plans" for the younger Robes-
pierre. On a slighter accusation than this many had perished; 
but an examination into the details of the mission of Bonaparte 
to Genoa and the new instructions which arrived from Carrot, 
availed to procure his release on the aoth of August. Itaimein 
time to enable him to share in the operations of the French army 
against the Austrians that led to the battle of Dego, north of 
Savona (21st of September), • success largely due to his skilful 
combinations. But the decline in the energies of the central 
government at Paris and the appointment of Scherer as com-
mander-in-chief of the army of Italy frustrated the plans of a 
vigorous offensive which Bonaparte continued to develop and 
advocate. 

Meanwhile he took part in an expedition fitted out in the 
southern ports to drive the English from Corsica. It was a 
complete failure, and for a time his prospects were overclouded. 
In the spring of nes he received an order from Paris to proceed 
to la Vendee in command of an infantry brigade. He declined 
on the score of ill-health, but set out for. Paris in May, along with 
Marmont, Junot and Louis Bonaparte. At the capital he found 
affairs quickly falling back into the old ways of pleasure and 
luxury. ' People," he wrote, " remember the Terror only as a 
dream." That he still pursued his studies of nilitary affairs is 
shown by the compilation of further plans for the Italian cam-
paign. The news of the ratification of peace with Spain brought 
at once the thought that an offensive plan of campaign in Pied-
mont was thenceforth inevitable. Probably these plans gained 
for him an appointment (moth of August) in the topographical 
bureau of the committee of Public Safety. But, either from 
weariness of the life at Paris, or from disgust at clerical work, 
he sought permission to go, to Turkey in order to reorganise the 
artillery of the Sultan. But an inspection of his antecedents 
showed the many irregularities of his conduct as officer and led 
to his name being erased from the list of general officers (Sep• 
tember isth). 

Again the difficulty of the republic was to be his opportunity. 
The action of the Convention in perpetuating its influence by 
the imposition of two-thirds of its members on the next popularly 
elected councils, aroused a storm of indignation in Paris, where 
the " moderate " and royalist reaction was already making 
headway. The result was the massing of some 30,000 National 
Guards to coerce the Convention. Confronted by this serious 
danger, the Convention entrusted its defence to Barran, who 
appointed the young officer to be one of the generals assisting 
him. The vigour and tactical skill of Bonaparte contributed 
very largely to the success of the troops of the Convention over 
the Parisian malcontents on the famous day of 13 Vendemiaire 
(October 4th, nes), when the defenders of the Convention, 
sweeping the quays and streets near the Tuilleries by artillery 
and musketry, soon paralysed the movement at its headquarters, 
the church of St Roch. The results of this day were out of all 
proportion to the comparatively small number of casualties. 
With the cost of about aco killed on either side, the Convention 
crushed the royalist or malcontent reaction, and imposed on 
France a form of government which ensured the perpetuation of 
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democracy though in a bureandatic form—the firma those 
dunges which paved the way to power for Bonaparte. For the 
remit-Milan of the year 5795 which inaugurated the period of 
the Directory (1795-1799) see FRENCH Ravournow. Here we 
may notice that the perpetuation of the republic by means of 
the armed forces tended to exalt the army at the expense of the 
civil authorities. The repetition of the same tactics by Bohaparte 
it Fructidor, 1797, served still more decidedly to tilt the balance 
in favour of the sword, with results which were to be seen at the 
seep treat of Brumaire t799. 

The events which helped the INSgfaCed officer of August r795 
to impose his will on France in November 1799 now claim our 
attention. The-services which be rendered to the republic at 
Vendentiair• e brought as their reward the hand of Josephine 
de Beaultarnals. The influence of Barns with this fashionable 
lady helped on the match. At the outset she felt some repugnance 
for the thin sallow-faced young officer, and was certainly terrified 
by his ardour and by the imperious egoism of his nature; but 
she consented to the union, especially when Ire received the 
promise of the command of the French army of Italy. The story 
that he owed this promotion solely to the influence of Barns 
and Josephine is, however, an exaggeration. It is now known that 
the plans of campaign which he had drawn up fee that army 
had enlisted the far more influential support of Carnet on his 
behall. In January 1796 he drew up another plan for the 
conquest of Italy, which gained the smart of the Directory. 
Vendendaire and the marriage with Josephine (9th 'of March 
r796) were but stepping-atones to the attainment of the end 
which be bad kept steadily in sight since the spring of the year 
1794. For the events of this campaign in Italy are Fund' 
REVOLDTIONADYWARS. The success at the bridge of Lodi (nth of 
May) seems first to baveinspired in the young general dreams of a 
grander career than that of a successful general of the Revolution; 
while his narrow escape at the bridge of Arcola in November 
strengthened his conviction that be was destined for a great 
future. The means whereby be engaged the energies of the 
Italians on behalf of the Prat& Republic and yet refrained 
from persecuting the' Roman Catholic Church in the way only 
too common among revolutionary generals, bespoke political 
Insight of no ordinary. kind. From every dispute which he had 
with the ward authorities It Paris he emerged victorious; 
and be took care to assure his ascendancy by sending presents 
to the Directors, large sums to the nearly bankrupt treasury 
and works of art to the museums of Paris. Thus when, after the 
crowning victory of Riad! (14th of January 1790,  Mantua 
surrendered and the Austrian rule in Italy for the time collapsed, 
Bonaparte was virtually the• idol of the French nation, the 
master of the Directory and potentially the protedor of the 
Holy See. ' 

It may be *ell to point out here the slant features in Bona-
parte's conduct towards the Mates of northern Italy. While 
arousing the enthusiasm of their inhabitants on behalf of France, 
he in private spoke contemptuously of them, mercilessly sup-
pressed all outbreaks caused by the exactions and plundering 
of his army, and carefully curbed the factions which the new 
political life soon developed. On his first entry into Milan 
(t5th of May t 796) he receiveda rapturous welcome as the 
liberator of Italy from the Austrian yoke; but the instructions 
of the Directory allowed him at the outset to do little more than 
effect the organization of consultative committees and national 
guards in the chief towns of Lombardy. The successful course 
of the campaign and the large stuns srhich he sent from Italy to 
the French exchequer served to strengthen his hold over the 
Directors, and his constructive policy grew more decided. 
Thus, when the men of Reggio and Modena overthrew the rule 
of their duke, he at once accorded protection to them, as also to 
the inhabitants of the cities of Bologna and Ferrara when they 
broke away from papal authority. He even allowed the latter 
to send delegates to confer with those of the duchy at Modena, 
with the result that a political union was decreed in a state 
called the Cispadane Republic (16th of October 1796). This 
action was due in large measure to the protection of Bonaparte. 

The men of Lombardy, emboldened by his tacit encouragement, 
prepared at the close of the year to form a republic, which 
assumed the name of Transpadane, and thereafter that of 
asalpine. Its constitution was drawn up in the spring of 
trim by committees appointed, and to some extent supervised. 
by him; and be appointed the first directors, deputies and chief 
administrators of the new state (July 1797/. The union of these 
republics took place on the 15th of July 5797. The bounds 
of the thus enlarged Cisalpine Republic were afterwards ex-
tended eastwards to the bank* of the Adige by the terms of 
the treaty of Campo Formio; and in November '797 Bonaparte 
added the formerly Swiss district of the Valtelline, north-east 
of Lake Como, to its territory. Much of this work of reorganiza-
tion was carried on at the castle of Montebello, or Mombello, 
near Milan, where he lived in almost viceregal pomp (May-July, 
rpm). Taking advantage of an outbreak at Genoa, he over-
threw that ancient oligarchy, replaced it by a (mid government 
meddled on that of France (June 6th); and subsequently it 
adopted the name of the Ligurian Republic. 

Concurrently with these undertakings, he steadily prepared to 
strengthen his position in the political life of France; and it will 
be well to notice the steps by which he ensured the defeat of the 
royalists in France and the propping up of the directorial system 
in the cup d'itat of Fructidor x797. The unrest in Franca in the 
yens 1795-2797 resulted mainly from the harshness, incom-
petence and notorious corruption of the five Directors who, 
after the 13th of Vendimisire 1795, practically governed France. 
AU those who wished for peace and orderly government came by 
degrees to oppose the Directors; and, seeing that the latter clung 
to Jacobinical catchwords and methods, public opinion tended 
to become " moderate " or even royalist. This was seen in the 
elections for one-third of the 75o members composing the two 
councils of the nation (the Amiens and the Council of Five 
Hundred); they gave the moderates a majority alike in that 
of the older deputies and in that of the younger deputies (April. 
1797), and that majority elected Barthelemy, a well-known 
moderate, as the fifth member of the Directory. Carnot, the 
ablest athehriitrator, but not the strongest man, soon joined 
Barthelemy in opposing their Jacobinical colleagues—Barns,' 
Rewbell and Larevelliere-Lapeaux. Time was on the side of 
the moderates; they suneeded in placing General Pichegru, 
already known for his tendeodes towards constkutional monarchy, 
in the presidential chair of the Council of Five Hundred; and 
they proceeded to agitate, chiefly through the medium of a 
powerful club founded at Clichy, for the repeal of the revolu-
tionary and persecuting laws. The three Jacobiniad Directors 
thereupon intrigued to bring to Paris General Lamm Roche 
and his army destined for the invasion of Ireland for the purpose 
of coercing their opponents; but these, perceiving the danger, 
ordered Roche to Paris, rebuked him for bringing his army 
nearer to the capital than was allowed by law, and diming 
him in disgrace. 

The failure of Roche led the three Directors to fix their holies 
on Bonaparte. The commander of the ever-victorious army of 
Italy had recently been attacked by one of the moderates in the 
MUM:Us' for proposing to band over Venice to Austria. This 
cession was based on political motives, which Bonaparte judged 
to be of overwhelming force; and he now decided to support 
the Directors and overthrow the moderates. Prefacing his action 
by a violent tirade against the royalist conspirators of Clieby, 
he sent to Paris General Augereau, well known for his brusque 
behaviour and demagogic Jacobinism. This officer rushed to 
Pads, breathing out threats of slaughter against all royalists, 
and entered into dose relations with Barns. In order to dis-
count the chances of failure, Bonaparte warned the three Directors 
that Augereau was a turbulent pollticitus, not to be trusted over-
much. Eventi, indeed, might readily have gone in favour of 
the moderates had Carnet acted with decision; but he relapsed 
into strange inactivity, while Barran and his military tool 
prepared to coerce the majority. Before dawn• of September 
the 4th (r8 Primal:tor) Augereau with 2000 soldiers marched 
against the Tuileries, when the councils were sitting, dispersed 
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their military guards, arrested neiteal deputies and seized 
Barthelemy in his bed. Carnet, on receiving timely warning, 
fled from the Luxemburg palace and made his way to Switzer-
land. The remembrance of the fatal day of Vendemiaire zsgs 
perhaps helped to paralyse the majority. In any case exile, and 
death in the prisons of Cayenne, now awaited the timid champions 
of law and order; while parliamentary rule sustained a shock 
from which it never recovered. The Councils allowed the elec-
tions to be annulled in forty-nine departments of France, and 
re-enacted some of the laws of the period of the Terror, notably 
those against non-juthm priests and returned torignis. The 
election of Merlin of Douay and Francois of Neufchatel as 
Directors, in place of Carnot and Barthdemy, gave to that body 
a compactness which enabled it to carry matters with a high 
hand, until the hatred felt by Frenchmen for this soulless revival 
of a moribund Jacobinism gradually endowed the Chambers 
with life and Strength sufficient to provoke a renewal of strife 
with the Directory. These violent oscillations not only weakened 
the fabric of the Republic, but brought about a situation in 
which Bonaparte easily paralysed both the executive and the 
legislative powers so ill co-ordinated by the constitution of the 
year rms. 

In the sphere of European diplomacy, no leas than in that 
of French politics, the results of the coup d'ilat of Fructidor 
were momentous. The Fructidorian Directors contemptuously 
rejected the overtures for peace which Pitt had recently made 
through the medium of Lord Malmesbury at Lille; and they 
further illustrated their desire for war and plunder by initiating 
a forward policy in central Italy and Switzerland which opened 
.up a new cycle of war. The coop d'elal was favourable to Bona-
parte; it ensured his bold over the Directors and enabled him 
to impose his own terms of peace on Austria; above all It left 
him free for the prosecution of his designs in a field of action 
which now held the first place in his thoughtv—the Orient 
Having rivalled the exploits of Caesar, he now foraged to follow 
in the steps of Alexander the Great 

At the time of his first view of the Adriatic (February ries) 
he noted the importance of the port of Anon foe intercourse 
with the Sultan's dominions; and at that city fortune placed 
in his bands Russian despatches relative to the designs of the 
Tsar Paul on Malta. The incident reawakened the interest 
which had early been aroused in the young Corsican by converse 
with the strata Volney, author of Let Rubies, on &Editorial nor 
les rerrolagiosu as empires. The intercourse which he had with 
Monge, the physicist and ex-minister of marine, during the 
negotiations with Austria, served to emphasize the orientation 
of his thoughts. This explains the eagerness with which be now 
insisted on the acquisition of the Ionian Isles by France and the 
political extinction of their present possessor, Venice. That city 
had given him- cause for complaint, of which he made the most 
unscrupulous use. Thanks to the blind complaisance of its 
democrats aria the timid subserviency of its once haughty 
oligarchs, he became master of its fleet and arsenal (n6th of May 
I m). Already, as may be seen by his letters to the Directory, 
he had laid his plans for the bartering away of the Queen of the 
Adriatic to Austria; and throughout the lengthy negotiations of 
the summer and early autumn of 1797 which he conducted with 
little interference from Paris, be adhered to his plan of gaining 
the fleet and the Ionian Isles; while the house of Habsburg 
was to acquire the city itself, together with all the mainland 
territories of the Republic as far west as the River Adige. In 
vain did the Austrian envoy, Cobensl, resist the cession of the 
Ionian Isles to France; in vain did the Directors intervene in the 
middle of September 'kith an express order that Venice must 
not be ceded to Austria, but must, along with Friuli, be included 
m the Cisalpine Republic. To the subtle tenacity of Cobenaf he 
opposed a masterful violence: he checkmated the Directors, 
when they sought to thwart him in this and in other directions, 
by sending in once more his resignation with a letter in which he 
accused them of " horrible ingratitude." He was successful 
at all points. The Directors feared a rupture with the man 
to whom they owed their existence; and the house of Austria  

was fain to make peace with the general rather than expose itself 
to header terms at the bands of the Directory. 

The- treaty of Campo Formic*, signed on the 17tH of October 
res, was therefore pre-eminently the work of Bonaparte. 

Already at Cherasco and Leoben be had dictated the preliminaries 
of peace to the courts of Turin and Vienna quite independently 
of the French Directory. At Campo Formio he showed himself 
the fins diplomatist of the age, and the arbiter of the destinies 
of Europe. The terms were on the whole unexpectedly favour-
able to Austria. In Italy she was to acquire the Venetian lands 
already named, along with Dalmatia and Venetian Istria. The 
rest of the Venetian mainland (the districts between the rivers 
Adige and Ticino) went to the newly constituted Cisalpine 
republic, France gaining the Ionian Isles and the Venetian fleet. 
The Emperor Francis renounced all claims to his former Nether 
land provinces; which had been occupied by the French since 
the summer of 794; he further ceded the Breisgau to the dis-
possessed duke of Modena, agreed to summon a congress at 
Rastatt for the settlement of German affairs, and recognized the 
independence of the Cisalpine republic. In secret articles the 
emperor bound himself to use his influence at the congress of 
Rastatt in order to procure the cession to France of the Germanic 
lands west of the Rhine, while France promised to help him to 
acquire the archbishopric of Salzburg and a strip of land on the 
eastern frontier of Bavaria. 

After acting for a brief space as one of the French envoys to the 
congress of Rastatt, Napoleon returned to Paris early in December 
and received the homage of the Directors and the acclaim of the 
populace. The former sought to busy him by appointing him 
commander-in-chief of the Army of England, the island power 
being now the only one which contested French supremacy In 
Europe. In February mai he inspected the preparations for the 
invasion of England then proceeding at the northern ports. 
He found that they were wholly inadequate, and summed up his 
views in a remarkable letter to the Directory (23rd of February), 
wherein he pointed out two possible alternatives to an invasion of 
England, namely, a conquest of the coast of the north-west of 
Germany, for the cutting off of British commerce with central 
Europe, or the undertaking of an expedition to the Orient which 
would be equally ruinous to British trade. The inference was 
inevitable that, as German affairs were about to be profitably 
exploited by France in the bargains then beginning at Restate, 
she must throw her chief energies into the Egyptian exp edition. 

One of the needful preliminaries of this enterprise had already 
received his attention. In November nos he sent to Malta 
Poussielgue, secretary of the French legation at Genoa, on busi-
ness which was ostensibly commercial but (as he informed the 
Directory) " in reality to put the last touch to the design that 
we have on that island." The intrigues of the French envoy 
in corrupting the knights of the order of St John were completely 
successful. It remained, however, to find the funds needful 
for the equipment of a great expedition. Here the difficulties 
were great. The Directory, after the coop d'etat of Fructidor, 
bad acknowledged a state of bankruptcy by writing off two-
thirds of the national debt in a form which soon proved to be a 
thin disguise for repudiation. The return of a large part of the 
armed forces from Italy and Germany, where they bad lived on 
the liberated inhabitants, also threw new burdens on the Republic; 
and it was clear that French money alone would not suffice to 
fit out an armada. Again, however, the financial situation was 
improved by conquest. The occupation of Rome in February 
1798 enabled Berthier to send a .considerable sum to Paris and 
to style himself " treasurer to the cheat of the Army of England." 
The invasion of Switzerland, which Bonaparte had of late 
persistently premed on the Directory, proved to be an equally 
lucrative device, the funds in several of the cantonal treasuries 
being transferred straightway to Paris or Toulon. The conquest 
of north and central Italy also placed great naval resources at 
the disposal of France, Venice alone providing nine sail of the 
line and twelve frigates (see Bonaparte's letter of the 15th of 
November rsos), Genoa, Spezzia, Leghorn, Civita Vecchia 
and Ancona also supplied their quota in warships, transports. 
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Mares and silken, with the result that the armada was ready 
foe sea by the middle of May 5798. The secrecy maintained u 
to its destination was equally remarkable. The British govern-
ment inclined to the belief that it was destined either for Ireland. 
or for Naples. As the British fleet bad abandoned the Mediter-
ranean since November 1796 and had recently been disorganised 
by two mhos mutinies, Bonaparte's plan of conquering Egypt 
was by Demeans mash as has sometimes been represented. 

The ostensible aims of the expedition, as drawn up by him, 
mad countersigned by the Directory on the rah of April, were 
the seizure of Egypt, the driving of the British from all their 
poem:Mons in the East and the cutting of the Sues canal. But 
apart from these public aims there were private motives which 
weighed with Bonaparte. His relations to the Directors were 
mom strained. They feared his ability and ambition; while 
he credited them with the design of poisoning him. Shortly 
before his starting, an open rupture was scarcely averted; 
and.he and his brothers allowed the idea to get abroad that he 
was being virtually banished froinFrance. It hcertain, however, 
that his whole heart was In the expedition, which appealed to 
lits love of romance and of the gigantic. His words to Joseph 
Bonaparte shortly before sailing are significant: " Our dreams 
of a republic were youthful Minions. Since the 9th of Thermidor, 
the republican instinct has grown weaker every day. Today 
all eyes arena me: to-morrow they may be on another. . . I 
depart for the Orient with all the means of success at my dispose]. 
If my country needs me, if there ate additions to the number 
of those who shame the opinion of Talleyrand, Sieyes and Roederer, 
that war will break out again and that it will be unsuccessful 
for France, I will return, more sure of the feeling of the nation." 
He added, however, that if France waged a successful war, he 
would remain in the Eliot, and do more damage to England 
there than by mere demonstrations in the English Channel. 

The Toulon fleet set sail on the 59th of May; and when the 
ether contingents from the ports of France and Italy joined the 
flag, the armada comprised thirteen sail of the line, fourteen 
frigates, many smaller warships and some three hundred trans-
ports. An interesting feature of the expedition was the presence 
on board of several =WNW who were charged to examine the 
antiquities and develop the resources of Egypt. The chief had 
lately become a member of the Institute, and did his utmost 
to inflame in France that love of art and science which he had 
helped to kindle by enriching the museums of Paris with the 
treasures of Italy. By good fortune the armada evaded Nelson 
and arrived safely off Malta. Thanks to French intrigues, the 
Knights of Malta offered the tamest defence of their capital. 
During the week which he spent there, Bonaparte displayed 
marvellous energy in endowing the city with modern institutions; 
he even arranged the course of studies to be followed in the 
university. Setting sail for Egypt on the 19th of June, he 
again had the good fortune to elude Nelson and arrived off 
Alexandria on the Ind of July. For an account of the Egyptian 
and Syrian campaigns see FRENCH REVOLUTIONARY WARS. 
But here we may point out the influence of the expedition on 
Egypt, on European politics and on the fortunes of Bonaparte. 
The chief direct result in the life of the Egyptian people was the 
virtual destruction of the governing caste of the Mamelukes, 
the Turks finding it easy to rid themselves of their surviving 
chiefs and to re-establish the authority of the Sultan. As for the 
benefits• which Bonaparte and his savants helped to confer on 
Egypt, they soon vanished. The great canal was Dot begun ; 
irrigation works were started but were soon gin up. The 
letters of Kan and Menon (the successors of Bonaparte) 
show that the expenditure on public works had been so reckless 
that the colony was virtually bankrupt at the time'of Bonaparte's 
departure; and William Hamilton, who travelled through Egypt 
in rhos, found few traces, other than military, of the French 
occupation. The indirect results, however, were incalculably 
great. Though for the present the Sultan regained his hold 
upon Egypt, yet in reality Bonaparte set in motion forces which 
could not be stayed until the ascendancy of one or other of the 
western maritime powers in that land was definitely decided. 

The effects of the expedition in the sphere of world-politics 
were equally remarkable and more immediate. The British 
government, alarmed by Bonaparte's attempt to intrigue with 
Tippoo Sahib, put forth all its strength in India and destroyed 
the power of that ambitious ruler. Nelson's capture of Malta 
(nth of September aoo) also secured for the time a sure base 
for British fleets in the Mediterranean. A Russo-Turkish fleet 
wrested Corfu from the French; and the Neapolitan Bourbons. 
emboldened by the news of the battle of the Nile, began hostilities 
with France which preluded the war of the Second Coalition. 
In the domain of science the results of the expedition were of 
unique interest. The discovery of the Rosetta Stone furnished 
the key to Egyptian hieroglyphics; and archaeology, no less 
than the more practical sciences, acknowledges its debt of grati-
tude to the man who first brought the valley of the Nile into close 
touch with the thought of the West. 

Finally, it should be noted that, amid the failure of the national 
alms which the Directory and Bonaparte set forth, his own 
desires received a startlingly complete fulfilment. The war of 
the Second Coalition having brought about the expulsion of 
the French from Italy, the Directors were exposed to a storm 
of indignation in France, not unmixed with contempt; and this 
state of public opinion enabled the young conqueror within a 
month of his landing at Frejus (9th of October 2799) taffy to 
prevail over the Directory and the elective councils of the nation. 
In the spring of 11798 he had judged the pear to be not ripe; 
in Brumaire 5799 it came off almost at a touch. 

In order to understand the sharp swing of the political pendulum 
back from republicanism to autocracy which took place at 
Brumaire, it is needful to remember that the virtual failure of 
the Egyptian Expedition was then unknown. The news of 
Bonaparte's signal victory over the Turkish army at Aboukir 
aroused general rejoicings undimmed by any save the vaguest 
rumours of his reverse at Acre. In the popular imagination he 
seemed to be the only possible guarantor of victory abroad and 
order at home. This was unjust to the many men who were 
working, not without success, to raise the Republic out of its 
many difficulties. Massena's triumph at Zurich (September 
25th-26th, 1799)  paralysed the Second Coalition; and, though 
the Austrians continued to make progress along the Italian 
riviera, the French Republic was in little danger on that side 
so long as it held Switzerland. 

The internal condition of France was also not so desperate 
as has often been represented. True, the Directory seemed on 
the point of collapse; it had been overcome by the popularly 
elected Chambers in the insignificant coup d'etai of so Prairial 
(18th of June) 1799; when Larevelliere-limeaux and Merlin 
were compelled to resign. The retirement of Rewbell a short 
time previously also rid France of a turbulent and corrupt 
administrator. His place was now filled by Sieyes. This ex-
priest, this disillusioned Jacobin and skilful spinner of cobweb 
constitutions, enjoyed for a time the chief reputation in France. 
His oracular reserve, personal honesty and consistency of aim 
had gained him the suffrages of all who hoped to save France 
from the harpies of the Directory and the violent rhetoricians 
of the now reconstituted Jacobin Club. He was known to dis-
approve of the Directory both as an institution in the making of 
which he had had no hand, and of its personnel, with one excep-
tion. This was natural. The new Directors, Gohier and Moulin, 
were honest but incapable and narrow-minded. As for Barras, 
his venality and vices outweighed even his capacity for successful 
intrigue. The fifth Director, Ducos, an ex-Girondin, was sure to 
swim with the stream. Clearly, then, the Directory was doomed. 

It was far otherwise with the Councils. A majority of the 
Ancients was ready to support Sieyes and make drastic changes 
in the constitution; but in the Council of Five Hundred the 
prevalent feeling was democratic or even Jacobinical. The 
aim of Sieyts was to perpetuate the republic, but iii a bureau-
cratic or autocratic form. With this aim in view he sought to 
find a man possessing ability in war and probity in civil affairs, 
who would act as figure-head to his long projected constitution. 
For a time affairs moved as he wished. The Jacobin Club was 
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closed, thanks to the ability of Fondle., the neW minister of 
Police; but the hopes of Sic* were dashed by the death of 
General Joubert, commander of the Army. of Italy, at the 
disastrous battle of Novi (i sth of August). The dearth of ability 
among the generals left in France (Klfber and Desaix were in 
Egypt) was now painfully apparent. Moreau was notoriously 
lethargic in civil affairs. Bernadotte, Jourdan and Augereau 
had compromised themselves by close association with the 
Jacobins. The soldiery had never forgiven Messina his pecula-
tions after the capture of Rome. One name, and one alone, 
leaped to men's thoughts, that of Bonaparte. 

He arrived from Egypt at the psychological moment,and his 
journey from Frejus to Paris resembled a triumphant procession. 
Nevertheless he acted with the utmost caution. A fortnight 
passed before he decided to support Sieyes in effecting • change 
in the constitution; and by then he had captivated all men 
except Bernadotte and a few intransigmetJacobins. Talleyrand, 
Roederer, Combater& and Real were among his special con-
fidants, his brothers Joseph and Lucien also giving useful 
advice. Of the generals, Murat, Berthier, Lannes and Leclerc 
were those who prepared the way for the coup d'Itat. Fouchf, 
pulling the wires through the police, was an invaluable helper. 
The codduct of Banns was known to depend on material 
considerations. 

All being ready, the Ancients on the r8 Brumaire (9th of 
November) decreed the transference of the sessions of both 
Councils to St Cloud, on the plea of a Jacobin plot which 
threatened the peace of Paris. They also placed the troops in 
Paris and its neighbourhood under the command of Bonaparte. 
Thereupon Sieyes and Ducos resigned office. Bann, after a cal-
culating delay, followed suit. Gohier and Moulin, on refusing 
to retire, were placed under a military guard; and General 
Moreau showed his political incapacity by discharging this duty, 
for the benefit of Bonaparte. 

Nevertheless the proceedings of St Cloud on the day following 
bade fair to upset the best-laid schemes of Bonaparte and his 
coadjutors. The Five Hundred, meeting in the Orangerie of 
the palace, had by this time seen through the plot; and, on the 
entrance of the general with four grenadiers, several deputies 
rushed at him„ shook him violently, while others vehemently 
demanded a decree of outlawry against the new Cromwell. He 
himself lost his nerve, stammered, nearly fainted, and was dragged 
out by the soldiers in a state of mental and physical collapse. 
The situation was saved solely by the skill of his brother Lucien, 
tbea president of the Council. He refused to put the vote of 
outlawry, uttered a few passionate words, cast off his official 
robes, declared the session at an end, and made his way out under 
protection of a squad of grenadiers. The coup d'itat seemed to 
have failed. In reality matters now rested with the troops out-
side. Stung to action by some words of Sieyes, Bonaparte 
appealed to the troops of the lide in terms which provoked a 
ready response. Imprecations uttered by Lucien against 
the brigands and traitors in the pay of England decided the 
grenadiers of the Council to march against the deputies whom 
it was their special duty to protect. Drums beat the charge, 
Murat led the way through the corridors of the palace to the 
Orangerie, and levelled bayonets ended the existence of the 
Council. Within the space of ten and a half years from the 
summoning of the States-General at. Versailles ,(May 174), 
parliamentary government fell beneath the sword. 

Lucien now consolidated the work of the soldiery by procuring 
from the Ancients a decree which named Bonaparte, Sieyes and 
Ducos as provisional consuls, while a legislative commission was 
appointed to report on necessary changes in the constitution. 
Lucien also gathered,  together a small group of the younger 
deputies to throw the doak of legality over the events of the 
day. The Rump proceeded to expel sixty-one Jacobins from 
the Council of Five Hundred, adjourned its sessions until the z 9th 
of February iftoo, and appointed a commission of twenty-five 
members with power to act in the meantime. Clearly the success 
of the COMP d'etat of Brumaire was due in the last resort. to Lucien 
Bonaparte. 

The Parisians received the news of the event with joy, be-
lieving that freedom was now at last to be established on a firm 
basis by the man whose name was the synonym for victor" in the 
field and disinterestedness in civil affairs. " People are full of 
mirth" (wrote Madame Reinhard, wife of the minister for 
Foreign Affairs, four days later) " believing that they have 
regained liberty." She added that all the parties except the 
Jacobins were full of confidence; and that the nobles now 
cherished hopes of a reaction, seeing that the reduction of the 
number of rulers from five to three pointed towards monarchy. 
Her comment on this delusion is instinctive. Three consuls 
had been appointed, she remarked, precisely in order that power 
might not be vested in the hands of one man. 

Only by degrees did the events of the roth of Brumaire 
out in their real significance; for the new consuls, installed at 
the Luxemburg palace, and somewhat later at the Tuileries, 
took care that the new constitution, which they along with the 
two commissions were now secretly drawing up, should not be 
promulgated until Paris and France had settled down to the 
ordinary life of pleasure and toil. In the meantime they won 
credit by popular measures such as the abolition of forced leans 
and of the objectionable habit of seizing hostages from the 
districts of the west where the royalist ferment wasstill strongly 
working. 

The feelings of auprise at the clemency and moderation 
with which the victors used their powers predisposed men every.. 
where to accept their constitution. Sieyes now sketched its out-
lines in vaguely republican forms; thereupon Bonaparte freely 
altered them and gave them strongly personal touches. The 
theorist laid before the joint commission his projet, the result of 
five years of cogitation, only to have it ridiculed by the great 
soldier. In one respect alone did it suit him. While restoring 
the principle of universal suffrage, which had been partially 
abrogated in 1795, Sieyes rendered this system of election 
practically a nullity. The voters were to choose one-tenth of 
their number (notabilities of the commune); one-tenth of these 
would form the notabilities of the department; while by a 
similar decimal sifting, the notabilities of the nation wereselected. 
The final and all-important act of selection from among these 
men was, however, to be made by a personage, styled the pro-
damaker-elscreur, who chose all the important functionarks,,and, 
conjointly with the notabilities of the nation, chose the members 
for the Council of State (wielding the chief executive rafters), 
the Tribunate and the Senate. The latter body would, however, 
have the power to,  " absorb " the head of the state if he showed 
signs of ambition. Against this power of absorption Bonaparte 
declaimed vehemently, asserting also that the peedernaleur-
acetate would be .a mere codson d rowan. In vain did Sieyes 
modify his scheme so as to provide for two consuls, one holding 
the chief executive powers for war, the other for peace. This 
division of powers was equally distasteful to Bonaparte; be 
formed a kind of cabal within the joint commission, and there 
intimidated the theorist, with the result already foreseen by the 
latter. Sieyes, conscious that his political mechanism would 
merely winnow the air, until the profoundly able and forceful 
man at his side adapted it to the work of government, relapsed 
into silence; and his resignation of the office of consul, together 
with that of Ducos, was announced as imminent. Bonaparte 
Further brushed aside a Irankly democratic constitution pro-
posed by Daunou, and intimidated his opponents in the joint 
commission by a threat that he would himself draft a constitution 
and propose it to the people in a mass vote. 

This was what really happened. They looked on helplessly 
while he refashioned the scheme of Sieyfs. Keeping the electoral 
machinery almost unchanged (save that the lists of notables 
were tobe permanent) Bonaparte entirely altered the upper parts 
of the constitutional pyramid reared by the philosopher. Improv-
ing upon the procedure of the Convention in Vendemiaire s795. 
Bonaparte procured the nomination of three consuls fis an 
article of Me sew constitution; they were Bonaparte (First 
Consul), Cambacfris and Lebrun. The latter two, uniting with 
the two retiring consuls, Sieyfs and Duces...were to form the 
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tinclens of de crenate and choose, the majority among its full 
complement of sixty members, the minority being thereafter 
chosen by co-optation. To the senate, thus chosen " from 
above," was allotted the important task of supervising the 
constitution, and of selecting, from among the notabilities of 
the nation, the members of the Corps Ligisialif and the Tribunate. 
These two bodies nominally formed the legislature, the Tribunate 
merely discussing the bills sent to it by an important body, the 
Council of State; while the Corps Ligistag, sitting in silence, 
heard them defended by councillors of state and criticized by 
members of the Tribunate; thereupon it passed or rejected 
such proposals by secret voting. Thus, the initiative in law-
making lay with the Council of State; but, as its members were 
all chosen by the First Consul, it is clear that that important 
duty was vented really in him. The executive powers were 
placed almost entirely in his hands, as will be seen by the terms of 
article et which defined his functions: " The First Consul 
promulgates the laws; be appoints and dismisses at will the 
members of the Council of State, the ministers, the ambassadors 
and other leading agents serving abroad, the officers of the army 
and navy, the members of local administrative bodies and the 
commissioners of government attached to the tribunals. He 
names all the judges for criminal and civil cases, other than the 
lutes de Paix (magistrates) and the judges of the Cour de dawdled,' 
without having the power to discharge them."—As for the second 
and third consuls, their functions were. almost entirely con-
sultative and formal, their opposition being recorded, but 
having no further significance against the fiat of the First Consul. 
Bonaparte's powers were subsequently extended in the years 
iltos, 1804 and ilion but it is clear that autocracy was prac-
tically established by his own action in the secret commission 
of 1799. The new constitution was promulgated on the 1 eth of 
December 1799 and in a plebiscite held during January i800 it 
received the support of 3,011,007 voters, only 1562 persons 
voting against it. The fact that the three new consuls had 
entered upon office and set the constitutional machinery in 
motion fully six weeks before the completion of the plebiscite, 
detracts somewhat from the impressiveness of the vox papal 
on that occasion. 

Bonaparte selected his ministers with much skill. They were 
Talleyund, Foreign Affairs; Berthier, War; Abrial, Justice; 
Lucien Bonaparte, Interior; Gaudin, Finance; Forfeit, Navy 
and Colonies. Maret became secretary of state to the consuls. 
Bonaparte's .selection gave general satisfaction, as also did the 
Perused of the Council of State (divided into .five sections for 
the chief spheres of government) and of the other organs of state. 
Many of the furious Terrorists now became quiet and active 
councillors or administrators, the First Consul adopting the plan 
of multiplying " places," of overwhelming all officials with work, 
and of busying the watch-dogs of the Jacobinical party by 
" throwing them bones to gnaw." 

In ore survey of the career of Napoleon, we have now reached 
the time•of the . Consulate (November reg-May 18o4), which 
marks the zenith of his mental powers and creative activity. 
Externally, and in a personal sense, the period falls into two 
parts. The former of these extends to August' when the 
pewees of the First Consul, which had been decreed for ten years, 
were prolonged to the duration of his life. But in another and 
wider sense the Consulate has a well-defined unity; it is the 
time when Franco gained most of her institutions and the essentials 
of her machines",  of government. 

The reader is referred to the article FMK= (Late and hutitutiont) 
for the Information respecting the various codes dating from this 
period, and to the article CONCORDAT for the famous measure 
whereby Napoleon re-established official relations between the state 
and the church in France. More pressing even than that question 
was the regulation of local government. Bon aparte's action in this 
matter was so characteristic as to deserve close attention. Un-
doubtedly the question was one of great importance; for local affairs 
had fallen into chaos. The aim of the constituent assembly in its 
departmental system 6759-I had been to vest local affairs 
ultimately in councils elected universal suffrage, alike in the 
department and in the three smaller areas within it. These councils 
and the executive officers dependent on them soon proved to be un-
able to manage even local affairs efficiently, while they were very  

lax is the collection of the national taxes unwisely entrusted to them. 
Lack of central control over the virtually independent communes 
(over forty thousand in number) led to • sharp rebound under the 
Convention, when all matters of importance were disposed of by 
commissioners appointed by that body. The relations between 
national and local authorities fluctuated considerably during the 
Directory; and it is noteworthy that the constitution of December 
1799 placed local administration merely under the control of ministers 
at Pans. Everything, therefore, portended • change in this sphere, 
but few persons expected a change so drastic as that which Bonaparte 
nowbrought about in the 111011WID of se Pluviike, year VIII. th 
of February i800). Certainly no measure marked more clearly the 
abandonment of democratic ideals. The powers formerly vested in 
elective bodies were now to be wielded by prefects and sub-prefects, 
nominated by the First Consul and responsible to him. The elective 
councils for the department and for the arrondissement (a new area 
which replaced the " districts " of the year 1795) continued to exist, 
but they sat only for a fortnight in the year and had to deal mainly 
with the assessment of taxes for their respective areas. They might 
be consulted by the prefect or sub-prefect;

ghtly powers, 
butthermchael no hold 

over him. The municipal councils had sli 
relating to loans, octrois, fix. But the chief munsci 	officer, the 
mayor, was chosen by the prefect. The police of all townticontanung 
more than 100,000 inhabitants was controlled by the central 
government. 

It is significant that Bonaparte proposed this bill (drafted in the 
Council of State) to the Tribunate and the Corps Ligiskiiif on the 
very day on which it was first certainly known that France had 
accepted the new constitution. The opposition in the Tribunate 
was sharp, but was paralysed by the knowledge of the fact just 
named and by the lack of a free press. The bill passed there by 
71 votes to 25; and in the Corr Ugiskdif by 217 to 68, The 
acquiescence of these bodies in the transition to despotic methods 
predisposed the public to a similar attitude of mind. At, first the 
sharpness of the change was not fully apparent owing to the tactful 
choice of prefects made by the First Consul; but before long their 
very extensive powers were seen to form an important, part of the 
new machinery of autocracy. In this connexion we may note that 
the disturbances, mainly royalist but sometimes Jacobinical, in 
several districts of France enabled Bonaparte to propose the estab-
lishment in the troubled districts of special tribunals for the trial of 
all offences tending to disturb the general peace. Hereagain the 
Tribunate offered a vehement opposition to the measure, and in 
spite of official pressure passed the bill only by a majority of eight. 
Becoming law on 18 Pluvi8se, year IX. (6th of February Viet), it 
enabled the government to supersede the ordinary judicial machinery 
for political offences in no fewer than thirty-two departments. 

Bonaparte signalized his tenure of power by no very important 
developments in the sphere of elementary education. This was left 
to the local authorities, and led to little result. The more advanced 
schools, known as Ecoies amiraies, were reconstituted either as ecoles 
sscotsdairos or as lycies by the law of the both of April am. The 
former of these were designed for the completion of the training of 
the most promising pupils in the communal elementary schools, 
and were left to local control or even to management by private 
individuals. Far more important, however, were the iycess, where 
an excellent education was imparted, fiend-military In form and 
under the control of government. Itrined valuable powers .  of 
patronage by founding 6400 exhibitions bourns) in connexion with 
the fries; 24co of which were reserved or the sons of soldiers and 
government officials. The sun centralising tendency is strongly 
marked is the argammmtioo of the university of France, the gamal 
principle of which was set forth in May i8o6, while the details were 
arranged by that of March the 17th,T8o8. It was designed to control 
all the educational institutions of France, both public and private; 
and it did so with two exceptions, the Museum and the Gage de 
France. The discipline was strict. Fidelity to the emprsor and to 
the teaching of the Roman Catholic doctrine formed part of the aims 
of this comprehensive corporation. Its officers were required to 
obey " the statutes of the teaching body, which have for their object 
uniformity of instruction, and which tend to form for the state 
citizens attached to their. religion, their prince, their country ,and 
their family." These words sufficiently illustrate the omentsally 
political character of the institution. Its organization was com-
pleted by the decree of the 15th of November att. Napoleon's 
ideas on the education of girls may be judged by this extract from 
his speech at the Council of State on the 1st of March 1806: " I 
do not think that we need trouble ourselves with any plan of in-
struction for young females: they cannot be better brought up than 
by their mothers. Public education is not suitable for them, because 
they ate never called upon to set in public. Manners are all in all 
to them, and marriage is all they look to." 

Returning to the period of the Consulate, we notice the founding 
of an institution which al= had Its complete development during 
the Empire, namely, the Legion of Honour (19th of May 1802). 
Napoleon intended it as a protest against the spirit of equality 
which pervaded revolutionary thought. In one respect the new 
institution marked an enormous advance on titles of nobility, which 
had been granted nearly always for warlike exploits, or merely 
as a mark of the favour of the sovereign. The First COmml,•en the 
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other hand, sought to recognise and reward merit in all walks of life. 
Nevertheless his proposal met with strong opposition in the Corps 
Legsstalif and T nate, where members saw that it portended 
a revival of the older distinction. This was so: abolished in 5790 
by the constituent assembly, titles of nobility were virtually restored 
by Napoleon in seed and legally in t8o8. Side by side with them 
there continued to exist the Legion of Honour. It was organized 
in fifteen cohorts, each comprising seven grand officers, twenty com-
manders, thirty officers and 350 legionanes. A stipend, ranging 
from s000 francs ayear to sso francs, was attached to each grade of 
the institution. The benefits attaching to membership and the 
number of the members were increased during the Empire, when the 
average number somewhat exceeded thirty thousa nd. Napoleon's 
aim of bidding for the support of all able men is disagreeably promi-
nent in all details of this institution, which may be looked upon as 
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num snity; and a man puts forth his best powers in proportion to 
his hope. of advancement." 

The success of Bonaparte In reorganising France may be ascribed 
to his determined practicality and to his perception of the needs 
of the average man. Since the death of Mirabesu no one had 
appeared who oc: 

either side.h
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rarely possessed by that usually mediocre creature, the moderate 
man. 

It is time now to notice the chief events which ensured the 
ascendancy of Bonaparte. Military, diplomatic and police affairs 
were skilfully made to conduce to that result. In the first of 
these spheres the victory of Marengo (14th of June 'goo) was of 
special importance, as it consolidated the reputation of Bonaparte 
at a time when republican opposition was gathering strength. As 
Lucien Bonaparte remarked, if Marengo had been lost—and it 
was saved only by Derail and Kellerman—the Bonaparte 
family would have been proscribed. Negotiations for peace now 
followed; but they led to nothing, until Moreau's triumph at 
Hohenlinden (December and, :goo) brought the court of Vienna 
to a state of despair. By the treaty with Austria, signed by 
Joseph Bonaparte at Lungville on the 9th of February aor, 
France regained all that she bad won at Campo Formic), much 
of which had been lost for a time in the war of the Second Coali-
tion. True, she now agreed to recognise the independence of the 
Cisalpine, Ligurian, Helvetic and Batavian (Dutch) republics; 
but the masterful acquisitiveness of the First Consul and the 
weak conduct of Austrian and British affairs at that time soon 
made that clause of the treaty a dead letter. Bonaparte mean-
while, by dexterous behaviour to Paul I. of Russia, had won 
the friendship of that potentate, whose resentment against his 
former allies, Austria and England, facilitated a re-grouping of 
the Powers. The new Franco-Russian entente helped on the 
formation of the Armed Neutrality League and led to the con-
coction of schemes for the driving of the British from India. 
But these undertakings were thwarted in March-April thot by 
the murder of the tsar Paul and by Nelson's victory at Copen-
hagen. The advent of the more peaceful and Anglophile tsar, 
Alexander I. (q.v.), brought about the dissolution of the League, 
and the abandonment of the oriental schemes which Bonaparte 
had so closely at heart. Another disappointment betel him in the 
same quarter, the surrender of the French forces in Egypt to 
the British expedition commanded first by General Abercromby 
and afterwards by General John Hely-Hutchinson (3oth of 
August zgor). 

These events disposed both Bonaparte and the British cabinet 
towards peace. He was all powerful on land, they on the sea; 
and for the present each was powerless to harm the other. 
Bonaparte in particular discerned the advantages which peace 
would bring in the consolidation of his position. The beginning 
of negotiations had been somewhat facilitated by the resignation 
of Pitt (4th of February Ara) and the advent to office of Henry 
Addington. Bonaparte, perceiving the weakness of Addington, 
both as a man and as a minister, pressed him hard; and both the 
Preliminaries of Peace, concluded at London on the 1st of October 
tilot, and the terms of the treaty of Amiens (17th of March rgoz) 
were such as to spread through the United Kingdom • feeling of 
annoyance. In everything which related to the continent of 
Europe and to the resumption of trade relations between Great 
Britain and France. Bonaparte bad his way; and he abated  

his deniands only ih a few questions relating to India and New. 
foundland. 

The terms of the treaty of Ainiens may be thus summarized: 
Great Britain restored to France the colonialPossessions (almost 
the whole of the French colonial empire) conquered in the late 
war. Of their many maritime conquests the British retained 
only the Spanish island of Trinidad and the Dutch settlements 
in Ceylon. Their other conquests at the expense of these allies 
of France were restored to them, including the Cape of Good 
Hope to the Dutch. France recognized the integrity of the 
Turkish Empire and promised an indemnity to the House of 
Orange exiled from the Batavian (Dutch) Republic since 1794. 
She further agreed to evacuate the papal states, Taranto and 
other towns in the Mediterranean coasts which she had occupied. 
The independence of the Ionian Isles (now reconstituted as the 
Republic of the Seven Islands) was guaranteed. As to Malta, 
the United Kingdom was to restore it to the order of St John 
(its possessors previous to x701) when the Great Powers bad 
guaranteed its independence. It was to receive & Neapolitan 
garrison for a year, and, if necessary, for a logger time.. 

No event in the life of Bonaparte was more auspicious than the 
conclusion of this highly advantageous bargain. By retaining 
nearly all the continental conquests of France, and by recovering 
every one of those which the British had made at her. expense 
beyond the seas, he achieved a feat which was far beyond the 
powers even of Louis XIV. The gratitude of the French for 
this triumph found expression in a proposal, emanating from the 
Tribunate, that the First Consul should receive a pledge of the 
gratitude of the nation. When referred to the senate, the 
matter underwent secret manipulation, largely through the in-
fluence of Cambacerls; but the republican instinct even in the 
senate was sufficiently strong to thwart the intrigues of the second 
consul; and that body on the 8th of May merely re-elected 
Bonaparte for a second term of ten years after the expiration 
of the first decennial term for which he was chosen. This fell 
far short of his desires, and he now dexterously referred the 
whole question to the nation at large. The Coning of State, 
acting on a suggestion made by Cambacetts, now intervened with 
telling effect. It altered the wording of the senatorial proposal 
in such a way that the nation was asked to vote on the question: 
" Is Napoleon Bonaparte to be made Consul for Life?" France 
responded by an overwhelming affirmative, 3,56803  votes being 
cast for the proposal and only 8374 against it. 

Napoleon (who now used his Christian name instead of the 
surname Bonaparte) thereupon sent proposals for various changes 
in the constitution, which were at once registered by the obsequious 
Council of State and the Senate on the 4th of August (th Ther-
midor) thoz. Besides holding his powers for life, he now gained 
the right of nominating his successor. He alone could rattly 
treaties of peace and alliance, and on his nomination fifty-four 
senators were added to the senate, which thereafter numbered 
one hundred and twenty members appointed by him alone. 
This body received the right of deciding by senates cessielta all 
questions not provided for by the constitution; the Corps 
Ligislalif and Tribunate might also thenceforth be dissolved at 
its bidding. In short, the First Consul now became the irre-
sponsible ruler of France, governing the country through the 
ministry, the Council of State and the Senate. As for the 
chambers, based avowedly on universal suffrage, their existence 
thenceforth was ornamental or sepulchral. The constitutional 
changes of August !got, initiated solely by Bonaparte, made 
France an absolute monarchy. The name of Empire was not 
adopted until nearly two years later; but the change then 
brought about was scarcely more than titular. 

Id order to understand the utter inability of the old republican 
party to withstand these changes, it is needful to retrace cur steps 
and consider the skilful use made by Bonaparte of plots and disturb-
ances as they occurred. As was natural, when be sought to steer a 
middle course between the Scylla of royalism and the Charybdis of 
Jacobinism, disturbances were to be expected on both sides of the 
consular ship of state. The first of these was an unimportant affair. 
probably nursed by the agents provocateurs of Fouche's ubiquitous 
police. It purported to be an undertaking entered into by a few 
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Pembina, among then Arias, a Corsican, for the murder of Bona- 

rte at the opera. Ardna and his supposed accomplice were arrested 
(loth of October tiloo); and that was virtually the beginning and 
the end of the plot. Far more serious was the danger to be appre-
hended from the royalists. Enraged by Bonaparte's contemptuous 
refusal toencourage the return of " Louis XVIII." to his own, the 
royal ists began to comass the eaf the man whom the had at 
first naively looked on as a potential
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Their chief man of action was a sturdy Breton peasant, Georges 
Cadoudal, whose seal and courage served to bring to a bead plans 
long talked over by the confidants of the Comte d'Artois (tbe future 
Charles X. of France) in London. The outcome of it was the des-
patch of some five or six Chouan desperadoes to Paris, three of whom 
exploded an infernal machine close to Bonaparte's carnage in the 
narrow streets near the Tuileries (3rd Nivose [24th of December] 
1800. Bonaparte and Josephine escaped uninjured, but several 
bystanders were killed or wounded. Napoleon's vengeance at once 
took a strongly practical turn. Despite the evidence which Fouche 
and others brought forward to incriminate the royalists, the First 
Consul persisted in attributing the outrage to the Jacobins, had a 
list of suspects drawn up, and caused the Council of State to declare 
that a special precautionary measure was necessary. The measure 
proved to be the deportation of the leading Jacobins; and a cloak 
of legality was cast over this extraordinary proceeding by a special 
decree of the senate (avowedly the guardian of the constitution) 
that this act of the government was pi " measure tending to preserve 
the constitution "h of January 0801). The body tharged with 
the guarding of the constitution was thus brought by Bonaparte 
to justify its violation; and a way was thus opened for the legalising 
of further irregularities. For the present the connivance of the 
senate at his map d'eat of Nivbee led to the deportation of one 
hundred and thirty Jacobins; some were interned in the islands of 
the Bay of Biscay, while fifty were sent to the tropical colonies of 
France, whence few of them ever returned. It is to be observed that, 
before the punishment was inflicted, evidence was forthcoming which 
brought home the outrage of Nivilse to the royalists; but this was 
all one to Bonaparte; his aim was to destroy the Jacobin party, 
and it never iwovered from the blow. The party which had set up 
the Committee of Public Safety was now struck down by the very 
man who through the Directory inherited by direct lineal descent 
the dictatorial powers instituted in the spring of 1793 for the salva-
tion of the republic. It remains to add that the suspects in the plot 
of October 1800 were now guillotined (31st of January Ohm), and 
that two of the plotters closely connected with the affair of Niv8se 
were also executed (21st of April). The institution of the special 
tribunals (already related to), which enabled Bonaparte to supersede 
local government in thirty-two of the departments, was another 
outcome of the bomb conspiracy. 

Far more lenient was Bonaparte's conduct towards a knot of dis-
contented officers who, in April-May 1802, framed a clumsy plot, 
known as the "Plot of the Placards," for arousing the soldiery 
against him. He disgraced or imprisoned the ringleaders, ordered 
Bernadotte (perhaps the fouatain head of the whole affair) to take 
the waters at Plombieres and drove from office FouchE, who had 
sought to screen the real offenders by impugning the royalists. 

Bonaparte's action in the years i800-1802 allowed that he feared 
the old republican party far more than the royalists. In April 1802 
he procured the passing of a senahu cow:Ileum granting Increased 
facilities for the return of the bnigrEr; with few exceptions they were 
allowed to return, provided that it was before the 23rd of September 
1802, and, after swearing to obey the new constitution, they entered 
into possession of their lands which had not been alienated; but 
barriers were raised against the recovery of their confiscated lands. 
Very many accepted these terms, rallied to the First Consul with 
more or less sincerity; and their return to France to strengthen 
the conservative elements in French society. The promulgation of 
the Concordat (18th of April Oka) and the institution of what was 
in all but name a state religion tended strongly in the same direction, 
the authority of the priests being generally used in support of the 
man to whom•Chlteaubriand applied the epithet "restorer of the 
altars." Nevertheless, despite Bonaparte's marvellous skill in 
rallying moderate men of all patties to his side, there remained 
an unconvinced and desperate minority, whose clumsy procedure 
enabled the great engineer to hoist them with their own petard 
and to raise himself to the imperial dignity. But before referring 
to this last proof of the Machiavellian skill of the great Corsican in 
dealing with plots, it is needful to notice the events which brought 
him into collision with the British nation. 

The treaty of Amiens had contained genus which ensured its 
dissolution at no distant date; but even more serious was the 
conduct of Bonaparte after the conclusion of peace. He carried 
matters with so high a had in the affairs of Holland, Switzerland 
and Italy as seriously to diminish the outlets for British trade in 
Europe. His action in the matters just named, as also in the 
complex affair of the secularization of clerical domains in 
Germany (February do3), belongs properly to the history of 
those countries; but we may here note that, even before the  

signature of the peace of Amiens (s7th of Mardi dot), he had 
effected changes in the constitution of the Batavian (Dutch) 
republic, which placed power in the hands of the French party 
and enabled him to keep French troops in the chief Dutch 
fortresses, despite the recently signed treaty of Lundville which 
guaranteed the independence of that republic. His treatment 
of the Italians was equally high-handed. In September dor he 
bestowed on the Cisalpine republic a constitution modelled an 
that of France. Next, he summoned the chief men of the Franco-
phile party in that republic to Lyons in the early days of 18ot, 
in order to arrange with them the appointment of the chiefs of 
the executive. It soon appeared that the real aim of the meeting 
was to make Bonaparte president. He let it be known that 
he strongly disapproved of their proposal to elect Count Melzi, 
the Italian statesman most suitable for the post; and a hint 
given by Talleyrand showed the reason for his disapproval. 
The deputies thereupon elected Bonaparte. As for the neighbour-
ing land, Piedmont, it was already French in all but name. On 
the tut of April dor he issued a decree which constituted 
Piedmont as a military district dependent on France; for 
various reasons he postponed the final act of incorporation to 
the ust of September 1802. The Genoese republic a little earlier 
underwent at his band changes which made its doge all-powerful 
in local affairs, but a mere puppet in the hands of Bonaparte. 
In central Italy the influence of the First Consul was paramount; 
for in dor be transformed the grand duchy of Tuscany into the 
kingdom of Etruria for the duke of Parma; and, seeing that that 
promotion added lustre to the fortunes of the duchess of Puma 
(a Spanish infanta), Spain consented lamely enough to the cession 
of Louisiana to France. The effect of these extraordinary 
changes, then, was the carrying out of Napoleonic satrapies in 
the north and centre of Italy in a way utterly inconsistent with 
the treaty of Lunt ville; and the weakness with which the courts 
of London and Vienna looked on at these singular events con-
firmed Bonaparte in the belief that he could, do what he would 
with neighbouring states. The policy of the French revolutionists 
had been to surround France with free and allied republics. The 
policy of the First Consul was to transform them into tributaries 
which copied with cbameleonk fidelity the political fashions be 
himself set at Paris. 

Of all these interventions the most justifiable and beneficent, 
perhaps, was that which related to the Swiss cantons. Whether 
his agents did, or did not, pour oil on the flames of civil strife, 
which he thereupon quenched by his Act of Mediation, tech of 
February 1803, is a complex question. The settlement which 
he thereby imposed was in many ways excellent; but it was 
dearly purchased by the complete •ascendancy of Bonaparte 
in all important affairs, and by the claim for the services of a 
considerable contingent of Swiss troops which he thereafter 
rigorously enforced. 

The re-occupation of Switzerland by French troops in October 
dot wrought English opinion to a state of indignation against 
the autocrat who was making conquests more quickly in time 
of peace than he had done by his sword; and the irritation 
increased when, on the 29th of January dim, he publicly stated: 
" It is recognized by Europe that Italy and Holland, as well as 
Switzerland, are at the disposal of France." Another act of 
his at that time made still more strongly for war. On the 30th 
of January he caused the official French paper, the Ifonitegr, 
to publish in exterato a confidential report sent by Coloflel 
Sebastiani describing his so-called commercial mission to the 
Levant. • In it there occurred the threatening phrase: " Six 
thousand French would at present be enough taconquer Egypt.", 
An equally significant hint, that the Ionian Isles might easily 
be regained by France, further helped to open the eyes of the 
purblind Addington ministry to the resolveof Napoleon to make 
the Mediterranean a French lake. Ministers were also deeply 
concerned at the continued occupation of Holland by French 
troops, which made that country and, therefore, the Cape of 
Good Hope, absolutely dependent on France. They accordingly 
resolved not to give up Malta unless Lord Whitworth, the British 
ambassador at. Paris, received s satisfactory explanation" 
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relative to the Sebestiani report. Oapoleon's refugia to give this, 
and his complaint that Great Britain had neglected to comply 
with some of the provisions of the treaty of Amiens, brought 
Anglo-French relations to an acute phase. By great dexterity 
be succeeded in turning public attention almost solely to the 
fact that Britain had not evacuated Malta. This is probably 
the sense in which we may interpret his tirade against Lord 
Whitworth at the diplomatic circle on the 13th of March. While 
not using threats of personal violence, as was generally reported 
at the time, his language was threatening and offensive. Annoyed 
by Whitworth's imperturbable demeanour, be ended with these 
words: " You must respect treaties, then: woe to those who do 
not respect treaties. They shall answer for it to all Europe." 
The news of the strengthening of the British army and navy 
lately announced In the king's speech had perhaps annoyed him; 
but seeing that his outbursts of passion were nearly always the 
result of calculation—he once stated, pointing to his chin, that 
temper only mounted that high with him—phis design, doubtless, 
was to set men everywhere talking about the perfidy of Albion. 
If so, he succeeded. His own violations of the treaties of Lunlville 
and Arnim were overlooked; and in particular men forgot 
that the weakening of the Knights of St John by the recent 
confiscation of their lands in France and Spain, and the pro-
tracted delay of Russia and Prussia to guarantee their tenure 
of power in Malta, furnished England with good reasons for 
!seeping her hold on that Wand. On the 4th of April the 
Addington cabinet made proposals with a view to compensation. 
In return for the great accessions of power to France since the 
treaty of Amiens (Elba, it may be noted, was annexed in August 
raw) Great Britain was to retain Malta for ten years and to 
acquire the small island of Lampedusa in perpetuity. French 
troops were also required to withdraw from Holland and Switzer-
land, and thus fulfil the terms of the treaty of Lunfivale. Despite 
the urgent efforts of Joseph Bonaparte and Talleyrand to bend 
the First Consul, he refused to listen to these propowds. Finally, 
on the yth of May, the British government seat a secret offer 
to withdraw from Malta as soon as the French evacuated Holland. 
To this also Napoledn demurred. The rupture, therefore, took 
place in the middle of May; and on a flimsy pretext the First 
Consul ordered the detention in France of all English persons. 
' The reasons for his annoyance are now well known. It is 
certain that he was preparing to renew the struggle for the 
mastery of the seas and of the Orient, which must break out 
If he held to his present resolve to found a gnat colonial empire. 
But he needed tinte:n order to build a navy and to prepare for 
the execution of the schemes for the overthrow of the British 
power to India, which be had lately outlined to General Dawn, 
the new governor of the French possessions in that land. The 
sailing of Dawn's squadron early in March 1803 had alarmed 
the British ministers and doubtless confirmed their resolve to 
have the question of peace or war settled speedily. Whitworth 
also warned them on the soh of April that " the chief motives 
for delay are that they (the French) are totally unprepared for a 
naval war." This was quite correct. Napoleon wished to post-
pone the rupture for fully eighteen months, as is shown by his 
secret instructions to Decaen. The British government did not 
know the whole truth; but, knowing the character of Napoleon, 
it saw that peace was as dangeross as war. In any case, it sent 
the proposals of the 4th of April in order to test the sincerity of 
his recent offer of compensation to England. He refused them, 
mainly, it would seem, because be could not believe that the 
Addington ministry could be firm; and in his rage at the dis-
covery of his error he revenged himself ignobly on British 
tourists and traders in France. 

He now threw all his energies into the task of marshalling the 
forces of France and his vassal states fdr the overthrow of 
"'perfidious Albion." Naval preparations went on apace at 
all the dockyards, and numbers of fiat-bottomed boats were 
built or repaired at the northern harbours. Disregarding the 
neutrality of the Germanic System, Napoleon sent a strong 
French corps to overrun Hanover, while he despatched General 
Oeuvion St Cyr to occupy Taranto and other dominating  

positions in the south-east of the kingdoni of Naples. Exactions 
at the expense of Hanover and Naples helped to lighten the 
burdens of French finance; Napoleon's sale of Louisiana to 
the United States early in thoy for 6o,000,000 francs brought 
further relief to the French treasury; and by pressing hard on 
his ally, Spain, he compelled her to exchange the armed help 
which he had a right to claim, for an annual subsidy of £z,88o,000. 
Through Spain he then threatened Portugal with extinction 
unless she too paid a heavy subsidy, a demand with which the 
court of Lisbon was fain to comply. 

Thus the first months of the war served to differentiate the 
two belligerents. England made short work of the French 
squadrons and colonies, particularly in the West Indies, while 
Napoleon became more than ever the master of central and 
southern Europe. The whole course of the war was to emphasize 
this distinction between the Sea Power and the Land Power; 
and in this fact lay the source of Napoleon's ascendancy in France 
and neighbouring lands, as also of his final overthrow. 

Napoleon's utter disregard of the neutrality of neighbouring 
states was soon to be revealed in the course of a royalist plot 
which helped him to the imperial title. Georges Cadoudal, 
General Pichegru and other devoted royalists had concocted 
with the comte d'Artois (afterwards Charles X. of .France) in 
London a scheme for the kidnapping (or more probably the 
murder) of the First Consul. The French police certainly knew 
of the plot, allowed the conspirators to come to Paris, arrested 
them there, and also on the 16th of February Igoe General 
Moreau, with whom Pichegru had two or three secret conferences. 
This was much; for Moreau, though indolent and incapable in 
political affairs, was still Immensely popular in the army (always 
more republican than the civilians) and might conceivably bead 
a republican movement against the autocrat. But tar more was 
to follow. Failing through his police to lure the comte d'Artols 
to land In Normandy, Napoleon pounced on a scion of the House 
of Bourbon who was within his reach. The young due d'Enghien 
was then residing at Ettenheim in Baden near the bank of the 
Rhine. He had served in the army of his grandfather, the prince 
of Conde, during the recent war; and Bonaparte believed for 
a time that he was an accomplice to the Cadoudal-Pichegru plot: 
He therefore sent orders to have him seized by French soldiers 
and brought to Vincennes near Paris. The order was skilfully 
obeyed, and the prince was hurried before a court-martial hastily 
summoned at that castle. Before they passed the verdict, 
Napoleon came to see that his victim was innocent of any 
participation in the plot. Nevertheless he was executed (ant 
of March 18o4). It is. noteworthy that though Napoleon at 
times sought to shift the responsibility for this deed on Talleyrand 
or Savary, yet during his voyage to St Helena, as also in his will, 
he frankly avowed his responsibility for it and asserted that in 
the like circumstances he would do the same again. 

The horror aroused by this crime did not long deaden thefeeling, 
at least in official circles, that something must be done to intro-
duce the principle of heredity, as the surest mans of counteract-
ing the aims of conspirators. The senate; as usual, took the 
lead In suggesting some such change in the constitution; and 
it besought Napoleon " to complete his'work by rendering it, like 
his glory, immortal." Other official addresses of the same 
general tenour flowed in; and even the tribunate showed its 
docility by proposing that the imperial dignity should be declared 
hereditary in the family of Bonaparte (3rd of May). Napoleon 
thereupon invited the senate to" make known to him its thoughts 
completely." The senate and the tribunate each appointed a 
commission to deal with the matter, with the result which every 
one foresaw. Carrot alone in the tribunate protested against 
the measure. The other councils adopted it almost unanimously. 
The Sessius Cossuihns of the 18th of May Igoe awarded to 
Napoleon the title of emperor, the succession (in case he had no 
heir) devolving in turn upon- the descendants of Joseph and 
Louis Bonaparte (Lucien and Jerome were for the present ex-
chided from the succession owing to their having contracted 
marriages displeasing to Napoleon). In a plibisties taken on the 
subject of the imperial title and the law of succanion,,there were 
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gayeaso effirmative votes and only sexy negallval. /a this vote 
lay the justification of the acts of the First Consul and the pledge 
foe the greatness of the emperor Napoleon. The republicans 
in nearly every case voted for him: and it is siamificant of the 
curious trend of French thought that the new imperial con-
stitution of the rilth of May au opened with the words: 
" The government of the Republic is confided to an emperor, 
who takes the title Emperor of the French." 

The changes brought about by this constitution were mainly 
titular. Napoleon's powers as First Consul for Life were so wide 
as to render much extension both superfluous and immMble: but 
we 	note here that the senate now gained a furt her accession 
of 	• at the expense of the two legislative bodies: and 
practically 	don rested with the emperor, who sent his decrees 
to the senate to be registered as sena= cos:Nita. Napoleon's chief 
aversion. the tribunate, was also divided into three =dons, dealing 
with legislation, home affairs and finance—a division'which preluded 
its entire suppeession in 18o7. More important were the titular 
changes Napolem. as we have seen, did not venture to create an 
order of nobility until tho8, but he at once established an imperial 
hierarchy. First came the French prinCes, namely, the brothers of 
the emperor ; six grand imperialdignities were also instituted, via. 
those of the hand grand 	aleph Bonaparte), arch-chancellor of the 
empire (Carabacered, 	 of state (Engine de Beau- 
harnais). arch-treasurer (Lebrun), constable (Lo 	Bonaparte), 
grand admiral (Murat). These six formed the emperor's grand 
council. Next came the marshals, namely, Berthier, Murat, Massena, 
Augerant, Lamm Jourdan, Nay,  Soak.  Brunei Devout, Baal/Inc 
Money, Mortar and Bernadotte. Four itenerale•qCellermann, 
Lefebvre. Mignon, Serruria—received the titles of honorary 
marshals. Next came dignities of a slightly tower rank, such as 
danced grand almoner (Fesch), grand marshal of the palace (luroc), 
rand chamberlain (Taney's rid) grand roaster of the hone (Caulain- 

won), grand huntsman Wanner). gralad master of ceremonies 
(Segur). These with a host of lesser dignities built up the imperial 
hierarchy and enabled the court quickly to develop on the lines of 
the old monarchy, so far as rules of etiquette and self-conscious 
efforts could reproduce  the courtly traces of the amiss Mem& 

Meanwhae Napoleon wan triumplung over the last of the nepublican 
generals. Moreau's trial for treason promised to end with an ac-
quittal; but the emperor brought severe pressure to bear on the 
fudges ((oneoneof whom he dismissed), with the result that the general 
was guilty of participating in the royalist plot. Thereupon 
Napoleon, in order to grace the new retina by an act of clemency, 

haetl
Moreau, it being understood that he must leave France. 

edimmediately for the United States. Sentence of death was 
mimed on the royalist conspirators. On Joszkine's eats:Ades, the 
emperor mounused the sentence for eight of well-connected men 
among them; Cadoudel and others of lower extraction were executed 
on the 2.01a of June. The brave Breton peasant thus summed up 
the results of his plot: " We meant to give France a king and we 
have given her an emperor." The ma was literally true. Victories 
is the field were not more effective in 	• Napoleon's 
power than were his own comps d'dka and the sir 	y skilful use 
which he made of conspiracies directed against hun. He showed his 
sense of the value of Fouches services in exploiting the royalist 
plot .of t 8or 8o4 by reconstituting the ministry of police and bestow- 
ing upon him. Thenceforth plots were few. Would-be plotters 
remained quiet from sheer terror of his power and ability, or from a 
conviction that conspiracies redounded to his advantage. 

Napoleon was now able by degrees to dispense with all re-
publican forms (the last to go was the Republican Calendar, 
which ceased on the rat of January :8o6), and the scene at the 
coronation in Notre Dame on the and of December IS% was 
frankly imperial in splendour and in the egotism which led 
Napoleon to wave aside the pope, Pius VII., at the supreme 
moment and crown himself. It is worthy of note that Josephine 
then won a triumph over Joseph Bonaparte and his sisters, 
who bad been intriguing to effect a divorce. Napoleon, though 
be did not bar the door absolutely against such a proceeding, 
granted her her heart!, desire by secretly going through a religious 
ceremony on the evening before the coronation. It was performed 
by Foch, now a cardinal; but Napoleon could afterwards urge 
the claim that all the legal formalities had not been complied 
with; and the motive for the marriage may probably be found 
in the refusal of the pope to appear at the coronation unless the 
former civil contract was replaced by the religious rite. 

As happened at every stage of Napoleon's advancement, 
the states tributary to France underwent changes corresponding 
to those occurring at Paris. The most important of these was 
the erection of monarchy in North Italy. The Italian republic 
(formerly the Cnalpine republic) became the kingdom of Italy. 

At first Napoleon desired to endow Joseph, br, on his refund, 
Louis, with the crown of the new kingdom. They, however, 
refused to place themselves out of the line of direct succession 
in France, as Napoleon required, in case they accepted this new 
dignity. Finally, he resolved to take the title himself. The 
obsequious authorities at Milan at once furthered his design by 
sending an address to him, by requesting the establishment of 
royalty, and on the :5th of March :goy by offering the crown to 
him. On the 26th of May he crowned himself in the cathedral 
at Milan .with the iron crown of the old Lombard kings, amidst 
surroundings of the utmost splendour. On the yth of June 
be issued a decree conferring the dignity of viceroy on Engine de 
Beauharnals, his stepson; but everything showed-that Napoleon's 
will was to be law; and the great powers at once saw that 
Napoleon's promise to keep the crowns of France and Italy separate 
was meaningless. The matter was of international importance; 
for by the treaty of Luniville (February riot) he had bound 
himself to respect the independence of the two republics of North 
Italy, the Ciselpine and the Ligurian. The defiance to Austria 
was emphasized when, on the 4th of June, he promised a deputa-
tion from Genoa that he would grant their request (prompted 
by his agents) of incorporating the Genoese (or Ligurian) republic 
in the French empire. In the same month be erected the re-
public of Lucca into a principality for Bacciochi and his consort, 
Elise Bonaparte. 

Theseactions proclaimed so unmistakably Napoleon's in-
tention of making Italy an annexe of France as to convince 
Francis of Austria and Alexander of Russia that war with him 
was inevitable. The tsar, as protector of the Germanic System, 
had already been so annoyed by the seizure of the duc d'Enghien 
on German territory, and by other high-handed actions against 
the Huse cities, as tqt  recall his ambassador from Paris. 
Napoleon showed his indifference to the opinion of the tsar by 
ordering the seizure of the British envoy at Hamburg, Sir George 
Rumbold (24th of October); but set him free on the remonstrance 
of the king of Prussia, with whom he then desired to remain on 
friendly terms. Nevertheless, the general trend of his policy 
was arch as powerfully to help on the formation of the Third 
Coalition against France--s compact which Pitt (whia returned 
to power in May rilos) bad found it very difficult to. arrange. 
Disputes with Russia respecting Malta and the British maritime 
code kept the two states apart for nearly • year; and Austria 
was too timid to move. But Napoleon's actions, especially the 
annexation of Genoa, at last brought the three powers to accord, 
with the general aim of re-establishing the rater eta at* in Ger-
many, Holland, Switzerland and Italy, or, in short, of restoring 
the balance of power which Napoleon had completely upset. 

Military affairs in this period are dealt with under NAPOLEONIC 
CIJAPAIONI; but it may be noted here that during the anxious 
days which Napoleon spent at the camp of Boulogne in the 
second and third weeks of August gas, uncertain whether to 
risk all in an attack on England in case Villeneuve should arrive, 
or to turn the Grand Army against Austria, the only step which 
he took to avert a continental war was• the despatch of General 
Dune to Berlin to offer Hanover to Prussia on consideration of 
her framing a close alliance with France. It was very unlikely 
that that peace-loving Court would take up arms against its 
powerful neighbours on behalf of Napoleon, and his proceedings 
in the previous months had been so recklessly provocative as 
to arouse doubts whether he intended to invade England and 
did not welcome the outbreak of a continental war. But in the 
cue of a man so intensely ambitions, determined and egoistic as 
Napoleon, a decision on this interesting question is hailardous. 
Little reliance can be placed on hie subsequent statements (as, 
for instance, to Metternich in taro) that the huge preparations 
at Boulogne and the long naval campaign of Villeneuve were a 
mere ruse whereby to lure the Aastrians into a premature 
dedarstion of war. It is, however, highly probable that be meant 
to striae at London if naval affairs went well, but that he was 
glad to have at hand as alternative which -would shroud 
maritime failure under military laurels. If so, be succeeded. 
His habit was, as he said, fake sots Skiat en dam loessr, •and he 
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BOW took the second afternative. On or about the nth-nth 
of August be resolved to strike at Austria. He did so with 
masterly skill and swiftness, and the triumphs of Ulm and 
Austerlitz hid from view the disaster of Trafalgar; and the only 
official reference to that crushing defeat was couched in these 
terms: " Storms caused us to lose some ships of the line after • 
fight imprudently engaged " (speech to the Legislature, and of 
March r8o6). 

The glamour of Austerlitz had very naturally dazzled all 
Frenchmen. Its results indeed were not only astounding at the 
time, but were such as to lead up to • new cycle of wars. By 
the peace of Presburg (nth of December Otos) Napoleon com-
pelled Austria to recognize all the recent changes in Italy, and 
further to cede Venetia, Istria and Dalmatia to the new kingdom 
of Italy. The Swabian lands of the Habsburg, went to the South 
German states (allies of Napoleon), while Bavaria also received 
Tirol and Vorialbery. The Electors of Bavaria and Warttem-
berg were recognized as kings. 

Nor was this all. Napoleon pressed almost equally hard upon 
Prussia. That power had been on the point of offering her 
armed mediation in revenge for his violation of her territory of 
Anspach; but she was fain to accept the terms which he offered 
at the sword's point. When modified in February sin, after 
Prussia's demobilization, they comprised the occupation of 
Hanover by Prussia, with the proviso, however, that she should 
exclude British ships and goods from the whole of the north-
west coast of Germany. To this demand (the real commence. 
ment of the " Continental System ") the Berlin government had 
to accede, though at the coat of a naval war with England, and the 
ruin of Its maritime trade. Anspach and Bayreuth were also 
to be banded over to Bavaria, it now being the aim of Napoleon 
to aggrandize the South German primes who had fought on his 
side in the late war. In order to strengthen this compact, be 
arranged a marriage between the daughter of the king of Bavaria 
and Eugene Beauharnais; and be united the daughter of the 
Elector of WUrttemberg in marriage to Jerome Bonaparte, who 
had now divorced his wife, formerly Miss Paterson of Baltimore, 
at his brother's behests. Stephanie de Branham* niece of 
Josephine, was also betrothed to the son of the duke (now grand 
duke) of Baden. By these alliances the new Charlemagne 
seemed to have founded his supremacy in South Germany on 
sure foundations. 

Equally striking was his soccon in Italy. The Bourbons of 
Naples had broken their treaty engagements with Napoleon, 
though in this matter they were perhaps as much sinned against 
as sinning. After Austerlitz the conqueror fulminated against 
them, and sent southwards a strong column which compelled 
an Anglo-Russian force to sail away and brought about the flight 
of the Bourbons to Sicily (February r8o6). This event opened 
a new and curious chapter in the history of Europe, that of the 
fortunes of the Nayolioseides. True to his Corsican instinct of 
attachment to the family, and contempt for legal and dynastic 
claims, be now began to plant his brothers and other relatives 
in what bad been republics established by the French Jacobins. 
Eugene Beauharnais had Iwo established at Milan. Joseph 
Bonaparte was pow advised to take the throne of Naples, and 
without any undue haggling as to terms, for "those who will 
not rise with me shall no longer be of my family. I am making 
a family of kings attached to my federative system." At the 
end of March r8o6 Joseph became king of the Two Sidle,. A 
little later the emperor bestowed the two papal enclaves of 
Benevento and Ponte-Corvo on Talieyrand and Bernadotte 
respectively, an act which emphasized the hostility which bad 
been growing between Napoleon and the papacy. Because 
Plus VII. declined to exclude British goods from the Papal 
States, Napoleon threatened to reduce the pope to the level 
merely of bishop of Rome. He occupied Ancona and seemed 
about to annex the Papal States outright. That doom was 
postponed; but Catholics everywhere saw with pain the harsh 
treatment accorded to a defencelem old man. The wedge 
which the First Consul had gained by the Concordat was now lost 
by the overweening emperor. 

But It was on the banks of the Rhine that the Napoleonic 
system received its most signal developments. The duchy of 
Berg, along with the eastern part of Cleves and other annexes, 
now went to Murat, brother-In-law of Napoleon (March r8o6); 
and that melodramatic soldier at once began to round of his 
eastern boundary in a way highly offensive to Prune. She was 
equally concerned by Napoleon's behaviour in the Dutch Nether-
lands, where her influence used to be supreme. On the 5th of 
June 18o6 the Batavian republic completed its chrysalis-like 
transformations by becoming a kingdom for Louis Bonaparte. 
" Never cease to be a Frenchman " was the pregnant advice 
which he gave to his younger brother in announcing the new 
dignity to hint. In that sentence lay the secret of all the dis-
agreements between the two brothers. Louis resolved to govern 
for the good of his subjects. Napoleon determined that he, like 
all the Bonapartist rulers, should act merely as a Napoleonic 
satrap. They were to be to him what the counts of the marches 
were to Charlemagne, warlike feudatories defending the empire 
or overawing its prospective foes. 

Far more was to follow. On the r 7th of July Napoleon signed 
at Paris a decree that reduced to subservience the Germanic 
System, the chaotic weakness of which he had in t797 foreseen 
to be highly favourable to France. He now grouped together the 
princes of south and central Germany in the Confederation of 
the Rhine, of which be was the protector and practically'the ruler 
in all important affairs. The logical outcome of this proceeding 
appeared on the ist of August, when Napoleon declared that be 
no longer recognized the existence of the Holy Roman Empire. 
The bead of that venerable organism, the emperor hence IL, 
bowed to the inevitable and announced that he thenceforth 
confirmed himself to his functions as Francis L, hereditary emperor 
of Austria, a title which be had taken just two years previously. 
This tame acquiescence of the House of Habsburg in the re-
organization of Germany seemed to set the seal on Napoleon's 
work. He controlled all the lands from the Elbe to the Pyrenees, 
and had Spain and Italy at his beck and call. Power such as this 
was never wielded by his prototype, Charlemagne. 

But now came a series of events which transcended all that 
the mind of man had conceived. As the summer of doe wore 
on, his policy perceptibly hardened. Negotiations with England 
and Russia served to show the extent of his =bides- Sicily 
he was determined to have, and that too despite of all the efforts 
of the Fox-Grenville cabinet to satisfy him in every other direc-
tion. In his belief that be could ensnare the courts of London 
and St Petersburg into separate and proportionately disadvan-
tageous treaties, be overreached himself. The tsar indignantly 
repudiated a treaty which his envoy, Oubril, bad been tricked 
into signing at Paris; and the Fox•Grenville cabinet (as also 
its successor) refused to bargain away Sicily. War, therefore, 
went on. What was more, Prussia, finding that Napoleon had 
secretly offered to the British Hanover (that gilded book by 
which he caught her early in the year), now resolved to avenge 
this, the lest of several insults.. Napoleon was surprised by the 
news of Prussia's mobilisation; he had come to regard her as 
a negligible quantity, and now be found that her unexpected 
sensitiveness on points of honour was about to revivify the 
Third Coalition against France. 

The war which broke out early in October an (sometimes 
known as the war of the Fourth Coalition) ran a course curiously 
like that of teo5 in its main outlines. For Austria we may 
read Primly; for Ulm, Jena-Auerstildt; for the occupation of 
Vienna, that of Berlin; for Austerlitz, Friedland, which again 
disposed of the belated succour given .  by Etude. The parallel 
extends even to the secret negotiations; for, if Austria could 
have been {educed in May t 807 to send anarmy arminst Napoleon's 
communications, his position would ban been fully as dangerous 
as before Austerlitz if Prussia had taken a similar step. Once 
more he triumphed owing to the timidity of the central power 
which had the game in its hands; and the folly which marked 
the Russian tactics at Friedland (reth of June 5807), as at 
Austerlitz, enabled hint to close the campaign In a blase of 
glory sad shiver the coalition in pieces. 
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Now came an opportunity far greater than that which occurred 

after Austerlitz. The Peace of Presburg was merely continental 
That of Tilsit was of world-wide importance. But before refer-
ring to its team we must note an event which indicated the lines 
on which Napoleon's policy would advance. After occupying 
the Prussian capital he launched against England the famous 
Berlin Decree (out of November ISM), declaring her coasts 
to be in a state of blockade, and prohibiting all commerce with 
them. No ship coming thence was to be admitted into French 
or allied harbours; ships .tzansgressing the decree were to be 
good prize of war; and British subjects were liable to imprison-
ment if found in French or allied territories. This decree is 
often called the basis of the Continental System, whereby 
Napoleon proposed to ruin England by ruining her commerce. 
But even before Trafalgar be had begun to strike at that most 
vulnerable form of wealth, as the Jacobins had done before him. 
Nelson's crowning triumph rendered impossible for the present 
all other means of attack on those elusive foes; and Napoleon's 
sense of the Importance of that battle may be gauged, not by 
his public utterances on the subject, but by his persistence in 
fordng Prussia to close Hanover and the whole coastline of 
north-west Germany against Beitish goods. That proceeding, 
in February s8o6, constitutes the basis of the Continental 
System. The Berlin Decree gave it a wide extension. By 
the mighty blow of Friedland and the astonishing diplomatic 
triumph of Tilsit, the conqueror hoped speedily to overwhelm 
the Wanders beneath the mass of the world's opposition. 
Napoleon at Tilsit resembles Polyphemus seeking to destroy 
Ulysses. The crags which he flung at Britannia did indeed 
graze the stern and graze the prow of her craft. 

The triumph won at Friedland marks in several respects the 
climax of Napoleon's career. The opportunity was unique- 
and he now put forth his utmost endeavours to win over to his 
side the conquered but still formidable tsar. In their first inter-
view, held on a raft in the middle of the river Niemen at Tilsit 
oa the nth */ June, the French emperor, by his mingled strength 
and suppleness of intellect, gained an easy mastery over the 
impressionable young potentate. Partly from fear of a national 
Polish rising which Napoleon held in reserve as a last means of 
coercion, and partly from a subtle resolve to use the French 
alliance as • means of securing rich domains at the expense of 
Turkey, Prussia, Sweden and England, Alexander decided to 
throw over his allies, Prussia and England, and to seize the 
spoils to which the conqueror pointed as the natural sequel of 
a Franco-Russian alliance. Napoleon, therefore, had Prussia 
completely at his mercy; and his conditions to that power bore 
witness to the fact. The prayers of Queen Louisa of Prussia 
failed to bend him from his resolve. He refused even to grant 
her tearful request for Magdeburg. At a later time he reproached 
himself for not having dethroned the Hobenzollerns outright; 
but it is now known that Alexander would have forbidden this 
step, and that be dissuaded Napoleon from withdrawing Silesia 
from the control of the House of Hohenzollern. Even so, Prussia 
was bereft of half of her territories; those west of the river 
Elbe went to swell the domains of Napoleon's vassals or to form 
the new kingdom of Westphalia for Jerome Bonaparte; while 
the spoils which the House of Hohenzollern had won from Poland 
ft the second and third partitions were now to form the duchy 
of Warsaw, ruled over by Napoleon's ally, the elector (now 
king) of Saxony. Danzig became nominally a free city, but was 
to be occupied by a French garrison until the peace. The tsar 
acquired a frontier district from Prussia, recognized the changes 
brought about by Napoleon in Germany and Italy, and agreed 
by a secret article that the Cattam district on the east coast of 
the Adriatic should go to France. Equally important was the 
secret treaty of alliance between France and Russia signed on 
that same day. By it Napoleon brought the tsar to agree to 
make war on England in case that power did not accept the 
bar's mediation for the conclusion of a general peace. Failing 
the arrival of a favorsable reply from London by the sat of 
December sew, the tsar would help Napoleon to compel 
Dumas& Sweden and Portugal to close their ports against, and  

make war on, Great Britain. Napoleon also promised to mediate 
between Russia and Turkey in the interests of the former, 
and (in case the Porte refused to accept the proffered terms) 
to help Russia to drive the Turks from Europe, "the city of 
Constantinople and the province of Battelle alone excepted." 
This enterprise and the acquisition of Finland from Sweden, 
which Napoleon also dangled before the eyes of the tsar, formed 
the bait which brought that potentate into Napoleon's Continental 
System. Both Russia and Prussia now agreed rigorously to 
exclude British ships and goods from their dominions. 

The terms last named indicate the nature of the aims which 
Napoleon bad in view at Tilsit. That compact was not, as has 
often been assumed, merely the means of assuring to Napoleon 
the mastery of the continent and the control of • cohort of kings. 
That eminence he enjoyed before the collision with Prussia 
in the autumn of z8o6; and be frequently, and no doubt sincerely, 
expressed contempt of conquests dans cede vicille Europe. 
The three coalitions against France bad not produced a single 
warrior worthy of his steel. Tice treaty of Tilsit may more 
reasonably be looked on as an expedient for piling up enormous 
political resources with a view to the coercion of Great Britain. 
If that end could not be achieved by massing the continental 
states against her in a solid phalanx of commercial war, then 
Napoleon intended to ensure her ruin by that other enterprise 
which be had in view early in 5798 (see his letter of the 23rd of 
February r7e8), namely the conquest of the Orient. An expedi- 
tion against India had recently occupied his thoughts, as may 
be seen by the instructions which be issued on the roth of May 
:Boy to General Gardane for his mission to Persia. The Orient 
was, indeed, ever the magnet which attracted him most; and his 
hostility to England may be attributed to his perception that 
she alone stood in the way of his most cherished schemes. The 
treaty of Tilsit, then, far from being merely a European event, 
was an event of the first importance in what may be termed 
the Well-politik of Napoleon. His confidence that his .vastly 
enhanced powers would enable him first to coerce, and there- 
after to overthrow, the British empire may be Illustrated by his 
allowing the appearance in 1807 of an official atlas of Australia 
in which about one-third of that continent Agues as "Tetra 
Napoleon." 

As usually happened in this strife of the land power and the 
sea power, Napoleon's •continental policy attained an almost 
complete success, while the naval and oriental scheme* which 
be bad more nearly at heart utterly miscarried. The continent 
accepted the new development of his System. After some 
diplomatic fencing Russia and Prussia broke with England 
and entered upon what was, officially at begot state of war 
with her. Further, owing to the carelessness of the Prussian 
negotiator, Napoleon was able to require the exaction of im-
possibly large sums from that exhausted land, and therefore 
to keep his troops in her chief fortresses. The duchy of Warsaw 
and the fortress of Danzig formed new outworks of his power 
and enabled him to overawe Russia. In home affairs as in 
foreign affairs his actions bespoke the master. On returning 
from Tilsit to Paris he relieved Talleyrand of the ministry of 
foreign affairs, softening the fall by creating him a grand 
dignitary of the empire. The more subservient Cbampagny 
now became what was Virtually the chief clerk in the French 
foreign office; and other •changes placed in high station men 
who were remarkable for docility rather than originality and 
power. Napoleon also suppressed the Tribunate; and in the 
year reo8 instituted an order of nobility. During the course 
of a tour in Italy in December 18o7 be gave a sharp turn to that 
world-compelling screw, the Continental System. By the Milan 
Decree of the z 7th of December am, be ordained that every 
ship which submitted to the right of search now claimed by 
Great Britain would be considered a lawful prise. The imperious 
terms in which this decree was couched and its misleading 
reference to. the British maritime code showed that Napoleon 
believed in. the imminent collapse of his sole remaining enemy. 
This was natural. Britain, it was true, acting on the initiative 
of George Canning, had seised the Danish flat, thus forestalling 
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an action which Napoleon certainly contemplated; but on the 
other hand Denmark now allied herself with him; and while 
in Lombardy he beard of the triumphant entry of his troops 
into Lisbon—an event which seemed to prelude his domination 
in the Iberian Peninsula and thereafter in the Mediterranean. 

The occupation of Lisbon, which led on to Napoleon's inter-
vention in Spanish affairs, resulted naturally from the treaty 
of Tilsit. The coercion of England's oldest ally had long been 
one of Napoleon's most cherished aims, and was expressly pro-
vided for in that compact. To this scheme he turned with a 
zeal whetted by consciousness of his failure respecting the Danish 
fleet. On the 27th of October 1807 he signed with a Spanish 
envoy at Fontainebleau a secret convention with a view to the 
partitioning of Portugal between France and Spain. Another 
convention of the same date allowed him to send 28,000 French 
troops into Spain for the occupation of Portugal, an enterprise 
in which a large Spanish force was to help them; 40,000 French 
troops were to be cantonned at Bayonne to support the first 
corps. Seeing that Godoy, the all-powerful minister at Madrid, 
had given mortal offence to Napoleon early in the Prussian 
campaign of r8o6 by calling on Spain to arm on behalf of her 
independence, it passes belief how he could have placed his 
country at the mercy of Napoleon at the end of the year 5807. 
The emperor, however, successfully gilded the hook by awarding 
Algarve, the southern province of Portugal, to Godoy. The north 
of Portugal was to go to the widow of the king of Etruria (p. 
Spanish Infanta); her realm now passing into the hands of 
Napoleon. Thus Portugal in 1807, like Venice in 5797, was to 
provide the means for widely extending the operations of his 
statecraft. 

The natural result followed. Portugal was easily overrun 
by the allies; but Junot's utmost efforts failed to secure the 
Portuguese Beet, which, under the protection of a British 
squadron, sailed away to Brazil with the royal family, the 
ministers and chief grandees of the realm. In other respects 
all went well. The French reinforcements which entered 
Spain managed to secure some of the strongholds of the northern 
provinces; and the disgraceful feuds in the royal family left 
the country practically at the emperor's minty. 

The situation was such as to tempt Napoleon on to an under-
taking on which he bad probably set his heart in the autumn 
of :806, that of dethroning the Spanish Bourbons and of replacing 
them by a Bonaparte. Looking at the surface of the life of 
Spain, he might well believe in its decay. The king, Charles IV., 
looked on helplessly at the ruin wrought by the subservience of 
his kingdom to France since x70, and he was seemingly blind 
to the criminal intrigues between his queen and the prime minister 
Godoy. His senile spite vented itself on his son Ferdinand, 
whose opposition to the all-powerful favourite procured for him 
hatred at the palace and esteem everywhere else. Latterly 
the prince had fallen into disgrace for proposing, without the 
knowledge of Charles IV., to ally himself with a Bonaparte 
princess. Here, then, were all the conditions which favoured 
Napoleon's intervention. He allowed the prince to hope for 
such a union, and thus enhanced the popularity, of the French 
party at Madrid. Godoy, having the prospect of the Algarve 
before him, likewise offered no opposition to the advance of 
Napoleon's troops to the capital; and so it came about that 
Murat, named by Napoleon his Lieutenant In Spain, was able 
to enter Madrid in force and without opposition from that 
usually clannish populace. The course of events, and especially 
the anger of the people, now began to terrify Charles IV., the 
queen and Godoy. They prepared for Bight to America—a 
step which Napoleon took. are to prevent; and a popular 
outbreak at Aranjuez decided the king then and there to abdicate 
(loth of March i8o8). Murk, now acting very wanly in the 
hope of gaining the crown of Spain for himself, refused to 
recognize this act as binding, still more so the accession of 
Ferdinand VII. Charles thereupon declared his abdication to 
have been made under duress, and therefore null and void. 
The young king, still hoping for Napoleon's favour, now responded 
to the suggestion, forwarded by Savary, that an interview with  

the emperor would clear up the situation. The same -prospect 
was held out to Charles IV., the queen and Godoy, with the 
result that the rivals for the throne proceeded to the north of 
Spain to meet the arbiter of their destinies. Napoleon journeyed 
to Bayonne and remained there. The claimants, each not know- , 

 lug of the movements of the other, crossed the Pyrenees, and 
Ferdinand on his arrival at Bayonne found himself to be virtually 
a prisoner in the hands of the emperor. Napoleon had little 
difficulty in disposing of the father, whose rage against his son 
blunted his senses in every other direction. As for Ferdinand, 
the emperor, on hearing the news of • rising In Madrid on the 
and of May, overwhelmed him with threats, until he resigned 
the crown into the hands of his father, who had already bargained 
it away to Napoleon in return for a pension (5th of May , 2808). 
Princely abodes in France and annuities (the latter to be paid 
by Spain)—such was the price at which Napoleon bought the 
crown of Spain and the Indies. Naturally nothing more was 
heard of the partition of Portugal. According to outward ap-
pearance nothing was wanting to complete the emperor's 
triumph. He is said to have remarked with an oath after Jena 
that he would make the Spanish Bourbons pay for their recent 
bellicose proclamation. If the story is correct, his acts at 
Bayonne showed once more his custom of biding his time in 
order to take an overwhelming revenge. That the son of a 
Corsican notary should have been able to dispose of the Spanish 
Bourbons in this contemptuously easy way is one of the marvel! 
of history. 

But even in this crowning triumph the cramping egotism 
of his nature—a mental vice which now grew on him rapidly 
—fatally narrowed his outlook and led him to commit an lire• 
trievable blunder. In his contempt for the rulers of Spain he 
forgot the Spanish people. In all the genuine letters of the 
spring of r8o8—that of March 29th to Murat, no. 13,696 of the 
Correspondence, is acknowledged to be a forgery—there if not a 
sign that he regarded the Spaniards as of any account. On the 
27th of March he offered the crown of Spain to his brother Louis, 
king of Holland, in these terms: " The climate of Holland does 
not suit you; besides Holland can never rise from Its ruins. 
I think of you for the throne of Spain. You will be the sovereign 
of a generous nation of eleven millions of men and of important 
colonies." On Louis declining the honour, it devolved on 
Joseph, king of Naples, who vacated that throne for the benefit 
of Murat—a source of disappointment and annoyance to both. 
The emperor pushed on his schemes regardless of everything. 
The lest signs of the rising ferment in Spain were wasted on him. 
He believed that the arrival of so benevolent a king as Joseph, 
and the promulgation of a number of useful reforms based on 
those of the French Revolution, would soothe any passing 
Irritation. If not, then his troops could deal with it as Murat 
had dealt with the men of Madrid on the and of May. He, 
therefore, pressed on the march of a corps of French and Swiss 
troops under Dupont towards Cadiz, in order to take possession 
of the French sail of the line, five in number, which had been 
in that harbour since Trafalgar. The importance which be 
then assigned to naval affairs appears in many letters of the 
months May to June z808. He intended that Spain should 
very soon have ready twenty-eight sail of the line—" ce citd at 
certes bien pea de chose "--so as to drive away the British 
squadrons, and then he would strike "de grands coups" in 
the autumn. Evidently then the Spanish dockyards and warships 
(when vigorously organized) were to count for much in the 
schemes for assuring complete supremacy in the Mediterranean 
and the ultimate overthrow of the British and Turkish empires, 
which he then had closely at heart. 

The Spanish rising of May-June I8o8 ruined these plans 
irretrievably. The men of Cadiz compelled the French warships 
to surrender, and the levies of Andalusia, closing around Dupont, 
compelled him and some 23,000 men to lay down their arms 
at Baylen (23rd of July). This disaster, the most serious suffered 
by the French since Rossbach, sent a thnll through the Napoleonic 
vassal states and aroused in Napoleon transports of anger 
against Dupont. " Everything is connected with this event/'t 
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he wrote on the and of August, "Germany; Poland, Italy." 
Indeed, along with other serious checks in Spain, which involved 
the conquest of that land, it cut through the wide meshes of his 
policy both in Levantine, Centre! European and commercial 
affairs. The partition of Turkey had to be postponed; the 
financial collapse of England could not be expected now that 
she framed an alliance with the Spanish patriots apd had their 
markets and those of their colonies opened to her; and the 
discussions with the tsar Alexander, which had not gone quite 
smoothly, now took a decidedly unfavourable turn. The teat 
saw his chance of improving on the terms arranged at Tilsit; 
and obviously Napoleon could not begin the conquest of Spain 
until be felt sure of the conduct of his nominal ally. Still worse 
was the prospect when Sir Arthur Wellesley with a British force 
landed in Portugal, gained the battle of rimier() (net of August), 
and brought the French commander, Junes, by the so-called 
convention of antra, to agree to the evacuation of the country 
by all the French troops. The sea power thus gained what bad 
all along been wanting, a sure basis for the exercise of its force 
against the hind power, Napoleon. Still more important, perhaps, 
was the change in moral which the Spanish thing brought about. 
Napoleon's perfidy at Bayonne was so flagrant se to strip from 
him the mask of a champion of popular liberty which had 
previously been of priceless worth. Now he stood forth to the 
world as an unscrupulous aggressor; moral force, previously 
marshalled on the side of France, now began to pass to the side of 
his opponents. The value of that unseen ally, be well knew: 
" Once again, let me tell you," be wrote to General Clarke on 
the rah of October clop, " in war moral and opinion are more 
than half of the reality." 

Soch were the (Becalming conditions which weighed him 
down at -the time of the interview with the tsar at Erfurt 
(September nth-October r 2th, r8o8). That event was so 
important as to require some preliminary explanation. For 
some five months past the two emperors had been exchanging 
their views as to the future of the world. Stated briefly they 
were these. Napoleon desired to mess on the partition of PRISSia, 
Alexander that of Turkey. The tsar, however, was determined 
to save Prussia if be could; and Napoleon after the first disasters 
in Spain saw it to be impossible to uproot the Hobensollans; 
while it was clearly to his interest to postpone the partition of 
Turkey until be bad conquered Spain and Sicily. Austria 
meanwhile bad begun to arm as a precautionary measure; 
and Napoleon, shortly after his return from Bayonne to Paris, 
publicly declared that, if her preparations went on, he would 
wage against her a war of extermination. The threat naturally 
did not tend to reassure statesmen at Vienna; and the tsar 
now. resolved to prevent the total wreck of the European system 
by screening the House of Habsburg from the wrath of his ally. 
For the present Napoleon's ire fell upon Prussia. A letter Smitten 
by the Prussian statesman, Baron vom Stein, had fallen into the 
bends of the French and revealed to the emperor the ferment 
produced in Germany by news of the French reverses in 4ain. 
In that letter Stein urged the need of a national rising of the 
Germans similar to that of the Spaniards, when the inevitable 
struggle ensued between Napoleon and Austria. The revenge of 
the autocrat was characteristic. Besides driving Stein from 
office, he compelled Prussia to sign a convention(8th of September) 
for the payment to France of a sum of tao,000,coo francs, and 
for the limitation of the Prussian army to 42,000 men. 

Apart from this advantage, placed in his hands by the imprud-
ence of Stein, Napoleon was heavily handicapped at the Erfurt 
Interview. In vain did he seek to dairie the tsar by assembling 
about him the vassal kings and princes of Germany; in vein did 
be exercise all the intellectual gifts which had captivated the 
tsar at Tilsit; in vain did he conjure up visions of the future 
conquest of the Orient; external display, diplomatic flaws, 
varied by one or two outbursts of calculated violence—ail was 
useless. The situation now was utterly different from that 
which obtained at Tilsit. Alexander had succeeded in pacifying 
Finland, and his troops held the Danubian provinces of Turkey--
a pledge, as it seemed, for the futon conquest of Coneteniinn* 

Napoleon, on the other hand, had utterly failed in his Spanish 
enterprise; and the tsar felt sure that his rival must soon with-
draw French garrisons from the fortresses of the Oder to the 
frontier of Spain. These facts; and not, as has often been 
assumed, the treachery of Talleyrand, decided Alexander to 
assume at Erfurt an attitude of jealous reserve. He refused to 
join Napoleon in any proposal for the coercion of Austria or the 
limitation of her armaments. Finally he agreed to join his any if 
he (Napoleon) were attacked by the Habsburg power. Napoleon 
on his side succeeded in adjourning the question of the partition 
of Turkey; but he awarded the Danubian provinces and Finland 
to his ally and agreed to withdraw the French garrisons Irons 
the Prussian fortresses on the Oder. On the reth of October 
both potentates addressed an appeal to George IIL to accord 
peace to the world on the basis of lei possigais. Canning 
assented, provided that envoys of all the states and peoples 
concerned took part in the negotiations. Whereupon a reply 
came from Paris (28th of November) that the French emperor 
refused to admit the envoyi of " the king who reigns in Brazil, 
the king who reigns in Sicily or the king who reigns in Sweden." 
'The " Spanish insurgents " were equally placed out of court. 
Clearly, then, Napoleon's desire for peace was conditional 
on his being allowed to dictate terms to the rulers and peopteis 
concerned. 

Aheady he had shown that the sword must decide affairs in 
Spain. After spending • short time in Paris in order to supervise 
the transfer of his forces from Germany to the Pyrenees, he 
journeyed swiftly southwards, burst upon the Spaniards, and 
on the 3rd of December received the surrender of Madrid. There, 
on the Ath of December, be issued a decree (omitted from the 
official Correspondence) declaring Is Noma Stein an enemy of 
France and confiscating his property in the lands allied to France. 
The great statesman barely succeeded in escaping to Austria, a 
land in which the hopes of German patriots now centred. En-
couraged by the sympathy of all patriotic Germans and the newly 
found energy of its own subjects, the House of Habsburg now 
began to prepare for war. Napoleon was then in the midst of 
operations against Sir John Moore, whose masterly march on 
Sahagun (Dear Valladolid) bad thwarted the emperor's plans for 
a general " drive" on to Lisbon. Hoping to punish Moore for 
his boldness, Napoleon struck quickly north at Astorga, but found 
that he was too late to catch his foe. At that town he also beard 
news on the rat of January dots, which portended trouble in 
Germany and perhaps also at Paris. Austria was continuing to 
arm; and the emperor perceived that the diplomatic failure at 
Erfurt was now about to entail on him another and more serious 
struggle. His anxiety was increased by news of sinister import 
respecting frequent interviews between those former rivals, 
Talleyeand and Fouchi, in which Murat was said to be concerned. 
Handing over the command to Sault, he hurried back to Paris 
to trample on the seeds of sedition and to overwhelm Austria by 
the blows which he showered upon her in the valley of the 
Danube. Sir John Moore and the statesmen of Austria—the 
heroic Stadion at their head—failed in their enterprise; but at 
least they frustrated the determined effort of Napoleon to stamp 
out the national movement in the Iberian Peninsula. Thereafter 
he never entered Spain; and the French operations suffered 
incalculably from the want of one able commander-in-chief. 

In the Danubian campaign of ace be succeeded; but the 
stubborn defence of Austria, the heroic efforts of the Tirolese 
and the spasmodic efforts which foreboded a national rising in 
Germany, showed that the whole aspect of affairs was changing, 
even in central Europe, where rulers and peoples bad hitherto 
been as wax under the impress of his will. The peoples, formerly 
so apathetic, were now the centre of resistance, and their efforts 
failed owing to the timidity or sluggishness of governments 
and the incompetence of some of their military leaders. The 
failure of the archduke John to arrive In time at Wsgram (sth 
of July), the lack of support accorded by the Spaniards to 
Wellesley before and after the battle of Talavera (28th of July), 
and the slowness with which the British government sent forth 
its great armada against Flushing and Antwerp, a fortnight after 
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Austria sued for an armistice from Napobsea, enabled that superb 
organiser to emerge victorious from a most precarious situation. 
The hatred felt for him by Germans found expression in a 
daring attempt to murder him made by a well-bred youth named 
Stops on the r sth of October. 

Two days later Napoleon, by means of unworthy artifices, 
bunied the Austrian plenipotentiaries into signing the treaty of 
peace at Schnnbrunn. The House of Habsburg now ceded 
Salzburg and the Inn-Viertel to Napoleon (for his ally, the king 
of Bavaria); a great portion of the spoils which Austria had torn 
from Poland in 1795 went to the grand duchy of Warsaw, or 
Russia; and the cession of her provinces Carinthia, Carniola 
and Istria to the French empire cut her off from all access to the 
sea. After Imposing these harsh terms on his enemy, :  the con-
queror might naturally have shown clemency to the Tbolese 
leader, Andreas Hofer; but that brave mountaineer, when 
betrayed by a friend, was sentenced to death at Mantua owing 
to the arrival of a special message to that effect from Napoleon. 

In other quarters he achieved for the present a signal success. 
It was his habit to issue important decrees from the capitals of 
his enemies; and on the Wit of May 1809 he signed at Vienna 
an edict abolishing the temporal power of the popeaud annexing 
the Papal States, which the French troops bad occupied early 
in the previous year. On the 6th of July Igoe Pius VII. was 
arrested at Rome for presuming to excommunicate the successor 
of Charlemagne, and was deported to Grenoble and later on to 
Savona. The same year witnessed the downfall of Napoleon's 
persistent enemy, Gustavus IV. of Sweden, who was dethroned 
by a military movement (39th of March ace). His successor, 
Charles XLII., made peace with France on the 6th of January 
aro, and agreed to adopt the provisions of the Continental 
System. The aim in all these changes, it will be observed, was 
to acquire control over the seaboard, or, failing that, the com-
merce of all European states. 

As happened in the years r8o2-5803, Napoleon extended his 
" System " as rapidly in time of peace as during war. The year 
aro saw the crown sat to that edifice by the annexations of 
Holland and of the north-west coast of Germany. In both cases 
the operative cause was the same. Neither Louis Bonaparte nor 
German dorsaniers could be trusted to carry out in all their 
stringency the decrees for the entire exclusion of British commerce 
from those important regions. In the case of King Louis, family 
quarrels embittered the relations between the two brothers; 
but it is dear from Napoleon's letters of November-December 
1809- that he had even then resolved to annex Holland in order 
to gain complete control of its customs and of its naval resources. 
The negotiations which he allowed to go on with England in 
the spring of aro, mainly respecting the independence of 
Holland, are now known to have been insincere. Fouchd, for 
meddling in the negotiations through an agent of his own, was 
promptly disgraced; and, when neither England was moved by 
diplomatic cajolery nor Louis Bonaparte by threats, French 
troops were sent against the Dutch capital. Louis fled from his 
kingdom, and on the 9th of July ritto Holland became part of 
the French empire. In the next months Napoleon promulgated 
a series of decrees for effecting the ruin of British commerce, 
and in December aro be decreed the annexation of the north-
west coast of Germany, as also of Canton Valais, to the French 
empire. This now stretched from Lflbeck to the Pyrenees, 
from Brest to Rome; while another arm (only nominally severed 
from the empire by the Napoleonic kingdom of Italy) extended 
down the eastern shore of the Adriatic to Ragusa and Cattaro, 
threatening the Turkish empire with schemes of partition always 
Imminent but never achieved. 

It is time now to notice two important events in the life of the 
emperor, namely his divorce of Josephine and his union with 
Marie Louise of Austria. The former of these had long been 
foreseen. The Bonapartes had intrigued for it with their usual 
persistence, and Napoleon was careful never to make it im-
possible. His triumph over Austria in doe, and especially the 
attempt of Steps to murder hint, clinched his determination to 
found a dynasty in his own direct line. FroanJosephine he could  

not expect to have an heir. Accordingly, on his return to Paris 
he caused the news to be broken to her that reasons of state of 
the most urgent kind compelled him to divorce her. An affecting 
scene took place between them on the 3oth of November :goo; 
but Napoleon, though moved by her distress, remained firm; 
and though the clerics made a difficulty about dissolving the 
religious marriage of the rat of December Igoe, the formalities of 
which were complete save that the parish priest was absent, yet 
the emperor instituted a chancery for the archbishop of Paris, 
with the result that that body pronounced the divorce (January 
;8 to). Josephine retired to her private abode, Malmaison, where 
her patience and serenity won the admiration of all who saw her. 

Meanwhile the deliberations respecting the choice of her 
successor had already begun. Opinions were divided in the 
emperor's circle between a Russian and an Austrian princess; 
but the marked coolness with which overtures for the hand of 
the tsar's sister were received at St Petersburg, and the skill 
with which Count Metternich, the Austrian chancellor, let it be 
known that a union with the archduchess, Marie Louise, would be 
welcomed at Schenbrunn, helped to decide the matter. The 
reasons why the emperor Francis acquiesced in the marriage 
alliance are well known. Only so could his empire survive. 
A marriage between Napoleon and a Russian princess would have 
implied the permanent subjection of Austria. By the proposed 
step she would weaken the Franco-Russian alliance. But why 
did Napoleon fax his choice on Vienna rather than St Petersburg? 
Mainly, it would seem, because he desired hurriedly to screen 
the refusal, which might at any time be expected from the Russian 
court, under the appearance of a voluntary choice of an Austrian 
archduchess. Further, an alliance with the House of Habsburg 
might be expected to wean the Germans from all thought of 
gaining succour from that quarter. The wedding was celebrated 
first at Vienna by proxy, and at Notre Dame by the emperor in 
person on the and of April. Though based on merely political 
grounds, the union was for the time a happy one. He advised 
his courtiers to marry Germans—" they are the best wives in the 
world, good, naive and fresh as roses." Metternich, on visiting 
Compiegne and Paris, found the emperor thoroughly devoted to 
his bride. Napoleon told him that he was now beginning to live, 
that he had always longed for a home and now at last had one. 
Metternich thereupon wrote to his master: " He (Napoleon) 
has possibly more weaknesses than many other men, and if the 
empress continues to play upon them, as she begins to realize 
the possibility of doing, she can render the greatest services to her-
self and all . Europe." The surmise was too hopeful. Napoleon, 
though he never again worked as he had done, soon freed himself 
from complete dependence on Marie Louise; and he never allowed 
her to intrude into political affairs, for which, indeed, she had not 
the least aptitude. His real concern for her was evinced shortly 
before the birth of their son, the king of Rome,when hegave orders 
that if the life of both mother and child could not be saved, that 
of the mother should be saved if possible ( soth of March az r). 

This event seemed to place Napoleon's fortunes on a sure 
basis; but already they were being undermined by events. The 
marriage negotiations of 18o9-aso had somewhat offended the 
emperor Alexander; his resentment increased when, at the close 
of aro, Napoleon dethroned the duke of Oldenburg, brother-in-
law of the tsar; and the breach in the Franco-Russian alliance 
widened when the French emperor refused to award fit com-
pensation to the duke or to give to the Russian government an 
assurance that the kingdom of Poland would never be re-
constituted. The addition of large territories to the grand 
duchy of Warsaw after the war of 1809 aroused the fears of the 
tsar respecting the Poles; and be regarded all Napoleon's 
actions as inspired by hostility to Russia. lie, therefore, despite 
Napoleon's repeated demands, refused to subject his empire 
to the hardship imposed by the Continental System; at the 
close of the year aro he virtually allowed the entry of colonial 
goods (all of which were really British borne) and little by little 
broke away from Napoleon's system. These actions implied war 
between France and Russia, unless Napoleon allowed such 
modifications of his rules (e.g. under the license system) as would 
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sweat rubs from the trade and finance of Insofar and this he 
refused to do. 

The campaign of 2822 may, therefore, be considered as result-
ing, firstly, from the complex and cramping effects of the Conti-
maul System on a northern land which could not deprive itself 
of colonial goods; secondly, from Napoleon's refusal to mitigate 
the anxiety of Alexander on the Polish question; and thirdly, 
from the annoyance felt by the tsse at the family matters 
noticed above. Napoleon undoubtedly entered on the struggle 
with reluctance. He spoke about it as one that lay in the course 
of destiny. In one sense be was right. If the Continental 
System was inevitable the war with Russia was inevitable. But 
that struggle may more reasonably be ascribed to the rigidity 
with which he carried out his commercial decrees and his diplo-
macy. He often prided himself on his absolute consistency, 
and we have Chapters warrant for the statement that, after the 
time of the Consulate his habit of following his own orlt m:on 
and rejecting all advice,  even when he bad asked for it, 
more and more pronounced. It was so now. He took no heed 
of the warnings uttered by those sage counsellors, Cambaceres 
and Talleyrand, against an invasion of Russia, while "the 
Spanish ulcer " was sapping the strength of the empire at the 
other extremity. He encased himself in fatalism, with the result 
that in two years the mightiest empire reared by man broke under 
the twofold strain. His diplomacy before the war of 1812 was 
less successful than that of Alexander, who skilfully ended his 
quarrel with Turkey and gained over to his side Sweden. That 
state, where Bernadotte had latterly been chosen as crown 
prince, decided to throw off the yoke of the Continental System 
and join England and Russia, gaining from the latter power the 
promise of Norway at the expense of Denmark. 

Napoleon on his side coerced Prussia into an offensive alliance 
and had the support of Austria and the states of the Rhenish 
Confederation. At Dresden he held court for a few days in May 
28is with Marie Louise: the emperor Francis, the king of 
Prunus and a host of lesser dignitaries were present—a sign of 
the power ofthe modern Charlemagne. It was the last time that 
be figured as master of the continent. 

The military events of the years 1822-1814 are described under 
Narot.tomc CANratoas; and we need therefore note here only 
a few details personal to Napoleon or some considerations which 
influenced his policy. Firstly we may remark that the Austrian 
alliance furnished one of the motives which led him to refrain 
during the campaign of thr 2 from reconstituting the Polish realm 
in its indent extent. To have done so would have been a mortal 
affront to his ally, Austria. Certainly he needed her support 
during that campaign; but many good judges have inclined 
to the belief that the whole-hearted support of Poles and Litho-
anians would have been of still greater value, and that the organi-
sation of their resources might well have occupied him during the 
winter of 5815-1823, and would have furnished him with a new 
and advanced base from which to strike at the heart of Russia 
in the early summer of 1853. If the Austrian alliance was chiefly 
responsible for his rejection of that statesmanlike plan, which 
he had before him at Smolensk, it certainly deserves all the bard 
things said of it by the champions of Josephine. 

Another consideration which largely conduced to the disasters 
of the retreat was Napoleon's postponement of any movement 
back from Moscow to the date of October loth, and this is known 
to have resulted from his conviction that the tsar would give 
way as he had done at Tilsit. Napoleon's habit of clinging to his 
own preconceptions never received so strange and disastrous an 
illustration as it did during the month spent at Moscow. On the 
other hand, his desertion of the army on the 5th of December, 
not long after the crossing of the river Beresina, is a thoroughly 
defensible act. He had recently hard of the attempt of a French 
republican general, Malet, to seize the public offices at Paris, a 
quixotic adventure which had come surprisingly near to success 
owing to the assurance with which that officer proclaimed the 
news of the emperor's death in Russia. In such a case, the best 
retort was to return in all haste in order to put more energy into 
the huge centralised organism which the emperor alone could  

work. His rapid return from Spain early in riko, and now again 
from Lithuania at the close of this, gives an instructive glimpse 
into the anxiety which haunted the mind of the autocrat. He 
believed that, imposing as his position was, it rested on the prestige 
won by matchless triumphs. Witness his illuminating state-
ment to Volney during the Consulate: " Why should France 
fear trey ambition? I am but the magistrate of the republic. 
I merely act upon the imagination of the nation. When that 
fails me I shall be nothing, and another will succeed me." 

To this cause we may ascribe his constant efforts to dude 
France by grandiose adventures and by swift, unexpected 
movements. But she had now come profoundly to distrust 
hits. Her thirst for glory had long since been slaked, and she 
longed for peaceful enjoyment of the civic boons which he had• 
conferred upon her in that greatest period of his life, the Con-
sulate. That the Russian campaign of 1812 was the last device 
for assuring the success of the Continental System and the ruin 
of England was nothing to the great mass of Frenchmen. They 
were weary of a means of pacification which produced endless 
wars abroad and misery at home. True, England had suffered, 
but she was mistress of the seas and had won a score of new 
colonies. France had subjected half the continent; but her 
bold on Spain was weakened by Wellington's blow at Salamanca; 
and now Frenchmen heard that their army in Russia was" dead." 
At home many industries were suffering from the lack of tropical 
and colonial produce: cane sugar sold at five, and coffee at 
seven, shillings the pound. The constant use of chicory for 
coffee, and of woad for indigo, was apt to produce a reaction 
in favour of a humdrum peaceful policy; and yet, by a recent 
imperial decree, Frenchmen had the prospect of seeing the use 
of the new and imperfectly made beet sugar enforced from the 
rat of January 1813, after which date all cane sugar was 
excluded as being of British origin. Shortly before starting 
for the Russian expedition Napoleon vainly tried to reassure the 
merchants and financiers of France then face to face with a 
sharp financial crisis. Now at the close of 18t a matters were 
worse, and Napoleon, on reaching Paris, found the nation 
preoccupied with the ;ask of finding out how many Frenchmen 
had survived the Russian campaign. 

Yet, despite the discontent seething in many quarters, France 
responded to his appeal for troops; but she did so mechanically 
and without hope. Early in January 1813 the senate promised 
that 33o,coo conscripts should be enrolled; but rso,oco of them 
were under twenty years of age, and mobile columns had to be 
used to sweep In the recruits, especially in Brittany, the Nether-
lands and the newly annexed lands of North Germany. 

In the old provinces of France Napoleon's indomitable will over-
came all difficulties of a material kind. Forces, inexperienced but 
devoted, were soon on foot; and be informed his German allies 
that he would allow the Russians to advance into Central 
Germany so as to ensure their destruction. As for the "'treason " 
of General York, who had come to terms with the Russians, it 
moved him merely to scorn and contempt. He altogether 
underrated the importance of the national movement in Prussia. 
If Prussian towns ' behaved badly " (he wrote on the 4th of 
March), they were to be burnt; Eugene was not to spare even 
Berlin. Prussia (he wrote on the 14th of March) was a weak 
country. She could not put more than 40,000 men in the field 
(the number to which he had limited her in September r8o8). 
He therefore heard without dismay at the end of March that 
Prussia had joined Russia in a league In which Sweden was now 
an active participant. 

It was dear that the spiritual forces of the time were also 
slipping out of his grasp. Early in January he sought to come 
to terms with the pope (then virtually a captive at Fontainebleau) 
respecting various questions then in debate concerning the 
Concordat. At first the emperor succeeded in persuading the 
aged pontiff to sign the preliminaries of an agreement, known 
as the " Fontainebleau Concordat " (25th of January 2813); 
but, on Its insidious character becoming apparent, Pius VII. 
revoked his consent, as having been given under constraint. 
Nevertheless Napoleon ordered the preliminary agreement to be 
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considered as a definitive treaty, and on the and of April gave 
instructions that one of the refractory cardinals should be 
carried off secretly by night from Fontainebleau, while the pontiff 
was to be guarded more closely than before. On these facts 
becoming known, a feeling of pity for the pope became wide-
spread; and the opinion of the Roman Catholic world gradually 
turned against the emperor while he was fighting to preserve 
his supremacy in Germany. " I am following the course of 
events: I have always marched with them." Such were his 
words uttered shortly before his departure from Paris (15th of 
April). They proved that he misread events and misunderstood 
his own position. 

The course of the ensuing campaigns was to reveal the harden-
ing of his mental powers. Early in April be sought to gain the 
help of zoo,coo Austrian troops by holding out to Francis of 
Austria the prospect of acquiring Silesia from Prussia. The offer 
met with no response, Austria having received from the allies 
vaguely alluring offers that she might arrange matters as she 
desired in Italy and South Germany. Napoleon began to suspect 
his father-in-law, and stall more the Austrian chancellor, 
Metternich; but instead of humouring them, he resolved to 
stand firm. The Austrian demands, first presented to him 
on the 26th of May, shortly after his victory of Litteen, were 
(z) the dissolution of the grand duchy of Warsaw, (2) the with-
drawal of France from the lands of north-west Germany annexed 
in ato and (3) the cession to Austria of the Illyrian provinces 
wrested from her in z8o9. Other terms were held in reserve 
to be pressed if occasion admitted; but these were all that were 
put forward at the moment. On this basis Austria was ready to 
offer her armed mediation to the combatants. Napoleon would 
not hear of the terms. " I will not have your armed mediation. 
You are only confusing the whole question. You say you cannot 
act for me; you are strong, then, only against me." This out-
burst of temper was a grave blunder. His threats alarmed the 
Austrian court. At bottom the emperor Francis, perhaps also 
Metternich, wanted peace, but on terms which the exhaustion 
of the combatants would enable them to disate. Yet during the 
armistice which ensued (June oh-July sock; afterwards pro-
longed to August loth) Napoleon did nothing to soothe the 
Viennese government, and that, too, despite the encouragement 
which the allies received from the news of Wellington's victory 
at Vittoria and the entry of Bernadotte with a Swedish con-
tingent oo the scene. Austria now proposed the terms named 
above with the addition that the Confederation of the Rhine 
must be dissolved, and that Prussia should be placed in a position 
as good as that which she held in zlios, that is, before the 
campaign of Jena. On the nth of Jute she promised to join 
the allies in case Napoleon should not accept these terms. 

He was now at the crisis of his career, Events bad shown 
that, even after losing half a million of men in Russia, he was 
a match for her and Prussia combined. Would be now accept 
the Austrian terms and gain a not disadvantageous peace, for 
which France was yearning? These terms, it should be noted, 
would have kept Napoleon's empire intact except in Illyria; 
while the peace would have enabled him to reorganize his army 
and recover a host of French prisoners from Russia. His 
signing of the armistice seemed to promise as much. To give 
his enemies a breathing space when they were bard pressed was an 
insane proceeding unless be meant to make peace. But there is 
nothing in his words or actions at this time to show that he 
desired peace except on terms which were clearly antiquated. 
His letters breathe the deepest resentment against Austria, 
and show that he burned to chastise ber for her " perfidy ' 
as soon as his cavalry was reorganized. His actions at this time 
have been ascribed to righteous indignation against Metternich's 
double-dealing; and in a long interview at the Marcolini palace 
at Dresden on the 26th of June he asked the chancellor point 
blank how much money England had given him for his present 
conduct. As for himself he cared little for the life of a million 
of men. He had married the daughter of the emperor: it 
was a mistake, but he would bury the world under the ruins 
Talk in this Ossian-files vein showed that Napoleon's brain no  

longer worked clearly: it was a victim to his egotism and passim 
July and the first decade of August came and went, but brought 
no sign of pacification. The emperor Francis made a last effort 
to influence his son-in-law through Marie Louise. It was in vain. 
Nothing could bend that cast iron wilL Nothing remained but 
to break it. On the expiration of the armistice at midnight of 
August roth-z ith Austria declared war. 

After the disastrous defeat of Leipzig (17th-19th October 
1813), when French domination in Germany and Italy vanished 
like an exhalation, the allies gave Napoleon another opportunity 
to come to terms. The overtures known as the Frankfort terms 
were ostensibly an answer to the request for information which 
Napoleon made at the field of Leipzig. Metternich persuaded 
the tsar and the king of Prussia to make a declaration that the 
allies would leave to Napoleon the " natural boundaries " of 
France—the Rhine, Alps, Pyrenees and Ocean. The main object 
of the Austrian chancellor probably was to let Napoleon once 
more show to the world his perverse obstinacy. If this was his 
aim, he succeeded. Napoleon on his return to St Cloud inveighed 
against his ministers for talking so much about peace and declared 
that be would never give up Holland; France must remain a 
great empire, and not sink to the level of a mere kingdom. He 
would never give up Holland; rather than do that, he would 
cut the dykes and give back that land to the sea. Accordingly 
on the 16th of November he sent • vague and unsatisfactory 
reply to the allies; and though Caulaincourt (who now replaced 
Mutt as foreign minister) was on the and of December charged 
to give a general assent to their terms, yet that assent came 
too late. The allies had now withdrawn their offer. Napoleon 
certainly believed that the offer was insincere. Perhaps he was 
right; but even in that case be should surely have accepted 
the offer so as to expose their insincerity. As it was, they were 
able to contrast their moderation with his wrongheadedness, 
and thereby seek to separate his cause from that of France. 
In this they only partially succeeded. Murat now joined the 
Slim; Germany, Switzerland and Holland were lost to Napoleon; 
but when the allies began to invade Alsace and Lorraine, they 
found the French staunch in his support. lie was still the 
peasant? emperor. The feelings of the year 1792 began to revive. 
Never did Napoleon and France appear more united than in 
the campaign of Size. 

Nevertheless it led to his abdication. Once more the allies 
consented to discuss the terms of a general pacification; but 
the discussions at the congress of Chktillon (5th of February-' 
19th of March) had no result except to bring to light a proof 
of Napoleon's insincerity. Thereupon the allies resolved to have 
no more dealings with him. As his chances of success became 
more and more desperate, he ventured on a step whereby be 
hoped to work potently on the pacific desires of the emperor 
Francis. Leaving Paris for the time to its own resources, he 
struck eastwards in the hope of terrifying that potentate and of 
detaching him from the coalition. The move not only failed, 
but it had the fatal effect of uncovering Paris to the northern 
forces of the allies. The surrender of the capital, where he had 
centralized all the governing powers, was a grave disaster. 
Equally fatal was the blow struck at him by the senate, his own 
favoured creation. Convoked by Talleyrand on the cat of 
April, it pronounced the word abdication on the morrow. For this 
Napoleon cared little, provided that he had the army behind 
him. But now the marshals and generals joined the civilians. 
The defection of Marshal Marmont and his soldiery on the 4th 
of April rendered further thoughts of resistance futile. To 
continue the strife when Wellington was firmly established on 
the line of the Garonne, and Lyons and Bordeaux had hoisted 
the Bourbonikur de lye, was seen by all but Napoleon to be sheer 
madness; but it needed the pressure of his marshals in painful 
interviews at Fontainebleau to bring him to reason, 

At last, on the z z th of April, he wrote the deed of abdication. 
On that night he is said to have tried to end his life by poison. 
The evidence is not convincing; and certainly his recovery 
was very speedy. On the roth be bade farewell to his guard 
and set forth from Fontainebleau for Elba, which the powers 
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had very reluctantly, and owing to the pressure of the tsar, 
awarded to him as a possession. He was to keep the title of 
emperor. Marie Louise was to have the duchy of Parma for 
herself and her son. She did not go with her consort. Following 
the advice of her father, she repaired to Vienna along with the 
little king of Rome. As for France, she received the Bourbons, 
along with the old frontiers. 

Meanwhile Napoleon, after narrow escapes from royalist 
mobs in Provence, was conducted in the British cruiser " Un-
daunted " to Elba. There he spent eleven months in uneasy 
retirement, watching with close interest the course of events in 
France. As be foresaw, the shrinkage of the great empire into 
the realm of old France caused infinite disgust, a feeling fed 
every day by stories of the tactless way in which the Bourbon 
princes treated veterans of the Grand Army. Equally threaten. 
log was the general situation in Europe. The demands of the 
tsar Alexander were fora time so exorbitant as to bring the powers 
at the congress of Vienna to the verge of war. Thus, everything 
portended a renewal of Napoleon's activity. The return of 
French prisoners from Russia, Germany, England and Spain 
would furnish him with an army far larger than that which 
had won renown in 1814. So threatening were the symptoms 
that the royalists at Paris and the plenipotentiaries at Vienna 
talked of deporting him to the Azores, while others more than 
hinted at assassination. 

He solved the problem in characteristic fashion. On the 26th 
of February cars, when the English and French guardships 
were absent, he slipped away from Porto Ferrajo with some 
moo mm and landed near Antibes on the rat of March. Except 
in royalist Provence he received everywhere a welcome which 
attested the attractive power of his personality and the nullity 
of the Bourbons. Fixing no shot in his defence, his little troop 
swelled until it became an army. Ney, who had said that Napoleon 
ought to be brought to Paris in an iron cage, joined him with 
6000 men on the tztli of March; and five days later the emperor 
entered the capital, whence Louis XVIII. had recently fled. 

Napoleon was not misled by the enthusiasm of the provinces 
and Paris. He knew that love of novelty and contempt for the 
gouty old king and his greedy courtiers had brought about this 
bloodless triumph; and he felt instinctively that he bad to deal 
with a new France, which would not tolerate despotism. On 
his way to Paris be had been profuse in promises of reform and 
constitutional rule. It remained to make good those promises 
and to disarm the fear and jealousy of the great powers. This 
was the work which he set before himself in the Hundred Days 
(igth of March to a and of June 1815). Were his powers, physical 
as well as mental, equal to the task ? This is doubtful. Certainly 
the evidence as to his health is somewhat conflicting. Some 
persons (as, for instance, Cannot, Pasquier, Lavalette and 
Thiebault) thought him prematurely aged and enfeebled. Others 
again saw no marked change in him; while Mollien, who knew 
the emperor well, attributed the lassitude which now and then 
came over him to a feeling of perplexity caused by his changed 
circumstances. This explanation seems to furnish a correct 
clue. The autocrat felt cramped and chafed on all sides by the 
necessity of posing as a constitutional sovereign; and, while 
losing something of the'old rigidity, he lost very much of the old 
energy, both in thought and action. His was a mind that worked 
wonders in well-worn grooves and on facts that were well under. 
stood. The necessity of devising compromises with men who 
bad formerly been his tools fretted him both In mind and body. 
But when he left parliamentary affairs behind, and took the field, 
be showed nearly all the power both of initiative and of endurance 
which marked his masterpiece, the campaign of 184. To date 
his decline, as Cbaptal does, from the cold of the Moscow campaign 
is clearly incorrect. The time of lethargy at Elba seems to 
have been more unfavourable to his powers than the cold of 
Russia. At Elba, as Sir Neil Campbell noted, he became in-
active and proportionately corpulent. There, too, as sometimes 
in tilts, he began to suffer intermittently from ischury, but to 
no serious extent. On the whole it seems safe to assert that it 
was the change in France far more than the change in his health 

xut t  *  

which brought about the manifest constraint of the emperor 
in the Hundred Days. His words to Benjamin Constant—" I 
am growing old. The repose of a constitutional king may suit 
me. It will more surely suit my son "—show that his mind 
seized the salient facts of the situation; but his instincts struggled 
against them. Hence the malaise both of mind and body. 

The attempts of the royalists gave him little concern: the due 
d'Angouleme raised a small force for Louis XVIII. in the south, 
but at Valence it melted away in front of Grouchy's command; 
and the duke, on the 9th of April, signed a convention whereby 
they received a free pardon from the emperor. The royalists 
of la Vendee were later in moving and caused more trouble. 
But the chief problem centred in the constitution. At Lyons, 
on the z 3th of March, Napoleon had issued an edict dissolving the 
existing chambers and ordering the convocation of a national 
mass meeting, or Champ de Mai, for the purpose of modifying the 
constitution of the Napoleonic empire. That work was carried 
out by Benjamin Constant in concert with the emperor. The 
resulting Ade addiliessel (supplementary to the constitutions 
of the empire) bestowed on France an hereditary chamber of 
peers and a chamber of representatives elected by the "electoral 
colleges " of the empire, which comprised scarcely one hundredth 
part of the citizens of France. As Chateaubriand remarked, in 
reference to Louis constitutional charter, the new 
constitution—La Basiamise

' 
 it was dubbed—was merely • 

slightly improved charter. Its incompleteness displeased the 
liberals; only 1,532,527 votes were given for it in the plebiscite, 
a total less than half of those of the plebiscites of the Consulate. 
Not all the gorgeous display of the Champ de Mai (held on the 
sat of June) could hide the discontent at the meagre fulfilment 
of the promises given at Lyons. Napoleon ended his speech with 
the words: " My will is that of the people: my rights are its 
rights." The words rang hollow, as was seen when, on the 3rd 
of June, the deputies chose, as president of their chamber, 
Lanjainais, the staunch liberal who had so often opposed the 
emperor. The latter was with difficulty dissuaded from quashing 
the election. Other causes of offence arose, and Napoleon in 
his last communication to them warned them not to imitate the 
Greeks of the later Empire, who engaged in subtle discussions 
when the ram was battering at their gates. On the morrow 
(math of June) be set out for the northern frontier. His spirits 
rose at the prospect of rejoining the army. At St Helena he told 
Gourgaud that he intended in rats to dissolve the chambers 
as soon as he had won a great victory. 

In point of fact, the sword alone could decide his fate, both in 
internal and international affairs. Neither Franee nor Europe 
took seriously his rather vague declaration of his contentment 
with the role of constitutional monarch of the France of 0315. 
No one believed that he would be content with the "ancient 
limits." So often had he declared that the Rhine and Holland 
were necessary to France that every one looked on his present 
assertions as a mere device to gain time. So tar back as the x3th 
of March, six days before he reached Paris, the powers at Vienna 
declared him an outlaw; and four days later Great Britain, 
Rustle, Austria and Prussia bound themselves to put rso,oco 
men into the field to end his rule. Their recollection of his 
conduct dieing the congress of Chlitillon was the determining 
fact at this crisis; his professions at Lyons or Paris had not the 
slightest effect; his efforts to detach Austria from the coalition, 
as also the feelers put forth tentatively by Fouchi at Vienna, 
were fruitless. The coalitions, once so brittle as to break at the 
first strain, had now been hammered into solidity by his blows. 
If ever a man was condemned by his past, Napoleon was so in 
di 5. 

On arriving at Paris three days after Waterloo he still clung 
to the hope of concerting national resistance; but the temper 
of the chambers and of the public generally forbade any such 
attempt. The autocrat and Lucien Bonaparte were almost alone 
in believing that by dissolving the chambers and declaring 
himself dictator, he could save France from the armies of the 
powers now converging on Paris. Even Devout, minister of 
war, advised hint that the destinies of France rested solely with 
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the chambers. That was true. The career of Napoleon, which 
had lured France far away from the principles of 1789, now 
brought her back to that starting-point; just as, in the physical 
sphere, his campaigns from 1796-1814 had at first enormously 
swollen her bulk and then subjected her to a shrinkage still more 
portentous. Clearly it was time to safeguard what remained; 
and that could best be done under Talleyrand's shield of legiti-
macy. Napoleon himself at last divined that truth. When 
Lucien pressed him to " dare," be replied " Alas, I have dared 
only too much already." On the wand of June be abdicated in 
favour of his son, well knowing that that was a mere form, as 
his son was in Austria. On the asth of June he received from 
Foucht, the president of the newly appointed provisional 
government, an intimation that he must leave Paris. He retired 
to Malmaison, the home of Josephine, where she had died shortly 
after his first abdication. On the 39th of June the near approach 
of the Prussians (who had orders to seize him, dead or alive), 
caused him to retire westwards towards Rochefort, whence be 
hoped to reach the United States. But the passport; which the 
provisional government asked from Wellington were refused, 
and as the country was declaring for the Bourbons, his position 
soon became precarious. On his arrival at Rochefort (3rd. of 
July) he found that British cruisers cut off his hope of escape. 
On the 9th of July he received an order from the provisional 
government at Paris to leave France within twenty-four hours. 
After wavering between various plans, he decided on the 13th 
of July to cast himself on the generosity of the British govern-
ment, and dictated a letter to the prince regent in which he com-
pared himself to Themistocles seating himself at the hearth of his 
enemy. His counsellor, Las Cases, strongly urged that step and 
made overtures to Captain Maitland of . H.M.S. " Bellerophon." 
That officer, however, was on his guard, and, while offering to 
convey the emperor to England declined to pledge himself in 
any way as to his reception. It was on this understanding (which 
Las Cases afterwards misrepresented) that Napoleon on the 
15th of July mounted the deck of the " Bellerophon." No other 
course remained. Further delay after the 19th of July would 
have led to his capture by the royalists, who were now every-
where in the ascendant. In all but name he was a prisoner of 
Great Britain, and he knew it. 

The rest of the story must be told very briefly. The British 
government, an hearing of his arrival at Plymouth, decided to 
send him to St Helena, the formation of that island being such 
as to admit of a certain freedom of movement for the august 
captive, with none of the perils for the world at large which the 
tsar's choice, Elba, had involved. To St Helena, then, he pro-
ceeded on board of H.M.S. " Northumberland." The title of 
emperor, which he enjoyed at Elba, had been forfeited by the 
adventure of tilts, and he was now treated officially as a general. 
Nevertheless, during his last voyage he enjoyed excellent health 
even in the tropics, and seemed less depressed than his associates, 
Bertrand, Gourgaud, Las Cases and Montholon. He landed at 
St Helena on the 17th of October. He resided first at " The 
Briars " with the Balcombes, and thereafter at Longwood, 
when that residence was ready for him. The first governor of 
the island, General Wilks, was soon superseded, it being judged 
that he was too amenable to influence from Napoleon; his 
successor was Sir Hudson Lowe. 

Napoleon's chief relaxations at St Helena were found in the 
dictation of his memoirs to Montholon, and the compilation of 
monographs on military and political topics. The memoirs 
(which may be accepted as mainly Napoleon's, though Montholon 
undoubtedly touched them up) range over most of the events 
of his life from Toulon to Marengo. The military and historical 
works comprise precis of the wars of Julius Caesar, Turenne and 
Frederick the Great. He began other accounts of the campaigns 
of his own age; but they are marred by his having had few 
trustworthy documents and statistics at hand. On a lower 
level as regards credibility stands the Memorial de Sainte-
Helene, compiled by Las Cases from Napoleon's conversations 
with the obvious aim of creating a Napoleonic legend. Never-
theless the Memorial is of great interest—e.g. the passage  

(iv. 451-454) in which Napoleon reflects on the ruin wrought 
to his cause by the war in Spain, or that (iii. t3o) dealing witty 
his fatal mistake in not dismembering Austria after Wagram, and 
in marrying an Austrian princess—" There I stepped on to an 
abyss covered with flowers "; or that again (iii. 79) where he 
represented himself as the natural arbiter in the immense 
struggle of the present against the past, and asserted that in ten 
years' time Europe would be either Cossack or republican. It is 
noteworthy that in Gourgaud's Journal de Ste. Helene there are 
very few reflections of this kind and the emperor appears in a guise 
far more life-like. But in the works edited by Montholon and 
Las Cases, where the political aim constantly obtrudes itself, 
the emperor is made again and again to embroider on the theme 
that he had always been the true champion of ordered freedom. 
This was the mot d'ordre at Longwood to his companions, who 
set themselves deliberately to propagate it. The folly of the 
monarchs of the Holy Alliance in Europe gained for the writings 
of Montholon and Las Cases (that of Gourgaud was not published 
till 1899) a ready reception, with the result that Napoleon 
reappeared in the literature of the ensuing decades wielding 
an influence scarcely less potent than that of the grey-coated 
figure into whose arms France flung herself on his return from 
Elba. All that he had done for her in the days of the Consulate 
was remembered; his subsequent proceedings—his tyranny, 
his shocking waste of human life, his deliberate persistence in 
war when France and Europe called for a reasonable and lasting 
peace—all this was forgotten; and the great warrior, who died 
of cancer on the sth of May 1822, was thereafter enshrouded in 
mists of legend through which his form loomed as that of a 
Prometheus condemned to a lingering agony for his devotion 
to the cause of humanity. It was this perversion of fact which 
rendered possible the career of Napoleon III. 
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Blanc, Napalms I., see Institutions enlist et adimnistratioes (Paris •  
1880); H. Welschinger, La Censure Te.,f• le premier Empire (Paris, 
1882 ; C. van Sr hoof, La Purse sous is ,, , ssalm d festal,. (Brussels. 
1899 ; M. C. Gaudin   (Due de Carte). Notice histortqueilir lnAtaxces 
de la France, :800-1814 (Paris, 1818); R. Stourm, Les Finances du 
corandat (Paris, 1902); J. B. G. Fabry. Le Genie de la revolutiox 
esseidiri dans l'itisteation (3 vols., Paris, 1817-1818); F. Guizot, 
HMI su llisioire at l'etat actuel de FirestrunionSette (Paris. 

I: 1816); C. Schmidt, La Reforme de CMeanie ice 	1811
(Pans. 1905). The memoirs of Chantal, Meneval, ollien, Otivrard 
and Pasquier deal largely with these subjects. Those of Bourrienne 
and Fouche are of doubtful authority; the latter are certainly not 
gamine. 

(d) Diplomacy and General Policy: Besides the works named 
under A. the following may be named as more especially applicable 
to this section : A. Lefebvre, HisSoire des cabisets de l'Europe pendant 
le cearalat m Armoire (3 vols. Paris, 1845-1847): C. Auriol, La 
Frazee. lAngleterre, et Napoleon. 1803-1806 (Paris, 1903): B. Bailleu, 
Presses us/ Frankreich von 2295-1807; Diplomatische Corse-
spoodesuuno (a vols., Leipzig, /881-1887); Comte D. de Barrel, 
Mode sir Fhistoire diplomattquede l'Europe (arid part) •  178p-1816,
yd. L (Paris. 1885); O. Browning, England and Napoleon in 18o3
(Laudon. 1887): H. M. Bowman, Preliminary Stages of the Peace of 
Assiess (Coronto,19oo);'Coquelle, Napoleon et l' A ngleterre,r 803-1815 
(Paris. 19o4),• A. Vandal, Napolton et Alexandre P• (3 vols., Paris, 
1891-1893); W. Oncken, Oesterrekh and Preussen is Befreiungs-
bubo (a vols., Berlin. 1876); H. A. L. Fisher, Napoleonic Statesman-
ship: Germany (Oxford, 1903): A.. Rambaud, La Domination 
fraupsise ssilemagne (a vols., Paris, 1873-1874); G. Roloff. Du 
Kelonialpolitik Napoleons I. (Munich, 1899) and Polaik and Krieg-
Miring wakened des Fddzsiges von 18:4 (Berlin, 1891); A. Fournier, 
AT Congress on Chdtillon (Vienna and Prague. 19oo); P. Gruyer, 
Napoleon. poi de r I k d'Elbe (Paris. 1906); • H. Houssa e. 1815 (3 
vols.. Paris, 1898-1903); C. M. Talleyrand (Prince de Benevento), 
Lettres ixtelikt d Na 	n, /800-1809 (Paris, 1889). 

IV. Closing Years (from the second abdication. June 22nd 1815. 
to death). Captain F. L. Maitland. Narrative of the Surrender of 
Bonaparte (London •  1826; new ed., 1904); Sir T. Ussher, Napoleon's 
Iasi Yomes (London. 1895; new ed., web): G. Gourgaud, Saink-
illibse: Journal inidite de ars a 1818 (a vols., Paris. 1899); 
Marquis C. J. de Montholon •  Rica: do la captivith de l'enskreur 
Nopoltoo d Ste Udine (2 vols., Paris, 1847); Comte E. P. De. de 
Las Cases. Minsorial de Ste Mane (4 vols., London and Paris, 1823); 
Lady Malcolm. A Diary of St Helena (London •  5899); W. Forsyth. 
History of the Captivity of Napoleon at St Helena (3 vols., London 
1853); R. C. Seaton. Napoleon's Captivity in Relation to Sir Hudson 
Lowe (London, 1903); Basil Jackson, Notes and Reminiscences of a 
&of Officer (London, 1903); Earl of Rosebery, Napoleon: the Last 
Phase 1go0): J. H. Rose, Napoleonic Studies (London, tom). 

Macy of the works relating to Napoleon's detention at St Helena 
are perversions of the truth, e.j. O'Meara's A Voice from St Helena 
(London. 7322). The works of Las Cases and Montbolon sbould also  

be read with mat caution. The some remark aortas to Mrs I.. 
Rme&ctions of the Emperor Napalms (London ierlitt 

W. Warden's Letters written on Board H.M.S. " Nordin 
(London, 1816) and J. Stokoe's With Na pams at St Helena (Eng. 
ed., London, 5902). Santini's Appeal to t.k British Nation (London, 
'1817) and the Manuscrit mu de Ste Moe done massibre moms* 
(London, 1817) are forgeries, 	 (J. Hz. R.) 

NAPOLEON n., emperor of the French, the style given by 
the Bonapartists to the son of Napoleon I., Napoleon Frands 
Joseph Charles, duke of Reichstadt (q.tr.). The fact that in 
1814, by Napoleon L's abdication in his favour, the king of 
Rome (as he was then styled) became for a few days titular 
emperor " by the will of the people," was held by Prince Louis 
Napoleon to justify his own assumption of the style of Napoleon 
III. which, as seeming to involve a dynastic claim, gave such 
offence to the legitimist powers, notably the emperor Nicholas I. 
of Russia. 

NAPOLEON in. EaTARLEs Louis NAPOLEON BONAPARTE) 
(x808-1873), emperor of the French, was born on the roth of 
April J8o8 in Paris at 8 rue Cerutti (now rue Laffitte), and not 
at the Tuileries, as the official historians state. He was the third 
son of Louis Bonaparte (see BONAPARTE), brother of Napoleon I., 
and from 1806 to aro king of Holland, and of Hortense de 
Beauharnais, daughter of General (de) Beauharnais and Josephine 
Teacher de la Pagerie, afterwards the empress Josephine; hence 
he was at the same time the nephew and the adopted grandson 
of the great emperor. Of the two other sons of Louis Bonaparte 
and Hortense, the elder, Napoleon Charles (18o2-18o7), died 
of croup at The Hague; the second, Napoleon Louis (1804-1831), 
died in the insurrection of the Romagna, leaving no children. 
Doubts have been cast on the legitimacy of Louis Napoleon; for 
the discord between Louis Bonaparte, who was ill, restless and 
suspicious, and his pretty and capricious wife was so violent 
and open as to justify all conjectures. But definite evidence, 
in the shape of letters and references in memoirs, enables us 
to deny that the Dutch Admiral Verhuell was the father of Louis 
Napoleon,and there is strong evidence of resemblance in character 
between Ring Louis and his third son. He early gave signs of a 
grave and dreamy character. Many stories have been told about 
his childhood, for example the remark which Napoleon I. is said 
to have made about him: " Who knows whether the future 
of my race may not lie In this child." It is certain that, after 
the abdication and exile of Louis, Hortense lived in France with 
her two children, in close relation with the imperial court. 
During the Hundred Days, Louis Napoleon, then a child of 
seven, witnessed the presentation of the eagles to so,000 soldiers; 
but a few weeks later, before his departure for Rochefort, the 
defeated Napoleon embraced him for the last time, and his 
mother had to receive Frederick William III. of Prussia and his 
two sons at the château of Saint-Leu; here the victor and the 
vanquished of Sedan met for the first time, and probably played 
together. 

After Waterloo, Hortense, suspected by the Bourbons of having 
arranged the return from Elba, had to go into exile. The ex. 
king Louis, who now lived at Florence, had compelled her by a 
scandalous law-suit to give up to him the elder of her two children. 
With her remaining child she wandered, under the name of 
duchesse de Saint-Leu, froth Geneva to Aix, Carlsruhe and 
Augsburg. In x817 she bought the castle of Arenenberg, in the 
canton of Turgau, on a wooded hill looking over the Lake of 
Constance. Hortense supervised her son's education in person, 
and tried to form his character. His tutor was Philippe Le Bas, 
son of the well-known member of the Convention and follower 
of Robespierre, an able man, imbued with the ideas of the 
Revolution, while Vieillard, who instructed him In the rudiments, 
was a democratic imperialist also inspired with the ideal of 
nationalism. The young prince also studied at the gymnasium 
at Augsburg, where his love of work and his mental qualities were 
gradually revealed; he was less successful in mathematics than 
in literary subjects, and he became an adept at physical exercises, 
such as fencing, riding afid swimming. It was at this time that 
he acquired the slight German accent which he never lost. 
Those who educated him never lost sight of the future; but it 
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was above aB his mother, fully confident of the future destiny 
of the Bonapartes, who impressed on him the idea that be would 
be king, or at any rate, that he would accomplish some great 
works. " With your name," she said, " you will always count for 
something, whether in the old world of Europe or In the new." 
If we may believe Mine Cornu, he already at the age of twelve 
had dreams of empire. 

In 1823 he accompanied his mother to Italy, visiting his father 
at Florence, and his grandmother Letitia at Rome, and dreaming 
with Le Bas on the banks of the Rubicon. He returned to 
Arenenburg to complete his military education under Colonel 
Armandi and Colonel Dufour, who instructed him in artillery 
and military engineering. At the age of twenty he was a 
" Liberal," an enemy of the Bourbons and of the treaties of x 815; 
but he was dominated by the cult of the emperor, and for him 
the liberal ideal was confused with the Napoleonic. 

The July revolution of x83o, of which he heard In Italy, 
roused all his young hopes. He could not return to France, for 
the law of x816 banishing all his family had not been abrogated. 
But the liberal revolution knew no frontiers. Italy shared in 
the agitation. He had already met some of the conspirators 
at Arenenberg, and It is practically established that he now 
joined the associations of the Carbonari. Following the advice 
of his friend the Count Arese and of Menotti, he and his brother 
were among the revolutionaries who in February 3831 attempted 
a rising in Romagna and the expulsion of the pope from Rome. 
They distinguished themselves at Civita Castellana, a little 
town which they took; but the Austrians arrived in force, and 
during the retreat Napoleon Louis, the elder son, took cold, 
followed by measles, of which he died. Hortense hurried to 
the spot and took steps which enabled her to save her second son 
from the Austrian prisons. He escaped into France, where his 
mother, on the plea of his illness, obtained permission from 
Louis Philippe for him to stay in Paris. But he intrigued with 
the republicans, and Casimir-Perier insisted on the departure 
of both mother and son. In May 1831 they went to London, 
and afterwards returned to Arenenberg. 

For a time he thought of responding to the appeal of some of 
the Polish revolutionaries, but Warsaw succumbed (September 
1831) before he could set out. Moreover the plans of this young 
and visionary enfant du sleek were becoming more definite. 
The duke of Reichstadt died in 1832. His uncle, Joseph, and 
his father, Louis, showing no desire to claim the inheritance 
promised them by the constitution of the year XII., Louis 
Napoleon henceforth considered himself as the accredited 
representative of the family. Those who came in contact with 
him noticed a transformation in his character; he tried to hide 
his natural sensibility under an impassive exterior, and concealed 
his political ambitions. He became indeed "dour enate" 
(gentle but obstinate) as his mother called him, persistent in 
his ideas and always ready to return to them; though at the 
same time yielding and drawing back before the force of circum-
stances. He endeavoured to define his ideas, and in 1833 published 
his Reveries politiques, navies d'un projet de constitution, and 
Considiralions pillions, a milt:Mires sur to Suisse; in 5836, 
as a captain, in the Swiss service, he published a Manuel 
d'artilkrie, in order to win popularity with the French army. 
A phrase of Montesquieu, placed at the head of this work, sums 
up the , views of the young theorist: " The people, possessing 
the supreme power, should do for itself all that it is able to do; 
what it cannot do well, it must do through its elected repre-
sentatives." The supreme authority entrusted to the elect of 
the people was always his essential idea. But the problem was 
how to realize iG Louis Napoleon could feel vaguely the state 
of public opinion in France, the longing for glory from which 
it suffered, and the deep-rooted discord between the nation and 
the king, Louis Philippe, who though sprung from the national 
revolution against the treaties of 1815, was yet a partisan of 
peace at any price. Both Chateaubriand and Carrel had praised 
the prince's first writings. Bonapartists and republicans found 
common ground in the glorious tradition sung by Bfranger. 
A military conspiracy like those of Berton or the sergeants  

of La Rochelle, seemed feasible to Napoleon. A new friend of 
his, Fialin, formerly a non-commissioned officer and a journalist; 
an energetic and astute man and a born conspirator, spurred 
him on to action. 

With the aid of Fialin and Eleanore Gordon, a singer, who 
is supposed to have been his mistress, and with the co-operation 
of certain officers, such as Colonel Vaudrey, an old soldier of 
the Empire, commanding the 4th regiment of artillery, and 
Lieutenant Laity, he tried to bring about a revolt of the garrison 
of Strassburg (October 3o, 1836). The conspiracy was • failure, 
and Louis Philippe, fearing lest he might make the pretender 
popular either by the glory of an acquittal or the aureole of 
martyrdom, had him taken to Lorient and put on board a ship 
bound for America, while his accomplices were brought before 
the court of assizes and acquitted (February 2837). The prince 
was set free in New York in April; by the aid of a false passport 
he returned to Switzerland in August, in time to see his mother 
before her death on the 3rd of October am. 

At any other time this attempt would have covered its author 
with ridicule. Such, at least, was the opinion of the whole of the 
family of Bonaparte. But his confidence was unshaken, and 
in the woods of Arenenberg the romantic-minded friends who 
remained faithful to him still honoured him as emperor. And 
now the government of Louis Philippe, by an evil inspiration, 
began to act in such a way as to make him popular. In :838 
it caused his partisan Lieutenant Laity to be condemned by the 
Court of Peers to five years' imprisonment for a pamphlet which 
he had written to justify the Strassburg affair; then it demanded 
the expulsion of the prince from Switzerland, and when the Swiss 
government resisted, threatened war. Having allowed the July 
monarch to commit himself, Louis Napoleon at the last moment 
left Switzerland voluntarily. All this served to encourage the 
mystical adventurer. In London, where he had taken up his 
abode, together with Arese, Fialin (says Persigny), Doctor 
Conneau and Vaudrey, he was at first well received in society, 
being on friendly terms with Count d'Orsay and Disraeli, and 
frequenting the salon of Lady Blessington. He met with various 
adventures, being present at the famous tournament given by 
Lord Eglinton, and yielded to the charm of his passionate 
admirer Miss Howard. But it was a studious life, as well as the 
life of a dandy, that he led at Carlton House Terrace. Not for 
a minute did he forget his mission: " Would you believe it," 
the duke of Wellington wrote of him, " this young man will hot 
have it said that he is not going to be emperor of the French. 
The unfortunate affair of Strassburg has in no way shaken this 
strange conviction, and his chief thoughts are of what he will 
do when he is on the throne." He was in fact evolving his 
programme of government, and in 1839 wrote and published 
his book: Des Ickes napoleonieanes, a curious mixture of Bona-
partism, socialism and pacificism, which he represented as the 
tradition of the First Empire. He also followed attentively 
the fluctuations of French opinion. 

Since x838 the Napoleonic propaganda had made enormoua 
progress. Not only did certain newspapers, such as the Capitate 
and the Journal du Commerce, and dubs, such as the Culottes 
de peas carry it on zealously; but the diplomatic humiliation 
of France in the affair of Mehemet All (q.v.) in 184o, with the 
outburst of patriotism which accompanied it, followed by the 
concessions made by the government to public opinion, such as, 
for example, the bringing back of the ashes of Napoleon I., 
all helped to revive revolutionary and Napoleonic memories. 

The pretender, again thinking that the moment had come, 
formed a fresh conspiracy. With a little band of fifty-six followers 
he attempted to provoke a rising of the 42nd regiment of the 
line at Boulogne, hoping afterwards to draw General Magnan 
to Lille and march upon Paris. The attempt was made on the 
6th of August 1840, but failed; he saw several of his supporters 
fall on the shore of Boulogne, and was arrested together with 
Montholon, Persigny and Conneau. This time he was brought 
before the Court of Peers with his accomplices; he entrusted 
his defence to Berryer and Marie, and took advantage of his 
trial to appeal to the supremacy of the people, which he alleged, 
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had been ceded, awn after . 1830. He was condemned 
to detentioa for life in a fortress, his fiend Aladenize being 
(hymned, sad Montholon, Parcp6n, Lombard and Fialin being 
each condemned to detention tot twenty yeses. On the 15th of 
December, the very day that Napaeon's ashes were deposited at 
the Invades, be was taken to the fortress of Ham. The country 
maned to forget him; Lamsrtine alone foretold that the honours 
paid to Napoleon I. validated lustre on his nephew. His prison 
at Ham was unhealthy, and physical inactivity was painful 
to the prince, but on the whole the regime imposed upon him 
was mild, and his captiviv was lightened by Alexandrine 
Vergeot, " la kits sabetilre," or Mille Badin' guet (he was tater 
nicknamed %district by the republicans). His more intel-
lectual friends, such as Mme Conn, also came to visit him and 
assisted hint in his studies. He corresponded with Louis Blanc, 
George Sand and Proudhen, and collaboated with the journalists 
of the Left, Degeorge, Peauget and Sonplet. For six years 
be worked very hard " at this University of Ham," as he said. 
He wrote some Ptagnients isistoriques, studies on the sugar-
question, on the construction of a canal though Nicaragua, 
and on the recruiting of the army, and finally, in the Prop* 
is Pas-de-Calais, a series of articles on social questions which 
were later embodied in his Extinction is pauperism (7844). 
But the same persistent idea underlay all his efforts. " The 
more closely the hotly is confused," he wrote, " the more the mind 
is disposed to indulge in flights of imagination, and to consider 
the possibility of executing projects of which a more active 
existence would never perhaps have left it the leisure to think." 
On the 25th of May 1846 he escaped to London, giving as the 
reason for his decision the dangerous illness of his father. On 
the 27th of July his father died, before be could accomplish 
a journey undertaken in spite of the refusal of a passport by 
the representative of Tuscany. 

He was again well received in London, and he " made up for 
his six years of isolation by a furious pursuit of pleasure." The 
duke of Brunswick and the banker Ferrfre interested them-
selves in his future, and gave him money, as did also Miss Howard, 
wham be later made comtesee de Beauregard, after restoring to 
her several milfions. He was still full of plans and new ideas, 
always with the same end in view; and for this reason, in spite of 
his various enterprises, which were sometimes ridiculous, some-
times unpleasant in their consequences, and his unscrupulous-
ness as to the men and means he employed, he always bad a 
kind of greatness. He always retained his faith in his star. 
" They will come to me without any effort of my own," he said 
to Taglioni the dancer; and again to Lady Douglas, who was 
counselling resignation, he replied, "Though fortune has twice 
betrayed me, yet my destiny will none the less surely be fulfilled. 
I wait." He was not to wait much longer. 
' As he well perceived, the popularity of his name, the vague 
" legend " of a Napoleon who was at once a democrat, a soldier 
and a revolutionary hero, was his only strength. But by his 
abortive efforts he had not yet been able to win over this immense 
force of tradition and turn it to his own purposes. The events 
which occurred from 7848 to 1852 enabled him to do so. lie 
behaved with extraordinary skill, displaying in the heat of the 
conflict all the abilities of an experienced conspirator, knowing, 
"like the snail, bow to draw in his horns as soon as he met with 
an obstacle " (Then), but supple, resourceful and unscrupulous 
as to the choice of men and means in his obstinate struggle for 
OWN'. 

At the first symptoms of revolutionary disturbance he returned 
to France; on the 25th of February he offered his services to the 
Provisional Government, but, on being requested by it to depart 
at once, resigned himself to this course. But Persigny, Mocquard 
and all his friends devoted themselves to an energetic propaganda 
In the press, by pictures and by songs. After the 75th of May 
had already shaken the strength of the young republic, he was 
elected in June 1848 by four departments, Seine, Yonne, Charente-
Irderieure and Corsica. In spite of the opposition of the executive 
committee, the Assembly ratified his election. But he had learnt 
to wait. He sent in his resignation from Loadondnerely hazard-.  

log this appeal: " 11 the people impose dirties on me, I shall 
know how to fulfil them." This time events worked in his favour; 
the industrial insurrection of June made the middle classes and 
the MIMI of the rural population look for a saviour, while it 
turned the industrial population towards Bonapartism, out of 
hatred for the republican bourgeois. The Legitimists seemed im-
possible, and the people turned instinctively towards a Bonaparte. 

On the 26th of September be was re-elected by the same 
departments; on the 11th of October the law decreeing the 
banishment of the Bonapartes was abrogated; on the 26th he 
made a speech in the Assembly defending his position as a 
pretender, and cut such a sorry figure that Antony Thouret 
contemptuously withdrew the amendment by which he had 
intended to bar him from rising to the presidency. Thus he was 
able to be a candidate for this formidable power, which had just 
been defined by the Constituent Assembly and entrusted to the 
choice of the people, " to Providence," as Lamartine said. 
In contrast to Cavaignac he was the candidate of the advanced 
parties, but also of the monarchists, who reckoned on doing 
what they liked with him, and of the Catholics, who gave him 
their votes on condition of his restoring the temporal power 
to Rome and handing over education to the Church. The former 
rebel of the Romagna, the Liberal Carbonate, was henceforth to 
be the tool of the priests. In his very triumph appeared the 
ultimate cause of his downfall. On the roth of December he 
was elected president of the Republic by 5,434,226 votes against 
x,448,to7 given to Cavaignac. On the aoth of December he 
took the oath "to remain faithful to the democratic Republic 
. . . to regard as enemies of the nation all those who may attempt 
by illegal means to change the form of the established govern-
ment." From this time onward his history is inseparable from 
that of France. But, having attained to power, he still en-
deavoured to realize his cherished project. All his efforts, from 
the loth of December 048 to the 2nd of December 1852 tended 
towards the acquisition of absolute authority, which he wished 
to obtain, in appearance, at any rate, from the people. " 

It was with this end in view that he co-operated with the 
party of order in the expedition to Rome for the destruction of 
the Roman republic and the restoration of the pope (March 3r, 
740, and afterwards in all the reactionary measures against the 
press and the clubs, and for the destruction of the Reds. But in 
opposition to the party of order, he defined his own personal 
Policy, as in his letter to Edgard Noy (August 76, 1849), which 
was not deliberated upon at the council of ministers, and asserted 
his intention "of not stifling Italian liberty," or by the change 
of ministry on the 31st of October 1849, when, " In order to 
dominate all parties," he substituted for the men coming from 
the Assembly, such as Odilon Barnet, creatures of his own, such 
as Rouher and de Paden, the Auvergne avocets, and Achille 
Fould, the banker. " The name of Napoleon," he said on thb 
occasion, " is in itself a programme; it stands for order, authority, 
religion and the welfare of the people in Internal affairs, and in 
foreign affairs for the national dignity." 

In spite of this alarming assertion of his personal policy, he 
still remained in harmony with the Astembly (the Legislative 
Assembly, elected on the 28th of May 1849) in order to carry 
out " a Roman expedition at home," i.e. to dear the administra-
tion of all republicans, put down the press, suspend the right of 
holding meetings and, above all, to hand over education to the 
Church (law of the 15th of March t 85o). But the machiavellian 
pretender, daily growing more skilful at manoeuvring between 
different classes and parties, knew where to stop and how to 
keep up a show of democracy. When the Assembly, by the law 
of the Jilt of May 185o, restricted universal suffrage and reduced 
the number of the electors from 9 to 6 millions, he was able to 
throw upon it the whole responsibility for this coup d'etat bour-
geois. " I cannot understand how you, the offspring of universal 
suffrage, can defend the restricted suffrage," said his friend Mme 
Comm " You do not understand," he replied, " I am preparing 
the ruin of the Assembly." " But you will perish with it," she 
answered. "On the contrary, when the Assembly is hanging_ 
over the precipice, I shall cut the rope." 
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In fact, while trying to compass the destruction of the 
republican movement of the Left, he was taking careful steps to 
gain over all classes. " Prince, ahead, monsieur, monseignestr, 
eiloyen " (he was called by all ;hese names indifferently at the 
Elysfe), be appeared as the candidate of the most incompatible 
interests, flattering the clergy by his compliments and formal 
visits, distributing cigars and sausages to the soldiers, promising 
the prosperous bourgeoisie " order in the street " and business, 
while he posed as the" father of the workers," and won the hearts 
of the peasants. At his side were his accomplices, men ready for 
anything, whose only hopes were bound up with his fortunes, 
such as Morny and Rouher; his paid publicists, such as Roman 
the originator of the " red spectre ' ; his cudgel-bearers, the 
" Ratapois " immortalized by Daumier, who terrorized the 
republicans. From the Elysfe by means of the mass of officials 
whom they had at their command, the conspirators extended their 
activities throughout the whole country. 

He next entered upon that struggle with the Assembly, now 
discredited, which was to reveal to all the necessity for a change, 
and a change in his favour. In January illsr he deprived 
Changarnier of his command of the garrison of Paris. ' The 
Empire has come," said Thera. The pretender would have pre- 
ferred, however, that it should be brought about legally, the first 
step being his re-election in 0352. The Constitution forbade his 
re-election; therefore the Constitution must be revised. On the 
19th of July the Assembly threw out the proposal for revision, 
thus signing its own death-warrant, and the coup d'ilat was 
resolved upon. He prepared for it syst•ourrically. The cabinet 
of the 26th of October 185r gave the ministry for war to his 
creature Saint-Arnaud. All the conspirators were at their 
posts—Maupas at the prefecture of police, Magnan at the 
head of the troops in Paris. At the Elysfe, Moray, adulterine son 
of Hortense, a hero of the Bourse and successful gambler, 
supported his half-brother by his energy and counsels. The 
ministry proposed to abrogate the electoral law of 185o, and 
restore universal suffrage; the Assembly by refusing made itself 
still more unpopular. By proposing to allow the president 
of the Assembly to all in armed force, the questors revealed 
the Assembly's plans for defence, and gave the Elysfe a weapon 
against it (" donnent bane contra elle it l'Elysfe "). The propo-
sition was rejected (November x7), but Louis-Napoleon saw that 
it was time to act. On the and of December he carried out his 
coup d'etat. 

But affairs developed in s way which disappointed him. By 
dismissing the Assembly, by offering the people " a strong 
government," and re-establishing " a France regenerated by the 
Revolution of '8q and organized by the emperor," he had hoped 
for universal applause. But both in Paris and the provinces 
he met with the resistance of the Republicans, who had re-
organized in view of the elections of 2852. He struck at them 
by mixed commissions, deportations and the whole range of 
police measures. The dicrds-lois of the year x852 enabled him 
to prepare the way for the new institutions. On the rst of 
December 1852 he became In name what be was already in deed, 
and was proclaimed Emperor of the French. He was then 44 
years old. " The impassibility of his face and his lifeless glance " 
showed observers that he was still the obstinate dreamer that 
he had been in youth, absorbed in his Idea. His unshaken 
conviction of his mission made him conscious of the responsibility 
which rested on him, but hid from him the hopeless defect in the 
coup d'Etal. To carry out his conviction, he bad still only a 
timid will, working through petty expedients; but here again 
his confidence in the future made him bold. In a people politically 
decimated and wearied, he was able to develop freely all the 
Napoleonic ideals. Rarely has a man been able to carry out 
his system so completely, though perhaps in these first years he 
had to take more disciplinary measures than he had intended 
against the Reds, and granted more favours than was fitting 
to the Catholics, his allies in December 1848 and December 
r858. 

The aim which the emperor bad in view was, by a concentration 
of power which should make him " the beneficent motive force  

of the whole social order " (constitution of the teth of Jammer 
ass; administrative centralization; subordination of the 
elected assemblies; control of the machinery of universal suffrage) 
to unite all classes in " one great national party " attached to the 
dynasty. His success, from 1852 to 1856, was almost complete. 
The nation was submissive, and a few scattered plots alone 
showed that republican ideas persisted among the masses. 
As " restorer of the overthrown altars," he won over the " men 
in black," among them Veuillot, editor-in-chief of l'Horiters, and 
allowed them to get the University into their hands. By the aid 
of former Orleanists, such as Billault, Fouts and Moray, and 
Saint-Simonians such as Talsbot and the Pereires, be satisfied 
the industrial classes, extended credit, developed means of 
communication, and gave a strong impetus to the business of 
the nation. By various measures, such as subsidies, charitable 
gifts and foundations, he endeavoured to show that " the idea 
of improving the lot of those who suffer and struggle against the 
difficulties of life was constantly present in his mind." His was 
the government of cheap bread, great public works and holidays. 
The imperial court was brilliant. The emperor, having failed to 
obtain the hand of a Vasa or Hohenzollern, married, on the 29th 
of January 1853, Eugfnie de Montijo, comtesse de Teba, aged 
twenty-six and at the height of her beauty. 

France was " satisfied " in the midst of order, prosperity and 
peace. But a glorious peace was required; it must not be said 
that ' France is bored," as Lionartine had said when the 
Napoleonic legend began to spread. The foreign policy of the 
Catholic party, by the question of the Holy Places and the 
Crimean War (1853--1856), gave him the opportunity of winning 
the glory which he desired, and-the British alliance enabled him 
to take advantage of it. In the spring of 1855, as a definite success 
was still slow to come, he contemplated for a time taking the 
lead of the expedition in person, but his advisers dissuaded him 
from doing so, for fear of a revolution. In January 2856 he had 
the good fortune to win a diplomatic triumph over the new tsar, 
Alexander II. It was at Paris (February 25-March yo) that the 
conditions of peace were settled. 

The emperor was now at the height of his power. lie appeared 
to the people as the avenger of 11340 and 1815, and the birth to 
him of a son, Engine Louis Jean Joseph, on the 16th of March 
1856, assured the future of the dynasty. It was then that, 
strong in "the esteem and admiration with which he was sur-
rounded," and " foreseeing a future full of hope for France," be 
dreamed of realising the Napoleonic ideal in its entirety. This 
disciple of the German philologists, this crowned Carbonaro, 
the friend of the archaeologists and historians who were to help 
him to write the Histoire de Cesar, dreamed of developing the 
policy of nationalism, and of assisting the peoples of all countries 
to enfranchise themselves. 

From 1856 to 1858 he devoted his attention to the Rumanian 
nationality, and supported Alexander Cum. But it was above 
all the deliverance of Italy which haunted his imagination. 
By this enterprise, which his whole tradition imposed upon him 
he reckoned to flatter the amour-propre of his subjects, and rally 
to him the liberals and even the republicans, with their passion 
for propegandism. But the Catholics feared that the Italian 
national movement, when once started, would entail the downfall 
of the papacy; and in opposition to the emperor's Italian 
advisers. Arese and Prince Jerome Napoleon, they pitted the 
empress, who was frivolous and capricious, but an ardent Catholic. 
Napoleon III. was under his wife's influence, and could not openly 
combat her resistance. It was the Italian Orsini who, by 
attempting to assassinate him as a traitor to the Italian nation 
on the 14th of January 1858, gave him an opportunity to impose 
his will indirectly by convincing his wife that in the interests 
of his own security he must " do something for Italy." Events 
followed each other in quick succession, and now began the 
difficulties in which the Empire was to be irrevocably involved. 
Not only did the Italian enterprise lead to strained relations with h 
Great Britain, the alliance with whom had been the emperor's 
chief support in Europe, and compromised its credit; but the 
claims of parties and classes stain began. to be heard at home 
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The Italian war moused the opposition et the Catholics. 
After Magenta (June 4, On), it was the teams of the Catholics 
and the meows of the empress which, even more than the 
threats of Prussia, checked him in his triumph and forced him 
into the armistice of Villa/ranee (July x z, am). But the spread 
el the Italian revolution and the movement for annesatios 
forced him again to intervene. He appealed to the Left against 
the Catholics, by the amnesty of the 17th of April 1850. His 
consent to the annexation of the Central Italian states, in 
exchange for Savoy and Nice (Treaty of Turin, March 34, 386o) 
exposed him to violent attacks on the part of the ultramontanes, 
whose slave he had practically been since 1848. At the same 
time, the free-trade treaty with Great Britain (January' S. 
186o) aroused a movement against him among the industrial 
bewrgeeisis. 

Thus at the end of 286o, the very time when he had hoped that 
his posomal policy was to rally round him once for all the whole 
of France, and more the future of his dynasty, he saw, on the 
contrary, that it was turning against him his strategist sup-
porters. He became alarmed at the responsibilities which he saw 
would fall upon him, and imagined that by an .appearsnce of 
reform he would be able to shift on to others the responsibility 
for any errors he might commit. Hence the decrees of the z4th of 
November redo (right of address, ministers without portfolio) 
and the letter of the 14th of November 186i (financial reform). 
From this time onward, in face of a growing opposition, anxiety 
for the future of his regime occupied the first place in the 
empesoes thoughts, and paralysed his initiative. Placed 
between his Italian counsellors and the empress, he was ever of 
two minds. His plans for remodelling Europe had • certain 
generosity and grandeur; but internal difficulties forced him into 
milks manwuvre and temporization, which led to his ruin. 
Thus in October 1862, after Garibaldi's attack on Rome, the 
dulcet diode of the Tuileries triumphed. But the replacing 
of M. Thouvenel by M. Drouin de Lhuys did not satisfy the chore 
violent Catholics, who in May 1863 joined the united opposition. 
Thirty-five opposers of the government were appointed, Re-
publicans, Orleanhts, Legitimists or Catholics. The emperor 
dismissed Persitny, and summoned moderate reformers such as 
Dnruy and Belk. But he was still possessed with the idea of 
settling his throne on a firm basis, and uniting all France in some 
glorious enterprise which should appeal to all parties equally, and 
"group them under the mantle of imperial glory." From 
January to June 1863 be sought this appearance of glory in 
Poland, but only succeeded in embroiling himself with Russia. 
Then, after Syria and China, it was the " great inspiration of his 
reign," the establishment of a Catholic and Latin empire. in 
Make, enthusiasm for which he tried in vain from 1863 to :867 
to communicate to the French. 

But while the strength of France was wasting away at Puebla 
or Mexico, Bismarck was founding German unity. In August 
1864 the emperor, held back by French public opinion, which 
was favourable to Prussia, and by his idea of nationality, allowed 
Prussia and Austria to seize the duchies of Schleswig and Holstein. 
After his failure in Poland and Maim and in face of the alarming 
presence of Germany, only one alliance remained' possible for 
Napoleon III., namely with Italy. lie obtained this by the 
convention of the 15th of September 1864 (involving the with-
drawal of the French troops from Rome). But the Catholic 
party redoubled its violence, and the pope sent out the encyclical 
Quango Cure and the Syllabus, especially directed against France. 
In vain the emperor sought in German affairs a definitive solution 
of the Italian question. At Biarritz be prepared with Bismarck 
the Franco-Prussian alliance of April 1866; and hoped to become, 
to his greater glory, arbiter in the tremendous conflict which was 
about to begin. But suddenly, while he was trying to rouse 
public opinion against the treaties of 1815, the news of the battle 
of Kemiggrats came as a bolt from the blue to ruin his hopes. 
French interests called for an immediate intervention. But the 
emperor was ill, weary and aged by the life of pleasure which he 
led side by side with his life of work (as is proved by the letters 
SO Mdlle Bellow); be was suffering irons • fiat attack of  

his bladder complaint. He knew, moreover, the insufficiency 
of his troops. After days of terrible suffering, he resigned 
himself to the annexation by Prussia of northern Germany. 
" Now," said 11 Drouin de Lhuys, " we have nothing left 'but to 
weep." 

Henceforth the brilliant dream, a moment realized, the realize• 
don of which he had thought durable, was at an end. The 
Enipire bad still an uncertain and troubled brilliancy at the 
Exhibition of 1867. But Berezowski's pistol shot, which accen-
tuated the estrangement from the tsar, and the news of the death 
of Maximilian at Queretaro, cast a gloom over the later fetes. 
In the interior the industrial and socialist movement, born of 
the new industrial development, added fresh strength to the 
Republican and Liberal opposition. The moderate Imperialists 
felt that some concessions must be made to public opinion. In 
opposition to the absolutist " vice-emperor " Rouher, whose 
influence over Napoleon had become stronger and stronger since 
the death of Morny, Emile 011ivier grouped the Third Party. 
Anxious, changeable and distraught, the emperor made the 
Liberal concision: of the toll of January 1867 (right of inter-
pellation), and then, when 011ivier thought that his triumph 
was near, be exalted Rouher (July) and did not grant the promised 
laws concerning the press and public meetings till 1868, The 
opposition gave him no credit for these tardy concessions. There 
was an epidemic of violent attacks on the emperor; the publica-
tion of the Leader= and the Baudin trial, conducted by Gam-
betta, were so many death-blows to the regime. The later-
seamark developed its propaganda. The election of May 1869 
resulted in 4,438,000 votes given for the government, and 
3,355,000 for the opposition, who also gained eo representatives. 
The emperor, disappointed and hesitating, was slow to return to 
a parliamentary regime. It was not till December that be 
instructed Offivier to " form a homogeneous cabinet representing 
the majority of the Corps Lighted( " (ministry of the and of 
January 187o). But, embarrassed between the Arcadia's, 
the partisans of the absolute regime, and the republicans, 
011ivier was unable to guide the Empire in • constitutional 
course. At the Tuileries Rouher's counsel still triumphed. It 
was he who inspired the ill and wearied emperor, now without 
confidence or energy, with the idea of resorting to the 'Mischa 
" To do away with the risk of a Revolution," "to place order 
and liberty upon • firm footing," " to ensure the transmission of 
the crown to his son," Napoleon III. again sought the approba-
tion of the nation, He obtained it with brilliant success, for the 
last time, by 7,358,786 votes against r,571,939(  and his work 
now seemed to be consolidated. 

A few weeks later it crumbled irrevocably. Since x866 he had 
been pursuing an elusive appearance of glory. Since 1866 France 
was calling for " revenge." He felt that he could only rally the 
people to him by procuring them the satisfaction of their national 
pride. Hence the mishaps and imprudences of which Bismarck 
made such an insulting use. Hence the negotiations of Nikols-
burg, the " note d'aubergiste " (innkeeper's bill) claiming the 
left bank of the Rhine, which was so scornfully rejected; hence 
the plan for the invasion of Belgium (August 1866), the Luxem-
burg affair (March 1867), from which M. de Moustier's diplomacy 
effected such a skilful retreat; hence the final folly which led 
this government into the war with Freesia (July 287o). 

The war was from the first doomed to disaster. It might 
perhaps have been averted. if France had had any allies. But 
Austria, a possible ally, could only join France if satisfied as 
regards Italy; and since Garibaldi had threatened Rome 
(Manua, 1867), Napoleon III., yielding to the anger of the 
Catholics, had again sent troops to Rome. Negotiations had 
taken place in 1860. The emperor, bound by the Catholics, had 
refused to withdraw his troops. It was as a distant but inevitable 
consequence of his agreement of December 1848 with the Catholic 
party that in 187o the emperor found himself without an ally. 

His energy was now completely exhausted. Successive 
attacks of stone in the bladder had ruined his physique; while 
his hesitation and timidity increased with age. The influence 
of the empress over him became supreme. On leaving the 
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council in which the war was decided upon the emperor threw 
himself, weeping, into the arms of Princess Mathilde. The 
empress was delighted at this war, which she thought would 
secure her son's inheritance. 

On the 28th of July father and son set out for the army. 
They found it in a state of utter disorder, and added to the 
difficulties by their presence. The emperor was suffering from 
stone and could hardly sit his horse. After the defeat of Reichs-
hoffen, when Bazaine was thrown back upon Metz, be wished to 
retreat upon Paris. But the empress represented to him that 
if he retreated it would mean a revolution. An advance was 
decided upon which ended in Sedan. On the and of September, 
Napoleon ILL surrendered with 8o,0oo men, and on the 4th of 
September the Empire fell. Ile was taken as a prisoner to the 
castle of WilhelmshObe, near Cassel, where be stayed till the 
end of the war. Alter the intrigues of Bazaine, of Bismarck, 
and of the empress, the Germans having held negotiations 
with the Republic, he was de fado deposed. On the tat of March 
the assembly of Bordeaux confirmed this deposition, and declared 
him " responsible for the ruin, invasion and dismemberment 
of France." 

Restored to liberty, he retired with his wife and son to 
Chislehurst in England. Unwilling even now to despair of the 
future, he still sought to rally his friends for a fresh propaganda. 
He had at his service publicists such as Casssgnac, J. Amigues 
and Hugelmana. He himself also wrote unsigned pamphlets 
justifying the campaign of 187o. It may be noted that, true to 
his ideas, he did not attempt to throw upon others the responsi-
bffity which he had always claimed for himself. He dreamed 
of his son's future. But he no longer occupied himself with any 
definite plans. He interested himself in pensions for workmen 
and economical stoves. At the end of 1872 his disease became 
more acute; and a surgical operation became necessary. He 
died on the 9th of January 1873, leaving his son in the charge 
of the empress and of Rouher. The young prince was educated 
at Woolwich from 1872 to 187$, and in 1879 took part in the 
English expedition against the Zulus in South Africa, in which 
he was killed. By his death vanished all hope of renewing the 
extraordinary fortune which for twenty years placed the 
descendant of the great emperor, the Carbone and dreamer, 
at once obstinate and hesitating, on the throne of France. 
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NAPOLEON, a round game of cards (known colloquially as 
" Nap "). Any number may play. The cards rank as at whist, 
and five are dealt to each player.. The deal being completed, 
the player to the dealer's left looks at his band and declares 
bow many tricks he would play to win against all the rest, the 
usual rule being that more than one must be declared; in default 
of declaring he says " I pass," and the next player has a similar 
option of either declaring to make more tricks or pasaing, and 
so on all round. A declaration of five tricks is called going 
Nap." The player who declares to make most has to try to 
make them, and the others, but without consultation, to prevent 
him. The declaring band has the first lead, and the first card 
he leads makes the trump suit. The players, in rotation, must 
follow suit if able. If the declarer succeeds in making at least 
the number of tricks he stood for he wins whatever stakes are 
played for; if not he loses. If the player declaring Nap wins 
be receives double stakes all round; if he loses he only pays 
single stakes all round. Sometimes, however, a player is allowed 
to go " Wellington " over " and even "Blucher" over  

" Wellington." In these cases the caller of " Wellington " 
wins four times the stake and loses twice the stake, the caller 
of " Blucher " receives six times and loses three times the stake. 
Sometimes a player is allowed to declare *Liam i.e. no tricks. 
This ranks, as a declaration, between three and four, but the 
player pays a double stake on three, if he wins a trick, and receives 
• single on three if he takes none. 

NAPOLEONIC CAMPAIONS.—z. The era of the Revolutionary 
and Napoleonic Wars falls into two main divisions, the first 
of which (1792-1801) is dealt with under the heading FRENCA 
REVOLUTIONARY WARS. In the present article are described 
the campaigns in central and eastern Europe, directed by 
Napoleon—no longer one amongst many French generals, 
nor even a simple primes inter pares, but " Emperor " in the 
fullest sense—between the years r8os and 1814. Napoleon's 
short Spanish Campaign of r809 is dealt with under Pmentsviatt 
WAR (this article covering the campaigns in Spain, Portugal and 
southern France r8o8-r8r4), and for the final drama of Waterlo8 
the reader is referred to WATERLOO CAMPAIGN. 

The campaigns described below are therefore 
(a) The Austrian War of 1805 (Ulm and Austerlitz). 
(6) The Conquest of Prussia and the Polish Campaign (Jena. 

AuerstAdt. Eylau and Friedland). 
(c) The Austrian War of 1809 (Eckmtlhl, Aspen and .Wagram). 
(d) The Russian War of 1812 (Borodino and the retreat from 

Moscow), 
(e) The German " War of Liberation," culminating in the Battle 

of the Nations. around Leipzig. 
(f) The last campaign in France, 1814. 
f he naval history of 1803-1815 includes the culmination and the 

asTduel of thezrugglemfuomr command onof tthhee sdenaywor 4hrafb2tgaan in 1793 n   

2. The Campaign of 1805 may be regarded as a measure or 
self-defence forced upon Napoleon by the alliance of Russia 
(Apni ith), Austria (August 9th) and other powers with Great 
Britain. The possibility had long been before the emperor, and 
his intention in that event to march straight on Vienna by the 
valley of the Danube is clearly indicated in his reply (November 
27th, 1803) to a Prussian proposal for the neutralization of the 
South German states. In this he says, " It is on the road from 
Strasshtug to Vienna that the French must force peace on 
Austria, and it is this road which you wish us to renounce." 
When, therefore, on the asth of August 18os, be learnt definitely 
that Villeneuve (see Nasal operations below) had failed In his 
purpose of securing the command of the Channel, which was 
the necessary preliminary to the invasion of England, it was but 
the affair of a few hours to dictate the dispositions necessary to 
transfer his whole army to the Rhine frontier as the first step 
in its march to the Danube. On this date the army actually 
lay in the following positions:— 

I. Corps Bernadotte Hanover (Geninges) 
II. „ Marmon 	Holland 

Ill. 	.. Devout 
I 	„ Souk 	I Camp of Boulogne and 
V. „ Lemma 	J other points on the 

VI. „ Ney 	English Channel, 
VII. „ Augereau I • 
Guard 	Bessieres 	Paris. 

The corps were, however, by no means fit for immediate service. 
Bernadotte's corps in Hanover was almost in the position of a 
beleaguered garrison, and the marshal could only obtain his 
transport by giving out that he was ordered to withdraw to 
France. Marmont and Devout were deficient in horses for 
cavalry and artillery, and the troops in Boulogne, having been 
drawn together for the invasion of England, had hardly any 
transport at all, as it was considered this want could be readily 
supplied on landing. The composition of the army, however, was 
excellent. The generals were in the prime of life, had not yet 
learnt to distrust one another, and were accustomed to work 
under the emperor and with one another. The regimental 
officers bad all acquired their rank before the enemy and knew 
how to manage their men, and of the men themselves nearly 
two-thirds had seen active service. The strength of the army 
lay in its infantry, for both cavalry and artillery were short of 
horses, cad the latter had not yet acquired mobility and Ana 
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in anoeuvring. Napoleon's determination to undertake the 
inlarsion of England has often been disputed, but it is hard to 
imagine what other operation he contemplated, for the outbreak 
of hostilities with his continental enemies found him ill-supplied 
with intelligence as to the resources of the country he had then 
to traverse. To remedy this, Murat and other general officers 
as well as minor agents were sent ahead and instructed to travel 
through South Germany in plain clothes with a view to collecting 
information and mastering . the topography.. The emperor 
was, moreover, imperfectly acquainted with the degree of pre-
paration of his adversaries' designs, and when he dictated his 
preliminary orders he was still unaware of the direction that 
the allies' advance would assume. That be foresaw the march 
of events which ultimately drew Mack to Ulm is inconceivable. 
On the 26th of August, however, he learnt that roo,aoo Russians 
were about to enter. Bohemia thence to unite with an Austrian 
army of 8o,000 near the junction of the Inn and Danube, and 
this information compelled him to alter the general direction 
of his advance so as to traverse the defiles of the Black Forest 
north of the Neckar, cavalry only observing the passes to the 
south. 

s. Austrian Arary.—The Austrians after the defeats of ritoo 
had endeavoured to reorganize their forces on the French model, 
but they were soon to learn that in matters of organisation the 
spirit is everything, the letter very little. They had copied 
the organization of the French corps, but could find no corps 
commanders fit to assume the responsibility for these commands: 
As always in such conditions, the actual control of the smallest 
movements was still centralized in the hands of the army com-
manders, and thus the rate of marching was incredibly slow. 
They had decided that'in future their troops in the field should 
live by requisition, and had handed over to the artillery, which 
seeded them badly, a large number of horses thus set free from 
the transport service, but they had not realized that men 

• accustomed to a regular distribution of rations cannot be trans-
formed into successful marauders and pillagers by a stroke of 
the pen; and they had sent away the bulk of their army, 1 .20,000 
under their best general, the archduke Charles, into Italy, leaving 
Lieut. Field Marshal Mack von Leiberich in Germany, nominally 
as chief of the staff to the young Prince Ferdinand, but virtually 
in commend, to meet the onset of Napoleon at the head of his 
veterans. Mack was a man of unusual attainments. He had 
risen from the tanks in the most caste-ridden army in Europe, 
and against untold opposition had carried through army reforms 
which were correct in principle, and needed only time to develop. 
It was his fate to be made the scapegoat for the disasters which 
followed, though they need no further explanation than that, 
at the. head of 8o,000 men and exercising only restricted powers 
of command, he was pitted against the greatest strategist of all 
ages who was responsible to no overlord and commanded, in the 
fullest sense of the term, an army considerably more than twice 
as strong. 

a. The March on tnno.—The outbreak of the campaign was 
hastened by the desire of the Austrian government to feed their 
own army and leave a bare country for Napoleon by securing the 
resources of Bavaria. It was also hoped that the Bavarians 
with their army of 2 s,000 men would join the allies. In the latter 
hipe they were deceived, and the Bavarians under General 
Wrede slipped away to Bamberg in time. In the former, how-
ever, they were successful, and the destitution they left in their 
wake almost wrecked Napoleon's subsequent combinations. 
Mack's march to Ulm was therefore a necessity of the situation, 
and his continuance in this exposed position, if foolhardy against 
such an adversary, was at any rate the outcome of the high 
resolve that even if beaten he would inflict crippling losses upon 
the enemy. Mack knew that the Russians would be late at the 
rendezvous on the Inn. By constructing an entrenched camp 
at Ulm and concentrating all the available food within it, he 
expected to compel Napoleon to invest and besiege him, and 
be anticipated that in the devastated country his adversary 
would be compelled to separate and thus fall an easy prey to the 
Russians. For that blow he bad determined to make his own  

army the anvil. But these views obviously could not be pub-
lished in army orders, hence•the discontent and opposition he was 
destined to encounter. 

S. Monsoons of Ike French.—It was on the 21st that Napoleon 
learnt of Mack's presence in Ulm. On that date his army had 
crossed the Rhine and was entering the defiles of the Black 
Forest. It was already beginning tosuffer. Boots were worn out, 
greatcoats deficient, transport almost unattainable and, accord-
ing to modern ideas, the army would have been considered 
incapable of action. 
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On the zoth of September, its deployment beyond the mountains 
was complete, and as Napoleon did no know of Mack's intention 
to stay at Ulm and had learned that the Russian advance had 
been delayed, he directed his columns by the following roads on 
the Danube, between Doruutworth and Ingolstadt, so as to be 
in a position to intervene between the Austrians and the Rusgans 
and beat both in detail. On the 7th of October this movement 
was completed—the Austrians abandoned the Danube bridgett 
after a show of resistance,' retreating westward—and Napoleon, 
leaving Murat in command of the V. and VI. corps and cavalry 
to observe the Austrians, pressed on to Augsburg with the Where 
so as to be ready to deaf with the Russians. Learning, however; 
that these were still beyond striking radius, he determined to deal 
with blades army first, having formed the fixed conviction that 
a threat at the latter's communications would compel him . t0 
endeavour to retreat southwards . towards Tirol. Bernadotte 
in his turn became an army of observation, and Napalm* 
joining Murat with the main body marched rapidly westward . 

 from the Lech towards the Iller. 
6. Austria* Plans.—Mack's intentions were what Napoleon 

supposed. He bad meanwhile received (false) information of 
British landing at Boulogne, and he was seriously deceived a.4 to 
the numbers of Napoleon's forces. He was also aware that the 
erections of the French had produced deep indignation throughi 
out Germany and especially in Prussia (whose neutrality had 
been violated, see ¢ r4, below). All this, and the almost mutinous 
discontent of his generals and his enemies of the court circa% 
shook his resolution of acting as anvil for the Russians, of whose 
delay also he was aware, and about the 8th of October he deter-
mined to march out north-eastward across .the French lines of 
communication and save his sovereign's army by taking refuge 
if necessary in Saxony. Believing implicitly in the rumours of • 
descent on Boulogne and of risings in France which also reached 
him, and knowing the destitution he had left behind him in his 
movement to Ulm, when be heard of the westward march of 
French columns from the Lech he told his army, apparently in 
all good faith, that the French were in full march for their own 
country. 

Actually the French at this moment were suffering the most 
terrible distress—up to the Danube they bad still found sufficient 
food for existence, but south of it, in the track of the Austrians, 
they found nothing. All march discipline disappeared, the men 
dissolved into hordes of marauders and even the sternest of the 
marshals wrote piteous appeals to the emperor for supplies, and 
for permission to shoot some of their stragglers. But to all these 
Berthier in the emperor's name sent the stereotyped reply—r 
" The emperor has ordered you to carry four days' provisions, 
therefore you can expect nothing further—you know the 
emperor's method of conducting war.

, 
 ' 

7. Adios of Atka or Haslach.—Meanwhile Murat, before the 
emperor joined him, had given Mack the desired opening. 
The VI. corps (Ney) should have remained on the left bank of 
the Danube toriose the Austrian exit on that side, but by mistake 
only Dupont's division had been left at Albeck, the rest being 
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brought over the river. Mack on the 8th had determined to 
commence his withdrawal, but fortune now favoured the French. 
The weather during the whole of October had been unusually 
wet, the swollen Danube overflowed the low ground and the 
roads had become quagmires. On the south bank, owing to 
better natural drainage and a drier subsoil, movement was fairly 
easy, but the Austrians found it almost impossible. On the r ith 
of October, when they began their march, the road along the 
Danube was swept into the river, carrying with it several guns 
and teams, and hours were consumed in passing the shortest 
distances. At length in the afternoon they suddenly fell upon 
Dupont's isolated division at Albeck, which was completely 
surprised and severely handled. The toad now lay completely 
open, but the Austrian columns had so opened out owing to 
the state of the roads that the leading troops could not pursue 
their advantage—Dupont rallied and the Austrians had actually 
to fall back towards Ulm to procure food. 

Ekkingea.—For three more days Mack struggled 'with an 
unwilling staff and despondent men to arrange a further advance. 
During these very three days, through a succession of staff 
blunders, the French failed to close the gap, and on the morning 
of the 14th of October both armies, each renewing their advance, 
CUM in contact at the bridge of Elchingen, This bridge, all  

but a few road-bearers, had been destroyed, but now the French 
gave an example of that individual gallantry which was char-
acteristic of the old revolutionary armies. Running along the 
beams under a close fire a few gallant men forced their way 
across. The floor of the bridge was rapidly relaid, and presently 
the whole of the VI. corps was deploying with unexampled 
rapidity on the farther side. The Austrians, still in their quag-
mire, could not push up reinforcements fast enough, and though 
Mack subsequently alleged deliberate obstruction and dis-
obedience on the part of his subordinates, the state of the roads 
alohe suffices to explain their defeat. Only the right column of 
the Austrians was, however, involved; the left under General 
Werneck, to whom some cavalry and the archduke Ferdinand 
attached themselves, did indeed succeed in getting away, but 
without trains or supplies. They continued their march, famished 
but unmolested, until near Heidenbeim they suddenly found 
themselves confronted by what from the diversity of uniforms 
they took to be an overwhelming force; at the same time the 
French cavalry sent in pursuit appeared In their rear. Utterly 
exhausted by fatigue, Werneck with his infantry, some flow 
strong, surrendered to what was really a force of dismounted 
dragoons and foot-sore stragglers improvised by the comthanding 
officer on the spot to protect the French treasure chests, which at 
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that moment lay actually in the path of the Austrian. The 
young archduke with some cavalry escaped. 

o Mack surrounded.—The defeat at Eichingen on the zath of 
October sealed the fate of the Austrians, though Mack was still 
determined to endure a siege. As the French columns coming 
up from the south and west gradually surrounded him, he drew 
in his troop* under shelter of the fortress and its improvised 
entrenched camp, and on the zsth he found himself completely 
surrounded.. On the 16(11 the French field-guns fund into the 
town, and Mack realised that his troops were no longer under 
sufficient control to endure a siege. When, therefore, next 
rooming, negotiations were opened by the French, Mack, still 
feeling certain that the Russians were at band, agreed to an 
armistice and undertook to lay down his arms if within the nest 
twenty-one days no relief should arrive. To this Napoleon 
consented, but hardly had the agreement been signed than he 
succeeded in introducing a number of individual French soldiers 
into the fortress, who began' rioting with the Austrian soldiery. 
Then, sending in armed parties to restore order and protect the 
inhabitants, he caused the guards at the gates to be overpowered, 
and Mack was thus forced into an unconditional surrender. 

On the sand of October, the day after Trafalgar, the remnant 
of the Austrian army, 23,000 strong, laid down its arms. About 
Saco men under Jellachich had escaped to Tirol, 2000 cuirassiers 
with Prince Ferdinand to Eger in Bohemia, and about moon 
men under Werneck, had surrendered at Heidenteim. The 
losses in battle having been insignificant, there remain some 
30,000 to account for— most of whom probably escaped individu-
ally by the help of the inhabitants, who were bitterly hostile to 
the French. 

wo. Napoleon's Advance to Yiersaa.—Napoleon now hastened 
to rejoin the group of corps he had „left under Bernadotte in 
observation towards the Russians, for the latter were nearer 
at hand than even Mack had assumed. But hearing of his 
misfortune they retreated before Napoleon's advance along the 
right bank of the Danube to Krems, where they crossed the river 
and withdrew to an entrenched camp near ObnUtz to pick up 
fresh Austrian reinforcements. The severe actions of Dttrrenstein 
(near Krems) on the rith, and of HollabrUnn on the 16th of 
November, in which Napoleon's marshals learned the tenacity 
of their new opponents, and the surprise of the Vienna bridge 
(November 54) by the French, were the chief incidents of 
this period in the campaign. 

xi. Campaign of Aunerlilz.—Napoleon continued down the 
right bank to Vienna, where he was compelled by the con- 

Assgerals dition of his troops to call a halt to refit his army. 
. After this was done he continued his movement to 

Briinn. Thither he succeeded in bringing only ss,000 men. 
He was again forced to give his army rest and shelter, under 
cover of Murat's cavalry. The allies now confronted him with 
upwards of 86,000 men, including z6,000 cavalry. About the 
refit of November this force commenced its advance, and 
Napoleon concentrated in such a manner that within three days 
he could bring over So,000 French troops into action around 
&Orin, besides moo° or more Bavarians under Wrede. On 
the 28th Murat was driven in by the allied columns. That night 
orders were despatched for a concentration on BrUnn in expecta-
tion of a collision on the following day; but hearing that the 
whole allied force was moving towards him he decided to con-
centrate south-east of BrUnn, covering his front by cavalry on 
the Pratzen heights. Meanwhile he had also prepared a fresh 
line of retreat towards Bohemia, and, certain now of having 
his men in hand for the coming battle, he quietly awaited 
events. 

The allies were aware of his position. and still adhering to the 
old " linear " system, marched to turn his right flank (see 
Aurrenrn). As soon as their strategic purpose of cutting him 
off from Vienna became apparent, the emperor moved his troops 
into position, and in the afternoon issued his famous proclamation 
to his troops, pointing out the enemy's mistakes and his plan for 
defeating them. At the same time he issued his orders for his 
first great battle as a supreme commander. The battle of 

Austerlitz began early next morning and closed in the evening 
with the thorough and decisive defeat of the allies. 

as. Jena, siro6,--Around the Prussian army, and particularly 
the cavalry, the prestige of Frederick the Great's glory still 
lingered; but the younger generation had little 
experience of actual warfare, and the higher com- '"..4a  at, 
menders were quite unable to grasp the changes in 
tactics and in the conduct of operations which had grown out 
of the necessities of the French Revolution. The individual 
officers of the executive staff were the most highly trained in 
Europe, but there was no great leader to co-ordinate their 
energies. The total number of men assigned to the field army 
was z moo* Prussians and Saxons. They were organized in 
corps; but their leaders were corps commanders only In name, 
for none were allowed any latitude for individual initiative. 
Ill-judged economies bad undermined the whole efficiency of 
the Prussian army. Two-thirds of the infantry and one-half of 
the cavalry were allowed furlough for from ten to eleven months 
in the year. The men were =provided with greatcoats. Most 
of the muskets had actually seen service in the Seven Years' Win 
and their barrels had worn so thin with constant polishing that 
the use of full charges at target practice had been forbidden. 
Above all, the army had drifted entirely out of touch with the 
civil population. The latter, ground down by feudal tradition and 
law, and at the same time permeated by the political doctrines 
of the late x8th century, believed that war concerned the govern-
means only, and formed no part of the business of the ' honest 
citizen." In this idea they were supported bythe law itself, 
which protected the civilian against the soldier, and forbade 
even in war-time the requisitioning of horses, provisions and 
transport, without payment. Up to the night of the battle of 
Jena itself, the Prussian troops lay starving in the midst of plenty, 
whilst the French everywhere took what they wanted. This 
alone was a sufficient cause for all the misfortunes which followed. 

13. Outbreak of the War.—During the campaign of Austerlitz 
•Prussia, furious at the violation of her territory of Anspach, 
had mobilized, and had sent Haugwitz as ambassador to 
Napoleon's headquarters. He arrived on the 3oth of November, 
and Napoleon, pleading business, put off his official reception 
till after the battle of Austerlitz. Of course the ultimatum was 
never presented, as may be imagined; Haugwitz returned and 
the king of Prussia demobilized at once. But Napoleon, well 
knowing the man be had to deal with, had determined to force 
a quarrel upon Prussia at the earliest convenient opportunity. 
His troops therefore, when withdrawn from Austria, were can-
toned in south Germany in such a way that, whilst suspicion 
was not aroused in minds unacquainted with Napoleonic methods, 
they could be concentrated by a few marches behind the 
Thuringian forest and the upper waters of the Main. Here the 
Grand Army was left to Itself to recuperate and assimilate its 
recruits, and it is characteristic of the man and his methods 
that he did not trouble his corps commanders with a single 
order during the whole of the spring and summer. 

As the diplomatic crisis approached, spies were sent into 
Prussia. and simultaneously with the orders for preliminary con-
centration the marshals received private instructions, the pith 
of which meet be better expressed than in the following two 
quotations from Napoleon's correspondence:- 

" Mon intention est de concentrer toutes mes forces sur rextrernite 
de ma droite en laissant tout l'espace entre le Rhin et Bamberg 
entierement dfgarni, de maniere k avoir pres de 200,000 hommes 
rtunis sur un mime champ de bataille; Ines premieres marches 
menacent to ccxur de la monarchic prussienne " (No. to.gzo). 
" Avec cette immense supdriorite de forces reunis stir un espace si 
Itroit. you. sentez que je suis dens Is volonte de ne den hasarder et 
d'attaquer l'ennems partout oil ii voudra tenir. Vous penses hien 
que ce 'emit une belle affairs que de w porter sur cette place (Dresden) 
on an &stallion earre de 200,000 hammer ' (Souk. No. 10,941). 

54. Advance of Ike Grande Arrnie.--On the 7th of October 
the Grande Armee lay in three parallel columns along the toads 
leading over the mountains to Hof, Schleiz and Eronach; 
on the right lay the IV. corps (Souk) about Bayreuth; with his 
cavalry in rear, and behind these then corps (Ney) at Pegnitz; 
in the centre. Bernadotte's I. corps from Nordhalben, with the 

A 
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.III. corps (Devout) Lichtenfels; Guard and headquarters, 
Bamberg. The left column was composed of the V. (Lamas) 

at Hemmendorf, with the VII. (Augereau) extending, south to 
the Main at Burgebrach. 

Napoleon's object being surprise, all the cavalry except a 
few vedettes were kept back behind the leading infantry columns 
and these latter were ordered to .advance, on the signal being 
given, in "masses of manoeuvre," so as to crush at once any 
outpost resistance which was calculated upon the time required 
for the deployment of ordinary marching columns. This order 
has never since found an imitator, but deserves attentive study 
ass masterpiece (see H. Bonnet, Manermere d'Iena). 

To meet the impending blow the Prussians had been extended 
in a cordon along the great road leading from Mainz to Dresden, 
Blucher was at Erfurt, Ritchd at Gotha, Hohenlohe at Weimar, 
Saxons in Dresden, with outposts along the frontier. An 
offensive move into Franconia was under discussion, and for 
this purpose the Prussian staff had commenced a lateral con-
centration about Weimar, Jena and Naumburg when the storm 
burst upon them. The emperor gathered little from the confused 
reports of their purposeless.manceuvres, but, secure in the midst 
of his " battalion square " of aoo,000 men, be remained quite 
indifferent, well knowing that an advance straight on Berlin 
must force his enemy to concentrate and fight, and as they 
would bring at most tre,oco men. on td the battlefield the 
result could hardly be doubtful. On ihe tali of October the cloud 
burst. Out of the forests which clothe the northern slopes of 
the Thuringer Wald the French streamed forth, easily over-
powering the resistance of the Prussian outposts on the upper 
Saale,t and once the open country was reached the cavalry under 
Murat trotted to the front, closely followed by Bernadotte's 
corps as " general advance guard." The result of the cavalry 
scouting was however unsatisfactory. On the night of the loth, 

1  At the action of Saalfeld on the loth, the young sad pilau 
Prince Louis Ferdinand of Prussia was killed.  

1 the emperor was still unaware of the position of his principal 
1 foe, and Murat with Bernadotte behind hint was directed on 

Gera for the 11th, the remainder of the army con-
tinuing along the roads previously assigned to 
them. 

In the meanwhile, however, the Sea=s had been 
moving from Naumburg through Gera on Jena, 
Hohenlohe was near Weimar, and all the other 
divisions of the army bad dosed. in • march 
eastwards, the idea of an offensive to the south-
ward which Napoleon had himself attributed to 
them having already disappeared. 

Reaching Gera at o , A.M. Murat reported the 
movement of the Saxons on the previous day, 
but omitted to send a . strong detachment in 
pursuit. The traces of the Saxons were lost, and 
Napoleon, little satisfied with his cavalry, author-
ized Lasalle to offer eip to tow frt. reward for 
information of the Prussian point of concentration. 
At r A.M. of the 12th Napoleon issued his orders. 
Murat and Bernadotte via &its to Naumburg; 
Devout (III. corps and a dragoon division) also to . 

Naumburg; Lames to Jena, Augereau following; 
Soult to Gera. 

is. Prussian Movements.—In the meantime 
the Prussians were effecting their concentration. 
Ritc.hel, who with es„oda men had been sent into 
the mountains as an advanced guard for the pro-
jected offensive, was recalled to Weimar, which 
he reached on the 13th. The main body were 
between Weimar and Apolda during the 12th, and 
the Saxons duly effected their junction with 
Hohenlohe in the vicinity of Vierzeknbeiligen, 
whilst the latter had withdrawn his troops all but 
some outposts from Jena to the plateau about 
Capellendorf,-some 4 m. to the •.W. The whole 
army, upwards of 120,003 men, could therefore have 
been concentrated against Limns and Augereau by 
the afternoon of the 13th, whilst Soult could only 

have intervened very late in the day, and Devout and Berna-
dotte were still .too distant to reach the battlefield before the 
14th. All the French corps, moreover, were so exhausted by 
their rapid marches over bad roads that the emperor actually 
ordered (at x sat. on the 13th) a day of rest for all except 
Devout, Bernadotte, Lannes and Murat. 

The Prussian headquarters, however, spent the 22th and 13th 
in idle discussion, whilst the troop commanders exerted them; 
selves to obtain some alleviation for the suffering of their 
starving men. The defeats undergone by their outpost detach-
ment had profoundly affected the nerves of the troops, and 
on the afternoon of the 1tth, on the false alarm of a French 
approach, a panic broke out in the streets of Jena, and it took 
all the energy of Hohenlohe and his staff to restore order. On 
the morning of the 12th the Saxon commanding officers 
approached Hohenlohe with a statement of the famishing 
condition of their men, and threatened to withdraw them 
again to Saxony. Hohenlohe pointed out that the Prussians 
were equally badly off, but promised to do his best to help 
his allies. Urgent messages were sent off to the Commissary 
von Goethe (the poet), at Weimar for permission to requisition 
food and firewood. These requests, ' however; remained 
unanswered, and the Prussians and Saxons *pent the night 
before the battle shivering in their miserable bivouacs. 

16. The 13th of Oclobcr.—During the early morning of the 13th 
the reports brought to Napoleon at Gera partially cleared up 
the situation, though the real truth was very different from 
what he supposed. However, it was evident that the bulk of 
the Prussians lay to his left, and instructions were at once 
despatched to Devout to turn westward from Naumburg towards 
Kasen and to bring Bernadotte with him if the two were still 
together. The letter, however, ended with the words " but I 
hope he is already on his way .to Dornburg." Now Bernadotte 
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bad neglected to keep the emperor informed es to lib where-
abouts. He was still with Devout, but, concluding that he had 
missed an order directing him to Dornburg, he thought to conceal 
his error by assuming the receipt of the order evidently alluded 
to in the last words, and u a result he marched towards Dorn-
burg, and hie, whole corps was lot to the emperor at the crisis 
of the next day's battle. 

On the road from Gem to Jena. Napoleon was met by 
intelligence from Lanus announcing his occupation of Jena and 
the discovery of Prussian troops to the northward. Knowing the 
emperor's methods, he wisely restrained the ardour of his sub-
ordinates and asked for instructions whether to attack or wait. 
The emperor 'rode forward rapidly, reached Jena about 3 Pat, 
and with Lannes proceeded to the Landgrafenberg to reconnoitre. 
From this point his view was, however, restricted to the im-
mediate foreground, and he only saw the camps of Hohenlohe's 
left wing:, At this moment the Prussians were actually on 
parade and ready to move off to attack, but just then the " evil 
genius" of the Prussian army, von Massenbach, an officer of the 
Headquarter Staff, rode up and dainties to speak with the 
authority of the king and commandmin-chief, induced Hohen-
lobe to order his troops back to camp. Of all this Napoleon 
saw nothing, but from all reports he came to the conclusion that 
the whole Prussian army was actually in front of him, and at 
once issued orders for his whole army to concentrate towards 
Jena, marching all night if need be. Six hours earlier his con-
clusion would have been correct, but early that morning the 
Prussian headquarters, alarmed for the safety of their line of 
retreat on Berlin by the presence of the French in Niuunburg, 
decided to leave Hohenlohe and Rachel to act as rear-guard, 
and with the main body, to commence their retreat towards 
the river %drat and the Eckhudtaberge where hlassenbach 
had previously reconnoitred an " ideal " battlefield. This belief 
in positions was the cardinal principle of Prussian strategy 
in those days. The troops bad accordingly commenced their 
march on the moaning of the x3th, and now .at 3 P.M. were settling 
down into bivouac; they were still but a abort march from the 
decisive field. 

rj. Bak of Jena.– On the French side, Lames' men were 
working their hardest, under Napoleon's personal supervision, 
to make a practicable road up to the Landgrafenberg, and all 
night long the remaining corps struggled through darkness 
towards the rendezvous. By daybreak on the mth; the anni-
versary of Elchingen, upwards of 6o,000 men stood densely 

battalions were sent forward, and these, delaying their advance 
till the fog had sufficiently lifted, were met by French skirmishers, 
and small columns, who rapidly overlapped their flanks and 
drove them back in confusion: Hohenlohe now brought up the 
remainder of his command, but in the meanwhile the French 
had poured across the neck between the Landgrafenberg and the 
main plateau, and the troops of Sault and Augereau were working 
up the ravines on either hand. In view of these troops the 
Prussian line, which had advanced faultlessly as if on parade, 
halted to prepare its bayonet attack by fire, and, once halted, it 
was found impossible to get there to go on again. The French 
who bad thrown themselves into bout's, =pace, dic., picked off 
the officets, and the flanks of the long Prussian lines swayed and 
got Into confusion. The rival artilleries held each other too 
thoroughly to be able to spare' attention to the infantry, *Mist 
the Prussian cavalry, which had forgotten bow to charge in 
masses of eighty or mote squadrons, frittered away &Wrath:astir 
in isolated efforts. By so A.W. the fourteen battalions which' had 
initiated this attack were outnumbered by three to one, and 
drifted away from the battlefield. Their places were taken by 
a fresh body, but this was soon outnumbered and outflanked 
in its turn. By a P.M. the psychic moment had tome, and 
Napoleon launched his guards and the-cavalry to complete the 
victory and initiate the pursuit. Rechers division now arrived 
and made a most gallant effort to cover the retreat, but their 
order being broken by the torrent of fugitives, they were soon 
overwhelmed by the tide of the French victory and all organized 
resistance had ceased by 4 P.X. 

Briefly summarised, the battle anent° this—in/our successive 
efforts the Prrssian'failed because they 'were locally out-
numbered. This was the fault of their leaders solely, for, except 
for the last attack, local superiority was Is each case attainable. 
Organization and tactics did not affect the issue directly, for the 
conduct of the men and their junior officers gave abundant proof 
that in the bands of a competent leader the " linear " principle of 
delivering one shattering blow would have proved superior to that 
of a gradual attrition of the enemy here, as on the battlefields of 
the Peninsula and at Waterloo, and this in spite of other defects 
in the training of the Prussian infantry which simultaneously 
caused its defeat on the neighbouring field of Anerstadt. 

xg. Battle of Assernedt—Here the • superiority of French 
mobility, a consequence of their training and not necessarily of 
their system, showed its value most conclusively. Devout in 
obedience to his orders of the previous morning was marching 

 

packed on the narrow plateau of the mountain, whilst, below 
in the ravines on either flank, Souk on the right, and Augercau 
on the left, were getting into position. Fortunately a dense 
fog hid the helpless masses on the Landgrafenberg from sight of 
the Prussian gunners. Hohenlohe had determined to drive the 
French into the ravine at daybreak, but had no idea as to the 
numbers in front of him. For want of room, only a few Prussian 

over the Seale at Kasen, when. his advanced guard came in 
contact with that of the Prussian main army. The latter with 
at least so,000 men was marching in two columns, and ought 
therefore to have delivered its men into line of battle twice as 
fast as the French, who had to deploy from a single issue, and 
whose columns had opened out in the passage of the Risen 
defile and the long ascent of the plateau above. But the Prussians 
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attacked at the old segulstIon speed of 'seventy-five paces to 
the minute, and the French manoeuvred at the quick or double 
of :so or ten. The consequence was that the French always 
succeeded in reinforcing their fighting line in time to avert 
disaster. Nevertheless by mid-day their strength was well-nigh 
exhausted, , whilst the Prussian reserve, eighteen battalions 
of guards under Kalckreuth, stood intact and ready to engage. 
But at the critical moment the duke of Brunswick fell mortally 
wounded, and Schunlexst, his chief of the staff, was at the 
time absent on another part of the field. Meanwhile rumours 
from the battle-field at Jena, magnified as usual, began to 
reach the staff, and these may 'possibly have influenced 
Kalckreuth, for when appealed to to attack with his eighteen 
battalions and win the day, he declined to move without the 
direct order of the commander-in-chief to do so, alleging that 
it was the duty of a reserve to cover the retreat and he 
considered himself personally responsible to the king for the 
guards entrusted to his C210. Even then the day might have 
been saved had Blucher been able to find even twenty squadrons 
accustomed to gallop together, but the Prussian cavalry had 
been dispersed amongst the Infantry commands, and at the 
critical moment it proved impossible foe them to deliver a 
united and decisive attack. 

Seeing further tenets hopeless, Scharnhorst in the duke's 
name initiated the retreat and the troops withdrew N.W. 
towards Buttelstedt, almost unmolested by the French, who 
this day had put forth all that was in them, and withstood 
victoriously the highest average punishment any troops of the 
new age of warfare had as yet endured. So desperate bad been 
their resistance that the Prussians unanimously stated Davout's 
strength at double the actual figure. Probably no man but 
Davout could have got so much out of his men, but why was he 
left unsupported? 

Bernadotte, we have seen, had marched to Dornburg, or 
rather to a point overlooking the ford across the Seale at the 
village of that name, and reached there in ample time to intervene 
on either field. But with the struggle raging before him he 
remained undecided, until at Jena the decision had clearly 
fallen, and then he crossed the river and arrived with fresh 
troops too late for their services to be required. 

ro. Prussian ReireaL—During the night the Prussians con-
tinued their retreat, the bulk of the main body to SOmmerda, 
Hobenlohe's Coma towards Nordhausen. The troops had got 
much mixed up, but as the French did not immediately press 
the pursuit home, order was soon re-established and a combined 
retreat was begun towards the mouth of the Elbe and . Lubeck. 
Here help was expected to arrive from England, and the tide 
might yet have turned, for the Russian armies were gathering 
in the east. It was now that the results of a divorce of the army 
from the nation began to be felt. Instead of seizing all provisions 
and burning what they could not remove, the Prussian generals 
enforced on their men the utmost forbearance towards the 
inhabitants, and the fact that they were obeyed, in spite of the 
inhumanity the people ahowed to their sick and wounded country-
men, proves that discipline was by no means so far gone as has 
generally been believed. The French marching in pursuit were 
received with open arms, the people even turning their own 
wounded out of doors to make room for their French guests. 
Their servility awakened the bitterest contempt of their con-
querors and forms the best excuse for the unparalleled severity 
of the French yoke. On the 26th of October Davout reached 
Berlin, having marched zed m. in twelve days including two 
sharp rearguard actions, Bernadotte with his fresh troops having 
fallen behind. The inhabitants of Berlin, beaded by their mayor, 
came out to meet him, and the newspapers lavished adulation 
on the victors and abuse on the beaten army. On the 28th 
Murat's cavalry overtook the remnant of Prince Hohenlobe's 
army near Prenriatt (N. of Berlin) and invited its capitulation. 
Unfortunately the prince sent Masseubach to discuss the situa-
tion, and the latter completely lost his head. Murat boasted 
that he bad roo,coo men behind him, and on his return Masscn-
bath implored his chief to submit to an unconditional surrender,  

advice which the prinier accepted, though as a feet IlEurati 
bones were completely exhausted and he had no infantry what. 
ever within call. Only Stitcher now remained in the field, and be 
too was drivel at length Into Lubeck with his back to the sea. 

20. Campaigns is Poland end East Prwasia.—Hkherto the 
French had been operating in a rich country, untouched for 
half a century past by the ravages of war, but as the necessity 
for a campaign against the Russians confronted the emperor, 
he realized that his whole supply and transport service must 
be put on a different footing. After the wants of the cavalry 
and artillery bad been provided for, there remained but little 
material for transport work. Exhaustive orders to organize 
the necessary trains were duly issued, but the emperor seems to 
have had no conception of the difficulties the tracks—there were 
no metalled roads—of Poland were about to present to hint. 
Moreover, it was one thing to Issue orders, but quite another 
to ensure'that they were obeyed, for they entailed a complete 
transformation in the mental attitude of the French soldier 
towards all that he had been taught to consider his duties in 
the field. Experience only can teach the art of packing wagons 
and the are of draught animals, and throughout the campaign 
the small ponies of Poland and East Prussia broke down by 
thousands from over loading and unskilful peeking. 

21. The Russian Army formed the most complete contrast 
to the French that it is possible to imagine. Though dad, 
armed and organized In European fashion, the soldiers retained 
in a marked degree the traditions of their Mongolian forerunners, 
their transport wagons were in cps the survival of ages of 
experience, and their are for their animals equally the result 
of hereditary habit. The intelligence of the men and regimental 
officers was very low, but on the other hand service was practically 
for life, and the regiment the only borne the great majority bad 
ever known. Hence obedience was instinctive and initiative 
almost undreamt of. Moreover, they were essentially a war-
trained army, for even in peace time their long marches to and 
fro within the empire bad Most thoroughly inured them to hard-
ship and privation. Napoleon might have remembered his own 
saying, " La misire at l'dcole du bon soldat." In cavalry they 
were weak, for the Rusaian does not take kindly to equitation 
and the horses were not equal to the accepted European standard 
of weight, while the Cossack was only formidable to stragglers 
and wounded. Their artillery was numerous and for the most 
part of heavy calibre--18- and 24-pounders were common—but 
the strength of the army lay in its infantry, with its incomparable 
tenacity in defence and its blind confidence in the bayonet in 
attack. The traditions of Suvarov and his victories hr Italy 
(see FRENCH REVOLUTIONARY WARS) were still fresh, but there 
was no longer a Suvarov to lead them. 

22. Advance to Ike Vistula.—Napoleon had from the first been 
aware of the secret alliance between Prussia and Russia, sworn 
by their respective sovereigns over the grave of Frederick the 
Great, and this knowledge had been his principal reason for 
precipitating hostilities with the former. He remained, however, 
in complete ignorance of the degree of preparation attained on 
the Russian side, and since the seizure of Warsaw together with 
the control of the resources of Poland in men and material its 
occupation would afford, was the chief factor in his calculation, 
he turned at once to the eastward as soon as all further organized 
resistance in Prussia was ended by the surrender of Prenzlau 
and Lfibeck. Scarcely leaving his troops time to restore their 
worn-out footgear, or for the cavalry to replace their jaded 
horses from captured Prussian resources, he set Davout in motion 
towards Warsaw on the and of November, and the remainder of 
the army followed in successive echelons as rapidly as they could 
be despatched. 

The cavalry, moving well in advance, dispersed the Prussian 
depots and captured their horses, as far as the line of the Vistula, 
where at last they encountered organized resistance from the 
outposts of Lestocq's little corps of Jr5,000 men—all that was 
left of Frederick the Great's army. These, however, gave way 
before the threat of the advancing French and after a few 
trilling skirmishes. Devout entered Warsaw on the ;nth of 
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November, being followed by the V., IV. and Guard corps during 
the succeeding fortnight, whilst the VI. and VII. were echeloned 
to their left, and the VIII. (Monier) and IX. (Jerome Napoleon) 
and X. ("Lefebvre), all new formations since the outbreak of 
the war, followed some marches in the rear. Jerome's corps was 
composed of the Bavarians, Werttembergers and Badensers. 

Behind these all Prussia was overrun by newly formed units, 
(pd and 4th battalions) raised from depot companies, conscripts 
for x 8o7, and old soldiers rejoining after sickness or wounds. 
Napoleon caused these to be despatched to the front immediately 
after their formation. He had much territory to occupy, and 
in the long march of on an average 85 days, he considered that 
they could be organized, equipped and drilled en roils. 

23. Pallid.—The Russians meanwhile had been moving slowly 
forward in two bodies, one under Bennigsen (so,oco), the other 
under Brushowden (25,00o), sad the French being at this time 
in Warsaw, they took up threatening positions about Pultusk, 
Flock and nannies. From this triangle they harried the French 
communications with Berlin, and to secure a winter's rest for 
his men Napoleon determined to bring them to action. On the 
23rd of December operations were commenced, but the difficulties 
of securing information and maintaining communication between 
the respective columns, so unlike what any of the French had 
previously encountered, led to a very partial success. The idea 
bad been to induce the Russians to concentrate about Pultusk 
and, turning their position from its left, ultimately to cut them 
off from Russia, and if possible to surround them. But in this 
new and difficult country the emperor found it impossible to time 
his marches. The troops arrived late at their appointed positions, 
and after a stubborn rearguard action at Pultusk itself and 
amdecisive fighting elsewhere (Soldau-Golyroin) the Russians 
succeeded in retreating beyond the jaws of the French attack, 
and Napoleon for the first time found that he had exceeded the 
limit of endurance of his men. Indeed, the rank and file bluntly 
told him as much as he rode with the marching columns. Yield-
ing to the inevitable, but not forgetting to announce a brilliant 
victory in a bulletin, he sent his troops into winter =quarters 
along the Passarge and down the Baltic, enjoining on his corps 
commanders most strictly to . do nothing to disturb their 
adversary. 

24. Coorpoirt of. Egan.—Bennigsen, now commanding the 
whole Russian army which with Lestocq's Prussians amounted 

to moon*, alib • moved into 'winter • quarters in the triangle 
lleutsch-EvlamOsterode-Allenstein. mid bad every intention 

of remaining there, for a fresh army was already gathering ha 
Russia, the ist corps of which had reached Nur about so na 
distant from the French right. 

Unfortunately, Ney with his VL corps about. Cilgenberg had 
received the most poverty-stricken district is the whole region, 
and to secure some alleviation for the sufferings of his men he 
incautiously extended his cantonments till they came in contact 
with the Russian outposts. Apparently seeing in this movement 
a recommencement of hostilities, Bennigsen concentrated his 
troops towards his right and commenced an advance westwards 
towards Danzig, which was still in Prussian hands. Before his 
advance both Ney and Bernadotte (the latter, between Ney and 
the Baltic, covering the siege of Danzig) were compelled to fall 
back. It then became necessary to disturb the repose of. the 
whole army to counter the enemy's intentions. The latter by 
this movement,. however, uncovered his own communication 
with Russia, and the emperor was quick to seize his opportunity. 
He received the information on the 28th of January. His orders 
were at once issued and complied with with such celerity that 
by the 31st he stood prepared to advance with the corps of Souk, 
Ney, Devout and Augereau, the Guard and the reserve cavalry 
(8o,000 men on a front of 6o en.) from Myszienee through 
Wollenberg to Gilgenberg; whilst Lannes on his right towards 
Ostrolenka and Lefebvre (X.) at Thorn covered his outer 
flanks. 

Bernadotte, however, was missing, and this • time through 
no fault of his own.• His orders and the despatch conveying 
Napoleon's 'instructions fell into the hands of the Cossacks, and 
just in time Bennigsen's eyes wereopened. Rapidly renouncing 
his previous intentions, be issued orders to concentrate on 
Allenstein; but this point was chosen too far in advance and he 
was anticipated by Murat and Souk at that place on the and of 
February. He then determined to unite his forcer at Joukendorf, 
but again he was too late. Souk and Murat attacked his rear. 
guard on the 3rd, and learning from his Cossacks that the French 
corps were being directed so as to swing round and enclose him, 
he withdrew by a night march and ultimately succeeded in 
getting his whole army, with the exception of von Lestoeq's 
Prussians, together in the strong position along the Alle, the 
centre of which is marked by Preussisch-Eylau. The oppor-
tunity for this concentration he owed to the time gained for him 
by his rearguard at Joukendorf, for this had stood just long 
enough to induce the French columns to swing in to surround 
him, and the neat day was thus lost to the emperor as his corps 
had to extend again to their manoeuvring intervals. The truth 
is that the days were too short and the roads too bad for Napoleon 
to carry out the full purpose hid "general advanced guard " 
was intended to fulfil. It was designed to bold the enemy in 
position by the vigour of its attack, thus neutralizing his inde-
pendent will power and compelling him to expend his reserves in 
the effort to rescue the troops engaged. But in forests and 
snowdrifts the French made such slow progress that no sufficient 
deployment could be made until darkness put a stop to the 
fighting. Thus, when late on the 7th of February i8o7 Murat 
and Souk overtook the enemy near Eylau (q.v.) the fighting was 
severe but not prolonged. This time, however, Bennigsen, with 
over 6o,000 men in position and rs,000 Prussians expected to 
arrive next morning, had no desire to avoid a battle, and deployed 
for action, his front protected by great batteries of guns, many 
of them of heavy calibre, numbering some too In all. 

During the night Augereau and the Guards had arrived, and 
Ney and Devout were expected on either flank in the fore-
noon. This time the emperor was determined his enemy should 
not escape him, and about 8 A.II. ordered Soule and Augereau 
on the left and right respectively to assail the enemy, Murat 
and the Guards remaining in the centre as reserve. Napoleon's 
own forces thus became the " general advanced guard " for Ney 
and Devout, who were to dose in on either side and deliver the 
decisive stroke. But here too the weather and the state of the 
roads operated adversely, for Ney came up too late, while Devout, 
in the full tide of his victorious advance, was checked by the 
arrival of Lestocq, whose corps Ney had failed to intercept, 
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and the attack of Augereau's corps VII), made in a blinding 
snowstorm, failed with the appalling loss of over 40% killed 
and wounded. Augereau himself was severely wounded, and the 
remnant of his corps was subsequently distributed amongst the 
other coils Bennigren, however, drew off on bley's arrival, 
sad the French were too much exhausted tomusne him. Again 
theemperor had to admit that his troops could do no mere, and 
bowing to necessity, he distributed them into winter quarters, 
when, however, the enterprise of the Cossacks; who were no 
strangers to mow and to forests, left the outposts but little 
Repose. 

protracted period of rest followed, during which the emperor 
exerted himself unremittingly to re-equip, reinforce and supply 
his troops. Hitherto be had been based on the entrenched camp 
of Warsaw, but he had already taken steps to organize a new line 
of supply and retreat via Thorn, and this was now completed. 
At the suns time Lefebvre was ordered to pees the siege of 
Danzig with all vigour, and on the 5th of May, after a most 
gallant resistance, Kaickeentli, who redeemed here his failure of 
Anerstidt, surrendered. English assistance =roe too late. 
By the beginning of June the French had more than made good 
their losses and some men were amiable for field service. 

25. Heilsberg and Friedistal—Meanwhile. Bennis.= had 
prepared for a fresh undertaking, and leaving Lestocq with 
=pee Prussians and Russians to contain Bernadotte, who lay 
between Braunsberg and Spend= on the Palouse, he moved 
southwards on the end, and on the 3rd and 4th of June he fell 
upon Ney, driving him back towards Guttstadt, whilst with the 
bulk of his force he moved towards Balaban, where he threw 
up an entrenched position. It was not till the 5th that Napoleon 
received tidings of bit advance, and for the moment these were 
so vague that he assented himself by warning the remainder of 
his forces to be prepared to move an the 6th. Next day, however, 
all doubts were set at rest, and as the Russians advanced south 
of Hellsberg, he decided to wheel his whole force to the right, 
pivoting on the III, corps, and cut Bennis= off from Konigsberg 
and the sea. On the 8th the VI., l i., VAIL and Guard corps, 
together with a new cavalry reserve corps under Lannes, in all. 
547,000, stood ready for the operation, and with Murat and 
Soult as genetal advanced guard the whole moved forward, 
driving the Russian outposts before than. Bernadotte, who was 
to have attackedLestoeq, again failed to receive his violas and 
took no part in the following operations.. 

Murat attacked the, Russians, who bad halted in their 
entrenched position, on the rah and drove in their outposts, 
but did' set discover the .entrenchments. Meanwhile Soult 
had followed with his infantry in dose support, and the emperor 
himself arriving, ordered him to attack at once. Now the 
Russians uncovered their entrenclunents, and in the absence of 
artillery preparation Souk's leading troops received most severe 
punishment. Fresh troops arriving were sent in to his support, 
but these also proved Insufficient, and darkness alone put an 
and to the struggle, which cost the French es,eco killed and 
wounded. 

Bandsmen, however, learning that his right was threatened by 
the SAL corps, and not having as yet completed his concentration, 
retreated in the night to Bartesstein, and the following day 
turned sharp to right towards SchippenbeiL The emperor 
now pressed on towards Friedland, where be would completely 
control the Russian communications with Konigsberg, their 
immediate base of supply, but for once the Russians outmarched 
him and covered their movement so successfully that for the 
next three days be seems to have completely lost all knowledge 
of his enemy's whereabouts. Lestocq in the meantime had been 
forced northwards towards Konigsberg, and Soult with Murat 
was in hot pursuit. The VIII. and Guard corps followed 
the main road towards Konigsberg, and the former had reached 
Mublhausen, the remainder were about Preussisch-Eylau, 
when Latour Maubourga dragoons sent in intelligence which 
pointed to the presence of Bennigeen about Friedland. This 
Was indeed the case. The Russians after passing Schippenbeil 
had suddenly turned northwards, and on the evening of the  

13th were taking up a strong position on the river Alle with 
Friedland as a centre. 

What followed presents perhaps the finest instance of the 
Napoleonic method. The enemy lay direct to his right, and 
Murat, the IV. and III. corps had well overshot 'the mark. 
Cannes's reserve corps (cavalry), to whom Latour Manbours 
reported, lay at Donut= some to en: to the right. The latter at 
once assumed the role of advanced guard cavalry and was ordered 
to observe the enemy at Friedland, Ney following in close 
support. Devout was turned about and directed on the enemy's 
right, and the VIII. corps (bleeder), the Guards and the reserve 
cavalry followed as main body. On the 54th (the anniversary 
of Marengo) Lannes carried out his role of fighting advanced 
guard or screen, the emperor's main body gradually aune up, 
and the battle of Friedland (q.v.), notable chiefly for the first 
display of the new artillery tactics of the French, ended with 
a general attack about 5 Lee and the retreat of the Russians, 
after severe losses, over the Alle. Lestocq was, meanwhile, 
driven through KOnigsberg (which surrendered on the 15th) 
on Tilsit, and now that be was no longer supported by the 
Russians, the Prussian commander gave up the struggle. 

26. The Austrian Array in z8au.—Ever since Austerlitz the 
Austrian officers bad been labouring to reconstitute and reform 
their army. The archduke Charles was the foremost amongst 
many workers who bad realized that numbers were absolutely 
needed to confront the new French methods. With these 
numbers it was impossible to attain the high degree of individual 
efficiency required for the old line tactics, hence they were com-
pelled to adopt the French methods of skirmishers and columns, 
but as yet they had hardly • realised the increased density 
neceseary to be given to a line of battle to enable it to endure the 
prolonged nervous• strain the new system of tactics entailed. 
Where formerly sp000 men to the mile of front had been con-
sidered ample for the occupation of a position or the execution 
of an attack, double that number now often proved insufficient, 
and their front was broken before reinforcements could arrive. 
Much bad been done to create an efficient staff, but though the 
idea of the army corps command was now no new thing, the 
senior generals entrusted with these commands. 'were far from 
having acquired the independence and initiative of their French 
opponents. Hence the extraordinary slowness of their roan-
ceuvres, not because the Austrian infantry were bad marchers, 
but because the preparation and circulation of orders was still 
far behind the French standard. The light cavalry had been 
much improved and the heavy cavalry' on the whole proved a 
fair match for their opponents. 

27. The French Army.—After the peace of Tilsit the Grand 
Army was gradually withdrawn behind the Rhine, leaving only 
three commands, totalling 63,000 men, under Devout in Prussia, 
Ouclinot In west central Germany, and Lefebvre in Bavaria, to 
assist the princes of the Confederation of the Rhine in the main-
tenance of order and the enforcement of the French law of con-
scription, which was rigorously insisted on in all the States 
comprised in this new federation. 

In exchange for the subsistence of the French troops of 
occupation, a corresponding number of these new levies were 
moved to the south of France, where they commenced to arrive 
at the moment when the situation in Spain became acute. The 
Peninsular War (q.v.) called for large forces of the old Grande 
Armes and for a brief period Napoleon directed operations in 
person; and the Austrians took advantage of the dissemination 
and weakness of the French forces in Germany to push forward 
their own preparations with renewed energy. 

But they reckoned vrithout the resourcefulness of Napoleon. 
The moment news of their activity reached him, whilst still in 
pursuit of Sir John Moore, be despatched letters to all the 
members of the Confederation warning them that their con-
tingents might soon be required, and at the same time issued a 
series of decrees to General Clarke, his war Minister, authorizing 
him to call up the contingent of die in advance, and directing 
him in detail to proceed with the formation of 4th and Sill 
battalions for all the regiments across the Rhine. By than 
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means Devout's, Oudinet's and Lefebvre's commands were 
augmented, whilst in February and Much new corps were formed 
and rapidly mashed towards the front. 

On his return from Spain, seeing war imminent, be issued a 
series of march orders (which deserve the cloaest study in detail) 
by which on the isth of April his whole army was to be con-
centrated for manoeuvres between Regensburg,.Landsbut. Augs-
burg and Donauweath, and sending en the Guard in wagons to 
Strassburg, hedespatched Berthier to act as commander-in-chief 
until his own arrivaL 

28. Austrian Ofassive. ,--The position of assembly was ex 
cellently chosen, but unfortunately the Austrians took the 
initiative. On the 9th of April their main body of six corps 
used the Inn between Braunau and Passau, and simultane- 
ously two additional corps moved from Pilsen in Bohemia on 
Regensburg. At this moment Devout was entering Regens-
Inn with his leading troops, the remainder still some marches 
in rear, and it was evident that the whole concentration 
could no longer be carried out before the Austrians would be 
in a position to intervene. Berthier received the news while still 
on his way to the front, and quite failed to grasp the situation. 
Reaching Donauwerth at 8 P.M. on the 13th of April, he ordered 
Devout and Oudinot to remain at Regensburg, whilst Lefebvre 
and Wrede (Bavarians) who had fallen back before the Austrians 
were directed to reoccupy Landshut. This was in direct contra-
diction with the instructions Napoleon had given him on the 
28th of March in view of this very emergency. Devout obeyed, 
but remonstrated. On the 16th Berthier went on to Augsburg, 
where he learnt that Lefebvre's advanced troops had been 
driven out of Landshut, thus opening a great gap seventy-six 
miles wide between the two wings of the French army. 
Meanwhile Napoleon, who had left Paris at 4 A.M. on the 
13th of April, was hastening towards the front, but remained 
still in ignorance of Berthier's doings until on the 16th at Stutt-
gart he received a letter from the Marshal dated the 13th, which 
threw him into consternation. In reply he immediately wrote: 
" You do not inform me what has rendered necessary such an 
extraordinary measure which weakens and divides my troops "-
and—" I cannot quite grasp the meaning of your letter yet , I 
should have preferred to see my army concentrated between 
Ingolstadt and Augsburg, the Bavarians in the first line, with 
the duke of Danzig in his old position, until we know what the 
enemy is going to do. Everything would be excellent if the duke 
of Auerstadt had been at Ingolstadt and the duke of Rivoli 
with the Werttembergers and Oudinot's corps at Augsburg, 
. . . so that just the opposite of what should have been 
done has been done" (C. N. to Berthier, Ludwigsburg, 16th 
April). 

29. Napoleon takes command.—Raving despatched this severe 
reprimand he hastened on to Donauworth, where he arrived at 
4 4.11. on the 17th, hoping to find Berthier, but the latter was at 
Augsburg. Nevertheless, at TO A.31. he ordered Devout and 
Oudinot to withdraw at once to Ingolstadt; and Lefebvre and 
Wtede on the right to support the movement. About noon 

Berthiei returned and after hearing his explanation Mamma, 
received orders to move from Augsburg towards Ingolstadt. 
" To-morrow will be a day of preparation spent in drawing 
closer. together, and I expect to he able by Wednesday to 
manceuvre against the enemy's columns according to 
circumstances." 

Meanwhile the Austrians had approached so near that by a 
single day's march it would have been possible to fall upon and 
crush by superior numbers either wing of the French army, 
but though the Austrian light cavalry successfully coveted the 
operations of the following troops they had not yet risen to a 
conception of their reconnoitring mission, and the archduke, 
in ignorance of his opportunity and possessed, moreover, With 
the preconceived idea of uniting at Regensburg with the two 
corps coming from Bohemia, moved the bulk of his forces in 
that direction, leaving only a covering body against Devout 
altogether insufficient to retain him. Devout, however, had 
left .a garrison of itioo men in Regensburg, who delayed the 
junction of the Austrian wings until the 2oth inst., and on the 
same day the emperor, having now reunited his whole right 
wing and centre, overwhelmed the coveting detachments 
facing him in a long series of disconnected engagements lasting 
forty-eight hours, and the archduke now found himself in.danger 
of being forced back into the Danube. But with the Bohemian 
reinforcements he had still four corps in hand, and Napoleon, 
whose intelligence service in the difficult and intersected country 
had lamentably failed him, had weakened his army by detaching 
a portion of his force in pursuit of the beaten right wing, and 
against the archduke's communications. 

30. Eeknettld.—When, therefore, the latter, on the 22nd, 
marched southward to reopen his communications by the defeat 
of the enemy's army, always the surest means of solving thin 
difficulty, he actually reached the neighbourhood of Eckmald 
with a sufficient numerical superiority had he only been prompt 
enough to seize his opportunity. But the French bad bees 
beforehand with him. Napoleon, who had personally taken part 
in the fighting of the previoin day, and followed the purluit as 
far as Landshut, whence he had despatched Massenet to follow 
the retreating Austrians along the Isar, seems to have realized 
about 3 sat in the morning that it was not the main body of 
the enemy be had had before him, but only its left wing, and that 
the main body itself must still be northward towards Regensburg. 
Issuing orders to Devout, Oudinot and his cavalry to concentrate 
with all speed towards Eciontlhl, he himself rode back along the 
Regensburg road and reached the battle-field just as the engage. 
ment between the advance troops had commenced. Had the 
Austrians possessed mobility equal to that of the French the 
latter should have been overwhehned in detail, but whilst. the 
French covered ty and 19 m. the Austrians only marched to, 
and, owing to the defect in their tactical training alluded to above, 
the troops actually on the ground could not hold out long enough 
for their reserves to arrive. The retreat of the front lines 
involved the following ones In confusion, and presently the 
whole mass was driven back in considerable disorder. It 
seemed as if nothing could save the Austrians from complete 
disaster; but at the critical moment the emperor, yielding to 
the protestations of his corps commanders, who represented the 
excessive fatigue of their troops, stopped the pursuit, and the 
archduke made the most of his opportunity to restore order 
amongst his demoralized men, and crossed to the north bank 
of the Danube during the night. 

31. Austrian Retreat.—On the following morning the French 
reached Regensburg and at once proceeded to assault its 
medieval walls, but the Austrian garrison bravely defended it 
till the last of the stragglers was safely across on the north bank. 
It was here that for the only time in his career Napoleon was 
slightly wounded. Then, leaving Devout to observe the archduke's 
retreat, the emperor himself rode after Masaena, who with the 
major portion of the French army was following the Austrian 
weaker wing under Hiller The latter was not so shaken as 
Napoleon believed, and turning to bay inflicted a severe check 
on its pursuers, who at Ebelsbere lost 4000 men in three 
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fruitless assaults. Thus covered by his rearguard Hiller gained 
space and time to pass his troops over to the north bank of the 
Danube and remove all boats on the river. This left the direct 
road to Vienna open, and Napoleon, hoping to find peace in the 
enemy's capital, pushed the whole of his army down the right 
bank, and with Murat's cavalry entered the city on the fah of 
May, aftet somewhat severe resistance lasting three days. Mean-
while the archduke and Hiller, both now unmolested, effected 
their junction in the vicinity of Wagram, picketing the whole line 
of the Danube with their outposts and collecting all the boats. 

3:. Aspens and Wagram.—The reconnaissance of the river 
was at once taken in hand by the French upon their arrival 
in Vienna, and a point opposite the island of Lobau selected 
for the crossing. Thinks to the Austrian precautions it took 
four days to collect the necessary material to span the main 
branch of the river, here some :coo yds. across, and though 
Napoleon personally spurred on all to activity nearly four days 
more were required for its construction. It was not till the night 
of the 19th of May that orders for the passage were finally issued, 
and during the night the troops commenced to occupy the island 
of Lobau. Surprise, of course, was out of the question, but the 
Austria= did not attempt to dispute the passage, their abject 
being to allow as many French as they felt they could deal with 
to pass over and then to fall on them. Thus on the 21st of 
May the battle of Asper (q.v.) or Essling began. It ended on 
the night of the sand with the complete defeat of Napoleon, 
the first ever inflicted upon him. The French retreated into the 
island of Lobar. By nightfall upwards of roo,000 men, en-
cumbered with at least mom wounded, were crowded together 
on the little island scarcely a mile square, short of provisions 
and entirely destitute of course of all hospital accessories. The 
question then arose whether the retreat was to be continued 
across the main stream or not, and for the second time in his 
career Napoleon assembled his generals to take their opinion. 
They counselled retreat, but having heard them all he replied, 
in substance: " If we leave here at all we may as well retire to 
Strasburg, for unless the enemy is held by the threat of further 
operations he will be free to strike at our communications and 
has a shorter distance to go. We must remain here and renew 
operations as soon as possible." 

Immediate orders were despatched to summon every available 
body of troops to concentrate for the decisive stroke. Practically 
the lines of communication along the Danube were denuded 
of combatants, even Bernadotte being called up from Passau, 
and the viceroy of Italy, who driving the archduke Johann before 
him (action of Raab) had brought up s6,aoo men through 
Tirol, was disposed towards Pressburg within easy call. The 
arsenal of Vienna was ransacked for guns, stores and appliances, 
and preparations in the island pushed on as fast as possible. 
By the end of June 2cro,000 troops were stationed within call, 
and on the 4th July the French began to cross over to the left 
bank of the Danube. The events which followed are described 
under WAGRAM. The great battle at this place, fought on the 
5th and 6th of July, ended in the retirement of the Austrians. 
The only other event which occurred before peace was made 
was an unimportant action at Zayre on the Lath of July. 

33. The Russian War of :hr.—Whilst the campaign of 1809 
bad seriously shaken the faith of the marshals and the higher 
ranks in the infallibility of the emperor's judgment, and the 
slaughter of the troops at Aspens and Wagram had still further 
accentuated the opposition of the French people to conscription, 
the result on the fighting discipline of the army had, on the 
whole, been for good. The panics of Wagram had taught men 
and officers alike a salutary lesson. 

Aware of the growing feeling against war in France, Napoleon 
had determined to make his allies not only bear the expenses of 
the coming campaign, but find the men as well, and he was 
so far master of Europe that of the 363n00 who on the 24th of 
June crossed the Niemen no less than two-thirds were Germans, 
Austrians, Poles or Italians. But though the battlefield discipline 
of the men was better, the discipline in camp and on the march 
was worse, for the troops were no longer eager to reach the  

battlefield, and marched beanie they were compelled, not of 
their own goodwill. The result was apparent in a sudden 
diminution in mobility, and a seamsl want of [renewal:ley 
which in the event very seriously influenced the course of the 
campaign. On the other hand, the Russians, once their father-
land was invaded, became dominated by an ever-growing spirit 
of fanaticism, and they were by nature too obedient to their 
natural leaders, and too well inured to the hardships of cam-
paigning, to lose their courage in a retreat. 

34. The Strategic Deployment.—By the middle of June r8r a 
the emperor bad assembled his army along the line of the Niemen. 
On the extreme right stood the Austrian contingent under 
Schwarcenberg (34,00o  men). Next, centring about Warsaw, 
a group of three corps ( te,oco men) under the chief command 
of Napoleon's brother Jerome. Then the main army under 
Napoleon in person (aao,000 men; with goo= more under the 
viceroy of Italy on his right rear); and on the extreme left at 
Tilsit a flanking corps, comprising the Prussian auxiliary corps 
and other Germans (in all eons: strong). The whole army 
was partictiarly strong in cavalry; out of the 450,000, 80,000 
belonged to that arm, and Napoleon, mindful of the lessons of 
ago:, had issued the most minute and detailed orders for the 
supply service in all its branches, and the forwarding of reinforce-
ments, no less than teo,000 men being destined for that purpose 
in due course of time. 

Information about the Russians was very indifferent; it was 
only known that Prince Bagration with about 33,000 men lay 
grouped about Wolkowysk; Barclay de Tolly with 40,000 about 
Vilna; and on the Austrian frontier lay a small corps under 
Tormassov in process of formation, while far away on the Turkish 
frontiers hostilities with the sultan attained Tschitschagov with 
so,000 more. Of the enemy's plans Napoleon knew nothing, 
but, in accordance with his usual practice, the position he had 
selected met all immediate possible moves. 

3s. Opasing of the Catepaige.—On the 24th of June the passage 
of the Niemen began in torrid heat which lasted fora few days. 
The main army, with the emperor in person, covered by Murat 
and the cavalry, moved on Vilna, whilst Jerome on his right rear 
at once threatened Bagration and covered the emperor's outer 
flank. From the very first, however, the Inherent weakness of 
the vast army, and the vicious choice of time for the beginning 
of the advance, began to make itself felt. The crops being still 
green, and nothing else available as forage for the horse*, an 
epidemic of colic broke out amongst. them, and in ten days the 
mounted arms had lost upwards of one-third of their strength; 
men died of sunstroke in numbers, and serious straggling began. 
Still everything pointed to the concentration of the Russians at 
Vilna, and Jerome, who on the 5th of July had reached Grodno, 
was ordered to push on. But Jerome proved quite inadequate 
to his position, listening to the complaints of his subordinates as 
to want of supplies and even of pay; he spent four whole days 
in absolute inertia, notwithstanding the emperor's reprimands. 
Meanwhile the Russians made good their retreat—Barclay to-
ward., the entrenched camp of Drissa on the Dvina, Bageation 
towards Nfohilev. 

The emperor's first great coup thss  failed. Jerome was 
replaced by Devout, and the army resumed its march, this time 
in the hope of surrounding and overwhelming Barclay, whilst 
Devout dealt with Bagration. The want of mobility, particularly 
in the cavalry, now began to tell against the French. With horses 
only just recovering from an epidemic, they proved quite unequal 
to the task of catching the Cossacks, who swarmed round them 
in every direction, never accepting an engagement but compelling 
a constant watchfulness for which nothing in their previous 
experience had sufficiently prepared the French. 

Before their advance, however, the Russian armies steadily 
retired, Barclay from Vilna via Drissa to Vitebsk, Bagration 
from Wolkowysk to Mohilev. Again arrangments were made 
for a Napoleonic battle; behind Murat's cavalry came the 
" general advanced guard " to attack and hold the enemy, whilst 
the main body and Devout were held available to swing in on 
his rear. Napoleon, however, failed to allow for the psychology 
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at his opponents, who, utterly indifferent to the sacrifice  of life, 
refused to be drawn into engagements to support an advance 
or to extricate a rearguard, and steadily withdrew from every 
position when the French gained touch with them. 

Thus the manceuvre against Vitebsk again miscarried, and 
Napoleon found himself in a far worse position, numerically and 
materially, than at the outset of the campaign. Then he had 
stood with 420,000 men on a front of 16o m. now he bad only 
229,000 men on a front of 133; he had 

m., 
 three great 

opportunities of destroying his enemy in detail, and in five weeks, 
during which time he had only traversed 200 m., he had seen his 
troops reduced numerically at least one-third, and, worse still, 
his army was now far from being the fighting machine it had been 
at the outset. 

36. .ffinalensk.—Meanwhile the Russians had not lost a single 
gun and the moral of their men had been improved by the result 
of the many minor encounters with the enemy, further, the  

and then began a series of rearguard actions and nocturnal 
retreats which completely accomplished their purpose of wearing 
down the French army. The Russian government, however, 
failed to see the matter in its true light, and Marshal Kutusov 
was sent to the front to assume the chief command. His inten-
tion was to occupy a strong position and fight one general action 
for the possession of Moscow, and to this end he selected the lined 
the Kalatscha where the stream intersects the great Moscow road. 

37. Borodino.—Here he was overtaken by Murat and Ney, but 
the French columns had straggled so badly that four whole days 
elapsed before the emperor was able to concentrate his army for 
battle and then could only oppose ni,000 men to the Russians' 

zo,000. About 6 a.m. the battle began, but Napoleon was 
suffering from one of those attacks of illness and depression 
which henceforth became such an important factor in his fate. 
Till about midday he followed the course of the action with his 
usual alertness, then he appears to have been overcome by a 

junction of Bagration and Barclay was now assured in the vicinity 
of Smolensk. Towards this place the French advance was now 
resumed, and the Russian generals at the head of a united force 
of 13o,000 men marched forward to meet them. Here, however, 
the inefficiency of the Russian staff actually saved them from 
the disaster which roust certainly have overtaken them had they 
realized their intention of fighting the French. The Russians 
marched in two columns, which lost touch of one another, and 
as It was quite impossible for either to engage the French single. 
handed, they both retired again towards Smolensk, where with 
an advanced guard in the town itself—which possessed an old-
fashioned brick enceinte not to be breached by field artillery alone 
—the two columns reunited and deployed for action behind the 
enfordable Dnieper. 

Murat and Ney as " genera/ advanced guard " attacked the 
town in the morning of the itith of August, and whilst they 
fought the main body was swung round to attack the Russian 
left and rear. The whole of the 17th was required to complete the 
movement, and as soon as its purpose was sufficiently revealed 
to the Russians the latter determined to retreat under cover of 
aiat. Their maw:um was carried out with complete success,  

woo. ,,, 

kind of stupor and allowed his marshals to fight by themselves. 
There was no final decisive effort as at Wagram and the Guard 
was not even called on to move. Ultimately the sun went down 
on an undecided field on which 25,000 French and 38,000 Russians 
had fallen, but the moral reaction on the former was far greater 
than on the latter. 

38 Moscow.—Kutusov continued his retreat, and Murat 
with his now exhausted horsemen followed as best he might. 
Sebastiani, commanding the advanced guard, overtook the 
Russians in the act of evacuating Moscow, and agreed with the 
latter to observe a seven hours' armistice to allow the Russians to 
clear the town, for experience had shown the French that street 
fighting in wooden Russian townships always meant fire and the 
consequent destruction of much-needed shelter and provisions 
Towards nightfall Napoleon reached the scene, and the Russians 
being now clear the troops began to enter, but already fires were 
observed in the farther part of the city. Napoleon passed the 
night in a house in the western suburb and next morning rode 
to the Kremlin, the troops moving to the quartets assigned 
to them, but in the afternoon a great fire began and, continuing 
for two days, drove the French out into the country again. 
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The emperor was now in the direst perplexity. Kutusov was 

hovering on the outskirts of the city, his main body at Kaluga, 
some marches to the S.W., where he was in full communication 
with the richest portion of the empire; and now news arrived 
that St. Cyr, who had relieved Macdonald on his extreme left, 
had only 17,000 men left under arms against upwards of 40,000 
Russians under Witgenstein; and to the south Tschitschagov's 
army, being no longer detained on the Turkish frontier, peace 
having been made, was marching to join Tormassov about 
Brest-Litewski with forces which would bring the total of the 
two well over soo,000 men. Meanwhile Schwarzenbersos force 
opposing these had dwindled to a bare 30,000. 

The French army was thus disposed almost in an equilateral 
triangle with sides of about 570 m., with 95,000 men at the apex 
at Moscow opposed to 12o,000 30,000 about Brest opposite 
zoo,000, and 17,000 about Drissa confronted by 40,000, whilst in 
the' centre of the base at Smolensk lay Victor's corps, about 
30,000. From Moscow to the Niemen was sso m. In view of 
this situation Napoleon on the 4th of October sent General 
Lauriston to the Russian headquarters to treat. Whilst waiting 
his return Murat was enjoined to skirmish with Kutusov, and 
the emperor himself worked out a scheme to assume the offensive 
with his whole army towards St Petersburg, calling in Victor and 

. St Cyr on the way. This project was persisted with, until on the 

. 18th Murat was himself attacked and severely handled (action 
'L of Tarutino or Vinkovo). On the morning of the 19th the whole 

army moved out to accept this challenge, and the French were 
thoroughly worsted on the 24th in the battle of Maloyaroslavetz. 

39. The Retreat from Moscow.—Then began the celebrated 
• retreat. It has generally been forgotten that the utter want 

of march discipline in the French, and not the climatic condi-
tions, was responsible for the appalling disasters which ensued. 
Actually the frost came later than usual that year, the 27th of 
October, and the weather was dry and bracing; not till the 8th 
of November did the cold at night become sharp. Even when the 
Berezina was reachodon the 26th November, the cold was far from 
severe, for the stow and sluggish stream was not frozen over, as is 
proved by the fact that Ebles pioneers worked in the water all 
through that terrible day. But the French army was already com-
pletely out of hand, and the degree to which the panic of a crowd 
can master even the strongest instinct of the individual is shown 
by the conduct of the fugitives who crowded over the bridges, 
treading hundreds under foot, whilst all the time the river was 
easily fordable and mounted men rode backwards and forwards 

" across it. 
To return to the actual sequence of events. Kutusov had 

been very slow in exploiting• his success of the 24th and indeed 
had begun the pursuit in a false direction; but about the and of 
November, headquarters of the French being at Vyazma, the 
Cossacks became so threatening that the emperor ordered the 
army to march (as in Egypt) in hollow square. This order, 
however, appears only to have been obeyed by the Guards, with 
whom henceforward the emperor marched. 

Kutusov had now overtaken the French, but fortunately for 
them he made no effort to close with them, but hung on their 
dank, molesting them with Cossacks and picking up stragglers. 
Thus the wreck of the Grande Aronte, now not more than 
fifty thousand strong, reached Smolensk on the 9th and 
there rested till the 14th. The march was then resumed, the 
Guard leading and Ney commanding the rearguard. Near 
Kr-asnoi on the 16th the Russian advanced guard tried to head 
the column off. Napoleon halted a whole day to let the army 
close up; and then attacked with his old vigour and succeeded 
in clearing the road, but only at the cost of leaving Ney and the 
rearguard to its fate. By a night march of unexampled daring 
and difficulty Ney succeeded in breaking through the Russian 
cordon, but when be regained touch with the mein body at 
Orcha only Boo of his 6000 men were still with him (list). 

40. The Beresina.—From here Napoleon despatched orders 
to Victor to join him at Borisov on the Beresina. The cold now 
gave way and thaw set in, leaving the country a morass, and 
information came that Tschitschagov from the south had reached 

Borisov. He now selected Viesselovd as the point of paSsage and' 
at 1 a.m. on the 23rd sent orders to Oudinot to march thither 
and construct bridges. In the execution of these orders Oudinot 
encountered the Russian advanced guard near Borisov and 
drove the latter back in confusion, though not before they had , 

destroyed the existing bridge thhre. This sudden rcassumption 
of the offensive threw Tschitschagov into confttsion. Thus time 
was gained for Victor also to come up and for Oudinot to con-
struct the bridges at Studienka near the above-mentioned 
place, but a spot in many respects better suited for the purpose. 
Thither therefore Napoleon sent his pontonniers under General 
Eble, but on their arrival they found that no preparations had 
been made and much time was lost. Meanwhile Victor, in doubt 
as to the real point of passage, had left the road to Studienka 
open to Wittgenstein, who had followed hard on his heels. 

By 4 p.m. on the 26th the bridges were finished and the passage 
began, but not without resistance by the Russians, who were 
gradually closing in. The crossing continued all night, though 
interrupted from time to time by failures of the bridges. All 
day during the 27th stragglers continued to cross, covered by 
such combatants as remained under sufficient discipline to be 
employed. At 8 a.m. on the 28th, however, Tschitschagov and 
Wittgenstein moved forward on both banks of the river to the 
attack, but were held off by the splendid self-sacrifice of the few 
remaining troops under Ney, Oudinot and Victor, until about 
z p.m. the last body of regular troops passed over the bridges, 
and only a few thousand stragglers remained beyond the river. 

The number of troops engaged by the French that day cannot 
be given exactly. Oudinot's and Victor's men were relatively 
fresh and may have totalled mow, whilst Ney can hardly have 
had more than 6000 of all corps fighting under him. How many 
were killed can never be known, but three days later the total 
number of men reported fit for duty had fallen to 8800 only. 

41. Find °preen:rms.—Henceforward the retreat of the army. 
became practically a headlong flight, and on the 5th of December, 
having reached Smorgoni and seeing that nothing further could' 
be done by him at the front, the emperor handed over the 
command of what remained to Murat, and left for Paris to 
organize a fresh army for the following year. Travelling at 
the fullest speed, he reached the Tuileries on the 18th, after a, 
journey of 312 hours. 

After the emperor's departure the cold set in with increased. 
severity, the thermometer falling to 23°. On the 8th of December 
Murat reached Vilna, whilst Ney with about 400 men and Wade 
with 2000 Bavarians still formed the rearguard; but it was quite 
impossible to carry out Napoleon's instructions to go into 
winter quarters about the town, so that the retreat was resumed. 
on the roth and ukinrately Konigsberg was attained on the 
19th of December by Murat with goo Guards and boo .Guard 
cavalry dismounted. 

Meanwhile on the extreme French right Sehwirzenberg and 
his Austrians had drifted away towards their own frontier, 
and the Prussian contingent, which under Yorck (see YOYCIL 
VON WARTENDURO) formed part of Macdonald's command 
about Riga, had entered into a convention with the Russians 
at Tauroggen (December 3o) which deprived the French of their 
last support upon their left. Konigsberg thus became untenable, 
and Murat fell back to Posen, where on thft teak of January 
he handed over his command to Eugene Beenharnais and 
returned to Paris. 

The Russian pursuit practically ceased at the line of the 
Niemen, for their troops also bad suffered terrible hardships 
and a period of rest had become an absolute necessity. 

42. The War of Liberation....-The Convention of Tauroggen 
became the starting-point of Prussia's regeneration. As the 
news of the destruction of the Grande Areas spread, and the 
appearance of countless stragglers convinced the Prussian people 
of the reality of the disaster, the spirit generated by years of 
French domination burst out. For the moment the king and hi 
ministers were placed in a position of the greatest anxiety,. foe 
they knew the resources of France and the boundless votsatility 
of their arch-enerny far too well to imagice that the cad of Unit 
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Sufferings was yet in sight. To disavow the acts and desires of 
the, army and of the secret societies for defence with which all 
north Germany was honeycombed would be to imperil the very 
existence of the monarchy, whilst an attack on the wreck of 
the Grand Army meant the certainty of a terrible retribution 
from the new armies now rapidly forming on the Rhine. 

But the Russians and the soldiers were resolved to continue 
the campaign, and working in collusion they put pressure on 
the not unwilling representatives of the civil power to facilitate 
the supply and equipment of such troops as were still in the field; 
they could not refuse food and shelter to their starving country-
men or their loyal allies, and thus by degrees the French garrisons 
scattered about the country either found themselves surrounded 
or were compelled to retire to avoid that fate. Thus it happened 
that the viceroy of Italy felt himself compelled to depart from 
the positive injunctions of the emperor to hold on at all costs 
to his advanced position at Poses, where about 54,csoco men 
bad gradually rallied around him, and to withdraw step by step 
to Magdeburg, whcre be met reinforcements and commanded 
the whole course of the lower Elbe. 

43. Napoleon's Preporationx.—Meanwhile the emperor in 
Paris had been organizing a fresh army for the reconquest of 
Prussia. Thanks to his having compelled his allies to fight his 
battles for him, he had not as yet drawn very heavily on the 
fighting resources of France, the actual percentage of men taken 
by the conscriptions during the years since rac6 being actually 
lower than that in force in continental armies of to-day. He 
had also created in 181 I-1822 a new National Guard, organized 
in " cohorts " to distinguish it from the regular army, and for 
home defence only, and these by a skilful appeal to their patriotism 
and judicious pressure applied through the prefects, became a 
useful xeservoir of half-trained men for new battalions of the 
active army. Levies were also made with rigorous severity 
in the states of the Rhine Confederation, and even Italy was 
'called on for fresh sacrifices. In this manner by the end of 
March upwards of 200,000 men were moving towards the Elbe,' 
and in the first fortnight of April they were duly concentrated 
in the angle formed by the Elbe and Seale, threatening on the 
one band Berlin, on the other Dresden and the east. 

44. Spring Campaign of 1813.—The allies, aware of the gradual 
strengthening of their enemy's forces but themselves as yet 
unable to put more than aoo,000 in the field, had left a small 
corps of observation opposite Magdeburg and along the Elbe 
to give timely notice of an advance towards Berlin; and with 
the bulk of their forces had taken up a position about Dresden, 
whence they had determined to march down the course of the 
Elbe and roll up the French from right to left. Both armies 
were very indifferently supplied with information, as both were 
without any reliable regular cavalry capable of piercing the 
screen of outposts with which each endeavoured to conceal 
his disposition, and Napoleon, operating in a most unfriendly 
country, suffered more in this respect than his adversaries. 

On the 25th of April Napoleon reached Erfurt and assumed 
the chief command. On this day his troops stood in the following 
positions. Eugene, with Lauriston's, Maedonald's and Regnier's 
corps, on the lower Seale, Ney in front of Weimar, bolding the 
defile of Rosen; the Guard at Erfurt, Marmont at Gotha, 
Bertrand at Saalfeld, and Oudinot at Coburg, and during the 
next few days the whole were set in motion towards Merseborg 
and Leipzig, in the now stereotyped Napoleonic order, a strong 
advanced guard of all arms leading, the remainder—about two-
thirds of the whole—following as " mane de manoeuvre, ,,  this 
time, owing to the cover afforded by the Elbe on the lett, to the 
right rear of the adv'anced guard. 

Meanwhile the Russians and Prussians bad concentrated all 
available men and were moving on an almost parallel line, but 
somewhat to the south of the direction taken by the French. 
On the 1st of May Napoleon and the advanced guard entered 
Lateen. Wittgenstein, who now commanded the allies in place 
of Kutusov, hearing of his approach, bad decided to attack 

Napoleon always gave them out as 300.000. but this number 
was never attained.  

the French advanced guard, which he took to be their whole 
force, on its right flank, and during the morning had drawn' 
together the bulk of his forces on his right in the vicinity of Gross-
Gorschen and Kaye. 

45. Dal& of Leftess.—About co a.m. on May and he began an 
attack on the French advance guard in Letzen, whilst the 
remainder of his army was directed against Napoleon's right 
and rear. Just as the latter were moving off the heads of the 
French main body suddenly appeared, and at a r a.m. Napoleon, 
then standing near the Gustavus Adolphus monument on the 
field of LUtzea, heard the roar of a heavy cannonade to his right 
rear. He realized the situation in a moment, galloped to the 
new scene of action, and at once grouped his forces for decisive 
action—the gift in which he was supreme. Leaving the leading 
troops to repulse as best they might the furious attack of both 
Russians and Prussians, and caring little whether they lost 
ground, he rapidly organized for his own control a battle-reserve. 
At length when both sides were exhausted by their efforts be 
sent forward nearly a hundred guns which tore asunder by their 
case-shot fire the enemy's line and marched his reserve right 
through the gap. Had he possessed an adequate cavalry force 
the victory would have been decisive. As it was, the allies made 
good their retreat and the French were too exhausted for infantry 
pursuit. 

Perhaps no battle better exemplifies the inherent strength of 
the emperor's strategy, and in none was his grasp of the battlefield 
more brilliantly displayed, for, as he fully recognized, " These 
Prussians have at last learnt something—they are no longer the 
wooden toys of Frederick the Great," and, on the other hand, 
the relative inferiority of his own men is compared with his 
veterans of Austerlitz called for far more Individual effort than 
on any previous day. He was everywhere, encouraging and 
compelling his men—it is a legend in the French army that the 
persuasion even of the imperial boot was used upon some of his 
reluctant conscripts, and in the result his system was fully 
justified, as it triumphed even against a great tactical surprise. 

46. Bortsert.—As soon as possible the army pressed on in 
pursuit, Ney being sent =OW the Elbe to turn the position of the 
allies at Dresden. This threat forced the latter to evacuate the 
town and retire over the Elbe, after blowing up the stone bridge 
across the river. Napoleon entered the town hard on their heels, 
but the broken bridge caused • delay of four days, there being no 
pontoon trains with the army. Ultimately on the 18th of May the 
march was renewed, but the allies had continued their retreat in 
leisurely fashion, picking up reinforcements by the way. Arrived 
at the line of the Spree, they took up and fortified a very formic!• 
able position about Bautzen (q.v.). Here, on the aoth, they were 
attacked, and after a two days' battle dislodged by Napoleon; 
but the weakness of the French cavalry conditioned both the 
form of the attack, which was less effective than usual, and the 
results of the victory, which were extremely meagre. 

The allies broke of the action at their own time and retired 
in such good order that the emperor failed to capture a single 
trophy as proof of his victory. The enemy's escape annoyed him 
greatly, the absence of captured guns and prisoners reminded 
him too much of his Russian experiences, and he redoubled his 
demands on his corps commanders for greater vigour in the 
pursuit. This led the latter to push on without due regard to 
tactical precautions, and Blucher took advantage of their 
carelessness when at Haynau (May a6), with some twenty 
squadrons of Landwehr cavalry, he surprised, rode over and 
almost destroyed Maison's division. The material loss inflicted 
on the French was not very great, but its effect in raising the 
moral of the raw Prussian cavalry and increasing their con-
fidence in their old commander was enormous. 

Still the allies continued their retreat and the French were 
unable to bring them to action. In view of the doubtful attitude 
of Austria, Napoleon became alarmed at the gradual lengthening 
of his lines of communication and opened negotiations. The 
enemy, having everything to gain and nothing to lose thereby, 
agreed finally to a six weeks' suspension of arms. This was 
perhaps the gravest military error of Napoleon's whole career, 
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and his excuse for it, " want 01 adequate cavalry," is the strongest 
testimony as to the value of that arm. 

47. The Autrams Caespeign.—As soon as a suspension of arms 
(to isth of August) had been agreed to, Napoleon hastened to 
withdraw his troops from the dangerous position they occupied 
with reference to the passes leading over the mountains from 
Bohemia., for he entertained no doubt now that Austria was also 
to be considered as an enemy. Finally he decided to group his 
corps round Goias and Bautzen whence they could either meet 
the enemy advancing from Breslau or fall on his flank over the 
mountains if they attempted to force their way into Saxony 
by the valley of the Elbe. This latter manoeuvre depended, 
however, on his maintenance of Dresden, and to this end he sent 
the I. Corps up the Elbe to Pirna and Konigstein to cover the 
fortifications of Dresden itself. His instructions on this point 
deserve the closest study, for he foresaw the inevitable attraction 
which a complete entrenched camp would exercise even upon him-
self, and, therefore, limited his engineers to the construction of a 
strong bridge head on the right bank and a continuous enceinte, 
broken only by gaps for counter attack, around the town itself. 

Then he turned his attention to the plan for the coming 
campaign. Seeing dearly that his want of an efficient cavalry 
precluded all ideas of a resolute offensive in his old style, he 
determined to limit himself to a defence of the line of the Elbe, 
making only dashes of a few days' duration at any target the 
enemy might present. 

Reinforcements had been coming up without ceasing and 
at the beginning of August he calculated that be would have 
soo,000 men available about Bautzen and too,000 along the 
Elbe from Hamburg via Magdeburg to Torgau. With the 
latter he determined to strike the first blow, by a concentric 
advance on Berlin (which he calculated he would reach on 
the 4th or sth day), the movement being continued thence 
to extricate the French garrisons in Ellstrin, Stettin and 

Danzig. The moral effect, he promised himself, would be 
prodigious, and there was neither room nonfood for them 
too,000 elsewhere. 

Towards the close of the armistice he learned the general 
situation of the allies. The crown prince of Sweden (Bernadotte), 
with his Swedes and various Prussian levies, iss,000 in all, lay 
in and around Berlin and Stettin; and knowing his former 
marshal well, Napoleon considered Oudinot a match for him. 
Blilcher with about 95,000 Russians and Prussians was about 
Breslau, and Schwarzenberg, with nearly ifto,000 Austrians and 
Russians, lay in Bohemia. In his position at Bautzen he felt 
himself equal to all his enemy's combinations. 

48. Dresden.—The advance towards Berlin began punctually 
with the expiration of the armistice, but with the main army he 
himself waited to see more dearly his adversaries' plans. At 
length becoming impatient he advanced a portion of his army 
towards Blucher, who fell back to draw him into a trap. Then 
the news reached him that Schwarzenberg was pressing down the 
valley of the Elbe, and, leaving Macdonald to observe Blucher, 
he hurried back to Bautzen to dispose his troops to cross the 
Bohemian mountains in the general direction of Konigstein, a 
blow which must have had decisive results. But the news from 
Dresden was so alarming that at the last moment he changed his 
mind, and sending Vandamme alone over the mountains, he 
hurried with his whole army to the threatened point. This 
march remains one of the most extraordinary in history, for the 
bulk of his forces moved, mainly in mass and across country, 
go in. in 72 hours, entering Dresden on the morning of the 27th, 
only a few hours before the attack of the allies commenced. For 
the events which followed see DRESDEN (batik). 

Dresden was the last great victory of the First Empire. By 
noon on the 27th August the Austrians and Russians were 
completely beaten and in full retreat, the French pressing hard 
behind them,but meanwhile Napoleon himself again succumbed 
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tm one of his unaccountable attacks of apparent intdleetnal 
paralysis. He seemed unaware of the vital importance of the 
moment, crouched shivering over a bivouac fire, and finally rode 
back to Dresden, leaving no specific orders for the further pursuit. 

esi. French Defeats.—The allies, however, continued to retreat, 
but unfortunately Vandanune, with his single corps and un-
supported, issued out of the mountains on their flank, threw 
himself across their line of retreat near Ktdm, and was completely 
overwhelmed by sheer weight of numbers (nth). In spite of 
this misfortune, Napoleon could claim a brilliant success for 
himself, but almost at the same moment news reached him that 
Oudinot at Grossbeeren near Berlin, and Macdonald on the 
Katzbach opposed to Blticher, had both been severely defeated. 

go. Napoleon's Meremods.—During the next two days the 
emperor examined his situation and dictated a series of notes 
which have been a puzzle to every strategical thinker ever since. 
In these he seems suddenly to have cut adrift from every principle 
the truth of which he had himself so brilliantly demonstrated, 
and we find him discussing plans based on hypothesis, not 
knowledge, and on the importance of geographical points without 
reference to the enemy's field army. From these reveries he 
was at length awakened by news which indicated that the con-
sequences of Macdonald's defeat had been far more serious to 
the moral of that command that he had imagined. He immedi-
ately rode over to establish order, and his manner and violence 
were so improper that Caulaincourt bad the greatest difficulty 
in concealing the scandal. Buticher, however, bearing of his 
arrival, at once retreated and the emperor followed, thus 
uncovering the passes over the Bohemian mountains, a fact 
of which Schwarzenberg was quick to take advantage. Learning 
of his approach, Napoleon again withdrew to Bautzen. Then 
hearing that the Austrians had counter-marched and were again 
moving towards Dresden, he hastened back there, concentrated 
as many men as could conveniently be handled, and advanced 
beyond Pirna and lEtinigstein to meet him. But the Austrians 
bad no intention of attacking him, for time was now working 
on their side and, leaving his men to starve in the exhausted 
district, the emperor again returned to Dresden, where for the 
rest of the month be remained in an extraordinary state of 
vacillation. On the 4th of October he again drew up a review 
of the situation, in which he apparently contemplated giving 
up his communications with France and wintering in and around 
Dresden, though at the same time he is aware of the distress 
amongst his men for want of food. 

fit. Campaign of Leipzig.—In" the meanwhile BlOcher, 
Schwarzenberg and Bernadotte were working round his flanks. 
Ney, who had joined Oudinot after Crossbeam, bad been 
defeated at Dennewitz (6th Sept.), the victory, won by Prussian 
troops solely, giving the greatest encouragement to the enemy. 
Suddenly Napoleon's plans are again reviewed and completely 
changed. Calling up St Cyr, whom he had already warned to 
remain at Dresden with his command, he decides to fall back 
towards Erfurt, and go into winter quarters between that place 
and Magdeburg. pointing out that Dresden was of no use to him 
as a base and that if he does have a battle, he had much better 
have St Cyr and his men with him than at Dresden. He then 
on the 7th of October drew up a final plan, in which one again 
recognizes the old commander, and this he immediately proceeded 
to put into execution, for he was now quite aware of the danger 
threatening his line of retreat from both Blucher and Schwarzen-
berg and the North Army; yet only a few hours afterwards 
the portion of the order relating to St Cyr and Lobau was 
cancelled and the two were finally left behind at Dresden. From 
the Toth to the 13th Napoleon lay at DUben, again a prey to 
the most extraordinary irresolution, but on that day he thought 
he saw his opportunity. Hitcher was reported near Wittenberg, 
and Schwarzenberg was moving slowly round to the smith of 
Leipzig. The North Army under Bernadotte, unknown to 
Napoleon, lay on BlUcher's left around Halle. The emperor 
decided to throw the bulk of his force on BlUcher, and, having 
routed him, turn south on Schwarzenberg and sever his com-
munications with Bohemia. His concentration *as effected  

with his usual sureness and celerity, but whilst the French moved 
on Wittenberg, Blucher was marching to his right, indifferent 
to his communications as all Prussia lay behind him. 

This move on the 14th brought him into touch with Bernadotte, 
and now a single march forward of all three armies would have 
absolutely isolated Napoleon from France; but Bernadotte's 
nerve failed him, for on hearing of Napoleon's threat against 
Wittenberg he decided to retreat northward, and not all the 
persuasions of Blucher and Gneisenau could move him. Thus 
if she French movement momentarily ended in a blow in the 
air, it was indirectly the cause of their ultimate salvation. 

sa. Tke " Batik of Ike Nations."—On the 15th Napoleon con-
centrated his forces to the east of Leipzig, with only a weak 
detachment to the west, and in the evening the allies were ptepared 
to attack him. Schwarzenberg, with tilo,000 men available at 
once and 6o,000 on the following day; Blitcher had about 
Cionco, but Bernadotte now could not arrive before the 18th. 

Napoleon prepared to throw the bulk of his force upon Schwar-
zenberg and massed his troops south-east of the town, whilst 
Schwarzenberg marched concentrically against hint down 
the valley of the Elster and Pleisse, the mass of his troops 
on the right -bank of the latter and a strong column under 
Giulay on the left working round to join Blucher on the 
north. The fighting which followed was most obstinate, but the 
Austrians failed to make any impression on the French positions, 
and indeed Giulay felt himself compelled to withdraw to his 
former position. On the other hand, BlUcher carried the 
village of Modern and came within a mile of the gates of the 
town. During the 17th there was only indecisive skirmishing, 
Schwarzenberg waiting for his reinforcements coming up by the 
Dresden road, Blucher for Bernadotte to come in on his left, 
and by some extraordinary oversight Giulay was brought closer 
in to the Austrian centre, thus opening for the French their 
line of retreat towards Erfurt, and no imformation of this move• 
ment appears to have been conveyed to Blucher. The emperor 
when be became aware of the movement, sent the IVth Corps 
to Lindenau to keep the road open. 

On the 18th the fighting was resumed and by about noon 
Bernadotte came up and closed the gap to the N.E. of the town 
between Blucher and the Austrians. At a p.m. the Saxons, 
who had remained faithful to Napoleon longer than his other 
German allies, went over to the enemy. All hope of saving the 
battle had now to be given up, but the French covered their 
retreat obstinately and by daybreak next morning one-half 
of the army was already filing out along the road to Erfurt 
which had so fortunately been left for them. 

53. Retreat of the Fends and Battle of Hanoto.—It took Blucher 
time to extricate his troops from the confusion into which the 
battle had thrown them, and the garrison of Leipsig and the 
troops left on the right bank of the Elster still resisted obstinately 
—hence no direct pursuit could be initiated and the French, 
still upwards of roo,000 strong, marching rapidly, soon gained 
distance enough to be reformed. Blucher followed by parallel 
and inferior roads on their northern flank, but Schwarzenberg 
knowing that the Bavarians also had forsaken the emperor 
and were marching under Wrede, 50,000 strong, to intercept 
his retreat, followed in a most leisurely fashion. Blucher did 
not succeed in overtaking the French, but the latter, near 
Haase, found their way barred by Wrede with so,000 men and 
over too guns in a strong position. 

To this fresh emergency Napoleon and his army responded in 
most brilliant fashion. As at Krasnoff in r8rs, they went straight 
for their enemy and after one of the most brilliant series of 
artillery movements in history, directed by General Drouot, 
they marched right over their enemy, practically destroying his 
whole force. Henceforward their march was unmolested, and 
they reached Mains on the 5th of November. 

Tke Thies:be Campaign.—When the last of the French 
Mops had crossed to the western bank of the Rhine, divided 
counsels made their appearance at the headquarters of the allies. 
Every one was weary of the war, and many felt that It would be 
unwise to push Napoleon and the French nation to extremes. 
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Hence a prolonged halt arose, utilized by the troops in renewing 
their equipment and so forth, but ultimately the Young German 
party, led by BlUcher and the principal fighting men of the 
army, triumphed, and on the nit of January ars the Silesian 
army (so,000) began its passage of the Rhine at Kaub. They 
were to be supported by Schwarzenberg with soo,000 men, who 
Was to advance by Basel and Neu Breisach to the south, and 
Bernadotte with the Northern army, about !sopa& was to move 
in support on the right flank through the Netherlands and 
Leon; this force was not yet ready and did not, in fact. reach the 
latter place till March. 

To meet these forces the emperor could not collect mo,000 men 
in all, of whom upwards of too,000 were held by Wellington on 
the Spanish frontier, and 20,000 more were required to watch 
the debouches from the Alps. Hence less than 8o,0oo remained 
available for the east and north-eastern frontier. If, however, 
he was weak in numbers, he was now again operating in a 
friendly country, able to fmd 
food almost everywhere and 
practically indifferent as to his 
communications. 

On the 25th of January, 
BlUcher entered Nancy, and, 
moving rapidly up the valley 
of the Moselle, was in com-
munication with the Austrian 
advanced guard near La 
Rothiere on the afternoon 
of the 28th. Here his head-
quarters were surprised and 
be himself nearly captured by 
a sudden rush of French 
troops, and he learnt at the 
same time that the emperor 
in person was at hand. lie 
accordingly fell back a few 
miles next morning to a strong 
position Covering the exits 
from the Bar-sur-Aube defile. 
There be was joined by the 
Austrian advance guard, and 
together they decided to ac-
cept battle—indeed they bad 
no alternative, as the roads 
in rear were so choked with 
traffic that retreat was out of the question. About noon 
the and of February Napoleon attacked them, but the weather 
was terrible, and the ground so heavy that his favourite 
artillery, the mainstay of his whole system of warfare, was 
useless and in the drifts of snow which at intervals swept 
across the field, the columns lost their direction and many 
were severely handled by the Cossacks. At nightfall the 
fighting ceased and the emperor retired to Lesmont, and thence 
to Troyes, Marmont being left to observe the enemy. 

SS. Moninsirail.—Owing to the state of the roads, more 
perhaps to the extraordinary lethargy which always characterized 
Schwarzenberg s headquarters, no pursuit was attempted. 
But on the 4th of February BlUcher, chafing at this inaction, 
obtained the permission of his own sovereign to transfer his 
line of operations to the valley of the Marne; Pablen's corps 
of Cossacks were assigned to him to cover his left and maintain 
communication with the Austrians. 

Believing himself secure behind this screen, be advanced from 
Vitry along the roads leading down the valley of the Manse, 
with his columns widely separated for convenience of subsistence 
and shelter—the latter being almost essential in the terrible 
weather prevailing. Stitcher himself on the night of the 7th was at 
Stzanne, on the exposed flank so as to be nearer to his sources 
of intelligence, and the rest of his army were distributed in 
four small corps at or near Epernay, Montmirail and Etoges; 
reinforcements also were on their way to join him and were then 
about Vitry. 

In the night his headquarters were again surprised, and he 
learnt that Napoleon himself with his main body was in full. 
march to fall on his scattered detachments. At the same time. 
he beard that Pahlen's Cossacks had been withdrawn forty-eight 
hours previously, thus completely exposing his Sank. He himself 
retreated towards Etoges endeavouring to rally his scattered 
detachments, but Napoleon was too quick for hint and in three 
successive days he defeated Sacken at blontmirail,York at Champ 
Aubert and BlUcher and his main body at &ogee, pursuing, 
the latter towards Venus. These disasters compelled the retreat 
of the whole Silesian army, and Napoleon, leaving Mortier and 
Marmont to deal with them, hurried back to Troyes with his 
main body to strike the flank of Schwarxenberg's army, which had 
meanwhile begun its leisurely advance, and again at !dormant on 
the 17th of February, Montereau the r8tb and Mary the 2 Mt, he 
inflicted such heavy punishment upon his adversaries that they 
fell back precipitately to Bar-sur-Aube. 

56. Laon.—In the meantime Blocher had rallied his scattered 
forces and was driving Marmont and Mother before him. 
Napoleon, as soon as he had disembarrassed himself of Schwarzen-
berg, counter-marched his main body and moving again by 
Sezanne, fell upon Blitcher's left and drove him back upon 
Soissons. This place bad been held by a French garrison, 
but had capitulated only twenty-four hours beforehand, a fact 
of which Napoleon was naturally unaware. The Silesian army 
was thus able to escape, and marching northwards combined 
with Bernadotte at Leon—this reinforcement bringing the 
forces at Blather's disposal up to over zoo,000 men. 

On the 7th of March Napoleon fell upon the advance guard of 
this force at Craonne and drove it back. upon Laon, where a 
battle took place on the 9th. Napoleon was here defeated, and 
with only 30,000 men at his back he was compelled to renounce 
all ideas of a further offensive, and be retired to rest his troops 
to Reims. Here he remained unmolested for a few days, for 
Blucher was struck down by sickness, and in his absence nothing 
was done. On the 14th of March, however, Schwarzenberff. 
becoming aware of Napoleon's withdrawal to Reims, again began 
his advance and had reached Arcis-sur-Aube when the news of 
Napoleon's approach again induced him tb retreat to Brienne. 

57. The Allies March on Paris.—Thus after six weeks' fighting 
the allies were hardly more advanced than at the beginning. 
Now, however, they began to realize the weakness of their 
opponent, and perhaps actuated by the fear that Wellington 
from Toulouse might, after all, reach Paris first, they determined 
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to march to Paris (then at open city), and let Napoleon do his 
worst to their communications. Actually this was exactly what 
be was preparing to do. He had determined to move eastward 
to St Dirtier, rally what garrisoos he could find, and raise the whole 
country against the invaders, and had actually started.on the 
execution of this plan when his instructions fell into the enemy's 
bands and his projects were exposed. Regardless of the threat, 
the allies marched straight for the capital. Marmont and 
Mortice with what troops they could rally took up a position on 
hf intmartre heights to oppose them, but seeing further resistance 
to be hopeless they gave way on the 3 rst of March, just as 
Napoleon, with the wreck of the Guards and a mere handful of 
other detachments, was hurrying across the rear of the Austrians 
towable Fontainebleau to join them. 

This was the end of the rust Empire. The story of the Water, 
 ho Campaign is told under its own hearrmg. 

The Military Charade, of Nooks.. 
No mffitary career has been examined more often and more 

freely than that of Napoleon. Yet even so the want of complete 
documentary evidence upon which to base conclusions has 
vitiated all but the most recent of the countless monographs 
and histories that have appeared on the subject. Fortunately 
the industry and ability of the military history section of the 
French General Staff have rendered available, by the publica-
tion of the original orders issued during the course of his 
campaigns, a mass of information which, taken in conjunction 
with his own voluminous correspondence, renders it possible 
to trace the growth of his military genius with a reasonable 
approach to accuracy. Formerly we could only watch the 
evolution of his powers of organization and the purely psychic 
gifts of resolution and command. The actual working of his 
mind towards that strategic and tactical ascendancy that 
rendered his presence on the battlefield, according to the testi-
mony of his opponents, equal to a reinforcement of 40,000 
was entirely undiscemible. 

The 'history of his youth reveals no special predilection for 
the military service—the bent of his mind was political far more 
than mffitary, but unlike the politicians of his epoch he con-
sistently applied scientific and mathematical methods to his 
theories, and desired above all things a knowledge of facts in 
their true relation to one another. His early military education 
was the best and most practical then attainable, primarily 
because be had the good fortune to come under the influence 
of men of exceptional ability—Baron du Keile, Bois Roger and 
ethers. From them be derived a sound knowledge of artillery 
and fortification, and particularly of mountain warfare, which 
latter was destined to prove of inestimable service to him in 
his first campaigns of 2794-95 and 1796. In these, as well as 
in his most dramatic success of Marengo in t800, we can discern 
no trace of strategical innovation. He was simply a master of 
the methods of his time. Ceaseless industry, energy and con-
spicuous personal gallantry were the principal factors of his 
belHlaat victories, and even in t8os at Ulm and Austerlitz 
it was still the excellence of the tactical instrument, the army, 
which the Revolution had bequeathed to him that essentially 
produced the results. 

Meanwhile the mathematical mind, with its craving for accurate 
data on which to found its plans (the most difficult of all to obtain 
under the conditions of warfare), had been searching for ex-
pedients which might serve him to better purpose, and in titos 
he bad recourse to the cavalry screen in the hope of such results. 
This proved a palliation of his difficulty, but not a solution. 
Cavalry can only observe, It cannot hold. The facts as to the 
position of an opponent accurately observed and correctly re-
ported at a given moment, afford no reliable guarantee of his 
position 48 hours later, when the orders based on this information 
enter upon execution. This can only be calculated on the ground 
of reasonable probability as to what it may be to the best interest 
of the adversary to attempt. But what may seem to a Napoleon 
the best course is not necessarily the one that suggests itself 
to a mediocre mind, sad the greater the gulf which separates  

the two minds the greater the uncertainty which must prevail 
on the side of the abler commander. 

It was in t8o6 that an improved solution was first devised 
The general advanced guard of all arms now followed immediately 
behind the cavalry screen and held the enemy in position, 
while the remainder of the army followed at a day's march in 
a " bataillog tante " ready to manceuvre in any required direc-
tion. The full reach of this discovery seems as yet scarcely 
to have impressed itself upon the emperor with complete con-
viction, for in the succeeding campaign in Poland we find that 
he twice departed from this form—at Pultusk and Heilsberg-
and each time his enemy succeeded in escaping him. At Fried-
land, however, his success was complete, and henceforth the 
method recurs on practically every battlefield. When it fails it is 
because its inventor himself hesitates to push his own concep-
tion to its full development (Eckmehl Igoe, Borodino 1812). Yet 
it would seem that this invention of Napoleon's was intuitive 
rather than reasoned; he never communicated it in its entirety 
to his marshals, and seems to have been only capable of exercising 
it either when in full possession of his health or under the excite-
ment of action. Thus we find him after the battle of Dresden—
itself a splendid example of its efficacy—suddenly reverting 
to the terminology of the school in which he had been brought 
up, which be himself bad destroyed, only to revive again in the 
next few days and handle his forces strategically with all his 
accustomed brilliancy. 

In 1814 and in 281 s in the presence of the enemy he again 
rises supremely to each occasion, only to lapse in the intervals 
even below the level of his old opponents; and that this was not 
the consequence of temporary depression naturally resulting 
from the accumulated load of his misfortunes, is sufficiently 
shown by the downright puerility of the arguments by which 
he seeks to justify his own successes in the St Helena memoirs, 
which one may search in vain for any indication that Napoleon 
was himself aware of the magnitude of his own discovery. One 
is forced to the conclusion that there existed in Napoleon's 
brain a dual capacity—one the normal and reasoning one, 
developing only the ideas and conceptions of his contemporaries, 
the other intuitive, and capable only of work under abnormal 
pressure. At such moments of crisis It almost excelled human 
comprehension; the mind seems to have 'gathered to Itself 
and summed up the balance of all human passions arranged for 
and against him, and to have calculated with unerring exacti-
tude the consequences of each decision. 

A partial explanation of this phenomenon may perhaps be 
found in the economy of nervous energy his strategical method 
ensured to him. Marching always ready to fight wherever his 
enemy might stand or move to meet him, his mind was relieved 
from all the hesitations which necessarily arise in men less 
confident in the security of their designs. Hence, when on the 
battlefield the changing course of events left his antagonists 
mentally exhausted, be was able to face them with will power 
neither bound por broken. But this only explains a portion 
of the mystery that surrounds him, and which will make the 
study of his career the most fascinating to the military student 
of all times. 

Amongst all the great captains of history Cromwell alone 
can be compared to him. Both, in their powers of organization 
and the mastery of the tactical potentialities of the weapons 
of their day, were immeasurably ahead of their times, and both 
also understood to the full the strategic art of binding and 
restraining the independent will power of their opponents, 
an art of which Marlborough and Frederick, Wellington, Lee 
and Moltke do not seem ever even to have grasped the fringe. 

(F. N. M.) 
Biattoosiarnv.—Among the principal modern works on Napo-

leon's campaigns 18,35-14 are the following: Yorck von Wartenbcrg, 
Napoleon air Naar (1866 English and French translations); 
H. Cameo, La Guerra isarkfonsenas (Paris, 1903); H. Bonnal, 
Ellen de Is runs madame a series of works, of which those dealing 
with t8os-i eta are separately mentioned below). For 18os are 
Alombert and Colin (French Gen. Stall),_ anapsdne de hlos en 
&knew (Paris, 1898-1910); H. Bonne', De Rosboeh a Ulm (Paris, 
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1901) •Sir D. Haig, Cavalry Studies (London, 1907); G. A. Fume, Vim, 
Tra alga. and Ananias (London, Igo)). For 1806-t8a7, Pr. Kraft 
m ohenlobe.Ingelfingen, Letters on Strategy (Eng. trans., vol. i.); 
Freiherr v. d. Gobs, Runback rued Jena; the new edition of the same 
work, Von Rossbach bis Jena and Asseraddt (Berlin, t906) and Vow 
Jena his Presssisch-Eliam (Berlin, 49o8); Studies in French 
Gen. Staff Reese d'Hutoire listot?): P. Foucart, Cam_ paps de 
Prose; H. Bonne!, La Manama d line (Paris, 19124); Memoirs of 
Benxigsen (trans. by E. Cazalas, French Gen. Staff. non); F. N. 
Maude, The Jena Campaign (London, um); F. L Petre,Napolemes 
Campaign in Poland (London, *Xs). For trotr, H. Bonnal, La 
Manersenv de Landsbut (Paris, t9m5); Compare de 1809 
(Par* 1899-5902); Ritter v. Angeli, Er keno: Karl (Vienna, 
11193-1p7); Lieut. Field Marshal von Woinovich (ed.), Das. 
Krsegs 18oa; Boat, De Ratirbenne a busks (Paris, 1910. 
For t 12, G. Fabry (French Gen. Staff), Ca Apagne de tha (Pans, 
*9o4); La Gserre nationals de .1812 (French translation from the 
Russian general staff work, Paris. 1904); H. Bonnet, La Mummers 
de Vilna (Paris, 1905); Freiherr v. d. Osten -Sacken, Feldsag zSzt 
(Berlin, 1899); H. B. George, Napoleon's Inns on of Russia (London, 
*goo). For 1813, F. N. Dfaude, The Leip,7 Campaign (London, 
Icor); Lanreme, La Mangum de Latzen; 1,1 v.Quistorp, Gash. 
der Nordansee shy (*894); V. Holleben. Gawk. des Frsilijahrs- 
feldsug 1813 (Berlin, 1904); Friedrich, Me Herbsdnideng azy 
(Berlin, *903-1906). For 1814. German Om. Staff. Knegsgesch. 
Einselsehrsfien, No. 13: v. Janson, Per Fekkise 18,4 is Frankrekb 
(Berlin, 1903- 1901). See also works mentioned under FRENCH 
REVOLUTIONARY WARS and under biographical headings, SUI well as 
the general histories of the time. 

NAVAL OPERATIONS 

The French navy came under the direct and exclusive control 
of Napoleon after the 18th Brumaire. At the close of :799 (see 
FRENCH REvottrnonaav WARS) he had three purposes to serve 
by the help of his fleet: the relief of the French garrison besieged 
by the British forces in Malta; the reinforcement of the army 
he had left in Egypt; and the distraction of Great Britain by 
the threat of invasion of England across the Channel, or of 
Ireland. The deficiencies both in number and in quality of his 
naval resources doomed him to fail in all three- Though be had 
control of what remained of the navies of Holland and Spain, 
as well as of the French, be was outnumbered at every point, 
while the efficiency of the British fleet gave it a mobility which 
doubled its material superiority. All Napoleon's efforts to sup-
port his troops in Malta and Egypt were necessarily made under 
the hampering obligation to evade the British forces barring the 
road. The inevitable result was that only an occasions/ blockade-
runner could succeed in escaping detection and attack. The relief 
thus brought to Malta and Egypt was not sufficient. In February 
1800, the " Genereux " (14), one of the few ships which escaped 
from the Nile, sailed from Toulon with three corvettes, under 
Rear-admiral Ferree. to relieve Malta. On the Mb she was 
sighted by the blockading squadron, surrounded and captured. 
Three other survivors of the Nile were at anchor in Malta—the 
" Guillaume Tell " (8o), and two frigates, the " Diane " and the 
" Justice." On the 29th of July the " Guillaume Tell " en-
deavoured to slip out in the night. She was sighted, pursued 
and overpowered, after a singularly gallant resistance. The 
frigates made an attempt to get off on the 24th of August, but 
only the " Justice," a solitary survivor of the squadron which 
fought at the Nile, reached Toulon. Malta, starved out by the 
British fleet, surrendered on the 5th of September 'Soo. Very 
similar was the fate of the efforts to reach and reinforce the 
army of Egypt. The British squadrons either stopped the re-
lieving forces at their point of departure, or baffled, when they 
did not take them, at their landfall. A squadron of seven sail of 
the line, under Admiral Ganteaume, succeeded in slipping out of 
Brest, when a gale had driven the . British blockading force off 
the coast. Ganteaume met with some measure of success in 
capturing isolated British men-of-war, one of them being a 74, 
the " Swiftsure." But he failed to give effectual help to the 
Egyptian army. He sailed on the 23rd of January 18o1, entered 
the Mediterranean and, his squadron being in a bad condition, 
steered for Toulon, which he reached on the z 8th of February. 
On the 19th of March he sailed again for Egypt, but was again 
driven back by the same causes on the 5th of April. On the 25th 
he was ordered out once more. Three of his ships had to be sent  

back as unfit to keep the sea. " With the other four be reached 
the coast of Egypt, on the 7th of May, only to sight a powerful 
British force, and to be compelled to escape to Toulon, which he 
did not reach till the mud of July. The French in Egypt were 
in fact beaten before he reached the coast. At the beginning of 
18o1, a British naval force, commanded by Lord Keith, bad 
sailed from Gibraltar, escorting an army of s8,000 men under 
General Abercromby. It reached Marmorice Bay, in Asia Minor, 
on the Stu of January, to arrange a co-operation with the Turks, 
and after some delay the army was transported and landed in 
Egypt, on the 7th and 8th of March. Before the endof September 
the French army was reduced to capitulate. In the interval 
another effort to carry help to it was made from Toulon. On 
the 13th of June 28ot Rear-admiral Linois left Toulon with 
three sail of the line, to join a Spanish squadron at Cadiz and go 
on to Egypt. In the straits he was sighted by the British 
squadron under Sir J. Saumarez, and driven to seek the protection 
of the Spanish batteries in Algeciras. On the 6th of July he 
beat off a British attack, capturing the " Hannibal," 74. On 
the 9th a Spanish squadron came to his assistance, and the com-
bined force steered for Cadiz. During the night of the zath/z3tb 
of July they were attacked by Sir J. Saumarez. Two Spanish 
three-deckers blew up, and a 74-gun ship was taken. The others 
were blockaded in Cadiz. The invasion scheme was vigorously 
pushed after the 3rd of March 28o1. Flat-bottomed boats were 
gradually collected at Boulogne. Two attempts to destroy them 
at anchor, though directed by Nelson himself, were repulsed 
on the 4th and 16th of August.. But the invasion was so far 
little more than a threat made for diplomatic purposes. On 
the 1st of October iflox an armistice was signed in London, 
and the Peace of Amiens followed, on the 27th of March aloe. 
(For the operations in the Baltic in 18421, SW COPENHAGEN, 
BATTLE or.) 

The Peace of Amiens proved to Ile only an uneasy truce, 
and it was succeeded by open war, on the 18th of May 1803. 
From that date till about the middle of August 18o5, a space of 
some two years and two months, the war took the form of a moat 
determined attempt on the part of Napoleon to carry out an 
invasion of Great Britain, met by the counter measures of the 
British government. The scheme of invasion was based on the 
Boulogne flotilla, a device inherited from the old French royal 
government, through the Republic. Its object was to throw 
a great army ashore on the coast between Dover and Hastings. 
The preparations were made on an unprecedented scale. The 
Republic had collected some two hundred and forty vessels. 
Under the direction of Napoleon ten times as many were equipped. 
They were divided into: pones, ship-rigged, of 35 metres long 
and 8 wide, carrying 12 guns; chafe:tees Cantu/nib= of 24 metres 
long and 5 wide, carrying 5 guns and brig-rigged; bateaux 
cannoning, of 19 metres long by 1.0 wide, carrying a guns and 
mere boats. All were built to be rowed, were flat-bottomed, and 
of shallow draft so as to be able to navigate close to the shore, and 
to take the ground without hurt. They were built in France 
and the Low Countries, in the coast towns and the rivers—even 
in Paris--and were collected gradually, shore batteries both fixed 
and motile being largely employed to cover the passage. A 
vast sum of money and the labour of thousands of men were 
employed to dear harbours for them, at and near Boulogne. 
The shallow water on the coast made it impossible for the British 
line-of-battle ships, or even large frigates, to press the attack on 
them home. Smaller vessels they were able to beat off and so, 
in spite of the activity of the British cruisers and of many sharp 
encounters, the concentration was effected at Boulogne, where an 
army of 130,000 was encamped and was incessantly practised 
in embarking and disembarking. Before the invasion was 
taken in hand as a serious policy, there had been at least a pro-
fession of a belief that the flotilla could push across the Channel 
during a calm. Experience soon showed that when the needful 
allowance was made for the time required to bring them out 
of harbour (two tides) and for the influence which the Channel 
currents must have upon their speed, it would be extremely rash 
to rely on a calm of sufficient length. Napoleon therefore came 
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early to the conclusion that ha must bring' about a concentration 
of his seagoing fleet in the Channel, which would give him a 
temporary command of its waters. 

He had a squadron at Brest, ships at L'Orient and Rochefort, 
some of his vessels had taken nefugeat Ferrol on their way back 
from San Domingo when war broke out, one was at Cadiz, and 
he had a squadron at Toulon. All these forces were watched by 
British blockading squadrons. The problem was to bring them 
together before the British fleet could be concentrated to meet 
them. Napoleon's solution grew, as time went on and circum-
stances changed, in scope and complexity. In July 1804 he 
ordered his admiral commanding at Toulon, Latouche Trfville, 
to seise an opportunity when Nelson, who was in command of the 
blockade, was driven off by a northerly gale, to put to sea, with 
so sail of the line, pick up the French ship in Cadiz, join Ville-
neuve who was in the Ms roads, and then effect a junction with 
Ganteaume and the as sail of the line at Brest. He hoped that 
if the British ships in the North Sea concentrated with the 
squadron in the Channel, he would be able to make use of Dutch 
vessels from the Tad. The death of Latouche Trfville, moth of 
August slics, supplied an excuse for delay. He was succeeded by 
Villeneuve. Napoleon now modified the simple plan prepared 
for Latouche Treelike, and began hying elaborate plans by which 
French vessels were to slip out and sail for distant seas, to draw 
the British fleet after them, and then return to concentrate in 
the Channel. A further modification was introduced by the end 
of am. Spain, which was bound by treaty to join Napoleon, 
was allowed to preserve a show of neutrality by paying a monthly 
subvention. The British government, treating this as a hostile 
action-ors it was—seized the Spanish treasure ships on their 
way from America, near Cape Santa Maria, on the 5th of October 
dm, and Spain declared war on the oath of December. New 
plans were now made including the co-operation of the Spanish 
Beet. Amid all the variation in their details, and the apparent 
confusion introduced by Napoleon's habit of suggesting alter-
natives and discussing probabilities, and in spite of the prepara-
tions ostensibly made for an expedition to Ireland, which was 
to have sailed from Brest and to have carried 30,000 troops 
commanded by Augereau, the real purpose of Napoleon was 
neither altered nor concealed. He worked to produce doubt 
and confusion in the mind of the British government by threats 
and attacks on its distant possessions, which should lead it to 
scatter its forces. One of these ventures *as actually carried 
out, without, however, securing the co-operation, or effecting 
the purpose he had in view. On the sith of January z8os 
Admiral Ifissiessy left Rochefort with 5 sail of the line, un-
detected by the British forces on the coast. Missiessy carried out 
a successful voyage of commerce-destroying, and returned safely 
to Rochefort on the oath of May, from the West Indies. But 
the force sent in pursuit of him was small, and the British 
government was not deceived into weakening its hold on the 
Channel. It was in fact well supplied with information by 
means orthe spy service directed by an exiled Frenth royalist, 
the count d'Antraigues, who was established at Dresden as a 
Russian diplomatic agent. Through his correspondents in Path, 
some of whom had access to Napoleon's papers, the British 
government was able to learn the emperor's real intentions. 
The blockade of Brest was so strictly maintained that Ganteaume 
was allowed no opportunity to get to sea. Villeneuve, who 
was to have co-operated with Missiessy, did indeed leave Toulon, 
at a moment when Nelson, whose policy it was to encourage 
him to come out by not staying too near the port, was absent, 
on the T rt h of January 18os. The British admiral, when informed 
that the French were at sea, justified Napoleon's estimate of his 
probable course in such a contingency, by making g useless 
cruise to Egypt. But Villeneuve's ill-appointed ships, manned 
by raw crews, suffered loss of spars in a gale, and he returned to 
Toulon on the asst. His last start came when he sailed, unseen 
by Nelson, on the loth of March. Aided by lucky changes of 
wind, he reached Cadiz, was joined by t French and 6 Spanish 
ships under Admiral Graving. which, added to the rr he had 
with him, gave him a force of 38 sail: He lett. Cadiz on the night 

of the gtb toth of April, and reached Fort de France in Martin-
ique on the teth of May. Here he was to have remained till 
joined by Gauteaume from Brest. On the tat of June he was 
joined by a frigate and two line-of-battle ships emit with orders 
from Rochefort, and was told to remain in the West ladies till 
the sth of July, and if not joined by Ganteaume to steer for 
Fermi, pick up the French and Spanish ships In the port, and 
come on to the Channel. Villeneuve learnt on the 8th of June 
that Nelson bad reached Barbados in pursuit of hint on the 4th. 
The British admiral, delayed by contrary winds, had not been 
able to start from the entry to the Straits of Gibraltar till the 

ith of May. An action in the West Indies would have ruined 
the emperor's plan of concentration, and Villeneuve decided to 
sail at once for Ferrol. Nelson, misled by false information, 
ranged the West Indies as far south as the Gulf of Paris, in search 
of his opponent whom he supposed to be engaged in attacks on 
British possessions. By the 13th of June he had learnt the truth, 
and sailed for Gibraltar under the erroneous impression that the 
French admiral would return to Toulon. He sent a brig home 
with despatches; on the agth of June, in lat. 33" sa' N. and 
long. sr W., the French were seen by this vessel heading for 
the Bay of Biscay. Captain Bettesworth who commanded the 
brig hurried home, and the information he brought was at once 
acted on by Lord Barbara, the First Lord of the Admiralty, 
who took measures to station a force to intercept Villeneuve 
outside Ferrol. On the sand of July, 35 leagues N.W. of Finis-
terre, Villeneuve was met by the British admiral sent to intercept 
him, Sr Robert Calder. A confused action in a fog ended in the 
capture of a Spanish line- of battle ships. But Sir R. Calder, 
who had only rs ships to his opponent's ao and was nervous 
lest he should be overpowered, did not act with energy. He 
retreated to join the blockading Beet off Brest. Villeneuve was 
now able to join the vessels at Ferrol. Nehon, who reached 
Gibraltar on the very day the action of Ferrol was fought, was 
too far away to interfere with him. But Villeneuve, who was 
deeply impressed by the inefficiency of the ships of his fleet and 
especially of the Spaniards, and who was convinced that an 
overwhelming British force would be united against him in the 
Channel, lost heart, and on the 15th of August sailed south to 
Cadiz. By this movement he ruined the emperor's elaborate 
scheme. Napoleon at once broke up the camp at Boulogne and 
marched to Germany. The further movements of Villeneuve's 
fleet are told under TRAFALGAR, BATTLE OP. 

With the collapse of the invasion scheme, the naval war 
between Napoleon and Great Britain entered on a new phase. 
It lost at once the unity given to it by the efforts of the emperor 
to effect, and of the British government to baffle the passage of 
the Channel by an army. In place of the movements of great 
fleets to a single, end, we have a nine years' story (1805-1814) 
of cruising for the protection of commerce, of convoy, of colonial 
expeditions to capture French, Dutch or Spanish possessions 
and of combined naval and military operations in which the 
British navy was engaged in carrying troops to various countries, 
and in supporting them on shore. Napoleon continued to build 
line-of-battle ships in numbers from Venice to Hamburg, but 
only in order to force the British government to maintain 
costly and wearing blockades. He never allowed his fleets to go 
to sea to seek battle. The operations of the British fleet acre 
therefore divided between the work of patrolling the ocean roads 
and ancillary services to diplomacy, or to the armies serving in 
Italy, Denmark and, after 18o8, in Spain. The remaining colonial 
possessions of France, and of Holland, then wholly dependent 
on her, were conquered by degrees, and the ports in which 
privateers were fitted out to cruise against British commerce 
in distant seas were gradually rendered harmless. Though 
privateering was carried on by the French with daring and a 
considerable measure of success, it .did not put an appreciable 
check on the growth of British merchant shipping. The function 
of the British navy in the long conflict with Napoleon was of the 
first importance, and its services were rendered in every sea, 
but their very number, extent and complexity render it impossible 
here to record them in detail. 
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the Preach Revolution and the Empire 	n, 1892); Chevalier. 
Riskin, de is marine frangaise miss k ?manta et rompers (Paris. 
3886). All the operations connected with the successive invasion 
schemes are recorded, with exhaustive quotations of documentary 
evidence, in Projets et tentative, de dibargrament aux Des Erika- 
dimes, by Captain Desbriere (Paris, 1901). Captain Desbriires 
exhaustive work was done for the historical section of the French 
general staff, and is a fine example of the scholarly and conscientious 
modern French historical sr 4.11  (13. 

• HAPOLEORITE, also called Cavite because the stone is 
found in the island of Corsica, a variety of diorite which is 
characterized by orbicular structure. The grey matrix of the 
stone has the normal appearance pf a diorite, but contains many 
rounded lumps I or 2 in. in diameter, which show concentric 
zones of light and dark colours. In these spheroids also a 
distinct and well-marked radial arrangement of the crystals is 
apparent. The centre of the spheroid is usually white or pale 
grey and consists mainly of felspar; the same mineral makes the 
pale zones while the dark ones are rich in hornblende and 
pyroxene. The felspar is a basic variety of plagioclase (anorthite 
or bytownite). Though mostly rounded, the spheroids may 
be elliptical or subangular; sometimes they are in contact with 
one another but usually they are separated by small areas of 
massive diorite. When cut and polished the rock makes& beauti-
ful and striking ornamental stone. It has been.used for making 
paperweights and other small ornamental articles. 

SSlpheroitW structure is found in other diorites and in quite a 
number of granites in various places, such as Sweden, Russia. 
America, Sardinia, Ireland. It is by no means common, however, 
and usually occurs in only a small part of a granitic or dioritic mass, 
being sometimes restricted to an area of a few square yards. la 
most cases it is found near the centre of the outcrop, though es-
cepoonally it has been found quite close to the margin. It arises 
evidently from intermittent and repeated crystallization of the rock-
forming minerals in successive stages. Such a process would be 
favoured by complete rest, which would allow of supersaturation of 
the magma by one of the components. Rapid crystallisation would 
follow, producing deposits on any suitable nuclei. and the crystals 
then formed might have a radial disposition on the surfaces on 
which they grew. The magma might then be greatly inipmerohed 
in this particular substance. and another deposit of a erent kind 
would follow, producing a zone of different colour. The nucleus for 
the spheroidal growth is sometime, an early porphyritic crystal. 
sometimes an enclosure of gneiss, 8:c., and often does not differ 
essentially in composition from the surrounding rock. When spher-
oids are in contact their inner zones may be distinct while the outer 
ones are common to both individuals having the outline of a figure 
of eight. This proves that growth was centrifugal, not centripetal. 

Many varieties of spheroids are described presenting great differ-
MOOS in composition and in stricture. Some are merely rounded 
balls consisting of the earliest minerals of the rock, such as apatite, 
zircon. biotite and liornbknde, and possessing no regular arrange-
ment. Others have as centres a foreign fragment such as gneiss 
or hornfels, with one or more zones, pale or dark, around this. 
Radial arrangement of the crystals, though often very perfect, is 
by no means universal. The spheroids are sometimes flattened or 
egg-shaped, apparently by fluxion movements of the magma et a 
time when they were semi-solid or plastic. As a general rule the 
spheroids are more basic and richer in the ferromagnesian minerals 
,than the surrounding rock, though some of the zones are often very 
rich in quartz and felspar. Graphic or perthitic inrowths between 
be minerals of a zone are frequent. The vheroi& vary in width 

up to 1 or a ft. In some cases they contain abnormal constituents 
such as calcite, sfflimanite or corundum, (J. S. F.) 

NACIDET, ALFRED JOSEPH (1834- ), French chemist 
and politician, was born at Carpentras (Vaucluse), on the 6th 
of October 1834. He became professor in the faculty of medicine 
in Paris in 1863, and in the same year professor of chemistry 
at Palermo, where he delivered his lectures in Italian. He lost 
his professorship in 1867 with his civic rights, when be was 
condemned to fifteen months' imprisonment for his share in a 
secret society. On a new prosecution in 1869 for his book 
Religion, prohriiti, lama& he took refuge in Spain. Returning 
to France under the government of Emile 011ivier he took an 
active share in the revolution of the 4th of September 187o. 
and became secretary of the commission of national defence. 
In the National Assembly he sat on the extreme Left, consistently 
opposing the opportunist policy of successive governments. 
Re-elected to the Chamber of Deputies be began the agitation 
against the marriage laws with which his name is especially  

connected. His proposal for the re-establishment of divorce was 
discussed in May 1879, and again in 188z and 1882, and became 
law two years later. Naquet, although he disapproved in 
principle of a second chamber, secured his election to the senate 
in 1883 to pilot his measure through that body. In z886 by his 
efforts divorce became legal after three years of definite separa-
tion on the demand of one of the parties concerned. In ago he 
resigned from the senate to re-enter the Chamber of Deputies, 
this time for the 5th arrondissement of Paris, and took his seat 
with the Boulangist deputies. After Bouliumer's suicide his 
poetical influence declined, and was further compromised by 
accusations (of which he was legally cleared) in connexion with 
the Panama scandals. 

The thesis written for his doctorate, AMkation de canalise 
debars d la tonic:dope (1859), was followed by rainy papers on 
chemistry contributed to.  learned journals, and his PISISCtpu de 
eknmie facia, sae ks thio ries modesties (1865) reached its stb edition 
in 189o. He is better known by his political works, .Socialisme 
cellmamisfe a sosialisme Maul (189o. Eng. trans., 1891), L'Hismateiti 
ark palm (19ot), La its disarm (1903). L'Anarekie el k collectivism. 
(mos), Disarmament on alltamce anglaise (19o8). 

/URA, an important water channel in Sind, India, probably 
representing a former bed of the Indus, though now traversing 
the desert far E. of the river. Its total length is a so m.; and by 
means of cross cuts, weirs and embankments, it has been made 
to irrigate no less than 429 sq. m., with a navigable length of 
425 re- 

MIRA. a town of Japan, in the province of Yeznate, 284  m. 
from Osaka by rail. Pop. 32:poo. It lies on the slope of a range 
of picturesque hills, beautifully wooded with cryptomenas, 
evergreen oaks, &c. This was the first permanent capital of 
Japan. Up to the beginning of the 8th century the imperial 
court changed its location at the accession of each sovereign, and 
the court's place of residence naturally became the official 
metropolis. But Nara remained the metropolis during seven 
consecutive reigns (70e to 784), and its seventy-five years of 
favoured existence sufficed for the building and furnishing of 
several imposing shrines and temples, for the laying out of a 
noble park, for the casting of a colossal image of Buddha, and 
for the execution of many other beautiful spedmaa of applied 
art. Not much is known of the Nara palace in its original form, 
but many of the articles and ornaments used by its inmates 
survive in a celebrated collection which, during nearly twelve 
hundred years, had beat preserved in a store-house (Shoso-in) 
near the temple of Tedai-ji. This collection cannot be visited 
by strangers more than once a yew, and even then only by special 
permission. The vigorous growth of the Buddhist creed through-
out the Nara epoch was remarkable, and found outward ex-
pression in many uniting architectural and artistic works. The 
best of these, namely, those dating from the first half of the 
8th century, show Indo-Grecian affinities, which gradually grow 
fainter as the end of the epoch approaches. The temple called 
Todai-ji was completed about 75o. At present the buildings 
enclose a quadrangle Sao (t. by 62o, the south side being mainly 
occupied by the huge, ungainly and no longer perpendicular ball 
containing the Dai Butsu, or colossal statue of Buddha. The 
casting of this wonderful piece of work was accomplished after 
eight failures in 749 by Takuaho, an artist from Korea. On two 
occasions the had was melted .during the burning of the temple 
(s 18o and 1567) and from :567 to.:697 the statue stood exposed 
to the weather. The height of the figure is 53 ft. On a hill to the 
east of the temple stands a bell-house with a huge bell, cast in 
732, 134 ft. high, q ft. semis the mouth and weighing 37 tons. 
The great Buddha is often spoken of as the most remarkable of 
the Nara relics; but restorations have so marred it that it can 
no longer be compared with many 'smaller examples of con-
temporaneous and subsequent sculpture. More worthy of close 
attention are two effigies of Brahma and Infra preserved among 
the relics of Kobuku-ji, which, with Kasuganno-Miya, Ni-gwatsu-
do and Todai-ji, constitute the chief religious edifices. These 
figures, sculptured in wood, have suffered much from the ravages 
of time, but nothing could destroy the grandeur of their propor-
tion or the majesty and dignity of their pose. Several other 
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works of scarcely inferior excellence may be seen among the 
relics, and at the shrine of Kasuga is performed a religious dance 
called Segura, in which the costumes and gestures of the dancers 
are doubtless the same as those of twelve centuries back. Rasuga-
no-Miya was founded in 767, and its chapels with their rough red-
painted log-work afford fine examples of primitive Japanese 
architecture. In the temple-park arc herds of tame deer; and 
Buie images of deer and trinkets from deer's horn are the favourite 
charms purchased by the pilgrims. Within the enclosure stands 
a curious old trunk of seven plants entwined, including a camellia, 
cherry and wistaria. Of the great Buddhist temple Kobuku-ji, 
founded in 7 ro, and burnt for the third time in 1717, there 
remains little save two lofty pagodas. A railway now gives 
access to the town, but every effort is made to preserve all the 
ancient features of Nara. A museum has been formed, where 
many antique objects of great interest are displayed, as well as 
works from the hands of comparatively modern artists. Nara 
in the days of its prosperity is said to have had a population of 
a quarter of a million. 

NARAINOANJ,, or NARAYANGA317, a town of India, in the 
Dacca district of eastern Bengal and Assam, situated near the 
junction of two rivers with the Meghna, za m. by rail S. of Decca 
city. Pop. (agor) 24,472. As the port of Dacca, having steamer 
communication with both Calcutta and Chittagong, it has 
become the chief entrepot for the jute trade of eastern Bengal. 
There are 73 jute-presses, employing 6000 bands, and the annual 
export of jute exceeds 3oo,0oo tons. It also ranks-as the model 
municipality of Bengal. 

NARBONNE, a city of France, capital of an arrondissement 
in the department of Aude, situated in a vine-growing plain 
5 m. from the Mediterranean, on the railway from Toulouse to 
Cette, 37 m. E. of Carcassonne. Pop. (zgo6) 23,289. The Robine 
canal, a branch of the Canal du Midi, divides Narbonne into two 
distinct portions, the bowg and the cite. The latter is one of the 
oldest and most interesting of French towns. The former 
cathedral (St just), which consists only, of a choir 530 ft. high 
and transept, was begun in 1272, and the transept was still un-
finished at the end of the r 5th century. The towers (rga ft. high) 
at each extremity of the transept were built about 1480. Some 
additions towards the west were made early in the 18th century. 
An unusual effect is produced by a double row of crenellation 
taking the place of balustrades on the roof of the choir chapels 
and connecting the pillars of the flying buttresses. Among the 
sepulchral monuments, which arc the chief feature of the interior, 
may be noticed the alabaster tomb of Cardinal Guillaume 
Briconnet, minister of state under Charles VIII. The chapter-
house, of the r 5th century, has a vaulted roof supported on four 
free palms. The treasury preserves many interesting relics. 
The apse of the cathedral was formerly joined to the fortifications 
of the archiepiscopal palace, and the two buildings are still con-
nected by a mutilated cloister of the 14th and 15th centuries. 
On the front of the palace are three square towers of unequal 
height. Between the Tour des Telegraphes (x3r8), crenelated ' 

and turreted at the corners, and that of St Martial (1374), machi-
colated and pierced by Gothic openings, a new facade was erected 
in the style of the 13th century after the plans of Viollet-le-Duc. 
This portion of the building now serves as Motel de ville, and.its 
upper stories are occupied by the Narbonne museum of art 
and archaeology, which includes a fine collection of pottery. 
The palace garden also contains many fragments of Roman work 
once built into the now dismantled fortifications; and the 
Muscle Lapidaire In the Lamoruguier buildings (formerly the 
church of a Benedictine convent) has a collection of Roman 
remains derived from the same source. The church of St Paul, 
though partly Romanesque, is in the main striking, and for the 
south of France a rare example of a building of the first half of 
the 13th century In the Gothic style of the north. It possesses 
some ancient Christian sarcophagi and fine Renaissance wood 
calving. Narbonne has a nub-prefecture, tribunals of first 
instance and of commerce, a board of trade arbitration, a chamber 
of commerce, a communal college for boys and a school of 
commerce , and industry. It has a good ,trade in wine and  

spirituous liquors, and is famous for its honey. The industries 
include. cooperage, sulphur-refining, brandy,ths' tilling and the 
manufactureof bricks and tiles and verdigris. 

Long before the Roman ir.va‘ ion of Gaul Narbonne 'rasa flourish-
ing city, being capital of the Volcae Tectosages. It was there that 
the Romans in 118 a.c. founded their first colony in Gaul, which 
bore the name of Narbo Manias; they constructed great works 
to protect the city from inundation and to improve its port, situated 
on a lake now filled up but at that time communicating with the tea. 
Capital of Gallia Narbonensis, the seat of a proconsul and a station 
for the Roman fleet, Narbo Martins became the rival of Massilia. 
But in A.D. 150 it suffered greatly from a conflagration, and the 
division of Gallia Narbonensis into two provinces lessened its im-
portance as a capital. Alans, Suevi, Vandals, each held the city 
for a brief space, an•at last, in 413, it was occupied by the Visigoths, 
whose capital it afterwards became. In 719, after a siege of two 
years, it was captured by the Saracens, and by them its fortifica-
tions were restored and extended. Charles blared, after the battle 
of Poitiers, and Pippin the Short, in 752, were both repulsed from 
its walls; but on a new attempt, after an investment of seven years, 
and by aid of a traitor, the Franks managed again to force their 
way into Narbonne. Charlemagne made the city the capital of the 
duchy of Gothia, and divided it into three lordships--one for the 
bishop, another for a Frankish lord, and the third for the Jews, who, 
occupying their own quarter, possessed schools, synagogues and a 
university famous in the middle ages. The viscounts who succeeded 
the Frankish lord sometimes acknowledged the authority of the 
counts of Toulouse, sometimes that of the counts of Barcelona,. 
In the 13th century the crusade against the Albigenses spared the 
city, but the archbishopric was seized by the pope s legate, Arnaud 
Amaury, who took the title of viscount of Narbonne. Simon de 
Montfort, however, deprived him of this dignity, receiving from 
Philip Augustus the duchy of Narbonne along with the county of 
Toulouse. By his expulsion of the Jews Philip the Fair hastened 
the decay of the city; and about the same period the Aude, which 
had formerly been diverted by the Romans, ceased to flow towards 
Narbonne and the harbour was silted up, to the further disadvantage 
of the place. In 1612 Henri Marquis de Cinq-Mats was arrested at 
Narbonne for conspiring against Richelieu. United to the French 
crown in 1507. Narbonne was enclosed by a new line of walls under 
Francis I., but having ceased to be a garrison town it had the last 
portions of its ramparts demolished in 1870. The archbishopric 
was founded about the middle of the 3rd century, its first holder 
being Sergius Paulus; it was suppressed in 17go. 

NARBONNE-LANA. LOUIS MARIE JACOBS AlIALRIC, 
COM ►E DE (x755-1813), French soldier and diplomatist, was born 
at Colorno, in the duchy of Parma, on the 24th of August r755. 
He was the son of one of the ladies-in-waiting of Elizabeth, 
duchess of Perm*, and his father was either a Spanish nobleman 
or--as has been alleged—Louis XV. himself. He was brought 
up at Versailles with the princesses of France, and was made 
colonel at the age of twenty-five. He became markkal-de-
camp in 2791, and, through the influence of Madame de Steel, 
was appointed minister of war. But he showed incapacity in 
this post, gave in his resignation, and joined the Army of the 
North. Incurring suspicion as a Feuillant and also by his policy 
at the war office, be emigrated after the loth of August 1792, 
visited England, Switzerland and Germany, and returned to 
France in r8or. In 18og be re-entered the army as general of • 
division, and was subsequently. minister plenipotentiary at 
Munich and aide de camp to Napoleon. In 1813 he was appointed 
French ambassador at Vienna, where he was engaged in an un-
equal diplomatic duel with Metternich (q.v.) during the fateful 
months that witnessed the defection of Austria from the cause 
of Napoleon to that of the Allies. He died at Torgau, in Saxony, 
on the 17th of November 2813. 

See A. F. Villemain, Sosanuirs costemporains (Paris. 1854),  
NARBOROUGH, SIR JOHN (d: 1688), English naval com-

mander, was descended from an old Norfolk family. He received 
his commission in 2664, and in 1666 was promoted lieutenant 
for gallantry in the action with the Dutch fleet MI the Downs 
in June of that year. After the peace be was chosen to conduct 
a voyage of exploration in the South Seas. He set sail from 
Deptford on the 26th of November 1669, and entered the Straits 
of Magellan in October of the following year, but returned home 
in Jule 1671 without accomplishing his original purpose. A 
narrative of the expedition was published at London in 5694 
under the title An Account of several late Voyages and Discovesia 
to at South and North. During the second Dutch War Nar-
borough was second captain of the lord high-admiral's ship the 
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" Prince," and conducted himself with such conspicuous valour 
at the battle of Solebay (Southwold Bay) in May :672 that he 
won special approbation, and shortly afterwards was made rear-
admiral and knighted. In 2675 he was sent to suppress the 
Tripoline piracies, and by the bold expedient of despatching 
gun-boats into the harbour of Tripoli at midnight and burning 
the ships he induced the dey to agree to a treaty. Shortly after 
his return he undertook a similar expedition against the Algerines. 
In 168o he was appointed commissioner of the navy, an office he 
held till his death in i688. He was buried at Knowlton church, 
Beet, where a monument has been erected to his memory. 

See Charnock, Biog. Nes. 1.; Hist. MSS. Comm. loth Rept. 
NARCISSUS, in Greek mythology, son of the river god 

Cephissus and the nymph LeiriOpe, distinguished for his beauty. 
The seer Teirasies told his mother that he would have a long 
life, provided he never looked upon his own features. His 
rejection of the love of the nymph Echo (g.t.) drew upon him 
the vengeance of the gods. Having fallen in love with his own 
reflection in the waters of a spring, he pined away (or killed him-
self) and the flower that bears his name sprang up on the spot 
where he died. According to Pausanias, Narcissus, to console 
himself for the death of a favourite twin-sister, his exact counter-
part, sat gazing into the spring to recall her features by his own. 
Narcissus, representing the early spring-flower, which for a brief 
apace beholds itself mirrored In the water and then fades, is one 
of the many youths whose premature death is recorded in Greek 
mythology (d. Adonis, Linus, Hyacinthus); the flower itself 
was regarded as a symbol of such death. It was the last flower 
gathered by Persephone before she was carried off by Hades, 
and was sacred to Demeter and Core (the cult name of Perse-
phone), the great goddesses of the underworld. From its 
associations Wieseler takes Narcissus himself to be a spirit of 
the underworld, of death and rest. It is possible that the story 
may have originated in the superstition (alluded to by Arta 
midoms, Oweireaitica, ii. 7) that it was all omen of death to 
dream of seeing one's reflection in water. 

See Ovid, Maws. W. 341.510; Pausanias ix. 3t; Conon, 
Narrations, 24; F. Wheeler, Narktssos (1856.): Grave in Roscher's 
Lesikew rla Mythologist J. G. Frazer, The Goltras Bough (two), L 
293. 

NARCISSUS, a genus of bulbous plants belonging to the 
family Amaryllidaceae, natives of central Europe and the 
Mediterranean region ;  species N. Taal; extends through 
Asia to Japan. From these, or rather from some of these, by 

cultivation and hybridization, 
have arisen the very numerous 
modern varieties. The plants 
have long narrow leaves spring-
ing from the bulb and a central 
scape bearing one or more 
generally large, white or yellow, 
drooping or Inclined flowers, 
which are enveloped before 
opening in a membranous 
spathe. The flowers areregular, 
with a perianth springing from 
above the ovary, tubular below, 
with spreading segments and a 
central corona; the six stamens 
are inserted within the tube. 
The most interesting feature 
botanically is the " corona " or 
" cup," which springs from the 

Fro. 1.—Flowers of Narcissus base of the flower-segments. 
(Narcissus Tawas) bunting from This gives the special char-
the sheathing bract or acter to the flower, and the 
members of the genus are classified according to the length 
of this organ as compared with that of the segments. The 
most probable supposition is that the cup is simply an 
excrescence or " cation " from the mouth of the flower-tube, 
and is connected with the fertilization of the flowers by insect 
agency. 

There are five wen-marked sections. 
1. The hoop-petticoat narcissi, sometimes separated as the 

Cortege/W. are not more than from 3 to 6 in. is height, and haw 
grassy foliage and yellow or white flowers. These have the coronet 
in the centre of the flower very !art teoimreprportion to the other parts, 
and much expanded, like the old 	petticoats. They are now 
all regarded as varieties or forms the common hoop-petticoat. 
N. Esilbocodiust. which has comparatively large bright yalow 
flowers; N. knotfolios is smaller and somewhat paler and with 
slender erect leaves; N. turista is pale lemon yellow and larger; 
while N. toomophyUrs is white. The small bulbs should be taken up 
in summer and replanted in autumn and wily winter, according 
to the state of the season. They bloom about March or April in the 
opet air. The soil should be free and open, so that water may pass 
off readily. 

2. A second group is that of the Pseudonarconl, constituting the 
genus Ajax of some botanists, of which the daffodil. N. Anode-
narcissus is the type. The daffodil (6g. 2) is ammo& is woods ass' 

Pia. 2.—Daffodif—(Narrissus Presdimarcisswitn  
t, Flower cut open; a, pistil; 3, horizontal 	of flower. 

thickets in most parts of the north of Europe, but is rare in Scotland. 
Its leaves are five or six in number, are about r ft. in length and t in. 
in breadth. and have a blunt keel and Oat edges. The stem is about 

in. long and the spathe single-flowered. The flowers are 
yellow., scented and a little drooping, with a corolla deeply t 
into s(x lobes and a bell-shaped corona which is crisped at the 
margin ; they appear in March or Apra. In this species the corona 
is also very large and prominent, but is more elonnosed and trumpet. 
shaped, while the other members are regarded as subspecies or 
varieties of this. Of this group the most striking one perhaps is 
N. bicolor. which has the perianth almost white and the corona 
deep yellow; 

g
it
es 

 yields a number of varieties. some of the best knows 
being Emer, Hondeldi, Grandee, Ellen Will Victoria, 
Weardak Perfection, &c. N. outschalsts. a native of

mott, 
the Pyrenees 

and the Spanish peninsula, is a cream-coloured subspecies of great 
beauty with several forms. N. cycloramas is a pretty dwarf sub- 

=Ora of Portugal,  with narrow linear leaves and ooprg 
with refined lemon-yellow segments and an otasge yet 

corona N. main is a robust room with hawsH la. broad and bright 
lemon-yellow powers 2-2 s in. long; Maximus is a closely-related but 
Mall liner farm; slosolloris (the Tenby daffodil) is an early form with 
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maiformly yellow bowers. N. miner and minim= are miniature 
repetitions of the daffodiL All these groo well in good garden soil, 
and blossom from March onwards, corning in very  early in genial 
StSLIORS. 

Mme 
 Aoother stoup, the mock narcissi or star daffodils, with coronets 

of dium sue, includes the fine and numerous varieties of N. 
raceaspenthitis, one of which, with large, dont:ilea:I= known 
an butte-and-eggs; N. adorns. known as the cam 	jonquil, 
Las two to four uniform bright yellow flowers, 	is considered a 
hybrid between N. fonosslia and N. Pserdonareisnis. A form with 
sweet-scented double flowers is known as Queen Ann's jonquil; 
N. jancifediss, a graceful little plant from Spain, Portugal and south 
France, has one to four small bright yellow flowers on each same. 
The hardier forms of this set thrive in the open border, but the 
smaller sorts, like Queen Ann's jonquil, are better taken up in 
autumn and replanted in February-  ; they bloom freely about April 
or May. N. ernsisdnis—Ganymede's Cup—is a pretty little species 
with white flowers about I in. long; in several of its varieties the 
lowers are a pale or deeper yellow; they make attractive pot plants. 

4. The polyanthus or bunch narcissi form another well-marked 
group, whose peculiarity of producing many flowers on the stern is 
indicated by tbe name. In these the corona is small and shallow 
as compared with the perianth. Some of the hardier forms, as 
N. Tanga itself, the type of the group, succeed in the open borders 
r light well-drained sod, but the bulbs should be deeply • 

 not low than 6 or 8 in. below the surface, to escape risk crtanjtry 
from frost. Many varieties of this form of natrass such as Grand 
Monarclue, Paper white, Soleil d'or, are grown. They admit of 
being forted into early bloom, like the hyacinth and tulip. They 
vary with white, creamy or Yellow perianth, and a yellow, lemon, 
primrose or white cup or coronet; and being richly fragrant, they 
are general favourites amongst spring flowers. Many tons of these 
flowers ass exported from the Scilly Isles to the London markets in 
spring. The " Chinese sacred lily or " joss flower" is a form of 
N. Taseaa. The jonqufl, N. Jongsalla, withyellow .flowers, a native 
of south Europe and Algeria, of which there are single and double 
flowered varieties, is also grown in pots for early flowering, but does 
well outside in a warm border. 

5. There remains another little group, the poet's or pheasant's. 
eye narcissi (N. paceicas), in which the perieuitb is large, spreading 
and coespicuous, and the corona very small and shallow. These 
pheasant s-eye narcissi, of which there are several weamarked 
varieties, as radii/Low, peetarens. recumes, Ptc., blossom in succession 
during April and May, and all do well in the open borders as perma- 
nent hardy bulbs. N. biller:as, the primrose peerless, a two-flowered 
whitish yellow-cupped species, equally hardy and easy of culture. is 
a natural hybrid between N. poetics: and Tasetta. N. tracilis, ■ 
y.40.-Sowered species, has also been regarded as a hybrid between 
N. Fauna and N. poscifolins, and blooms later. 

Of late years some remarkably fine hybrids have been raised 
between the various distinct groups of narcissi, and the Micas asked 
for the bulbs in many eases are exceedingly high. One of the most 
distinct groups is that known under the name of " Poeta, "—a 
combination of poeticus and Taretta. The best forms of poetics: 
erneMs have been crossed with the bunch-flowered Tanettas, and 
have resulted in producing varieties with large trusses of exquisite 
lowers more or less resembling the ornatus . parents, and varying in 
colour from the purest white to yellow, the ram of the corona being in 
most cases conspicuously and charmingly coloured with red or 
crimson. This is an excellent group for cutting purposes, but it will 
take a few more years to make the varieties common. 

For an account of the history and culture of the narcissus see 
F. W.  Burble. The Norms= (1875); a more recent scientific 
treatment of the genus will be found in J. G. Baker's Handbook of 
AmoyUielsee (1M); see also Nicholson, Dictionarry  of Gardening 
(1886); and J. Weathers. Practical Guider to Garden Plants (toot). 

NARCOTIC:8 (Gr. rapuorucor, making numb), a general term 
for substances having the physiological action, in a healthy 
animal, of producing lethargy or stupor, which may pass into 
a state of profound coma or unconsciousness along with complete 
paralysis, terminating in death. Certain substances of this class 
are used in medicine for the relief of pain, and arc then called 
anodynes, whilst another group produce profound sleep, and are 
consequently known as hypnotics. In one sense, anaesthetics, 
such as chloroform and ether, may be held to be narcotics, but, 
as they are usually volatile substances causing unconsciousness 
for a comparatively short time, they are conveniently separated 
from the true narcotics, the effects of which are much more 
lasting. These distinctions are to a great extent artificial, 
as it is evident that a substance capable of producing partial 
insensibility to pain, or sleep. will inevitably in larger doses 
came profound coma ending in death. Hence we find the same 
substances sometimes classed as anodynes and at other times 
as hypnotic. For example, small doses of opium, or of one or  

other of its preparations, relieve pain, whilst larger doses act 
as hypnotics, causing deep sleep passing into coma. Cannabis 
Indica, belladonna and hyoscyamus, are also anodyne in their 
action. The chief narcotics are mentioned below. 

Opium is the inspissated juke of the Paperer sonenifersan, con-
taining 7.5 to los% of anhydrous morphine. Besides morphine 
some of the other alkaloids contained in It are of a narcotic nature, 
notably papaverine, narerine, meconine, cryptopine and narcotine, 
but the principal anodyne and narcotic effects are due to the mor-
phine alkaloid. Though seasoned opium takers may take ao to 3o 
grs. without noticeable effects, 1 to 3 grs. produces marked symptoms 
in the western races. Idiosyncrasy is marked in regard to the 
amount of opium a person can safely take. The medicinal doses 
up to 2 grs., and the smallest dose that has been known to cause 
death in an adult is gr. The narcotic properties of Morphine vary 
as to whether it is taken by the stomach or injected under the skin; 
2 grs. by the stomach is dangerous, and a safe medicinal dose by the 
skin is to gr. The smallest dose that has produced death in an 
adult was gr. given hypodermically. The motor centres of the 
brain and spinal cord are first stimulated by opium and morphine 
and later depressed; death in fettil cases being from paralysis of 
the respiratory centre of the medulla. For the treatment of poisoning 
see under OPILY. 

Cannabis indica or Indian Hemp (see Ifitatr).—Ilie part used in 
medicine is the tow-fertilised female spikes of the Cannabis maim. 
The active constituent is the resin containing canaabin with the 
active principle cannabinol, the alkaloids cannabinene and tetano- 
canabine. Cannabis iNdica is sold in the East under various names. 
A confection of the drug made in Arabia is called hashisch. Churrus 
is the resin scraped off the leaves, and the dried leaf is called bang, 
gunge or ganga being the name given to the dried flowering tops sold 
for smoking. The medicinal dose I. I too gr. of the extract, a to 3 
gm. is a poisonous dose, but there is no recorded fatal case in man. 
In Eastern countries the smoking of Cannabis indica produces a 
form of mania. The effects of smaller doses are intoxication of a 
pleasant character, exaltation, hallucinations and delirium, later 
dilatation of the pupils, drowsiness, sleep and coma. Indian hemp 
is an uncertain anodyne and hypnotic. When large quantities have 
been taken an emetic should be given or the stomach pump used, 
and endeavour to allay excitement until the effects have par 

 and Areopisse.—The leaves of the deeps 
or deadly nightshade of which the active principle is atropine 
principally used as a sulphate. A small dose of belladonna or atro- 
pine causes dryness of the throat and mouth, dilatation of the pupils, 
dimness of vision except for distant objects and often double vision. 
The pulse becomes quick, rising, in an adult, from 8o to MO or 16o 
beats per minute; and there is often a bright red flush over the skin. 
The intellectual powers are at first acute and strong, but they soon 
become confusel There is giddiness, confusion of thought, excite-
ment, a peculiar talkative wakeful restiveness, In which the person 
shows that his mind is occupied by a train of fancies or is haunted 
by visions and spectres. Often there is violent delirium before sleep 
comes on. The sleep after a large dose deepens into stupor, with 
great 'muscular prostration or paralysis. During all the time the 
pupils are widely dilated. Death occurs from failure both of the 
heart's action and of respiration. The minimum lethal dose is not 
known, but Bo gm. of the root have caused death; to gr. 
hypodermically have caused dangerous symptoms and gr. would 
almost certainlq be fatal. For the medicinal preparations and 
treatment of poisoning see BZLLADONNA. 

Stramonium.--The part of the plant used is the leaves and seed 
of the Datum Steelman's:so or thorn apple, the alkaloidal constituent 
being daturine, a variable mixture of hyoscioe and atropine. The 
physiological action is almost identical with belladonna. Poisoning 
in usually due to children eating the seeds; the lethal dose is un-
known. The symptoms produced are divided into three stages—
delirium, sleep and deep coma. In case of slight poisoning a rash is 
one of the toxic symptoms. The treatment of poisoning is to give 
emetics, wash out the stomach and give stimulants and pilocarpine 
subcutaneously, also to cooly warmth and to use artificial respiration 
if necessary. 

Hyoseyamus, the leaves of the Hysseyeenrs VIM or henbane 40.1. 
The activeprinciple is hyoscyamine. The physiological =that'll; 
almost similar to belladonna, with excitement and cardiac stimu-
lation and afterwards depression and stupor, but the action of hyos-
cyamus on the heart is more powerful. In large doses it is a Wrong 
cerebral depressant, and produces dilatation of the pupil; ste gr. 
of hyosca mane produces marked effects, sleepiness and dryness of the 
mouth; 1, gr. by subcutaneous injection has produced fatal results. 
The treatment of hyoscyamus poisoning is similar to that of ;Oa. 
monium. 

Hops (the II sandier Lapse's's), containing the active principle 
hit:mime, and Larstsrariess, the juice of the Laclsca rirosa (lettuce), 
containing an alkaloid lactucine, are very feeble narcotics, causing 
heaviness and steep if taken in large doses. 

Chloral Hydrate Is a pure hypnotic which in larger dams is a 
powerful narcotic, producing prolonged sleep with depression of the 
cardiac and motor centres. It is an intrinsic cardiac oowoo, the 
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heart being arrested in-diutele, with coincident respiratory failure. 
Chloral hydrate is 

ace 
 uniform 14 its action, @time people manifesting 

.great susceptibility to the drug. It is safe in small doses of to to 
grs. I

s
t is difficult to say what Is a lethal dose. Cases are recorded 

of recovery after 336 gm. taken with an equal amount of pomawum 
bromide and even after a dose of 595 gin., but in susceptible persons 
to to 15 gra. have produced toxic symptoms and death has occurred 
after doses of from 3o to 45 grs. If seen early, the treatment is an 
emetic, but if the poison should have been already

, 
 absorbed, stimu-

lants. hot coffee, strychnine or digitalin hypodermkally, with 
perhaps artificial respiration, may be required. 

Aka°, in large quantities is a strong narcotic,producing the 
typical stages of preliminary excitement followed 	dErowsiness 
and profound coma, during vthich death may occur. 	treatment 
is washing out the stomach to prey t the absorption of the poison 
and the use of strychnine h 

NARDI, JAOOPO (b. 2476), Florentine historian, -occupied 
various positions in the serviceof theFlorentinerepublic after the 
expulsion of the Medici in 494, and even on their return in 1512 
he continued in the public service. In x527 be joined in the 
movement for the expulsion of the family and was instrumental 
in defeating the Medicean troops under Cardinal Passerini, who 
were attacking the Palazzo della. Signoria. When the Medici 
again definitely became masters of Florence in r53o, Nardi was 
exiled from the city and his property confiscated. He spent the 
rest of his days in various parts of Italy, chiefly in Venice, and 
wrote a statement.of the claims of the Florentine exiles against 
the Medici, addressed to the emperor Charles V. The exact 
date of his death is unknown. His chief work is his Istotie delis 
Ciild di Pirense, coveting the period from 1498 to 1538, In part 
baied on Biagio Buonaccorsi's Dierks. 

L Arbib's edition of Nanii's history (Florence, 1642) contains a 
biogr

)
aphy of the author, and so does that of Agenore Celli (Florence. 

1888 

WARES, SIR GEORGE STRONG 	 ), English Arctic 
explorer, son of a captain in the navy, was educated, at the 
Royal Naval College at New Cross, and entered the navy in 
2846. Alter being employed for some time on the Australian 
station, In 1852 he became mate of the " Resolute " in the 
Arctic expedition which was sent out in that year. Servingin the 
Crimea upon his return, he was appointed lieutenant in charge 
of the naval cadets on the inauguration of the " Britannia " 
training ship, and was then employed in surveying work on the 
N.E. coast of Australia and in the Mediterranean,. attaining the 
lank of captain in 1869. While in command of the" Challenger " 
(1872-1874), in the famous voyage of deep-sea exploration 
round the world, he was ordered home to take, command of the 
Arctic expedition which set sail in the spring of x875 in the ships 
" Alert " and " Discovery." He published a narrative of the 
voyage on his return, and for his services was made K.C.B. 
(1876). Two years later he was sent in command of the " Alert " 
to survey Magellan Strait. From 1879 to 1896 he was attached 
to the Harbour Department of the Board of Trade. He retired 
from active service in 1886, and became a vice-admiral in 
1802. (See POLAR REGIONS.) 

NAROILII or NARGILEN, the Persian and Turkish name for a 
" hookah," a tobacco pipe with a long flexible tube for stem 
passing through a vessel containing water, often perfumed. 
This bowl was originally made of a coconut (Persian ndrel), 
whence the name, but now glass, metal or porcelain, are also 
used. 

HARE (erne. Umbrian Nagehrust, Rom. Nertiia), a town and 
episcopal see of the province of Perugia,Italy,65 m. N. of Rome 
by tail. Pop. (29o1) 5200 (town), 12,773 (commune). It is 
picturesquely situated on a lofty rock (787 ft. above sea-level), 
480 ft. above the Nera valley, at the point where the river 
traverses a narrow ravine, and commands a fine view. The 
cathedral and the portico of S. Maria della Pensola are buildings 
of the nth century with fiat arches; the former has some good 
Renaissance sculptures. There are other interesting churches; 
S. Francesco has a good doorway of the Loh century. In the 
town hall is a " Coronation of the Virgin " by D. Ghirlandaio. 
The town also contains some picturesque Gothic houses and 
palaces. Near the station, below the town, are factories of 
India-tubber and calcium carbide. 

'The Umbrian Nequinum was taken by the Romans after's long 
Wege 'm see a.c., and a colony planted there against the Umbrian*, 
teen its name from the river. It was among the twelve loi 
that were punished for refusing help to Rome in 209 B.C. It was 
considered a suitable point to oppose a threatened march of Has-
drubal on Rome. It stood on the Via Flaminia, the greet bridge 
of which over the river lies below the town. The original main road 
ran to Nuoeria by Mevania; a branch by interzonal and Spoletium 
joined it at Forum Flaminii. According to some authors, the 
emperor Nerva was born at Narnia. The town is mentioned in the 
history of the Gothic wars. Procopius (B.G. i. z7) describes the 
site of the town, the river and the bridge—the latter as built by 
Augustus. and as having the highest arches that he knew. In -  the 
middle ages Nand was under the papal power. It was the birthplace 
of the well-known condottiere Erase:we Gattamelata. 

See G. Eroli, IlisesUassa Storks Nation (2 vols., Matti, 1858-
0662), and other works by the same author. 

DARRAGANSITT, a township of Washington county, Rhode 
Island, U.S.A. on the W. shore of Narragansett Bay, about 25 m. 
S. of Providence and about 8 in. W.S.W. of Newport. Pop. 
(189o) 1408; (Igoe) 1523; (19o5)  1.469; (two) liso. Area 
about x5 sq. tn. It is connected at Kingston Station (about 
9 m. N.W.) by the Narragansett Pier railway with the shore line 
of the New York, New Haven & Hartford railway; an electric 
line connects with Providence. The southern part of the town-
ship is a peninsula, lying between the mouth 'of Narragansett 
Bay and an inlet separating this part of the township. from 
South Kingstown. Narragansett Pier, within the township, has 
a fine bathing beach, w ich extends along the indented coast 
between the village and the mouth of the Pattaquamscutt river; 
the force of the surf is somewhat broken by Point Judith, about 
5 m. S. (also in the township), on which' there is a lighthouse. 
On a ridge overlooking the ocean and commanding a fine view is 
the Point Judith Country Club, with golf courses, tennis courts 
and a polo-field, on which is held a horse show at the dose of 
each season. Many of the summer visitors at Narragansett Pier 
are from New England, New York and Philadelphia, but there 
is a. sufficient number from Baltimore, Washington, Richmond, 
Louisville and other Southern cities to give to its society a 
noticeably Southern tone. Narragansett Pier was so-named 
from the piers that were built here late in the 18th century and 
early in the 19th to provide a port for the Narragansett Country, 
or southern Rhode Island, and it still has a coal wharf, and a 
yacht landing at the Casino. The development of the place as a 
summer resort was begun about the middle of the rpth century 
by the erection of a bathing-house and the conversion of some 
farm houses into boarding houses. The erection of large hotels 
and private residences soon followed, and the completion of the 
railway to the pier in 1876 increased its popularity. The District 
of Narragansett (in the town of South Kingstown) was organized 
in 188$ and in gm was incorporated as a separate township. 

The town is named from the Narraganset Indians, a once; 
powerful Algonquian tribe, which occupied much of the shore of 
Narragansett Bay. Under their chief Canonicus (d. 2647) they 
were friendly to the early Rhode Island settlers, and under 
Miantonomo (ear.) entered into a tripartite treaty with the 
Connecticut colonists and the Mohegans; but after the execu-
tion of Miantonomo the Narntgansets under Mtantononto's son, 
Canoncbet or Nanuntenoo, were less friendly. Their loyalty 
to the whites was suspected at the time of King Philip's War, 
and on the 19th of December 1675, at the Great or Cedar Swamp 
(Narragansett Fort) in the present town of South Kingstown 
(immediately west of the town of Narragansett), they were 
decisively defeated by the whites, under Governor Josiah Winslow 
of the Plymouth Colony. The site of the engagement is marked 
by a granite monument erected in /god by the Rhode Island 
Society of Colonial Wars. Canonchet escaped, but on the and of 
August 1676 was captured near Stonington, Connecticut, and on 
the following day was executed. Most of the survivors of the 
tribe were later settled among the Niantic, to when the name 
Narraganset has been transferred. There are now few survivors 
of pure Indian blood. 

NARSES, NARSEA, NARSEUS, king of Peisia, son of Shapur I. 
He rose as pretender to the throne against his grand-nephew 
Salaam III. in A.D. 292, Sad soon became sole king. fie attacked 
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the Romans, but after defeating the emperor Gs.!grim near 
Callinicum on the Euphrates in 296 was completely defeated in 
Ag7, and forced to conclude a peace, by which western Meso-
potamia and five provinces on the left bank of the upper Tigris 
were ceded to the Romans and their sovereignty over the 
kingdom of Armenia was acknowledged. This peace, concluded 
in 397, lasted for forty years. Names died in 303 and was 
succeeded by his son Hormizd IL (Ed. M.) 

FARS= (c. 478-573) an important officer of Justinian, in 
the 6th century. He was a eunuch, but we are nowhere distinctly 
informed that he was of servile origin. A native of Persarmenia 
(that portion of Armenia which was allotted to Persia by the 
partition of 384), he may have been prepared and educated by 
his parents for service in an oriental court. If the statement that 
he died at the age of ninety-five be correct, he was born about 
478. He was probably brought young to Constantinople, and 
attained a footing in the officials of the grand chamberlain. He 
rose to be one of the three (spectabiles) " chartularii,"-a position 
implying some literary attainment, and involving the custody of 
the archives of the household. Hence, probably in middle life, he 
became " praepoaltus seal cubiculi," an "Illustris," and entitled 
along with the praetorian prefects and the generals to the highest 
rank at the imperial court. In this capacity, in 530, he received 
into the emperor's obedience another Hawses, a fellow-country-
man, with his two brothers, Aratius and Isaac. These Pers-
arrnenian generals, having formerly fought under the standard 
of Persia, now in consequence of the successes of Belisarius trans-
ferred their allegiance to the emperor Justinian, came to Con-
stantinople, and received costly gifts from the great minister. 

In 532 the insurrection known as the Nike broke out in 
Constantinople, when for some hours the throne of Justinian 
seemed doomed to overthrow. It was saved partly by the 
courage of hiswife, Theodora, and partly by the timely prodigality 
of Names, who stole out into the capital, and with large sums 
of money bribed the leaders of the " blue " faction, which was 
'tomtit= loyal to the emperor, to shout as of old " Justinian 
Auguste to vincas." 

The African and Italian wars followed. In the fourth year 
of the latter war (538) the splendid successes of Belisarius 
had awakened both joy and fear in the heart of his master. 
Reinforcements were sent into Italy, and Names was placed 
at their head. Belisarius understood that Names came to serve 
ander bim like any other officer of distinguished but subordinate 
rank, and he received a letter from Justinian which seemed to 
support this conclusion. But the friends of Names continually 
plied him with suggestions that he, a great officer of the house-
hold, in the secrets of the emperor, had been sent to Italy, not 
to serve as a subaltern, but to hold independent command and 
win military glory for himself. The truth probably lay between 
the two. Justinian could not deprive his great general of the 
supreme command, yet he wished to have a very powerful 
emissary of the court constantly at his side. He would have 
Mtn watched but not hampered. 

The two generals met (A.D. 538) at Fermo on the Adriatic 
coast. The first interference of Names with the plans of Belisarius 
was beneficial. John, one of the officers highest in rank under 
Bdisruius, had pressed on to Rimini, contrary to the instructions 
of his chief, leaving in his rear the difficult fortress of Osimo 
(Auximum) untaken. His daring march bad alarmed the Goths 
for Ravenna, and induced them to raise the siege of Rome; 
but he himself was now shut up in Rimini, and on the point of 
being forced by famine to surrender. Belisarius and his followers 
were prepared to let him pay the penalty of his rashness and 
disobedience. But his friend Names so insisted on the blow to 
the reputation of the imperial arms which would be produced 
by the surrender of Rimini that he carried the council of war 
with him, and Belisarius had to plan a brilliant march across 
the mountains, in conjunction with a movement by the fleet, 
whereby Rimini was relieved while Osimo was still untaken. 
When Belisarius and John met, the latter ostentatiously thanked 
Names alone for his preservation. 

His next use of hls authority was less fortunate. Milan, 
Oa 5 

which was holding out for the Romans, was also hard pressed by 
famine. The two generals who were sent to relieve it loitered 
disgracefully over their march, and, when Belisarius wished to 
despatch further reinforcements, the commanders of these 
new troops refused to stir till Narses gave them orders. Belisarius 
wrote to the eunuch pointing out the necessity of unity of purpose 
in the imperial army. At length, grudgingly, Narses gave his 
consent, and issued the required orders; but it was too late. 
Milan had been compelled by extremity of famine to surrender, 
and with it the whole province of Liguria fell into the hands of 
the enemy. This event forced Justinian to recognize the dangers 
of even a partially divided command, and be recalled Names 
to Constantinople. 

Twelve years elapsed before Narses returned to Italy. Mean-
while there had been great vicissitudes of fortune both for the 
Romans and the Goths. Italy, which appeared to have been 
won by the sword of Belisarius, had been lost again by the 
exactions and misgovernment of Alexander. Totila had raised 
up a new army, had more than kept Belisarius at bay in five 
difficult campaigns (544-548) and now held nearly all the country. 
Belisarius, however, in this his second series of campaigns, had 
never been properly seconded by his master. In the spring of 
55s Names set sail from Salons on the Dalmatian coast with a 
large and well-appointed army. It was a Roman army only 
in name. Lombards, Heruli, Huns, Gepidae and even Persians 
followed the standard of Names, men equal in physical strength 
and valour to the Goths, and inspired by the liberal pay which 
they received, and by the hope of plunder. 

The eunuch seems to have led his army round the head of 
the Adriatic Gulf. By skilfully co-operating with his fleet, 
he was able to cross the rivers of Venetia without fighting the 
Gothic general Teias, who intended to dispute their passage. 
Having mustered all his forces at Ravenna, he marched south-
ward, He refused to be detained before Rimini, being determined 
to meet the Gothic king as soon as possible with his army un-
diminished. The occupation of the pass of Furlo (Petra Pertusa) 
by the Goths prevented his marching by the Via Flaminia, 
but, taking a short circuit, he rejoined the great road near Cagli. 
A little farther on, upon the crest of the Appenines, he was met 
by Totila, who had advanced as far as Tadini, called by Procopius 
Tagina. Parleys, messages and harangues by each general 
followed. At length the line of battle was formed, and the 
Gothic army, probably greatly inferior in number to the Byzan-
tine was hopelessly routed (July 552), the king receiving a 
mortal wound as he was hurrying from the battlefield. 

With Totila fell the last hopes of the Gothic kingdom of Italy. 
Teias, who was proclaimed his successor, protracted for a few 
months a desperate resistance in the rocky peninsula of Castella-
mare, overlooking the bay of Naples. At length want of provisions 
forced him into the plain, and there by the river Sarno, almost 
in sight of Pompeii, was fought (553) a battle which is generally 
named from the overlooking range of Mons Lactarius (Monte 
Lettere). The actual site of the battle, however, is about half 
a mile from the little town of Angri, and its memory is still vaguely 
preserved by the name Paso del Gots (well of the Goths). In 
this battle Teias was killed. He was the last king of the 
Ostrogoths. 

The task of Names, however, was not yet ended. By the 
invitation of the Goths an army of 75,000 warlike Alamanni 
and Franks, the subjects of Ring Tbeudibald, crossed the Alps 
under the command of two Alemannic nobles, the brothers 
Lothair and Buccelin (553). The great strategic talents of 
Narses were shown even more conspicuously in this, than in his 
previous and more brilliant campaigns. Against the small but 
gallant bands of Totila and Tao he had adopted the policy 
of rapid marches and impefative challenges to battle. His 
strategy in dealing with the great host from Gaul was of the 
Fabian kind. He kept them as long as he could north of the 
Apennines, whik he completed the reduction of the fortresses 
of Tuscany. At the approach of winter he gathered his troops 
into the chief cities and declined operations in the field, while 
the Alemannic brothers marched through Italy, killing and 

2a 
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plundering. When the spring of 554 appeared, Lothafre with 
his part of the army insisted on marching back to Gaul, there to 
deposit in safety the plunder which they had reaped. In an 
unimportant engagement near Pesaro he was worsted by the 
Roman generals, and this hastened his northward march. At 
Ceneda in Venetia he died of a raging fever. Pestilence broke 
out in his army, which was so wasted as to be incapable of 
further operations in Italy. Meanwhile his brother Buccelin, 
whose army was also suffering grievously from disease, partly 
induced by free indulgence in the grapes of Campania, encamped 
at Casillnum, the site of modern Capua. Here, after a time, 
Names accepted the offered battle (554). The barbarians, whose 
army was in the form of a wedge, pierced the Roman centre. 
But by a most skilful manoeuvre Names contrived to draw 
his lines into a curve, so that his mounted archers on each flank 
could aim their arrows at the backs of the troops who formed 
the other side of the Alemannic wedge. They thus fell in whole 
ranks by the hands of unseen antagonists. Soon the Roman 
centre, which had been belated in its march, arrived upon the 
field and completed the work of destruction. Buccelin and his 
whole army were destroyed, though we need not accept the 
statement of the Greek historian (Agathias Ii. 9) that only five 
men out of the barbaric host of 3o,000 escaped, and only eighty 
out of the Roman z8,000 perished. • 

The only other important military operation of Names which 
is recorded—and that indistinctly—is his defeat of the Herulian 
king Sindbal, who had served under him at Capua, but who 
subsequently revolted, was defeated, taken captive and banged 
by the eunuch's order (565). In the main the thirteen years 
after the battle of Capua (554-567) were years of peace, and 
during them Names ruled Italy from Ravenna with the title 
of prefect. ,  He rebuilt Milan and other cities destroyed in the 
Gothic War; and two inscriptions on the Salarian bridge at 
Rome have preserved to modern times the record of repairs 
effected by him in the year 564. 

His administration, however, was not popular. The effect 
of the imperial organization was to wring the last solidus out 
of the emaciated and fever-stricken population of Italy, and the 
belief of his subjects was that no small portion of their contribu-
tions remained in the eunuch's private coffers. At the close of 
565 Justinian died, and a deputation of Romans waited upon 
his successor Justin IL, representing that they found " the 
Greeks " harder taskmasters than the Goths, that Narses the 
eunuch was determined to reduce them all to slavery, and that 
unless he were removed they would transfer their allegiance 
to the barbarians. This deputation led to the recall of Names 
in 567, accompanied, according to a somewhat late tradition, 
by an insulting message from the empress Sophia, who sent him 
a golden distaff, and bade him, as he was not a man, go and 
spin wool in the apartments of the women. " I will spin her 
such a hank," Names is represented as saying, " that she shall 
not find the end of it in her lifetime "; and forthwith he sent 
messengers to the Lombards in Pannonia, bearing some of the 
fruits of Italy, and inviting them to enter the land which bore 
such goodly produce. Hence came the invasion of Alboin (568), 
which wrested the greater part of Italy from the empire, and 
changed the destinies of the peninsula. ,  

Gibbon's statement that Names was " the first and most powerful 
of the exarchs " is more correct in substance than in form. The 
title of exarch does not appear to be given to Narses by any con-
temporary writer. He is always " Praefectus " Patncius " 
or " Dux Italiae," except when he bears the style of his former 
offices in the imperial household, " Ex-Praepositus (Cubiculi)" or 
" Chartularius." 

' This celebrated story seems to be unknown to strictly con-
temporary authors. We find no hint of it in Agathias (who wrote 
between 566 and 582), in Marius (532-596), or in Greg of Tours 
(54o-394). The possibly contemporary Liber Pontificals and Isidore 
of Seville (560.-636) hint at the invitation to the Lombards. Frede-
genus (so-called), who probably wrote in the middle of the 7th 
century, and Paul the Deacon, towards the close of the 8th. supply 
the saga-like details, which become more minute the farther the 
narrators are from the action. On the whole, the transaction, 
though it is too well vouched for to allow us to dismiss it as entirely 
fabulous, cannot take its place among the undoubted facts of history. 

Names, who bad retired to Naples, was persuaded by the pope 
(John III.) to return to Rome. He died there about 573, and 
his body, enclosed in a leaden coffin, was carried to Constantinople 
and buried there. Several years after his death the secret of 
the hiding-place of his vast stores of wealth is said to have 
been revealed by an old man to the emperor Tiberius IL, for 
whoie charities to the poor and the captives they furnished an 
opportune supply. 

Noses was short in stature and lean in figure. His freehanded-
ness and affability made him very .popular with his soldiers. Eva- 
grius tells ue that he was very religious, and paid especial reverence 
to the Virgin, never engaging in battle till he conceived that she 
had given him the signal. Our best authorities for his life are his 
contemporaries Procopius and Agathias. See Gibbon, Decline sad 
Fall, vole. iv. and v., edited by J. B. Bury (1898). (T. fi.) 

NAREINOEGARH, a native state of Central India, in the 
Bhopal agency. Area, 74 5 sq.  imi__Pop. (1900 92,093; esti- 
mated revenue, £33,000; tribute to Holkar, Is000. The chief, 
whose title is raja, is a Rajput of the Cheat clan. The state was 
founded about 168z by a minister of Rajgarh, who compelled 
the ruler of that state to transfer to him half his territory. 
The town of Narsinghgarh had a population in spot of 8778. 

NARSDIGHPUR, a town and district of British India, in the 
Nerbudda division of the Central Provinces. The town Is on the 
river Singri, and has a railway station 52 in. E. of Jubbulpore; 
pop. (19oz) 11,233. The district has an area of *976 sq. en, 
It forms a portion of the upper part of the Nerbudda valley. 
The first of those wide alluvial basins which, alternating with 
rocky gorges, give so varied a character to the river's coarse 
opens out just below the fatuous marble rocks in Jubbulpore, and 
extends westward for 2 25  m., including the whole of Narsingbpur, 
together with the greater part of Hoshangabad. The Satpura 
bills to the south are here a generally regular range, nowhere 
more than Soo ft. above the plain, and running almost parallel 
to the river, at a distance of 15 or 20 sn. In the intervening 
valley, the rich level of black wheat land is seldom broken, 
except by occasional mounds of gravel or nodular limestone, 
which afford serviceable village sites. Along the foot of the 
boundary hills the alluvium gives way to belts of red gravelly 
soil, rice and sugar-cane take the place of wheat, and forest trees 
that of mango groves. The population in 19oz was 325,518, 
showing a decrease of !el% in the decade, due to famine. 
The principal crops are wheat, millets, rice, pulses, oil-seeds 
and cotton. There are manufactures of cotton, silk, brass and 
iron-ware. At Mohpani are coal-mines. The Great Indian 
Peninsula railway runs through the district, with a branch to 
Mohpani. 

See Nersingkpur Distrid Gazetteer (Bombay, 1906). 
NARTHEX (Gr. velpflet, the name of the plant giant-fennel, 

in Let. fordo), the name applied in architecture, probably from 
a supposed resemblance in shape to the reed-like plant, to the long 
treaded porch forming the entrance into a Christian church, 
to which the catechumens and penitents were admitted. Some-
times there was a second narthex or vestibule within the church, 
when the outer one was known as the exonarthez. In Byzantine 
churches this inner narthex formed part of the main structure 
of the church, being divided from it by a screen of columns. 
A narthex is found in some German churches, where, however. 
it had no ritual meaning but was introduced as a western 
transept to give more importance to the west end. One of the 
finest examples to be found in England is that of Ely cathedral, 
where its northern portion, however, was apparently never 
completed. 

NARVA (Rsogodio of Russian annals, also leasag000d), a seaport 
and fortress of Russia, in the government of St Petersburg, 
zoo in. by rail W.S.W. of the city of St Petersburg. Pop. 
(1897) 16,577. It stands on the Narova river, which flows 
from Lake Peipus or Chudskoye, and enters the Gulf of Finland 
in Nerve Bay, 8 m. below this town. The town was founded in 
1223 by Danes, and changed hands between the Teutonic 
knights, Danes, Swedes and Russians until It was taken by 
Peter the Great in 1704, after the Russians had suffered here a 
terrible defeat at the hands of Charles XII. of Sweden four years 
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before. Its bargee, built on the right bank of the river, and 
known as Ivangorod, has lost its importance, and was abandoned 
is s864. The cathedral and the town hall (5683) contain 
interesting antiquities. There are here an arsenal, a small 
museum and a school of navigation. Several manufactories 
unitize the waterfalls of the Narova, e.g. cotton-mills, woollen 
doth flax and jute mills, saw-mills and steam flour mills. 
The total trade falls short of half a million staffing annually. A 
watering-place has grown up at Ust-Narova, or Hoinswburg, at 
the mouth of the Narova. 

NARVACAR, a town of the province of Ilona Sur Luzon, 
Philippine Islands, near the coast and on the main mad 13 m. 
S.S.E. of Vigan, the capital. Pop. (mos) 29,57s. It lies in a 
level valley surrounded by mountains, and has a cool and healthy 
climate. The soil, both in the valley and on the neighbouring 
mountain-sides, is very fertile, and produces rice, vegetables, 
Indian corn, indigo, cotton, tobacco, maguey and sugar-cane. 
Cotton fabrics are woven by the women and sold to the mountain 
balm. The language of the town is Maim 

IIARVABZ, PANFILO DE (c. 1480-1528), Spanish adventurer, 
was an hidalgo of Castile, born at Valladolid about 1480. He 
was one of the subordinates of Velazquez in the reduction of 
Cuba, and, after having held various posts under his governor-
ship, was pot at the bead of the force sent to the Aztec coast to 
compel Cortes to renounce his command; he was surprised and 
defeated, however, by his abler and more active compatriot at 
Cempoalla, and made prisoner with the loos of an eye (152o). 
After his return to Spain he obtained from Charles V. a grant of 
Florida as far as the River of Palms; sailing in 1527 with five 
ships and a force of about boo men, he landed, probably near 
Pensacola Bay, in April r 328, and, striking inland with some 300 
of his followers, reached " Apalache " on June 25. The prospects 
of fabulous wealth which had sustained them in their difficult 
and perilous journey having proved illusory a return to the 
coast was determined, and the Bahia de los Cabello., at or near 
St Mark's, was reached in the following month. Having built 
rude boats, the much-reduced company sailed hence for Mexico 
en September 22, but the vessel which carried Names was 
driven to sea in a stoma and perished. His lieutenant, Cabeza 
de Vacs, with three others who ultimately reached land, made his 
way across Texas to the Gulf of California. (See FLORIDA.) 

See Prescott, Conquest co/ Mexico: H. H. Bancroft. Marisa (tena- 

nt:and the blestfragto of Alvaro beau Cabeza de Vats in the 
of Rivadeneyra, xxii. 

'ARYL'S% RAMON MARIA (1800-i868), Spanish soldier and 
statesman, was born at Loja, Granada, on the 4th of August Om, 
entered the army at an early age, and saw active service under 
kilos in Catalonia in 1822. He was in his sympathies a Con-
servative, and could not go all lengths with the Radical opposi-
tion to Ferdinand VII., whom he served after his restoration. 
When the king died, Narvaez became one of the Conservative 
supporters of Isabel II. He achieved great popularity by his 
victory over Gomez, the Carlist general, near Arcos, in November 
i836, and after clearing La Mancha of brigands by a vigorous 
policy of suppression in 1838 be was appointed captain-general 
of Old Castile, and commander-in-chief of the army of reserve. 
In tiko, for the part he had taken at Seville in the insurrection 
against Espartero and the Progresista party, he was compelled 
to take refuge in France, where, in conjunction with Maria 
Cristina, he planned the expedition of 1843 which led to the 
overthrow of his adversary. In :844 he became prime minister, 
and was created field-marshal and duke of Valencia, but his 
policy was too reactionary to be tolerated long, and he was 
compelled to quit office in February 1846. He now held the post 
of ambassador at Paris, until again called to preside over the 
council of ministers in 1847; but misunderstandings with 
Maria Cristina led to his resignation in the following year. 
His ministry succeeded that of O'Donnell for a short time in 
1856-1857, and he again returned to power for a few months 
in 5864-1865. He once more replaced O'Donnell in July 1866, 
and was still in office when he died at Madrid on the 23rd of 
April 1868. 

Some very =foils notices of Karma may be found in the letters 
of Prosper Merimee to Panizzi (1881). For his general political 
career see Hermann Baumgarten. Geschichts Spavieru v. Aus&ucit d. 
frames. Revd. bin auf unser. Tags (1865-1871); and the Maoris 
CoeSeesporasee of Antonio Pirala (1871-1879). 

NARVIK or Vicromanavn, a seaport on the Ofoten Fjord of 
the north-west coast of Norway, in Nordland and (county), 
680  go' N. It is wholly modern, developed by the construction 
and completion (1903) of the Ofoten railway, the most northerly 
in the world. There are extensive quays, from which is shipped 
the iron ore from the rich districts traversed by the line. Narvik 
is z67 m. N.W. of Gellivara, and 982 N. by W. of Stockholm by 
the railway. In summer express trains cover the whole distance 
in two days. Narvik is a convenient point from which to visit 
the beautiful Lofoten Islands. 

NARWHAL. the Scandinavian name of a cetacean (Moosodon 
asenoceros), characterized by the presence in the male of a long 
horn-like tusk. In the adult of both sexes there are only two 
teeth, both in the upper jaw, which lie horizontally side by side, 
and in the female remain throughout life concealed in cavities 
of the bone. In the male the right tooth usually remains similarly 
concealed, but the left is immensely developed, attaining a length 
equal to more than half that of the entire animal. In a narwhal 
as ft. long, from snout to end of tail, the mated portion of the 
tusk may measure 6 or 7 and occasionally 8 ft. in length. It 
projects horizontally forwards from the head in the form of a 
cylindrical or slightly tapering, pointed tusk, composed of ivory, 
with a central cavity reaching almost to the apex, without 
enamel, and with the surface marked by spiral grooves and 
ridges, running in a sinistral direction. Occasionally both left 
and right tusks are developed, in which case the direction of the 
grooves is the same in both. No instance has ever been met 
with of the complete development of the right tusk associated 
with a rudimentary condition of the left. In young animals 
several small additional teeth are °resent, but these usually 
disappear soon after birth. 

The head is rather short and rounded; the fore limbs or 
paddles are small and broad compared with those of moat 
dolphins; and (u in the beluga) a dorsal fin, found in nearly all 
other members of the group, is wanting. The general colour of 
the surface is dark grey above and white below, variously 
marbled and spotted with shades of grey. 

The narwhal is an Arctic whale, frequenting the icy circum-
polar seas, and rarely seen south of 65° N. lat. Four instances 
have, however, been recorded of its occurrence on the British 
coasts, one on the coast of Norfolk in 2388, one in the Firth of 
Forth in 1648, one near Boston in Lincolnshire in deo, while 
a fourth entangled itself among rocks in the Sound of Weesdale, 
Shetland, in September 1808. Like most cetaceans it is gregari-
ous and usually met with in " schools " or herds of fifteen or 
twenty individuals. Its food appears to be cuttlefishes, small 
fishes and crustaceans. The purpose served by the tusk—or 
" horn "—is not known; and little is known of the habits of 
narwhals. Scoresby describes them as " extremely playful, 
frequently elevating their horns and crossing them with each 
other as in fencing." They have never been known to charge and 
pierce the bottom of ships with their weapons, as the swordfish 
does. • The name " sea-unicorn " is sometimes applied to the 
narwhal. The ivory of which the tusk is composed is of very 
good quality, but owing to the central cavity, only fitted for the 
manufacture of objects of small size. The entire tusks are 
sometimes used for decorative purposes, and are of considerable, 
though fluctuating, value. (See CETACEA.) (W. H. F.) 

NASCIMENTO. FRANCISCO MAIM DR (1734-1819), 
Portuguese poet, better known by the literary name of Filial. 
Elysio, bestowed on him by the Marquees de Alorna, was the 
reputed son of a Lisbon boat-owner. In his early years he 
acquired a love of national customs and traditions which his 
humanist education never obliterated, while, in addition, he 
learnt to know the whole range of popular literature (lifteratere 
de corder)—songs, comedies, knightly stories and fairy tales, 
which were then printed in loose sheets (Mhos Waxen) and sold 
by the blind in the streets of the capital. These dreumstasces 
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explain the richness of his vocabulary, and joined to an ardent 
patriotism they fitted him to become the herald of the literary 
revival known as Romanticism, which was inaugurated by his 
distinguished follower Almeida Garrett. Nascimento began to 
write verses at the age of fourteen. He was ordained a priest in 
1784, and shortly afterwards became treasurer of the Chagas 
church in Lisbon. He led a retired life, and devoted his time 
to the study of the Latin classics, especially Horace, and to the 
society of literary friends, among whom were numbered some 
cultivated foreign merchants. These men nourished the common 
ambition to restore Camoens, then half forgotten, to his rightful 
place as the king of the Portuguese Parnassus, and they pro. 
daimed the cult of the Quinhentistas, regarding them as the best 
poetical models, while in philosophy they accepted the teaching 
of the French Encyclopaedists. 

Nasdmento's first publication was a version of one of 
Metastasio's operas, and his early work consisted mainly of 
translations. Though of small volume and merit, it sufficed 
to arouse the jealousy of his brother bards. At this time the 
Arcadia was working to restore good taste and purify the 
language of gallicisms, but the members of this society forgot 
the traditioas of their own land in their desire to imitate the 
classics. Nascimento and other writers who did not belong 
to the Arcadia, formed themselves into a rival group, which met 
at the Ribeira das Naos, and the two bodies attacked one 
another in rhyme without restraint, until the " war of the poets," 
as it was called, ended with the collapse of the Arcadia. Nasci-
mento now conceived a strong but platonic affection for D. 
Maria de Almeida, afterwards Condessa da Ribeira, sister of 
the famous poetess the Marquess de Mont& This lady sang 
the chansonnettes he wrote for her, and their poetical intercourse 
drew from him some lyrics of profound emotion. This was 
the happiest epoch of his life, but it did not last long. The 
accession of D. Maria L inaugurated an era of reaction against 
the spirit and reforms of Pombal, and religious succeeded to 
political intolerance. In June 1778 Nasdmento was denounced 
to the Inquisition on the charge of having given vent to heterodox 
opinions and read " the works of modern philosophers who 
follow natural reason." The tribunal held a secret inquiry, and 
without giving him an opportunity of defence issued an order 
for his arrest, which was to take place early in the morning of 
the 14th of July. He had received a warning, and succeeded 
in escaping to the house of a French merchant, Verdier, where 
he lay hid for eleven days, at the end of which his friend the 
Marquez de Marialva put him on board a French ship which 
carried him to Havre. Nascimento took up his residence in 
Paris, and his first years there passed pleasantly enough. Soon, 
however, his circumstances changed for the worse. He received 
the news of the confiscation of his property by the Inquisition; 
and though he strove to support himself by teaching and writing 
he could hardly make both ends meet. In 1792 his admirer 
Antonio de Araujo, afterwards Conde de Bares, then Portuguese 
minister to Holland, offered the poet the hospitality of his house 
at the Hague, but neither the country, the people, nor the 
language were congenial, and when his host went to Paris on a 
diplomatic mission in 1797 Nascimento accompanied him, and 
spent the rest of his life in.and near the French capital. He 
retained to the end an intense love of country, which made him 
wish to die in Portugal, and in 1796 a royal decree permitting 
his return there and ordering the restoration of his goods was 
issued, but delays occurred in its execution, and the flight of 
the court to the Brazils as a result of the French invasion finally 
dashed his hopes. Before this the Conde de Barra had obtained 
him a commission from the Portuguese government to translate 
the De Rebus Entanudis of Osorio; the assistance of some 
fellow-countrymen in Paris carried him through his last years, 
which were cheered by the friendship of his biographer and 
translator Alexandre Sane and of the Lusophil Ferdinand 
Denis. Lamartine addressed an ode to him; he enjoyed the 
esteem of Chateaubriand; and his admirers at home, who 
imitated him extensively, were called alter him Os Filintidas. 
Exile sad suffering bad enlarged his ideas and given him a sense  

of reality, making his best poems those he wrote between the 
ages of seventy and eighty-five, and when he passed away, it 
was recognized that Portugal had lost her foremost contempo-
rary poet. 

Garrett declared that Nascimento was worth an academy in 
himself by his knowledge of the language, adding that no poet 
since Camoens had rendered it such valuable services; but his 
truest title to fame is that he brought literature once more into 
touch with the life of the nation. By his life, as by his works, 
Nascimento links the 18th and 19th centuries, the Neo-Classical 
period with Romanticism. Wieland's Oberon and Chateau-
briand's Martyrs opened a new world to him, and his combs 
or scenes of Portuguese life have a real romantic flavour; they 
are the most natural of his compositions, though his noble 
patriotic odes—those " To Neptune speaking to the Portuguese " 
and " To the liberty and independence of the United States "-
are the most quoted and admired. On leaving Portugal, he 
abandoned the use of rhyme as cramping freedom of thought 
and expression; nevertheless his highly polished verses are 
generally robust to hardness and overdone with archaisms. 
His translations from Latin, French and Italian, are accurate 
though harsh, and his renderings of Racine and the Fables of 
Lafontaine entirely lack the simplicity and grace of the originals. 
But Nascimento's blank verse translation of the Martyrs is in 
many ways superior to Chateaubriand's prose. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.—The most useful edition of his collected works 
is that in 22 vols., Lisbon, 1836-5840. See Innocencio da Sava. 
Medalled° bibliographic° Poop" ii. 446-457 and ix. 332-336; 
Also Ennio Elysio e a no Epoca, by Pereira da Silva (Rio, 0190; 
and Filing° Elysio, by Dr Theophilo Brags (Oporto, 1891). 

(E. Ps.) 
MAMMY, a village of Northamptonshire, England, 7 m 

S.S.W. of Market Huborough, famous as the scene of the battle of 
June re, 1645, which decided the issue of the first Civil War (see 
GREAT REBELLION). The army of King Charles I. was less than 
ro,000 strong, while the " New Model " army of the parliament, 
commanded by Sir Thomas Fairfax, numbered some 13,000, 
yet it was not without considerable hopes of victory that the 
Royalists drew up for battle, for although Lieutenant-General 
Cromwell had made the New Model cavalry formidable indeed, 
the Royalist foot had become professionalized in several years 
of war, whereas the Parliamentarian foot was newly organized, 
and in part at least but half-trained. Fairfax and Cromwell, 
however, were still more confident, and with better reason. 
The battlefield lies between Naseby and Sibbertoft (3 m. N. 
of Naseby) and is an undulating ridge which, near the centre 
of England, forms the " divide " between the Avon and the 
Welland rivers. Across this ridge the two armies were drawn 
up, the New Model facing north and the king's army south, 
the horse on the flanks and the foot in the centre in each army. 

At the first shock the Royal foot asserted its superiority over 
the opposing infantry, four out of five regiments in the first 
line were broken, and Skippon, the major-general of the foot, 
was wounded. But Fairfax's regiment held its ground, until 
the second line of infantry advanced and re-established the front. 
Meantime the Royalist right wing of horse, led by Prince Rupert, 
had completely routed the horse of Colonel I. eton which opposed 
them. But the victors as usual indulged in a disorderly pursuit, 
and attempted to overpower the baggage guard of the enemy 
near Naseby village. Their incoherent attack was repulsed, 
and when Rupert, gathering as many of his men as he could, 
returned to the battlefield, the decisive stroke had been delivered 
by Cromwell and the right wing of Parliamentary horse. In 
front of him, in somewhat broken ground, was Sir Marmaduke 
Langdale's cavalry, which the lieutenant-general with his own 
well-trained regiments scattered after a short, fierce encounter. 
Cromwell's " godly " troopers did not scatter in pursuit. A 
few squadrons were ordered to keep the fugitives on the run, and 
with the rest, and such of Ireton's broken troops as he could 
gather, Cromwell attacked the Royalist centre in rear while 
Fairfax and his foot pressed it in front. Gradually the Royalist 
infantry, inferior in numbers, was disintegrated into small groups, 
which surrendered one after the other. But one brigade, called 
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the " Blnecoirts," held out to th6 lilt, and was finally broken 
by a combined charge of Fairfax's regiment of foot, led by 
Cromwell, and the general's personal escort, led by Fairfax 
himself, who captured a colour with his own hand. The remnant 
of the king's army, re-formed by Rupert, stood inactive and 
irresolute while its infantry was being destroyed and then fled. 
The spoils included zoo standards and colours and the king's 
private papers. But more important than trophies was the 
practical annihilation of the last field army, of which the king 
disposed. Half the Royalists were captured, and about z000 
fdl, in the battle and the pursuit which followed it. In addition 
all the artillery and the muskets (to the number of 8000) and 
ammunition without which the king could scarcely create a new 
army, fell into the bands of the victors. 

DASH. RICHARD (1674-1762), English dandy, better known 
as " Beau Nam," was born at Swansea on the x8th of October 
term. He was descended from an old family of good position, 
bat his father from straitened means had become partner in a 
glass business. Young Nash was educated at Carmarthen 
grammar school and at Jesus College, Oxford. He obtained a 
commission in the army, which, however, he soon exchanged for 
the study of law at the Temple. Here among " wits and men 
of pleasure " he came to be accepted as an authority in regard 
to dress, manners and style. When the members of the Inns of 
Court entertained William III. after his accession, Nash was 
chosen to conduct the pageant at the Middle Temple. This duty 
be performed so much to the satisfaction of the king that he 
was offered knighthood, but he declined the honour, unless 
accompanied by a pension. As the king did not take the hint, 
Nash found it necessary to turn gamester. The pursuit of his 
maim led him in rape to Bath, where he had the good fortune 
almaa immediately to succeed Captain Webster as master of the 
ammonia. His qualifications for such a position were unique, 
sad under his authority reforms were introduced which rapidly 
severed to Bath a leading position asa fashionable watering-place. 
He drew up a new code of rules for the regulation of balls and 
memblies, abolished the habit of wearing swords in places 
Of public amusement and brought duelling into disrepute, 
induced gentleMen to adopt shoes and stockings In parades and 
assemblies instead of boots, reduced refractory chairmen to 
sobotission and civility, and introduced a tariff for lodgings. 
Through his exertions a handsome assembly-room was also 
owlet and the streets and public buildings were greatly 
improved. Nuh adopted an outward state corresponding to his 
seminal dignity. He wore an immense white hat as.a sign of 
office, and a dress adorned with rich embroidery, and drove in 

chariot with de greys, laced lackeys and French horns. When 
the act of parliament against gambling was passed in za45, he 
was deprived of an easy though uncertain means of subsistence, 
bet the corporation afterwards granted him a pension of six score 
guineas a year, which, with the sale of his snuff-boxes and other 
trinkets, enabled him to support a certain faded splendour 
till bis death on the 3rd of February r762. He was honoured 
with a public funeral at the expense of the town. Notwith• 
standing his vanity and impertinence, the tact, energy and 
soPerficial devernels of won him the patronage and notice 
of the great, while the success of his ceremonial rule, as shown 

the increasing prosperity of the town, secured him the gratitude 
of the corporation and the people generally. He was a man of 
strong personality, and considerably more able than Beau 
Braman, whose prototype he was. 

See Lewis Melville. Bath under Beau Nash (ma), with full list of 
authorities; Oliver Goldsmith, Life of Richard Nadi (1762). See 
also Coalmines Magasine (1762); London Magazine, vol. nazi.; 
also Monarch of Bath " in Black:wee s Magazine, vol. xlviii. 

NAM (or Nasa), THOMAS (1567-1631), English poet, 
playwright and pamphleteer, was born at Lowestoft in 1567 
His father belonged to an old Herefordshire family, and is 
Vaguely described as a " minister." Nashe spent nearly seven 
years, I582 to 5589, at St John's College, Cambridge, taking 
his B.A. degree in 1585-1586. On leaving the university he tried, 
hire Greaoe and Marlowe, to make his living in London by  

literature. It is probable that his first effort was The Amiens& 
Absarditie (1589) which was perhaps ,  written at Cambridge, 
although he refers to it as a forthcoming publication in his 
preface to Greene's Menapkon (x589). In this preface, addressed 
to the gentlemen students of both universities, he makes boister-
ous ridicule of the bombast of Thomas Kyd and the English 
hexameters of Richard Stanihurst, but does not forget the praise 
of many good books. Nashe was really a journalist born out of 
due time; he boasts of writing " as fast as his hand could trot 
he had a brilliant and picturesque style which, he was careful to 
explain, was entirely original; and in addition to his keen sense 
of the ridiculous be had an abundance of miscellaneous learning. 
As there was no market for his gifts he fared no better than the 
other university wits who were trying to live by letters. But 
he found an opening for his ready wit and keen sarcasm in 
the Martin Marprelate controversy. His share in this war of 
pamphlets cannot now be accurately determined, but he has, 
with more or less probability, been credited with the following: 
A Courdercuffe given to Martin Junior (1589), Martins Months 
Minde (1589), The Return of the renowned Cavaliero Pasquill 
and his Meeting with Marforius (1589), The First Parts of Pesquils 
Apologia (5590), and An Almond for a Ferret (a 590). He edited 
an unauthorized edition of Sidney's poems with an enthusiastic 
preface in 159r, and A Womierfull Astrological Prognestkation, 
in ridicule of the almanac-makers, by " Adam Fouleweather," 
which appeared in the same year, has been attributed to him. 
Pierce Perri ease, His Supplication to the Divell, published in 1592, 
shows us his power as a humorous critic of national manners, and 
tells incidentally how bard he found it to live by the pen. It 
seems to Pierce a monstrous thing that brainless drudges wax 
fat while " the seven liberal sciences and a good leg will scarce 
get a scholar bread and cheese." In this pamphlet, too, Nashe 
began his attacks upon the Harveys by assailing Richard, 
who had written contemptuously of his preface to Greene's 
Menapeon. Greene died in September 5592, and Richard's 
brother, Gabriel Harvey, at once attacked his memory in his 
Form Laos, at the same time adversely •criticizing Pierce 
Paiiksse. Nashe replied, both for Greene and for himself, 
in Strange Newer of the intercepting certain Letters, better known, 
from the running title, as Four. Letters Confuted ( 1 592), in which 
all the Harveys are violently attacked. The autumn of a 392 
Nashe seems to have spent at or near Croydon, where he wrote 
his satirical masque of Summers Last Will and Testament at 
a safe distance from London and the plague. He afterwards 
lived for some months in the Isle of Wight under the patronage 
of Sir George Carey, the governor. In 1593 he wrote Clirisla 
Teams over Jerusalem, in the first edition of which he „made 
friendly overtures to Gabriel Harvey.. These were, however, 
in a second edition, published in the following year, replaced 
by a new attack, and two years later appeared the most violent 
of his tracts against Harvey, Have with you to Safrow-walden, 
or, Gabriel Harvey: Hunt is up (1596). In 1 599 the controversy 
was suppressed by the archbishop of Canterbury. After 
Marlowe's death Nashe prepared his friend's unfinished tragedy 
of Did.  (1596) for the stage. In the next year be was in trouble 
for a play, now lost, called The Isle of Dogs, for only part of 
which, however, he seems to have been responsible. The 
" seditious and slanderous matter " contained in this play 
induced the authorities to close for a time the theatre at which 
it had been performed, and the dramatist was put in the Fleet 
prison. Besides his pamphlets and his play-writing, Naha 
Ousted his energies to novel-writing. He may be regarded as the 
pioneer in the English novel of adventure. He published In 
z594 The Unfortunate Traveler, Or the Life of Jack Willor,"the 
history of an ingenious page who was present at the siege of 
Terouenne, and afterwards travelled in Italy with the earl of 
Surrey. It tells the story of the earl and Fair Geraldine, 
describes a tournament held by Surrey at Florence, and relates 
the adventures of Wilton and his mistress Diamante at Rome 
after the earl's return to England. The detailed, realistic 
manner in which Nashe relates his improbable fiction resembles 
that of Defoe. His last work Is entitled Letters Skip(' 599) 
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and , is nominally "in praise of the red herring," but really a 
description of Yarmouth, to which place he bad retired after 
his imprisonment, written in the best style of a " special corer. 
'pendent" Nasbe's death is referred to in Thomas Dekker's 
Knights Cotsjorixs (1607), a kind of sequel to Ems Penikase. 
He is there represented as joining his boon companions in the 
Elysian fields " still haunted with the sharp and satirical spirit 
that followed him here upon earth." Had his patrons under-
stood their duty, he would not, be said, have shortened his days 
by keeping company with pickled herrings. It may therefore 
be reasonably supposed that he died from eating bad and in-
sufficient food. The date of his death is fixed by an elegy on him 
printed in Fitspffrey's Ajartiae (ran). 

The works of Thomas Nashe were edited by' Dr A. B. Gamut in 
1883-1885, and more recently by Ronald B. McKerrow (19o4). 
An account of his work as a novelist mead),  be found in the English 
Need is the Tine of Shakespeare, by J. . Jusverand (Eng. trans., 
Higo). The Ueforanuate Dawdler was ited with an introduction 
by Edmund Cease in tags. See also " Nash's Unfortunate Traveller 
and Head's English Rogue, die brides Hauptvertreter des englischen 

Scmenromans," by W. KoRmann in Anglia (Halle, vaL niL, t899, 
1- 1 40). 

NASHUA, a city and one of the county teats of Hillsboro 
county, New Hampshire, U.S.A., at the confluence of the Nashua 
and !denim= rivers, 35 m. S.S.E. of Concord and ao m. N.W. of 
Boston by raiL Pop (189o) 19,3 tz; (1900) 23,898, of whom 
8093 were foreign-born; (goo census) 26,1305. Nashua is 
served by the Boston & Maine railroad, whose several divisions 
centring here give the city commercial importance, and by 
electric lines to Hudson, Litchfield, Pelham, Dracut and 
Tyngsboro. The area of the city in 1906 was 3011 sq. M. To the 
N.,W. and S.W. of the city there are beautiful hills and moun-
tains. The church of Saint Francis Xavier and the First Con-
greptional church are architecturally noteworthy. The city has 
a soldiers' monument, a public library, a court house and two 
hospitals. There is a United States fish hatchery here, and until 
after the close of the 18th century fishing was the principal 
industry of the place, as manufacturing is now. Water-power Is 
furnished by the Nashua river and by Salmon Brook, and the 
city is extensively engaged in manufactures, notably cotton goods, 
boots, shoes, and foundry and machine-shop products. The 
value of the city's factory products increased from izo,o96,064 
in 1900 to 812,858,382 in 1905, or 29.4% and in 19os Nashua 
ranked second among the manufacturing cities of the state. 
Nashua is one of the oldest interior settlements of the state. The 
first settlement here was established about 1665; and in 1673 the 
township of Dunstable was incorporated by the General Court 
of Massachusetts. In 1741, when the boundary between Massa-
chusetts and New Hampshire was settled, the jurisdiction of this 
portion of Dunstable was transferred to New Hampshire; five 
years later it was incorporated under the laws of that state; and 
in 1803 the settlement, originally known as Indian Head, was 
incorporated as a village under the name of Nashua, and in 1836 
the township of Dunstable also received the name Nashua. The 
town of Nashville was set apart from the town of Nashua in 1842, 
but the two towns were united under a city charter obtained in 
1853. In 1795 the first stage coach was run through here from 
Boston to Amherst, and at about the same time a canal was. 
built around Pawtucket Falls on the Merrimac at Lowell. In 
1822 a manufacturing company was formed, which at once began 
to develop the water-power and in i825 erected the first cotton 
mill. Thirteen years later the Nashua & Lowell railroad (now 
leased to the Boston & Maine) first reached Nashua. 

See The History of the City of Naskssa, edited by E. E. Parker 
(Nashua. 1897). 

NASHVILLE, the capital of Tennessee, U.S.A., and the 
county-seat of Davidson county, on the Cumberland river, 186 m. 
S.S.W. of Louisville, Kentucky. Pop.. (z89o) 76,168; (woo) 
804 of whom 3037 were foreign-born and 30,044 were negroes; 
(Imo census) 110,364. Nashville is served by the Tennessee 
Central, the Louisville & Nashville, and the Nashville, Chat-
tanooga & St Louis railways, and by several steamboat lines. 
The Cumberland river is crossed here by four foot-bridges. 
Nashville Is situated on and between bills and bluffs in an un- 

deleting valley; its streets are paved with brick or granite 
blocks in the Main= section and macadamised or paved with 
asphalt in the residenticl sections. The city has fine public 
buildings, many handsome residences, and several beautiful 
parks. The principal building is the State House, a fine example 
of pure Greek architecture, on the most prominent hill-top, with 
a tower sox ft. in height. On the grounds about it are a bronze 
equestrian statue of Andrew Jackson, by Clark Mills ( z 8 z 5-1 883), 
and the tomb of President James K. Polk, who lived in Nashville. 
Other prominent buildings and institutions are the United 
States Government Building, the County Court House, the City 
Hall, the Tennessee School for theBlind, the Tennessee Industrial 
School, the State Library. the Library of the State Historical 
Society housed in Watkins Institute; a Carnegie library, park 
buildings, the State Penitentiary, Vendome Theatre, the Board 
of Trade Building, the City Hospital, the St Thomas Hospital 
(Roman Catholic), and, near the city, a Confederate Soldiers' 
Home and a State Hospital for the Insane. Eleven miles east of 
the city is the" Hermitage," which was the redden= of President 
Andrew jacksp. 

The.grounds of the Tennessee Centennial Exposition of 1899 
(commemorating the admission of Tennessee into the Union) on 
the west border of the city now constitute Centennial Park, in 
which still stand the reproduced Parthenon of Athens, the 
History Building, which in general outline Is a reproduction of 
the Erectheum and contains a museum and an art gallery, and • 
monument to the memory of James Robertson (1742-1814), the 
founder of the city. Besides this there are four other parks: Glen-
dale Park in the south section, a place of much natural beauty; 
Shelby Park. in the eastern part of the city, fronting the river; 
Watkins Park, on the north; and Cumberland Driving Park. 
In Mount Olivet Cemetery is a beautiful Confederate Soldiers' 
monument surrounded by the graves of 2003 Confederate soldiers,. 
and a little to the north of the city is a National Cemetery in 
which 16,643 Federal soldiers are buried, the names of 4711 of 
them being unknown. 

Nashville is one of the foremost educational centres in the 
Southern states. In the western part of the city is Vanderbilt 
University. This institution, opened in am b under the 
patronage of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South, and was 
named in honour of Cornelius Vanderbilt, who contributed 
$1,eco,00o to its funds, and whose son, W. If. Vanderbilt, and 
grandsons, W. K. Vanderbilt and Cornelius Vanderbilt, gave to 
the university about 882o,eco. It is coeducational and embraces 
an academic department, a biblical department, and departments 
of engineering, law, medicine, pharmacy and dentistry; in 19:9 
It had 125 instructors and 959 students. The University of 
Nashville is a non-sectarian institution embracing a college 
department, a medical department, a preparatory department, 
and the George Peabody College for Teachers; it was incorporated 
under the laws of North Carolina as Davidson Academy in 1785 
and under the laws of Tennessee as Ctunbalsuld College in 18o6, 
and the present name was adopted in 1826. The George Peabody 
College for Teachers, an important part of the institution, was 
opened as a normal school in 1875; in 1907-1908 it had an 
enrolment (including the summer session) of 647 students. In 
1909 it received Sx,oco,000 from the Peabody Fund, later supple-
masted by $35o,0oct from the state, $200,000 from the city and 
$zoo,000 from Davidson county. The University of Tennessee, 
located mainly at Knoxville, has at Nashville its medical and 
dental departments. Ward Seminary, opened in Ms, Bombe! 
College, opened in 1889, and Buford, Belmont and Radnor colleges 
are all non-sectarian institutions of Nashville for the higher educa-
tion of women. For the education of negroes the city has Fisk 
University (opened in 0366, Incorporated in 1867), under the 
auspices of the American Missionary Association and the Western 
Freedman's Aid Commission of the Congregational Church (noted 
since 1871 for its jubilee Singers,who raised money forJubileeliall, 
finished in 1876); it embraces a college department, a preparatory 
department, a normal department and departments of theology, 
music and physical training; and Walden University, founded as 
Central Tennusee College in z866, under the auspices of the 
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Methodist Episcopal Church, and embracing a college depart• 
meat, • normal department, an industrial department, and 
departments of English, commerce, law, medicine, dentistry, 
pharmacy, musk, bible training, nurse training and domestic 
science. The Baptist, the Methodist Episcopal (South), the 
Cumberland Presbyterian, and the African Baptist. and the 
African Methodist Episcopal churches have publishing houses 
us Nashville. 

The leading manufactures of the city are flour and grist mill 
products (valued at 54,242,491 in 1905), lumber and timber 
products—Nashville is one of the greatest hard woodmarkets in 
the United States, and in zoos the value of lumber and timber 
products was 61,x19,162 and of planing-mill products, $1,299,066 
—construction- and repair of steam railway cars (81,724,007 in 
1905), tobacco (61,31 bow in 1905), fertilizers (8846,511 in 1905), 
men's clothing ($720,277 in zges), saddlery, harness, soap and 
candles. The total value of the products of the factories increased 
from 5,5,301,096 in 19co to 823409,601 (z6.8% of the entire 
factory product of the state) in zoos, amounts greater than 
those of any other city In the state. Nashville has a large trade 
in grain, cotton, groceries, dry goods, drugs, and boots and shoes. 
The water-works and the electric lighting plant are owned and 
operated by the municipality. 

Nashville was founded in 1780 as " the advance guard of 
western civilization " by a company of two hundred or more 
pioneers under the leadership of James Robertson, the nearest 
settlement being at the time about three hundred miles distant. 
When first settled it was named Naahborough in honour of Abner 
Nash (17,6-1786), who was at the time governor of North Caro-
lina, or more probably in honour of the Revolutionary general, 
Francis Nash (1720-1777), a brother of Abner, killed at German-
town; but when, in 2784, it was incorporated as a town by the 
North Carolina legislature the present name was substituted. 
In 1806 Nashville was chartered as a city. Although it was not 
made the capital of the state until 1843, the legislature met here 
from 1812 with the exception of the period from x815 to 1826. 
Many of the pioneers of Nashville were slain by the Creek and 
Cherokee Indians, and at times the settlement was saved from 
destruction only by the heroism of Robertson, but in 1794 the 
savages were dealt a crushing blow at Nickojack on the lower 
Tennessee and much more peaceful relations were established. 
On the 3rd of June rilso a convention, known as the Southern or 
Nashville Convention, whose action was generally considered 
a threat of disunion, met here to consider the questions at issue 
between the North and the South. Since such a meeting had 
first been proposed by a state convention of Mississippi, the 
famous Compromise Measures of ifiso had been introduced in 
Congress and the support of the movement had been greatly 
weakened thereby except in South Carolina and Mississippi. 
Nine states, however, were represented by about too delegates, 
mostly Democrats, and the convention denounced the Wilmot 
Proviso, and, as " an extreme concession on the part of the 
South," promised to agree that, W. of Missouri, there should be 
slavery only in the territory S. of 36°3o' N. lat. At an adjourned 
meeting in November it expressed its dissatisfaction with the 
Compromise Measures of Congress, and asserted the right of the 
South to secede. 

During the Civil War Nashirffie was at first held by the Con-
federates, but early in 1862 it was occupied by the Federals, 
who retained possession of it to the end. The battle of Nashville 
was fought on the 15th and 16th of December 1864 between 
the Union army under Major-General G. H. Thomas and the 
Confederates under General J. B. Hood. The Union defences 
extended in a semicircle round Nashville, the flanks on the 
river above and below. Hood's army was to the south-east, 
lightly entrenched, with its flanks on two creeks which empty 
ink the•Cumberland above and below Nashville. This position 
he desired to maintain as long as possible so as to gather recruits 
and supplies in safety. If Thomas, whose army was of motley 
composition, attacked, he hoped to defeat him and to enter 
Nashville on his heels. Thomas, however, would not strike 
until be bad his army organized. Then, on the 15th, he emerged  

from the entrenchments and by a 'vigorous attack on the Can-
federate left forced back Hood's line to a second position xi rn. 
to the south. Hood, having detached a part of his army, desired 
to gain time to bring in his detachments by holding this line for 
another day. Thomas, however, gave him no respite. On the 
,6th the Union army deployed in front of him, again over-lap-
ping his left flank, and although a frontal attack was repulsed, 
the extension of the Federal right wing compelled Hood to 
extend his own lines more and more. Then the Federals broke 
the attenuated line of defence at its left centre, and Hood's 
army drifted away in disorder. The pursuit was vigorous, 
and only a remnant of the Confederate forces reassembled at 
Columbia, 40 m. to the south, whence they fell back without 
delay behind the Tennessee. 

JOSEPH (16th century), Jewish statesman and financier; 
was born in Portugal of a Jewish (Marano) family. Emigrating 
from his native land, he founded a banking house in Antwerp. 
Despite his financial and social prosperity there, he felt it irk-
some to be compelled to wear the guise of Catholicism, and 
determined to settle in a Mahommedan land. After two troubled 
years in Venice, Nasi betook himself to Constantinople. Here 
he proclaimed his Judaism, and married his beautiful cousin 
Reyna. He rapidly rose to favour, the sultans Suleiman and 
Selim promoting him to high office. He founded a Jewish colony 
at Tiberias which was to be an asylum for the Jews of the Roman 
Campagna. In 1566 when Selim ascended the throne, Nasi was 
made duke of Naxos. He had deserved well of Turkey, for he 
had conquered Cyprus for the sultan. Nasi's influence was so 
great that foreign powers often negotiated through him for 
concessions which they sought from the sultan. Thus the 
emperor of Germany, Maximilian IL, entered into direct corre-
spondence with Nasi; William of Orange, Sigismund August IL, 
king of Poland, also conferred with him on political questions 
of moment. On the death of Selim in 1574, Nasi receded from 
his political position, but retained his wealth and offices, and 
passed the five years of life remaining to him in honoured 
tranquillity at Belvedere (Constantinople). He died in 1579. 
His career was not productive of direct results, but it was of 
great moral importance. It was one of the tokens of the new 
era that was to dawn for the Jews as trusted public officials 
and as members of the state. 

See Graetz, His 	o the Jew (Eng. trans.), voL iv. dis. xvi.- 
xvii.; Jewish Fncydo Ia, ix. 172. 	 (I. A.) 

ELSIE, a town and district of British India, In the central 
division of Bombay. The town is on the Godavari river, con-
nected by a tramway (s m.) with Nasik Road railway station, 
107 m. N.E. of Bombay. Pop. (x9ox) 25,490. It is a very holy 
place of Hindu pilgrimage, being 3o m. from the source of the 
Godavari. Shrines and temples line the river banks, and some 
stand even in the river. In the vicinity there are a number 
of sacred caves, among which those of Pandu Lena are the most 
noteworthy. They are ancient Buddhist caves dating from the 
3rd century before Christ to the 6th century after: There are 
numerous inscriptions of the highest historical value. Nasik, 
has manufactures of cotton goods, brass-ware and mineral, 
waters. 

The Drunter or NAME has an area of 5850 sq. tn. With 
the exception of a few villages in the west, the whole district 
is situated on a tableland from x3oo to 2000 ft. above sea-level. 
The western portion is hilly, and intersected by ravines, and 
only the simplest kind of cultivation is possible. The eastern 
tract is open, fertile and well cultivated. The Sahyadri range 
stretches from north to south; the watershed is formed by the 
Chander range, which runs east and west. All the streams 
to the south of that range are tributaries of the Godavari. To 
the north of the watershed, the Mina and its tributary the Mourn 
flow through fertile valleys into the Taptl. The district generally 
is destitute of trees, and the forests which formerly clothed the 
Sahyadri hills have nearly disappeared; efforts are now being 
made to prevent further destruction, and to reclothe some of • 
the slopes. The district contains several old hill forts, the scenes 
of many engagements during the Mahan,. wars. Nasik district 
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became British territory in Oita on the overthrow of the peshwa. 
The population in root was 816,504, showing a decrease of 
3% in the decade. The principal crops are millet, wheat, pulse, 
oil-seeds, cotton and sugar cane. There are also some vineyards 
of old date, and much garden cultivation. Ycola is an important 
centre for weaving silk and cotton goods. There are flour-mills 
at Malegaon, railway workshops at Igatpuri, and cantonments 
at Deolall and Malegaon. At Sharanpur is a Christian village, 
with an orphanage of the C.M.S., founded in 1854. The district 
is crossed by the main line and also by the chord linepf the Great 
Indian Peninsula railway. 

NLSIR KHOSRAU (Nasiri Khu4ru), Abel 	 NA& b. 
Khosmu (roo4-5088), whose eons de plume was Hujjat, the first 
great didactic poet of Persia, was born, according to his own 
statement, A.H. 394 (a.o. tom), at Kubadiyan, near Balkh in 
Khorasan. The first forty-two years of his life are obscure; 
we learn from incidental remarks of his that he was a Sunnite, 
probably according to the Hanifite rite, well versed in all the 
branches of natural science, in medicine, mathematics, astronomy 
and astrology, in Greek philosophy, and the interpretation of 
the Koran; that he was much , addicted to worldly pleasures, 
especially to excessive wine drinking. He had studied Arabic, 
Turkish, Greek, the vernacular languages of India and Sind, 
and perhaps even Hebrew; be had visited Mohan and Lahore, 
and the splendid Gharnavide cow( under Sultan Maimed, 
Firdousl's patron. Later on he chose Mery for his residence, 
and was the owner of a house and garden there. In A.H. 437 
(a.o. roes) he appears as financial secretary and revenue 
collector of the Seljuk sultan Toghrul Beg, or rather of his brother 
jaghir Beg, the emit. of Khorasan, who bad conquered Mery 
in 1037. About this time, inspired by a heavenly voice (which 
he pretends to have heard in a dream), he abjured all the luxuries 
of life, and resolved upon a pilgrimage to the holy shrines of 
Mecca and Medina, hoping to find there the solution of all his 
religious doubts. The graphic description of this journey is 
contained in the Safarnama, which possesses a special value 
among books of travel, since it contains the most authentic 
account of the state of. the Mussulman world in the middle of 
the nth century. The minute sketches of Jerusalem and its 
environs are even now of practical value. During the seven. 
years of his journey (a.o. 1045-5052) Nasir visited Mecca four 
times, and performed all the rites and observances of a zealous 
pilgrim; but he was far more attracted by Cairo, the capital 
of Egypt, and the residence of the Fatimite sultan Mostamir 
billah, the great champion of the Shia, and the spiritual as well 
as political head of the house of 'All, which was just then waging 
a deadly war against the 'Abbaside caliph of Bagdad, and the 
great defender of the Sunnite creed, Toghrul Beg the Seljuk. 
At the very time of Nasir's visit to Cairo, the power of the 
Egyptian Fatimites was in its zenith; Syria, the Hejaz, Africa, 
and Sicily obeyed Mostansir's sway, and the utmost order, 
security and prosperity reigned in Egypt. At Cairo he became 
thoroughly imbued with Slat a doctrines, and their introduction 
into his native country was henceforth the sole object of his life. 
The hostility be encountered in the propagation of these new 
religious ideas after his return to Khorasan in 1052 and Sunnite 
fanaticism compelled him at last to flee, and after many wander-
ings he found a refuge in Yumgan (about ro6o) in the mountains 
of Badakshan, where he spent as A hermit the last decades of 
his life, and gathered round him a considerable number of devoted 
adherents, who have banded down his doctrines to succeeding 
generations. 

Most of Nrisir's lyrical poems were composed in his retirement, 
and their chief topics are—an enthusiastic praise of 'Ali, his de-
scendants, and Mostansir in particular; passionate outcries against 
Khorasan and its rulers, who had driven him from house and home,• 
the highest satisfaction with the quiet solitude of Yumgan; and 
utter despondency again in seeing himself despised by has former 
associates and for ever excluded from participation in the glorious 
contest of life. But scattered through all these alternate outbursts 
of hope and despair we find precious lessons of purest morality, and 

• solemn warnings against the tricks and perfidy of the world, the 
vanity of all earthly splendour and greatness, the folly and injustice 
of men, and the hypocrisy, frivolity and viciousness of fashionable  

society and princely courts in particular. It is the same strafe 
which runs, although in a somewhat lower key, through his two 
larger mathnawis or double-rhymed poems, the Reshaelisurma. or 
" book of enlightenment," and the Sa'adabsdara, or "book of feli-
city." The former is divided into two sections: the first, of a meta-
physical character, contains a sort of practical Coon:uttareghY, chiefly 
based on Avicenna's theories, but frequently hue both with 
the free speculations of the well-known philosophical brotherhood 
of Basra, the Ikhwan -es-safri, and purely Shi'ite or Ismallite 
ideas; the second, or ethical section of the poem, abounds in morel 
maxims and ingenious thoughts on man's good and bad qualities, 
on the necessity of shunning the company of fools and double-faced 
friends, on the deceptive allurements of the world and the secret 
snares of ambitious craving for rank and wealth. It concludes with 
an imaginary vision of a beautiful world of spirits who have.stripped 
off the fetters of earthly cares and sorrows and revel in the pure 
light of divine wisdom and love. If we compare this with a similar 
allegory in Nasir's diwan, which culminates in the praise of Moetansir, 
we are fairly entitled to look upon it as • covert allusion to the 
eminent men who revealed to the poet in Cairo the secrets of the 
Ismailitic faith, and showed him what he'considered the " heavenly 
ladder " to superior knowledge and spiritual bliss. The passage, thus 
interpreted, lends additional weight to the correctness of Dr Ethffa 
reconstruction of the date of the Rushandieema viz. A.B. 440 (A.D., 
rom) which, notwithstanding Schefer's objections, is warranted 
both by the astronomical details and by the metrical requirements 
of the respective verses. That of course does not exclude the possi-
bility of the bulk of the poem having been composed at an earlier 
period; it only ascribes its completion or perhaps final IBRIBi011 to 
Nlisir's sojourn in Egypt. 

A similar series ofexcellent teachings on practical wisdom and 
the blessings of a virtuous life, only of n severer and more uncom- 
promising character, is contained in the Steddatordrna; and, judging 
from the extreme bitterness of tone manifested in the " reproaches 
of kings and emirs," we should be inclined to consider it a protest 
against the vile aspersions poured out upon Nasir's moral and 
religious attitude during those persecutions which drove him at 
last to Yumgan. Of all the other works of our author mentioned 
by Oriental writers there has as yet been found only one, the Zed. 
duseed(firis or " travelling provisions of pilgrims " (in the private 
possession of M. Scherer, Paris), a theoretical description of his 
religious and philosophical principles; and we can very well dismiss 
the rest as being probably just as apocryphal as Nasir's famous auto-
biography (found in several Persian tadlakiras or biographies .0 
poets), a mere forgery of the most extravagant deacription, which is 
mainly responsible for the confusion in names and dates in older 
accounts of our author. 

See Spren.ger's Catalogue of the Libraries of the Xing of Oak {1854); 
H. Ethe, Nasir Chuwau's Rushandittebw," in Zeitschnft der 
deutschen morgenlitudischen Gesellschaft, wail, xxxiv., I87 9-188o; 
E. Pagnan," Le Livre de la fdlicita," in vol. xxxiv. of the same journal, 
643-674; Ch. Scherer, Sefer Namelt,traded d ansoli (Paris, 
i881), and by Guy le Strange in Pilgrims' Ted Society (1888); H. 
Eth6, in Glittiager Nachrickes, 1882, pp. 124452, Z.D.M.G., 1882, 
PP. 478-308; and Geiger's Gratuiriss der trauma= Philologie 
p. 378; Fagnan in lours. As. 7th ser. vol. xiii. pp. 164 seq., and 
Rieu, Cat. .Pers. MSS. in Br. Mies., concluded that the poet and the 
pilgrim were different persons. The opposite view was developed by 
the. (H. E.) 
NASIRABAD, or MYMENSINGH, a town of British India, 

headquarters of Mymensingh district in Eastern Bengal and 
Assam, situated on the left bank of the old channel of the Brahma-
putra, which is only navigable during the rainy season. Pop, 
(root) 14,668. It has a station on the branch of the Eastern 
Bengal railway from Dacca to Jagannathganj, on the Jamuna 
or main stream of the Brahmaputra. The earthquake of the 

ath of June 1897 destroyed the church and the high school, and 
seriously damaged other public buildings. 

NASIRABAD is also the name of a town and cantonment in the 
district of Ajmere, Rajputana. Pop, (1991) 22,404. It forms the 
headquarters of a brigade in the 5th division of the Southern army. 

NASMYTH, ALEXANDER (1758--1840), Scottish portrait and 
landscape painter, was born in Edinburgh on the 9th of September 

758. He studied at the Trustees' Academy under Runciman, 
and, having been apprenticed as an heraldic painter to a coach-
builder, be, at the age of sixteen, attracted the attention of Allan 
Ramsay, who took the youth with him to London, and employed 
him upon the subordinate portions of his works. Nasmyth 
returned to Edinburgh in 5778, and was soon largely patronized 
as a portrait painter. He also assisted Mr Miller of Dahwinton, 
as draughtsman, In his mechanical researches and experiments; 
and, this gentleman having generously offered the painter a loan 
to enable him to pursue his studies abroad, he left in 1782 for 
Italy, whtht he remained two years. On his return he-painted 
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the excellent portrait of Berns, now In the &odds National 
Gallery, well known through Walker's engraving. Political 
feeling at that time ran high in Edinburgh, and Nasmyth's 
pronounced Liberal opinions, which he was-too outspoken and 
sincere to disguise, gave offence to many of his aristocratic 
patrons, and led to the diminution of his practice as a portraitist. 
In his later years, accordingly, he devoted himself mainly to 
landscape work, and did not disdain on occasion to set his hand 
to scene-painting for the theatres. He has been styled, not 
unjustly, the " father of Scottish landscape art." His subjects 
are carefully finished and coloured, but are wanting in boldness 
and freedom. Nasmyth was also largely employed by noblemen 
throughout the country in the improving and beautifying of their 
estates, in which his fine taste rendered hint especially skilful; 
and he was known as an architect, having designed the Dean 
Bridge, Edinburgh, and the graceful circular temple covering 
St Bernard's Well. Nasmyth died in his native city on the Toth 
of April 184o. His youngest son, James, was the well-known 
inventor of the steam-hammer. His six daughters all attained 
a certain local reputation as artists, but it was in his eldest son, 
Patrick (1787-4831), that the artistic skill of his family was most 
powerfully developed. Having studied under his father, Patrick 
went to London at the age of twenty, and soon attracted atten-
tion as a clever landscapist. He was a diligent student of the 
works of Claude and Richard Wilson, and of Ruysdael and 
Hobbema, upon whom his own practice was mainly founded. 
His most characteristic paintings are of English domestic scenery, 
full of quiet tone and colour, and detailed and minute expression 
of foliage, and with considerable brilliancy of sky effect. They 
were executed with his left hand, his right having In early life 
been injured by an accident. 

For an account of the Nasmyth family see James Nasrayth's 
Astekogropey (1883). 

NASMYTH, JAMBS (i8o8-180), Scottish engineer, was born 
in Edinburgh on the 59th of August 18o8, and was the youngest 
son of Alexander Nasmyth, the "father of Scottish landscape 
art." He wassent to school In his native city, and then attended 
classes in chemistry, mathematics and natural philosophy at the 
university. From an early age he showed great fondness for 
mechanical pursuits, and the skill he attained in the practical 
use of tools enabled him to make models of engines, &c., which 
found a ready sale. In 1829 he obtained a position in Henry 
Maudslay's works in London, where be stayed two years, and 
then, in 1834, started business on his own account in Manchester. 
The beginnings were small, but they quickly developed, and in a 
few years he was at the head of the prosperous Bridgewater 
foundry at Patricroft, from which he was able to retire in 1856 
with a fortune. The invention of the steam-hammer, with which 
his name is associated, was actually made in 1839, a drawing of 
the device appearing in his note-book, or " scheme-book," as he 
called it, with the date 24th November of that year. It was 
designed to meet the difficulty experienced by the builders of 
the Great Britain steamship in finding a firm that would under-
take to forge the large paddle-wheel shaft required for that 
vessel, but no machine of the kind was constructed till 1842. 
In that year Nasmyth discovered one in Schneider? Creuzot 
works, and he found that the design was his own and had been 
copied from his " scheme-book." His title, therefore, to be 
called the inventor of the steam-hammer holds good against the 
claims sometimes advanced in favour of the Schneiders, though 
apparently he was anticipated in the ides by James Watt. 
Nasmyth did much for the improvement of machine-tools, and 
his inventive genius devised many new appliances—a planing. 
machine (" Nasmyth steam-arm "), a nut-shaping machine, 
steam pile-driver, hydraulic machinery for various purposes, &c. 
In his retirement he lived at Penshurst in Kent, and amused 
himself with the study of astronomy, and especially of the moon, 
on which he published a work, The Moon considered as a Planet, 
a World and a Satellite, in conjunction with James Carpenter in 
1874. He died in London on the 7th of May 189o. 

His Autobiography, edited by Dr Samuel Smiles, was published 
is 1883. 

BAM-11111-DIN [NAsurtfo-Dull (1829-1806), shah of Persia, 
was born on the 4th of April 1829. His mother, a capable princess 
of the Kajar family, persuaded Shah Mahommed, his father, to 
appoint him heir apparent, in preference to his elder brothers; 
and he was accordingly made governor of Azerbaijan. His 
succession to the throne, 13th October 1848, was vigorously 
disputed, especially -by the followers of the reformer El Bab, 
upon whom he wreaked terrible vengeance. In ass he re-
established friendly relations with France, and coming under the 
influence of Russia, signed a treaty of amity on the 17th of 
December with that power, but remained neutral during the 
Crimean war. In r856 he seized Herat, but a British army under 
Outruns landed in the Persian Gulf, defeated his forces and 
compelled him to evacuate the territory. The treaty of peace 
was signed at Paris, on the 4th of March 1837, and to the end of 
his reign he treated Great Britain and Russia with equal friend-
ship. In s866 the shah authorized the passage of the telegraph 
to India through his dominions and remioted his currency in the 
European fashion. In 1873, and again in 1889, he visited 
England in the course of his three sumptuous journeys to Europe, 
1873,1878489. The only results of his contact with Western 
civilization appear to have been the proclamation of religious 
toleration, the institution of a postal service, accession to the 
postal union and the establishment of a bank. He gave the 
monopoly of tobacco to a private company, but was soon com-
pelled to withdraw it in deference to the resistance of his subjects. 
Abstemious in habits, and devoted to music and poetry, he was 
a cultured, able and well-meaning ruler, and his reign, already 
uncannily long for an Eastern potentate, might have lasted still 
longer had it not been for the unpopular sale of the tobacco 
monopoly, which was probably a factor in his assassination at 
Teheran on the in of May 1896 by a member of the Babi faction. 
He was succeeded by his son Muzaffar-ed-din. 

IDLIBIDES, THR, of Granada, were the last of the Mahom-
medal), dynasties in Spain. They ruled from 1232 to 1492. They 
arose at the time when the king of Castile, Fernando the Saint, 
was conquering Andalusia. The dynasty was of remote Arabic 
origin, but its immediate source was the mountain range of the 
Alpujarra, and the founder was Yusuf (or Yahia) PNasr, a chief 
who was engaged in perpetual conflict with rival chiefs and in 
particular with the family of Beni-Hud, once kings at Saragossa, 
who held the fortress of Granada. Yusurs nephew (or son) 
Mahommed completed the defeat of the Beni-Hud largely by the 
help of the king of Castile, to whom he did homage and paid 
tribute. Mahommed /., called el Ghalib, i.e. the Conqueror (1238-
1273), served the Christian king against his own co-religionists 
at the siege of Seville and contrived to escape in the general 
wreck of the Mahommedan power. The internal history of the 
dynasty is largely made up of civil dissensions, personal rivalries, 
palace and harem intrigues. The direct male line of Mahommed 
el Ghalib ended with the fourth sultan, Nasr, in 1314. Nasr was 
succeeded by his cousin !mail (1314-1325), who is said to have 
been connected with the original stock only through women. 
From Mahommed el-Ghalib to Mahommed XI., called Boabdil, 
and also the little king" El Rey Chico " by the Christians, who lost 
Granada in 5492, there are counted twenty-nine reigns of the 
Nasrides, giving an average of nine years. But there was not the 
same number of sultans, for several of them were expelled and 
restored two or three times. Nor did all the members of the 
house who were allowed to have been sultans reign over all the 
territory still in Mahommedan hands. There were contemporary 
reigns in different parts, and tnbal or local rivalries between 
plain and hill, and the chief towns, Granada, Malaga and Guadix. 
The dissensions of the Nasrides reached their greatest pitch of 
fury during the very years in which the Catholic sovereigns were 
conquering their territory piecemeal, 1482-1492. Their position 
imposed a certain consistency of policy on these sultans. They 
submitted and paid tribute to the kings of Castile when they 
could not help doing so, but they endeavoured to use the support 
of Mahommedan rulers of northern Africa whenever ft was to be 
obtained. Granada became the recognized place of refuge for 
rebellious subjects of the kings of Castile, and on occasion 
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supported them against rebels. The end came when the weakness 
of Mahommedan rulers in Morocco coincided with the rule of 
strong sovereigns in Castile. Frontier wars between Mahom-
medan and Christian borderers were incessant, and at long 
intervals the kings of Castile made invasions on a considerable 
scale, without, however, following up any successes they might 
gain. The comparative prosperity of Granada was due to the 
concentration of a large population driven from other parts of 
Spain, and the consequent necessity for the intensive cultivation 
of the rich valleys lying among the ranges of mountains which 
encircle the kingdom, and the extensive " Vega " or plain of 
Granada. The reputation for civilization which the agitated 
Mahommedan state enjoys in history is based on the surviving 
parts of the highly decorated fortress palace of the Alhambra, 
which was mainly the work of three of the sultans, the founder, 
Mahommed el Gbalib, and his two successors. 

See S Lane-Poole. The Mahommedan Dynasties (London, 1894): 
and Historia de Granada. by Don M. Lafuente Alcintara (Grana. 

NASSARAWA, a province of the British protectorate of 
northern Nigeria, lying approximately between V 4o' and e E. 
and between 7°  40' and 9- N. It is situated on the northern 
bank of the river Benue, which in itswindings forms thesouthern 
frontier of the province. Nassarawa is bounded E. by the 
province of Muri, N.E. by Bauchi, N. by Zaria and W. by Nupe 
and the trans-Nigerian portion of the province of Kabba. It 
has an area of 18,000 sq. m. and an estimated population of 
1,soo,0o0. The province, like that of Bauchi, is traversed 
by mountainous regions. It possesses valuable forests and 
many fertile river valleys. Native products include rubber, 
palm kernels and beni seed. Cotton is grown extensively. 

Until the middle of the 18th century Nassarawa appears to have 
been peopled by many native tribes of a primitive type. About 
tyso an important pagan tribe, the Igbira, came from the south-
west across the Niger and established two rival kingdoms in the 
western portion of the province. Later the native inhabitants 
of Zaria, driven before the Fula, came from the north and 
occupied the central portion of Nassarawa. Later still (about 
1840) certain Fula of Zarin themselves conquered portions of 
the province, founded Keffi, spread as far as the Benue in the 
south-west corner and occupied the town and district of Abuja 
in the west. Fula also made a settlement at the town of 
Nassarawa and at Darroro in the N.E. A colony from Bornu 
entered the province and founded the important town of Leta 
Berebere in the eastern district. As a result of these movements 
the aboriginal tribes were driven into the hilly regions of the S.E. 
and N.E. The Munshi, a truculent and hardy people, hold • 
portion of the northern bank of the Benue, and the Kagoro and 
Attakar tribes hold the billy country to the N.E., through 
which the road passes from Keffi and Lafia to the Bauchi high-
lands. Before the British occupation the state of Nassarawa had 
become a partially subdued Fula emirate, exercising doubtful 
sway over the native pagans and paying a scarcely less doubtful 
allegiance on its own part to the Fula ruler of Zaria. The riverain 
tribes of Nassarawa were among the first to break into open 
aggression against the British administration established at 
Lokoja. In January 'gee they attacked a telegraph construc-
tion party in the Munshi country on the banks of the Benue. 
The result was the occupation of Keffi by British troops and 
the gradual subjugation of the province. In 1902 the first 
British resident, Captain Moloney, was murdered at Keffi by 
an official of the emir's court. The emir repudiated all re-
sponsibility for the crime, and the murderer fled to Kano, 
where his reception on friendly terms was among the incidents 
which determined the Sokoto-Kano campaign of mos. The 
British were now recognized as the rulers of Nigeria, and the 
emir of Nassarawa threw in his lot with the British government. 
Slave raiding was abolished and the slave trade made illegal. 
A British court of justice was established at the provincial head-
quarters and native courts in every district. Roads have been 
opened and trade is steadily increasing. In 19os an expedition 
was required against the Kagoro people, who occupy a vast open  

plateau having an elevation of about don ft. through which a 
short road to the Bauchi tin mines passes from the Benue. 
These people had been raiding the Fula for cattle and murdering 
traders upon the road. A splendid grazing country, healthy 
and also rich in rubber, was opened. The road to the tin mines 
was rendered safe and is now the Bauchi mail route. There is a 
cart road from Loko on the Benue to Keffi. (F. L. L.) 

NASSAU, a territory of Germany, now forming the bulk of the 
government district of Wiesbaden, in the Prussian province of 
Hesse-Nassau, but until 1866 an independent and sovereign duchy 
of Germany.. It consists of a compact mass of territory. 1830 
sq. ni. in area, bounded on the S. and W. by the Main and Rhine, 
on the N. by Westphalia and on the E. by Hesse. This territory 
is divided into two nearly equal parts by the river Lahn, which 
flows from east to west into the Rhine. The southern half is 
almost entirely occupied by the Taunus Mountains, which 
attain a height of 2900 ft. in the Great Feldberg, while to the 
north of the Lahn is the barren Westerwald, culminating in 
the Salzburgerkopf (moo ft.). The valleys and low-lying 
districts, especially the Rheingau, are very fertile, producing 
abundance of grain, flax, hemp and fruit; but by far the most 
valuable product of the soil is its wine, which includes several of 
the choicest Rhenish varieties, such as Johannisberger, Marco-
brunner and Assmannshiuser. Nassau is one of the most thickly 
wooded regions in Germany, about 42% of its surface being 
occupied by forests, which yield good timber and harbour large 
quantities of game. The rivers abound in fish, the salmon 
fisheries on the Rhine being especially important. There are 
upwards of a hundred mineral springs in the district, most of 
which formerly belonged to the duke, and afforded him a con-
siderable part of his revenue. The best known are those of 
Wiesbaden, Ems, Soden, Schwalbach, Schlangenbad, Geilnau 
and Fachingen. The other mineral wealth of Nassau includes 
iron, lead, copper, building stone, coals, slate, a little silver 
and a bed of malachite. Its manufactures, including cotton 
and woollen goods, are unimportant, but a brisk trade is carried 
on by rail and river in wine, timber, grain and fruit. There are 
few places of importance besides the above-named spas; Hochst 
is the only manufacturing town. Wiesbaden, with too,gss 
inhabitants, is the capital of the government district as it 
was of the duchy. In 1864 the duchy contained 468,311 in. 
habitants, of whom 242,000 were Protestants, 215.000 Roman 
Catholics and y000 Jews. The ecclesiastical jurisdiction was 
in the hands of the Protestant bishop of Wiesbaden and the 
Roman Catholic bishop of Limburg. Education was amply 
provided for in numerous higher and lower schools. The annual 
revenue of the dukedom was about £400,000 and it furnished a 
contingent of 6000 men to the army of the German Confederation. 

History.—During the Roman period the district enclosed by 
the Rhine, the Main and the Lahn was occupied by the Mattiaci 
and later by the Alamanni. The latter were subdued by the 
Franks under Clovis at the end of the sth century, and at the 
Partition of Verdun in 843 the country became part of the East 
Frankish or German kingdom. Christianity seems to have been 
introduced in the 4th century. The founder of the house of 
Nassau is usually regarded as a certain Drutwin (d. zo76), 
who, with his brother Dudo, count of Laurenburg, built a castle 
on a hill overlooking the Lahn, near the present town of Nassau. 
Drutwin's descendant Walram (d. 1198) took the title of count of 
Nassau, and placed his lands under the immediate suzerainty 
of the German king; previously he had been a vassal of the arch-
bishop of Trier. Then in lass Walram's grandsons, Wall= 
and Otto, divided between them their paternal inheritance. 
which had been steadily increasing in size. Walram took the 
part of Nassau lying on the left bank of the Lahn and made 
Wiesbaden his residence; Otto took the part on the right bank 
of the river and his capital was Siegen. The brothen thus founded 
the two branches of the house of Nassau, which have flourished 
to the present time. 

The fortunes of the Ottonlan, or younger line, belong mainly 
to the history of the Netherlands. The family was soon divided 
Into several branches, and in the 15th century one of its members. 
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Count Hogelbert L (d. 1442), obtained through marriage lands 
in Holland. Of his two sons one took the Dutch, and the other 
the German possessions of the house, but these were united again 
in !s04 under the sway of John, count of Nassau-Dillenburg, 
the head of a branch of the family which, in consequence of a 
series of deaths, the last of which took place in 2561, was a few 
years later the sole representative of the descendants of Count 
Otto. John's son was Count William the Rich (d. i559), and his 
grandson was the hero, William the Silent, who inherited the 
principality of Orange in 1544 and surrendered his prospective 
inheritance in Nassau to his brother John (d. 1626). William 
and his descendants were called princes of Orange-Nassau, and 
the line became extinct when the English king William III. 
died in 1702. Meanwhile the descendants of Count John, 
the rulers of Nassau, were flourishing. They were divided into 
several branches, and In r7o2 the head of one of these, John 
William Friso of Nassau-Dietz (d. r 711), whose ancestor had been 
made a prince of the Empire in 1654, inherited the title of prince 
of Orange and the lands of the English king in the Netherlands. 
A few yaws later in 1743 a number of deaths left John William's 
son, William, the sole representative of his family, and as such 
he ruled over the ancestral lands both in Nassau and in the 
Netherlands. In 1806, however, these were taken from a 
succeeding prince, William VI., because he refused to join the 
Confederation of the Rhine. Some of them wereeven in Ohs 
to the other main line of the family, the one descended from 
Count Walram (see below). In 1815 William VL became king 
of the Netherlandsu William I., and was compensated for this 
loss by the grant of parts of Luxemburg and the title of grand-
duke. When in 1890 William's male line died out Luxemburg, 
Glee Nassau, passed to the descendants of Count Walram. In 
the female line . he is now represented by the queen of the 
Netherlands. 

Adolph of Nassau, a son of Walnim, the founder of the elder 
line of the house of Nassau, became German king in 1292, but 
was defeated and slain by his rival, Albert of Austria, in 2298. 
The territories of his descendants were partitioned several 
times, but these branch lines did not usually perpetuate them-
selves beyond a few generations, and Waleam's share of Nassau 
was again united in inos under Louis II. of Nassau-Weilburg 
(d. 1626). Soon, however, the family was again divided; three 
branches were formed, those of SaarbrUcken, Idstein and Weil-
burg, the heads of the first two becoming princes of the Empire 
in 2688. Other partitions followed, but at the opening of the 
igth century only two lines were flourishing, those of Nassau-
Usingen and Nassau-Weilburg. In slot Charles William, 
prince of Nasaau-Usingen, was deprived by France of his lands 
on the left bank of the Rhine, but both he and Frederick William 
of Nassau-Weilburg, who suffered a similar loss, received ample 
compensation. In t8o6 both Frederick William and Frederick 
Augustus, the brother and successor of Charles William, joined 
the Confederation of the Rhine and received from Napoleon 
the title of duke, but after the battle of Leipzig they threw in 
their lot with the allies, and in 1813 joined the German Con-
federation. As a result of the changes of i8r s Frederick Augustus 
of Nassau-Usingen ceded some of his newly-acquired lands to 
Prussia, receiving in return the greater part of the German 
possessions of the Ottonian branch of the house of Nassau (see 
above). In March 1816 he died without sons and the whole 
of Nassau was united under the rule of Frederick William of 
Nassau-Weilburg as duke of Nassau. Already in 1814 Frederick 
William had granted a constitution to his subjects, which pro-
vided for two representative chambers, and under his son William, 
who succeeded in !SA, the first landtag met in 1818. At once, 
however, it came into collision with the duke about the ducal 
domains, and these dissensions were not settled until 1836. 
In this year the duchy took an important step in the develop-
ment of its material prosperity by joining the German Zollverein. 
In 2848 Duke Adolph, the son and successor of Duke William, 
was compelled to yield to the temper of the times and to grant 
a more liberal constitution to Nassau, but in the following years 
a series of reactionary measures reduced matters to their former  

unsatisfactory condition. The duke adhered stedfastly to his 
conservative principles, while his people showed their sympathies 
by electing one liberal landtag after another. In 1866 Adolph 
espoused the cause of Austria, sent his troops into the field and 
asked the landtag for money. This was refused, Adolph was 
soon a fugitive before the Prussian troops, and on the 3rd of 
October 2866 Nassau was formally incorporated with the 
kingdom of Prussia. The deposed duke entered in i867 into a 
convention with Prussia by which he retained a few castles and 
received an indemnity of about £r,soo,000 for renouncing his 
claim to Nassau. In r890, on the extinction of the collateral line 
of his house, he became grand-duke of Luxemburg, and he died 
on the r7th of November zoos. 

The town of Nassau (Lat. Nasonga) on the right bank of the 
Latin, . above Coblenz, is interesting as the birthplace of 
the Prussian statesman, Freiherr von Stein. Pop. (19os) 2238. 
It has a Roman Catholic and an Evangelical church, while its 
main industries are brewing and mining. Near the town are 
the ruins of the castle of Stein, first mentioned in 2138, with a 
marble statue of Stein, while the ruins of the ancestral castle 
of the house of Nassau may also be seen. 

For the history of Nassau see Hennes, Gest/sickle der Grafi* sow 
Nassau 6ts 2x52(Cologne, 1843); von SchOtz, Gesckickte des Hereof-
Saws Nassau (Wiesbaden, '853); von Witzleben, Genealogie and 
Geschiehee der Firstenhattses Nassau (Stuttgart, 1855); F. W. T. 
Schliephake and K. Menzel, Geschichle von Nassau (Wiesbaden, 
1865-1889); the Codex diplomatic -us Inman's, edited by K. Menzel 
and W. Saner (1885-1887); and the Annalen des Verehts fdr =mu-
ink Aliertsmeskunde and Geschichisforschnn (1827 fol.). 

NAST, THOMAS (1840-1902), American caricaturist, was born 
on the 27th of September 1840, in the military barracks of 
Landau, Germany, the son of a musician in the Ninth regiment 
Bavarian band. His mother took him to New York in 1846. 
He studied art there for about a year with Theodore Kaufmann 
and then at the school of the National Academy of Design. 
At the age of fifteen he became a draughtsman for Frank 
Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper; three years afterwards for 
Harper's Weekly. In s86o he went to England for the New 
Yak Illustrated News to depict the prize-fight between Humus 
and Sayers, and then joined Garibaldi in Italy as artist for 
The Illustrated London News. His first serious work in caricature 
was the cartoon " Peace " in 1862, directed against those in 
the North who opposed the prosecution of the Civil War. This 
and his other cartoons during the Civil War and Reconstruction 
days were published in Harper's Weekly; they attracted great 
attention, and Nast was called by President Lincoln " our best 
recruiting sergeant." Even more able were Nast's cartoons 
against the Tweed Ring conspiracy in New York city; his 
caricature of Tweed being the means of the latter's identifica-
tion and arrest at Vigo. In :873, 1885 and i887 Nast toured 
the United States as lecturer and sketch-artist, but with the 
advent of new methods and younger blood his vogue decreased. 
He had been an ardent Republican in his earlier years; had 
bitterly attacked President Johnson and his Reconstruction 
policy; had ridiculed Greeley's candidature, and had opposed 
inflation of the currency, notably with his famous " rag-baby 
cartoons, but his advocacy of civil service reform and his distrust 
of Blaine forced him to become a Mugwump and in 2884 an open 
supporter of the Democratic party, from which in 2892 he re-
turned to the Republican party and the support of Harrison. 
He had lost practically all of his earnings by the failure of Grant 
and Ward, and in May 1902 was appointed by President Roosevelt 
consul-general at Guayaquil, Ecuador, where he died on the 7th 
of December in the same year. He did some painting in oil 
and some book illustrations, but these were comparatively 
unimportant, and his fame rests on his caricatures and political 
cartoons. Nast introduced the donkey to typify the Democratic 
party, the elephant to typify the Republican party, and the 
tiger to typify Tammany Hall, and introduced into American 
cartoons the practice of modernizing scenes from Shakespeare 
for a political purpose. 

See A. B. Paine, Thomas Nast, his Period and his hawses tNew 
York, 1904). 
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NASTURTIUM, or Inman cases, Treimorium Inaba, a 
perennial climber, native of Peru, but in cultivation treated 
as a hardy annual. It climbs by means of the long stalk of the 
peltate leaf which is sensitive to contact like a tendril. The 
irregular flowers have five sepals united at the base, the dorsal 
one produced into a spurred development of the axis; of the 
five petals the two upper are slightly different and stand rather 
apart from the lower three; the eight stamens are unequal and 
the pistil consists of three carpels which fogy a fleshy fruit 
separating into three one-seeded portions. The flowers are 
sometimes eaten in salads, and the leaves and young green fruits 
are pickled in vinegar as a substitute for capers. The pungency 
of the nasturtium officinal, the water-cress, gave it its name 
nasi-tortium, that which twists the nose. The plant should 
have a warm situation, and the soil should be light and well 
enriched; sow thinly early in April, either near a fence or wall, 
or in an open spot, where it will require stakes 6 to 8 ft. high. 

The dwarf form known as Tom Thumb (T. m. mums), is an 
excellent bedding or border flower, growing about a foot high. 
Sow in April in the beds or borders; and again in May for a 
succession. Other fine annual Tropaeolums are T. Lobbianutn 
with long spurred orange flowers and numerous varieties; and 
T. minus, a kind of miniature T. majus with yellow, scarlet and 
crimson varieties. 

The genus Tropaeolum, native of South America and Mexico, 
includes about 35 species of generally climbing annual and 
perennial herbs with orange, yellow, rarely purple or blue, 
irregular flowers, T. peregristuns is the well-known canary 
creeper. The flame nasturtium with brilliant scarlet blossoms 
is T. speciesuas from Chile; it has tuberous roots, as have also 
such well-known perennials as T. polyphyllum, T. podaphyllum. 
Of these T. specie:mon should be grown in England in positions 
facing north; it flourishes in Scotland. 

NATAL, a maritime province of the Union of South Africa, 
situated nearly between 27° and 315  S., 20°  and 33* E. It is 
bounded S.E. by the Indian Ocean, S.W. by the Cape province 
and Basutoland, N.W. by the Orange Free State province, N. 
and N.E. by the Transvaal and Portuguese East Africa. It has a 
coast line of 376 m.; its greatest length N. to S. in a direct line 
is 247 tn.; its greatest breadth E. to W., also in a direct line, 
200 m. Natal has an area of 35,371 sq. m., being nearly three-
quarters the size of England. (For map see Sours Antics.) 
The province consists of two great divisions, namely Natal 
proper and Zululand (q.v.). Natal proper has a seaboard of 166 m. 
and an area of 24,910 sq. m., Zululand, in which is included 
Amatongaland, a seaboard of 210 m. and an area ofA 10,4-1 sq. m. 
It lies north-east of Natal. In this article the description of the 
physical features, &c. refers only to Natal proper. 

Physical Features.—The terrace formation of the land char-
acteristic of other coast regions of South Africa prevails in Natal. 
The country may be likened to a steep,  and gigantic staircase 
leading to a broad and level land lying beyond its borders. 
The rocky barrier which shuts off this land is part of the Drakens-
berg range. From the mountain sides flow many rivers which 
dash in magnificent waterfalls and through deep gorges to the 
sea. Falling 8000 or more feet in little over ace rn., these streams 
are unnavigable. The south-eastern sides of the mountains are 
in part covered with heavy timber, while the semi-tropical 
luxuriance of the coast belt has earned for Natal the title of 
" the garden colony." 

The coast trends, in an almost unbroken line, from S.W.to N.E. 
It extends from the mouth of the Umtamvuna river (3e 4' S., 
3o*  t 2' E.), which separates Natal from the Cape, to the mouth of 
the Tugela (29. S., 3e 30' E.), which marks the frontier 
between Natal and Zululand. The only considerable indentation 
is at Durban, about two-thirds of the distance from the Umtam-
vuna to the 'Tugela, where there is a wide and shallow bay, 
covering with its islands nearly 8 sq. m. The coast, though low 
and sandy in places, is for the most part rocky and dangerous. 
The warm Mozambique current sweeps down from the N.E., 
setting up a back drift close in shore. The southern entrance 
to Durban harbour is marked by a bold bluff, the Bluff of Natal,  

which is as* ft. high and forested to the water's edge. Opposite 
the Bluff a low sandy spit called the Point forms the northern 
entrance to the harbour. North of Durban the coast belt, 
hitherto very narrow, widens out and becomes more flat. But 
the greater part of the coast region, which has an average depth 
of 15 ro., is broken and rugged. Ranges of hills lead to the first 
plateau, which has an average elevation of a000 ft. and is of 
ill-defined extent. Here the land loses its semi-tropical character 
and resembles more the plains of the Orange Free State and the 
Transvaal. The second plateau, reached by a steep ascent, 
has an elevation of from nearly 4000 to fully s000 ft. It is an 
undulating plain, grass-covered, but for the most part without 
trees or bush. It continues to the foot of the Drakensberg range, 
the mountains rising towards the S.W., with almost perpendicular 
sides, 6000 to 7000 ft. above the country at their base. North-
west, towards the Transvaal, the mountains are of lower elevation 
and more rounded contours. 

Mountains.—Although the division of the country Into terraces 
separated by ranges of hills is clearly marked in venous districts, 
as for instance between Durban and Coterie°, the province is traversed  
by many secondary chains, as well as by spurs of the Drakensberg. 
The highest points of that range, and the highest land in Africa south 
of Kilimanjaro, lie within the borders of Natal. The Drakensberg 
(q.v.), from Majuba Hill on the N.W. to Bushman's Nek in the S.W., 
form the frontier of the province, the crest of the range being gener-
ally within Natal. This is the case in the Mont-aux•Sources t,t70 
ft.) and Cathkin Peak or Champagne Castle (10,357 ft.); the top of 
the third great height, Giant's Castle (9657 ft. ? , is in Basutoland, but 
its seaward slopes are in Natal. From Giant's Castle to Mont-aux-
Sources, in which, forsaking their general direction, the Drakensberg 
run S.E. to N.W., the mountains attain an elevation of zo.cloo to 

,000 ft., with few breaks in their face. North of Mont-aux-Sources 
the mountain ridge sinks to 8000 and less feet, and here are several 
passes leading into the Orange Free State. Laing's Nek is a pass 
into the Transvaal The chief heights in Natal between Mont-au:-
Sources and Laing's Nck are Tintwa (7500 ft.). Inkwelo(68o8 ft.) 
and the flat-topped Majuba (7000 ft.). Spurs from the Drakensberg, 
at right angles to the main range, er. the plateaus. The most 
northern, which runs E. from Main!), the Lebombo Mountains, 
coincides roughly with the northern fro:, tier of Natal. It is one of 
the transverse chains connecting the eastern coast range with the 
higher terraces and goes under a variety of names, such as Elands 
Berg and byname Mountains. A second range, the Biggarsberg, 
starts from the Drakensberg near Mount Malani and goes ES.E. 
to the junction of Mooi, Buffalo and Tugela rivers. This range con-
tains, in Indumeni (7200 ft.), the highest mountain in Natal outside 
the main Dmkensbal: third range runs N.E. from Giant's Castle 
towards the Bigg . It lies north of the Mooi river, and its 
most general name is ooi River Heights. A fourth range also 
diverges from Giant's Castle and ramifies in various branches over 
a large tract of country, one branch running by Pietermaritzburg 
to the Berea hills overlooking Durban. The chief height in this 
fourth maze 

i 
 is Spion Hop (7037 ft.), about 25 m. S.E. of Giant's 

Castle. This is not the Spion Kop rendered famous during the 
Anglo-Boer War of t8991902. That Spion Kop, with Vaal Kranz 
and Pieter's Hills, are heights on the northern bank of the upper 
Tugela. 

dary.  ranges with heights of s000 and more feet are numerous, 
whilst lofty isolated mountains rise from the plateaus. The greatest 
of these isolated masses is Mahwaqa (6834 ft.), in the south-west 
part of the country. Of many flat-topped hills the best known is the 
Table Mountain east of Pietermaritzburg. 

Raters. —All the rivers of Natal not purely coast streams have 
their origin in the Drakensberg or Its secondary ranges. The largm 
and longest [  the Tugela, with the Buffalo, Moot. Klip and other 
tributanes is treated separately. The Tugela basin drains the 
whole country north of a line drawn in a direct line east from Giant's 
Castle. The Umkomaas (' gatherer of waters ") rises in Giant's 
Castle and flows in a south-easterly course to the sea. Though it 
makes no large sweeps it has so tortuous a course that its length 
(some 200 in.) is twice that of the valley through which it flows. 
Its banks in its upper course are wild and picturesque, with occasional 
wide deep valleys, with climate and vegetation resembling the coast 
belt. The Umzimkulu river rises in Bamboo Castle. in the Draken*. 
berg, and, with bolder curves than the Umkomaas, runs in a coune 
generally parallel with that stream S.E. to the sea, its mouth being 
about 40 m. south of that of the Umkomaas. The Ingwanpra.ne 
rises in the Drakensberg south of the Umzimkulu, which it joins 
after a course of some so m. Below the junction the Umzimkulu 
forms for some distance the frontier between Natal and the Griqua-
land East division of the Cape. The scenery along the river valley 
(120 m. long) is very striking, in turns rugged and desolate, verdant 
and smiling, with patches of dense forest and heights wooded to 
their summit. Port Shetone is situated at the mouth of the river, 
which, like that of all others in Natal, is obstructed by a bar. As a 
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result of harbour works, however, a channel has been cleared and 
steamers can ascend the river for 6 m. 

The Pongola rises in the Transvaal in high ground N.E- of Wakker-
cocoas and flows E., forming, for the greater part of its course, the 
northern frontier of the province. After piercing the Lebombo 
Mountains, it turns N. and joins the ?depute, a river emptying into 
Delagoa Bay. The Umgeni, which rises in the Spion Kop hills some 
3o m_ S.E. of Giant's Castle, passes through the central part of Natal 
and reaches the sea 4 m. N. of Durban. It flows alternately through 
mountainous and pastoral country, and is known for two magnifsent 
waterfalls, both within 12 M. of Pietermaritzburg. The upper fall 
is close to the village of Novick. Here the Umgeni leaps in a ,,i ogle 
sheet of water down a precipice over 3$0 ft. high, more than double 
the height of Niagara, forming, when the river is swollen by the 
rains, a spectacle of rare magnificence. Some 12 M. below are the 
Karkloof or Lower Falls, where in a aeries of beaut4,11 e.:- ,des 
the water descends to the plain. Other rivers of Nat.d c ' .;, rise 
in the spurs of the Drakensberg or in the higher terraces are the 
Umvoti, which runs south of the Tugela and gives its name to a 
county division, the Umlaas (which gives Durn its main water 
supply, the !novo. which traverse the country between the 
Cmgeni and Unikornaas, and the Umtamvuna, noteworthy as 
forming the boundary between Natal and Pondoland. There are 
also seventeen distinct coast streams in the colony. 

IGeology. ,—The general geological structure of Natal and Zululand 
is simple. It consists of a aeries of plateaus formed of sedimentary 
i '',..s which mainly belong to three formations of widely separated 
-_-s, and which rest on a platform of granitic and metamorphic 

rut ks. 
The geological formations represented indude :-- 

Post.Cretaceous 
and Recent 

	

Cretaceous 	Littoral of Zululand. 
Plateau Bsnlidassaulmt a.e.  

Red Beds. 
Stormberg Series. 
Beaufort Series. 
Ecca Series. 
Ecca Glacial Series (Dwyka Conglomerate). 

	

Cape System 	Table Mountain Sandstone Series_ 
Quartzites. Conglomerates and Shales of { 

Nkandhla, Umfolosi river. 
Gneisses, Schiats, Marbles, Granites (Swazi-

land Series). 
Pre-Cape Rocks.—The granites and schists occur in close associa-

tion. The series covers considerable areas in the lowest parts of the 
valleys and near the coast. The widest areas ate in Zululand. In the 
l'mzsinkuln river and in the Tugela river below its junction with the 
Buffalo, metamorphic limestones are associated with schists, gneiases 
and granites. A group of highly inclined quartzites, altered con-
glomerates and jasperoid rocks which crop out on the Umhlatuzi 
river, between Melmoth and Nkandhla and on the White Umfolosi 
river above Ulundi Plains, is considered by Anderson to represent 
some portion of the Lower Witwatersrand series. The conglomerates 
are true ' banket " and are auriferous, but the gold has not been 
met with in payable quantities. 

Table Mountain SaNdstent Series.—This rests unconformably 
on the pre-Cape rocks. Traced northwards, the series becomes 
thinner and finally dies out. As a rule denudation, which has acted 
on a magnificent scale, has removed all but a few hundred feet of 
the basement beds. The maximum thickness of 2000 ft. occurs near 
Melnioth. The beds are usually thin false-bedded sandstones with 
an almost complete absence of shales. A conglomerate at the base 
contains traces of gold. Griesbach mentions the occurrence of some 
small bivalves in the shales of Greytown, but Anderson failed to 
find any fossils. 

Eros Glacial Serier.—A great unconformity separates the Table 
Mountain and Ecca series. In the Cape this gap is represented by 
the Witteberg and Bokkeveld series. The Dliwyka conglomerate 
rarely attains any great thickness though forming wide outcrops. 
It is usually a hard compact rock containing striated stones. The 
Umgeni quarries, where the rock is used for road-metal, furnish the 
best exposures. 

Ecca Series.—With the Beaufort series this occupies over two 
 of the western portion of the province and has wide outcrops 

in Zululand and in the Vryheid districts. The Eau shales contain 
some of-the best coals of South Africa, but the seams contain much 
unmarketable coal. Around Dundee and Newcastle the coals are 
bituminous. In Zululand they are chiefly anthracitic. The fossils 
include several species of Glarropieris among them: Glossopteria 

a See C. L. Gsiesbach, " On the Geology of Natal in South Af rica," 

r rt. Jens. Geol. Soc. vol. :evil pp. •-72 (14871,1; P.-C. Slither. 
id. " Notes on an Ancient Boulder Clay of a13," Qatari. Jaunt. 

Geol. Soc. vol. sarvi. pp. st4-517 (1870); W. Anderson, Reports, 
Geol. Sunray, Natal cad Zululand (Pietermaritzburg. [gal; London, 
1904); and " Science in South Africa," Mendbook, Bra. Assoc.  PP. 
260-212 (Cape Town, loos). 

Isowniana ear iedicas Bunts. Phylloiluers Zeilleri 	Es/bay 
Greyii, Jones, indicating a Permo-Carboniferous age. 

&anleei Series.—The Ecca series graduates upwards into the . 
highly coloured sandstones and shales of the Beaufort series. Fossil 
reptilian remains, chiefly Diomedes, are abundant. 

Sternberg Swim—Thu; consists of sandstones and shales with thin 
seams of coal. The chief outcrops occur around Bi rsberg and 
along the upper slopes of the Drakensberg. The fossil ra—Tkinx.. 
/skim °demi° pie, antes, Morn and a Piero phyl um—indicate a Rhaetic 
age. No reptilian remains have been found. 

Upper Karroo.—The Red beds and Cave sandstones occur along 
the eastern flanks of the Drakensbcrg. 

Cretaceous.—Deposits of this age are confined to the littoral. 
They are exceedingly prolific in fossils which pro, them to be of 
Upper Cretaceous age. A long list of fossils has to obtained from 
Umkivelats. H ill. Zululand. M'.G.•1 

Clinsak.—Wal, a iise in level (not reckoning she mountain tops) 
of ssoo ft. in a distance of 170 in., Natal possesses several varieties 
of climate but is nowhere unhealthy. The climate is comparable 
to that of north Italy. The valleys and coast belt, though practically 
free from malarial fever, are hot and humid, and fires in dwelling 
houses are seldom required even in the coolest months; the lower 
plateaus are cool and the air dry; the uplands arc bracing and 
often very cold, with snow on the ground in winter. The year is 
divided into two seasons, summer, which begins in October and ends 
in March, and winter, which fills up the rest of the year. Summer 
is the rainy season, and May, June and July the driest months of 
the year. The mean temperature at Durban, records taken at ato 
ft. above the sea, is 70• F., varying from la* in winter to sir in 
summer. The average summer humidity Is 7 6 %, that of winter 
74 Ye. At Pietermaritzburg, 41 m. inland and 2200 ft. above the sea, 
the temperature is about 64°. In the uplands the heat of summer is 
often greater than on the coast, but the air is less humid and the 
nights are generally cool Both the humidity and the temperature 
are increased by the great mass of water, the Mozambique current, 
flowing south from the equatorial regions. At Durban the annual 
rainfall is about 40 in., at Pietermaritzburg 38. The average for the 
province is believed to be about 3o in. In 1693, the year of highest 
recorded rainfall, 7o in. fell on the coast districts. Thunderstorms, 
averaging nearly one hundred in the year, and violent hailstorms, 
occur in summer, being most severe in the interior. The storms 
serve to modify the intense heat, though the lightning and hail 
cause considerable damage.The prevailing winds on the coast ate 
north-east, warm and humid, and south-west, cool and bracing, 
though in summer the south-west wind brings rain. Inland, chiefly 
in early summer, a hot dry wind, often accompanied by a dust 
storm, blows from the north. These winds, which blow on an 
average twenty-five days in the year, seldom reach the coast and are 
generally followed by thin. Inhabitants of Natal are practically 
exempt from chest diseases. 

Flore.—Botanically, Natal is divided into three zones; (I) the 
coast belt, extending from the sea inland to heights of 'so° ft., 
and in some cases to ifoo and a000 ft.; (a) the midland region, 
which rises to 4000 ft.; (3) the upper regions. In these zones the 
flora varies from sub-tropical to sub-alpine. The heaths and pro-
testis common at the Cape peninsula, in Basutoland and other parts 
of South Africa, are rare in Natal, but almost any species of the flora 
of semi-tropical and temperate countries introduced attains perfection. 
The trees and plants characteristic of each zone are not always 
confined to that zone, but in several instances, when common to the 
coast belt and the midlands, their character alters according to the 
elevation of the land. The dense bush or jungle of evergreen trees. 
climbers and flowering shrubs, which up to the middle of the Ieth 
century covered the greater part of the coast belt, has largely dis-
appeared. There are still, however, in the coast belt woods of 
leguminous evergreens bearing bright-coloured flowers. The trees 
in these woods are generally from so to so ft. in height and include 
the knob-thorn, water-boom, kafir-boom (with brilliant scarlet 
flowers), the Cape chestnut and milkwoods (Mimicropr). But the 
most striking of the coast-belt flora are the tropical forms—the palm, 
mangrove, wild banana (.11relitsiaaugusta), tree-ferns, tree euphorbiL 
candelabra spurge and Caput medusas. Of palms there are two 
varieties, the ilala (Hyphaene oinks), found only by the sea shore 
and a mile or two inland, and the isundu ("nein recliaara), more 
widespread and found at heights up to- 2000 ft. or even higher. 
The amatungulu or Natal plum, found chiefly near the sea, is one of 
the few wild plantiwith edible fruit. Its leaves are of a glossy dark 
green, its flower white and star.shaped, and its fruit resembles the 
plum. Other wild fruits are the so-called Cape gooseberry (not 
native to Natal) and the kaw apple or Dingaara apricot, which grows 
on a species of ebony tree. 

The midland region is characterized by grass lands (the Natal = are long and coarse) and by considerable areas of flat-topped 
bush mimosa. The bush is not as a rule dense, nor is it of any 

gran height- A tree peculiar to this zone is the Alberta maw. 
It has dull pink flowers, succeeded by seed vessels, each of which is 
crowned by two Iscariot-coloured leafy lobes. A grass belt separates 
the thorn bush from the districts carrying heavy timber, (*Auld 
mainly in the upland sone, along the sides of the mountains ex-
posed to the rains and in kinds. The indigenous timber trees are 

U. Karroo . 

L. Karroo . 

Pre-Cape Rocks 
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principally the yellow wood (Podocorpon), snemewood (Pleroxyles 
task), stinkwood (Oreottaplins Mellott), black ironwood (OW kiwi-
belie), white ironwood (Yrit faisr,solasa), and umtomboti (Ireavearia 
airicatm); all are very useful woods, and the yellow wood, sneeze-
wood, stinkwood and ironwood when polished have grain and 
colour equal to maple, walnut and ebony. The " rooibesje," red 
mar and milkwood trees are used for boatbuilding. The Australian 
Ear lyptus and Casuarina in great variety, and many other imported 
trees, Including syringes, wattles, acacias, willows, pines, cypress. 
cork and oak all thrive when properly planted and protected from 
grass firm. The black wattle has been extensively planted and 
flourishes at elevations of from moo to g000 ft. Its bark forms a 
valuable article of commerce. 

Flowers which bloom in the early spring are abundant, especially 
On the edges of forests. Among those found throughout the country 
are the Dieranta pendala, the orchid and the " everlasting." As a 
rule flowers common to all zones are on the coast smaller and with 
paler colours than they are in the midlands. Aloes are common; 
m part of the midland zone they form when in bloom with abundance 
of orange and scarlet flowers a most picturesque sight. Of Cyca-
diem the &awe; paradoxa is peculiar to Natal. There is but 
one cactus indigenous to Natal; it is found hanging from perpen-
dicular rocks in the midlands. There are, however, several species of 
euphorbia of the miscalled cacti. Climbing plants with gorgeous 
flowers are common, and there are numerous species of Compositae 
and about a hundred cinchonaceous plants. Bulbous plants are 
also very numerous. The most common are the Natal lily with 
pink and white ribbed bells, the fire-lily, with flame-coloured blos- 
som, bdas, gladiolas, the Ifafa lily, with fuchsia-like clusters, and 
the arum lily. A conspicuous veld plant is the orange and crimson 
kmais, growing 6 ft. high. Geraniums are somewhat scarce. Fern 
life is abundant; 126 species are indigenous, two being tree-ferns. 
Om of these, Cyedisa dregei, found in moist places and open land, 
has a stem 20 ft. high ; the stem of the other, Hetnitelia capenris, 
sometimes reaches go ft. The ferns are most common in the midland 
zone and In the heavy timber forests. Sixty different species have 
been identified in one valley not more than r m. long and about 
too yds. in breadth. Among fruit trees, besides the wild fruits 
already mentioned, are the pineapple, mango, papua, guava, great'. 
dills, rose apple, custard apple, soursop, loquat, naartje, .haddock 
and citrous fruits. 

Farina.—The larger animals which abounded in Natal in the first 
half of the 19th century have been exterminated or driven out of the 
country. This fate has overtaken the elephant, giraffe, the buffalo, 
quagga, gnu, blesbok, gemsbok and ostrich. If the Vryheid district 
be excluded, the lion and rhinoceros may be added to this list; 
and the Vryheid district belongs geographically to Zululand. Hip-
popotami are still found in the Umgeni river and crocodiles in several 
of the coast streams. Leopards and panthers are found in thickly 
wooded kloofs. Hyenas, jackals, wild pig, polecats and wild dogs 

 pietas) of different species are still found in or about bush 
jungles and forest clumps; elands (Antilope areas) are preserved on 
some estates, and there are at least ten distinct species of antelope 
(hartebeest. bushbok, sulker, rietbok, rhebok, rovibok, blauwbok, 
&c.). In the Vryheid district the kudu, blue wildebeest, waterbuck, 
reedbuck, impala, ateinbok and klipspringer are also found. Several 
of these species are now preserved. Anteaters (Orycteroparcapensis), 
porcupines, weasels, squirrels, rock rabbits, hares and cane rats are 
common in different localities. Baboons (Cprocephalus porearins) 
and monkeys of different kinds frequent the mountains and rocky 
kloofs and bush and timber lands. The birds of Natal' are of 
many species; some have beautiful plumage, but none of them, 
with the exception of the canary, are to be considered as songsters. 
Among the larger birds are cranes, herons, the ibis, storks, eagles, 
vultures, falcons, hawks, kites, owls, the secretary birds, pelicans, 
flamingoes, wild duck and geese, gulls, and of game birds, the paauw, 
koraan, pheasant, partridge, guinea fowl and quail. The other birds 
include parrots, toucans, gaudily coloured cuckoos, lories, swallows, 
shrikes, sun-birds, kingfisher, weavers, finches, wild pigeons and 
crows. The otter is found in some of the rivers, which are also fre-
quented, near their mouths, by turtles. These last are also found 
in the coast lagoons and sometimes are of great size. Iguanas, 4 and 
g ft. long, are found on the wooded banks of the rivers; small 
lizards and chameleons am common, and there ate several varieties 
of tortoise. 

Of snakes there am about forty distinct species or varieties. 
The most dreaded by the natives are called " seteesba," of which 
there are at least eight different kinds; these snakes elevate and 
throw themselves forward, and have been known to pursue a horse-
man. One sort of intamba, named by the natives " 
is crested, and its body is of a bright flame colour. The sluggish 

cl-edadder ((Clotho widow) is common and very dangerous. A 
snake (Neje losentackates), the *fad of the natives, is 

dangerous, and spits or ejects its poison; besides this there are a 
few other varieties of the cobra ssppeeccreess.. The largest of the serpent 
tribe, however, is the python ( Melia wede lns). called inliteati 
by the natives; its usual haunts are by streams amongst rocky 
boulders and in jungles, and instances are recorded of its strangling 

See R. B. and J. D. Woodward, Naiad Birds (Maritzburg. 1899). 

and crushing adult natives. It is common in the coast districts,
and is sometimes 20 ft. long. Insects abound in great numbers, 
the most troublesome and destructive being the tick (bodes =sal-
emus), which infests the pasturage, and the white ant (Tomes 
reorder). Occasionally vast armies of locusts or caterpillars advance 
over large tracts of country, devouring all vegetation in their line 
of march. The fish moth, • steel-grey slimy active flab-shaped 
insect, is found is every house and is very destructive. Fiats of 
excellent quality and in great quantities abound on the coast. They 
include shad, rock cod, mackerel, mullet, bream and soles; sharks, 
stingrays, cuttlefish and the octopus are also common in tbe waters 
off the coast of Natal. Prawns, crayfishand oysters are also ca b- 
tainable, and turtle (Chelonia ) are frequently captured. 
Freshwater scale-fish are mostly full of bones, but fine eels and 
barbel are plentiful in the rivers. Trout have been introduced 'into 
some of the higher reaches of the rivers. 

Inhabilants.—At the census of 5904 the population of the 
province, including Zululand, was 1,108,754.' Of this total 
8.8%, or 97,509, were Europeans, 9%, or 100,918, Asiatics and 
the rest natives of South Africa, mainly of Zulu-Kaffir stock. 
Of the 824,063 natives, 203,373 lived in Zululand. The white and 
Asiatic population nearly doubled in the thirteen years since 
the previous census, allowance being made for the Utrecht and 
Vryheid districts, which in 189: formed part of the Transvaal. 
Of the total population 985,167 live in rural areas, the average 
density for the whole country being 31'34 per sq. M. The 
white population is divided into 56,758 males and 0,352 females. 
Of the white inhabitants the great majority are British. Some 
12,500 are of Dutch extraction; these live chiefly In the districts 
of Utrecht and Vryheid. There are also about 4500 Natalia= of 
German extraction, settled mainly in the New Hahover and 
Umzimkulu districts. The Asiatics at the r9o4 census were 
divided into 63,497 males and 37,42t females. They include a 
few high caste Indians, Arabs and Chinese, but the great majority 
are Indian coolies. The Asiatics are mainly congregated In the 
coast districts between the Umzimkulu and Tugela rivers. 
In this region (which includes Durban) the Asiatic population 
was 61,854. In none of the inland districts did the Asiatic 
inhabitants number 2000. The coolies are employed chiefly on 
the sugar. coffee, cotton and other plantations, a small proportion 
being employed in the coal-mines. 

The native inhabitants of Natal proper were almost exter-
minated by the Zulus in the early years of the 19th century. 
Before that period the natives of what is now Natal proper were 
estimated to number about too,coo. In 2838 when the Zulu 
power was first checked the natives had been reduced to about 
20,000. The stoppage of intertribal wars by the British, aided 
by a great influx of refugees from Zululand, led to a rapid increase 
of the population. With the exception of a few Bushmen, 
who cling to the slopes of the Drakensberg, all the natives are of 
Bantu stock. Before the Zulu devastations the natives belonged 
to the Ama-Rosa branch of the Kaffirs and are said to have been 
divided int, ninety-four different tribes; to-day all the tribes 
have a large admixture of Zulu blood (see KAFY1RS, ZULULAND 
and BANTU LANGUAGES). The Natal natives have preserved 
their tribal organization to a considerable extent. Nearly Soto 
live in special reserves or locations, the area set apart for native 
occupation being about 4000 sq. M. exclusive of Zululand. 
Most of the remainder are employed on or live upon farms owned 
by whites, paying annual rents of from Li to is or more. There 
were, however, in 1904, 69,746 male natives and 10,232 female 
natives in domestic service. Of the tribes who were in Natal 
before the Zulu invasion about aro, the two largest are the 
Abatembu (who are in five main divisions and number about 
30,000) and the Araakwabe (seven divisions and about 20,000 
people). Other large tribes are the Amanyuswa (ten divisions-
38,000 people), the Amakuuu (three divisions-26,000 people), 
and the Amabomvu (five divisions-25,000 people). The three 
last tribes are among those which sought refuge in Natal from 
Zulu persecution, before the establishment of British rule in 
1843. The number of half-castes is remarkably small, at the 
census of 19o4 the number of "mixed and others," which 

*The following is the official estimate of the population on the 
31st of Lietember 1908: Europeans 95443, natives rIZ .3(t.  
eluding 706 " mixed and others"). Asiatics t16,679 : t 
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includes Griquas and Hottentots and ntin-abodginal negroes, 
was only 6686. 

Mei Tawas.—The seat of the provincial government is Pieter. 
maritzbuqj (g.e.) commonly called Maritzburg (or P.M.B.),_with a 
population (1904)  of 31,199 It is .7z m. by rail N.N.W. of Durban 
(f.s.), the seaport and only large city in Natal, pop. 67,842. Lady- 
smith (g.s.):  pop:  5568, maks next in size. It is in the north-west 
of the province, Is famous for its investment by the Boas in 1899- 
ryas and is an important railway junction. North-east of Lady-
ankh are Dundee (2811) and Newcastle ( 2930). Dundee is the centre 
of the coal-mining district. Newcastle is also a mining town, but 

=II chiefly on its large trade in wool. It is named after the 
Newcastle who wan secretary for the colonies in 1852 and 

1859. Vryheid (2287) is in the centre of a highly mineralized 
district. Utrecht (860/ lies between Newcastle and Vryheid, and 
ass one of the first towns founded by the Transvaal Boers. There 
are coal-mines on the town lands. Greytown (2436), a wool and 
wade trading centre, is in central Natal Verulam (1325), 19 in 
along the coast north of Durban, serves as centre for sugar, tobacco 
sad fruit plantations. It was founded by emigrants from St Albans, 
England—whence the name. Port Shepstone, at the mouth of the 
Lbuomkulu river, is the natural outlet for south-west Natal. Est-
court is a trading centre, 75 m. by rail N.N.W. of Pietermaritzburg 
and is 29 111. distant from the village of Weenen C' Weeping "), so 
named byp the first Boer settlers in memory of a Zulu raid. Another 

v 	
, on the south bank of the Tugela, 16 m. by rail 

south 	Ladysmith, was the headquarters of Sir Redvers Buller 
at the battle of Coleus:, on the 15th of December 1899. 

Cosissinniticarions.—Durban (Port Natal) is in regular communica-
tion with Europe via Cape Town and via Suez by several lines of 
steamers, the chief being the boats of the Union-Castle line, which 
sail from Southampton and follow the west coast route, those of 
the German East Africa line, which sail from Hamburg and go via 
the east coast route and those of the Austrian Lloyd from Trieste, 
also by the east coast route. By the Union-Castle boats there is a 
weekly mail service to England. There are also two direct lines of 
steamers between London and Durban (a distance of 6993 nautical 
aides), avenge passage about twenty-six days; the mail route taking 
twenty to twenty-two days. Durban is also in regular and frequent 
communication by passenger steamers with the other South African 
arts, as well as Mauritius, Zanzibar, 8:c., and with India, Australia, 
the United States and South America. The works which have made 
Port Natal the finest harbour in South Africa are detailed under 
DURBAN. 

The first railway built in South' Africa was a 2-M. line from 
The Point (or harbour) to the town of Durban. It was opened for 
traffic in 1860 and in 1874 was extended saws M. to the 'kneel 
river. This line was of 44 ft. 81 in. gauge and was privately ,  owned, 
but, when in 1876 the Natal government determined to build and 
own a railway system which should in time cover the country, the 
editing line was bought out and the gauge altered to 3 ft. 6 in. 
On this, the normal South African 'pugs .  all the Nasal railways,

▪ 

 stew2-ft. breach lines, are b11111. line starts from 

2213 ft 

pasting through Pietermaitsbury (71 tn.), Ladysmith 

 t. 	, 	3 m. beyond Charlestown reaches 

Due coo,
and Newcastle Sin.) pierces the Dralmsbag at Laing's 

Nek by a tunnel  
the Transvaal frontier at mile . Thence the railway is continued 
to Johannesburg, &c. The from Durban to the places 
mentioned by this  route are: Johannesburg, 483 sn.; Pretoria 
51 t lUmberieY. 793 1114 Bulawayo,  1308 111.1 pdagoa Ray, 
660 

From Ladysmith a branch line runs north-west into the Orange 
Free State, crossing the Drakenaberg at Van Reenea's Pass. This 
line is continued via Harnsmith and Bethlehem to Kroonstad 

3 m. from Durban) on the main Cape Town, Bloemfontein and 
rg railway and is the 'shortest route between Durban 

aid Cape Town (1271 m.). It also affords via Bloemfontein the 
shortest route (622 tn.) between Durban and Kimberley. From 
Glencoe unction, 42 in. north of Ladysmith on the direct line to 

1g. a branch raillway goes N.E. to the Dundee coal- 
Vryheid 459 m.) and Hbbane (76 m.). Two lines branch off 

from Pietertnantzburg. One (62 nt. long) goes N.E. to Greytown, 
serving the east-central part of the province: the other line (io8 m. 
long) goes S.W. to Riverside Station, forming a link in the scheme 
for direct communication between Natal and Eaa London and Port 
Elizabeth. 

Durban• is the starting-point of two 'coast lines. The south coast 
line, which runs close to the sea, goes to Port Shepstone (79 m.). 
A 2-ft.page railway (tor m.). which leaves the south coast line at 
Alexandra Junction (44  so. from Durban), runs N.W. by Stuarts-
town and joins the Pietermaritzburg-Riverside line. The north coast 
railway (167 m. long) mosses the Tugela 7o in. from Durban and 
continued- through Zululand to Somkele, the centre of the Santa 
Lucia coal-fields. 

As mkbt be expected in a country possessing the physical features 
of Natal the gradients and curves are exceptionally severe. Not 
less than 43 m. are upon grades of s in 3o and I in 35, and curves of 
300 to 35o ft. radius, while on over too in. more there are grades 
under 1 in go and curves of las than aso ft. radius. The main trunk 

line reaches an altitude of sou ft. at a point 38 m. distant from 
Durban; after failing woo ft. in its farther progress to Pieter-
maritzburg, it again rises, 12 tn. after leaving that city, to a height 
of In ft. above the sea; at a point 134 . from Durban it has ff  l'  

an altitude of 5152 ft., but on reaching Ladysmith, 191 in. 
from Durban, the altitude has decreased to 3284 ft. The summit 
of the Bisearsberg chain is crossed at a point 233 m. from the port, 
at a height of 48o0 ft., and at Laing's Nek the altitude is 5399 ft. 
The Orange Free State line, after W.,  ving Ladysmith, ascends by 
steep gradients the whole of its own course in Natal territory, and 
when it gains the summit at Van Reenen's Pass it is 5,5oo ft. above 
the sea. The mileage open in two was 1173. The cost of construc-
tion, to the same year, exceeded its,o00,000, the interest earned per 
cent since 1893 not being less than (x. rya in any one year. In out-
lying districts post carts and me wagons are the usual means of con- 
veyance.

government. 
There are about 5000 m. of high roads kept in repair by 

There is a well-organized postal and telegraphic service. Land 
lines connect Natal with every part of South Africa and with Nyasa-
land and UjijL A submarine cable from Durban goes to Zanzibar 
and Aden_. whence there is communication with every 	dthe 
globe. The first telegraph line in Natal was 	in 1873; in 

1878 communication
De 

 was established with Cape Town and in the 
following year with hisce Bay. 

Aviculture mid Allied ladastrtes.—The diversity of awl and climate 
leads to a great diversity in the amicultural produce. The chief 
drawback to farming in the midland and upper districts Is the con-
siderable proportion of stony ground, and, in some cases, the lack 
of running water. The area of land under tillage is less than a 
twentieth of the whole surface, the crop most extensively grown 
bins maize or " manes." This is universally ,T  by the natives 
and forms their staple food; it is also grown 	the Indians, and 
by the white farmers for export. Besides maize t e crops cultivated 
by the natives are Kaffir corn or amabele (Sorghum cafrorsm)— 
used in the manufacture of stymies, native beer—imfi (Serghsim 
sacchtirotsm), tobacco, pumpkins and sweet potatoes. The chief 
wealth of the natives con ' 	however, in their large herds of cattle 
(see infra). While maize thrives in every part of the country. 
wheat, barley and oats—cultivated by the white farmers--Sourish 
only in the midlands and uplands. More important than the cereal 
crops are the tropical and sub-tropical products of the coast zone. 
Besides fruits of nearly all kinds there are cultivated in the low 
moist regions the sugar-cane, the tea, coffee and tobacco plants, 
arrowroot, cayenne pepper, cotton, &c. The area under sugar in 
1905 was 43,840 acres and the produce 532,067 cwt. (a large quantity 
of sugar-cane is grown for feeding 	

1b 
stock). In the same year the 

production of tea was 1,633,17816; of coffee, 24,859; of maize, 
2,101,470 bushels; of potatoes, 419.e. bushels; and of sweet 
potatoes, 181,195 bushels. The tea plant was first introduced in 
Natal in 18,0, but little attention was paid to it until the failure of 
the coffee plantations about 1875, since when only small quantities 
of coffee have been produced. In 5877 renewed efforts were made 
to inditce tea cultivation, and by 1881 It had become an established 
industry. The variety chiefly grown is the Assam indigenous 
Most of the tea estates are situated in the coast belt north of Durban. 
The sugar cane, like tea, was first Introduced in 1850, the first canes 
being brought from Mauritius. The industry is steadily growing. 
as are the depesdent manufactures of molasses and rum. The fruit 
industry is of considerable importance and by 1903 had reached a 
turnover of over itoo,000 a year. 

Extensive areas in the midland and upland districts are devoted 
to the raising of stock. Horse-breeding is successfully carried on 
in the upper districts. The higher the altitude the healthier the 
animals and the greater their immunity from disease. Horse-
sickness, a kind of malarial fever, which takes an epidemic form in 
very wet seasons, causes considerable loss. The Natal horse is small, 
wiry, and has great powers of endurance. Cattle-breeding is probably 
the most lucrative branch of stock-farming, the country being 
pre-eminently,  adapted for horned cattle. Rinderpest in 1896-1897 
swept through South Africa, and probably carried off in Natal from 
30 to so % of the stock of Europeans, while the natives' losses were 
even heavier. Serum and bile inoculation were the means of saving 
a considerable percentage of the herds. The farmers soon began to 
recover from their losses, but-in 1908-1909 another serious loss of 
stock resulted from the ravages of East Coast fever. The cattle 
consist chiefly of the Zulu and Africander breeds, but attention 
has been given to improving the breed 14 the introduction of Short- 
horn, Devon and Holstein (or Friesian stock. The chief market 
for cattle is Johannesburg. The principal breed of sheep is the 
merino, which does well in the higher altitudes. A Scab Act is in 
force, and is stringently carried out by government inspectors 
with most satisfactory results. The Angora goat thrives well in 
certain districts. Ostriches do well in the dry, arid valleys of the 
Tugela and Mooi rivers. In 1908 Europeans were returned as 
owning 32,000 horses, 220.000 horned cattle, 765,000 sheep. 68,000 
goats, 25,000 pigs, 960 ostriches and 384,000 poultry. Large herds 
of cattle—over soo,000 in the aggregate—are owned by the 
natives, who also possess vast flocks of goats and sheep. The 
dairy,  industry is well established, and Natal butter commands • 
ready sale. 
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Valuable timber is obtained from the forests. Stinkwood is 
largely employed in the making of wagons, and is also used for making 
,furniture. Black ironwood is likewise used in building wagons, 
while sneezewood is largely utilized for supports for piers and other 
marine structures, being impervious to the attacks of the Tamto 
*avails. More important is the cultivation of the black wattle 
(Acacia mailissima), which began in 1886, the bark being exported for 
tanning purposes, the wood also commanding a ready sale. This 
wattle thrives well in most localities. but especially in the highlands 
of central Natal. In 1905 the production of wattle bark was 
tons, and the area planted with the tree over 60,000 eats. Aloes 
and ramie are cultivated to some extent for their fibre. 

The government maintains experimental farms and forestry 
plantations and a veterinary department to cope with lung sickness, 
ruiderpest, East Coast fever and such like diseases. It also conducts 
cam against locusts and other pests and helps irrigation 
set meats. By means of an Agricultural Bank it affords assistance 
to farmers. 

iliaing.—There are several highly mineralized areas in the 
country. The existence of coal in the north-east districts on or near 
the surface of the ground was reported as early as 1839, but it was 
not until 1880 that steps were taken to examine the coalfields. 
This was done by F. W. North, who reported in 1881 that in the 
Klip river (Dundee) district there was an am of 1350 sq. m. that 
might be depended upon for the supply of coal, which is of all 
characters from lignite to anthracite. In 1889 the extension of the 
railway from Ladysmith through the coal area first made coat-
mining profitable. In 1896 the total output of coal was 216,i06 
tons (valued at £108,053 at the pit's mouth), in 1908 it had increased 
to 1,669,774  tons (valued at the pit's mouth at £737,169).  There is a 
considerable trade in bunker and export coal at Durban, the coal 
bunkered having increased from 118,740 tons in 1900 to 710.777 in 
t9o8. In the last-named year 446,915 tons of coal were exported. 
Besides the mines in the Newcastle and Dundee district there are 
extensive coal-fields at Hlobane in the Vryheid district and in Zulu-
land (q.v.). Iron ore is widely distributed and is found in the neigh-
bourhood of all the coal-fields. There are extensive copper and gold-
yielding areas, and in some districts these metals are mined. On 
the lower Umzimkulu, near Port Shepstone, marble is found in great 
quantities. 

Commerce.—The chief exports, not all products of the province, 
are coal, wool, mohair, hides and skins, wattle bark, tea, sugar, 
fruits and jams. The import trade is of a most varied character. 
and a large proportion of the goods brought into the country are in 
transit to the Transvaal and Orange Free State, Natal affording, next 
to Delsgoa Bay, the shortest route to the Rand. Textiles, largely 
cotton goods, hardware, mining and agricultural machinery, tobacco 
and foodstuffs form the bulk of the imports. In 1896 the value 
Cl exports was /1,785,cloo: in 1908 the value was £9,622,000. In 
1896 the imports were valued at L5437,000, in 19o8 at/8,33m000 
(a decrease of /2,300,000 compared with 19o5). Thg bulk of these 
exports arc to the Transvaal and neighbouring countnn, and 
previously figure as imports, other exports, largely wool and hides, 
are first imported from the Transvaal. Over three-fifths of the 
imports are from Great Britain, and about one-seventh of the 
exports go to Great Britain. The shipping, which in 1874 was 
126,000 tons, was in 1884 1,013,000; in 1894, 1,463.000; in tgoa 
y,263poo; and in 1908, 5,028,000. Over six-sevenths of the shipping 
is British. 

Government and Constitutios.—Natal was from 1893 to tons 
a self-governing colony. It is now represented in the Union 
Parliament by eight senators and seventeen members of the 
House of Assembly. The qualifications for electors and members 
of the Assembly are the same, namely men of full age owning 
houses or land worth /50, or who rent such property of the yearly 
value of fro; or who, having lived three years in the province, 
have incomes of not less than i96 a year. 

Coloured persons are not, by name, excluded from the franchise, 
but no persons " subject to special laws and tribunals," 1  in which 
category all natives are included, are entitled to vote. Another 
law' directed against Indians, excludes from the franchise, 
natives, or descendants of natives in the male line, of countries 
not possessing elective representative institutions. Exemption 
from the scope of these provisions may be granted by the 
governor-general and under such exemption a few Kaffir are 
on the roll of electors. 

At the head of the provincial government is an administrator, 
appointed by the Union Ministry, who holds office for five 
years. He is assisted by an executive committee of four members 
elected by the provincial council This council to which is 

Act No. 2 (of the Natal Legislature) of 1883. 
* Act No. 8 of 1896. The Indians whose names were " rightly 

contained" in the voters' rolls at the date of the act retain the 
franchise.  

entrusted the management of affairs purely provincial consists 
of as members, elected by the parliamentary voters and each 
representing a separate constituency. The council sPs for a 
statutory period of three years. For local government purposes 
the province is divided into counties or magisterial divisions; 
Zululand being under special jurisdiction. The chief towns—
Durban, Maritzburg, Ladysmith, Newcastle and Dundee—axe 
governed by municipal corporations and minor towns by local 
boards. 

Reverses and Expendagre.—Revenue is derived chiefly from 
customs and excise, railways, land sales, posts and telegraphs and a 
capitation tax. The expenditure is largely on reproductive works 
(railways, harbours, post office, &c.), on the judiciary and police, 
education and militarqvyefence. The majority of these ser9ices are, 
since zero, managed 	the Union Government, but the provincial 
council has power to 	direct taxation, and (with the consent 
of the Union Government) to raise loans for purely provincial 
purposes. Its revenues and powers are those pertaining to local 
government. Some particulars follow as to the financial position of 
Natal previous to the establishment of the Union. 

In 1846, the first year of Natal's separate existence, the revenue 
was £3073 and the expenditure /05. In 1852 the revenue was 

f7,158 and the expenditure 24,2g6, and in 1862 the corresponding 
ares were /98,799 and /85(28. In 1872 revenue had risen to 

/1130,499 and expenditure to t32,978. Ten years later the figures 
were, revenue £657.738, expendituree £659,031. The rise of Johannes- 
burg and the opening up of the Dun ee coal-fields, as well as the 
development of agriculture, now caused a rapid increase on both 
sides of the account. In 1888 the revenue for the first time exceeded 
a million, the figures for that year being, revenue1,130,614. ex- 

penditure £781,326; in 1898-1899 the figures were 2481,349 and 
/1,914,725. The Anglo-Boer War (1899-1902) caused both revenue 
and expenditure to rise abnormally, while the depression in trade 
which followed the war ad affected the exchequer. In loos- 
igog there was a slight credit balance, the figures being, revenue 

tere
ifio,145, nditure 14,071.439. For the next' four years 

were d 'ts, but in 1908-1909 a surplus was realized, the 
revenue being /3,569475 and the expenditure 12,530,576. For 
1909-1910, the last year of Natal's existence as a colony, the revenue, 
/4,035,000, again exceeded the expenditure. The public debt. 
/2„iot,5oo in 1882, had risen at the close of the Boer War in igos 
to £12 ,519,000, and was in June 1909, /21,420,000. 

erses.—A small garrison Cl imperial troops Is quartered at 
Marstzburg. The provincial force consists of a militia, fully equipped 
and armed with modern weapons. It is divided into mounted rifle-
men, about Igoe strong, four field batteries of 34o men and two 
infantry battaWns, each over Somen. There is also an armed 
and mounted police force of 870 Europeans. Military training is 
compulsory on all lads over ten attending government schools. 
The boys are organized in cadet corps. A senior cadet corps is 
formed of youths between sixteen and twenty. There are also many 
rifle associations, the members of which are liable to be called out 
for defence. Durban harbour is defended by batteries with heavy 
modern guns. The batteries are manned by the naval corm (150 
strong) of the Natal militia. Natal makes an annual contribution of 

1,31:
0 towards the upkeep of the British navy. 

and lestice.—The South Africa Act mon established • a 
Supreme Court of South Africa, the former supreme court of Natal 
becoming a provincial division of the new supreme court. The 
Roman-Dutch law, as accepted and administered by the courts of 
Cape Colony up to 1845 (the date of the separation of ISIatal from the 
Cape), Is the law of the land, save as modified by ordinances and 
laws enacted by the local legislature, mostly founded upon imperial 
statute law. The law of evidence is the same as that of the courts 
of England. Natives, however, are not justiceable under the Roman-
Dutch law, bikt by virtue of letters patent passed in 1848 they are 
judged by native laws and customs, except so far as these may be 
repugnant to natural equity. The native laws were first codified in 
5878. in 1887 a board was appointed for their revision, and the new 
code came into operation in 19ot. Provision is made whereby a 
native can obtain relief from the operation of native law and be 
subject to the colonial law (Law No. 28 of 1865). Special laws have 
been passed for the benefit of the 0301i0 immigrants. The ad-
ministration of justice is conducted by magistrates' courts, circuit 
courts and the provindal division of the supreme court. The magi- 
strates have both civil and criminal jurisdiction in miner cases. 
Appeals can be made from the magistrates' decisions to the pro-
vincial or circuit court. The provincial court, consisting of a judge 
president and three puisne judges, sits in Mica 	niaritzburg and has 
jurisdiction over all causes whether affecting natives or Europeans. 
The judges also hold circuit courts at Du rban and other places. 
Appeals from the circuit courts can be made to the provincial court; 
and from the provincial court appeals lie to the appellate division 
of the Supreme Court of South Africa, sitting at Bloemfontein. 
Criminal cases are tried before a single judge and a jury of nine—
of whom not fewer than seven determine the verdict.' There is a 
vice-admiralty court, of which the judge-president is judge and 
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commissary. Ica native cases the chiefs haft civil jot 	fox in 
disputes among their own tribesmen and criminal jurisdiction over 
natives except in capital cases, offencesagainst the Vernon or 
property of non-natives, pretended wit 	t, cases aridn8 out of 
~nye* by Christian titer Lk. An appeal lies to a magistrates' 
court From every judgment of a native chief, and froas_the magi.- 
testes judgment on such appeal to a native high court. This native 
high coon consists of a judge-president and two other judges, and sits 
in full court at Marie:burg not less than three months and at Eshowe 
not less than once In the year. There in no jury in this tribunal 
aLdrtfie judges may 	circuit courts. With certain exceptions 

for the provincial court (such as insolvency, ownership.  of 
immovable property and divorce), the native high court exercises 
jurisdiction when all parties to the suit are natives; it also has 
jurisdiction when the complainant is not a native, but ail other 
parties to the suit are natives. 

Refigune—The majority of the white inhabitants are Protestants, 
the bodies with the largest number of adherents being the Anglicans, 
Dutch Reformed Chun*, Presbyterians and Wesleyan. The 
Anglicans are divided into two parties—those belonging to " the 
Church of the Province of South Africa," the body in communion 
with the Church of England, and those who act independently and 
constitute "the Church of England in Natal." The schism arose 
out of the alleChtpcaeteprcetdox views of Bishop Colenso (ex.), who had 
been cleated 	of Natal by letters patent in M53. In 0163 
the metropolitan of 	Town. as head of the Church of the Province 
of South Africa. excommunicated Dr Colenso and consecrated a rival 
bishop for Natal, who took the title of bishop of Pietermaritzburg. 
Dr Colenso, who obtained a decision of the privy council confirming 
his claim to be bishop of Natal and posessor of the temporalities 
attached to the bishopric, died in 1883, After his death those 
members of the Anglican community who objected to the constitu-
tion of theyrovincial church maintained their organization while the 
temporalities were placed in the hands of curators. Reunion in 
spiritual matters has, however, been plactiatly effected. Moreover, 
an act of the Natal parliament passed in ision placed the temporalities 
into commission in the persons of the bishop and other trustees of 
the Natal diocese of the Provincial Church; reservations being made 
in favour of four congregations at that time unwilling to unite with 
the main body of churchmen.' At the census of rem the Anglicans 
ainaliesed 40,880. The Presbyterians numbered 12.184, the Wes-
leyan Methodists 11,992. the Dutch Reformed Church 11.340, the 
Lutherans 4852, and the Baptists 2193. The Roman Catholics, at 
whose head is a vicar-apostolic, numbered 10419. All these figures 
are occlusive of natives, of wham the churches named—notably she 
Anglicans and Wesleyan.—have many converts. The Jewish com-
munity in 1904 numbered 1496. Of the Asiatics, 876234 were classed 
as Hindus and 10,111 as Ma ommedans. 

Ednemiats.—Education other than elementary is controlled by the 
Union government. Public salads, and private schools sided by 

groats provide elementary education for white children. 
C=I 

 
Education its neither compulsory nor free; but the fees are low 
its to 33. a month) and few children are kept away from school. 
There -  are government secondary and art schools at Durban and 
Marie burg, and a Technical Institute at Durban. For higher edu-
cation was made by the affiliation of Natal to the Cape of 
Good ope University and by exhibitions tenable at English universi-
ties. An act of the Natal legislature, passed December 1e09, provided 
for the establishment at Maritsburg of the Natal University College, 
the course of studies to be such.  an from time to time prescribed by 
the Cape University. In 1910 £30.000 was voted for the University 

buildings. State aid and inspection is given to private 
s for natives. In the native schools—almost all maintained by 

Christian missions—Zulu and English are taught, the subjects taken 
being usually reading, writing, arithmetic, grammar, geography 
and -Mowry, The state provides elementary and higher grade 
schools for 'Wien children. In 1908 there were 32 government 
schools and 472 schools underInspection; 304 European, at coloured, 
168 native and p Indian, with an aggregate attendance of 30,598 
scholars. There ars in addition many private and denominational 
schools and colleges not receiving state aid. Of these, two of the 
best known are Hilton College and Herman sberg College, many 
prominent Natalians having been educated at one or the other of 
thew. eptabllshments. To encourage the instruction of children 
who by reason of distance cannot attend a government or govern- 
ment-aided school, grants-in-aid are made for each pupil attending 

 schools. 
The Pros. —The first newspaper in Natal was the Natalie ► , a 

Dutch print published at Mantebunt; it was succeeded by the 
Patriot. The first English paper was the Natal Witness, started is 
1843 and still one of the leading organs of public opinion. in 185! 
the Natal Times appeared. and is now continued as the Times of 
Natal. Another leading paper, the Natal Mercury, data from 052. 
It is a morn newspaper and is issued at Durban. The Nasal 
Aisertisw is a evening paper. Sir John Robinson, the first 
premier of Natal under responsible government, was the editor of 
the Mercer, from e860 until he became prime minister in 1893. 

For a summary of the Natal church controversy toe The Guardian 
(London March tt, 1910). 

In t8860 raw Dutch paper, Do Afrikaner, wasatarted at Merfezheft 
The Kaffirs have their own organ. /pipet to /Bungs (the paper of 
grievances), issued at Maritzburg, and the Asiatics, Indian Opinion 
a weekly paper started in 1903  and printed in English, Gujarati, 
Hindi and Tamil, Local papers are published weekl at Ladysmith, 
Dundee sad Greytown. The Agricultural Joe 	a government 
publication issued fortnightly is of great service in 	promotion of 
agricultural knowledge. 

History. 

Vasco da Gama on his voyage to India sighted the bluff at 
the entrance to the bay now forming the harbour of Durban 
on Christmas Day rain and named the country Terra 
Natalis. Da Gama made no landing here and, like °bee., 71 
the rest of South Africa, Natal was neglected by the :,1,•,,7 
Portuguese, whose nearest settlement was at Delagoa 
Bay. In 1576 Manuel de Mesquita Perestrello, commanded by 
King Sebastian to explore the coast of South Africa and report 
on suitable harbours, made a rough chart, even then of little use 
to navigators, which is of value as exhibiting the most that was 
known of the country by its discoverers before the advent of their 
Dutch rivals,•who established themselves at Cape Town in 1652. 
Perestrello states that Natal has no ports but otherwise he gives 
a fairly accurate description of the country—noting particu-
larly the abundance of animals and the density of the population. 
The first detailed accounts of the country were received from 
shipwrecked. mariners. In 1683 the English ship " Johanna " 
went ashore near Delagoa Bay and the crew made a remarkable 
journey overland to Cape Town, passing through Natal, where 
they were kindly received by the natives. About the same time 
(in i684) an English ship put into Port Natal (as the bay came 
to be known) and purchased ivory from the natives, who, how-
ever, refused to deal in slaves. In May s685 another English 
ship the " Good Hope " was wrecked in crossing the bar at Port 
Natal and in February x686 the " Stavenisse," a Dutch East 
ladiaman, was wrecked a little farther south. Survivors of 
both vessels lived for nearly a year at Port Natal and there built 
a boat in which they made the voyage to Cape Town in twelve 
days. They brought with them 3 tons of ivory. This fact 
and their reports of the immense herds of elephants which roamed 
the bush led Simon van der Steil, then governor at Cape Town 
to despatch (1689) the ship " Noord " to Port Natal, with instruc-
tions to her commander to open up a trade in ivory and to acquire 
possession of the bay. From the chief of the Arnett& tribe, 
who inhabited the adjacent district, the bay was " purchased " 
for about is) worth of goods. No settlement was then made 
and in 1705 the son of the chief repudiated the bargain. in 
17sz the Cape government did form a settlement at the bay, 
but it was soon afterwards abandoned. Thereafter for nearly 
a hundred years Natal was again neglected by white men. 
A ship now and again put into the bay, but the dangerous bar 
at its entrance militated against its frequent use. When in 
1824 the next attempt was made by Europeans to form a settle-
meat at the bay, Cape Colony had passed from the Dutch 
into the possession of Great Britain, while in Natal great 
changes had come over the land as a result of wars between the 
natives. 

From the records of the 17th and 18th centuries it is apparent 
that the people then inhabiting Natal were Bantu-negrocs of 
the Kaffir (Area Xosa) branch. There is no mention of Hotten-
tots, and the few Bushmen who dwelt in the upper regions by the 
Drakensberg did not come into contact with Europeans. The 
sailors of the " Stavenisse " reported the most numerous and 
most powerful tribe to be the Abambo, while that which came 
most in contact with the whites was the Amatuli, as it occupied 
a considerable part of the coast-land. These Kaffirs appear to 
have !pen more given to agriculture and more peaceful than 
their neighbours in Kaffraria and Cape Colony. But the quiet of 
the country was destroyed by the inroads of Chaka, the chief of 
the Zulus (see ZULULAND). Chaka between 1818 and thro 
ravaged the whole of what is now known as Natal, and after 
beating his foes in battle, butchered the women, children and 
old men, incorporating the young men in his impis. The popula-
tion was greatly reduced and large areas left without a single 
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Inhabitant. By right of conquest Chaka became undisputed 
muter of the country. 

Such was the situation when the first British settlement was 
made in Natal- In 1823 Francis George Farewell, formerly a 
lieutenant in the British navy, with other merchants of Cape 
Town, formed a company to trade with the natives of the south-
east coast. In the brig " Salisbury," commanded by James S. 
King, who had been a midshipman in the navy, Farewell visited 
Port Natal, St Lucia and Delagoa Bays. The voyage was not 
successful as a trading venture, but Farewell was so impressed 
with the possibilities of Natal both for trade and colonization that 
he resolved to establish himself at the port. He went thither with 
ten companions, among them Henry Francis Fynn. All the rest 
save Farewell and Fynn speedily repented of their adventure and 
returned to the Cape, but the two who remained were joined by 
three sailors, John Cane, Henry Ogle and Thomas Holstead, a 
lad. Farewell, Fynn and the others went to the royal kraal of 
Chaka, and, having cured him of a wound and made him various 
presents, obtained a document, dated the 7th of August 1824, 
ceding to " F. G. Farewell & Company entire and full possession 
in perpetuity " of a tract of land including " the port or harbour 
of Natal." On the 27th of the same month Farewell hoisted the 

77a Ara Union Jack at the port and declared the territory he 
&ilia 	had acquired a British possession. In 1825 he was 
math' 	joined by King, who had meantime visited England 
6°"'• 	and had obtained from the government a letter of 
recommendation to Lord Charles Somerset, governor of the Cape, 
granting King permission to settle at Natal. Farewell, King and 
Fynn made independent settlements at various parts of the 
bay, where a few Amatuli still lingered. They lived, practically, 
as Kaffir chiefs, trading with Chairs and gathering round them 
many refugees from that monarch's tyranny. Early in 1828 
King, accompanied by two of Chaka's indunas, voyaged in the 
" Elizabeth and Susan," a small schooner built by the settlers, 
to Port Elizabeth. He appears to have been coldly received by 
the authorities, who were even unable to ascertain the nature of 
Chaka's embassy. Soon after his return to Natal King died, and 
in the same month (September 1828) Chaka was murdered Ly 
his brother Dingaan. In the December following Farewell went 
In the " Elizabeth and Susan " to Port Elizabeth. On this 
occasion the authorities were more hostile than before to the 
Natal pioneers, for they confiscated the schooner on the ground 
that it was unregistered and that it came from a foreign port. 
Farewell was not daunted, and in September 1829 set out to 
return overland to Port Natal. He was, however, murdered in 
Pondoland by a chief who was at enmity with the Zulus. Fynn 
thus became leader of the whites at the port, who were much at 
the mercy of Dingaan. In 1831 that chief raided their settle-
ments, the whites all fleeing south of the Umzimkulu; but at 
Dingaan's invitation they soon returned. Dingaan declared 
Fynn his representative and " great chief of the Natal Kaffirs." 
In 1834, however, Fynn accepted a post under the Cape govern-
ment and did not return to Natal for many years. It was in this 
year that a petition from Cape Town merchants asking for the 
creation of a British colony at Natal was met by the statement 
that the Cape finances would not permit the establishment of 
a new dependency. The merchants, however, despatched an 
expedition under Dr Andrew Smith to inquire into the possibilities 
of the country, and the favourable nature of his report induced a 
party of Dutch farmers under Piet Uys to go thither also. Both 
Dr Smith and Uys travelled overland through Kaffraria, and 
were well received by the English living at the bay. The next 
step was taken by the settlers at the port, who in 1835 resolved 
to lay out a town, which they named Durban, after Sir Benjamin 
d'Urban, then governor of Cape Colony. At the same time the 
settlers, who numbered about to, sent a memorial to the governor 
calling attention to the fact that they were acknowledged rulers 
over a large tract of territory south of the Tugela, and asking 
that this territory should be proclaimed a British colony under 
the name of Victoria and that a governor and council be appointed. 
To all these requests no official answer was returned. The 
settlers had been joined in the year named (1835) by Captain 

Gardiner, a naval officer, whose chief object was the evangelism-
tion of the natives. With the support of the traders he founded 
a mission station on the hill overlooking the bay. In 183 7 
Gardiner was given authority by the British government Id 
exercise jurisdiction over the traders. They, however, refused 
to acknowledge Gardiner's authority, and from the Cape govern-
ment he received no support. ,  It was not until their hand was 
forced by the occupation of the interior by Dutch farmers that 
the Cape authorities at length intervened. 

The British settlers had, characteristically, reached Natal 
mainly by way of the sea; the new tide of immigration was by 
land—the woortreikers streamed through the passes of 
the Drakensberg, bringing with them their wives and strap 
children and vast herds of cattle. The reasons which Dalai 
caused the exodus from the Cape are discussed else- v"""',,_ 
where (see SOUTH AFRICA and CAPE COLONY), here it is 
only necessary to point out that those emigrants who entered 
Natal shared with those who settled elsewhere an intense desire 
to be free from British control. The first emigrant Boers to enter 
the country were led by Pieter Retief (c. 1780-1838), a man of 
Huguenot descent and of marked ability, who had formerly lived 
on the eastern frontier of Cape Colony and had suffered severely 
in the Kaffir wars. Passing through the almost deserted upper 
regions Retief arrived at the bay in October 1837. He went 
thence to Dingaan's kraal with the object of securing a formal 
cession of territory to the Dutch farmers. Dingaan consented 
on condition that the Boers recovered for him certain cattle 
stolen by another chief; this task Retie( accomplished, and with 
the help of the Rev. F. Owen, a missionary then living at 
Dingaan's kraal, a deed of cession was drawn up in English and 
signed by Dingaan and Rctief on the 4th of February 1838. 
Two days after the signature of the deed Redd and all of his 
party, 66 whites, besides Hottentot servants, were treacherously 
murdered by Dingaan's orders. The Zulu king then commanded 
his impis to kill all the Boers who had entered Natal. The Zulu 
forces crossed the Tugela the same day, and the most advanced 
parties of the Boers were massacred, many at a spot near where 
the town of Weenen now stands, its name (meaning wailing or 
weeping) commemorating the event. Other of the farmers 
hastily laagered and were able to repulse the Zulu attacks; the 
assailants suffering serious loss at a fight near the Bushman's 
river. Nevertheless in one week after the murder of Relief 
boo Boers—men, women and children—had been killed by the 
Zulus. The English settlers at the bay, hearing of the attack on 
the Boers, determined to make a diversion in their favour, and 
some PO men under the command of R. Biggar and with a 
following of 700 friendly Zulus crossed the Tugela near its mouth. 
In a desperate fight (April 17) with a strong force of the 
enemy the English were overwhelmed and only four Europeans 
escaped to the bay. Pursued by the Zulus, all the surviving 
inhabitants of Durban were compelled for a time to take refuge 
on a ship then in harbour. After the Zulus retired, less than a 
dozen Englishmen returned to live at the port; the missionaries, 
hunters and other traders returned to the Cape. Meantime the 
Boers, who had repelled the Zulu attacks on their leasers, had been 
joined by others from the Drakensberg, and about 400 men under 
Hendrik Potgieter and Piet Uys advanced to attack Dingaan. 
On the lath of April, however, they fell into a trap laid by the 
Zulus and with difficulty cut their way out. Among those slain 
were Piet Uys and his son Dirk, aged It, who rode by his side. , 
The Boer farmers were now in a miserable plight, but towards the 
end of the year they received reinforcements, and in December 
46o men set out under Andries Pretorius to avenge themselves 
on the Zulus. On Sunday the rifith of December, while laagered 
near the Umidatos river, they were attacked by over mom 
Zulus. The Boers had firearms, the Zulus their assegais only, 
and after a three hours' fight the Zulus were totally defeated, 
losing thousands killed, while the farmers' casualties were under 

Captaie Allen Francis Gardiner (1794-1831) left Natal in 1138, 
so uently devoting himself to missionary work in South America, 
being known as the muissoriary to Patagonia. He died of starvation 
in Tierra del Fuego. 
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a donee. (This memorable victory is =may commeMorated 
by the Boers as Dingaan's Day, while the Umslatos, which ran 
red with the blood of the slain, was renamed Blood river.) 
Dingman fled, the victorious Boers entered the royal kraal, gave 
decent burial to theskeletons of Retief and his party, and regarded 
themselves as now undisputed masters of NataL They bad 
recovered from a leather pouch which Relief carried the deed by 
which Dingaan ceded " to Retie( and his countrymen the place 
called Port Natal together with all the lands annexed . as 
far as the land may be useful and in my possession." This was 
the 5th or 6th cession made by Chake or Dingaan of the same 
territory to different individuals. In every case the overlordship 
of the Zulus was assumed. 

Returning south, Pretorius and his commando were surprised 
to learn that Port Natal had been occupied on the 4th of December 
by a detachment of the 72nd Highlanders sent thither from the 
Cape. The emigrant farmers had, with the assent of the few 
a:maiming Englishmen at Port -Natal, in May r838 issued a 
proclamation taking possession of the port. 'This had been 
followed by an intimation from the governor of the Cape (Major-
General Sir George Napier) inviting the emigrants to return to the 
colony, and stating that whenever he thought it desirable he 
should take military possession of the port. in sanctioning the 
occupation of the port the British government of the day had no 
intention of making Natal a British colony, but wished to prevent 
the Boas establishing an independent republic upon the coast 
with a harbour through which access to the interior could be 
gained. After remaining at the port just over a year the 
Highlanders were withdrawn, on Christmas Eve arse. Mean-
time the Boers had founded Pietermaritzburg and made it the 
seat of their volksmad. They rendered their power in Natal 
absolute, for the time, in the following month, when they joined 
with Panda, Dingaan's brother, in another attack on the Zulu 
king. Dingman was utterly defeated and soon afterwards 
perished, Panda becoming king in his stead by favour of the Boers. 

At this time, had the affairs of the Boer community been 
managed with prudence and sagacity they might have estab-
lished an enduring state. But their impatience of control, 
reflected in the form of government adopted, led to disastrous 
consequences. Legislative power was vested, nominally, in the 
volkstaad (consisting of twenty-four members),while the president 
and executive were changed every three months. But whenever 
any measure of importance was to be decided a meeting was 
called of het htlikk, that is, of all who chose to attend, to 
sanction or reject it. " The result," says Theal, " was utter 
anarchy. Decisions of one day were frequently reversed the 
next, and every one held himself free to disobey any law that he 
did not approve of. . . . Public opinion of the hour in each 
section of the community was the only force in the land" 
(History of South Africa :834-1854, chap. xliv.). While such 
was the domestic state of affairs during the period of self-govern-
ment, the settlers cherished large territorial views. They were 
in loose alliance with and in quasi•supremacy over the Boer 
communities which had left the Cape and settled at Winburg 
and at Potchefstroom. They had declared themselves a free 
and independent state under the title of " The Republic of 
Port Natal and adjacent countries,"* and sought (September 
r84o) from Sir George Napier at the Cape an acknowledgment 
of their independence by Great Britain. Sir George, being 
without definite instructions from England, could give no decisive 
answer, but he was friendly disposed to the Natal farmers. 
This feeling was, however, changed by what Sir George (and many 
of the Dutch in Natal also) thought a wilful and unjustifiable 
attack (December 1840) on a tribe of Kaffirs on the southern, 
or Cape Colony, frontier by a commando under Andries Pretorius, 
which set out, nominally, to recover stolen cattle. Having 
at length received an intimation from London that the queen 
" could not acknowledge the independence of her own subjects, 
but that the trade of the emigrant farmers would be placed 
an the same footing as that of any other British settlement, 
upon their receiving a military force to exclude the interference 

*Commonly tailed the Republic of Natalia or Natal. 

with or pommies of the Country by any other European power," 
Sir George communicated this decision to the volksraad in 
September 1841. Under the arrangement proposed the Boers 
might easily have secured the benefits of self-government, 
subject to an acknowledgment of British supremacy, together 
with the advantage of military protection, for the British govern-
ment was then extremely reluctant to extend its colonial re-
sponsibilities. The Boers, however, strongly resented theconten-
tion of the British that they could not shake off British nationality 
though beyond the bounds of any recognized British possession, 
nor were they prepared to see their only port garrisoned by 
British troops, and they rejected Napier's overtures. Napier, 
therefore, on the and of December OW, issued a proclamation 
in which he stated that in consequence of the emigrant farmers 
refusing to be treated as British subjects and of their attitude 
towards the Kaffir tribes he Intended resuming military occupation 
of Port Natal. This proclamation was answered in a lengthy 
minute, dated the asst of February 1842, drawn up by J. N. 
Bashed (afterwards president of the Orange Free State), by far 
the ablest of the Dutch who had settled in Natal. In this minute 
the farmers ascribed all their troubles to one cause, moat 
namely, the absence of a representative government, and 

which had been repeatedly asked for by them while 061,." 
still living in Cape Colony and u often denied or am-- 

 delayed, and concluded by a protest against the occupation 
of any part of their territory by British troops. An incident 
which happened immediately after these events greatly en-
couraged the Boers to persist in their opposition to Great Britain. 
In March 1842 a Dutch vessel sent out by G. G. Ohrig, an 
Amsterdam merchant who sympathized warmly with the cause 
of the emigrant farmers, reached port Natal, and its supercargo, 
J. A. Smellekamp (a man who subsequently played a part in 
the early history of the Transvaal and Orange Free State), con-
cluded a treaty with the volksrsad assuring them of the pro-
tection of Holland. The Natal Boers believed the Netherlands to 
be one of the great powers of Europe, and were firmly persuaded 
that its government would aid them in resisting England. 

On the set of April Captain T. C. Smith with a force of 263 men 
left his camp at the Umgazi,on the eastern frontier of CapeColony, 
and marching overland reached Durban without opposition, and 
encamped, on the 4th of May, at the base of the Berea hills. 
The Boers, cut off from their port, called out a commando of some 
too to soo men underAndries Pretorius and gathered at Congella 
at the head of the bay. .0o the night of the 23rd of May Smith 
made an unsuccessful attack on the Boer camp, losing his guns 
and fifty men killed and wounded. On the 26th the Boers 
captured the harbour and settlement, and on the sat blockaded 
the British camp, the women and children being removed, on the 
suggestion of Pretorius, to a ship in the harbour of which the 
Boers had taken possession. Meantime, an old Durban resident, 
Richard (commonly called Dick) King, had undertaken to convey 
tidings of the perilous position of the British force to the com-
mandant at Graham's Town. He started on the night of the 
24th and escaping the Boer outposts rode through the dense bush 
and across the bridgeless rivers of Knifraria at peril of his life 
from hostile natives and wild beasts, and in nine days reached 
his destination—a distance of 36o m. in a direct line, and nearly 
boo by the route to be followed. This remarkable ride was 
accomplished with one change of mount, obtained from a mis-
sionary in Pondoland. A comparatively strong force under 
Colonel A. J. Cloete was at once sent by sea to Port Natal, and on 
the 26th of June Captain Smith was relieved. The besieged had 
suffered greatly from lack of food. Within a fortnight Colonel 
Cloete bad received the submission of the vollcsraad at Pieter-
maritzburg. The burghers represented that they were under 
the protection of Holland, but this plea was peremptorily rejected 
by the commander of the British forces. 

The British government was still undecided as to Its policy 
towards Natal. In April 1842 Lord Stanley (afterwards 14th 
earl of Derby), then secretary for the colonies in the second Peel 
Administration, wrote to Sir George Napier that the establishment 
of a colony in Natal would be attended with little prospect of 
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advantage, but at the same time stated that the preteesions of 
the emigrants to be regarded as an independent community 
could not be admitted. Various measures were proposed which 
would but have aggravated the situation. Finally, in deference 
to the strongly urged views of Sir George Napier, Lord Stanley, 
in a despatch of the 13th of December, received in Cape Town 
on the 23rd of April 1843, consented to Natal becoming a 
British colony. The institutions adopted were to be as far as 
possible in accordance with the wishes of the people, but it was 
a fundamental condition " that there should not be in the eye of 
the law any distinction or disqualification whatever, founded 
on mere difference of colour, origin, language or creed." Sir 
George then appointed Mr Hairy Cloete (a brother of Colonel 
Cloete) a special commissioner to explain to the Natal volksraad 
the decision of the government. There was a considerable party 
of Natal Boas still strongly opposed to the British, and they 
were reinforced by numerous bands of Boers who tame over the 
Drakensberg from Winburg and Potchefstroom. Commandant 
Jan Mocke of Winburg (who had helped to besiege Captain Smith 
at Durban) and others of the " war party " attempted to induce 
the volksraad not to submit, and a plan was formed to murder 
Pretorius, Boshof and other leaders, who were now convinced 
that the only chance of ending the state of complete anarchy 
into which the country had fallen was by accepting British 
sovereignty- In these circumstances the task of Mr Henry 
Cloete mama of great difficulty and delicacy. He behaved with 
the utmost tact and got rid of the Winburg and Potchefstroom 
burghers by declaring that he should recommend the Drakensberg 
as the northern limit of Natal. On the 8th of August 1843 
ewe the Natal volksraad unanimously speed to the terms 
aseuee proposed by Lord Stanley. Many of the Boers who 
67  &sae would not acknowledge British rule trekked once 
Altai& 

more over the mountains into what are now the Orange 
Free State and Transvaal provinces. At the end of 1843 there 
were not more than Soo Dutch families left in Natal. Cloete, 
before returning to the Cape, visited Panda and obtained from 
him a valuable concession. Hitherto the Tugela from source to 
mouth had been the recognized frontier between Natal and 
Zululand. Panda gave up to Natal all the territory between 
the Buffalo and Tugela rivers, now forming Klip River county. 

Although proclaimed a British colony in 1843, and in 1844 
declared a part of Cape Colony, it was not until the end of 1845 
that an effective administration was installed with Mr Martin 
West as lieutenant-governor, and the power of the volksraad 
finally came to an end. In that year the external trade of Natal, 
almost entirely with Cape Colony, was of the total value of 
£42.000—of which 1,32,000 represented imported goods. 

The new administration found it hard to please the Dutch 
farmers, who among other grievances resented what they con-
sidered the endue favour shown to the Kaffira, whose numbers 
had been greatly augmented by the flight of refugees from Panda. 
In 1843, for instance, no fewer than so,000 Zulus crossed the 
Tugda seeking the protection of the white man. The natives 
were settled in 1846 in specially selected locations and placed 
under the general supervision of Sir (then Mr) Theophilus Shep-
stone (q.v.). Sir Harry Smith, newly appointed governor of the 
Cape, met, on the banks of the upper Tvgda, a body of farmers 
preparing to reams the Drakensberg, and by remedying their 
grievances induced many of them to remain in Natal. Andries 
Pretorius and others, however, declined to remain, and from this 
time Pretorius (q.v.) ceased his connexion with Natal. Although 
by this migration the white population was again considerably 
reduced, those who remained were contented and loyal, and 
through the arrival of 4500 emigrants from England in the years 
1848-1851 and by subsequent immigration from oversee the 
colony became overwhelmingly British in character. From the 
time of the coming of the first considerable body of British 
settlers dates the development of trade and agriculture in the 
colony, followed somewhat later by the exploitation of the 
Mineral resources of the country. At the same time school were 
established and various churches began or increased their work 
in the colony. Dr Coleus, appointed bishop of Natal, arrived in  

ass- In r856 the dependenceof the country on Cape Colony was 
put to an end and Natal constituted a distinct colony with a 
legislative council of sixteen members, twelve elected by the 
inhabitants and four nominated by the crown. At the time the 
white population exceeded Fece, While dependent on the Cape„ 
ordinances had been passed establishing Roman-Dutch law ea 
the law of Natal, and save where modified by legislation it 
remained in force. 
%The British settlers soon realized that the coast lands were 

suited to the cultivation of tropical or semi-tropical products, and 
from 1852 onward sugar, coffee, cotton and arrow-root 	goyim 
were introduced, tea being afterwards substituted for runes 
coffee. The sugar industry soon became of importance, 	hien" 
and the planters werecompelled toseeltior large numbers 
of labourers. The natives, at case in their locations, did not 
volunteer in sufficient numbers, and recourse was had to coolie 
labour from India. The first coolies reached Natal in 186o. They 
came under indentures, but at the expiration of their contract 
were allowed to settle in the colony.' This proved one of the 
most momentous steps taken in the history of South Africa, for 
the Indian population rapidly increased, the " free " Indians be-
coming market gardeners, farmers, hawkers; traders, and in time 
serious competitors with the whites. But in 186o and for many 
years afterwards these consequences were not foreseen, and alone 
among the South Africa states Natal offered a welcome to Asiatics. 

In r866 the borders of the colony were extended on the south-
west by the annexation of part of Kaffraria that had formerly 
been under the away of the Pondo chief Faltn, who 
found himself unable to maintain his authority in r 
a region occupied by many diverse tribes. The newly aumedo. 
acquired territory was named Alfred county in memory 
of a visit paid to Natal by Prince Alfred (afterwards duke of 
Saxe-Coburg-Gotha). In 1867 R. W. Keate (1814-1873) became 
lieutenant-governor, a post which he filled until 1872. His 
administration is notable, not so much for internal affairs but 
from the fact that he twice acted as arbitrator in disputes in 
which the Boer states were involved. In a dispute between the 
Transvaal and the Orange Free State he decided (February 1870) 
that the Klip river and not the upper Vaal was the frontier 
stream. A more famous decision, that known as the Keate 
Award, was given in October 1872. It concerned the south-
western frontiers of the Transvaal, and the award, which was 
against the Transvaal pretensions, had important effects on 
the history of South Africa (see TIANSV AU and Sours AFRICA. 

During all this time little was done to alter the condition of 
the natives. There was scarcely an attempt to copy the policy, 
deliberately adopted in Cape Colony, of educating and civilizing 
the bbek man. Neither was Natal faced with the Cape problem 
of a large half-caste population. The Natal natives were left 
very main the state in which they were before the advent of 
the white men. While this opportunity of educating and training 
a docile people was in the main neglected, savage abuse of power 
by their chiefs was prevented. Under the superintendence 
of Shepstone the original refugees were quiet and contented, 
enjoying security from injustice and considerable freedom. 
This ideal lot, from the native point of view, drew such numbers 
of immigrants from disturbed districts that with the natural 
increase of population in thirty years the native inhabitants 
increased from about 100,000 to fully 350,00o. New generations 
grew up almost as *noun! as their fathers, but not with the 
same sense of dependence upon the white men. In this way was 
sown the seed of future trouble between the two races. The 
first serious collision between the natives and the government 
occurred in 1873. The Amahlubi, one of the highest in rank 
of the Bantu tribes of South Africa, fleeing from the cruelties of 

' Between 186o and 1866 some Sono Indians entered the colony. 
Immigration then ceased, and was not resumed until Om. .11y that 
yftr the Oyes from Portuguese territory and elsewhere who had 
found employment in Natal had been attracted to the Kimberley 
diamond mines, and the Natal natives not coming forward (save uoder 
compulsion). the importation of Indian coolies was again permitted 
(see the Natal Blue Book. Report of tho ladies lonoigration Coo-
melon, too). 
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Panda, bad been located by the Natal government under their 
chief Langelibalele (i.e. the great sun which shines and burns) 
in 1848 at the foot of the Drakensberg with the object of prevent-
ing the Bushmen who dwelt in the mountains plundering the 
upland farmers. Here the Amahlubi prospered, and after the 
diamond fields had been discovered many of the young men 
who had been to Kimberley brought back firearms. These 
Langelibidele refused to register, and entered into negotiations 
with several tribes with the object of organizing a general revolt. 
Prompt action by Sir Benjamin Pine, then lieutenant-governor 

of the colony, together with help from the Cape and 
Basutoland, prevented the success of Langelibalele's 
plan, and his own tribe, numbering some ro,000 persons; 
was the only one which rebelled. The chief was 

captured, and exiled to Cape Colony (August 1874). Permitted 
to return to Natal in 1886, he died in 1889. 

This rebellion drew the attention of the home government to 
the native question in Natal. The colonists. if mistaken in 
their general policy of leaving the natives in a condition of 
mitigated barbarism, bad behaved towards them with uniform 
kindness and justice. They showed indeed in their dealings both 
with the natives within their borders and with the Zulus beyond 
the Tugela a disposition to favour the natives at the expense 
of their white neighbours in the Transvaal and Orange Free 
State, and their action against Langalibalele was fully justified 
and the danger of a widespread native revolt real. But there 
were those, including Bishop Colenso, who thought the treatment 
of the Amahlubi wrong, and their agitation induced the British 
government to recall Sr Benjamin Pine, Sir Garnet Wolseley 
being sent out as temporary governor. Sir Garnet reported 
the natives as " happy and prosperous—well off in every sense." 
As a result of consultations with Shcpstone certain modifications 
were made in native policy, chiefly in the direction of more 
European supervision. 

Meantime the colony had weathered a severe commercial 
crisis brought on in 1865 through over-speculation and the 

ran 
neglect of agriculture, save along the coast belt. But 

Goias° the trade over berg largely developed on the dis-
own covert' of the Kimberley diamond mines, and the 

progress of the country was greatly promoted by the 
substitution of the railway for the ox wagon as a means of 
transport. There already existed a short line from the Point 
at Durban to the Umgeni, and on the 1st of January 1876 Sir 
Henry Bulwer, who had succeeded Wolaeley as governor, turned 
the first sod of a new state-owned railway which was completed 
as far as Maritzburg in 1880. At this date the white inhabitants 
numbered about ro,000. But besides a commercial crisis the 
colony had been the scene of an ecclesiastical dispute which 
attracted widespread attention. Bishop Colenso (q.v.), condemned 
in 1863 on a charge of heresy, ignored the authority of the court 
of South African bishops and was maintained in his position by 
decision of the Privy Council in England. This led to a division 
among the Anglican community in the colony and the consecra-
tion in 1869 of a rival bishop, who took the title of bishop of 
Maritzburg. Colenso's bold advocacy of the cause of the natives 
—which he maintained with vigour until his death (in 1883)— 
attracted almost equal attention. His native name was Usobantu 
(baker of She people). 

For some years Natal, in common with the other countries of 
South Africa, had suffered from the absence of anything resem-
bling a strong government among the Boers of the Transvaal, 
neighbours of Natal on the north. The annexation of the 
Transvaal to Great Britain, effected by Sir Theophilus Shepstone 
in April 1877, would, it was hoped, put a period to the disorders 
in that country. But the new administration at Pretoria in-
herited many disputes with the Zulus, disputes which were in 
large measure the cause of the war of 1879. For years the 
Zulus had lived at amity with the Nataljans, from whom they 
received substantial favours, and in 0372 Cetywayo (q.v.), 
on succeeding his father Panda, had given assurances of good 
behaviour. These promises were not kept for long, and by 1878 
his attitude bad become so hostile towards both the Natal and 

Transvaal governments that Sir Bartle Frere then High Com- 
missioner for South Africa, determined on his reduction. During 
the war (see Zututztio) Natal was used as the British base, 
and the Natal volunteers rendered valuable service in the 
campaign, which, after opening with disasters to the British 
forces, ended in the breaking of the Zulu power. (F. R. C.) 

Scarcely had the colony recovered from the shock of the 
Zulu War than it was involved in the revolt of the Transvaal 
Boers (z88o-188z), an event which overshadowed all Nam 
domestic concerns. The Natatians were intensely and stro 
British in sentiment, and resented deeply the policy ""° 1  

188041. 
adopted by the Gladstone administration. At In- 
gogo, Majuba and Laing's lick, all of them situated within 
the colony, British forces had been defeated by the Boers. 
And the treaty of retrocession was never regarded in Natal as 
anything but a surrender. It was dearly understood that the 
Boers would aim to establish a republican government over the 
whole of South Africa, and that the terms of peace simply meant 
greater bloodshed at no distant date. The protest made by 
the Natallans against the settlement was in vain. The Transvaal 
Republic was established, but the prediction of the colonists, 
ignored at the time, was afterwards fulfilled to the letter. In 
justice, however, to the colonists of Natal it must be recorded 
that, finding their protest with regard to the Transvaal settle-
ment useless, they made up their minds to shape their policy 
in conformity with that settlement. But it was not long before 
their worst fears with regard to the Been began to be realized, 
and their patience was once more severely taxed. The Zulu 
power, as has been recorded, was broken in 1879. After the 
war quarrels arose among the petty chiefs set up by Sir Garnet 
Wolseley, and in 1883 some Transvaal Boers intervened, and 
subsequently, as a reward for the assistance they bad rendered 
to one of the combatants, demanded and annexed Moo sq. m. 
of country, which they styled the " New Republic." 'As the 
London Convention had stipulated that there should be no 
trespassing on the part of the Boers over their specified boundaries, 
and as Natal had been the basis for those operations against 
the Zulus on the part of the British in x879, which alone made 
such an annexation of territory possible, a strong feeling was 
once more aroused in Natal. The " New Republic," reduced in 
area, however, to less than locom., was nevertheless recog- 
nized by the British government in 7886, and in 1888 its consent 
was given to the territory (the Vryheid district) being Meer-
porated with the TransvaaL Meantime, in 1887, the remainder 
of Zululand had been annexed to Great Britain (see Zummarto). 

In 1884 the discovery of gold in De Kaap Valley, and on 
Mr Moodie's farm in the Transvaal, caused a considerable rash 
of colonists from Natal to that country. Railways were stilt 
far from the Transvaal border, and Natal not only sent her own 
colonists to the new fields, but also offered the nearest route for 
prospectors from Cape Colony or from Europe. Durban was 
soon thronged; and Pietermaritzburg, which was then practi-
cally the terminus of the Natal railway, was the base from which 
nearly all the expeditions to the goldfields were fitted out. 
The journey to De Kaap by bullock-waggon occupied about 
six weeks. " Kurveying " (the conducting of transport by • 
bullock-waggon) in itself constituted a great industry. Two 
years later, in t886, the Rand goldfields were proclaimed, and 
the tide of trade which had already set in with the 
Transvaal steadily increased. Natal colonists were 

naxranta 

not merely the first in the field with the transport remain a. 
traffic to the new goldfields; they became some of 
the earliest proprietors of mines, and for several years many of 
the largest mining companies had their chief offices at Pieter-
maritzburg or Durban. In this year (x886) the railway reached 
Ladysmith, and In 1139t it was completed to the Transvaal 
frontier at Charlestown, the section from Ladysmith northward 
opening up the Dundee and Newcastle coalfields. Thus a new 
industry was added to the resources of the colony. 

The demand which the growing trade made upon the one 
port of Natal, Durban, encouraged the colonists to redouble 
their efforts to improve their harbour. The question of a fairway 
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from ocean to harbour has been a difficult one at nearly every 
port on the African coast. A heavy sea from the Indian Ocean 
is always breaking on the shore, even in the finest weather, 
and at the mouth of every natural harbour a bar occurs. To 
deepen the channel over the bar at Durban so that steamers 
might enter the harbour was the cause of labour and expenditure 
for many years. Harbour works were begun in 1857, piers and 
jetties were constructed, dredgers imported, and controversy 
raged over the various schemes for harbour improvement. In 
2881 a harbour board was formed under the chairmanship of 
Mr Harry Escombe. It controlled the operations for improving 
the sea entrance until 1893, when on the establishment of re-
sponsible government it was abolished. The work of improving 
the harbour was however continued with vigour, and finally, in 
19o4, such success was achieved that vessels of the largest class 
were enabled to enter port (see Delman). At the same time 
the railway system was continually developing. 

For many years there had been an agitation among the 
colonists for self-government. In 2882 the colony was offered 

self-government coupled with the obligations of Sa- 
mmie. self-defence. The offer was declined, but in 5883 the 
meet 	legislative council was remodelled so as to consist of 
It1°414  23 elected and 7 nominated members. In ago 
the elections to the council led to the return of a majority in 
favour of accepting self-government, and in r893 a bill in favour 
of the proposed change was passed and received the sanction 
of the Imperial government. At the time the white inhabitants 
numbered about so,coo. The electoral law was framed to 
prevent more than a very few natives obtaining the franchise. 
Restrictions in this direction dated as far back as r865, while in 
1896 an act was passed aimed at the exclusion of Indians from 
the suffrage. The leader of the party which sought responsible 
government was Sir John Robinson (1839-1903) who had gone 
to Natal in aso, was a leading journalist in the colony, had 
been a member of the legislative council since 5863, and bad 
filled various official positions. lie now became the first premier 
and colonial secretary with Mr Harry Escombe (q.v.) as attorney-
general and Mr F. R. Moor as secretary for NativeAffairs. The 
year that witnessed this change in the constitution was also 
notable for the death of Sir Theophilus Shepstone, Natal's 
most prominent citizen. In the same year Sir Walter Hely-
Hutchinson became governor. His immediate predecessors 
had been Sir Charles Mitchell (1889-1893) and Sir Arthur 
Havelock (2886-1889). Sir John Robinson remained premier 
until i897, a year marked by the annexation of Zululand to 
Natal. In the following year Natal entered the Customs Union 
already existing between Cape Colony and the Orange Free 
State. Sir John Robinson had been succeeded as premier by 
Mr Harry Escombe (February-October 0397) and Escombe 
by Sir Henry Binns, on whose death in•June 0399 Lieut.-Colonel 
(afterwards Sir) Albert Hime formed a ministry which remained 
in office until after the conclusion of theAnglo-Boer War. Mean-
time (in root) Sir Henry McCallum had succeeded Sir Walter 
Hely-Hutchinson as governor. 

For some years Natal had watched with anxiety the attitude 
of increasing hostility towards the British adopted by the 
Pretoria administration, and, with bitter remembrance of the 
events of 188t, gauged with accuracy the intentions of the Boers. 
So suspicious had the ministry become of the nature of the 
military preparations that were being made by the Boers, that 
in May 1899 they communicated their apprehensions to the 
High Commissioner, Sir Alfred Milner, who telegraphed on the 

sth of May to Mr Chamberlain, informing him that Natal was 
uneasy. The governor expressed his views to the prime minister 
that the Natal government ought to give the British government 
every support, and Colonel Hime replied that their support 

would be given, but at the same time he feared the 
7774 war consequences to Natal if, after all, the British govern- 

went should draw back. In July the Natal ministry 
learnt that it was not the intention of the Imperial 

government to endeavour to hold the frontier in case hostilities 
arose, bat that a line of defence considerably south of the frontier 

would be taken up. This led to a request on their part that ft 
the Imperial government had any reason to anticipate the 
breakdown of negotiations, " such steps may be at once taken 
as may be necessary for the effectual defence of the whole 
colony." Sir William Penn Symons, the general commanding 
the British forces in Natal in September, decided to hold Glencoe. 
On the arrival of Lieut.-General Sir George White from India, 
he informed the governor that he considered it dangerous to 
attempt to hold Glencoe, and urged the advisability of with.. 
drawing the troops to Ladysmith. The governor was strongly 
opposed to this step, as he was anxious to protect the coal supply, 
and also feared the moral effect of a withdrawal. Eventually 
Sir Archibald Hunter, then chief of staff to Sir Redvers Buller, 
was consulted, and stated that in his opinion, Glencoe being 
already occupied, " it was a case of balancing drawbacks, and 
advised that, under the circumstances, the troops be retained 
at Glencoe." This course was then adopted. 

On the tub of October 2899 war broke out. The first act was 
the seizure by the Boers of a Natal train on the Free State border. 
On the 12th Laing's Nek was occupied by the Boer forces, who 
were moved in considerable force over the Natal border. New-
castle was next occupied by the Boers unopposed, and on the 
aoth of October occurred the battle of Talana Hill outside 
Dundee. In this engagement the advanced body of British 
troops, 3000 strong, under Symons, held a camp called Craigside 
which lay between Glencoe and Dundee, and from this position 
General Symons hoped to be able to hold the northern portion 
of Natal. There is no doubt that this policy strongly' 
commended itself to the governor and ministers of Natal, 
and that they exercised considerable pressure to have it 
adopted. But from a military point of view it was not at all 
cordially approved by Sir George White, and it was after-
wards condemned by Lord Roberts. • Fortunately Symons was 
able to win a complete victory over one of the Boer columns at 
Talana Hill. lie himself received a mortal wound in the action. 
Brigadier-General Yule then took command, and an overwhelm-
ing force of Boers rendering the further occupation of Dundee 
dangerous, he decided to retire his force to Ladysmith. On the 
list of October General Sir George White and General (Sir John) 
French defeated at Elandslaagte a strong force of Boers, who 
threatened to cut off General Yule's retreat. He again attacked 
the Boer forces at Rietfontein on the 24th of October, and on 
the 26th General Yule reached Ladysmith in safety. Ladysmith 
now became for a time the centre of military interest. The Boers 
gradually surrounded the town and cut off the communications 
from the south. Various engagements were fought in the 
attempt to prevent this movement, including the actions of 
Farquhar's Farm and Nicholson's Nck on the 30th (see Tuns-
VAAL). The investment of Ladysmith continued till the 28th of 
February 19oo, when, after various attempts to relieve the 
beleaguered garrison, Sir Redvers Buller'a forces at last entered 
the town. During the six weeks previous to the relief, 200 
deaths had occurred from disease alone, and altogether as many 
as 8424 were reported to have passed through the hospitals. 
The relief of Ladysmith soon led to the evacuation of Natal by 
the Boer forces, who trekked northwards. 

During the Boer invasion the government and the loyal 
colonists, constituting the great majority of the inhabitants of 
the colony, rendered the Imperial forces every assistance. A 
comparatively small number of the Dutch colonists joined the 
enemy, but there was no general rebellion among them. As the 
war progressed the Natal volunteers and other Natal forces took 
a prominent part. The Imperial Light Horse and other irregular 
corps were recruited in Natal, although the bulk of the men in 
the forces were Uitlanders from Johannesburg. As the nearest 
colony to the Transvaal, Natal was resorted to by &large number 
of men, women and children, who were compelled to leave the 
Transvaal on the outbreak of the war. Refugee and Uhlander 
committees were formed both at Durban and Maritzburg, and, 
in conjunction with the colonists, they did all in their power to 
assist in recruiting irregular corps, and also in furnishing relief 
to the sick and needy. 
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As one result of the war, an addition was made to the territory 
comprised in Natal, consisting of a portion of what had previously 
been included in the Transvaal. The Natal government origin-
ally made two proposals for annexing new territory 

1. It was proposed that the following districts should be trans-
ferred to Natal, viz. the district of Vryheid, the district of Utrecht 
and such portion of the district of Wakkerstroom as was comprised 
by a line drawn from the north-eastern corner of Natal. cast by 
Volksrust in a northerly direction to the summit of the Drakensberg 
Range. along that range, passing just north of the town of Wakker-
groom, to the head waters of the Pongola river, and thence follow-
ing the Pongola river to the border of the Utrecht district. In 
consideration of the advantage to Natal from this addition of terri-
tory, Natal should take over fyoo,000 of the Transvaal debt. 

2. It was proposed to include in Natal such portions of the Hard- 
smith and Vrede districts as were comprised by a line following the 

Elands river north from its source on the Basutoland 
Aam"a" border to its junction with the Wilge river, and thence 

*" drawn straight to the point where the boundaries of Natal, 
the Transvaal and the Orange River Colony meet on the aorthera Drakensberg. In consideration of this addition to her 

a."1"" territory. Natal should take over a portion of the Orange 
River Colony debt, to be raised at the end of the war, to the amount 
of (200,000. 

The Imperial government decided to sanction only the first 
of these two proposals. For this course there were many reasons, 
the Transvaal territory annexed, or the greater 'part of it (the 
Vryheid district), having been only separated from the rest of 
Zululand in 1883 by a raid of armed Boers. "In handing over 
this district to the administration which controls the rest of 
Zululand, His Majesty's government," wrote Mr Chamberlain, 
under date March I902, " feel that they are reuniting what ought 
never to have been separated." 

With regard, however, to the proposed transfer of territory 
from the Orange River Colony, the circumstances were different. 
" There is," -Said Mr Chamberlain, " no such historical reason 
as exists in the case of Vryheid for making the transfer. On the 
contrary, the districts in question have invariably formed part 
of the state from which it is now proposed to sever them, and 
they are separated from Natal by mountains which form a well-
defined naturalboundary. In these circumstances, His Majesty's 
government have decided to confine the territory to be trans-
ferred to the districts in the Transvaal." 

The districts added to Natal contained about &co white 
inhabitants (mostly Dutch), and some 92,000 natives, and had 
an area of nearly 7000 sq. m., so that this annexation meant an 
addition to the white population of Natal of about one-tenth, 
to her native population of about one-tenth also, and to her 
territory of about one-fourth. An act authorizing the annexation 
was passed during xgo2 and the territories were formally trans-
ferred to Natal in January t9o3., (A. P. H.; F. R. C.) 

The period following the war was succeeded by commercial 
depression, though in Natal it was not so severely felt as in other 

states of South Africa. The government met the crisis 
by renewed energy in harbour works, railway construe-

d/passim tions and the development of the natural resources 
d 	of the country. A railway to the Zululand coalfields 

aeon 	was completed In 1903, and in the same year a line orients& 
was opened to Vryheid in the newly annexed territories. 

Natal further built several railway lines in the eastern half of 
the Orange River Colony, thus opening up new markets for her 
produce and facilitating ber transit trade. Mr Chamberlain on 
his visit to South Africa came first to Natal, where he landed in 
the last days of 1902, and conferred with the leading colonists. 
In August rgos the Hints ministry resigned and was succeeded 
by a cabinet under the premiership of Mr (afterwards Sir) George 
Sutton, the founder of the wattle industry in Natal and one of 
the pioneers in the coal-mining industry. In May tgos Sir 
George Sutton WAS replaced by a coalition ministry under Mr 
'C. J. Smythe, who had been colonial secretary under Sir Albert 
/lime. These somewhat frequent changes of ministry, char-
acteristic of a country new to responsible government, reflected, 
chiefly, differences concerning the treatment of commercial 
questions and the policy to be adopted towards the natives. 
Towards those Dutch colonists who had joined the enemy 
during the war leniency was shown, all rebels being pardoned. 

The attitude of the natives both in Natal proper and in Zululand 
caused much disquiet. As early as July 1903 rumours were 
current that Dinizulu (a son of Cetywayo) was disaffected and 
the power he exercised as representative of the former royal house 
rendered his attitude a matter of great moment. Dinizulu, 
however, remained at the time quiescent, though the Zulus were 
in a state of excitement over incidents connected with the war, 
when they had been subject to raids by Boer commandoes, and 
on one occasion at least had retaliated in characteristic Zulu 
fashion. Unrest was also manifested among the natives west of 
the Tugela, but it was not at first cause for alarm. The chief 
concern of the Natal government was to remodel their native 
policy where it proved inadequate, especially in view of the 
growth of the movement for the federation of the South African 
colonies. During 1903-1904 a Native Affairs' Commission, 
representative of all the states, obtained much evidence on the 
status and conditions of the natives. Its investigations pointed 
to the loosening of tribal ties and to the corresponding growth 
of a spirit of individual independence. Among its recommenda-
tions was the direct political representation of natives in the 
colonial legislatures on the . New Zealand model, and the imposi-
tion of direct taxation upon natives, which should not be less 
than ft a year payable by every adult male. The commission 
also called attention to the numerical insufficiency of magistrates 
and native commissioners in certain parts of Natal. With some 
of the recommendations the Natal commissioners disagreed; 
in xgos, however, an act was passed by the Natal legislature 
imposing a poll-tax of Lx on all males over x8 in the colony, 
except indentured Indians and natives paying hut-tax (which 
was res. a year). Every European was bound to pay the tax. 
In xpo6 a serious rebellion broke out in the colony, attributable 
ostensibly to the poll-tax, and spread to Zululand. It was 
suppressed by the colonial forces under Colonel (afterwards Sir) 
Duncan McKenzie, aided by a detachment of Transvaal 
volunteers. An incident which marked the beginning of this 
rebellion brought the Natal ministry into sharp conflict with 
the Imperial government (the Campbell-Bannerman administra-
tion). Early in the year a farmer who had insisted that the 
Kaffirs on his farm should pay the poll-tax was murdered, and on 
the 8th of February some forty natives in the Richmond district 
forcibly resisted the collection of the tax and killed a sub-
Inspector of police and a trooper at Byrnetown. Two of the 
natives implicated were court-martialled and shot (February xs); 
others were subsequently arrested and tried by court martial. 
Nineteen were sentenced to death, but in the case of seven of the 
prisonert the sentence was commuted. On the day before that 
fixed for the execution Lord Elgin, then Secretary of 
State for the Colonies, intervened and directed the was, 
governor to postpone the execution of the sentence. twine 
Thereupon the Natal ministry resigned, giving as their 

rt 
Sev".. 

reason the impoance of maintaining the authority of " 6" 
the colonial administration at a critical period, and the con-
stitutional question involved in the interference by the imperial 
authorities in the domestic affairs of a self-governing colony. 
The action of the British cabinet caused both astonishment and 
indignation throughout South Africa and in the other self-
governing states of the empire. After a day's delay, during which 
Sir Henry McCallum reiterated his concurrence, already made 
known in London, in the justice of the sentence passed on the 
natives, Lord Elgin gave way (March 30). The Natal ministry 
thereupon remained in office. The guilty natives were shot on 
the 2nd of April.' It was at this time that Bambaata, a chief 
in the Greytown district who had been deposed for misconduct, 
kidnapped the regent appointed in his stead. He was pursued 
and escaped to Zululand, where he received considerable help, 
He was killed in battle in June, and by the close of July the 
rebellion was at an end. As has been stated, it was ostensibly 
attributable to the poll-tax, but the causes were more deep-
seated. Though somewhat obscure they may be found in the 

I Subsequently three other natives, after trial 
i 
 by the suprenw 

rt cou, were condemned and executed for their share n the Byrne-
town murders. 
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growing sense of power and solidarity among all the Kaffir 
tribes of South Africa—a sense which gave force to the " Ethio-
pian movement," which, ecclesiastical in origin, was political 
in its development. There were moreover special local causes 
such as undoubted defects in the Natal administration. ,  Those 
Africans whose " nationalism " was greatest looked to Dinizulu 
as their leader, and he was accused by many colonists of having 
incited the rebellion. Dinizulu protested his loyalty to the 
British, nor was it likely that he viewed with approval the action 
of Bambaata, a comparatively unimportant and meddlesome 
chief. As time went on, however, the Natal government, 
alarmed at a series of murders of whites in Zululand and at the 
evidences of continued unrest among the natives, became con-
vinced that Dinizulu was implicated in the rebellious movement. 
When a young man, in 1889, he had been convicted of high 
treason and had been exiled, but afterwards (in 1897) allowed to 
return. Now a force under Sir Duncan McKenzie entered 
Zululand. Thereupon Dinizulu surrendered (December 1907) 
without opposition, and was removed to Maritzburg. His trial 
was delayed until November 1908, and it was not until March 
1909 that judgment was given, the court finding him guilty only 
on the minor charge of harbouring rebels. Meantime, in February 
1908, the governor—Sir Matthew Nathan, who had succeeded 
Sir Henry McCallum in August 1907—had made a tour in 
Zululand, on which occasion some !son of the prisoners taken 
in the rebellion of 1906 were released. 

The intercolonial commission had dealt with the native 
question as it affected South Africa as a whole; it was felt that 
Nighw  a more local investigation was needed, and in August 
Affairs• nod a strong commission was appointed to inquire 
cw.. into the condition of the Natal natives. The general 
asigaloa. election which was held in the following month turned 
on native policy and on the measures necessary to meet the 
commercial depression. The election, which witnessed the return 
of four Labour members, resulted in a ministerial majority of a 
somewhat heterogeneous character, and in November 1906 Mr 
Smythe resigned, being succeeded by Mr F. R. Moor, who in 
his election campaign had criticized the Smythe ministry for 
their financial proposals and for the " theatrical " manner in 
which they had conducted their conflict with the home govern-
ment. Mr Moor remained premier until the office was abolished 
by the establishment of the Union of South Africa. In August 
3907 the report of the Native Affairs' Commission was published. 
The commission declared that the chasm between the native 
and white races had been broadening for years and that the 
efforts of the administration—especially since the grant of 
responsible government—to reconcile the Kaffirs to the changed 
conditions of rule and policy and to convert them into an element 
of strength had been ineffective. It was not sufficient to secure 
them, as the government had done, peace and ample means of 
livelihood. The commission among other proposals for a more 
liberal and sympathetic native policy urged the creation of a 
native advisory Board entrusted with very wide powers. " Per-
sonal rule," they declared, "supplies the keynote of successful 
native control "—a statement amply borne out by the influence 
over the natives exercised by Sir T. Shepstone. The unrest in 
Zululand delayed action being taken on the commission's report. 
But In 1909 an act was passed which placed native affairs in the 
bands of four district commissioners, gave to the minister for 
native affairs direct executive authority and created a council 
for native affairs on which non-official members had scats. 
While the district commissioners were intended to keep in close 
touch with the natives, the council was to act as a " deliberative, 
consultative and advisory body." 

Concurrently with the efforts made to reorganize their native 
policy the colony also endeavoured to deal with the Asiatic 
question. The rapid growth of the Indian population from 
about 1890 caused much disquiet among the majority of the 
white inhabitants, who viewed with especial anxiety the activities 

The causes, both local andgeneral, are set forth in a despatch 
bar the .governor of the 21111 of June 1906 and printed in the Blue 
gookxd. 3247-  

of the " free," i.e. unindentured Indians. An act of '895, which 
did not become effective until icier, imposed an annual tax of £3 
on time-expired Indians who remained in the colony 
and did not reindenture. In 1897 an Indian 
Immigration Restriction Act was passed with the 
object of protecting European traders; in 1903 
another Immigration Restriction Act among other things, per-
mitted the exclusion of all would-be immigrants unable to write 
in the characters of some European language. Under this act 
thousands of Asiatics were refused permission to land. In 1906 
municipal disabilities were imposed upon Asiatics, and in 1907 
a Dealers' Licences Act was passed with the object, and effect, 
of restricting the trading operations of Indians. In 5908 the 
government introduced a bill to provide for the cessation of 
Indian emigration at the end of three years; it was not pro-
ceeded with, but a strong commission was appointed to inquire 
into the whole subject. This commission reported in 1909, its 
general conclusion being that in the interests of Natal the 
importation of indentured Indian labour should not be dis-
continued. For sugar, tea and wattle growing, farming, coal-
mining and other industries indentured Indian labour appeared 
to be essential. But the evidence was practically unanimous that 
the Indian was undesirable in Natal other than as a labourer 
and the commission recommended compulsory repatriation. 
While desirous that steps should be taken to prevent an increase 
in the number of free Asiatic colonists, the commission pointed 
out that there were in Natal over 6o,000 " free " Indians whose 
rights could not be interfered with by legislation dealing with the 
further importation of coolies. But these Indians by reindentur-
ing might come under the operation of the repatriation proposal. 
Nothing further was done in Natal up to the establishment of 
the Union of South Africa, when all questions specially or 
differentially affecting Asiatics were withdrawn from the com-
petence of the provincial authorities. 

Not long after the conclusion of the war of 1899-19o2 the 
close commercial relations between the Transvaal and Natal 
led to suggestions for a union of the two colonies, but  
these suggestions were not seriously entertained. The , 

rk. 
w8:e.  

divergent interests of the various colonies threatened maw. 
indeed a tariff and railway war when the Customs 
Convention (provisionally renewed in March r906) should 
expire in too& But at the close of 1905 the Cape ministry formally 
reopened the question of federation, and at a railway con-
ference held in Pretoria in May 7908 the Natal delegates 
agreed to a motion affirming the desirability of the early union 
of the self-governing colonies. The movement for union rapidly 
gained strength, and a National Convention to consider the 
matter met in Durban in October 1908. In Natal, especially 
among the older colonists, who feared that in a united South 
Africa Natal interests would be overborne, the proposals for 
union were met with suspicion and opposition, and the Natal 
ministry felt bound to submit the question to the people. A 
referendum act was passed in April 1909, and in June following 
the electors by 11,121 VOLE'S to 3701 decided to join the Union., 
(See SOUTH AFRICA.) 

Natal was concerned not only with the political aspects of 
union, and with its natives and Indian problems, but had to 
safeguard its commercial interests and to deal with a revenue 
insufficient for its needs. In 1908 an Income Tax and a Land 
Tax Act was passed; the land tax being a halfpenny in the £ 
"on the aggregate unimproved value "—it brought in 13o,000 
in 1908-1909. Meantime it was agreed by the Cape, Transvaal 
and Natal governments that, subject to Natal entering the 
Union, its share of the Rand import trade should be 25% before 
and 3o% after the establishment of the Union. Previously 
Natal had only 221% of the traffic, and this agreement led to 
revival in trade. Moreover, the development of its coal-mines 
and agriculture was vigorously prosecuted, and in 1910 it was 
found possible to abolish both the Income Tax and Land Tax 
and yet have a surplus in revenue. The closing months of 
Natal's existence as a separate colony thus found her peaceful 
and prosperous. The governor, Sir Idatthew Nathan. had 
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returned to Ragland in December 1909, and Lord Methuen was 
governor from that time until the 31st of May 1910. On that 
date the Union of South Africa was established, Natal becoming 
one of the original provinces of the .1.7nion. 

1318LIOGRAPHY.—R. Russell, The Garden Colony. The Story of 
Natal and its Neighbours (London, 1910 ed.), a good general account; 
EL Brooks (edited by R. J. Mann), Natal, a History and Description 

%Lake Colony, &c. (London. 1876); J. F. Ingram, Natalia, a Cox- 
History of the Explorahon and Colonization of Natal and 

Zukdand (London, 1897): C. P. Lucas, Historical Geography of the 
British Colones, vol. iv. "South and East Africa" (Oxford, 1897). 
also generalsurveys. Twestieds-Century Impressions of.  Natal 

, 1906) deals with the peoples, commerce, industries and 
resources of the colony; the Canis of the Colony of Natal, April 
roo4 (Maritzburg, 1905) contains a large amount of authoritative 
information; The Natal Almanac is a directory and yearly iegister 
published at Maritzburg. See also the official Statistical Year Book. 
For the native inhabitants, besides the works quoted under KAFFIR.% 
valuable information will be found in Native Customs. H.C. 292 (r881), 
the Report of 	Native Alain' Communion. 1906-1907. Cd. 3889 
(1108); the 	of the &at* African Native Affairs' Commsstors, 
rciej-ipos. C . atrtiego3); and other parliamentary papers 
(consult The Colonial 0 	Last, London, yearly). 

For detailed his 	study consult G. M. Theal, History of South 
Africa, 1834-1854 (London, 1893). with notes on early books oil 
Natal. Among these the most valuable are: N. Isaacs, Travel r and 
Adventures is Eastern Africa ... with a Sketch of Natal (2 vo,s., 
London, 1836)• H. Cloete, Emipation of the Dutch Farmers front 
the Cape and 

•
'their Settlement an Natal•. . (Cape Town, 1856), 

reprinted as The History of the Great Boa Trek (London. 1899), an 
authoritative record; J. C. Chase, Natal, a Reprint of all Authentic
Notices, &c. (Grahamstown 1843); W. C. Holden, History of the 
Colony of Natal (London, '1855); J. Bird, The Annals of Natal, 
1405 to :845 (2 vols., Maritzburg. 1888skatioorork of permanent value, 
consisting of official records. &c.: 	tone, Historic Sketch of 
Natal (1864). See also South Africa Ha 	ks. useful reprints from 
theplier South Africa (London. 	(19oo et seq.)); Martineau's 
Life Sir Bartle Fire. the Autobsorapky of Sir Harry Smuk, and 
Sr J. obinson's A Lifetime in South Africa (London, 1901); George 
Linton, or the First Years of an English Colony (London, 1876). 
Bishop A. H. Baynes's Handbooks of English Church Expantron. 
Song Africa (London N.D. (19o8J) gives the story of the Colenso 
controversy and its results. 

For further historical works and for information on flora, fauna, 
climate, law, church, &c. see the bibliography under Sour H AFRICA. 
(See also ZULULAND: Bibliography.) (F. R. C.) 

NATAL, a city and port of Brazil and capital of the state of 
Rio Grande do Norte, on the right bank of the Rio Potengy, 
or Rio Grande do Norte, about a ra. above its mouth. Pop. of 
the municipality (189o) 13,735. Natal is the starting-point of 
the Natal and Nova Cruz railway, and is a port of call for coast-
wise steamers, which usually anchor outside the bar. It is a 
stagnant, poorly built town of one-storeyed houses and mud-
walled cabins, with few public edifices and business houses of 
a better type. The only industry of note is the manufacture 
of cotton. The exports are chiefly sugar and cotton. Natal was 
founded in 1597 as a military post to check an illicit trade in 
Brazil-wood. In 1633 it was occupied by the Dutch, who 
remained until 1654. It became the capital of a province in 
stlzo. In early works it is sometimes termed Cidade dos Reis 
(City of the Rings). 

NATANZ, a minor province of Persia, situated in the hilly 
district between Isfahan and Kashan, and held in fief by the 
family of the Hissam as Saltaneb (Sultan Murad Mirza, d. 1882). 
It contains eighty-two villages and hamlets, has a revenue of 
about Lz000, and a population of about 23,000. It is divided 
into four districts: Bararud, Natanzrud, Tarkrud and Badrud. 
Natalia pears are famous throughout the country. The western 
part of the province is traversed from north to south by the 
old high-road between Kashan and Isfahan, with the well-known 
stations of Kuhrud (7teo ft.) and So (756o ft.). This road was 
practically abandoned when the Indian government telegraph 
line, which ran along It, was removed to a road farther east in 
1906. The capital of the little province is NMI*, a large village 
with a population of about 3000, situated 69 m. north of Isfahan, 
at an elevation of 5670 ft. It has an old mosque, with a minaret 
123 ft. in height, built in 1355. 

NATOHIffiro a city and the county-seat of Adams county, 
Mississippi, US.A., on the Mississippi river, about too m. S.W. 
of Jackson. Pop. (1890) s0,501, (19oo) 12,51o. of whom 7090  

were negroes, (1910 cents) 11,795. It is served by the 
Yazoo & Mississippi Valley, the St Louis, Iron Mountain & 
Southern, the New Orleans & North-Western and the lifi•ensippi 
Central railways, and by steamboats on the Mississippi river. 
The city, which has an area of 2•29 sq. m., is mostly en a bluff 
that rises 200 ft. above the river, the wharfs and landings, and a 
few old buildings being the only reminders of what was before 
the Civil War the principal business section. Among the city's 
institutions are the Fisk Public Library, a charity hospital, 
two sanatoriums, three orphan asylums, Stanton College for 
girls (non-sectarian; opened in 1894 and lodged in the old Fisk 
mansion), St Joseph's College for girls, the Jefferson Military 
College (18o2), 6 m. from the city, and Natchez College for 
negroes. The city has four public parks, three on the river 
front, and one, Memorial Park, in honour of Confederate dead, 
in the heart of the city. On a neighbouring bluff is a national 
cemetery. Just,outside the city limits, at Gloater, the former 
estate of Winthrop Sargent, first governor of the Territory of 
Mississippi, are the graves of Sargent and S. S. Prentiss, who lived 
in Natchez for some years. In and near the city are many 
handsome .old residences typical of ante-bellum Natchez, among 
them being: Monmouth, General Quitman's estate; Somerset 
and Oakland long in the Chotard family; and The Briars, 
the home during girlhood of Varina Howell, the wife of Jefferson 
Davis. A Roman Catholic cathedral (1841), Trinity Protestant 
Episcopal Church (1825) and a Presbyterian church (1829) 
are the principal church buildings. The Prentiss and the Elk 
are the leading dubs. Mardi Gras is annually celebrated. The 
leading industries are the shipment of cotton (70,000 to 9o,000 
bales are handled annually) and the manufacture of cottonseed 
oil and cake—the first cottonseed-oil mill in the country was 
built here in 1834—cotton goods, rope and yarns, lumber; 
brick, drugs and ice. Natchez was the first city in the state to 
own municipal water-works and sewage system. 

The city was named from the Natchez Indians who lived on 
its site when the country was first settled. In 1716 on the bluff 
Le Moyne de Bienville built Fort Rosalie for the protection of 
some French warehouses, and later the French demanded a 
neighbouring hill for another settlement. This offended the 
Natchez, and on the 28th of November 1729 they massacred the 
French and destroyed the fort, which was immediately rebuilt, 
and in 1764 was handed over to the English is accordance with 
the treaty of Paris, and became Fort Fermium; in 1779 it WU 
turned over to the Spanish, who held it until 1798, when they 
withdrew and United States troops occupied the place. Under 
Spanish rule Natchez was the seat of government of a large district, 
and from 1798 to 18o2 and from 5817 to 1821 it was the capitalof 
Mississippi. It was chartered as a city in 1803. On the 7th of 
May 1840 a large part of the city was destroyed by a tornado; 
but it was soon rebuilt, and at the outbreak of the Civil War was 
a place of considerable wealth and culture. For several years it 
was the home of General John Anthony Quitman (1799-1858). 
Natchez surrendered to Union forces during the Vicksburg 
campaigns, first on the rath of May 1852, and again on the 
13th of July 1863. On the and of September 2862 the 
Union iron-clad " Essex," commanded by William David 
Porter, bombarded the city and put an end to the commercial 
importance of the river front section. 

NATHANABL, a character in the New Testament, whoappears 
in John L 45 sqq. as one of the first disciples of Jesus. In john 
xxi. 2 be is described as belonging to Cana of Galilee. The 
account of his call reveals to us a man of a deeply spiritual 
and sincere nature. Otherwise we know nothing beyond the 
mention of his name as one of the seven to whom, after the 
Resurrection, Christ revealed himself  at the sea of Tiberias 
(John xxi. a). But the interest he has evoked is shown by the 
attempts to identify him with other New Testament characters. 
Of these the one which has found most favour sees in him 
the apostle Bartholomew (q.e.).• The actual identification must 
however remain a matter of pure conjecture. Still less can 
be said for theattempts to find in Nsthanael another 
name for the apostle Matthew, or for Mstthias, or for Paul " the 
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apostle of visions," or even for the writer of the Fourth Gospel 
himselL 

Buntocaansv.—For the story of Nathanaers call see Archbishop 
Trench, Studies in the Gospels, No. 2, and on his character, J. H. 
Heyman's Sermons for the Festivals of the Church, No. ay. 

NATHUBROY, SIR MANCIALDA8 (1832-189o), Seth or head 
of the Kapol Bank caste, well known for their thrift and keen 
commercial instincts. He was born on the zsth of October 
1832, of a family whose ancestors emigrated from Diu to 
Bombay soon after Bombay came into British possession. His 
grandfather, Ramdas Manordas, amassed a considerable fortune, 
which, owing to the premature death of his father, came into 
the sole possession of Mangaldas at the age of eleven. He had 
to take charge of the business in early life, though he gave some 
time to English studies. On the death of his wife he established 
a dispensary at Kalyan In her memory and also a special female 
ward in connexion with the David Sassoon hospital in Poona. 
As a merchant Mangaldas was upright and sucoessful. In social 
matters he stood forth as a reformer, and to him the change to 
election from hereditary succession to the headship of the caste 
is due. In :862 he founded a fellowship in Bombay university 
to allow graduates to spend some years in Europe. A bequest 
in his will enabled the university to establish seven similar 
scholarships. He took keen interest in learning, and in such 
institutions as the Asiatic and geographical societies. In 1866 
he was nominated to the legislative council and sat till 3874. 
In 1867 he revived the Bombay association, a political body, 
over which he presided for a time. In 1872 he was made C.S.I., 
and in 1875 the dignity of Knight Bachelor was conferred on 
him. Besides a large donation to the Indian Famine Fund, 
Sir Mangaldas is known to have expended fsoo,000 on charities. 
He died at Bombay on the 9th of March ago 

NATICK, a township of S.E. Middlesex county, Massachusetts, 
U.S.A., on the S.E. end of Cochituate Lake. Pop. (age) 9318; 
( limo) 941313, of whom 1788 were foreign-born; (row census) 
9866. The area of the township is t 3.375 sq. m. The township's 
largest village, also named Natick, lying 18 m. W.S.W. of Boston, 
is served by the Boston & Albany railroad; it has the Walnut 
Hill preparatory school, the Leonard Morse hospital, and a public 
library, the Morse institute, which was given by Mary Ann 
Morse (1825-1860 and was built in 1873. In the village of 
South Natick is the Bacon Free Library (188o), in which is 
housed the Historical,  Natural History and Library Society. 
In zoos the factory product was valued at S3,453,094; the 
boots and shoes manufactured in 19os were valued at $2,896,110 
or 83.9% of the town's total, the output of brogans being 
especially important. Other distinctive manufactures are shirts 
and base-balls. Natick is the Indian name, signifying "our 
land," or " hilly land," of the site (originally part of Dedham) 
granted in 165o to John Eliot, for the " praying " Indians. 
There was an Indian church in Natick, at what is now called 
South Natick or " Oldtown," from 1660 to 1716; and for some 
years the community was governed, in accordance with the 
eighteenth chapter of Exodus, by " rulers of tens," " rulers 
of fifties," and " rulers of hundreds." Until 2719 the Indians 
held the land in common. In 1735 the few Indians remaining 
were put under guardianship. The township owns a copy 
of Eliot's Indian Bible. An Eliot monument was erected in 
1847 on the Indian burying-ground near the site of the Indian 
church, now occupied by a Unitarian church. Of the Eliot 
oaks, made famous by Longfellow's sonnet, one was cut down 
in 1842, the other still stands. Henry Wilson learned to make 
shoes here, and in the presidential campaign in 184o gained the 
sobriquet of the " Natick cobbler." By the colonial authorities 
Natick wag considered as a " plantation " until the establishmerit 
of the church; in 1762 the parish (erected in 1745) became a 
district, and in r 781 this was incorporated as a town. 

See" Natick," by S. D. Negroes, Daniel Wight and Austin Bacon, 
in vol. 2 of S. A. Drake's History of Middlesex County (Boston, 1880): 
and Oliver N. Bacon, History of the Tows of Natick (Boston, 5856). 

NATIONAL ANTHEMS OR HYMNS. The selection of some 
particular songs, words and music, as the formal expression 
of asthma! patriotism, is a comparatively modern development  

of ceremonial usage. In Europe the chief national antigun" 
are: The United Kingdom: " God save the king " (see below); 
France: " The Marseillaise," by Rouget de Lisle; Germany: 
" Heil dir im Siegeskranz," words by Balthasar Gerhard 
Schumacher, music of " God save the King "; Swinerlawd: 
" Rufst du, mein Vaterland," music of " God save the King "; 
Italy: the " Royal March " by G. Gabetti; Austria: " Gott 
erhalte unsem Kaiser," words by L L Haschka, music by 
Haydn; Hungary: " Isten aId meg a Msgyart "; Edgings: 
" La Brabanconne," by F. Campenhout; Holland: " Wien 
Nierlanach "; Denmark: " Neil dir, dem Liebenden," words 
by H. Harries, music of "God save the King," and "King 
Kristian stod ved hojen mast," words by Ewald, music by 
Hartman; Sweden: " Ur Svenska hjertans "; Russia: 
" Bozhe Zaria chrany," words by J. J. Cann, music by D. 
Jenko; Rumania: " Tmeasca Regale," words by V. Alexandri, 
music by E. A. Htlbsch; Spain: " Himno de Riego," music 
by Herta. In the United States, the " Star Spangled Banner " 
(x814; words by F.S. Key, music by J. S. Smith) and " Hall  
Columbia" (1798; words by Joseph Hopkinson, music by 
Fyies) share the duties of a national anthem, while the tune 
of " God save the King " is sung to words beginning " My 
country, 'tis of thee," by Samuel F. Smith (x808-z89s). 

The most celebrated of all national anthems is the English 
" God save the King," which is said to have been first sung 
as his own composition by Henry Carey in 174o; and a version 
was assigned by W. Chappell (Popular Houk) to the Harmonics 
Anglicana of 1742 or 1743, but no copy exists and this is now 
doubted. Words and music were printed in the Gentleman's 
Magazine for October 1745. There has been much controversy 
as to the authorship, which Is complicated by the fact .that 
earlier forms of the air and the words are recorded. Such are 
an " Ay-re " of 1619, attributed to John Bull, who has long been 
credited with the origin of the anthem; the Scottish carol, 
" Remember, 0 thou man," in Ravenscroft's Mdismata, zet r; 
the ballad " Franklin is fled away " (printed 1669; and a 
piece in Purcell's Choke Collection for the Harpsichord (z696). 
The words or part of them are also found in various forms from 
the 16th century. The question was discussed in Richard 
Clarke's Account of the National Anthem (1822), and has been 
reinvestigated by Dr W. IL Cummings in his Gad safe the 
King (mot). Carey and Bull, in the general opinion of musical 
historians, divide the credit; but in his Minstrdry of England 
(tem) Frank Kidson introduced a new claimant, James Oswald, 
a Scotsman who settled in London in 1742, and worked for 
John Simpson, the publisher of the early copies of God save the 
King, and who became chamber composer to George III. What 
appears to be certain is that I745 is the earliest date assignable 
to the substantial national anthem as we know it, and that 
both words and music had been evolved out of earlier forms. 
Bull's is the earliest form of the air; Carey's claim to the re-
modelling of the anthem rests on an unautboritative tradition; 
and, on general probabilities, Oswald is a strong candidate. 
The tune was adopted by Germany and by Denmark before 
the end of the 18th century. 

NATIONAL DEBT. Details as to the recent figures of the 
national debts of individual countries are given under the 
beading of each country, and the reader is also referred to the 
article FINANCE. Here the subject is considered in its technical 
aspects—including the special character of the institution, the 
different classes of debt, the various methods of raising loans, 
interest, funding syetems, comparative statistics of national 
debts and other points. 

National debt is so universal that It has beeh described as 
the first stage of a nation towards civilization. A nation, so 
far as its finances are concerned, may be regarded as a corporate 
body or even as an individual. Like the one or the other it may 
borrow money at rates of interest, and with securities, general 
or special, proportionate to its resources, credit and stability. 
But, while in this respect there are certain points of analogy 
between a state and an individual, there are important points of 
difference so far as the question of debt is concerned. A state, 
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for example, may be regarded as Imperishable, and its debt as a 
permanent institution which it is not bound to liquidate at any 
definite period; the interest, unless specially stipulated, being 
thus of the nature of transferable permanent annuities. While 
an individual who borrows engages to pay interest to the lender 
personally, and to reimburse the entire debt by a certain date, 
a state may have an entirely different set of creditors every six 
months, and may make no stipulation whatever with regard to 
the principal. A state, moreover, is the sole judge of its own 
solvency, and is not only at liberty either to repudiate Its debts 
or compound with its creditors, but even when perfectly solvent 
may materially alter the conditions on which it originally 
borrowed. These distinctions explain many of the peculiarities 
of national debts as contrasted with those of individuals—
though a nation, like an individual, may by reckless bad faith 
utterly destroy its credit and exhaust its borrowing powers. 

A well-organized state ought to have within itself the means of 
meeting all its ordinary expenses; where this is not the case, 
either through insufficiency of resources or maladministration, 
and where borrowing is resorted to for what may be regarded as 
current expenses, a state imperils, not only its credit, but, when 
any crisis occurs, its very existence; in illustration of this we need 
only refer to the cases of Turkey in Europe and some of the states 
of Central and South America. Even for meeting emergencies 
it is not always inevitable that a state should incur debt; its 
ordinary resources, from taxation or from state property, may 
so exceed its ordinary expenses as to enable it to accumulate 
a fund for extraordinary contingencies. This, it would seem, was 
a method commonly adopted in ancient states. The Athenians. 
for example, amassed to,coo talents in the interval between the 
Persian and the Peloponnesian wars, and the Lacedaemonians 
are said to have done the same. At SUM and Ecbatana Alexander 
found a great treasure which had been accumulated by Cyrus. 
In the early days of Rome the revenue from certain sources was 
accumulated as a sacred treasure in the temple of Saturn; 
and we know that when Pompey left Italy he made the mistake 
of leaving behind him the public treasury, which fell into the 
bands of Caesar. In later times, also, the more prudent emperors 
were in the habit of amassing a hoard. We find that the method 
of accumulating reserves prevailed among some of the early 
French kings, even down to the time of Henry IV. This system 
long prevailed in Prussia. Frederick II., when he ascended the 
throne, found in the treasury a sum of 8,7oo,0oo thalers. and 
it is estimated that at his death he left behind him a hoard of 
from do to re million thalers. And similarly, in our own time, 
of the five milliards of indemnity paid by France as a result of 
the Franco-German War, iso millions were set apart to recon-
stitute the traditional war-treasury. The German empire, 
apart from the individual states which comprise it, had in :882 
a debt of about £z4,000,000, while its invested funds amounted 
to L37,39o,0oo, including a war-treasure of L6,000.000. The 
majority of economists disapprove of such an accumulation of 
funds by a state as a bad financial policy, maintaining that the 
remission of a proportionate amount of taxation would be much 
more for the real good of the nation. At the same time the 
possession of a moderate war-fund, it must be admitted, could 
not but give a state a great advantage in the case of a sudden 
war. In the case of England, apart from the private hoardings 
of a few sovereigns, there does not seem to have existed any 
deliberately accumulated public treasure; before the time of 
William and Mary English monarchs borrowed money occasion-
ally from Jews and from the city of London, but emergencies 
were generally met by " benevolences " and increased imposts. 

All modern states, it may be said, have been compelled to 
have recourse to loans, either to meet war expenses, to carry out 
great public undertakings or to make up the recurrent deficits of 
• mismanaged revenue. Resources obtained in this way are 
what constitute national debt proper. Loans have been divided 
into forced and voluntary. Forced loans can, of course, only be 
raised within the bounds of the borrowing country; and, apart 
from the injustice which is sure to attend such an impost, it is 
always economically mischievous. The Iowa which the kinlits 

of England were wont to exact from the Jews were really of 
the character of forced loans, though the method has never been 
used in England in modem times so extensively as on the 
continent. There the sum sought to be obtained in this way has 
never been anything like realized. In i793, for example, a loan 
of this clam was imposed in France, on the basis of income; 
and of the mllliard (franca) which it was sought to raise only 
too millions were realized. In Austria and Spain, also, recourse 
has been bad at various times to forced loans, but invariably 
with unsatisfactoty results. Other methods of a more or less 
compulsory character have been and are made use of in varioue 
states for obtaining money, which, as they involve the payment 
of interest, may be regarded as of the nature of loans; but the 
debt incurred by such methods is comparatively insignificant, 
and some of the methods adopted are peculiarly irritating and 
misehlevoue On the other hand, it has occasionally been 
attempted to raise voluntary loans by appeals to a nation's 
patriotism; the method has been confined almost exclusively 
to France. After the revolutions of 183o and 1848 appeals were 
thus made to the patriotism of French capitalists to buy 5% 
direct from the government at par, at a time when the French 5% 
were selling at 8o; but the results were quite insignificant. 
In short, the only economically sound method of meeting ex-
penses which the ordinary resources of a state cannot meet is 
by borrowing in the open market on the most advantageous terms 
obtainable. On this normal method of borrowing, loans are 
divided into different categories, though there are really only 
two main classes, which may be designated perpetual and 
terminable. Borrowing in quasi-perpetuity has hitherto been 
the mode adopted by most states in the creation of the bulk of 
their debt. Not that any state ever borrows with the avowed 
intention of never paying off debts; but either no definite 
period for reimbursement is fixed, or the limit has been so 
extended as to be practically perpetual, or hr actual practice 
the debt has been got rid of by the creation of another of equal 
amount under similar or slightly differing conditionsas to interest. 
Of course a state is not bound to retain any part of its debt as 
a perpetual burden; it is at liberty to liquidate whenever it suits 
its convenience. This quasi-perpetuity of debt in the case of a 
state in a sound financial condition involves no hardship upon its 
creditors, who may at any moment realize their invested capital 
by selling their titles as creditors in the open money market, it 
may be at the price they paid, or it may be a little below or a 
little above it, according to the state of the market at the time. 
Loans, again, contracted on the terminable principle are of 
various classes; the chief of these are (x) life annuities, (2) 
terminable annuities, (3) loans repayable by instalments at 
certain intervals, (4) loans repayable entirely at a fixed date. 

From the time of William III. life and terminable annuities 
have been a favourite mode in England either of borrowing 
money or of commuting, and thus gradually paying off, the 
existing funded debt. At first, and indeed until comparatively 
recent times, the system of life annuities resulted in serious loss 
to the country, owing to the calculation of the rate of annuity 
on too high a scale, a result arising from imperfect data on which 
to base estimates of the average duration of life. The system of 
life annuities was sometimes combined in England with that of 
perpetual annuities, or interest on the permanent debt—the 
life annuity forming a sort of additional inducement to lenders 
of limited means to invest their money. At one time the form 
of life annuities known as tontine was much in vogue both in 
England and France, the principle of the tontine being that the 
proceeds of the total amount invested by the contributors 
should be divided among the survivors, the last survivor receiving 
the whole interest or annuity. The results of this system were 
not, however, encouraging to the state. In England, at least, 
the terminable annuity has been a favourite mode of borrowing 
from the time of William M.; it has been generally conjoined 
with a low rate of permanent interest on the sum borrowed. 
Thus in typo the interest on the consolidated debt amounted 
to only ‘26o,oe0, while the terminable annuities payable 
amounted to L3o8,4o7: In t780  a loan of 52millions was raised 
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at a% at par, with the additional benefit of an annuity of 
(r, z6a. 3d.% for eighty years. Even so late as the Crimean 
War in 1855, a loan of th millions at 3% at par was contracted, 
the contributors receiving in addition an annuity of 143. 6d.% 
for thirty years. 

The third method of contracting terminable loans, that of 
gradual repayment or amortization within a certain limit of 
years, has been a favourite one among certain nations, and 
specially commends itself to those whose credit is at a low ebb. 
When the final term of repayment is fixed upon, a calculation is 
easily made as to how much is to be paid half-yearly until the 
expiry of the term, so that at the end the whole, principal and 
interest, will have been paid. At first, of course, the amount 
paid will largely represent interest, but, as at each half-yearly 
drawing of the numbers of the bonds to be finally paid off the 
principal will be gradually reduced, there will be more and more 
money set free from interest for the reduction of the actual debt. 
This method, as we have said, has its advantages, and when 
conjoined with stipulations as to liberty of conversion to debt 
bearing a lower rate of interest than that originally offered, and 
when the bonds are not issued at a figure much below par, 
might be the most satisfactory method of raising money for a 
state under.certaia emergencies. What is known as the " Morgan 
loan " of France in 187o was contracted on such conditions. 

The last form of temporary loan, that repayable in bulk at a 
fixed date, is one which, when the sum is of considerable amount, 
is apt to be attended with serious disadvantages. The repayment 
may have to be made at a time when a state may not be in a 
position to meet it, and so to keep faith with its creditors may 
have to borrow at a higher rate in order to pay their claims. 
It has, however, worked well in the United States, most of the 
debt of which has been contracted on the principle of optional 
payment at the end of a short period, say five years, and com-
pulsory payment at the end of a longer period, say twenty years. 
Thus the loan of 515 millions of dollars contracted in 1862 was 
issued on thibprinciple, at 6%, and so with other loans between 
that year and 1868. In European states, however, the risks 
of embarrassment are too great to permit of the application 
of this method on an extensive scale; and for loans of great 
amount the methods most likely to yield satisfactory results 
are loans bearing quasi-perpetual interest, or those repayable 
by instalments on the basis of half-yearly drawings within a 
certain period. 

• What are known as lottery loans are greatly favoured on the 
continent, either as an independent means of raising money, or 
as an adjunct to any of the methods referred to above. These 
must not be confounded with the lottery pure and simple, in 
which the contributors run the risk of losing the whole of their 
investment. The lottery loan has been found to work well for 
small sums, when the interest is but little below what it would 
have been in an ordinary loan, and when the percentage thus 
set aside to form prizes of varying amounts forms but a small 
fraction of the whole interest payable. The principle is that 
each contributor of such a loan has a greater or less chance of 
drawing a prize of varying amouat,over and above the repayment 
of his capital with interest. 

What are known in England as exchequer bills and treasury 
bills may be regarded as loans payable at a fixed period of short 
duration; from three months upwards, and bearing very in- 
significant interest, even so low as 3%. They are a useful 
means of raising money for immediate wants and for local loans, 
and form handy investments for capitalists who are reserving 
their funds for a special purpose. Exchequer bonds are simply 
a special form of the funded debt, to be paid off generally within 
a certain period of years. 

There are two principal methods of issuing or effecting a loan. 
Either the state may appeal directly to capitalists and invite sub. 
scriptions, or it may delegate the negotiation to one or more bankers. 
The former method has been occasionally followed in France and 
Russia, but in practice it has been found to be attended with so 
many disadvantages to the borrowing state or city that the best 
financial authorities consider it unsound. The great banking-
Muses have such a command over the money-market that it Is  

difficult to kkeep   even a direct loan out of their bands. The snalodey 
of loans, therefore, arc negotiated by one or more of these houses, 
and the name of Rothschild is familiar to every one in connexion 
with such trassactions. By this method a borrowing state can 
assure itself of having the proceeds of the loan with the least possible 
delay and with the minimum of trouble. A loan may be issued at, 
above, or below par, though generally it is either at or below par— 
" par " being the normal or price of a single share m the 
loan, the sum which the borrowing government undertakes to pay 
back for each share on reimbursement, without discount orpeemi um.' 
Very generally, as an inducement to investors, a loan is offered at a 
greater or less discount. according to the credit of the borrowing 
government. Sometimes a state may offer a loan to the highest 
bidders; for exadiple. the city of Auckland in 1875 invited sub- =r through the Bank of New Zealand to a loan of Ls 

aters were made of six times the amount, but only 
were accepted which were at the rate of 98% or above. The rate of 
interest offered generally depends on the credit of the state issuing 
the loan. England, for example, would have no difficulty in raising 
any amount at 3.?iseelr !Van less, while less stable states Dilly have to 
Pay 8  Or 9%. nominal percentage is by no means, however, 
always an index of the cost a loan to a state, as the history of 
the debt of England disastrously shows. During the 18th century 
various expedience  were employed, besides that of terminable 
annuities dready referred to, to raise money for the great wars 
of the period, at an apthrently low percentage. For example, from 
3 to 3% would be offered for a loan, the actual amount of stock 
per cent. allotted being sometimes to7; or even x i 1; so that 
between 1776 and 1785, for the igt,t3.842 actually borrowed by 
the government, Llis..267,993 was to paid back. In 1797 a loan 
of it,62o,000 was contracted, for every boo of which actually 
subscribed, at 3 %. the sum of 1,219 was allotted to the lender. 
In 1793 a 3 % Ran of 41 millions was offered at the price of 1,72 
the government thus making itself liable for L6,23o.000. Greatly 
owing to'this reckless method the debt of Great Britain in 1815 
amounted to over goo millions. France in this respect his bees 
quite as extravagant as England; many of her loans during the 
igth century were issued at from sat to 84%, one indeed (1848) 
so low as 45%—as • rule with 3% interest. The enormous and 
embarrassing Incase of the French debt during the 19th canary 
was doubtless greatly due to this disastrous system. Nearly every 
European state and most of the Central and South American states 
have at one time or another aggravated their debts by this method 
of borrowing, and got themselves into difficulty with thdr creditors. 
Financiers almost unanimously maintain that in the long rua it is 
much better for a state to borrow at high interest at or near par, 
than at an apparently low interest much belowpar. A state of even 
the highest rank may find itself in the midst of a crisis that will for 
a time shake its credit; but when the crisis is past and its credit 
revives it will be In a much more sound position with a high interest 
for a debt contracted at par than with • comparatively low interest 
on a debt much in excess of what it really received. If a state, for 
example, borrows at par at 6 % when its credit is low, it may easily 
when again in a floanshing condition reduce the interest on its debt 
to 4 or even 3%. The baited States government actually did so 
with the debt it had to contract at the time of the Civil War. This 
method of reducing the burden of a debt is evidently no injustice to 
the creditors of a government, when used in a legitimate way. A 
state is at liberty at any time to pay off its debts. and, if at can 
borrow at 3% to pay off a 6% debt, it may with perfect jostles 
• its aWl.tors the option of payment of the principal or of holding 
it at a reduced interest. Government debts are, however, sometime, 
reduced after a fashion by no means so legitimate as this. Other 
states have been even more unprincipled, and have got rid of their 
debts at one sweep by the simple method of repudiation. 

When a state has a variety of loans at varying rates of interest, 
it may consolidate them into a single debt at a uniform interest. 
For example, in 1751 several descriptions of English debt we con- 
solidated into one fund bearing a uniform interest of 3 %. an opera• 
tion which gave origin to the familiar term " consols " (" consoli-
dated annuities "). In the early days of the English national debt, 
a special tax or fund was appropriated  to the payment of the interest 
on each particular loan. This was the original meaning of "the 
funds." a term which bas now come to signify the national debt 
generally. So abo the origin of the term " funded " as applied to a 
debt which has been recognised as at least quesi-pernlanent, and for 
the payment of the interest on which regular provision is made. 
Unfund or floating debt, on the other hand, means strictly loans 
for which nopermamit provision requires to be made. which have 
been obtained for temporary purposes with the intention of paying 
them off within a brief period. Exchequer and treasury bills are 
included in this category, and such other moneys in the hands of a =mem as it may be required to reimburse at any moment 

a government is the recipient of savings banks deposits. them 
may be Included In its floating debt, and so also may the paper-
money which has been issued so largely by some governments. A 
state with an excessive floating debt must be regarded as in a very 
critical financial condition. 

National debt, again, is divided into external and internal, accord- 
ing as the loans have beeen raised within or without the country- 
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some mates, genpully the smeller odes, having a considerable 
amount of yvel internal debt, though it is obvious that the 
bulk of national debts are both external and internal. 

We referred above to various ways of 	' the burden of a 
debt, and also to methods of contracting loans by which within a 
certain period they are amortised or extinguished. Most states. 
however, are burdened with enormous quasi-permanent debts, the 
reductioa or extinction of which gives ample some for the financial 
skill of statesmen. A favourite method of accomplishing this is by 
the establishment of what is known a. a sinking (nod, formed by 
the setting aside of a certain amount of national revenue for the 
reduction of the principal of the debt. (J. S. K.) 

The following table shows the general state of the world's 
public indebtedness at the beginning of the aoth century, divided 
according to the more important countries, the bracketed 
figures in black type indicating the position of the country 
mimed to under each heading in the list. The figures are given 
by preference for the year woo, as mote representative, in a use 
like this, than for some later years; for the Boer War, as regards 
the United Kingdom, and also the Russo-Japanese War, intro-
duced new debt and new considerations, hardly fair to the 
comparison, while this stands at the end of a long period of 
peace. The figures in every use are not to be supposed to be 
absolutely accurate; statistics of nations! debts differ, often 
remarkably, and it is practically impossible to give a perfectly 
satisfactory comparison, owing partly to difficulties of computing 
the exchange, partly to inaccurate accounts, and partly to the 
varieties of debt (reproductive or non-reproductive, &c.). 

Kingdom (756 =Mobs) stood second to that of France (Moon 
millions), in t000 it stood third to France and Russia; whereas 
in 1883 its weight per head of population was third, in tgoo it 
was eleventh; whereas in i883 its annual charge stood second, 
in two it stood fourth; and whereas the weight of the charge 
per head of population in 5883 was fifth, in 1900 it was eleventh. 
The indebtedness of the great British dependencies, on the 
other hand, had increased from 302 millions to 544 millions 
sterling, or by 242 millions; and the local (municipal) debt of 
Great Britain had risen from about too millions to upwards of 
300 millions. 

It is interesting to recall the history of the British national 
debt during the 59th century. The debt at the close of the 
Napoleonic war (r80) was nearly 887 millions sterling, if  
and at the beginning of nos this debt had been et 
reduced to 621 millions,' or a decrease of 266 millions— Banal 
notwithstanding interim additions of about 367 Ma ' 
millions, which made the gross reduction during that period 
633 millions sterling, an amount actually larger than the whole 
(dead-weights) debt at the end of the century. No country 
(except the United States, to a smaller amount) has ever 
redeemed its obligations on such a scale, and this was done 
while all other European countries of similar standing were 
piling up debt. 

This enormous reduction was effected at different rates of 
speed. Between 1817 and 1830, when what was known as 

The Principal Public Debts of the World. Noo. 

Country. Population. Total Debt. Per Head. Annual Charge. Per Head. 
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The total indebtedness of the countries named In the table 
Amounted to i6,321,oz7,478, and the total indebtedness of the 
world (i.e. including countries not here mentioned) for the year 
deg was computed by Lord Avebury (lows. Ray. Slat. Sec. 
vol. Isiv. part i.) as i6,43 2,757,030, as against iS,097,9 1o,000 

 in an. This compares (taking figures compiled by Mr Dudley 
Baxter in./ Qum Roy. Stilt. Sec., March 1874) with a total indebted-
ness of 4680 millions sterling in 1874 and 1700 millions sterling 
in AO. The United Kingdom had diminished its total debt 
since 0183 by 127 millions, the amount per head by £6, the annual 
charge by 6 millions, and the charge per head by ss. 8d. The 
United States debt was lower by nearly a hundred millions. 
Japan, Egypt and Brazil bad sensibly improved their positions. 
But the following countries had Increased their debts: •France 
(by 86 millions), Russia (by some ego millions), Italy (by 14o 

Austria-Hungary (by yo millions), Spain (by tgo 
millions), Prods. (by 227 millions), Portugal (by 8o millions), 
Holland (by 18 millions), Belgium (b732 millions), and Argentina 
(by 73 millions). 

The result is that, whereas in 1883 the total debt of the United 

Pitt's sinking fund was In operation (depending upon he 
devotion of surplus income to the repayment of debt, but much 
complicated by the raising of fresh loans), a net reduction was 
made of £29,488,072—an annual average of £2,268,313. From 
183o to 1876 the system of using surplus revenue—the so-called 
old sinking fund—for redeeming debt, was steadily applied, 
together with the creation of terminable annuities, by which 
definite blocks of debt were cancelled and the whole amount 
paid off in a term of years. During this period the debt was 
reduced by £85,175,782,  an annual average of i1,85z,647. In 
1876 Sir Stafford Northcote's (Lord Iddealeigh's) new sinking 
fund came into operation, in addition to previous methods of 
redeeming debt. By this system a definite annual sum was set 
aside for the service of the debt, the difference between It and 

1. Leaving out of account 8 millions of unfunded debt raised foe 
the Boer War. 

The " dead-weight " debt, or national debt proper. excludes what 
are treated in the public account. as "other capital liabilities," the 
interest on which is not included in the fixed charge; but it is taken 
to include the new debt of all sorts raised in 1900. 1901  and 5 9°2  
lot the Boar War. 
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the amount required for payment of interest forming a (new) 
sinking fund devoted to repayment of capital. This fixed charge 
was gradually reduced from about 29 millions to 26 millions in 
1888, to 25 millions in 189o, and to 23 millions in :899. 
The amount paid off during this period by means of old 
sinking fund, terminable annuities and new sinking fund, down 
to March 1900, was £155,238,639, or an annual average of 
£6,468,276. 

It will be observed that the burden of the debt incurred 
previously to 1817 has thus been borne very unequally by 
different ages of " posterity." While the generations immedi-
ately succeeding the Napoleonic war paid off about £2,00o,000 
a year, the taxpayers between 1876 and woo paid at three 
times that rate. They did so largely without knowing it, since 
a large part of the amount was wrapped up in the terminable 
annuities; but it is very questionable justice that so large a 
proportion of the, burden should have been imposed upon 
them. 

The great bulk of the funded national debt consists of what 
are known as " consols." This name dates from 1751, when 

nine different government annuities at 3% were 
consolidated into one, amounting to. £9,137,821. 

These " consolidated annuities " formed the germ of what has 
since become the type of British government stock. At the same 
time some of the annuities at a higher rate of interest were 
combined and the interest reduced to 3%, and this stock 
was known as " reduced," the two 3% stocks remaining 
side by side, until in 1854 the 31% government stock was 
also converted into 3''/., under the style of " new threes." 
"Consols," "reduced" and "new threes" formed thenceforth 
a solid body of British 3% stock, until in 1888 the whole 
amount was converted (see Conversions below) by Mr (after-
wards Lord) Goachen into 21%. " Consols " were added to 
from time to time when fresh loans were needed: from 
39 millions in x77t they rose to 71 millions 
in 1781, to 101 millions in 1783, 278 
millions in iSoi, 334  millions in 1811, 
and goo millions in 1858; but in 1888 
they had decreased, by redemptions, to 
£322,681,035. " Reduced " were also added 
to: from 17 millions in ant they rose to 
164 millions in x1315, and then gradually 
diminished to 102 millions in 1869, and o £68,912,433 in 
1887, when they were converted with " consols " into the 
new consols (or " Goschens ") at 21%, to be reduced to af % 
in 1903. 

The lowest price ever quoted for " consols" was 471 on 20th 
September 1797, owing to the mutiny at the Nore; the highest 
was 114 in 1896 owing' to scarcity of stock, the operation of the 
sinking funds, and the demand for investment of savings bank 
moneys. 

The high premium to which consols rose towards the end of 
the century may be briefly explained. Pori passe with the re-
duction of the debt went a dwindling of the amount of consols 
open to investors, and hence occurred a continued normal appre- 
ciation of the stock. In 1817 the amount of British 	ment 
stock per head of the population was f40, id.; in 1 	this figure 
had decreased to 	125. The ordinary law of supply and demand 
would therefore an any case tend to increase the price of sn-,-,rn- 
Iment stock. This has always happened. The amount of 3 7, 
diminished from 528 millions in 1817 to 498 in 1827, and to 497 m 

latiOandil$ :be 
average 

 ritrhbee:tleth, and y.e.:14,ve tehe73.,.8,1:m ;;, 
; to millions) the price was 861;a gain the amount decreased, .114 
in 1852 (Soo millions) the price was 9,8; then a great conversion ra ed 
the amount to 734 millions in 2854, and the price went down to 
but by 1887 the amount decreased by about 200 millions, and the 
price rose well above  par; and though the reduction in intere , t in 
1888 set back the price, It rose aptut as the amount of avaiLble 
stock diminished. Many causes, Into which it is not necessary to 
enter, operated no doubt in keeping up the demand for Bry ish 
government credit. Moreover, apart from the fact that in 1882 
there were 669 MOHO= of 3% and in 1900 only 501 millions 
of 21% in existence, the amount held by government departments 
and therefore practically locked up from the market, gradually 
increased, until from this cause alone the amount of available 
stock was diminished by upwards of 200 millions; and a large 

amount more was practically locked tip by being held by trustees, 
or by banks, insurance societies, 81c. The savings banka•deposits, 
increasing as they did by about f:,000,000 per month (owing partly 
to the raising in 1894 of the maximum limit), had to be invested 
in government securities; and the compulsory activity of the 
government as a buyer of consols, both on this account and also 
for 'inking fund porpoises (in order to obtain stock to redeem debt 
on the increased scale already indicated) operated as an abnormal 
cause for sending the price of consols high a bove par. Even at that 
figure (the average prices for consols being tote s  in 1894, v061 in 

5, itof in 1896, 11211 in 1897, iso( in 1898 and 106I—having 
fa owing to war prospects—in 1899) it was difficult for the govern-
ment brokers to obtain consols. and it was principally owing to this 
state of things that in 1899 Sir Michael Hicks-Beach reduced the 
fixed annual charge for the debt (and pro Soma the new sinking fund) 
from L25,06o,00e to £23,000n00. 
It may be useful to give the figures for the British national 

debt in 1902, after the disturbance due to the South African 
War. During the years woo and 19ot the new sinking fund was 
suspended, as well as the payments on the terminable annuity 
debt applicable to repayment of capital (except in so far as 
annuities to individuals were concerned); so that the debt was 
not reduced, as it would otherwise have been, by £4,547,000 in 
1900 and by £4,681,000 in 19ot. On the contrary, it was 
increased by fresh borrowings. Consols were raised (in toot and 
Igor) to the extent of £92,000,020; a " War Loan " of 2f % 
stock and bonds, redeemable in zero, was raised (19oo) to the 
amount of £3o,eoo,000; 21% exchequer bonds were raised 
(in woo) to the amount of £24,000,002, and treasury bills (in 
1899 and Neon), 113,000,00o. The total war borrowing amounted 
accordingly to £T59,020,020, raised at a discount of (£6,585,000) 
4.4%. This Includes the whole new borrowing in :902, a 
portion of which was intended after the peace to be paid back 
in the current year; but for this no allowance can here be made. 
The accompanying table shows the totals for the " dead-weight 
debt " in :coo, 5901 and 1902, and, for convenience, also the 
" other capital liabilities." 

' Other liabilities " it must be remembered, represent money 
advanced (generally by terminable annuity) on reproductive 
objects—telegraphs, barracks, public works, Uganda railway, 
itc.—and they could not, obviously, be properly included In 
the national debt unlesa at the same time a set-off were made 
for the valuable assets held by the British government, such as 
the Sues canal shares, which in 1902 were alone worth upwards 
of £26,00oo000. 	 (H. Cit.) 

British Notional Dell Conversions.—The great bulk of the 
funded debt of the United Kingdom consists of annuities, which 
are described as perpetual, because the state is under no obliga-
tion to pay off at any time the capital debt which they represent. 
All that the public creditor can claim is to receive payment of 
the instalments of annuity as they fall due. On the other hand, 
the government has the right to redeem the annuities ultimately 
by payment of the capital debt; though it may, and frequently 
does, bind itself not to exercise that right as regards a particular 
stock of annuities until after a definite period. So long as a 
stock is thus guaranteed against redemption, the only way in 
which the annual charge for that portion of the debt can be 
reduced is by the government buying back the annuities in the 
open market at their current price, which may be more or may 
be less than the nominal debt, according to general financial 
conditions and to the state of the national credit. The liability 
of the stock to redemption at par, when the period of guarantee 
bas expired, prevents its market price from rising materially 
above that level. To enable the right of compulsory redemption 
to be enforced, it is only necessary that the government should 

'Other causes are redemption of land tax, variation in capital 
value of terminable annuities and minor treasury operations. 

"Itedbt-wei. ..ght  rence. Chief Cause of Difference.' " °ther  Liabilities." 

31st March :goo . 	. £628,978,782 ( +" War Loan," ao,000,000 £10,186,482 
o 	1901 . 	. 690,992,621 +Exch. Bonds, 	24,000,000 

+Treas. Bills, 	5,0oo,000 14,731,256 
•• 	1902 . 	• 747,876,000 +Consols, 	6o,000,000 20,532,000 

July 	1902 . 	. 779,876.000 +Consols, 	32,000,000 
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have command of sufficient funds for the purpose of paying off 
the stockholders, or should be able to raise those funds by 
borrowing at a rate of interest lower than that borne by the 
stock. Any circumstances which might tend to raise the price 
of the stock above par would also assist the government in 
raising its redemption money on more favourable terms. When 
the amount of stock to be dealt with is large, the raising by a 
fresh loan of the amount required for redemption would occasion 
great disturbance. A more convenient method is the conversion 
of the existing stock to a tower rate of interest by agreement 
with the stockholders, whose reluctance to accept a reduction 
of income is overborne by their knowledge that the power of 
redemption exists and will be put in force if necessary. The 
opportunity for conversion may be looked for when the price of a 
redeemable stock stands steadily at or barely above par. Observa-
tion of the movements in the price of other securities will serve 
to show whether this stationary price represents the real market 
value of the stock, or whether that value is subject to depression 
owing to an expectation of the stock being converted or redeemed. 
Accordingly, the course of prices of other government stocks 
which are free from the liability to redemption, of the stocks of 
foreign countries and the colonies, and of the large municipalities, 
must be watched by government in order to determine, first, 
whether the conversion of a redeemable stock is feasible, and, 
secondly, to what extent the reduction of the interest in the 
stock may be carried. 

The credit for the first measure of conversion belongs to Walpole, 
though it was carried through by Stanhope, his successor as cUn- 

cellor of the exchequer. In 1714 the legal rate of interest 
aff• for private transactions, which had been fixed at 6% 
in the year of the Restoration, was reduced to 3% by the act Is 
Anne, stat. 2, C. 16 But the bulk of the national debt still bore 
interest at 6%. the doubtful security of the throne and the too 
frequent irregularities in public payment having hitherto precluded 
any considerable borrowing at lower rates. Walpole saw that the 
first requirement was to give increased confidence to the public 
creditors. Three acts were passed dealing respectively with debts 
due to the general public, to the Bank of England and to the South 
Sea Company. Three separate funds—the general fund, the aggre-
gate fund and the South Sea fund—were assigned to the service 
of the several classes of debt, each of these funds being credited 
with the produce of specified taxes, which were made permanent 
for tbe; and it was further provided that any surplus of 
the fu s. after payment of the interest of the debts, should be 
applied in reduction of the principaL Such was the success of this 
Mantle that, in spite of the reduction of interest from 6 to 5% 
which was also enacted, the passing of the acts was followed by a 
✓ime in the price of stocks. A curious preliminary to the introduction 
of these measures was the passing of a resolution by the House of 
Commons, which invited advances not exceeding ljforLoots, to be 
repaid with interest at 4% out of the first supplies of the year. 
The result showed that the time was not ripe for such a reduction 
of interest, as only a sum of L43,000 was offered on those terms. A 
further resolution was then passed, substituting 3% as the rate of 
interest, and the whole sum was at once subscribed. Besides accept-
ing the reduction of interest on their own debts, the Bank of England 
and the South Sea Company agreed to assist the 	t by 
advancing 41 millions at the reduced rate, to be em toyed in paying 
off any of the general creditors who might refuse assent to the con-
version. The assistance was not required, as all the creditors 
signified assent. The debts thus dealt with amounted alto ether 
to about 251 millions, and the annual saving of interest effected 
(including that upon a large quantity of exchequer bills for which 
the Bank had been receiving over 7%) was L329,000. 

Walpole had a further opportunity of effecting a conversion in 
5737. In the meantime much of the 5% debt had been reduced to 
fry 4% by arrangements with the Bank of England and the 

Smith Sea Company, and further borrowings had taken 
place at that rate and even at 3%. In 1737 the 3% stood above 
par, and Sir John Barnard proposed to the House of Commons a 
scheme for the gradual reduction of the 4 %. As a financial measure 
the scheme would doubtless have succeeded; but Walpole. moved 
apparently by consideration for his capitalist supporters, opposed 
and for the time defeated it. A scheme on similar lines was carried 
through by Pelham as chancellor of the exchequer in 1749 and em-
bodied in the act 23 Geo. II. c. t. By that act holders of the 4% 
securities, amounting to nearly £58.000.000, were offered a con-
tinuance of interest at 4% for one year, followed by 31% for seven 
years. during which they were guaranteed against redemption, with 
a final reduction to 3% thereafter. It was necessary to continue 
the rate of 4% for the first year, as any objecting stockholders 
could not be paid off without a year's notice. Three months were 
allowed for signifying assent to the proposal. At first it was viewed  

with disfavour, and both the Bank and the East India Coniney 
opposed it. But the pens of the government pamphleteers were 
busily occupied in showing the advantages of the offer, and at the 
close of the three months had been received from the 
holders of nearly 1.3sh000,000 oof the stacks, or more than two-thirds 
of the whole. A further opportunity ,  was afforded to waverers by a 
second act (a3 Geo. IL a a2), which allowed three months more for 
consideration; but for holders accepting under this act the inter-
mediate period of 34% interest was reduced from seven years to 
fives These terms brought in an additional f13,6o0 goo of stock; 
and the balance left outstanding, amounting to less than 31 millions, 
was paid off at par by means of a new loan. The annual saving of 
interest on the stock converted was at first £272,000, increasing to 
f344,000 after seven years. 

For nearly three-quarters of a century no further conversion was 
etra:7 ■ 1".d. In that period the total debt had been increased tenfold. 
and the prat tice of borrowing in times of war by the issue 
of an inflat xl capital, bearing nominally a low rate of 1822. 
interest, pit vented recourse to conversion as a means of reducing 
the burden titer peace was restored. But in 1822 Mr Vansittart-
sho four Vors earlier had effected a conversion in the opposite 
direction, t t mint /127,000,000 of stock from 3 into 31%, in order to 

(root obtain fro the o ders an advance of 1.3,000,coo without adding to 
the capital I the debt—was able to dal with the g / These stocks 
amounted t , . L152,oco,0oo out of a total funded debt of f795,coo,000• 
The prices t which the chief denominations of government stocks 
stood in the market in the early part of 18n indicated a normal rate 
of interest of more than 4 but considerably less than 44% In these 
circumstances, to propose the conversion of the 3% stocks to 44% 
would probably have been futile, unless the new stock were guaran-
teed for a long period, as holders would have stood in fear of a 
speedy further reduction. Nor could the government hope to suc-
ceed in a reduction to 4%. Mr Vansittart's plan was to offer Dos 
of stock bearing 4% in exchange for boo of 3% stock, thus adding 
slightly to the capital of the debt, but effecting a large annual saving 
in interest. These terms were highly successful. Holders of nearly 
ii3o,000,000 accepted, leaving less than £3,000,000 of the stock to 
be paid off, and the annual saving obtained was Lt,192,00o. The 
new 4% stock was made irredeemable for seven years (act 3, Geo. 
IV e. 9). 

There were, however, other 4 % stocks, amounting to £76,020,000, 
which were not secured against redemption. Two years later, the 
conditions being favourable for their conversion, the act 

1824. 5 Geo. IV. e. 24 was passed, offering holders in exchange 
a 31% stock, irredeemable for five years. The offer was accepted 
as regards po,o00,000, and the remaining £6,000,000 paid off, the 
annual saving on interest being 1,381,000. 

In 1830 the guarantee given to the 4% stock of 1822 had expired, 
and the stock stood at a price of 1024. Mr Goulburn decided to 
attempt its conversion without delay, and accordingly by asU the act ti Geo. IV. C. 13 holders were offered in exchange 
for each two of the stock, either Iwo of a 31% stock, irredeemable 
for ten years, or £70 of a 5 % stock, irredeemable for forty-two years, 
these two options being considered of approximately equal value. 
No difficulty was found in securing assent. Over ti so,000.000 of the 
stock was converted,almost wholly into the 31% stock ; the balance 
of less than 1,3,00o,coo was paid off, and an annual saving of f754,0oo 
in interest was the result. 

It was again Mr Goulbures fortune to carry out a large and 
successful conversion in 1844. At that date the funded debt was 
made up of 3% and 31% stocks in the proportions of 
about two to one, the only other denomination being the 1844  
trifling amount of 5 % stock created in connexion with the conver-
sion of 5830. The price of 3% consols ranged about 98, and that 
of the new31%, created in 1830, about 102. A reduction strai¢ht- 
way from 31 to 3% was not to be looked for, but it was hoped to 
ensure that reduction ultimately by offering 31% for the first few 
years and a guarantee against redemption for a long term. Accord-
ingly the holders of the several 3i % stocks were offered an exchan 
to a new stock bearing interest at 34% for ten years and at s% for

ge 

 the following twenty years. Practically the whole of the stock, 
amounting to 049,000mo0, was converted on these terms, only 
flexor* being left to be paid off at par. The immediate saving of 
interest was f622,000 a year for ten years, and twice that rate in 
subsequent years (acts 7 & 8 Vict. cc. 4 and 5). 

Mr Gladstone's only attempt at the conversion of the debt was 
made in his first year as chancellor of the exchequer. His primary 
purpose was to extinguish some small remnants of 3 % 
stocks which stood outside the main stocks of that de- 	Mal• 
nomination. The act 16 Vict. e. 23 offered to holders of these 
minor stocks, amounting altogether to about 94 millions, the option 
of exchanging every it oo for either f82, Jos. of a 31% stock guaran- . 

 teed for 40 years. or (Ito of a s4 % stock guaranteed for the same 
period, or else for exchequer bonds at par. In the result stock to the 
amount of only about f 1,30o,000 was converted, and the remaining 
fk000,000 had to be paid off at par, with some apparent loss of 
capital. as the current market price of the 3 % was less than par. 
The failure was largely owing to the fact that, between the initiation 
and the execution of the scheme, the train of events leading up to 
the Crimean War had become manifest, with unfavourable results 
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to the public credit. Mr Gladstone had also included, as en optional 
portion of his plan. 	

but 	 '= 

libertto holders of the =meal % stocks to 
exchange into the new 3 and 24%. Very 	 was 
taken of this permissioa, 	the small amount of zi 	then 
created has been hisyadded to in later years by the conversion 
of stocks of higherdenominations held by the national debt com-
missioners for the savings banks and other government funds. 

Little better was the result of a more ambitious attempt made by 
Mr Childers in 1884. His offer (act 47 & 48 Viet. c. 23) extended 

to the holders of all the 3% stocks, amounting to mom 
1884. 	than 600 millions, but no attempt was made to compel 
aacep 
	

. There was offered in exchange for each £100 of 3% 
stocktellintge re  Lies of a stock at 21% or Doll of a stock at of both 
irredeemable for twenty-one years. B. ut the amount exchanged 
into the new stocks was only 22 millions, of which mote than one-
half was stock held by government departments. 

The most important of all the conversions of the British debt was 
effected by Mr Goschen in 1888. It applied to the whole of the 3 % 
11198. stocks, amounting to a total of f558,000.000, made up as 

follows: f313,0oo,o00 of consols, a stock which dated 
from 1752, when it was formed by the consolidation of a number of 
minor stocks; i69,000,000 of reduced 3%, of which the nucleus 
was the stock reduced from 4 to 3% by Pelham 's conversion in 
1 749: £166,000.000  of new 3% resulting from the conversion of 
1844. All the three stocks were, and had been for a considerable 
time, well over par. But for the past few years they had remained 
in almost a stationary position, relatively to the upward movement 
shown in the prices of the go t al% stock, and of the stocks 
of foreign governments, ofritish colonies and of the leading 

I t was clear that the anticipation of a conversion or re-
demption scheme was weighing down consols. Direct evidence of 
this fact was afforded by the course of a new 3% stock, the local 
loans stack, which Mr Couches had created in 1387. Though bearing 
the same interest and resting upon the same ultimate security as 
consols, this stock, which had been made irredeemable for twenty-
five years, rose at once to a higher level of price. The opportunity 
for ■ great scheme of conversion had evidently come. Therisk to 
be incurred by government in undertaking the liability to pay of 
such an enormous body of stock, though less in comparison with the 
resources of the nation than that which Mr Goulburn had faced in 
1844, was still very great, and it was rendered more formidable by 
the fact that holders of consols and of reduced 3 % were entitled 
at law to a year's notice before their stocks could be redeemed. 
If that right of notice were to be enforced as regards any large pro. 
portion of the stocks, no precaution could adequately guard against 
the risk of untoward circumstances arising to affect the operation 
before the year expired. Mr Goschen proposed to offer to the 
holders of each of the three stocks an exchange at par into • new 
stock bearing interest at 3 % for the first year, at % for the next 
fourteen years and at ai

he 
 % for twenty years therftfter, th e stock 

to. be irredeemable for t whole of tnatod, namely till 1923. 
co Acceptance was made mpulso2 for holden of the new 3%, with 

the alternative of being paid at par, as they had no claim to 
receive notice; but it was made optional for the holders of the other 
two stocks, and a bonus of 5s.% was offered to them as an induce-
ment to forgo their right of notice. These provisions were duly 
embodied in the act st Viet. c. 2. The terms were accepted by 
practically all the holders of the new 3 % and by the great majority 
of the holders in consols and reduced 3'1, the amount left outstanding 
being only 1,42.000,000. To enable tfiat balance to be dealt with, an 
act was passed providing for the compulsory redemption or conver-
sion of the outstanding stock at the expiry of the statutory notice. 
The funds required for this further operation were rai sed by the 
issue of treasury bills and exchequer bonds, by temporary advances 
from the bank and from the national debt commissioners, and by the 
creation of an additional half-million of the. new stock. In the 
result it was only necessary to find cash for paying of dissentients 
to the amount of it9p0o.000. The final outcome of the whole 
operation was a saving in the annual charge of interest of L1,412,coo, 
increasing to twice that amount after fourteen years. 

The conversion of the consols and reduced 3% was greatly 
facilitated by the exercise of a power, which the act conferred, to 
p ay to nized agents, suc as , ba nkersand solicit 
a commi
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their clients' assents. These Fts were thus afforded an induce- 
ment to give their clients ex nation and advice, without which 
many of the fundholders woe probably not have moved in the 
matter. The commissions paid amounted to more than 1,234,000, 
representing stocks to the amount of over Lats,00moo. The 
government would not again be confronted with this difficulty of 
having long 
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debt, 	providednt' 
	convert 

Conversion Act t888 that the present consols should be redeemable 
after 1923 on such notice and in such manner as parliament might 
direct. (W. Bt..: E. W. H.') 

See Leroy-Beaulieu, Traitd de la Science des Finances; Rau, 
Fieaarithienschaft: M'Culloch, On Taxation and the Funding 
System; Hamilton, Inquiry concerning the Rise and Progress of the 
English Debt; Taylor, History of 7'exation is ix gland : Fenn. 
Compendisen of English and Foreign Fends; Dudley Baxter, National 

Debts, and his paper in the Stat. Sac. Jaw. (1874).; Sir E. W. Hamff-
ton, Conversion and Redemption (1889). And for statistics of national 
debts see the Statesman's Year•Book and the Stack Exchange 
Arousal. 

NATIONALITY, a somewhat vague term, used strictly in 
international law (see INTERNATIONAL LAW, PRIVATE) for the 
status of membership in a nation or state (for the conditions of 
which see STATE, ALLEGIANCE, NATURALIZATION, ALIEN), ants 
in a more extended sense in political discussion to denote se 
aggregation of persons claiming to represent a racial, territorial 
or some other bond of unity, though not necessarily recognized 
as an independent political entity. In this latter sense the word 
has often been applied to such people as the Irish, the Armenians 
and the Czechs. A " nationality " in this connexion represents 
a common feeling and an organized claim rather than distinct 
attributes which can be comprised in a strict definition. 

NATIONAL WORKSHOPS (Fr. Ateliers Naiionaux), the term 
applied to the workshops established to provide work for the 
unemployed by the French provisional government after the 
revolution of 1848.' The political crisis which resulted in the 
abdication of Louis Philippe was naturally followed, in Paris, 
by an acute industrial crisis, and this, following the general 
agricultural and commercial distress which had prevailed through-
out 1847, rendered the problem of unemployment in Paris very 
acute. The provisional government under the influence of one of 
its members, Louis Blanc, and on the demand of a deputation 
claiming to represent the people passed a decree (Feb. IS, 
1848) from which the following is an extract:— 

The provisional government of the French Republic undertakes 
to guarantee the existence of the workmen by work. It undertakes 
to guarantee work for every citizen. 

For the carrying out of this decree, Louis Blanc wanted the 
formation of a ministry of labour, but this was shelved by his 
colleagues, who as a compromise appointed a government labour 
Commission, under the presidency of Louis Blanc, with power of 
inquiry and consultation only. The carrying out of the decree 
of Feb. 2sth was entrusted to the minister of public works, 
M. Marie, and various public works 2  were immediately started. 
The earlier stages of the national works are sufficiently interesting 
to justify the following detailed account:- 

" The workman first of all obtained a certificate from the landlord 
of his house, or furnished apartments, showing his address, whether 
in Paris or the department o( the Seine. This certificate was yield 
and stamped by the police commisary of the district. The work- 
man then repaired to the office el the maim of his ward. and. on 
delivering this document, received in exchange a note of admission 
to the national works, beating his name, residence and calling, and 
enabling him to be received by the director of the workplaces in 
which vacancies existed. All went well while the number of the un-
ee;ic= was less than 6000, but as soon as that number was 

the workmen of each arrondissement, after having visited 
all the open works in succession without result, returned to their 
maire's offices tired, starving and discontented. The workmen had 
been promised bread when work was not to he had, which was reason-
able and charitable: the great mistake was, however, then committed 
of giving them money, and distributing it in public at the offices of 
the maims instead of distributing assistance In kind, which might 
have been done an easily through the agency of the bureaux de Men- 
faisance. Each maire's office was authorized to pay every um 
employed workman 1.50Os. per day on production of a ticket 
showing that there was no vacancy for him in the national works. 
The fixed sum of s francs was paid to any workman engaged on the 
public excavation work, without regard to his age, the work done 
or his calling. . The workman made the following simple cake-
laden, and be made it aloud: "The state gives me 30 sous for doing 
nothing, it pays me 4o anus when I work, so I need only work to the 
extent of to sous.' This was logical. 

" The works. opened by the minister of public works being far 
distant from each other, and the workmen not being able to visit 
them all in turn to nuke certain that there were no vacancies far 
them. two central bureaux were established, one at the Halle-aux- 
Venue under M. Wiesocq, the other near the maire's office in the 

The term is also incorrectly applied to the proposed ateliers 
socking of Louis Blanc (q.,.), state-supported co-operative productive 
societies. 

Clearing the trench of Clamart and conveying the earth to Paris 
for the construction of a railway station on the chemin de fer de 
l'Ouest: construction of the Paris terminus of the Paris•Chartres 
railway; improvement of the navigation of the Oise: extension 
of the Sceaux railway to Orsay. 
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eth arrondissement in the Runde Bondy, entrusted to M. Higennet. 

. The workmen went to have their tickets examined at one of 
these bureaux; and the absence of employment having been 
proved, they returned to get their 3o sous at their makes' offices." ,  

Owing to the increase in the number of those claiming work or 
relief, disorganization set in, and both -the bureaux and the 
makes became the centres of disturbances, those in charge of the 
Offices being unable to control the crowds. As a consequence 
M. Marie commissioned Emile Thomas, a chemist connected 
with the Ecde Centrale to reorganize the works. When Thomas 
took the work in hand on the 5th of March, the number of 
unemployed had increased to ts,000 in addition to some soap 
or scoo employed on public works, and it was steadily on the 
increase. On the r6th of March the daily pay of the workmen 
who were not working was reduced to s franc; work was 
guaranteed for at least every other day, in which case the pay 
was to be 2 francs for the day. The possible usefulness of this 
order was stultified by the near approach of the elections, 
the moderate and extreme sections both trying to exploit the 
dissatisfied workmen. Private industry, too, was paralysed, 
the workpeople for the most part preferring z franc a day and 
idleness, with the possibility of future benefits. Thomas, left 
practically to his own resources, endeavoured to organize some 
special workshops where artisans could be employed at their own 
trades; but it was found almost impossible to persuade them 
to do serious work, as they knew that many of their fellows 
were being paid for loafing. On the reth of May the number 
enrolled had increased to 87,942. The National Assembly had 
in the meanwhile been elected, and met on the 4th of May. The 
Executive Commission was elected a few days later; Louis Blanc 
was exduded, but all the other members of the provisional 
government were on it. Blanc renewed his motion for a ministry 
of labour; this was rejected. On the 55th the mob invaded the 
Assembly, and from that time the government abated their 
socialist tendencies, and cast about for means to put an end to 
what bad become a serious danger to the state as well as an 
exhausting drain on the treasury. On the 24th of May Thomas 
received instructions to dismiss all unmarried men under 25 
years of age who would not enlist in the army, all men who could 
not prove six months' residence in Paris, and all who refused offers 
of private employment. Piece-work was to be established instead 
of time-work, and men were to be prepared to be drafted into the 
provinces. Thomas foretold trouble as a consequence of the 
order, and it was for a time withdrawn. On the 26th of May 
Thomas was superseded by M. Lalanne, and on the 3oth the 
National Assembly decreed the substitution of piece-work for 
time-work. On the roth of June the remainder of the proposals 
were approved, and the sequel was the insurrection of the 23rd 
of June and following days (see FRENCH Hisrowir). How far 
the real socialistic scheme of Louis Blanc would have been 
successful if it had been put in practice must remain a matter of 
speculation. It was entered upon hastily, without any organiza-
tion, was looked upon coldly by those servants of the govern-
ment who ought to have assisted it, and, in the circumstances, 
was foredoomed to failure from the start. 

Awrnoarnas.—E. Thomas, Histoire des ateliers nationals: (t848); 
L. Blanc, Hiskirs de la remission fransaise de 1848 (7870-18: 
1848 Hist. rivelations12858); A. de Lamartine, Hist. de la reohuion 
de 148 (x849); a useful summary isgiven in the English Board of 
Trade Report on Agencies and Methods for dealing with the Unemployed 
(c. 7 182 , 1 893). 

NATROLITE, a mineral species belonging to the zeolite group. 
It is a hydrated sodium and aluminium silicate with the formula 
NasA/sSisOnlffe0, and containing sodium (Na20, 161%), 
was named natrolite by M. H. Klaproth in 1803. " Needle- 
stone " or " needle•zeolite " are other names, alluding to the 
common adcular habit of the crystals, which are often very 
slender and are aggregated in divergent tufts. Larger crystals 
have the form of a square prism terminated by a low pyramid: 
the prism angle being nearly a right angle (88 .450, the crystals 
are tetragonal in appearance, though actually orthorhombic. 
There are perfect cleavages parallel to the faces of the prism. 

E. Thomas, Makin des ateliers nationals.% p. 29. 

The mineral also often occurs in compact fibrous aggregates, 
the fibres having a divCrgent or radial arrangement (hence the 
name radiolite for one variety). From other fibrous zeolites 
natrolite is readily distinguished by its optical characters: 
between crossed nicols the fibres extinguish parallel to their 
length, and they do not show an optic figure in convergent 
polarized light. Nat rolite is usually white or colourless, but some-
times reddish'  r yellowish. The lustre is vitreous, or in finely 
fibrous specimens sometimes silky. The spec. gray. is 2.2, 
and the hardness 5i. The mineral is readily fusible, melting in 
a candle•flame, to which it imparts a yellow colour owing to the 
presence of sodium. It is decomposed by hydrochloric acid 
with separation of gelatinous silica. 

Natrolite occurs with other zeolites in the amygdaloidal cavities 
of basic igneous rocks. The best specimens are the divergincgroupa 
of white prismatic crystals found in compact basalt at the Puy-de-
hlarman, Puy-de Dome, France. The largest crystals are those from 
Ilrevig in Norway. The walls of cavities an the basalt of the Giant's 
Causeway, in Co. Antrim, are frequently encrusted' with slender 
needles of natrolite, and similar material is found abundantly in the 
volcanic rocks (basalt and phonolite) of Salesel, Aussig and several 
other places in the north of Bohemia. 

Several varieties of natrolite have been distinguished by special 
names. Fargite is a red natrolite from Glenfarg in Perthshire. 
hergmannite or Sem/stein is an impure variety which has resulted 
by the alteration of other minerals, chiefly sodalite, in the augite-
syenite of southern Norway. 

NATTIER, JEAN MARC (1685-1766), French painter, was 
born in Paris in 1685, the son of Marc Nattier, a portrait painter, 
and of Marie Courtois, a miniaturist. He received his first 
instruction from his father, and having applied himself to copying 
pictures at the Luxembourg Gallery, he refused to proceed to 
the French Academy in Rome, though he had taken the first 
prize at the Paris Academy at the age of fifteen. In 1715 he 
went to Amsterdam, where Peter the Great was then staying, 
and painted portraits of the tsar and the empress Catherine, but 
declined an offer to go to Russia. Between 17i 5 and 172o he 
devoted himself to compositions like the "Battle of Pultawa," 
which he painted for Peter the Great, and the " Petrification of 
Phineus and of his Companions," which led to his election to 
the Academy. The financial collapse of 172o. caused by the 
schemes of Law all but ruined Nattier, who found himself forced 
to devote his whole energy to portraiture. He became the 
painter of the artificial ladies of Louis X V.'s court. The most 
notable examples of his straightforward portraiture are the 
" Marie Leczinska " at the Dijon Museum, and a group of the 
artist surrounded by his family, dated 773o. He died in Paris 
in 7766. Many of his pictures are in the public collections of 
France. Thus at the Louvre is his " Magdalen "•' at Nantes the 
portrait of " La Camargo " and " A Lady of the Court of Louis 
XV." At Orleans a " Head of a Young Girl," at Marseilles a 
portrait of " Mme de Pompadour," at Perpignan a portrait of 
" Louis XV., " and at Valenciennes a portrait of " Le Duc de 
Boat:fere." The Versailles Museum owns an important group of 
two ladies, and the Dresden Gallery a portrait of the " Marechal 
de Saxe." At the Wallace collection Nattier is represented by 
" The Comtcsse de Dillieres," " The Bath (Mdllede Clermont)," 
" Portrait of a Lady In Blue," " Marie Leczinska " and " A 
Prince of the House of France." In the collection of Mr Lionel 
Phillips are the duchess of Flavacourt as " Le Silence," and the 
duchess of Chateaurour as "Le Point du jour." A portrait of 
the " Comtesse de Neubourg and her Daughter " formed part 
of the Vaile Collection, and realized 4500 gs. at the sale of this 
collection in 5903. Nattier's works have been engraved by 
Leroy, Tardieu, LEpicie, Audran, Dupin and many other noted 
craftsmen. 

See "I M. Nattier," by Paul Mentz, in the Gazette des bssurx-ark 
(7894); Life of Nattier, by his daughter, Madame Tocqu6; Nattier, 
by Pierre de Noihac (1904, revised two): and French Painters of 
the X VIIIt.s Cottery, by Lady Mike (London, 1899). 

NATURAL BRIDGE, a small village of Rockbridge county, 
Virginia, in the western part of the state, 179 m. by rail W. of 
Richmond, and about 16 m. S.E. of Lexington, the county-seat. 
It is served by the Chesapeake & Ohio and the Norfolk & Western 
railways. In thnvicinity of the village, which is about 1500 ft. 

XIX 5* 
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above sea-level, is the great natural curiosity from which it 
derives its name—a bridge of natural rock 90 ft. long and from 
so to t so ft. wide, which spans Cedar Creek at a height of 21 5 ft. 
above that stream. It consists of horizontal limestone strata, 
and is the remains of the roof of a cave or underground tunnel 
through which the creek once flowed. It is crossed by a public 
road. In the village are magnesia and lithia springs and a salt-
petre cave, which was worked during the War of 18i a and the 
Civil War. A royal grant dated the 5th of July 1774 conveyed to 
Thomas Jefferson a tract of 157 acres, " including the Natural 
Bridge on Cedar Creek," and it did not pass from his estate until 
1833. 

NATURAL GAS, the name given to the inflammable gas occur-
ring in petroliferous formations. It consists mainly of hydro- 
carbons of the paraffin series, principally marsh gas, which 
constitutes from so to 90 % of the Pennsylvanian gas. Members 
of the olefine series are also present, especially in the gas of Baku. 
Varying amounts of carbon dioxide, sometimes as much as to% 
or more, and small quantities of carbon monoxide, nitrogen, 
hydrogen and oxygen are also found. For particulars of the 
geological occurrence, and the collection and distribution, of 
natural gas, see PETROLEUM. 

NATURALISM. " Nature " is a term of very uncertain 
extent, and the " natural " has accordingly several antitheses, 
often more or less conflicting, and only to be learnt from the 
context in which they occur. Thus, though Man and the World 
are often opposed as respectively subject and object, yet the 
word nature is applied to both: hence Naturalism is used in 
both a subjective and an objective sense. In the subjective 
sense the natural, as the original or essential, is opposed to what 
is acquired, artificial, conventional or accidental. On this 
opposition the casuistry and paradoxes of the Sophists largely 
turned; it determined also, at least negatively, the conduct of 
the Cynics in their contempt for the customary duties and 
decencies; and it led the Stoics to seek positive rules of life in 
" conformity to nature." This deference for the " natural " 
generally, and distrust of traditional systems of thought and 
even of traditional institutions, has played a large part in 
modern philosophy, especially British philosophy. It was 
perhaps the inevitable outcome of the reaction, which began 
with the Renaissance, against the medieval domination of mere 
authority. " L'homme qui mfdite est can animal deprave," 
said Rousseau; • and again, "Tout est bier sortant des mains de 
l'auteur des choses, tout degenere entre les mains dc l'homme."' 

In psychology and epistemology, " no one," as Green has said, 
" is more emphatic than Locke in opposing what is real to what 
we' make for ourselves '—the work of nature to the work of the 
mind. Simple ideas or sensations we certainly do not ' make 
for ourselves.' They therefore, and matter supposed to cause 
them, are, according to Locke, real. But relations are neither 
simple ideas nor their material archetypes. They therefore, 
as Locke explicitly holds, fall under the head of the work of the 
mind, which is opposed to the real."' This opposition again led 
Hume, in the first place, to distinguish between natural and 
philosophical relations—the former determined simply by associa-
tion, the latter by an abitrary union of two ideas, which we 
may think proper to compare—and then, in the next, to reduce 
identity and causality, the two chief " philosophical relations," 
to fictions resulting from" natural relatioss," that is to say, from 
associations of similarity and contiguity. Subjective naturalism 
thus tended to become, and in the end became, what is more 
commonly called Sensationalism or Associationism, thereby 
approximating towards that objective naturalism which reduces 
the external world to a mechanism describable in terms of matter 
and motion—a result already foreshadowed when Hartley 
connected ideas and their association with brain vibrations and 
vibratiuncles. In ethics, also, the striving to get back to the 
natural entailed a similar downward trend. From the Cambridge 
Platonist', from Locke and Clarke, we hear much of rational 

Quoted by Eisler. Werterbuth 	plalosophischeas Begrife 0899), 
as." Naturalismus." 

1  T. H. Green. Prokgomexa fa Ethics (1883), % so.  

principles of conduct, comparable in respect of intelligibility 
with the truths of mathematics; but already we find that in 
Shaftesbury the centre of ethical interest is transferred from the 
Reason, conceived as apprehending either abstract moral dis-
tinctions or laws of divine legislation, to the " natural affections " 
that prompt to social duty;' and when we reach Bentham, 
with pleasure and pain as " sovereign masters," and the Mills, 
with love of virtue explained by the laws of association, all 
seems to be non-rational' There is much resemblance, as well 
as some historical connexion, between the naturalism of moralists 
such as Shaftesbury and Hutcheson and the Common-Sense 
metaphysics of Reid and his school." Hence Kant, distinguishing 
between a " naturalistic " and " scientific " or critical method 
in metaphysics, styles Reid and his followers " naturalists of pure 
reason," satirically comparing them to people who think they can 
settle the size and distance of the moon by direct eyesight better 
than by the roundabout calculations of mathematics. 

So far we have seen the natural approximating to the non-
rational. But when used in a subjective sense in opposition to 
the supernatural, it means the rational as opposed to what is 
above reason, or even contrary to reason. It is in this sense that 
the term Naturalism most frequently occurs; and it was so 
applied specially to the doctrines of the English Deists and the 
German Illuminati of the 17th and 18th centuries: those of 
them who held that human reason alone was capable of attaining 
to the knowledge of God were called theological naturalists 
or rationalists, while those who denied the possibility of revela-
tion altogether were called philosophical naturalists or naturalists 
simply' In these controversies the term Naturalist was also 
sometimes used in an objective sense for those who identified 
God and Nature, but they were more frequently styled Spinozists, 
Pantheists or even Atheists. But it is at once obvious that 
dispute as to what is natural and what supernatural is vain and 
hopeless till the meanings of reason and nature are clearly defined. 
"The only distinct meaning of the word " [natural', said Butler, 
" is staled, fixed or settled; since what is natural as much requires 
and presupposes an intelligent agent to render it so, i.e. to effect 
it continually, or at stated times, as what is supernatural or 
miraculous does to effect it for once. And from hence it must 
follow that persons' notion of what. is natural will be enlarged 
in proportion to their greater knowledge. . . . Nor is there any 
absurdity in supposing that there may be beings in the universe, 
whose capacities .. , may be so extensive, as that the whole 
Christian dispensation may to them appear natural, i.e. analogous 
or conformable to God's dealings with other parts of His creation; 
as natural as the visible known course of things appears to us."' 

The antithesis of natural to spiritual (or ideal) has mainly 
determined the use of the term Naturalism in the present 
day.' But current naturalism is not to be called materialism, 
though these terms are often used synonymously, as by Hegel, 
Ueberweg and other historians of philosophy; nor yet pan-
theism, if by that is meant the immanence of all things in one 
God. We know only material phenomena, it is said; matter is 
an abstract conception simply, not a substantial reality. It is 
therefore meaningless to describe mind as Its effect. Moreover, 
mind also is but an abstract conception; and here again all 
our knowledge is confined to the phenomenal. To identify the 
two classes of phenomena is, however, impossible, and indeed 
absurd; nevertheless we find a constant concomitance of 
psychosis and neurosis; and the more sensationalist and associa-
tionist our psychology, the easier it becomes to correlate the 

▪Cf. Sidtwkk, History of Ethics (x386), 
' Cl. W. R. Sorley, The Ethics of Naturalism (t683). pP. 16  GIN. 
Cf. W. R. Scott, Francis Hutcheson; his Life, Teaching and 

Position in Philosophy (:goo), pp. lam, a6, seq. 
'See RATIONALISM; Kant, Religion snnerhalb der Gramm der 

Hessen Vernunft. Hartenstein's edition, vi. 233: and Lechler, Ge-
:chick.: des Englischen Deismus Mob pp. 434 llgq 

' Analogy, part chajp. i. end. Cf. also „I. S. LULL .Logic, book 
iii. chap. =v. 2, and Essays on Religion. 

• In aesthetics we find Naturalism used in • cognate sense: the 
Flemish painters, such writers as Flaubert or Zola. for example, being 
called naturalistic or realistic, in contrast to the Italian painters of 
writers like George Sand or the Brontfs. 
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psychical and the physical as but " two aspects " of one and the 
same fact. It is therefore simplest and sufficient to assume an 
underlying, albeit unknown, unity connecting the two. A 
monism—so far neutral, neither materialistic nor spirituslistic-
is thus a characteristic of the prevailing naturalism. But when 
the question arises, how best to systematize experience as a 
whole, it is contended that we must begin from the physical side. 
Here we have precise conceptions, quantitative exactness and 
thoroughgoing continuity; every thought that has ever stirred 
the hearts of men, not less than every breeze that has ever 
rippled the face of the deep, has meant a perfectly definite re-
distribution of matter and motion. To the mechanical principles 
of this redistribution an ultimate analysis brings us down; 
and—beginning from these—the nebular hypothesis and the 
theory of natural selection will enable us to explain all subsequent 
synthesis.' Life and mind now dearly take a secondary place; 
the comical mechanism determines them, while they are powerless 
to modify it. The spiritual becomes the " epiphenomenal," a 
merely incidental phosphorescence, so to say, that regularly 
accompanies physical processes of a certain type and complexity. 
(See abo PSYCHOLOGY.) 

This absolute naturalism, as we may call it, the union, that 
is, of psychological and cosmological naturalism, is in fact a 
species of Fatalism, as Kant indeed entitled its It is the logical 
outcome of a sensationalist psychology, and of the epistemology 
which this entails. As long as association of ideas (or sensory 
residua) is held to explain judgment and conscience, so long may 
naturalism stand. 

The naturalistic work of thief account at the present day is 
E. Hawkers Die Weitratd, genseiseserst4ndlicke Studies tikes 
snonistisdse Philosophic (5th ed., woo). of which an English trans- 
lation has appeared. Effective refutations will be found in the works 
of two of Haeckel's colleagues. 0. Liebmann, Ziff Analysis der 
Wirklitchkeit OW ed., two): R. Eucken, Die Risked des Geistestehens 
is Bann:Ise= end That der Masseldwit (0888, Eng. trans.); Der 
Kampf ass dein geistifea Lebeasinhall 080). See also A. J. 
Balfour. Foundatioes of Belief (8th ed., igoz); J. Ward, Naturalism 
and Agnosh.eises (x8w). Q. W.') 

NATURALIZATION, the term given in law to the acquisition 
by an alien of the national character or citizenship of a certain 
state, always with the consent of that state and of himself, 
but not necessarily with the consent of the state to which he 
previously belonged, which may refuse to its subjects the right 
of renouncing its nationality, called " expatriation," or may 
allow the right only on conditions which have not been fulfilled 
in the particular case. Hence although nationality in strict 
theory is always single, as liege homage was and allegiance in its 
proper sense is, it often happens that two states claim the same 
person as their national or subject. This conflict arises not only 
from naturalization having been granted without the corre-
sponding expatriation having been permitted, but also from the 
fact that birth on the soil was the leading determinant of nation-
ality by feudal law, and still is so by the laws of England and the 
United States (ins soli), while the nationality of the father is its 
leading determinant in those countries which have accepted 
Roman principles of jurisprudence (jus megabit). The conflict 
is usually solved for practical purposes by an understanding 
which is approximately general, namely that, in cases not pro-
vided for by treaty, no state shall protect those whom it claims 
as its nationals while residing in the territory of another state 
which claims them as its own nationals by any title, whether 
jur soli, jus sanguinis, naturalization, or the refusal to allow 
expatriation. On this footing the British foreign office, while 
it grants passports for travel to naturalized persons, will extend 
no protection to them against a claim of their former country, if 
they return to it, to exact military service due to it. The United 
States, asserting that expatriation is an inalienable right of man, 
maintains that, to lose his right to American protection, the 
emigrant who has been naturalized in the United States must 
have done that for which he might have been tried and punished 
at the moment of his departure; it claims to protect him against 
the exaction of what at that moment was merely a future liability 

Cf. Spencer, First Principles (0867), p. 398. 
Cf. Prolegomena, f 60. 

to military service, and this doctrine has been practically accepted 
by France in her dealings with America. Germany also accepted 
it by the treaty of 1868 between the United States and the 
North German Confederation, now in force for the German 
empire, subject to provisions that the emigrant's fixing his 
domicile in the old country shall be deemed a renunciation 
of his naturalization in the new, and that his living in the old 
country for more than two years may be deemed to imply the 
absence of an intention to return to the new. Between the 
United States and Great Britain the convention of the 13th of 
May 187o provides that naturalization in either is to be valid 
for all purposes immediately on its completion, but that if the 
resident shall renew his residence in his old country be may be 
readmitted to his old nationality, on his application and on such 
conditions as the readmitting government may impose. 

The Naturalization Act t87o, which now governs the matter 
for England, does not say that the person naturalized becomes 
thereby a British subject, to which, if it had been said, a proviso 
might have been added saving the above-mentioned policy of 
the foreign office as to not protecting him in his old country, 
although even without such a proviso the foreign office would 
have been free to follow that policy. The act in question (s. 7) 
gives him the rights and imposes on him the duties of a natural-
born British subject in the United Kingdom, and provides that, 
when within the limits of his old country, he shall not be deemed 
a British subject unless he has ceased to be a subject of that 
country, by its laws or in pursuance of a treaty. On this wording 
it has been maintained that British naturalization is not really 
naturalization at all; but leaves the naturalized person as he 
was with the addition of a certain quality within the United 
Kingdom; and on that ground it has been considered in France 
that a Frenchman, obtaining naturalization in England, does not 
fall within the French law (Code Civil, Art. z 7) which pronounces 
the expatriation of citizens who cause themselves to be naturalized 
abroad. This is the Bourgoise Case, er Ch. D. go, In which, 
when it came before the English courts, Mr Justice Kay inclined 
to the same view, but the court of appeal avoided giving an 
opinion on the point. Professor Dicey leans to the same view 
(5 Law Quarterly Review, 438); but Sir Thomas Barclay L.Q.R. 
226), Sir Malcolm Mcllwraith (6 L.Q.R. 37g), and Professor West-
lake (International Law—Peace, and ed. p. 234; Private Inter-
national Law, 4th ed. p. 356) adopt the view that the Naturaliza-
tion Act z 87o makes the naturalized person a full British subject, 
only to be treated in his old country in accordance with the 
international principles recognized by the British executive. 
And the foreign office, by granting passports to naturalized 
persons, acts on the same view. The point is important with 
reference to the question whether the naturalization of the father 
in the United Kingdom confers the character of British subjects 
on his children afterwards born abroad. (See Aunt.) 

An analogous question arises on the provision In the Naturaliza-
tion Act 1870, sec. lb, that the legislature of any British posses-
sion may make laws " for imparting to any person the privileges 
of naturalization, to be enjoyed by such person within the limits 
of such possession." This, in accordance with the wider view 
of the effect of naturalization in the United Kingdom, may mean 
that naturalization In pursuance of a colonial law confers the 
full character of a British subject, only without removing 
disabilities, such as that to hold land, under which the naturalized 
person may have lain as an alien in any other British possession. 
On that footing the foreign office grants passports to the holders 
of colonial certificates of naturalization, and protects them in all 
foreign countries but that of their origin; and the Merchant 
Shipping Act 1894, sec. t, allows persons naturalized in British 
possessions to be owners of British ships. On the other hand, 
those who maintain the narrower view of the effect of natural-
ization in the United Kingdom naturally hold that colonial 
naturalization has no effect at all outside the British possession 
in which it is granted. 

Naturalization in India is regulated by the British Indian 
Naturalization Act, No. 30 of 1852, under which it may he 
granted to subjects of the several princes and states in India 
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as well as to those who are entirely aliens to the British empire. 
The former, however, are treated for several purposes as British 
subjects even without being so naturalized. 

In moat countries a lengthened sojourn is a condition precedent 
to naturalization. In Belgium, the United Kingdom, North 
America and Russia the period of such sojourn is fixed at five 
years, in France, Greece and Sweden at three, in the Argentine 
Republic two, while in Portugal a residence of one year is 
sufficient. In Germany, Austria and Italy no period of residence 
is prescribed, while in Austria a ten years' residence confers 
per se the rights of citizenship. In the United States an alien 
desiring to be naturalized must declare on oath his intention 
to become a citizen of the United States; two years afterwards 
must declard on oath his intention to support the constitution 
of the United . States and renounce allegiance to every foreign 
power, including that of which he was before a subject; must 
prove residence in the United States for five years, and in the 
state where his application is made for one year, as a good 
citizen; and must renounce any title of nobility. In France 
an alien desiring naturalization, if be has not resided continuously 
in the country for ten years, must obtain permission to establish 
his domicile in France; three years after (in special cases one 
year) he is entitled to apply for naturalization, which involves 
the renunciation of any existing allegiance. 

See further, ALLIGIANCE, INTERNATIONAL. LAW (Private); also 
Bar, Private International Law (Gillespie's translation); Hansard, 
Law relating to Aliens; Cutler, Law of Notoralisaliew; Cockburn, 
Nadowday; Cogondan. Nationdite; Heffter. Eurodisekes Mier-
recta; Hall, Foreign Jurisdiction of Ike Braids Crown; Westlake, 
International Law—Peace. and Private International Law (..sth cd). 

UNO. 
NAIIARCHIA (Gr. rats, ship, afrx4, command), the supreine 

command of the Spartan navy. The office was an annual one 
and could not be held more than once by the same man (Xen. 
Hell. ri. r. 7). This law might be evaded in special cases; the 
new admiral might not be sent to take over the command until 
some time after his election, which took place at midsummer 
(Beloch in Biagio:us, alike. p. 272 sqq.), and meanwhile his pre-
decessor remained de facto admiral; or the retiring admiral 
might, after the expiry of his term, bold an appointment as 
secretary (iriaroXe6r) to one who, though titular admiral, 
was really placed under his orders or even kept at Sparta alto-
gether. Being independent of the kings and hampered by no 
colleague, the nauarch wielded such power that Aristotle is 
hardly going too far when he says (Politics, ii. 9. 22), 4 raticeala 
rob& iripa decade icalikarnea. He was subject only to the 
ephors, who, if he proved incompetent, could depose him (Thus. 
viii. 39), though they usually preferred to send out an advisory 
committee (c(4afloace). An admiral might appoint his teurro)ek 
to command a portion, or even the whole, of the fleet, and if 
the former died in office the secretary succeeded to his post. 

Fora detailed discussion see J :  Beloch, " Die Nannette in Sparta," 
in the Rkeinisclies Maisano. =XIV. (1879) 117-130, where& complete 
list of nawurlis known to us will t111 found; regarding the time. of 
the election this is corrected by a later article of the same writer 
(Pliiiologus, loc. ca.). See also A. Solari, March Spartan 
(Livorno, 1907), 1-58; G. Busolt, " Studs- and Rechtsalterdimer " 
(Ivan Helmand der klassischew Altertainuwisseawlaft. 

96; G. E. Uoderbill's edition of Xenophon, Hs(fenica i., u. note 
on 5. t. (M. N. T.) 

NAUCK, JOHAtlN AUGUST (1822-1892), German classical 
scholar and critic, was born at Auerstidt in Prussian Saxony 
on the :8th of September 1822. After having studied at Halle-
and held educational posts in Berlin, be migrated in 1859 to 
St Petersburg, where he was professor of Greek at the imperial 
historico-philological institute (1869-1883). He died on the 
3rd of August 1892. Nauck was one of the most distinguished. 
textual critics of his day, although, like P.' H. Peerikamp, he 
was fond of altering a text in accordance with what he thought 
the author must, or ought to, have written. 

Fhe most important of his writings, all of which deal with Greek 
language 	literature (especially the tragedians) are the following: 
Eurs • 	Tragedies and Fragments (1854, 3rd ed., 1871); Studio 
Europidea.  (18 1862); Trattoria. Gramma Fragmenta 0836. 
last ed. 1889 his chief work; Index to the Fragments (5892): 
text of 	(:867); reviled 	of Sctineidewin's annotated 

Sophocles 	&c.); texts of Homer. Odyssey (1874) and Iliad 
(1877-1879); the fragments of Aristophanes of Byzantium (1843), 
still imlkpensable; Porphyrius of Tyre (1860, 2nd ed., 18:6) ; 
lamblichus. Ds Vita PyThagorica (1884); Lexikon Vindobonense (1667). 
a meagre compilation of the 14th or 15th century. See memoir 
by T. Zielinski. in Bursian'sSiegrapkisclies Jakniniek (1894), and J. E. 
Sandys, History of Classical Scholarship, iii. (nog), pp. 49-152. 

NAIJCHARY, a subdivision of the people of Attica, which 
was certainly among the most primitive in the Athenian state. 
The word is derived either (1) from rails (a ship) and describes 
the duty imposed upon each naucrary, of providing one ship 
and two (or, more probably, ten) horsemen; or (2) from 
velar (to dwell), in which case it has to do with a householder 
census. The former is generally accepted in view of the fact 
that the naucraries were certainly the units on which the Athenian 
fleet was based. The view once held (on the strength of a 
fragment of Aristotle, quoted carelessly by Photius) that the 
naucrary was invonted by Solon may now be regarded as obsolete 
(see the Aristotelian Constitution, viii. 3). Each of the four 
Ionian tribes was divided into three trillyes (" thirds "), each 
of which was subdivided into four naucraries; there were 
thus 48 naucraries. The earliest mention of them is in Herodotus 
(v. 71), where it is stated that the Cylonian conspiracy was 
put down by the " Prytaneis (chief men) of the Naucraries." 
Although it is generally recognized that in this passage we can 
trace an attempt to shift the responsibility for the murder of 
the suppliants from the archon /legacies, it is highly improbable 
that the Prytaneis of the Naucraries did not play a part in the 
tragedy. Thucydides is probably right, as against Herodotus, in 
asserting that the nine archon formed the Athenian executive at 
this period. It may be conjectured, however, that the military 
forces of Athens were organized on the basis of the naucraries, 
and that it was the duty of the presidents of these districts 
to raise the local' levies. It is certainly remarkable that the 
Aristotelian Constitution of Athens does not connect the naucrary 
with the fleet or the army; from chapter viii. it would appear 
that its importance was chiefly in connexion with finance 
(dex4 reraypivn wpbs Te rat slap*: sal rds 8exlviat). The 
naucrary consisted of a number of villages, and was, therefore, 
a local unit very much in the power of the isasocraros, who was 
selected by reason of wealth. The isaucraros superintended 
the construction of, and afterwards captained, the ship, and 
also assessed and administered the taxes in his own area. In 
the reforms of Cleisthenes, the naucraries gave place to the 
demes as the political unit. In accordance with the new decimal 
system, their number was increased to fifty. Whether they 
continued (and if so, how long) to supply one ship and two ,  (or 
ten) horsemen each is not certainly known. Cheidemus in 
Photius asserts that they did, and his statement is to a certain 
extent corroborated by Herodotus (vi. 89) who records that, 
in the Aeginetan War before the Persian Invasion, The Athenian 
fleet numbered only fifty sail. 

See Photius (s.c.), who is clearly using the Ad. Pol. (he quotes 
from it the bat part of his article Widens whir); Schomann, 
Andy,. (p. 326, Eng. trans.)—quoted by J. E. Sandys (Ad. Pol. viii., 
[a)--refutes Gilbert, Greek Conslitstional Antiquities (Eng. trans., 
1893), and in'Jakrti. Class. Phil. c.d. (1875) pp. 9 seq.; A. H. J. 
Greenidge, Handbook of Greek Coml. Hist. p. i34; history of Greece 
in general; for derivation of name, G. Meyer, Curds? Studien 
175), where Wecklein is refuted. M. 

NAUCRATIS, an ancient Greek settlement In Egypt. The 
site was discovered by Professor W. M. Flinders Petrie in 1884, 
on the eastern bank of a canal, about to m. W. of the present 
Rosetta branch of the Nile. In ancient times it was approached 
by the Canopic mouth, which was farther to the west. The 
identification of the site is placed beyond doubt by the discovery 
of inscriptions, with the name of the town, and of great masses 
of early Greek pottery, such as could not have existed anywhere 
else. The site was excavated in t884-e886 by the Egypt Ex-
ploration Fund, and a supplementary excavation was made by 
the British School at Athens in dog. A list of the temples of 
Naucratis is given by Herodotus (H. :78); they were the 
Hellenion, common to all the colonizing cities, and those dedicated 

1  See footnote to CLIWITHENICS (I), 
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by the Aeginetans to Zeus; by the Samians to Hera, and by the 
Milesians to Apollo. A temple of Aphrodite is also mentioned 
by Athenaeus. Traces of all, these temples, except that of 
Zeus, or at least dedications coming from them, have been found 
in the excavations, and another has been added to them, the 
temple of the Dioscuri. The two chid sites to be cleared were 
the temples of Apollo and of Aphrodite, in both of which succes-
sive buildings of various date were found. Both were remarkable 
(or the great mass of early painted pottery that was found; 
is the temple of Apollo this bad been buried in a trench; in 
that of Aphrodite it was scattered over the whole surface in 
two distinct strata. A great deal of it was local ware, but there 
were also imported vases from various Greek sites. In addition 
to these temples, there was also found a great fortified enclosure, 
about 86o ft. by 75o, in the south-eastern part of the town; 
within it was a square tower or fort; a portico of entrance and 
an avenue of rows of sphinxes was added in Ptolemaic. times, 
as is shown by the foundation deposits found at the corners 
of the portico; these consisted of models of the tools and materials 
used in the buildings, models of instruments for sacrifice or 
ceremonies, and cartouches of King Ptolemy Philadelphus. 
Professor Petrie naturally supposed this great enclosure to be 
the Hellenion or common sanctuary of the Greeks, but Mr. 
Hogarth subsequently found traces of another great walled 
enclosure to the north-east of the town, together with pottery 
dedicated rois riar.  'EXMenis Oak and he claims with reason that 
this enclosure is more likely than the other to be the Hellenion, 
since no early Greek antiquities have been found in the southern 
part of the town, which seems rather to have been a native 
settlement. The cemetery of the ancient town was found 
oo two low mounds to the north, but was mostly of Ptolemaic 
date. 

Apart from the historic interest of the site, as the only Greek 
adony in Egypt in early times, the chief importance of the 
excavations lies in the rich finds of early pottery and in the 
inscriptions upon them, which throw light on the early history 
of the alphabet. The most flourishing period of the town was 
from the accession of Amasis II. in 570 B.0 to the Persian 
invasion of 520 D.C., when the contents of the temples must 
have been destroyed. The earlier chronology has been much 
disputed. There are clear traces of a settlement going back 
to the 7th century, including a scarab factory, which yielded 
numerous scarabs, not of native Egyptian manufacture, bearing 
the names of the kings that preceded Amasis. Among these 
were fragments of early Greek pottery. It seems a fair inference 
that the makers of these were Greeks, and that they probably 
represent the early Milesian colony, settled here in the time 
of Psammeticbus L, before the official assignment of the site 
by Amasis to the Greek colonists of various cities. The most 
important of the antiquities found are now in the British Museum. 

See W. M. F. Petrie, &e., Naukratis L, third Memoir of the Egypt 
Exploration Fund (t886); E. A. Gardner, &c., Naukralis 11., sixth 
Memoir of same (1889); D. G. Hogarth, &c., Animal of the British 
Schaal at Athens (180-1899). (E. Ga.) 

MAMA, GABRIEL (1600-1653), French librarian and scholar, 
was born in Paris on the and of February iftoo. He studied 
medicine at Paris and Padua, and became physician to 
Louis XIIL In x620 he became librarian to Cardinal Bagni at 
Rome, and on Bagni's death in 560 librarian to Cardinal 
Barberini. At the desire of Richelieu he began a wearisome 
controversy with the Benedictines, denying Gerson's authorship 
of Da Imitation* Christi. Richelieu intended to make Naude 
his librarian, and on his death Naud6 accepted a similar offer on 
the part of Mazarin, and for the next ten years devoted himself 
to bringing together from all parts of Europe the noble assemblage 
of books known as the Bibliothaque Maurine. Mazarin's 
library was sold by the pulement of Paris during the troubles 
of the Fronde, and Queen Christina Invited Nude to Stockholm. 
He was not happy in Sweden, and on Mazsrin's appeal that he 
should re-form his scattered library Naude returned at once. 
But his health was broken, and he died on the journey at Abbe-
ville on the 3oth of July 053. The friend of Gui Patin, of Pierre 

Gassendi and all the liberal thinkers of his time, Naudd was no 
mere bookworm.; his books show traces of the critical spirit 
which made him a worthy colleague of the humorists and 
scholars who prepared the way for the better known writers of 
the " sir cle de Louis XIV." 

including works edited by hini t  a list of ninety-two pieces is 
given in the Naudaeana. The chief are Le Marfore, as dimmers 
contra les.libefies (Paris, 162o), very rare, reprinted 1868; instrartion 
d to France star to virile de l'histoire des Freres de la Rose-Croix 
0623. 1624), displaying their impostures, Apologie pour toss les 
grands persounages faussenten1 soupsonnes de magic (1625. 1652, 
1669, 1712), Pythagoras, Socrates, Thomas Aquinas and Solomon 
are among those defended; Advis pour dresser cane bibliotheque (1627, 
1644, 1676; translated by J. Evelyn, 1661), full of sound and liberal 
views on librarianship; Addition a l'histoire do Louys XI. (163o), 
this includes an account of the origin of printing; Bibliographia 
Politica (Venice, 1633, &c.; in French, 1642), a mere essay of no 
bibliographkal value; De studio liberali syntagma (1632, 1634), a 
practical treatise found in most collections of directions for studies; 
De studio militari syntagma (1637), esteemed in its day; Considera-
tions politiques sun ks coups crew (Rome [Paris], 1639; first edition 
rare, augmented by Dumay, 1732), this contains an apology for the 
massacre of St Bartholomew; lisblioth. Cordesianae Catalogus (1643), 
classified; -ragmen: de lout to qui a Eft imprimi tontre k Card, 
Mazarin 06o), Naudi's best work, and one of the ablest defences 
of Marano; it is written in the form of a dialogue between Saint-
Anse and Mascurat, and is usually known under the name of the 
latter. 

Aurnourres:—L. Jacob, G. Naudaei tumulus (1659); P. Halle, 
Elogium Nardaei (1661); Niceron, Memoires, vol. ix.; L. Jacob, 
Traiai des plus belles bibliothequa (t644);"Gui Patin, Lettres (1846); 
Naudaeana et Patiniana (1703); Sainte-Beuve, Portraits Litt. 
vol. ii.; A. Franklin, Histoire de la Bib!. Mazarine (186o). 

NAUGATUCK, a township and borough of New Haven 
county, Connecticut, U.S.A., on the Naugatuck river, 3 m. S. 
of Waterbury, with an area of r7 sq. m. in 1906. Pop. (189o) 
6218, (Iwo) 10,54r, of whom 3432 were foreign-born, (rota 
census) 12,722. It is served by the New York, New Haven 
& Hartford railroad and by interurban electric railways. 
Among the principal public buildings are the Whittemore 
Memorial Public Library (1892), a fine high school and the 
large Salem school (part of the public school system), all given 
to the borough by John Howard Whittemore of Naugatuck, 
who in addition endowed the library and the high school. The 
river furnishes water-power. Among the manufactures are 
rubber goods, chemicals, iron castings, woollen goods, cutlery, 
&c. The value of the factory products increased from $8,886,676 
in repo to firr,00p,573 in z9o5, or 23.9% The prominence of 
the rubber industry here is due to Charles Goodyear (q.s.), who 
in 1821 entered into partnership with his father Anusa Goodyear 
for the manufacture of hardware. Vulcanized rubber overshoes 
were first made in Naugatuck, and in 1843 the Goodyear's 
Metallic Rubber Shoe Company was established here. The 
township was formed from parts of Waterbury, Bethany and 
Oxford, and was incorporated in 1844; the borough was 
chartered in r$93;.and the two were combined in 1895. 

NAUETEIN. or BAD-NACREEK, a watering-place of Germany, 
in the grand-duchy of Hesse-Darmstadt, situated on the north-
east slope of the Taunus Mountains, 24 m. by rail N. of Frankfort-
on-Main on the main line of railway to Cassel Pop. (1905) 
5054. It has three Evangelical, a Roman. Catholic and an 
English church. Its thermal waters (84° to 95°  F.), although 
known for centuries, were, prior to 1835, only employed for the 
extraction of salt. They now yield about 2000 tons annually. 
The town has several parks, the largest being the Kurpark, 
125 acres in extent, in which are the Kurhaus and the two chief 
springs. The waters, which are saline, strongly impregnated 
with carbonic add, and to a less extent with iron, are principally 
used for bathing, and are specific in cases of gout andrheumatism, 
but especially for heart affections. Three smaller springs, 
situated outside the Kurpark, supply water for drinking. • In 
18947-5900 • new spring (saline) was tapped at a depth of 682 ft. 
Another attraction of the place is the Johannisberg, a hill 
713 ft. high, immediately overlooking the town. 

Nauheim. which was bestowed by Napoleon upon Marshal 
Devout, became a town in 1854. From 18s5 to 1866 it belonged 
to the electorate of Huse-Cassel, but in r866 it was coded to 
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the grand-duchy of Hesse-Darmstadt. It was the scene of 
fighting between the French and the Germans in 1762 and again 
in 1792. 

See GrOdel, Bad Madman, seine Karisitfel (9th ed., Friedberg. 
1903); Credner, Die Eurmillei in Bad Naakeim (Leipzig. 18941; 
Bode, Bad Nantseiss, setae Kunming: and Erfolge (Wiesbaden, 5889); 
and Weber, Die Park- and Waidaniagen porn Bad Naukeim (Nauheim. 
1906). 

NAULIITIE, a large cavern on the left bank of the Lesse, 
which joins the Meuse above Dinant, Belgium. Here in 1866 
Edouard Dupont discovered an imperfect human lower jaw, 
now in the Brussels Natural History Museum. It is of a very 
ape-like type in its extreme projection and that of the teeth 
sockets (teeth themselves lost), with canines very strong and 
large molars increasing in size backward. It was found associated 
with the remains of mammoth, rhinoceros and reindeer. The 
Naulette man is now assigned to the Mousterian Epoch. 

See G. de Mortilkt. Le Pietas:orient (two); E. Dupont, Etude 
sat ks families scienlifigues est:curies pendant (1863-1866). p. 21. 

NAUNACHIA. the Greek word denoting a naval battle (rails, 
ship, andtaxe, battle), used by the Romans as a term for a mimic 
sea-fight. These entertainments took place in the amphitheatre, 
which was flooded with water, or in specially constructed 
basins (also called naumackiae). The first on record, representing 
an engagement between a Tyrian and an Egyptian fleet, was given 
by Julius Caesar (46 e.c.) on a lake which he constructed in the 
Campus Martius. In a p.c. Augustus, at the dedication of the 
temple of Mars Ultor, exhibited a naumachia between Athenians 
and Persians, in a basin probably in the kcal Cacsaris, where 
subsequently Titus gave a representation of a sea-fight between 
Corinth and Corcyra. In that given by Claudius (A.m. 52) on 
the tams Facinus, 19,000 men dressed as Rhodians and Sicilians 
manoeuvred and fought. The crews consisted of gladiators and 
condemned criminals; in later times, even of volunteers. 

See L. Friedlander in J. Marquardt, Romisdie Staatmertooltung, 
(1 885) p. 558- 

NAUMACHIUS, a Greek gnomic poet. Of his poems 73 
hexameters (in three fragments) are preserved by Stobaeus in his 
Florilegium; they deal mainly with the duty of a good wife. 
From the remarks on celibacy and the allusion to a mystic 
marriage it has been conjectured that the author was a Christian. 

The fragments, translated anonymously into English under the 
title of Advice to tke Fair Sex (1736), are in Gaisford's Potiae mittens 
Greed, iii. (1823). 

NAUMANN, GEORO AMADEUS CARL FRIEDIUCH (t797- 
1873), German mineralogist and geologist, was born at Dresden 
on the 30th of May 1797, the son of a distinguished musician 
and composer. He received his early education at Pforta, studied 
at Freiberg under Werner, and afterwards at Leipzig and Jena. 
He graduated at Jena, and was occupied In 1823 in teaching in 
that town and in :824 at Leipzig. In 0326 he succeeded Mohs 
as professor of crystallography, in 1835 he became professor 
also of geognosy at Freiberg; and in 1842 he was appointed 
professor of mineralogy and geognosy in the university of Leipzig. 
At Freiberg he was charged with the preparation of a geological 
map of Saxony, which he carried out with the aid of Bernhard 
von Cotta in 1846. He was a man of encyclopaedic knowledge, 
lucid and fluent as a teacher. Early in life (1821-1822) he 
travelled in Norway, and his observations on that country, and 
his subsequent publications on crystallography, mineralogy and 
geology established his reputation. He was awarded the 
Wollaston Medal by the Geological Society of London in 068. 
He died at Leipzig on the 26th of November 1873. 

He published Beitragcaser Katataiss Norma en: (2 vols., 1824); 
Lekrbark Sc, Mineralegte (t828); Lekrbuck der nines and aw-• 
wandtert Erystallograpine (2 vols. and atlas, 1830); Miasmic der 
ifitteralogie (1846; ed. g ?ja.4; the loth ed. lby F. Zirkel, 1877); 
Lekrback der Geogriarie ( 2 and atlas, 1849-1854, ed. 2, 1858-
:872). 

NAU1KBURG, a town of Germany, in the province of Prussian 
Saxony, the seat of the provincial law courts and court of appeal 
for the province and the neighbouring districts. It is situated 
on the Seale, near its junction with the Unstrut, in the centre 
of an amphitheatre of vine-clad hills, 29 m. S.W. from Halle, 
on the railway to Weimar and Erfurt. Pop. (zoos) 25,137. 

The cathedral, an imposing building in the Romanesque Transi-
tion style (1207-1242), has a Gothic choir at each end, and 
contains some interesting medieval sculptures. It is remarkable 
for its large crypt And its towers, a fourth having been added 
in aim, the gift of the emperor William II. There are also 
four other Protestant churches (of which the town church, 
dedicated to St Wenceslaus and restored in 1892-1894, possesses 
two pictures by Lucas Cranach the elder), a Roman Catholic 
church, a gymnasium, a modem school, an orphanage and three 
hospitals. A curious feature of the town is the custom, which has 
not yet died out, of labelling the houses with signs, such as the 
" swan," the " leopard " and the " lion." The industries of the 
place mainly consist in the manufacture of cotton and woollen 
fabrics, chemicals, combs, beer, vinegar and leather. On the 
hills to the north of the town, across the Unstrut, lies Schenkel-
burg, once the residence of the poet Gellert, and noticeable 
for the grotesque carvings in the sandstone rocks. 

In the zoth century Naumburg was a stronghold of the mar-
graves of Meissen, who in 1029 transferred to it the bishopric of 
Zeit& In the history of Saxony it is memorable as the scene of 
various trusties; and in 1561 an assembly of Protestant princes 
was held there, which made a futile attempt to cement the 
doctrinal dissensions of the Protestants. In 1564 the last bishop 
died, and the bishopric fell to the elector of Saxony. In i63z 
the town was taken by Tilly, and in 1632 by Gustavus Adolphus. 
It became Prussian in 1814. An annual festival, with a pro-
cession of children, which is still held, is referred to an apocryphal 
siege of the town by the Hussite in 1432, but is probably con-
nected with an incident in the brothers' war (1447-5z), between 
the elector Frederick II. of Saxony and his brother Duke William. 
Karl Peter Lepsius (1775-1853), the antiquary and his more 
distinguished son Richard the Egyptologist, were born at 
Naumburg. • 

See E. Borkowski, Die Gesdtidde der Skull Natembarg an der Soak 
(Stuttgart. 1897): E. Hoffmann, Nasunbarg as der Seek int &italics 
der Reformation (Letpsiit. 1900); S. Braun, Naznilisrp ►  Aiming 
Dom fahre 799 his 1613 Naumburg, 1892); Puttrich, Namable an 
der Seale, seta Dom and andre altertiimIkke Bauwerke (Lei 

' 
(Leipzig, 184[- 

1843): and Wispel, Enhoickelangsgesekickle Sc, Skid: Naumburg an 
der Saak (Naumburg, mo3). 

NAUNTON, SIR ROBERT (1563-1635), English politician, the 
son of Henry Naunton of Alderton, Suffolk, was educated at 
Trinity College, Cambridge, becoming a fellow of his college in 
z585 and public orator of the university in x594. Walter 
Devereux, earl of Essex, enabled him to spend some time abroad, 
sending information about European affairs. Having returned 
to England, he entered parliament in t6o6 as member for 
Helston, and he eat in the five succeeding parliaments; in 1614 
he was knighted, in i6z6 he became master of requests and later 
surveyor of the court of wards. In 1618 his friend Buckingham 
procured for hitathe position of secretary of state. Naunton's 
strong Protestant opinions led him to favour more active inter-
vention by England in the interests of Frederick V., and more 
vigorous application of the laws against Roman Catholics. 
Gondomar, the Spanish ambassador, complained to James, who 
censured his secretary. Consequently in 1623 Naunton resigned 
and was made master of the court of wards. He died at Lether. 
ingham, Suffolk, on the 27th of March 1635. Naunton's valuable 
account of Queen Elizabeth's reign was still in manuscript when 
he died. As Fragmenu regalia, written by Si, Rober1 Namden, 
it was printed' in 164z and again in 1642, a revised edition, 
Fragmetaa Regalia, or Observations es ate late Queen Elitabeth, 
her Times and Fawn:riles, being issued in 1653. It was again 
published in 1824, and an edition edited by A. Arber was brought 
out in 187o. It has also been printed in several collections and Ms 
been translated into French and Italian. There are several 
manuscript copies extant, and some of Naunton's letters are in 
the British Museum and in other collections. 

See Malkin of Sir Robert MOWS (1814). 
NAUPACTUS (Ital. Laporte, mod. Gr. Epakte), a town in 

the nomarchy of Acarnania and Aetolia, Greece, situated on a 
bay on the north side of the straits of Lepanto: The harbour, 
once the best on the northern coast of the Corinthian Gulf, Is now 
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almost entirely choked up, and is accessible only to the smallest 
craft. Naupactus is an episcopal see; pop. about 2500. In 
Greek legend it appears as the place where the Heraclidae built 
a fleet to invade Peloponnesus. In historical times it belonged 
to the Ozolian Locrians; but about 455  B.e., in spite of a partial 
resettlement with Locrians of Opus, it fell to the Athenians, 
who peopled it with Messenian refugees and made it their chief 
naval station in western Greece during the Peloponnesian war. 
In 404 it was restored to the Locrians, who subsequently lost 
it to the Achaeans, but recovered it through Eparninondas. 
Philip II. of Macedon gave Naupactus to the Actolians, who held 
it till tor, when after an obstinate siege it was surrendered to the 
Romans. It was still flourishing about A.D. I 7o, but in Justinian's 
reign was destroyed by an earthquake. In the middle ages it fell 
into the hands of the Venetians, who fortified it so strongly that 
in 1477 it successfully resisted a four months' siege by a Turkish 
army thirty thousand strong; in 1499, however, it was taken 
by Bayezid II. The mouth of the Gulf of Lepanto was the scene 
of the great sea fight in which the naval power of Turkey was 
for the time being destroyed by the united papal, Spanish and 
Venetian forces (October 7, 1571). See LEPANTO, BATTLE OP. In 
1678 it was recaptured by the Venetians, but was again restored 
in 1699, by the treaty of Karlowitz to'the Turks; in the war of 
independence it finally became Greek once more (March 1829). 

See Strabo ix. pp. 426427; Pausanias x. 38. 10-13; Thucydides 
i.-iii. passim; Livy. bk. xxxvi. passim; E. L. Hicks and G. F. Hill, 
Creek Historical liscriptimu (Oxford, root), No. 25. 

MAUPLIA, a town in the Peloponnesus, at the head of the 
Argolic Gulf. In the classical period it was a place of no import-
ance, and when Pausanias lived, about A.D. 150, it was deserted. 
At a very early time, however, it seems to have been of greater 
note, being the seaport of the plain in which Argos and Mycenae 
are situated, and several tombs of the Mycenaean age have been 
found. A hero Nauplius took part in the Argonautic expedition; 
another was king of Euboea. The mythic importance of the town 
revived in the middle ages, when it became one of the chief cities 
ci the Mores. It was captured in 1211 by Godfrey Villehardouin 
with the help of Venetian ships; a French dynasty ruled in it for 
some time, and established the feudal system in the country. In 
1388 the Venetians bought Argos and Nauplia. In the wars 
between Venice and the Turks it often changed masters. It 
was given to the Turks at the peace concluded in 154o; 
it was recaptured by Venice in 1686, and Palamidhi on the hill 
overhanging the town was made a great fortress. In 1715 it was 
taken by the Turks; in r77o the Russians occupied it for a short 
time. The Greeks captured it during the War of Independence 
on the 12th of December 1822, and it was the scat of the Greek 
administration till 1833, when Athens became the capital of 
the country. It is the chief town of the.  epartment of Argolis 
(pop. in 19437, 82,943). Pop. about 6000. 

NAUSEA (from Gr. refit, a ship), sea-sickness, or generally 
any disposition to vomit; also used figuratively to denote 
feelings of strong aversion or dislike. 

MAUSICAA, in Greek legend, daughter of Alcinous, king of 
the Phaeacians in the island of Scheria (Odyssey, vi. 15-355, 
viii. 457.)  When Odysseus (Ulysses) was swept into the sea from 
the raft on which he had left the home of Calypso, he swam 
ashore to Scheria, where he fell asleep on the bank of a river. 
Here he was found by Nausicaa, who supplied him with clothes 
apd took him to her father's palace, where he was hospitably 
entertained. She is said to have become the wife of Telemachus. 
The incident of Odysseus and Nausicaa formed the subject of a 
lost play by Sophocles and was frequently represented in ancient 
art. 

NAUTCH (Hindostani nbck), an Indian ballet-dance. The 
nautch is performed by nautch-girls, who move their feet but 
little, and the dance consists of swaying the body and posturing 
with the arms. 

NAUTILUS. The term nautilus, meaning simply " the sailor," 
was applied by the ancient Creeks to the genus of eight-armed 
cuttlefishes or octoPods which is now known as the paper nautilus, 
and whose stientific name is Art01101114 (see CEPIIALOPODA). 

This animal is not uncommon In the Mediterranean, and from 
its habit of floating at the surface attracted the attention of the 
fishermen and sailors of the Aegean Sea from the earliest times. 
The popular belief that the expanded arms are raised above the 
water to act as sails and that the other arms are used as oars 
was not based on any actual observation of the living animal, and 
it is now known that although the animal floats at the surface 
it does not sail, the expanded arms being applied to the exterior 
surface of the shell, which is secreted by them. The eggs are 
carried in the shell, and as this structure is entirely absent in the 
males, there is good reason to conclude that the habit of carrying 
the eggs and using one pair of arms for that purpose gave rise 
to the modification of those arms and the secretion of the shell 
by them. Huxley once expressed the truth of the matter with 
characteristic felicity in the remark that if the shell of the 
Argonaut is to be compared to anything of human invention or 
construction at all, it should be compared, not to a ship or boat, 
but to a perambulator. 

The shell of Argonauts. (see fig. 1) is spirally coiled and sym-
metrical, and thus bears a remarkable resemblance to the shell 
of the pearly nautilus and the extinct ammonites, especially 

Flo. r.—The Argonaut in life. (After Lacase-Dulltiers.) 

Tr, Float; Br.a, ventral or posterior arms; filf.p, dorsal or 
anterior arms; V, the expanded portion of them, once called the 
sails; B, the beak; C, the shell; En, the funnel. 

as it is like that of the pearly nautilus coiled towards the dorsal 
or anterior surface of the animal. It is ornamented by ridges 
and furrows which pass in transverse curves from the inner to 
the outer margin of the coils. The outer margin or keel is some-
what flattened and the whole shell is compressed from side to side. 
It differs entirely from the shell of the pearly nautilus in the 
absence of internal septa and siphuncle and in the absence of 
any attachment between it and the toddy. It is in fact entirely 
different in origin and relations to the body from the typical 
molluscan shell secreted by the mantle in other Cephalopods and 
other types of Molluscs. It is a structure sui generis, unique 
in the whole phylum of Mollusca. 

The only description of the living animal by a competent 
observer which we have is that of Lacaze Duthiers, made on a 
single specimen on the Mediterranean coast of France, sad pub-
lished in 1892, and even this is in some respects incomplete. 
The specimen after capture was carried in a bucket, and became 
separated from its shell. When placed with the shell in a large 
aquarium, tank the animal resumed possession of the shell and 
assumed the attitude shown in fig. 1. The shell floated at 
the surface, doubtless in consequence of the inclusion of some 
air in the cavity of the shell. It is not known with certainty 
that the animal is able in its natural state to descend below the 
surface; the specimen here considered never did so of its own 
accord, and when pushed down always rose again. 
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The siphon or funnel is unusually large and prominent, and is the 

chief or only organ of locomotion, the water which is expelled from 
it driving the animal backwards. The arms are usually turned 
backwards and carried inside the shell, to the inner surface of which 
the suckers adhere, but one or two arms are from time to time 
extended in front. This does not apply to the dorsal arms which are 
applied to the outside of the shell, and the expanded membrane 
of these arms covers the greater part of its surface. The dorsal arms 
are turned backwards, and each is twisted so that the oral surfaces 
face each other and the suckers are in contact with the shell. The 
membrane or velum is thin, and is really a great expansion of a dorsal 
membrane similar to that which is found along the median dorsal 
line of the two posterior arms. The suckers of the originally posterior 
series of each dorsal arm lie along the external border of the shell, 
and the arm with its two rows of suckers extends round the whole 
border of the membrane, the arm being curved into a complete loop, 
eo that its extremity reaches almost to the origin of the membrane 
near the base of the arm, the extremity being continued on to the 
internal surface of the membrane. The external row of suckers, 
originally the posterior row, are united by membrane which is con-
tinuous with the velum. The smaller suckers on the more distal 
part of the arm, which extends along the edge of the shell-aperture, 
are quite sessile. In the figure of Lacaze-Duthiers (fig. i) the suckers 

rtttitonhe bshgeill,,enbrnt 
in 	 Mph of 

apppetaarr 
A figure 	 to shobe  ' tug the natural r°   
the Cephalopoda in the series of Monographs issued by the Zoological 
Station of Naples. 

The animal described by Lacaze-Duthiers lived a fortnight in 
captivity, during which time it devoured with avidity small fishes 
which were presented to it, seizing them, not by throwing out all 
the ventral arms, but by means of the suckers near the mouth. 

Judging from these observations, A rgonattla is a pelagic animal 
which lives and feeds near the surface of the ocean. Several 
species of Argonauta are known, distributed in the tropical parts 
of all the great oceans. The male is much smaller than the 
female, not exceeding an inch or so in length. It secretes no 
shell and its dorsal arms are not modified. The third arm on 
the left side, however, is modified in another way in connexion 
with reproduction. 

Argonauts is one of the Cephalopods in which the process known 
as hcctocotylization of one arm is developed to its extreme degree. 
the arm affected becoming ultimately detached and left by the male 
in the mantle cavity of the female where it retains for some time its 
life and power of movement. The hectocotylus or copulatory arm in 
the Argonaut is developed at first in a closed cyst (fig. z), which 

FIG. 2.—a. Male of Argonauts ergo, with the hectocotylized arm 
still contained in its enveloping cyst, four times enlarged (after H. 
Muller). b. Hectocotylus of Tremoctopus molaceus (after Kolliker). 

afterwards bursts, allowing the arm to uncoil; the remains of the 
cyst form a sac on the back of the arm which serves to contain the 
spermatophores. 

The animal known as the Pearly Nautilus was unknown to the 
ancient Greeks, since its habitat is the seas of the far East, 
but in the middle ages, when its shell became known in Europe, 
it was called, from its superficial similarity to that of the original 
nautilus, by the same name. It was Linnaeus who, in order to 
distinguish the two animals, took the name " nautilus " from 
the animal to which it originally belonged and bestowed it upon 
the very different East Indian Mollusc, giving to the original 
nautilus the new name itsgonauta. Zoological nomenclature 
dates from Linnaeus, and thus the nautilus is now the name of the  

only living genus of Tetrabranchlate Cephalopods. A detailed, 
description of this animal is given in the article Cephalopods 
(q.v.); it is only necessary to add here a brief account of its mode 
of life and habits. 

Four species are known from the Indian and Pacific oceans; they 
are gregarious and nocturnal animals living at some depth and 
apparently always on the bottom. The natural attitude of the 
animal as represented by Dr Willey is with the oral surface down-
wards, the tentacles spread out, and the shell vertical. The chambers 
of the shell have no communication with one another nor with the 
siphuncle. they are air-tight cavities and filled, not with water, but 
with a nitrogenous gas. This necessarily very much reduces the 
specific gravity of the animal, but it is still heavier than the water 
and does not seem capable of rising to the surface any more than an 
octopus. Nautilus i s rather abundant at some localities in the Fast 

 Archipelago for example at Amboyna in the Moluccas. In 
19ot-I902 Dr Arthur Wiley of Cambridge University spent some 
time in that region for the purpose of investigating the reproduction 
and development of the animal. He stationed himself at New 
Britain, known to the Germans as Neu Pommern, an island of the 
Bismarck Archipelago off the coast of Papua- The natives of this 
island use the nautilus for food, capturing them by means of a large 
fish-trap similar in construction to the cylindrical lobster-traps used 
by British fishermen. Fish is used for bait, Dr Willey found the 
males much more numerous than the females; of fifteen specimens 
captured on one occasion only two were females. He kept specimens 
alive both in vessels on shore and in Urge baskets moorea at the 
bottom of the we. He found that when they were placed in a vessel 
of sea water numbers of a small parasitic crustacea issued from the 
mantle cavity. Some of the females laid eggs in captivity, hat 
these were found not to be fertilized; they were about 3.5  centi-
metres long and attached singly by a broad base to the sides of the 
rage in which the animals were confined. 

LITBRATURE.—Lacaze-Duthiers,"Observation crun argonau te de la 
Mdditerranee," Arch. zoo:. tapir. x. (i9o2), p. 1892. Cephalopods. by 
Jalta; Fauna sad Flora des Galles you Neale! . monographs issued by 
the Zoological Station of Naples. Bashford Dean, " Notes on Living 
Nautilus,' Amer. Natur. xxxv. (19o1). A. Willey, Contribution to 
the Natural History of the Pearly Nautiltu; A. Willey's Zoological 
Res It pt. vi. Osaa). 	 U. T. C.) 

NAIIV00. a city of Hancock county, Illinois, U.S.A., on the 
Mississippi river at the head of the lower rapids and about so m. 
aboveQuincy. Pop. (woo) uai; (ipso) IO20. On the opposite 
bank of the river is Montrose, Iowa (pop. in two, 708), served 
by the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy railway. Nauvoo is the 
seat of St Mary's Academy and Spalding Institute (ism), 
two institutions of the Benedictine Sisters. " Commerce City" 
was laid out here in 1834 by Connecticut speculators; but the 
first settlement of importance was made by the Mormons (q.v.) 
in 1839-184o; they named it Nauvoo,' in obedience to a 
" revelation " made to Joseph Smith, and secured a city charter 
in 1840. Four years later its population was about 15,000, and 
a large Mormon temple had been built, but internal dissensions 
arose, "gentile" hostility was aroused, the charter of Nauvoo 
was revoked in ifias, two of the leaders, Joseph Smith and his 
brother Hyrum, were killed at Carthage, the county-seat, by 
a mob, and in 1846 the sect was driven from the state. Traces of 
Mormonism, however, still remain in the ruins of the temple 
and the names of several of the streets. Throe years after the 
expulsion of the Mormons Nauvoo was occupied by the remnant 
(some :so) of a colony of French communists, the Icarian, 
who had come out under the leadership of Etienne Cabet (q.v.). 
For a few years the colony prospered, and by ass its membership 
had doubled. It was governed under a constitution, drafted 
by Cabet, which vested the legislative authority in a general 
assembly composed of all the males twenty years of age or over 
and the administrative authority in a board of six directors, 
three of whom were elected every six months for a term of one 
year. Each family occupied its own home, but property was 
held in common, all ate at the common table, and the children 
were taught in the community school. In December ass 
Cabet proposed a revision of the constitution to give him greater 
authority. This resulted in rending the colony into two irrecon-
cilable factions; and in October 1856 Cabot with the minority 
(172) withdrew to St Louis, Mo., where he died on the 8th of 
November. In May 1858 the surviving members of his faction 
together with a few fresh arrivals from France established a new 

' The Mormons said the name was of Hebrew origin amt. meant 
" beautiful place 7; Hebrew " naveh " means " pleasant." 
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Icarian colony at Cheltenham near St Louis, but this survived 
only for a brief period. Nauvoo was never intended to be more 
than a temporary home for the Icarians. Soon after the schism 
of 1836 those who had rebelled against Cabet began to prepare 
a permanent home in Adams county, Iowa. There too in 1879 
the community split into two factions, the Young Party and the 
Old Party. Some time before this separation a few members 
of the colony removed to the vicinity of Cloverdale, Sonoma 
county, California, and here most of the members of the Young 
Party joined them early in 1884 in forming the Icaria-Speranza 
Community. This society tried a government quite different 
from that first adopted at Nauvoo, but it ceased to exist after 
about three years. The Old Party also adopted a new constitu-
tion, but it too was dissolved in 1895. 

See Albert Shaw, learia: A Chapter is the History of Commixises 
(New York. 1884); Jules Prudhommeauz, Iwta el sox fomiatear 
Fe...ft, Gabes (Paris, 1907); and H. Lux, .xrut Cabe( mid der 
Marimba Kommaxismas (Stuttgart, 1894). 

NAVAHO, or Natter% a tribe of North American Indians of 
Athabascan stock. They inhabit the northern part of Arizona 
and New Mexico. The majority live by breeding horses, sheep 
and goats. They are well known for their beautiful blanket 
weaving. (See INDIANS, NORTH AMERIC.AN.) 

NAVAL a market town of county Meath, Ireland, situated at 
the confluence of the Blackwater with the Boyne. Pop. (rgor) 
3839. It is a railway junction of some importance, where the 
Clonsilla and Kingacourt branch of the Midland Great Western 
railway crosses the Drogheda and Oldcastle branch of the Great 
Northern. By the former it is 30 m. N.W of Dublin. Navan 
is the principal town of county Meath (though Trim is the county 
town), and has considerable trade in corn and flour, some manu-
facture of woollens and of agricultural implements, and a tannery. 
Navan was a barony of the palatinate of Meath, was walled and 
fortified, and was incorporated by charter of Edward IV. it 
suffered in the civil wars of 1641, and returned two members to 
the Irish parliament until the Union in aim. It is governed by 
an urban district council, and is a favourite centre for rod-fishing 
for trout and salmon. 

NAVARINO, BAFFLE OF, fought on the loth of October 2827, 
the decisive event which established the independence of Greece. 
By the treaty signed in London on the 6th of July 1827 (see 
GREECE, History), England, France and Russia agreed to demand 
an armistice, as preliminary to a settlement. Sir Edward 
Codrington, then commander-in-chief in the Mediterranean, 
received the treaty and his instructions on the night of the 
rothilith of August at Smyrna, and proceeded at once to Nauplia 
to communicate them to the Greeks. His instructions were to 
demand an armistice, to intercept all supplies coming to the 
Turkish forces in the Mona from Africa or Turkey in general, 
and to look for directions to Stratford Canning (Lord Stratford 
de Radcliffe), the British ambassador at Constantinople. The 
ambassador's instructions reached Codrington on the 7th of 
September. He was accompanied to Nauplia by his French 
colleague, Rear-Admiral de Rigny. The Greek government 
agreed to accept the armistice. Admiral de Rigny left for a 
cruise in the Levant, and Sir Edward Codrington, hearing that en 
Egyptian armament was on its way from Alexandria, and 
believing that it was bound for Hydra, steered for that island, 
which he reached on the 3rd of September, but on the zath of 
Septemberfound the Egyptians at anchor with a Turkish squadron 
at Navarino. The Turkish government refused to accept the 
armistice. On the 59th of September, seeing a movement among 
the Egyptian and Turkish ships in the bay, Codrington informed 
the Ottoman admiral, Tahir Pasha, that he had orders to prevent 
hostile movements against the Greeks. Admiral de Rigny joined 
him immediately afterwards, and a joint note was sent by them 
on the sand of September to Ibrahim Pasha, who held the 
superior command for the sultan. On the 25th an interview 
took place, in which Ibrahim gave a verbal engagement not to act 
against the Greeks, pending orders from the sultan. The allies, 
who were in want of storm, now separated, Codrington going to 
Zante and de Rigny to Cervi, where his store ships were Frigates  

were left to watch Navarino. The 'British admiral had barely 
anchored at Zante before he was informed that the sultan's 
forces were putting to sea. On the 29th of September a Greek 
naval force, commanded by an English Philhellene, Captain 
Frank Abney Hastings, had destroyed some Turkish vessels in 
Salona Bay, on the north side of the Gulf of Corinth. From 
the 3rd to the 5th of October Codrington, who had with him 
only his flagship the " Asia " (84) and some smaller vessels, 
was engaged in turning back the Egyptian and Turkish vessels, 
a task in which he was aided by a violent gale. He resumed his 
watch off Navarino, and on the 13th was joined by de Rigny 
and the Russian rear-admiral Heiden with his squadron. 
By general agreement among the powers the command was 
entrusted to Codrington, and the allied force consisted of three 
British, four French and four Russian sail of the line, if the 
French admiral's flagship the "Sane " (6o), which was technic-
ally "a double banked frigate," be included. There were four 
British, one French and four Russian frigates, and six British 
and French brigs and schooners. The Egyptians and Turks had 
only three line of battleships and fifteen large frigates, together 
with a swarm of small craft which raised their total number 
to eighty and upwards. Ibrahim Pasha, though unable to 
operate at sea, considered himself at liberty to carry on the wax 
by land. His men were actively employed in burning the 
Greek villages, and reducing the inhabitants to slavery. The 
flames and smoke of the destroyed villages were dearly seen 
from the allied fleet. On the 17th of October, a joint letter of 
expostulation was sent in to Ibrahim Pasha, but was returned 
with the manifestly false answer that he had left Navarino, and 
that his officers did not know where he was. The admirals, 
therefore, decided to stand into the bay and anchor among the 
Egyptian and Turkish ships. A French officer in the Egyptian 
service,' of the name of Letellier, had anchored the vessels of 
Ibiahim and the Turkish admiral in a horseshoe formation, of 
which the points touched the entrance to the bay, and there were 
forts on the lands at both sides of the entry. The allies entered in 
two lines—one formed of the French and British led byCodri ngton 
in the " Asia," the other of the Russians,—and began to anchor 
in the free water in the midst of Ibrahim's fleet. The officer 
commanding the British frigate " Dartmouth " (42), Captain 
Fellowes, seeing a Turkish fireship dose to windward of him, 
sent a boat with a demand that she should be removed. The 
Turks fired, killing Lieutenant G. W. H. Fitzroy, who brought 
the message, and several of the boat's crew. The " Dartmouth " 
then opened " a defensive fire," and the action became general 
at once. The allies, who were all closely engaged, were anchored 
among their enemies, and the result was obtained by their heavier 
broadsides and their better gunnery. Three-fourths of the 
Turkish and Egyptian vessels were sunk by the assailants, or fired 
by their own crews. On the allied side the British squadron 
lost 75 killed and 297 wounded; the French 43 killed and 183 
wounded; the Russians 39 killed and 239 wounded. In the 
British squadron Captain Walter Bathurst of the " Genoa (74) 
was slain. The loss of the Turks and Egyptians was never 
accurately reported, but it was certainly very great. 

In its effects on the international situation Navarino may be 
reckoned one of the decisive battles of the world. It not only 
made the efforts of the Turks to suppress the Greek revolt hope-
less, but it made a breach difficult to heal in the traditional 
friendship between Great Britain and Turkey, which had its 
effect during the critical period of the struggle between Mehemet 
Ali and the Porte (283t-1841). It precipitated, the Russo-
Turkish war of 5858-2826, and, by annihilating the Ottoman 
navy, weakened the resisting power of Turkey to Russia and 
later to Mehemet Ali. 

See Memoir of Admiral Sir E Codriniton, by his daughter Lady 
Bourchier (London, 1873); Naval History of Great Brdais. by W. 
James and Captain Chamier, vol. vi. (London, 1837). (D. H.) 

NAVARRE (Span. Navarra), an inland province of northern 
Spain, and formerly a kingdom which included part of France. 
The province is bounded on the N. by France (Basses Pyrenees) 
and Guipazcoa, E. by Huesca and Saragossa, S. by Saragossa 
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and Logrofio and W. by Alava. It is traversed from east to 
west by the Pyrenees and the Cantabrian Mountains, and almost 
the whole of the province is over= by the ramifications of these 
ranges. From Navarre there are only three practicable roads for 
carriages into France—those by the Puerta de Vera, the Puerta de 
Maya and Roncesvalles. The highest summit in the province 
is the Monte Adi (493i ft.). The chief river Bowing towards the 
Atlantic is the Bidasoa, which rises near the Puerta de Maya, 
and after flowing southwards through the valley of Bastin takes 
a north-easterly course, and for a short distance above its outfall 
at Fuenterrabia constitutes the frontier between France and 
Spain (Guipfizcoa); by far the larger portion of Navarre is 
drained to the Mediterranean through the Ebro, which firms 
along the western frontier and creases the extreme south of the 
province. The hilly districts consist almost entirely of forest 
and pasture, the most common trees being the pine, beech, oak 
and chestnut. Much of the lower ground is well adapted for 
agriculture, and yields grain in abundance; the principal 
fruit grown is the apple, from which cider is made in some 
districts; hemp, flax and oil are also produced, and mulberries 
are cultivated for silkworms. The wine trade is active, and the 
products of the vineyards are in great demand in south-west 
France and at Passages in Guipfizeoa for mixing with French 
wines. Navarre is one of the richest provinces of Spain in live 
stock.. Game, both large and small, is plentiful in the mountains, 
and the streams abound with trout and other fish. Gypsum, 
limestone, freestone and marble are quarried; there are also 
mines of copper, lead, iron, zinc and rock salt. Mineral and 
thermal springs are numerous, but none is of more than local 
fame. The other industries include manufactures of arms, 
paper, chocolate, candles, alcohol, leather, coarse linens and 
cloth. The exports both by rail and by the passes in the 
Pyrenees consist of live stock, oil, wine, wool, leather and paper. 

The Ebro Valley railway, which traverses southern Navarre 
and skirts the western frontier, sends out a branch line from 
Castejon to Pamplona and Alsasua junction, where it connects 
with the Northern railways from Madrid to France. Narrow-
gauge railways convey timber and ore from the mountains to 
these main lines. Pamplona, the capital (pop., r9oo, 28,886), 
and Tudela (9449) are described in separate articles. The only 
other towns with more than s000 inhabitants are Bastin (9 234), 
Corella (6793), Estella (5736) and Tafalla (54ee)• 

History.—The kingdom of Navarre was formed out of a part 
of the territory occupied by the Vascones, i.e. the Basques and 
Gascons, who occupied the southern slope of the western Pyrenees 
and part of the shore of the Bay of Biscay. In the course of the 
6th century there was a considerable emigration of Basques to 
the north of the Pyrenees. The cause is supposed to have been 
the pressure put upon them by the attacks of the Visigoth kings 
in Spain. Yet the Basques maintained their independence. 
The name of Navarre is derived by etymologists from " nava " 
a flat valley surrounded by hills (a commonplace name in Spain; 
cf. Navas de Tolosa to the south of the Sierra Morena) and " eni " 
a region or country. It began to appear as the name of part of 
Vasconia towards the end of the Visigoth epoch In Spain in the 
7th century. Its early history is more than obscure. In recent 
times ingenious attempts have been made to trace the descent 
of the first historic king of Navarre from one Semen Lupus, duke 
of Aquitaine in the 6th century. The reader may consult La 
Vaseonie by Jean de jaurgain (Paris, 1898) for the latest example 
of this reconstruction of ancient history from fragmentary and 
dubious materials. jaurgain has been subjected to very damag-
ing criticism by L. Barrau-Dihigo (Revue Hispasique, t. vii. 
tat). The first historic king of Navarre was Sancho Garcia, 
who ruled at Pamplona in the early years of the roth century. 
Under him and his immediate successors Navarre reached the 
height of its power and its extension (see SPAIN: History, for 
the reign of Sancho el Mayor, and the establishment of the 
Navarrese line as kings of Castile and Leon, and of Aragon). 
When the kingdom was at its height it included all the modern 
province of the name; the northern slope of the western Pyrenees 
called by the Spaniards the " Ultra-puertos " or country beyond 

the passes, and now known as French Navarre; the Basque 
provinces; the Bureba, the valley between the Basque Mountains 
and the Mentes de Oca to the north of Burgos; the Rioja and 
Tarazona in the upper valley of the Ebro. In the 12th century 
the kings of Castile gradually annexed the Rioja and Alava. 
While Navarre was reunited to Aragon-14376-11[34—(sec 
SPAIN: History) it was saved from aggression on the east, but 
did not recover the territory taken by Castile. About the year 
1300 Alfonso VIII. of Castile annexed the other two Basque 
provinces, Biscay (Vizcaya) and Guip(izcoa. Tarazona re-
mained in possession of Aragon. After 1:34 Navarre, though the 
crown was claimed by the kings of Aragon, passed by marriage 
to a succession of French rulers. In 1516 Spanish Navarre 
was finally annexed by Ferdinand the Catholic. French Navarre 
survived as an independent little kingdom till it was united to 
the crown of France by Henry IV. founder of the Bourbon 
dynasty. From 1510 until 1833, when it was fully incorporated 
with Spain, Navarre was a viceroyalty. 

As originally organized, Navarre was divided into Merindades. or 
districts, governed by a Merino (mayorino) as representative of the 
king. They were the Ultrdpuertos (French Navarre), Pamplona, 
Estella, Judela, Sanguesa. In 14o7 Olite was added. The Cortes of 
Navarre began with the king's council of churchmen and nobles. 
Out in the course of the 14th century the burgesses were added. 
Their presence was due to the fact that the king had need of their 
co-operation to raise money by grants and aids. When fully con-
stituted. the Cortes consisted of the churchmen, the nobles and the 
representatives of twenty-seven " good towns "—that is to say, 
towns which had no feudal lord, and, therefore, held directly of the 
king. In the later stages of its history the Cortes of Navarre included 
the representatives of thirty-eight towns. The independence of the 
burgesses was better secured in Navarre than in other parliaments of 
Spain by the constitutional rule which required the consent of a 
majority of each order to every act of the Cortes. Thus the burgesses 
could not be outvoted by the nobles and the Church. Even an the 
18th century the Navarrese successfully resisted the attempt of the 
kings of the Bourbon dynasty to establish custom houses on the 
French frontier. Yet they were loyal to their Spanish sovereigns, 
and no part of the country offered a more determined or more skilful 
resistance to Napoleon. Navarre was much under clerical influence. 
This, and the resentment felt at the loss of their autonomy when they 
were incorporated with the rest of Spain in 1833, account for the 
strong support given by many Navarrese to the Carlist cause. 

See Fissions Compendia& dr thwarra by Don J. M. Vanua., 
(San Sebastian, 5832). 

NAVARRE= JUAN FERNANDEZ (1526-5579), surnamed 
El Mudo (The Mute), Spanish painter of the Madrid school, 
was born at Logrofio in 1526. An illness in infancy deprived him 
of his hearing, but at a very early age he began to express his 
wants by sketching objects with a piece of charcoal. He received 
his first instructionain art from Fray Vicente de Santo Domingo, 
a Hieronymite monk at Estella, and afterwards he visited Naples, 
Rome, Florence and Milan. According to the ordinary account 
he was for a considerable time the pupil of Titian at Venice. In 
1568 Philip II. summoned him to Madrid with the title of king's 
painter and a salary, and employed him to execute pictures for 
the Escorial. The most celebrated of the works he there pro-
duced are a "Nativity" (in which, as in the well-known work on 
the same subject by Conner), the light emanates from the 
infant Saviour), a"Baptism of Christ" (now in the Madrid Picture 
Gallery), and " Abraham Receiving the Three Angels " (one of his 
last performances, dated 1576). He executed many other 
altarpieces, all characterized by boldness and freedom In design, 
and by the rich warm colouring which has acquired for him the 
surname of " the Spanish Titian." He diedat Toledo in February 
1 579. 

NAVARRETE, MARTIN FERNANDEZ DR (17 65-1 844). 
Spanish historian, was born at Abalos on the 9th of November 
1765, and entered the navy in 1780. He was engaged in the 
unsuccessful operations against Gibraltar in 1782, and afterwards 
in the suppression of Algerine pirates. Ill-health compelled him 
for a time to withdraw from active service, but he devoted this 
forced leisure to historical research, and in 2789 he was appointed 
by the crown to examine the national archives relating to the 
maritime history of Spain. Rejoining the navy in 1793, be was 
present at the siege of Toulon, and afterwards received command 
of a frigate. From 1797 to illo8 he held in succession various 
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important posts in the ministry of marine. In rtloil the French 
invasion led to his withdrawal to Andalusia, and the rest of his 
life was entirely devoted to literature. In ate appeared, as an 
appendix to the Academy's edition of Don Quijote, his.Vida de 
Cervantes, and in 1825 the first two volumes of the Coleccion de 
las Viejo y Dercabrimicatar qua hkieron per Mar los EspaRoles 
desde fines del Siglo XV. (3rd vol., 1829; 4th vol., 1837). In 
1837 he was made a senator and director of the academy of 
history. At the time of his death, on the 8th of October 1844, 
be was assisting in the preparation of the Coleccion de Does-
mentos Ineditas pare la Historia de Espana. His Disertacion 
sabre its Historia de to Nautka (1846) =a Ili/dieter:a Maritime 
&palate (r851), were published posthumously. 

NAVARRO. PEDRO (c. 1460-x528), Spanish military engineer 
and general, of obscure parentage, was born probably about 146o. 
He began life as a sailor; and was employed later as moms de 
espuda, or running footman, by the Cardinal Juan de Aragon; 
on the death of his employer in 1485 he enlisted as a 
mercenary in a war between Florence and Genoa; and was sub-
sequently engaged for some years in the warfare between the 
Genoese corsairs and the Mahommedans of Northern Africa. 
Navarro was not More scrupulous than others, for in 1499 he was 
at Civitavecchia, recovering from a gunshot wound in the hip 
received in a piratical attack on a Portuguese trading ship. 
When Gonsalvo de C6rdoba was sent to Sicily, to take part with 
the French in the partition of Naples, Navarro enlisted under 
him; and in the expulsion of the Turkish garrison from Cepha-
lonia in t Soo he helped by laying mines to breach the walls, 
though not at *first with much success. The Spanish commander 
gave hint a captain's commission. During the campaigns of 
1902 and 1503 he came to the front among the Spanish officers 
by the defence of Canoes and of Taranto, by his activity in 
partisan warfare on the French lines of communication, and 
by the part he took in winning the battle of Cerinola. But his 
great reputation among the soldiers of the time was founded 
on the vigour and success of his mining operations against the 
castles of Naples, held by French garrisons, in 2503, and he was 
undoubtedly recognized as the first military engineer of his age. 
When the French were expelled from Naples be received from 
Gonsalvo a grant of land and the title of count of Olivetto. 
In 'sod he was in Spain, and for several years he was employed 
in wars on the north coast of Africa. In i5o8 he took Velez de 
Camera, largely by means of a species of floating battery which 
he invented. In 15o9 he accompanied Ximenez in the conquest 
of Oran, and did excellent service. Till 1511  he continued in 
service in Africa, and took Bougie and Tripoli in isle. The 
disasters at Gerba and Kerkenna did not materially affect his 
reputation. There was some talk of appointing him to command 
the army of the league formed against the French in 1512; 
but his humble birth was thought to disqualify him. He was, 
however, sent asa subordinate general. At the battle of Ravenna 
he covered the orderly retreat of the Spanish foot, and was 
struck from Ms home by a shot which failed to pierce his armour. 
Being taken prisoner by the French, he was sent to the Castle 
of Locbes. Ferdinand, whom the soldiers called an Aragonese 
skinflint, would not pay his ransom, and after three years of 
imprisonment he entered the service of Francis I. in a pique. 
The rest of his life was spent as a French officer. He distin-
guished himself in the passage of the Alps, at the battle of 
Marignano, by the taking of the citadel of Milan, and in the long 
siege of Brescia. He was at the battle of Pavia, and in 1522 
was taken prisoner at Genoa by his own countrymen. He was 
confined at Naples till the peace of s 526, but beyond the confisca-
tion of his estate at Olivetti) no punishment was inflicted for his 
treason. His last service was. in the disastrous expedition of 
Lautrec to Naples In 1527, which was ruined by the plague. He 
died near the end of 1528. 

A life of Navarro by Don Martin do los Heron, is published in the 
Documentos imiditos pare la Historia de Espana, vol. 101V. (Madrid, 
5854). 

HAVE, ecclesiastically considered, that part of a church 
appropriated to the laity as distinguished from the chancel,  

the choir or the presbytery, reserved for the derv. In a 14th-
century letter (quoted in Gasquet's Parish Life in Medieval 
England, 1906, P. 45) from a bishop of Coventry and Lichfield 
to one of his clergy, the reason for this appropriation is given. 
" Not only the decrees of the holy fathers but the approved 
existing customs of the Church order that the place in which 
the clerks sing and serve God according to their offices be 
divided by screens from that in which the laity devoutly pray. 
In this way the nave of the church is alone to be open to 
lay people, in order that, in the time of divine service, clerics 
be not mixed up with lay people, and more especially with women, 
nor have conununication with them, for in this way devotion 
may be easily diminished." The word " nave " has been 
generally derived from Lat. saris, ship. Du Cange (Glossarisins, 
sm. " Nevis ") quotes from the Chronicon Moriniacense, of the 

zth century, as to the popular origin of the name, Eateries 
diem tabernaculum, quod eccleske naves a populo vocatur . . . . 
Salmasius in his commentary on Sahara (x 629) finds the origin 
in the resemblance of the vaulted roof to the keel of a ship, and 
refers to Sanest (Jaquith°, 18. 8) where is noticed a similar 
resemblance in the huts (magalia) of the Numidians. The use 
of the word Innis may, however, be due to the early adoption 
of the "ship" as a symbol of the church (see Skeet's note on 
Piers Plowman, rd. 32). The Greek nibs, Attic relax (Fakir, 
to dwell), the inner shrine of a Greek temple, the cella, has also 
been suggested as the real origin of the word. This derivative 
must presume a latinized corruption into navis, for the early 
application of the word for ship to this part of a churl building 
is undoubted.' 

Architecturally considered the nave is the central and principal 
part of a church, extending from the main front to the transepts, 
or to the choir or chancel in the absence of transepts. When 
the nave is flanked by aisles, light is admitted to the church 
through clerestory windows, some of the most ancient examples 
being the basilica at Bethlehem and the church of St Elias, 
at Theasalonica, both of the 5th century; numerous churches, 
in Rome; and in the 6th century the two great basilicas at 
Ravenna; in all these cases the sills of the clerestory windows 
were raised sufficiently to allow of a sloping roof over the aide 
aisles. When, however, a gallery was carried above the side 
aisles, another division was required, which is known as the 
triforium, and this subdivision was retained in the nave even 
when it formed a passage only in the thickness of the wall. 
In Late Gothic work in England, the triforium was suppressed 
altogether to give more apace for the clerestory windows, and 
roofs of low pitch were provided over the side aisles. 

The longest nave in England is that of St Albans (300 ft.), in 
which there are thirteen nave arches or bays on each side: in 
Winchester (264 ft.) there are twelve bays; in Norwich (250 ft.) 
fourteen; Peterborough (226 ft.) eleven: and Ely (203 ft.) twelve 
bays. Most of these dimensions are in excess of those of the French 
cathedrals; Bourges is 300 ft. long, but as there are no transepts 
this dimension includes nave and choir. Cluny was 23o ft. with 
eleven bays; Reims is ass ft. with ten bays; Paris i7o ft. with ten 
bays: Amiens 160 with ten bays; and St Quen. Rouen, 200 ft. with 
ten bays. In Germany the nave of Cologne cathedral is only leo ft.. 
including the two bays between the towers. The cathedral at 
Seville in Spain is 200 ft. long, with only five bays. In Italy the 
cathedral at Milan is 270 ft. long with nine bays; at Florence, 250 ft. 
long with only four bays; and St Peter's in Rome 300 ft. long with 
four bays. On the other hand, the vaults in the nave of the con-
tinental cathedrals are far higher than those in England, that of 
Westminster Abbey being only 103 ft. high, whilst the choir of 
Beauvais is 15o ft. The result is that the naves of the English 
cathedrals not only are longer in actual dimensions, but appear 
much longer in consequence of their inferior height. 

i Vessels resembling boats or ships are familiar in medieval art 
and later. Thus " Incense-boats" (needles) somewhat of this shape 
are found in 12th-century sculptures. By the 16th century they 
approximated still more closely to a model of a ship. A large vessel, 
also in the shape of a boat or ship, and known as a mei. was used at 
the table of princes and great personages to contain the knives, 
spoons, de. Some very elaborate examples of these survive, such as 
the rsth -century me/ of St Ursula in the treasure of the cathedral at 
Reims, and that of Charles V. of France in the Musk Cluny. A 
16th•century lief. adapted for use as a cup, is in the Franks Collection 
at the British Museum. (See DRINKING VSSSELL) 
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NAVEL (0. Eng nefele, a word common to Teutonic languages; 
d. Ger. Nobel, Swed. nafrel; the Sanskrit is sebkita; the 
English root is also seen in " nave," the hub of a wheel), in 
anatomy, the umbilicus (Gr. 6a.e.)r.6s), the depression in the 
abdomen which indicates the point through which the embryo 
mammal obtained nourishment from its mother (see Attaxostv: 
section Superficial and Artistic). 

NAVIGATION (from Lat. saris, ship, and arse, to move), the 
science or art of conducting a ship across the seas. The term 
is also popularly used by analogy of boats on rivers, &c., and of 
flying-machines or similar methods of locomotion. Navigation 
as an art applied properly to ships, is technically used in the 
restricted sense dealt with below, and has therefore to be 
distinguished from " seamanship " (q.v.), or the general 
methods of rigging a ship (see RIGGING), or the management 
of sails, rudder, &c. 

History. 
The early history of the rise and progress of the art of naviga-

tion is very obscure, and it is more easy to trace the gradual 
advance of geographical knowledge by its means than the 
growth of the practical methods by which this advance was 
attained. Among Western nations before the introduction of 
the' mariner's compass the only practical means of navigating 
ships was to keep in sight of land, or occasionally, for short 
distances, to direct the ship's course by referring it to the sun 
or stars; this very rough mode of procedure failed in cloudy 
weather, and even in short voyages in the Mediterranean in 
such circumstances the navigator generally became hopelessly 
bewildered as to his position. 

Over the China Sea and Indian Ocean the steadiness in direc-
tion of the monsoons was very soon observed, and by running 
directly before the wind vessels in those localities were able to 
traverse long distances out of sight of land in opposite directions 
at different seasons of the year ,aidedin some cases by a rough 
compass (q.s.). But it is surprising when we read of the progress 
made among the ancients in fixing positions on shore by practical 
astronomy that so many years should have passed without its 
application to solving exactly the same problems at sea, but 
this is probably to be explained by the difficulty of devising 
instruments for use on the unsteady platform of a ship, coupled 
with the lack of scientific education among theme who would 
have to use them. 

The association of commercial activity and nautical progress 
shown by the Portuguese in the early part of the tsth century 
marked an epoch of distinct progress in the methods of practical 
navigation, and initiated that steady improvement which in 
the with century has raised the art of navigation almost to the 
position of an exact science. Up to the time of the Portuguese 
exploring expeditions, sent out by Prince Henry, generally 
known as the " Navigator," which led to the discovery of the 
Azores in 1419, the rediscovery of the Cape Verde Islands in 
1447 and of Sierra Leone in 1460, navigation had been conducted 
in the most rude, uncertain and dangerous manner it is possible 
to conceive. Many years had passed without the least improve-
ment being introduced, except the application of the magnetic 
needle about the beginning of the 14th century (see CO/VASS 
and MaGNrrisiz). Prince Henry did all in his power to bring 
together and systematize the knowledge then obtainable upon 
nautical affairs, and also established au. observatory at Sagres 
(near Cape St Vincent) in order to obtain more accurate tables 
of the declination of the sun. John II., who ascended the throne 
of Portugal In 1481, followed up the good work. He employed 
Roderick and Joseph, his physicians, with Martin de Bohemia, 
from Fayal, to act as a committee on navigation. They calcu-
lated tables of the sun's declination, and improved the astrolabe, 
recommending it as more convenient than the cross-staff. The 
°Mammas of the Spanish council of the Indies record the course 
of instruction prescribed at this time for pilots; it included the 
De Spkaera Murrdi of Sacrobosco, the spherical triangles of 
Regiomontanus, the Almagest of Ptolemy, the use of the astrolabe 
and its mechanism, the adjustments of instruments, cartography 
and the methods of observing the movementsof heavenly bodies 

The than backward state of navigation is best understood from a 
sketch of the few rude appliances width the mariner had, and even 
these were only intended for the purpose of ascertaining the latitude. 
The mystery of finding the longitude proved unfathomable for many 

re after the time of the Armada, and the very inaccurate know-
ledge existing of the positions of the heavenly bodies themselves fully 
justified the quaintly expressed advice given in a nautical work of 
repute at the time, where the writer observes, " Now there be some 
that are very inquisitive to have a way to get the longitude, but that 
is too tedious for seamen, since it requireth the deep knowledge of 
astronomy, wherefore I would not have any man think that the 

i longitude is to be found at sea by any instrument ; no let no seamen 
trouble themselves with any such rule, but (according to their 
accuatomed manner) let them keep a perfect account and reckoning 
of the way of their ship. ". Such record of the " way of the ship. " 

chalk 
ta0 whalteenbeebfaleAand for many

folded likearecbOordke,drt.'3 
from which each day a position for the ship was deduced, or from 
which the more careful made abstracts into what was termed the 
" journaL" 

A compaes, a cross-staff or astrolabe, a fairly good table of the 
sun's declination, a correction for the altitude of the pole star, and 
occasionally a very incorrect chart formed all the appliances of a 
navigator in the time of Columbus. For a knowledge of the speed of 
the ship one of the earliest methods of actual measurement in use 
was by what was known as the " Dutchman's log." which consisted 
in throwing into the water, from the bows of the Ship, something 
which would float, and noting the interval between its apparently 
drifting past two observers standing on the deckat a known distance 
apart. No other method is mentioned until 1577. when a line was, 
attached to a small log of wood, which was thrown overboard, and 
the length measured which was carried over in a certain interval of 
time; this interval of time was, we read, generally obtained by the 
repetition of certain sentences, which were repeated twice if the ship 
were only moving slowly. It is unfortunate that the words of this 
ancient shibboleth are unknown. This is mentioned by Purchas as 
being in occasional use in 16o7, but the more usual method (as we 
incidentally see in the voyages of Columbus) was to estimate or guess 
the rate of progress. It was customary by one or other of these 
methods totde the speed of a ship every two hours, " royal " 
ships and those with very careful captains doing so every hour. 
When • vessel had been on various courses during the two hours, • 
record of the duration on each was usually kept by the helmsman on 
a traverse board, which consisted of a board having 32 radial lines 
drawn on it representing the points of the compass, with holes at 
various distances from the centre, into which pegs were inserted, the 
mean or average course being that entered on the log board. 

Some idea of the speed of ordinary ships in those days may be 
gathered from an observation in 1555 of a " certain shipp which, 
without ever striking sail, arrived at Naples from Drepana, in Sicily, 
in 37 hours" (a distance of 300 m.) ; the writer accounting for 
" such swift motion, which to the common sort of man seemeth 
incredible," by the fact of the occurrence of " violent floods and 
outrageous winds." In 1578 we find in Bourne's Ineritiosu and 
Devices a description of a proposed patent leg for recording a vessel's 
speed, the idea (as far as we can gather from its vague description) 
being to register the revolutions of a wheel enclosed in a case towed 
astern of a ship (see Loo). 

Whether the property of the lodestone was independently dis-
covered in Europe or introduced from the East, it does not appear to 
have been generally utilised in Europe earlier than about 5.0. Ivo 
(see Compass), In Europe the card or " flie " appears to have been 
attached to the magnet from the first, and the whole suspended as 
now in gimbal rings within the " bittacle," or, as we now spell the 
word, " -binnacle The direction of • ship's head by compass was 
termed how she "apes" From the accounts extant of the stores 
supplied to ships in 1588, they appear to have usually had two 
compasses, costing 3s 4d. each, which were kept in charge by the 
boatswain. The fact that the north point of a compass does not, in 
most places, point eel the true pole but eastward or westward of it, 
by an amount which is termed by sailors " variation," appears to 
have been noticed at an early date; but that the amount of variation 
varied in different localities appears to have been first observed by 
either Columbus or Cabot about 1490, and we find it used to be the 
practice to ascertain this error when at its either from a beating of 
the pole star, or by taking a mean of the compass bearings of the sun 
at both rising and setting, the deviarion of the compass tn the ships 
of those i days being too small a quantity to be generally noticed, 
though there s a very suggestive remark on the effect of moving the 
position of any iron near a compass, by a Captain Stormy of 
Bristol in 1679. In order,. partially to obviate the error of the 
compass (variation), the magnets, which usually consisted of two 
steel wires joined at both ends and opened out in the middle, were not 
placed under the north and south line of the compass card, but with 
the ends about a point eastward of north and westward of south.the 
variation in London when first observed in 1580 being about le E.: 
the change of the variation year by year at the same base was first 
noted by Gellibrand in 1635. 

The' eras-staff " appears to have been used by astronomers at a 
very earl, period end subsequently by seamen for reassuring 
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altitude, at sea. It was one of the few insensate' poseaged by 
Columbus and Vasco da Gams. The old cross-stalf, called by she 
Spaniards " ballestilla," consisted of two light battens. The part 
we may call the staff was about 1 in. square and 36 in. long. The 
cross was made to fit closely and to slide upon the staff at right 
angles; its length was a little over 26 in., so as mallow the " pinule3" 
or sights to be placed exactly 26 in. apart. A sight was also fixed on 
the end of the staff for the eye to look through so as to see both those 
oa the cross and the objects whose distance apart was to be measured. 
It was made by describing the angles on a table, and laying the staff 
upon it (fig. O. The scale of degrees was marked oa the upper face. 
Afterwards shorter crosses were introduced, so that smaller amles 

could be taken by 
the same instrume nt. 
These angles were 
marked on lea 
of the staff. 

To observe with 
this instrument a 
meridian altitude of 
the sun the bearing 
was takes by coin-
pass, to ascertain 
when it was near 
the meridian; then 
the end of the long 
staff was placed close 
to the observer's eye. 
and the transver-
eery, or cross, moved 
until one end exactly 
touched the horizon, 

and the other the sun's centre. This was continued until the sun 
dipped, when the meridian altitude was obtained. 

Another primitive instrument in common use at the beginning 
of the ifith century was the astrolabe (q.v.). which was more con-
venient than the cross-staff for tatting altitudes. Fig. a represents 
an astrolabe as described by Martin Cortes. It was made of 

or tin, about in. in thickness and 6 or 7 in. in diameter. copper 
was circular except at one place, where a projection was provided 

for a hole by which it was suspended. Weight was considered 
desirable in order to keep it steady when in use. The face of the 
metal having been well polished, a plumb line from the point of 
suspension marked the vertical line, from which were derived the 
horizontal line and centre. The upper left quadrant was divided 
into degrees. The second part was a pointer IS of the same metal 
and thickness as the circular plate, about ti in. wide, and in length 
equal to the diameter of the circle. The centre was bored, and a line 
was drawn across it the full length, which was called the line of 
confidence. On the ends of that line were fixed plates. s, r, having 

each a small hole, both exactly over the line 
of confidence, as sights .for the sun or stars. 
The pointer moved upon a centre the size of 
a goose quill. When the instrument was sus- 
pended the pointer was directed by hand to 
the object, and the angle read on the one 
quadrant only. Some years later the opposite 
quadrant was also graduated, to give the 
benefit of a second reading. The astrolabe was 
Used by Vasco da Gamer on his first voyage 

FIG 1. 	round the Cape of Good Hope in lain; bat 
the movement of a ship rendered accuracy 

impossible, and the liability to error was increased by the necessity 
for three observers. One held the instrument by a ring passed 
over the thumb, the second measured the altitude, and the third 
read off. • 

For finding latitude at night by altitude of the pole star taken by 
cross-staff or astrolabe, use was made of an auxiliary instrument 
called the nocturnal." From the relative positions of the two 
stars in the constellation of the "Little Bear" farthest from the 
pole (known as the Fore and Hind guards) the position of the pole 
star with regard to the pole could be inferred, and tables were drawn 
up termed the " Regiment of the Pole Star." showing for eight 
positions of the guards how much should be added or subtracted 
from the altitude of the pole star; thus, " when the guards are in the 
N.W. bearing from each other north and south add half a degree," 
hr. The bearings of the guards, and also roughly the hour c4 the 
night, were found by the nocturnal, first described by M. Coignet in 
tot. 

The nocturnal (fig. 3) consisted of two concentric circular plates, 
the outer being about 3 in. in diameter, and divided into twelve equal 
parts corresponding to the twelve months, each being again sub-
divided into groups of five days. The inner circle was graduated into 
twenty-four equal parts, corresponding to the hours of the day, and 
spin subdivided into quarters; the handle was fixed to the outer 
circle in such a way that the muddle of it corresponded with the day 
of the month on which the guards had the me right ascension as 
the sun—or, in other words, crossed the meridian at noon. From the 
common centre of the two circles extended a long index bar, which. 
together with the _inner circle, turned freely and independently  

about this metre, which was pierced with a round bole. To use the 
instrument. the projection at twelve hours on the inner plate was 
turned until it coincided with the day of the month of observation, 
and the instrument held with its plane roughly parallel to the equi-
noctial or celestial equator, the observer looting at the pots star 
through the hole in the centre, and turning the long central index bar 
until the guards were seen just 
touching its edge; the hour in 
line with this edge read off on 
the inner plate was, roughly, the 
time. Occasionally the nocturnal 
was constructed so as to find 
the time by observations of the 
pointers in the Great Bear. 

The rough charts used by a few 
of the more expert navigators at 
the time we refer to will be more 
fully described later seealso MAP 
andGases.rstv). autical maps 
or charts first appeared in Italy at 
the end of the isth century, but 
it is said that the first seen in 
England was brought by Bar-
tholomew Columbus in 1489. 

Among the earliest authors 
who touched upon navigation 
was John Werner of Nurem-
berg, who in 1504, in his notes 
upon Ptolemy's geography, de-
scribes the cross-staff as a very 
ancient instrument, but says 	FIG. 3. 
that it was only then beginning to be generally introduced 
among seamen- He recommends measuring the distance 
between the moon and a star as a means of ascertain-
ing the longitude; but this (though developed many years 
after into the method technically known as " tuners ") was at 
this time of no practical use owing to the then imperfect know-
ledge of the true positions of the moon and stars and the non-
existence of instrumental means by which such distances could 
be measured with the necessary accuracy. 

•Thirty-eight years after the discovery of America, when 
long voyages had become comparatively common, R. Gemma 
Frisius wrote upon astronomy and cosmogony, with the use 
of the globes. His book comprised much valuable information 
to mariners of that day, and was translated into French fifty 
years later (1582) by Claude de BOSSiefe. The astronomical 
system adopted is that of Ptolemy. The following are some 
of the points of interest relating to navigation. There is a good 
description of the sphere and its circles; the obliquity of the 
ecliptic is given as 23* 3o'. The distance between the meridians 
is to be measured on the equator, allowing se to an hour of time; 
longitude is to be Sound by eclipses of the moon and conjunctions. 
and reckoned from the Fortunate Islands (Azores). Latitude 
should be measured from the equator, not from the ecliptic, 
" as Clarean says." The use of globes is very thoroughly and 
correctly explained. The scale for measuring distances was 
placed on the equator, and 15 German leagues, or 6o Italian 
leagues, were to be considered equal to one degree. The Italian 
league was 8 stadia, or t000 paces, therefore the degree is taken 
much too small. We are told that, on plane charts, mariners 
drew lines from various centres (i.e. compass courses), which 
were very useful since the virtue of the lodestone had become 
recognized; it must be remembered that parallel rulers were 
unknown, being invented by Mordente in 1584. Such a confusion 
of lines has been continued upon sea charts till comparatively 
recently. Gemma gives rules for finding the course and distance 
correctly, except that he treats difference of longitude as 
departure. For instance, if the difference of latitude and 
difference of longitude arc equal, the course prescribed is between 
the two principal winds—that is, 45 0. He points out that the 
courses thus followed are not straight lines, but curves, because 
they do not follow the great circle, and that distances could be 
more correctly measured on the globe than on charts. The tide is 
said to rise with the moon, high water being when it is on the 
meridian and 12 hours later. From a table of latitudes and 
longitudes a few examples are here selected, by which it appears 
that even latitude was much in error. The figures in brackets 
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represent the positions according to modern tables, counting 
the longitude from the western extremity of St Michael. (Flores 
is e 8' farther west.) 

Alexandria . 31° o' N. 	t° t3') 60° 30' E. 

llath

Rome . . 41 So 	1 34) 36 20 	30  b

ey1013. . E 	i  ; 	 35: 	;92 4O 
Dantxic  . . 54 30 	34 21 	44 55 

London . . 52 3 	1 31 	50 15 
Malta . . 34 0 	543 38 45 1 

	

yo 25 

The latitude of Cape Clear is given 34' in error, and the 
longitude 41*; the Scilly Islands are given with an error of 
one degree in latitude and t° to' in longitude; while Madeira 
is placed 3°  8' too far south and 4°  20' too far west, and Cape 
St Vincent t°  25' too far south and 6° too far west. 

In 1534 Gamma produced an " astronomical ring," which he 
dedicated to the secretary of the king of Hungary. He admitted 
that it was not entirely his own invention, but asserted that 
it could accomplish all that had been said of quadrants, cylinders 
and astrolabes—also that it was a pretty ornament, worthy 
of a prince. As it displayed great ingenuity, and was followed 
by many similar contrivances during two centuries, a sketch 
with brief description is here given (fig. 4). 

The outer and principal sustaining circle EPQ represents the 
meridian, and is about 6 in. in diameter; Pr, are the poles. The 

upper quadrant is divided 
into degrees. It is sus- 
pended by fine cord or 
wire place at d the sup- 
posed latitude. The 
second circle EQ is fixed 
at right angles to the 
first, and represents the 
equinoctial line. The 
upper side is divided into 
twenty-four parts, repre- 
senting the hours from 
noon or midnight. On 
the inner side of that 
circle are marked the 
months and weeks. The 
third ring CC is attached 
to the first at the poles, 
and revolves freely within 
it. On the interior are 
marked the months, and 
on another side the cor- 
responding signs of the 
zodiac; another is gradu- 
ated In degrees. It is 
fitted with a groove 

which carries two movable sights. On the fourth side are 
twenty-four unequal divisions (tangents) for measuring heights. 
Its use is illustrated by twenty problems, showing it capable of 
doing roughly all that any instrument for taking angles can. Thus, to 
find the latitude, set the sights C, C to the 

le 
 of the sun in the 

zodiac, and shut the circle till it corresponds with 12 o'clock. Look 
through the sights and alter the point of suspension till the greatest 
elevation is attained: that time will be noon. and the point of MY 
pension will be the latitude. The figure is representedas slung at 
lat. 4o°, either north or south. To find the hour of the day, the 
latitude and declination being known: the sights C, C being set to 
the declination as before, and the suspension on the latitude, turn the 
ring, CC freely till it ,points to the sun, when the index opposite the 
equinoctial circle will indicate the time, while the meridional circle 
will coincide with the meridian of the place. 

There is In the museum attached to the Royal Naval College 
at Greenwich an instrument described as Sir Francis Drake's 
astrolabe. It is not an astrolabe, but may be a combination 
of astronomical rings as invented by Gemma with additions, 
probably of a later date. It has the appearance of a large gold 
watch, about 21 in. in diameter, and contains several parts 
which fall back on hinges. One is a sun-dial, the gnomon being 
in connexion with a graduated quadrant, by which it could 
be set to the latitude of the place. There are a small compass 
and an hour circle. It is very neat, but too small for actual 
use, and may be simply an ornament representing a larger 
Instrument. There is a table of latitudes engraved inside one 
lid; that given for London is 51°  34', about 3 m. too much. 

Though clocks are mentioned in 1484 as recent inventions, 

watches were unknown till about :53o, when &mime seized the 
idea of uric>ing  them for the purpose of ascertaining the difference 
of longitude between two places by a comparison between their 
local times at the same instant. They were too inaccurate, 
however, to be of practical use, and their advocate proposed 
to correct them by water-clocks or sand-clocks. For rough 
purposes of keeping time on board ship sand glasses were em-
ployed, and it is curious to note that hour and half-hour glasses 
were used for this purpose in the British Navy until :839. The 
outer margin of the compass card was early divided into twenty-
four equal parts numbered as hours until the error of thus 
determining time by the bearings of the sun was pointed out 
by Davis in 1607. 

In 1537 Pedro Nunez (Nonius), cosmographer to the king 
of Portugal, published a work on astronomy, charts and some 
points of navigation. He recognized the errors in plane charts, 
and tried to rectify them. Among many astronomical problems 
given is one for finding the latitude of a place by knowing the 
sun's declination and altitude when on two bearings, not 
less than 40° apart. Gamma did a similar thing with two stars; 
therefore the problem now known as a " double altitude " is 
a very old one. It could be mechanically solved on a large 
globe within a degree. To Nunez has been erroneously attributed 
the present mode of reading the exact angle on a sextant, the 
scale of a barometer, &c., the credit of which is due, however, 
to Vernier nearly a hundred years later. The mode of dividing 
the scale which Nunez published in 1542 was the following. 
The arc of a large quadrant was furnished with forty-five con-
centric segments, or scales, the outer graduated to 9o°, the 
others to 89, 88, 87, &c., divisions. As the fine edge of the 
pointer attached to the sights passed among those numerous 
divisions it touched one of them, suppose the fifteenth division 
on the sixth scale, then the angle was n of 9o° 15° 52' 56'. 
This was a laborious method; Tycho Brahe tried it, but aban-
doned it in favour of the diagonal lines then in common use, 
and still found on all scales of equal parts. 

In :545 Pedro de Medina published Arte de natigar at Valla-
dolid, dedicated to Don Philippe, prince of Spain. This appears 
to be the first book ever published professedly entirely on naviga-
tion. It was soon translated into French and Italian, and many 
years after into English by John Frampton. Though this pre-
tentious work came out two years after the death of Copernicus, 
the astronomy is still that of Ptolemy. The general appearance 
of the chart given of the Mediterranean, Atlantic, and part of 
the Pacific is in its favour, but examination shows it to be very 
incorrect. A scale of equal parts, near the centre of the chart, 
extends from the equator to what is intended to represent 
75° of latitude; by this scale London would be in 5f instead 
of Sir,  Lisbon in 37}°  instead of 38. 42'. The equator is made 
to pass along the coast of Guinea, instead of being over four 
degrees farther south. The Gulf of Guinea extends 14° too 
far east, and Mexico is much too far west. Though there are 
many vertical lines on the chart at unequal distances they do 
not represent meridians; and there is no indication of longi-
tude. A scale of 600 leagues is given (German leagues, fifteen 
to a degree). By this scale the distance between Lisbon and 
the city of Mexico is 1740 leagues, or 6960 miles; by the vertical 
scale of degrees it would be about the same; whereas the actual 
distance is 4820 miles. Here two great wants become apparent--
a knowledge of the actual length of any arc, and the means 
of representing the surface of the globe on fiat paper. There 
is a table of the sun's declination to minutes; on June x rth and 
December nth (o.s.) it was given as 23°  33'. The directions 
for finding the latitude by the pole star and pointers appear 
good. For general astronomical information the book is inferior 
to that of Gemma. 

In 1556 Martin Cortes published at Seville Ark it natigar. 
He gives a good drawing of the cross-staff and astrolabe, also 
a table of the sun's declination for four years (the greatest value 
being 23° 33'),  and a calendar of saints' days. The motions 
of the heavens are described according to the notions then 
prevalent, the earth being considered as fixed. He recommends 
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the altitude of the pole being found frequently, as the esti-
mated distance run was imperfect. He devised an instrument 
whereby to tell the hour, the direction of the ship's head, and 
where the sun would set. A very correct table is given of the 
distances between the meridians at every degree of latitude, 
whereby a seaman could easily reduce the difference of longitude 
to departure. In the rules for finding the latitude by the 
pole star, that star is supposed to be e from the pole. Martin 
Cortes attributes the tides entirely to the influence of the moon, 
and gives instructions for finding the time of high water at Cadiz, 
when by means of a card with the moon's age on it, revolving 
within a circle showing the how's and minutes, the time of high 
water at any other place for which it was set would be indicated. 
Directions are given for making a compass similar to those then 
in common used  also for ascertaining and allowing for the varia-
tion. The cast is here spoken of as the principal point, and 
marked by a cross. 

The third part of Martin Cortex's work is upon charts; he 
laments that wise men do not produce some that are correct, 
and that pilots and mariners will use plane charts which are 
not true. In the Mediterranean and " Channel of Flanders" 
the want of good charts is (he says) less inconvenient, as they 
do not navigate by the altitude of the pole. 

As some subsequent writers have attributed to Cortes the credit 
of first thinking of the enlargement of the degrees of latitude on 
Mercator's principle, his precise words may be cited. In making a 
chart, it is recommended to choose a well-known place near the 
centre of the intended chart, such as Cape St Vincent, which call 
37°, "and from thence towards the Arctic pole the degrees increase; 
and from thence to the equinoctial line they go on decreasing, and 
from the line to the Antarctic pole increasing." It would appear 
at first sight that this implied that the degrees increased in length as 
well as being called by a higher number but a specimen chart in the 

I book does not justify that conclusion. It is from 34° to 40°, and the 
divisions are unequal, but evidently by accident, as the highest and 
lowest are the longest. He states that the Spanish scale was formed 
by counting the Great Berling as 3- from Cape St Vincent (it is under 
al°). Twenty English leagues are equal to 17j Spanish or 25 French, 
and to a° of latitude. Cortes was evidently at a loss to know the 
length of a degree, and consequently thecircumference of the globe. 
The degrees of longitude are not laid down, but for a first meridian 
we are told to draw a vertical line " through the Azores, or nearer 
Spain, where the chart is km occupied." It is impossible in such 
circumstances to understand or check the longitudes assigned to 
places at that period. Martin Cortes's work was held in high estima-
tion in England for many years, and appeared in several translations. 
A reprint, with additions, of Richard Eden's (156:), by John 
Tapp and published in 1609, gives an improved table of the 
son's declination from 1609 to 1625—the maximum value being 
23° to so'. The declinations of the principal stars, the times of their 
passing the meridian, and other improved tables are given, with 
 very poor traverse table for eight points. The cross-stall, he 

mid, was in most common use; but he recommends Wright'. sea 
quadrant. 

Wiliam Cuningham published in 2559 a book called his 
Astronomical Glass, in which he teaches the Making of charts 
by a central meridional line divided into equal parts, with other 
meridians on each side, distant at top and bottom in proportion 
to the departure at the highest and lowest latitude, for which 
purpose a table of departures is given very correctly to the third 
place of sexagesimals. The chart would be excellent were it not 
that the parallels are drawn straight instead of being curved. 
In another example, which shows one-fourth of the sphere, the 
meridians and parallels are all curved; it would be good were 
it not that the former are too long. The hemisphere is also 
shown upon a projection approaching the stereographic; but 
the eighteen meridians cut the equator at equal distances apart 
instead of being nearer together towards the primitive. He 
gives the , drawing of an instrument like an astrolabe placed 
horizontally,, livided into 32 points and 36o degrees, and carrying 
a small magnetic needle to be used as a prismatic compass, 
or even as a theodolite. 

In r582 Michael Coignet of Antwerp published sea charts, and 
also a small treatise in French, wherein he exposes the errors of 
Medina, and was probably the first who said that rhumb lines 
form spirals roupd the pole. He published also tables of declina-
tion of the sun and observed the gradual decrease in the obliquity  

of the ecliptic. He described a cross-staff with three transverse 
pieces, which was then in common use at sea. Coignet died in 
2623. 

The Dutch published charts made up as atlases as early as 
1584, with a treatise on navigation as an introduction. 

In 1585 Roderico Zamorano, who was then lecturer at the naval 
college at Seville, published a concise and clearly-written com-
pendium of navigation; he follows Cortes in the desire to obtain 
better charts. Andres. Garcia de Cespedes, the successor of 
Zamorano at Seville, published a treatise on navigation at Madrid 
in 1606. In 1592 Petrus Plancius published his universal map, 
containing the discoveries in the East and West Indies and 
towards the north pole. It possessed no particular merit; the 
degrees of latitude are equal, but the distances between the 
meridians are varied. He made London appear in 52 °  32' N. 
and long. 22°, by which his first meridian should have been 
more than 3° east of St Michael. 

For Mercator's great improvements in charts at about this date 
see MAP; from facsimiles of his early charts in Jomard, Les 
Mammals de la geographic, the followirg measurements have 
been made. A general chart in /569 of North America, from 
lat. 25° to lat. is 2 ft. long north and south, and 20 in. wide. 
Another of the same date, from the equator to 6o° south lac. 
is 15.8 in. long. The charts agree with each other, a slight 
allowance being made for remeasuring. As compared with 
J. Inman's table of meridional parts, the spaces between the 
parallels are all too small. Between o° and to° the error is 8'; at 
20°  it is 5'; at 30°, s6'; at 40°, 39% at so°, 6e; at 6o° , 104% 
at 7e5, 10' ; and at 79°, ,8a'—that is, over three degrees upon 
the whole chart. As the measures are always less than the 
truth it is possible that Mercator was afraid to give the whole. 
In a chart of Sicily by Romoldus Mercator in 1589, on which 
two equal degrees of latitude,. 36° to 38°, extend 94 in., the 
degree of longitude is quite correct at one-fourth from the top; 
the lower part is r m. too long. One of the north of Scotland, 
published in 1595, by Romoldus, measures to! in. from 58° 20' 
to fa° ; the divisions are quite equal and the lines parallel; 
it is correct at the centre only. A map of Norway, 2595, lat. 60. 
to 7o°..91 in., has the parallels curved and equidistant, the 
meridians straight converging lines; the spaces between the 
meridians at 6o° and 7o°  arc quite correct. 

In 1594 Blundeville published a description of Mercator's 
charts and globes; he confesses to not having known upon what 
rule the meridians were separated by Mercator, unless upon such 
a table as that given by Wright, whose table of meridional parts 
is published in the same book, also an excellent table of sines, 
tangents and secants—the former to seven figures, the latter 
to eight. These are the tables made originally by Regiomontanus 
and improved by Clavius. 

In x594 the celebrated navigator John Davis published a 
pamphlet of eighty pages, in black letter, entitled Tke Seaman's 
Scads, in which he proposes to give all that is necessary for 
sailors—not for scholars on shore. He defines three kinds of 
sailing: horizontal, paradoxical and great circle. His horizontal 
sailing consists of short voyages which may be delineated upon 
a plain sheet of paper. The paradoxical or cosmographical 
embraces longitude, latitude and distance—the combining many 
horizontal courses into one infallible and true," i.e. what is 
now called traverse and Mercator's sailings. His " paradoxical 
course " he describes correctly as a rhumb line which is straight 
on the chart and a curve on the globe. He points out the errors 
of the common or plane chart, and promises if spared to publish 
a " paradoxall chart." It is not known whether such appeared 
or not, but he assisted Wright in producing his chart on what 
is known as Mercator's projection a few years later. Great 
circle sailing on a globe is clearly described by Davis, and to 
render it more practicable he divides a long distance into several 
short rhumb lines quite correctly. From the practice of 
navigators in using globes the principles of such sailing were not 
unknown at an earlier date; indeed it is said that S. Cabot 
projected a voyage across •  the North Atlantic on the arc of a 
great circle in 1495. 
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The list of instruments given by Davis as necessary to a skilful 

seaman comprises the sea comp's, cross-staff, chart, quadrant, 
astrolabe. an  " instrument magnencal " for finding the venation of 
the compass, a horizontal plane sphere, a globe and a paradoxical 
compass. The first three are said to be su fficient for use at sea, the 
astrolabe and quadrant being uncertain for sea observations. The 
importance of knowing the tunes of the tides when approaching tidal 
or barred harbours is clearly pointed out, also the mode of ascertain-
ing them by the moon's age. A table of the sun's declination is given 
for noon each day during four years 1593-.1597, from the ephemerides 
of 1. Stadius. The greatest given value is 23" 28'. Several courses 
and distances, with the resulting difference of latitude and de-
parture, arc correctly worked out. A specimen log-book provides one 
fine only for each day, but the columns are arranged similarly to 
those of a modem log. Under the head of remarks after leaving 
Brazil, we read, " the compass varied 9*, the south point westward." 
He states that the first meridian passed through St Michael, because 
there was no variation at that place, and therefore that this meridian 
passed through the magnetic pole as well as the pole of the earth. 
He makes no mention of Mercator's chart by name nor of Cortes or 
other writers on navigation. Rules are given for finding the latitude 
by two altitudes of the sun and intermediate azimuth, also by two 
fixed stars, using a globe. There is a drawing of a quadrant, with a 
plumb line, for measuring the zenith distance, and one of a modifica-
tion of a cross-staff using which the observer stands with his back to 
the sun, looking at the horizon through a sight on the end of the 
staff, while the shadow of the top of a movable projection. falls on the 
sight ; this, known as the back-staff, was an improvement on the 
cross-staff. It was fitted with a reflector, and was thus the first 
rough idea of the principle of the quadrant and sextant. This 
remained in common use till superseded in 1731 by Hadley's quad- 
rant. The eighth edition of Davis's work was printed in 1657. 

Edward Wright, of Caius College, Cambridge, published in 
1599 a valuable work entitled Certain Errors in Navigation 
Deteckd and Corrected. One part is a translation from Roderic° 
Zamorano; there is a chapter from Cortes and one from Nunez. 
A year later appeared his chart of the world, upon which both 
capes and the recent discoveries in the East Indies and America 
are laid down truthfully and scientifically, as well as his know-
ledge of their latitudes and longitudes would admit. Just the 
northern extremity of Australia is shown. 

Wright said of himself that he had striven beyond his ability to 
mend the errors in chart, compass. cross-staff and declination of sun 
and stars. He considered that the instruments which had then 
recently come in use " could hardly be amended," as they were 
growing to " perfection "—especially the sea chart and the compass, 
though he expresses a hope that the latter may be " freed from that 
rude and gross manner of handling in the making." He gives a table 
of magnetic declinations (variation) and explains its gembetrical 
construction. He states that Medina utterly denied the existence of 
variation, and attributed it to bad construction and bad observa-
tions. Wright expresses a hope that a right understanding of the dip 
of the needle would lead to a knowledge of the latitude ;  " as the 
variation did of the longitude." He gives a table of declination of 
the sun for the use of English mariners during four years—the 
greatest given value being 23° 31'.  30'. The latitude of London he 
made 51 32'. For these determinations a quadrant over 6 ft. in 
radius was used. He also treats of the " dip " of the sea horizon, 
refraction, parallax and the sun's motions. With all this knowledge 
the earth is still considered as stationary--although Wright alludes 
to Copernicus, and says that he omitted to allow for parallax. 
Wright ascertained the declinations of thirty-two stars, and made 
many improvements or additions to the art of navigation, considering 
that all the problems could be performed trigonometrically, without 
globe or chart. He devised sea rings for taking observations, and a 
sea quadrant to be used by two persons, which is in some respects 
similar to that by Davis. While deploring the neglected state which 
navigation had been in, be rejoices that the worshipful society at the 
Trinity House (which had been established in 1514), under the favour 
of the Icing illenryym.). had removed " many gross and dangerous 
enormities.' He joins the brethren of the Tnnity House in the 
desire that a lectureship should be established on navigation, as at 
Seville and Cadiz; also that a grand pilot should be appointed, as 
Sebastian Cabot had been in Spain, to examinepilots (i.e. mates) and 
navigators. Wright's desire was partially fulfilled in 5845, when an 
Act of Parliament paved the way for the compulsory qualification 
of masters and mates of merchant ships; but such was the opposition 
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shipowners that it was even then left voluntary for a few years. 

England was in this respect more than a century behind Holland. 
It has been said that Wnght accompanied the earl of Cumberland to 
the Azores in 1589, and that he was allowedly) a year by the East 
India Company as lecturer on navigation at Gresham College, Tower 
Street. 

The great mark which Wright made was the discovery of a 
correct and uniform method of dividing the meridional line and 
making charts which are still called after the name of Mercator. 

He considered such charts as true as the globe itself; and so 
they were for all practical purposes. He commenced by dividing 
a meridional line, in the proportion of the secants of the latitude, 
for every ten minutes of arc. , and in the edition of his work 
published in Oro his calculations are for every minute. His 
method was based upon the fact that the radius bears the same 
proportion to the secant of the latitude as the difference of 
longitude does to the meridional difference of latitude—a rule 
strictly correct for small arcs only. One minute is taken as the 
unit upon the arc and to,000 as the corresponding secant, 2'  
becomes 20,000, 3' ..30,000, &C., increasing uniformly till 49% 
which is equal to 490,00t; e is 600,012. The secant of 20° 
is 12,251,102, and for 20°  1' it will be 12,25t , 1 9 2 +10,642-- 

 practically the same asithat used in modern tables. 
The principle is simply explained by fig. 5, where b is the pole and 

bf the meridian. At any point a a minute of longitude: a min. of 
lat.: • ea (the semi-diameter of the parallel): kf 
(the radius). Again ea : kf 

.
• : kf : ti : : radius :sec. 

oirf (sec. of let). To keep this proportion on the 
chart, the distances between points of latitude n 

 must increase in the same proportion as the " 
secants of the arc contained between those points • 
and the equator, which was then to be done by the 
"canon of triangles." 

Wright gave the following excellent popular de- 
scription of the principle of Mercator's charts.  

Suppose a spherical globe (representing the 
world) inscribed in a concave cylinder to swell 
like a bladder equally in every part (that is as 	Fld. g. 
much in longitude as in latitude) until itjoins 
itself to the concave surface of the cylinder. each parallel in-
creasing successively from the equator towards either pole until 
it is of equal diameter to the cylinder, and consequently the 
meridians widening apart until they are everywhere as distant 
from each other as they are at the equator. Such a spherical surface 
is thus by extension made cylindrical, and consequently a plane 
parallelogram surface, since the surface of a cylinder is nothing else 
but a plane parallelogram surface wound round it. Such a cylinder 
on being opened into a flat surface will have upon it a representation 
of a Mercator's chart of the world." 

This great improvement in the principle of constructing charts 
was adopted slowly by seamen, who, putting it as they supposed 
to a practical test, found good reason to be disappointed. The 
positions of most places in the world had been originally laid 
down erroneously, by very rough courses and estimated distances 
upon the plane chart, and from this they were transferred 
to the new projection, so that errors in courses and distances, 
really due to erroneous positions, were wrongly attributed to the 
new and accurate form of chart. 

When Napier's Canon Minfieus appeared in 2614, Wright at 
once recognized the value of logarithms as an aid to navigation, 
and undertook a translation of the book, which he did not live to 
publish (see NAPIER). Gunter's tables (I620) made the applica-
tion of the new discovery to navigation possible, and this was 
done by Addison in his Arithmetical Navigation (1625), as well as 
by Gunter in his tables of x624 and 1636, which gave logarithmic 
sines and tangents, to a radius of 1,000,000, with directions for 
their use and application to astronomy and navigation, and also 
logarithms of numbers from z to 10,000. Several editions 
followed, and the work retained its reputation over a century. 
Gunter invented the sector, and introduced the meridional line 
upon it, in the just proportion of Mercator's projection. 

The means of taking observations correctly, either at sea or 
on shore, was about this time greatly assisted by the invention 
bearing the name of Pierre Vernier, the description of which was 
published at Brussels in 163x. As Vernier's quadrant was 
divided into half degrees only, the sector, as he called it, spread 
over 14} degrees, and that space carried thirty equal divisions, 
numbered from c to 30. As each division of the sector contained 
29 min. of arc, the vernier could be read to minutes. The verniers 
now commonly adapted to sextants can be read to to secs. 
Shortly after the invention it was recommended for use by P. 
Bouguer and Jorge Juan, who describe it in a treatise entitled 
La Construction, &c., du quadrant nouveau. About this period 
Gascoigne applied the telescope to the quadrant as used on 
shore; and Hevelius invented the tangent screw, to give slow 
and steady motion when near the desired position. These 
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poetical improvements were not applied to the rougher nautical 
instruments until the invention of Hadley's sextant in t73z. 

In 1635 Henry Gellibrand published his discovery of the annual 
change in variation of the needle, which was effected by compar-
ing the results of his own observations with those of W. Borough 
and Edmund Gunter. The latter was his predecessor at Gresham 
College. 

In 5637 Richard Norwood, a sailor, and reader in mathematics, 
published an account of his most laudable exertions to remove 
one of the greatest stumbling-blocks in the way of correct 
navigation, that of not knowing the true length of a degree or 
nautical mile, in a pamphlet styled The Seaman's Practises. 
Norwood ascertained the latitude of a position near the Tower 
of London in June 1633, and of a place in the centre of York 
in June 1635, with a sextant of more than 5 ft. radius, and, 
having carefully corrected the declination of the sun and allowed 
for refraction and parallax, made the difference of latitude 
e A'. He then measured the distance with a chain, taking 
horizontal angles of all windings, and made a special table for 
correcting elevations and depressions. A few places which he 
was unable to measure he paced. His conclusion was that a 
degree contained 367,176 English feet; this gives 2040 yds. 
to a nautical mile—only about 12 yds. too much. Norwood's 
work went through numerous editions, and retained its popularity 
over a hundred years. In a late edition he says that, as there 
is no means of discovering the longitude, a seaman must trust 
to his reckoning. He recommends the knots on the log-line 
to be placed 5r ft. apart, as the just proportion to a mile when 
used with the half-minute glass. To Norwood is also attributed 
the discovery of the " dip " of the magnetic needle in r576. 

The progress of the art of navigation was and is still of course 
inseparably connected with that of map and chart drawing and 
the correct astronomical determinations of positions on land. 
While as we have seen at an early period simple practical astro-
nomical means of finding the latitude at sea were known and in 
use, no mode could be devised of finding longitude except by 
the rough method of estimating the run of the ship, so that the 
only mode of arriving at a port of destination was to steer so as to 
get into the latitude of such a port either to the eastward or west-
ward of its supposed position, and then approach it on the parallel 
of its latitude. The success of this method would of course greatly 
depend upon the accuracy with which the longitude of such 
port was known. Even with the larger and more accurate 
instruments used in astronomical observatories on shore the 
means of ascertaining latitude were far in advance of those by 
which longitude could be obtained, and this equally applied 
to the various heavenly bodies themselves upon which the 
terrestrial positions depended, the astronomical element of 
declination (corresponding to latitude) being far more accurately 
determined than that of right ascension (corresponding to 
longitude). 

Almanacs were first published on the continent of Europe m 
2457, but the earliest printed work of that kind in England is 
dated 1497. The only portions of their contents of use to seamen 
were tables of the declination of the sun, rough elements of the 
positions of a few stars, and tables for finding latitude by the 
pole star. 

No accurate predictions of the positions of the moon, stars 
and planets could, however, be made until the laws governing 
their movements were known, such laws of course involving a 
knowledge of their actual positions at different widely separated 
epochs. 

In 1699 Edmund Halley (subsequently astronomer royal), in 
command of the " Paramour," undertook a voyage to improve 
the knowledge of longitude and of the variation of the compass. 
The results of his voyage were the construction of the first 
variation chart, and proposals for finding the longitude by 
occultations of fixed stars. 

The necessity for having more correct charts being equalled by 
the pressing need of obtaining the longitude by some simple and 
correct means available to seamen, many plans had already been 
thought of for this purpose. At one time it was hoped that the 
longitude might be directly discovered by observing the variation  

of the compass and comparing it with that laid down on charts. 
In 1674 Charles II. actually appointed a commission to investigate 
the pretensions of a scheme of this sort devised by Henry Bond, and 
the same idea appears as late as 1777 in S. Dunn's Epitome. But the 
only accurate method of ascertaining the longitude is by knowing the 
difference of time at the same instant at the meridian of the observer 
and that of Greenwich; and till the invention and perfecting of 
chronometers this could only be done by finding at two such places 
the apparent time of the same celestial phenomenon. 

A class of phenomena whose comparative frequency recommended 
them for longitude observations, viz. the eclipses of Jupiter's 
satellites, became known through Galileo's discovery of these bodies 
(161o). Tables for such eclipses were published by Dominic Cassini 
at Bologna in 1668, and repeated in a more correct form at Paris in 
1693 by his son, who was followed by J. Pound, J. Bradley, P. W. 
Wargentin, and many other astronomers. But this method, though 
useful on land, is not suited to mariners; when W. Whiston, for 
example, in 1737 recommended that the satellites should be ob-
served by a reflecting telescope, he did not sufficiently consider the 
difficulty of using a telescope at sea. 

Another method proposed was that of comparing the local time 
of the moon's crossing the meridian of the observer with the predicted 
time of the same event at Greenwich, the difference of the two de-
pending upon the moon's motion during the time represented by the 
longitude; thus Herne's Longitude Unveiled (1678), proposes to find 
the time of the moon's meridian passage at'  ea by equal altitudes with 
the cross-staff, and then compare apparent time at ship with London 
time. The accuracy of this, as in the case of lunar problems, would 
obviously depend upon a more perfect knowledge of the laws of the 
moon's motion than then existed. 

The celebratedproblem of finding longitude by lunars (or by 
measurement of 'lunar distances ") occupied the attention of 
astronomers and sailors for many years before being superseded by 
the more simple and accurate modern method by the use of chrono-
meters, and was the principal reason for establishing the Royal 
Observatory at lreenwich and the subsequent publication of the 
Nautical Almanac. The principle was simple, depending upon the 
comparatively rapid movement of the moon with regard to the 
heavenly bodies lying in her immediate path in the heavens. It is 
evident that if the theory of this movement were perfectly under-
stood and the positions of such heavenly bodies accurately deter-
mined. the distances of the moon from those at any instant of time at 
Greenwich could be accurately foretold so that if such predictions 
were published in advance, an observer at any place in the world, by 
simply measuring such distances, could accurately determine the 
Greenwich time, a comparison of which with the local time (which In 
clear weather can be frequently and simply determined) would give 
the longitude. This, as previously mentioned, was foreseen by J. 
Werner as early as 1514, but very great difficulties attended its 
practical application for many years. Until the establishment of 
national astronomical observatories it was impossible to accumulate 
the vast number of observations necessary to fulfil the astronomical 
conditions, and until the invention of the sextant no instrument 
existed capable of use at sea which would measure the distances 
required with the necessary accuracy, while even up to the time when 
the problem had attained its greatest practical accuracy the calcula-
tions involved were far too intricate for general use among those for 
whom it was chiefly intended. The very principles of a theory of the 
movements of the moon were unknown before Newton's time, when 
the lunar problem begins to have a chief place in the history of 
navigation ; the places of stars were formerly derived from various 
and widely discrepant sou,rces. 

The study of the lunar problem was stimulated by the reward of 
woo crowns offered by Philip III. of Spain in i598 for the dis-
covery of a method of finding longitude at sea ; the States-general 
followed with an offer of 10,00o forms. But for a long time nothing 
practical came of this; a proposal by J. B. Morin, submitted to 
Richelieu in 1633, was pronounced by commissioners appointed to 
judge of it to be impracticable through the imperfection of the lunar 
tables, and the same objection applied when the question was raised 
in England in 1674 by a proposal of St Pierre to find the longitude by 
using the altitudes of the moon and two stars to find the time each 
was from the meridian. When the king was pressed by St Pierre, 
Sir J. Moore and Sir C. Wren to establish an observatory for the 
benefit of navigation, and especially that the moon's exact position 
might be calculated a year in advance, Flamsteed gave his judgment 
that the lunar tables then in use were quite useless, and the positions 
of the stars erroneous. The result was that the king decided upon 
establishing an observatory in Greenwich Park, and Flamsteed was 
appointed astronomical observer on March 4. 1675, upon a salary of 
Ltoo a year, for which also he was to instruct two boys from Christ's 
Hospital. While the small building in the Park was in course of 
erection he resided in the Queen's House (now the central part of 
Greenwich Hospital school), and removed to the house on the hill 
on the toth of July 5676, which came to be known as " Flamsteed 
House." The institution was placed under the surveyor-general of 
ordnance—perhaps because that office was then held by Sir Jonas 
Moore, himself an eminent mathematician. Though this was not the 
first observatory in Europe, it was destined to become the most 
useful, and has amply fulfilled the important duties for which it was 
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designed. It was established to meet the exigencies of navigation, 
as was clearly stated on the appointment of Flamsteed, and on 
several subsequent occasions; we see now what an excellent foster-
mother it has been to the higher branches of that science. This has 
been accomplished by much labour and patience; for, though 
originally the most suitable man in the kingdom was placed in 
charge, it was no starved and neglected as to be almost uselessduring 
many years. The government did not_provide a single instrument. 
Flamsteed entered upon his important duties with an Iron sextant of 
7 ft. radius, a quadrant of 3 ft. radius, two telescopes and two clocks, 
the last given by Sir Jonas Moore. Tycho  catalogue of777 
stars, formed in about 1590, was his only guide. In 1681 he fitted a 
moral arc which proved a failure. Seven years after another mural 
arc was erected at a cost of (120, with which he set to work in 
earnest to verify the latitude, and to determine the position of the 
equinoctialpoint, the obliquity of the ecliptic and the right ascen- 
sions and declinations of the stars; he obtained the positions of 
2884 which appeared in the " British catalogue" in 1723 (see 
FLAXSTEED, and ASTRONOMY). 

Flamsteed died in 5719, and was succeeded by Halley. who paid 
particular attention to the motions of the moon with a view to the 
longitude problem. A paper which he .published in the Phil. Trans. 
(1731) shows what had been accomplished up to that date, and 
proves that it was still impossible to find the longitude correctly by 
any observation depending upon the predicted position of the moon. 
He repeats what he had published twenty years before in an appendix 
to Thomas Street's Caroline tables, which contained observations 
made by him (Halley) in 1683-1684 for ascertaining the moon's 
motion, which he thought to be the only practical method of 
" 

 
attaining" the longitude at sea. The Caroline tables of Street, 

though better than those before his time as well as those of Tycho, 
Kepler, Bullialdus and Horrox, were uncertain; sometimes the 
errors would compensate one another; at others when they fell the 
same way the result might lead to a position being too leagues in 
error. He hopes that the tables will be so amended that an error 
may scarce ever exceed 3 minutes of arc (equal tot I °  of longitude). 
Sir Isaac Newton's tables, corrected by himself (Halley) and others 
up to 1713, would admit of errors of 5 minutes, when the moon was 
in the third and fourth quarters. He blames Flamsteed for neglecting 
that portion of astronomical work, as he was at the observatory more 
than two periods of eighteen years. He himself had at this time seen 
the whole period of the moon s apogee—less than nine years—during 
which he observed the right ascensions at her transit. with great 
exactness, almost fifteen hundred times, or as often as Tycho Brahe, 
Hevelius and Flamsteed together. He hoped to be able to compute 
the moon's position within 2 minutes of arc with certainty, which 
would reduce errors of position to 20 leagues at the equator and 15 in 
the Channel; he thought Hadley's quadrant might be appli.d to 
measure lunar distances at sea with the desired accuracy. ,  

The rise of modern navigation may be fairly dated from the 
invention of the sextant in 1731 and of the chronometer in 1735: 
the former a complete nautical observatory in itself, and the 
latter an instrument which in its modern development has 
become an almost perfect time-keeper. It was a curious co-
incidence that these two invaluable instruments were invented 
at so nearly the same time. Until 1731 all instruments in use 
at sea for measuring angles either depended on a plumb line or 
required the observer to look in two directions at once. 

Their imperfections are clearly pointed out in a paper by Pierre 
Bouguer (1729) which received the prize of the Paris Academy of 
Sciences for the best method of taking the altitude of stars at sea. 
Bouguer himself proposes a modification of what he calls the English 
quadrant. probably the one suggested by Wright and improved by 
Davis. Fig. 6 represents the instrument as proposed, capable of 
measuring fully 9o° from E to N. A fixed pinule was recommended 
to be placed at E, through which a ray from the sun would pass to 
the sight C. The sight F was movable. The observer, standing with 
his back to the sun would look through F and C at the horizon, shifting 
the sight F up or down till the ray from the sun Coincided with the 
horizon. The space from E to F would represent the altitude, and 
the remaining part F to N the zenith distance. The English quad-
rant which this was to supersede differed in having about half the 
arc from E towards N, and, instead of the pinule being fixed at E, 
it was on a smaller arc represented by the dotted line en, aqd 
movable. It was placed on an even number of degrees, cbnsiderabTy 
less than the altitude; the remainder was measured on the larger arc, 
as described. 

1  Halley 's observations were published posthumously in 5742, and 
in 1_765 the commissioners of longitude paid his daughter (too for 
MSS. supposed to be useful to navigation. As the moon passes the 
starslying in her course through the heavens at the mean rate of 33" 
in one minute of time, it is Obvious that an error to that amount in 
measuring the distance from a star would produce an error of 15 m. 
in longitude. As the moon's motion with regard to the sun is nearly 
one degree a day less, a similar error in the distance would produce 
still more effect. 

Hadley's instrument, on the other band, described to the 
Royal Society in May r731 (Phil. Trans.), embodies Newton's 
idea of bringing the reflection of one object to coincide with the 
direct image of the other. He calls it an octant, as the are is 
actually 45°, or the eighth part of a circle; but, in consequence 
of the angles of incidence and 
reflection both being changed 
by a movement of the index. 
it measures an angle of go", and 
is graduated accordingly; the 
same instrument has therefore 
been called a quadrant. It was 
very slowly adopted, and no 
doubt there were numerous 
mechanical difficulties of cen-
tring, graduating, &c., to be 
overcome before it reached per-
fection. In August 2732, in 
pursuance of an order from the 
Admiralty, observations were 
made with Hadley's quadrant 
on board the " Chatham" 
yacht of 6o tons, below Sheer-
ness, in rough weather, by persons—except the master attendant 
—unaccustomed to the motion; still the results were very satis-
factory. A year later Hadley published (Phil. Trans., 173$) the 
description of an instrument for taking altitudes when the 
horizon is not visible. The sketch represents a curved tube or 
spirit-level, attached to the radius of the quadrant, since which 
time many attempts have been unsuccessfully made to construct 
some form of artificial horizon adapted to use at sea on board 
ship, a discovery which would greatly facilitate observations at 
night and at the many times when the natural or sea horizon is 
imperfectly visible. 

From the year 2714 the history of navigation in England is 
closely associated with that of the " Commissioners for the 
discovery of longitude at sea," a body constituted in that year 
with power to grant annually sums not exceeding tacos to 
assist experiments and reward minor discoveries, and also to 
judge on applications for much greater rewards which were 
from time to time offered to open competition. For a method 
of determining the longitude within 6o geographical miles, to 
be tested by a voyage to the West Indies and back, the sum of 
£10,000 was offered; within ao m., Lis,000; within so m., 
£20,000. f ro,000 was also to be given for a method that would 
determine longitude within 8o m. near the shores of greatest 
danger. No action seems to have been taken before 1737; 
the first grant made was in that year, and the last in 282 5, but 
the board continued to exist till 1828, having disbursed in the 
course of its existence Lrot,000 in all In the interval a number 
of other acts had been passed either dealing with the powers, 
constitution and funds of the commissioners or encouraging 
nautical discovery; thus the act 28 George II. (1745) offered 
(20,000 for the discovery by a British ship of the North-West 
Passage, and the act 16 George III. (1776) offered the same 
reward for a passage to the Pacific either north-west or north-
east, and is000 to any one who should approach by sea within 
one degree of the North Pole. All these acts were swept away 
in 2828, when the longitude problem had ceased to attract 
competitors, and voyages of discovery were nearly over. 

The suggestions and applications sent in to the commissioners were 
naturally very numerous and often very trifling; but they some-
times furnish useful illustrations of the state of navigation. Thus, 
in a memorial by Captain H. Lanoue (1736), he records a number of 
recent casualties, which shows how carelessly the largest ships were 
then navigated. Several men-of-war off  Plymouth in 169t were 

1  This total comprises the large sums awarded to Harrison and to 
the widow of Mayer, the cost of surveys and expeditions in various 
parts of the globe, large outlays on the Natal:cal Almanac and on 
subsidiary calculations and tables, rewards for new methods and 
solutions of problems, and many minor grants to watchmakers or for 
improvements in instruments. Thus Jesse Ramsden received in 
1773 and later about Li600 for his improvements in graduation 
(9.o.), and E. Massey in 1804 got (zoo for his log (see LAG). 
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wrecked through mistaking the Methuen for Berry Head. Admiral 
Wheeler's squadron in 1694, leaving the Mediterranean, ran on 
Gibraltar when they thought they had passed the Strait. Sir 
Cloudesley Shovel's squadron, in 1707, was lost on the rocks off 
Scilly, by erring.  in their latitude. Several transports, in 1711, were 
lost near the over St Lawrence, having erred 15 leagues in the 
reckoning during twenty-four hours. Lord Belhaven was lost on 
the Lizard on the 17th of November 1721, the same day on which be 
sailed from Plymouth. 

Many rewards were paid by the commissioners for methods by 
which the tedious calculations involved in " clearing the lunar 
distance " could be abbreviated; thus Israel Lyons (1739-.1775) 
received Do for his solution of this problem from the commissioners 
in za•; and in 1772 he and Richard Dunthorne (1711-1775) 
each obtained 130. George Whichell, master of the Royal Naval 
Academy, Portsmouth, conceived a plan whereby the correction 
could be taken from a table by inspection. In October 1765 the 
commissioners of longitude awarded hint (loo to enable him to 
complete and print 1000 copies of his table. On the following 
April they gave him L200 more. The work was continued on'the same 
dace by Antony Shepherd, the Plumian professor of astronomy, 
Cambridge, with some additions by the astronomer-royaL The total 
cost of the ponderous 4to volume up to the time of publication in 

acne 1772 was 1,3100, after which Dim more was paid to the Rev. 
Parkinson and Israel Lyons for examining the errata. It 

was a very large and expensive volume—ill-adapted for ship's use. 
Considerable sums were paid by the commissioners from time to 
time for other tables to facilitate navigation—not always very 
judiciously. It is sufficient to mention here the tables of Michael 
Taylor and those of Mendoza, published in 1815. The proposals 
submitted to the board to find the longitude by the time of the 
moon's meridian passage are very numerous. 

One of the first points to which the attention of the com-
missioners was directed was the survey of the coasts of Great 
Britain, which was pressed on them by Whiston in z737. He 
MS appointed surveyor of coasts and headlands, and in 1 741 
received a grant for instruments. An act passed in 1740 
enabled the commissioners to spend money on the survey of 
the coasts of Great Britain and the " plantations." At a later 
date they bore part of the expenses of Cook's scientific voyages, 
and of the publication of their results. Indeed it is to them 
that we owe all that was done by England for surveys of coasts, 
both at home and abroad, prior to the establishment of the 
hydrographic department of the Admiralty in 1799. But their 
chief work lay in the encouragement they gave on the one hand 
to the improvement of timepieces, and on the other to the 
perfecting of astronomical tables and methods, the latter being 
published from time to time in the Nautical Almanac. Before 
we pass on to these two important topics we may with advantage 
take a view of the state of practical navigation in the middle 
of the 18th century as shown in two of the principal treatises 
then current. 

John Robertson's Elf/114111S of Navigation passed through out 
editions between 1755 and 1796. It contains good teaching on 
arithmetic, geometry, spherical trigonometry, astronomy, geography, 
winds and tides, also a small useful table for correcting the middle 
time between the equal altitudes of the sun—all good, as is also the 
remark that " the greater the moon's meridian altitude the greater 
generally the tides will be." He states that Lacaille recommends 
equal altitudes being observed and worked separately, in order to 
find the time from noon, and the mean of the results taken as the 
truth. There is a sound article on chronology, the ancient and 
modern modes of reckoning time. A long list of -latitudes, longitudes 
and times of high water finishes vol. i. The second volume is said 
by the author to treat of navigation mechanical and theoretical; by 
the former he means seamanship. He gives instructions for all kinds 
of sailing', for marine surveying and making Mercator's chart. 
There are two good traverse tables, one to quarter points, the other 
to every 15 minutes of arc; the distance to each is 120 m. There is 
a table of meridional parts to minutes, which is more minute than 
customary. Book ix., upon what is now called " the day's work," 
or dead-reckoning, appears to embrace all that is necessary. A great 
many methods, we are told, were then used for measuring a ship's 
rate of sailim, but among the English the log and fine with a 
half-minute glass were generally used. Bouguer and Lacaille pro-

op red a log with a diver to avoid the drift motion (1753 and 176o). 
Retire a rule of computing the equation of equal altitudes is as 
good as any used at the present day. He gives also a description 
of an equal-altitude instrument, having three horizontal wires, 
probably such as was used at Portsmouth for testing Harrison s 
timekeeper. The mechanical difficulties must have been great in 
preserving a perpendicular stem and a truly horizontal sweep for the 
telescope- It gave place to the improved sextant and artificial 
horizon. The second edition of Robertson's work in 1764 contains an 
excellent dissertation on the rise and progress of modern navigation  
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by. Dr James Moon, which has been greatly used by all subsequent 
writers. 

Don Jorge Joan's Cosipendio de Nasegacion, for the use of mid- 
shipmen, was published at Cadiz in 1757. Chapter i. explains what 
pilotage is, practical and theoretical. He speaks of the change of 
variation, " which sailors have not believed and do not believe now." 
He describes the lead, log and sand-glass, the latter corrected by 
a pendulum, charts plane and spherical. Supposing his readers to 
be versed in trigonometry, he explains what latitude and longitude 
are, and shows a method for finding the latter different from what has 
been taught. He explains the error of middle latitude sailing, and 
shows that the longitude found by it is always less than the truth. 
(It is strange that while reckoning was so rough and imperfect in 
many respects such a trifle as that is In low latitudes should be 
noticed.) After speaking of meridional parts, he offers to explain the 
English method, which was discovered by Edmund Halley, but omits 
the principles upon which Halley founded his theory, as it was " too 
embarassmg." He gives instructions for allowing for currents and 
leeway, tables of declination, positions of a few stars, meridional 
parts, &c. It is worthy of remark that, after giving a form for • 
log-book, he adds that this had not been previously kept by any one, 
but he thought it should not be trusted to memory. He only re-
quires the knots, fathoms, course, wind and leeway to be marked 
every two hours. He gives a sketch of Halley's quadrant, but 
without a clamping screw or tangent screw. 

To ascertain local time at sea by astronomical observations 
by the altitude of suitably-situated heavenly bodies was an old, 
well-known and frequently practised operation, so that a 
comparison could thus be easily made between such local time 
and the Greenwich time if known at the same instant. The 
introduction of timekeepers by which Greenwich time can be 
carried to any part of the world, and the longitude found with 
ease, simplicity and certainty is due to the invention of John 
Harrison. 

The idea of keeping time at sea by watches was no novelty, but the 
practical difficulty arose from their very irregular rates owing to 
changes of temperature and the motion or the ship. Huygens had 
applied pendulums to the regulation of clocks on shore in 1656, and 
In 1675 his application of spiral springs as regulators of watches 
made them available for use at sea. William Derham published • 
scientific description of various kinds of timekeepers in The Artificial 
Clock-Maker, in syoo, with a table of equations from Flamsteed to 
facilitate comparison of mean time with that shown by the sun-dial 
or apparent time. In 1714 Henry Sully, an Englishman, published 
a treatise at Vienna, on finding time artificially. He went to France, 
and spent the rest of his life in trying to make a timekeeper for the 
discovery of the longitude at sea. In 1716 he presented a watch of 
his own make to the Academy of Sciences, which was approved; 
and ten years later he went to Bordeaux to try his marine watches, 
but died before embarking. Julien le Roy was his scholar, and 
perfected many of his inventions in watchmaking. 

Harrison's great invention was the principle of compensation 
through the unequal contraction of two metals, which he first applied 
in the invention in 1726 of the compensation (gridiron) pendulum, 
still in use, and then modified so as to fit it to a watch, devising at the 
same time a means by which the watch retains its motion while being 
wound up. With regard to the success of the trial journey (see 
HARRISON, J0107) to Jamaica in 1761-1762, it may be noted that 
by the journal of the House of Commons we find that the error of 
the watch was ascertained by equal altitudes at Portsmouth and 
Barbados, the calculations being made by Short; these errom came 
greatly within the limits of the act. At Jamaica the watch was only 
in error five seconds (assuming that the longitude previously found 
by the transit of Mercury could be closely depended on, which as we 
now know, was not the case, the observations being too few in number, 
and taken with an untrustworthy instrument). Short at Portsmouth 
found the whole unallowed-for error from November 6th, 1761, till 
April and,1762, to be 1°54..5 ■ 18 geographical miles in the latitude 
of Portsmouth. During the passage home in the " Merlin " sloop-of-
war the timekeeper was placed in the after part of the ship, because 
it was tite dryest place, and there it received violent shocks which 
retarded its motion. It lost on the voyage  home 1° age .•16 gee 
graphical miles. 

One might have supposed that Harrison had now secured the 
prize; but there were powerful competitors who hoped to gain it 
by Inners, and a bill was pared through the House in 1763 which 
left an open chance for a lunanan during four years. A second West 
Indies trial of the watch took place between November 1763 and 
March 1764, in a voyage to Barbados, which occupied four months; 
during which time it is said, in the preamble to act 5 Geo. III. 1765. 
not to have erred to geographical miles in longitude. We only find 
in the public records the equal altitudes taken at Portsmouth and 
at Bridgetown, Barbados. William Harrison assumed an average 
rate of 1. aday gaining, and he anticipated that it would go slower 
by is for every to increase in temperature. The longitude of 
Bridgetown was determined by N. Maslcelyne and C. Green by nine 
emersion' or Jupiter's first satellite, against five of Bradley s and 
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two at Greenwich Observatory. to be 3s544 nos west of Greenwich. 
In February 1765 the commissioners of longitude expressed an 
opinion that the trial was satisfactory, butrequired the principles 
to be disclosed and other watches made. Half the great reward was 
paid to Harrison under act of parliament in this year. and he and his 
son gave full descriptions and drawings, upon oath, to seven persons 
appointed by the commissioners of longitude.• The other half of the 
great reward was promised to Harrison when he had made other 
timekeepers to the satisfaction of the commissioners, and provided 
he gave up everything to them within six months. The second half 
was not paid till 1773, after trials had been made with five watches. 
These trials were partly made at Greenwich by Maskelyne, who, as 
we shall see, was a great advocate of lunar*, and was not ready to 
admit more than a subsidiary value to the watch. A bitter contro-
versy arose, and Harrison in 1767 published a book in which he 
charges Maskelyne with exposing his watch to unfair treatment. 
The feud between the astronomer-royal and the watchmakers con-
tinued long after this date. 

Even after Harrison had received his from" doubts were felt 
as to the certainty of his achievement. and fresh rewards were 
offered in 1774 both for timekeepers and for improved lunar tables 
or other methods. But the tests proposed for timekeepers were very 
discouraging, and the watchmakers complained that this was due to 
Maskelyne. A fierce attack on the astronomer's treatment of himself 
and other watchmakers was made by Thomas Mudge in 1792, in 
A Narrative of Facts, addressed to the first lord of the Admiralty. 
and Maskelyne's reply does not convey the conviction that full 
justice was done to timekeepers. Maskelyne at this'date still says 
that he would prefer an occultation of a bright star by the moon and 
a number of correspondent observations of transits of the moon 
compared with those of fixed stars, made by two astronomers at 
remote places, to any timekeeper. The details of these controversies. 
and of subsequent improvements in timekeepers, need not detain us 
here. In England the names of John Arnold and Thomas Earnshaw 
as watchmakers are prominent, each of whom received, up to 18o5. 
Loco reward from the commissioners of longitude. It was Arnold 
who introduced the name chronometer. The French emulated the 
English efforts for the production of good timekeepers. and favour-
able trials were made between 1768 and 1772 with watches by Le 
Roy and F. Berthoud. 

The marvellous accuracy with which the modern chronometer 
is constructed is doubtless greatly stimulated by the annual 
competition at Greenwich, from which the Admiralty purchase 
for the British navy. These chronometers are all fitted with 
secondary compensation balances, and it is therefore unusual 
in the navy to apply any temperature correction to the rate. 
The perfection obtainable in compensation may be illustrated 
by the performance of a chronometer at the Royal Observatory 
in x886, which at a mean temperature of 50° F. had a weekly 
rate of 1.6 secs. losing; and on being further tested at a mean 
temperature of 92°  F., it only changed its weekly rate to 2.9 secs. 
losing. In the mercantile marine cheaper chronometers without 
secondary compensation are more commonly used, and tempera. 
ture corrections applied, calculated from a formula originally 
proposed by Hartnup, formerly of the Liverpool Observatory. 
Great success attends this mode of procedure, as illustrated by 
the following facts. From the discussion of the records of per-
formance of the chronometers of the Pacific Steam Navigation 
Company during twenty-six voyages from London to Valparaiso 
and back, by giving equal weight to each of the three chrono-
meters carried by each ship, the mean error of longitude for an 
average voyage of rot days was less than three minutes of arc. 
As a single instance, in the s.s. &ataxia, on applying temperature 
rates during a voyage of 63 days, the mean accumulated error 
of the three chronometers was only 2.3 sec. of time. 

While chronometers were thus rapidly approaching their 
present perfection the steady progress of astronomy both by the 
multiplication and increased accuracy of observations, and 
by corresponding advances in the theory, had made it possible 
to construct greatly improved tables. In observations of the 
moon Greenwich still took the lead; and it was here that Halley's 
successor Bradley made his two grand discoveries of aberration 
and notation which have added so much to the precision of 
modem astronomy. Kepler's Rudolphine tables of 1627 and 
Street's tables of 1661, which had held their ground for almost 

The explanations and drawings are at the British Museum; 
and two of his watches, one of which was used by Captain Cook in the  

Resolution," are at Greenwich Observatory. In 1767 Harrison 
estimates that a watch could be made for (too, and ultimately for 
(70 or (to.  

a century, were rendered obsolete by the observations of Halley 
and his successor. At length, in 1753, in the second volume of 
the Commentarii of the Academy of Gottingen, Tobias Mayer 
printed his new solar and lunar tables, which were to have so 
great an influence on the history of navigation. Mayer after-
wards constructed and submitted to the English government in 
•755 improved MS. tables. Bradley found that the moon's 
place by these tables was generally correct within 1', so that the 
error in a longitude found by lunar would not be much more than 
half a degree if the necessary observations could be taken 
accurately at sea. Thus the lunar problem seemed to have at 
length .become a practical one for mariners, and in England it 
was taken up with great energy by Nevil Maskelyne—" the 
father," as he has been called, " of lunar observations." 

In 1761 Maskelyne was sent to St Helena. to observe the 
transit of Venus. On his voyage out and home he used Mayers 
printed tables for lunar determinations of the longitude, and 
from St Helena be wrote a letter to the Royal Society (Phil. 
Trans., 1762), in which he described his observations made with 
Hadley's quadrant of ao in. radius, constructed by John Bird, 
and the glasses ground by Dollond. He took the observations 
both.ways to avoid errors. The arc and index were of brass, 
the frame mahogany; the vernier was subdivided to minutes. 
The telescope was 6 in. long, magnified four times, and inverted. 
Very few seamen in that day possessed so good an instrument. 
He considered that ship's time should be ascertained within 
twelve hours before or after observing the lunar distance, as a 
good common watch will scarcely vary above a minute in that 
time. This shows that he must have intended the altitudes to 
be calculated—which would lead to new errors. He considered 
that his observations would give the longitude within ri degrees. 
On the 11th of February he took ten observations; the extremes 
were a little over one degree apart. 

On his return to England Maskelyne prepared the British 
Mariner's Guide (1763), in which he undertakes to furnish 
complete and easy instructions for finding the longitude at sea 
or on shore,withln a degree, by observing the distance between 
the moon and sun, or a star, by Hadley's quadrant. How far that 
promise was fulfilled, and the practicability of the instructions, 
are points worth consideration, as the book took a prominent 
place for some years. The errors which he said were inseparable 
from the dead-reckoning "even in the hands of the ablest and 
most skilful navigators," amounting at times to r 5 degrees, 
appear to be overestimated. On the other band, the equations 
to determine the moon's position at time of observation from 
Mayer's tables, would, he believed, always determine the longi-
tude within a degree, and generally to half a degree, if applied 
to careful observations. He recommends the two altitudes and 
distance being taken simultaneously when practicable. The 
probable error of observation in a meridian altitude he estimated 
at One or two minutes, and in a lunar distance at two minutes. 
He then gave clear rules for finding the moon's position and 
distance by ten equations, too laborious for seamen to undertake. 
Admitting the requisite calculations for finding the moon's 
place to be difficult, he desired to see the moon's longitude 
and latitude computed for every twelve hours, and hence 
her distance from the sun and from a proper star on each side of 
her carefully calculated for every six hours, and published 
beforehand. 

In 1765 Maskelyne became astronomer-royal, and was able 
to give effect to his own suggestion by organizing the publication 
of the Nautical Almanac. The same act of 1765 which gave 
Harrison his first Lio,000 gave the commissioners authority 
and funds for this undertaking. Mayo's tables, with his MS. 
improvements up to his death in 1762, were bought from his 
widow for b000; £3oo was granted to the mathematician L. 
Euler, on whose theory of the moon Mayer's later tables were 
formed; and the first Nautical Almanac, that for 1767, VAS 
published in the previoui year, at the cost and under the authority 
of the commissioners of longitude. In 1696 the French nautical 
almanac for the following year appeared, an improvement on 
what had been before issued by private persons, but it did not 
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attempt to give lunar distances. ,  In the English •Nastfira/ 
Almanac for 1767 we find everything necessary to render it 
worthy of confidence, and to satisfy every requirement at sea. 
The great achievement was that of giving the distance from the 
moon's centre to the sun, when suitable, and to about seven fixed 
stars, every three hours. The mariner has only to find the 
apparent time at ship, and clear his own measured lunar distance 
from the effects of parallax and refraction (for which at the end 
of the book are given the methods of Lyons and Dunthorne), 
and then by simple proportions, or proportional logarithms, find 
the time at Greenwich. The calculations respecting the sun and 
moon were made from Mayer's last manuscript tables under the 
inspection of Maskelyne, and were so continued till t8o41 The 
calculations respecting the planets are from Halley's tables, 
and those of Jupiter's satellites from tables made by Wargentin 
and published by Lalande in x759 (except those for the fourth 
satellite). The original Nautical Almanac contained all the 
principal points of information which the seaman required, but 
the great value of such an authentic publication to the whole 
astronomical world led soon to a considerable increase to its 
contents. As much of this was unnecessary for the ordinary 
requirements of navigation, since 1903 it has been issued in two 
forms, the larger for observatory purposes, the smaller for the 
class for whom it was originally intended. 

Varions useful rules and tables were appended to early volumes 
of the Almanac. Thus that for 1771 contains a method and table for 
determining the latitude by two altitudes and the elapsed time (first 
published by Cornelius Downes of Amsterdam in 1740). At the 
end of the Almanac for 2772 Maskelyne and Whichell gave three 
special tables for clearing the lunar distance; still their rule is 
anther short nor easily remembered. An improvement of Dun-
thorne's solution is also given. In the edition for 1773 a new table 
for equations of equal altitude was given by W. Wales. In those for 
7797 and 1800 LIMP were added by John Brinkley for rendering 
the calculations for double altitudes easier. 

The plan of the Nautical Almanac was soon imitated by other 
=eons. In France the Academie Royale de Marine had all the lunar 
distances translated from the British Nautical Almanac for 1773 and 
Following years. retaining Greenwich time for the three-hourly 
distances. The tables were considered excellent, and national pride 
was satisfied by their having been formed on the plan proposed 
by Lacaille. They did not imitate the mode given for clearing the 
lunar distance, considering their own better. 

Though the Spaniards were leaders in the art of navigation during 
the 76th and 17th centuries, it was not till November 4, 1791, that 
their first nautical almanac was printed at Madrid, having been 
previously calculated at Cadiz for the year 1792. They acknowledge 
borrowing from the English and French. The excellent Berlin 
Astronomuches Jahrbuch began to appear in 1776, the American 
Ephemeris in 1849. These two ephemerides and the French Con. 
se:usenet des te mps are independent and valuable works. 

A book of Tables Requisite to be Used with the Nautical EPheltlith 
Was published by Maskelyne at the same time as the first Almanac. 
and ten thousand copies were quickly sold. A second edition, pre-
pared by Wales, appeared in 2781, an octavo of 237 pages. in the 
preface of which it is stated that it contains everything necessary for 
computing the latitude and longitude by observation. There are in 
all twenty-three tables, the traverse table and table of meridional 
parts alone being deficient as compared with modern works of the 
kind; dead-reckoning Maskelyne did not touch. He gave practical 
methods for working several problems; that for computing the lunar 

' The French nautical almanac or Coenaissance des krnps ap-
peared under letters patent from the king, dated 24th March 1679—  
seventeen years before the first issue. The following is a literal trans- 
lation of its advertisement: " This little book is a collection of holy 
days and festivals in each month. The rising and setting of the 
moon when it is visible, and of the sun every day. The aspects of the 
planets as with respect to each other, the moon and the fixed stars. 
The lunation and eclipses. The difference of longitude between the 
meridian of Paris and the principal towns in France. The time of 
the sun's entrance into the twehte REDS of the zodiac. The true place 
of the planets every fifth day. and of the moon every day of the year. 
in longitude and latitude. The moon's meridian passage, for finding 
the time of high water, ' as well as for the use of dials by moonlight. 
A table of refraction. The equation of time [this table is strangely 

=d , as though the clock were to be reset on the first of every 
ead the explanation speaks of the ' premier mobile '1. The 

time of twilight at Paris. The sun's right ascension to hours and 
minutes. The sun's declination at noon each day to seconds. The 
whole accompanied by necessary instructions. -  

' Mayer's tables were printed at London under Maskelyne's 
superintendence in 1770.  

especially isan improvement on those by Lyons and Dunthoree, and 
a rule given for clearing the distance, called Dunthorne's improved 
method, is remarkably shert. Maskelyne's rule for finding the 
latitudes by two altitudes and the elapsed time is also good. The 
third edition of the Tables was issued in acci. 

The publication of the Requisite Tables met a great want, and the 
existence of such accurate and conveniently-arranged mathematical 
tables for the special purposes of nautical calculations led to the more 
general used many refinements which had been previously neglected. 
They formed the original of many subsequent and greatly extended 
collections, of which those by J. W. None are the more generally used 
in modern times in the mercantile marine, and the very accurate and 
comprehensive tables by James Inman (originally published in 2823) 
are constantly used in the British navy. 

Until the middle of the 17th century mariners .generally employed 
small collections of Dutch charts, known as ' waggoners' from 
Waghenair, the name of a celebrated Dutch hydrographer in 1584. 
In 2671 appeared the English Pilot by John Sellers, who is styled the 
" Hydrographer' Royal." It forms a collection of rude sketches of 
the coasts of England, the North Sea, France and Spain, with sailing 
directions, and on its appearance the importation of Dutch charts 
was prohibited. Private enterprise, for many years after that, 
supplied both the British navy and the British mercantile marine 
with constantly improving charts, especially latterly, under the 
powerful patronage of the Last India Company, whose bydrographer 
(Alexander Dalrymple), in 1795. was selected as the first hydro-
grapher of the Admiralty. This post has since been occupied by a 
succession of distinguished naval officers under whom have grown 
up a large school of able nautical surveyors, the results of whose 
labours are now published in the well-known Admiralty charts. 

Prior to the issue of charts by the Admiralty, the instructions to 
masters of vessels in the British navy enjoined them to " provide such 
charts and instruments as they considered necessary for the safe 
navigation of the ship," while on the completion of a voyage of 
discovery it was customary for the results to be published for the 
Admiralty by private firms. 

The establishment of the Admiralty Hydrogmphic Office in 
1795 marked a great step in the advancement of the art of naviga-
tion. On the 12th of August of that year an order in council 
placed all such nautical documents as were then in the possession 
of the Admiralty in charge of Dalrymple, whose catalogue, 
compiled for the use of the East India Company in 1786, contained 
347 charts between England, the Cape, India and China; thus 
the germ of the present hydrographic department was estab-
lished. The expense was than limited to i6so a year. The first 
official catalogue of Admiralty charts was issued in 1830, the 
total number being then 962. 

After the close of the long devastating war in 1815 both trade 
and science revived, and several governments besides that of 
Great Britsinsaw the necessity of surveying the coasts in various 
parts of the globe; the greater portion of the work fell to the 
English hydrogmphical department, which took under its charge 
nearly every place where the inhabitants were not able• to do it 
for themselves. Since that time its career of usefulness has 
steadily developed, and it not merely undertakes the constant 
improvement of the charts of the whole world, but periodically 
issues for the use of the seafaring community a vast amount of 
most accurate and practical nautical information on the various 
closely allied subjects of navigation, tides, compass adjustment 
and ocean meteorology. 

A knowledge of the tunes and heights of high and low water and 
the directions of the tidal streams due to those phenomena are in 
ma nyparts of the world (and es pecial) roundour own coasts) of 

i vital mportance to navigation. The 	of the tides was first 
laid down by Newton and Laplace, and in hit. Tress., 1683. there 
is an account of Flamateed's tide table for London Bridge, which 
gave the times of each high tide on every day in the year. For a 
long subsequent period empirical tide tables for a few places in 
England were published by private individuals, but in 1832 the 
researches of Dr W. Whewell and Sir J. W. Lubbock enabled official 
tide tables to be issued by the Admiralty.. These have steadily 
advanced in detail and accuracy, being now in many cases based on 
continuous tidal observations for a whole lunar period of 181 years. 
and represent the practical epitome of our knowledge of the tides 
and tidal currents of the whole world. The formulae and tables on 
which these predictions are based are given in the introduction to 
each annual volume (see nos). 

MOVEIN NAVIGATION 

Having thus sketched the progress of the art of navigation 
from an early period to the present time, we will now describe 
the modern methods by which it is brought into practical use, 
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referring our readers for more technical information to the 
professional text-books enumerated at the end of this article. 
The great development in both size and speed of modern ships 
enormously increases the responsibilities of those who command 
and navigate them, and has led to a careful examination of 
the existing modes of determining a ship's position at all times 
by day or night, both when in sight of land and on theopen ocean. 
An examination of the present text-books on the subject of 
navigation shows how problems and methods which were formerly 
considered chiefly as theoretical exercises have now, from the 
altered conditions of the navigation of very fast ships, become 
methods of frequent practice, while corresponding improvements 
have been made in the instruments, such as compasses, charts 
and chronometers, by the aid of which more satisfactory results 
are now attained. Much has also been done to advance the 
study of this and its numerous allied subjects by the development 
of the Royal Naval College at Greenwich and the United Service 
Institution; also by the establishment of shipmasters' societies 
(of which the well-known society in London is typical), where 
during the year valuable papers are read and useful discussions 
take place among those actually carrying out the practice of 
navigation. 

In planning out in advance a long ocean voyage the experienced 
navigator would first, by laying down the track from port to 
port on a great circle chart, ascertain the shortest route between 
them, remembering that the greatest saving in distance over 
other routes is when the ports are far apart in longitude and 
both in high latitudes of the same name. On examining such 
a track in conjunction with the wind and current charts it will 
be seen what modifications the intervention of land, unfavourable 
currents or winds, ice or unduly high latitude render necessary, 
and such modified route would be finally adopted subject to 
possible change as the voyage progressed. The judgment 
formed on the best route to follow would also be largely influenced 
by the remarks in the volumes of Sailing directions or " Pilots " 
relating to the region about to be traversed,while among the 
many excellent modern publications of the Hydrographic 
Office of the Admiralty perhaps the Ocean Passage Book is one 
of the most generally useful, since, when used in combination 
with the admirable charts of suggested full-powered and auxiliary 
tracks, it very greatly assists all navigators in planning out 
a successful voyage. Finally the intended route would be trans-
ferred from the great circle chart to one on Mercator's projection, 
which is the more convenient for purposes of navigation since 
to constructing the former for the sake of simplicity a projection 
of the coast's surface is adopted on which great circles are 
correctly shown as straight lines (gnomonic), while for practical 
purposes in navigation such a representation on which a ship's 
track when steering a continuous course (technically termed a 
rhumb line) is truly shown as a straight line (Mercator) is the 
most convenient, although in high latitudes giving a very 
distorted representation of the surface depicted. It is well to 
remember that on great circle charts rhumb lines become curves 
and 'great circles straight lines, and, vice versa, on Mercator 
charts, the rhumb line on each projection being that nearer 
to the equator, all meridians and the equator on both projections 
are shown as straight lines. 

Ships rarely steer on great circles, which would generally 
theoretically involve continually altering course, but a series 
of chords of such circles are described of lengths such as involve 
a practical change of course of one or two degrees on the com-
pletion of each. 

Great circle charts are very useful for drawing what is known 
as a composite track where if the great circle route would lead 
into too high a latitude the shortest route to and from the highest 
desirable parallel is readily laid down, the intervening track 
being pursued on that parallel. 

A method of drawing approximate great circles directly 
on Mercator charts was proposed by Airy in 1858, and is some-
times very useful. The excellent idea, originally suggested 
by M. F. Maury, of establishing steam " lanes " in localities 
where there is much ocean traffic, so as to minimize the risks of  

collision between outward and homeward bound ships, has been 
successfully carried out in the North Atlantic. The leading 
transatlantic steamship companies now agree to follow great 
circle routes from the Irish coast to points on the Banks of 
Newfoundland, which vary somewhat in position with the 
season of the year, but are published in advance. These " lanes " 
being avoided by sailing vessels, risks of collision are materially 
lessened. 

Having thus planned the most desirable general track to 
pursue, three methods are employed to ascertain the position 
of the ship at any time during such voyage: these are (r) pro-
jecting the track on charts; (a) simple trigonometrical calcula-
tions where the data are the course steered and distance run; 
and (3) astronomical observations, which form an entirely 
independent method. 

Of these the first is the least trustworthy, owing to the usual 
difficulties attending accurate graphic methods and the small 
scales on which ocean charts are necessarily drawn. When 
near the land the larger scale coast charts are used, and in the 
approaches to harbours still larger scale plans give increasing 
accuracy to this record of a ship's position. Index charts of 
all parts of the world are provided, by referring to which the 
navigator ascertains which chart or plan to employ, always 
preferably using that on the largest scale. 

On leaving harbour, and while near the coast, the position 
is not found by calculation but by frequently observing (when 
a variety of objects is in sight) (i) simultaneous sextant angles 
between suitably situated objects subsequently laid down on 
the chart by a station pointer; (2) simultaneous compass 
bearings of two or more objects (technically known as cross 
bearings); or (3) a combination of both methods by employing 
one bearing and one angle. All such methods are capable of 
considerable accuracy if the observations are made simultane-
ously. Should only a small number of objects, or sometimes 
only one, be visible (as frequently occurs at night) other and 
rougher methods are practised, depending upon the change 
of bearing of an object while a certain distance in a certain 
direction is traversed by the ship, such knowledge being based 
in many cases on an estimate of the action of the tide. When 
a ship is steaming at the rate of 20 knots the navigator remembers 
that a mile is passed over in three minutes, and that if in sight 
of land and fixing positions by objects on shore, it is essential to 
adopt, some rapid method; otherwise when laid down on the 
chart the position shows where the ship was, and not where 
she is. This difficulty has led to the more general use of methods 
of obtaining positions by angles instead of bearings, and laying 
them down on the chart by the aid of the station pointer. Many 
advantages accrue from this, as the observer is not restricted 
in position on board, as is the case when using the compass, 
and especially if a double sextant (having two index glasses 
and one horizon glass) is employed two angles can be measured 
simultaneously, the result on the chart being very rapidly 
arrived at. An ingenious combination of sextant and station 
pointer in one has been proposed, and most simply carried out 
by attaching vertical sights to the legs of a station pointer, 
which is put on a suitable horizontal stand, and the legs moved 
until the sights are in line with the objects observed. To assist 
the navigator in the choice of suitable objects between which 
to measure the angles, a very useful pamphlet is issued by the 
Admiralty, from the diagrams in which it can be seen at a glance 
which combination of objects in sight gives the most favourable 
result, always remembering as a broad principle that nearer 
objects lire more suitable than distant ones, and that the accuracy 
of position determined depends on the relative distances of the 
objects as well as on the magnitude of the angles between them. 

In these circumstances, which render these rougher methods 
those only available, and especially in hazy weather In many 
known localities (such as the English Channel), a conlinnons 
line of deep sea soundings at fairly even distances apart affords 
an additional verification of position, remembering that only 
an occasional sounding might prove very misleading. 

The chronicle of progress in the art of navigation would be very 
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incomplete without reference to the extended use of Lord 
Kelvin's sounding machines, either in the original form, where 
the increased pressure at different depths is recorded by dis-
coloration of chemical tubes, or in the later form known as the 
" depth recorder," where similar results are obtained by the 
automatic record of the position of a piston forced upwards 
in a tube by this increased pressure. Very satisfactory results 
can be obtained at speeds of rs or 16 knots, enabling that great 
safeguard of navigation in many places, viz. a continuous line 
of soundings, to be accurately and rapidly obtained. In con-
nexion with this should be mentioned a most ingenious invention 
known as the "submarine sentry," which on being set for any 
desired depth and towed overboard remains at that depth what-
ever the speed of the ship may be. On striking bottom it at once 
Boats to the surface and rings a warning bell. Such an instru-
ment is of obvious value in ships where, owing to the small 
number of available men, it is difficult to maintain a continuous 
line of soundings. To avoid an unnecessarily wide detour in 
rounding points and shoals, extensive use is now made of both 
horizontal and vertical danger angles ; the former is the angle 
on the arc of a horizontal circle passing through a point at the 
required distance from the danger, and through two previously 
selected, easily recognized, fixed objects. Should circumstances 
enable the selection to be made of an angle of about go", the 
ship by continually measuring the angle may be steered on the 
arc of such a circle with great precision, and may even be safely 
taken through a channel between two dangers. The vertical 
danger angle enables similar results to be attained by measuring 
the vertical angle subtended by a known height; but except 
where the selected object is one whose height is well determined, 
such as a lighthouse, this method is not so trustworthy as the 
former. 

Before losing sight of land the latitude and longitude of the last 
well-determined position found by the methods referred to is 
taken from the coast chart, transferred to the ocean or small scale 
chart, and considered to be the " departure " or starting-point of 
the ocean voyage, and from that point the course and distance 
run by the ship is laid down, being rectified on every occasion 
when the position is more accurately determined by astronomical 
means. To obviate the inevitable inaccuracies attending this 
graphic method and as a corroboration of the ship's position, 
the changes of latitude and longitude involved in each alteration 
of course are daily calculated by plane trigonometry, such 
calculations being materially abbreviated by the use of the 
Traverse Table, which is a tabulated expression of the solutions 
of right-angled plane triangles. 

The foregoing modes of keeping account of a ship's position are 
technically known as " dead reckoning." The general introduc-
tion of compasses with short needles and slow periods of vibration 
has done very much towards improving the accuracy with which 
a ship's " dead reckoning." is kept. The original model of these 
was that patented by Lord Kelvin in 1876, and since adopted in 
the British navy as the standard. In this instrument we have 
a compass specially designed to enable the principles of com-
pensation or correction proposed by Sir G. B. Airy in 1837 to 
be accurately carried out, while its slow period of swing renders 
it in all circumstances extremely steady. 

The record of distance run is always obtained from the patent 
log, usually in the form of the Cherub or Taffrail log introduced 
in 1878. The common or hand log has ceased to be regarded as 
anything but the very roughest of guides, and the patent log 
in its original form, in which it recorded the revolutions of a small 
screw towed by the ship, does not give satisfactory results at 
great speeds, nor can anything more favourable be said of those 
forms where pressure on known areas is employed. The revolu-
tions of the engines, with due allowance made for the condition 
of the ship's bottom, afford now perhaps the best means of 
estimating speed (see Loo). 

Astronomical observations afford the most accurate means 
of ascertaining positions at sea, other methods (dead reckoning) 
being only relied upon when the weather does not admit of the 
practice of these, though by utilizing twilight and night observe- 

tions of moon, stars and planets, the navigator in most parts 
of the world need seldom proceed far without the means of 
astronomically rectifying his position either in latitude, longitude 
or both at the same time. 

The practical problems involved are precisely those employed 
at astronomical observatories, but it is not possible to attain 
similar accuracy of results, for though the sextant (the instru-
ment always employed at sea in making such observations) 
is capable of marvellous accuracy, yet, as practically all such 
observations depend directly upon altitudes measured above 
the sea horizon, the uncertainty and variability of the true 
position of this, due to the changing effects of refraction, much 
affect observations made at any one time. This error in practice 
is greatly reduced by methods of combining several observations 
made at different times and using their mean or average result. 

A notable feature of the progress of the art of modern navigation 
is the greatly increased practice of star navigation, and many of 
the supposed difficulties of night observations are found to be 
removed by experience. Determinations of positions at sea by 

- twilight observations, when the brighter stars become visible 
while the horizon is still well defined, are probably the most 
accurate means we possess; and the careful navigator, by 
combining for latitude stars passing north and south of the zenith, 
and for longitude those near the prime vertical both east and west, 
can generally depend upon a good result, especially if suitable 
stars can be found for each pair at about the same altitudes. 
For these purposes the armillary sphere is extremely useful: 
this is a small celestial globe on which are depicted the principal 
stars visible to the naked eye. On elevating the pole to the 
approximate latitude of the observer, and turning the sphere 
until the sidereal time is under the fixed meridian, a correct 
representation of the heavens at the time of observation is 
obtained; the stars are then easily identified by their bearings 
and altitudes. This valuable instrument is not merely useful 
when at twilight, only a few of the brighter stars being visible, the 
constellations to which they belong are difficult of recognition, 
but it enables arrangement to be made in advance for such 
observations as are desired to be taken during the night. By 
marking in pencil on the globe the positions of the planets in 
right ascension and declination, the same sphere is also available 
for their identification. The heavenly bodies commonly observed 
at sea are: The Sun, Moon, Venus, Mars, Jupiter. Saturn, the 
Pole star, and the larger (or first magnitude) fixed stars, the 
positions of all of which in the heavens are given in the Nautical 
Almanac for fixed epochs at Greenwich, with the requisite data 
for computing their positions at all other times in all other places. 

The chief astronomical observations made at sea are those for 
ascertaining (r) latitude, (2) time and thence longitude, (3) error of 
compass, and (4) latitude and longitude simultaneously. 

To ascertain latitude by itself altitudes of heavenly bodies are 
measured above the horizon when they are on or near the meridian 
and therefore exactly or nearly north or south of the observer; in 
the case of the sun, of course, this means at or near noon. and in the 
case of other bodies such local times are previously accurately 
ascertained by a simple calculation made from the Nautical Almanac 
or more roughly found from an armillary sphere. The principle 
involved is the simple one that by subtracting the observed altitude 
when on the meridian from sio°  the distance of the zenith or point 
overhead north or south of the heavenly body is found; then by 
combining with this the distance, obtained from the Nautical 
Almanac, of the body considered north or south of the celestial 
equator at the same instant, it is found how far the zenith isnorth 
or south of the celestial equator, and this is exactly the same as the 
latitude of the observer since the celestial equator is merely the 
imaginary extension of that of the earth. Such observations are not 
necessarily restricted to that which can be taken at the instant when 
the body observed is on the meridian (meridian altitude); equally 
accurate and multiplied observations can be made on either or both 
sides of the meridian if the body is somewhat near it (ex-meridian 
and circum-meridian altitudes), and a simple calculation or reference 
to a specially constructed table or graphic curve gives the required 
result. 

Errors arising from uncertainty as to the true position of the 
horizon are with twilight and night observations largely counter. 
acted by taking the means of results obtained from observations 
made of heavenly bodies crossing the meridian both north and 
south of the observer, taken as nearly at the some time as convenient. 
In northern latitudes the pole star is so near to the pole that 
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observations of it can be taken at anytime when it is visible, and 
from a convenient table given in the Nautical Almanac the altitude 
of the pole itself (which equals the latitude) is readily obtained. 

Longitude at sea is in modern navigation always found by cont. 
paring local or ship mean time with Greenwich mean time, the latter 
being accurately known from the chronometers and the former from 
astronomical observations of suitably placed heavenly bodies. It 
may be assumed in all well found modern ships that on applying the 
known errors and accumulated rates to the times shown by the 
chronometers the Greenwich time at any instant is practically 
accurately known, and as the distance east or west of any place is 
merely the difference between the two local times at any instant ex-
pressed in degrees, so also is the distance east or west of Greenwich 
(longitude) the difference between time at place and Greenwich time 
at any one instant. The connexion between time and degrees depends 
upon the complete rotation of the earth in twenty-four hours, causing 
meridians is apart to pass under the same fixed point in the heavens 
at intervals of one hour, those east of Greenwich passing earlier and 
those west later, resulting in local time being in advance of Greenwich 
time in east longitude and vice versa in west longitude. 

The errors and rates of gaining or losing of Ow chronometer re-
ferred to are known from observations made on shore prior to the 
beginning of the voyage with a sextant and artificial horizon, and 
these observations are capable of almost as great accuracy as those 
taken at fixed astronomical observatories. As this knowledge is 
absolutely essential every opportunity is taken at each principal port 
visited of either repeating such observations or obtaining the Infor-
mation from time balls dropped from observatories on shore at the 
Greenwich times indicated in the Time-ball pamphlet. Local or ship 
time can only be found with fair accuracy from cakulations based on 
altitudes of heavenly bodies, when they are nearly east or west of the 
observer or technically on the prime verticaL Such times can be 
approximately seen from the azimuth diagrams or from tables of true 
bearings of heavenly bodies, and the error involved by uncertainty 
as to the position of the horizon can be greatly obviated in twilight or 
at night by taking the mean of results arising from nearly simultane-
ous observations of bodies bearing both cast and west. In the usual 
case of determining time by observations of the sun the results arising 
from morning observations are compared with those similarly ob-
tained in the afternoon. It will of course be remarked that should 
any unallowed-for error in the chronometer exist it will affect the 
resulting longitude by its full amount. 

In considering the foregoing methods in astronomically fixing a 
ship's position we notice that always when the two elements of 
latitude and longitude are determined at different times, and gener-
ally, as we shall presently see, when they are determined together 
(though usually for a shorter time) the navigator has to depend for 
some time on the accuracy of the course steered and estimated 
distance run; also when cloudy weather prevails he has to depend 
entirely on those elements for a knowledge of the ship's position. 
The frequent astronomical observation of the error of the compass is 
therefore a most important and fortunately simple duty. In practice 
the error is found by a comparison between the compass bearing of a 
heavenly body and its true bearing, obtained either by calculation, or 
more generally from a graphic diagram (Weir's azimuth diagram) or 
tables from which at practically any time when above the horizon the 
true bearings of the principal heavenly bodies are taken by in-
spection. These important observations are most accurately made 
when the body observed is bearing nearly east or west true, if not 
too high, but if clouds prevent observations at such times, fairly good 
results can be obtained by observing the compass.bearing when the 
object is on the meridian (if not too high) and therefore lying north 
or south true. 

The causes of the changing errors of a compass in an iron ship 
are described elsewhere (see Cosrass), but by making comparisons 
as above the navigator can at .once ascertain what is termed the 

total " error, and if he takes from that the portion of error due to 
the earth, or what is termed variation (known from a chart of such 
elements), the remaining error is that caused by the iron of the ship, 
technically known as deviation. The latter method of procedure has 
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Deviations greater than a few degrees are not merely inconvenient 
but in modern compasses produce unsteadiness or oscillation of the 
compass card, no that, especially in new ships, the skilful navigator 
reduces such errors by adjusting the compensating magnets when 
favourable occasions offer. Recognizing the great value of a sound 
knowledge of compass adjustment, the British Board of Trade have 
included this among the compulsory subjects of examination for the 
rank of master, thus following the example of the navy, where all 
navigating officers have to attend a practical course of study on the 
subject. 

The practical problem of finding both latitude and longitude at the 
same time is the most important of all in modern navigation, and is 
rapidly superseding other modes of ascertaining a ship's position. 
The principle involved depends upon the fact that every heavenly 
body is at each particular instant of time directly overhead or in the 
wrath of some place on the earth. Thus, if we take the sun as an  

instance, it is noon at all places on the meridian of se W. when , it IS 
exactly 4 p.m.  at Greenwich, and at the one spot on that meridian 
where the observer is as far north or south of the terrestrial equator 
as the sun is north or south of the celestial equator (declination) it will 
not only be noon but the sun will be immediately .  overhead and will 
have an altitude of 9o .". This, therefore, at any instant defines the 
position where the sun is vertical; its latitude must equal the sun's 
declination and its longitude in time equal the time since noon at 
Greenwich. Now at a distance of 6o m. in every direction on the 
surface of the earth from the point thus defined the sun will have an 
altitude of 89° and in all directions at a distance of too rn. its 
altitude will be 70° (•seio°--so°), so that on aglobe, by marking the 
position where at a certain instant the sun is vertical and taking 
that as a centre, a series of concentric circles may be drawn, on all 
points of each of which the sun's altitude will be the same... When, 
therefore, at sea we measure with a sextant at any time the altitude 
of the sun (say 6o° to') we at once know we are somewhere on the arc 
of a circle having for its centre the spot where the sun is vertical at 
that instant, and for radius a distance equal to t 79o' ( -ssio° — 6o° to'). 
Such information, combined with the best and most recent knowledge 
we have of the ship's latitude at the time, will of itself afford valuable 
information as to the position, but by making two such observations, 
separated by a sufficiently long interval for the position having the 
sun vertical to have moved considerably (owing to the rotation of 
the earth), we are able to Consider with certainty that we must be at 
one or other of the widely separated intersections of two such 
circles, the movement of the ship in the interval between the two 
observations being duly allowed for. The dead reckoning affords 
informStion as to which of these intersections is the true position. 

Now even, on a large globe it would be practically impossible to 
obtain very accurate results from this problem by drawing such 
circles, but on a large scale chart (or ordinary squared paper) much 
greater accuracy.  is obtainable. The method commonly used on a 
Mercator chart involves two suppositions: (I) that the concentric 
circles we have referred to will be correctly represented as circles on 
the chart, and (2) that these are of such diameters, that a portion of 
say too in. of are may be considered to be a straight line coincident 
with the tangent to the circle and therefore at right anctliea to the 
direction of the sun. Except in high latitudes (above 60 °) creator's 
projection fulfils the first condition sufficiently well for practical 
purposes, and, except when the altitude is greater than 70 °, the 
second condition is also approximately true since the radii of such 
circles will exceed 1200 m. 

Premising these conditions, suppose that on a certain day at 9 a.m. 
when the ship's approximate position, known from previous observa-
tions and laid down on the 
chart, is supposed to be at A 
(fig. 7), an observation of the 
sun is made from which the 
longitude is calculated, the 
result being that on the sup-
position that the latitude of 
A is correct, the ship's position 
is probably at B. Now by 
drawing a straight line all 
through B at right angles to 
the true bearing of the sun 
at the time of observation 
(which is most readily known 
from the azimuth tables) we FIG. 7. are obviously right in assum- 
ing the ships position to be somewhere on that line if we consider 
it as approximately an arc of a large circle having the place where 
the sun is then vertical as s centre, the direction of such place being 
indicated by an arrow. 

If our supposed latitude be right the position will be at B, but if 
not correct it must still be on the line ab, and if near land or any 
danger the direction of this line, even if no subsequent observation 
be available, will often give most valuable information. If, while 
waiting for the sun to change its bearing, the ship runs from B to C, 
a line cd drawn through C parallel to ab will represent an arc on which 
the position lies when she is probably at C, which at this instant 
(to•3o a. in.) is the most probable position of the ship. 

If another observation of the sun for longitude is now made and 
the resulting position is D (lying of course in the same latitude as C). 
on drawing through D a line of at right angles to the bearing of the 
sun (indicated by an arrow) we are right in assuming the position to 
be somewhere on such an arc as is represented by this line. 

Hence E, the intersection of the two arcs on which the position lies 
at the same instant, must be the true place when the last observation 
was taken at the supposed position D, the discrepancies being entirely 
due to the original unknown error in the assumed latitude of A, for 
had that been accurate the position on the original line al, would 
have been such that on laying off the course and distance from that 
position C would have coincided with E. 

Errors in the assumed latitude of as much in many cases as 30 tn. 
will often be found to produce ho practical difference in the resultant 
position. but of course the accuracy of the longitude found is entirely 
dependent upon the chronometer, and in such cases as arise when the 
intersecting arcs make a small angle with each other great accuracy 
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is required in the course and distanee.(ua betweed the times of 
observation. 

This method of finding both latitude and longitude at the same 
time is commonly known as " Sumner's " method from the publicity 
given to it in 1847 by the publication of an excellent pamphlet on the 
subject by a master of that name in the American mercantile marine, 
although in a modified form it was practised at a much earlier date 
in the British navy under the name of " cross bearings of the sun." 
Prior to the publication of azimuth tables in 1866 the calculation 
was more lengthy and troublesome, the work being practically 
doubled. 

We have taken an illustration from observations of the sun, but 
the meCind is obviously applicable to all heavenly bodies provided 
they are so situated that the arcs drawn will intersect at a good 
angle; this in twilight or at night-time is readily done by selecting 
two heavenly bodies whose bearings differ considerably, and in such 
rues the small complication of allowing for the run of the ship is 
often obviated by making the observations simultaneously. The 
ancillary sphere or star globe is useful in selecting objects suitably 
situated. 

The principle of Sumner's method has of recent years received • 
very important and valuable development under the name of the 

new navigation." In this method, originally proposed by Marc St 
Hilaire, a comparison is made between the altitude of a heavenly 
body as actually observed and that calculated from the supposed 
position of the ship. For instance, the position of an observer at the 
instant of observing a (true) altitude of the sun of go° To' must be 
somewhere on a portion of the circumference of a circle (usually of 
such size that the portion considered may be represented on a chart 
by a straight line) having its centre in latitude equal to the sun's 
declination, and in longitude equal to the Greenwich apparent time 
at the instant, the radius of such a circle being equal to the sun's 
zenith distance of 49 °  50'. If at the same time the true altitude of 
the sun is from the estimated position of the ship calculated to be 
so' 5', it is evident that thegreater observed altitude must be owing 
to the ship being nearer to the centre of the circle than was supp osed, 
and a line of position drawn through the estimated position at right 
angles to the bearing of the sun must be transferred parallel to itself 
through a distance of 5' towards the direction of the sun's bearing. 
The second line of position, obtained when the sun's bearing has 
altered some 25°, is dealt with in a similar way, and the intersection 
of the two lines so obtained gives the position of the ship at the time 
of second observation. This mode of procedure enables all observa-
tions, whether near or far from the meridian, to be similarly dealt 
with; in all cases the altitude the heavenly body should have is 
computed and compared with what it actually has. The practice of 
problems such as the foregoing is greatly facilitated by the extended 
means of finding at any moment the azimuth or true bearing of a 
heavenly body. When .the azimuth was only required for the de-
termination of compass error, the valuable tables from which the 
computed results could be obtained by inspection were limited to 
those cases of most practical importance, but from the ingenious and 
simple graphical for known as Weir's' azimuth diagram azimuths 
of all heavenly bodies, whose declinations extend from 6o °  N. to 
6o° S., can be obtained during the whole time they are above the 
horizon, thus greatly,  facilitating the laying down lines of position. 

A careful record of everything pertaining to the navigation of the 
ship, with the results of all observations and calculated positions, is 
kept in the ship's log, an official book of great importance, a rough 
original of which is kept on deck with entries made in it of all such 
events at the time of their occurrence. A copy of the headings of a 
page of this as transferred into the official log is here given: 
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The course entered here is that which would be indicated by the 
" standard ' compass of the ship (placed in the most favourable 
magnetic position on board); that actually steered by is the one 
most conveniently,  seen by the helmsman. Comparisons between 
the latter and the " standard " are frequentlyy made, their indications 
generally varying somewhat owing to the difference of deviation in 
different positions on the ship. The compass card is usually gradu-
ated into points and degrees, but the course is always estimated in 
degrees. The speed is ascertained from the indication of the patent 
log, the hand log being generally only used as a rough check on this. 
Wind direction and force are the result of estimation; as the speed 
and course of the ship so greatly affect the apparent direction and 
velocity no practical anemometer for use on board ship exists. Wind 
force is estimated in terms of what is known as the " Beaufort " 
scale, based on the supposed amount of sail a vessel could carry at 
the time. The height of the mercurial barometer is carefully read at 
the end of each watch, as also is the thermometer; the more sensitive 
aneroid barometer is kept in a very accessible position and more 
frequently referred to by the officer of the watch. When navigating 
in localities and during seasons at which circular storms or hurricanes  

may be expected (as known from the Barometer Manual) the baro-
meter is anxiously and frequently watched, and at all times its indi-
cation is compared with that normally experienced in the locality 
traversed as shown on the barometer charts, due allowance being 
made in the tropics for the ordinary daily movement. AU observa-
tions relating to ocean meteorology we of great service in the com-
pilation and improvement of wind and current charts. and in many 
ships more extensive meteorological journals are voluntarily kept 
on forms supplied by the Meteorological Office. A knowledge of the 
temperature of the surface of the sea is often of great practical use in 
navigation as giving warning of change in direction of the surface 
ocean current, especially in localities where there exist near to each 
other warm and ccld currents setting in different directions, as, for 
instance, near the edge of the Gulf Stream. As an indication of the 
vicinity of ice such observations are usually much less trustworthy. 

On the completion of the calculations giving the ship's position 
at noon each day the results are tabulated in the ship's log on the 
ollowing form: 

Course 
anode good 

Distance. Latitude. Longitude Variation 
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The course and distance made good each day are calculated by 
trigonometry be ween the best determined positions at two successive 
gloom such p ss• ions in fine weather being always those determined 
astronomically, and the current being considered the difference in the 
positions at noon as determined astronomically and as calculated by 
dead reckoning since the previous noon; such differences, however, 
obviously include the errors of all kinds. The latitude and longitude 
found by dead reckoning are entered under that heading (D.R.). 
The astronomical position of latitude and longitude (entered as 
" obs." or " by observation ") are very seldom both determined of 
noon, but are carried up or back to that Instant by calculation from 
the intervening dead reckoning. The variation allowed is taken 
from the published variation chart, on which the latest results of such 
observations are embodied at intervals of about ten years with the 
annual changes (as far as known) in different localities, thus enabling 
the navigator to obtain its value at intermediate dates. Finally the 
course and distance are calculated from the position of the ship at 
noon to either the port of destination or some prominent ition or 
danger near to which the vessel must pass. This is entered under the 
heading " true bearings and distance." 

Aurumtmits.—The following list of some writers of navigation 
whose works have not been already mentioned may be found useful 
to refer to: Thomas Addison, Arithmetical Navigation (1625)—he was 
the first to apply logarithms; Antonio de Najera (Lisbon, 1628) 
follows Nuflez and Cespedes, but corrects the declination of sun and 
stars; Sir R. Dudley, L'arcano del mare (t630-t646, 2nd ed., 
Florence, 1661)—too ponderous for the use of seamen; Sironas 
Moore (t681)—one of the best books of the period; William 

J
ones 

(1792)—a useful compendium containing trigonometry applied to the 
various sailings, the use of the log, and tables of logarithms; Pierre 
Jean Bouguer, Traig compkt de la navigation (folio, 1698)—good but 
too large; Manuel f'imental, L'Arte de reasegar (Lisbon, 1712); 
Pierre flouguer, jun., Nosrveaoe bail did umigakon (1733)—without 
tables, published at the request of the minister of marine, improved 
and shortened in 176o under the superintendence of the astronomer 
Lacaille; Nathaniel Colson, The Mariner's Nets Calendar (ii' )-a
kood book; Seller, Practical Navigation---s book very popular in its 
time (there was an edition as late as 1739); Samuel Dunn published 
good star charts and tables of latitude and longitude (1737), and 
framed concise rules for many problems on navigation (published by 
the board of longitude); John H. Moore, The Practical Navigator 
and Seaman's New Daily Assistant (1774—very popular, and gener-
ally used in the British navy—the 18th and 19t editions (I81o,1814) 
were improved by J. Dessiou; W. Wilson (Edinburgh, 1773)—a 
treatise of good repute at the time; Samuel Dunn, New Epitome of 
Practical Navigation, or Guide to the Indian Seas (1777)—for the 
longitude he depends chiefly on a variation chart from observations 

Indiamen, and he still makes no mention of the Nautical 
%mantic or of parallel rulers; Samuel Dunn (probably a son of the 
last named, 1781) is the last writer who gives instruction for the use 
of the astrolabe; he also wrote on " lunars " (1783, 1793), a name 
which was generally adopted about this time, and published an 
excellent traverse table 1783), and Daly Uses of the Nautical 
Sciences, (i 79o) ; Horsburgi , Directory for East India Voyages (1805): 
A Mackay, The Ccmzpkte Navigator (about 1791); and ed. 1810)—
there is no instruction for finding longitude by the chronometer. 
Kelt . Spherical Trigonometry and Nautical Agronomy (1796. 
ath cd., 1813)—clear and simple; N. Bowditch, Practical Nugget*, 
(iffoo)—passed through many editions and is now (in a revised form) 
the official text-book of the United States navy; J. W. Node, 
Epitome of Navigation (1803, 219t ed. 1878)--still a favourite in the 
mercantile marine from its simplicity, and because navigation can 
be learned from it without a teacher; T. Kerigan, The Young 
Navigator's Guide to Nautical Astronomy 0821); Inman, Epitome 
of Navigation (1820—with an excellent volume of tables, formerly 
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largely used in the British navy, 9th ed. (1854); E. Riddle. Neste-
twos and Nautical Astronomy (3rd ed. 024, 9th eel., by Escort, 1871), 
still worthy of its high reputation; J. T. Towson, T able for Reduction 
of Ex. onefean Altitudes (4th ed. 1854), very useful; H. Raper, 
Practice of Nav•igateme (1840, loth ed. 1870), an excellent book; 
H. Evers, Navigation and Great Circle Sailing (185o), other works on 
the same subject by Merrifield and Evers (1868) and Evers (1875) ; 
R. M. Inskip, Navigation and Nautical Astronomy (1865), a useful 
book, without tables; T. H. Sumner, A MethodoFseding a Ship's 
Position by two Observations and Greenwich Time Chronontekr— 
this is set forth as a novelty, but was published byCaptain R. Owen, 
R.N., early in the century. and practised by many officers; H. W. 
jeans, Navigation and Nautical Astronomy (1858); Harbord, 
Glossary of Navigation (1863, enlarged ed. 1883), a very excellent 
book of reference; W. C. Bergen, Practice and Theory of Navigation 
(1872); Sir W. Thomson, Navigation, a Lecture (1876), well worth 
reading; Lecky, Wriveleles in Navigation (1880); Martin, Navigation 
and Nautical Astronomy, sanctioned for use in the British nevi'. 

(W. R. W•) 
NAVIGATION LAWS. The laws grouped under this title are 

a branch rather of municipal law than of the general maritime 
law. They are based upon the right of a state to regulate the 
navigation of its own waters and to protect its own commerce. 
One of the most curious early books on the subject is Captain G. 
.St Lo, England's Safe:is or a Bridle to the French King, proposing 
a awe Method for encowaging Navigation (London, '2nd ed. 
x693). Navigation laws may be divided into two classes. The 
first class includes all laws designed to secure a commercial 
monopoly to the state which enacted them. In Great Britain 
the object was attained by the Navigation Acts, the earliest of 
which were those of :38r and x39o, ordaining that no merchandise 
should be shipped out of the realm except in British ships on 
pain of forfeiture. The principal Navigation Act was that of 
x66o (Scottish, 1661, C. 45). Up to 1854 coasting trade was 
wholly restricted to British ships, and a British ship must have 
been navigated by a master who was a British subject, and by 
a crew of whom a certain proportion must have been British 
subjects. After 1854 the only relics of such restrictions were 
found in the provisions of the Customs Consolidation Act 1853, 

324, by which, in order to secure reciprocity, prohibitions or 
restrictions may by order in council be imposed upon the ships 
of any country in which British ships are liable to similar pro-
hibitions or restrictions. Subject to these exceptions, a foreign 
ship is in the same position as a British ship with regard to 
British trade. This right of foreign ships is expressly recognized 
by the Customs Law Consolidation Act 1876; by § 14t of that 
act foreign ships engaged in the coasting trade are not to be 
subject to higher rates than British ships. Any advantages 
which a British ship has, e.g. the right of claiming protection 
for her flag, the non-attachment to her of a maritime lien for 
necessaries supplied in a British port,are not directly connected 
with the policy under which the Navigation Acts have become 
obsolete. These advantages are not secured to a British ship 
until she is registered. United States law agrees with British 
in this respect. " The United States have imitated the policy 
of England and other commercial nations in conferring peculiar 
privileges upon American-built ships and owned by our own 
citizens. . . . The object of the Registry Acts is to encourage 
our own trade, navigation and shipbuilding by granting peculiar 
or exclusive privileges of trade to the flag of the United States, 
and by prohibiting the communication of those immunities 
to the shipping and mariners of other countries " (Kent, 
Comm. iii. x39). It may be noticed that an alien is generally 
incapable of becoming the owner of a ship. This incapacity was 
specially preserved in the case of British ships by the Naturaliza-
tion Act 1870, § 14. 

The second class of navigation laws includes those which deal 
with the navigation of any waters over which a state has any 
control, and embraces all that is necessary for the due use of such 
waters, as rules of the road, management of harbours and light-
houses, and licensing and control of pilots. Such laws may deal 
with (1) the high seas, (2) tidal waters other than the high seas. 
(3) non-tidal waters. 

1. The claims of various nations to dominion over parts of the hign 
Seal Wye now become matters of merely historical interest. Such 
clainfs have been at different times advanced by Great Britain. 
Holland, Spain and Portugal, and were once sufficiently important  

to evoke the Mare Werner of Grotius and the Mare Claanini of 
John Selden. It may be noted that in i1393 the Cuurt of Arbitration. 
on the Bering Sea Fisheries found that Russia had never claimed or 
exercised exclusive jurisdiction over the Bering Sea outside terri-
torial waters and that the United States had no further right than 
had Russia at the time of the cession of Alaska in 1867. Rules for 
the navigation of the high seas may still be promulgated by any 
government. In Great Britain such rules, generally known as the 
" Sailing Rules," have been made by order in council under the 
powers of the Merchant Shipping Act 1862; the rules at present in 
force are those contained in the order of the 27th of November t896, 
L.G. No. 1082, as amended by subsequent orders in council. The 
order of 1896 was extended by the order of 1897, L.G. No. 572, to the 
ships of most foreign countries, with a special provision as to China. 
In the case of a state which has not assented to them, the only rules 
enforceable are the general rules of the sea, gradually ascertained by 
individual cases before courts of admiralty. 

2. For the navigation of its tidal waters—as far as they axe 
territorial—a state may legislate without the assent of other states. 
An example of such legislation is afforded by the Territorial Waters 
Jurisdiction Act 1878, a measure 

E
asee
x.

d in consequence of the 
celebrated case of R. v. Kryn, L.R. 2 	D., 126 (the " Franconia " 
case), in 1876. Under the head of territorial waters would fall the 
" narrow seas " (as the Bristol Channel, Great Belt or Straits of 
Messina), bays and harbours, estuaries and arms of the eea, navigable 
tidal rivers, and the sea for the distance of a marine league from the 
shore. Such waters being res publicae though not re: communes, as 
are the high seas, are prima facie subject to the jurisdiction of the 
state. In England the soil under such waters, or at least under all but 
the last kind, is prima facie vested in the crown, subject to thepu blic 
rights of fishery and anchorage. For the distance of a marine 
from low-water mark the crown has certainly jurisdiction for 
and revenue purposes. This is a rule of general internatio law. 
It may be noted that the Instind de Droit International proposed to 
double this limit. See Hall, International Lam (3th ed.), p. 154• In 
England the navigation of most of the principal tidal waters is 
governed by rules contained in acts of parliament and orders in 
council, the latter for the must part promulgated under the authority 
given by the Merchant Shipping Act 1862. For instance, there are 
numerous orders relating to the Thames, Mersey, Tees and other 
important rivers. 

3. Non-tidal waters, even though navigable, are in Great Britain 
prima facie private waters, in which the nght of navigation does not 
exist as a public franchise, but can only be acquired by prescription 
founded on a presumed grant by an owner. In Roman law and in 
the Code Napoleon it s otherwise. Navigable rivers in those systems 
are always publics jots, whether tidal or non-tidal. Navigation of 
non-tidal waters in the United Kingdom, whether natural or artificial, 
'is now almost entirely regulatedtoy various Navigation and Con- 
serrancY Acta, e.gf the Thames Conservancy Acts, the Shannon, 
Trent, Lee, &c., Navigation Acts, and the various Canal 
especially the Manchester Ship Canal Act 1885. It may be noticed 
that the crown is empowered by the Merchant Shipping Act 1862 
to make rules for the navigation of inland waters. even when artificial, 
on the application of the proprietors. Examples of such rules are 
the orders in causal regulating the Mersey and Inv& navigation and 
the Bridgewater navigation, 18th May 387o. Such waters being . 

private .property, the application for the rules by the proprietors is 
recited in the order in council. 

The distinction drawn in the United States between navigable and 
boatable rivers seems to be peculiar to that country, unless insfeed it 
is analogous to the " fleuves et rivieres navigables ou flottables " of 
the Code Napoleon, 538. It is at least unknown in Great Britain. 

Remedies for Obstruction and Pollution.—These may be either 
criminal or civil—the criminal by indictment or information, the 
civil by action for damages or fur an injunction, in addition to the 
criminal remedy, where special damage has been sustained. Pollu-
tion is expressly provided for by the Rivers Pollution Prevention 
Act 1876, which gives jurisdiction to county courts in cases within 
the act. 

International Law.—The international law as to the navigation of 
the high seas has been sketched above. Reference should also be 
made to what is known as the " Rule of the War of 2756 " to the 
effect that where a colonial or coasting trade is prohibited to other 
nations in time of peace, a neutral by engaging in this trade by 
permission of a belligerent in time of war is liable to the other 
belligerent. The leading case is The Immanuel (1799), 2 C. 
Robinson', Rep. t86. Regulations for the coasting trade may be 
made by the government of India under the powers of the Customs 
Consolidation Act 053, 329, and by thelegislature of a British 
possession under the Merchant Shipping Act 1894, § 736. As to 
territorial waters, it is the general though not the universal opinion 
of jurists that the state to which the territorial waters belong has a 
right to forbid their navigation by foreigners. The free navigation of 
rivers has often been the subject of treaties, almost necessarily so 
where a river is the boundary between two states. In such a case. 
if a state were to maintain the strict letter of its rights, navigation 
would be almost impossible. as each state is proprietor down to the 
middle line of the bed of the river, the *tedium ,fitoun aquae or Matting. 
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By the treaty of Vienna in 5815 it was provided that the navigation 
of all rivers separating or traversing the states that were parties 
thereto should be open for commercial purposes to the vessels of all 
nations, subject to a uniform system of police and tolls. The treaty 
of Paris. 1856, extended this principle to the Danube. In America 
the cases of the Mississippi and the -St Lawrence are important. By 
the treaty of Versailles. 1783, it was provided that " the navigation of 
the Mississippi shall for ever remain free and open to the subjects 
of Great Bntain and the citizens of the United States." But the 
United States afterwards acquired Louisiana and Florida; and, the 
stipulation as to British subjects not being renewed in the treaty of 
Ghent, t814, the United States maintains that the right of navigat-
ing the Mississippi is vested exclusively in its citizens. As to the St 
Lawrence, after disputes for a long period between Great Britain and 
the United States, the right of Free navigation for purposes of 
commerce was secured to the United States by the treaty of Washing-
ton. 1871. There are some waters, such as the Suez Canal and the 
Panama Canal, which are subject to peculiar engagements by treaty 
or convention. The former depends on the Convention of Con-
stantinople, 29th of October 1888, the latter—as far as regards the 
United Kingdom and the United States—on the Hay-Pauncefote 
Treaty. 18th of November 1901. But as a rule it may be said that in 
time of peace the territorial waters of a state are open to foreigners 
for commercial purposes, subject to observance of any rules as to 
police, pilotage. &c., imposed by the state. Tolls may be impond by 
the state upon foreigners. This right is expressly recognised in most 
commercial treaties. A notable instance was the claim of Denmark 
tocharge what were called the " Sound dues " from all vessels passing 
Elsinore. though the Sound was not strictly her territorial water. 
The right was not universally recognized, though it had prescription 
in its favour and was invariably paid. In 1857, the dues were 
aboEshed, and compensation paid to Denmark for the loss of her 
alleged right. U. W.) 

NAVIN& ATMS, in Roman legendary history, a famous 
augur during the reign of Tarquinius Priscus. When the latter 
desired to double the number of the equestrian centuries, Navius 
opposed him, declaring that it must not be done unless the 
omens were propitious, and, as a proof of his powers of divination, 
cut through a whetstone with a razor. Navius's statue with 
veiled head was afterwards shown in the comitium; the whet-
stone and razor were buried in the same place, and a puteal 
placed over them. Hard by was a sacred fig-tree, called after 
him the Navian fig-tree. It was reported that Nevins was subse-
quently put to death by Tarquinius. According to Schwegler, 
the puteal originally indicated that the place had been struck 
by lightning, and the story is a reminiscence of the early struggle 
between the state and ecclesiasticism. 

See Livy i. 36; Dion. Halic. iii. 70; Aurelius Victor, De saris 
alsstrs3us, 6; Schwegler, Rdmischt Geschiclas, bk. xv. 16. 

NAVVY, a labourer employed in the digging and excavating 
of earth, &c., in the construction of railways, docks, canals or 
other engineering operations. The word is a shortened form of 
" navigator," applied during the 18th and early part of the 19th 
centuries to a labourer at work on canals, to which the name 
" navigation " is often applied. Power-machines (excavators) 
for performing such work are consequently known as " steam-
navvies." 

NAVY and NAVIES. The navy of a country was in its 
original meaning the total body of its shipping, whether used 
for war, for oversee and coasting traffic, or for fishing—the 
total in fact of its ships (Lat. saws). By custom, however, the 
word has come to be used only of that part of the whole which 
is set aside for purposes of war and police. Every navy consists 
of a material part (see Saw), i.e. the vessels, with their means 
of propulsion and their armament, and of a human organization, 
namely the crews of all ranks, by which the vessels are handled. 
Ships and men are combined in divisions, and are ruled by an 
organ of the government to which they belong (see ADMIRALTY 
ADMINISTRAYION) 

PERSONNEL 
The personnel of the isritish navy is composed of two different 

bodies of men, the seamen and the marines, each of which has its 
appropriate officers. The marines are the subject of a separate 
article. 

The officers of the navy are classed as follows in the order of their 
rank: flag-officers (see ADMIRAL), commodores, captains, staff 
captains, commanders, staff commanders, lieutenants, navigating 
lieutenants. sub-lieutenants chief gunners, chief boatswains, chief 
carpenters, gunners boatswains, carpenters, midshipmen, naval 
cadets 

Flag-officers are divided into three ranks, viz. tear-admiral, vice. 

admiral, admiral. There is also the rank of " admiral of the fleet ": 
such an officer, if in command, would carry the union flag at the main. 

All flag-officers, commanders-in-chief, are considered as responsible 
for the conduct of the fleet or squadron under their command. They 
are bound to keep them in perfect condition for service; to exercise 
them frequently in forming orders of sailing and lines of battle, and 
in performing all such evolutions as may occur in the presence of an 
enemy; to direct the commanders of squadrons and divisions to 
inspect the state of each ship under their command; to see that the 
established rules for good order, discipline and cleanliness are ob-
served; and occasionally to inquire into these and other matters 
themselves. They are required to correspond with the secretary of 
the admiralty, and report to him all their proceedings. 

Every flag-officer serving in a fleet, but not commanding it, is 
required to 

 
superintend required 	the ships of the squadron or division 

placed, under his order—to see that their crews are properly 
disciplined, that all orders are punctually attended to, that the 
stores, provisions and water are kept as complete as circumstances 
will admit, that the seamen and marines are frequently exercised, 
and that every precaution is taken for preserving the health of their 
crews. When at sea, be is to take care that every ship in his division 
preserves her station in whatever line or order of sailing the fleet 
may be formed; and in battle he is to observe attentively the 
conduct of every ship near him, whether of the squadron or division 
under his immediate command or not; and at the end of the battle 
he is to report it to the commander-inshief, in order that commenda-
tion or censure may be passed, as the case may appear to merit; and 
he is empowered to send an officer to supersede any captain who may 
misbehave in battle, or whose ship is evidently avoiding the en-
gagement. U any flag-officer be killed in battle his flag is to be kept 
flying, and signals to be repeated, in the same manner as if he were 
still alive, until the battle shall be ended; but the death of a flag-
officer, or his being rendered incapable of attending to his duty, is to 
be conveyed as expeditiously as possibleto the commander-m-chief. 

The captain of the fleet is a temporary rank, where a commander-
in-chief has ten or more ships of the line under his command ; it may 
be compared with that of adjutant-general in the army. He may 
either be a flagsfficer or one of the senior captains; in the former 
case, he takes his rank with the flag-officers of the fleet; in the latter, 
he ranks next to the junior rear-admiral, and is entitled to the pay 
and allowance of a rear-admiral. All orders of the commander-in-
chief are issued through him. all returns of the fleet are made through 
him to the commander-in-chief, and he keeps a journal of the pro- 
ceedings of the fleet, which be transmits to the admiralty. He is 
ap pointed and can be removed from this situation only by the lords 
commissioners of the admiralty. 

A commodore is a temporary rank, and of two Winds—the one 
having a captain under him in the same ship, and the other without a 
captain. The former has the rank, pay and allowances of a rear-
admiral, the latter the pay and allowances of a captain and special 
allowance as the lords of the admiralty may direct. They both carry 
distinguishing pennants. 

When a captain is appointed to command a ship of war he com-
missions the ship by hoisting his pennant; and if fresh out of the 
dock, and from the hands of the dockyard officers, he proceeds im-
mediately to prepare her for sea, by demanding her stores, provisions, 
guns and ammunition from the respective departments, according 
to her establishment. He enters such petty officers, leading seamen, 
able seamen, ordinary seamen. artificers, stokers, firemen and bo ys  
as may be sent to him from the flag or receiving ship. If he be 
appointed to succeed the captain of a ship already in commission, he 
passes a receipt to the said captain for the ship's books,.pepersand 
stores, and becomes responsible for the whole of the remauung stores 
and provisions. 

The duty of the captain of a ship, with regard to the several books 
and accounts, pay-books, entry, musters, discharges, &c., is regulated 
by various acts of parliament ; but the state of the internal discipline, 
the order, regularity, cleanliness and the health of the crews will 
depend mainly on himself and his officers. In all these respects the 
general printed orders for his guidance contained in the King's 
Regulations and Admiralty Instructions are particularly precise and 
minute. And, for the information of the ship's company, he is 
directed to cause the articles of war, and abstracts of all acts of 
parliament for the encouragement of seamen, and all such orders and 
regulations for discipline as may be established, to be hung up in 
some public part of the ship, to which the men may at all times have 
access. He is also to direct that they be read to the ship's company. 
all the officers being present, once at least in every month. He is 
desired to be particularly careful that the chaplain have shown to 
him the attention and respect due to his sacred office by all the 
officers and men, and that divine service be performed every Sunday. 
He is not authorized to inflict summary punishment on any com-
missioned or warrant-officer, but he may place them under arrest, 
and suspend any officer who shall misbehave, until an opportunity 
shall offer of trying such officer by a court-martial. He is enjoined 
to be very careful not to suffer the inferior officers or men to be 
treated with cruelty and oppression by their superiors. He is the 
authority who can order punishment to be inflicted, which he is 
never to do without sufficient cause nor ever with greater seventy 
than the offence may really deserve, nor until twenty-four hours after 
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the crime has been committed, which must be specified in the warrant 
ordering the punishment. He may delegate this authority to a 
limited extent to certain officers. All the officers and the whole 
ship's company are to be present at every punishment, which must 
be Inserted in the log-book, and an abstract sent to the admiralty 
every quarter. 

The commander has the chief command in small vessels. In larger 
vessels he is chief of the staff to the captain and assists him in main-
taining discipline, and in sailing and fighting the ship. 

The lieutenants take the watch by turns, and are at such times 
entrusted, in the absence of the captain, with the command of the 
ship. The one on duty is to inform the captain of all important 
occurrences which take place during his watch. He is to see that the 
whole of the duties of the ship are carried on with the same punctu-
ality as if the captain himself were present. In the absence of the 
captain, the commander or senior executive officer is responsible for 
everything done on board. 

The navigating officer receives his orders from the captain or the 
senior executive officer. He is entrusted, under the command of the 
captain, with the charge of navigating the ship, bringing her to 
anchor, ascertaining the latitude and longitude of her place at sea, 
surveying harbours, and making such nautical remarks and observa-
tions as may be useful to navigation in general. 

The warrant-officers of the navy may be compared with the non-
commissioned officers of the army. They take rank as follows, viz. 
gunner, boatswain, carpenter; and, compared with other officers, 
they take rank after sub-lieutenants and before midshipmen. 

The midshipmen are the principal subordinate officers, but have no 
specific duties assigned to them. In the smaller vessels some of the 
senior ones are entrusted with the watch; they attend parties of 
men sent on shore, pass the word of command on board, and see that 
the orders of their superiors are carried into effect; in sheet, they are 
exercised in all the duties of their profession, so as, after five years' 
service as cadets and midshipmen, to qualify them to become 
lieutenants, and are then rated sub-lieutenants provided they have 
passed the requisite examination. 

The duties and relative positions of these officers remain practi-
cally unaffected by recent changes; but a profound modification was 
made in the constitution of the corps of of oers at the close of 19oz. 
Up to the end of that year, officers who belonged to the " executive " 
branch, i.e. from midshipmen to admiral, to the marines and the 
engineers, had entered at different ages, had been trained in separate 
reboots, and had formed three co-operating but independent lines. 
For reasons set forth in a memorandum by Lord Selborne (December 
16, 19o2)—from the desire to give a more scientific character 
to naval education, and to achieve complete unity among all classes 
of officers—it was decided to replace the triple by a single system of 
entry, and to coalesce all classes of officers, apart from the purely 
civil lines—surgeons and paymasters (formerly " pursers ")—into 
one. Lads were in future to be entered together, and at one training 
establishment at Osborne in the Isle of Wight. on the distinct under-
standing that it was to be at the discretion of the admiralty to assign 
them to executive, marine or engineer duties at a later penod. After 
two years' training at Osborne, and at the Naval College at Dart-
mouth, all alike were to go through the rank of midshipman and to 
pass the same examination for lieutenant. When in the intermediate 
position of sub-lieutenant, they were to be assigned to their respec-
tive branches as executive officer, marine or engineer. The engineers 
under this new system were to cease to be a civil branch, as they bad 
been before, and become known as lieutenant, commander, captain 
or rear-admiral E. (Engineer). 

The crew of a ship of war consists of leading seamen, able seamen, 
ordinary seamen, engine-room artificers, other artificers, leading 
stokers, stokers, coal-trimmers, boys and marines. The artificers 
and stokers and the marines are always entered voluntarily, the 
latter in the same manner as soldiers, by enlisting into the corps, the 
former at some rendezvous or on board particular ships. The supply 
of boys for the navy, from whom the seamen class of men and petty 
officers is recruited, is also obtained by voluntary entry. 

Merchant seamen are admitted into the royal naval reserve, receive 
an annual payment by way of retainer, perform drill on board His 
Majesty's ships, and are engaged to serve in the navy in case of war 
or emergency. 

There are two schemes for forming reserves. The Royal Naval 
Reserve scheme draws men from the mercantile marine and fishing 
population of the United Kingdom. The Royal Fleet Reserve 
scheme, introduced in 1901, while it gave a better system of training 
to the pensioners, was mainly designed to obtain the services in war 
of the men who had quitted the navy after the expiration of their 
twelve years' service. 

So far as other countries are concerned, the staff of officers does not 
differ materially from one navy to another. In all it consists of 
admirals, captains, lieutenants, midshipmen and cadets receiving 
their training in special schools. With the exception of the navy of 
the United States, all the important naval forces of the world are 
raised by conscription. 

The strength and general condition of navies at any given time 
must be learnt from the official publications of the various powers, 
and from private) composed books founded on them. The yearly 
statements of the First Lord of the Admiralty in Great Britain, the 

ANCIENT 

Reports of the Secretary of the Navy in the United States, and the 
Reports of the Budget Committees of the French-Chamber contain 
masses of information. The Naval A ssoc!, founded by Lord Brassey 
in 7886, is the model of publications which apear in nearly every 
country which possesses a navy. Mr F. T. Jane's AU the Warld's 
Fighting Ships is a survey of the mailrid of navies since 1898. 

Hisroev OP NAVIES 

Every navy was at its beginning formed of the fighting men 
of the tribe, or city, serving in the ship or large boat, which was 
used indifferently for fishing, trade, war or piracy. The develop-
ment of the warship as a special type, and the formation of 
organized bodies of men set aside for military service on the sea 
came later. We can follow the process from its starting-point 
in the case of the naval powers of the dark and middle ages, 
the Norsemen, the Venetians, the French, the English fleet and 
others. But centuries, and indeed millenniums, before the 
modern world emerged from darkness the nations of antiquity 
who lived on the shores of the Mediterranean had formed 
navies and had seen them culminate and decline. The adven-
tures of the Argonauts and of Ulysses give a legendary and 
poetic picture of an " age of the Vikings " which was coming 
to an end two thousand years before the Norsemen first vexed 
the west of Europe. At a period anterior to written history 
necessity had dictated the formation of vessels adapted to the 
purposes of the warrior. Long ships built for speed (peeped rites, 
naves tongue) as distinguished from round ships for burden 
(army y iv\ at nler, naves eserariee) are of extreme antiquity 
(see Saw). Greek tradition credited the Corinthians with the 
invention, but it is probable that the Hellenic peoples, in this 
as in other respects, had a Phoenician model before them. So 
little is known of the other early navies, whether Hellenic or 
non-Hellenic, that we must be content to take the Athenian 
as our example of them all, with a constant recognition of the 
fact that it was certainly the most highly developed, and that 
we cannot safely argue from it to the rest. 

The Athenian navy began with the provision of warships 
by the state, because private citizens could not supply them 
in sufficient numbers. The approach of the Persian , 
attack in 483 B.C. drove Athens to raise its establish- ..thealan.  
meat from so to zoo long ships, which were paid for out of 
the profits of the mines of Moroneia (see THEICISTOCLES). The 
Persian danger compelled the Greeks to form a league for their 
common naval defence. The League had its first headquarters 
at Delos, where its treasury was guarded and administered by 
the ̀ E)atworaplaz (Hellenotamiai), or trustees of the Hellenic 
fund. Her superiority in maritime strength gave Athens a 
predominance over the other members of the League like that 
which Holland enjoyed for the same reason in the Seven United 
Provinces. The Hellenotamiai were chosen from among her 
citizens, and Pericles transferred the fund to Athens, which 
became the mistress of the League. The allies sank in fact to 
subjects, and their contributions, aided by the produce of the 
mines, went to the support of the Athenian navy. The hundred 
long ships of the Persian War grew to three hundred by the end 
Of the 5th century B.C. (see PELOPONNESIAN WAR), and at 
later period (when, however, the quality of ships and men alike 
had sunk) to three hundred and sixty. The ancient world did 
not attain to the formation of a civil service—at least until the 
time of the Roman Empire—and Athens had no admiralty 
or navy office. In peace the war-vessels were kept on slips under 
cover in sheds. In war a serakgos was appointed to the general 
command, and he chose the trierarchs, whose duty it was to 
commission them partly at their own expense, under supervision 
of the state exercised by special inspectors (6.roaro)iir). The 
hulls, oars, rigging and pay of the crews were provided by the 
state, but it is certain that heavy charges fell upon the trierarchs, 
who had to fit the ships for sea and return them in good condi-
tion. The burden became so heavy that the triemrchies were 
divided, first between two citizens in the Peloponnesian War, 
and then among groups (synteleiai) consisting of from five to 
sixteen persons Individual Athenians who were wealthy and 
patriotic or ambitious might fit out ships or spend freely on 
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their command. But these voluntary gifts were insufficient 
to maintain a great navy. The necessity which compelled 
modern nations to form permanent state navies, instead of 
relying on a levy of ships from the ports, and such vessels as 
English nobles and gentlemen sent to fight the Armada, prevailed 
in Athens also. The organization of the crews bore a close 
resemblance in the general lines to that of the English navy as 
it was till the 16th and even the 17th century. The trierarch, 
either the citizen named to discharge the duty, or some one whom 
he paid to replace him, answered to the captain. There was 
a sailing master (eufieprisrls), a body of petty officers, mariners 
and oarsmen (ibrapsata), with the soldiers or marines (hrifterai). 
As the ancient warship was a galley, the number of rowers 
required was immense. A hundred triremes would require 
twenty thousand men in all, or more than the total number of 
crews of the twenty-seven British line of battleships which 
fought at Trafalgar. And yet this would not have been a great 
fleet, as compared with the Roman and Carthaginian forces, 
which contended with hundreds of vessels and multitudes of 
men, numbering one hundred and fifty thousand or so, on each 
side, in the first Punic War. 

Until the use of broadside artillery and the sail became 
universal at the end of the 16th century, all navies were forcibly 
organized on much the same lines as the Athenian, even in the 
western seas. In the Mediterranean the differences were in 
names and in details. The war fleets of the successors of 
Alexander, of Carthage, of Rome, of Byzantium, of the Italian 
republics, of the Arabs and of Aragon, were galleys relying on 
their power to ram or board. Therefore they present the same 
elements—a chief who is a general, captains who were soldiers, 
or knights, sailing masters and deck hands who navigate and 
tend the few sails used, marines and rowers. A few words may, 
however, be said of Rome, which transmitted the tradition of 
the ancient world to Constantinople, and of the Constantino- 
potitan or Byzantine navy, which in turn transmitted the tradi- 
tion to the Italian cities, and had one peculiar point of interest. 

As a trading city Rome was early concerned in the struggle 
for predominance in the western Mediterranean between the 

Etruscans, the Greek colonies and the Carthaginians. 
Rosa Its care of its naval interests was shown by the appoint-
ment of navy commissioners as early as 35r B.C. (Dueviri modes). 
In the first Punic War it had to raise great fleets from its own 
resources, or from the dependent Greek colonies of southern Italy. 
After the fall of Carthage it had no opponent who was able to force 
it to the same efforts. The prevalence of piracy in the rst century 
s.c. again compelled it to attend to its navy (see Pinney). The 
obligation to keep the peace on sea as well as on land required 
the emperors to maintain a navy for police purposes. The 
organization was very complete. Two main fleets, called the 
Praetorian, guarded the coasts of Italy at Ravenna and Misenum 
(dosses Pradoriae), other squadrons were stationed at Forum 
Jule (Frejus), Seleucia at the mouth of the Orontes (Nahr-el-Asy), 
tailed the classis Syriaca, at Alexandria (dassis Augusta Alex-
=Way), at Carpathos (Scarpanto, between Crete arid Rhodes), 
Aquileia (the dassis Venetian, at the head of the Adriatic), 
the Black Sea (dassis Poetics), and Britain (classic Britannica). 
River flotillas were maintained on the Rhine (dassis Germanica), 
on the Danube (classis Pant:mica and Maesica) andln later days 
at least on the Euphrates. All these squadrons did not exist 
at the same time. The station at Forum jai was given up 
soon after the reign of Augustus, and the classic Veueturn was 
formed later. But an organized navy always existed. A body 
of • soldiers, the classic{, was assigned for its service. The 
commander was the Praefectus Classis. 

When Constantine founded his New Rome on the site of 
Byzantium, the navy of the Eastern Empire may be said to have 

begun. Its history is obscure and it suffered several nriseskr. eclipses. While the Vandal kingdom of Carthage 
lasted (42B-534),  the eastern emperors were compelled to 
attend to their fleet. After its fall their navy fell into neglect 
till the rise of the Mabommedan power at the end of the 7th 
century again compelled them to guard their coasts. The 

eastern caliphs had fleets for purposes of conquest, and so had 
the emirs and caliphs of Cordova. The Byzantine navy reached 
its highest point under the able sovereigns of the Macedonian 
dynasty (867--zo56). It was divided into the imperial fleet, 
commanded by the Great Drungarios, the first recorded lord high 
admiral, and the provincial or thematic squadrons, under their 
siralegoi. Of these there were three, the Cibyrhacotic (Cyprus 
and Rhodes), the Saurian and the Aegean. The thematic 
squadrons were maintained permanently for police purposes. 
The imperial fleet, which was more powerful when in commission 
than all three, was kept for war. A peculiar feature of the 
Byzantine navy was the presence in It of a corps answering to the 
seaman gunners and gunnery officers of modern navies. These 
were the siphonariS, who worked the siphons (criefalvet) used for 
discharging the " Greek fire." When the Turkish invasions 
disorganized the Eastern Empire in the r 2th century, the 
Byzantine navy withered, and the emperors were driven to rely 
on the help of the Venetians. 

The Italian republics of the middle ages, and the monarchical 
states bordering on the Mediterranean, always possessed fleets 
which did not differ in essential particulars from that 

Medieval of Athens. There is, however, one fact which must not 
be overlooked. It is that the seamen of some of them, and 
more especially of Genoa, served the powers of western Europe 
from a very early date. Diego Gelmirez, the first archbishop of 
Santiago in Gallicia, employed Genoese to construct a dockyard 
and build a squadron at Vigo in the 52th century. 

Edward HI. of England employed Genoese, and others *ere 
engaged to create a dockyard for the French kings at Rouen. 
By them the naval science of the Mediterranean was carried 
to the nations on the shores of the Atlantic. The Mediterranean 
navies made their last great appearance in history at the battle 
of Lepanto (1971). Thenceforth the main scene of naval activity 
was on the ocean, with very different ships, other armaments 
and organizations. 

The great navies of modem history may best be discussed by 
taking first certain specially important national navies in their 
earlier evolution, and then, considering those which are of present 
day interest in their relations to one another. 

The Brilisk Navy. 
The Royal Navy of Great Britain stands at the head of the 

navies of the modern world, not only by virtue of its strength, 
but because it has the longest and the most consistent historical 
development. The Norse invasions of the 9th century forced the 
English people to provide for their defence against attack from 
oversee. Though their efforts were but partially successful, 
and great Norse settlements were made on the eastern side of 
the island, a national organization was formed. Every shire was 
called upon to supply ships " in proportion to the number of 
hundreds and from the produce of what had been the folkland 
contained in it" (Stubbs, Coast. Hist. i. Ire). Alfred and his 
successors bad also ships of their own, maintained out of the 
royal revenue of which ,they had complete control. Before the 
Conquest the system of contribution by the shires had largely 
broken down. Yet in its main lines the method of providing a 
navy adopted by Alfred and his immediate successors remained 
in existence. There were the people's ships which represented the 
naval side of the fytd--.i.e. the general obligation to defend the 
realm; and there were the king's own vessels which were his 
property. By the r fib century a third source of supply had 
been found. This was the feudal array. Towns on the sea coast 
were endowed with privileges and franchises, and rendered 
definite services in return. 

The Norman Conquest introduced no fundamental difference. 
In the 22th century the kings of the Angevine dynasty made the 
military resources of their kingdom available in three ways; 
the feudal array, the national militia and the mercenaries. 
Dover, Sandwich, Romney, and the other towns on the south-
east coast which formed the Cinque Ports represented the naval 
part of the feudal array. In the reign of Henry HI. (1226-i 272) 
their service was fixed at 51 ships, with II97 men and boys, for 
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fifteen days in any year, to count from the time when they weighed 
anchor. During these fifteen days they served at the expense 
of the towns. Beyond that date they were maintained by the 
king. The Cinque Ports Squadron has been spoken of as the 
foundation of the Royal Navy. But a feudal array is wholly 
alien in character to a national force. The Cinque Ports, after 
playing a prominent part is the 13th century, sank into in-
significance. They were always inclined to piracy at the expense 
of other English towns. In 1297, during one of the expeditions to 
Flalidera, they attacked and burnt twenty ships belonging to 
Yarmouth under the eyes of Edward I. (1272-1307). The 
national militia had a longer life. The obligation of the coast 
towns and counties to provide ships and men for the defence 
of the realm was enforced till the 17th century. Nor did the 
method of enforcing that obligation differ materially. In the 
reign of King John (11o9-1226), when the records began to be 
regularly kept, but when there was no radical change in system, 
the reeves and bailiffs of the seaports were bound to ascertain 
by a jury the number, size and quality of all ships belonging to 
the port. When the ships were required for the king's service 
they were embargoed. The local authorities were then bound 
to see that they were properly equipped and manned. It was 
the duty of the reeves and bailiffs to arrange that they should . 

 reach the place named by the king as rendezvous at the time 
fixed by hint. 'These embargoes inflicted heavy loss even when 
they were honestly imposed, and loud complaints were beard 
in Parliament from the later years of Edward III. (1327-1377) 
that they afforded the king's officers many openings for oppression 
and corruption. 

The true ancestors of the modern navy must be sought in 
the third element of the navy of the middle ages—the king's 
ships and his " mercenaries." Under King John we find the 
full record of a regular organization of a Royal Navy as apart 
from the feudal array of the Cinque Ports or the /yr& In 1205 
he had in all so " galleys "—long ships for war—distributed in 
various ports. William of Wrotham, archdeacon of Taunton, 
one of the king's " clerks," or ecclesiastical persons who formed 
his civil service, is named, sometimes in combination with 
others, as " keeper of the king's ships," " keeper of the king's 
galleys " and " keeper of the king's seaports." The royal 
vessels cannot have differed from the 57 warships of the Cinque 
Ports, and at first his navy was preferable to the feudal array, 
or the levy from the counties, mainly because it was more fully 
under his own control. They were indeed so wholly his that 
he could hire them out to the counties, and at a much later 
period the ships of Henry V. (1413-1422) were sold to pay his 
personal debts after his death. Yet though the process by which 
the king's ships became the national navy was slow, the affilia-
tion is direct from them to the fleet of to-day, while the permanent 
officials at Whitehall are no less the direct descendants of 
William of Wrotham and the king's clerks of the 13th century. 
When on active service the command was exercised by repre-
sentatives of the king, who were not required to be bred to the 
sea or even always to be laymen. In the crusade of rig* the 
fleet of Richard the Lion Hearted ( 1189-1 199), drawn partly 
from England and partly from his continental possessions, was 
governed by a body of which two of the members were church-
men. They and their lay colleagues were described as the 
Odom a guiternakwes Mins 'maga Regis. The first commanders 
of squadrons were known as jusliciarii saeigii Regis, deckers a 
constabularii Regis. 

The crusade of nes doubtless made Englishmen acquainted 
with the title of " admiral "; but it was not till much later 
that the word became, first as "admiral and captain," then as 
" admiral " alone, the title of an officer commanding a squadron. 
The first admiral of all England was Sir John Beauchamp, 
appointed for a year in 2360. The permanent appointment 
of a lord admiral data from 2406, when John Beaufort, natural 
son of John of Gaunt, and marquess of Somerset and Dorset, 
was named to the post. The crews consisted of the two elements 
which. in varying proportions and under different names, have 
been and are common to all navies—the mariners whose businen  

it was to navigate the ship, and the soldiers who were put in 
to fight. Until the vessel had been developed and the epoch of 
ocean voyages began, the first were few and subordinate. As 
the seas of Britain were ill adapted for the use of the galley 
in the proper sense, though the French employed them, English 
ships relied mainly on the sail. They used the oar indeed but 
never as a main resource, and had therefore no use for the 
" turma " (durum in Italian, chiounne in French, and chasms 
in Spanish) of rowers formed in the Mediterranean craft. Crews 
were obtained partly by free enlistment, but also to a great 
extent, by the press (see IMPRESS30111). The code of naval 
discipline was the laws of Oleron (see Sat Laws), which embodied 
the general " custom of the sea." By the reign of Edward III. 
(r32 7-1377) the duties and jurisdiction of the admiral were 
fixed. He controlled the returns of the ships made by the 
reeves, selected them for service, and chose his officers, who 
had their commission from him. A rudimentary code of signals 
by lights or flags was in use. 

The history of the middle ages bears testimony to the general 
efficiency and energy of the navy. Under weak kings, and at 
certain periods, for instance in the latter years of Edward III. 
and the reign of his grandson Richard II. (1377-1399), it fell 
into decay, and the coast was ravaged by the French and their 
allies the Basque seamen, who manned the navy of Castle. 
Henry IV. (1399-1423), though an astute and vigorous ruler, 
was driven to make a contract with the merchants. mariners 
and shipowners, to take over the duty of guarding the coast 
in 2406-1407. Their admirals Richard Clitherow and Nicholas 
Blackburn were appointed, and exercised their commands. 
But the experiment was not a success, and was not renewed. 
Apart from these periods of eclipse, the navy in all its elements, 
feudal, national and royal, was more than a match for its enemies. 
The destruction of the fleet prepared by Philip Augustus, the 
French king, for the invasion of England in 2213 at Demme, 
the defeat of Eustace the Monk in 1217 off Dover, the victory 
over the French fleet at Sluys in 130, and the defeat of the 
Spaniards off Winchelsea in 1350, were triumphs never quite 
counterbalanced by any equivalent overthrow. Still better 
proofs of the ability of any navy to discharge its duties 
were the long retention of Calais, and the constant success 
of the rulers of England in their invasions of France. The 
claim to the sovereignty of the seas has been attributed on 
insufficient evidence to King John, but it was enforced by 
Edward III. 

Under the sovereigns of the Tudor dynasty (1485-1603) the 
development of the navy was steady. Though Henry VII. 
4485-1500 made little use of his fleet in war, he built ships. 
His son Henry VIIL (15o9-1547) took a keen interest in his 
navy. Shipbuilding was improved by the importation of Italian 
workmen. The large resources he obtained by the plunder of 
the Church enabled Henry VIII. to spend on a scale which had 
been impossible for his predecessors, and was to be impossible 
for his successors without the aid of grants from Parliament. 
But the most vital service which he rendered to the navy was the 
formation of, or rather the organization of existing officials 
into, the navy office. This measure was taken at the very end 
of his reign, when the board was constituted by letters patent 
dated 24th of April 1546. It consisted of a lieutenant of the 
admiralty, a treasurer, a comptroller, a surveyor, a clerk of the 
ships, and two officials without special title. A master of the 
ordnance for the ships was also appointed. Henry's board, 
commonly known as the navy board, continued, with some 
periods of suspension, and with the addition of different de-
partments—the victualling board, the transport board, the 
pay office, &c., added at various times—to be the administrative 
machinery of the navy till 1832. They were all throretkally 
subject to the authority of the lord high admiral, or the com-
missioners for discharging his office, who had the military and 
political control of the navy and issued all commissions to its 
officers. In practice the boards were very independent. The 
double government of the navy, though it lasted long, was 
undoubtedly the cause of much waste—partly by the creation 
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of superfluous officials, but more by the opening it provided 
for corruption. 

The 16th century in England as elsewhere saw a great develop-
ment in the size and capacity of ships, in the length of voyages, 
and consequently in the sciences of navigation and seamanship, 
which brought with them the predominance of the seaman 
element hitherto subordinate. In the reign of Henry VIII., 
when a squadron was commissioned in 151 2, out of a total of 
3000 men, 175o were soldiers. By the end of the reign of his 
daughter Elizabeth (1558-1603) it was calculated that of the 
8345 men required to man her fleet 5534  were seamen, 804 
were gunners, and only soo8 were soldiers. In the early years 
of his reign Henry VIII. equipped his squadrons on a system 
which bears some resemblance to the Athenian trierarchies. 
He made a contract with his admiral Sir Edward Howard (1477-
1513), by which the king supplied ships, guns and a sum of 
money. The admiral, who had full power to " press," named the 
officers and collected the crews. Among them are named 
contingents from particular towns—the representatives of the 
fyrd. With the exception of the captain, who received eighteen 
pence a day, all were paid at the same rate, 5s. wages and 5s. for 
rations per month. Extra sums called " dead shares," the 
wages of so many imaginary men, and rewards, were provided 
for the master and warrant officers. Until the regular returns 
known as the " weekly progress of the dockyard?' and the 
" monthly lists of ships in sea pay " were established in 1773, 
no constant strict account of the strength of the navy was kept. 
The figure must therefore be accepted as subject to correction, 
but Ring Henry's navy is estimated to have consisted of 53 
vessels of 11,268 tons, carrying 237 brass guns and i848 of iron. 
It sank somewhat during the agitated reigns of his successors 
Edward VI. (r547-1 553) and Mary ( 1 553-1 558). By Elizabeth 
it was well restored. In mere numbers her navy never equalled 
her father's. At the end of her reign it was composed of 42 
vessels, but they were of 17,4255 tons, and therefore on the average 
much larger. The military services rendered by the great 
queen's fleet were brilliant. No organic change was introduced, 
and fleets continued to be made un by including vessels belonging 
to the different ports. 

The two,  most notable advances in organization were the 
establishment of a graduated scale of pay by rank in 1582, and 
the formation of a fund for the relief of sick and wounded 
seamen. This was not a grant from the state but a species of 
compulsory insurance. All men employed by the navy, induding 
shipwrights, were subject to a small deduction from their pay. 
The amount was kept in the chest at Chatham, from which the 
fund took its name, and was managed by a committee of five, 
each of whom had a key, and of whom four were elected by the 
contributors. The commissioner of the dockyard presided. 

It was between the accession and the fall of the House of 
Stuart (1603-1688) that the navy became a truly national force, 
maintained out of the revenue voted by parliament, and acting 
without the co-operation of temporary levies of trading ships. 
The reign of James I. (1603-1625) is a period of great importance 
in its history. The policy of the king was peaceful, and he only 
once sent out a strong fleet—in z6ao when an expedition was 
despatched against the Barbary pliates. He took, however, 
a lively interest in shipbuilding, and supported his master ship-
wright Phineas Pett (1507-1647) against the rivals whom he 
offended by disregarding their rules of thumb. Under the lax 
administration of the lord high admiral Nottingham, better 
known as Lord Howard of Effingham, many abuses crept into 
the navy. Though more money was spent on it than in the 
reign of the queen, it had sunk to a very low level of effective 
strength in i618. In 16:9 the old lord admiral was persuaded 
to retire, and was succeeded by George Villiers, duke of Bucking. 
ham, the king's favourite. Nottingham's retirement was made 
compulsory by the report of a committee appointed to inquire 
into the condition of the navy in 1618. They reported that 
while numbers of new offices had been created at a cost treble 
the whole expense of the permanent staff of Queen Elizabeth's 
time, the dockyards had become nests of pilfering and corruption. 

Ships were rotting, and money was yearly drawn for vessels 
which had ceased to exist. The committee undertook to meet 
the whole ordinary and extraordinary charges of the navy 
(upkeep and new building) for i3o,000 a year. The ships in 
commission at that time during peace were confined to the 
diminutive winter and summer guards, whose duty was to 
transport ambassadors to and fro across the Channel and to 
hunt the pirates who still swarmed on the coast. Buckingham 
left the administration of the navy in the hands of the com-
missioners, who by dismissing superfluous officers and paying 
better salaries had by 1624 fulfilled their promise to restore 
the fleet. The establishment they proposed was only of 3o ships, 
but they were larger in aggregate tonnage by 305o tons than 
Queen Elizabeth's. 

Charles I. (1625-1649) carried on the work of his father as far 
as his limited resources allowed. The pay of the sailors, fixed 
in :585 at cos., was Increased to r5s. A captain received from 
£4, 6s. 8d. a month of s8 days (the standard of the navy) to £ 14, 
according to the size of his ship. Lieutenants, who were only 
carried in the larger ships, received from it, IDS. to £3, roe., the 
sailing-master from £2, 6s. 8d. to £4, 135. 9d., and the warrant 
officers from LI, 3s. to £2, as. The rating of ships by the number 
of men carried was introduced in this reign Vessels of good 
quality were built for the king, and be showed a real understand-
ing of the necessity for maintaining a strong fleet. 

But the time was coming when the hereditary royal revenue 
was no longer adequate to meet the expense of a navy. By the 
middle of the 17th century a costly warship, far larger than the 
trading-ship in size and much more strongly built, had been 
developed. The extension of British commerce called for 
protection which an establishment of 4o to so vessels could not 
give. When the Great Rebellion broke out in 164r the navy 
of Ring Charles consisted of only 42 vessels of 22,41 ! tons. At 
the Restoration (x66o) it had grown to 154 ships for sea service, 
of 57,463 tons. Such a force could only be maintained out of 
taxes granted by the parliament. The efforts of Ring Charles 
to obtain funds for his navy had a large influence in provoking 
the rebellion (see Saw Morrev). The government of the navy 
uring this reign remained in the hands of the committee of 

1618, under the lord high admiral Buckingham, till he was 
murdered in 1628. It was then entrusted to a special commission, 
who were to have held it till the king's second son James, duke 
of York, was of age. In 1638 the king restored the office of lord 
high admiral " during pleasure " in favour of Algernon Percy, 
Toth earl of Northumberland, by whom the fleet was banded 
over to the parliament. 

During the Great Rebellion and the Protectorate the navy 
was governed by parliamentary committees, or by a committee 
named by the Council of State, or by Cromwell. The need, 
first for cutting the king off from foreign support, and then for 
conducting successive struggles in Ireland, or with the king's 
partisans on the sea, with the Dutch and with the Spaniards 
during the Protectorate, led to a great increase in its size. These, 
too, were years of much internal development. Blake and the 
other parliamentary officers found that the pressed or hired 
merchant ships were untrustworthy in action. The ships were 
not strong enough, and the officers had no military spirit. 
Parliainent therefore provided its own vessels and its own 
officers. The staff was strengthened by the appointment of 
second lieutenants. The Dutch War of 1652-53 may be said 
to have seen the bard the national militia, fyrd or levy of ships 
from the ports for warlike purposes. After the war a code of 
" fighting instructions " was issued. During it a code of discipline 
in 39 articles was established. Both embodied ancient practice's 
rather than new principles, yet it marked a notable advance in 
the progress of the navy towards complete organization that 
it should pass from the state of being governed by traditional 
use and wont, or by the will of the commander for the time 
being, to the condition of being ruled by fixed and published 
codes to which all were subject. The high military command 
during the interregnum 1649-166o was entrusted to committees 
of admirals and generals at sea. 
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With the restoration of Charles II. (z660-1685) the modern 
period in the history of the navy began. The first steps were 
taken to form a corps of officers. Lads of gentle birth were 
sent on board ships in commission with a letter of service—from 
which came their popular name of " king's letter boys "—to 
the captain, instructing him to treat them on the footing of 
gentlemen and train them to become officers. After the Dutch 
War of 1664-67 a body of flag-officers were retained by fixed 
allowances from the crown. This was the beginning of the half-
pay list, which was extended by successive steps to include 
select bodies of captains and lieutenants, and then all com-
missioned officers. The process of forming the corps was not 
complete till the end of the reign of Queen Anne (1702-1714). 
Special training and a right to permanent payinent are the 
essentials of a state service. The fleet was, at least in the earlier 
part of the reign, used for the promotion of British interests and 
the protection of trade in distant seas. One squadron was sent 
to take possession of Bombay,.which formed part of the dower 
of Queen Catherine. Tangier, which was acquired in the same 
way, was occupied as a naval station till the cost of maintaining 
it proved excessive and it was evacuated in r68s. A series 
of effective attacks was made on the Barbary pirates, and ships 
were stationed in the West Indies to check piracy and buccaneer-
ing. Until 1673, when he was driven out of office by the Test 
Act, the king's brother James, duke of York, afterwards James 
II., held office as lord high admiral. He proved an able admini-
strator. The navy office was thoroughly organized on the lines 
laid down by the earl of Northumberland, and revised " sailing 
and fighting instructions," as well as a code of discipline, were 
issued. During the latter years of the reign of Charles II. the 
administrative corruption of the time affected the navy severely.. 
The fixed charge for ordinary and extraordinary expenses which 
had risen to fjoo,000 a year was mostly wasted, under the lax 
or dishonest supervision of the commission appointed by the 
king after his brother left office. James IL (1685-1688), who 
kept the admiralship in his own hands and governed largely 
through his able secretary, the diarist Samuel Pepys, did much 
to restore its efficiency. The navy he left was estimated to 
consist of 173 ships of 1or,892 tons carrying when in commission 
42,003 men and armed with 693o guns. 

The evolution of the navy was completed by the Revolution 
of 1688. It now, though still called royal, became a pirely 
national force, supported by the yearly votes of parliament, 
and governed by parliamentary committees, known as the com-
mission for discharging the office of lord high admiral. A lord 
high admiral has occasionally been appointed, as in the case 
of Prince George of Denmark, husband of Queen Anne, or the 
duke of Clarence, afterwards King William IV. But these were 
formal restorations. As no organic change was made till 1832, 
it will now be enough to describe the organization as it was 
during this century and a half. 

The discipline of the navy was based on the Navy Discipline 
Act of 166o (13th of Charles II.). The act was found to require 
amending acts, and the whole of them were combined, and 
revised by the 22nd of George II., passed in 1749. Some scandals 
of the previous years had caused great popular anger, and the 
alternative to death was taken from the punishment threatened 
against officers who failed to show sufficient zeal in the presence 
of the enemy. It was under this severe code that Admiral Byng 
was executed. In 1780 an amending act was passed which 
allowed a court martial to assign a lighter penalty. 

The government, political and military, was in the hands of the 
admiralty. The administration was carried on in subordination 
to the admiralty by the navy board and the other civil depart-
ments, the victualling board, the board of transport, the pay 
office, the sick and hurt office and some others. At the head 
were the flag-officers, who were divided as follows:— 
Admiral of the Fleet. I Vice-Admiral Red. 	Rear-Admiral Red. 

„ 	White. „ 	White. 	„ 	White. 
„ 	„ 	Blue. 	„ 	„ 	Blue. I „ 	„ 	Blue. 

The Red, White and Blue squadrons had been the divisions of the 
great fleets of the 17th century, but they became formal terms 

indicating only the seniority of the flag-officers. It was the 
intention of parliament to confine the flag list to these nine 
officers, but as the navy grew this was found to be impossible. 
The rank of admiral of the fleet remained a solitary distinction. 
The captains, commanders and lieutenants were the com-
missioned officers and received their commissions from the 
admiralty. Promotion from them to flag rank was not at first 
limited by strict rules, but it tended to be by seniority. During 
the war of the Austrian Succession, in 1 747, a regular system 
was introduced by which when a captain was promoted for 
active service—to hoist his flag, as the phrase went—he was made 
rear-admiral of the Blue squadron. Captains senior to him 
were promoted rear-admiral in general terms, and were placed on 
the retired list. They were familiarly called " yellow " admirals, 
and to be promoted in this way was to be " yellowed." Pro-
motion to a lieutenant's commission could be obtained by any one 
who had served, or whose name had been on the books of a sea-
going ship, for five years. Whether he entered with a king's letter 
of service or from the naval academy at Portsmouth, as a sailor 
or as a ship's boy, he was equally qualified to hold a commission 
if he bad fulfilled the necessary conditions and could pass an 
examining board of captains, a test which in the case of lads who 
had interest was generally a pure formality. He was supposed 
to show that he knew some navigation, and was a practical sea-
man who could hand, reef and steer. As captains were allowed 
a retinue of servants, a custom arose by which they put the 
names of absent or imaginary lads on the .books as servants 
and drew the pay allowance for them. It was quite illegal, 
and constituted the offence known as " false musters," punish-
able by dismissal from the service. But this regulation was even 
less punctually observed than the rule which forbade the carry-
ing of women. Till the beginning of the 29th century many 
distinguished officers were borne on a ship's books for two or 
three years before they went to sea. The navigation was en-
trusted to the sailing-master and his mates. He had often been 
a merchant captain or sailor.. The captains and lieutenants 
were supposed to understand navigation, but it was notorious 
that many of them bad forgotten the little they had learnt in 
order to pass their qualifying examination. As the navy was 
cut down to the quick in peace, the supply of officers was in-
sufficient at the beginning of a war, and it was found necessary 
to give commissions to men who were illiterate but were good 
practical seamen. Officers who had not begun as gentlemen 
" on the quarter deck " were said to have come in " through 
the hawse hole "—the hole by which the cable runs out at the 
bow. Some among them rose to distinction. The accountant's 
work was done by the purser, who in bad times was said to be 
often in league with the captain to defraud both the government 
and the crew. The medical service in the navy during the 
18th century was bad. The position of the surgeons who were 
appointed by the navy office was not an enviable one, and the 
medical staff of the navy was much recruited from licentiates 
of Edinburgh, or Apothecaries Hall. Finally it is to be observed 
that when a ship was paid off only the commissioned officers, 
masters and surgeons were entitled to half-pay, or had any 
further necessary connexion with the navy. 

The crews were formed partly by free enlistment and partly 
by impressment. When these resources failed, prisoners, 
criminal and political, were allowed to volunteer or were drafted 
from the jails. The Patriotic Society, formed at the beginning 
of the Seven Years' War, educated boys for the navy. During 
the Revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars the counties were called 
upon to supply quotas, which they commonly secured from the 
debtors' prison or the workhouse. A ship was supposed to 
be well manned when she had one-fifth of her crew of marines, 
and one-third of men bred to the sea. This proportion of seamen 
was rarely reached. As the navy did not train its men from 
boyhood in peace, the genuine sailors, known as " prime seamen " 
and " sailormen," who were the skilled artificers of the time, 
had to be sought for among those who had served their apprentice-
ship in the merchant service. They never enlisted voluntarily, 
for they disliked the discipline of the navy, and the pay was 
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both bad and given in an oppressive way. The pay of a seaman 
was 225. 6d. a month for able seamen, the rate fixed in the reign 
of Charles II., and t9s. for ordinary seamen. This sum was not 
paid at fixed dates, but at first only at the end of a commission, 
and after 1758 whenever a ship which had been a year in com-
mission returned home—up to six months before the date of her 
arrival, the balance being kept as a security against desertion, 
which was then incessant and enormous. As men were often 
turned over from ship to ship they had a sheaf of pay notes to 
present on reaching home. The task of making up accounts 
was slow, and the men were often driven to sell their pay notes 
to low class speculators at a heavy discount. Discipline was 
mainly enforced by the lash, and the abuse of their power by 
captains was often gross. 

These grievances led to a long series of single ship mutinies, 
which culminated in the great mutiny of 1797. The fleets at 
Spithcad, the Nore, Plymouth, the South of Ireland and Cape of 
Good Hope mutinied one after another. The government had 
aggravated the danger by drafting numbers of the United 
Irish into the fleet, and the quotas from the counties contained 
many dangerous characters. The crisis which seemed to threaten 
the country with ruin passed away. Concessions were made 
to the just claims of the men. When political agitators en-
deavoured to make use of the discontent of the sailors for treason-
able ends, the government stood firm, and the patriotism of the 
great bulk of the men enabled it to restore discipline. The 
" breeze at Spithead," as the mutiny , was nicknamed in the navy, 
was the beginning of the reforms which made the service as 
popular as it was once hateful. 

The administration of the navy throughout the 18th century, 
and in a less degree after 1806 up to 1832, was in many respects 
slovenly, and was generally corrupt. The different branches, 
military and civil, were scattered and worked in practical 
independence, though the board of admiralty was supposed to 
have absolute authority over all. The admiralty was at White-
hall, the navy office in Seething Lane near the Tower, and after 
178o at Somerset House. The victualling office was on Tower 
Hill, the pay office in Broad Street, where also was the Sick and 
Hurt office. In 1749, when the state of the navy excited just 
discontent, the admiralty first established regular visitations 
of the dockyards which in a time of general laxity had become 
nests of corruption. These visitations were, however, not 
regularly made. By the end of the century, and in spite of 
sporadic efforts at reform, the evil had become so generally 
recognized that Earl St Vincent, then first lord, persuaded 
parliament in 1802 to appoint a parliamentary commission of 
inquiry. Its reports, thirteen in number, were given between 
1804 and 18o6. They revealed much waste, bad management 
and corruption. The tenth report showed that money voted 
for the navy was used by the then treasurer, Henry Dundas 
(Lord Melville), for purposes which he refused to reveal. In 
1806 another commission was appointed to revise and digest the 
civil affairs of the navy, and a considerable improvement was 
effected.. Much remained to be done. There was no strict 
appropriation of money. Accounts were kept in complicated, 
old-fashioned ways which made it impossible to strike a balance. 

In 5832 Sir James Graham, first lord in Earl Grey's adminis-
tration, obtained the support of parliament for his policy of 
sweeping away the double administration of the navy, by 
admiralty and navy office, and combining them into one divided 
into five departments. With this great organic change the navy 
entered on its modern stage. 

Subject to the warning that for the reason given above, the figures 
do not deserve absolute confidence. the material strength of the 
British navy from the death of Queen Anne to the fall of Napoleon 
was:— Ships. Tons. 

At the death of Queen Anne, 1714 	. 247 167,279 
NO 	 George I., 1727 	. 233 170,862 

George 11., 7760 	. 412 321,104 
in' i783 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	 61E7 500,781 
In 1703  	4 11  402,555 
In 18:6 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 776 724,810 

The figures for 1783, and for 1816, are swollen by prizes and worn 
out ships. All the figures include vessels unfit for service, or useful 
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only for harbour work, or ordered to be built, but not actually in 
existence. The number of men varied enormously from a peace to 
war establishment. Thus in 1755 on the eve of the Seven Years' 
War parliament voted 12,000 seamen. In 1762 the vote was for 
7o,000 men, including 10,061 marines—the corps having been crested 
in the interval. In 7775, on the eve of the American War of Inde-
pendence, the vote was for I 8,000 men for the sea service, including 
4354 marines. At the close of the war in 1783 the vote was fort10,000 
men, including 25,291 marines, from which it fell in 1784 to 26,000 
(marines 4495 included) and in 1786 to 18,000 men, of whom 3860 
were marines. In 1812, when the navy was at the highest level of 
strength it reached, the vote was for 113,000 seamen and 31,400 
marines. From this level it fell in 18i 6 to 24,000 seamen and 9000 
marines. These figures represent paper strength. Owing to the 
prevalence of desertion, and the difficulty of obtaining men, the 
actual strength was always appreciably lower. 

The French Nary. 

Before the French monarchy could possess a fleet, its early kings, 
whose rule was effective only in the centre of the country, had 
first to conquer their sea coast from their great vassals. Philip 
Augustus (118o-1223) began by expelling King John of England 
from Normandy and Poitou. The process was not completed 
until Louis XII. (1498-1515) united the duchy of Brittany to the 
crown by his marriage with the duchess Anne. Long before the 
centralization of authority had been completed the French kings 
possessed a fleet, or rather two fleets of very distinct character. 
Her geographical position has always compelled France to draw 
her navy from two widely different sources—from the Channel 
and the coast of the Atlantic on the north and west and on 
the south from the Mediterranean. This separation has imposed 
on her the difficult task of concentrating her forces at times of 
crisis, and the concentration has always been hazardous. Like 
their English rivals, the French kings of the middle ages drew 
their naval forces from the feudal array, the national levy and 
their own ships. But the proportion of the elements was not the 
same. Many of the great vassals owed the service of ships, and 
their obedience was always less certain than that of the Cinque 
Ports. The trading towns were less able, and commonly less 
willing, than the English to supply the king with ships. He was 
thus driven to trust mainly to his own vessels—and they were 
drawn at first exclusively, and always to a great extent, from the 
Mediterranean seaboard. His own territories in the south were 
insufficiently provided with seamen, and the French king had 
therefore to seek his captains, his men and his vessels by purchase 
or by subsidies from Genoa, or in a less degree from Aragon. 
When Saint Louis (t226-127o) sailed on his first crusade in 1249, 
he formed the first French royal fleet, and created the first French 
dockyard at Aigues Mortes. Ships and dockyard were bought 
from, or were built by, the Genoese at the king's expense. His 
admirals, the first appointed by the French crown, Ugo Lercari 
and Jacobo di Levante, were Genoese. Saint Louis created the 
office of admiral of France. When in later times Aigues Mortes 
was cut off from the sea by the encroachment of the land, 
Narbonne and Marseilles were used as ports of war. This fleet 
was purely Mediterranean in character. It consisted of galleys, 
and though the sail was used it was dependent on the oar, and 
therefore on the " turma " (chionrtne) of rowers, who in earlier 
times were hired men, but from the middle of the 15th century 
began to be composed of galley slaves—prisoners of war, slaves 
purchased in Africa, criminals and vagabonds condemned by the 
magistrate to the chain and the oar. Philip IV. le Bel (1285- 
1314) was led by his rivalry with Edward I. of England to create 
a naval establishment on the Channel. He found his materials 
in the existing Mediterranean fleet. A dockyard was built for 
him at Rouen, again by the Genoese Enrico Marchese, Lanfranc 
Tartaro and Albertino Spinola. It was officially known as the 
Tersenal or Dorsenal, but was commonly called the dos des sallies 
or galley yard, and it existed from 1294 to 1419. The French 
navy has always suffered from alternations of attention and 
neglect. In times of disastrous wars on land it has fallen into 
confusion and obscurity. Except when Francis I. ( 1 5 1 5-1 547) 
made a vigorous attempt to revive it at the very close of his 
reign, the French navy languished till the 17th century. Its very 
unity of administration disappeared in the 15th century, when 
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the jurisdiction of the admiral of France was invaded and defied 
by the admiralties of Guyenne, Brittany and the Levant. These 
local admiralties were suppressed by Francis I. 

Richelieu, the great minister of Louis XIII., found the navy 
extinct. He was reduced to seeking the help of English ships 
against the Huguenots. From him dates the creation of the 
modern French navy. In 1626 he abolished the office of admiral 
of France, which had long been no more than a lucrative place held 
by a noble who was too great a man to obey orders. lie himself 
assumed the title of grand maitre el surinlendant de la navigation, 
and the military command was entrusted to the admirals du 
Potent, i.e. of the west or Atlantic and Channel, and du Levant, 
1. e. of the Mediterranean. But Richelieu's establishment 
shrivelled after his death. It was raised from its ruins by the 
pride and policy of Louis XIV. (1643-1715). Under his direc-
tion a numerous and strongly organized navy was created. A 
very full code of laws—the ordonnance—was framed by Colbert 
and Lyonne with the advice of the ablest officers, and was 
promulgated on the 5th of April 1689. Though modified by other 
ordonnancas in 1765, 1772, 1774, 1776 and 1786, in the main lines 
it governed the French navy till the Revolution. 

By this code the French navy was based on the Itiscription 
maritime, a very severe law of compulsory service, affecting the 
inhabitants of the coast and of the valleys of rivers as far up as 
they were capable of floating a lighter. The whole body of 
officials and officers was divided into the civil branch known as 
la plume, and the military branch called ripee. The first had 
the entire control of the finances, and the dockyards of Toulon, 
Brest and Rochfort, with an intendant de la marine at the head 
of each. The general chief was the sous secritaire au dipartement 
de la marine, the tide of the French minister of marine till the 
Revolution. Under Louis XIV. a civil officer, the intendant des 
armies navales, who ranked as an admiral, sat on councils of war 
and reported on the conduct of the naval officers. He must not 
be confused with the intendant de to marine. The military branch 
had at its head the admiral of France, the office having been 
re-created in 1669 by Louis XIV. in favour of his natural son the 
due de Vermandois. In theory the admiral was the administra-
tive military and judicial head of the admiralty. In practice 
the admirals were princes of the blood, who drew pay and fees, 
but who never went to sea, with the one exception of the count 
of Toulouse, another natural son of Louis XIV. Two vice-
admirals of France du Ponant and du Levant commanded in the 
Mediterranean and on the ocean. A third office of vice-admiral 
of France was created for Suffren. The lieutenant general (vice-
admiral) came next, and below him the chef d'escadre (rear-
admiral), capitaine de vaisseaw (post captain), capitaine de brilloS 
(fircship) or de frigate (commander), and the major, a chief of the 
staff on board who commanded all landing parties. There was 
no permanedt body of marines in the French navy, the infanterie 
de in marine being troops for service in the colonies, which were 
administratively connected with the navy and governed by 
naval officers. The lieutenant needs no explanation, and the 
enseigne was a sub-lieutenant. The corps of officers was recruited 
from ks garde: de la marine, answering more or less to the English 
midshipmen—who received a careful professional education and 
were required to be of noble birth. Besides the grand corps 
de la marine there was a fleet of galleys with a general at its head, 
and a staff of officers also of noble birth. It was suppressed in 
5748 as being a useless expense. Officers not belonging to the 
grand carps were sometimes taken in from the merchant service. 
They were known as officiers liens, because their uniform was 
all blue, and not, as in the case of the noble corps, blue and red. 

On paper the organization of the French royal navy was very 
thorough. In reality it worked ill; the severity of the inscription 
maritime made it odious, and owing to the prevailing financial 
embarrassment of the crown after 1692 the sailors were ill-paid, 
ill-fed and defrauded of the pensions promised them. They fled 
abroad, or went inland and took up other trades. The military 
and civil branches were always in a state of hostility to one 
another, and their pay also was commonly in arrears. The noble 

. 'corps was tenacious of its privileges, and extremely insolent 

towards the offickm bless. By Louis XV. (1713-1774) the navy 
was neglected till the last years of his reign, when it was revived 
by the due de Choiseul. Under Louis XVI. (1774-1792) when 
the Revolution broke out the long accumulated hatred felt for 
the noble officers had free play. Louis XVI. had indeed relaxed 
the rule imposing the presentation of proofs of nobility on all 
naval officers, but the change was made only in 1786 and it came 
too late. The majority of the noble officers were massacred by 
the Jacobins or driven into exile. 

The Revolution subjected the French navy to a series of 
disorganization and reorganizations by which all tradition and 
discipline were destroyed. Old privileges and the office of Grind 
Admiral were suppresied. The attempt to revive the navy in 
the face of the superior power of England was hopeless. Neither 
the Republic nor the Empire was able to create an effective navy. 
They had no opportunity to form a new body of officers out of 
the lads they educated. 

The strength of the French Royal Navy is difficult to estimate. 
since for long periods of the :8th century it was rotting in harbour 
and its ships were rarely commissioned. Louis XIV. is credited with 
95 ships of the line and 29 frigates, together with many smaller 
vessels, in 1692. At the close of the Seven Years War it had sunk 
to 44 ships of the line and 9 frigates. By 1778 the French navy 
had risen to 78 of the line with frigates and smaller vessels which 
brought the total to 264. In 1793 on the outbreak of the revolution-
ary war, it was estimated to consist of 82 ships of the line, mostly 
fine vessels, and of frigates with lesser craft which brought it to a 
total of 230. Under Napoleon the mere number was very much 
more considerable and included ships built in the annexed territories, 
but they were largely constructed of green timber, were meant 
merely to force England to maintain bloc kades, and were never sent 
to sea. 

Spanish Navy. 

The administrative history of the Spanish navy is singularly 
confused and broken. It might almost be said that the country 
had no navy in the full sense of the word—that is to say, no 
organized maritime force provided and governed by the state 
for warlike purposes only—until one was created on the French 
model by the sovereigns of the Bourbon dynasty i.e. after z7oo. 
Yet the kings of the Spanish peninsula, whether they wore the 
crown of Castile and Leon or of Aragon, had fleets, formed, like' 
all the others of the middle ages, partly of ships supplied by the 
coast towns and populations, partly of the royal vessels. Aragon 
was a purely Mediterranean power. Its fleets, which were chiefly 
supported by Barcelona, a flourishing commercial city, were 
composed of galleys. With the union of the crown in 1479 
Aragon fell into the background, and its navy continued to be 
represented only by a few galleys, for service in the Mediterranean 
against the pirates. The dominions of Castile stretched from 
the Bay of Biscay to the Mediterranean. Its kings, therefore, 
had need both of ships (woos) and galleys. The first beginnings 
of the Castilian navy were not due to the king, but to the foresight 
and enterprise of Diego Gelmirez, bishop and afterwards first 
archbishop of Santiago in Gallicia. In or about / 120 he employed 
the Genoese Ogerio to form a dockyard at Iris, and to build 
vessels. The naval activity of the coast of the Bay of Biscay 
developed so rapidly that in 2247 a squadron from the northern 
ports took part in the conquest of Almeria by Alfonso VII. 
(1 iro-ri 57) in alliance with the Pisans. A century later (1248) 
another squadron constructed at the expense of the king 
Fernando III. El Santo (la r 7-I 252), and commanded by Count 
Ramon Bonifaz of Burgos, the first admiral of Castile, took a 
decisive part in the conquest of Seville. The annexation of Anda-
lucia and the necessity for guarding against invasions from Africa 
ruled for a great extension of the navy of Castile. Alfonso X. 
El Sabio (1252-5284) founded the great galley dockyards of 
Seville—the arenal. It was also the work of Genoese builders 
and administrators. In the course of the 13th century the 
towns of the northern coast formed one of the associations so 
common in Spanish history, and known as hermandades (brother-
hoods). The first meeting of its delegates took place at 
Cast rourdiales near Bilbao in 1296, when the towns of Santander, 
Laredo, Bermeo, Guetaria, San Sebastian and Vitoria were 
represented. The hermandad de to marinate (of the seafarers) 
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of Castile supplied the squadrons which took an active part 
in the wars of the 14th and xsth centuries between France and 
England as allies of the French. Its history is obscure, and 
it came to an end with the establishment of the full authority 
of the crown by the Catholic sovereigns Ferdinand and IsabeL 

The discovery of America, the acquisition by marriage or 
conquest of Sicily, Naples and Flanders, gave the kings of 
Spain a yet stronger motive for maintaining a powerful navy. 
The maxim that their ships were the bridges which joined their 
widely scattered dominions was fully accepted by them and 
their servants. But neither the Catholic sovereigns nor the 
Habsburgs who held the throne till x so°, made any attempt 
to organize a common navy. The sources from which the naval 
armaments of Spain were drawn during the greatness and 
decline of the country were these. Galleys were maintained 
in the Mediterranean, but they were mainly found by Sicily 
and Naples, or by the contracts which the kings of Spain made 
with the Genoese house of Doria. On the ocean the chief object 
of the Spanish government was to conduct and protect the severely 
regulated trade with America. Thus it was mainly concerned 
for long to obtain the lumbering and roomy vessels called 
" galleons," first designed by Alvaro de Bazan, marquess of 
Santa Cruz, which were rather armed traders than real warships. 
The crown did not build its own ships, but contracted for 
them with its admirals. The American convoys sailed from and 
returned to the Bay of Cadiz. One squadron, the flak, 
carried the trade, was navigated by the admiral, with whom was 
associated a general, Who commanded the few warships proper, 
and was answerable for the protection of the whole. Another 
squadron, called of Cantabria, was maintained on the north 
coast, and was employed to see the convoy on its way and meet 
it on its return home. It had its own admiral and general. 
The ships were always treated as if they were transports for 
carrying soldiers. The seamen element was neglected. The 
command was divided between the caption de mar (sea captain) 
who was responsible for the navigation and the caption de guerra 
(soldier captain) who fought the ship. The same division went 
through all ranks. The soldiers would neither help to work 
the ship nor fight the guns. They used musketry only, or 
relied on a chance to board with sword and pike. Properly 
speaking there was no class of naval officers, and the overworked 
and depressed seamen could not supply good gunners. No 
general naval administration existed. The office of admiral 
of Castile became purely ornamental and hereditary in the 
family of Henriques. It was not replaced by a navy office. 
One of the innumerable junks or boards, through which the 
Spanish kings governed, looked after the making of contracts, 
and co-operated with the council of the Indes which was specially 
concerned with the American convoys. After the disasters 
of the later years of Philip II. (see ARMADA) some efforts at 
improvement were made. Better ships were built, and something 
was done to raise the condition of the seamen. But no thorough. 
going organisation was ever created, and in the utter decadence 
of the 17th century the Spanish navy and seafaring population 
alike practically disappeared. 

Under the Bourbon dynasty which attained the throne in 
1700 the Spanish navy was revived, or rather a navy was created 
on the French model. Don Jose Patifio, a very able man, was 
named intendente de in marina in x st 5, and in 1717 he drew up 
a draft naval organization and code, founded on the French 
ordonnance of 1689. Patillo's draft was the basis of the 
ordenansas generates (general code) issued in 1748. The Spaniards 
even set up a squadron of galleys with a separate staff of officers, 
also on the French model, which was, however, suppressed in 
the year of the issue of the ordenanzas generales. Fine arsenals 
were organized at Ferrol and Carthagena. The navy thus 
created produced some distinguished officers, and fought some 
brilliant single ship actions. But the embarrassments of the 
treasury, the tendency of several of the kings to sacrifice their 
navy to political schemes requiring mainly the employment 
of troops and the ruin of the seafaring population during the 
17th century, prevented it from ever attaining to a high level  

of efficiency. During the Peninsular War the new navy all 
but disappeared as the old had done. The want of pecuniary 
resources and internal instability have prevented its revival 
on any considerable scale. 

The navy created by Patigo consisted in r737 of 56 ships in all, of 
which 28 were of the line, of from 50 to 8o guns, with one of 114 
guns. In 1746 the number of ships of the line had increased to 37.. 
In 1759 the list of line of battle ships was 50—of which the majority, 
if not all, had been constructed by English shipbuilders, in the service 
of the Spanish government. In 1778, when at the height of its power, 
it contained 62 ships or the line. 

Dutch Navy. 

The Dutch fleet arose out of the great struggle with Spain in 
the x6th century. The Netherlanders had been a maritime 
people from the earliest antiquity. Under their medieval 
rulers, the counts of Holland and of Flanders and the House of 
Burgundy, they had rendered service at sea. The freemen 
owed the service known as the riemtal (rime, an oar). An 
admiralty office was established in 1397. But during the revolt 
against Philip II. of Spain, new naval forces were formed which 
had no connexion with the medieval navy, save in so far as the 
governments established in the different states which afterwards 
formed the Seven Provinces took possession of the jurisdiction 
and the dues of the medieval admiralty. The naval part of 
the war with Spain was for long conducted by the adventurers 
known as the " beggars of the sea," and was mainly confined 
to the coasts and rivers. In teas, when the Confederation was 
formed and had provided itself with a common government 
in the states-general, the need for a regularly organized sea-
going fleet was felt. In that year the banner of the states-
general, the red lion with the arrows in its paw, was first hoisted 
during the expedition to Cadiz in alliance with England. On 
the 13th of August:see the states-general issued the decree 
(Instructie) which regulated the naval administration of the 
Republic until 1795. The attachment of the Netherlanders 
to their local franchises was too strong to permit of the establish-
ment of a central authority with absolute powers. It was 
therefore necessary to make a compromise by which some 
measure of unity was secured while the freedom of the various 
confederate states was effectually guarded. Five boards of 
admiralty (Admiralileils colkgien) were recognized. They were: 
South Holland, or the Maas, sitting at Rotterdam; North 
Holland, or Amsterdam; Westfriesland (the western side of 
the Zuyder Zee), at Hoorn or Enkhuizen on alternate years; 
Zealand at Middleburg; and Friesland at Dokhum, or after 
1645 at Harlingen. These bodies enjoyed all the rights of the 
admiralty and collected the port dues, out of which they provided 
for the current expenses of their respective squadrons. Extra-
ordinary charges for war were met by grants from the province 
to which each board belonged. Some measure of unity was 
secured among these five independent authorities by three 
devices. Each board consisted of seven persons, of whom four 
were named by the province and required confirmation by the 
states-general, while three were chosen from other provinces 
to secure a representation of the commonwealth. The members 
of the boards took an oath of fealty to the states-general. The 
stadtholder was admiral-general. He presided at the board, 
and commanded the squadron. In his absence his place was 
taken by his lieutenant admiral-general. An oath of fealty 
was also taken to him, and all armed ships whether men-of-war 
or privateers sailed with his commission. He chose the captains 
from two candidates presented to him by the board. Delegates 
from the boards met twice a year to consult on the general 
interest. When the stadtholdership was suspended in teso 
the powers of the admiral-general were absorbed by their high 
mightinesses (Hunne Hogcn Mogen) of the states-general. 
The staff of officers began with the lieutenant admiral-general 
and descended through the vice•admiral, the quaintly named 
Schout-bij-nacht, who was and is the rear-admiral, and whose 
title means " commander by night." These flag officers were 
named by the admiral-general or states-general. The captain 
(Zeecapitein) was selected from the provincial list. The lieutenants 
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were appointed by the local boards. No regular method of 
recruiting the corps of officers existed. 

This compromise was in itself a bad system. With the 
exception of the board of North Holland, which was supported 
by the wealth of Amsterdam, the admiralties were commonly 
distressed for money. Unity of action was difficult to obtain. 
Much of the work of convoy which the state squadrons should 
have performed was thrown in the 17th century on directorates 
(Direcliin) of merchants who fitted out privateers at their own 
expense. When there was no stadtholder, the local governing 
bodies trenched on the authority of the states-general, and 
indulged in a great deal of favouritism. In one respect the navy 
of the Dutch republic might have been taken as a model by its 
neighbours. The feeding of the crews was contracted for by the 
captains, who were required to enter into securities for the 
execution of the contract, and who had a reputation for probity. 
The Dutch crews, being better fed and looked after than the 
English, suffered less from disease. The clumsy organization 
of the Dutch navy put it at a disadvantage in its wars with 
England, but the seamanship of the crews, their good gunnery, 
and the great ability of many of their admirals made them at 
all times formidable enemies. No organic change was made 
till 1795,  when the victories of the French revolutionary armies 
led to the formation of the Batavian republic. The five 
admiralties were then swept away and replaced by a committee 
for the direction of naval affairs, with a unified administration, 
organized by Pieter Paulus, a former official of the board of the 
Maas. As Holland was now swept into the general convulsion 
of the French Revolution, it followed the fortunes of France. 
Its navy, after belonging to the Batavian republic, passed to 
the ephemeral kingdom of Holland, created by Napoleon in 
favour of his brother Louis in z8o6 and annexed to France in 
ifizo. The Dutch navy then became absorbed in the French. 
After the fall of Napoleon a navy was created for the kingdom 
of the Netherlands out of the Dutch fragments of the Imperial 
force. 

The United Slates. 
The American navy came into existence shortly after the 

Declaration of Independence. As early as October 1775 Congress 
authorized the construction of two national cruisers, and, at the 
same time, appointed a marine committee to administer naval 
affairs. The first force, consisting of purchased vessels, badly 
fitted and built, and insufficiently equipped and manned, 
embraced two ships of 24 guns each, six brigs carrying from 
to to Is guns, two schooners each with 8 guns, and four sloops, 
three of so guns and one of 4 guns. On December 22nd a 
personnel of officers was selected, one of the lieutenants being 
the well-known Paul Jones. Esek Hopkins was made com-
mander-in-chief, but, having incurred the censure of Congress, 
he was dismissed early in x777, and since then the title has never 
been revived except in the person of the president. In November 
1776 the grades of admiral, vice-admiral, rear-admiral and 
commodore were assimilated in rank and precedence to relative 
army titles, but they were never created by law until 1862. 
During the war a number of spirited engcgements occurred, 
but there was a great lack of efficient material at home,. and 
agents abroad were not able to enlist the active sympathies 
of nations or rulers. Benjamin Franklin did manage to equip 
one good squadron, but this was rendered almost useless by 
internal dissensions, and it required the victory of Paul Jones 
in the " Bon Homme Richard " over the " Serapis " to bring 
about any tangible result for the risk taken. During the war 
{ion vessels of all classes were made prizes, but the navy lost 
by capture 1x vessels of war and a little squadron of gunboats 
on the lakes; and, with 13 ships destroyed to avoid capture 
by the British, 5 condemned, and 3 wrecked at sea, the country 
was practically without a naval force between i78o and 1 78 5. 

Owing to the depredations upon commerce of the Barbary 
powers, Congress in 1794 ordered the const ruction of six frigates, 
prescribing that four of them should be armed with 44 guns 
and two with 36 guns; but. the Berbers having made peace.  

the number of vessels was reduced one-half, and no additions 
were made until 1797, when the " Constitution," " United 
States " and " Constellation " were built. The navy was at 
first placed under the war department, but a navy department 
with a secretary of its own was created in no& From 1815 
to 1842 the secretary was aided by a board of commissioners 
chosen from among the naval officers, but in the latter year the 
department was reorganized into five bureaus, which were 
increased to eight in 1862. Each has a naval officer at its head. 
They deal with navigation, ordnance, equipment, navy yards, 
medicines, provisions, steam engineering and construction. 
The excellent naval academy at Annapolis was founded in 1845 
by the then secretary of the navy, G. Bancroft. The war college 
for officers at Coasters Harbor, Newport, R.I., dates from 1884. 

The Balance of Navies in History. 
The five navies above discussed claim special notice on various 

grounds: the British, Dutch and French because they have 
been leaders and models; the Spanish because it has been 
closely associated with the others; the American because it 
was the first of the extra-European sea forces. But these great 
examples by no means exhaust the list of navies, old and new,  
which have played or now play a part. Every state which has 
a coast has also desired to possess forces on the sea. Even the 
papacy maintained a fighting force of galleys which took part 
in the naval transactions of the Mediterranean for centuries. 
The Turkish sultans have fitted out fleets which once were a 
menace to southern Europe. But in a survey of general naval 
history it is not necessary to give all these navies special mention, 
even though some of them have a certain intrinsic interest. 
Some, the Scandinavian navies for instance, have been confined 
to narrow limits, and have had no influence either by their 
organization, nor, save locally, by action. Others again have 
been the purely artificial creation of governments. Instances of 
these on a small scale are the navies of the grand duchy of 
Tuscany, or of the Bourbon kings of Naples. 

A much greater instance is the navy of Russia. Founded by 
Peter the Great (1689-1725), it has been mainly organized and 
has been most successfully led by foreigners. When 
the Russian government has desired for political 
reasons to make a show of naval strength, it has been numerous. 
In 1770, during the reign of Catherine II. (1762-1796), a Russian 
fleet, nominally commanded by the empress's favourite Orloff, 
but in reality directed by two former officers of the British 
navy, John Elphinston (1723-1783) and Samuel Greig ( 1 735-- 

 x788), gained some successes against the Turks in the Levant. 
But when opposed to formidable enemies, as in the Crimean 
War, it has either remained in port, or has, as in the case of the 
war with Japan (1904-1905),  proved that its vitality was not 
in proportion to its size. 

The innumerable navies of South American republics are 
small copies of older forces. 

The [4th century did indeed see the rise of three navies, which 
are of a verydiffereM character—the Italian, which was the result 
of the unification of Italy, the German, which followed nab,: 

 the creation of the German Empire, and the Japanese. 0.47„ 
But all three are contemporary in their origin, and /arms. 
have inevitably been modelled on older forces—the Aaaria  
British and the French. With them must go the Austrian navy, 
excellent but unavoidably small. 

If we look at the relations which the navies of the modern 
world have had to one another, it will be seen that the great 
discoveries of the later r3th century shifted the seat 
of naval power to the ocean for two reasons. In the t,11/1"ig 
first place they imposed on all who wished to sail the p.ma 

 wider seas opened to European enterprise by Vasco 
de Gams and Columbus the obligation to use a vessel which 
could carry water and provisions sufficient fora large crew during 
a long voyage. The Mediterranean states and their seamen 
were not prepared by resources or habit to meet the call. But 
there was a second and equally effective reason. The powers 
which had. an  Atlantic coast were incomparably better placed 
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than the Italian states, or the cities of the Baltic, to take 
advantage of the maritime discoveries of the great epoch which 
stretches from 1492 to 1526. In the natural course the leadership 
fell to Portugal and Spain. Both owed much to Italian science 
and capital, but the profit fell inevitably to them: The reasons 
why Spain failed to found a permanent naval power have been 
given, and they apply equally to Portugal. Neither achieved 
the formation of a solid navy. The claim of both to retain a 
monopoly of the right to settle in, or trade with, the New World 
and Asia was in due course contested by neighbouring nations. 
France was torn by internal dissensions (the Wars of Religion and 
the Fronde) and could not compete except through a few private 
adventurers. England and Holland were able to prove the 
essential weakness of the Spaniards at sea before the end of the 
16th century. In the 17th century the late allies against Spain 
now fought against one another. Her insular position, her 
security against having to bear the immense burden of a war 
on a land frontier, and the superiority of her naval organization 
over the divided administration of Holland, gave the victory to 
Great Britain. She was materially helped by the fact that the 
French monarch attacked Holland on land, and exhausted its 
resources. Great Britain and France now became the Com-
petitors for superiority at sea, and so remained from 1689 till 
the fall of Napoleon in 1815. 

During this period of a century and a quarter Great Britain 
had again the most material advantage: that her enemy was not 
only contending with her at sea, but was engaged in endeavouring 
to establish and maintain a military preponderance over her 
neighbours on the continent of Europe. Hence the necessity for 
ber to support great and costly armies, which led to the sacrifice 
of her fleet, and drove Holland into alliance with Great Britain 
(Wars of the League of Augsburg, of the Spanish Succession, 
of the Austrian Succession and the Seven Years' War). During 
the War of American Independence France was in alliance with 
Spain and Holland, and at peace on land. She and her allies 
were able to impose terms of peace by which Great Britain 
surrendered positions gained in former wars. But the strength 
of the British navy was not broken, and in quality it was shown 
to be essentially superior. 

The French Revolution undid all that the government of 
France had gained between x778 and 1783 by attention to its 
oavy and abstinence from wars on land. The result of the 
upheaval in France was to launch her into schemes of universal 
conquest. Other nations were driven to fight for existence with 
the help of Great Britain. In that long struggle all the navies 
of Europe disappeared except the French, which was broken 
by defeat and rendered inept by inaction, and the victorious 
British navy. When Napoleon fell, the navy of Great Britain 
was not merely the first in the world; it was the only powerful 
navy in existence. 

The pro-eminent position which the disappearance of possible 
rivals had given to Great Britain lasted for several years un-
challenged. But it was too much the consequence of a com-
bination of circumstances which could neither recur nor endure. 
The French navy was vigorously revived under the Restoration 
and the government of Louis Philippe (the periods from 181 5 
to 183o and 1830 to r848). The emperor Nicholas I. of Russia 
(1825-1855) built ships in considerable numbers. As early as 
1838 the fear that the naval superiority of Great Britain would 
be destroyed had already begun to agitate some observers. 
The " extremely reduced state " of the British navy, and' the 
danger that an overwhelming force would be suddenly thrown 
on the English coast, were vehemently set forth by Commander 
W. H. Craufurd, and by an anonymous flag-officer. The peril 
to be feared, it was argued, was an alliance between France and 
Russia. In 1838 the British navy contained, built and building, 
90 ships of the line, 93 frigates and za war steamers; the French, 
49 of the line, 45o frigates and 37 war steamers, including armed 
packets; Russia, so of the line, ss frigates and 8 steamers; the 
United States, 55 of the line, 35 frigates and 16 war steamers. 
The agitation of 1838 passed away, and the Crimean War, 
entailing as it did the destruction of a great part of the Russian  

fleet at Sebastopol, and proving the weakness of the Baltic 
fleet; and having, moreover, been conducted by an alliance of 
France and Great Britain against Russia, would seem to have 
shown that the anxieties of t838 were exaggerated. But the 
rivalry which is inherent in the very position of states possessing 
sea coasts and maritime interests could not cease. The French 
Imperial government was anxious to develop its navy. By the 
construction of the armoured floating batteries employed in 
bombardment of Rinburn in October 1835, and by the launch 
of the first seagoing ironclad " La Gloire " in 5859, it began a 
new race for superiority at sea, which has shown no sign of 
slackening since. The launch of the " Gloire " was followed by 
political events in Europe which brought forward new com-
petitors, while great navies were developed in America and Asia. 

The year 5871 was the beginning of a vast growth of naval 
armaments. It saw the completion of the unity of Italy and the 
formation of the German empire, two powers which a  
could not dispense with strong fleets. But for some modern 
years the Italian and German navies, though already rivalry ist 
in existence, were still in a youthful stage. The rapid an"." 
growth of the United States navy dates from about lea" 
ago, and the Japanese is a few years younger. France, Russia 
and Great Britain, in answer to them, began the race in which 
the efforts of each had a stimulating effect on the others. Though 
the alliance between France and Russia was not formed till 
later, their common interests had marked them out as allies 
from the first, and it will be no less convenient than accurate to 
treat Great Britain and the partners in the Dual Alliance as for 
some time opposed to one another. 

In the general reorganization of her armaments undertaken 
by France after the war of 5870-71, her navy was not neglected. 
Large schemes of construction were taken in hand. 
The instability of French ministries, and the differences e.e the 
of principle which divided the authorities who favoured bend 
the construction of battleships from those who were "ma  
partisans of cruisers and torpedo-vessels, militated against a 
coherent policy. Yet the French navy grew in strength, and 
Russia began to build strong vessels. As early as 1874 the 
approaching launch of a coast-defence ironclad at ICronstadt 
(the " Peter the Great " designed by the English constructor 
Sir E. J. Reed) caused one of the successive " naval scares " 
Which recurred frequently in the co 'ming years. It was, however, 
largely fictitious, and passed away without producing much 
effect. In 1878 the prospect of a war arising out of the Russian 
and Turkish conflict of that year, again stirred doubts as to the 
sufficiency of her naval armaments in England. Yet it was not 
till about r88e that an agitation for the increase of the British 
fleet was begun in a consistent and continuous way. The con-
troversy of the succeeding years was boundless, and was perhaps 
the more heated because the controversialists were not con-
trolled by the necessity for using terms of definite meaning, and 
because the lists published for the purpose of making comparisons 
were inevitably of doubtful value; when ships built, building 
and ordered to be built, but not begun, were counted together—
or as not infrequently happened, were all added on one side, 
but not on the other. The belief that the British navy was not 
so strong as it should he, in view of the dependence of the British 
empire on strength at sea, spread steadily. Measures were first 
taken to improve the opportunities for practice allowed to the 
fleet by the establishment of yearly naval manoeuvres iii x88e, 
and the lessons they afforded were utilized to enforce the necessity 
for an increase of the British fleet. In 1888 a committee of three 
admirals (Sir W. Dowell, Sir Vesey Hamilton and Sir R. Richards), 
appointed to report on the manoeuvres of that year, gave it as 
their opinion that " no time should be lost In placing the British 
navy beyond comparison with that of any two powers." This 
verdict met a ready acceptance by the nation, and in 1889 
Lord George Hamilton, then first lord of the admiralty, intro-
duced the Naval Defence Act,which provided for the addition to 
the navy within four and a half years of 7o vessels of 318,000 tons 
at a cost of Ist,soo,000. The object was to obviate the risk of 
sudden reductions for reasons of economy in the building vote. 
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Later experience proved that the practice of fixing the amount to 
be spent for a period of years operated to restrict the freedom of 
government to make additions, for which the necessity had not 
been foreseen when the money was voted. But the act of 1889 
did effect an immediate addition to the British fleet, while as was 
inevitable it stimulated other powers to increased efforts. 

The rivalry between Great Britain and the states composing 
the Dual Alliance may be said to have lasted till 1904, when the 
course of the war in the Far East removed Russia from the field. 
It must be borne in mind that during the latter part of these 
twenty years Russia was largely influenced by the desire to arm 
against the growing navy of Japan. Comparisons between the 
additions to the fleets made on either side, even when supported 
by a great display of figures, are of uncertain value. Number 
is no sufficient test of strength when taken apart from quality, 
distribution, the command of coaling stations—which are of 
extreme value to a modern fleet—and other considerations. 
But the respective lists of battleships supply a rough and ready 
standard, and when taken with the number of men employed 
and the size of the budgets (both subject to qualifications to 
be mentioned) does enable us to see with some approximation to 
accuracy how far the rivals have attained their desired aims. 
In x889, before the passing of the Naval Defence Act, the British 
navy contained 32 battleships of 262,34o tons. The united 
French and Russian fleets had 22 of 150,653 tons: of these 17 
were French, 7 being vessels of wood plated with iron and 
therefore of no value when exposed to the fire of modem ex-
plosives. This is but one of many examples which might be 
given of the fallacious character of mere lists of figures. In :894, 
when the Naval Defence Act had produced its effect, the com-
parative figures were: for Great Britain, 46 ironclads (or battle-
%hips) of 441,64o tons, and for the Dual Alliance 35 of 270,953—in 
which, however, the seven wooden vessels were still included. 
France and Russia had then large schemes of new construction-
60,30o tons of ships over ro,000 tons for France, and 78,000 tons 
for Russia. The British figure was 70,000 tons. But the French 
and Russian list included mere names of vessels, of which the 
plans were not then drafted. 

The rivalry in building went on as eagerly after 1894 as before. 
At the beginning of 1904 Great Britain had 67 battleships of 
895,370 tons, as against 57 of 635,50o belonging to the powers 
of the Dual Alliance. The difference in favour of Great Britain 
MS therefore so battleships, and 259,870 tons. Vessels not 
ready for service were included in the list, which therefore in-
cludes potential as well as actual strength. The balance in favour 
of Great Britain was less in 1904 than it had been in :885 in mere 
numbers. During this period the naval budget of Great Britain 
had risen from £12,000,000 in 1885 to £34,457,5= in 1903-1904. 
The number of men employed had grown from 57,000 to 127,000. 
The figures for the Dual Alliance cannot be given with equal 
confidence. France had transferred the keeper 4 in marine or 
colonial troops from the navy to the army, which introduced 
a confusing element into the comparison, and the figures for 
Russian expenditure are very questionable. The total credit 
demanded for the French navy in x890, the year after the passing 
of the British Naval Defence Act, was fm H7,147,462. By 
r903 the sum had risen to frs. 351,471,524. The Russian figures 
for ‘890 are not attainable, but her budget for 1903 was 
£110067,889 sterling. A comparison in numbers of men available 
is wholly misleading, since the British navy contains a large 
number of voluntarily enlisted men who serve for many years, 
and a small voluntary reserve, while France and Russia include 
all who are liable to be called out for compulsory service during 
a short period. There is no equality between them and the highly 
trained men of the British navy. The immense increase in its 
staff represents an addition to real power to which there is 
nothing to correspond in the case of continental states. 

While this vast growth of naval power was going on in Great 
Britain, France and Russia, other rivals were entering into the 
lists with various fortunes. Italy may be said to have been the 
first comer. Her national navy, formed out of the existing 
squadrons of Sardinia, Tuscany and Naples, bad stood the strain  

of war in 1866 very a The conditions in which the unity of 
the country had been achieved during the Franco-Prussian War 
of 187o-7r, together with the obvious need for a navy coffiped. 
in the case of a nation with a very extended sea coast, doa  a 
animated the Italians to great and even excessive trow. 
efforts. Their policy was controlled by the knowledge ozworr 
that they could not hope to rival France in numbers, Age" 
and they therefore aimed at obtaining individual vessels of a 
high level of strength. Italy may be said to have set the example 
of building monster ships, armed with monster guns. But she 
was unable to maintain her position in the race. The too hopeful 
finance in which she had indulged in the first enthusiasm of 
complete political unification led to serious embarrassment in 
1894. Her naval budget sank from £4,960,000 in 1891 to 
£3,776,845 in 1897-1898, and only rose slowly to £5,037.642 in 
1905-1906. As a candidate in the race for naval strength she 
necessarily held a subordinate place, though always to be ranked 
among the important sea powers. In 1903, when the rivalry of 
Great Britain and the Dual Alliance was at its height, her 
strength in battleships was 18, of 226,63o tons. In number, 
therefore, they did more than cover the balance in favour of 
Great Britain as against the Dual Alliance, but not in tonnage, 
in which the difference in favour of Great Britain was 259,870. 

The history of the German navy is one of foresight, calculation, 
consistency and therefore steady growth. The small naval force 
maintained by Prussia became the navy of the North 
German Federation after the war of 1866, and the Gimmasy.  
Imperial navy after 287r. Until 1853 it had been wholly de-
pendent on the war office. In that year an admiralty was created 
in favour of Prince Albrecht, but this office was abolished in t861, 
and the navy was again placed under the war office. The first 
ministers of the navy under the North German Federation were 
generals; so was the first imperial minister, General Stosch (r 87 z ). 
Admiral Mph:, appointed in 1897, was the first minister who 
was bred a seaman. Ilia predecessor, General Stosch, had been 
an excellent organizer and had done much for the efficiency of 
the service. It has been the rule of the German government, 
both before and since the foundation of the empire, to advance 
by carefully framed plans, without adhering to them pedantically 
when circumstances called for a modification of their lines. As 
early as 1867 a scheme had been formed for the construction of 
a navy of 16 ironclads and 50 smaller vessels, at a cost of 
£5395,833. It was not sufficiently advanced in execution to 
allow Germany to make any efforts at sea in the war of 187011. 
In x872 a supplementary grant of (3,794666 was made for 
construction in view of the increased cost of armour and arma-
ments. In 1882 a revised scheme was made which contemplated 
the construction of zoo vessels, and it was completed in x888 
by another which provided for the construction of 28 vessels, 
of which 4 should be battleships of the largest size, within the 
next six years. In 1894 and for some years afterwards the Reich-
stag showed itself hostile to a heavy expenditure on the navy, 
and refused many votes asked for by the government. Under 
the pressure of ambition and of the real needs of a nation with 
an extensive and growing maritime commerce, the expenditure 
grew in spite of the opposition of the Reichstag. Between 1874 
and 1889 it rose from ii,950,020 to £2,750,000, and was increased 
in the following year to £3,6c0,oce, from which figure it advanced 
by 1898 to 15,756,135. Anothtr building scheme was framed 
in that year, but it was swept aside in moo, under the combined 
influence of the exhortations of the emperor William II., and of 
the anger caused in Germany through the arrest by a British 
cruiser of a German steamer (the " Bundesrath ") on the coast of 
Africa on a charge of carrying contraband of war to the Boers. 
The emperor was now able to obtain the consent of the Reichstag 
to an extended Naval Defence Act. By the terms of this measure 
it was proposed to spend £74,000,003 on construction, and 
fropoopoo on the dockyards. With this money, by the year 
rot, Germany was to be provided with a fleet of 38 battleships, 
together with a proportionate number of cruisers and other 
smaller vessels. Rapid progress was made not only with the 
programme itself but with the eauipment of German dockyards 
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and other establishments for providing the materiel of a great 
navy. In the spring of Igoe the serious menace to British 
supremacy at sea, represented by the growth of the new German 
fleet of battleships, led in England to a " scare " which recalled 
that of :888, and to an energetic campaign for additional 
expenditure on the British navy. 

During the years following on the Atnerican Civil War (s862- 
66) the United States paid small attention to the navy. In 
MOON 	

1881 a board was appointed to advise on the needs 
Masa 	of the navy, and in 1890, the board recommended 

the formation of a fleet of zoo vessels of which 20 
should be battleships of the largest class. The reviving interest 
in the navy was greatly stimulated by the diplomatic difference 
with Great Britain which arose over the frontier question between 
her and the republic of Venezuela in :896. Resolutions were 
passed in congress approving of an increase of the navy. The 
war with Spain in 1898 completed the revival of American 
interest in the navy. The acquisition of Porto Rico, and the 
protectorate of Cuba in the West Indies, together with the annexa-
tion of the Philippines, and the visible approach of the time 
when the relations of the powers interested in the Pacific would 
call for regulation, confirmed the conviction that a powerful 
fleet must be maintained. In 1889 the United States possessed 
no modern battleship. In t899 there were 4 built and 8 building. 
At the close of 1903 there were built and building 27 of 353,260 
tons, only two of them being of less than zo,000 tons. From 
£5, 1 19,850  in 1890 the expenditure grew to L16,355,380 in 1 903. 

The navy of Japan, the last corner among the great naval 
forces of the world, may be said to date from 1895, from, in 
Japan. fact, the eve of the war with China. As an insular 

power with a large seafaring population, Japan is 
called upon to possess a fleet. Even in the days of its voluntary 
isolation it had a known capacity for maritime warfare. Its 
capacity for assimilating the ideas and mastering the mechanical 
skill of Europe have been in no respect better shown than in 
naval matters. From the moment it was compelled to open 
its ports it began not only to acquire steamers but to apply 
itself under European guidance to learning how to make and 
use them. A navy on the western model was already organized 
by 1895, but it was still of trifling proportions. In :896 the 
Japanese navy had become an object of serious attention to 
the world. A plan was drafted in that year, and confirmed 
in the next, by which Japan arranged to supply itself, mainly 
by purchase in Europe, with a fleet containing 4 of the most 
powerful battleships. The scheme was modified in detail in 
1898, when the decision was taken to increase the tonnage of the 
vessels. A little later additions were arranged for, and vessels 
building for South America states in English ports were purchased. 
The British model was carefully followed in naval organization, 
the alliance with England giving special facilities for this. And 
by 1904, when the war with Russia began, the unknown Japanese 
fleet proved its competence by victories at sea which put the 
seal on her position as a naval power. 

Conclusian.—When we look over the whole period from 
the end of the Napoleonic wars, one great fact is patent to our 
view. It is that this was an epoch of revival or development 
in the naval power of the whole world, in the course of which 
the position held by Great Britain in 18z6 was partially lost 
simply by the growth of other powers. The situation in that 
year was by its very nature temporary, and a quotation of the 
respective numbers of warships then possessed by the world 
would have no value. An instructive comparison can, however, 
be made between the year 1838, when Great Britain began to 
be seriously concerned with the rise of possible enemies at sea, 
and the eve of the war between Russia and Japan. Battleships 
may again be taken as the test of strength, since nothing happened 
in the Russo-Japanese War to show that they do not still form 
the most vital clement of naval power. We may also leave 
aside the many small fleets which cannot act collectively, and 
which individually do not weigh in the balance. The figures 
for 1838 are given above, but may be repeated for comparison. 
In that year Great Britain possessed, built and building, 90  

ships of the line; France 49; Russia 50; the United States 
15. In 1903 the number of vessels recognized as battleships, 
possessed by the great powers, was for Great Britain 67; for 
France 39; for Russia s8; for the United States 27; for Germany 
27; for Italy 18; for Japan 5. At the first date the British 
fleet was among great powers as 90 to 114. At the latter it 
was as 67 to 134. 

Such comparisons, however, as these become much more 
complicated in later years, when the importance of the preponder-
ance of " Dreadnoughts "—the new type of battleship—(see 
SHIP and Stimaunzuro)—was realized. By the invention 
of this type Great Britain appeared to obtain a new lead; and 
in 1907, when it was calculated that by 1910 there would be 
ten British " Dreadnoughts " actually in commission while 
neither in Europe nor America would a single similar ship have 
been completed by any foreign power, the situation seemed 
to be entirely in favour of complete supremacy at sea for the 
British fleet. But the progress of German and American con-
struction, and particularly the experience gained of German 
ability to build and equip much more rapidly than had been 
supposed, showed by x9o9 that, so far as " Dreadnoughts " 
were concerned at all events, the lead of Great Britain could only 
be maintained by exceptional effort and exceptional expenditure. 
It was admitted in parliament by the prime minister, first lord 
of the admiralty and foreign secretary—themselves Liberals 
who had flirted with proposals for disarmament, and who do. 
pended for office on the support of more extreme "pacifists" who 
objected on principle to heavy military and naval expenditure—
that, while for the moment the British " two-power standard " 
was still in existence, the revelations as to German shipbuilding 
showed that it could only,be maintained in the future by the 
creation of a new fleet on a scale previously not contemplated. 
The supremacy of Great Britain in ships of the older types 
would be of no avail as years went by and other powers were 
equalling her in the output of ships of the new type, and a new 
race thus began, of which it is impossible here to indicate more 
than the start. It was no longer a question of completed ships, 
but one still more of programmes for building and of the rate 
at which these programmes could be accomplished. At the 
beginning of 1910, while Great Britain had her ten " Dread-
noughts," it was not the case that other powers had none: 
Germany already had four and the United States two; and 
a knowledge of the naval programmes of both these countries, 
to speak of no others, showed that, unless either their policy 
changed or the British shipbuilding programme was modified 
so as to keep up with their progress, it would not take many 
years before the theory of the equality of the British fleet in 
" capital ships " to those of the next two naval powers would 
have to be abandoned. In England this situation created a pro-
found sensation in 1909, since it was common ground that her 
fleet was her all in all, on which her empire depended; and the 
result was seen, not only in a considerable increase in the Naval 
Estimates of 1910-191r, but also in the beginning of a serious 
attempt to organize their fleets on the part of the British colonial 
dominions, which should co-operate with the mother country. 

The British Admiralty figures for the state of the principal 
fleets as on March 31st, 1910, are summarized below. The 
letters at the heads of the columns have the following significa-
tion: E., England; F., France; It., Russia; G., Germany; 
I., Italy; U., United States; and J., Japan:— 

SHIPS BUILT 

Battleships 	. 	. 
Armd. C.D. Vessels 
Armd. Cruisers 
Protected Cruisers, I. 

	

II 	 

linc;otectea Cruisers 
Scouts 	  
Torpedo Vessels 	 
T.B. Destroyers 	. 	• 
Torpedo Boats 	. 	• 
Submarines 	. 	. 	. 

E. 
56 
. 
38 
18 
35 
56 

23 
150 
116 
63 

F. 
17 
8 

20 
5 
9 
8 

to 
60 

246 
56 

R. 
7 
2 
4 
7 
2 2  

• • 

6 
97 
63 
30 

G. 
33 

7 
9 
. 

23 
12 
10  

I 
85 
82 

8 

I. 
to 

8 
.. 

II 
• 

. 
5 

21 
96 

7 

3 

U. 
30 
to 
15 

2 
5 
3 
2 

25 
30 
18 

J. 
1 4 
. 
12 

2 
6 
6  

2 
57 
69 
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SHIPS BUILDING 

E. F. R. G. I. U. 
Battleships 	. 	. 	. 9 6 8 8 2 4 	3 
Armd. Cruisers 	. 3 2 2 3 2 
Protected Cruisers, II. 9 5 .. 3 
Unprotected Cruisers 
T.D. Destroyers 	. 	. 

2 
37 

. 	, 
17 .. 12 2 15 	2 

Submarines 	. 	. 	. n 23 3 • .. to 	3 
• Number uncertain. 

. Bwa.toaunrtnr.—Ancient and General:—Accounts of the naval 
organizations of the ancient world, and of the sea fighting of the tune 
are to be found in the historiansof Greece and Rome: Signor 
G. Coraszini has written a Saida delta marina militate antics (Livorno, 
1882). Valuable details of the Imperial Roman navy and of the 
Byzantine navy will be found in Professor Bury's appendices to his 
edition of Gibbon's Decline and Fall, vol. i. amt. 5, and vol. vi. 
spa. 5. General histories of the navies of the world have .  been 
written, but they are inevitably apt to be little more than jejune 
reviews of the dates, and results of battles. This is certainly the 
case with the great folio of the English writer Josiah Burchett, A 
Complete History of the most remarkable trasisadsons at Sea, from the 
earliest accounts of time to Ike conclusionof the last mar with France, 
wherein is given an account of the most considerable Naval Expeditions, 
Sea Fights, Stratagems, Discoveries and other Maritime Occurrences 
that have happened canons all nations that have flourished at Sea; and 
is a more partici*r manner of Great Britain from Ike time of the 
Reeving* in :688 to the aforesaid period (172o). The later part is 
however valuable, for Burchett, who was secretary to the admiralty, 
had access to good authorities for his own time, and had served at 
sea as secretary to Russell, Lord Orford. There is an Histoire de k 
marine

a 
 de *asks penpies, by M. A. du Sein (Pads, 1879) which is of 

so gret value. 
Medieval: -As regards the medieval navies the first place may be 

allowed to the Italians. A_ general bibliography of Italian nautical 
literature, Sauk de linebiNiografta man:time Italians, occupying 
fifty-eight pages, drawn up by Signor Enrico Celani, will be found in 
the Ravine monition°, supplement for 1894 (Rome). The histories 
of the different Republics of the middle eges record their maritime 
enterprises. An excellent book, which gives far more than its title 
promises, is the Stoda delta marina pan:1*k of A. Guglielmotti, O.P., 
in to volumes published at different times, and in two editions, at 
Florence 1856, &c. The general maritime history of the Mediter- 
ranean in the middle ages is well illustrated in the Memorial sobre 
la marina amen* y arks de Barcelona (1779-1792)  by Don A. 
Capmany. The naval enterprises of the Norsemen are dealt with in 
a scholarly fashion by M. G. B. Depping, Histoire des expeditions 
inarsiimes des Nornsands (1826): and with newer knowledge by Mr 
C. F. Keary., The Vikings of Western Chreskaorn 0890. The 
medieval periods of Western navies are treated in their respective 
naval histones. 

Great Britain:—The History of the Royal Navy to the French 
Resolution, by Sir N. Harris Nicolas (1847), is unfortunately in- 
complete. It ends at the year 1422, but is the work of a most labori- 
ous and exact antiquary, who had been a naval officer in his youth. 
The administrative history of the British navy until 1660 is the 
subject of the History of the Administration of the Navy and of 
Merchant Shipping in relation to the Navy (1 889g66) by Mr M. Oppenheim 
—a most valuable collection of materials. The campaigns and battles 
of the navy are told, generally from the public letters of the admirals, 
and with no great measure of criticism in several compilations. 
The Naval History of England (t 735) by Mr T. Led lard, is copious and 
usefuL The Naval Chronology, or an Historical Summary of Naval 
and Maritime Events from the Time of the Romans to the Treaty of 
Peace aos. by Captain Isaac Schomberg (1802), contains a mass of 
valuable information, lists of ships, dates of construction, &c., and 
some administrative details. Less comprehensive, but still useful, is 
such a compilation as The General History of the Late War (that is. 
the Seven Years' War), by Dr John Entick " and other gentlemen " 
(1763). A much better book is The Naval and Military Memoirs of 
Great Britain 1727 to 1783 (18o4) by Mr R. Beatson, a very careful 
and well-informed writer who had seen some service as a marine 
officer. The Lives of the British Admirals, containing a new and 
aecestak Naval History from the earliest periods, by Dr J. Campbell 
(1779), may be profitably consulted, with caution, for it by no means 
justifies its claim to novelty and accuracy in all parts. The Naval 
History of Great Britain, from 1793 to the accession of George IV., 
by Mr W. James (1827), republished with a continuation by Captain 

 Chamier in 1837, is a standard authority. A far less useful work, 
i which, however, is in parts written from first-hand knowledge, is The 

Naval History of Great Britain by Captain W. P. Brenton, first 
published in 1823. and republished in 1836. The Field of Mars, a 
compilation in dictionary form published in 178t,with an enormous 
title-page, is not without value for some of the naval transactions of 
the 18th century. The History of the British Navy from the Earliest 
Period to the Present Time (1863) by Dr C. D. Vonge, contains some 
original matter for the naval transactions of the 19th century. The 
Royal Navy, in 7 large volumes 8977 ;903), edited and partly written 
by Sir W. L. Cloves, is a compilation of unequal value. Some of 

Sir W. L Cloweds coadjutors, notably Captain Mahan and Sir C. R 
Markham, are of high standing and authority. The book is copiodsly 
illustrated. The Natal Chronicle, 1799-1818, a magazine, contains 

lives of all officers on the list in 1823 or promoted later (1823-1835), 
with a supplement (1827-1830), may be consulted, but is too un-
critical and too uniformly laudatory. The Natal Biographical 
Didgmary; life and services of every living officer 0846), by Lieutenant 
W. R. O'Bryne, is a solid book of reference. The publications of the 
Navy Record Society (1894 and subsequent years) contain large and 
valuable publications of original matter, with some reprints of old 
authorities, such as Sir W. Monson's Tracts, which were difficult of 
access. See also A Sheet History of Ow Royal Navy, by David 
Hannay. 

Frauce:—Tbe naval history of France has been much written 
about since 1840. Not many of the books published have been of 
considerable value. The Histoire maritime de la France of M. Leon 
Guerin (1844), was meant to meet a popular demand and satisfy 
national vanity. The Histoire de la manse froneaise of M. Eugene 
Sue (t845-1846)) is mainly a romance, but it contains some useful 
evidence. The Histoire de la marine francaise of Le Comte de Bonfils 
Lablenie (1845), a naval officer, is of more value, but is somewhat 
wanting in criticism. The Précis historique de la marine /tenons* 
of M. Chasseriau (1845); the Histoire generate do Is marine (1853); 
the Histoire de la manse francaise of M. is Saint (1877); and the
Histoire nationals de la marine francaise depuis Jean Bart (1878) 
of M. Trousset are compilations. La Marine de perm, ses buggy 
lions militaires depuis son origins jusqu'd not fours, by Caput 
Gougeard (1877);  the Basal our histoire de ria111i11151/1111011 de la 
mars*e franiaue of M. Lambert de Sainte Croix (1892): and the 
excellent little book of M. Loir on La Marine ray*, 1789 (n.d.), 
may be consulted with pleasure and profit. The three books of 
M. Jal, Areheologie runt* ('840), Glessaire *antique (t848) and 
Abraham du Ones* et la marine de son temps (1872) are all of high 
value. Les &Milks *woks de in France of Capm Troude (1867), 
is a carefully written account of naval actions. The Histoire de to 
marine francaise, pendant la guerre de rindependasce aseiricains 

p 877): Sous la _premiere ripublique 0886); Sous le consul* et 

empire (1886); De 1815 a lam 0900; and La Marine franc**, el 
la marine allemande, 1870-1871 4873) of Caps. Chevalier, are 
thorough and critical. M. G. Lacour-Gayet, Professor at L'Ecole 
superieure de In Marine, has published two books of serious research, 
but marked by some national prejudice, La Marine militaire de Is 
France sous le regne de Louis XV. (t9o2), and La Marine nsilitaire de 
la France sous to regne de Louis XVI. (tqos). The Recherches slur 
Fancies dos des gaMes de Rouen (1864) of M. C. de Robillard de 
Beaurepaire, and the life of Jean de Vienne by the Marquis Terrier de 
Lorry (1878), are valuable monographs on passages of early Fee 
naval history. The P►dds et tentatives de debarquement aux lies 
britannique s -by Cams Desbriere (1900 veg.) is a most valuable 
authority. A very scholarly Histoire de la marine franfaise was 
begun in t899 by M. C. de la Ronciere. 

Miscellaneous :—The standard authorities for Spanish naval history 
are, La Marina de Castilla (1892), and La Armada Espanola dude la 
union * Castilla y Aragon (t 895-19ot), of Captain Cesare° Fernandez 
Duro. The Geschienes van het Nederiandsche Zeervexen of Mr J. C. de 
Jonghe (t858), is an admirable and exhaustive history of the Dutch 
navy. The History of the Maritime Wars of the Turks, by Haji 
Khali& (or Hugji Challifa), translated by Mr J. Mitchell for the 
Oriental Translation Fund (1831). may be read with curiosity and 
some profit. There are two general histories of the navy of the 
United States by Fenimore Cooper (1839), and by Mr E. S. Mac/2Y 
(1894); the second is the fuller, and the more critical. Captain 
Mahan's Influence of Sea Power on History 166o-1783 489o), and his 
Influence of Sea Power upon the French Revolution and Empire 1703 -
1812 (1892), must be classed  apart as studies of the general inter-
action of navies on one another and on international relations. 
The long series of readable monographs by Admiral Judea de Is 
Graviere, covering the whole field of naval warfare from the 
Peloponnesian War to his own time, contain much information and 
sound criticism. (D. H.) 

Naval. STRATI= AND TACTICS 

Historical Evolution.—That the methods of conducting was 
at sea have been conditioned by the capacity of the ships and 
their armament, and that capacity and armament have interacted 
upon one another, may appear to be platitudes. But they are 
none the less truths which must always be borne in mind when 
we are considering the history of naval strategy, that is, of the 

large movements by which a commander secures the advantage 
of fighting at a place convenient to himself, or of tactics—which 
are the movements he makes in battle. Throughout antiquity 
and the middle ages till the 16th century, the weapons relied 
on were—(1) the ship itself, used as a ram, (a) the swords of the 
crew, (3) such missile weapons. as bolts from heavy crossbows 

masses of useful matter, for the Revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars. 
Royal Naval Captain The Biography of John Marshall, giving the 
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fixed on the bulwarks, bows and arrows, weights dropped from 
a yard or polo rigged out, and the various means of setting an 
enemy alight; by shooting arrows with burning tow or by 
Greek fire or wild fire, blown through tubes (comae, whence 
" cannon "). The nature of the " Greek fire " is still an unsettled 
question, and it is believed by some authorities that the Byzan-
tines of the middle ages were acquainted with the use of gun-
powder. However that may be, it is certain that even after 

the introduction of artillery in the 14th century, the asKr 
Mawr• means of injuring an enemy at a distance were nil, or 

were very feeble. All actions, therefore, were fought 
at dose quarters, where ramming and boarding were possible. 
But the use of the ram was only available for a vessel driven by 
oars. A sailing vessel could not ram unless she were running 
before a good breeze. In a light wind her charge would be 
ineffective, and it could not be made at all from leeward. There-
fore, while fleets depended on the methods of battle at close 
quarters, two conditions were imposed on the warship. She 
must be small and light, so that her crew could row her with 
effect, and she must carry a numerous crew to work her oars 
and board or repel boarders. Sails were used by the triremes 
and other classes of warship, ancient and medieval, when going 
from point to point—to relieve the rowers from absolutely 
exhausting toff. They were lowered in action, and when the 
combatant bad a secure port at band, they were left ashore 
before battle. These conditions applied alike to Phormio, the 
Athenian admiral of the 5th century s.c., to the Norse king Olaf 
Tryggveson of the roth century A.D., and to the chiefs of-the 
Christian and Turkish fleets which fought the battle of Lepanto 
in A.D. 5571. There might be, and were, differences of degree 
in the use made of oar and sail respectively. Outside the 
Mediterranean, the sea was unfavourable to the long, narrow 
and light galley of 12o ft. long and so ft, of beam. But the Norse 
ship found at Gokstad, though her beam is a third of her length, 
and she is well adapted for rough seas, is also a light and shallow 
craft, to be easily rowed or hauled up on a beach. Some medieval 
vessels were of considerable size, but these were the exception; 
they were awkward, and were rather transports than warships. 

Given a warship which is of moderate size and crowded with 
men, it follows that prolonged cruises, and blockade in the full 
sense of the word, were beyond the power of the sea commanders 
of antiquity and the middle ages. There were ships used for 
trade which with a favourable wind could rely on making six 
knots an hour—that is to say, twice the average speed attained 
by Captain Cook in his voyages of exploration. But a war fleet 
could not provide the cover, or carry the water and food, needed 
to keep the crews efficient during a long cruise. So long as galleys 
were used, that is to say, till the middle of the 18th century, they 
were kept in port as much as possible, and a tent was rigged over 
the deck to house the rowers. The fleet was compelled to hug 
the shore in order to find supplies. It always endeavoured to 
secure a basis on shore to store provisions and rest the crews. 
Therefore the wider operations were slowly made. Therefore 
too, when the enemy was to be waited for, or a port watched, 
some point on shore was secured and the ships were drawn up. 
It was by holding such a point that the Corinthian allies of the 
Syracusans were able to pin in the Athenians. The Romans 
watched Lilybeum in the same way, and Hannibal the Rhodian 
could run the blockade before they were launched and ready to 
stop him. The Norsemen hauled their ships on shore, stockaded 
them and marched inland. The Greeks of Homer had done the 
same and could do nothing else. Roger di Lauda, in asi. 1285, 
waited at the Hormigas with his galleys on the beach till the 
French were seen to be coming past him. Edward M. in 
A.D. 1350, stayed at Winchelsea till the Spaniards were sighted. 
The allies at Lepanto remained at anchor near Dragonera till 
the last moment. 

Given again that the fighting was at close quarters with ram, 
stroke of sword, crossbow bolt, arrow, pigs of iron or lead and 
wild fire blown through tubes, it follows that the formations 
and tactics were equally imposed on the combatants. The 
formation was inevitably the lute abreast—the ships going side  

by side—for the object was to bring all the rams, or all the 
boarders into action at once. It was quite as necessary to strile 
with the prow when boarding as when ramming. If the vessels 
were laid side by side the oars would have prevented them 
from touching. It may be added that this rule prevailed equally 
with the sailing ship of later times, since they were built with 
what is technically called " a tumble home," that is to say, their 
sides sloped inwards from the water line, and the space from 
the top of the bulwarks of one to the other was too great to be 
jumped. The extent to which ramming or boarding would be 
used respectively would depend on the skill of the rowers. The 
highly trained Athenian crews of the early Pelopon- 
nesian War relied mainly on the ram. They aimed at tat  
dashing through an enemy's line, and shaving off the a.m.& 
oars from one side of an opponent. When successfully 
practised, this manoeuvre would be equivalent to the dismasting 
of a sailing line of battle ship. It was the 84/arbour, and it 
enabled the assailant to turn, and ram his crippled enemy in 
the stern (irephr/tovs) But an attack with the ram might be 
exceedingly dangerous to the assailant, if he were not very 
solidly built. His ram might be broken off in the shock. The 
Athenians found this a very real peril, and were compelled to 
construct their triremes with stronger bows, to contend with the 
more heavily built Peloponnesian vessels—whereby they lost 
much of their mobility. In fact success in ramming depended 
so much on a combination of skill and good fortune that it 
played a somewhat subordinate part in most ancient sea fights. 
The Romans baffled the ramming tactics of the Carthaginians 
by the invention of the reeve or crow, which grappled the prow 
of the rammer, and provided a gangway for boarders. After 
the introduction of artillery in the 14th century, when guns 
were carried in the bows of the galley, it was considered bad 
management to fire them until the prow was actually touching 
the enemy. If they were discharged before the shock there 
was always a risk that they would be fired too soon, and the guns 
of the time could not be rapidly reloaded. The officer-like course 
was to keep the fire for the last moment, and use it to clear the 
way for the boarders. As a defence against boarding, the ships 
of a weaker fleet were sometimes tied side to one another, in the 
middle ages, and a barrier made with oars and spars. But this 
defensive arrangement, which was adopted by Olaf Tryggveson of 
Norway at Swolder (sm. moo), and by the French at Sluys 
(ars 1340), could be turned by an enemy who attacked on the 
flank. To meet the shock of ramming and to ram, medieval 
ships were sometimes " bearded," i.e. fortified with iron bands 
across the bows. 

The principles of naval warfare known to the ancient world 
descended through Byzantium to the Italian Republics and from 
them to the West. With the growth of ships, the 
development of artillery, and the beginning of the great " lb, 

 sailing fleets capable of keeping the sea for long 
periods together, came the need for a new adaptation of old 
principles. A ship which depended on the wind for its motive 
power could not hope to ram. It could still board, and the 
Spaniards did for long make it their main object to run their 
bow over an enemy's sides, and invade his deck. In order to 
carry out this kind of attack they would naturally try to get 
to windward and then bear down before the wind in line abreast 
ship upon ship. But an opponent to leeward could always baffle 
this attack by edging away, and in the meantime fire with his 
broadside to cripple his opponent's spars. Experience soon 
showed the more intelligent sea officers of all nations, that a 
ship which relied on broadside fire, must present her broadside 
to the enemy; it was also soon seen that in order to give full 
play to the guns of the fleet, the ships must follow one another. 
Thus there arose the practice of arranging ships in the line 
akead, one behind the other. For a time sea-officers were 
inclined to doubt whether order could be maintained among 
vessels subject to the forces of wind and tide. But in the very 
first years of the 16th century, a Spanish writer of the name of 
Alonso de Chaves argued with force that even an approach to 
order is superior to none—and that. given the accidents of 
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wind and tide, the advantage would rest with him who took 
his precautions. The truth was so obvious that it could not but 

be universally accepted. The line ahead then became 
use the line of battle." This term has a double mean- 

ing. It may mean the formation, but it may also 
mean the ships which are fit to form parts of the line in action. 
The practice of sorting out ships, so as to class those fit to be 
in a line of battle apart from others, dates from the second 
half of the 17th century. Its advantages had been seen before, 
but the classification was not made universal till then. The 
excessive number of ships collected in those naval wars, their 
variety in size, and the presence in the fleets of a large proportion 
of pressed or hired merchant ships had led to much bad execu-
tion. But in the final battles of the first war between England 
and the Dutch Republic (1632-53), the Parliamentary admirals 
enforced the formation of the line by strong measures. On the 
conclusion of the war, they drew up the first published code of 
fighting instructions. These give the basis of the whole tactical 
system of the r7th and 18th centuries in naval warfare. The 
treatises of Paul Hoste, Bigot de Morogues and Bourd6 de 
Villehuet, which were the text-books of the time, all French in 
origin but all translated into other languages, are commentaries 
upon and developments of this traditional code of practice. 

The governing principles were simple and were essentially 
sound. The ships were arranged in a line, in order that each 

should have her broadside free to fire into the enemy 
PrimIll'" without running the risk of firing into her own friends. 
emsiteee 
gawp&  In order to remove the danger that they would 

touch each other, a competent space, to allow for a 
change of course in case of need, was left between them. It 
VMS fixed at two cables—that is, 200 fathoms, or aoo yds. 
—though less room was occasionally taken. To reduce the 
number of men required to handle the sails, and leave them 
free to fight the guns, the ships fought under reduced canvas. 
But it was necessary to retain the power to increase the speed of 
aship rapidly. This was secured by not sheeting home one of the 
sails—that is to say, it was left loose, and the wind was "spilt 
out of it." When the vessel was required to shoot ahead it was 
easy to sheet the sail home, and " let all draw." The fleets would 
fight " on the wind "—that is to say, with the wind on the side, 
because they were then under better control. With the wind 
blowing from behind they would take the wind out of one 
another's sails. When the course had to be altered, the ships 
turned by tacking—that is, head to wind—or by wearing-
thht is, stern to wind, either together or in succession. To tack 
or wear a large fleet in succession was a very lengthy operation. 
The second ship did not tack, or wear, till she had reached the 
place where the first had turned, and so on, down the whole line. 
By tacking or wearing together the order of a fleet was reversed, 
the van becoming the rear, and the rear the van. It must be 
remembered that a fleet was divided into van, centre and rear, 
which kept their names even when the order was reversed. 
Orders were given by signals from the flag-ship, but as they 
could not be seen by the ships in a line with her, frigates were 
stationed on the side of the line opposite to that facing the 
enemy " to repeat signals." 

A main object which the admirals who drafted the orders 
had before them was to obviate the risk that the enemy would 
double on one end of the line and put it between two fires. 
It is obvious that if two fleets, A and B, are sailing, both with 
the wind on the right side, and the leading ship of A comes 
into action with the seventh or eighth of B, then six or seven 
leading ships of B's line will be free to turn and surround the 
head of A's line. This did actually happen at the battle of 
Beacby Head. Therefore, the orders enjoin on the admiral the 
strict obligation to come into action in such a way that his leading 
ship shall steer with the leading ship of the enemy, and his rear 
with the rear. The familiar expression of the British navy was 
" to take every man his bird." 

The regular method of fighting battles was thus set up. In 
itself it was founded on sound principles. As it was framed when 
the enemies kept in view were the Dutch, who in seamanship  

and gunnery were fully equal to the British, its authors were 
justified in prescribing the safe course. Unhappily they added 
the direction that a British admiral was to keep his fleet, through-
out the battle, in the order in which it was begun. Therefore 
he could take no advantage of any disorder which might occur 
in the enemy's lines. When therefore the conflict came to be 
between the British and the French in the 18th century, battles 
between equal or approximately equal forces were for long 
inconclusive. The French, who had fewer ships than the British, 
were anxious to fight at the least possible cost, lest their fleet 
should be worn out by severe action, leaving Great Britain 
with an untouched balance. Therefore, they preferred to engage 
to leeward, a position which left them free to retreat before the 
wind. They allowed the British fleet to get to windward, and, 
when it was parallel with them and bore up before the wind to 
attack, they moved onwards. The attacking fleet had then to 
advance, not directly before the wind with its ships moving 
along lines perpendicular to the line attacked, but in slanting 
or curving lines. The assailants would be thrown into " a bow 
and quarter line "—that is to say, with the bow of the second 
level with the after part of the first and so on from end to end. 
In the case of a number of ships of various powers of sailing, it 
was a difficult formation to maintain. The result was that the 
ships of the assailing line which were steering to attack the 
enemy's van came into action first and were liable to be crippled 
in the rigging. If the same formation was to be maintained, 
the others were now limited to the speed of the injured vessels, 
and the enemy to leeward slipped away. At all times a fleet 
advancing from windward was liable to injury in spars, even if 
the leeward fleet did not deliberately aim at them. The leeward 
ships would be leaning away from the wind, and their shot would 
always have a tendency to fly high. So long as the assailant 
remained to windward, the ships to leeward could always slip 
off. 

The inconclusive results of so many battles at sea excited 
the attentions of a Scottish gentleman, Mr Clerk of Eldin ( z 728- 
1812), in the middle of the 18th century. He began a 
series of speculations and calculations, which he em-
bodied in pamphlets and distributed among naval 
officers. They were finally published in book form in 1790 and 
1797. The hypothesis which governs all Clerk's demonstrations 
is that as the British navy was superior in gunnery and seaman 
ship to their enemy, it was their interest to produce a melee. 
He advanced various ingenious suggestions for concentrating 
superior forces on parts of the enemy's line—by preference on 
the rear, since the van must lose time in turning to its support. 
They are all open to the criticism that an expert opponent could 
find an answer to each of them. But that must be always the 
case, and victory is never the fruit of a skilful movement alone, 
but of that superiority of skill or of moral strength which enables 
one combatant to forestall or to crush another by more rapid 
movement or greater force of blow. Clerk's theories had at 
least this merit that they must infallibly tend to make battles 
decisive by throwing the combatants into a furious mingled 
strife. 

The unsatisfactory character of the accepted method of 
fighting battles at sea had begun to be obvious to naval officers, 
both French and English, who were Clerk's contemporaries. 
The great French admiral Suffren condemned naval tactics as 
being little better than so many excuses for avoiding a real 
fight. He endeavoured to find a better method, by concentrating 
superior forces on parts of his opponent's line in some of his 
actions with the British fleet in the East Indies in 1782 and 1783. 
But his orders were ill obeyed, and the quality of his fleet was 
not superior to the British. Rodney, in his first battle in the 
West Indies in 178o, endeavoured to concentrate a superior 
force on part of his enemy's line by throwing a greater number 
of British ships on the rear of the French line. But his directions 
were misunderstood and not properly executed. Moreover be 
did not then go beyond trying to place a larger number of ships 
in action to windward against a smaller number to leeward by 
arranging them at a less distance than two-cables length. But 
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am enemy who took the simple and oirelous course of closing his 
Tine could baffle the attack, and while the retreat to leeward 
remained open could still slip away. On the 12th of April :782 
(battle of Dominica) Rodney was induced, by the disorder in the 
French line, to break his own formation and pass through the 
enemy. He took the French flag-ship and five other vessels. 
The favourable result of this departure from the old practice of 
keeping the formation intact throughout the battle ruined the 
moral authority of the orthodox system of tactics In the French 
war which began in '793  Lord Howe (battle of rat of June) 
ordered his fleet to steer through the enemy, and to put them-
selves on his line only as a means of bringing his fleet into action, 
and then played to produce a mffiee in which the individual 
superiority of his vessels would have free play. Throughout the 
war, which lasted, with a brief interval of peace, from 1793 
to ars, British admirals grew constantly bolder in the method 
they adopted for producing the desired melee (battles of St 
Tmcent, Camperdown, Trafalgar). It has sometimes been argued 
that their line of attack was rash and would have proved 
disastrous if tried against more skilful opponents. But this 
is one of those criticisms which are of value only against those 
who think that there can be a magic efficacy in any particular 
attack, which makes its success infallible. That the tactics of 
British admirals of the great wars Of 2793-1815 had in themselves 
no such virtue was amply demonstrated at the engagement 
off Lissa in an. They were justified because the reliance of 
admirals on the quality of their fleets was well founded. It 
should be borne in mind that a vessel while bearing down on an 
enemy's line could not be exposed to the fire of three enemies 
at once when at a less distance than 759 yds., because the guns 
could not be trained to converge on a nearer point. The whole 
singe of effective fire was only a thousand yards or a very little 
over. The chance that a ship would be dismasted and stopped 
before reaching the enemy's line was small. 

The improvements in the construction of ships, which had so 
much influence on the development of tactics, had its effect also 
lays__ on strategy. The great aims of a fleet in war must be 
of la to keep the coast of its own country free from attack, 
Penal 	to secure the freedom of its trade, and to destroy 

 L
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the enemy's fleet or confine it to port. The first and 
second of these purposes can be attained by the 

successful achievement of the third—the destruction or paralysis 
of the. hostile fleet. But till after the end of the 17th century 
it was thought impossible, or at least very rash, to keep the great 
ships out of port between September and May or June. Therefore 
continuous watch on an enemy by blockading his ports was 
beyond the power of any navy. Therefore too, as the opponent 
might be at sea before he could be stopped, the movements of 
fleets were much subordinated to the need for providing convoy 
to the trade. It was not till the middle of the ath century that 
the continuous blockade first carried out by Lord Hawke in 
1738-39, and then brought to perfection by Earl St Vincent 
and other British admirals between t793 and x8x3, became 
possible. 

Modern Timer.—The interval of ninety years between ifiz 
and 1904 (the opening of the Russo-Japanese conflict) was 
marked by no naval war. There was fighting at sea, and there 
were prolonged blockades, but there were no encounters between 
large and well appointed navies. During this period an entire 
revolution took place in tho means of propulsion, armament and 
material of construction of ships. Steam was applied to war-
ships, at first as an auxiliary force, in the second quarter of the 
19th century. The Crimean War gave a great stimulus to the 
development of the guns. It also brought about the application 
of iron to ships as a cuirass. Very soon metal was adopted as the 
material out of which ships were made. The extended use of 
shells, by immensely increasing the danger of fire, rendered so 
inflammable a substance as wood too dangerous for employment 
in a war-ship. France has the honour of having set the example 
of employing iron as a cuirass, while England was the first to 
take it as the sole material. Changes so sweeping as these could 
not take place without affecting all the established ideas as to  

the conduct of war at sea. The time of revolution in means of 
propulsion, armament and construction was also a time of much 
speculation. Doubts and obscurities remained unsolved because 
they had never been brought to the test of actual fighting on 
an adequate scale. As the 19th century drew to a close, another 
element of uncertainty was introduced by the development of 
the torpedo. A weapon which is a floating and moving mine, 
capable up to a certain point of being directed on its course, 
invisible or very hard to trace, and able to deliver its blow 
beneath the water-line, was so complete a novelty that its action 
was bard indeed to foresee and therefore particularly liable to 
be exaggerated. From the torpedo sprang too the submarine 
vessel, which aims at striking below the surface, where it itself 
is, like its weapon, invisible, or nearly so. 

How to solve the problems which science has set has been the 
task of thoughtful naval officere—and of the governments which 
the military seaman serves. The questions to be solved may be 
stated in the following order. What would be the effect: 1st, 
of the employment of steam, or of any substitute for steam other 
than the wind or the oar; 2nd, of the development of the gun; 
3rd, of the use of metal as a material of construction; 4th, of 
the use of a weapon and a vessel acting below the surface of the 
water, and if not wholly inviable at least very much hidden? 

The belief that steam had given the lesser fleet an advantage 
over the greater—that it had, in a phrase once popular among 
Englishmen, " bridged the Channel,"--need only be touched 
on for its historical interest. It was an intelligible, perhaps 
pardonable, example of the confusion produced by a novelty of 
improved capacity on the minds of those who were not prepared 
to consider it in all its bearings. A moment's thought ought to 
have shown that where both sides had the command of steam, 
the proportion between them would remain what it was before. 
The only exception would be that the fleet which was steering in 
a direction already laid down would have a somewhat greater 
advantage than of old, over another which was endeavouring to 
detect its presence and course. Its movements would be more 
rapid, and it could steam through a fog by which it would be 
hidden in a way impossible for a sailing ship. On the other 
hand, such a fleet could be much more rapidly pursued and 
interrupted when once its course was known. The influence 
which the freedom and certainty of movement conferred by 
steam would have on the powers of fleets and ships presented 
a problem less easy to dispose of. Against the advantage they 
conferred was to be set the limitation they imposed. The 
necessity for replacing indispensable fuel was a restriction 
unknown to the sailing ship, which needed only to renew its 
provisions and water—stores more easily obtained all the world 
over than coal. Hence doubts naturally arose as to how far a 
state which did not possess coaling stations in all parts of the 
world could conduct extensive operations over great distances. 
The events of the recent Russo-Japanese War lead to the con-
clusion that the obligation to obtain coal has not materially 
limited the freedom of movement of fleets. By carrying store 
vessels with him, by coaling at sea, and taking advantage of the 
friendly neutrality of certain ports on his route, the Russian 
admiral, Rojdesvensky, reached the Far East in igos in less time 
and with less difficulty than he could have done in days when 
he would have been liable to delay by calms, contrary winds and 
loss of spars in gales. The amount of skill on the part of the 
crews required to carry a fleet a long distance would even appear 
to be less than it was of old. From this it would seem to follow 
that modern fleets possess no lees capacity than the old sailing 
fleets for the great operations of war at a distance, or for main-
taining blockades. Advantage and disadvantage counterbalance 
one another, and the proportion remains the same. Blockade 
is only another name for the maintenance of a watch on an 
enemy's squadron in port by a force capable of fighting him if 
he comes out. Admiral Togo blockaded the Russian squadron at 
Port Arthur in 1904 as effectually as any admiral has done the 
work in the past. The mobility given to the blockaded fleet by 
steam has been exactly counterbalanced by the increased 
mobility of the watch. The proportions remain the same. 
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But if the power to undertake far-ranging operations, and to 
confine an enemy to port by keeping him under observation, 
and driving him back when he comes out remains the same, the 
strategy of war at sea cannot have undergone any material altera-
tion. The possession of ports where stores can be accumulated 
and repairs effected is an advantage as it always was. But a 
powerful fleet when operating far from its own country can supply 
itself with a store-house (a base) on the enemy's coast, or can be 
served at sea by store-ships, as of old. If beaten, it will suffer 
from the want of places of refuge as it always did. 

Among the speculations of recent years, a good deal has been 
heard of the " fleet in being." If this phrase is only used to 

mean that, so long as any part of an enemy's navy 
is capable of acting with effect, its existence cannot be 
ignored with the certainty of safety, then the words 

convey a truth which applies to all war whether by land or 
sea. If it means, as it was at least sometimes clearly intended 
to mean, that no such operation as the transport of troops 
oversee can be undertaken with success, so long as the naval 
forces of an opponent are not wholly destroyed, it is con-
trary to ancient experience. The Japanese in the beginning of 
locks began transporting troops to Korea before they had beaten 
the Russians, and they continued to send them in spite of the 
risk of interruption by the Vladivostok squadron. There was a 
risk, but risk is inseparable from war. The degree which can be 
incurred with sanity depends on the stake at issue, the nature of 
the circumstance and the capacity of the persons, which vary 
Infinitely and must be separately judged. 

The war of 1904–o5 may also be said to have shown that the 
vast change in the construction of ships, together with the develop- 
. „ft  ment of old and the invention of new weapons, has 

  done far less to alter the course of battles at sea than 
had been thought likely. Two calculations have been successively 
made and have been supported with plausibility. The first was 
that steam would enable the ship herself to be used as a projectile 
and that the use of the ram would again become common. 
The sinking of the " Re d'Italia " by the Austrian ironclad 
Ferdinand Max at the battle of Lissa in 2866 seemed to give 
force to this supposition. Accidental collisions such as those 
between the British war-ships " Vanguard " and " Iron Duke," 
" Victoria " and " Camperdown " have also.shown how fatal a 
wound may be given by the ram of a modern Ship. But the 
sinking of the " Re d'Italia " was largely. an  acddent. As 
between vessels both under full control, a collision is easily 
avoided where there is space to move. In a mIMe, or pell-mell 
be ttle, to employ Nelson's phrase, opportunities would occur for 
the use of the ram. But the activity of science has developed 
one weapon to counterbalance another. The torpedo has made 
it very dangerous for one fleet to rush at another. A vessel 

=mot fire torpedoes ahead, and when charging home 
–'--- at an opponent presenting his broadside would be liable 

to be struck by one. The torpedo may be said therefore to have 
excluded the pell-mell battle and the use of the ram except 
on rare occasions. But then arose the question whether the 
torpedo itself would no: become the decisive weapon in naval 
warfare. It is undoubtedly capable of producing a great effect 
when its power can be fully exerted. A school arose, having 
its most convinced partisans in France, which argued that, as a 
small vessel could with a torpedo destroy a great battle-ship, the 
first would drive the second off the sea. The battle-ship was to 
give place to the torpedo-boat or torpedo-boat-destroyer which 
was itself only a torpedo-boat of a larger growth. But the 
torpedo is subject to close restrictions: It cannot be used with 
effect at more than two thousand yards. It passes through 
a resisting medium, which renders its course uncertain and 
comparatively slow, so that a moving opponent can avoid it. 
The vessel built to use it can be easily sunk by gun-fire. By 
night the risk from gun-fire is leas, but science has nullified 
what she had done. 1 he invention of the search-light has made 
it possible to keep the waters round a ship under observation 
all night. In the war between Russia and Japan the torpedo 
was at first used with success, but the injury it produced tell 

below expectations, even when allowance is made for the fact that 
the Russian squadron at Port Arthur had the means of repair close 
at hand. In the sea fights of the war it was of subordinate use, 
and indeed was not employed except to give the final stroke to, 
or force the surrender of, an already crippled ship. This war 
(and as much may be said for the war between the United States 
and Spain) confirmed an old experience. A resolute attempt 
was made by the Americans to block or blind (in the modern 
phrase to " bottle-up ") the entrance to Santiago de Cuba by 
sinking a ship in it. The Japanese renewed the attempt on a 
great scale, and with the utmost intrepidity, at Port Arthur; 
but though a steamer can move with a speed and precision im-
possible to a sailing ship, and can therefore be sunk more surely 
at a chosen spot, the experiment failed. Neither Americans 
nor Japanese succeeded in preventing their enemy from coming 
out when he wished to come. 

Since neither ram nor torpedo has established the claim made 
for it, the cannon remains " the queen of battles at sea." It 
can still deliver its blows at the greatest distance, and ft.. 
in the greatest variety of circumstances. The change 
has been in the method in which its power is applied. Now, 
as in former times, the aim of. a skilful officer is to concentrate 
a superior force on a part of his opponent's formation. When 
the range of effective fire was a thousand or twelve hundred 
yards, and when guns could only be trained over a small segment 
of a circle because they were fired out of ports, concentration 
could only be effected by bringing a larger number of ships into 
dose action with a smaller. To-day when gun-fire is effective even 
at seven thousand yards, and when guns fired from turrets and 
barbettes have a far wider sweep, concentration can be effected 
from a distance. The power to effect it must be sought by a 
judicious choice of position. It is true that greater rapidity and 
precision of fire produce concentration in one way. If of two 
forces engaged one can bring forty guns to bear on a chosen 
point of its opponent's formations, while that opponent can 
bring fifty guns to bear on a part of it, the superiority would 
seem to be with the larger number. But this is by no means 
necessarily the case. The smaller number of guns may give 
the greater number of blows if fired with greater speed and 
accuracy. Yet no commander has a right to rely on such a 
superiority as this till it has been demonstrated, as it had been 
in the case of the British fleet by the time that Trafalgar was 
fought. Therefore an able chief will always play for position. 
He will do so all the more because an advantage of position adds 
to any other which he may possess. He may dispense with it 
for a particular reason at a given moment and in reliance on 
other sources of strength, but he will not throw it away. 

When position is to be secured the first condition to be thought 
of is the order in which itis to be sought for. The " line ahead " 
was imposed on the sailing fleets by the peremptory podum. ' 
need for bringing, or at least retaining the power to 
bring, all their broadsides into action. Experiments made during 
manoeuvres by modern navies, together with the experience 
gained in the war of coos-05 in the Far East, have combined to 
show that no material change has taken place in this respect. 
It is still as necessary as ever that all the guns should be so placed 
as to be capable of being brought to bear, and it is still a condition 
imposed by the physical necessities of the case that this freedom 
can only be obtained when ships follow one another in a line. 
When in pursuit or flight, or when steaming on the look-out for 
a still unseen enemy, a fleet may be arranged in the " line 
abreast." A pursuing fleet would have to run the risk of being 
struck by torpedoes dropped by a retreating enemy. But it 
would have the advantage of being able to bring all its guns 
w hich can fire ahead to bear on the rear-ship of the enemy. 
When an opponent is prepared to give battle, and turns his broad-
side so as to bring the maximum of his gun-fire to bear, he must 
be answered by a similar display of force—in other words, 
the line ahead must be formed to meet the line ahead. 

Both fleets being in this formation, bow is the concentration 
of a superior force to be effected? If the opponents are equal 
in number, speed, armament, gunner/ and the leadealliP cf  the 

"Freer to 
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chiefs, accident alone can confer an advantage on either of them. 
Where equal weights are tried on accurate scales one cannot 
force up the other, but this evenness of power is rarely met 
in war by land or sea. The knowledge that it existed would 
probably prevent an appeal to arms between nations, since 
no decisive result could be hoped for. It is needless to insist 
that superior numbers make the task of concentrating com- 
paratively easy, unless counterbalanced by a great inferiority 
in speed. Speed is the quality which an admiral will wish his 
fleet to possess, in order that he may have the power to choose 
his point of attack. The swifter of two forces, otherwise equal, 

can always get ahead of its opponent, and then by 8Pred. turning inwards bring the leading ship of the force 
it is attacking into a curve of fire. The leader of the slower 
fleet can avoid the danger by also turning inwards. By sodoing 
be will keep the assailant on his beam, opposite his side. Then 
the two fleets will tend to swing round in two circles having 
a common centre, the swifter going round the outer circumference 
aad the slower round the inner. As the difference in length 
of these two lines would be always great and perhaps immense, 
the less speedy fleet could easily avoid the risk of being headed. 
On the other hand the outer fleet will be in a concave formation, 
and therefore able to bring all its guns to bear on the same point, 
while the inner fleet will be in a convex line, so that it will be 
unable to bring the guns of both van and rear to bear on the 
same mark. The advantage is obvious, but it may perhaps 
be easily exaggerated. The swifter fleet on the larger circle can 
in theory concentrate all its fire on one point, but all it; ships 
will still be under fire, and in practice it is found very difficult 
to make men neglect the enemy who is actually hitting them, 
and apply their attention entirely to another. Moreover the 
ships on the outer circle, having the larger line to cover, =net 
allow themselves the same margin of steam-power to make 
good loss of speed by injury from shot. A fleet would not go 
at its maximum rate of common speed in action. A blow on 
the water-line might fill part of the ship's watertight compart-
ments and reduce her speed. She must be able to make good 
the loss by putting on a greater pressure of steam, which she 
would not be able to do if already going at her maximum rate. 
In actual battle very much will depend on the respective skill 
of the gunnery. The swifter fleet might well find its superiority 
neutralised by the crippling of two or three of its leading ships. 
In such an action as this it will be, if not impossible, at least 
exceedingly difficult to give orders by signal. An admiral will 
therefore have to direct by example, which he cannot do except 
by placing his flag-ship at the head of the line. In that place 
be will be marked out as a target for the enemy's concentrated 
fire. He may indeed decide to direct the battle by signal from 
outside the line. Yet the difficulty he will find in seeing what 
is happening, as well as the difficulty the captain! will find 
in seeing the signals, will always be so great, that in all probability 
the admirals of the future, will, like Nelson, be content to lay 
down the general principles en which the battle is to be fought, 
and trust the captains to apply them as circumstances arise. 
A large measure of independence must needs be allowed to the 
captains in the actual stress of battle. Ships must be placed 
at such a distance apart as will allow them room to manceuvre 
so as to avoid collision with their own friends. The interval 
cannot be less than Boo yds. When the length of the vessels 
themselves is added, it will be seen that a line of twelve vessels 
will stretch six miles. Modern powder is nominally smokeless, 
and it certainly does not create the dense bank of smoke produced 
by the old explosives. Yet it does create a sufficient haze to 
obscure the view from the van to the rear of an extended line. 
The movements must be rapid, and there will be little time 
indeed in which to take decisions. The torpedo may not be 
used during , the actual battle. Its part will be to complete the 
destruction or enforce the surrender of a beaten enemy, and to 
cover retreats. 

The submarine and submergible vessel were brought into 
prominence by France in the hope that by diminishing the 
value of battleships they would reduce the superiority of the 

British navy. The example of France was followed by other 
powers, and particularly by Great Britain; but their value 
as weapons of war is necessarily a matter of speculation. 

Bent ionaaray.—Naval strategy can hardly be said to have been 
dealt with at all till Captain Mahan published his Influence of Sea 
Pawl, on History. The tactics of the ancient world are only very 
briefly.  dealt with in the De re Eh:Mari of Vegetms, in book iv. 
Vegetius was much copied and read in the middle ages, and was 
translated in 1284 by Jean de Meting, oneof the authors of the Roman 
de la Rose. His translation is printed, together with the verse 
paraphrase of Priorats, in the Anciens Testes francais. Naval 
tactics are dealt with in the treatise of Leo VI. the Tactician, and 
his son Constantine VII., or perhaps Constantine VIII., printed in 
Meursius' Opera Onnsia, vol. vi. They were emperors of the Mace• 
donian dynasty. The tactics of the medieval galleys are described, 
with references to authorities, both by A. Guglielmotti in Marine 
Pontificia, and by Admiral Jurien de la Gravi6re in Les Derniers 
fours de la marine d 'antes (1885). The chief writers on the tactics 
of the sailing fleets were French. At the bead of than, in time and 
in merit, must be put Paul Hoste,.whir folio on Naval Evolutions 
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published in Edinburgh in 1834 with numerous and excellent illustra-
tions by Captain J. D. Boswell, A Treatise on Naval Tactics. Captain 
Boswell also made use of the gees relating to naval tactics in the 
History , of the Art of War by J. G. Royer, an officer in the Prussian 
army (17.97-1800). Another excellent French treatise is Le 
Maneuvrier of Bourde de Villehuet (1765), translated into English 
in 1788 under the title of The Manautreer, or Skilful Seaman. 
Particular attention is due to the Essay on Naval Tactics by Mr Clerk 
of Eldin, first published in a collected form in 18o+ but known in 
parts since 1780. Clerk was original in speculation and lucid in 
exposition. A French treatise, Vitt./ de la guerre one me,, by the 
Vicomte de Grenier (1787), was less famous or influential, but was 
able and original. An exhaustive collection of "Fighting Instruc , 

 tions " and other material necessary to an intelligent understanding. 
of the naval tactics of sailing fleets is the Fighting Instructions 15,30- 

 1816, edited by Mr Julian S. Corbett for the Navy Record Society 
( 1 905). Admiral Ekin's Naval Battles (1824) has some passages of 
value. It is comparatively easy to give authorities for the warfare 
of galleys and sailing ships. The case is altered when we have to 
deal with the tactics of steam fleets. Vast quantities of speculation 
have been written in every country.  which possesses a fleet, but, no 
test having been applied on a sufficient scale till the Russo-Japanese 
War of tgoa, little of it can be said to possess approved authority. 
The facts of such wars as there have been are collected in Captain 
Mahan's Life of Farragut (1893) and Lessons of the War with Spain 
(tagg), and in Mr H. W. Wilson's Irondads in Action, 1855-1895. A 
standard work on evoleons and formations is Elementary Naval 
Tactics, by Captain Wm. Bainbridge Hoff of the United States navy,' 
first published in 094, but reprinted since with enlargements. 
The Naval Warfare of Admiral P. H. Colomb is a collection of 
historical examples meant to illustrate the principles of naval 
strategy for application in modern conditions. The third edition, 
revised and corrected, with additions, appeared in ifigg. (D. ii.) 

NAWAB, a Mahommedan title for a native ruler in India, 
answering to the Hindu raja. Nawab originally means a deputy, 
being the honorific plural of the Arabic naib, and it was applied 
to a delegate of a supreme chief, the viceroy or governor under. 
the Great Mogul, e.g. the nawab of Oudh. From this use it 
became a title of rank, without office, and is now sometimes 
conferred by the British government on Mahommedan gentlemen 
for distinguished service. 

NAWABGANJ, the name of three towns of British India. 
(n) The most important is the headquarters of Batt Banki 
district in the United Provinces, on the Oudh and Rohilkhand 
railway, 17 In. E. of Lucknow; pop. (19o1) 14,478. It has 
a considerable trade in sugar and cotton goods. It was the 
scene of a victory by Sir Hope Grant during the Mutiny. (2) A 
town in Maids district, Eastern Bengal and Assam, on the 
Mahananda near its junction with the Ganges, a centre of river 
trade; pop. (1901) 17,016. (3) A town in Gonda district, 
United Provinces, on the Bengal and North-Western railway; 
pop. ( 1 901 ) 7047. 

NAWANAGAR, or JAMNAOAR, a native state of India, in 
Kathiawar, within the Gujarat division of Bombay, situated 
on the south of the Gulf of Cutch. Area, 3791 sq. m. Pop. 
(noon) 336,779, showing a decrease of t r% in the decade due to 
famine. Estimated revenue, f17o,0oo; tribute, D000. The 
chief, whose title is Jam, is a Jareja Rajput of the same clan 
as the rao of Cutch. Prince Ranjitsinjhi (b. 1872), well known , 

 in England as a cricketer, was educated at the Rajkumar College, 
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Rajkot, and Trinity College, Cambridge. He bad been adapted 
by his uncle, the Jam Shri Vibhaji, but the adoption was set 
aside, with British sanction, in favour of a son by a Mahommedan 
mother. This son succeeded, but died in r906 aged twenty-four, 
and Ranjitsinjhi obtained the throne in March zoo?. A branch 
railway, constructed at the expense of the state, was opened 
in 1898 from Rajkot to Nawanagar town. 

The town of Nawanagar is about s m. from the seaport of 
BedL Pop. (tool) 53,844• Founded by Jam Rawal in rho, 
it is built of stone, and has manufactures of silk and gold 
embroidery, and perfumed oils and red powder for ceremonial 
purposes. Its water is supplied from a reservoir covering 600 
acres and an aqueduct 8 m. long. 

NAWiRi [MO ZAXABXYYA law SHAM trx-NAwXwf) ( 1233-
1278), Arabian writer, was born at Nitwit near Damascus. In 
the latter city he studied from his eighteenth- year, and there, 
after making the pilgrimage in 1253, he settled as a private 
scholar until 1267, when he succeeded Abu Shims as professor 
of tradition at the Ashrafiyys schooL He died at Navel from 
overwork. 

His manual of Moslem law according to the ShIfilte school has been 
edited with French translation by van den Bergh, 2 vols., Batavia 
(1882-1884). and published at Cairo (1888):  The Talidhib sour i 
has been edited as the Biographical Dictionary of Illiutrions Men 
chiefly at the Beginning of Islam by F. WUstenfeld (Gottingen, 1842- 
584 ). The Tsprfb we Taub., an introduction to the study of 

, was published at Cairo, 189o, with Su ti's commentary. 
It has been in part translated into French by M. Marcais in the 
Journal asialique, series ix., vols. 16-18 Oro-aryl. Nawiwi's 
collection of the forty (actually forty-two) chief traditions has been 
frequently published with commentaries in Cairo. For other works 
see C. Brockelmann'a Gesch. der arabildien Litteratra,vol. i. (Weimar, 
1898). PP. 395197- (G. W. T.) 

NAXOS, the largest of the Cyclades (about 22 m. by 16 m.), 
a fertile island in the Aegean Sea, east of Paros, with which, and 
adjacent smaller islands, it forms en eparchia. In ancient times 
it was also called Dia or Strongyle. It was rich in vines and 
famous for its wine, and a centre of the worship of Bacchus. 
The god found Ariadne asleep on its shore, when she was deserted 
by Theseus. The sculptors of Naxos formed an important 
school of early Greek art; several unfinished colossal statues 
are urn to be seen in the quarries, notably one in Apollona Bay, 
to the N.E. of the island. A tyrant Lygdamis tilled Naxos in 
alliance with Peisistratus of Athens during the 6th century s.c. 
In sot a Persian fleet unsuccessfully attacked it, but in aoo it 
was captured and treated with great severity. Four Naxian 
ships took part in the expedition of Xerxes, but deserted and 
fought on the Greek side at Salamis in 480. Naxos was a member 
of the Dalian League (q.v.); it revolted in 475, was captured 
by Athens, and remained in her possession till her empire was 
destroyed. In later times the most remarkable event was its 
capture, in A.D. 1207, by the Venetian Marco Sanudo, who 
founded the duchy of Naxos, which flourished till the Turks took 
the island in 2566. Since the War of Independence it has 
belonged to the Greek kingdom. The only ancient remains of 
any importance are those of a temple (Paled), supposed to be 
that of Dionysus, on an island just off the town. Naxos is still 
rich in fruit trees, and also exports corn, wine and oil, as well 
as emery, its richest and most important mineral product, Pop. 
(Igor) 25,185 (province), 5064 (commune). 

NAXOS, the earliest Greek colony in Sicily, was founded by 
Theories from Challis in 73S Lc., on the E. coast, S. of Tauro-
menium (mod. Taormina), in a low-lying situation just N. of the 
mouth of the river Alcantara, where the castle of Schiso DOW 
stands. The adoption of the name of Naxos, the island in the 
Aegean Sea, seems to indicate that there were Naxians among 
its founders. Within a few years it became strong enough to 
found Leontini and Catena. NAXOS was the warmest ally of 
Athens in the Sicilian expedition. In 403 s.c. it was destroyed 
by Dionysins and handed over to the Skels, but was never 
rebuilt. DA place was supplied in 358 by Tauromenium. Scanty 
traces of its walls are to be seen, of irregular blocks of lava, 
especially on the south, parallel to the river (E. A. Freeman, 
)girt of Sidi 323). Without the city stood the altar of Apollo 

I" Les Mikes egyptiennes antiques," in Journal asiatique. Seine 
sloe, tame aiv. (Pans, 1880. 

Archegetes, at which all mered embassies that left Sick sacrificed 
before their departure (Mum vi. 3). 

NAY. or Nay, the long flute of the ancient Egyptians, held 
obliquely and played by directing the breath, as in the pipes 
of the syrinx, across the open end, which had no embouchure 
of any kind. Performers on the nay are represented on many 
of the frescoes which decorated the tombs at Thebes, their 
flutes reaching nearly to'the ground while they are in the familiar 
half-kneeling posture. The acoustic principles involved in the 
production of sound are the same as for the flute. The narrow-
ness of the bore in proportion to the length would facilitate the 
production of harmonics and so give the nay an extended 
compass. Victor Loreti has compiled a list of all the real pipes 
of ancient Egypt which have survived, having for the most 
part been preserved in mummy cases. The nay was not restricted 
to ancient Egypt, but has remained in general use in various 
parts of the East until the present day. (K. S.) 

HAYAGARH, a native state in India, in the Orissa division 
of Bengal. Area, 588  sq. m.; Pop. 0900 reor779: revenue, 
Lao= It contains hills rising to 5000 ft.; and exports much 
agricultural produce. In x894 a revolt of the hill tribe of Xhonds 
against the raja required the intervention of British military 
police. Nayagarb village (pop. 3340 is connected by road with 
Khurda in Puri district. 

MAYAR, or Nu:, a caste or tribe on the W. coast of S. India, 
who form the dominant race in Malabar. Traditionally they are 
soldiers, but many have taken to professions, and one was in 
1910 Mudge of the high court at Madras. Their total number in 
all India in soot was just over one million. Their most peculiar 
customs are: (t) inantinakkatlayain ■ " descent through sister's 
children," or inheritance in the female line; and (2) saraband/um. 
a loose form of union, taking the place of marriage, without any 
responsibility of the husband towards either wife or children. 
In i896 an act of the Madras legislature enabled a unbend/sass 
to be registered, and have the force of a legal marriage. Little 
advantage has been taken of this act, while it is alleged that 
the sambandkam now usually lasts for a lifetime. 

See Malabar District Ganetker (Madras, 1908). 
NAYLER (or NAYLOR), JAMES (1618-r66o), English Puritan, 

was born at Andersloe or Ardsley, in Yorkshire, in 1618. In 
1642 he joined the parliamentary army, and served as quarter-
master in John Lambert's horse. In 05z he adopted Quakerism, 
and gradually arrived at the conviction that he was a new 
incarnation of Christ. He gathered round him a small band of 
disciples, who followed him from place to place. At Appleby 
in t653 and again at Exeter in 1655 he suffered terms of imprison-
ment. In October 1655, in imitation of Christ's procession into 
Jerusalem, he entered Bristol on horseback riding single-" a 
rawboned nude figure, with lank hair reaching below his cheeks " 
—attended by seven followers, some on horseback, some on foot, 
he in silence and they singing " Hosanna! Holy, holy! Lord 
God of Sabaoth I" At the High Cross he and his followers 
were arrested. His trial occupied the second parliament of 
Cromwell for several days, and on the 16th of December r656 
he was convicted of blasphemy and sentenced to be whipped 
from the Palace Yard to the Old Exchange, to be branded in 
the forehead with " B" (for blasphemer), to have his tongue 
bored with a red-hot iron, to be whipped through the streets 
of Bristol, and to suffer imprisonment with hard labour for two 
years. On his release he was readmitted into the communion 
of the Quakers, and spent some time in Westmorland with 
George Whitehead (1636?-1723). In October 266o Nayler 
set out to visit his long-forsaken family in Yorkshire, but died 
on thecpuumm in Huntingdonshire. 

A.collectedryedition of the Tracts of Naykr appeared in 5756. 
See A Relation of the Life, Conversion, Examination, Co tssion. and 
Sentence of James Naykr (1657); a Memoir of tic Lie, Ministry, 
Trial, and Sufferings of James Nelda Om); and a Nathan' 
some of the more Modern Misrepresentations of she Society of Priests 
commonly called Quakers, with a Life of James Naylor, by Joseph 
Gurney Bevan Woo). 
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(Natupalin), an obscure Jewish-Christian sect, 

existing at the time of Epiphanies (L A.D. 370) in Code Syria, 
Decapolis (Peas) and Basanitis (Cocain). According to that 
authority (Primaries, saiz. 7) they dated their settlement in 
Pella from the time of the flight of the Jewish Christians 
from Jerusalem, immediately before the siege in A.o. 7o; be 
characterizes them as neither more nor less than Jews pure and 
simple, but adds that they recognized the new covenant as well as 
the old, and believed in the resurrection, and in the one God and 
His Son Jesus Christ. He cannot lay whether their christological 
views were identical with those of Cerinthus and his school, or 
whether they Mixed at an from his own. But Jerome (Ep. 79, 
to Augustine) says that they believed in Christ the Son of God, 
born of the Virgin Mary, who suffered under Pontius Pilate, and 
rose again, but adds that, ' desiring to be both Jews and 
Christians, they are neither the one nor the other." They used 
the Aramaic recension of the Gospel according to Matthew, 
which they called the Gospel to the Hebrews, but, while adhering 
as far as possible to the Mosaic economy as regarded circumcision, 
sabbaths, foods and the like, they did not refuse to recognize the 
apostolicity of Paul or the rights of heathen Christians (Jet., 
Comae. fs Isa., is. 4. These facts, taken along with the name 
(d. Acts xxiv. 5) and geographical position of the sect, lead 
to the conclusion that the Nazarenes of the 4th century are, in 
spite of Epiphanies's distinction, to be identified with the 
Ebionites 

NAZARETH (mod. es-Nasira), a town in Galilee, in a hollow 
of the hills on the southern border of the plain of Esdradon. 
It first appears as a village (John 1.46) in which Joseph and Mary 
lived (Luke i. 26) and to which they returned from Egypt 
(Matt. ii. 23). Here the unrecorded years of Christ's boyhood 
were spent. From the name of the town comes mantra (i.e. 
" Nazarenes "), the ordinary oriental word for " Christians." 
There was here a synagogue (Matt. xiii. 54) in which Christ 
preached the sermon that led to his rejection by his fellow towns-
men. The growth of legends and traditional identifications can 
be traced in the writings of the pilgrims who have visited the 
town from Jerome's time till our own. For none of these can 
anything be said, save that it is possible  that the village spring 
(called " St Mary's Well ") is the same as that used in the time of 
Christ. A large basilica stood here about Am. 600: the crusaders 
transferred here the bishopric of Scythopolis. It was taken by 
Saladin in 1187. In 1517 it was captured by the Turks. The 
population is now estimated at about 3500 Moslems and 6500 
Christians; there are numerous schools, hospitals, &c., conducted 
by Greeks, Latins and Protestants. Visitors are shown the 
" Church of the Annunciation " with caves (including a fragment 
of a pillar hanging from the ailing, and said to be miraculously 
supported) which are described as the scene of the annunciation, 
the " workshop of Joseph," the " synagogue," and a stone table, 
said to have been used by Christ. 

11117ARITE, or rather NAnerrs, the name given by the 
Hebrews to a peculiar kind of devotee. The characteristic 
marks of a Nazarite were unshorn locks and abstinence from 
wine (Judges xiii. s; r Sam. i. ; Amos ii. sex seq.); but full 
regulations for the legal observance of the Nazarite vow are 
given in Num. vi., where every product of the grape-vine is 
forbidden, and the Nazarite is enjoined not to approach a dead 
body, even that of his nearest relative. The law in question is 
in its present form post-exilic, and is plainly directed to the 
regulation of a known usage. It contemplates the assumption 
of the vow for a limited period only, and gives particular details 
as to the atoning ceremonies at the sanctuary by which the vow 
must be recommenced if broken by accidental defilement, and the 
closing sacrifice, at which the Nazarite on the expiry of his vow 
cuts off his hair and burns it on the altar, thus returning to 
ordinary life. Among the later Jews the Nazarite vow, of course, 
corresponded with the legal ordinance, which was further 
developed by the scribes in their usual manner (Mishna, tractate 
Naar; ci. r Macc. iii. 49; Acts xxi. 23 seq.; Joseph. Asa :ix. 
• t, Wars ii. r 5. I). On the other hand, in the earliest historical 
ease, that of Samson, and in the similar case of Samuel (who, 

however, is not called a Nasarite), the bead remains unshorn 
throughout life, and in these times the ceremonial observances 
as to uncleanness must have been less precise. Samson's mother 
is forbidden to eat unclean things during pregnancy, but Samson 
himself touches the carcass of a lion and is often in contact with 
the slain, nor does he abstain from giving feasts.' 

In the cases of Samitel and Samson the unshorn locks are a 
mark of consecration to God (Judges xiii. s) for a particular 
service—in the one case the service of the sanctuary, in the other 
the deliverance of Israel from the Philistines. Since, moreover, 
the Hebrew root ti-s-r is only dialectically different from ti-d-r, 
" to vow," both corresponding to the same original Semitic root 
(Arab. n-da-r), it would seem that the peculiar marks of the 
Nazarite are primarily no more than the usual sign that a man is 
under a vow of some kind. To leave the locks unshorn during an 
arduous undertaking in which the divine aid was specially 
implored, and to consecrate the hair after success, was a practice 
among various ancient nations, but the closest parallel to the 
Hebrew custom is found in Arabia.' There the vow was generally 
one of war or revenge, and, till it was accomplished, the man who 
vowed left his hair unshorn and unkempt, and abstained from 
wine, women, ointment and perfume. Such is the figure of 
Shanfara as described in his Lamiya. The observances ci the 
areas (period of consecration) belong to the same usage (see 
Mecca), and we find that at Tail it was customary to shear the 
hair at the sanctuary after a journey. The consecration of Samuel 
has also its Arabic parallel in the dedication of an unborn child 
by its mother to the service of the Ka'ba (Bin Hishim, p. 76; 
Azra151, p. x28). The spirit of warlike patriotism that character-
ized the old religion of Israel could scarcely fail to encourage such 
vows (d. 2 Sam. xi. ix, and perhaps x Sam. xxi. 4 seq.), and from 
the allusion in Amos we are led to suppose that at one time the 
Nazarites had an importance—perhaps even an organtration-
parallel to that of the prophets, but of a very different religious 
type from the Canaanite nature-worship. 

See RECHABITES; Ham. Bib!. col- 3362 seq.: G B. Crays 
Nat:tam. pp. 56-61; E. Kautzsch (Lc. n. x below); W. R. Harper, 
Amos mid Hosea, p. li. sq.. with references. (W. R. S.; S. A. C.) 

NAZARIUS (4th century A.D.), Latin rhetorician and pane-
gyrist, was, according to Ausonius, a professor of rhetoric at 
Burdipla (Bordeaux). The extant speech of which he is un-
doubtedly the author (in E. Bithrens, Pattegyrici Legal, No. ro) 
was delivered in 32x to celebrate the fifteenth anniversary of the 
accession of Constantine the Great, and the fifth of his son 
Constantine's admission to the rank of Caesar. The preceding 
speech (No. 9), celebrating the victory of Constantine over 
Maxentius, delivered in 3:3 at Augusta Trevirorum (Trier), 
has often been attributed to Nazarfus, but the difference in style 
and vocabulary, and the more distinctly Christian colouring of 
Nazarius's speech, are against this. 

See M. Schanz, Geschsehie der roasisckee Litierater, iii. (1896); 
Teuffel-Schwabe, Hist. of Roman Literature (Eng. trans., 1900), 
4o1. 6. 

NEAGH, LOUGH, the largest lake (Irish, " lough ") in the 
British Isles, situated in the north-east of Ireland, in the province 
of Ulster, its waters being divided between counties Antrim 
(N. and E.), Down (S.E.), Armagh (S.), Tyrone and Londonderry 
(W.). Its shape is an irregular oblong, its extreme measurements 
being t8 m. from N.E. to S.W. z6 from N. to S., and it from E. 
to W. Its circumference, without including minor indentations, 
is about 64 m., and its area 0,255 acres or about x53 sq. m. The 
shores are generally flat and marshy, or very gently sloping, but 
flat -topped hills rise near the northern shore, where the lake 
reaches its extreme depth of tor ft. The mean height above sea-
level is 48 ft. Though the lough receives a large number of 

The prohibition to Salmon's mother to abstain from wine does 
not appear to belong to the original narrative (see E. '<Bugatti, 
Hastings's D.B. v. 657 col. 1), following Btihme). John the Baptist is 
a later example of lifelong consecration (Lake i. 15); ef. also  the 

j tradition as to James the just (Ewell. H.E. ii. 23). 
'On consecration of the hair, see Spencer. De Leese' Hein. a 

t. 6; 1. Goldziher, Rev. Hist. Rd. ziv. 49 sqq. ('8M); j. G. Frazer, 
Golden Bough', f. 368 sqq.; and W. R. Smith, Rd. SAM% Index, 
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streams, the river Bann alone carries off its waters, Bowing 
northward. The principal feeders are the Main on the north, 
the Crumlin (whose waters have petrifying powers) on the east, 
the Bann and Blackwater on the south, and the Ballinderry and 
Moyola on the west. Antrim and Toome, at the N.E. and N.W. 
respectively, are the only towns immediately on the shores. 
The islands are few and near the shores; namely, Skady Tower 
on the north, Ram's Island (with a ruined round tower) on the 
east, Ready and Coney Islands on the southwest. The lough 
abounds in fish, including gillaroo trout, char and pullen or 
fresh-water herring. A tradition that the lough rose suddenly 
from a fountain, inundating a populous district, and that remains 
of buildings may be seen below the waters, finds place in Thomas 
Moore's ballad Let Erin remember. 

NEAL. DANIEL (x678-1743), English historian, born in 
London on the 14th of December 1678, was educated at the 
Merchant Taylors' School, and at the universities of Utrecht 
and Leiden. In 2704 he became assistant minister, and in 1706 
sole minister, of an independent congregation worshipping in 
Aldersgate Street, and afterwards in Jewin Street, London, 
where he remained almost until his death on the 4th of April 
1743. He married Elizabeth Lardner (d. 1748), by whom he had 
one son, Nathaniel, and two daughters. In 2720 Neal published 
his History of New England, which obtained for its author the 
honorary degree of M.A. from Harvard college. He 
also undertook to assist Dr John Evans in writing a history of 
Nonconformity. Evans, however, died in 173o, and, making 
use of his papers for the period before 1640, Neal wrote the 
whole of the work himself. This History of the Puritans deals 
with the time between the Reformation and 168g; the first 
volume appearing in 2732, and the fourth and last in 1738. 
The first volume was attacked in 1733 for unfairness and in-
accuracy by Isaac Maddox, afterwards bishop of St Asaph and 
of Worcester, to whom Neal replied in a pamphlet, A Review of 
the principal facts objected to in the first volume of the History of 
the Puritans; and the remaining volumes by Zachary Grey 
(x688-x766), to whom the author made no reply. 

The History of the Puritans was edited, in five volumes, by Dr 
Joshua Toulmin (1740-1813), who added a life of Neal fn 1 797. 
This was reprinted in 1822, and an edition in two volumes was 
published in New York in r844. 

NEAL, DAVID DALHOFF (1838- ), American artist, was 
born at Lowell, Massachusetts, on the loth of October 1838. 
He was a pupil of the Royal Academy, Munich, under Max. 
E. Ainmiller, whose daughter he subsequently married. Later 
he entered the studio of Piloty, with whom he remained from 
0369 to 2876. His picture, " The First Meeting of Mary Stuart 
and Rizzio," won for him the great medal of the Royal Bavarian 
Academy of Art. Besides portraits his canvases include " James 
Watt," a large historical composition shown at the Royal 
Academy, 1874, " Chapel of the Kings at Westminster " (collec-
tion of F. Cutting, Boston) and " Cromwell visiting Milton " 
(Hurlbut collection, Cleveland, Ohio). 

NEALE, EDWARD VANSITTART (1810-1892), English 
co-operator and Christian Socialist, was born at Bath on the 
and of April 181o, the son of a Buckinghamshire clergyman. 
After receiving his earlier education at home he went to Oriel 
College, Oxford. In 1837 he was called to the bar at Lincoln's 
Inn. He became a member of the Christian Socialists in i850 
and also joined the council of the Society for Promoting Working 
Men's Associations. His wealth enabled him to carry out 
experiments in co-operation on a larger scale than had been 
previously attempted.. He founded the first co-operative store 
in London, and advanced the capital for two builders' associations, 
both of which failed. In 1851, though strongly opposed by other 
members of the promoting " Council," he started on his own 
initiative the Central Co-operative Agency, similar in many 
respects to the Co-operative Wholesale Society of a later day. 
The failure of this scheme, together with that of the operatives' 
cause in the engineering lock-out of 1852 is said to have cost him 
£4o,oco. It is certain that until in later life he inherited the 
estate of Bisham Abbey in Berkshire he was, comparatively  

speaking, a poor man. He was closely associated with the 
movement which resulted in the Industrial and Provident 
Societies Act of 1876, and the pasting of the Consolidation Act of 
1862 was almost entirely due to his efforts. Besides publishing 
pamphlets on co-operation he served on the executive com-
mittee which afterwards developed into the Central Co-operative 
Board, and took an active part in the formation of the North of 
England Co-operative Wholesale Society in 1863. One of the 
founders of the Cobden mills in 1866, and the Agricultural and 
Horticultural Association in 1867, he also promoted the annual 
co-operative congress, afterwards becoming general secretary 
of the Central Board. He was also a director of the Co-operative 
Insurance Company and a member of the Co-operative News-
paper Society for many years. He visited America In 1875 with 
a deputation whose object was to open up a direct trade between 
the farmers of the western states and the English co-operative 
stores. After resigning the post of secretary to the congress 
board in 1891, he became a member of the Oxford University 
branch of the Christian Social Union. lie died on the 16th of 
September x892. 

NULL JOHN MASON (1818-x866), English divine and 
scholar, was born in London on the 24th of January 18 1 8, and 
was educated at Trinity College, Cambridge. Here be was 
affected by the Oxford movement, and helped to found the 
Camden (afterwards the Ecclesiological) Society. Though he 
took orders in 1844 ill-health prevented his settling in England 
till 1846, when he became warden of Sackville College, an alms-
house at East Grinstead, an appointment which he held till his 
death on the 6th of August 1866. 

Neale was strongly high-church in his sympathies, and had to 
endure a good deal of opposition, including a fourteen years' 
inhibition by his bishop. In 1855 he founded a nursing sisterhood 
named St Margaret's. He occupies a high place as a hymn-
ologist, but principally as a translator of ancient and medieval 
hymns, the best known being probably " Brief life is here our 
portion," "To thee, 0 dear, dear country," and "Jerusalem, 
the golden," which are included in the poem of Bernard of 
Cluny, De Contensptu Mundi, translated by him in full. He also 
published An Introduction to the History of the Holy Eastern 
Church (1850, 2 vols.); History of the so-called Jan:exist Church 
of Holland (x858); Essays on Liturgiology and Church History 
(1863); and many other works. - 

See Life by his daughter, Mrs Charles Towle 0907) ; the Massie 
by his friend, R. F. Littledale; and the Letters of John Mason Ned. 
(1910), selected and edited by his daughter. For a complete list of 
Neale's works see article in IDict. of Nat. Biog. xl• 

NE MMI (Neasstu), a town in Rumania, situated among 
the lower slopes of the Carpathian Mountains, and on the left 
bank of the river Neamtzu, an affluent of the Moldova. Pop, 
(1900) 8578, about half being Jews. Neamtzu gives its name 
to the Department of which Piatra is the capital. Lying IS m. 
S. by E. of Falticheni, the nearest railway station, it has little 
trade. Near it is the ruined fortress of Neamtzu, constructed 
early in the 13th century by the Teutonic knights of Andrew II., 
king of Hungary, in order to repel the incursions of the 
Cumanians. An hour's drive to the west of the town is the 
monastery of Neamtzu, founded in the 54th century, and con-
taining two churches and many ancient and interesting relics. 
Before the secularization of the monastic lands in 2864, it was one 
of the richest and most important of the Rumanjan monasteries. 
Baltzatesti, zo m. W. by S. of Neamtzu, is locally famous for its 
mineral springs and baths. 

NEMER. JOACHIM (1650-r68o), German hymnwriter, was 
born at Bremen. The family name, originally Neumann, had, 
according to the prevailing fashion a century earlier, been 
Graecized as Neander. After studying at Heidelberg and 
Frankfort, where he formed friendships with Friedrich Spanheim 
(1632-1701) and Philipp Jakob Spener (1635-x7o5), he settled 
at Dusseldorf as rector of the Latin school in connexion with 
the Reformed Church. In 1676 he incurred church censure 
for abstaining and inducing others to abstain from joining 
in the celebration of the communion. It was during the term of 
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his suspension from Ms teaching office that many of lus hymns 
were written. He ultimately renounced his connexion with the 
separatists, and in 1679 returned to Bremen as one of the• 
preachers of St Martin's church. In the same year he published 
the Bundeslieder and Dankpralmen, a collection of 71 hymns, 
of which many are still in use. He died on the 31st of May 
1680. The Neanderthal, near DtIsseldorf, takes its name from 
him. For his place in hymnology see HYMNS. 

See J. F. Ikea, Joachim Neander, sein Leben send seine Lieder 
(188o). 

MEANDER, JOHANN AUGUST WILHELNI (1789-185o), 
German theologian and church historian, was born at Gottingen 
on the 17th of January 1789. His father, Emmanuel Mendel, 
is said to have been a Jewish pedlar, but August adopted the 
name of Neander on his baptism as a Christian. While still 
very young, he removed with his mother to Hamburg. There, 
as throughout life, the simplicity of his personal appearance 
sad the oddity of his manners attracted notice, but still more, 
his great industry and mental power. From the grammar-school 
(Johanneum) he passed to the gymnasium, where the study of 
Plato appears especially to have engrossed him. Considerable 
interest attaches to his early companionship with Wilhelm 
Neumann and certain others, among whom were the writer 
Karl August Varnhagen von Ense and the poet Adelbert von 
:hamisso. 

Baptized on the 25th of February x8o6, in the same year 
Nleander went to Halle to study divinity. Here Schleiermacher 
as then lecturing. Neander found in him the very impulse which 

he needed, white Schleiermacher found a pupil of thoroughly 
congenial feeling, and one destined to carry out his views in a 
higher and more effective Christian form than he himself was 
capable of imparting to them. But before the year had closed 
the events of the Franco-Prussian War compelled his removal 
to Gottingen. There he continued his studies with ardour, 
made himself yet more master of Plato and Plutarch, and 
became especially advanced in theology under the venerable 
G. J. Planck (1751-1833). The impulse communicated by 
Schleiermacher was confirmed by Planck, and he seems now 
to have realized that the original investigation of Christian 
history was to form the great work of his life. 

Having finished his university course, he returned to Hamburg, 
and passed his examination for the Christian ministry. After 
an interval of about eighteen months, however, he definitively 
betook himself to an academic career, " habilitating " in 
Heidelberg, where two vacancies had occurred in the theological 
faculty of the university. He entered upon his work here as a 
theological teacher in 181t; and in 1812 he became a professor. 
In the same year (1812) he first appeared as an author by the 
publication of his monograph Ober den Kaiser Julianus and sein 
Zeitalter. The fresh insight into the history of the church 
evinced by this work at once drew attention to its author, and 
even before he had terminated the first year of his academical 
labours at Heidelberg, he was called to Berlin, where he was 
appointed professor of theology. 

In the year following his appointment he published a second 
monograph Der H guise Bernhard and sein Zeitcdter (Berlin, 1813), 
and then in z 818 his work on Gnosticism (Genetische Entwickelung 
der 'ermine's:en gnostisehen Systeme). A still more extended 
an elaborate monograph than either of the preceding followed 
in 1822, Derr Heilige Johannes Chrysostonsets and die Kirche, 
&sanders des Orients in dessen Zeitalter, and again, in 1824, 
anotheron Tertullian (Antignostikus). He had in the meantime, 
however, begun his great work, to which these several efforts 
were only preparatory studies. The first volume of his 
AUgenteirte Gesclsichte der cluistlicken Religion and Kirche 
embracing the history of, the first three centuries, made its 
appearance in 1825. The others followed at intervals—the 
fifth, which appeared in 1842, bringing down the narrative 
to the pontificate of Boniface VIII. A posthumous volume, 
edited by C. F. T. Schneider in 1852. carried it on to the period 
of the council of Basel. Besides this great work he published 
in 1832 his Gesasichte der Ffianzung and Leilung der cltrialichen 

Kirche, and in 1837 his Des Letters Jess Christi, in seinen* 
geschichtlichas Zusanweeenhang and seiner gerchicktlicken 
wickelung, called forth by the famous Life of David Strauss. 
In addition to all these he published Denktotirdigkeiless ass der 
Gesckickle des Chriskalums (1823-1824, 2 vols., 1825, 3 vols., 
1846); Das Eine and MannickJallige des christlichen Lebess 
(1840); papers on Plotinus, Thomas Aquinas, Theobald Thamer, 
Blaise Pascal, J. H. Newman, Blanco White and T. Arnold, 
and other occasional pieces (Kleine Gelegenheitssckriften,1829), 
mainly of a practical,. exegetical and historical character. He 
died on the 14th of July 285o, worn out and nearly blind with 
incessant study. After his death a succession of volumes,•
representing his various courses of lectures, appeared (1856-
1864), in addition to the Lectures on the History of Dogma (Theo-
logische Vorlesungen), admirable in spirit and execution, which 
were edited by J. L. Jacobi in 1857. 

Neander's theological position can only be explained in connexion 
with Schleiermacher, and the manner in which while adopting he 
modified and carried out the principles of his master. Character-
istically meditative, he rested with a secure footing on the great 
central truths of Christianity, and recognized strongly their essential 
reasonableness and harmony. Alive to the claims of criticism, he no 
less strongly asserted the rights of Christian feeling. " Without it," 
he emphatically sa, " there can be no theology; It can only thrive ys 
in the calmness of a soul consecrated to God.' This explains his 
favourite motto: " Pectus cut ("nod theologum facit." 

His Church History (Allgernesne Geschichte der christlichen Religion 
and Kirche) remains the greatest monument of his genius. In this 
" Neander's chief aim was everywhere to understand what was 
individual in history. In the principal figures of ecclesiastical 
history he tried to depict the representative tendencies of each age, 
and also the types of the essential tendencies of human nature 
generally. His guiding principle in treating both of the history and 
of the present condition of the church was—that Christianity has 
room for the various tendencies of human nature, and aims at per-
meating and glorifying them all; that according to the divine plan 
these various tendencies arc to occur successively and simultaneously 
and to counterbalance each other, so that the freedom and variety 
of the development of the spiritual life ought not to be forced into 
a single dogmatic form " (Otto Pfleiderer, Development of Theology, 
p. 28o). Several of his books have passed into new and revised 
editions and have been translated into English. Among these 
English versions may be mentioned General History of the Christian 
Religion and Church, translated by J. Torrey (1850-1858); History 
of the Planting and Training of the Church by the Apostle, by J. E. 
Ryland (1851); „Wien and his Generation, by G. V. Cox (1850); 
Life of Jesus, by J. M'Clintock and C. E. Blumenthal (1848); and 
Memorials of Christian Life in the Early and Middle Ages, by J. E. 
Ryland (7852). 

See 0. C. Krabbe, August Neander (1852), and a par by C. F. 
Kling (1800-x861) in the Stud. u. Krit. for 7851; 
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L. Jacobi, 

Erinneraneen an August Neander (1882); Philipp Schaff. Ernine. 
ranges an Mantle. (: 886); Adolph Harnack, Retie auf August Meander 
(1889); A. F. J. Wiegand, Neanders Leben (1889); L. T. Schulze, 
August Neandcr (1890); and K. T. Schneider. August Neander 
(1894). CI. Herzog•Hauck, Realencykloplidie, and P. Schaff, Germany: 
its Universities and Theology (1857). 

NEANDERTHAL, a ravine near the village of Hochdal between 
Dusseldorf and Elberfeld, Rhenish Prussia. Here in 1856 were 
discovered in a Quaternary bed in the Feldhofen Cave human 
remains which have been referred to a type commonly called 
Neanderthal Man. The bones found were a brain-cap, two 
femora, two humeri and other fragments, now in the Fuhlrott 
Collection, Elberfeld. The cranium, pronounced by Huxley to 
be the most ape-like yet discovered, was remarkable for its 
enormous superciliary ridges. Professor Virchow and others 
contended that the remarkable shape was pathological or caused 
by disease during the lifetime of the individual. The subsequent 
discovery of two other skulls, almost identical in form, at Spy 
in Belgium, have helped to prove its typical character. The now 
generally accepted view is that the Neanderthal skull represents 
the oldest known dolichocephalic race of Europe. 

NEAP, a word only used of tides in which the high-water mark 
is at its lowest, there being the least difference in level between 
high and low water, opposed to " spring tides " (see TIDE). 
The word is obscure in origin. It appears in 0. Eng. in rdpflde 
and only once alone in the expression forlhganges nip, " without 
power of advancing." It may possibly be connected with" nip,' 
in the sense of " pinched," " scanty." 
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llEARCHUS, one of the officers in the army of Alexander the 

Great. A native of Crete, he settled at Amphipolia in Macedonia. 
In 325, when Alexander descended the Indus to the sea, he 
ordered Nearchus to conduct the fleet to the head of the Persian 
Gulf. The success with which Nearchus accomplished this 
arduous enterprise led to his selection by Alexander for the more 
difficult task of circumnavigating Arabia from the mouth of the 
Euphrates to the Isthmus of Suez. But this project was cut 
short by the Illness and death of the king (323). In the troubles 
that followed Nearchus attached himself to Antigonus, under 
whom be held the government of his old provinces of Lycia and 
Pamphylia, and probably therefore shared in the downfall (3or) 
of that monarch. 

He wrote a detailed narrative of his expedition, of which a full 
abstract was embodied by Arden in his toffee—one of the most 
interesting geographical treatises of antiquity. 

The text, with copious 	Meal notes, is published in C. 
Miller's Geegrapki Greed Mizont, I. (1856); on the topography 

Nearchs vein Indus bis sum Euphrat " in Sitaargsberialde der K. K. 
Acad. der Wirsauckafrai. col. (Vienna. 1890). See arm E. H. 
Banbury, AwcieatCreography. I ch.:5; and A11114110E1 THAGREAT. 
Ancient authorities.—Arrian. Asab. vi. 19, 21; vii. 4;12. 20, 25; 
Plutarch. Akmander, Hi, 68, 75; Stmho10". pp. 721, 725; Dipd. Sic. 
evil. tor; Justin xiii. 4. 

HEATH (Welsh, Cariell -Ntdd), a municipal and contributory 
parliamentary borough, seaport and market-town of Glamorgan-
shire, south Wales, prettily situated near the mouth of the 
Neath or Nfdd, on the Great Western and the Rhondda and 
Swansea Bay railways, 71 m. E.N.E. of Swansea and x831 m. 
by rail from London, via Badminton. The Neath and Brecon 
railway has a terminus in the town. Pop. (1901) 13,720. The 
principal buildings are the parish church of St Thomas (restored 
1874), the church of St David (x866), a itoman Catholic 
church, and Baptist, Calvinistic, Methodist, Congregational 
and Wesleyan chapels; the intermediate and technical schools 
(1895), Davies's endowed (elementary) school (1789), the Gwyn 
Hall (2888), the town ball, with corn exchange in the basement 
storey, and the market-house. According to tradition lestyn-
ap-Gwrgan, the last prince of Glamorgan, had a residence 
somewhere near the present town, but Fitzhamon, on his con-
quest of Glamorgan, gave the district between the Neath and 
the Tavie to Richard de Granville (ancestor of the Granvilles, 
marquesses of Bath), who built on the west banks of the Neath 
first a castle and then in 1129 a Cistercian abbey, to whose monks 
he later gave all his possessions in the district. All traces of 
this castle have disappeared. Another castle, built in the same 
century, on the east bank, was held direct by the lords of 
Glamorgan, as the westernmost outpost of their lordship. It was 
frequently attacked by the Welsh, notably in 1231 when it was 
taken, and the town demolished by Llewelyn ab Iorwerth. The 
portcullis gate and a tower are all that remain of it; of the abbey 
which was at one time the finest in Wales, there still exist the 
external walls, with parts of the chapel, vaulted chapter-house, 
refectory and abbot's house. This abbey was the spot where 
Edward II. found shelter after his escape from Caerphilly. At 
the dissolution the abbey and the manor of Cadoxton (part of 
its possessions) were sold to Sir Richard Williams or Cromwell. 
Its cartulary has been lost. Copper smelting has been carried on 
in or near the town since 1584 when the Mines Royal Society set 
up works at Neath Abbey; the industry attained huge propor-
tions a century later under Sir Humphrey Mackworth, who from 
1695 carded on copper and lead smelting at Melincrythan. 
Besides its copper works the town at present possesses extensive 
tinplate, steel and galvanized sheet works as well as iron and 
brass foundries, steam-engine factories, brick and tile works, 
engineering works, flannel factories and chemical works. In 
the neighbourhood there are numerous large collieries, and coal 
is shipped from wharves on the riverside, vessels of 3oo or 400 
tons being able to reach the quays at high tide. The Neath 
Canal, from the upper part of the Vale of Neath to Briton Ferry 
(13 m.) passes through the town, which is also connected with 
Swansea by another canal. There is a large export trade in coal,  

copper, iron sad tin, mostly shipped from nieghbouring ports, 
while the principal imports are timber and general merchandise. 
Neath is included in the Swansea parliamentary district of 
boroughs. 

The town perhaps occupies the site of the ancient ?lidos or 
Nidum of the Romans on the Julia Maritima from which a vicinal 
road branched off here for Brecon. No traces of Roman anti-
quities, however, have been found. Neath is a borough by 
prescription and received its first charter about the middle of 
the irth century from William, earl of Gloucester, who granted 
its burgesses the same customs as those of Cardiff. Other charters 
were granted to it by successive lords of Glamorgan in 1290, 1340, 
1359, 1397, 1421 and 1423. By the first of these (1290) the town 
was granted a fair on St Margaret's Day (July 2o) and as the 
abbey had extensive sheep walks the trade in wool was consider-
able. In 1685 James IL granted a charter, which, however, 
was not acted upon except for a short time. 

NEBO, or Nasu (" the proclaimer "), the name of one of the 
chief gods of the Babylonian pantheon, the main teat of whose 
worship was at Borsippa—opposite the city of Babylon. It is 
due to the close association of Borsippa with Babylon after 
the period when Babylon became the centre of the Babylonian 
empire that the cult of Nebo retained a prominence only some 
degrees less than that of Marduk. The amicable relationship 
between the two was expressed by making Nebo the son of 
Marduk. In this case the expression of the relationship in this 
form was intended to symbolize the superiority of Marduk, 
different, therefore, from the view involved in making Marduk 
the son of Ea (q.t.), which meant that the prerogatives of Ea 
were transferred to Marduk by the priests of Babylon. 

Borsippa became in the course of time so completely a mere 
adjunct to Babylon that one might fairly have expected the 
Nebo cult to have been entirely absorbed by that of Marduk. 
Since that did not happen, the legitimate inference is that 
other deterrent factors were at play. One of these factors was 
the position that Nebo had acquired as the " god of wisdom " 
to whom more particularly the introduction of writing was 
ascribed. He takes his place, therefore, by the side of Ea as 
a cultural deity. The wisdom associated with him had largely 
to do with the interpretation of the movements in the heavens, 
and the priests of Nebo at an early age must have acquired 
widespread fame as astrologers. Assuming now, for which 
there is a reasonable amount of confirmatory evidence, that the 
priestly school of Nebo had acquired a commanding position 
before Babylon rose to political importance we can understand 
why the worshippers of Marduk persisted in paying homage to 
Nebo, and found a means of doing so without lowering the 
dignity and standing of their own god. If Assur-bani-pal, the 
king of Assyria (668-626 s.c.), in the subscripts to the copies 
of Babylonian literary tablets invokes as he invariably does 
Nebo and his consort Tashmit as the gods of writing to whom 
all wisdom is traced, it is fair to assume that in so doing he was 
following ancient tradition and that the priests of Marduk 
likewise were dependent upon the school at Borsippa for their 
knowledge and wisdom. 

Nebo is therefore an older god than Marduk in the sense 
that his specific prerogative as the god of wisdom was too firmly 
recognised when Marduk became the head of the Babylonian 
pantheon to be set aside. 

The temple school at Borsippa continued to flourish until 
the end of the neo-Babylonian empire, and school texts of 
various contents, dated in the reigns of Artaxerxes, Cambyses 
and Darius, furnish the evidence that the school survived even 
the conquest of Babylonia by Cyprus (538 s.c.). The original 
character of Nebo can no longer be determined with any degree 
of definiteness. He may have been a solar deity, but there are 
also decided indications which point to his being a water-deity-
like Ea. It may be, therefore, that if be shows the traits of a 
solar deity, this may be due to the influence of the neighbouring 
Marduk cult, just as in return Marduk takes on attributes that 
belong of right to Nebo. Thus, as the god of writing, Nebo 
has charge of the tables of fate on which he inscribes the names 
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of men and decides what their lot is to be. If In the systematized 
religious system, Marduk appears as the arbiter of human 
fates, the conclusion is warranted that Marduk is here imbued 
with the authority which originally was in the hands of his son. 
A reconciliation between the rival claims was effected by con-
tinuing Nebo in the r6le of scribe, but as writing at the dictation 
of the gods, thus recording what the divine assembly, gathered 
in the " chamber of fates " (known as Ubshu Kinakku) within 
the precincts of E-Saggila—Marduk's temple at Babylon—under 
the presidency of Marduk, had decided. 

Nebo also does homage to his father by paying him an annual 
visit during the New Year celebration, when the god was solemnly 
carried across to Babylon, and in return Marduk accompanied 
his son part way back to his shrine at Borsippa. Within E-
Saggila, Nebo bad a sanctuary known, as was his chief temple 
at Borsippa, as E-Zida, " the legitimate (or' firm ') house," and 
the close bond existing between father and son was emphasized 
by providing for Marduk within theprecinct of E-Zida, a sanctuary 
which bore the same name, E-Saggila, " the lofty house," as 
Marduk's temple at Babylon. The kings, and more particularly 
those of the neo-Babylonian dynasty, devote themselves assidu-
ously to the worship and embellishment of both E-Saggila and 
E-Zida. In their inscriptions Marduk and Nebo are invoked 
together and the names of the two temples constantly placed 
side by side. The symbols of the two gods are similarly combined. 
On boundary stones and cylinders, when Marduk's symbol—
the lance—is depicted, Nebo's symbol—the stylus—is generally 
found adjacent. The dragon, though of right belonging to 
Marduk (q.v.), as the conqueror of Mutat, also becomes the 
symbol of Nebo, and similarly in other respects the two form 
a dose partnership. Such is the relation between the two 
that occasionally, as in the official reports of astrologers and 
in official letters, Nebo is even mentioned before Marduk without 
fear of thereby offending the pride of the priesteof Marduk. 

In Assyria the Nebo cult likewise enjoyed great popularity, 
and there is a record of one Assyrian ruler who made Nebo his 
specific deity and called upon his subjects to put their whole trust 
in him. One may discern, indeed, a tendency in Assyria to take 
advantage of the almost equal plane on which Nebo stands 
with Marduk in Babylonia, to play off Nebo as it were against 
Marduk. The Assyrian kings in this way, by glorifying at 
times Nebo at the expense of Marduk; paid their debt of homage 
to the south without any risk of lowering the grade of their 
own chief deity Assur. Marduk was in a measure Assur's 
This was not the case, however, with Nebo, and they accordingly 
showed a desire to regard Nebo rather than Marduk as the 
characteristic representative of the southern pantheon. In the 
astral-theological system Nebo was identified with the planet 
Mercury. His consort, known as Tashmit, plays no independent 
part, and is rarely invoked except in connexion with Nebo. 

See also BABYLON, BORSIPPA, BABYLONIAN AND ASSYRIAN . 
 RELIGION. (M. JA.) 

NEBRASKA, a state just N. of the centre of the U.S.A., lying 
approximately between ao° and 43* N. and between 111° x8' W., 
and ay° W. from Washington. It is bounded on the N. by South 
Dakota, on the E. by Iowa and a corner of Missouri, on the 
S. by Kansas, on the S. and W. by a corner of Colorado, and 
on the W. by Wyoming. The Missouri river extends along the 
eastern and north-eastern border. The extreme length of the 
state is about 430 m., and extreme breadth about 210 m. The 
area is 77,520 sq. m., of which 712 are water surface. 

Physical Fasheres. —The state lies partly in the physiographic 
province of the Great Plains (covering more than four-fifths of Its 
area) and partly in that of the Prairie Plains, and slopes gently from 
the N.W. to the S.E. The altitudes of extreme geographical points 
are as follows: Rulo, in the S.E. corner of the state, Iles ft.; Dakota 
city, in the N.E., 1102; Benkelman, in the S.W. in Dundy county, 
s968; Kimball. in the S.W. in Kimball county, 4697; Harrison, in 
the N.W. corner, 4849 ft. There are three physiographic sub-
divisions; the foothills (and Bad Lands), the sand-hills and the 
prairie—all three being portions of three great corresponding regions 
of the Great Plains and Prairie Plains provinces. 

Thewestern portion of the state lies in the foot-hills of the Rocky 
Mountain system, and is much rougher than western Kansas. The 
werface of western Nebraska is characterized by high, barren table- 

lands, broken by canyons, dotted with buttes, and dominated by 
some bold and lofty ridges. Pine Ridge, a picturesque escarpment 
of the Great Plains, cuts across the N.Wcorner of Nebraska from 
Wyoming into South Dakota. A ridge of' low hills and bluffs, often 
precipitous, marked by buttes and deeply cut in places by canons, it is the most striking surface feature of the state. 'The altitude in this 
region varies from Iwo to s000 ft. In the fork of the North and 
South Platte are the Wild Cat Mountains with contours rising to 
5300 ft., in which Wild Cat Mountain, long reported as the highest 
point in the state, attains 5038 ft. Hogback Mountain 5082 ft., and 
various other hills—Gabe Rock (ioo6), B' Horn Horn Mountain (4718), 
Coliseum Rock (sop). Scotts B uff 4662 &c.—rise to heights of 
4soo to Soon ft. In the extreme N.W. the White river and Hat 
Creek have carved canyons in deep lacustrine deposits, creating 
fantastic cliffs and buttes, bare of vegetation, gashed with drainage 
channels, and baked by the sun. The buttesbare, pyramidal or 
conical, flat-topped, precipitous hills, and often fantastic, towering 
pinnacles—are rather widely distributed through the foot-hill 
region. They are never more than 600 to woo ft. above the sur-
rounding country. Nature is not grand in any part of Nebraska. 
but the Bad Lands are imposing, and in the wooded foot-hills there 
is an abundance of bold and attractive scenery, particularly in Sioux 
county, and in Cherry county around Valentine and on the canyon of 
the Snake river. East of the Bad lands is the sand-hill region, which 
includes an area of possibly 20,000 sq. m. The sand-hills proper are 
scattered over an area of perhaps ts,000 sq. m., between the meridians 
of grand 103°  W. long., lying mainly N. of the Platte; though there 
are some along the Republican river. In places they rise in tiers, 
one above another, like miniature mountains, and are 200 to .300 ft. 
high; but in general they are very low (25-50 ft. high) and are 
scattered over a plain. Their present contours are wholly the result 
of wind action. Save in rare instances, however, they have long 
ceased to be shifting dunes; for, with the cessation of prairie fires 
and the increase of settlement, they have become well grassed ver 
and stable; although sand-draws, and even occasional ' blow-outs" 
scooped by the winds in the summits or sides of the hills are still 
characteristic landmarks. All about and inter-penetrating the foot-
hill and sand-hill regions are the prairies, which Include three-fourths 
of the state. They are sometimes characteristically flat over wide 
areas,. but are usually gently rolling. Stream valleys and bottom 
lands are the conspicuous modifying feature of the prairie region; 
but in general, owing to the gentle slope of the streams and the great 
breadth of the plains, erosion has been slight; and indeed the 
streams; overloaded in seasonal freshets, are building up their 
valley floors. The water-partings are characteristically level 
uplands, often with shallow depressions, once lakes, and some of them 
still sci. The valleys of the greatest streams are huge shallow troughs. 
The valley floor of the North Platte in the foot-hills, the flood-plain 
of an older river, is in places 700 ft. or more below the bounding 
tableland, and to to Is m. wide; the present flood-plain being from 
t to 4 m. in width. Hundreds of small tributaries to the greater 
streams (especially along the Republican and the Logan) complicate 
and beautify the landscape. No farming country is richer in quiet 
and diversified scenic charm than the prairies of the eastern half of 
the state. The Missouri is noteworthy for high bluffs cut by ravines, 
which border it almost continuously on at least one side. In the foot-
hills there are typical canyons, as along the Platte forks, and in the 
northern edge of the sand-hills. Those of the upper Republican are 
the largest, those of the Bad Lands are the most pec  ; and the 
Niobrara tributary system is the most developed. 

Rivers.—The Missouri skirts the eastern border for perhaps Soo m. 
It is not navigated, and save at Sioux City and Omaha serves 
practically no economic purposes, irrigation being unnecessary in the 
counties on which it borders. Its bluffs, cut for the most part in the 
loess but at places in the rock, are frequently from too to 200 ft. 
high. At Vermilion, South Dakota, Its alluvial plain, 1131 ft. above 
the sea, is 33o ft. above the mouth of the Nemaha. The current is 
always rapid and heavily loaded with sediment' and its axis is 
forever shifting. Large areas of soil are thus shifted back and forth 
between Nebraska and the bordering states, to the encouragement 
of border lawlessness and uncertainty of titles; some portions E. of 
the thread and apparently well within Iowa remain under the 
jurisdiction of Nebraska, or vice versa; and Yankton has been 
seriously threatened with a sudden transfer from the South Dakota 
to the Nebraska side. The Platte system is also heavily loaded with 
sediment in Nebraska. The North and South forks both rise is 
Colorado; each, especially the latter, has a rapid primary descent, 
and a very gradual fall down the foot-hills of the Great Plains' 
Across Nebraska it maintains a remarkably straight course and an 
extraordinarily even gradient (about 6 ft per mile). In the spring 
freshets it is a magnificent stream, but in summer its volume greatly 
shrinks, and it is normally a broad, shallow, sluggish. stream, flowing 
through interlacing channels among the sand-bars it heaps athwart 
its course. The unclerflow is probably much greater than the summer 

About 52 grains per gallon at low water, 404 at high. 
The North Platte falls 3700 ft. in sto m., the South, poo ft. in 

427 above their junction ; the latter falling 2692 ft. In sos m. 
after leaving its canyon in the Rockies. 
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surface flow in volume. The Loup system is remarkable for the even 
dip of its parallel feeders, which once joined the Platte separately, 
until the latter banked up its deposits across the mouths of their 
more sluggish currents. 'The Republican and South Platte—the 
former an intermittent stream--suffer in their flow from the drain 
made upon their waters in Colorado for irrigation. The upper course 
of the Niobrara above the Keya Paha is in a narrow gorge. Its 
immediate bluffs and the shores of some of its tributaries, notably 
the Snake, are modified by canons. This system is alai; notable 
among Nebraska streams for a number of pretty water-falls. The 
White river, heading on Pine Ridge, falls taco ft. in 20 m. Some 
streams wholly dry up in the dry seasons, and in the foot-hills and 
sand-hills there are a few that disappear by sinking or evaporation. 

Surface Water.—Swamps and bogs, apart from purely .  temporary 
weather ponds, are confined to a few reatncted regions of the 
Missouri river bottoms and the prairies of the S.E. There are some 
cut-offs or oxbow lakes along the tilissouri, and many lakelets o • n- 
ally such are scattered along the Platte, Elkhorn, Big Blue and o ther  
rivers. Scores of lakes are scattered about the heads of streams 
rising in the sand-hills, especially.  In Cherry county. Some of them 
are fresh and some alkaline. Springs also are numerous in the sand-
hills, where they form considerable streams. They often flow with 
force and are known locally from this peculiarity as " artesian " 
springs, or sometimes, from this and their large size, as " mound " 
springs. The state fish-hatchery is on springs at South Bend; at 
Long Pine springs of large flow supply the town and railway shops 
with water, and led to the establishment here of Chautauqua grounds. 

Underground Water.—The so-called blowing-wells are peculiar. 
They occur over much of the state, but most frequently S. of the 
Platte, and are evidently sensitive to barometric conditions; alter. 
nately " blowing " or sucking " as these vary; to that, in cold 
weather water-pipes may be frozen room more feet below the surface 
of the ground. Atmospheric pressure is probably the principal cause 
of their action; they are therefore termed 

probably 
 weather wells" in 

some localities. Nearly all counties have a practically inexhaustible 
supply of ground water Well-depths vary from t5 to 20 ft. in the 
stream valleys and from 3o to 35 ft. on the loess prairies to 100-400 ft. 
in the western foot-hill region and isolated prairie areas. Artesian 
water is also available in many parts of the state. At Niobrara, in 
Knox county, a well 656 ft. deep, drilled in 1896, yielded for a time 
asbo rations per minute at 95-lb pressure (in igo) two gallons at 
65-th pressure), and furnishes power for a flour-mill and municipal 
water and electric lighting works; the pressure forces the water 
about 210 ft. above the mouth of the well, i.e. to a height of 145o ft. 
Another (t430 ft. deep), in the environs of Omaha, supplies a daily 
flow of i,too,0oo gallons under a pressure of t5 lb. In some small 

i and exceptional regions the water s very alkaline, and in the counties 
of the south-east it is so generally saline that it is difficult, below 
150 ft., to avoid an inflow of salt water. Saline wells at Lincoln 
(2463, lop and 570 ft. deep) and at Beatrice (ta6o ft.) are notable 
In this regard. 

Geology.—The easternpart of the state is covered With a thick 
mantle of Quaternary (Pleistocene), and the greatest part of the 
western portion with very thick deposits of Miocene and Pliocene 
(Tertiary). To the Pleistocene belong the alluvium, loess and glacial 
drift, and in part the sand-hills. The drift covers the eastern fifth 
of the state. In striking contrast to Iowa, the Nebraska deposit is 
very thin, seldom thicker than t or 2 ft. Above the drift there is 
usually a heavy.  covering of loess or " bluff deposit " (particularly 
typical in the neighbourhood of Omaha and Council Bluffs). Though 
thin and worn out in places, it averages probably zoo ft., and is often 
as much as Zoo ft. in thickness, and runs diagonally across the state 
from the N.E. to the Colorado inset. The opinion that it is of 
aqueous origin (and probably dates from the close of the glacial time) 
has the weight of authority. It was spread by the rivers: some 
evidences of wind action may be attributed to a later period. The 
sand-hills, which overlap the loess N. of the Platte, are probably 
mainly derived from the Arikaree, but probably also in part from the 
early Pleistocene. West of 102°  long. there are beds several hundred 
feet thick of late Tertiary sands and clays. The Arikaree (Miocene) 
and Ogallala (Pliocene) formations of the North Loup beds are super-
ficial over much of the western half of the state, the former to the N., 
the latter to the S. The buttes are characteristically Arikaree or 
Gering formations topping Brule clay. The same is true of at least 
considerable parts of Pine Ridge. In the Bad lands there are 
scanty outcrops of the Chadron formation (known also as " Titano- 
therium beds '), the oldest of the Tertiary beds. The thick super-
ficial coverings over the state make difficult the determination of the 
underlying . strata. There are only very scanty outcrops except 
along the rivers. No Archean rocks are exposed in Nebraska, and 
the sedimentary formations are undisturbed in site. The Palaeozoic 
era is represented only by the Pennsylvanian series of the Upper 
Carboniferous and a scanty strip of Kansas-Nebraska Permian, and 
is confined to the S.E. counties. But, though small in area, the 
Carboniferous is by far the most important formation as regards 
mineral resources within the state. It is buried probably 2000 or 
3000 ft. in central Nebraska, outcropping again only in the Rocky 
Mountains Upon it. in the trough thus formed, rest conformably 
the basal strata of the Cretaceous; the Jurassic and Triassic being 
wholly absent (unless in the extreme north-west). The E. limit of  

the Cretaceous extends across the state from N. to S. between 9$ 
and 99* W. long. Its groups include the Dakota formation, char-
acterized by a very peculiar rusty sandstone, and the Benton, both 
of which arc rather widely accessible and heavy; the Niobrara ; the 
Pierre shales, which apparently underlie about three-quarters of the 
state in a deep and •heavy bed; and, in the extreme west. the 
Laramie. There are almost no Cretaceous outcrops except on the 
streams, especially the Niobrara, Republican and Platte rivera-
and in the Bad Lands. The superficial Miocene and Pliocene 
deposits in the west, above referred to, are underlaid by the White 
river groups of the Oligocene, whose outcrops of Brule clay and 
Chadron formation also have been mentioned. The Bad Lands are 
essentially nothing but fresh-water mud excessively weathered and 
eroded. They are often intersected by dikes of chalcedony, formerly 
mistaken for lava. The Bad Lands and the Arikaree are famous 
fossil fields, the latter being the source of the Damoardix, or" Devil's 
cork.screw," a large spiral fossil, apparently a lacustrine alga. It 
was once generally supposed that the Pliocene epoch in Nebraska 
was distinguished by the activity of geysers; but the so-called 
" geyserite-" now known commonly and correctly as " natural 
pumice" and " volcanic ash," which is found in the Oligocene and 
later formations, has no connexion whatever with geysers, but is 
produced by the shattering of volcanic rock. It occurs widely in 
Nebraska and adjoining states. 

Minerals.—Mineral resources are decidedly limited; the total 
value of the mineral 001110ta excluding coal) in 1907 was$1,383,916, 
of which 5953,432 was the val ue of clay products, $324,239  of stone. 
and p54,227 of sand and gravel. The state, however, is particularly 
rich in good clays, which are probably its greatest mineral resource. 
Calcite of excellent quality is the commonest mineral. Gravel is 
widely obtainable, and sand of the finest quality is available in 
inexhaustible quantities, and is an important article of export. 
Flint (valuable for railway ballast) occurs in immense quantities 
about Wymore and Blue Springs. The underground salt water flow 
promised once to be a resource of value, especially in the vicinity 
of Lincoln, but has proved of little or no value in comparison with 
the great salt-beds of Kansas. A native plaster is yielded by the 
Arikaree and Ogallala rocks, but though otherwise of excellent 
qualities it is ruined by slight exposure to the water. A diatomaceous 
earth in central Nebraska, occurring especially in the region of Loup, 
is a good polishing powder, and is used for packing steam pipes. 
Limonite in the form of ochre occurs in considerable quantity. Of 
building stones limestones are the most abundant and important, 
the best comes from the Benton beds and when " green' can be 
sawed into blocks. The Dakota formation, though its sand-stopes 
are in general coarse or otherwise inferior, yields some of splendid 
quality. Its clays, which are of all colours, are the most valuable of 
the state. The finest building stone is a beautiful green quartzite 
rock of dense, fine texture and lasting quality. It is related to the 
Ogallala beds and occurs only in small areas. The quarries and clay 
pits of the state are mainly in the Carboniferous region of the S.E. 
Cretaceous lignite occurs in small quantities in the N.E., and peat 
more widely. The Carboniferous formations carry only thin seams 
of coal, never thicker than about 2 ft., and rarely readily accessible, 
and they can never be of more than small and merely local import-
ance. 

Flara.—Nebraska lies partly in the arid, or Upper Sonoran, and 
partly in the humid, or Carolinian, area of the Upper Austral life.. 
zone; the divisional line being placed by the United States Biological 
Survey at about toe W. long. The most marked characteristic of 
Nebraskan vegetation is its immigrant character, and the state has 
been called " one of the finest illustrations of the commingling of 
contiguous species to be found anywhere in America " (C. E. Bessey). 
Immigrant species have even come from Texas and New Mexico, 
from the Dakotas and the Rockies. From the last-named various 
species have crept two-thirds of the way across the state, one (the 
buffalo berry) wholly covers it, and some have barely crossed into 
the border foot-hills from Wyoming. A very few trees and shrubs, 
and some grasses, are strictly endemic to theplains and to Nebraska. 
Four floral regions lying in north to south belts across the state, and 
closely corresponding to—though in boundaries by no means coincid-
ing with—its great topographic divisions are distinguished in the 
regions of the Missouri border, the prairies, sand-hills and foot-bills. 
In 1896 some 3196, and by 1905 fully 33oo species had been listed, 
" representing every branch and nearly every class of the vegetable 
kingdom " (C. E. Bessey). There are at least 64 trees and at least 
77 shrubs growing native in the state; but of their joint number a 
mere half-dozen or so can be classed as strictly endemic. Small 
woods of broad-leaf trees (and red cedars) grow very generally along 
all the water-courses of the state; and coniferous species grow along 
Pine Ridge and the Wild Cat Mountains. In the East, various trees 
are readily grown on the uplands; in the West the honey-locust, the 
Osage orange and Russian mulberry fur windbreaks; the green ash, 
and red cedar are perhaps the most valuable drought resisting 
species. The conifers are spreading naturally. In the sand-hills the 
sand-bar willow of the rivers and the cottonwood growing naturally, 
evidence the good conditions of moisture; and the forestation of 
much of the region is undoubtedly possible. Forest reserves were 
established on the Dismal river in 1902 and millions of seedlings had 
been grown by woo for transplantation in Nebraska and other states, 
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of the Cleat Plains. Arbor Day (the toth of April) was instituted-
by the Nebraska State Board of Agriculture in 1872 at the instance of 
J. Sterling Morton. later secretary of agriculture of the United 
States (see Aaiun Day). It has been yearly observed by the public 
schools of the state, and no state has done more than Nebraska for 
the forestation of its waste and prairie lands. In such a purely 
agricultural state a large wooded area is not desired. Plums, grapes 
and the dwarf " sand-cherry" (Prunus &Trim) of the sand-lulls 
are prominent among many wild fruits. The flora is decidedly rich 
in species as compared with other states, but less so in the number 
of individuals. Grasses are perhaps the most noteworthy vegetable 
forms. Nebraska claims a greater variety of native hay and ffirage 
species than grow in any other state of the Union. No less than 
200 grasses, at least 154 being wild or commonly cultivated, had been 
listed in woe. Of the total 200 species Iv (130 indigenous) are valu-
able for forage, se (20 indigenous) are classed economically as weeds, 
no are non-indigenous cereals and 6 are ornamentaL The abort 
buffalo-grass was originally everywhere abundant, but it had practi-
cally disappeared by 1890 from the eastern half of the state, and since 
then has steadily become more restricted in habitat. The native 
prairie grasses have been in considerable part displaced by grasses 
introduced from more humid regions. Weeds are very numerous 
(about 125); and some, notably the sand-bur (Salaam rostratanr) 
cockle-bur, and tumble-weeds among indigenous, and the Russian 
thistle (Salsola tragus) and purslane among non-indigenous species, 
are agricultural pests. Nothing can surpass in beauty the rank 
grasses and bright flowers that grow on the lowlands and rolling 
uplands of a virgin prairie—now hardly to be found in the state. 
The common sunflower (the most conspicuous weed of the state) 
and allied flowers, which spring up in myriads even in the midst of 
unbroken prairie wherever this is disturbed, line the roads with 
yellow bands from horizon to horizon, enclose the broken fields 
and choke waste places. 

Fausa.—The fauna of the state is not known with the same 
thoroughness and detail as the flora, but it too is varied. This is 
notably,  true of birds and of insects. Of the latter there are 
probably 12,000 to 15,000 species, including 140 butterflies, at least 
18o grasshoppers, several hundred bees, titc. The so-called "grass 
hoppers." true locusts, have done great damage at times in Nebraska. 
About a third of all the species known in the United States are found 
within the state or close to its borders, and of these, 9 or to are so 
common that their increase under conditions favourable to their 
development may be a danger Such conditions are found in dry 
years. unfavourable to their chief parasitic enemies, favourable to 
their own breeding, and the cause of their migrations. There were 
locust plagues in 1874, 1876 and 1877. Fungus parasites have been 
used with some, but on the whole rather slight, success, and 
mechanical appliances with perhaps greater success, in combating 
these pests. Birds are more effective. As in the case of plants, 
western, eastern, northern and southern avian species meet in 
Nebraska. In 1905 some 415 to 420 species bad been found within 
its borders, and more than half of these were known to nest in the 
state; 120 had been counted in the winter. The lakes of the sand-
hills are the breeding-place--less so as settlement increases—of 
myriads of water-fowl. Before the advent of the white man Neb-
raska was full of wild mammals, the buffalo, elk, black and white 
tailed deer, antelope, bears, timber wolves, panthers (pumas), lynx, 
otter and mink being common. Almost all that remain are black 
bears, foxes, coyotes (prairie wolves), mink, musk-rats, raccoons and 
prairie dogs (or gophers). Antelope were not uncommon in the west 
and northwest until after 1890. The coyote is still so common even 
in the east as to be a nuisance to the farmer; in 1907 a bounty law 
was in force which provided for the payment of a state bounty of $5, 
on every grey Wolf, $1.25 on every coyote and $1 on every lynx 
(wild cat). A few rodents have increased in numbers; the prairie 
dog especially is a pest in the alfalfa fields of the arid lands (as are 
pocket-gophers at places in the east). 

Clintare.—The climate of Nebraska is typically inland or contin-
ental; Le. it is characterized by " winters of considerable severity, 
summers of unusual warmth, rainfall in limited quantities, marked 
and sudden changes of temperature, large seasonal and daily tempera-
ture ranges. and dry, salubrious atmosphere, with a small percentage 
of cloudiness, and a large percentage of sunshine."i The average 
wind velocity for the High Plains of Nebraska and adjoining states 
is about 10 to 12 m.; 25 M. is not uncommon; and a velocity of 40 m. 
and over is recorded a half-dozen or more times every year. In 
spring velocities of ts to 20 m. are common. The average velocity 
of winds for the entire state for it years preceding 1906 was 9.8 m. 
per hour. The prevailing directions are those common to a large part 
of the western Mississippi valley. The prevailing wind of the year is 
N.W.; but in the spring, the summer and much of the autumn its 
predominance is greatly reduced or overcome by S. and S.W. winds 
blowing from the Gulf of Mexico (but deflected by the rotation of the 
earth). Sometimes these winds blow in the winter—causing the 
curious phenomenon of melting snows on the coldest days of the 
year; in the summer in seasons of drought, especially in the western 
part of the state, this wind from the Gulf sometimes reaches Nebraska 

I Senate Executive Document t 15 (vol. to), 51 Congress, I 
Session (1890), Climate of Nebraska.  

wrung thy of its moisture and so hot that in a day or two it shrivels 
and ruins the crops in its path. Such calamities are, however, 
uncommon, and the belief that Nebraska is often visited by tornadoes 
is erroneous. 

The normal mean-annual temperature of the state is about 48.7 °  F. 
and the normals for the an approximately equal weather sections into 
which the state is divided by the National Weather Service are 
respectively about 48*, 0-6°, PA*, 479.  and 46.6° F. This 
illustrates the extraordinary homogeneity of climatic conditions. 
But there is a considerable difference in the averages for different 
months—the normal means of January and July through 3o years 
being 201°  and 74.6° F., and the means of spring, summer autumn 
and winter respectively about 48-, 72°, 53• and 23.5° F. Thus there 
is for any particular locality a wide range In absolute temperature 
through the year, which averages for the state probably about 120°  
(1897-e905). Similarly, the range is large through the day, especially 
in the higher altitudes, where the nights are almost invariably cool 
and refreshing after even the hottest day. The number of continu-
ous days with a mean temperature above so• F., averages probably 
about 175 for the state. The actual growing-season between frosts 
is, however, not so great. Temperature is of course lower as one 
moves to the N. and NW., the initial planting and harvesting of each 
crop progressing wave-like across the state in from one to two weeks. 
Especially in the W. and N.W. there are in some winters occasional 
anti ionic or high-area storms known as blizzards—wind-storms 
preceded or accompanied by snow-fall—which are very severe. 
They continue from one to three days, and are habitually followed 
by very low temperature. They are the cause of great loss to 
the cattle owners. Such storms are, however, rare. In the S.E. 
portion of the state the winters are characteristically mild and open. 
Temperatures below zero are rare for any locality; and the same 
may be said of temperatures above 95* in summer. 

The normal mean-annual precipitation for the whole state is about 
23.84 in. in rain and melted snow, the actual yearly fall varying 
through 30 years between 13.30 and 31-65 in. Such rainfall might 
seem inadequate for an agricultural country: moreover, the eastern 
half of the state is more favoured than the western, which belonp, 
indeed, to the semi-rid Great Plains on which the Reclamation 
Service of the United States Government is active. But aridity is a 
matter of the efficiency rather than of the mere quantity of rainfall, 
and in this regard Nebraska is very fortunately situated Rain is 
most plenteous in the critical months of the year. Seven-tenths of 
all precipitation falls in the growing season, giving the state, especi-
ally in the east, a greater amount at this time than many other states 
whose aggregate yearly rainfall is greater; so that Nebraska has an 
abundance for the safest cultivation. Moreover, nine-tenths of the 
rainfall is absorbed by the loess and sandy soils, only one-tenth being 

run-off." It is a widely spread but unfounded belief in Nebraska 
that the rainfall has been increasing since the settlement of the 
state. That its storage has very greatly increased as cultivation has 
been extended (the prairie sod sheds water like a roof) is true, • 
moreover, the spread of scientific principles of farming has increased 
the advantage derived from the ground-water stored. Efficient 
rainfall has thus been greatly increased. Intermittent streamlets 
may well become .  perennial, and many are probably, as reported, 
becoming so. It is even conceivable that the settlement of the state 
may affect the seasonal distribution of precipitation ; and that an 
advantageous alteration has in fact resulted is believed by many. 

The climate of Nebraska is exceptionally .  healthy. Its beneficial 
qualities must be attributed to the state's Wand situation, its dry 
and pure air, constant winds and splendid drainage, to which its 
even slope and peculiar soil alike contribute. In some people, 
however, nervousness is induced ; and the winds, in particular, often 
have this effect. Autumn is perhaps the finest season ; the fields are 
green into the winter, the air is pure and fresh, though dry and 
warm, and the long season is delightfully mild and beautiful. The 
arid portion, as compared with the eastern portion, of the state has 
alike the advantages and disadvantages of a climate more sharply 
characterized. 

&U.—Geologically Nebraska is one of the most typical agricultural 
states of the Union; although in the present distribution of industrial 
interests agriculture is by no means so predominant as in some 
southern states. The bans of the soils is sands (coarse, fine or silt); 
clay beds, though economically important, are in quantity relatively 
scant. In the eastern half silt, and in the western fine sand, form the 
bulk of the soil. There are five well-defined soil regions correspond-
ing to the geologic-topographic divisions already indicated of drift 
loess, sand-hills, foot-hills and Bad Lands. The loess is a " salt, fine 
sandy loam with a large percentage of sand or silt, and considerable 
calcareous matter,. and usually a small amount of clay." It contains 
considerable hurt= matter, discolouring rapidly in the air (when 
exposed it is characteristically a bright buff). It is of extraordinary 
fertility, and its great depth (in Lincoln and Dawson counties bluffs 
200 ft. thick are found, is a guarantee of almost inexhaustible re-
sources. The glacial drift is also a useful deposit, coarse ingredients 
in it being of small amount (rare boulders, and some gravel). The 
superficial soil over most of the state, and everywhere in the E. except 
rarely where the loess or drift is bare, is a rich, black vegetable mould, 

to s ft. thick on the uplands. The sand-hills are not inherently 
infertile; the soil never bakes, is always receptive of moisture, 
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absorbisg water like a sponge and bolding it well. There is a great 
amount of fertile valley land, adequately,  watered. Alfalfa and other 
cultivated grasses are encroaching on the whole region, and even the 
natural and-land bunch grasses make excellent grazing. The 
" butte " soil of the W. is a fine sandy soil, characteristically cal-
careous, derived from the Arilcaree. With it also moisture is a great 
factor in its productivity. The Bad Lands are by no means infertile 
(their name, it should be noted, was originally Marnalses terra 
traverser); but they are almost destitute of ground water, though 
containing many green " pockets " where surface water can be 
stored. They contain muds clay and marls, non-absorbent and 
subject to such excessive wash that vegetation cannot gain a foot-
hold. In various parts of the west are small tracts of so-called 
" gumbo " soil; they are due to the Pierre shale, are poorly drained 
and characteristically alkaline. Small alkaline areas also occur about 
lakes in the sand-hills. Where surface water is adequate the regions 
of the Pierre shale make splendid grazing lands; but in general they 
are not very useful for agriculture. Salt lands occur about Salt Creek 
notably around Lincoln. The stream bottoms of alluvium are modi-
fied by loess and humic deposits, and are of course very fertile; 
but hardly more so than the loess of the uplands. 

Agriculiere.—Agriculture is not only the chief industry but is 
also the foundation of the commerce and manufactures of the state. 
In two, of the total area 60-8% was reported as included in farms, 
and 37.S% as actually improved. The rank of the state in the 
Union was z3th in value of farm property, and loth in value of farm 
products. The farm value was 1747050.057,  an increase since 1890 

 of 46.1%; while the total product-value was 816460,386—an 
increase (partly factitious) of 143.4% in the same period. A greater 
part of the state was reported improved in 1890 than in Iwo; the 
change was due to the increase of stock-raising in the West. Simi-
larly, the size of the average farm increased from 156 ,9 acres in 0380 
to 190.1 in 1890, and 246.1 in two, although in eastern Nebraska 
there was a contrary tendency. Under the Kincaid law, which 

grgils entire sections instead of quarter sections (tbo acres) to be 
eaded, this movement has been fostered. In the years 1880- 

two the number of farms operated by cash tenants rose from 3.1 to 
9-6%; of share tenants from 14.9 to 27-3% of the total. There is 
no appreciable tendency toward management for absentee owners. 
The census of 1900 showed that not less than two-fifths of the total 
set income came from live stock or from hay, grain and forage on 
farms representing together 96% of the farm-value of the state—
live stork being a trifle more important; dairying was similarly 
predominant for 1.6%, and beet-sugar for 0• y Other crops were 
unimportant sources of revenue. Sugar-beet culture has developed 
since about 1889; it is localized largely in Lincoln county, near 
North Platte, though beets are raised over a large part (especially the 
western part) of the state. In 1907 about t two acres were planted 
to sugar beets. The principal factory for the slicing of the beets 
is one built at Grand Island, Hall county, in 1890. The dairy 
interest is rapidly growing, but is still exceeded in other states. 
Omaha is a great dairy market. Nebraska ranks very high in the 
production of cattle and hogs. A fourth of all animal products are 
represented by milk, butter and cheese, eggs and poultry; the rest 
by animals killed on the farm or sold for slaughter, most of them 
going to supply the meat-packing industry of South Omaha. Wild. 
salt and prairie grasses make up the bulk of the forage acreage, but 
the cultivated crops—especially millet and Hungarian grasses and 
alfalfa—are more important. Holt county in the Elkhorn valley, 
and Sheridan county in the foot-hills, produce more than half the 
hay-crop of the state. Alfalfa can be grown with more or less success 
in every county of the state, not excepting areas where clay or sand 
form the sub-soil; but on the uplands of the central part of the state 
it is produced with the greatest success and in the greatest quantities. 
In wog, according to the reports of the state Board of Agriculture, 
the crop of Custer, Dawson and Buffalo counties was about 15% of 
the total crop (1,845,703 tons) of the state. The product was 
quintupled between 1899 and 1905, and between 1905 and 1908 the 
increase was about 40%. It has been a great aid to western Nebraska 
as to other portions of the Great Plains. Sorghum and kafir corn are 
also excellent, and broom-corn fairly good, as drought-resistant 
crops; the last, which is of lessening importance, is localized in Cam, 
Saunders and Polk counties. Cereals are by far the most important 
crops. representing in 1899 four-fifths of farmed land and crop 
values. Allowing for variations in " off years," but speaking with 
as much exactness as is possible, Nebraska has established her 
position since about two in the third, fourth and fifth rank respec-
tively among the states of the Union, in the production of Indian 
corn, wheat and oats. Of these, Indian corn is by far the most im-
portant, representing normally about two-thirds of the total crop 
value; while wheat and oats each represented in 1906 about one-
seventh of the total crop, and rye, barley, kafir-corn and buckwheat 
make up the small remainder. Indian corn is grown to some extent 
all over the state, except in the north-west, but the great bulk of the 
crop is produced east of the 99th meridian. It is rarely cut, but is 
left to mature and dry on the stalk in the field. The yearly yield in 
the decade 1895-1904, according to the most conservative state 
statistics, varied from 18,599,638 to 72.445,227 bushels, and the 
average was 178,941,084 ushels. or 190,773,957. omitting the failure 
of 1901; the yield per acre being similarly 26.35 or 27.9 bushels  

(12.4 in 1901): 1  in 1906 the crop was 249.782,50o bushels, and 
the average yield per acre 34.1 bushels; in 1907 the crop was 
179,328,000 bushels, and the average yield only 24 bushels per acre. 
According to the report of the state Board of Agriculture, Custer, 
Lancaster and Saunders counties proauced the largest amounts 
(each more than 5.000,00o bushels) of Indian corn in wog. Since 
Iwo Nebraska has become one of the foremost winter wheat states, 
second only to Kansas. Little spring wheat is now sown except in 
the northern counties, the state being on the northern edge of the 
winter wheat belt. From 1880 to 1890 the acreage devoted to wheat 
greatly diminished, because the spring variety was not relatively 
remunerative,isut the acreage trebled in the next decade as autumn 
planting increased. The winter varieties have the advantages of 
larger yield, earlier ripening and lesser loss from insects, and afford 
protection to the soil. The growth of durum (macaroni) wheat is 
also increasing, but is hampered by the uncertainty of market, which 
is for the most part foreign. The wheat crops of the decade 1895-
1904 averaged 33,208,805 bushels a year; or ranged from a minimum 
of 9-8 to a maximum of 201, averaging 15.8 bushels to the acre; 
in 1906 the crop was 52.2138,692 bushels, and the average yield 
22 bushels per acre; and in 1907 the crop was 45.911,000 bushels, 
and the average yield 18.1 bushels per acre. In 1908 Clay, Adams 
and Hamilton were the principal wheat-growing counties in the 
state. The corresponding figures for oats were: average yield for 
the decade. 48,145,185 (range, 28,287,707 in 1901 to 66,810.065 in 
1904); range of yield per acre, 17.9 to 34.0, and average 27.6 
bushels per acre; an 1906 the crop was 72,275,000 bushels and the 
average yield per acre 29.5 bushels; in 1907 the crop was 51,490,000 
bushels, and the average yield 20.4 bushels per acre. In the decade 
1890-1900 the state did not rise above the loth rank in the Union; 
after two her rise was rapid. The same is even more markedly true 
of rye; in 1907 thecrop was 1,502,000 bushels (from 88,40o acres). a 
yield exceeded in only five states in the country. Apples are raised in 
the N.E. and S.E. sections of the state, and are much the most im-
portant fruit grown. Peaches are next in importance, and horti-
cultural enthusiasts believe that the possibilities of this crop are very 
great. Other fruits are raised with much success, and in igo4 let 
St Louis the horticultural exhibit of the state led those of all other 
states in the medals received for excellence; but nevertheless its 
relative rank in the Union as a fruit-producing state is still low. 

In a period of 3o years (1869-1898) there were, according to the 
state Board of Agriculture, four seasons whose crops could reasonably 
be classed as failures, three more as " short," one as fair, eighteen as 
good, and four as great. Compared with adjoining states—Iowa, 
Minnesota, South Dakota, Kansas, Missouri—none shows a greater, 
if indeed any shows so great an average value per acre in the yield 
of Indian corn, wheat, oats, barley and rye; and this despite the 
assumed handicap of the western half of the state. In fact the yield 
of this section relatively to cultivated acreage is normally fully equal 
to that of the eastern section; a result quite consistent with the 
scientifically proven fertility of semi-arid lands. The real handicap 
of the western counties would be shown in comparing aggregate yields 
per given area; for much land is normally inarable. Alfalfa, stock 
raising and dairying, afforestation, " dry-farming " and irrigation are, 
however, proving that the West can maintain prosperity by not 
relying upon ordinary,  agriculture. Alfalfa is not easily started, 
however, on the uplands of the extreme western part of the state; 
and dry-farming (the Campbell dust-mulch system) has the expensive-
ness in labour of intensive cultivation. The above-mentioned 
delusion that climate is changing and adapting itself to agriculture, 
thus relieving the farmer of accommodating his methods to the 
climate, has considerably handicapped him in progress. Systematic 
experiments in dry-farming throughout the Great Plains were pro-
vided for on a great scale by Congress in '906. By attention to crop 
rotation. soil physics and world-wide search for plants adapted to the 
Great Plains (such as the U.S. Department of Agriculture has long 
been conducting), a very great deal can be accomplished—no one 
can my how much; but certainly the Western must long remain at 
a great disadvantage in comparison with the Eastern portion of the 
state as regards the growth of cereals. 

Irrigation.—Water for the western part of the state is a resource 
of primary importance, and irrigation therewith a fundamental 
problem. Very generally, especially in the butte re&ns, the country 
lends itself to the impounding of surface water. The lakes are of 
great importance for the stock ranges of the sand-hills. It is 
commonly believed that of underground water, and generally ,  of 
artesian water, even the driest counties have an abundance. This is 
great exaggeration. Though both in central and western Nebraska 
there are strati. that generally yield a considerable flow, the supply is 
usually limited and the expense is great. Up to t906 dependence 
was mainly upon the streams, which it is estimated might furnish 
3 or 4 million acre-feet—enough to irrigate between to and 15% 
of the arid section—were all the water available, and the  land  

e Data of the State Bureau of Labor and Industrial Statistics, 
which are lower than those of the state Board of Agriculture, and 
(in censusyears) the Federal Census. The yearly average given by 
the Board of Agriculture for flies-two is 219q6,000 bushels. 
The statistics for t906 and t9o7 are taken from the ear-books of the 
Department of Agriculture. 
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%table. As compared with the streams of Colorado. where irriga-
tion is much more advanced, the streams of Nebraska have a very 
constant flow; the relative supply-capacities of the Arkansas and 
Poudre in Colorado, and the Loup and North Platte in Nebraska 
being about as Poo°, 1.193, 3.347 and 44532 respectively, according 
to the estimates of the state engineer (Nebras ka Public Documents 
1901-190a, voL iii. p. 144). An irrigation law was first passed by 
Nebraska in 1895. One of the greatest improvement projects under-
taken by the national Reclamation Service is one on the North 
Platte, begun in 1903, which contemplates a reservoir in Wyoming of 
sufficient capacity to store all the surplus waters of that stream, 
about boo m. of canals, and the reclamation of 107,000 acres in 
Nebraska; it was 74 % completed in 1909. The work of the national 
service began in Nebraska in 1902. Some farmers on the uplands 
between the valleys in western Nebraska irrigate by means of 
wind-mills, and although the underground water is 175 ft. or more 
below the surface one wind-mill often supplies sufficient water to 
irrigate ten acres. The extent of irrigated acreage increased about 
thirteen-fold from 1889 to 1899. In the latter year there were 1701 tn. 
of ditch costing about $751.00 per m., irrigating 148,538 acres, 
which crops averaging $6.61 per acre in value. 'The greatest 
part of the irrigated acreage is in the valley of the North Platte and 
the Upper Platte—probably nine-tenths in 1906.—in Scotts Bluff, 
Lincoln, Cheyenne, Dawson, Keith and Deuel counties. There is, 
however, a large ditch in Platte county—the farthest E. of any large 
ditch in the country; and though agriculture is normally quite 

successful " here without irrigation, nevertheless it is more profit-
able with it. In fact, in 1899 about a quarter of the irrigated acreage 
lay E. of the section classed as arid. 

Manufactures.—The rank of Nebraska among the states of the 
Union in tgoo in population, in value of agricultural products, and in 
value of manufactured products, was respectively twenty-seventh, 
tenth and nineteenth. In the decade 1890-1900 the state increased 
the value of its manufactures somewhat more than half. The per 
capita product-values for agriculture and manufactures in Igoo were 
$153 and $135 (as compared with $63 and $88 in 1890). Only 
1.3% of the population were engaged in manufacturing in Iwo. 
Of the total factory product (in i9o0, $130,302,453; in 1905, 
F154.918,22o), 84-7% were urban (i.e. were for the three pines which 
la 1900 had a population of at least 8000) in ipso, and 81.7 in tgo5; 
the percentage for these cities being 53.3 m 1900 and 43-5 in 1905 for 
South Omaha, 29.2 in 1900 and 34.9 in 1905 for Omaha, and 2.1 in 
1900 and 3.4 in 1905 for Lincoln; Nebraska City, Fremont, Grand 
Island, Beatrice, Hastings, Plattsmouth and Kearney were the only 
other manufacturing centres of any importance. In 1907 there was 
a beet-suor factory at Grand Island; at Nebraska City there are 
several tinctive industries; at South Omaha very important 
meat-packing houses; and the other 'cities have interests rather 
extensive or varied than distinctive. As yet manufactures are 
insignificant except in lines immediately dependent upon agriculture, 
the combined output of the packing, flour and grist mill, dairy and 
malt-liquor establishments constituting in tpoo nine-tenths of the 
total state output. Mat-packing is by far the most important 
single interest, South Omaha being the third greatest packing centre 
of the country, employing in !goo and in 1905 a quarter of all wage-
earners and yielding nearly one-half the total product-value of the 
state ($71,018439 in tgocio*, $t:43468 in 1905). The malt- 
liquor industry is favoured by t great production of barley in 
Iowa; the value of malt liquors manufactured in tgoo was 
e1,433,501, and in 1905 $1,663,788. Nebraska wheat, like that of 
Kansas, combines for milling the splendid qualities of winter wheat 
with those characteristic of grain grown on the edge of the semi-arid 
West; flour and grist-mill products were valued at $7,794. 1 30  in 
19o0 And at $12,190.303 in 1905. The first creamery in Nebraska 
was established in 1881. A creamery at Lincoln is said to be the 
largest in the United States. Many co-operative dairies have per-
sisted since the early days of farmers' granges. The value of 
cheese, butter and other dairy products was $2,253,893 in tgoo and 
$3,326410 in 5905. Of manufactures not dependent upon agri-
culture perhaps the most prohtising is that of brick and tile products 
(valued at $839.815 in 190o and at $1,131,913 in 1905), and the 

in 1905 was the manufacture and repair of steam railway cars 
(slued at $2,624.461 in Iwo and at $4 ,394,685 in 1905). 

Commsinicetions.—There is no longer any river navigation. There 
were 6,101•5 m. of railway in the state at the end of 1907; the groat 
period of railway building was 1870-189o, the mileage in 1870 being 
705, in 1880, 1953, and in ago, 5407. The eastern half of the state 
is much better covered by railways than the western. Six great east 
and west trunk-lines connecting the Rocky Mountain region and 
Chicago enter the state at Omaha (q.v.), and two others, giving rather 
an outlet southward, enter the same city and serve the eastern part 
of the state. In 1908 all but 5 counties out of 90 had railway outlets. 
A marked tendency toward north and south railway lines is of great 
promise to the state, as outlets towards the Gulf of Mexico are im-
portant, especially for local freight. Omaha and Lincoln are Federal 
ports of entry for customs. 

Popidatiele.—In 19oo the population of the state was 1,066,300 
and in 291o, 2,192,214. In woo 26.6% were foreign-born,  

and 43.3% natives of other states than Nebraska. The latter 
came mainly from the north-central states. Of the foreigners, 
Germans,Scandinavians and British (including English Canadians) 
made up four-fifths of the total. The most numerous individual 
races were Germans (65,506), Swedes ( 24.693), Bohemians 
(16,138), Danes (12,531), Irish (11,127), English (9757), Russians 
(8083) and English Canadians (Solo). In woo three cities 
had a population above 25,000—Omaha, ro2,555;  Lincoln, 
40,169; South Omaha, 26,001—and seven others had a popula-
tion between Sono and 8000—Beatrice, Grand Island, Nebraska 

. City, Fremont, Hastings, Kearney and York' The population 
of Nebraska was 28,841 in ado, 122,993 in 187o, 452,402 in 
1880 and 1,062,656 in 1890. The increases of population 
by decades following ,86o were 326.5, 267.8, 134.1, 0-3, and 
r1.13%. From 1880-1890 the absolute increase was exceeded 
in only four states, and was greater than in any state W. of 
the Mississippi except the enormous state of Texas; from 
189o-teen it was less than in any state of the Union except 
Nevada (whose population decreased). In this decade 35 
counties out of 90 in the state showed a decrease: the shrinkage 
was mainly in the first half of the decade, and was due to the 
cumulative effects of national hard times, a reaction from 
an extraordinarily inflated land " boom " of the late 'eighties, 
and a remarkable succession of drought years, and consequent 
crop failure in the West. Between 1885 and 1895 Kansas and 
Colorado went through much the same experience, due to a too 
rapid settlement of their arid areas before the conditions of 
successful agriculture were properly understood. Many homes, 
and even small settlements in Nebraska—though not to the 
same extent as in Colorado and Kansas—were abandoned. 
Urban population (the population in places having 4003 or 
more inhabitants) also fell, constituting 25.8% in 1890, and in 
icon only 20-8% of the total population of the state. In the 
case of some cities that showed a great decrease (e.g. Lincoln 
27.2%, and Omaha 27%) notoriously " padded " censuses 
in 1890 were in part responsible for the bad showing ten years 
laker. 

In 1906 there were in the state 345,803 communicants of 
various religious denominations; of these 100,763 were Roman 
Catholics, 64,352  Methodists, 59,4 85 Lutherans, 23,862 Presby-
terians, 19,121 Disciples of Christ, 17,939  Baptists and 1 5, 247 
Congregationalists. 

In 1892 there were in the state 2893 untaxed and 3538 
taxed Indians, the latter being citizens,. in ipso there were 
3,322 altogether, all of them taxed; and in rgo8 there were 
3720, of whom 1270 were Omaha, r 16 Santee Sioux, zo6o 
Winnebago and 274 Ponca. 

Among the Indians who occupied Nebraska Immediately before the 
advent of the whites and thereafter, the only families of much im-
portance in the state's history were the Caddoan and the Siouan. 
The Caddoan family was represented by the Middle or Pawnee 
Confederacy; the Siouan family by its Dakota, Thegiha, Chiwere 
and Winnebago branches. Included in the Dakota branch were the 
Santee and Teton tribes, the latter comprising the Bride, Blackfeet 
and Oglala Indians; in the Thegiha branch were the Omaha and 
Ponca tribes; and in the Chiwere branch, the Iowa, Oto and the 
Missouri tribes. Other tribes were of less importance; and tribes of 
other families—with the exception of the Cheyennes and Arapahoes 
of the Algonquian family, whose permanent hunting grounds em-
braced the foot-hill country of the West—were of negligible im-
portance, being only roamers within the borders of the state. The 
Pawnees contested the plains against the Sioux with undying 
enmity. Before the Civil War there were no very general troubles 
between Indians and whites, despite constant frontier difficulties, 

pt the bloodless " Pawnee War " of 1859-6o; but in 1863-
64 the Indians rose rather generally along the frontier, and many 
settlers were killed. la there was another war—with the 
Sioux—marked by the tattle of Wounded Knee, just across the line 
in South Dakota. In dealings with the Indians there have been in 
Nebraska the usual discreditable features of administration. The 
maltreatment of the Poncas, a fine and peaceable tribe, was peculiarly 
and inexcusably harsh. 	tion on reservations was generally 
accomplished in 1870-1880. 	were in ipso small reservations 
for Omahas and Winnebagoes in 'Thurston county and for the Sioux 
in Sheridan county, and an agency for the Santees and Poncas near 
the mouth of the Niobrara; and at Genoa, where the Pawnee agency 
and reservation had been located, there was in t908.  an Indian school 
maintained by the United States government with 350 boarding 
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pupils. In 1908, however, almost all the tribal lands had been distri-
buted in severalty: the Niobrara Reservation (under the Santee 
government boarding school for the Santee Sioux and the Ponca) had 
only 11307 acres reserved for agency, school and mission purposes; 
the Ponca Reservation (under the same school) had only rho acres 
reserved for agency and school buildings; the Omaha Reservation 
(under the Omaha School) had 12,421 acres unallotted; the Sioux 
Reservation (under the Pine Ridge Agency) for Oglala Sioux had 
64o acres; and the Winnebago Reservation (under the Winnebago 
School) had 1710.8 acres unallotted and 48o reserved for agency, Cke. 

Government.—The present constitution, adopted in 1875, 
replaced one adopted in 1866. In 1871 a convention framed 
a constitution Ufa was rejected by the people. It provided. 
for compulsory education, and for the taxation of church 
property; prohibited the grant by counties or cities of financial 
aid to railway or other corporations, and enjoined that railways 
should have an easement only in their right of way. The last 
two provisions were mainly responsible for the defeat of the 
constitution. The instrument of 1875 presents a few variations 
from the normal type, and under it a few interesting problems 
have arisen. The constitution provides two methods for amend-
ment. A convention for revising or amending the constitution 
is to be held in case a recommendation to that effect made by the 
legislature (a three-fifths vote of all the members of each house 
being required) is accepted by a majority of the electors voting 
at the next election for members of the legislature, but no 
amendment agreed upon by the convention is to take effect until 
approved by a majority of electors voting on it. Without 
calling a convention, however, the legislature may, by a three-
fifths vote of all the members of each house, adopt an amendment, 
which is to come into effect only U approved by a majority 
of electors voting at the next election of senators and repre-
sentatives—the publication of the proposed amendment in some 
newspaper in each county once a week for three months before 
the election being required. This has been interpreted by the 
courts as requiring a majority of the votes actually cast for 
senators and representatives. As there is less interest in amend-
ments than in the election of members of the legislature, only 
two out of a large number of amendments proposed from time 
to time by three-fifths of the members elected to each house 
have been adopted. The first of these, increasing the pay per 
day to the members of the legislature and providing for longer 
sessions,' was declared lost by the official canvassers, but when 
(1886) the ballots had been recounted by the legislature it was 
declared adopted. The second (1906), creating a railway com-
mission, was endorsed by a political party in state convention, 
was printed on the same ballot-paper with the names of the 
party candidates for office in order to secure for it all " straight " 
party votes, and by this procedure, which was upheld by the 
state supreme court in 5907, it was adopted. All male persons 
who are citizens of the United States or have declared their 
intention to become such at least thirty days before an election 
have the right of suffrage provided they have attained the age 
of twenty-one years, have resided in the state six months, are 
not of unsound mind, and have not been convicted of treason 
or felony. Women who have either children or taxable property 
may vote on questions relating to schools. The general election 
of state and local officers is held annually on the first Tuesday 
succeeding the first Monday in November, but municipal and 
school district elections may be held at other times. The secret 
ballot was adopted in 1891; the use of the voting machines 
was authorized in z899; and the nomination of candidates 
by primaries was made mandatory in 1907. By a provision 
unique in 1875, the constitution authorized the legislature 
to provide that the electors might express their preferences 
for Unitcd States senators; but this was not treated as mandatory 
on the legislature, and though votes were at times taken (z886, 
1894), they were not officially canvassed, nor were any senatorial 

I The amendment increased the pay of members from three dollars 
to five dollars a day " during their sitting." and provided that sessions 
should last at least sixty days, and that members should not receive 
pay " for more than sixty days at any one sitting "; the original 
constitution had provided that they should " not receive pay for 
more than forty days at any one session " and had prescribed no 
minimum 

than' 
 for a scion.  

elections materially affected by them. In isra7, under a direct 
primary law, the nomination of candidates for United States 
senator was transferred from the party convention directly 
to the people; and in 1909 the " Oregon plan " was adopted, 
whereby each candidate for the legislature must go on record 
as promising, or not, always to vote for the people's choice 
for United States senator; on the ballot which bears the name 
of each candidate for the legislature there appears a statement 
that he " promises," or that he " will not promise," to vote 
for the " people's choice." In the same year the state 
enacted a law providing for the non-partisan nomination of all 
judges, of all superintendents of public instruction and of 
regents of the state university; nominations are by petition, 
and there is a separate " official non-partisan ballot " bearing 
the names and addresses of the nominees and the titles of the 
office for which they are nominated. The legislature of ruog 
also provided for open election primaries and for the framing 
of state party platforms by convention before the time of the 
primary. 

The governor is the chief executive officer of the state, but quite 
independent of him are a lieutenant-governor, a secretary of state, 
an auditor of public accounts, a treasurer, a superintendent of public 
instruction, an attorney-general and a commissioner of public lands 
and buildings, who, as well as the governor, are elected for a term of 
two years. The governor's appointing power is almost entirely 
limited to officers of state institutions, and for every appointment 
he makes the approval of the Senate is required; but he need not 
ask the consent of that body to remove for incompetency, neglect of 
duty or malfeasance in office " any officer whom he may appoint." 
His constitutional power to pardon is regulated by an act of the 
legislature (1907) which requires that he shall in no instance grant a 
pardon until the attorney-general shall have investigated the case and 
conducted a public hearing. His veto power extends to items in 
appropriation bills, but any bill or item may be passed over his veto 
by three-fifths of the members elected to each house of the legis-
lature. The most important board of which he is chairman is the 
state board of equalization. As the present constitution was adopted 
in the year after a grasshopper plague, which had caused great 
financial loss, it limited the salary of the governor, auditor of public 
accounts and treasurer, as well as that of the judges of the supreme 
and district courts, to $2500 each and that of other important 
officers (including the secretary of state, the attorney-general and 
the superintendent of public instruction) to Una% This economy 
has somewhat hampered the growing state. Salaries have been too 
low to attract the ablest men; and as the constitution forbade the 
creation of new offices, and no amendment of this clause could be 
secured, resort was had to the creation of additional " secretaries " 
and of boards constituted of existing state officials or their secretaries. 

The legislature consists of a Senate of 33 members and a House of 
Representatives of too members, and meets in regular session on the 
first Tuesday in January of every odd-numbered year at Lincoln, the 
capital. Both senators and representatives are apportioned accord-
ing to population, and are elected by districts in November of each 
even-numbered year for a term of two years. They are paid at the 
rate of five dollars a day during 60 days of a regular session and not 
exceeding TOO days during their entire term. No bill or joint resolu-
tion may be introduced at a regular session after its fortieth day 
except at the request of the governor. Special legislation of various 
kinds is expressly prohibited, and in the bill of rights it is declared 
that " all powers not herein delegated remain with the people." 
This clause would seem to leave the state government with no powers 
not expressly granted, and to make the rule for interpreting the 
Nebraska constitution similar to that for interpreting the Federal 
constitution; but in their practice the Nebraska courts have been 
little influenced by it, and it is chiefly of historical interest.* 

The administration of justice is vested in a supreme court, t5 
district courts, county courts and courts of justices of the peace and 
police magistrates. The supreme court consists of three judges 
elected for a term of six years, one retiring every two years; each 
district court consists of one to seven judges elected for a term of four 
years. and each county court consists of one judge elected for a term 
of two years. The county courts have exclusive original jurisdiction 
in the probate of wills and the administration of estates, concurrent 
jurisdiction with the district courts in civil suits for sums not ex-
ceeding Stow, and important jurisdiction in criminal cases. Perhaps 
the most unique provision of the Nebraska constitution is that 

An almost identical clause was inserted in the Ohio constitution 
of 18o2, and one in exactly the same language appears in the.remt 
(1851) constitution of that state; it appears also in the Kansas 
constitutions of 1855, 1858 and 1859 (present), in the Nebraska 
constitution of 1866. in the North Carolina and South Carolina 
constitutions of 1868, and was retained in the present constitution of 
North Carolina as amended in 1876. 
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relating to appeals; it appears in the bill of rights and reads as 
follows: "The right to be heard in all civil cases in the court of last 
resort, by appeal, error or otherwise, shall not be denied." Regard-
less of this provision, however, the civil code denies the right of an 
appeal from an inferior court in cases that have been tried by a jury, 
and in which the amount claimed does not exceed fun, and the courts 
have decided that this denial is not in conflict with the constitution; 
but in at least one instance an appeal was allowed because of the 
constitutional guaranty, and that guaranty has doubtless had much 
influence on judicial Legislation. 

County government exists under both the district-commissioner 
system and the township supervisor system, the latter being rare. 
Cities are governed in classes according to population. 

Except in Omaha there is no great field for social economic legis-
lation; but the record of the state has been normally good in this 
respect. Railways have given rise to the most notable laws. Regu-
lation has been a burning political question since 1876, the constitu-
tion making it the duty of the legislature to "correct abuses and 
prevent unjust discriminations and extortions in all charges of 

in:C telegraph and railroad companies" within the state. The 
r:ce.  of the railways has been very great, and a constant drag 

on just taxation and other legislative reforms. In 1885, 5887 and 
1897 the legislature created a Board of Transportation consisting of 
existing state executive officers or their secretaries, but this could do 
little except gather statistics, investigate alleged abuses, and advise 
the legislature, upon which the regulation of rates remained man-
datory by the constitution. The Board was eventually declared 
unconstitutional by the state supreme court. In 1893 a maximum 
freight-rate Act was passed, but the rates thus fixed were declared 
by the United States Supreme Court to conflict with the Fourteenth 
Amendment, being " unreasonable." The right of the state to fix 
" reasonable " rates remained unquestioned. but American ex-
perience has not found such laws efficacious. In t906  a^ political 
parties conducted campaigns on promises of radical legislation on 
railway rates, passenger and freight; and a constitutional amend-
ment creating a railway commission was adopted in the manner 
above described. A result of this campaign was a remarkable series 
of enactments in 1907 for the regulation of railways. The legislature 
framed a stringent anti-pass law, reduced passenger fares and express 
and freight charges, provided for equitable local taxation of railway 
terminals, regulated railway labour in the interest of safe travel, fixed 
upon railways the responsibility for the death or injury of their 
employes, and gave to the newly-created railway commission 
complete jurisdiction over all steam-railways in the state, over the 
street railways of the cities, and over express companies, telegraph 
companies. telephone companies and allaotber common carriers. 
In 1909 provision was made for an annual corporation licence tax 
and for the physical valuation of railways. In the same year, 
following the example of Oklahoma, Nebraska passed a law 
guaranteeing bank deposits from a fund created by an assessment on 
the basis of total deposits. Useful child-labour and pure-food laws 
were enacted in 1907. Prohibition of the liquor traffic had been 
established in the Territory in 1855, but liquor licences were intro-  
duced in 1858; in 1909 the licence fee was fixed at Stoma A law 
enacted in 1907 made it illegal for breweries to own retail liquor 
houses, and one of 1909 required all saloons to close from 8 P.M. to 
7 A.M. A homestead law exempts from judgment liens and forced 
sale a homestead not exceeding $2000 in value and consisting either 
of a farm not exceeding 160 acres or of property not exceeding two 
lots in a city or village; the exemption, however, does not extend to 
mechanics, labourers' or vendors liens upon said homestead or to a 
mortgage upon it that has been signed by both husband and wife or 
by an unmarried claimant. A woman's rights to her property are not 
affected by marriage, except that it becomes liable for payment of 
debts contracted for necessaries to the family when a judgmsnt 
against the husband for the payment of the same cannot be satisfied. 
The rights of dower and courtesy have been abolished, and husband 
and wife have instead equal rights to inherit property from the 
other; but the portion of the property of a deceased spouse that 
descends to the survivor varies from one-fourth to all according to 
whose and how many are the children concerned. The grounds for a 
divorce are adultery, incompetency at the time of marriage, sentence 
to imprisonment for a term of three years or more, abandonment 
without just cause for two years, habitual drunkenness, extreme 
cruelty, and refusal or neglect of the husband to provide a suitable 
maintenance for his wife. The period of residence in the state re-
quired to secure a divorce was formerly six months, but in 1909 it 
was made two years. 

Finance.-The constitution limited the debt that the state might 
contract to meet casual deficits to $100,000, unless in time of war, 
and required taxes to be laid to maintain interest on such debt 
(bonds). These provisions were construed to mean that not more 
than $ioo,000 of debt could be contracted in addition to appropria-
tions made by thelegislature. There was from the beginning a 
constant issue of state warrants " on the general fund, dependent on 
taxation. These warrants when issued and presented for payment 
were paid by the state treasurer, were sold to the permanent school 
fund, and drew 4% interest until cancelled from the general fund. 
The floating debt of warrants was practically cancelled in 1909, after 
l one-mill levy for four years for this purpose. Since 1900 there has  

been no bonded debt whatever- The constitution also prohibited 
state aid to railways and other corporations, leaving this to cities 
and counties under limitations. In t9o3 the assessed valuation of 

was $188 ,458,379; in 1905. *504470,961; in 1906, property was P 
 in 1907, *328,757,578, and in 1908, $391,529,673. 

The increase was due largely to a new revenue law of 19 ,03 ordering 
property to be assessed at one-fifth of its actual value. The average 
tax-rate in the year 004 was 61 mills; in 1905, 1906 and 1907, 7 
mills; and in 1908, 61 mills. 

Edsuatiors.-The public schools have been endowed by the United 
States, beginning in 1854, and by the state; in 1909 the permanent 
school funds derived from the sale of educational lands amounted to 
$8,459,557, invested in state securities, county, school district and 
municipal bonds. The percentage of illiterate population (i.e. popu-
lation unable to write) above to years of age was in I880 and 5890 
smaller than that in any other state in the Union, and in 1900, when 
it was 2.3% (for native whites, foreign whites and negroes re-
spectively 0.8, 6.8 and 11.8), was smaller than that in any other state 
except Iowa (whose percentage was also 2.3)• the .percentage for 
males of voting age (2.5%) being the least in the Union. There are 
four state normal schools-one at Peru (opened 1867), one at 
Kearney (1905), one at Wayne .  (originally pnvate; purchased by the 
state in 1909) and one, provided for by the legislature of i9o9, 
situated in the north-western part of the state. The university of 
Nebraska at Lincoln was established in 1869 by an act of the state 
legislature, and was opened in 1871. The university is governed by 
a board of six regents, elected by the electors of the state at large. 
each for six years, two going out of office each year. The revenue of 
the university is from the income of Congressional land grants under 
the Morrill Acts and from a one mill per one dollar tax on the current 
assessment roll of the state. ,  Connected with it and governed by 
the same regents are the State College of Agriculture .  (including the 
School of Agriculture) and the Agricultural Experiment Station, 
on the university farm of 320 acres, 2} m. E. of the university. 
which receive support from the United States government, and an 
experimental sub-station at North Platte. The botanical and 
geological surveys of the state are carried on by the university; the 
former has been largely under the supervision of Charles Edwin 
Bessey (b. 1845). professor of botany. The university as reorganized 
in 1909 embraces a college of arts and sciences, a graduate college, 
a college of agriculture, a college of engineering, a teachers' college 
(1908), a college of law (1891), a college of medicine, a school of 
pharmacy, a school of fine arts, an affiliated school of music and a 
summer session. The medical school is in Omaha. The university 
has no preparatory department. Its library in 1909 had about 
85,000 volumes. In 1908-1909 the university had an enrolment of 
360 students (2077 men and ism. women). The granting of uni-
versity degrees is conditioned by a " credit-hour " system; 125 
credit hours are required for a bachelor's degree. Elisha Benjamin 
Andrews,  (b. 1844) became chancellor of the university in 'goo; 
in 1909 he was succeeded by Samuel Avery (b. 1865). Most.of the 
educational institutions of the state are coeducational. Among the 
private educational institutions of the state are: Nebraska Wesleyan 
University (1888, Methodist Episcopal), at University,  Place, a 
suburb of Lincoln; Union College (1891, Adventist), at College View, 
suburb of Lincoln; Creighton University, (1879, Roman Catholic), 
at Omaha; York College (1890, United laautist), at York; Cotner 
University (1889; legally "The Nebraska Christian University "), 
at Bethany, a suburb of Lincoln; Grand Island College (1892, 
Baptist), at Grand Island; Doane College (1872, Congregational), at 
Crete; Hastings College (1882, Presbyterian), at Hastings; and 
Bellevue College (5883,. Presbyterian), at Bellevue. State penal and 
charitable institutions Include soldiers' and sailors' homes at Grand 
Island and Milford, an Institute for the Blind at Nebraska City 
(1875), an Institute for the Deaf and Dumb at Omaha (1867), an 
Institute for Feeble Minded Youth at Beatrice (1885), an Industrial 
School for Juvenile Delinquents (boys) at Kearney (1879), a Girls' 
Industrial School at Geneva (1881), an Industrial Home at Milford 
(1887) for unfortunate and homeless girls guilty of a first offence, 
asylums or hospitals for the insane at Lincoln (1869), Norfolk (1886) 
and Hastings (1887), an Orthopedic Hospital (1995) for crippled, 
ruptured and deformed children and a state penitentiary (1867), 
both at Lincoln. A Home for the Friendless, at Lincoln, incor-
porated in 1876, was taken over by the state in 1897; admission 
was restricted to children, and in 1909 its name was changed to 
the State Public School. 

In 1909 the state legislature refused to accept for the university 
the Carnegie education pensions. 

He was born in Hinsdale, New Hampshire, on the zoth of January 
1844; served in the Union army during the Civil War; graduated 
at Brown University in 1870 and at Newton Theological Institution 
in 1874; taught homiletics at Newton in 5879-5882, history and 
economics at Brown in t 882-1888. and politi•ml economy and finance 
at Cornell in 1888-1889; and was president of Brown University 
in 1889-1898. He was an ardent bi-metallist, and in 1892 was a 
member of the International Monetary Conference at Brussels. 
He wrote on the currency question, and published a History of Ike 
United States in our Own Times (5904) and other works on American 
history and economics. 
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Eistery.—Local pride has prompted some Nebraskans to 

begin the history of the white race in their state with the march 
of Coronado, in 154x, across the buffalo plains to " Quivira," 
N. of the Arkansas river in Kansas; but the claim is not warranted 
by the evidence. Marquette mapped the Platte from hearsay 
in 1673; French explorers followed it to the Forks in 1739; 
and, after Nebraska passed to the United States in 1803 as part 
of the Louisiana Purchase, successive American exploring 
expeditions left traces in its history. Major Stephen H. Long, 
in particular, followed the Platte and South Platte across the 
state in 1819, and his despairing account of the semi-arid buffalo 
plains—whence arose the myth of the Great American Desert—
finely contrasts with the later history and latter-day optimism 
of dry-farming and irrigation. Meanwhile, fur traders who drew 
their goods from the country of the Platte had long been active 
on the Missouri. Trading posts were probably established in 
Nebraska in 1795, 18oa, 1807 and 18x a; the last two near 
the present towns of Ft. Calhoun (about 20 m. N. by W. from 
Omaha) and Bellevue. Manuel de Lisa, a noted Cuban trader 
and plainsman, was probably the first white settler (x807). 
In 1823 Bellevue became an Indian agency, and in 1849 the 
first United States post-office in Nebraska. Ft. Atkinson was 
maintained near the present town of Ft. Calhoun in 1819-x827; 
in !Sas the government acquired the first Indian 'lands, and 
in the 'thirties of the 19th century missionaries began to settle 
among the tribes; the first Ft. Kearney was maintained where 
Nebraska City now stands in 1847-1848, and in the latter year 
was re-established on the Platte, some 173 m. inland from the 
Missouri. Meanwhile there had begun the passage of the Mormons 
across the state (1845-1857),  marked by important temporary 
settlements near Omaha (q.v.) and elsewhere, the travel to Oregon, 
and to California, for which depots of supplies were established 
at Bellevue, Plattsmouth, Nebraska City and old Ft. Kearney, 
or Dobey Town? Thus the -country was well and favourably 
known before Congress organized it as a Territory in 1 854. 

Movements in Congress for the creation of a new Territory 
on the Platte began in Mg, several attempts at organization 
failing in the succeeding decade. In 1852-1853 Iowans and 
Missourians along the border of what are now Kansas and 
Nebraska held elections W. of the Missouri and sent delegates 
to Congress. A provisional Territorial government formed 
by Wyandot Indians and licensed white residents on Indian 
lands in Kansas (q.v.) forced Congress to take action. With 
what followed, the rivalry of theMatte and Kansas river valleys 
for the Pacific railway route, and the opposing interests of 
pro-slavery Missouri and anti-slavery Iowa, and possibly the 
personal ambitions of Stephen A. Douglas and Thomas H. 
Benton, had important relations. In the outcome Nebraska 
was one of the two Territories created by the Kansas-Nebraska 
Bill of 1854. This creative act bore evident traces of the pro-
slavery sentiments of the Congress that passed it in the limitation 
of the suffrage to whites, and the explicit application of the 
national fugitive-slave laws for the last time in a federal statute. 
Under the provision of " popular-sovereignty " it was thought 
that Nebraska, as the more northerly Territory, would become 
a " free " state, if not a free Territory. There were slaves 
within its borders from the beginning, and anti-slavery ideas 
were embodied in several legislative bills, until a territorial 
law of Mr excluded slavery. But the future of slavery was 
settled in Kansas, and events in Nebraska throw only a small 
side-light on that struggle. John Brown and James IL Lane 
spent considerable time in the south-eastern counties, and 
across these an " underground railroad " ran, by which slaves 
were conducted from Kansas to Iowa and freedom. 

As organized in x854 Nebraska extended from 4e N. lat. 
to British America, and from the Missouri and White Earth 
rivers to the " summit " of the Rockies; but in i861 and 1863 
it was reduced, by the creation of other Territories, to its present 
boundaries. By 286o settlement had spread rso m. W. from 

In 18 months of 1849-1830 it was officially reported that 8000 
wagons, with 80.000 draught-animals and 3o,00o people, gassed 
Ft. Kearney on the way to Oregon. California or Utah.  

the Missouri, following the river valleys and the freighting 
routes. Many who had migrated to Pike's Peak in 1859, stopped 
in Nebraska on their return eastward; and settlement was 
stimulated by the national Homestead Act of 1862 (one of the 
first patents granted thereunder, on the 1st of January 1863, 
was for a claim near Beatrice, Nebraska), and by the building 
and land-sales of the Union Pacific and Burlington railways 
following 1863. Thus in 1862 there were probably 30,000 
inhabitants in the Territory, and 3300 men were sent into the 
field for the Union army in the Civil War. Until well into the 
'sixties freighting across the plains was a great business. The 
"Oregon Trail," the "Old California Trail," and the "Old Salt 
Lake Trail "—all nearly identical in Nebraska— ran along the 
Platte across the entire state with various terminal branches 
near the eastern border, to the Missouri river towns; while 
branches from St Joseph, Missouri and Leavenworth, Kansas, 
ran up the valleys of the Big Blue and Little Blue rivers and 
joined the Nebraska roads near Ft. Kearney. The Oregon and 
California migration was of large magnitude by 1846. St Joseph, 
Leavenworth and Nebraska City (q.v.) were the great freighting 
terminals of the West. Over these roads was run in r86o-1861 
the famous " pony express " whose service ended with the com-
pletion of the overland telegraph in the latter year; it covered 
the distance from St Joseph, Missouri, to Sacramento, California, 
in eight days, and even less. Freighting ended when -  the Union 
Pacific was extended across Nebraska between 1863 and 1867. 

Political interest in the Territorial period centred mainly 
in a fight for the capital, waged between the towns of the 
Missouri river front, Bellevue, Brownville, Nebraska City, 
Plattsmouth, Omaha and Florence, those of the North Platte 
interior, and of the South Platte. This struggle engendered 
extraordinary bitterness, since success might mean continued 
life, and defeat prompt demise, to competing towns. As popula-
tion increased the question of the capital was complicated by 
the question of statehood. Both were involved in the agitation 
in 1858-1859 for the annexation of the South Platte to Kansas 
(q.v.), which gained considerable strength; annexation promising 
to the former much earlier statehood than continued union 
with the backward region of the North Platte, and to northern 
Kansas 'also promising earlier statehood, and an advantage 
in the sectional struggle with southern Kansas. As the expenses 
of Territorial government were partly borne by' the United 
States, statehood was voted against in 1860, and again (virtually) 
in 1864 after Congress bad passed an Enabling Act; but in 
1866 a constitution framed by the legislature was declared 
carried by the people by a majority of zoo votes in 7776, and 
Nebraska was admitted as a state (in spite of President Johnson's 
veto) in 1867, after her legislature had accepted a fundamental 
condition imposed by Congress removing the limitation of the 
suffrage to whites by the new constitution. Fraud was charged 
in the Territorial election. At any rate the Republican party 
had worked for admission because itneeded senators in Congress, 
and It got them. During part of x866-r1367 there were two 
de fade governments, the Territorial and the state. 

The capital of the Territory remained always at Omaha, 
although in x858 a majority of the legislature removed to Florence 
leaving the governor and a legislative rump at Omaha. In 
r867 the South Platte region, having obtained a predominance 
in population capable of overcoming a gerrymander that had 
favoured the North Platte (and incidentally the Democrats), 
secured the appointment of a legislative committee to locate 
the state capital S. of the Platte. Several of the old Missouri 
river contestants had as representatives of their previous 
claims young towns located at strategic points in the interior. 
The committee avoided these and selected the site of Lincoln. 
Just ten years earlier the legislature had considered removal 
to another site on the Salt, to be called " Douglas " in honour 
of Stephen A. Douglas, then still in the heyday of his popularity. 

The decade 1870-188o was marked by the work of the two 
constitutional conventions described above. The first legislature 
under the constitution of 1875 met in 1877. The following 
decade was marked by a tremendous growth in population, 
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by a feverish activity in railway construction (the mileage 
in the state being increased from 1953 to 5407 m. in the ten 
years), and by an extraordinary rise in land values, urban and 
ruraL Farm-land prices were raised to a basis of maximum 
productiveness when the best interests, especially of the western 
section, demanded steady growth based on average crop results 
under average conditions. The early 'nineties were marked 
by an economic collapse of false values, and succeeding years 
by a painful recovery of stable conditions. 

The Democratic and Republican parties were first effectively 
organized in opposition, as parts of national bodies, in the 
territorial campaigns of 1858. Till then there were practically 
only Democratic factions; after i861 the Republicans held 
the state securely until ago. After about ago the national 
tendencies towards a re-alignment of political parties on social-
economic issues were sharply displayed in Nebraska. This 
was in the main only an indication of the general Farmers' 
Movement (g.e.),' but this found in Nebraska special stimulus 
in large losses (almost $9oo,000) suffered by the state from 
the negligence and defalcation of certain Republican office-
holders. Following 1890 the " Fusion " movement—the fusion, 
that is, of Populists, Democrats and (after 1896) of Silver 
Republicans—was of great importance. The only year in which 
these elements carried the state against the Republicans for 
presidential electors was in 1896, when William J. Bryan of 
Lincoln was their presidential candidate; although the state 
delegation of representatives and senators in Congress was 
for a time divided. The Fusionists practically controlled the 
state government from 1897-1899; they held the legislature from 
1891-1895 and from 1897-1899, the supreme court from 1899-
19o1, and the governorship and executive departinents from 
5895-1901; they elected a Democratic governor also for 1891-
5893; but he was not of the true Fusion type, and vetoed a 
maximum railway freight-rate bill, although his Republican 
successor approved one. The year 1891 was the most feverish 
political year of this period. Apart from these temporary Fusion 
successes the Republicans have always controlled the state. 

The governors of Nebraska have been as follows:— 
Territorial Period. 

Francis Burt 	. 	. 	 11 days, Oct. 1854 
Thomas B.Cuming (secretary, acting governor) Oct. 1854-Feb. 1855 
Mark W. Izard . . . . . Feb. 1855-Oct. 1857 
Thomas B.Cuming (secretary, actinggovernor) Oct. 1857-Jan. 1858 
William A. Richardson . . . bee. 1858-Dec. 1858 
J. Sterling Morton (secretary, acting governor) . 1858-May 5859 
Samuel W. Black   May 1859-May 1861 
Alvin Saunders   May 1861-Mar.1867 
Algernon S. Paddock (secretary, several times 

acting governor, 1861-1867). 
Stale. 

David Butler (impeached and removed from 
office 1870 	.... 	. 1867-1871 Republican 

W. H. James (lieut.-governor, succeeding) 1871-1873 	„ 
Robert W. Furnas 	. 	. 	 . 1873-1875 	,. 
Silas Garber 	  1875-1879 	„ 
Albinus Nance   1879-1883 	„ 
ames W. Dawes 	  1883-1887 	„ 
dm M. Thayer 	  1887-1891 	„ 

James E. Boyd  	 Democrat 
ohn M. Thayer (acting governor) 	1891 -1892 	„ 

James E.Boyd 	. 	. 	 1892-1893 	„ 
nzo Crounse 	  1893-1895 Republican 

Silas A. Holcombe 	  1895-1899 Fusion 
William A. Poynter 	. 	. 	.   1899-19ot 	„ 
Charles H. Dietrich (elected U.S. Senator) 	igoi 	Republican 
Ezra P. Savage (lieut..governor, succeeding) 19o1-19o3 	„ 
John H . M ickey . 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 1903-1907 	„ 
George L. Sheldon   1907-1909 
A. C. Shallenberyer   19o9-1911 Democrat 
Chester H. Aldrich   1911- 	 Republican  

Nebraska was one of the states in which the collapse of the 
9perative enterprises of the Grange was particularly severe. The 
Farmers' Alliance was organized for the state in 1887, became a 
secret organization in 1889, and, as in other states, was a power 
by 1890. The membership of Grange, Alliance and Knights of 
Labour went over generally speaking into the People's party. 

0  Removed by decision of state supreme court on grounds of non-
citizenship, 5th of May 1891; reinstated by decision of U.S. Supreme 
Court, tat of February s89a. 
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NEBRASKA CITY, a city and the county-seat of Owe county, 
Nebraska, U.S.A., situated on the high W. bank of the Missouri 
river, about ao m. below Omaha. Pop. (1880) 4183i (ago) 
11,494; (1900) 7380 (882 foreign -born); (two) 5488. It is 
served by the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, and the Missouri 
Pacific railway systems. A railway and wagon bridge spans 
the Missouri. The city is the seat of the state Institute for 
the Blind (1875), and has three public parks and a public library. 
The city is a distributing centre for a beautiful farming region, 
the trade in grain being especially large. In woo Nebraska City 
ranked third among the manufacturing cities of the state, the 
manufactures including canned fruits and vegetablei, packed 
pork, flour, oatmeal, hominy, grits, meal, starch, cider-vinegar, 
agricultural implements, windmills, paving bricks, concrete, 
sewer pipe, beer, over-ails and shirts. It is one of the oldest 
settlements of the state. The first " old Fort Kearney " was 
established on the site of Nebraska City in 1847, but was 
abandoned in 1848, and the fort was re-established farther W. on 
the Platte river (see KEARNEY). Otoe county was organized in 
1855, and the original Nebraska City was incorporated and 
made the county-seat in the same year. This city, together 
with Kearney City, incorporated in i855—adjacent to the first 
" old " Fort Kearney—and South Nebraska City, were con-
solidated by the legislature into the present Nebraska City in 
t858. (Twelve other city " additions " and so-called " towns," 
all within or closely adjacent to the present city, were in existence 
in i857.) Nebraska City was for some years the largest city 
of the state. In 1858 it became the headquarters of a great 
freighting-firm that distributed supplies for the United States 
government among the army posts between the Missouri river 
and the Rocky Mountains; in seven months in 1859 this one 
firm employed 6o2 men, used 517 wagons, 5682 oxen, and 75 
mules, and shipped 3,782,258 lb. of freight. Nebraska City was 
the initial point of several roads, parts at one time or another 
of the" Oregon," " Old California," and " Great Salt Lake " trails. 
(See NEBRASKA (State): History.) Nebraska City became a city 
of the second class ip 1871 and a city of the first class in toot. 

NEBUCHADREZZAR, or NEBUCHADNEZZAR, king of Babylon, 
the Nat3otatapbaopos of the Greeks. The first and last are 
nearer to the original name as it is found on the cuneiform 
monuments, viz. Nabu-kudurri-u9ur, " Nebo, defend the 
landmark." Nebuchadrezzar seems to have been of Chaldean 
origin. He married Amuhia, daughter of the Median king, 
according to Abydenus, and in 6o5 B.C. defeated Necho at 
Carchemish, driving the Egyptians out of Asia and annexing 
Syria to the Babylonian empire. In the following year he 
succeeded his father Nabopolassar on the Babylonian throne. 
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and continued the restoration of Babylon, which he made one 
of the wonders of the world. His " new palace " there' was 
built in fifteen days; temples were erected to the gods, the 
great walls of the city were constructed with a moat surrounding 
them, the Euphrates was lined with brick and a strong fortress 
erected. Canals were dug throughout the country and a great 
reservoir excavated near the capital. Only a fragment of his 
annals has been preserved, recording his campaign against 
Amasis (Ahmosi) of Egypt in his thirty-seventh year (567 s.c.) 
when he defeated the soldiers of " Phut of the Ionians." Tyre 
revolted in the seventh year of his reign, and was besieged for 
thirteen years; a contract-tablet dated in his fortieth year 
shows that at that time it was under Babylonian officials. After 
the investment of Tyre Nebuchadrezzar marched against 
Jerusalem, put Jchoiakim to death and placed Jehoiachin 
on the throne. Three months later jeboiachin was deposed 
and Zedekiah made king in his place. Zedekiah's revolt in 
08 B.C. led to another siege of Jerusalem, which was taken 
and destroyed in 06 B.C. (see Jaws and JERUSALEM). To this 
period probably belong an inscription of Nebuchadrezzar on 
the north bank of the Nahr el-Kelb near Beirut, and another 
in the Wadi Brissa in the Lebanon. From his inscriptions we 
gather that Nebuchadrezzar was a man of peculiarly religious 
character. A younger brother of his is called Nabo-sum-lisir. 

See Josephus, Cont. Apkns, i. 19; Eusebius, Praep. Evangel. x. 
NEBULA (Lat. for " cloud," connected with the Gr. umbihn, 

mist or cloud), in astronomy, the name given to certain luminous 
cloudy patches in the heavens. They resemble the stars in that 
they retain the same relative positions, and thus may be dis-
tinguished from the comets which appear to wander across the 
stars. When examined with sufficient telescopic power, a great 
many of these luminous patches are perceived to be composed 
of clusters of little stars, which in a smaller telescope are invisible 
separately, but whose rays of light blend together so as to 
produce a confused luminous appearance. Others, however, 
cannot be resolved into individual stars even with the best 
telescopes, and in many cases the spectroscope gives direct 
evidence that the nebula has a constitution altogether different 
from that of a star-cluster. We thus distinguish between the 
nebulae proper and the star-dusters; but owing to the difficulty of 
deciding the nature in any particular case, and especially owing 
to the fact that some of the earlier observers believed it probable 
that all nebulae would with sufficient telescopic power become 
resolvable into stars, the term nebula is often used to cover 
both star-clusters and the true nebulae. 

An enumeration of nebulae was made by Charles Messier in 
Paris in 1771, who recorded 103; Sir William Herschel increased 
the number known to over :Soo; whilst Sir John Herschel 
between 1825 and 1847 catalogued and described 3926 nebulae 
(including 17oo observed at the Cape of Good Hope). About 
1848 the earl of Rosse with his famous six-foot reflector at 
Parsonstown began his examination of the nebulae, which added 
greatly to our knowledge of their forms and structure. In 
more modern times the development of photography has 
enabled the features of the nebulae to be ascertained and 
recorded with a certainty, which, unfortunately, the older visual 
observations and drawings cannot claim to possess. In this con-
nexion the photographic work of Isaac Roberts, A. A. Common, 
E. E. Barnard and J. E. Reeler in particujar must be mentioned. 
The total number of known nebulae has, too, been enormously 
increased; Perrine estimates that the number within the power 
of the Crossley reflector at Lick is not less than half a million. 

Nebulae may be conveniently classified according to their 
telescopic appearance; we enumerate below some of the principal 
forms that have been recognized, but it must be observed that 
this classification is rather superficial, and that the differentia-
tion is often one of appearance only and not of real structure. 
The types are: (r) Irregular nebulae, examples: the gnat 
nebula of Orion (M. 42),' the " key-hole " nebula near n Argus, 

I i.e. No. 42 in Messier's catalogue. Nebulae not contained in 
that catalogue are generally known by their number in Dreyer .* 
New General Catalogue (N.G.C.).  

the " Omega " nebula (M. 17); (2) Awarder nebulae, example: 
M. 37 in Lyra; (3) Double ssebsdae, example: the dumb-bell 
nebula (M. 27) in Vulpecula; (4) Planetary nebulas, examples: 
the " owl " nebula (M. 97) in Ursa Major, M. x in Taurus; (5) 
Elliptical nebulae, example: the great nebula of Andromeda 
(M..31); (6) Spiral nebulae, example: M. 51 in Canes Venatid; 
(7) Nebulous stars; (8) Diffused nebulosities. Most of these names 
require little explanation. The first class have ill-defined irregular 
boundaries; their forms often suggest the appearance of curdled 
liquid or wreaths of smoke. The annular nebulae have a ringed 
appearance, the centre being much darker than the outer parts, 
though it is filled with faintly luminous matter. Double nebulae 
have two principal centres of condensation. The planetary 
nebulae are nearly uniformly illuminated compact patches 
of light generally circular or elliptical in shape; they were so 
called because they appeared to possess disks like planets. 
Elliptical nebulae are usually nebulae of some flat type (such 
as annular or spiral) seen rather edgeways, so that the structure 
is not readily recognizable. The typical spiral nebulae are in 
the form of a double spiral, the two branches of which proceed 
from diametrically opposite points of a bright nucleus and 
wind round it in the same sense; the whole is generally studded 
with points of condensation. The great majority 'of the nebulae, 
including the abundant small nebulae which shine with a white 
light (in contrast with the blue-green light of the planetary 
and irregular nebulae—see below Spectra of nebulae), are generally 
classed as spiral nebulae. The spiral structure has been shown 
to exist in a few of them, but for the remainder it is only inferred. 
Nebulous stars are true stars surrounded by an atmosphere 
or aureole of nebulous light. Diffused nebulosities are very 
faint nebulae of enormous extent, sometimes forming the back-
ground of a whole constellation. We proceed to describe some 
of the more famous nebulae. 

One of the most remarkable nebulae is that which is situated 
in the sword-handle of Orion and about the multiple star 0 
Orionis; it is faintly visible to the naked eye. It seems to have 
been first noticed by Huygens in r656, who described and 
figured it in his System Saturnium. It has now been found that 
nebulous streamers connected with the bright nucleus wind 
through the whole constellation of Orion. It is well known 
that all the brighter stars of the constellation except Betelgeuse 
appear to oe related to one another by their similarity both 
of spectra and of proper motion; it seems probable that they 
are actually situated in the nebula and in some way connected 
with it. 

The only other nebula which can be seen with the naked eye 
is the elliptical nebula in Andromeda. Modern photographs 
show very clearly that its structure is spiral. The nucleus is 
large and appears circular, but the spirals proceeding from it 
lie in a plane inclined at a rather sharp angle to the line of sight, 
and this gives to the nebula its elliptical appearance. Two 
small dense nebulae accompany it, and appear to belong to the 
system. 

The finest example of a ring nebula is M. 57 between 8 and 7 
Lyrae. The ring is slightly elliptical, its dimensions being 
87' by 64'. At the ends of the major axis the ring becomes 
very faint, so that the form of the bright part may justly be 
compared to a pair of marks of parenthesis ( ). The centre is 
marked by a star which appears to be intimately associated 
with the ring, for the whole space within the ring is filled with 
a very faint nebulosity. According to Schaeberle, there is 
evidence of a spiral structure in this nebula also. It must, 
however, clearly be of an essentially different character from 
the structure of an ordinary spiral nebula, and the spectroscope 
reveals a fundamental difference between the annular and 
spiral nebulae. 

The " dumb-bell " nebula in Vulpecula consists of two almost 
separated fan-shaped patches of light. It exhibits a close resem-
blance to the annular nebula; for we have only to assume a 
continuation of the thinning out along the longest diameter and 
a slight filling in of the centre of the Lyra nebula to obtain the 
dumb-bell form. 
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Of 'planetary nebulae one of the best known is the "owl 

nebula "in the Great Bear about midway between " the pointers." 
Assam with Lord Rome's reflector, it presented a startling appear-
ance, resembling the face of a goblin; two faint stars shone in 
the centres of the two dark circles which represented the saucer-
eyes of the creature. Some change has certainly taken place 
since then, for the two stars no longer could be supposed to 
represent the pupils of the eyes; the cause may, however, be 
merely the proper motion of the stars or of the nebula. 

The discovery of great regions having a faint nebulous back-
ground is one of the most remarkable results of modern work. 
Particularly interesting is the fact that, whilst the large telescopes 
are unable to render them perceptible to the eye or to photograph 
them, they are revealed by what at first sight seems an absurdly 
simple apparatus. For the study of the ordinary nebulae 
large reflecting telescopes (preferably of short focal length) are 
used, the great light-gathering power being all important; but 
for photographing these diffused nebulosities portrait lenses 
of very small aperture and focal length are most successful 
Thus the great extension of the Orion nebula was photographed 
by W H Pickering in rtleo with a lens 2•6 in. in aperture 
and of 8 6 in focal length; the exposure was rather more than 
six hours. Other extensive nebulous regions of a similar character 
have been found by Barnard in the constellations Ophiuchus, 
Scorpio and Taurus. 

Spectra of Nebulae. —Owing to the feebleness of their light the 
study of the spectra of nebulae is one of particular difficulty 
Two varieties of spectra are recognized; the one consists of a 
few narrow bright lines with sometimes a faint continuous 
spectrum for a background; the other consists of a continuous 
spectrum crossed by dark lines and is indistinguishable from 
that of ordinary stars. The former-  variety unmistakably 
shows that the light proceeds from diffuse incandescent vapour; 
nebulae showing this spectrum are accordingly called " gaseous." 
Irregular, annular and planetary nebulae are of this nature. 
The visual spectrum is marked by three bright lines in the 
blue and green of wave-lengths 5007, 4959 and 4861. Of 
these the last is the line H fl of the hydrogen series; the other 
two area unknown origin, and as they are always found together 
and have always the same relative intensity, they have both 
been attributed to the same unknown element, which has been 
named " nebulium." Usually there are no other conspicuous 
lines In the visual spectrum, but in the ultra-violet region 
numerous lines can be photographed, including most of the 
hydrogen series. The yellow line (Ds) of helium can be detected 
in many nebulae. The great majority of the nebulae, however, 
show the second variety of spectrum, and are thus indistinguish-
able spectroscopically from irresolvable star•clusters. The 
great nebula of Andromeda and the spiral nebulae are of this 
kind. It is not necessary to conclude that they, therefore, are 
star-clusters whose components are, owing to their remoteness 
from us, too faint and close together to be separately distinguish-
able. A gaseous mess only gives a bright line spectrum when 
k is so rarefied as to be transparent through and through. If 
the density and thickness are such that a ray of light cannot 
pass through it the spectrum will, in general, be continuous 
like that of a solid body. 

The inquiry into the physical state and constitution of the 
nebulae raises problems of great difficulty. In the case of 
" gaseous " nebulae it is very hard to understand how such 
extremely tenuous masses are maintained in a state of incan-
descence. • Only one theory has been put forward which at all 
accounts for this fact, and unfortunately, it is not altogether 
satisfactory in other respects. This is Sir Norman Lockyer's 
"Meteoritic Hypothesis," which attributes the light to col-
lisions between numbers of small discrete solid particles, 
these being vaporized and made luminous owing to the heat 
developed by their impacts. Formidable difficulties, however, 
prevent the entire acceptance of this suggestion. 

The spiral nebulae are not distributed at random over the 
sky, nor are they condensed along the galactic plane like the 
clusteri which they spectroscopically resemble. There is a  

well-marked centre of aggregation of the northern nebulae near 
the north galactic pole. In the southern hemisphere they are 
more evenly distributed, but the avoidance of the galactic plane 
is marked. The remarkable Nubeculae or Magellanic Clouds 
in the southern hemisphere, which look like detached portions 
of the Milky Way, are found on telescopic examination to consist, 
not of stars alone, like the Milky Way, but of stars and nebulae 
clustering together. In the greater cloud Sir John Herschel 
counted s86 nebulae; in the lesser cloud they are rather less 
numerous. 

REFERENCES.—The characters of nebulae receive treatment in all 
text-books on descriptive astronomy; mention may be made of 
Miss A. M Clerke, The System of the Stars (and ed., 1905), which 
contains a full account of these objects, illustrated by many photo-
graphs. the same work is replete with references to original papers. 
Of recent catalogues of nebula, we notice J. L. E. Dreyer, "A new 
general catalogue of nebulae and clusters of stars," Memoirs R.A.S. 
(i888). published separately in 1890; and " Index Catalogue of 
Nebulae (1888-18941. "Mem. R.A.S. (1898). Excellent photographs 
of the more famous nebulae are given in Sir R. Ball's Popular Guide 
to the Heavens (1905): a more comprehensive collection is given in 
Isaac Roberts, Photographs of Stars, Star Clusters aped Nebulae (2 vols., 
1873 -1899)- (A. S. E.) 

NEBULAR THEORY, a theory advanced to account for the 
origin of the solar system. It is emphatically a speculation; 
it cannot be demonstrated by observation or established by 
mathematical calculation. Yet the boldness and the splendour 
of the nebular theory have always given it a dignity not usually 
attached to a doctrine which from the very nature of the case 
can have but little direct evidence in its favour. 

There are very remarkable features in the solar system which 
point unmistakably to some common origin of many of the 
different bodies which it contains. We may at once put the 
comets out of view. It does not appear that they bear any 
testimony on either side of the question. We do not know 
whether the comets are really indigenous to the solar system 
or whether they may not be merely imported into the system 
from the depths of space. Even if the comets be indigenous 
to the system, they may, as many suppose, be merely ejections 
from the sun. In any case the orbits of comets are exposed 
to such tremendous perturbations from the planets that it is 
unsafe from the present orbit of a cornet to conjecture what 
that orbit may have been in remote antiquity. On these grounds 
we discuss the nebular theory without much reference to comets. 
But even after the omission of all cometary objects we can still 
count in the solar system upwards of five hundred bodies, 
almost every one of which pronounces distinctly, though with 
varying emphasis, in favour of the nebular theory. 

The first great fact to be noticed is that the planets revolve 
around the sun in the same direction. This is true not only 
of the major planets Mercury, Venus, the Earth, Mars, Jupiter, 
Saturn, Uranus and Neptune; it is also true of the host of 
more than five hundred minor planets. It is also remarkable 
that all the great planets and many of the small ones have 
their orbits very nearly in the same plane, and nearly circular 
in form. Viewed as a question in probabilities, we calculate 
the chance that five hundred bodies revolving round the sun 
shall all be moving in the same direction. The improbability 
of such an arrangement is enormously great. It is represented 
by the ratio of a number containing about a hundred.and sixty 
figures to unity, and so we are at once forced to the conclusion 
that this remarkable feature of the planetary motions must have 
some physical explanation. In a minor degree this conclusion 
is strengthened by observing the satellites. Discarding those 
of Uranus, in which the orbits of the satellites are highly inclined 
to the ecliptic, and in which manifestly some exceptional in-
fluences have been at work, we find that the satellites revolve 
around the primaries also in the same direction,' while, to make 
the argument complete, the planets, so far as they can be 
observed, rotate on their axes in the same manner. 

The nebular theory offers an explanation of this most remark-
able uniformity. Laplace supposed the existence of a primeval 

Exceptions are Saturn ix. (Phoebe), Jupiter vii. (?) and viii., and 
the satellite of Neptune. 
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nebula which extended so far out as to fill all the space at present 
occupied by the planets. This gigantic nebulous mass, of 
which the sun was only the central and somewhat more con-
densed portion, is supposed to have a movement of rotation on 
its axis. There is no difficulty in conceiving how a nebula, 
quite independently of any internal motion of its parts, shall 
also have had as a whole a movement of rotation. In fact a 
little consideration of the theory of probabilities will show it 
to be infinitely probable that such an object should really have 
some movement of rotation, no matter by what causes the 
nebula may have originated. As this vast mass cooled it 
must by the laws of heat have contracted towards the centre, 
and as it contracted it must, according to a law of dynamics, 
rotate more rapidly. The time would then come when the 
centrifugal force on the outer parts of the mass would more 
than counterbalance the attraction of the centre, and thus 
we would have the outer parts left as a ring. The inner portion 
will still continue to contract, the same process will be repeated, 
and thus a second ring will be formed. We have thus grounds 
for believing that the original nebula will separate into a series 
of rings all revolving in the same direction with a central nebulous 
mass in the interior. The materials of each ring would continffe 
to cool and to contract until they passed from the gaseous to 
the liquid condition. If the consolidation took place with 
comparative uniformity we might then anticipate the formation 
of a vast multitude of small planets such as those we actually 
do find in the region between the orbit of Mars and that of 
Jupiter. More usually, however, the ring might be expected 
not to be uniform, and, therefore, to condense in some parts 
more rapidly than in others. The effect of such contraction 
would be to draw the materials of the ring into a single mass, 
and thus we would have a planet formed, while the satellites 
of that planet would be developed from the still nascent planet 
in the same way as the planet itself originated from the sun. 
In this way we account most simply for the uniformity in the 
direction in which the planets revolve, and for the mutual 
proximity of the planes in which their orbits are contained. 

Such was the nebular theory as it was originally sketched. 
At the present day when the nebulae that are spiral in form 
have been shown t2 be so numerous, next to the fixed stars 
themselves, our view of the nebular theory has been somewhat 
modified. It now seems probable that the spiral nebula is 
the fittest illustration of the transformation of a diffused nebula 
into a system of sun and planets. 

The rotation of the planets on their axes is also explained 
as a consequence of the nebular theory, for at the time of the 
first formation of the planet it must have participated in the 
rotation of the whole nebula, and by the subsequent contraction 
of the planet the speed with which the rotation was performed 
must have been accelerated. 

There is quite a different method of considering the nebular 
origin of our system, which leads in a very• striking manner 
to conclusions practically identical with those we have just 
sketched. We may commence by dealing with the sun as we 
find it at the present moment, and thence inferring what must 
have been the progress of events in the earlier epochs of the 
history of our system. 

The daily outpour of heat from the sun at the present time 
suggests a profound argument in support of the nebular theory. 
The amount of the sun's heat has been estimated, but we 
receive on the earth less than one two-thousand-millionth 
part of the whole radiation. It would seem that the greater 
part of the rest flows away to be lost in space. Now what 
supplies this heat? We might at first suppose that the sun 
was really an intensely heated body radiating out its heat as 
does white-hot iron, but this explanation cannot be admitted, 
for there is no historical evidence that the sun is growing 
colder. We have not the slightest reason to think that the 
radiation from the sun is measurably weaker now than it was 
a couple of thousand years ago, yet it can be shown that, if the 
sun were merely radiating heat as simply a hot body, then 
it would cool some degrees every year, and must have cooled  

many thousands of degrees within the time covered by historical 
records. We, therefore, conclude that the sun has some other 
source of heat than that due simply to incandescence. It might, 
for example, be suggested that the heat of the sun was supplied 
by chemical combination analogous to combustion. It 'would 
take so tons of coal a day burned on each square foot of the 
suns surface to supply the daily radiation. Even if the sun 
were made of one mass of fuel as efficient as coal, that mass 
must be entirely expended in a few thousand years if the present 
rate of radiation was to be sustained. We cannot, therefore, 
admit that the source of the heat in the sun is to be found in any 
chemical combination taking place in its mass. Where then can 
we find an adequate supply of heat? Only one external source 
can be named: the falling of meteors into the sun must yield 
some heat just as a shooting star yields some heat to our atmo-
sphere, but the question is whether the quantity of heat obtainable 
from the shooting stars is at all adequate for the purpose. It 
can be shown that unless a quantity of meteors in collective 
mass equal to our moon were to plunge into the sun every year 
the supply of heat could not be sustained from this source. 
Now there is no reason to believe that meteors in anything 
like this quantity can be supplied to the sun, and, therefore, 
we must reject this source as also inadequate. 

The truth about the sun's heat appears to be that the sun is 
really an incandescent body losing heat, but that the operation 
of cooling is immensely retarded owing to a curious circumstance 
due jointly to the enormous mass of the sun and to a remarkable 
law of heat. It is well known that if energy disappears in one 
form it reappears in another, and this principle applied to 
the sun will explain the famous difficulty. 

As the sun loses heat it contracts, and every pair of particles 
in the sun are nearer to each other after the contraction than 
they were before. The energy. due to their separation is thus 
less in the contracted state than in the original state, and as that 
energy cannot be lost it must reappear in heat. The sun is thus 
slowly contracting; but as it contracts it gains heat by the 
operation of the law just referred to, and thus the further cooling 
and further contraction of the sun is protracted until the additional 
heat obtained is radiated away. In this way we can reconcile 
the fact that the sun is certainly losing heat with the fact chat 
the change in temperature has not been large enough to be 
perceived within historic times. 

It has been estimated that the sun is at present contracting 
so that its diameter diminishes to m. every century; there 
is, however, now reason to think that the rate of contraction 
is by no means so rapid as this would indicate: This is an 
inappreciable distance when compared with the diameter of the 
sun, which is nearly a million of miles, but the significance for 
our present purpose depends upon the fact that this contraction 
is always taking place. Assuming the accuracy of the estimate 
just made, we see that a thousand years ago the sun must have 
had a diameter too m. greater than at present, ten thousand 
years ago that diameter must have been r000 in. more than it is 
now, and so on. We cannot perhaps assert that the same rate 
is to be continued for very many centuries, but it is plain that 
the further we look back into the past time the greater must 
the sun have been. 

Dealing then simply with the laws of nature as we know them, 
we can see no limit to the increasing size of the sun as we look 
back. We must conceive a time when the sun was swollen to 
such an extent that it filled up the entire space girdled by the 
orbit of Mercury. Earlier still the sun must have reached to 
the earth. Earlier still the sun must have reached to where 
Neptune now revolves on the confines of our system, but the 
mass of the sun could not undergo an expansion so prodigious 
without being made vastly more rarefied than at present, 
and hence we are led by this mode of reasoning to the 
conception of the primaeval nebula from which our system has 
originated. 

Considering that our sun is but a star, or but one of the millions 
of stars, it is of interest to see whether any other systems present 
indication of a nebulous origin analogous to that which Laplace 
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proposed for the solar system. In one of his papers, Sir W. 
Herschel marshals the evidence whicg can be collected on this 
point. He arranges a selection from his observations on the 
nebulae in such a way as to give great plausibility to his view 
of the gradual transmutation of nebulae into stars. Herschel 
begins by showing us that there are regions in the heavens where 
a faint diffused nebulosity is all that can be detected by the 
telescope. There are other nebulae in which a nucleus can be 
just discerned, others again in which the nucleus is easily seen, 
and still others where the nucleus is a brilliant star-like point. 
The transition from an object of this kind to a nebulous star 
is very natural, while the nebulous stars pass into the ordinary 
stars by a few graduated stages. It is thus possible to exhibit 
a series of objects beginning at one end with the most diffused 
nebulosity and ending at the other with an ordinary fixed star 
or group of stars. Each object in the series differs but slightly 
from the object just before it and the object just after it. It 
seemed to Herschel that he was thus able to view the actual 
changes by which masses of phosphorescent or glowing vapour 
became actually condensed down into stars. Th condensation 
of a nebula could be followed in the same manner as we can 
study the growth of the trees in the forest, by comparing the 
trees of various ages which the forest contains at the same time. 
In attempting to pronounce on the evidence with regard to 
Herschel's theory, we must at once admit that the transmutation 
of a nebula into a star has never been seen. It is indeed very 
doubtful whether any changes of a nebula have ever been seen 
which are of the same character as the changes Herschel's theory 
would require. It seems, however, most likely that the periods 
of time required for such changes are immense and that the 
changes accomplished in only a century or two are absolutely 
inappreciable. 

The nebular theory is a noble speculation supported,by plausible 
argument, and the verdict of science on the whole subject cannot 
be better expressed than in the words of S. Newcomb: " At 
the present time we can only say that the nebular hypothesis 
is indicated by the general tendencies of the laws of nature, 
that it has not been proved to be inconsistent with any fact, 
that it is almost a necessary consequence of the only theory 
by which we can account for the origin and conservation of the 
sun's heat, but that it rests on the assumption that this conserva-
tion is to be explained by the laws of nature as we now see them 
in operation. Should any one be sceptical as to the sufficiency 
of these laws to account for the present state of things, science 
can furnish no evidence strong enough to overthrow his doubts 
until the sun shall be found growing smaller by actual measure-
ment, or the nebulae be actually seen to condense into stars 
and systems." 

Bretaoostarny.—Laplace, Syseime du monde; Sir William 
Herschel, Phil. Trans. (1814), pp. 248-284; Kant's Cosmogony, 
translated by Professor Hastie; Sir John Herschel, Outlines of 
Astronomy; Professor S. Newcomb, Popular Astronomy; Lick 
Observatory publications, photographs of Nebulae; Sir Robert 
Ball, The Earth's Beginning. (R- S. B.) 

NECESSITAS (Gr. 'Avriyan), in Orphic theology, the personifica-
tion of absolute necessity. She appears as the mother of the 
?deem (Fates), as the wife of Demiurgus (Fashioner of the 
World) and mother of Heimarmene (Destiny) Her power 
is irresistible, even greater than that of the gods; to her was 
due the strife (battles with Titans, Giants) that raged amongst 
them of old, before the rule of love began; the world revolves 
round the spindle, which she holds in her lap. According to the 
Egyptian theory, she is one of the four deities present at the 
birth of every human being, her companions being the Daemon 
(guardian spirit), Tyche (Fortune) and Eros. On the citadel 
of Corinth there was a temple sacred to her and Bia (Violence), 
which none were permitted to enter The Roman Necessitas is 
represented in the well-known ode of Horace (i 35) as the fore-
runner and companion of Fortuna. holding in her brazen hand 
huge nails. a clamp and molten lead, symbolical of fixedness 
and tenacity 

See Plato, Rep. 616 c. Symp 195 c. 	Macrobius. Saturnelia. 
i. 19: Pausanias ii. 4. 6. 

NECESSITY (Lat. neeessilas), a term used technically in 
philosophy for the quality of inevitable happening;,for example, 
hot air necessarily tends to rise. Thus it corresponds in the 
sphere of action to certainty in the sphere of knowledge. That 
the sun will rise to-morrow is a necessary event; and men anticipate 
the rising with certainly. In ordinary language the conception 
of necessity is rendered meaningless by being referred to the 
present or even to the past. A current definition of necessity 
is " the state which cannot be otherwise than it is." Such a 
definition tells us nothing. How can any state be otherwise 
than it is? Necessity can have meaning only in reference to 
the future: it means absence of spontaneous power in that 
which acts necessarily. For the origin of the conception we must 
look to our inward personal experience of constraint. When we 
are acting under physical or mathematical or logical or moral 
necessity we are so far precluded from spontaneous action—in 
common phrase, we can do no otherwise—though the causes of 
constraint may be of very different kinds. In ethics the term 
necessitarianism is applied to that view of human action which 
regards all action as dic t a ted by external causes (cf. DETERMINISM). 
The sense in which, if at all, the human mind can cognize 
necessity, i.e. causal connexion between events or states, has 
been the subject of vigorous discussion among philosophers. 
By sceptics and empiricists it is held that a law is merely a 
crystallized summary of observed phenomena. Thus J. S. 
Mill denies that a general proposition is more than an enumeration 
of particulars, and hence that syllogistic reasoning cannot 
amplify knowledge (see SYLLOGISM). It is clear that the senses 
cannot apprehend causal connexion, and this impossibility gives 
rise to a prior conception according to which the conception 
of necessity is purely intellectual (see METAPIIYSICS). 

NECK (0. Eng. hnecca; the word appears in many Teutonic 
languages; cf. Dutch tick, Ger. Nacken; in 0. E. thecommon word 
was keels; cf. Ger. Hats), that part of the body which connects 
the head with the trunk (see ANATOMY: Superficial and Artistic). 
The word is transferred to many objects resembling this part 
of the body in shape or function; it is thus applied to an isthmus, 
or to the narrowest portion of a promontory, to the narrow part 
of a musical stringed instrument connecting the head and body, 
as in the violin, or to a narrow pass between mountains, which 
in the Dutch form nek, appears in place-names in South Africa. 
In architecture, the " neck " is that part of the capital just 
above the " astragal," and the term " necking " is applied to 
the annulet or round, or series of horizontal mouldings, which 
separates the capital of a column from the plain part or a shaft. 
In Romanesque work this is sometimes corded. 

In Geology, the term " neck " is given to the denuded stump of an 
extinct volcano. Beneath every volcano there are passages of con-
duits up which the volcanic materials were forced, and after the mass 
has been levelled by denudation there is always a more or less circular 
pipe which marks the site of the crater. This pipe, which is filled 
with consolidated ashes or with crystalline lava, is the characteristic 
of a volcanic neck. Active volcanoes often stand on the sea-bottom 
and when the eruption comes to an end the volcano is slowly buried 
under layers of sediment. In tropical seas the coral animals cover 
ov. r the submarine volcanoes which rise nearly to the surface and 
rot  HI great re, I- of limestone around them. Should 	tion take 
place after long ages the removal of the overlying strata 	bring the 
volcanic mass to light. and in the normal course of it 	this will 
suffer denudation exactly like a recent volcano. Mau, 	tances of 
this are furnished by the geological history of the Bei:. 	Isles. In 
Carboniferous times, for example, before the -sires were 
deposited, a shallow sea occupied the southern part of Scotland and 
the north of England. Volcanic activity broke out on the sea-
bottom, and many volcanic cones, both small and large, were pro-
du, These have long since been uplifted and the superjacent 
sti ■ ta denuded away over a large part of the area which they occu-
pit J. In Derbyshire, Fife, the Lothians and the Glasgow district 
the remains of Carboniferous volcanoes occur in every state of 
pr. rvation. Some have the conical hills of lavas and ashes well 
preserved (e.g. Largo Law in Fifeshire); others retain only a small 
pert of the original volcanic pile (e.g. Arthur's Seat, Edinburgh; the 
Bien of Burctetand) and of the larger number nothing remains but 
the " neck " uhixIt where uaac the crater was situated. 

In regions of former volcanic activity necks are the most persistent 
of all volcanic structures. because the active volcanic magma is 
located deep within the earth's crust, and the pipe by which it rises 
to the surface is of great length and traverses a great thickness of 
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strata. Many volcanic necks stand on lines of fault. In other cases 
there are groups of necks lying in a straight or sinuous line, which 
may indicate the position of a fracture or at least of a line of least 
resistance. But in Scotland it is often impossible to adduce any 
evidence of the connexion between faults or fissures and the position 
of volcanic necks; and it seems likely that the pressure of the gases 
in the igneous magma increased till an explosion took place which 
perforated the rocks above with a clean tubular passage often nearly 
circular in cross section. This pipe was usually vertical, and nearly 
uniform in diameter for great depths; the material occupying it. 
when exposed by denudation, has a circular ground plan, or if 
shown in vertical section (or elevation) in a cliff is a pillar-shaped 
•mass crossing the bedding planes of the strata nearly at right angles. 
It terminates upwards in the remains of the volcanic cone and com-
municates below with the reservoir from which the lavas were 
emitted, represented in most cases, where it has been exposed, by a 
large irregular mass (a batholith or boss) of coarsely crystalline 
igneous rock. The site of such a neck is generally indicated by a 
low conical hill consisting of volcanic rock, surrounded by sedi- 
mentary or igneous strata of a different kind. The low cone is due 
to the greater hardness and strength of the volcanic materials and 
is not connected with the original shape of the volcano. Such hills 
are common in sonic parts of Scotland and well-known examples are 
Arthur's Scat and the Castle Rock (Edinburgh), North Berwick Law, 
the Bass Rock; they occur also in the Peak district of Derbyshire, 
and the Wolf Rock off the coast of Cornwall is probably a neck. Two 
splendid sugar-loaf cones known as the Pitons of St Lucia in the Vilest 
Indies, rising from the sea with almost vertical sides to a height of 
nearly 3000 ft., are old volcanic necks. In Texas, New Mexico, 
Arizona, California and many of the western states of North 
America geologists have observed conical volcanic hills having all 
the features which belong to necks. 

Where the volcanic rocks arc soft and easily disintegrated they may 
be reduced more rapidly than the strata around them and the 
position of a neck may be indicated by a cup-shaped hollow; this 
is the case with some of the diamond-bearing basic pipes of South 
Africa. Sometimes necks are encountered in underground mining 
operations; in the coal-field of Fife, for instance, the coals are 
sometimes replaced by a circular mass of volcanic rock, a quarter of 
a mile or more in diameter, which rise vertically to the surface. 
Better examples are the Kimberley diamond mines. The blue-ground 
(or serpentine breccia) occupies great pipes or funnels, circular in 
outline with nearly vertical sides, extending downwards to un-
known depths; these are undoubtedly the necks of old volcanoes. 
If any lavas were poured out from these pipes at the surface they 
have since been earned away by denudation. 

The size of necks varies considerably; the smallest may be only 
20 or 30 yds. in diameter, the largest are several miles. In 
this respect they resemble active craters, but no necks have been 
met with on the earth's surface with dimensions approaching those of 
the so-called " craters "of the moon. Small necks are usually simple, 
i.e. they contain only one or two kinds of igneous rock (ashes and 
dikes) and have been produced, so far as we can judge, by a single 
eruption. Not infrequently they contain no volcanic rock but are 
filled with pieces of slate, sanditone or whatever strata the pipe 
traverses. Such necks must have been produced by a single eruption 
with an outburst of steam, not followed by lava; the disrupted 
fragments of the surrounding rocks and the materials tumbling down 
from the crater's walls ultimately filled up the cavity. Instances 
occur in Fifeshire and in Shetland. and among the recent volcanoes 
of the Eiffel there are some which have thrown out more slate and 
sandstone than lava. 

Large necks, on the other hand, are often of complex structure. 
contain many kinds of rock and seem to have been produced by 
repeated eruptions, each of which more or less completely cleared 
out the material obstructing the orifice, and introduced a series of 
fresh accumulations The beds of ashes which line the interior of an 
active crater have in nearly all cases a slope or dip towards a central 
point where the base of the depression is situated, and in volcanic 
necks which have been filled with ash (tuffs and agglomerates) this 
funnel-like inward dip is very constant. If there has been only a 
single eruption the beds of ashes have a very conformable or uniform 
arrangement, but if activity has been resumed after a period of 
quiescence a large part of the old material may have been projected 
and a new series of beds laid down, transgressing unconformably 
the edges of the earlier ones. By these structures we can sometimes 
trace a neck within a neck, or of a lateral crater on the margin of a 
principal one. 

Where the crater has filled up with very coarse ashes, or agglomer-
ate, the bedding is rarely visible. Sometimes large empty craters 
were occupied temporarily by lakes, and level sheets of mud and silt 
have gathered on their floors: hence bedded sediments are not 
infrequently found in volcanic necks. Mixed with the volcanic ashes 
and bombs there are often large broken pieces of sedimentary rocks 
which may have been crystallieed and hardened by the heat and 
vapours emitted by the volcano. Sometimes great fragments of the 
walls have foundered or collapsed into the crater. and masses of non-
volcanic rock •  an acre or more in extent, may occur in a volcanic neck. 
In Arran, for example, there is a large neck which contains lumps of 
Cretaceous rocks nowhere else known to occur on the island; they  

have fallen down from strata once occupying part of the walk of the 
crater but now removed by' denudation. 

The lava which rises and flows out from the crater leaves its trace 
also in the necks. Sometimes it forms thin beds or flows alternating 
with the tuffs and having! he same basin-shaped dip. More commonly 
it appears as the material filling fissures and pipes, traverstne the 
ashes irregularly or rising as a central plug in the interior of the 
neck, and sending out branching veins. Occasionally a whole neck is 
composed of solid crystalline lock representing the last part of the 
magma which ascended from the underground focus and con-
gealed within the crater. In Mont Peke, for instance, the last stage 
of the eruptions of tgoz to 1903 was the protrusion of a great column 
of solidified lava which rose at one time to a height of goo ft. above 
the lip of the crater, but has since crumbled down. The Castle Rock 
of Edinburgh is a neck occupied by a plug of crystalline basalt. 
Necks of this kind weather down very slowly and tend 'to form 
prominent hills. 

After the eruptions terrainate gases or hot solutions given out by 
des plying masses of molt ,m rock may find a passage upward through 
the materials occupying t he crater, greatly modifying their mineral 

z ure and laying down fr.sh deposits. A 'mod example of secondary 
dcjit”its within a Nolcate : neck is provided by the Cripple 
muting district of Colorado. The ore-bearing veins are connected 
wit h volcanic rocks and r ,  art of these occupy a vertical circular pipe 
which is a typical  .  vok . ■ nic neck. A phonolitic breccia, greatly 
altered, is the principal rock, and is cut by dikes of plonohte, 
dolcrite, &c. The country .  rock is mostly granite and gneiss, and 
blc-cks of these arc comm. .ti n the brecria. A large volcano was built 
up in Tertiary times on ;le ,  granite Plateau, and has since been almost 
ent irely removed by dem, anon. The gold ores were carried upwards 
by currents of hot water .,erived from the volcanic magma and were 
deposited along cracks and fissures in the materials which occupied 
Or crater, and also in the: surrounding rods (see VOLCANO). 

U. S. F.) 
MIKAN. ALEXANDER (:157-1217), English schoolman 

and man of science, was born at St Albans in September 1157, 
on the same night as King Richard I. • Neckam's mother nursed 
the prince with her own son, who thus became Richard's foster-
brother. He was educated at St Albans Abbey school, and began 
to teach as schoolmaster of Dunstable, dependent on St Albans 
Abbey. Later he resided several years in Paris, where by 118o 
he had become a distinguished lecturer of the university. By 
'186 he was back in England, where he again held the place 
of schoolmaster at Dunstable. He is said to have visited Italy 
with the bishop of Worcester, but this statement has been 
doubted; the assertion that he was ever prior of St Nicolas, 
Exeter, seems a mistake: on the other hand, he was certainly 
much at court during some part of his life. Having become 
an Augustinian canon, he was appointed abbot of Cirencester 
in 1213. He died at Kempsey in Worcestershire in 1217, and 
was buried at Worcester. Besides theology he was interested 
in the study of grammar and natural history, but his name is 
chiefly associated with nautical science. For in his Dr Rattail 
rcrum and De ulensilibus (the former of which, at any 
rate, had become well known at the end of the 12th century, and 
was probably written about t8o) Neckam has preserved to 
us the earliest European notices of the magnet as a guide to 
seamen—outside China, indeed, these seem to be the earliest 
notices of this mystery of nature that have survived in any 
country or civilization. It was probably in Paris, the chief 
intellectual centre of his time, that Neckam heard how a ship, 
among its other stores, must have a needle placed above a magnet 
(the De silensilibus assumes a needle mounted on a pivot), 
which needle would revolve until its point looked north, and 
thus guide sailors in murky weather or on starless nights. It 
is noteworthy that Neckam has no air of imparting a startling 
novelty: he merely records what had apparently become the 
regular practice of at least many seamen of the Catholic world. 

See Thomas Wright's edition of Necicam's De safaris remit and 
De laudibus divinae sapientiae in the Rolls Series (1863), and of 
the De utensilibus in his Volume of Vocabularies. Neckam also wrote 
Corrogaliones Prometkei, a scriptural commentary prefaced by .a 
treatise on grammatical criticism; a translation of Aesop into Latin 
elegiacs (six fables from this version, as given in a Pans MS., are 
printed in Robert's Fables inldites); commentaries, still unprinted, 
on portions of Aristotle, Martianus Capella and Ovid's Melo-
morphoses, and other works. Of all these the Dc sat. rm, a sort of 
manual of the scientific knowledge of the 12th century, is much the 
most important: the magnet passage herein is in book ii. chap. 
xcviii. (De el affractiva), 183 of Wright's edition. The correspond-
ing section in the De trieuel, is on p. 114 of the Vol. of Voenbs. 
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Rover Bacion's refereece to Neekiim as a grammatical writer (in 

sera el sailia sod . . . inkr a/snorer non potest . . 
nnwieran) may be found in Brewer's (Rolls Series) edition of 
Bacon's Opera media, p 457. See also Thomas Wright, Biographia 
Brietumica Zakarin, Anglo -Norman' Period, pp. 449-459 (1846: 
some points in this are modified in the 1863 edition of De nat. rer.); 
C. Raymond Beasley, Damn of Modern Geography, iii. 

NECKAR, a river of Germany, and a right-bank tributary 
of the Rhine, rises between the Black Forest and the Swabian 
Alb, near Schwenningen, In Wurttemberg, at an altitude of 
2287 ft. As far as Rottweil only a mountain stream, it here 
attains the volume of a river, flows N. as far as Horb, thence 
in a north-easterly direction, and with rapid current it passes 
Rottenburg and the university town of Ttibingen, taking then 
a generally northerly course. From Esslingen the Neckar 
becomes broader and deeper and its valley very picturesque, 
and after passing Cannstatt, from which point it is navigable 
for small craft, it flows through vine-clad hills by the pleasant 
village of Marbach, Schiller's birthplace, receives at Besigheim 
the waters of its most considerable tributary, the Ens, swirls 
down by Lauffen, and enters the beautiful vale of Heilbronn. 
Hence, between hills crowned by frequent feudal castles, it 
runs by Wimpfen and by Hornberg, where Gotz von Berlichingen 
lived, to Eberbach, where it enters the sandstone formation 
of the Odenwald. It now takes a tortuous westerly course, 
and the scenery on its banks becomes more romantic. Winding 
down by Neckarateinach and Neckargemund between lofty 
wooded heights, it sweeps beneath the Konigsstuhl (1900 ft.), 
washes the walls of Heidelberg, and now quitting the valley 
enters the plain of the Rhine and falls into that river from the 
tight at Mannheim. Its length is 247 m., and its drainage area 
4790 sq. m. Its more important tributaries are the Enz, Eschach 
and Glatt (left), and'the Fils, Reins, Kocher and Jagst (right). 
It is navigable for small steamboats up to Heilbronn, for boats 
up to Cannstatt, and for rafts from Rottweil. It is the principal 
waterway of Wurttemberg, and is greatly used for floating 
down timber. From Rottenburg downwards its banks are almost 
everywhere planted with vineyards. Up to Frankfort it has 
been deepened and the channel otherwise improved. A com-
mittee, chiefly promoted by the Wurttemberg government 
and the Stuttgart chamber of commerce, reported in repor that 
it was both desirable and practicable to dredge the river and 
to canalize it, from Esslingen down to Mannheim, and that the 
cost would probably be between 2 and 24 millions sterling. 

See T. Eckart, Bader ass dem Neckar:al (1893). 
NECKARCIESIOND, a town and climatic health resort of 

Germany, in the grand duchy of Baden, situated amid densely 
wooded hills, on the left bank of the Neckar, 6 m. E. from 
Heidelberg by the railway to WUrzburg and at the junction of 
a line to Jagstfeld. Pop. (1905) 2200. It has an Important 
trade in wine. The other industries are quarrying, tanning 
and shipbuilding, and there are electrical works. NecItargemtind, 
one of the favourite tourist resorts in the Neckar valley, was 
founded in the roth century and became a free town in 1286. 
In 1395 it passed to the elector palatine and, together with the 
surrounding district, was apportioned to Baden in 1814. 

NECKER, JACQUES (1732-1804), French statesman, finance 
minister of Louis XVI., was born at Geneva in Switzerland. 
His father was a 'native of Ctlstrin in Pomerania, and had, after 
the publication of some works on international law, been elected 
as professor of public law at Geneva, of which he became a citizen. 
Jacques Necker had been sent to Paris in 1747 to become a 
clerk in the bank of a friend of his father, M. Vernet. He soon 
afterwards established, with another Genevese, the famous 
bank of Thellusson & Necker. Thellusson superintended the 
bank in London (his grandson was made a peer as Lord Rendles-
ham), while Necker was managing partner in Paris. Both 
partners became very rich by loans to the treasury and specula-
tions in grain. In 1763 Necker fell in lave with Madame de 
Vermenou, the widow of a French officer. But while on a visit 
to Geneva, Madame de Vermenou met Suzanne Curchod, the 
daughter of a pastor near Lausanne, to whom Gibbon bad been 
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engaged, and brought her back as her companion to Paris in 
1764. There Necker, transferring his love from the widow to 
the poor Swiss girl, married Suzanne before the end of the year. 
She encouraged her husband to try and make himself a public 
position. He accordingly became a syndic or director of the 
French East India Company, and, after showing his financial 
ability in its management, defended it in an able memoir against 
the attacks of A. Morellet in 1769. Meanwhile he had made 
interest with the Ftench government by lending it money, and 
was appointed resident at Paris by the republic of Geneva. 
Madame Necker entertained the chief leaders of the political, 
financial and literary worlds of Paris, and her Fridays became 
as greatly frequented as the Mondays of Madame Geoffrin, or 
the Tuesdays of Madame Helvetius. In 1773 Necker won the 
prize of the Academie Fmncaise for an doge on Colbert, and in 
1775 published his Essai sur in legisklion d le commerce des 
grains, in which he attacked the free-trade policy of Turgot. 
His wife now believed he could get into office as a great financier, 
and made him give up his share in the bank, which he transferred 
to his brother Louis. In October 1776 Necker was made finance 
minister of France, though with the title only of director of 
the treasury, which, however, he changed in 1777 for that of 
director-general of the finances. He did great good in regulating 
the finances by attempting to divide the taille or poll tax more 
equally, by abolishing the " vingtieme d'industrie," and establish-
ing monk de piece (establishments for loaning money on security). 
But his greatest financial measures were his attempt to fund 
the French debt and his establishment of annuities under the 
guarantee of the state. The operation of funding was too 
difficult to be suddenly accomplished, and Necker rather pointed 
out the right line to be followed than completed the operation. 
In all this he treated French finance rather as a banker than as 
a profound political economist, and thus fell far short of Turgot, 
who was the very greatest economist of his day. Politically 
he did not do much to stave off the coming Revolution,. and his 
establishment of provincial assemblies was only a timid applica-
tion of Turgot's great scheme for the administrative reorganiza-
tion of France. In 1781 he published his famous Compie 
in which he drew the balance sheet of France, and was dismissed 
from his office. Yet his dismissal was not really due to his book, 
but to the influence of Marie Antoinette, whose schemes for 
benefiting the duc de Guinea he had thwarted. In retirement 
he occupied himself with literature, and with his only child, 
his daughter, who in 1786 married the ambassador of Sweden 
and became Madame de Steel (q.v.). But neither Necker nor 
his wife cared to remain out of office, and in r787 Necker was 
banished by " lettre de cachet " 40 leagues from Paris for 
attacking Calonne. In 1788 the country, which had at the bidding 
of the literary guests of Madame Necker come to believe that 
Necker was the only minister who could "stop the deficit," 
as they said, demanded Necker's recall, and in September 1788 
he became once more director-general of the finances. Through-
out the momentous months which followed the biography of 
Necker is part of the history of the French Revolution (q.v.). 
Necker put a stop to the rebellion in Dauphine by legalizing its 
assembly, and then set to work to arrange for the summons 
of the states general. Throughout the early months of 1789 
he was regarded as the saviour of France, but his conduct at 
the meeting of the states general showed that he regarded it 
merely as an assembly which should grant money, not organize 
reforms. But as he had advised the calling of the states general, 
and the double representation of the third estate, and then 
permitted the orders to deliberate and vote in common, he was 
regarded as the cause of the Revolution by the court, and on 
July r I was ordered to leave France at once. Necker's dismissal 
brought about the taking of the Bastille, which induced the 
king to recall him. He was received with joy in every city he 
traversed, but at Paris he again proved to be no statesman. 
Believing that he could save France alone, he refused to act with 
Mirabeau or La Fayette. He caused the king's acceptance of 
the suspensive veto, by which he sacrificed his chief prerogative 
in September, and destroyed all chance of a strong executive 
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by contriving the decree of November 7, by which the ministry 
might not be chosen from the assembly. Financially he proved 
equally incapable for a time of crisis, and could not understand 
the need of such extreme measures as the establishment of 
assignats in order to keep the country quiet. His popularity 
vanished when his only idea was to ask the assembly for new 
loans, and in September 1790 he resigned his office, unregretted 
by a single Frenchman. Not without difficulty he reached 
Coppet, near Geneva, an estate he had bought in 1784. Here 
he occupied himself with literature, but Madame Necker pined 
for her Paris salon and died in 1794. He continued to live on 
at Coppet, under the care of his daughter, Madame de Stael, 
and his niece, Madame Necker de Saussure, but his time was 
past, and his books had no political influence. A momentary 
excitement was caused by the advance of the French armies 
in 1798, when be burnt most of his political papers. He died 
at Coppet in April 1804. 

•Aurnoamns.—Mhosoires set to vie kris* de M Necker (Paris and 
London, 1818), by his daughter. Madame de Stael-Holstein, and the 
Notice sur la Ms de M. Necker (Paris, 182o), by Auguste de Stet!. 
Holstein, his grandson, published in the collection of his works edited 
by the latter in 1820-1821 (Paris, 15 vols.). The bibliography of his 
works is as follows:—Riponse 'an memoirs de M. 1' Alibi Moralist 
(1769); Dogs de I. B. Colbert (1773);  Essai on to l4iskaion se k 
commerce du grains (1775); Cornevte rendu an /01 (1781); De 
Iadministration des finances de la France L mvolss., 1784); Marione 
en rtponse au discerns profaned pal M. de Pte (178* DC  tim-
portance des opinions religistues (1788); Sur Iadminiaration de AL 
Necker, par lui-mirne_079i); Du pouvoir calculi! dans kr grands 
hats (2 vols., 1792); 1Fflexions sur k prods de Louis XVI. 1791; 
De la revolution francaue, several editions, the last in vols. 1797.; 
Cosa de la morals religious (1800); Derelires sues de politiqu e a de 
finance (Ma); Manuscrits de M. Necker, published by his daughter 
(1804); Suites funesks dune seule fault, published after his death. 
See also Le Salon de Madame Necker, by the Vicomte d'Haussonville 
(2 1882), compiled from the papers at Coppet; Ch. Gomel. 
La Causes financieres de to revolution francaise (Pans, 1892); and for 
contemporary tracts and pamphlets M. Toumeux. Bibt. de Ihiskire 
de Pans pendant la revolution (vol. iv., 1906); also (for the earlier 
ones) Cation complite de tout les ouvrages pour a centre M. Necker," 
awe des notes critiques ... (3 vols., Utrecht, 1780. 

(H. M. S.; J. T. S.*) 
NECROLOGY (from Med. Lat. necrologiuni, Gr. meads, 

corpse, the termination being formed from Nirytos, )tirysty to 
read, in the sense of list, register; cf. " martyrology "), a register 
in a monastery or other ecclesiastical establishment of the names 
of the deceased members of the society, or of those for whom 
the prayers of the foundation . were offered as benefactors; 
hence any roll or list of deceased persons or collection of 
obituaries. 

NECROMANCY (Gr. Pexpopavreta, or resuonarreta, from 
rex* or Aran, corpse, and namia, divination), properly 
divination by communicating with the dead. The latinized 
form of the Greek word was corrupted into nieontantia, con-
necting the word with niger, black, and so was applied to the 
" black art," " black magic: In the sense of witchcraft, sorcery. 
This corrupted form is common in English to the 17th century 
(see MAGIC and WITCHCRAXT). 

NECROPOLIS, a cemetery (q.v.) or burying-place literally 
a " city of the dead " (Gr. vex*, corpse, and sr6;us, city). 
Apart from the occasional application of the word to modern 
cemeteries outside large towns, the term is chiefly used of burial-
grounds near the sites of the centres of ancient civilizations. 

NECROSIS (Gr. rex*, corpse), a term restricted in surgery 
to death of bone. A severe inflaMmation, caused by a violent 
blow, by cold, or by the absorption of various poisons, as mercury 
and phosphorus, is the general precursor of necrosis. The dead 
part, analogous to the slough in the soft tissues, is called a 
sequestrum or exfoliation. At first it is firmly attached to the 
living bone around; gradually, however, the dead portion is 
separated from the living tissue. The process of separation is 
a slow one. New bone is formed around the sequestrum, which 
often renders its removal difficult. As a rule the surgeon waits 
until the dead part is loose, and then cuts down through the 
new case and removes the sequestrum. The cavity in which 
it lay gradually closes, and a useful limb is the result. 

NECTAR, in ancient mythology generally coupled with aza. 
brosla, the nourishment of the gods in Homer and in Greek 
literature generally. Probably the two terms were not originally, 
distinguished; but usually both in Homer and in later writers 
nectar is the drink and ambrosia the food. On the other hand, 
in Alcman nectar is the food, and in Sappho and Anaxandrides 
ambrosia the drink. Each is used in Homer as an unguent 
(Iliad, xiv. r7o; xis. 38). Both are fragrant, and may be used 
as perfume. According to W. H. Roscher (Nektar end Am-
brosia, 1883; see also his article in Roscher's Lexikon der Mytho-
logic) nectar and ambrosia were originally only different forms 
of the same substance—honey, regarded as a dew, like manna, 
fallen from heaven, which was used both as food and drink. 
(See also Auaaosza.) 

NEED-FIRE, or W11D-FIRE (Ger. Notlesser, 0. Ger. nodfyr), 
a term used in folklore to denote a curious superstition which 
survived in the Highlands of Scotland until a recent date. Like 
the fire-churning still customary in India for kindling the sacri-
ficial fire, the need- or wild-fire is made by the friction of one 
piece of wood on another, or of a rope upon a stake. Need-fire 
is a practice of shepherd peoples to ward off disease from their 
herds and flocks. It is kindled on occasions of special distress, 
particularly at the outbreak of a murrain, and the cattle are 
driven through it. Its efficacy is believed to depend on all 
other fires being extinguished. The kindling of the need-fire 
in a village near Quedlinburg was impeded by a night light 
buming in the parsonage (Prohle, Harz-Etilder, Leipzig, 1855). 
According to one account, in the Highlands of Scotland the rule 
that all common fires must be previously extinguished applied 
only to the houses situated between the two nearest running 
streams (Kelly, Curiosities of Indo-European Tradition and 
Folklore, p. 53 seq.). In Bulgaria even smoking during 
need-fire is forbidden. Two naked men produce the fire by 
rubbing dry branches together in the forest, and with the flame 
they light two fires, one on each side of a cross-road haunted 
by wolves. The cattle are then driven between the two fires, 
from which glowing embers are taken to rekindle the cold hearths 
in the houses (A. Strausz, Die Essigaren, p. 198). In Caithness 
the men who kindled the need-fire had previously to divest 
themselves of all metaL In some of the Hebrides the men who 
made the fire had to be eighty-one in number and all married. 
In the Halberstadt district in Germany, the rope which was 
wound round the stake, must be pulled by two chaste boys; 
while at Wolfenbfittel, contrary to usual custom, it is said that 
the need-fire had to be struck out of the cold anvil by the smith. 
In England the need-fire is said to have been lit at Birtley 
within the last half-century. The superstition had its origin in 
the early ideas of the purifying nature of flame. 

See also Grimm, Deutsche Mythologic, I. 501 eqq.; Kelly, Curio-
sities of Indo-European Tradition and Folklore, p. 48 sqq.; Elton. 
Origins of English History, p. 293  sqq•; J. G. Frazer, The Golden 
Bough, in. 3oz. 

NEEDLE (0. Eng. nal; the word appears in various forms 
in Teutonic languages, Ger. Nadel, Dutch anal, the root being 
ne-, to sew, cf. Ger. nithen, and probably Lat. not, to spin, Gr. 
ArItt, spinning), an instrument adapted for passing a thread 
through fabrics in sewing, consisting of a thin rod of steel, having 
a pointed end and pierced with a hole or " eye " to carry the 
thread. The term is also applied to various other objects that 
more or less resemble a sewing needle in form, though differing 
in function, such as the magnetized piece of steel that points 
north and south in the mariner's compass, the pointer or indicator 
of certain forms of electric telegraph instruments, the slender 
tube by which the contents of a hypodermic syringe are injected 
beneath the skin, a sharp-pointed mountain peak or isolated 
mass of rock, &c. 

Sewing needles have been in use from prehistoric times. 
Originally they were made of fishbone, bone or ivory, and their 
first form was probably a rude bodkin having a hook instead 
of an eye, though bone needles with an eye, sometimes at the 
end and sometimes in the middle, have been found in cave de-
posits in Great Britain and France and in the Swiss lakes. Bone 
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needles continue to•be used by uncivilized tribes, but since the 
discovery of bronze metal needles have been employed in civilized 
communities. Steel needles were introduced into Europe by 
the Moors, and it is on record that they were being made at 
Nuremberg in 1370. In England their manufacture was estab-
lished about 165o. The centre of the trade in England is 
Redditch, in Worcestershire, with several other small towns 
in Warwickshire. Originally the industry was domestic in its 
character, but it is now carried on in factories where mechanical 
appliances have to a great extent supplanted handwork. Large 
quantities of needles are also manufactured on the continent of 
Europe, Aix-la-Chapelle. being an important centre of their 
production. In the United States ordinary sewing needles 
are not made, though there is a large output of the special forms 
used in sewing machines. 

The raw material of needle-manufacture consists of Sheffield 
crucible steel drawn down into wire of suitable gauge. The wire is 
supplied in coils of definite weight and diameter, and the first 
operation is to cut the coils into lengths, each sufficient for two 
needles. These lengths are next straightened. For this purpose a 
bundle containing several thousand lengths is packed within two 
strong iron rings, is heated to red heat, and is then pressed on an iron 
plate having two parallel grooves in which the iron rings run. Over 
this plate the bundle is worked backward and forward by the pressure 
of an oblong slightly curved iron tool having two longitudinal slits 
through which the edges of the rings project. Thus, by combined 
pressure and rolling the whole of the lengths quickly become perfectly 
straight and even. The next operation consists in pointing both ends 
of the wires. This was formerly done by hand by a grinder who, 
holding several dozen wires against a grindstone with his left hand 
and slightly revolving them with his right, was able to point about 
loopoo needles a day, the number depending, however, to some 
extent on the size treated. This method, however is now largely 
superseded by machinery, which is still more expeditious. The wires 
are fed out Rim a hopper to a revolving wheel, on the periphery of 
which they are held by an india-rubber band. This wheel revolves at 
right angles to a revolving hollow grindstone, and so each wire is 
brought up to the stone in rapid succession and pointed at one end, 
the process being repeated for the other end. The next operations 
are to stamp the grooves which are to be found at the head of a needle 
and to punch the oval eyes, both being done by automatic machinery. 
Each wire now forms two needles attached head to head by a broad 
thin scarf of steel. The operation of separating them is largely per-
formed by machines which pass the double blanks over the face of an 
emery wheel, but an older method is to spit them on two flattened 
wires, clamp them tightly Ina frame, file away the scarf and break 
the blanks in halves, so that two lots of single needles are obtained, 
each spitted on a wire. The next step, after the heads have been filed 
smooth, is to harden and temper the needles, which are heated to 
redness, plunged into cold oil, and then gently heated by being placed 
on a continuous band passing over a series of gas flames. After the 
tempering comes the process of scouring, and then the eyes are 
smoothed and polished so that they will not cut the thread. For this 
purpose the heads used to be softened by blueing, and the needles 
strung loosely on wires covered with a paste of emery and oil. These 
wires were then suspended between uprights on a frame platform 
to which a jerking .motion was communicated; in this way the 
needles were made to swing on the wires and the gentle friction 
effected the desired end. Generally, however, the eyes are cleared by 
the action of a concave wire brush, before the 'touring process, and 
then subsequent burnishing becomes unnecessary. The bodies are 
next polished by being passed between revolving leather rollers which 
have also a lateral motion in the direction of their axes. The heads 
of the finished needles have now to be brought all in one direction. 
Formerly this was done by a " header," wearing a cloth cap on one of 
her fingers; this being pressed against a batch of the needles which 
bad previously been arranged parallel to each other, those whose 
heads were presented to the cloth stuck in it and thus were with-
drawn. A more modern device is to roll them down a smooth in-
clined plane, when the pointed ends, owing to their conical form, 
travel more slowly than the thicker ends, and thus the needles are 
all brought round so that they point the same way. They are then 
sorted according to their lengths, and are done up into packets for 
the market. 

Besides ordinary needles for hand sewing, many varieties are made 
for use in sewing machines, and in their production automatic 
machinery is largely utilized. Those used for sewing leather have 
points of various special forms (twist, chisel, wedge, diamond, &c.) 
instead of the round point of the ordinary needle, and sometimes 
have a hook in place of an eye. Knitting needles are long slender 
rods, usually of steel but sometimes of bone or other material, having 
neither hooks nor eyes. Crochet needles are provided with a hook. 
Hooked needles again are employed in knitting and stockinet 
machines; having to be periodically closed by the operation of the 
mechanism the books in one type are made flexible so that they can  

he pushed down on the shank, while in another the same end is 
served by providing them with a minute latch. Another special 
class is constituted by the numerous varieties of needles used by 
Surgeons for suturing wounds, &c. (see SURGICAL I EST RUMENTS). 

NEEDLE-GUN (ZeNDNADELGEWEIIII), a military breech. 
loading rifle, famous as the arm of the Prussians in 1866 and of 
the Germans in 187o-1871. It was the invention of the gunsmith 
Johann Nicholas von Dreyse (1787-1867), who, beginning in 
1824, bad made many experiments, and in 1836 produced the 
complete needle-gun. From 1841 onwards the new arm was 
gradually introduced into the Prussian service, and later into 
the military forces of many other German states. Dreyse was 
ennobled in 1864. The principal details of the arm (pattern 
1841) are as follows:— 

Breech . 	. . . Bolt system 
Calibre . 	. 	. 	. .607 
Weight without bayonet . so lb 4 oz. 
Charge (black powder) 	. 74.15 grains 
Bullet (lead) 	. 	. 	. 478 grains 
Muzzle velocity 	. 	woo 
Sighted to . . . 	80o paces (656 yds.) 

In practice the needle-gun proved to have numerous defects; 
its effective range was very short compared to that of the muzzle-
loading rifles of the day, and conspicuously so as against the 
chassepot- the escape of gas at the breech was, moreover, very 
great. A paper cartridge was used. An improved model, 
giving greater muzzle velocity and increased speed in loading, 
was introduced later, but this was soon replaced by the Mauser 
rifle.. 

NEEDLEWORK;. This subject may be considered under 
the two headings of (s) Plain Needlework, used for purely 
utilitarian purposes, and (2) Art Needlework for decorative 
purposes. Plain needlework requires no such further explanation 
as may be given in the case of art needlework, under which title 
are included (a) embroidery, and (b) other methods of decorative 
needlework, such as applied or applique work, ornamental 
quilting, patchwork and couching. In these last-mentioned 
methods the needlework is subservient to the decorative effect, 
which depends almost wholly upon the materials selected for 
the purpose; whereai in embroidery the needlework itself 
constitutes and is the visible decoration. The aim of this article 
is to indicate briefly different stitches of plain needlework and 
then to show that these stitches are also used in the domain of 
art needlework. 

The more necessary stitches in plain needlework for making 
clothes are tacking, running, hemming, feather-stitching or 
herring-boning (all of which are practically of the same type); 
and button-holing in which the thread is looped as each stitch 
is made. Button-holing is allied to another looped stitch, 
namely chain-stitching, which though frequently used in em-
broidery is rarely if ever used in plain needlework. For repairs of 
clothes and household linen, &c., the principal stitch is darning; 
grafting, however, is a substitute for it, and varies with the 
character of the stuff to be repaired, e.g. knitted stockings, 
damask linen, cloth, &c. Darning is allied to running, and graft-
ing to patchwork. Patchwork as a form of decorative needle-
work is exemplified in sumptuous canopies and seat covers 
made several centuries B.C. by Egyptians, and rich hangings 
made by Italian and French workers in the 16th century. 

Long and short stitches, kindred in principle to the running 
stitch in plain needlework, are perhaps the more frequent of 
any stitches used in embroidery, and are especially appropriate 
when the blending of tints with a flat even surface is the effect 
to be aimed at. Much medieval work of this character, as well 
as that done with chain stitch and its allied split stitch, is re-
garded as typical of opus anglkanum. Chain stitch produces 
a comparatively broken surface in decided contrast with the 
smooth one of long and short stitch, split stitch and satin stitch 
embroidery. Satin stitch is well adapted to express, with even 
flat surface in designs for colour effects, each mass which is 
to be of one tint. In this respect, therefore, satin stitch serves 
a purpose in contrast to that of long and short stitch. A chara& 
teristic of satin-stitching Is the sheeny effect produced, on both 
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sides of the material embroidered, by parallel stitches taken 
closely together. Buttonhole stitch in relation to art needle-
work prevails to a great extent in cut linen and drawn-thread 
work (often called Greek lace), and predominates in the making of 
needlepoint lace (see Lace). In much of the Persian drawn-thread 
work, however, it is superseded by whipping or tightly and closely 
twisting a thread round the undrawn threads of thelinen. Whip-
ping has been put to another use in certain 16th-century art 
needlework for ecclesiastical purposes, where round the gold 
threads employed as the ground of a design coloured silks are 
dexterously whipped, closely and openly, producing gradations 
of tint suffused with a corresponding variation of golden shimmer. 
Another important branch of art needlework with gold and silver 
threads is couching. When the metallic threads, arranged 
so as to lie closely together, are simply stitched flatly to the found-
ation material, the work is called fiat couching or laying, a kind 
of treatment more frequent in Chinese and Japanese than in 
European art needlework. Flat couching is also carried out 
with floss silks. When a design for couching includes effects 
in relief, stout strings or cords as required by the design are 
first fastened to the foundation materials, and over them the 
metallic threads or in some cases coloured gimps are laid, and 
so stitched as to have an appearance in miniature of varieties 
of willow-twisting or basket work. 

The principle of relief couching is carried much further in 
certain English art needlework, having cumbersome and gro-
tesque peculiarities, which was done during the reigns of the 
Stuarts. Crude compositions were wrought in partial relief 
with padded work, of costumed figures of kings and queens 
and scriptural persons with a medley of disproportionate animals, 
insects and trees, &c., in which foliage, wings, &c., wereof coloured 
silk needlepoint lace—the whole being set as often as not in a 
background of tent or cross-stitch work on canvas. But tent 
and cross-stitch work (in French point complt) was also used 
by itself for cushion covers and later for upholstery. In its 
earlier phases it seems to come under the medieval classification 
of opus pulvinaruns. The reticulations of the canvas or those 
apparent in finer material governed the stitching and imparted 
a stiff formal effect to the designs so carried out, a characteristic 
equally strong in the lath work, or darning on square mesh net 
(see LAc.E). 

Appliqué or applied work belongs as much as patchwork 
to the medieval category of opus consutum, or stitching stuffs 
together according to a decorative detiign, the greater part of 
which was cut out of material different in colour, and generally 
in texture, from that of the ground to which it was applied and 
stitched. Irish art needlework, called Carrickmacross lace, is for 
the most part of cambric applied or applique to net. 

Quilting is also a branch of art needlework rather than em-
broidery. Indians and Persians using a short running stitch 
have excelled in it in past times. Some good quilting was done 
in England in the 18th century with chain-stitching which lay 
on the inner side of the stuff, the outer displaying the design 
in short stitches. In the account of his voyage to the East 
Indies, published in 2655, Edward Terry (1590-1665) writes 
of the Indians " making excellent quilts of satin lined with taffeta 
betwixt which they put cotton wool and worked them together 
with silk." For less bulky quilting, cords have been used; 
and elaborate designs for quilted linen waistcoats were well 
done in the 18th century, with fine short stitches that held the 
cords between the inner and outer materials. 

A large number of names have been given to the many modifica-
tions of the limited number of essentially different stitches used in 
plain and art needlework, and on the whole are fanciful rather than 
really valuable from a technical point of view. Much descriptive 
information about them, with an abundance of capital illustrations, 
is given in the Dictionary of Thad's-work by J. F. Caulfield and 
Blanche Saward (London, 1903). 

NEEMUCH, or Nisticu, a town of Central India, with a 
British military cantonment, within the state of Gwalior, on 
the border of Rajputana, with a station on the Rajputana 
railway, 170 m. N. of Mhow. Pop. ( teot) 21,588. In 1857 it was 
the most southerly place to which the Mutiny extended. The  

brigade of native troops of the Bengal army, which was stationed 
there, mutinied and marched to Delhi, the European officers 
taking refuge in the fort, where they were besieged by a rebel. 
force from Mandasor, and defended themselves gallantly until 
relieved by the Malwa field force. Since 1895 it has been the 
headquarters of the political agent in Malwa. 

NEENAH, a city of Winnebago county, Wisconsin, U.S.A., 
on the N.W. shore of Lake Winnebago, 83 In. N. by E. of Mil-
waukee. Pop. OW 5083: (1900) 5954, of whom •1559 were 
foreign-born; (1905) 6047; (1910) 5734- It is served by the 
Chicago & North-Western, the Chicago, Milwaukee & St Paul, 
and the Milwaukee, St Paul & Sault Ste Marie railways, by two 
interurban electric railways, and by steamboat lines on the lake 
and on the Fox river, which flows out of Lake Winnebago at. 
this point. Several bridges connect it with Menasha, on the 
opposite side of the river, and the two cities form one industrial 
community. Doty Island, at the mouth of the river, belongs 
partly to Neenah and partly to Menasha. Neenah is a trade 
centre of the surrounding agricultural region, in which dairying, 
especially cheese-making, is carded on extensively. The Fox 
river (with a fall of Is ft.) furnishes good water-power for the 
manufactories. There was a trading post at or near the site of 
Neenah during the French regime in Wisconsin, but there was 
no actual settlement until well into the 19th century. Neenah 
was chartered as a city in 1873; its name is derived from an 
Indian word meaning " running water " or " rapids." 

NEER, VAN DER. Aernout and Eglon van der Neer, father 
and son, were Dutch painters whose lives filled almost the whole 
of the 17th century. 

r. AERNOUT VAN DER NEER (t6o3-s677), commonly called 
Aert or Artus, was the contemporary of Albert Cuyp and 
Hobbema, and so far like the latter that he lived and died in 
comparative obscurity. Aernout was born at Gorkum and 
died at Amsterdam. Houbraken's statement that Aernout 
had been a steward to a Dutch nobleman, and an amateur 
painter, before he settled in Amsterdam and acquired skill 
with his brush, would account for the absence of any pictures 
dating from his early years. He died in abject poverty, and his 
art was so little esteemed that the pictures left by him were 
valued at about five shillings apiece. Even as early as 1659 
he found it necessary to supplement his income by keeping a 
wine tavern. The earliest pictures in which Aernout coupled 
his monogram of A. V. and D. N. interlaced with a date are a 
winter landscape in the Rijks Museum at Amsterdam (dated 
1639), and another in the Martins collection at Kid (1642)—
immature works both, of poor quality. Far better is the " Winter 
Landscape" (1643) in Lady Wantage's collection, and the 
" Moonlight Scene " (1644) in the d'Arenberg collection in 
Brussels, In 2652 Aemout witnessed the fire which consumed the 
old town-hall of Amsterdam. He made this accident the subject 
for two or three pictures, now in the galleries of Berlin and Copen-
hagen. Though Amsterdam appears to have been constantly van 
der Neer's domicile, his pictures tell that he was well acquainted 
with the canals and woods abort Haarlem and Leiden, and 
with the reaches of the Macs and Rhine. Dort, the home of 
Albert Cuyp, is sometimes found in his pictures, and substantial 
evidence exists that there was friendship between the two 
men. At some period of their lives they laid their hands to the 
same canvases, on each of which they left their joint mark. 
On some it was the signature of the name, on others the more 
convincing signature of style. There are landscapes in the collec-
tions of the dukes of Bedford and Westminster, in which Cuyp 
has represented either the frozen Maes with fishermen packing 
herrings, or the moon reflecting its light on the river's placid 
waters. These are models after which van der Neer appears 
to have worked. The same feeling and similar subjects are found 
in Cuyp and van der Neer, before and after their partnership. 
But Cuyp was the leading genius. Van der Neer got assistance 
from him; Cuyp expected none from van der Neer. He care-
fully enlivened his friend's pictures, when asked to do so, with 
figures and cattle. It is in pictures jointly produced by them 
that we discover van der Neer's presence at Dort. We are near 
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Dort in the landscape sunset of the Louvre, in Which Cuyp 
evidently painted the foreground and cows. In the National 
Gallery picture Cuyp signs his name on the pail of a milkmaid, 
whose figure and red skirt he has painted with light effectiveness 
near the edge of van der Neer's landscape. Again, a couple of 
fishermen with a dog, and a sportsman creeping up to surprise 
some ducks, are Cuyp's in a capital van der Neer at the Staedel 
Institute in Frankfort. 

Van der Neer's favouritesubjects were the riversand water-
courses of his native country either at sunset or after dark. 
His peculiar skill is shown in realizing transparence which allows 
objects—even distant—to appear in the darkness with varieties 
of warm brown and steel greys.. Another of his fancies is to paint 
frozen water, and his daylight icescapes with golfers, sleighers, 
and fishermen are as numerous as his moonlights. But he always 
avoids the impression of frostiness, which is one of his great 
gifts His pictures are not scarce. They are less valuable in 
the market than those of Cuyp or Hobbema; but, possessing 
a charm peculiarly their own, they are much Knight after by 
collectors. Out of about one hundred and fifty pictures accessible 
to the public, the choicest selection is in the Hermitage at St 
Petersburg. In England paintings from his brush are to be 
found at the National Gallery and Wallace Collection, and, 
amongst others, in the collections of the marquess of Bute 
and Colonel Holford. 

2. EGLON VAN DER Nees (1643-1703) was born at Amsterdam 
and died at Dusseldorf on the 3rd of May r7o3. He was first 
taught by his father, and then took lessons from Jacob van Leo, 
whose chief business then consisted in painting figures in the 
landscapes of Wynants and Hobbema. When van Loo went 
to Paris in 1663 to join the school from which Boucher afterwards 
emerged, he was accompanied or followed by Eglon. But, 
leaving Paris about 1666, he settled at Rotterdam, where he 
dwelt for many years. Later on he took up his residence at 
Brussels, and finally went to Dusseldorf, where he entered the 
service of the elector-palatine Johann Wilhelm von der Nal& 
In each of the places where he stopped Eglon married, and having 
had three wives became the father of twenty-five children. 
A portrait of the princess of Neuberg led to his appointment 
as painter to the king of Spain. 

Eglon van der Neer has painted landscapes imitating those 
of his father, of Berchem, and of Adam Elsheimer. He frequently 
put the figures into the town views of Jan van der Heyden in 
competition with Berchem and Adrian van der Velde. His 
best works are portraits, in which he occasionally came near 
Ter Borch or Metsu in delicacy of touch, de Hooch in effective-
ness of lighting, or Mieris in polish of surface. One of his earliest 
pieces iu which the influence of Ter Borch is apparent is the 
" Lady with the Book," of 1665, which was sold with the Bredel 
collection in 1873. A young woman in white and red satin at 
Rotterdam, of i669, recalls Mieris, whose style also reappears 
in Eglon's " Cleopatra " at Buckingham Palace. Two land-
scapes with " Tobit and the Angel," dated 1685 and 1694. 
in the museums of Berlin and Amsterdam, illustrate his fashion 
of setting Scripture scenes in Dutch backgrounds. The most 
important of his sacred compositions is the " Esther and 
Ahasuerus," of 1696, in the Uffizi at Florence. But Eglon 
varied his practice also with arrangements of hunting and 
hawking parties, pastures and fords, and cavalry skirmishes. 
The latest of his panels is a mountain landscape of 17o2 in 
the gallery of Augsburg. (J. A. C.; P. G. K.) 

MIEERWINDEN, a village of Belgium in the province of Liege, 
a few miles E. by S. of Tirlemont, which gives its name to two 
great battles, the first fought in 1693 between the Anglo-Allied 
army under William III. of England and the French under the 
duke of Luxemburg, and the second in 1793 between the Austrians 
under Prince Josias of Coburg and the French under General 
Dumouriez. 

Batik of Neenvinden or Landes, 1693 (see GRAND ALLIANCE, 
WAR or nre).—Luxemburg, having by feints induced William 
to detach portions of his army, rapidly drew together superior 
numbers in face of the Allied camps, which lay in a rough  

semicircle from Miasma on the tight to Neerianden, and thence 
along the Landes brook on the left (July r8-28, 1693). 
William bad no mind to retire over the Geete river, and en-
trenched a strong line from Lau through Neerwinden to Neer-
landen. On the right section of this line (Laer to Neerwinden) 
the ground. was much intersected and gave plenty of cover 
for both sides, and this section, being regarded as the key of 
the position, was strongly garrisoned; in the centre the open 
ground between Neerwinden and Neeriandaa was solidly en-
trenched, and in front of it Rumsdorp was held as an advanced 
post. The left at Neerlanden rested upon the Landen brook 
and was difficult of access. William's right, as his line of retreat 
lay over the Geete, was his dangerous flank, and Luxemburg 
was aware that, the front of the Allies being somewhat long for 
the numbers defending it, the intervention of troops drawn from 
one wing to reinforce the other would almost certainly be too 
late. Under these conditions Luxemburg's general plan was 
to throw the weight of his attack on the Laer-Neerwinden 
section, and specially on Neerwinden itself, and to economize 
his forces—as " economy of force " was understood before 
Napoleon's time—elsewhere, delivering holding attacks or 
demonstrations as might be necessary, and thus preventing 

the Allied centre and left from assisting the right. Luxemburg 
had about 8o,o00 men to William's so,oco. Opposite the 
entrenchments of the centre he drew up nearly the whole of his 
cavalry in six lines, with two lines of infantry intercalated. 
A corps of infantry and dragoons was told off for the attack of 
Neerlanden and Rumsdorp, and 'the troops destined for the 
main attack, 28,000 of all arms, formed up in heavy masses 
opposite Neerwindcn. This proportion of about one-third of 
the whole force to be employed in the decisive attack in the 
event proved insufficient. The troops opposite the Allied centre 
and left had to act with the greatest energy to fulfil their con-
taining mission, and at Laer-Neerwinden the eventual success 
of the attack was bought only at the price of the utter exhaustion 
of the troops. 

After a long cannonade the French columns moved to the 
attack, converging on Neerwinden; a smaller force assaulted 
Laer. The edge of the villages was carried, but in the interior 
a murderous struggle began, every foot of ground being contested, 
and after a time William himself, leading a heavy counter-attack, 
expelled the assailants from both villages. A second attack, 
pushed with the same energy, was met with the same determina-
tion, and meanwhile the French in other parts of the field had 
pressed their demonstrations borne. Even the six line; of cavalry 
in the centre, after enduring the fire of the Allies for many hours, 
trotted over the open and up to the entrenchments to meet with 
certain defeat, and at Neerlanden and Rumsdorp there was 
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severe hand to hand fighting. But, meantime, the two intact 
lines of infantry in the French centre had been moved to their 
left and formed the nucleus for the last great assault on Neer-
winden, which proved too much for the exhausted defenders. 
They fell back slowly and steadily, defying pursuit, and the British 
Coldstream Guards even captured a colour. But at this crisis 
the initiative of a subordinate general, the famous military 
writer Feuquiires (q.v.), converted the hard-won local success 
into a brilliant victory. William had begun to move troops 
from his centre and left to the right in order to meet the great 
assault on Neerwinden, and Feuquieres, observing this, led the 
cavalry of the French centre once again straight at the en-
trenchments. This time the French squadrons, surprising the 
Allies in the act of manmuvring, rode over every body of troops 
they met, and nothing remained for the Allies but a hurried 
retreat over the Geete. A stubborn rearguard of British troops 
led by William himself alone saved the Allied army, of which 
all but the left wing was fought out and in disorder. Luxemburg 
bad won his greatest victory, thanks in a measure to Feuquieres' 
exploit; but had the assaults on Neerwinden been made—
as Napoleon would •  have made them—with one-half or two-
thirds of his forces instead of one-third, the victory would have 
been decisive, and Feuquitres would have won his laurels; 
not in forcing the decision at the cost of using up his cavalry, 
but in annihilating the remnants of the Allied army in the 
pursuit. The material results of the battle were twelve thousand 
Allies (as against eight thousand French) killed, wounded and 
prisoners, and eighty guns and a great number of standards 
and colours taken by the French. 

The battle of the 18th March 1793 marked the end of Dumouriez's 
attempt to overrun the Low Countries and the beginning of the 
Allies invasion of France. The Austrians under Coburg, advancing 
from Maestricht in the direction of Brussels, encountered the heads 
of the hurriedly assembling French army at Tirlemont on the 15th 
of March, and took up a position between Neerwinden and Neer-
landen. On the 28th, however, after a little preliminary fighting 
Coburg drew back a short distance and rearranged his army on a 
more extended front between Racour and Dormael, thus parrying 
the enveloping movement begun by the French from Tirlemont. 
Dumouriez was consequently compelled to fight after all on parallel 
fronts, and though in the villages themselves the individuality and 
enthusiasm of the French soldier compensated for his inadequate 
training and indiscipline, the greater part of the front of contact was 
open ground, where the superiority of the veteran Austrian regulars 
was unchallengeable. In these conditions an attempt to win a second 
Jemappes with numerical odds of 11 to to instead of 2 to t in favour 
of the attack was foredoomed to disaster, and the repulse of the 
Revolutionary Army was the signal for its almost complete dis-
solution. Neerwinden was a great disaster, but not a great battle. 
Its details merely show the impossibility of fighting on the 28th-
century system with ill-trained troops. The methods by which such 
troops could compass victory, the way to fight a "sans culotte" 
battle, were not evolved until, later. 

NIBS VON ESENBECK, CHRISTIAN GOITFRIED (1776-
2858), German botanist and entomologist, was born at Erbach 
on the 24th of February 2776, and was educated at Darmstadt 
and at Jena, where he took the degree of M.D. After spending 
some time in medical practice he was appointed professor of 
botany in Erlangen in OM. Three years later he became 
professor of natural history in Bonn, and in 183 t he was appointed 
to the chair of botany in the university of Breslau. In 1848 
he entered political life and made himself so obnoxious to the 
government that in rilsr be was deprived of his professorship, 
and in consequence the latter years of his life were spent in 
great poverty. He died in Breslau on the 16th of March 
1858. 

For about forty years he edited the Neva ads of the " Acad. 
Leopold-Carolina," in which several of his own papers were published. 
His earliest memoirs dealt with the ichneumons, and he published 
a !demographist der Icknesintonein 2 vols. in 1828, and Hymenapierorum 
leksennurnibus afainin monograpkiae, in 2 vols. in 1834. His other 
separate works include: Die Algen des sasses ;Vassar sack iliren 
Entwiebelungsaufen dargenelli (1814); Des Syskm der Pilse and 
Seinzdnum (1816)1 Naturgeschichle der erropassehen Lebermoose, in 
4 vols. (1833-1838); " Agrmtologia Brasiliensis," in the Flora 
,Brasiliensis; and a Systems Laursnearum (1836). He also wrote 
numerous monographs in Flora, in Linsaea and in other scientific 
German magazines, either alone or along with other well-known  

botanists. His best-known. works are those that deal with the 
Fungi, the Hepaticas and the Gistankras, in all which groups he made 
valuable additions to knowledge. 

His brother THEODOR FRIEDRICH LUDWIG (1787-1837), inspector 
of the botanic gardens at Leiden, and afterwards professor of 
pharmacy at Bonn, also wrote numerous papers on botanical sub-
jects, dealing more particularly with medicinal plants and their 
products. 

NEFF, FELIX (2798-1829), Swiss Protestant divine and 
philanthropist, was born at Geneva on the 8th of October 
1798. Originally a sergeant of artillery, he decided in x819 to 
devote himself entirely to evangelistic work. He was ordained 
to the ministry in 182e, and soon afterwards settled in the valley 
of Freissiniires, where he laboured in the manner of J. F. 
Oberlin, being at one and the same time pastor, schoolmaster, 
engineer and agriculturist. He was so successful that he changed 
the character of the district and its inhabitants. In 1827, 
worn out by his labours, he was obliged to return to his native 
place, where he died two years later. 

NEOAPATAM, a seaport of British India, in the Tanjore 
district of Madras, forming one municipality with Nagore, 
a port 3 tn. N. at the mouth of the Vetter river. Pop. (1900 
57,19o. It carries on a brisk trade with the Straits Settlements 
and Ceylon, steamers running once a week to Colombo. The 
chief export is rice. Negapatam is the terminus of a branch of 
the South Indian railway, and contains large railway workshops. 
It is also a depot for coolie emigration. Negapatam was one 
of the earliest settlements of the Protuguese on the Coromandel 
coast. It was taken by the Dutch in 166o, becoming their 
chief possession in India, and by the English in 178z. From 
1 799 to 1845 it was the headquarters of Tanjore district. There 
is a large population of Labbais, Mahommedans of mixed Arab 
descent, who are keen traders. Jesuit and Wesleyan missions 
are carried on. 

MACNEIL a city of Marquette county; Michigan, U.S.A., 
about 12 M. W. by S. of Marquette and 3 m. E. of Ishpeming, 
in the N. part of the upper peninsula. Pop. (2904) 6797; (two) 
8460. It is served by the Chicago & North-Western, the Duluth, 
South Shore & Atlantic, and the Lake Superior & Ishpeming 
railways. It is built on a ridge called Iron Mountain, 1564 ft. 
above sea-level, and under and near it are some of the most 
productive iron-ore deposits in the state, the mining of which is 
the principal industry of the city. The settlement of Negaunee 
began about 1870, and the city was chartered in 1873. The 
name is a Chippewa word meaning " first " or " he goes before," 
and is said to have been chosen at the request of the Pioneer 
Iron Company as an equivalent for " Pioneer." 

NEGLIGENCE (Lat. negligenlia, from negiigere, to neglect, 
literally " not to pick up "), a ground of civil law liability, and 
in criminal law an element in several offences, the most conspicu-
ous of which is manslaughter by negligence. In order to establish 
civil liability on the ground of negligence, three things must be 
proved—a duty to take care, the absence of due care, and actual 
damage caused directly by the absence of due care. Mere care-
lessness gives no right of action unless the person injured can 
show that there was a legal duty to take care. The duty may 
be to the public in general, on the ground that any person who 
does anything which may involve risk to the public is bound to 
take due care to avoid the risk. For instance, in the words of Lord 
Blackburn, " those who go personally or bring property where 
they know that they or it may come into collision with the 
persons or property of others have by law a duty cast upon 
them to use reasonable care and skill to avoid such a collision." 
Where a special duty to an individual is alleged, the duty must 
rest on a contract or undertaking or some similar specific ground. 
Thus, where a surveyor has carelessly given incorrect progress 
certificates, and a mortgagee who has had no contractual relation 
with the surveyor has advanced money on the faith of the 
certificate, the surveyor is not liable to the mortgagee in an action 
of negligence; because he owed no duty to the mortgagee to be 
careful. When a duty to take care is established, the degree of 
care required is now determined by a well-ascertained standard. 
This standard is the amount of care which would be exercised 
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in the circumstances by an " average reasonable man." This 
objective standard excludes consideration of the capacity or 
state of mind of the particular individual. It shows rid of the 
old distinctions between " gross," " ordinary " and " alight " 
negligence, though no doubt the degree of care required varies 
with the circumstances of the case. The application of such a 
standard is a task for which a jury is a very appropriate tribunal. 
In fact the decision of the question whether there has been a 
want of due care is left almost unreservedly to the jury. There 
fie this amount of control, that if the judge is of opinion that the 
evidence, if believed, cannot possibly be regarded as showing 
want of due care, or in technical language that there is " no 
evidence of negligence," it is his duty to withdraw the case from 
the jury and give judgment for the defendant. Unless the judge 
decides that there is no duty to take care, or that there is no 
evidence of want of care, the question of negligence or no negli-
gence is wholly for the jury. 

Ordinarily a man is responsible only for his own negligence 
and for that of his servants and agents acting within the scope 
of their authority. For the acts or defaults of the servants of 
an independent contractor be is not liable. But in certain cases 
a stricter obligation is imposed on him by law. The occupier of 
premises is under a duty to all persons who go there on business 
which concerns him to see that the premises are in a reasonably 
safe condition so far as reasonable can and skill can make 
them so. Thus he cannot release himself by employing an in-
dependent contractor to maintain or repair the premises. The 
effect of this doctrine is that the occupier may be liable if it can 
be shown that the independent contractor or his servant has been 
guilty of a want of due care. A similar obligation has been 
enforced in the case of • wreck stranded in a navigable river, 
and the owner was held liable for damage caused by the careless-
ness of the servant of an independent contractor wbo bad under-
taken to light the wreck. So too any person who undertakes a 
work likely to cause danger if due care is not taken is liable for 
damage caused by the carelessness of the servant of an inde-
pendent contractor, so long as the carelessness is not casual or 
collateral to the servant's employment. 

In an action of negligence a familiar defence is "contributory 
negligence." This is a rather misleading expression. It is not 
a sufficient defence to show that the plaintiff was negligent, 
and that his negligence contributed to the harm complained of. 
The plaintiff's negligence will not ilisentitle him to recover unless 
it is such that without it the misfortune would not have happened, 
nor if the defendant might by the exercise of reasonable care on 
his part have avoided the consequences of the plaintiff's 
negligence. The shortest and plainest way of expressing this 
rule is,shat the plaintiff's negligence is no defence unless it was 
the proximate or decisive cause of the injury. There was an 
attempt in recent times to extend this doctrine so as to make 
the contributory negligence of a third person a defence, in cases 
when the plaintiff, though not negligent himself, was travelling 
in a vehicle or vessel managed by the negligent third person, or 
was otherwise under his control. In such circumstances it was 
said that, the plaintiff was " identified " with the third person. 
(Waite v. North - Eastern Ry. Co., 2858, E. B. & E., 7re). This 
case, in the Exchequer Chamber, was an action on behalf of 
an infant by his next friend. The infant, which was five years 
of age, was with its grandmother, who took a half-ticket for 
the child and a ticket for herself to travel by the defendants' 
line; as they were crossing the railway to be ready for the 
train the child was injured by a passing train. The jury found 
that the defendants were guilty of negligence, and that the 
grandmother was guilty of negligence which contributed to the 
accident, while there was no negligence of the infant plaintiff. 
A verdict was entered for the plaintiff, but in the Queen's 
Bench the verdict was entered for the defendants, without 
calling on them to argue, on the ground that the infant was 
identified with its grandmother. But the case of the 
"Bernina," decided in ISM, where a passenger and an engineer 
on board the " Bushire " were killed in a collision between the 
" Bernina " and the " Bushire " caused by fault in both ships,  

but without fault on the part of the deceased, exploded this 
supposed doctrine, and made it clear that the defence of 
contributory negligence holds good only when the defendant 
contends and proves that the plaintiff was injured by his own 
cardamum 

The American law of negligence is founded on the English 
common law; but the decisions in different states have occasion. 
ally contradicted English decisions, and also one another. 

See T. Bevels, Nesligems in Law. 3rd ed., isoS; Sharman and 
Redfield, nes lam of Negligence (New York), Thompson, Commies. 
Series me Negligence (Iroll-napolis). (A. Lt.. D.) 

NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENT, in law, a document or other 
Instrument purporting to represent so much money, and the 
property in which passes, like money, by mere delivery. Negoti-
able instruments arise in either of two ways: (r) by statute, 
(a) by custom of merchants. The most commonly recognised 
negotiable instruments are bills of exchange, promissory notes, 
bills of lading, foreign bonds and debentures payable to bearer. 
Negotiable instruments constitute an exception to the general 
rule that a man cannot give a better title than he has himself 
(see Btu. or Excaams). 

NEGRI, ADA (1870- 	), Italian poet, was born at Lodi, of an 
artisan family, and became a village school-teacher. Her &at 
book of poems, Temposte (r8gg), tells the helpless tragedy of the 
forsaken poor, in wordsof vehement beauty. Her second volume 
of lyrics, Felnifid (x893), confirmed her reputation as a poet, and 
led to her appointment to the normal school at Milan; but her 
later verse, while striking in its sincerity, suffered by a tendency 
to repetition and consequent mannerism. 

NEGRITOS (Span. for " little negroes "), the name originally 
given by the Spaniards to the aborigines of the Philippine Islands. 
They are physical weaklings, of low, almost dwarf, stature, with 
very dark skin, closely curling hair, fiat noses, thick lips and 
large clumsy feet. The term has, however, been more generally 
applied to one of the great ethnic groups into which the popuLa 
Lion of the East Indies is divided, and to an apparently kindred 
race in Africa (see Mimeo). A. de Quatrefages suggests that 
from the parent negroid stem were thrown off two negrito 
branches to the west and east, the Indo-Oceanic and African, 
and that the Akkas, Vicichuas, Batwaa and Bushmen of the 
Dark Continent are kinsmen of the Andaman Islanders, the 
Sakai' of the Malay Peninsula and the Aetas of the Philippines. 
This view has found much acceptance among ethnologists. The 
result of Quatrefages's theory would be to place the negrito 
races closest to the primitive human type, a conclusion apparently 
justified by their physical characteristics. The true negritos 
are always of little stature (the majority under 5 ft.), have 
rounded forms and their skull is brachycephalic or subbrachy-
cephalic, that is to say, it is relatively short and broad and of 
little height. Their skin is dark brown or black, sometimes 
somewhat yellowish, their hair woolly (scanty on face and body), 
and they have the fiat nose and thick lips and other physical 
features of the negro. Among peoples undoubtedly negrito 
are those of the Andaman Islands (q.v.), the Malay Peninsula 
(q.v.) and some of the Philippines (q.e.), the best types being 
the Sakais (q.v.), Mincopies and Aetas. The question of the so-
called negrito races of India, the Oraons, Gonds, &c., is in much 
dispute, Quatrefages believing the Indian aborigines to have 
been negritos, while other ethnologists find the primitive people 
of Hindustan in the Dravidian races. Some authorities have 
placed the Veddahs of Ceylon among the negritos, but their 
straight hair and dolichocephalic skulls are sufficient arguments 
against their inclusion. The negrito is often confounded with 
the Papuan; but the latter, though possessing the same woolly 
hair and being of the same colour, is a large, often muscular man, 
with a long, high skull 

See A. de •eluatrefam, Les Pygmies (Paris, 1887; En. trans. 
r895); E. H. Man, The Aborigineg of the Andaman Islands (London, 
1 885): Giglioli. Na,,, oldie* mei popish negroidi deg' Asia e special-
mate nit Neriti (Florence, 1879); Meyer. Annan son 

(Dresden, 1885):  Blumentntt, ahnographie der Pk' ipprnms 
(Gotha. 1892); A. B. Meyer, Die Negritos (Dresden. age); A. H. 
Keane, Ethnology; A. C. Haddon in Nature for September :899. 
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NEGRO (from Lat. edger, black), in anthropology, the designa-
tion of the distinctly dark-skinned, as opposed to the fair,yellow,  
and brown variations of mankind. In its widest sense it embrace; 
all the dark races, whose original home is the intertropical and 
sub-tropical regions of the eastern hemisphere, stretching 
roughly from Senegambia, West Africa, to the Fijian Islands in 
the Pacific, between the extreme parallels of the Philippines 
and Tasmania. It is most convenient, however, to refer to the 
dark-skinned inhabitants of this zone by the collective term of 
Negrnicit, and to reserve the word Negro for the tribes which 
are considered to exhibit in the highest degree the characteristics 
taken as typical of the variety. 

These tribes are found in Africa; their home being south of 
the Sahara and north of a not very well-defined line running 
roughly from the Gulf of Biafra with a southeasterly trend 
across the equator to the mouth of the Tana. In this tract 
are found the true negroes; and their nearest relatives, the 
Bantu-negroids, are found to the south of the last-mentioned 
line. The relation of the yellowish-brown Bushman and Hotten-
tot peoples of the southern extremity of Africa to the negro is 
uncertain; they possess certain negroid characters, the tightly 
aided hair, the broad nose, the tendency towards prognatbism; 
but their colour and a number of psychological and cultural 
differences would seem to show that the relation is not close. 
Between the two a certain affinity seems to exist, and the 
Hottentot is probably the product of an early intermixture of 
the first Hamito-Bantu immigrants with the Bushman aborigines 
(see Aram: Ethnology). The relation al the negroids of Africa 
to those of Asia (southern India and Malaysia) and Australasia 
cannot be discussed with profit owing to lack of evidence; still 
leas the theories which have been put forward to account for 
the wide dispersal from what seems to be a single stock. It will 
be sufficient to say that the two groups have in common a 
number of well-defined characteristics of which the following 
are the chief: A dark skin, varying from dark brown, reddish-
brown, or chocolate to nearly black; dark tightly curled hair, 
fiat in transverse section,' of the " woolly " or the " frizzly " 
type; a greater or less tendency to prognathism; eyes dark 
brown with yellowish cornea; nose more or less broad and fiat; 
and large teeth. 

Sharing these characteristics, but distinguished by short 
stature and brachycephaly, is a group to which the name Negrito 
(q.e.) has been given; with this exception the tendency among 
the negroids appears to be towards tall stature and dolichoce-
phaly in proportion as they approach the pure negro type. As 
the most typical representatives of the variety are found in 
Africa, the Asiatic and Australasian negroids may be dismissed 
with this introduction. The negro and negroid population of 
America, the descendants of the slaves imported from West 
Africa, and in a less degree, from the Mozambique coast, before 
the abolition of the slave-trade, are treated separately below. 

In Africa three races have intermingled to a certain extent 
with the negro; the Libyans (Berbers: q.e.) in the Western 
Sudan; and the Hamitic races (q.e.) and Arabs (q.v.) in the east. 
The identity of the people who have amalgamated with the 
negro to form the Bantu-speaking peoples in the southern portion 
of the continent is not certain, but as the latter appear to ap-
proach the Hamites in those characteristics in which they differ 
from the true negroes, it seems probable that they are infused 
with a proportion of Hamitic blood. The true negroes show great 
similarity of physical characteristics; besides those already 
mentioned they are distinguished by length of arm, especially 
of fore arm, length of leg, smallness of calf and projection of heel; 
characteristics which frequently fail to appear to the same degree 

This point has been fully determined by P. A. Brown (CIassifica- 

non of Mankind by the Hair, &c.), who shows conclusively that, 
unlike true hair and like true wool, the negro hair is flat, issues from 
the epidermis at a right angle, is spirally twisted or crisped, has no 
central duct, the colouring matter being disseminated through the 
cortex and intermediate fibres, while the cortex itself is covered with 
numerous rough, pointed filaments adhering loosely to the shaft; 
lastly, the negro pile will felt, like wool, whereas true hair cannot be 
felted.  

among the Banta, who are also as a rule less tall, less prognathous, 
less platyrrhine and less dark. A few tribes in the heart of the 
negro domain (the Welle district of Belgian Congo) show a 
tendency to round head, shorter stature and fairer complexion; 
but there seems reason to suppose that they have received an 
infusion of Libyan (or less probably Hamitic) or Negrito blood. 

The colour of the skin, which is also distinguished by a velvety 
surface and a characteristic odour, is due not to the presence of 
any special pigment, but to the greater abundance of the colour-
ing matter in the Malpighian mucous membrane between the 
inner or true skin and the epidermis or scarf skin.' This colouring 
matter is not distributed equally over the body, and does not 
reach its fullest development until some weeks after birth; 
so that new-born babies are a reddish chocolate orcopper colour. 
But excess of pigmentation is not confined to the skin; spots 
of pigment are often found in some of the internal organs, such 
as the liver, spleen, &c. Other characteristics appear to be a 
hypertrophy of the organs of excretion, a more developed venous 
system, and a less voluminous brain, as compared with the 
white races. 

In certain of the characteristics mentioned above the no 
would appear to stand on a lower evolutionary plane than the 
white man, and to be more closely related to the highest anthro-
poids. The characteristics are length of arm, prognathism, 
a heavy massive cranium with large xygomatic arches, flat nose 
depressed at base, &c. But in one important respect, the 
character of the hair, the white man stands in closer relation 
to the higher apes than does the Negro. 

Mentally the negro is inferior to the white. The remark of 
F. Manetta, made after a long study of the negro in America, 
may be taken as generally true of the whole race: " the negro 
children were sharp, intelligent and full of vivacity, but on 
approaching the adult period a gradual change set in. The 
intellect seemed to become clouded, animation giving place 
to a sort of lethargy, briskness yielding to indolence. We must 
necessarily suppose that the development of the negro and white 
proceeds on different lines. While with the latter the volume of 
the brain grows with the expansion of the brainpan, in the 
former the growth of the brain is on the contrary arrested by 
the premature dosing of the cranial sutures and lateral pressure 
of the frontal bone.' This explanatkin is reasonable and even 
probable as a contributing cause; but evidence is lacking on the 
subject and the arrest or even deterioration in mental develop-
ment is no doubt very largely due to the fact that after puberty 
sexual matters take the first place in the negro'a life and thoughts. 
At the same time his environment has not been such as would tend 
to produce in him the restless energy which has led to the progress 
of the white race; and the easy conditions of tropical life and 
the fertility of the soil have reduced the struggle for existence 
to a minimum. But though the mental inferiority of the negro 
to the white or yellow races is a fact, it has often been ex-
aggerated; the negro is largely the creature of his environment, 

It is also noteworthy that the dark colour seems to depend neither r geographical position, the isothennaLs of greatest heat, nor even 
together on racial .  purity. The extremes Of the chromatic scale are 

found in juxtaposition throughout the whole negro domain, in Sene-
gambia, the Gabon, upper Nile basin, lower Congo Shari valley, 
Mozambique. in the last region 144 de Froberville determined the 
presence of thirty-one different shades from dusky or yellow-brown 
to sooty black. Some of the sub-negroid and mixed races, such as 
many Abyssinians, Gallo, Jolof and Mendingo, are quite as black as 
the darkest full-blood opt  A general similarity in the outward 
conditions of soil, atmos , climate, food charged with an excess 
of carbon, such as the f nut of the butter-tree, and other undetermined 
causes have tended to develop a tendency towards dark shades every-
where in the negro domain apart from the bias mainly due to an 
original stain of black blood. Perhaps the most satisfactory theory 
explains the excessive development of pigment in the dark-skinned 
races as a natural protection against the ultra-violet rays in which 
tropical light is so rich and which are destructive of protoplasm 
(see C. E. -Woodruff, Tropical Ligkt, London, 1905). The expression 

jet black " is applied by Schwemfurth to the upper-Nilotic Shilluk. 
NUM' and Dinka, while the neighbouring Beano and Mittu are de-
scribed as of a " red-brown " colour " like the soil upon which they 
reside" (Heart of Africa. vol. i. ch . iv.). 

La Rama Mrgra ad two state avow*, &c, (Turin, :864),.p. 
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and it is not fair to judge of his mental capacity by tests taken 
directly from the environment of the white man, as for instance 
tests in mental arithmetic; skill in reckoning is necessary to the 
white race, and it has cultivated this faculty; but it is not 
necessary to the negro. 

On the other hand negroes far surpass white men in acuteness 
of vision, hearing, sense of direction and topography. A native 
who has once visited a particular locality will rarely fail to 
recognize it again. For the rest, the mental constitution of the 
negro is very similar to that of a child, normally good-natured 
and cheerful, but subject to sudden fits of emotion and passion 
during which he is capable of performing acts of singular atrocity, 
impressionable, vain, but often exhibiting in the capacity of 
servant a dog-like fidelity which has stood the supreme test. 
Given suitable training,. the negro is capable of becoming a 
craftsman of considerable skill, particularly in metal work, 
carpentry and carving. The bronze castings by the tire perdue 
process, and the cups and horns of ivory elaborately carved, 
which were produced by the natives of Guinea after their 
intercourse with the Portuguese of the 16th century, bear ample 
witness to this. But the rapid decline and practical evanescence 
of both industries, when that Intercourse was interrupted, shows 
that the native craftsman was raised for the moment above his 
normal level by direct foreign inspiration, and was unable to 
sustain the high quality of his work when that inspiration failed. 

In speaking of the form or forms of culture found among negro 
and negroid tribes, the dependence of the native upon his 
environment must be kept in mind, particularly in Africa, where 
interchange of customs is continually taking place among 
neighbours. 

Thus the forest regions are distinguished by a particular form 
of culture which diflers from that prevailing in the more open 
country (see ATRIC.A: Ethnology). But it may be said generally 
that the negro is first and foremost an agriculturist. The negritos 
are on a lower cultural plane; they are nomadic hunters who 
do no cultivation whatever. Next in importance to agriculture 
come hunting and fishing and, locally, cattle-keeping. The 
last is not strictly typical of negro culture at all; nearly all the 
tribes by whom it is practised are of mixed origin, and their 
devotion to cattle seems to vary inversely with the purity of race. 
The most striking exception to this statement is the Dinka of 
the upper Nile, the whole of whose existence centres round the 
cattle pen. Of the other tribes where pastoral habits obtain to 
a greater or less extent, the Masai have a large percentage of 
Hamitic blood, the eastern and southern Bantu-speaking negroids 
are also of mixed descent, &c. 

The social conditions are usually primitive, especially among 
the negroes proper, being based on the village community ruled 
by a chief. Where the country is open, or where the forest 
is not so thick as to present any great obstacle to communication, 
it has often happened that a chief has extended his rule over 
several villages and has ultimately built up a kingdom adminis-
tered by sub-chiefs of various grades, and has even established 
a court with a regular hierarchy of officials. Benin and Dahomey 
are instances of this. But the region where this " empire-
building " has reached its greatest proportions lies to the south 
of the forest belt in the territory of the Bantu negroids, where 
arose the states of Lynda, Cazembe, &c. 

The domestic life of the negro is based upon polygyny, and 
marriage is almost always by purchase. So vital is polygyny to 
the native social system that the attempts made by missionaries 
to abolish plurality of wives would, if successful (a contingency 
unthinkable under present conditions), result in the most serious 
social disorder. Not only would an enormous section of the 
population be deprived of all means of support, but the native 
wife would be infinitely harder worked; agriculture, the task of 
the women, would be at a standstill; and infanticide would 
probably assume dangerous proportions. 

Descent in the negro world is on the whole more often reckoned 
through the female, though many tribes with a patriarchal 
system are found. Traces of totemism are found sporadically, 
but are rare. 

Of the highest importance socially are the secret societies, 
which are found in their highest development among the negroes 
of the west coast, and in a far less significant form among some 
of the Bantu negroids of the western forest district. In their 
highest form these societies transcend the tribal divisions, and the 
tie which binds the individual to the society takes precedence of 
all others. But the secret society cannot be called a definitely 
negro institution, since it is found in the west only. 

As an agriculturist the negro is principally a vegetarian, 
but this form of diet is not the result of direct choice; meat is 
everywhere regarded as a great delicacy, and no opportunity 
of obtaining it is ever neglected, with one exception—that the 
cattle-keeping tribes rarely slaughter for food, because cattle 
are a form of currency. Fish is also an important article of diet 
in the neighbourhood of large rivers, especially the Nile and 
Congo.' It is worthy of note that the two cultivated plants 
which form the mainstay of native life, manioc in the west and 
centre and meshes in the south and east, are neither of African 
origin. 

Cannibalism is found in its simplest form in Africa. In that 
continent the majority of cannibal tribes eat human flesh because 
they like it, and not from any magical motive or from lack of 
other animal food. In fact it is noticeable that the tribes most 
addicted to this practice inhabit just those districts where game 
is most plentiful. Among the true negroes it is confined mainly 
to the We le and Ubangi districts, though found sporadically (and 
due to magical motives) on the west coast, and among the Bantu 
negroids in the south-western part of Belgian Congo and the 
Gabun. 

With regard to crafts the most important and typical is that 
of iron smelting and working. No negro tribe has been found 
of which the culture is typical of the Stone age; or, indeed, 
which makes any use of stone implements except to crush ore 
and hammer metal. Even these are rough pieces of stone of 
convenient size, not shaped in any way by chipping or grinding. 
Doubtless the richness of the African soil in metal ores rendered 
the Stone age in Africa a period of very short duration (see 
AMIC.A: Ethnology). A good deal of aptitude is shown in the 
forging of iron, considering the primitive nature of the tools. 
Considerable skill in carving is also found in the west and among 
the Bantu negroids, especially of Belgian Congo south of the 
Congo. Weaving is practised to a large extent in the west; 
the true native material being palm-leaf fibre. The cultivation 
of cotton, which has become important in West Africa, deals 
with an exotic material and has been subjected to foreign 
influences. Among the Bantu of the Kasai district the art of 
weaving palm-cloth reaches its highest level, and in the east 
cotton-weaving is again found. Pottery-making is almost uni-
versal, though nowhere has it reached a very advanced stage; the 
wheel is unknown, though an appliance used on the lower Congo 
displays the principle in very rudimentary form. The produc-
tion of fire by means of friction was universal, the method known 
as " twirling " being in vogue, i.e. the rapid rotation between 
the palms of a piece of hard wood upon a piece of soft wood. 

Trading is practised either by direct barter or through the 
medium of rude forms of currency which vary according to 
locality. Value is reckoned among the tribes with pastoral 
tendencies in cattle and goats; among the eastern negroes 
by hoc-and spear-blades and salt blocks; in the west by cowries, 
brass rods, and bronze armlets (manilas); in Belgian Congo 
variously by olitella shells, brass rods, salt, goats and fowls, 
copper ingots and iron spear-blades, &c. 

As regards religion, the question of environment is again 
important; in the western forests where communities are small 
the negro is a fetishist, though his fetishism is often combined 
more or less with nature worship. Where communication is 
easier the nature worship becomes more systematic, and definite 
supernatural agencies are recognized, presiding over definite 
spheres of human life.' Where feudal kingdoms have been formed, 
ancestor-worship begins to appear and often assumes paramount 

The three volumes by Colonel Ellis mentioned in the hiblio-
graphy form an excellent study of the development of negro religion. 
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importance. In fact this form of religion is typical of all the 
eastern and southern portion of the continent (see AFRICA: 
Ethnology). With the negro, as with most primitive peoples, 
it is the malignant powers which receive attention from man, 
with a view to propitiation or coercion. Beneficent agencies 
require no attention, since, from their very nature, they must 
continue to do good. The negro attitude towards the super-
natural is based frankly on fear; gratitude plays no part in it. 
A characteristic feature of the western culture area, among both 
negro and Bantu negroid tribes, is the belief that any form of 
death except by violence must be due to evil magic exercised 
by, or through the agency of, some human individual; to dis-
cover the guilty party the poison ordeal is freely used. A 
similar form of ordeal is found in British Central Africa to dis-
cover magicians, and the wholesale" smelling-out "of " witches," 
often practised for political reasons, is a well-known 'feature 
of the culture of the Zulu-Xosa tribes. Everywhere magic, 
both sympathetic and imitative, is practised, both by the ordinary 
individual and by professional magicians, and most medical 
treatment is based on this, although the magician is usually a 
herbalist of some skill. Where the rainfall is uncertain, the 
production of rain by magical means is one of the chief duties 
of the magician, a duty which becomes paramount in the eastern 
plains among negroes and Bantu negroids alike. But the negroes 
and negroids have been considerably influenced by exotic 
religions, chiefly by Mahomtnedaltistn along the whole extent 
of cotmtry bordering the Sahara and in the east. Christianity 
has made less progress, and the reason is not fax to seek. Islam 
is simple, categorical and easily comprehended; it tends far 
less to upset the native social system, especially in the matter 
of polygyny, and at the same time discourages indulgence in 
strong drink. Moreover the number of native missionaries is 
considerable. Christianity has none of these advantages, but 
possesses two great drawbacks as far as the negro is concerned. 
It is not sufficiently categorical, but leaves too much to the 
individual, and it discountenances polygyny. The fact that it 
is divided into sects, more or less competitive among them-
selves, is another disadvantage which can hardly be overrated. 
This division has not, it is true, as yet had much influence upon 
the evangelization of Africa, since the various missions have 
mostly restricted themselves each to a particular sphere; still, 
it is a defect in Christianity, as compared with Islam, which will 
probably make itself felt in Africa as it has in China. 

As regards language, the Bantu negroids all speak dialects of 
OM tongue (see BALM LANGUAGES). Among the negroes the 
most extraordinary linguistic confusion prevails, half a dozen 
neighbouring villages in a small area often speaking each a 
separate language. All are of the agglutinating order. No 
absolutely indigenous form of script exists; though the Hausa 
tongue has been reduced to writing without European assistance. , 

 Atrritoarrtas.—J. Deniker, Races of Mon (London, T900); A. H. 
Keane, Ethnology (London. 1896); an POs! and Present (London, 
1900); A. B. Ellis, The Tshi.speaking Peoples (1887); The Ewe-
spwking Peoples (1890); The Yoraba-speaking Peoples (1894); 
B. Ankermann, " Kulturkreise in Afrika," Zeit. f. Elk. (1o05), p. 34. 
See also AFRICA, 4 3, Ethnology. (T. A. J.) 

Negroes in Ike United Stales. 
After the migration of the European fair-skinned races in 

large numbers to other parts of the earth occupied by people 
of darker colour, the adjustment of relations between the diverse 
races developed a whole series of problems almost unknown 
to the ancient world or to the life of modern Europe. The wider 
the diversity of physique and especially of skin colour, the greater 
the danger of friction. The more serious the effort to secure 
industrial and social co-operation under representative institu-
tions, the graver have become the difficulties. They have been 
and are perhaps more acute in the United States than elsewhere, 

, The Vai alphabet. " invented " by a native, Doalu Bukere, in 
the first half of the (9th century, owed its inspiration to European 
influence, and of the characters " many ... are clumsy adaptations 
of Roman letters pr of conventional signs used by Europeans " 
(Sir H. H. Johnston, Liberia, p. 1107 loll., London, 1906).  

because there the lightest and the darkest races have corn: 
mingled, because of the theory on which the government of the 
country nominally rests, that each freeman should be given 
an equal chance to improve his industrial position and an equal 
voice in deciding political questions, and because of the almost 
irreconcilable differences in the public opinion of the two great 
sections to only one of which do the problems come home as 
everyday matters. They were not solved by the Civil War 
and emancipation, but their nature was radically altered. Neither 
the earlier system of slavery nor the governmental theory during 
the radical reconstruction period that race differences should 
be ignored has proved workable, and the trend is now towards 
some modes vioendi between these extremes. 

The only definition of negro having any statutory basis in 
the United States is that given in the legislation of many Southern 
states prohibiting intermarriage between a white person and 
" a person who has one-eighth or more of African blood." 
Census enumerators in their counts of the American people 
since t793 have distinguished the two main races of whites and 
negroes, but in so doing they have never been given a definition 
or criterion of race. Consequently they followed the judgment 
of the community enumerated, which usually classes as negro 
all persons known or believed to have in their veins any ad-
mixture of negro blood. It is probable that this line, the so-
called " colour line," which is emphasized in regions where 
negroes are numerous by many legal, economic and social dis-
criminations between the races, is drawn with substantial 
accuracy. Far different has been the result of governmental 
efforts to draw another line within the group of negroes as thus 
defined, that between the negroes of pure African blood and those 
of mixed negro and white blood. This distinction has no legal 
significance, for negroes of pure blood and negroes of mixed blood 
are subject to the same provisions of law, and at least for the 
whites it has little social or economic significance. An attempt 
to draw it was made at each census betweeen rfiso and 1890 
inclusive, and the results, so far as they were published, indicate 
that between one-sixth and one-ninth of the negroes in the United 
States have some admixture of white blood. The figures were 
reached through thousands of census enumerators, nearly all 
of whom were white. Of recent years an effort has been made 
on the part of negro investigators to get an answer to the same 
question by the careful study of communities selected as typical. 
The classification of about 39,000 coloured people, most of them 
in different parts of Georgia, with a study of the other available 
data and inferences from a somewhat wide observation, led Dr 
Dubois to the conclusion that " at least one-third of the negroes 
of the United States have recognizable traces of white blood." 

Perhaps we may believe with some confidence that the in-
formation from white sources understates, and that from negro 
sources overstates, the proportion, and that the true proportion 
of mulattoes in the United States is between one-sixth and one-
third of all negroes. To infer that the true proportion in 185o, 
t86o, 1870 and 1890, the dates to which the census figures relate, 
was much less than the true proportion in 1895 to 'goo, to which 
the unofficial figures relate, is contrary to the general trend of 
the evidence. As the law and the social opinion of the Southern 
whites make little or nothing of this distinction between negroes 
of pure blood and mulattoes, it is often regarded as less important 
than it really is The recognized leaders of the race are almost 
invariably persons of mixed blood, and the qualities which have 
made them leaders are derived certainly in part and perhaps 
mainly from their white ancestry. Wherever large numbers 
of full-blooded negroes and of persons of mixed central or north 
European and negro blood have lived in the same community 
for some generations, there is a strong and growing tendency 
to establish a social line between them. 

The difficulty of ascertaining the number of mulattoes in 
the United States and the tendency of the testimony to be 
modified by the opinion or desire of the race from which it comes 
are typical. There is hardly any important aspect of the subject 
upon which the testimony of seemingly competent and impartial 
witnesses is not materially affected by the influence of the race 
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to which the witnesses belong. Under -these circumstances it 
seems necessary to assume that the testimony of the official 
documents of the fedefal government is correct, unless clear 
evidence, internal or external, refutes it. The following state-
ments of fact rest mainly on those sources. 

The number of negroes living in the (continental) United 
States in roo8 was about nine and three-quarter millions, and 
if those in Porto Rico and Cuba be included it reached ten and 
two-thirds millions. This number is greater than the total 
population of the United States was in 1820, and nearly as great 
as the population of Norway, Sweden and Denmark. 

During the colonial period, and down to the changes initiated 
by the invention of the cotton gin, negroes were distributed 
with some evenness along the Atlantic coast. Between the date 
of that invention and the Civil War, and largely as a result of 
the changes the cotton gin set in motion, the tendency was to-
wards a concentration of the negroes in the great cotton-growing 
area of the country. In 1700, for example, one-ninth of the 
population of the colony of New York was negro; in loco only 
one-seventieth of the population of the empire state belonged 
to that race. The division line between the Northern and 
Southern states adopted by the Census Office in 1880, and em-
ployed since that date in its publications, is Mason and Dixon's 
line, or the southern boundary of Pennsylvania, the Ohio river 
from Pennsylvania to its mouth and the southern boundary of 
Missouri and Kansas. In the states north of that line, the 
Northern states, in all of which but Missouri negro slavery either 
never existed or else was abolished before the Civil War, the 
white population increased tenfold and the negro population 
only fourfold between 1790 and 186o. In the states south of 
that line, on the contrary, the Southern states, the negro popula-
tion in the same period increased sixfold and the white population 
not so fast. It was a widespread opinion shortly after the Civil 
War that the emancipated slaves would speedily disperse through 
the country, and that this process would greatly simplify the 
problems arising from the contact of the two races. This expec-
tation has not been entirely falsified by the result. Between 
186o and soon the negroes in the Northern states increased 
somewhat more rapidly than the northern whites, and those 
in the. Southern states much less rapidly than the Southern 
whites. As a result, one-tenth of the American negroes lived 
in nal in the Northern states, a larger proportion than at any 
time during the roth century. But this process of dispersion 
is so slow as not materially to affect the prospects for the im-
mediate future, and it is still almost as true as at any earlier 
date that the region in which cotton is a staple crop coincides 
in the main with the region in which negroes are more than one-
half of the total population. 

This appears if a comparison is made between the northern 
boundary of the so-called Austroriparian zone of plant and animal 
life in the United States, that is " the zone of the cotton plant, 
sugar cane, rice, pecan and peanut," and the northern boundary 
of the " black belt " or region in which the negroes are a majority 
of the population. The coincidence of the two is very dose, 
and was much closer in 'coo than in r86o. It appears yet more 
dearly by a comparison between a map showing the counties 
in which at least s% of the area was planted to cotton in thee 
and another map showing the " black belt " counties in 'goo. 
The black belt stretches north through eastern Virginia beyond 
the cotton belt, and the cotton belt stretches south-west through 
eastern central Texas beyond the black belt, but between these 
two extremes there is a close agreement in the boundaries of the 
two areas. 

The question " Have the American negroes progressed, materi-
ally and morally, since emancipation?" is generally answered 
in the affirmative. But even on this question entire unanimity 
is lacking. A considerable body of men could still be found 
in row, mainly among Southern whites, who held that the con-
dition of the race was worse than it was in the days of slavery. 
Probably all competent students would admit, however, that 
the race has differentiated since 1865, that the distance separating 
the highest tenth from the lowest tenth has become wider, that  

the highest tenth is far better and far better off than formerly, 
and the lowest tenth is worse and perhaps also worse off than 
in slavery. Under such circumstances there are no adequate 
objective tests of progress. The pessimist points to the alleged 
increase of idleness and crime, the meliorist to a demOnstrated 
decrease of illiteracy and to considerable accumulations of 
property. The large majority of competent students believe 
that the American negroes have progressed, materially and 
morally, since emancipation, that the central or average 
point is higher than in 1865, although such persons differ 
widely among themselves regarding the amount of that 
progress. 

It would be generally but not universally held, also, that 
the negroes in the United States progressed under slavery, 
that they were far better qualified for incorporation as a vital 
and contributing element of the country's civilization at the 
time of their emancipation than they were on arrival or than 
an equal number of their African kindred would have been. 
But probably the rate of progress has been more rapid under 
freedom than it was under slavery. 

The evidence regarding the progress of the American 
negro may be grouped under the following heads: numbers, 
birth-rate, health, wealth, education, occupations, morals, 
citizenship. 

Numbers.—The dictum of Adam Smith, " The most decisive mark 
of the prosperity of any country is the increase of the number of its 
inhabitants,' may be applied, perhaps after changing the word 
" decisive " to " obvious," to the negro population of the United 

i States. The negro population of Africa is probably not increasing 
at all. But during the 19th century the negroes in the United States 
increased nearly ninefold. They are now much the most thriving 
offshoot of the race and the most civilized and progressive group of 
negroes in the world. Under a slavery system not permitting the 
importation of new supplies a high rate of increase by excess of 
births over deaths is an advantage to the master class. During the 
slavery period and until about 1880 the increase of southern whites 
and of southern negroes proceeded at about the same rate. But 
during the last score of years in the century the increase of negroes 
was much less rapid, the rate being only about three-fifths of that 
prevailing among southern whites. 

Birth-rate.—As the increase of negro population is slackening, as 
the immigration and emigration of negroes are insignificant in 
amount, and as the death-rate is about stationary, it is reasonable to 
infer that the birth-rate is dwindling. This cannot be stated with 
certainty, for there are no registration records giving the number of 
births for any large and representative group of American negroes. 
A good index to the birth-rate, however, may be derived from the 
proportion of children under 5 years of age to women 15 to 49 years 
of age. In the returns negroes are not distinguished from Indians 
and Mongolians. To minimize this slight source of error and at the 
same time to secure a more representative and homogeneous popu-
lation group, the following figures are confined to the Southern or 
former slave states:— 

Date. 

Children under 5 Years of Age to 
moo Women 15 to 49 Years of Age 

in the Southern States 

Whites 

5,',8 ?...2 H
 

Negro

05

es. 

7 
688 
661 
737 
6or 
577 

695 
682 
601 
656 
580 

 58t 

These figures indicate that the proportion of children to child-
bearing women, and hence probably the birth-rate, changed in the 
same direction during each decade between 185o and theo. Between 
1850 and 1870 the proportion of negro children decreased about 6% 
and that of white children about 14%; between 1870 and 1880 the 
proportion of negro children increased about 12% and that of white 
children about 93/4: between 1880 and 1890 the proportion of negro 
children decreased about 18% and that of white children about 52 %: 
between 1890 and 1900 the proportion of negro children decreased 
about 4%and that of white children remained practically the same. 
Before the war the proportion of living children to potential mothers 
was about the same for the two races at the South, for the first three 
censuses after the war the proportion of negro children was much 
greater than of white children, but by 1900 that proportion was less, 
and the movement during the decade suggests that the proportions 
may have begun to chang•in opposite directions. 
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Some light upon the influences at work may be derived from the 

comparison between city and country M the south. 

Date. 

Children under 5 Years of Age to woo Women 
15 to 4.; Years of Age in the Southern States. 

Cities having at least 
25,000 Inhabitants. 

Smaller Cities and 
Country Districts. 

Negroes. Whites. Negroes. Whites. 

1890 
1900 

319 
2 

39 1 
 374 

688 
668 

665 
671 

The noteworthy in 	from these figures is that the proportion 
of negro children in southern cities was very low and decreasing. 
In 1890 it was about five-sixths, and in 1900 lm than three-fourths 
of the proportion of children among whites in these cities. The 
differences in northern cities are equally marked. City life appears to 
exercise a powerful and increasing influence in reducing the birth-
rate among the negroex 

Ralik—The prosperity and progress of a population group are 
indicated, not merely by growth in numbers but also by the longevity 
of its members. This vitality is roughly measured by the death-rate. 
Other things being equal, a low and sinking death-rate is evidence 
of a high and increasing average duration of life. In the United 
States vital statistics are in charge of the several states and cities, 
and are often defective or entirely lacking. In 1890 and isloo the 
Federal government compiled such as were of importance, and in 
1864 an official compilation was made of death-rates of negroes 
before the war. The results are worth consideration. 

Date. Negro 
Deaths. 

Nro 

 Death-rate. 

White Death-rate 
at same Time and 

Places. 

Mainly between 
1818-1863 

1 890 
 1900 

106.217 
28,579 
37,029 

35.0 
29-9 
29-6 

27.0 
19-1 
1 7'3 

These figures indicate that the death-rate of each race decreased 
during a half century, but that the decrease among negroes was 
much less rapid than among whites. The negro death-rate at the 
earliest period exceeded that of the whites by 8.0 per thousand, or 
three-tenths of the smaller rate. At the latest period the difference 
was 12.3 per thousand, or seven-tenths of the smaller rate. But 
these figures speak for negroes living mainly in cities where the 
proportion of children and elderly persons is small and that of negroes 
at the healthy ages is large. After making a proper allowance for 
these differences in sex and age composition, it is found that the true 
death-rate of negroes in the registration area is about twice as high 
as that of a white population of like sex and age structure. Whether 
the difference between negro and white residents of the country 
districts in the south is equally great, we have no means for 
judging. 

The leading causes of death among negroes in the registration area 
arranged in the order of importance are stated below. The ratio to 
the corresponding death-rate among whites is added, but the differ-
ences are affected partly by the greater proportion of negroes in the 
southern cities and the different incidence of diseases in the two 
egions, and partly by probable differences in the accuracy of 

diagnosis of disease in the two sections and by physicians attending 
the two races. • 

Causes of Death. Negro Death-rate 
per woo. 

Ratio to White 
Death-rate= too. 

Consumption 	. 	.. 	. 	 
Pneumonia 	  
Diseases of 	the 	nervous 

system . . . . . 
Heart disease and dropsy . 
Diarrheal diseases . . 
Diseases 	of 	the 	urinary 

organs 	. 	. 	. 
Trer hoid fever 	. 	k 	. 	. 

Mala nal lever 	. 	. 	. 	. 
Cancer and tumour 	. 	. 
Diphtheria and croup . 	 
Influenza 	  
Whooping cough 	. 	. 	 
Diseases of the liver 	. 	 
Measles. 	. 	,, 	. 	 

`Scarlet fever 	. 	. 	 
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28o 
192 

144 
161 
165 

1 57 
204 
12 
969 

72 
69 

136 
239 
92 

 115 
25 

• 

These figures bring out in a striking way the very high mortality 
absolute and relative, of the American negro from consumption 

When one considers both the great number of deaths canoed by 
consumption and pneumonia, 28.4 % of the deaths from all MUMS 
in 19oo and the very high death-rate of negroes from these diseases, 
it is no exaggeration to say that the main cause that the death-rate 
of that race is double that of the white race lies in the ravages of 
these two scourges of mankind. The difference between the two 
races in this respect has apparently increased since 1890, for at that 
date the death-rate of acgroes in the registration area from con-
sumption was only 2.37 times that of the whites, and its death-rate 
from pneumonia only 1•53 times that of the whites. Here as else-
where there has been an improvement as measured by an absolute 
standard, and at the same time an increased divergence from the 
conditions prevailing among the more numerous race. 

Wealth.—An estimate of the property now held by American 
negroes made in 1904 by a committee of the American Economic 
Association indicated about Symtmo,orio, with a probable error of 
perhaps Sso,000,000. This figure indicates a per capita wealth of 
about 834. We have no means for judging what the possessions of 
the race were at the time of its emancipation, but in 186o there were 
nearly half a million free negroes in the country, many of them 
holding property and some of them wealthy. The per capita wealth 
of, the white population of the United States in 1900 was about 
$1520 and that of southern whites about $885, indicating that 
the property of the average negro person or family was about 
one twenty-fifth that of the average southern white person or 
family. 

Educe:natl.—It is often supposed that the American negroes In 
1865 were without any accumulated property and without any start 
in education. Neither assumption is warranted. On the contrary, 
about two-fifths of the adult free negroes in the country were reported 
in I850 and t 86o as able to read and write, and there is some reason 
to believe that not far from one-twelfth of the adult 'slaves also had 
learned to write. In tro more than half of the negroes at least ten 
years of age could write, and the proportion was rising at a rate 
which, if continued, would almost eliminate illiteracy by the middle 
of the present century. 

The problem of providing adequate educational facilities for negm 
children is made more difficult by the maintenance in aU the former 
slave states of two sets of schools, one for each race. At the present 
time those states with one-third of their population negro assign 
about one-fifth of their public school funds to the support of negro 
schools. About $155,000,000 or one-sixth of the entire amount 
spent by southern communities for public schools between 1870 and 
1906, has gone to support schools for the negroex The same cause 
has been aided by many private gifts from individuals and organi-
zations interested in negro education, among which the Pea body 
Education Fund of about 112.000,o00, now in course of dissolution, 
and the John F. Slater Fund, now of about 81.500,000, may be 
mentioned Wide differences of opinion exist regarding the char-
acter of education needed for the race, and the present trend is 
towards a greater emphasis upon manual and industrial training as 
of prime importance for the great majority. 

Occuparions.—The slavery system furnished industrial training to 
many slaves who seemed likely to turn it to their master's advantage. 
When this system was abolished the opportunities for such training 
open to the race were decreased, and it is doubtful whether even yet 
as large a proportion of skilled negro artizans are being trained in the 
south as were produced there before the Civil War. The demand for 
skilled labour in the south is being met more and more by white 
labour. This derives an advantage from a prejudice in its favour on 
the part of white employers even when other things are equal, from 
its greater skill and efficiency in most cases, its better opportunity 
to accumulate or to borrow the requisite capital, its superior in-
dustry, persistence and thrift. In consequence negroes are being 
more and more excluded from the field of skilled labour in the 
south. 

Afords.—As the death-rate is believed to vary inversely as health 
and longevity and thus to afford a measure of those characteristics, 
so the crime-rate is often thought to vary inversely as morality, and 
thus to measure the self-control, good order and moral health of the 
community. But the analogy cannot be pushed. The crime-rate 
is everywhere far more difficult, and in the United States impossible 
to ascertain. And even if known the connexion between the in-
frequency of crime or of specific sorts of crime and the prevalence of 
good order, obedience to law and morality is far more indirect and 
subject to far more qualifications than the connexion between the 
death-rate and health. Still the data regarding crime with all their 
defects are the best available index of moral progress or retrogression. 
It must be remembered that the comparative infrequency of crime 
among slaves, even if it existed, is no proof of the absence of criminal 
tendencies and actions. Offences on the part of slaves. or at least 
minor offences which are always far more numerous than serious 
offences, were dealt with in most cases privately and without in- 
yoking the machinery of the law. An apparent increase of crime 
since emancipation might be due merely to the becoming patent of 
what was before latent. The only statistical measure of crime 
now possible in the United States is the number of prisoners in 
confinement at a given date, and these figures are an inadequate 
and misleading substitute for true judicial statistics. The evidence 
they afford, however, is far better than any other in existence and 
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deserves careful attention. Enumerations of prisoners affording 
comparable results were made in 1880, 1890 and 1904. 

Date. 
_ Negro 
Primess. 

Number per 
toomoo Pop. 

1880, 
- 1890 

1904 

1
4
6,089 

2, 
26,08

277 
 7 

244 
321 
275 

These figures show a rapid increase between 188o and 1890 ut the 
number and proportion of negro prisoners, and between 5890 and 
1904 a slow increase in the number and a notable decreer in the 
proportion. 

But in order to make the figures for 5890 and 5904 comparable, it is 
accessory to exclude from those for the earlier date 4473 negro 
priso0ers mainly belonging to two classes, persons in confinement 
prior to sentence and persons in prison because of their inability to 
pay a fine, but all belonging to classes which were excluded from the 
enumeration for 1904. This gives the following reault 

Date. 
Negro 

Prisoner.  
Number per 
500,000  pop.  Whites. 

t88o 
10 89 
5904 

56,089 
19.804 
26,087 

2 
2 
s 

1: 
77 

The proportion of negro prisoners to population increased rapidly 
between 1880 and 1890 and GI ghtly between 1890 and 1904, the 
increase for the first period being most accurately shown by the 
first set of figures and that for the second period by the second set of 
figures. It is noteworthy also that the proportion of white prisoners 
to population decreased during the same period. Perhaps a more 
sivifimnt comparison is that between the proportion of prisoners 
ofeach race to the population of that race in the northern states and 
the southern states respectively, the distribution of population and 
the systems of penal legislation and administration being widely 
different in the two sections. It is impossible to make the correction 
just referred to except for the United States as a whole, but it must 
be remembered that the figures for 1890 are not comparable with 
those for 5904, and that the true figures for that year would be 
decidedly less. 

Number of Prisoners to each zo0,000 People. 

Date. 
Southern States. Northern States. 

Whites. Negroes. Whites. 

i884) 
1890 

 1904 

Neg

5

roes. 

17 
285 
221 

62
58 

40 
681 
495 

743 
Iii 
83 

These figures indicate that in the southern states in 1890 there 
were about four and a half imes as many negro prisoners to popu-
lation as white prisoners, and in 1904 about five end a half times as 
many; that in the northern states in 1890 there were about six 
times as many negro prisoners to population as white prisoners, and 
in 19o4 about nine times as many. They throw no light whatever 
upon a point they are often quoted as establishing, the comparative 
criminality of the northern and southern negroes. Those residing in 
the north include an abnormal number of males, of adults, and of city 
population, influences all tending to increase the proportion of 
prisoners. It seems likely that if the figures for the south in 1890 
could be made strictly comparable with those for the same region in 
1904 the apparent decrease of 22% in the proportion of Inr0 
prisoners to population would almost but not quite disappear The 
evidence regarding crime indicates a continued but slow and slacken-
ing increase in the proportion of negro prisoners to negro population 
in thepountry as a whole and in its two main sections, an increase 
in the'proportion of white pritoners to white population during the 
first interval and a decrease during the second, and a growing differ-
ence between the two races in the proportion of prisoners. 

Cilisenship.—When the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments 
to the Federal Constitution were adopted, the former conferring 
United States citizenship on all native negroes and the latter pro-
viding that the right of such citizens to vote should not be abridged 
by any state on account of race, colour or previous condition of 
servitude, it was not the practice in northern states to allow negroes 
to vote. Proposals to grant them the suffrage were submitted to 
the voters in 5865 in Connecticut, Wisconsin, Minnesota and Colo-
rado, and in each state they were rejected. In aU states containing 
a large proportion of negroes the results of the Federal policy of 
reconstruction were disastrous, and those bitter years probably 
contributed more than the Civil War itself to estrange the two sec-
tions. Since the withdrawal of Federal troops in 5877 the prevailing 
and persistent judgment of southern whites regarding the laws and 
the policy to be adopted upon this subject has been accorded more 
and more weight in determining the action of the states and the 
Federal government. The number of negroes voting or entitled to 
vote has beesreduced at first by intimidation or fraud. later by  

legislation or provisions of the state constitutions. If each enact-
ments are nomuially directed not against any race but against certain 
characteristics which may appear mainly in the race, such as illiteracy, 
inability or unwillingness to pay an annual poll tax or to register 
each year. they have been and are likely to be held within the 
constitutional authority of the state. On the part of the over-
whelming majority of negroes this practical disfranchisement has 
aroused no protest, while it has tended to improve the government 
and to open the way for the gradual development and expression 
in word and vote of differences.  within the ranks of white voters 
regarding questions of public policy. 

Along with this decrease of pressure from without the southern 
states and the development of economic competition between the 
races within them, there has gone an increased demand on she part 
of the whites for a complete social separation between the races in 
school, in church, in public conveyances and hotels, all founded upon 
a fear that any disregard of such separateness will make intermarriage 
or fruitful illegal unions between the races more frequent. In short. 
these developments are towards a more and more rigid caste system. 

The negroes in the United States have played and are playing an 
important and necemary part in the industrial and economic life of 
the southern states, in which in 5908 they formed about one-third 
of the population. But that life was changing with marvellous 
rapidity, becoming less simple, less agricultural and patriarchal, 
more manufacturing and commercial, more strenuous and complex. 
It was too early to say whether the negroes would be given an equal 
or a fair opportunity to show that they could be as serviceable or 
more serviceable in such a civilization as they had been in that which 
was passing away, and whether the race would show itself able to 
accept and improve such chances as were afforded, and to remain in 
the future under these changing circumstances, as they had been in 
the past, a vital and essential part of the life of the nation. 

Bie Lioe 'qty.—Writings about the American negro fall naturally 
into classes. The official governmental publications Include those of 
the Census Bureau, notably Bulletin 8. " Negroes in the United 
States," reprinted in t906 in the volume called Supplementary 
Analysis, those of the Bureau of Labor, especially important articles 
in the Bulletin of the Bureau, and those of the commissioner of 
education. The information in these is largely statistical, but in the 
later publications not a little interpretative matter has been intro- 
duced. The point of view is usually that of a dispassionate northern 
man. 

Among southern white men who have written wisely on the subject 
may be mentioned: Dr J. L. M. Curry, for many years general amt 
of the Peabody and Slater funds; IL A. Herbert, Why the Solid 
South? or Reconstruction and its Results (Baltimore, 1890); T. N 
Page, The Negro—the Southerner's Problems (New York, t90,1), 
E. G. Murphy, Problems of the Present South (New York, 1904), 
E. R. Corson, Vital Equation of the Colored Race; and A. H. Stone 
Studies in the American Race Problem (New York, 1908). F. L 
Hoffman's Race, Traits and Tendencies of Ike American Negro (New 
York, 1896) contains the most important collection of statistics 
data in any privatepublication and interpretations thoroughly 
congenial to most southern whites. 

Among the southern negrocs doubtless the most important 
writers are the two representatives of somewhat antagonistic views, 
Booker T. Washington, Up from Slavery (New York. toot), Future 
of the American Negro (Boston, 1899), Tsisktiee and its People (New 
York. 1905), &c., and W. E. B. Dubois, The Souls of Black Folk 
(Chicago, 903), The Philadelphia Negro (Boston. 1899), Health and 
Physique of the Negro American (t9o7), &c. With these should be 
mentioned Atlanta University annual publications, the Proceedings 
of the Hampton Negro Conference and the file of the Southern 
Workman. No northern man since the war has written on the subject 
with the thoughtfulness and weight or Frederick Law Olmsted, 
J ourney in the Seaboard Slave States (New York, 1856). See also 
Sir H. H. Johnston, Ths Negro in the New World (solo). (W. F W.) 

NEGUS. (1) The title of a king or ruler (Amharic nests or 
se gas), in Abyssinia (q.v.); the full title of the emperor is wills 
nagani, "king of kings." (2) The name of a drink made of 
wine, most commonly port, mixed with hot water, spiced and 
sugared. According to Malone (Life of Dryden, Prose Works, 
i. 484) this drink was invented by a Colonel Francis Negus 
(d. 1732), who was commissioner for executing the office of 
master of the horse from 1717 to 1727, when he became master 
of the buckhounds. 

RIBAVEND, a small but very fertile and productive province 
of Persia, situated south-west of Hamadan, west of Maliyir, and 
north-west of Burujird. Pop. about x5,000. The capital is 
the ancient city of Nehavend, where Yazdegird, the last monarch 
of the Sassanian dynasty, was finally defeated by the Arabs. 
(e.o. 641). It has a population of about s000, including 700 to 
80o Jews; there are fine gardens, and an old citadel on a hill. 
It is situated at an elevation of 554o ft., 27 m. from Doletabid 

'(MaLlyir), and 25 m. from Burujird. 
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KEHENIAH (Heb. for " Yallterehl comforts "), governor 
of Judaea under Artaxerxes (apparently A. Longimanus, 4 6 5-  
4 24 B.C.). The book of Nehemiah is really part of the same work 
with the book of Ezra, though it embodies certain memoirs of 
Nehemiah in which he writes in the first  person. Apart from 
what is related in this book we possess little information about 
Nehemiah. The hymn of praise by Ben Sim (Ecdesiasticus 
xlix. 53) extols his fame for rebuilding the desolate city of 
Jerusalem and for raising up fresh homes for the downtrodden 
people. According to other traditions he restored the temple-
service and founded a collection of historical documents (2 Macc. 
i. 18-36, ti. 13). See further EZRA AND NEER/GAN (Books), 
Jews. History Hat seq. 

NEIGHBOUR (0. Eng. nlahgebir, from freak, " nigh," " near ") 
and gebisr, " boor," literally " dweller," " husbandman "; 
d. Dan. and Swed. rtabo, Ger. Nachbar), properly one who lives in 
a house close to one, hence any one of a number of persons living 
in the same locality. From Biblical associations (Luke x. 27) 
the word is used widely of one's fellow-men. 

NEILE, RICHARD (1562-164o), English  divine, was educated 
at Westminster school and at St John's College, Cambridge. 
His first important preferment was as dean of Westminster 
(16o5), afterwards he held successively the bishoprics of 
Rochester (i6o8), Lichfield (16to), Lincoln (1614), Durham 
(1617) and Winchester (1628), and the archbishopric of York 
(1631). When at Rochester he appointed William Laud as his 
chaplain and gave him several valuable preferments. His 
political activity while bishop of Durham was rewarded with a 
privy councillorship in 1627. Neile sat regularly in the courts 
of star-thamber and high commission. His correspondence 
with Laud and with Sir Dudley Carleton and Sir Francis Winde-
bank (Charles L's secretaries of state) are valuable sources for 
the history of the time. 

NEILL, JAMES GEORGE WITH (1810-1857), British 
soldier, was born near Ayr, Scotland, on the 26th of May r82o, 
and educated at Glasgow University. Entering the service of 
the East India Company in :827, he received his lieutenant's 
commission a year later. From 1828 to 1852 he was mainly 
employed in duty with his regiment, the 1st Madras Europeans (of 
which he wrote a Historical Record), but gained some experience 
on the general and the personal staffs as D.A,A.G. and as aide-de-
camp. In 185o he received his majority, and two years later 
set out for the Burmese War with the regiment. He served 
throughout the war with distinction, became second-in-command 
to Cheape, and took part in the minor operations which followed, 
receiving the brevet of lieutenant-colonel. In June 1854 he was 
appointed second-in-command to Sir Robert Vivian to organize 
the Turkish contingent for the Crimean War. Early in 2857 he 
returned to India. Six weeks after his arrival came the news that 
all northern India was aflame with revolt. Neill acted promptly; 
he left Madras with his regiment at a moment's notice, and pro-
ceeded to Benares. The day after his arrival he completely and 
ruthlessly crushed the mutineers (4th June 057). He next 
turned his attention to Allahabad, where a handful of Europeans 
still held out in the fort against the rebels. From the 6th to 
the 15th of June his men forced their way under conditions of heat 
and of opposition, that would have appalled any but a real 
leader of men, and the place, " the most precious in India at 
that moment," as Lord Canning wrote, was saved. Neill re-
ceived his reward in an army colonelcy and appointment of 
aide-de-camp to the queen. Allahabad was soon made the con-
centration of Havelock's column. The two officers, through 
a misunderstanding in their respective instructions, dis-
agreed, and when Havelock went on from Cawnpore (which 
Neill had reoccupied shortly before) he left his subordinate 
there to command the lines of communication. At Cawnpore, 
while the traces of the massacre were yet fresh, Neill inflicted 
the death penalty on all his prisoners with the most merciless 
rigour. Meanwhile, Havelock, in spite of a succession of victories, 
had been compelled to fall back for lack of men; and Neill 
criticized his superior's action with a total want of restraint. 
A second expedition had the same fate, and Neill himself was now  

attacked, though by his own exertions and Havelock's victory 
at Bithor (r6th August) the tension on the communications 
was ended. Havelock's men returned to Cawnpore, and cholera 
broke out there, whereupon Neill again committed himself to 
criticisms, this time addressed to the commander-in-chief and 
to Outram, who was on the way with reinforcements. In spite of 
these very grave acts of insubordination, Havelock gave his 
rival a brigade command in the final advance. The famous 
march from Cawnporc to Lucknow began on September 19th; on 
the slat there was a sharp fight, on the sand incessant rain, on 
the 23rd intense heat. On the 23rd the fighting opened with the 
assault on the Alum Bagh, Neill at the head of the leading 
brigade recklessly exposing himself. Next day he was again 
heavily engaged, and on the 25th he led the great attack on 
Lucknow itself. The fury of his assault carried everything 
before it, and his men were entering the city when a bullet killed 
their commander. Strict as he was, he wa,s loved not.less than 
feared, and throughout the British dominions he had established 
a name as a skilful and extraordinarily energetic commander. 
The rank and precedence of the wife of a K.C.B. was given to 
his widow, and memorials have been erected in India and at Ayr. 

SeeJ.W. Kaye, Lives of Indian Officers (1889). and J. C Hersh- 
man, Life of Haedock (1867). 

NIELSON, ADELAIDE (1846-188o), English actress, whose 
real name was Elizabeth Ann Brown, was born in Leeds, the 
daughter of an actress, and her childhood and early youth were 
passed in poverty and menial work In 1865 she appeared in 
Margate as Julia in The II undsback, a character with which her 
name was. long to be associated. For the next few years she 
played at several London and provincial theatres in various 
parts, including Rosalind, Amy Robaart and Rebecca (in Ivanhoe), 
Beatrice, Viola and Isabella (in Measure for Measure) In 1872 
she visited America, where her beauty and talent made her a 
great favourite, and she returned year after year She died on 
the 15th of August ,880. Miss Neilson was married to Philip 
Henry Lee, but was divorced in ;877. 

NEM& three rivers of Germany. (r) The Glatzer Neisse 
rises on the Schneegebirge, at an altitude of moo ft., flows 
north past Glatz, turns east and pierces the Eulengebirge in 
the Wartha pass, then continues east as far as the town of Neisse, 
and after that flows north-east until at an altitude of 453 ft 
it joins the Oder between Oppeln and Brieg. Owing to its 
torrential character the greater part of its course is only used 
for floating down timber. It abounds in fish, and its total length 
is 121 m. (2) The Lausitzer or Gorlitzer Neisse rises near 
Reichenberg in Bohemia, on the south side of the Riesengebirge, 
at an altitude of 1130 ft., flows north past Reicbenberg, Gbditz, 
Forst and Guben, and enters the Oder above Furstenberg 
at an altitude of ro5 ft. Its length is mo m., of which less than 
40  m. are navigable. (3) The Wfitende Ncisse is a tributary of 
the Katzbach. 

NEISSE, a town and fortress of Germany, in the province of 
Prussian Silesia, at the junction of the Neisse and the Bicla, 
32 m. by rail S.W. of Oppeln. Pop. (1905) 25,344 (mostly 
Roman Catholics) including a garrison of about s000. It consists 
of the town proper, on the right bank of the Ncisse, and the 
Friedrichstadt on the left. The Roman Catholic parish church 
of St James (Jakobikirche) dates mainly from the 13th century, 
but was finished in 143o. The chief secular buildings are the 
old episcopal residence, the new town ball, the old Rathaus, 
with a tower 205 ft. in height (1499), the beautiful Renaissance 
Klmnserei (exchequer) with a high gabled roof ornamented with 
frescoes, and the theatre. A considerable trade is carried on 
in agricultural products. 

Neisse, one of the oldest towns in Silesia, is said to have been 
founded in the roth century, and afterwards became the capital 
of a principality of its own name, which was incorporated with 
the bishopric of Breslau about 1200. Its first walls were erected 
in 2350, and enabled it to repel an attack of the Hussites m 14 24. 
It was thrice besieged during the Thirty Years' War. The end 
of the first Silesian War left Neisse in the hands of Frederick 
the Great, who laid the foundations of its mode= fortifications. 
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The town was taken by the Preach In 1807. Neisse can, at the 
will of the garrison, be protected by a system of inundation. 

See leastner. Vaisyatithe Geminate dm Skutt Neisse (Neisse and 
Breslau, 18M—,867. 3 vols.), Schutt.. Beiledge sur Gesckickie sea 
Neisse (Neisse.188‘) ,and Ritifert, Ails Neisse's Vergangeniseit (19•23). 

=JD, a central province of Arabia, bounded N. by the Nafud 
desert, E. by El Hasa, S. by the Dahna desert and W. by Asir 
and Hejaz. It lies between ad' and 28° N. and et° and 48° E., 
extends nearly sr m from north to south, eso from east 
to west, and covers approximately tflomoo sq. in. The name 
Nejd implies an upland, and this is the distinctive character 
of the province as compared with the adjoining coastal districts 
of Hejaz and El Hasa. Its general elevation varies from s000 ft. 
on its western border to este in Kasim in the north-east, 
and somewhat less in Yemema in the south-east. In the north 
the double range of Jebel Shammar, and in the east the ranges 
of j Tusvek and J 'Arid rise about rsoo ft. above the general 
level, but on the whole it may be described as an open steppe, 
sloping very gradually from S W to N.B. of which the western 
and leathern portion is desert, or at best pasture land only 
capable of supporting a nomad population; while in the north 
and easf, owing to greater abundance of water, numerous fertile 
oases are found with a large settled population. The principal 
physical features are described in the article ARABIA. 

'The main divisions of Nejd are the following: Jebel Sharon -late 
Kastm, Seder, Wushm, 'Arid, Afill, Hatik, Yemama and Wadi* 
Dawasir J. Shammar is the most northerly: its principal 
settlements are situated in the valley some 70 m. long, between 
the two ranges of J. Aja and J. Selma, though a few lie on their 
outer flanks. Jauf, 'Tema and Khaibar, though dependencies 
of the Shammar principality, lie beyond the limits of Nejd. 
The capital, Hail, has been visited by several Europeans, by 
W. G. Palgrave in 1862, when Talid Was emir, and by Mr Wilfrid 
and Lady Anne Blunt, Charles Doughty, C. Huber, T. Euting 
and Baron E Nolde during the reign of Mahommed b. Rashid, 
who from 1892 till his death in 1897 was emir of all Nejd. Its 
well ordered and thriving appearance is commented on by all 
these travellers. The town is surrounded by a wall arid dominated 
by the emir's palace, a stately, if somewhat gloomy building, 
the walls of which are quite is ft. high, with six towers, the whole 
giving the idea of an old French or Spanish donjon. 

Hall lies at the northern end of the valley, a ma S.E. of J. 
Aja, at an altitude of about 3000 ft. The highest point of j 
Aja, the western and higher of the twin ranges, is according to 
Huber 460o ft. above sea-level. The valley is about 20 m. in 
width and is intersected with dry ravines and dotted with low 
ridges generally of volcanic origin. Wells and springs are the 
only source of water supply, both for drinking and for irrigation. 
The principal crops are dates, wheat and barley and garden 
produce; forage and firewood are very scarce The population 
VMS estimated by Nolde in 1893 at ro,000 to 12,000. 

Among the other settlements of j Shammar are Jafefa 
and binialk at the northern foot of J. Aja, Kase and Barer 
at its southern foot, Rauda, Mustajidda and Fed at the foot 
of J. Selma, all large villages of 3000 to sow inhabitants. 
'Akda is a small valley in the heart of j Aja, an hour's ride 
from Hail; it was the oldest possession of the Ibn Rashid, 
since 1835 the ruling family of J. Shammar, and is a place of 
greit natural strength. Kasha lips E. of J. Shammar in the 
valley of the W. Rumma the great wadi of northern tiejd; 
the chief towns Bureda and 'Aneza are situated about ro m. 
apart, on the north and south sides of the wadi respectively. 
Doughty described 'Aneza in 1879 as clean and well built with 
walls of sun-dried brick, with well supplied shops. Many 
inhabitants live in distant houses in gardens outside the town 
walls. 'Ana:a and Bureda each contain some toecio inhabitants. 
The dry bed of the Wadi Rumma in lower Ream is about a rn. 
across, fringed in places with palm plantations; water is found 
at 6 or 8 ft. in the dry season and in winter the wells overflow. 
The staple of cultivation is the date-palm, the fruit ripening in 
August or September Fruit trees and fields of wheat, maize 
or millet surround the villages, but the extent of cultivation  

fs limited by the necessity of artificial irrigation. Kahlf a, 
Kuseba and Kuwitra are the principal villages of upper Kasim, 
and 'Aneza and Bureda, Madnab, Ayun and Ras of lower 
Keel= 

Doughty's abd Huber's explorations did not extend east of 
Kasim, and for all details regarding eastern and southern Nejd 
Palgrave is the only authority-. According to him, a long 
desert march leads from Madnab to Zulfa the first settlement 
in Suder, where the land rises steadily to the high calcareous 
tableland of J. Tuwelt. The entire plateau is intersected by a 
maze of valleys, generally with steep banks, as if artificially cut 
out of the limestone. In these countless hollows is concentrated 
the fertility and population of Nejd; gardens and houses, 
cultivation and villages lie hidden from view among the depths 
while one journeys over the dry flats, till one comas suddenly 
on a mass of emerald green beneath. 

Sucler forms the northern end of the plateau, 'Arid the southern, 
while Wushm appears to lie on its west, and Afiaj and el Harik 
below it and to the south and south-west respectively. The 
principal town is Majma the former capital of Sider, a walled 
town situated on an eminence in a broad shallow valley sur-
rounded by luxuriant gardens and trees. Tuwem, Jalajil and 
Hula are also describedby Palgrave as considerable towns. 

'Arid is entered at &des; on the W. Hardie, a broad valley 
bottom with precipitous sides, here a Or 3 in. wide, full of trees 
and brushwood. Along its course lie the villages of *yens, and 
Detaiya the former Wahhabi capital, destroyed by Ibrahim 
Pasha in 1817; and a few miles farther E. the new capital 
Riad, built by the emir Feat after his restoration and visited 
by Palgrave in x863, and by Pelly two years later. It was then, 
and still is, a large town of perhaps 20,000 inhabitants with 
thirty or more mosques, well-stocked bazars, and like the towns 
of Kasim, surrounded by well-watered gardens and palm groves. 
To the south the valley opens out into the great plains of Yemema, 
dotted with groves and villages, among which Medulla is 
scarcely inferior in size to Riad itself. Still farther to the south-
east lies the district of Harik, with its capital Haute, the last 
in that direction of the settled districts of Nejd, and on the 
borders of the southern desert. 

Palgrave visited El Kharfa the chief place of the Aflaj district 
some 8o m. S.W. of Riad. This district seems to be scantily 
peopled as compared with Sider or Yemema, and a large propor-
tion of the inhabitants are of mixed negro origin. While there, 
he made inquiries about the adjoining district of W. Dawesir. 
Its length was stated to be ten days' journey or 200 m.; scattered 
villages consisting of palm-leaf huts lie along the way, which 
leads in a south or south-westerly direction to the highlands of 
Asir and Yemen. 

The Bedouin who occupy the remainder of Nejd consist in 
the main of the four great tribes of the Shammar, Harb, 'Ateba 
and Muter. The first-named represent that part of the great 
Shammar tribe which has remained in its ancestral home on 

the southern edge of the Nafud (the northern branch long ago 
emigrated to - Mesopotamia); many of its members have settled 
down to town life, but the tribe still retains its Bedouin character, 
and its late chief, the emir Mahommed Ibis Rashid, the most 
powerful prince in Nejd, used to live a great part of the year in the 
desert with his tribesmen. The Harb are probably the largest of 
the Bedouin tribes in the peninsula; they are divided into a 
number of sections, several of which have settled in the oases 
of Hejaz, while others remain nomadic. Their territory is the 
steppe between Kaska and Medina, and across the pilgrim road 
between Medina and Mecca, for the protection of which they 
receive considerable subsidies from the Turks. The 'Ateba 
circuits extend from the Hejaz border near Mecca along the road 
leading thence to KasiM. The Muter occupy the desert from 
Kasim northwards towards Kuwet. 

Nejd became nominally a dependency of the Turkish empire 
in 1871 when Midhat Pasha established a small garrison in El 
Hasa, and created a new civil district under the government 
of Basra, under the tide of Nejd. with headquarters at Hofuf 
Its real independence was not, however. affected, and the emirs. 
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Mahommed Ibn Rashid at Hail, and Abdallah Ibn Sa'ud at 
Riad, ruled in western and eastern Nejd respectively, until ato, 
when the former by his victory at 'Anaza became emir of all 
Nejd. His successor, Abdul Asia Ibn Rashid, was, however, 
unable to maintain his position, and in spite of Turkish support, 
sustained a severe defeat in zees at the hands of Ibn Seed 
which for the time, at any rate, restored the supremacy to Riad. 

No data exist for an accurate estimate of the population; 
it probably exceeds z,000,000, of which two-thirds may be 
settled, and one-third nomad or Bedouin. Paigrave in 1863, 
perhaps unduly exaggerating the importance of the town 
population, placed it at nearly double this figure. 

The revenue of the emir Mahommed Ibn Rashid of Hail, who 
died in 7897, was estimated by Blunt in 1879 at £8o,0oo, and his 
expenditure at little more than half that amount. Nolde who 
visited Hail in 1893 after the emir's conquest of the Wahhabi 
state, believed that his surplus income then amounted to &pc* 
a year, and his accumulated treasure to fr,soo,000. 

Aurnournts.—W. G. Palgrave, Central and Eastern Arabia 
(London, 1865); Lady Anne Blunt, Pilgrimage La Nejd (London, 
1881); C. M. Doughty, Arabia Deseret, (Cambridte, 1884): C. Huber, 
Journal d'un voyage en Arable (Paris. *890; J. Euting. Reim in 
inner Arabien (Leyden, 1896); E. Nolde, Reim sack inner Arabiee 
(Brunswick, 1895). (IL A. W.) 

or Maenad 'Au, a town of Asiatic Turkey, in the 
pashalik of Bagdad, so m. S. of Kerbela and s or 6 m. W. of 
the ruins of ancient Kufa, out of the bricks of which it is chiefly 
built. It stands on the cattail edge of the Syrian desert, on 
the north-eastern shore of a deep depression, formerly a sea, 
the Armlets Stagnum of the old geographers, but in latter years 
drained and turned into gardens for the town. It is a fairly 
prosperous city, supplied with admirable water by an under-
ground aqueduct from the Hindieh canal, a few miles to the 
north, which also serves to water the gardens in the deep dry 
bed of the former lake. The town is enclosed by nearly square 
brick walls, flanked by massive round towers, dating from the 
time of the caliphs, but now falling into decay. Outside the 
walls, over the sterile sand plateau, stretch great fields of tombs 
and graves; for Nejef is so holy that he who is buried here will 
surely enter paradise. In the centre of the town stands Meshed 
(strictly Meshbed) 'Ali, the shrine of 'Ali, containing the reputed 
tomb of that caliph, which is regarded by the Shiite Moslems 
as being no less holy than the Ka'ba itself, although it should 
be said that it is at least very doubtful whether 'Ali was actually 
buried there. The dome of the shrine is plated with gold, and 
within the walls and roof are covered with polished silver, 
glass and coloured tiles. The resting-place of 'Ali is represented 
by a silver tomb with windows grated with silver bars and a 
door with a great silver lock. Inside this is a smaller tomb of 
damascened ironwork. In the court before the dome rise two 
minarets, plated, like the dome, with finely beaten gold from 
the height of a man and upward. While the population of 
Nejef is estimated at from 2o,00n to 30,000, there is in addition 
a very large floating population of pilgrims, who are constantly 
arriving, bringing corpses in all stages of decomposition and 
accompanied at times by sick and aged persons, who have come 
to Nejef to die. At special seasons the number of pilgrims exceeds 
many times the population of the town. Nejef is also the point 
of departure from which Persian pilgrims start on the journey 
to Mecca. No Jews or Christians are allowed to reside 
there. The accumulated treasures of Meshed 'Ali were 
carried off by the Wahhabites early in the nth century, and in 
1843 the town was deprived of many of its former liberties and 
compelled to submit to Turkish law; but it is again enormously 
wealthy, for what is given to the shrine may never be sold or used 
for any outside purpose, but constantly accumulates. Moreover, 
the hierarchy derives a vast revenue from the fees for burials 
in the sacred limits. 

See W. K. Loftus, OW= and Susie= (1857); J. P. Peters. 
Nippur (1897); *B. Meissner, Nirau Hrearsaq (19o1). (J. P. Pa.) 

NELMS, in Greek legend, son of Poseidon and Tyro, brother of 
Peliu. The two children were exposed by their mother, who 
afterwards married Cretheus, king of Iolcui in Tbessaly. After  

the death of Cretheus, the boys, who had been brought up 
by herdsmen, quarrelled for the possession of Iolcus. Miss 
expelled Neleus, who migrated to Messenia, where he became 
king of Pylos (Apollodorus L 9; Diod. Sic. iv. 68) and the 
ancestor of a royal family called the Neleidae, who are historically 
traceable as the old ruling family in some of the Ionic states 
in Asia Minor. Their presence is explained by the legend that, 
when the Dorian" conquered Peloponnese', the Neleidae were 
driven out and took refuge in Attica, whence they led colonies 
to the eastern shores of the Aegean. By Chloris, daughter of 
Amphion, Neleus was the father of twelve sons (of whom Nestor 
was the most famous) and a daughter Pero. Through the contest 
for his daughter's hand (see MEuticrus) he is connected with the 
legends of the prophetic race of the MeLampodidae, who founded 
the mysteries and expiatory rites and the orgies of Dionysus in 
Argolis. According to Patnanias (ii. s. 2, v. 8. 2) Nelms restored 
the Olympian games and died at Corinth, where he was busied 
on the isthmus. 

NELLORR, a town and district of India, in the Madras pre-
sidency. The town is or the right bank of the Penner river, and 
has a station on the East Coast railway, zoo nr. N. of Madras 
city. Pop. (19o1) 32,040. There are United Free Church, 
American Baptist and Catholic missions. 

The DISTRICT or Nzu.0az has an area of 876r sq. nt. It 
comprises a tract of low-lying land extending from the base'of 
the Eastern Ghats to the sea. Its general aspect is forbidding: 
the coast-line is a fringeof blown sand through which the waves 
occasionally break, spreading a salt sterility over the fields. 
Farther inland the country begins to rise, but the soil is not 
naturally fertile, nor are means of irrigation readily at hand. 
About one-half of the total area is cultivated; the rest is either 
rocky waste or is covered with low scrub jungle. The chief 
rivers are the Penner. Suvarnamukhi and Gundlakamma. 
They are not navigable, but are utilized for irrigation purposes, 
the chief irrigation .work being the anicut across the Penner. 
Nellore, however, is subject both to droughts and to floods, 
Copper was discovered in the western hills in aor, but several 
attempts by European capitalists to work the ore proved unre-
munemtive, and the enterprise has been abandoned since 184o. 
Iron ore is smelted by indigenous methods in many places, 
but the most important mining industry is that of mica. Salt 
is largely manufactured along the sea-coast, Nellore, with the 
other districts of the Carnatic, passed under direct British 
administration in 1801. The population in root was 1,496,987 
showing an increase of 2.3% in the decade. In Igoe a portion 
of the district was transferred to the newly formed district of 
Guntur, reducing the remaining area to 7965 sq. m., with a 
population of 1,272,815. The principal crops are millets, rice, 
other fotgl grains, indigo and oil-seeds. The breed of cattle is 
celebrated. The East Coast railway, running through the 
length of the district, was opened throughout for traffic in 1899. 
The section from Nellore town to Gudur, formerly on the metre 
gauge, has been converted to the standard gauge. Previously 
the chief means of communication with Madras was by the 
Buckingham canal. The sea-borne trade is insignificant. 

NELSON, HORATIO NELSON, VIscoutir ( 1 758-1800, duke 
of Bronte in Sicily, British naval hero, was born at the parsonage 
house of Burnham Thorpe, in Norfolk, on the 29th of September 
1758. His father, Edmund Nelson (1722- 18o2), who came of a 
clerical family, was rector of the parish. His mother, whose 
maiden name was Cathaine Suckling (1725-1767), was a grand-
niece of Sir Robert Walpole (1st earl of Orford). This connexion 
proved of little or no value to the future admiral, who, in a 
letter to his brother, the Rev. William Nelson, written in 1784, 
speaks Of the Walpoles as " the merest set of cyphers that ever 
existed—in public affairs I mean." His introduction to the 
navy came from his maternal unde, Captain Maurice Suckling 
(1725-1778), an officer of some reputation who at his death held 
the important post of comptroller of the navy. Horatio, who 
had received a summary, and broken, education at Norwich, 
Downham and North Walsham, was entered on the" Raisonable " 
when Captain Suckling was appointed to her in 177o on an alarm 
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of war with Spain. The dispute was settled, and Captain Suckling 
was transferred to the " Triumph," the guardship at Chatham, 
whither he took his nephew. In order that the lad might have 
more practice than could be obtained on a harbour ship, his 
uncle sent him to the West Indies in a merchant vessel, and on 
his return gave him constant employment in boat work on the 
river. In a brief sketch of his life, which he drew up in 1799, 
Nelson says that in this way he became a good pilot for small 
vemels " from Chatham to the Tower of London, down the Swin, 
and the North Foreland; and confident of myself among rocks 
and sands, which has many times since been of great comfort 
to me." Between April and October of 2772 he served with 
Captain Lutwidge in the " Carcass," one of the vessels which 
went on a not otherwise notable voyage to the Arctic seas 
with Captain Phipps, better known by his Irish title of Baron 
Mulgrave. On his return from the north he was sent to the 
East Indies in the " Seahorse," in which vessel he made the 
acquaintance of his lifelong friend Thomas Troubridge. At 
the end of two years he was invalided home. In after times 
he spoke of the depression under which he laboured during the 
return voyage, till " after a long and gloomy reverie, in which 
I almost wished myself overboard, a sudden glow of patrotism 
was kindled within me, and presented my king and my country 
as my patron. My mind exulted in the idea. 'Well then,' 
I exclaimed, 'I will be a hero, and, confiding in Providence, I 
will brave every danger.' " He spoke to friends of the " radiant 
orb" which from that hour hung ever before him, and "urged 
him onward to renown." On his return home he served during 
a short cruise in the " Worcester " frigate, passed his examination 
as lieutenant on the 9th April 1777; and was confirmed in the 
rank next day. He went to the West Indies with Captain Locker 
in the " Lowestoft " frigate, was transferred to the flagship by 
the admiral commanding on the station, Sir Peter Parker (1721-
181 x), and was then by him promoted in rapid succession to the 
command of the " Badger " brig, and the " Hinchinbrook " 
frigate. By this appointment, which he received in 1779, he 
was placed in the rank of post captain (from which promotion 
to flag rank was by seniority), at the very early age of twenty. 
His connexion with Captain Suckling may, no doubt, have been 
of use to him, but in the main he owed his rapid rise to his power 
of winning the affection of all those he met, whether as comrades 
or superiors. Sir Peter Parker and Lady Parker remained 
his friends all through his life. In 178o he saw his first active 
service in an expedition to San Juan de Nicaragua, which was 
rendered deadly by the climate. He was brought to death's 
door by fever, and invalided home once more. In 2781 he was 
appointed to the "Albemarle" frigate, and after some convoy 
service in the North Sea and the Sound was sent to Newfoundland 
and thence to the North American station. "Fair Canada," 
as he has recorded in one of his letters, gave him the good health 
he had so far never enjoyed. At Quebec he formed one of those 
passionate attachments to women which marked his career. 
He now made the personal acquaintance of Sir Samuel Hood, 
Lord Hood. In the autobiographical sketch already quoted he 
mentions the high opinion formed of him by the admiral who 
presented him to Prince William, -duke of Clarence, afterwards 
King William IV., as an officer well qualified to instruct him 
in "naval tactics," by which we must perhaps understand 
seamanship. Prince William has left a brief but singularly vivid 
account of their first meeting. He appeared, says the -Prince, 
"to be the merest boy of a captain I ever beheld; and his dress 

was worthy of attention. He had on a full-laced uniform; his 
lank unpowdered hair was tied in a stiff Hessian tail of an extra-
ordinary length; the old-fashioned flaps of his waistcoat added 
to the general quaintness of his figure, and produced an appear-
ance which particularly attracted my notice; for I had never 
seen anything like it before, nor could I imagine who he was or 
what he came about. My doubts were, however, removed when 
Lord Hood introduced me to him. There was something 
irresistibly pleasing in his address and conversation; and an 
enthusiasm, when speaking on professional subjects, that showed 
he was no common being." The slight oddity of appearance, 

the power to arouse affection, and the glow indicating the 
fire within, are noted by all who ever looked Nelson in the 
face. 

In March 1783, at the very end of the American War, he saw 
his second piece of active service. He was repulsed in an attempt 
to retake Turk's Island from the French. The peace gave him 
leisure to pay a visit to France, for which country and all its 
ways he entertained a dislike and contempt characteristic of 
his time. In France he formed another attachment, and went 
so far as to apply to a maternal uncle for an allowance to eke 
out his half-pay. It came to nothing, presumably by refusal 
on the lady's part. And now when the navy was cut down to 
the quick on the peace establishment, and the vast majority of 
naval officers were condemned to idleness on shore, he had the 
extraordinary good fortune to be appointed to the command 
of the "Boras" frigate, for service in the West Indies. Nelson 
found in this commission an opportunity for the display of his 
readiness to assume responsibility. He signalized his arrival 
in the West Indies by refusing to obey an order of the admiral 
which required him to acknowledge a half-pay officer acting as 
commissioner of the dockyard at Antigua as his superior. He 
insisted on enforcing the Navigation Laws against the Americans, 
who by becoming independent had become foreigners. He called 
the attention of the government to the corruption prevailing in 
the dockyard of Antigua. His line was in all cases correct, but 
it impressed the admiralty as somewhat assuming, and his strong 
measures against the interloping trade brought on him many 
lawsuits, which, though he was defended at the expense of the 
government, caused him much trouble for years. In the West 
Indies on the 12th of March 1787 he married Frances Nisbet 
(1761-11331), the widowof a doctor in Nevis,whose favour he first 
gained by being found romping on all fours with her little boy 
under the drawing-room table. The marriage was one of affection 
and prudence, rather than of love. 

Though Nelson had as yet seen little active service, and that 
little had not been specially distinguished, he had already gained 
that reputation within his own service which commonly precedes 
public recognition. His character bad been fully developed, 
and his capacity proved. His horizon was narrow, being strictly 
confined to his profession. He had all the convictions of the 
typical John Bull of his generation. The loyalty of a devoted 
subject•was strong in him. He burned to win affection, admira-
tion, distinction. He was a man to do whatever there was to be 
done to the utmost. A more magnificent instrument for use in 
the great Revolutionary struggle now dose at hand could not 
have been forged. 

War having broken out, .he was appointed captain of the 
"Agamemnon" (64) on the 3oth of November 1 793, and joined 

his ship on the 7th of February. From this date till June 1800, 
rather more than seven years, be was engaged on continual 
active service, with the exception of a few months when he was 
invalided home. This period is the most varied, the busiest, 
the most glorious and the most debated of a very full career. 
It subdivides naturally into three sections; (r) From the date of 
his appointment as captain of the "Agamemnon" till he was 
disabled by the loss of his arm in the unsuccessful attack on 
Santa Cruz de Tenerife on the 24th of July 1797 he served as 
captain, or commodore, under Hood, Hotham and Jervis, 
successive commanders-in-chief in the Mediterranean. (2) After 
an interval of nine months spent at home in recovering from his 
wound, and from the effects of a badly performed operation, 
he returned to the Mediterranean, and was at once sent in pursuit 
of the great•French armament which sailed from Toulon under 
the command of Napoleon for the conquest of Egypt. His victory 
of the Nile on the ist of August 1798 placed him at once in the 
foremost rank among the warriors of a warlike time, and mad: 
him a national hero. With his return to Naples on the 22nd of 
September the second period ends. (3) From now till be landed 
at Leghorn on the 26th of July aoo, on his return home across 
Europe, he was entangled at Naples in political transactions 
and intrigues, which he was ill prepared to deal with either by 
nature or training, and was plunged into the absorbing passion, 
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which did increase his popularity with the mob, but cost him 
many friends. 

The first of these three passages in his life is full of events 
which must, however, be told briefly. In May he sailed for the 
Mediterranean with Hood, and was engaged under his orders 
in the occupation of Toulon by the allied British and Spanish 
forces. In August r 793 he was despatched to Naples to convoy 
the troops which the Neapolitan government had undertaken 
to contribute towards the garrison of Toulon. It was on this 
occasion that he made the acquaintance of Emma Hamilton 
(q.v.), the wife of Sir William Hamilton, minister at the Court of 
Naples. References to Lady Hamilton begin to appear in his 
letters to his wife, but, as might be expected, they indicate 
little beyond respectful admiration, and he makes a good deal 
of her kindness to his stepson, Josiah Nisbet, whom he had taken 
to sea. Young Nisbet was afterwards promoted to post captain, 
and was put in command of a frigate at an improperly early 
age by Nelson's interest. He proved quite unworthy, and in the 
end died mad. After the allies had been driven from Toulon 
by Napoleon, Nelson was employed throughout 1794 in the 
operations connected with the occupation of Corsica. In April 
and May he was engaged in the capture of Bastia, and June and 
July in the taking of Calvi. Both towns really surrendered from 
want of stores, but the naval brigades under Nelson's personal 
direction were conspicuously active, and their energy was 
favourably contrasted with the alleged formality of the troops. 
During the operations at Calvi, Nelson's right eye was 
destroyed by gravel driven into it by a cannon shot which 
struck the ground close to him. From the date of the occupation 
of Corsica till the island was evacuated, that is to say, from the 
end of 1794 till the middle of 1796, he was incessantly active. 
He served under Hotham, who undertook the command when 
Hood returned to England, and was engaged in the indecisive 
actions fought by him in the Gulf of Lyons in March and July 
s795. The easy-going ways of the new admiral fretted the eager 
spirit of Nelson, and Hotham's placid satisfaction with the 
trifling result of his encounters with the French provoked his 
subordinate into declaring that, for his part, he would never 
think that the British fleet had done very well if a single ship 
of the enemy got off while there was a possibility of taking her. 
His zeal found more satisfaction when he was detached to the 
Riviera of Genoa, where, first as captain, and then as commodore, 
he had an opportunity to prove his qualities for independent 
command by harassing the communications of the French, 
and co-operating with the Austrians. In Sir John Jervis, who 
superseded Hotham, he found a leader after his own heart. 
When Spain, after first making peace with France at Basel, 
declared war on England, and the fleet under Jervis withdrew 
from the Mediterranean, Nelson was despatched to Elba on a 
hazardous mission to bring off the small garrison and the naval 
stores. He sailed in the "Minerve" frigate, having another 
with him. After a smart action with two Spanish frigates which 
he took off Carthagena on the zoth of December, and a narrow 
escape from a squadron of Spanish line of battle ships, he ful-
filled his mission, and rejoined the flag of Jervis on the eve of the 
great battle off Cape St Vincent on the ,4th of February 1797 
(see Sr VINCENT, BATTLE or). The judgment, independence 
and promptitude he showed in this famous engagement, were 
rewarded by the conspicuous part he had in the victory, and 
revealed him to the nation as one of the heroes of the navy. 
Nelson receiving the swords of the Spanish officers on the deck 
of the " San Josef " became at once a popular figure. 

A few days after the victory he became rear-admiral by 
seniority, but continued with Jervis, who was made a peer under 
the title of Earl St Vincent. Nelson's own services were recog-
nized by the grant of the knighthood of the Bath. During the 
trying months in which the fleet was menaced by the sedition 
then rife in the navy, which came to a head in the mutinies at 
Spithcad and the Nore, he remained with the flag, and in the 
blockade of Cadiz. In July 1797 he was sent on a desperate 
mission to Santa Cruz de Tenerife. It was believed that a 
Spanish Manila ship carrying treasure had anchored at that  

place, and Lord St Vincent was desirous of depn'oing the enemy 
of this resource. The enterprise was, in fact, rash in the last 
degree, for the soldiers from the garrisons of Elba and Corsica 
having gone home, no troops were available for the service, and 
a fortified town was to be taken by man-of-war boats alone. 
Nelson's well-established character for daring marked him out 
for a duty which could only succeed by dash and surprise, if it 
was to succeed at all. But the Spaniards were on the alert, 
and the attack, made with the utmost daring on the night of the 
24th of July, was repulsed with heavy loss. Some of the boats 
missed the mole in the dark and were stove in by the surf, others 
which found the mole were shattered by the fire of the Spaniards. 
Nelson's right elbow was shot through, and he fell back into the 
boat from which he was directing the attack. The amputation 
of his arm was badly performed in the hurry and the dark. 
He was invalided home, and spent months of extreme pain in 
London and at Bath. On the toth of April 1798 he came back 
to the fleet off Cadiz as rear-admiral, with his flag in the " Van-
guard " (74). 

He was now one of the most distinguished officers in the navy. 
Within the next six months he was to raise himself far above 
the heads of all his contemporaries. It was notorious that a great 
armament was preparing at Toulon for some unknown destina-
tion. To discover its purpose, and to defeat it, the British 
government resolved to send their naval forces again into the 
Mediterranean, and Nelson was chosen for the command by 
Jervis, with whom the immediate decision lay, but also by 
ministers. 

Having joined the flag of Lord St Vincent outside of the 
straits of Gibraltar on the.3oth of April, Nelson was detached 
on the and of May into the Mediterranean, with three line-of-
battle ships and five frigates, to discover the aim of the Toulon 
armament. Napoleon had, however, enforced rigid secrecy, and 
the British admiral had to confess that the French were better 
than the British at concealing their plans. Beyond the fact that 
a powerful combined force was collected in the French port he 
could learn nothing. On the loth of May the " Vanguard " was 
dismasted in a gale. Nelson bore the check in a highly character-
istic manner. "I ought not," he wrote, "to call what has 
happened by the cold name of accident; but I believe firmly 
that it was the Almighty's goodness to check my consummate 
vanity." The " Vanguard " was saved from going on shore by 
the seaman-like skill of Captain Ball of the "Alexander," against 
whom Nelson had hitherto had a prejudice, but for whom 
he had henceforth a peculiar regard. The " Vanguard " was 
refitted by the exertions of her own crew under cover of the little 
island of San Pietri on the southern coast of Sardinia. In the 
meantime the frigates attached to his command had returned 
to Gibraltar, in the erroneous belief that the liners would be 
taken there to make good the damage suffered in the gale. " I 
thought Hope would have known me better," said Nelson. 
On the soth of April he was off Toulon again, only to find that 
the French were gone, and that he could not learn whither they 
were steering. Racked by anxiety and deprived of his best 
means of obtaining information by the disappearance of his 
frigates, he remained cruising till he was joined, on the 7th of 
June, by Troubridge with ten sail of the line. And now he started 
on his fierce pursuit of the enemy, seeking him in the dark, for 
there were no scouts at hand; exasperated at being left without 
the eyes of his fleet; half maddened at the thought he might, 
by no fault of his own, miss the renown towards which his pro-
phetic imagination had seemed to guide him; knowing that St 
Vincent would be blamed for choosing so young an admiral; 
but resolved to follow the enemy to the antipodes if necessary. 
From the coast of Sardinia to Naples, from Naples to Messina, 
from Messina to Alexandria, from Alexandria, where he found 
the roadstead empty, back to Sicily, and then when at last a 
ray of light came to him, back to Alexandria—he swept the central 
and eastern Mediterranean. At no time in his life were 
the noble qualities of his nature displayed more entirely free 
from all alloy. He was an embodied flame of resolution, and as 
yet he showed no sign of the vulgar bluster which was to appear 
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later. In the midst of his anxieties his kindness of heart shone 
forth without a trace of the tendency of sentimental gush so 
irritatingly obvious in after days. Unlike most admirals of his 
time, he did not live apart from his captains, but saw much of 
them, and freely discussed his plans with them. He had his 
reward in their devotion and perfect comprehension of what 
he wished them to do. At the same time he acquired an absolute 
confidence in the efficiency of his squadron, the magnificent 
force which had been formed by years of successful war, and by 
the careful training of his predecessors. The captains were the 
band of brothels he himself bad made them. 

The great victory of the 1st of August .1798 (see NILE, Barrs.a 
or) brought Nelson yet another wound. He was struck on the 
forehead by a langridge shot, and had for a time to go below. 
It is perhaps to be lamented in the interest of his fame that the 
wound was not severe enough to compel him to return home. 
After providing for the blockade of what remained of the French 
fleet in Alexandria, he sailed for Naples, and arrived there on the 
sand of September. There was no rear-admiral of any standing 
in the navy who could not have done what remained to be done 
in the Mediterranean, under the supervision of St Vincent, as 
well as be. For him Naples was a pitfall. There awaited him 
there precisely the influences to folly which he was least able to 
resist. He loved being loved, and was the man to think the gift 
a debt. He had an insatiable appetite for praise. With those 
weaknesses of character which caused Lord Minto, who yet 
never ceased to regard him with sincere friendship, to say that 
be was in some respects a " baby," he was disarmed in the 
presence of the two women who now made a determined attempt 
to rapture him. Emma Hamilton, who could not help endeavour. 
ing to conquer every man she met, was naturally eager to 
dominate one who had filled Europe with his fame. Behind 
Emma was the queen of Naples, Maria Carolina, a woman who 
had a share of the ability of her mother Maria Theresa without 
any of her fine moral qualities. Maria Carolina was all her life 
trying to fight the power of revolutionary France, with no better 
resources than were afforded her by the insignificant kingdom 
of Naples, and a husband who was the embodiment of all the 
faults of the Italian Bourbons. She had made use of the English 
minister's wife as an instrument of political intrigue, and now 
she employed her to manage Nelson. We have the repeated 
assertions of Nelson himself in all his ample correspondence 
from September 1798 to July of ifioo, and indeed later, to prove 
that he was, in his own tell-tale phrase, persuaded to "Sicilyfy" 
his conscience—in other words to turn his squadron into an 
instrument for the ambition, the revenge and the fears of Maria 
Carolina, the " Dear Queen " of his letters to Emma Hamilton. 
It is highly probable that he was secretly influenced by annoyance 
at the pedantry of the British government, which only gave him 
a barony for the splendid victory of the Nile, on the ridiculous 
ground that no higher title could be given to an officer who was 
not a commander-in-chief. All doubt as to the character of 
his relations with Lady Hamilton has been laid at rest by the 
Morrison papers. None ought ever to have existed, for, if Nelson 
did not love this woman in the fullest possible sense of the word, 
his conduct would be inexplicable on any other hypothesis than 
that he was an imbecile. He allowed her to waste his money, 
to lead him about " like a bear," and to drag him into gambling, 
which he naturally hated. For her sake he offended old friends, 
and quarrelled with his wife in circumstances of vulgar brutality. 
That he believed she had borne him a child can no longer be 
disputed, and he carried on with her a correspondence under the 
name of Thompson which was apparently meant to deceive 
her husband, but is varied by grotesque explosions which destroy 
the illusion, such as it was. 

In the hands of these two women, and in the intoxication 
produced on him by flattery, which could not be too copious 
or gross for his taste, Nelson speedily became a Neapolitan 
royalist of far greater sincerity than was to be found among the 
king's subjects except in the ranks of the Lazzaroni. He 
gratified the headlong queen by egging her torpid husband into 
an exceedingly foolish attack on the French garrisons then  

occupying the so-called Roman republic. The collapse of the 
Neapolitan forces was instant and ignominious. The court 
fled to Palermo in December, under the protection of the British 
squadron. At Palermo Nelson remained directing the operations 
of the ships engaged in blockading Malta, then held by the 
garrison placed in it by Napoleon when he took it on his way 
to Egypt, and sinking continually deeper into his slavery to 
Lady Hamilton, till the spring of the following year. He was 
then aroused by a double call. A royalist army led by the 
king's vicar-general, Fabrizio Ruffo (q.v.), had succeeded in 
recovering the greater part of the kingdom of Naples from the 
government set up by the French, and called, in the pedantic 
style of the revolutionary epoch, the Parthenopean republic. 
A French fleet commanded by Admiral Bruix entered the 
Mediterranean. News of the appearance of Bruix reached 
Nelson just as he was about to sail for Naples with the heir 
apparent to co-operate with Ruffo and his " Christian Army." 
He immediately took steps to concentrate his ships, which had 
been reinforced by a small Portuguese squadron, at Marittimo 
on the western coast of Sicily, where he would be conveniently 
placed to meet the French, if they came, or to unite with the 
ships of Lord St Vincent. He was, however, half distraught 
between his sense of what was required -by his duty to his own 
service and the obligations he had assumed towards the sove-
reigns of Naples. In the end he resolved to sail for Naples, this 
time without the crown prince, in order to carry out a mission 
entrusted to him by the king. 

The story of Nelson's visit to Naples in the June of 1799 will 
probably remain a subject for perpetual discussion. His reputa-
tion for humanity and probity is considered to depend on the 
view we take of his actions there and at this period. It is true 
that the relative importance of these episodes has been much 
diminished by the publication of the Morrison Papers, and 
that it has at all times been exaggerated. From the Morrison 
Papers we know that, when his passions were concerned, he 
was not incapable of stratagems to deceive his old friend Sir 
William Hamilton. It is the less incredible that he should have 
been willing to use deceit against persons whom he bated so 
fiercely as he did the Neapolitan Jacobins, in his double quality 
of English Tory and Neapolitan Royalist. But apart from his 
laxity in the course of a double adultery, his letters, written to 
many different people during his stay on the coasts of Naples, 
contain more than sufficient evidence to show that he was utterly 
unhinged by excitement, and was unable to estimate the real 
character of many of his own words and deeds. He considered 
himself as owing an equal allegiance to Ferdinand of Naples 
and to his own sovereign. His feelings towards the Jacobin 
subjects of his Italian king are expressed in terms which bear 
a remarkable likeness to the rhetoric of the Jacobins of France 
when they were most vigorously engaged in ridding their country 
of aristocrats. To Troubridge he writes: "Send me word 
some proper heads are taken off, this alone will comfort me." 
To St Vincent he reports that "Our friend Troubridge had a 
present made him the other day of the head of a Jacobin, and 
makes an apology to me, the weather being very hot, for not 
sending it here." Some allowance may be made for a rude taste 
in jocularity, but it is impossible to mistake the scream of fury 
in Nelson's letters, imitated from the style of Lady Hamilton, 
who in these things was the sycophant of the queen. A man 
who allowed his thoughts to dwell in an atmosphere of hysterical 
ferocity, and was above all a man of action, was well on the way 
to interpret his words into deeds. It was while he was in this 
heated state that he was sent to preside over the fall of the 
Parthenopean republic at the end of June 1799. 

King Ferdinand had not been unwilling to offer terms to 
those of his subjects who had joined with the French to establish 
the republic, so long as he was under the influence of fear. 
But when the French had been defeated in northern Italy 
and had left the Republicans to their own resources, he became 
more anxious to make an example. In the early parts of June 
he heard that Ruffo was inclined to clemency, and grew very 
eager to prevent any such mistake. No more effectual way of 
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enforcing rigour could be imagined than to put the control 
of events entirely in the hands of Nelson, whose sentiments were 
well known, who was notoriously under the influence of Emma 
Hamilton, that is to say, of the queen, and who, as a stranger, 
would have no family or social attachments with the republicans, 
no changes of fortune nor future revenges to fear. That be asked 
Nelson to go to Naples, giving him large powers, may be con-
sidered certain. A commission in the full sense he could not 
give without the consent of the king of Great Britain, and that 
was not even asked for.. But Nelson had general instructions 
from home to support the Neapolitan government, and though 
this only meant, and could only mean, as an ally and against the 
common enemy, he understood it in a much wider sense, while 
he considered himself as being bound to Ferdinand in the relation 
of subject to sovereign by the grant of the duchy of Bront6 in 
Sicily, which he had just received. He therefore sailed to 
Naples resolved to act in the double capacity of English and 
Neapolitan admiral, of English opponent of the Jacobins, 
and of Neapolitan royalist. The general cause of Europe and 
the particular revenge of the king and queen were of equal 
importance to him. When he entered the Bay of Naples on the 
24th of June he found that a capitulation had been agreed upon 
some thirty-six hours earlier, between Ruffo, acting as vicar-
general, with the consent of Captain Foote (1767-x833) of the 
" Seahorse," the senior British naval officer present, on the 
one side, and the Neapolitan republicans on the other. The 
republicans had been reduced to the possession of the castles of 
(MVP and Nuovo, and had been glad to secure terms which 
allowed them to go into exile in France. Nelson denounced an 
arrangement which would have precluded all cutting off of 
heads as "infamous." He ordered the white flag to be hauled 
down on the " Seahorse," and told Ruffo that he would not 
allow the capitulation to be carried out. The same warning 
was given to the republicans in the forts. There is a question 
whether the capitulation had been in part already carried into 
effect. Sir William Hamilton, who, together with his wife, had 
accompanied Nelson from Palermo, asserts that it had, in an 
official despatch to Lord Grenville dated on the mth July. 
But this letter, written only a fortnight after the transaction, 
contains many inaccuracies, and can be held to prove only that 
Hamilton would have seen nothing discreditable in violating 
a capitulation, or that he was in his dotage, and did not know 
what he was doing. Ruffo refused to be a party to a breach of 
faith. On the afternoon of the 25th he had an interview with 
Nelson on board the flagship the "Foudroyant," which was con-
ducted through the Ha mil tons and was of a very heated character. 
Next morning, as Ruffo showed a determination to stand aside 
and throw on Nelson the responsibility of provoking a renewal 
of hostilities, messages were sent to him both by the admiral 
and by Hamilton that there would be no interference with the 
"armistice." This assurance put a stop to the dispute between 

them. The republicans came out of the forts and were trans-
ferred to feluccas under the guard of British marines, where they 
were kept till the king's pleasure was known. As a matter of 
course it was that they should be mostly hanged or shot. Whether 
Nelson meant to deceive Ruffo into thinking that he had accepted 
the capitulation when he named the armistice,—whether the 
vicar-general was deceived, and then misled the garrisons in good 
faith—or whether he knew perfectly well that the capitulation 
was not included, and took the opportunity afforded him by 
these two English gentlemen to deceive his own countrymen, 
are points much discussed. The republicans in the forts did claim 
that they were covered by the capitulation, and that it had been 
violated. It is difficult to see in what way the service of King 
George was forwarded by Nelson's zeal for King Ferdinand. 
Such discredit as fell on him would have been avoided if he had 
kept to his duty as British admiral, and had not thought it 
incumbent on him to prove himself a good Neapolitan royalist. 
On the 29th of June Francesco Caracciolo (q.v.), a Neapolitan 
naval officer who had joined the republicans, was brought to 
Nelson as a prisoner. Out of his desire to make an example 
of a proper bead, and in the full knowledge that Caracciolo's 

death would be pleasing to the queen, Nelson, invirtne, seemingly, 
of his supposed commission as Neapolitan admiral (which he 
did not possess), ordered a court martial of Italian officers to sit, 
on an English ship, to try the prisoner. The court could only 
find him guilty, and Caracciolo was hanged. The sentence was 
just, but the procedure was indecent, and Nelson's intervention 
cannot be justified. 

At this period of his life it is indeed difficult to represent 
Nelson's actions in a favourable light. In July he disobeyed the 
order of Lord Keith to send some of his ships to Minorca, on 
the ground that they were needed for the defence of Naples. 
The influence of the queen, exercised through Emma Hamilton 
was partly responsible fqr his wilfolness, but a great deal must 
be put down to his annoyance at finding that Keith, and not he 
himself, was to succeed . St Vincent as commander-in-chief in 
the Mediterranean. After the victory of the Nile he became 
in fact, incapable of acting as a subordinate. Until he left fot 
home in June ilioo, except during the short interval when he 
acted as commander-in-chief in the absence of Keith, he was 
captious, querulous and avoided leaving Palermo as much as he 
could, and far more than he ought. When forced out he made 
his health an excuse for going back. He began a quarrel with 
Troubridge which ripened into complete estrangement. He 
wearied out his friends at the Admiralty, and finally extorted 
leave to return. As Keith would not allow him to take a line 
of battleship for his journey home with the Hamilton, and 
indeed said plainly that Lady Harailten had commanded the 
Mediterranean station long enough, he returned across Europe 
with his friends. Accounts of the figure they cut, and the 
sensation they created at Vienna and at Dresden, can be found 
in the Minto correspondence, and in the reminiscences of Mrs 
St George, afterwards Mrs Trench (1768-1827). He reached 
home in November. 

In England he was received with the utmost popular en-
thusiasm, but with coldness by the king, the Admiralty, and by 
the great official and social world. His erratic and self-willed 
conduct towards Lord Keith sufficiently explains the distrust 
shown by My Lords of the Admiralty. Their uneasiness was not 
diminished by their knowledge that his renown made it quite 
impossible to lay him aside at a crisis. The king, a man of strict 
domestic habits and strong religious convictions, was un-
doubtedly offended by the scandals of Nelson's life at Naples, and 
he cannot but have been displeased by the admiral's openly 
avowed readiness to devote himself to King Ferdinand. English 
society as represented by the First Lord, Lord Spencer, and his 
wife, may not have shared the moral indignation of the pious 
king; but their taste was offended, and so was their self-respect, 
when Nelson insisted on forcing Lady Hamilton on them, and 
would go nowhere where she was not received. When it was 
discovered that he insisted on making his wife live in the same 
house as his mistress, he was considered to have infringed the 
accepted standard of good manners. Alter enduring insult at 
once cruel and cowarclly, to the verge of poorness of spirit. 
Lady Nelson rebelled. A complete separation took place, and 
husband and wife never met again. 

On the 1st of January 18.21 Nelson became vice-admiral by 
seniority. The alliance of the Northern powers of which the Tsar 
Paul was the inspiring spirit, made it necessary for the British 
government to take vigorous measures in its own defence. A 
fleet had to be sent on a very difficult and dangerous mission 
to the Baltic. The Admiralty would have been unpardonable. 
and would not have been excused by public opinion if, when it 
had at its disposal such an admirable weapon as the conqueror 
of the Nile, it had failed to employ him. Nelson was chosen to 
go as a matter of course, but unfortunately, it was thought proper 
to put him under the command of Sir Hyde Parker (ska) an 
officer of no experience, and, as the Admiralty ought to have 
known, of commonplace, not to say indolent, character. Nelson 
bore the subordination with many bitter complaints, but on the 
whole with patience and tact. Sir Hyde Parker began by 
keeping his formidable second in command at arm's length, 
but Nelson handled him with considerable diPlomacy,_ Knowing 
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his superior to be fond of good living be caused a turbot to be 
caught for him on the Dogger Bank, and sent it to him with 
a complimentary message. Sir Hyde was not insensible to the 
attention, and thawed notably. We have the good fortune to 
possess the notes taken during the campaign by Colonel Stewart 
(1774-1827), a military officer who did duty with Nelson as a 
marine. Colonel Stewart has put on record many stories of 
Nelson which have a high biographical value. He saw the hero 
when his character was displayed in all its strength and its weak-
ness. Nelson was at once burning for honour, ardently desirous 
to serve his country at a great crisis, and yet longing for rest and 
for the company of Emma Hamilton. His passion had, if possible, 
been increased by the birth of the child Horatia, whom he 
believed to be his own, and his jealousy was excited by fears that 
Emma would become an object of attention to the prince of 
Wales (afterwards George IV.). His health, as Colonel Stewart 
justly observed, was always affected by anxiety, and during the 
Baltic campaign he complained incessantly of his sufferings. 
Nervous irritation provoked him into odd explosions of excite-
ment, as when, for instance, be suddenly interfered with the work-
ing of his flagship while the officer of the watch was tacking 
her on the south coast of England, and so threw her into disorder. 
When he saw the consequences of his untimely intrusion he 
sharply appealed to the officer to tell him what was to be done 
next, and when the embarrassed lieutenant hesitated to reply, 
burst out with, "If you do not know, I am sure I don't," and 
then went into his cabin. His subordinates learnt to take these 
manifestations as matters of course, knowing that they were 
wholly without malignity. To them he was always kind, even 
when they were at fault, taking, as his own phrase has it, a 
penknife where Lord St Vincent would have taken a hatchet. 
Colonel Stewart tells how he was wont to invite the midshipmen 
of the middle watch to breakfast, and romp with them as if 
he had been the youngest of the party. The playfulness of his 
nature came out, in combination with his heroism, when be 
adorned his refusal to obey Sir Hyde's weak signal of recall in the 
middle of the battle, which would have been disastrous if it had 
been acted on by putting his telescope to his blind eye and 
declaring that he could not see the order to retire. At such 
moments all could see his agitation; but, as the surgeon of the 
" Elephant," which bore his flag at Copenhagen, says, they could 
also see that " it was not the agitation of indecision, but of 
ardent animated patriotism panting for glory." When Sir Hyde 
Parker was recalled in May, Nelson assumed the command in 
the Baltic; but the dissolution of the Northern Confederation 
left him little to do. His health really suffered in the cold air 
of high latitudes, and in June he obtained leave to come home. 
His services were grudgingly recognized by the title of viscount. 
During the brief interval before the peace he was put in command 
of a flotilla to combat Napoleon's futile threat of invasion. 
In the hope of quieting public anxiety rather than in any serious 
expectation of success, an attack was made on a French flotilla 
strongly protected by its position, at Boulogne, which was 
thsastrously repulsed. Nelson was not in command on the spot, 
and if he had been would in all probability have renewed his 
experience at Santa Cruz. He could not do the impossible more 
than other men. He was only more ready to try. 

While the brief peace made at Amiens lasted, he remained on 
shore. His home was with the Hamiltons in the strange house-
hold in which Sir William showed that his 18th-century training 
had taught him to accept a domestic division with a good grace, 
and had not left him too squeamish to profit by the pecuniary 
advantages which may attend the relation of complacent 
husband. His death on the 6th of April i8o3 made no change 
in the life of the admiral. He lived almost wholly at Merton, 
where be had purchased a small house, which Emma filled with 
memorials of his glory and of her now passing beauty. She fed 
him profusely with the flattery which he, in Lord Minto's words, 
swallowed as a child does pap; and she was in turn adored by 
him, and treated with profound deference by his family, with 
the exception of his father. 

When the ambition of Napoleon made it impossible to keep 

up the fiction of peace, Nelson was at once called from retirement, 
and this time there could be no question of putting him ander 
the authority of any other admiral. He was appointed to the 
Mediterranean command, and hoisted his flag in May 
Between this date and his death in the hour of full triumph on 
the zest of October t8o5, he was in the centre and was one of 
the controlling spirits of the vast military and naval drama 
which after filling for more than two years the immense stage 
bounded by Europe and the West Indies, found its dosing scene 
in Trafalgar Bay (see TRAFALGAR). In spite of the anxieties 
of an arduous command Nelson was serene and at his best in this 
last period of his life. Once only did the ill-advised boasting 
of Latouche Treville provoke him into a scolding mood. The 
French officer spoke of him as having fled before his French 
ships, and the vaunt, which had no better foundation than that 
Nelson had retired before superior numbers when reconuoitring, 
exasperated him into threatening to make di. Frenchman eat 
his letter if ever they met. Nelson could boast, but his loudest 
words are not ridiculously out of proportion to his deeds. 

The last hours at Trafalgar will never be forgotten by English-
men. There is no figure in English history at once so magnificent 
in battle, and so penetrating in its appeal to the emotions, as 
was Nelson on that last day when under his leadership the fleet 
annihilated the last lingering fear that Napoleon would ever 
carry his desolating arms into the British Islands. It matters 
little that the woman of whom he thought to the last was utterly 
unworthy of him, had perhaps never rendered the services he 
supposed her to have done for their country, and was about to dis-
honour his memory by mercenary immorality. He must be worse 
than censorious who can think unmoved of Nelson kneeling in 
prayer by his cabin table as the " Victory " rolled slowly down 
on the enemy on the ant of October, appealing to God for help, 
and writing the codicil in which he left his mistress and his child 
to the gratitude of his country. 

It is said that his famous signal was to have been worded 
" Nelson confides that every man will do his duty," and that 
his own name was replaced by that of England on the suggestion 
of one of his officers. The use of his name as an inspiration and 
an appeal would have been perfectly consistent with his tone 
at all times, but he agreed to the alteration with the indifference 
of a man to whom self and country were one at that hour. 
" Expects" replaced "confides that " because the signal 
lieutenant Pascoe pointed out to him that the verb originally 
chosen must be spelt out letter by letter in a long string of 
flags. He parted with Captain Blackwood of the " Euryalus" 
with a prophecy of his approaching fate. The sight of Collins-
wood, the friend of his youth, leading the lee line into action 
in the " Royal Sovereign " drew from him a cry of admiration 
at the noble example his comrade was showing. When the 
" Victory " had passed astern of the French " Bucentaure," 
and was engaged with her and the " Redoubtable," he walked 
up and down the quarter deck of his flagship by the side of his 
flag-captain, T. M. Hardy, with the brisk short step customary 
with him. As they turned, a mdsket shot from the top of the 
" Redoubtable " struck him on the upper breast, and, plunging 
down, broke the spine. " They have done for me at hal " 
were the words in which he acknowledged the fatal stroke. He 
lingered for a very few hours of anguish in the fetid cockpit of 
the " Victory," amid the horrors of darkness relieved only by the 
dim light of lanterns, and surrounded by men groaning, or 
raving with unbearable pain. The shock of the broadsides made 
the whole frame of the " Victory " tremble, and extorted, a 
moan from the dying admiral. When Captain Hardy came down 
to report the progress of the battle, his inherent love for full 
triumph drew from him the declaration that less than twenty 
prizes would not satisfy him. He clung to his authority to the 
end. The suggestion that Collingwood would have to decide 
on the course to be taken was answered with the eager claim, 
" Not while I live. " But the last recorded words were of 
affection and of duty. He begged Hardy for a kiss, and he 
ended with the proud and yet humble claim, " I have done my 
duty, thank God for that." 
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His body was brought home In his flagship and laid to rest 

in St Paul's. He is commemorated in London by the monu-
ment in Trafalgar Square, completed in 1849 with a colossal 
statue by E. H. Bally, and surrounded by Landseer's bronze 
lions, added in 2867. 

In estimating the character of Nelson, and his achievements, 
there are some elements which must be allowed for more fully 
than has always been the case. He was, to begin with, the 
least English of great Englishmen. He had the excitability, the 
vanity, the desire for approbation without much delicacy as 
to the quarter from which it came, which the average Eng-
lishman of Nelson's time, his judgment obscured by the effects 
of centuries of racial rivalry culminating in the Napoleonic 
wars, was wont to attribute to Frenchmen. Where there 
is vanity there is the capacity for spite and envy. Nor was 
Nelson altogether free from these unpleasant faults. But in 
the main his desire to be liked combined with a natural kindness 
of disposition to make him appeal frankly to the gooslwill 
of those about hint. He won to a very great extent the affec-
tion he valued, and that from men so widely different in char-
acter as Lord Minto and the simple-hearted seamen among 
whom he passed the best part of his life. He could be cruel 
when Its emotions were aroused by evil influences, with the 
downright cruelty he displayed at Naples, or the more subtle 
form of hardness in his conduct to his wife, when his duty 
to her stood in the way of his love for Emma Hamilton. But 
they were few to whom the evil side of his nature was shown, 
while the captains and seamen for whom he did much to make 
a hard duty more tolerable were to be counted by the thousand. 

As a commander he belonged to the race of Pyrrhus and the 
prince of Conde—the fighters of battles. His victories were 
won at the head of a force which had been brought to a high 
level of efficiency by three generations of predecessors, against 
enemies who had been, as in the case of the French, disorganized 
by a social revolution which had ruined their discipline, who 
were inexperienced as the Danes were, or who, as in the case of 
the Spaniards, were sunk in a moral and intellectual decadence. 
But he estimated the vices of his opponents with full insight. 
Wielding a fine instrument, and confronted by inferior enemies, 
he was entitled to dare much, and it is a proof of his sagacity 
that he saw how far be could dare, caring but little for the bulk 
of the force in front of him, and looking to the spirit. Above 
all, he' had the power to inspire the enthusiasm he lelt, and to 
snake men act above themselves because he was there, and because 
they found a joy in pleasing hint. Among all the warriors of 
his generation Napoleon alone was a greater master of the souls 
of men, and Blucher alone came near him. 

Nelson had no children by his wife. His daughter Horatio, 
by Lady Hamilton, became the wife of the Rev. Philip Ward, 
and died in 188z. In November relos, in recognition of Nelson's 
great services to his country, his brother William 0757-1835) 
was created Earl Nelson of Trafalgar, an annuity of is000 being 
attached to the title. When William died without sons in 
February 2835 his only daughter Charlotte Mary ( 1 787-1873), 
wife of Samuel Hood, and Baron Bridport (x788-1868), became 
duchess of Breit* while, according to the remainder, his English 
tides passed to his nephew Thomas Bolton (x786-2835), who 
became and Earl Nelson. Bolton, who took the name of Nelson, 
was succeeded as 3rd Earl Nelson in November 2813 by his 
son Horatio (b. 1823). The duchy of Bronte was in Toro held 
by Baroness Bridport's grandson, Arthur Wellington Nelson 
Hood, 2nd Viscount Bridport (b. 2830. 

AUTHORITIES.—Very much has been written about Nelson. A 
large part of the total mass consists of hasty work done to meet an 
immediate demand, or of repetition not justified by the critical 
faculty or literary skill of the writers. The valuable portion may be 
divided into original authorities, such as correspondence, and the 
testimony of eyewitnesses; and the narratives or criticisms of 
students who teU with originalpower, and judge with knowledge and 
insight. Under the heading of original authorities, the first place is 
taken by The Dispatches and Letters of Vice-Admiral Lord Viscount 
Nelson. with notes by Sir N. H. Nicolas (7 vols., x844-1846). Nicolas 
spared no pains to make his collection complete and to illustrate it 
from all trustworthy sources. Thus he includes Sir Edward Berry's 
Account of the Battle of the Nile, Colonel Stewart's Notes on the Copes- 

!Yates Campaign, Dr Beatey's Narrative of Nelson's Last Hours, and 
passages from the so-called Reminiscences of the Captain , of the 
Victory. Dr Scott. This last authority is of little value, for the book 
consists of recollections by Dr Scott's daughter and son-in-law of 
what he said years after the events he was speaking of. The student 
of Nelson's life should make it a rule to exhaust Nicolas before con-
sulting any other authority. A collection of Letters from Nelson to 
Emma Hamilton was published under her direction in 1814. but it is 
subject to much suspicion. A peat mass of correspondence of the 
Hamiltons and much MS. relating to Nelson came into the hands of 
Dr Pettigrew, and passed into the possession of Mr A. Morrison, 
from whose collection they were transferred to the British Museum. 
A catalogue, in which the text is given, was privately printed and 
can be consulted in the museum. Isolated letters have appeared 
from time to time. Between February .and April 1898 some valuable 
extracts from his correspondence with his wife, previously un-
known, and the correct text of parts of his diary, appeared in the 
extinct weekly, Literature. Among the lives of Nelson's contem-
poraries. j. S. Tucker's Earl of St Vincent 0844), Ross's Saumares, 
Lady Bourchier's Codrington and the Letters of Sir William Haste 
throw light on particular points. The Nelsonsan Reminiscences of 
Parsons give an interesting picture of the admiral as he appeared 
to an observant boy. The observations of older and more intelligent 
witnesses will be found in The Diaries and Correspondence of George 
Rose, in The Life and Letters of the First Earl of gusto and in a 
Journal kept daring a Visit to Germany, by Mrs St George, afterwards 
Mrs Trench. Incidental mentions of Nelson are to be found in the 
Paget Papers, the correspondence of the minister who succeeded 
Sir W. Hamilton at the court of Naples. Biographies of Nelson are 
numerous. Emma Hamilton inspired one by a Mr Harrison, an 
odious book which was in reality an advertisement of herself and 
which appeared in 1806. The two quartos of Clarke and McArthur 
(1809), reprinted in three volumes octavo in 184o, were based on 
papers supplied by the family,. but the texts were edited with un- 
pardonable freedom and the originals have in many cases been lost. 
Southey's classic Life was based on Clarke and McArthur. AU later 
biographies have been superseded by Captain Mahan's Life of Nelson, 
first published in two volumes in 1897 and again in one volume, 
with additions and corrections in 1899. The much-debated Nea-
politan episode has given rise to a literature of its own. The con-
troversy began with the appearance of Captain Foote's Vindication 
of his own part in the transaction published in ltin. It drew an 
immediate Coaster Vindication of Nelson by Commander jeaffreson 
Miles. Italian versions will be found in Sacchinelli's Fabrisio Buffo 
and in the Compendia of Micheroux edited by theMarcheseMaresca. 
The controversy has been revived in England by Mr F. P. Badham 
with his Nelson at Naples (two). and has provoked the publication 
of a collection of the documents by 'the Navy Record Society, in 
vol. xxv. of their publications, under the title Nelson and the 
Neapolitan Jacobins (tm). Mr C. Jeaffreson's two works, Lady 
Hamilton sad Lord Nelson (t888) and the Queen of Naples and 
Lord Nelson (1889), are based on the .pa collected by Mr 
Morrison. See also T. Nelson, Genealogical History of the Nelson 
Family (IWO. (D. H.) 

NELSON, ROBERT (x656-1715), English philanthropist and 
religious writer, son of John Nelson, a London merchant, was 
born on the 22nd of June x656, and was educated as the private 
pupil of George Bull, afterwards bishop of St David's. Having 
inherited a considerable fortune from his father, he followed 
no profession. About i680 he went abroad and spent much 
time on the continent of Europe till 169r, when he settled at 
Blackheath. For many years he was an intimate friend and 
correspondent of Archbishop Tillotson, though not in agreement 
with his views; and he was also on terms of friendship with 
the astronomer Halley and other men of science. Nelson's 
sympathies were with the Jacobites; and after his return to 
England he associated himself with the nonjurors, under whose 
influence he produced several of his writingsou religious subjects. 
He was an active supporter of the Society for Promoting Christian 
Knowledge, the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel, 
and similar associations, and be used his influence largely in 
the establishment of charity schools and the building of churches 
in London. In 1687 he had published a controversial work 
against transubstantiation, and in 1704 appeared his Companion 
for the Festivals and Fasts of the Church of England, which 
obtained a remarkable popularity lasting till the middle of the 
1 9th century. Within five years of its publication ten thousand 
copies of the Companion were printed, and thirty-six editions 
appeared in a hundred and twenty years. After the death of 
Bishop Bull in 1720 Nelson wrote his biography, which was 
published three years later; and be was also the author of many 
other devotional and controversial works. He died in January 
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1715, in which year was published his Address to Persons of 
Quality and Estate, containing suggestions for the establishment 
of special hospitals, schools and theological colleges, many of 
his proposals being afterwards carried into effect. Nelson 
married a Roman Catholic, Lady Theophila Lucy, daughter of 
the earl of Berkeley, and widow of Sir Kingsmill Lucy of 
Broxbourne. 

See Charles F. Secreted, Memoirs of the Life and Times of the Pious 
Robert Nelson (186o); Thomas Birch, Life of Tillotson (and ed., 
1753); Thomas Lathbury, History of the Nonjurors (1845). 

NELSON. a river of Keewatin district, Canada, discharging 
the waters of Lake Winnipeg in a north-easterly direction into 
Hudson Bay. It drains an area of 360,000 sq. m. and, including 
its tributary the Saskatchewan, is 145o m. long. It is navigable 
for small steamers for a distance of about So m., after which it 
is unnavigable except for canoes. It has a total fall between the 
lake and sea of 710 ft. Here its chief tributary is the Burntwood. 
Norway House at its source and York Factory at its mouth 
are important stations of the Hudson's Bay Company. 

NELSON, a town of British Columbia, situated on the west arm 
of Kootenay lake. Pop. (r906) about s000. It is the com-
mercial, administrative and railroad centre of the east and west 
Kootenay districts. It is the northern terminus of a branch of 
the Great Northern railway and is also connected by rail and 
steamboat with the main line of the Canadian Pacific railway at 
Revelstoke and with the Crow's Nest line of the same system at 
Kootenay landing. It has direct railway communication with 
Rossland, Grand Forks and Greenwood. 

NELSON, a municipal borough in the Ctitheroe parliamentary 
division of Lancashire, England, 321 m. N. from Manchester by 
the Lancashire & Yorkshire railway. Pop. (1891) 22,754, 
(Igor) 32,816. It is of modern growth, possessing a town hall, 
market hall, free library, technical school, pleasant park and 
recreation grounds, and an extensive system of electric tramways 
and light railways, connecting with Burnley and Coke. Its 
chief manufacture is cotton. It was incorporated in :89o, and 
the corporation consists of a mayor, 6 aldermen and 18 
councillors. Area, 3466 acres. 

NELSON, a seaport of New Zealand, the teat of a bishop and 
capital of a provincial district of the same name; at the bead 
of Blind Bay on the northern coast of the South Island. Pop. 
(1906) 8164. The woods and fields in the neighbourhood abound 
with English King-birds, and the streams arc stocked with trout; 
while the orchards in the town and suburbs are famous for English 
kinds of fruit, and hops are extensively cultivated. The town 
possesses a small museum and art gallery, literary institute, 
government buildings, and boys' and girls' schools of high repute. 
The cathedral (Christ Church) is finely placed on a mound which 
was originally intended as a place of refuge from hostile natives. 
It is built of wood, the various native timbers being happily 
combined. Railways connect the harbour with the town, and 
the town with Motupiko, &c. The harbour, with extensive 
wharves, is protected by the long and remarkable Boulder Bank, 
whose southern portion forms the natural breakwater to that 
anchorage. The settlement was planted by the New Zealand 
Company in 1842. The borough returns one member to the 
house of representatives, and its local affairs are administered 
by a mayor and council. 

NELSONVILLE, a city of Athens county, Ohio, U.S.A., on the 
Hocking river, 62 m. S.E. of Columbus. Pop. ( 1890) 4558,(1900) 
54 21 , including 328 foreign-bon and 204 negroes; (191o) 6082. 
Nelsonville is served by the Hocking Valley railway. The 
city is in one of the most productive coal sections of the state; 
there are large quantities of clay in the vicinity; and the principal 
industries are the mining and shipping of coal and the manu-
facture of fire-clay products. Nelsonville was settled in aril 
and was incorporated in 1838; it was named in honour of Elisha 
Nelson, who built the first house here. 

NEMATODA, in zoology, a group of worms. The name Nema-
tode (Gr. tiaa, thread, and eThos, form) was first introduced by 
Rudolphi, but the group had been previously recognized as 
distinct by Zeder under the name Ascarides. They are now by  

many systematists united with the Acanthocephala and the 
Nematomorpha to form the group Nemathelminthes. 

• The Nematode possess an elongated and thread-like form (see 
fig. r), varying in length from a kw lines up to several feet. The 
body is covered externally by a chitinous cuticle which is a 
product of the subjacent epidermic layer in which no cell limits 
can be detected though nuclei are scattered through it. The 
cuticle is frequently prolonged into spines and papillae, which 
are especially developed at the anterior end of the body. The 
mouth opens at one extremity of the body and the anas at or 
near the other. Beneath the epidermis is 
a longitudinal layer of muscle-fibres which 
are separated into four distinct groups 
by the dorsal, ventral and lateral areas; 
these are occupied by a continuation of the 
epidermic layer; in the lateral areas run 
two thin-walled tubes with clear contents, 
which unite in the anterior part of the 
body and open by a pore situated on the 
ventral surface usually about a quarter 
or a third of the body length from the 
anterior end. These vessels are the nitrogen-
ous excretory organs. The body-cavity is 
largely occupied by processes from the large 
muscle cells of the skin. These processes 
stretch across the body cavity to be inserted 
in the dorsal and ventral middle lines. 

The body-cavity also contains the so-
called phagocytic organs. These consist 
of enormous cells with nuclei so large as 
to be in some cases just visible to the naked 
eye. These cells are disposed in pairs, 
though the members of each pair are not 
always at the same level. The number of 
cells is not large (some 2 to 8), and as a 
rule they lie along the lateral lines. In 
some species (Ascaris decipiens) the giant 
cell is replaced by an irregular mass of 
protoplasm containing a number of small 
nuclei. Such a plasmodium bears, on its 
periphery, groups of rounded projections 
of protoplasm termed end-organs. Similarly 
the giant cells are produced at their peri-
phery into a number of branching pro- 
cesses which bear similar end-organs on 
their surface and in some cases terminate Aft., 6.1.1, , 

 in them. These end-organs are the active At E.P., l878. 

agents in taking up foreign granules, or 	FIG. 1 .—°SYkr". 
 bacteria, which may have found their way 8,  Mouth. 

into the fluid of the body-cavity. From rd' C)ens:1215;t of 
the shape and position of the phagocytic 	the oesophagus, 
organs it is obvious that they form admir- 	armed 	with 
able strainers through which the fluid of 	chitinous teeth. 

I, Intestine. the body-cavity filters (figs. 2, 3). 	s, Opening of seg- 
The alimentary tract consists of a 	mental 	tubes 

straight tube running from the mouth to 	(placed by mis- 
the anus without any convolutions', it is 	take on the dor- 
separable into three divisions: (s) a rum- 	vsaelnitni.satildrcial surface 

(the 

cular oesophagus, which is often provided le, Testes. 
with cuticular teeth; (2) a cellular intes- rd. Vas deferens. 
tine; and (3) a short terminal rectum sP. Cloaca. 
surrounded by muscular fibres. Neither pa' Papillae' 
here nor elsewhere are cilia found at any period of develop-
ment. 

A nervous system has been shown to exist in many species, 
and consists of a perioesophageal ring giving off usually six nerves 
which run forwards and backwards along the lateral and median 
lines; these are connected by numerous fine, circular threads in 
the sub-cuticle. Some of the free-living forms possess eye specks. 
The sexes are distinct (with the exception of a few forms that are 
hermaphrodite), and the male is always smaller than the female. 
The generative organs consist of one or two tubes, in the upper 
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portion of which the ova or spermatozoa are developed, the lower 
portion serving as an oviduct or vu deferens; the female gener-
ative organs open at the middle of the body, the male close to 
the posterior extremity into the terminal portion of the ali-
mentary canal; from this cloaca a diverticulum is given off in 
which are developed one to three chitinous spicules that subserve 
the function of copulation. The spermatozoa differ from those 
of other animals in having the form of cells which sometimes 
perform amoeboid movements. Most remarkable sexual condi-
tions are foubd to occur in the free-living genera RIsalxiiiis and 

Fte. 2.—Sderosionnum annex-  I III ti ni, V, X about 3f, opened to 
show the phagocytic organs. 
(From Nassonov.) 
1, Mouth. 
a, Anterior end of alimentary 

canal. 
3, Posterior end of alimentary 	Fin. —One of the phagocytic 

canal. 	 organs o 
3.

f Sc. armatam, highly 

4. Ovary. 	 magnified. (From Nassonov.) 
3, 6 and 7, Anterior middle and t, Nucleus of giant-cell. 

posterior pairs of phago- 2, One of the processes and end-
cytic organs. 	 organs of the same. 

Diplogaskr. While some of the species are bisexual, others are 
protandrous, self-fertilizing hermaphrodites. In cultures of the 
latter there occur very rare supplemental males which appear in 
no sense degenerate but as fit for reproduction as the males of the 
bisexual species. Though possessing a complete copulatory 
apparatus and producing large quantities of spermatozoa, they 
have lost their sexual instinct and play no part in the economy 
of the species. These " psychically decadent " individuals 
appear to represent the entire male six of a bisexual species, 
and become unnecessary owing to the grafting of hermaphrodit-
ism on the female sex. 

Nod. of Life and Metamorphoses.—While the majority of the  

Nematodes are parasites, there are many that are never at any 
period of their life parasitic. These free-living forms are found 
everywhere—in salt and fresh water, in damp earth and moss, 
and among decaying substances; they are always minute in size, 
and like many other lower forms of life, are capable of retaining 
their vitality for a long period even when dried, which accounts 
for their wide distribution; this faculty is also possessed by 
certain of the parasitic Nematodes, especially by those which 
lead a free existence during a part of their life-cycle. The free-
living differ from the majority of the parasitic forms in under-
going no metamorphosis; they also possess certain structural 
peculiarities which led Bastian (Trans. Lisa. See., 1865) to 
separate them into a distinct family, the Anguillulidat. It is 
impossible, however, to draw a strict line of demarcation between 
the free and parasitic species, since—(1) many of the so-called free 
Neon:dada live in the slime of molluscs (Villot), and are therefore 
really parasitic; (2) while certain species belonging to the free-
living genus Attgaillula are normally parasitic (e.g. A. &ilia, 
which lives cncysted in ears of wheat), other species occasionally 
adopt the parasitic mode of existence, and become encysted in 
slugs, snails, &c.; (3) it has been experimentally proved that 
many normally parasitic genera are capable of leading a free 
existence;' (4) transitional forms exist which are free at one 
period of their life and parasitic at another. The parasitic 
Nematodes include by far the greatest number of the known 
genera; they are found in nearly all the orders of the animal 
kingdom, but more especially among the Verkbrala, and of 
these the 1 f ammalia are infested by a greater variety than any 
of the other groups. Some two dozen distinct species have been 
described as occurring In man. The Nematode parasites of the 
Inserlebr.da are usually immature forms which attain their full 
development in the body of some vertebrate; but there are a 
number of species which in the sexually adult condition are 
peculiar to the Inveriebrala. ,  

The Nemaloda contain about as many parasitic species as all 
the other groups of internal parasites taken together; they are 
found in almost all the organs of the body, and by their presence, 
especially when encysted in the tissues and during their migration 
from one part of the body to another, give rise to various patho-
logical conditions. Although some attain their full development 
in the body of a single host—in this respect differing from all 
other Entoroa—the majority do not become sexually mature 
until after their transference from an " intermediate " to a 
" definitive " host. This migration is usually accompanied by 
a more or less complete metamorphosis, which is, however, not 
so conspicuous as in most other parasites, e.g. the Tremaoda. 
In some cases (many species of Ascaris) the metamorphosis is 
reduced to a simple process of growth. 

The parasitic and free-living Nematodes are connected by 
transitional forms which are free at one stage of their existence 
and parasitic at another; they may be divided into two classes—
those that are parasitic in the larval state but free when adult, 
and those that are free in the larval state but parasitic when 
adult. 

(r) To the first class belong the so-called " hairworm," Merans, 
not to be confused with the Gordian worms.' The adult forms or 
M. ni;rescens live in damp earth and may be seen after storms or 
early in the morning crawling up the stalks of plants, a fact which 
causes people to talk about showers of worms. The eggs are laid on 

Ercolani successfully cultivated Oxyuris cursula, Slronnius 
armatur and other species in damp earth; the free generation was 
found to differ from the parasitic by its small size, and by the females 
being ovoviviparous instead of oviparous. To this phenomenon he 
gave the name of dimorphobiosis. 

The genera Ascaris, Filaria,Trichosoma are found throughout the 
Vertebrata; Cucultanus (in the adult condition) only in fishes and 
Amphibia; Ankylosionsa, Tri-kocepkalus, Trichina and PSCIdalikS 
live only in the Marmon°, the last-mentioned genus being confined 
to the order Celacea: Strougliss and Physokpiero are peculiar to 
mammals, birds and reptiles. while Displusragus. Synausus and 
Hy:Wails are confined to birds. /fermis tin the larval state) is 
confined to the InoeTtebraga and Sphaersdan'a to bees. 
though chiefly parasitic in the Afaannalia, occurs also in reptiles, 
Amp/tibia and one or two insects. Darnels and lcidbyosema are 
only found in fishes. 

See NEMATOMORPIII. 
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the ground and the young larvae make their way into 
in whose bodies they paw most of their larval life. (2) foatteWsetesriael 
class belong Ankylostoma. Sirortgylus and many species of A scaris; 
the embryo on leaving the egg lives free in water or damp earth, and 
resembles very closely the free-living genus Rkabdais. After a longer 
or shorter period it enters the alimentary canal of its proper host with 
drinking-water, or it bores through the skin and reaches the blood-
vessels, and is so conveyed through the body 'in which it becomes 
sexually mature. RhaWitis xigroatnasa has a developmental history 
which is entirely anomalous, passing through two sexual genera-
lions which regularly alternate. The worm inhabits the lung of 
the frog and toad, and is hermaphrodite (Schneider) or partheno-
genetic (Leuckart); the embryos hatched from the eggs find their 
way through the lungs into the alimentary canal and thence to the 
exterior; in a few days they develop into a sexual larva, called a 
Rhabditiform larva, in which, the sexes are distinct; the eggs remain 
within the uterus, and the young when hatched break-through its 
walls and live free in the penvisceral cavity of the mother, devouring 
the organs of the body until only the outer cuticle is left; this eventu-
ally breaks and sets free the young, which are without teeth, and 
have therefore lost the typical RhaMilis form. They live for some 
time in water or mud, occasionally entering the bodies of water 
snails, but undergo no change until fey reach the lung of a frog, 
when the cycle begins anew. Althou h several species belonging to 
the second class occasionally enter t e bodies of water snails and 
other animals before reaching their definitive how, they .undergo no 
alteration of form in this intermediate host; the case is different, 
however, in Filaria medinensis and other forms, in which a free 
larval is followed by a parasitic existence in two distinct hosts, all 
the changes being accompanied by a metamorphosis. Filaria medi- 
newts' —the Guinea worm—is parasitic in the subcutaneous connec-
tive tissue of man (occasionally also in the horse). It is chiefly 
found in the tropical parts of Asia and Africa, but has also been 
met with in South Carolina and several of the West Indian islands. 
The adult worm in the female sometimes reaches a length of 6 ft. 
The males have only recently been discovered. The female is vivi-
parous, and the young, which, unlike the parent, are provided with 
a long tail, live free in water; it was formerly believed from the 
frequency with which the legs and feet were attacked by this parasite 
that the embryo entered the skin directly from the water, but it 
has been shown by Fedschenko, and confirmed by Manson, Leiper 
and others, that the larva bores its way into the body of a Cyclops 
and there undergoes further development. It is probable that the 
parasite is then transferred to the alimentary canal of man by means 
of drinking-water, and thence makes its way to the subcutaneous 
connective tissue. 

The Nonaloda which are parasitic during their whole fife may 
similarly be divided into two classes—those which undergo their 
development in a single host, and those which undergo their 
development in the bodies of two distinct hosts. 

(r) In the former class the eggs are extruded with the faeces, and 
the young become fully formed within the egg, and when accidentally 
swallowed by their host are liberated by the solvent action of the 
gastric juice and complete their development. This simple type of 
life-history has been experimentally proved by Leuckart to be 

characteristic of Trechacephalus affinis, Oxyuris 
ambigua and other species. (2) TM life-history 
of Oilstones tricuspis is an example of the second 
class. 011ulanus Incuspis is found in the adult 
state in the alimentary canal of the cat; the 
young worms are hatched in the alimentary 
canal, and often wander into the body of their 
host and become encysted in the lungs, liver and 
other organs; during the encystment the worm 
degenerates and loses all 'trace of structure. 
This wandering appears to be accidental, and to 
have nothing to do with the further evolution 
of the animal which takes place in those embryos 
which are voided with the excrement. Leuckart 
proved experimentally that these young forms 
become encysted in the muscles of mice, and 
the cycle is completed after the mouse is de- 
voured by a cat. The well-known Trichinella 
spiralis (fig. a) has a life-history closely resembl- 
ing that of 011ulaines. The adult worm, which 
is of extremely minute size, the male being only 
iith and the female I  of an inch in length 
inhabits the alimentary canal of man and many 
other carnivorous mammalia•, the young bore 
their way into the tissues and become encysted 
in the muscles—within the muscle-bundles 

according to Leuckart, but in the connective tissue between them 
according to Chatin and others. The co-existence of the asexual 
encysted form and the sexually mature adult in the same host, 
exceptionally found in 011ulanus and other Nematodes, is the 
rule in Trtchinella; many of the embryos, however, are extruded 
with the faeces, and complete the life cycle by reaching the alimentary 
canal of rats and swine which frequently devour human ordure 

Swine become infested with Trickinella in this way and also by eating 
the dead bodies of rats, and the parasite is conveyed to the body of 
man along with the flesh of " trichinized " swine. 

Importance in Pathology.—Among recent advances having 
medical import in our knowledge of the Nematodes, the chief 
are those dealing with the parasites of the blood. F. bancrofti is 
known to live in the lymphatic glands, and its embryos Micro-
patio sanguinis kominis noclurna, passing by the thoracic duct, 
reach the blood-vessels and circulate in the blood. Manson 
showed in x88x that the larvae (Microfilariae) were not at all 
times present in the blood, but that their appearance had a 
certain. periodicity, and the larvae of F. bancrofti. Mkrofilaria 
nocturne swarmed in the blood at night-time and disappeared 
from the peripheral circulation during the day, hiding away in 
the large vessels at the base of the lungs and of the heart. Ten 
years later Manson discovered a second species, Filaria pastas.; 
whose larvae live in the blood. They, however, show no period-
icity, and are found continuously both by day and by night; 
and their larval forms arc termed Microfilaria perstans. The 
adult stages are found in the sub-peritoneal connective tissue. 
A third form, Microfilaria diurna, is found in the larval stage in 
blood, but only in the daytime. The adult stage of this form is. 
the Pieria loa found in the subcutaneous tissues of the limbs. 

The presence of these parasites seems at times to have little 
effect on the host; and men in whose system it is calculated 
there are some 40-5o million larvae have shown no signs of 
disease. In other cases very serious disorders of the lymphatic 
system arc brought about, of which the most marked is perhaps 
Elephantiasis. Manson and Bancroft suggested that the second 
host of the parasite is the mosquito or gnat, and for a long time it 
was thought that they were conveyed to man by the mosquito 
dying after laying her eggs in water, the larval nematodes 
escaping from her body and being swallowed by man. It is 
now held that the parasite enters the blood of man through the 
piercing mouth-parts at the time of biting. When first sucked 
up by the insect from an infected man it passes into its stomach,' 
and thence makes its way into the thoracic muscles, and there, 
for some time it grows. Next the larvae make their way into 
the connective tissue in the pro-thorax, and ultimately bore a 
channel into the base of the piercing apparatus and come to' 
rest between the hypopharynx and the labium. Usually two are 
found in this position lying side by side; it would be interesting 
to know if these are male and feinale. From their position in 
the proboscis the larvae can easily enter the blood of man the 
next time the mosquito bites (Low, Brit. Med. Iourn., June Iwo; 
James, ibid., Sept. zgoo). Shortly after Low had published his 
results, Grassi and Nob issued a paper dealing with the larvae 
of F.immilis, which is spread by means of the mosquito Anopheles 
(Centrtd. Bakkr. L Abth. goo). The larvae of this 
parasite develop in the Malpighia' n tubules of the insect; at a 
certain stage they cast their cuticle and make their way into 
the space—part of the haemocoel—found in the labium. During 
the act of biting the labium is bent back, and as the piercing 
stylets enter the skin of the sufferer this bending becomes more 
and more acute. Grassi and Not think that if the cavity of the 
labium be full of the larval nematodes this bending will burst the 
tissue, and through the rent the larvae will escape and make their 
way into the body of the host. Besides Anopheles, two specks 
of Culex, C. penkillaris and C. pipiens, are also accused of trans-
mitting the larvae. A paper by Not (Atti Ace. Lined, ix., zgoo) 
seems to prove beyond doubt that the larvae of F. immitis 
arc transmitted in the manner indicated. The adult worm is 
chiefly found in the heart of the dog, and usually in the right aide, 
which may be so packed with the worms as seriously to interfere 
with the circulation (fig. s). The females produce thousands 
of larvae, which circulate in the blood, and show a certain 
periodicity in their appearance, being much more numerous 
in the blood at night than during the day. 

Importance as Pests.—Agriculturists now pay increased 
attention to the nematodes that destroy their crops. A good 
example of a fairly typical case is afforded by Heterodera schachtii; 
which attacks beetroot and causes great loss to the Continental 
sugar manufacturers. The young larvae, nourished by the yolk 
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which remains over from the egg and by the remains of the 
mother which they have taken into their alimentary canal, 
make their way through the earth, and ultimately coming across 
the root of a beet, begin to bore into it. This they do by means 
of a spine which can be protruded from the mouth. Once within 
the root, they absorb the cell sap of the parenchyma and begin 
to swell until their body projects from the surface of the root in 

Flo. 3. 
A. View of the heart of a dog infested with Filaria immitis Leidy; 

the right ventricle and base of the pulmonary artery have been 
opened: a. aorta: b, pulmonary artery; c, vena caves; d, right 
ventricle; a, appendix of left auricle; I, appendix of right auricle. 

B. Female F. imotitis, removed from the heart to show its length. 

the form of a tubercle (fig. 6). The reproductive organs do not 
begin to appear until the larva has twice cast its skin. After 
this a marked sexual dimorphism sets in. The female, hitherto 
indistinguishable from the male, continues to swell until she 
attains the outlines of a lemon. Doing this she bursts the 
epidermis of the rootlet, and her body projects into the surround- 
ing earth. The malt has a different life-history (fig. 7). After 

the second larval 
moult, he passes 
through a passive stage 
comparable to the 
pupa-stadium of an 

b insect, and during this 
stage, which occurs 

f l 	 inside the root, the 
1 	reproductive organs 

are perfected. The 
male next casts his 
cuticle, and by means 
of his spine bores 
through the tissues of 
the root and escapes 
into the earth. Here 
he seeks a female, 
pairs, and soon after- 
wards dies. The eggs 
of the female give 
rise to embryos with- 
in the body of the 

mother; her other organs undergo a retrogressive change 
and serve as food for the young, until the body-wall only 
of the mother remains as a brown capsule. From this the 
young escape and make their way through the earth to new 
roots. The whole life-history extends over a period of some 
4-5 weeks (fig. 7), so that some 6-7 generations are born during 
the warmer months. If we assume that each female produces 

30o embryos, and that half of these are females, the number of 
descendants would be, after six generations, some 22,781 milliards 
(A. Strubell, BibL Zoog., ina-igile). Other species which have 
been recorded in the United Kingdom are Tyieschat desastairis 
(Kuhn), on oats, rye and clover roots; T. triad, causing the 

FIG. 7. 
A, Male Heterodera sehaeluti, B, First motile larva. 

greatly magnified. 	C, Second immovable parasitic 
a, Head lappets 	 larva casting its skin. 
b, Mouth cavity. 	D. A female with one half of the 
c, Spine. 	 body-wall taken away to 
d, Muscle of spine. 	 show the coiling generative 
e, Gland. 	 organs 
f, Oesophagus. 	 =,agraPP:i t

at g, Bub 	 b, 	 bulb. 
h, Nerve-ring. 	 c, Excretory pore. 
i, Excretory pore 	 d, Alimentary canaL 
j, Oesophagus 	 e, Anus. 
8, Testis. f, Ovary. 
I. Intestine. 	 E. A male shortly before casting 
in, Muscles moving spicule. 	its larval skin. 
Is, Spicule. 

ear-cockle of wheat; Cephalobsts rigidus (Schn.), on oats; 
Hderodere radickela (Greet), on the roots of tomatoes, cucumbers, 
potatoes, turnips, peach-trees, vines and lettuce, and many 
other plants. 

See N. Nassonov, Arch. Mike. Anal. (t900,1; Arch. parasif. (1898); 
Rabot, Lab. Warsaw (1898); Zoai. as 1898); L. Jilgerskiold, 
Ceara Batter. (1898); Spengel, as (1897); H. Ehlers, 
Arch. Holum 0899); O. Hamann, His Netruaketwitethes (15). 

(F. E. B.; A. E. S.) 
NENATOMORPHA. This zoological group includes Gordian 

worms which are found swimming in an undulatory manner 
or coiling round water-weeds in ponds and puddles, or knotted 
together in an apparently inextricable coil. They may be several 
inches in length and are no thicker than a piece of whip-cord. 

The male is distinguishable from the female by the presence 
of a fork at the posterior end of the body. The body is covered 
by a cuticle which is sculptured and the various markings are 
of systematic importance: it is secreted by a hypodermis which 
also includes nerve-cells and some gland-cells. In the adult 
aquatic stage the alimentary canal shows signs of degeneration, 
and it seems probable that in this stage Gordian worms take no 
food. The mouth is terminal or subterminal; there is a weak 
sucking pharynx situated behind the brain, and a long intestine 
lying along the medio-ventral body-cavity; it ends in a cloaca 
which receives the vase deferentia in the male. There is a single 
unsegmented nerve-cord which runs along the ventral middle line 
and enlarges posteriorly into a caudal ganglion and anteriorly 
in a ganglion, the brain, which is not supra-oesophageal. The 
peripheral nervous system is .minutely described by T. H. 
Montgomery. There is a median eye on the head. 

Flo. 6. 
A,a,FenialeHelsewlera sehacktei Schmidt, 

breaking through the epidermis of a root ; 
the head is still embedded in the paren-
chyma of the root. 

B, a, larvae boring their way into a root 
It, larva of the immobile kind surrounded 
by the old skin, living as an ectoparasite 
on the outside of the root. (From.StrubelL) 



FIG. I .—Lincus grniculaius. (From 
Burger.) 1, Lateral slits oa head; 2, 
anus. 

NEMERTINA 
The Nematomorpha are nearly solid,—quite so at each end, 

new Cent.itge Naas! Hum*. vd. 	 by writhe.. of MR‘RRIIA. 
et Ga. Ltd 

t.—A water plant around which a 	Ftc. 2.—Abdomen of 
female Gordius is turning and laying eggs. Pkrosiichtis niger with the 
a, a, clump and string of eggs. 	 teega removed to expose 

the Gordius larva within. 
Slightly magnified. 

and only in the middle region of the body are there any body-
cavities, the space within the body being usually filled up with 
parenchyma. There are four closed spaces of the nature of 
body-cavities, two lateral and a dorso-median and a ventro-
median. Into the former the ovaries project, though the lumen 
of the lateral body-cavity is quite shut off from the lumina of 

the ovaries or uteri. In the adult male 
the lateral body-cavities are absent. A 
curious duct with lateral branches termed 
the supra-intestinal organ lies above the 
intestine in the female. There are two 
series of ovaries extending through a large 
part of the body and accompanied by two 
uteri; the latter open by two oviducts 

a which debouch into an atrium which also 
receives the intestine and a single recep-
taculum seminis, and is continued back-
ward as the cloaca; this opens posteriorly. 
The ovaries are epithelial sacs which open 
into the uteri. The paired testes extend 
through the greater part of the body and 
end in two vase deferentia which unite 
with the intestine to form a cloaca. 

M o IY""d  The eggs are laid in the spring as a rule, aori, vol. . Wo ov." 
So. by Puerto. d sue- and after about a week they give rise to a 
mat„' & ca. Lid. 

Flo. 3.—Tarsal int minute, ringed 	 rotrusible larva with a p 
of an Ephemerid la rva boring apparatus consisting of three 
into which twoGordius chitinous rods. By the aid of this the 
larvae. have larva makes its way into the soft body 
penetrated' Magnified' of some insect larva, Ephemerids, Chiro-
nomids, or even of Molluscs, and encysts in the muscles or fat 
body. The insect, which may have become an imago with the 
Gordian larva still in it, is then eaten by a carnivorous insect 
or by a fish, and the contained Gordian larva becomes elongate 
and mature in its second host. After a year or more this larva 
emerges into the water and commences to reproduce. 

The unexpected occurrence of these worms in pools and puddles, 
often in great numbers, has given rise to myths about showers 
of worms. They occasionally make their way into the human 
stomach with the drinking-water and are vomited; but this is a 
to of pseudo-parasitism—they are no true przasite of man. 

There are a considerable number of species divided among the 
four genera: Gordius, Paragordius, Chordodes and Parachordocks: 
the last, a genus of Camerano's, is looked upon with some doubt by 
Montgomery. A free swimming marine form with longitudinal rows 
of bristles, known as Mamma A. E. Verrill, may also come here. 
but at present its life-history is unknown. The Nematomorpha 
form an isolated group; at first sight they seem to be connected 
with the Nematoda, but in reality their only common feature is the 
tubular genitalia opening into a cloaca. and It seems at present  
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impossible to connect them with the Annelida. Until more is known 
it seems wisest to took upon them as an isolated assemblage of 
animals with no near affinities to any of the great phyla. 

TERATU 	Camerano, " Monografla dei 	Meru. Act. 
Torino, xlvii. (1897), contains literature; 0. von Linstow, Arch. 
oak.. Anal., li. (1898); T. H. Montgomery. Bull. Mus. Harvard, 
xxxii. (1898); Amer. Natural., xxxiii. (1899); Zool. Jahrb. Anat., 
xviii. (1903) p. 3137; F. Vejdovsky, Zeitschr. miss. ZpoL, Ivii. (t894); 
A. Villot, Arch. Zool. exyi  

Bull. Mus. Harvard, xxiii. (1892). 
(1887); C. R. Ac. Sci., cviii. (1889); 

H. B. Ward. Bu  (A. E. S.) 
NEMERTINA, or NEMERTEANS (Nemcrka), a subdivision of 

worms,' characterized by the ciliation of the skin, the presence 
of a retractile proboscis, the simple arrangement of the generative 
apparatus, and in certain cases by a peculiar pelagic larval 
stage to which the name " pilidium " has been given. Many of 
them arc long thread-shaped or ribbon-shaped animals, more or 
less cylindrical in transverse section Even the comparatively 
shortest species and genera can always be termed elongate, the 
broadest and shortest of 
all being the parasitic 

alocobdello and the 
pelagic Pelogonemerks. 
There are no exterior 
appendages of any kind. 
The colours are often 
very bright and varied. 
Nemertincs live in the 
sea, some being common 
amongst the corals and 
algae, others hiding in 
the muddy or sandy 
bottom, and secreting 
gelatinous tubes which 
cnshceth the body along 
its whole length. For-
merly, they were gener-
ally arranged amongst 
the Platyelminthes as 
a sub-order in the 
order of the Turbel-
larians, but with the 
advance of our know-
ledge of these lower 
worms it has been found 
desirable to separate 
them from the Turbel-
larians and to look upon 
the Nemertina as a 
separate phylum. 

0. 	Burger classifies 
Nemertines into four 
orders:— 

I. Protonemertini, in 
which there are two layers 
of dermal muscles, ex-
ternal circular and in-
ternal longitudinal; the nervous system lies external to the circular 
muscles; the mouth lies behind the level of the brain; the proboscis 
has no stylet; there is no caecum to the intestine. Families. 
CA RINELL IDAE, HUD RECIMIDAE. 

II. Mesonemertini, in which the nervous system has passed into 
the dermal muscles and lies amongst them; other characters as in 
Protonemertini. Family, CEPIIALOTHRICIDAE. 

Ill. Metanemertini, in which the nervous system lies inside 
the dermal muscles in the parenchyma; the mouth lies in front of 
the level of the brain; the proboscis as a rule bears stylets; the 
intestine nearly always has a caecum. Families, EUNERIERTIDAE, 

/ TOT V PII LONEME RTIDA 6, PILOSORROCID DAB, AN PHI POR/ DAB, 
TETRASTENIMATIDAE, NECTONENERTIDAE, PELAGONEMERTIDAE, 
MALACOODELLIDAE. 

This order represents the Hoplonemertini of Hubrecht. 
IV. lieteronemertini, in which the dermal musculature is in 

three layers, an external longitudinal, a middle circular. an  internal 
longitudinal; the nervous system lies between the first and second 
of these layers; the outer layer of longitudinal muscles is a new 
development; there is no intestinal caecum; no stylets on the 
proboscis and the mouth is behind the level of the brain. Families, 

UPOLIIDAE, LINE1DAE. 

' Nemcrtes was a sea nymph, daughter of Nereus and Doris. 
One of the genera was named Near:v.1c: by Cuvicr. 

'• • ? 



FiG. 6.—The 
armature from 
the proboscis of 
Drepasiophorus 
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This order represents the Schinonemertbi of Bubrecht and the 

family Eupolidae. 
The first three orders, which have a double muscular layer, 

external circular and internal longitudinal, are sometimes grouped 
together as the DIIIYARIA; the Heteronanertini. in which a third 
coat of longitudinal muscles arises outside the circular layer, are then 
placed in a second branch, the Tumiraiu.s. 

The following families and genera are represented on the British 
coasts: CARINELLIDAE, Caneeila; CEPUALOTHIUCIDAIS, Cephalo-
thrix, Carfsoma; EUNEMBWIIDAS, Eunetnertes; OTOTYPIILONY-
MERMAN., 010:ZphkitifftriCI; AIIPHIPORIDAS, Amphiporos, Dre- 

tutophorns; TETRASTEMUIDAS, Tetrastemma, Prosorkoanus• 
ALACOBDIELLIDAlt, Mak1(06/1410; EUPOLIIIME. EtIpOliO, Yaks- 

OXygiti; Llama, Etsborlasia. Miauta, Cerebra's-
ha, Micr 

ANATowt.—Proboscis old Proboscidian Sheatk.—The wen most 
characteristic of a Nemertine is without doubt the proboscis. With 
very few exceptions (Malacobdeiks, Ahrostontsgm. where it has fused 

A. 
FIG. 2.—Diagrams of the organs of a Nemertine. A, From 

below; B, from above. 
IL Mouth. 	 Br, Brain-lobes. 
din, Intestinal diverticula. 	 Longitudinal nerve stems. 
o, Anus. 	 pr, Proboscis. 
es, Ovaries. 	 pr, Proboscidian sheath. 
a, Nephridia. 	 p.o., Opening for proboscis. 

with the mouth into a single exterior opening), there is a terminal 
opening, the rhynchostome (subterminal in Valeicinio), at the fore-
most tip of the body, out of which the proboscis is seen shooting 
backwards and forwards, sometimes with so much force that both its 
interior attachments are severed and it is entirely expelled from the 
body. It then often retains its vitality for a long time, apparently 
crawling as if it were itself a worm. a phenomenon which is at least 
partially explained by the extraordinary development of nervous 
tissue, equally distributed all through the walls of the proboscis. 
and either united into numerous longitudinal nerve-stems (Dre-
paosopkortu, Amphiporso) or spread out into a uniform and com-
paratively thick layer (Cerebratulus, sp.). This very effective and 
elaborate innervation, which has been directly traced to the brain. 
whence strong nerves (generally two) enter the proboscis, renders 
it exceedingly probable that the most important functions of the 
proboscis are of a sensiferous, tactile nature. In Nemertines the 
everted proboscis is retracted in the same way as the tip of a glove 
finger would be if it were pulled backwards by a thread situated in 
the axis and attached to the tip. The comparison may be carried 
still further. The central thread just alluded to is represented in 
the Nemertean proboscis by that portion which Is never everted. 
and the tip of the glove by the boundary between the evertible and 
non-evertible portion of the proboscis—a boundary which in the 
•Afdaseinertini is marked by the presence of a pointed or serrated 
stylet. This stylet is thus situated terminally when the proboscis 

has reached its maximum eversion. It adds a decisively aggressive 
character to an orpn the original significance of which, as we have 
seen, was tactile. This aggressive character has a different aspect in 
several genera which are destitute of a central stylet, but in which 
the surface that is turned outwards upon 
eversion of the proboscis is largely pro- 	 P 
vided with nematocysts, sending the 
urticating rods of different sixes in all 
directions. In others this surface is beat 
with thick, glandular, adhesive papillae. 

The comparison with the glove-finger 
is in so far insufficient as the greater 
portion of the non-evertible half the 
proboscis is also hollow and clothed by 
glandular walls. Only at the very hinder-
most end does it pass into the so-called 
retractor-muscle (fig. 2), which is at-
tached to the wall of the space, or rhyn-
chocoel, in which the proboscis moves 
about. This retractor-muscle, indeed, 
serves to pull back with great rapidity 
the extruded proboscis, and is aided 
in its action by the musculature of the 
head. The extrusion itself depends en- FIG. 3.—Anterior portion 
tirely upon contraction of the muscular of the body of a Nemer-
walls of the space just mentioned, the tine. 
rhynchocoel. As it is (t) closed on all Br, Brain-lobes. 
sides, and (2) filled with a corpuscular N, Lateral nerves. 
fluid, the contractions alluded to send PS, Proboscidian sheath. 
this fluid to impinge against the anterior Pr, Proboscis. 
portion, where the proboscis, floating in P.c., Exterior 	opening 
Its sheath, is attached with it to the 	through which the 
muscular tissue of the bead (fig. 3). 	proboscis is everted 
Partial extrusion lemming the resist- 	or 	rhynchostome. 
ance in this region inevitably follows, 	Oesophagus 	and 
and when further contractions of the 	mouth shown by 
walls of the sheath ensue total ex- 	dotted lines. 
trusion is the consequence. It is 
worthy of notice that in those Nemertines which make a very free 
use of their proboscis, and in which it is seen to be continually 
protruded and retracted, the walls of the proboscidian sheath are 
enormously muscular. On the other hand, they are much less con-
siderably or even insignificantly so in the genera that are known 
to make a rather spanng use 
of their proboscis. The rhyn. 
chocoet is formed by a split 
which appears in the meso-
blast surrounding the epi-
blastic pit which is the fore-
runner of the proboscis. It 
does not seem to be coelomic. 

The proboscis, which is thus 
an eminently muscular organ, 
is composed of two or three. 
sometimes powerful, layers of 
muscles—one of longitudinal 
and one or two of circular 
fibres. In the posterior re-
tractor the longitudinal fibres 
become united into one bun-
dle, which, as noticed above, is 
inserted in the wall of the FIG. 4. FIG. 5. 
sheath. At the circular inner- FIGS. 4. 3.—Proboscis with stylet. 
tion of the proboscis in front " reserve " sacs and muscular bulb 
of the brain the muscular fibres of a Hoploncmertine. Fig. q re-
belonging to the anterior ex- tracted; fig. 5 everted. 
tremity of the body and those 
connected with the proboscis are very intimately 	

i 
interwoven, forming 

a strong attachment. The short tube between this circular insertion 
and the rhynchostome is called the rhynchodaeum. 

The proboscis broken off and expelled is generally reproduced. 
the posterior ribbon-like end of this reproduced 
mtion again fusing with the walls of the sheath. 
There is reason to suppose that, when a wound is 
inflicted by the central stylet, it is envenomed by 
the fluid secreted in the posterior proboscidian 
region being at the same time expelled. A re-
servoir, a duct and a muscular bulb in the region 
(fig. 4) where the stylet is attached serve for this 
purpose. The significance of two or more (in 
Dretaxopkonts very numerous) small sacs con-
taining so-called " reserve' stylets resembling in 
shape that of the central dart is insufficiently known. 

The muscular walls of the rhynchocoel, which by their transverse 
contractions serve to bring about eversion of the proboscis in the way 
above traced, are attached to the musculature of the head just in 
front of the ganglionic commissures (fig. 3). In nearly all Nemertines 
the rhynchococl extends backwards as far as the posterior extremity. 
just above the anus; in Carinelle it is limited to the anterior body-
region. The corpuscles floating in the fluid it contains are of definite 
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ave. and in Chehalis's, methane they are deep red, posnibly from 
the presence of haemoglobin. They are usually larger than the blood 
corpuscles. Internally the muscular layers are lined by an epi-
thelium. In the posterior portion this epithelium in certain lidera. 
smarten has a more glandular appearance, and sometimes the 
interior cavity is obliterated by cell-proliferation in this region. 
Superiorly the sheath either closely adheres to the muscular body- 
wall, with which it may even be partly interwoven, or it hangs 
freely in the connective tissue which fills the space between the 
intestine and the muscular body-wall. 

Cutaneous System.—Externally in all species a layer of ciliated 
cells forms the outer investment. In It are, moreover, enclosed 
unicellular glands pouring their highly refracting contents, of a more 
or less rod-like shape, directly to the exterior. They. appear to 
be the principal source of the mucus them animals secrete. In most 
Heteronemertines these elements are separated by a thin homo-
geneous basement membrane (fig. 8) from the following—that is, 
from a layer in which longitudinal muscular fibres are largely inter-
mixed with tortuous glands, which by reason of their deeper situation 
communicate with the exterior by a much Ionger and generally very 
narrow duct. The pigment is also principally localittd n this layer, 
although sometimes it is present even deeper down within the 
musculature. The passage from this tegumentary layer to the 
subjacent longitudinal muscular one is gradual, no membrane 
separating them. In Cannella, Cephaloetrix, Polio and the Metane-
niertines the two tegumentary layers with their different glandular 
elements are fused into one; a thick layer of connective tissue 
is situated beneath them (instead of between them) and keeps the 
entire cutaneous system more definitely separate from the muscular 
(figal. 7, 8). 

Musculature and Connective Tissue.—The muscular layers by which 
the body-wall is constituted have been very differently and to some 
extent confusingly described by the successive authors on Nemertean 
anatomy. There is sufficient reason for this confusion. The fact 
is that not only have the larger subdivisions a different arrangement 
and even number of the muscular layers, but even within the same 
genus, nay, in the same species, well-marked differences occur. 

FIG. 7. 	FIG. 8. 	 Fto. 9. 
Fics 	ayers of he body-wall in Lamella (fig. 7), the 

Metanengerttni (fig. 8) and the Veteronemertini (fig. 9). c, Cellular 
tissue of the integument ; Pm, basement membrane; tire. z, outer 
circular, and long., longitudinal layer of muscular tissue; tire. 2, 
long. I, additional circular and longitudinal layers of the same; 
el, nervous layer. 
Increase in size appears sometimes to be accompanied by the develop-
ment of a new layer of fibres, whereas a difference in the method of 
preparation may give to a layer which appeared homogeneous in 
one specimen a decidedly fibrous aspect in another. Nevertheless 
there are three principal types under which the different modifications 
can be arranged. One of them is found in the two most primitively 
organized genera, Cannella and Cepbalothris, i.e. an oath circular, a 
longitudinal and an inner circular layer of muscular fibres (fig. 7). 
The second is common to all the Heteronemertines, as well as to Polies 
and Valencinia, and also comprehends three layers, of which, how-
ever. two are longitudinal, viz. the external and the internal one, 
there being • strory circular layer between them (fig. 9i. To the 
third type all the Mehnemertins correspond ; their muscular layers 
are 04 two, an external circular and an internal longitudinal one 

(f

re
e  1. 

Neteromentertini thus appear to have developed an extra layer 
of longitudinal fibres internally to those which they inherited from 
more primitive ancestors, whereas the Metanenterhort are no longer 
in possession of the internal circular layer, but have on the contrary 
largely.  developed the external circular one, which has dwindled 
away in the Heleronernertini. The situation of the lateral nerve-
stems in the different genera with respect to the muscular layers 
lends definite support to the interpretation of their homologies here 
given and forms the bash of Barger's classification. 

In Carinella, Cephalothris and Polio, as well as in all Metane-
mertines, the basement membrane of the skin already alluded 
to is particularly strong and immediately applied upon the muscular 
layers. In the Heteronemertines there is a layer in which the 
cutaneous elements are largely represented below the thin basement 
membrane (fig. 8), between it and the bulk of the outer longitudinal 
muscles. The difference in the appearance of the basement mem-
brane—sometimes wholly homogeneous, sometimes eminently 
fibrillar—can more especially be observed in differently preserved 
specimens of the genus Pallet. 

The connective tissue of the integument and basement membrane 
imperceptibly merges into that which surrounds the muscular 
bundles as they are united into denser and definite layers, and this is 
especially marked in those forms (Altrostornuna) where the density of 
the muscular body-wall has considerably diminished, and the con-
nective tissue has thus become muds more prominent It can then at 
the same time be observed, too, that the compact mass of connective 
tissue (" reticulum," Barrois) which lies between the muscular body- 
wall and the intestine is directly continuous with that in which the 
muscular layers are embedded. Nuclei are everywhere present. The 
omnipresence of this connective tissue tends to exclude the formation 
of any peel visceral body cavity in Nemertines. 

In Polio the connective tissue enclosed in the external muscular 
layer is eminently vacuolar—all the intermediate stages between 
such cells in which the vacuole predominates and the nucleus is 
peripheral and those in which the granular protoplasm still entirely 
fills them being moreover present. 

In addition to the musculature of the proboscis and proboscidian 
sheath, longitudinal muscular fibres are found in the walls of the 
oesophagus, whilst transverse ones are numerous and united into 
vertical dissepiments between the successive intestinal caeca, thus 
bringing about a very.  regular internal metamerization. The genital 
products develop in intermediate spaces similarly limited by these 
dissepiments and alternating with the digestive ears. 

Nervous System and Sense Organs.—The nervous system of Nemer-
tines presents several interesting peculiarities As central organs 
we have to note the brain-lobes 
and the longitudinal lateral cords 
which form one continuous unseg-
mented mass of fibrous and cellular es 
nerve-tissue. The fibrous nerve-
tissue is more dense in the higher 
differentiated, more loose and 
spongy in the lower organized 	JAL 
forms; the cellular nerve-tissue is 	FIG. to 	Fla. t t 
similarly less compact in the forms Fits. to, t t.— Brain and 
that are at the base of the scale. lateral organ of a Schizonemer-
No ganglionic swellings whatever tine (fig. to) and a. Hoplo. 
occur in the course of the longi- nemertme (fig. II). so, Exterior 
tudinal cords. The brain must be opening; ad, superior brain-
looked upon as the anterior thick- lobe; pi., posterior brain-lobe 
ening of these cords, and at the same 
time as the spot where the two halves of the central nerve system 
intercommunicate. This is brought about by a double commissure, 
of which the ventral portion is considerably thicker than the dorsal, 
and which, together with the brain-lobes, constitutes a ring through 
which both proboscis and proboscidian sheath pass. The brain-lobes 
are generally four in number, a ventral and a dorsal pair, respectively 
united together by the above-mentioned commissures, and moreover 
anteriorly interfusing with each other, right and left. In Carindla 
this separation into lobes of the anterior thickenings of the cords has 
not yet commenced, the ventral commissure at the same time being 
extremely bulky. There is great probability that the central stems, 
together with the brain, must be looked upon as local longitudinal 
accumulations of ner-
vous tissue in what was 
in more primitive an-
cestors a lens highly 
differentiated nervous 4. 
plexus, situated in the 
body-wall in a similar - 
way to that which still 
is found in the less 
highlyorganizedCockn- P.v 
temtes. Such a nervous 
plexus indeed occurs 
in the body-wall of all 
Heteronemertines, 
sometimes even as a 
comparatively thick 
layer, situated, as are 
the nerve stems, be-
tween the external 
longitudinal and the 
circular muscles (fig. 
9). In Carinella, where 
the longitudinal nerve-sterns are situated exteriorly to the mus-
cular layers, this plexus, although present, is much less dense, 
and can more fitly be compared to a network with wide meshes. 
In both cases it can be shown to be in immediate continuity with the 
coating of nerve-cells formingpart of the longitudinal cords. It 
stretches forward as far as the brain, and in Carinelle is again con-
tinued in front of it, whereas in the Heteronemertines the innervation 
of the anterior extremity of he head, in front of the brain, takes the 
form of more definite and less numerous branching stems. The 
presence of this plexus in connexion with the central stems, sending 
out nervous filaments amongst the muscles, explains the absence, in 
Pro-, Meso- and Heteronemertines, of separate and distinct peri-
pheral nerve stems springing from the central stems innervating 
the different organs and body-regions, the only exceptions being the 

L. 
FIG. 12.—The brain of a Nemertine, with, 

its lobes and commissures. 
S.N., Nerves to sensory apparatus. 
P.N.; Nerves for proboscis. 
on, Nerved for oesophagus 
L.N., Lateral nerve-stems. 
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nerves for the proboscis, those for the sense o 	in the head and 
the strong nerve pair (a. sagas) for the oesophagus. At the same 
time it renders more intelligible the extreme sensitiveness of the budy-
wall of the Nemertines, • local and instantaneous irritation often 
resulting in spasmodic rupture of the animal at the point touched. • 

In the Macurasertiai, where the longitudinal stems lie inside the 
muscular body-wall, definite and metamerically placed nerve 
branches spring from them and divide dichotomously in the different 
tissues they innervate. A definite plexus can here no longer be 
traced. In certain Metanemertincs the lateral stems have been 
noticed to unite posteriorly by a terminal commissure, situated 
above the anus, the whole of the central nervous system being in 
this way virtually situated above the intestine. In others there is an 
approximation of the lateral stems towards the median ventral line 
(Drepasseplrerus); in a genus of Heteronemertines (Lancia), on the 
other hand, an arrangement occurs by which the longitudinal stems 
are no longer lateral, but have more or less approached each other 
dorsally. 

In addition to the nerves starting from the brain-lobes just now 
especially mentioned, there is .a double apparatus which can hardly 
be treated of in conjunction with the sense organs, because its 
sensory functions have not been sufficiently made out, and which 
will therefore rather be considered along with the brain and central 
nervous system. This apparatus is usually known under the name 
of the lateral organs. To at belong (a) superficial grooves or deeper 
slits situated on the integument near the tip of the head, (6) nerve 
lobes in immediate connexion with the nervous tissue of the brain, 
and (c) ciliated ducts penetrating into the latter add conununic ating 
with the former, EmUyol shows that originally these different 
parts are separately started, and only ultimately become united 
into one. Two lateral outgrowths of the foremost Portion of the 
oesophagus, afterwards becoming constricted off, as well as two 
ingrowths from the epiblast, contribute towards its formation, at 
least as far as both Meta- and Heteronemertines are concerned. As 
to the Mesonentertini, in the most primitive genus, Carina°, we do 
not find any lateral organs answering to the description above given. 
What we do find is a slight transverse furrow on each side of the head, 
close to the tip, but the most careful examination of sections made 
through the tissues of the head and braiti• shows the absence of any 
further apparatus comparable to that described above. Only in one 
species, Carinella inexpectata, a step in advance has been made, in 
so far as in connexion with the furrow just mentioned, which is 
here also somewhat more complicated in its arrangement, a ciliated 
tube leads into the brain, there to end blindly amidst the nerve-
cells. No other intermediate stages have as yet been noticed 
between this arrangement and that of the Hriersusemertini, in which 
a separate posterior brain-lobe receives a similar ciliated canal, and 
in which the oesophageal outgrowths have made their appearance 
and are coalesced with the nerve-tissue in the organ of the adult 
animal. The histological elements of this portion remain distinct 
both by transmitted light and in actual sections. 

These posterior brain-lobes, which in all Heteronemertines are in 
direct continuity of tissue with the upper pair of principal lobes, 
cease to have this intimate connexion in the Metanensertini; and, 
although still constituted of (1) a ciliated duct, opening out exter-
nally, (2) nervous tissue surrounding it, and (3) histological elements 
distinctly different from the nervous, and most probably directly 
derived from the oesophageal outgrowths, they are nevertheless 
here no longer constantly situated behind the upper brain-lobes and 
directly connected with them, but are found sometimes behind, 
sometimes beside and bometimes before the brain-lobes. Further-
more, they are here severed from the principal lobes and connected 
with them by one or more rather thick strings of nerve-fibres. 
In some cases, especially when the lobes lie before the brain, their 
distance from it, as well as the length of these nervous connexions, 
has considerably increased. 

These curious neuro-glandular pits (fig. r), absent in the Mesone-
mertine and one or two aberrant species, have been shown to possess 
large glandular cells at their base which secrete a mucus. The 
development of these organs, which in the Protonemertine are but 
grooves in the epidermis, not far removed from the similar cephalic 
slits of many Turbcllaria, reaches its height in Dreponopltortis. Here 
the pits split into two, one part ending in a sac lined with sensory' 
epithelium, and embedded in nervous tissue, the other projecting 
backwards as a long, glandular, blind canal. 'The exit of these organs 
takes many shapes, of value in systematic work. Their function is 
still little understood. Two lateral, shallow pits occur on the side 
of the body about the level of the hinder end of the proboscis in 
some species of the genus Carinella, which are termed side-organs. 
These are capable of being everted, and are probably sensory in 
function (fig. 20, 17). 

For the Heteronemertines argrents have been adduced to prove 
here that he they have the physicical significance of a special respir-

atory apparatus for the central nervous tissue, which in all these 
forms Is strongly charged with haeni%globin. The haemoglobin 
would, by its pre-eminent properties of fixing oxygen, serve to 
furnish the nerve system, which more than any other requires a 
constant supply, with the necessary oxygen. Such could hardly 
be obtained in any other way by those worms that have no special 
respiratory apparatus, and that live in mud and under stones where  

the natural supply of freshly oxygenated sea-water is practically 
limited. Whether in the Metanemertines, where the blood fluid Is 
often provided with haemoglobiniferous disks, the chief functions 
of the side organs may not rather be a sensory one needs further 
investigation. 

The exterior opening of the duct has been several times alluded to 
In the Metanemertines it is generally situated towards the middle 
of a lateral transverse groove on either side 
of the head, as was noticed for Corinella, and r‘ 
as is also present in Polio. Generally a 
row of shorter grooves perpendicular to the 	 111011 first, and similarly provided with strong 
cilia, enlarges the surface of these furrows 
(fig. 14). In Vokneinia there is nothing but 
a circular opening without furrow. In all 
Heteronemertines there is on each side of Pro. 13. 	Pm. 14 
the head a longitudinal slit of varying length FIGS. 	Ta._ 

generally considerable depth, in  the Lateral view ,: of head bottom of which the dark red brain is very of a  Hatemamertiaa 
 plainly visible by transparency. These alas (fi 13) with longi- 

at the same time themselves very strongly Metanemertine (fig 1 4) 
iu5inal slit, and of a are continued into the ciliated duct, being 

ciliated. In life they are commonly rhythms- with transverse groove 
tally opened and shut by a wavy move- and (=ma  
meat. They are the head slits (cephalic 
fissures, " Kopfspalten ") so characteristic of this subdivision 
(figs. to and 13). 

With respect to the sense organs of the Nemertines, we find that 
eyes are of rather constant occurrence, although many Hetero-
nemertines living in the mud appear to be blind. The more highly 
organized species have often very numerous eyes Mtnphsporvis. 
Drepanophorus), which are provided with • spherical refracting 
anterior portion, with a cellular vitreous body," with a layer of 
delicate radially arranged rods, with an outer sheath of dark pigment, 
and with a separate nerve-twig each, springing from a common or 
double pair of branches which leave the brain as a. Wier, for the 
innervation of the eyes. Besides these more highly differentiated 
organs of vision, more primitive eyes are present in others down to 
simple stellate pigment specks without any refracting apparatus.. 

Organs of hearing in the form of capsules containing otoliths 
have only been very rarely observed, apparently only in Afetasse-

As to the organ of touch, the great sensitiveness of the body has 
already been noticed, as well as the probable primary significance 
of the proboscis. Small tufts of tactile hairs or papillae are sometimes 
observed in small number at the tip of the head; sometimes longer 
hairs, apparently rather stiff, are seen on the surface, very sparingly 
distributed between the cilia, and hitherto only in a very limited 
number of small specimens. They may perhaps be considered as 
sensory. 

Digestive System.—The anterior opening, the mouth, is situated 
ventrally, close to the tip of the had and in front of the brain in the 
Metonernertini, somewhat more backward and behind the brain in 
the other Nemertines. In most Heteronemertines it is found to be 
an elongated slit with corrugated borders; in the Metanemertines 
it is smaller and rounded; in Malocobdella and A krostostion it, 
moreover, serves for the extrusion of the proboscis, which emerges 
by a separate dorsal opening just inside the mouth. The oesophagus 
is the anterior portion of the digestive canal; its walls are folded 
longitudinally, comparatively thick and provided with longitudinal 
muscular fibres. Two layers are specially obvious in its walls—the 
inner layer bordering the lumen being composed of smaller ciliated 
cells, the outer thicker one containing numerous granular cells and 
having a more glandular character. Outside the wall of the oeso-
',hasps a vascular space has been detected which is in direct con-
tinuity with the longitudinal blood-vessels. In certain cues, how- 
ever, the walls of the oesophagus appear to be very closely applied 
to the muscular body-wall and this vascular space thereby con-
siderably reduced. 

The posterior portion of the intestine is specially characterized 
by the appearance of the intestinal diverticula horizontally and 
symmetrically placed right and left and opposite to each other. 

In the Meranenserani there is a curious diverticulum of the intes-
tine which stretches forward in the median line, ventral to the so- 
called stomach. It is at times 'weenie ted. but its chief interest is that, 
as Lebedinsky i has shown, the tip of the mecum in embryonic life 
opens to the exterior as the blastopore. This subsequently closes up, 
and the newly-formed oesophagus and stomach open in the intestine 
above and behind it. It is a curious feature in Nemertines that the 
alimentary canal seldom contains traces of food and yet most of these 
worms are voracious. The food must be digested, absorbed and ex-
creted with great rapidity. There is some evidence that in this 
group the ectoderm of the oesophagus is chiefly concerned with 
digestion, whereas the endoderm of the intestine is limited to the 
absorption of the soluble products. 

Cases of asymmetry or irregularity in the arrangement of the 
intestinal caeca, though sometimes occurring, are not normal. At 
the tip of the tail, where the growth of the animal takes place, the 

a Arch. mike. Anal. :lie. (5897) p„ 503. 
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caeca are *frays eminently regular. So they are throughout the 
whole body in most of the Metanemertines. In Carload they are 
generally deficient and the intestine straight; in young specimens 
of this species, however, they occur, though less regular and more in 
the form of incipient foldinga by which the digestive surface is, 
increased. The inner surface of the intestinal caeca is ciliated, the 

caeca themselves are some-
times — especially in the 
hindermost portion of the. 
body—of a considerably 
smaller lumen than the in-
termediate genital spaces; 
sometimes, however, the 

alt reverse is the case, and in 
both cases it is the smaller 
lumen that appears enclosed 
between and suspended by , 
the transverse fibres con-
stituting the muscular dis-
sepiments above mentioned. 

The anus is situated ter-
minally, the muscular body- 

	

71. 	
wall through which the 

• intestine must find its way 
outwards probably acting 
in this region the part of a 
sphincter. The lateral nerve 

(dr d. 

	

. 	stems mostly terminate on 
both sides in closet prox-
imity to the anus; in all,  

taM species, however, they 
interfuse by a transverse 
connexion above the anus. 
The longitudinal blood-
vessels do the same. 

Circulatory Apparatus.— 
The chief vessels are three 
longitudinal trunks, a 
median and two lateral ones. 
They are in direct con-
nexion with each other both 
at the posterior and at the 
anterior end of the body. 
At the posterior end they 
communicate together by a 
T-shaped connexion in a 
simple and uniform way. 
Anteriorly there is a cer-
tain amount of difference 
in thearrangenient. Where-
as in the Metanemertines an 
arrangement prevails as re-
presented in fig. 113, in the 
Heteronemertines the 
lateral stems, while entirely 
uniform all through the 
posterior portion of the 
body, no longer individually 
exist in the oesophageal 
region, but here dissolve 
themselves into a network 
of vascular spaces surround-
ing this portion of the di-
gestive tract. The median 
dorsal vessel, however, re-
mains distinct, but instead 

sheath itself of varying thickness). nofe contanuing its course be- 
P. Proboscis. 	 ath the proboscidian 
• Intestine. ntestine. 	 sheath it is first enclosed by 
LBv. Lateral blood-vessel. 	 the ventral musculature of 
DEto, Dorsal blood-vessel. 	 this organ, and still farther 
CT, Connective tissue. 	 forwards it even bulges out 

longitudinally into the 
cavity of the sheath. Anteriorly it finally communicates with the 
lacunae just mentioned, which surround the oesophagus, bathe the 
posterior lobes of the brain, pass through the nerve ring together 
with the proboscidian sheath, and arc generally continued in front 
of the brain as a lacunar space in the muscular tissue, one on each 
side. 

Special mention must be made of the delicate transverse vessels 
regularly connecting the longitudinal and the lateral ones. They 
are mesmerically placed, and belong to the same metamere as the 
digestive caeca, thus alternating with the generative sacs. The 
blood fluid dries not flow in any definite direction; its movements 
are largely influenced by those of the muscular body-wall. It is 
colourless and contains definite corpuscles, which are round or 
elliptical, and in many Metanemertines are coloured red by haemo-
globin. being colourless in other species. The circulatory system 
of Carinell* is considerably different, being more lacunar and less 
restricted to definite vascular channels. Two lateral longitudinal.  

lacunae form, so to say, the forerunners of the lateral vessels. A 
median longitudinal vessel and transverse connecting trunks have 
not as yet been detected. There are lame lacunae in the head in 
front of the ganglia. 

The vascular system is entirely closed. It contains a colourless 
fluid, with flat, oval nucleated corpuscles, as a rule colourless, but in 
some cases tinged with yellow or red haemo-
globin. Its presence is one of the most dis-
tinctive features which separate the Nemer-
tines ken the Platyhelminthes. In origin 
the vascular system is due to a fusion of 
spaces which arise in the mesoblast of the 
larva. The blood is probably circulated by 
the general contraction of the whole animal, 
since it is very doubtful if there are any 
intrinsic muscles in the vessel-walls. Its 
function is less that of respiration than of Flo. 'S.—Diagram 
conveying the  digested  food-products all over of  the  circulatory 
the body, and the excretory products to the apparatus   in the an. nephridia,  and  doubtbss it serves at times to tenor  badifritaiaa  of assist  in the extension  and retraction of parts a  m aaaniaa. 

 of  the  body.  The vessels in the more highly- 
developed  genera  seem to be partly lacunae and partly true vessels 
with definite  walls. 

Nephrictia.—Associated with the lateral blood-vessels are the single 
pair of  nephridia.  E,ch consists of a more or less coiled, ciliated, 

:.:rich on its external surface gives origin to one 
or more transverse canals, which pass to the exterior and open a 
little way behind the mouth on the sides of the body. On its inner 
surface the longitudinal canal is adpressed to the lateral blood-
vessel, and gives off a number of small, blind caeca or tags, each of 
which ends in a small clump of cells. These tags indent the blood-
vessel. From their inner ends, projecting into the lumen of the tag, 
hangs a bunch of cilia, which forms the flickering flame " so well 
known in the excretory apparatus of the Platyhelminthes and larval 
Annelids (fig. 19). There is no communication between the nephridia 
on one side and the other, but in Eupolia there are ducts opening 
into the alimentary canal as well as to 
the exterior, a conditipn of things which 
recalls what obtains in certain Oligochaetes. 
As a role these organs only extend a short 
way along the anterior end of the body, 
a concentration which we may associate 
with the development of a vascular system 
to bring the products of excretion to a 
fixed spot. In Stichostenna, however, 
Montgomery , has described a series of 
nephndia lying all along the body, 
and each with a varying number of 
external pores. The excretory system is 
epiblastic in its origin. 

The two external openings of the 
nephridia are situated sometimes more 
towards the ventral, at other times more 
towards the dorsal side. Even in the 
larger Heteronemertines these pores are 
only a few millimetres behind the mouth 
region. In transverse sections the nephridia 
can be shown to be generally situated in 
the 'region limited by (1) the proboscidian 
sheath, (2) the upper wall of the intestine, 
(3) the muscular body-walL No trace of 
nephridia is found posterior to the oeso- 
phagus- 

Generative System.—In the Nemertines 
the sexes are separate, with only very Flo. 19.—Part of the 
few exceptions jTetrartensma hernia excretory system lying 
pkrodslica, Marion.). The reproductive on the lateral vessel of 
system is of the simplest, strongly con- Drepanophorus specia-
travail with the complicated arrange- bilis. (Magnified about 
ments in the Platyhelminthes. A series 75o.) 1, The longitudinal 
of sacs lined with an epithelium, the pro- excretory canal i 2, one 
liferation of which gives rise to the ova of the tags containing the 
or spermatozoa, alternate between the flame-cells. 
caeca of the intestine. When mature, 
each sac pushes out a process to the exterior, and this forms 
the genital duct. The line of the genital openings is usually 
dorsal to the lateral nerve. The whole sac, with its epithelial 
wall and its contained genital cells, arises ultimately from some 
of the parenchymatous cells of the body. The walls and con-
tents in some forms arise simultaneously; in others the walls are 
first formed and their lining then proliferates. It has been pointed 
out that the cavity of the sacs corresponds in many particulars with 
the coelom of higher animals, and in Lebidinsky's observations on 
the development there is some support to the view that a coelom 
exists. Montgomery has also described certain spaces which may 
be coelomic lying between the alimentary canal and the inner 
longitudinal layer of muscles in the Neteronemertini The ova and 

Zeal. Jabrb. Anal.. x. (1897)  p. 265. 

Lam 
Flo. 17. 

FIGS. 15-17.—Diagrammatic sec-
tions to show disposition of internal 
organs in Carisella (Protorremertsni), 
fig. 15, Neteronentertini, fig. 16, and 
Metanetnertini, fig. 17. 
C, Cellular portion of integument. 
B, Basement membrane. 
A,. Circular muscular layer. 
A', Longitudinal muscular layer. 
A', Second circular (in Cannella)).
A'• Second longitudinal (in Neter*. 

nenurtini). 
N Nervous layer. 
LN, Lateral nerves. 
PS, Cavity of proboscidian sheath (the 
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spermatozoa, when mature, present no peculiarities. As the ova are pharynx. and be sums up their relationship to the Annelids by the 
in many species deposited in a gelatinous tube secreted by the body- statement that to a certain extent the Nemertines represent Turbel. 
walls, in which they are arranged (three or more together) in flask- lads which in the course of time have copied certain features of an 
shaped cavities, impregnation must probably take place either before Annelid character. 
or at the very moment of their being deposited. Theexact mode has 	LITERATURIL-J. Barrois, " Recherches sur l'embryologie des 
not yet been noticed. 	 Nemenes," Annaks des Sc. Naturelks, vi. (t877); O. 

FM. att.-Anterior end of a Carinella, partly diagrammatic. Magnified. r  (From Berger.) t, Opening of proboscis; 2, cephalic 
glands running to frontal organ; 3, dorsal commissure of brain; a, cerebral organ; 5, upper dorsal nerve; 6, under dorsal nerve; 
7, rhynchocoelic blood- vessel; 8, fore-gut; 9, rhynchocoel; to, nerve to proboscis; tr. proboscis; 12, genital sac; 13, genital pore; 
14, mid-gut ; 15, circular nerves; 16, pore of excretory system; 17, lateral organ; 18, excretory canal; 19. lateral Vasset; 
lateral nerve; 21, oesophageal nerve; 22, mouth; 23, ventral ganglion of brain; 24, dorsal ganglion of brain; 25.  rhynchodaeuca. 

Prosorkoassus daparedii is a viviparous fen m. 
DEVELOPIIENT.-The embryology of the Nemertines offers some 

very remarkable peculiarities. Our knowledge of the development 
of the most primitive forms is scanty. Both Hekro- and Metane-
snertini have been more exhaustively studied than the other two 

mist  the 
forms, 

 as wass uidteicecilve oparmvesn. bsetiionajtcharme .talerizeVosbrs.peculiar 

The larva of Cerebratulns is called the pilidium. In exterior shape 
it resembles a helmet with spike and ear-lobes, the spike being a 
strong and long flagellum or a tuft of long cilia, the ear-lobes lateral 
ciliated appendages (fig. 21). It encloses the primitive alimentary 

tract. Two pairs of invaginations of 
the skin, which originally are called 
the prostomial and metastomial disks, 
grow round the intestine, finally fuse 
together, and form the skin and mus- 

e cuter body-wall of the future Nemer- 
tine, which afterwards becomes cili- 
ated. frees itself from the pilidium in- 
vestment and develops into the adult 
worm without further metamorphosis. 

The eggs of these species are not 
enveloped by such massive gelatinous 
strings as are those of the genus 
Linens. In the latter we find the 
young Nemertines crawling about 
after a period of from six to eight 
weeks, and probably feeding upon a 
portion of this gelatinous substance, 

FIG. 21.--Pilidium-larva. which is found to diminish in bulk. 
B, Bunch of cilia or flagel- In accordance with thesemore Emden- 

lum. 	 tary habits during the first phases of 
oe, Oesophagus. 	 life, the characteristic pilidium larva, 
st, Stomach. 	 which is so eminently adapted for a 
es, Oesophageal outgrowth pelagic existence, appear to have 

for lateral organ. 	been reduced to a close-fitting exterior 
am, Amnion. 	 layer of cells, which is stripped off 
pr.d., Prostomial disk. 	after the definite body-wall of the 
po.d., Metastomial disk. 	Nemertine has similarly originated 

out of four ingrowths from the 
primary epiblast. To this reduced and sedentary pilidium the 
name of " larva of Desor " has been given. 

In the Mrionemertini, as far as they have been investigated, a 
direct development without metamorphosis has been observed. 
It appears probable that this is only a further simplification of the 
more complicated metamorphosis described above. 

As to the development of the different organs, there is still much 
that remains doubtful. The hypoblast in some forms originates by 
invagination, in others by delamination. The proboscis is an in-
vagination from the epiblast; the proboscidian sheath appears in 
the mesoblast, but is perhaps originally derived from the hypoblast. 
The origin of the lateral organs has already been noticed; that of the 
nerve system is essentially epiblastic. 

AFFINITIES.-The position of the Nemertines in the animal king-
dom is now looked upon as more isolated than was formerly thought, 
and recent writers have been inclined to treat them as a separate 
phylum. Whether this view be adopted or not, and whether the 
TurbeUaria be regarded as nearly related or only remotely connected, 
there can be little doubt that the Nemertines resemble the Turbel-
laria more nearly than they do any other group of animals. Berger 
even goes so far as to homologize the proboscis with the Turbellanan  

" Einige Bemerkungen zur Metamorphose des Pilidium," Archie 
far Naturgeschichlo 0873): L. von Graff, bfossographie der Tar. 
bellarien (1882),• A. A. W. Hubrecht, " Untersuchungen Ober 
Nemertinen a. d. Golf von Neapel," Medal. Archie far Zoologse 
ii.; 

, 
i.; Id., " The Genera of European Nemerteans critically revised," 

Notes from the Leyden Museum (1879); Id., " Zur Anatomic u. 
Physiologic Nervensystems d. Nemertinen," Verk. kon. Akad. 
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Nervous System of the Palaeo- and Schizonemertinl, one of the layers 
of the Body-wall,' Quart. Journal of kficr. Science, vol. xx.; Id.„ 
" On the Ancestral Forms of the Chordata," lb. quly 1883); W. 
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J. avissensch. Zoo!. vol. xis. (1863); J. von Kennel, " Beitrige 
zur Kenntnise der Nemertinen," Arbeden a. d. soot.-cool. Isslit. 
ii. (Wurzburg, 1878);.W. C. Macintosh, A Monograph of British 
Annelida: I. Nemerteans (Ray Society, 1873-1874); A. F. Marion, 
" Recherchm sur les animaux inferieure du Golfe de Marseille," 
Ann. des Sc. Nal. (1873); E. Metschaikoff, " Studien Ober die 
Entwickelung der Echinodermen and Nemertinen," MEm, do l'Acact 
Imp. de St Peters& xiv. (1869); Max Schultze, Beitrdge saw Naha. 
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wissensch. Zoo!. iv. (1852), p. 178; W. B. Benham, Quart. !own. 
Mice. Sci. xxxix. (1896), p. 19; A. Brown, Proc. Roy. Soc. bd. 
(1897), p. 28; 0. Burger, Zeit. f. miss. 	zoot. I. (1890), p. 1; Id., 
Mitt. Zoo!. St Neapd, x. (t891), p. 206• Id., Zeit. f. sous. Zoo!. 

(1892), 9. 322; Id., Verk. Deutsch. zoo!. Gesell:ch. OW; 
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(A. A. W. H.; A. E. S.) 
NEMESIANUS, MARCUS AURELIUS OLYMPIUS, Roman 

poet, a native of Carthage, flourished about AM. 283. He was 
a popular poet at the court of the Roman emperor Carus 
(Vopiscus, Carus, t1). lie wrote poems on the arts of fishing 
(Halieutica), aquatics (Nasitica) and hunting .(Cynegetica), but 
only a fragment of the last, 32$ hexameter lines, has been 
preserved. It is neatly expressed in good Latin, and was used 
as a school text-book in the 9th century. Four eclogues, formerly 
attributed to Titus Calpurnius 	Siculus, are now generally 
considered to be by Nemesianus, and the Praise of Hercules, 
generally printed in Claudian's works, may be by him. 

Complete edition of the works attributed to him in E. Bihrens. 



NEMESIS-NEMOURS, LORDS AND DUKES OF 'gig 
Peeks Latini Wawa, BE (1881); Cyangsgra: ed. M. Haupt (with 
Ovid's Halientiza and Grattius FaStruts) 1838, and R. Stern, with 
Grattius (1832); Italian translation with notes by L. F. Valdrighi 
(1876). The four eclogues are printed with those of Calpurnius in 
the editions of H. Schenk! (1883) and E. H. Keene (t887); see 
L Cisorio, Studio sults Egloglse ds N. (1895) and De 
melte Egloghe di N. (1896); and M. Haupt, De Carssisibtss Bum:leis 
Cal pswess et N. (1833), the chief treatise on the subject. 

NEMESIS, the personification of divine justice. This is the 
only sense in which the word is used in Homer, while Hesiod 
(Thong. 223) makes Nemesis a goddess, the daughter of Night 
(some, however, regard the passage as an interpolation); she 
appears in a still more concrete form in a fragment of the Cypria. 
The word Nemesis originally meant the distributor (Gr. rigor) 
of fortune, whether good or bad, in due proportion to each man 
according to his deserts; then, the resentment caused by any 
disturbance of this proportion, the sense of justice that could 
not allow it to pass unpunished. Gruppe and others prefer to 
connect the name with settealiv, • srpecdreake ("to feel just 
resentment "). In the tragedians Nemesis appears chiefly as 
the avenger of crime and the punisher of arrogance, and as such 
is akin to Ate and the Erinyes. She was sometimes called 
Adrasteia, probably meaning " one from whom there is no 
escape "; the epithet is specially applied to the Phrygian 
Cybele, with whom as with Aphrodite and Artemis, her cult 
shows certain affinities. She was specially honoured in the 
district of Rhamnus in Attica, where she was perhaps originally 
an ancient Artemis, partly confused with Aphrodite. A festival 
called Nemeseia (by some Identified with the Ginesia) was held 
at Athens. Its object was to avert the nemesis of the dead, 
who were supposed to have the power of punishing the living, 
if their cult had been in any way neglected (Sophocles, Electra, 
792; E. Rohde, Psyche, 1007, i. 236, note 1). At Smyrna 
there were two divinities of the name, more akin to Aphrodite 
than to Artemis. The reason for this duality is hard to explain; 
it is suggested that they represent two aspects of the goddess, the 
kindly and the malignant, or the goddesses of the old and the 
new city. Nemesis was also worshipped at Rome by victorious 
generals, and In imperial times was the patroness of gladiators 
and sr maims (fighters with wild beasts) in the arena and one of 
the tutelary deities of the drilling-ground (Nemesis rampenris). 
In the 3rd century A.D. there is evidence of the belief in an all-
powerful Nemesis-Fortuna. She was worshipped by a society 
called Nemesiaci. In early times the representations of Nemesis 
resembled Aphrodite, who herself sometimes bears the epithet 
Nemesis. Later, as the goddess of proportion and the avenger 
of crime, she has as attributes a measuring rod, a bridle, &sword 
and a scourge, and rides in a chariot drawn by griffins. 

See C. Walt, De NemesiGraecorum (Tabingen, t 852) ; Tawnier, 
Nemesis (1863), and H. Posnansky. " Nemesis and Adrasteia." in 
Breslasser pink:ogled* Abhandlungett, v. heft a (189o), both ex-
haustive monographs; an unsay, " Nemesis, or the Divine Envy," 
by P. E. More, in The New World (N. Y., Dec. 1899); L. R. Farnell, 
Coats of eke Greek States, ii.; and A. Legrand in Daremberg and 
Saglio's Dictionnaire its ant*ite.r. For the Roman Nemesis, see 
G. Wissows, Religion and :Wine in Romer (Munich, 5902). 

NEMMMUS (9. c. A.D. 39o), a Christian philosopher, author 
of a treatise reel Screws sistipeorree (On Human Nature), was, 
according to the title of his book, bishop of Emesa (in Syria); 
of his life nothing further is known, and even his date is uncertain, 
but internal evidence points to a date after the Apollinarian 
controversy and before the strife connected with the names of 
Eutyches and Nestorius, i.e. about the end of the 4th century. 
His book is an interesting attempt to compile a system of anthro-
pology from the standpoint of the Christian philosophy. Moses 
and Paul are put side by side with Aristotle and Menander, 
and there is a clear inclination to Platonic doctrines of pre-
existence and metempsychosis. In physiological matters he 
is in advance of Aristotle and Galen, though we can hardly 
assert—as has sometimes been thought—that he anticipated 
Harvey's discovery of the circulation of the blood. The treatise 
is conclusive evidence as to the mutual influence of Christianity 
and Hellenism in the 4th century. John of Damascus and the 
schoolmen, including Albertus Magnus and Thomas Aquinas; 

XIX.  

held Nemesius in high esteem, believing his book to be the work 
of Gregory of Nyasa, with whom he has much in common. 

Editions: Antwerp, i373; Oxford, 1671; Halle, 18oz ,• Wpm's
Patrol. Patrol. Gr. vol. 4o. Versions: Latin by Alsanus, ed. Holzinger 
(1887); by Burgundio, ed. Burkhardt (t89t-1896). Literatures 
Bender, Unlernick. sibs, Nemessus (1898). See further Herzog-
Hauck's Realestcykkp, s.v. 

NEMORENSIS LACUS (mod. News'), a lake in the Alban 
Hills, in an extinct subsidiary crater in the outer ring of the 
ancient Alban crater, E. of the Lake of Albano. It is about 
3f m. in diameter and some t to it. deep; the precipitous slopes 
of its basin are over 3oo ft. high, and on the side towards the 
modern village a good deal more, and are mainly cultivated. 
It is now remarkable for its picturesque beauty. In ancient times 
it was included in the territory of Aricia, and bore the name 
" Mirror of Diana." The worship of Diana here was a Wry 
ancient one, and, as among the Scythian.% was originally, so it 
was said, celebrated with human sacrifices; even in imperial 
times the priest of Diana was a man of low condition, a gladiator 
or a fugitive slave, who won his position by slaying his pre-
decessor in fight, having first plucked a mistletoe bough from 
the sacred grove, and who, notwithstanding,, bore the title of 
rex (king). It is curious that in none of the inscriptions that have 
been found is the priest of Diana mentioned; and it has indeed 
been believed by Morpurgo and Frazer that the rex was not the 
priest of Diana at all, but, according to the former, the priest 
of Virbius, or, according to the latter, the incarnation of the 
spirit of the forest. The temple itself was oneof the most splendid 
in Latium; Octavian borrowed money from it in 31 LC, and 
it is frequently mentioned by ancient writers. Its remains are 
situated a little above the level of the lake, and to the N.E. of 
it. They consist of a large platform, the back of which is formed 
by a wall of concrete faced with opus rdiadatunt, with niches, 
resting against the cliffs which form the sides of the crater. 
Excavations in the 17th and the last quarter of the 59th centuries 
(now covered in again), and also in 2905, led to the discovery 
of the temple itself, a rectangular edifice, 98 by 52 ft., and of 
various inscriptions, a rich frieze in gilt bronze, many statuettes 
(ex-votos) from the farina( of the temple in terra-cotta and 
bronze, a large number of coins, &c. None of the objects seem 
to go back beyond the 4th. century D.C. A road descended to 
it from the Via Appia from the S.W., passing through the modern 
village of Genzano. The lake is drained by a tunnel of about 
2 in. long of Roman date. On the W. aide of the lake remains 
of twoships (really floating palaces moored to  the shore) have been 
found, one belonging to the time of Caligula (as is indicated by 
an inscription on a lead pipe), and measuring 210 ft. long by 
66 wide, the other even larger, 233 by 8o ft. The first was 
decorated with marbles and mosaics, and with some very fine 
bronze beamheads, with heads of wolves and lions having rings 
for hawsers in their mouths (and one of a Medusa), now in the 
Museo delle Tenne at Rome, with remains of the woodwork, 
&c., &c. Various attempts have been made to raise the first 
ship, from the middle of the 15th century onwards, by which' 
much harm has been done. The neighbourhood of the lake was 
naturally in favour with the Romans as a residence. Caesar 
had a villa constructed there, but destroyed again almost at 
once, because it did not satisfy him. 

See F. Barnabei, Notizie degli mei (1893), 361.461; 08961188: 
V. Malfatti, Notizie, degli scavi (1893), e t,71; (1896), 

Golden 
 Rivista 

marifiltna (1896).379• ( 1897). 2931 	Fraser,he G'8222  Boug.h (London, 1900); L. morpurgo in M018107kItli del Lined, xiii. (1903), 
297 299. 	 (T. As.) 

NEMOURS, LORDS AND DUKES OF. In the 12th and r3th 
centuries the lordship of Nemours, in GlItinais, France, was in 
possession of the house of Villebeon, a member of which, Gautier, 
was marshal of France in the middle of the 13th century. The 
lordship was sold to King Philip III. in 1274 and 2276 by jean 
and Philippe de Nemours, and was then 'made a county and 
given to Jean de Grailly, captal de Buch In 1364. In 2404 
Charles VI. of France gave it to Charles III. of Evreux, king of 
Navarre, and erected it into a duchy in the peerage of France 
(duchi-pairie). Charles Ill's daughter, Beatrix, brought the 

2a 
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duchy to her husband Jacques de Bourbon, count of La Marche, 
and by the marriage of their daughter, Eleanor, to Bernard of 
Armagnac, count of Pardiac, it passed to the house of Armagnac. 
After being confiscated and restored several times, the duchy 
reverted to the French crown in 1505, after the extinction of the 
house of Armagnac-Pardiac. In 1507 it was given by Louis XII. 
to his nephew, Gaston de Fon, who was killed at Ravenna in 
2522. The duchy then returned to the royal domain, and was 
detached from it successively for Giuliano de Medici and his 
wife Philiberta of Savoy in ism for Louise of Savoy in 1524, and 
for Philip of Savoy, count of Genevois

' 
 in 2528. The descend- 

ants of the last-mentioned duke possessedssed the duchy until its 
sale to Louis XIV. In 2572 Louis gave it to his brother Philip, 
duke of Orleans, whose descendants possessed it until the 
Revolution. The title of duc de Nemours was afterwards given 
to Louis Charles, son of King Louis Philippe, who is dealt with 
separately below. 

The following are the most noteworthy of the earlier dukes of 
Nemours. 

JAMES 01 ARMAGNAC, duke of Nemoum (c. 5433-1477), was 
the son of Bernard d'Armagnac, count of Pardiac, and Eleanor of 
Bourbon-La Marche. As comte de Castres, he served under 
Charles VII. in Normandy in 2449 and 1450; and afterwards in 
Guienne. On the accession of Louis XL the king loaded him 
with honours, married him to his god-daughter, Louise of Anjou, 
and recognized his title to the duchy of Nemours in 1462. Sent 
by Louis to pacify Roussillon,•Nemoun felt that he had been 
insufficiently rewarded for the rapid success of this expedition 
and joined the League of the Public Weal In re65. He subse: 
quently became reconciled with Louis, but soon resumed his 
intrigues. After twice pardoning him, the king's patience 
became exhausted, and he besieged the duke's château at Carlat 
and took him prisoner. Nemours was treated with the utmost 
rigour, being shut up in a cage; and was finally condemned to 
death by the parlement and beheaded on the 4th of August 1477. 

See B. de Mandrot, Jacques d'Armagnac, due de Nemeses (Paris, 
1890). 

Plate 07 SAVOY, duke of Nemotus ( 1400-1 533), was a son 
of Philip, duke of Savoy, and brother of Louise of Savoy, mother 
of Francis L of France. Originally destined for the priesthood, 
he was given the bishopric of Geneva at the age of five, but 
resigned it in ism, when he was made count of Genevois. He 
served under Louis XII., with whom be was present at the battle 
of Agnadeflo sco), under the emperor Charles V. in 'sae, and 
finally under his nephew, Francis I. In 1528 Francis gave him 
the duchy of Nemours and married him to Charlotte of Orleans-
Longueville. He died on the asth of November 1 533. 

His son, Janis (1531-2585), became duke of Nemours in 
1533. He distinguished himself at the - sieges of Lens and Mete 
(1552-1 553), at the battle of Renty 0554 and in the campaign 
of Piedmont (1555). He was a supporter of the Guises, and had 
to retire for some time into Savoy in consequence of a plot. 
On his return to France he fought the Huguenots, and signalized 
himself by his successes in Dauphine and Lyonnais. In 1567 he 
induced the court to return from Meaux to Paris, took part in 
the battle of Saint Denis, protested against the peace of Long-
jumeau, and repulsed the invasion of Wolfgang, count palatine 
of Zweibracken. He devoted his last years to letters and art, 
and died at Annecy on the x sth of June 15135. 

By his wife Anne of Este, the widow of Francis, duke of 
Guise, the duke left a son, CHARLES EMMANUEL (1567-1595). 
who in his youth was called prince of Genevois. Involved 
in political intrigues by his relationship with the Guises, he was 
imprisoned after the al,..-issination of Henry, duke of Guise, 
and his brother the cardinal of Lorraine, in r sea, but contrived to 
escape. lie fought at Ivry and Argues, and was governor of 
Paris when it was besieged by Henry IV. After quarrelling 
with his half-brother Charles of Lorraine, duke of Mayenne, he 
withdrew to his government of Lyonnais, where be endeavoured 
to make himself independent. He was imprisoned, however, 
in the chateau of Pierre-Encise by the archbishop of Lyons. 
After his escape he attacked Lyons, but was defeated owing  

to the intervention of the constable de Montmorency. He shed 
at Annecy in July 1 595• 

His brother HENRY (1572-1632), called originally marquis de 
Saint-Sorlin, succeeded him as duke. In 1588 be took the 
marquisate of Saluzzo from the French for his cousin, the duke 
of Savoy. The princes of Guise, his half-brothers, induced 
him to join the League, and in rsor he was made governor of 
Dauphine In the name of that faction. lie made his submission 
to Henry IV. in 1596. After quarrelling with the duke of Savoy 
he withdrew to Burgundy and joined the Spaniards in their 
war against Savoy. After peace had been proclaimed on the 
54th of November 1616, he retired to the French court. He died 
in 1632, and was succeeded by his eldest son, Louis, and On the 
deathof the latter in teat by his second son, CRAWLS Aaeaoacs 
(1624-1652), who served in the army of Flanders in I645, and 
in the following year commanded the light cavalry at the siege 
of Courtrai. In 1652 be took part in the war of the Fronde, and 
fought at Blfneau and at the Faubourg St Antoine, where he 
was wounded. On the 30th of July of the same year be was 
killed in a duel by his brother-in-law, Francois de Vendome, 
duke of Beaufort. lie had two daughters, Marie Jeanne Baptiste 
(d. 1724), who married Charles Emmanuel of Savoy in 1665; 
and Marie Fraagoise Elisabeth, who married Alphonse VL, 
king of Portugal, in x666. His brother Henry 0625-2650, 
who had been archbishop of Reims, but now withdrew from 
orders, succeeded to the title. In 1657 be married Maui 
D'ORLHANS-LONGUEVILLE (1625-17o7), daughter of Henry IL 
of Orleans, duke of Longueville. This duchess of Nemours is 
a famous personage. At an early age she was involved in 
the first Fronde, which was directed by her father and her 
stepmother. Anne Genevieve de Bourbon-Conde, the cele-
brated duchesse de Longueville; sod when her husband died 
in 1659, leaving her childless, the rest of her life was mainly 
spent in contesting her inheritance with her stepmother. She 
left some interesting Memeires, which are published by C. B. 
Petitot in the Colkction complete des admires (1819-1829). 

NEXOURS, LOUIS CHARLES PHILIPPE RAPHAEL. Doc na 
(1814-1896), second son of the duke of Orleans, afterwards 
King Louis Philippe, was born on the 15th of October zitta. 
At twelve years of age he was nominated colonel of the fiex 
regiment of chasseurs, and in rho he became a chevalier of the 
order of the Saint Esprit and entered the chamber of peers. 
As early as 1825 his name was mentioned as a possible candidate 
for the throne of Greece, and in 1831 he was elected king of 
the Belgians, but international considerations deterred Louis 
Philippe from accepting the honour for his son. In February 1831 
he accompanied the French army which entered Belgium to 
support the new kingdom against Holland, and took part in 
the siege of Antwerp. He accompanied the Algerian expedition 
against the town of Constantine in the autumn of 1836, and in a 
second expedition (x837) he was entrusted with the command 
of a brigade and with the direction of the siege operations before 
Constantine. General Damremont was killed by his side on the 
12th of October, and the place was taken by assault on the 13th. 
He sailed a third time for Algeria in asz, and served under 
General Bugeaud, taking part in the expedition to revictual 
Medea on the aoth of April, and in sharp fighting near Milian 
on the 3rd to 5th of May. In the expedition against the fortified 
town of. Takdempt he commanded the rat infantry envision. 
On his return to France be became commandant of the camp 
of Compiegne. He had been employed on missions of courtesy 
to England in 1835, in 1838 and in riles, and to Berlin and 
Vienna in 1836. The occasion of his marriage in 184o with 
Victoria, daughter of Duke Ferdinand of Saxe-Coburg, was 
marked by a check to Louis Philippe's government in the form 
of a refusal to bestow the marriage dowry proposed by Thins in 
the chamber of deputies. The death of his eider brother, 
Ferdinand, duke of Orleans, in 1842 gave him a position of greater 
importance as the natural regent in the case of the accession of 
his nephew, the young count of Paris. His reserve and dislike 
of public functions, with a certain haughtiness of manner, how-
ever, made him unpopular._ On the outbreak of the revolution of 
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1848 he held the Tuileries long enough to cover the king's retreat, 
but refrained from initiating active measures against the mob. 
He followed his sister-in-law, the duchess of Orleans, and her two 
sons to the chamber of deputies, but was separated from them 
by the rioters, and only escaped finally by disguising himself 
in the uniform of a national guard. He embarked for England, 
where he settled with his parents at Claremont. His chief aim 
during his exile, especially after his father's death, was a re-
conciliation between the two branches of the house of Bourbon, 
as indispensable to the re-establishment of the French monarchy 
in any form. These wishes were frustrated on the one hand 
by the attitude of the comte de Chambord, and on the other 
by the determination of the duchess of Orleans to maintain the 
pretensions of the count of Paris. Nemours was prepared to 
go further than the other princes of his family in accepting the 
principles of the legitimists, but lengthy negotiations ended 
in :857 with a letter, written by Nemours, as he subsequently 
explained, at the dictation of his brother, Francois, prince de 
Joinville, in which he insisted that Chambord should express 
his adherence to the tricolour flag and to the principles of con-
stitutional government. In 1875 the Orleans princes renewed 
their professions of allegiance to the senior branch of their house, 
but they were not consulted when the count of Chambord came 
to Paris in 1873, and their political differences remained until 
his death in 1883. 

Nemours had lived at Bushey House after the death of Queen 
Marie Amelie in 1866. In 1871 the exile imposed on the French 
princes was withdrawn, but he only transferred his establishment 
to Paris after their disabilities were also removed. In March 
2872 he was restored to his rank in the army as general of division, 
and placed in the first section of the general staff. After his 
retirement from the active list he continued to act as president 
of the Red Cross Society until 188r, when new decrees against 
the princes of the blood led to his withdrawal from Parisian 
society. During the presidency of Marshal Machlahon, he had 
appeared from time to time at the Elyyle. He died at Versailles 
on the 26th of June 1896, the duchess having died at Claremont 
on the Toth of November 1857. Their children were Louis 
Philippe Marie Ferdinand Gaston, comte d'Eu (b. 1842), who 
married Isabella, eldest daughter of Don Pedro IL of Brazil; 
Ferdinand Philippe Marie, duc d'Alencon (b. 7844), who married 
Sophie of Bavaria (1847-2897), sister of the empress Elizabeth 
of Austria; Margaret (1846-1893), who married Prince Ladislas 
Czartoryski; and Blanche (b. 1 857). 

Sec R. Bazin, Le Vise de Nemours (1907); Paul Thoreau - Dangin, 
Hestoire de la snossarekis de juilld (4 vols., 1884, &c.). 

NEMOURS, a town of northern France, in the department of 
Seine-et-Marne, on the Loing and its canal, 26 m. S. of Mclun, 
on the Paris-Lyon railway. Pop. (i906) 4814. The church, 
which dates mainly from the 16th century, has a handsome 
wooden spire, and there is a feudal castle. A statue of the 
mathematician Bezout (d. 1783), a native of the town, was erected 
in 1885. In the vicinity is a group of fine sandstone rocks, and 
sand is extensively quarried: Nemours is supposed to derive its 
name from the woods (nemora) in the midst of which it formerly 
Stood, and discoveries of Gallo-Roman remains indicate its early 
origin. It was captured by the English in 142o, but derives its 
historical importance rather from the lordship (afterwards 
duchy) to which it gave its name. In 1585 a treaty revoking 
previous concessions to the Protestants was concluded at Nemours 
between Catherine de Medici and the Guises. 

NENADOVICH, MAMA ( 1 777-1854), Servian patriot, was 
born in 1777. He is generally called Prota Mateya, since as a 
boy of sixteen he was made a priest, and a few years later became 
archpriest (Prota) of Valyevo. His father, Alexa Nenadovich, 
Knez (chief magistrate) of the district of Valyevo, was one of the 
most popular and respected public men among the Servians at 
the beginning of the 19th century. When the four leaders of 
the Janissaries of the Belgrade Pashalic (the so-called Dahis) 
thought that the only way to prevent a general rising of the 
Servians was to intimidate them by murdering all their principal 
men, Alen Nenadovich was one of the first victims. The  

policy of the Dahis, instead of preventing; did actually and 
immediately provoke a general insurrection of the Servians 
against the Turks. Prota Matrya became thedeputy-commander 
of the insurgents of the Valyevo district (1804), but did not 
hold the post for long, as Karageorge sent him in 18o5 on a secret 
mission to St Petersburg, and afterwards employed him almost 
constantly as Servia's diplomatic envoy to Russia, Austria, 
Bucharest and Constantinople. After the fall of Karageorge 
(1813), the new leader of the Servians, Milosh Obrenovicb, sent 
Prota Mateya as representative of Servia to the Congress of 
Vienna (184-1815), where he 'pleaded the Servian cause inde-
fatigably. During that mission he often saw Lord Castlereagh, 
and for the first time the Servian national interests were brought 
to the knowledge of British statesmen. 

Prota Mateya 's memoirs are the most valuable authority for the 
history of the first and second Servian insurrections a.inst the 
Turks. The best edition of the Me aces Prole Mater Nettadorieha 
was published by the Servian Literary Association in Belgrade in 
1893. 

SMARM a market town of Co. Tipperary, Ireland, finely 
situated in a rich though hilly country near the river Nenagh, 
g61 m. S.W. from Dublin by the Ballybrophy and Limerick 
branch of the Great Southern & Western railway. Pop. (root) 
4704. Of the old castle, called Nenagh Round, dating from the 
time of King John, there still exists the circular donjon or keep. 
There are no remains of the hospital founded in 12oo for Austin 
canons, nor of the Franciscan friary, founded in the reign of 
Henry III. and one of the richest religious houses in Ireland. The 
town is governed by an urban district council. It was one of the 
ancient manors of the Butlers, who received for it the grant of a 
fair from Henry VIII. In t55o the town and friary were burned 
by O'Carroll. In 1641 the town was taken by Owen Roe O'Neill, 
but shortly afterwards it was recaptured by Lord Inchiquin. 
It surrendered to Ireton in 1651, and was burned by Sarsfield in 

688. 
NENNIUS (ft. 796), a Welsh writer to whom we owe the 

Historia Brilonum, lived and wrote in Brecknock or Radnor. 
His work is known to us through thirty manuscripts; but the 
earliest of these cannot be dated much earlier than the yeat r000; 
and all are defaced by interpolations which give to the work so 
confused a character that critics were long disposed to treat it 
as an unskilful forgery. A new turn was given to the controversy 
by Heinrich Zimmer, who, in his Ncnnius vindicalus (t893), 
traced the history of the work and, by a comparison of the 
manuscripts with the nth-century translation of the Irish 
scholar, Gills Coemgim (d. 1o72), succeeded in stripping off the 
later accretions from the original nucleus of the Historic. Zimmer , 
follows previous critics in rejecting the Prologus molar (§§ 1, z), 
the Capitula, or table of contents, and part of the Mirabilia 
which form the concluding section. But he proves that Nennius 
should be regarded as the compiler of the Historic proper (ft 7-65). 
Zimmer's conclusions are of more interest to literary critics than 
to historians. The only part of the Historic which deserves to 
be treated as a historical document is the section known as the 
Genealogiae Sazonum (§¢ 57-65). This is merely a recension of 
a work which was composed about 679 by a Briton of Strathclyde. 
The author's name is unknown; but he is, after Gildas, our 
earliest authority for the facts of the English conquest of England. 
Nennius himself gives us the oldest legends relating to the 
victories of King Arthur; the value of the Historia froth this 
point of view is admitted by the severest critics. The chief 
authorities whom Nennius followed were Gildas' De excidio 
Britonum, Eusebius, the Vita Patrieii of Murichu Maccu Mach-
theni, the Collectanea of Tirechan, the Liber oecupationis (an 
Irish work on the settlement of Ireland), the Litter de sex 
°denims mundi, the chronicle of Prosper of Aquitaine, the 
Litter beau Germani. The sources from which he derived his 
notices of King Arthur (§ 56) have not been determined. 

See J. Stevenson's edition of the Historia Britanons (English Hist. 
Soc., 1838), based on a careful study of the MSS.; A. de Is Borderie, 
L'Historia Britons:Is (Paris and London. 1883), which summarises 
the older negative criticism; H. Zimmer. Nenosists 'indicants 
(Berlin, 1893); T. MommstO in News Archiv der qesellsciat fur 
&fere deutuhe Geschkhtskunde. xix. 383: (H. W. C. D.) 
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NEO-CAILSAREA, SYNOD OF, a synod held shortly after that 

of Ancyra, probably about 314 or 35$ (although Heide inclines 
to put it somewhat later). Its principal work was the adoption 
of fifteen disciplinary canons, which were subsequently accepted 
as ecumenical by the Council of Chalcedon, 451, and of which the 
most important are the following: L degrading priests who 
marry after ordination; vii. forbidding a priest to be present 
at the second marriage of any one; viii. refusing ordination 
to the husband of an adulteress; xi. fixing thirty years as the 
age below which one might not be ordained (because Christ 
began His public ministry at the age of thirty); xiii. according 
to city priests the precedence over country priests; xiv. per-
mitting Chorepiscopi to celebrate the sacraments; xv. requiring 
that there be seven deacons in every city. 

See Menai ii. pp. 339-551; Hardouin I. pp. 282-286; lief& 
(2nd ed.) i. pp. 242-251 (Eng. trans. L pp.222-230). (T. F. C.) 

NEOCOMIAN, in geology, the name given to the lowest stage 
of the Cretaceous system. It was introduced by J. Thurmann 
in 1835 on account of the development of these rocks at Neuchatel 
(Neocomum), Switzerland. It has been employed in more than 
one sense. In the type area the rocks have been divided into 
two sub-stages, a lower, Valanginian (from Valentin, E. Desor, 
1854) and an upper, Hauterivian (from Hauterive, E. Rcnevier, 
5874); there is also another local sub-stage, the infra-Valanginian 
or Berriasian (from Berries, H. Coquand, 1876). These three 
sub-stages constitute the Ncocomian in its restricted sense. 
A. von Koenen and other German geologists extend the rise 
of the term to include the whole of the Lower Cretaceous up to 
the top of the Gault or Albian. Renevier divided the Lower 
Cretaceous into the Neocomian division, embracing the three 
sub-stages mentioned above, and an Urgonian division, including 
the Barreznian, Rhodanian and Aptian sub-stages. Sir A. 
Geikie (Text Book of Geology, 4th ed., 59o3) regards " Neocomian" 
as synonymous with Lower Cretaceous, and he, like Renevier, 
closes this portion of the system at the top of the Lower Green-
sand (Aptian). Other British geologists (A. J. Jukes-Browne, 
&c.) restrict the Neocomian to the marine beds of Speeton and 
Tealby, and their estuarine equivalents, the Weald Clay and 
Hastings Sands (Wealden). Much confusion would be avoided 
by dropping the term Neocomian entirely and employing 
instead, for the type area, the sub-divisions given above. This 
becomes the more obvious when it is pointed out that the 
Berriasian type is limited to Dauphine; the Valanginian has 
not a much wider range; and the Hauterivian does not extend 
north of the Paris basin. 

.Characteristic fossils of the Berriasian are Hoplites euthyrni, H. 
ma:mists': of the Valanginian, Naga; leviathan. Bdemnites pistil- 
liformis and B. dilatatss, Oxynoticeras Gevrili; of the Hautenvistn, 
Reptiles radiants, Crioceras capricornu, Exogyra Coulcrni and Toxaster 
complanatus. The marine equivalents of t hese rocks in England are 
the lower Spceton Clays of Yorkshire and the Tealby beds of Lincoln. 
shire. The Wealden beds of southern England represent approxi-
mately an estuarine phase of deposit of the same age. The Hils 
clay of Germany and Wealden of Hanover; the limestones and 
shales of Teschen; the Aplychas and Pygope diphyoides marls of 
Spain, and the Petchorian formation of Russia are equivalents of 
the Neocomian in its narrower sense. 

See CRETACEOUS, WHALDEN, SPEETON BEDS. 	(J. A. H.) 
NEOCORATE, a rank or dignity granted by the Senate under 

the Roman Empire to certain cities of Asia, which had built 
temples for the worship of the emperors or had established 
cults of members of the imperial family. The Greek word 
rewsOpos meant literally a temple-sweeper (vela, temple, Koplin, 
to sweep), and was thence used both of a temple attendant 
and of a priestly holder of high rank who was in charge of a 
temple. 

NEOLITHIC, or LATER STONE AGE (Gr. rhos, new, and ).fOar, 
stone), a term employed first by Lord Avebury and since generally 
accepted, for the period of highly finished and polished stone 
implements, in contrast with the rude workmanship of those 
of the earlier Stone Age (Palaeolithic). Knowledge of Neolithic 
times is derived principally from four sources, Tumuli or ancient 
burial-mounds, the Lake -dwellings of Switzerland, the Kitchen-
middens of Denmark and the Bone-Caves. No trace of metal  

is found, except gold, which seems to have been sometimes used 
for ornaments. Agriculture, pottery, weaving, the domestica-
tion of animals, the burying of the dead in dolmens, and the 
rearing of megalithic monuments are the typical developments 
of man during this stage. 

See ARCHAEOLOGY; also Lord Avebury, Prehistoric Times frecoo); 
Sir 

J
ohn Evans, Ancient Stone Implements of Great Britons (an); 

Sir . Prestwich, Geology (1886-1888). 
NEOPHYTE (Gr. madames from sdos, new, dvniv, a plant, 

" newly planted "), a word used in the Eleatinian and other 
mysteries to designate the newly initiated, and in the early 
church applied to newly baptized persons. These usually 
wore the white garments which they received at their admission 
to the church (sec Bantam) for eight days, from Easter eve till 
the Sunday after Easter (hence called Dominica in °Ibis), but 
they were subject to strict supervision for some time longer 
and, on the authority of x Tim. iii. 6, were generally held 
ineligible for election as bishops, a rule to which, however, history 
shows some notable exceptions, as in the cases of St Ambrose 
at Milan in 374 and Synesius of Cyrene at Ptolemais in 409, 
who were chosen bishops before they were even baptized. By 
the council of Nimes (325) this rule was extended to the priest-
hood. The ancient discipline is still maintained in the Roman 
Church, and applies to converts from Christian sects as well 
as to those from heathenism. The period, however, is deter-
mined by circumstances. The term " neophyte " is also some-
times applied in the Roman Church to newly ordained priests, 
and even—though rarely—to novices of a religious order. In 
a. transferred sense the word is also given to one beginning to 
learn any new subject. 

See Bergier. Did. de analogic, ay.; Martigny: , Did. der anifiefax. 
P,11- 433-43p Siegel, ChrisUiche Alterammer, tzseq-; 
Christ. Anisquilies, pp. 313, 322;Walcott,SacredAratensiogy,ay. 

NEOPLATONISM, the name given specially to the last school 
of pagan philosophy, which grew up mainly among the Greeks 
of Alexandria from the 3rd century onwards. The term has 
also been applied to the Italian humanists of the Renaissance, 
and in modern times, somewhat vaguely, to thinkers who have 
based their speculations on the Platonic metaphysics or on 
Plotinus, and incorporated with it a tendency towards s. mystical 
explanation of ultimate phenomena. 

Historical Position and Significance.—The political history 
of the ancient world ends with the formation, under Diocletian 
and Constantine, of a universal state bearing the cast of Oriental 
as well as Graeco-Roman civilization. The history of ancient 
philosophy ends in like manner with a universal philosophy 
which assimilated elements of almost all the earlier systems, 
and worked up the results of Eastern and Western culture. 
Just as the Latei Roman empire was at once the supreme effort 
of the old world and the outcome of its exhaustion, so Neo-
platonism is in one aspect the consummation, in another the 
collapse, of ancient philosophy. Never before in Greek or 
in Roman speculation bad the consciousness of man's dignity 
and superiority to nature found such adequate expression; 
never before had real science and pure knowledge been so under-
valued and despised by the leaders of culture as they were by 
the Neoplatonists. Judged from the standpoint of empirical 
science, philosophy passed its meridian in Plato and Aristotle, 
declined in the post-Aristotelian systems, and set in the darkness 
of Neoplatonism. But, from the religious and moral point of 
view, it must be admitted that the ethical " mood ' which 
Neoplatonism endeavoured to create and maintain is the highest 
and purest ever reached by antiquity. 

It is a proof of the strength of the moral instincts of mankind 
that the only phase of culture which we can survey in all its 
stages from beginning to end culminated not in materialism, 
but in the boldest idealism. This idealism, 'however, is also 
in its way a mark of intellectual bankruptcy. Contempt for 
reason and science leads in the end to barbarism—its necessary 
consequence being the rudest superstition. As a matter of fact, 
barbarism did break out after the flower had fallen from Neo-
platonism. The philosophers themselves, no doubt, still liyed 
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an the knowledge they repudiated; but , the masses were trained 
to a superstition with which the Christian church, as the executor 
of Neoplatonism, had to reckon and contend. By a fortunate 
coincidence, at the very moment when this bankruptcy of the 
old culture must have become apparent, the stage of history 
was occupied by barbaric peoples. This has obscured the fact 
that the inner history of antiquity, ending as it did in despair 
of this world, must in any event have seen a recurrence of 
barbarism. The present 'world was a thing that men would 
neither enjoy nor master nor study. A new world was discovered, 
for the sake of which everything else was abandoned; to 
make sure of that world insight and intelligence were .freely 
sacrificed; and, in the light that streamed from beyond, the 
absurdities of the present beCame wisdom, and wisdom 
became foolishness. 

Such is Neoplatonism. The pre-Socratic philosophy took 
its stand on natural science, to the exclusion of ethics and 
religion. The systems of Plato and Aristotle sought to adjust 
the rival claims of physics and ethics (although the supremacy 
of the latter was already acknowledged); but the popular 
religions were .thrown overboard. The post - Aristotelian 
philosophy in all its branches makes withdrawal from the 
objective world its starting-point. It might seem, indeed, that 
Stoicism indicates a falling off from Plato and Aristotle towards 
materialism, but the ethical dualism, which was the ruling 
tendency of the Stoa, could not long endure its materialistic 
physics, and took refuge in the metaphysical dualism of the 
Platonists. but this originated no permanent philosophical 
creation. From one-sided Platonism issued the various forms 
of scepticism, the attempt to undermine the trustworthiness 
of empirical knowledge. Neoplatonism, coming last, borrowed 
something from all the schools. First, it stands in the line 
of post-Aristotelian systems; it is, in fact, as a subjective philo-
sophy, their logical completion. Secondly, it , is founded on 
scepticism; for it has neither interest in, nor reliance upon, 
empirical knowledge. Thirdly, it can justly claim the honour 
of Plato's name, since it expressly goes back to him for its 
metaphysics, directly combating those of the Stoa. Yet even 
on this point it learned something from the Stoics; the Neo-
platonic conception of the action of the Deity on the world and 
of the essence and origin of matter can only be explained by 
reference to the dynamic pantheism of the Stoa. Fourthly, 
the study of Aristotle also exercised an influence on Neoplatonism. 
This appears not only in its philosophical method, but also—
though less prominently—in its metaphysic. And, fifthly, Neo-
platonism adopted' the ethics of Stoicism; although it was 
found necessary to supplement them by a still higher conception 
of the functions of the spirit. 

Thus, with the exception of Epicureanism—which was always 
treated by Neoplatonism as its mortal enemy—there is no out-
standing earlier system which did not contribute something to 
the new philosophy. And yet Neoplatonism cannot be described 
as an eclectic system, in the.ordinary sense of the word. For, in 
the first place, it is dominated by one all-pervading interest—the 
religious; and in the second place, it introduced .a new first 
principle into philosophy, viz. the supra-rational, that which 
lies beyond reason and beyond reality. This principle is not to 
be identified with the "idea" of Plato or with the " form " of 
Aristotle. Neoplatonism perceived that neither sense perception 
nor rational cognition is a sufficient basis or justification for 
religious ethics; consequently it broke away from rationalistic 
ethics as decidedly as from utilitarian morality. It had therefore 
to find out a new world and a new spiritual function, in order 
first to establish the existence of what it desiderated, and then 
to realize and describe what it had proved to exist. Man, how-
ever, cannot transcend his psychological endowment. If be will 
not allow his thought to be determined by experience, he falls 
a victim to his imagination. In other words, thought, which will 
not stop, takes to mythology; and in the place of reason we 
have superstition. Still, as we cannot allow every fancy of the 
subjective reason to assert itself, we require some new and potent 
principle to keep the imagination within bounds. This is found  

in the authority of a sound tradition. Such .  authority must be 
superhuman, otherwise it can have no claim on our re..pect; it 
must, therefore, be divine. The highest sphere of knowledge—
the supra-rational--as well as the very possibility of knowledge, 
must depend on divine communications—that is, on revelations. 
In short, philosophy as represented by Neoplatonism, its sole 
interest being a religious interest, and its highest object the supra-
rational, must be a philosophy of revelation. 

This is not a prominent feature in Plotinns or his immediate 
disciples, who still exhibit full confidence in the subjective pre-
suppositions of their philosophy. But the later adherents of the 
school did not possess this confidencea; they based their philo-
sophy on revelations of the Deity, and they found these in the 
religious traditions and rites of all nations. The Stoics bad 
taught them to overstep the political boundaries of states and 
nationalities, and rise from the Hellenic to a universal human 
consciousness. Through all history the spirit of God has breathed; 
everywhere we discover the traces of His revelation. The older 
any religious tradition or mode of worship is, the more venerable is 
it, the richer in divine ideas. Hence the ancient religions of the 
East had a peculiar interest for the Neoplatonist. In the inter-
pretation of myths Neoplatonism followed the allegorical method, 
as practised especially by the Stoa; but the importance it 
attached to the spiritualized myths was unknown to the Stoic 
philosophers. The latter interpreted the myths and were done 
with them; the later Neoplatonist* treated them as the proper 
material and the secure foundation of philosophy. Neoplatonism 
claimed to be not merely the absolute philosophy, the keystone 
of all previous systems, but also the absolute religion, reinvigorat-
ing and transforming all previous religions. It contemplated a 
restoration of all the religions of antiquity, by allowing each to 
retain its traditional forms, and at the same time making each a 
vehicle for the religious attitude and the religious truth embraced 
in Neoplatonism; while every form of rited was to become a 
stepping-stone to a high morality worthy of mankind. In short, 
Neoplatonism seizes on the aspiration of the human soul after a 
higher life, and treats this psychological fact as the key to the 
interpretation of the universe. Hence the existing religions, 
after being refined and spiritualized, were made the basis of 
philosophy. 

Neoplatonism thus represents a stage in the history of religion; 
indeed this is precisely where its historical importance lies. 
In the progress of science and enlightenment it has no positive 
significance, except as a necessary transition which the race had 
to make in order to get rid of nature-religion, and that under-
valuing of the spiritual life which formed an insuperable obstacle 
to the advance of human knowledge. Neoplatonism, however, 
failed as signally in its religious enterprise as it did in its phil-
osophical. While seeking to perfect ancient philosophy, it really 
extinguished it; and in like manner its attempted reconstruction 
of ancient religions only resulted in their destruction. For in 
requiring these religions to impart certain prescribed religious 
truths, and to inculcate the highest moral tone, it burdened them 
with problems to which they were unequal. And further, by 
inviting them to loosen, though not exactly to dissolve, their 
political allegiance—the very thing that gave them stability—
it removed the foundation on which they rested. But might it 
not then have placed them on a broader and firmer foundation? 
Wasnot the universal empire of Rome ready at hand, and might 
not the new religion have stood to it in the same relation of 
dependence which the earlier religions had held to the smaller 
nations and states? This was no longer possible. It is true that 
the political and spiritual histories of the peoples on the Meditcr-
radean run in parallel lines, the one leading up to the universal 
monarchy of Rome. the other leading up to monotheism and 
universal human morality. But the spiritual development had 
shot far ahead of the political; even the Stoa occupied a height 
far beyond the reach of anything in the political sphere. It is 
also true that Neoplatonism sought to come to an understanding 

Porphyry wrote a book. Tepl eQr 1, NoTiwo 4.1orrolgat, but this 
was before he became a pupil of Plotinus; as a philosopher he was 
independent of the Me... 
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with the Brantirie Rousso empire; Ju!hat perished In the 
pursuit of this project. But even before his day the shrewder 
Neoplatonists had seen that their lofty religious philosophy could 
not stoop to an alliance with the despotic world-empire, because 
it could not come in contact with the world at all. To Neo-
platonism political affairs are at bottom as indifferent as all other 
earthly things. The idealism of the new philosophy was too 
heavenly to be naturalized in the Byzantine empire, which stood 
more in need of police officials than of philosophers. Important 
and instructive, therefore, as are the attempts made from time 
to time by the state and by individual philosophers to unite 
Neoplatonismn and the universal monarchy, their Odium was a 
foregone conclusion. 

There is one other question which we are called upon to raise 
here. Why did not Neoplatonism set up an independent religious 
community? Why did it not provide for its mixed multitude of 
divinities by founding a universal church, in which all the gods of 
all nations might be worshipped along with the one ineffable 
Deity? The answer to this question Involves the answer to 
another—Why was Neoplatonism defeated by Christianity? 
Three essentials of a permanent religious foundation were want-
ing in Neoplatonism; they are admirably indicated In Augustine! 
Confusions (vii. 18-n). First, and chiefly, it lacked a religious 
founder, second, it could not tell how the state of inward peace 
and blessedness could become permanent; third, it had no 
means to win those who were not endowed with the speculative 
faculty. The philosophical discipline which it recommended 
for the attainment of the highest good was beyond the reach of 
the masses.

' 
 and the way by which the masses could attain the 

highest good was a secret unknown to Neoplatonism. Thus it 
remained a school for the " wise and prudent '; and when Julian 
tried to enlist the sympathies of the common rude man for the 
doctrines and worship of this school, be was met with scorn and 
ridicule. 

It is not as a philosophy, then, nor as a new religion, that 
Neoplatonism became a decisive factor in history, but, if one 
may use the expression, as a mood." The instinctive certainty 
that there is a supreme good, lying beyond empirical experience, 
and yet not an intellectual good—this fears& and the accom-
panying conviction of the utter vanity of all earthly things, 
were produced and sustained by Neoplatonism. Only It could 
not describe the nature of this highest good; and there-
fore it had to abandon itself to imagination and aesthetic im-
pressions. It changed thought into an emotional dream; 
it plunged into the ocean of sentimeat; it treated the old world 
of fable as the reflection of a higher reality, and transformed 
reality into poetry; and after all these expedients, to borrow 
a phrase of Augustine's, it only saw afar off the land of its 
desire. 

Yet the influence of Neoplatonism on the history of our 
ethical culture is immeasurable, above all because it begot 
the consciousness that the only blessedness which can satisfy 
the heart must be sought higher even than the sphere of reason. 
That man shall not live by bread alone, the world had learned 
before Neoplatonism; but Neoplatonism enforced the deeper 
truth—a truth which the older philosophy had missed—that 
man shall not live by knowledge alone. And, besides the pro- 
paedeutic importance which thus belongs to it, another fact 
has to be taken into account in estimating the influence of 
Neoplatonism. It is to this day the nursery of that whole type 
of devotion which affects renunciation of the world, which 
strives after an ideal, without the strength to rise above aesthetic 
impressions, and is never able to form a clear conception of the 
object of its own aspiration. 

Origin.—As forerunners of Neoplatonism we may regard, 
on the one hand, those Stoics who accepted: the Platonic diS-
tinction between the sensible world and the Intelligible, and, 
on the other hand, the so-called Neopythagoreans and religious 
philosophers like Plutarch of Chaeronea and especially Nei:lupins 
of Apamea. But these cannot be considered the actual pro-
genitors of Neoplatonism; their philosophic method is quite 
elementary as compared with the Neoplatonic, their fundamental  

principle's are uncertain, and unbounded deference is sull paid 
to the authority of Plato. The Jewish and Christian thinkers 
of the first two centuries approach considerably nearer than 
Numenius to the later Neoplatonism? Hem we have Philo. 
to begin with. Philo, who translated the Old Testament religion 
into the terms of Hellenic thought, holds as an inference from 
his theory of revelation that the divine Supreme Being is " supra-
rational," that He can be reached only through " ecstasy ", 
and that the oracles of God supply the material of moral and 
religious knowledge. The religious ethics of Philo—a compound 
of Stoic, Platonic and Neopythagorean elements—already 
bear the peculiar stamp which we recognize in Neoplatonism. 
While his system assigns the supremacy to Greek philosophy 
over the national religion of Israel, it exacts from the former, 
as a sort of tribute to the fatter, the recognition of the elevation 
of God above the province of reason. The claim of positive 
religion to be something more than the intellectual apprehension 
of the reason in the universe is thus acknowledged. Religious 
syncretism is also a feature of Philo's system, but it differs 
essentially from what we find In later Is:coplatonisen. For 
Philo pays no respect to any cultus except the Jewish; and he 
believed that all the fragments of truth to be found amongst 
Greeks and Romans had been borrowed from the books of Moses. 
The earliest Christian philosophers, particularly Justin and 
Athenagoras, likewise prepared the way for the speculations 
of the Neoplatonists—partly by their attempts to connect 
Christianity with Stoicism and Platonism, partly by their 
ambition to exhibit Christianity as " perplatonic." In the 
introduction to his Dialogue with Trypho, Justin follows a 
method which bears a striking resemblance to the later method 
of Neoplatonism: he seeks to base the Christian knowledge 
of God—that is, the knowledge of the truth—on Platonism, 
Scepticism and " Revelation." A still more remarkable parallel 
to the later Neoplatonism is afforded by the Christian Gnostics 
of Alexandria,especially Valentinus and the followersof Basilides, 
Like the Neopiatonists, the Basilidians believed, not in an 
emanation from the Godhead, but In a dynamic manifestation 
of its activity. The same is true of Valentinus, who also placed 
an unnameable being at the apex of his system, and regarded 
matter, not as a second principle, but as a product of the one 
divine principle. It must be added that the dependence of 
Basilides and Valentinus on Zeno and Plato is beyond dispute. 
But the method observed by these Gnostics in thinking out the 
plan and the history of the universe is by no meansthoroughgoing. 
Ancient myths are admitted without undergoing analysis; the 
most naive realism alternates with daring efforts at spiritualiz-
ing. Philosophically considered, therefore, the Gnostic systems 
are very unlike the rigorous self-consistency of Neoplatonism; 
although they certainly contain almost all the elements which 
enter into the Neoplatonic theory of the universe. 

But were the oldest Neoplatonists really acquainted with 
the speculations of Philo, or Justin, or Valentlnus, or Basilides? 
Did they know the Oriental religions, Judaism and Christianity 
in particular? And, if so, did they really derive anything from 
these sources? 

To these questions we cannot give decided, still less definite 
and precise, answers. Since Neoplatonism originated in 
Alexandria, where Oriental modes of worship were accessible 
to every one, and since the Jewish philosophy had also taken 
its place in the literary circles of Alexandria, we may safely 
assume that even the earliest of the Neoplatonists possessed 

&The resemblance would probably be still more apparent if we 
thoroughly understood the development of tluistianuy at Alexandria 
in the and cent wry; but unfortunately we have only wry meagre 
f 	nts to guide us here. 
▪ dogmas of the ftasilidians, as given by Hippolytus, read 
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as acquaintance with Judaism and Christianity. But if we 
search Plotinus for evidence of any actual influence of Jewish 
and Christian philosophy, we search in vain; and the existence 
of any such influence is all the more unlikely because it is only 
the later Neoplatonism that offers striking and deep-rooted 
parallels to Philo and the Gnostics. The Philonic and Gnostic 
philosophies thus appear to be merely an historical anticipation 
of the Neoplatonic, without any real connexion. Nor is there 
anything mysterious in such an anticipation. It simply means 
that a certain religious and philosophical tendency, which 
grew up slowly on Greek soil, was already implanted in those 
who occupied the vantage-ground eta revealed religion of redemp-
tion.. We have to come down to larnblichus and his school 
b:fore we find complete correspondence with the Christian 
Gnosticism of the and century; that is to say, it is only in the 
Sth century that Greek philosophy in its proper development 
teaches the stage at which certain Greek philosophers who 
had embraced Christianity had arrived in the and century. 
The influence of Christianity—whether Gnostic or Catholic 
—on Neoplatonism was at no time very considerable, although 
individual Neoplatonists, after Ametins, used Christian texts 
as oracles, and put on record their admiration for Christ. 

History and Doctrines.—The founder of the Neoplatonic school 
in Alexandria is supposed to have been Ammonius Saccaa 

Memo . But the Ennead: of his pupil Plotinus are the primary 
and classical document of Neoplatonism, The doctrine 

of Plotinus is mysticism, and like all mysticism it consists of 
two main divisions. The first or theoretical part deals with the 
high origin of the human soul, and shows bow it has departed 
from its first estate. In the second or practical part the way 
is pointed out by which the soul may again return to the Eternal 
and Supreme. Since the soul in its longings reaches forth beyond 
all sensible things, beyond the world of ideas even, it follows 
that the highest being must be something 'supra-rational. The 
system thus embraces three heads—(1) the primeval Being, 
(a) the ideal world and the soul, (3) the phenomenal world. 
We may also, however, in accordance with the views of 
Plotinus, divide thus: (A) the invisible world—(1) the primeval 
Being, (a) the ideal world, (3) the soul; (B) the phenomenal 
world. 

The primeval Being is, as opposed to the many, the One; 
as opposed to the finite, the Infinite, the unlimited. It is the 
source of all life, and therefore absolute causality and the only 
real existence. It is, moreover, the Good, in so far as all finite 
things have their purpose in it, and ought to flow back to it. 
But one cannot attach moral attributes to the original Being 
itself, because these would imply limitation. It has no attributes 
of any kind; it is being'without magnitude, without life, without 
thought; in strict propriety, indeed, we ought not to speak 
of it as existing; it is " above existence," " above goodness." 
It is also active force without a substratum; as active force 
the primeval Being is perpetually producing something else, 
without alteration, or motion, or diminution of itself. This 
production is not: a physical process, but an emission of force; 
and, since the prOduct has real existence only in virtue of the 
original existence working in it, Neoplatonism may be described 
as a species of dynamic pantheison t  Directly or indirectly, 
everything Is brought forth by the " One." r.n it all things, 
so far as they have being, are divine, and God is all in all. Derived 
existence, however, is not like the original Being itself, but is 
subject to a law of dimirdshing completeness. It is indeed an 
image and reflection. of the first Being; but the further the line 
of successive projections is prolonged the smaller is its share 
in the true existence. The totality of being may thus be con-
ceived as a series of concentric circles, fading away towards 
the verge of non-existence, the force of the original Being in 
the outermost circle being a vanishing quantity. Each lower 
stage of being is united with the " One "by all the higher stages, 
and receives its shari of reality only by transmission through 
them: All derived existence, however, has a drift towards, 
a longing for, the higher, and bends towards it so far as its 
nature will permit. 

The original Being first of all throws out the 710141, which is a perfect 
image of the One and the archetype of 311 existing things. It is at 
once being and thought, ideal world and idea. As image, the nous 
corresponds perfectly to the One, but as derived it is entirely different. 
What Mottoes understands by the nous is the highest sphere acctss 
sible to the human mind Wanes respis), and, along with that, 
pure thought itself. 

The image and product of the motionless nous is the soul, which, 
according to Plotinus is, like the nous, immaterial. Its relation to 
the nous is the same as that of the nous to the One. It stands 
between the nous and the phenomenal world, is permeated and 
illuminated by the former, but is also in contact with the bitten 
The nous Is indivisible; the soul may preserve its unity and remain 
m the nous, but at the same time it has the power of uniting with 
the corporeal world and thus being disintegrated. It therefore 
occupies an intermediate position. As a single soul (world-soul) it 
belongs in essence and destination to the intelligible world; but it 
also embraces innumerable individual souls; and these can either 
submit to be ruled by the nous. or turn aside to the sensual and lose 
themselves in the finite. 

Then the soul, a moving essence, generates the corporeal or pheno- 

menal world. This world ought to be so pervaded by the soul that 
its various parts should remain in perfect -harmony. Plotinus is no 
dualist, like the Christian Gnostics; he admires the beauty and 
splendour of the world. So long as idea governs matter, or the soul 
caverns the body, the world is fair and good. It is an image— 

i 
though a shadowy image—of the upper world, and the degrees of 
better and worse in it are essential to the harmony of the whale. 
But In the actual phenomenal world unity and harmony are replaced 
by strife and discord; the result is a conflict, a becoming and 
vanishing, an illusive existence. And the reason for this state of 
things is that bodies rest on a substratum of matter. Matter is the 
basework of oath Oa flan leitarev # elms); it is the dark principle, the 
indeterminate, that which has no qualities,. the p# or. Destitute of 
form and idea, it is evil; as capable of form it is neutral. 

The human souls which have descended into corporeality are those 
which have allowed themselves to be ensnared by sensuality and 
overpowered by last. They now seek to cut themselves loose from 
their true being; and, striving after independence, they assume a 
false existence. They must turn bock from this; and, since they 
have not lost their freedom, a conversion is still possible. 

Here, then, we enter upon the practical philosophy. Along the 
Same road by which it descended the soul must retrace its steps back 
to the supreme good. It must first of all return to itself. 

steps 
 is 

accomplished laji the practice of virtue, which alms at likeness to 
God, and leads up to God, la, the ethics of Plotinus all the older 
schemes of virtue are taken over and arranged in a graduated series. 
The lowest stage is that of the civil virtues, then follow the purifying, 
and last of all the divine virtues. The civil virtues merely adorn 
the life, without elevating the foul. That is the office of the purifying 
virtues, by which the soul is freed from sensuality and led back to 
itself, and thence to the nous. By means of ascetic observances the 
man becomes once more a spiritual and enduring being, free from all 
sin. But there is still a higher attainment ; it is not enough to be 
sinkas. one must become " God." This is reached through contem-
plation of the primeval Being, the One—in other words, through an 
ecstatic approach to it. Thought cannot attain to this, for thought 
reaches only to the nous, and is itself a kind of motion. It is only in 
a state of perfect passivity and repose that the soul can recognise 
and .touch The primeval Being. I-knee the soul must first •pare 
thrbugh a spiritual curriculum. Beginning with the contemplation 
of corporeal things In their multiplicity and harmony, it then retires 
upon itself and withdraws into the depths of its own being, rising 
thence to the nous; the world of ideas. But even there it does not 
find the Highest, the One: it still hears a voice saying, " not we 
have made ourselves." The last stage is reached when, in the highest 
tension and concentration, beholding in silence and utter forgetful-
ness of all things. it is able as it were to lose itself. Then it may see 
God, the fountain alit°, the source of being, the origin of all good. 
the root of the soul. In that moment it enjoys the highest iedescrits 
able bliss; it is as it were swallowed up of divinity, bathed in the 
light of eternity. ,  

Such is the religions philosophy of Plotinus, snd for himself 
personally It sufficed, without the aid of the popular religion 
or worship. Nevertheless he sought for points of support in 
these. God is certainly lit the truest settee nothing but the 
primeval Being; but He reveals Himself in a variety of emana-
tions and manifestations. The [tons• i3 a sort of second god, 
the bigot which are wrapped up in it are gods, the stars are gods, 
and so on. A rigid monotheistri appeared to Plotinus a miserable 
conception. He gave a 'meaning to the myths of the popular 
religions, and he had something to say even for magic, sooth-
saying and prayer. In support of Image-worship be advanced 

_II P9rPliVry tells us that on four occasions during the six years of 
their intercourse Plotinus attained to this ecstatic union with God. 
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arguments which were afterwards adopted by the Christian 
image-worshippert. sal, as compared with the later Neo-
platonist:, he is cocapamtively free from crass superstition and 
wild fanaticism. He is not to be classed amongst the " deceived 
deceivers," and the restoration of the worship of the old gods 
was by no means his chief object, 

Amongst his pupils, Amelius and Porphyry are the moat 
eminent. Amelius modified the teaching of Plotinus on certain 

points, and he also put some value on the prologue 
PerlarY• to the Gospel of John To Porphyry (q.v.) belongs the 
credit of having recast and popularized the system of his master 
Plotinus. He was not an original thinker, but a diligent student, 
distinguished by great learning, by a turn for historical and 
philological criticism, and by an earnest purpose to uproot false 
teaching—especially Christianity, to ennoble men and train 
them to goodness. The system of Porphyry is more emphatically 
practical and religious than that of Plotinus. The object of 
philosophy, according to Porphyry, is the salvation of the soul. 
The origin and the blame of evil arc not in the body, but in the 
desires of the soul. Hence the strictest asceticism (abstinence 
from flesh, and wine, and sexual intercourse) is demanded, as 
well as the knowledge of God. As he advanced in lIfe, Porphyry 
protested more and more earnestly against the rude faith of the 
common people and their immoral worships. But, outspoken 
as he was in his criticism of the popular religions, be had no 
wish to give them up. He stood up for a pure worship of the 
many gods, and maintained the cause of every old national 
religion and the ceremonial duties of its adherents. His work 
Against the Christians was directed, not against Christ, nor even 
against what he believed to be Christ's teaching, but against 
the Christians of his own day and their sacred books, which, 
according to Porphyry, were the work of deceivers and ignorant 
people. In his trenchant criticism of the origin of what passed 
for Christianity in his time, he spoke bitter and severe truths, 
which have gained for him the reputation of the most rabid and 
wicked of all the enemies of Christianity. His work *as 
destroyed,' but the copious extracts which we find in Iactantlus, 
Augustine, Jerome, Macarius hlagnus and others show how 
profoundly he had studied the Christian writings, and how great 
was his talent for real historical research. 

Porphyry marks the transition to a new phase of Neoplatonism, 
in which it becomes completely subservient to polytheism, and 
Iamb& 

seeks before everything else to protect the Grad; and d 
Oriental religions from the formidable assault of 
Christianity. In the hands of lamblichus (q.v.), the 

pupil of Porphyry, Neoplatonism is changed " from a philo- 
sophical theory to a theological doctrine." The distinctive tenets 
of lamblichus cannot be accounted for from scientific but only 
from practical considerations. In order to justify superstition 
and the ancient forms of worship, philosophy becomes in his hands 
a theurgy, a knowledge of mysteries, a sort of spiritualism. 

To this period also belongs a set of "philosophers," with 
regard to whom it is impossible to say whether they are dupes 
or impostors—the "decepti deceptores" of whom Augustine 
speaks. In this philosophy the mystical properties of numbers 
are a leading feature; absurd and mechanical notions are 
glossed over with the sheen of sacramental mystery, myths are 
explained by pious fancies and fine-sounding pietistic reflections, 
miracles, even the most ridiculous, are believed in, and miracles 
are wrought. The " philosopher " has become a priest of magic 
and philosophy a method of incantation. Moreover, in the 
unbndled exercise of speculation, the number of divine beings 
was increased indefinitely; and these fantastic accessions to 
Olympus in the system of lamblichus show that Greek philosophy 
is returning to mythology, and that nature-religion is still a 
power in the world And yet it is undeniable that the very 
noblest and choicest minds of the 4th century are to be found 
in the ranks of the Neoplatonists. So great was the general 
decline that this Neoplatonic philosophy offered a welcome 
shelter to many earnest and influential men, in spite of the 

It was condemned by an edict of the emperors Theodosius II and 
Valentinian in the year 448.  

charlatans and hypocrites who "ere gathered under the same 
roof. On certain points of doctrine, too, the dogmatic of 
lamblichus indicates a real advance. Thus his emphatic asser-
tion of the truth that the seat of evil is in the will Is noteworthy; 
and so also is his repudiation of Plotinus's theory of the divinity 
of the soul. 

The numerous followers of lamblichus—Aedesius, Chrysan-
thius, Eusebius, Priscus, Sopater, Sallust, and, most famous of 
all, Maims (qv.), tendered little service to speculation. Some 
of them (Themistius in particular) are known as commentators 
on the older philosophers, and others as the missionaries of 
mysticism. The work De mysleriis Aegygdarnns is the best 
sample of the views and alms of these philosophers. Theft hopes 
rose high when Julian ascended the imperial throne (36s-363). 
But the emperor himself lived long enough to see that his 
romantic policy of restoration was to leave no results; and 
after his early death all hope of extinguishing Christianity was 
abandoned. 

But undoubtedly the victory of Christianity In the age of 
Valentinian and Theodosius bad a purifying Influence on Neo- 
platonism. During the struggle for supremacy, the 
philosophers had been driven to make common cause 
with everything that was hostile to Christianity. 
But now Neoplatonism was thrust from the great stage 
of history. The church and church theology, to whose guidance 
the masses now surrendered themselves, took in along with them 
their superstition, their polytheism, their magic, their myths, 
and all the machinery of religious witchcraft. The more all 
this settled and established itself—certainly not without opposi-
tion—in the church the purer did Neoplatonism become While 
maintaining intact its religious attitude and its theory of know-
ledge, it returned with new zest to scientific studies, especially 
the study of the old philosophers. If Plato still remains the 
divine philosopher, yet we can perceive that after the year 400 
the writings of Aristotle are increasingly read and valued. 
In the thief cities of the empire Neoplatonic schools flourished 
till the beginning of the 5th century; during this period, indeed, 
they were the training-schools of Christian theologians. At 
Alexandria the noble Hypatia (q.e.) taught, to whose memory 
her impassioned disciple Synesius, afterwards a bishop, reared a 
splendid monument. But after the beginning of the 5th century 
the fanaticism of the church could no longer endure the presence 
of " heathenism." The murder of Hypatia was the death of 
philosophy in Alexandria, although the school there maintained 
a lingering existence till the middle of the 6th century. But there 
was one city of the East which, lying apart from the crowded 
highways of the world, had sunk to a mere provincial town, and 
yet possessed associations which the church of the sth century felt 
herself powerless to eradicate. In Athens a Neoplatonic school 
still flourished. There, under the monuments of its glorious 
past, Hellenism found its last retreat. The school of Athens 
returned to a stricter philosophical method and the cultivation 
of scholarship. Still holding by a religious philosophy, it under-
took to reduce the whole Greek tradition, as seen in the light of 
Plotinus, to a comprehensive and closely knit system. Hence 
the philosophy which arose at Atheni was what may fairly be 
termed scholasticism. For every philosophy is scholastic 
whose subject-matter Is imaginative and mystical, and which 
handles this subject-matter according to established rules in 
logical categories and distinctions Now to these Neoplatonists. 
the books of Plato, along with certain divine oracles, the Orphic 
poems, and much more which they assigned to a remote antiquity. 
were documents of canonical authority; they were inspired 
divine writings. Out of these they drew the material of their 
philosophy, which they then proceeded to elaborate with the 
appliances of dialectic. 

The most distinguished teachers at Athens were Plutarch 
(q ), his disciple Syrians (who did important work as a COM-
mentator on Plato and Aristotle. and further deserves Aarssa 
mention for his vigorous defence of the freedom of the 
will), but above all Proclus (4t1-485) Proclus is the great 
schoolman of Neoplatonism. It was he who, combining religious 

issemos 
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ardour with formal acuteness. connected am whole mass of 
traditional lore into a huge system, making good defects, and 
smoothing away contradictions by means of distinctions and 
speculations. " It was reserved for Proclus," says Zeller, ' to 
bring the Neoplatonic philosophy to its formal conclusion by the 
rigorous consistency of his dialectic, and, keeping in view all 
the modifications which it had undergone in the course of two 
centuries, to give it that form in which it was transferred to 
Christianity and Mahommedanion in the middle ages." Forty-
four years after the death of Proclus the school of Athens was 
closed by Justinian (A.D. 52g); but It had already fulfilled its 
mission in the work of Proclus. The works of Proclus, as the 
last testament of Hellenism to the church and the middle ages, 
exerted an incalculable influence on the next thousand years. 
They not only formed one of the bridges by which the medieval 
thinkers got back to Plato and Aristotle; they determined the 
scientific method of thirty generations, and they partly created 
and partly nourished the Christian mysticism of the middle ages. 

The disciples of Proclus are not eminent (Marinus, Asckpio-
dotus, Ammonius, Zenedotus, Isidorus, Hegias, Domicils). 
The last president of the Athenian school was Damascius (q.s.). 
When Justinian issued the edict for the suppression of the school, 
Damascius along with Simplicius (the painstaking commentator 
on Aristotle) and five other Neoplatonist set out to make a home 
in Persia. They found the conditions were unfavourable and 
were allowed to return (see CHOSROES 

At the beginning of the 6th century Neoplatonism had ceased 
to exist in the East as an independent philosophy. Almost at 
the same time, however—and the coincidence is not accidental—
it made new conquests in the church theology through the writings 
of the pseudo-Dionysius. It began to bear fruit in Christian 
mysticism, and to diffuse a new magical leaven through the 
worship of the church. 

In the West, where phflosophical efforts of any kind had been 
very rare since the and century, and where mystical contempla-
tion did not meet with the necessary conditions, Neoplatonism 
found a congenial soil only in isolated individuals. C. Marius 
Victorinus (q.t.) translated certain works of Plotinus, and thus 
had a decisive influence on the spiritual history of Augustine 
(Confess. vii. 9, viii. 2). It may be said that Neoplatonism 
influenced the West only through the medium of the church 
theology, or, in some instances, under that disguise. Even 
Boetius (it may now be considered certain) was a catholic 
Christian, although his whole mode of thought was certainly 
Neoplatonic (see Horrors). His violent death in the year 5 2 5 
marks the end of independent philosophy in the West. But 
indeed this last of the Roman philosophers stood quite alone 
in his century, and the philosophy for which he lived was neither 
original, nor well-grounded, nor methodically developed. 

Nee retire and She Theology of the assirek—The question as to 
the ialluetux of Neoplatonism on the development at Christianity 
is not easily answered, because it is scarcely possible to get a com- 

plete view of their mutual relations. The answer will depend, in 
the first instance, upon how much is included under the term " Neo - 
platotiom." 11 Neoplatonism is understood in the widest sense. 
as tbe highest and fittest expression of the religious movements at 
work in the Graeco-Roman empire from the 2nd to the 5th century, 
then it may be regarded as the miss-sister of the church dogmatic 
which grew up during the same penod; the younger sister was 
brought up by the elder, then rebelled against her and at last tyran-
amid over her. The Neoplaronists themselves characterized the 
theologians of the church as intruders, who had appropriated the 
Greek philosophy and spoiled it by the admixture of strange fables. 
Thu. Porphyry Sty. of Origen (Euseb. H.E. vi. (9). " The outer 
lite of Omen was that of a Christian and contrary to law; but, as 
far as his views of things and of God are concerned, he thought like 
the Greeks, whose conceptions he overlaid with foreign myths." 
This verdict of Porphyry's is at all events more just and apt than 
that of the theologians on the Greek philosophers. when they accused 
them of having borrowed all their really valuable doctrines from the 
ancient Christian books. But the Important point is that the rein-
tionship was acknowledged on both sides. Nov, in so far as both 
Neoplatonism and the church dogmatic wt out from the felt need of 
redemption, in so far as both sought to deliver the soul from sensu-
ality and recognised man's inability without divine aid—without a 
ievelation—to attain salvation and a sure knowledge of the truth, 
they are at once most intimatejy related and at the same time  

mutually independent. It must be confessed that when Chris. 
tiatuty began to project a theology it was already deeply impregnated 
by Hellenic influences. But the influence is to be traced not so 
much to philosophy as to the general culture of the time, and the 
whole set of conditions under which spiritual life was manifested. 
When Neoplatonism appeared, the Christian church had already laid 
down the main lions of her theology; at if not, she worked 
them out alongside  of Neoplatoniam—that is not • mere accident—
but still independently. It was only by identifying itself with the 
whole history of Greek philosophy, or by figuring as pure Platonism 
restored. that Neoplatonion muM stigmatize the church theology 
of Alexandria as a plagiarism from itself. These assumptions, how-
ever, were fancifuL Although our sources are unfortunately very 
imperfect, the theology of the church does not appear to have learned 
much from Neoplatonism in the 3rd century—partly because the 
latter had not yet reached the form in which its doctrines could 
be accepted by the church dogmatic, and partly because theology 
was otherwise occupied. Her first business was to plant herself 
firmly on her own territory, to make good her position and dear 
sway old and objectionable opinions. Origen was quite as inde-
pendent • thinker as Plotinus; only, they both drew on the same 
tradition. From the ath century downwards, however, the influence 
of Neoplatoniant on the Oriental theologians was of the utmost im-
portance. The church gradually espreseod her most peculiar con-
victions in dogmas, which were formulated by philosophical methods, 
but were irreconcilable with Neoplatonism (the Christological 
dogmas) : and the further this process went the mare unrestrainedly 
duid theologians resign themselves to the influence of Neoplatonism 
on all other questions. The doctrines of the incarnation, the resur-
rection of the flesh and the creation of the world in time marked the 
boundary line between the church's dogmatic and Neoplatonism: 
in every other respect, theologians and Neoplatonist' drew so closely 
together that many of them are completely at one. In fact, there 
were special cases, like that of Synesius, in which a speculative 
reconstruction of distinctively Christian doctrines by Christian men 
was winked at. If a book does not happen to touch on any of the 
above-mentioned doctrines, it may often be doubtful whether the 
writer is a Christian or a Neoplatonist. In ethical precepts, in 
directions for right living (that is, asceticism), the two systems 
approximate more and more closely. But it was here that Neo-
platonisin finally celebrated its greatest triumph. It indoctrinated 
the church with all its mysticism, its mystic exercises and even its 
magical cultus as taught by lamblichus. The works of the pseudo-
Dionysius contain a gnosis in which, by means of the teaching of 
lamblichus and Proclus, the church's theology is turned into a 
scholastic mysticism with directions on matters of practice and 
ritual. And as these writings were attributed to Dionysius, the 
disciple of the apostles, the scholastic mysticism which they unfold 
was regarded as an apostolic, not to say a divine, science. The 
influence exercised by these writings, first on the East, and then—
after the 9th (or tub) century—on the West, cannot be overestima-
ted. It is impossible to enlarge upon it here; suffice it to say that the 
mystical and pietistic devotion of our own day, even in the Protestant 
churches, is nourished on works whose ancestry can be traced, 
through a series of intermediate links, to the writings of the pseudo-
Areopagite. 

In the ancient world there was only one Western theologian who 
came directly under the influence of Neoplatonism; but that one is 
Augustine, the most important of them all It was through Neo-
platonist!' that Augustine got rid of scepticism and the last dregs of 
Manichaeism. In the seventh book of his Cortfessimu he has recorded 
how much he owed to the perusal of Neoplatonic works. On all the 
cardinal doctrines—God, matter, the relation of God to the world, 
freedom and evil—Augustine retained the impress of Neoplatonism: 
at the same time he is the theologian of antiquity who most clearly 
perceived and most fully stated wherein Neoplatonism and Chris-
tianity differ. The best over written by any church father on this 
subject is to be found in chaps. ix.-xxi. of the seventh book of the 
Confessions. 

Why Neoplatonism succumbed in the conflict with Christianity Is 
• question which the historians have never satisfactorily answered. 
Asa rule, the problem is not even stated correctly. We have nothing 
to do here with our own private ideal of Christianity, but solely 
with catholic Christianity and catholic theology. These are the forces 
that conquered Neoplatonism. after assimilating nearly everything 
that it contained. Further, we must consider the arena in which 
the victory was won. The battlefield was the empire of Constantine 
and Theodosius. It is only when these and all other circumstances 
of the case are duly realised that we have a right to inquire how 
much the essential doctrines of Christianity contributed to the vic-
tory, and what share must be assigned to the organization of the 
church. 

In medieval theology and philosophy mysticism appears as the 
powerful opponent of rationalistic dogmatism. The empirical 
science of the Renaissance and the two following centuries was itself 
• new development of Platonism and Neoplatonism, as opposed to 
rationalistic dogmatism, with its contempt for experience. Magic. 
astrology and alchemy—all the outgrowth of Neoplatonism—gave 
the first effectual stimulus to the observation of nature, and conse-
quently to natural science, and in this way finally extinguished barren 
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rationalise:. Thus in the history deck= Neoplatoniem has played 
a part and rendered services of which Plotinus or lasnblichus at 
Proems never dreamt. So true is it that sober history is often 
stranger and more capricious than all the marvels of legend and 
romance. 

Autnonnrum—On the relation of Neoplatonism to Christianity, 
and the historical importande of Neoplatontsm generally, see the lead. 
ing church histories. and the Histories of Dogma by Baur, Nitzsch, 
Harnack. &c. Compare also Loftier, Der Platontsmus der mhos-
alter (17871: Huber, Die Philosophic der Korchernater (1859); 
Tzchimer, Fall des Heidentkums (18:9). pp. 574-618; Burckhardt, 
Die Zeit Constantin's des Grosses (1853); Chastel, Hut. de la destroy.. 
lion du Paganism dam Vampire d'Orient (1850); Beugnot, Host. 
de la destrwction du Paganinne en Occident (1835); E. von Lasaulx. 
Dn Untergang des liMeWifi (1124); Vogt, Neuplatoninnuz mod 
Ckristentkum (1836); Ullmann, influss des Chnstenthums au( 
Porphyries," in the Sled. u. Kritiken (1832); Jean Riville, La 
Mows d Rome sous les Shares (1886); C. INT, The Omuta* 
Plaimeists Alexandria (1886) and Neoplatonisni 1895); Rufus M. 
Jones. Shwoie  Mystical Religion (1909), pp. 70 foil. See further, 
C. Schmidt. Gnostiscke Scholium in Kopuscher Spracke (1292); K. P. 
Hasse, Von Phan an Goethe (1909); Thomas Whittaker. The Neo. 
Platonism (t901); Petrie, Personal Rclgoon in Egypt before Christ 
(19);M. Haase," Ncuplatonismus, ' in Herzog-Hauck, Reakntyk. 
vol zw. (1903). On the after-effects of Neoplatonism on the 
church's dogmatic, see Ritathl, Theologie and Metapkysik (1881). 
On the relational Neoplatonism to Monachiem, compare Kenn, A as 
less Urclnistentlorm (1878). On the history of Neoplatonism with 
special reference to the decline of Roman polytheism, see, e,g.. 
Samuel Dill, Roman Society is the Last Century of the It 
Empire woo, pp. 82 foil. On Plotinus, Porphyry i 8ce-• see rate 
articles. 	 (A. HA.; J. M
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IlfEOPTOLENIIS (also called Pvitntrus), in Greek legend, the 
son of Achilles and Deidameia. He was brought up by his 
grandfather Lycomedes in the island of Scyros, and taken to 
Troy in the last year of the war by Odysseus, since Heknus had 
declared that the city could not be captured without the aid of a 
descendant of Aeacus. Neoptolemus was famed for his beauty, 
eloquence and bravery. He was one of the warriors in the 
wooden horse and slew Priam at the sack of Troy (Odyssey, 
xi. sob-526; Aeneid, ii. 527). Apart from these Trojan tales, 
Neoptolemus is a prominent figure in the legends of Epirus and 
of Delphi. He was the ancestor of the Molossian kings, who 
therefore claimed to be of pure Hellenic stock. He was murdered 
at Delphi, where he was buried, and a festival was held in his 
honour every eighth year. 

NEOPYTHAGOREANISIL a Graeco-Alexandrian school of 
philosophy, which became prominent In the tit century AD. 
Very little is known about the members of this school, and there 
has been much discussion as to whether the Pythagorean litera-
ture which was widely published at the time in Alexandria was 
the original work of tst-century writers or merely reproductions 
of and commentaries on the older Pythagorean writings. The 
only well-known members of the school were Apollonius of Tyana 
and Moderatus of Gades. In the previous century Cicero's 
learned friend P. Nigidius Figulus (d. 45 s.c.) had made an 
attempt to revive Pythagorean doctrines, but be cannot be 
described as a member of the schooL Further, it is necessary 
to distinguish from the Neopythagoreans a number of Eclectic 
Platonists, who during the tat century of our era, maintained 
views which had a similar tendency (e.g. Apuleius of Madaura, 
Plutarch of Chaeronea and, later, Numenius of Apamea). 

Neopythagoreanism was the first product of an age in which 
abstract philosophy had begun to pall. The Stoics discovered 
that their " perfect man " was not to be found in the luxurious, 
often morbid society of the Graeco-Roman world; that some-
thing more than dialectic ethics was needed to reawaken a 
sense of responsibility. A degenerate society cared nothing for 
syllogisms grown threadbare by repetition. Neopythagoreanism 
was an attempt to introduce a religious element into pagan 
philosophy in place of what bad come to be regarded as an and 
formalism. The founders of the school sought to invest their 
doctrines with the halo of tradition by ascribing them to Pytha-
goras and Plato, and there is no reason to accuse them of insin-
cerity. They went back to the later period of Plato's thought, 
the period when Plato endeavoured to combine his doctrine 
of Ideas with the Pythagorean number-theory, and identified 
the Good with the One, the source of the duality of the Infinite 

Yard the hleatnutd (rd &War and alma) with the malts= 
teak of realities from the Oise down to the objects of the material 
world. They emphasised the fundamental distinction between 
the Soul and the Body. God must be worshipped spiritually 
by prayer and the will to be good, not in outward action. The 
soul must be'freed from its material surrounding, the " muddy 
vesture of decay," by an ascetic habit of life. Bodily pleasures 
and all sensuous impulses must be abandoned as detrimental 
to the spiritual purity of the soul. God Is the principle of good; 
Matter (OM) the groundwork of Evil. In this system we dis-
tinguish Dot only the asceticism of Pythagoras and the later 
mysticism of Plato, but also the influence of the Orphic mysteries 
and of Oriental philosophy. The Ideas of Plato are no longer 
self-subsistent entities; they are the elements which constitute 
the content of spiritual activity. The Soul is no longer as 
appanage of °hole, it is *Oafs itself: the non-material universe 
is regarded as the sphere of mind or spirit. 

Thus Neopythagoreanism is a link in the chain between the 
old and the new in pagan philosophy. It connects the teaching 
of Plato with the doctrines of Neoplatonism and brings it into 
line with the later Stoicism and with the ascetic system of the 
Essenes. A comparison between the Essenes and the Neo. 
pythagoreans shows a parallel so striking as to warrant the theory 
that the Essence were profoundly influenced by Neopythago-
reanism. Lastly Neopythagoreanism furnished Neoplatonism 
with the weapons with which pagan philosophy made its last 
stand against Christianity. 

See PYTHAGORAS. NISOPLATONISM. ESSENES; and Zeliees  Pktle-
sopkre d. &seders. For members of the school see Aeotz.otaus OF 
TYANA and MODERATOS OF GADES. 

NEPAL, NEPAIII. or NEPAL, an independent state, situated cia 
the north-eastern frontier of India, lying between 8o° 15' and 
88°  so' E., and 266  Xi and 3e so' N.; area, 54,000 sq. ea. its 
extreme length is about 525 m., and its breadth varies from eo 
to Igo in. It is bounded on the N. by Tibet; on the E. by 
Sikkim; on the S. by Bengal and the United Provinces; and 
on the W. by Kuntaon, from which it is separated by the Kali 
river. Its population is estimated by the natives at about 
5,2oo.000, the common phrase used by the rulers in speaking 
of popular opinion being, " but what will the BAwan (i.e. fifty-
two) Lakh say to this." 

Nepal consists physically of two distinct territories: (s) the 
tarot, or strip of level, cultivated and forest land lying along the 
southern border: and (a) the great mountainous tract stretching 
northwards to Tibet. Along the northern frontier stand many of 
the highest peaks of the Himalayan range. such as Dbaulagiri 
06.837 ft.), Muteiputra. Gaurishankar and Yam (24.000).  Gosain 
Than (26,313). Mount Everest (29,00z according to the survey value). 
Kinchinjunga (28,146). and numerous peaks varying from 20,000 
t024.000 ft. In clear weather this magnificent snowy range may be 
seen in an almost continuous line from the top of some of-  the lower 
ranges near Katmandu. South of these are numerous parallel lower 
ranges, varying from t6,000 to 6000 ft. in height, which are broken 
up at intervals by MSS ranges, thus forming a series of glens with a 
few hill-girt valleys interspersed. 

These mountain ranges determine the coarse of the rivers, which 
are divided by the cross ranges into four groups. The first of these 
extends from Kumaoa eastward as far as DhauWif, and consists 
of the affluents of the Kali (Saida). Sarin, Kurna Eastern Saris. 
and Rapti. all of which ultimately form the Gogra or Gogari. and 
flow into the Ganges. The second group, known to the Nepalese 
as the Sapt Gsndalci. rises from the peaks between Dhaulsgiri and 
Gamin Than, and unite at Trebetn Ghat to form the Gandak. 
The third is a group of smaller rivers draining the great valley of 
Nepal, the valleys of ChitIong, Benepa, and Panoun, and portions 
of the tarsi around the Chu naghati range of hills. These are the 
various branches of the Bara Gandak, the lesser Rapti, the Bagmati 
and Kumla. East of this again is the fourth 	known to the 
Nepalese as the Sapt Kai, rising from the peaks 	Gomm 
Than and 

lls into the 
Kinchinjunga, and uniting to form the Soon Komi. which 

fa Ganges. 
There is thus a natural division of the country into four portions. 

The most western is the country of the Bahl (or twenty-two) mjas, 
and contains the towns of jumla. Doti and Sulliana. The second 
is the country of the Chaubisi (or twenty-four) rajas, and contains 
the towns of Maleburn. Palpa, Gurkha and Noaloxe. The third is 
the district containing Nepal proper, with the capital and many 
large towns to be mentioned afterwards. The fourth is the eastern 
portion of Nepal. comprising the country of the Kinnis, and many 
small towns, such as Dhankota, llarn and Bijapur. 
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which is open to. Europeans is the"valley of Nepal;' con 
the capital of the country, and a few adjacent smaller va 
There n only one means of access open to Europeans, and t is 
indeed is is general resorted to by the natives, pa the other 
routes to the capital are longer and far more diacult. The 
road runs nearly north from Sepals, 	• through the falai 
and sal forests, to BhichhIchori; then through the beds of 
streams, through a pus in the Churiyaghati range, andTrgra 
another sal forest, to Hetoura; thence by a wide and good road to 
Bliimphedi at the foot of the Sisa lizrgienge .of hills. So tar the 
route is pcscticable for carts and animals, but from this 
point the road is a mere rugged footpath over the Sisaghars Pam, 
through the Chitlong valley and over the Chandragiri range, The 
distance from Segaub to Katmandu is oo m. 

The valley in extreme length from east to west is about 26 en, 
and in breadth from north to south about ts. The surrounding 
hills vary in height from 6000 to asao ft., the level of the valley, 
itself being about asoo ft. above the sea. Tradition has it that 
Nepal was once a lake, and appearances are in favour of this view. 
It is crossed from east to west by a low limestone range, through 
which the waters have gradually forced a passage, and in like manner 
the collected rivers have escaped at the southeast corner of tba 
valley. 

There are three principal streams, the Bagmati, Vishnumati t  and 
Manohora, besides many small tributaries of these. All the raven 
rise within the valley, except the Bagmati, which springs from the 
northern side of the Shiupun peak, and enters the valley through a 
ravine at the north-east corner. They all unite and peas, through 
a long harrowgorge in the limestone range, already mentioned, at 
Chobbar. and ultimately escape from the valley at Katwaldar, 

Climate.—In acid around the Nepal valley, as in lade, the year 
may be divided into the rainy, cold and hot seasons. The rams 
begin in June and last till October. but the fall is not so heavy or 
continuous as in the plains of Hindustan. The cold season extends 
from the middle of Clctober to the middle of April. During these 
months the climate is delicious. Hoar-frost and thin ice are common 
in the mornings, and the thermometer sometimes falls as low as 25. 
Fahr., but the days are bright and warm. From Christmas to the 
end of February there are occasional showers of rain; and snow 
falls on the surrounding low ranges, but is very rarely seen in the 
valley itself.' From April to the beginning of the rains is the hot 
season, but the thermometer seldom reaches Ils• in the shade. The 
result of observations extending over many years giyes an average 
mean temperature of 6o° Fahr., and an annual rainfall of about 
6o in. Violent thunderstorms are not uncommon, and occasionally 
severe earthquakes occur, as in r833 and 1866. 

Nora and Fauna.—In a country possessing such a range . of 
altitudes the flora and fauna are of course very varied. For descrip- 
tive purposes, Nepal may again be divided iota three tones. These 
are—(1) the tams and lower ranges of hills up to 4000 ft. is height; 
(2) the central ranges and high-lying valleys. up to to,000 
(3) the alpine region, from 10,000 to assmo ft. in height. 
zones are not, however, sharply defined, as the climate varies 
according to the latitude, the height of intermediate ranges, and the 
depth of the valleys; so that tropical plants and animals are some-
times found far in the interior, and the more northern species descend 
along the loftier spurs into the southern zones, 

The low alluvial land of the taral is well adapted for cultivation, 
and is, so to speak, the granary of Nepal; but owing to scantiness 
of population and other causes the greater portion of it consists of 
swamps  jungles and forests. Considerable stretches of land are, 
however, 	I reclaimed from year to year. The productions here 
are those 	British India—cotton, rice, whaler :Ise, sugar-cane, 

co tobac, opium, indigo, and the fruits and v 	bles familiar in 
the plains of India. 'Ilse forests yield a magna cent supply of sal, 
sun, and other valuable forest trees; and the Jungles abound with 
acacias, mimosas, cotton tree (Donsbas), dak (Berea !random), large 
bamboos, rattans, palms, and numerous (thus and orchids. On the 
Churiaghati range the common Mar longs:folk grows freely. Tea 
can be grown at a height of from Iwo to 4000 ft. The middle zone 
supplies rice, wheat. maize, barley, oats, pnger, turmeric. chillies, 
potatoes. Cticuthitaceae, pineapples, and many varieties of European 
fruits, vegetables and flowers. The forests contain tree rhododen-
drons, PtIls, lontelotia, oak;, horse•chestnuts, walnuts, maples, hill 
bamboos, wild cherry, pear, allies of the tea plant, paper plants 
(Daphne), rose* and many other inhabitants of temperate climes, 
with various orchids, ferns and wild flowers. In the alpine zone 
exist Coniferae of many kinds, junipers, yew, bmt, holhea, birch, 
dwarf rhododendrons and the usual alpine flora. 

The wild animals follow a similar distribution, and the following 
typical may tre maimed. In the lowest zone are found the 
tiger, 	wolf, hyenaand lacks!, the elephant sad rhinoceros,
the gear ( a 	p wes unts), gays (Gasaeus fromealis), wild buffalo 
era. many species of deer, and the black bear (Urns labialui 
Among the birds am found the pea-fowl, francolins, wild Jung 
fowl, and the smaller vultures, &e. In the middle sone there are the 
leopard, the Himalayan black bear (Ursa, 'asthma), the wild 
cats of many sorts, squirrels, hares, porcupines, the pangolin, and 
seam ape/lies of deer and antelope. Among the birds are the larger 

vultures and eagles, pheasants (Galiepharis), chuicer, bill partridges, 
&c. la the alpine zone are found the true bear (Ursa; sseballimms, 
or brown bear), the yak, musk deer. wild goats and sheep, marmots. 
&c. Among the birds are the eagle-vulture ( Gynsehu), the blood 
pheasant (like:bus amoeba), mow pheasant (Teerorgallus 
Ssiemi4e wowel'anfidge (1..&te,  a 'mks's), the berried pheasant 
(remes &hypo , heated pheasant (Catrealwallinla ace. ,  Geese, 
thucllwaders all sorts, and other migratory birds are found is 

nce in she two timer zoom. 
Minerals.—rite lowest zone in some directions abounds in fossils; 

and deposits of lignite, and even of true coal. are met with, the 
latter notably at a aNt south of Palpa. The middle zone is rich in 
limestone and marbles, and Mounds with minerals, such as iron, 
copper, zinc, lead and sulphur. Copper is found near the surface 
in many places, and there are realities of mines both at Markbu and 
in the great valley of Nepal. Minted 'prams, both hot And cold, are' 
numerous. Traces of silver, and also of gold, have been found in 
the alpine aons. 

People —The rafts occupying Nepal are of mixed Mongol 
origin. To the north, inhabiting the higher mountains and 
*alleys, dwell the Bhutias or Tibetans.. To the west lie the 
Gurungs and Magma. The klurnis, Gurkindhs arid Newars 
oecttpy the central perms and the Kbatis, Limbos and Lepchas 
occupy the eastern districts. There are also Brahmans and 
Ctihatris in the hills. Besides these there are many Small tribes 
residing in the tarsi and some other malarious districts, known 
as Undue, Tharus; Mullis, he., but generally classed together 
by the Nepalese as Aoulias, or dwellers in the materials or am: 
districts. These are probable descendants of immigrants from 
the lower castes of Hindus, occupying the borderlands of the 
tarsi Among the forests of the lower eastern region are also 
to be found some small savage tribes, known as Chepangs and 
Rusundas. 

All the races except the Assam are of a decidedly Mongolian 
appearance, being generally short and robust, and having flat 
fates, oblique eyes, yellow complexions, straight black hair, 
and comparatively hairless faces. The Newars, according to 
the Vaarpholi or native history, trace their descent from the 
rates of southern India, but this is rendered more than doubtful 
by both their appearance and language. The Gurkhalis (Gurkhas 
or Ghurkhas) are descendants of the Brahmans and Rajputs who 
were driven out of Hindustan by the Moslems, and took refuge in 
the western hilly lands, where they ultimately became dominant, 
and where they have become !Mach mixed with the other races 
by intermarriage. 

Religions.—The Bhutias. Newars. Limbos, Keratin. and Lepchas 
are all Buddhism, but their religion has become so mixed cep with 
Hinduism that it is now hardly recognisable. The Newlin have 
entirely abandoned the monastic institutions of Buddhism, and 
have in great measure adopted the rules of caste, though even these 
sit but lightly upon them. They burn their dead, eat the flesh of 
buffaloes, goats, sheep, ducks, and fowls, and drink beer and spirits. 
The Gurkhalis, Magars, and Gurungs are Hindus, but the last two 
are by no means strict in the observance of their religion, though 
there are some peculiarities which they carefully preserve. Thus, 
for instance, the Magars will eat pork but not buffalo's flesh, whereas 
the Gurungs eat the buffalo but not the hog. 

Priests.—Where temples are so numerous (there area733 shrines 
In the valley)_ priests naturally abound, both of the Hindu and 
Buddhist re ons. The festivals too are many in number, and in 
consequence olidays are incessant. The raj gudi, or high priest, is 
an influential person in the state, a member of council, sad has a 
large Income from government lands as well as from the fines for 
offences against caste, &c. Many other priests, gurus and parehits, 
have landsftd to them, and mod of the temples have been 
richly endov -  by their founders. Every family of rank has a 
special priest, whose office Is hereditary. 

Astrologers are also numerous, and their services are in constant 
request. One cannot build a house, set out on a journey, com- 
mence a war, or even take a. dose of physic, without having an 

aurat
Iviouus moment selected for him. 

ges.—The various races have all separate languages, or 
at least thalecti. The Gurkhalls and western tribes use Ehas ktee 
PAHARI), which, unlike the other dialects. is of Sanskrit origin. The 
Newars have a distinct language and alphabets. for there are three 
known to their pandits, though only one is in use now. Their 
language, called Gubhajita, greatly resembles Tibetan, but is now 
interspersed with many Sanskrit words. The Bhutias use the 
Tibetan language and alphabet. 

Edaeation.—There is a central educational institution at Kat-
mans% with sixteen branches, or schools, over the. valiey of Nepal. 
This central institution has three departments, English. Sanskrit 
and Persian-or more correctly perhaps Urdu, Education is provided 

• 
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free by the state, and is encouraged by grants of scholarships 
and prizes. Boys passing out well are sent at government expense 
to the various universities of northern India to complete their 
education, and some have lately been scat to Japan The ev.I 
effects of higher education, as taught in the Indian colleges, on the 
youth of Bengal. &c., has, however, given the Gurkha durbar 
distinct shock. and it seems sot unlikely that education in Nepal 
may receive a set-back in consequence. Some of the upper classes 
speak English fluently, but the built of the labouring classes is quite 
illiterate. 

Katmandu is a perfect storehouse of ancient Sanskrit literature, 
and some of the oldest MSS. in that language as yet known to 
scholars have been found there. There is also • lair English library. 
Both are lodged in a good building 

Calendar.—There are three principal eras in use in Nepal The 
Samvat of Vikramaditya begins fifty-seven years before the Christian 
era, the. Saks era of Salivanhrs begins seventy-eight years after 
the Christian era, and the Nepalese Samvat dates from October A.D 
880. The Sri-Harsha and Kaligat eras are also sometime. used. 
Day is considered to begin when the tiles on a house can be counted. 
or when the hairs on the back of a man's hand can be discerned 
against the sky. Sixty bipalasos I pale; 60 palla-1 gharl or 
34 minutes; 6o hairss-i day of 24 hours. 

Health.—All families of good position have at least one boa, or 
medical man, in constant attendance, and there are also many 
general practitioners. There is a large central hospital at Katmandu. 
and some thirteen other smaller hospitals are distributed over the 
country, with free beds, and provision for outdoor treatment. 
There is also a small hospital attached to the British Residency. 
The diseases most prevalent in the country are rheumatism, chronic 
dyspepsia, skin diseases, syphilis, gcdtre, smallpox, cholera and 
leprosy. In the rains a number of cases of mild Intermittent lever, 
diarrhoea, and dysentery are met with. Fever of a severe typhoid 
type is common in the crowded lanes and dirty villages. Vaccination 
is being gradually introduced into the country, and thetessera{ 
health of the inhabitants of the principal cities in the valley has 
greatly improved since the introduction of fresh water, whirl has 
been brought in by pipes from mountain springs. 

Tows.—There are three large towns in the Nepal valley, Kat-
mandu, the capital, said to contain approximately 3c1,00o inhabitants. 
Patan and Bhatgaon about 30,000 each. The houses are from two to 
four storeys in height, built of brick and tiled. The windows and 
balconies are of wood, and some are elaborately carved. There 
are numerous handsome temples in all the towns, the majority of 
which are pagoda-shaped and built of brick, with roofs of copper. 
which is sometimes gilt. The streets are narrow, and they, as weU 
as the squirm, are all paved with brick or stone. In front of the 
temples generally stand monoliths surmounted by figures of Garuda, 
or of the founder, made of brass et, or sometimes of black stone 
Besides these three large towns, there are at least twenty smaller 
towns and numerous villages in the valley, all of which 
many temples. Some of these, as for instance those of Pas= 
Bodhnstha and Symbhunatha, are considered of great sanctity 
Many thousands of pilgrims come at one festival to worship at 
Peshupati, and it is there that the dying are brought to be immersed 
in the &Ismail, and the dead are burned on its banks. 

Apical/um—While the Gurkhalis are occupied in military affairs, 
the agriculture of the valley is carried on by the Newars The 

i soil is varied in character, from light micaceous sand to dense 
ferruginous clay. The whole valley is cultivated and irrigated 
where practicable, and the dopes of the hills are carefully terraced. 
so  that there is little grazing ground, and few sheep or cattle are 
kept There are some milch cows and buffaloes, which are either 
stall-fed or grazed in the jungles at the foot of the hilts Animals 
for consumption and sacrifice are all imported, and arc consumed 
as fast as they are brought in. In the cold season the Bhutias bring 
large flocks of sheep and goats laden with bags of borax, salt and 
saltpetre. These are sold for consumption, except a few that are 
retained to carry back the bags. These droves are generally accom-
panied by ponies and some of the large Tibetan dogs; the latter are 
powerful, fierce, shaggy animals, about the size of a small Newfound-
land dog. Poultry are kept and used by the Newars, especially 
ducks. the eggs of which are in great demand even among the 
orthodox Hindus. The crops grown in the valley consist of rice. 
both the transplanted and the dry-sown or ghatya varieties, wheat. 
pulse, munvah, maize, buckwheat, chillies, radishes, mustard. 
garlic, onions. ginger, turmeric, sugar-cane, potatoes, ground nuts. 
many species of cucumbers and pumpkins. &c. Nothing but 
articles of food are allowed to be grown in the valley; hence its 
capabilities for producing tea, cotton and tobacco are unknown. 
All of these, however, are grown in other parts of the Country, both 
in the hills and the tarai. Large cardamoms are extensively grown 
in the eastern hills, and form an important article of export. The 
hemp plant (Cannabis indica) grows wild, and is used both for manu- 
facturing.  purposes and for producing the resinous extract and other 
intoxicating products which are exported. Plants producing dyes, 
such as madder or than it. are grown in some places; and drugs. 
such as chimes, are collected and exported. The better class of 
soils yields a return of about Rs. 180 per khait, and the poorest 
about Rs. cm per khait. From some of the finer soils as many as 

three crops of various seas are Idealised annually. The land-
measures in see are different in different parts of the country. 
Thus, in the eastern tam a btgka measures goXpo yds. English. 
while in the western tarai It is only tsx t3 yds. In the hills the 
unit of land measurement is called repots, which is about twice the 
size of a western tarai bigha,--and twenty five ropnis make one 
khan This measurement applies only to nee lands. Other land 
measurements for the valley are as follows: One Nepali bigha is 
90  Yds. X go yds. British. (A British Indian bigha is 40 yds.X 40 
yds and 3 Nepali bighas equal about 3 acres.) Sixteen ropnis 
equal Nepali bigha. 

land Taxes.—The tarsi lands pay from two to nine rupees 
(British) per Nepali bigha according to quality of land. In the hills 
taxes are charged on the plough, thus: one plough pays 13 annas; 
one bullock without plough about to snnas; one spade 6f annas. 
These taxes are termed Hal, Patsy and Kodaky. 

Horturksre.—The Newars are also fond of horticulture. Many 
European fruits, flowers and vegetables have been introduced 
and grow freely. The country is famous for its oranges and pine, 

 apples Flowers are grown and sold for religious purposes, and even 
wild flowers are brought into the market and much used by the 
Newer women in adorning their hair, as well as for offerings at 
the shrines. Many wild fruits are collected and sold in the 
markets. Apples and pears, of English stock, thrive well; apricots 
and plums are good; peaches and grapes grow freely and are 
of large size, but they seldom ripen before the rains begin, when 
they rot. 

Trade.—All the trade and manufactures of the country are in 
the hands .1 the Newars.and a few Kashmiris and natives of Hindu-
stan. The trade in European goods is chiefly carried on by the 
latter, whilst the Newars deal in corn. off, salt, tobacco and articles 
of domestic manufacture. The trade with India is carried on at 
numerous marts along the frontier, at each of which a customs 
station is established, and the taxes are collected lit atikadar 
or farmer. The Newars also carry on the trade with T , through 
a colony which has been for many years established at hasa, but 
this trade has been a shrinking item since the opening of the Lhasa-
Darjeeling route. There are two principal routes to Tibet. One of 
these runs north-east from Katmandu to the frontier-station of 
Kuti or Nilam, crossing the Himalayan range at a height of te,oce ft.; 
the other passes out of the valley at the north-west corner. and 
runs at first upwards along the main branch of the Gandak. crossing 
the Himalayas, near Kerung, at a height of goal ft. Allgoods on 
these routes are carried on men's backs, except the salt. &c .,, carried 
in bags by the Bhutia sheep and goats. The principal imports from 
Hindustan are raw cotton, cotton goods, woollen goods, silks and 
velvets, hardware, cutlery, beads, jewels, coral, saddlery, shoes, 
guns, gunpowder, glassware, vermilion, indigo, lac. tea, betel-nut. 
spaces, paper. sugar, tobacco, oils, sheet copper. goats, cattle. 
buffaloes; and from Tibet, musk, medicines, yaks tails, tea, woollen 
cloth, blankets, borax, salt, saltpetre, paper-plant, honey, wax, 
sheep, goats, yaks, ponies, silver, gold. The exports to Hindustan 
include wax, paper-plant, musk, yaks' tails, medicines. cardamoms. 
borax, sulphate of copper, brass pots, iron pots, ponies, elephants, 
hawks, hides and horns (buffalo), rice, ghee, oil seeds, red chillies, 
madder, cobalt, potatoes, oranges: and to Tibet, broad cloth, raw 
cotton, cotton goods, tobacco, sugar. opium, coral, jewels, pearls, 
spices, betel-nut, copper pots, iron pots and hardware. The 
Nepalese are utterly regardless of statistics. but recent estimates 
value the exports and imports to and from the British provinces 
at 3 million sterling annually. Duties are levied on exports and 
imports. which will be noticed under the head of revenue. 

Mann factures.—The Newars are skilful workmen. Their bricks 
are excellent, and so also is their pottery, for which certain towns 
are famous, such as Themi and Noakote. As carpenters they excel, 
though the use of the large saw is still unknown, and planks are cut 
with chisel and mallet. Some of the wood carvings on the temples 
and large houses are most artistic in design and bold in execution, 
though unfortunately they are sometimes of a most obscene char-
acter. The manufactures are few, consisting chiefly of coarse 
cotton cloths, paper made of the inner bark of the paper-plants 
(Daphne), bells, brass and iron utensils, weapons, and ornaments 
of gold and silver. 

Coinage.—At one time Nepal supplied Tibet with its silver coinage. 
but this was abandoned on account of the adulterations introduced 
by the Nepalese. The ancient coins, specimens of which are still to 
be met with, were made by hand. The modern coinage is struck by 
machinery, a regular moat having been established by Sir Juag 
Bahadur at Katmandu, and since improved by his successors. 

Governmentr—The Nepalese have relations with China, and 
occasionally send an embassy with presents to Peking. The 
British too have considerable influence with the government 
in regard to their foreign relations, and a British resident is 
stationed at Katmandu. But in all matters of domestic policy 
the Nepalese brook no interference, and they are most jealous 
of anything that has a tendency to encroach on their inde-
pendence. Theoretically the government of Nepal is a pure 
despotism, and the maharajah is paramount. Practically, all 
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real Reiser has long leen in the hands of the mime "mhsIster, 
and much of the modern history of the country consists of 
accosts of the struggles of the various factions for power. 
Under the prime minister there is a council, consisting of the 
relations of the king, the raj guru, the generals, and a few other 
officials known as kajis and sirdars and bhardars, which is con• 
suited on all important business, and which forms a court of 
appeal for disputed cases from the courts of law. There are 
separate civil and criminal courts, but the distinction is not 
alwar0- observed, as difficult cases are often transferred from 
one loilte other. 

Law and Jrutice.—The old savage legal code with is ordeals by 
fire and water, and its punishments by mutilation and torture was 
abolished by Sir Jung Elabadur after his return from England in 
1851. Treason, rebellion and desertion its war-time are punished 
by death. Bribery and peculation by public servants are punished 
by dismissal from office, and a fine and imprisonment, the latter of 
Which can be commuted by payments at various rates, according 
to the nature of the offence. Murder and the killing of cows are 
Capital offences. Manslaughter and maiming cows are punished by 
imprisonment for life, and other offences against the person or 
property,  by imprisonment or fine. Brahmans and women are 
exempted from capital punishment. Offences against caste are 
heavily punished by fine and imprisonment. In some eases indeed 
all the offender's property is confiscated, and be and his family may 
be sold as slaves. Bankruptcy laws have been recently introduced. 
The marriage laws are somewhat peculiar. Among the Gurkhas 
the laws resemble those of other Hindus as regards the marriage of 
widows, polygamy, &c., but among the Nectars every girl while still 
an infant is married with much ceremony to a bel fruit, which is 
then thrown into some sacred stream. As the fate of the fruit is 
unknown, a Newari is supposeder to become a widow. At the 
age of puberty a husband is selected, but the woman can at any 
moment divorce herself by placing a betel-nut under her husband s 
pillow and taking her departure. Adultery is punished by the im-
prisonment and fine of both the adulteress aced her paramour. Sati 
has been abolished in Nepal by law. 

Gaol.—There are three large prisons in the Nepal valley, one 
for males and two for females; there are also a considerable number 
of gaols throughout the country. The prisoners are kept in irons, 
and employed in public works of various sorts. They arc allowed 
six pice a day for subsistence at the capital, and five pice in other 
places. Their relatives are allowed to minister to their creature 
comforts. 

Slavery is an institution of the country, and all families of rank 

MTe many slaves, who are employed in domestic and field work. 
are generally treated well, and are carefully protected by  law. 

The price of slaves ranges from Rs. too to Rs. 200. 
Revenue.—The revenue of Nepal is about one hundred and fifty 

!akin of rupees, i.e. /.10,000,000. The chief sources of it are the 
land-tax, customs, mines, forests and monopolies. About so% 
of the tarai lands, and ao % of the bill lands, are private property. 
Some lands were assigned by the Gurkhali rajas to Brahmans, 
soldiers and others, and these are untaxed. Others, which were 
the gifts of the old Newar kings, pay from 4 to 8 annas per bigha. 
All such grants of land, however, are subject to a heavy fine on the 
coronation of a new raja. Land which does not produce rice is 
lightly taxed, but in the valley of Nepal, and wherever rice is grown, 
the government tax or rent is one half of the produce of the land. 
Waste lands, when brought into cultivation, are rent free for ten 
years, after which for five years the tax is only 4 anima per highs, 
and the cukivator receives one-tenth of the cleared land rent tree 
for his fife. A considerable revenue in the shape of royalty is 
obtained from mines of copper, iron, &c. The taxes on merchandise 
amount to from 12 to 14% on the value of the goods carried to and 
irons British India, and from 5 to 6% is charged on goods exported 
to Tibet. 

Arnsy.—Much attention is devoted by the Gurkhalis to military 
matters, and the butk of that race may be said to be soldiers. The 
standing army consists of about 50,000 men, in a fair state of effici - 
ency. Bam.do this force there is • reserve, consisting of men who 
have served far a few years and taken their discharge, but in case 
of necessity can be called on again to enter the ranks. These would 

bly raise the strength to between 70,000 and 80.000 men. 
The regiments are formed on the European system, and similarly 
drilled and officered. Each man carries in addition to a bayonet a 
kukri or native knife. There is practically no cavalry, as the country 
is not suited for horses. The artillery, however, is on a larger scale, 
and consists nearly entirely of batteries of mountain artillery. 
There is a large arsenal well provided with supplies of gunpowder 
and military stores. There are workshops where cannon are cast, 
and Miss, and ammunition of all aorta turned out in large quantities, 
but of an indifferent quality. 

In addition to its own army, Nepal supplies to the British army In 
India a large forte of splendid soldiers, who were raised under the 
followinicircemstances. In nits the British enlisted three battalion  

a Gurkhas from amongst the soldiers of that race who were thrown 
out of employment, owing to the termination of the first phase of 
the war with Nepal. These regiments were styled the 1st, and 
and 3rd Gurkhas, and were soon employed on active service. The 
est and and behaved with much gallantry at the siege and stonithig 
• Bharatpur, and in the First Sikh War, while the and and 3rd 
won a great name for loyalty and courage during the Mutiny of 1857-
58, especially at the siege of Delhi. This induced the British to 
raise, in 1858, two more battalions, which they numbered the 4th 
and sth, and the whole Gurkha force has since proved its usefulness 
and loyalty on many occasions, particularly during the Afghan War 
of t878-8o, and on many frontier expeditions. Battalions have also 
been sent on service to Burma, Egypt, China and Tibet. The 
Gurkhas in the British service now consist of ten regiments of 
riflemen of two battalions each, and number about 2o,000 men. ' 

Hislory. —Nepal and the somewhat similar country of Kashmir 
are peculiar among the Hindu states of India in possessing an 
historical literature. The Nepalese Vainfdaall professes to start 
from a very early period in the Satya Yuga, when the present 
valley was still a lake. The earlier portion of it is devoted to 
the Satya and Trete Yugas, and contains mythological tales 
and traditicms having reference to various sacred localities 
in the country. During these two Yuma, and also the Dwapur 
Tugs, the Vamcdalli deals in round numbers of thousands of 
years. 

In the beginning of the Kali Yoga, the Gupta dynasty is said 
to have been founded by Ne.Muni, from whom the country takes 
its name of Nepal. Lists are then given of the various dynasties, 
with the lengths of the reigns of the rajas. The dynasties 
mentioned are the Gupta, Ahir, Kireti, Somavanshi, Suryavanshi, 
Thakuri or first Rajput, Vaishya Thakurl, second Rajput and 
Karnataki dynasties. The country was then invaded by Mukun• 
dasena, and after his expulsion various Vaishya Thakuri dynasties 
are said to have held the throne for a period of say years. The 
chronology of the Vartscavoll up to this period is very confused 
and inaccurate; and, though the accounts of the various 
invasions and internal struggles, mixed up as they are with 
grotesque legends and tales, may be interesting and amusing, 
they can hardly be considered authentic. Some of the names of 
the rajas, and the dates of their reigns, have been determined 
by coins, the colophons of old MSS., and certain inscriptions 
on the temples and ancient buildings. For instance, Ancuvarma, 
of the Thakuri dynasty, reigned about A.D. 633, as he is men-
tioned by the Chinese traveller Hsuan Tsang, who visited Nepal. 
His name too is found in an inscription still extant. In like 
manner it is ascertained from MSS. that Rudra-deva-Varma 
was reigning in moll; Lakshmikama-deva from tots to zoo; 
Padma-deva, of the Vaishya Thakuri dynasty, in sobs; Mani-
&vs, of the second Rajput dynasty, in ma; Ananta-Malls, 
1286-1302; Harisinha-deva, 1324;" Jayastithi-Malla, 1385-130. 
Much information as to the chronology of the various dynasties 
can be obtained from the catalogue of the Cambridge MSS. com-
piled by Cecil Bendall, and also from his papers on the ancient 
coins of the country. Inscriptions too have been edited by,  
Professor Balder in the Indian Antiquary, vol. ix. Detailed 
lists of the rajas are to be found in Kirkpatrick's Account of 
Nepal, in Hodgson's Essays, Prinsep's papers in the Asiatic 
Society's Journal and Wright's History of Nepal. 

The records begin to be more accurate from the time of the 
invasion and conquest of the country by Harisinha-deva, the 
raja of Simraun, 1324. This raja was driven from Simrauit 
by Tughlak Shah of Delhi, but seems to have found little difficult y 
in the conquest of Nepal. There were only four rajas of this 
Ayodhya dynasty, and then the throne was occupied by Jaya. 
bhadra-Malls, a descendant of Abbaya-Malla, one of the Rajput 
dynasty, who reigned in the 13th century. There were eight; 
rajas of this dynasty. The seventh, jayastithi-Malls, who 
reigned for forty-three years (1386-1429), appears to have dome 
much in forming codes of laws, and introducing caste and its tilled 
among the Newer& In the reign of the eighth raja, Yaksha-
Melia, the kingdom was divided into four separate staters—
namely, Banepa, Bhatgaon or Bhaktapur, Kantipur or Katz. 
mandu, and Lalitapor or Paten. There was only one raja of 
Banepa, who died without issue. The Malls dynasty in the other 
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three branches continued in power up to the conquest of the 
country by the Gurkhas in 1768. 

The Gurkhas claim descent from the Rajputs of Chitor, in 
Rajputana. They were driven out of their own country by 
the victorious Moslems, and took refuge in the hilly districts 
about Kumaon, whence they gradually pushed their way east-
wards to Lamjung, Gurkha, Noakote and ultimately to the 
valley of Nepal, which under Raja Prithwi Narayana they finally 
captured. In the struggle which took place at Bhatgaon, Jaya-
prakasa (the raja of Katmandu) was wounded, and shortly 
afterwards he died at Pashupati. Ranjit-Malla, the aged raja 
of Bhatgaon, was allowed to retire to Senates, where he ended 
his days. Tej Narsinha, the raja of Paten, was kept in confine-
ment till his death. During the latter years of the war Jaya-
prakasa applied to the British for assistance, and a small force, 
under Captain Kinloch, was sent into the tarsi in 1765, but it was 
repulsed by the Gurkhas. 

Prithwi Narayana died in 1774. He left two sons, Pratapa-
sinha Sah and Bahadur Sall. The former succeeded his father, 
but died in 1777, leaving an infant son, Rana Bahadur SO. On 
the death of Pratapa-sinha, his brother, who had been in exile, 
returned to Nepal and became regent. The mother of the infant 
king, however, was opposed to him, and he had again to five to 
Bettis, in British territory, where he remained till the death of 
the mei, when he again became regent, and continued so till r795. 
During this time the Gurkhas were busily annexing all the 
neighbouring petty states, so that in 17eo their territories 
extended from Bhutan to the Sutlej river, and from Tibet to the 
British provinces. At length, in r7eo, they invaded Tibet, and 
were at first successful; but they were thus brought into contact 
with the Chinese, who in 17er sent a large force to invade Nepal. 
In r7ea the Chinese advanced as far as Noakote, and there 
dictated terms to the Nepalese. 

In 17e1 the Gurkhas had entered into a commercial treaty with 
the British and hence, when hard pressed, they applied for 
assistance against the Chinese to Lord Cornwallis. In con-
sequence of this Kirkpatrick was despatched to Nepal, and 
reached Noakote in thespring of 5792, but not till after peace had 
been concluded. One result of this embassy was the ratification 
of another commercial treaty on the 1st of March 1792. 

In 1795 Rana Bahadur removed his uncle, Bahadur Sah, from 
the regency, and two years stibsequently put him to death. 
From this time up to 1799 the king, who seems to have been 
insane, perpetrated the most barbarous outrages, till at length 
his conduct became so intolerable that he was forced to abdicate 
in favour of his son, Girvan-yuddha Vikrama SO, who was still 
an infant. Rana Bahadur once again recovered the throne in 
1804, but was assassinated in tilos. 

In October Oki another treaty was signed by theBritish and 
Nepalese authorities, and a British resident was sent to the 
Nepalese court, but was withdrawn in 1803, owing to the conduct 
of. the Nepalese. From this time the Nepalese carried on a 
system of encroachment and' outrage on the frontier, which led 
to a declaration of war by the British id November 1814. At first 
the British attacks were directed against the western portion of 
the Nepalese territory, and under Generals Manly, Wood and 
Gillespie several disasters were met with. General Gillespie 
himself was killed while leading an assault on a small fort called 
Kalunga. General Ochterlony was more successful, and the 
Gurkhas were driven eastward beyond the Kali river, and began 
to negotiate for peace. Arms, however, were soon taken up again, 
and Gcliterlony, who was put in command, in January r826, 
advanced directly on the capital in the line of the route that is 
now in use. He soon fought his way as far as Mukwanpur, and 
the Nepalese sued for peace. A treaty was concluded in March, 
by which the Nepalese relinquished much of their newly acquired 
territory, and agreed to allow a British residency to be estab-
lished at Katmandu. In November the raja died, and was 
succeeded by his infant son, Surendra Bikran Sah, the reins of 
government being held by General Bhixnsena nape. 

From this time the records for many years furnish little of 
interest except a history of struggles for office between the Thal*  

and Pandry factions, and futile attempts at forming tomtits:ideal 
with other states in Hindustan against the British. 

In 1839 Bhirnsena's enemies succeeded in driving hint from 
power, and he committed suicide, or was murdered, in prison. 
The Kale Pandry faction then came into power, and there were 
frequent grave disputes with the British. War, however, was 
averted by the exertions of the resident, Mr Brian Hodgson. 

In 1843 Matabar Singh, the nephew of Blinusena, returned 
from exile, soon got into favour at court, and speedily effected 
the destruction of his old enemies the Kala Pandrys, who were 
seized and executed in May 1843. At this time mention begins 
to be made of a nephew of Matabar Singh, Jung Bahadur, the 
eldest of a band of seven brothers, sons of a kaji or state official., 
He rose rapidly in the army and in favour at the court, especially 
with one of the ranis, who was of a most intriguing disposition. 
In 1844 he was a colonel, and on the 18th of May 1845 killed hie 
uncle, and immediately, with the aid of the rani, took a prominent 
part in the government. After a short but turbulent interval of 
intrigue, he got rid of his enemies at one fell swoop, by what is 
known as the Rot massacre, on the 15th of September 1846. 
From that time till the day of his death Jung Bahadur was its 
reality the ruler of Nepal. His old friend, the rani, was banished, 
and all posts of any consequence in the state were filled by Jung, 
his brothers and other relatives. In r85o, finding himself 
securely seated in power, Jung Bahadur paid a visit to England, 
which made a great impression on his acute intellect, and ever 
after he professed and proved himself to be a stanch friend of the 
British. On his return in 1851 he at once devoted himself to 
reforming the administration of the country, and, whatever may 
have been the means by which he gained power, it must be 
allowed that be exercised it so as to prove himself the greatest 
benefactor his country has ever possessed. In 1853 a treaty for 
the extradition of criminals was proposed, but it was not ratified 
till February 1855. In 1854 the Nepalese entered into a war 
with Tibet, which lasted with varying success till March x856, 
when peace was concluded on terms very favourable to Nepal. 

In June 1857 intelligence of the mutiny of the native troops in 
Hindustan reached Nepal, and produced much excitement. Jung 
Bahadur, in spite of great opposition, stood firm as a friend of the 
British. On the 26th Jane 4000 troops were sent off to assist, 
and these rendered good service in the campaign against the 
mutineers, Jung himself followed on the loth of December, with 
a force of 8000 men, Soo artillerymen and 24 guns, but too late 
to be of much use. Many of the mutineers and rebels, including 
the infamous Nana Sahib, took refuge in the Nepalese tarsi, 
and it was not till the end of ase that they were finally swept 
out of the country. The Nana was said to have died of fever in 
the tarsi, and it is probable that this was the case. His wives 
and a few attendants resided for many years near Katmandu. 

In return for the aid afforded to the British, Jung Bahadur was 
well rewarded. He was created a G.C.B., and in 1873 ■ G.C.S.I" 
honours of which he was not a little proud. The troops employed 
received food and pay from the day of leaving Katmandu; 
handsome donations were given to those severely wounded, and 
to the relatives of the killed; great quantities of muskets and 
rifles were presented to the Nepalese government; and, to crown 
all, a large portion of the tarsi was restored to Nepal. This 
ground contains most valuable sal and sisu forests, and yields a 
revenue of several !Ohs of rupees yearly. 

From the termination of the mutiny Nepalese history has been 
uneventful. The country has been prosperous, and the relations 
with the British have continued to be most friendly. Neverthe-
less the restrictions on commerce, and the prohibitions against 
Europeans entering the country, or travelling beyond certain 
narrow limits, are as rigidly enforced as they were a hundred 
years ago. Sir Jung Bahadur died suddenly in the tend in:877. 
In spite of all the exertions he had made to bring about a better 
state of things, three of his wives were allowed to immolate 
themselves on his funeral pyre. His brother, Sir Ranadip Singh 
Bahadur, G.C.S.L, succeeded him as prime minister. Shortly 
after his accession to power a plot was formed against him, but 
nearly forty of the conspirators were seized and executed, while 
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others escaped into exile. He was, however, murdered in Ails 
and was succeeded by his nephew Sir Shamsher Jung, G.C.S.I., 
who died in rgor and was succeeded by his brother Deb Shamsher 
Jung. But in June of that year a palace revolution placed another 
brother, Chandra Shamsher Jung, in power, whilst Deb Shamsher 
fled to India. Maharajah Chandra Shamsher has ruled Nepal 
with much ability. He gave effective aid to the British during the 
Tibet war of 1904, and the relations with the government of 
India became more cordial after his accession to power. In 
1906 Chandra Shamsher was created a G.C.S.I., and in 1908 he 
visited England as a guest of the government, when he was in-
vested with the G.C.B. by King Edward VII. He was also made 
a major-general in the British army, and honorary colonel of the 
4th Gurkha Rifles. 

For authorities see Dr Daniel Wright, History of Nepal(1877) . ; 
Colonel Kirkpatrick, Account of Nepal; Brian Houghton Hodpon s 
essays: Dr H. A. Oldfield's sketches; rSir C. N. Aitchison, Treatint 
and Enmements; Sir Joseph Hooker s writings; and Sir Richard 
Temple, Hyderabad and Nepal (1887). (D. Wg.; H. WY.) 

NEPENTHES (Cr. rpreveis, sc. tgtinto.cor, a drug that takes 
away grief, from ye- privative, and vireos, " grief "), an 
Egyptian drug spoken of by Homer in the Odyssey (iv. 250. 
Generally in the form 1` nepenthe " the name is given to any 
drug having a like property, and also occasionally to the herb 
or plant from which such a drug is produced. It is also applied 
to a special genus of plants, chiefly East Indian, known as the 
" pitcher-plants," on account of the formation of the leaves. 

NEPHELINE, a rock-forming mineral consisting of sodium, 
potassium and aluminium silicate, Na4K2A4S60.. Its crystals 
belong to the hexagonal system, and usually have the form of 
a short six-sided prism terminated by the basal plane. The 
unsymmetrical etched figures produced artificially on the 
prism fares indicate, however, that the crystals are hemirciorphic 
and tetartohedral, the only element of symmetry being a polar 
bexad axis. The hardness is 51. The specific gravity (2.6), 
the low index of refraction and the feeble double refraction are 
nearly the same as in quartz; but since in nepheline the sign of 
the double refraction is negative, whilst in quartz it is positive, 
the two minerals are readily distinguished under the microscope. 
An important determinative character of nepheline is the ease 
with which it is decomposed by hydrochloric acid, with separa-
tion of gelatinous silica (which may be readily stained by 
colouring matters) and cubes of salt. A clear crystal of nepheline 
when immersed in acid becomes for this reason cloudy; hence 
the name nepheline, proposed by R. J. Haily in 1801, from Gr. 
vafran, a cloud. 

Although in naturally occurring nepheline sodium and potas-
sium are always present in approximately the atomic ratio 3 : 1, 
artificially prepared crystals have the composition NaAlSiO4; 
the corresponding potassium compound, KAISiO,, which is 
the mineral kaliophilite, has also been prepared artificially. 
It has therefore been suggested that the orthosilicate formula, 
(NaK)A1.5iO4, represents the true composition of nephcline. 

The mineral is one specially liable to alteration, and in the 
laboratory various substitution products of nepheline have been 
prepared. In nature it is frequently altered to zeolites (especially 
strolite), socialite, kaolin, or compact muscovite. Gieseckite 

and liebenerite are pseudomorphs. 
Two varieties of nepheline are distinguished, differing in their 

external appearance and in their mode of occurrence, being 
analogous in these respects to sanidine or glassy orthoclase and 
common orthoclase respectively. " Glassy nepheline " has the 
form of small, colourless, transparent crystals and grains with 
a vitreous lustre. It is characteristic of the later volcanic rocks 
rich in alkalis, such as phonolite, nepheline-basalt, leucite-
basalt, cite., and also of certain dike-rocks, such as tinguaite. 
The best crystals are those which occur with mica, sanidine, 
garnet, &c., in the crystal-lined cavities of the ejected blocks 
of Monte Somme, Vesuvius. The other variety, known as 
elaeolite, occurs as large, rough crystals, or more of ten as 
irregular masses, which have a greasy lustre and are opaque, or 
at most translucent, with a reddish, greenish, brownish or grey 
colour. It forms an essential constituent of certain alkaline  

plutonic rocks of the nepheline-syenite series, which are typically 
developed in southern Norway. 

The colour and greasy lustre of elaeolite (a name given by 
M. H. Klaproth in x8o9, from Gr. Dutioe, oil, and )uem, stone; 
Ger. Feltstein) are due to the presence of numerous microscopic 
enclosures of other minerals, possibly augite or hornblende. 
These enclosures sometimes give rise to a chatoyant effect like 
that of cats-eye and cymophane; and elaeolite when of a good 
green or red colour and showing a distinct band of light is some-
times cut as a gem-stone with a convex surface. 

Closely allied to nepheline, and occurring with it 'in some 
nepheline-syenites, is the species eancrinite, which has the 
composition If4NasCa(NaCOa)2Als(SiO4)11. It is frequently of 
a bright yellow colour, and has sometimes been cut as a gem-
stone. (L. J. S.) 

NEPHELINE-STENITE, or Eueoure-sveterre, a holocrystal-
line plutonic rock which consists largely of nepheline and 
alkali felspar. The rocks are mostly pale coloured, grey or pink, 
and in general appearance they are not unlike granites, but dark 
green varieties are also known. They do not contain quartz, 
as that mineral and nepheline are mutually exclusive. From 
ordinary syenites they are distinguished not only by the presence 
of nepheline but also by the occurrence of many other minerals 
rich in alkalis or in rare earths. Orthoclase and albite are the 
principal felspars; usually they are intergrown to form perthite. 
In some rocks the potash felspar, in others the soda felspar 
predominates. Soda-lime felspars such as oligoclase and andesine 
are rare or entirely absent. Fresh clear microcline is very char-
acteristic of some types of nepheline-syenite. Sodalite, colourless 
and transparent in the slides, but frequently pale blue in the 
hand specimens, is the principal feispathoid mineral in addition 
to nepheline. As a rule these two crystallize before felspar, 
but they may occur in perthitic intergrowth with it. The 
commonest ferro-magnesian mineral is pale green augite, which 
may be surrounded by rims of dark-green, pleochroic soda-augite 
(aegirine). The latter forms long flat prisms or bundles of 
radiating needles. A dark reddish-brown biotite is very common 
in some of these rocks and a white mica, probably not muscovite 
but lepidolite, is occasionally present. The hornblende may be 
brown, brownish-green, blue or blue-black, belonging as a rule 
to the varieties which contain soda; it is often intergrown with 
the pyroxene or enclosed in it. The dark-brown triclinic horn-
blende aenigmatite occurs also in these rocks. Olivine is rare, 
but may be found in some basic forms of nepheline-sycnite. 

The commonest accessories are sphene, zircon, iron ores and 
apatite. Cancrinite occurs in several nepheline-syenites; in 
others there is fluor-spar or melanite garnet. A great number 
of interesting and rare minerals have been recorded from 
nepheline-sycnites and the pegmatite veins which intersect 
them. Among these we may mention eudialyte, eukolite, mos-
andrite, rinkitc, johnstrupite, lavenite, hiortdahlite, perofskite 
and lautprophyllite. Many of these contain fluorine and the 
rare earths. 

Nepheline-syenites are rare rocks; there is only one occurrence 
in Great Britain and one in France and Portugal. They are 
known also in Bohemia and in several places in Norway, Sweden 
and•Finland. In America these rocks have been found in Texas, 
Arkansas and Massachussetts, also in Ontario, British Columbia 
and Brazil. South Africa, Madagascar, India, Tasmania, Timor 
and Turkestan are other localities for the rocks of this series. 
They exhibit also a remarkable individuality as each occurrence 
has its own special features; moreover a variety of types 
characterizes each occurrence, as these rocks are very variable. 
For these reasous, together with the numerous rare minerals 
they contain, they have attracted a great deal of attention from 
petrographers. 

Many types of nepheline-syenite have received designations 
derived from the localities in which they were discovered. The 
laurdalites (from Laurdal In Norway) are grey or pinkish, and in 
many ways closely resemble the lanrvikftes of southern Norway. 
with which they occur. They contain anorthorJase felspar of 
lozenge-shaped forms, biotite or greenish augite, much apatite and 
sometames (olivine Some of these rocks are porphyntic. The 
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foyaitcs include the greater number of known nepheline-syenites 
and are called after Foya in the Serra on moncnique (southern 
Portugal), from which they were first described. They are grey, 
green or reddish, and mostly of massive structure with preponderat-
ing potash felspar, some nepheline, and a variable (often small) 
amount of fenuc minerals. Pyroxene-, hornblende- and biotite-
foyaitcs have been recognized according to their mineral com-
position. Examples of the first-named occur in southern Norway 
with the laurdalites; they contain aegirine and black mica. At 
Akio Island in the Gull of Bothnia (Sweden) similar rocks are found 
bearing enclosures or altered limestone with wollastonite and 
sca polite. In Siebenburgen (Hungary) there is • well-known rock 
of this group, very rich in Inc,rnicrocl blue sodalite and cancriuite. 
It contains also orthoclase, nepheline, biotite, aegirine, acmite. &c. 
To this type the name ditroite has been given from the place where 
it occurs (Ditro). Pyroxene-foyaite has been described also from 
Pouzac in the Pyrenees (S. France). Mica-foyaite is not very 
common, but is known at Miask in the Ural Mountains (miaskite), 
where it is coarse-grained, and contains black mica, sodalite and 
cancrinite. The hornblende-foyaites are usually brown or blue, 
and intensely dichroic, but may contain also biotite or augite. 
Rocks of this class occur in Brazil (Serra de Tingua) containing 
sodalite and often much augite, in the western Sahara and Cape 
Verde Islands; also at Zwarte Koppies in the Transvaal. Madagascar, 
Sao Paulo (in Brazil), Paisano Pass (West Texas) and Montreal, 
Canada. The rock of Salem, Mass., U.S.A., is a mica-foyaite rich in 
albite and aegirine; it accompanies granite and essexite. 

Litchfieldite is another well-marked type of nepheline-syenite, 
in which albite is the dominant felspar. It is named after Litch-
field, Maine, US.A., where it occurs in scattered blocks. Biotite, 
cancrinite and sodalite are characteristic of this rock. A similar 
nepheline•syenite is known from Hastings Co., Ontario, and con-
tains hardly any orthoclase, but only albite felspar. Nepheline is 
very abundant and there is also cancrinite, sodalite, scapolite, calcite, 
biotite and hornblende. The lujaurites are distinguished from the 
rocks above described by their dark colour, which is due to the 
abundance of minerals such as augite, aegirine, arfvedsonite and 
other kinds of amphibole. Tzepical examples are known near Lujaur 
on the White Sea, where they occur with umptekites and other 
very peculiar rocks. Other Iota ities for this group are at Julianehaab 
in Greenland (with sodalite-syenite); at their margins they contain 
pseudomorphs after leucite. The lujaurites frequently have a 
parallel-banding or gneissose structure. 

Sodalite-syemtes in which sodalite very largely or completely 
takes the place of nepheline occur in Greenland, where they contain 
also microcline-perthite, aegirine, arfvedsonite and eudialyte. 
Cancrinite-syenite, with a large percentage of cancrinitc, has been 
described from Dalekarlia (Sweden) and from Finland. We may 
also mention unite from Lujaur Urt on the White Sea, which con-
sists very largely of nepheline, with aegirine and apatite, but no 
felspar. Jacupirangite (from Jacupiranga in Brazil) is a blackish 
rock composed of titaniferous augite, magnetite, ilmenffe, perofskite 
and nepheline, with secondary biotite. 

The chemical peculiarities of the nepheline-syenites are well 
marked, as will be seen from the following analyses. They are 
exceedingly rich in alkalis and in alumina (hence the abundance of 
felspathoids and alkali felspars) with silica varying from so to 56%, 
while lame, magnesia and Iron are never present in great quantity, 
hough somewhat more variable than the other components. As a 

group, id" these rocks have • low specific gravity. 

SiOt. Al202 FeO. Fe:02. CaO. MO. K2O. Nar0. 

Laurdalite . 
Ditroite . 
Litchfieldite 
Lujaurite . 

54. 55 
56•30 
60.39 
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NEPHELINITF3. The group of effusive rocks which contains 
nepheline with plagioclase felspar is subdivided into nepheline-
tephrites and nepheline-basanites, while those which contain 
nepheline but pot felspar are nephelinites and nepheline-basalts. 
The tephrites differ from the basanites in the absence of olivine, 
and the same distinction subsists between the nepbelinites and 
nepheline-basalts. 

Lavas with nepheline, plagioclase and . augite nepheline; 
tephrites. 

Lava's with nepheline, plagioclase, augite and olivine •• nepheline-
basanites. 

Lavas with nepheline and augite nephelinites. 
Lavas with nepheline, augite and olivine—nepheline-basalts. 

In their essential and accessory minerals, appearance and 
structure, these rocks have much in common, and they tend to 
occur in a natural association as basic rocks comparatively rich 
in alkalis and alumina. The nephelinites and tephrites are rather  

closely linked to the phonolites and pass into them by various 
gradations. They are usually richer in alkalis and silica and 
contain less iron, lime and magnesia than the basanites and 
nepheline-basalts, a difference which finds expression in the 
presence of olivine and the smaller amount of felspars and 
felspathoids in the latter. 

The nepheline is colourless and transparent when fresh, often 
in six-sided prisms, but also as irregular interstitial masses 
filling the spaces between the other minerals, and hard to identify 
owing to its low double refraction and frequent decomposition. 
Leucite appears in some tephrites; hatlyne is more frequent as 
small dodecahedra often filled with black inclusions. The 
augite varies a good deal, being bright green or dark green 
(aegirine) and rich in soda in some tephrites and nephelinites, 
while in basanites and basalts it is often brown basaltic 
augite or purple " titaniferous " augite. It has often good 
crystalline form, and occurs as eight-sided monoclinic prisms, 
but the soda augites may be of late crystallization and form 
mossy or irregular growths in the matrix. Brown hornblende is 
much less common, and a red biotite is very characteristic of 
certain nephelinites. Of the felspars, labmdorite is probably the 
most common, with more acid varieties of plagioclase. Sanidine 
is by no means absent, but may be considered as an accessory. 
The olivine presents no peculiarities. Melilite, perofskite, 
pseudobrooldte, melanite garnet, iron oxides, apatite and 
cbromite are occasionally met with. 

All these rocks are practically confined to lavaa of Tertiary and 
recent age, though some occur as dikes or small intrusive masses 
The plutonic facies of these rocks are found among the theralites, 
shonkinites, essexites and ijolites. In the British Isles they are 
exceedingly scarce, though nepheline-basanite occurs in a dike 
which is presumably Tertiary, cutting the Triassic rocks at Buttertml 
in Staffordshire, and nepheline-basalt has been found in a single 
neck at John o' Groat's in Caithness and at one or two places near 
North Berwick in Haddingtonshire. They attain a great develop-
ment in the Canary Islands (Teneriffe, Grand Canary, 8tc.) and to 
the Azores, Cape Verde Islands and Fernando Noronha. In Germany 
they are represented among the Tertiary eruptive rocks of the 
Rhine district and Thuringia, at the extinct craters of the Eiffel 
and at the ICaiserstuhl. In central Bohemia there are many occur-
rences of nepheline-tephrites, basanites and basalts which though 
fine grained contain all their minerals in excellent preservation. 
The nephelinite of Katzenbuckcl in the Odenwald is well known. 
Contrasted with the phonolites and leucitophyres these rocks are 
scarce in Italy and the Mediterranean province, but leucite-bearing 
nepheline-tephrites occur at Monte Vulture and nepheline-basalts in 
Tripoli. In America these rocks occur in Texas, in the Bearpaw 
Mountains of Montana and at Cripple Creek, Colorado. From 
Argentina some members have been described: thay have a great 
extension in East Africa (Somaliland and Masai-land)arid occur also 
in North Nigeria. A few also have been described from New South. 
Wales, New Zealand (Dunedin) and Tasmania. U. S. F.) 

NEPHEW, the son of a brother or sister. The word is adapted . 
 from Fr. none, Lat. nepos (originally " grandson " or ' de-

scendant "). The 0. Eng. stela survived in the form nee till the 
15th century; this represents the Teutonic branch, cf. Ger. 
Neje, Dutch serf; the ultimate root is seen in the cognate 
Gr. Arra.% " descendants," &reshot, " kinsman " and Sans. 
nape!, rapt, " descendants " or " descendant." The correlative 
" niece," the daughter of a brother or sister, is from Fr. niece, 
Lat. neptit, the feminine form of nepos; the 0. Eng. word was nits, 
cf. Ger. Nkkle. A euphemistic use of " nephew " is that of the 
natural son of a pope. cardinal or other ecclesiastic; and from 
the practice of granting preferments to such children the word 
" nepotism " is used of any favouritism shown in finding positions 
for a man's family. 

NEPI (anc. Nepei or Nepek), a town and episcopal see of Italy, 
in the province of Rome, 7i m. S.W. of the town of Civita 
Castellani, 738 ft. above sea-level. Pop. (Igor) 2973. The site, 
surrounded by ravines and accessible only on the W., is naturally 
strong and characteristic of an Etruscan town; on this side 
them is a considerable fragment of the ancient Etruscan wall, 
built of rectangular blocks of tufa (whether the rest of the site 
was protected by walls is uncertain), and a ruined castle, erected 
by Antonio da Sangallo the elder in i499, for Pope Alexander VI., 
and restored by Pope Paul III. The municipio (town hall) is 
from the designs of Vignola, and contains some ancient 
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Inscriptions. The cathedral was burntdown by the French In rtge 
aad restated in Ow. A mile and a half E.N.E. is the Roman-
esque church of 5 Elia, founded about A.D. moo, with frescoes 
of the period. It contains a pulpit of the time of Pope Gregory 
IV. (827444, the sculptures of which. are Scattered about the 
church (F. Maxsanti in N woo AreemelogiaCtistiasa, 
11196, 34). 

Hopei had become Roman before 386 B.c., when Livy speaks 
of it and Sutrium as the keys of Etruria. In that year ft was 
surrendered to the Etruscans and recovered by the Romans, 
who beheaded the authors of its surrender.  It became a colony 
in 383 Lc. Irwas among the twelve Latin colonies that refused 
further help to Rome in me s.c. After the Soda! War It became 
a assmicieism. It is hardly mentioned In imperial times, except 
as a station on the road (Via Amerina)•which diverged from the 
Via Cassia. mar the modern Settevene and ran to Amer'. and 
Tuder. In the 8th century A.D. it was for a short while the seat 
of a dukedom. 

82
See G. Dennis, Cities wad Cemeteries of arm* (London, 5883, 

).  
NEPOMUK (or Ponca), JOHN OF, the national saint of 

Bohemia. It is necessary to distinguish between the John of 
Nepomuk of history and the legendary one. In 1393 a dispute 
arose between King Wenceslaus IV. of Bohemia and the arch• 
bishop of Prague, John of Jensenstein. Wenceslaus, wishing to 
found a now bishopric in south-western Bohemia, determined to 
seize the revenues of the abbey of Kladrub sa soon as the aged 
abbot Rack should die. The archbishop opposed this plan, 
and by his orders his vicar-general, John of Ponluk—sun of a 
German named Wffifel, a citizen of Pomuk—advised the monks 
to elect a new abbot immediately after Radek's death. This 
greatly incensed the king, who summoned the archbishop and 
some of his clergy--among whom was Pomuk—to appear before 
him. He ordered them to be immediately arrested, and though 
the archbishop escaped his four companions—among them 
Pomuk—were seized and subjected to cruel torture. They were 
ordered to abandon the archbishop. Three of them consented, 
but Pomuk, who refused to submit and was already on the point 
of death, was carded to the bridge. of Prague and thrown into 
the Vltava. It is difficult to connect this historical event with 
the legend of St John of Nepomuk, who was canonized•by the 
church of Rome in 1729, mainly by the influence of the Jesuits, 
who hoped that this new cult would obliterate the memory of 
Hiss. The Austrian chronicler Thomas Ebendorffer of Basel-
bads, yrho lived two generations later, first states that it was 
reported that Kiss Wenceslaus had ordered that the confessor 
of his queen—an office that John of Pomuk never held—should 
be thrown into the Vltava because he would not reveal the secret 
of confession. The story is afterwards told in greater detail by 
the untrustworthy Bohemian historian Wenceslaus Held,. It 
appears certain that the person canonized in 1729 was not the 
historical John of Pomuk or Nepomuk. 

See A. H. Wratislaw, Life, Legend and Canonisation of St John 
Nepomuk (OW), a valuable work founded on the best 11.ohemian 
authorities. also A. Frind, Per guckicktlicke Heil* Johan', MS 
Nemesia tits,86‘); 0. Abel, Die Legends nom Wiles !sums von 
Nepomuls 855); and particularly vol. of W. W. Tomek's 
History of Town of Prague (Czech) (13 vols.. Prague. 1855-59o5). 

NIIPOS, CORNELIUS (c. 99-24 n.c.), Roman historian, friend 
of Catullus, Cicero and Atticus, was born in Upper Italy (perhaps 
at Verona or Ticinum). He wrote: Chronica, an epitome of 
universal history; Exempla, a collection of anecdotes after the 
style of Valerius Maximus; letters to Cicero; lives of Cato the 
elder and Cicero; and Da Idris illeutribus, parallel lives of dis-
dnguished Romans and foreigners, in sixteen books. One section 
of this voluminous work (Dc excelienlibus dactlitt caterers'', 
genii: at, more commonly known as Vitae sacelledium impera. 
forum) ;nil the biographies of Cato and Atticus from another 
(De Lank kistaricis) have been preserved. Erotic poems and 
a geographical treatise are also attributed to him. Nepos is not 
altogether happy in the subjects of his biographies, and he writes 
rather as a panegyrist than as a biographer, although he can 
rebuke his own countrymen on occasion. The Lines contain  

many errors (especially in chronology), but supply information 
not found elsewhere. The language is as a rule simple and 
correct. The Lieu were formerly attributed to Aemilius Probes 
Of the 4th century A.D.; but the view maintained by Lambinus 
(in his famous edition, 1569)—that they are all the work of Nepos 
—is now generally accepted. A dedicatory epigram written by 
Probus to the emperor Theodosius and inserted after the life of 
Hannibal, was the origin of the mistake. This dedication, if 
genuine, would only prove that Probus copied (and perhaps modi-
fied and abridged) the work. In modern times G. F. Unger (Der 
segamente C. N., 88z) has attempted to prove that the author 
was Hyginus, but his theory has not been favourably received. 

Editions of the Liver (especially selections) are extremely numer- 
ous; text by E. 0. Winstcdt (Oxford. 5994), C. L. Roth 0880, 
C. G. Cobet (5889,r. Halm and A. Fleckeisen (1889), with lexicon 
for school use; with notes, 0. Browning and W. R. Inge (1888). 
I. C. Rolfe (U.S. 5894). A. Weidner and J. Schmidt (5902), C. Erbe 
(1892), C. Nipperdey and B. Lupus (ed. maj•, 1879, school ed., 
5895). J. Siebelis and O. Stange (1897). 

NEPOS, JULIUS, the last but one of the Roman emperors 
of the West (474-475). He was a nephew of Marcellinus, prince 
of Dalmatia, whom he succeeded in his principality. After 
the death of Olybrius the throne of the West remained vacant 
for some months, during which Italy was abandoned to bar-
barians. Being connected by marriage with Leo I., emperor of 
the East, he was selected by him to succeed Olybrius on the 
Western throne, and proclaimed at Ravenna. After capturing 
his rival Glycerius, who had been nominated by the army in 
473, at the month of the Tiber, be was recognized as emperor 
in Rome, Italy and Gaul. The only event of the reign of Nepos 
was the Inglorious cession to the Visigoths of the province of 
Auvergne. In 473 Orestes, father of Augustulus, afterwards 
the last emperor of the West, raised the standard of revolt and 
marched against Nepos at Ravenna. The emperor fled into 
Dalmatia, and continued to reside at Salons until his usassina. 
don by two of his own officers in ego, possibly at the instigation 
Of Glycerius, who had been compelled to enter the church and 
had been appointed bishop of Salons. 

See Tillemont, Hist. des emperetws, vi; Gibbon, Decline and 
Fall, ch. 36. 

NEPTUNE (lat. Nearustos), an Italian god, of unknown 
origin and meaning, paired with Salads, possibly the goddess 
of the salt water. At an early date Cm s.c.) he was identified 
with the Greek Poseidon (q.a.), when the Sibylline books ordered 
a lectisternium in his honour (Livy v. 13). His festival, Nep-
tunalia, at which tents were made from the branches of trees, 
was celebrated on the 23rd of July, and his temple, containing a 
famous marine group by Scopes, stood near the Circus Flaminius. 
In earlier times it was the god Fortunes who was thanked for naval 
victories; but Sextus Pornpeius called himself son of Neptune, 
and Agrippa dedicated to Neptune a temple (Basilica Noptuni) in 
the Campus Martius in honour of the naval victory of Actium. 

NEPTUNE, in astronomy, the outermost known planet of 
our solar system; its symbol is W W. Its distance from the sun is 
a little more than 3o astronomical units, i.e. 3o times the mean 
distance of the earth from the sun, or about 2,796,000,000 m. 
It deviates greatly from Bode's law, which would give a 
distance of nearly 39. Its orbit is more nearly circular than 
that of any other major planet, Venus excepted. Its time of 
revolution is 165 years. Being of the 8th stellar magnitude it 
is invisible to the naked eye. In a small telescope it cannot 
be distinguished from a fixed star, but in a large one it is seen 
to have a disk about 2.3,  in diameter, of a pale bluish hue. No 
features and no change of appearance can be detected upon it, BO 
that observation can give no indication of its rotation. Both its 
optical aspect and the study of its spectrum seem to show that it 
resembles Uranus. Its spectrum shows marked absorption-bands 
in the red and yellow, indicating an atmosphere of great depth 
of which hydrogen would seem to be aconstituent. (Sec PLANET.) 

Only a dmle satellite of Neptune is yet known. This was dis-
covered, by William Lomeli soon after the discovery of the planet. 
Its period of revolution is 5d. 21 h. Its motion is retrograde, in a 
plane making an angle of about 35° with the orbit of the planet. 
This was the first case of retrograde motion found in any of the 
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planets or satellites of the solar system. The most noteworthy feature 
connected with the satellite is a secular change which is going on in 
the position of its orbital plane. Were the planet spherical in form, 
no such change could occur, except an extremely slow one produced 
by the action of the sun. The change is therefore attributed to a 
considerable ellipticity of the planet, which is thus inferred to be in 
rapid rotation. It will ultimately be possible to determine from this 
motion the position of the axis of rotation of Neptune with much 
greater precision than it could posubty be directly observed, 

Thefollowing elements of the satellite were determined by H. 
Struve from all the observations available up to 189u 

Varying Elements of Nepali's's &MAU 
Inclination to earth's equator 	. 
R.A. of node on earth's equator 	. 
Distance from node at epoch. 
Mean daily motion 	. 	. 
Mean distance at log8-1.4z6 4 
Epoch, 1139o, Jan. 0,Greenwich 

119.35°- 0 .165* 
185 o •148 
234 12 
61 45748'  
16 .271' 

(t-189o) 

mean noon 
The eccentricity, if any, is too small to be certainly determined. 

From the above mean distance is dcrived as the mass of Neptune 
.14  hi. The motion of Uranus gives a mass r  . 

Discovery of Neptsuse.—The detection of Neptune through 
its action upon Uranus before its existence had been made known 
by observation is a striking example of the precision reached 
by the theory of the celestial motions. So many agencies were 
concerned in the final discovery that the whole forms one of 
the most interesting chapters in the history of astronomy. The 
planet Uranus, before its actual discovery by Sir William 
Herschel in 1781, had been observed as a fixed star on at least 
r7 other occasions, beginning with Flamsteed in 1690. In aro 
Alexis Bouvard of Paris constructed tables of the motion of 
Jupiter, Saturn and Uranus, based upon a discussion of observa-
tions up to that year. Using the mutual perturbations of than 
planets as developed by Laplace in the Micaniqus Oasts, he 
was enabled satisfactorily to represent the observed positions 
of Jupiter and Saturn; but the case was entirely different 
pith Uranus. It was found iropossible to represent all the 
observations within admissible limits of error, the outstanding 
differences between theory sod observation exceeding a'. In 
these drcumstances one of two musses had to be adopted, 
either to obtain the best general representation of all the observa-
tions, which would result in the tables being certainly erroneous, 
or to reject the older observations which might be affected with 
errors, and base the tables only on those made since the discovery 
by Herschel. A few years of observation showed that Uranus 
was deviating from the new tables to an extent greater than 
could be attributed to legitimate errors of theory of observation, 
and the question of the cause thus became of growing interest. 
Among the investigators of the question was F. W. Besse,' 
who tried to reconcile the difficulty by an increase of the maw 
of Saturn, but found that he could do so only by assigning a 
mass not otherwise admissible. Although the idea that the 
deviations were probably due to the action of an ultra-Uranian 
planet was entertained by Bouvard, Bessel and doubtless 
others, it would seem that the first clear statement of a con-
viction that such was the case, and that It was advisable to 
reach some conclusion as to the position of the disturbing body, 
was expressed by the Rev. T. J. Hussey, an English amateur 
astronomer. In a letter to Sir George B. Airy in 1834 he inquired 
Airy's views of the subject, and offered to search for the planet 
with his own equatorial if the required estimate of its position 
could be supplied. Airy expressed himself as not fully satisfied 
that the deviation might not arise from errors in the perturba-
tions. He therefore was not certain of any extraneous action; 
but even if there was, he doubted the possibility of determining 
the place of a planet which might produce it. In 1837 Bouvard, 
in conjunction with his nephew Eugene, was again working 
on the problem; but it does not seem that they went farther 
than to collect observations and to compare the results telth 
Bouvard's tables. 

In 1835 F. B. G. Nicola!, director of the observatory at 
Mannheim, in discussing the motion of Haley's comet, con-
sidered the possibility that it was acted upon by an ultra-

s Briefuchni noiscben Oilers ie. Basel, a. 230 (Oct. 9, 1823). 

Uranian planet, the existence of which was roacte probable by 
the disagreement between the older and more recent observations.' 

In 1838 Airy showed in a later to the Astronomeisthe Neck-
ridges that not only the heliocentric longitude, but the tabulated 
radius vector of Uranus was largely in error, but made no 
suggestions as to the cause.' 

In 1843 the Royal Society of Sciences of Gottingen offered 
a pear of so ducats for a satisfactory working up of the whole 
theory of the motions of Uranus, assigning September r846 
as the time within which competing papers should be presented. 

It is .also recorded that Bessel, during a visit to England 
In 1841, in a conversation with Sir John Herschel, expressed 
the conviction that Uranus was disturbed by an unknown 
planet, and announced his intention of taking up the subject! 
He went so far as to set his assistant Fleming at the work of 
reducing the observations, but died before snote vras done. 

The question had new reached a stage when it needed.  only 
a vigorous effort by an able mathematician to solve the problem. 
Such a man was found in John Couch Adams, then a student 
of St John's College, Cambridge, who seriously attacked the 
problem in 1843, the year in which he took his bachelor's degree. 
He soon found that the observations of Uranus could be fairly 
Welt represented by the action of a planet moving in a radius 
of twice the man distance of Uranus, which would closely 
correspond to Irode's law. During the two following years he 
investigated the possible eccentricity of the orbit, and in 
September 1345 communicated his results to Professor James 
Challis. In i845, about the 1st of November, Adams also sent 
his completed elements to Airy, stating that according to his 
calculations the observed irregularities in the motion of Uranus 
could be accounted for by the action of an exterior planet, of 
which the motions and orbital elements, were given. It is 
worthy of nine that the heliocentric longitude of the unknown 
body as derived from these elements is only between one and 
two degrees in error, while the planet was within half a degree 
of the ecliptic. Two or three evenings assiduously 'devoted to 
the search could not therefore have failed to make the planet 
known. Adams's paper was accompanied by a comparison of 
Ms theory with the observations of Uranus from r78o, showing 
an excellent agreement. Airy in replying to this letter inquired 
whether the assumed perturbation would also explain the error 
of the radius-vector of Uranus, which he seemed to consider 
the crucial test of correctness. It does not seem that any 
categorical reply tp this question was made by Adams. 

Meanwhile, at the suggestion of Arago, the investigation had 
been taken up by U. J. J. Leverrier, who had published some 
excellent work in theoretical astronomy. Leverrier's first 
published communication on the subject was made to the French 
Academy on the oath of November 1845, a few days after 
Adams's results were in the hands of Airy and Challis. A second 
memoir was presented by Leverrier in 1846 (June r). His 
investigation was more thorough than that of Adams. He first 
showed that the observations of Uranus could not be accounted 
for by the attraction of known bodies. Considering in succession 
various explanations, he found none admissible except that of 
a planet exterior to Uranus. Considering the distances to be 
double that of Uranus he then investigated the other dements 
of the orbit. He also attempted, but by a faulty method, to 
determine the limits within which the elements must be contained. 

The following are the elements found by Adams and Leverrier: 

Leverrier. 
Adams. 

Hypothesis I. Hypothesis IL 

Selni -MajOr axis 	. 
Eccentricity 	. 	. 
Long. of pen-imam 
Meanlongltude 	. 
Epoch 	. 	. 	. 
True longitude 	. 

36-154 
o•io76 

284' 45' 
311°  tr 
IN, jam i 
326 32' 

38.38 
0.16103 

31 5: r 
325 
1846, Oct.1 
325* 

37.17 
0.12062 

299' 1 1' 
323* a' 
1846, °Mr 
329°  

A satin. Nark. xdu 4 94. 	 Ibid. 'iv. § sly. 
"See Aaron. Nash Erganzungsbeft, p. 6. 
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The -longitude of the actual planet Was see se on the eat of 
October 1846. 

The close agreement of these elements led Airy to suggest 
to Challis, on the 4th of July 1846, a search for the planet with 
the Northumberland telescope. He proposed an examination 
of a part of the heavens 309  long in the direction of the ecliptic 
and to' broad, and estimated the number of hours' work likely 
to. be employed in this sweep. The propoSed sweeps were 
commenced by Challis on the sgth of July. The plan required 
each region to be swept through twice, and the positions of all 
the known stars found to be compared, in order that the position 
of the planet might be detected by its motion. On the 31st of 
August Leverrier's concluding paper was presented to the French 
Academy, and on the r8th of September be wrote to John G. 
Gaffe (ars-rezo), then chief assistant at the Berlin observatory, 
suggesting that he should search for the computed planet, with 
the hope of detecting it by its disk, which was probably more 
than 3'in diameter. This letter, probably received cin the 23rd 
of September, was communicated to J. F. Encke, the director 
of the observatory, who approved of the search. H. L. d'Arrest, 
a student living at the observatory, expressed a wish to assist. 
In the evening the search was commenced, but it was not found 
possible to detect any planet by its disk. Star charts were at 
the time being prepared at the observatory under the auspices 
of the Berlin Academy of Sciences. It was suggested by d'Arrest 
that this region might be covered byone of the charts. Referring 
to the chart, which was lying in a drawer, it was found that such 
was the case. Comparing the stars on the chart one by one 
with the heavens it was found that an eighth magnitude star 
now visible was not on the chart. This object was observed 
until after midnight, but no certain motion was detected. On 
the following evening the object was again looked for, and found 
to have actually moved. The existence of the planet was thus 
established. It was afterwards found that Challis in his sweeps 
had observed the planet on the 4th of August, but, not having 
compared his observations with those made subsequently, had 
failed to detect it. 

The question whether Leverrier should receive the sole credit 
of the discovery was warmly discussed. Arago took the extreme 
ground that actual publication alone should be considered, 
rejecting Adams's communications to Airy and Challis as quite 
unworthy of consideration. He also suggested that the name 
of Leverrier should be given to the planet, but this proposal 
was received with so little favour outside of France that he 
speedily withdrew it, proposing that of Neptune instead. 

The observations at the first opposition showed that the planet 
was moving in a nearly circular orbit, and was at a mean distance 
from the sun much less than that set by Leverrier as the smallest 
possible. The latter had in fact committed the error of deter. 
mining the Emits by considering the variations of the elements 
one at a time, assuming in the case of each that while it varied 
the others remained constant. But a simultaneous variation 
of all the elements would have shown that the representation 
of the observations of Uranus would be Improved by a simul-
taneous diminution of both the eccentricity and the mean 
distance, the orbit becoming more nearly circular and the 
planet being brought nearer to the sun. But this was not at 
first clearly seen, and Benjamin Peirce of Harvard University 
went solar as to maintain that there was a discontinuity between 
the solution of Adams and Leverrier and the solution offered 
by the planet Itself, and that the coincidence in direction of the 
actual and computed planet was an accident. But this view 
was not well founded, and the only explanation heeded was to 
be found in Leverrier's faulty method of determining the limits 
within which the planet must be situated. As a matter of 
fact the actual mot ion of the planet during the century preceding, 
as derived from Leverrier's elements, was much nearer the truth 
than the elements themselves Were. This arose from the fact 
that his very elliptic orbit, by its large eccentricity, brought the 
planet near to the sun, and therefore near to its true position, 
during the period from ti8o to 1845, when the action on Uremia 
was at its greatest. 

The observations of the first opposition enabled Sears Cook 
Walker of the National Observatory, Washington, in February 
5847 to compute the past positions of the planet, and Identify 
it with a star observed by Lalande at Paris in May 5795. This 
being communicated to the Paris observatory, an examination 
of Lalande's manuscript showed that he had made two observa-
tions of the planet, on the 8th and zoth of May, and finding 
them discordant had rejected one as probably in error, and 
marked the other as questionable. A mere re-examination of 
the region to see which observation was in error bould have led 
him to the discovery of the planet more than half a century 
before it .  was actually recognized. The identity of Lalande's 
star with Neptune was also independently shown by Petersen 
of Altona, before any word of Walker's work had reached him. 

BratroceArne.—The principal sources for the history of the 
/recovery of Neptune are t he Astrorsomische Nachriekten, vole. xxv., 
aryl., anvil, and Lindenau's paper In the &ensues:he/1 to this 
publication, pp. 1-31 (Altana, t849). In the Memoirs of the Royal 
Astronomical Society, vol. xvi., Airy gave a detailed history of the 
circumstances connected with the discovery, so far as he was cog-
niaant of them. Documents pertaining to the subject are found m 
the Monthly Haien of the R oyal Ashore. Society. B. A. Gould, 
Report to the Smithsonian Institution on the Rtstory of the Discovery 
of Jief,tuae, published by the Smithsonian Institution (Washington, 
m85o), is the most complete and detailed history of all the circum-
stances connected with the divery, and with the early investiga-
tions on the orbit of the planet, that has been published. Leverrier's 
investigation was published in extenso as an addition to the Con. 
naissance des temps, and Adams's as an appendix to the Nautical 
Almanac for 2831. Peiree's discussions, so far as published at all, 
are found in the Proceedings of the American Academy of Arts and 
Schemes. The first computations of the orbit after the discovery 
were made by Sears Cook Walker, and published by the Smithsonian 
Institution 51848-03o). General tables of the motion of Neptune are 
in Kowalski s Tables its mouvement de la tate Neptune: Newcomb's 
Irmestigation of the Orbit of Neptune, Washington, Smithsonian In-
stitution (1866); Levemer's Amides de l'Obsensatoire do Paris; 
Memoirs,. vol. xiv. (2877), and lastly Newcomb's " Tables " in 
Aaron. Papers of the American Ephemeris, vol. vii., part iv. Tables 
of the satellite are found in Newcomb, The Uranian and Nep-
hessian Systems; appendix to the Washington observations for 
1873. (S. N.) 

NiRAC, a town of south-western France, capital of an arron-
dissement in the department of Lot-et-Garonne, 16 m. W.S.W 
of Agen by road. Pop. (rot* town, 4018; commune, 6318. 
The town, once the capital of the dukes of Albret, is divided by 
the Raise into two parts, Grand-Nerac on the left bank and 
Petit-Nemc on the right bank. The river is spanned by a bridge 
of the i6th century, called the Pont Vieux, and by the Pont 
Neuf, of modern construction. Narrow winding streets often 
bordered by old houses ascend from the narrow quays on both 
banks. From the left bank a staircase leads to the Rue Henri 
Quatre, where stands a wing of the castle in which Henry IV. 
lived. A Statue of the king stands in one of the squares. The 
former palace of the Chambre des Comptes is now occupied 
by the tribunal of commerce, the library and the museum. The 
church of Grand-Nerac of the 58th century and the church 
of Petit-N6mc of the 19th century offer no remarkable features. 
On the left bank of the Bake, -above Grand-Nerac, market 
gardens have taken the place of the old gardens of the Sires 
d'Albret, but remains of the Pales des Marianne% and of the 
Pavillon des Bains du Roi de Navarre; both of Renaissance 
architecture, are left. The famous promenade of La Garenne 
laid out by Antoine de Bourbon, king of Navarre, stretches 
for more than a mile along the opposite bank of the river. The 
remains of a Roman villa, Including a fragment of mosaic, have 
been found there. A road leads from the south end of La 
Garenne to the ruins of the feudal castle of Nazareth. The 
Château du Tasta of the r nth century is within a short distance 
of N6rac. The town has a sub-prefecture, and the industries 
include brewing and cork.working. 

Neese appears at the beginning of the rrth century as a 
possession of the monks of St Pierre de Condom. The lords of 
Albret gradually deprived them of their authority over the town, 
and at the beginning of the 14th century founded a castle on the 
left bank of the liaise. In the 16th century the castle was the 
residence Of Henry IV. during much of his youth and of 
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Marguerite de Valois, sister of Francs I., of Jeanne d'Allnet, 
and of the second Marguerite de Valois, wife of Henry IV., 
who held a brilliant court there. N6rac, the inhabitants of which 
had adopted the Reformed religion, was seized by the Catholics 
in 156s. The conferences, held there at the end of 1578 between 
the Catholics and Protestants, ended in February 1579 in the 
peace of Nfrac. In x58o the town was used by Henry IV. as 
a base for attacks on the Agenais, Armagnac and Guienne. 
A Chambre de l'Edit for Guienne and a Chambre des Comptes 
were established there by Henry IV. In 1621 however, the 
town took part in the Protestant rising, was taken by the troops 
of Louis XIII. and its fortifications dismantled. Soon after it 
was deprived both of the Chambre de I'Edit and of the Chambre 
des Comptes, and its ruin was completed by the revocation of 
the Edict of Nantes in 1685. 

NERBUDDA, or NARBADA, a river of India. It is traditionally 
regarded as the boundary between Hindustan proper and the 
Deccan. It rises on the summit of Amarkantak hill in Rewa 
state, and for the first 200 M. of its course winds among the 
Mandlif hills, which form the head of the Satpura range; then 
at Jubbulpore, permit's through the " Marble Rocks," it enters its 
proper valley bete/ten the Vindbyan and Satpura ranges, and 
pursues a direct westerly course to the Gulf of Cambay. Its 
total course through the Central Provinces and Gujarat amounts 
to about 800 in., and it falls into the sea in the Bombay district 
of Broach. It receives the drainage of the northern slopes 
of the Satpuras, but not that of the Vindhyan tableland, the 
streams from which flow into the Ganges and Jumna. After 
leaving the Central Provinces, the river widens out in the fertile 
district of Broach, with an average breadth of 4 in. to x m. 
Below Broach city it forms an estuary which is 13 in. broad 
where it enters the Gulf of Cambay. The Nerbudda is nowhere 
utilized for irrigation, and navigation is confined to the lower 
section.. In the rainy season boats of considerable size sail about 
6o m. above Broach city. Sea-going vessels of about 70 tons 
frequent the port of Broach, bet they are entirely dependent 
on the tide. In sanctity the Nerbudda ranks only second 
to the Ganges among the rivers of India, and along its whole 
course are special places of pilgrimage. The most meritorious 
act that a pilgrim can perform is to walk from the sea to the source 
of the river and back along the opposite bank. This pilgrimage 
takes from one to two years to accomplish. 

The Nerbudda has given its name to a division of the Central 
Provinces, comprising the five districts of Narsinghpur, Hoshanga-
bad, Nimar, Betul and Chlundwara. Area, 18,382 sq. m.; 
PP. (1 900 1,785,008. 

NERCHINSK, a town of Eastern Siberia, in the government 
of Tranabaikalia 183 m. by rail E. of Chita, on the left bank of 
the Nercha, ail tn. above its confluence with the Shaba. Pop, 
(x897) 6753. It is badly built of wood, sad its lower parts 
frequently suffer from inundations. It has a small museum: 
The inhabitants support themselves mainly by agriculture, 
tobacco-growing and cattle-breeding; a few merchants trade in 
furs and cattle, in brick-tea from China, and manufactured 
wares from Russia. 

The fort of Nerthinsk dates from 1654, and the town was 
founded in 1658 by Pashkov, who in that year opened direct 
communication between the Russian settlements in Transbaikalia 
and those on the Amur which had been founded by Cossacks and 
fur-traders coming from the Yakutsk region. In 1689 was signed 
between Russia and China the treaty of Nerchinsk, which 
stopped for two centuries the farther advance of the Russians into 
the basin of the Amur. After that Nerchinsk became the chief 
centre for the trade with China. The opening of the western 
route through Mongolia, by Urge, and the establishment of a 
custom-house at Kiakhta in 1728 diverted this trade into a new 
channel. But Nerchinsk acquired fresh importance from the 
influx of immigrants, mostly exiles, into eastern Transbaikalia, 
the discovery of rich mitres and the arrival of great numbers of 
convicts, and ultimately it became the chief town of Trans-
bathalia. In 18r a it was transferred from the banks of the Shilka 
to its present site, on account of the floods. Since the foithdation,  

is 11351, of Chita, the present capital of Trani:entail's &galosh 
has been falling into decay. 

NERCHINSK (in full NRACEMSZIT &moo), a town and silver-
mine of East Siberia, in the government of Tranabaikalia, ago ra. 
E.S.E. of another Nerchinsk (q.v.) (with which it is often con-
fused), on a small affluent of the Argun. Pop. (1897) 3000. 
It lies in a narrow valley between barren mountains, and le much 
better built than any of the district towns of East Siberia. It 
has a chemical laboratory for mining purposes, and a meteoro- •  
logical observatory (sx 18' N., 119° 37' E., 2290 It. above 
sea-level), where meteorological and magnetics' observations 
have been made every hour since 184x. The average yearly 
temperature is 25.3° F., with extremes of 97.7°  and — 52'6°. 

NIRCEINSP MINING DISTRICT extends over an area of 29,450 
sq. m., and includes all the silver-mines and gold-fields between 
the Shilka and the Argun, together with a few on the left bank 
of the Shilka. It is traversed by several parallel chains of moun-
tains which rise to 4500 ft., and are intersected by a complicated 
system of deep, narrow valleys; densely wooded, with a few 
expansions along the larger riven, where the inhabitants with 
difficulty raise some rye and wheat. The population (75,6a5 
in x897) consists of Russians, Buryats and Tunguses. Included 
in this number were some 2300 convicts. The mountains, so 
far as they have been geologically explored, consist of crystalline 
slates and limestones—probably Upper Silurian and Devonian--
interspersed with granite, syenite and diorite; they contain 
rich ores of silver, lead, tin and iron, while the diluvial and 
alluvial valley formations contain productive auriferous sands. 

The Nerchmsk silver mines began to be worked in 1704, but 
during the first half of the 18th century their yearly production did 
not exceed &too oz., and the total amount for the firm 150 yeah 
(5704-1834) amounted to t tsso,000 oz. The lead was mostly 
neglected on account of the clifficulties of transport, but its pro-
duction is at present on the increase. Gold was first discovered in 
1830, and between 1833 and 1855 260.000 oz. of gold dust were 
obtained. In 1864 a large number of auriferous deposits were dis-
covered. Until 1863 aff the labour was performed by serfs.  the 
property of the emperor, and by convicts, sambaing usually 
nearly [our thousand. 

NEREUS, in Greek mythology, the eldest son of Pontua and 
Gaea, and father of the fifty Nereids. He Is a beneficent and 
venerable old man of the sea, full of wisdom and skilled in 
prophecy, but, like Proteus, be will only reveal what be knows 
under compulsion. Thus Heretics seised him when asleep, and, 
although he attempted to escape by assuming various forms, 
compelled him to reveal the whereabouts of the apples of the 
Hesperides (Apollodorus ii. 5). His favourite dwelling-place is a. 
cavern in the depths of the Aegean. The fifty daughters of 
Nereus, the Nereids, are personifications of the smiling, quiet sea. 
Of these, Thetis and Amphitrite rule the sea according to the 
legend of different localities; Galatea is a Sicilian figure, who 
plays with and deludes het rustic lover of the shore, Polyphemus. 
Nereus is represented with the sceptre and trident; the Nereids 
are depicted as graceful maidens, lightly clad or naked, riding on 
tritons and dolphins. The name has nothing to do with the 
modern Greek mph (really sea*, " fresh " [water)); it is prob-
ably a short form of Neptree. 

NERGAL, the name of a solar deity in Babylonia, the main 
seat of whose cult was at Kutha or Cuthah, represented by the 
mound of Tell-Ibrahim. The importance of Kutha as a religious 
and at one time also as a political centre led to his surviving the 
tendency to concentrate the various sun-cults of Babylonia in 
Shamash (q.v.). He becomes, however, the representative of 
a certain phase only of the sun and not of the sun as a whole. 
Portrayed in hymns and myths as a god of war and pestilence, 
there can be little doubt that Nergal represents the sun of noon-
time and of the summer solstice which brings destruction to man-
kind. It is a logical consequence that Nergal is pictured also as the 
deity who presides over the nether-world, and stands at the head 
of the special pantheon assigned to the government of the dead, 
who are supposed to be gathered in a large subterranean cave 
known as ArAlu or Irkalla. In this capacity there is associated 
with him a goddess Allatu, though there are indications that at 
one time Allatu was regarded as the sole mistress of Arelu i  ruling 
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In her own person. Ordinarily the consort' of Nagai is Las. 
Nergal was pictured as a lion and on boundary-stone monuments 
his symbol is a mace surmounted by the head of a lion. 

As in the case of Ninib, Nergal appears to have absorbed 
a number of minor solar deities, which accounts for the various 
names or designations under which he appears, such as Lugalgira, 
Sharrapu (" the burner," perhaps a mere epithet), Ira, Gibil 
(though this name more properly belongs to Nusku, q.v.) and 
Sibitti. A certain confusion exists in cuneiform literature 
between Ninib and Nergal, perhaps due. to the traces of two 
different conceptions regarding these two solar deities. Nergal 
is called the " raging king," the " furious one," and the like, and 
by a play upon his name—separated into' three elements Ne-uru-
gal " lord of the great dwelling "—his position at the bead of the 
nether-world pantheon is indicated. In the astral-theological 
system he is the planet Mars, while in ecclesiastical art the great 
lion-headed colossi serving as guardians to the temples and 
palaces seem to be a symbol of Nergal, just as the bull-headed 
colossi are probably intended to typify Ninib. 

The name of his chief temple at Kutha was E-shid-lam, from 
which 'the god , receives the designation of ShidlamtSea, " the 
one that rises up from Shidlam." The cult of Nergal does not 
appear to have been as widespread as that of Ninib. He is 
frequently invoked in hymns and in votive and other inscriptions 
of Babylonian and Assyrian rulers, but we do not learn of many 
temples to him outside of Kutha. Sennacherib speaks of one 
at Tarbisu to the north of Nineveh, but it is significant that 
although Nebuchadrezzar IL (6o6'-586 n.c.), the great temple-
builder of the neo-Babylonian monarchy, alludes to his opera-
tions at E-shid-lam in Kutha, he makes no mention of a sanctuary 
to Nergal in Babylon Local associations with his original 
seat—Kutha—and the conception formed of him as a god of 
the dead acted in making him feared rather than actively 
worshipped. (M. Ja.), 

NERI, PHILIP (Furry° DE) (1515-1595), Italian churchman, 
was born at Florence on the ant of July 151 5. He was the 
youngest child of Francesco Neri, a lawyer of that city, and 
his wife Lucrezia Soldi, a woman of noble birth, whose family 
had long served the state. He was carefully brought up, and 
received his early teaching from the friars at San Marco, the 
famous Dominican monastery in Florence. He was accustomed 
in after life to ascribe most of his progress to the teaching of 
two amongst them, Zenobio de' Medici and Servanzio Mini. 
When he was about sixteen years old, a fire destroyed nearly 
all his father's property. Philip was sent to his father's childless 
brother Romolo, a merchant at San Germano, a Neapolitan 
town near the base of Monte Cassino, to assist him in his business, 
and with the hope that be might inherit his possessions. So 
far as gaining Romolo's confidence and affection, the plan was 
entirely successful, but It was thwarted by Philip's own resolve 
to take holy orders. In 1533 he left San Germano, and went 
to Rome, where he became tutor in the house of a Florentine 
gentleman named Galeotto Caccia. Here be was able to pursue 
his own studies under the guidance of the Augustinians, and to 
begin those labours amongst the sick and poor which gained 
him in later life the title of "Apostle of Rome," besides paying 
nightly visits for prayer and meditations to the churches of the 
city and to the catacombs. In r538 he entered on that course 
of home mission work which was the distinguishing charac-
teristic of his life; somewhat in the manner of Socrates he 
traversed the city, seizing opportunities of entering into con-
versation with persons of all ranks, and of leading them on, 
with playful irony, with searching questions, with words of wise 
and kindly counsel, to consider the topics he desired to set 
before them. 

In r548 he founded the celebrated confraternity of the San-
tissima Trinith de' Pellegrini e de' Convalescente, whose primary 
object is to minister to the needs of the thousands of poor ' 

pilgrims who flock to Rome, especially in years of jubilee, and 
also to relieve the patients discharged from hospitals, but still 
too weak for labour. In 1551 he passed through all the minor 
orders, and was ordained deacon, and finally priest on the 23rd  

of May. He had some thought of going to India ass missionary, 
but was dissnadedby hisfriendswhosaw that there was abundant 
work to be done in Rome, and that he was the man to do it. 
Accordingly he settled down, with some companions, at the 
hospital of San Girolamo della Cara, and while there tentatively 
began, in '556, the institute with which his name is more especi-
ally connected, that of the Oratory. The scheme at first was 
no more than a series of evening meetings in a ball (the Oratory), 
at which there were prayers, hymns, readings from Scripture, 
from the fathers, and from the llarlyrolagy, followed by a 
lecture, or by discussion of some religious question proposed 
for consideration. The musical selections (settings of scenes 
from sacred history) were called *Works. The scheme was 
'developed, and the members of the society undertook various 
kinds of mission work throughout Rome, notably the preaching 
of -sermons in different churches every evening, a wholly novel 
agency at that time. In 1564 the Florentines requested him to 
leave San Girolamo, and to take the oversight of their church 
in Rome, San Giovanni dei Fiorentini, then newly built. He 
was at first reluctant, but by consent of Pius IV. he accepted, 
while retaining the charge of San Girolamo, where the exercises 
of the Oratory were kept up. At this time the new society 
included amongst its members Caesar Baronius, the ecclesi-
astical historian, Francesco Maria Tarugi, afterwards archbishop 
of Avignon, and Paravicini, all three subsequently cardinals, 
and also Gallonius, author of a well-known work on the Sufferings 
of the iforlyrs, Ancina, Sordoni, and other men of ability and 
distinction. 

The Florentines, however, built in 5574 a large oratory or 
mission-room for the society contiguous to San Giovanni, in 
order to save them the fatigue of the daily journey to and from 
San Girolamo, and to provide a more convenient place of 
assembly, and the headquarters were transferred thither. As 
the community grew, and its mission work extended, the need 
of having a church entirely ith own, and not subject to other 
claims, as were San Glrolamo and San Giovanni, made itself 
felt, and the offer of the small parish church of Santa Maria in 
Vallicella, conveniently situated in the middle of Rome, was 
made and accepted. The building, however, as not large 
enough for their purpose, was pulled down, and a splendid 
church erected on the site. It was immediately after taking 
possession of their new quarters that Ned formally organized, 
under permission of a bull dated July 15, 1 575, a community 
of secular priests, entitled the Congregation of the Oratory. The 
new church was consecrated early in 1577, and the clergy of 
the new society at once resigned the charge of San Giovanni 
dei Fiorentini, but Neri himself did not migrate from San Giro-
lame till 1583, and then only in virtue of an injunction of the 
pope that be, as the superior, should reside at the chief house 
of his congregation. He was at first elected for a term of three 
years (as is usual in modern societies), but in 587 was nominated 
superior for life. He was, however, entirely free from personal 
ambition, and had no desire to be general over a number of 
dependent houses, so that he desired that all congregations 
formed on his model outside Rome should be autonomous, 
governing themselves, and without endeavouring to retain 
control over any new colonies they might themselves send out—
a regulation afterwards formally confirmed by a brief of Gregory 
XV. in 5622. Much as he mingled with society, and with persons 
of importance in church and state, his single interference In 
political matters was in 1593, when his persuasions induced the 
pope, Clement VIII., to withdraw the excommunication and 
anathema of Henry IV. of France, and the refusal to receive 
his ambassador, even though the king had formally abjured 
Calvinism. Neri saw that the pope's attitude was more than 
likely to drive Henry to a relapse, and probably to rekindle 
the civil war in France, and directed Baronius, then the pope's 
confessor, to refuse him absolution, and to resign his office of 
confessor, unless he would withdraw the anathema. Clement 
yielded at once, though the whole college of cardinals bad 
supported his policy; and Henry, who did not learn the facts 
till several years afterwards, testified lively gratitude for the 
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timely and politic intervention. Heri continued in the govern-
ment of the Oratory until his death, which took place on the 
26th of May 1595 at Rome. He was succeeded by Baronies. 
There are many anecdotes told of bins which attest his possession 
of a playful humour, united with shrewd mother-wit. He 
considered • cheerful temper to be more Christian than a melan-
choly one, and carried this spirit into his whole life. This is 
the true secret of his popularity and of his place in the folk-lore 
of the Roman poor. Many miracles were attributed to him 
alive and dead, and it is said that when his body was dissected 
it was found that two of his nbs had been broken, an event 
attributed to the expansion of his heart while fervently praying 
in the catacombs about the year rtes. This phenomenon is 
in the same category as the stigmata of St Francis of Assisi. 
Neri was beatified by Paul V. in rood, and canonized by Gregory 
XV. in rfiza. 

Practical commonplaceness," says Frederick William Faber in 
his panegyric of Nett, was the special mark which distinguishes his 
form of ascetic piety from the types accredited before his day. 
" He looked like other men ... he was emphatically a modern 
gentleman, of scrupulous courtesy, sportive piety, acquainted with 
what was going on in the world, taking a real interest11;tts,tving and 
getting information, very neatly dressed, with a common 
sense always alive about him, in a modern room with modern furni-
ture, plain, it is true, but with no marks of poverty about it—In a 
word. with all the ease, the gracefulness, the polish of a modern 
gentleman of good birth, considerable accomplishments. and a very 
various information." Accordingly, he was ready to meet the seeds 
of his day to an extent and in a manner which even the versatile 
Jesuits, who much desired to enlist him in their company, did not 
rival; and, though an Italian priest and head, of a new religious 
order, his genius was entirely unmonastic and unmedkval ; he was 
the active promoter of vernacular services, frequent and popular 

, 
vate devotion.
unconventional prayer, and =systematised, albeit 

Irr:ecr private  
Ned was not a reformer, save in the sense that in the active dis- 

charagatipaesstoral work be laboured to reform individuals. He had 
no in respect of the teaching and practice of his church, 
being in truth an ardent Ultramontane in doctrine, as was all but 
inevitable in his time and eirounstances, and his great merit was the 
instinctive tact which showed him that the system of monasticism 
could never be the leaven of secular life, but that something more 
homely, simple, and everyday in character was needed for the new 
time. 

Accordingly, the congregation he founded is of the least con-
ventional nature, rather resembling  a residential clerical club than 
a monastery of the older type, and its rules (never written by Ned, 
but approved by Paul V. in i6r2) would have appeared incredibly 
lax, my, Its religious diameter almost doubtful, to Bravo. Stephen 
Harding, Francis or Dominic. It admits only prints aged at least 
thirty-sax, or ecclesiastics who have their studies and are 
ready for ordination. The members live in community, and each 
pays his own expenses, having the usufruct of his private means-
& startling innovation on the monastic vow of poverty. They have 
indeed a common table, but it is kept up precisely as a mermaid 
mem by monthly payments from each member. Nothing is pro-
vided by the society except the bare lodging, and the fees of a 
visiting physician. Everything else—clothing, books, furniture, 
medicines—must be defrayed at the private charges of each member. 
There are no vows, and every member of the society is at liberty to 
withdraw when he pleases, and to take his property with him. 
The government, strikingly unlike the Jesuit autocracy, is of a 
republican form; and the supenor. though first in honour, has to 
take his turn in discharging all the duties which come to each priest 
of the society in the older of his seniority, including that of waiting 
at table, which is not entrusted in the Oratory to lay brothers. 
according to the practice in most other communities. Four deputies 
assist the superior in the government, and all public acts are decided 
by a majority of votes of the whole congregation, in which the 
superior has no casting voice. To be chosen superior. fdteen years 
of membership are requisite as a qualification, and the office is 
tenable, as all the others, for but three years at a time. No one can 
vote till he has been three year in the society; the deliberative 
voice is not obtained before the eleventh year. There are thus three 
classes of member--novices, triennials and decennial& Each house 
can call its supermr to account, can depose, and can restore him. 
without appeal to any external authority, although the bishop of 
the diocese in which any house of the Oratory Is established is Its 
ordinary and immediate superior, though without power to interfere 
with the rule. Their church are non•parodial, and they can 
perform such rites as baptiams,

es 
 marriages, 11c.. only by p 

i 
 ermission 

of the parish priest, who is entitled to receive all fees due n respect 
of these ministrations. The Oratory chiefly spread in Italy and in 
France, where in t76o there were 38 houses all under the government 
of a superiorieneral. Malebranche, Thosnassio, Marearsu sad 

Massillon wend 'manes of the famous branch established in Pasta 
in uss 1 by Skulk (after cardinal). which had a great success and 
a distinguished history. It fell in the crash of the Revetution, bat 
was revived by Pike Peultot, curd of St Rah, in 1852, as the 
"Oratory of Jesus and the Immaculate Mary the Church of the 
Oratory near the Louvre belongs to the Reformed Chumh. As 
English house, founded in 1847 at &rminham, is celebrated as the 
place at which Cardinal Newman fixed his abode after his sub-
mission to the Roman Catholic Church. In 184 9  a second 
tion was founded in King William Street, Strand, London, with F. 
Faber as superior; in 1854 it was transferred to Brompton. The 
society has never thriven m Germany, though a few houses have been 
founded there, in Munich and Vienna. 

Autroetties.—J. Marciano, Mentor& istoriche della Con aaona 
den' Oratorio (5 vols., Naples, 1693-1702); Perraud, L'Or de 
Preece (and ed., Paris, 1866); Jourdain de In Passardike. L'Oratoire 
de St Ph. de Neri UMW - Ant. Galloaius. Vita Pk. Ned (Rome, 
rnoo); Giacomo Bacci, 1.e le of Saint Philip Ned, trans. Faber 
(a vols., London. 1847); rispino. La Scuola di Sas Filippo Ned 
(Naples, 1875); F. W. Faber, Spirit and Genius of Si Philip Ned 
(London. di5o)•, F. A. AgneW, Eseelkneies of the Oratory el Se Philip 
Ned, trans F..I. Aimobus (London. 1881) articles by F. Theiner 
and Hilgers in Wetter and Weke's Kirchadexints. and by Renchlin 
and 7.6ckler in Herzog's Reakneyklopcidie. Neri's own writings 
include Riccardi, or Ads= to Youth, Letters (Padua, 175r), and a few 
sonnets printed in the collection of the Rime Omsk Other lives by 
Pool (Regensburg. t847); P. Guerin (Lyons, r852); Mrs Hive 
(London, 1859); Abp. Capeeelatro (a  vole. 1879; and ed., 1884; 
Eng. trans.. 1882; 2nd ed. by T. A. Pope, am). 

NERO (37-68), Roman emperor se-68, was born at Antiuid 
on the i lath of December 37. He was the son of Gnaeus Dornitius 
Ahenobarbus and Agrippina the younger, and his name was 
originally L. Dontitius Ahenobarbus. His father died when Nero 
was scarcely three years old. In the previous year (3a) his mother 
bad been banished by order of her brother Caligula (Gains) 
on a charge of treasonable conspiracy, and Nero, thus early 
deprived of both parents, found shelter in the house of his aunt 
Domitia, where two slaves, a barber and a dancer, began his 
training. The emperor Claudius recalled Agrippina, who spent 
the next thirteen years in the determined struggle to win for Nero 
the throne which bad been predicted for him. Her first decisive 
success was gained in 411 by the disgrace and execution of 
Menai= (q.v.), wife of Claudius. In 49 followed her own 
marriage with Claudius, and her recognition as his consort in the 
government.* The Roman populace already looked with favour 
on Nero, as the grandson of Germanicus, bet in so his claims 
obtained formal recognition from Claudius himself, who adopted 
him under the title of Nero Claudius Caesar Drusus Germanicus.* 
Agrippina's next step was to provide a suitable training for bee 
son. The scholar L. Annseus Seneca was recalled from exile 
and appointed his tutor. On the 15th of December sr Nero 
completed his fourteenth year, and Agrippina, in view of 
Claudius 's alibis health, determined to delay no longer his 
adoption of the toga visit's. The occasion was celebrated in a 
manner which seemed to place Nero's prospects of succession 
beyond doubt. He was introduced to the senate by Claudius him-
self. The proconsular imperial's and the title of pelmets jaws-
hate were conferred upon him* He was specially admitted as an 
extraordinary member of the great priestly colleges; his name 
was included by the Areal Brethren in their prayers for the 
safety of the emperor and his house; at the games in the circus 
his appearance in triumphal Mess contrasted significantly with 
the simple toga prodexte worn by Britaneicus. During the next 
two years Agrippina followed this up with energy. Britannicus's 
leading partisans were banished or put to death, and the all-
important command of the praetorian guard was transferred 
to Afranius Durres, a Gaul by birth, who had been the trusted 
agent first of Livia and then of Tiberius and Claudius. Nero 
himself was put prominently forward. The petitions addressed 
to the senate by the town of Bononia and by the communities 
of Rhodes and Ilium were gracefully supported by him in Latin 
and Greek speeches, and during asudius's absence in 52 at 
the Latin festival it was Nero who, as pesefect of the city, 
administered Justice in the forum. Early in ss his marriage with 
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Claturnts's daughter Octavia drew still doter the the which 
connected him with the imperial house. Agrippina determined 
to hasten the death of Claudius, and the absence, through illness, 
of the emperor's trusted freedmau Narcissus, favoured her 
schemes. On the xsth of October 54 Claudius died, poisoned, as 
all our authorities declare, by her orders, and Nero was presented 
to the soldiers on guard as their new sovereign. From the steps 
of the palace be proceeded to the praetorian camp to receive 
the salutations of the troops, and thence to the sepate-house, 
where he was promptly invested with all the honours, titles and 
powers of emperor.,  

Agrippina's bold stroke bad been completely successful. 
Only a few voices were raised for Britannicus; nor is there any 
doubt that Rome was prepared to welcome the new emperor 
with genuine enthusiasm. His prestige and his good qualities, 
carefully fostered by Seneca, made hint popular, while his 
childish vanity, ungovernable selfishness and savage temper 
were as yet unsuspected. His first acts confirmed this favourable 
impression. He modestly declined the title of paler panicle; 
the memory of Claudius, and that of his own father Domitius 
were duly honoured. The senate listened with delight to his 
promises to rule according to the maxims of Augustus, and to 
avoid the errors which had rendered unpopular the rule of his 
predecessor, while his unfailing clemency, liberality and affa-
bility were the talk of Rome. Much no doubt of the credit of all 
this is due to Seneca and Burma. Seneca bad seen from the 
first that the real danger with Nero lay in the savage vehemence 
of his passions, and he made it his chief aim to stave off by every 
means in his power the dreaded outbreak. The policy of indulging 
his tastes and helping him to enjoy the sweets of popularity 
without the actual burdens of government succeeded for the 
time. During the first five years of his reign, the golden paw-
quemshms Neronk,littleoccurredtodamp the popular enthusiasm. 
Nero's promises of constitutional anoderation were amply 
fulfilled, and the senate found itself free to discuss and even 
to decide important administrative questions. Abuses were 
remedied, the provincials protected from oppression, and the 
burdens of taxation lightened. On the frontiers, thanks chiefly 
to Corbulo's energy and skill, no disaster occurred serious enough 
to shake the general confidence, and even the murder of Britanni-
ens seems to have been accepted as a necessary measure of self-
defence. But Seneca's fear lest Nero's sleeping passions should 
once be roused were fully verified, and be seems to have seen 
all along where the danger lay, namely in Agrippina's imperious 
temper and insatiable love of power. The success of Seneca's 
own management of Nero largely depended on his being able 
gradually to emancipate the emperor from his mother's control. 
During the first few months of Nero's reign the chances of such 
an emancipation seemed remote, for he treated his mother with 
elaborate respect and consulted her on all affairs of state. 
In es, however, Seneca found a powerful ally in Nero's 
passion for the beautiful freedwoman Acte, a passion which 
he deliberately encouraged. Agrippina's angry remonstrances 
served only to irritate Nero, and caresses equally failed. She 
then rashly tried intimidation and threatened to espouse the 
cause of Britannicus. Nero retaliated by poisoning Britannicus. 
Agrippina then tried to win over Nero's neglected wife Octavia, 
and to forma party of her own. Nero dismissed her guards, and 
placed her in a sort of honourable confinement (Tan Ann. 
xiii. s-so). During nearly three years she disappears from the 
history, and with her retirement things again for the time went 
smoothly In 58, however, fresh cause for anxiety. appeared, 
when Nero was enslaved by Poppaes  Sabina, a woman of a very 
different stamp from her predecessor High-bom, wealthy and 
accomplished, she was resolved to be Nero's wife, and set herself 
to remove the obstacles which stood in her way. Her first object 
was the final ruin of Agrippina, and by reusing Neon's jealousy 
and fear she induced him to seek her death, with the aid of a 
freedman Anicetus, praefect of the fleet of Misenum. Agrippina 
was invited to Baia' e, and after an affectionate reception, was 
Conducted on board a vessel so constructed as, at a given signal, 
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to fall to pieta. But Agrippina saved herself by swimming, 
and wrote to her son, announcing her escape, and affecting entire 
ignorance of the plot. A body of soldiers under Anicetus then 
surrounded her villa, and murdered her in her own chamber. 
Nero was horrorstruck at the enormity of the crime and terrified 
at its possible consequences. But a six months' residence in 
Campania, and the congratulations which poured in upon hint 
from the neighbouring towns, where the report had been officially 
spread that Agrippina had fallen a victim to her treacherous 
designs upon the emperor, gradually restored his courage. In 
September 59 he re-entered Rome amid universal rejoicing. 
A prolonged carnival followed. Chariot races, musical and 
dramatic exhibitions, games in the Greek fashion rapidly 
succeeded each other. In all the emperor was a prominent 
figure, but these revels at least involved no bloodshed, and 
were civilized compared with the gladiatorial shows. 

A far more serious result of the death of Agrippina was the 
growing influence over Nero of Poppata and her friends. In 62 
Burros died, it was said by poison, and Seneca retired from 
the unequal contest. Their place was filled by Poppaea, and the 
infamous Tigelliaus, whose sympathy with Nero's sensual tastes 
had gained him the command of the praetorian guards in 
succession to Bunts. The haunting fear of conspiracy was skil-
fully used by them to direct Nero's suspicions against possible 
opponents. Cornelius Sulla, who had been banished to Massilia 
in 58, was put to death on the ground that his residence in Gaul 
was likely to arouse disaffection in that province, and a similar 
charge proved fatal to Rubellius Plautus, who had for two years 
been living in retirement in Asia.,  Nero's taste for blood thus 
whetted, Octavio was divorced, banished to the island of Panda-
teria and barbarously murdered. Poppaea's triumph was now 
copiplete. She was formally married to Nero; her head appeared 
on the coins side by side with his; and her statues were erected 
in the public places of Rome. 

In the course of the year 6r Rome was startled by the news of a 
disaster in Britain. At the time of the Claudian invasion of Britain 
in A.D. 43 Prasutagus, the king the Iceni, had concluded • treaty 
with Claadius, by which no doubt he recogniesd the inuerasn' ty of 
Rome and was himself enrolled among " the allies and friends of 
the Roman people." The alliance was of value to Claudius, for the 
territory of the teeth (Norfolk, Suffolk. and Cambridgahire) lay 
immediately north of the new province and its capital town Col-
chester, aed Presutapts had loyally kept faith with Rome. But is 
A.D. 6i he died, leaving no male heir. His kingdom therefore 
to Rome, and Prannagus, anxious that the transfer be 
effected in an orderly way, divided his accumulated wealth between 
his two daughters and the emperor. 

kingdom 
 failed, for the load 

Roman offiaab as acted though the had been conquered 
in wart they seized on the property of the late kis, and his chiefs 
and insulted his family. Fearing that worse might follow when the 
kingdom should be annexed, and encouraged by the absence of the 
legate and his legions, the Iceni, led by Prasutagus's daughter 
Boudiacs (Boadicea) rose in revolt and were joined by the Trino-
bastes in Essex, who had been long subject to Rome and bad their 
own grievances to redress. Colchester, since A.D. 50 a Roma colony, 
was sacked. The ninth legion which had hurried from Lincoln was 
cut to pieces, and the insurgents prepared to march on London. 
The news of the outbreak found the legate Suetonius Paulinus 
gaged in attacking Anglesey. His resolution was at once taken. 
,M the head of such light troops as he could collect, he marched in 
haste along the Watling Street, leaving orders for the legions to 
follow. Though the tribes along the road were rising. Suetonius 
succeeded in retching London, only however to find himself too 
weak to hold it. He was obliged to fall back along the road by 
which he had come. London first, and then Verulam, wereabandosed 
to the Britons. At last at some undefined point on the Watling 
Street his legions joined him. Thus reinforced he turned to face 
the enemy. The engagement was severe but the Roman victory 
was decisive. and Roman authority was restored throughout central 
and southern Britain. 

The profound impression produced in Rome by the " British 
disaster " was confirmed two years later in A.D. 63 by the partial 
destruction of Pompeii by an earthquake, and the news of the 
evacuation of Armenia by the Roman legions. A far deeper and 
more lasting impression was produced by the great fire in Rome 
The fire broke out on the night of the 18th of July. 64, among the 
wooden booths at the south-east end of the Circus Maximus. 
Thence in one direction it rapidly spread over the Palatine and 
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Vette up to the low cliffs of the Faquiline, and in another It laid 
waste the Aventine, the Forum Boarium and Velabrum till it 
reached the Tiber and the solid barrier of the Servian wall. 
After burning fiercely for six days it suddenly started afresh in 
the northern quarter of the city and desolated the regions of the 
Circus Flaminius and the Via Lata, and by the time that it was 
finally quenched only four of the fourteen regions remained un-
touched; three had been utterly destroyed and seven reduced 
to ruins. The conflagration is said by all authorities later than 
Tacitus to have been deliberately caused by Nero himself. , 

 But Tacitus, though he mentions the rumours, declares that its 
origin was uncertain, and in spite of such works as Profurno's 
Le frail of i tempi dello inceedio Napalm, (nos), there is no 
proof of his guilt.' By Nero's orders, the open spaces in the 
Campus Martins were utilized to give shelter to the homeless 
crowds, provisions were brought from Ostia and the price of 
corn lowered. In rebuilding the city every precaution was taken 
against the recurrence of such a calamity. Broad regular streets 
replaced the narrow winding alleys. The new houses were 
limited in height, built partly of hard stone and protected by 
open spaces and colonnades. The water-supply, lastly, was 
carefully regulated. 

There is, however, no doubt that this great disaster told against 
Nero in the popular mind. It was regarded as a direct mani-
festation of the wrath of the gods, even by those who did not 
suspect the emperor. This impression no religious ceremonies, 
nor even the execution of a number of Christians, as convenient 
scapegoats, could altogether dispel. But Nero proceeded with 
the congenial work of repairing the damage. In addition to the 
rebuilding of the streets, he erected a splendid palace, the 
" golden house," for himself. The wonders of his Domes wee 
were remembered and talked of long after its partial demolition 
by Vespasian. It stretched from the Palatine across the low 
ground, afterwards occupied by the Colosseum, to the Esqulline. 
Gold, precious stones and Greek masterpieces adorned its walls. 
Most marvellous of all were the grounds in which it stood, with 
their meadows and lakes, their shady woods and their distant 
views. To defray the enormotn cost, Italy and the provinces, 
says Tacitus, were ransacked, and in Asia and Acbaia especially 
the rapacity of the imperial commissioners recalled the days of 
Mummius and of Sulla.' It was the first occasion on which the 
provincials had suffered from Nero's rule, and the discontent it 
caused helped to weaken his hold over them at the very moment 
when the growing dissatisfaction in Rome was gathering to a 
head. Early in 63 Nero was panic-stricken by the discovery of a 
formidable conspiracy involving such men as Faenius Rufus, 
Tigellinus's colleague in the prefecture of the praetorian guards, 
Plautiva Lateranus, one of the consuls elect, the poet Lucan, 
and, lastly, not a few of the tribunes and centurions of the 
praetorian guard itself. Their chosen leader, whom they destined 
to succeed Nero, was C. Calpurnius Piso (q.v.), a handsome, 
wealthy and popular noble, and a boon companion of Nero 
himself. The plan to murder Nero was frustrated by a freedman 
Milichus, who, in the hope of a large reward, disclosed the 
whole plot. Piro, Faenius Rufus, Lucan and many of their 
less prominent accomplices, and even Seneca himself (though 
there seems to have been no evidence of his complicity) were 
executed. 

But, though largesses and thanksgivings celebrated the 
suppression of the conspiracy, and the round of games and 
shows was renewed with even increased splendour, the effects 
of the shock were visible in the long list of victims who during 
the next few months were sacrificed to his restless fears and 
resentment. Conspicuous among them was Pettus Thrasea, 
whose unbending virtue had long made him distasteful to Nero, 
and who was now suspected, possibly with reason, of sympathy 
with the conspirators. The death of Poppaea in the autumn of 
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63 was probably not lamented by any one but her husband, but 
the general gloom was deepened by a pestilence, caused, it 
seems, by the overcrowding at the time of the fire. 

Early, however, in the summer of 66, the Parthian prince 
Tiridates visited Italy. This event was a conspicuous tribute 
to the ability both as soldier and statesman of Cn. Domitius 
Corbulo. As long ago as  54 the news reached Rome that the 
Parthian king Vologaeses bad expelled the king recognized by 
Rome from Armenia and installed in his place his own brother 
Tiridates. Orders were at once issued to concentrate all available 
forces on the Cappadocian frontier under Corbulo, the first soldier 
of fib day. After some time spent in making his army efficient, 
Corbel) invaded Armenia and swept victoriously through the 
country. Armenia was rescued and Corbulo proposed that 
Tuidates should become king of Armenia on condition of his 
receiving his crown as a gift from Nero. But the government in 
Rome had a plan of its own, and a certain Tigranes, long resident 
in Rome, but a stranger to the Armenians, was sent out, and 
Corbulo was obliged reluctantly to seat him on the Armenian 
throne. Tigranes's position, always insecure, soon became un-
tenable, and it became necessary for Rome to, intervene once 
more. A Roman force under Caesennius Pettus was sent to 
remote Tigranes and re-establish Roman predominance. Pintas, 
however, was no Corbulo. He was defeated, and Corbulo, now 
legate of Syria, was obliged to come to his rescue. The result 
was the final triumph of Corbulo's policy. Tiridates agreed to 
accept the crown of Armenia from the hands of Nero. In royal 
state he travelled to Italy, and the ceremony of investiture was 
performed at Rome with the utmost splendour. Delighted with 
this tribute to his greatness, Nero for a moment dreamt of 
rivalling Alexander. Expeditions were talked of to the Caspian 
Sea and Ethiopia, but Nero was no soldier and quickly turned 
to a more congenial field. He had already, in 64, appeared on 
the stage before the half-Greek public of Naples. But his mind 
was now set on challenging the applause of the Greeks themselves 
in the ancient home of art. Towards the end of 66 he arrived 
in Greece with a retinue of soldiers, courtiers, musicians 
and dancers. The spectacle presented by Nero's visit was 
unique! He went professedly as an enthusiastic worshipper of 
Greek art and a humble candidate for the suffrages of Greek 
judges. At each of the great festivals, which to please him were 
for once crowded into a single year, be entered in regular form 
for the various competitions, scrupulously conformed to the 
tradition and rules of the arena, and awaited in nervous suspense 
the verdict of the umpires. The dexterous Greeks humoured 
him to the top of his bent. Everywhere the imperial competitor 
was victorious, and crowded audiences importuned him to 
display his talents. The emperor protested that only the Greeks 
were fit to hear him, and rewarded them when he left by the 
bestowal of immunity from the land tax on the whole province, 
and by the gift of the Roman franchise; he also planned and 
actually commenced the cutting of a canal through the Isthmus 
of Corinth. If we may believe report, Nero found time in the 
intervals of his artistic triumphs for more vicious excesses. The 
stories of his mock marriage with Spouts, his execution of wealthy 
Greeks for the sake of their money, and his wholesale plundering 
of the temples were evidently part of the accepted tradition 
about him in the time of Suetonius, and are at least credible. 
Far more certainly true is his ungrateful treatment of Domitius 
Corbulo, who, when be landed at Cenchreae, fresh from his 
successes in Armenia, was met by an order for his instant 
execution and at once put an end to his life. 

Meanwhile the general dissatisfaction was coming to a bead, 
as we may infer from the urgency with which the imperial 
freedman Helios insisted upoh Nero's return to Italy. Far more 
serious was the disaffection which now :bowed itself in the rich 
and warlike provinces of the west. In northern Gaul, early is 
68, the standard of revolt was raised by Julius Vindex, governor 
of Gallia Lugdunensis, and himself the head of an ancient and 
noble Celtic family. South of the Pyrenees, P. Sulpicius Gelb', 
governor of Hispania Tarraconensis, and Poppaea's former 
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husband, Marcus &thin Otho, governor of Lathan's, followed 
Vindex's example. At first, however, fortune seemed to favour 
Nero. It is very probable that Vindex had other aims in view 
than, the deposition of Nero and the substitution of a fresh 
emperor in his place, and that the liberation of northern Gaul 
from Roman rule wai part of his plan. ,  If this was so, it is 
easy to understand both the enthusiasm with which the chiefs 
of northern Gaul rallied to the standard of a leader belonging 
to their own race, and the opposition which Vindex encountered 
from the Roman colony of Lugdunum and the legions on the 
Rhine. For it is certain that the latter at any rate were not 
animated by loyalty to Nero. Though they defeated Vindex 
and his Celtic levies at Vesontio (Besancon), their next step 
was to break the statues of Nero and offer the imperial purple 
to their own commander Virginius Rufus. He declined their 
offer, but appealed to them to declare for the senate and people 
of Rome. Meanwhile in Spain Ceiba had been saluted imperator 
by his legions, had accepted the title, and was already on his 
march towards Italy. On the road the news met him that 
Vindex had been crushed by the army of the Rhine, and for 
the moment he resolved to abandon his attempt. Meanwhile, 
Nero had reluctantly left Greece, but returned to Italy only 
to renew his revels. When on the r9th of March the news 
reached him at Naples of the rising in Gaul, he allowed a week 
to elapse before he could tear himself away from his pleasures, 
and then contented himself with proscribing Vindex, and setting 
a price on his head. The revolts in Spain and Germany terrified 
him too late into something like energy. The senate almost 
openly intrigued against him, and the populace were silent or 
hostile. The fidelity of the praetorian sentinels even was more 
,than doubt fuL When finally the palace guards forsook their posts, 
Nab despairingly stole out of Rome to seek shelter in a freed-
man's villa some four miles off. There he heard of the senate's 
proclamation of Gala as emperor, and of the sentence of death 
passed on himself. On the approach of the horsemen sent to 
drag bins to execution, he collected sufficient courage to save 
himself by suicide. Nero died on the 9th of June 68, in the 
thirty-fast• year of his age and the fourteenth of his reign, and 
his remains were deposited by the faithful hands of Acte in the 
family tomb of the Domitii on the Pincian Hill. With his death 
ended the line of the Caesars, and Roman imperialism entered 
upon a new phase. His statues were broken, his name every-
where erased, and his golden house demolished; yet, in spite 
of all, no Roman emperor has left a deeper mark upon subsequent 
tradition. The Roman populace for a long time reverenced his 
memory as that of an open-banded patron, and in Greece the 
recollections of his magnificence, and his enthusiasm for art, 
were still fresh when the traveller Pausanias visited the country 
a century later. The belief that he had not really died, but 
would return again to confound his foes, was long prevalent, 
not only in the remoter provinces, but even in Rome itself; 
and more than one pretender was able to collect a following 
by assuming the name of the last of the race of Augustus. More 
lasting still was the implacable hatred of those who had suffered 
from his cruelties. Roman literature, faithfully reflecting the 
sentiments of the aristocratic salons of the capital, while it 
almost canonized those who had been his victims, fully avenged 
their wrongs by painting Nero as a monster of wickedness. In 
Christian tradition he even appears as the mystic Antichrist, 
who was destined to come once again to trouble the saints. Even 
in the middle ages, Nero was still the very incarnation of splendid 
iniquity, while the belief lingered obstinately that he had only 
disappeared for a time, and as late as the trth century his 
restless spirit was supposed to haunt the slopes of the Pincian 
MIL 
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cf. also Schiller's Nero, pp. 261 seq.; Mornmsen in Hermes, KUL po. 

Class. Re . vet. 	p. 57), which contains complete taliograpily 
of ancient and modern venters; see also H. Schiller's Nero, and 
Geackiehm d. Kaisesseit; Lehmann. Claudius sad Nero; histories of 
Rome in generaL (H. F. P.). 

NERVA. MARCUS COCCEIUS, Roman emperor from the 
x8th of September 96 to the 25th of January 98, was born at 
Narnia in Umbria on the 8th of November, probably in the year 
35. He belonged to a senatorial family, which had attained 
considerable distinction under the emperors, his father and 
grandfather having been well-known jurists. A single inscription 

vi. 31,297) gives the name of his mother as Sergia 
Plautilla, daughter of Laenas. In his early manhood he had been 
on friendly terms with Nero, tty whom he was decorated in 65 
(Tacitus,Anaa14, ay. 72) with the triumphal insignia after the 
suppression of the Pisonian conspiracy (further valuable informa-
tion as to his career is given in an inscription from Sassoferrato, 
(CJ.L. xi. 5743). 

He was praetor (66) and twice consul, in 71 with the emperor 
Vespasian for colleague, and again in 90 with Domitian. Towards 
the close of the latter's reign (93) he is said to have excited sus-
picion and to have been banished to Tarentum on a charge of 
conspiracy (Dio Cass. lxvii. ss; Philostr. Apoi. Tyan. vii. 
8). On the murder of Domitian in September 96 Nerve was 
declared emperor by the people and the soldiers. He is described 
as a quiet, kindly, dignified man, honest of purpose, but unfitted 
by his advanced age and temperament, as well as by feeble 
health, to bear the weight of empire. Nevertheless, his selection, 
in spite of occasional exhibitions of weakness, justified the choice. 
His accession brought a welcome relief from the terrible straits 
of the last few years. The new emperor recalled those who had 
been exiled by Domitian; what remained of their confiscated 
property was restored to them, and a stop was put to the vex. 
atious prosecutions which Domitian had encouraged. But the 
popular feeling demanded more than this. The countless 
informers of all classes who had thriven under the previous 
regime now found themselves swept away, to borrow Pliny's 
metaphor (Pliny, Poneg. 35), by a hurricane of revengeful fury, 
which threatened to become as dangerous in its indiscriminate 
ravages as the system it attacked. It was finally checked by 
Nava, -who was stung into action by the sarcastic remark of 
the consul Titus Gahm Caesius Fronto that, " bad as it was 
to have an emperor who allowed no one to do anything, it was 
worse to have one who allowed every one to do everything " 
(Dio Cass. 'nil- i). 

Nerve seems to have followed the custom of announcing the 
general lines of his future policy. Domitian had been arbitrary 
and high-handed, and bad heaped favours on the soldiery while 
humiliating the senate; Nerve showed himself anxious to 
respect the traditional privileges of the senate, and such maxims 
of constitutional government as still survived. He pledged 
himself to put no senator to death. His chosen councillors in 
all affairs of state were senators, and the hearing of claims 
against the fisruswIIS taken from the imperial procuraiores and 
entrusted to the more impartial jurisdiction of a praetor and a 
court of indices (Dio Cass. hviii. 2; Digest, 1. 2, 2; Pliny, 
Pane:. 36). 

No one probably expected from Nerve a vigorous admini-
stration either at home or abroad, although during his reign a 
successful campaign was carried on in Pannonia against the 
Germans (Suebi), for which be assumed the name Germanicua. 
He appears, however, to have set himself honestly to carry out 
reforms. The economical condition of Italy evidently excited 
his alarm and sympathy. The last mention of a Les ovaries in 
Roman history is connected with his name, though how far the 
measure was atrictly speaking a law is uncertain. Under the 
provisions of this kx, large tracts of land were bought up and 
allotted to poor citizens. The cost was defrayed partly from the 
imperial treasury, but partly also from Nerve's private resources, 
and the execution of the scheme was entrusted to commissioners 
(Dig. xlvii. 21, 3,• Dio Cass. 'evil 2; Pliny, Ep. vii. 31; 
Corp. bum Lot. vL tuft). He also founded or restored colonies 
at Vendee, Scyllacinm and Sitifis in Mauretania. The agrarian 
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law was probably as short-lived in its effects as preceding ones 
bad been, but a more lasting reform was the maintenance at the 
public coat of the children of poor parents in the towns of Italy 
(Aur. Vict. Ep. 24), the provision being presumably secured by a 
yearly charge on state and municipal lands. Private individuals 
were also encouraged to follow the imperial example. In the 
hands of Trajan, Hadrian and the Antonines, Nerve's example 
bore fruit in the institution of the alimentationes, the most 
genuinely charitable institution of the pagan world. These 
measures Nerva supplemented by others which aimed at lighten-
ing the financial burdens on the declining industry of Italy. 
The cost of maintaining the imperial postal system (vehkulatio) 
was transferred to the Pau; from the same source apparently 
money was found for repairing the public roads and aqueducts; 
and lastly, the lucrative but unpopular tax of 5% on all legacies 
or inheritances (vicesima hereditatum), was so readjusted as to 
remove the grosser abuses connected with it (Pliny, Paneg. 37). At 
the same time Nerve did his best to reduce the overgrown expendi-
ture of the state (Pliny, Ep. li. r). A commission was appointed to 
consider the best modes of retrenchment, and the outlay on shows 
and games was cut down to the lowest possible point. Nerva 
seems nevertheless to have soon wearied of the uncongenial task 
of governing, and his anxiety to he rid of it was quickened by the 
discovery that not even his blameless life and mild rule protected 
him against intrigue and disaffection. Early, apparently, in 
97 he detected a conspiracy against his life headed by L. (or C.) 
Calpurnius Crassus, but he contented himsPlf  with a hint to the 
conspirators that their designs were known, and with banishing 
Crassus to Tarentum. This ill-judged lenity provoked a few 
months later an intolerable insult to his dignity. The praetorian 
guards had keenly resented the murder of their patron Domition, 
and now, at the instigation of one of their two prefects, Casperius 
Aelianus, whom Nerve had retained in office, they imperiously 
demanded the execution of Domitian's murderers, the chamber-
lain Parthenius and Petronius Secundus, Aelianus's colleague. 
Nerve vainly strove to save, even at the risk of his own life, the 
men who had raised him to power, but the soldiers brutally 
murdered the unfortunate men, and forced -  him to propose a 
vote of thanks for the deed (Dio Cass. Epit. lava 4; Aur. 
Vict. Ep. 24). This humiliation convinced Nerve of the necessity 
of placing the government in stronger hands than his own. 
Following the precedent set by Augustus, Galba and Vespasian, 
he resolved to adopt as his colleague and destined successor, 
M. Ulpius Trajanus, a distinguished soldier, at the time in com-
mand of the legions on the Rhine. In October 97, in the temple 
of Jupiter on the Capitol, Trajan was formally adopted as his son 
and declared his colleague in the government of the empire 
(Pliny, Paneg. 8). For three months Nerve ruled jointly with 
Trajan (Aur. Vict. Ep. 24); but on the 25th (according to 
others, the 27th) of January 98 he died somewhat suddenly. 
He was buried in the sepulchre of Augustus, and divine honours 
were paid him by his successor.' The verdict of history upon his 
reign is best expressed in his own words— " I have done nothing 
which should prevent me from laying down my power, aad . living 
in safety as a private man." The memory of Nerve is still pre, 
served by the ruined temple in the Via Alessandrina (il Colonacce) 
which marks the site of the Forum begun by Domitian, but which 
Nerve completed and dedicated (Suet. Dom. g; Aur. Via. 22). 

AnT1101FHES.—Dio Cass. Ixviii. 1-4• Aurelius Victor 12, and 
Epit. 2 ; Zonaras xi. 20,,• compare also Pliny, Epistolae and 
Pine 	• Tillemont, Histoire der emperors: remains, ii.; 
C. 	vale. History of the Ramose under the Empire, ch. 63; H. 

filter, Cc:akl . der ramischen Kaisentei4 i. pt. a (1883), p. 538; 
. Asbach, ROniselso Kaiserthum sad Verfassung his auf Town 
Cologne, t896)• A. Stein in Pauly -VVissowa's Realencyclopadie 

16); J. B. Bury, The Student's Roman Empire ch. 23 
1893)• 0. P.) 
NERVAL, IlitRARD DE 01108-1850, the adopted name of 

Gerard Labrunie, French man of letters, born in Paris on the 
and of May OW. His father was an army doctor, and the 
child was left with an uncle in the country, while Mme Labrunie 
accompanied her husband in his campaigns. She died in Silesia. 
In art his father returned, and beside Greek and Latin taught  

the boy modern languages and the elements of Arabic and 
Persian. Girard found his favourite reading in old books on 
mysticism and the occult sciences. He distinguished himself 
by his successes at the College Charlemagne, however, and his 
first work, La France guerritre, elegies nationaks, was published 
while he was still a student. In 1828 he published a translation 
of Goethe's Faust, the choruses of which were afterwards used 
by Berlioz for his legend-symphony, The Damnation-of Faust. 
A number of poetical pieces and three comedies combined to 
acquire for bim, at the age of twenty-one, a considerable literary 
reputation, and led to his being associated with Theophile 
Gautier in the preparation of the dramatic fir:diktats for the 
Presse. He conceived a violent passion. for the actress Jennie 
Colon, in whom he thought he recognized a certain Adrienne, 
who had fired his childish imagination. Her marriage and her 
death in 1842 were blows from which his nervous temperament 
never really recovered. He travelled in Germany with Alexandre 
Dumas, and alone in various parts of Europe, leading a very 
irregular and eccentric life. In 1843 he visited Constantinople 
and Syria, where, among other adventures, he nearly married 
the daughter of a Druse sheikh. He contributed accounts of his 
travels to the Revue des Deux Mendes and other periodicals. 
After his return to Paris in t844 be resumed for a short time his 
feuilleton for the Presse, but his eccentricities increased and he 
committed suicide by hanging, on the 25th of January 1855-
The literary style of Gerard is simple and unaffected, and he has 
a peculiar faculty of giving to his imaginative creations an air of 
naturalness and reality. In a series of novelettes, afterwards 
published under the name of Les Illuminis, ox les Pricurseurs 
du socialisnse (1852), containing studies on Ritif de la Bretonne 
Cagliostro and others, he gave a sort of analysis of the feeling; 
which followed his third attack of insanity. Among his other 
works the principal are Les Mlles du feu (1854), which contains 
his masterpiece, the semi-autobiographical romance of Sylvia; 
Seines de to vie orientate (1848-1850); Conies el/oaks (1852); 
La Bokinse galante (1856); and L'Akhimiste, a drama in five 
acts, the joint composition of Girard and Alexandre Dumas. 
His Patsies com.plites were published in :877. 

There are many accounts of Girard de Nerval's unhamy life. 
Among them may be mentioned notices by his friend Th6ophik 
Gautier sad by itreene Houssaye, prefixed to the posthumous 
Le Rise it la vie 11855); Maurice Tourneues sketch In his Age dss 
rementisnur 0887 ; and a sympathetic study of temperament is 
the Morose: (189 ) of Mine Arvada Parke. See also G. Ferrara, 
Girard de Naval (rgo6). 

NERVE (Lat. nervus, Gr. verpov, a bowstring), originally a sinew 
or tendon (and still so used in the phrase " to strain every nerve "), 
but now a term practically confined to the fibres of the nervous 
system in anatomy, though consequentially employed ass general 
psychical term in the sense of courage or firmness, and sometimes' 
(but more usually " nervousness ") in the opposite sense. In 
the present article the anatomy of the nerves is dealt with; see 
also NERVOUS SYSTEM, MUSCLE AND NERVE, NEUROPATHOLOGY, 
&c. 

L CRANIAL 
The cranial nerves are those which rise directly from the 

brain, and for the most part are concerned with the supply of the 
head. With one exception they all contain medullated fibres 
(see NERVOUS Sysrem). Twelve pairs of these nerves are 
recognized, and they are spoken of as often by their numbers as 
by their names. The following is a. list:— 

(r) Olfactory; (a) Optic; (3) Oculo-motor or Motor oculi; 
(4) Trochlearis or Patheticus; (5) Trigeminal or Trifacila; (6) 
Abducens; (7) Facial; (8) Auditory; (e) Glosso-pharyngeal; 
(so) Vagus or Pneumogastric; (ix) Spinal accessory; (la) 
Hypoglossal. 

The first, or olfactory nerve, consists of the olfactory bulb and tract, 
which are a modified lobe of the brain and he beneath the salmis 
rectus on the frontal lobe of the brain (see fig. 1). At its posterior 
end the tract divides to become continuous with the two extremities 
of the limbic lobe (see Basin). while at its anterior end is the bulb 
from which some twenty small norvrnedullated nerves pist through 
the cribriform plate of the ethmoid to supply the sensory organs in 
the olfactory mucous membrane (ace OLFACTORY ORGAN). 
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The second or oge 'nerve coneists of the oidic -lame; the optic 
01MatiSSIOr or elsiastan, and the epee nem properThe optic tract =at the lower 'visual centres or internal and external geniculate 

the impeder quadrigemeal body and the pulvinar (me fig. 1), 
but these again am connected with the higher visual moue in the 
ocdpital lobe by the optic radiations (see fig. 2). In the chiasma 
some of the fibres new and some do not, so that the right optic 
Mkt forms the right half of both the right and left optic nerves. 
In addition to this the fibres coming from the internal geniculate 
body of one side cross in the chiasma to the same body of the op-
posite side, forming Gudden's commissure. The optic nerve passes 
through the optic foramen in the skull into the orbit, where it is 
penetrated by the central artery of the retina, and eventually 
the sceleotic just internal to the posterior pole of the 	l. Its 
final distribution is treated in the article Ewa. -  

The third or ocalornoter nerve rises, from a nucleus in the floor of 
the aqueduct of SyMus (see Beane, fig. 8), and ethics to the surface 

Mickey bulb 

Olfactory tract 

Olkelory tubercle 
Optic nerve 

Optic chi‘sma 

Chtelceatotor nerve 

Trealleitr nerve 

Tegeminal nerve 

Abdacent nerve 

Facial nerve 

Pan interinedia 
Auditory nory 

ina groove on the inner side of the true cerebri (fig. 1); it soon 
pierces tbe dura meter, and lies in the outer wall of the cavernous 
sinus, where it divides into an upper and lower branch. Both 
these enter the orbit through the sphenoidal fissure,. the upper 
branch supplying the superior rictus and levator pelpebrae 
superioris muscles, the lower the inferior and internal rectos and the 
inferior oblique, so that it supplies five of the seven orbital muscles. 

The 'meth or trochlear nerve is very small, and comes from a 
nucleus a little lower than that of the third nerve, It is specially 
remarkable in that it crosses to the Opposite side In the substance 
of the valve of Vieussens of the fourth ventricle, after which it 
winds round the outer side of the airs cerebri (fig. n) and enters the 
outer wall of the cavernous sinus to reach the orbit through the 
sphenoidal fissure. Here it enters the. superior oblique muscle 
on its orbital surface. 

The fifth or trigensinal nerve consists of motor and sensory roots. 
The motor root rises from a nucleus in the upper lateral part of the 
floor of the fourth ventricle, as well as by a descending (inesence- 

F Ife) tract from the neighbourhood of the Sylvian aqueduct 
e fig. 3). The large sensory root goes to a sensory nucleus a 

little external to the motor one, and also. by a spinal or deacendint 
root, to the substantia gelatinosa Rolandi as kw as the seCOIK 
spinal nerve (see fig. 3). The superficial origin of the fifth nerve is 
from the side of the pone (see fig. 1); and the two routs at once  

—Olfactory tract 
Itroca's area 

Olfactory tubercle 

amt root of dietary 

Lateral root 
chiasma 

perforated spot 
Temporal lot. (cut) 

tract 
until it emerges on to the face at 
the infraMintal foramen, where it 
divides into palpebral, nasal and 
labial branches, the names of 
which indicate their distribution. 
The third or mandibular division 
of the fifth leaves the skull 
through the foramen ovate, and 
at once gives off a set of motor 
branches for the muscles of mas-
tication; these are derived from. 
the motor root of the fifth, except 
that for the buccinator, which 
really supplies only the skin and 
mucous membrane in contact 
with the muscle. After the motor 
branch is given off, the third 
division of the fifth divides into 
lingual, imf  ' dental and 
auruidatemporai. The lingual is 
joined by the chorda tympani 
branch of the facial nerve, and 
then pastes to the anterior two. 
thirds of the tongue. In its comae 
it passes deep to the submaxillary 
gland, and here the small nib-
maxillary ganglion is connected 
with it by two roots. The in. 
feria dental was gives off a small 

motor branch to the mylohyoid and posterior belly of the digashie 
muscles, and then enters • canal in the lower jaw, where it gives 
off twigs to all the lower teeth. A mental branch comes out through 
the :rental foramen to supply the skin of the chin. The astriesdo 
temporal nerve rises by two roots, which embrace the middle men-
ingeal attery. and runs backward and then upward close to the 
lower jaw joint to supply the parotid eland, the skin on the outer 
side of the ear, and the side of the scalp. At its beginning it oom-
munkates with the stir ganglion, which lies just internal to it below 
the foramen ovate, and also receives a communication from the 
nerve to the internal pterygoid muscle. 

The sixth or adman nerve rises from a nucleus m the floor of the 
fourth ventricledeTto the eminentia tetra Dee. fig. 3). It appears 
on the surface of t e brain just below the pone and close to the 
middle line (see fig. z), soon after which it pierces the dura mater 
and runs in the floor of the cavernous sinus to the sphenoidal fissure. 
Entering the orbit through this, it quickly supplies the external 
rectos muscle. 

The seventh or facial nerve begins is a nucleus which is about the 
same level as that for the sixth, but much deeper from the floor of 
the fourth ventricle as well as farther from the middle line (see fig. 3). 
The fibres of the facial loop' round the nucleus of ' the sixth, and 
then emerge in the triangular interval between the medulla, pone 
and cerebellum, close to the eighth nerve, and having the pars 

Glosao.pbaryngeal nerve 
Vagus nerve 

Spinal accessory nerve tacce-ssery), 	 ilypnclomal nerve 
Spinal accessory nee t mal) 	 Spinal curd 

11,1 	nenre Yantis of Cerebellum (cot) 

Foxe D. J. Cemoinglosa, to Canalagham'a readout si A mbar. 
no. z.—View of the Under Surface of the Brain, with the lower portion of the temporal and occipital 

lobes, and the cerebellum on the,left side removed, to show the origins of the cranial serves. 

Pass Into * atoll odeapartmeot of the dura mater, in front of the 
apex of the petrous bone, known as Meshes cave; here the large 
crescentidGassersan ganglion is formed upon the sensory root, and 
from this the three branches come off, earning the, nerve its name 
of • 'nal. The first of these divisions is the 'ophthalmic, the 
second the maxillary, and the third the mandibular, while the motor 
root only joins the last of these. The first or ophthalmic division of  
Ike fifth runs in the outer wall of the cavernous sinus, where it 
divides into frontal, lachrymal and nasal branches. They all enter 
the orbit through the sphenoidal fissure. The frontal nerve divides 
into sapraorbed and supratrochlear, which pass out of the upper 
part of the anterior opening of the orbit and supply the skin of the 
forehead and upper part of the scalp as well as the inner part of the 
eyelids. The nerve supplies that gland and the outer 
part of the upper eyelid. The nasal nerve gives off a branch to the 
akary or keno:Jar ganglion, which lies in the outer part of the 
orbit, and through which, as well as through its own long ciliary 

branches, it supplies the eyeball 
with sensation. It leaves the 
orbit through the anterior eth-
moidal canal, and lies for a short 
distance on the cribriform plate 
of the ethmoid; it then eaters 
the nasal cavity through the nasal 
alit and supplies this cavity, as 
well as the surface of the nose as 
far as the tip, with ordinary 
sensation. The second or maxil-
lary division of the fifth nerve leaves 
the skull through the foramen 
rotundum, and then runs across 
the roof of the spheno-maxillary 
fossa• here the spheno-maxillary 
or Mattel's ganglion hangs from 

Ant it by two roots. The nerve then 
runs in the floor of the orbit, 
giving off superior dental branches, 

Trodden, new 
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intethiedia between (me fig. s). Entabg the internal auditoryper of these is the ganglion of Be root, and the lower the geselllies 

CUM! in the petrous bone known as the atueduall.1 Fallon, and in !ma's saw (see EA Is) comes If, while from the hatter are gives 
metes with these structines the facial nerve soon passes into a the trunk (see fig. 4). From the former the earicaine arena or 

this it makes a sudden off the pharyngeal branches to t Ise phiuyngsal plexuaaer,- 4. Ph.) 
bend and forms the and the superior laryngeal bran, which is the smeary nerve of the 
geniculate ganglia, larynx (fig. 4. Between the two ganglia the accessory part of 
from which the prat the eleventh nerve joins the tenth, and it is from this communication. 
superficial penned that the motor twigs to the pharynx, larynx, alimentary and as 
branch to hleekid's spiratory tracts arc derived, as well as the inhibitory fibres of the 
ganglion is given off. heart. In the neck the vagus accompanies the carotid artery and 
the canal ends at the internal jugular vein, and hen• it gives a superior and inferior 
stylo-mastoid fora- cardiac branches. The left inferior cardiac branch pease* to the 
men on the base of superficial, while the three others go to the deep cardiac• plans.. 
the skull, and here the The nerve now enters the thorax. passing between the ardsclavisa 
nerve enters the par- artery and vein. On the right side its recurrent laryngeal branch 
odd gland, in which it loops under the subdavian artery (fig. 4, R.), and runs up to supply 
forms a plexus called all the muscles of the larynx except one (see RISPIRATORT Sienna-
the peas anseriass. In the thorax the left vagus passes in front of the arch of the aorta. 
From this, branches under which the left recurrent laryngeal loops. and on both sides a 
pass to all the muscles thoracic cardiac branch is given to the deep cardiac plexus. Both 
of the face except vagi pass behind the root of their own lung, and break up to form the 
those of mastication. posterior palatonary flexors after giving off some bninches for the 
In the aqueduct the much smaller cartenor jralrenery Oaas; they then reach the 
pars intennedia j where oins 
the seventh, and, be- rricp.f=thhgslaa. A. the diaphragm es approached the two nerves 

ere 	ag they ain break 	into an 	 ple aesePhapaal na 

yond the genic ulate become distinct again, but the left one now lies in front and the 
ganglion, leaves it as right behind the food tube, so that, when the stomach is reached, 
the chords trepan, the left vague supplies the front of the organ and communicates with 
which runs through the hepatic plass, while the right goes to the back and communicates 
the tympanum (see with the coeliac, speak and renal piexans. 
EAR) to join the lin- 	The &mak or spinal accessory some is entirely motor, and con- 
geal branch of the fists of a spinal and an accessory part. The former rises from the 
fifth. It is prob-
able that the pars 
intermedia. gen/. 
culate ganglion x. and char& iym- 
paid, represent 
the sensory root 

2 i 	 of the facial 
nerve. Just out- 

< Loss 	
side the style- 
mastoid foramen 

Teas D. J. Cureapensa. Carallennea 2■=1-3.4  of the facial gives 
Al atory. off the posterior 
FIG. L—DiadVala of the Central Connexions auricular branch 

of the ptic Nerve and Optic Tract. 	to the occipitalis 
and posterior 

auricular museles, as well as a branch of supply to the stylo- 
hyoid and posterior belly of the digastric muscles. 

The eighth or amlirory Nene is in two bundles, cochlear and 
seseiesiar. The former comes from the cochlear nuclei which be 
deep to the acoustic tubercle' in the floor of the fourth ventricle 
(ate fig. 3), while the latter rises from the dorsal nucleus, nucleus 
of Deltas and the nucleus of the descending root, which are 
more deeply placed. The makes of Defter: is connected with 
the cerebellum, and is concerned in maintaining theequilibrium 
(q...) of the body, while, as is pointed out in the article BRAIN, 
the cochlear nuclei are connected with the inferior quadri-
geminal body by the lateral fillet as well as with the internal 
gesticulate body, while this body again is connected with the 	 mews, 
higher auditory centre in the grey cortex of the tempera- 
sphenoidal lobe by the auditory radiations. The vestibular ....se  
root passes in front of the restiform body (see fig. 3), and the .. 40-  

cribrosa. the vestibular nerve supplying tbe utricle and superior yea.a  
auditory meatus, and, at the. end of it. pierce the lamina 
cochlear behind that body. Together they eater the internal WILCO* 

and external semicircular canals, the cochlear nerve the posterior 
canal, the saccule and the cochlea (see Eau). 

The ninth or elessepaharyxgeal sere/ is chiefly, if not entirely, 
sensory, and its deep termination in the brain is the solitary 

tbetween 
 (see fig. 3; and BRAIN. altd. It appears on the surface lanA 

ween the olive and restiform 	y (see fig. z). and leaves the 

at runs downward and forward, between the internal and ex.. 
Ulna' carotid arteries, and eventually reaches the beck of the 
Cosmic. (see TONGUE). On its way it supplies the tympanum, 
the stylopharyngeus muscle, though there is grave doubt as to 

skull through the posterior lacerated foramen; as it does so two 
ganglia, the jugular and purees. are formed on it, after which 

whether these fibres are not really derived from the facial nerve, 
contributions to the pharyngeal plexus, the tonsil and Part of 
the epiglottis. 	 Ties D. 3. Quantum, Is thieshrhus's TaMliwk Atrattry. 

The read awn or sagas has sensory and motor fibres; the F O. 3.—Deeto Origins of Cranial Nerves from the Fourth Ventricle. 
former go to the solitary bundle mentioned in the description of the anterior horn of the grey matter of the spinal coed as low as that 
last nerve (see fig. 3). while the latter come from the dorsal nucleus and fifth cervical nerve.Its fibres come to the surface mid-way betwete 
Nucleus ambiguus, both of which are found deep to the lower half the anterior and posterior nerve-roots, and run up through the 
of the fourth ventricle. The nerve appears on the surface between foramen magnum to join the accessory part, the deep origin of 
the olive and mediocre body and just below the ninth (see fig. :). which is the lower part of the nucleus ambiguus. The accessory 
It leaves the skull through the posterior lacerated foramen, and, part, as has been nottccd, joins the vague, while the sOnal part 
like the gloesopharyngeal. bas two ganglia developed on it; the pierces the steno-mastoid muscle and runs obikludY downward 
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Foss A. It istssos. Is Casarshaaes T.1410.4 el Aram,. 

Flo. 4.—The Dbtrsinitiod of the Pneurnogastric Nerve. 

Va.R. Right vegi. 	 LC Internal, ind 
Va.L

. 
Left vagi. 
	

EC, External carotid arteries. 
r. 	Ganglion of the root and Car, Suarior cervical cardiac 

connexions with 	 bible& 	Ibrends. 
Sy, Sympathetic, superior cer- Cgs, Inferior cervical cardiac 

vs:al ganglion. 	R.L, Recurrent laryngealnerve. 
G.Pb, Glosso-pharyngeal, 	Ca3, Cardiac branches from 
Acc, Spinal accessory nerve. 	recurrent laryngeal 
as. 	Meningeal branch. . 	• nerves 
Asa, Auricular branch., 	Caa, Thoreau cardiac branch 
I, 	Ganglion of the trunk 	- . 	(right vagus). 

and connexions with 	'A.P.P1, Anterior, and 
Hy, Hypogloasal nerve. 	sP.P.P1, Posterior pulmonary 

- Cs, Ca Loop between the first 	plexuses. 
tiro cervical rvical nerves. 	Oes.P1, 	hageal 

.Sy. Sympathetic. 	 Grut.R, a a d Gasl.teldttric 
Ace, Waal accessory nerve. 	 branches of vague (right 
Ph, Pharyngeal branch. 	 and left). 
Pls.P1, Pharyngeal plexus. Coe.P1, Coeliac plexus. 
SI, Superior laryngeal nerve. Ai

11
n  Hepatic lams. 

LE, . Wane] laryngeal branch. .5 .. Splenic olextis 
E.L, ananal laryngeal brands. _ .PI. id 

and beckwirdscroes the posterior triangle of the seek to enter, 
the impedes; both these muscles are in part supplied by the 
ISSTVIR 

Thestaselfib.oe byymiessia JINN is motor, and rises from a nucleus 
in the Boor of the fourth ventricle deep to the trigonum hypoglossi 
(see BRAVE, fig. 3). It emerges from the -brain between the anterior 
pyramid and die olive (see fig. I), and leaves the skull in two bundles 
through the anterior coadylar foramen. Soon after this it is closely 
bound to the onus, and. in front of the atlas, receives an important 
contribution from the cop between the first and second cervical 
nerves. The nerve then penes downward until it reaches the 
origin of the occipital artery, awed which it loops, and then runs 
forward on the surface of the hyo :glossus to the muscles of the 
tongue. As it bends round the occipital artery it gives off its de-
mon:nu kypeljossi brands, which derives its fibres from the com-
munication with the first cervical already mentioned. This branch 
runs down and forms a loop with the antonenicans avoids branch 
from the second and third cervical sates, and from this loop (anus 
hyposlosss) many of the depressor muscles of the hyoid bone and 
larynx are supplied. Farther forward special. branches are given 
off to the thyro-hyped and geniis-hyoid muscles, and these, like the 
descen*„nairypoglossi.--ate derived from the first and- second cervical 
leep, thus leaving &lithe true muscles of the tongue to be supplied 
by the medullary part of the nerve. 

For the embryology add comparative anatomy of the cranial 
nerves, see NERVOUS SYSTEM. 

- - 	 II. SPINAL . 
The spina/ nerves are those which arise from each side of the 

spinal cord aMl are distributed to the trunk and limbs, though 
some of the wiper ones supply the lower pats of the head and 
face. As is shown is thb article NERVOUS Swam, the division 
between cranial and Spinal nerves is rather one of convenience 
than of any real 'scientific difference. There are generally 
thirty-one pairs of these-nerves, which are subdivided according 
to the part of the vertebral column through which they pass out; 
thus there are eight cervical (abbreviated C.), twelve thoracic 
(Th.)—formerly calleddorssir-five lumbar (L.), five sacral (S.) 
and one coccyges' (Coc.). As the thoracic nerves are the simplest 
and most generalized hi their arrangement, a typical one of these, 
say the fourth or fifth, will be first described. 

The nerve is attached to!the spinal cord by two roots, of which 
the ventral is purely efferent or motor and the dorsal purely afferent 
or sensory. On die ,dorsal root is a lesiform ganglion which lies in 
the foramen be. 
tween the 
brae throva 
which the 
passes. The 
roots then join 
gether to f 
mixed nerve 
fig. 5). but 
soon divide once 
more into anterior 
(ventral) and ppooxs 
terior (dors► l) 
primary d • s. 
-[beery hi 
each contain 
say and 
fibres. Just before 
it divides in this 
way the mixed 
nerve gives and 
receives its rams 
commsinicantes 
with the sympa..-- 
the& (see NSA. 
vows SVOVII11): • 

The anterldr 
primary division 
runs-  round the ' 
trunk, between the 
rib., forming an Avow 
intercostal nerve 
and trine off -a Frols""0"6. CIA.AkenAes Tari.11AA of Ageism 

latera cutruseous 	FIG. S.—Scheme of the Distribution of a 
branch, when the 	 Typical Spinal Nerve. 
side of the body is 
seeched, which divides intoanterke and posterior secondary branches. 
The - rest of the division runs forward, supplying the intercostal 
aseedes, as far as the edge of the sternum, when it ends in an 
entetior cutaneous blanch to the ront of ch The dorsal 
printery division divides into ,set ( 

	the 
external (lateral

est.
) and internal 
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(medal) branch through which the skis and muscles or the back are 
supplied. 

It will be seen from the foregoing that the thoracic nerves are 
almost completely segibmstal in their distribution, in other words, 

Pam A. IL hate" in Onsolnehun's Tadao!, l  Airoms. 
Flo. 6.—file Distribution of Cutaneous Nerves os the front of 

the Trunk. On one side the distribution of the several nerves is 
represented, the letters indicating their nomenclatures 
G.A., Great auricular nerve. 	I.H. Intercomohumend. 
S.C, Superficial cervical nerve, 	Internal cutaneous. 
S.C1, Supraciavicular nerves. " M.S, Cutaneous branch of maw 
An, Acromial. 	 cu 	rah nerve. 
0, Clavicular. 	 F..0 External cutaneous nerve. 
Si, 	Sternal. 	 G.C, Genitcomusal nerve. 
7'. 2-12, Lateral and anterior 11.0•1•, Middle cutaneous nerve. 

branchesof thoracic nerves.- LC',. &With ei internal wane- 
Ilio-hypogastric nerve. 	 OUS DOW. 
llio-inguinal nerve. 	T, 	Branches of pudic nerve. 

Circ, Cutaneous branch of cii0 S.Se, Branches of small sciatic 
cumflex nerve. (nerve. 	' 	nerve. 

L.I.C, Lesser internal cutaneous 

each supplies a slice of the body, but is the other regions this seg-
mental character is masked by the development c4 the bninchial 
skeleton and the limbs. in the cervical region the first cervical or 
suboccipital woe comes out between the occiput and atlas and does 
not always have a posterior root. When it boa not, k *Wavily con 

supply no skin. Its apterior pirimary division joins those of the 
second, third and fourth cervical nerves to form the cancel plexus, 
from which the skin of the side of the neck and lower part of the 
head and face are supplied by means of the small occipital, veal 
aurscular. superficial cervical, supraskrsal, repraclasicular and supra-
armada( nerves (see lg. 7). as well as those muscles of the neck 
which are not supplied-by the cranial nerves. The plerersic save, 
which comes chiefly from the fourth cervical, deserves special notice 
became it runs dowahrough the thorax, to supply the greater put 
of the diaphragm. The explanation of this long course (see PIA-
rnewom) is that the diaphragm is formed in the neck region of the 
embryo. The posterior primary division of the second cervical nerve 
is very large. and its inner (inesial) branch is called the great occipital 
and supplies most of the back of the scalp (fig. 7). The fifth, sixth, 
seventh and eighth anterior primary divisions of the cervical nerves 
as well as a large part of that of the first thoracic arc prolonged into 
the am and in the lower part of the neck and armpit communicate 
with one another to form the brachial plexus. As a general law 
tutderlies the composition of the limb plexuses it will be worth while 
to study the structure and distribution of this Om with some little 
care. It will be seen from the accompanying diagram (fig. 8) that 
each component nerve with the exception of the first thoracic 
divides into an anterior (ventral) and a posterior (dorsal) division 
which are best spoken of as secondary divisions in order to prevent 
any confusion with the anterior and posterior primary divisions 
which all the spinal nerves undergo. In the diagram the anterior 
secondary divisions are white, while the posterior are shaded. It 
has been suggested by A. M. Paterson that the posterior secondary 
branches correspond with the lateral branches of the thoracic nerves 
already mentioned, but there are still certain difficulties to be 
explained before altogether accepting this. Later on in the plexus 
three cords are formed of which the posterior is altogether made up 
of the posterior secondary divisions, while the anterior secondary 
divisions of the fifth, sixth and seventh cervical nerves form the 

Pies Crsy's Assam Dnerittivt ad Batted. 
FIG. ca.—Plan of the Lumbar and Sacral Plexuses. 

external cord, and those of the eighth cervical and first thoracic 
the inner. As a general rule the nerves which rise from the ventral 
secondary divisions of the limb plexuses run only to that surface of 
the limb which was ventral in the embryo, while the dorsal secondary 
divisions are confined to the original dorsal area, but. in order to 
apply this to the huikan adult, tt must be realized that the limbs 
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is e ed suns date *BMW buds tom* off at *he anilettrom the 
Ade of the body and having dorsal and ventral stebms,one
axial) border toward the heed of the embryo, and one osthrdel) 
toward the tall. If a person lies prone ups* die floor with the arms 
outstretdhed and the palms downward the embryological position 
of the forelimb is to some extent restored, and it will now be easily 
understood that the more preaxial part of the limb will be supplied 
by those nerves which enter it kom nearer the head, while the 
postatial part draws its nerve steeply- from lower down the spinal 
cord. To use Herringliam's warder: " (A) Of two spots on the skin, 
that nearer the pretrial border tends to be supplied by the higher 
nerve. (13) Of two spots in the mmxial area the lower tends to be 
supplied by the lower reeve, and of twospots in the postaxial area 
the lower tends to be supplied by the higher nerve." Other points 
of general importance in regard to cutaneous nerve supply am, 
firstly, that the era of skin supplied by one spinal nerves is not 
sharply marked off from that of the next, but the two new seemlier) 

Great arms 
nerve 

So, ,t1 occipital 
ease 

Gn t auricular 
nave 

Nerves to tevator 
&vail gagman* 

n.reCial 
verve 

Spinal aCCessory 

Nene to tweet. 
Acrocniaires ranch 

Oneiculir 	
{ 

Sternal plexus 

Pawnee sainwlar 
nerve 

Posentor thoracic 

Frans A. SL Persson, Connintes Test -164 of Aleatory. 
so. 7.—The Triangles of the Neck (Nerves 

by an overlapping region ; and, secondly, that the area supplied by 
any one spinal nerve is liable to variation in different intihMuak 
within moderate limits. This variation may affect the whole plexus, 
and the term " prefixed plexus " has been devised by C.S. Shining- 
ton to indicate one in which the spinal nerves entering Into its 
formation are rather higher than usual, while, when the opposite 
is the case, the plexus Is spoken of es " postfixed. 

With regard to the muscular supply of a limb the general rule is 
that each muscle is supplied by fibres derived from morn than one 
spinal nervethis, of course, is made possible by the redistribution 
of fibres in ti plexuses. Moreover, the muscular supply does not 
necessarily  nd to that of the overlying skin, because (see 
MUSCULAR Seater) some of the primitive muscles have been sup- 
pretsed, others have fused together, while others have shifted their 
position to a considerable distance. Bearing the foregoing facts in 
mind, the main distribution of the nerves of the brachial plexus may 
be surveyed, though the exact detalismustbe sought in the human 
anatomy 

 amkrfo► 
 text:hoothlridacyhe

awe   
outer 6.0/7,  the teexus givr

s  comait: 
the mitsado-cutaneous nerve (C. 5. 65 to t4e  muscles on the front of 
the arm, and to the skin of the outer side of the forearm and the 

outer bead of the atidias SAW (C. 5?, 6, 7), width joins the inner 
head (C. 8, Th. t) and supplies most of the flexor muscles of the 
front of the *wean* as well as those of the ball of the thumb, the 
outer two lembricids and also the skin of the outer part of the palm 
inchidieg the outer than digits and half the fourth. 

From the inner cord come the inner head of the median just 
mentioned, the shier arise C. 8, Th. 1), which passes down behind 
the internal condyle of the humerus, where it is popularly known as 
the,:e fizy bone " and supplies the flexor carpi ulnaris, half the 
flexor 	uodus tfigfennum and most of the muscles of the hand 
as 	as_ehe inner digit and a half on the Folmar and dorsal 
ats. Other branches of the inner cordate the inicisei cutaneous 

t).supplying the inner side of the forearm, the lesser 
sastesussu (Th. I) which often jeim the interossto-insural or 

lateral cutaneous branch of the second intercostal nerve to supply 
the skin on the inner side of the upper arm, and the internal anterior 
Wrack serve (C. 8, Th. t) to the pecbwalis minor and major. 

F rum the posterior cord are derived the 
three subsespasr serves (C. 5, 6, 7, 8) 
which supply the subscapularis, terns 
major and latissimus dorsi muscles

lyin, 
 the 

ne 
IdtVgarnd teres minor mtiw.- and the 

rve (C. 5, 6) su ppg the 

skin over the lower part of the deltoid. 
and the mutaelo-spiral nem (C. 5, 6, 7, 8) 
which is the largest branch of the 
brachial plexus and gives off cutaneons 
prigs to die outer aide and back of the 
armand to the bock of the forearm, as well 
as muscular twigs to the triceps and 
adjatent muscles. At ,  the elbow this 
nerve divides into the radial and posterior
interosseons. The radial Is entirely sen- 
so and supplies the skin of the outer side 
of the back of the hand, including three 
digits and a half, while the posterior inter- 
osseous is wholly muscular, supplying the 
muscles on the back of the forearm. It 
will be seen that the posterior cord is 
derived altogether fromf

s, 
 posteriorsecond- 

ary divisions of the us, but there 
are three other nerves rived from these 
which should be mentioned

The posterior thoracic or respiratory 
TT 	 nerve of Bell conies off the back of the 
Derv! 	fifth, sixth and seventh cervical nerves 
i ntend 	before the anterior and posterior secondary 
seal nee.- divisions aeparateand runs down to supply 
Nenv to 
thyro-h),1 
Iltscende ,  
hYpetioest 

the serrates :nevus muscle. 
The Miaow sreerfor or nerve to the 

rhomboid muscles runs to those muscles 
from the fifth cervical. - 

The supreme:dee nerve (C, 5, 6) passes 
through the suprascapular notch to supply 
the supraspinatus and infraspinatus 
muscles. 

The spinal nerves which are distributed 
 the lower limbs first intercommunicate 

in the lumbar and sacral plexuses, which, 
with the perineal nerves, are sometimes 
spoken of together as the !nab° sacral 
&IV!. The lumbar plexus (see fig. e) is 
formed as a rule of the first four lumbar 
nerves, though the greaterpart of the first 
number is segmental in its distribution 
and resembles one of the thoracic nerves. 
It early divides into an ilio-hypegadrie 
and dio-ininina( branch, which run 
round the abdominal wall in the sub-

stance of the muscles, and of which the former gives off an iliac 
branch, which is in series with the lateral cutaneous branches of the 
intercostal nerves and passes over the crest of the ilium to the 
&teal region, while the hypogastric branch runs round to the skin 
of the pubic region. The sho-inguinal on the other hand, gives off 
no lateral cutaneous or iliac branch, but is prolonged down the 
inguinal canal to supply the skin of the scrotum as well as that of 
the thigh which touches it. In all probability the hypogastric 
branch of the ilio-hypogastric and the whole of the iho-inguinal 
represent the anterior secondary division of the first lumbar nerve, 
while the posterior secondary division is the Mac branch of the ilia 
hyRogastric. 

The other anterior secondary divisions of the lumbar plexus it 
the obturator (see fig. 8). The saturator nave L. s, 3. 4) supplies 
the adductor stoup of muscles on the inner side of the thigh as 
well as the hip and knee joints; it occasionally has a cutaneous 
branch on the inner aide of the thigh. The posterior secondary 
branches of the plexus are the genito-crural, the external cutaneous 
and the anterior aural. The gmuto-croral nerve (L. r, a) is partly 
anterior (ventral) and partly posterior (dorsal). It sends one 
anterior branch through the inguinal canal to supply the crernaster 
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muscle,
roi 

 and another (posterior) to the skin of the thighlaut below 

The crier/sal cutaneous ROW (Lx, 3) supplies the skin of the 
outer side of the thigh, while the anterior c (La, 3, 4) innervates 
the muscles on the front of the thigh, the skin on the (react and inner 

From A_ M. Paterson, In Consitnzham's Twit-Book of Anatomy. 

FIG. 8.—The Nerves of the Brachial Plexus. 

Sy, Sympathetic gangliated cord. 
Phr, Pluenic nerve. 
C.4, 5, 6, 7 8, 7-.1, a, 3, Anterior primary divi- 

sions of the lower cervical and upper 
thoracic nerves. 

in% m*, Muscular branches to axial muscles. 
P.T, Long thoracic nerve. 
Rh, Nerve to rhomboids (posterior scapular). 
Sale!, Nerve to subclavius muscle. 
Int, Intercostal nerves. 
S.Sc, Supra-scapular nerve. The intercostal 

part of the first thoracic nerve Is omitted. 

Outer Cord. 
E.A.T, External anterior thoracic nerve. 
M.C, Muscular-cutaneous nerve. 

side of the thigh, through its muddle and infernal cutaneous branc 
and the akin of the inner aide of the leg and foot through the internal  
saphenous branch. At first sight it is difficult to understand how the 
anterior crural nerve, which supplies the skin of the front of the 
thigh, is a posterior secondary division of the lumbar plexus, but 
the explanation is that the front of the human thigh was originally 
the dorsal surface of the limb bud, and the distribution of the nerve 
is quite easily understood if the position of the hind limb of a lizard 
or crocodile is glanced at. The fourth lumbar nerve is sometimes 
called the nervosa furcalis, because, dividing, it partly goes to the 
lumbar, and partly to the sacral plexus (fig. 8), though, when the 
plexus is prefixed, the third lumbar may be the nerves furcalia, or, 
when it is postfixed, the fifth lumbar. Under ordinary conditions 
the descending branch of the fourth lumbar nerve joins the fifth, and 
together they make the htmbo-sacral cord, which, with the first three 
sacral nerves, forms the sacral plexus. This plexus, like the others, 
contains anterior and posterior secondary divisions of its spinal 
nerves, and it resembled the brachial plexus in that the lowest nerve 
to enter it contributes no dorsal secondary division. 

All the constituent nerves of the plexus run into one huge nerve, 
the great sciatic, which runs down the back of the thigh and, before 
reaching the knee, divides into external and internal popliteal nerves. 
These two nerves are sometimes separate from their first formation 
in the plexus, and may always be separated easily by the handle of 
a scalpel, since they are only bound together by loose connective 
tissue to form the great sciatic nerve. When they are separated in 
this way it is seen that the external popliteal is made up entirely 
of posterior (dorsal) secondary divisions (see fig. 9), and is derived 
from the fourth and fifth lumbar and first and second sacral nerves, 
while the internal popliteal is formed by the anterior (ventral) 
secondary divisions of the fourth and fifth lumbar and first, 'second 
and third sacral nerves. The external popliteal nerve supplies the 
short head of the biceps femoris (see MUSCULAR SYSTEM), and. just 
below the knee, divides into anterior tibial and musculo-cutaneous 
branches, which both supply the dorsal surface of the leg and foot. 
The anterior tibial nerve is chiefly muscular, innervatingthe muscles 
in front of the tibia and fibula as well as the extensor breves digitorum 
pedis on the dorsum of the foot, though it gives one small cutaneous 
branch to the cleft between the first and second toes, The mescals- 

cameral wee supplies the-  peewees bow add heevie 
and the rest of the akin of the &mum, of the Mob and loweria;:cctkA 
the leg, while the skin of the upper part of the &m um of the leg, 
below the knee. Is supplied by the external poplitml before its 
division. Tbe &tweet poplins, away, after supplying the ham- 

strings, is continued into the tag of the leg 
as the posterior tibial and innervates all the 
muscles on this, the ventral. surface. Behind 
the inner ankle it divides into the external and 
(sternal plantar naves, from which dm 
muscles and skin of the sole are supplied. A. 
little above the knee each popliteal nerve 
gives off a contribution to help fortis the 
external or short saelsatons nine. That from 
the internal popliteal is called the caw 
mmiicatu while that from the exv 
%/sal popliteal is the communicans 
These join about the middle of the back of 
the calf, and the, now formed, short sephenons 
new runs down behind the outer ankle to 
supply the outer side of the foot. Some- 
times it encroaches on the dorsum of the 
foot, replacing part of the musculo-cutaneous, 
though, when this is the case, its dorsal con-
tribution from the *Uttered popliteal (coin. 

• municans fibularis) is always larger than 
usual. To return to the sacral plexus: 
branches are given off from the anterior 

s (pyriformis, quad. s' rotator muscle* of the I 
secondary divisionslethe theft external 

rattle femoris, &e.), w 	from the posterior 
secondary divisions come the superior glu- 
teal (L I.S. 4, 5) and the inferior glutei 
(La, S. z, 2) to the minden of the buttocks. 

I odem d rl ions the lower branches 

to supply 'the skin and muscles of the perineum and genital 
organs. The visceral branches form the pelvic stream of white 
rand communicantes (see NERVOUS SYSTEM): they run from 
the second and third or third and fourth sacral nerves to the pelvic 
plexuses of the sympathetic system. The _perforating csaamisar 
miss (S.2. 3)  4arces the great sacro-sciatic ligament and supplies 
the akin over lower internal part of the buttock. The alISICUillr 
branches

u 
 (S.3, 4) supply the external sphincter, levator ani and 

coccyge 
The sa

s.
cro-coczygetd nerve (S.4, 5, Coca) runs down on each side 

of the coccyx to supply the adjacent skin, and represents the venue-
lateral nerve of the tad of lower manunals. (F. G. P.) 

NERVI, a coast towb of Liguria, Italy, in the province of Genoa, 
from which it is 71 m. S.E. by rail (also electric tramway), 82 ft. 
above sea-level. Pop. (toot) 348o (town); 6317 (commune), 
It Is much frequented as a winter resort. It is surrounded with 
groves of olives, oranges and lemons, and its villas have beautiful 
gardens. It is moister and less dusty than the western Riviera, 
and is especially in favour with those who suffer from lung 
complaints. At Quarto, 21 m. N.W., z000 Garibaldians ( t milk) 
embarked for Marsala in 186o. 

NERVOUS SYSTEM. The nervous system forms an extremely 
complicated set of links between different parts of the body, 
and is divided into (A) the central nervous system, composed of 
(z) the brain, and (2) spinal cord; (B) the peripheral nervous 
system, consistidg of (s) the cranial nerves, (a) the spinal nerves, 
(3) the various sense organs, such as the eye, ear, olfactory organ, 

taste organ and tactile organs, and (4) the motor end plates; 
(C) the sympathetic system. The anatomy and physiology of 
many of these parts are treated in separate articles (see Bunk 
SPINAL CORD, NERVE, Eve, EAR, OLFACTORY ORGAN, TASTE, 
TOVCII, MUSCLE AND NERVE, SYMPATHETIC NERVOUS SESTETS). 

The object here is to deal with anatomical points which are 

Cb, Nerve to cora•brachialie 
.11, Median nerve. 

Inner Cord. 
Lei.T. Internal anterior thoracic nerve. 
(I, Ulnae nerve. 
LC, Internal cutaneous nerve. 
LI C, Lesser internal cutaneous nerve. 

Posterior Cord. 
Circ, Circumflex nerve. 
M.S, Museulo-spiral nerve. 
S.30, Short subscapular nerve. 
M.Snb, Lower subscapular nerve. 
L.Sub Long subscapular nerve. 
1.14 Intercosto-humeral nerve. 
Lat. Lateral branch of third intercostal nerve, 

	

n m 	!IC pt 
of the lumbovmo-al plexus are grouped into 
a pudendal plexus, and the plan, though open 
to criticism on morphological ;Winds, has 
such descriptive advantages that It is followed 
here. Contributions from the first second, 
third and fourth sacral, and the coccyges! 
nerve, form it, and these contributions are 
almost all anterior (ventral) secondary divi-
sions. The branches of this plexus are the 
small sciatic, pudic, visterat pedoc7:12 

ro cutaneou4 muscular and sae-c 
oc  

nerves. The small sciatic (S.I, 2, 3) is partly 
dorsal and partly ventral in its origin and 
distribution: it supplies the skin of the 
perineum buttock and the back of the 
thigh pudic Rate (S.2, 3, 4) help. 
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common to the whole system, or for which a place doe! not 
conveniently occur elsewhere. 

HIsrett.oce or Ina NERVOUS SthreM. 
Three kinds of tissue are found in the nervous system, nerve 

fibres, serve cells, and a supporting tissue called neureelia Naive 
FIBRILS may be medullated or non-usedullated, but, whichever they 
are, they consist of the long process or axon of a nerve cell; in a 
non-mWidlated nerve this pewees is either naked or enclosed in a 
delicate membrane called the primitive sheath or ssearikenne, but in 
a medullated nerve the process or axis cylinder is encased by a white 
fatty substance called myelin. and so the term " myelinsted " is 
often used instead of " medullated ' for these nerves (see fig. I). 

Outside this white sheath the neurliecuma Ash cyjj.d... present in most nerves, but is lost when they 
are massed to form the white matter of the 
central nervous system and in the optic nerve. 

awls' At regular intervals the myelin is Interrupted 
by some substance which stains deeply with 
silver pitrate, and these breaks are limeys as 
nodes of ROJWier. They do not, however, affect 
the axis cylinder. In a large nerve, such as'the 
median, the nerve fibres are collected into small 

Mem. bundles adled funindi, enclosed in a connective 
' tissue sheath, the terineermin. and separated 

from it by a lymph space. From this sheath 
delicate processes penetrate among the fibres. 
and these are known as the endow:seism. The 
funiculi are collected into bundles called fasciculi, 
and the whole serve consists of a variable num-
ber of fetich:di surrounded by a dense fibrous 
sheath, the epinsurnes. The various bundles 

• do not remain distinct, but break op and re-
arrange themselves, so that following them up 
with the scalpel is a difficult and tedious work. 
The nerve fibres, however, never join one another 
and are often several feet in length. 

Nerve cm.th are unipolar, bipolar or multi-
polar. Unipoiar cells are found in the ganglia on 
the posterior roots of the spinal nerves, and only 
rye off an axon or as cylinder process; this. 

ei however, soon divides in a T-shaped manner, 
all these cells were originally bipolar, though the 
cell has grown away from Its two axons (or, as 
they are often regarded, axon and dendrite), 
leaving a stalk joining it to them at right angles. 
Bipolar cells are found as an embryonic stage of 
inupolar, though in fish they persist in the spinal 
ganglia throughout life. They are also some-
times found in the sympathetic ganglia. Meld-
polar silk are found in the brain and cord, and 
are best studied in the anterior horns of thegrey 
matter of the latter, where they are nearly visible 

onithelswes Tab. to the 	eye Ore  fig. 2). Of their many 
AM./ .  Aselem7. procesees only one is an axon, and it becomes 

FIG. I.—Nerve- the axial cylinder of a motor spinal nerve. The 
fibre from a Frots other fibres are called dendrites, and break up 
(Aga. v. Kemal. into delicate breathes some of which surrourd 

but, it is generally believed, are not actually 
continuous with, neighbouring cells or their ',recesses. It is known 
that the axons are made up of delicate fibrils. and it is thought 
by some observers that there is actual continuity between some 
of these and those of an adjacent neuron, as the combination 
of a any cell, its axon and dendrites, is called. The cells of 
Purkinje in the cerebellum show a particularly rich arborisation of 
dendrites (see BRAM fig. 7). Nerve cells have generally a large clear 
audeus. 

Tax NEOROCLIA is the delicate connective tissue which supports 
and binds together the nervous elements of the central nervous 
system. One part of it, which lines the central canal of the cord 
and ventricles of the brain, is formed of columnar cells, and is 
called epeadysisa, while the rest consists of small cells with numerous 

which sometimes branch and sometimes do not. These 
Cceessrnesterlace with one another to form a delicate felt-work which 
is unmixed with nervous elements on the surface of the grey matter 
of the brain (see Blunt, figs. 7 and 15),  though elsewhere it is inter-
woven with them. 

N SPAM Esoniss.—Sensory WNW end by breaking up into 
fibrillae or by various tactile organs. In the former case the minute 
fibrils, of which it has been shown that the axons or nerve fibres 
consist, separate, and end among epithelial cells of the mucous 
membrane or skin. In the latter case the nerve fibres lose their 
coating of myelin and end in one of the seven following organs:— 

I. End buThs of Krause (fig. 3, A), oval bulbs composed of elongated 
cells among which the nerve fibrils end in knobs or coils; each is 
surrounded by a sheath of neurilemma, and the organs are found in 
the lips, tongue. conjunctiva, epineurium of nerves. synovial mem-
branes of joints, and In the glans penis at clitoridis, where they have 
a mulberry-like appearance. 

I 2. Paciaks capstan OA. 3 B) as large eaough to be seen by 
the naked eye. and are oval bodia made up of a suns of concentric 
capsules of connective tissue rather resembling the structure of an 
omon; in the centre of this is a structureless core, at the distal 
extremity of which the nerve fibre ends in one or more knobs. These 

Ceethistan's Tess- esit eisisst. 
no. 2.—Three Nerve-Cells from the Anterior Horn of Gray Matter 

of the Human Spinal Cord. 

beiges are found in the palm and sole, in the mesentery, the genital 
organs and in joints. 

3. Toctik corpuscles of lawns," cad Wagner (fig. 3, C) UM oval 
bodies found in certain Of the skin papillae and mucous membrane, 
especially of very sensitive parts like the hand and foot, lips, tongue 
and nipThey are oval and made of connective tissue capsule 
from which septa enter the interior. The nerve fibre generally 
takes a spiral course through them, loses its myelin sheath, and 
ends by breaking up into its fibrils, which eventually become bulbous. 

ToclUe corpuidee of Grand are found in the skin of those 
parts devoid of hair, and consist of a capsule containing two or more 

A 

Port Robert Rands% In Cunningham's Tatatek of Asetary. 
FIO. 3—Tactile Corpuscles. A. End bulb (Krause); B, Corpuscle 

of Facial. ; C, Corpuscle of Meissner. (B. C. after Ranvier.) 

largish cells, between which the serve fibre ends in the so-called 
tactile discs. 

S. Eidini's endings are flattened oval bodies with a thick con- 
nectiye tissue capsule, in which the serve fibre divides into many 411 

7.IX 7* 
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branches which have a varicose appearance, form a rich plexus. and vertebrae. In addition to these cords 'there are numerous gazing 
end in knobs. These organs are found between the true skin and and plexuses through which the sympathetic nerves pass on their 
subcutaneous tissue of the fingers. way to or from the viscera and blood-vessels. 

6. Organs of Golgi are found in tendons. Nerve fibres penetrate 	A typical ganglion of the sympathetic chain is connected with its 
the tendon bundles and divide in a tree-like manner to end in little corresponding spinal nerve by two branches called raga catamount-
disks and varicosities. 	 cattier, one of which is 

7. Negro-mriscular spindles are small fusiform bundles of em- grey and the other white 	Va. 11.1k 
bryonic muscle fibres among which the nerve fibres end by en- (see fig. 4). The white 
circling them and forming flattened disks. These are SCIISOCy endings, consists of medullated 
and must not be confused with the motor end plates. They are fibres belonging to the 
found in most of the striped muscles of the body. 	 central nervous system, 

Motor nerves end in striped muscle by motor end plates. These and these are splanchnic 
are fanned by a nerve fibre approaching a muscle fibre and suddenly afferent or centripetal, 
losing its myelin sheath while its neurilemsna becomes continuous and efferent or centri- at 
with the sareolemma of the muscle fibre. The axis cylinder divides, fugal. The efferent fibres 
and its ramifications are surrounded by a disk of granular matter lie in the anterior roots 
containing many clear nuclei. In very long muscle fibres more of the spinal nerves, and, 
than one of these end plates are sometimes found. Involuntary like all the fibres there, 
motor endings are usually,  found in sympathetic nerves going to are either motoror acre-
unstriped muscle. The fibres form minute plexuses, at the points tory. They are the 
of union of which small triangular ganglion cells are found. After motor paths for the 
this the separate fibrils of the nerve divide, and each ends opposite unstriped muscle of the ea 
the nucleus of an unstriped muscle cell. 	 vessels and viscera, and 

the secretory paths for 
THE SYMPATHETIC SYSTEM the cells of the viscera. 

This system is made up of two gangliated cords running down one in the course of each 
on each side of the vertebral column and ending below in the median fibre from the nerve cell 

in the spinal cord, 
of. which is an 
axon, to the vessel 
or viscus it supplies, 
there is always a 
break where it 
a:bed= round a 
ganglion cell, and 
this may be in its 
own ganglion of the 
sympathetic chain, 
is a neighbouring 
ganglion above or 
below, or in one of 
the so-called col-
lateral ganglia in-
terposed between 
the sympathetic 
chain and the vis- 
cera. In addition me 
to these there are a pre. A. a p.±..... is 0,,,emb..% ms-a.4 4 
certain number of Anatomy. 
vases-dilator and Flo. S. The Distribution of the Sym- 
viscero-inhlitory pathetic Deneliated Cord in the Neck. 
fibres, which run without any cell SY*1' Superior cervical ganglion, and con-. 

connexions from ,,,.., 	flexion 
Internal 

 s and branches. 

the spinal or cranial !'"ph. Glnion,pbasyneaLcarotid artery. 

nerve to the viscera. w 	v  
The splanchnic s',,t 	uagua'.... 
afferent 	are h  t or centtri;  ;:e'x, a,  "YPAa'n`a“ C.I, i;1/S1 four cervical =VC& petal 

 

Pharyngeal plexus. sensory nerves from  G.P6, Glosso-pliaryngeal nerve. the viscera, and E. ...,  c To external carotid artery. have no tell con-  S 2 Middleceryicalganghon,ccemeisions notions until they 31* ' 	and branches. reach the sinai ce, 6., Fifth and sixth cenical =we, 
ganglia on they PQa"  I

. 	Inferior thyroid artery. tenor roots of the A.  v. Anna Vieussenii. 
.a,e211.i_nes,..tVes, which  Sy.3. Inferior cervical ga glion, coci- 

	

, 7  .,"._'' '4',...,elave.rar, 	=ions and branch: ''"ie "`` gangliated C.7.8, Seventh and eighth cervical nava. cord* of the sym- var. Vertebral p lexus.pathetic. The fibres ar, Cardiac branches. 

	

of the white rand 	' 
communicantes are remarkable for their small diameter, and 
the efferent fibres, at all events, are only found in two regions. 
one of which is called the thoracico-lumbar stream and extends 
from the first or second thoracic to the second or third lumbar 
nerve, while the pelvic stream is found from the second to the 
fourth sacral nerves. 

P.m A.M. Memo, is CuoaloshaWs Tars-Bei of Astanny. 	 The grey ram! coMmunicantes are found in connexion with all 

FIG... .—Scheme of the Constitution and Connexions of the Gangliated the spinal nerves, though they are irregular in the paths by which 
Cord of the Sympathetic. The gangliated cord is indicated on the right, spring; their fibres 

teach the sy mpa
are

thet
mmainly 

gng
non-medullated 
lia from the cells and pees into of which they 

, 
with the arrangement of the fibres arising from the ganglion cells. On both roots of the spinal nerves and also into the anterior and 
the left the rootsand trunks of spinal nerves are shown, with the arrange- posterior primary divisions of those nerves. In this way they 
meat of the white reams conunumcans above and of the gray ramus below. reach the body wall and limbs, and are somatic vaso-motor, 

secretory and piles-motor fibres, supplying the vessels, glands 
coccygeal ganglion (g. ire r). In the neck the cords lie in front of and hair muscles of the skin and its glands. The sympathetic 
the anterior tubercles of the transverse processes of the cervical 

I 
 ganglia, from which these nerves come, contain multipolar nerve 

vertebrae, in the thorax, in front of the heads of the ribs, while tells with one axon and several dendrites as well as a number of 
in the abdomen they lie in front of the sides of the bodies of the medullated fibres passing through, and much connective tissue. 
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Some of the none of these cells pass In the connectives to sangria 
above and below, while others pass with the splanchnic efferent 
nerves to the viscera. 

The above sketch will give the general scheme of the sympathetic 
system, but its exact topographical details in man must be sought 
in the modern text-books such as those of Gray, Quoin or Cunning-
ham. Here only the larger and more important details can be 
given. In the gangliated chain there is a ganglion corresponding 
to nearly each spinal nerve, except in the neck, where only three are 
found; of these the superior cervical ganglia* is more than an inch 
long, and is connected with the first four spinal nerves as well as 

with the ninth, tenth and twelfth cranial nerves (see fig. 5. Sy.t). 
Branches of distribution pass from it to the pharyngeal plexus, 
the heart and the two carotid arteries. Of these the branch accom-
panying the internal carotid artery passes to thecarotidandcavern-
oes plenums, and through these communicates with the sphcno- 
maxillary, otic and ciliary ganglia, while the branch to the external 
carotid communicates with the submaxillary ganglion. The middle 
cervical ganglion (fig. 5, Sy..), when it is present. gives rami com- 
municantes to the fifth and sixth cervical nerves, as well as branches 
of distribution to the thyroid body and heart. 

• The inferior cervical ganglion OK. 5. Sy.3) lies behind the sub-
&Adair artery, end. besides the main connective core, has a loop 

(ante Vieuseenh) joining it to the middle cervical ganglion in front 
of that vessel. It communicates with the seventh and eighth spinal 
nerves, and gives branches of distribution to the heart and to the 
subclavian artery and its branches, especially the vertebral. The 
thoracic part of the sympathetic cord has usually eleven ganglia, 
which receive both white and grey rami communicantes from the 
spinal nerves (fig. 6); of the former the upper ones run up in the 
chain and come off from the cervical ganglia as already described, 
while the lower ones form the three abdominal splanchnks which 
pass through the diaphragm (g.e.) and join the abdominal plexuses 

The great 8p:wicker; (fig. 6, S.1) comes from the sixth to the meth 
ganglia. and ends in the semi-lunar ganglion of the solar plexus 
(6g. 6, .SL). The small sphuichnic (6g. 6, 5.2) comes from the ninth 
and tenth, or tenth and eleventh ganglia. and ends in the aortico- 
renal unison of the solar plexus, while the smallest splancbnic 
(fig. 6, &I) comes from the Ian thoracicvinglion, whether it be the 
tenth or el. eventh, and ends in the renal plexus. 

In the lumbar region the gangliated cord is very ;insular; there 
may be four or more .ganglia, and these are often fused. Grey rand 
communicantes are given to all the lumber spinal nerves, and white 
ones are received from the first two. Most of the branches of dis-
tribution pass to the aortic plexus. The sacral gangliated cord runs 
down just internal to the anterior sacral foramina; It usually has 
four small ganglia, and the two cords end by joining the coccygeal 
ganglion or ganglier' iinpar, though the two-fourth sacral ganglia are 
united by transverse anterfunicular commissures The white rami 
commas:suites, already mentioned as the pelvic stream, from the 
second to the fourth sacral spinal nerves, do not enter the ganglia 
but pas directly to the pelvic plexuses (fig. 6, V). 

Sympathetic Pleareses.—In the thorax are the toperficsal and deep 
cardiac plfausag and the coronary pksuses; the former receives the 
left superior cervical cardiac of the vague, and lies in the concavity 
of the arch of the aorta. The deep cardiac plexus Islarger,_ and 
lies in front of the bifurcation of the trachea; it receives all the 
other cardiac nerves, and communicates with the anterior pulmonary 
plexuses of the vague (see Henna: Cranial). The right sad left 
coronary plexuses accompany the coronary arteries; the former 
communicates with both the cardiac plexuses, the latter only with 
the deep cardiac plexus. 

In the abdomen the solar plexus is by far the most important. 
It lies behind the stomach and surrounds the coeliac axis; in it are 
situated the semffunar, aortico-renal and superior mesenteric 
ganglia, and from it are prolonged subsidiary plexuses along the main 
erteriCa so that diaphragmatic, suprarenal, renal, spermatic, coeliac, 
superior mesenteric, aortic and inferior mrsentfrss genuses, are 
f . The hypogasbic please is the continuation downward 
orraTirtic, and lies just below the bifurcation of the aorta (see 
fig. 6 Hy); it divides into two branches, which accompany the 
internal Bac arteries and are joined by the pelvic stream of white 
rand communicantes from the sacral spinal nerves and some twigs 
from the ganglia of the sacral sympathetic to form the pelvic 
plexuses. These are prolonged to the viscera along the banches of 
the internal iliac artery, so that haernarrhoidal, sesual prostotic, 
vaginal and uterine pksuses are found. By the side of the neck of 
the uterus in the last-named plexus several small_ganglia are seen. 
(For the literature of the sympathetic system, see Quern t  Anatomy, 
London, t895.) 

EMBRYOLOGY OF NERVOUS SYSTEM 
The development of the brain, spinal cord and organs of special 

sense (eye. ear, tongue). will be found in separate articles. Here 
that of the cranial and spinal nerves and the sympathetic system is 
dealt with. The thoracic spinal nerves ate the most typical, and 
one of them is the best to begin with. In fig. 7, A the ganglion on 
the dorsal root (DR) is seen growing out from the neural crest, and 
the cells or neuroblasts of which it is composed become fusiform and 
uow in two directions as the ganglion recedes from the cord. Those 
which run toward the spinal cord are the axons. while those growing 
into the mesoderm are probably enlarged dendrites. The ventral 
mots (ER) rise as the axons of the large cells in the ventral horn of 
the grey matter, and meet the fibres of the dorsal root on the distal 
side of the ganglion (fig. 7, B). As the two roots join each divides 
into an anterior (ventral) and a posterior (dorsal) primary division 
(fig, 7. D), the latter growing into the dorsal segment of Its muscle 
plate and the skin of the beck. The anterior primary division 
grows till it reaches the cardinal vein and dorsal limit of the coelom, 
and there forks into a somatic branch to the body wall (fig. 7, C, So), 
and a splanchnic or visceral branch (fig. 7. C, Vi) which joins the 
sympathetic and forms the white emus communkans. The somatic 
branch grows round the body wall and gives off lateral and anterior 
branches (fig. 7. E). In the limb regions the anterior primary 
divisions of the nerves divide into anterior and posterior secondary 
divisions, which probably correspond to the anterior and lateral 
branches of the thoracic nerves (fig. 7. E and F). These unite with 
neighbouring nerves to form plexuses. and divide again, but the 
anterior nerves keep to the ventral side et the limb and t he posterior 
to the dorsal. 

The cranial nerves are developed in the same way as the spinal, 
so far as concerns the facts that the motor fibres are the axons 
of cell* situated in the lanai lamina of the meesampisaloa and 

Fees A. IL_nN, is Gas. 
akehus's 71W4s4 qf Amby. 

6.—The Arrange-
ment of the Sympathetic 
hem in the Thorax, 
Abdomen and Pelvis. 

r.142, L.1-5. S.11, Ce, 
Anterior primary 
divisions of spinal 
nerves, connected 
to the gangliated 
cord of the sym-
pathetic by rami 
communicantes, 
white (double lines) 
and gray (single 
lines). 

Oes, Oesophagus and 
oesophageal plexus. 

Ao, Aorta and aorta 
plexus. 

Ye, Vague nerve joining 
oesophageal plexus. 

S. T, Great  splanchnia 
nerve. 

X, Great splanchnic 
• ganglion. 

S.2, Small splanchnic 
nerve. 

S.3, Least splanchnic 
nerve. 

Co, Camay),  artery 
and plexus. 

Spl, Splenic artery and 
plexus. 

II, Hepatic artery and 
plexus. 

SL. Semilunar ganglion. 

Di. Diaphragm. 

SR, Suprarenal capsule. 
Re, Renal artery and 

Plexus- 
S.M. Superior mesenteric 

artery and plexus. 

Sp. Spermatic artery 
and plexus. 

Inferior mesenteric 
artery and plexus. 

Hy, Hypogastric nerves 
and plexus. 

Rec, Rectal plexus. 
Cr, Uterine plexus. 

Ves, Vesical plexus. 

V.V.V, Visceral branches 
from sacral nerves. 
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are two ventral roots t6 one dorsal. In the fishes and higher the thea a (see rhombencephal
drites of cells situated in ganglia which have budded off from the vertebrates the dorsal and ventral roots unite. though in eels an 

on 	Ilaant), and the sensory re axons and den- 1 	re  

brain. The evidence of comparative anatomy, however, shows that (shark) embryos F. M. Balfour says that the dorsal and ventral, 
_..----„, 	 roots alternate (The Den:lope:est of Elonnobrancliyam.

Fishes, London, 
hmt, 

1878). When limbs are developed, 
beginning with 	limb plexuses are formed- 
Where the limbs are suppressed rudimentary 
plexuses may,  persist, as mthe snake, though 
usually they disappear. 

The cranial nerves are only represented by two 
pairs in Antpleioriu. In the Cyclostomata, fishes 
and Amphibia, ten pairs of nerves are found, 

M which in their distribution do not always agree 
with those of man. In the Amniota or reptiles, 
birds and mammals, the eleventh and twelfth 
nerves have been added. The researches of W. 
H. Gaskeli ('' On the structure, distribution and 
functions of the nerves which innervate the 
visceral and vascular systems," J. of Phys. vii. 
1, 1886), 0. S. Strong (" The cranial nerves 
of Amphibia," I. Morph. x. rot), J. B. 

:.,I 	Johnston (.f. Comp. Neural. xii. a and 87), 

`.....-Ti ''' \'';Z barm:dt hierirs'at le:st fivte 	t hcoemponents!e(1) Veanre- 
J 	

senso 
tral motor, (2) Lateral motor, (1.)a  Somatic 

4 	ry, (4) Visceral sensory, (8) Lateral line 

OlA  I The ventral motor cemporsentr are those which 
0  rise from cells situated close to the mid line, and 

a nerves. 

, probably correspond to the ventral roots of the 

I.; spinal nerves. The nerves to the eye muscles 
1 (motor oculi, trochlearis and abducens) have this 4 origin (see Narver Cranial), as also has the hypo-

glossal, which doubtless is a cepbalised spinal 
nerve. 

The lateral motor components rise from cells situ-
, aced more laterally, and comprise the motor roots 

--a of the filth (trigeminal), seventh (facial), and 
ninth, tenth and eleventh (glossopharyngeal, 
sages and spinal accessory). These nerves 
supply muscles belonging to the branchial 
skeleton, instead of the muscles of the priori-
tise cranium, of which the eye muscles are the 

So, Somatic divislim. 	 remnants. 
Vi, Visceral branch. 	. 	The somatic sensory components supply the 
P, 	Posterior primary envision., 	skin, and end in cells which, among the cycio- 

stoma and fishes, form a considerable elevation 
D, E, Formation ofsubordlnatebranches. in  the rhombencephalon, known as the lobus 

Lest, Lateral, and 	 trigemini (fig. 8, Nue- V.). These components. 
Ant, Anterior; bmaches, 	 in the lower forms, are found in the fifth, seventh 

and tenth nerves, but in mammals practically 
F, Formation of nerve trunks in relation only the fifth contains them. They correspond 

to the limb; dorsal 'and ventral to the dorsal roots of the spinal nerves. 
trunks corresponding to lateral and The splanchntc sensory or viscero sensory cern-
anterior trunks is 13 and E. end in the brain in the medullary cells 

tasitOeZSs 	
ry 

t as the fascindus COMMIMil in fish and 

COMPARATIVE ANATOMY 
The comparative anatomy of the brain and spinal cotd is dealt 

with in the separate articles devoted to them. 
Spinal Nerves.—In As:pi:ism the dorsal and ventral roots do 

not unite with one another but alternate, a dorsal root on one side 
being opposite a ventral on the other. The dons! roots are both 
sensory and motor, the -ventral only motor. In the Cyclostontata 
(Petromyson) the anangement is nearly dm same, but in some regions 

Jose:a:Ins soldarsis in mammals (see BRAIN, g. 4), 
the cranial nerves Cannot be directly hornologisad with the spinal, nor ; as well as in the lobus trigemini and lobes vagi (fig. 8, Nue. X.). They 
can the fact of there being twelve of them justify us in assuming :are found in the fifth, seventh, ninth, tenth and eleventh nerves. 
that the head contains the rudiments of twelve fused or unsegmented . and supply visceral surfaces. In mammals the lingual and palatine 
somites. To this we will return later. The case of the optic nerve 
is different to that of any of the others. A. Robinson (fours. Anat. 
and Phys., vol. 30, P. 319) has shown that most of its fibres are the 
axons of ganglion cells in the,  retina, and, as the retina is part of 
the optic vesicle and an outgrowth from the brain, the so-called 
optic nerve is only comparable 

outgrowth 
 a tract of fibres within the brain. 

The twelfth or hypoglossal nerve is regarded as a fusion of the 
motor roots of three spinal nerves, and embryology bears this out, 
for Froriep has descn'bed a small and transitory ganglion cone-
!pending to the posterior root ganglion of this nerve. Another link 
to the chain of reasoning is that the first spinal or sub-occipital nerve 
often has its posterior root suppressed. 

The sympathetic system is developed from the posterior- root 
ganglia of the spinal nerves, by cells which in man migrate a few 
at a time. A. Paterson, however, believes that the sympathetic 
is developed, independently of the cerebro-spinal system, in the 
mesoderm (Phil. Trans. (taxi. pt. D. p. t97). In embryos of 
141.  m.m. there are found masses of cells on each side of the ab- 
dominal aorta, permeated' with blood vessels, and having the same 
structure as the carotid and coecygeal bodies. They are knosm AS 

the organs of Zuckerlrandl, and disappear soon after bulb. 

• 	 • 
Pim A. M. Nuts" Is Conniaghluies Teske. of liars,:

Fro. 7.—Development of the Spinal Nerves. 
A, Formation of nerve roots, 	 C, Formation of nerves. 

D.R, Dorsal mot. 
V.R, Ventral root. 
N.T, Neursi tube. 
No, Notochord. 
AI.C, Alimentary canal. 
Ao, Aorta. 
V 	Cardinal vein, 
M.P, Muscle plate. 

B, Formation of nerve trunk (N) 
D.G, Dorsal ganglion. 
Sy, Sympathetic cord. 
W.D Wolfban duct. 
Co, Coelom. 

JunCslissw el sks Memo of W bpi Calks. Assam Recteed. *el. 

FIG. 8.—Brain (A) and Chorohl Plexuses (B) of Lamprey. 
branches of the fifth, the chorda tympani and great superficial 
petrosai (?) of the seventh, and all the sensory fibres of the ninth 
and tenth except Arnold's nerve. represent these. In fishes and 
Asnitibians the palate is supplied by the seventh nerve instead of 
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the fifth. but the explasation give for this difference is that In 
theme lower forms the Gasserian and geniculate ganglia are not 
axiom and so fibres from the compound ganglion may pass into 
either nerve. These splanclinic sensory components of the cranial 
nerves eviden correspond to the branches which have already ely 
been inentio 	as the splanchnic of 	fibres of the sympathetic. 

The system of the Were: lime o acustico-latteaks component is 
sometimes regarded merely as a subdivision of the somatic sensory. 
It is best developed in the fish, and may be rEvided into pre- and 
post-auditory, and auditory. The pre-auditory part comprises the 
pit and card end organs supplied by the seventh, and also probable 
the olfactory organ supplied by the first nerve. The auditory 
apparatus.' suPpharl by the eighth nerve, is, according to modern 
opinion, usdoobtedly a part of this system, while the teeth nerve 
sends a large branch along the lateralline supplying the special end 
organs of the past-auditory part. MI these components of the 
lateral line pans to the tuberculum acrtsticum in the irth ventricle, 
as well as to the cerebellum, which J. B. Johnston (Zig. Boa. 
I. 5, p. us, Boston) regards as a derivative of the rostra' (author) 
end of the acusticum. In mammals no doubt the olfactory and 
auditory apparatus and nerves have the same morphological signi-
ficance as en fishes, but the seventh does not supply any cutaneous 
sense organs en the had or face, and the only vestige of the post-
auditory supply of the tenth nerve to the lateral line is the small 
auricular branch of the vague. often called Arnold's nerve. 

The following table, slightly modified from the one drawn up by 
J. McMurrich, gives a fair idea of the present state of our knowledge 
of the nerve components in the Mammal & 

Nerve. Ventral 
Motor. 

Lateral 
Motor. 

Somatic 
Sensory. 

Splanchnic 
hensory. 

Lateral 
Line. 

+
 +

  
+

 +  

+(?) 

+ + ... 
s>

 

I- -
 + 

+ 

+ + + 

(?) -I- 

A tract of the brain. 

For further detail' and literature of the nervous system or 
Quain's Attetemy (latest edition); it. Wiedersheim's Comp. Arent. of 
Vertebrates (Load. 1997); Bronn's Clamor and Ordousgen des Thier-
rucks ; C. S. Minot's Hamm Embryo:0V (1892) ;MeMurrich's Deodop-
meet of the Hams,, Body (London, 1906). For the theory of nerve 
components we terra Merritt. -learn. Arran. and Pko., vol 39, 
p. 1 A general discussion on the comparative anatomy and 

of limb plexuses will be found in Miss C.W. Saberton's 
paper on " Nerve Plexuses of Troglodytes N.." Studies is 
Anatomy, University of Manchester, vol. hi. (1900, p. 163. She 
refers to most of the literature on the subject, but the papers of 
ti. &taus. Jaw • Zeitsdar. v. 31 (1898), p. 239 on fish, of M. 
Davidoff, Morph. Jahr& v. 5 (LW. 450 on the  pelvic plexuses 
of fish, and of M. Farbringer, Gervab. Festschr. V. 3 (1897), on 
the spbso-occipital nerves and brachial plexus of fish, are also very 
important. (E.G. P.) 

ENFIELD, WILLIAM EDEN (1835-1888), British architect, 
one of the leaders of the Gothic revival in England, wan born 
in Bath on the and of April 1835. His father, Major William 
Andrew Nesfield, a well-known landscape gardener, laid out 
Regent's Park and St James's Park, and remodelled Kew. 
Educated at Eton, Nesfield was articled first to Mr Burn, a 
classicist, and then to his uncle, Anthony Salvia, who took the 
Gothic side in the " battle of the styles." Newfield travelled 
for.study in France, Italy and Greece, afterwards publishing a 
volume, Sketches from France and Italy (London, 2862), which 
became one of the text-books of the Gothic revival. In 1859 
Nesfield settled down in London. His first important commission 
was to build a new wing to Combo Abbey for Lord Craven. In 
3862 began &nominal partnership with Norman Shaw, the fruits 
of which have bean exaggerated; they shared rooms in Argyle 
Street for some years, but never collaborated. It was in Argyle 
Street that the principal work of Nesfield's life was conceived-
Combe Abbey, Cloverly Hall and Mogul Park. Here he showed 
a mastery of planning and construction, a conscientious regard 
for detail, an eye for the picturesque; an unfailing regard for  

dignity, Which make his achievements landmarks in the history 
of his art. He built the lodge in Regent's Park (1864) and that 
in Kew Gardens (z866). Combe Abbey and Cleverly are some-
what " early French " in style, but as Nesfield developed he 
adopted a purely English manner, and presented his newer ideffs 
in Loughton Hall and Kinmel Park. The gate lodge at Kimmel 
Park, Abergele, is entirely " English Renaissance "; Cloverly 
Hall (1864), Opened .  when he was twenty-nine, with its great 
hall, fine approaches to the staircase, and the staircase itself, 
is already half English, and Eastlake, in his History of Gothic 
Revival, praises it on that very ground. The full development 
of the revived classic taste in Nesfield came with his addition to 
Kinmel Park—red brick, stone dressings, grey-green slated roofs 
—which elevated that originally unpretentious 18th-century' 

building into a small Renaissance palace. For contrast in style, 
harmonious as they are in artistic expression, Cloverly and 

,Ithtmel are the typical examples of the artist's style. Other 
works are Farnham Royal House near Slough, Lea Wood, 
Loughton Hall and Westcombe Park. His more notable urban 
works are the btu* at Saffron Walden (1873), and the Rose 
and Crown Hotel; they stand next door to each other and exhibit 
another contrast, the former being medieval and the latter what 
is called " Queen Anne." Though he built no new Impatient 
church, Nesfield rebuilt the Early Decorated St Mary's, Farnham 
Royal, near Slough, mainly on the old lines. He restored King's 
Walden church, Hefts (x868), and Radwinter church, Essex 
(1871), and Cora church near Whitchurcb, Salop; but no great 
public building came from him. Nesfield's career was a com-
paratively short one. On the 3rd of September 1885 he married' 
Mary Annetta, eldest daughter of John Sebastian Guilt and 
granddaughter of Joseph Guilt, and he retired from practice some 
years before his death at Brighton on the 25th of March 1888. 
He left behind him a valuable series of sketches and measured 
drawings, most of which are now in the library of the Royal 
Institute of British Architects. (J. M. By.) 

ROLE, the name of a place in France (dep. of Somme), which 
gave its name to an old feudal family. This family became 
extinct at the beginning of the 13th century, and the heiress 
brought the lordship to the family of Clermont in Beauvaisfs. 
Simon de Clermont, seigneur de Neste, was regent of the kingdom 
of France during the second crusade of St Louis. Raoul de 
Clermont, constable of France, and Guy I. (d. 1302) and Guy IL 
(d. 1352) de Clermont, both marshals of France, were members of 
the family. The lordship of Nash was erected into a countship 
for Charles de Sainte-Maure in 1467 and Into a marmdsate 
for Louis de Sainte-Maure in z 546. It was acquired in r666 by 
Louis Charles de Mailly. His grandson, Louis de Mailly, bad five 
daughters, of whom four (the countess of Madly, the duchess 
of Lauragals, the countess of VIntimMe, and the marquise de 
la Toinnelle, afterwards duchess of Chateauroux) were succor, 

 sively, or simtdtaneously, mistresses of Louis XV. 
112881CA3ODE. KARL ROBERT. Cotner (1780-1862), Russian 

diplomatist and statesman, was born on the 14th of December 
r78o at Lisbon, where his father (d. aro) was Russian 
ambassador. In deference to his mother's Protestantism he was 
baptized in the chapel of the British embassy, thee becoming 
a member of the Church of England. The Nesselrodas were of 
Westphallas origin, butted long been settled in Livonia. Nessel-
rode's German erigie was emphasized by his education in a Berlin 
gymnssium, his father having been appointed ambassador to the 
Prussian court about 1787. When he was Sixteen he entered the 
Russian navy, and his father's influence procured for him the 
position of naval aide-de-camp to the emperor Peal. He 
presently 'exchanged into the army, obtained a further court 
appointment, and entered the diplomatic service. Nesselrode 
was attached to the Russian embassy at Berlin, and transferred 
thence to the Hague. In August z8o6 he received a commission 
to travel in South Germany to report on the French troops; 
he was then attached as diplomatic secretary to Generals 
Kamenski, Buxhoewden and Bennipen in succession. He 
was present at the battle of Eylau in January 1807, and assisted 
at thenegotialloard the peas rod Immediately 'afterwards 
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he was sent to Paris to join the embassy of Coateter 
Tolstoy, whom he accompanied in the spring of the next year 
to the meeting of the two emperors at Erfurt. After his return 
to Paris he strengthened the understanding between Alexander L 
and Talleyrand consequent on the Erfurt meeting, and acted as 
intermediary between the two. On the appointment of a 
successor to Count Tolstoy he retired to St Petersburg, but 
returned to Paris early in aro charged with a commission from 
Speranski to Talleyrand and the marquis de Caulaincourt, 
formerly ambassador in St Petersburg, both of whom were 
hostile to Napoleon's policy of aggression. After the breach of 
diplomatic relations with Russia in air, Nesselrode returned 
to St Petersburg by way of Vienna in order to exchange views 
with Metternich. He sought to persuade Alexander to open 
negotiations with Napoleon, if only to throw the onus of breaking 
the peace entirely on the French side. He joined the tsar's 
headquarters at Vilna in March 1812 and, though Rtuniantzov 
was still foreign minister, it was Nessekode who directed the 
foreign policy of Russia from this time forward. He was present 
at the battle of Leipzig, and accompanied the invading army 
to Paris; he negotiated the capitulation of Marmont and 
Monier at Clichy, and signed the treaty of Chaumont on the 1st 
of March :814 His former relations with Talleyrand facilitated 
negotiations in Paris, and his great Influence with the emperor 
was used in favour of the restoration of the Bourbons, sad, after 
Waterloo, against the imposition of • ruinous war indemnity on 
France. At the congress of Vienna he was 4aociated with 
Count Capo d'Istria, and when, in August 1816, Alexander 
made him secretary of state for foreign affairs in succession 
to Rurniantaov, it was again in conjunction with the Greek 
statesman, from whom he differed widely in temperament 
and ideas. The emperor Alexander I., however, wasapt to keep 
the direction of affairs in his own hands and so long as Alexander 
inclined to Liberalism Capo d'Iatria was the interpreter of his 
will, but as the emperor veered towards Metternich's system 
Nesselrode became his mouthpiece. After Alexander's final 
" conversion " to reactionary principles, Capo d'Istria was dis-
missed (1822) and Nesselrode definitely took his place. He had 
consistently advocated Alexander's project of a " universal 
union," symbolized by the Holy Alliance, in contradistinction to 
the narrower system of the alliance of the great powers; and, 
when the Greek insurrection broke out, he did much to determine 
the tsar to sacrifice his sympathy with the Orthodox Greeks 
to his dream of the European confederation (see ALEXANDER I., 
emperor of Russia). 

Alter Alexander's death in 1825 Nesselrode retained office 
under Nicholas L He was responsible for the change of policy 
of Russia towards the Ottoman empire after 1829, vis.'that 
of abandoning the traditional idea of conquering Constantinople 
in favour of keeping the Ottoman power weak and dependent 
on the tsar. This was his policy during the revolt of Mehemet 
All (q.t.), and it was Nesselrode who inspired the terms of the 
famous treaty of Unkiar Skelessi (1833). Nicholas I. was, 
however, even less inclined than his brother to place himself 
in the hands of a minister; and Nesselrode showed himself 
amenable, though when his views differed from those of the 
emperor he stated them with great frankness. He conducted 
the negotiations which led to the shelving of the treaty of 
Unkiar Skelessi and to the alliance betweeg Russia and Great 
Britain which, issuing ultimately in the Straits Convention of 
1841—to which France also was a party—healed the breach 
which had so long divided the powers of eastern and western 
Europe. 

In rileo it was Nesselrode who suggested the intervention of 
Runde in Hungary in favour of the Austrian government, 
although he restrained the tsar from active intervention in 
France then as in 183o. During the crisis of :853 be prolonged 
negotiation in the hope of averting war. The last of his im-
portant political acts, the signing of the treaty of Paris in 1856, 
undid the results of his patient efforts to establish Russian 
preponderance in the Balkan peninsula. He then retired from 
the foreign office, retaining the chancellorship, which be bad  

held since tilaa. He died at St Petersburg on the 23rd of March 
3862. 

See Legere: d papiers is chancelier ronde de Nesselrode sp6o-rtso, 
the first volume 01 which was issued by his grandson Count Anatole 
Nesselrode at Paris in 004. This work includes letters of the 
chancellor's father, Count William, Nesselrode's correspondence, and 
important state papers. In vol. ii. is a fragment of an autobio-
graphy (to ON), which Count Nesselrode did not live to complete. 
See also Correspondence diplonialique du comic PO= di Borgo a du 
comic de Nesseirode, edited by Charles Pozzo di Borgo (Paris, 2 vols., 
1890-1897). 

NEST, the place where a bird lays its eggs, hatches them out, 
and shelters them until they are fledged. The word is used by 
analogy of other animals than birds, insects, &c. It appears 
in much the same form in Teutonic languages; related to it 
are Irish need, and Lat. aid's', whence Fr. aid. It has been 
referred to the Gr. adores, return home, but it is now established 
that it represents a form nizdo- for 'aside-, from ni-, down; 
d. " nether," and sed-, to sit. Sanskrit has nida. The Lat. 
aldus has given the scientific term for nest-building, nidificativa 
(p.,.). 

NESTOR, in Greek legend, son of Neleus and Chloris, king 
of Pylos in Messenia. When all his brothers were slain by 
Heracks, in consequence of the refusal of Neleus to purify him 
for the murder of Iphitus, Nestor alone escaped, being absent 
at Gerenia—hence his epithet Gerenios in Homer (Apollodorus 
i. g). He is the old warrior of the Iliad and the wise counsellor 
of the Greeks before Troy. After the fall of the city he returned 
to Pylos, where Telemachus visited him to obtain news of his 
father. In his earlier years he took part in the battle of the 
Centaurs and Lapithae, the Calydonian boar hunt,, and 'the 
Argonautic expedition. The name is used in modern times 
for any old man of ripe experience, or the oldest member of a 
class or corporation. 

NESTOR (c. zo56-c. s114), the reputed author of the earliest 
Russian chronicle, was a monk of the Pecherskiy cloister of 
Kiev from 1073. The only other fact of his life is that be was 
commissioned with two other monks to 'find the relics of St 
Theodosius, a mission which he succeeded in fulfilling. The 
chronicle begins with the deluge, as those of most chroniclers 
of the time did. The compiler appears to have been acquainted 
with the Byzantine historians; he makes use especially of 
John Malalas and George Hamartolus. He also bad. in all 
probability other Slavonic chronicles to compile from, which 
are now lost. Many legends are mixed up with Nestor's 
Chronicle; the style is occasionally so poetical that perhaps he 
incorporated biiini which are now lost. The - early part is rich in 
these stories, among which are the arrival of the three Varangian 
brothers, the founding of Kiev, the murder of Askold and Dir, 
the death of Oleg, who was killed by a serpent concealed in the 
skeleton of his horse, and the vengeance taken by Olga, the 
wife of Igor, on the Drevlians, who had murdered her husband. 
The account of the labours of Cyril and Methodius among the 
Slays is also very interesting, and to Nestor we owe the tale 
of the summary way In which Vladimir suppressed the worship 
of Perun and other idols at Kiev. As an eyewitness be could 
only describe the reigns of Vsevolod and Sviatopolk (1078-117z), 
but be gathered many interesting details from the lips of old 
men, two of whom were Giurata Rogovich of Novgorod, who 
gave him information concerning the north of Russia, Petchora, 
and other places, and Jan, a man ninety years of age, who died 
in rto6, and was son of Vishata the voivode of Yaroslavl and 
grandson of Ostromir the Posadnik, for whom the Coder was 
written. Many of the ethnological details given by Nestor of 
the various races of the Slays are of the highest value. 

The latest theory about Nestor is that the Chronicle is a patchwork 
of many fragments of chronicles, and that the name of Nestor was 
attached to it because he wrote the greater part or perhaps because 
be put the fragments together. The name of a certain Sylvester, 
" igum en. is affixed to several of the man uscri pts as the author. 

The Chronicle has come down to us in several manuscripts, but 
unfortunately no contemporary ones, the oldest being the so-called 
Lavrientski of the ,4th century (1377). It was named after the 
monk LaInentii, who copied it out for Dimitri Constaatinovich. 
the prince of Sousa'. The work, as contained in this manuscript, 
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has had many additions made to it from Previous and matemporary 
chronicles, such as those of Voliniaand Novgorod. Solpvtev, the 
Russian historian, remarks that Nestor cannot be called the earliest' 
Russian chronicler, but he is the first writer who took a national 
point of view in his history, the others being merely local writers. 
1 he language of his work, as shown in the earliest manuscripts just 
mentioned, is Palaeo-Slavonic with many Russisras. It has formed 
the subject of a valuable monograph by Professor Mildosich. 

`The Chronicle has been translated into Polish, Bohemian, German 
and French. The compiler cannot very well be the author of the 
lives of Borii and Gleb, the martyrs, and of the life of St Theodosius, 
because they contradict many passages in the, armada The 
Work is of primary importance for early Russian history,, and, 
although devoid of literary merit, is not without its amusing episodes 
of en Herodotean character. The reputed body of the ancient 
chronicler may be seen among the relics preserved in the PerJserskiy 
=mastery at Kiev. 

See Louis Leger's Chronigste dile de Nestor (Pans. 1884); 
Bestuzhev Riumm, On the Composition of the Russian tionicles 
till the end of the 14th century (in Russian), (St Petersburg, ). 

(W. M.) 
NESTOR, the name of a small but remarkable group of parrots 

peculiar to the New Zealand sub-region, of which the type 
is the Psittaeus sneridionalis of Gmelin, founded on a species 
described by J. Latham (Gen. Synopsis 1. 264, and subse-
quently termed by him P. nester, in allusion to its hoary head, 
but now usually known as Nestor nseridionalis the " Koko " 
of the Maories and English settlers in New Zealand, in some 
parts of which It was very abundant, though its numbers are 
fast decreasing. Forster, who accompanied Cook in his second 
voyage, described it in his MSS. in 5773, naming it P. hypopolius, 
and found It in both the principal islands. The general colour 
of the kaka is olive-brown, nearly all the feathers being tipped 
with a darker shade, so as to give a scaly appearance to the 
body. The crown is light grey, the ear-coverts and nape purplish-
bronze, and the rump and abdomen of a more or less deep 
crimson-red; but much variation is presented in the extent and 
tinge of the last colour, which often becomes orange and some-
times bright yellow. The kaka is about the size of a crow; 
but a larger species, generally resembling it, though with plumage 
mostly dull olive-green, the Nestor notabilis of J. Gould, was 
discovered in r856 by Walter Mantel!, in the higher mountain 
ranges of the Middle Island. This is the " Kea" of the Maories, 
and incurred the enmity of colonists by developing an extra-
ordinary habit of assaulting sheep, picking holes with its powerful 
beak in their side, wounding the intestines, and so causing 
death. The bird is admittedly an eater of carrion in addition 
to its ordinary food, which, like that of the kaka, consists of 
fruits, seeds and the grubs of wood-destroying insects, the last 
being obtained by stripping the bark from trees infested by them. 
The amount of injury the kea inflicts on flock-masters has 
doubtless been much exaggerated, for Dr Menzies states that 
on one " run," where the loss was unusually large, the proportion 
of sheep attacked was about one in three hundred, and that 
those pasturing below the elevation of 2000 ft. are seldom 
disturbed. 

On the discovery of Norfolk Island (October to 1774) a 
parrot, thought by Forster to be specifically identical with the 
kaghkk (as he wrote the name) of New Zealand—though his 
son (Voyage, ii. 446) remarked that it was "infinitely brighter 
coloured "—was foimd in its hitherto untrodden woods. Among 
the drawings of Bauer, the artist who accompanied Robert 
Brown and Flinders, is one of a Nestor marked " Norfolk Isl. 
te Jan. 1805," on which Herr von Pelzeln in 186o founded his 
N. norfokensis. Meanwhile Latham, in 1822, had described, 
as distinct species, two specimens evidently of the genus Nestor, 
one said, but doubtless erroneously, to inhabit New South 
Wales, and, the other from Norfolk Island. In 1836 Gould de-
scribed an example, without any locality, in the museum of the 
Zoological Society, as Plydolophus produaus, and when some 
time after he was in Australia, he found that the home of this 
species, which he then recognized as a Nestor. was Phillip Island, 

very small adjunct of Norfolk Island, and not more than s m. 
distant from it. Whether the birds of the two islands were 
specifically distinct or not we shall perhaps never know, since 
they are all extinct, and no specimen undoubtedly fromNorfolk 

Island seems td have been preserved: The Phillip-Island Nestor 
may be distinguished from both of the New-Zealand species 
by its somewhat smaller size, orange throat, straw-coloured 
breast, and the generally lighter shade of its tints. 

The position of the genus Nestor in the order Psitlaci must 
be regarded as uncertain, but it is now usually placed in the 
sub-family Nestosinae of the Triehoglossidae (see PARROT). 

Further knowledge of this very interesting form may be facilitated 
by the following references to the Transactions and Proceedings 

vi .. 

• 

Nem Zealand Institute, 64, 65, 387,  so? 
114 

of 
 , 128, ix. 34o, X. 192, xi- 377; and to Sir 

8t
W. B
lo, v. 

uller 
 , 
s 

Birds New Zealand. 	 (A. N.) 
IfErfORIANS. it. The Early Nerforiont.—Among those who 

had been present at Ephesus in support of Nestorius (q.v.) was 
Ibis, presbyter and head of the theological school of Edema. 
In 435 he became bishop of Edessa and under his influence the 
Nestorian teaching made considerable progress. On the accusa-
tion of the orthodox he was deposed by the " Robber Synod " 
of Ephesus, but at Chalcedon in as t was pardoned on condition 
of anathematizing both Nestorius and Eutyches and accepting 
the Tome of Leo. He had not, however, changed his views, and 
this was generally recognized. Meanwhile one of his pupils, 
Satsumas, had settled at Nisibis in Persian territory where he 
became bishop in 435 and established a Nestorian school. And 
when the emperor suppressed the school of Edema (" the Athens 
of Syria ") in 489, and expelled its members, they travelled far 
afield as eager and successful missionaries of the Gospel. In 
Persia their numbers and their zeal stimulated the old churches 
into vigour and led to the founding of new ones. And as they 
were under ban from Rome and out of communion with the 
Byzantine Church the Persian government welcomed them as a 
political ally, though the religious opposition of the Magi was 
still largely retained. In their new environment the Nestorians 
abandoned some of the rigour of Catholic asceticism, and at a 
synod held in 499 abolished clerical celibacy even for bishops 
and went so far as to permit repeated marriages, in striking 
contrast not only to orthodox custom but to the practice of 
Aphraates at Edessa who had advocated celibacy as a condition 
of baptism. The liberty here granted to bishops was enjoyed 
as late as the 12th century, but since then the Nestorian Church 
has assimilated its custom to that of the Greek Church. That 
the ascetic ideal was by no means wholly extinct is evident 
from the Book of Governors written by Thomas, bishop of Marga, 
in 840 which bears witness to a Syrian monasticism founded by 
one Awgin of Egyptian descent, who settled in Nisibis about 
350, and lasting uninterruptedly until the time of Thomas, 
though it had long been absorbed in the great Nestorian move-
ment that had annexed the church in Mesopotamia. 

The Nestorian Church in Eastem Syria and Persia was under 
the jurisdiction of an archbi§hop (calholikos), who in 498 assumed 
the title " Patriarch of the East " and had his seat at Seleucia-
Ctesiphon on the Tigris, a busy trading city and a fitting centre 
for the great area over which the evangelizing activity of the 
Nestorians now extended. The church traced its doctrines 
to Theodore of Mopsuestla rather than to Nestorius, whose name 
at first they repudiated, not regarding themselves as having 
been proselytized to any new teaching. 

§ 2. The Later Nestorians.—In 6o8 Magian influence was so 
strong in Persia that the Christians were persecuted and the 
office of catholicus was vacant for 20 years, being filled again by 
Jesu-Jabus, during whose patriarchate the Mahommedan 
invasion overran Persia. The patriarch was able to secure 
from the caliph permission for the Christians to practice their 
religion in return for tribute money and this was afterwards 
remitted. Ibn All Talib, anxious to perpetuate their severance 
from the orthodox church and the Byzantine empire, confirmed 
these privileges by charter and in 762 the patriarchate was 
removed to Bagdad. For five centuries the Nestorians were 
a recognized institution within the territory of Islam, though 
their treatment varied from kindly to harsh. Btrani, a Mahom-
medan writer, who lived at Khlva c. A.D. woo, speaks of them 
as comprising the bulk of the population of Syria, Irak and 
Khorasan, and as superior to the orthodox in intellectual ability. 
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They agreed with Byzantine' in observing Lent, Christmas 
and Epiphany, but differed from them in the observance of all 
other feasts and fasts. The Latin church tried in vain during 
the Crusades to secure their adhesion to Rome. The barbaric 
invasions of the 13th and 14th centuries fell with crushing 
force on the Nestorians. In 2258 Hulagu Khan took Bagdad, 
and about taco Timur again seized and sacked the city. Though 
the Nestorians were numerous, their moral influence and their 
church life had greatly deteriorated. Those who escaped capture 
by Timur fled to the mountains of Kurdistan, and the community 
that had played so large a part in Mesopotamian history for • 
thousand years was thus shattered. In 1552 they were further 
weakened by a large secession known as " the Chakleans " 
arising out of • dispute about the succession to the patriarchate. 
The discontented appealed to Rome, and the pope (Julius  III.) 
consecrated the Chaldean catholikos. The Chaldean are now 
chiefly found in rural districts east of the Tigris. They have a 
see at Bagdad, a monastery (Rabban Hormuz) at Elkoosb, and 
are called by those Syrian Christians who have resisted the papal 
overtures, Mash:obits (" the conquered "). Other attempts 
during the Lath century to promote union between the Nestorians 
and Rome proved fruitless, but the Roman Church has never 
ceased in its efforts to absorb this ancient community. The 
history of the Jacobites or Syrian Monophysite who, like the 
Nestorians, diverged from the Byzantine Church, but in an 
exactly opposite direction, is told elsewhere (see Jscoarrz 
Cnuace, kc.). Like the Nestorian they were great missionaries, 
and up to the 7th century, and again in the 12th and 13th, pro-
duced the bulk of Syriac literature (q.v.). The chief Nestorian 
authors were (a) in the 7th, 8th and 9th centuries, Babbai the 
elder and Isho-yabh of Cecilia's, commentators; Sabdona, who 
wrote on the monastic life; Abraham the Lame, a devotional 
and penitential writer; Dionysius of Tel Maitre (see )iorrysnm 
TELlIABAILENSIS), whose Annals are important; and Thomas 
(q.v.) of Marga; (b) in the ,4th century, Abdh-isho bar Berikha 
(d. 1318) the author of a theological treatise Marganstka (" the 
Pearl "), 1298, and the Paradise of Eden, a collection of so 
theological poems. 

3. The Nestorian Missionaiy Enkrprise.—Tbe combined 
hostility of the orthodox church and the Byaantine empire 
drove the Nestorians into exile, but they went much further 
than was needed simply to secure immunity from persecution. 
They showed a zeal for evangelization which resulted in the 
establishment of their influence throughout Asia, as is seen 
from the bishoprics founded not only in Syria, Armenia, Arabia 
and Persia, but at Halavan in Media, Mery in Khorasan, Herat, 
Tashkent, Samarkand, Baluk, Kashgar, and even at Kambaluk 
(Pekin) and Sagan fu Hsi'en fu in China, and Kellum and 
Kranganore in India. In 1265 they numbered 25 Asiatic 
provinces and over 7* dioceses. Mongolian invasions and 
Mabommedan tyranny have, of course, Long since swept away 
all traces of many of these. The 400,000 Syrian Christians 
(" Christians of St Thomas," see Tnoess, Sr) who live in 
Malabar no doubt owe their origin to Nestorian missionaries, 
the stories of the evangelization of India by the Apostles Thomas 
and Bartholomew having no real historical foundation, and the 
Indian activity of Pantaenus of Alexandria having proved 
fruitless, in whatever part. of India it may have been exercised. 
The theology of the Indian Syrian Christians is of a Nestorian 
type, and Cosmas Indicopleustes (6th century) puts us on the 
right track when he says that the Christians whom he found in 
Ceylon and Malabar had come from Persia (probably as refugees 
from persecution, like the Huguenots in England and the 
Pilgrim Fathers in America). Pahlavi inscriptions' found on 
crosses at St Thomas's Mount near Madras and at Kottayam 
in Travancore, are evidence both of the antiquity of Christianity 
in these places (7th or 8th century), and for the semi-patri. 
passianism (the apparent identification of all three persons 
of the Trinity in the sufferer on the cross) which marked the 
Nestorian teaching. In 743 Thomas of Kau brought a new 

" In punishment by the cross (was) the suffering.of this One; 
i He who is the true Christ, and God alone, and Guide ever purer" 

band of emigrants from Bagdad and Nineveh, and possibly the 
name " Christians of St Thomas " arose from confusion between 
this man and the apostle. Other reinforcements came from 
Persia in 822, but the Malabar church never developed any 
intellectual vigour or missionary zeal. They had their own 
kings, lived as a close caste, and even imitated the Hindus in 
caste regulations of food and avoidance of pollution. In 1330 
Pope John XXII. issued a bull appointing Jordanus, a French 
Dominican, bishop of Quffori, and inviting the Nestorians to 
enter " the Christian Church." The invitation was declined, 
but in the 16th century the Syrian Christians sought the help 
of the Portuguese settlers against Muasulman oppression, only 
to find that before long they were subjected to the fiercer perils 
of Jesuit antagonism and the Inquisition. The Syrians submitted 
to Rome at the synod of Dampier in 1599, but it was a forced 
submission, and in 1653 when the Portuguese arrested the Syrian 
bishop just sent out by the catholicus of Babylon, the rebellion 
broke our. The renunciation was not quite trough,one party 
adhering to the Roman Church as Ramo-Syrians, the others 
reverting wholly to Syrian usages and forming to-day about 
three-fourths of the whole community. In 1665 a curious thing 
happened. Gregory, the Jacobite metropolitan of Jerusalem, 
visited Malabar, and, as the people had no consecrated bishop 
at the time, he consecrated Mar Thomas, who had , been filling 
the office at the people's request, and remained in the country 
jointly administering the affairs of the Church with. Thomas. 
Thus the Nestorian Church in India, voluntarily and with perfect 
indifference to theological dogmas, passed under Jacobite rule, 
and when early in the 18th century, Mar Gabriel, a Nestorian 
bishop, came to Malabar, he had a cool reception, and could only 
detach a small following of Syrians whom be brought back 
to the old Nestorianism. The approaches of the Anglican Church 
through the Church Missionary Society in the first part of the 
i9th century were politely repelled. On the death of the bishop 
Mar Athanasius Matthew in 1877, litigation began as to his 
successor; it lasted ten years, and the decision (since reversed) 
was given against the party that held by the Nestorian connexion 
and the habitual autonomy of the Malabar church in favour of 
the supremacy of the Jacobite patriarch of Antioch. The great 
need of the Indian Syrian church to-day is an educated ministry. 

Early evidence of Nestorian missions in China is extant in the 
tablet found in 1625 at Changan in the district of Hsi en-fu, 
province of Shensi. It commemorates " the introduction 'and 
propagation of the noble law of Ta t'sin in the Middle Kingdom," 
and beneath an incised cross sets out in Chinese and Syriac an 
abstract of Christian doctrine and the course of a Syrian mission 
in China beginning with the favourable reception of Olopan, 
who came from Judaea in 636. For two generations the little 
cause prospered, and again after persecutions in 699 and 813. 
Later on a second mission arrived, many churches were built 
and several emperors patronized the faith. This evidence is 
confirmed by (a) the canon of Theodore of Edessa (boo) allowing 
metropolitans of China, India and other distant lands to send 
their reports to the catholikos every six years; (b) the edict of 
Wu Taung destroying Buddhist monasteries and ordering 300 
foreign priests to return to the secular life that the customs of 
the empire might be uniform; (c) two 9th-century Arab travellers, 
one of whom, Ibn Wahhab, discussed the contents of the Bible 
with the emperor; (d) the discovery in 1725 of a Syrian MS. 
containing hymns and a portion of the Old Testament. 

In the loth century the. Nestorian introduced Christianity 
into Tartary proper; in 1274 Marco Polo saw two of their 
churches. The legend of Prester John is based on the idea of 
the conversion of a Mongol tribe, the Karith, whose chieftain 
Ung. Khan at baptism received the title Malek Juchana (King 
John). And there has lately come tolight a MS. of the 9th or 
moth century in Sogdianese, an Indo-Iranian language spoken 
in the north-east of Asia,which shows that theNestorians had trans-
lated the New Testament into that tongue and had taught the 
natives the alphabet and the doctrine. Their activity may well 
be said to have covered the continent. Their campaign was one 
of deliberate conquest, one of the greatest ever planned by 
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Christian missionaries. Marco Polo is witness that there were 
Nestprian churches all along the trade routes from Bagdad to 
Pekin. (A. J. G.) 

4. The Modern Nestorians. —The Nestorian or East Syrians 
(Sways') of Turkey and Persia now inhabit a district bounded 
by Lake Urrnia, or Urumia, on the east, stretching westwards 
into Kurdistan, to Mosul on the south, and nearly as far as Van 
on the north. They are divided into the Persian Nestorians of 
the plain of Azerbaijan, and the Turkish Nestorians, inhabiting 
chiefly the sanjak of Hakkiari in the vilayet of Van, who are 
subdivided into the Rayat or subject, and the Ashirel or tribal, 
the latter being semi-independent in their mountain fastnesses. 
Forming at once a church and a nation, they own allegiance 
to their hereditary patriarch, Mar Shimun, Catholicus of the 
East, who resides at Qudshanb, a village about 7coo ft. above 
the sea-level, near the Kurdish town of Julametit. It is only of 
late years, under the influence of the different missions, that 
education, ruined by centuries of perscution, has revived 
amongst the Nestorians; and even now the mountaineers, cut 
off front the outer world, are as a rule destitute of learning, 
and greatly resemble their neighbours, the wild and uncivilized 
Kurds. They are, however, extraordinarily tenacious of their 
ancient customs, and, almost totally isolated from the rest of 
Christendom gate the sth century, they afford an interesting 
study to the eccesiastical student. Their churches are rude 
buildings, dimly lighted and destitute of pictures or images, 
save that of the Cross, which is treated with the deepest venera-
tion. The qanki, or sanctuary, is divided from the nave, by a 
solid wall, pierced by a single doorway; it contains the altar, or 
inadkb'kha (literary, Ike sacrificing place), and may be entered 
only by persons in holy orders who are fasting. Here is cele-
brated the Eucharist (Qurbana, or the offering; cf. "Corbin"), 
by the priest (pasha), attended by his deacon (sitemesha). Vest-
ments are worn only at the ministration of the sacraments; 
incense is used invariably at the Eucharist and frequently at 
other services. There are three liturgies—of the Holy Apostles, 
of Theodore and of Nestorius. The first is quite free from 
Nestorian influence, dates from some remote period, perhaps 
prior to 435, and is certainly the most ancient of those now in 
use in Christendom; the other two, though early, are un-
doubtedly of later date. The Nestqrian canon of Scripture 
seems never to have been fully determined, nor is the sacra-
mental system rigidly defined. Nestorian writers, however, 
generally reckon the mysteries as seven, i.e. Priesthood, Oct of 
Unction, the Offering of the Body and Blood of Christ, Absolu-
tion, The Holy Leaven, the Signation of the life-giving Cross. 
The '" Holy Leaven " is reputed to be a part of the original 
bread of the first Eucharist, brought by Addai and Mari ,  and 
maintained ever since in the Church; it is used in the confection 
of 'the Eucharistic wafers, which are rather thicker than those 
used in the Western Church. Communion is given in both kinds, 
'as throughout the East; likewise, confirmation is administered 
directly after baptism. Sacramental confession is enjoined, 
but has recently become obsolete; prayers for the departed 
and invocation of saints form part of the services. The bishops 
are always celibates and art chosen from episcopal families. 
The service-books were wholly in MS. until the press of the 
archbishop of Canterbury's mission at Ursula issued the Taklua 
(containing the liturgies, baptismal office, &c.) and several other 
Liturgical texts. 

The Nestorian commemorate Nestorius ass saint, and invoke 
his aid and that of his companions. They reject the Third 
Oecumenical Council, and though showing the greatest devoti on 
to the Blessed Virgin, deny bet the title of Theetakes, ix. the 
mother or bearer of God. Their theological teaching Is 
misty 'and perplexing; their earliest writings .contain no 
error, and the hymns of their great St Ephrem, rung 
in their services, are positively antagonistic to " Nestorianism "; 
their theology dating from the schism is not so satisfactory. 
They attribute two Kiani, two Qinuni and one Pampa in 

The legendary founders of the Syrian Church. Addai was sup- 
posed to be one of the Seventy of Lake 1. and Mari his dadp 

Christ (see Y. P. 'Reatme-Baker's rdeslorhts and his Teaching). 
To say that the modern Nestorians are not definitely and 
firmly orthodox is perhaps fairer than to charge them with 
being distinctly heretical. 

s. Missions amongst the Restorians. —The peculiar circum-
stances, both ecclesiastical and temporal, of the Nestorians have 
attracted much attention in western Christendom, and various 
missionary enterprises amongst them have resulted. 

t. The Roues Catholic Missions.—In Turkey these consist of the 
Dominican mission, established at Mosul dating the tab century, 
and in Persia of the French Lazarist mission, which sprang out of 
some schools established by a French layman and scientific traveller, 
Eugtne Bore.in 5838. At M. Boob's entreaty the Propaganda sent 
the first Lamaist father to Persia in 184o. The chief stations of the 
Waists are at }Choosy' and Ursula. At the latter place there is 
an ("pismire under the superintendence of the Sisters of St Vincent 
de Paul. The work of these missions is to extend and consolidate 
that Catholicized and partly Latinized offshoot of the Nestorians 
known as the Vaa-Ckaiderns Mirth (see Mad. 

a. The Americas Presbyterian Mission. established in Persia in 
r834-11135 by the Rev-Justin Perldn sand Dr A.Grant, comprises large 
buildings near Urrnia, a 'college and a hospital. The influence of 
this mission does not extend much beyond the Turkish frontier, but 
it is strong in the Persian plains. The original aim was to influence 
the old Nestorian Church rather than to set up s new religious body 
but the wide difference between Presbyterians and an Oriental Church 
rendered the attempt abortive, and the result of the labours of the 
Americans has been the establishment since 1862 of a Syrian Pro. 
testant community in Persia, with some adherents in Turkey. 

3. The Ankbithop of Canterbury's Mission to the Assyrian 
Cissistians.—This Anglican mission was 'promoted by Archbishop 
Tait, and finally established by Archbishop Benson in 1886. Its 
aim is thus officially defined: " To aid an existing Church. . . . not 
to Anglicanize, . . . not to change any doctrines -held by them which 
are not contrary to that faith which the Holy Spirit, speaking 
through the Oecumenical Councils of the Undivided Church of 
Christ. has taught us as necessary to be believed by all Christians, 
but . . . to strengthen an ancient Church, at the earnest request 
of the Catholicos, and with the knowledge and blessing of the 
Catholic patriarch of Antioch, one of the four patriarchs of the 
Holy Orthodox Eastern Church. and occupant of the Apostolic See 
from which the Church of the East revolted at the time of Nestorius." 
This mission has its headquarters at Unnia, with x college for 
candidates for holy orders and a printing-press Two 

i 	

mission- 
reside in Turkey, one at Quanis with Mar Shimun, the 

flnt:ton% n Catholiens and Patriarch. The Anglican Church in 
America co-operates with the mission. 

4. The Russian Mission.—One of the Nestorian bishops joined 
the Russian Orthodox Church in 1898, and returned the same year 
with a small band of missionaries sent by the Holy Syrad of Russia. 
This mission enrolled a very large number of adherents drawn 
from the old Church, the Protestant Nestorians, and the Uniat. 
Chaldean, but it can hardly be said to have commenced any active 
work, although the Anglican mission withdrew from competition by 
closing its schools in the dioceses occupied by the Russians. 

Atrznoarrats.—J. S Assemani, Bibliotheca Oriental., ii. and iv.; 
A. J. Maclean and G. F. Browne, The Llitholices of The East and his 
People (London. 1892); G. P. Badger, Nestorian and dm Rituals 
(London, ass), M. Labourt, Le Cleristianisme dans !'empire perm 
(Paris. IWO; W. F. Adeney, The Greek and Eastern Churches. 

477-538 (Edinburgh, watt); J. Rendel Harris, Stdefigluts on New 
Testament Rassirch, Lat. iv. radon, 500; G. Milne Rae, The 
Spies Church is India (atm ; 	Heusi and H. Mulert, Atlas 
err1Circhengeschichte, Map II . 	 nos): P. Carus, The 
Nestorian Momunnut (Chicago and London, tgoo); E. Gibbon. 
Declass and Fall. ch. J. W. Etheridge, Syrian Churches 
08461: Tie /Many of Ike Rely Apostles Ada1 and Mari. &c. (London, 
5893): Piolet, Las Missions uthotiques as XIX'. secle (Paris, vol. i.): 
Noredor Papers and A221211 Reports of the Archbishop of Canter-
bury's tWyriaO Mission. Q. A. L. R.) 

(d. C. 451), Syrian ecclesiastic, patriarch of 
Constantinople from 428 to 43r, was a native of Germanicia 
at the foot of Mount Tanruit, in Syria. The year of his birth is 
unknown. He received his education at Antioch, probably undtr 
Theodore of Mopsnestia. As monk in the neighbouring monastery 
of E'uprepius, and afterwards as presbyter, he became celebrated 
in the diocese for his asceticism, his orthodoxy and his eloquence; 
hostile critics, such as the church historian Socrates, allege that 
his arrogance and vanity were hardly less conspicuous. On the 
death of Sisinnius, patriarch of Constantinople (December 4 2 7); 
Theodosius II., perplexed by the various claims of the local 
clergy, appointed the disinguished preacher of Antioch to the 
vacant see. The consecration took place on the loth of April 
428, and then, almost immediately afterwards, in what is 
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said to have been his first patriarchal sermon, Nestorius exhorted 
the emperor in the famous words—" Purge me, 0 Caesar, the 
earth of heretics, and I in return will give thee heaven. Stand 
by me in putting down the heretics and I will stand by thee in 
putting down the Persians." In the spirit of this utterance, 
steps were taken within a few days by the new prelate to suppress 
the assemblies of the Arians, these, by a bold stroke of policy, 
anticipated his action by themselves setting fire to their meeting-
house, Nestorius being forthwith nicknamed " the incendiary." 
The Novatians and the Quartodecimans were the next objects 
of his orthodox zeal—a zeal which in the case of the former at 
least was reinforced, according to Socrates, by his envy of their 
bishop; and it led to serious and fatal disturbances at Sardis 
and Miletus. The toleration the followers of Macedonius had 
long enjoyed was also rudely broken, the recently settled Pela-
gians alone finding any respite. While these repressive measures 
were being carried on outside the pale of the catholic church, 
equal care was taken to instruct the faithful in such pointsof 
orthodoxy as their spiritual head conceived to be the most im-
portant or the most in danger. One of these was that involved 
in the practice, now grown almost universal, of bestowing the 
epithet Otarbsor, " Mother of God," upon Mary the mother of 
Jesus. In the school of Antioch the impropriety of the expres-
sion had long before been pointed out, by 'Theodore of Alopsu est i a, 
among others, in terms precisely similar to those afterwards 
attributed to Nestorius. From Antioch Nestorius had brought 
along with him to Constantinople a co-presbyter named Anas-
tasius, who enjoyed his confidence and is called by Theophancs 
his " syncellus." This Anastasius, in a pulpit oration which the 
patriarch himself is said to have prepared for him, caused great 
scandal to the partisans of the Marian cultus then beginning by 
saying, " Let no one call Mary the mother of God, for Mary was 
a human being; and that God should be born of a human being 
is impossible." The opposition, which was led by one Eusebius, 
a " scholasticus " or pleader who afterwards became bishop of 
Dorylacum, chose to construe this utterance,as a denial of the 
divinity of Christ, and so violent did the dispute upon it become 
that Nestorius judged it necessary to silence the remonstraats 
by force. The situation went from bad to worse, and the dispute 
not only grew in intensity but reached the outer world. 

Matters were soon ripe for foreign intervention, and the 
notorious Cyril (q.v.) of Alexandria, in whom the antagonism 
between the Alexandrian and Antiochene schools of theology, 
as well as the jealousy between the patriarchate of St Mark 
and that of Constantinople, found a determined and unscrupulous 
exponent, did not fail to make use of the opportunity. He 
stirred up his own clergy, he wrote to encourage the dissidents 
at Constantinople, he addressed himself to the sister and wife of 
the emperor (Theodosius himself being known to be still favour-
able to Nestorius), and he beggared the clergy of his own diocese 
to find bribes for the officials of the court' He also sent to Rome 
a careful selection of Nestorius's sayings and sermons. Nestorius 
himself, on the other hand, having occasion to write to Pope 
Celestine I. about the Pelagian (whom he was not inclined to 
regard as heretical), gave from his own point of view an account 
of the disputes which had recently arisen within his patriarchate.' 
While ordinarily Rome might have been expected to hold the 
balance between the contrasted schools of thought, as Leo was 
able later to do, it is not surprising that this implied appeal proved 
unsuccessful, for Celestine naturally resented any questioning 
of the Roman decision concerning the Pelagian and was jealous 
of the growing power of the upstart see of the Neva Roma of the 
East. He was not slow to use the opportunity of gaining what 
was at once an official triumph and a personal satisfaction. In 
a synod which met in ♦30, be decided in favour of the epithet 

At Alexandria the mystic and allegorical tendency prevailed, 
at Antioch the practical and historical, and these tendencies &owed 
themselves in different methods of study, exegesis and presentation 
of doctrine. 

Letters of the archdeacon Epiphanies to the patriarch Maxi-
mianus (Migne, Parr. Cr. lxxxiv. 826). 

The letter is given in F. Loafs, Nestorian 166.468, partly trans-
lated in J. F. Bethune•Baker, Nesuritu and his reechieg, p. toSsen. 

Olontwos, and hada Nestorius retract his erroneous teaching, ob. 
pain of instant excommunication, at the same time entrusting 
the execution of this decision to the patriarch of Alexandria. 
On hearing from Rome, Cyril at once held a synod and drew up 
a doctrinal formula for Nestorius to sign, and also twelve ana-
themas covering the various points of the Nestorian dogmatic. 
Nestorius, instead of yielding to the combined pressure of his 
two great rivals, merely replied by a counter excommunication. 

In this situation of affairs the demand for a general council 
became irresistible, and accordingly Theodosius and Valentinian 
III. issued letters summoning the metropolitans of the catholic 
church to meet at Ephesus at Whitsuntide 431, each bringing 
with him someable suffragans. Ncstorius,with sixteen bishops 
and a large following of armed men, was among the first to arrive; 
soon afterwards came Cyril with fifty bishops. Juvenal of Jerut 
salem and Flavian of Thessalopica were some days late. It 
was then announced that Joh, of Antioch had been delayed on 
his journey and could not appear for some days; he, however, 
is stated to have written politely requesting that the opening 
of the synod should not be delayed on his account. Cyril and 
his friends accordingly assembled in the church of the Themokos 
on the 22nd of June, and summoned Nestorius before them to 
give an account of his doctrines. The reply they received was 
that he would appear as soon as all the bishops were assembled; 
and at the same time the imperial commissioner, Candidian, 
presented himself in person and formally protested against the 
opening of the synod. Notwithstanding these circumstances, 
Cyril and the one hundred and fifty-nine bishops who were with 
him proceeded to read the imperial letter of convocation, and 
afterwards the leuers which had passed between Nestorius and 
his adversary. Almost immediately the entire assembly v. Lis 
one voice cried out anathema on the impious Nestorius and his 
impious doctrines. and after various extracts from the writings 
of church fathers bad been read the decree of his exclusion from 
the episcopate and from all priestly communion was solemnly 
read and signed by all present, whose numbers had by this time 
swelled to one hundred and ninety-eight. The accused and his 
friends never had a hearing. As Nestorius himself said, " the 
Council was Cyril "; it simply registered the Alexandrian 
patriarch's views. 

When the decision was known the populace, who had been 
eagerly waiting from early morning till night to hear the result, 
accompanied the members with torches and censers to their 
lodgings, and there was a general illumination of the city. A 
few days afterwards (June 26th or 27th) John of Antioch arrived, 
and efforts were made by both parties to gain his ear; whether 
inclined or not to the cause of his former co-presbyter, he wan 
naturally excited by the precipitancy with which Cyril bad acted, 
and at a conciliabulum of forty-three bishops held in his lodgings 
shortly after his arrival he was induced by Candidian, the friend 
of Nestorius, to depose the bishops of Alexandria and Ephesus 
on the spot. The efforts, however, to give effect to this act on the 
following Sunday were frustrated by the zeal of the Ephesian 
mob. Meanwhile a letter was received from the emperor declar-
ing invalid the session at which Nestorius had been deposed 
unheard; numerous sessions and counter-sessions were after-
wards held, the conflicting parties at the same time exerting them-
selves to the utmost to secure an effective superiority at court. 
In the end Theodosius decided to confirm the depositions which 
bad been pronounced on both sides, and Cyril and Me1111:1011 
as well as Nestorius were by his orders laid under arrest. Re-
presentatives from each side were now summoned before him 
to Chalcedon, and at last., yielding to the sense of the evident 
majority, he gave a decision in favour of the " orthodox," and 
the council of Epheaus was dissolved. Maximian, one of the 
Constantinopolitan clergy, a native of Rome, was promoted to 
the vacant see, and Nestorius was henceforward represented 
in the city of his former patriarchate only by one small con-
gregation, which also a short time afterwards became extinct. 
The commotion which had been thus raised did not so easily 
subside in the more eastern section of the church; the Antio-
chenes continued to maintain for a considerable time an attitude 
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of antagonism towards Cyril and his treed, and erertinot pacified 
until an understanding was reached in 433 on the basis of a new 
formula involving some material concessions by him. The union 
even then met with resistance from a number of bishops, who, 
rather than accede to it, submitted to deposition and expulsion 
from their sees; and it was not until these had all died out that, 
as the result of stringent imperial edicts, Nestorianism may be 
said to have become extinct throughout the Roman empire. 
Their school at Edessa was closed by Zeno in 489. As for 
Nestorius himself, immediately after his deposition he withdrew 
into private life in his old monastery of Euprepius, Antioch, 
until 435, when the emperor ordered his banishment to Petra in 
Arabia. A second decree, it would seem, sent him to Oasis, 
probably the city of the Great Oasis, in Upper Egypt, where he 
was still living in 439, at the time when Socrates wrote his 
Church Hislory. Be was taken prisoner by the Blemmyes, a 
nomad tribe that gave much trouble to the empire in Africa, and 
when they set him free in the Thebaid near Panopolis (Akhmim) 
C. 45o, they exposed him to further persecution from Schenute 
the great hero of the Egyptian monks. There is some evidence 
that he was summoned to the Council of Chakedon, ,  though 
he could not attend it, and the concluding portion of his book 
known as The Bazaar of Haas:ides not only gives a full account 
of the " Robber Synod " of Ephesus 449, but knows that Theo-
dosius is dead (July 45o) and seems aware of the proceedings of 
Chakedon and the flight of Dioscurus the unscrupulous successor 
of Cyril at Alexandria. Nestorius was already old and ailing 
and must bays died very soon after. 

The Nestorian Heray.—What Is technically and conventionally 
meant in dogmatic theology by " the Nestorian heresy " must now 
be noticed. As Eutychianism is the doctrine that the God-man 
has only one nature, so Nestoriadism is the doctrine that He has 
two complete persons. So fat as Nestorius himself is concerned, 
however, it is certain that be never formulated any such doctrine: , 

 nor does any recorded utterance of his, however casual, come so 
near the heresy called by his name as Cyril's deliberately framed 
third anathema (that regarding the "physical union' of the two 
hypostases or natures) approaches Eutychianism. It must be 
remembered that Nestorius was as orthodox at all events as 
Athanasins on the subject of the incarnation, and sincerely, even 
fanatically, held every article of the Nicene creed. Hefele himself, 
one of the most learned and acute of Cyril's partisans, is compelled 
to admit that Nestorius accurately held the duality of the two 
natures and the integrity of each, was equally explicitly opposed 
to Arianism and Apollinarianism, and was perfectly correct in his 
assertion that the Godhead can neither be born nor suffer; all that 
he can allege against him is that "the fear of the communicatio 
idiemainin pursued him like • spectre." But in reality the question 
raised by Nestorius was not one as to the communicaffo idionsatam, 
but simply as to the proprieties of language. " l cannot speak of 
God," he said, " as being two or three months old," a remark which 
was twisted to his disadvantage. He did not refuse to speak of 
Mary as being the mother of Christ or as being the mother of 
Emmanuel. but he thought it improper to speak of her as the mother 
of God, and Leo in the Letter to Flavian which was endorsed at 
Chalcedon uses the term " Mother of the Lord " which was exactly 
what Nestorius wished. And there is at least this to be said for 
him that even the most zealous desire to frustrate the Aeon had 
never made it a part of orthodoxy to speak of David as Oreeltroe 
or of James as ‘40414hot. The secret of the enthusiasm of the 
masses for the analogous expression Theotokos is to be sought not 
so much in the Nicene doctrine of the incarnation as in the recent 
growth in the popular mind of notions as to the dignity of the Virgin 
Mary, which were entirely unheard of (except in heretical circles) 
for nearly three centuries of the Christian era. That the Virgin 
should be given a title that was quasi-divine mattered little. The 
danger was that under cover of such a title an unhistorical con-
ception of the facts of the Gospel should grow up, and a false doctrine 
of the relations between the human and the Divine be encouraged, 
and this was to Nestorius a double danger that needed to be ex-
posed. He was thus forced into the position of one who brings 
technical objections against a popular term. 

The fact that Nestorius was trained at Antioch and inherited the 
Antiochene zeal for exact biblical exegesis and insistence upon the 
recognition of the full manhood of Christ is of the first importance 
in understanding his position. From the days of Ignatius, down 
through Paul of Samosata and Lucian to the great controversies 
of the 5th century which began with the theories of Apollinarius. 
the theologians of Antioch started from the one sure fact, that 

Christ lived on earth the Me of man, and without emerhioning the 
equally genuine Divine element laid stress on this genuine human 
consciousness. There is no reason to suppose that Nestorius in-
tended to introduce any innovations in doctrine, and in any estimate 
of him his strong religious interest and his fervent pastoral spirit 
most have dueweight. He was • great extempore preacher and 
moiled to the peril of the unconsidered " telling " phrase. That 
• man of such conspicuous ability, who impressed himself at the 
outset on the people of Constantinople as an uncompromising 
opponent of heresy should within a few short years be an excom-
mumcated fugitive, sacrificed to save the face of Cyril and the 
Alexandrian., is indeed, as Duchesne says, a tragedy. No sue, 
cessor of Chrysostom was likely to receive much good-will from the 
nephew and successor of Theophilus of Alexandria. 

It is only within recent years that an attempt has been made to 
judge Nestorius from some other evidence than that afforded by 
the accusations of Cyril and the inferences drawn therefrom. This 
other evidence consists partly of letters from Nestorius, preserved 
among the works of those to whom they were written, some sermons 
collected in a Latin translation by Marius Merador, an Africa* 
merchant who was doing business in Constantinople at the time of 
the dispute, and other material gathered from Syriac manuscripts. 
Since the helpful collection of Nestoriana published by Dr F. Loots 
in epos there has also come to our knowledge the most valuable 
evidence of all, Nestorius's own account of. the whole difficulty, 
viz. The Basaar of Heradides of Damascus. This pseudonym served 
to protect the book against the fate that overtook the writings of 
heretics, and in a Syriac version it was preserved in the Euphrates 
valley where the followers of Nestorius settled. Ebel jesu in the 
14th century mentions it together with Letters and Hontilies, as well 
as the Tragedy, or a Letters to Comas, the Tkeopaschites (of which 
some fragments are still extant) and the Liturgy, which is still used 
by the Nestorian Church. The discovery of The Samar, which is 
the Agtologia of Nestorius, was made public by Dr H. Goussen 
(though members of the Archbishop of Canterbury's Mission to the 
Assyrian Christians had previously been acquainted with the book). 
The text has been edited by P. Paul Bedjan (Leipzig, 19m) and a 
French translation has been made by M. l'abbt F. Nau. A repre- 
sentative selection of extracts has been given to inglish readers in 
J F. Bethune-Baker's Nestorius sad his Teaching (Cambridge, 
teo8), chapter ii. of which describes the MS. and its accounts. 
Much of the argument is thrown into the form of a dialogue between 
(t) Nestorius and an imaginary opponent Superianus, (2) Nestorius 
and Cyril. The book reveals a strong personality and helps us to 
know the man and his teaching, even though we have to gather his 
own views largely from his criticism of his antagonists. He is 
throughout more concerned for the wrong done to the faith at 
Ephesus than to himself, saying that if he held the views attributed 
to him by Cyril he would be the first to condemn himself without 
mercy. All through the years of conflict he had " but one end in 
view, that no one should call the Word of God a creature, or the 
Manhood which was assumed incomplete." In his letters to Celestine 
he had laid stress on the point that the teaching he attacked was 
derogatory to the Godhead and so he called its champions Arians. 
" If the Godhead of the Son had its origin in the womb of the Virgin 
it was not Godhead as the Father's, and He who was born could 
not be homoousios with God, and that was what the Arians denied 
Him to be." It is thus increasingly difficult to believe that Nestorius 
was a " Nestorian." Pbre J. Mahe has shown (Revue &Inst. adds. 
July. 1906) that in spite of notable differences of terminology and 
form the chronologies of Antioch and Alexandria were in essence 
the same. Personal rather than doctrinal reasons had by far the 
larger part in determining the fate of Nestorius, who was sacrificed 
to the agreement between the two great schools. This view is 
confirmed by the evidence of the Synudicon Orientals (the collection 
of the canons of Nestorian Councils and Synods), which shows that 
the Great Syriac Church built up by the adherents of Nestorius 
and ever memorable for its zeal in carrying the Gospel into 
Central Asia. China and India cannot, from Its inception, be rightly 
described as other than orthodox. The "attenuated " (i.e. un-
" Nestorian ") form which some historians have noted in the 
early centuries of Persian Nestorianism was really there from the 
beginning. The Nestorian Church, following its leader, formally 
recognizes the Letter of Leo to Flavian and the decrees of the 
Council of Chalcedon. " When I came," said Nestorius (Bas.Herac.). 
" upon that exposition and read it, I gave thanks to God that the 
Church of Rome was rightly and blamelessly making confession. 
even though they happened to be against me personally. His aim, 
he tells us, had been to maintain the distinct continuance of the two 
natures of Christ when united through the Incarnation into one 
Person. " In the Person the natures use their properties mutually. 

. The manhood is the person of the Godhead and the Godhead 
is the person of the manhood." The ultimate union of these two 
natures appears to lie in the wilt—" For there was one and the same 
will and mind in the union of the natures, so that both should will 
or not will exactly the same things. The natures have, moreover, a 

   

Coptic Life of Dioscurus (Rev. Egyptologique. 1880-1883). 
tj. F. Bethune-Baker, Nestorius and his Teaching, ch. vi. 

 

'Syriac, tigsirkti, lit. " merchandise." The Greek word may have 
been istornet. Nothing is certainly known of any such Iferaclides. 
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mutual wW. since the person of this is the person of .that, and the 
person 

is 
 that the person of this." The manner In which this 

union as realised is thus stated by Nestorius: " The. Word also = through Blessed Mary inasmuch as He did not receive a 
nine by bwth from her, as is the case with the body which was 

born of her. For this reason I said that God the Word passed and 
not was bent, because He did not receive a beginning from her. 
But the two natures being united are one Christ. And He who 
was born of the Father as to the Divinity, and from the Holy Virgin 
as to the km-sanity is and is styled one; for of the two natures 
there was a union." It may truly be said that the ideas for which 
Nestorian and the Antiocheoe school strove "won the day as regards 
the doctrinal definitions of the church. The manhood of Christ was 
safeguarded, as distinct from the Godhead: the union was left an 
ineffable mystery." 

Auenoarnes.—On Ne sus, in addition to the modern literature 
cited in the article, and the standard histories of dogma (A. Harnack, 
F. Loots, R. L. Ottley's Doctrine of the Incantation, Sc.) see R. 
Seeberg, Lehrbreh der Doesrogeschickte, Bd. if ag (L w ap*, to), 
L. Ducheene, Hisioire museum de Pietist, VOL iii. cbs. Z. xi. (Paris, 
two). (.1. S. 31.4 A. J. G.) 

NEMER. VICTOR (184z-illgo), German musical composer, 
was born on the 28th of January 2841 at Baldenheim, near 
Schlettstadt. At Strassburg he began his university career 
with the study of theology, but he concluded it with the pro-
duction of a light opera entitled Barrette 0864. To complete 
his knowledge of music Neszler went to Leipzig to study under 
HaUptmann. His opera Der Trompeter set Sdekingen, based 
on Scheffel's poem, was composed and performed in 1884. 
Besides a number of other operas, Neszler wrote many songs 
and choral works; but it is with the Troospder soh Sackings 
that his name is associated. He died at Strassburg on the 28th of 
May tiko. In Illps a monument to him by Marzolff was erected 
there 

REV a fabric of thread, cord or wire, the intersections of 
which are knotted so as to form a mesh. The art of netting is 
intimately related to weaving, knitting, plaiting and lace-making, 
from all of which, however, it is distinguished by the knotting 
of the intersections of the cord. It is one of the most ancient 
and universal of arts, having been practised among the most 
primitive tribes, to whom the net is of great importance in hunting 
and fishing. 

Net-making, as a modern industry, is principally concerned 
with the manufacture of the numerous forms of net used in 
fisheries, but netting is also largely employed for many ether 
purposes, as for catching birds, for the temporary division of 
fields, for protecting fruit in gardens, for screens and other 
furniture purposes, for ladies' hair, bags, appliances used in 
various games, 8tc. Since the early part of the teth century 
numerous machines have been invented for netting, and several 
of these have attained commercial success. Fishing nets were 
formerly made principally from hemp fibre—technically called 
" twine "; but since the adaptation of machinery to net-making 
cotton has been increasingly used, such nets being more flexible 
and lighter, and more easily handled and stowed. 

The forms of fishing nets vary according to the manner in 
which they are intended to act. This is either by entangling the 
fish in their complicated folds, as in the trammel; receiving 
them into pockets, as in the trawl; suspending them by the body 
in the meshes, as in the mackerel-net; imprisoning them within 
their labyrinth-Mte chambers, as in the stake-net; or drawing 
them to shore, as in the seine. The parts of a net are the head or 
upper margin, along which the corks are strung upon a rope 
called the head-rope; the foot is the opposite or lower margin, 
which carries the foot-rope, on which in many cases leaden 
plummets are made fast. The meshes are the squares composing 
the net. The width of a net is expressed by the term " over ". 
e.g. a day-net is three fathoms long and one over or wide. The 
lever is the first row of a net. There are also accrues, false 
meshes or quartering!, which are loops inserted in any given 
row, by which the number of meshes is increased. To bread or 

This is a common Tent. word, of which the origin is unknown; 
it is not to be connected with " knit " or " knot." The term " net," 

r. remaining after all deductions, charges, kr., have been made, as 
in " rv.t mnfit," is a variant of " neat," tidy, clean, kit. Waal, 
shin ina  

breathe a net is to nuke a net. Dead netting is a piece without 
either accrues or stole (stolen) meshes, which last mauls that a 
mesh is taken away by netting into two meshes of the preceding 
row at once. 

Basil-Nettiog.—The tools used in band-netting are the needle, 
an instrument for holding and netting the material_ ; it is made with 
aneye. E., a tongue T, and a fork F (fig. 1). The 
twine is wound on it by being passed alternately 
between the fork and round the tongue, so that 
the turns of the string lie parallel to the length  of the 
needle, and are kept on by the tongue and fork. A 
spool or mesh-pin is a piece of round or flat wood 
on which the loops

ng 
 are formed, the perimeter of the 

detini the 	of size the loo. Each 
contai
spool

ns '
erm
two sides of the square mesh;

ps 
 therefor

loop
e, 

supposing that it be required-  to make a mesh I in. 
square—that is, measuring t in. from knot to knot. 
—a spool a In. in circumference must be used. 
Large meshes may be formed by giving the twine 
two or mom turns round the spool, as occasion 
may require; or the smelt may be made Batt  and of 
a sufficient width. The method of making the 
hand-knot in nets known as the fisherman's knot 
is more easily acquired by example than described in 
writing. Fig. 2 shows the course of the twine in form- 
ing. single knot. ROM the last-formed knot the twine 
behind by the little finger of the left hand, forming 	loop s. 

r tn. r passes over the front of the mesh-pin h, and is caught 

thence it passes to the front and is caught at d by the left thumb. 
then through the loops s and m as indicated, after which the twice 
is released in,  the thumb and the knot is drawn " taut " or tight. 
Fig. 3 is a bend knot used for 
uniting two ends of twine. 	 6 

Mach fee-Netting.—In 
1778 a netting-machine was 
patented by William Hor-
ton. William Ross, Thomas 
Davies and John Golby. 
In nos the French govern-
ment offered a reward of 
to,000 francs to the person 
who should invent an auto. 
matic machine for net- 
making. Jac- 
quard submitted 
a model of a 
machine which 
was brought under the notice of Napoleon I. 
and Carnot, and he was summoned to Paris by 
the emperor who asked—" Are you the man 
who pretends to do what God Almighty cannot 
—tie a knot in a stretdied string?" Jac- 
quard's model. which is incomplete, was de- 
posited in the Conservatoire des Arts et Métiers; 

i 
it was awarded a prize. and he himself received 
an appointment in the Conservatoire. where be 
perfected his famous attachment to the com- 
moo loom. In the United Kingdom, the first 
to succeed in inventing an efficient machine 
and in establishing the industry of machine net-making was 
James Paterson of Musselbureh. Paterson, originally a cooper. 
served in the limy through the Peninsular War, and was discharged 
after the battle of Waterloo. He established a net factory in Mussel-
burghabout titzo ; but the early fonn of machine 
was imperfect, the knots it formed slipped readily, 
and, there being much prejudice against machine 
nets, the demand was small. Walter Ritchie, 
native of MusselburO, devised a method for 
forming the ordinary had-knot on the machine 
nets, and the machine, patented in July am, 
became the foundation of an extensive and 
flourishing industry. 

The Paterson machine is very complex. It 
consists of an arrangement of hooks, needles and 
sinkers, one of each being required for every gush 	Flo. 3. 
in the breadth being made. The needles hold the 
meshes, while the hooks seize the lower part of each and twist it 
into a loop. Through the series of loops so formed a steel wire is 
shot, carrying with it twine for the next range of loops. This twins 
the sinkers sucmyaively catch and depress  sufficiently to form the 
two sides and loop of the next mesh to be formed. The knot formed 
by threading the loo is now tightened up, the last formed mesh is 
freed fmm the sinkers and transferred to the hooks, and the proms 
of looping. threading and knot thus continues. 

Another form of net-loom, 
 

work on a principle distinct from 
that of Paterson, was invente.d and patented in France by ChtesiOere 
Pecqueur in 1840. and 	n is France and in the United King- 
dom in Igo. This 	• was improved by many subsequent 
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htventors_ ,. especially by Baudouin and jouanain, patented in the 
United Kingdom in 1861. In this machine separate threads or 

cords running longitudinally for 
6 b each division of the mesh are env. 

1210Yed (6ff- 4). It will be observed 
that the alternate threads a and 
b are differently disposed—the a 
series being drawn Into simple 
loops over and through which the 
threads of the b series have to pass. 
On the machine the a series of 
threadi are arranged' vertically, 
while the 6 series are placed hori-
zontally in thin lenticular spools. 
Over the horizontal 0 series is a 
range of hooks equal in number 
with the threads, and net so that 
they seize the 6 threads, raise 
them, and give them a double. 
twist, thus forming a tow of opee 
loops. The loops are then de-
pressed, and, seizing the vertical a 
threads, draw them crotchet-like 

through the b loops into loops sufficiently long and open to pass 
right over the spools containing the 0 threads (fig.3), after which 

, it only remains to tighten the threads and ci....4 . 
the mesh is complete. 

1 

a Wire-netting, which is in extensive dk- 
mend for garden use, poultry coops, and a 

	

	numerous like purposes, is also a twisted 
structure made principally by machine 

Er i r. The industry was mainly founded 
Charles Barnard in 1844. the first net 

FIG. 5. tong being made by hand on wooden rollers. 
The first machine appeared is 1855. and, 

since that time many devices, generally .  of extremely complex con-
struction, have come into use. The wire chiefly used is common 
annealed Bessemer or mild steel (see B. Smith, Wire, Its Manufacture 
and Uses, New York, 1891). 

NETHERLANDS. The geographical features of the countries 
formerly known collectively as the Netherlands or Low Countries 
are dealt with under the modern English names of HOLLAND 
and Batumi. Here we are concerned only with their earlier 
history, which is put for convenience under this heading in order 
to separate the account of the period when they formed practically 
a single area for historical purposes from that of the time when 
Holland and Belgium became distinct administrative units. 

The sources of our knowledge of the country down to the 8th 
century are Caesar's De Bello Gallica, iv., the history of Vcllcius 

Paterculus, ii. pas, the works of Tacitus, the Hisiaria 
lad  

liases 
im. Francerum (i.-iii.) of Gregory of Tours, the Fredegar's liab. 

Chronica (for the last two of which see D. Bouquet's 
Recital de historians des Gawks ei de la France, 1738-
1876). The Netherlands first became known to the Romans 
through the campaigns of Julius Caesar. He found the country 
peopled partly by tribes of Gallo-Celtic, partly by tribes of 
Germanic stock, the river Rhine forming roughly the line of 
demarcation between the races. Several of the tribes along the 
borderland, however, were undoubtedly of mixed blood. The 
Gallo-Celtic tribes bore the general appellation of Belgae, and 
among these the Nervii, inhabiting the district between the 
Scheldt and the Sambre were at the date of Caesar's invasion, 
57 B.C., the most warlike and important. To the north of the 
Meuse, and more especially in the low-lying ground enclosed 
between the Waal and the Rhine (insuk Balavonem) lived the 
Batavi, a clan of the great Germanic tribe, the Chatti. Beyond 
these were found the Frisians (q.v.), a people of German origin, 
who gave their name to the territory between the Rhine and the 
Ems. Of the other tribes the best known are the Caninefates, 
Chauci, Usipetes, Sicambri, Eburones, Menapii, Morini and 
Adnatici. 

Julius Caesar, after a severe struggle with the Nervii and their 
confederates, was successful in bringing the Belgic tribes into 
Th.b. subjection to Rome. Under Augustus, is B.C., the 
,Madame conquered territory was formed into an imperial 
with the province, Gallia Belgica, and the frontier line, the 
R6.8°1-  Rhine, was strongly held by a series of fortified camps. 
With regard to the region north of the Rhine we first obtain 
Information from the accounts of the campaigns of Nero, Claudius, 

Drusus and Tiberius. The Batavians were,first brought under 
Roman rule in the governorship of Drusus, A.D. r3. They were 
not incorporated in the empire, but were ranked as allies, ascii 
or ausi4a. Their land became a recruiting ground for the Roman 
armies, and a base for expeditions across the , Rhine. The 
Batavians served with fidelity and distinction in all parts of the 
empire, and from the days of Augustus onwards formed a con-
siderable part of the Praetorian guard. The Frisians struggled 
against Roman over-lordship somewhat longer, and it was not 
until A.D. 47 that they finally submitted to the victorious arms 
of Domitius Corbulo. The Frisian auxiliaries were likewise 
regarded as excellent troops. 

In the confusion of the disputed succession to the imperial 
throne after the death of Nero, the Batavians (A.D. 69-7o) under 
the influence of a great leader, known only , by his 

err. swell Roman name, Claudius Civilis, rose in revolt. Civilis of (7a4, 
bad seen much service in the Roman armies, and was 
a man of statesmanlike ability. In revenge for his own 
imprisonment, and the death of his brother by order of Nero, 
he took advantage of the disorder in the empire not' only 
to stir up his fellow-countrymen to take up arms for independ-
ence, but to persuade a large number of German and Belgic tribes 
to join forces with them. A narrative of the revolt is given 
in detail by Tacitus. At first success attended Civilis and the 
Romans were driven out of the greater part of the Belgic province, 
Even the great fortress of Castra Yetem (X.a.  nten) was starved 
into submission and the garrison massacred. But dissensions 
arose between the German and Celtic elements of Civilis's follow-
ing. The Ronians, under an able general, Cerealis, took 
advantage of this, and Civilis, beaten in fight, retired to the 
island of the Batavians. But both sides were exhausted, and 
it was arranged that Cerealis and Civilis should meet on a broken 
bridge over the Naba)ia (Yssel) to discuss terms of peace. At 
this point the narrative of Tacitus breaks off, but it would appear 
that easy conditions were offered, for the Batavians returned to 
their position of socii, and were henceforth faithful in their steady 
allegiance to Rome. The insula BaSavarune, lined with forts, 
became for a long period the bulwark of the empire against the 
inroads of the Germans from the north. 

Of this period scarcely any record remains, but when at the 
end of the 3rd century the Franks (q.v.) began to swarm over the 
Rhine into the Roman lands, the names of the old „„,_ 
tribes had disappeared. The peoples within the ;;Lkii.  
frontier had been transformed into Romanized pro- 
vincials; outside, the various tribes had become merged in the 
common appellation of Frisians. The branch of the Franks—
who were a confederacy, not a people—which gradually over-
spread Gallia Belgica, bore the name of the Salian Franks. 
Nominally they were taken under the protection of the empire, 
in reality they were its masters and defenders. In the days of 
their great king Hiodwig or Clovis (481-511) they were in 
possession of the whole of the southern and central Netherlands. 
The strip of coast from the mouth of the Scheldt to that of the 
Ems remained, however, in the hands of the free Frisians (q.v.), 
in alliance with whom against the Franks were the SAMBA (q.v.), 
who, pressing forward from the east, had occupied a portion of 
the districts known later as Gelderland, Overyssel and Drente. 
Saxon was at this period the common title of all the north German 
tribes; there was but little difference between Frisians and 
Saxons either in race or language; and they were closely united 
for some four centuries in common resistance to the encroach-
ments of the Frankish power. 

The conversion of Clovis and his rude followers to Christianity 
tended gradually to civilize the Franks, and to facilitate the 
fusion which soon took place between them and the 
Gallo-Roman population. It tended also to accentuate song atcmw. 
the enmity to the Franks of the heathen Frisians and may. 
Saxons. In the south (of the Netherlands) Christianity 
was spread by the labours of devoted missionaries, foremost 
amongst whom were St Amandus, St Seven and St Eligius, 
and bishoprics were set up at Cambrai, Tournai, Arras, Therott. 
anne and Liege. In the north progress was much slower, and 

FIG. 4. 
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though a church was erected at Utrecht by Dagobert I. about 
A.D. 630, ft was destroyed by the Frisians, who remained obstin-
ately heathen. The first successful attempt to convert them 
was made, under the powerful protection of Pippin of Heristal, 
by Willebrord, a Northumbrian monk, who became, A.D. 695, 
the first bishop of Utrecht (see UTRECHT). His labours were 
continued with even more striking results by another English-
man, Winfred, better known as St Boniface, the Apostle of the 
Germans, who suffered martyrdom at Dokkum in A.D. 734 at 
the hands of some heathen Frisians. The complete conversion 
was, however, in the end due rather to the arms of the Carolingian 
kings than to the unaided efforts of the missionaries. Towards 
the end of the century, Charlemagne, himself a Netherlander 
by descent and ancestral possessions, after a severe struggle, 
thoroughly subdued the Frisians and Saxons, and compelled them 
to embrace Christianity. 

In the triple partition of the Carolingian empire at Verdun in 
843, the central portion was assigned to the emperor Lothaire, 

separating the kingdoms of East Francia (the later 
Tager"" thigair Germany) from West Francis (the later France). 
of  
Loma., This middle kingdom formed a long strip stretching 

across Europe from the North Sea to Naples, and 
embraced the whole of the later Netherlands with the exception 
of the portion on the left bank of the Scheldt, which river was 
made the boundary of West Francis. On the death of the 
emperor, his son Lothaire II. received the northern part of his 
father's domain, known as Lotharii or Hlutharii Regnum, 
corrupted later into Lotharingia or Lorraine. Lothaire had no 
heir, and in 870 by the treaty of Meerssen his territory was 
divided between the kings of East and West Fmncia. In 879 
East Francis acquired the whole; from 912 to 924 It formed 
part of West Francia. Finally in 924 Lorraine passed in the 
reign- of Henry the Fowler under German (East Frankish) 
overlordship. Henry's son, Otto the Great, owing to the 
disordered state of the country, placed it in 933 in the hands 
of his able brother, Bruno, archbishop of Cologne, for pacification. 
Bruno, who kept for himself the title of archduke, divided 
the territory into the two duchies of Upper and Lower Lorraine. 
Godfrey of Verdun was invested by him with the government 
of Lower Lorraine (Nieder-Lothringen). The history of the 
Netherlands from this time forward—with the exception of 
Flanders, which continued to be a fief of the French kings—
is the history of the various feudal states into which the duchy 
of Lower Lorraine was gradually broken up. 

It is a melancholy history, telling of the invasionef the North, 
men, and of the dynastic struggles between the petty feudal 
eron.i • sovereigns who carved out counties and lordships 
et a,, 	for themselves during the dark centuries which 
Masi 	followed the fall of the Carolingian empire. It was a 
"a" 	time of oppression and cruelty, and of warand devasta- 
tion, during which the country remained chiefly swamp and 
tangled woodland, with little communication save up and down 
the rivers and along the old Roman roads. Its remoteness from 
the control of the authority of the German and French kings, 
together with its inaccessibility, gave special facilities in Lower 
Lorraine to the growth of a number of practically independent 
feudal states forming a group or system apart. Chief among 
these states were the duchy of Brabant, the counties of Flanders, 
Hainault, Holland, Gelderland, Limburg and Luxemburg, 
and the bishoprics of Utrecht and Liege. For their separate 
local histories and their dynasties, their wars and political 
relations with one another and with neighbouring countries, 
reference must be made to the separate articles FLANDERS, 
HOLLAND, BRABANT, GELDERLAND, LIMBURG, LUTCEILBORG, 
UTRECHT, LdGE. 

During the 9th and loth centuries the Netherlands suffered 
cruelly from the attacks of the Northmen, who ravaged the 

Tbe shores and at times penetrated far inland. In 834 
...maw Utrecht and Doreatad were sacked, and a few years 

gfre later all Holland and Friesland was in their hands. 
Iviralma• Year after year the raids went on under a succession of 
leaders—Heriold, Roruk, Rolf, Godfrey—and far and wide  

there was pillaging, burning, murder and slavery. In 873 Rolf 
seized Walcheren, and became the scourge of the surrounding 
districts. In 88o the invaders took Nijmwegen, erected a 
permanent camp at Elsloo and pushed on to the Rhine. Liege, 
Aix-la-Chapelle, Cologne and Bonn fell into their hands. The 
emperor, Charles the Fat, was roused to collect a large army, 
with which he surrounded the main body of the Northmen under 
their leader Godfrey In the camp at Elsloo. But Charles pre-
ferred negotiation and bribery to fighting. Godfrey ceceived 
a large sum of money, was confirmed in the possession of Fries-
land,-and on being converted to Christianity in 882, received 
in marriage Gisela, daughter of Lothaire II. Three yearataler. 
however, Godfrey was murdered, and although the raids of the 
Northmen did not entirely cease for upwards of another century, 
no further attempt was made to establish a permanent dynasty 
in the land. 

At the dose of the r all century the system of feudal states 
had been firmly established in the Netherlands under stable 
dynasties hereditary or episcopal, and, despite the 
continual wars between them, civilization had begun to  
develop, orderly government to be carried on, and the 
general condition of the people to be less hopeless and miserable. 
It was at this time that the voice of Peter the Hermit roused the 
whole of western Europe to enthusiasm by his preaching of the 
first Crusade. Nowhere was the call responded to with greater 
zeal than in the Netherlands, and nowhere had the spirit of 
adventure and the stimulus to enterprise, which was one of the 
chief fruits of the crusades, more permanent effects for good. The 
foremost heroes of the first crusade were Netherlanders. Godfrey 
of Bouillon, the leader of the expedition and the first king of 
Jerusalem, was duke of Lower Lorraine, and the names of his 
brothers Baldwin of Edessa and Eustace of Boulogne, and of 
Count Robett II. of Flanders are only less famous. The third 
crusade numbered among itschiels Floris III. of Holland, Philipol 
Flanders, Otto L of Gelderland and Henry I. of Brabant. The 
so-called Latin crusade of r2o3 placed the imperial crown of 
Constantinople on the head of Baldwin of Flanders. At the siege 
and capture of Damietta (r 2r13) it was the contingent of North-
Netherlanders (Hollanders and Frisians under Count William I. 
of Holland) who bore the brunt of the fighting and specially 
distinguished themselves. To the Netherlands, as to the rest of 
western Europe, the result of the crusades was in the main 
advantageous. They broke down the intense narrowness of the 
life of those feudal times, enlarged men's conceptions and intro-
duced new ideas into their minds. They first brought the 
products and arts of the Orient into western Europe; and in the 
Netherlands, by the impulse that they gave to commerce, they 
were one of the primary causes of the rise of the chattered towns. 

Little is known about the Netherland towns before the rah 
century. The earliest charters date from that period. No place 
was reckoned to be a town unless it had received a Rh. a 

 charter from its sovereign or its local lord. The tbe chief 
charters were of the nature of a treaty between the 
city and its feudal lord, and they differed much in ru*Z7 
character according to the importance of the place 
and the pressure it was able to put upon Its sovereign. The 
extent of the rights which the charter conceded determined 
whether the town was a free town (wife sladi--eilla frarga) 
or a commune (genteente--commirnia). In the case of a commune 
the concessions included generally the right of inheritance, 
justice, taxation, use of wood, water, &c. The lord's repre-
sentative, entitled " justiciary " (scroll!) of " bailiff " (balfww), 
presided over the administration of justice and took the command 
of the town levies in war. The gemenae—consisting only of those 
bound by the communal oath for mutual help and defence—
elected their own magistrates. These electors were often a Ma 
proportion of the whole body of inhabitants: sometimes a few 
influential families alone had the right, and it became hereditary. 
This governing oligarchy was known as " the patricians." The 
magistrates bore the name of scebini (schepeem or khevixt), 
and at their head was the seigneurial official—the schamt or 
ballets.  These sekepeue” appointed in their tarn from the 
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citizens to assist them a body of sworn councillors (gestoorenen 
or jutes), whose presidents, styled " burgomasters,' bad the 
supervision of the communal finances. Thus grew up a number 
of municipalities—practically self-governing republics—semi-
independent feudatories in the feudal state, 

The most powerful and flourishing of all were those of Flanders 
—Ghent, Bruges and Ypres. In the 13th century these towns 
The had become the seat of large industrial populations 
Fleasish (varying according to different estimates from roo,000 
cam- 	to aoo,000 inhabitants), employed upon the weaving 
anra5a 	of cloth with its dependent industries, and closely 
bound up by trade interests with England, from whence they 
obtained the wool for their looms. Bruges, at that time connected 
with the sea by the river Zwijn and with Sluis as its port, was 
the central mart and exchange of the world's commerce. In 
these Flemish cities the early oligarchic form of municipal 
government speedily gave way to a democratic. The great masa 
of the townsmen organized in trade gilds — weavers, f ullers, dyers, 
smiths, leather-workers, brewers, butchers, bakers and others, 
of which by far the most powerful was that of the weavers—
as soon as they became conscious of their strength rebelled against 
the exclusive privileges of the patricians and succeeded in ousting 
them from power. The patricians (hence called Icliaerf a) relied 
upon the support of the French crown, but the fatal battle of 
Courtrai (13oz), in which the handicraftsmen (ciauweerts) laid 
low the chivalry of France, secured the triumph of the democracy. 
The power of the Flemish cities rose to its height during the 
ascendancy of Jacques van Artevclde (e285--i3.45), the famous 
citizen-statesman of Ghent, but after his downfall the mutual 
jealousies of the cities undermined their strength, and with the 
crushing defeat of Roosebeke (1382) in which Philip van Artevelde 
perished, the political greatness of the municipalities had entered 
upon its decline.• 

In Brabant—Antwerp, Louvain, Brussels, Malines(Mechlin)
and in the episcopal territory of Liege—Liege, Huy, Dinant-
Other there was a feebler repetition of the Ilemish conditions. 
meow. Flourishing communities were likewise to be found in 
Mad Hainault, Namur, Cambrai and the other southern 
'id' districts of the Netherlands, but nowhere else the /mama. 

Vigorous independence of Ghent, Bruges 'and Ypres, 
nor the splendmir of their civic life. In the north also the 13th 
century was rich in municipal charters. Dordreeht, Leiden, 
Haarlem, Delft, Vlaardigen, Rotterdam in Holland, and Middle-
burg and Zieriksee in Zeeland, repeated with modifications the 
characteristics of the communes of Flanders and Brabant. 
But the growth- and development of the northern communal 
movement, though strong and instinct with life, was slower and 
less tempestuous than the Flemish. In the bishopric of Utrecht, 
in Gelderland and Friesland, the privileges accorded to Utrecht, 
Groningen, Zutphen, Stavoren, Leeuwarden followed rather on 
the model of those of the Rhenish " free cities " than of the 
Franco-Flemish commune. In therm-them Netherlands gener-
ally up to the end:of the ,4th century the towns had no great 
political weight; their importance depended upon their river 
commerce and their markets. Thus at the close of the 14th 
Century, despite the constant wart. between the feudal sovereigns 
who held sway in the Netherlands, the vigorous municipal life 
had fostered industry and commerce, and had caused Fbnders 
in particular to become the richest possession in the world. 

It was precisely at this time that Flanders, and gradually the 
other feudal stales of the Netherlands, by marriage, purchase, 

tteachery or force, fell under the dominion of the 

T hous
e of Burgundy. The foundation of the Burgundian turas' 84"  

stile in the Netherlands was laid by the soecession of 
Philip the Bold to thecoUnties of Flanders and Artois 

in 1 384 in right of his wile Margaret de Male. In 1404 Antony, 
Philip's second son (killed at Agincourt tars), became drike 
of Brabant by bequest of hisgreat-aunt Joan. The consolitkirion 
of the Burgundian power was effected by Philip the Good, 
grandson of Philip the Bold, in his long and successful reign of 48 
years, 1419-1467. He inherited Flanders and Artois, purchased 
am county of Namur (ran) and compelled his cousin Jacqueline, 

the heiress of Holland, Zeeland, flainault end Friesland, to 
surrender her possessions to him, 1428. On the death in 5430 of 
his cousin Philip, duke of Brabant, he took possession of Brabant 
and Limburg; the duchy of Luxemburg he acquired by purchase, 
1443. He made his bastard son David bishop of Utrecht, and 
from ses6 onwards that see continued under Burgundian 
influence. Two other bastards were placed on the episcopal 
throne of Liege, an illegitimate brother on that of Combrai. 
Philip did not live to see Gelderland and Liege pass definitively 
under his rule; it was reserved for his son, Charles the Bold, 
to crush the independence of Liege (1468) and to incorporate 
Gelderland in his dominions (1473)• 

This extension of dominion on the part of the dukes of Bur-
gundy implied the establishment of a strong monarchical 
authority. They had united under their sway a number 
of provinces with different histories and institutions ea' ""' 
and speaking different languages, and their aim was 
to centralize the government. The nobility and clergy were on 
the side of the ducal authority; its opponents were the munici-
palities, especially those of Flanders. Their strength had been 
seriously weakened by the overthrow of Roosebeke, but Philip 
on his accession found them once more advancing rapidly in 
power and prosperity. He was quite aware that the industrial 
wealth of the great Flemish communes was financially the main-
stay of his power, but their very prosperity made them the chief 
obstacle to his schemes of unifying into a solid dominion the 
WOW aggregate of states over which he was the ruler. On this 
matter Philip would brook no opposition. Bruges was forced 
after strenuous resistance to submit to the loss of its mast 
cherished prlvilegesin 1438, and t he revolt of Ghent was quenched 
in the " red sea " (as it was styled) of Gavre in 1453. The 
splendour and luxury of the court of Philip surpassed that of 
any contemporary sovereign. A permanent memorial of it 
remains in the famous Order of the Golden Fleece, which was 
instituted by the duke at Bruges in 1430 on  the occasion of his 
marriage with Isabel of Portugal, a descendant of John of Gaunt, 
and was so named from the English wool, the raw material used 
in the Flemish looms, for which Bruges was the chief mart. 
The reign of Philip, though marred ,  by many acts of tyranny 
and harshness, was politically great. Had his successor been as 
prudent and able, he might have made 'a unified Netherlands 
the nucleus of a mighty middle kingdom, interposing between 
France and Germany, and a revival of that of the Carolingian 
Lothaire. 

Before the accession of Charles, the only son of Philip, two 
steps had been taken of great importance in the direction of 
unification. The first was the appointment of a gaud cames 
council with supreme judicial and financial functions, me  Dom 
whose seat was finally fixed at Malines (Mechlin) in 
1473; the other the summoning of deputies of all the provincial 
" states " of the Netherlands to a states-general at Brussels 
in 1465. Bat Charles, rightly surnamed the Bold or Head. 
strong, did net possess the qualities of a builder of states. Im. 
patient of control and hasty in action, he was no match for his 
crafty and plotting adversary, Louis XI. of France. His 
ambition, however, was boundless, and he set himself to realize 
the dream of his father—a Burgundian kingdotn stretching from 
the North Sea to the Mediterranean. At first all went welt with 
him. By his ruthless suppression of revolts at Dinant and Liege 
he made his authority undisputed throughout the Netherlands. 
His campaigns against the French king were conducted with 
success. His creation of a formidable standing army, the first 
of its kind in that agent transition from feudal conditions, gave 
to the Burgundian power all the outward semblance of stability 
and -permanence. But Charles, though a brave soldier and good 
military orgabizer, was neither a capable statesman nor a skilful 
general. He squandered the resources left to Mm by his father, 
and made himself hateful to all classes 'of his subjects by his 
exactions and tyranny. When at the Very height of power, all 
his schemes of aggrandisement came to sudden ruin through a 
succession of disastrous defeats at the hands of the Swiss at 
Grandson (March 2, 1470, at Moral- (June 22, 2470 
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and at Raney (January 5, 1477). At Nancy Charles was 
himself among the slain, leaving his only daughter Mary of 
Burgundy, then in her twentieth year, sole heiress to his 
possessions. 

The catastrophe of Nancy threatened the loosely-knit Bur- 
gundian dominion with dissolution. Louis XL claimed the 

a  reversion of the French fiefs, and seized Burgundy, 
surs„,,, Franche Comte and Artois. But the Netherland 
and Maxi. provinces, though not loving the Burgundian dynasty, 
oak"' had no desire to have a French master. Deputies 
mrstria. representing Flanders, Brabant, Hainault and Holland 
met at Ghent, where Mary was detained almost as a 
prisoner, and compelled her (February so, 1 477) to sign the 
" Great Privilege." This charter provided that no war could 
be declared nor marriage concluded by the sovereign, nor taxes 
raised without the assent of the states, that natives were alone 
eligible for high office, and that the national language should be 
used in public documents. The central court of justice at 
Malines was abolished, but the Grand Council was reorganized 
and made thoroughly representative.. The Great Privilege was 
supplemented by provincial charters, the Flemish Privilege 
granted (February so), the Great Privilege of Holland and 
Zeeland (February Tr), the Great Privilege of Namur and the 
Joyease Etarte of Brabant, both in May, thus largely curtailing 
the sovereign's power of interference with local liberties. On 
these conditions Mary obtained the hearty support of the states 
against France, but her humiliations were not yet at an end; 
two of her privy councillors, accused of traitorous intercourse 
with the enemy, were, despite her entreaties, seized, tried and 
beheaded (April 3). Her marriage four months later to 
Maximilian of Austria was the beginning of the long domination 
of the house of Habsburg. The next fifteen years were for 
Miximilian a 'stormy and difficult period. The duchess Mary 
died from the effects of a fall from her horse (March 1482), and 
Maximilian became regent (nsambourg) for his son. The peace of 
Arras with France (March 1483) freed him to deal with the dis- 
cords in' the Netherland provinces, and more especially with the 
turbulent opposition in the Flemish cities. With the submission 
of Ghent (June 1485) the contest was decided in favour of the 

archduke, who in 1494, on his election as emperor, 
Pali* sad J.,. was able to hand over the country to his son Philip 

in a comparatively tranquil and secure state. Philip, 
surnamed the Fair, was fifteen years of age, and , his accession 
was welcomed by the Netherlanders with whom Maximilian had 
never been popular. Gelderland, however, which had revolted 
after Nancy, had Charles of Egmont for its duke, and the two 
bishoprics of Lille and Utrecht were no longer subject to 
Burgundian authority. In 5496 Philip married Joanna of 
Aragon, who in ssoo became heiress apparent to Castile and 
Aragon. That same year she gave birth at Ghent to a. son, 
afterwards the emperor Charles V. Philip's reign in the Nether-
lands was chiefly noteworthy for his efforts for the revival of 
trade with England. On the death of Queen Isabel, Philip and 
Joanna succeeded to the crown of Castile and took up their 
residence in their new kingdom (January 1506). A few months 
later Philip unexpectedly died at Burgos (September 25th). 
His Burgundian lands passed without opposition to his son 
Charles, then six years of age. 

The claim of the emperor Maximilian to be regent during 
the minority of his grandson was recognized by the states-generaL 
Af 'word 

Maximilian nominated his daughter Margaret, widow 
A.fria  of Philibert, duke of Savoy, to act as governor-general, 

and she filled the difficult post for eight years with 
great ability, courage and tact; and when Charles at the age 
of fifteen assumed the government he found the Netherlands 
thriving and prosperous. In the following year, by the death 
of Ferdinand of Aragon, his maternal grandfather, and the 
incapacity of his mother Joanna, who had become hopelessly 
insane, he succeeded to the crowns of Castile and Aragon, which 
carried with them large possessions in Italy and the dominion 
of the New World of America. In 1519 Maximilian died, and 
the following year his grandson. now the head of the house 

of Austria, was elected emperor.' Charles V. had been born and 
brought up in the Netherlands, and retained a strong predilection 
for his native country, but necessarily he had to pass chain v.  
the larger part of his life, at that great crisis of the 
world's history, in other lands. During his frequent absences 
he entrusted the government of the Netherlands to the tried 
hands of his aunt, Margaret, who retained his confidence until 
her death (November 1530), and secured the affection of all 
Netherlanders. Margaret was assisted by a permanent council 
of regency, and there was a special minister charged with the 
administration of the finances, sometimes under the name of 
superintendent of the finances, sometimes under the- title of 
treasurer-general and controller-general. The &ties of this 
minister were of special importance, for it was to the Netherlands 
that Charles looked for much of the resources wherewith to 
carry on his Many wars. During this time Charles consolidated 
his dominion over the Netherlands. In 5524 he became lord 
of Friesland by purchase, and in 1528 he acquired the tempor-
alities of Utrecht. He now ruled over seventeen provinces—
Le. four duchies, Brabant, Gelderland, Limburg and Luxemburg; 
seven counties, Flanders, Artois, Hainault, Holland, Zeeland, 
Namur and Zutphen; the marpaviate of Antwerp; and 
five lordships—Friesland, Mechlin, Utrecht, Overyssel, -and 
Groningen with its dependent districts. 

After the death of Margaret, Charles appointed his sister 
Mary, the widowed queen of Hungary, to the regency, and for 
twenty years she retained her post, until the abdication 

Mary ol in fact of Charles V. in 1555. She too governed ably, mrszery. 
though in entire subservience to her nephew, but was 
not in such intimate touch with the national peculiarities of 
the Netherlanders as her predecessor. At the time of her 
accession to office Charles changed the form of administration 
by the creation of three separate councils, those of State, of 
Finance, ind the Privy Council. The regent was president of 
the council of state, of which the knights of the Golden Fleece 
were members. The policy of Charles towards the Netherlands 
was for many years one of studied moderation. He redressed 
many grievances, regulated the administration of justice, 
encouraged commerce, reformed the coinage, but as time went on 
be was compelled to demand larger subsidies and to take severer 
measures against heretical opinions. Mary was forced to impose 
taxation which met with violent resistance, especially in 1539 
from the stiff-necked town of Ghent. The emperor himself 
was obliged to intervene. On the 14th of February 154n be 
entered Ghent at the head of a large army and .yisited the 
city with severe punishment All its charters were annulled, 
its privileges and those of its gilds swept away, and a heavy 
fine imposed. It was a lesson intended to teach the Netherlanders 
the utter futility of opposition to the will of their lord. The 
struggle, however, with the Protestant princes of Germany not• 
only led to continual demands of Charles for men and money 
from. his Netherland dominions, but to his determination to 
prevent the spread of Protestant opinions; and a series of 
edicts was passed, the most severe of which (that of 155o) was 
carried out with extreme rigour. Its preamble stated that its 
object was " to exterminate the root and ground of this pest." 
By its enactments, men holding heretical opinionswetecondemned 
to the stake, women to be buried alive. Yet despite the efforts 
of the government the Reformation made progress in the land. 
In 1548 Charles laid before the states a scheme for making the 
Netherlands an integral part of the empire under the name of 
the Circle of Burgundy; but the refusal of the German Electors 
to make his only son Philip king of the Romans led him to 
abandon the project, which was never renewed. Already the 
emperor was beginning to feel *eery of the heavy burdens 
which the government of so many realms bad imposed upon hint, 
and in 1549 he presented Philip to the states of the Netherlands, 
that they might take the oath of allegiance to him, and Philip 
swore to maintain all ancient rights, privileges and customs. 

The abdication of Charles V. took place on the 25th of October 
2555 in the peat hall of the palace at Brussels, and Philip II. 
entered upon his long and eventful reign. His external polity 
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was at feat successful Chiefly through.the valour of Lamoral, 
count of Egmont, two great victories were won over the French 

at St Quentin (August to, 1557) and at Gravelines 
Philp U. 

(July u, :550. The terms of the treaty of Cateau. 
Cambasis (February 1 559) were entirely favourable to Philip. 
Internal difficulties, however, confronted him. His proposal 
to impose a tax of z % on real property and of 2% on movable 
property was rejected by all the larger provinces. Asa thorough 
Spaniard who did not even understand the language of his 
Netherland subjects Philip was from the first distrusted and his 
acts regarded with suspicion. He himself never felt at home 
at Brussels, and in August Isse he set sail for Spain, never again 
to revisit the Netherlands. 

He appointed as regent,„Margaret, duchess of Parma, a natural 
daughter of Charles V. by a Flemish mother, and like the other 

women of the House a strong and capable ruler. 
Marian! 
of Parra.. She was nominally assisted by the members of the 

three councils—the Council of State, the Privy Council 
and the Council of Finance, but in reality all power had been 
placed by Philip in the hands of three confidential councillors 
styled the Cressulla—Barlaymont, president of the Council 
of Finance, Viglius, president of the Privy Council, and Antony 
Perrenot, bishop of Arras, better known by his later title as 
Cardinal Granvelle. This extremely able man, a Burgundian 
by birth, was the son of one of Charles V.'s most trusted 
councillors, and it was largely to him that the government 
of the Netherlands was confided. Two burning questions at 
the outset confronted Margaret and .Granvelle—the question 
of the new bishoprics and the question of the presence in the 
Netherlands of a number of Spanish troops. The proposal to 
reorganize the bishoprics of the Netherlands was not a new one, 
but was the carrying out of a long-planned project of Charles V. 
In x 555  there were but three dioceses in the Netherlands—those 
of Tourney, Arras and Utrecht,—all of unwieldy size and under 
the jurisdiction of foreign metropolitans. It was proposed now 
to establish a more numerous hierarchy, self-contained within 
the limits of Burgundian rule, with three archbishops and fifteen 
diocesans. The primatial see was placed at Malines (Mechlin), 
having under it Antwerp, Hertogenbosch, Roermond, Ghent, 
Bruges, and Ypres constituting the Flemish province; the 
second archbishopric was at Cambray, with Tournay, Arras, St 
Omer, and Namur,—the Walloon province; the third at 
Utrecht, with Haarlem, Middleburg, Leeuwarden, Groningen and 
Deventer,—the northern (Dutch) province. All these with the 
exception of Cambray and St Omer were within the boundaries 
of the Netherlands. The scheme aroused almost universal 
distrust and opposition. It was believed that its object was 
the introduction of the dreaded form of theinquisition established 
in Spain, and in any case more systematic and stringent measures 
for the stamping out of heresy. It excited also the animosity 
of the nobles jealous of their privileges, and of the monasteries, 
which were called upon to furnish the revenues for the new secs. 

Granvelle was made first archbishop of Malines, and all the 
odium attaching to the increase of the episcopate was laid at 
his door, though he was in reality opposed to it. The continued 
presence of the Spanish troops caused also great dissatisfaction. 
The. Netherlanders detested the Spaniards and everything 
Spanish, and this foreign mercenary force, together with the 
new bishops, was looked upon as part of a general plan for the 
gradual overthrow of their rights and liberties. So loud was the 
outcry that Margaret and Granvelle on their own responsibility 
sent away the Spanish regiments from the country (January 
z Or). The most serious difficulty with which Margaret had to 
deal arose from the attitude of the great nobles, and among these 
especially of William (the " Silent ") of Nassau, prince of Orange, 
(amoral, count of Egmont, and Philip de Montmorency, count 
of Hoorn. These great magnates, all of them Knights of the 
Fleece and men of peculiar weight and authority in the country, 
were' disgusted to find that, though nominally councillors of 
state, their advice was never asked, and that all power was 
placed in the hands of the Corisulta. They began to be alarmed 
by the severity with which the edicts against heresy were being  

carried out, and by the rising indignation among;the populace. 
William, Egmont, and Hoorn therefore placed themselves at 
the head of a league of nobles against Granvelle (who had 
become cardinal in z 56z) with the object of undermining his 
influence and driving him from power. They resigned their 
positions as councillors of state, and expressed their grievances 
personally to Margaret and by letter to the king in Madrid, 
asking for the dismissal of Granvelle. The duchess, herself 
aggrieved by the dictatorial manners of the cardinal, likewise 
urged upon her brother the necessity of the retirement of the 
unpopular minister. At last Philip unwillingly gave way, and 
he secretly suggested to the cardinal that he should ask per-
mission from the regent to visit his mother at Besancon. 
Granvelle left Brusselson the t3th of March 1564, never to ret urn. 
But the king was only temporizing; he had no intention of 
changing his policy. He did but bide his time. 

The Council of Trent had recently brought Its long labours 
to a close (December 4, I563), and Philip resolved to enforce 
its decrees throughout his dominions. He issued an 
order to that effect (August 18, 1564), and it was sent f" 
to the duchess of Parma for publication. The nobles dewed& 
protested, and Egmont was deputed to go to Madrid 
and try to obtain from the king a mitigation of the edicts and 
redress of grievances. Philip was inexorable. The activity of 
the Inquisition was redoubled, and persecution raged throughout 
the Netherlands. Everywhere intense indignation was aroused 
by the cruel tortures and executions. In the presence of the 
rising storm the duchess was bewildered, seeing dearly the folly 
of the policy she was obliged to carry out no less than its difficulty. 
Following the example of William of Orange, Hoorn, Berghen 
and other governors, the magistrates generally declined to enforce 
the edicts, and offered to resign rather than be the instruments 
for burning and maltreating their fellow-countrymen. It was 
at this time that the lesser nobility, foremost among whom were 
Louis of Nassau (brother of William), Philip de Marnix, lord of 
Sainte Aldegonde, and Henry, count of Brederode,. 

Tee
ms 

began to organize resistance, and in 1566 a confederacy Foams& 
was formed, all the members of which signed a docu- 
ment called "The Compromise," by which they bound themselves 
to help and protect one another against persecution, and to 
extirpate the Inquisition from the land. The signatories drew 
up a petition, known as the " Request," which was presented by 
the confederates to the regent (April 5, z 566) in the council 
chamber at Brussels. As they approached, Barlaymont had 
been heard to say to Margaret, "What, Madam, is 

tae your Highness afraid of these beggars (gucux)?" 
The phrase was seized upon and made a party name, 
and it became the fashion for patriots to wear beggar's barb and 
a medal round the neck, bearing Philip's image on one side and 
a wallet on the other, with two hands crossed, and the legend 
Pickles as roijusqu'd la be-ram 

William of Orange, Egmont, and Hoorn were alarmed at the 
violent passions that had been aroused, and held aloof at first 
from Brederode and his companions. At their instance, and 
carrying with them instructions from the regent and the council, 
the marquis of Berghen and Hoorn's brother (the lord of Mon-
tigny) were persuaded to go to Spain and lay before Philip the 
serious character of the crisis. Philip received them courteously, 
but took care that neither of them should return home. Mean-
while in the Netherlands the sectaries had been making rapid 
headway in spite of the persecution. Open-air conventicler were 
held in all parts of the provinces, and the fierce Calvinist 
preachersraised the religiousexcitement of their hearers 
to such a pitch that it found vent in a furious outburst 
of iconoclasm. During the month of August bands of 
fanatical rioters in various parts of the country made havoc in 
the churches and religious houses, wrecking the altars, smashing 
the images and pictures, and carrying off the sacred vessels and 
other treasures on which they could lay their bands. These acts 
of wild and sacrilegious destruction reached their climax at 
Antwerp (August z6 and r7), where a small body of rioters 
forced their way into the cathedral and were permitted without 
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any interference on the part of the magistracy to wreak their 
will upon its spendid and priceless contents. 

The effect of the outbreak was in every way disastrous. The 
regent was alienated from the popular leaders, and was no longer 
disposed to help William of Orange, Egmont, and Hoorn to secure 
a mitigation of religious persecution; and the heart of Philip 
was hardened in its resolve to exterminate heresy in the Nether-
lands. He dissembled until such time as he could despatch his 
greatest general, the duke of Alva, to Brussels at the head of a 
picked force to crush all opposition. 

William of Orange was not deceived by the specious temporiz- 
ing of the king. He foresaw the coming storm, and he did his 

utmost to induce Egmont, Hoorn and other prominent 
Flied members of the patriotic party to unite with him in 

taking measures for meeting the approaching danger. 
Egmont and Hoorn refused to do anything that might be con-
strued into disloyalty; in these circumstances William felt that 
the time had come to provide for his personal safety. He with-
drew (April i562) first to his residence at Breda, and then to (he 
ancestral seat of his family at Dillonburg in Nassau. 

Margaret of Parma meanwhile, with the aid of a considerable 
body of German mercenaries, had inflicted exemplary punish- 

ment upon the iconoclasts and Calvinist sectaries. Ands*. 
...t or A body of some 2000 men drawn principally from 
+a. ,.e& Antwerp were cut to pieces at Austruweel (March r3, 
•r" 1567), and their leader John de Marais, lord of Thou-
seule, slain. Valenciennes, the chief centre of disturbance in 
the south, was besieged and taken by Philip de Noircarmes, 
governor of Halnault, who inflicted a savage vengeance (April 
1567). The regent therefore represented to her brother that the 
disorders were entirely put down and that the time had come to 
show mercy. But Philip's preparations were now complete, and 
Alva set out from Italy at the head of a force of some mow 
veteran troops, Spaniards and Italians, afterwards increased by 
a body of Germans, with which, after marching through Bur-
gundy, Lorraine and Luxemburg, he reached the Netherlands 
(August 8), and made his entry into Brussels a fortnight 
later. 

The powers conferred on Alva were those of military dictator. 
The title of regent was left to the duchess Margaret, but she 

speedily sent in her resignation, which was accepted 
The 	(October 6). Before this took place events had been 
Coastal 

8,..d moving fast. On the 9th of September Egmont and 
Hoorn were arrested as they left a council at the duke's 

residence and were confined in the castle of Ghent. At the same 
time Orange's friend, the powerful burgomaster of Antwerp, 
Anthony van Stralen, was seized. The next step of Alva was 
to create a special tribunal which was officially known as the 
" Council of Troubles," but was popularly branded with the name 
of the " Council of Blood," and as such it has passed down to 
history. As a tribunal it had no legal status. The duke himself 
was president and all sentences were submitted to him. Two 
members only, Vargas and del Rio, both Spaniards, had votes. 
A swarm of commissioners ransacked the ptovinces in search of 
delinquents, and the council sat daily for hours, condemning the 
accused, almost without a hearing, in batches together. The 
executioners were ceaselessly at work with stake, sword and 

gibbet.. Crowds of fugitives crossed the frontier to 
seek refuge in Germany and England. The prince of . 

 Orange was publicly declared an outlaw and his 
property confiscated (January 24, 1568). A few weeks later his 
eldest son, Philip William, count of Buren, a student at the 
university of Louvain, was kidnapped and carried off to Madrid. 
William had meanwhile succeeded in raising a force in Germany 
with which his brother Louis invaded Friesland. He gained a 
victory at Heiligerlee (May 23) over a Spanish force under Count 
Aremberg. Aremberg himself was killed, as was Adolphus of 
Nassau, a younger brother of William and Louis. But Alva 
himself took the field, and at Jemmingen (July 2r) completely 
annihilated the force of Louis, who himself narrowly escaped 
with his life. One result of the victory of Hetligerlee 
was the determination of Alva that Egmont and Hoods 

should die before be left Brussels for the campaign In 
Friesland. They were pronounced by the Coundl of 
Blood to be guilty of high treason (June a, 2568). 	• 
On the 6th of June they were beheaded before the "' '7" ." 
Broodhuis at Brussels. 

A few months after the disaster of Jemmingen, Orange, who 
had now become a Lutheran; himself led a large army into 
Brabant. He was met by Alva with cautious tactics. 
The Spaniards skilfully avoided a battle, and in Aha__, 
November the invaders were compelled to withdraw 616"..W"..  
across the French frontier through lack of resources, 
and were disbanded. Alva was triumphant; but though 
Alva's master had supplied him with an invincible army, he was 
unable to furnish him with the funds to pay for it. Money had 
to be raised by taxation, and at a meeting of the states-general 
(March so, 1560 the governor-general proposed ( t) an immediate 
tax of r% on all property, (2) a tax of 5% on all transfers of 
real estate, (3) a tax of to% on the sale of all ankles of commerce, 
the last two taxes to be granted in perpetuity. Everywhere the 
proposal met with uncompromising resistance. After a pro-
longed struggle, Alva succeeded in obtaining a subsidy of 
2,000,000 fl. for two years only. All this time the brutal work of 
the Blood Council went on, as did the exodus of thousands upon 
thousands of industrious and well-to-do citisens, and with 
each year the detestation felt for Alva and his rule steadily 
increased. 

All this time William and Louis were indefatigably making 
preparations for a new campaign, and striving by their agents 
to rouse the people to active resistance. The first A.A.. 

 successes were however to be not on land, but on the "'HAW::: 
sea. In 1569 William in his capacity as sovereign 
prkIce of Orange issued letters-of-marque to a number 
of vessels to prey upon the Spanish commerce in the narrow 
seas. These corsairs, for such they were, were known by the 
name of Sea-Beggars (GueuzdeJ a). Under the command of the 
lord of Lumbres, the lord of Treslong, and William de Is Merck 
(lord of Lumey) they spread terror and alarm along the coast, 
seized much plunder, and in revenge for Alva's cruelty com-
mitted acts of terrible barbarity upon the priests and monks and 
catholic officials, as well as upon the crews of the vessels that fell 
Into their hands. Their difficulty lay in the lack of ports in 
which to take refuge. At last by a sudden assault the 
Sea-Beggars seized the town of Brill at the mouth of mat 
the Maas (April s, 157a). Encouraged by this success aag  
they next attacked and took Flushing, the port of 
Zeeland, which commanded the approach to Antwerp; and the 
inhabitants were compelled to take the oath to the prince of 
Orange, as stadtholder of the king. They next mastered Delis-
haven and Schiedam. These striking successes caused a wave of 
revolt to spread through Holland, Zeeland, Gelderland, HA,AH  
Utrecht and Friesland. The principal towns gave in & fa. 
their submission to the prince of Orange, and acknow- •mere 
ledged him as their lawful stadtbolder. Within three  
months of the capture of Brill, Amsterdam was the only town in 
Holland In the hands of the Spaniards. 

This revolt of the northern provinces was facilitated by the 
fact that Alva bad withdrawn many of the garrisons, and was 
moving to oppose an invasion from the south. Louis 
of Nassau, with a small force raised In France with the no 
connivance of Charles IX., made a sudden dash into 6:174' 
Hainault (May 1572) and captured Valenciennes and 
Mons. Here he was shut in by a superior force of Spaniards, and 
made preparations to defend himself until relieved by the army 
which Orange was collecting on the eastern frontier. On the 
9th of July William crossed the Rhine, and captured lifelines, 
Termonde and Oudenarcle, and was advancing,  southwards 
when the news reached him of the massacre of St Bartholomew, 
which deprived him of the promised aid of Coligny and his army 
of t 2,000 men. He made an attempt, however, to relieve Mons, 
but his camp at Harmignies was surprised by a night attack, and 
William himself narrowly escaped capture. The next morning 
be retreated, and six days later Mons surrendered, 
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Orange however did not' despair, and resolved to -throw' 

in his lot for good and all with the rebel province the north. 

Orn 	
Already at his summons thg states of Holland had 

ate 
takes  up met et Dort Ode IS) under the presidency of Philip 
Wind* de Mamie, lord of Sainte Aldegonde, and they had 
a,* at unanimously recognized William =their lawful stadt- 

holder and had voted a large grant of supplies. The 
prince now took up his permanent residence at Delft, and a 
regular government was established, in which he exercised 
almost dictatorial authority. 

Alva was now free to deal with rebellion in the north. Malines, 
which had surrendered to WiMarn,'was given over fer three 
days to the mercy of a brutal soldiery. Then the army under 
Alva's son, Don Frederick of Toledo, marched northwards, 
and the sack of Zutphen and the inhuman butchery of Naarden 
are among the blackest records of history. But the very /Dinars 
of Don Frederick's advance roused a spirit of indomitable 
resistance in Holland. 

The famous defence of Haarlem, lasting through the winter 
of r572 to July 1573, cost the besiegers 12,000 lives, and gave 

the insurgent provinces time to breathe. The ea:ample 
SSW ywkw of Haarlem was followed by Alkmaar, and with better 
sad 	success. The assault of the Spaniards was repulsed, 
Aibouft the dykes were cut, and Don Frederick, fearing for 
his communications, beat a hasty retreat (August). A few 
weeks later (Oct. is) the fleet of Alva on the Zuyder Zee was 

completely defeated by the Sea-Beggars and its 
Alva win. dr... 	admiral taken prisoner. Disgusted by these reverses, 
*star in bad odour with the ling, and with his soldiers 
MOW' mutinying for lack of pay, the governor-general 
4"411* resigned. On the 18th of December 5523 Alva, who 
to the end had persisted in his policy of pitiless severity, 
left Brussels, carrying with him the curses of the people over 
whom be had tyrannized for six terrible years of misery and 
oppression. 

Philip sent the grand commander, Don Luis Requesens, 
as governor-general in his place, and after some futile attempts 

Drs Lad at negotiation the war went on. The princeof Orange, 
who had now formally entered the Calvinist communion; 

aoseraer. was inexorable in laying down three conditions. as 
VW.'" indispensable: (r) Freedom of worship and liberty 
to preach the gospel according to the Word of God; (a) the 
restoration and maintenance of all the ancient charters, privileges, 
and liberties of the land; (3) the removal of all Spaniards and 
other foreigners from all posts and eniphymentscivil and military. 
In February 1574 the Spaniards by the fall of Middleburg lost 
their last hold upon Walcheren and Zeeland. This triumph was 
however far more than counterbalanced by the complete defeat 
of the army, led by Count Louis of Nassau, at Mookerheide near 
Nijmwegen (14th March). The gallant Louis and his younger 
brother Henry both lost their lives. This was a grievous blow 
to William, but his courage did not fail. The Spaniards Laid 
siege to Leiden, and though stricken down by a fever at Delft 

the prince spared no exertion to save the town. The 
ne 'kW dykes were cut, the land flooded, but again and again 
&ad retie ss*. a relieving force was baulked in its attempts to reach 

the place, which for more than four months bravely 
defended itself. But when at the very last extremity through 
famine, a tempestuous flood enabled the vessels of Orange 
to reach Leiden, and the investing force was driven to retreat 
(October 3, 1574). This was the turning-point of the first stage 
in the struggle for Dutch' independence. In honour of this 
great deliverance, the state of Holland founded the university, 
which was speedily to make the name of Leiden illustrious 
throughout Europe. 

In the spring of t575 conferences with a view to peace were 
held at Breda, and on their failure Orange, in the face of Spanish 

successes in Zeeland, was forced to seek foreign 
succour. He sought at first in vain. The sovereignty 
of Holland and Zeeland was offered to the queen of 
England, but she, though promising secret support, 

declined. The situation was, however, relieved through the 

Death of 
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sudden death of Requesens (March 1576). The stadtholdet 
summoned a meeting of the states of Holland and Zeeland so 
Delft, and on the 25th of April an act of federation 
between the two provinces was enecutert. By this arzr.a.a 
compact the prince was invested with all the pre- &Owego , 
rogatives belonging to the sovereign. He was made ffenaad 
commander in-chief of both the military and naval 0"1  
forces with supreme authority, and in his hands was 
placed the final appointment to all political and judicial posts 
and to vacant city magistracies. He was required to maintain 
the Protestant reformed religion and to suppress " all religion 
at variance with the gospel." He also had authority to confer 
the protectorate of the federated provinces upon a foreign 
prince. ' 

In June 1$7b the long siege of. Zierikzee, the capital of 
Schouwen, ended in its surrender to the Spanish general Mon-
dragon, after the failure of a gallant attempt by 
Admiral Bohol to break the leaguer, in which he lost rat treat 

his life. Things looked ill for the patnots,andZeeland 
would have been at the mercy of the conquerorhad 
not the success been followed by a great mutiny of the Spanish 
and Walloon troops, to whom long arrears of pay were due. 
They chose their leader (rlcuo), marched into Brabant, and 
established themselves at Alost, where they were joined by 
other bands of mutineers. The principal fortresses of the country 
were in the hands of Spanish garrisons, who refused obedience 
to the council. William seized his opportunity, and with a body 
of picked troops advanced into Flanders, occupied Ghent, and 
entered into negotiations with the leader of the states- 
general at Brussels, for a union of /Mahe provinces on 

see ya  
the basis of exclusion of foreigners andnon-interferente 
with religious belief. The overtures were favourably 
received, the council at Brussels was forcibly dissolved, and a 
congress met at Ghent on the reth of October to consider what 
measures must be taken for the pacification of the country. 
In the midst of their deliberations the news arrived that the 
mutineers had marched from Alost on Antwerp, overpowered 
the troops of Champagney, and sacked the town with terrible 
barbarities (Nov. a). This tragedy, known as " the Spanish 
Fury," silenced all disputes and differences among the repre-
sentatives of the provinces. A treaty establishing a firm alliance 
between the provinces, represented by the states-genera}, 
assembled at Brussels on the one part, and on the other by the 
prince of Orange, and the states of Holland and 
Zeeland, was agreed upon and ratified under the title ;L•doitt 
of the " Pacification of Ghent." It was received with Once,. - 
great enthusiasm. The provinces agreed first to eject 
the foreigner, then 'to meet in states-general and regulate all 
matters of religion and defence. It was stipulated that there 
was to be toleration for both Catholics and Protestants; that the 
Spanish king should be recognized as de jute sovereign, and the 
prince of Orange as governor with full powers In Holland and 
Zeeland. 

Meanwhile Philip had appointed his natural brother, Don 
John of Austria, to be governor-general in the place of Requesena 
After many delays he reached Luxemburg on the 4th  Dea^eaa - 
of November (the date of the Spanish Fury at Ant- onus old 
weep) and notified his arrival to the cotincil of state. &WIWI • 

His letter met with a cold reception. On the advice °*"*"."‘ 
of the prince of Orange the states-general refused to 
receive him as governor-general unless he accepted the Pad-
fication of Ghent." Negotiations were entered into, but a dead-
lock ensued. At this crisis thehands of Orange and the patriotic 
party were greatly strengthened by a new compact entitled 
" The Union of Brussels," which was extensively 
signed, especially in the southern Netherlands. This 
document (Jan. 1577) engaged all its signatories to 
help in ejecting the foreign soldiery, in carrying out the 
" Pacification," in recognizing Philip's sovereignty, and at the 
same time in maintaining the charters and constitutions which 
that king on his accession had sworn to observe. The popular 
support given to'the Union of Brusse'a forced Don John to yield. 
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He promised to accept the " Pacification of Ghent," and finally 
an agreement was drawn up, styled the "Perpetual Edict," 

which was signed by Don John (February lath) and 
Paw  

pasta/ 	ratified by Philip a few weeks later. The states- 
mks.* general undertook to accept Don John an governor- 

general and to uphold the Catholic• religion, while 
Don John, in the name of the king, agreed to carry out the 
provisions of the " Pacification." The authority conferred upon 
Orange as stadtholder by the provinces of Holland and Zeeland 
was thus ratified, but that astute statesman had no confidence 
that Philip Intended to observe the treaty any longer than it 
suited his convenience. He therefore refused, with the approval 
of the representatives of these provinces, to allow the publica-
tion of the " Perpetual Edict ' in Holland and Zeeland. As 
events were to prove, he was in the right. 

Don John made his state entry into Brussels on the rat of May, 
but only to find that he had no real authority. " The prince of 

Orange," he informed the king, " has bewitched the Oran. at minds of all men. They keep him informed of every- 
thing, and take no resolution without consulting 

him." In vain the fiery young soldier strove to break loose 
from the shackles which hampered him. He was, to quote the 
words of a contemporary, " like en apprentice defying his 
master." Irritated and alarmed, the governor suddenly left 
Brussels in the month of July with some Walloon troops and 
went to Namur. It was a virtual act of abdication. The eyes 
of all men turned to the prince of Orange. Through his exertions 
the Spanish troops had not only been expelled from Holland 
and Zeeland, but also from the citadels of Antwerp and Ghent, 
which wem now in the hands of the patriots. He was invited 
to come to Brussels, and after some hesitation, and not without 
having first obtained the approval of the states of Holland and 
Zeeland, he assented. William made his triumphal entry into 
the capital (September 53), which he had quitted as an outlawed 
fugitive ten years before. In a brief period he was the acclaimed 
leader of the entire Netherland people. 

But it was not to last. The jealousy of Catholic against 
Protestant, of south against north, was too deeply rooted. 
Arcades Two distinctive nationalities, Belgian and Dutch, were 
mom.. already in course of formation, and not even the 

tactful and conaliatory policy of the most consummate 
statesman .of his time could unite those whom the whole trend 
of events was year by year putting farther asunder. On the 6th 
of October, at the secret invitation of the Catholic nobles headed 
by the duke of Aerschot, the archduke Matthias, brother of the 
emperor, arrived in Brussels to assume the sovereignty of the 
Netherlands. He was but twenty years of age, and his sudden 
Intrusion was as embarrassing to the prince of Orange as to Don 
John. William, however, whose position had been strengthened 
by his nomination to the post of ntwaard of Brabant, determined 
to welcome Manlius and use him for his own purposes. Matthias 
was to be the nominal ruler, he himself with the title of lieutenant-
general to hold the reins of power. 

But Philip had now become thoroughly alarmed, and he 
despatched Alexander Fame*, son of the duchess of Puma, to 
• stet join his uncle Don John with a veteran force of 20,000 
• Maksa troops. Strengthened by this powerful reinforcement, 
cad Jahn Don John fell upon the patriot army at Gemblours 
Cssiastr. near Namur on the 31st of January '578, and with 
scarcely any loss completely routed the Netherlanders. All was 
now tenor and confusion. The " malcontent " Catholics now 
turned for help from Matthias to the duke of Anjou, who had 
invaded the Netherlands with a French army and seized Mons. 
At the same time John Casimir, brother of the elector palatine, 
at the invitation of the Calvinist party and with the secret 
financial aid of Queen Elizabeth, entered the country at the head 
of a body of German mercenaries from the east. Never did the 
diplomatic talents of the prince of Orange shine brighter than at 
this difficult crisis. The duke of Anjou at his earnest instigation 
accepted the title of " Defender of the liberties of the Nether-
lands," and promised, if the provinces would raise an army of 
moo° loot and eon° horse, to come to their assistance .  with • 

like force. At the same time negotiations were sucerwarully 
carried on with John Casimir, with Elizabeth and with Henry of 
Navarre, and their help secured for the national cause. Mean-
while Don John had aroused the mistrust of his brother, who met 
his urgent appeal for funds with cold silence. Deeply 
hurt at this treatment and disappointed at his failure, 
the governor-general fell ill and died on the sat of 
October. Philip immediately appointed Alexander Farnese to 
the vacant poet. In him Orange was to find an adversary 
who was not only a great general but a statesman of insight 
and ability equal to his own. 

Farnese at once set to work with subtle skill to win over to 
the royalist cause the Catholic nobles of the south. The moment 
was propitious, and his efforts met with success. Aibzeadie  
Ghent had fallen into the bands of John Casimir, Plaws# 
and under his armed protection a fierce and intolerant 
Calvinism reigned supreme in that important city. se'm''"' 
To the " Malcontents " (as the Catholic party was styled) the 
domination of heretical eateries appeared less tolerable than the 
evils attendant upon alien rule. This feeling was widespread 
throughout the Walloon provinces, and found expres- 
sion in the League of Arras (3th of January i379), Lamm el 

By this instrument the deputies of Hainault, Artois 
and Douay formed themselves into a league for the defence of the 
Catholic religion, and, subject to his observance of the political 
stipulations of the Union of Brussels, professed loyal allegiance 
to the king. The Protestant response was not long in coming. 
The Union of Utrecht was signed on the 29th of January by the 
representatives of Holland, Zeeland, Utrecht, Gelder- um.  
land and Zutphen. By it the northern provinces uftdd.  
bound themselves together " as if they were one 
province " to maintain their rights and liberties " with life-blood 
and goods " against foreign tyranny, and to grant complete 
freedom of worship and of religious opinion throughout the 
confederacy. This famous compact was the work of John of 
Nassau, at that time governor of Gelderland, and did not at first 
commend itself to his brother. William was still struggling to 
carry out that larger scheme of a union of all the seventeen 
provinces, which at the time of the " Pacification of Ghent " 
had seemed a possibility. But his efforts were already doomed 
to certain failure. The die was cast, which decreed that•from 
1 579 onwards the northern and southern Netherlands were to 
pursue separate destinies. For their later history see Hotcarm 
and BELulux. 
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NETHERSOLE, OLGA (1863- ), English  =trent of Spate 
descent, was born in London, and made her stage debut at 
Brighton in 2887. From 1868 she played important pasta in 
London, at. first under John Hare at the Garrick, and in 244 
took the Court Theatre on her own account. She also toured in 
Australia and America, playing leading parts in modern plays, 
notably Clyde Fitch's &ph. (produced in London in mos), 
which was strongly objected to in New York. Her powerful 
emotional acting, however, made a great effect in some other 
plays, such as Carmen, in which she again appeared in America 
in mot. 

REISINIII, the name given to the Temple assistants in 
ancient Jerusalem. They are mentioned at the return from 
the Exile and particularly enumerated Ezra L and Neh. vii. 
The original form of the name was Retkainion, as in the Khetib 
(consonantal reading) of Ezra viii. ry (cf. Numbers iii. 9), and 
means " given "or " dedicated," La to the temple. The Talmud 
has also the singular form--Nathin. Is ail, 613 Nethinha came 
back from the Exile and were lodged near the " House of the 
Nethinim " at Ophd, towards the east wall of jerUsalem so as to 
be near the Temple, where they served under the Levites and were 
free of all tolls, from which they must have been supported. 
It is mentioned that they had been ordered by David and the 
princes to serve the Levites (Ezra viii. 30). 
. Notwithstanding their sacred service, the Nethinhn were 

regarded by later Jewish tradition as especially degraded, being 
placed in tables of precedence below bastards (Take. Jo'. Hos. 
iii 3, Jab. vii. s) and in the Misbna (.74. via. 3) it is stated 
that the prohibition against intermarriage with the Moabites, 
Ammonites, Egyptians and Edomites, though given in the Bible, 
only applied for a certain number of generations and did not 
apply at all to their daughters, but, it is added, " Bastards and 
Methinim are prohibited (to marry Israelites), and this prohibition 
is perpetual and applies both to males and females." 

To explain this combination of sacred service and exceptional 
degradation, it has been suggested by Joseph Jacobs that the 
Methinks: wen the descendants of the- Kedishoth, i.e. women 
dedicated to the worship of Astarte and attached to the Temple 
before the Exiles There is evidence of these practices from the 
time of Solomon (r Kings xi. s) down to Josiah (a Rings rill. 44), 
and even as late as Ezekiel (Ezek. xziii. 3648); giving rise to 
the command of Deuteronomy:lel 17. 

An examination of the name lists given in duplicate in Ezra 
it. 43-38, Nth. vii. 46.59, together With the additional names in 
the Greek Was (v. sols), shows that the Nethinim were in 
charge of the rings and hooks conneetedwith the temple service; 
they sheared the sheep offered for sacrifice in the temple and 
poured the libations. Some of them were derived from the stars 
with the' Meugia; others from. the .campaign with Rain of 
Damascus. One of the names given in z Esdras v. 34, vied 

ota, ed. Frituthe, Series, el. Swete, mould seem to throw 
light on the puzzling reading -POW (A.V. " Sabena," R.V. 
" Drunkards '') of Ezek. xxiii. 42, end- if So would directly 
connect the list 'of the Nethinfra with the degraded wdethip of 
Astarte in the Temple. 

A large majority of the =Wee of the parents Mentioned seem 
to be letninine is form or meaning. and suggest that the Nethinim 
could not trace' hack to any definite paternity; and this is con' 
firmed by the,  fact that the lists are followed.  y the enumetaticin  

of those who could not '" show theft father's house" (Rua 
ii. 6o; Nob. vii. 62). The Greek versions, as well as Jasephus, 
refer to them as leplimulnis, which can mean one thing only 

The Talmudic authorities have an abstract term , Nethinuth, 
indicating the status of a Nettle (Tor. Kidd.L v. t) ed. Zucker- 
mandel, p. 30), and corresponding to the abstract Manstirulk, 
" bastardy." The existence of this degraded class up to the 
Exile throws considerable light upon the phraseology of the 
prophets in referring to idolatry as adultery and the scenes 
connected with it as prostitution. Their continued existence 
as a pariah class after the Exile would be a perpetual remind& 
of the dangers and degradation of the most popular Syrian 
creed. 
• These unfortunate creatures bad no alternative but to accept 
the provisions made for them out of the Temple treasury, but 
after the fall of the Temple they would naturally disappear 
by intermarriage with similar degraded classes (Migrate Kidd. 
viii. 3). In the Code of Khammurabi ff ler, 193, they could 
be adopted by outsiders. 

The above explanation of the special degradation 'of the 
Nethinim, though they were connected with the Temple service, 
seems to be the only way of explaining the Talmudic reference 
to their tabooed position, and Is an interesting example of the 
light that can be reflected on Biblical research by the Talmud. 

See Joseph Jacobs, Studies in Biblical Archaeology (1894), 104-122 : 
W. Baudissin, Geschielitede4 Alnestammulichen Priesterthums, 142 seq. 
This view, however. is not accepted by Cheyne, Erscui.otazirs 
Biblica, &v. 

ilEILET, a vMage in the Fareham parliamentary division cif 
Hampshire, England, 3 M. S.E. of Southampton on the east 
shore of Southampton Water, and on a branch of the London 
& South Western railway. Here a Cistercian abbey was founded 
in 5237 by Henry III., and its ruins are extensive, including a 
great part of the cruciform church, abbot's house, chapter house 
and domestic buildings. The style is Early English and 
Decorated, and many beautiful details are preserved. The 
gatehouse was transformed into a fort in the time of Henry VIII. 
Netley Hospital for wounded soldiers (r m. S.E. of the abbey), 
was built in 1856 after the Crimean War. It is a vast pile giving 
accommodation for upwards of a thousand patients, and is the 
principal military hospital in Great Britain. 

NETICHRI, GASPAR (5639-1684), German portrait and 
genre painter, was born at Heidelberg in r639. His father died 
when he was two years of age, and his mother, fleeing, from 
the dangers of a civil war, carried him to Arnheim, where he was 
adopted by a physician named Tullekens. At first he was 
destined for the profession of his patron, but owing to his greet 
aptitude for painting be was placed under an artist named de 
Koster, and, having also studied under Ter Botch, he set out for 
Italy to complete his education them Marrying, however, at 
Liege, he settled at Bordeaux, and toiled hard to cam a livelihood 
by painting those small cabinet pictures which are now so highly 
valued on account of their exquisite finish. After removing to 
The Hague, he turned his attention to portrait-painting, and in 
this branch of his art was more successful. He was patronized by 
William III., and his earnings soon enabled him to gratify his 
own taste by' depicting musical and conversational pieces, It 
was in these that Netscher's genius was fully displayed. The 
choice of these subjects, and the habit of introducing female 
figures, dressed in glossy satins, were imitated from Ter Bomb; 
they possess easy yet delicate pencilling, brilliant and correct 
colouring, and pleasing light and shade; but frequently their 
'refinement passes into weakness. The painter was gaining both 
fame and wealth when he died prematurely in 164. His sans 
Constantyn (x668-mesa), and Theodorus (1661-1732), Were eke 
paintersafter their father's style, but inferior in merit. 

NETTIE (0. Eng. nitric, d. Ger. Mend), the English equivalent 
of Lat. Unita, a genus of plants which gives its name to the 
natural order 17rticaceae. It contains about' thirty species hi 
the temperate parts of both east and 'west hemispheres. They 
are herbs covered with stinging hairs, and with unisexual flowers 
On the same or'  n different plants. The male flowers corselet of a 
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perianth of four greenish segments enclosing as many stamen.,. 
which latter, when freed from the restraint exercised upon them 
by the perianth-eegmenis while still in the bud, suddenly uncoil 
themselves, and in so doing liberate the pollen The ferhale 
perianth is similar, but encloses only a single seed-vessel with a 
solitary seed The stinging hairs consist of a bulbou reservoir 
filled with acrid fluid, prolonged into a long slender tube, the 
extremity of which I. finely pointed By this point the hair 
penetrates the skin and discharges its irritant contents beneath 
the surface. Nettle tops, or the very young shoots of the nestle, 
may be used as vegetable like spinach; but from the abundance 
of crystals (eystoliMs) they contain they are apt to be gritty 
though esteemed for their antiscorbutic properties, which they 
do not posses in any exceptional degree. The 3bre Burnished 
by the.stems of several species is used for cordage or paper. 
making. Three species of nettle are wild in the British Isles: 
Uthca heists, the common stinging nettle, which is a hairy 
perennial with staminate and pistillate flowers in distinct plants; 
ti. wrens, which is annual and, except for Use stinging hairs, 
glabrous, and has staminate and pistillate flowers in the same 
panicle; and U. pituliJaa (Roman nettle), an annual with the 
pistillate flowers in rounded heads, which occurs in waste place 
in the east of England, chiefly near the sear—the more virulent 
of Use British species, Brow then general presence in the neigh-
bourbood of houses, or in spots where house refuse is deposited, 
it has been suggested that the nettles are not really natives, a 
supposition that to some extent receives countenance from the 
circumstance that the young shoots are very sensitive to frost. 
In any case they follow man in his migrations, and by their 
presence usually indicate a soil rich in nitrogen. The trailing 
subterranean root-stock renders the commoa nettle somewhat 
di&cult of extirpation. 

NHITLRBASH, or Uaaraxst, a disorder of the akin char.. 
acterised by an eruption resembling the effect produced by the 
sting of a nettle, namely, raised red or red and white patches 
occurring in parts or over the whole of the surface of the body 
and attended with great irritation. It may be acute or chronic. 
In theformervarlety thcattackoftencomesonafterindulgencein 
certain artic)gs of diet, particolasiy various kinds of fruit, shell-
fish, cheese, pastry, dx., also occasionally from the use of certain 
drugs, such as henbane, eopaiba, cubebs, turpentine, cite. There 
hat fiatconaiderablefeveriehnesaandconstltntisnal dstkrbanre, 
together with sickness and faintness,wbich either pnecede or 
accompany the appearance of the rash. Theeruption mayappear 
on any part of the body, but is most common on the face and 
trunk. The attack tray pass off in a lew hours, ar may last for 
several days, the eruption continuing to come out in successive 
patches. The chronic variety lasts with interruptions for a 
length of time often extending to months or years This form 
of the disease occurs independently of errors in diet, and is not 
µtended with the feverish symptoms characterizing the acute 
attack. As regards treatment, the acute variety generally yields 
quickly to a purgative and the use of some antacid, such as mag-
nesia or liquor potasaae.  The local, irritation is allayed by 
sponging wi th a warm alkaline solution (soda, potash or ammonia), 
or a solution of acetate of lead,snd a lotion of ichthyol baa 
been found useful Chronic cases have been known to benefit 
horn the administration of aeosote or aaloL 

NRTTL88HIP, HENRY (z83o-r 893), English classical scholar, 
was born at Kettering on the sth of May x839. He was educated 
at Lancing, Durham and Cbarterhouae schools, and Corpus 
Christi College, Oxford. In t86r he was elected to a fellowship 
at Lincoln, which hQ vacated on his .marriage in r87o. In 
x868 he became an assistant master at Harrow, but in 1873 
he returned to Oxford, and was elected to a fellowship at Carpus. 
In x878 be was appointed to succeed Edwin Palma in the 
professorship of Latin, which post be held till his death at Oxford 
on the roth of July ,893. Netleahip had been from the first 
attracted tp the study of Virgil, and a good deal of his time 
was devoted to his favourite poet. After Cnaington'e death 
in s86p, he saw his edition of Virgil through the press, sad revised 
and ootrected subsequent editions of the work. In 1875 he had  

undertaken to compile a new Latin lexicon for the darendon 
Press, but the work proved more than he could accomplish, 
and in 1887 be published some of the mutts of twelve year 
labour ins volume entitledCmiributioes foLalialcs*oyapky, 
a genuine piece of original work. In conjunction with J. E. 
Sandys, Nettlesbip revised and edited Seyffert'a Didwnary of 
Classical Antiquilfas, and he contributed to a volume entitled 
Essays err fie Endswsrent of Reeonk an article on" The Present 
Relations between Classical Research and Classical Education 
in England," in which he pointed out the great value of the 
professorial lecture in Germany.. In his views on the research 
question he, was a follower of Mask Pattison, wbsae essays he 
edited is .889 for the Clarendon Press. In Ledura and Essays 
des Sslijels aaxneded with Latin Literature and &h4arsiip, 
Nettleship revised and republished some of his previous publics-
tions. A second series of these, published in x8g5, and edited 
by F. Haverfieid, contains a memoir by 'Mrs M. Nettleship, 
with full bibliography. 

See obituary notloes le Tie Tager (lath of jely, x8y3)' Classical 
Review (October, L89b); anferd lIapaau. (r8th of October, x893). 

NRTtt HIP, RICHARD LEWIS (1846-1892 ), English 
philosopher, youngest brother Henry Nettleship, was born on 
the rpth of December ,846, and educated at Uppisgham and 
Balliol College, Oxford, where he held a scholarship. He wort 
the- Hertford sehohtdbip,' the'Itdoni, the Gaitford Greek vane 
prise, a Craven scholarship snd the Maold price, but took only 
a second class in Litterae Huma es. He became fellow and 
tutor of his college and sUceeeded to the work of T. H. Green, 
whose writings he edited 'with a memoir (London; 1880). He 
left an unfinished work on Plato, part of which was published 
alter his death, together with his lecturts on logic and some 
essays. His.tboagbtwas Idealistic and Hegelian. His literary-
style was excellent; but, though he had considerable personal 
influence on his generation at -Oxford, a certain aebudousnesa 
of view prevented his making any permanent contribution to 
philosophy. He was fond of music and outdoor sports, and 
rowed in his college boat. He died on the 19th of August 1892, 
from the effects of exposure on Mont Blanc, and was buried at 
Chamounix. 

NETfLR TREE, the name applied to certain tress of the genus 
Celtis, belonging to the family or natural order Ubnaceae. 
The best-known species have usually obliquely ovate, or lanceo. 
late leaves, serrate at the edge, and marked by three prominent 
nerves. The flowers are inconspicuous, usually hermaphrodite, 
with 54. or 5-parted perianth, as inlay stamens, a hairy disk 
and a ,.celled ovary with a a-patted style. The fruit is succulent 
likes little drop., a character which serves to separate the genus 
alike from the nettles and the alma, to both of which it is allied. 
CeIth gaslaha is dcommon tree, both wild and planted, through-
out the Mediterranean region extending to Afghanistan and the 
Himalayas; it is also cultivated in Great Britain. It is a rapidly 
growing tree, (man 3o to 4o  ft. high, with a remarkably sweet 
fruit, recalling a small black chary, and was one of the plantd 
to which the term "lotus " was applied by Diascorides and the 
older authors. The wood, which is compact and hard and takes 
a high polish, is used for a variety of purposes. C. oerfdoxss]is, 
a North American species, Is the haekberry (p.,.). 
• NRITUNO, a fishing village of the province of Rom!, Italy, 
s m. E.N.E. of Anzio by rail, and 39 m. S.S.E. of Ronne, 36  ft. 
above sea-level Pop. (sgor) 34o6 (town), So7a (commune): 
It has a picturesque aide built by Alexander VI. from the 
designs of Antonio ds Ssngallo the elder In 1496. It Is said to 
have been a Saracen settlement. The picturesque castmne 
of the women is now worn only at festivals. To the H. on the 
sandy coast on the way to Astura h a military amp sad a range 
for the trial of field artillery. 

NB'ZR, a river of Germany, having a small portion of Its 
upper course in Poland It is a right-bank tributary of the 
Warthe, and rhea in the low-lying lake district, through which 
the Raaso-Qetasan Eniatler ram, to the south et Iaawradaw. 
The frontier crosses Lake Goplo, which Is not far from the some. 
of the Netse, which on leaving it (in Prussian territory),Eows 
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north-west to• the Tflonger lake, and magnate thought'. In 
theism genital direction, bat with wide fluctuations, to Nat& 
Here It joins the Bromberg Imard, which gives aceeeite the river 
Brake and so to the Vbtula. The Nets° then tbrns west-
south-west and waters the moorland (much of which, however, 
bas been brought tinder alteration) known as the Netzebrach. 
It Jam the Warthe at Zantoch, after a course of 273 an. It is 
navigable for 130 ta. up to the Bromberg canal and thereafter 
for smaller boats for 40 M. up to Pakoech on the Trlonger lake. 
Its drainage area is stoo sq. m. From me to 28°7 that part 
of Poland which was given to Prussia at the first partition 
was known as the Netze District, as it extended along the 
Netze. It was almost all given back to Russia at the peace 
of Tilsit, but was restored to Prussia in this under the treaty 
of Vienna. 

NEU-BBANDENBIIRCL a town of Germany, in the- grand 
duchy of Mecklenburg-Strelits, is situated on a small lake called 
the Tollense See, 58 m. N.W. of Stettin by rail. Pop. (1905) 
21,443. It is still partly surrounded with walls, and possesses 
four interesting old Gothic gates, dating from about 2300. The 
principal buildings are the Marienkirche, a Gothic building of 
the 13th century, the Jobanniskirche, the town-hall and the 
grand ducal palace. It possesses a bronze statue of Fritz Reuter 
(1893); • monument to Bismarck (180); another commemomt. 
ing the war of 1870-71 (1893); a small museum of antiquities; 
and an art collection. On the other side of the lake is the grand-
ducal palace, Belvedere. 'Iron-founding, machine-making, wool-
spinning and the making of paper, tobacco and musical instru-
ments are carried on here, and the trade in wool and agricultural 
products is considerable. The horse fair is also important 
Neu-Brandenburg was founded in 1248, and has belonged to 
Mecklenburg since 1292. 

See Boll, Cheonik.da Vorderstadt Nenbeantienbusg (x873). 
NEUBREISACH, a town and fortress of Germany in the 

imperial province of Alsace-Lorraine, situated on the Rhine-
Rhone canal, 12 m. E. from Colmar by the railway to Freiburg-
im-Breisgau. Pop. (19o5—including a garrison of 5300 men) 
35 20. It is built in the form of a hectagon, and together with 
Fort Monier, which lies on an arm of the Rhine opposite, forms 
a place of great strategic strength. It contains an Evangelical 
(garrison) church, a Roman Catholic church and a non-com-
missioned officers' school. There are electrical works in the 
town. 

Neubreisach was founded by Louis XIV. in 1699 and fortified 
by Vauban, the Neubreisacher canal being constructed to 
transport the necessary materials. In the Franco-German War, 
it was bombarded by the Germans from the and to the 10th of 
November 287o, when it capitulated. 

See Wolff, Gescisidge des Bonsbasdentesas troy Schlettaadt sued 
Neubreisach (Berlin, 1874); and von Neumann, We Erobersng ran
Schkanadt and Renbreisach in lakes 1870 (Berlin, 1876). 

NEUBURG, a town of Germany, in the kingdom of Bavaria, 
is pleasantly situated on the Danube, 12 tn. W. of Ingolstadt, 
On the railway to Neuoffingen. Pop. (trios) 8532. It is a place 
of ancient origin, but is chiefly noteworthy because formerly 
for two centuries it was the capital of the principality of flak-
Ncuburg. Its most important building is the old residence of its 
princes, the handsomest part of which is in the Ren.k..nce style 
of the 16th century. The town also contains an Evangelical 
and seven Roman Catholic churches, a town hall, several 
schools and convents, a theatre, and an historical museum with 
a valuable library. It has electrical works and breweries, while 
fruit and vegetables are Cultivated in the neighbourhood, 4 
considerable trade in these products being carried on by the 
Danube. 

Neuburg was originally an episcopal see. In the loth century 
it passed to the counts of Scheyem, and through them to Bavaria, 
being ceded to the Rhenish Palatinate at the close of a war in z sq. 
From 1 557 to 1742 it was the capital of a small principality 
ruled by a cadet branch of the family of the elector palatine of the 
Rhine. This principality of Pfalz-Neuburg had an area of about 
woo sq. m. and about 100,000 inhabitants. In 1742 it , was  

united again with the Rhenish Palatinate, with which it passed 
in 1777 to Bavaria. 

See Grommet, Gesdichte des Ifersoganns Newberg (Neutnirg, 
gi.72): and Puke& dutch his Stadt Munn and dons Wagoning 
(kkuburg, 1904). 

NEUCHATEL (Ger. -Nessetsbneg), one of the cantons of western 
Switzerland, on the frontier towards France. It Is the only 
Swim canton that is situated entirely in the Jura, of which it 
occupies the central portion MS loftiest summit is the Mont 
Racine, 4731 ft. in the Tete de Rang range). The canton has 
a total area of 315.8 Sq. M.,Of which 267•r sq. m. In reckoned 
" productive " (forests occupying 8845 sq. m. and vineyards 
4'4 441. m.). It consists, for the most part, of the longitudinal 
ridges and valleys characteristic of the Jura range, while its 
drainage is very unequally divided between the Thiele or Zihl, 
and the Doubs, which forms part of the north-west boundary 
of the canton, and receives only the streams flowing from the Le 
Lode and La Chaux de Fonds valley. Three regions make up 
the territory. That stretching along the shore of the lake is 
called Le Vignobk (from its vineyards) and extends from about 
tro ft. to 23oo ft. above the sea-level. An intermediate region 
Is named Les Vallets, for it consists of the two principal valleys 
of the canton( the Val de Ruz, watered by the Seyon, and the Val 
de Traverk, watered by the Areuse) which lie to a height of about 
tioo ft. to 3000 ft. above the sea-level. The highest region is 
known as Les Montagnes, and is mainly composed of the long 
valley in which stand the industrial centres of La Chaux de 
Ponds (q.v.), and Le Lode (q.v.) to which must be added those 
of La Sagne, Les Ponta and Les Verrieres, the elevation of these 
upland valleys varying from 3000 ft. to 3445 ft. The canton is 
well supplied with railways, the direct line from Bern past 
Kerzers (Chiatres), Neuchatel, the Val de Travers and Les 
Verrieres to Pontarlier for Paris pasking right through it, while 
La Chaux de Fonds is connected by a line past Le Lode with 
Morteau in France. Other lines join the capital, Neuchiltd, 
to La Chaux de Fonds, as well as to Yverdon at the'south-west 
extremity of the lake, and to St Blaise at its north-east end, not 
very far from Bienne. 

In goo the population numbered 526,279 souls according to 
the federal census (a cantonal census of woe makes the figure at 
that date 134,014), of whom roam' were French-speaking, 
17,629 German-speaking and 3664 Italian-speaking, while 107,295 
were Protestants, 17,735 Romanists or Old Catholics, and rent 
Jews. There are three "established and state-endowed" 
churches, the National Evangelical fm :poi a proposal to 
disestablish it was rejected by a huge majority), the Roman 
Catholic, and the Old Catholic (this sect in La alma de Fonds 
only), while the pastors of the Free Evangelical church and of 
the Jews (mostly in La Chaux de Fonds) are so far recognized 
as such by the state as to be exempt from military service 

Besides the capital, Neuchatel (q.v.), the chief towns are La 
Chaux de Fonds (the most populous of all), Le Lock and 
Fleurier (3746), the principal village in the Val de Travers. 

The most valuable mineral product is asphalt, of which there is 
a large and rich deposit in the Val de Travers, belonging to the 
state but worked by an English company. The wine of the 
Vignoble region (both sparkling and still) Is plentiful and has a 
good reputation, the red wines of Neuchatel, Boudry and Cor-
taillod being largely exported, though the petit tin blast of 
Neuchatel is all but wholly consumed within the canton. 
Absinthe is largely manufactured in the Val de Travers, but 
lace is no longer made there as of old. The well-known manu-
factory of Suchard's chocolate is at Serriares, practically a 
suburb of the town of Neuchatel, while in the canton there are 
also cement factories and stone quarries. But the most char, 
acteristic industry is that of watch-making and the making of gold 
watch cases, which is chiefly carried on (since the early 18th 
century) in the highland valleys of La Chaos de Fonds and of 
Le Lode, as well as at Fleurier in the Val de Travers. At 
Couvet, also in the Val de Travers, there is a large factory of 
screws and knitting machines. 

The canton is divided into 6 administrative districts, which 
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comprise 63 communes. The cantonal constitution data In 
its main features from 1858, but has been modified in several 
important respects. The legislature or Grand Conseil consists 
of members elected (since 1923) in the proportion of one to every 
1200 (or fraction over 600) of the population, and holds office for 
three years, while since 1906 the principles of proportional repre-
sentation and minority representation obtain in these elections, 
Since 2906 the CrOCUriVe of 5 members (since 1882) or Conseil 
d'Elat is elected by a popular vote. The 2 members of the federal 
Conseil des Etats are named by the Grand Conseil, but the 6 
members of the federal Conseil National are chosen by a popular 
vote. Since 1879, 3c000 citizens have the right of " facultative 
referendum " as to all laws and important decrees, while since 
1882 the same number have the right of initiative as to all 
legislative projects, this right as to the partial revision of the 
cantonal constitution dating as far back as 1848, the number in 
the case of a total revision having been raised in r906 to soon. 

We first bear of the nevem caskilum, regalissimane sakes 113 
the will (ton) of Rudolf III. , the last king of Burgundy, on 
whose death (1032) that kingdom reverted to the empire. About 
1o34 the emperor Conrad IL gave this castle to the lord of 
several neighbouring fiefs, his successors establishing themselves 
permanently there in the 12th century and then taking the title 
of " count." In 1288 the reigning count resigned his domains 
to the emperor Rudolf, who gave them to the lord of Chalon-cur. 
Saone, by whom they were restored to the count of Neuchatel on 
his doing homage for them. This act decided the future history 
of Neuchatel, for in 1393 the house of Chalon succeeded to the 
principality of Orange by virtue of a marriage contracted in 53138. 
The counts gradually increased their dominions, so that by 1 373 
they held practically all of the present canton, with the exception 
of the lordship of Valangin (the Val de Rue and Les Montagnes, 
this last region only colonized in the early ,4th century), which 
was held by a cadet line of the house till bought in 1592. In 
1393 the first house ended in as heiress, who brought Neuchatel 
to the count of Freiburg im Breisgau. As early as 1290 the 
reigning count bad made an alliance with the Swiss Fribourg, in 
1308 with Bern, and about 1324 with Soleure, but it was not till 
1406 that an " everlasting alliance " was made with Bern (later 
in 1495 with Fribourg, and in Ism with Lucerne). This alliance 
resulted in bringing the county into the Swiss confederation 
four centuries later, while it also led to contingents from Neuchatel 
helping the Confederates from the battle of St Jakob (1444) 
onwards right down into the early 18th century. In 1457, through 
another heiress, the county passed to the house of the marquises 
of Baden-Hochberg, and in 1504 similarly to that of Orlians-
Longueville (a bastard line of the royal house of France). From 
1512 to 1529 the Swiss occupied it as the count was fighting for 
France and so against them. In 2532 the title of " prince " 
was taken, while by the treaty of Westphalia (1648) the princi-
pality became sovereign and independent of the empire. In isso 
(the very year Farel introduced the Reformation at Neuchatel) 
the overlordship enjoyed by the house of Chalon-Orange passed, 
by virtue of a marriage contracted in x 515, to that of Nassau-
Orange, the direct line of which ended in 2702 in the person of 
William III., king of England. In 1707 the Longueville house 
of Neuchatel also became extinct, and a great struggle arose as 
to the succession. Finally the parliament (states) of Neuchatel 
decided in favour of Frederic I., the first king of Prussia, whose 
mother was the elder paternal aunt of William III., and so heiress 
of the rights (given in 1288) of the house of Chalon, to which the 
fief had reverted on the extinction of the line of the counts of 
Neuchatel. Thus the act of :288 determined the fate of the 
principality, partly because Frederic L was a Protestant, while 
the other claimants were Romanists. The nominal rule of the 
Prussian king (for the country enjoyed practical independence) 
lasted till 1857, with a brief interval from 'Boa to 1814, when the 
principality was held by Marshal Berthier, by virtue of a grant 
from Napoleon. In 1814 its admission into the Swiss confedera-
tion was proposed and was effected in '815, the new canton 
being the only non-republican member, just as the hereditary 
rulers of Neuchatel were the last to maintain their position in 

Switeetiand. This anomaly led in 1848 to the establislunsme 
(attempted in 1831) of a republican form of government, brought. 
about by a peaceful revolution led by A. M. Maga, A royalist 
attempt to regain power in 1856 wes defeated, and finally, 
after long negotiations, the king of Prussia renounced his claims 
to sovereignty, though retaining the right (no longer exercised) 
W bleu the title of " prince of Neuchatel." Thus in 2857 
Neuchatel beau= • full republican member of the Swiss con-
federation. 
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NEUCHATEL, capital of the above Swiss canton, situated 
near the north-east corner of the lake of Neuchatel. It is the 
meeting-point of several important railway lines, from Bern 
past Rerzers (27 m.), from Bienne (19 m.), from La Chaux de 
Fonds (19 m.), from Pontarlier (in France), by the Val de Travers, 
(331 m.), and from Yverdon (23 m.), The tailway station ( 1 37S 
ft.) at the top of the town is connected by an electric tramway 
with the shore of the lake some rso ft. lower. The older portion 
of the town Is built on the steep slope of the Chaumont, and 
originally the waters of the lake bathed the foot of the lull on 
which it stood. But the gradual growth of alluvial deposits. 
and more recently the artificial embankment of the shore of 
the lake, have added much dry ground, and on this site the 
finest modern buildings have been erected. The 16th-century 
castle and the r3tb-century collegiate church of Notre Danie 
(now Protestant) stand close together and were founded in the 
12th century when the counts took up their permanent residence 
in the town, to which they granted a charter of liberties in 7 274. 
Among the buildings on the quays are the Mush des Beaux 
Arts (modern Swiss paintings and also various historical collec-
tions, including that of Desor relating to the Lake Dwellings), 
the Gymnase or Collage Latin (in which is also the museum of 
natural history and the town library), the university (refounded 
in 1866 and raised from the rank of an academy to that of a 
university in nog), the )?vole de Commerce and the post office. 
The town owes much to the gifts of citizens.. Thus David de 
Purry (17oe-1786) founded the town hospital and built the town 
hall, while James de Purry bequeathed to the town the villa 
In which the ethnographical museum has been installed (wog). 
In 1811 J. L. de Pourtalis (1722-1814) founded the hospital 
which bears his name, while in 1844 A. de Meuron (1789-1852) 
constructed the lunatic asylum at Prtfargier, a few miles from 
the town. Among natives of the town are the theologians J. F. 
Ostervald (1663-1747) and Fradaric Godet (11312-1900), the 
geologist E. Desor (1811-1882), the local historian G. A. Matile 
(18o7-1881) and the politicians A. M. Piaget (18o2-:87o) and 
Numa Droz (1844-1899). Neuchatel (partly because very good 
French is spoken there) attracts many foreign students, while the 
town is a literary centre. In r9oo Neuchatel numbered 20,843 
Inhabitants (in r85o only 7727 and in 1870, 12,683), 15,277 being 
French-speaking and e553 German-speaking; there were 1 7,237 
Protestants, 3459 Romanists and 8o Jews. (W. A. H. C.) 

NEUCHATEL. LAKE OP. This lake, in W. Switzerland, Is 
with the neighbouring lakes of Bienne and Mott (both connected 
with it by canals), the modern representative of the large body of 
water which at one time seems to have filled the whole of the 
lower valley of the Aar. It is now the most considerable sheet 
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of water which is wholly pia& Switsedand (since parts of these 
of Geneva and Constance belong to foreign countries), though It 
does not belong entirely to any one Canton—of its total area 
of 924 eq. re., 364 11.1.m. We in an Cant= of NeerbIltel and 
rather over 33 sq. m. in that of Vaud, wises Ftibourg claims 
20t sq. us. sad Berne e sq. at. It is about 23i m. in length, 
varies from 34 tie sin. in width, and has a maximum depth of 
sea ft., while its surface is rem ft. above sea-level. It is mainly 
formed by the Thielror 731d river, which enters it at its south-
western end and issues from it at its north-eastern extremity, 
but it also receives, near its north-west end, the Arouse (flowing 
through the Val de Travers) and the Seyon (which traverses 
the Val de Rue), as well as near its north-east laid, the Broye 
(that lbw, through a canal from the Lake of Mast). Successive 
drainages have brought to Agin the remains of many lake dwell. 
hags, of which there is a good collection in the natural history 
museum at Neuddltel. The scasny of thelake, though. pleasing, 
cannot compare with that of the other Swiss lakes, despite the 
fact that from it the giants of both the Mont Blanc and Bernese 
Oberland ranges are clearly seen. The first steamer was placed 
on the lake in clin. Ofi the mouth eastern shore the picturesque 
and Metaled little town of Estavayer is the chief place. At 
the south-western extremity of the lake is Yverdon (the Mom-
damsels of the Romans and the residence of the educational 
Pestalcuak z8o6-z825). Far more populated is the north-
western share, where, from S.W. to N.E., Ave find 'Grandson 
(famous for the battle of 1476 wherein Charles the Bold, duke of 
Burgundy, was defeated by the Swiss), CortaMod (producing 
excellent sparkling wine), Serrieres (with the famous manu-
factories of Suchard chocolate) and Neuchatel itself. On the 
north shore is La Tine, famous for the reniarkable relies of the 
Iron Age that have been discovered these. (W. A. B. C.) 

1111111111AER, a spa of Germany, in the Prussian Rhine 
province, situated at the foot of a basalt peak, in the pleasant 
valley of the Ahr, ro In. N.W. of Reneger on the Rhine by the 
railway to Adenau.• Pop. (Egos) 3388. It is well laid out, 
has an Evangelical and two Roman Catholic churches, and 
carries on a considerable trade in the red wines of the district. 
There are five• alkaline springs with temperatures from 69° to 
zos° F., the waters of which are specific in throhic catarrh of 
the respiratory organs, gout, rheumatism and diabetes. In the 
immediate vicinity lies the Apollinaris spring. 

See Schmitz, Erfahmumos tier Bad Nosemahr (sib ed., Ahrweikr, 
1887); and Schweake. is Smnikfd dos Bodes Remrssaisr (Halle, 
1900). 

IIBLIENDORP, a village of Germany, In the province of 
Brandenburg, 2 In. E. from Potsdam, on the Nutbe, with a 
station on the railway from Berlin to Potsdam. Pop. ( 1 905) 
6877. The place has considerable industries, chief among 
which are carpet-weaving, jute-spinning and the Manufacture of 
railway plant. Within its area lies the colony of Nowawes laid 
out by Frederick the Great in 1 754. 

NEUFGHATELU, a town of eastern France, in the department 
of Vosges at the confluence of the Meuse and the Mouton, 49 m. 
W.N.W. of Epinal by rail. Pop..(1966) 3924. The churches of 
St Christopher (13th and 2 sth centuries) and St Nicholas, the 
latter combining the Romanesque and Gothic styles and built 
above a Romanesque crypt, are of interest. A sub-prefecture, 
a tribunal of first instance and communal colleges are among 
the public institutions. Neufcbitean carries on wool-spinning 
aid the manufacture of embroidery, nails and chains. The 
town, which is said to occupy the site of the Roman Neostracus, 
belonged in the middle ages to the dukes of Lorraine, ruins 
of whose chateau are to he seen. In zest it peed to 
France. 

IIIIIHALDEMILIBEN, a town of Germany, in the province 
of Prussian Saxony on. the Ohre, situated a m. N.W. from 
Magdeburg by the railway to &Meld* ind at the junction of a 
line to Eisbaben. Pop. (r9o5) so,422. It has an Evangelical 
church, an old equestrian statue of Henry the Lion and a gym-
nasium. There are several active industries, notably the 
manufacture of majolica and terra-cotta wares, machinery,  

gloves, beer, malt, cheese and sugar, while large pig markets are 
held here. 

See Beheads, Carman) ler Sale Noulaldassithets (newel., 1903). 
NEVEM THEODORE BIIQEma, BARON vow (c. reeo-1756), 

German adventurer and for a short time nominal king of Corsica, 
was a son of a Westphalian nobleman and was born at Metz. 
Educated at the court of France, he served first in the French 
army and then in that of Sweden. Baron de Goertz, minister to 
Charles XII., realising Nabors capacity for Intrigue, sent 
him to England and Spain to negotiate with Cardinal Alberoni. 
Having failed in this mission he returned to Sweden and then 
went to Spain, where he was made colonel and married one of 
the queen's ladies-in-waiting. Deserting his wife soon afterwards 
he repaired to France and became abed up in Law's financial 
affairs; then he wandered about Portugal, Holland and Italy, 
and at Genoa be spade the acquaintance of some Corsican 
prisoners and exiles, whom he persuaded that be could free their 
country from Genoese tyranny if they made him king of the 
island. With their help and that of the bey of Tunis he landed 
in Corsica in March :736, where the islanders, believing his 
statement that he had the support of several of the great powers, 
proclaimed him king. He assumed the style of Theodore I., 
Issued edicts, instituted an order of knighthood, and waged 
war on the Genoese, at first with some success. But he was 
eventually defeated, and civil broils soon broke out in the 
Wand; the Genoese having put a price on his head and published 
an account of his antecedents, he left Corsica in November 
1736, ostensibly to seek foreign assistance. After trying in 
vain to index the grand duke of Tuscany to recognize him, 
he started off on his wanderings once more until he was arrested 
for debt in Amsterdam. On regaining his freedom he sent his 
nephew to Corsica with a supply of arms; he himself returned 
to the island In 1738, 1739 and 1 743, but the combined Genoese 
and French forces and the growing strength of the party opposed 
to him again drove him to wandering about Europe. Arrested 
for debt in London be repined his freedom by mortgaging 
his " kingdom " of Corsica, and subsisted on the charity of 
Horace Walpole and some other friends until his death in 
London on the r rth of December 2756. His only son, Frederick 
(e. 1725-1797), served in the army of Frederick the Great 
and afterwards acted as agent in London for the grand-duke of 
Werttemberg. 

Frederick wrote an account of his father's life. Mistroinz your 
sash,  d rbistoiro do la Corsa and also an Eneish translation. both 
published in London in 1768. la 1793 be published a new edition 
on Descriptime of Corsica with as account of its anion to the crown of 
Groat deslain. See also Fitzgerald, King Theodore of Corsica (London, 
1990). 

111111711LY41/R-11111111, a town of northern France, in the 
department of Seine, 34 m, N.W. of the centre of Paris, of which 
it is a suburb, between the fortifications and the Seine. Pop. 
(1906) 3%222. A castle at Neuilly, built by the count of Argenson 
in the ath century, ultimately became the property and favourite 
residence of the duke of Orleans (Louis Philippe), the birthplace 
of nearly all his children, and the scene of the offer of the crown 
in 163o. The buildings were pillaged and burned by the mob 
In 1848. The park, which extended from the fortifications to the 
river, as well as the neighbouring park of Villiers (also belonging 
to the princes of Orleans), was broken up into building lots, and 
is occupied by many small middle-class horses and a few fine 
villas. Within the line of the fortifications, but on Neuilly 
son, stands the chapel of St Ferdinand, on the spot where the 
duke of Orleans died in 1842 from the results of a carriage 
accident. The stained-glass windows were made at Sevres after 
designs by Ingres; the ducal cenotaph, desiPed by Ary Scheffer, 
was sculptured by de Triqueti; and the chapel also contains 
a " Descent from the Cross," by the last-named artist, and 
as angel executed in Carrara marble by the princess Marie 
d'Orleana, sister of the duke. The fine bridge, designed in the 
rith century by Perronet, is noteworthy as the first level bridge 
constructed•in France. The Galigoani Institution, founded by 
the brothers Galignani for aged booksellers, printers and others, 
has accommodation for zoo residents. The manufactures 
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include perfumery, chocolate, colours, varnish, automobiles, 
carpets, &c. 

NEUMANN, FRANZ ERNST (1798- tag s), German mineralogist, 
physicist and mathematician, was bora at jeer..hintstal •  on the 

Eth of September 1798. In 1815 he interrupted his studies ta 
Berlin to serve as a volunteer in the campaign against Napoleon, 
and was wounded in the battle of Lieny. Subsequently he 
entered Berlin Univemity as a student of theology, but soon 
turned to scientific subjects. His earlier papers were mostly 
concerned with crystallography, and the reputation they gained 
him led to his appointment ab Privatdozent at Konigsberg, 
where in 1828 he became extraordinary, and in 1829 ordinary, 
professor of mineralogy and physics. In 1831 from a study 
of the specific heats of compounds, he formulated " Neumann's 
law," which expressed in modern language runs: The mole- 
cules heat of a compound is equal to the sum of the atomic 
heats of its constituents." Devoting himself next to optics, 
he produced memoirs which entitle him to a high place among 
the early searchers after a true dynamical theory of light. In 
1832, by the aid of a particular hypothesis as to the constitution 
of the ether, he reached , by a rigorous dynamical calculation 
results agreeing with those obtained by A. L. Cauchy, and 
succeeded in deducing laws of double refraction closely resembling 
those of A. J. Fresnel; and in subsequent years he attacked 
the problem of giving mathematical expression to the conditions 
holding for a surface separating two crystalline media, and 
worked out from theory the laws of double refraction in strained 
crystalline bodies. He also made important contributions to the 
mathematical theory of electrodynamics, and in papers published 
in 1845 and 1847 established mathematically the laws of the 
induction of electric currents. , His last publication, which 
appeared in 1878, was on spherical harmonics (Beitage bur 
Thearie der Kugdfunc(iotten). He took part in founding the Mathe-
matisch-Physikalisches Seminar, to give students a practical 
acquaintance with the methods of original research. He retired 
from his professorship in r876, and died at Konigsberg on the 
asrd of May EtIgs. His son, Cent GOTTFRIED NEITILILEN (b. 1832), 
became in 1858 Privatdozent, and in t863 extraordinary 
professor of mathematics at Halle. He was then appointed 
to the ordinary chair of mathematics successively at Basel (1863), 
Tubingen (r865)' and Leipzig (1868). 

NEUMANN, KARL FRIEDRICH (1793-187o), German 
orientalist, was born, under the name of Bamberger, at 
Reichsmannsdorf, pear Bamberg, on the 28th of December 
1793. He studied philosophy and philology at Heidelberg, 
Munich and Gottingen, became a convert to Protestantism and 
took the name of Neumann. From 1822 to 1825 he was a teacher 
at Spires; then he learned Armenian in Venice 'sad visited 
Paris and London. In 1829 he went to China, where he studied 
the language and amassed a large library of valuable books 
and manuscripts. These, about I2,000 in number, he presented 
to the royal library at Munich. Returning to Germany in 1831 
Neumann was made professor of Armenian and Chinese in the 
university of Munich.• He held this position until ass, when, 
owing to his pronounced revolutionary opinions, be was removed 
from his chair. Ten years later be seeded in Berlin, who he 
died on the 17th of March 1870. 

Neumann's leisure time after hie enforced retirement wasaccopied 
in historical studies, and besides hisGeschichle des englischen Racks 
in Asien (Leipzig, 1851), he wrote history of the Bilked States of 
America, Geschickte der Verde': Staaten yen Amerika (Berlin, 
:863-1866). His other works hi de Vernal& eine? Gs:chid:Is des 
armenischen Likratur (Leipzig, 1836); Die Miter des Wilde* 
Russland (11346, and again 1855)) and Qui:idle des  englisch-
chinuischen Kriegs (1846, and again 1853). He also issued some 
translations from Chinese and Armenian: Catechism of the Shamans 

r18
31 ); Vahram's Chronicle of the ATIOWEitOt Megrim is Cdicia 
31) and History of the Piraks in the China Sea 4830. The 

journal of the Royal Asiatic Society.(Loadon, 187t) contains full 
list of his works. 

NEUMAYIL HPLCHIOR (r845-t89o), Gegman'pskeoniologist, 
was born at Munich on the 24th of October 18433 the son of 
Max von Neumayr, a Bavarian Minister of State. He FM 
educated in the university of Munich, and completed his studies  

at Heidelberg, where he graduated Ph.D. After some expellent* 
fn field•geology under C. W. von Gerabel he joined the Austrian 
geological purvey in s868. Four years later he returned to 
Heidelberg, but in 1873. he was appointed profeesor of palaeon-
toloilY in Wotan, and occupied this past until his death on the 
29th of January glow His more detailed researches related 
to the Juransie and Cretaceous Ammonite, and to the Tertiary 
freshwater molluscs; and In these studies he sought to trace 
the descent of the species. He desk also with the zones of 
climate during the Jurassic and Cretaceous periods, and 0n. 
deavoured to show that the equatorial marine fauna differed 
from that of the two temperate zones, and the latter from 
that of the arctic zone, much as the faunas of sinular Bones differ 
from each other in the present day; see his "Ober klimatische 
Zonen wiihsend der Jura end Itreidezeit" (Denieseltr. K. Altai, 
W iss. Wier, z883); he was author also of Erdendsidste (a vols., 
E887); end Die Se trials des Taiareicke.r (voL t only, 188g). 

Obituary by Dr W. T. Blanfind in (111614. lows. Geal. Sec. 
(1890• 

NEUMONSTER, a town of Germany, in the Prussian province 
of ScIdeswig-Holstein, lies on both bibles of the small river 
Schwak, in the basin of the Star, 4o re. N. of Altona-Hantburg 
by rail, and at the junction of lines to Kid, Varadrup (Denmark) 
and Terming. Pop. (Egos) 31,347 It has an Evangelical and 
a Roman Catholic church and several schools. It is, after 
Altona, the most important industrial town in the province, and 
contains extensive cloth-factories, besides manufactories of 
leather, cotton, wadding, carpets, paper, machinery, beer and 
sweetmeats. Its trade is also brisk. The name, which was 
originally Wipendorp, is derived from an Augustine monastery, 
founded in it3o by Vicebn, the apostle of Holstein, and is 
mentioned as " novuni monasterium " in a document of 2136. 
Its industrial importance began in the 17th century, when the 
cloth-workers of Segeberg, a town to the south-esst, migrated 
to it. It became a town in 187o. • 

See KirmkGeschichte der Slade Nessidssier (1900)i and Dittmanw 
Aus dim altos Nemesis:kr (an). 

NEUNIURCHEN, or Oar.s-Naussuranta, a town of Germany, 
in the Prussian Rhine province, on the Blies, Is m. N.W. of 
Saarbrikken by rail. Pop. (rens) 32,358; consisting almost 
equally of Protestants and Roman Catholics. It contains two 
Gothic Evangelical and a Romanesque Roman Catholic church, 
several schools, and a monument to Freiherr von Stumm (d.rgor), 
a former owner of the iron-works hoe. The principal industrial 
establishment is a huge iron-foundry, employing upwards of 
4800 hands, and 'producing shout amoitso tons of pig-kon per 
annum; and there are also boiler-works, saw-mills, soap manu-
factories and a brewery. Around the town are important 
coal mines from which about se. million tons of coal are raised 
annually. The castle built in 157o was destroyed in 1797, and is 
now a ruin. The town is first mentioned in I a8o, and became 
important industrially during the 18th century. 

IDNIQUI21,, an inland territory of Argentina on the Chilean 
frontier, between the Colorado and Limey rivers, with the 
province of Mendoza on the N. and the territory of Rio Negro 
on the E. and S. Area, 42445 sr,. m. Pop. 4890 14,527; 
(Egas, estimate) 18,022. The greater part of the territory is 
mountainous, with fertile, well-watered valleys and valuable 
forests. The eastern part, however, contains large barren 
plains, showing some stunted vegetation, and having numerous 
saline deposits. Long drouths prevail in this region and there 
is no inducement for settlement, the nomadic Indians visiting 
it only on their hunting expeditions. Gustier:es and Argentine 
hams are found is abundance in Neuquen, and tea lesser degree 
the South American ostrich. The Neuquen, which unites with 
the Limey near the 68th metidian to forth the Rio Negro, is the 
principal river of the territory. The largest of a group of beauti-
ful lakes in the higher Andean valleys la the celebrated NAME& 
HusPi (Lion Grass), which is nearly so m. long from K. to W. 
and about so m. from N. to S. at its widest part, and which lies 
partly in the S.W. eagle of the territory, partly in Rio Negro, 
and putly in the republic of Chile. k is the source of the Rio 
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Limey laid ready* the overtime from two mealier neighbouring 
lakes. The temperature of the Andean tegion is cold even in 
summer, but on the lower plains it is hot in summer, and only 
moderately cold in'winter. The principal industry is the raising 
of stock for the Chilean markets, as there is little cultivation. 
Cereals, forage mops, vegetables and fruits of the cold temperate 
zone can be produced easily, but distance from markets and lack 
of transport have restricted their production to local needs. 
The territory is reached by a light-draft river steamer which 
ascends the Rio Negro to Fort Rona at the confluence of the 
Limey and Neuquen, and by a branch of the Great Southern 
railway from Bahia Blanca to the same point. The population 
is concentrated in a few small towns on the rivers and in some 
colonies, established by the national government to check 
Chilean invasions, in the fertile districts of the Andes. A 
majority of the population, however, is of Chilean origin. The 
capital is Choi Maid, a small town on the upper Neuquen, in 
the mountainous district in the northern part of the territory. 

NEURALGIA (Gr. new, nerve, and iihryor, pain), a tens 
denoting strictly the existence of pain in some portion or through-
out the whole of the disteibution of a nerve without any distinctly 
recognizable structural change in the nerve or nerve centres. 
This strict definition, if adhered to, however, would not be 
applicable to a large number of cues of neuralgia; for in not a 
few instances the pain is connected with some source of irritation, 
by premium or otherwise, in the course of the affected nerve; 
and hence the word Is generally med to indicate pain affecting 
a particular nerve or its branches from any muse. There are 
few ailments which give rise to greater human suffering. The 
existence of neuralgia usually betokens a depressed or enfeebled 
state of health. It is often found to affect the hereditarily rheu-
matic or gouty. In weakened conditions of the system from 
improper or insufficient food, or as a result of any drain upon the 
body, or in anaemia from any cause, and in such diseases as 
syphilis or malaria, neuralgia is a frequent concomitant. Any 
strain upon the nervous system, such as mental overwork or 
anxiety, is a potent cause; or exposure to cold and damp, 
which seems to excite irritation in a nerve already predisposed 
to suffer. But irritation may be produced by numerous other 
causes besides this—such as a decayed tooth, diseased bone, 
local inflammations in which nerves are implicated, by some 
source of pressure upon a nerve trunk, or by swelling of its sheath 
in its passage-through a bony canal or at its exit upon the surface. 

The pain is generallylocalized, but may come to extend beyond 
the immediate area of its first occurrence. It is usually of 
paroxysmal character, and not unfrequently periodic, occurring 
at a certain time of the day Or night. It varies in intensity, 
being often of the most agonizing character, or less severe and 
more of a tingling kind. Various forms of perverted nerve 
function may be found co-existing with or following neuralgia. 
Thus there may be hypentesthesta, anaesthesia, paralysis, 
or alterations of nutrition, such as wasting of muscles, whitening 
of the hair, &c. 

The forms in which neuralgia most commonly shows itself 
are facial neuralgia or tic douloureux, migraine (hemicrania or 
brow ague), intercostal neuralgia and sciatica. 

Facial neuralgia, or tic doulourcus, affects the great nerve of 
sensation of the face (fifth nerve), and may occur in one or more 
of the three divisions in which the nerve is distributed. It is 
usually confined to one side. When the first or upper division 
of the nerve is involved the pain is mostly felt in the forehead 
and side of the head. It is usually of an intensely sharp, cutting 
or burning character, either constant or with exacerbations, 
and often periodic, returning at a certain hour each day while 
the attack continues. The skin over the affected part is often 
red and swollen, and, even after the attack has abated, feels 
stiff and tender to the touch. In this, as in all forms of neuralgia, 
there are certain localities where the pain is more intense, these 
" painful points," as they are called, being for the most part in 
those places where the branches of the nerves emerge from bony 
Canals or pierce the fascia to ramify in the akin. Hence, in this 
form, the greater severity of the pain above the eyebrow and  

along the side of Gel nose. There is also pain in the eyelid, 
redness of the eye, and flow of tears. When the second division 
of the nerve is affected the pain is chiefly in the cheek and upper 
jaw, the painful points being immediately below the lower eyelid, 
over the cheek bone, and about the upper lip. When the third 
division of the nerve suffers the pain affects the lower jaw,  
and the chief painful paints me in front of the ear and about the 
chin. 

Hertsicrassia, migraine, bras-ape and rick headache are various 
terms employed to describe what by some is considered to be 
another form of neuralgia. An attack may come on suddenly, 
but, in general, begins by a dull aching pain in the brow or 
temple, width steadily hiatuses in severity and extent, but 
remains usually limited to one side of the head. It attains at 
times en extreme degree of violence, and is apt to be aggravated 
by movement, bud noises or bright light. Accompanying the 
pain there is more or less of muses, and when the attack reaches 
its height vomiting may occur, after which relief comes, especially 
if sleep supervene. An attack of this kind may last for a few 
hours or for a whole day, and after it is over the patient feels 
comparatively well. It may recur periodically, or, as is more 
common, at irregular intervals. During the paroxysms, or even 
preceding them, certain sensory disturbances may be experienced, 
more especially affections of vision, sudz as ocular spectra, 
hendopia, diplopia, dm. Gout, eyestrain and intestinal toxaemia 
have been put forward as causes of migraine, and Sir W. Cowers 
resettle it as the equivalent of a true epileptic attack. 

Iniercestal stestralgiti is pain affecting the nerves which emerge 
from the spinal cord and run along the spaces between the ribs to 
the front of the body. This form of neuralgia affects theieft side 
mere than the right, is much more common in women than in 
men, and occurs generally in enfeebled states of health. It might 
be mistaken for pleurisy or some inflammatory affection of the 
lungs; but the absence of any chest symptoms, its occurrence 
independently of the acts of respiration, and other considerations 
well establish the distinction. The specially painful points are 
chiefly at the commencement of the nerve as it issues from the 
spinal canal, and at the extremities towards the front of the body, 
where it breaks up into filaments which ramify in the akin. This 
form of neuralgia is occasionally the precursor of an attack of 
shingles (Herpes sorter) as well as a result of it. 

Sciatica Is another of the more common forms of neuralgia. 
It affects the great sciatic nerve which emerges from the pelvis 
and runs down the leg to the foot. It is in most instances 
traceable to exposure to cold or damp, to overuse of the limbs 
in walking, &c. Any source of pressure upon the nerve within 
the pelvis, suck as may be produced by a tumour or even by 
constipation of the bowels, may excite an attack of sciatica. 
It is often connected with a rheumatic of gouty constitution. 
In general the nerve of one side only is affected. The pain which 
is felt at first a little behind the hip-joint steadily increases in 
Severity and extends along the course of the nerve and its branches 
in many instances as far as the toes. The specially painful 
points are about the knee and ankle joints; besides which a 
feeling of numbness is experienced throughout the whole limb. 
In severe cases all movement of the limb aggravates the pain, 
and the patient is obliged to remain in bed. In prolonged attacks 
the limb may waste and be drawn up and fixed in one position. 
Attacks of sciatica are often attended with great suffering, and 
are apt to be very intractable to treatment. 

In the treatment of-all tonne of neuralgia it Is of first im-
portance to ascertain if possible whether any constitutional 
morbid condition is associated with the malady. When the 
attack is periodic the administration of a large dose of 'minim 
two or three hours previous to the usual time of the seizure 
will often mitigate, and may even prevent the paroxysm. Many 
topical applications are of great efficacy. Liniments containing 
opium, belladonna or aconite rubbed into the affected pan 
will often soothe the most severe local pain. And antipyrin, 
phenacetin, aspirin and similar analgetics are commonly taken. 
The plan at one time resorted to of dividing or excising a portion 
of the affected nerve is now seldom employed. but the operation 
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of nerve-stretching in some forms of neuralgia, notably sciatica. 
is sometimes successful. It consists in cutting down upon and 
exposing the nerve, and in seizing cold and drawing upon it 
so as to stretch ft. Such an operation is obviously justifiable 
only in cases where other less severe measures have failed to 
give relief. The employment of electridty, in long continued 
and intractable forms of neuralgia, proves in many Matinees 
eminently serviceable. In the severest forms of tic deloused' 
complete relief has followed the extirpation of the Gasserian 
ganglion. (F. W. Mo.) 

liEURMITHENIA (Gr. ref)por, nerve, and &Mesa, weakness), 
the general medical term for a condition of weakness of the 
nervous system. The eymptoms may present themselves as 
follows: (t) general feeling of malaise, combined with a mixed 
state of excitement and depression; (2) headache, sometimes 
with the addition of vertigo, deafness and a transitory clouding 
of consciousness simulating petit mot or migraine; (3) disturbed 
and restless, unrefreshing sleep, often troubled with dreams; 
(e) weakness of memory, esPedally  for recent events; (5) 
blurring of sight, noises or ringing In the ears; (6) variable 
disturbances of sensibility, especially scattered analgesia (partial 
and symmetrical) affecting the backs of the bands especially, 
and in 'women the breasts; (7) various troubles of sympathetic 
origin, notably localized coldness, particularly in the extremities, 
morbid heats, flushings and sweats; (8) various phenomena of 
nervous depression associated with functional disturbances of 
organs, e.g. muscular weakness, lack of tone, and sense of fatigue 
upon effort, dyspepsia and gastric stony with dilatation of the 
stomach and gastralgia; pseudo-anginal attacks and palpitation 
of the •heart; loss of sexual power with nocturnal pollutions 
and premature ejaculations leading to apprehension of oncoming 
impotence. Objective signs met with in organic dismiss are 
absent, but the knee-jerks are usually exaggetated. 

According to the complexity of symptoms, the neurasthenia 
is more particularly defined as cerebral, spinal, gastric and 
serval. The cerebral form is sometimes termed krychaithenith 
and is liable to present morbid fears cr phobias, e.g. agoraphobia 
(fright in crowds), monophobia (fright of being alone), claustro-
phobia (fright of being in a confined place), anthropophobia 
(fright of society), batophobia (fright of things falling), sidero-
dromophobia (fright of railway travelling). There may also be 
mental ruminations, in which there is a continuous flow of 
connected ideas from which there is no breaking away, often 
most insistent at night and leading to Insomnia. Sometimes 
there is arithmomanis (an imperative idea to count). Such 
cases often exhibit a marked emotionalism and readily manifest 
joy or sorrow; they may be cynical, pessimistic, introspective 
and self-centred, only able to talk about themselves or matters 
of personal interest, yet they frequently possess great intellectual 
ability, and although there may be mental depression, there is 
an absence of the insane ideas characteristic of melancholia. 

Traumatic neurasthenia is the neurasthenia following shock 
from injury; it is sometimes termed " railway spine," " railway 
brain," from the frequency with which it occurs after railway 
accidents, especially in people of a nervous temperament. The 
physical injury at the time may be slight, so that the patient 
is able to resume work, but symptoms develop later which may 
simulate serious organic disease. As in all forms of neurasthenia, 
the subjective symptoms may be numerous and varied, whereas 
the objective signs are but few and slight. Many difficulties, 
therefore, present themselves in arriving at a sound opinion 
as to the future in such cases. It is desirable not only to study 
the case carefully, but to obtain some knowledge of the previous 
history of an individual who is claiming damages on account of 
traumatic netussthenia. (F. W. Mo.) 

NIMBI, an ancient tribe placed by Herodotus (iv. nos) to 
the north-cast of Scythia. He says of it that it is not Scythian, 
but has Scythian customs. Every member of it, being a wizard, 
becomes a wolf once a year. The position assigned to their 
district appears to be about the head waters of the Dniester 
and Bug (Burgh) and the central course of the Dnieper just the 
region which, on general grounds, place-names, recorded migra- 

tient and modem distribution, appears to be the iniginal immtkai 
of the Sian (q.s.). The wolf story again recalls the tales of 
werewolves so common among Slavonic peoples, and there is 
much probability in Seliafarik's conjecture that the Newt are 
nothing but the ancestors of the Slays. (E. H. M.) 

inguanu (Gr. nibs., nerve), a tens applied to the in.. 
fiammation of one or more btmdleif of nerve fibres. Two varieties 
are known, the localized and tha Multiple. The localized form 
frequently follows on exposure to cold and may attack a sic& 
nerve. Facial paralysis (Bell's palsy) Is commonly seen following 
a neuritis of the facial nerve. Neuritis may follow blows and 
wounds of a nerve, Mimics involving stretching of a nerve or 
long continued pressure such as may occur in a dislocation of 
the elbow joint, or the nerve may share in the extension of a 
neighbouring inflammation. The first symptom of a localized 
neuritis Ii pain of a boxing character along the course of a nerve 
and its distribution, the part being sensitive to pressure. There 
may be alight redness and oedema along the course of the nerve, 
movement becomes painful in the muscles to which the nerve 
is sfistributed, numbness may follow and the tactile sense be 
impaired, finally the muscle, atrophy, sad degenentive changes 
may take place in the nerve or nerve sheath. Slight cases follow= 
ing cold or injury may pass off in a few days, while severe cases 
such as those following the pressure of an unreduced dislocation 
may last for months. 

Multiple neuritis or PolYneuritis is a disease which may affect 
many of the peripheral nerves symmetrically and at the same 
time. For the pathological changes see NICIMOPAIZOLOGY. The 
difference In these changes is due mostly to the difference in the 
aetiology of the neuritis. The causes may be divided as follows: 
(I) The toxins of acute infective diseases, such as diphtheria, 
influenza, typhoid fever, malaria, scarlet fever and septicaemia. 
(a) Acute or chronic poisoning by lead, arsenic, mercury, copper 
and phosphorus. (3) General disorders: gout, rheumatism, 
tubercle, carcinoma. (4) Thelocal action of leprosy and syphilis. 
(s) Endemic disease: beri-beri. (6) Alcohol, the most common. 

Alcoholic neuritis occurs as a result of condttint steady drinking, 
particularly in those who drink beer rather than spirit. The earliest 
symptom is numbness of the feet andlatet: of the bands, then painful 

I cramps in the kgs appear and there Is pain on moving the limbs, or 
the patient complains of deadness, tingling and burning in the hands 
and feet, and superficial tenderness is occasionally present. Is 
other varieties of the disease the earliest symptoms are weakness of 
the legs and extreme fatigue, leading to a characteristic " steppage 
gait," or marked inco-ordination of movement may occur and the 
gait become ataxic. Trophic changes soon appear, in some cases 
early and rapid muscular wasting occurs, the skin becomes dry and 
glossy, the nails brittle and the hair thin. In time actual con-
tractures takes place, the hip aced bee-joints become flexed and the 
foot dropped at the ankle.. In cases that recover there may be 
permanent deformity. Should the case progress the patient may 
become bedridden and powerless, and degenerative mental changes 
may take place, loss of memory, irritability of temperend emotional 
instability. Various complications such as bronchitis, fatty changes 
in the heart, albuminuria and a liability to pulmonary tuberculosis. 
tend to carry off the victim of chronic alcoholic neuritis. Cases seen 
early in the progress of the disease, who can be placed under 
supervision, may recover under treatment, but those in whom the 
attacks have recurred several times and in whom there is much 
mental impairment rarely make a complete recovery. The treat-
ment consists in putting the patient to bed, with the administration 
of strychnine hypodermically, and attention should be paid to the 
position of the limbs so as to avoid the development of contractures, 
cradles being used, the limbs kept in the correct positions by sand-
bags, and gentle massage being employed as soon as possible. Should 
contractures have already for.d some mechanical device adapted 
to stretch the contracted muscle must be resorted to. Biers' hyper-
aemic suction apparatus is very useful in the painless stretching of 
contracted joints, or old-standing adhesions may have to be broken 
down under an anaesthetic, extension apparatus being afterwards 
worn. In the later treatment the galvanic and faradaic currents 
combined with massage are useful in helping to restore the wasted 
muscles, and hot-air baths and warm applications are appreciated. 

Arsenical neuritis mostly affects the lower extremities, as con-
trasted with lead, which mainly paralyses the fingers and wrists ; 
recovery is even slower than in alcoholic neuritis, the treatment 
being on the mine lines, with the removal of the cause of the disease. 
In the neuritis of chronic lead poisonings fine tremor of the hands is 
as early symptom and sensory symptoms are usually absent; the 
muscles affected are the extensors of the wrists, thumb and fingers 
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(see LEAD P0190111140. The course of the disease is long, and an 
attempt should be made to eliminate the lead from the system by 
purgatives and the administration of potassium iodide. 

The diabetic neuritis paraesthesia is slight. and the legs ass chiefly 
affected; weakness and ataxia may be present. Tropisic sores on 
the feet are of frequent occurrence in this variety. The treatment is 
that of the disease. 

Poet-diphtheritic neuritis occurs in about 10% of all cases of 
diphtheria. In thisform paralysis of the soft palate is the earliest 
symptom, and this may be the only one, or the pharynx may be 
affected. The limbs are affected much later, weeny about the 5th. 
or 6th week. Atrophy of the muscles is frequently rapid. If the 
respiratory muscles are unaffected the prognosis is_good, but the 
paralysis of the limbs may last for several months. The treatment 
is complete rest, good food and the administration of strychnine. 

Acute polyneunth with numbness and motor weakness has been 
noted after influenza, together with slight muscular wasting and 
electrical degeneration. Later, loss of sensation in the peripheral 
portion of the limbs is complained of, and the motor weakness ma 
affect the muscles of the trunk and face. Such cases tend towards 
complete recovery. 

NEUROPATHOLOGY, the general name for the science con-
cerned with diseases of the nervous system. As regards the 
anatomy and physiology, see the articles Nrava, NERVOUS 
SYSTEM, BRAIN, SPINAL Coal), and Svaceartorne SYSTEM. 
The morbid processes affecting the nervous system are numerous 
and varied, but usually they are clinically divided into two great 
groups of (1) organic disease, (s) functional disturbance. Such 
a classification depends upon whether or not symptoms observed 
during life can be associated with recognisable changes of the 
nervous system, gross or microscopical, after death. Sometimes 
this is the morbid process itself, sometimes only the ultimate 
result of the process. It must be remarked, however, that many 
diseases which we now look upon as functional may be found 
due to recognizable changes when suitable methods of investiga-
tion shall have been discovered. The paroxysmal neuroses and 
psychoses may be considered a priori to be due to temporary 
morbid functional conditions. Our knowledge of the first group 
is naturally much more advanced than of the latter, for, given 
certain symptoms during life, we are able, as a rule, to predict 
not only the nature of the morbid process, but its particular 
locality. 

The histological elements which make up the nervous system 
may also be divided into two groups: (r) the nervous units or 
neurones, (2) the supporting, protecting and nutrient tissues. 
Organic diseases may start primarily in the nervous units or 
DOW-Own and cause their degeneration; such are true diseases 
of the nervous system. But the nervous units may be affected 
secondarily by diseases starting in the supporting, protecting 
and nutrient tissues of the nervous system; such are essentially 
diseases within the nervous system, and include diseases of the 
blood-vessels, lymphatics, membranes and the special nervous 
connective tissue, neuroglia (a residue of the embryonal structure 
from which the nervous system was developed). Tumours and 
new growths must also be included. 

The modem conception of the " neurone " as an independent 
complex cell with branching processes, in physiological rather 
than anatomical association with other neurones, has modified 
our ideas of the morbid processes affecting the nervous system, 
especially as regards degenerations of systems, communities or 
collections of neurones subserving special functions. It was 
formerly believed, and generally taught, that the primary 
systemic degenerations were due to a sclerosis; thus locomotor 
ataxy was believed to be caused by an overgrowth of the sup-
porting glia tissue of the posterior columns of the spinal cord, 
which caused a secondary atrophy of the nervous tissue. We 
now know that this overgrowth of glia tissue is secondary to the 
atrophy of the nervous elements, and the only true primary 
overgrowth of glia tissue is really of the nature of the new 
growth (gnosis). But even in this case it is doubtful if the mere 
proliferation of the glia tissue elements could destroy the nervous 
elements, if it were not for the fact that it leads to changes in 
the vessel walls and to haemorrhages. 

The symptoms manifested during life depend upon the nature 
of the morbid process and the portion of the nervous system 
affected. A correct understanding of neuropathology Involves  

the study of (t) the causes which give rise to morbid conditions, 
which are often complex and due to various combinations of 
factors arising from without and within the body, and (2) the 
changes in the structure and functions of the nervous system 
brought about by intrinsic sad extrinsic causes. 

The causes of pathological processes occurring in the nervous 
units (neurones) may be divided into internal and external, and 
it may be remarked that in all cases except direct injury the 
two groups are generally more or less combined. 

A. humid Causes—Of all the causes of nervous disease 
hereditary predispositices stands pre-eminently first; it may be 
convergent, paternal, (maternal; from grandparents or even 
more remote ancestors. Moreover, no study of heredity is com- 
plete that does not take into consideration collaterals. Especially 
does this statement apply to functional neuroses, e.g. epilepsy, 
migraine, hysteria and neurasthenia; and to psychoses, e.g. 
delusional insanity, mania and melancholia, manic-depressive, 
recurrent or periodic insanity and dementia-praecox or adolescent 
Insanity. 

In yo % of 150 cases of idiocy or imbecility in the London county 
asylums, Dr Tredgold found a family history of insanity in some form 
or another. Strictly speaking, it is the tendency to nervous disease 
rather than the disease itself that is inherited, and this is frequently 
spoken of as a neuropathic or psychopathic taint. There are, 
besides, a number of inherited diseases, which, although somewhat 
rare, are of interest inasmuch as they affect members of a family, 
the same disease frequently commencing in each individual at about 
the same age. These are termed family diseases, and include 
hereditary ataxia (Friedreich's disease), myotonia (Thomsen's 
disease). hereditary (Huntingdon's) chorea, amaurotic idiocy and 
various forms of idiopathic muscular atrophy. Alcoholism, tubercu-
losis and syphilis in the parents, especially if one or both come from 
a neuropathic or psychopathic stock, frequently engender idiocy, 
imbecility, epilepsy and general paralysis in the offspring, by the 
production of defects in the vitality of the germinal plasm, causing 
arrest, imperfect development or premature decay of groups, com-
munities or systems of neurones, especially those which are latest 
developed—the symptoms manifested depending upon the portions 
of the nervous system affected. To explain the hereditary neuro-
pathic tendency ,triorphologically, we may suppose that there is ap 
Inherited defect in the germinal plasm which is concerned in the 
formation of the neurones. We may regard the neurone as a complex 
cell, and the nervous system as a community of neurones arranged in 
systems and groups having special functions. Like all cells, the 
neurone nourishes itself and is not nourished; certainly it depends 
for its development, life and functional activity upon a suitable 
environment, but it must also possess an inherent vital energy by 
which it can assimilate and store up nutrient material which may be 
regarded as pots/airy (latent nerve energy), to be converted into 
nerve force as required. A constant constructive and destructive 
biochemical process occurs in the neurones of a healthy nervous 
system, latent nervous energy is high and the sense of fatigue is the 
natural indication for sleep and repose, whereby ,  it is constantly 
recuperated. In the neuropathic orpsychopathic individual it may 
be conceived that in some portion of the nervous system, especially 
the brain, there may exist communities, systems or groups of neu- 
rones with inherited low potential, readilyth. , rning exhausted, and, 
under the influence of altered blood states or stress, especially.  liable 
to functional depression, from which arise function-paralysis and 
melancholia. Again, the biochemical substance which represents 
potential in the nervous system may be in a chemically unstable 
condition, so as readily to fulminate when excited by abnormal 
conditions (e.g. toxic conditions of the blood), thus acting as a centre 
esf dischargeof nervous energy, which may be manifested by mental 
or bodily symptoms. We ffiiow that in strychnia and tetanus 
poisoning the most localized peripheral excitation will cause general 
muscular spasm; in both toxic conditions the spread is probably 
due to a bio-chemical change in the protoplasm of the spinal neurones, 
whereby the excitability is greatly increased and a slight stimulus is 
sufficient to fulminate the whole system of motet neurones. In 
epilepsy and other paroxysmal neuroses and psychoses it is possible 
that some altered condition of the blood, when associated with as 
inherited biro-chemical instability of certain groups, systems or 
communities of neurones, may act as a fulminating ogee/. In 
neuralgia and local hyperaesthesia the slightest general or distant 
local irritation suffices to produce pain; thus coughing, the vibration 
of a passing train or the slamming of a door may produce pain by 
the stimulation of the hyper-excitable neurones. Moreover, it must 
be borne in mind that the symptoms of nervous disease are due as 
much to normal physiological functional activity improperly applied, 
as to actual loss of function occasioned by disease. Thus squint, 
caused by paralysis of one of the muscles of the eyeball, causes less 
trouble to the patient than the double vision occasioned by the physio- 
logical activity of the two retinae, upon the corresponding points 
of which the images are prevented by the paralysis from fall;

n 
g  
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B. The esker's, comes producing morbid changes in the 
nervous elements are: L Abnormal conditions of the blood and 
lymph, by which the neurones are poisoned and their metabolism 
morbidly affected. Ii. Facers or deficiency of normal stimula-
tion, or existence of abnormal stimulation. IIL Injury or 
diseases of supporting, enclosing or vascular tissues. 

I. Abnormal Cosdilions of Lk Blood and Lymph.—The im-
mediate environment of all the cellular elements of the body is 
lymph, and in the central =evens system there is a special form 
of lymph, the cerebrospinal fluid, which is secreted by the choroid 
plexus in the venticles of the brain. The neurones, tike other 
cellular elements, are bathed in the lymph, and extract from It 
the materials necessary for their growth and vital activities, 
casting out the waste products incidental to the bio-chemical 
changes which are continually taking place. The lymph, there-
fore, serves as a medium of exchange between the blood and the 
tissues, consequently the essential causes of change in environ-
ment of the nervous elements (neurones) are: (a) Deficiency or 
absence of blood-supply to the nervous system in general (as 
after severe haemorrhage), or to some particular portion, owing 
to local vascular disturbance or occlusion. (s) Alterations in 
the normal condition of the blood, due to (a) deficiency or 
absence of certain essential constituents, (b) excess of certain 
normal constituents, (c) the presence of certain abnormal 
constituents produced within the body, or entering it from 
without. 

(I) Quash.* of Blood Ss, Y ply. —Syncope or fainting occurrahen the 
blood supply suddenly fails to reach the higher centres of the brain; 
this usually arises from sudden reflex arrest of the heart's action. 
If a portion of the central nervous system is cut off from its arterial 
blood supply by embolic plugging or by clotting of the blood in a 
vessel with diseased walls, the portion of the brain substance thus 
deprived of blood undergoes softening, the nervous elements axe 
destroyed. and the systems of nerve fibres. which have had their 
trophic and genetic centres in the area destroyed, undergo secondary 
degeneraiion. Clotting.  of the blood in the veins may also give rise 
to destructive softening of the brain, and similar secondary 
degeneration. 

(a) Qualify of Blood Supply.—(a) Insufficiency of oxyges, due to 
poverty of the colouring matter orof the number of the red corpuscles. 
which constitutes the various forms of anaemia, leads to functional 
depression, lassitude and mental fatigue. Impoverishment of the 
blood in women by frequent pregnancies and excessive lactation 
causes neuralgia, nervous exhaustion and, in the neunitrh, hysteria, 
neurasthenia, melancholia and mania. The mental essiori, and 
the tendency that the various neuroses and psychoses have to occur 
and recur at the time of the menstrual and climacteric periods in 
women, suggests the.  possibility of an situation in the composition 
of the bbod, either in the nature of an auto-intoxication or ' sub-
minimal deficiency," as the probable contributory factor of the 
mental disturbance. It may be remarked that eclampsia, puuperai 
and lactational mania are relatively common forms of insanity in 
women; although sometimes of septic origin, they mom frequentl yy  
tre occasioned by some morbid metabolism as yet little un de stood.  
The most striking.  maniples we have, however, of the effect of 
absence or " sub-minimal' deficiency of a normal constituent of the 
blood upon the development and functions of the nervous system 
are afforded by cretinous idiots, who are born without thyroid glands, 
and whose brains never develop in consequence; and by those 
people who suffer from the disease known as wrysoeciema, occasioned 
by the absence of iodothyrin, a product of the internal secretion of 
the thyroid gland. The proof of this is shown by the disappearance 
of the nervous phenomena, slowness of thought, slowness of speech, 
fic., after a preparation of the gland has been continuously ad-
ministered by the mouth. Even cretinous idiots when subjected in 
early life to thyroid treatment improve considerably. The removal 
of the testicles in the male may produce a profound effect upon the 
nervous temperament; for probably there is an internal secretion 
of this gland in the male, as of the ovary in the female, which has 
some subtle influence upon the functional activity of the nervous 
system. The seminal fluid contains a large amount of complex 
phosphorus-containing substances, which, lost to the body by 
sexual excess or onanism, have to be replaced by the blood ; the 
nervous system, which also needs these complex organic phosphorus 
compounds, Is thereby robbed, and neurasthenia ensues. Brown- 
Seluard's testicular injection treatment for many nervous com-
plaints, based upon this idea, bans not, however, met with much 
success 

(6) Excess of certain Normal Comseiineras is list Blood.—Excess of 
carbonic acid causes drowsiness, and probably in asphyxia is one of 
the causes of the convulsions. All the series of the nitrogenous 
waste products—the most highly oxidized, most soluble and least 
harmful of which is urea—are normal constituents of the blood ;but  

should the oxidation process be incomplete, owing to functional Or 
organic disease of the liver, or shoow these substances accumulate in 
the blood, owing so inadequate function of the Worm a tonic 
conditions, called uraemia, may supervene, the nervous manifestations 
of which are headache, drowsiness, anoonseiouseem or coma, epilemi-
form convulsions and sometimes symptoms of polyneuritis. Again, 
in Graves's disease,nervous phenomena, in the form of exophthalMos, 
fine tremors, palpitation and mental excitement, have by some 
authorities been explained by the excess of thyroid Internal secretion. 
due to the enlargement and increased functional activity of the 
gland. The successful treatment of 'Graves's disease by the ad-
ministration of the blood serum end milk of animals (goats), which 
had the thyroid glands removed, supports this theory. 

(e) The presence of abnormal cossiimmeis is the blood is a most 
important cause of disease of the nervous elements. We may 
consider the subject under the following headings: Poisons produced 
within the body (a) by perverted function of organs or tissues, auto-
intoxication; (0) by the action of micro-organisms, protozoa and 
bacteria, upon the living fluids and tisanes of the body; (1) poisons 
introduced into the body from without, in the food and thank, or 
by inhalation. 

(a) Poisons mains from perverted Fantasia of Om Organs.—In 
the process of digestion a number of poisosous substances, e.4. 
albumoses, &c., are produced, which, although absorbed in the eh-
mentary canal, are prevented by the living .epithenum, and possibly 
by the liver, from entering the systemic circulation. Fatigue pro-
ducts, e.g. sateolactie acid in prolonged muscular spasms, may lead 
to auto-intoxication. Excess of uric acid in the blood is associated 
with high arterial pressure, deposits of lithates in the urine, headache 
and nervous irritability; it is an indication of imperfect metabolism 
and auto-intoxication, as shown by the fact that marked improve- 
ment occurs by suitable diet and treatment. Phosphoruria, oxalurla 
and glycosuria, tokens of deranged metabolism may be associated 
with various nervous phenomena. Bile in the blood, cholaemia, 
resulting from obstructive jaundice, may be attended by stupor and 
psychical depression ; and the term melancholia, signifying "black 
bile," indicates the Importance which has long been attached to the 
liver nun organ the derangement of which causes nervous depression. 
The rapidly fatal results attending acute yellow atrophy of the liver, 
namely, the profound changes in the urine, the jaundice and the 
nervous phenomena of delirium, motor irritation, delusions, stupor 
and coma, demonstrate the important part this organ plays in pie-
serving the normal quality of the blood. The delirium and coma 
which sometimes su in diabetes, heralded by acetonaemia, 
is another instance auto-intoxication. The coma is very possibly 
due to the saturation of the sodium salts of the blood by aceto-acetic 
and oxybutyric acids, products of imperfect proteid metabolism. 
The effect of this would be an interference with the elimination of 
carbonic acid in the processes of tissue and pulmonary respiration. 
Again, in pernicious and certain grave anaemia', the degenerative 
changes in the spinal cord found to some cases is due, not so much 

i to the defect in the red corpuscles, as to some neuro-toxin,which 
probably arises from imperfect metabolism or absorption from the 
alimentary canal. In this question of auto-intoxication, it must be 
remarked that all the tissues of the body are mutually Interde-
pendent. If one suffers, all suffer, and a disease cf one man or tissue 
Is thereby apt to establish a vicious circle which is constantly en-
larging; therefore nervous symptoms manifesting themselves in the 
course of a disease add much to the gravity of the complaint. 

(B) Poisons prodseedbylsfedioe Miem -organinne.—Some of these 
poisons have a general devitalizing influence, by an alteration of the 
blood and the production of fever. In the course of the acute 
infectious diseases. typhoid, typhus. smallpox, scarlet fever, measles, 
Influenza, also tuberculosis and septicaemia, delirium is s frequent 
complication; it may be the result of high fever or prolonged him, 
or directly due to the poison, or the two combined. In severe cases 
stupor and coma may occur, and it has been shown that in this 
extreme stage the nerve cells undergo an acute morbid bio-chemical 
change. These particular poisons have no selective toxic action upon 
• particular part of the nervous system, and symptoms not only 
during, but after, the acute illness are liable to superveee, especially 
in a ncuropathic individual. Thus many cases of neurasthenia, 
insanity, neurosis, also neuritis. date their origin from an acute 
specific fever. In cerebra-spinal meningitis, tubercular meningitis. 
acute delirious mania and leprous neuritis, the inflammation of the 
membranes of the brain and spinal cord is due to the growth of the 
specific organism in the lymph and interstitial tissue elements. 

Poisons may have a seka influence nfluence upon some part of the nervous 
system. The syphilitic poison is the most important factor in the 
production of two we degenerations of the nervous system—
one affecting especial y the afferent conducting tracts of the spinal 
cord, namely, locomotor ataxy. and the other affecting especially 
the frontal and central convolutions pf the cerebral hemispheres, 
namely, general paralysis of the insane. A striking instance of the 
selective action of the syphilitic poison is shown in the fact that only 
in persons affected with acquired or inherited syphilis is a symptom 
known as Argyll-Robertson pupil found; this is the absence of the 
pupil reflex contraction to light, while that for accommodation 
persists. Seeing that this is the most common objective phenomenon 
to the two diseases mentioned, it strengthens the presumption. 
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based on 	 ce experien, that the syphilitic poison is the cause of these 

i diseases in the majority of instances. Again, syphilis, when it 
attacks the supporting, enclosing and nutrient vascular tissues, 
shows a predilection to affect structures about the base of the brain, 
and paralyses of the third nerve are almost pathognomonic of this 
disease. In rabies, although the whole nervous system is charged 
with the poison, the medulla oblongata (as shown by the symptoms) 
is especially affected. Again, in tetanus the bacilli are only found is 
the wound; they must therefore be comparatively few in number, 
but they elaborate a virulent poison, which affects particular groups 
of neurones. The fact that lockjaw nearly always occurs first, shows 
that the poison selects the motor nucleus of the fifth nerve; but it is 
remarkable that experiment has shown that the tetanus toxin, if 
mixed with an emulsion of nervous matter before injection into an 
animal, loses its toxicity. This fact indicates its affinity for nervous 
matter, and also • power of absorption of the poison by some chemical 
substance in the nervous matter. Another example is offered by 
diphtheria. A neuro-toxin is produced by the local action of the 
bacilli, for they do not become freely generalized in the blood and 
tissues. Whether the poison is a direct production of the bacilli 
themselves, or is an auto-toxin created in the body itself, by an 
influence exerted on the living fluids and tissues by a ferment-like 
product of the bacilli, is not determined. But whatever may be the 
source of the toxin, its effects upon the neurones are constant, as 
shown by the sufferings of the patents—paralysis of the soft palate, 
with nasal speech and regurgitation of fluids through the nose when 
swallowing is attempted; inability to read, owing to the paralysis 
of the muscle of accommodation; weakness and incoordination of 
the limbs, which may amount to paralysis; absence of the knee-
jerks; and often skin anaesthesia 

The relation of protozoa to the existence of widespread diseases 
prigszea  affecting.  men and animals is becoming yearly of 

greater importance and interest Certain hitherto ob- ass scure diseases in which the nervous system is profoundly 

fi:Ists  affected are now explained by the invasion of the tissues 
of the body by these lowly organisms, for example, 

y.„,_,!" Sleeping Sickness, the cause of wlucb has been definitely 
proved to be the Trypanosome gambiense (see Plate II. 

fig. 
Tbe discovery by Schaudinn of the presence of the Spirochaete 

Pallida (see Plate II. fig. 2) in the primary and secondary lesions of 
seventy successive cases of syphilis, and the general acceptance of 
this organism as the cause of the disease, taken together with the 
fact that in many respects it simulates the trypanosome in its mode 
of division and other characters, tend to prove that syphilis is also a 
protozoal disease. 

The bacterial invasion of tissues is generally characterized by a 
migration of polymorpho-nuclear leucocyte% but protozoal invasion 
fs characterised by a formative hyperplasia of the fixed cell tissues, 
endothelial, epithelial and conjunctival, and there is a close similarity 
in the defensive reaction of the tissues to all forms of protozoal 
invasion (see Plate II. with explanatory text) 

If the cause of rabies be regarded as proved since the discovery of 
Negri bodies, we may assume that just as in malaria the Hamm:Woos 
suahriae undergoes its endocellular development in the red blood 
corpuscle, the protozoon of rabies undergoes its endocellular de-
velopment in the nerve cell. 

Only a short time has elapsed since Negri showed that in cases of 
rabies, whether experimental or otherwise, curious bodies measuring 
from r e to ao sacould be constantly found in the nerve cells. and that 
these bodies are not found in the nerve cells in any other disease; 
so that even if the theory advanced that they are encloceliular forms 
of protozoa prove not true, yet the discovery affords a valuable and 
expeditious means of determining whether a suspected animal 
suffered with rabies or not. It is known that the salivary glands and 
saliva contain the virus, even before the animal shows symptoms. 
It is known too that the central net vous system contains the virus 
and that it multiplies them. Experimental inoculation can be made 
either from the saliva or an emulsion of the central nervoussystem 
of an animal suffering with rabies. Moreover, the virus can pose 
through a Berkfeldt filter; and if the filtrable product be injected 
into an animal, the animal thus inoculatedwill die of rabies and 
exhibit the Negri bodies. Them are only two conclusions to be drawn 
from these observations: (I) If it be a protozoal disease, the organism 
at one period of its developmental cycle must be so small as to be able 
to pate through the pores of the Berkfeldt filter. (2) Negri bodies 
are the result of intra-cellular degenerative changes caused by an 
elective affinity of the virus for the protoplasm of the nerve cell. 
The virus. whatever it may be, does not exist is the blood and other 
organs and tissues. Seeing that the Negri bediescannot be found in 
the saliva, although the saliva contains the virus, nor can they be 
found in the peripheral nerves, although the virus passes by the 
lymphatics of the nerves to the nerve cells of the spinal ganglia and 
central nervous system. it must be concluded that the filtrablevirus 
travels to the central nervous system and there Mermen. 

It is ■ remarkable fact that before the discovery of the Negri 
bodies, the diagnosis of rabies was made by microscopic examination 
of the spinal and sympathetic ganglia, particularly the ganglia of the 
vague and fifth nerves. Changes were found similar to those met 
with in other protozoal diereses, namely, sleeping sickness, &marine  

and syphilis. These changes were proliferation of .the Interstitial 
connective tissue cells forming the supporting structure of the 
ganglion and hyperplasia of the lymphatic endothelial cells forming 
the capsule containing the nerve cells. 

The diagram here given (fig. t) after Volpino explains the supposed 
developmental cycle of the protozoon which is presumed to be the 
cause of rabies. The weak link in the chain is the assumed sporozoit 
which is so small as to be capable of passing through a Berkfeldt 
filter. It has taken twenty years to lead to the complete knowledge 
of the life history of the malarial parasite and its relation to the 
disease, and all we can say is that there is now a certain amount of 
evidence forthcoming wluch tends to show that rabies is due to a 
protozoon, which Calkins, who discoyered a similar body in the 
epithelial cells of variola, places among the rhizopods. 

There are certain chronic trypanosome infections in which the 
nervous symptoms Iona a valet feature of the disease, Topaido 
notably sleepieg sickness (see Plate II. fig. a) and a ssa 

 disease affecting bores, termed mal do colt or dourine. 
The chronic trypanosome affections resemble in many es, 

respects syphilis; they are characterized by local infection, amass, 
enlargement of the nearest lymphatic glands, a general au. 
polyadenitis and successive eruptions, accompanied by airs.," 
fever. The tissue changes are the same whether we wass 

 examine the primary seat of infection, papnlar eruptions 
on the mucous membrane or the skin, or the lymphatic glands. 

When the nervous system is affected a local or general chronic 
meningo-encephalitis is set up, characterized by a meningeal and 

perivascular infiltration with lymphocytes and plasma cells, occa-
sioned by a chronic irritative process, presumably caused in the 
case of sleeping sickness by the presence of trypanosomes in the 
cevebro-spinal fluid (see fig. 8, Plate II.). The some perivascular 
and meningeal infiltration with plasma cells and lymphocytes is 
found in syphilitic and parasyphibtic diseases of the nervous system 
(see Plate II., figs. 7 and 9). 

The significance of pathological changes in the cerebro-spinal fluid 
has recently become of great importance in the diagnosis of nervous 
diseases, and a short account of thesubject in this article , ss, 
will therefore not be out of place. The cerebro-spinal 
fluid is clear like water; it has a specific gravity of too6 

Wtea 

and resembles in its composition the blood minus its ceress,_7" 
corpuscular and albuminous constituents. It is secreted 
by the choroid plexus, and if any cause, such as tumour or 	• 
meningitis, should interfere with its escape from the ventricles it 
gives rise by pressure to internal hydrocepialur and cerebral anaemia 
which may occasion epileptic convulsions and various degrees of 
drowsy stupor, lethargy, unconsciousness and even coma. With-
drawal of the fluid by lumbar puncture and by tapping the ventricles 
of the brain has been employed in treatment, but without very 
satisfactory results. If, however, lumbar puncture has proved of but 
little use in treatment it has proved of inestimable service in the 
diagnosis of various diseases of the central nervous system. The 
fluid withdrawn may be examined in various ways which ate comple- 
mentary to one another. 

It should be centrifuged and the deposit examined microscopically 
if necessary after staining by suitable methods; the existence of cells 
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in a fluid *which namely coatides no cellular elements indicates 
disease of the central nervous system. In general paralysis, syphilis 
of the nervous system and tabes chinas even in early stages of these 
diseases, the deposit is seen to consist almost entirely of lymphocytes. 
Some evidence of the progress of the disease and the effect of treat-
ment may be obtained by counting the number of cells at different 
periods. In tubercular meningitis there are also lymphocytes in 
abundance although usually tubercle bacilli cannot readily be found, 
yet bacilli are present, for injection of the fluid into a guinea pig is a 
certain means of determining whether it is tubercular meningitis or 
not for if it is, the animal is sure to d 	tubercle. In epidemic 
cerebro-spinal meningitill the cells in the 	are polymorpho- 
nuclear leucocytes, and in the leucotytes can be seen the specific 
organism Diplococess inimeellalaris with its characteristic staining 
and cultural characters. Septic, pneumonic and pyogenic organisms 
may also invade the central nervous system giving rise to meningitis, 
and in these cases the deposit will be polymorpho-nuclear leucocytes, 
and perhaps the specific organisms ma be seen in stained prepara- 
tions; but if not, they can be obtained cultural methods. In all 
operations of this kind antiseptic precautions must be adopted both 
for the safety of the patient and the reliability of the findings, other-
wise organisms in the skin may contaminate the fluid withdrawn. 

Other formed elements which may be found are large cells, macro-
phages containing blood pigment; these cells indicate that some 
haemorrhage has occurred. One of the most important uses of 
lumbar puncture has been the discovery of the cause of sleeping 
sickness. The fluid withdrawn and centrifuged contains, as one 
would expect from the lesions in the brain and spinal cord, large 
numbers of lymphocytes and plasma cells (see Plate II. fig. so), but 
besides, the actively moving organisms Trypanosome `ambit se) 
(see Plate II. fig. O which are the essential cause of the disease. It 
has been -remarked that the normal cerebro-spinal fluid is devoid of 
proteins, but in the various forms of disease above described as con-
taining cells in the centrifuged deposit, there is also in the fluid an 
appreciable amount of proteins. if pathological cerebro-spinal fluid 
be added to anequal quantity of ssturated solution of sodium 
sulphate there will bc a distinct turbidity indicating the presence of 
proteins in appreciable quantity. This appreciable quantity of 
proteins is especially isignifiont in the case of fluid withdrawn from 
cases of general paralysis or tabes, for it goes pan passu in amount 
with a reaction which is known as the Wassermann sero-diagnostk 
reaction for syphilis; a reaction, however, which is too complicated 
to explain here, but which is of the greatest importance for the 
diagnosis of general paralysis and tabes dorsalis. The finding of the 
Trypanosome gambiease in the cerebro-spinal fluid in sleeping sickness 
led to the belief that the specific organism of syphilis, Spirochoete 
pallidum might be found in the cerebro-spinal fluid in syphilitic 
diseases of the nervous system, but although in a few instances 
successful inoculation of animals with syphilis by injection of the 
cerebro-spinal fluid has been effected, yet the organism has only once 
been found in the fluid withdrawn by lumbar puncture. It has long 
been a puzzle why  only certain individuals, about 5 %-8 % of those 
infected with syphilis, should subsequently suffer with diseases of the 
nervous system. The skin and mucous orifices arc the most common 
sites of secondary and tertiary lesions and after this the nervous 
system, but no tissue or structure in the body is exempt. It is 
probable that the virus attacks tissues when in a low state of re-
sistance in a random metastatic manner. It is necessary to dis-
tinguish between these true syphilitic lesions which are the result of 
the reaction of the tissues to the living virus and the parasyphilitic 
affections, which own a different cause. The former may be most 
successfully treated with mercury, which has the power of devitaliz-
ing the specific virus and preventing its multiplication, the same as 
atoxyl prevents the multiplication of the trypanosomes. Iodide of 
potassium favours the absorption of the degenerativejsroducts of the 
cells, and syphilitic tumours may rapidly resolve and disappear under 
the influence of these drugs. Nervous symptoms even so severe as to 
threaten a rapidly fatal termination may disappear with energetic 
treatment when they are due to the syphilitic virus producing hn 
inflammatory reaction of the tissues; not so, however, when the 
symptoms are slow, insidious and progressive, due to a primary 
decay of the neurones, e.g. the parasyphilitic affections tabes dorsals 
and general paralysis of the insane, which at really one and the same 
disease owning the same cause. We can understand that it may be 
a chance whether a man suffers with true brain or spinal cord 
syphilis, became it may be a chance whether the virus is carried 
there by the blood-vessels and lymphatics, and if carried there finds a 
suitable nidus to develop. But the parasyphilitic affections appear to 
he due to a premature primary decay of the neural elements owing to 
bi changea in the body induced by reaction to the syphilitic 
virus. There are a good many facts now forthcoming which show 
that the subjects of parasyphibs present mild symptoms of syphilis, 
and upon an average it is not until ten years later that they develop 
nervous symptoms, which are aggravated rather than benefited by 
mercury. Such subjects are immune to a second attack of syphilis, 
and the examination of the blood and cerebro-spinal fluid by the 
Wasaermsna reaction of the deviation of the Complement reveals the 
fact that there is a biochemical change; the presence of this reaction 
may be correlated with the fact that these fluids contain lipoid sub-
stances and • globulin in excess. The Orebro-aphis! fluid =taint 

these lipoid substances and globulin In proportion to the degree of 
decay of the neural structure; they arise from the destructive 
metabolism of the neural elements. But the same lipoid substances 
and globulin are found only in the blood of syphilitic individuals, 
consequently it must be supposed that in general paralysis and tibial 
certain groups and systems of neurones undergo decay from ex-
cessive metabolic activity which is brought about by two factors 
(t) a bio-chemical stimulus, the syphiliticc poison, (a) excessive 
physiological stress, which in syphilitic individuals would only 
lead to cerebral or spinal neurasthenta. 

Sleeping Sickness is characterized by a progressive lethargy. 
paresis, tremors and the signs and symptoms of neural exhaustion 
without neural destruction; it comes on slowly and insidiously 
often years after Infection and eventually terminates fatally by 
intercurrent disease or paralysis of the bulbar centres. Examination 
of the central nervous stemexplains the fatal lethargy ;  the 
perivascular and menin lymphatics are filled with lymplmeytes 
and plasma cells (Plate I. fig. 6.); moreover, the neuroglia support-
ing cells have undergone a rapid formative proliferation (Plate II. figs. 
3 and 5). The effect of this morbid process is to deprive the neural 
elements of oxygen and nutrition; the neurones in consequence, 
although not destroyed, are nevertheless unable to function for more 
than a brief period. 

(y) Poisons introdweoi into the Body.—The most widespread and 
potent cause of nervous and mental disease is the abuse of alcoholic 
stimulants. At least 20 % of the inmates of the asylums of London 
are admitted with a history of alcoholism. In not more than to % is 
alcohol the efficient cause of the mental disease; in many it IS only 
a oontributory .factor, and in not a few the lapse from moderation to 
intemperance Ls the first sign of the mental breakdown. Most of 
the patients admitted inherit the neuropathic tendency, and it is a 
rare thing, among such, to find drrhods of the liver with mites, a 
condition which indicates long persistent spirit-drinking. The 
writer, from a very large experience as pathologist to the asylums of 
London, only remembers one such case, and that was in • notorious 
woman who was convicted nearly four hundred times for drunken-
ness before she could be certified as of unsound mind, a fact which 
indicates that she inherited a very stable nervous constitution. To 
people with unstable nervous systems a relatively small quantity 
of alcohol may act as* poison. Thus epileptics, imbeciles, criminals, 
potential lunatics, hysterics, neurasthenics and the subjects of head 
injury are liable to become anti-social and dangerous to themselves 
and others by indulgence in quantities of alcohol which would have 
no harmful effect upon the mentally stable and sound individual. 
Alcohol may produce acute delirium, with fine tremors, and, gener-
ally, visual hallucinations of a horrible nature, indicating acute toxic 
influence upon the brain. This apparently acute form of alcohol 
poisoning is met with in chronic inebriates especially; it is much 
commoner in men than in women, and it is remarkable how a severe 
injury or illness, such as pneumonia, will bring out delirium tremens 
in a drunkard. Chronic alcoholism manifests itself in a variety of 
ways according to the inborn temperament of the individual.' The 
well-fed man with an inborn stable well-balanced mental organization 
is able to consume daily lame quantities of alcohol with no other 
obvious effect than the lowered moral sense of indulgence in • vicious 
habit. However, chronic alcoholics form a large proportion of those 
convicted for crimes of violence, homicide, suicide and sexual 
offences. Alcohol acts especially upon the higher centres of the 
brain, and a drunken man may exhibit " the abstract and brief 
chronicle of insanity, going through its successive phases is a short 
period of time " (Maudsley). The effect on the nervous system of 
chronic tippling ma be dementia, a very characteristic manifesta- 
tion of the mentaldegradation being absence of knowledge of time 
and place, personal it usions and loss of memory of recent events, 
indicating a failure of receptivity and of the formation of memory-
pictures in the higher centres, mental confusion, delusions ofpersecu- 
tion, and especially a morbid jealousy with suspicions of fidelity of 
the husband by the wife or of the wife by the husband. A certain 
amount of improvement may occur when total abstinence is enforced. 
which shows the poison has damaged but not destroyed the nervous 
elements. There is also a form of mental disease characterized 
especially by hallucinations of hearing and vision, associated with 
delusions usually of a persecuting nature, unaccompanied by other 
marked mental disorder. Abstinence and proper control generally 
ends in recovery, but such cases so frequently relapse that it is fairly 
certaia that alcohol is an exciting factor to a morbid or insane 
temperament. Besides mental symptoms of chronic alcoholic 
poisoning, there is frequently paralysis, affecting especially the lower 
limbs (structures suffer most where vitality is least), although the 
upper limbs, and even the respiratory muscles, may be affected in 
severe cases. The patient, usually of the female sex, becomes help-
less and bedridden, and death frequently occurs from heart failure. 
Characteristic features of this affection are great tenderness on 
pressure of the Muscles, especially of the calves, absence of reflexes, 
a variable degree of skin anaesthesia, wasting of muscles and altera-
tion of the normal electrical reactions, and frequently pyrexia. There 
is no loss of control over the bladder and bowels. unlessthere is very 
marked dementia. This " complex of symptoms " points to a 
peripheral polyneurilis, although frequently changes occur also in the 
position cells, from which the axis cylinders of the moves have their 
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PLATE I. 

Fig. x.—Left hemisphere, case of delusional 
insanity; this in all respects might pass for a 
normal brain. 

Fig. a.—Brain of a micro-
cephalic idiot, which weighed 
only eight ounces although its 

r was an adult woman. 
he striking lack of development 

of the hemispheres is shown in 
their small size, whereby the 
cerebellum is almost entirely 
uncovered; moreover the con-
volutional pattern is simpler 
than that of an anthropoid ape's 
brain. 

Fig. 3.—Left hemisphere, case of 
abscess of the frontal lobe: the con-
volutions and sulci are obliterated 
and the membranes thickened, so 
that the fore part of the brain presents 
the appearance of a membranous bag; 
this contained a large amount of pus. 

Fig. 7.—Left hemisphere: a case of ad-
vanced dementia, showing atrophy of the 
convolutions, with deep and wide sulci in-
tervening. 

Fig. 4.—Right hemisphere seen from 
above instead of laterally: a hole cor-
responding to the middle of the central 
convolutions is seen, out of which a 
tumour is displaced towards the middle 
line. 

Fig. 5.—Left hemisphere of a woman who for 
Tx years suffered with major aphasia paralysis 
of the lower half of the right side of the face, 
deviation of the tongue to the right and some 
weakness in the right leg and arm. 

Fig. 6.—Brain from a 
case of apoplexy: the 
tops of the hemispheres 
have been sliced off to 
show the haemorrhage 
(dark patch) in the right 
centrum ovale, which has 
ruptured the fibres pro-
ceeding from the motor 
area of the brain, sit-
uated between the basal 
ganglia. 

Fig. 8.—The brain of an adult congen-
ital imbecile. There is a very simple 
convolutional pattern in comparison with 
the other brains shown in the figures. 
The convolutions are small, the secondary 
gyri are deficient in numbers. The 
sylvian fissure turns obliquely upwards 
and there is an obvious deficiency in the 
superior and inferior parietal lobes. 

Fig. 9.—Right hemisphere of a woman who for 
manyyears was the subject of sensory aphasia. 
The left hemisphere showed a similar lesion to the 
right but rather more extensive. 

Fig. W.—Left hemisphere and cerebellum of a 
case of porencephaly. A local atrophy of the 
convolutions, owing to a vascular lesion before 
birth, is seen in the parietal lobe. 

Photographs of the brain illustrating various pathological conditions. 
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Fig. 4.—Very marked syph-
ilitic arteritis, showing great 
diminution of the lumen, mainly 
caused by an inflammatory 
thickening of the inner coat. 
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Fig. 7.—Longitudinal section 
of a small vessel of the cortex 
from a case of well-marked gen-
eral paralysis of the insane. 

• 
Fig. 3.—Section of the brain 

of a European who died of sleep-
ing sickness, showing an enor-
mous increase of large branch-
ing neuroglia cells around a 
small vessel of the cortex. 
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Fig. I.—Trypanosoma gam-
biense in the blood from a case of 
sleeping sickness in a European. 
The undulatory membrane is 
clearly seen; the head of the 
organism with its micronucleus 
is in contact with a red blood 
corpusde. 

A 

B 
Fig. 2.—A A . and B. The spiro-

chaete pallidum. A. shows the 
organisms seen in a section of 
mucous tuberde stained by 
I.evaditi's silver method; the 
lowest with 8 equal spirals and a 
pointed end is the most typical. 
B. Spirochaetes in a smear prep-
aration stained by Leishman. 
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Fig. 5.—Section of the base of 

the brain of a monkey that died 
of experimental sleeping sick-
ness caused by inoculation of the 
Trypanosoma gambiense. 

Fig. 8.—Transverse section of 
a small vessel of the cortex from 
a case of sleeping sickness, show-
ing the perivascular cell infiltra-
tion of lymphocytes and plasma 
cells. 

Fig. 6.—Longitudinal section 
of a perivascular sheath of the 
cortex of a monkey that died of 
experimental sleeping sickness. 
The large branching neuroglia 
cells are seen undergoing pro-
liferation. 
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Fig. o.—Transverse section of 
a small vessel of the cerebral cor-
tex from a case of syphilitic gum-
matous meningitis, showing the 
same perivascular cell infiltration 
of lymphocytes and plasma cells 
as seen in figs. 7 and 8. 
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FIG. 5. 

FIGLE •  3. 4 ands.—Spinal motored!, 
In various stages of destruction, from a 
use of acute alcoholic poly-vacuolation. 
Conspire with the appearancesof a nor-
mal cell, fig. is. 
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FIG. 6.—Cell illustrating swelling of 
nucleus and chromatolysis in acute tox-
aemia produced by poison of bacillus 
botulinus. Compare with the appear-
ances presented by a normal cell, fig. la. 
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mien (yids figs. 2. 3, 4. and 5). Alcoholic polyneuritie psychosis 
affecting women in many ways resembles delirium tremens; the 
fact that neuritis occurs much more frequently in women is probably 
associated with a greater liability to the mfluence of microbial 
toxins by absorption from the organs of reproduction. Many other 

poisons, notably lead and 
arsenic, the specific fevers 
before mentioned, syphilis 
and alterations of the blood 
due to imperfect meta-
bolism, such as occur in 
diabetes and gout, may 
produce, or become impor. 
tant factors in producing, 
peripheral neuritis. The 
outbreak of arsenical 
neuritis from beer contain-
ing this poison in Man-
chester in Iwo is of In-
terest, from the fact that 

FIG. 2. the symptoms closely re-
sembled acute alcoholic 
neuritis. A distinctive 
feature, however, was the 
pigmentation of the skin 
and the severity of the 
nervous symptoms. A 
disease which is common 
in the East, termed Beri-
beri, is a form of neuritis, 
the cause of which is not 
exactly known (see MAI-
mai). Anaesthetic leprosy 
is an interstitial inflamma-
tion of the nerves due to 
the Lepra bacillus. Among 
the nervous diseases due to 
occupation may be cited 
lead-poisoning. This is 
peculiar in selecting the 
nerve which supplies the 
extensor muscles of the 
WEE and turers, so that 
dropped grist is almost 
characteristic of this form 
of toxic neuritis. Lead 
also prod's es a chronic in-
flammation of the cerebral 
cortex. Eftephalitis salsa-
'SOUL causing a complex of 
symptoms, namely, de-
mentia, loss of memory, 
weakened intellect, paresis 
and epileptiform seizures, 
hallucinations of sight and 
hearing, and mental 
exaltation or depression. 
Mirror-makers suffer with 
characteristic fine tremors, 
from the slow absorption of 
mercury into the system. 
Workmen at indiarubber 
factories may suffer from 
severe mental symptoms, 
owing to the inhalation of 
the fumes of bisulphide of 
carbon. Serious nervous 
symptoms have followed 
carbon monoxide poison-
ing. Cases which have re-
covered from the immedi-
ate effects have suffered 

with dementia and symptoms of disseminated sclerosis, the result of 
multiple haemorrhagic softening& 

There are a certain number of poisons, besides alcohol, which act 
upon the nervous system when continually entering the body as the 
resuk of a habit. namely, absinthe. ether, cocaine. opium, morphia, 
hashish and tobacco. Each of these poisons produces a train of 
symptoms denoting a selective influence upon certain parts of the 
nervous system. In illustration thereof may be mentioned impair-
ment of central vision in tobacco amblyopia. 

The disease pellagra, an affection of the skin associated with de-
generative changes in the brain and spinal cord and characterized by 
melancholy with suicidal impulses, sometimes mania associated with 
paresis, was long considered to be due to the eating of bad maize. 
But in two the recent research on this disease, still in progress, 
seemed to negative this theory (see PELLAGRA). Another dis.m. 
ergoiisal, in an epidemic form, has affected poor people in Russia and 
North Germany when obliged to subsist upon bread made of rye 
which has been attacked by the ergot fungus. The poison thus intro- 
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duped into the system produces progressive degenerative changes in 
the brain and spinal cord, which are manifested by psychical dis-
turbances, such as slowness of thought, weakness of memory, dulness 
of perception, sometimes 
delirium and incoherence; 
othersymptomsareblunted 
sensibility, dilated pupils, 
muscular spasms, perhaps 
even epileptiform seizures 
and ataxy, and, lastly, 
stuporcleepeningintocoma. 
Sausage disease, due to eat-
ing decayed meat and fish 
infected with Bacillus bola-
limas, is associated with 
symptomswhichfrequently 
terminate fatally, and it 
has been shown that the 
symptoms are due to a 
poison which has a very 
destructive effect upon the 
nerve cells (fig. 6). 

II. Normal and Abnor-
mal Stimulation. — The 
nervous system, in order 
to develop and manifest 
functional activity, re-
quires suitable stimula-
tion from without. Struc-
ture and function are 
mutually reciprocal and 
interdependent; (or a structure which is not used will 
gradually lose its function, while its nutrition will also 
suffer, and in time atrophy may occur. Consciously and 
unconsciously, a continuous stream of impulses is pouring into 
the nervous system from without by the sensory channels, 
which are the avenues of experience and intelligence; and our 
somatic and psychical life depends upon the existence of such 
stimuli. The nervous system in the form of systems, groups and 
communities of neurones, each with special functions, yet all 
woven together in one harmonious whole, develops in a particular 
way in consequence of the awakening influence of these stimuli 
from without. Consequently nervous structures which are not 
used are liable to undergo regressive metamorphosis and atrophy; 
thus amputation of a limb in early life causes atrophy of the 
nervous structures which presided over the sensation and 
movement of the part. This is seen both in the grey and white 
matter of the spinal cord; there is also an atrophy of the psycho-
motor neurones of the brain presiding over the movements of 
the limb. 

A healthy physical, intellectual and moral environment of the 
individual is an essential factor in the prevention and cure of psy-
choses and neuroses, because it tends to develop and strengthen body 
and mind, deliberation, judgment and the higher controlling functions 
of the brain. A function not used will gradually disappear, and 
become more and more difficult to evoke. This fact is of importance 
in functional neuroses and psychoses, e.g. hysterical paralysis, 
melancholia and delusional inanity, because the longer mental or 
bodily function is left in abeyance, the more likely is the defect to 
become permanently installed. The converse is also true; the 
longer a perverted function exists, the more unlikely it is to disappear. 
Thus auditory hallucinations, a very important and frequent 
symptom in the insane, commence with indistinct noises: these are 
followed by " voices," which eventually become so distinct and real 
that the greater part of the patient's psychical existence is con-
centrated upon, and determined by, this abnormal stimulus Irons 
within, indicating progressive strengthening and fixation of the 
perverted functions of the mind, and progressive weakening and 
dissolution of the normal functions. 

Mental pain in the form of grief, worry, anxiety, fright, shock, 
violent emotions (pleasurable or painful), disappointed love, sexual 
excesses or perversions, and excessive brain work, frequently precede 
and determine, in persons with the insane or ncuropathic taint, 
various forms (a) of psychoses, e.g. mania, melancholia, delusional 
insanity; (b) of neuroses, e.g. chorea, hysteria, epilepsy, hystero-
epilepsy; (c) or organic brain disease, e.g. apoplexy, thrombosis, 
general paralysis. 

Visceral reflex irritation affords many examples of neuroses and 
psychoses, the symptoms of which are set up by irritation of the 
viscera, e.g. intestinal worms. Teething and indigestible food are 
often the exciting cause in Wants and young children of convulsion!, 
spasms oldie glottis and tetany. Various functional and organic 
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diseases of the female reproductive organs act as exciting causes in 
the production of hysteria, hysteria-epilepsy, melancholia and 
mania; moreover, paroxysmal attacks in these diseases are more 
liable to occur at the menstrual period or menopause. The irritation 
of a carious tooth may produce spasmodic tic and trigeminal neuralgia. 
Wax yt the car may occasion vertigo and tinnitus; and errors of 
refraction in the eyes may be the cause of attacks of migraine, and 
even tend to excite epileptic fits in a person suffering from epilepsy. 
Numerous other examples of peripheral disturbance could be 
mentioned as exciting causes of nervous affection in neurotic indi-
viduals. Irritation of the terminals of the vague in almost any part 
of its widespread visceral distribution may lead to vomiting. The 
characteristic pain of angina pectoris, which radiates down the inner 
side of the left arm, is explained by the fact that the cardiac branches 
of the sympathetic arise from the same segments of the spinal cord 
as the sensory branches of the ulnar nerve; consequently the pain is 
referred to the corresponding skin area supplied by this nerve. This 
is one example of a great number of referred pains. 

IIL Injury or disease of enclosing or supporting structures 
may lead to paralytic or irritative lesions of the nervous system, 
or the two may be combined. Blows or wounds of the head and 
spine may damage or destroy the nervous structures by shock 
or direct injury. Concussion of the brain or spinal cord may 
occur, as a result of injury, without any recognizable serious 
damage of the enclosing structures or even the central nervous 
system. Shoct, due to concussion, can only be explained by a 
molecular or biochemical change in the nervous structures. 

Direct injury or a fall fracturing the skull, driving the frag-
ments into the brain, will cause direct destruction of the nervous 
tissue; but wounds and diseases of the enclosing and supporting 
structures, if producing simple non-infective inflammation, give 
rise only to such symptoms as accord with the nerve structure 
irritated or destroyed. Should, however, the wound or diseased 
structure become infected with micro-organisms, the disease 
spreads and becomes generalized likewise the symptoms. Of 
all the causes of infective inflammation, middle-ear disease, on 
account of its frequency and insidious onset, is the most im-
portant. It is very liable, when neglected, to be followed by a 
septic meningitis, encephalitis and brain abscess, the most 
frequent seat of which is in the adjacent temporal lobe, but it 
may be in other parts of the brain, e.g. the cerebellum and frontal 
lobe (Plate I. fig. 3). The peripheral nerves may be destroyed 
or irritated by direct injury, disease or new growth in adjacent 
tissues, or they may be involved in the callus thrown out round 
the seat of a fracture. 

Diseases of the blood-vessels are among the most frequent 
causes of organic brain disease. Arteries or veins—more fre-
quently the former—may become blocked or ruptured from 
various causes. The immediate effect is a disturbance or loss of 
consciousness, and the individual may be " struck down " (see 
APOPLEXY) and never regain consciousness (see Costs). Should 
the individual recover consciousness more or less permanent loss 
or disturbance' of function will be the result. Paralysis of some 
form, especially hemiplegia, is the commonest result, but the 
loss or disturbance of function will depend upon the seat of the 
injury. 

The cerebral arteries may be occluded by embolism; a portion of 
a clot or vegetation from a diseased valve of the left side of the heart 
may be detached, and escape into the circulation; and this is carried 
into one of the arteries of the brain, usually the middle cerebral, more 
often of the left side than the right. The area of brain tissue supplied 
by that artery is deprived of blood, and undergoes softening in 
consequence, resulting In paralysis of the opposite half of the body 
(hemiplegia) associated with aphasia when the paralysis affects the 
✓ight side in a right-handed person (Plate I. figs. 5 and 9). When 
the embolus is infective, as it frequently is in ulcerative endocarditis, 
its lodgment in an artery of the brain, not only blocks the vessel but 
leads to an infective inflammation and softening of its coats, with 
the formation of an aneurism. The aneurism may suddenly rupture 
into the substance of the brain and preduce apoplexy. In fact the 
majority of cases of apoplexy from cerebral haemorrhage recurring 
in young.  people are due to this cause. Softening may also arise from 
coagulation of the blood (thrombosis) in the arteries or veins. There 
are many causes which generally combine or conspire together to 
produce thrombosis, viz• a weak acting heart and altered conditions 
of the blood, and sometimes independently of vascular disease 
spontaneous coagulation in a vessel of the brain may occur. It is 
sometimes met with in the cachexia of certain grave diseases, viz, in 
phthisis and cancer, in typhus and pneumonia, after parturition and 

in ntarasmus at all periods of life. but especially in the very young 
and very old. But thickening, roughening and a degenerated con-
dition of the cerebral arteries known as atheroma when associated 
with a weak acting heart is especially liable to give rise to thrombosis 
and softening, and this is a very common cause of apoplexy, paralysis 
and dementia in people who have passed middle life. General 
disease of the arteries of the body, associated especially with chronic 
Bright's disease and high arterial pressure. is frequently attended 
with the formation of minute miliary aneurisms upon the cerebral 
arteries, which may rupture and cause apoplexy. Haemorrhage into 
the brain from this cause is especially liable to occur in certain 
situations; one vessel in particular, supplying the basal ganglia, 
most frequently gives way, the effused blood tearing through the 
motor efferent fibres. which, proceeding from the cerebral cortex in 
the shape of a funnel, become aggregated together to form the neck 
between the two masses of grey matter—the optic thalamus and the 
corpus striatum (Plate II. fig M. The result is hemiplegia of the 
opposite side of the body. Disease of the arteries of the central 
nervous system, occurring in a person under forty, is generally due to 
syphilis, the virus of which produces an inflammation of the coats of 
the vessel •  especially the inner (see Plate 11. figs. 4, 9. to). The 
thickening and narrowing of the lumen with loss of elasticity of the 
arteries of the brain generally, may suddenly or gradually set up 
conditions of cerebral anaemia and give rise to semi-comatose and 
comatose or even apoplectic states. Occlusion by the inflammatory 
proliferation or by the sudden clotting of blood in the diseased vessel 
may occur, the immediate effect of which may be an epileptic or 
apoplectic fit; the result is softening; and seeing that any or all 
the arteries of the brain may be affected successively, simultaneously, 
or at random, the symptoms may be manifold. They may be general 
or local, and not uncommonly are associated with inflammation of 
the membranes. The disease, under treatment, may abate, and the 
paralytic or mental phenomena partially or completely disappear, 
indicating the restoration, orparual restoration, of the circulation in 
the diseased arteries; sometimes with the lapse of treatment and 
sometimes without, new symptoms, such as paralysis of a fresh 
group of muscles or of the opposite side of the body, may manifest 
themselves, showing that the disease has attacked a fresh set of 
arteries. Disseminated sclerosis (insular) is another random morbid 
proceasaffecting especially the white matter, with certain character-
istic symptoms of a progressive character, the pathology of which is 
not understood fully, but is probably due to some toxic cause. 
Islands of nervous tissue undergo a morbid change, commencing in 
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Fro. 7:—Diagram of left cerebral hemisphere, showing localization 
of function. The motor region is situated in front of the central 
sukus, and is arranged in a series from " toe to larynx " downwards, 
corresponding in an Inverse manner to the spinal series. Irritation 
of any part of this area will cause localized convulsive spasms, which 
may spread in a definite march to the whole motor area, as in 
Jacksonian epilepsy. Destructive lesions will cause paralysis. The 
centre for " taste and smell " is represented at the tip of the uncinate 
convolution. The centre for " half-vision " is only in small . part 
represented, for the larger part is on the mesial surface. " Hearing " 
is represented occupying the posterior half of the first temporal 
convolution, but only a small part of the centre is seen, for the greater 
part lies above within the fissure of Sylvia'. Included in this area, 
but in the left hemisphere only, is the centre for " auditory word 
memory "; destruction of this causes inability to understand the 
meaning of words uttered, although the patient is able to read aloud. 
Behind this, in the angular gyros, is the centre for " visual word 
memory ": destruction of this causes loss of power of understanding 
of written or printed words—therefore inability to read. In front of 
the motor area is Broca's convolution, the centred " motor speech " 
destruction of this produces motor aphasia, or inability to articulate 
words. Above this is* centre which is connected with written speech. 
These four centres concerned with verbal and written language are 
connected by commissural fibres, and destruction of these connexions 
leads to various defects in verbal and written language. It will be 
understood from this diagram that diseases of the left hemisphere in 
right-handed persons are associated with results of more significance 
than similar affections of the right hemisphere. 
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the myelin sheath and ending in an increase of the supporting 
oeuroglia tissue at the expense of the true nervous tissue. 

Tannin and new growths in the central and peripheral nervous 
systems may be primary or secondary: the former arise in the 
supporting, enclosing or nutrient tissue elements; the latter are 
metastatic deposits from tumours originating elsewhere. Tumours 
may be single or multiple, the special symptoms occasioned depending 

FIG. 8.—Diagram of section of the spinal cord in the upper cervical 
region, showing recent degeneration of the crossed pyranuclal tract of 
the right side and direct pyramidal tract of the left side. The black 
dots indicate the degenerated fibres stained by the Marchi method. 
This degeneration is secondary to haemorrhage into the internal 
capeple of the left hemisphere, and it will be observed by the number 
of degenerated fibres that the greater bulk have crossed over to the 
right side of the spinal cord, thus agreeing with the fact that the 
paralysis is of the right half of the body. 
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FIG. 9.—A diagram to indicate afferent, efferent and association 
nate*s of neurones. It will be observed that there are three nervous 
arcles indicated by the arrows—spinal, cerebellar and cerebral. 
In every perfect co-ordinate movement impulses properly adjusted 
are flowing along these three systems of neurones. In systemic 
degenerations one or more of these systems may be affected, and the 
symptoms will depend partly upon the function which is lost or dia. 
turas& and partly upon the disturbance of equilibrium of the three 
co-ordinated systems.  

43.k 
upon the seat of the tumour and whether it destroys or only irritates 
the adjacent nervous tissue. Tumours situated within the cranial 
cavity cause general symptoms, namely, optic neuritis, severe head-
ache and vomiting: these symptoms, which are caused by increased 
imeamariial pressure, are more severe in rapidly-growing vascular 
tumours, even though small, than in large slow-growing tumours. 
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Fro. ro.—Dram of spinal cord, fifth lumbar segment, from a: 
case of advanced lobes dorsdis. The posterior column is shrunken, 
and but faintly stained, except in the anterior part; the shrinkage 
and the loss of stainability are due to the absence of fibres of the 
posterior roots, which normally ,  form the greater part of this region 
of the cord. The fibres which are seen in the anterior part of the 

erior column are derived from cells within the spinal cord, and 
to spikal association neurones. 

Fm. t I.—Diagram illustrating the relative number and wealth of 
cells and fibres in the cerebral cortex in the normal brain, in amentia, 
and dementia. The horizontal systems of fibres are association 
systems, and it will be observed that these are especially, diminished 
in amentla. and still more in dementia, whereas the radial fibres are 
less affected. In the normal, there are five layers of cells arranged in • 

columns (Meynert's); in the pathological conditions it will be ob-
served that the pyramidal-shaped cells no longer have their apical' 
processes pointing vertically upwards. The processes are broken off, 
the cells are distorted in shape and diminished in numbers, and the 
degree of dementia in a wasted brain is proportional to the atrophy 
and destruction of the small and medium-sized pyramids of the whole 
cerebral cortex, and the disappairance of the superficial layers of 
fibres. This is specially manifested in paralytic dementia and the 
dementia of chronic insanity. 
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Motor Cells, drawn from Microphotographs of Preparations stained by Nisei 
method to show Microchemical Changes produced by various diseases. 

FIG. 12.—Normal motor cell from cerebral cortex, showing a mosaic pattern 
of the cytoplasm due to a substance stainable by basic aniline dyes; this stain-
able substance exists also on the dendrons. By comparing the appearances of 
this cell with the other figures a just idea can be obtained of the morbid 
changes which result in venous pathological conditions. 

Fro. t3.—Cell from a case of hyper-pyrexia—disappearance of the mosaic 
pattern, substance uniformly stained; absence of the chromatic elements on 
the dendrons, due to a precipitation of cell-globulin by the heat. 

Fin. 14.--Cell in an advanced stage of coagulation necrosis, complete absence 
of mosaic pattern; diffuse fine dust-tike stain; breaking off of the processes; 
all caused by softening of the brain from vascular obstruction. 

FIG. 15.—Another specimen from the same brain in a still more advanced 
stage of destruction, and showing a phagocyte attached to the cell and devouring 
the decayed structure. 

FIG. 16.—A cell with enormously swollen nucleus, the result of hydration 
due to absorption of fluid after ligature of cerebral vessels. Such a cell will 
probably recover. 
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Some tumours are highly vascular and *large thin-walled vessel may 
suddenly rupture and cause an apoplectic fit. If the growth is 
situated in a poetical of the cortex having some special localising 
function, e.g. the .rotor area (side fig. 7), it may give rise to epti-
form convasieas, starting in a limb or definite group of mu scles; 
but the irritation usually spreads to the whole motor area of the same 
side, and even extends to the opposite hemisphere, by an overflow 
of the discharge through the corpus callosum. In such case there is 
loss of consciousness. lf, however, the tumour destroys the cerebral 
cortex of a particular region, it may give rise to a paralytic lesion, 
e.g. paralysis of the arm Vide Plate 1.. fig. 4). 

Organic diseases of the blood-vessels, or of supporting and 
enclosing tissues, produce secondary degenerations of the nervous 
system. The symptoms, like the lesion, are obvious, coarse and 
obtrusive; frequently arising suddenly, they may in a 
short time terminate fatally, or tend towards partial 
or-complete recovery. Various forms of motor and 
sensory loss and disturbance of function may arise, 
indicating destruction or disturbance of particular 
regions of the central nervous system; and degenera-
tions in certain tracts and systems of fibres arise, cor-
responding in histological character with those ob-
served when a nerve fibre is separated from its cell of 
origin by section (secondary degeneration of Waller 
and Tfirck) (vide fig. 8, with explanation). This form 
of degeneration must be distinguished from primary 
degeneration, which is due to an inherent nutritional 
defect of the nerve cell and all its processes (the 
neurone), in which a regressive metamorphosis occurs; 
it starts in the structures of the neurones latest 
developed (namely, the myelin sheath and the fine 
terminal twigs of the axis cylinder and dendrons), 
and proceeds back to the main branches and trunk, 
eventually destroying the trophic and genetic centre 
itself, the nerve cell. These primary degeneration pro-
cesses are insidious in origin, progressive in character, 
and nearly always fatal in termination; they affect 
definite systems, groups and communities of neurones 
in a progressive manner, and, therefore, are associated 
with a progressive evolution of symptoms, related to 
the structures affected (aide figs. co and to). 

To cite some examples: (1) Locornotor ataxy, on the one 
hand, is a primary degeneration affecting the afferent 
system of neurones; it is characterized by muscular inco-
ordination without wasting, inability to stand with the 
eyes shut, lightning pains in the limbs, absent knee-jerks, 
Argyll-Robertson pupils, and other symptoms pointing to 
a morbid process affecting especially the afferent sensory 
system of neurones. (2) Progressive muscular atrophy, on 
the other hand. is a disease of the efferent motor system 
of neurones of the brain and spinal cord, characterized by 
progressive wasting of groups of muscles innervated by 
groups of neurones which are undergoing degeneration. A 
fatal termination to this disease frequently arises from 
affection of the medulla oblongata, causing what is known 
as bulbar paralysis. Infantile paralysis is an acute 
inflammation of the anterior horns of the spinal cord, 
causing destruction of the spinal motor neurones of the 
anterior horn. It differs from the above chronic disease 
in its sudden onset and non-progressive character; it 
resembles it in producing paralysis of muscles without 
sensory disturbance. (3) General paralysis of the insane 
is a degeneration which begins in the association system 
of neurones of the cerebral cortex, but which may be, 
and frequently is, associated with degeneration of the 
afferent or efferent systems (fig. 9). 

Neuroses and psychoses have not hitherto been 
satisfactorily explained by definite morphological 
changes in the brain (Plate I., fig. s). We know little 
or nothing accurately about the morbid .histology 
of insanity, except as regards the morphological 
changes met with in cases of amentia and dementia. The 
conditions of amentia, namely, idiocy and imbecility, are 
associated with arrest of development of the brain, as a whole 
or in part, the naked-eye evidence of which may be afforded 
by small size and simplicity of convolutions of the brain as a 
whole or in part (Plate I., figs. 2, 8 and so); and the microscopical 
evidence by arrest of development, or imperfect development,  

of structures connected with the higher functions of the mind. 
namely, the association neurones in the superficial layers of the 
cerebral cortex (fig. Conditions of dementia, primary or 
secondary, are associated with progressive decay and atrophy of 
the superficial layers of the grey matter of the cortex, and naked-
eye evidence thereof is afforded by partial or general wasting 
of the cerebral hemispheres, accompanied with thickening of 
the pia-arachnoid membrane, atrophy of the convolutions, and 
with deepening and widening of the intervening suki (Plate I., 
fig. 1). 

The cerebro-spinal fluid fills up the space in the cranial cavity 
caused by the atrophy of the brain; consequently there is • great 

excess of this fluid. Before general paralysis was recognized as a 
disease some of the cases which died suddenly in a fit were doubtless 
termed serous apoplexy. This wasting so characteristic of general 
paralysis is especially due to atrophy of the cells and fibres of the 
superficial grey matter of the cortex. sections of which, examined 
microscopically, after suitable methods of staining have been 
employed. show great poverty. or complete kin. of three sets of 
delicate myeliaated fibres. namely. tangential, super-radial and the 
ipter-radial corresponding to the line of Baillarger. Thisdegeneration 



FIG. t8.—Diagram drawn from 
photomicrograph to show different 
forms of neuroglia cells in a patch of 
sclerosis secondary to degeneration and 
disappearance of the neurones. Ob-
serve the large branched cells of Deiters. 
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of the Superficial emaciation fibres of the cerebral cortex affects 
especially the frontal and central convolutions, and is the earliest 
and most constant microscopical change in progressive paralytic 
dementia; it is accompanied usually by meningeal and vascular 
changes, atrophy of the nerve cells, and proliferation of the neuroglia 
(fig. 1); especially characteristic is the perivascular infiltration 
with lymphocytes and plasma cells (see Plate II., fig. 7). It was 
indeed thought that this condition of the vessels was pathognomonic 
of general paralysis; it certainly is not, for it is found throughout 
the central nervous system in sleeping sickness and cerebra-spinal 
syphilis (Plate II., figs. 8 and 9). It sometimes occurs in the neigh-
bourhood of cerebral tumours but it is not found in uraemia or lead 
encephalitis. Possibly new methods may enable us to show changes 
of structure in diseases such as epilepsy and delusional insanity, in 
which hitherto no naked eye or microscopical structural defects 
accounting for the symptoms have been certainly demonstrated. 

In conditions of acute mania there is usually considerable vascular 
engorgement. We should, however, probably be more correct in 
assuming that insanity (especially those forms in which there is 
neither amentia or dementia) is due to alterations in the quality 
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Fro. 17.—Diagram to illustrate various stages in degeneration and 

regeneration of medullated nerve fibres. 

1, Normal medullated nerve with 5. Complete absorption of de-
node of Ranvier. 

2, Degenerated nerve, ten days 
after section, showing de-
generated myelin stained 
black; disappearance of axis-
cylinder. 

3, Central end of cut nerve, show-
ing at the top an axis-cylinder 
budding out, proliferated 
neurilernmal cells, and still 
some degenerated myelin in 
sheath. 

4, Peripheral cut end of same, 
showing proliferated neuri-
lemmal cells, still some de-
generated myelin. 

rather than the quantity of blood in the brain. The primary de, 
 mentia of adolescence, which in 80% of the cases occurs before the 

age of 25, in which hereditary taint is most common, and which 
frequently is accompanied by, or terminates in, tuberculosis, can be 
explained by the effect of toxaemic conditions of the blood on 
cerebral neurones with an inborn low specific energy and metabolic 
activity. The histological changes found in the brain do not serve to 
explain the symptoms, and we must look to biochemical changes in 
the body acting upon an innately unstable brain to explain the 
problems of the disordered mind in this disease. 

Microscopical Changes in Degeneration of Use Neurone.— 
About 185o, Waller demonstrated that a nerve fibre underwent 
degeneration to its termination when separated from its cell 
of origin; hence the term " Wallerian degeneration." Embryo. 
logical researches by Professor His showed that the axis-cylinder 
process (the essential conducting portion of the nerve fibre) 
is an outgrowth of the nerve cell. The cell, therefore, is the 
trophic and genetic centre of the nerve fibre. Acute alterations 
and death of the nerve cells may occur from toxic conditions of 
the blood; from high fever (107*-i to* F.); arrest of the blood 
supply, as in thrombosis and embolism; or actual destruction 
by injury, haemorrhage or inflammation. These morbid pro-
cesses produce, as a rule, bio-chemical as well as morphological 
changes in the nerve cell and its processes. Space will not allow 
of a full description, but some of these changes are indicated 
in figs. z8-22, with explanatory text. When a nerve cell dies, 
the nerve fibre undergoes secondary degeneration and death; 
that is to say, the whole neurone dies, and regeneration, at any 
rate in the higher vertebrates, does not take place. Restoration, 
or partial restoration, of function is due to other structures taking 
on the function, and the more specialized that function is, the less 
likely is restoration to 
take place. If, however, 
a peripheral nerve is 
divided, its component 
fibres are merely severed 
from their cells of origin. 
All that portion of the 
nerve which is in con-
nexion with the nerve 
cells of origin practically 
undergoesno change. The 
peripheral portion un-
dergoes degeneration, but 
from the central end of 
the nerve new axis cylin-
ders again grow out and 
a new nerve is formed. 
With this regeneration 
comes restoration of 
function, which may be 
hastened by suturing the 
ends of the cut nerve. 
A similar regeneration, 
however, does not occur 
after section of fibres of the white matter of the central ner-
vous system, and this may be due to the fact that the nerve 
fibres of the white matter of the cerebrospinal axis possess 
no nucleated sheath of Schwann, which, by the light of recent 
investigations, is shown to play an important part in regenera-
tion; in the writer's opinion, the neurilemmal sheath of the old 
fibre forms a new protoplasmic basis, into which the axis-
cylinder from above grows, the passage of stimulus determining 
its function. Fig. 17, Nos. r-8, with explanatory text, shows 
the changes which occur in degeneration and regeneration of a 
peripheral nerve after section, with loss of function; and sub-
sequent union, with restoration of function. The writer, in 
conjunction with Professor Halliburton, has shown that the 
characteristic microscopical changes in the myelin sheath which 
occur in the process of degeneration are due to a splitting up 
o: the complex phosphnretted 'substance " protagon " into 
glycero-phosphoric acid, choline and oleic acid by a process of 
hydration. The Marchi reaction, which has been found so useful 
for demonstrating degeneration of the central and peripheral 
nervous systems, is dependent upon the fact that the myelin 
sheath, after hardening in a solution of bichromate of potash, does 
not tum blade when acted upon by osmic acid, whereas the simpler 
non-phosphoretted fatty product of degeneration is stained black. 
When the Marchi reaction of degeneration is fully developed, 
it has been ascertained that the nerve yields no phosphorus. 
The degeneration resulting from section of a nerve is termed 
secondary, to distinguish it from another, primary, duo to slow 

generated myelin, proto-plas-
mic basis of new fibre formed 
out of neurilemmal cells. 

6, A new fibre, with axis-cylinder. 
7, Central end of cut nerve at 

junction, showing an axis-
cylinder sprouting and form-
ing a number of axis-cylinder 
processes, which grow into the 
peripheral end to form new 
channels of conduction. 

8, Is a new regenerated fibre 
sembling a sympathetic fibre 
in having as yet no myelin 
sheath; as the nerve becomes 
excitable and stimulus passes, 
a myelin sheath is formed. 
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and progressive decay of the whole neurone, beginning usually 
at the terminal twigs and proceeding back towards the cell body 
with its contained nucleus. These primary degenerations 
involve systems of neurones, correlated by function rather than 
by anatomical situation. Examples are afforded by locornotor 
ataxy and progressive muscular atrophy, the former being a 
degeneration of the afferent sensory system of neurones, the 
latter of the motor efferent system. The cause of primary 
degenerations is probably a defect inherited or acquired in the 
" vita propria " of the neurones affected. They slowly atrophy 
and disappear, and their place is filled up by an overgrowth 
of the supporting neuroglia tissue (figs. to and 18). This over-
growth of dense tissue is termed sclerosis, and was erroneously 
considered to be the cause, instead of the effect, of the atrophy 
of the nervous tissue. 

For further information the reader may consult the Croatian 
Lectures on the Degeneration of the Neurone, by F. W. Mott, 
published in the Lancet (tato); and the same writer's "Introduc- 
tion to Neuropathology," in Albutts System of  Medicine. Also 
Gower's Hand000k ott rate Nervous System, von Monakow's Gaunt
Pathologic, Ford-Rober tson's son's Pathgy of Mental Diseases and 
Mott's Archives of Neurology, vols. I, a, 3 and 4. (F. W. Mo.) 

NEUROPTERA (Gr. veripov, a nerve. and yrs*, a wing), 
a term used in zoological rbncification for an order of the class 
Hexapoda (q.e.). No ordinal name used in the class has had so 
many varying meanings given to it by different authors. As 
first used by Linnaeus ( 1 735) it included all insects with mandi-
bulate jaws and two pairs of net-veined wings—dragon-flies, 
May-flies, stone-flies, lacewing-flies and caddis-flies—and it has 
been employed in the same wide sense by D. Sharp (Cambridge 
Nal. Hist. vol. v., 1895). But detailed study of these various 
groups of insects shows that beneath their common superficial 
resemblances lie important distinctions in structure, and essential 
differences in the course of the life-history. Some of the families 
—the stone-flies, for example—have the young insect much like 
the adult, growing its wings visibly outside the thoracic segments, 
and active at all stages of its life. The dragon-flies and May-flies 
are also active throughout their lives and possess external wing-
rudiments, though the young insects differ rather strikingly 
from their parents. All such families—falling into the group 
Exopterygota as defined in the classification of the Hexapoda-
were separated from the Neuroptera by W. E. Erichson (1839) 
and united with the Orthoptera, with which order some ento-
mologists still associate them under the name of " Pseudo-
neuroptera." The other groups of the old Linnean order (suck 
as lacewing-flies and caddis-flies)--which are hatched as larvae 
markedly unlike the parent, develop wing-rudiments bidden 
under the larval cuticle, and only show the wings externally 
in a resting pupal stage, passing thus through a " complete " 
metamorphosis and falling into the sub-class Endoptcrygota-
were retained in the order Neuroptera, which thus became much 
restricted in its extent. More recently the subdivision of the 
Linnean Neuroptera has been carried still further by the separa-
tion of the caddis-flies and scorpion-flies as distinct orders 
(Trichoptera and Mecaptera respectively), and by the withdrawal 
of the " Pseudo-neuroptera " from the Orthoptera—with whose 
typical families they have little in common—and their division 
into a number of small orders. Altogether, eight orders are 
recognized in the classification adopted here, the first five of 
these belonging to the sub-class Exopterygota and the last three 
to the Endopterygota (see HEXAPODA). 

The multiplication of orders is attended with practical diffi-
culties, and the distinctions between the various groups of the 
Linnean Neuroptera are without doubt less obvious than those 
between the Coleoptera (beetles) and the Diptera (two-winged 
flies) for example. But if classification is to express relationship, 
it is impossible to associate in the same order families whose 
kinship to insects of other orders is nearer than their kinship to 
each other. And no student can doubt that the stone-flies are 
akin to Orthoptera and the caddis-flies to the Lepidoptera, 
while dragon-flies and May-flies stand in an isolated position 
with repro to all other insects. In the present article. for 
the sake of convenience, all the insects which have been regarded  

by Linnaeus and others as "Neuroptera" are included, but they 
are distributed into the orders agreed upon by the majority 
of modern observers, and short characters of these orders and 
their principal families are given. For further details the reader 
should consult the special articles on these groups, to which 
cross-references will be found. 

Sub-class EXOPTERYGOTA 
Order Pkcoptera. 

This order was founded (186e) lay F. Brauer—the name having 
been long previously suggested by H. BlItMeliteq:17) —t0 include 
the single family of the Partici= or stone-flies. resemble the 
Orthoptera more nearly than do any other group of the Linnean 
Neuroptera having the anal area of the hind-wings folding fanwise 
beneath the costal area and the whole hind-wing covered by the (me-
wing when the insect is at rest, though the brewing is not firmer in 
texture than the hind-wing, as is the case in the Orthoptera. In the 
opinion of J. H. Comstock and J. G. Needham the wing-munition 
in this order is the most primitive to be found in the Hexapoda. 
The tenth abdominal segment carries a pair of jointed cries which are 
often elongate, and the feelers are always long, while the jaws are 
usually feeble and membranous. though the typial parts of a 
mandibulate mouth are present—mandibles, maxillae with inner and 
outer lobes and palps, and emend maxillae (labium) whose lacinae 
are not fused to form a ligula. Both head and trunk are somewhat 
flattened dorso-ventrally, giving the insects a very distinct and 
characteristic aspect. The stone-flies further resemble the Orthoptera 
in their numerous Malpighian excretory tubes, which vary in number 
from twenty to sixty. The reproductive organs, both ovaries and 
testes, become fused together in the middle of the body. A re- 
markable point in the Plecoptem is the presence in some forms 
(Pterosarcys) of mall branching gills on the three thoracic and the 
front abdominal segments. These organs appear, however, from the 
observations of H. A. Hagen not to be functional in the adult insect—
they are merely survivals from the aquatic nymphal stage. 

Lifethistory and Habits.—The nymphs of the l'erlidae are closely 
like their parents and breathe dissolved air by means of tracheal gills 
on the thoracic segments, for they all live in the water of streams. 
They feed upon weaker aquatic creatures, such as the larvae of May-
flies. 

The perfect insects, whose flight is feeble, are never found far from 
the water. A curious feature among them is the frequent reduction 
of the wings in the males of certain species, contrary to the usual 
condition among the Hexapoda, where if the sexes differ in the de- 
velopment of their wings it is the female which has them reduced. 
The Plecoptera are world-wide in their range and fossils referable to 
them have been described from rocks of Eocene, Miocene and Jurassic 
age. while C. Brongniart states that allied forms lived in the 
Carboniferous Period. 

Order IsoMere. 
The two families included in this order agree with the Plecoptera 

in the young insect resembling the parent, but they are all terrestrial 

Mee C. L. Itadatt, ha. MI. 4 (8S.). U.S. Deg Apts. 
FIG. 1.—Termes *viper, N, America. 

a, Male from above. 	b and c, Hind segments of male and 
female abdomens, showing short 

d, Male from side. 	axe'. 
e, Abdomen of female from f, End of shin and foot-segments. 

side. 
throughout life. The hind-wings have no folding anal area and the 
wings of both pairs, when present, are closely alike (see fig. t) whence 
the name fanners (-equal winged) lately applied to the group by 
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G. Enderlein. The eleventh abdominal segment which carries the 
short jointed tend (fig. 1, b. c) may remain in a reduced condition 
distinct from the tenth. There are only six or eight Malpighian 
tubes—contrasting with the large number of these excretory organs 
found in the Orthoptera and Plecoptem. 

The Bethinks are feeble, somewhat soft-skinned insects with the 
prat borax small and the mesothorax and metathomx elongate. 
The feelers are long and simple, and the wings arevery narrow, each 
with a sub-costal, a radial, a median and a cubital nervure; the 
branches of the median and the cubirel, however, as well as the anal 
nervures, are vestigiil, and there are a few shoat cross-bars between 

•-(') 

Mtn Mulett, &L A& s (NS.). DS. Dot Ark. 
Fic. 2.—Heed of termite. a, Front view. 8, Hind view, showing 

jaws (note the distinct inner and outer lobes of the second maxillae). 
Magnified. 
the radial and the median. Some Embiidae are entirely wingless in 
the adult state, and it has been suggested that this is always the 
condition in the female sex. According to the recent investigations 
of K. W. Verhoeff, the family contains only thirteen known species. 

The Embiidae live in. warm countries, and are very retiring in 
their habits, hiding under stones where they spin webs formed of silk 
produced by glands in the basal segments of the fore-feet. 

The Termitidas (so•called " white ants ") are the other family of 
Isoptera. They are relatively shorter and broader insects than the 
Embiidae with large prothorax and long wings, which have a trans-
verse line of• weakness at the base and are usually shed after the 
nuptial flight. The Termitidae are numerous in species in warm 
countries. The vast majority of individuals in a community consist 
ofvelovgelless forms—" workers " and " soldiers," which are unde- 

members of either sex. Their economy is fully described in 
a special article on Tastsutas. 

Order Corrodextia. 
The insects included in this order differ from those of the two 

preceding, orders in their more condensed abdomens which bear no 
cerci, while the number of Malpighian tubes is reduced to four. 
In the absence of cerci the Corrodentia arc more specialized than the 
!septets and Plecoptem, but some of them show a more primitive 
character in the retention of vestigial maxillulae—the minute pair of 
jaws that are found behind the mandibles in the Aptera (q.v.). A 
large proportion of the Corrodentia are wingless. When wings are 
present the front pair are much larger than the hind pair, and the 
neuration js remarkable for the concresence of the median with the 

Alta Masts, &IL 4 (N.S.). Da Eat U.S. Dog Ark. 
3.—Book-louse (Atropos divisatoria• Fab.), EurOpe. 

a, From below. 	 c, Second maxillae. 
b, From above. (eyes. feekr, feet d, Mandible. 

and claws more highly mag- e, Lacinia or " pick " of first 
nified). 	 maxilla. • 

its palp. Highly magnified. 
eubital trunk, and the zigzag course of many of the branches. All 
the insects of this order are of small size and the cuticle is im- 
perfectly chitinized, so that the body as a whole is soft. The name 
Corrodentia was first used by H. Burmeister (1832) and has reference 
to the biting habits of the insects. Originally, however, the Cerro-
dentia included the order which Enderlein has recently separated as 
Isoptera (see above). As at present restricted, the Corrodentia 
include two distinct sub-orders. 

Copeo madia.—This sub-ordinal name has been applied by 
Enderki to the " book-lice." These frail insects, the majority of  

wtidi have wings of the type described above, are further character-
ized by the presence of minute but distinct maxillulae, while the 
inner lobe (lacinia) of the first maxilla is an elongate, hard structure 
(the " pick," fig. 3, e) and the outer lobe is convex and soft. The 
labial (second maxillary) pall* are reduced to small, rounded 
prominences external to the still smelt& prominences that represent 
the lobes (fig. 3,. c). 'The feelers of these insects are elongate and 
thread-like, consisting of from a dozen to nearly thirty segments. 
The prothorax is very small. 

The book-lice are familiar wingless insects, often found in houses 
running about among old papers and neglected biological collections. 
They belong to the family Psocidas which has a few score species— 
most of them winged—living out of doors on the bark of trees and 
among vegetable refuse. In some Psocidae the wings are in a 
vestigial state, and the fully winged species rarely if ever fly. H. A. 
Hagen observed that some genera possess wing-like outgrowths on 

i the pmthorax, comparable to those seen in certain insects of the 
Carboniferous Period. The Psocidae themselves hare not been 
traced back beyond the Oligocene, in the amber of which period their 
terrains are fairly numerous. 

Mattophogo.—Tbis teem was first applied by C. L. Nitzsch (180) 
to the degraded wingless parasites (fig. 4) commonly known as bird- 
lice or biting-lice, differing from the true lice (see Heinrratia, 
Louse) by their jaws adapted for biting (not for piercing or sucking). 
By their structure they are evidently allied to the •Copeognatha. 
They are abundantly distinct, however, through the short feelers 
with only three to five segments and the conspicuous prothorax. 
The head is relatively very large, but the 
eyes are degraded and often absent. A 
remarkable feature is the frequent con-
crescence of mesothorax and metathorax 
and in some cases, even, their fusion with 
the anterior abdominal segments. The legs 
are stout and spiny, and well adapted for 
clinging to the hair or feathers of the host 
animal. It is usual to divide the Mal-
lophaga into two families—the Liotheidae, 
possessing labial pulps and two foot-claws, 
being fairly active insects, which are 
capable, on the death of their host, of 
seeking another, and the Philaptridae, 
without labial palps and with a single foot-
claw modified for clasping (fig. 4) which 
never leave the host and perish themselves 
soon after its death. 

Order Ephenteroptera. 
This order includes the single family of ,Aft.„ 0.b... 	ib! I.E. 

the Epheoseridae or May-flies. The name, ("4 . 	Ar''' 
although quite recently prepared by A. FIG. 	

• 

4. —Biting-louse 
E. Shipley, should be used rather than (Trichodecks scalarix) of 
A. S. Packard's older term Plectoptera on cattle. 
account of the great liability of confusion 
between the latter and Plecoptem.. The May-flies are remarkably 
primitive in certain of their characters, notably the elongate cera, 
the paired, entirely mesodermal genital ducts, and the occurrence 
of an ecdysis after the acquisition of functional wisp. On the 
other hand, the reduced feelers, the numerous Malpighian tubes 
(4o), the large complex eyes, the vestigial condition of the jaws, 
the excessive size of the tore-wings as compared with the hind-wings 
and their complex neuration with an enormous number of cross-
nervules are all specializations. So in some respects is the life-
history, with a true larval preparatory stage, unlike the parent 
form, and living an aquatic life, breathing dissolved air by means 
of a paired series of abdominal tracheal gills. Except for its 
aquatic adaptations, however, the ephcmerid larva is wonderfully 
thysanuran in character, and possesses conspicuous and distinct 
maxillulae. SOD specialartielle on MAY-FLIES. 

Order Odonata. 
The distinctness of the dragon-flies from other insects included in 

Linnaeus's Neuroptera was long ago recognized by J. C. Fabricius, 
who proposed for them the ordinal name of Odonata 775). 
They resemble the May-flies in their " hemimetabolous " life-
history ; the young insects are markedly unlike their parents, in-
habiting fresh water and breathing dissolved air, either through 
tracheal gills at the tip of the abdomen, or by a branching system of 
air-tubes on the walls of the rectum into which water is penodically 
admitted. The winged insects resemble the May-flies in their short 
feelers and in the large number (so to 6o) of their Malpighian tubes, 
but differ most strikingly from those insects in their strong well ; 

 armoured bodies, their powerful jaws adapted for a predaceous 
manner of life, and the close similarity of the hind-wings to the fore-
wings. All the wings are of firm, glassy.  texture, and very complex in 
their neuration: a remarkable and unique feature is that a branch 
of the radius {the radial sector) crosses the median nervure, while, 
by the development of multitudinous cross-nervules, the wing-area 
becomes divided into an immense number of small areolets. The 
tenth abdominal segment carries strong. unjointed cerci, while the 
presence of reproductive armature on the second abdominal segment 
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of the male Is a character found in no other order of the Hexapods. 
See special DRAGON-FLY. 

Sub-class ENDOPTIRYGOTA 
Order Nestroptens. 

The insects retained in the order Neuroptera u restricted by 
modern systematists are distinguished from the preceding orders by 
the presence of a resting pupal stage in the life-history, so that a 
" complete metamorphosis " is undergone. Structurally the Neuro-
ptera are distinguished by elongate feelers, a large, free prothorax, a 
labium with the inner lobes of the second maxillae fused together to 
form a median Livia, membranous, net-veined wings without hairy 
covering, those of the two pairs being usually alike, the absence of 
abdominal cerci, and the presence of six or eight Malmghian tubes. 
The larvae are active and well-armoured, upon the whole of the 

 campodeifonn " type, but destitute of cerci; t*r are predaceous 
in habit, usually with slender, sickle-shaped maUibles, wherewith 
they pierce various insects so as to suck their juices. The order 
contains nine families, most of which are wide in their geographical 
distribution. Fossil Neuroptera occur is the Lies and even in the 
Tries if the relationships of certain larvae have been correctly 
surmised. 

The Sialidae or alder-flies (q.v.) differ from other Nenroptera in the 
jaws of the larva—which is aquatic, breathing by paired, jointed 
abdominal gills—resembling those of the imago, and 13einqaz ied 
for the mastication of solid food. Some American genera ( 's) 
which belong to this family are gigantic among insects a their 
males possess enormous mandibles. The Rapkidiidae or snake-flies 
(q.v.) are remarkable for the long, narrow, tapering prothorax which 
gives the appearance of a constricted neck, while the female has a long 
ovipositor. Both these families are very sparingly represented in 
our fauna. 

The Myrinekonidae are large insects with short clubbed feelers on 
their prominent (eads, and two pairs of closely similar net-veined 
wings, with regular oblong armlets at the tips. Their predaceous, 
auctorial larvae are the well-known ant-lions (q.v.). No members of 
this family inhabit our islands, though a few species occur in neigh-
bouring parts of the continent. The same is the case with the 
allied Ascalaphidae, which are distinguished from the Myrintkonidae 
by their elongate feelers—as long as the body—end by the irregular 
apical areoleta of the wings. The curious Nemopteridae have slender 
feelers and very long strap-shaped hind-wings. The. Afataispidae 
are remarkable among the Neuroptera for their elongate mode:wax. 
raptorial fore-legs and hypennetarsorphic life-history, the young 
campodeiform larva becoming transformed into a fat cruciform grub 
parasitic on young spiders or wasp-larvae (see MANTIs-FLY). The 
last-named two families are confined to warm regions of the earth. 
The lacewing-flies (q.v.), however, of which there are two families, 
the Hanerobtidae and Chrysopidae, whose larvae feed on Aphids, 
sucking their juices, are represented in our fauna. So are the tiny 
Coniopterygidae, which are covered with a white powdery secretion, 
and have very small hind-wings. Their !levee resemble those of the 
lacewings, attacking scale-insects and sucking their juices. 

Order hfecaPtera. 
This small order was founded (1869) by F. Brauer—under the 

name of Panorpata—for the small family of the Panorpidae or 
scorpion-flies (q...). The name Mecaptera is due to Packard. They 
may be distinguished from the Neuroptera by the elongation of the 
head into a beak, the small prothorax, the narrow, elongate wings 
with predominantly longitudinal neuration, the presence of abdominal 
cerci and the eruciform larva. They are generally but sparingly 
distributed over the earth's surface and can be traced back in time 
to the early Jurassic epoch. 

Order Trickoptere. 
The caddis-flies (q.v.) constitute this order, the name of which 

(suggested by H. Burmeister) indicases the hairy covering of the 
wings. They are abundantly distinct from the Neuroptcra and 
Mecaptera, through the absence of mandibles in the imago, the 
maxillae—both pairs of which possess the typical inner and outer 
lobes and jointed palps—forming a auctorial apparatus. The feelers 
are long, slender and many-jointed. While the fore-wings are 
elongate and narrow, the hind-wings are broad, with a folding anal 
area. At the base of each wing projects a dorsal lobe—the jugum-
and the neuration is predominantly longitudinal, resembling so 
closely that of the lower Lepidoptera (q.v.) that a nearer relationship 
of the Trichoptera to that order than to any group of the old Linnean 
Neuroptera is certain. Fossil Trichoptera occur in rocks of Liassic 
age. 

Frequently the whole of the Trichoptera are included in a single 
family, but most special students of the order recognize seven families. 
In all Trichoptera the maxillary palps of the female are five-
segmented. The family Phryganeidae have males with four-
segmented hairy palps; the larvae inhabit stagnant water and make 
cases of vegetable fragments. In the Lintrephtlidae the maxillary 
palp is three-segmented in the male, the larvae a.-e variable in habit. 
many forming cases of snail-shells. The males of the Sericosiontatidae 
have two or three segmented palps; their larvae inhabit running 
water and make cases of grains of sand, or of small stones. In the 

IFydropsrladoe, Rhyaceiskilisise and Flyeireptaidge the 
ps dse males have five segments like those of the females. 

The stone-built cases of the carnivorous Hydropsychid larvae are 
familiar objects in the water of swift streams. 
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NEUSALZ, town of Germany, in the Prussian province of 
Silesia, on the Oder, 20 m. by rail N.W. of Glogau. Pop. (rsios) 
13,002. It has three Evangelical churches, one of which belongs 
to the Herrnhut brotherhood, a Roman Catholic church and an 
orphanage. Its largest industry is, perhaps, the manufacture 
of 1t7114rea.  read 

 

there are also in the town ironworks, breweries, 
shipbuilding yards anelelectrical works. Neusala became a town 
in 3 
  

See Bronisch, Gesckkhk von Newels an der Oder (Neusalz, 1893). 
NEUSS, a town of Germany, in the Prussian Rhine province, 

lies 4 m. to the W. of DUsseldorf and ti m. from the W. bank 
of the Rhine, with which it is connected by the Erft canal. 
It lies at the junction of lines to Cologne, Viersen, Zevenaar 
(Holland), Dusseldorf, Diiren and Rheydt. Pop. (1905) 30494, 
of whom 95% were Catholics. The chief building in the town 
is the church of St Quirinus, a remarkably fine example of the 
transition from the Round to the Pointed style; and there are 
six other Roman Catholic churches, two Protestant churches 
and a gymnasium, which contains a collection of Roman 
antiquities. The town hall was built in the 17th and altered 
in the 18th century. The old fortifications are now laid out as a 
promenade encircling the town. Neuss produces oil and meal, 
and also manufactures woollen stuffs, chemicals and paper, 
bricks and iron-ware. Its markets for cereals are among the 
most important in Prussia, and it is also the centre of a brisk 
trade in cattle, coals, building materials and the products of its 
various manufactories. 

Neuss, the Novaesium of the Romans, frequently mentioned 
by Tacitus, formerly lay close to the Rhine, and was the natural 
centre of the district of which Dusseldorf has become the chief 
town. Drusus, brother of the emperor Tiberius, threw a bridge 
across the Rhine here, and his name is preserved in the Drusustor, 
the lower half of which is of Roman masonry. In 1474 -1475 
Charles the Bold of Burgundy besieged the town in vain for 
eleven months, during which he lost ,o,000 men; but it was 
taker: and sacked by Alexander Farnese in 1586. Since t887 
extensive excavations have been made of the foundations of a 
huge Roman camp, and many valuable Roman treasures have 
been unearthed. 

See C. Tlicking, Gesckichk der Sladt Neuss (DOsseldorf, 1891); 
F. Schmitz, Der Neusser Krieg, l474 -147i (Bonn, 1896); W. 
Effmann, Die St Quiriews Aircke zu Neuss (Dusseldorf, 1890); and 
Band sex. of the Chronikea der deutschas Stluke. 

NEU!TADT (Polish, Prudnik), a town of Germany, in the 
Prussian province of Silesia, on the river Prudnik, 6o m. by rail 
S.E. of Breslau. It has four Roman Catholic churches and one 
Evangelical. Pop. (1905) 20,187, the greater part of whom are 
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Roman Catholics. The chief industries are tanning, dyeing 
and the manufacture of damask, linen, woollen stuffs, leather 
an I beer. 

In 1745, 1760 and 1779 engagements between the Austrians 
and Prussians took place near Neustadt, which on the last 
occasion was bombarded and set on fire. 

See Weitzel, Gescinckte der .Stadt Neustadt (Neustadt,1870). 
NEUSTADT-AN-DER-HAARDT, a town of Germany, in the 

Bavarian Palatinate, picturesquely situated under the eastern 
slope of the Haardt Mountains and at the mouth of the valley 
of the Speyerbach, 14 m W of Spires, and at the junction of 
railway lines to Worms, Weissenburg and Monsheim. Pop. 
(1935) 18,576. It has four churches, two Evangelical and two 
Roman Catholic. The Protestant abbey church, a fine Gothic 
edifice dating from the 14th century, contains the tombs of several 
of the counts palatine of the Rhine. The Roman Catholic 
Ludwigskirche is a modem Gothic structure. The chief Indus• 
tries of the town are cloth, paper, furniture, soap, starch and 
bats. It has also breweries and distilleries. A brisk trade is 
carried on in wood, grain, fruit and wine, all of which are 
extensively produced in the vicinity. Neustadt, which became a 
town in 1275, is one of the centres of the Rhenish " grape-cure." 
and thus attracts numerous visitors.' 

NEU-STETIIN, a town of Germany, in the Prussian province 
of Pomerania, on the small Streitzig lake, 90 m. by rail 
N.E. of Stettin, at the junction of railways to Belgard, Posen 
and Stolpmende. Pop. (1905) 10,785. Its industries are iron-
founding, dyeing, brewing and the manufacture of machinery, 
soap and matches. There is a considerable trade in cattle, 
grain and other agricultural produce, and in timber and spirits. 
Neu-Stettin was founded in 1313 by Wratislaus, duke of 
Pomerania, on the model of Stettin. 

See Wilcke, Chroxik der Stade Neu -Stettin (Neu-Stettin, 1862); 
and F. W. Kasiski, Beschreibuag der vaterldndischen Aliertkamer is 
Neu-Stain (Danzig, 1881). 

insu-srasinz, a town. of Germany, capital of the grand-
duchy of Mecklenburg-Strelitz, situated between two small lakes, 
the Zierker See and the Glainbecker See, 6o m. N. of Berlin, on 
the railway to Stralsund, at the junction of lines to Warnemlinde 
and Buschhof. Pop. (1905) 11,656. It is built in the form of a 
star, the eight rays converging on a market-place adorned with 
a statue of the grand-duke George (d. 186o). The ducal residence 
is a handsome edifice in a pseudo-classical style, with a library 
of 75,000 volumes, and collections of coins and antiquities. 
Other buildings arc the churches (two Evangelical and one 
Roman Catholic), the Carolinum (a large hospital), the town hall, 
the barracks, the gymnasium and the theatre. Its manufactures 
are iron-ware, machinery, pottery, beer and mineral waters. 
Its trade, chiefly in corn, meal and timber, is facilitated by the 
Zierker See and by a canal connecting the town with the Havel 
and the Elde. 

About zi m. to the south lies Alt-Strelitz, the former capital 
of the duchy, a small town the inhabitants of which are employed 
in the manufacture of tobacco, leather and wax candles. Neu-
Strelitz was not founded till 1726. In the vicinity is the château 
of Hohen-Zieritz, where Queen Louise of Prussia died in raw. 

NEUSTRIA, the old name given to the western kingdom of 
the Franks, as opposed to the eastern kingdom, Austrasia 
(q.s.). The most ancient form of the word is Niuster, from shut, 
which would make the word signify the " most recent " con-
quests of the Franks. The word Neustria does not appear as 
early as the Historia Francorum of Gregory of Tours, but is 
found for the first time in Fredegarius. The kingdom of ehilperic 
was retrospectively given this name, and in contemporary usage 
it was given to the kingdom of Clovis IL, as opposed to that of 
Sigebert III., the two sons of Dagobert; and after that, the 
princes reigning in the West were called kings of Neustria, and 
those reigning In the East, kings of Austrasia. Under the new 
Carolingian dynasty, Pippin and Charlemagne restored the unity 
of the Frankish realm, and then the word Neustria was restricted 
to the district between the Loire and the Seine, together with 
part of the diocese of Rouen north of the Seine; while Austrasia  

comprised only the Frankish dominions beyond the Rhine, 
perhaps with the addition of the three cities of Mains, Worms 
and Spires on the left bank. The districts between Neustria 
and &miriade were called Media Francia or simply Franck,. 
la 843 Bnttany took from Neustria the countships of Rennin 
and Nantes, and gradually the term Neustria came to be 
restricted to the district which was later called Normandy. 
Dudo of Saint Quentin, who flourished about the year row, 
gives the name Neustria to the lands ceded to Rollo and his 
followers during the zoth century. In the year 1663, the Pere 
de Meunier gave to his work on the churches and abbeys of 
Normandy the title of Neinlein 

At the time of Charlemagne, Lombardy was divided into five 
provinces: Neustria, Austrasia, Aemilia, Littoraria mans and 
Tuscia. Austrasia was the name given to eastern Lombardy, 
and Neustria that given to western Lombardy, the part last 
occupied' by the Lombards. 

See F. Bourquelet, "Sens des mots France et Neustrie sous le 
regime marovingien," in the Bibliothique de recole des charter, 
xxvi. 566174: Longue°, Atlas historiqx* de la France, both atlas 
and text. (C. Pr.) 

NEUTITSCHIBI (Czech Noel Jilin), a town of Austria, in 
Moravia, 75 m N.E. of Breen by raiL Pop. (rnoo) st,89z, 
chiefly German. It is situated on a spur of the Carpathians, and 
on the banks of the Titsch, an affluent of the Oder. It is the chief 
place in the Kublandchen, a fertile valley peopled by German 
settlers, who rear cattle and cultivate flax. At Neutitschein 
manufactures of woollen cloth, flannel, hats, carriages and 
tobacco are carried on; and it is also the centre of a brisk trade. 
The town was founded in 1311. Neutitschein was in 1790 the 
headquarters of the Austrian field-marshal Loudon, who died 
here in the same year and is buried in the parish church. 

NEUTRALITY, the state or condition of being neutral (Lat. 
mike, neither of two), of not being on or inclined to one side or 
apother, particularly, in international law, the condition of • 
state which abstains from taking part in a dispute between other 
states. Neutrality is the most progressive branch of modem 
International Law. It is also that branch of International 
Law in which the practice of self-restraint takes the place 
of the direct sanctions of domestic law most effectively. The 
rapid changes it is undergoing are in fact bringing the state-
system of the modern world nearer to the realization of the dream 
of many great writers and thinkers, of a community of nations 
just as much governed by legal methods as any community of 
civilized men. While the right of war was simply the right of 
the stronger, there was no room for neutral rights, for, without 
going back to the time of the ancients, the so-called rights of war 
and conquest are nothing but survivals of the right of brute 
strength. No nation or community down to comparatively recent 
times was treated as having a right to what it could not keep. 
It is the growth of a law of neutrality, through the modem 
possibility of concerted action among neutral states, which is 
bringing about improvement, and, though the signs of our times 
are not always reassuring, we have taken a long stride forward 
since Molloy, in his De Jure maritime el naaali (1680), wrote: 
" As a neuter neither purchases friends nor frees himself from 
enemies, so commonly he proves a prey to the victor; hence it 
is held more advantage to hazard in a conquest with a companion 
than to remain in a state wherein he is in all probability of being 
ruined by the one or the other." 

It was the great commercial communities, the Hansa in the 
north and Venice and the Mediterranean maritime republics in 
the south, which were first able to insist on some sort of regulation 
of the usages of war for their own protection. With the growth of 
intercourse among nations a further advance was made, by treaty 
stipulations entered into in time of peace, to provide rules for 
their guidance in the event of war, but it is only in our own 
time that the idea of a substantive neutral right has obtained 
recognition. To our own time belongs the final acceptance of the 
principle that the neutral flag protects an enemy's goods except 
contraband, the conception of neutralization of territory, the 
abolition of fictitious blockades, the practice of declarations of 
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neutrality, the detachment from the high sea and neutralization 
of the zone called territorial waters, and the Areopagus of nations 
called the European Concert, in which the right of neutrals is 
asserted as a brake upon the operation of the still venerated 
right of conquest. The rights of neutrals have received their 
most recent affirmation in several of the decisions of the Hague 
Peace Conferences. 

International trade and intercourse have become so intricate 
that war can no longer be waged without causing the most serious 
loss to neutral nations, which, moreover, suffer from it without 
any of the possible contingent benefits it may procure for the 
immediate parties. So much is it so, that most great powers have 
found it necessary for their self-protection to enter into defensive 
alliances with others, the direct object of which is the preservation 
of European peace by the threat of making war so gigantic a 
venture that no state will again embark on it " with a light 
heart." The next step will probably be alliances between 
states which, by their nature or by their having reached the 
limit of their expansion, have nothing further to gain by war 
with each other, for the purpose of securing perpetual peace as 
between themselves. 

Different attempts have been made to define neutrality, 
but the word defines itself, so far as a succinct definition serves 

any purpose. The subject covers too wide and varied 
Dellteklea an area of matter to be condensed into a short state- 

ment of any kind. Neutrality (Stalls rights and duties 
on both the belligerent and the neutral sides. Theoretically, 
neutrality, to be complete, would require the neutral to abstain 
from everything which could even remotely be of assistance 
to either belligerent. To this obligation would theoretically 
correspond that the belligerent should carry on the war without 
doing anything which could even remotely disturb or interfere 
with the neutral state or the free activity of its citizens. Neither 
the one nor the other is found to be practicable. It is not even 
easy for the belligerent to observe absolutely the duty of doing 
no direct injury to neutral territory. A battle may be fought to 
the very edge of the neutral frontier, and shells may explode in 
any neutral town within the firing range of modern artillery. 
The present respect paid by belligerents to territorial waters 
is a palliative in the case of a seaboard frontier; but even the 
three-mile limit acknowledged by most countries would permit 
belligerent vessels with present range of artillery to fire land-
wards far into neutral territory. Compensation—it is true, would 
be due for any damage done, but this does not alter the fact that 
acts of war can produce direct consequences on neutral territory 
which have the character of carrying war into a neutral state. 
The neutral state, moreover, is obliged to incur heavy ex-
penditure to protect its frontier from being traversed by either 
belligerent, and thus avoid itself being exposed to claims fdt 
compensation for an act which it would otherwise be powerless 
to prevent. In the case of a maritime war, the neutral state 
is also bound to exercise strict supervision to prevent its ports 
from being used by either belligerent for the purpose of increasing 
its military strength. In short, war cannot be carried on without 
heavy expense and inconvenience to neighbouring neutral states. 
The inconvenience to the intercourse of neutral citizens is still 
greater. Their ships are liable to be taken out of their course, 
and their cargoes to be discharged to the bottom of the hold in 
search of articles which are contraband according to circum-
stances over which they have no control, and they may be 
confiscated without recourse by judges appointed by one of the 
interested parties. Even their whole trade with specific ports 
of the one belligerent may be stopped by the ships of the other 
belligerent without indemnity. On the other hand, a great deal 
of vital assistance can be given by neutral citizens to the one 
or the other belligerent in money, or by supplies of arms, ammuni-
tion, food and other commodities, which it is not at present the 
duty of neutral states to interfere with. 

The respective rights and duties of belligerents and neutrals 
in current practice may be subdivided as ioilows:— 

r. Belligerent duty to respect neutral territory and neutral 
territorial waters. 

2. Neutral right of Midst representation and mediation: . 
 of intercourse of neutral citisenswith citisensof eititer belligereet; 

of convoy, he. 
3. Belligerent right of blockade, angary, visit and search, 

capture and confiscation of contraband of war. 
4. Neutral duties: (absolute) of abstention from any direct 

corporate assistance to either belligerent, of enforcement of 
respect by both belligerents for neutral territory; (refaiise) 
of prevention of any recruiting for either belligerent, or arming 
or equipping of vessels for their service; and (coodittgeret) of 
allowing commercial accesstotheone *Tether be 	without 
distinction, and of granting impartially to one or the other 
belligerent any rights, advantages or privileges, which, according 
to the usages recognized among nations, are not considered as an 
intervention in the struggle. 

This subdivision, we believe, covers the whole ground of 
neutrality. We shall follow it in this article. 

Belligerent Deity.—It is now universally recognised among 
European states that a belligerent army must make no use 
of its strength in the field to carry its operations into Div *. 
neutral territory or into neutral waters. Belligerent newer 
forces entering neutral territory are by the practice ••"1"11 

 of nations bound to surrender their arms to the neutral esneerz. 
state, and remain hors de castled till the close of the war. (Com-
pare arts. rr and is of the Hague Convention relating to the 
" Rights and Duties of Neutral Powers and persons in case of 
war on land " r8th of October sm.) 

Through territorial waters belligerent vessels are allowed to 
pass freely as in time of peace. Nor does the usage of nations 
forbids belligerent vessel from entering a neutral port. A., 
Motives of humanity have sanctioned this distinction .fia.rt, 
between territorial and maritime warfare. The Ad- re rawer 
miralty Instructions (r893) set out the rights of bd- ilfrawadir 

 ligerents as Great Britain views them as follows: aN 

" Subject to any limit which the neutral authorities 
may place upon the number of belligerent cruisers to be admitted 
into any one of their ports at the same time, the captain, by 
the comity of nations, may enters neutral port with his ship for 
the purpose of taking shelter from the enemy or from the weather, 
or of obtaining provisions or repairs that may be pressingly 
necessary (I. section sea). He is bound to submit to any regula-
tions which the local authorities may make respecting the place 
of anchorage, the limitation of the length of stay in the port, the 
interval to elapse after a hostile cruiser has left the port before 
his ship may leave in pursuit, he (I. section 593). He must 
abstain from any acts of hostility towards the subjects, =hers, 
vessels or other property of the enemy which be may find is 
the neutral port (section em). He must also abstain from 
increasing the number of his guns, from procuring military stores, 
and from augmenting his crew even by the enrolment of British 
subjects " (section 595). 

Nor may the commander of a British warship take • capture 
into a neutral port against the will of the local authorities 
(Holland, Manual of Naval Prise Late, 18118, section roe). This 
subject was one of those dealt with at the Hague Conference of 
icor. (See art. s8 of the " Convention relating to the rights and 
duties of neutral powers in naval war.") 

Netdral Rights.—Neutral powers have the right to remain, 
as far as possible, unaffected by the war operations, and, therefore, 
continue their diplomatic relations with the belligerent Mrsre states. The immunities and exterritoriality of their two.. 
diplomatic agents attach to them as in time of peace, 
subject only to necessity of war, which may entitle a belligerent to 
place restrictions on this intercourse. Thus, during the Franco- 
German War, on the surrounding of Paris, foreign diplomatists 
in the besieged city were refused by the German authorities all 
possibility of corresponding with their governments, except by 
letters left open for their inspection. Neutral legations may also 
undertake the representation of private interests of subjects of the 
one belligerent on the territory of the other. Thus in the Franco-
German War of r871 the Germans in France were placed under the 
protection of the United States legation, and the French in 
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Germany under that of the British legation; In the war of t8o8 
between the United States and Spain, American Interests in 
Spain were committed to the care of the British legation, and 
those of Spaniards in the United States to that of the Austro-
Hungarian legation. By kgations are understood both diplo-
matic and consular authorities. The protection granted is in 
the nature of mere mediation. It confers no rights on the belli-
gerent subjects in question, nor does it give the neutral legation 
any right to protect a belligerent subject or his property against 
any ordinary rights of war. 

Good offices, properly speaking, are a mild form of mediation 
or tentative mediation, i.e. mediation before It has been accepted 
ROI 

 

or by the parties. Article 3 of the Hague Convention 
*moms for the pacific settlement of international disputes 
=sir of October r8, zeo7, however, provides that " powers, 
sall" 8" strangers to the dispute, have the right to offer sratalka. good offices or mediation, even during the course of 
hostilities," and that " the exercise of this right can never be 
regarded by one or other of the parties In conflict as an un-
friendly act!' The Hague Convention puts an end to the doubt 
whether a neutral power can mediate without involving itself 
in some way with the one or the other side in the dispute. Media-
tion had already been provided for in several existing treaties, 
such as the Treaty of Paris (3oth March x856), which provides 
that " if any dissension should arise between the Sublime Porte 
and one or more of the other signatory powers and threaten the 
maintenance of their good relations, the Sublime Porte and each 
of these powers before resorting to force shall give an opportunity 
to the other contracting parties in order to prevent such extreme 
measures" (article 8); the Treaty of Yedo between the United 
States and Japan (nth July 18310 stipulating that in the case of 
difference between Japan or any other state, " the president of 
the United States, at the request of the Japanese government, 
will act as a friendly mediator in such matters of difference as 
may arise between the government of Japan and any other 
European power " (article 2); and the General Act of Berlin 
relating to West Africa (1885), which provides that "in the 
case of a serious dissension having arisen on the subject of, or 
within the territories" in question, between the signatory 
powers, they undertake, before taking up arms, to have 
recourse to the mediation of one or more of the friendly powers 
(article 12). 

In the Venezuela-Guiana boundary question, the mediation 
of the United States government was declined by Great Britain, 
but its good offices were accepted. In the difficulty which arose 
between Germany and Spain in connexion with the hoisting of 
the German flag on one of the Carcilne Islands, Spain did not 
consider arbitration consistent with the sovereign power she 
claimed to exercise over the island in question, but she accepted 
the mediation of the pope, and the matter was settled by pro-
tocols, signed at Rome (17th December 1885). These incidents 
show the uses of variety and gradation in the methods of 
diplomacy. 

Neutral subjects have the right to carry on trade and inter-
course with belligerent subjects in so far as they do not interfere 
Atay a  with the operations or necessities of war, and it is no 
antral violation of the neutral character that this trade or 
=Magi as  intercourse is of benefit to either side. This is subject 
sellienat  always to the belligerent right to capture and confiscate at& contrabind of war (see below). On the other hand, the 
property of subjects and citizens of neutral states follows the 
fortune of the belligerent state within whose territorial juris-
diction it is situated. It is liable to the same charges as that of 
native subjects and citizens, and in case of military contributions 
neutral subjects on belligerent soil can claim no protection or 
exemption (see below, Angary). They have also the same rights 
to all indemnities for losi as are granted to native subjects and 
citizens. 

The position of neutral public ships and the relative assimila-
tion to them of mail steamers has been the subject of some 
controversy. A public ship is a ship having an official character 
It includes not only, warships, but also any ships affected to  

any specific and reclusive government purpose. Public ships in 
this sense are invested with an extraterritorial character, and 
the state to which they belong is directly responsible 
for their acts. They are therefore not liable to visit and "'""' 
search for contraband of war, and are exempt from tern- pub 
torial jurisdiction even in belligerent waters. As regards gabs sell 
vessels which are engaged partly in private traffic and 
partly on public service, such as mail steamers and 
government packets, the position is necessarily different. Under 
the Japanese Prise Law, adopted in view of the Chino-Japanese 
campaign, any vessel carrying contraband of war, whose destina-
tion is hostile, may be detained, without exception being made 
for mail steamers. The United States proclamation of April 
1898 in connexion with the Spanish War stated that mail steamers 
would only be stopped in case of grave suspicion of their carrying 
contraband or of their violating a blockade. 

On the arrest of the German mail steamers" Bundesrath "and 
" General " during the South African War, the German govern-
ment represented to the British government that "it was highly 
desirable " that steamers flying the German mail-flag should not 
be stopped, and the British government thereupon issued orders 
not to atop them on suspicion only (Parliamentary Papers, 
Africa, No. Ir, r000). This was a precedent of the greatest 
importance. It would have practically assimilated mail steamers 
to public ships. Yet the mere circumstance of carrying the mails 
does not manifestly per se change the character of the ship. 
Both this subject and the position of packets under state owner-
ship, which may carry on trade and may consequently transport 
contraband, require deliberate adjustment by treaty. The 
convention between Great Britain and France respecting postal 
communications (3oth August 189o) provides that " in the case 
of war between the two nations the packets of the two adminis-
trations shall continue their navigation, without impediment or 
molestation until a notification is made on the part of either 
of the two governments of the discontinuance of postal com-
munications, in which case they shall be permitted to return 
freely to their respective ports " (article o). The position of 
either as neutral is not dealt with. The tendency seems to be 
towards exemption, but in this case there should be official 
certification that the ships in question carry nothing In the 
nature of contraband. 

Meanwhile the Hague Conference of reo7 has adopted rules 
under which postal correspondence of neutrals or belligerents 
is inviolable, whether it be official or private, or the 
carrying vessel be neutral or an enemy vessel, but in "ay..' 
so far as mail ships are concerned they are not otherwise exempt 
from the application of the rules of war affecting merchant ships 
generally (see Convention on restrictions on the exercise of the 
right of capture in maritime war, October, 1=7). Connected 
with the position of public ships is the question of the right of 
convoy. Neutral merchant ships travelling under the escort of 
a warship or warships of their own flag are held by some 
authorities to be exempt from visit and search. The Japanese 
Prize Law, which is largely based on English practice, following 
on this point the recommendations of the Institute of Inter-
national Law (see Riglement des prises marinates, Annualre 1888, 
p. 2211, provides that " when the commander of a neutral convoy 
declares that there is no contraband of war on board the vessels 
under convoy, and that all the papers are in order in these vessels, 
the vessels shall not be visited" (article 23).' The United States, 

I At the outset of the Chino-Japanese War, Vice-Admiral Sir E. R. 
Fremantle sent a note to the Japanese admiral requesting him to 
" give orders to the ships under his command not to board, visa or 
interfere in any way with British merchant vessels, observing that the 
British admiral had directed all British ships under his orders to 
afford protection to such merchant vessels, and not to allow them to 
be molested in any way." Professor Talcahashi, in his hdereafienta 
Law of the armo -Japosess War, relates that the Japanese admiral 
replied that "as the matters demanded by the British admiral 
belonged to the sphere of international diplomacy, and consequently 
were outside his official responsibility, they should be communicated 
directly to the Japanese Department of Foreign Affairs." " The idea 
of the British admiral." observes Professor Ta kahashi, " seemed to be 
not only to claim a right of convoy, which has never been recognised. 
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in treaties with Mexico (sth April 1831), Venezuela (Toth January 
1836), Peru (6th Sept. 1870), Salvador (6th December 1870) and 
Italy (26th February x871), have agreed to accept the commander's 
declaration as provided in the Japanese Prize Law. Wharton 
quotes in his international Law Digest a passage from a despatch 
of Mr Secretary Forsyth (18th May 1837) in which he states that 
" it is an ordinary duty of the naval force of a neutral during 
either civil or foreign wars to convoy merchant vessels of the 
nation to which it belongs to the ports of the belligerents. This, 
however, should not be done in contravention of belligerent 
rights as defined by the law of nations or by treaty." The 
Spanish Naval Instructions (soh April 1898) in the war with 
the United States granted unconditional exemption to convoyed 
neutral ships (article i). The subject has now been dealt with 
by the Declaration of London (1908-1909), which requires the 
commander of a convoy to give a statement in writing as to the 
character of the vessels and cargoes (see Costvov). A neutral 
merchant ship, travelling under enemy's convoy, places itself, 
with the assistance of the belligerent force, beyond the application 
of the belligerent right of visit and search, and thus commits a 
breach of neutrality. 

Belligereld Rights.—Since the declaration of Paris providing 
that blockades in order to be binding must be effective, that is 
Maeda to say, must be maintained by a force sufficient really 

to prevent access to the enemy's coast, the tendency 
has been to give a precise form to all the obligations of the 
blockading belligerent. Thus it is now generally agreed that 
notification to the neutral should be sufficiently detailed to 
enable neutral vessels to estimate, with practical accuracy, the 
extent of their risks. French writers consider a general notifica-
tion, though desirable, as insufficient, and bold an individual 
notification to each neutral ship which presents itself at the line 
of blockade as requisite. This theory was applied by France in 
the Franco-German War, and earlier by the Northern States in 
the American Civil War. The new Japanese Prize Law (1894) 
does not attempt to prescribe any such notification to each ship, 
but sets out that notice of blockade to each ship is either actual 
or constructive. " Actual " it describes as being when the 
master is shown to have had knowledge of the blockade, in 
whatever way he may have acquired such knowledge, whether 
by direct warning from a Japanese warship or from any other 
source; " constructive," when a notification of its existence has 
been made to the proper authorities of the state to which the 
vessel belongs, and sufficient time has elapsed for such authorities 
to communicate the notification to the subjects of that nation, 
whether or not they have in fact communicated it. No blockade, 
however, was attempted by the Japanese government, and the 
application of the rules was not put to the test. 

In the war with Spain the United States proclamation of the 
investment of Cuba stated that an efficient force would be 
posted, so as to prevent the entrance and exit of vessels from 
the blockaded ports, and that any neutral vessel approaching 
or attempting to leave any of them, " without notice or know-
ledge" of the establishment of the blockade, would be duly 
warned by the commander of the blockading forces, who would 
endorse on her register the fact and date of such warning, and 
where such endorsement was made. The words " without notice 
or knowledge" were explained fully in the instructions to 
blockading vessels (zoth June r898). " Neutral vessels," said 
these instructions, " are entitled to notification of a blockade 
before they can be made prize for its attempted violation." 
" The character of this notification is not material. It may 
be actual, as by a vessel of the blockading force, or con-
structive, as by a proclamation of the government maintaining 
the blockade, or by common notoriety. Ii a neutral vessel 
can be shown to have notice of the blockade in any way, 
by British prize courts, but also to extend it over all waters of the 
Far East. where British warships were not actually engaging in 
convoy. Soon afterwards the matter was settled without any diffi- 
culty. On t tth August the under-Secretary of the Japanese Foreign 
Office received a letter from the British Minister in Tokyo stating 
that there must be some misunderstanding, and that the British 
government rmukt never try to interfere with belligerent right."  

she is good prize and should be sent in for adjudication; 
but should the formal notice not have , been given, the rule 
of constructive knowledge arising from notoriety should be 
construed in • manner liberal to the neutral." Thus the United 
States government abandoned the system of individual notifica• 
lion inserted in the proclamation of 19th April 1861, which was 
only found practicable in the case of vessels which had presumably 
sailed without knowledge. In such cases it was provided by 
the more recent instructions that they should be boarded by 
an officer, who should enter the notice in the ship's log, such 
entry to include the name of the blockading vessel giving notice, 
the extent of the blockade, and the date and place, verified 
by his official signature. The vessel was then to be set free, 
with a warning that, should she again attempt to enter the same 
or any other blockaded port, she would be good prize. The 
Declaration of London (1908-1909) exhaustively treats of this 
subject and has regulated it with a leaning towards continental 
views (see BLOCKADE). 

Angary, or Droll d' Angarie, is a contingent belligeient right, 
arising out of necessity of war, to dispose over, use and destroy, 
if need be, property belonging to neutral states., 

Aws During the Franco-German War imminent necessity 
was pleaded by the German government, as the justification 
of using force to seize and sink six British coal-ships in the Seine 
to prevent French gun-boats from running up the river and 
interfering with the tactics of the German army operating on 
its banks. The captains of the vessels refused to enter into any 
agreement with the commanding German general, and the vessels 
were then sunk by being fired upon. The British government 
raised no objection to the exercise of the right, and confined itself 
to demanding compensation for the owners, which the German 
government declared itself ready to pay. Count Bismarck 
evidently felt the use which might be made against Germany, 
as.a neutral power, of such an extreme measure, and took care 
in the correspondence with the British government to emphasize 
the pressing character of the danger, which could not be other- , 
wise parried. 

A case given in the text-books as another one of angary 
during the same war was the temporary seizure and conversion 
to war purposes of Swiss and Austrian rolling-stock in Alsace, 
without any apparent military necessity. Ordinary private 
neutral property on belligerent soil, it must be remembered, 
follows the fate of ,private property generally. The only 
distinction between the right of angary and the right of 
assimilating private neutral property to private property 
generally on belligerent soil which seems based on reason is 
that, whereas private property of neutrals generally which has 
remained on belligerent soil is sedentary, or, so to speak, domi-
ciled there, neutral vessels are mere visitors. with a distinct 
external domicile. The writer thinks the assimilation of neutral 
railway carriages to neutral vessels in this respect not unreason-
able.,  

A neutral state in its corporate capacity, we have seen, must 
abstain from acts which can be of assistance to either belligerent, 
and it is bound to exercise reasonable diligence to 
prevent its territory being used as a base for belligerent hi., 
operations. The duties of • neutral state as a state 
go no further. Commercial acts of its citizens, even the export 
of arms and munitions of war to a belligerent country, do not ;  
iu the present state of international usage, so long as both 
belligerents are free to profit by such acts alike, involve liability 
on the part of the neutral state. But relief from the obligation 
of repressing breaches of neutrality by contraband traffic of 
subjects has its counterpart in the right granted to belligerent 
warships of visit and search of neutral merchant vessels, and 
in the possible condemnation, according to circumstances, of 
the ship and confiscation of goods held to be contraband. 

Anearia (from S-rreeer. a messenger), a post station. The French 
word hangar or shed is probably of the same origin. 

I  Treaties between the Zollverein and Spain (30th March 1868) and 
between Germany and Portugal fend March 1872) contain special 
provisions for the fixing of indemnities in case of any forced nulls-
tion by either sate of private property of the citizens of the other. 
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Confrabemel fa CI two Ends—absolute contraband, such as 

arms of all kinds, machinery for manufacturing arms, ammuni-
tion, and any materials which are of direct application in naval 
or military armaments; and conditional contraband, consisting 
of articles which are fit for, but not necessarily of direct, applica-
tion to hostile uses. The British Admiralty Manual of Prize 
Law 0880, following this distinction, enumerates as absolutely 
contraband: arms of all kinds and machinery for manufacturing 
arms; ammunition and materials for ammunition, including 
lead, sulphate of potash, muriate of potash, chlorate of potash 
and nitrate of soda; gunpowder and its materials, saltpetre 
and brimstone; also guncotton; military equipments and 
clothing; military stores, naval stores, such as masts, spars, 
rudders, and ship-timber, hemp and cordage, sailcloth, pitch 
and tar, copper fit for sheathing vessels, marine engines and 
the component parts thereof, including screw propellers, paddle 
wheels, cylinders, cranks, shafts, boilers, tubes for boilers, 
boiler plates and fire-bars, marine-cement and the matenal 
used in the manufacture thereof, blue lies and Portland cements, 
iron in any of the following forms—anchors, rivet iron, angle 
iron, round bars of iron of from I to of an inch diameter, rivets, 
strips of iron, sheets, plate iron exceeding of an inch, and 
Low Moor and Bowling plates;—and as conditionally contraband: 
provisions and liquors fit for the consumption of army or 
navy, money, telegraphic materials, such as wire, porous cups, 
plating, sulphuric acid, materials for the construction of a 
railway, such as iron bars, sleepers and so forth, coal, hay, 
horses, rosin, tallow, timber.' 

The classing of coal as conditional contraband has given 
rise to much controversy. Great Britain has consistently held 
Cede it to be so. During the war of 1870 the French and 

German warships were only allowed to take at English 
ports enough to return to a French or German port respectively. 
In ins, during the Franco-Chinese campaign, after protest 
by the Chinese government, Great Britain applied the same 
rule at Hong-Kong and Singapore. During the Spanish-American 
War neither belligerent seems to have treated coal as contraband. 
In the case of the coal-ships which were prevented from landing 
their cargoes at Cuba, the prevention seems to have been con-
nected with the blockade only. At the West African conference 
of 1884 Russia declared that she would " categorically refuse 
her consent to any articles in any treaty, convention or instru-
ment whatever which would imply " the recognition of coal 
as contraband of war (Parliamentary Papers, Africa, No. 4, 
1885). Coal, however, is so essential to the prosecution of war 
that it is impossible to avoid classing it as conditional contra-
band, so long as such contraband is recognized. The alternative, 
of course, would be to allow both belligerents freely to supply 
themselves at neutral ports, and neutral vessels freely to supply 
belligerent coaling stations. 

During the Franco-Chinese campaign of r88s and the South 
African War there was controversy as to the legality of treating 
Noe. 

food-stuffs as conditional contraband. During the 
former the subject-matter was rice, and the circum- 
stances were exceptional. The hostilities being at 

the outset reprisals, and not actual war, France at first exercised 
no right of search over British merchant ships. Great Britain, 
on her side, for the same reason did not object to French war 
vessels coaling, victualling and repairing at British ports. 
On China protesting against this indulgence to France, Great 

The Japanese Prize Law (21st August 1894) makes the following 
distinction: (I) Arms of all Unds, brimstone, dynamite. nitrate of 
potash, and all goods fit for the purpOse of war exclusively the 
above-mention goods are contraband when they are on board a 
vessel which either has a hostile destination or calls at any port of the 
enemy. (a) Provisions and liquors. money, telegraphic materials. 
such as wire, platinum, sulphuric acid and zinc. porous cups. materials 
for the construction of a railway, as iron bars, sleepers, &c.. coal, 
timber and so forth : the above-mentioned goods are contraband 
goods when the destination of the vessel is either the enemy's fleet at 
sea or a hostile port, used exclusively or mainly for naval or military 
equipment When it is clearly known that, though goods detailed in 
the above sections r and a are found on board a vessel, they are 
merely for her own use. they cannot be deemed contraband goods. 

Britain, as above stated, put in force her practice of treating 
coal as contraband, and thereupon France exercised her corre-
sponding belligerent right of searching British vessels. The 
closing of British coaling stations to French warships was a 
serious inconvenience to France, and she proclaimed " that in 
the circumstances in which war was being carried on " the 
cargoes of rice which were being shipped to the northern Chinese 
ports were contraband. By depriving the Chinese government 
of part of the annual tribute sent from the southern provinces 
in the form of rice she hoped to bring pressure on the Peking 
government. This was a manifest stretching of the sense 
of conditional contraband. Besides, no distinction was made 
as to destination. The British government protested, but no 
cases were brought into the French prize courts, and the 
legality of the measure has never been judicially examined. 

The controversy during the South African War was confined 
to theory In practice no stoppage of food-stuffs seems to have 
taken place, though the fact that the whole able-bodied popula-
tion of the enemy states formed the fighting force opposed to 
Great Britain made it clear that the free import of food supplies 
from abroad -helped the farmer-soldiers to carry on warfare 
without the immediate care of raising food crops. 

The two cases cited show the great difficulty of fixing the 
character of conditional contraband in a way to prevent arbitrary 
seizures. During the Russo-Japanese War (1904-1905) there was 
a warm controversy between the British and Russian govern-
ments on the scope of the belligerent right to declare 
certain articles contraband. The Conference of London (iocd-q), 
by enumerating the articles which are absolute contraband, 
limiting those which may be declared contraband, and fixing 
certain articles which can in no case be declared contraband, 
has endeavoured to meet the difficulties which arise in practice 
(see CONTRABAND). 

Trade between neutrals has a prima fade right to go on, in 
spite of war, without molestation. But if the ultimate destina-
tion of goods, though shipped first to a neutral port, 
is enemy's territory, then, according to the "doctrine gcr'' 
of continuous voyages," the goods may be treated as if 
they had been shipped to the enemy's territory direct. 
This doctrine, though Anglo-Saxon in its origin and develop-
ment, has been put in force by an Italian court in the case of the 
DoeJwijk, a Dutch vessel which was adjudged good prize on the 
ground that, although bound for Jibouti, a French colonial port, 
it was laden with a provision of arms of a model which had 
gone out of use, and which could only be intended for use by 
the Abyssinians, with whom Italy was at war. Thesubject has 
been fully discussed by the Institute of International Law, by 
whom the following rule has been adopted: " Destination to 
the enemy is presumed where the shipment is to one of the 
enemy's ports, or to a neutral port, if it is unquestionably proved 
by the facts that the neutral port was only a stage (dope) towards 
the enemy as the final destination of a single commercial 
operation." ,  

The question of the legality of the doctrine was raised by 
Chancellor von Billow during the South African War in connexion 
with the stopping of German ships bound for Delagoa Bay, a 
neutral port. He contended that such vessels were quite, 

, The only person in that eminent assemblage who raised an 
objection to the principle of the doctrine was the distinguished French 
writer on maritime law. M. Desjardins, who declined to acknowledge 
that any theory of continuous voyages was, or could be. consistently
with the existing law of neutrality, juridically known to International 
Law He admitted, at the same time, that penalties of contraband 
would be incurred if the shipping to a neutral port were effected 
merely in order " to deceive the belligerent as to the real destination 
of the cargo." This was the French ruling in the Frog Hoinsina case 
(26th May r8,5). He proposed to restrict the operation of the 
doctrine to this condition, but was opposed by three Italian pro-
fessors of international law, Professors Fusinato, Catellani and 
Buzzati„ on the ground that it would exclude, as it obviously wou'd 
do. the contingency of goods shipped to a neutral port, not for the 
purpose of defrauding the belligerent. but for that of being ultimately 
delivered to a belligerent not in possession of a seaport. The article 
as quoted in the text was also supported by_ the greatest German 
authority on International Maritime Law, Dfrmter Pads of the 
German admiralty 
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at 	times, outride belligerent jurisdiction, and that only the 
authorities of the neutral port were entitled to stop contraband 
on its way to a belligerent force.. He did not, however, press the 
point, and only reserved the right of raising it at • future date.' 
It was fully discussed at the London Conference of tea-two. 
In order to effect a compromise between conflicting theories 
and practice, a distinction was made in the declaration between 
absolute and conditional contraband, the doctrine of continuous 
voyages not being applicable to conditional contraband when 
documented to be discharged at a neutral port, except where the 
enemy country has no seaboard (Declaration of London, arts. 
3o to j6) 

Unneutral Serace.—Under this heading the London Conference 
of roa-teog, concerning the laws of naval war, dealt with 
analogues of contraband, and neutral vessels assisting or in the 
service of the enemy. The articles adopted are as follows:— 

A neutral vessel will be condemned and will, in a general way. 
receive the same treatment as a neutral vessel liable to condemnation 
for omage of contraband: (1) If she is on a voyage specially under-
taken with a view to the transport of individual passengers who are 
embodied in the armed forces of the enemy, or with a view to the 
transmission of intelligence in the interest of the enemy. (2) If. to 
the knowledge of either the owner, the charterer, or the master, she 
is transporting a military detachment of the enemy, or one or more 
persons who, in the course of the voyage, directly assist the operations 
of the enemy. 

In the CAWS specified under the above heads, goods belonging to 
the owner of the vessel are likewise liable to condemnation. 

The provisions of the present article do not apply if the vessel is 
encountered at sea while unaware of the outbreak of hostilities, or if 
the master, after becoming aware of the outbreak of hostilities, has 
had DO opportunity of disembarking the passengers. The vessel is 
deemed to be aware of the existence of a state of war if she left an 
enemy port subsequently to the outbreak of hostilities, or a neutral 
port subsequently to the notification of the outbreak of hostilities 
to the power to which such port belongs, provided that such notifica- 
tion was made in sufficient time. (Art. 43-) 

A neutral vessel will be condemned and, an a general way, receive 
the same treatment as would be applicable to her if she were an enemy 
merchant vessel: (t ) If she takes a direct part in the hostilities ,• 
(2) If she is under the orders or control of an agent placed on board 
by the enemy government ; (3) If she is in the exclusive employment 
of the enemy government; (4) If she is exclusively engaged at the 
time either in the transport of enemy troops or in the transmission of 
intelligence in the interest of the enemy. 

In the odes covered by the present article, goods belong* to the 
owner of the vessel are likewise liable to condemnation. (Art. 46.) 

Any individual embodied in the armed forces of the enemy who is 
found on board a neutral merchant vessel may be made a prisoner 
of war, even though there be no ground for the capture of the 
vessel. (Art. 47.) 

The procedure employed to ascertain whether a neutral 
vessel carries contraband or not is called Visit and Search (see 

SEARCH), a belligerent right universally recognized 
Viol asl  
ward and justified by the considerations that merchant 

ships of the enemy might evade capture by hoisting 
a neutral flag, if the belligerent bad not the right of ascertaining 
the real character of the ship, and that private neutral vessels 
might carry contraband goods and generally help the enemy, 
if the belligerent had not the right of examining their cargo. 
All neutral private vessels in time of war are liable to visit by 
belligerent warships on the high seas and in the territorial waters 
of the belligerents, but not in the territorial waters of neutral 
states. Neutral public ships are not liable to visit (see above as 
to neutral public ships, mail ships, and convoy). Visit and 
search must be effected at every stage with " as much considera-
tion as possible " (Herr von Billow, in Reichstag, teth January 
two). The visiting officer first examines the ship's papers. 
If satisfied that the vessel is not liable to detention, he immedi-
ately quits her. If not so satisfied, he proceeds to search her. 
If in the course of the search he Is satisfied that the vessel is 
not liable to detention, the search is immediately discontinued. 
The visiting officer has the right to inspect any lockers, stores or 
boxes, and in case of refusal to open them he is justified in using 
such coercive measure as the case warrants. If after the visit 
and search the commander has reason to entertain suspicion 
be gives the master an opportunity of explanation, and if the 

I Pori. Posers, Africa, No. s ( 1900). pp. 14. 25. 

explanation is nnentideetot7 be detains the vessel. If the 
seizure turns out after all not to have been justified, the ship and 
cargo are immediately released and compensation is due for the 
loss through the detention. In the case of the stoppage and 
search of German vessels during the South African War, the 
German government proposed the appointment of azbitratots 
to decide upon the claims for compensation but this was* au 
innovation to which the British government did not assent. 

Resistance to notch entails consequences which Art. 63 
of the Declaration of London (teoll-rood) has exclaimed -  an 
follows:— 

Forcible resistance to the legitimate exercise of the right el 
stoppage, search and capture involves in all cases the condemnation 
of the vessel The cargo is liable to the same treatment as the aro 
of an enemy vessel Goods belonging to the meta or owner of the 
vessel are treated as enemy goods. 

The consequence of carrying contraband are capture, trial 
by a belligerent prize court, and possible confiscation of the 
ship and cargo, or of the cargo alone or of a part of 
the cargo, according to the facts of the case. All are caPe".• 
agreed as to articles which are absolute contraband *aft prima 
being liable to capture. As regards conditional con- 
traband, British law' in so far, at least, as concerns "naval 
and victualling stores," is less severe, the Lords of the Admiralty 
being entitled to purchase such stores without condemnation 
in a prize court. In practice such purchases are made at the 
market value of the goods, with an additional to% for loss 
of profit. This proceeding is known in International Law as 
the right of pre-emption. It is not, however, as yet officially 
recognized on the continent of Europe, though the need of 
some palliative for confiscation, in certain cases, is felt, and 
some continental jurists, moved by the same desire to distinguish 
unmistakable from so to speak constructive contraband, and 
protect trade against the vexation of uncertainty, have tried 
to argue conditional contraband away altogether. 

The tendency, however, among the majority of continental 
authorities is seen in the rule drawn up in 1895, after several 
years of discussion, by the Institute of International Law, a 
body composed exclusively of international jurists of acknow-
ledged standing. The majority which adopted it represents 
authoritative opinion in Germany, Denmark, Italy. Holland and 
France, showing that the old antagonism between the British 
and continental views on conditional contraband has ceased 
to exist. To prevent confusion the Institute declares con-
ditional contraband abolished, and then adds that " neverthe-
less, the belligerent has, at his option and on condition of paying 
an equitable indemnity, a right of sequestration or pre-entption 
as to articles (objets) which, on their way to a port of the enemy, 
may serve equally for use in war or in peace." The proposed 
rule goes beyond the directions of the British Prize Act, and it 
could only come into operation under a verbal alteration of the 
Declaration of Paris, under which " contraband " alone is 
excepted from the protection of the neutral flag, a fact which 
seems to have escaped the notice of the Institute. British 
prize law is at present governed by the Prize Act of t864. 
This act must be overhauled to meet the requirements of 
the new international law of the subject; the creation of an 
International Court of Appeal and the new rules adopted by the 
conferences of the Hague and London will make many changes 
necessary. 

Absolute Duties of Neutrals.—The very sense of neutrality 
obviously implies abstention from direct corporate assistance. 
The duty of neutral states to enforce respect for their 
territory has become a very serious one. A belligerent ~re/ 
cannot be allowed to cross the neutral frontier or carry mama far 
on war operations in neutral waters, without the same 
right being granted to the other belligerent. Pursuit of 
one force by the other would amount to waging war on the 
neutral territory It is agreed among nations that the 
avoidance of such a contingency is in the interest of them all 
During the Franco-German War both France and Germany, 

The Naval Prise Act Ms, sect. 38. 
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as belligerents, and Belgium and England, as neutrals, rigorously 
observed their duties and enforced their rights, and no difficulty 
occurred It is, nevertheless, conceivable that, under pressure 
of military necessity, or on account of an overwhelming interest, 
a powerful belligerent state would cross the territory of a weak 

*neutral state and leave the consequences to diplomacy. The 
South African War was exceptional, in that the Portuguese 
government exposed itself to no international difficulty through 
allowing a belligerent, whose final victory was certain, and of 
necessity entailed total suppression of the conquered belligerent, 
to cross its colonial territory. At the same time it is an unfor-
tunate precedent of taking advantage of the practical power-
lessness of neighbouring neutral states to commit a violation 
of the law of nations, respect for which it is a primary duty of 
every self-respecting state to encourage' 

It by inadvertence or otherwise, belligerent soldiers pass 
the frontier, they have to be turned back. If they claim the 

droit d' asile, they are arrested, disarmed, and kept in lteragees. 
such a manner as to render it impossible for them to 

take any further part in the hostilities. In the case of territorial 
waters, as has already been pointed out, the neutral state is not 
in the same position as on land, all ships without distinction 
having a right of innocent passage through them. Belligerent 
ships also have the right to enter neutral ports, but the neutral 
authority is bound to take precautions to prevent any favour 
being shown to the one party or the other.* 

The right of way claimed and acceded to under the Anglo- 
Portuguese Treaty of T tth June 1891 was a mere right of transit for 
merchandise, and could not in any way be construed as diminishing 
the neutral obligation to a belligerent who was ho party to the treaty. 

I  The rules laid down on this subject by the British authorities 
during the Spanish-American War were as follows:—• 

Rule 1.—During the continuance of the present state of war all 
ships of war of either belligerent are prohibited from making use of 
any port or roadstead in the United Kingdom, the Isle of Man or the 
Channel Islands, or of any of Her Majesty's colonies or foreign 
possessions or dependencies, or of any waters subject to the territorial 
jurisdiction of the British crown, as a station or place of resort for 
any warlike purpose, or for the purpose of obtaining any facilities for 
warlike equipment ; and no ship of war of either belligerent shall 
hereafter be permitted to leave such port, roadstead or waters from 
which any vessel of the other belligerent (whether the same shall be 
a ship of war or a merchant ship) shall have previously departed until 
after the expiration of at least twenty-four hours from the departure 
of such last-mentioned vessel beyond the territorial jurisdiction of 
Her Majesty. 

Rule 2.—If there is now in any such port, roadstead or waters 
subject to the territorial jurisdiction of the British crown any ship 
of war of either belligerent, such ship shall leave such port, roadstead. 
or waters within such time, not less than twenty-four hours, as shall 
be reasonable. having regard to all the circumstances and the con-
dition of such ship as to repairs, provisions or things necessary for the 
subsistence art her crew, and if after the date hereof any ship of war 
of either belligerent shall enter any such port. roadstead or waters 
subject to the territorial jurisdiction of the British crown, such ship 
shall depart and put to sea within twenty-four hours after her entrance 
into any such port, roadstead or waters, except in case of stress of 
weather or of her requiring provisions or things necessary for the 
subsistence of her crew, or repairs; in either of such cases the 
authorities of the port, or the nearest port (as the case may be), shall 
require her to put to sea as soon as possible after the expiration of 
such period of twenty-four hours. without permitting her to take in 
any supplies beyond what may be necessary for her immediate use; 
and no such vessel which may have been allowed to remain within 
British waters for the purpose of repair shall continue in any such 
port. roadstead or waters for a longer period than twenty-four hours 
after her necessary repairs shall have been completed. Provided. 
nevertheless. that in all cases in which there shall be any vessels 
(whether ships of war or merchant ships) of both the said belligerent 
parties in the same port. roadstead or waters within the territorial 
jurisdiction of Her Majesty, there shall be an interval of not less than 
twenty-four hours between the departure therefrom of any such 
vessel (whether a ship of war or merchant ship) of the one belligerent 
and the subsequent departure therefrom of any ship of war of the 
other belligerent, and the time hereby limited for the departure of 
such ships of war respectively shall always, in case of necessity, be 
extended so far as may be requisite for giving effect to this proviso. 
but no further or otherwise . 

Rule 3.—No ship of war of either belligerent shall hereafter be  per. 
mitted, while in any such port, roadstead or waters subject to the 
territorial jurisdiction of Her Majesty. to take in any supplies mew 
yrovisions and such other things as may be requisite for the sub- 

Relative Duties of Nortrals.—Relative duties embrace those 
duties which citizens are bound to observe and for which states 
incur a relative responsibility. It was the non-observ- 
ance of these relative duties that led to difficulties 
between Great Britain and the United States at the mstir, eta 
close of the American Civil War and which brought 
the two countries themselves to the verge of conflict. The 
Treaty of Washington (8th May s871) referring these difficulties 
to arbitration defined the scope of the duties in question for 
all future purposes between the two peoples (see below, " Pro-
clamations of Neutrality "). Under this treaty the parties bind 
themselves to use " due diligence," where they have " reasonable 
ground " to believe that any acts have a belligerent character, 
in " preventing " them. They are bound to prevent— 

(t) Fitting out, arming, or equipping any vessel; 
(a) The departure from their jurisdiction of any vessel, having 

been specially adapted in whole or in part within such jurisdiction 
to warlike uses; 

(3) The making use by a belligerent of their ports or waters 
as a base of naval operations against the other; 

41 The making use thereof for the purpose of the renewal 
or augmenting of military supplies or arms; 

(5) The making use thereof for the recruitment of men. 
The contracting states undertook to bring the rules they 

adopted on this subject to the knowledge of other maritime 
powers, and to invite them to adopt them also, but nothing 
was ever done to get them accepted among other states. Pro-
vision had already been made to enable the government to 
carry then, out in the Foreign Enlistment Act( 9th August ttlio). 
This act, which repealed the previous one of 1819 on the 
same subject, is minute in its provisions to prevent enlisting 
or recruiting men, or the building or the equipping of vessels, 
for the military service " of a foreign state at war with a friendly 
state." Other states, except the United States (which 
adopted a similar act), have not followed the example of Great 
Britain, but leave it to their governments to deal with the cases, 
when they may arise, as matters of public safety' 

There was evident reluctance among foreign states to commit 
themselves to the obligation of exercising " clue diligence." It is 
clear that the duty of a state to forbear from committing any act 
which may be of assistance to either belligerent can never be formu-
lated as an absolute one in regard to the, acts of private persons, 
merely within the neutral jurisdiction. In recent times it has 
certainly become possible for states to exercise a more effective 
control than formerly over these acts; but at the present moment, 
though a much greater latitude is left to neutral subjects and citizens 
than is consistent with the idea of strict neutrality, there is no move-
ment to alter the usages to the disadvantage of neutral interests. 
That the Geneva Arbitral Tribunal found in favour of the United 
States in the " Alabama " case in no way implied that International 
Law had undergone any change. The tribunal was bound by the ante-
cedent fixation of the Washington rules, and laid down no new prin-
ciple. On the other hand, the magnitude of the Geneva award was not 
likely to promote change in the direction of increasing neutralduties, 
except as part of a general regulation of neutral and belligerent rights. 
The whole subject was laid before the Hague Conference of 1907, 
which adopted the main principles of the rules enunciated in the 
Treaty of Washington (see Art. 8 of the Convention relating to the 
rights and duties of neutral states in maritime war). 

sistence of her crew, and except so much coal only as may be sufficient 
to carry such vessel to the nearest port of her own country or to some 
nearer destination; and no coal shall again be supplied to any such 
ship of war in the same or any other port, roadstead or waters 
subject to the territorial jurisdiction of Her Majesty, without special 
permission, until after the expiration of three months from the time 
when such coal may have been last supplied to her within British 
waters as aforesaid. 

Rule 4.—Armed ships of either belligerent are interdicted from 
carryingri- made by them into the ports, harbours. roadsteads or 
waters ofthe United Kingdom, the Isle of Man, the Channel Islands, 
or any of Her Majesty's colonies or possessions abroad 

The French Penal Code, however, contains the following clauses 
covering the government's powers in this respect 

ART 84.—Whoever shall by hostile acts, not approved by the 
Government. expose the State to a declaration of war, shall be 
punished by banishment, and should war follow, by deportation. 

ANT E15.—Whoever shall. by acts not approved by the Government, 
expose Frenchmen to the risk of reprisals, shall be punished by 
banishment 
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To some, extent the difficulty of determining the extent of 

relative neutral duty is overcome by the issue of proclamations 
of neutrality; but neutrality and its rights and duties 

Prol"'"0  are in no respect dependent on their being proclaimed 
Moms of by the neutral power. Germany issues no proclama- 

tion; at least the German empire has issued none in 
connexion with the different wars which have taken place since 
1870. The Austro-Hungarian government during the same 
period only in the ease of the war of 187o itself, and in 1877, issued 
proclamations, and these probably had objects outside the 
ordinary purposes of proclamations of neutrality, and its usual 
practice is the same as that of Germany. France usually issues 
a short general proclamation, and Great Britain a more detailed 
one, which must be as old as the " ancient custom " of its being 
publicly read from the steps of the Royal Exchange by the 
sergeant-at-arms and common crier of the City of London.' 
The British proclamation practically recites the Foreign Enlist-
ment Act 1870 (an act to regulate the conduct of His Majesty's 
subjects during the existence of hostilities between foreign states 
with which His Majesty is at peace), admonishes all persons 
entitled to British protection to observe and respect the exercise 
of those belligerent rights which " We and Our Royal Predecessors 
have always claimed to exercise," end warns them that any such 
persons " breaking. or endeavouring to break, any blockade 
lawfully and actually established " by either belligerent, " or 
carrying officers, soldiers, despatches, arms, ammunition, military 
stores, or materials, or article or articles, considered and deemed 
to be contraband of war, according to the law or modern usages 
of nations, for the use or service " of either belligerent, " rightfully 
incur, and are justly liable to, hostile capture and to the penalties 
denounced by the law of nations in that behalf." During the 
South African War no proclamation of neutrality was issued by 
any country. 

Proclamations of neutrality may be made to serve the twofold 
purpose of warning the belligerent of the length to which the neutral 
government considers neutral duty to extend, and neutral subjects 
of the exceptional measures to which a foreign war exposes them. 
They may also be used to give effect to any modification of neutral 
right or duty which the neutral state may consider warranted by 
special or altered circumstances. 

No purely mercantile transactions are considered a violation 
of neutrality. Six years before the American Civil War, President 
Sok of Pierce, in his message to the Thirty-fourth Congress, 
nnas and first session, made the following statement:—" The 
&Menial. laws of the United States do not forbid their citizens 
uO  to sell to either of the belligerent powers articles of foodrals. contraband of war, or to take munitions of war or 
soldiers on board their private ships for transportation; and 
although in so doing the individual exposes his person or property 
to some of the hazards of war, his acts do not involve a breach 
of the national neutrality, nor of themselves implicate the 
government." This statement of international practice has been 
confirmed by art. 7 of the Hague Convention of October 18, 
5037, on the Rights and Duties of Neutral States and Persons 
on Land (see below). 

During the Franco-German War there was correspondence 
between the Prussian diplomatic representatives in London and 
at Washington and the British and United States foreign 
secretaries concerning shipments of arms and ammunition to the 
French armies, in which the Prussian government contended 
that it was incompatible with strict neutrality that French 
agents should be permitted to buy up in the neutral country, 
under the eyes and with the cognizance of the neutral govern-
ment, " many thousands of breech-loaders, revolvers, and 
pistols, with the requisite ammunition, in order to arm there-
with the French people, and make the formation of fresh 
army corps possible after the regular armies of France had 
been defeated and surrounded." Nothing, however, was done 
to prevent the departure of these supplies. Both the British 
and United States governments claimed entire liberty for 
the traffic in question. 

' The Times, 28th Aorn 189P 

In the case of loans publicly issued or raised on antral taritory 
the position is a little different, inasmuch as the neutral state 
is necessarily cognizant of the fact. No restriction, masks ca, 
however, is imposed by international usage, and /NO, ON 

provided the same rights are granted to both bell- award 
gerents, either or both can raise money ad libitum in tw** 17. • 
neutral countries. Thus neutral states did not prevent the issue 
on their territory of the Russian war loan of 1876-1877. Nor in 
the war of 11394 between China and Japan was any opposition 
made by Japan to the raising of the Chinese loan in London. 
Art. ift of the Hague Convention on the Rights and Duties of 
Neutral States and Persons on Land (see below) confirms the 
existing practice. 

Neutrality Reforms.—At the Hague Peace Conference MN 
a suggestion was agreed to, without discussion, that a further 
state conference should be held for the purpose. 
of dealing specially with neutrality. At the Con- etsersur 
ference of 5907 this was done, with the result that seafront, 
two fairly exhaustive conventions were adopted. re'lffill 
The general provisions relating to neutrality are 
as follow:— 

ART. r.—Neutral territory is inviolable. 
Aar. 2.—Belligerents are forbidden to send troops or convoys 

either of munitions of war or of provisions through the territory of a 
neutral state. 

ART. 3.—Belligerents are also forbidden:— 
(a) To instal, on the territory of a neutral state, a rad io-telegraphie 

station or any apparatus intended to serve as a means of communica-
tion with the belligerent forces on land or sea; 

(I) To make use of any installation of like nature, erected by them 
before the war, on the territory of the neutral state, for an ex-
clusively military purpose, and which has not been opened to the 
service of public correspondence. 

Aar. 4.—Bodies of combatants shall not be formed or recruiting 
offices opened on territory of a neutral power for the benefit of the 
belligerents. 

Aar. 5.—A neutral state shall not allow on its territory any of the 
acts mentioned in arts. 2 to 4. It is only bound to repress acts 
contrary to neutrality in case they have been committed on its own 
territory. 

ART. 6.—A neutral state is not responsible where Individuals 
separately pass the frontier to place themselves at the disposal of 
either 

 
belligerent. 

ART. 7.—A neutral state is not bound to prevent exportation or 
transit for the account of either belligerent, of arms, munitions of 
war, and, in general, of anything which may be useful for an army 
or a fleet. 

Aar. 8.—A neutral state is not bound to prohibit or restrict the 
use, for belligerents, of telegraphic or telephonic cables, or of wireless 
telegraphy apparatus, which are its property or that of companies 
or private individuals. 

ART. 9.—Any prohibitive or restrictive measures adopted by a 
neutral state relative to the matters mentioned in arts. 7 and 8 shall 
be applied uniformly by it to both belligerents. The neutral state 
shall see that this obligation is observed by companies or private 
individuals owning telegraphic or telephonic cables or wireless tele-
graphic apparatus. 

Aar. 1o.—The act by a neutral state of resisting any violation of 
its neutrality, even by force of arms, cannot be regarded as an act of 
hostility. 

ART. r.—A neutral state receiving, on its territory, troops 
belonging to the belligerent armies, shall, as far as possible, keep 
them distant from the area of hostilities. 

It may keep them in camps, and even shut them up in fortified 
places, or in places suitable for this purpose. It shall decide whether 
officers may be left at liberty or parole not to leave the neutral 
territory without authorization. 

ART. 12.—Whea there is no special convention a neutral state 
shall supply internal prisoners with food, clothing, and the aid which 
humanity calls for. When peace is established, the cost of keeping 
the prisoners shall be reimbursed. 

ART. I3.—A neutral state receiving escaped prisoners of war shall 
leave them at liberty. If it allows them to stay on its territory, it 
may appoint a place of residence for them. The same rule is appli-
cable to prisoners of war brought by troops taking refuge on neutral 
territory. 

ART. 14.—A neutral state may authorize the passage on its 
territory of wounded or sick belonging to the belligerent armies, on 
condition that the trains which carry them shall transport none of 
the fighting force and no materials of war. In such a case, the 
neutral state is bound to take the necessary steps to ensure safety 
and control. 

The wounded or sick brought in these circumstances into neutral 
territory by one of the belligerents, and belonging to the enemy, 
shall be detained by the neutral state in such a way that they cannot 
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*tin take part in the hostilities. This neutral state shall discharee 
the same duties, if it be entrusted with the wounded or sick of the 
other army. 

ART. is.—The Geneva Convention applies to sick and wounded 
interned on neutral territory (10e GENEVA CONVENTION). 

Aar. 16.—The natives of a state not taking part in the hostilities 
are considered as neutrals. 

ART. 11.—A neutral person cannot take advantage of his neu-
trality:— 

i(a) If he commits hostile acts against a belligerent; 
b) If he commits acts in favour of a belligerent, for instance, if he 

voluntarily takes service in the ranks of the army of one of the 
parties. 

In such a case the neutral shall not be treated with more severity 
by the belligerent against whom ho has acted in contravention of 
his neutrality than a native of the other belligerent state would be 
for the same act. 

Awe 58.—The following shill not be considered as acts committed 
in favour of one of the belligerents, in the sense of Art. 17 (b):— 

(a) Supplies or loans made to one of the belligerents provided the 
purveyor or the lender inhabits neither the territory of the other 
party nor territory occupied by it, and provided the supplies do not 
come from these territories; 

(b) Services rendered in matters of police or civil administration. 
ART. lg.—Railway property coming from the territory of neutral 

states, whether it belongs . to these states or to companies or to 
private persons, and recognizable as such, cannot be requisitioned or 
utilized by a belligerent, except in such cases and in such a manner 
as dictated by absolute necessity. Such property shall be returned 
to its country of origin as soon as possible. 

The neutral state can even, in case of necessity, keep and utilize to 
that extent property corning from the territory of a belligerent state. 

An indemnity shall be paid, proportionate to the amount of the 
property utilized and the duration of utilization. 

'The clauses of the Convention relating exclusively to neutrality 
in daval war, which are still fuller, are:— 

ternes- 	Aar. 1.—Belligerentsare bound to respect the sovereign 
Von at 	rights of neutral powers and to abstain, either on the tern- 
Mores tory or in neutral waters, from all acts which might con-
nentrattly stitute in the part of the powers permitting them a non-
e, Naval observance of their neutrality. 
war. 	Aar. 2.—All acts of hostility, Including capture and the 
exercise of the right of visit and search, by belligerent ships of war 
in the territorial waters of a neutral power, constitute a breach 
of neutrality and are strictly forbidden. 

ART. 3.—When a vessel has beet) captured in the teiritorial waters 
of a neutral power, this power shall, if the prize is still within its 
jurisdiction, use all means in its power to effect the release of 
the prize and its officers and crew, and that the crew placed on 
board by the captor shall be interned. If the prize is out of the 
jurisdiction of the neutral power, the capturing government shall, on 
the request of the former, release the prize with its officers and crew. 

Aar. 4.—No prize court can be constituted by a belligerent on 
neutral territory or on a vessel in neutral waters. 

ART. 5.—Belligerents are forbidden to make neutral ports and 
waters the base of naval operations against their adversaries, 
especially by installing radio-telegraphic stations or any apparatus 
which may serve as means of communication with belligerent forces 
on sea or on land. 

Aar. 6.—The supply, under any ground whatever, either directly 
or indirectly, by a neutral power to a belligerent power, of ships of 
war, or of munitions or of material of war of any kind, is forbidden. 

Aar. 7.—A neutral power is not bound to prevent the exportation 
or transit, for the account of either belligerent, of arms, munitions of 
war, or, in general, of anything which may be useful to an army or a 
fleet. 

ART. 8.—A neutral government is bound to use the means at its 
disposal to prevent, within its jurisdiction, the equipping or arming 
of any vessel, which it has any reasonable suspicion of being destined 
to act as a cruiser or to join in hostile operations against a power with 
which it is at peace. 

It is also bound to exercise the same surveillance to prevent the 
departure out of 

i 
 its jurisdiction of any vessel intending to act as a 

part cruiser or take pan hostile operations, and which, within the said 
jurisdiction, may have been adapted either wholly or in part for 
warlike purposes. 

ART. q.—A neutral .power must apply era y to the two belligerents 
the restrictions, conditions and interdictions specified by it relating 
to admission to its ports. roadsteads, or territorial waters, with respect 
to ships of war or their prizes. 

A neutral power may. however, forbid access to its ports and road-
steads. to any belligerent vessel which may have neglected to comply 
with the orders and directions issued by it or may have committed a 
breach of neutrality. 

ART. I0.—The neutrality of a power is not compromised by the 
simple passage through its territorial waters of belligerent ships of 
war and of their prizes. 

ART. 11.—A neutral power may allow ships of war of belligerents 
to make use of its licensed pilots. 

ART. 12.—In default of other special provisions in the laws of a 
neutral power, ships of war of belligerents are forbidden to remain 
in the ports or roadsteads or in the territorial waters of the said 
power for more than twenty-four hours, except in the cases provided 
for by the present Convention. 

ART. 13.—If a power which bas received notice of the commence-
ment of hostilities learns that a ship of war of a belligerent is in one 
of its ports and roadsteads or in its territorial waters, it shall notify 
the said ship that it must leave within twenty-four hours or within 
the time prescribed by the local law. 

ART. 14.—A belligerent ship of war may not prolong its stay in a 
neutral port beyond the legal period, except for the purpose of re-
pairing damage or by reason of the state of the sea. it must leave as 
soon as the cause of the delay has ceased. 

The rules.relating to the limitation of stay in ports, roadsteads, and 
neutral waters do not apply to ships of war exclusively employed on 
religious, scientific or philanthropic missions. 

ART. 15.—In default of other special provisions in the laws of the 
neutral power, the maximum number of ships of war of a belligerent 
which may be at the same time in one of its ports or roadsteads shall 
be three. 

ART. t6.—When ships of war of two belligerents are at the same 
time in a neutral port or roadstead, twenty-four hours at least must 
elapse between the depatture of the ship of either belligerent before 
that of the other. 

The order of departure stall be regulated by the order of arrival, 
unless the vessel arriving first is entitled to a prolongation of the 
legal period of its stay. 

A belligerent ship of war may not leave a neutral port or road-
stead until at least twenty-four hours after the departure of a 
merchant vessel carrying the flee of its adversary, 

ART. 17.-1/1 neutral ports and roadsteads, belligerent ships of 
war may only repair damage to the extent indispensable for their 
seaworthiness, and may not, in any way, increase their military 
strength. The neutral authority will ascertain the nature of the 
repairs to be executed, which shall be carried out as rapidly as 
possible. 

Aar. i8.—Belligerent ships of war may not make use of neutral 
ports, roadsteads and territorial waters for the purpose of renewing 
or increasing their military equipment or arraanlent or foe com-
pleting their crews. 

ART. 19.—Belligerent ships may not revictual in neutral ports or 
roadsteads, except to complete their normal supplies as in time,of 
pftce. These ships may also only take on board the fuel necessary 
for the purpose of reaching the nearest port of their own country. 
They may also take in fuel sufficient to fill up their bunkers properly 
so called if they are in a neutral country which has adopted this 
method of fixing the amount of fuel to be supplied. 

If, according to the law of the neutral power, shies may only 
receive coal twenty-four hours after their arrival, the legal period of 
their stay is prolonged for twenty-four hours. 

ART. 20.—Belligereat shipsof war which have taken in fuel in the 
port of a neutral power cannot renew their supply in • port of the 
same power within three months. 

Aar. 21.—A prize may not be brought into a neutral port except 
by reason of its unseaworthiness, or of the stress of weather or of 
insufficiency of fuel or provisions. It must leave again as soon as the 
cause of its entry has ceased. If it does not do so, the neutral power 
shall give it notice to leave immediately, and in the event of its not 
complying therewith, the neutral power shall use the means at its 
disposal to release it with its officers and crew and intern, the crew 
placed on board by the captor. 

ART. 22.—The neutral power shall also release any prize which has 
been brought in not is accordance with the conditions laid down in 
Art. 21. 

Aar. 23.—A neutral power may allow access to its ports and road-
steads to prizes, whether escorted or not, when they have been 
brought there to be left in sequestration pending the decision of a 
prize court. It may have the prize conducted to any other of its ports. 

If the prize is escorted by a ship of war, the officers and men 
placed on board by the captor are allowed to go on board the escorting 

shi.  If 	prize is navigating alone, the personnel placed on biard is set 
at liberty. 

Anr. 24.—If, in spite of notice from the neutral authority, a 
belligerent ship of war does not leave a port in which it has no right 
to remain, the neutral power has the right to take such steps as it 
may think proper to render the ship incapable of going to sea during 
the continuance of the war, and the commander of the ship must 
facilitate the taking of such steps. When a belligerent ship is detained 
by a neutral power, the officers and crew are also detained. 

The officers and crew thus detained may be left on board the ship 
or lodged on board another vessel or on shore. and they may be 
subjected to such restrictive measures as maybe considered necessary 
to be imposed on them. In any event, sufficient men must be left 
on board the ship to keep it in order. 

The officers may be released on giving their parole not to leave the 
neutral territory without permission. 

ART. 25.—A neutral power is bound to exercise the surveillance 
of which the means in its power admit, to prevent within its 
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ports or roadsteads and in its waters any violation of the preceding 
provisions. 

Aar. 26.—The exercise by a neutral power of the rights defined by 
the present Convention can never be considered as an unfriendly act 
by either belligerent who has accepted the articles relating thereta. 

Aar. 27.—The contracting powers will communicate to each other, 
as soon as feasible, all the laws, ordinances and other provisions 
which within their jurisdiction govern belligerent ships of war in 
their ports and waters, by means of a .notification addressed to the 
government of the Netherlands and immediately transmitted by 
the latter to the other contracting powers. 

Ale. 28.—The provisions of the present Convention are only 
applicable as between contracting powers, and only if the belligerents 
are all parties thereto. 

Other reforms maybe expected from the Conference of 19 1 5. 
Germany in the course of the South African War and Great 
Britain in that of the Russo-Japanese War showed great irrita-
tion at the stoppage of certain of their merchant vessels, and 
Great Britain in the one case had to consent to and in the other 
to demand a modification of belligerent right under International 
Law—a modification which, be it said, is a perfectly justifiable 
one, viz. that the right of search for contraband of war be 
restricted to a specified area. It is probable that, In future 
wars, powerful neutral states will show, in similar cases, quite as 
much irritation as did Germany and Great Britain. (T. BA.) 

NEUVILLE, ALPHONSE MARIE DE (1836-1885), French 
painter, was born, the son of wealthy parents, at Saint-Omer, 
France, on the 31st of May 1836. From school he went to 
college, where he took his degree of backdier as lellres. In spite 
of the opposition of his family he entered the naval school at 
Lorient, and it was here, in x8 56, that his artistic instincts first 
declared themselves. After being discouraged by several 
painters of repute, he was admitted to work in Picot's studio. 
He did not remain there long, and he was painting by himself 
when he produced his first picture, " The Fifth Battalion of 
Chasseurs at the Gervais Battery (Malakoff)." In 1860 de 
Neuville painted an " Episode of the taking of Naples by Gari-
baldi " for the Artists' Club in the Rue de Provence, and sent to 
the Salon in 1861 " The Light Horse Guards in the Trenches 
of the Mamelon Vert." He also illustrated Le Tour in monde 
and Guizot's History of France. At the same time he painted 
a number of remarkable pictures: " The Attack in the Streets 
of Magenta by Zouavea and the Light Horse " (1864), " A 
Zouave Sentinel " (1865), " The Battle of San Lorenzo " (1867), 
and " Dismounted Cavalry crossing the Tchemaia " (1869). 
In these be showed peculiar insight into military life, but his full 
power was not reached till after the war of 1870. He then aimed 
at depicting in his works the episodes of that war, and began by 
representing the " Bivouac before Le Bourget " (1872). His 
fame spread rapidly, and was increased by " The Last Cartridges " 
(1873), in which it is easy to discern the vast difference between 
the conventional treatment of military subjects, as practised by 
Horace Verret, and that of a man who had lived through the 
life he painted. In 1874 the " Fight on a Railroad " was not 
less successful, and was followed by the " Attack on a House at 
Villersexel " (1875) and the " Railway Bridge at Styring " 
(1877). In 1878 the painter exhibited (not at the Great Exhibi-
tion) " Le Bourget," the " Surprise at Daybreak," " The Inter-
cepted Despatc.h-bearer," and a considerable number of drawings. 
He also exhibited in London some episodes of the Zulu War. 
In 188x he was made an officer of the Legion of Honour for 
" The Cemetery of Saint-Privat " and " The Despatch-bearer." 
During these years de Neuville was at work with Detaille on an 
important though less artistic work, "The Panorama of REzon-
ville." De Neuville died in Paris on the 18th of May 184 
At the sale of his works the state purchased for the Luxembourg 
the " Bourget " and the " Attack on a Barricaded House " with 
a water-colour " The Parley," and a drawing of a " Turco in 
Fighting Trim." 

See Montrosier, Les Peintres Inglitaires (Paris, 1881), "De Neuville," 
in Gaulte des beaux arts (Paris, 1885). 

NEUWEILER, a town of Germany, in the imperial province 
of Alsace-Lorraine, situated under the Vosges Mountains, 6 m. 
N. from Zabern by the railway to Rastatt, Pop. (t9o5) woo. 

It is an interesting medieval town, still surrounded by wails. 
The Romanesque Evangelical church dates from the 12th 
century; there are also a Romanesque Roman Catholic church, 
which was restored in 1852, a synagogue, and an old town-hall. 
The town has a considerable trade in hops and wine. Above 
it rise the ruins of the fortress of Herrenstein, and of the castle 
of Mineburg. 

Sec Fischer, Geschichts der Abed and Stadt Neunnikr (Zabern. 1870. 
NEUWIED, a town of Germany, in the Prussian Rhine 

province, the capital of the mediatized countship of Wied, is 
situated on the right bank of the Rhine, 8 m. below Coblenz, on 
the railway from Frankfort on-Main to Cologne. Pop. (1905) 
18,177. The principal edifice is the chateau of the princes of 
Wied. This is situated in a fine park, and contains a collection 
of Roman antiquities. The town has an Evangelical and a 
Roman Catholic church. Its chief products are starch, sugar, 
tobacco, cigars, chicory, buttons and enamelled goods. There 
are large rolling-mills, and in the vicinity are several large iron-
foundries. The schools of Neuwied•enjoy a high reputation. 

Neuwied was founded by Count Frederick of Wied in roar, 
on the site of the village of Langendorf, which was destroyed 
during the Thirty Years' War, and it rapidly Increased owing 
to the toleration accorded to all religious sects. Among those 
who sought refuge here was a colony of Moravian Brethren; 
they still occupy a separate quarter of the town, where they carry 
on manufactures of porcelain stoves and deerskin gloves. Near 
Neuwied one of the largest Roman castra on the Rhine has been 
excavated. In April 1797 the French, under General Hoehe, 
defeated the Austrians near Neuwied, this being their first decisive 
success in the revolutionary wars. Legenhaus, in the neighbour-
hood, is one of the residences of the princes of Weid. 

See Wirtgen and Blenke, Neuwied and seine Unsgebung (Neuwied, 
19ot). 

NEVA, a river of Russia, which carries off into the Gulf of 
Finland the waters of Lakes Ladoga, Onega, limn and many 
smaller basins. It issues from the south-west corner of Lake 
Ladoga in two channels, which are obstructed by sandstone reefs, 
so that the better of the two has a depth of only 7 to 16 ft. A 
little farther down it becomes completely navigable, and attains 
a breadth of 4200 ft.; but between the village of Ostrovki and 
that of Ust Tosna it passes over a limestone bed, which produces 
a series of rapids, and reduces the width of the river from lop 
to 8412 and that of the navigable passage from 350 to 175 ft. 
Nine or ten miles before reaching its outfall the river enters St 
Petersburg, and 5 or 6 m. lower down breaks up into the Great 
Neva (85o to 1700 ft. wide), the Little Neva (945 to 1365), and 
the Great Nevka (280 to 1205), this last, 2 m. farther on, sending 
off the Little Nevka (37o to 1130 ft ). Its total length is only 
40 m. In front of the delta are sandbanks and rocks which pre-
vent the passage of vessels except by a canal, 18 in. long, 224 
to 226 ft. wide, and admitting vessels with a draught of ,8 ft., 
from Kronstadt to St Petersburg. Most of its alluvial burden 
being deposited in the lakes, the Neva takes a long time to alter 
its channels or extend its delta. The ordinary rise and fall of 
the river is comparatively slight, but when the west wind blows 
steadily for a long time, or when Lake Ladoga sends down its 
vast accumulations of block-ice, inundations of a dangerous 
kind occur, as in 1777, 1824, 1879 and 1 903- 

According to observations extending from 1706 to 1899, the mean 
day of the freezing of the Neva is November 25th, the earliest 
October 28th, the latest January 9th, and the next latest December 
26th. The mean day of opening is April 21st, the earliest March 
18th, and the latest May 12th. The mean number of days open is 
218, the least 172, the greatest 279. 

NEVADA (a Spanish word meaning " snots-clad " or " snowy 
land," originally applied ,to a snow-capped mountain range on 
the Pacific slope), one of the far western states of the American 
Union, lying between 35° and 4e N. and 1r4° 1,  3e and 
e 3e W. (37' and 43°  W. of Washington). It Is bounded N. 
by Oregon and Idaho, E. by Utah and Arizona, the Colorado 
River separating it in part from the latter state, and S. and W. 
by California. Nevada ranks sixth in size among the states of 
the Union. Of its total area of tro,690 sq, in., 869 sq. m. are 
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water surface. Its extreme length, N. and S., is 484 in., and its 
extreme width, E. and W., is 321 m. (For map, see CALIFORNIA.) 

Pkysievaphy. —With the exception of its N.E. and S.E. 
corners, the state lies wholly within the Great Basin, the floor 
of which is really a vast table-land between 4000 and s000 ft. 
above the sea. This plateau, however, is not a plain, but con-
tains many buttes and mesas and isolated mountain ranges 
rising from woo to 8000 ft. above its surface. In the N.E. an 
unnamed range of highlands, with an E. and W. trend, forms 
the water-parting between the streams tributary to the Hum-
boldt river in Nevada and those that flow into the Snake river 
through Idaho and Oregon and thence to the Pacific Ocean. 
This range is very broken and ill-defined, with peaks often reaching 
altitudes of from g000 to 12,030 ft., and with numerous spurs 
diverging N. and S. from the main divide. Between this ridge 
and the valley of the Colorado river lies all that portion of the 
Great Basin included within the state. The surface of this 
table-land is very rugged, and frequently broken by mountain 
ranges running N. and S. and from s to 20 rn. wide at their 
bases. Intersecting the mountains are numerous ravines and 
passes. Between the ranges lie valleys of about the same width 
as the bases of the mountains. These valleys are generally level-
floored, but at their borders gradually slope upward, and are 
filled, often to a depth of several thousand feet, with the detritus 
of gravel, sand and silt from the neighbouring hills. This is a 
regioh of innumerable faulted crust blocks, the elevated ones 
creating the N. and S. mountain ranges, and the depressed ones 
the valleys that lie between. It is for this reason that the 
mountain slopes are generally more abrupt on one side than on 
the other. Several valleys often unite into a large elevated 
plain, broken only by scattered buttes and spurs. The combined 
areas of the valleys and the area occupied by the mountains are 
about equal. 

The mean elevation of the state is ssoo ft. There are S400 
 sq. in. between zoo° and 3000 ft. above the sea; 11,103 sq. m. 

between 3000 and 4000 ft.; 23,700 sq. M. between 4000 and• 
s000 ft.; 29,800 sq. m. between s000 and 6000 ft.; 30,100 sq. tn. 
between 6000 and 7000 ft.; 7830 sq. m. between 7000 and 
B000 ft.; and 2800 sq. in. between 8000 and 0000 ft. The highest 
point within the state is Wheeler Peak, near the centre of the 
eastern boundary, with an elevation of 13,058 ft.; the lowest 
points are along the Colorado river, where the altitudes range 
from 700 to Boo ft. With the exception of this dip in the S.E. 
corner, the entire state lies above the 2000 ft. line. 

"The Sierra Nevada range, which forms the western rim of tee 
Basin, sends into the state a single lofty spur, the WasholMountains. 
At the foot of this range there is, relatively speaking, a depression, 
with an altitude of about 3850 ft. above the sea, which receives the 
drainage of the eastern slopes of the Sierra and what little drainage 
there is in the northern half of Nevada. From this depression east-
ward the general level of the plateau gradually rises to an elevation 
of 6000 ft. near the eastern borders of the state. The mountains also 
increase in height and importance as far as the East Humboldt 
range, a lofty mass about 6o m. W. of the Utah boundary. This 
range is the water-parting for nearly all the westward-flowing 
streams of the state, and is by far the steepest and most rugged 
within Nevada, a number of its peaks attaining a height of 11,000 
or 12.000 ft. On its eastern slope the waters soon disappear within 
the bed of narrow canyons, but break out again at the foot in ice. 
cold springs that form the source of the Ruby and Franklin lakes; 
on its western side the descent is more gentle, and the waters form 
the South Fork of the Humboldt rivet Somewhat S. of the centre 
of the state lie the Toyabe Mountains, with several peaks from 
10.0oo to 12,000 ft. in height. The waters on the eastern slopes 
flow into the Smoky Valley; those on the other side assist the 
neighbouring Shoshone Mountains in feeding the Reese river. 
which flows N. toward the Humboldt, but seldom has sufficient 
volume to enable it to reach that stream. About too in. E. of the 
California boundary lies a third important range, the Humboldt 
Mountains, whose highest point (Star Peak) is eras  ft. above the 
sea. Owing to their great height these three ranges receive heavier 
rainfall than the surrounding country and are feeders to the northern 
valleys, which constitute the chief agricultural region of the state. 
Many of the block mountains of the Great Basin are of complicated 
internal structure, showing rocks of all ages—slate, limestone, 
quartzites, granite, multi-coloured volcanic rocks, and large areas 
of lava overflow. 

From the valley of the Humboldt river southward the plateau 
gradually rises until the divide between this stream and the Colorado  

river, in the vicinity of the White Pine Mountains, is reached. 
From this point there is a fall, which is gradual as far S. as the 38th 
parallel, and then more abrupt. Thus at Pioche the altitude is 
6too ft., at Hiko 3881 ft., at St Thomas thoo ft., and at the Eldorado 
Canyon 828 ft. The region of the Colorado river is largely desert, 
with occasional buttes and spurs. 

Rivers and Lakes.—There are three drainage systems within the 
state. North of the Humboldt Valley an area of about 5000 eq. in. 
is drained by the Owyhee, the Little Owyhee, the Salmon and 
Bruneau rivers, whose waters eventually reach the Pacific Ocean. 
Below this region flow the streams of the Great Basin, none of 
which reach the sea, but either terminate in lakes having no outlet 
or else vanish in sloughs or " sinks." Small streams often sink 
from sight in their beds of gravel, and after flowing some distance 
underground, reappear farther el.. Of the basin streams the Hum-
boldt is the most important. Rising in the N.E., it flows in a 
tortuous channel in a general S.W. direction for 300 in. and drains 
7000 or 800o sq. In. This stream empties into the Humboldt lake. 
the overflow from which goes into the so tailed Carson Sink. At 
no pert of its course is it a large river, and near its mouth its waters 
are sub-alkaline. The Truckee river flows with more vigour, having 
its source in Lake Tahoe. in California, at an altitude of 6225 ft., 
and entering the Carson river through an irriitiz kn canal com- 
pleted in tuos; before this date it flowed into Pyramid Lake and 
Lake Winnemucca in the depression at the foot of eSierra Nevada. 
A short distance to the S. two other streams, the Carson and the 
Walker rivers, receive their waters from the eastern elope of this 
range and empty into lakes bearing their names. Of this group 
of kites in the western depression, Pyramid Lake is the largest, 
being 33.m. long and 14 wide. Fed by the same stream is its 
western neighbour, Lake Winnemucca, a much smaller body. The 
waters of these two lakes are only moderately saline and may be 
used for live-stock but not for human beings. Next in importance 
is Walker lake, 33 m. long and 6 or 7 m. wide, whose waters are 
strongly saline. On the western boundary, and partly included 
within the limits of Nevada, is Lake Tahoe, 20 m. long and to m. 
wide, which is 1645 ft. deep at its centre and whose waters have 
never been known to freeze, notwithstanding the lake's elevation. 
The topography and the climate of Nevada have led to the formation 
of two kinds of lakes, the ephemeral and the perennial. The perennial 
lakes, such as those just described, hold their waters for years and 
perhaps centuries; but the ephemeral lakes usually evaporate in 
the course of the summer. The latter class is formed by waters 
that fall on the barren mountain-sides and rush down in torrents, 
forming in the valleys shallow bodies of water yellow with the mud 
held in suspension. The largest of these occurs in the Black Rock 
Desert, in the N.W.• and at times is from 450 to Soo m. in length 
and only a few inches deep. Such bodies often become nothing but 
vast sheets of liquid mud, and are called " mud lakes," a term most 
frequently applied to the sloughs fed by Quinn's river. When the 
waters evaporate in the summer they leave a clay bed of remarkable 
hardness, which is sometimes encrusted with saline matter of • 
snowy whiteness and dazzles the eyes of the traveller. When such 
is the case the beds are called "alkali flats." During the glacial 
period many of the Nevada lakes attained a great size, several of 
them uniting to form the ancient " Lake Lahontan,' in north-
western Nevada. As these lakes shrank after the return of an arid 
climate, they left elevated beaches and deposits of various minerals, 
which mark their former extent. Both hot and cold springs are 
numerous, with temperatures ranging from se to 204° F. 

In the S.E. corner of the state is the third drainage system. 
Here the Virgin river enters the state after crossing the N.W. corner 
of Arizona and flows S.W. for 6o in. until it joins the Colorado 
river, The latter stream flows for iso tn. along the S.E. boundary 
towards the Gulf of California, 

Fauna and Flora.—Of native animals the varieties are few and 
the numbers of individuals small. In the arid valleys coyotes 
(prairie wolves), rabbits and badgers are found. Large animals, 
such as the black and the grizzly bear, and deer are found on the 
slopes of the Sierra Mountains, and antelope, deer and elk visit the 
northernmost valleys in the winter. At rare intervals antelope appear 
in the southern deserts. Here also are found the sage.thrasher, 
Le Conte's thrasher, the Texas nighthawk, Baird's woodpecker, and 
the mourning dove. Certain species of grouse are common high in 
the timbered mountains. Several varieties of water-fowl, especially 
curlews, pelicans, gulls, ducks, terns, geese' and snipe, are found 
in the vicinity of the lakes. The Truckee river and the western 
lakes abound in trout and black bass. Of the reptiles theleopard 
lizard and gridiron-tailed lizard, the " chuck-walla " (Sammie: 
ater), the rattle-snake, and the horned toad are the most numerous. 
The " black mouse " or Carson field mouse (Mierotus teentanus) 
is found throughout Nevada, as well as in Utah, north-eastern 
California, and eastern Oregon; it multiplies rapidly under favour-
able Conditions, and at times causes serious injury to crops. 

The flora of Nevada, although scanty, varies greatly according 
to its location. With the exception of the alkali fiats, no portion 
of the desert is devoid of vegetation, even in the driest seasons. 
In the Wasboe Mountains, as in the rest of the Sierra Nevada range, 
there is a heavy growth of conifers, extending down to the very 
valleys; but in many places these mountains have been almost 
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deforested to provide timbers for the mines. In very limited spaces 
on other mountains there are scattered trees--the ninon (nut 
pine) and the juniper at an altitude between soon and 7000 ft. 
on all but the lowest ranges, the trees rarely reaching a height of 
over is ft.; and the stunted mountain mahogany on the principal 
ranges at an altitude of 6800 ft. Several varieties of poplar are 
found in the upper canyons, and trees of the willow-leaved species in 
the Humboldt Mountains often attain a height of 6o ft. But except 
for these infrequent wooded strips, the mountains are even more 
bare than the valleys, because their shrubs are dwarfed from ex-
posure. The trees, except in the Washoe Mountains, are of very 
slow growth and therefore knotty and ill-adapted for timber. As a 
rule, the elevation of the timber line on the mountains increases as 
the latitude decreases. On the foothills are found phlox and lupine, 
and in the N. much bunch grass, which is valuable for grazing pur-
poses. The valleys are covered with typical desert shrubs; grease-
wood (sarcobalus verasitsdalsu), creosote bushes (knot fridesks1a), and 
sage-brush (arleatisia Ordeirralii); the first-named plant is abundant, 
chiefly in the N. This vegetation, covering plains, mesas, and even 
',wending up the sides of the mountains, gives the entire landscape 
the greyish or, dull olive colour characteristic of the Great Basin. 
To the southward, as the valleys become increasingly sandy and 
saline, even the sage-brush disappears, and little vegetation besides 
the cactus and the yucca is to be seen. The valleys are treeless, 
except in the vicinity of the Truckee river, where considerable 
quantities of the cotton wood and awmall amount of willow, birch, 
and wild cherry are found. The mesquite grows some distance 
from water, and is especially common near the Colorado river. In 
January 1910 there were seven national forests in the state, created 
since July 1908 and chiefly in 1909, containing 7983.76 sq. tO. 

Clio's:Lt.—As the lofty range of mountains on the W. deprives the 
winds from the Pacific of nearly all their moisture before they reach 
the Great Basin, the climate of Nevada is characterized by an ex-
cessive dryness. The skies are clear nearly every day in the year. 
The mean annual precipitation varies from 3 in. in the S.W. (Esmer-
alda county) to is in. in the E. (White Pine county). In the 
central, north-eastern and north-western sections, embracing the 
counties of Nye, Elko and Humboldt, the average annual rainfall 
varies from 7 to 8 in.; in the west-central section, at the foot of the 
Sierra, the average is about 10 in. A so-all " rainy season " 
lasts from October to April, but the precipitation is chiefly in the 
form of snow on the mountains. Except at great altitudes snow lies 
on the ground only a few days each year. The melting of the 
mountain snow-caps in the spring causes severe freshets, which in 
turn are followed by long seasons of drought at a time when water 
is most needed for agricultural purposes. Fogs and hail are rare, 
but, as in all treeless countries, the rain comes in unequal quantities, 
and cloudbursts are not unknown. The mean annual temperature 
for the state is 49° F., but varies from Ss in the S.W. to 46° in the 
N. The daily and annual variation is very great, and is intensified 
toward the E., where the altitudes are greater. At Elko, Elko 
county, in the ME., the mean temperature for the year is 46' F.; 
for the winter (December, January and February) it is 26', with 
extremes reported of 73' and -42'; the mean temperature for the 
summer (June, July and August) is 69", with extremes of zo8' and 
2e. At Hawthrene. Esmeralda county, in the S.W., the mean 
temperature for the year is se; for the winter it is 36", with ex- 
tremes of 69° and -6'; the mean temperature for the summer is 
72% with extremes of 102.  and 30. At the bead of the Humboldt 
river frosts are of almost nightly occurrence, and in the Carson 
Valley damaging frosts often occur in June. In the extreme S. the 
isothermal lines run almost due E. and W.; but farther northward 
they take a N.W. and S.E. direction. The annual range of tempera-
ture is about me; the highest temperature ever recorded being 
119°, and the lowest -se. In spite of the high temperatures of 
summer, however, the low humidity prevents the heat from being 
oppressive, and cases of sunstroke are unknown. While the western 
mountains keep out the moisture, they do not ward off the winds 
which pour down the steep slopes in the winter and spring and 
raise clouds of dust. Early-sown grain is often injured by flying 
sand and gravel. In the summer and autumn the winds are light. 

Agricalture.—Because of this extreme aridity, aviculture in 
Nevada is dependent on irrigation. The three principal areas in 
which irrigation is practicable are along the Humboldt river, in the 
plains watered by the Carson. Truckee and Walker rivers, and at 
the foot of the mountains along the western edge of the state. 
There are various places also near the mouths of desert canyons, 
where small amounts of water are obtainable for irrigation purposes 
from intermittent streams. The total number of acres imgated in 
i899 was ,cat,168, ad increase of 124.7% in the decade. In 1902 
the total irrigated acreage was 570.001. an increase of 13-1% in 
three years. In 1902 Congress provided for the beginning of ex-
tensive irrigation works in the and West, and Nevada (where pre-
liminary reconnaissances had been made in 1889-189o) was the 
first state to profit from this undertaking. The 'survey for the 
Truckee-Carson system was begun in 1902, with the object of 
utilizing the waters flowing to waste in western Nevada for the 
irrigation and reclamation of the adjacent and 	 s In Churchill, 
Lyon and Storey counties. A canal 31 m. long, dive trti0g the waters 
of the Truckee river into the Canon Amy, was completed in 1903 

at a cost of 81,240,000. A system of reservoirs (the man reservoir 
is Lake Tahoe with an area of 593 sq. m.), distributing canals, and 
drain ditches was also protected, making it possible to reclaim 
231,300 acres of the desert. It was estimated that the works would 
require nine years for their completion, at a total cost of 119,ocamoo, 
although the first 200.00o acres could be reclaimed at a cost of 
$2.7oozaoo. The works were to be operated by the government for 
ten years. and the cost assessed against the holders of the land.* 
At the conclusion of this period the system was to pass into the control 
of the landholders, with no further charge by the government. 

The soil when reclaimed is well adapted for forage crop& cereals, 
vegetables and deciduous fruits. Nevada is a great ranching state, 
and stock-raising has shown a rapid extension. In 1900, 88.9% 
of its farm acreage was devoted to hay and forage crops, being 
more than doubled in the decade. Fifty-one per cent. of the im-
proved lands in 1899 were devoted to the cultivation of these crops. 
With the growing of grasses as the chief agricultural product, 
farming in Nevada is necessarily extensive rather than intensive. 
In 1899 the average size of the farms was 1174 acres.' The value 
of the different kinds of agricultural products for 1899 was as follows: 
live stock, 84,373.973; hay and gram. $ 1 -53.5.914: dairy produce, 
$385,220; vegetables, 2216,600; Iruito7 $20,900. It thus appears 

 that the live stock industry is one the most important in the 
state; the value of its product in 1899 exceeded its output of gold 
and silver, which had then reached Its lowest point, by over one 
million dollars.' About 64% of the value of the live stock was 
represented by neat cattle; 19% by sheep; to% by hones, and 
the remainder by mules, swine, asses, burros and von. 

In spite of the predominating interest in stock-raising, Intensive 
cultivation of the soil is practicable where the water supply is 
sufficient. Nevada, for example ranked third in 19o9 in the amount 
of wheat produced to the acre (28.7 bushels), ,  but in the total amount 
produced (1,033,000 bushels) ranked only thirty-eighth, and fur- 
nished only 0.545% of the arm of the United States. In 1909 in 
the amount of barley per acre (38 bushels) Nevada ranked third, 
and in the average farm price per bushel (80-73) ranked first among 
the barley-producing states of the country, but in the total amount 
produced (304,000 bushels) held only the twenty-second place; and 
in the same year the average yield of potatoes per acre in Nevada 
was e8o bushels, exceeded in two states—the average for the 
entire country was 1o6-8 bushels per acre—but the total crop in 
Nevada (5:4o,00o bushels) was smaller than in any state or Territory 
of the Union. except New Mexico. 

The prevailing soils are sand and gravel barns, but other varieties 
are numerous, ranging from rich alluvial beds of extinct lakes, as 
in parts of Lyon and Esmeralda counties, to the strongly alkaline 
plains of the southern deserts. The most productive part of the 
state is the Humboldt Valley and the region near Pyramid Lake. 
including the counties of Humboldt, Elko and Washoe. 

A singular menace to agriculture in Nevada was the plague in 
1907-1908 of Carson field mice. These first appeared in large 
numbers in the lower part of the Humboldt Valley in the summer of 
!god, and in October and November 1907 it was estimated that 
they numbered on certain ranches from.8000 to 12,000 on every 
acre. The alfalfa crop suffered particularly, the total loss being 
about $300,000. After unsuccessful attempts to rid themselves 
of the mice, the farmers appealed to the United States Biological 
Survey, and alfalfa hay poisoned with atcychnia sulphate was used 
successfully in the Humboldt Valley in January 1908 and in the 
Carson Valley, where a similar plague threatened, in April 1908. , 

 lfisernis.—To its mineral wealth Nevada owes its existence as a 
state; but for the richness of its veins of gold and silver ore it would 
be still little more than an arid waste. Extending from central 
California S.E. along the dividing line between that state and 

vile public lands are open to entry free of charge, but the 
government withholds the title until all the payments for water 
have been made. The yearly payments amount to $2-6o per acre 
under the present system; this amount covers the cost of mainten- 
ance and operation and also of a thorough drainage system, which 
is as important to the settler as irrigation. Lands already held in 
private ownership are supplied with water at the same price as 
public lands. 

'Compare this figure with that for the neighbouring state of Cali-
fornia, where the average size of the farms was 397.4 acres. 

s That conditions are favourable to the animal industry is shown 
by the fact that in 1897 the valleys of northern Nevada were so 
overrun with wild horses, to the detriment of the grazing grounds 
for cattle, that the legislature authorized the killing of such animal& 
For a time this was a profitable pursuit, as the hone hides brought 
good prices. 

This is the yield reported by the United States Department of 
Agriculture. Between its reports and those of the Census Bureau 
in census years there are sometimes greet discrepancies. According 
to the Year Book of the Department of Agriculture in 1909 a crop 
of 165zsoo bushels of oats was grown in Nevada on 7000 acres; 
there was no crop reported of Indian corn or of rye. 

• See Stanley E. Piper. The Nevada Mouse Plague of spo7-z pod 
(Washington. 1909). Fenster.' Bulletin 352,  U.S. Department of 
Agriculture. -- 
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Nevada, and thence past the Colorado river into ltizona. is one of 
the richest mineral belts in the world. Gold was found in Gold 
Canyon near Dayton, Nevada, as early as July 1849. In 1859 the 
discovery of the famous Comstock Lode in Western Nevada led 
to the building of Virginia City, a prosperous community on the 
site of a mountain where human beings under ordinary conditions 
would not have lived, and eventually brought a new state into 
existence. The mines of this one district had produced, up totem, 
8371.248,288, of which 8148,145,385 was in gold, 1004,633,04o  in 
silver, and the remainder in unrine•ified tailings. For the years 
1862-1868 inclusive, the average annual production was over 
8'1,000.00o; in the second period-of great productivity (1873-1878), 
after the opening (by John W. Mackay and his partners, Flood, 
Fair and O'Brien) in the Comstock Lode of the Great Bonanza 
mine, the average annual yield was over $26,020,000. In 1877 
the maximum annual output for the mines was attained, being 
$36,301,537. For the three years 1875-1877 the production of gold 
and silver in Nevada was more than the combined product of all 
the 'other American states and Territories. After this last year 
the output of the .  Comstock mines declined on account of the ex-
haustion of the ore supply, the increased expense of mining at great 
depths, and the decrease in the price of silver. The yield reached its 
lowest point in 1899, • but subsequently increased through the 
application of improved machinery, while the tailings of the old 
diggings were treated by the cyanide process with profitable results. 
In 1859 the mines were worked only for their gold; the ignorant 
miners threw away the " black stuff " which was really valuable 
silver ore with an assay value four times as greet as that of their 
ores of old; and when this was discovered there came a period of 
unprecedented silver production. But the fall in the price of silver 

to a reaction, and from 1893 the gold output predominated. The 
gold production of 19o7 was valued at 812,099,455; the silver pro- 
duction at $4,675,178. 

In connexion with the operation of the Comstock mines was 
built (in 1869-1879) the Sutro Tunnel, named in honour of its 
engineer, Adolph Sutro (1830-1898), piercing the mountain hori-
zontally far below the mouth of the mines, and at a distance of 
nearly 4 m. striking the shafts of the Comstock Lode, securing ventila-
tion and cool air for the miners, draining the mines above its level, 
and obviating much pumping and hoisting. ,  Two lateral tunnels 
were also constructed, making the total length 64  m. 

Another mining region that attained importance in the early 
period was the Eureka District, in Eureka county, about go m. S. 
of the Southern Pacific railway. Ore was first discovered here in 
1864, but it was five yam before the mines became productive. 
By 1882 they had produced $6o,000,000 of precious metals. 

With the working out of the deposits in the Comstock region, the 
mining industry declined, and between 1877 and woo there was a 
period of great depression, in which Nevada fell from first to sixth 
place among the silver-producing states and Territories. In May 
itioo, however, very rich deposits of gold and silver were discovered 
in Nye county, near the summit of the San Antonio Mountains, 
and a new era began in Nevada's mining industry. The village of 
Tonopah sprang into existence as soon as the rush of newcomers 
to this region began, and in 1903 it contained 4000 inhabitants. 
In two years 87,003,000 warm of gold and silver had been taken 
from the Tonopah mines and it was asserted that they would prove 
as rich as the mines of the Comstock Lode. The Tonopah ores were 
richer in silver than in gold, the respective values in 1904 and 1905 
being approximately in the proportion of three to one. This dis-
covery gave a new Impetus to prospecting in south-western Nevada, 
and it was soon discovered that the district was not an isolated 
mining region but was i0 the heart of a great mineral belt. Tonopah 
is at the outcropping of a number of ledges which continue for 
several hundred feet below the surface for an unknown distance. 
In 1900, in Esmeralda county, 24 m. S. of Tonopah, rich ores were 
found in the Goldfield District, and within three years there were 
8000 people in thin region. During t9c1 the town of Goldfield had 
a period of mushroom growth, then quieted, and finally revived to 
a healthy development. The value of the production of the Goldfield 
District in 1904 amounted to $2,34c,979. This discovery was 
followed in 1904 by that of the Bullfrog District, in Nye county. 
60 m. S.E. of Goldfield, and within ninety days after its birth the 
village of Bullfrog, although too m. from a railway, had an ekxtric-
lightiog plant, an ice plant and a hotel. In 2905 gold was die- 

m Nye county, 29 m. N.E. of Tono&h, in what became 
known as the Manhattan District, and by March 1906 the village 
of Manhattan was a mile in length and contained 3000 inhabitants. 

After 1902 the production of gold and silver steadily increased, 
being 84.00,786 in that year, 8944,996 in 1905, and 816,774,633 
in t . far the greater portion of these metals came from the 
s 

 
part of the state. In production of geld in 1907 Esmeralda 

county ranked fast with 88,533,617 (nearly 70% of the total); 
Nye county's output was $1,547,408. Lincoln county's 8929.775, 

, Apart from their commercial uses, the Sutro Tunnel and the 
shafts of the Comstock Lode have been employed for scientific 
investigations, with the object of classifying igneous rocks, deter-
mining the variations of temperature, and the character of electrical 
manifestations beneath the earth's surface, and the relation between 
the structure of rocks and their rate of cooling.  

and Storey county's a little more than $280,000. In the production 
of silver Nye county_ ranked first in. 	
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te07 013,667,97s. of which 

f3,544,788 was from Tonopah), Churchill county second 02,617, 
rom Fairview, Wonder and Stillwater), and Eureka county (with 

lead silver ores) and Storey county were third and fourth respectively. 
Copper, lead and zinc ara produced in small quantities, being found 
in fissure veins with gold and silver. In 1907 the production of 
copper was 1,782,571 lb, valued at 1356,514. The output of lead 
in 1907 was 6,271441 lb (valued at )322481). The output of zinc 
was 2,168,783 lb (valued at $127,958). 

Other minerals exist in great variety. Salt deposits are extensive 
i and commercially important in Waahoe and Churchill counties. 

After 1900 the producuon of salt rapidly increasedup to on:16, when 
it was 11.249 bbls.; in 1907 it was only 6457 bbls., all graded 
as " common coarse' and all obtained by solar evaporation from 
brine. Borax marshes are numerous in the west and south-west, 
but they are no longer commercially productive. Large beds of 
mica are found in the east. Gypsum occurs in a number of places, 
the best known being in the north-west. Veins of antimony are 
worked in the Battle Mountain District and in Bullion Canyon, 
15 m. south of Mill City. There are veins of bismuth near Sodaville. 
A little graphite is produced in Humboldt county. A sub-bituminous 
lignite is mined in Esmeralda county (Boo tons in 1906; 33o tons in 
1907). Considerable quantities of the following minerals have been 
found: barrtes (heavy spar), magnetite (magnetic iron ore), and 
pyrolusite (manganese dioxide) in Humboldt county; roofing slate 
Lin Esmera da county; cinnabar (ore containing quicksilver) in 
Washoe county; haematite in Elko and Churchill counties; cerussite 
and galena (lead ores) in Eureloa county; and wolframite (a source 
of tungsten) at Round. Mountain, White Pine county. In 1903 and 
1907 Nevada ranked second among the American states in the 
production of sulphur, but its output is very small in comparison 
with that of Louisiana. 

afansfazIeres.—The manufacturing interests of Nevada are un-
important. Of the manufacturing establishments in the state in 

and 
tr3 
	or 

Virginia 
	were 

 order their impor tance 
 Carson City  

employed 3s-9% of the labour engaged in manufacturing, and the 
value of thew products was 38.8% of the total for the state. Manu-
factures based on the products of mines and quarries (chemicals, 
glass, clay, stone and metal works) constituted about one-fifth of 
the wholeproduct. Car construction and general shop work of 
steam railways was the leading manufacturing industry in 1905; 
next in importance were the flour and grist milling industry and the 
printing and publishing of newspapers and periodicals. Such 
statistics of the special census of manufactures (under the factory 
system) of 1905 as are comparable with those of two show 99 
factories in )goo and 115 in 1905, an increase of 16.2%. Their 
capital in 1900 was 81,251,208 &actin 1905 82,891,997, an increase 
of 131•t %. The value of their products in tem was 51.261.005, 
and in ISMS. $3.096,274, an increase of 1451%. 

Transporttifine—In Its industrial development Nevada 'has 
always been hampered by lack of transportation facilities. There 
are no navigable waterways, and the railway mileage is small. 
Until the completion of the transcontinental railway' in 1869, 
wagon trains were the only means of transporting the products of 
the mines across the desert. An unsuccessful attempt was made, 
beginning in 1861, to domesticate the camel for thispurposea The 
railway mileage in ago was 739 m.; in 1890,923 m.; in the following 
decade railway building was at a standstill. Since 1900, however, 
there has been considerable development, and the total mileage on 
the 1st of January 1909, was 1,866•2 m. The state is crossed 
from east and west by three main Imes of railway, parts of the 
great transcontinental systems, the Southern Pacific and the Western 
Pacific in the northern part of the state and the San Pedro, Los 
Angeles & Salt Lake in the southern. The oldest of these trunk 
lines, the Southern Pacific (formerly the Central Pacific), follows 
the course of the Humboldt and Truckee rivers. It is met at several 
points by lines which serve the rich mining districts to the south; at 
C.obre by the Nevada Northern from Ely in White Pine county in 
the Robinson copper mining district; at Palisade by the Eureka & 
Palisade, a narrow-gauge railway, connecting with the lead and 
silver mines of the Eureka District: at Battle Mountain by the 
Nevada Central, also of narrow gauge, from Austin; at Hazen by 
the Nevada & California (controlled by the Southern Pacific) which 
runs to the California line, connecting in that state with other parts 
of the Southern Pacific system. and at Mina, Nevada, with the 
Tonopah & Goldfield, which runs to Tonopah and thence to Goldfield, 
thus giving these mining regions access to the Southern Pacific's 
transcontinental service; and at Reno, close to the western boundary, 
by the Virginia & Truckee, connecting with Carson City, Minden, 
in the Carson Valley, and Virginia City, in the Comstock District, 
and by the Nevada-California-Oregon, projected to run through 
north-eastern California into Oregon, in 1910, in operation to Altura", 
California. The Western Pacific railway, completed in 1910, extend-
ing from Salt Lake City to San Francisco, and running entirely 

• It is interesting to note that in 1875 the Nevada legislature 
an act forbidding camels or dromedaries to run at large. 

This remained on the statute books until 1898, when it was 
formally repealed. 
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across the state of Nevada, is parallel with the Southern Pacific for Hon and survey r-general are chosen by popular vote every four 
some distance in the eastern part of the state, and crosses the years. 

officials in other states, with the exception that the governor  
and west transcontinental traffic, opened in May loos, has been of does not possess the usual pardoning power but is ex officio a 
special value in the development of the southern part of the state. member of the pardoning board. The governor and lieutenant. 
It crosses a section that is mostly desert, but is connected with the governor must each be at least twenty -five years old at the time Bullfrog District by the Las Vegas & Tonopah, which runs from 

of election to office. The legislative department consists of a Goldfield through Botty and Rh elite, and meets the San Pedro, 
Los Angeles & -Salt Lake at Las Vegas. The Goldfield and Bull- Senate, with members chosen every four years, about half of 
frog districts have a further outlet to the south through a second whom retire every two years; and an Assembly, whose members 
railway, the Nevada Short Line (Bullfrog -Goldfield and Tonopah are chosen biennially. The constitution requires that the number & Tidewater railways) which connects wait the Atchison, Topeka of senators shall be not less than one -third nor more than one- & Santa Fe at Ludlow in California. 

Population. —Nevada is the most sparsely settled state of half the number of members of the Assembly, and that the total 
the Union. Its population in 1860 was 6857; in 1870, 42,401 ; membership of both houses shall not exceed seventy-five. Bills  

of any character may originate in either house. The legislative in 188o, 62,266; in 1890, 45461; in 1 900, 4 2.33.5i and in too, 
sessions are biennial and are limited to fifty days; special 8 x ,I173 (0-7 per sq. m.). In /goo room were foreign-born (mostly 

English, Irish, Germans, Italians and Chinese in almost equal pro- sessions are limited to twenty days. The judicial department 
portions); and there were 35,405 white persons, 5316  Indians, 1352 consists of a supreme court with a chief justice and two associate 

justices, chosen for six years, and district courts, with judges Chinese, 228 Japanese and 134 negroes. There were then only 
three towns of importance: Reno, Virginia City and Carson chosen for four years. 
City, the capital. 	 The state is divided into fifteen counties, each of which is governed 

The Indian population consists of Paiute, Shoshoni and the in local matters by a board of county commissioners, and is divided 
remnants of a few other tribes of Shoshonean stock. On the for administrative purposes into townships. The constitution re- 

Quires that township and county governments shall be uniform Duck Valley reservation (488 sq. m.), established in 1877, in Elko t hroughout the state. For each township there is a justice of the 
county, between the forks of the Owyhee river and lying partly peace, chosen biennially by its voters. The homestead exemption 
In Nevada and partly in Idaho, and under the western Shoshoni extends to a dwelling-house, with its land and appurtenances, with 

a value not exceeding Woo; but no exemption is granted against (boarding) school (55 Pupils in '908), there were 252 .  Paiute, a process to enforce the payment of purchase -money, or for improve- Shoshoni and i Hopi in zoo8; on the Pyramid Lake reser- ments, or for legal taxes, or of a mortgage to which both the husband 
vation (503 sq. m.), established In 1874, in Washoe county, on and wife have consented. The exemption can be claimed by the 
the borders of the lake from which It is named, 486 Paiute; husband, wife, or other head of the family, by a written declaration 

duly acknowledged and recorded in the manner prescribed for On the Walker river reservation (79.37 sq. m.), established , in conveyances; and the homestead can then be mortgaged or alienated 1874 (partly opened to settlement in :we) along Walker river by a husband only with the wife's consent, if the wife is at the time 
and Walker Lake, 466 Paiute; on the Moapa river reserve a resident of the state. The exemption is not affected by the death 
(r5.6 sq. m.), in the south-eastern part of the state, 117 of the husband or wife, but inures to the benefit of the surviving 
Paiute. members of the family. For divorce a residence in the state of six 

months is necessary; the grounds for divorce are desertion or rn 1926, of the 14,944 members of religious denominations neglect to provide for one year, conviction of felony, habitual 
9,970  were Roman Catholics, IMO Protestant Episcopalians, drunkenness, cruelty or physical incapacity. 

ros Latter-Day Saints (Mormons), 618 Methodists and 52o 	There are a number of unusual provisions in the constitution of 
Presbyterians. 	 Nevada. The assertion in the " Declaration of Rights " that 

no power exists in the people of this or any other state of the Adoeixistralion. —Nevada is governed under the original Federal Union to dissolve their connexion therewith or perform constitution of 1864, with the amendments Adopted in r880, any  act tending to impair, subvert, or resist the supreme authority 
1889, 1904 and recd. The constitution as adopted limited the of the government of the United States," is a result of the drafting 
suffrage to adult white males, but this provision was annulled of the instrument during the Civil War. There is also a provision 
by the fifteenth amendment to the Federal constitution .  and that only three-fourths of the jurors may be required to agree to a 

verdict in civil eases, although the legislature has the power to 
in x88o amendments to the state constitution were adopted require by statute a unanimous agreement. Amendments to the 
striking out the word " white " from the suffrage clause and constitution must be passed by a majority of each house of the 
adding a new artide granting rights of suffrage and office holding legislature at two consecutive sessions and submitted to a vote of 
without regard to race, colour or previous condition of servitude. the people at the next regular election. Under this provision an 

amendment cannot be adopted until nearly four years after it is A residence in the state of six months and in the district or county first proposed. At the election of 94 an amendment was adopted 
of thirty days preceding the election is required of all voters. which provides that whenever to% of the voters of the state, as 
Persons guilty of treason or felony in any state or Territory and shown by the votes of the last preceding election, express a wish 
not restored to civil rights, idiots and insane persons, are exduded that any law or resolution of the legislature shall be submitted 

to the people, the Act or Resolve shall be voted on at the next from the suffrage. An unusual provision in the constitution, election of the state or officers, county office, and if a majority of the 
a result of its adoption in the midst of the Civil War, gives soldier.; voters approve the measure it shall stand; otherwise, it shall become 
and sailors in the service of the United States the right to vote; void. Nevada thus became the fourth American state to adopt the 
their votes to be applied to the township and county in which referendum. hisfitsuions.—Thc state maintains a penitentiary at Carisal City they were bona fide residents at the time of enlistment. ,  The and an insane asylum at Reno. The deaf, dumb and blind are cared 
legislature has the right to make the payment of the poll for at its expense in the California institution for these defec.,•es. 
tax a requirement for voting, but no such provision is in The State University, established at Elko in 1874 and remoNtd to 
force.' A law passed in 1887, requiring all voters to take an oath Reno in 1887, is supported by the income from a Federal grant of 
against polygamy, with the object of disfranchising Mormons, two townships (72 sq. m.) of public land and an additional grant, 

under the Morrill Act of 1862, of eo,000 acres for the support of a 
was declared unconstitutional by the State Supreme Court. college for agriculture and mechanic arts. An agricultural experi-

A governor, lieutenant -governor, secretary of state, attorney - meat station and a normal school are conducted in connexion xith 
general, ctlntroller, treasurer, superintendent of public instruc - the university. The control of this institution is vested in a board 

of regents, chosen by popular vote. At Virginia City is a school of 
An interesting application of this provision was made in 1898, mines, established by the state in 1903. The Federal government 

when Nevada soldiers on their way to Manila were allowed to vote maintains three boarding schools for Indians in the state. 
at sea. It was discovered, however, that no statute had ever 	The public schools arc supported by the income from a Federal 
been passed to carry this provision into effect, and the votes were grant of 2,000,000 acres of public land (given in lieu of the usual 
rejected. 	 sixteenth and thirty.sixth sections) supplemented by state and 

In 1897 a law was passed making the right of suffrage dependent local taxation. The constitution provides that a special state tax, 
on the payment of poll taxes for the preceding two years: but at a rate of not over two mills on the dollar, may be levied Mr 
in the following year the State Supreme Court declared this act school purposes. All fines collected under the penal laws, all escheats 
unconstitutional because the title was not descriptive of the and 2 % of the receipts of toll roads and bridges go into the school 
matter. fund, which is invested in state and Federal securities and the 
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interest apportioned among the counties according to their school 
population. The administration of the school system is in the 
hands of a superintendent of public instruction. 

Pittance.—The bonded debt of the state on the 31st of December 
5908 amounted to $330,000, of which the state held an irredeem-
able bond for 11380,000; the actual redeemable bonded debt of 
$170,000 was due to the investment of the school and university 
funds in the bonds of the state. The actual borrowing capacity of 
the state is limited by its constitution to $3oo,000, except for the 
extraordinary purpose of repelling invasion or suppressing insur-
rection. Practically all the revenue is derived from the taxation 
of real and personal property. Mines and mining claims are exempt 
from taxation, but a quarterly tax is levied on the net proceeds of 
mines, and is not to be paid a second time so long as the products 
remain in the hands of the original producer. The rate of taxation 
for state purposes is fixed by the legislature, and for county pur-
poses by the board of county commissioners. A poll tax is required 
of all males between the ages of 21 and 6o years, one half of which 
goes to the county in which it is collected and the rest to the state. 
At the close of 1908 the state receipts for the year amounted to 
SC004,041, and expenditures to 8873,941• • 

History.—The first recorded person of European descent to 
enter the limits of Nevada was Francisco Carols (T738-1781), 
of the Order of St Francis, who set out from Sonora in 1775 and 
passed through what is now the extreme southern corner of the 
state on his way to California. Half a century later a party of 
trappers of the Hudson's Bay Company entered Nevada and plied 
their trade along the Humboldt river. American trappers came 
about the same time. Emigrants to California followed the 
trappers, and many crossed Nevada in the early 'forties of the 
19th century. During . 1843-1845 John C. Fremont made a 
series of explorations in this region. By the treaty of Guadalupe 
Hidalgo, negotiated in 1848, at the close of the war with Mexico, 
Nevada became United States territory. It was then a part of 
California known as the Washoe Country, and remained so until 
the 9th of September 185o, *hen most of the present state was 
included in the newly organized Territory of Utah. In the 
meantime the discovery of gold in California bad swelled the 
stream of westward migration across the Washoe Country, 
and had resulted in the settlement of traders, mostly Mormons, 
along the routes to the gold fields. The first settlement in what 
is now the state of Nevada was planted in the valley of the 
Carson river in 1849. The earliest recorded public meeting was 
held at Mormon Station (now Genoa) on the 12th of November 
1851. The object of this gathering was to frame a government 
for the settlers, as the seat of the Territorial government of Utah 
was too remote to afford protection for life and property. Con-
gress was petitioned to organize a separate Territory. An inde-
pendent local government was formed a week later, and this 
lasted for several months, until the Utah authorities intervened. 
In 1854 the Utah legislature created the county of Carson, 
which included all the settlements in western Utah; but the 
inhabitants sought to rid themselves of all connexion with the 
people of the Salt Lake region, and petitioned Congress to annex 
them to California. In 1858 Carson City was laid out, and in the 
following year the people of Carson county held a mass meeting 
and chose delegates to a constitutional convention, which met at 
Genoa on the 18th of July 'Ilse, and in ten days drafted a con-
stitution. The instrument was submitted to a vote of the people 
and was adopted, and a full set of state officers was chosen. 
This attempt to create a new state proved abortive, however, 
and it was not till the mineral wealth of the Washoe Country 
became generally known that Congress took any action. On 
the 2nd of March 1861 the Territory of Utah was divided at 
39- W. (of Washington) and the western portion was called 
Nevada. As then constituted, the northern boundary of Nevada 
was the 42nd parallel, its southern the 37th, and its western 
boundary was made to conform to the eastern limits of the state 
of California. James W. Nye (1814-1876) of New York was 
appointed Territorial governor. In December 1862 the Territorial 
legislature passed an act "to frame a constitution and state 
government for the state of Washoe." This was submit ted to the 
people and adopted at the polls. Delegates to a constitutional 
convention accordingly drafted a frame of government, which 
on the toth of January 1864 was submitted to a popular vote 
and overwhelmingly defeated. The instrument contained a  

very unpopular dense taxing all mining property, tmprodue-
tive as well as productive. Moreover, as state officers were 
to be chosen at the same time that the constitution was 
voted on, disappointed candidates for party nominations 
fought against ratification. As a result, the constitution was 
rejected while officers to act under it were at the same time 
duly elected. 

Early in 1864, when it became evident that two more Republican 
votes might be needed in the United States Senate for reconstruc-
tion purposes, party leaders at Washington urged the people of 
Nevada to adopt a constitution and enter the Union as a patriotic 
duty, and on the 21st of March 2864 Congress passed an act to 
enable the people of the Territory to form a state government. 
The third constitutional convention in its history now met at 
Carson City and drew up a constitution which was duly ratified. 
On the 31st of October President Lincoln issued a p   
declaring Nevada a state. By the Enabling Act Congress bad 
extended the eastern boundary to the 38th meridian (W. of 
Washington), and in 1866 still farther extended it to the 37th 
and fixed the southern boundary as it exists at present. The 
additions eastward were made from Utah and those to the south 
from Arizona. 

Being " battle-born," Nevada was loyal to the Union 
throughout the Civil War, and in spite of its scanty population 
furnished a company of troops in 2861, which were joined 
to a California regiment. In 1863 the Territory raised six com-
panies of infantry and six of cavalry (about woo men), which 
saw no actual service against the Confederates but were 
useful in subduing hostile Indians. ' 

The history of the state since its organization has been largely 
a history of its mines. The period from I860 to 1864 was one 
of rapid development accompanied by the wildest speculation. 
This was followed by a reaction and a general collapse of inflated 
values until 1873, when the discovery of the Great Bonanza 
mine.  brought about a revival of industry and of speculation. 
A second period of decline followed the working out of this 
mine and lasted until 19oo, when the discovery of a new mineral 
belt in southern Nevada brought renewed prosperity. Until 
187o the state was regularly Republican, but in this year the 
Democrats gained most of the offices, including the seat in the 
national House of Representatives. The Republicans, however, 
secured the electoral votes of Nevada in 2872 and in 1876, and 
in 1878 were again in full control, only to suffer defeat in z880. 
Not until the silver currency question became a political issue 
did Nevada take a prominent part in national politics. In 
1885 the Nevada Silver Association was formed for the purpose 
of advocating the free and unlimited coinage of silver. Both 
parties in the state in 1888 declared in favour of free coinage, 
and in 1892 instructed their delegates to the national conven-
tions to oppose any candidate who did not favour this policy. 
As a means of asserting their views effectively, the citizens, 
irrespective of party, organized local silver clubs, and these 
eventually led to the formation of the Silver party of Nevada, 
which drafted a " platform " and nominated a state ticket 
and presidential electors who were instructed to support the 
Populist national ticket. The Republicans in the state divided, 
and the majority of them went over to the Silver party. At 
the national election in this year the Silver ticket received in 
Nevada 7264 votes; the Republican 2811; the Democrat 
714; and the Prohibitionist 86. In the state election of 1894 
the Silver party was again victorious, and not a Democrat 
was returned to the legislature. In the election of 1896 all the 
parties in the state declared in favour of the free and unlimited 
coinage of silver at the ratio of 26 to z. The Democratic and 
Silver parties united, with the result that the state's electoral 
vote went to Bryan and Sewall, the Democratic nominees, 
while the Silver party retained most of the state offices. In the 
presidential election of 19oo the Nevada Republicans pursued 
a non-committal policy with regard to the silver question, 
declaring in favour of " the largest use of silver as a money 
metal in all matters compatible with the best interests of our 
government." The Democratic and the Silver parties again 
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united, and subsequently dominated the politics of the 
state. 

Territorial Governor. —James W. Nye, 1861-1864. 
State Governors. 

H. G. Blasdel, Rep., 1865-187o. 
L. R. Bradley, Dem., 1871-1878. 

H. Kinkhead, Rep., 1879-1882. 
ewett W. Adams, Dem., 1883-1886. 

Christopher C. Stephenson, Rep., 1887-1889. 
Frank Bell, Rep., 2890. 
R. K. Colcord, Rep., 1892-1894. 
John E. Jones, Silver, 1895! 
Reinhold Sadler, Silver, za95-1902. 
lohn S_parks, Dem. (Silver), 1503-5906. 
D. S. Dickerson. Dent.. 1907-191o. 
T. L Oddie, Rep., 1911- 
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NEVADA, a city and the county-seat of Vernon county, 
Missouri, U.S.A., in the south-western part of the state, about 
go M. S. by E. of Kansas City. Pop. (two) 7461, of whom 235 
were foreign-born and x68 negroes; (1910) 7176. It is 
served by the Missouri Pacific and the Missouri, Kansas & Texas 
railway systems. The principal public buildings are the county 
court house, the federal building and the high school. Nevada 
is the seat of Cottey College for girls (Methodist-Episcopal, 
South, 1884) and of a state hospital for the insane, and there is 
a state camp ground for the National Guard of Missouri. There 
are three parks, one of which,.Lake Park, is a pleasure and health 
resort, with a lake and chalybeate and sulphur springs. The 
smelting of lead and zinc and the manufacture of paper, lumber, 
sheet metal and bricks are among the city's industries. Nevada 
is a trading centre for the surrounding country, and a fine farming 
and stock-raising region, in which Indian corn, oats, wheat, 
clover, timothy and blue-grass are grown; coal is mined in 
the vicinity. The city's water-supply is drawn from artesian 
wells. Nevada (" Nevada City " until 1869) was platted in 
z855, was burned down in 2863 during the occupancy by the 
state militia in war time, was incorporated as a town in 1869, 
was entered by the first railway in t87o, and was chartered as 
a city in 1880. 

NEVADA CITY, a township and the county-seat of Nevada 
county, California, U.S.A., about 130 m. N.E. of San Francisco. 
Pop. (1890) 2524; (r9o0) 325o (764 foreign -born); (191o) 2689. 
It is the terminus of the Nevada County Narrow Gauge railway, 
which connects with the Southern Pacific railway at Colfax, 
23 m. S. An electric line extends to Grass Valley (pop. in /goo, 
47 1 9)- 4 In. S.W. Situated in a hilly and picturesque region, 
2580 ft. above the sea, Nevada City is frequented as a health 
and summer resort (annual mean temperature, about 53.5°  F.; 
mean summer temperature, about 66°). Gold-mining and 
quartz-mining are its principal industries, and in ton Nevada 
county's output of gold (104,590.76 oz., worth $2,162,083) was 
second only to that of Butte county (134,853.39 oz., worth 
S2,786,840) in California; the county is the leading producer 

Died the 21st of September, ago, and Frank Bell became 
governor by virtue of his office as lieutenant-governor. 

I  Died the toth of April 1895, and R. Sadler became governor by 
virtue of his office as lieutenant-governor.  

from quartz mines. Among the manufactures of the township 
are carriages and products of planing mills, foundriis and 
machine shops; and grapes and fruits are raised in the surround-
ing country. Gold was first discovered within what is now 
Nevada City, on Deer Creek, in the summer of 1848, by James 
W. Marshall, who, in January of the same year, had found the 
metal near what is now Coloma, Eldorado county. The first 
settlement was made here in 1849; rich deposits of gold were 
soon afterwards found on or near the surface, and the settlement 
had the characteristic growth of a western mining town; its 
output of gold reached its maximum in z850-185r. Nevada 
City was first incorporated in x8e1 under a special act of the 
legislature (repealed in 1852); it was reincorporated in 1856 
and again in 1878. 

SHIA or Flax, the name given to the partly consolidated 
masses of snow and ice which form in the hollows on.the sides 
of mountains below the belt of freshly fallen snow and just above 
the compact glacier-ice. The neve, which generally consists 
of broad sheets of great beauty, is formed from the freshly 
fallen snow during a series of alternate thaws and frosts. These 
processes are accompanied by a gradual descent down the 
mountain side, during which the neve suffers consolidation, 
until it becomes compact glacier-ice. The neve is thus the 
feeding ground of the glacier (q.v.). The word neve (Lat. six, 
nisi:, snow) is adopted from the French dialect of the French 
Alps; fins is German, meaning " last year's (snow)." 

NEVER8, a town of central France, capital of the department 
of Nievre, 559 m. S.S.E. of Paris by the Paris-Lyons-Meditcr-
ranee railway to Nimes. Pop. (1906) 23,561. Nevers is situated 
on the slope of a hill on the right bank of the Loire at its con-
fluence with the Nievre. Narrow winding streets lead from the 
quay through the town where there are numerous old houses 
of the 14th to the 17th centuries. Among the ecclesiastical 
buildings the most important is the cathedral of St Cyr, which 
is a combination of two buildings, and possesses two apses. 
The apse and transept at the west end are the remains of a 
Romanesque church, while the nave and eastern apse are in 
the Gothic style and belong to the 14th century. There is no 
transept at the eastern end. The lateral portal on the south 
side belongs to the late 15th century; the massive and elaborately 
decorated tower which rises beside it to the early 16th century. 
The church of St Etienne is a specimen of the Romanesque 
style of Auvergne of which the disposItion of the apse with its 
three radiating chapels is characteristic. It was consecrated 
at the close of the z zth century, and belonged to a priory 
affiliated to Cluny. The ducal palace at Nevers (now occupied 
by the courts of justice and an important ceramic museum) was 
built in the 15th and 16th centuries and is one of the principal 
feudal edifices in central France. The facade is flanked at each 
end by a turret and a round tower. A middle tower containing 
the great staircase has its windows adorned by sculptures 
relating to the history of the house of Cleves by the members 
of which the greater part of the palace was built. In front of 
the palace lies a wide open space with a fine view over the valley 
of the Loire. The Porte du Crouz, a square tower, with corner 
turrets, dating from the end of the 14th century, is among 
the remnants of the old fortifications; it now contains a collection 
of sculptures and Roman antiquities. A triumphal arch of the 
18th century, commemorating the victory of Fontenoy and the 
hotel de vile, a modern building which contains the library, 
are of some interest. The Loire is crossed by a modern stone 
bridge, and by an iron railway bridge. Nevers is the seat of a 
bishopric, of tribunals of first instance and of commerce and of a 
court of assizes and has a chamber of commerce and a branch 
of the Bank of France. Its educational institutions include 
a lyae, a training college for female teachers, ecclesiastical 
seminaries and a school of art. The town manufactures porcelain, 
agricultural implements, chemical manures, glue, boilers and 
iron goods, boots and shoes and fur garments, and has distilleries,. 
tanneries and dye-works. Its trade is in iron and steel, wood, 
wine, grain, live-stock, &c. Hydraulic lime, kaolin and clay 
for the manufacture of faience are worked in the vicinity. 
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Noviedsnune, the early name of Nevers was in later times 

altered to Nebirnum. The quantities of medals and other 
Roman antiquities found on the site indicate the importance 
of the place at the time when Caesar chose it as a military depot 
for corn, money and hostages. In 52 B.C. it was the first place 
seized by the revolting Aedui. It became the seat of a bishopric 
at the end of the 5th century. The countship (see below) dates 
at least from the beginning of the loth century. The citizens 
of Nevers obtained charters in 1194 and in 1231. For a short 
time in the 14th century the town was the seat of a university, 
transferred from Orleans, to which it was restored. 

Comas AND DUKES or NEVERS. Having formed part of 
the duchy of Burgundy, the county of Nevers (Nivernais) was 
given by Duke Henry I. in 987 to his stepson, Otto William, 
afterwards count of Macon, who five years later handed it over 
to his son-in-law Landri. The first house of the hereditary 
counts of Nevers originated in this Landri, and was brought to an 
end in zip by the death of Agnes, countess of Nevers, wife 
of Pierre de Courtcnay (d. in?). The county subsequently 
passed by successive marriages into the houses of Honey, 
Chialion and Bourbon. Mahaut de Bourbon brought the 
county of Nevers, together with those of Auxerre and Tonnerre, 
to her husband Odo (Eudes), son of Hugh IV., duke of Burgundy, 
in 1248. Her eldest daughter, Yoland, received the county of 
Nevers as her dowry when in 2265 she married Jean Tristan, 
son of King Louis IX. She became a widow in 2270, and in 
1272 married Robert de Dampicrre, who became count of 
Flanders. Her descendant by her second marriage, Marguerite, 
daughter and heiress of Louis IL de Male, count of Flanders, 
married successively two dukes of Burgundy, Philip I. de Rouvre 
and Philip II. the Bold. Philip (d. 415), the third son of Philip 
the Bold, received the counties of Nevers and of Rethel and the 
barony of Donzy; his last male descendant, John, died in 1491. 
The house of Cleves then inherited the Nivcrnais, which was 
erected into a duchy by King Francis I. for Francis of Cleves in 
1539. In r565 Louis de Gonzaga (d. r595), son of Frederick II., 
duke of Mantua, married Henrietta of Cleves, duchess of 
Nevers, and one of his descendants, Charles (d. 065), sold the 
Nivernais to Cardinal Mazarin in 1659. The cardinal devised 
it to his nephew Philippe Jules Mancini, whose descendants 
possessed it until the French Revolution. The last duke of 
Nivernais, Louis Jules Barbon Mancini Mazarini, died in x798. 

NEVILLE, or NEVILL, the family name of a famous English 
noble house, descended from Dolfin son of Uchtred, who had 
a grant from the prior of Durham in 1131 of " Staindropshire," 
co. Durham, a territory which remained in the hands of his 
descendants for over four centuries, and in which stood Raby 
castle, their chief seat. His grandson, Robert, son of Meldred, 
married the heiress of geoffrey de Neville (d. 2192-1193), who 
inherited from her mother the Bulmer lordship of Brancepeth 
near Durham. Henceforth Brancepeth castle became the 
other seat of the house, of which tire bull's head crest com-
memorates the Bulmers; but it adopted the Norman surname 
of Neville (Neuville). Robert's grandson, another Robert, 
(d. 282) held high position in Northumbria, and sided with 
Henry III. in the Barons' War, as did his younger brother Geoffrey 
(d. 2285), ancestor of the Nevills of Hornby. This Robert's 
son Robert (d. 127r) extended the great possessions of the 
family into Yorkshire by his marriage with the heiress of Middle-
ham, of which the powerful Norman castle still stands. The 
summons of their son Ranulf (d. 2330 to parliament as a baron 
(1294) did but recognize the position of the Nevins as mighty 
in the north country. Ralph (d. 1367) the second baron—whose 
elder brother " the Peacock of the North " was slain by the 
Douglas in 1328—was employed by Edward III. as a commander 
against the Scots and had a leading part in the victory of Nevill's 
Cross (1346), where David Bruce was captured, and by which 
Durham was saved. His active career as bead of his house 
(1331-1367) did much to advance its fortunes and to make the 
name of Nevill a power on the Scottish march. Of his younger 
sons, Alexander became archbishop of York (1374-1388) and 
was a prominent supporter of Richard IL, attending him closely  

and encouraging his absolutist policy; in consequence of which 
he was one of those " appealed of treason " by the opposition in 
1388 and being found guilty was outlawed, and died abroad 
in 2392. His younger brother William, a naval commander, 
took the opposite side, was a leading Lollard and a friend of 
Wiclif, and in 1388-1389 acted with the lords appellant. 

John, the 3rd lame (d. 1388), a warden of the Scottish marches 
and lieutenant of Aquitaine, a follower of John of Gaunt 
and a famous soldier in the French wars of Edward III., con-
tinued the policy of strengthening the family's position by 
marriage; his sisters and daughters became the wives of great 
northern lords; his first wife was a Percy, and his second 
Lord Latimer's heiress; and his younger son, Thomas, became 
Lord Furnival in right of his wife, while his son by his second 
wife became Lord Latimer. His eldest son Ralph ( 1364-1425). 
rst earl of Westmorland (see WESTMORLAND, EARLS or), carried 
the policy further, marrying for his second wife a daughter 
of John of Gaunt and securing heiresses for five of his sons, 
four of the younger ones becoming peers, while a fifth, Robert, 
was made bishop of Durham (1438-1457). Among his daughters 
were the duchesses of Norfolk, Buckingham and York (mother 
of Edward IV. and Richard III.) and an abbess of Barking. 
The Nevins were thus closely connected with the houses of 
Lancaster and York, and had themselves become the most im-
portant family in the realm. Of the earl's sons by his second 
marriage, Richard, earl of Salisbury (and three of his sons) and 
William, earl of Kent, are the subjects of separate notices. 

The greatness of the Nevins centred in the "kingmaker " 
(Richard's eon) and the heads of his house, after the 1st earl, 
were of small account in history, till Charles, the 6th earl, at 
the instigation of his wife, Surrey's daughter, joined Northumber-
land in the fatal northern rising of 1569 to the ruin of his house, 
His estates, with the noble castles of Brancepeth and Raby, were 
forfeited; Middleham, with the Yorkshire lands, bad been 
settled by the rst earl on the heirs of his second marriage. 

Although the senior line became extinct on the earl's death 
abroad (16o1), there were male descendants of the rst earl 
remaining, sprung from George and Edward, sons of his second 
marriage. George, who was Lord Latimer, was father of Sin 
Henry, slain at Edgcote fight, and grandfather of Richard, 
and lord (1469-1530, a soldier who distinguished himself in the 
north, especially at Flodden Field. His grandson (d. 1 577) 
was the last lord, but there were male descendants of his younger 
sons, one of whom, Edmund, claimed the barony, and after 
11501 the earldom of Westmorland, but vainly, owing to its 
attainder. In this line may still exist a male heir of this mighty 
house. 

The heirs male of Edward, Lord " Bergavenny " (now " Aber-
gavenny" co. Monmouth), who died in 2476, have retained 
their place in the peerage under that style to the present day 
by a special and anomalous devolution. His wife, the only child 
of Richard (Beauchamp), earl of Worcester (d. 2422), brought 
him the great estates which had come to her line with Fitz Alan 
and Despcncer heiresses, and in 2450 be was summoned as 
Lord Bergavenny, though not seized of that castle. Their 
grandson, George (c. 1471-1535) the 3rd lord, was in favour with 
Henry VII. and Henry VIII., and recovered from the latter in 
1512 the castle and lands of Abergavenny. He was prominent 
in the French campaigns of 1513-14 and 2523. On the death 
of his son, Henry, the 4th lord, in 1587, a long-famous contest 
ensued between his daughter, Lady Fane, and his heir-male, 
Edward Nevill, which was eventually ended by James L, in 
2604, assigning the barony of Abergavenny to Edward's son 
and that of Despencer to Lady Fane. The former,subsequently 
descended (on uncertain grounds) to the heirs-male with the 
old Beauchamp estates under special entails. In 1784 the then 
Lord Abergavenny received an earldom, and the next lord 
erected at Eridge, Sussex, the present seat of the family, on 
which the marquisate of Abergavenny and earldom of Lewes were 
conferred in 1876. Its Sussex estates are mainly derived through 
the Beauchamps, from the Fitz Mans, heirs of the Warennes. 

The Neville of pillingbear, Berke, were a junior line, of whom 
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was Sir Henry Nevill (d. 1613), courtier and diplomatist, who 
became a 'leading figure in parliament under James L His 
grandson, another Sir Henry (d. 1694), was an author of some note 
and a Republican opponent of Cromwell, by whom he was 
banished from London in 1634. The family became extinct in 
1740, and in 1762 Richard Aldworth (1717-1793), on inheriting 
Billingbear, took the name of Nevill From him descend the 
Lords Braybrooke. 

Neuville is a common French name, and it is not clear whether 
all the Nevills who occur in the rah and 13th centuries were of 
the same stock as the lords of Raby. The baronial line of Nevill 
of " Essex " was founded by the marriage, temp. Richard L, of a 
Hugh de Nevill to the heiress of Henry de Cornhill, a wealthy 
Londoner. He went on crusade with Richard I. and was after-
wards wards an active supporter of John, who names him in the Great 
Charter (1215). His descendant, Hugh de Nevill, was summoned 
as a baron in 1311, as was his son John, who served in the French 
and Flemish campaigns, and died, the last of his line, in 1358. 

See Rowland's Historical Gad Genealogical Account of the Family of 
Nevill (183o); Drummond's Noble British Families (1846); Swallow's 
De Nova Villa (1885); and Barron's sketch in The Ancestor, No. 6 
(1903). Also Dugdale's Baronage; G. E. gokayners Complete 
Peerage; 3. H. Round's Feudal England; and for the Nevill castles 
Mackenzie's Castles of England, For the Kingmaker, see Oman's 
monograph (1891). fJ. H. R.) 

NEVILLE, GEORGE (c. 1432-1476), archbishop of York and 
chancellor of England, was the youngest son of Richard Neville, 
earl of Salisbury, and brother of Richard Neville, earl of Warwick, 
known as the " Kingmaker." lie was educated at $1111101 
College, Oxford, and was from his childhood destined for the 
clerical profession, hi which through the great influence of his 
family he obtained rapid advancement, becoming bishop of 
Exeter in 1458. From this time forward Neville took a prominent 
part in the troubled politics of the period. He was present with 
his brother Warwick at the battle of Northampton In July 1460. 
immediately after which the great seal was committed to his 
keeping. He took part in the proclamation of Edward of York 
as king, who confirmed his appointment as chancellor. In 1463 
he was employed on a diplomatic mission in France; and in 
1464, after taking part in negotiation with the Scots, Neville 
became archbishop of York. During the next few years he as 
well as his brothers•fell into disfavour with Edward IV.; and in 
1469, after a successful rising in Yorkshire secretly fermented by 
Warwick, the king fell into the bands of the archbishop, by 
whom, after a short imprisonment, he was permitted to escape. 
When Warwick was in turn defeated by the king's forces at 
Stamford in 1470, Archbishop Neville took the oath of allegiance 
to Edward, but during the short Lancastrian restoration which 
compelled Edward to cross to Holland, Neville acted as chan-
cellor to Henry VI.; and when the tide once more turned he again 
trimmed his sails to the favouring breeze, making his peace with 
Edward, now again triumphant, by surrendering Henry into 
his hands. The archbishop for a short time shared Henry's 
captivity in the Tower. Having been pardoned in April 1471, he 
was re-arrested a year later on a charge of treason and secretly 
conveyed to France, where he remained a prisoner till 147S, 
when be returned to England; be died in the following year, 
on the 8th of June 1476. Archbishop Neville was a respectable 
scholar; and he was a considerable benefactor of the university 
of Oxford and especially of Ballot College. 

See Thomas Rymer, Foedera, &c. (London, 1704); John %irk - 

worth, Chronicle of the first Thirteen Years of the Reign of Edward 1 V., 
ed. J. 0. Halliwell (Camden Soc., London, 1839); Perim Letters, 
ed. J. Gairdner (London, 1872-1875); The Historical Collections of 
a Calmat of London in the zsth century, ed. Gairdner (Camden Soc., 
London. 1876); Sir James H. Ramsay, Lancaster and York 1399- 
z48,5 (Oxford, 1892). 

MIME, RALPH (d. t244), bishop of Chichester and chan-
cellor of England, was a member of the great Neville family, 
but of illegitimate birth. In 1214 he became dean of Lichfield, 
and obtained several rich livings; and in 1224 he was consecrated 
bishop of Chichester. In 1226 he was appointed chancellor 
by the council governing during the minority of Henry III.; and 
when the king in 1236 demanded the return of the great seal, 

Neville refused to surrender it, on the ground that only the 
authority that bad appointed him to the office had power to 
deprive him of it. In 1231 he was chosen archbishop by the 
monks of Canterbury, but the election was not ratified by the 
pope. He died in 1214, 

Neville's residence in London was a palace in the street opposite 
the Temple. which from this association obtained the name of 
Chancery Lane, by which it is still known; while the palace itself. 
after passing into the hands of Henry de Lacy, earl of Lincoln, was 
called Lincoln's Inn after that nobleman when it became the abode 
of students of law. Neville bequeathed this property to the see of 
Chichester, .and the memory of his connexion with the locality is 
further preserved in the name of a passage leading from Chancery 
Lane to Lincoln's Ian which still bears the name of Chichester 
Rents. 

NEVIN, JOHN WILLIAMSON (1803-2886), American theo-
logian and educationalist, was born on Herron's Branch, near 
Shippensburg, Franklin county, Pennsylvania, on the roth of 
February 2803. He was a descendant of Hugh Williamson of 
North Carolina, and was of Scotch blood and Presbyterian 
training. He graduated at Union College in 1821; studied 
theology at Princeton Theological Seminary in 2823-1828, 
being in 1826-1828 in charge of the classes of Charles Hodge; 
was licensed to preach by the Carlisle Presbytery in 1828; and 
in 1830-2840 was professor of Biblical literature in the newly 
founded Western Theological Samiury of Allegheny, Penn-
sylvania. But under the influence of Neander he was gradually 
breaking away from " Puritanic Presbyterianism," and in 
1840, having resigned his chair in Allegheny, he was appointed 
professor of theology in the (German Reformed) Theological 
Seminary at Mercersburg, Pa., and thus passed from the 
Presbyterian Church into the German Reformed. Ile soon 
became prominent; first by his contributions to its organ the 
Messenger; then by The Anxious Bench—A Tract for the Times 
(1843), attacking the vicious excesses of revivalistic methods; 
and by his defence of the inauguration address, Tke Principle 
of Protestantism, delivered by his colleague Philip Schaff, 
which aroused a storm of protest by its suggestion that Pauline 
Protestantism was not the last word in the development of the 
church but that a Johannean Christianity was to be its out-
growth, and by its recognition of Petrine Romanism as a stage 
in ecclesiastical development. To Dr Schaff's 122 theses of 
Tke Principle of Proksianastrs Nevin added his own theory of 
the mystical union between Christ and believers, and both 
Schaff and Nevin were accused of a " Romanizing tendency." 
Nevin characterized his critics as pseudo-Protestants, urged 
(with Dr Charles Hodge, and against the Presbyterian General 
Assembly) the validity of Roman Catholic baptism, and defended 
the doctrine of the " spiritual real presence " of Christ in the 
Lord's Supper, notably in The Mystical Presexce: a Vindication 
of the Reformed or Calvonislic Doctrine, of the Holy Eucharist 
(1846); to this the reply from the point of view of rationalistic 
puritanism was made by Charles Hodge in the Priseetoe Review 
of 2848. In 1849 the Mercersburg Review was founded as the 
organ of Nevin and the "Mercersburg Theology "; and to it 
he contributed from 1849 to 1883. In ilisz he resigned from the 
Mercersburg Seminary in order that its running expenses might 
be lightened; and from 1841 to 1853 he was president of Marshall 
College at Mercersburg. With Dr Schaff and others he was on 
the committee which prepared the liturgy of the German Re-
formed Church, which appeared in provisional form in 1857 and 
as An Order of Worship in /866. In x861-1866 he was instructor 
of history at Franklin and Marshall College (in which Marshall 
College had been merged), of which he was president in 1866-1876. 
He died at Lancaster Penn., on the 6th of June 1886. 

See Theodore Appel, The Life and Work of John Williamson Nevin 
(Philadelphia, 1889), containing Nevin's more important articles. 

NEVIS, an island in the British West Indies, forming with St 
Kitts one of the five presidencies in the colony of the Leeward 
Islands. Pop. (1901) 12,774. It lies in 1 7° 1 4' N. and 622 33' W., 
and is separated from St Kitts by a shallow channel a M. wide 
at its narrowest point. In form it is almost round, and from the 
sea has the appearance of a perfect cone, rising gradually to 
the height of 32oo ft. Its total area is so sq, XD. Although the 
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Wand is subject to severe storms, the climate fa healthy, the 
average temperature being 82 °  F. Sugar, rum and molasses are 
exported, and corn, yams, coffee and fruit are grown. There are 
medicinal springs and large deposits of sulphur. The chief town, 
Charlestown, lies on a wide bay on the S.W. The legislative 
council of St Kitts-Nevis meets at Basseterre, the capital of St 
Kitts. Nevis was discovered by Columbus in 1498 and first 
colonized in 1628 by the English from St Kitts. During the period 
of the slave trade it was a leading mart for slaves in the West 
Indies. 

NEVYANSK, Newsman or Nlvveasnrz ZAVOD, a town of 
Russia, in the government of Perm, 57 In. by rail N.N.W. of 
Ekaterinburg, on the eastern slope of the Ural mountians, in the 
populous mountain valley of the Neyva, in a district very rich 
in iron. and auriferous sands. Pop. (1881) 13,980; (x897) about 
16,000, all Great-Russians and mostly Nonconformists, who are 
employed, partly at the iron-works, partly in various small 
industries, such as the manufacture of boxes, widely sold in 
Siberia, iron wares and boots, and partly in agriculture. The 
iron-works at Nevyansk are the oldest in the Urals, having been 
founded in 1699. In 1702 Peter the Great presented them to 
Demidov, with 3,900,000 acres of land. Several other iron-
works are situated within a short distance, the chief being 
Verkhne-Neyvinsk, 18 m. S.; Neyvo-Rudyansk, 8 m. S.; 
Petrokamensk, 32 m. N.E.; Neyvo-Shaitansk, 20 M. lower down 
the Neyva; and Neyvo-Alapayevsk, 64 fn. N.E. of Nevyansk. 

NEW ABBEY, a parish and village of Kirkcudbrightshire, 
Scotland. Pop. of parish (Igo') 957. The bill of Criffel and 
Loch Kinder are situated within the parish boundaries. The 
lake contains two islets, of which one was a crannog and the other 
the site of an ancient kirk. The village, which lies 6} m. S. of 
Maxwelltown, is famous for the ruin of Sweetheart Abbey, a 
Cistercian house Built in 1275 by Devorguila in memory of her 
husband John de Baliol, who had died at Barnard Castle in 1269. 
His heart, embalmed and enshrined in a coffin of ebony and 
silver, which she always kept beside her, was, at her death in 
1290, buried with her in the precincts of the abbey, which thus 
acquired its name (Abbocia Adds Cordis, or Douxquer). The 
building afterwards became known as the New Abbey, to dis-
tinguish it from the older foundation at Dundrennan, which had 
been erected in 1142 by Fergus of Galloway. The remains of the 
abbey chiefly consist of the shell of the beautiful Cruciform 
church, with a central saddleback tower rising from the transepts 
to a height of over 03 ft., and a graceful rose window at the 
west end of the nave. Most of the work is Early English with 
Decorated additions. The abbot's tower, a stately relic, stands 
about m. N.E. of the abbey. 

NEW ALBANY, a city and the county-seat of Floyd county, 
Indiana, U.S.A., on the N. bank of the Ohio river, at the head of 
low water navigation, nearly opposite Louisville, Kentucky, 
with which it is connected by three railway bridges, and 156 m. 
below Cincinnati, Ohio. Pop. (1890) 21,059; (106) 20,628, of 
whom 1363 were foreign-born and 1905 negroes; (1910) 20,629. 
It is served by the Baltimore & Ohio South-western, the 
Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville, the Pittsburg, Cincinnati, 
Chicago & St Louis and the Southern railways, by electric 
railways to Louisville, Indianapolis, &c., and by steamboats 
on the Ohio; it is connected by a belt line with the Louisville & 
Nashville, the Chesapeake & Ohio, the Illinois Central and other 
railways. The city is situated on an elevated plateau above the 
river, in an amphitheatre of wooded hills. It has a good public 
library, a well organized public school system and several private 
schools and academies. Within the city limits is a national 
cemetery. The manufactures include leather, iron, foundry 
and machine shop products, furniture and veneer, lumber, 
cotton goods and hosiery, distilled liquors and stoves. The value 
of the factory products in 19os was 84,1 zo.7439, 13% more than 
in zoom Originally settled about the beginning of the 19th 
century, New Albany was platted in 1813 and was chartered 
as a city in 1839. The city owed much of its early industrial 
importance to the plate-glass works successfully established 
here by Washington Charles de Pauw (1832-1887), who endowed  

the De Pauw College for Young Women (opened as the Indiana 
Asbury Female College in 1852). The glass works left the city 
because of the superior and cheaper fuel supplied by natural 
gas in central Indiana. The De Pauw College for Young Women 
was relatively unimportant after the endowment of Indiana 
Asbury University (now De Pauw University) by W. C. de 
Pauw in 1883, but it continued to give instruction until 2903. 

NEW AMSTERDAM, a town of British Guiana, situated in 
6° 20' N. and se 15' W. on the east bank of the Berbice river, 
about 4 m. from the mouth. Formerly the capital of the colony 
of Berbice, it is now the capital of the county of that name. 
It is a picturesque little town composed almost entirely of wooden 
houses, having a population estimated in 1904 at 7459. The 
Colony House, standing in handsome grounds beside the small 
but pretty botanical gardens, was formerly the residence of the 
governor and the seat of the legislature, and now contains the 
treasury and supreme courts. The town is lighted by municipally 
owned electric works, and contains various government in-
stitutions, a town hall and market. The local government is 
vested in a mayor and town council, the revenue (a little over 
£12,000 annually) being mainly raised by a direct rate on house 
property. The expenditure is principally on streets, street 
lighting, fire brigade, water supply and drainage. New Amster-
dam is connected by ferry and rail with Georgetown, to which 
there is also a hi-weekly steamer service. 

NEWARK. DAVID LESLIE, Loan (5601-1682), Scottish 
general, was born in 16or, the fifth son of Sir Patrick Leslie of 
Pitcairly, Fifeshire, commendator of Lindores, and Lady Jean 
Stuart, daughter of the rat earl of Orkney. In his early life he 
served in the army of Gustavus Adolphus, where he rose to the 
rank of colonel of cavalry. In 164o he returned to his natiye 
country to take part in the impending war for the Covenant. 
In 1643, when a Scottish army was formed to intervene in the 
English Civil War (see GREAT REBELLION) and placed under the 
command of Alexander Leslie, earl of Leven, the foremost living 
Scottish soldier, Leslie was selected as Leven's major-general. 
This army engaged the Royalists under Prince Rupert at Marston 
Moor, and Leslie bore a particularly distinguished part in the 
battle. He was then sent into the north-western counties, and 
besieged and took Carlisle. When, after the battle of Kilsyth, 
Scotland was at the mercy of Montrose and his army, Leslie 
was recalled from England in 1645, and made lieutenant-general 
of horse. In September he surprised and routed Montrose at 
Philiphaugh near Selkirk, and was rewarded by the committee 
of estates with a present of 50,000 merks and a gold chain; 
but his victory was marred by the butchery of the captured Irish 
—men, women and children—to whom quarter had been given. 
He was then declared lieutenant-general of the forces, and, in 
addition to his pay as colonel, had a pension settled on him. 
Leslie returned to England and was present at the siege of 
Newark. On his return to Scotland he reduced several of the 
Highland clans that supported the cause of the king. In 1648 
he refused to take part in the English expedition of the "en-
gagers," the enterprise not having the sanction of the Kirk. 
In 1649 he purchased the lands of Abercrombie and St Monance, 
Fifeshire. In 165o he was sent against Montrose, who was 
defeated and captured by Major Strachan, Leslie's advanced 
guard commander; and later in the year, all parties having for 
the moment combined to support Charles I I., Lislie was appointed 
to the chief command of the new army levied for the purpose on 
behalf of Charles H. The result, though disastrous, abundantly 
demonstrated Leslie's capacity as a soldier, and it might be 
claimed for him that Cromwell and the English regulars proved 
no match for him until his movements were interfered with and 
his army reduced to indiscipline by the representatives of the 
Kirk party that accompanied his headquarters. After Dunbar 
Leslie fought a stubborn defensive campaign up to the crossing 
of the Forth by Cromwell, and then accompanied Charles to 
Worcester, where he was lieutenant-general under the king, 
who commanded in person. On the defeat of the royal army 
Leslie, intercepted in his retreat through Yorkshire, was com-
mitted to the Tower, where he remained till the Restoration 
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in 1660. He was fined &coo by Cromwell's " Act of Grace " in 
1654. In 1661 he was created Lord Newark, and received a 
pension of i5oo per annum. He died in 1682. The title became 
extinct in 1790. 

NEWARK (Nsweatt-ueow-Teastr), a market town and 
municipal borough in the Newark parliamentary division of 
Nottinghamshire, England. Pop. (1901) 14,992. It lies in a 
flat, fertile lowland near the junction of the river Devon with 
the Trent, but actually on the Devon. By means of a canal 
xf m. in length it is connected with the Trent navigation. It is 
120 m. N.N.W. from London by the Great Northern railway, 
and is on the Melton Mowbray joint branch of that company 
and the London & North-Western, and on the Nottingham& 
Lincoln branch of the Midland railway. The church of St Mary 
Magdalene, one of the largest and finest parish churches of 
England, is specially notable for the beauty of the tower and of 
the octagonal spire (223 ft. high) by which it is surmounted. 
The central piers of the old church, dathig from the 11th or nth 
century, remain, and the lower part of the tower Is a fine example 
of Early English when at its best. The upper parts of the tower 
and spire are Decorated, completed about 1350; the nave dates 
from between 1384 and 1393, and the chancel from 1489. The 
sanctuary is bounded on the south and north by two chantry 
chapels, the former of which has on one of its panels a remarkable 
painting from the" Dance of Death." There area few old monu-
ments, and an exceedingly fine btass of the 14th century. The 
castle, supposed to have been founded by Egbert, king of the 
West Saxons, was partly rebuilt and greatly extended by 
Alexander, consecrated bishop of Lincoln in 1123, who estab-
lished at it a mint. It rises picturesquely from the river, and 
from its position and great strength was for a long time known as 
the " key of the North." Of the original Norman stronghold 
the most important remains are the gate-house, a crypt and the 
lofty rectangular tower at the south-west angle. The building 
seems to have been reconstructed in the early part of the 13th 
century. In the reign of Edward III. it was used as a state 
prison. During the Great Rebellion it was garrisoned for Charles 
I., and endured three sieges. Its dismantling was begun in 1646, 
immediately after the surrender of the king. There is a very 
beautiful and interesting cross (the " Beaumond " cross) of the 
latter part of the 15th century in good preservation in the town. 
A grammar and song school was founded in the reign of Henry 
VIII., and endowed by Archdeacon Magnus, and there are other 
considerable charities. The other principal public buildings are 
the town-hall in the Grecian style (erected in 1774), the corn 
exchange (1848), the Stock library and Middleton newsroom 
(1828). the mechanics' institution (1836), a free library and a fine 
hospital (x881). There is a large trade in malt, coal, corn and 
cattle. There are iron and brass foundries, boiler-works, agri-
cultural implement manufactories and breweries. Gypsum and 
limestone are obtained in the neighbourhood, and plaster of 
Paris Is extensively manufactured. The town is governed by 
a mayor, 6 aldermen and 18 councillors. Area 1931 acres. 

Newark (Newerca, Nouwerk) owed its origin, possibly in Roman 
times, to its position on the great road called the Fosse Way, 
in the valley of the Trent. In a document which purports to 
be a charter of 664 Newark is mentioned as having been granted 
to the abbey of Peterborough by Wulffiere. In the reign of 
Edward the Confessor it belonged to Godiva, who granted it to 
the monastery of Stow, and it remained in the hands of the 
bishops of Lincoln until the reign of Edward VI. The castle 
was erected by Bishop Alexander in 1123, and the bridge about 
the same time. Under Stephen a mint was established. There 
were burgesses in Newark at the time of the Domesday Survey, 
and in the reign of Edward III. there is evidence that it had long 
been a borough by prescription. It was incorporated under an 
alderman and twelve assistants in 1549, and the charter was 
confirmed and extended by Elizabeth. Charles I., owing to the 
increasing commercial prosperity of the town, reincorporated 
it under a mayor and aldermen, and this charter, except for a 
temporary surrender under James IL, has continued the govern-
ing charter of the corporation. Newark returned two repro- 

sentatives to parliament from 1673 until z8135. A weekly market 
on Wednesdays, and a fair on the eve, day and morrow of the 
Invention of the Holy Cross, granted to the bishop of Lincoln 
by John, are still held; another fair at St Mary Magdalene and 
the four preceding days was granted by Henry 1H. , and is 
probably represented by the fair now held on the 14th of May. 
A market for corn and cattle is still held on Wednesdays, and 
another on Tuesdays for fat stock has been added. 

NEWARK, the largest city of New Jersey, U.S.A., a port of 
entry, and .  the county-seat of Essex county, on the Passaic 
river and Newark Bay, about 8 m. IV. of New York City. Pop. 
0890 181,830; (1900) 246,07o, of whom 71,363 were foreign-
born, and 6694 were negroes; (1910 census), 347,469. Of 
the total foreign-born population in woo (48,329 of whom had 
been in the United States at least ten years), 25,139 were from 
Germany, 12,792 from Ireland, 8537 from Italy, 5874 from 
England, 55x z from Russia and 4074 from Austria- Of the 
total population, 143,306 were of foreign parentage on both sides, 
56,404 German, 30,261 Irish, 13,068 Italian, 8951 English and 
8331 Russian. Newark is served by the Pennsylvania, the 
Lehigh Valley, the Erie, the Delaware,. Lackawanna & Western 
and the Central of New Jersey railways, and by steamboats 
engaged in coastwise and river commerce. By electric limn it 
is connected with most of the cities and towns within a radius 
of ao m., including Jersey City, Paterson and the residential 
suburbs, among which are the Oranges, Montclair, Bloomfield, 
Glen Ridge, Belleville and Nutley. It has a frontage on the , 

river and bay' of :of m., and a total area of 23.4 sq. in. 
The site is generally level, but the ground rises toward the 
western part. Broad Street, 120 ft, and Market Street, 90 ft. 
wide, the principal thoroughfares, intersect. The most prominent 
public buildings are the City Hall. completed in 1906; County 
Court-House, designed by Cass Gilbert (b. z859), with sculpture 
by Andrew O'Connor and decorations by Howard Pyle, Will H. 
Low, Kenyon Cox, H. 0. Walker, C. Y. Turner, F. D. Millet, 
George IV. Maynard and Edwin H. Blashfield; United States 
Government Building; Public Library, finished in rem, and 
City HospitaL There is a Roman Catholic Cathedral, and the 
city is the see of a Roman Catholic and of a Protestant Episcopal 
bishop. The Prudential Life Insurance Company and the 
Mutual Benefit Life Insurance Company have fine office buildings. 
Many of the older buildings are of a brown sandstone, quarried 
in or near the city. In Military Park is a monument to Major-
General Philip Kearny (1815-1862), and in Washington Park 
is a monument to Seth Boyden (1785-1870), a Newark inventor 
of malleable iron, of machinery for making nails, and of improve-
ments in the steam-locomotive, Newark has also a monument 
to Frederick Theodore Frelinghuysen (1817-1885), secretary of 
state in the cabinet of President Chester A. Arthur, and to 
Abraham Coles (1813-1891), a poet and physician, both of whom 
lived here. On the banks of the Passaic is a house having as a 
part of its walls the old walls of Cockloft Hall, in which Washing-
ton Irving frequently sojourned, and of which he gave a charming 
description in Salmagundi. In the vicinity are the remains of 
Peterborough, the home of Colonel Peter Schuyler (1710-1762), 
who served against the French in 1746-48 and in the French 
and Indian War. At the corner of Broad and William streets 
stood until 1835 the parsonage in which Aaron Burr was born. 

In Iwo Newark had 658 acres in public parks, of which 637 
acres were under the administration of the Essex County Park 
Commission. To Washington, Military and Lincoln parks, the 
older ones near the heart of the city, there have been added 
Branch Brook (277 acres), Weequahic (265.8 acres), West Side 
(23 acres), and East Side (12.5 acres) parks. The principal ceme-
teries are Mount Pleasant, overlooking the Passaic in the northern 
part of the city, and Fairmount in the western part; about 1 894 
the remains of the early settlers were removed from the Old 

The river channel before improvement had a navigable depth 
of 7 ft. at mean low water; the depth was increased to about zoft. 
by the Federal government before 1902; in 1907 further improve-
ment was authorized by Congress, the channel to be made 300 ft. 
wide and t6 ft. deep. 
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Burying Ground to Fairmount Cemetery and prated in a large 
vault marked by a monument. 

As parts of its public school system the city maintains twelve 
summer or vacation schools, evening schools, a normal and 
training school for the education of teachers, a school of drawing, 
and a technical school, the last for evening classes. The Newark 
Academy, founded in 1792, is the leading private school; and 
there are various Roman Catholic academies. In the township 
of Verona (pop. in 1905, 2576), about 7 m. N. by W. of Newark, 
is the City Home for boys, in which farming, printing and other 
trades are taught. The Public Library (opened in 0189) con-
tained about 160,0oo volumes in zero, and the library of the 
New Jersey Historical Society about s6,000 books, about 
27,E pamphlets and many manuscripts; the Prudential 
Insurance Company has a law library of about 20,000 volumes; 
and the Essex County Lawyers' Club has one of Soon volumes 
or more. Among the charitable institutions are the City Hospital, 
Saint Michael's Hospital, Saint Barnabas Hospital, Saint James 
Hospital, the German Hospital, a Babies' Hospital, an Eye and 
Ear Infirmary, a City Dispensary, the Newark Orphan Asylum, 
a Home for Crippled Children, a Home for Aged Women and 
three day nurseries. The municipality owns and operates the 
water-works, and the water is brought from reservoirs in the 
Pequanac Valley 20-30 re. N.W. of the city. 

The city charter (1857) provides for government by a mayor, 
elected biennially, and a unicameral council, elected by popular 
vote. By popular vote, also, the board of street and water 
commissioners is chosen. The council chooses the city clerk. 
treasurer and tax receiver, and the mayor appoints the city 
attorney, police justices, the board of education, the trustees of 
the public library, and the excise and assessment commissioners, 
and, subject to the ratification of his choice by the council, the 
comptroller, auditor and the tax, police, health and fire com-
missioners. 

Newark has long been one of the leading manufacturing cities 
of the country. The manufacture of shoes and other leather 
products, particularly patent leather, became an important in-
dustry early in the 19th century; in me there was one tannery 
here; in 1792 there were three; a large one, still in operation, 
was built in 1827; in 1837 there were 155 curies and patent 
leather makers in the city, which them had an annual product 
of leather valued at $899,202; in 1905 the value of the leather, 
tanned, curried and finished was $1 3,577,719. The manufacture 
of felt hats (product, 1905, 84,586.040. Newark ranking third 
in this industry among the cities of the United States), carriages, 
chairs and jewelry (an industry established about 1830; product, 
1905, $9,258,095), developed rapidly early in the nub century, 
and there are extensive manufactories of malt liquors (product, 
1905. $10,91 7.003), and of  clothing  (product, 1905, $3,937,138), 
foundries and machine shops (product, 1905, $6,254,153), 
and large establishments for smelting and refining lead and 
copper, the product of the lead smelters and refining establish-
ments being in zeos the most valuable in the city. Among the 
other important manufactures in 1905 were: chemicals, valued 
at $3,964,726; slaughtering and meat packing, 82,933,877; 
varnish, 112,893,305; stamped ware, $2,689,766; enamelled 
goods, $2,361,350; boots and shoes, $2.382,os1; reduction of 
gold and silver, not from ore, $2,361,350; corsets, $2,081,761; 
Paints, $1,812,463; silverware and silver-smithing, $1,780,906; 
tobacco, cigars and cigarettes, $2,742,862; hardware, 
g1,616,755; buttons, ir,281,528, and saddlery hardware, 
ii,151,789. In 1905 an art pottery was established for making 
" crystal patina " and " robin's egg blue " wares, in imitation, 
to a certain extent, of old oriental pottery, and Clifton India 
ware, in imitation of pottery made by the American Indians. 
The total value of Newark's factory products increased from 
$112,7 28,045 in reap to $150.055,227 in 1905, or 33 . 1 °4 In 
reos the value of the city's factory product was almost one-
fifth of that for the whole state, and Newark ranked tenth among 
the manufacturing cities of the entire country. In the same year 
Newark manufactured more than one-half (by value) of all the 
jewelry, leather and malt liquors produced in the state. 

Insurance is another important business, for here are the 
headquarters of the Prudential, the Mutual Benefit Life and the 
American Fire, the Firemen's and the Newark Fire Insurance 
companies. The city's foreign trade is light (the value of its 
imports was $859,441 in 1907; of its exports 8664,525), but its 
river traffic is heavy, amounting to about 3,000,000 toes annually, 
and being chiefly in general merchandise (including food-stuffs, 
machinery and manufactured products), ores and metals, 
chemicals and colours, stone and sand and brick. 

Newark was settled in 1666 by about thirty Puritans from 
Milford, Connecticut, who were followed in the next year by 
about the same number of their sect from Branford and Guilford. 
Because of the union of the towns of the New Haven Jurisdiction 
with Connecticut, in 1664, and the consequent admission of others 
than church members to civil rights, these Puritans resolved 
to remove and found a new town, in which, as originally in the 
New Haven towns, only church members should have a voice in 
the government. They bought practically all of what is nor 
Essex county from the Indians for " fifty double hands of powder, 
one hundred bars of lead, twenty axes, twenty coats, ten guns, 
twenty pistols, ten kettles, ten swords, four blankets, four barrels 
of beer, ten pairs of breeches, fifty knives, twenty horses, eighteen 
hundred and fifty fathoms of wampum, six ankers of liquor (or 
something equivalent), and three troopers' coats." Their first 
church was in Broad Street, nearly opposite the present First 
Presbyterian Church, with cupola and Bankers from which 
" watchers " and " wards " might discover the approach of 
hostile Indians, and as an honour to their pastor, Rev. Abraham 
Pierson (1608-1678), who came from Newark-on-Trent, they gave 
the town its present name, having called it Milford upon their 
first settlement. The town was governed largely after the 
Mosaic law and continued essentially Puritan for fifty years or 
more; about 1730 Presbyterianism superseded Congregational-
ism, and in 1734 Colonel Josiah Ogden, having caused a schism 
in the preceding year, by saving his wheat one dry Sunday in a 
wet season, founded with several followers the first Episcopal or 
Church of England Society in Newark—Trinity Church. Partly 
because of its Puritanic genesis and partly because of its in-
dependent manufacturing interests, Newark has kept, in spite 
of its nearness to New York City, a distinct character of its own. 
The College of New Jersey, now Princeton University, was 
situated here from 2747 to 1756, for all but the first few months 
under the presidency of the Rev. Aaron Burr, who published in 
1752 the well-known Newark Grammar, long used in Princeton 
and originally prepared for Burr's very successful boys' school 
In Newark. The city received large additions to its foreign-born 
population immediately after the revolution of 1848, when many 
Germans settled here—a German daily newspaper was estab-
lished in 1857. Newark was incorporated as a township in 1693, 
was chartered as a city in 1836 and received another charter 
in 1857; from it the township of Orange was formed in 1806 and 
the township of Bloomfield in rtli 2. 

See H. L. Thowless, Historical Sketch of the City of Newark, New 
Jersey (Newark, 5902); F. J. Urquhart, Newark, The Story of its 
Early Days (Newark. tqoa): and J. Atkinson, The History of 
Newark, New Jersey (Newark, 1878). 

NEWARK, a city and the county-seat of Licking county, Ohio, 
U.S.A., at the confluence of three forks of the Licking river, 
on the Ohio Canal, and 33 m. E. by N. of Columbus. Pop. 
(1890) 14,27o; (Iwo) 18457, of whom 1342 were foreign-born 
and 300 were negroes; (zoo census) 25,404. Newark is 
served by the Baltimore & Ohio, and the Pittsburg, Cincinnati, 
Chicago & St Louis railways, and by inter-urban electric lines. 
It lies on a level plain, but is surrounded by hills. Along two 
of the forks of the Licking are some of the most extensive 
earthworks of the " mound builders "; they occupy about 
3 sq. m., and have a great variety of forms: parallel walls, 
circles, semicircles, a parallelogram, an octagon, &c. About 
ro m. S.W. and connected with Newark by electric line is Buckeye 
Lake, an artificial body of water about 8 fn. long and r tn. wide, 
frequented as a summer resort. Among the city's attractive 
features are Idlewilde Park and a beautiful auditorium, built 
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as a memorial to the soldiers and saws of the Civil War. Newark 
is the trade centre of an agricultural region, which also abounds 
in natural gas and coal; natural gas is piped as far as Cincinnati. 
The city has electric car and steam car shops and various manu-
factures, including stoves and furnaces (the most important), 
bottles, table glass-ware, cigars, rope halters, machine furniture 
and bent wood. The total factory product in igos was valued 
at $5,612,587, an increase of 94.9% over that in :goo. Newark 
was laid out about ittor and was incorporated in 1813. 

For an account of the earthworks see Gerard Fowke, Archaeological 
History of Ohio (Columbus, 1902). 

NEW BEDFORD, a city and port of entry, and one of the 
county-seats of Bristol county, Massachusetts, U.S.A., 56 m. 
S. of Boston, at the mouth of the Acushnet river, and at the head 
of New Bedford Harbor, an arm of Buzzard's Bay. Pop. (ago) 
40,733i (190o) 62,442, of whom 25,529 were foreign-born, 
including 8559 French Canadians, 534 English, 4802 Portuguese 
and 3020 Irish; (1910 census) 96,652. New Bedford is the 
terminus of two divisions of the New York, New Haven & 
Hartford railroad, and is connected with Taunton (the other 
county-seat), Fall River, Brockton and other cities by interurban 
electric railways. Passenger steamboat lines connect with 
Martha's Vineyard, Nantucket and Buzzard's Bay points; a 
freight line and, in slimmer, daily passenger service to New York 
are maintained; the Insular Navigation Co. (Empreza Insulana 
de Navegacao) runs passenger and freight steamers from New 
Bedford to Lisbon, and to the Azores; and there is a regular 
sailing packet service between New Bedford and the Cape Verde 
Islands. Two bridges connect New Bedford with the township 
of Fairhaven, on the E. side of the harbour; one, a steel bridge, 
is almost r m. in length and cost $1,5oo,000. New Bedford is 
attractively situated, and, commercially, occupies a particularly 
favourable position. It covers about so sq. m., and extends along 
the W. aide of the river and harbour for several miles. Unusual 
dockage facilities are thus provided. The harbour was improved 
by the Federal government, between 1840 and rood, the channel 
from Buzzard's Bay through the harbour being di ft. deep and 
zoo ft. wide; under a project of zgo7 it was contemplated to 
increase the depth of the channel to 2s ft. and the width to 
300 ft. There is a broad driveway along the shore of the harbour 
to Clark's Point at the entrance, where during the Civil War the 
United States government erected a stone fort, Fort Rodman, 
in which a garrison of artillery is still maintained; New Bedford 
was one of the 26 places reported by the U.S. Chief of Engineers 
in rgog as having " permanent seacoast defences." Among the 
principal buildings and institutions are the post office and 
custom house, the city hall, the county court house, the 
registry of deeds building, the masonic buiffiing, the merchants' 
national bank, the institution for savings, St Joseph's and St 
Luker hospitals, the Swain free school, St Mary's (Roman 
Catholic) school, the Friends' academy, a state textile school, 
a state armory and St Mary's home. The public library, 
established as a private society library in Igor, taken over by the 
city in i853, and housed in the refitted old city ball building, was 
one of the first free public libraries in the United States; it 
contains about reo,000 volumes, and has notable collections 
relating to the whaling industry and to the Quakers. The 
Sailors' Bethel, built in 1831, and containing memorial tablets 
reminiscent of the whaling days, is of interest. The Old Dart-
mouth Historical Society was organized in 1903. A fine park 
system, aggregating 255 acres, includes the Common, and Brook-
lawn, Buttonwood, Hazelwood, Grove and Triangle Parks. 
The city owns and operates a fine water-supply system. 

When whale-oil was a widely used illuminant, New Bedford 
was long the principal port of the world's whaling industry; 
and in point of tonnage owned it is perhaps still so, as many New 
Bedford vessels now sail from San Francisco. As early as the 
middle of the 28th century, vessels sailed on whaling voyages 
from the mouth of the Acushnet river, but it was not until x765, 
when Joseph Retch, a Nantucket merchant, bought a tract of 
land on the W. side of the river and constructed wharves 
and warehouses, that the industry became established here. At  

first the whales were obtained principally off the Virginia and 
Carolina coasts, but by the outbreak of the War of Independence, 
the New Bedford whalers sought their prey as far as West Indian 
and even South American waters. The War of Independence 
temporarily ruined the industry, but it was soon re-established, 
and the field of operations was much extended, after 1795 many 
ships regularly rounding Cape Horn into the Pacific Ocean. By 
1804 there were 59 whaling vessels registered from New Bedford. 
The unsettled commercial conditions of the early years of the igth 
century and the Embargo combined to ruin the business once 
more, but the close of the War of xliz z ushered in the greatest era 
of prosperity for the industry. By r845 only New York, Boston 
and New Orleans of American ports exceeded New Bedford in 
tonnage. The production was greatest in that year, New Bedford 
whalers importing 158,000 bbls. of sperm oil, 272,000 bbls. of 
whale oil and 3,000,000 lb of whalebone. The beginning of 
Arctic whaling in 1848 marked a new step in the industry, and 
the tonnage was much increased. The highest point in capital, 
tonnage and vessels was reached in 2857, when New Bedford 
possessed 329  registered whaling ships, representing all invest-
ment of $12,000,00a and employing afloat and ashore mow 
hands. From a succession of causes, of which the introduction of 
petroleum into general use as an illuminant was the chief, the 
industry began to decline from this time. The Civil War was a 
great blow to the whalers; as vessels were sunk by Confederate 
cruisers, entailing a loss of $1,650000, and many more were 
bought by the government to be sunk at the entrances of southern 
harbours, or to be used as colliers or store ships.' In dim and 
1876 many vessels were lost in the Arctic ice, involving losses 
of several millions. Still the industry survives on a compara-
tively small scale; in January rgog there were 13 steamers and 
barks, z brig and 4 schooners, with an aggregate tonnage of 471o, 
employed, chiefly in sperm whaling, and the oil and whalebone 
product of 1008 was valued at about $350,000. 

The prosperity that New Bedford lost with the decline of the 
whaling industry has been more than made up by the growth of 
the cotton spinning industry. In loos New Bedford ranked 
second among the cities of the United States in the manufacture 
of cotton goods (including cotton small wares), producing 5% 
of the total for the country; the speciality of the mills is the 
finer cotton goods. The first cotton mill, a five-storey stone 
structure, was built by Joseph Grinnell (1789-1885) and his 
associates in 1847, and began operations in the following year 
with 13,000 spindles and zoo looms. This was the beginning of 
the Wamsutta Mills, in rgoz comprising 8 buildings, 228,oco 
spindles and 4300  looms. In 1909 the city had some so mills, 
with a total of over 2,137,000 spindles. The value of cotton 
goods manufactured in Egos was $22,411,936, or 76.1% Of 
all manufactured products of New Bedford (in ago the product 
was $8,185,286; in Igoe 816.748483).  Among the city's 021/22 
manufactures are tools, cordage and twine, boots and shoes, 
glass, oils, lubricants (notably black-fish oil, a lubricant for 
watches and clocks, of which almost the entire supply is manu-
factured here), mechanical toys, beer, ale, woollen and silk 
goods, had paints. The total value of all factory products was 
$23,397491 in loco and 829469,349 in zoos. There is as 
extensive commerce in coal, raw cotton, lumber and fish; the 
direct foreign trade is comparatively small—in nog the imports 
were valued at 8542.995, and the exports at $340173• 

The site of New Bedford was visited in 16o2 by the English 
navigator, Bartholomew Gosnold, who traded with the Indians 
at the mouth of the Acushnet or Acoosnet. It was originally part 
of the town of Dartmouth, which was occupied by settlers from 
Plymouth, who in 0552 purchased the land from Massasoit, 
Sachem of the Narragansets, and his son Wamsutta (called 
Alexander by the whites). About :665 there was a considerable 
influx of Quakers, and members of this sect have always formed 

, From New Bedford in November and December 1861 sailed 
the " Stone Fleet," a flotilla of 45 whaling vessels collected by the 
Federal government and loaded with stone, most of which were 
sank off Charleston and other harbours on the South Atlantic coast 
for the purpose of stopping blockade running. 
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an important and influential element in the population. There 
were few settlers on the site of New Bedford until the middle of 
the 18th century, and there was no village, properly speaking, 
until 176o. The town was first called Bedford after Joseph 
Russell, one of the founders, whose family name was the same 
as that of the dukes of Bedford; and it was later called New 
Bedford to distinguish it from Bedford in Middlesex county. 
During the War of Independence the harbour became a rendez-
vous for American privateers; this led to an attack, on the 5th 
of September 1778, by a fleet and armed force under Earl Grey, 
which burned seventy ships and almost destroyed the town. 
In 1787 New Bedford was set off from Dartmouth and separately 
incorporated as a township; in 1812 the township of Fairhaven 
was separated from it. New Bedford was chartered as a city 
in 1847. Its first newspaper, the Marine Journal, was established 
in 1792. The Mercury, founded in 1807, DOW one of the oldest 
newspapers in continuous publication in the country, was for 
some time edited by William El ery Channing (2-13x8-1toot). 
There are Portuguese and French weekly newspapers. 

See Daniel Ricketson, History of New Bedford (New Bedford. 
1858); Z. W. Pease and G. W. Hough, New Bedford (New Bedford, 
aft); D. H. Hurd, History of Bristol County (Philadelphia, 1883); 
L. B. Ellis, History of New Bedford and its Vicinity tboa-apr 
S use, N.Y., 1892). W. S. Tower, A History of the Americas 

ate Fishery (Philadelphia. 1go7); and The Old Dartmouth 
Historical Sketches (tgo3 seq.), published by the Old Dartmouth 
Historical Society. 

NEWBERN, a city, port of entry and the county-seat of 
Craven county, North Carolina, U.S.A., near the head of the 
estuary of the Neuse river and at the mouth of the Trent river, 
about go m. N.E. of Wilmington. Pop. (ago) 7843; (19oo) 
9090, of whom 5878 were negroes; (1910 census) 9961. 
Newbern is served by the Atlantic Coast Line and the Norfolk 
& Southern railways. The Federal government has improved 
both the Neuse and the Trent rivers for navigation; the Neese 
has a channel of 8 ft. at low water to Newbern and one of 4 ft. 
from Newborn to Kinston, and the Trent a channel of 3 ft. 
from Newborn to Trenton. The Trent and the Neuse are both 
spanned here by railway and county bridges. The " Waterway 
between Newbern and Beaufort," projected in 1884, had in 
1908 a controlling depth at mean low water of only 2 to 2i ft.; 
it was decided to abandon this waterway on the completion of 
an inland waterway about 18 in. long with a channel to ft. 
deep at low water and so-256 ft. wide, projected in 1907, which 
would give Newborn an outlet to the ocean at Beaufort. The 
remains of Tryon Palace, the residence of the royal governor 
and the meeting-place of the legislature, which was built by 
William Tryon (q.v.) in 1765-177o, and was said to be the finest 
building of its time in the colonies, are of historic interest, and 
among the principal buildings are the United States govern-
ment building, the county court house, the county jail and 
the county home. At Newborn is one of the national cemeteries 
of the Federal government, containing many fine monuments. 
The most important industries are the manufacture of lumber 
(especially pine) and trucking. The total value of factory 
products in 1905 was $1,343,384. In 1907 about woo men, 
mostly negrqes, were employed in the saw-mills, whose annual 
product averages about 170,000,000 ft. Among the manufactures 
are fertilizers, cotton seed oil and carriages; repair shops of 
the Norfolk & Southern railway are here; the fisheries are of 
considerable importance; and the city ships quantities of fish, 
cotton and market-garden produce—much of the last being 
forced under canvas with steam heat. It is the port of entry 
of the Pamlico customs district; in 1908 its imports were 
valued at $71,421. Newborn was settled in x710 by a company 
of Swiss and Germans under the leadership of Baron Emanuel 
de Graffenried (d. 2735) and was named for Bern, Switzerland. 
It was incorporated as a city in 2723, but its present charter 
data from 1899 with amendments adopted in 1907. For several 
years it was the capital of the province and for a long time was 
the chief seaport of the state. Although strongly fortified 
early in the Civil War, Newborn was captured by a Union force 
under General A. E. Burnside on the 14th of March 1862 after  

an engagement near the city in which the loss to the Confederates, 
who were under the command of General Lawrence O'Brien 
Branch, was about 578 in killed, wounded, captured and missing, 
and the loss of the Union force was go killed and 38o wounded. 
Unsuccessful attempts to recapture the city were made by the 
Confederates on the 14th of March 1863, and on the rat of 
February and the 5th of May 1864. 

NEWBERRY, JOHN STRONG (1822-1892), American geologist, 
was born at Windsor, Connecticut, on the 22nd of December 
1822, and received a medical education at Cleveland, Ohio, 
taking the degree of M.D. in 1848. He completed his medical 
studies in Paris. His attention was early attracted to geology 
by collecting coal-measure plants from mines that had been 
opened by his father, and an acquaintance with Professor James 
Hall established his interest in the science. Hence while in 
Paris he studied botany under A. T. Brongniart. In 185r he 
settled in practice at Cleveland, but in r855 he was appointed 
surgeon and geologist to an exploring party in northern California 
and Oregon, and in 1857 his reports on the geology, botany 
and zoology were published. Between then and 1861 he was 
employed on similar work in the region of the Colorado river 
under Lieutenant J. C. Ives, and his researches were extended over 
a large area of previously unknown country in Utah, Arizona 
and New Mexico, the further results being published in 1876. 
During the Civil War he did important work as a member of 
the U.S. Sanitary Commission, his organizing capacity being 
specially marked during the operations in the Mississippi Valley. 
In x866 he was appointed professor of geologyand palaeontology 
at the Columbia School of Mines, New York, where he commenced 
the formation of a magnificent collection of specimens; in 1869 
he was made state geologist of Ohio and director of the (second) 
Geological Survey there, and in 2884 palaeontologist to the U.S. 
Geological Survey. Four volumes on the geology of Ohio were 
published while he was director of the survey, his own reports 
being confined to the surface geology and to the coal-measures 
and their fossil plants. He devoted much labour to the study 
of Triassic, Cretaceous and Tertiary plants, and in particular to 
those of the Laramie stage. He also carried on researches among 
the Palaeozoic and Triassic fishes of North America. Among his 
other publications may be mentioned The Origin and Classifica-
tion of Ore- Deposits (1880). His work throughout was char-
acterized by great are and conscientious study, and it was 
recognized by his inclusion in most of the learned societies of 
America and the Old World. He received the Murchison 
medal of the Geological Society of London in x888, and was 
president of the American Association for the Advancement of 
Science (1860, of the New York Academy of Sciences (x867-
1891), and of the I,ttcrnational Congress of Geologists 0890. 
He died at New Haven, Conn., on the 7th of December 1892. 

Memoir (with portrait) by J. J. Stevenson, American Geologist 
(July 1893). 

NEWBOLT, HENRY JOHN (1862- ), English author, was 
born on the 6th of June 1862, the son of H. F. Newbolt, vicar 
of St Mary's, Bilston. He was educated at Clifton College, 
where he was bead of the schoot in 1881 and edited the school 
magazine, and at Corpus Christi College, Oxford. He was 
called to the bar at Lincoln's Inn in x887 and practised until 
'899. His first book was a story, Takes from the Enemy (2892), 
and in 1895 he published a tragedy, Mordred; but it was the 
publication of his ballads, Admirals AU (x47), that created 
his literary reputation. These were followed by other volumes 
of stirring verse, The Island Race (x898), The Sailing of the 
Long-ships (1902), Songs of the Sca (19o4). From 19oo to 1905 
he was the editor of the Monthly Review. Among his later 
books his novels Tke Old Country (x906) and Tke New June 
f19o9) attracted considerable attention. 

NEW BRIGHTON, formerly a village (coextensive with the 
town of Castleton) of Richmond county, New York, U.S.A., 
but since the nit of January x898 the first ward of the borough 
of Richmond, New York City. It is at the north-eastern end 
of Staten Island, about 6 m. S.W. of the borough of Manhattan, 
with which it is connected by ferry. Pop. (189o) 16,423; (19oo) 
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2t,40, of whom 6525 were foreign-born and 259 negrees; (1905 
state census) 23,659. At New Brighton is the Sailors' Snug 
Harbor, founded under the will of Robert Richard Randall 
(c. z240-040), who in x22: became a member of the Marine 
Society of New York (an organization for the relief of indigent 
masters of vessels and their families), and in 'no bought from 
Baron Poeinks the " Minto farm," about 2i acres of land in 
what is now the Fifteenth Ward of the Borough of Manhattan. 
This tract, with four lots in what is now the First Ward of 
Manhattan, and ash and stocks to the value of about $10,000 
Randall (who himself seems to have followed the sea for a time, 
and was called " Captain ") bequeathed to a board of trustees, 
directing that the income should be used " for the purpose of 
maintaining and supporting aged, decrepit and worn-out sailors," 
who had served at least five years under the American flag, 
and that the institution established for this purpose should be 
called " the Sailors' Snug Harbor." The will was bitterly con-
tested by relatives, but finally was fully upheld in 2830 by the 
United States Supreme Court. The Sailors' Snug Harbor was 
incorporated in 1865, and its charter was amended in 1828 
to permit the building of the institution on Staten Island rather 
than on the Randall estate, which had already greatly increased 
in value. In 1833 the institution, with lands covering tho acres, 
was opened in New Brighton with about so inmates. Randall's 
body was removed to the grounds in :834, and buried under a 
marble monument, and in 1884 a life-size bronze statue of him, 
by Augustus Saint Gaudens, was placed in front of the main 
building. In 11909 the institution comprised the main building, 
a hospital, a chapel, a parsonage, residences for the officials, 
and several other buildings. The inmates (about 1000 in 1909) 
employ themselves at simple trades, or at work about the grounds; 
the use of intoxicating liquors is strictly prohibited, but the men 
are furnished with plenty of tobacco, and are well cared for. 
The present immense value of the land bequeathed by Randall 
makes Snug Harbor one of the most liberally endowed charitable 
institutions in New York City. At New Brighton are also a 
Home for Destitute Children of Seamen, founded in 1846 at 
Stapleton, Staten Island, removed to a new building on the Snug 
Harbor property in 1852, and maintained by contributions and 
gifts; and the Samuel R. Smith Infirmary, founded in 1862 
by the Medical Society of Richmond county, and named in 
honour of a Staten Island physician. At New Brighton there 
are dry docks, paper and plaster mills, and silk-dyeing and 
printing works. The village as incorporated in 2866 included 
the northern half of the township of Castkton, and as reincor-
porated in 1822 included all of that township. 

NEW BRIGHTON, a borough of Beaver county, Pennsylvania, 
U.S.A., on Beaver river, a m. from its confluence with the Ohio 
and 28 m. N.W. of Pittsburg. Pop. (1890) 560, (tg000) 68:o 
(487 foreign-born and 279 negroes); (191o) 8329. It is served 
by the Pennsylvania railway, and is connected by bridge with 
Beaver Falls. The borough has a public art gallery, a public 
park and a general hospital. Coal and fircclay abound in the 
vicinity, the Beaver river furnishes good water power, and the 
borough has various manufactures. New Brighton was laid out 
as a town in 1825 and was incorporated as a borough in 1838. 

NEW BRITAIN, a city of Hartford county, Connecticut, U.S.A., 
near the centre of the state, about 9 m. S.W. of the city of 
Hartford; land area 13.09 sq. m. in 2906. Pop. (1890) of 
the township, including the city, 19,002; of the city, 16,519; 
(z9oo) of the township, including the city, 28,2o2; of the city, 
25,998, of whom 9293 were foreign-born, including 1869 Irish 
and 2811 Swedes, who have a weekly published here; (i9to 
census) 43,916. It is served by the New York, New Haven & 
Hartford railway, and by several inter-urban electric railways. 
The city is the seat of a state normal school, and has a free 
public library, formerly the New Britain Institute, and a public 
park of about coo acres. New Britain is an important manu-
facturing centre; its principal products are hardware, cutlery 
and edge tools, hosiery, and foundry and machine shop products. 
In 1905 the capital invested in manufacturing was $19,979,712 
(scan increase of 45.1% since woo) and the value of the factory  

products was 814459,543  (an inmate of $4-8%). More than 
one-half of the product-value was in hardware (17,537,625). 

New Britain, which was settled in i682, was originally a part 
of the township of Farmington. On account of ecclesiastical 
difficulties the " New Britain Society "—a parish—was organized 
in 1254. New Britain became a part of Berlin when that town-
ship was established in 1285. In aso the township of New 
Britain was incorporated, and in 1871 the city was chartered. 
By act of the state legislature in Kos the township of New 
Britain and the city of New Britain were consolidated; the first 
election under the new charter was in April zroo6. The city was 
one of the first in the country to build a municipal subway for 
electric light, telephone and telegraph wires. 

See D. N. Camp's History of New Britain (New Britain, 1889). 
NEW BRUNSWICK, a province of the Dominion of Canada, 

lying between 45°  a' and air 3,  N. and 63°  46' and 69° 3' W. 
Its length from N. to S. is 230 m., its greatest breadth 190 ZO, 
and it has a seaboard of about 550  

Physical Featares.—The surface is generally undulating, bat 
in the north and north-west of the province are many ranges of 
hills from moo to 2000 ft. in height, rising in Bald Mountain to 
2400 ft. These elevations are an extension of the Appalachian 
Mountains and traverse the province from the state of Maine. 
This whole section of the province is densely wooded. The 
southern region embraces the district along the Bay of Fundy. 
Its coast is rocky and bold and interrupted by ravines. Inland 
the numerous rivers, flowing through the soft sandstone and 
conglomerate rocks, have cut broad valleys, the soil of which is 
extremely rich and fertile. Along the shores on the east coast, 
and for some miles inland, the country Is flat and composed of 
mosses and marshes, but beyond that distance it rises into gently 
sloping hills, which extend as far as St John. 

New Brunswick is a network of rivers, bays and lakes, several 
of which are navigable for vessels of large tonnage. The principal 
rivers are the St John, Miramichi, Restigouche, Saint Croix, 
Petitcodiac, Richibucto and Nipisiguit. The St John, which is 
famous for its scenery, rises in the state of Maine and is over 
450 m. in length. It is navigable for vessels of moderate tonnage 
from St John on the Bay of Fundy to Fredericton, a distance of 
about 88'm., but steamers of light draught ply as far as Wood-
stock, 65 m. farther, and during the rainy season boats go. as 
far as Grand Falls, a cataract 20 or 130 ft. high, 225 in. from the 
sea. Among the many lakes which it drains is Grand Lake, 20 m. 
long, and varying from 3 to 9 m. in breadth. The Miramichi 
flows N.E. into a bay of the same name. It is 225 m. long, 7 te. 
wide at its mouth, and navigable as far as Nelson (46 tn.). In 
the spring and autumn small steamers and barges go much 
farther up. With its branches it drains a fourth of the province. 
A large lumber trade is done in this district, and many saw-mills 
are driven by the river. The Restigouche forms the north-east 
boundary of the province, is zoo m. in length and flows into the 
Bay of Chaleur. It is composed of five main branches, its name 
signifying in Indian " the river which divides like the hand." 
Large vessels may safely navigate it r8 m. from the bay. With 
its tributaries it drains over 4000 sq. m. of fertile and well-
wooded country. The St Croix separates New Brunswick from 
the state of Maine at its south-west angle. Its source is a chain 
of lakes called the Chiputneticook. The Petitcodiac is navigable 
for 25 m. for ships, and schooners of 8o tons burden may proceed 
to the head of the tide, 11 in. farther; it empties into Shepody 
Bay. The Richibucto discharges into the Gulf of St Lawrence. 
The Nipisiguit and Tobique (a tributary of the St John) in the N. 
are in much repute among anglers. 

The coast-line of New Brunswick is indented with numerous 
fine bays and harbours. The Bay of Fundy is an arm of the sea 
separating New Brunswick from Nova Scotia and terminating 
in two smaller bays, Chignecto Bay and the Ruin of Minas. 
Its length up to Chignecto Bay is 14o m. and its extreme breadth 
45 rn. It is noted for its high tides, which rise about 3o ft. at 
St John and over so ft. at the head of Chignecto Bay. At Bay 
Vertc, 14 in. distant, on the opposite side of the Isthmus of 
Chignecto, the tide rises little more than 4 or 5  ft. The Bay of 
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Chalear, which has several excellent harbours, is over sto m. In 
length and from 20 to rs m. in breadth. The other inlets of 
consequence on the east coast are Miramichi, Richibucto, 
Buctouche, Cocagne and Shediac Bays; on the south coast are 
Passamaquoddy Bay, St John Harbour and Chignecto Bay. 

NEW 
BRUNSWICK 

severe, and snow falls to a great depth, but the harbour of St John 
is open throughqut the year. During the period 1875-19o5 . the 
average yearly snowfall was 97-5 in., 20 in. more than in Nova 
Scotia. The autumn is delightful, especially during the " Indian 
summer," after the first frost, but before the weather has broken. 

Area and Poindation.—Not including the territorial sea, the area 
of the province Is 27,985 aq. IL, of which 74 are 
water. It thus occupies an area rather Larger 
than that of the mainland of Scotland. The 
population in toot was 331,120, and is practically 
stationary, there being little or no immigration, 
and a steady exodus to the United States and 
to the western provinces of the Dominion. The 
number of males slightly exceeds that of females. 
The bulk of the people are of English descent, 
the remainder Irish and French. The Scots, 
so prominent in nearly all the other provinces 
of the Dominion, are here leas conspicuous. Of 
the original Indian inhabitants of the province, 
who were of Algonquian stock and divided into 
two tribes, the Micmacs and the Malicites, about 
1700 remain, many of whom have a greater or 
less proportion of white blood. 

The capital La Fredericton, on the St John 
(pop. inn  . 9oz, 7117). The chief shipping and 
commensal centre is St John (pop. in Icat. 
40,711). Moncton is a large railway centreeu(f2; 

 in 39oz, 9o26). None of the other towns 
5000 inhabitants. Owing to the large Irish and 
French element over one-third of the population 
belongs to the Roman Catholic Church. 
Camplielkon (pop. s000), a northern port on 
Chalear Bay, with an important lumber trade, 
was destroyed by fire in July, zero. 

AdmininraLion.—The province sends ten 
senators and fourteen members of the House of 
Commons to the federal parliament. Since the 
abolition. of the legislative council in 1891 the 
provincial legislature has consisted of a lieutenant-
governor and a legislative assembly. Though in 

2 this the members are nominally divided oa party 
lines, the smallness of the population renders the 
division rather one of persons than of principles. 
Both city and county districts have an elective 
munipal system. 

Ednacazion.—There is a good system of primary' 
and secondary schools under provincial cont rol,  
When in 1871 the system of free undenomina-
tional primary schools supported by the pro- 

s. 	wince was introducfti, feeling rose so high among 
	=r4== the Roman Catholics that noting broke out and 

life was lost. In view of the provisiohs in the 
British North America Act for protecting the rights of religious 
minorities, the Roman Catholics sought to have the new system 
declared unconstitutional, but the ease, after being carried to the 
judicial committee of the imperial privy council, was decided 
against them. In 1875. a compromise was arranged, by which 
practical though not theoretic satisfaction is given to that church. 
Renewed rioting broke out among the French Roman Catholics in 
189o, but after some years the compromise of 187$ wasconfirnaed. 
At Fredericton an efficient normal school for the training of teachers 
is maintained, and a school for the deaf and dumb. The lazaretto 
for lepers at Tracadie and the marine hospital at St John are sup-
ported by the Dominion. At Fredericton is a small provincial 
university, founded in iSoo and re-established in 1859; at Sacleville 
is the university of Mount Allison Collegeunder Methodist control, 
and at Memramcook one, working chiefly among the French, is 
owned by the Roman Catholics. In all these an adequate training 
is given in law, theology and the literary subjects, but for science, 
whether pure or applied, most of the provincial students go either 
to the United States or to the universities of Upper Canada. 

Either owing to the beauty of its scenery or to the excellence of 
its education New Brunswick has produced a school of poetrY, 
headed by Charles Roberts, which is unique in the Dominion. 

Agricuitara.—The great predominance of the lumber industry 
has tended to keep agriculture in the background. There is also 
a steady flow of the most active young men to the greater oppor-
tunities offered by the Canadian and American west. Thus the 
area under crop tends slowly to decrease. Rather more than 
6000 sq. m. is now occupied, of which about 15oo is under crop and 
about 700 used for pasture, the rest being for the most part still 
covered with forest. In all the river valleys, and especially on the 
fertile diked lands along the head of the Bay of Fundy, many rich 
and prosperous farms are found varying in size from Pao to 24,0 
acres, and good crops of wheat, oats. buckwheat and all the staple 
grains and roots are grown. The raising of sheep and cattle, and 
the production of cheese and butter, are becoming industries of 
importance. A dairy school is maintained by the provincial govern-
ment at Sussex (King's county). Though ne great development of 
agriculture is possible, a quiet, equable prosperity is attained by 

At the mouths of the rivers are in nearly every case excellent 
harbours. To the province belong the islands of Campobello 
and Grand Manan, at the entrance of the Bay of Fundy, from 
both of which important fisheries are carried on. 

Geology —Along the Bay of Fundy, for about 3o m. inland, is a 
band of hard Cambrian and Cambro-Silurian rocks, with smaller 
areas of Devonian, Huronian and Laurentian. The city of St 
John is built upon very hard Cambrian slates, in which interesting 
fossils are found. North of this belt grey sandstones and con-
glomerates of Carboniferous age occupy a triangular area, the apex 
of which is near Oromocto Lake, the vaali side extending to Nova 
Scotia and the north-west side to Bathurst. Along the western 
border this area is to 600 ft. high, but near the coast it is low 
and flat. " The Car niferous area of New Brunswick is continuous 
across the isthmus iof Chignectol with that of Nova Scotia, so that 
from Miscou on the Bay of Chaleur to Sydney on the Atlantic coast 
of Cape Breton, the whole coast of the Gulf of St Lawrence is 
bordered by coal-bearing rocks " (S. E. Dawson. Nonk America, 
London, z )• North-west of the Carboniferous a belt of ao to 
5o in. wide occupied by Ordovician and pre-Cambrian formations, 
with large maws of intrusive granite. The Ordovician is compomed 
of schistose, micaceous, and foliated slates and quartzites, in places 
highly altered and disturbed. The pre-Cambrian rocks consist of 
vpoe Ulad 

and micaceous 	
fe.lgt, c ee witilolorie  toifc quartzites, an n, isnid 

and broken into numerous ranges of hills. The remainder of the 
province to the north-western boundary is occupied by Silurian 
rocks, mostly calcareous dates and shales associated with beds of 
limestone. The whole province has been mantled with ire in the 
Pleistocene period, and boulder-clay and later modified deposits 
occupy the surface. Marine clay and sand containing (Dell shells 
are found along the coast. 

Climate.—The climate. though 'subject to extremes, is healthy. 
The average mean temperature in summer is 60° F., and in winter 
T9° F. The average rainfall for thirty years (1875 to 1905 In-
clusive) was 3a.6 in., whereas in the neighbouring province of 
Nova Scotia, with its larger coast-line. it was 39-6. The winters are 

XIX 8* 
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hundreds of thrmets. Much clown land still remains unoccupied, 
and is sold by the provincialgovernment on easy terms tobena fide 
settlers. 

Forests.—la great forests, through which flow numerous rivers 
with excellent harbour. at or near their mouths, have long made 
New Brunswick a centre of lumbering. This industry has affected 
the whole development of the province, and the wilder and more 
unsettled life of its woodsmen contrasts with that of the farmer of 
Ontario or of the west. The most valuable and most widely-spread 
tree is the black spruce (Able: ■itre), from which is made a yearly 

nti y of wood-pulp for paper-making. The hemlock 
rA clirssinlas=4 the cedar, birch, beech, oak, ash and many 
other valuable trees, are also widely spread. The chief ports for 
shipping are StJohn, at the mouthed the St Johnriver, and Chatham.
at the mouth el the Miramichi. 

Though much remains, much has been destroyed by forest fires. 
To this da traces may be seen of the fire which in 1825 utterly 
destroyedhundreds of square miles of timber along the river . 

The same forests are also a 	for sportsmen, The game 
laws are being made increasi y strict, and the 	draws a 
large revenue from the sale d• 	extra fees 

being 
 imposed on 

sportsmen from other countries. Moose (Caress alas), caribou and 
deer may only be shot during about two months in the autumn. 
and the number allowed to each gun is strictly fimited. In 1902 
the provincial government set aside a large area of the highlands at 
the sources of the Tobique, Nipisiquit and Miramicbi rivers for a 
national park and game preserve. 

Mims and Fizieriez—The mineral wealth of the ptovince is 
though gold, iron. copper, lead, zinc and lumbago have 

been worked on a small scale at various times. Coat seams are 
numerous, but are worked solely for local consumption. Albertite, 
a species of coal found in Albert county and giving a very hot 
flame, is now exhausted. Limestone and gypsum are extensively 
quarried near St John and in Albert county. 

The fisheries, on the other hand, are exteneive, though less so 
than those of Nova Scotia. This industry centres in the counties 
of Charlotte and Gloucester, her 'ring, salmon, lobsters, sardine. and 
cod forming the chief catch. The Ranigouche and other rivers near 
the northern border are much frequented by anglers in search of 
trout and salmon. 

Mitenfacieres.—The chief manufactures, apart from the shipping 
of St John, aro connected with lumbering and with agriculture. 
The making of paper pulp and of furniture is growing steadily in 
importance. Co-operation in the manufacture of butter and cheese 
has produced excellent results, and numerous cheese and butter 
factories are scattered through the province. In no sense, however, 
does New Brunswick play an important part in the manufactures 
of the Dominion. 

Cessmenicatienz—The rivers are still the main arteries of the 
province. The reads, though improving, are as a rule bad. The 
main railway system has since 1876 been that of the I ntercolonial, 
owned and operated by the firal t, by which the 
province is linked to Nova Scotia on ther.vsTduntoentbe rest of Canada 
on the W. The Canadian Pacific and the Grand Trunk Pacific also 
run through the province, and by the Canadian Pacific and the 
Maine Central it has communication with the United States. Various 
lines of steamers run, chiefly from St John, to American and 
other Canadian porta. 

Hislory. —Until 1784 New Brunswick formed part, first of the 
French province of Acadia, later of the British province of Nova 
Scotia. The first settlement within its borders was made in 
16o4 by Pierre de Guest, sieur de Monts, with whom was Samuel 
de Champlain. Their colony at the mouth of the St Croix river 
was soon abandoned, but throughout the French regime the 
district was frequented by bands of fur-traders. In 1762 the 
first English settlement was made at Maugerville on the St John 
river, and in 1764 • body of Scottish farmers and labourers 
took up land along the Miramichi. On the illth of May 1783 
a band of American loyalists settled at the mouth of the St 
John. Thousands more followed, and In 1784 New Brunswick 
was declared a separate province. At first governed by a repre-
sentative assembly and an irresponsible council, it obtained 
responsible government in 1847-2848, after a constitutional 
struggle in which no little ability was shown. In 1867 it entered 
without reluctance but without enthusiasm into the Canadian 
Federation. Its economic and educational history, both more 
Important than its political, have been indicated in earlier parts 
of this article. (For the boundary dispute, see Mann.) 

Binuoutaurr.—Sir J. W. Dawson, Acadian Calory (edition of 
1891), is the most easily accessible work on the geology of the pro-
vince. Numerous studies have been publisher], chiefly by the 
Geological Survey of Canada. by L. W. Bailey. It. W.  
JAw. end G. F. Matthew. Valuable pipers ou various provincial  

subjects have been published is the Thenetehlt/ of die ROW 
Society of Canada by W. F. Ganong. The provincial government 
issues a ymrly volume of sessional papers; Acadiessis. a magazine 
published in St John, should also be consulted. The earliest account 
of New

h 
 Brunswick is given by Nicholas Denys. Desaijaias gat- 

u vajoiqsa (pblished Parisi  t672; re 	liypublished 	W. F. Ganong 
with notes and introduction, ino8); there is no good modern 
history; R. M  Martin, History of New Broassich (1837); 
G. E. Fenety, Political Notes (1867); James Hannay, History 
of Acadia (1879), and Lisa of Wilmot sad Tilley (Igor) may be 
consulted. (W. L. G.) 

NEW BRUNSWICK. a city and the county-seat of Middlesex 
county, New Jersey, U.S.A., on the Raritan river, at the terminus 
of the Delaware & Raritan canal, about 23 m. S.W. of Newark. 
Pop. (1890 alio& (1900), 20,006, of whom 3526 were foreign-
born and 733 were negroes; (2910 census) 23,388. It is 
served by the Pennsylvania and the Raritan River railways, 
and by daily steamboats to New York. There is a fine stone 
bridge across the Raritan. In the city are the Wells Memorial 
Hospital, St Peter's General Hospital, • Carnegie library, a 
Federal building and a Soldiers' Monument. New Brunswick 
is the seat of the Theological Seminary of the Reformed Church 
in America, the oldest theological school ip the United States, 
founded in 1784 in New York City, situated at Flatbush, Long 
Island, in 1796-1810, and removed to New Brunswick in aro, 
and of Rutgers College (originally Dutch Reformed, now non-
sectarian), which was founded in 1766 as Queen's College, was 
rechartered in 1770 as a college for " the education of youth in 
the learned languages, liberal and useful arts and sciences and 
especially in divinity," was first opened for instruction in :720, 
was closed during 1795-1807 and i8a-1823, and was renamed 
in 1825 in honour of Colonel Henry Rutgers (1745-1830), of 
New York City, a liberal benefactor. The college embraces two 
schools: the classical school and the scientific school, which in 
r864, in pursuance of the Morrill Act of 1862, was constituted 
by the state legislature as the state college for the benefit of 
agriculture and the mechanic arts; a preparatory school is also 
controlled by its trustees. An agricultural experiment station 
is maintained in connexion with the college. In 1908-1909 
there were 306 students. In 19o8 the library of Rutgers College 
contained 57,oao volumes, and that of the Theological Seminary 
48,000 volumes. The city has a variety of manufactures, and 
the total value of factory products in 1905  was $8,916,983, 54% 
more than in woo. 

A settlement was made here In 1681, and for a time the place 
was known as Prigmore's Swamp; later, after John Inian had 
established a ferry across the river, it was called biases Ferry; 
the present name was adopted in honour of the house of Bruns-
wick. New Brunswick received a city charter from the royal 
governor in 1730, and was chartered as a city by the state legis-
lature in 1784. During die War of Independence, General 
Washington and his army entered New Brunswick on the 28th 
of November 1776, but on the approach of the enemy evacuated 
it, and from the 3rd of December 1776 to the 13th of April 1777 
it was occupied by the British under Lord Howe. Cornelius 
Vanderbilt was for several years the proprietor of the Balms 
Hotel of New Brunswick, now a tenement house. 

NEWBURON, or Newurto, a city of Orange county, New 
York, U.S.A., on the W. bank of the Hudson river, about sr m. 
N. of New York City. Pop. ( 1899) 23,087, (1900 24.943, of 
whom 4346 were foreign-born and 338 negroes; (1910, census) 
27,805. It is served by the Erie, the West Shore, and—by 
ferries across the Hudson—the Central New England and 
the New York Central & Hudson River railways. Across New-
burgh Bay, as the expansion of the Hudson at this point is 
called, is the village of Fishkill, and an electric line connects 
with the village of Walden (pop. in 1910, 4004), about 12 m. 
N.W., which has various manufactures, the most important being 
pocket-knives. The city occupies a commanding position on 
terraces rising abruptly from the river, and on the fiat plateau 
above. whence a view may be obtained of the Catskill Mountains 
to the N.W., of the Highlands of the Hudson to the E. and of 
the Hudson river for many miles in both directions. Orange 
Lake, between Newburgh and Walden, is known for its ice 
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yachting and skating races. Washington Park is in the central 
part of the city. Downing Park, named in honour of the bora, 
culturist and landscape gardener Andrew Jackson Downing, 
(1815--1852), a native of Newburgh, lies on a high plateau 
overlooking the city and the surrounding country. Among 
Newburgh's institutions are a public library, St Luke's Hospital, 
a Children's Home, Mount St Mary's Academy (Roman Catholic) 
and a business college. In Colden Square there is a statue of 
Governor George Clinton. Cotton, woollen and silk goods, 
laces, paper, plaster, plush, felt and felt hats, carpets, engines 
and boilers, and mill and farm machinery are manufactured, and 
there are ship and brick yards. In 19os factory products were 
valued at $7,142,327, an increase of 33'3%  over their value for 
rcoo. Newburgh was first settled in 1709 by a colony of Germans 
from the Rhenish Palatinate under their minister, Joshua 
Kockethal (d. r719), and was known as "the Palatine Parish of 
Quassaic." Toward the middle of the century many of the 
Germans removed to Pennsylvania, and Scottish and English 
settlers took up their abandoned lands. In 2752 the place was 
renamed Newburgh, after the town of that name In Scotland, 
whence many of the new settlers had come. From the spring of 
x782 until August 1783 Washington made his headquarters here, 
occupying the Hasbrouck House (built by Jonathan Hasbrouck 
between 1750 and 1770), which is still standing in Washington 
Park, and was bought by the state in 1849. It long contained 
a collection of historical relics, for which the state has erected a 
brick building in Washington Park. It was here on tho 27th of 
May 1782 that he wrote his famous letter of rebuke to Colonel 
Lewis Nicola (1717-c. 1807), who had written to him on behalf 
of a coterie of army officers, it is said, suggesting that he assume 
the title of king. Here, also, Washington made his reply to the 
so-called " Newburgh Addresses," written by John Armstrong, 
and calling for action on the part of the army to force Congress 
to redress its grievances. Here the arrangements were completed 
for the disbandment of the Continental Army, and the centenary 
of the disbandment was celebrated here on the t8th of October 
1883. In commemoration of the disbandment also a monu-
ment, known as the " Tower of Victory " (s3 ft. high, with 
a life-sized statue of Washington), was erected in Washing-
ton Park by Federal and state authorities. Newburgh was 
incorporated as a village in isoo and chattered as a city in 
1865. The U.S. Geographic Board spells the name Newburg, 
but the spelling Newburgh is adopted locally and by the 
U.S. Post Office. 

See E. M. Ruttenber, History of the Tows of Newburgh (Newburgh, 
1860 and History of Orange colony (Newburgh, 1872). 

NEWBURGH, a royal and police burgh of Fifeshire, Scotland. 
Pop. (19o1) r9o4. It is situated on the Firth of Tay, 7 m. N.W. 
of Ladybank Junction by the North British Railway. Its 
industries chiefly consist of the making of linen and floorcloth, 
malting and quarrying, and there are fisheries, especially- of 
salmon. The harbour is used for the transhipment of the cargoes 
of Perth-bound vessels of over 200 tons. On high ground, about 
z m. S.W., stand the remains (only the pedestal) of Macduff's 
Cross, which marks the spot where the clan Macduff—in return 
for the chief's services against Macbeth—was granted rights 
of sanctuary and composition for murder done in hot blood. 
Denmyln castle, about r} m. S.E. of Newburgh, was the home 
for more than aso years of the Balfour family, of which the two 
brothers, Sir James (16co-i6s7), the annalist and Lyon King, 
and Sir Andrew (163o-1694), founder of the Botanic Garden in 
Edinburgh, were the most distinguished members. Lindores 
abbey, the gem of the district, is situated on the Tay, close to 
Newburgh, and rf m. N. of the village of Lindores. Of the 
Benedictine abbey, founded in 2178 by David, earl of Hunting-
don, brother of William the Lion, there only remain the groined 
arch of the principal entrance, a portion of the west tower and 
other Early English fragments, but the ground plan of the whole 
structure can still be traced. The monks were noted agriculturists 
and their orchards famous. At Blackearnside, a forest of alders, 
to the east of the village,. Wallace defeated the earl of Pembroke 
in 1298. 

NEWBURN, an urban district in the Tyneside parliamentary 
division of Northumberland, England, on the Tyne, SI m. W. 
of Newcastle by a branch of the North Eastern railway. Pop. 
(igor) 12,500. It has collieries, and iron, steel, engineering, 
tool and firaday works, and there is a large industrial population. 
Newburn is of considerable antiquity. Roman remains have been 
discovered in proximity to Hadrian's Wall. A church here was 
destroyed by fire in ro72 in the course of a dispute between two 
claimants of the earldom of Northumberland. Here in 164o the 
Scottish Covenanters planted guns to protect them while fording 
the river, after which they defeated the English on the Durham 
side at Stellaheugh, and subsequently occupied Newcastle. The 
name of Scotswood, one of tfie manufacturing villages between 
Newburn and the city, commemorates one of their positions. 
The district has many associations with the famous engineer 
George Stephenson, born at Wylam, 3 m. W. 

NEWBURY, a market town and municipal borough in the 
Newbury parliamentary division of Berkshire, England, 33 m. 
W. by S. of Reading by the Great Western railway. Pop. (1901) 
11,06r. It is beautifully situated in the narrow well-wooded 
valley of the Kennet, which is followed by the Kennet and Avon 
canal. The town has north and south communications by the 
Didcot, Newbury & Southampton railway (worked by the 
Great Western company), and is the terminus of the Lambourn 
Valley light railway. The church of St. Nicholas is a large 
Perpendicular building of the beginning of the 16th century. 
It is said to have been built mainly at the charge of John 
Winchcombe or Smalwoode (Jack of Newbury), an eminent 
clothier, who, according to the brass to his memory, died in 
February 1519. A few picturesque old buildings remain in the 
town, including part of Winchcombe's house and the Jacobean 
cloth hall, now a public museum. The almshouses called King 
John's Court are supported by a foundation known as St 
Bartholomew's Hospital, to which in 1215 King John granted 
by charter (renewed in 1596 to the corporation) the profits 
of a fair on St Bartholomew's day (24th of August). Shaw 
House, on the outskirts of the town to the north-east, is an 
Elizabethan mansion of brick, dating from 1581; to the north 
is Donnington castle, retaining a Perpendicular gateway and 
other fragments. The suburb of Speenhamburd was formerly 
an important posting station on the Bath road. At Sandleford 
Priory, to the south of Newbury, the site and part of the braidings 
of an Augustinian priory (c. :2oo) were utilized in the erection 
of a mansion, in 1781, for Mrs Elizabeth Montague. The house. 
holders of Newbury have the right to elect boys and girls to the 
educational foundation of Christ's Hospital. The cloth industry 
is long extinct in Neatury, but large wool fairs are heldannually; 
there is considerable agricultural trade, and there are breweries 
and flour mills. A racecourse was opened in the vicinity of 
the town in rsos, and six meetings are held annually. The 
borough is under a mayor, 6 aldermen and s8 councillors. 
Area, 1828 acres. 

Newbury (Neubiri, Neubiry) possibly owes its origin to the 
village of Speen on the other aide of the Kennet, which probably 
marks the site of the Roman station Spinae. The name Newbury 
(new town or borough) is first mentioned by Odericus Vitalis; 
it is probable, however, that the manor of Uluritone, entered in 
Domesday as held by Ernulph de Hcsdain and containing fifty-
one houses, covered a large part of the site of the town. The 
manor was subsequently held by the Marshall', and later by 
the Mortimer, through whom it passed to the house of York 
and the crown. It formed part of the dowry of several queens. 
consort, and was held by Elizabeth before her accession. In 
1627 it was granted by Charles I. at a fee-farm to the corporation. 
Newbury was a borough by prescription; in :187 its inhabitants 
are called " burgesses " and a document of the time of Edward L 
speaks of it as " burps." It was incorporated by a charter 
of Elizabeth (i596) which was confirmed by Charles I. and 
Charles IL; a doubtfully valid charter of James IL (1680. 
Newbury sent two representatives to the parliament of 2302 
and delegates to a council held in the reign of Edward III. 

Newbury early became a centre of the woollen Industry, 
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but at the beginning of the 27th century this was declining. 
John Kendrick (d. 1624) left a sum of money to benefit the 
clothing trade and to " set the poor on work," but the result 
was not what was expected. Elias Ashmole (d. 2629) says: 
" Newbury had lost must of its clothing trade, which the naviga-
tion of the river Kennet hither, now begun, will probably 
recover "; the trade, however, was already irrevocably lost. 
The Weavers' Company, which still exists, was incorporated 
in reot. In the 28th century a considerable trade was done 
in corn and malt. Newbury castle, of which traces remained 
until the 17th century, is said to have been besieged by Stephen 
in 1152. Newbury was the scene of two battles during the Civil 
War, in the first of which (1643) Lord Falkland was killed. An 
important woollen market, established in 1862, is held annually 
on the first Wednesday in July. 

See W. Money, History of Newbury (1887); Vittoria County 
History, Berks. 

NEWBURYPORT, a city and port of entry and one of the 
county-seats of Essex county, Massachusetts, U.S.A., on the 
S. bank of the Merrimac river, about 3 m. above its mouth, and 
about 38 m. N.N.E. of Boston. Pop. (189o) 13,947; (19oo) 
14,478, of whom 2863 were foreign-born; (1910 census) 
14,949. Area, about 12.85 sq. m. The city is served by two 
divisions of the Boston & Maine railroad, and by coast and 
river freight steamers. There are many houses dating back 
to the 17th century; of these the stone " garrison' house 
(in Newbury), with walls 4 ft. thick and built in the form of 
a cross, is an interesting example. Other private houses 
worthy of mention are the former homes of " Lord " Timothy 
Dexter and Caleb Cushing, the birthplace of William Lloyd 
Garrison, and (3i m. from Newburyport in the township of 
West Newbury) Indian Hill Farm, the birthplace of the 
journalist Ben Perley Poore (182o-1887), author of Perley's 
Reminiscences of Sixty Years in the National Metropolis (1886). 
Among the public buildings and institutions are the Marine 
Museum, the Public Library (founded in 1854 by Josiah Little 
and containing about 45,000 volumes), the old Tracy mansion 
(built in 177! or 1772), which forms part of the Public Library 
building, the Anna Jacques and Homoeopathic hospitals, homes 
for aged women and men, a, Home for Destitute Children, Old 
South Church, in which is the tomb of George Whitefield, and 
the Young Men's Christian Association building, which is • 
memorial to George Henry Corlias (z8z7-2888), the inventor, 
erected by his widow, a native of Newburyport. The General 
Charity Society is a benevolent association. The city has a 
good public school system. The Female High School was opened 
in 1843 and is said to be the first high school for girls to be 
established in the United States. The Putnam Free School, 
now part of the public school system, was endowed early in the 
19th century by Oliver Putnam of Newburyport and afterwards 
of Hampstead, New Hampshire. Three parks, Washington, 
Cushing and Atkinson, are maintained by the city; and there 
are a statue of George Washington (187o), by J. Q. A. Ward, one 
of William Lloyd Garrison by D. C. French, and a memorial to 
the soldiers and sailors of the Civil War—a bronze statue, " The 
Volunteer "—by Mrs Theo (Ruggles) Kitson. A curious chain 
suspension bridge across the Merrimac, connecting Newburyport 
with Amesbury, was built in 1827, replacing a similar bridge 
built in Oho, which was one of the first suspension bridges 
in America. 

Newburyport in the early part of the 18th century 
was one of the most prosperous commercial centres in New 
England. At that time fishing, whaling and shipbuilding were 
its principal industries, the clipper ships built here being among 
the fastest and best known on the seas. After the Civil War 
manufacturing became -Newburyport's chief interest. In 1 905 
its factory product was valued at 86.8o9,979, an increase of 
32.5% since !goo; 57.6% was in boots and shoes, and the 
manufactures of combs and silverware, silversmithing products, 
cotton goads and electrical supplies are also important. 

Newbury, including the site of the present Newburyport, 
was settled in 1635 by a company under the leadership of the 

Rev. Thomas Parker 0595-16771, who had taught in Newbury, 
England, in his youth. In 1639 a portion of the territory was 
set off to form the town of Rowley, and in 1764 about 647 acres 
were set off and incorporated as the town of Newburyport. 
In 18N the town of Parsons (now West Newbury) was formed 
from Newbury. Newburyport, with its area considerably en-
larged, became a city in 2852. During the War of Independence 
and the War of 1812 it sent out many privateers. In r8rt a 
fire destroyed 25o buildings, including the greater part of the 
business portion of the town. 

See Caleb Cushing, History and Present Mate of the Town of New-
intryport (Newburyport, 1826); Joshua Coffin, history of Newbury, 
Newburyport, and West Newbury, 1635-780 (Boston, 1845); Mrs 
E. V. Smith, History of Newburyport (Boston, 18u); D. H. Hurd, 
History of Essex (Philadelphia, 1888); J. J. Currier, History g  N went riatrons At First Settlement of the Town to the Becaming of 

Century (Boston, 1902), Histo NewburYPost.1764- 
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NEW CALEDONIA (Fr. Nouvdk -Calidonie), an island in the 
western Pacific Ocean, belonging to France. (For map, see 
PACIFIC OCEAN.) It is about aso M. long, and has an extreme 
breadth of 35 m. and an area including adjacent islets of 6450 
sq. m.; is situated at the southern extremity of Melanesia, 
between 20°  S' and 22°  s6' S., and between 164°  and 167° 3o' E., 
and, like all the chief islands of that chain and the chain itself, 
Lisa north-west and south-east. An almost unbroken barrier 
reef skirts the west shore at about 5 m. distance, enclosing a 
navigable channel; on the east, which is more abrupt and 
precipitous, it is much interrupted. To the north the reefs 
continue, marking the former extension of the land, for about 
room., ending with the Huon Islands. The Isle of Pines, so 
called from its araucarias (its native name is Kunie), geologically 
a continuation of New Caledonia, lies 3o m. from its south-
east extremity. It formerly abounded in sandalwood, and 
consists of a central plateau surrounded by a belt of cultivation. 
At the two extremities of New Caledonia, parallel longitudinal 
ranges of mountains enclose valleys; for the rest the island 
consists essentially of confused masses and ranges of mountains, 
rising to an extreme elevation of 5387 ft., the plains being 
chiefly the deltas of rivers. The landscape is rich and beautiful, 
varied with grand rock scenery, the coast-line being broken 
by numerous small bays, into which flow streams rarely navigable 
even for short distances, but often skilfully utilized by the 
natives for irrigation; and sometimes flowing in subterranean 
channels. The larger rivers in the wet season form impassable 
morasses, especially in the S.E., where the mountains rise in 
isolated masses from flat plains. 

Ceology. ,---Speaking generally. New Caledonia may be described 
as a band of Palaeozoic and probably Lower Palaeozoic rocks, 
associated doubtless with some Archean beds: this band runs 
from north-west to south-east, through the whole length of the 
island. The second element in the composition of the island consists 
of Mesozoic beds, which occur in a broken band along most of the 
south-western coast. Most of the island is occupied by the band of 
the old rocks, which Include mica, glaucophane and sericite-schists 
and slates: there are small intrusions of granite, and numerous 
dikes and masses of basic eruptive rocks. The slates are inter-
bedded with limestones containing fossil brachiopods, which have 
led to their determination as Silurian or Devonian; but L. Peletan 
classes all these limestones as Triassic. Triassic beds of the Pacific 
coastal type occur in a band along the south-western coast. They 
are covered by marine Jurassic beds and they in turn by Cretaceous 
coal-bearing, terrestrial deposits, resembling those of New Zealand. 
According to E. Glasser. the basic igneous rocks which are associated 
with the mineral deposits of New Caledonia were intrusive in Cainozoic 
times. at the sevenng of the connexion between New Caledonia and 
New Zealand. New Caledonia is part of the Australasian Festoon. 
and in its general characters resembles the geology of new Zealand. 
The main mineral deposits are the nickel ores, occurring as veins of 
garnierite, associated with peridotite dikes, in the ancient rocks 
of the eastern slope of the island. 

The basis of knowledge of the geology of New Caledonia was laid 
by Canner. Ann. des Mines, ger. 6, vol. xii. (1867). Later accounts 
are by E. Glasser. " Les Richesscs minFrales de la Nouvelle CaDdonie." 
Ass. des Mines. see. to, vol. iv. mem. pp. 299-392. pt. xi., and vol. v. 
mess. pp. 29-54 503-7ot, pl. ii. and zti. (1904); and by L Peletars 
Les Richesses minerales des colonies francaises (Paris, 1902). 
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Moats, Flaw, Pasta The hottest and wettest months are 

from December to March, but there is usually a fresh trade-wind 
blowing and the climate is healthy. There is much less moisture, 
and the flora is of a less tropical character than Farther north; it has 
some Polynesian and New Zealand affinities, and on the west coast 
a partially Australian character; on the higher bills it is stunted; 
on the lower, however, there are fine grass lands, and a scattered 
growth of niaulis (Mdalesca viridiflora), useful for its timber, bark 
and cajeput oil. There is a great variety of fine timber trees. The 
bread-fruit, sago, banana, vanilla, ginger, arrowroot and curcuma 
grow wild. The cocoa nut, maize, sugar-cane, coffee, cotton, rice 
and tobacco (which last does not suffer like other crops from the 
locusts) do well. The orange, indigo, lucerne and European vege-
tables are grown. Mammals are very feat;  they include the rat and 
Pteropus and other bats. The commonest birds are pigeons (the 
large notou and other varieties), doveer parrots, kingfishers and ducks. 
The kagu (Rbinockeim jubatus), a peculiar " wingless " bird, is found 
here only. Turtle abound on the coast, and fish, of which some kinds, 
as the tetrodons (globe-fish), are poisonous, especially at certain 
seasons. Land and marine molluscs are numerous, and include 
various edible kinds. 

Population. —At the census of root the population of New 
Caledonia numbered 5t,4r5, consisting of 12,253 free Europeans 
(colonists, soldiers, officials), 29,106 natives, ro,o56 convicts. 
In 1898, however, the introduction of convicts into the island 
ceased. The centres of population are Noumea (Numea), the 
capital, on a fine harbour of the west coast near the southern 
extremity of the island, with 7000 inhabitants; Bourail, an 
agricultural penitentiary (1800); La Foa, In the centre of the 
coffee plantations; Moindu, St Louis and St Vincent. 

The natives, whom the French call Kanakas (Canaques, a 
word meaning "man," applied Indiscriminately to many Pacific 
peoples), live on reservations. They are Melanesians of mixed 
blood, of two fairly distinct types, one sub-Papuan and the 
other Polynesian. Of the first the physical characteristics 
are a small, thin-limbed body, hair black, short and woolly, 
projecting jaws, rounded, narrow, retreating forehead, long 
and narrow head, enormous eyebrow ridges, flat nose and dark 
skin. The second type is characterized by a lighter skin, some-
times of a reddish-yellow, longer, less woolly hair, body taller 
with better-proportioned limbs, and head broader. This is 
the prevailing type in the east and south of the island. There 
is nowhere a real defining line between the two (many New 
Caledonians having black skins and woolly hair with Polynesian 
superiority of limb), but the Polynesian type is generally found 
among the chiefs and their kindred. 

Both sexes among the natives pierce the lobes of the ear for orna-
ments. Tattooing is almost entirely confined to the women. Both 
sexes go naked, or with the scantiest loin-cloth. Their huts are 
usually beehive-shaped, with a single apartment, low narrow,door, 
and no chimney. There are various degrees of hereditary eldership., 
and a supreme chief recognized by an. As in some other Pacific 
islands, when a son is born the eldership passes to him, but the father 
continues to govern as regent. All property descends to the eldest 
son by birth or adoption, though custom demands that the younger 
members of the family should have a share. The people have to 
work on the chief's plantations and fisheries, and also work in parties 
for each other, breaking up new land, &c. This often ends in 
feasting and in dances (pits pan), which include allegorical repre-
sentations- of events or ideas. The supreme chief's authority is 
limited by the advice of a council of elders, whom he is obliged to 
summon in certain emergencies. The standard of morality is low; 
women are practically slaves, and infanticide was formerly common. 

The Kanakas are excellent agriculturists, being accounted superior 
in this matter to every other race of the Pacific. About the middle 
of the t9th century the Indigenous population was 60,000. Returns 
for 1904 showed that this had fallen to rather less than half. 

The languages of the different tribes are mutually unintelligible. 
They express abstract ideas imperfectly. Thus there are several 
words for eating, each applied to a particular article of food. Their 
reckoning shows the same peculiarity. The numbers go up to five, 
and for living objects the word bird is added, for inanimate yam, 
for large objects skip. ,  There are other terms for bundles of sugar-
canes, rows (planted) of yams, Ste.; and sometimes things are counted 
by threes. Ten is two fives, 

five 
 three fives, ao is a -'' man" (ten 

fingers and ten toes), zoo is " five men," and so on. 

Administration and Industries.—The colony is administered 
by a governor, who exercises military power through a marine 
infantry colonel, and civil power with the assistance of a privy 

A similar usage exists in Malay; see paper by Yule in Jour. 
Anskrop. Inst. ix. 290.  

council, a director of the interior, a judicial head, and a director 
of the penitentiary administration. There is also an elective 
general council. Noumea is the seat of a superior tribunal, 
a tribunal of first instance, and a tribunal of commerce. The 
island and its dependencies are divided into five arrondissements. 
Noumea alone has (since 1879) a municipality, other localities 
being administered by commissions. There are about r600 
sq. m. of cultivable lands in the alluvial valleys, where coffee, 
maize, tobacco, sugar-cane, the vine, vegetables, potatoes, 
and some of the cereals are grown with success. Coffee was 
introduced about 187o, and has prospered well. Cheap agri-
cultural labour is supplied by the convicts, by the liberated 
convicts, the Kanakas, and (to some extent) labourers from 
the New Hebrides. The soil is in three domains: that of the 
state, for the working of which concessions may be granted; 
that of the penitentiary administration; and that of the native 
reserve. Many horses, cattle and sheep have been imported, and 
the meat-preserving industry is prosecuted. Gold is found in 
the valley of the Diahot, as well as lead and copper at Balade. 
Iron is found everywhere. The yearly output of nickel and 
chrome is considerable, and these minerals, with cobalt, constitute 
the characteristic wealth of the island. Coal has been worked 
near Noumea, and kaolin is found in places. Gypsum and 
marble also deserve mention. The chief Industrial establish-
ments are smelting furnaces for cobalt, meat-preserving works 
at Ouaco, sugar-works and distilleries at Noumea and La Fos, 
tobacco, oil and soap factories at Noumea. The commerce in 
1888 amounted to £48o,000, of which £200,000 represented 
the trade with France. In woo the total had risen to £820,000, 
of which £48o,000 was for imports and fazo,000 for exports, 
the share of France in that year having been ze% of imports 
and 47% of exports. The island imports wines, spirits, tissues, 
clothing and ironmongery; and exports ores, nickel, cobalt and 
chrome (which represent over three-quarters of the total exports 
in value), preserved meats and hides, 'coffee, copra and other 
colonial produce. There are about re° m. of carriage roads, 
and in the mountainous regions there are many footpaths. 
A railway running north-westward from Noumea to Dumbea, 
&c., is designed to connect the capital with Bourail. The 
islands annexed to the colony of New Caledonia are the Isle 
of Pines, used as a place of detention for habitual criminals; 
the Loyalty Islands (q.v.), E. of New Caledonia; the Huon 
Islands, a practically barren group; the Wallis Archipelago 
(q.v.); and Futuna and Alofa, S. of the Wallis group. 

History. —New Caledonia was discovered by Captain Cook 
in 1774. He touched at the haven of Balade (the original name 
of the island) near the north-western extremity, as did d'Entre. 
casteaux in 1793, who closely explored the coast and surrounding 
seas. They subsequently became known to sealers and traders 
in sandalwood, who, however, established no friendly relations 
with the natives. In 1843 French missionaries arrived at the 
island, and it was claimed for France, but on British representa-
tions the claim was renounced. In xliet a landing party from 
a French vessel lying at Balade was attacked by the natives, 
and massacred with the exception of a single member. France 
was now determined on the annexation, and the flag was raised 
at the same spot in 1853, but simultaneously the commander 
of a British vessel was in negotiation with the native chief of 
the Isle of Pines, and the British flag was hoisted there. The 
chief, however, subsequently sided with the French, and the 
British claim was finally withdrawn. The capital, Noumea, 
was founded in 1854 (it was then called Port de France); in 
186o New Caledonia became a colony distinct from the French 
possessions in the Pacific at large; in 1864 the first penal settle-
ment was made on Nou Island, off Noumea. In 1878 there was 
a serious native insurrection, and another in 1881 was only put 
down after much bloodshed. 

See H. Riviere, Souvenirs de la Norville-Calidonie Pinsterection 
caner (Paris, 1881); Gallet, La NouseUe.Caudonie (Noumea, 
1884 ; Cordell, Original a pre&I de la Nouvelle-Catedonie (Noumea, 
1883 ; C. Lemire, La Caalloonn ... as Nouvelle-Caledonia 
(Pans, 1878); Ibid. (Noumea, 1893); Voyage a pied en Nouvelle-
Calidonie (Paris, :884); M. A. Legrand, As pays des Canaries 
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E, DUKES OP. Within the space of a century 
there were no less than four successive creations of dukes of 
Newcastle in the British peerage. William Cavendish (see 
below), nephew of the rat earl of Devonshire, was raised to the 
dignity of duke of Newcastle-upon-Tyne in r665. His son and 
successor Henry (1630-r691) died leaving daughters only, and 
one of these married John Hones (1662-1711), earl of Clare, who 
was created duke in 2694. This duke died also without male 
issue, leaving his estates to his sister's son, Thomas Pelham 
(see below), who, with other dignities, had the title of duke of 
Newcastle-upon-Tyne conferred on him in 17r5, and a second 
and similar ducal title (that of Newcastle-under-Lyme) in 1756. 
The first dukedom became extinct at his death, but the second 
title was granted him with remainder to Henry Fiennes Clinton, 
earl of Lincoln, at once his nephew and nephew-in-law. From 
his heir, who ranks as the and duke, Henry Fiennes Clinton 
(172o-1794), the dukedom passed through father and son from . 

Thomas Pelham Clinton (d. 1795),  Henry Pelham FICIIIICS Pelham 
Clinton 4785-1854, Henry Pelham Fiennes Pelham Clinton 
(1811-r864), Henry Pelham Alexander (1834-1879), to the 
7th duke, Henry Pelham Archibald Douglas Pelham Clinton 
(b. 1864). The three principal dukes are more fully noticed 
below. 

1. WILLIAM CAVENDISH, duke of Newcastle (1592-1676), 
eldest surviving son of Sir Charles Cavendish and of Catherine, 
daughter of Cuthbert, Lord Ogle, and grandson of Sir William 
Cavendish and "Bess of Hardwick," was born in 2592 and 
educated at St John's College, Cambridge. On the occasion of 
the creation of Prince Henry as prince of Wales in Ale he was 
made a knight of the Bath, subsequently travelled with Sir 
Henry Wotton, then ambassador to the duke of Savoy, and on 
his return married his first wife, Elizabeth, daughter of William 
Basset of Blore, Staffordshire, and widow of Henry Hcward, 
3rd son of the earl of Suffolk. His fortune was immense, and he 
several times entertained James I. and Charles L with great 
magnificence at Welbeck and Bolsover. On the 3rd of November 
i6ao he was created Viscount Mansfield, on the 7th of March 
2628 earl of Newcastle, and in 1629 the barony of Ogle was 
restored to his mother, this title, together with an estate of 
1,3000 per annum, descending to him. In 1638 he was made 
governor of the prince of Wales, and in 1639 a privy councillor. 
When the Scottish war broke out be assisted the king with a 
loan of Dozno and a troop of volunteer horse, consisting of 
r2o knights and gentlemen. In 1641 he was implicated in the 
Army Plot, and in consequence withdrew for a time from the 
court. He was sent by Charles on the 11th of January 1642 
to seize Hull, but was refused admittance. When the king 
declared open war, Newcastle was given the command of the 
four northern counties, and had the power conferred on him 
of making knights. He maintained troops at his own expense, 
and having occupied Newcastle kept open communications with 
the queen, and despatched to the king his foreign supplies. 
In November gees he advanced into Yorkshire, raised the siege 
of York, and compelled Fairfax to retire after attacking him at 
Tadcaster. Subsequently his plans were checked by the latter's 
recapture of Leeds in January 043, and he retired to York. 
He escorted the queen, who returned from abroad in February, 
to York, and subsequently captured Wakefield, Rotherham and 
Sheffield, though failing at Leeds, but his successes were once 
more ravished from him by Fairfax. In June he advanced again, 
defeated the Fairfaxes to Adwakon Moor on the 3oth of June, 
and obtained possession of all Yorkshire except Hull and Wressel 
Castle. He might now have joined the king against Essex, but 
continued his campaign in the north, advancing into Lincolnshire 
to attack the eastern association, and taking Gainsbormigh and 
Lincoln. Thence he returned to besiege Hull, and in his absence  

the force which he had left in Lincobwldre was defeated at 
Winceby by Cromwell on the nth of October 1643, which caused 
the loss of the whole county. On the 27th of October 5643 
he was created a marquis. Next year his position was further 
threatened by the advance of the Soots. Against prevailing 
numbers he could do little but harass and cut off supplies. He 
retreated to York, where the three armies of the Scots, Fairfax 
and Manchester surrounded him. On the 1st of July Rupert 
raised the siege, but on the next day threw away his success by 
engaging the three armies In battle, contrary to Newcastle's 
desire, at Marston Moor. After this disaster, notwithstanding 
the entreaties of the king and the remonstrances of Rupert, 
Newcastle immediately announced his intention of abandoning 
the cause and of quitting England. He sailed from Scarborough 
accompanied by a considerable following, including his two sons 
and his brother, resided at Hamburg from July 5644 to February 
2645, and removed in April to Paris, where he lived for three 
years. There he married as his second wife Margaret (see below), 
daughter of Sir Thomas Lucas of St John's, Colchester. He left 
in 1648 for Rotterdam with the intention of joining the prince 
of Wales in command of the revolted navy, and finally took up 
his abode at Antwerp, where he remained till the Restoration. 
In April z65o he was appointed a member of Charles IL's privy 
council, and in opposition to Hyde advocated the agreement with 
the Scots. In Antwerp he established his famous riding-school, 
exercised " the art of manage," and published his first work on 
horsemanship, Methods et invention tunmdle de dresser ks cheratts 
(2658, 2nd ed., 1747; translated as A General System of Horse-
manship, 1743). 

At the Restoration Newcastle returned to England, and 
succeeded in regaining the greater part of his estates, though 
burdened with debts, his wife estimating his total losses in the 
war at the enormous sum of £942,303. He was reinstated in the 
offices be had filled under Charles I.; was invested in 1661 with 
the Garter which had been bestowed upon him in 165o, and was 
advanced to a dukedom on the 16th of March 1665. lie retired, 
however, from public life and occupied himself with his estate and 
with his favourite pursuit of training horses. He established a 
racecourse near Welbeck, and published another work on horse-
manship, A New Method and Extraordinary Isreention to Dress 
Horses and Work them according to Nature . . . (1667). He 
wrote also several comedies, Tke Country Captain and Thelrerridie 
(1649), The Humorotu Lovers and The Triumphant Widow (1677). 
With Dryden's assistance he translated Moliare's Labour& as 
Sir Martin Mar-All (z6238). He contributed scenes to his wife's 
plays, and poems of his composition are to be found among her 
works; and he was the patron of Janson, Shirley, Davenant, 
Dryden, Shadwell and Fleeknoe, and of Hobbes, Gasseadi and 
Descartes. He died on the 25th of December 1676, and was 
buried in Westminster Abbey. By his first wife be had ten 
children, of whom one son, Henry, survived him and became 
and duke of Newcastle, dying in 169r without male bum; the 
title then became extinct and the estates passed to his third 
daughter Margaret, wife of John Holies, earl of Clare, created 
duke of Newcastle In 1694. 

As a commander in the field Clarendon spoke contemptuously 
of Newcastle as " a very lamentable man, and as fit to be • 
general as a bishop." ,  It can hardly be denied, however, that 
his achievements in the north were of great military value to 
the king's cause. For politics he had no taste, and adhered to 
the king's cause merely from motives of personal loyalty, from 
hatred of "whatsoever was hie to disturb the public peace," 
and because the monarchy " was the foundation and support of 
his own greatness." Even Clarendon concedes that be was 
" a very fine gentleman," which is perhaps the beat summary 
of his character. 

His second wife, Margaret, duchess of Newcastle 	gas- 
2673), had been maid of honour to Henrietta Maria, and after 
she married the duke in 1645 they continued to cherish a mutual 
admiration of a very exaggerated character, each regarding the 
otber as endowed with transcendent merits both of perm 

I Caked's. of Clarendon Papers, ii. 63. 
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and mind. The duchess cultivated literary composition with 
exuberant fervour, and kept a bevy of maids of honour obliged 
to be ready at all hours " to register her Grace's conceptions." 
Walpole speaks of her as a" fertile pedant " with an " unbounded 
passion for scribbling "; and, although giving evidence of 
learning, ingenuity and imagination, her writings are fatally 
marred by a deficiency in Judgment and self-restraint. She is 
best known by the Life she wrote of her husband, originally 
printed by A. Maxwell at London in 1667. She also published 
Philosophical Fancies OW; Poems and Fancier (1653); The 
World's Olio (1655); Natures Picture drawn by Poncie's Pencil to 
the Life, which includes an autobiography (1656); Philosophical 
and Physical Opinions (tbSS)i Orations (5662); Plays (1663); 
Sociable Letters (1664); Obseroatioits upon Experimental Philo-
sophy (1666); Letters and Poems (1676). 

774 Life of William Cavendish, Duke of Newcastle, by Margaret, 
duchess of Newcastle, has been edited by C. H. Firth (1886); it was 
criticised by Pepys as " the ridiculous history of my Lord Newcastle 
writ by his wife, which shows her to be a mad, conceited, ridiculous 
woman, and he an ass to suffer her to write what she writes to him 
and of him," but on the other hand eulogized by Charles Lamb 
as a work for which " no casket Is rich enough, no case sufficiently 
durable to honour and keep soft such a jewel." See also La Duchess* 
et Is Doc de Newcastle. by Emile hiontegut (1895). The duchess's 
Se ea Poems were edited by Brydges in 1813, and her Autobiography 
in 1814. The latter, edited by Lower, was published along with 
her Life of the Dula of Newcastle in 1873. 

a. THOMAS PELHAM HOLIES, duke of Newcastle (x693-1768), 
whose official life extended throughout the Whig supremacy 
of the 18th century, was the elder son of Thomas, first Lord 
Pelham, by his second wife Lady Grace Hones, younger sister 
of John Holies, duke of Newcastle-on-Tyne, who died in 171z, 
and left the whole of his vast estates to him. In 1712 he also 
succeeded his father in his peerage and estates, and in 1 7 1 4, 
when he came of age, was one of the greatest landowners in the 
kingdom. He vigorously sustained the Whig party at Queen 
Anne's death, and bad much influence in making the Londoners 
accept King George. His services were too great to be neglected, 
and in 2714 he was created earl of Clare, and in 171$ duke of 
Newcastle-on-Tyne. He also became lord-lieutenant of the 
counties of Middlesex and Nottingham and a knight of the Carter 
in 1718, in which year he increased his Whig connexion by marry-
ing Lady Henrietta Godolphin, granddaughter of the great duke 
of Marlborough. In 1717 he first held political office as lord 
chamberlain of the household, and in 1724 was chosen by Sir 
Robert Walpole to be secretary of state in place of Lord Carteret. 
This office be held continuously for thirty years (17 24-1 754), 
and only changed it for the premiership on his brother's death. 
His long tenure of office has been attributed to his great Whig 
connexions and his wealth, but some praise must be given to 
his inexhaustible activity and great powers of debate. He was a 
peculiarly muddle-headed man, and unhappy if he had not more 
to do than he could possibly manage, but at the same time he 
was a consummate master of parliamentary tactics, and knew 
how to manage the Houses of Lords and Commons alike. Lord 
Hervey (Memoirs) compares him with Walpole in 1735, and 
says: " We have one minister that does everything with the 
same seeming ease and tranquillity as if he were doing nothing; 
we have another that does nothing in the same hurry and agita-
tion as if he did everything." He continued in office on Walpole's 
fall in 1742, and became more powerful on his younger brother 
Henry becoming prime minister in 1743. On Henry Pelham's 
death in March 1754,  Newcastle succeeded him as premier; but 
people who had been accustomed to him as secretary of state 
would not stand him as premier, and in November 170 he gave 
place to the duke of Devonshire. For his long services he was 
created duke of Newcastle-under-Lyme, with remainder to 
Henry Fiennes Clinton, 9th earl of Lincoln, who had married his 
niece Catherine Pelham. In July 1757 he again became prime 
minister—for Pitt, though a great statesman, was a bad party 
leader—on the understanding, according to Horace Walpole, 
that " Mr Pitt does everything, the duke gives everything." 
Under this ministry England became famous abroad, but it 
gradually fell before the young king's affection for Lord Bute,  

who, after supplanting Pitt, became prime minister in the 
room of Newcastle in May 1762. The duke went into strong 
opposition, and lost his two lord-lieutenancies for opposing the 
peace of 1763. In 2765 be became lord privy seal for a few 
months, but his health was fast giving way, and be died in 
November 1768. The duke was certainly not a great man, but 
he was industrious and energetic, and to his credit be it said 
that the statesman who almost monopolised the patronage of 
office for half • century twice refused a pension, and finally left 
office 1,3oo,o0o poorer than he entered it. 

See Memoirs of the Administration of the Right lion. H. Pelham, 
by W. Come (1889). 

3. HENRY PELHAM Fawns PELHAM Cuarrow, 5th duke of 
Newcastle (1811-2864), the eldest son of Henry, the 4th duke, 
was educated at Eton and at Cnrist Church, Oxford, where he 
graduated in 5832. He was member of parliament for South 
Nottinghamshire from 1832 to 1846, when he became member 
for the Falkirk Burghs, retaining this seat until he became duke 
of Newcastle in January 2851. As earl of Lincoln be was first 
commissioner of woods and forests from 1842 to February 1846, 
when he was appointed chief secretary to the lord-lieutenant 
of Ireland', but the ministry fell in June of the same year. In 
1852 Newcastle became secretary for war and the colonies under 
the earl of Aberdeen, and when, after the outbreak of the Crimean 
War, a separate war department was constituted, he was placed 
in charge of it. As secretary for war he was regarded as being 
largely responsible for the terrible hardships which befell the 
British troops in the Crimea in the winter of 1854, and as the 
result of a vote of censure he left office with his colleagues in 
January 1855. He was secretary for the colonies from 2859 to 
1864, and died on the 18th of October /864, being succeeded as 
6th duke by his eldest son, Henry Pelham Alexander. 

See J. Martineau, The Life of Henry Pelham, 5th Duke of Newcastle 
( 1908)• 

NEWCASTLE, a seaport of Northumberland county, New 
South Wales, Australia, at the mouth of the Hunter river, 
102 m. by rail and 62 m. by sea N. by E. of Sydney, in 32' 55' S., 
155° xo' E. Newcastle is the second city in New South Wales, 
the fourth port of Australia, and the seat of an Anglican bishop. 
The city rises steeply from the sea, and possesses numerous 
fine buildings, among which may be mentioned the railway, 
station, post office, custom-house, the cathedral of Christ Church,. 
the school of art with its large library, and the Victoria Theatre.1 
There are also two state-subsidized hospitals, a college, a school 
of mines, a technological museum, several large and handsome 
churches, and numerous subsidized charitable institutions. 
Communication between the different parts is maintained by 
tramways, and steam ferry-boats ply between the city and its 
suburbs on the shores of the harbour. The industries include 
brewing, shipbuilding, copper and iron-founding, carriage-
building and fellmongery; there are boot factories, engineering 
works, biscuit factories and smelting works at Cockle Creek. 
There is also a large trade in frozen meat. There are numerous 
coal mines in the vicinity, yielding coal of the finest quality. 
Newcastle has a fine harbour, with an area of 540 acres, protected 
by two breakwaters; the breadth of the channel at Its entrance, 
is t 2oo ft., and the depth at the bar is 253 ft. Vessels of the largest 
tonnage can enter and lie alongside of the wharves, which are 
5 m. in extent, equipped with travelling cranes, hydraulic and 
steam cranes, lighted by electric light and connected with the 
Great Northern railway by a branch line. There is a floating 
dock to lift 2000 tons, and at Stockton there is a patent slip to 
take large vessels for repair. The facilities for the shipment of 
coal are excellent, and Newcastle is the chief coaling port in the 
southern hemisphere. The harbour is protected by two forts, 
Fort Scratchley, the strongest in Australia, and Shepherd's Hill 
Fort. The city exports coal, wool, coke, horses, cattle, frozen 
meat, silver, lead, copper, tallow, hides and country produce. 
Newcastle returns three members to the legislative council and 
six members to the legislative assembly. Most of the suburbs 
are separate municipalities, namely, Stockton, Carrington, 
Wickham, Hamilton, Merewether, Adamstown, Waratab, New 
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Lambton, Lembton, Wallsend and Plattsburg. The population 
of the municipality of Newcastle is 14,250; of the town and 
suburbs about 70,000. 

The mouth of the Hunter river (named after Governor John 
Hunter), now known as Newcastle Harbour, was discovered 
M 1797 by Lieutenant John Shortland,.who accompanied Hunter 
to New South Wales. For many years after its discovery it was 
used as a convict station. It became a free settlement in ass, 
and in 1859 was erected into a municipality. The centenary of 
the landing of Shortland was celebrated in 0197, when a monu-
ment commemorating the event was erected. 

NEW CASTLE, a city of New Castle county, Delaware, U.S.A., 
in the northern part of the state, at the bead of Delaware Bay, 
on a high point of land extending into the Delaware river, 6 m. 
south of Wilmington. Pop. (2890)4010; (1900 3380 (315 foreign-
born); (1910) 335r. It is served by the Philadelphia, Baltimore 
& Washington (Pennsylvania System), and (aid Wilmington) the 
Baltimore & Ohio railways, and by steamship lines connecting with 
Baltimore, Philadelphia and river ports. The " old " county 
court house, possibly built by the Swedes, is in New Castle; and 
there are a public library, the Immanuel Protestant Episcopal 
Church (partly built in 2689), and several residences of Dutch 
and colonial types. The city has a good harbour and an excel-
lent river front for manufacturing sites and for shipping; it is 
included in the customs district of Wilmington. Its industrial 
establishments include shipyards, rolling mills and steel works, 
flour-mills, and manufactories of cotton and woollen- goods. 
The shad fisheries are of some importance. In 1655 Governor 
Peter Stuyvesant of New Netherland established near the place 
Fort Casimir, as the first determined move in his aggressive policy 
against the Swedes, who had settled in this vicinity about 164o. 
The Swedes captured the fort in t654, but this precipitated 
the crisis in which New Sweden (Delaware) was lost to the 
Dutch in 1655. Fort Casimir (renamed Fort Amatel) was made 
the seat of government of the local Dutch possessions, and in 
1657 was placed under the jurisdiction of the City of Amsterdam, 
under which it remained, though prospering little—disease, 
famine and fears of English attack causing most of the inhabit-
ants to leave in 1658 and 1659—until just before the English 
seized the settlements in Delaware in 1664. Under the English 
the name was changed to New Castle, and trade and commerce 
prospered; and an arc with a radius of 11 m., having the New 
Castle court house as a centre, became the northern boundary 
of the " counties on the Delaware." New Castle was frequently 
the meeting place of the colonial legislature, and after the 
legislative separation of Delaware from Pennsylvania in 5704 
it was the seat of administration of the colony until r777. It 
was chartered as a city in 28 75- 

NEWCASTLE, • seaside resort of Co. Down, Ireland, finely 
situated on the western shore of Dundrum Bay, at the foot of 
Slieve Donard, the highest eminence of the Mourne Mountains. 
Pop. (root) 1553. It is the terminus of the Belfast and County 
Down railway, being 36 m. S. of Belfast; and is also served by 
a branch of the Great Northern railway. A fort guarded the 
passage of the river Shimna here in early times, but the town is 
entirely modern. The sandy shore affords good bathing, there is 
a small spa, and the scenery of the Mournes is fine. The demesnes 
of Donard Lodge and Bryansford are of great beauty. The golf 
links of the County Down Club here are well known. 

NEWCASTLE, a city and the county-seat of Lawrence county, 
Pennsylvania, U.S.A., on the Shenango river, at the mouth of 
Neshannock Creek, about so m. N.N.W. of Pittsburg. Pop. 
(189o) z z,600; (590o) 28,339, 5324 being foreign-born and 463 
negroes; (19 to) 36,280. It is served by the Pennsylvania, the Erie, 
the Baltimore & Ohio, the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh, and 
the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie railways. Cascade Park, in the 
neighbourhood, is a pleasure resort. The surrounding country, 
with which the city has an extensive trade, is well adapted to 
agriculture, and abounds in bituminous coal, iron ore, limestone, 
sandstone and fire-clay. In 19o5 the city ranked fifth among 
the cities of the state in the value of its factory product, and 
Of its products (valued at $29,433,635,  an increase of 47.1%  

since 1900) iron and steel, and tin and terse-plates were the most 
important. Newcastle was founded in 1802, became a borough 
in Mg, and was first chartered as a city in 1875, its charter being 
revised in 1887. 

NEWCASTLE-UNDER-LYNIll, a market town and municipal 
and parliamentary borough of Staffordshire, England, a M. W. 
of Stoke-upon-Trent by the North Staffordshire railway. Pop. 
(egos) 19,954. The parish church of St Giles was rebuilt in 
1873-1876 by Sir Gilbert Scott, with the exception of the tower, 
which dates from the 12th century. The free grammar school, 
originally founded in Ow, possesses large endowments, increased 
by the amalgamation of various subsequent bequests for educa-
tional purposes, and now consists of high and middle schools 
for boys and Orme's school for girls. There is also a school of 
art induded with a free library in handsome municipal buildings. 
The manufacture of hats was once the staple trade, but it has 
declined. There are cotton and paper mills; and tanning, 
brewing, malting and the manufacture of army clothing are 
carried on. In the neighbourhood there are large collieries, as at 
Silverdale and elsewhere. Partly induded in the parliamentary 
borough is the populous parish of Wolstanton, of which the 
fine church, well placed on high ground, has good details of the 
13th century, with a massive tower and spire. The mining town 
of Audley lies 4. m. N.W., with a fine early Decorated church. 
Newcastle-under-Lyme is governed by a mayor, 6 aldermen and 
r8 councillors. Area, 671 acres. 

Newcastle-under-Lyme (Neofchastell-sur-Lyme, Newcastle-
under-Lyme) is not mentioned in Domesday, but it must early 
have become a place of importance, for a charter, known only 
through a reference in a charter to Preston, was given to the 
town by Henry II. The town owes its name to a castle built 
here in the 12th century to supersede an older fortress at Chester-
ton about 2 M. to the north, of which the ruins were to be seen 
in the 56th century, and to the fact that it was situated under the 
forest of Lyme. Henry III. (1235) constituted it a free borough, 
granting a gild merchant and other privileges; in 1251 he leased 
it at fee-farm to the burgesses; the governing charter In 1835 
was that of 1590 enlarged by that of 1664, under which the title 
of the corporation was the " mayor, bailiffs and burgesses of 
Newcastle-under-Lyme." Newcastle, which was originally held 
by the crown, was granted (1265) to Simon de Montfort, and 
subsequently to Edmund Crouchback, through whom it passed 
to Henry IV. In Leland's time the castle had disappeared 
" save one great Toure "; in the 17th and 18th centuries the 
town was flourishing and had a manufacture of hats. The 
market was originally held on Sunday; in the reign of John it 
was changed to Saturday; by the charter of Elizabeth it was 
fixed on Monday. Markets are now held on Monday, Wednes-
day and Saturday. Grants of fairs were given by Edward I., 
Edward III. and Henry VI. Up to the time of the passing of the 
Municipal Reform Act the farce of electing a mock mayor was 
gone through annually after the election of the real mayor. 
Newcastle sent two members to parliament from 1355 to 1885, 
when it lost one representative. 

See Victoria County History, Stafford: T. Ingamells, Historical 
Records and Directory of Newcastle-wider-Lyme. 

NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE, a city and county of a city, 
municipal, county and parliamentary borough, and port of 
Northumberland, England, 272 m. N. by %V. of London, on 
the North-Eastern railway. Pop. (1871) 186,300; (nor) 
215,328. It stands on the N. bank of the Tyne, which is here 
high and steeply inclined above the river. The mouth of the 
river into the North Sea is 8 m. below Newcastle and its banks 
are lined with docks and industrial towns, while its narrow waters 
are crowded with traffic. 

Though Newcastle owes its origin to a Roman station at a 
bridge over the river, its modern growth has largely destroyed 
traces of antiquity. Of the old walls which, according to Leland, 
" for strength and magnificence far surpassed all the walls of the 
cities of England and of most of the towns of Europe," and the 
circuit of which was 2 m. 239 yds., there are slight remains, 
although the fortifications were allowed to go into disrepair 
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after the naiad of Scotland and England. The castle, from 
which the town takes its name, stood on a slight elevation rising 
abruptly from the river, and was erected by Henry II. between 
rigs and 1177 on the site of an older structure built in to8o by 
Robert, eldest son of the Conqueror. It was originally the 
strongest fortress in the north of England, and its keep is now 
one of the finest specimens of the Norman stronghold remaining 
in the country. While it was still incomplete, William the Lion 
was led within its walls after his capture at Alnwick; and 
within its great hall Ballot, on the 26th of December 1292, did 
homage for the crown of Scotland to Edward L The area ci the 
castle within its outer walls and fosse was 3 acres. Fragments of 
these walls, with the principal entrance or Black Gate (portions 
of which are, however, of later construction) and the Watergate 
or southern postern remain, but the inner wall surrounding the 
keep has been entirely removed. The massive keep, with walls 
t4 ft. thick, is in a state of good preservation, as is also the 
chapel, a beautiful specimen of late Norman style. The castle 
was purchased by the corporation in 1809, and is under the 
charge of the Newcastle Society of Antiquaries, which uses a 
portion of it as an antiquarian museum. Near the castle is St 
Nicholas church, forming the cathedral of the diocese of Kew-
castle, instituted in 1[882. The diocese covers practically the 
whole of Northumberland, with a very small portion of Cumber-
land. The church, which is principally Decorated, consists of 
nave, aisles, chancel and transepts, the total length of the interior 
from east to west being re5 ft., and the width at the transepts 
128 ft. The principal feature of the church is the lantern tower, 
a later addition and a very fine specimen of early Perpendicular. 
Among other interesting old churches is St Andrew's church, 
erected in the r nth century, and retaining Norman characteristics, 
with a low square tower and a peal of six bells. During the 
siege by the Parliamentary army in 1644 it was greatly damaged. 
St John's church is a building of the 14th century with an ancient 
front. Of the nine conventual buildings at one time existing 
in Newcastle or its immediate neighbourhood, a few fragments 
of the monastery of the Black Friars remain, and the chapel of 
the hospital of St Mary at Jesmond forms a picturesque ruin. 
There are a number of quaint Elizabethan houses in the 
steep street called the Side, and in the Sandbill at its foot. 

Some of the modem streets of Newcastle are spacious and 
handsome. The most noteworthy are Grey Street, in which 
a complete scheme of Grecian architecture is followed, and 
Grainger Street. This thoroughfare is named after Richard 
Grainger (1798-1861), a wealthy local architect who devoted 
himself to the beautifying of his city with remarkable energy. 
Of numerous modern churches may be noted that of St George, 
Jesmond, a landmark for a great distance and finely decorated 
within, and the Roman Catholic cathedral of the diocese of Her 

 and Newcastle. The most important public buildings are 
the corporation buildings, including a large public hall, and a corn 
exchange; the guildhall, originally a hospital called the Mahon 
de Dieu, and afterwards used as " the stately court of merchant 
adventurers," re-erected in 1658; the moot-ball (taro) for the 
meetings of assizes and sessions and the transaction of county 
business; the exchange (186o); the central newsroom and art 
gallery (1838); the Wood memorial hall (i876), used for the 
meetings of the North of England Institute of Engineers; and 
the custom-house. The Grey monument in Grey Street, an Ionic 
column surmounted by a statue of Earl Grey, wan erected in :836 
to commemorate the passing of the Reform Bill; the Stephenson 
monument WIT the railway station was erected in 1862; 
marble statue of Queen Victoria in front of the Royal Victoria 
Infirmary was unveiled in 1906, and a broom statue of tbequeen 
in i9o3 in the cathedral square. 

Among educational establishments the chief are the colleges 
of medicine and of physical science of the university of Durham; 
the first granting degrees in medicine and surgery; the second, 
with which the school of art is incorporated, degrees in science 
and literature. The college of science, or Armstrong College 
as it is called in commemoration of the first Lord Armstrong, 
was founded in 1871; the north-cast wing WAS opened in :888;  

further parts of the building in du, and the west wing by King 
Edward is 1906. The royal free grammar school, founded in 
152e, occupies modern buildings in jesmond. There should be 
mentioned also Allan's endowed schools, founded in i7os, and 
reorganized by the charity commissioners in 1877; and Ruther-
ford College and the Commercial Institute, providing technical 
and commercial education. The Laing Art Gallery was erected 
and presented to the city by Alexander Laing, and opened in 
1904. Among clubs and similar institutions are the literary 
and Philosophical Society, founded in 1793, the Society of Anti-
quades, founded in 1813, with a museum in the castle; the 
Natural History Society and museum; the Tyneside Geographical 
Society; the Tyneside Naturalists' Club, established in 1846; 
the Mechanics' Institution, 1824; the North of England Institute 
of Mining Engineers, 1852; the Fine Arts Society; the Farmers' 
Club; the Northern Counties' Club; the Union Club; and the 
University Club. Several clubs for working men form a note-
worthy social feature. There is a public library and newsroom. 
The Royal Victoria Infirmary on the Castle Lazes is a memorial 
of the Diamond jubilee of Queen Victoria, and was opened in 
1906. The benevolent institutions also include the dispensary 
(1777), fever house (tho3), lying-in hospital (176o), eye infirmary 
(1822), children's hospital, Trinity almshouses (1492), hospital 
of the Holy Jesus (1682), hospital (1701) for keelmen, i.e. 
coal-bargemen; and institutions for the blind, dumb and 
orphans. 

Newcastle is well supplied with public parks and recreation 
grounds. To the N. of the city is the Castle Laces ornamental 
park of 35 acres, and beyond this the Town Moor and racecourse, 
an extensive common, the survival of the pasture land ci the 
township. Eastward from Town Moor is Breathing Park, and 
westward Nun's Moor. The picturesque grounds of Armstrong 
Park N.E. of the city extend to about so acres, the larger half 
of which was presented by Sir W. G. Armstrong, who also 
presented the beautifully wooded grounds of Jesmond Dent. 
Elswlck Park in the south-west of the city, extending to 81 
acres, includes Elswick Hall. There are several others. Jennoml, 
N.E. of the dty, is the chief residential suburb. It takes name 
from " Jesus Mount," and was formerly a place of pilgrimage, 
possessing a hospital dedicated to St Mary the Virgin. 

Both the Northumberland and Durham banks of the river 
are lined with manufacturing towns or suburbs. Of these the 
most important is Gateshead (q.v.) immediately opposite New 
• while those adjacent to Newcastle on the same bank 
are Benwell and Fenhun (pop. in mot, 18,326) on the west, 
and Walker (13,336) on the east. The last-mmied two (formerly 
urban districts), together with part of Kenton, were incorporated 
with Newcastle in unsa. Newcastle is connected with the south 
bank of the Tyne by four bridges—two high-level bridges, an 
hydraulic swing bridge and a suspension bridge. The old high. 
level bridge carries the North-Eastern railway, with a road and 
footway beneath it. It was opened by Queen Victoria in 0349. 
The new high-level bridge, carrying the railway only, was opened 
by King Edward VII. in 1006; it consists of four steel spans 
on granite piers. The hydraulic swing bridge, on the low level, 
was built to replace a stone structure erected in 1781 on the 
site of a bridge-dating from nu, and destroyed by a flood in 
1771. The Roman bridge, the Pons Aelii, is said to have spanned 
the river at the same point. The hydraulic bridge (1876) 
consists of one large centre pier, two midstream piers and two 
abutments; and its foundations are iron cylinders resting on 
the solid rock, 6o ft. below the bed of the river. Two spans, 
which open simultaneously by machines impelled by steam, 
allow 103 ft. of waterway for vesseh going up and down the river. 
About half a mile farther up the stream is the Redheugh bridge 
(1871). The central station of the North-Eastem railway is 
an extensive and handsome structure built on a sharp curve. 
An underground line connects it with the Blyth and Tyne 
station. The suburban line of the North-Eastern company 
from the central station to Jesmond, Gcsforth and Benton 
was the first standard Ise to carry passengers by electric tractior 
(Ifm4). 
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Newcastle owes its prosperity to its convenient situation on 
a tidal river, and to the immense stores of coal in the neighbour-
hood, which, besides being largely exported, stimulate a great 
variety of industries which are dependent on their use. It began 
to export coal about the end of the 13th century, but the trade 
received a severe check by the act of Edward I. which made 
the burning of coal in London a capital offence. In the reign of 
Edward III. licence was granted to the inhabitants " to dig coals 
and stones in the common soil of the town without the walls 
thereof in the place called the Castle Field and the Forth." The 
quay in front of the town, extending from the hydraulic bridge to 
the Ouseburn, forms a fine thoroughfare of about a mile in length; 
and by means of dredging a depth of water has been obtained 
at the shore permitting vessels of large tonnage to approach, 
although the berths of the ocean steamers are a little farther 
down the river. The quay is supplied with the most improved 
mechanical appliances, and has direct communication with the 
North-Eastern railway. There is a large grain warehouse at 
the E. end of the quay. Exports include coal, chemicals, pig-
iron, iron-work, steel, iron bars, plates and castings, machinery, 
fire-day goods and copper. The chief imports are fruits, wheat, 
maize, oats, barley, iron and steel, petroleum, sulphur ore, 
timber and wood hoops, iron ore and potatoes. Steamers 
carrying passengers serve the principal English ports, Cardiff, 
Leith, &c.; also Baltic ports and New York; while Newcastle 
is one of the chief ports for the extensive Norwegian tourist 
traffic, the ships of the combined Bergenske and Nordenfjeldske 
companies regularly serving Stavanger, Bergen, Trondhjem 
and intermediate ports. To the industries of Newcastle indicated 
by the exports may be added glass, lead and shot, brick and tile, 
earthenware, tool, rope and ships'-fitting manufactures, and most 
important of all, shipbuilding. The celebrated Elswick works, 
founded by Messrs Armstrong in :847, and amalgamated with 
those of Mitchell at Co., are among the most important in 
the world. The construction of ships of all sorts, including 
the largest ironclads with all their armour and guns, is carried 
on. Elswick is the name of the western part of the borough 
of Newcastle. The borough returns two members to parliament. 
It is the largest undivided parliamentary constituency in the 
United Kingdom. The city is governed by a lord mayor (the 
title was conferred in z906), 19 aldermen and 57 councillors. 
Area, 8453 acres. 

History.—Newcastle owes its origin to its position on the great 
Roman wall and on the estuary of the river Tyne. Its Roman 
occupation is proved by existing remains, most important 
among which are the foundations of a bridge, attributed to the 
emperor Hadrian. Before the Conquest little is known of the 
town except that it was called Monkchester, and that it was 
destroyed in the 9th century by the Danes. After the defeat 
of Edgar Etheling and Earl Waltheof on Gateshead Fell, it 
was again destroyed by William the Conqueror, but Robert of 
Normandy is said to have raised a castle there in zo8o on his 
return from an expedition against Malcolm, king of Scotland, 
and from that time the town was called Newcastle. Shortly 
afterwards it was fortified by Robert de Mowbray in his rebellion 
against William Rufus, but it was taken by the king in 1095- 
In the reign of Stephen it was seized by David, king of Scotland, 
and after its restoration to the English in 1157  Henry II. rebuilt 
the castle and established a mint. The walls surrounding the 
town are attributed to Edward I. During the 14th century 
Newcastle was three times defended successfully against the 
Scots, but in r64o it was occupied for a year by the Scottish 
Covenanters under Leslie. It was then garrisoned by royalists, 
but again surrendered to the Scots in 1644 after a siege of about 
six weeks, and Charles L was taken there in r846 when he had 
yielded himself to the Scottish army. The burgesses are said 
to have held the borough at a fee-farm rent under a grant from 
William Rufus. The title of mayor was conferred by Henry 
while Henry IV. in um made the town a county of itself with 
a sheriff, and granted the burgesses power to elect 6 aldermen. 
Queen Elisabeth incorporated the town in x589 under the title 
of mayor and burgesses, and Philip and Mary in 2556 granted 4  

additional aldermen, while the charter of James I. in 1604 
appointed 24 common councilmen. Newcastle has been repre-
sented in parliament by two members since 1295. The coal 
trade, to which the town owes its prosperity, began in the 13th 
century, but, partly owing to the act of parliament passed in 
the reign of Edward I. forbidding the use of coal in Landow, 
did not become important until the 17th century. Glasamaking 
was a considerable trade in the t 7th century, and in 1853 George 
Stephenson established iron works at Newcastle, where the first 
engines used on the Stockton and Darlington, and Manchester 
and Liverpool lines were made. 

See Victoria Camay History. Northumberland; John Brand, The 
History and Antiquities of the Town and County of the Town of New-
casts-!Dora-Tyne (1789);  Clurographia, or a Surrey of Newcastle-
upon-Tyne (ISM. 

NEWCOMB, SIMON (1835-1909), American astronomer, was 
born in Wallace, Nova Scotia, on the lath of March 1835. He 
became a resident of the United States in 1853, and graduated 
at the Lawrence Scientific School of Harvard University in 1858, 
having paid special attention to mathematics and astronomy. 
He assisted in the preparation of the American Nautical Almanac 
for 1857. In 1861 he became professor of mathematics in the 
United States navy, and was put in charge of the great 26-in. 
equatorial erected at Washington Observatory in :873. In 1877 
he was appointed director of the American Nautical Almanac 
office, a post which he held until March t897. In :884 he 
became professor of mathematics and astronomy at the Johns 
Hopkins University, continuing, however, to reside at Washing-
don. He was also editor of the American Journal of Mathematics 
for many years. In view of the wide extent and importance 
of his labours, the variety of subjects of which he treats, and 
the unity of purpose which guided him throughout, Simon 
Newcomb must be considered as one of the most distinguished 
astronomers of his time. A study of his works reveals an unusual 
combination of skill and originality in the mathematical treat-
ment of many of the most difficult problems of astronomy, 
an unfailing patience and sagacity in dealing with immense 
masses of numerical results, and a talent for observation of the 
highest order. On assuming the directorship of the Nautical 
Almanac he became very strongly impressed with the diversity 
existing in the values of the elements and constants of astronomy 
adopted by different astronomers, and the injurious effect which 
it exercised on the precision and symmetry of much astronomical 
work. Accordingly be resolved to " devote all the force which 
he could spare to the work of deriving improved values of the 
fundamental elements and embodying them in new tables of 
the celestial motions." The formation of the tables of a planet 
has been described by Cayley as "the culminating achievement 
of astronomy," but the gigantic teak which Newcomb laid out 
for himself, and which he carried on for more than twenty years, 
was the building up, on an absolutely homogeneous basis, of the 
theory and tables of the whole planetary system. The results 
of these investigations have, for the most part, appeared in the 
Astronomical Papers of the American Ephemeris, and have been 
more or less completely adopted for use in the nautical almanacs 
of all countries. A valuable summary of a considerable part of 
this work, containing an account of the methods adopted, the 
materials employed, and the resulting values of the various 
quantities involved, was published in :895, as a supplement 
to the American Ephemeris for 2897, entitled The Elements 
of the Four Inner Planets end the Fundamental Cantinas of 
Astronomy. In x866 Newcomb had published' an important 
memoir on the orbit of Neptune, which was followed in 1873 by 
a similar investigation of the orbit of Uranus.' About twenty. 
five years later the tables of these planets were revised by him 
in view of all the observations which had accumulated in the 
meanwhile at Washington, G.eenwich, Paris and Cambridge. 
In the meantime the theory of Jupiter and Saturn had been 
thoroughly worked out by G. W. Hill, Newcomb's distinguished 
collaborator in the Nautical Almanac office, and thus was 
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completed one important section of the work projected by 
Newcomb in 1877. 

Among Newcomb's most notable achievements are MS re-
searches in connexion with the theory of the moon's motion. 
His first work on this abstruse subject, entitled This* des 
perturbations de la lune, qui sent dues d region des planites; 
is remarkable for the boldness of its conception, and constitutes 
an important addition to celestial dynamics. For some years 
after the publication c4 Hansen's tables of the moon in 0157 it 
was generally believed that the theory of that body was at last 
complete, and that its motion could be predicted as accurately 
as that of the other heavenly bodies. Newcomb showed that 
this belief was unfounded, and that as a matter of fact the moon 
was falling rapidly behind the tabular positions. With the view 
of examining this question, be undertook the reduction of every 
observation made before z75o which appeared to be worthy 
of confidence. In an elaborate memoir , he showed that the 
ancient solar eclipses described by Herodotus, Thucydides, 
and others, which seemed to require an increased value of the 
secular acceleration of the moon's mean motion to bring them 
into line with modern results, might safely be neglected, the 
ambiguity of the accounts in each case rendering uncertain 
either the totality of the eclipse or the place from which it was 
visible. In his investigation he employed the eclipses of the 
moon recorded in the Almagest, the Arabian eclipses between 
AD. Boo and 1004, extracted from Cumin's translation of Ibn 
Junis, the eclipses and occultations of Bullialdus, Gassendi, 
and Hevelius, of the French astronomers at Paris and St Peters-
burg, and of Flamsteed at Greenwich, and deduced a secular 
acceleration of 8.8% agreeing well with the theoretical value. 

On taking charge of the 26-in. equatorial at the United States 
Naval Observatory, Newcomb devoted it almost exclusively 
for the first two years to observations of the satellites of Uranus 
and Neptune, being of opinion that it was better to do one thing 
well than many things indifferently. The results of these skil-
fully conducted observations were published in a memoir on 
The Uranian and Neptingan Systems.' From this research it 
appears that the orbits of all four satellites of Uranus are sensibly 
circular, and although no special search was made, he concludes 
that none of Sir William Herschel's supposed outer satellites 
can have any real existence. From the motion of the satellites 
be finds that the mass of Uranus is pekeeth of that of the sun, 
while for the planet Neptune he finds a mass equal to ninth 
of the sun, agreeing with the value previously found by him 
from the perturbations of Uranus within glath of its amount. 
As early as 186o Newcomb communicated an important memoir 
to the American Academy.; On the Secular Variations and 
Mutual Relation of the Orbits of the Asteroids, in which he dis-
cussed the two principal hypotheses to account for the origin 
of these bodies—one, that they are the shattered fragments of 
a single planet (Others' hypothesis), the other, that they have 
been formed by the breaking up of a revolving ring of nebulous 
matter. 

In the Astronomical Papers of the American Ephemeris will 
be found a large number of contributions from Newcomb's 
pen on some fundamental and most important questions of 
astronomy. Among these are papers on The Recurrence of 
Solar Eclipses, A Transformation of Hansen's Lunar Theory, 
Development of the Perturbative Function and its Derivatives. 
His memoir On the Motion of Hyperion, a New Case in Celestial 
Mechanics, is in some respects one of his most original researches. 
He discussed the transits of Venus of 1761 and 1769, and those 
of Mercury from 1677 to 1881. At the international conference, 
which met at Paris in 1896 for the purpose of elaborating a 
common system of constants and fundamental stars to be 
employed in the various national ephemerides, Newcomb took 
a leading part, and at its suggestion undertook the task of deter-
mining a definite value of the constant of precession, and of 
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compiling a new catalogue of standard stars. The results of 
these investigations were published in 1899; and have been 
in use since the beginning of rem In the intervals of these 
immense labours, on which his reputation as an astronomer 
rests, he found leisure for works of a lighter character, e.g. his 
Popular Agronomy (1878) which has been translated into German, 
Russian, Norwegian, Czech, Dutch and Japanese, his Astronomy 
for Schools and Colleges (188o), written in conjunction with 
Professor E. S. Holden, and Astronomy for E3es7body (mos). 
After his retirement from official life he published an excellent 
popular treatise on The Stars (zoos). A more recondite work 
is his Compendium of Spherical Astronomy (z906). He also 
wrote on questions of finance and economics. 

He received the honorary degrees of D.C.L. Oxford, and Sc. D. 
Cambridge and Dublin. In 1873 he was elected an associate 
of the Royal Astronomical Society, receiving its gold medal 
in 1874. In 1877 he was elected a foreign member of the Royal 
Society, which in iliem awarded him the Copley medal. He 
also received the first Bruce medal of the Astronomical Society 
of the Pacific, awarded by the directors of the Berlin, Greenwich, 
Harvard, Lick, Paris and Yerkes observatories. Except 
Benjamin Franklin he was the only American to become an 
Associate of the French Institute. He died at Washington 
on the 11th of July noon, and was given a military funeral, 
having been made a rear-admiral by Act of Congress in 1906. 

An autobiography, Reminiscences of as Astionomer, appeared  in 
i9o3; and a bibliography of his writings is given by Mr Archibald 
in the Trans. Roy. Soc. Canada, Xl. in. 79. See also the obituary 
notice by H. H. Turner is the Mos. Not. R.A.S. (Feb. 1910), p. 3o5. 

NEWCOMEN. MATTHEW (c. z6ro-1669), English non-
conformist divine, was born about into and educated at St 
John's College, Cambridge (M.A. 5633). • In 1636 he became 
lecturer at Dedham in Essex, and was the leader of the church 
reform party in that county. He assisted the elder Calamy in 
writing Smectrusuus (1641), and preached before parliament in 
1643. He was a than of many gifts, excelling alike in preaching, 
in debate and in friendship, and declined many offers of more 
remunerative service. He protested against the extreme demo-
cratic proposals called " The Agreement of the People" (1647), 
and was one of the commissioners at the Savoy Synod of 1658. 
On the passing of the Act of Uniformity in s662, Newcomen lost 
his living, but was soon invited to the pastorate at Leiden, 
where he was held in high esteem not only by his own people 
but by the university professors.' He died of the plague in 1669. 

NEWCOMER, THOMAS (5663-1729), English engineer, one of 
the inventors of the steam-engine, was born at Dartmouth in 
1663. While employed as an ironmonger in his native town, he 
corresponded with Robert Hooke about the previots investiga-
tions of Denis Pepin and the marquis of Worcester as to the 
applicability of steam-power for the purpose of driving machinery, 
and in conjunction with John Gilley (or Cawley), said to have 
been a grazier or glazier iff Dartmouth, and Captain Thomas 
Savory (165o ?-1715), a military engineer, he constructed in 1 705 
a " fire-engine," now known as the " atmospheric steam-engine." 
He died in 1729, probably in London. (See Strut-ENGINE.) 

NEWDIGATE, SIR ROGER (1719-1806), English antiquary, 
was born on the 3oth of May /719. He was the 5th baronet 
of Harefield (in Middlesex) and Asbury (in Warwickshire), and 
grandson of Sir Richard Newdigate, an English chief justice 
during the time of Richard Cromwell's protectorate. He was 
educated at University College, Oxford. From 1741 to 1747 
he was M.P. for Middlesex, and from 175o to 1780 M.P. for the 
university of Oxford. In 1753 he spoke in parliament on behalf 
of the repeal of the Plantation Act, and during the debates on 
the land tax in 1767 be opposed the duke of Grafton's administra-
tion and the proposed grant to the royal princes. Being the 
owner of extensive collieries near Bedworth in Warwickshire, 
he actively promoted the Coventry, Oxford and Grand junction 
canal, cutting also a canal from his collieries to Coventry, and 
interesting himself in the construction of the turnpike toad from 

Agronomical Papers of the American Ephemeris, vol. viii. 
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Coventry to Leicester. But it is as an antiquary and the founder 
of a prize at the Oxford university that be is chiefly remembered. 
His interest in old architecture dated from • tour in France and 
Italy which was undertaken while he was a young man. He 
filled two folio volumes with sketches of ancient buildings. His 
collection of antiquities included marbles, casts of statues and 
vases. Two marble candelabra found in Hadrian's villa at Rome 
he purchased for Ono and presented them to the Radcliffe 
Library at Oxford. Among his other generosities to the university 
were a chimney piece, for the ball of University College, and the 
sum of woo for the removal by Flaxman of the Arundel collec-
tion of marbles to the Radcliffe Library. The " Newdigate " 
prize of twenty-one guineas for English verse, which is open for 
competition each year to the undergraduates of Oxford Uni-
versity, was founded by him and was first awarded in the year 
of his death. He died at Arbury on the 23rd of November 1806. 
His portrait was painted by Kirkby for University College, 
Oxford, and at the age of sixty-three be also sat to Romney. 

NEWEL (0. Fr. noun or sod, modern 'oyes, properly a 
kernel, from Lat. sax, out; other foreign equivalents are Ital. 
albeit), Ger. Stints°, the term given in architecture to the central 
shaft of a semicircular or winding staircase, which is built up or 
consists of the narrow ends of the steps standing one over the 
other. When in stone, both newel and steps are cut out of the 
same block; when in wood, the newel becomes a vertical post 
into which the steps are housed. The term is also given to the 
vertical post at the foot or the angles of a square staircase, into 
which the carriage or beam carrying the steps is tenoned. 

NEW ENGLAND, a general name for the north-east section of 
the United States of America, embracing the states of Maine, 
New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island and 
Connecticut. It has an area of 66,424 sq. m. (4448 sq. m. being 
water); and in 1910 its population was 6,552,68!, more than one-
half of which was in Massachusetts, although that state contains 
less than one-eighth of the total area. The region is traversed 
by the broken mountain ranges which form the N.E. continuation 
of the Appalachian system; the soil is rather sterile, except in 
the river valleys; and the climate of the long winters is often 
severe. But the picturesque scenery and delightful summer 
climate have made New England a favourite resort. When the 
commerce of New England was interrupted as a consequence 
of the Napoleonic wars, the abundance of water power afforded 
by the rivers encouraged manufacturing, and the region rapidly 
acquired prominence in this industry, especially in the manu-
facture of textiles, of boots and shoes, and of paper and wood 
pulp; in octs the value of the textile products of New England 
(excluding flax, hemp and jute) alone was $522,821.440 (more 
than 45% of that of the entire country), the value of boots and 
shoes was 5181,023,946 (more than 55% of the total for the 
entire country), the value of paper and wood pulp was 549,813433 
(more than one-quarter of that of the entire country), and the 
value of all factory products amounted to 32,o25,998,437 (nearly 
one-seventh of the total for the entire country). 

Northmen very probably visited this region at the beginning 
of the 11th century. (See VINLAND). To Europeans who visited 
it in the 16th century it was included in " Norumbega," and some 
of the early explorers searched here for the mythical city of that 
name. Title to the territory was claimed by the English on the 
basis of its alleged exploration by the Cabots in 1498, and by the 
French on the basis of its exploration by Giovanni da Verrazano 
in 1524. It was made favourably known to the English by the 
explorations of Bartholomew Gosnold in 1602, of Martin Pring in 
5603 and of George Weymouth in 16o5, and was at this time 
called North Virginia. In 16o6 King James I. granted it to the 
Plymouth Company with a view to encouraging settlement, 
and in the next year a colony was planted at the mouth of the 
Sagadahoc (now Kennebec) river, but this was abandoned in 
Oa; the efforts of the French to establish settlements along 
the Maine coast were likewise unsuccessful. In 1614- ,1616 
Captain John Smith traversed the coast as far east as the mouth 
of the Penobscot river and as far south as Cape Cod, gathered 
much information from the Indians, wrote an attractive descrip- 

tion of the country, prepared a map of it, suggested its present 
name, New England, and made another unsuccessful attempt to 
found a settlement. A new charter of 162o conveyed to the New 
England Council, the successor of the Plymouth Company, all 
the territory in North America between latitudes 40" and 48° N. 
under the name of New England, and in the same year a 
permanent settlement was established at Plymouth by a band 
of Separatists, who, although they bad expected to settle in 
Virginia, were prevailed upon by the captain of their vessel to 
land in New England. During its existence of fifteen years the 
New England Council made numerous grants of territory, and 
from three of these grew three of the present states : Massa-
chusetts, from a grant to the Massachusetts Bay Company in 
1628; Maine, from the grant to Sir Ferdinando Gorges and John 
Mason (the two most influential members of the council) in 1622; 
and New Hampshire, from the grant to John Mason in 1629. 
The Council attempted to establish a general government over 
its entire domain, but the scheme of some of its members for 
supporting such a government with contributions from each 
member in return for an allotment of land was a failure, and 
although Robert Gorges, the second son of Sir Ferdinando 
Gorges, was sent over as governor-general in 1623, be accom-
plished nothing and returned in the next year in disgust. In 
1635, when the Dutch were hemming in its domain on the west 
and the French on the north, the Council made a final allotment 
of its remaining territory among its members and surrendered 
its charter. Connecticut was founded in the same year by emi-
grants from Massachusetts without any other authority than 
that given by the mother colony. A separate colony was founded 
at New Haven in 1638 by emigrants from England who bad 
stayed for a time in Beaton and other Massachusetts towns, 
but this was annexed to Connecticut in 1664 under the Con-
necticut charter of 2662. Rhode Island was founded in 2636 by 
exiles from Massachusetts who had no authority whatever 
from a superior government. Plymouth was a separate colony 
until its union with Massachusetts under the charter of 169z. 
New Hampshire was a part of Massachusetts from 1641-1643 to 
1679. Maine, having passed under the jurisdiction of Massa-
chusetts in 1652, did not regain its independence until 182o. 
Vermont was settled largely by emigrants from New Hampshire, 
but New York claimed the territory and the dispute was not 
settled until the new state was erected in 1791. 

Massachusetts, Plymouth, Connecticut and New Haven 
constituted in their early years a group of neighbouring colonies, 
substantially independent of the mother country, and possessing 
a unity of purpose and similar institutions but in need of mutual 
protection from the Indians, the Dutch and the French, and 
also needing an arbiter to whom they might refer their own 
disputes, especially those relating to boundaries and trade. 
To meet these needs they organized, under Articles of Confedera-
tion signed in 1643, the first form of colonial union in America; 
they called it The United Colonies of New England, but it is 
more commonly known as the New England Confederacy. The 
confederate authority was vested in a board of eight com-
missioners, two from each colony chosen annually by its General 
Court. 

This board was to meet annually in September. two years of every 
five at Boston. one year of every five at Hartford. one at New 
Haven. and one at Plymouth; special meetings also might be called 
by three magistrates of any of the four colonies. The commissioners 
chose their president at each meeting. but this officer had only the 
powers of • moderator. An agreement of six commissioners was 
necessary to pass any measure, but if there was an agreement of 
less than six the measure might be referred to the General Courts 
and become a law of the Confederacy if all of those coons approved. 
The most important powers of the Confederacy were those relating 
to defence, and in case of an invasion its entire force, consisting of 
too men from Massachusetts and 45 men from each of the other 
colonies (or some other proportion which the commissioners might 
name), was to march out if so requested by three nuerisannes of any 
of the contracting colonies. The expenses of every defensive war 
which the commissioners declared to be just were to be defrayed by 
the several colonies in proportion to their number of men and boys 
between the ages of sixteen and sixty. Other matters within the 
jurisdiction of the commissioners were such as related to disputes 
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between two or more colonies and the return of escaped servants, 
prisoners and fugitives from justice. As the commissioners had no 
means of enforcing their orders, their function was chiefly advisory, 
but it was nevertheless of considerable importance on several 
occasions. Although the number of commissioner from each of 
the colonies was the same, those from Massachusetts exerted the 
dominant influence. 

The commissioners met regularly until 1684—annually until 
New Haven submitted to Connecticut in 1664, and triennially 
from 1664 to 1684, when Massachusetts lost its first charter. 
Upon the downfall of the Puritan Commonwealth in the mother 
country (i66o) numerous grievances were presented to King 
Charles II. against the Puritan governments of New England, 
among them Massachusetts' extension of its jurisdiction over 
the towns of Maine and New Hampshire, the persecution of the 
Quakers, and the denial of the right of appeal to the crown, 
and in 1664 a royal commission, consisting of Richard Nicolls, 
Samuel Maverick, Robert Carr and George Cartwright, was 
sent over to settle disputes and secure some measure of imperial 
control, but Massachusetts, the chief offender, successfully 
baffled all attempts at interference, and the mission was almost 
a complete failure. The grievances of English merchants arising 
from the violation of the navigation laws by the colonies continued, 
however, to receive the attention of the home government. 

In 1676 the Lords of Trade and Plantations sent over Edward 
Randolph to investigate and gather information which would 
show the justice and expediency of imposing imperial control, 
and two years later Randolph was appointed Collector and 
Surveyor of Customs in New England. Randolph sent back 
many charges, especially against Massachusetts, with the effect 
that, In 1684, the charter of that colony was annulled by a 
decree in Chancery on a writ of quo warrant°. This done, the 
home government set to work to organize the royal domain which 
should be known as New England, or the Dominion of New 
England, and its plan for this provided for the annulment of 
the charters of Rhode Island and Connecticut, and the inclusion 
in the Dominion of these colonies, and New Hampshire, Maine, 
New York and the Jerseys, thereby restoring to New England 
all the territory, with the exception of Pennsylvania, that was 
included in the grant to the New England Council in z6zo. A 
temporary government was established at Boston in May 1686, 
with Joseph Dudley as president, and in December of the same 
year Edmund Andros arrived with a commission and instructions 
which were a copy of those to the governor of New York and 
made him governor of all New England except Rhode Island and 
Connecticut. Rhode Island offered no resistance to the writ 
against its charter and Andros extended his authority over it 
immediately after his arrival. Connecticut successfully baffled 
the royal servants for a time, but when threatened with a division 
of its territory agreed not to resist the royal purpose, and on 
the last day of October 5687 it passed under the general govern-
ment of New England. Finally, a new commission to Andros, 
issued in April 1688, extended his jurisdiction over New York 
and the Jerseys, and the whole region over which he was made 
governor by this instrument was named " Our Territory and 
Dominion of New England in America." But the English 
Revolution of 1688 inspired a revolt in New England by which 
Andros was deposed in April r68e. Under William and Mary 
no attempt was made to preserve the Dominion of New England, 
but Rhode Island and Connecticut were permitted to resume 
government under their old charters, Massachusetts received 
a new one, and New Hampshire again became a separate royal 
province. 

New England is prominent in American colonial history as 
the "Land of the Puritans" and the home of the corporate 
colony. The chief motive of its founders in coming to the 
New World was the establishment of a new Christian common-
wealth, but subordinate to this there was from the first an 
economic motive. So long as the religious motive remained 
dominant, " blue laws " were a prominent feature of the adminis-
tration, but by a slow transition the economic motive became 
the dominant one, and, as a consequence of this transition and 
of the corporate form of government, European institutions  

were transformed into American institutions and new political 
ideas were generated more rapidly in New England than in either 
the Middle or the Southern colonies. Owing to its geographical 
position, nearer to Canada than any other group of colonies, 
New England had to stand the brunt of the fighting during the 
wars between the English and the French (aided by their Indian 
allies) in America, terminating with the conquest of Canada 
by the English in t759--z 76o, and a sense of common danger 
helped to create a certain solidarity, which made easicr the union 
of the colonies for common action against the mother country 
at the time of the War of American Independence. After that 
war, New England was long the most essentially commercial 
and industrial group of states, and was a stronghold of 
Federalism; and in the period immediately before and during 
the War of ate, when its commercial interests suffered terribly, 
first from the restrictive measures of the general government 
and then from warfare, New England was a centre of that 
opposition to the policy of the National Administration (then 
Democratic), which culminated in the famous Hartford Conven-
tion of 1814-1815 (see iiwarronn). 

See the articles.  on the separate New England states and the 
authorities there given ; among good general works are J. G. Palfrey, 
History of flew England (5 vols.. Boston. 1858-189o); J. A. Doyle, 
The Puritan Colonies (2 vols., New York, 1889); B. B. James, TM 
Colonisation of New England (Philadelphia, 19o4); H. L N... Osgood. 
The American Colonies in the Seventeenth Century (3 vols.. ew York, 
s9o4-17); John Fiske. The Beginnings of New England, or the 
Puritan Theocracy in its Relation to Civil and Religions Liberty 
(Boston, 1896); S. A. Drake, The Making of New England (New 
York. 1896); W. B. Weeden. Economic and Social History of New 
England (a vols.. Boston. 1899); and Edward Channing, History of 
the United States, vols. 1. and is. (New York, 19o5, 1908). 

NEW Fomr, one of the few woodland regions left in England 
covering about 93,000 acres in the south-west of Hampshire, 
between the Solent, Southampton Water and the -river Avon. 
About two-thirds of it is crown property, and is preserved more 
or less in its natural condition as open woodland interspersed 
with bogs and heaths. The trees principally represented are 
oak and beech, with some newer plantations of Scotch fir. The 
trees were formerly felled for building the ships of the navy and 
for feeding the iron furnaces of Sussex and Hampshire. Pigs 
and a hardy breed of ponies find a good living in the forest; 
and in spite of an act in 1851 providing for their extermination 
or removal, a few red deer still survive. Foxes, squirrels, otters, 
snakes (smooth snake, grass snake and adder), butterflies (some 
of them peculiar to the district), and an occasional badger range 
the forest freely. The tract derives its name from the extensive 
afforestation carried through in this region by William the 
Conqueror In 1o7e; and the deaths of two of his sons within 
its confines—Richard killed by a stag, and William Rufus by an 
arrow—were regarded in their generation as a judgment of Heaven 
for the cruelty and injustice perpetrated by their father when 
appropriating the forest. Rufus's stone, near Lyndhurst, 
marks the supposed spot where that monarch fell. About one-
fourth of the area is under cultivation by private owners and 
tenants. The principal village within the forest is Lyndhurst 
(pop. 2167 in tem); its church contains a fresco by Lord 
Leighton, and here is held the verderers' court, which since 
1887 has had charge of the crown portion of the forest. On the 
western outskirts lies the town of Ringwood (q.v.). Brockenhurst 
and Beaulieu are the villages next in importance. Beaulieu, 
at the head of the picturesque estuary of the Beaulieu river, 
which debouches into the Solent, is famous for the ruins of 
Beaulieu Abbey, founded by King John for Cistercians. The 
gatehouse is restored as a residence, and the Early English 
refectory as a church. There are considerable remains of the 
cloisters, chapter house and domestic buildings The New 
Forest gives name to a parliamentary division of the county. 

The New Forest is one of the five forests mentioned in 
Domesday. It was a hunting-ground of the West Saxon kings, 
but, as already stated, was afforested by the Conqueror, whose 
cruelty in the matter is probably exaggerated by the traditional 
account. One of the chief sources of the wealth of the forest 
in early times was the herds of pigs fed there. The New Forest 
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being under the forest laws, was affected by the forest denies 
of Magna Carta and by the Forest Charter (1217), which mitigated 
their severity. The chief officer of this, as of other forests, was 
the justice in eyre who held the justice seat, the highest forest 
court and the only court of record capable of entering and 
executing judgments on offenders; the lower courts were the 
Swainmote and Wodemote, the former of which is still held, 
in a modified form, in the Verderers' Hall of the King's House 
at Lyndhurst. The circuit of the justices in eyre, or their 
deputies, continued down to 1633:  they were virtually ended by 
the Act for the Limitation of Forests (264o), though Charles Ii. 
attempted to revive them, and they were not legally abolished 
until 1817. The lower officers of the forest, who held merely 
local appointments, were the verderers

' 
 the regarders (one of 

whose duties was that of seeing to the expeditation of " great 
dogs "), the foresters, the woodwards and the agisters. There 
was aho a lord warden, who was usually a nobleman and performed 
no judicial functions. The Deer Removal Act (2852) resulted 
in the almost total extinction of the forest deer. Under the act 
of 1877 the forest is administered rather as a national park 
than for the growing of timber on commercial principles. 

See J. R. Wise, The New Forest (4th ed., 1883), with over sixty =wags W. J. Linton and a dozen etchings by H. Sumner; 
R. D. Bfackmu et Cradock Nowell (1866). 

NEWFOUNDLAND, a large island, forming a British colony, 
and occupying an important and commanding position of the 
eastern coast of the North American continent, not dissimilar 
to that occupied by Great Britain towards Europe. It stretches 
directly across the entrance of the Gulf of St Lawrence, to which 
access is afforded at both the northern and the southern 
extremities of the island. In the south-west its distance from 
Cape Breton is less than 6o m., while only 264o in. separate its 
most easterly point from the coast of Ireland. It is situated 
between 460  36' 50°  and se 39' N., and between 52°  37' and 
59° as' so' W. The total area of the island is about 40,200 sq. ro. 
or one-sixth larger than Ireland: its maximum length from Cape 
Ray to Cape Norman is 327 in., its maximum breadth from 
Cape Spear to Cape Anguille, 316 in. In shape it is roughly 
triangular, three extensive peninsulas, which project from the 
north (Petit Nord) and south-east (Avalon), assisting the con-
formation, although the latter, the most populous region of the 
island, is joined by a very slender isthmus, at one place only 
3 m. wide. A further division of the Avalon peninsula is wrought 
by the two bays of St Mary's and Conception. St John's, the 
capital, is situated on the eastern side of Avalon. 

Physical Fes:ans.—Viewed from the ocean the coasts of 
Newfoundland appear bleak, rocky and barren. The brown wall 
of rock, zoo to 300 ft. in height, is, however, broken at frequent 
intervals by deep fjords and large bays running in some instances 
13o to eo m. inland, and throwing out smaller arms in all directions. 
For this reason the circumference of the island, which, measured 
from headland to headland, is about row m., is actually doubled. 
The fjords resemble those of Norway; islands are numerous, 
some of them clad with vegetation; and picturesque scenery is 
not uncommon. 

Near the coasts the surface of the country is of a hilly, rugged 
character. In the interior the elevated undulating plateau is 
diversified by ranges of low hills, valleys, woods, lakes, ponds and 
marshes. Much of this is a savanna country, giving sustenance to 
large herds of caribou. All the principal bill ranges have a N.N.E. 
and S.S.W. trend, as have also all the other great physical features 
of the island, such as the bays, larger lakes, rivers and valleys. a 
conformation doubtless shaped by glacial action during the. Ice 
period. The most important range of mountains is the Lang Range. 
beginning at Cape Ray and extending along the western side of the 
island for some zoo m., and having peaks more than 2000 ft. high. 
Parallel to this but nearer the west coast is the Anguilla Range. 
running from Cape Aniline to the highlands of Bay St 
Some of the summits of the Blornidon Range. extending along t 
south shore of the Humber and Bay of Islands, attain a height of 
2284 ft., being the highest on the island. Avalon peninsula is 
also very hilly, but the greatest altitude is only !zoo ft.—North-East 
Mountain, from which sixty-seven lakes are visible on • clear day. 
Over the interior are spread a number of detached sharply , 

 summits, sprigging abruptly from the great central plateau, 
the local name of " colts." and serviceable as landmarks. 

Lx eomparuon with the island's size large rivers are few. owing 

to the broken, uneven character of most of the country. and the 
fact that the ponds and lakes find • convenient vent in the numerous 
lengthy inlets and arms of the sea. There are, however, three 
considerable streams, the Exploits, the Humber and the Gander. 
The first-named rises in the extreme S.W.angle of the island, close 
to the southern extremity of the Long Range, and after a course 
of 200 in. falls into the Bay of Exploits. Notre Dame Bay. It is a 
mile wide at its mouth, its channel is studded with ishnds, the 
largest being Thwart Island, 9 m. in length. Fourteen miles from 
the mouth is a succession of cascades known as Bishop's Falls, and 
farther inland are the picturesque Grand Falls. The 
drains an area of between 300o and 4000 in., much of it fertile 
and densely wooded with pine, spruce, birch and poplar. The 
width of this fertile belt vanes at different parts of the nver, but it 
is estimated that some 200,000 acres might be available for agri-
culture. The Humber rises so tn. inland from Bonne Bay, and, 
after emptying itself by a circuitous course into Deer Lake, falls 
into the Bay of Islands. It drains an area of 2000 sq. in. Rising 
near the southern coast, the Gander flows through Gander Lake 
into Hamilton Sound, draining an area of nearly 4000 sq. m. Be- 
sides these three there is the Codroy, rising in the Loag Range and 
emptying into the Gulf of St Lawrence. 

The immense number of lakes and ponds constitutes perhaps the 
most striking physical feature of the island. More than a third of 
the whole area is occupied by water. These bodies of water, large 
and small, are found in the most various positions: in the mountain 
gorges in the depressions between the low hills; ia the all 
and even in the hollows on the tops of the highest eminencesv. tA: 
largest is Grand Lake. 56 m. long, 5 in breadth, with an area of 
192 om. rn. Its surface is but so ft. above sea-level, the bottom at 
its deepest portion being 300 ft. below sea-level. It contains an 
island 22 m. long. The next, Red Indian Lake, is 31 ra. long, with 
an area of 64 sq. m. Gander Lake is 33 m. in length, and Deer 
Lake, through which the Humber flows, is 15 m. After these 
Michel Sandy Lake, Victoria. Hind's, Terra Nova and Gum IV. 
lakes rank next in size. Save where the railway and lumbering 
camps have invaded them the shores of these lakes are still primitive 
wilderness. 

The coasts of the island, intersected by many great bays, have 
been familiar to fishermen from an early period, but the interior 
remained almost completely unknown until the geological survey, 
stiU in process, was begun in 1864. Chief amongst the inlets are 
Placentia Bay, 55 m. in width at its mouth and 90 m. long; Notre 
Dame Bay. 5o m. wide and yo m. long; Fortune Bay, 2$ m. wide 
and 70 long; and St Mary's Bay, 25 m. wide by 35 m. in length. 
Opposite Fortune Bay, which has several important arms, are the 
two islands of St Pierre and Miquelon, ceded by treaty in z7t3 to 
France, as shelter for her fishermen, and now all that remains of 
French sovereignty in North America. In the neighbourhood of 
Bay St George. on the west coast (so m. wide at the mouth and 
boasting a good harbour) aresituated earned the most fertile lands 
in the island, well-timbered and containing large deposits of coal 
and other minerals. Three extensive arms run 20 in. inland from 
Bay of Islands, the seat of aprofitable herring .fishery. Conception 
Bay is one of the largest and most important in the island, having 
in 1901 a population scattered through the settlements on its shores 
of over 40,000 inhabitants. Another principal inlet is B000VilltS 
Ba , which contains numerous groups of islands. 

Gcotogy.—All the great ancient rock systems, between the Lower 
Laurentian and the Coal-measures, are more or less represented at 
one part or another of Newfoundland. 

The Laurentian .syntem has an immense spread.  in the island. It 
constitutes the principal mountain ranges, coming to the surface 
through the more recent deposits, on the axes of anticlinal lines, or 
brought up by great dislocations, most of which trend nearly parallel 
with each other in a gal  bearing of about north-northeast and 
south-south-west. The Laurentian gneiss of the Long Range, on 
the western side, extends in a nearly straight course from Cape 
Ray to the headwaters of the Castor in the great northern peninsula. 
On the south-western extremity of the island these rocks occupy the 
coast from Cape Ray to La Poile. They are tersely exhibited on 
Grand Lake, running in a spur from the Long Range between it 
and Red Indian Lake, and bearing for the south-eastern shores of 
Hall's Bay. The central portion of the northern peninsula is 
Laurentian, which also spreads over a wide expanse of country 
between drand Lake and the Humber and Exploits riven, and 
shows itself on the coast between Canada Bay and White Bay. 
Another range of Laurentian comes up in the district of Ferryland, 
and shows itself occasionally on the coast of Conception Bay. 
Thus more than half the island is Laurentian. 

Three-fourths of the peninsula of Avalon are Humnian, a forma-
tion which does not extend west of Fortune Bay. The town of St 
John's and, in fact, nearly all the settlements between Fortune Bay 
and Bonavista Bay are built upon it. Signal Hill. overlooking the 
harbour of St John s, is capped with the sandstone of this formation. 
The whole Huronian elate= is not less than to.000 ft. thick. and 
has been cut through by denudation to the Laurentian floor. The 
rocks of the Primordial Silurian age are spread unconfoemably over 
the area thus ground down. These evi dences of denudation and 
reconstruction are very dear in Conception Bay, where the reek. 
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of the intermediary system have been ground down to the Laurentian 
gnu, and, subsequently, the submarine valley thus formed has 
been filled up with a new set of sediments, the remains of which 
are still to be found skirting the shores of the bay and forming the 
islands in it. 

Rocks of the Silurian age are most extensive on the peninsula 
of Cape St Mary, and around the head of Trinity Bay. Thesebelong 
to the Primordial Silurian group. The Lower Silunan rocks have a 
large development, and in them the metallic ores occur which seem 
destined to render the island a peat mining centre. The Lauzon 
division of the Quebec group, which is the true metalliferous zone of 
North America, has an immense spread In the island. It consists 
of serpentine rocks associated with dolomites. diorites, &c., and is 
well known throughout North America to be usually more or less 
metalliferous. The Newfoundland rocks•re no exception, but give 
evidence of being rich in metallic ores. The Middle Silurian division 
of rocks is also widely spread: and the most fertile belts of  land 
and the most valuable forests are nearly all situated on the country 
occupied by this formation. The great valley of the Exploits and 
Victoria rivers, the valley of the Gander and several smaller tracts 
belong to it. 

The Carboniferous series occupies a large area on the western 
side of the island, in the neighbourhood of Bay St George and Grand 

Lake. There is also a wider spread of the same series along the 
valley of the Humber and round the shores of Deer Lake and the 
eastern half of Grand Lake, and as far as Sandy Lake. " Coal," 
says Mr J. P. Howley, F.R.G.S., head of the survey, " is known to 
exist at several places in this series; and seams, apparently of 
workable thickness, judging from their out-crops, occur on the 
Middle Barachois and Robinson's Brook, in St George's Bay." 

It will thus be seen that the Carboniferous series is confined to 
the western side, while the middle, eastern and southern portions 
are occupied by Silurian, Huronian and Laurentian formations. 
From the extent to which the Lauzon division of the Quebec group, 
the true metalliferous zone of North America, prevails an the island, 
its yet undeveloped mineral wealth must be very great. 

Climare.—The climate is more to than that of most portions 
of the neighbouring continent. It but rarely, and then only for 
a few hours, that the thermometer sinks below zero in winter, 
while the summer range rarely exceeds So' F., and for the most part 
does not rise above 7e. The Arctic current exerts • chilling influence 
along the eastern coast, but as a compensation it brings with it the 
enormous wealth of commercial fishes and seals which has rendered 
the fisheries the most productive in the world. The Gulf Stream, 
while it creates fogs, modifies the cold. The salubrity of the climate 
is evidenced by the robust healthy appearance of the inhabitants. 
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Open fireplace are sufficient to warm the homer, and free mercies 
In the open air is attainable at all seasons. The average mean 
temperature at St&ha's is 41.2 •  F., the maximum being 83 °  and 
the minimum 7'; average height of the barometer is 29."7 is 
The average rainfall is 58.30 in. Winter sets in, as a rule, in the 
beginning of December and lasts until the middle of April. Generally 
the snow lies during this period, and the frost rarely penetrates the 
ground to a greater depth than a few inches. Spring is sometimes 
fate in arriving, but once vegetation sets in it advances with mar-
vellous rapidity. The autumn is usually very fine, and is often pro-
longed till November. There is nothing in the climate to interfere 
with agriculture. Tornadoes are unknown, and thunderstorms are 
very rare. Fogs, of which so much is said in connexion with the 
mimicry, are confined to the shores and bays of the south-eastern 
and southern coasts. 

Fauna.—Among the well-known wild animals indigenous to the 
country the caribou or reindeer hold a conspicuous place. They 
migrate regularly between the south-eastern and north-western 
portions of the island. The winter months are passed in the south, 
where " browse " is plentiful, and the snow is not too deep to prevent 
them from reaching the lichens on the lower grounds. In March 
they begin their spring migration to the barrens and mountains of 
the north-west. In May or June they bring forth their young. 
As soon as the frosts of October begin to nip the vegetation they 
turn south. September and October are the best months for stalk- 
ing. In addition to the caribou, the wolf and black bear are found 
In the interior; the fox (black, silver, grey and red), beaver, otter, 
arctic hare, North-American hare, weasel, bat, rat, mouse and 
musquash or musk-rat are numerous. The famous Newfoundland 
dog is still to be met with, but good specimens are rare, and he 
appears to thrive better elsewhere. The common dogs are a degene-
rate mongrel race. It is estimated that there are three hundred 
species of birds in the island, most of them being migratory. Among 
them may be enumerated the eagle, hawk, owl, woodpecker, swallow, 
kingfisher, six species of fly-catchers and the same number of thrushes. 
warblers and swallows in great variety, finches, ravens, jays. The 
marmigan or willow grouse is very abundant, and is the finest game-
bird in the Wand. The rock ptarmigan is found in the highest and 
barest mountain ridges. The American golden plover, various 
species of sandpipers and curlews, the brent goose, ducks, petrels, 
gulls and the great northern diver are met with everywhere. The 
Feat auk, now extinct, was once found in myriads around the 
tsland. The little auk, guillemot and the razor-billed auk are 
abundant. No venomous reptiles occur. Frogs have been intro-
dared and thrive well. Of molluscous animals the common squid, 
a cephalopod about 6 or 7 in. in length, visits the coasts in immense 
shoals in August and September, and supplies a valuable bait. A 
gigantic species of cephalopod was discovered in 1873, which excited 
much interest among naturalists: the body varies from 7 to ts ft. 
in length, with a circumference of 5 or 6 ft.; from the head ten 
arms radiate, the two longest(tentacil being from 24 to 40 ft. 
in length, and covered with suckers at their extremities; the other 
eight arms vary from 6 to 11 ft., and on one aide are entirely covered 
with suckers. Professor Verrill, of Yale College, distinguished two 
species—one he named Archtlestikis Ilarveyi, after the discoverer, 
and the other Arckiletelltis asaaarkus. 

Flora.—The pine, spruce, birch, juniper and larch of the forests 
of the interior funush ample materials for • large timber trade as 
well as for shipbuilding purposes. The white pine grows to the 
height of 70 or 8o ft. in some plaom, and is 3 or 4 ft. in diameter. 
There is an abundance of wood suitable for making pulp for paper; 
and in 1906-1907 a London company, with Lord Northcliffe (of the 
Daily Mail) at its head, acquired large tracts for this purpose, and 
operations were begun in 1910. The mountain ash, balsam poplar 
and aspen thrive well Evergreens are in gust variety. The berry-
bearing plants cover large areas of the island. The maidenhair or 
capillaire yields a saccharine matter which is lusciously sweet. 
Flowering plants and ferns are in vast varieties, and wild grasses and 
clover grow luxuriantly. Garden vegetables of all kinds, and straw-
berries, raspberries, gooseberries, currants, &c., thrive welL 

Population. —By the earliest computation made in 1654 the 
number of permanent inhabitants in the island was 1 750. 
Twenty-six years later the resident population was stated to 
be 2280; in 1763, 7000; in 1804, 20,000. 10 1832 the population 
had risen to 60,00o; in 1836 to 75.094; in 1857, 124,288; and 
in t874, 161,374. By the census of toot the total population of 
Newfoundland was 217,037, that of Labrador being 3947. The 
capital, St John's, which contained a population of ts,000 in 1835. 
had in toot 29,594 souls. The rate of increase for the island 
for the ten years ending in root was 9.37% as compared with 
the rate of increase 1874-1884, which was 22.30%. Certain 
districts such as Carbonear, Harbour Grace and Ferryland, as 
Well as Labrador, showed a steady decline, the largest increase 
being in St George's district and on the west coast, where it is 
not less than 40%. 

Of the various religious denominations the strength in /not 
was as follows: Roman Catholics, 75,989; Chuck of England, 
73,008; Methodists, 61,388, Presbyterians, 1168; Congrega-
tionalists, oss; Salvationists, 6594; Moravian, Baptists and 
others, isss. The system of public education is denominational, 
each religious body receiving grants from the revenue according 
to numerical strength. The total sum allotted to education in 
1904-19o5 was gin6,ter. The aggregate number of pupils 
under fifteen attending tale 783 elementary schools and academies 
in the island was 35,204. It is estimated that 25°A, of the popula-
tion, chiefly the older folk, are illiterate. 

Fiskaies.—These constitute the great staple industry of the 
island. On the export of its products the trade of the colony 
still mainly depends. The most important fish in these waters, 
commercially, is the cod, which is here more abundant than 
anywhere else in the world. Although subject to considerable 
fluctuation the average annual export of dried cod-fish over a 
term of years is about z,roo,000 quintals. The value of the 
export varies between five and six million dollars, according to 
the market price of the dried fish. The cod are taken on the 
shores of the island, along the Labrador coast and on " the 
Banks." These Banks, which have played such an important 
part in the history of the colony, and are the chief source of 
its wealth, stretch for about 300 m. in a south-east direction 
towards the centre of the North Atlantic, and probably at one 
time formed a part of the North American continent. The depths 
range from r  is to 80 or oo fathoms. The deposits consist of sand 
and gravel composed of ancient rocks, and fragments of quartz, 
mica, hornblende, felapars and magnetite; along with these are 
many calcareous fragments of echinoderms, polyroa and many 
foraminifera. In the deeper parts there is sometimes a fine 
mud containing the above•mentioned minerals and calcareous 
fragments, and in addition numerous frustules of diatoms. The 
Banks are swept by the cold Labrador current, and icebergs are 
frequently stranded upon them. The Gulf Stream passes over 
their southern portions. These two currents bear along many 
species of pelagic algae and animals, which supply abundant food 
to the myriads of echinoderms, molluscs, annelids, coelenterates 
and other invertebrates which live at all depths on the Banks. 
These invertebrates in turn supply food to the cod and other 
fishes which are sought for by the fishermen. Sea birds frequent 
the Banks in great numbers; and, as diving birds are not mat 
with at any great distance from them, the presence of these in 
the sea gives seamen an indication of the shallower water. 

The total annual catch of cod in Newfoundland waters has been 
estimated at about 2,500,000 quintals (a quintal being one-twentieth 
of a ton), with a value of about it,00,000 sterling. The cod fishery 
forms four-fifths of the entire industry, in spite of the increase in 
the herring and lobster catch. No increase in the quantities taken 
is to be noted, but the market value of dried cod fish is generally 
enhanced. In 1885 an export of 1,284.710 quintals was only worth 
84,061,600. In 1905 1,196,814 quintals were valued at $6,108,614. 
To this may be added the value of the fish consumed by the people 
of the colony. estimated at $450,000. According to the census of 
1901 there were 41,231 males and 21,443 females engaged in the 
catchinknd curing of fish. 

The ures have greatly varied in past years: as for instance in 
185.7, 31 A, of the total population were engaged in catching and 
cunng fish: in 1869, 25.4°4 in 1884, 30-6%.. and ie 190t, 28-4%. 
Small voyages and ow prices have tended to limit fishery operations; 
and the opening up of other industries has diverted labour from the 
fisheries. The total number of vessels engaged is about 1550, with 
a tonnage of 54,50o; over 1 t,000 fishing rooms are in actual use. 
The use of traps has followed the decrease in number of nets and 
seines, but the continued increase of fishing rooms shows that there 
is no falling off in the Newfoundland cod fishery. which has now 
been prosecuted for fully four centuries. Notwithstanding the 
enormous drafts every year, to all appcarance'the cod are as abundant 
as ever. They begin to appear on the coasts of the island about the 
first of June, at which time they move from the deep waters of the 
coast to the shallower and warmer waters near the shore, for spawn-
ing purposes. Their approach is heralded by the caplin, a beautiful 
little fish about 7 in. in length, vast shoals of which arrive. Filing 
every.  bay and harbour. The cod follow in their wake. feasting 
tizetZn 
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the 1st of August. These also supply a valuable bait, and are 
followed by the herring, which continue till the middle or end of 
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,Octobere -when-the cod &bevy closes.. The cod are taken by the 
isook-ind4ine', the seine, the cod-net or gill-net, the cod-trap and 
the bultow. Newfoundland exports cod to Brazil, Spain, Portugal, 
Italy, Great Britain, Greece, the West Indies and the United States. 
Brazil and Spain are the largest consumers. 

After the cod the seal fishery is of next importance. The industry 
was begun about 1740, when the value of the seal oil exports was 
it000. In 1904-1905 sealskins and seal oil to the value of $370,261 
and $374.974  were exported, the price of a skin varying between 
$.90 to 11-25. This shows a considerable falling off. The number of 
men employed is about 4000. Steamers were first used in 1863. 
They are from 350 to 500 tons burden, most of them carrying from 
200 to 300 men. The larger class can bring in from 30,0oo to 40,000 
seals. In one instance 41,900 seals were brought in by a single 
steamer, the " Neptune,' the weight being 874 tons and the value 
$103,750. In bad years the catch may not exceed 200,000-111 
1895 it fell to 129,061. By law no steamer may leave port on a 
sealing voyage until the 12t11 of March, and no seal may be killed 
before the 14th of March. The young seals are born on the ice 
between the 15th and 25th of February. and mature so rapidly that 
they are in excellent condition in four weeks. 

Of more recent origin is the lobster fishery, their packing for 
export having begun in 1873. By 1888 the value of the lobster 
export had risen to $385,077. In 1904-1905, while the catch had 
somewhat diminished as compared with 1895, the value had in-
creased to $512,662. 

A vigorous effort has been made to establish the herring fishery 
on a scale commorsurate with the abundance of the fish in these 
waters. In 1855 the total quantity exported was 32,042 barrels, 
with a value of 1191,35y. In 1905 there were 176433 barrels, valued 
at 8379.938. The principal seats of the herring fishery are Fortune 
Bay, Placentia, Bay St Georp and Bay of Islands, and the whole 
coast of Labrador, which furnishes the finest kind of herring. Besides 
the herring exported, at least $150,000 worth is sold to the French 
and Americans as bait. 

The export of preserved salmon, of which the island has an 
abundant supply, does not form a large or important item, seldom 
reaching in value $100.000. Salmon is taken for the most part in 
nets in the coves and bays and at the mouths of rivers. The season 
for taking it is brief, six or seven weeks, beginning at the end of May. 
The proper preservation of the salmon waters has been for generations 
neglected, and reckless practices bade fair wholly to exterminate the 
fish. In 1888, however, a fisheries commission was appointed, and 
river warders were charged with the stringent enforcement of the 
sew laws. The best salmon fisheries are in Bonavista Bay, Gander 
and Exploits bays, and on the west coast. 

Mackerel formerly frequented the Newfoundland coasts, but 
disappeared about the middle of the 19th century ,• and few halibut 
or haddock are caught. Sea trout and brook trout, however, abound, 
and latterly Loch Leven and Californian rainbow trout have been 
introduced with success. 

The most extraordinary increase concerns the whaling industry. 
Before 1850 a very successful whale fishery was carried on but it 
then suddenly ceased and has only recently been revived. The 
revival is due to the invention of a harpoon-gun which kills the 
whale effectually and with despatch. There are now fourteen whale 
factories in operation for the production of bone and oil. While in 
1895 the value of the oil reached only $7300 and the bone $x000, a 
decade later the values were $384,062 and 834.833 respectively: 
so fewer than 1275 whales being caught. A patent process manu- 
factures the carcases into a fine guano, and utilim the by-products, 
thus adding $1oo,00o to the industry. 

On the whole the aggregate value of the Newfoundland fisheries 
for 1906-1907 was nearly £2,000,000 sterling, including the fish 
consumed in the colony. 

Aericsiaare.—Until rt.xnt years little attention has been paid 
to agriculture, the belief being current that the interior of the island 
was a desert. The reports of the geological survey dispelled this 
fiction, it being conclusively shown that out of the 28,000 sq. m. 
of dry land over one-sixth or 7000 sq. m. is available under suitable 
conditions for arable and for grazing .purposes. The best land is 
situated in the Codroy valley, which is rich in alluvial soil. That 
in the Bay St George district is very fertile, and in the Humber 
valley, Exploits valley and elsewhere many thousands of farmers 
could work to advantage. In 1874 only 36.339 acres were under 
cultivation. In 1901, 215,579 acres were occupied. of which 85.533 
acres were actually under cultivation, producing chiefly hay, oats, 
potatoes, turnips and cabbages. In the numbers of live stock there 
has been a notable increase, especially in sheep. Newfoundland 
seems especially adapted for a sheep-grazing country. 

Mining.—Not until a comparatively recent date was Newfound-
land known to contain mineral deposits of great value. The first 
discovery of copper ore took place at a small fishing hamlet called 
Tilt Cove in 1857. Seven years later the mine was opened, and 
during the following fifteen years Tilt Cove mine yielded about 
50,000 tons of copper ore valued at 11.572.154. besides nickel worth 
832.740. In 1875 another mine at Betts Cove was opened. There 
are three principal mines, all in Notre Dame Bay. the copper exports 
in 1905 being 81,491 tons, with a value of 840o. The copper- 
bearing deposits are widely distributed. Atmrding to the geological  

survey reports, copper-bearing rocks have a development of over 
s000 sq. m. throughout the island. Iron-mining, however, has far 
surpassed copper-mining, the chief centre being at Bell Island in 
Conception Bay. Hematite iron has been found at Exploits river, 
Fortune Harbour, New Bay and other parts in Notre Dame Bay. 
The iron exported in 1905 amounted to 635.350  tons with a value 
of $635,350. In 189$ the value of iron exports was nit Of iron 
pyrites 68,970 tons were exported in 1905 valued at $410,514. 
Similarly in 1895 no slate was exported. It has since been worked 
at Trinity Bay, Bonavista Bay and Bay of Islands, the latter deposit 
being declared equal to the best Caroarvon slate.. In 1905 14,750 
tons were shipped. The existence of coal in the island has been 
known since Captain Cook first reported its discovery in 2763, but 
until lately little has been done to exploit it. The most important 
carboniferous region is at Grand Lake, St George's and the Codroy 
region directly opposite the Cape Breton coal-fields. 

Zinc has been found in many localities, as also antimony, silver 
and gold. Asbestos is frequently found, and mica of good size has 
been discovered in the Laurentian rocks in the Long Range Moun-
tains and in Labrador. At the mouth of the Humber are large 
deposits of marble. The valuable non-metallic materials include 
talc gypsum, graphite, lithographic stone and manganese. 

Supping.—The total number of vessels sailing under Newfound-
land registry on the 31st of December 1905 was 3049, with a net 
tonnage of 129,617 tons. Of these 66 were steamers. The statistics 
of foreign-going tonnage show a remarkable growth in trade. The 
bounty granted by the legislature has given a considerable impetus 
to local shipbuilding. Between 1900 and 1905 the average of 
vessels annually built in the colony was Jos, with a total tonnage 
for the five years of 17,698. In 1904-1905 the total value of exports 
was 8zo,669042, of imports 810,279,293. For the period of seven 
years preceding the exports exceeded the imports by $7.174,676 or 
a balance of trade in favour of the colony of over one million 
dollars annually. 

Manufactures.—fn 1874 there were only five saw-mills in the 
colony, producing 2111 ft. of timber. The census returns of 1901 
showed t95 saw-mills valued at $292,790, employing 2408 persons 
and producing 43,648 ft. of timber, 16,197 of shingle and 2020 of 
laths, of a total value of $480,555.Paper-making from wood-pulp 
has been mentioned in connexion with Flora, above. Six tanneries 
in 1901 produced goods to the value of $98.200. There are boot and 
shoe, tobacco, nail, soap. furniture and carriage manufactories. 
The rope-walk in St John's produces rope and line valued at 8300,000 
annually. 

Government.—Newfoundland is a British colony, directly 
dependent on the crown. Representative government and a 
constitution were granted to it in 1832, and " responsible govern-
ment " in 2855. Two legislative chambers were appointed—the 
house of assembly, to be elected, and the legislative council, to be 
nominated by the governor in council. This form of government 
has worked satisfactorily. It consists of a governor who is 
appointed by the crown, and whose term of office is usually about 
six years; an executive council chosen by the party commanding 
a majority in the house of assembly, and consisting of seven 
members; a legislative council or upper house, of fifteen members 
nominated by the governor in council and holding office for life; 
and a house of assembly elected every four years by the votes 
of the people on a household suffrage basis. There are seventeen 
electoral districts sending thirty-six members to the house of 
assembly, all of whom are paid. The sessional allowances range 
from $194 to $291. The supreme court, instituted in x326, is 
composed of a chief justice and two assistant judges. They 
are appointed by the crown, and hold their office for life. The 
jurisdiction of Newfoundland extends over the whole of the 
Atlantic coast of Labrador. 

Finaare.—Duties levied on imports form the basil of the revenue. 
The tariff being intended for the cost of government and not for 
industrial protection, the duties are not as a rule differential, being 
partly ad valorem, partly specific. 

There is no direct taxation, and there are no city or town corpora-
tions. The customs revenue grew from 1840,936 in 1885 to 
$2,295,959 in 1905. The public debt increased from $2.149,497 
in t885 to $22,043,338 in 1905. against which there was a sinking 
fund of 8300,244. The debt of St John's municipal council, 
81,187,221, on which full interest is paid to the government, must 
be credited to tbe grm public debt. In December r9o5 a new loan 
of $636,903 was floated in England. Based on the value of the 
exports the earning capacity of the population increased from 
$29 per head in 1885 to $47 per head in 1905. The postal and 
telegraph revenue amounted in 1905 to $125.000, having more than 
doubled in a decade. The crown lands revenue, which in 1895 
was $5500, stood in 19os at kt,357. With the United Kingdom, 
trade, which in 1888 was 38 % of the whole, steadily diminished in 
volume, until it vas In nos only 22 % of the whole. Trade with 
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America in this period showed an increase of 1281% and that with 
Canada 76• I 7.. 

Roads and Railways.—Railways play a unique part in the 
modern history of the island. Not until 1825 was the first 

road made; it was 9 m. in length, from St John's 
The 	to Portugal Cove. When representative government 
Reid comma. was established in 1832 an annual grant was voted 

for roads and bridges, and of late years not less than 
llroo,000 per annum has been expended on this head. There are 
now over woo tn. of postal roads, and over moo of district 
roads. In 188o after much agitation the legislature finally 
agreed to raise a loan of £1,000,000 for the construction of a 
railway from St John's to Hall's Bay, with branches to Brigus 
and Harbour Grace, the distance being estimated at 340 m. 
In November 1884 the line was completed for traffic as far as 
Harbour Grace. In the following year the construction of a 
line, 27 m. in length, from Whitbourne to Placentia, the old 
French capital, was begun and finished in 1888. Shortly after-
wards it was decided to resume the line northwards from St 
John's to Hall's Bay (which, owing to the failure of the con-
tractors, had been discontinued) with a view ultimately to a 
transinsular railway. The tender of a well-known contractor, 
Mr R.G. Reid of Montreal, was accepted, and the work was begun 
in October i89o. But before the contractor had proceeded far 
with the Hall's Bay line a new survey was made and another 
route determined for the proposed transinsular railway, west-
wards from the valley of the Exploits, which was regarded 
as much more favourable than the one originally contemplated. 
It traversed the Exploits and Humber valleys, passing through 
the most fertile territory in the island, to the Bay of Islands 
on the west coast; hence it skirted Bay St George and the 
Codroy valley and terminated at Port-aux-Basques, &commodious 
harbour 93 m. distant from Sydney, Cape Breton. The new 
route was chosen, and a contract signed on the 16th of May 
1893, whereby the contractor was to be paid $r5,600 per mile 
in Newfoundland bonds, the whole line to be completed in three 
years. At the same time, in order to provide for the working 
of the line, it was agreed between the colonial government and 
Mr Reid that the latter should maintain and work it, as well as 
construct a system of telegraphs, for a period of ten years from 
the 1st of September 1893 at, his own expense, in consideration 
of a " grant in fee simple to the contractor of 500o acres of land 
for each one mile of mail line or branch railway to be operated." 
Should the line, therefore, be Soo m. in length the land grant 
would be 2,5oo,000 acres, to be situated on each side of the 
railway in alternate sections of t or a M. in length with 
the railway, and 8 m. in depth, the colony also retaining an 
equal amount of land with the contractor along the route. Much 
hostile criticism was subsequently directed towards this arrange-
ment. In 1898 a new proposal was made by Mr Reid, under 
the terms of which he undertook to work all the railways in the 
island for a period of fifty years, free of cost to the government, 
provided that, at the termination of the said period, the railways 
should become his own property. He was also to receive a further 
concession of land to the extent of 2,500,000 acres on terms 
similar to those contained in the former contract. Mr Reid 
agreed to build and run seven steamers, one in each of the 
large bays, and one to ply in Labrador in summer, to provide 
an electric street railway for St John's, and also to pave a certain 
portion of the capital. The colony was to part with the telegraph 
system to the contractor, who was to acquire at a fixed price 
the government dry-dock at St John's. On the other hand, to 
complete the bargain, $1,000,000 in cash was to be paid by the 
contractor to the government within a year alter the signing 
of the contract. This remarkable covenant, which was afterwards 
characterized by Mr Chamberlain, secretary of state for the 
colonies, as a transaction " without parallel in the history of 
any country," was nevertheless ratified by the legislature, and 
submitted to the governor, Sir Herbert Murray, for his approval. 
The governor declined to append his signature to the instrument, 
but upon its being referred to the imperial secretary of state, 
it was decided that the arrangement was one relating exclusively  

to the colony, and this being the case, that it would be " an 
unwarrantable interference with the rights of a. self-governing 
colony " to disallow the measure. The Reid contract was 
therefore signed by Sir Herbert Murray before relinquishing 
his post early in 189& Meanwhile considerable feeling had 
been manifested in the colony; numerous public meetings in 
support of the governor's action were held; and several 
petitions were despatched to England; but it was not until 
the spring of woo that Sir James Winter and his colleagues 
were forced to resign on acdaunt of the opposition which had 
been engendered. The general election brought a Liberal, Mr 
(afterwards Sir) Robert Bond, into power; and he had hardly 
assumed office when the contractor approached the ministry 
with further proposals to convert his property into a limited 
liability company with a capital of £5,000,000 sterling, for which 
proceeding the consent of the legislature was necessary, under 
the terms of 1898. Mr Bond refused unless a modification of 
the contract was agreed to. The modifications demanded 
were—that the telegraphs should revert at once to the govern-
ment; that the land grants, which included a large amount 
of private property, should be readjusted so as to conserve 
the rights of those whose holdings had been confiscated; also, 
that it should be optional for the colony to take over the railways 
at the end of fifty years by paying back the sum of $z,000,000 
with interest, the amount paid by Mr Reid to the colony; and 
a sum to be arrived at by arbitration for all improvements 
that may have been made on the property within the fifty 
years. After considerable dispute these terms were substantially 
agreed to, and the conversion into a company took place. 

History.—Newfoundland, commonly termed the " senior 
colony" of Great Britain, antedates in discovery (though not 
in continuous settlement) any other British over-sea 

Diseereis, dominion. John Cabot, sailing from Bristol in 1497, 
appears to have made landfall at Bonavista and claimed 
the whole country for Henry VIL Three years later Gaspar 
Corte-Real, ranging the North American coasts, discovered 
and named Conception Bay and Portugal Cove, and was appointed . 

Portuguese governor of Terra Nova. The long series of annual 
trans-Atlantic expeditions followed upon the voyages of Cabot 
and Corte-Real, and their reports in England, Portugal and 
France concerning the multitude of fish in Newfoundland. For 
a long time it was supposed that the English fishermen did not 
avail themselves to any extent of these advantages until the 
middle of the tern century, but this is now shown to be erroneous. 
Mr Prowse states that the trade during the first half of the century 
was both " extensive and lucrative." In 1527 the little Devon-
shire fishing ships were unable to carry home their large catch, 
so " sack ships " (large merchant vessels) were employed 
to carry the salt cod to Spain and Portugal. An act of 1541 
classes the Newfoundland trade with the Irish, Shetland and 
Iceland fisheries. Hakluyt, writing in 1578, mentions that the 
number of vessels employed in the fishery was aoo, of which 
only one-quarter were English, the rest being French and Spanish 
Basque. But in the same year, according to Anthony Parkhurst, 
" the English are commonly lords of the harbours where they 
fish and use all help in fishing if need require." Shortly there-
after England awoke to the importance of Cabot's great discovery, 

.and an attempt was made to plant a colony on the shores of 
the island. Sir Humphry Gilbert, provided with 
letters patent from Queen Elizabeth, landed in St Si* 
John's in August 1583, and formally took possession 
of the country in the queen's name. The first attempt 
at colonizing was frustrated by the loss of Gilbert soon after-
wards at sea. In Ova James I. granted a patent to John Guy, 
an enterprising Bristol merchant, for a " plantation " in New-
foundland; but no marked success attended his efforts to found 
settlements. In 015 Captain Richard Whitbourne of Exmouth 
in Devonshire was despatched to Newfoundland by the British 
admiralty to establish order and correct abuses which had 
grown up among the fishermen. On his return in 1622 he wrote 
a " Discourse and Discovery of Newfoundland Trade " which 
King James, by an order in council, caused to be distributed 
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among the parishes of the kingdom "for the encouragement of 
adventures unto plantation there." A year after the departure 
of Whitbourne, Sir George Calvert, afterwards the first Lord 
Baltimore, obtained a patent conveying to him the lordship 
of the whole southern peninsula of Newfoundland, and the 
right of fishing in the surrounding waters. He planted a colony 
at Ferryland, 40 m. north of Cape Race, where he built a hand-
some mansion and resided with his family for many years. 
The French so harassed his settlement by incessant attacks 
that he at length abandoned it. 

In aso, or about a century and a half after its discovery, 
Newfoundland contained only 35o famines, or less than 2000 

individuals, distributed in fifteen small settlements, 
Ma"'  nb- chiefly along the eastern shore. These constituted 

the resident population; but in addition there was a 
floating population of several thousands who frequented the 
shores during the summer for the sake of the fisheries, which 
had now attained very large dimensions. So early mart% 1so 
vessels were annually despatched from Devonshire alone; and 
the shipowners. and traders residing in the west of England 
sent out their ships and fishing crews early in summer to prose-
cute these lucrative fisheries. The fish caught were salted and 
dried on the shore; and on the approach of winter the fishermen 
re-embarked for England, carrying with them the products of 
their labour. Hence it became the interest of these traders and 
shipowners to discourage the settlement of the country, in order 
to retain the exclusive use of the harbours and fishing coves for 
their servants, and also a monopoly of the fisheries. They were 
able to enlist the British government of the day in their project, 
and stringent laws were passed prohibiting settlement within 
6 m. of the shore, forbidding fishermen to remain behind at the 
close of the fishing season, and rendering it illegal to build or 
repair a house without a special licence. The object of this 
short-sighted policy, which was persisted in for more than a 
century, was to preserve the island as a fishing station and the 
fisheries as nurseries for British seamen. 

There was, however, another element which retarded the 
prosperity of the country. The French had early realized the 

Treaty el 
immense value of the fisheries, and strove long and 

wick,. desperately to obtain possession of the island. Their 
constant attacks and encroachments harassed the few 

settlers, and rendered life and property insecure during the long 
wars between England and France. When at length, in 1713, 
the treaty of Utrecht ended hostilities, it did not deliver New-
foundland from the grasp of France, as it yielded to her the 
right of catching and drying fish on the western and northern 
sides of the Wand. Though no territorial rights were conferred 
on the French, and the sovereignty was secured to England, the 
practical effect was to exclude the inhabitants from the fairest 
half of the Wand. ' 

In spite of the restrictive regulations, the number of the 
resident population continued to increase. The sturdy settlers 

clung to the soil, and combated the " adventurers " 
First 

 aspasp as the merchants were called, and after a lengthened 
conflict obtained freedom of settlement and relief from 

oppression. But the contest was severe and prolonged. The 
merchant-adventurers strenuously opposed the appointment of 
a governor; but at length, in 1728, the British government 
appointed Captain Henry Osborne first governor of Newfound- 
land, with a commission to establish a form of civil government. 
This constituted a new era in the history of the colony. In 
2763 the fixed inhabitants had increased to 8000, while sow 
more were summer residents who returned home each winter. 
In 2763 the coast of Labrador, from Hudson's Strait to the river 
St John opposite the west end of the island of Anticosti, was 
attached to the governorship of Newfoundland. The population 
in 1785 had increased to zo,000. During the wars between 
England and France which followed the French Revolution, 
Newfoundlatid attained great prosperity, as all competitors in 
the fisheries were swept from the seas, and the markets of 
Europe were exclusively in the hands of the merchants of the 
country. The value of fish trebled, wages rose to a high figure. 

and in 1854 no less than 7000 emigrants arrived. The population 
now numbered 8o,000. In 2833 representative government was 
granted to the colony, and provision was made for education. 
In 1846 a terrible fire destroyed three-fourths of St John's and , 
with it an enormous amount of property; but the city rose from' 
its ashes improved and beautified. In ass the system of 
responsible government was inaugurated. In 1858 the first 
Atlantic cable was landed at Bull Ann, Trinity Bay. 

Unproductive fisheries, causing a widespread destitution 
among the working classes, marked the first eight years of the 
decade between x86o and 187o. A system of able-
bodied pauper relief was initiated to meet the neces-
sities of the case but was attended with the usual 
demoralizing results. The necessity of extending the cultivation 
of the soil in order to meet the wants of the growing population 
was felt more and more as the pressure arising from the failure 
of the fisheries showed their precarious nature more sensibly. 
In 1864 copper ore was discovered in the north, and mining 
operations were successfully initiated. In 1869 a series of 
successful fisheries began which enabled the government to 
terminate the injurious system of able-bodied pauper relief. 
In x871 the revenue rose to 883i,r6o. In 1873 direct steam 
communication with England and America was established. 

By the treaty of Utrecht of 17z3 a right was reserved to 
French subjects to catch fish and to dry them on that part of 
Newfoundland which stretches from Cape Bonavista 

French 
to the northern part of the island and from thence ami,a 

 coming down by the western side reaches as far as 
Pt. Riche. By the treaty of Versailles of 1783 France renounced 
the fishery from Bonavista to Cape St John on the east coast, 
receiving in return extended rights upon the west coast as far as 
Cape Ray. Neither treaty purported to grant exclusive right, 
but there was annexed to the treaty of Versailles a declaration 
to the effect that " His Britannic Majesty will take the most 
positive measures for preventing his subjects from interrupting 
In any manner by their competition the fishery of the French 
during the temporary exercise of it which is granted to them 
upon the coasts of the island of Newfoundland, and he will 
for this purpose cause the fixed settlements which shall be 
formed there to be removed." Upon this declaration the French 
founded a claim to exclusive fishing rights within the limits 
named. A convention was entered into with a view to defining 
•hese rights in as4, but it remained inoperative, the consent of 
the Newfoundland legislature, to which it was made subject, 
having been refused. Meanwhile the French government granted 
a bounty to the French fishermen which enabled them to under-
sell the colonists. 

In 1884 a convention which had been arranged between the 
British and French governments was submitted to the colonial 
administration by its promoters Sr Clare Ford and 	ea Mr E. B. Pennell, C.M.G., but without commanding 	ut, 
the support of the Newfoundland government. In the 
year following, on a change of ministry in the colony, the Ford-
Pennell convention was again offered to the Newfoundland 
legislature in a slightly amended form, but the joint committee 
of the colonial house of assembly and the council absolutely 
refused to ratify the arrangement unless the French government 
would consent either to annul or to amend the system of bounties 
paid upon French-caught fish in Newfoundland waters. At the 
same time, to counteract the effect of these bounties, which 
pressed very hardly upon the British competition, a Bait Act 
was framed and carried in 1886, empowering the executive to 
prohibit the capture in Newfoundland waters for exportation or 
sale of bait fishes, except under special licence to be issued by 
the colonial government. The consequence of this measure, 
were its provisions properly enforced, would be to place an 
embargo upon the local supply of bait requisite to the French 
fishermen—the so-called " metropolitan fleet "—on the Grand 
Banks. Upon being apprised of this enactment, the French 
government immediately demanded that Great Britain should 
deny its sanction to this Newfoundland Bait Act, and pressed 
their objections with such persistence as to induce Lord Salisbury 
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to disallow the measure. Nevertheless, the despatch of the 
governor, Sir William des Yocum, to the colonial secretary, 
Sir H. Holland, was so entirely in favour of the principle of the 
bill that the Newfoundland authorities became imbued with a 
fixed determination to urge forward the measure for imperial 
acceptance. In 1887, therefore, a delegation, consisting of Sir 
Robert Thorburn, the premier, and Sir Ambrose Shea, visited 
England at a moment most propitious for obtaining the sym-
pathy and support of the imperial government and the press 
and people of the mother country, it being the jubilee year of 
Queen Victoria's accession to the throne. A conference of 
colonial premiers was one of the notable events distinguishing 
that happy period, and the subject was argued before the 
conference at considerable length. The claim set up by the 
senior colony " to control and legislate for her own fisheries " 
met with general approval, the single dissentient being the 
representative of Canada, who feared that Canadian fishermen 
would suffer under the bill. When an assurance was tendered 
that Canada's fishermen would be placed upon the same footing 
with those of Newfoundland, the British government somewhat 
reluctantly sanctioned the Bait Act. The stipulation was made, 
however, that it should not be enforced until the spring following 
(1888). In the meantime the chagrin of the French Foreign Office 
at the failure of the Ford-Pennell negotiations, and the hostile 
attitude taken up by the Newfoundlanders in what they deemed 
to be the conservation of their interests, induced M. de Freycinet 
to devise retaliatory measures. Instructions were issued " to 
seize and confiscate all instruments of fishing belonging to 
foreigners resident or otherwise, who shall fish on that part of 
the coast which is reserved to our use." Lord Rosebery, then 
foreign secretary, protested to the French ambassador against 
the spirit of these instructions, which he insisted were in direct 
contravention of the treaty, inasmuch as they ignored the 
concurrent as well as those sovereign rights of Great Britain 
which France solemnly undertook by the treaties never to 
question or dispute. Nor were other opportunities soon *ranting 
to the French to retort severely upon the Newfoundland 
authorities for their passage of the Bait Act, as well as to repair 
in large measure the injury which that act promised to inflict 
upon the French industry. About 1874 a Nova Scotian named 
Rurnkey had established the first factory for the canning of 
lobsters on the west coast. This concern proved profitable, and 
others sprang up, until, at the close of the season of 5887, Captain 
Campbell, R.N., reported that twenty-six factories were at work, 
employing about 11oo hands. It was at that time understood 
that thii was an industry which, by the very nature of the 
process and the permanent shore structure it involved, the 
French were disqualified from pursuing. So clearly was this 
recognized that in 1886, when Commander Browne of H.M.S. 
" Mallard " reported the existence of a French lobster factory at 
Port-aux-Choix, a substantially-built structure, roofed with 
corrugated iron, the French authorities conceded that the 
establishment was in violation of the treaties, and issued orders 
for its removal. But this conciliatory policy was of brief dura-
tion. The year of the Bait Act's first successful application was 
marked by the stoppage, by order of the French government, 
of Messrs Murphy and Andrew's lobster factory, and by their 
contention that the lobster-canning industry formed a part 
of the privileges conceded under the treaties to the French, 
whose participation by the British fishermen would be forcibly 
resisted. 

An exchange of notes took place between Lord Salisbury 
and M. Waddington, the French ambassador, in which the latter 
expressed an opinion which evoked a spirited protest on the 
part of the British Foreign Office. " France," it was then 
declared, " preserved the exclusive right of fishing she always 
possessed. This right of France to the coast of Newfoundland 
reserved to her fishermen is only a part of her ancient sovereignty 
over the island which she retained in ceding the soil to England, 
and which she has never weakened or alienated." This claim 
of the French to an exclusive fishery was held to be wholly 
gntenable, and their classification of the lobster catching and  

canning industry as amongst the 'foMng " privileges granted 
them by the treaty was denounced as contrary to both letter 
and spirit of that instrument. Notwithstanding this, the French 
agents on the treaty shore clamoured for the removal of several 
of the British factories, which (it was declared) interfered with 
the occlusive fishing rights of the French. The French govern-
ment also voted (x888) a special bounty for the establishment 
of lobster factories by their subjects on the treaty coast. Pending 
a settlement, the British foreign office deemed it expedient, 
in order not to give offence to France, to invest the French 
claims with a semblance of right by issuing instructions to British 
naval officers on the North American station to continue to 
interpret and enforce the treaties with regard to the Newfound-
land lobster-canning industry on the same termit as they had 
done hitherto with regard to the cod-fishery. Acting under a 
statute passed in the reign of George DI, empowering British 
naval officers to Interpret and enforce the treaties, Sir Baldwin 
Walker and others proceeded to destroy or remove a number 
of British factories at the request of the French agents. In 
3800 the unexpected discovery was made that the act empower- 
ing British naval officers to enforce the provisions of the treaties 
with France had expired in 1832 and bad never been renewed. 
Consequently all the proceedings of which the colonists had 
been the victims were illegal. One of them, Mr James Baird, 
immediately took proceedings against Sir Baldwin Walker 
in the supreme court, which decided in his favour, muicting 
the admiral in &coo. 

On an appeal to the privy council the decision was upheld. 
But before this incident had taken place, the controversy 
between London and Paris culminated in the modes 
vivendi of 189o, by which the lobster factories, both Naaw 
British and French, which were in existence on the r" --"' 
rat of July 1889, were to continue for the present. 
Instantly the colony took alarm, and a deputation consisting 
of the island's leading men was sent to England to protest against 
both the principle and practice of such an arrangement. On 
their return they learnt that it was the intention of the imperial 
government to re-enact verbatim et literatins the act for the 
enforcement of the treaties which had expired fifty-nine years 
previously. To prevent such an occurrence, delegates from 
both parties in Newfoundland visited London in April x891, 
and, appearing at the bar of the House of Lords, promised that 
if the measure which was then on the eve of being introduted 
into that body were withdrawn, a temporary measure would 
be passed by the Newfoundland legislature which would answer 
the same purpose of enabling Great Britain to carry out her 
treaty obligations with Prance. The hope then generally 
entertained was that the whole question of French rights in the 
colony would soon be the subject of definite negotiations looking 
to their total extinguishment. That hope was, however, not 
speedily realized. For a number of years the Modus Vivendi 
Act was annually passed by the legislature, each year under 
protest, the conviction gaining strength in the colony that the 
imperial government was averse from renewing negotiations 
with France. 

In 1898 the secretary of state, Mr Chamberlain, yielding to 
the urgent request of the senior colony, despatched a commission 
consisting of Sir J. Bramston and Sir James Erskine, with Lord 
Westmeath as secretary, on a tour of investigation along the 
treaty shore; and the report which the royal commissioners 
made (though not published) touched all points of the unhappy 
dispute. Again, in Igor, on a suggestion put forward by the 
colony, Mr Chamberlain summoned Sir Robert Bond, the 
Newfoundland premier, and a colleague, Sir E. P. Morris, to 
London, for a new conference on the French shore question, 
in which Lord Lansdowne, the foreign secretary, participated. 
Nothing coming of this, the Modus Vivendi Act continued to 
be passed annually. In spot a fresh attempt was made to effect 
a settlement, but the negotiations were again unsuccessful, as 
the colony declined to make concessions in regard to the sale 
of bait unless the French system of bounties on the sale of fish 
by their citizens were abandoned or at least modified in important 
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particulars. Leta In the same year negotiations were began 
between the British and French governments for a general 
treaty, in which all outstanding matters of dispute between 
the two countries should be for ever settled. As regards New-
foundland, the discussion of the French fishery question on the 
basis of arrangement in the matter of bait and bounties having 
proved unavailing, it was proposed not to persist further in it, 
but to put before the French government an arrangement which 
would terminate the rights of French fishermen to land and dry 
their fish on the shores of the island, but leave a concurrent 
right of fishery, the regulation and policing of which would be 
in the manner provided in the North Sea Fishery Convention 
of r1181 and the convention of 0887. 

On the 8th of April Irma the Lansdowne-Cambon Convention 
was signed, which effected a final settlement of the French shore 

question. For the total abandonment of the French 
Guir:r rights compensation was clearly not only due to the 
Lam individuals actually engaged in the fishing industry, 

but to the French nation at large. Territorial conces-
sions were therefore made consisting of a modification of the 
Anglo-French boundary line in the Niger and Lake Chad district, 
and a re-arrangement of the Gambia-Senegambia frontier, giving 
Yarbatenda to Senegambia. The Los Islands opposite Konakry 
Island were likewise ceded to France. Provision was made for 
the reciprocal recognition, on the convention coming into force, 
of a British consul at St Pierre and a French consul at St John's. 
Claims for indemnity were duly submitted to an arbitral tribunal, 
composed of an officer of each nation; and at length what is 
known as the Lyttelton Award, was made as follows:— 

General award for French rights 	. 	. 	. $255.750 
Loss of occupation 	 226  813 
Effects left by the French on treaty coast. 	. 	28,936 

So far as concerned the French, an end was thus put to a 
situation on the treaty shore, which for nearly two hundred 
years had given rise to difficulties and anxieties. 

Scarcely, however, had a year elapsed from the signing of the 
convention, when another international disagreement connected 

with the fisheries assumed grave importance. There 
had long been intense dissatisfaction in the colony 
over the attitude of the American government and 
American fishermen towards the colony. The action 

of the American Senate in rejecting the Bond-Hay treaty negoti-
ated in 1903 stirred the colonial government to retaliatory 
measures. By virtue of the treaty of 0808 American fishermen 
enjoyed the following rights: (r) to take fish of every kind 
on that part of the southern coast of Newfoundland which 
extends from Cape Ray to Ramea Islands; (2) to take fish of 
every kind on the western and northern coasts of Newfoundland 
from the said Cape Ray to the Quirpon Islands; and (3) to take 
fish of every kind on the coasts, bays, harbours and creeks 
from Mount Joly to the southern coast of Labrador, to and through 
the straits of Belle Isle, and thence northward indefinitely along 
the coast. Subject to these limitations American fishermen 
have a right in common with British fishermen to prosecute 
their industry within those areas. 

The foregoing embraces the whole of their fishing privileges. 
Every other right that they ever possessed they renounced under 
the treaty in the following language: " The United States hereby 
renounce for ever any liberty heretofore enjoyed or claimed 
by the inhabitants thereof, to take, dry or cure fish on or 
within three marine miles of any of the coasts, bays, creeks 
or harbours of His Britannic Majesty's dominions in America 
not included in the above limits." This renunciation 
contained but one qualification: " that American fishermen 
shall be permitted to enter such bays or harbours for the 
purpose of shelter and of repairing damages therein, of purchas-
ing wood, and of obtaining water and for no other purpose 
whatever." 

Under the Newfoundland Foreign Fishing Vessels Act of 1893 
the governor in council was authorized to issue licences to 
foreign fishing vessels, enabling them to enter any port on the  

coasts of the island to purchase bait, ice, supplies and outfits 
for the fishery, and to ship crews. In reos this act 
was repealed and another passed by the colonial legisla- flf"; 
tore imposing certain restrictions on American vessels, 1906. 
and a further more stringent act in 1906, preventing 
Newfoundlanders from joining American vessels. These acts 
were resented' by the American government, which, through 
Mr Secretary Root, called upon the British government to 
disallow such interferences on the part of the Newfoundland 
legislature. Lord Elgin's reply was to suggest a modus vivendi 
pending further discussion of the questions at issue. In spite of 
the colony's energetic protest, a modes visendi was agreed to in 
October rook whereby the Foreign Fishing Vessels Act of zeo6 
was held in abeyance, and the act of 'cos was held not to apply 
to American fishing vessels, and light dues were waived, while 
on the other hand American vessels were to report at the custom 
house on entry for clearance, and their fishermen were to comply 
with colonial fishery regulations. As regards Sunday fishing by 
the Americans, which was an important colonial grievance, the 
American government consented to waive it, if the use of purse 
seines by American fishermen were allowed. Lord Elgin's action 
was considered to be an interference with the internal affairs of 
the colony and great public indignation was aroused. Retaliatory 
measures were resolved upon, Newfoundland fishermen being 
declared liable to fine and imprisonment for selling bait to the 
Americans or for joining American vessels. The legislature voted 
an address to the imperial government, protesting against the 
modes viandi, and this was carried to England in tem by 
Sir Robert Bond, the premier of the colony, but without avail. 
The matter was referred to the Hague tribunal for arbitration 
and pending this the modes vivendi (agreed to in x9o8) continued 
in force. The tribunal gave its award in September rem, the 
two main poises at issue being decided as follows: (a) Great 
Britain had the right to make regulations as to the fisheries 
without the consent of the United States, subject to the pro-
visions of the treaty of 18z8. (6) The " three-mile limit " in 
bays (subject to special judgment in individual cases) was to 
be taken from a line across the bay at the point, nearest the 
entrance, where a width of ten miles is not exceeded. Among 
other provisions it was decided that American vessels might 
employ foreign hands (but these received no benefit under the 
treaty); also that they might be required to report to customs 
houses if facilities to do so existed. 

Commerce received a shock, but derived a salutary lesson from 
bank failures which occurred in December 1894. The Union and 
Commercial banks suspended payment, followed by the suspension 
of the savings bank, a government institution. This at once lowered 
the credit of the colony abroad, and caused the utmost misfortune 
amongst all classes. There is little doubt but that a principal cause 
of the 
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" planters " and commission merchants. The insolvent institutions 
were speedily replaced by branches of three prominent Canadian 
banks, and a loan of $1,0o0,000 procured in London by Mr Bond 
soon after the debacle served to tide the senior colony over its 
financial difficulties. A new era of prosperity has since set in. 

In politics, apart from the matters already alluded to, there 
occurred in 1893 the filing of petitions under the Corrupt Practices 
Act to unseat Sir William Whiteway and his colleagues, who had 
been successful at the general election of that year. The charges 
created no little interest in England, and the new government 
was subjected to much unfair criticism, arising largely from a mis-
apprehension of the political and administrative conditions in 
the colony. They were examined in detail by the supreme court, 
which finally pronounced them unsustained, and the Whiteway 
government resumed office after a brief period of abdication. On 
the whole, it may be said that Newfoundland has passed the critical 
stage in her history. Between 1863 and 1900 it has been estimated 
that $t2,o0o,000 worth of copper ore has been exported, and since 
1898, when a discovery of iron ore made at Bell Island, Conception 

lon 
Bay, led to important results, the belief in the island's mineral resour- 
ces, 	g entertained by geologists, received practical corroboration. 

In tstoo the British admiralty, acting upon the repeated suggestions 
of Sir Charles Dile and others interested in the manning of the 
navy, decided to initiate a branch of the imperial naval reserve in 
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Reserves Act under which they were enlisted. The colony was asked 
to bear the cost; its refusal was followed (,902) by the enactment of 
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special legislation rendering the enrolment and asintenaace 'of the 

reserves in Newfoundland a special imperial undertaking. 
Preixes  Several efforts had been and continued to be made to 
anaax  induce Newfoundland to confederate with the Dominion 

of Canada, but the project never met with any degree of Caulks. favour with the electorate. Much of the disfavour 
with which confederation was regarded in the colony was said to 
be due to SirJohn Macdonald's opposition on behalf of Canada 
to the Bond-Blaine commercial treaty, which was negotiated 
between an emissary from the government of Newfoundland and 
Mr Blaine, then secretary of state of the United States of America, 
in 18r, but was subsequently disallowed at his request by the 
imperial government. It is, however, probable that the treaty 
would never have received the sanction of the American Senate. 
After the insolvency of -the colony in 1894-1895; a delegation was 
sent to Ottawa to ascertain if it were possible to arrange terms of 
confederation; but Sir Mackenzie Bowell's government objected 
to the assumption by the Dominion of the entire amount of New- 
foundland's debt (816,000,000), and the negotiations were abandoned. 

Bunaousarev.—C. Pedley, History:I Newfoundland (London. 
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(London, 1897); Newfoundland in zpoo (Lo woo); D. W. 
Prowse, History of Newfoundland (sad ed.. London, 1897); New-
foundland Guide-book (London, irs); F. E. Smith, The Story of 
Nerefouruffaxd (London, loot); B. Willson, Thr Truth about New-
foundland; the Tenth Island (2nd ed., London, Irt); A. Bellet, 
La Grande Pick do la worse a la Terre-Nana (Paris, 19908m); J. G. 
Millais, Newfoundland and its Untrodden Ways a, 1908); 
Colonial and Foreign Office Reports. 	 W. WM 

NSW OLARUS, a town and a village of Green county, Wis-
consin, U.S.A., about 22 m. S.W. of Madison, on the Little Sugar 
river, a branch of the Rock river. Pop. of the town (ago) 
158o; (1900) 1245; ( 1 905) 68S; (Iwo) 627; of the village, 
which war separated from the town in mot ( 1 905) 685: (19w) 
7o& New Glarus is served by a branch of the Chicago, Mil-
waukee & St Paul railway. It has agricultural and dairying 
industries, but little or no manufacturing interests. It had its 
origin in a colonizing experiment made by the canton of Glarus, 
Switzerland in 1845. Agents sent by the canton chose the site 
of New Glarus largely because the rocky slopes of the valley 
suggested their Alpine home. The advance party then set about 
constructing houses and sent for the colonists; and some two 
hundred men, women and children started from Glarus in April 
1845 under two leaders chosen by popular vote; misreading 
their directions the party got by mistake to St Louis, whence 
they proceeded up the Mississippi to Galena and thence overland 
to their new home. To all intents and purposes they were an 
independent people. They expected to be and were self-
sustaining, and for a generation or more retained their exclusive-
ness to a remarkable degree. They brought with them a " form 
of government " drawn up by the Cantonal Council of Glarus and 
providing in great detail for a system of schools, for what was 
practically a state church (Reformed Lutheran) supported by 
tithes, for a system of poor relief, for a system of courts, and for 
a set of town officers elected on a limited property franchise. 
This " form " was to be amended and new laws were to be added, 
as circumstances should require, in a town-meeting in which 
the essential features of the referendum were observed. The 
original plan provided also for an equitable distribution of land 
so as to give to each bead of a family pasture, timber and farm 
lands. With such adjustments as were found necessary for co-
ordination with the town and county governments of Wisconsin, 
it remains practically the same to this day. The village and 
town still have an Old World aspect, and the architecture, 
customs, style of dress and language of the pioneers still persist 
to a great degree. A famous organization is the New Glarus 
William Tell Club of sharpshooters. The village owns its water-
works and its electric lighting plant. 

NEW GLASGOW, a manufacturing and mining town of Pictou 
county, Nova Scotia, Canada, on the East river, near its entrance 
into Pictou Harbour, and the Intercolonial railway, 104 m. N.E. 
of Halifax. Pop. (1601) 4447. Extensive coal mines are in 
the vicinity, and there are manufactures of iron and steel, mill 
machinery, door and sash factories, &c., as well as several ship-
building yards. 

NSW GRANADA (Span. Nana Granada), the title under 
Spanish colonial administration of that part of South America 
now known as the republic of Colombia, which at one time was 
extended to indude Venezuela and Ecuador. It also was for 
a time the title of the united territories of Panama and Colombia 
under republican auspices. The Bogoti plateau, then inhabited 
by a partly civilized Indian nation known to the Spaniards as 
Chibchas, or Muyscas (the second name seems to have been 
applied to them through a misunderstanding, the word meaning 
" men "), was invaded from the Caribbean coast and' conquered 
in 1537 by Gonzalo Jimenez de Quesada, who, in honour of his 
native province, called it the " Nuevo Reino de Granada." 
The title at first applied only to the plateau regions of Colombia, 
as the coast provinces had been previously occupied and named. 
In 155o an audiexcla real under the viceroyalty of Peru was 
established at Santa Fe (Bogota), but in 1564 this isolated group 
of Spanish settlements was transformed into a presidency. In 
1778, owing to the unmanageable size of the viceroyalty of 
Peru, it was divided and a new viceroyalty was created from 
the various provinces lying in the north-western angle of the 
continent, extending from Tumbez northward to the northern 
limits of Panama, and eastward to the Orinoco

' 
 to which 

the name of Nueva Granada was given. The first viceroy was 
Pedroza, y Guerrero, but his successor, Jorge Villalonga, resumed 
the title of president, and it Rat not until t739 that the title 
of viceroy was definitely atablished. The new viceroyalty 
included the provinces of Tierra Firma (now the republic of 
Panama); Maracaibo, Caracas, Cumana and Guyana (now 
included in Venezuela); Cartagena, Santa Marta, Rio Hades, 
Antioquia, Pamplona, Socorro, Tunja, Santa Fe, Neiva, Mari-
quite, Popayan and Panto (now included in Colombia); and 
Quito, Cuenca and Guayaquil (now included in Ecuador). In 
1777 the provinces of Maracaibo, Caracas, Cumana and Guyana 
were detached from the viceroyalty to form the captaincy-
general of Caracas; otherwise it remained as above until the 
termination of Spanish rule in South America. 

For the republic of Col.:mil/la (1819-1830). the republic of New 
Granada 0831-1860, the United States of Colombia (1861-1886). 
and the republic of Colombia (1886 to date), see COLOMBIA. 

NEW GUINEA, the largest island (excluding Australia) in the 
world, lying between the equator and 12 S. and 13o° 50' and 
,sx° 3o' E., separated from Australia by Torres Strait and 
having the Arafura Sea on the south-west. It is divided politic-
ally between Britain (south-east), Germany (north-east) and 
Holland (west), the Dutch territory occupying about 48.6% of 
the whole area, the German 28.3% and the British Territory 
of Papua. 23.1%. The total area is estimated to be 312,3aq 
sq. m. 

New Guinea was probably in Miocene times, if not later, united 
to the northern part of Queensland. The deeply indented shore 
of the Gulf of Papua forms the boundary of the subsided area 
between the two countries, and from it the land stretches out 
for zoo to 300 m. north and west on both sides of the Fly river 
in vast plains, little elevated above sea-level. From Cape Burn 
westwards precipitous limestone cliffs, several hundred feet high, 
face the sea and rise into forest-clad mountains behind. The 
northern extremity of New Guinea is all but severed from the 
mainland by the deep MacCluer Inlet, running eastwards towards 
Geelvink Bay which deeply indents the northern coast. South-
wards from Geelvink Bay the north-east coast is more regular 
than the south-western. Off its coast-line, on the parallel of 
6° S., lies the vast Bismarck Archipelago, of which New Pomerania 
(Neu Pommern) is the most important member; and, on the 
parallel of to°, the d'Entrecasteaux Islands, with the Marshall 
Bennett group to their north-cast; while stretching out from the 
south-east promontory of the mainland is the Louisiade Archi-
pelago. The Great Barrier Reef of Australia can be traced more 
or less continuously round the Gulf of Papua and along the 
south-east coast to the extremity of the Louisiades. In a general 
way it may be said that on the west coast of New Guinea, from 
Cape Bum to the Louisiades, the sea is shallow, while on its 
steeper eastern side the water close in-shore is often too deep 
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for safe anchorage. The islands on the southern margin of the 
Louisiade Archipelago are raised coral reefs, but the majority are 
mountainous, rarely, however, exceeding 30oo ft.; all of them 
are richly forested, but of little agricultural value. The volcanic 
d'Entrecasteaux Islands are mostly larger, more elevated (the 
highest being S000 ft.), and stand in deeper water than the 
Louisiade group. To the east of Kiriwina (Trobriand) lies a 
small group of uniquely formed islets, each of which is com-
pletely surrounded by a steep forest-clad marginal rampart of 
coral 300 to 400 ft- high, concealing a depressed inhabited 
central plateau. 

Starting in the southern extremity of New Guinea from an 
abrupt face some 3000 ft. high, and traversing its centre nearly 
parallel to both coasts, run high ranges of mountains, which, if 
not continuous, merge into each other in the same general direc-
tion. The Owen Stanley range-its highest summit, named 
by Huxley in Aso Mount Owen Stanley, 134 so ft.—the Albert 
Victor Mountains, the Sir Arthur Gordon range, and the Bis-
marck Mountains form a backbone united probably with the 
Sneeuw (Snowy) Mts., where perpetual snow was found by Dr. 
Lorentz in ze09 at 14,63s ft., and the height of Mt. Wi.nehnina 
was fixed at rs,s8o ft. This height may be exceeded by Mt. 
Carstcnsz. Other ranges, mostly of lower altitude, run parallel 
mainly to the east and west coasts. The most important and 
best-known rivers are the Amberno, in the north, discharging by 
a wide delta at Point d'Urville; the Kaiserin Augusta, which, 
rising in the Charles Louis range, and entering the Pacific near 
Cape della Torre, is navigable by ocean steamers for zgo m.; 
the Ottilien, a river of •  great length, which discharges into the 
sea a short distance south of the last named; and the Mambare, 
navigable by steam-launch for so m. which drains the eastern 
aspect of Wasigororo Mountains and enters the sea near the 
Anglo-German boundary. Below 8° S. the narrowness of the 
country precludes the existence of any very important rivers on 
either coast. The Purari, however, whose delta is 20 tn. long 
by 20 broad, is navigable for 120 m. by steam-launch, while the 
Fly has been traversed by the same means for sao and by a 
whale-boat for over 600 zn. The latter drains an enormous tract 
of country, which is so little elevated above the sea-level that it 
can never be of any agricultural or commercial value. West of 
141° E. the geographical features of the coast, except in the 
region of MacCluer Inlet and Geclvink Bay, are very little 
known, and those of the interior even less.  

lowey 

Geology.—The geology of British New Guinea is best known froni 
the report of A. Gibb Maitland (Ans. ;tsp., British New Guinea, 
1891-1892; Part. Papers, Queensland, 1893, C.A. I. 53-85, 
with 3 maps and 3 plates; bibliography, p. 85) which shows that 
the axis of the territory is a high range, composed of slates and 
schists of undetermined age, with intrusive plutonic rocks. In the 
district around Port Glasgow, on the south coast of the eastern 
peninsula, are the Boioro limestones, also of unknown age; they are 
lead-coloured, brecciated limestones with interbedded dolentes. 
Some Cretaceous or Upper Jurassic rocks occur in the basin of the 
Fly river. The Port Moresby beds are Cainozoic. They are highly 
inclined, and occupy a large range of country along the south coast, 
and include the Macgillivray Range, to the north-east of Beagle Bay. 
They are marine and probably Miocene; and range up to the height 
of Soo ft. above the sea, approximately the same limit as in Victoria. 
The Kevori grits, and the raised coral reefs are upper Cainozoic, 
and perhaps Pleistocene; but the reefs occur inland up to a height 
of 2000 ft. and their range back in time has not been fixed. The 
volcanic series include the rhyolite of Nell Island, some obsidian, 
and the sheets of basalts which form the Cloudy Mountains. Mount 
Dayman and Mount Trafalgar (an active volcano), and also cover 
wide areas to the south and west of the Owen Stanley Range. 
Most of western British New Guinea consists of recent superficial 
deposits, in the basin of the Fly river. The Louisiade and the 
d'Entrecaateaux Islands consist of the same slates and schists as 
form the main axis of the eastern peninsula, and they are.auriferous. 
The geology of the rest of New Guinea is imperfectly known. It 
appears to consist in the main of a continuation of an axis of old 
schists and slates, with granite intrusions, and flanked by coastal 
plains with Cretaceous or Jurassic, and Miocene beds, with Pleisto-
cene sands and reefs and volcanic rocks. In the north-west coal 
deposits occur. Fergusson Island clearly shows remains of extinct 
craters, and possesses numerous hot springs, saline lakes and 
solfataras depositing sulphur and alum. In Murua (Woodlark I.) 
are quarries of the banded quartzite from which the best stone adzes 
found throughout south-east New Guinea are made. In Rosati 
Island (Roua or Arova) occur crystalline schistose and volcanic 
rocks, and in Misima (St Aignan) limestones and lavas in addition. 
Nearly all the rivers in New Guinea yield " colours " of gold, but 
only in the Louisiade Archipelago has enough been discovered to 
constitute the district a goldfield. No auriferous reefs have been 
found. Black magnetic iron sand covers the shore in Milne Bay. 
Coal has been observed in the Purari sandstones. In the Gira river 
the valuable alloy osmiridium has been discovered. Earthquakes 
are rare on the mainland, but not infrequent in Bismarck and 
d'Entrccasteaux archipelagos. 

Climate.—Since the mountains as a rule traverse the island parallel 
to its coasts, the eastern shores have far less rain than the western. 
The amount which falls, chiefly at night. varies from 30 in. on some 
parts of the coast to 130 at others, and to a far greater but unknown 
amount in the mountains. Throughout the dry or cool season the 
wind blows steadily and almost uninterruptedly (except for an hour 
or so forenoon and afternoon) from the south-east. The temperature 
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has an exUetne• range of from ye to we  F., with a mean of about 
8o•. At an elevation of 3000 ft. the climate is pleasantly cool; at 
13,000 ft. ice forms in the night, but disappears with the heat of the 
sun. No snow is known certainly to fall, though it is alleged to have 
been seen from the sea lying on the summits of the Charles Louis 
range. Fever is very prevalent an the coasts, and even in the 
interior at 2000 ft. above the sea. Though generally of a mild 
character, it is persistently recurrent, and slowly saps and wears out 
the constitution; too often it is virulent and rapidly fatal. 

Faisna.—New Guinea shares in the poverty in mammals of the 
Australian sub-region. Monottemes (2 stecies) and marsupials 
(4 families and 44 species) predominate, but are not abundant. 
Among the latter two genera, Diskeckarke and Dorcopeis, are 
peculiar. A pig (Stu papnearir), a dingo, several species of mice 
(f which Chsrurorays is a peculiar genus), a few squirrels, and a 
considerable number of Chiropkra (bats) inhabit the country. 
The island is specially remarkkble for the number and beauty 
of its birds. The most recent lists record over poo species as found 
in the Papuan area, and of these between 5o and to genera are 
peculiar to it. The birds of paradise, which are confined to the 
sub-region, give special celebrity to its fauna. Between io and 
to species have already been described, many of them the most 
gorgeously adorned, and others, such as the Plersolophora albertisi. the 
most wonderful of feathered creatures. They are absent from the 
Louisiades, but species occur in the d'Entrecasteaux Islands which 
have not been seen on the mainland opposite. The zoology of the 
Bismarck Archipelago is little known. The species of birds so far 
described from it number t78 (referable to 38 families), of which 
74 are peculiar to it, though closely allied to Papuan forms. It 
contains, however, no Parodiseidae. The Amplaika, to which the 
sea is a barrier, are almost exclusively of Australian affinities. 
Turtles and tortoises are plentiful on the coast. Ceralochelys insculpia 
of the Fly river, a chelonian peculiar to New Guinea, is remarkable 
in having its nearest affinities (as have the Papuan tortoises) with 
South American species. Of the lizards. 3 of the 6 species of Veroni-
dae, t6 of the 3o Scincidae, 8 Geckonidae, and 8 out of the t  it A gansidoe 
are peculiar. Salamanders, toads and frogs are numerous, and 
crocodiles abound. Only 4 genera and 5 species of snakes are 
peculiar to New Guinea, many of them poisonous. Butterflies, 
moths and bees are very abundant. the former being remarkable 
for their size and splendid coloration; but these groups. have not 
been investigated exhaustively enough to afford • correct idea of 

. their number or their true affinities. Although the list of Cokopiera 
already known is long, it represents only a fraction of the species 
remaining to be discovered. The land molluscs show relationship 
with the radian and the Malayan sub-regions; but many forms 
have here their centre. and have spread hence into Australia and the 
Pacific islands. 

Flora.—Most of the foreshores of New Guinea are eucalyptus. 
dotted grass lands; in the interior dense forests prevail to a height 
of many thousand feet. Vast tracts of the country have been, how-
ever, deforested by fire, and these are covered by the tall ineradicable 

/nip/rata arioadinacea. So far the highest altitudes yet 
grass, investigated are those of the Owen Stanley range and 
the mountains in Kaiser Wilhelms Land, but of the flora of the 
highest range of all—the Charles Louis mountains—nothing is known. 
The vascular plants already described number about too species. 
In the low and sub-mountainous lands the flora is a mixture of 
Malayan. Australian and Polynesian forms. There are, according 
to Muller, twice as many palms known from New Guinea as from 
Australia. The alpine flora., beginning at 6000 ft., is specially 
characterized by its rhododendrons, pines (A rawer& and Libocedrus), 
and palms, by numerous superb species of Agapetes (Erkaceae), and 
on the summits by an extraordinary association of species charac-
teristically European (Rubric, Ranunculus, Leonkdon, 
Himalayan. New Zealandian (Veronica), Antarctic and South 
American (Drystus, Libocednp). Gocd pasture grasses are numerous. 
but pasture lands are limited. The usual tropical food-plants are 
cultivated. Tobacco has been found growing in the interior, and 
may be indigenous, as is in some districts the Kava pepper (Piper 
sterhysficarn). At Dorey a cotton plant (G. ritslarkn) grows wild. 
and is also cultivated. 

Natives.—So large an area of New Guinea remains unexplored 
that it is impossible, except approximately, to state the number of 
its inhabitants, but probably 600.00o is under rather than over the 
mark. The people are broken up into numerous isolated tribes 
differing greatly in feature, colour and language. Ethnically they 
belong as a whole to the Melanesian division of the Indo-Pacific 
races. The predominant tribe are the Papuans (q.s.), who are 
found here in their greatest racial purity and occupy practically 
the whole island except its eastern extremity. The New Guinea 
native is usually of a negroid type with fine physique, but in the 
Arfak mountains in the north-west, and at points on the west and 
north coasts and adjacent islands, the very degraded and stunted 
Karons are found, with hardly the elements of social organization 
(possibly the aboriginal race unmixed with foreign elements), and 
resembling the Acta, or Negritos of the Philippines, and other 
kindred tribes in the Malay Archipelago. On the banks of the Fly 
river d'Albertis observed at least two widely differing ty_pes those 
on Its upper course bearing some resemblance to the tribes of the  

eastern
ear 

 mese. Hew, wedged in 	the ender Paramus. who 
reapp at the extremity of the • , • very .different-looking 
people are found, whom competent observers, amnia' from appear- 
ance, language and customs, assert to be a branch of the fair Poly-
nesian race. But they are obviously of mixed blood. On the west 
coasts there is a semi-avilisation, due to intercourse with Malays 
and Bugis, who have settled at various points, and .  carry on the 
trade with theghbouring islands, in some of which, while the 
coast population is Malay or mixed, that of the inferior is identical 
with the people of the mainland of New Guinea. 00 the west coasts 
Mahommedan teaching has also some civilising effect. Many of 
the tribes at the west end of New Guinea are, at all events in war 
time, head.hunters, and in the mountains cannibals Cannibalism, 
in fact, is practised here and there throughout New Guinea. The 
frequent hostility,  and mistrust of strangers are partly doe to slave. 
hunting raids and ill-treatment by traders, but the different tribe: 
vary much in character. Thus in the mountains of the north-west 
the Karons live by plunder, or by disposal of slaves or bird skins: 
while their neighbours the Debars are a peaceful agricultural people. 
The mountain tribes are usually,  despised by their coast neighbours, 
but in the south of west New Guinea the coast people live in per-
petual terror of their inland neighbours. 

At Humboldt Bay the people are ready to trade, as are the tribes 
at Astrolabe Bay; here the Russian Miklucho Maclay lived for 
some time, and was favourably impressed by the natives. Still 
farther east, the plateaus of the Fimsterre ranges are highly culti-
vated and artificially irrigated by a comparatively faw_people: 
Many tribes in the south-west seem to be migratory. At Princess 
Marianne Straits tribes much wilder than those farer west, naked 
and painted, swarm like monkeys in the trees, the stems of which are 
submerged at high tide. But the Torres Straits islanders are em-
ployed by Europeans in the pearl shell fishery, and are good labourers; 
and in some of the Eel and Aru Islands the Papuan Inhabitants 
form orderly Christian communities. The people of the south-east 
peninsula are generally far from ferocious. Englishmen. wandering 
inland and losing their way, have been found and brought back by 
them. Their manners are more courteous, their women better 
treated, than is usual with Papuans, but they show perhaps less 
ingenuity and artistic taste. Their children, in the mignon schools. 
show much intelligence. 

Exploration and Amtexatises.—Though probably sighted by 
Antonio d'Abreu, 151 i, New Guinea was apparently first visited 
either by the Portuguese Don Jorge de Menses, driven on his 
way from Goa to Ternate in :526 to take shelter at " Isla Vusija " 
(which has been identified with Warsia, a place on the N.W. 
coast, but may possibly be the island of Waigeu), or by the 
Spaniard Alvaro de Saavedra two years later. The name of 
" New Guinea " was probably given by Ortiz de Reuss, or Roda, 
who in 1546 first laid down several points along the north coast. 
In the same and the two following centuries, though the coasts 
were visited by many illustrious navigators as Willem Schouten 
and Jacob Lemaire, Abel Tasman, William Dampier, L. V. de 
Torres, L. A. de Bougainville and James Cook, little additional 
knowledge was gained. This was due first to the difficulties of 
the navigation, next to the exclusiveness of the Dutch, wbo, 
holding the Spice Islands, prevented all access to places east of 
them, and lastly to the stream of enterprise being latterly 
diverted to the more temperate regions farther south. The 
Dutch barrier was broken down by the arrival cd Dampier and 
other " interlopers " from Use east, and of emissaries from the 
(English) East India Company in search of spice-bearing lands. 
The voyage of Thomas Forrest (r774) in the " Tartar galley " of 
10 tons, and his account of New Guinea ( Voyage to New Guinea 
and the Moluccas, London, 1780), are still full of interest. New 
Guinea was actually annexed in 1793  by two commanders in the 
East India Company's service, and the island of Manasvari in 
Geelvink Bay was held for some months by their troops. After 
the peace of 1815 Dutch surveying expeditions to the west coasts 
became numerous, and in later times scientific explorers penetrated 
many of the unknown parts of Dutch New Guinea, such as 
A. R. Wallace (2856-2863), Odoardo Beccari (1871, 1875 and 
r876), and Maria d'Albertis (1871-1878). • Important expeditions 
were those of P. van der Crab, J. E. Teysmann, J. G. Coorengel, 
A. J. Langeveldt van Hen ert and P. Semen, undertaken for the 
Netherlands Indian government 1871-i822, 1875-1876  (reports 
published at The Hague in 070; and of C. B. H. von Rosenberg 
in the Geelvink Bay districts in 1869-i87o (report published at 
The Hague in 1875). Subsequently to the visits of . J. A. 
d'Entrecasteaux (1793) and Dumont d'Urville (1827-1840), the 
eastern coasts were surveyed by Captains F.P. Blackwood (s$35), 
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Owen Stanley (1848), Charles B. Yule (z864), and other British 
officers, including J. Moresby (1874). Among other explorers 
on this period the following may be mentioned: Nicholas von 
Miklucho Marley in 1870, 1877 and x87¢-i88s, in the Astrolabe 
Bay district, &c.; the missionary, Rev. S. Macfarlane (1875, 
Fly river, &c.); about 1875-i88o the north-east coasts and 
adjacent islands were explored by the Rev. G. Brown and by 
Wilfred Powell, and in 1882 Dr Otto Finach, whose name is well 
known in connexion with scientific work in New Guinea, made 
valuable explorations in the neighbourhood of Port Moresby and 
the Loluki river. 

The surveys and reports of Captain Moresby in 1874 brought 
home to Queensland (and Australia generally) the dangers 
possible to her commerce were the coasts opposite to Torres 
Strait and the entrance to the splendid waterway inside the 
Barrier Reef to fall into the possession of a foreign power. By 
authority, therefore, of Queensland, the mainland of New Guinea, 
opposite her shores east of the rent meridian, was annexed to 
that colony in 1883. But this action was disallowed by the 
British government as Yule's and Moresby's had been. Finally, 
however, in 1884 a British protectorate was authoritatively 
proclaimed by Commodore Erskine over the region "lying 
between the mist meridian eastward as far as East Cape, with 
the adjacent islands as far as Kosman Island." German New 
Guinea was annexed on the 16th of November 1884, when the 
German flag was raised in Friedrich Wilhelmsbafen and a 
trading company was established on the north-east coast, and in 
1885 the two countries agreed to fix their boundaries through 
the then neutral areas of the country. The result of this was the 
assignation to Great Britain of the portion now known as the 
Territory of Papua (British New Guinea), lying between the 
extreme limits of e and it S. and x41° and z 55° E. To Germany 
were assigned all the territory and islands to the north of the 
British boundary under the mune of Kaiser Wflbelms Land, 
while all to the west of the hp st meridian remained under its 
old flag as Dutch New Guinea. 

Since this period explorers and investigators have been almost 
constantly at work. There may be mentioned the work of the Rev. 
J. Chalmers on the coast of the Gulf of Papua (1893), and of officers 
of the German New Guinea Company in the ship " Ysabel " on the 
coasts and among the islands of the German territory; the ex-
pedition which crossed the south-eastern peninsula from Huon Gulf 
of which both the leaders. 0. Ehlers and M. riming, lost their lives 
(1895), the important German expedition under C. Lauterbach 
(1896), and the various explorations carried out by .or at thg 
tion of Sir William MacGregor. including a crossing of the island 
from the mouth of the Mambare river to that of the Vanapa, and a 
second crossing in the reverse direction (1897). Ethnographical 
researches have been prosecuted by Messrs C G. Seligmann and W. 
Mesh Strong :and others. The reports of travellers and of various 
missionary societies have thrown a great deal of light on the natural 
history of the island, on its resources, and the islanders. 

Bannin Nxw Gintins 
The British Territory of Papua has an area of about ochsso 

sq. m. and a population estimated at 400,000, of whom about boo 
are Europeans. The Protectorate, as declared in i884, with its 
scat of government at Port Moresby, was subsidized by the three 
Australian colonies of Queensland, New South Wales and 
Victoria, and lasted, under the administration of two successive 
special commissioners (Major-General Sir Peter Scratchley and 
the Hon. John Douglas), till the 4th of September 1888, when it 
was proclaimed by the first Administrator—afterwards Lieu-
tenant-Governor—Sir William MacGregor, a possession of Queen 
Victoria. Its constitution was that of a crown colony in associa-
tion with Queensland; but in root the federal government took 
control of the territory and in tgo6 a proclamation by the 
governor-general of the commonwealth gave it the name of the 
Territory of Papua. The lieutenant-governor is aided by an 
executive and a legislative council, and advised by a native 
regulation board. Justice is administered by petty sessions in the 
six magisterial districts into which the possession is divided, with a 
central court at Port Moresby (which, however, sits elsewhere as 
necenary) having the jurisdiction of a supreme court, from which 
in certain cases an appeal lies to the supreme court of Queensland. 

Order is maintained by an armed constabulary force, under a 
European officer, of about i8o, almost all natives from different 
districts, whose, members are found to be very efficient and 
trustworthy. The expenditure is about L38,000 annually, and 
the revenue, mainly derived from customs duties, is rapidly 
increasing. Only £5110 in 1895, it was £11,683 in age and 
tai: os. 

and frade.—The making of mats, fishing-nets, shell 
ornaments, decorated vends, and stone implements, and the 
manufacture of pottery, canoes and sago, constitute the chief 
native industries, which are the subject of - barter between different 
regions. European industries Include gold mining, in which pa 
tamers, besides natives, are engaged (chiefly in the Louisiade Archi-
pelago). and the beche de mer and pearl-shell fisheries, which were 
formerly more productive than at present. Copra is naturally 
largely prepared. u coco-nut palms are very numerous, and are 
extensively planted every. year. A small amount of tortoise-shell 
is collected. The rubber industry is, according to Sir W. MacGregor, 
" important and prombing." Species of Palatalise'. the genus from 
which, in the Indian Archipelago, the best gutta-perclm is obtained, 
occur on the hills, and from their cultivation there might in time be 
obtained a large revenue independently of European labour. Timber 
of economic value is scarce. Red cedar (Cedrdia) abounds in the 
riverine flats, but the quality is poor and commercially valueless: 
and oaks are plentiful, but the wood is coarse. Small quantities 
of ebony and sandal-wood are exported. " There can be no reason-
able doubt that the sugar-cane, which is native and present in a 
great many varieties, sago, cotton, probably also indigenous and of 
exceptionally fine quality, will eventually be valuable " (MacGregor). 
The trade of British New Guinea is exclusivelKirith the Australian 
colonies. Imports were valued at £72,286 in 1 rgoo (an increase 
of over 120,13o in the year), and exports (including the gold mines) 
at L56.367, while in ago* the figures were 46708 for imposts and 
£73,669 for exports, and in 1906 f79 67t and £80,290 respectively. 

G81111Alf NEW GUINEA 
The German protectorate of New Guinea, so called after the 

island which contributes the greatest area, comprehends, besides 
Kaiser Wilhelm& Land, the islands which are now commonly 
called the Bismarck Archipelago—viz. New Pomerania, New 
Mecklenburg, with New Hanover and the Admiralty Islands 
and the Solomon Islands (Bougainville and Buka). There are 
besides nearly 200 smaller islands and islets scattered among 
their greater neighbours. In 1884 New Guinea was absolutely 
wild, not a single white man living on what is now the German 
part. On the islands New Pomerania and Mioko only two 
trading firms had their establishments; and on New Lauenburg 
the Wesleyans had a mission station. After the annexation 
commercial enterprise set in at once, hand in hand with political 
administration. Now on the mainland and in the islands 
plantations have been established and tobacco and cotton have 
been successfully grown. Three German mission societies formed 
settlements on New Guinea, with a branch one on the Gazelle 
peninsula. The protectorate is included in the Universal Postal 
Union; each harbour has its post cffice, also a leading official' 
with a number of assistants to control the natives and the 
revenue. It is divided into two districts with separate adminis- 
trations, New Guinea and the Bismarck Archipelago; over both 
presides an imperial governor, the seat of government being 
Herbertshabe in New Pomerania. A small police force of natives 
has been formed. In each district there is a registry of deeds and 
a court of law, and in New Guineas court of appeal, of which the 
governor is president. A line of steamers plies between New 
Guinea, the Bismarck Archipelago and Singapore. A special 
silver coin of rupee value has been introduced. The area of 
Kaiser Wilhelms Land is approximately 7o,000 sq. m. It is 
impossible to speak with any precision of the number of the 
native population, but the white population in 1e06 was 
1 49- 

The revenue of German New Guinea is derived from taxes, dues 
sad licences, and amounted on the 31st of March saga to about 
Li000; on the same rate, zgot, to £3730. The annual revenue is 
averaged at £3000, and the expenditure at Woo. The New Guinea 
Company was to receive £20,000 for tranderringprogtorship to 
government, which took over the admialstration in z 	In tgos 
Import* into Kaiser Wilhelm Land were valued at 	416,and 
exports at bra, and the estimated expenditure for 1907-r908 
135fttior included an imperial subvention of /37,696. The chief ar  

are Friedrich Wilafen and Konstaatinharea. 
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Dutch New Guinea comprises all the western portion of the 
Wand. The boundary on the east, separating it from British 
New Guinea and German New Guinea, was finally settled in tags. 
Starting from the south coast, it follows re' x' 48' E. up to the 
Fly river, which is mounts until 141'' 1' is reached, when it 
once more follows the meridian up to the north coast. The 
area of the territory is 151,789 sq. m., and the inhabitants have 
been conjectured to number some zoo,000. A few missionaries 
have established themselves, but otherwise the Dutch have 
scarcely occupied their possession, which at present merely 
forms part of the residency of Ternate in the Moluccas. Dutch 
New Guinea, however, has better natural advantages than either 
the British or German possessions in the island, and should 
eventually prove of real value to the Netherlands. The claims 
to superiority over New Guinea on the part of the rulers of some 
of the small neighbouring islands date at least from the spread 
of Islam to the Moluccas at the beginning of the:nth century, 
and were maintained by the Malay rulers both of Bachian and 
of Gebeh and afterwards by the sultan of Tidore. When the 
Dutch first came to these seas it was their policy to ally themselves 
with certain chiefs, and support their claims over various islands, 
so as to extend their own commercial monopoly; and they 
therefore supported the claims (admitted by Great Britain in 
are) of the sultan of Tidore over both the Raja Ampat (i.e. 
the four Papuan kingships, Waigeu, Salawatti, Misol and 
Waigamma on Misol Island) and certain islands or points on the 
north-west coast of New Guinea. Nominally the sultan of 
Tidore is still the suzerain of western New Guinea, but his 
authority is scarcely recognized, except on some few shores and 
adjacent islands, and practically Dutch New Guinea used to be 
administered partly from Temate and partly from Timor, upon 
more peaceful lines than was the case when the rule of the Dutch 
in New Guinea largely consisted of the sending of a warship now 
and again to some distant island or bay to burn a kampong, to 
punish rebellious villagers, and thus assert or reassert Dutch 
authority, or that of the sultan, who is their vassal. In soot, 
however, a more serious effort was made to establish some kind 
of government in the southern province of Dutch New Guinea, 
at Merawkay, when a small Dutch-Indian garrison was stationed 
with the professed object of preventing raids by bands of savages 
into the British territory near by. Such raids had been rather 
frequent, the invader, attacking the natives who live under 
British protection, burning their huts, murdering the men, 
carrying off the women and children as slaves, and returning 
to their own haunts laden with booty. There is an assistant 
Resident at Merawkay, whose immediate chief is the Dutch 
Resident at Ternate, and who is the civil administrator of the 
province of southern Dutch New Guinea. Assistant Residencies 
have also been established at Manokvary in northern Dutch 
New Guinea, which has been formed into a province, under 
Ternate, and at Fakfak, in western Dutch New Guinea, likewise 
erected into a province, also under Ternate. By Igor, therefore, 
Dutch New Guinea formed a government, with its headquarters 
at Ternate, divided into the three provinces named. At regular 
intervals the steamers of the Dutch Royal Steam Packet Company 
call at Dorey and other points, while administrative posts have 
been established elsewhere in lieu of others previously attempted 
but abandoned. 

A curious discussion arose in the Dutch states-general when 
the government was seeking legislative sanction for the above 
measures, with a provisional credit to cover the first establish-
ment expenses. It was seriously contended in one part of the 
house that, as eminent men of geographical and ethnographical 
science had settled the question whether New Guinea belongs to 
Asia or Polynesia in favour of the latter, a New Guinea coloniza-
tion scheme could not properly be proposed and decided upon 
in a sectioh of the Dutch-Indian budget. This budget concerned 
only the Asiatic possessions of Holland, not the Polynesian 
ones, and Dutch New Guinea must, consequently, have its own 
budget. Finally, the majority of the states-general, backed by  

government, decided that New Guinea must still be reckoned to 
belong to Asia. 

AUTRORMES.—Narratives of the various explorers mentioned: 
E. C. Rye, " Bibliography of New Guinea " (complete is 1883), in 
Supplementary Papers, R.G.S. (1884); H. Haga, Nutsrioadzell 
Mews Guises en de Papoesclse Ellanden. Historische Bijdrage, s5ow-
t883 (Batavia. 1884); H. H. Romilly, The Western Pacific and New 
Guinea (London, t886); R. Parkinson, In Bismarck Ardsipel 
(Leipzig, 1887); C. Kinloch Cooke, Australia,* Defences and New 
Guinea (London, 1887); J. Strachan, Explorations and Alieentares 
is New Guinea (London,. 1888); IL 0. Forbes, " British New 
Guinea as a Colony." in Blackwoad's Magazine (July 189); tacr,. 
Thompson. British New Guinea (London, 1892); L. Kars 
Die bulserige Erforschung von Kaiser Wit/mimic:rid (Berlin, 1893); 
F. S. A. de Clercq and J. D. E. Schmeltz, Ethnograpkische beschrijang 
van de West- en Noordkust van Nederlandsch Nieuw-Guinea (Leiden, 
1893); A. C. Haddon Decorative Art of British New Guises, Royal 
Irish Academy (Dubli n. 1894); " Studies in Anthropoge5raels j.e! 
Br. New Guinea," in Geograpk. lours. vols. xvi., xvn.i 
visphische Untersuchungen in der Westhalfte von New Guinea," in 
Report of Sixth International Geographical Congress (London. 1895); 
1. Chalmers, Pioneer Life and Work in New Guinea (London, 1 5); 
Sir W. MacGregor, British New Guinea (London. 1897); H. Csyley - 
Webster. Through New Guinea (London, 1898); R. Seaton, 
Australischen Busch and an den Kiiskii des Korallen Meeres (Lei 
1899); Nachrichten titer Kaiser Wilhelmsland (Berlin, 1887-1 
Joachim Graf von Pfeil, Studies, and Beobachtungen ass der S 
Brunswick, 899); M. Krieger, New Guinea (Berlin, 899); K. Blunt, 
cw Guinea and der Bismarck Archipet (Berlin); Stanford's  Caas-

pendium of Geography and Travel; Malaysia and Pacific Archipeio. 
Curs (new issue, edited by Dr F. H..H. Guillemard, London); The 

ui Crse of the " Marchese " (1890, by the same (second volume); 
British empire Series :"Australasia "(London, 1900); E. Tappenbeck, 
Deutsch Neuguinea (Berlin, 1901); J. Schmeltz, Beards* 22t2 
Ethnographic von Neuguinea .(Leiden, 1905), sqq.; A. E. Pratt, 
Two Tears among New Guinea Cannibals (London, 1906); Annual 
Reports on British New Guinea. 

NEW HAMPSHIRE, a North Atlantic state of the United 
States, one of the New England group, and one of the Original 
Thirteen, lying between latitudes 42°  so' and 45°  18' 23' N., and 
between longitudes 70° 37' and 72* 37' W. It is bounded N. 
by the Canadian province of Quebec; E. by Maine, by the 
Salmon Falls river, which separates it in part from Maine, and 
by the Atlantic Ocean; S.E. and S. by Massachusetts; W. and 
N.W. by Vermont (from which it is separated by the Connecticut 
river—low water mark on the W. bank of the Connecticut is 
New Hampshire's W. boundary), and by Halls Stream which 
separates it from Quebec. The state has an area of 9341 sq. in., 
of which 3x0 sq. m. are water surface. 

Physical Features. —The delightful scenery of mountains, 
lakes, streams and woodlands gives to the greater part of New 
Hampshire, which is in the New England physiographk province, 
the appearance of a vast and beautiful park; and the state is a 
favourite summer resort. In the N. central portion, the White 
Mountains, a continuation of the Appalachian system, rise very 
abruptly in several short rangesand inoutlying mountain masses 
from a base level of Too-tsoo ft. to generally rounded summits, 
the heights of several of which are nowhere exceeded in the eastern 
part of the United States except in the Black and the Una& 
mountains of North Carolina; seventy-four rise more than 
3000 ft. above the sea, twelve more than s000 ft., and the 
highest, Mount Washington, attains an elevation of 6293 ft. 

The principal ranges, the Presidential, the Franconia and the 
Carter-Moriah, have a north-eastern and south-western trend. 
The Presidential, in the north-eastern part of the region, is separated 
from the Franconia on the south-west by the Crawford, or White 
Mountain Notch, about soon ft. in depth, in which the Ammons= 
and Saco rivers find a passage, and from the Carter- Moriah, parallel to 
it on the east, by the Glen-Ellis and Peabody rivers, the former 
noted for its beautiful falls. On the Presidential range, which is 
about 20 m. in length, are Mount Washington and nine other wain 
exceeding son ft. in height; Mount Adams, 3805 . 1t.; Mount 
Jefferson, 5725 ft.; Mount Sam Adams, 8885 it.; mount Clay, 
5554 ft.; Boot Spur, 

Mount 
 ft.; Mount onroe, 5390 ft.; pi. IQ. 

Adams Peak, 5384 ft.; Mnt Madison, 5380 ft.; and oust 
Franklin, saga ft. On the Franconia, a much shorter range, are 
Mount Lafayette, S269 ft.i Mount Lincoln, so98 ft.; and four ahem
exceeding ono ft. The highest peak on the Carter-Moriah range 
is Carter Dome, 486o ft., but seven others exceed {ono ft. Loftiest 
of the isolated mountains is Moosilanke noted for its magnificent 
view-point 4810 ft. above the sea. Separating Franconia and 
Penugewasset ranges is the romantic Franconia Notch, overlooking 
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which from 'the upper cliffs of Profile Mouataia is a remarkable 
human profile, The Great Slone Pace, immortalized by Nathaniel 
Hawthorne; here, too, is the Franconia Flume, a narrow upright 
Mane. 6o ft. in height, with beautiful waterfalls. 

The whole White Mountain region abounds indee4dnarrow 
valleys, romantic glens, ravines, flumes, waterfalls, brooks lakes. 
The part of the state which lies N. of the White Mountains is 
occupied by ridges and. wide rolling valleys, the ridges rising occa-
sionally to heights of 2000 ft. or more. South of the mountains a 

. r u-like surface—a part of the New England Uplands—broken 
residual mountains, or " nionadnockii (a  tens derived from 
rat Monadnock, 3t86 ft. high, near the S.W. corner of the state) 

and lenticukr hills, or drumlins, but having a general S.E. slops 
toward the sea, extends from the intervales of the Connecticut 
river to the E. border of the Merrimac Valley. Between the Merri-
mac Valley and the sea is the only low surface in the state; a 
considerable portion of this region is lees than Sac ft. above the sea, 
but even here are numerous ridges nob ft. in height or more, and 
small drumlins. The seashore, about 18 m. in length, is for the 
most part a low sandy beach; here and there, however. especially 
to the northward, it is somewhat rocky. and to the southward are 
two bluffs. The only harbour is at Portsmouth near the mouth of 
the Piscataqua. About 9 m. from the shore are the bleak and 
nearly barren Isles of Shoals, nine in number, a part of which belong 
to New Hampshire and a part to Maine. 

Extending from Mount Monadnock in Cheshire, the S.W. corner 
county, to the headwaters of the Connecticut river in the N.E. 
corner is a water-parting, W. of which the state is drained southward 
into Long Island Sound by the Connecticut and its tributaries and 
E. of which it is drained south-eastward into the Atlantic Ocean 
principally by the Merrimac in the S., the Saco and the headwaters 
of the Merrimac in the White Mountain region, and the Andro-
smggin in the N. The Pisciataqua is a tidal estuary fed chiefly by 
the SalmonFalls, Lamprey and Exeter rivers. The headwaters of 
the rivers are for the most part mountain streams or elevated lakes; 
farther on their swift and winding currents—flowing sometimes 
between wide intervales, sometimes between rocky banks—are 
marked by numerous falls and fed by lakes. 

The lakes 	ponds, numbering several hundred, were formed 
by glacial action and the scenery of many of them is scarcely less 
attractive than that of the mountains. The largest and most 
widely known is Lake Winnepesaulcee on the S. border of the White 
Mountain region this is about zo m. long and from t to 8 m. wide, 
is dotted by 274 islands, mostly verdant, and has clear water and a 
rather level shore, back of which hills or mountains rise on all sides. 
Among the more prominent of many others that are admired for 
their beauty are Square. New Found, Sunapee and Ossipee, all 
within a radius of a few miles from Winnepesaukee; Massabesic 
farther S.; and Diamond Ponds, Umbagog . and Connecticut lakes, 
N. of the White Mountains. The rivers with their numerous falls 
and the lakes with their high altitudes furnish a vast amount of 
water power for manufacturing, the Merrimac, in particular, into 
which many of the larger lakes, including Winnepesaukee, find an 
outlet, is one of the greatest power-yielding streams of the world. 

Hem—Except on the summits of the higher mountains New 
Hampshire was originally an unbroken forest of which the principal 
trees were the white pine, hemlock, sugar maple, yellow birch, 
beech, red oak, and white oak in the S., red spruce, balsam, and 
white birch on the upper mountain slopes, and red spruce, white 
pine, sugar ma*, white spruce and white cedar in the other parts 
of the N. The primeval forests have nearly di appeared, but 
much of the N. third of the state and many abandoned in the 
S. have become reforested with much the same trees, except that 
on the lower levels in the N. yellow birch, sugar maple and beech 
have to a considerable extent supplanted spruce, white pine and 
hemlock, and that wherever forest fires have occurred there is much 
bird cherry, yellow birch and .aspen. The butternut, hickory and 
chestnut are common nut-bearing trees in the S. Among indigenous 
fruit-bearing trees, shrubs and vines the state has the bird cherry. 
black cherry, blueberry, cranberry, raspberry, blackberry, goose- 
berry, strawberry, grape and black currant: and conspicuous 
among a very great variety of shrubs and flowering plants are 
the rose, dogwood, laurel, sumac. holly, winterberry, trilliums, 
anemones, arbutuses, violets, azaleas. eglantine, clematis, blue 
gentians, orange lilies, orchids; asters and golden rod. The sum-
nuts of some of the mountains are too high for trees and above belts 
of dwarf spruce, balsam and birch they are clothed chiefly with 
eandworts, diapensia, cassiope. rushes. sedges and lichens. 

num.—The N. section of the state was originally a favourite 
bunting-ground of the Indians, for here in abundance were the 
moose, caribou. deer, wolf, bear, lynx, otter, beaver, fox, sable. 
mink, musk-rat, porcupine, wood-chuck, ruffed grouse and pigeon. 
These were rapidly reduced in number by the white man, the wild 
pigeons are extinct, and the moose, caribou bear, wolf, lynx and 
beaver have become rare, but, under the protection of laws enacted 
during the latter part of the 59th century. deer and ruffed grouse 
are again quite plentiful. Rabbits. squirrels, raccoons, woodcock 
and quail are also common game. Many of the lakes and rivers 
-have been stocked with trout and salmon or bass: some, with 
smelt; the fresh waters of the cute also contaia pickerel, perch. 

eels, suckers, dace, sunfish and shiners. In the S. half of 
pouts Hampshire are many song birds belonging to the Allegheny 
faunal area; in the N. part many others belonging to the Canadian 
faunal area. The hermit thrush, veery, song sparrow, red-eyed 
vireo. bunting, warbler and yam are among the song birds of the 
forests. 

aisiste.—The winters are usually long and se ere, and the summers 
cool and salubrious, but the diversity of surface together with un-
equal distances from the sea cause marked variations for the different 
regions. The mean annual temperature ranges from about 42' ,F. 
at only moderate elevations in the White Mountain region and 
farther N. to 47' F. at low altitudes in the S.E. The greatest 
extremes of tp.mperature occur in the deep mountain valleys where 
it sometimes Irises to 102' F. or above, in summer, and falls to-38°F. 
or below in winter; higher up on the mountains it is never so 
warm and along the sea-coast both extremes are considerably less. 
The highest recorded winter mean is as° F., at Nashua in the lower 
valley of the Merrimac, and at Durham near the sea-coast; the 
lowest recorded winter mean is 18* F., at Bethlehem 1470 ft. above 
the sea in the White Mountain region; the highest recorded summer 
mean is 69° F. at Nashua, and the lowest recorded summer mean is 
64. F. at Bethlehem. The mean annual precipitation for the entire 
state is about 4o in.; it is 43 in. at Nashua, 45.3 in. at Durham, 
and perhaps still more on the E. elopes Of the mountain ranges, but 
it is only 37.7 in. at Bethlehem in the N.W. part of the mountain 
region and only 351 in. at Stratford in the upper valley of the 
Connecticut. The distribution is quite even throughout the year 
but summer and autumn are slightly more wet than winter and 
spring. Among the mountains and in the N. part of the state the 
annual fall of snow is from 7 to 8 ft., but in the S.E. corner it is 
little more than one-half that amount. The prevailing'winds are 
generally N.W., but in the vicinity of the sea they are S.E. during 
summer. 

Agriculture.—Fertile soil in New Hampshire is confined 
laigely to the bottom-lands of the Merrimac and Connecticut 
rivers, where on deposits of glacial drift, which are generally 
quite deep in the southern half of the state, there is considerable 
alluvium. In the south-eastern section is also a moderately 
productive soil derived largely from the disintegration of slate. 
Elsewhere south of the mountains the surface soil is mostly 
hard pan or till, this being deepest on the drumlins. In the 
mountain region the soil is mostly a sandy loam composed of 
disintegrated granitic gneiss and organic matter; on the lower 
and more gentle slopes as well as in the valleys this is generally 
deep enoughlor a luxuriant vegetable growth but on the upper 
and more precipitous slopes it is thin, or the rocks are entirely bare. 

Farms in the more sterile parts of New Hampshire were 
abandoned when the depleted soil and the old methods of 
agriculture made it impossible for owners or tenants to compete 
with western farmers. This abandonment led in 1889 to the 
adoption by the state Board of Agriculture of measures which 
promoted the development of the state, especially the central 
and northern parts, as a summer resort. Abandoned farms 
were advertised as suitable for country homes, and within 
fifteen years about two thousand were bought; and the carriage 
roads were improved, game preserved and the interests of visitors 
studied. Agriculture on the farms still operated was now 
greatly modified, and the production of vegetables, fruits, dairy 
products, poultry and eggs was largely substituted for the 
production of cereals. The total acreage of all land included in 
farms increased from 3,459,018 acres in 1890 to 3,609,784 acres 
in r9oo, or from 60% to 62.6% of the total land area of the 
state, but the improved portion of this decreased during' the 
decade from 1,727,387 aces to 1,076,879 acres, or from 49.9% 
to 2q-8%; in no other state east of the Mississippi river was 
so small a proportion of the farm land improved at the close of 
the decade, although in Florida it was only a trifle larger. The 
total number of farms increased from 29,151 in 2890 to 29,3 24 
in 1900, and the average size increased from r 19 acres to 123.1 
acres, but as a result of the more intensive form of agriculture, 
farms containing less than so acres increased from 8188 in r890 
to 8764 in :coo, and those containing so acres or more decreased 
during this decade from 20,963 to 20,56o. Of the total number 
of farms in Iwo, 26,344, or 89.8%, were operated by owners or 
part owners, 1639 by cash tenants and 346 by share tenants. 

Hay is the principal crop; in tnon the acreage was 640,00ti 
acres and the yield was 625,000 tons. The total acreage of cereals 
decreased from 88,339 acres in 1879 to 61498 acres in 1889, and to 
42.335 acres is 5899; during the latter decade that of Indian corn 
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lammed from 53,746 ELMS to 25,69t MIS (30,000 acres in term), 
but that of oats decreated from 26,61 8 acres to 12,589 acres (14,000 
aces in 1909). that of wheat decreased from 2027 acres to 271 
acres (none reported  in 1909), that of barley decreased from 49 
acres to 1596 acres (2000acres in 1909), that of buckwheat d amsed  
from 311 acres to 1835 acres (No° acres in 1909), and that of rye 

from 1056 acres to 350 acres (none reported in 1909,. 
With the exception of dairy cows and horses there was likewise a 
corresponding decrease in the number of livestock during these 
years: the number of hogs decreased from 58,585'in 1890 to 56,970 
In 1900 51,0110 in 1910); of sheep, from 211,825 in 1880 to 105.702 
in 1900 74.000 in 1910); and of neat cattle other than dairy cows, 
from 141,841  in 1 880  to 116,835  in 1900 (93.00o in 1910); but the 
number of horses increased from 52g1:,1:1 1890 to 77,233 in 1900 
(59,0012 in 1910), and the number of • cows from 90,564 in 1890 
to :15.036 in 1900 (t22,000 in 1910). T value of the poultry and 
egg product of 1899 was $1,824,399, which was more than twice 
that of the cereals and nearly one-third of that of the hay and 
forage. The potato crop of the same year was grown on 19,422 
acres and amounted to 2420,668 bushels valued at $1,090,495; in 
1909 the acreage was 21,000, and the crop was 2,730,000 bushels. 
valued at $/.747,o0o. The acreage of other vegetables in 1899 was 
26,780 and the value of the market garden produce, including small 
fruits, which was sold, increased from $187,049 in 1889 to $394,283 
in 1899 or 110.8%. Although the crop of orchard fruits was no 

in 2899 than in 1889 the number of apple trees increased 
Kit; the decade from 1.744,779 to 2,034,398, the number of peach 
trees from 19.057 to 48,819 and the number of plum trees from 
10,151 to 18,137; in the number of pear trees and of cherry trees 
there was a slight decrease. The fruit crop of 1899 included 
1,08,797 busWs. of apples, 19,341 bushels of pears. 6054 bushels 
of peaches, crap bushels of plums, 1183 bushels of cherries. 487400 lb 
of grapes, 568,640 qts. of strawberries, 124,760 qts. of raspberries 
and 105,290 qts of blackberries and dewberries. The valley of the 
Merrimac is the leading section for the production of hay, small 
fruits and dairy products. In the bottom lands of the Merrimac 
and of the Connecticut. south of the White Mountains, a large  part 
of the Indian corn and vegetables is grown. Potatoes, however, 
are grown in large quantities north and west of the White Mountains; 
and this district leads in the number of cattle and sheep, and in the 
production of all the cereals except Indian corn. Apples, pears and 
grapes ate successfully grown throughout the central and southern 
sections, but peaches and cherries chiefly south of Lake Winne-

saultee. Hillsboro and Rockingham counties, in the south-east, 
lead in the production of poultry and egg's 

Forests.-The White Mountain region and Coos county to the 
north of it, embracing in all nearly one-third of the total area of the 
state, is essentially a forest country. In 1903. however, only about 
12 % of this was still occupied by a virgin merchantable forest and 
694% was cut-over or culled land. In the southern part of the 
state there is in th, ,regate nearly as large an area of young 
forests on lands, moo-: of which were until about - 1850 used for 
agricultural purposes. The principal merchantable timber of the 
state is red spruce, and this is found chiefly in the virgin forc es  
which remain in the north, especially in those on the steep mountain 
slopes between elevations of 1800 ft. and 3500 ft. All except a few 
scattered trees of the white pine, which was once abundant in all 
parts of the state below 1500 ft. in elevation, has been cut; but 
some of the second growth in the south is already merchantable. 
The most common hardwood trees are sugar maple, yellow birch, 
white birch and beech: these are widely distributed throughout 
the state, but are for the most part too young to be cut for lumber. 
White cedar is almost wholly confined to the swamps of the north, 
and white oak is found chiefly on the more fertile lands of the 
south. Most of the virgin forests of the northern section were rut 
in the latter half of the 19th century, while abandoned farms in 
the south were becoming reforested, and the value of the state's 
lumber and timber products increased from $1,099,492 in 1850 to 

• 4,286,142 in 1870, and to $9,218,310 in 1900 and then decrea ed 
to $7,519,431 in 1905; since 1890 large quantities of wood, 
chiefly spruce, have also been used in the manufacture of paper and 
wood pulp. In 1909 a forestry commission was established. 

Fishenes.-Although the trout and salmon of the fresh waters in 
the interior are a great attraction to sportsmen, the commercial 
fisheries, which are confined to Rockingham county, on the coast, 
are of small and declining importance. The take of 1898 consisted 
chiefly of cod, haddock, lobsters, mackerel, alewives, pollock and 
hake, but was valued at only $48,987, which was a decrease of 67% 
from that of 1889; in 1905 the total take was valued at $51.944, 
of which $32,575 was the value of lobsters and $8166 was the value 
of fresh cod-the only other items valued at more than $t000 were 
soft clams ($2770), Irish moss ($2400), alewives, fresh and salted 
($1220), and haddock ($1048). 

Minerals.-The most important of the mineral products of New 
Hampshire, which has long been known as " the Granite State," 
is granite, which is quarried in the southern part of the state in the 
area of " Lake Winnepesaukee gneiss." near Concord, Merrimack 
county, near Milford, Hillsboro county, and E. of Manchester in 
Rockingham county; in Sullivan county, near Sunapee; and in 
the east central part of the state in Carron county, near Conway  

and Madison. In wog there were 8 quarries at Concord, all on 
Rattlesnake Hill, and all within 2 m. of the state house in Concord-
The Concord granite is a medium bluish-grey coloured muscovite-
biotite granite, with mica plates so abundant as to effect the dura-
bility of the polish of the scone; it is used for building-the outer 
walls of the Library of Congress at Washington, D.C., are made of 
this stone-to a less degree for monuments, for which the output 
of one quarry is used exclusively, and (or paving blocks. The out-
put of the Milford quarries, which numbered in 19q0o88  fifteen-twelve 
south and south-west and three north-west of Milford-consists at 
fine and mostly even-grained, quartz monzonites (u s. granites with 
an unusually large proportion of soda-lime feldspar), of various grey 
shades, sometimes tinged with blue, pink or buff, and always 
marked with black mica; the fines varieties take a high polish and 
are used for monuments, and the coarser grades are used for con-
struction, especially of railway bridges, and for paving and curbing. 
The output of the Auburn quarry, 7 m. E. of Manchester, is a deep 
pink quartz ntonzonite, marked with fine black dots, which has a 
fine texture, takes a good polish and is used for monuments. The 
Conway quarries, four in number in 1908, are on either side of the 
Saco river, south-east and south-west of North Conway; their 
output is coarse constructional stones, all biotite or biome-horn-
blende, but varying in colour, pinkish (" red ") and dark-yellow 
greenish-grey ('' green ") varieties being found remarkably near 
each other at Redstone, on the east side of the Saco valley. About 
II m. E. of Sunapee are quarried two kinds of monumental stone: 
the "light Sunapee," a light bluish-grey biotite-muscovite, finer 
than the Concord granite, and capable of a good polish and of fate 
carving; and the " black pearl " or " dark Sunapee," a dark 
bluish-grey quarts-diorite, which seems black mottled with white 
whenpolished, and which is coarser than the " light Sunapee." 
New Hampshire granitn were used for building as early as 1623. 
The value of granite quarried iu the state increased from $195,000 
in 1887 to $1,147,097 in 1902, when building atone was valued at 
$619,916, monumental stone at $346,735  and paving stone at 
$101,548. In that year New Hampshire ranked fourth among the 
states in output of granite, with 6-,3% of the total value of granite 
quarried in the entire country; in t908, the value of granite 
($867,028) was exceeded by that of each of seven other states but 
was more than one-half of the total value of all mineral products 
of the state. Of this total the only other large items were clay and 
clay products (valued at $371,640), and mineral waters (1259.520; 
of which $150,512 was the value of table waters) from line spring; 
four in Rockingham, three in Hillsboro county and one each in 
Coos and Carrot counties-and other mineral waters were used in 
the manufacture of soft drinks. Mica; first mined at Grafton, 
Grafton county, in 1803, found also in the northern part of Merri-
mack county and in the north-western corner of Cheshire county in 
such quantities that for sixty years New Hampshire was the largest 
producer of mica in the United States, is no longer an important 
product: in 1907 its value ($7227) was less than that of the . mica 
produced in 

 
Sou Dakota, Alabama, North Carolina or Colorado. 

A quartz schist, suitable for making whetstones and oilstones, was 
discovered in 1823 by Isaac Pike at Pike Station, Grafton county, 
and the Pike Manufacturing Company now owns and operates 
quarries outside this state also; in 1907 New Hampshire was the 
principal producer of scythe-stones in the United States, and the 
total value of whetstones made in 1907 (including the value of 
precious stones') was $59,870. 

Manufadures.-The heavy precipitation on the elevated 
central and northern parts, and the hundreds of lakes and ponds 
which serve as reservoirs, give to the lower southern part of the 
state'on the Merrimac and other rivers such an abundant and 
constant water-power that southern New Hampshire has become 
an important manufacturing district, and manufacturing has 
become the leading industry of the state. During the last two 
decades of the 19th century the number of inhabitants engaged 
in agricultural pursuits decreased from 45,122 to 38,782; and 
the number engaged in manufacturing and mechanical pursuits 
increased from 57,283 to 75,945. Many farmers abandoned their 
sterile farms and made new homes in the West, where soil 
yielded larger returns for labour, and a foreign-born popula-
tion, consisting largely of French Canadians, came to the 
cities in response to the demand for labour in the mills add 
factories. 

From 1850 to 1860 the value of the manufactured products 
increased 62.3%; in the decade of the Civil War they further 
increased in value 89%; from 1890 to 1900 the increase was from 
$85.770,549 to $118,709,308, or 384%; and from 1900 to 1905 
the value of the factory products increased from $107,596,803 to 
$123,610,904, or 14-9%. Textiles, and boots and shoes represented 

1  Gems are not sought for systematically io New Hampshire. 
Topaz occurs on Baldface Mountain, near North Chatham. 
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in 1905 snare than one-half the total value. Cotton goods, the 
manufacture of which was introduced in 1804, increased in value 
only slightly during the last decade of the 19th century, from 
821 .958,002  to 822.998ae9, but from 1900 to 1905 their value 
increased 28.4 %. or to 829.540,770; accept 1311900 the manufacture 
of cotton goods had long ranked first. mmtalrw by  the value of the 
product, among the state's manufacturing industries. Factory-
made boots and shoes increased is value from $11,986,003 in 1890 
to 833405,558 in 1900,  or 95.3%, the industry tanking first in 
we; but in 1905 there Tama decrease to $22425.70o. the industry 

 ranking second • 1900 the yahoo( boots and shoes was az % 
and in 1905 it was 18•1 % of the total value of all ,factory .products, 
and is no other state was the degree of specialization in this in-
dustry m great as in New Hampshire. Woollen goods, third in rank, 
decreased in value from $10,963,250 in 1890 to 510,381.056 in 1900, 
but the factory product inamsW in admire= 87,634,06a in 1900 
to 811,023482, in 1905, or 44.5%. Paper and wood pulp, for the 
manufacture of which the spruce forests of the state are so largely 
used, increased in value from 81,282,022 in also to 87044733 in 

from or 465-1 %. and to 88,930.39: in 1905; and this industry rose 
from ninth in rank in 1890 to fifth in woo and to fourth in 1905. 
The manufacture of lumber and timber products, one of the oldest 
industries of the state, tanked fifth in 1905; these products had 
increased in value from 85,641.445 in ;890 to $9,.218.310 in 1990, 
or 63-4%. but decreased to 87419431 in 1905, the decrease being 
in large measure due to the great demand for spruce at the paper 
and pulp mills. Foundry and machine shop products, hosiery and 
knit goods, wooden boxes, flour and grist mill products, sad malt 
liquors are other important manufactures; the value of wooden 
boxes increased from 8979,758 in ismo to 82465413 in  1905. or 

-9 % :61, and the value of hosiery and knit goods increased during the  same period from  $3,592,829 to 83.974.290• or 03.3 °kr As  compared with other states of the Union, New Hampshire in 1905 
ranked fifth in the manufacture of factory made boots and shoes. 
and in woollen goods, sixth in cotton goods, and seventh in paper 
and wood pulp. in hosiery and knit goods, and in the dyeing and 
finishing of textiles. In 1905 the value of the products in the eight 
cities of Manchester, Nashua, Concord, Dover, Rochester, Laconia, 
Keene, and Portsmouth, all of which are south of Lake Winne-
pesaukee, was 59.5% of that for the entire state. Nearly one-half 
the cotton goods were manufactured in Manchester. Boots and 
shoes were manufactured chiefly in cities near the southern border. 
Dover led in the manufacture of woollens; Laconia in the manu-
facture of hosiery and knit goods,• and Berlin, the chief manu- 
facturing centre north of the White Mountains, in the manufacture 
of paper and wood pulp. 

Trasuporiatioa.—With the exception of a Grand Trunk line in the 
northern part of the state the several steam railways are owned 
or leased by the Boston & Maine. Up the steep slope of Mount 
Washington runs a cog railway. The first steps in railwad,c111-1 

 ing were taken in 1835, when the Boston & kfaine, the 
and the Nashua & Lowell railways were i 	tecl. The Bata; 
& Maine was opened from Boston. Mass.. to 	, N.H., in 1842. 
In 1850 there were in operation 467 m.; this mileage had increased 
to tins in 188o and to 2167•14 on the 1st of January 19 09. 
Portsmouth, the only port of entry. has a very wall foreign trade, 
but there is a considerable traffic in coal and building materials 
here and en the Cocheco, which is navigable to Dover. 

Potsdam—The population of the state was 141,885 in 
1790; 283,858 in :Boo; 214,46o in aro: 1144,161 in 1820; 
269,328 in 1830; 284,574 In 1840; 317,976 in 1850; 326,073 in 
'86o; 318,30o in 1870; 346,991 in 1880; 376,530 in 1890; 
411,588 In 'goo; and 43047 2  in 1910; the per cent of Increase 
was 91 from ago to x9oct and 4.6 from ipso to 1910. Of the 
total in 1900, 88,107 were foreign-born; 58,967, Or 66.9%, were 

natives of Canada (44,430 French and 14,547 English), x3,547 
of Ireland, 5200 of England, meg of Scotland, 2006 of Germany, 
and 2032 of Sweden. Of the 333,48: native-born, 80,435, or 
54-8%, were natives of other states than New Hampshire; 
56,a :o of these were natives of other New England states, 
however, and 7302 were natives of New York. At the same 
time there were 24,561 natives of New Hampshire numbered 
among the inhabitants of other states, principally Massachusetts, 
Vermont, Maine New York, Illinois, California, Connecticut, 
Rhode Island, Minnesota, Iowa, Wisconsin, Michigan, Pennsyl-
vania, Ohio, New Jersey, Kansas and Nebraska, and to induce 
these to return for a holiday season to their native state the 
"Old Home Week" festival, now held throughout New England, 
was planned in 1899 by Frank West Rollins (b. who was 
then governor of New Hampshire. The Roman Catholic Church 
in 1906 had more members than any other religious denomination 
(119,863 out of 190,298 communicants of all denominations); 
in the fame year there were 19,010 Congregationalists, 15,974 

Baptists, 12,329 Methodist EPircePallans  (North) and 4892 
Protestant Episcopalians. Of the total population in ago the 
rural constituted 67.4 % and the urban 37.6 %, but in woo the 
rural constituted only 53-3% of the total and the urban 461%. 
The eleven cities having a -population in 'goo of s000 or 
more were: Manchester (56,987); Nashua (23,898); Concord 
(29,632) ; Dover (:3,207); Portsmouth (10,637) ; Keene 
(9165); Berlin (8886); Rochester ( 8466); Laconia (8042); 
Somersworth (7023), and Franklin (5846). 

Administration.—New Hampshire was the first of the original 
thirteen step to establish a government wholly independent 
of Great Britain. This was designed to be only temporary; 
but was in operation from the 5th of January 2776 to the and 
of June 1784. The constitution which then went into effect 
provided for a General Court consisting of a Senate and a House of 
Representatives and made the Council a body advisory to the 
state president; the 1784 instrument was much amended in 
1792, when the title of president was changed to governor, but 
with the amendments adopted in that year it is in large measure 
the constitution of to-day. For sixty years there was no change 
whatever, and only three amendments, those of 1852 (removing 
the property qualifications of representatives, senators and the 
governor), were adopted until 1877, when twelve amendments 
were adopted,—the most important being those providing for 
biennial (instead of annual) state elections in November (instead 
of March), and those doing away with the previous requirement 
that representatives, senators and the governor " be of the 
Protestant religion." Five amendments were ratified in 1889 
and four in 1902. New Hampshire is the only state in the 
Union in which amendments to the constitution may be proposed 
only by a constitutional convention, and once in seven years at 
the general election a popular vote is taken on the necessity of 
a revision of the constitution. A radical revision of the con-
stitution is rendered especially difficult by a provision that no 
amendment proposed by a convention shall be adopted without 
the approval of two-thirds of the electors who vote on the 
subject when it is referred to them. Prier to 1902 every male 
inhabitant of a town who was twenty-one years of age or over, 
a citizen of the United States, and not a pauper or excused from 
paying taxes at his own request, had a right to vote, but an 
amendment adopted in this year made ability to read English 
and to write additional qualifications, except in the case of those 
physically unable to read or to write, of those then having the 
franchise, and of persons 6o years of age or more on the rst of 
January :904. Various other amendments have been proposed 
from time to time, but have been defeated at the polls. 
By an act approved on the 9th of April 'gag provision was made 
for direct nominations of candidates at primaries conducted by 
regular election offices. 

There is a governor's council of five members, one from each 
councillor district, which has advisory duties and shams with the 

most of his powers. There is no lieutenant-governor. 
invneirvr  governor and the councillors are elected for a term of two years. riz.. 
and a majority of the votes cast is necessary to a choice. 
no candidate receives such a majority the Senate and the House of 
Representatives by joint ballot choose one of the two having the 
greatest number. No person is eligible for either office who shall 
not at the time of his election be at least thirty years of age and 
have been an inhabitant of the state for the seven years next pre-
ceding: a councillor must be an inhabitant of the district from 
which he is chosen. The governor and council appoint all judicial 

r The constitution of 1776 provided that the Congress which 
framed it " assume the name, power and authority of a House of 
Representatives "; that aid house choose twelve persons to be 
" a distinct and separate branch of the legislature by the name of 
a Council "; that the Council appoint a president ; that civil 
officers for the colony and for each county (except clerks of court, 
county treasurers and recorders) should be appointed by the two 
houses; and that " if the present unhappy dispute with Great 
Britain should continue longer than this present year. and the 
Continental Congress give no instruction or direction to the con-
trary, the Council be chosen by the people of each respective county 
in such manner as the Council and House of Representatives shall 
order." A constitution framed by a Convention which met in 
Concord on the loth of June 1778 was rejected by the people in 
1779. 
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officer% the attorney-geanal, auditor, important adminia native 
boards. coroners and -certain naval and military officers; they have 
power to pardon offences; and they may exercise some control over 
expenditure through the constitutional requirement of the governor's 
warrant for drawing money from the treasury. The governor may 
veto within five days, besides Sunday, after it has been presented to 
him, any bill or resolution of which he disapproves, and a two-thirds 
vote of the members of both houses is required to pass over his veto. 

A Senateand a House of Representatives, which together constitute 
the General Court, meet at Concord on the first Wednesday in 
January of every odd-numbered year, and at such other times as 
the governor may appoint for a special session, principally for the 
making of laws and for the election of the ry of state, the 
state treasurer, and the commissary-general The Senate is com-
posed of zee members, one from each senatorial district, and these 
districts are formed on as to be approximately equal with respect 
to the amount of direct taxes paid in each; representation in this 
body is therefore apportioned on the basis of property. In the 
House of Representatives, which has the large membership of no, 
representation is on the basis of population, but is so arranged as 
to favour the rural districts; thus every town or ward of a city 
having 600 inhabitants is allowed one representative, but, although 
for every additional representative ixoo additional inhabitants'are 
required, any town having less than 600 inhabitants is allowed a 
representative for such proportionate cart of the time the legislature 
is in sesame as the number of its inhabitants bears to fico. Senators 
and representatives are elected for a term of two years. A repre-
sentative must have been an inhabitant of the state for at least 
two years next preceding his election, and must be an inhabitant of 
the town, parish or dward be is chosen to represent; a senator must 
be at least thirty years of age, must have been an inhabitant of the 
state for at least seven years next preceding his election, and must 
be an inhabitant of the district by which he is chosen. The con- 
@citation of New Hampshire places scarcely any restrictions on the 
powers of the legislature. By an amendment of t877, however, it 
is forbidden to authorize any town to land money or give credit 
for the benefit of any corporation whose object is profit. Although 
money bills may originate only.in the House of Representatives the 
Senate may propose amendments. In nor) the office of state 
auditor was created. 

For the administration of justice the state has a supreme court 
and a superior court, each county has a probate court, and some 
towns as well as the cities have a police court. The supreme court 
and tie superior court consist each of one justice and four associate 
'ustices. The supreme court holds one general term each year at 
Concord and on the first Tuesday of every month except July and 
August sits to hear arguments, make orders and render decisions; 
the superior court holds one or two sessions a year in every county. 
Both of these coons have extensive jurisdiction. Each probate 
court, consisting of a single judge, has jurisdiction within its county 
of the probate of wills, of the granting of administration, in insol- 
vency proceedings. and in relation to the adoption of children; it 
may appoint and remove guardians of minors, insan,  7---nns and 

Cd
spendthrifts, and, upon agilication, may change a person's name. 

court of a justice of t peace has jurisdiction in criminal cases 
only where the punishment is by fine not exceeding twenty dollars, 
or by imprisonment not exceeding six months, or by both, and in 
civil cases only where the title to real estate is not involved and the 
damage demanded does not exceed thirteen dollars and thirty-three 
cents. A police court has the same jurisdiction as that of a justice of 
the peace, and, in addition, concurrent jurisdiction with the superior 
court in certain cases where the title to real estate is not involved 
and the damage demanded does not exceed one hundred dollars. 
Judges and justices are appointed by the governor and council, 
and with the exception of justices of the peace they hold office during 
good behaviour or until they have attained the age of seventy 
years; justices of the peace are appointed fir a term of fi,e :,tars 
only, but they may be reappointed.  

Incal affairs are administered by counties, towns (townships), vil-
lage districts and cities. In each county a convention, composed of 
representatives from the towns, meets every two years to levy taxes 
and to authorize expenditures for grounds and buildings whenever 
more than one thousand dollars aremired. For the discharge of 
other county functions the qualified of each county elect 
every two years three commissioners, a sheriff, a solicitor, a treasurer. 
a register of deeds and a register of probate; two auditors also are 
appointed annually by the supreme court. The county commissics' nets 
have the are of county buildings, consisting chiefly of a court 
house, gaol and house of correction, but are not allowed to expend 
more than one thousand dollars for repairs, new buildings or grounds. 
without authority from the county convention; the commissioners 
have the care also of all other county property. is well as of county 
paupers; and once every four years they are required to visit each 

 of their county, inspect the taxable property therein, determine 
whether it is incorrectly assessed and report to the state board of 
equalization. In each town a regular annual meeting of the qualified 
electors is called on the second Tuesday in March for the transaction 
of miscellaneous business and the election of town officers. These 
officers always include three selectmen, a clerk, a treasurer and one 
or more auditors, and they may include any or all of the following: 

assessors, who together with the selectmen constitute a board fat 
the assessment of taxes, one or more collectors of taxes, overseers 
of the poor, constables, surveyors of highways, fenoe-viewers, 
sealers of we and measures, measurers of wood and bark, sur-
veyors of lumber, cullers of staves, a chief fireward or engineer and 
one or more assistants, a clerk of the market and a pound keeper. 
The moderator of the town meeting is elected at the general election 
in November fora term of two years, and a board of health, consisting 
or three members, is appointed by the selectmen, one member each 
year The general business of the town, other than that which comes 
before the town meeting, is managed by the selectmen, and they 
are specially intrusted with the regulation of the highways. side-
walks and commons. A village district is a portion of a town, 
including a village, which is set apart and organized for protection 
from fire, for lighting or sprinkling the streets, for providing a 
wate•-supply, for the construction and maintenance of sewers, and 
for police protection; to serve these interests three commissioners, 
■ moderator, a clerk, a treasurer and such other officers as the 
voters of the district may deem necessary are chosen, each for a 

i term of one year. The government of cities is in part determined by 
general laws and in part by individual charters. In accordance with 
the general laws each city elects a mayor, a board of aldermen, and 
a common council in whom is vested the administration of its 
" fiscal, prudential and municipal affairs "; the mayor presides 
at the meetings of the board of aldermen, and has a veto on any 
measure of this body and no measure can be passed over his veto 
except by an affirmative vote of at least two-thirds of all thealder-
men; each ward elects three selectmen, • moderator and a clerk 
in whom is vested the charge of elections; the city marshal and 
assistant marshals are appointed by the mayor and aldermen, but 
the city clerk and city treasurer are by the aldermen and 
common council in joint session. 

Under the laws of New Hampshire the property rights of husband 
and wife are nearly equal. The wife may hold, acquire and manage 
property the same as if she were single; she is also subject to the 
same liabilities in relation to herpropert as a single woman except 
that no contract or conveyance by her yas surety or guarantor for 
her husband is binding. Rights of dower and courtesy both obtain. 
Where there is no will or its provisions are waived, the right of a 
widow, in addition to her dower and homestead rights, in the persoaal 
estate of a deceased husband is the tame as that of a widower, in 
addition to his estate by courtesy and homestead right, in the 
personalestate of a deceased wife. i.e. one-half if there is no sur-
loving issue and one-third if there is such issue. By releasing his or 
her right of dower or courtesy together with the homestead right, 
if any, the surviving widower or widow is also entitled, in fee, to 
one-half the real estate, if said deceased leaves no issue surviving; 
if the husband leaves issue by the widow surviving, she is entitled 
in fee to one-third of his real estate; if the wife leaves issue by him 
surviving, the husband also is entitled in fee to one-third of her 
estate; but if the wife leaves issue not by him, be is entitled 
only to a life interest in one-third of her real estate. Among 
the grounds for a divorce are adultery, impotency, extreme 
cruelty, conviction of a crime punishable in the state with 
Imprisonment for more than a year and actual imprisonment under 
such conviction, treatment seriously injuring the health or en-
dangering the reason, wilful desertion for three years, or joining a 
religious sect or society which professes to believe the relation of 
husband and wife unlawful, and conduct in accordance therewith 
for six months. 

Thb homestead law of New Hampshire exempts from seizure for 
debt five hundred dollars' worth of any person's homestead except 
for the enforcement of a mortgage upon it. for the collection of 
debts incurred in making repairs or improvemeats. or for the col-
lection of taxes. The law also provides that except where a mortgage 
is given to secure payment of the purchase money, the homestead 
right of a married person shall not be encumbered without the 
consent of both husband and wife. The surviving wife or husband 
and the minor children, if any, may occupy the homestead right 
during' the minority of the children, and the surviving wife or 
husband is entitled to the right during the remainder of her or his 
lifetime. 

From ass to 1903 the liquor law was essentially prohibitory, 
but in the latter year an act licensing the traffic was pawed. 
However, some option still remains with each town and city. 
Once every four years in cities and once in two years in towns 
the question of licence or no-licence must be submitted to a vote 
of the electorate, and in a no-licence town or city no bar-room 
or maim is to be permitted; in such a town or city, however, 
malt liquor, cider and light wines may be sold at a railway 
restaurant and an inn-keeper may serve liquors to his bona-fide 
registered guests. 

Capital punishment for murder in the first degree is inflicted only 
upon the request of a jury. 

'The.  general supervision of railways is vested in a board of three 
corium-mons appointed by the governor and council for a term 
of three years, one each year. The board is specially directed to 
prescribe the manner in which the railway corporations shall keep 
their accounts. to amine these accounts from time to time, to 
examine the railways at leap once a year, to investigate the came of 
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all accidents and neon the petition of an interested party to fix rates 

law 
far the transportation of persons sad freight. In nog an anti-pass 

 was enacted. 
EduceSieta —New Hampshire formed a part of Massachusetts 

when, in t647, the General Court of that province passed the 
famous act requiring every town in which there were fift y 
householders to maintain a school for teaching reading and 
writing, and every town in which there were one hundred house-
holders to maintain a grammar school with an instructor capable 
of preparing young men for college. Although not much en-
forced, this, with some slight changes, continued to be the school 
law until the close of the colonial era. The beginning of the new 
era was marked by the founding of Phillips Exeter Academy 
(1781), and later several other similar schools were opened. 
Their evrell.nre  aroused a much greater interest in the common 
school system, and throughout the loth century various ex-
periments for improving it were tried; among them were the 
division of towns into districts, the appointment of county 
school commissioners, and the establishment of a state board 
of education. These, however, have been abandoned, and the 
system is now administered chiefly by towns and a few special 
districts under the general supervision of a state superintendent. 

Each town is constituted a school district, and some 
districts are organised under special acts of the legislature. Some 
of the business relating to the schools is transacted at the annual 
district school meeting in which women as well as men have a vote, 
but the schools of mch district are managed very largely by a school 
board elected at this meeting, one-thud each year; in districts 
without p high school the board has only three members, but in 
districts having a high school the board may have three, six or 
nine members. The superintendent of public instruction is ap-
pointed by the governor and council for a term of two years, and 
it is his duty to prescribe the-form of register to be kept in the 
echools, to investigate the condition of the schools, to make sug-
gestions and recommendations for improving them, to lecture upon 
educational subjects in the towns and cities, to hold at least one 
teachers' institute each year in each of the coundea,and to designate 
the times and places for holding examinations of those who with 
to teach. The free school system now provides free high schools for 
all children within the state; for an act of 1903 requires any town 
not maintaining a high school, or school of corresponding grade, 
or not uniting with adjoining towns in maintaining one, to pay the 
tuition of any of its children who attend a high school or academy 
within the state. Evening schools for the instruction of pigeons 
over fourteen years of age must be established in any city or 
town of more than 5000 Inhabitants if 5% of its legal voters 
petition for them. Any town upon application, and by contract-
trig to appropriate annually a certain fixed  sum for its mainten-
ance, may receive state aid for establishing a library, and in 5904 
libraries had been -established by this means in 146 towns. Every 
district is required to keep its schools open at least twenty weeks 
each ch

ildren children between the ages of eight and fourteen and those 
between the ages of fourteen and sixteen who cannot read and write 
English are required to attend either a public or an approved private 
school for the full term unless excused by the school board on 
account of physical or mental infirmity. The schools are maintained 
chiefly out of the proceeds of • district school tax, which must not 
be less in any district than seven hundred and fifty dollars for every 
dollar of publie taxes apportioned to the town' or district, a pro-
portion which has gradually increased from five to one in 1789 and 
from ninety to one in 1817. To this is added a " Literary Fund " 
(designed originally for founding a college) which is derived from 
the proceeds of a state tax on the deposits, stock, &c. of savings 
banks trust companies, loan and trust companies, building and loan 
associations and other similar corporations not residing in the state, 
and • portion of the proceeds of a dog tax, both of which are dis-
tributed among the several districts in Proportion to the number 
of pupils not less than five years of age who have attended school at 
least two weeks. The state also makes appropriations for the pay-
ment of a portion of the tuition in high schools and academies 
distributing it among the districts in proportion to the rate of school 
tax in each, appropriations for paying a portion of the salary of 
school superintendents where two or mote districts unite to form a 
supervising district, and appropriations for general school pur-
poses to be distributed among the districts according to the 
number of teachers trained in normal schools and to average school 

attganpl:ne.of ran t to use the Literary Fund for founding and main-
taining a state -college for instruction in the higher branches of 
science and literature was abandoned in 1828 and the only state 
institutions of learning are the Plymouth Normal School (1870) at 
Plymouth, the Keene Normal School ) at Keene, and the New 
Hampshire College of Agriculture andeche= Arts. organized as a 
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Strafford county, as a separate Institution In tiloz . The normal 
schools are managed by a board of trustees consisting of the governor, 
the superintendent of public instruction and five other members 
appointed by the governor and council for a term of five years, one 
each year, and they are maintained out of annual state appropria-
tions. The College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts is managed by 
a board of trustees connatav, of the governor, the president of the 
college one member chosen by the alumni, and ten members op-
pointed by the governor with the advice and consent of the council 
for a term of four years, and it is maintained out of the proceeds 
of grants by the United States government, annual state appropria-
tions and a private endowment. The principal institutions of higher 
learning in the state are Dartmouth CollegeoinF 	

o 
non-sectarian 

 17691, at Hanover, and Saint Anselm's _o 	(arbour, 
opened m 1893), at Manchester. DartmouthCollege receives some 
aul from the state. 

The state charitable and correctional institutions consist of the 
NewHanipshire School for Feeble-minded Children, at Laconia; 
the New Hampshire Soldiers' Home, at Tilton; the New Hampshire 
Industrial School at Manchester; the New Hampshire Hoepital 
for the Insane, Mid the State Prison, at Concord; and the New 
Hampshire Sanatorium for consumptives .i909) near Warren 
Summit, about 70 in. north of Concord. The state also makes 
annual appropriations for the care and education of blind and deaf 
and dumb persons in institutions outside of the state. Each county 
has an almshouse and house of correction. Here, too, many of the 
insane of the state were formerly confined; but by an act of 1903 
the counties were entirely relieved of this care, and the insane were 
removed to the state hospital. Within the state are also sixteen 
orphan asylums, and though these are private institutions, in all 
but one of them children are boarded at county or city expense. 
Each of the site institution is under the management of an officer 
or board of trustees appointed by the governor and council. In 
1895 the legislature established a State Board of Charities and 
Correction. This consists of five members appointed by the governor 
and council for a term of five years, one each year, and its duties 
are chiefly adv tiso y and supervisory. It is required to inspect both 
state and county charitable and correctional institutions, except the 
state prison and the state hospital, to recommend such changes to 

in institutions or placed 

• 	

for 	ent children ren whether 	 ced in 
the state 	tb reihnent as may seem desirable, and to have a special 

permanent 
Fineince.—The income of the state, counties and towns is derived 

mainly from taxes levied on real estate, on male polls between the 
ages of twenty-one and seventy, on stock in public funds, on stock 
in corporatone that pay a dividend and are not subject to some 
spatialform of tax, on surplus capital in banks, on stock in trade, 
on live-stock, on railways, on telegraph and telephone lines, on 
savings banks and on the stock of fire insurance companies. Except 
in the case of railways, telegraph and telephone lines, savings banks, 
building and loan associations and fire insurance companies, the 
taxes are assessed and collected by town officers, but every fourth 
year the county commissioners are required to inspect the taxable 
property in the towns and report any misapprassal to the state 
board of equalization whose duty it is to eqp.H7 the valuation of 
property in the several towns. This beard, which is composed of 
five members appointed by the supreme court for a term of two 
years, also assesses the taxes on the railways, and on telegraph and 
telephone lines; for railways the average rate of taxation is assessed 
on the estimated actual value of the road beds, rolling stock and 
equipment, and for the telegraph and telephone lines this rate is 
assessed on the estimated actual value of the poles, wires, instru-
ments, apparatus, office furniture and fixtures. Savings banks 
pay to the state treasurer a tax of three-fourths of 1 % upon the 
amount of deposits on which they pay interest; building and loan 
associations pay to him a tax of three-fourths of t % upon the 
whole amount of their capital stock paid in or shares in force, less 
the value of their real estate and loans secured by mortgages on 
real estate situated within the state and bearing interest not ex-
ceeding 5%; and fire insurance companies pay to the same officer 
a tax of z % upon the amount of their paid-up capital. The railway 
tax is distributed as follows: one fourth is paid to the towns through 
which the railways pass; such a portion of the remainder is paid 
to any town as is equal to the portion of stock owned in that town; 
and what is left is reserved as a part of the state tax. Such a portion 
of 75 % of the tax on fire insurance companies is distributed among 
the several towns, in proportion to the amount of stock owned in 
each, as the amount of stock owned within the state bears to the 
whole amount of stock. and the remainder is reserved as a part of 
the state tax. All taxes on savings banks are distributed to the 
towns in which the depositors reside, the tax on non-resident 
depositors constituting a Literary Fund which is distributed to the 
towns on the buds of the number of pupils in each. The whole tax 
received by the state treasurer from each building and loan associa-
tion is paid by him to the treasurer of the town in which it is located. 
The state also derives an income from fees charged for chartering 
banks, railways insurance companies and other oorrppoo tions. The 
financial condition at the close of the War of Independence was 
alarming, and in September 'i785 a mob at Exeter demanded relief 

department of Dartmouth College in r866, but removed to Durham, through the issue more parer currency. This was ref 	them 
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however. and by the beginning of the Civil War the state was almost 
free of debt. During that war the state incurred an indebtedness 
of about II4,236,000; this it reduced to 32m:0.695 in 1872, and 
then assumed the war debt of the towns and cities, making Its total 
indebtedness again 14.138,124. On the net of September 15008 the 
funded debt of the state was $7o6,7oo. 

History.—Martin Pring was at the mouth of the Piscataqua 
in 1603 and, returning to England in the same year, gave an 
account of the New England coast from Casco Bay to Cape Cod 
Bay. Samuel de Champlain discovered the Isles of Shoals and 
sailed along the New Hampshire coast in t605, and much nxire 
information concerning this part of the New World was gathered 
in 164 by Captain John Smith, who in his Description of New 
England refers to the convenient harbour at the mouth of the 
Piscataqua and praises the country back from the rocky shore. 
Under the leadership of Sir Ferdinando Gorges there was formed 
in r62o the Council for New England, which procured from 
King James I. a grant of all the country from sea to sea between 
so° and 48° N. latitude, and which made the following grants 
bearing upon the history of New Hampshire by their inducement 
to settlement, by determining the boundaries or by causing 
strife through their conflicts with one another: to John Mason, 
who has been called " the founder of New Hampshire," on the 
9th of March 1622, a grant of the region between the Salem 
and Merrimac rivers, under the name of Mariana; to John 
Mason and Sr Ferdinando Gorges jointly, on the xoth of August 
1622, a grant of the region between the Merrimac and Kennebec 
rivers for 6o ni. inland, under the name of the Province of Maine; 
to David Thomson and associates, in 2622, a grant of six thousand 
acres near the mouth of the Piscataqua; to Sir Henry Roswell 
and associates, on the 19th of March 2628, a grant of the region 
from 3 m. south of the Charles river, "or to the southward 
of any and every part thereof " to 3 m. N. of the Merrimac 
river, "or to the northward of any and every part thereof," 
and extending west to the South Sea or Pacific Ocean, under the 
name of Massachusetts; to John Mason alone, on the 7th of 
November 1629, a grant of that portion of the " Province of 
Maine " which lay between the Merrimac and the Piscataqua, 
under the name of New Hampshire; to the Laconia Company, 
consisting of Gorges, Mason and associates, on the r7th of 
November 1629, a grant of an extensive territory (which was 
called Laconia) around the Lake of the Iroquois (Lake Champlain) 
together with one thousand acres at some place to be selected 
along the sea coast; to Edward Hilton, on the 12th of March 
2630, the grant of a tract on and about the lower part of Dover 
Neck; to the Laconia Company, in November 1631, a grant 
of a tract on both sides of the Piscataqua river near its mouth, 
known as the Pescataway grant; and finally to John Mason, 
on the 22nd of AprIl 2635, a short time before the Council 
surrendered its charter, a grant of the region between the 
Salem river on the south and the Piscataqua and Salmon Falls 
riven on the north-east and extending 6o m. inland, under the 
name of New Hampshire. Mason died in December of this 
year, and New Hampshire, unlike the other colonies from which 
the United States originated, New Jersey and Delavrare.excepted, 
never received a royal charter. 

The first settlement of which there is indisputable evidence 
was established in 1623 by David Thomson at Little Harbor, 
now in the town of Rye. Thomson was the bead of a company 
which was organized for fishing and trading and whose entire 
stock was to be held jointly for five years. He built a house 
on Odiorne's Point overlooking Little Harbor, and, although 
he removed to an island in Boston Harbor in 1626, he may have 
continued to superintend the business of the company until the 
expiration of the five-year term. At least there was a settlement 
here which was assessed in 1628, and it may not have been 
completely abandoned when colonists sent over by the Laconia 
Company arrived in 1630.• The Laconia Company received 
its first grant under the erroneous impression that the Piscataqua 
river had its source in or near Lake Champlain, and its principal 
object was to establish an extensive fur trade with the Iroquois 
Indians. Although Lake Champlain could not be reached by 
boat up the Piscataqua, and although the enterprise was ulti- 

toately a failure, the company sent over colonists who occupied 
the house left standing by Thomson, and, not far away, built 
" Mason Hall " or the " Great House " in what is now Ports-
mouth, a name (for the entire settlement) that replaced " Straw-
berry Banke" in 2653. Edward Hilton with a few associates 
appears to have established a settlement on Dover Point about 
the time of Thomson's arrival at Little Harbor, and in the Hilton 
grant of r63o it is stated that he had already built houses and 
planted there; as early as 1639 this settlement was named 
Dover. In 1638 the Rev. John Wheelwright, an Antinomian 
leader who had been banished from Massachusetts, founded 
Exeter on land claimed to have been bought by him from the 
Indians. In the same year Massachusetts encouraged friendly 
Puritans to settle Hampton on the same purchase, and about 
a year later this colony organized Hampton as a town with the 
right to send a deputy to the General Court. Serious dissensions 
had already arisen between Puritan and Anglican factions in 
Dover, and Captain John Underhill, another Antinomian, 
became for a time a leader of the Puritan faction. Puritan 
Massachusetts was naturally hostile to the Antinomians at 
Exeter as well as to the Anglicans at Strawberry Banker. 
Although Exeter, in. 1639, Dover, in 1640, and Strawberry 
Banke, not later than r6442, adopted a plantation covenant, 
these settlements were especially weak from lack of a superior 
tribunal, and appeals had been made to Massachusetts as early 
as 1633. Moreover, the grants of Massachusetts and Mariana 
were clearly in conflict. Under these conditions Massachusetts 
discovered a new claim for its northern boundary. The charter 
of that colony was drafted under the impression that the 
Merrimac flowed east for its entire course, but now an investiga-
tion was in progress which was to show that its source in Lake 
Winnepesaukee was several miles north of any of the four 
settlements in New Hampshire. Accordingly, Massachusetts 
resolved to make the most of the clause in the charter which 
described the northern boundary as three English rages north 
of the Merrimac river, " or to the northward of any and every 
part thereof," to ignore the conflicting grants to Mason and to 
extend its jurisdiction over the offending settlements. Dover 
submitted in 2641, Strawberry Banke (Portsmouth) soon after-
wards and Exeter in 1643. 

The heirs of Mason protested, but little was done about the 
matter during the period of Puritan ascendancy in the mother 
country. Immediately after the resignation of Richard Cromwell, 
however, Robert Tufton Mason (a grandson of the original 
proprietor), who had become sole heir in x655, began petitioning 
first parliament and later the king, for relief. The attorney-
general, to whom the petition to the king was referred, reported 
that the petitioner had a " good and legal right and title to the 
lands." The commission appointed by the king in 2664 to 
hear and determine complaints in New England decided that 
Mason's lands were not within the jurisdiction of Massachusetts, 
and made an attempt to set up a government under which his 
claims could be tried, but this was a failure. In 2674 Mason 
offered to surrender his rights to the Crown in return for one-third 
of the customs, rents, fines, and other profits derived therefrom, 
but although the offer was at first favourably considered it was 
finally declined. Mason then petitioned again, and this time 
Massachusetts was requested to send agents to England to 
answer his complaints. They arrived in December 1676, and 
the case was tried before the Lords Chief Justices of the Kitts's 
Bench and Common Pleas in April 1677. Mason presented no 
claim to the right of government, and as to the title to the lands 
claimed by him the court decided that this was a question 
between him and the several tenants to be determined by the 
local court having jurisdiction in such mattes. Thereupon 
Mason, in January 1679, petitioned the king to appoint a 
governor who should have jurisdiction over all the lands which 
he claimed, and on the rtth of September of this year New 
Hampshire was constituted a separate province with a govern-
ment vested in a president and council appointed by the king 
and an assembly chosen by the people. This was the principal 
outcome of Mason's persistent efforts to establish his rights to 
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the land; for although be succeeded in procuring the appoint-
ment of officers who supported his claims, and although decrees 
were issued in his favour, the tenants, who contended that they 
had profited nothing from what his grandfather had done or 
that they were on lands which Wheelwright had bought from 
the Indians, resisted the enforcement of those *CRCs. The 
contest, however, especially for the waste lands, was continued 
by Mason, his heirs and assigns until near the close of the t8th 
century. 

From 2686 to 2689 New Hampshire formed a part of the 
Dominion of New England, which, after the first few months, 
was under Sir Edmund Andros as governor-general. There 
being no provincial authority in New Hampshire at the close 
of this period, a convention of the leading citizens of its four 
towns attempted to establish one. Upon the failure of this 
attempt, a temporary nominal union with Massachusetts was 
formed, but in 1692 Samuel Allen, the assign of Mason, caused 
a royal government to be established with his son-in-law, John 
Usher, as lieutenant-governor, and during the remainder of the 
colonial era New Hampshire was separate from Massachusetts 
except that from r699 to 1741 the two had the same governor. 
The boundary between the two provinces was yet to be deter-
mined. Massachusetts proposed to confine New Hampshire to 
less than one-fourth its present area; that is, on the west to a 
line drawn 3 m. east of the south course of the Merrimac and on 
the north-east to a line drawn north-west from the source of the 
Salmon Falls river. New Hampshire claimed for its southern 
boundary a line drawn west from a point 3 In. north of the 
mouth of the Merrimac and for its upper eastern boundary a 
line running north by slightly west from the source of the 
Salmon rails river. Both provinces granted townships within 
the disputed territory; Massachusetts arrested men there who 
refused to pay taxes to its officers, and sought to defer the settle-
ment of the dispute. New Hampshire, being on the more 
friendly terms with the home government, finally petitioned the 
king to decide the matter, and in 2737 a royal order referred it 
to a commission to be composed of councillors from New York, 
Nova Scotia and Rhode Island. This body agreed upon the 
present eastern Boundary but evaded deciding the southern one. 
Both parties then appealed to the king, and in 1742 the king in 
council confirmed the decision of the commission in regard to the 
eastern boundary and decided that the southern boundary 
should be a line corresponding to the course of the Merrimac 
from 3 m. north of its mouth to 3 m. north of Pawtucket Falls, 
at its most southerly bend, and thence due west to the next 
English province. This gave New Hampshire much more 
territory on the south than it had claimed. But the western 
boundary was not yet defined, and as early as 1749 a controversy 
over that arose with New York. New Hampshire asked for the 
territory west to within so m. of the Hudson river, or as far as 
the western boundaries of Massachusetts and Connecticut, while 
New York claimed east to the Connecticut river. Within a few 
years the governor of New Hampshire granted in the disputed 
territory r38 townships which were rapidly settled by those 
whom it was the duty of the province to protect. But there was 
a reluctance to incur the expense of a contest with so powerful 
a neighbour as New York, and in 1764 that province procured 
from the king in council a royal order declaring the western 
boundary of New Hampshire to be the western bank of the 
Connecticut river. The controversy, however, continued for 
some years thereafter (see Vanswerr). 

From r676 to 1759 New Hampshire suffered greatly from 
the Indians, and the fear of them, together with the boundary 
disputes and Mason's claims, retarded settlement. But where 
these troubles were removed the population increased rapidly, 
and at the outbreak of the War of Independence the province 
bad about 80,000 inhabitants, the great majority of whom 
were with the patriot or Whig party during that struggle. By 
June 1775 the once popular governor, Sir John Wentworth, was 
a refugee; on the 5th of January 5776 the fifth Provincial 
Congress established a provisional government; on the ,5th 
of the following June the first Assembly elected under that 
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government declared for independence; and on the 16th of 
August 1777 the important victory at Bennington was won by 
New Hampshire and Vermont troops under the command of 
General John Stark, who had a commission from New Hampshire. 
Six states had ratified the Federal constitution when the New 
Hampshire convention met at Exeter on the 13th of February 
1788, to accept or reject that instrument, and so great was the 
opposition to it among the delegates from the central part of 
the state that after a discussion of ten days the leaders in favour 
of ratification dared not risk a decisive vote, but procured an 
adjournment in order that certain delegates who had been 
instructed to vote against it might consult their constituents. 
Eight states had ratified when the convention reassembled at 
Concord on the 27th of June, and four days later, when a motion 
to ratify was carried by a vote of 57 to 47, adoption by the 
necessary nine states was assured. The War of Independence 
kit the state heavily burdened with debt and many of its 
citizens threatened with a debtor's prison. As a means of 
relief a number of citizens demanded of the legislature the issue 
of paper money equal in amount to the state's debt, and as this 
was refused, an armed mob numberintabout 200 surrounded the 
meeting-house in Exeter in which the legislature was in session, 
towards evening on the soth of September 1786. But General 
John Sullivan (2740-1795) was at that time president of the 
state, and on the next day he, with 2000 or more militia and 
volunteers, captured 39 of the leaders and suppressed the revolt 
without bloodshed. 

National elections in New Hampshire were carried by the 
Federalists until 1826, except in 2804 when President Thomas 
Jefferson won by a small majority; but within this period of 
Federalist supremacy in national politics the Democrat-Repub-
licans elected the governor from 18o5 to ars inclusive except 
in 1809. In 1816 the Democrats won both state and national 
elections; and out of the transition from Federalist to Demo-
cratic control, which was effected under the leadership of William 
Plume, (1759-1850), a prominent politician in New Hampshire 
for half a century, a United States senator from r8o2 to i8o7 
and governor of the state in 7812-1813 and 1816-18z9, arose the 
famous Dartmouth College Case. As the trustees of this institu-
tion were Fedetalists with the right to fill vacancies in their 
number, the Democrats attempted to gain control by converting 
it into a state university and increasing the number of trustees, 
but when the case reached the Supreme Court of the United 
States that body pronounced (28ro) the charter a contract 
which the Federal constitution forbade the state to violate. 
Heretofore the Federalist regime had taxed the people to support 
the Congregational Church, but now the Baptists, Methodists 
and Universalists joined the Democrats, and in 1819 this state 
support was abolished by the " Toleration Act." Because of 
Daniel Webster's arguments in the Dartmouth College Case, 
and because his party had favoured the support of the Con-
gregational Church by public taxation, he became very unpopular 
in this his native state. Accordingly, his denunciation of 
President Andrew Jackson's bank policy added strength to the 
Jacksonian Democracy, and, later, his Whig connexions were the 
greatest source of the Whig party's weakness in New Hampshire. 
John Quincy Adams was an intimate friend of William Plumer, 
the Democratic leader, and carried the state both in 1824 and 
1828, but a Jackson man was elected governor in 1827, 1829, 
1830 and 1831. The Whigs never won a national or state 
election, and often their vote was only about one-half that of 
the Democrats. But the Democrats broke into two factions in 
1846 over the question of slavery (see HALE, JOHN PARKER); 
the American or " Know-Nothing " party elected a governor 
in 1855 and 1856; and then control of the state passed to the 
Republican party which has held it to the present. After 
1890 the railway corporations were charged with a corrupt 
domination of the legislature and the courts, and in 1906 a 
" Lincoln Republican " movement was organized under 
the leadership of the well-known novelist Winston Churchill 
(b. ‘870, with the object of freeing the state from this 
influence. 2a 



The governors or presidents of the province and state have been: 
Province. 

izoihgatCi riret, president 	  
Waldron, 

	

	 . 	. 	. 	 resident 
679-1681 
681-1682 

Edward Cranfield, ieutenant•governor 	. 	. 682-1685 
Walter Barefoot. deputy-governor 	. 685-1686 
Joseph Dudley. president of Council for New 

England 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 686-1687 
Edmund Andros, governor-general of New 

687-1689 
ithout a government 	. 	. 	. 	. 689-1890 

Nominally united with Massachusetts 	. 69o-1692 
Samuel Allen, governor 	. 	. 	. 	. 692-1698 
Richard Coate, earl of Benaznont, governor . 699-1701 
Joseph Dudley, governor 	• 	. 	. 	. 	. 702-1715 
Samuel Shute, governor 	  716-1723 

,If.r
.hn Wentworth. lieutenant-governor . . 
Mara Burnett, governor . . 

723-1725 
729-1730  

Jonathan Belcher, governor 	. 	.• 	- 730-1 741 
BeningWentworth, governor . 	. 	. 	• 741-1 707 
John Wentworth. governor 	• 	• 	- 767-1775 
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Transition from Province to Slate. 
Matthew Thornton, president of the Pro-

vincial Convention. . . 1 775 

. 	. 	. 	• 	• 	• 1 790'1 792  
State Governors. 

Iv.Ali= Plumer . 	. . 	

t805-113o9 Dem.-Repub. 
1794-1805 	.. 

1862-1810 Federalist 
1810-1812 Dem.-Repub. 

1792-1794 Federalist osiah Bartlett . 	. 	. 
ohn Taylor Gilman . 	. 
ohn Langdon - . . 
eremiah Smith . 	. 	. 
ohn 1-angdon 	. 	. 	. 

John Taylor Gilman . 	. 	
1812-1813 
1813-1816 Fede;:alist 

William Plume- . 	. 	. 	1816-1819 Dem.-Repub. 
Samuel Bell 	. 	. 	. 	1149-1823 	., 
Levi Woodbury. . 
David Lawrence Moral .. 

	1823-1824 	.. 
1824-1827 " Adams Man " 

Benjamin Pierce 	. 	. 	1827-1828 " Jackson Man " 
John Boll 	  1828-1829 " Adams Man - 
Benjamin Pierce 	. . 	 1829-183o " Jackson Man" 
Matthew Harvey 	. . 	 183o-1831 	w 
Joseph Morrill Harper (acting)1831 	 , 
Samuel Dinsrnoor 	. 	. 	. 1831-1834 .  
William Badger . . 	. . 1834-1836 Democrat 
Isaac Hill   1836-1839 	, 
John Page 	  1839-1842 
Henry Hubbard . 	. 	1842-1844 	„ 
John Hardy Steele 	. 	1844-1846 
Anthony Colby . . 	180-1847 	w 
Jared Warner Williams 	1847-1849 	„ 
Samuel Dinsmoor 	. 	1849-1852 	.. 
Noah Martin 	. 	. 	0352-1854 	„ 
Nathaniel Bradley Baker 	1854-1855 	„ 
Ralph Metcalf . . 	1855-5857 Know-Nothing 
William Haile 	. . 	1857-1859 Republican 
Ichabod Goodwin 	. 
Nathaniel Springer Berry 	

. 1859-1861 	„ 

. 186t-1863 	„ 
Joseph Albree Gilmore 	 1863-1865 	. 
Frederick Smyth 	. 	1865-1867 	,. 
Walter Harriman 	. 	1867-1869 	„ 
Onslow Stearns . 	 1869-1871 	, 
James Adams Weston 	 1871-1872 Democrat 
Ezekiel Albert Straw . 	1872-1874 Republican 
James Adams Weston 	 1874-1875 Democrat 
Person Colby Cheney 	. 	1875-1877 Republican 
Benjamin Franklin Prescott 
Nate Head . 	. 	. 	. 	

1877-187? 	, 
1879-188 

Charles Henry Bell . 	. 	. 1881-1883 
Samuel Whitney Hale 	. le 

	, 
1883-1885 	w 

Moody Currier . 	. 1885-t887 
Charles Henry Sawyer   
David Harvey Goodell 	

t887-1889 	, 
.' 1889-1891 	„ 

Hiram Americus Tuttle 	1891-1893 	,, 
John Butler Smith 	. 	1893-1895 	„. 
Charles Albert Busiel " 
George Allen Ramsdell 	

1895-1897 
1 897-1899 

Frank West Rollins .  re99-1901 	.. 
Chester Bradley Jordan 	1901-19o3 
Nahum Josiah Bachelder 	1903-1905 
John McLane 	. . • 1905-1907 
Charles M. Floyd 	.  
Henry B. Quinby 	. 	

• 1907-1909 	w 

Robert P. Bass . 	. 	
, 1199019-1-1911 	.. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.—C. H. Hitchcock, Geology of New Hampshire 
(Concord, 1874-1878); New Hampshire Annual Reports (1871), 
especially those of the Forestry Commission. Fish and Game COM.. 
mission, Board of Agriculture and Board of Charities and Correa 
60n; J. F. Colby, Manual of the Constitution of the Stale of Near 
Hampshire (Concord, 1902), containing an historical sketch of the 
constitutions of the state; F. A. Ward, "The New Hampshire 
Constitution," in The New England Magazine, N.S., voL 29 
(September 1903); Laws of New Hampshire, including Public and 
Private Acts and Resolves and the Royal Commissions and Instructions, 
with Historical and Descriptive Notes, edited by A. S. Batchcllor 
(Manchester, 1904): Captain Joke Mason, the Founder of New 
Hampshire, including ha tract on Newfoundland. the American 
charters in which he war a grantee, with letters and other hist°, Id 
dasrmentr, together with a memoir by C. IV Tuttle (Boston, 15- 7). 
edited by W. Deane; New Hampshire Provincial Papers; 
documents and records relating to the province from the earliest period 
of its settlement (Concord, 1867-1873); J. Belknap The Hist", of 
Nr.o Hampshire (Philadelphia, 1784); Life of William PI le' WI 

(Boston, 1857). by his son William Plumer, Jr.; G. Barstow, the 
History of hew Hampshire from its discovery, in 1614, to the put, tie 
of the toleration act, in :hp (New York, 1853); E. A. Charlton, .%eto 
Hampshire as it is (Claremont, 1857); J. N. McClintock, History of 
New Hampshire (Boston. s1. 9): F. B. isLwn, aVew Jlaml slier, 
an Epitome of Popular Gewernment (Boston, 1904) in the " American 
Commonwealths Series "; and W. H. Fry, New Hampshire as a 
Royal Province (New York, 1908). 

NEW HARMONY, a village in Posey county, LIditatia, 
on the Wabash river, about 22 m. N.W. of Evansville. Pop. 
(1900) 1341; (1910) 1229. It is served by the Illinois Central 
railway, and has regular steamboat connexion with the river 
cities. New Harmony had its beginning in 1814-1815, when 
it became the home of a communistic religious sect known 
variously as the Harmonists, Harmonites and Rappites, 
founded in Germany towards the end of the 18th century by 
George Rapp (1757 - 1847), a native of Iptingen in WUrttemberg. 
Rapp and his followers, who sought to form a community after 
the manner of the primitive Christian Church, were persecuted 
in Germany, and in 5803-1804 emigrated to Butler county, 
Pennsylvania. There they established in 1805 a community 
known as Harmony, consisting of some 600 persons, who held 
their property in common and in 1807 adopted celibacy. In 1 8 14 
Rapp sold most of his Pennsylvania land and bought about 
24,735 acres (in the next ten years more than J4,000 acres in 
addition) on the Wabash river in Indiana Territory. In 1814 - 

x8,5 Rapp and a thousand of his followers settled on the Indiana 
tract, their headquarters being established at New Harmony, 
or Harmonic as they called it. The settlers, mostly Germans, 
devoted themselves to agriculture, weaving and leather-working 
so industriously that they prospered from the start. Rapp, 
however, in 1825 disposed of his lands and property to Robert 
Owen, having returned with part of his followers to Pennsyl-
vania and founded a new community known as Economy (q.v.), 
in Beaver county, where he died in 1847. Intent on founding a 
socialistic community, Owen went to the United States in 1824, 
and purchased Rapp's lands and live stock for $1132,000. He 
interested several well-known scientists in his settlement, and 
with them came to New Harmony in the spring-of 1826. Within 
six months the community numbered over row. Among its 
most notable members were Robert Owen's sons, Robert Dale 
Owen (1801-1877), a political leader and diplomat; David Dale 
Owen (1807-186o) and Richard Owen (18ho-189o), both geo-
logists of note; William MaClure (1763-584o), the founder of the 
Academy of Natural Sciences at Philadelphia; Thomas Say 
(1787-1834), " the father of American Zoology "; Charles Lesueur, 
a scientist and antiquarian; and Gerard Troost (1776-aso), 
a well-known geologist. The greater part of the settlers, how-
ever, were impractical theorists or adventurers. Constitution 
after constitution was adopted, and with the adoption of each 
new constitution and with each new religious discussion a group 
would secede and form a separate community—in 1828 there 
were ten—the best known and most successful being Maduria 
(like the others, occupying a part of Owen's land), named after 
William MaClure, who became its directing power. The whole 
organization broke up in 1827, and Owen left New Harmony 
in 1828. New Harmony has a Working Men's Institute 
Public Library, founded in 1838 by William MaClure, 
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and having is 1907 28,000 volumes; the collection is rich in 
works dealing with socialism. 

See " The Harmony Society" in German-American Amtals 
(Philadelphia). voL 2 (new series), for January rgoa; G. B. Lock-
wood and C. A. Prosser, The New Hammy Movement (New York. 
s ); Meredith Nicholson, The Hoosiers (New York, toot); Morris 

it uit, History of Socialism is the United States (New York, zgo3); 
and rank Podium% Robert Owes (London, 19°6). 

NEW HAVEN. the largest city of Connecticut, U.S.A., the 
county-seat of New Haven and the seat of Yale University. 
It is co-extensive with the township of New Haven (though there 
is both a township and a city government), and lies in the 
south-western part of the state, about 4 m. from Long Island 
Sound, at the head of New Haven Bay, into which empty three 
small streams, the Quinnipiac, the Mill and the West rivers. 
Pop. (1890) 81,298; (r9oo) 108,027, of whom 30,802 were 
foreign-born, including 10,491 Irish, 5262 Italians, 4743 Gans, 
3193 Russians and 1376 Swedes; (1910 OHMS) 131605. 
land area (1906) 27-91 sq. in., of which more than one-half was 
annexed since 190o. New Haven is served by the main line and 
five bunches of the New York, New Haven & Hartford railway, 
by three inter-urban electric lines and by two steamship lines 
connecting with New York. The city is built on a level, sandy 
plain, in the rear of which is a line of hills terminating in two 
spurs, East Rock and West Rock, respectively 36o and 400 ft. 
high and a M. and al m. distant from the Green. On East 
Rock is a monument to the Connecticut soldiers who fell in the 
War of Independence, the War of 1812, the Mexican War and 
the Civil War; on the West Rock is a cave, " Judges' Cave," 
in which the regicides William Golfe and Edward Whalley are 
said to have concealed themselves when sought for by royal 
officers in 2661. The central and older portion of the city is 
laid out in squares surrounding a public Green of 16 acres, which 
was in former days the centre of religious and social life. New 
Haven is popularly known as the "City of Elms," because of 
the number of these trees. Besides the Green there are 12 other 
parks, ranging from 6 to 300 acres in area, four of them being on 
the water front, along the harbour. On the west aide of the 
city is Edgewood Park (r2o acres); on the north is Beaver 
Pond Park (too acres); and East and West Rocks, mentioned 
above, have been made into suburban parks. 

Among the public buildings and places of interest are the three 
churches on the Green, built in 1814; Center Church (Con-
gregational), in the rear of which is the grave of John Dixwell 
(1608-1689), one of the regicides; United (formerly known as 
North) Church (Congregational), and Trinity Church, which 
belongs to one of the oldest Protestant Episcopal congregations 
in Connecticut. On the north-western side of the Green are 
the buildings of Yale University (q.v.); the " college " campus 
is the square enclosed by College, Chapel, High and Elm streets, 
with Battell Chapel at its eastern corner, Farrutm, Lawrence, 
Phelps, Welch and Osborn halls on its south-eastern side, 
Vanderbilt Hall, Connecticut (or South Middle) Hall, the oldest 
of the Yale buildings (175o), and the Art School on the southern 
side, the Library, „Dwight Hall and Alumni Hall on the north-
western and Durfee Hall on the northern side; farther north of 
the Green are the Divinity School, the University Campus, on 
which are the Bicentennial Buildings and Memorial Hall, and, 
lying between Grove Street and Trumbull Street and Prospect 
Street and Hillhouse Avenue, the buildings of the Sheffield 
Scientific School. In the vicinity is the Grove Street Cemetery, 
in which are the graves of many famous Americans. Besides the 
University Library, there are a Public Library (1887), containing 
about 8o,00o vols.. the library of the Young Men's Institute 
(1826) and the collection of the New Haven Colony Historical 
Society. The city contains a State Normal School and a number 
of hospitals and charitable institutions. 

Among the newspapers of New Haven are the Morning 
Journal and Courier (1832, Republican), whose weekly edition, 
the Connecticut Herald and Weekly Journal, was established as 
the New Haven Journal in 1766; the Palladium (Republican; 
daily, 1840; weekly, 1828); the Evening Register (Independent; 
daily, 1840; weekly, 1812); and the Union (1873), a Democratic 
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evening paper. At New Haven also are published several 
weekly English, German and Italian papers, and a number of 
periodicals, including the Americas Journal of Science (1818), 
the Yale Law Journal (1890) and the Yale Review (1892), a 
quarterly. 

In 1900 New Haven was the most important manufacturing 
centre in Connecticut, and in r9o5 it was second only to 
Bridgeport in the value of its factory product. In 1905 its estab-
lishments numbered 490. The principal manufactures are 
hardware, foundry and machine shop products, ammunition and 
fire-arms (the Winchester Company), carriages and wagons, 
malt liquors, paper boxes and corsets. Meat packing is also 
an important industry. In nos the total capital invested in 
manufacturing was 331,41 2,715 and the total product $39,666,118 
(a gain of 13.7% since two). Commercially, New Haven is 
primarily a distributing point for the Atlantic seaboard, but 
the city is a port of entry, and foreign commerce (almost ex-
dusively importing) is carried on to some extent, the imports in 
rim being valued at 64o4,1105. In r9o8 the assessed valua-
tion of real and personal property was 8 119,502,508, the net 
debt was $3,854,498 and the rate of taxation was 14.75 mills 
on the dollar. 

Under a charter of 1899, as amended afterwards, the city 
government, which has almost entirely superseded the town 
government, is in the bands of a mayor, who holds office for two 
years and appoints most of the administrative officers, except a 
board of aldermen (of whom each has a two-year term, six are 
chosen from the city at large and the others one each from each 
ward, the even-numbered wards electing their representatives 
one year and the odd-numbered the next), a city clerk, con-
troller, sheriff, treasurer and tax collector, all chosen by 
popular vote, and an assistant clerk, appointed by the board of 
aldermen. 

The first settlement in New Haven (called Quinnipiac, its 
Indian name, until 1640) was made in the autumn of 1637 by a 
party of explorers in search of a site for colonization for a band 
of Puritans, led by Theophilus Eaton and the Rev. John Daven-
port, who had arrived at Boston, Massachusetts, from England 
in July 1637. In the following spring a permanent settlement 
was made. It was governed under a " plantation covenant " 
until the 4th of June /639, when, at a general meeting, the 
" free planters " adopted the fundamental principles of a new 
government. They agreed that the Scriptures should be their 
guide in civil affairs, and that only approved church members 
should be admitted to the body politic; twelve men were ap-
pointed to choose seven men ("seven pillars ") who should found 
the church and admit to its original membership such planters 
as they thought properly qualified. This having been done, the 
first General Court of which there is record met on the 25th of 
October. At this court'  he members of the new church, together 
with six members of other approved churches, were admitted 
to citizenship; a magistrate, four assistants, a secretary and a 
constable were chosen as the civil officers; annual elections and 
an annual session of the General Court in the last week of October 
were agreed upon; English statute and common law were 
expressly excluded; and the " worde of God was adopted as the 
oncly rule to be attended unto in ordering the affayres of govern-
ment in this plantation." As thus founded, New Haven was 
town and colony combined. In 1643-1644 the colony was ex-
panded into the New Haven Jurisdiction, embracing the towns 
of New Haven, Guilford, Milford, Stamford and Branford in 
Connecticut, and, on Long Island, Southold; but this " juris-
diction " was dissolved in 1664, and all these towns (except 
Southold) passed under the jurisdiction of Connecticut, according 
to the Connecticut charter of 1662. The government of the 
Jurisdiction was of the strictest Puritan type, and although the 
forty-five " blue laws " which the Rev. Samuel Peters, in his 
General. Hillary of Conmetitut, ascribed to New Haven were 
much confused witb the laws of the other New England colonies 
and some were mere inventions, yet many of them, and others 
equally "blue," were actually in operation as enactments at 
as court decisions in New Haven. 
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Among those in the Peters's list which are wholly or substantially 

true are the following: "The judges shall determine controversies 
without a jury "; " Married persons must live together or be 
imprisoned '; " A wife shall be good evidence against her hus-
band "; " No minister shall keep school "; " The selectmen, on 
finding children ignorant, may take them away from their parents 
and put them into better hands, at the expense of their parents." 
Among those in the same list which are wholly or in part spurious 
are: "No woman shall kiss her child on the Sabbath or fasting day," 
and " No one shall travel, cook victuals, make beds, sweep house, cut 
hair or shave on the Sabbath day." 

One of the most important events in the history of New Haven 
was the removal hither in October 1716 from Saybrook of the 
Collegiate School of Connecticut, which developed into Yale 
University. The period of greatest material prosperity of New 
Haven in the colonial period began about 175o, when a thriving 
commerce with other American ports and the West Indies 
developed. As a port it was notorious for its smuggling and 
illicit trade. New Haven also had extensive shipbuilding 
interests. All attempts to enforce the British commercial regula-
tions were ineffectual. On the sand of February 2763 a town 
meeting resolved to encourage colonial manufactures and to 
refrain from importing from England hats, clothing, leather, 
gold and silver lace, buttons, cheese, liquors, &c. Two years 
later Jared Ingersoll (1722-1781), who had been sent to England 
to protest against the Stamp Act, but had accepted the office of 
Stamp Distributor on the advice of Benjamin Franklin, was 
forced to resign his office. In 1770 most of the merchants agreed 
not to import goods from England and transferred their 
trade with New York City, where Loyalist influence was strong, 
to Boston and Philadelphia. When news of the embargo of 
the port at Boston arrived at New Haven, a Committee of 
Correspondence was at once formed; and in the War of Inde-
pendence the people enthusiastically supported the American 
cause. On the 5th of July 1779 the place was invaded by a 
British force under General William Tryon, who intended to burn 
the town, but met so strong a resistance that be withdrew before 
the next day. New Haven's commerce suffered severely during 
the war, but by the close of the first decade of the 19th century 
it had regained its former importance. When the War of 1812 
opened there were fully 600 seamen in the city, practically all 
of whom were engaged in privateering or in the regular naval 
service of the United States. Among them was Captain Isaac 
Hull. In Ars the Fulloa, the first-steamboat on Long Island 
Sound, made its first trip from New York to New Haven. The 
second quarter of the Toth century was the period of develop-
ment of railways and manufactures. The period since the Civil 
War has been marked by a diversification of industries. To that 
conflict New Haven contributed approximately Aso,000,000, 
and 3000 men, Soo of whom were killed. From 1701 until 1873 
New Haven was the joint capital (with Hartford) of Connecticut. 
New Haven was incorporated as a city in 1784; new charters 
were secured from the General Assembly of the state in 1869, 
1881 ands8,29. Fair Haven was annexed to New Haven in 18w. 

See Leonard Bacon, Thirteen Historical Discourses (New Haven. 
1839); J. W. Barber, [Liao. and Antiquities of New Haven (3rd ed.. 
New Haven, 1870); C. H. , Town and City Government of 
New Haven, and The Republic of New Hawes (Baltimore, 1881 
E. S. Bartlett, Historical Sketches of New Hams (New Haven, 1897 ; 
Edward E. Atwater, History of the Colony of New Haven to its A 
sorption into Connecticut (New Haven, 1881); H. T. Blake. Chronicles 
of New Hawn Green (New Haven, 1898); Records of the Colony of 
New Haven 1638-1665 (2 vols., Hartford. 1837-1858), edited by 
C. H. Hoadly; and the Papers and other publications (1865 sqq.) 
of New Haven Colony Historical Society. 

NEWHAVEN, a seaport in the Eastbourne parliamentary 
division of Sussex, England, 56 m. S. from London by the London, 
Brighton & South Coast railway, on the English Channel at the 
mouth of the Ouse. Pop. of urban district (nos) 6772. The 
church of St Michael has a Norman square embattled tower 
surmounted by a spire, and an apsidal chanceL The port is 
protected by fortifications. A harbour was first granted to 
Newhaven in 1713, and during the early part of the 18th century 
it possessed a large shipping trade. This afterwards declined, 
but it is now one of the principal points of communication 
between England and France, the railway company maintaining  

a daily service of fast steamers to Dieppe in connexion with the 
Chemin de fer de l'Ouest. The tidal harbour, which is owned 
by a company, is enclosed by two piers and a breakwater, the 
area being about so acres, and the quayage 1400 yds. The 
roadstead is one of the finest on the coast of England. With 
France there is a large traffic in wines, spirits, silk, fruit, veget-
ables and general provisions. The coasting trade consists 
chiefly of imports of coal and provisions, the exports being 
principally timber for shipbuilding and flint for the Staffordshire 
potteries. Some shipbuilding is carried on. 

NEW HEBRIDES, a chain of islands in the western Pacific 
Ocean, between 166° and 171° E., and se and 21° S., included 
in Melanesia, and under the joint influence of Great Britain and 
France. (For map, see Nettle Ocean.) From New Caledonia 
to the S.W. they are separated by a deep channel; but a com-
paratively shallow sea indicates their physical connexion with 
the Santa Cruz group (q.v.) to the N. The chain lies S.E. and 
N.W., but the main islands are arranged somewhat in the form 
of the letter Y. The south-easternmost island is Aneiteum; 
N.W. from this the main islands are Tanna or Aipere, Eromanga, 
Efate,,  the Shepherd Islands and Api or Epi. At this point the 
arms of the Y divide, the western comprising the large islands of 
Malekula or Mallicollo and Espiritu Santo,t the eastern consisting 
of Ambrym, Arag and Maiwo or Aurora, with Aoba or Leper 
Island between the two arms. Espiritu Santo, the largest 
island, has an area of 875 sq. m. Irregularly disposed to the N. 
of the Y are the lesser islands composing the Banks group—
Gana, Vanua Lava, Mota, Value, &c., and the Torres Islands. 

With their rugged outline and rich vegetation, the islands as 
seen from the sea are very beautiful. Excepting the small Tones 
group, which are low-lying and perched on reefs, but without 
lagoons, all the islands are of volcanic, not coral, formation, the 
larger ones lying on both sides of the line of volcanic activity. 
The coasts are almost free from reefs and the shores rise abruptly 
from deep water. Old coral is sometimes found elevated to a 
considerable height. The islands are formed chiefly of basalt 
and recent eruptive material; earthquakes and submarine 
eruptions are not infrequent; and some of the islands themselves 
have active craters. All have considerable elevations, the 
loftiest being the isolated cone of Lopevi, near the junction of the 
arms of the Y; its height is 4714 ft. The volcanic soil is very 

Numerous clear streams water the islands, but some 
debauch upon flat ground towards the sea, and form unhealthy 
marshes there. Copper, iron and nickel are the most important 
minerals known in the group, and sulphur is of some commercial 
importance. 

The climate is generally hot and damp, but there is a season 
(November to April) which is specially distinguished, as such, 
and is somewhat unhealthy. The trees—Cesuarina, candle nut 
(Akuriks iriloba), kauri pine (or Tanna), various species of 
Ficus, Ifyriaceas and many others—are magnificent; the 
coco-nut is not confined to the coast, but grows high up the 
valleys on the hill-sides. Sandal-wood is also found. Besides 
the breadfruit, sago-palm, banana, sugar, yam, taro, arrowroot 
and several forest fruits, the orange, pine-apple and other 
imported species flourish; and European vegetables are exported 
to Sydney. Land mammals are scarce; they include bats, rats 
and pigs which have run wild. There are some lizards and 
turtles; birds include pigeons, parrot', ducks and swallows; 
locusts, grasshoppers, butterflies and hornets are numerous, 
and the sea abounds in fish, which, however, are generally inferior 
as food, and in some cases poisonous. 

The native population is estimated at 50,000; in 1734 the 
British population was 212, the French 4o1. The island of 
Efate contains the seat of the joint government, Vila or Port 
Vila (formerly Franceville), and the majority of the French 
population. There are several British and French trading 
companies, and a considerable area is cleared and worked by 
settlers. The chief exports are copra, coffee, maize, bananas, 
timber, &c. 

Efate, Vat& Fate, Efat or Sandwich island. -
s Abbreviated to Santo; native Marina. 
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The natives of the New Hebrides are Melanesians of mixed blood, 

and vary much in different islands. On Elate and some others 
Polynesian immigration has produced a taller, fairer and less 
savage people. In some parts, as on Aoba, isolated Polynesian 
communities exist But the general type is Melanesian: black 
skin, woolly hair, low, receding forehead, broad face, flat nose and 
thick lips. The natives decorate themselves with nose-rings and 
ear-rings and bracelets of shells. The men are constantly fighting; 
their weapons are bows and poisoned arrows, often beautifully 
designed, dubs of elaborate patterns and spears. Their houses are 
either round huts, or rectangular with pitched rods resting on 
three parallel -  rows of posts. The villages are scrupulously clean 
and neat, ornamented with flowering shrubs, cantons and dracaenas, 
and are often fortified with stone walls. in character the New 
Hebrideans are ferocious and treacherous, though most of their 
unhospitality and savagery is to be traced to the misconduct and 
cruelty of traders and labour agents. The women occupy a de- 
graded position, and in some islands widows are buried alive with 
the bodies of their husbands. There is a groat belief in sorceries 
and omens; but prayer and offerings (usually of shell money) are 
addressed mainly to the spirits of the (recently) dead, and there is 
another class of spirits, called Vui, who are appealed to when incor-
porate in certain stones or animals; of one of two such the divinity 
is recognized generally. By the villages a space shadowed by a 
great banyan tree is often set apart for dances and public meetings. 
A certain sanctity attaches also sometimes to the Casuarina and the 
Coss. An important institution is the club-house, in which there 
are various grades, whereon a man's rank and influence mainly 
depend, his grade being recognized even if he goes to another island 
where his language is unintelligible. In like manner a division into 
two great exogamous groups prevails, at all events throughout the 
northern islands. It would therefore seem that the present diversity 
of languages in the group must be of relatively 'went origin. These 
languages or dialects are numerous, and mutually umntdligible, 
but alike as to grammatical construction, and belonging to the 
Melanesian class. 

History.—The Portuguese Pedro Fernandez de Quiros, sighting 
Espiritu Santo in 1606, thought he had discovered the great 
southern continent then believed to exist, and named it Australia 
del Espiritu Santo. Louis de Bougainville visited the islands 
in 1768, and Captain Cook, who gave them the name they bear, 
in 1774. The subsequent visits of several explorers, the ex-
ploitation of the sandal-wood and other products by traders 
and the arrival of missionaries helped to open up the islands and 
to give them a certain commercial importance by the middle of 
the igth century. Trade was mainly with New Caledonia, and 
France was thus indicated as the dominant power in the New 
Hebrides; even British planters pressed France to annex the 
islands in 1876, but in the following year some of the missionaries 
urged the same course on England. In 1878 the islands were 
declared neutral by Great Britain and France. The presence of 
British and French settlers under independent authority led to 
unsatisfactory administration, especially in regard to the settle-
ment of civil actions and jurisdiction over the native population. 
As to the establishment of commercial supremacy, French 
interests clashed with Australian, and in 1882 M. John Higginson 
of New Caledonia (d. zoos) consolidated the former by founding 
the trading society which afterwards became the Socinefraniaire 
des Nouvelles -Hebrides. In x886 one of the most serious of 
many native outbreaks occurred, necessitating a French de-
monstration of force from New Caledonia. An Anglo-French 
convention of the 16th of November i887 provided for the 
surveillance of the islands (protection of life and property) by a 
mixed commission of naval officers. The Anglo-French agreement 
of zoos had a clause providing for an arrangement as to proper 
jurisdiction over the natives and for the appointment of a com-
mission to settle disputes between British and French landed 
proprietors. In this and the following year there was much 
unrest among the natives, and a joint punitive expedition was 
necessary. 

Strong feeling was aroused meanwhile in Australia owing to 
the disabilities suffered by British settlers in the islands. British 
annexation, or at least a division of the group into British and 
French spheres, was urged. But on the loth of October zoo6 
a convention was signed in London, confirming a protocol of 
the preceding 27th of February, and providing that " the group 
of the New Hebrides, including the Banks and Torres Islands," 
should form " a region of joint influence," in which British and 
French subjects should have equal rights in all respects, and  

each power should retain jurisdiction over its own subjects or 
citizens. The claim of other powers to share the joint influence 
was excluded by the provision that their subjects resident on the 
islands must be under either British or French jurisdiction. A 
British and a French high commissioner were appointed, each 
assisted by a resident commissioner; provision was made for 
two police forces of equal strength, and the joint naval com-
mission of 1887 was retained for the purpose of keeping order. 
The high commissioners were given authority over the native 
chiefs. A joint court was established, consisting of two judges, 
appointed respectively by Great Britain and France, and a 
third, to be president, and not a British subject or French 
citizen, appointed by the king of Spain. Its jurisdiction covers 
civil cases (including commercial suits and those respecting 
landed property), native offences or crimes against non-natives, 
and all oilman against the provisions of the convention. The 
sale of arms and intoxicants to natives is forbidden; and the 
convention regulates ale recruitment of native labour. Pro-
vision was made for community of interests in regard to public 
works, finance and the official use of the English and French 
languages. The creation of municipalities on the application 
of groups of not less than thirty non-native residents was pro-
vided for, municipal votes being given to both sexes. The con-
vention provided against the establishment of a penal settlement 
and the erection of fortifications. 

This convention was bitterly criticized in Australia on the 
ground that many of the provisions which nominally established 
equality between British and French would operate in practice 
to the advantage of the French; and there was no little dis-
satisfaction on the ground that the Australian government was 
neither represented at the preliminary conference, nor fully 
consulted during the negotiations. 

See Parlisaueulary Papers. France, No. 1 4888 and r906); and 
" Correspondence relating to the Convention . ." (Cd. 3288). (1907). 

NEW IBERIA, a city of Louisiana, U.S.A., capital of Iberia 
parish, on the Bayou Teche, in the southern part of the state, 
about 125 m. W. of New Orleans. Pop. (ago) 3447; (19130 

681 3 (3309 nellrnes): 0910 7499• It is served by the Southern 
Pacific, the Franklin and Abbeville, and the New Iberia & 
Northern railways. Lumber, sugar, cotton and rice are pro-
duced in the neighbourhood. At the village of Avery Island, 
about so m. S.E., there are deposits of rock salt. The 
municipality owns and operates the waterworks and the 
electric lighting plant. New Iberia was laid out in 1835 and 
was chartered as a city in 1839. 

NSW JERSEY, one of the Middle Atlantic states of the 
American Union, lying between 41° 21' 22.6' and 38'  Se 40' 
N. lat., and 75°  35' and 73°  53' 39°  W. long. It is bounded. N., 
by the state of New York; E., by the Hudson river, which 
separates the state from New York, and by the Atlantic Ocean; 
and S. and W. by the Delaware Bay and river, which separate 
New Jersey from Delaware and Pennsylvania. All the boundaries 
except the northern are natural. New Jersey has an extreme 
length, N. and S., of z66 m., an extreme width, E. and W., of 
57. ca., and a total area of 8224 sq. m., of which 710 sq. M. are 
water-surface. 

Physiography.—There are within the state four distinct topo-
graphic belts—the Appalachian, the Highlands, the Triassic Low-
land and the Coastal Plain. The folded Appalachian belt crosses 
the N.W. corner of the state, and includes the Kittatinny Mountain 
and Valley. The mountain has a north-east-south-west trend, 
crossing the Delaware river at the Delaware Water Gap and con-
tinuing S.W. into Pennsylvania. In width the range varies from 
4 or 5 m. in the N. to about 2 rn. in the S. Its western foot lies 
along the Delaware river, which for some distance flows parallel 
with the range, and has an altitude of about quo ft. above the sea 
at PortJervis. where it enters the state, and of about 300 rt. at the 
Water Gap, where it leaves it. Where the crest of the ridge enters 
the state its elevation is 1539 ft.; at High Point, i j m. S.W. the 
ridge attains a height of 1803 ft., the highest point within the state. 
A short distance S.W. of this point, in a depression in the mountain 
crest, is Lake Marcia, at an elevation of 1570 ft. Beyond Culver's 
Gap the mountain again narrows to a ridge, and for a portion of its 
length it is double-crested. On the eastern side the slope is so 
abrupt as to make ascent difficult and at places impossible, but the 
western slope, on account of a dip of the rock to the N.W., is more 
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gradual. The eastern foot has a very uniform*R 	of from 
goo to t000 Et. above the sea. The crest of the ridge

u 
 is 
de 

  front boo 
to 1200 ft. W. of the foot, and from 4511 to 600 ft. above it. At 
the Water Gap the ridge is m& through to its base, and the Delaware 
river flows through the opening. This gap, goo ft. wide at the 
base and 4500 ft. wide at the top, with sides rising very abnVy 

impressive sighthe 
Kittatinny Valley, S.E. of and parallel to the Kittatinny Kange, is 
about 4o tn. long and 12 m. wade and has an average elevation of 
yoo It. Its western margin is from goo to moo ft. above the sea, 
and its eastern border is from 400 to soo ft. lower. The floor of the 
valley is very undulating, and contains numerous small streams. 
whose divides are from yoo to goo ft. above the sea. South-east of 
the Kittatinny Valley, and parallel with it, Ties the second topo- 
graphic belt, the Highlands. This region embraces an area of 
goo sq. at, having a Length N.E. and S.W., of 6o m., and a width 
varying from g to 18 in. It consists of an upland dplateau now 
dissected by streams into a series of hills and ridges, an corresponds 
to the Pimont Belt farther to the S.W. and to the upland region 
of southern New England. The average elevation of the Highlands 
is about t000 ft.; the highest point, between Canisteer and Vernon, 
in Sussex county, being 1496 ft. The third belt, called the Triassic 
Lowland, occupies about one-fifth of the &dace of the state. Its 
N.W. border is marked by a line drawn S.W. across the state through 
Pompton, Morristown, Lebanon and Highbridge to the Delaware; 
its S.E. border by a line drawn from Woodbridge to Trenton. The 
surface is irregular, with altitudes ranging from about sea-level to 
goo ft. A noteworthy feature of this area is the series of trap rock 
ridges, between which the Passaic river makes its irregular way 
through a region of Rat bottom lands. On the N. E. border of the 
Lowland, one of these trap ridges lines the western bank of the 
Hudson river for about 25 in., and is known as the Palisade Ridge, 
or simply the Palisades, because of the scenic effect produced by 
the mlumuarlying and steep eastern wall of the trap sheet. 
To the W. the of the ri is dge very gentle. The Palisades extend 
from a point N. the New York bounds y as far S. as Weehawken, 
their height gradually decreasing southward. A slope of debris 
occurs at the E. base of the Palisade Ridge, but the summit is 
covered with trees. The trap formation extends to the Kill van Kull 
Channel, and includes, among other ridges, the so-called First and 
Second Watchung (or Orange) Mountains W. of the group of suburbs 
known as the " 01-411801." but S. d Weehawken It has no scenic 
attractiveness. With the exception of the ridges, the Triassic Low-
land N. of the Raritan river is usually below TOO ft. in altitude; 
S. of the Raritan the topography of this belt is similar to the northern 
portion, but much of the area is over 200 ft above the sea. South-
east of the Triassic Lowland lies the fourth topographic belt, the 
Coastal Plain, containing an area of 440o sq. m., or slightly more 
than one-half the entire surface of the state. This belt, bordered 
on the E., S. and W. by water, is highest near its centre and lowest 
along its margins. It is free from mountainous ridges, but there 
are a number of isolated hills, such as the Navesank Highlands 
(25g ft.) in Monmouth county. One-third of the Coastal Plain is 
below 50 ft. in altitude; two-fifths are between 5o and too ft.; 
and somewhat more than a fourth of the area is over TOO ft. above 
sea-level. The total area of the belt as high as 200 ft. above the sea 
does not exceed 15 sq. m. About one-eighth of the area consists 
of tidal marsh. lying chiefly between the long sandy ridges or barrier 
beaches of the Atlantic coast and the mainland. The width of the 
marsh varies from t to 6 m.. being least in the extreme N. and S. 
and greatest near the mouths of streams. There is also a marsh 
along Delaware Bay. unprotected by a beach. The waters between 
these beaches and the mainland are gradually filling with sediment 
and changing into tidal marsh. In addition to the stretches of marsh 
along the coast, the eastward-flowing rivers of the Coastal Plain are 

f 
fringed la with large arms of swamp nd, some of which is well 
orested. 

For the entire state the average elevation is 250 ft., with 4100 
sq. m. below too ft.; TWO sq. M. between too and so ft.; 1400 
sq. m. between sal and moo ft. ,• and 215 sq. In. between moo and 

ft. The four topographic belts of the state correspond very 
to the outcrops of its geological formations; the rocks of the 

Apps ian belt being of Palaeozoic age; the formation of the 
Highlands, Archaean; that of the Triassic Lowland, Triassic; that 
of the irregular hills of the Coastal Plain. Cretaceous and Tertiary. 

The great terminal moraine of the glacial epoch crosses the N.E.-
S.W. topographic belts of the state, in an irregular line running W. 
and N.W., from Staten Island, N.Y. North of the morainic belt
the effect of the glaciation Is seen in the irregular courses of the 
streams, the numerous lakes and freshwater marshes and the falls 
and rapids along those streams displaced by the glaciers from their 
former courses. The effect of glaciation on the soil is noted in a 
later paragraph. 

The Delaware river, from its junction with the Neversink Creek 
to the capes, flows along the western and southern borders of the 
state for a distance of 243 m., and has a total drainage area in 
New Jersey of 2345 sq. In. Of equal importance is the Hudson, 
whose lower waters, forming the north-eastern boundary of New 
ersey 

Lu 	contributed materially to the state's commercial develop. 
for a distance of 22 m.. drain a very small part of the state, 

t have  

meet. The streams lying wholly within the state are relatively 
unimportant. Of the tributaries to the Delaware river the northern-
most is Flat Brook, 25 tn. long, draining an area of 65 sq. W. of 
the Kittatinny Mountain. The Kittatinny Valley is drained by 
Pauline Kill and the Pequest river in the E. and S.E., and by the 
Walkill river in the N.E. Of the streams of the Highlands and the 
Triassic Lowland, the Passaic river is the most important. Rising 
in the N.E.—in the southern part of Morris county—it pursues a 
winding north-easterly course, passing through a gap in the trap 
rack at Little Falls, and by means of a cascade and a mile of rapids 
descends aa ft. At Paterson, 3 m. farther, the stream passes through 
a crevasse in the trap rock and has a sheer fall of 70 ft. (the Great 
Falls of the Passaic). The stream then makes a sharp bend south-
ward and empties Into Newark Bay.' The Passaic and its small 
tributaries—theoppany. Rockaway, Pequanac, Wanaque, 
Saddle and Rama rain an area of about 95o sq. nu On account 
of the rapid fall its tributaries, the union of so many of them with 
the main stream near its middle course and the obstructions to the 
flow of the water in the lower course, the Passaic is subject to 
disastrous floods. In Ian a heavy rainfall caused a flood which 
continued from the 8th to the 19th of October and destroyed not 
less than $7,o00,000 worth of property. Another, which continued 
from the 25th of February to the 9th of March 1900, destroyed 
property valued at $r,000,000 or more, and there were less dis-
astrous floods in 1882 and 1896.1  The Hackensack river enters the 
state about 5 tn. W. of the Hudson river, flows almost parallel 
with that stream, and empties into Newark Bay, having a length 
of 54 rn. and a drainage area of sot sq. m. The Raritan river, 
flowing eastwardly through the centre of the state, is the largest 
stream lying wholly within New Jersey, and drains Hos sq. in. 
Commercially, however, this stream is less important than the 
Passaic. In the southern half of the state the drainage is simple. 
and the streams are unimportant, flowing straight to the Delaware 
or the Atlantic. The westward streams are only small creeks; 
the eastward and southward streams, however, on account of the 
wider slope, have greater length. Among the latter are the Maurice 
river, 33 in. long, emptying into Delaware Bay; and the Great Egg 
Harbor river, 38 m. long, and the Mullin, 32 m. long, emptying into 
the Atlantic. In the northern part of the state, and especially 
among the Highlands, are numerous lakes, which are popular places 
of resort during the summer months. Of these the largest and the 
most frequented are Lake Hopatcon_g, an irregular body of water in 
Morris and Sussex counties, and Greenwood Lalce, lying partly in 
New York and partly in New Jersey. 

Fauna and Flora.—The fauna of New Jersey does not differ 
materially from that of the other Middle Atlantic states. 
game has almost disappeared. The red, or Virginia, deer war the 
grey fox are still found in circumscribed localities; and of the 
smaller mammals, the squirrel, chipmunk, rabbit, raccoon and 
oposum are still numerous. Among game birds are various species 
of ducks, the quail, or " Bob White," and the woodcock. The 
waters of the coast and bays abound in shad, menhaden, bluefish, 
weak-fish (squeteague), clams and oysters. The interior streams are 
stocked with trout, black bass and perch. 

The conditions of plant growth are varied. In the northern and 
north central parts of the state, where the soil consists partly of 
glacial drift, the species have a widerrange than is the case farther 
5., where the soil is more uniform. New Jersey is a meeting ground 
for many species which have their principal habitat farther N. or 
farther S., and its flora therefore may be divided into a northern 
and a southern. Still another class, and the most clearly marked of 
all, is the Rea of the beaches, salt marshes and meadows. The 
total woodland area of the state is about 3234 sq. m. Two distinct 
types of forest are recognized, with the usual transition one between 
them. South and east of a line drawn approximately from Seabright 
to Glassboro, and thence southward to Delaware Bay, is a nearly 
level, sandy mien known as " The Pines." This is the great forest 
area of the state; it contains about 1,200,000 acres of woodland, 
practically continuous, and portions of it still but sparsely inhabited. 
The original forest has been entirely removed, but a young growth 
of the same tree species, chiefly pitch pine with a variety of oaks, 
replaces it. Within "The Pines," immediately north of the Mullica 
river, lies an area of about 20,000 acres called " The Plains." These 
are sparsely clothed with prostrate pitch pine, scrub oak and laurel. 
Tree forms are entirely absent. The cause of this condition is still 
undetermined. Along the streams in this section are many stamps, 

 valuable for the white cedar that they produce, or when cleaTF:.  r 
cranberry bogs. The northern part of the state is much more rugged, 

1  As the waters of the stream have been diverteff into mill races, 
the river very seldom makes this leap in its natural channel. The 
power thus generated has been largely instrumental in creating the 
sty of Paterson_ (gm). 

1' The total tenth of the Passaic is about too m., but its course is 
so irregular that the distance in a straight line from its source to 
its mouth is only about t5 m. 

z See G. B. Hollister and M. 0. Leighton, The Passaic Flied of 
span (Washington. 1903), and M. 0. Leighton, The Passaic Flood of 
Igo (Washington, 19°4), being numbers 88 and 92 of the Water 
Supply and Irrigation Papers of the U.S. Geological Survey. 
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and the Warta are chiefly of chestnut and various species of oak. 
Though much broken by farms and other elements of culture they 
aggregate about 740,000 acres. New Jersey's forests have suffered 
much from fire, but with the exception of " The Plains " the soil 
everywhere is well adapted to tree growth. A comparatively mild 
climate and good market facilities increase the potential value of 
the whole woodland area. The state maintains a Forest Com- 
mission whose chief 031103111 if to control the fires and thereby give 
value to private holdings. In this effort it is meeting with consider. 
able success. The state is also acquiring, and maintaining as de-
monstration acres and public parks, forest reserves in various parts 
of the state. The five reserves now held are in Atlantic, Burlington 
and Sussex counties and aggregate 9899 acres. ,  

Chinate.—Between the extreme northern and southern sections 
of the state there is a greater variation in climate than would natur- 
ally result from their difference in latitude. This is due to the ma - 
iliac},  of the ocean in the S. and to the relatively high altitudes in 
the N. Near Cape May fruit trees bloom two or three weeks earlier 
than in the Highlands. The mean annual temperature ranges 
from 49.2° F. at Dover, in the N., to 55.4 °  at Brim. 1, in the S. 
The average date of the first killing frost at Dover is the 4th of 
October, and of the last, the toth of May; at Atlantic City, on the 
sea-coast, these dates are respectively the 4th of November and the 
nth of April. At Dover the mean annual temperature Is 49°; 
the mean for the winter is 28°, with an extreme minimum taorded 
of -x3°; and the mean for the summer is 70°, with an extreme 
maximum recorded of ma°. At Atlantic City the mean annual 
temperature is 52'; for the winter it is 34°, with an extreme of -7°: 
and for the summer, 7o°, with an extreme of 99°. At Vinelaad, a 
southern interior town, the mean annual temperature is 53°; for 
the winter it is 33-. with an extreme of -13°: and for the summer. 
74°, with an extreme of 105°. These records of temperature afford 
a striking illustration of the moderating influence of the ocean upon 
the extremes of summer and wider. On account of the tiroximity 
to the sea, New Jersey has a more equable climate than have some 
of the states in the same latitude farther west. During the summer 
months the general course of the wind along the sea-coast is in-
terrupted about midday by an incoming current of air, the " sea 
breeze," which gradually increases until about three o'clock in the 
afternoon, and then gradually lessens until the offshore wind takes 
its place. As the heat is thus made less oppressive along the coast, 
the beaches of New Jersey have rapidly built up with towns and 
cities that have become popular summer resorts—among the best 
known of these are Long Branch, Asbury Park, Ocean Grove, 
Atlantic City (also a winter resort) and Cape May. Among the 
interior resorts are Lakewood, a fashionable winter resort, and lake 
Hopatcong, and Greenwood Lake and surrounding regions, much 
frequented in the summer. In the summer the prevailing winds 
throughout the state are from the S.W.; in the winter, from the 
N.W. The normal annual precipitation is 471 in., varying from 
,t6.6 in. on the sea-coast to 49.1 in. in the Highlands and the Kitta-
tinny Valley. Precipitation is from 1 to 3 is greater in the 
summer than in the other seasons, which differ among themselves 
very little in the average amount of rainfall. From December to 
March. inclusively, part of the precipitation is in the form of snow. 
In the extreme S. there is more rain than snow in the winter; but 
no part of the state is free from snow storms. In the summer 
thunder storms are frequent, but are generally local in extent, and 
are much more common in the afternoon and early evening than in 
the morning. 

Soils—The soils of the state exhibit great variety. Those of the 
northern and central sections are made up in part of glacial drift; 
those of the S. are sandy or loamy, and are locally enriched by 
deposits of marl. The most fertile soils of the state lie in the clay 
and marl region, a belt from 10 to 20 m. wide extending across the 
state in a general south-westerly direction from Long Branch to 
Salem. South of this belt the sods am generally sandy and are not 
very fertile except at altitudes of less than 50 ft., where they are 
loamy and of alluvial origin. 

Agriculture.—In 1900 very little more land was under cultivation 
than in 1850, the total acreage for these years being respectively 
2,840,966 and 2,752,946. The number of farms, however, increased 
from 23,905 to 34,294, and the average size of the farms decreased 
from 115.2 acres to 82 acres, an indication that agriculture gradually 
became more intensive. In 1900, 22% of the farms contained 
from 20 to 50 acres, 48-3%, 50-175 acres and only 7.8 % con-
tained over 175 acres. Farms were smallest in Hudson county, 
where the average size was 7.9 acres, and largest in Sussex county, 
where the average size was 143.4 acres. The counties with the 
largest total acreage were Burlington (343,096), Sussex (256,896) 
and Hunterdon (248,733). Between 1880 and won the percentage 
of farms operated by owners decreased from 75.4 to 70-1; the per-

, The amount of timber cut within the state is very small. Before 
the introcluction of coal and coke as fuel in the forges and furnaces 
the cutting of young trees for the manufacture of charcoal was a 
profitable Industry, and the process of deforestation reached its 
maximum. Since 1860 the forest area has only slightly diminished. 
and the condition of the timber has improved, but large trees are 
still scarce.  

=cage of cash tenants increased from 10•5 to 151; and that of 
share tenants remained about stationary, being 14.1 in 1880 and 
14.-6 in lice. In this last year 271 % of the farms derived their 
principal income from live stock, % from vegetables, 17.2i 
from dairy produce, 7.8 % from fruits and 7•1 % from hay an  
grain. 

In t907, according to the Year Book of the United States Depart- 
ment of Agriculture, the principal crops were: hay, 634.000 
tons ($10,778,000); potatoes, 8,400,000 bushels (76,216,00o); 
Indian corn, 8,757,000 bushels ($5.5 1 7.000); wheat, 1 .998.039 bushels

,0a0 ... ( bow 
attlare 69::. 1.3710.0 bushels (1 oats. 

1,770 ). The 	
a 

	

number 	value of each of 
the various classes 	stock in the state on the tat of January 
1908 were as follows: horses, 102,000 ($11426,000); mules, 5000 

ir75,c11; milch cows, 190,000 (18,179,000); other neat cattle, 
2.000 ( 1 1722.000); ACC% 44.000  (5220.000); Mine. 155.000 

 01Z55,000 .) In 184ast5959 farms were classified as dairy farms, 
ff. they derived at 40 % of their income from dairy 
and the total value of dairy products was $8,436,869, tLrclaurgtser. 

 items being $6,318,568 for milk sold and 8818,624 for butter sold. 
Poultry raising also is an important agricultural industry: poultry 
in the state was valued at $1,300,853 on the ist of June 190o; and 
for the year 1899 the value of all poultry raised was $2,265,816, 
and the value of eggs was $1,938.304. In the production of cereals 
the state has not taken high rank since the development of the wheat 
fields of the western states; but in 099 the acreage in cereals was 
45.4 %. of the acreage in all crops, aridthe value of the yield was 
25.3% of that of all crops. Of the total acreage in cereals in 1907. 
278,000 acres were in Indian corn; 208,000 in wheat; 78,00o in 
rye; and 6o,cmo in cats. The chief cereal-producing counties in 
19 were Burlington, Hunterdon, Monmouth and Salem. The most 
valuable field crop m 1907 was hay and forage, consisting mostly of 
clover and cultivated grasses; in 1899 the value of this crop was 
20.2 % of that of all crops. 

Since 1830 market gardening .  in New Jersey has become in-
creasingly important, especially in the vicinity of large cities, and. 
has proved more profitable than the growing of cereals. In the total 
acreage devoted to the raising of vegetables in marketable quantities 
New Jersey in two was surpassed by only two other states. The 
value of the marketable vegetables in 1899 was $4,630,658, and the 
value of the total vegetable crop, $8,425,596,  or 30-7.  % of that of all 
crops. Among the vegetables grown the potato is the most im-
portant; in 1907 there were mow acres in potatoes, yielding 
8,400,000 bushels, valued at $6,216,000. Between 1899 and 1907 
the value of the potato crop more than doubled. In 1899 the state 
also pmduced 5,304,503 bushels of tomatoes; 2,418,641 bushels of 
sweet potatoes; 2,052,200 bunches of asparagus; 7,890,980 heads 
of cabbage; 21495,94o musk melons; 3,300,33o water melons; 
and 1.015, 1 n bushels of sweet corn. Fruit-growing has also attained 
considerable importance. In 1899 the total value of the crop was 
$4.082,788; the value of the orchard fruit was $2,594,981; of small 
fruits, $1,406,049; and of grapes. 881,758. Peaches grow in all 
parts of the state, but most of the crop comes from liunterdon. 
Suesex and Somerset counties. Apples are grown there and also 
in the western part of Burlington county. In the decade 1880- 
1899 the apple crop increased from 603,890 to  4,640,896 bushels. 
In Monmouth, Camden and parts of Burlington and Gloucester 
counties great quantities of pears are grown. Atlantic. Burlington, 
Camden and Salem counties are the great centres for strawberries; 
Atlantic, Cumberland and Salem counties lead in grape-growing;

" and a lame huckleberry crop is yearly gathered in " - the Pines. 
In 1899 New Jersey produced, nearly a fourth of the cranberry crop 
of the United States, the chief centre of production being the bogs of 
Burlington and Ocean counties. Other fruits grown in considerable 
quantities are cherries, plums, blackberries and raspberries. 

Minerals and Minis .—In 1907 the total value of the state's 
mineral products was 832,800,299. Clays of different degrees of 
value are found in nearly every section, but the principal clay 
mining areas are: the Middlesex county area, where the best clays 
are found along the Raritan river and the coast; the Trenton area, 

i in which clay is mined chiefly at Dogtown, E. of Trenton; the 
Delaware river area, in the vicinity of Palmyra; and the Wood- 
mantic area, in Ocean county. As the clay pits contain only small 
amounts of any one kind of clay, it has proved more profitable for 
manufacturers to buy their raw materials from a number of miners 
than for them to operate the mines themselves, and consequently
clay mining and the manufacture of clay products are largely 
distinct industries. In New Jersey the mining of clays Is more 
important than in any other state, the amount mined and sold in 
1902 being a third of the entire output of the United States, and the 
amount in 1907 (440,138 tons) being more than one-fifth of all clay 
mined and sold in the United States; and in 1907 in the value of 
clay products (516,025,460; brick and tile, $9,019.834, and_potteri

- 

 . 
86,985,626) New Jersey was outranked only by Ohio and Peruay 
'snits In Warren and Sussex counties are abundant materials for 
the manufacture of Portland cement, an industry that has attained 
importance since 1892; in the value of its product in 1907 

Lk,738,5r6) New Morris  was surpassed only by Pennsylvania. 
Granite is e found in orris and Sussex counties, but is not extensively 
quarried; there are extensive quarries of sandstone in the Piedmont 
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section; and limestone and trap rock are important mineral 
resources. In 1907 the total value of stone quarried in the state 
was 51,523,312, of which $995,436 was the value of trap rock, 
5274452  of limestone, P77,667 of sandstone and • $75,757 of 
granite. Some roofing slate is produced in Sussex county; in 1907 
the output was valued at $8000. The mining of natural fertilizers—
white and grecnsand marls—Ls a long established industry; the 
output in 1907 was 14,091 tons, valued at 58429.  

Of mineral ores the most important are iron, zinc and copper. 
The manufacture of iron in New jersey dates from 1674. when the 
metal was reduced from its ores near Shrewsbury, Monmouth 
county. Magnetic ores, found chiefly in Morris, Passaic and Warren 
counties, form the basis of the present industry. Bog ores were 
mined until about 1840; since that date they have had no market. 

i The product of the iron mines has fluctuated greatly in quantity, 
being nearly L000,000 tons of ore in 1892, 257,235 tons in 1897, 
and $49,760 tons in 1907, when the output was valued at $1,815,586: 
and was about nine-tenths magnetite and one-tenth brown ore. 
The chief places of production are Hibernia (Morris county) and 
Mt Pleasant (Hunterdon county); in 1907  four mines in the state 
produced 316,236 tons. In the production of zinc New jersey once 
took a prominent part; in 1907 the only producer was The New 
Jersey Zinc Company's mine at Franklin Furnace, Sussex county, 
with an output of 13,573 short tons, valued at 11,601.614. The 
chief deposits consist of red oxide, silicate and franklinite, and the 
average zinc content is 23 . %. The copper deposits of the state were 
worked to a small extent in colonial days. One of the brass cannon 
used at Yorktown was made of copper taken from the Watchung 
Mountains during the War for Independence. These mountains arc 
still the chief source of copper, but the ores, chiefly cuprite, mala-
chite and chrysocolla, are also found in various parts of the Pied-
mont region. In theyars following t9oo there was renewed interest 
in copper mining. There are many valuable mineral springs in the 
state: for 1907 eleven springs (three in Bergen and two each in 
Morris, Camden and Somerset counties) reported to the U.S. 
Geological Survey the sale of 982.445  gallons (mostly table water), 
valued at $103,082. Other minerals, which are not found in com-
mercial quantities, are lead in the form of galena, in Sussex county; 
graphite, in the crystalline schistose rocks of the Highlands; molyb-
denum, in the form of a sulphide in Sussex county; and barytes in 

I Mercer and Sussex counties. In Bergen, Warren, Sussex and 
Morris counties are numerous bogs containing peat of a good quality. 

Masufactures.—After 1850 New jersey made rapid progress in 
manufacturing, which soon became its leading industry. In 1850 
7.7 % of the population were employed as wage.earners in manu-
facturing establishments; in Iwo, 1243 %. The value of the pro-
ducts in t850 was $39,851,256; in 1890. $354,573,571; in 1900, 
1611,748,933. Such figures of the census of 1900 as are comparable 
with those of the special census of tens, when only the establishments 
under the factory system were enumerated, show that bet -000 
and 1905 the number of factories increased 9•3 % the cal al, 
49.8  %; and the value of the products,' 40 % (from $353,00 -  44 
to 5774.369.025).  This rapid development is due to the ex, 
transportation facilities, and to the proximity of large mirkci.. nd 
of great natural resources, such as the clays of New Jersey Anil the 
coal and iron of Pennsylvania. The chief manufacturing cent.. in 
1905. as judged by the value of their products, were s irk 
($150,055,277), jersey City ($75.740.934). Bayonne ($6o,633,,J1). 
Paterson ($54,673,283). Perth Amboy (534,800,4os), Camden 
($33,587,273), and Trenton ($32,719.945). In 1905, 67.1 % of the 
factories were in municipalities having a population of at least 
8000 in 1900, and their product was s4.1% in value) of the total. 
There are indications, however, that industries are slowly shifting 
to the smaller towns. 

The textile industries taken together are the most important of 
the manufacturing industries, having a greater output (in Iwo, 
$81.910,8501 in 1905.  $96,060,407), employing more labourers and 
capital, and paying more wages than any other group. Among the 
various textiles silk takes the first place, the value of the factory 
product in 1900 being $39,966,662, and in 1905, 542,862,907. In 
1900 the value of the silk output was 4843 I of the total value of 
the textiles, and silk manufacturing was more important than any 
other industry (textile or not); in 1905, however, owing to the great 

in other industries, silk had dropped to fourth place, but 
aril Cecontributed 44.6 r of the value of the textiles. In tegoo New 
Jersey furnished 311 %. and in 1905, 2.2 %, of the silk products 
of the United States, and was su by no other state. The silk 
industry is centred at Paterson. t chief silk manufacturing city of 
the United States. West Hoboken and Jersey City are also im-
portant producers. A second textile industry in which New Jersey 
In 1900 and in 1905 took first rank was the manufacture of felt hats; 
the total value of the product in nos was $9,540,433. a gain of 
32.3 % since woo, and constituting 26 % of the value of the product 
of the entire United States. Most of the product comes from the 
amities of Newark and Orange. From two to tips the value of the 
worsted goods increased from 116,823,721 to $11.925.126, or 7441 %. 

a The following statistics of the products for 1900 and for 1905 
are for factory products, those for 190o differing, therefore, from the 
statistics which appear in the reports of the census of 1900. 

'This is one of the oldest of the important industries in New 
Jersey: at Old Boonton, about 1770, was established a rolling and 
slitting mill, probably the first in the country. 

the greatest pin made by any of the textiles. In this industry New 
jersey was surpasse.d only by Massachusetts, Rhode Island and 
Pen nsylvania. During this five-year period there was an increase of 
31.2 % (from $6,540,289 to $8,518,527) in the value of the cotton 
goods manufactured in New Jersey; of za-6 % (from $2,168,570 
to 52.441,516) in that of linen goods; of 45.3 I (from $1,748,148 
to 52,539,17a) is that of hosiery and knit goods, and of 1443 % 
(from 11,522,827 to 51,748,831) in that of carpets and rugs. In 
dyeing and finishing textiles New jersey was first among the states 
of the Union in 1900 (value, 5I0488,963. being 23.3 7. of the total 
for the country) and in 1905 (value, $ 11 .979,947. beim 23.6 % of 
the total for the country); Paterson is the centre of this industry 
in New Jersey. 

In the manufacture of clay products, including brick, tiling, terra 
cotta and pottery, the state takes high rank: the total value of 
pottery, terra cotta and fire-clay products increased from 18440423 
in 
product 

 to $11,717,103 in 1905; in 190$ the most valuable pottery 
uct was sanitary ware, valued at 13,006,406; and in that year 

New Jersey furnished 18.2 % of the total pottery product of the 
United States, and was surpassed in this industry only by Ohio. 
The city of Trenton is one of the two great centres of the American 
pottery industry, and in 1905 it manufactured more than one-half 
of the state's output of pottery, terra cotta and fire-clay products. 
The pottery products include china, c.c. ware, white granite ware, 
sanitary ware, belleek and porcelain. Much of the raw material for 
this industry, such as ball, flint, and spar clays and kaolin, is im-
ported from other states. In 1905 the value of brick and tile manu-
factured in the state was 14830,08o- Glass is also an important 
product of New jersey:.  the output being valued at 4093,822 in 
repo and at S6.450,195  In 1905. Since 188o, however, the state had 
fallen from second to fourth place (in 19o5) in this industry. 

The leading single industry in the state in 1905. as determined by 
the value of its products, was the smelting and refining of copper. 
In 1900 the output was valued at $38.365.131; in tgos, at 
562,795,713. an increase of 631 %; and in 1905 soh % of the 
product of the United States came from New Jersey. The raw 
materials for this industry, however, are imported into New jr 
from other states. In the smelting and refining of platinum, 
gold and silver (not from the ore) there was a striking development 
between 1900 and 1905, the value of the product increasing from 
$469,224 to $7,034.139. The value in 1905 of gold and silver 
reduced and refined (not from the ore) was $5,281,805. The values 
of the other leading manufactures in 1905 were as follows: products 
of foundry and machine shops. $49,425,385; iron and steel 1  (in-
cluding products of blast furnaces and rolling mills), P3,667,483; 
wire (exclusive of copper wire), $11,103,959; petroleum refining, 
146,608,984; tanned, curried and finished leather, 521495.329 
(5th in the United States in 'goo and 1905); malt liquors, 
$17,446,447; slaughter-house products and packed meats, 
117,238,076; electrical machinery, supplies and apparatus, 
113,803,476 (5th in the United States in 190oand in 1905); cmicats, 
$13,023,629; rubber belting and hose, $9,915.742; jewelry. 
59.303,646 (4th in the United States in 1900 and in 19o5); tobacco, 
cigars and agarettes, 58,331,611. Other manufactures valued in 
1905 at more than $5,000,0o0 were: boots and shoes, cars and 
general railway shop work, illuminating and heating gas, lumber 
and planing mill products, phonographs, fertilizers, flour and grist 
mill products, iron and steel ships, refined lard and paper and 
wood pulp. 

Fiskeries.—The fisheries of the state are of great commercial 
value. In 1904 the fisheries and the wholesale fish trade gave 
employment to 9094 persons. Until rent New Jersey's fisheries 
were more important than those of any other state in the Middle 
or South Atlantic groups; but after that date, owing to a decrease 
in the catch of bluefish, shad, clams and oysters, the annual catch 
of New York and Virginia became more valuable. The great 
length of river and sea front, and the easy communication from all 
parts of the state with the leading urban markets, have brought about 
the development of this industry. The total catch in 1904 was 
90,108,068 lb, valued at $3,385,415, a decline of 28 % in value since 
1901. The chief varieties of the product in 1904, with their value. 
were as follows: oysters, 11,11,953; clams. 543O,766; shad. 
$238.517; squeteague (weak-fish. 1253,200; bluchsh, $120,085; 
menhaden. $1 9.o90; sea bas1,14. 7,903; cod, 153,289. Fishing. 
as a commercial pursuit, is ea on in seventeen counties, and 
attains its greatest importance in Cumberland county, where the 
catch in 1904 was valued at $1.090,157, and the oyster catch alone 
at $1,046,142. In the other counties along the Delaware shad is 
the chief product, and these counties furnish nearly nine-tenths of 
the catch. A small amount of shad is taken also in the Hudson 
river. The value of the shad fisheries has greatly declined since 
1901.. Along the coast squeteague is the most abundant edible 
variety taken. Bluefish are very plentiful from 4 to to m. off 
Seabright. The shell fisheries (oysters particularly) arc centred in 
Delaware Bay and at Maurice River Cove, in Cumberland county, 
but are important also in Cape May, Atlantic, Ocean and Monmouth 
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Counties on the Atlantic seaboard. This industry declined for a 
time, partly on account of the pollution of the streams by sewage 
and the refuse of manufacturing establishments, but laws have been 
enacted for its protection and development. Clams are gathered 
from Perth Amboy to the upper Delaware Bay; the mast • 
fisheries being at ICeyport, Port Monmouth and Belford. In 
the State Bureau of Shell Fisheries estimated the annual value of 
obeli fisheries in the state at nearly $6,000,000,  of which a500,000 
was the value ofdams. Monmouth, Ocean and Cape May counties 
furnish large quantities of menhaden, which are utilized for oil and 
fertilizer. This industry in 1904 yielded fertilizer valued at 
$154,360 and oil valued at $33,110. 

Transporter/WIC—In 19o5, with a total railway mileage of 
2374•40, New Jersey possessed an average of 3022 m. of railway 
for each too sq. m. of territory, an average higher than that of any 
other American state; in 1909, 	 to the State Railroad 
Commissioners, the mileage • was 2334• 	(including.  additional 
tracks, sidings, 81c., 5471.38 M.). Owing to gephical position 
the state is crossed by all roads reaching New York City from 
the S. and W., and all those reaching Philadelphia from the N. and 
E. The eastern terminals of the southern and western lines running 
from New York City arc situated on the western shore of the Hudson 
river, in Weehawken, Hoboken or Jersey City; whence passengers 
and freight are carried by ferry to New York. Jersey City and 
Hoboken are aho connected with New York by tunnels under the 
Hudson river. Among these lines are the Erie system, extending 
W. from Jersey City via Buffalo; the New York, Susquehanna & 
Western (Subsidiary to the Erie), from Jersey City to Wilkes-Bard, 
Pennsylvania ; the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, from Hoboken 
to Buffalo; the Lehigh Valley, from Jersey City to Buffalo; the 
Pennsylvania from Jersey City to the S. and W.': the New York, 
Ontario & Wesurn (controlled by the New York, New Haven & 
Hartford), from Weehawken to Oswego; the West Shore (leased 
by the- New York Central) from Weehawken to Buffalo; and 
the Central railway of New Jersey (controlled by the Philadelphia 
& Reading), with numerous short lines from Jersey City to the S. 
and W. These•roads also operate numerous branch lines and control 
other short lines built independently. Among the latter class are 
the Atlantic City railway (controlled by the Philadelphia & Reading) 
from Philadelphiato various coast resorts in southern New Jersey; 
and the West Jersey & Seashore (controlled by the Pennsylvania), 
from Philadelphia to Atlantic City and Cape May. The railways 
operating independently of the great " trunk " systems are few and 

t. The excellence of - the waggon roads of the state is 
Tyner:to the plentiful supply of trdp rock in New Jersey. . 

New Jersey's 487 m. of boundary, 319 m. touched by 
waters navigable for boats of- varying draft. There is tidal water 
on the E. and S., and also on the W. as far N. as Trenton. The 
lower Hudson is navigable for the largest ocean-going steamers. 
From Bergen Point to Perth Amboy, W. of Staten Island, lie the 
narrowchannds of the Kill van Kull and Arthur Kill, with a minimum 
depth of 9 or to ft. at low water. Raritan Bay, to the S., is navigable 
only for small vessels. There are nogood harbours on the Atlantic
coast. The lower Delaware is navigable for ocean steamships as 
far N. as Camden (opposite Philadelphia), and for small vessels as 
far as Trenton. which is the head of navigation. The only deep 
water terminals of the state are Jersey City and Hoboken. Among 
the rivers the Raritan is navigable to New Brunswick. the Hacken-
sack for small boats for 20 m. above its mouth, the Rahway as far 
as Rahway, the Great Egg Harbor river as far as May's Landing, 
the Mullica for 20 m. above its mouth, and the Elizabeth river as 
far as Elizabeth. In 1907 an inland waterway from Cape May to 
Bay Head was planned: the length of this channel, through and 
between coastal sounds from the southernmost part of the state to 
the northern end of Barnegat Bay in the N.E. part of Ocean county, 
was to be about 116-6 m., and the channel was to be 6 ft. deep and 
zoo ft. wide. The Delaware and Raritan canal' was long a very 

The Pennsylvania railway has constructed tunnels under the 
Hudson river, and has erected a large terminal station on Manhattan 
Island. 

I In William Winterbotham's An Historical, Geographical, Com- 
mercial and Philosophical View of the 48/11CM0011 VT0108 States, Be. 
(London, [795) there was a discussion of the feasibility of a canal 
between the Delaware and the Raritan. In 11104 a company was 
chartered 'to build such a canal; in 1816 a route was surveyed; 
in 1823 a commission was appointed which recommended a route 
arreezzsted that the state take part in building the canal; in 

1826 a canal company was incorporated with a monopoly 
of canal and railway privileges within TO m. of any part of the canal 
authorized, but Pennsylvania refused permission to use the waters 
of the Delaware. and the charter lapsecl; in 1830 the Delaware and 
Raritan Canal Company was incorporated by an act which forbade 
the construction of any other canal within 5 m. of the doposed 
mute of the Delaware and Raritan, and which rdervW to the 
mate the right to buy the waterway 3o years (hanged 11I 1831 to 
wiemrsiafgeer iteecomA 86e9t5ion-1.1.7. 

president 
(t  o
altr theCompany,

pe Commodore) ey,  

c  tributed greatly to its financial success. in 1831 it was combined 
with the Camden & Amboy railway. 

important artihrial waterway. Its mein channel (opened for 
traffic in 1838) extends from Bordentown. Burlington county, on 
the Delaware to New Brunswick, on the Raritan, 44 

river 
 the canal 

route, and thus carries the waters of the Delaware ver entirely 
across the state, discharging them into the Raritan at New Bruns-
wick. It is 40 ft. wide at the bottom, 8o ft. at the top and 9 ft. 
deep it has a navigable feeder (3o ft. wide at the bottom and 6o ft. 
wirie .at  the top, with a depth of 9 ft.), which is 22 m. long, extending 
from the Delaware at Bull's Head to Trenton. The canal passe. 
through Trenton (the highest point-56.3 ft. above mean tide). 
Kingston, Grigpten, Weston and Bound &ook and has one lock 
(or more) at each of these places. It is used. chiefly for the trans-
portation of Pennsylvania coal to New York, and is controlled by 
the Pennsylvania railway. The total cost up to 1906 WaS$5,113,749. 
The Morn. Canals opened in 5836, fa so ft. wide at the surface, 
as ft. wide at the bottom and s ft. deep, and (excluding 4.1 m. of 
feeders) 10218 in. long, beginning at Jersey City and passing 
through Newark. Bloomfield-d, Paterson, Little Falls, Boonton, 
Rockaway, Dover, Port Oram, Lake Hopatcong, Hackettstown and . 

 Washington to Phillipsburg on the Delaware; it is practically in 
two sections, one east and the other west of Lake Hopatcong (Sussex 
and Morris counties; about 928 ft. above sea-level; 9 In. long from 
N.E. to S.W.; maximum width, 1 m), which is a reservoir and 
feeder for the canal's eastern and western branches, and which was 
enlarged considerably when the canal was built. There is another 
feeder. the Pompton, 34 111. long,. in Passaic county. The canal 
craws the Passaic and Pompton oven on aqueducts. The Canal 
(the Morris Canal Banking Company) was leaned in April 1871 
to the Lehigh Valley Railroad Company for 999 years. It is no 
longer of connaerdel' importance as a waterway. At Phillipsburg it 
connects with an important coal carrying canal 	almost 
entirely in Penarizdnia), the property of the 	 and 
Navigation Co. 	to the Cent , 
which follows the high river to Coalpat (Carbon county, Pennsyl- 
vania), penetrating the coal regions of Pennsylvania. 

Peperlatfon.—The population of the state in 188o was 1,131,116; 
in 1890, 1.444.933; la 2960. 4181669 (43 1 ,884 foreign-horn, 
and 69,844 negroes); in 1905 (state census) 2,144,134; in taro, 
2,537,167. Of the native-born white population in 1900, 556,294 
were of foreign parentage, and 825,973 were of native parentage. 
Among the various elements comprising the foreign-born popula-
tion were 119,598  Germans;  94,844 Irish; 45,4 28 English; 
41,865 Italians; 19,745 Russians;  14,913 Hungarians; 14,728 
Austrians; 4,357  Poles; 14,211 Scotch; and 10,26x Dutch. 
In i800 barely s% of the population was urban; in zgoo go% 
of the inhabitants either lived in cities or were in daily com-
munication with Philadelphia or New York. The rural popula-
tion is practically stationary. The chief cities in 1910 were 
Newark (pop. 347,469), Jersey City ( 267,779), Paterson (125,600) , 
Trenton (96,815), Camden (94,538) and Hoboken (70,3 24). 
Owing to its milder climate and its larger number of cities New 
Jersey has a negro population somewhat larger than that of the 
states of the same latitude farther west. The rate of increase 
of this element, which is greatest in the cities, is about the same 
as that for the white inhabitants. Since 1881 colonies of Hebrews 
have been established in the southern part of the state, among 
them being Alliance (z881), Rosenhayn (1882), Carmel (1883), 
and, most noted of all, Woodbine, which owes its origin to the 
liberality of Baron de Hirsch, and contains the Baron de Hindi 
Agricultural and Industrial School. As regards church affilia-
tion, in 1906 Roman Catholics were the most numerous, with 
441,432 members out of a total of 857,548 communicants of all 
denominations; there were 122,511 Methodists, 79,912 Presby-
terians, 65,248 Baptists, 53,1 21  Protestant Episcopalians, 
32,290 members of the Reformed (Dutch) Church in America, 
and 24,147 Lutherans. 

The Morris Canal & Banking Company was chartered in 1824 
to build the Morris Canal. which never proved a financial success, 
partly because of the competition of the Delaware Raritan. 
which soon commanded the coal trade, and partly because of physical 
and mechanical defects. It was exempted from all taxation by the 
state, which reserved the right to buy it, at a fair price, in 1923 or, 
without making any payment, to succeed to the actual ownership 

 1973 upon the ex mtion of the charter. The idea of utilizing 
the waters of Lake Hopatcong was that of George P. MacCulloch 
of Morristown. A peculiar feature of the canal was a system of 
inclined planes or railways on which there were cradles,carryingt;I: 
canal boat up (or down) the incline; these were devised by 
lessor James Renwick (1858-5895) of Columbia College; 12 of them 
in the eastern division raised boats altogether about 720 ft., and II 
of them in the western division lowered the boats about 690 ft.—the 
remainder of the grade was overcome by locks. 
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Administratien.—The state is governed under the constitution 

of riles, with subsequent amendments of an and of 1897. 
The only other constitution under which the state has been 
governed was that of 1776 (see History below). The right of 
suffrage is conferred upon all males, twenty-one years of age and 
over, who have resided in the state for one year and in the county 
for five months preceding the election. ,  Paupers, idiots, insane 
persons and persons who are convicted of crimes which exclude 
them from being witnesses and who have not been pardoned 
and restored to civil rights are disfranchised. ' The executive 
power is vested in a governor, who is elected for a term of three 
years and may not serve two successive terms, though be may 
be re-elected after he has been out of office for a full term. He 
must be at least thirty years of age, and must have been a citizen 
of the United States for a least twenty years, and a resident of 
the state seven years next preceding his election. He may not 
be elected by the legislature, during the term for which he is 
elected as governor, to any office under the state or the United 
States governments. He receives a salary of ir0000 a year. 
If the governor die, resign or be removed from office, or if his 
office be otherwise vacant, he is succeeded by the president of the 
Senate, who serves until another governor is elected and qualified. 
The governor's powers under the constitution of 2776 were 
greatly limited by the constitution of 1844. His appointive 
power is unusually large. With the advice and consent of the 
state Senate be selects the secretary of state, attorney-general, 
superintendent of public instruction, chancellor, chief justice, 
judges of the supreme, circuit, inferior and district courts, and 
the so-called " lay " judges of the court of errors and appeals, 
in addition to the minor administrative officers who are usually 
appointive in all American states. The governor may make no 
appointments in the last week of his term. The state treasurer, 
comptroller and the commissioners of deeds are appointed 
by the two houses of the legislature in joint session. The 
governor is ex officio a member of the court of pardons, and his 
affirmative vote is necessary in all cases of pardon or commuta-
tion of sentence (see below). 

The legislative department consists of a Senate and a General 
Assembly. In the Senate each of the 2I counties has one repre-
sentative, chosen for a term of three years, and about one-third 
of the membership is chosen each year. The members of the 
General Assembly are elected annually, are limited to sixty (the' 
actual number in goo), and are apportioned among the counties 
according to population, with the important proviso, however, 
that every county shall have at least one member. 

The arrangement of senatorial representation is very unequal: 
and the densely populated counties are under-represented. A 
senator must at the tune of his election be at least thirty years old, 
and must have been a citizen and inhabitant of the state for four 
years and of his county for one year immediatelypreceding his 
election; and en assemblyman must at the time of his election be 
at least twenty-one years old, and must have been a citizen and 
inhabitant of the state for two years, and of his county for one year, 
immediately preceding his election. The annual salary of each 
senator and of each member of the General Assembly is fisoo. 
Money bills originate in the lower house, but the Senate may pcopae 
amendments. The legislature may not create any debt or liability 
" which shall, single or in the aggregate with any previous debts or 
liabilities, at any time exceed Moo,000," except for purposes of 
war, to repel invasion or to suppress insurrection, without specifying 
distinctly the purpose or object, providing for the payment of 
interest, and limiting the liability to thirty-five years; and the 
measure as thus passed must be ratified tolto

lare 
 popular vote. The 

constitution as amended in 0175 forbids the ta to pus any 
private or special laws regulating the affairs towns or counties, 
or to vote state grants to any municipal or industrial corporations or 
societies, and prescribes that in imposing taxes the assemment of 
taxable property shall be according to general laws and by uniform 
rules; and anti-race-track agitation in 1891-1897 led to a further 
amendment prohibiting the legalizing of lotteries, of pool-se9  

, The constitution of 11144 limited the suffrage to white males, 
and although this limitation was annulled by the fifteenth amend-
ment to the Federal Constitution, it was not until 1875 that the 
state by an amendment (adopted on the 7th of September) struck 
the word " white " from its suffrage clause. At the same time 
another amendment was adopted providing that sailors and soldiers 
in the service of the United States in time of war might vote although 
absent from their election districts. 

or of other farms of gambling. Ther•VOINW say (dace Ora veto 
iat any item in any appropr Ion bill, but any bill (or item) may be 

a  
over his veto by bare majorities (of all members elected)) 

'tlfred  houses. Bills not returned to the legislature in five days 
become law, unless the legislation adjourns in the meantime. 
Amendments to the constitution must first -be muted by the lesuo 
lature at two consecutive sessions (receiving a marraY vete of all 
members elected to each house), and then be ratified hy the wets 
at a special election, and no amendment or amendments may be 
submitted by the legislature to the people oftener than mace in 
five years. 

The judicial system Is complex and is an interesting develop-
ment from the English system of the rilth century. At its bead 
is a court of errors and appeals composed of the chancellor, the 
justices of the supreme court and six additional " lay " judges. 
The supreme court consists of a chief justice and eight associate 
justices, but it may be held by the chief justice alone or by any 
one of the associate justices. The state is divided into nine 
judicial districts, and each supreme court justice holds circuit 
courts within each county of a judicial district, besides being 
associated with the " president " judge of the court of common 
pleas of each county in holding the court of common pleas, the 
court of quarter sessions, the court of oyer and terminer and the 
orphans' court. One of five additional judges may hold a circuit 
court ,in the absence of a justice of the supreme court, or the 
" president " judge of a court of common pleas may do so if the 
supreme court justice requests it. In each township there are 
from two to five justices of the peace, any one of whom may 
preside over the "small cause court," which has jurisdiction 
of cases in which the matter in dispute does not exceed taco 
and is not an action of replevin, one in which the charge is slander, 
trespass or assault, battery or imprisonment, or in which. the 
title to real estate is in question. 

The court of common pleas, which may be held either by the 
" president " judge or by a justice of the supreme court, may hear 
appeals from the " small cause court," and has original jurkdictioe 
in all civil matters except those in which the title to real estate is in 
question. The court of quarter sessions, which may likewise•be held 
by either the judge of the court of common pleas or by a justice of 
the supreme court, has jurisdiction over all criminal cases except 
those of treason or murdw. The court of oyer and terminer es a 
higher criminal court, and has cognisance of all crimes and offences 
whatever. Except in counties having a population of puma or 
more, a justice of the supreme court must preside over it, and the 
judge of the court of common pleas may or may not sit with him; 
in a county having a population of Soo moo or more the judge of 
the court of common pleas may it alone. Writs of error is case. 
punishable with death are returnable only to the court of arras 
and appeals. No appeals are permitted in criminal cams. The 
orphans' court ma held either by the judge of the court of 
common pleas or by a justice of the supreme court; and it has 
urisdiction over controversies respecting the existence of wills, the 

fairness of inventories, the right of administration and guardianship, 
the allowance of accounts to executors, administrators, guardians or 
trustees, and over suits for the recovery of legacies and distributive 
shares, but it may refer any matter coming before it to a master in 
chancery. The prerogative court, which is presided imer ....th_e 
chancellor as ordinary and surrogate-general, or by a v 
and vice-surrogate-general, may hear appeals from the orphans 
court, and has the authority to grant probate of wills and letters of 
administration and guardianship, and to hear and determine disputes 
arising therein. The court of chancery is administered by a chan-
cellor, seven vice-chancellors and numerous masters in chancery. 
Besides the ordinary chancery jurisdiction it hears all applications 
for divorce or nullity of massage. Appeals from the court of 
chancery u well as writs of error from the supreme court are heard 
by the court of errors and appeals. New jersey has a court of 
pardons composed of the governor, chancellor and the six " lay " 
judges of the court of mom and appeals, and the concurrence 

An 
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majority of its members, of whom the governor shall be one.  
necessary to grant a pardon, commute a sentence or remit a fine. 
This court has, also, the authority to grant to a convict a licence 
to be at large upon such security, terms, conditions and limitations 
as it may require. The judges of the several New Jersey courts 
are appointed by the governor with the consent of the Senate ice it 
term of years, usually five to seven. 

For the purposes of local government the state is divided into 
counties, cities, townships, towns and boroughs. The govern-
ment of the towns is administered through a council, clerk, 
collector, assessor, treasurer, Etc., chosen by popular vote; that 
of the townships is vested in the annual town meeting, at which 
administrative officers are elected. Any township with more 
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than s000 inhabitants may be incorporated as a town, with its 
government vested in a mayor and council. Any township or 
part thereof with less than 4 sq. m. of territory, and less than 
Sono inhabitants, may be incorporated as a borough, with its 
government vested in a mayor and council. 

In mos a law (revised in rooll) was passed providing for the 
(=duct at public cost of primary elections for the nomination of 
nearly all e lective officers, and for the noniination, ofd tes to 
party nominating conventions; nominations for primary elations 
me made by petitions signed by at least ten voters (except in very 
small election districts) who make affidavit as to their party affilia- 
tions; the nominee thus indorsed must file a letter of acceptance. 
Under this act a "political party" is one which polled at least 
one-twentieth of the total number of votes cast in the nextpreceding 
election in the area for which the nomination is made; and in party 
conventions there must be one delegate from each election district, 
and one del. to for each son votes cast by the party in the next 
preceding gubernatorial election. 

An act approved on the roth of April 1908 authorized a Civil 
Service Commission of four members appointed by the governor, 
who choose a chief examiner and a secretary of the commission. 
Civil service rules adopted by this commission went into effect in 
the same year for certain state employes. In 19to that part of the 
law permitting municipalities to adopt these rules through their 
governing bodies wasdeclared unconstitutional; but municipalities 
may adopt them by popular vote. 

A state Board of Railroad Commissioners (three appointed by 
the governor), created in 1907, became in 1910 a Board of Public 
Utility Commissioners with jurisdiction over all public utilities 
(including telephones and telegraphs); its approval is necessary 
for the issue of stock or bonds, lout it has no power to fix rates. 

The state acts concurrently with New York in preserving the 
natural beauties of the Palisades of the Hudson river; and in 
1909 the Palisades Interstate Park, with a front of t3 m. on the 
Hudson, from Fort Lee to Mermont, was dedicated. 

The homestead exempt from sale under seizure is limited to the 
house and lot, not exceeding Moon in value, of a debtor having a 
family. To entitle the property to exemption, it must be registered 
as a homestead in the office of the county clerk, and it may be 
sold, then, only with the consent of the husband and wife, and the 
proceeds of the sale, to the amount of M000, must be applied to 
the purchase of another homestead. The exemption does not extend 
to a sale for unpaid taxes, for labour done on the homestead, materials 
furnished to it. or for a debt contracted in the purchase thereof, or 
prior to the recording of the notice. The exemption inures to the 
benefit of the widow and family of the householder until the youngest 
child becomes twenty-one years of age. 

Capital punishment is by electrocution. A law of 1902 provides the 
death penalty for any murderous assault on the president of the United 
States, the chief executive of any state, or the heir to any foreign throne. 

The grounds for an absolute divorce are only two: adultery and 
" wilful. continued and obstinate" desertion for two years; but a 
decree of limited or permanent separation may be obtained in case 
of extreme cruelty. Unless the cause of action is adultery or at 
least one of the parties was a resident of the state at the time the 
cause of action arose and has continued to reside there, no suit for 
a divorce can be begun until one of the parties shall have resided in 
the state for the two years next preceding. Furthermore, the cause 
of action must have been reoagnized in the jurisdiction in which the 
petitioner resided at the time It arose. 

No child less than fourteen year. old is permitted to work in any 
factory, workshop or mill; and the penalty for each offence is 55o. 
The employment of children wider sixteen years of age in any 
mercantile establishment for more than zo hours a day, or 55 hours 
a week, or between .6 o'clock in the evening and 6 o'clock in the 
morning is prohibited, except one evening each week when they may 
be permitted to work until 9 o'clock, and except in the evenings from 
the 15th to the 25th of December when they may be permitted to 
work until to o'clock. There are strict provisions for the protection 
and for the sanitary housing of factory employees, and prohibiting 
sweat-shops. A state law (1899) requires the payment of wages in 
lawful money at least every two week, to its employees on the part 
of every firm, association or partnership doing business in the state. 

Edureniors. —During the colonial period there were schools 
maiktained by churches, a few town schools of the New England 
type, and, in the latter part of the era, a number of private 
schools. But the schools of colonial New Jersey, especially the 
private schools, were usually taught by incompetent masters, 
and many children were permitted to grow up without any 
schooling whatever. Public interest in education, however, 
began to awaken soon after the close of the War of Independence. 
Under the encouragement of an act of the legislature passed in 
:794 several academies were established. A public school fund 
MO established in 1817. Three years later townships were 
authorised to levy.taxes for maintaining schools for poor children. 

The division of townships into school districts and the election 
of three trustees were provided for in 1829. In 1846 each town-
ship was required to raise as much money for school purposes 
as the state contributed. In ass a normal school for training 
teachers was established at Trenton. And in r867 a school law 
was passed which established the main features of the present 
school system, although it was four years later before a state 
school tax was imposed and schools were made free to all 
children in the state. The public school system is administered 
under the direction of a superintendent of public instruction 
and a state board of education. The former decides all con-
troversies arising under the school law, and exercises a general 
supervision over the public schools; the latter has the control of 
a number of special state educational institutions, appoints 
the county superintendents and supervises the execution of the 
school laws of the state. In general each city, town and township 
in the state constitutes a separate school district, although two 
or more of these may unite to form a single district. Each district 
is required to furnish free textbooks. All children between the 
ages of 7 and is are required to attend school for the full school 
year, and those who at is years of age have not completed 
the grammar school course must continue to attend until they 
either complete it or arrive at the age of 17. Furthermore, 
children past rs years of age who have completed the grammar 
school course but are not regularly and lawfully employed at 
some useful occupation must attend a high school or a manual 
training school until 17 years of age. 

Funds for the support of the public schools are derived from 
various sources: (1 the interest on the " surplus revenue " 
($760,670), deposit with New Jersey by the Federal government 
in 5836; (2) the income from the state school fund, consisting 
largely of receipts from the sale and rental of riparian lands I; (3) a 
state school tax; (a) a direct appropriation by the legislature to 
supplement the school tax, so that the two combined will form a 
sum equal to a tax of two and three-fourths mills on each dollar of 
taxable property; and (5) local taxes. At the dose of the fiscal 
year 1908 the school fund of the state was $4,850,602.41; the 
income for the year was M24,233-56 and the disbursements were 
$373.095.76. The income from the state school fund is divided 
among the counties on the basis of the total number of days of 
attendance of the public school pupils; the legislative app ration, 
however, is apportioned among the counties ac cording to

wri 
 their 

assessed property values. Each county also received 9o% of the 
state school tax a has paid, the remainder forming a reserve fund 
to be distributed among the counties at the discretion of the state 
board. The state will duplicate any yearly sum between $250 and 
II500o which a school district may raise to maintain a school or 
courses of manual training. In like manner, any school that raises 
$2o for a library will receive the same amount from the state, 
which will also contribute fro each year thereafter for maintenance, 
if the school raises a similar sum. The total number of teachers 
in the public schools in 1908 was 10,279; the total school enrollment 
was 402,866, with an average daily attendance of 289, t67; and the 
average length of the school term was nine months and two days. 
For the benefit of veteran and invalid public school teachers there 
is a " retirement fund," which owes its origin to voluntary con-
tributions by teachers in active service. The state has taken 
official recognition of this fund and administers it on behalf of the 
contributors through a board of trustees appointed by the governor. 

In addition to the regular public schools, the state maintains a 
normal and a model school at Trenton, a normal school at Montclair 
(opened 19o8), the Farnum Preparatory School at Beverly, a Manual 
Training and Industrial School for Colored Youth at &r&ntown, 
and an agricultural college and experiment station, maintained in 
connexion with Rutgers College, at New Brunswick. There are 
industrial schools in Newark, Hoboken and Trenton, for which the 
state made an appropriation of Mo,000 in zgo8. Among the 
prominent institutions not receiving state aid are Princeton Uni-
versity, at Princeton; Rutgers College (excluding its agricultural 
school), at New Brunswick; and the Stevens Institute of Techno-
lagy Hoboken. Among the denominational institutions are the 
Theological Seminary (Presbyterian) at Princeton; the Drew 
Theological Seminary (Methodist Episcopal) at Madison; Sewn 
Hall College (Roman Catholic), at South Orange; St Peter's College 
(Roman Catholic) at Jersey City; St Benedict's College (Roman 
Catholic) at Newark; the German Theological School of Newark 

I The state's title to its riparian lands was established, alter a 
long controversy, in 1870 in the case of Seams v. the Paterson & 
Newark R.R. Co. (5 VANN'.1 ROMS 532). Since that date, with 
the exception of the period of Governor Abbett's second administra- 
tion (z890-0193), the proceeds from the sale and amid of them 
lands have been regularly applied So thy school fund. 
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n) at Bloomfield; and the Theological Seminary of the 

Dutch) ReformedChurch in America, at New Brunswick. There 
are many .private academies and secondary schools, sectarian and 
non-sectarian. 

The state supports the following charitable and correctional 
institutions all under the inspection of a State Department of 
Charities and Correction Duos); hospitals for the insane at Trenton 
and Morris Plains; a training-school for feeble-minded children 
(partly supported by the state) and a home for feeble-minded women 
at Vineland; a sanatorium for tuberculous diseases at Glen Gardner ; 
a village for epileptics; with a farm of Tao acres, mar Skillman, 
Somerset county; a state home (reform school) for boys near 
Jamcsburg, Middlesex county, and for girls in Ewing township, near 
Trenton; a state reformatory for criminals sixteen to thirty years of 
age, near Rahway; a state prison at Trenton; a home for disabled 
soldiers at Kearney,' Hudson county; a home for disabled soldiers, 
sailors and their wives at Vineland'', and a school for the deaf at 
Trenton. There is no institution for the blind, but the state pays the 
expenses of blind children who are sent from New Jersey to the New 
York State School for the Blind. A State Board of Children's 
Guardians, with an office in Jersey City, cares for destitute children. 
A convict parole law went into operation in 1891. 

FinaNce.--The revenues for state and for local purposes am 
derived from separate sources. The expenses of the state 
government are met chiefly by special taxes on railway and 
canal corporations, a franchise tax on the capital stock of other 
corporations, a collateral inheritance tax and leases of riparian 
lands. The counties and municipalities derive their revenues 
chiefly from taxes on real and personal property. Real and 
personal property is free from a state tax, except for school 
purposes. The school tax is apportioned among the counties 
in proportion to their taxable property. 

A large part of the state's revenue comes from the tax on railways 
and canals, which is levied on the property actually employed In 
their operation. Any property of railways other than the " main 
stem' (i.e. the road-bed with the rails and sleepers not over too ft. 
in width),' that is employed in operating the road or canal is taxed 
by the state for local purposes. Counties and municipalities may 
tax property within their jurisdiction belonging to railways but not 
actually used for railway purposes. Domestic telegraph, telephone, 
express, cable, parlour- and sleeping-car, gas- and electric-lighting, 
oil and pipe line companies, and several classes of insurance corn. 
ponies, are taxed on the amount of their gross receipts. Other 
domestic corporations are taxed on the amount of their capital 
stock. The rate of this tax decreases as the amount of capital 
stock increases, thus favouring large corporations. On all capital 
stock up to $3,000,000, the rate is one-tenth of t %; on all amount 4 
between three and five million dollars, the rate is one-twentieth of 
1%; and on all above five million dollars, thirty dollars per million, 
or 3[ 1 000 of I %. An inheritance tax is levied on all bequests in excess 
Of 5500 to persons other than specially excepted cl •s; and in 
1907 the receipts from the " collateral inheritance tax " were 
$241,480. County and municipal revenue are derived from the tax 
on general property. The poll tax is restricted almost entirely to 
municipalities, which devote the proceeds to roads and school,. 
The fees received for issuing charters to corporations are another 
source of revenue to the state. Toward corporations the policy of 
New Jersey has always been liberal; there is no limit fixed either 
to capitalization or to bonded indebtedness; the tax rate, as already 
indicated, is lower for large than for small corporations; and so 
many large combinations of capital have been incorporated under 
the laws of the state that it is sometimes called " the home of the 
trusts." For the fiscal year 1907 the Ices collected from corpora. 
tions by the secretary of state amounted to $2o4454, the receipts 
from the tax on corporations other than railways amounted to 
$2,584463-6o, and the receipts from the tax on railway corporations 
were $807,780.' It is the revenue from these sources that has 
enabled New Jersey to dispense almost entirely with the general 
property tax for state purposes. The legal requirement that every 
corporation chartered by the state must maintain its principal office 
there has given rise to the peculiar institution called the " corporation 
agency, ' a single office which serves as the " principal office " of 
numbers of corporations. At the close of the fiscal year 1907 the 
state was free from bonded indebtedness,' and had a balance on haul 
of 81,330,038 (much less than in 1906, because of the non-payment. 
of railway taxes, pending litigation). In the state fund, the total 

Also receives Federal aid. 	 • him. 
• Passenger stations and depot buildings were included as part of 

the " main stem " until Igoe, when their exclusion gave considerable 
added revenue to the municipalities. 

• The tax on railway corporations collected by the state for local 
purposes and paid over to the local governments in tow amounted 
to 8581,794. 

'rhe only state debt is state certificates for $116,[00 issued to 
the commissioners of the Agricultural College.  

receipts for the year were $4,602,100, sad the total disbursements. 
85,366.813- 

Hisfery.—Bones and implements have been found in the 
Quaternary gravels at Trenton, which have been held by some 
authorities to prove the presence of Palaeolithic man; but the 
earliest inhabitants of New Jersey of whom there is any certain 
record were the Lenni-Lennape or Delaware Indians, a branch 
of the Algonquian family. They were most numerous in the 
southern and central portions of the state, preferring the river 
valleys; but their total number, perhaps, never exceeded a 
thousand. Between them and the European settlers there were 
seldom any manifestations of acute hostility, though each race 
feared and distrusted the other. Many Indians were enslaved, 
and intermarriage between them and negro slaves became 
common. During the 18th century- the Indian title to the soil 
was rapidly extinguished, and at the same time the vices and 
diseases of the stronger race were gradually reducing their 
numbers. In 1758 an Indian reservation, said to have been the 
first established within the present limits of the United States, 
was established at Edgepelick, or Brotherton (now called Indian 
Mills) in Burlington county. The surviving aborigines remained 
there until t8or, when they joined the Mohegans in New York 
and migrated to Wisconsin and later to Indian Territory, now part 
of the state of Oklahoma. For the extinction•of all Indian titles 
the legislature of New Jersey in 1832 appropriated 62000, and 
since that date almost every vestige of Indian occupation has 
disappeared. 

The first authenticated visit of a European to what is now 
New Jersey was made under French authority by Giovanni da 
Verrazano, a Florentine navigator, who in the spring of 1524 
sailed within Sandy Hook and dropped anchor in the waters of 
upper New York Bay. In the following year Estevan Gomez, a 
Portuguese sailor in the service of the emperor Charles V., in his 
reputed voyage southward from Labrador, is said to have made 
note of the Hudson and Delaware rivers. It is very probable, 
also, that French traders soon afterward penetrated the region 
along the lower Hudson. Voyages to this region for exploration, 
trade and settlement, however, may be said to have really begun 
with the year 1609, when Henry Hudson explored the region 
between Sandy Hook and Raritan Bay and sailed up the river 
which now bears his name. After this voyage came Dutch 
traders, who established themselves on Manhattan Island and 
soon spread across the Hudson river into what are now Hudson 
and Bergen counties. In 1614 Cornelis Jacobsen Mey explored 
the lower Delaware, and two years later Cornelis Hendricksen 
more thoroughly explored this stream. In 1623 the first party 
of permanent homeseekcrs arrived at New Amsterdam, and a 
portion of these formed a settlement on the eastern bank of 
the Delaware and built Fort Nassau near the site of the present 
Gloucester City. In 1631 Samuel Godyn and Samuel Blommaert 
secured a patent from Peter Minuit, the director of New Nether-
land, authorizing them to plant a settlement near Cape May, 
but the effort was soon abandoned. A trading but built at 
Paulus Hook in 1633 was the beginning of the present Jersey 
City. On the western bank of the Hudson the trading post of 
Hobocanhackingh, on the site of the present city of Hoboken, 
was established at an early date. From these places and from 
New Amsterdam the Dutch spread into the Raritan Valley. 
During the rule of Governor William Kieft, the Indians, disturbed 
by the encroachments of the settlers, assumed a hostile attitude. 
The actual occasion of the Indian outbreak was the massacre 
of a number of Tappan Indians in 1643 by soldiers acting under 
Kieft's orders. From the Connecticut to the Raritan the savages 
rose in arms, laid waste the farms, massacred the settlers and 
compelled those who escaped to take refuge on Manhattan 
Island. The Dutch engaged the services of about fifty English-
men under Captain John Underhill, a hero of the Pequot War, 
and in 1644 the Indians were defeated in several engagements, 
but a general peace with them was not established until the 
Both of August 1645. 

In the meantime colonists of another nationality had set 
foot on the shores of the lower Delaware.. To found a colony in 
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the new world was long the desire of Gustavus Adolphus of 
Sweden, bat incessant European wars prevented the establish-
ment of any settlement until after his death. In 1638 fifty 
colonists landed on the western bank of the Delaware and built 
Fort Christina on the site of the modern Wilmington. Five 
years later, on the eastern bank a triangular fort, called Elfsborg, 
was constructed near the present Salem. But the Swedish rule 
was short-lived, as in 1655 the settlements surrendered to Peter 
Stuyvesant and passed under the control of the Dutch. Upon the 
subsequent history of New Jersey the attempts of Holland and 
Sweden at colonization had very little influence. The Dutch and 
Swedes between the Delaware and the Hudson were mostly 
traders, and therefore did not make many permanent settle-
ments or establish forms of government. 

By the English of New England and Virginia the Dutch 
and Swedes were regarded as intruders, and were repeatedly 
warned against trespassing on English soil. ,  As early as 1634 S. 
patent had been issued to Sir Edmund Plowden, appointing 
him governor over New Albion, a tract of land including the 
present states of New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland and Penn-
sylvania. In spite of great efforts, however, Sir Edmund failed 
to plant a colony.' In 1634 a party of English from Virginia, 
having ascended the Delaware and occupied Fort Nassau, 
which the Dutch had abandoned, were promptly captured by 
the Dutch, taken to New Amsterdam, and thence sent home 
arriving just in time to prevent the departure of a second English 
expedition up the Delaware. In 1641 English colonists from New 
Haven migrated southward and planted a settlement on the 
eastern bank of the Delaware river, declaring it to be a part of 
the New Haven jurisdiction. In the following year Governor 
Kieft, with the assistance of the Swedes, arrested the English 
and sent them back to New Haven. 

Many years elapsed before an English sovereign made any 
effort to oust the Dutch from the dominions he claimed by 
virtue of the discovery of the Cabot'. On the 12th of March 
1664 Charles II. bestowed upon his brother James, duke of York, 
all the lands between the Connecticut river and the eastern side 
of Delaware Bay, as well as all the islands between Cape Cod 
and the Hudson river. An expedition was sent from England in 
May, under the command of Richard Nicolls, and in the following 
August the English flag floated over New Amsterdam. In 
October Sir Robert Carr took possession of the settlements 
on the Delaware, and terminated the rule of the Dutch. The 
few inhabitants of what is now New Jersey acquiesced in the new 
order. While the expedition commanded by Nicolls was still at 
sea, the duke of York, by deeds of lease and release, transferred 
to Lord John Berkeley, baron of Stratton, and Sir George 
Carteret (q.s.), all that part of his new possessions extending 
eastward from the Delaware Bay and river to the Atlantic 
Ocean and the Hudson river, and northward from Cape May to a 
line drawn from the northernmost branch of the Delaware, 
" which is 41' 40' lat.,' to the Hudson river in 41* N. lat. To 
this tract the name of Now Camino, or New Jersey, was given, 
as the same name had been given in a patent to Carteret issued 
in 165o, to " a certain island and adjacent islets"' near Virginia, 
in America, which were never settled—in honour of Carteret, 
who governed .the isle of Jersey in 1643-165r and there enter-
tained Prince Charles during his exile from England. The 

As early as 1613, Captain Samuel Argall, on his way to Viminia, 
after brellking up some Jesuit settlements at Port Royal, and Mount 
Desert, passed through the Narrows near the mouth of the Hudson, 
and finding a group of Dutch traders, made them haul down their 
flag and replace it with that of England. In the spring of t6ao 
-Thomas Dormer, an English ship captain, on hls way from Monheran 
to Virginia, visited Manhattan Island and told the Dutch traders 
that they would not be allowed to remain. In May Governor 
William Bradford of Plymouth protested by letter to the Dutch 
against their occupancy, and this warning from the Pilgrims was 

fed at least twice. repeated 
 late as 1784. Charles Maio, an Englishman who had 

pQuurchased one-third of the grant from the hers of Sir Edmund 
came to New Jersey and sou* to substantiate his 

claim. Failing in a suit in chancery to obtain redness, he returned 
to England, and nothing further was heard of the claimants to 
New Albion.  

grant conferred upon Berkeley and Carteret all the territorial 
rights which the royal chaster had conferred upon the duke of 
York; but whether or not the rights of government went with 
these soon became a vexed question. In order to attract immi-
grants, the proprietors in February aids published their " Con-
cession and Agreement," by which they made provision for • 
governor, a governor's council, and an assembly chosen by the 
freemen and having the power to levy taxes. Special inducements 
in the way of land grants were offered to persons embarking 
with the first governor. In the meantime Governor Nicolls 
of New York, ignorant of the grant to Berkeley and Carteret, 
had approved certain Indian sales of land to settlers within New 
Jersey, and had confirmed their titles to tracts in what later 
became Elizabethtown, Middletown and Shrewsbury. In this 
way he unconsciously opened the way for future trouble. 
Moreover, when he had learned that the duke had parted with 
New Jersey he convinced him that it was g great loss, and in the 
effort to save what was possible, Staten Island was taken from 
the proprietors on the plea that one arm of the Hudson flowed 
along its western border: 

In August 1665 Philip Carteret, a relative of Sir George, arrived 
in the province as its first governor. In May 1668 he convoked 
the first assembly at Elizabethtown. At the next session, in 
the following November, the towns of Shrewsbury and Middle-
town declared that they held their grants from Governor Nicol's, 
and that they were consequently exempt from any quit-rents 
the proprietors might claim. They refused to pay their share of 
the public expenses;-and their deputies, on refusing to take the 
oath of allegiance and fidelity, were expelled from the assembly. 
The disaffection soon spread and led to the so-called " disorgan-
izing" assembly in r672, which went so far as to choose James 
Carteret, a landgrave of Carolina and presumably a natural 
son of Sir George, as " President" Philip Carteret returned 
to England and laid the case before the proprietors; they 
ordered President Carteret to continue on his way to Carolina 
and confirmed as governor John Berry, whom Governor Carteret 
had left behind as deputy. The duke of York declared that the 
grants made by Nicoll' were null and void; the king enjoined 
obedience to the proprietors, and quiet was restored. Another 
change was impending, however, and in August 1673, when a 
Dutch Beet appeared off Staten Island, New Jersey for a second 
time became a part of New Netherland. The settled region was 
called " Achter Roll," or " Back Bay," after Newark Bay, 
whose waters, lying behind the bay of New York, had to be 
crossed in order to 9:itch Elizabethtown. The period of Dutch 
rule was abort, and by the treaty of Westminster, of the 9th 
of February 1674, the territory was restored to England. The 
crown lawyers decided that the rights of the proprietors of New 
York and New Jersey had been extinguished by the conquest, 
and that by treaty the lands had been reconveyed, not to the 
proprietors, but to the king. On the 13th of June 1674 Charles 
II. accordingly wrote a letter confirming the title and power of 
Carteret in the eastern half of New Jersey. No similar grant 
was made to Berkeley, as on the 28th of March he had sold his 
interest-in the province to John Fenwicke, sometime major in 
the Parliamentary army and later a member of the Society of 
Friends, and Edward Byllynge (d. 1687), • Quaker merchant.' 
On the 29th of June the duke of York received a new patent 
similar to that of 1664, and he at once (on the 28th and 29th of 
July) confirmed Carteret in all his rights in that portion of New 
Jersey N. of a line drawn from Barnegat Creek to " Rankokus 
Kill "—a stream a little S. of the site of Burlington—which was 
considerably more than one-half of the province. The duke of 
York commissioned Sir Edmund Andros as governor of his 
dominions, including " all ye land from ye West side of Connecti-
cut River to ye East side of Delaware Bay." Sir George Carteret 
again sent over his kinsman Philip Carteret to be governor of 
the eastern part of New Jersey, and the two governors arrived 
in October /674 In the same ship. A disagreement arose as to 

It has been supposed that Fenwicke and Byllyngesintended to 
establish in America a retreat for those who desired religious and 
political freedom. 
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the respective interests of Fenwicke and Byllynge in the western 
portion of the province, and they chose William Penn, a new 
member of the Society of Friends, as arbitrator. To Byllynge 
Penn awarded nine-tenths of the territory and to Fenwicke 
one-tenth. Financial embarrassments a short time afterward 
caused Byllynge to assign his shares in trust for his creditors 
to three Quakers, William Penn, Gawen Lawrie and Nicholas 
Lucas. Later they acquired control of Fenwicke's share also. 
In 1675 Fenwicke with his family and a company of settlers 
reached the Delaware in the ship " Griffith " from London, and 
on the eastern shore they formed a settlement to which they gave 
the name of Salem. This was the first permanent English 
settlement in this part of New Jersey. Refusing to recognize 
Fenericke's jurisdiction, Governor Andros of New York attempted 
to secure his peaceful recognition of the duke's authority, and, 
failing in this, he sent a military force into this district in 
December 1676 and made Fenwicke a prisoner. In January, 
however, he was released on his promise not to act in a public 
capacity until he should receive further authority. Meanwhile 
the trustees of Byllynge were seeking a division of the province 
more to their advantage and, Sir George Carteret having been 
persuaded by the duke of York to surrender his grant of July 
5674, the so-called " quintiparrite deed " was executed on the 
tat of July 1676. This instrument defined the interests of 
Carteret, Penn, Lawrie, Lucas and Byllynge, by fixing a line of 
partition from Little Egg Harbor to a point on the Delaware 
river, in et.  40' N. lat., and by assigning the province east of 
this line (East Jersey) to Carteret and the province west of this 
line (West Jersey), about five-eighths of the whole, to the Quaker 
associates. The Quakers' title to West Jersey, however, still bore 
the cloud resulting from the Dutch conquest, and the duke of 
York bad desired to recover all of his original grant to Berkeley 
and Carteret ever since Governor Nies% had protested against it. 
But at this time his own right to the crown of England was 
threatened with the Exclusion Bill, and under these conditions 
instead of pressing his case against the Quakers he not only 
permitted it to be decided against him but in August 168o 
confirmed their title by a new deed. 
. A very liberal frame of government for West Jersey, drafted 

presumably by William Penn, and entitled " the Concessions and 
Agreements of the Proprietors, Freeholders and Inhabitants of 
West Jersey in America," was adopted in March. 1677. This 
vested the principal powers of government in an assembly of one 
hundred members, who were to be chosen annually and to be 
subject to instructions from their constituents. In the intervals 
between sessions of the assembly, affairs were to be managed by 
ten commissioners chosen by that body. Religious toleration 
was assured. In August 1677 the ship " Rent " arrived in the 
Delaware, with 230 Quakers from London and Yorkshire. These 
founded a settlement, which became the modern Burlington, 
and in the next few months several hundred more colonists 
arrived. But the new colony was never actually governed 
under " the Concessions and Agreements "; for from the 
beginning until the first assembly was called in November re& 
its affairs were managed by commissioners named by the pro-
prietors and when in 168o the duke of York confirmed the title 
to the land to Byllynge and his associates he conveyed the right 
to govern to Byllynge alone. Although he was one of the signers 
of " the Concessions and Agreements " Byllynge now com-
missioned Samuel Jennings as governor of the province, and the 
other proprietors acquiesced, appointing Byllynge governor and 
permitting Jennings to serve as his deputy. Jennings immediately 
called the first assembly, and this body passed a number of 
fundamental laws which provided for a governor and council, 
but were in other respects much like the clauses relating-to 
government in " the Concessions and Agreements." When, as 
if to test his authority, Byllynge, in 1682-1683, removed Jennings 
who had been a popular governor, the assembly, by the advice 
of William Penn, passed a series of resolutions in the form of a 
protest, and in 1684 two agents were sent to England to negotiate 
with Byllyhge. There the dispute was finally submitted for 
arbitration to George Fox and other Quakers, and they decided  

that, as the government of the province was legally vested in 
Byllynge by the duke's conveyance to him, he had the right 
to name the deputy governor. Fenwicke, after his release by 
Andros, endeavoured to re-establish a government at Salem with 
himself as " Lord and Chief Proprietor " of West Jersey, but the 
duke's officers further contested his claims and in 1682 Penn 
effected a peaceful settlement with him. 

In East Jersey, after the return of Governor Carteret, there 
was a period of quiet, until the death of Sir George Carteret in 
168o gave the zealous Andros another chance to further the 
supposed interests of his ducal master. Claiming jurisdiction 
over New Jersey by the terms of his commission, he issued a 
proclamation in March 168o ordering Philip Carteret and his 
" pretended " officers to cease exercising jurisdiction within 
the duke's dominions unless he could show warrant. To this 
Carteret made a spirited reply, and on the 3oth of April a detach-
ment of soldiers dragged the governor of East Jersey from his 
bed and carried him prisoner to New York. Here he was confined 
for four weeks, and was released only on his promise not to 
exercise any authority until the matter could be referred to 
England for adjudication. When the assembly of East Jersey 
met in June, Andros appeared before it as governor and recom-
mended such measures as he deemed advisable, but the deputies 
refused to pass them. In England, too, his conduct was di* 
avowed, and be was called home to answer charges that bad been 
preferred against him. Philip Carteret reassumed the duties 
of his office, but his administration, now that Andros was no 
longer feared, was again marked by much friction with the 
assembly. Sir George Carteret bad bequeathed his province 
to eight trustees, who were to administer it for the benefit of 
his creditors, and for the next two years the government was 
conducted in the name of his widow and executrix, Lady 
Elizabeth. Early in 5682, after several unsuccessful attempts 
to effect a sale by other means, the province was offered for sale 
at public auction, and was purchased by William Penn and 
eleven associates for beam Later each of these twelve sold one-
half of his share to another associate, thus making twenty-four 
proprietors; and on the 14th of March the duke of York con-
firmed the sale, and gave them all the powers necessary for 
governing the province. Robert Barclay, one of the proprietors, 
was chosen governor for life, with the privilege of performing 
his duties by deputy, and as his deputy he sent over Thomas 
Rudyard. In 1683 Rudyard was succeeded by Gawen Lawrie, 
who brought over with him a curious frame of government 
entitled " the Fundamental Constitutions." This instrument, 
which was designed to replace the Concessions, provided for the 
government of the province by a governor chosen by the pro-
prietors,* common council consisting of the proprietors or their 
proxies together with 12 freemen, and a great council consisting 
of the proprietors or their proxies together with sea freemen 
chosen by a mixed system of elections and the casting of lots. 
But the new system was to apply only to those who, in return 
for the greater privileges which it was alleged to ensure, would 
agree to a resurvey of their lands, arrange to pay quit-rents and 
provide for the permanent support of the government, and as 
Governor Lawrie found the colonists generally unwilling to make 
the exchange on the proposed terms, he discreetly refrained from 
any attempt to put the Fundamental Constitutions in operation 
and thereby avoided the confusion, which must have resulted 
from two sets of laws. The government of the twenty-four 
proprietors, however, was liberaL Recognizing the necessity 
of some one in the province with full power " to do all things 
that may contribute to the good and advancement of the same," 
they directed the appointment of the American Board of Pro-
prietors—a body of men identified with the province, who with 
the deputy-governor were to look after the proprietary interests 
in such matters as the approval of legislation and the granting 
of lands, and thereby prevent the delay caused by the transmis-
sion of such matters to England for approval. In z686 another 
effort was made to. put the Fundamental Constitutions in force, 
but when the deputies and the council rejected the instrument, 
the proprietors did not force the matter. In 1686 Perth Amboy, 
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the newly seated port of East Jersey, became its seat of govern-
ment. 

After his accession to the throne in r685, James H. showed an 
unyielding determination to annul the privileges of the colonies, 
and to unite New York, New Jersey and the New England 
colonies under a single government. In order, therefore, to 
save their rights in the soil, the proprietors of East and West 
Jersey offered to surrender their claims to jurisdiction, and 
to this arrangement the king consented. Andros, previously 
appointed viceroy of New England, thereupon received a new 
commission extending his authority over New York and the 
Jerseys, and in August z 688 he formally annexed these provinces 
to the Dominion of New England. The seizure of Andrus by the 
people of Boston in April 1689, following the news of the revolt 
in England against James IL, gave the Jersey proprietors an 
opportunity to resume their rights, but the proprietary govern-
ments regained their former footing very slowly. The pro-
prietors were widely separated—some being in America, some 
in England and others in Scotland—and unity of action was 
impracticable. For three years there was little or no government 
in the Jerseys, beyond the measures taken by local officers for 
preserving the peace. 

In 1692 an important change occurred in the administrative 
system through the appointment of Andrew Hamilton (d. 1703) 
as governor of both East and West Jersey. In 1697 a faction 
opposed to Hamilton secured his removal and the appointment 
of their partisan, Jeremiah Besse. The opposition in the two 
colonies to Besse became so formidable that he was removed 
in 1699 and Hamilton was reappointed. Certain disaffected 
dements thereupon refused to recognise his authority, on the 
ground that his appointment had not received the required 
approval of the crown, and for a time the condition of the 
provinces bordered on anarchy. These disorders, and especially 
complaints against the Jerseys as centres of illegal trade, were 
brought to the attention of Ring William and his lawyers 
contended that as only the king could convey powers of govern-
ment those exercised by the Jersey proprietors, derived as they 
were from the duke of York, were without sufficient warrant. 
Moreover, the Inhabitants sent petitions to England, praying 
that they might be placed under the direct control of the crown. 
The proprietors of East Jersey bad already offered to surrender 
their jurisdiction, in return for certain concessions by the royal 
government, but no action had been taken. In r7or the pro-
prietors of both provinces made another proposal, which was 
accepted, and in April 1702 all rights of jurisdiction were trans-
ferred to the crown, while the rights to the soil remained in the 
proprietors. The provinces of East and West Jersey were then 
united under a government similar to that of the other royal 
provinces. Until 1738 the governor of New York was also 
governor of New Jersey; after that date each colony had its 
own governor. The legislature met alternately at Burlington 
and Perth Amboy, until man, when Trenton was selected as the 
capital of the state. 

The next four decades were years of development disturbed, 
however, by friction between the assembly and the royal 
governors, and by bitter disputes, accompanied by much rioting, 
with the proprietors concerning land-titles 4744 -1740. Inde-
pendence of the absentee landlords was again claimed by virtue 
of the grants made by Nicoll nearly a century before. Agri-
culture at this time was the main pursuit. The climate was 
more temperate and the soil more fertile than that of New 
England; but there were similar small farms and no marked 
tendencies towards the plantation system of the southern colonies. 
Slavery had been introduced by the Dutch and Swedes, and 
from the time of the earliest English occupation had been legally 
recognized. East Jersey had a fugitive slave law as early as 1675. 
With the exception of laying an import duty no legislative 
effort was made—nor is it likely that any would have been 
allowed by the crown—to restrict the importation of slaves during 
the colonial period. In addition to African and Indian slaves 
there was the class known as " redemption's," or term slaves, 
consisting of indented servants, who bound themselves to their  

masters before having the mother country, and "free Milers," 
who allowed themselves to be sold after reaching America, hi 
order to reimburse the ship captain for the cost of their passage. 
Between East and West Jersey certain political and religious 
differences developed. The former, settled largely by people 
from New England and Long Island, was dominated by Puritans; 
the latter by Quakers. In East Jersey, as in New Enghusd, 
the township became a vigorous element of local government; 
in West Jersey the county became the unit. Important events 
in the period of royal government were the preaching of George 
Whitefield in 1739 and the toiletries years, and the chattering 
of the College of New Jersey (now Princeton University) in 1746, 
and of Queen's (now Rutgers) College in 1766. The colony 
gave many proofs of its loyalty to the mother canary: it 
furnished three companies of troops for Admiral Vernon's 
unfortunate expedition against Cartagena in 1741; in King 
George's War it raised limo for supplies, furnished troops for 
the capture of Louisburg and sent over six hundred men to 
Albany; and in the French and Indian (or Seven Years') War 
its militia participated in the capture of both Quebec and 
Havana. Against England the colony had fewer grievances 
than did some of its more commercial neighbours, but the Stamp 
Act and the subsequent efforts to tax tea aroused great opposi-
tion. In 1774 occurred the "Greenwich Tea Party." ,  

The last colonial assembly of New Jersey met in November 
1775. From the 26th of May to the and of July 1776 the second 
provincial congress met at Burlington, Trenton and New Bruns-
wick and for a time became the supreme governing power. By 
its orders the royal governor, William Franklin (the natural son 
of Benjamin Franklin) was arrested and deported to Connecticut, 
where he remained a prisoner for two years, until exchanged and 
taken to New York under British protection. Following the 
recommendation of the Continental Congress, that the colonies 
should create Independent governments, the provincial congress 
also drafted a provincial constitution, which, without being 
submitted to the people, was published on the 3rd of July 1776; 
it contained the stipulation that "if a reconciliation between 
Great Britain and these colonies should take place, and the latter 
be taken again under the protection of the crown of Britain, this 
charter shall be null and void—otherwise to remain firm and 
inviolable." On the 2nth of September 1777 k was amended by 
the New Jersey legislature, the words "state" and "states" 
being substituted for the words " colony" (or " province" ) 
and " colonies." The state furnished a full quota for the 
Continental army, but the divided sentiment of the people is 
shown by the fact that six battalions of loyalists were also 
organized. Tories were active in New Jersey  throughout the 
struggle; among them were bands known as " Pine Robbers," 
who hid in the pines or along the dunes by day and made their 
raids at night. In the state were fought some of the most 
important engagements of the war. When Washington, in the 
autumn of 1776, was no longer able to hold the lower Hudson 
he retreated across New Jersey to the Delaware near Trenton and 
seizing every boat for miles up the river he placed his dispirited 
troops on the opposite side and left the pursuing army no means 
of crossing. With about asoo men be recrossed the Delaware 
on the night of the asth of December, surprised three regiments 
of Hessians at Trenton the next morning, and took woo prisoners 
and woo stands of arms. In a series of movements following 
up this success he outgeneraled the British commander, Lord 
Cornwallis, and on the 3rd of January 1776, defeated a detach-
ment of his army at Princeton (q.v.). The American army then 
went into winter quarters at Morristown, while a part of the 
British army wintered at New Brunswick. To protect the 

+ Greenwich then bad some importance as a port on Cohansey 
Creek on the lower Delaware. In the summer of 1774 the captain of 
the ship " Greyhound," bound for Philadelphia with a cago of tea. 
on account of the state of opinion in that city, put in at Greenwich 
and stored his tea there in a cellar It remained undisturbed till 
the of the sand of November, when a band of about men d   

as Indians, in imitation of the Boston party, broke into the 
cellar and made a bonfire of the tea. All attempts to punish the 
offenders were futile. 
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inhabitants of the Raritan Valley from British foraging parties 
General Benjamin Lincoln with Soo men was by Washington's 
orders stationed at Bound Brook, but on the 13th of April 1777 
Lincoln was surprised by a force of about 4000 men under 
Cornwalfis, and although he escaped with small loss it was only by 
remarkably rapid movements. When the British had gained 
possession of Philadelphia, in September 2777, their communica-
tion between that city and the ocean through the Lower Delaware 
was obstructed on the New Jersey side by Fort Mercer, com-
manded by Colonel Christopher Greene, at Red Bank; three 
battalions of Hessians under Colodel Karl Emil Kurt von Donop 
attacked the fort on the 22nd of October, but they were repulsed 
with heavy loss. The fort was abandoned later, however. As 
the British army under General Clinton was retreating, in June 
2778, from Philadelphia to New York, the American army 
engaged it in the battle of Monmouth thine :8, 1778); the 
result was indecisive, but that the British were not badly defeated 
was ascribed to the conduct of General Charles Lee. Before 
daylight on the 19th of August 1779 was approaching, Major 
Henry Lee with a force of about sco men surprised the British 
garrison at Paulus Hook, where Jersey City now stands, and, 
although sustaining a loss of 20 men, killed so of the garrison and 
took about 16o prisoners. In 1779-178o Morristown was again 
Washington's headquarters. The Congress of the Confederation 
met in Princeton, in Nassau Hall, which still stands, from June 
to November 1783. 

After the war New Jersey found its commercial existence 
threatened by New York and Philadelphia, and it was a feeling of 
weakness from this cause rather than any lack of state pride 
that caused the state to join in the movements for a closer 
Federal Union. In 1786 New Jersey sent delegates to the 
Annapolis Convention, which was the forerunner of the Federal 
Convention at Philadelphia in the following year. In the latter 
body, on the z sth of June, one of the New Jersey delegates, 
William Paterson (1745-1806), presented what was called the 
" New Jersey plan " of union, representing the wishes of the 
smaller states, which objected to representation in a national 
Congress being based on wealth or on population. This merely 
federal plan, reported from a Conference attended by the delegates 
from Connecticut, New York and Delaware, as well as those 
from New Jersey (and by Luther Martin of Maryland), consisted 
of nine resolutions; the first was that " the Articles of Confedera-
tion ought to be so revised, corrected and enlarged as to render 
the federal Constitution adequate to the exigencies of govern-
ment and the preservation of the Union "; and the actual 
" plan " was for a single legislative body, in which each state 
should be represented by one member, and which should elect 
the supreme court and have power to remove the executive 
(a Council), to lay taxes and import duties, to control commerce, 
and even, if necessary, to make requisitions for funds from the 
states. Madison opposed the plan, on the ground that it would 
not prevent violations by the states of treaties and of laws 
of nations. On the first resolution only there was • definite 
vote; on the 29th of June it was voted to postpone the considera-
tion of this resolution and to report the resolutions (the Virginia 
plan) formerly agreed upon by the committee of the whole. 
The New Jersey plan left its impress in the provision of the 
Constitution (approved in the Convention on the 7th of July) 
for equal representation in the national Senate. The Federal 
Constitution was ratified by a unanimous vote in the state 
convention which met at Trenton on the 18th of December 
1787. 

The state's own constitution, which had been adopted in 
1776 and amended in 1777, retained, like other state constitu-
tions framed during the War of Independence, many features 
of colonial government ill-adapted to a state increasingly demo-
cratic. The basis of representation, each county electing three 
members to the assembly and one member to the legislative 
council, soon became antiquated. The property qualifications 
were, for members of the council, " one thousand pounds pro-
clamation money, of real and personal estate, in the same 
county," and, for members of the assembly, " five hundred  

pounds proclamation money, in real and personal estate, in the 
same county." These and the property qualifications for suffrage, 
which was granted to " all inhabitants of this state, of full age, 
who are worth fifty pounds proclamation money, clear estate in 
the same," &c., were soon considered undemocratic; and the 
democratic tendency of certain election officers may be seen from 
their construing the words " all inhabitants of full age " to in-
clude women, and from their permitting women to vote. The 
governor was chosen by the joint vote of the council and assembly; 
he was president of the council, with a casting vote; he was 
chancellor, captain-general and commander-in-chief of the 
militia; he bad three members of the legislature to act as • 
privy-council; and be, with the council (of which seven formed 
a quorum), constituted " the Court of Appeals in the last resort 
in all causes of law, as heretofore," which, in addition, had " the 
power of granting pardons to criminals, after condemnation, in 
all cases of treason, felony or other offences." 

In 1838 the opposition to the governor's extensive powers under 
the constitution was greatly increased is the " Broad Seal " or 
" Great Seal " War. After a closely contested election in which six 
members of Congress were chosen on a general ticket, although there 
was an apparent Democratic majority of about one hundred votes 
(in a total of 57,00e), two county clerks rejected as irregular sufficient 
returns from townships to elect five Wlug candidates to whom the 
state board of canvassers (mostly Whigs and headed by the Whig 
governor, William Pennington) gave commissions under the broad 
seal of the state. Excluding theme five members from New Jersey 
the House of Representatives contained 119 Democrats and 1t8 
Whip, ea that the choice of a Whig speaker could be secured only 
byy the seating of the five Whigs from New Jersey rather than their 
Democratic rivals. It was decided that only members whose 
seats were not contested should vote for speaker, and Robert M. T. 
Hunter, of Virginia, a Democrat and a compromise candidate, was 
elected to the position; and on the 28th of February 1839 the 
Democratic candidates were admitted to their seats, to which a 
congressional committee, reporting afterwards, declared them 
enutled. 1  

Agitation for constitutional reform resulted in a constitutional 
convention, which met at Trenton from the 24th of May to the 
29th of June 1844 and drafted a new frame of government, 
introducing a number of radical changes. This instrument was 
ratified at the polls on the 13th of August. The election of the 
governor was taken from the legislature and given to the people; 
the powers of government were distributed among legislative, 
executive and judicial departments; representation in the 
assembly was based on population; and the property qualifica-
tion for membership in the legislature and for the suffrage was 
abolished. 

The constitution of 1844 declared that " All men are by nature 
free and independent, and have certain unalienable rights, among 
which are those of enjoying and defending life and liberty ... and 
of pursuing and obtaining safety and happiness." A similar clause 
in the constitution of Massachusetts had been interpreted by the 
courts as an abolition of slavery, and an effort was made to have 
the same ruling applied in New jersen.where the institution of 
slavery still existed. The courts, however, declared that the clause 
in the constitution of New ler. was a "general proposition," not 
applying " to man in his private, industrial or domestic capacity.' 
An attempt at abolition had peviously been made in 1804 by an 
act declaring that every chill born of a slave should be free, but 
should remain the servant of its mother's owner until twenty-five 
years of age if a male or twenty-one years of age if a femalle. The 
owner of the mother, however, merilibandon the child after a 
year, and it then became a public . This last provision pro- 
duced such a heavy drain oft the treasury or the support of abandoned 
negro children that in au the statute was repealed. In 1846 an 
act was passed designating slaves as apprentices bound to service 
until discharged by their owners, sad providing that children of 

The election to the U.S Senate in 1865 of john Potter Stockton 
(1826-t9oo), a great-grandson of Richard Stockton, a signer of the 
Declaration of Independence, created hardly less excitement than 
the Broad Seal War. The state legislature which elected him 
senator did so by a plurality vote, having previously paned a 
resolutionchanging the vote requisite to choose a senator hem ■ 
majority to a plurality vote. He took his seat in the Senate and 
his election was upheld by the Senate committee on the judiciary, 
whose report was adopted (26 March 1866) by a vote of 22 to 21, 
his own vote the motion; but, because of the objection et 
Charles Sumner, be withdrew his vote on the 27th of March. and 
was thereupon unseated by a vote of 23 to 21. 
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such apprentkee should be free at birth, but were to be supported 

zl

by the masters of their parents for six years. There were cone. 
ently  a few vestiges of the slavery system in New Jersey until 

adoption of the Thirteenth Amendment to the Federal Con-
stitution. 

Toward the political questions that disturbed the American 
people immediately before the Civil War the attitude of the state 
was conservative. In 1852 the Free-soil candidate for the pre-
sidency received only 35o votes in New Jersey; and in z856 the 
Democratic candidate received a plurality of i8,605 votes, even 
though William L. Dayton, a citizen of the state, was the Repub-
lican nominee for the. vice-presidency. In 186o three of the 
state's electoral votes were given to Douglas and four to Lincoln. 
During.the Civil War New Jersey furnished 89,305 men for the 
Union cause and incurred extraordinary expenditures to the 
amount of $2,894„385. The state readily consented to the 
Thirteenth and Fourteenth Amendments to the Federal Con-
stitution, but in 1868 withdrew its consent to the latter. The 
Fifteenth Amendment was rejected by one legislature, but was 
accepted by its successor, in which the Republican party had 
obtained a majority. 

Industrially the early part of the 29th century was marked 
in New Jersey by the construction of bridges and turnpikes, 
the utilization of water power for manufaCtures, and the intro-
duction of steam motive power upon the navigable waters. The 
second war with England interrupted this material progress, 
and at its beginning was so uapopular, especially with the 
Quakers, that the Federalists carried the elections in the autumn 
Of 1812. But the attempt of this party to retain control by a 
" gerrymandering " process was unsuccessful. The Democrats 
were triumphant in 1813, and the Federalist as well as the 
Democratic administration responded with aid for the defence of 
New York and Philadelphia. The state also contributed several 
hundred men to the service of the United States. Material 
progress in New Jersey after the war is indicated by the con-
struction of the Morris (1824-1836) and the Delaware & Raritan 
(1826-1838) canals, and the completion of its first railway, 
the Camden & Amboy, in 1 834. 

The years following the Civil War were marked by great in-
dustrial development. The numerous projects, good and bad, 
that were inaugurated in 1866-i825, and the various kinds of 
laws and charters conferring special privileges that were secured, 
led to the constitutional prohibition of special legislation already 
mentioned. In this same period there was a bitter railway war. 
The Delaware & Raritan Canal Company and the Camden & 
Amboy Railroad Company, both chartered in 183o and both 
monopolies,' had been practically consolidated in 1831; in 1836 
these joint companies gained control of the Philadelphia & 
Trenton railway; in 1867 these " United New Jersey Railroad 
& Canal Companies " consolidated with the New Jersey 
Railroad & Transportation Company (which was opened in 
1836 and controlled the important railway link between New 
Brunswick and Jersey City), and profits were to be divided 
equally between the four companies; and in 1871 these entire 
properties were leased for ow years to the Pennsylvania Railroad 
Company. This combination threatened to monopolize traffic, 
and it was opposed by the Central Railroad of New. Jersey, 
the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, and a branch of the 
North Pennsylvania (from Jenkintown to Yardley; sometimes 
called the " national " or " air-line "), and by the general public; 
and in 1873 the state passed a general railway law giving other 
railways than the United New Jersey holdings of the Penn- 

s In 1864 a bill was introduced in the Federal House of Repre-
sentatives making the Camden & Atlantic (now the Atlantic City) 
railway and the Raritan & Delaware Bay (now a part of the Central 
of New Jersey) a post route between New York and Philadelphia 
and authorizing these railwa to carry passengers and freight 
between New York and Philadel

ys 
 phia. Thereupon the governor and 

legislature of New Jersey protested that such a measure was an 
infringement of the reserved rights of the state, since the state had 
contracted with the Camden & Amboy not to construct nor to 
authorize others to construct within a specified time any other 
railway across the state to be used for carrying passengers or freight 
between New York and Philadelphia. 

sylvania the right to connect New York and Philadelphia. In 
1876 the " national " line was extended to Bound Brook (as 
the Delaware & Bound Brook) and this road, the North Penn-
sylvania & Central Railroad of New Jersey, were operated under 
a tripartite agreement as a through line between New York 
and Philadelphia; but in 1879 these three lines were leased for 
990 years to the Philadelphia & Reading railway. The state 
itself then became engaged in a struggle with the railways in 
order to secure from them their full portion of taxes, as the 
property of individuals was then taxed many times as heavily 
as that of railways. In 1884 the state gained the victory by 
securing the passage of a law taxing the franchises of railway 
corporations. 

A reform movement in politics, called the " New Idea," 
and led by Everett Colby (b. 1874), then a Republican member 
of the Assembly and in 1906-2908 a state senator, began in rime; 
it did much to secure the passage of acts limiting public service 
franchises to so years (unless extended to ao years by the voters 
of the municipality concerned), the increase of taxes on railways, 
the increase of franchise tax rates by zi % each year up to 5%, 
the adoption of direct primary elections, and the modification of 
the existing promoters' liability law. 

Before 'goo the state was dominated by the Federalist party; 
from that date until x46 it was generally controlled by the Demo-
crats, and from 1896 to or: by the Republicans. 

The governors of New Jersey have been as follower.-- 

Govaitnoas: trunit sax Paoruarou 
Philip Carteret .  	1663--1672 
John Berry.   1672-1673 
Anthony Colvet 	  1673-1674 

Goomeors of Fare Jewry aid their DepWits. 
Philip Carteret 	  674-1682 
Robert Barclay  	2-1688 
Thomas Rudyard 	Deputy 	682-1683 
Gawen Lawne . 	Deputy 	 683-1686 
Lord Neill Campbell . 	Deputy 	. 	1686 
Andrew Hamilton 	• 	Deputy 	. 686-r688 
Edmund Andros . .. . . 	 688-1689 
Andrew Hamilton   692-1697 
ketriedmeirBesse 	 697-1699 

Hamilton 	  69r1702 

Gairteors of Wad Jersey aid their Deindios. 
Edward Byllynge   1680-1687 
Samuel Jennings • . 	Deputy 	 1681-1684 
Thomas Olive . • 	Deputy 	 1684-1685 
John Shear . . • 	Deputy 	 1685 1-687 
Deed Coxe 	  1687-1688 
Edward Hunloke . 	Deputy 	 1687 
Edmund Andros . 	... 	 1688-1689  Andrew Hamilton 	  1692-5697 
jerewiliewtdah Besse 	  1697-1699 

Hamilton 	  109-1702 
UNDER THE ROYAL GOVERNMENT 

Gammon of New York sad New Jersey. 
Edward Hyde, Lord Cornbury . . . 
John, Lord Lovelace 	  
Richard Ingoldsby, Lieut-Goverlkor 	. 
Robert Hunter 	  
William Burnet 	  
John Montgomerie 	  
Lewis Morris,' Pres. Council . 	. 
William Cosby 	  
John Anderson,' Pres. Council 	. 	. 
John Hamilton,' Pres. Council . 	. 	. 

&remora of New limey oily. 
Lewis Morris 	. 	. . 	. . 
ohn Hamilton, Pre. Council . . 
oho Reading, Pres. Council. . 	. 
onathan Belcher 

• Powell, Lieut.-Governor . 
John Reading, Pres. Council . 	. 
Francis Bernard • 	  
Thomas Boone 	  
Josiah Hardy 
William Franklin 	  

Governor-general of New Netherland. 
Jurisdiction only over New Jersey. 

 

703-1708 
708-1 709 
709-1710 
710-1719 
720-1728 
728-1731 
73 1-1 732  
732-1736 

1736 
736-1738 

 

 

1738-1 746  
1 746-1 747 

1747 
1747-1757 

3757 
1 757-1 758 

 1758-1760 
176o-5761 
1761-1762 
ty6a-tyy6 
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GOVERNORS or TIM STATE 

William Livingston . 	. 	. 1776-1793 Federalist 
William Paterson 	. 	. 	. 1790-1793 
Richard Howell . 	. 	. 	. 1793-1801 
Joseph Bloomfield 	: 	. 	. 1801-1802 
John Lambert (Acting) • - 1 802-1 803 
Joseph Bloomfield 	. 	. 	. r8o3-1812 

ron Ogden 	. 	. 	. 	. 1812-1813 Federalist 
William Sandford Pennington . 1813-1815 Dem.-Repub. 
Mahlon Dickerson 	. 	. 	. 1815-1817 	. 

Isaac Halsted Williamson . 	. 1817-t829 	„ 
Garret Dorset Wall (Declined) . 	1829 	„ 
Peter Dumont Vroom 	. . 1829-1832 Democrat 
Samuel Lewis Southard . . 1832-1833 Whig 
Elms P. Seeley . 	. 	. 	1833 _ 
Peter Dumont Vroom 	. • 1833-1836 U 
Philemon Dickinson . . . 1836-1837 , 
William Pennington . . • 1837-i843 Whig' 
Daniel Haines . . . • 1843-1844 Democrat 
Charles C. Stratton . 	. 	• 1843-1848 Whig 
Daniel Haines . . . . 1848-1851 Democrat 
George Franklin Fort 	. . 1851-1854 	„ 
Rodman McCauley Price .. • 1854-1857 	, 
William Augustus Newell . 	1837-1860 Republican 
Charles Smith Olden . . 	. 1860-1863 
Joel Parker 	. . . . 1863-1866 Ded0crat 
Marcus Lawrence Ward . . 1866-1869 Republican 
Theodore Frelinghuysen Randolph 1869-1872 Democrat 

1872-1873 
1873-1878 
1878-1881 
1881-1884 
1884-1887 
1887-1890 
189o-1893 
1893-1896 

 1896-1898 

IV 

Repu"blicart 

1 898 
 1898-1899 

1 899-1902 

•  
John Franklin Fort . . . 1908-1911 	„ 
Woodrow Wilson 	. . . 1911- 	Democrat 

illatioottazny.—Fcir descriptive material see bibliographies in 
Rulletins No. 177 and 3o1 of the United States Geological Survey; 
the Annual Reports and especially the Final Report of the New 
Jersey Geological Survey; and the Annual Reports of the New Jersey 
State Museum, the New jersey Agricultural Experiment Station, 
and the New Jersey State Board of Agriculture. 

Ilidery.--1 be most important worms are: DOCZNICSIS Relating 
SO the Colonial History of the State of New Jersey (Archives of the 
State of New Jersey, 1st series), edited by W. A. Whitehead, F. W. 
Ricardo and W. Nelson (26 vols. Newark, 188o-1903); Documents 
Relating to the Revolutionary History of the State of New Jersey 
(Archives of the State of New Jersey, and series; 2 vole., Trenton, 
1901-1903); and Acts of the General Assembly of New Jersey from 

.1703-1761, reprinted by A. Learning and J. Spicer (Somerville, 
New Jersey, 1881). 

For the period of the Dutch rule, see E. B. O'Callaghan's History 
New Netherland (New York, 181:6); and John Romeyn Brodhead's 

History_of the State New York (2nd vol., New York, 1853. 1871); 
E. P. Tanner, The Province of New Jersey (New York, 1908), the 
most thorough study of the period from 1664 to 1738; Samuel 
Smith's History of the Colony of Nora Caesarea, or New Jersey 
(Burlington, 1763; 2nd ed., Trenton, 1877), still one of the best 
accounts of the colonial period, and particularly valuable on account 
of its copious extracts from the sources, in„ily of which are no longer 
accessible; see, also. William A. Whitehead's " The English in 
East and West jersey, 1664-1689' vol. of Justin Winsor's 
Narrative and Crake' History of America). Among the monographic 
contributions are Austin Swtt's Influence of the Proprietors in 
Founding the State of New Jersey (Baltimore, 1883) and H. S. Cooley's 
Study of Slavery in New Jersey (Baltimore, 896). Other useful 
contributions are A. D. Wilde, .Story of on Old Fares; or, Life in 
New Jersey in the ads Century (Somerville, New Jersey, t889), full 
of interesting details; F. B. Lee and others, New AMU as • Colony 
and as a State 4 vols., with an additional biographical volume, New 
York, 1902, rather unevenly proportioned, and inaccurate as to 
details; W. J. Mills, Historic Houses of New Jersey (Philadelphia, 
1902),• William Nelson, The New Jersey Coast in Three Centuries 
(z.  vols., New York, 1902); Isaac S. Mulford, Civil and Political 
History of New Jersey (Philadelphia, 1851); W. A. Whitehead, 
East Jersey under the Proprietary Governments (New Jersey Historical 
Society Calledimu, vol. Newark, 1873); W.  S. Stryker, Oficial 
Register of the Officers end Men of No• Jersey in the Rmoluttonary 
War (Trenton, 1872); W. E. Sackett, Modern Battles of Trenton 
(Trenton, 1895), a political history of New Jersey from 1868 to 

1902-1N) 
1905-1  

t1194, dealing especially with the railway controversies: John E. 
Stillwell, Historical and Genealogical Miscellany (2 vols., New York, 
1903-1906), containing data relating to the settlement and settlers 
of New York and New Jersey; R. S. Field, The Provincial Coeds 
of New Jersey; L. Q. C. Elmer. The Constitution and Government 4 
New Jersey (vole di. and vii. of New Jersey Historical Society 
Collections, Newark, 1849, 1872); and David Murray, History of 
Education in New Jersey (No. 23 of Circulars of Information is: w ed 
by the United States Bureau of Education, Washington, 1899). 

NEW JERUSALENI CHURCH, or NEW CHURCH, the com-
munity founded by the followers of Emmanuel Swedenborg 
(q.v.). Swedenborg himself took no steps to found a church, but 
having given a new interpretation of Scripture, it was inevitable 
that those who accepted his doctrine should separate themselves 
and organize a society in accordance therewith. Those who 
received them fully during Swedenborg's lifetime were few 
and scattered, but courageously undertook the task of dissemina-
tion, and gave themselves to translating and distributing their 
master's writings. Two Anglican clergymen were conspicuous 
in this work: Thomas Hartley (d. 1784), rector of Winwick, and 
John Clowes (1743-1831), vicar of St John's, Manchester. 
Hartley translated Heaven and Hell (1778) and True Christian 
Religion (1781); Clowes, who taught New Church doctrine 
in (the existing churches and was opposed to the forming of new 
organizations, translated 17 volumes, including the Arcane 
Coelestia, and published over so volumes, of exposition and 
defence. Through his influence Lancashire became the strong-
hold of the Swedenborgians, and to-day includes a third of the 
congregations and more than half the members of the New 
Church in the United Kingdom. 

In 1782 a society for publishing Swedenborg's writings was 
formed in Manchester, and in December 5783 a little company 
of sympathizers with similar aims met in London and founded 
" The Theosophical Society," among the members of which 
were John FLuman the sculptor, William Sharpe the engraver, 
and F. H. Barthilemon the composer. In the early days most of 
them worshipped at the Female Orphan Asylum, St George's, 
whose chaplain, Rev. Jacob Duche, like Clowes at Manchester, 
preached the doctrines from his own pulpit. In r785 and 2787' 
J. W. Salmon and R. Mather conducted an ope'n-air missionary 
tour in the Midlands and the North with some success. Five 
prominent Wesleyan preachers adopted the new teaching and 
were cut off from their connexion, a step which led, in spite of 
remonstrance from Clowes and others, to the formal organization 
of the New Jerusalem Church on the 7th of May 1787. For some 
months the members met in private houses, but in January 1788 
began worship in a church in Great Eastcheap with a liturgy 
specially prepared by the Rev. James Hindmarsh and Isaac 
Hawkins. " The Theosophical Society " was now dissolved. 
In April 1789 a General Conference of British Swedenborgians 
was held in Great Eastcheap Church, followed by another and 
by the publication of a journal, the New Jerusalem Magazine, 
in 179o. Since ars conferences have been held every year. 
A weekly paper, the Morning Light, is published, as well as 
monthly magazines for adults (the New Church Magazine) and 
young folk. The liturgy (containing five services for Morning 
and Evening, together with the order of Baptism, Holy 
Supper, Marriage, &c.) was prepared in :828, revised and ex-
tended in 1875; the hymn book of r823 was revised and 
enlarged in x880. 

In the provinces the first church was at Birmingham 4790, 
followed by one at Manchester and another at Liverpool (1793). 
The Accrington church, the largest in Great Britain, was founded 
in 1802. Many of the early converts to the New Church were 
among the most fervent advocates of the abolition of slavery, 
one was the medical officer of the first batch of convicts sent to 
Botany Bay; from the house of another, William Cookworthy 
of Plymouth, Captain Cook sailed on his last voyage. Others 
were pioneers of elementary education, establishing free day 
schools long before they were thought of by the state. 

In x815 the conference took up the question of home missionary 
work, and its agents were able to found many branches of the 
church. In 18;3 the Manchester and Salford (now the North of 

Dem7-Repub. 

oel Parker. 	. 	. 	. 
oseph Dorsett Bedle 

Brinton McClellan 
GeorgeCraig Ludlow  
Leon Abtett  . . 
Robert Stockton Green . 
Leon Abbett. . 
George Theodore Werts . 
JohnlVdliam Griggs . . 
Foster MaeGowan Voorhees 
(Acting) . . . . 

David 0. Watkins . 
Foster MacGowan Voorhees 
Franklin Murphy . . 
Edward Casper Stokes . 
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England) Mindonary Society was founded, chiefly to provide 
preachers for the smaller churches in its area; in :857 a National 
Mimionary Institution was founded and endowed, to which 
most of the local ones have been affiliated. Other denominational 
agencies have been concerned with the printing and circulation 
of Swedenborgian literature, a training college for the ministry 
(founded in 1854, and a Ministers' Aid Fund (1854, and an 
Orphanage (x881). The centenary of the New Church as a 
spiritual system was celebrated in 1857, as an external organiza-
tion in 1883. A few Swedenbotgians still hold to the non-
separating policy, but more from force of circumstances than from 
deliberate principle. The constitution of the New Church is of 
the Independent .Congregational type; the conference may 
advise and counsel, but cannot compel the obedience of the 
societies. The returns for 1909 showed 45 ministers, 8 recog-
nized leaders, 10 recognized missionaries, 70 societies, 6665 
registered members, 7907 Sunday scholars. There are also five 
or six small societies not connected with the conference. 

The New Church us Eurefm —ln Sweden the Philanthropic 
Exegetic- Society was formed lay C. F. Nordenskiold is 1786 to 
collect documents about Swedenborg and topu_blish his writings. 
The introduction of akhemy and mesmerism led to its dissolution 
in Ern, but its work was continued by the society " Pro fide et 
chantate," which existed from 1796 to t82o. For many min the 
works of Swedenborg and his followers were proscribed, and-receivers 
of his writings fined or deprived of office, but in [866, when religious 
liberty had made progress, the cause was again taken up; in 1875 
the society of " Confessors of the New Church " was formed hi 
Stockholm, and since 5877 services have been regularly held. There 
foals° a church in Gothenburg, and lectures are given from time to 
=11 
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 most of the towns of Sweden. In Norway there is no New 
organizatioIn 

Germa
n;  in Den

ny Prelate 
church was foundedarntem  n- i 

hagen n 1871. 	 t  
translated many of Swedenborg's writings between 1765 and 1786, 
but the great name is that of Immanuel Tafel (d. 1863), librarian of 
Tfibingen, who not only edited, translated and published, but in 
1848 founded a " Union of the New Church in Germany and Switzer-
land " which held quarterly meetings. There is a church in Berlin, 
but otherwise activity in Germany has taken shape in the German 
SwedenborgSociety with headquarters at Stuttgart. In Switzerland. 
on the contrary, there is an organised body of the New Church; 
divine service being held in the Society at Zurich and by circles at 
Ben*, Herisau and Nesslau. The ZUnch pastor is a member of the 
American Convention, and has oversight also of the Austrian 
societies at Vienna and Trieste. In Hungary there are societies at 
Buda Path and Gyorkony. In France there were early Sweden- 
borgians of rank and learning, and much translation was accomplished 
before 1800. About 1838 J. F. E. Le Boys de Gusys began his 
masterly translation of all Swedenborg's theological, works and 
Instituted public New Church worship, which was carried on at his 
house for thirty years. Sunday worship is now held in the New 
Church Temple on the Rue Thouin. In Italy (Rome), Holland 
(The Hague), Belgium (Antwerp and Bruges), there are small 
societies, and nearly every European country has some known 
adherents. 

Is America-About sills James Glen, a London Scot, delivered 
lectures " For the Sentimentalists " on the new doctrine in Phila-
delphia and Boston and circulated some of Swedenborg's works. 
Francis Bailey. state printer of Pennsylvania, was attracted by them 
and became active in their promulgation. During the next ten years 
a number of prominent men gave their wpport to the•ml. 
which gradually spread inland and southward. The first society for 
worship was formed in Baltimore in 1792 (reorganized 1798),  though 
a short-lived one had preceded it at Halifax, N.S., in ins. Other 
churches grew up in Philadelphia, Cincinnati, Boston and New 
York, and the Genteml Convention, which meets annually, was 
formed at Philadelphia in 1817. In low there wee zoa ministers 
and 103 societies with a membership of 656o. Of these, 4 societies 
and 140 members are in Canada, while the German Synod counts for 
a societies and 355 members. 

In Asutralia, .&e.--The formation of societies in Australia began 
at Adelaide in 1844. Melbourne and Sydney followed in Alm, 
Brisbane in 1863, dborough, Vict., in 1878. There is a circle at 
Perth. New Zealand has a church at Auckland (0183) and scattered 
members in the south island. An Australasian conference met at 
MeUiciume in lap and has continued to meet in ahernate years. 
There is a society at Mauritius, and correspondents in various parts 
of South and West Africa. India, Japan, the West Indies and South 
America. 

See L. P. Mercer, The New Jerusalem is the World's Rdigions 
Congresses of ago; Minutes of the General Conference of the New 
Church (annual); Journal qf the Annual Sessuns of tlw General 
Convention of the New Jasmines in the United States of .4 meri

J. 
 ca. 

(A. G.) 

NEW XIMBINOTON, a borough of Westmoreland county, 
Pennsylvania, U.S.A., on the Allegheny river, 28 m. N.E. of 
Pittsburg. Pop. (x900) 4665 (toss foreign-born and 86 no-
grom); (1910) 7707. It is served by the Pennsylvania railroad 
and by electric railways to neighbouring towns. There are a 
variety of manufactures. The borough was founded in 1891 
and was incorporated in the following year. 

IINWLANDS, JOHN ALEXANDER REINA (x838-1898), 
English chemist, was born in x838. He was one of the first, if 
not quite the first, to propound the conception of periodicity 
among the chemical elements. His earliest contribution to the 
question took the form of a letter published in the Chemical News 
in February 1863. In the succeeding year he showed, in the 
same journal, that if the elements be arranged in the order of their 
atomic weights, those having consecutive numbers frequently 
either belong to the same group or occupy similar positions in 
different groups, and he pointed out that each eighth element 
starting from a given one is in this arrangement a kind of re-
petition of the first, like the eighth note of an octave in music. 
The Law of Octaves thus enunciated was at first ignored or 
treated with ridicule as a fantastic notion unworthy of serious 
consideration, but the idea, subsequently elaborated by D. L 
Mendell:cif and other workers into the Periodic Law, has taken 
its place as one of the most important generalizations in modern 
chemical theory. Newlands, who was of Italian extraction on 
his mother's side, and fought as a volunteer in the cause of 
Italian freedom under Garibaldi in 286o, died in London on the 
29th of July x898. He collected his various papers on the 
atomicity of the elements in a little volume on the Discovery of 
the Periodic Law published in London in 1884. 

NEW LONDON, a city, port of entry, and one of the county-
seats of New London county, Connecticut, U.S.A., coextensive 
with the township of New London, in the S.E. part of the state; 
on the Thames river, about 3 m. from •its entrance into Long 
Island Sound. Pop. (2890) 13,757; (2900) 17,548, of whom 
3743 were foreign-born; (mid census) 29,659. It is served 
by the New York, New Haven & Hartford, and the New London 
Northern (leased by the Central Vermont) railways, by electric 
railway to Norwich, Westerly, Groton, Stonington and East 
Lyme, by a daily line of passengersteamboats to New York City, 
and by two lines of freight steamers, and in the summer months 
by daily steamboats to Sag Harbor and Creenport, Long Island, 
and Watch Hill and Block Island, Rhode Island. New London's 
harbour is the best on the Sound. The city is the headquarters of 
a United States artillery district, embracing Fort H. G. Wright 
on Fisher's Island, New York, Fort Michie on Gull Island, New 
York, Fort Terry on Plum Island, New York, and Fort Mansfield 
on Napatree Point, Rhode Island—fortifications which command 
the eastern entrance to Long Island Sound; and it is the head- 
quarters of the Third District of the U.S. Engineers and of the 
Third District of the Lighthouse Department. The harbour was 
formerly defended by two forts, both now obsolete—Fort 
Trumbull on the right bank of the Thames, and Fort Griswold 
on the left bank, in the township of Groton (pop. ism, $964. 
The city Is built on a declivity facing the south-east; from the 
higher points there are excellent views of Long Island Sound 
and the surrounding country. New London is a summer resort, 
and is a station of the New York Yacht Club; the boat races 
between Harvard and Yale universities are annually rowed on 
the river near the city. Among the places of interest' are the 
Town Mill, built in r65o by John Winthrop, Jr., in co-operation 
with the town; the Hempstead Mansion, built by John Hemp-
stead about 1678; the old cemetery, north-east of the city, laid 
out in 2653; a school house in which Nathan Hale taught; and 
a court house built in 1785. There is a public library (about 
30,000 volumes), and the New London County Historical Society 
(incorporated 187o) has an historical library.. There are two 
endowed high schools, the Bulkelcy School for boys and the 
Williams Memorial Institute (1894 for girls, and an endowed 
Manual Training and Industrial School (5872), all offering free 
instruction. In the 18th century New London had a large trade 
in lumber, flour and food supplies with the West Indies, Gibraltar 
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and the Barbary States; but this trade declined after the War of 
tilts, and the whaling and sealing industries, once very lucrative, 
have also deelined in value. The imports in 1906 were Allied 
at $54,873 and the exports at $60,522; in loon their respective 
values were ll2o,870 and $10,295. Manufacturing is the principal 
Industry; among the products are silk goods, cotton gins, 
printing presses and foundry and machine shop products. The 
total value of factory products was $4,709,628 in 2905, an increase 
of 11.6%since woo. 

New London was founded in 1646 by John Winthrop, the 
younger. It was known by its Indian name " Nameaug " until 
z658, when the General Court of Connecticut approved the 
wish of the settlers to adopt its present name from London, 
England, the river Monbegin at the same time becoming the 
Thames. During the War of Independence it was a rendezvous 
for Alnerican privateers. In 2776 the first naval expedition 
authorized by Congress was organized in its harbour, and there 
in the next three years twenty privateers were fitted out. On 
the 6th of September 1781, Boo British troops and Loyalists under 
General Benedict Arnold (who was born in New London county) 
raided New London, destroyed much private property, and at 
Fort Griswold killed 84 American soldiers, many of them after 
their surrender. The massacre is commemorated by an obelisk, 
134 ft. high, on Groton Heights. The city was incorporated in 
1 784. In 1798 there was an epidemic of yellow fever. From 
the 7th of November 1812 until the close of the second war 
with Great Britain the harbour was blockaded by a British 
fleet. 

See F. M. Caulkins's history of Nao LOIVION (new ed., New London, 
Ipso); and the publications of the New Londoq County Histo rical 
Society (New London). 

NEWLYN, a village In the St Ives parliamentary division of 
Cornwall, England, on the shore of Mount's Bay, t m. S.W. of 
Penzance. It is a small fishing port, with narrow paved lanes 
and old-fashioned cottages. Near the parish church of St Peter 
stands an ancient cross of granite, discovered in a field close by. 
The harbour, one of the safest for small craft in the west country, 
is 'sheltered by two long and massive stone piers. A more 
ancient pier, originally constructed in the reign of Henry VI., 
was renewed in that of James L Tin mining and smelting have 
been largely carried on in the neighbourhood and several galleries 
were worked far under the sea. The principal modern industry, 
however, is fishing, especially for pilchard. The picturesque 
appearance of the village, with its quays and little harbour, and 
the grandeur of the cliffs and moorland scenery towards Land's 
End, make Newlyn an attractive spot. Between ,88o and ago 
an artistic coterie grew up here, the leaders of which were Edwin 
Harris, Walter Langley, Fred Hall, Frank Bramley, T. C. Gotch, 
Mr and Mrs Stanhope Forbes, Chevalier Taylor and H. S. Tuke. 
The earlier artists at Newlyn were said to have selected it as their 
centre, because a greyness in the atmosphere helped their 
depiction of subtleties in tone, part of their creed being subordina-
tion of colour to tone-gradation. In later times, the element 
of a common ideal tended to disappear, but the interest of the 
" Newlyn school " attracted a regular art-colony, who in various 
ways assimilated and expressed the picturesque influences of 
the place (see PAINTING: Recent British). There is a permanent 
Art Gallery, containing examples of the work of the Newlyn 
artists. Newlyn ward in the urban district of PAUL (pop. 6332) 
bad in yam a population of 374g. 

NEW MADRID. a city and the county-seat of New Madrid 
county, Missouri, U.S.A., on the right bank of the Mississippi 
river, about 35 in. S. by W. of Cairo, Ill. Pop. (row) 1459; 
(1920)   1882. It is served by the St Louis South-western railway 
and by river packas. The city is a shipping point for a rich 
grain, cotton, livestock and lumber region. Among its manu-
factures are lumber, staves, and hoops. The municipality owns 
its water-works. Owing to the encroachments of the Mississippi 
river, the site of the first permanent settlement of New Madrid is 
said to lie now about 11 m. from the E. bank of the river, in 
Kentucky. This settlement was made in 2788, on an elaborately 
laid out town site, and was named New Madrid by its founder, 

Colonel George Morgan (1742-18w), ,  who, late In 1787, had 
received a grant of a large tract of land on the right bank of the 
Mississippi river, below the mouth of the Ohio, from Don Diego 
de Gardoqui, Spanish minister to the United States. The tract 
lay within the province of " Louisiana," and the grant to Morgan 
was a part of Gardoqui's plan to annex to that province the 
western American settlements, Morgan being required to estab-
lish thereon a large number of emigrants, whom he secured from 
New Jersey, Canada and elsewhere. Governor Estevan Miro 
of Louisiana, however, disapproved of the grant, on the ground 
that it would cause the province to be overrun by Americans; 
the settlers became restive under the restraints imposed upon 
them; Morgan himself left; and in December slits and January 
1812 a series  of severe earthquake shocks caused a general 
emigration. New Madrid was occupied by Confederate troops 
under General Gideon J. Pillow, on the 28th of July 1861, and 
after the surrender of Fort Donelson (February 16, 2862) the 
troops previously at Columbus, forming the Confederate left flank, 
were withdrawn to New Madrid and Island No. to in the 
Mississippi about to m. S.). There were Confederate batteries on 
the left bank of the Mississippi opposite Island No. to, and along 
the same bank from a point opposite New Madrid to Tiptonville, 
Tennessee. Behind these batteries were Reelfoot Lake and over-
flowed lands. Retreat by land was thus virtually impossible. 
Early in March, Major-General John Pope and Commodore A.H. 
Foote proceeded against these positions; New Madrid, then in 
command of General John P. McGown, was evacuated on the 
14th; (Admiral) Henry Welke (1808-1896), commanding the 
" Carondelet," ran past the batteries of Island No. so and the 
shore batteries on the 4th of Apnl, and Lieut.-Commander 
Egbert Thompson, commanding the " Pittsburgh," on the 7th; 
meanwhile the Federals under the direction of Colonel Josiah W. 
Bissell (b. did), of the engineer corps, had, with great difficulty, 
constructed an artificial channel to New Madrid across the 
peninsula (swamp land) formed by a great loop of the Mississippi; 
troops were conveyed by transports through this channel below 
the island, Federal batteries having been established on the right 
bank of the river; the retreat of the Confederates down stream 
was effectually blocked; they evacuated the island on April 
7th, and on the 8th the garrison and the forces stationed in the 
shore batteries, a total of about 7000, under General W. W. 
Mackall (who bad succeeded General McCown on the 3:st of 
March) was surrendered at Tiptonville. The island was sub-
sequently washed away, a new one being formed in the vicinity. 

NEWMAN. FRANCIS WILLIAM (t8o5-1897), English scholar 
and miscellaneous writer, younger brother of Cardinal Newman, 
AU born in London on the 27th of June 1805. Like his brother. 
he was educated at Ealing, and subsequently at Oxford, where 
he had a brilliant career, obtaining a double first class in 1826. 
He was elected fellow of Balliol in the same year. Conscientious 
scruples respecting the ceremony of infant baptism led him to 
resign his fellowship in 1830, and he went to Baghdad as assistant 
in the mission of the Rev. A. N. Groves. In 1833 he returned to 
England to procure additional support for the mission, but 
rumours of unsoundness in his views on the doctrine of eternal 
punishment had preceded him, and finding himself generally 
looked upon with suspicion, he gave up the vocation of missionary 
to become classical tutor in an unsectarian college at Bristol. 
His letters written home during the period of his mission were 
collected and published in 1856, and form an interesting little 
volume. Newman's views matured rapidly, and in :840 he 
became professor of Latin in Manchester New College, the 
celebrated Unitarian seminary long established at York, and 
the parent of Manchester College, Oxford. In :846 he quitted 
this appointment to become professor in University College, 
London, where he remained until 184 During all this period 

Morgan had been made Indian agent at Fort Pitt (Pittsburg) 
in 1776, and was commissioned a colonel in the Continental Army 
in tny. In 1806 he was visited at his home, near Pittsburg. by 
Aaron Burr. who told him something about his famous " conspiracy ' 
scheme in the %Vest, which Morgan reported to Jefferson—" the very 
first intimation I had of the plot." Jefferson afterward wrote to 
Morgan. 
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he was assiduously carrying on his studies in mathematics and" 
oriental languages, but wrote little until 1847, when he published 
anonymously a History of the Hebrew Monarchy, intended to 
introduce the results of German investigation in this department 
of Biblical criticism. In x849 appeared The Soul, her Sorrows 
and Aspirations, and in aso, Phases of Faith, or Passages from 
Me History of say Creed—the former a tender but searching 
analysis of the relations of the spirit of man with the Creator; 
the latter a religious autobiography detailing the author's passage 
from Calvinism to pure theism. It is on these two books that 
Professor Newman's celebrity will principally rest; having in 
both to describe his personal experience, his intense earnestness 
has kept him free from the eccentricity which marred most of his 
other writings, excepting his contributions to mathematical 
research and oriental philology. There was, indeed, scarcely 
a crotchet, except " spiritualism," of which he was not at one 
time or another the advocate. His versatility was amazing: he 
wrote on logic, political economy, English reforms, Austrian 
politics, Roman history, diet, grammar, the most abstruse 
departments of mathematics, Arabic, the emendation of Greek 
texts, and languages as out of the way as the Berber and as 
obsolete as the dialect of the Iguvine inscriptions. In treating all 
these subjects he showed signal ability, but, wherever the theme 
allowed, an incurable crotchetiness; and in his numerous metrical 
translations from the classics, especially his version of the Iliad, 
he betrayed an insensibility to the ridiculous which would almost 
have justified the irreverent criticism of Matthew Arnold, had 
this been conveyed in more seemly fashion. His miscellaneous 
essays, some of much value, were collected in several volumes 
before his death: his last publication, Contributions chiefly to 
the Early History of Cardinal Newman (am), was generally 
condemned as deficient in fraternal feeling. He was far from 
possessing his brother's subtlety of reasoning, but he impresses 
by a transparent sincerity and singleness of mind not always dis-
played by the more celebrated writer; his style is too individual 
to be taken as a model, but is admirable for its simplicity' and 
clearness. His character is vividly drawn by Carlyle in his life 
of Sterling, of whose son Newman • was guardian: " a man of 
fine attainments, of the sharpest-cutting and most restlessly 
advancing intellect and of the mildest pious enthusiasm." 
It was his great misfortune that this enthusiasm should have been 
correlated, as is not unfrequently the case, with an entire in-
sensibility to the humorous side of things. After his retirement 
from University College, Professor Newman continued to live 
for sonic years in London, subsequently removing to Clifton, and 
eventually to Weston-super-Mare, where he died on the 7th of 
October 2892. He had been blind for five years before his death, 
but retained his faculties to the last. He was twice married. 

See T. G. Sieveking, Memoir and Letters of Francis W. Newman 
( 1909). (R. G.) 

NEWNAN, JOHN HENRY (ao1-189o), English Cardinal, 
was born in London on the iist of February 18ox, the eldest 
son of John Newman, banker, of the firm of Ramsbottom, 
Newman and Co. The family was understood to be of Dutch 
extraction, and the name itself, spelt " Newmann " in an earlier 
generation, further suggests Hebrew origin. His mother, 
Jemima Fourdrinier, was of a Huguenot family, long established 
in London as engravers and paper manufacturers. John Henry 
was the eldest of six children. The second son, Charles Robert, 
a man of ability but of impracticable temper, a professed atheist 
and a recluse, died in 1884. The youngest son, Francis William 
(q.v.), was for many years professor of Latin in University College, 
London. Two of the three daughters, Harriett Elizabeth and 
Jemima Charlotte, married brothers, Thomas and John Morley; 
tnd Anne Motley, a daughter of the latter, edited in 1892 New-
man's Anglican Life and Correspondence, having been entrusted 
by him in 1885 with an autobiography written in the third 
person to form the basis of a narrative of the first thirty years 
of his life. The third daughter, Mary Sophia, died unmarried in 
1828. 

At the age of seven Newman was sent to a private school 
conducted by Dr Nicholas at Ealing, where be was distinguished  

by diligence and good °induct, as also by • certain shyness and 
aloofness, taking no part in the school games. He speaks of 
himself as having been " very superstitious " in these early years. 
He took great delight in reading the Bible, and also the novels 
of Scott, then in course of publication. At the age of fifteen, 
during his last year at school, he was " converted," an incident 
that throughput life remained to him " more certain than that 
he had hands or feet." It was in the autumn of a16 that he 
thus fell under the influence of a definite creed, and received 
into his intellect impressions of dogma never afterwards effaced. 
The tone of his mind was at this date evangelical and Calvinistic, 
and be held that the pope was anti-Christ. Matriculating at 
Trinity College, Oxford, lath December 1816, he went into 
residence there in June the following year, and in ifia he gained 
a scholarship of /6o, tenable for nine years. But for this he 
would have been unable to remain at the university, as in 1819 
his father's bank suspended payment. In that yeas' his name 
was entered at Lincoln's Inn. Anxiety to do well in the final 
schools produced the opposite result; he broke down in the 
examination, and so graduated with third-class honours in 1821. 
Desiring to remain in Oxford, he took private pupils and read for 
a fellowship at Oriel, then " the acknowledged centre of Oxford 
intellectualism." To his intense relief and delight he was 
elected on the 12th of April x822. E. B. Pusey was elected a 
fellow of the same society in 1823. 

On Trinity Sunday, 13th June 5824, Newman was ordained, 
and became, at Pusey's suggestion, curate of St Clement's, 
Oxford. Here for two years he was busily engaged in parochial 
work, but he found time to write articles on " Apollonius of 
Tyana," on " Cicero " and on " Miracles " for the Encyclopaedia 
Metropolitana. In 1823, at Whately's request, he became 
vice-principal of St Alban's Hall, but this post he held for one 
year only. To his association with Whately at this time he 
attributed much of his " mental improvement " . and a partial 
conquest of his shyness. He assisted Whately in his popular 
work on logic, and from him he gained his first definite idea of 
the Christian Church. He broke with him in 1827 on the occasion 
of the re-election of Peel for the University, Newman opposing 
this on personal grounds. In 5826 he became tutor of Oriel, 
and the same year R. H. Froude, described by Newman as " one 
of the acutest, cleverest and deepest men " he ever met, was 
elected fellow. The two formed a high ideal of the tutorial office 
as clerical and pastoral rather than secular. In 1827 he was a 
preacher at Whitehall. The year following Newman supported 
and secured the election of Hawkins as provost of Oriel in pre-
ference to Keble, a choice which he later defended or apologized 
for as having in effect produced the Oxford Movement with all 
its consequences. In the same year he was appointed vicar of 
St Mary's, to which the chapelry of Littlemore was attached, and 
Pusey was made regius professor of Hebrew. •At this date, 
though still nominally associated with the Evangelicals, 
Newman's views wae gradually assuming a higher ecclesiastical 
tone, and while local secretary of the Church Missionary Society 
he circulated an anonymous letter suggesting a method by which 
Churchmen might practically oust Nonconformists from all 
control of the society. This resulted in his being dismissed from 
the post, 8th March 1830; and three months later he withdrew 
from the Bible Society, thus completing his severance from the 
Low Church party. In 1831-1833 he was select preacher before 
the University. In 1832, his difference with Hawkins as to the 
" substantially religious nature " of a college tutorship becoming 
acute, he resigned that post, and in December went with R. H. 
Froude, on account of the latter's health, for a tour in South 
Europe. On board the mail steamship " Hermes " they visited 
Gibraltar, Malta and the Ionian Islands, and subsequently 
Sicily, Naples and Rome, where Newman made the acquaintance 
of Dr Wiseman. In a letter home he described Rome as " the 
most wonderful place on earth," but the Roman Catholic religion 
as " polytheistic, degrading and idolatrous." It was during the 
course of this tour that he wrote most of the short poems which 
a year later were printed in the Lyra Apostolice. From Rome 
Newman returned to Sicily alone and was dangerously Ill with 
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fever at Leonforte, recovering from It with the conviction that he 
had a work to do in England. 

In June 1833 he left Palermo for Marseilles in an orange boat, 
which was becalmed in the Strait of Bonifado, and here he wrote 
the verses, " Lead, kindly Light," which later became popular as 
a hymn. He was at home again in Oxford on the 9th of July, 
and on the 14th Keble preached at St Mary's an assize 
sermon on " National Apostasy," which Newman afterwards 
regarded as the inauguration of the Oxford Movement. In the 
words of Dean Church, it was " Keble who inspired, Froude 
who gave the'impetus and Newman who took up the work "; 
but the first organization of it was due to H. J. Rose, editor of the 
British Magazine, who has been styled" the Cambridge originator 
of the Oxford Movement." It was in his rectory house at Had-
leigh, Suffolk, that a meeting of High Church clergymen was held, 
25th to 29th of July (Newman was not present), at which it was 
resolved to fight for" the apostolical succession and the integrity 
of the Prayer-Book." A few weeks later Newman started, 
apparently on his own initiative, the Tracts for She Times, from 
which the movement was subsequently named " Tractarian." 
Its aim was to secure for the Church of England a definite basis 
of doctrine and discipline, in case either of disestablishment or 
of a determination of High Churchmen to quit the establishment, 
an eventuality that was thought not impossible in view of the 
States' recent high-handed dealings with the sister established 
Church of Ireland. The teaching of the tracts was supplemented 
by Newman's Sunday afternoon sermons at St Mary's, the 
influence of which, especially over the junior members of the 
university, was increasingly marked during a period of eight 
years. In 1835 Pulley joined the movement, which, so far as 
concerned ritual observances, was later called " Puseyite "; 
and in 1836 its supporters secured further coherence by their 
united opposition to the appointment of Hampden as regius 
professor of divinity. His Bampton Lectures (in the preparation 
of which Blanco White had assisted him) were suspected of heresy, 
and this suspicion was accentuated by a pamphlet put forth by 
Newman, Elucidations of Dr Hampden's Theological Statements. 
At this date Newman became editor of the British Critic, and 
he also gave courses of lectures in a side-chapel of St Mary's 
in defence of the via media of the Anglican Church as between 
Romanism and popular Protestantism. His influence in Oxford 
was supreme about the year 1839, when, however, his study of 
the monophysite heresy first raised in his mind a doubt as to 
whether the Anglican position was really tenable on those prin-
ciples of ecclesiastical authority which he had accepted; and 
this doubt returned when he read, in Wiseman's article in the 
Dublin Review on " The Anglican Claim," the words of St 
Augustine against the Donatists, " senoras judicol orbis ter-
scrum," words which suggested a simpler authoritative rule than 
that of the teaching of antiquity. He continued his work, 
however, as a High Anglican controversialist until he had 
published, in 1841, Trace po, the last of the series, in which he 
put forth, as a kind of proof charge, to test the tenability of all 
Catholic doctrine within the Church of England, a detailed 
examination of the XXXIX. Articles, suggesting that their 
negations were not directed against the authorized creed of 
Roman Catholics, but only against popular errors and exaggera-
tions. This theory, though not altogether new, aroused much 
indignation in Oxford, and A. C. Tait, afterwards archbishop of 
Canterbury), with three other senior tutors, denounced it as 
"suggesting and opening a way by which men might violate 
their solemn engagements to the university." The alarm was 
shared by the heads of houses and by others in authority; and, 
at the request of the bishop of Oxford, the publication of the 
Tracts came to an end. At this date Newman also resigned the 
editorship of the British Critic, and was thenceforth, as he himself 
later described it, "on his deathbed as regards membership 
with the Anglican Church." He now recognised that the 
position of Anglicans was similar to that of the semi-Arians in 
the Arian controversy; and the arrangement made at this time 
that an Anglican bishopric should be established in Jerusalem, 
the appointment to lie alternately with the British and Pzussian  

governments, was to him further evidence of the non-apostolical 
character of the Church of England. In 1842 he withdrew to 
Littlemore, and lived there under monastic conditions with a 
small band of followers, their life being one of great physical 
austerity as well as of anxiety and suspense. To his disciples 
there he assigned the task of writing lives of the English saints, 
while his own time was largely devoted to the completion of an 
essay on the development of Christian doctrine, by which principle 
be sought to reconcile himself to the elaborated creed and the 
practical system of the Roman Church. In February 1843 he 
published, as an advertisement in the Oxford Cesuemative./ownsal, 
an anonymous but otherwise formal retractation of all the hard 
things he had said against Rome; and in September, after the 
secession of one of the inmates of the house, be preached his last 
Anglican sermon at Littlemore and resigned the living of St 
Mary's. But still an interval of two years elapsed before be was 
formally received into the Roman Catholic Church (9th October 
1845) by Father Dominic, an Italian Passionist. In February 
1846 he left Oxford for Oscott, where Bishop Wiseman, then 
vicar-apostolic of the Midland district, resided; and in October 
he proceeded to Rome. where he was ordained priest and was 
given the degree of D.D. by the pope. At the close of 1842 he 
returned to England as an Oratorian, and resided first at Mary-
vale (near Oscott); then at St Wilfrid's College, Cheadle; then 
at St Ann's, Alcester Street, Birmingham; and finally at Edg-
baston, where spacious premises were built for the community, 
and where (except for four years in Ireland) he lived a secluded 
life for nearly forty years. Before the house at Edgbaston was 
occupied he had established the London Oratory, with Father 
Faber as its superior, and there (in King William Street, Strand) 
he delivered a course of lectures on "The Present Position of 
Catholics in England," in the fifth of which he protested against 
the anti-Catholic utterances of Dr Achill', an ex-Dominican friar, 
whom he accused in detail of numerous acts of immorality. 
Popular Protestant feeling ran very high at the time, partly in 
consequence of the recent establishment of a Roman Catholic 
diocesan hierarchy by Pius IX., and criminal proceedings 
against Newman for libel resulted in an acknowledged gross 
miscarriage of justice. He was found guilty, and was sentenced 
to pay a fine of Lion, while his expenses as defendant amounted 
to about i14A02, a sum that was at one raised by public 
subscription, a surplus being spent on the purchase of Rednall, 
a small property picturesquely situated on the Lickey Hills, 
with a chapel and cemetery, where Newman now lies buried. 
In 1854, at the request of the Irish bishops, Newman went to 
Dublin as rector of the newly-established Catholic university 
there. But practical organization was not among his gifts, and 
the bishops became jealous of his influence, so that after four 
years he retired, the best outcome of his stay there being a volume 
of lectures entitled Idea of a University, containing some of his 
most effective writing. In 1858 he projected a branch house 
of the Oratory at Oxford; but this was opposed by Manning and 
others, as likely to induce Catholics to send their sons to that 
university, and the scheme was abandoned. In 1859 be estab-
lished, in connexion with the Birmingham Oratory, a school for 
the education of the sons of gentlemen on lines similar to those of 
the English public schools, an important work in which he never 
ceased to take the greatest interest. But all this time (since 
1841) Newman had been under a cloud, so far as concerned the 
great mass of cultivated Englishmen, and be was now awaiting 
an opportunity to vindicate his career; and in 1862 he began 
to prepare autobiographical and other memoranda for the 
purpose. The occasion came when, in January 1864, Charles 
Kingsley, reviewing Froude's History of England in Macmillan's 
Aramaic, incidentally asserted that " Father Newman informs 
us that truth for its own sake need not be, and on the whole 
ought not to be, a virtue of the Roman clergy." After some 
preliminary sparring between the two—Newman's pamphlet, 
"Mr Kingsley and Dr Newman: a Correspondence on the Ques-
tion whether Dr Newman teaches that Truth is no Virtue," 
published in 1864 and not reprinted, is unsurpassed in the English 
language for the vigour of its satire: the auger displayed was 
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later, in a letter to Sir William Cope, admitted to have been 
largely feigned—Newman published in bi-monthly parts his 
Apologia pre lira =a, a religious autobiography of unsurpassed 
interest, the simple confidential tone of which " revolutionized 
the popular estimate of its author," establishing the strength and 
sincerity of the convictions which had led him into the Roman 
Catholic Church. Kingsley'a accusation indeed, in so far as it 
concerned the Roman clergy generally, was not precisely dealt 
with; only a passing sentence, in an appendix on lying and 
equivocation, maintained that English Catholic priests are as 
truthful as English Catholic laymen; but of the author's own 
personal rectitude no room for doubt was left. 

In 017o he put forth his Grammar of Assent, the most closely 
reasoned of his works, in which the case for religious belief is 
maintained by arguments differing somewhat from those com-
monly used by Roman Catholic theologians; and in :877, in 
the republication of his Anglican works, he added to the two 
volumes containing his defence of the via media a long preface 
and numerous notes in which he criticized and replied to sundry 
anti-Catholic arguments of his own in the original issues. At 
the time of the Vatican Council (1869-187o) he was known 
to be opposed to the definition of Papal infallibility, and in a 
private letter to his bishop (Ullathorne), surreptitiously published, 
he denounced the "insolent and aggressive faction" that had 
pushed the matter forward. But he made no sign of disapproval 
when the doctrine was defined, and subsequently, in a letter 
nominally addressed to the duke of Norfolk on the occasion of 
Mr Gladstone's accusing the Roman Church of having " equally 
repudiated modern thought and ancient history," Newman 
affirmed that he had always believed the doctrine, and had only 
feared the deterrent effect of its definition on conversions on 
account of acknowledged historical difficulties. In this letter, 
and especially in the postscript to the second edition of it, 
Newman finally silenced all cavillers as to his not being really 
at ease within the Roman Church. In 1878 his old college 
(Trinity), to his great delight, elected him an honorary fellow, 
and he revisited Oxford after an interval of thirty-two years. 
At the same date died Pope Pius IX., who had long mistrusted 
him; and Leo XIII. was encouraged by the duke of Norfolk 
and other distinguished Roman Catholic laymen to make 
Newman a cardinal, the distinction being a marked one, because 
he was a simple priest and not resident in Rome. The offer 
was made in February 1879, and the announcement of it was 
received with universal applause throughout the English-speaking 
world. The " creation " took place on 12th May, with the 
title of St George in Velabro, Newman taking occasion while in 
Rome to insist on the lifelong consistency of his opposition to 
"liberalism in religion." After an illness that excited appre-
hension he returned to England, and thenceforward resided at 
the Oratory until his death, x ith August 1890, making occasional 
visits to London, and chiefly to his old friend, R. W. Church, 
dean of St Paul's, who as proctor had vetoed the condemnation 
of Tract pa in 180. As cardinal Newman published nothing 
beyond a preface to a work by A. W. Hutton on the Anglican 
lf inistry (1879) and an article on Biblical criticism In the Nine-
kentk Century (February 1884). 

Newman's influence as controversialist and preacher (i.e. as 
reader of his written sermons, for he was never a speaker) was 
very great. For the Roman Church his conversion secured 
great prestige and the dissipation of many prejudices. Within it 
his influence was mainly in the direction of a broader spirit and 
of a recognition of the important part played by development 
both in doctrine and in Church government. And although he 
never called himself a mystic, he showed that in his judgment 
spiritual truth is apprehended by direct intuition, as an ante-
cedent necessity to the professedly purely rational basis of the 
Roman Catholic creed. Within the Anglican Church, and even 
within the more strictly Protestant Churches, his influence was 
greater, but in a different direction, viz. in showing the necessity 
of dogma and the indispensableness of the austere, ascetic, 
chastened and graver side of the Christian religion. If his 
teaching as to the Church was lea widely followed, it was because  

of doubts as to the thoroughness of his knowledge of history 
and as to his freedom from bias as a critic. Sonic hundreds of 
clergymen, influenced by the movement of which for ten or 
twelve years he was the acknowledged leader, made their sub-
mission to the Church of Rome; but a very much larger number, 
who also came under its influence, failed to learn from him that 
belief in the Church involves belief in the pope. The natural 
tendency of his mind is often (and correctly) spoken of as sceptical 
He held that, apart from an interior and unreasoned conviction, 
there is no cogent proof of the existence of God; and in Tract 85 
he dealt with the difficulties of the Creed and of the canon of 
Scripture, with the apparent implication that they are insur-
mountable unless overridden by the authority of an infallible 
Church. In his own case these views did not lead to scepticism, 
because be had always possessed the necessary interior con-
viction; and in writing Tract 85 his only doubt would have been 
where the true Church is to be found. But, so far as the rest of 
the world is concerned, his teaching amounts to this: that the 
man who has not this interior conviction has no choice but to 
remain an agnostic, while the man who has it is bound sooner 
or later to become a Roman Catholic. 

He was a man of magnetic personality, with an intense belief 
in the significance of his own career; and his character may be 
described as feminine, both in its strength and in its weakness. 
As a poet he had inspiration and genuine power. Some of his 
short and earlier poems, in spite of a characteristic element 
of fierceness and intolerance in one or two cases, are described 
by R. H. Hutton as " unequalled for grandeur of outline, purity 
of taste and radiance of total effect "; while his latest and 
longest, " The Dream of Gerontius," is generally recognized as 
the happiest effort to represent the unseen world that has been 
made since the time of Dante. His prose style, especially in his 
Catholic days, is fresh and vigorous, and is attractive to many 
who do not sympathize with his conclusions, from the apparent 
candour with which difficulties are admitted and grappled with, 
while in his private correspondence there is a charm that places it 
at the head of that branch of English literature. He was too 
sensitive and self-conscious to be altogether successful as a 
leader of men, and too impetuous to take part in public affairs; 
but he had many of the gifts that go to make a first-rate journalist, 
for, " with all his love for and his profound study of antiquity, 
there was something about him that was conspicuously modem." 
Nevertheless, with the scientific and critical literature of the 
years t8so-1890 he was barely acquainted, and he knew no 
German. 'There are a few passages in his writings in which he 
seems to show some sympathy with a broader theology. Thus he 
admitted that there was "something true and divinelyrevealed 
in every religion." He held that " freedom from symbols and 
articles is abstractedly the highest state of Christian communion," 
but was " the peculiar privilege of the primitive Church." And 
even in 1877 he allowed that " in a religion that embraces large 
and separate classes of adherents there always is of necessity 
to a certain extent an exoteric and an esoteric doctrine." These 
admissions, together with his elucidation of the idea of doctrinal 
development and his eloquent assertion of the supremacy of 
conscience, have led some critics to hold that, in spite of all his 
protests to the contrary, he was himself snmewhat of a Liberal. 
But it is certain that he explained to his own satisfaction and 
accepted every item of the Roman Catholic creed, even going 
beyond it, as in holding the pope to be infallible in canonization; 
and while expressing his preference for English as compared with 
Italian devotional forms, he was himself one of the first to 
introduce such into England, together with the ritual peculiarities 
of the local Roman Church. The motto that he adopted for 
use with the arms emblazoned for him as cardinal—Cor ad car 
lognittcr, and that which he directed to be engraved on his 
memorial tablet at Edgbaaton—Ex snarls et intaginibus in 
veritatem—together seem to disclose as much as can be disclosed 
of the secret of a life which, both to contemporaries and to 
later students, has been one of almost fascinating interest, 
at once devout and inquiring, affectionate and yet sternly 
self-restrained. 
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There is at Oxford a bust of Newman by Woolner. His 

portrait by Ouless is at the Birmingham Oratory, and his portrait 
by Millais is in the possession of the duke of Norfolk, a replica 
being at the London Oratory. Outside the latter building, and 
facing the Brompton Road, there is a marble statue of Newman 
as cardinal. (A. W. Ho.) 

The chief authorities for Newman's life are his Apologia and the 
Letters and Correspondence, edited by Miss Morley, above referred 
to The letters and memoranda dealing with the years 184-1890 
were entrusted by Newman to the Rev. W. Neville as literary 
executor. Works by R. W. Church, J. B. Morley, T. Morley and 
Wilfrid Ward should also be consulted, as well as an appreciation 
by R. H. Hutton. Adverse criticism will be found in the writings 
of Dr E. A. Abbott (e.g. The Anglican Career of Cardinal Newman, 
2 vols. London, 1892), while some minor traits and foibles were 
noted by A. W. Hutton in the Expositor (September, October and 
November 1890). See also P. Thureau-Dangin, La Renaissance 
el:disallow: Newman it he inoseemed d'Oxford (Paris, 1899); Lucie 
Felix-Faure, Newman, sa vie it res wares (ib. Ices); MacRae, Die 
rdigibse Gewissluk bei John Henry Newman (Lena, 1898); Grappe, 
John Henry Newman. Essai de psychologie religiense (Paris, Igor); 
William Barry, Newman (London, Pm)• Lady Blennerhassett, 
J. H. !Cardinal Newman (Berlin. 1994); Bremond, Newman. Le 
divelopponere du dogme chrilien (Paris, 1903.; 4th ed.. 1906). Pry- 
ehologie de k Jot (ib. 1906), and Eases de kograpkie psyckologiesse 
(ib. zeo6). 

NEWMARCH, WILLIAM (182o-1882), English economist and 
statistician, was born at Think, Yorkshire, on the 28th of January 
182o. He settled in London in 1846 as an official of the Agra 
Bank, but resigned in thst on his appointment as secretary of 
the Globe Insurance Company. This post he held till 1862, when 
he became chief officer in the banking-house of Glyn, Mills & Co., 
in whose employ he remained until 188x. Notwithstanding the 
continuous pressure of an active business life he found time to 
contribute largely many valuable articles to the magazines and 
newspapers„and took an active part in the proceedings of the 
Royal Statistical Society (of which he was one of the honorary 
secretaries, editor of its journal, and in 1869-1371 president) 
and the Political Economy Club. He was also elected a fellow of 
the Royal Society. His extensive knowledge of banking was 
displayed in the evidence which he gave before the select com-
mittee on the Bank Acts in 1857. He collaborated with Thomas 
Tooke in the two final volumes of his History of Prices and was 
responsible for the greater part of the work in those volumes, 
For nineteen years he wrote an admirable survey of -the com-
mercial history of the year in the Economist. He died at Torquay 
on the 23rd of March 1882. After his death his friends founded, 
in perpetuation of his memory, a Newmarch Lectureship in 
economic science and statistics at University College, London. 

NEWMARKET, a market town in the Newmarket parlia-
mentary division of Cambridgeshire, England, 134 m. E. by N. 
of Cambridge on the Bury branch of the Great Eastern railway. 
Pop. (1901) 10,688. A part of the town is in Suffolk, and the 
urban district is in the administrative county of West Suffolk. 
Newmarket has been celebrated for its horse-races from the time 
of James I., though at that time there was more of coursing and 
hawking than horse-racing. Charles I. instituted the first cup-
race here. For the use of Charles IL, during his visits to the 
races, a palace, no longer extant, was built on the site of the lodge 
of James I. There are numerous residences belonging to patrons 
of the turf, together with stables, and racing and training 
establishments. The racecourse, which lies south-west of the 
town, has a full extent of 4.m., but is divided into various lengths 
to suit the different races. The course intersects the so-called 
Devil's Ditch or Dyke (sometimes also known as St Edmund's 
Dyke), an earthwork consisting of a ditch and mound stretching 
almost straight for 5 m. from-Reach to Wood Ditton. It is is ft. 
wide at the top, i8 ft. above the level of the country, and 3o ft. 
above the bottom of the ditch, with a slope of so ft. on the 
south-west side and 26 ft. on the north-east. It formed part of 
the boundary between the kingdoms of East Anglia and Mercia, 
but is doubtless of much earlier origin. Roman remains have 
been found in the neighbourhood. 

NEW MECKLENBURO (Ger. Neu-Mecklenburg, formerly New 
Ireland, native Tombara), an island of the Bismarck Archipelago, 

N.E. of New Guinea in the Pacific Ocean, about 3 °  S., 152°  E., 
in the administration of German New Guinea.. It is about 
240 en. long but seldom over 15 wide. From St George 's Channel 
at the south, separating it from New Pomerania, it sweeps north 
and then north-west, being divided from New Hanover at the 
other extremity by Byron Strait. It is mountainous throughout, 
having an extreme elevation of about 65oo ft. in the north, 
where the prevalent formations are sandstone and limestone, 
whereas in the south they are granite, porphyry and basalt. 
There is a white population of about forty; the natives are 
Papuans of a less fine type than the natives of New Pomerania, 
and rather resemble the Solomon islanders. Jacob Lemaire and 
Willem Cornelis Schouten sighted New Mecidenburg in 1616, 
but it was only recognised as part of an island separate from New 
Guinea by William Dampier in z7oo, and as separate from New 
Pomerania in 1767 by Philip Carteret. 

NEW MEXICO. a south-western state- of the United States. 
lying between 3e to' and 370  N. lat., and '03' and toe a' 
W. long. It is bounded N. by Colorado; E. by Oklahoma and 
Texas; S. by Texas and Mexico; and W. by Arizona. It has 
an extreme length N. and S. of goo tn., an extreme width E. and 
W. of 358 ra., and a total WM of z22,634 sq. M., of which 131 
sq. m. are water-surface. 

Physiography.—New Mexico is a region of mountains and 
high plateaus. Broadly speaking, its surface is a vast tableland 
tilted toward the S. and E., and broken by parallel ranges of 
mountains whose trend is most frequently N. and S. About 
midway between the western boundary and the Rio Grande 
passes the Continental Divide, which separates the water 
entering the Gulf of Mexico from those that flow into the Gulf 
of California. In the region E. of the Continental Divide, which 
embraces about three-fourths of the surface of the state, 
the general south-eastern slope is very marked. Thus, at Santa 
Fe, in the north central part of the state, the elevation is 
7,213 ft.; at Raton, in the N.E., koo ft.; at Las Cruces, in the 
extreme S.. 3570 ft.; and at Red Bluff, in the extreme S.E, 
2876 ft. 

The Rocky Mountain system enters New Mexito near the centre 
of the northern boundary; its main ridge, lyino; E. of the Rio 
Grande, extends as far S. as the city of Santa le. It forms the 
water-parting between the upper waters of the Canadian river and 
the Rio Grande. and contains many of the loftiest peaks in New 
Mexico, among them being Truchas (13.275 ft.), Castilla (12.634 ft.) 
and Baldy (12.623 ft.). On the E. this ridge is bounded by the region 
of the Great Plains. the dissected topography of which is character-
ized by many broad valleys intervening. W. of the Rio Grande lies 
a series of lower ranges, also a part of the Rocky Mountain ,ystem, 
whose western slopes merge  almost imperceptibly w ish the Plateau 
Region. The San Juan, Canines and Nacimiento ranges are among 
the most notable in this group. South of the Rocky Mountains lies 
the so-called Basin Region, in which isolated, but sometimes lofty 
and massive, mountains, the result in many instances of a series of 
numerous parallel faults, rise from level plains like islands from the 
sea and enclose the valleys with bare walls of grey and brown rock. 
These valley plains, from to m. to 20 m. wide and sometimes loo m. 
long, sloping gradually toward their centres, are usually covered 
with detritus from the neighbouring mountains, and seldom have 
a distinct drainage outlet. The Spaniards called them " bolsons" 
(purses), a term that geologists have retained. In many of these 
bolsons are ephemeral lakes, in which the waters collect during the 
rainy season and stand for several months. These waters are fre-
quently impregnated with alkali or salt, and on evaporating leave 
upon the bed of the lake a thin encrustation of snowy whiteness. 
Such beds, locally known as " alkali flats," are especially numerous 
in Valencia. Socorro, Dona Ana and Otero counties, and a number 
of them furnish all the salt needed by the cattle ranges in their 
vicinity East of the San Andreas Range. in the south central part 
of New Mexico, lies the basin of the extinct Lake Otero, in which 
are found the remarkable " white sands," consisting of dunes of 
almost pure granular gypsum and covering the area of 300 sq. m. 
In this region many species of reptiles and insects are almost perfectly 
white—an interesting example of protective coloration. Both E. 
and W. of the central portion of the Basin Region the bolson plains 
Noon lose their distinctive character, the valleys become wider and 
broader and the mountains less lofty and more isolated. East of the 
Pecos and S. of the Canadian rivers lies the great arid tableland known 
as the Staked Plains (Llano Estacado), a vast stretch of barren wastes. 
with almost nothing to break the monotony of its landscape. This 
is a part of the Great Plains and a continuation of the high plains 
region of Texas. The Plateau Region includes most of the area N. 
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• the Gila river and W. of the Rio Gonda Here volcanic a  
and powerful erosion have combined to produce a series of remarkable 
vane effects. The eastern border of this area is formedIze tli; 
valley of the Rio Grande and the western foot-hills of the c  
Mountains; the south= boundary overlooks the Gila river; and no 
the N. and W. the plateau continues into Colorado, Utah and Anion. 
Near its southern and eastern borders are many lava flows and 
extinct vokanie mountains, one of the most imposingof those in 
New Mexico being the Mt. Taylor volcano (11,389 ft.). which is 
surrounded by lava tables and some of the roost wonderful volcanic 
butters in the world. In other portion' of New Mexico there is 
also much evidence of former volcanic activity. A conspicuous 
feature of the New Mexican landscape is the mess, a flat-topped hill 
created by differentia erosion and projecting above the surrounding 
country like a table. A notable example as the mesa of Mims, in 
Valencia county, capped with volcanic rodcs; upon its summit, 
about 35o ft above the plain. is the Indian pueblo of Acoma; 

The average elevation of New Mexico as 5700 ft., with 4o,200 
aq. m. between 3000 sad Shoo ft„; 56,680 sq. m. between soon and 
7000 ft.; 22,5on sq. M. between 7000 and two ft.; and 20oo sq. M. 
above 9000 

For a region with such a small amount of rainfall the rivers are 
numerous. but none of the steams is navogable, and in many of them 
du 	dry season (and in some of them because of broken 
stratification) ) the water in places • 	entirely beneath the 
sandy bed, and after flowing, 	 for some distance. breaks 
out afresh farther on as a river, ovulet or spring. The most im-
portant stream is the Rio Grande, which, rising in southern Colorado, 
enters New Mexico through deep canyons near the centre of the 
northern boundary and continues southward across the entire state. 
During its coume it changes from a mountain stream in the N. 
to a sluggish river turgid with sand in the S. In the lowlands it 
loses much of its volume through evaporation and absorption by 
the sands, and through irrigation, and in its lower course in New 
Mexico its bed is frequently dry. In the flood season it usually 
leaves its banks and inundates the lowlander spreading over the 
sands a rich deposit of silt; and on account of this characteristic 
it is sometimes called " the Nile of New Mexico." The stream next 
in importance is the Pecos river, which rises in Mora county and 
flows southward into Texas, where it joins the Rio Grande. It has 
the same general characteristics as the fatter river, beings mountain 
streim near its source, and after leaving the highlands becoming 
dudish and losing much of its water. Along the lower course many 
underground streams from the mountains break out as springs and 
empty into the Pecos. The Canadian river drains the eastethz= 
of the Rocky Mountains and flows in a general sou 
direction through Texas into Oklahoma. where it empties into the 
Arkansas. Most of its course in New Mexico lies through a canyon. 
The westward-flowing dreams—the San Juan, Rio Puerto of the 
West, Zuni, Rio San Francisco and Gila—are of only slight im-
portance, though their flow is perennial. In the valleys there are 
many small streams whose waters never reach the ocean, but 
disappear by seepage or evaporation. 

 and Flora.—Of native animals the species are numerous, 
but their numbers are small. Bison no longer roam the plams, and 
the elk has been drives out; but among the larger mammals still 
to be found in certain districts are the deer, prong-horn (in small 
numbers), puma, coyote, timber wolf, lynx (Lystx rains and Lynx 
Canadenssr) and the black and grizzly bear. Badgers, hares and 
rabbits are found everywhere, and prairie-dogs are so numerous in 
some places as to be considered • nuisance. There are numerous 
species of aquatic birds. From time to time upon the Rio Grande 
may be seen ducks, wild geese,swans, cranes, herons and gulls. 
Eagles are often seen, and in the arid and elevated regions crows and 
ravens are numerous.. Gamble's quail, bob-white, grouse, English 
pheasants sad wild turkeys are the most important game birds, and 
the mocking-bird is common throughout south-western New Mexico. 
Among the venomous reptiles and insects are the rattlesnake, the 
Gila monster (ffeloderma rxrpectuse), a poisonous lizard, and the 
tarantula Oblate Heintsii), which, however, are common only in 
certain places and at;tertun seasons.: 

New Mexico has such a great range 'of elevations that all four of 
the zone. of vegetation into which the South-West has been divided 
according to altitude are found within its limits; namely, the zone 
of cactus, y and agave (3000-3500 ft.), where erase us scanty; 
the zone of grmsnmod and sage-Inveh (3500-4900 ft.), where there 
is little grass, and the cactus 	are less numerous; the zone of 
the cedar (n9o0-6800 ft.); 	the none of the pine and fir (6800- 
zo.tlem ft.), in which grass is more abundant. The total woodland 
area has been estimated at 25,100 sq. in., or • little more than 09% 
of. the land area. Only the higher :anew and plateaus are timbered, 
and even there the forests are not de& ...'Me lower dopes are 
usually covered with the drub oak, juniper and ninon; but mine 
mountains, especially those along the eastern border of the Rio 
Grande Valley, are absolutely treeless. The principal forest areas 
are upon the southern end at the San Joan Range, upon the Sangre 
de Cristo Rance and in Socoero county, W. of the Rio Grande. 
The chief varieties of timber are the red ir, Engelmann's spruce and 
yellow pine. Up to 1910 the Federal government had created 
eleven Wrod reservations In New Medeor =bowing an ayes el 

10,971,711 acres. In the valleys the only trees native to the soil 
are the willow and cottonwood, found along the water courses. and 
beyond the range of irrigation vegetation is limited to scanty grass, 
with 

the
sage-brush and greasewood in the N. and cactus and yucca 

Ist   
Chmsfe

S.
.--As the winds that reach New Mexico have been desic-

cated while aomiag the plains of Texas or the mountains of the 
N.W., the climate is characterized by a lack of humidity. . The sandy 
soil quickly absorbs the sun's heat and also quickly radiates it, m 

i that there is great daily variation in the temperature. The low 
humidity, high altitudes and southern lathide all combine to make 
the climate salubrious and eepecially beneficial to persons sufferiny 
with pulmonary dborders. The highest temperature ever recorded 
was tie F. at Roswell; the lowest, -23' at Aztec. At Santa Fe, 
where mountain and plain meet, the mean annual temperature is 
49'; the mean for the winter is 31' and for the summer 67"; and 
the highest and lowest temperatures ever recorded were respectively 
97" and -13°. At Fort Bayard, in the S.W., the mean temperature 
fretzcl.hdeecie:fr isepti;%:he meaforfottethe winter.0732f,:ifittbhaan extreme 

recorded of or?. At Mel la Parkm, 1::;17lOswer kin Grandm:Valley, 
the mean annual temperature is be; for the winter it is 43°, with a 
minimum of 0, and for the summer re, with a maximum of rob °. 
In all parts of New Mexico except the N.W. there is a so-called wet 
season, which begins early in July and lasts fors month or six weeks, 
the rain coming in the form of short afternoon thunderstorms. 
About a third of the precipitation occurs during July and August, 
but after August the monthly precipitation is steadily led until 
March, in which month only about 3% of the annual rainfall occurs. 
For all of New Mexico the mean precipitation is about t3 in., 
ranging frour9 in. in the lower Rio Grande Valley to 25 in. on the 
mountain ranges at elevations of lo,000 ft. and over. In the valleys 
there are usually about two snows a year and these quickly disappear; 
but on the mountain peaks and in the canyons the snow accumulates 
to great depths and forms a steady source of water-supply for the 
rivers. It n the melting of the snows on the Rocky Mountains, and 
not the rainy season, that produces the floods of the Rio Grande. 

Sodx—The prevaihng type of soil on the_ lands is a sandy 
loam, underlaid with day or day loam, which stores water and Is 
the.  typical soil of the basins. Along the river valleys there are 
limna. areas of fine Sediment, and here with irrigation good crops 
can be grown without the use of fertilizers. In the platas where 
drainage Is poor, especially in the S., the soils contain too much 
alkali; but in the highlands most of this has been dissolved and 
carried away by the rains, and the soils are well adapted for grazing 
grounds. 

A gricafere.—Because of the small amount of rainfall, agriculture 
is confined chiefly to the river valleys. In ism only 4.2 % of the 
land surface was included in farina, and less than •2 oft % was 
classed as Improved farm land. The total acreage,  rose 
from 787.882 in 1890 to 5,130,878 19oo, an increase 0( 55i-2%. 
Between 1850 and 188o there was very little increase in farm area. 
The amount of improved land, though showing an absolute increase 
between 1880 and ispoo, declined relatively to thetotal area in farms 
from 37.6 % in 1880 to 61% in 1900. At the same time the average 
size of farms (not including farms with an area of less than 3 acres, 
which reported an annual income of less than 1150o) increased from 
124.9 acres in 1880 to 433.6 acres in Iwo. This decrease in the pro-
portion of improved acreage and increase in the average size of the 
farms is due to the increased use of lands for grazing purposes. 
As regards tenure, 90.6% of the farms in 1900 were operated by 
owners, ,4.2% by cash tenants, and 7.2% by share tenant& In 
this year 39:6% of the farms derived their principal income from 
hay and grain, 33.2% from live stock, ;;'5% from dairy .  produce, 
3.5% from vegetables, 2-8% from fruits. The most important 
crop, as a result of irrigation, is alfalfa, which is 	for forage, 
requires little attention, and Improves the soil. 	t. Indians  orn 
and oats are the leading cereal crops; and S. 	the latitude of 
Santa F6 'vegetables and deciduous fruits flourish where the water. 
supply is ample. A little cotton has been grown near Carlsbad in 
the Pecos V and in 19o9 sugar beets were introduced south of 
Albuquerque and cantaloupes in the southern Rio Grande Valley. 
Fruit, especially the Bartlett pear, is very succesdul. The total 
value of -farm property in non was $53,767,824, and the value of 
the live stock, 83 11787400. The value of the farm pr 	in 1879 
was 91,974, 111 1889 $1,Z824, 	in 1399 $10,153,215. 
In z9o9 	values of the principl farm products (according to the 
Year Book of dos US Department of Agricallgre) were as follows: 
hay. 85,339,000; wheat, 81,175,000; Indian corn, ,$t,9151000; 
oats, 8634,000; and potatoes. 88400. The values of .  the various 
classes of live stock on the 1st of January 1910 were as follows: 

, $13,74.coo; mach cows, 11,125.000; other neat cattle. 
81e5eX77,000• horses, 86,251,00o; mules, ,632,000; swine. 
$272,000. Stock-raising is the most important industry, and the 
growing of sheep for wool takes a leading place. The hills and mesas 
cove eel with the nutritious grams grass form excellent grazing 
Cmds which are most extensive in Bernahlki. Guadalupe, Rio 

.Sen Miguel. Union and Valencia counties. In Aprilz 
mg to an estimate of the National Associa tion  

) New Mexico contained 2,600,000 sheep, the largest 
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number In any state or Territory except Montana and Wyoming; 
and in April 1909 there were 3,200,000 sheep of shearing age in 
New Mexico, but this number was less than that in Montana or 
Wyoming at that time. 

Except in a few mountain valleys in the N., agriculture was long 
entirely dependent upon irrigation, which has been practised in 
New Mexico by the Pueblo Indians since prehistoric times. In 1899 
the total irrigated area outside of Indian reservations amounted to 
203,893 acres (67.3 % of all improved land)—an increase of 122.2 % 
in the preceding decade. Of the total land in crops in that year 
89.2 % was irrigated. After the passage of the Federal Reclamation 
Act in 1902, a number of extensive irrigation works in New Mexico 
were undertaken by the Federal government. The Carlsbad reservoir 
and diverting dam in Eddy county and the Rio Hondo canals and 
reservoir in Chaves county were completed in 1907 and are capable 
of supplying water to tracts of 20,000 and 10,000 acres respectively. 
In 19,38 an irrigation reservoir in McKinley county for the use of the 
Zuni Indians and the Leasburg project (Dona Ana county; 20,000 
acres) were completed. The Rio Grande project was planned in 1907 
for the storage of the flood waters of the Rio Grande near Engle, New 
Mexico, in order to reclaim about 155,030 acres of land in New Mexico 
and Texas, and to deliver to Mexico above the city of Juarez 6o,000 
acre-feet of water per year. as provided by a treaty (proclaimed on the 
16th of January 1907) between that republic and the United States. 
Other systems contemplated by the government were the Las Vegas 
project for reclaiming sox= acres near Ian Vegas, the Urton Lake 
project for reclaiming 6o,000 acres in the Pecos Valley, and the La 
Plata Valley project for irrigating about 40,000 acres in the north- 
western part of New Mexico, 35 m. S.W. of Durango, Colorado. A 
special irrigation commission was appointed in 1897, and in 1905 the 
legislature created the office of Terntorial irrigation engineer. Irriga-
tion by private companies is of some importance, especially in the San 
Juan Valley, the Rio Grande Valley and the Pecos Valley. In 1909 it 
was estimated that about 50o,o00 acres were irrigated. Dry farming 
has proved a great success in New Mexico, as elsewhere in the South-
West, especially since 1500; and in 1907 it was estimated that 
2,000,000 acres were cultivated without irrigation. 

Mansfedures.—As New Mexico is primarily a mining and stock-
raising region, its manufacturing industries are of comparatively 
small importance. The value of the manufactured products in 
1880 was $1,284,846; in 1890 $1,516,195; and in 19oo $5, 605,795, 
an increase in the latter decade of 2691%. In i9o5 there were 199 
establishments under the factory system (an increase of 144% 
over the number in 1900); the amount of capital invested was 
$4,638,248, and the value of " factory " products was 55,705,880 
(an increase of 40-5% over the value of the " factory " products in 
non). The leading industries in 1905 were the construction of can 
and general railway shop and repair work by steam railway companies 
(value Of product, $2,509,845), the manufacture of lumber and timber 
products (value $1,315,364) and of flour and grist mill products 
(value $388,124), and the printing and publishing of newspapers and 
periodicals (value 5279,858). In 1900 the manufactures of Albu-
querque, Santa Fe and Socorro were valued at 39.4% of the total 
value of New Mexico's products. 

Minerals.—The existence of valuable mineral depthits was early 
known to the Spaniards. There was some production of gold by the 
Mexicans, but the silver mining was unimportant until 1881, when 
the Lake Valley silver mines in Sierra county began to yield. Be- 
tween that year and 1884 the coining value of the silver product 
increased from $275,0oo to $3.000,000. After 1885 there was a 
gradual decline in the output, whose bullion value in 1908 was 
$250,986. The production of gold has shown a somewhat similar 
movement; the output in 1881 was valued at $185,000; in 1889, 
at $1,000,000, and in 1908 at $298,757. The leading- gold- and 
silver-producing counties are Socorro, Grant, Sierra and Dona Ana. 
Only silver is mined in the lastmamed county. Copper has been mined 
for many years, and in 1906 and 19 constituted New Mexico's most 
valuable metallic product, the value of the yield in these years being 
$1,356_,533 and $658,858 respectively. Nearly all the product comes 
from Grant county, and in 1908 nearly 98% of the output was from 
Grant and Otero cqunties. In 1905-1908 the decrease in output was 
large. In the same years there was an increase in the output of 
zinc, which in 1906 was valued at $67,710 and in 1908 at $168,096. 
Most of the zinc comes from Socorro county, where the mines of the 
Magdalena District in 1908 yielded 93• of the entire product. 
A small amount of lead is produced incidentally to the mining of 
zinc, being derived from mixed lead and zinc ores. Far the most 
important mineral product, however, is coal, which is found in all 
forms—lignite to anthracite—and in widely distributed areas. 
The chief centres of production are the Raton field, in Colfax county; 
the Durango-Gallup' field, in' McKinley and Rio Arriba counties*, 
the Whiteoaks field, in Lincoln county•, and the Los Cerillos and 
Tejon areas, in Santa Fe county. Much of the coal is suitable for 
coke of which a considerable amount is manufactured. The value 
of the coal product in 19oz was $1,500,230; in 1904. $1,904,499; 
and in r9o8, $3,368,753. -Iron ores are widely distributed, but have 
not been developed; graphite is rnined in Colfax county; mica in 
Taos county, and to a small extent in Rio Arriba county; marble is 
quarried in Otero county and sandstone in Bernalillo, Colfax and 
San Miguel COUlniell. Gypsum beds are widely diaributed, and the  

supply is inexhausthib. but their great distance from centres of =as-
sumption has prevented their profitable working. In New Mexico 
are found turquoises and • few garnets; it seems probable that 
turquoises were mined by the Aztecs. The largest of the old Spanish 
turquoisemines in the Cerilioa District, i 8 m. S. of Santa Fe, furnished 
a turquoise product between 0190 and thoo valued at more than 
$2,000,000. Other mines are in Grant and Otero counties. The 
New Mexican garnets are found in McKinley county. The output 
of precious stones in 1902 was valued at $51,100, in 1908 at $72,loo. 

Trasupenedien.—Thetotal railway.  Maine on the vat of December 

1908 was 2,918422, more than twice as much as that of 1890. 
he length of railway per inhabitant in New Mexico in '907 was 

about five times as great as that for the whole country, but the 
amount of line per square mile of territory was only about one-third 
as great as the average for the United States. New M

o
exith is 

traversed by two transcontinental li the Atchison, T & 
Santa Fe, from Chicago to San Francisco

nes, 
 and the Southern Pacific, 

from New Orleans to San Francisco. The main line of the former 
enters New Mexico near Raton, extends S.W. to Albuquerque and 
thence westward into Arizona. A southward =tendon taps the 
Southern Pacific at El Paso, Texas, and Deming, New Mexico, and 
there are numerous shorter branches. This system also controls the 
Pecos Valley & North-Eastern railway, which serves the south-
western part of New Mexico. The Southern Pacific cremes New 
Mexico westward from El Paso, Texas. The western division of 
the El Paso & South-Western system, connecting El Paso and 
Benson, Arizona, crosses New Mexico.  just N. of the Mexican 
boundary. Its eastern division (includiag the El Paso & North-
Eastern, the El Paso & Rock Island, the Alamogordo & Sacramento 
Mountain and the Dawson railways) connects with the Chimp, 
Rock Island & Pacific at Tucuman; thus forming a connecting 
link between that system and the Southern Pacific. The Santa FE 
Central, extending southward from Santa Fe to Torrance, is a con- 
necting link between the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe and the El 
Paso & South-Western systems. Branches of the Denver & Rio 
Grande serve the northern parts of New Mexico. 

Poptelaiion.—The population of New  Mexico consists of 
three distinct classes—Indians; Spanish-Americans, locally 
known as " Mexicans "; and the English-speaking class called, 
in distinction from the others, " Americans." Of the Indians 
there are two types, both of the Athapascan family; in one are 
the Pueblos, and in the other the Navahos, in the N.W. part of 
the state, and their near kinsmen, the Apaches, to the south. 
The Pueblo Indians live in adobe houses, arc quiet and usually 
self-sustaining, and have been converted to the forms of Christi-
anity. They had irrigated farms and dwelt in six-storey com-
munal houses long before the advent of the white man. By the 
treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo, in 1848, the United States govern-
ment recognized them as citizens. They lived in rp villages of 
pueblos, the largest of which, Zuni, is more properly called a 
reservation, as it has been enlarged from time to time by grants 
from the Federal government. The 18 pueblos and the Zuni 
reservation contained in 1900 a population of 8127, and a total 
area of 1417 sq. tn. The pueblos are held under Spanish grants 
which were confirmed by the United States. The terraced 
architecture of the villages is very remarkable. Originally the 
Pueblo Indians lived in many-storeyed communal houses, built 
sometimes of stone, sometimes of adobe, and occasionally 
chiselled into the sides of a stone cliff, as best suited the con-
venience of the builders. At present there is a tendency among 
them to copy the one-storey huts of the Mexicans. Taos (pop. 
in.1903, 4,9) is one pf the most imposing of the pueblos; consisting 
of two six-storeyed pyramidal tenements, separated by a brook. 
Zuni (pop. 1525) has a 'five-storeyed dwelling surrounded 
by detached huts; Amos (pop. 49 2  in woo; 566 in 1902), 
standing on a cliff 357 ft. high (Acorn* MOM " people of the 
white rock " and Aco, the Indian name for the pueblo, means 
" white rock "), contains three blocks of three-storeyed terraced 
buildings; and Laguna also contains some three-storeyed 

About 3 m. N.E. of Aroma stands the Enchanted Mesa (Mesa 
Encantada; Katzimo in Keresan), rising 45o ft. above the plain. 
and being ao5o•ft. long and too to 350 ft. wide. Upon its summit, 
according to Indian tradition, once stood the village of Ammer. 
but while the inhabitants were tending their crops in the plain. • 
powerful earth movement threw down the rocky ladder by which 
alone the summit could be reached. According to the story, three 
women had been left in the village and these perithed. The Mesa 
was first climbed by white men in 1896 by Prof. William Libber 
(b. 1855). of Princeton University; it was climbed again in 1897 
by

e 
 a party led by F. W. Hodge; and pottery and stone implements 

wer found berL 
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dwellings, but the Laguna tribe, numbering, zest In moo and 
1384 in 1903, now live mostly in their former summer villages 
on the plain. The other Indians live on =imitations, of which 
there are three: the Masada* Apache reservation, in Otero 
county, containing sse Indians in 2900; the Nazi& Apache 
reservation, in Rio AlT1120 county, with a population of 829; 
and the Navaho reservation, in Utah, Arizona and New Mexico, 
which contains in that part of it situated in New Mexico a 
population of 248e. 

The inhabitants of Spanish descent have been only slightly 
asoimilated and cling tenaciously to their racial peculiarities. 
As a rule, they live in low adobe houses built around a court, 
and are poor and ignorant, but hospitable. They are more 
Americanized in the Rio Grande Valley than among the-moun-
tains, where English is rarely spoken. Many of them have 
intermarried with the Indians, creating the dais of half-breeds 
known as " Mestizos." Although the proportion of Spanish, 
Amaican and Indian inhabitants is steadily decreasing with the 
arrival of immigrants from other parts of the United States, it 
was nevertheless computed by the New Mexican authorities to be 
about 63% in Igoe. About one-tenth of the Spenish-Ametican 
and Indian population habitually we the English language. 

The total population of New Mexico in 187o was 91,1174; 
in inci, 11 9,565; in 1890, 153,593; in 1900, 195,310, and 
in too, according to the U.S. census, the figure was 327,301. 
Of the native white population in 2900, 17,917 were of foreign 
parentage. Of the foreign-born ekment 660, °reheat one-half, 
were Mexicans, 136o were Germans and the rest chiefly English, 
Irish, Canadians, Italians, Scotch and Austrians. The chief 
dtim were Albuquerque (6238), Santa FE (5603), Las Vegas 
(3552) and Raton (354o). Far the greater portion of the popula-
tion (in 1906, 56-e% of the estimated population) ate communi-
cants of the Roman Cathnlk- Church, which had in nog 231,558 
members, the total communicants of all denominations in that 
year numbering 237,009. Among Protestants there were 656o 
Methodists, 2935  Presbyterians and 2331 Baptists. 

Administrotim.—The executive officers imul 1911 were a 
governor and a Territorial secretary appointed by the President 
of the United States, and a treasurer, auditor, superintendent of 
public instruction, adjutant-general, commissioner of public 
lands and other administrative officials appointed by the 
governor. The legislative department included a council of 
12 members and a House of Representatives of 24 members, 
chosen by popular vote. The sessions were biennial and limited 
tone days. AR laws passed by the Assembly and approved by the 
governor had to be submitted to the Federal Congress for its ap-
proval. The Territory was represented In Congress by a delegate, 
chosen by popular vote, with the right to speak in the national 
legislature but not to vote. The judicial department included 
a supreme court, district courts, probate courts and local justices 
of the peace. The supreme court consisted of a chief justice and 
six associate justices appointed by the President. There were 
seven judicial districts, each with a court presided over by a 
justice of the supreme court. Each county had a probate court, 
and each precinct a justice of the peace. 

For the purposes of local government New Mexico is divided 
into 26 counties, each being governed by a board of county 
commissioners, chosen by the people. Each county is divided by 
the commissioners into precincts. Municipal corporations with 
a population of 3000 and over are cities, and are governed through 
a mayor and board of aldermen; those with a population of 
between ism and 3000 are towns, and are governed through a 
mayor and trustees. 

A rather unusual institution within New Mexico is the mounted 
police, who numbered i 1 in 1907, whose work was almost entirely 
in the cattle country. and who had authority to patrol the entire 
Territory and to make arrests or to preserve order wherever their 
presence was needed, unhampered by the restrictions limiting the 
jurisdiction of local police. 

A homestead not exceeding imoo in value, and held by a husband 
and wife or by a widow or widower with an unmarried daughter or 
an unmarried minor son, may be held exempt from seizure and sale 
by legal process. The exemption may be claimed by either the 
husband or the wile, but may not be granted if each owns a home- 

stead; and it does not extend to judgments tendered against the 
debtor on account of a mortgaige, non-payment of the purchase 
money or supplies and labour for building and repairs. 

In 1907 the legislature passed a radical measure, making the pen-
alty for operating mums of chance six months' imprionment in the 

tha 	
jail, and. at the diecretion

500: 
 of the court, a fine of not less 

aawnlarmo and not more than $ 	this law went into effect on the ist of January ism& Gambling had formerly been licensed— 
the gambling-house keeper paying $200 pee annum for each gaming 

table 
apparatus, or apparatus, this mm going to the district and county school  

Revenues for the support of the government are derived chiefly 
from the general property tax. There are also special corporation 
taxes on car companies, express companies and foreign corporations 

=Imre:ening weaning petroleum or coal oil; and a system of 
or business taxes. A poll tax is levied by the state 

for school purposes and may also be levied by municipalities. The 
county and the municipal tax rates are limited respectively to 5 and 
to mills on the dollar. A special tax not exceeding 3 mine on the 
dollar may be levied on all taxable property for school purposes, 
and the proceeds awmdosM among the school districts according 
to the number of se chileben. The proceeds of the poll tax are 
distributed in the counties in which the tax is collected. Each 
school district may supplement the aid from the state by laying special 
taxes, and theFMaal government has granted to each township 
4 °I- zn- of public land to aid in the support of the schools. Laid. 
pants amounting in xgo7 to t,3/3,o8o acres had also been made for 
the benefit of various educational. charitable and correctional 
institutions, and for irrigation_ purposes. At the close of the fiscal 
year ending on the 31st of May igen, New Mexico showed ex- 
penditures of $721,272.80, medic tilel,o8o-94  and • balance in 
the treasury of ;5 8.65,34. 	 debt, amounting on the 
31st of May 1908 to sportocm, was incurred gutty 	meetmg 
temporarydeficits in the treasury and partly in the construction ol 
public buildings. 

Eden:Mos.—At the head of the public school system is a Board of 
Education of seven members. induding the govern r and the super- 
intendent of public instruction; this Soul 	 the school 
fund among the counties, selects the text-books and prepares the 
examinations for teachers. The superintendent of public instruction 
exercises • general supervision over the schools of New Mexico. ' 
There is also a superintendent of schools for each county. and the 
counties are divided into school districts, each having three 
who disburse the school funds and have the care of the sch ool  =. In incorporated cities and towns these functions are die-

by local boards of educe( The school age DI from five to 
twenty-one years, and for childr:rbetween the ages of seven and 
fourteen school attendance for three months in each year is com-
pulsory. The total enrollment for the year ending the rat of August 
1906 was 39.377. with an average daily attendance of 55,i74; the 
average length of the school year was 5 months and 19 days. The 
use of English in the schoolroom 

m 
' required by law; New Mexico has 

adopted a uniform system of text-books. 
The state supports the University of New Mexico at Albu-

querque; a College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts' (established 
1889, opened tasio) at Maine Park, 40 m. from El Paso; a Normal 
School at Silver Go? (pop. 1900, 2735; county-seat of Grant 
county); a Normal University at Las Vegas; a School of Mines (at 
Socorro; pop. :goo. 1512; county-seat of Socorro county), which 
was founded in OW, was organized and opened in 1895 when it 
received from Come. stow acres of land. has in its Library the 

vett library of John W. Powell, formerly director of the U.S. 
Survey, and owns the Torrance Mine at the foot of 

Socorro Mountain, a In. from the college campus; and a Military 
Institute at Roswell (pop, raw 2006; county-seat of Chaves 
county). Indian day schools are maintained by the Federal 
government at Albuquerque, Jicarilh, Santa Fe and Zufii. 

The state maintains an mane asylum at Las Vegas, a deaf 
and dumb asylum and penitentiary at Santa Fe, an institute for 
the blind at Almagordo, a reform school at El Rito and a miners 
hospital at Raton. For many years the legislature has also contri-
buted to the support of a number of private hospitals and charitable 
institutions. 

Histery.—Tonle existence of an Old-World myth New Mexico 
owes its early exploration by the Spaniards.. Early in the 
16th century it was believed that in the New World would be 
found the fabled cities and creatures of which Europeans had 
heard for centuries. There was a story that in the 8th century 
a bishop of Lisbon, to escape from the Arabs, had fled to islands 
in the West, where he and his followers bad founded seven cities; 
and when the Indians in Mexico related to the Spanish explorers 
a bit of their folk-lore, to the effect that they had issued from 
seven caves, the imaginative white men soon identified these 
caves with the famous Seven Cities. In 1536 came Cabers 

*This college also receives Federal aid: too,000 saes of public 
land were voted to it in 1898. 
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de Vacs Into Mexico after eight years of wandering across the 
continent and related to his countrymen the stories he had 
heard of wonderful cities of stone in the north. He had not 
seen the cities himself, nor had he as is frequently asserted, 
gone as far north as the present New Mexico, but his reports 
tended to confirm previous rumours and led the viceroy, Don 
Antonio de Mendoza, to send Fray Marcos de Niza, a Franciscan 
friar, on a small and inexpensive expedition of discovery. 

Fray Marcos (q.v.) was the first European to enter the limits of 
what is now New Mexico. A glimpse of the terraced houses of an 
Indian village—now identified as Zuni—convinced him that he 
had seen one of the Seven Cities, and he hastened back with the 
good news. The stories that he told grew in their passage from 
mouth to mouth until the Spaniards believed that in the north 
were cities " very rich, having silversmiths, and that the women 
wore strings of gold beads and the men girdles of gold." Full of 
missionary zeal, and desirous that settlements should be planted 
in the new region in order that the heathen might be converted, 
Fray Marcos did little to refute these exaggerations. The con-
quest of the Seven Cities was determined upon, and a band of 
adventurers, led by Francisco Vasquez de Coronado (q.s.),set out. 
in 1539. Following the route of Fray Marcos de Nita, Coronado 
reached the first of the alleged cities, and to-his great disappoint-
ment found only an Indian pueblo. An exploring party sent 
eastward reached Acoma, and then proceeded to Tiguex on the 
Rio Grande, and finally to the Pecos river. The main body of 
Coronado's expedition remained in New Mexico on the Rio 
Grande while he pushed on to the fabled land of Quivira,' only 
to meet with another disappointment. 

Forty years elapsed before the Spaniards again entered New 
Mexico. In 158r Fray Augustin Rodriguez, another Franciscan, 
explored the valley of the Rio Grande, and in 1582-1583 Antonio 
Espejo made extended explorations to the E. and W. of this 
stream. It was about this time, apparently, that the Spaniards 
in Mexico adopted the term Ncw Mexico to designate the land 
to the north;-Rodrigiez had called the country San Felipe, 
and Espejo had named it Nueva Andalucia. Between 1583 and 
I595 several attempts at the conquest and occupation of New 
Mexico were made, but for various reasons they were unsuccessful. 
In the spring of 5598 Don Juan de (Mate entered New Mexico 
with about 400 colonists, and choosing the pueblo of San Juan 
(30 m. N.W. of the modern Santa Fe) as a temporary dwelling-
place, made preparations for building a town at the junction of 
the Rio Chama and the Rio Grande, to be known as San Francisco. 
In the following year the new settlement was renamed San 
Gabriel. Some years later a second settlement was made at 
Santa Fe, which has ever since been the seat of government of 
New Mexico. Although the Franciscan missionaries by 1657 had 
built seven churches and had baptized 14,000 Indians, there were 
in this year only 48 soldiers and settlers in the province. The 
zeal of the friars in stampingout thereligiousritesof the natives, 
the severe penalties inflicted for non-observance of the rules of 
the Church, and the heavy tribute in kind demanded by the 
Spanish authorities, aroused feelings of resentment in the Pueblo 
Indians and led-  in 568o to a general revolt, headed by a native 
named Pope. Over 400 Spaniards were massacred, and the 
remnant, alter enduring a siege in Santa Fe, fled southward 
to a mission near the present El Paso. For a decade the natives 
enjoyed their independence, destroying nearly all vestiges of 
Spanish occupation, and venting their wrath particularly upon the 
churches. After several attempts at reconquest had failed, Don 
Diego de Vargas marched up the Rio Grande in 1692, and 
largely by moral suasion secured the surrender of Santa Fe, 
then held by the Indians. During the next four years the sub-
mission of all the pueblos was secured, and the permanency of 

Although theQuivira story was fabricated by an Indian captive 
and its fraudulent character was fully expmed by Coronado in 1441, 
ignorant _American treasure-seekers still search for this mythIcal 
refTaniirrys.aositrzguegter versionof nzmeztthe deserted stone pueblo o  

the vicinity of the Manzano Moun- 
tain!, has received the appellation per t ilation of Gran Quivira," thereby 
cannot many deluded persons to make a vain search among its 
ruini' for treasure. 

European occupation was assured. The history of New Mexico 
in the r8th century was uneventful, being chiefly a story of petty 
disagreements among the pueblos, and occasional forays of the 
more warlike tribes, the Navahos, Apaches and Comanches. 
During the Mexican War of Independence (rIli I-2z) New 
Mexico was tranquil and little disturbed by events farther south; 
but when, near the close of the year 182r, the news of independ-
ence arrived it was received with enthusiasm* Under the Mexican 
republic New Mexico was called a province till 18a4, when it was 
united with Chihuahua and Durango to form the Estado Interno 
del Norte. Several months later, however, it was separated from 
these two provinces and became a Territory; in 5836 it was 
officially designated as a department, and remained as such until 
ceded to the United States by the treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo, 
in 1848. Its government during this period was only slightly 
changed from what it had been under Spain. • 

Of great importance to New Mexico during the first half of the 
59th century was the development of •its1rade with the United 
States. American traders had occasionally ventured as far as 
Santa Fe before the independence of Mexico, but they were 
frequently expelled and their goods confiscated by the Spanish 
authorities. After 5822 trading expeditions became larger and 
more numerous. From Missouri caravans of pack animals, and 
later wagon trains, set out in May of each year on the Boo m. 
journey to Santa Fe, along the route later followed in its general 
lines by the Atchison, Topeka & Santa FE railway. The value 
of the products carried by these trains increased from $15,000 
in 5822 to $450,000 in 1843. On their return trip the wagons 
often brought loads of wool, fur and blankets. 

In 584r the republic of Texas, 'claiming that its western 
boundary was the Rio Grande, sent a force of 300 men to New 
Mexico to enforce these claims. The Texans reached the frontier 
in a starved and exhausted condition, were made prisoners by the 
New Mexican militia, and were sent to Mexico, where afteraithort 
term of confinement they were released. 

In 1846 the Congress of the United States declared that war 
existed with Mexico, and on the 3rd of June Brigadier-General 
Stephen W. Kearny was ordered to undertake the conquest of 
New Mexico and California and to " establish temporary civil 
governments therein." Kearny reached Las Vegas on the 15th 
of August, assured the people of protection if they remained 
peaceable, and three days later entered Santa Fe without opposi-
tion. Here he organized a civil government and compiled a code 
of laws, some of which are still in force, thus exceeding his 
instructions and ignoring the territorial claims of Texas, out 
of which had grown the war. After Kearny's departure for 
California and Col. Alexander William Doniphan's (i8o8-s887) 
setting out (Dec. 5846) on his heroic expedition to join Gen. 
Wool at Chihuahua, some of the inhabitants revolted, and in 
January 1847 Assassinated the governor, Charles Bent, and a 
number of Americans and Mexicans who had taken office under 
the new regime. The insurrection was quickly suppressed, but 
the citizens soon grew tired of a military government, and in 
1848 and again in 1849 petitioned Congress for a government 
" purely civil in character." In aso a convention met in Santa 
Fe and drafted a state constitution prohibiting slavery; this 
constitution was ratified, and state officials were chosen to act 
under it. The governor by military appointment, Colonel John 
Munroe (1796-5861), refused to surrender his jurisdiction in 
favour of the state officials until authorized to do so by 
Congress, and for a time there was much writing of pronuncia-
mentos by the military and the quasi-state officials. But finally a 
regular Territorial form of government, provided by Congress by 
an act of the r3th of December iftso (a part of the Compromise 
of 5850), was formally inaugurated on the 3rd of March rilsr. 

As originally constituted, the Territory included, besides most 
of its present area, nearly all of what is now Arizona, and a small 
portion of the present Colorado. By the terms of the Compromise 
Measures of x85o Texas surrendered all claims to the portion of 
New Mexico E. of the Rio Grande, and was reimbursed for this 
loss of territory by the Federal Government. The Gadsden 
Purchase (see GADSDEN. JANES). concluded on the 3oth of 
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December 1853, and proclaimed by President Pierce on the 30th 
of June 1854, added to the Territory an area of 45,535 in• In, 
and changed the southern boundary W. of the Rio Grande so 
that from the Rio Grande the new boundary ran due W. on the 
parallel of 31' 47' N. lat. for zoo m., then due S. to the parallel 
of 3e so' N. lat., then due W. on that parallel to its intersection 
with the 'nth meridian of longitude west of Greenwich, from 
that point of intersection in a straight line to the Colorado 
river, 20 m. below its junction with the Gila, and thence up the 
middle of the Colorado river to the boundary line between 
Mexico and California. In 1861 a portion of north-eastern New 
Mexico was taken to form part of Colorado; and in 1863 all 
of the area W. of the 109th meridian was organized as the 
separate Territory of Arizona. 

By the Compromise of 185o the question whether New Mexico 
should have slavery was left to the decision of the inhabitants. 
Only a feet African slaves were ever brought into the Territory. 
and these were usually the property of civil and military officers. 
There were two classes of the population, however, whose status 
was practically that of slaves; namely, Indian captives and peons. 
Before slavery was ppliibited in the Territory by Act of Congress 
in 1862, Indian captives were regularly bought and sold, a traffic 
sanctioned by custom and not prohibited by law. Peons were 
persons held in servitude on account of debt, and the peonage 
system was sanctioned both by the custom of the Mexican provinces 
and by the laws of the Territory. An act of 1851 forbade servants 
from leaving masters to whom they were indebted, and in 1853 
sheriffs were authorized in some instances to dispose of the debtor's 
labour to the highest bidder. Peonage remained a lized in-
stitution until 1867, when it was prohibited by an act of 

At the outbreak of the Civil War the inhabitants were generally 
apathetic; but when the Confederates invaded New Mexico 
they proved loyal to the Union.,  In February 1862 General 
H. H. Sibley, commanding a force of about 3800 Texans, marched 
into New ,Mexico, fought a successful engagement at Valverde, 
on the Rio Grande, against Union forces under Colonel, later 
General, Edward R. S. Canby, and occupied Albuquerque and 
Santa Fe. The Union troops were reinforced from Colorado, 
however, and after a series of skirmishes the Confederates were 
compelled to retreat to Texas, leaving behind about half their 
original number in killed, wounded and missing. New Mexico 
furnished to the Union army between 5000 and 6c00 men. 

The period following the American occupation of New Mexico 
was marked by constant depredations of the Indians, chiefly the 
Navahos, Apaches and a few Utes, their main object being 
plunder. While the troops were occupied with the Confederate 
invaders the Indians had a free hand, but in 1863 an energetic 
campaign was begun by General James H. Carleton against the 
Navahos, who were subdued and placed on a reservation on the 
Pecos river, and later removed to the north-western part of the 
Territory. There they grew peaceful and prosperous, acquiring 
large flocks of sheep and gaining a reputation as makers of 
blankets. The Apache Indians, the most savage of all, were 
placed on reservations somewhat later, but for many years bands 
of their warriors would escape and make raids into New Mexico, 
Arizona and Mexico. The most notable of the later outbreaks 
were those in 5879-1880 and in 1885-1886 respectively of the 
Apache chiefs Vittorio and Geronimo (c. 1834-1909). 

When the United States acquired possession of New Mexico, the 
hest portions of the Territory were held in private ownership under 

-Spanish and Mexican grants, which were confirmed by the treaty of 
Guadalupe-Hidalgo. To determine the validity of these claims, 
which had been complicated by transfers and subdivisions, and to 
fix their boundaries, which were often very vaguely described, 
proved a very formidable undertaking: and the slow process of 
confirmation greatly retarded the development of the Territory. 
There was but little material progress before the advent of the tad-
way. The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railway reached Albu-
querque in 1880. and the Southern Pacific railway effected a junction 
with It at Deming in ,88,, thus connecting the Territory with the 
eastern and western coasts of the United States. With the railway 
came capital and the development of mines, great cattle ranges and 
modern towns. Immigrants from the states, however, rarely 

According to the historian H. H. Bancroft, the loyalty to the 
Union cause resulted " largely from the fact that the Confederate 
invasion came from Texas, the old hatred of the Texans being the 
strongest popular feeling of the natives, far outweighing their de-
votion to either the North or the South."  

settled beyond the zone of the railway, and in the remote rural 
regions the process of Americanization was slow. 

After the Civil War numerous attempts were made to secure 
the admission of New Mexico into the Union as a state. In 1872 
a state constitution was drafted, and it was proposed for a time 
to call the new state Lincoln, but the movement came to nothing. 
In 1889 another constitution was drafted, but it was rejected 
when submitted to a popular vote. On the 6th of November 
1906 the question of the joint admission of New Mexico and 
Arizona u a single state bearing the name of the latter Territory 
was submitted to a vote of their citizens. The vote of New Mexico 
was favourable (26,195 to 14,735), but the measure was defeated 
in Arizona. ID June 1910 the President approved an enabling 
act providing for the admission of Arizona and New Mexico as 
separate states. 

The governor of New Mexico since its independence from Spain 
have been as follows: 

a MEXICAN REPUBLIC 
Francisco lacier Ch 	z 	  
Antonio Vizcarra .  	1822-1823 

1822 

Francisco Javier Cha' z (acting) 1823 
Bartobme Vaca .  	1823-1825 
Antonio Narbona  	18a5-1827 
Manuel Armijo 	  1827-1828 
Antonio Vizcarra (acting) 	  1828 
Jose Antonio Chavez 	  1828-1832 
Santiago Abreu 	  1831-1833 
Francisco Sarracino 	  1833-1835 
Juan Rafael Ortiz (acting) 	  1834 
Mariano Chavez (acting) 	  1835 
Albino Perez 	  1835-1837 
Jose Gonzalez, revolutionary governor or pre- 

tendant ...... 	. 	. 1837-1838 
Manuel Annijo 	  1831846 
Antonio Sandoval (acting) 	. 	. 	. 	. 1841 
Mariano  
ose Chavez 

Martinez de Lejanza (acting) 	. 	. 

J 
	. 

uan Bautista Vigil y Alarid (acting) 	. 	. 

1844-1845 
1* 

UNDER THE UNITED STA1113 
Governors by 'Gilkey Appointment. 

Charles Bents  . 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	z846-03474  
Donaciano Vigil 	  1847-1848 
John Marshall Washington 	. . . 	 :848-18494 

 John Munroe. .   1849-1851 4  
Governors by Presidential Appoiatinesst. 

James S. Calhoun 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	1851-1852 
E. V. Sumner (Military Commander, acting) 	1852 
John Greiner (Secretary, acting) 	. 	.  	1852 
William Carr Lane 	  1852-1853 
David Merriwether 	  
Abraham Rencher 	  1857-1861 
Henry Connelly 	  1861-1865 
W. E. M. Amy (Secretary, acting) . 	. 	 1865-1866 
Robert B. Mitchell 	  1866-1869 
William A. Pile 	  1869-1871 
Marsh Gidding 	  1871-1875 
William G. flitch (Secretary, acting) 	.  	i875 
Samuel B. AxteU . . 	  18751/8 
Lewis Wallace 	  1878-1 1 
Lionel A. Sheldon   1881-1885 
Edmund G. Ross 	  1885-1889 
L Bradford Prince 	  1889-1893 
William T. Thornton 	  1893- 1 897 
Miguel A. Otero 	  1897-1906  
Herbert J. Hagerman 	  1906-1907 
J. 
George 

 Raynolds (Secretary, acting as governor) 	1907 e   

William J . Mills 	  1909-  
Btat.tocaa enr.—For general descriptive material see biblio-

graphies in U.S. Geological Survey, Bulletins 177 and 301, and the 
official reports of the US. government departments; also Charles 
F. Lummui, The Land of Pow Tiempo (New York, 1897); Samuel 
W. Cozens, The Ancient Cibola . . . or, Three Years is Arizona 
and New Mexico (Boston, 1891); W. H. H. Davis, El Gringo, or, New 
Mexico and her People (New `fork, 1857); M. Frost and A. F. Walker 
The Land of Sunshine (Santa Fe. Igoe); V. L. Sullivan. " Imgation 
in New Mexico" (Washington, 1909). Experiment Stations Nara* 
215; and F. A. Jones, New Mexico Mines and Minerals (Santa Fe. 
1904). History: H. H. Bancroft, Arizona and New Mexico (San 

5  Under the republic until 1837 the governor was officially desig-
nated as jefe peiWo: after that date as peer:motor. 

' Assassinated during the Mexican revolt on the 19th 91 January 
181,7 

Governor as Commander of the Department. 
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Francisco, 1889); A. F. Bandelier, Contributions to the History of 
the South-western Portion of the United States, being vui. v.. Aznencan 
series, of the Papers of the Archaeological Institute of America 
(Cambridge, 189o); George P. Winship, "The Coo aado Expedi-
tion," in the Fourteenth Annual Report of the Burma of Klkaology 
(Washington, 1896); W. H. H. Davis. The Spanish (:inquest of New 
Mexico (Doylestown, Pa., 1869); P. St G. Cooke. 7 to Conquest of 
New Mexico and California (New York, 1878); Willi. a E. Connelly, 
Doniphan's Expedition and the Conquest of New .11, two and Cali-
fornia (Topeka, Ken., 1907); L. Bradford Prince, 1.11 'mind Sketches 
of New Mexico (New Yorlc, 1883); H. 0. Ladd, Tk.. Story of New 
Mexico (Boston, 1891); Helen Haines, History of New Mexico 
(New York, 189t); Henry Inman, The Old Santa It Trod (New 
York, t897); Publications of the Historical Society of New Mexico, 
and Gaspar de Villagra, llutoria de la Nueva reimpresa 
par el Mono Nacional. con un apendwe de documen us y °palmitin 
(2 vols.. Mexico, t9oo), vol. i. being a reprint of the epic poem 
published in 1610 by Villagri, a companion of Dilate In his expedition 
to New Mexico. 

NEW WILLS. an  urban district in the High Peak parlia-
mentary division of Derbyshire, England, at the confluence of the 
rivers Goyt and Kinder, on the border of Cheshire, 13 m. 
S.E. of Manchester, on the Midland and the London & North-
western railways. Pop. (root) 7773. Its ancient name was 
Bowden Middle Cale. The name of New Mills was given to it 
from a corn-mill erected on the Kinder in the hamlet of 011ersett, 
and is specially applied to the group of factories which have 
grown up round it. Formerly paper and cloth were the staple 
industries of the district, but the inhabitants of the various 
hamlets are now occupied chiefly in iron and brass foundries, 
cotton mills and print-works. A short branch of the Midland 
railway leads to the town of Hayfield (pop. 2614). 

NEWKILNK a manufacturing town and police burgh of 
Ayrshire. Scotland. Pop. (1901) 4467. IL is situated 71 Tn. 
E. of Kilmarnock by the Glasgow and South-Western railway. 
It was made a burgh of barony in 1490 by James IV., the charter 
being confirmed in 1566 by Sir Matthew Campbell, the laird of 
Loudoun, in which parish the town is situated. Muslin- and 
lace-curtain making and the manufacture of mosquito-nets are 
the chief industries. Nearly a M. E. lies Duvet (pop. 3070), 
police burgh and manufacturing town, with a station on the 
Glasgow and South-Western railway; its chief manufactures 
are those of lace curtains, muslin and carpets. Two miles E. 
rises Loudoun Hill ( zo36 ft.) where Robert Bruce defeated the 
English in 13o7, and about a mile farther E. is the cairn raised 
to commemorate one of Wallace's victories. 

NEW ORLEANS, a city of Louisiana, U.S.A., situated almost 
wholly on the left bank of the Mississippi, ro7 m. from its mouth, 
in that portion of the state which constitutes the river's larger 
delta, and lying between Lake Pontchartrain (to the north and 
west) and Lake Borgne (to the east and south); its latitude 
is about 3o•, nearly the same as that of Cairo, Egypt. Pop. 
(ipso) 339.07S-  The city lay originally at the angle of a deep 
three-sided bend in the river. Into this hollow it gradually 
spread, the curving river front, some 9 long, serving as its 
harbour; and hence its old appellation, the Crescent City. 
Long ago, however, the city filled the pocket of the bend, and 
spreading farther along the river, now has the form of an " S." 
Directly north, and still about 3 m. distant from the parts of the 
city proper that have advanced farthest toward it, lies Lake 
Pontchartrain (about 40 in. long and 2o in. wide). Lake and 
river are parallel to one another for many miles; the city lies 
on the narrow alluvial strip between. The total area included 
within the municipal limits is 196.25 sq. m., but the city proper 
covers about 40 sq. m. The larger limits are coextensive with 
those of the parish of Orleans, and include the districtof Algiers, 
on the right bank of the Mississippi. 

The river at New Orleans varies from !so° to 3coo tt. in width, 
and its broad channel often stretches almost from shore to shore, 
with a depth varying frequently at short intervals from 4o ft. 
to more than 200 ft. Around the margins a line of wharves 
and shipping extends for miles on each shore. Including the 
suburbs of Westwego, Gretna, &c., on the right bank of the 
stream, there is a river frontage of more than so zn. Gretna, 
the seat ofjefferson parish, McDonoghville, in Jefferson parish.  

and Algiers, or West New Orleans, a part of the city, are is-
dustrial suburbs on the west bank of the Mississippi, connected 
with the east bank by a steam ferry and with one another by 
electric railway. At Algiers are railway terminals and repair 
shops of the Southern Pacific and the Texas & Pacific; and the 
United States Naval Station here, which was built in 1894 
(though land was bought for it in 1849), and has a large steel 
floating dry dock, is the only fresh-water station south of Parts 
mouth, Virginia, and is equipped to make all repairs. 

The city site is almost perfectly level; there is an exceedingly 
slight slope from the river toward the tidal morasses that border 
Lake Pontchartrain. The elevation of the city plain is only 
to ft. above the sea, and its lower parts are as much as so-Is ft. 
below the Mississippi at high flood water. About 6 m. of heavy 
" levees " or dykes—in some parts rising clear above the city 
plain, but backed by filled-in areas graded down from the shores 
where the traffic of the water-front is concentrated—protect 
it from the waters. The speed of the current reaches, in times 
of high water, a rate of 5 in. an hour. Along the immediate 
front of the principal commercial quarter, this current, losing 
some of its force by change of direction, deposits its alluvium in 
such quantities as to produce a constant encroachment of the 
shore upon the harbour. At its widest part this new land or 
batture, with wharves, streets and warehouses following eagerly , 

after it, has advanced some isoo ft. beyond the water-line of. the 
middle of the 18th century. 

The climate is not marked by extremes of absolute heat or 
cold. Only once in thirty-seven years (1872-29o7) did the 
thermometer register as high an so.• F., and on only a few days 
did it register above 96% in February 1899 the temperature 
was 7°, but it rarely falls below 22°. The average annual 
rainfall is about 58 in. 

Canal Street, the centre of retail trade and street life, bounds 
on the south-west near the river the Vieux Cant—the old rect-
angle within the walls of the original city, bounded by the river, 
Canal, Rampart and Esplanade streets—and separates the, 
picturesque, peaceful French (or Latin) Quarter of the north-
east from the bustling business and dignified residence districts 
of the American Quarter, or New City, on the south-west. In 
the latter St Charles Avenue and Prytania Street have the finest 
residences, and in the former Esplanade Avenue. Just below 
Canal Street, in the oldest part of the American Quarter, are 
many of the most important or imposing buildings of the city, 
and some of the places most intimately associated with its history. 
Here are the St Charles Hotel (1894), the third of that name on 
the present site, all famous hostelries, and the first. (1838-1851) 
one of the earliest of the great hotels of the country; and Lafayette 
Square, surrounded by the City Hall (built in 185o in the style 
of an Ionic temple), the new Post Office, two handsome churches; 
St Patrick's and the First Presbyterian, Odd Fellows' Hall 
and other buildings. In the square are statues o( Henry Clay 
(by Joel T. Hart) and Franklin (by Hiram Powers), and a 
monument to John McDonogh (1898); and in the vicinity are 
the Howard Memorial Library (i887; a memorial to Charles T. 
Howard), which was the last work of H. H. Richardson, a native 
of Louisiana., and the Confederate Memorial Hall (presented to 
the city by F. T. Howard) with Confederate relics. Two blocks 
away in Marguerite Place is a statue erected (i884) by the women 
of the city to Margaret Haughery (d. 188:), the " Orphan's Friend," 
a noble woman of humble birth and circumstances, who devoted 
a toilful but successful life to charities. In Lee Circle is a monu-
ment to Robert E. Lee, and facing it is the New Orleans Public 
Library building (r908). Just off Canal Street, at Carondelet 
and Gravier Street, is the Cotton Exchange (1882-z883), and in 
Magazine Street the Produce Exchange. The large office buildings 
are on Canal, Carondelet, Common and Gravier streets; among 
them may be mentioned the Mahon Blanche, the Humus 
Building, the Tulane Newcomb Building and the Canal Louisiana 
Bank and Trust Company Balding. On Camp Street, between 
Gravier and Poydras, are the office buildings of the Picayune and 
the Tines-Dentocraf; on Carondelet and Gravier are the wholesale 
cotton houses; on Poydras and TchoupitoWas are the wholesale 
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grocery houses; and on North Peters.and Custom House streets 
the sugar and rice industries are concentrated. Little of history 
or tradition is associated with the American Quarter, with the 
exception of the former site (before woo) of the Clay statue in 
Canal Street where Royal Street and St Charles Avenue begin, 
which was the scene of popular meetings in the Italian troubles 
of zfoz; here, in Liberty Place, a triangle at the intersection 
of Canal, North Peters and Tchoupitoulas streets, on the scene 
of the fight of the 14th of September 1874 between conservative 
citizens and the radical authorities of the state, is a granite 
memorial called the Liberty Mopument. The Customs House, 
long renowned for its " marble room," is in the old city, just off 
Canal Street. The corner-stone was laid by Henry Clay in 1847. 
The Boston (1845) and Pickwick (1 857) are the best known of the 
general social dubs, and the Harmony (1862) of the Jewish dubs. 

It is the French Quarter in which the history, poetry and 
romance of New Orleans are indissolubly united. The memory 
of French dominion is retained in the titles, and in the foreign 
aspect as well, of Toulouse, Orleans, Du Maine, Conti, Bourbon, 
Dauphine and Chartres streets; while even more distinctly 
the Spaniard has superimposed his impress on stuccoed wall 
and iron lattice, huge locks and binges, arches and gratings, 
balconies, jalousies, inner courts with parterres, urns and basins i 
with fountains, and statues half hid in roses and vines. There 
are streets named from its Spanish governors: Unease, Galva, 
Miro, Salcedo, Cass Cairo, Carondelet and the baron Caron-
delet's Baronne. The moated and palisaded boundaries of early 
days are indicated by the wide, tree-planted and grassy avenues 
named respectively from the Canal, the Rampart and the 
Esplanade that once lay along their course; the original 
" commons " outside the walls are commemorated in Common 
Street; and the old parade ground in the midst of the early 
town's river front, now laid off in flower-beds, white-shelled 
walks and shaven shrubbery, and known as Jackson Square, 
still retains its older name of the Place d'Armes. With this 
quaint, sunny and dusty old square is associated nearly every 
important event in Louisiana's colonial history. This was the 
place pablique, associated with traffic, gossip, military muster and 
official acts of state. On one side is the cathedral of St Louis, 
first built in 1718, burned in 1788, rebuilt in 179a-r794, and 
largely rebuilt again in 185o. Flanking the cathedral on one 
side stands the calaboose (Calabria, 182o), and on the other the 
Cabildo—so named from the municipal council that sat here 
under Spanish rule, when it was the government house and palace 
of justice. Both buildings are to-day used as law courts. The 
Cabildo is a dignified two-storey structure of adobe and shell-
lime, built in 1795;  an incongruous mansard roof was added in 

On the 30th of November 1803, in the council hall, the 
city keys were handed back to the representatives of the French 
government and the people of Louisiana were absolved from 
their allegianCe to the Spanish king; and here, only twenty days 
afterward, with similar ceremonies, the keys of the city passed 
from the hands of the French colonial prefect to those of the 
commissioners for the United States. In the old Place d'Armes 
a bronze equestrian statue (1846) of Andrew Jackson.by Clark 
Mills is a remembrance of the ceremonies attending Jackson's 
triumphal entry into the city after the battle of New Orleans in 
181 5. In 18as Lafayette was lodged in the Cabildo as the city's 
guest. 

The appearance of the square was greatly changed in 1849, 
when the Baroness de Pont alba, in whose estate it was then 
comprised, cot down the ancient elms that shaded it and laid 
it out in its present style of a French garden. She also is re-
sponsible for the low brick " Pontalba Mansions " on the north 
and south sides of the square. The Babel of Tongues in the 
French Market (1813), on the site of an older market, immediately 
below Jackson Square, and at the" Picayune Tier " just adjacent, 
is an interesting feature of the city. Near the Cathedral, in 
Orleans Street , is the convent of the Holy Family, a brick building 
housing a negro sisterhood founded in 1835, and formerly the 
scene of New Orleans's famous " quadroon balls." The archi-
episcopal palace (173o), said to be the oldest building of the 

Missinippi Valley, is part of the unchanged original Ursuline 
convent; it was used as the State Capitol in 183r, and then it 
was thd residence, and since 1899 has been the administrative 
office of the archbishop, and houses a colonial museum with the 
ecclesiastical records. The French Opera House (z86o) was the 
successor of various French theatres built after 18o8. The 
carnival balls are given here. New Orleans was by far the earliest 
of American cities to have an annual opera season. 

The 18th-century fortifications  about the old city were 
destroyed about 1804. The United States Branch Mint (1838) 
occupies the site of Fort St Charles (destroyed 1826), where 
Jackson reviewed his troops as they marched to Chalmette. 
Just outside the Vieux Care is Beauregard Square, formerly 
known as Congo Square, because in early days the slaves were 
wont to gather here for their barbaric dances. The Hotel St 
Laois (1836), rebuilt in 1884 as the Hotel Royal, was the seat 
of the Republican reconstruction governments of governors 
Kellogg add Packard, and theprison fortress of both, respectively 
in 1874 and 1877, when the whites rose against Republican rule; 
its rotunda was also once a famous slave mart. Many other 
spots in the Latin Quarter are of scarcely less interest than those 
mentioned, not excluding those which were made famous by 
the romances of G. W. Cable, and whose only title to historic' 
consideration is that which his imagination bas given them. • 

City Park (316.6 acres, partly water), lying between the city 
and the lake, is notable in the local duelling annals of earlier days. 
Audubon Park (249 acres) was once the sugar plantation of 
Etienne de Bore, who first successfully made granulated sugar 
in 1795-1796; earlier experiments had been made in t79r by 
Antonio Mendes, from whom de Bore, who established the sugar 
industry, bought a plantation in St Bernard Parish. The park 
was bought by the city for Stilo,000 in 187r but was little 
improved until i884, when the Cotton Centennial Exposition was 
held here. It contains to-day a state Sugar Experiment Station, 
in which a part of their work in course is done by thestudents in 
the Audubon Sugar School of the State University at Baton 
Rouge, and Horticultural Hall, the only one of the Expolition 
buildings now standing, with a display of tropical trees and 
plants; opposite Audubon Park is the campus of Team 
University. West End is a suburban resort and residential' 
district on Lake Pontchartrain. 

A noted feature of New Orleans is its cemeteries. Owing to 
the undrained condition of the subsoil, burials are made entirely 
above ground, in tombs of stuccoed brick and of granite and 
marble. Some of these are very elegant and costly, and many of 
the burial-grounds, with their long alleys of these tombs of diverse 
designs, deeply shaded by avenues of cedars and magnolias, 
possess a severe but emphatic beauty. Jews and the poor bury 
their dead underground in shallow graves. The oldest cemetery, 
St Louis No. r, contains the graves of many persons notable 
in history. St Roch's Campo Santo has a wonder-working shrine, 
and lithe most pietwesque of the old burying-grounds. Metairie, 
on-the site of an old race track, is the finest of the new. It con-
tains a monument,  to the Army of the Tennessee and its com-
mander, Albert Sidney Johnston, with an equestrian statue of 
Johnston by Alexander Doyle, and a monument to the Army of 
Northern Virginia surmounted by a statue of General T. J. 
Jackson. In Greenwood Cemetery is the first monument erected 
to Confederate dead, given by the women of New Orleans. 
At Chalmette (on the Mississippi, about s m. E. of Canal Street), 
where the battle of New Orleans was fought in 1815, there is a 
National Cemetery, in which some 12,000 Union soldiers in the 
Civil War are buried. 

Pollefolion.--The population in Igoe was 187,104, New 

, In the burial vault of this tomb, with the bodies of many other 
soldiers, are the remains of General P. G. T. Beauregard, who was 
born near NewOrleans. 

5  At the earlier censuses the population of the city was as follows: 
ty.raa in 1810 (when it was the sixth city ht population in the 
United State!); 37,176 in 182o (when, as in 1830 and 18scl. it was 
the fifth city); 46,o82 in 183o; not reported separately in 184o; 
116,375 in 1850; 568,1575 in 1860; .t91,418 in 1870; 216„opo in 
islio; and 242,039 in ark 
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Orleans ranking twelfth among the cities of the United States; 
in zero it was 339,075.  Of the two total, 2 56,779 were native-
khan, and 30,325 were foreign-born, including 8733 Germans, 
5866 Italians, 5398 Irish, 4438 French and 1362 English; and 
there were 77,714 negroes. In thoo the population of foreign 
parentage was re38,oro, of whom 78,269 bad foreign fathers and 
foreign mothers, 27,259 being of German, 55,465 of Irish, 143,694 of 
Italian, 9317 of French and 1882 of English parentage. The Latin 
element that came in colonial times included Frenchmen, French-
Canadians, colonists from the French and Spanish West Indies, 
Canary Islanders (whose descendants are still known as 'adios), 
and French refugees from Acadia in r765 and the years following, 
and from Santo Domingo at the end of the r8th century. The 
earliest French immigrants were largely Bretons and Normans, 
and various creole words in common use (such as banquette for 
" side-walk ") still recall these racial begionings. The creoles 
of New Orleans and the surrounding delta are a handsome, 
graceful, intelligent race, of a decidedly Gallic type, though 
softened in features, speech and carriage. Their dialect has been 
formed from the French entirely by sound, has no established 
orthography, and is of much philological interest. Until very 
recent years the Latin races, though fusing somewhat among 
themselves, mixed little in blood with the Anglo-American. The 
Spaniards when in power at the end of the 18th century were 
notably different from the French in their liberalism in this 
respect. In social life and standards the French creolea were 
very• conservative; the old styles of dress, e.g. of the late 18th 
century—wigs, silk stockings and knee-breeches—lingered later 
among them, probably, than in any other part of the country. 
But before the pressure of Anglo-American immigration, capital, 
enterprise and education, this creole civilization has slowly 
yielded ground, at last fairly beginning to amalgamate with the 
social system of the American nation. But the creole has 
stamped his influence upon wellnigh every aspect in the life 
of the city that has broadened out so widely on every side of his 
antique town. Its cuisine, its speech, its " continental " Latin 
Sundays, its opera, its carnival, its general fashions and manners, 
its intolerance of all sorts of rigour, its whole outward tone and 
bearing, testify to this patent Latin impress. A comparatively 
recent addition to the Latin element in the city has been through 
Italian immigration. 

The coloured population, notwithstanding the presence among 
it of that noted quadroon class which enjoyed a certain legal 
freedom for generations before the Civil War, has not greatly 
improved since the date of emancipation. Catholicism is naturally 
extremely strong in New Orleans. So also are the Baptist and 
Methodist churches. 

Carnival.r.—The famous carnival displays of New Orleans 
are participated in very largely by the " American," i.e. the 
Anglo-American; but they mark one of the victories of the 
Latin-American over North-American tastes, and probably owe 
mainly to the " Americain " their pretentious dignity and to 
the creole their more legitimate harlequin frivolity. Out of the 
simple idea of masked revelry in the open streets, as borrowed 
from Italian cities, the American bent for organization appears 
to have developed, by a natural growth, the costly fashion of 
gorgeous torch-lighted processions of elaborately equipped 
masques in tableaux drawn on immense cars by teams of 
caparisoned mules, and combining to illustrate in a symmetrical 
whole some theme chosen from the great faiths or literatures or 
from history. Legends, fairy-tales, mythologies and theologies, 
literature from Homer to Shakespeare, science and pure fantasy 
are drawn upon for these ornate representations, which are 
accompanied by all the picturesque licence of street life char-
acteristic of carnival times in other cities. They have no rival 
in America, and for glitter, colour and elaborateness are by many 
esteemed the most splendid carnival celebrations of the world. 
The first carnival parade (as distinguished from the Mardi Gras 
celebration) was held in 1827 by masked students recently 
returned from Paris. In 1837 and 1839 the first processions 
with " floats " were held in New Orleans. The regular annual 
pageants, almost uninterrupted save during the Civil War, date  

from t837, whes.the " Mystic /Crewe of Comus," the oldest of 
the carnival organizations, was formed; similar organisations, 
secret societies or clubs are the " Twelfth Knight Revelers " 
(187o), " Rex " and " Knights of Momus " (both 5872, when 
the carnival was reviewed by the Grand Duke Alexis of Russia), 
the " Krewe of Proteus " (tar), and the " Krewe of Nereus 
(1895). Balls, processions and other festivities are now spread 
over a considerable period, culminating in those of Shrove 
Tuesday (Mardi Gras). During this time the festivities quite 
engross public attention, and many thousands of visitors from all 
parts of America are yearly attracted to the city. 

Charitable Isstitstions.—T a large Charity Hospital (1786) and the 
Richard Milliken Memorial Hospital for Children are supported by 
the state. The Touro Infirmary (1854; controlled by the Hebrew 
Benevolent Association; founded by Judah Touro (5775-1854; a 
Jew of Dutch descent, son of Isaac Touro of Newport. Rhode Island), 
includes a free clinic open to the needy of all faiths. Other hospitals 
are: the US. Marine Hospital ( .1885); the Hata Dieu (3859) and 
the St Joseph's Maternity Hospital (1863), both under the Sisters 
of Charity; the Sarah Goodrich Hospital (5896; Methodist Epis-
copal); and the Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat Hospital (e889; private). 
The Poydras Asylum, on Magazine Street, was founded in 1817 by 
Julien Poydras (1746-1824), a successful trader and delegate from 
()deans Territory to the Federal Congress in 1809-181I; the present 
building•was erected in 1836; the asylum, which is for orphan 
is controlled by Presbyterian trustees, although it was, during 
Poydras's life, under the charge of Sisters of Charity. St Vincent's 
Infant Asylum (1858). or " Margaret's Baby House," is in charge of 
Sisters of Chanty. Other orphanages and children's homes are: 
the New Orleans Female Orphan Asylum (1849) and St Elizabeth's 
Industrial School (1845), under the Sisters of Charity; an Ursuline 
Orphanage 4729); the Immaculate Conception Girls Asylum (1850 
and St Mary's Catholic Orphan Boys' Asylum (1835, under the 
Sisters Marianites of the Holy Cross); the St Alphonsus Orphan 
Asylum (1878) and St Vincent's Home for Newsboys (1878), under 
the Sisters of Mercy; the Mount Carmel Orphan Asylum (1869), 
under the Sisters of Mount Cannel; the Sacred Heart Orphan Asylum 
(1894) for girls, under the Missionary Sisters of the Sacred Heart; 
St Joseph's Orphan Asylum (5863), under the Sisters of Notre Dame; 
a Protestant Orphans' Home (1853); a Jewish Orphans' Home 
(5855); the Children's Home of the Protestant Episcopal Church 
(1859); the Evangelical Lutheran Bethlehem Orphan Asylum (1881); 
the German Protestant Orphan Asylum (1866); the Freedmen's 
Orphan Asylum (Baptist): and, under private and non-sectarian 
control, the Asylum for Destitute Orphan Boys (1824) and the 
Colored Industrial Home and School (5902). The J. D. Fink 
Fund and the Fink Home (1874) or Asylum (for Protestant 
widows and their children) are the gift of an eccentric, whose oar 
of marriage had been refused by one preferring not to many at all, 
and who forbade that any old maid should enter the asylum. Other 
homes for adults are: the Soldiers' Home of Louisiana for Con-
federate Veterans; two Homes for the Aged (1869 and 1882). both 
under the Little Sisters of the Poor: the Faith Home (1888; Baptist) 
for old coloured women ,• the German Protestant Bethany Rome 
(1889) and the German Protestant Home for the Aged and Infirm 
(1887); the Julius Weis Home for Aged and Infirm (1899), under the 
Hebrew Benevolent Association; and, all under private corpora-
tions, the Maison Hospitaliere (1893) for aged women, the New 
Orleans Home for Incurables (1893) and St Anna's Asylum (r85o) 
for destitute women and their children. Temporary homes are: 
the Convent of the Good Shepherd (1859), under the Sisters of the 
Good Shepherd, and a Memorial Home (1886; both for wayward 
women); a Home for Homeless Women (1888), and the New Orleans 
Convalescent Home (5883). Kingsley House is modelled after Hull 
House in Chicago. The Louisiana Retreat. a private asylum for the 
insane, is in New Orleans, and there also is a state House of Detention. 

Education.—The public schools give equal opportunities to whites 
and blacks, but the whites take decidedly greater advantage of 
them; a large number even of the whites still make practically 
no use of either public or parochial schools. The races are kept 
separate: the attempt was made to mix attendance in 187o, but the 
whites compelled its abandonment. To a bequest of John McDonogh 
(1778-183o), whose life is one of the romances and the lessons of 
New Orleans,' the city owes already some thirty school buildings. 
The Home Institute (5883) provides free night schooling for hundreds 
of students, and similar work is done on a larger scale by piihne 
night schools. Of the adult male population in 1900 1 3'4 7. were 
illiterate (could not write), seven-tenths of the illiterates being 
neg of whom the illiteratescoustituted 36 %. 

rre are various higher institutions of learning in the city. 
Tulane University of Louisiana was named after its benefactor Paul 
Tulane (5801-1887). a merchant of New Orleans, who gave 81.030,000 
in 1882-1887 to a Board of Trustees for the education of " the white 
young persons in the  city." The university  was established. under 

See Miriam Allan's Life as/ Work of John I/Waugh (Baltimore, 
58861. 
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Ps present name. in 1884. the former university of Louisiana (ISM) 
being merged in it; it gives free tuition in the academic department 
to one student from each senatorial and each representative district 
or parish in the state, and its income-producing property, up to 
115.000,00o, is exempted from taxation by the state. fn 1908-1909 
Tulane University lad 192 instructors and 220 students; and it 
included a Graduate Department. a College of Arts and Sciences 
(1884), a College of Technology with t57 students. Extension Courses 
with 148 students, the H. Sophie Newcomb Memorial College for 
Girls (1886: endowed in memory of her onlydaughter by Josephine 
Louise, wife of Warren Newcomb, a sugar merchant of the city). 
with 288 students in the college and ton in Newcomb High School. 
a Teachers' College. a Law Department (1847), a Medical Depart-
ment (x834) with 648 students, a Department of Pharmacy and a 
Summer School with 86o students. The College of the Immaculate 
Conception (Jesuit. 1847) is an important school. Higher schools for 
the newts include Leland University (187o; Baptist), with college 
courses, preparatoty courses (there are several Baptist secondary 
schools affiliated with the university). normal and manual training 
departments, a school of music, a theological school, a woman's 
Christian Workers' Class and a night school; Straight University 
(1870; Congregational), with kindergarten, primary, high school and 
industrial departments; New Orleans University (1873; Methodist) 
and Southern University 0883). The last is supported by the state. 

Libraries.--The public. society and school libraries in the city in 
1909. many  being  very small. aggregated 3o1.000 volumes. 327.000 
beiagut five collections. A central library building and three branch 
buildings, coating $275,000, were presented to the city by Andrew 
Carnegie. The Howard Memorial Library (law is an important 
reference library. peculiarly rich in books on the history of Louisiana. 
The Louisiana Historical Society (1856) and the Athenfe LOuisia0. 
naise (1876) may also be mentioned; the latter has for its purpose 
the conservation and cultivation of the French language. The Union 
Franchaise (1872) supplements with educational and charitable 
activities the general bond of fraternity offered by it to the French 
population. In New Orleans there is a State Museum, devoted to 
the history, institutions and resources of the state. 

Newspapers.—Among the older newspapers are L'AbeiUe (1827) 
and the Picayune (3837), which is one of the most famous and in-
fluential pipers of the South. and was founded by George Wilkins 
Kendall (18429-1867), a native of New Hampshire, who organized 
a special military constspondence for his paper during the Mexican 
War, probably the earliest instance of such service in the United 
States. The Times-Democrat (1863) is counted among the ablest 
and most energetic papers of the South. De Bow's Commercial 
Resins (published in New Orleans 1846-1864), founded and edited 
by James D. B. De Bow (4820-1867), was an its day one of the most 
important periodicals of the country, and remains a valuable re-
pository of information on conditions in the South before the var. 

Commerce. —It was its potential commercial value, as indicated 
by its geographical position, that in 1803, when New Orleans was 
only a small, poor and remote Franco-Spanish-American port, 
led to its purchase by the United States. But various causes 
operated to impede the city's growth: the Invention of railway 
transit, the development of the carrying trade on the Great 
Lakes, the bars at the mouth of the Mississippi, over which few 
large ships could pass, the scourge of yellow fever, the pro-
vincialism and the lethargy of an isolated and indolent civiliza-
tion. Slavery kept away free labour, and the plantation 
system fostered that " improvidence and that feudal self-com-
placency which looked with indolent contempt upon public 
co-operative measures" (G. W. Cable). However, in 1860 the 
exports, imports and domestic receipts of New Orleans aggre-
gated $324,000,000. Asa result of the Civil War the commerce 
of New Orleans experienced an early paralysis; the port was 
soon blockaded by the United States navy; the city fell into 
the hands of the Federal forces (1st May 1862); its commerce 
with the interior was practically annihilated until after 1865, 
and from the depression of the years following the war the city 
did not fully recover for a quarter of a century. Only after 
188o did its total commerce again equal that of 186o. It was 
almost solely as the dispenser of the products of the greatest 
agricultural valley in the world that New Orleans grew from a 
little frontier town to the dimensions of a great city. This trade 
is still dominant in the city's commerce. In the season that 
follows the harvest of the South and West, the levee, the wharves 
and the contiguous streets are gorged with the raw staples of 
the regions that lie about the Mississippi and its greater and 
lesser tributaries—sugar, molasses, rice, tobacco, Indian corn, 
pork, staves, wheat, oats, flour and, above all else, from one-
fourth to one-third the country's entire supply of cotton. All 
other movement is subsidiary or insignificant. 

gm a* 

By two the drawbacks which have been enumerated had been 
practically eliminated, and uncertainty as to the investment of 
capital had been removed. The southward tendency in railway 
traffic favours the city. Deep water to the ocean was secured by 
a system of jetties at the South Pass mouth of the Mississippi, 
built by James B. Fads in a74-187g; but in time this ceased 
to maintain an adequate depth of water, and (after the report 
in moo of a board of engineers) in tom Congress began appro-
priations for an improvement of the South-west Pass , by 
opening a channel moo ft. wide and at least 35 ft. deep. Many 
lines of steamers give direct connexion with the West Indies, 
Central America, Europe, New York and also with Japan (for 
the shipment of raw cotton via Suez). Ocean steamers, loaded 
in large part by elevators, now bear away the exports for which 
a swarm of sailing-ships of much lighter draft and average 
freight-mom once made long stays at the city's wharves. Pas-
senger traffic on the rivers has practically vanished, and the 
shrunken fleet of river steamers (only rs in nn) are devoted to 
the carrying of slow freights and the towing of barges on the 
rivers and bayous of the lower Mississippi Valley! 

The total value of all merchandise exported in the six customs 
years t9o2-1903 to 1907-1908 averaged $154,757,1 to yearly, and the 
imports 1137,3t9,254. For the ten years 189o-1899 the correspond-
ing averages were $95,956,618 and $15.924,594. Bank clearings 
increased in the ten customs years preceding 1906-1907 from 
$447.671946 to  $1 ,027.798,476 (bank  clearings were 1956. 1 54.504 
and $786,067,353 respectively for the calendar years 1907 and 1908). 
There has been an extraordinary increase of exports since 19oo, and 
imports from Central America have similarly increased. Cotton 
represents roughly two-thirds of the value of all exports. As • 
cotton port New Orleans in 1908 was second only to Galveston, 
which had only recently surpassed it; and more than half of the raw 
cotton exports of the country passed through these two ports. 
The Board of Trade has maintained a cotton-inspection department 
since 1884, and its statistics are standard on the cotton crop. Cotton 
exports in the four seasons 1903-1904 to 1906-1 .907 averaged 
Loot,199,468 lb, valued at $104.108,824. Wheat and fiouv. Indian 
corn, lumber and tobacco are especially noteworthy articles of the 
export, and bananas and coffee of the import, trade. Importations 
of coffee have more than quintupled since 19oo; the coffee comes 
for the most part from Brazil and grain wholly from American fields. 
The imports of bananas, for which New Orleans is the leading port 
of the country, more than doubled in the same period, and increased 
more than eight-fold in the twenty-five years following 1882 
(r,2oo,000 to to,20o,000 bunches). 

Railway traffic has grown immensely and port facilities have 
been vastly Improved in recent years. A'belt railway owned by the 
city (built 1905-1907) connects all railway terminals, public wharves 
and many manufactories and warehouses. Public ownership pro- 
tects the city's interest in the harbour front, while at the same time 
all railways are equally and cheaply served; and new railways. 
which could not enter the city or have access to the water front 
because of the impossibility of securing individual trackage, can now 
enter on the municipal belt. Of privately owned railway terminals 
in 1908 those of the Illinois Central system had nearly 200 m. of 
track • the Stuyvesant Docks of the railway have 15 en. of track, a 
wharf almost 1 m. long, immense warehouses and grain elevators. 
The New Orleans Terminal Company constructed at Chalmette 

The South-west Pass, originally the usual entrance, could not 
be entered by vessels drawing more than 16 ft. • the Eads jetties. 
aided by dredging, provided through the South 

ft.; 
 (5oo ft. broad) 

a channel 18o ft. wide and 25 to 28 ft. deep. South-west Pass has 
always. been the primary outlet of the river, venting half or more 
of its volume. Active work on i ri ts improvement was begun in 1903 
and practically completed in 1909. Including the jetties, this Pass 
is nearly 20 m. long and has an average width of about 21$o ft.; 
the deep channel through it is more than 1000 ft. wide. The jetties. 
4 in. long on one side and 3 m. on the other, are 6000 ft. apart at 
their head and 3600 ft. at the sea line. They are built on willow 
mats (foundation mats 2oo X t5o X2 ft.) in wooden frames, sunk 
with stone and surmounted above the water by a concrete wall. 

2  The value of the river commerce was about $8,000,000 in 1816 
and 1182,0oo,00o in 1849. The first steamboat descended the Missis-
sippi to New Orleans (from Pittsburg) in 1811, and the first steam-
boat trip up the river was made in 1817. The halcyon period of river 
steamer traffic was from 184o to I86o. The luxury of the pa 
boats then on the Mississippi and the immense volume of the reigier  t- 
Ins traffic are things of the past since the advent of the railway era. 
The best time ever made (187o) from New Orleans to St Louis 
(1278 m.) was 3 days, 21 hours and 25 minutes. The races of these 
river boats were prominent news items in the papers of America 
and even in those of Europe, and they have been recorded in more 
than one page of literature. Steam packets replaced sailing vessels 
ia the ocean trade about 1845. 
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(1908) splendid terminals, Including an immense slip in the river 
(15002(300 ft., excavated to give 3o ft. of water below zero gauge) 
capable of accommodating nine vessels at dock simultaneously, 
and arranged with remarkable conveniences for the loading of grain: 
Steel-concrete warehouses and elevators surround the slip. The 
greater industrial establishments of the city cluster about the 
terminals. New Orleans is served by eleven railways. including the 
Illinois Central. Southern Pacific, Texas & Pacific and Louisville & 
Nashville systems. The New Orleans & North-eastern crosses Lake 
Pontchartrain over a trestle bridge 7 in. long (originally 25 in. 
before end filling). 

Within the city are two canals, now of little importance, because 
too shallow except for local trade: the Carondclet or Old Basin 
canal, built in 1798, is 2.5 in. long, 55-65 ft. wide and 7 ft. deep. 
and goes via Bayou St John to Lake Pontchartrain; and the New 
Basin Canal, built in 1837 by the New Orleans Canal & Banking 
Company, and state property since 1866, is 6.7 m. long. too ft. wide 
and 8 ft. deep, and also connects with Lake Pontchartrain. Neither 
of these canals connects with the Mississippi river as do the following 
privately owned canals: the Lake-Borgne Canal, from a point to m. 
below the city to Lake Borgne. 7 m. long. 8o ft. wide. 7 ft. deep. 
shortening the water distance between Mobile and New Orleans by 
6o m.; and the Barataria & Lafourche Company Canal (7 m. long, 
45 ft. wide and 6 ft. deep) and Harvey's Canal (5.35 m. long, 7o ft. 
wide and 6 ft. deep). both connecting wide-the Bayou Teche region. 

Massfactures.—Manufacturing has greatly developed since 1890. 
The value of products increased 46.7% from 188o to 189o. and in 
the following decade the increase of wages paid, cost of materials 
used and value of product were respectively 7.6. 53-3 and 31-5Y. 
In 1905 the value of the factory product was 884.604.006. 45 .4% 
of the value of the total factory product of the state, and an increase 
of 471% since .1900; during this same period capital increased 
36.6 %, the average number of wage-earners 8-91 the amount of 
wages 20.5% and the cost of materials, used 53.3% The sugar 
and molasses industry is the most important, with a product value 
of $34.9128,614 in 1985; New Orleans ranked second to Philadelphia 
among the cities of the country in the value of this product, that of 
New Orleans being 12 .6 %of the total value of the country's product. 
At New Orleans is a sugar refinery said to be the largest in the *odd. 
Of the manufactures from products of the state the most noteworthy 
are rice (value of product cleaned and polished in 1905. 84.881.954). 
bags other than paper (84,076,226), cotton-seed oil and cake 
03.698.900. malt liquors (12,170.714), tobacco (11408,883), lumber 
and timber products (11.60.329) and planing mill products 
(81.105497) and cotton goods (81.081,951). Other important 
manufactures are foundry and machine-shop products (82,085.327), 
men's clothing (81,979.306). coffee and spice roasted and ground 
(81,638,263) and steam railway cars constructed and repaired 
(S1,627435). New Orleans is the chief centre of the country for the 
manufacture of cotton-seed products and for rice milling. Oyster 
canning is a recent and rapidly growing industry. There are also 
furniture establishments. paper mills and cotton cloth mills. 

Goternmen.—Municipal government is organized under a 
charter framed by the state legislature in 1896, and amended 
by acts of 1898 and woo. The seven municipal districts corre-
spond to seven independent faubourgs successively annexed. 
A mayor and various other executive officers and a legislative 
unicameral council are elected for four years. The mayor and 
the heads of departments consult as a " cabinet." Various 
boards—of civil service, public debt, education, health, police, 
fire, drainage, water and sewerage and state commissioners of 
the port—control many of the most important interests of the 
city. The mayor, through his office and his appointive powers, 
exercises great influence in a number of these. In r896 New 
Orleans followed the example of New York and Chicago in sub-
jecting its civil service to a competitive merit system and to 
rules of a civil service board. The police board is non-partisan. 
The board of education is composed of seventeen members, each 
elected by one of the seventeen wards of the city. In addition 
to the city board of health, a state board acts with municipal 
authority, and (since April 1907) the United States government 
maintains the maritime quarantine of the Mississippi. The 
commissioners of the port are officials of the state. Owing to 
the complete dominance of the Democratic party, all reform 
movements in politics must come from within that organization. 
Reform organisations have been intermittently powerful since 
1888, and among their achievements for good were the beginning 
of the great drainage and sewerage improvements and the 
adoption of the charter of 1896. The present government of 
the city compares very favourably with systems tried in the mist' 

' The charter of 11305 organized the old fill (the Vieux Cerra 
and the faubourgs as distinct municipalities with almost wholly 

In too° the total assessed valuation of propertylias$221,373,362, 
of which $1 54,604,325 was realty and the remainder personalty_ 
The bonded debt on the Jodi of June toot) was 42,531,csto and 
the floating debt at the end of Jodi was $1,264,030 

From Woo to tor the expenditures for permanent works flocks& 
fog sewerage, lighting, paving, levees, improvements in tonnexion 
with street and steam railways, docks, &e. aggregated 830,0000ora. 
Almost all the public services, nevertheless. were in 5909 111  private 
hands. Electric traction was introduced in 1891-1895, and the 
street railways were consolidated in 14702 under one management.. 
In 1869 the city bought, and nine years later sold again, the water-
works; municipal ownership and control, wider a sewerage and 
water board, was again undertaken in 1900. In 1900 arrangements 
were made to transfer the extensive markets from private Imam to 
direct municipal control, and in May tsar the wharves of the city 
passed from senate to municipal control. ,  The municipal belt 
railway was constructed in 19o3-1907. 

Until tiro there were no sewers, open gutters serving their purpose. 
It is remarkable that the city twice granted franchises to private 
parties for the construction of a sewerage system, but without 
result. The low and extremely level character of the city site, of 
which nearly one-third is at or below the level of the Gulf, the re-
currence of back-water floods from Lake Pontchartrain and the 
tremendous rains of the region have made the engineering problems 
involved very difficult. In 1896 a Drainage Commission (merged in 
rem in a Sewerage and Water Board) devised a plan involving the 
sale of street railway franchises to pay for the installation of drainage 
canals and pumps, and in 1899 the people voted a 2-mill tax over 
42 years assuring a bond issue of $12,000,000 to pay for sewerage. 
drainage and water works to be owned by the municipality and to be 
controlled by a Sewerage and Water Board. Work was begun on 
the sewerage system in 5903 and on the water works in rgos. In 
z906 the legislature authorized the issue of municipal ho ods for 
$8,000,000 to be expended On this work. Up to 1909 the drainage 
system had cost about 86,000,000 and the sewerage system about 
$5,000,000; and 310 in. of sewers and nine sewerage pumping 
stations discharged sewage into the Mississippi below the centre of 
the city. Garbage is used to fill in swamps and abandoned canals. 
The new water-supply is secured from the river and is filtered by 
mechanical precipitation and other means. By 1909 about Soo tn. 
of water-mains had been laid, 87.600,000 had been expended for the 
water-system, and filtering plants had been established with a 
capacity of so,000,000 gallons a day. In August 1905 a city ordin- 
ance required the screening of aerial cisterns, formerly characteristic 
of the city, which were breeding-places of the yellow fever Sugoigyia, 
and soon afterwards the state legislature authorized the Sewerage 
and Water Board to require the removal of all such cisterns. About 
two-thirds of the street surface in 1899 was still unpaved; the first 
improvements in paying began in 1890. 

As regards hygienic conditions much too has been done in recent 
years. New Orleans was long notorious for unhealthiness. Yellow 
fever first appeared in 1769, _and there were about thirty epidemics 
from 1769 to t878. Though the first board of health and first 
quarantine system date back to 1821, from 1787 to 1853 the a 
death -rate was 59.63 per moo; never did it fail below 25.00, which 
was the rate in 1827. In 1832, a cholera year, it rose to 148; in 
1853-1854-1855, the great yellow-fever years, complicated in 5854-
1855 by cholera, it was 102, 72 and 73. During these three years 
there were more than 230300 deaths. The millesimal mortality in 
1851-t855 and succeeding quinquennial periods to ago was as 
follow,: 70. 45. 40. 39. 341 and 33.5. The rate reported by the 
national census of 1900 was 28-9. the highest of any of the large 

separate governments: they issued paper money independently, for 
example. The charter of 1836 was also an extreme statement of 
local self-government; the municipalities were practically inde-
pendent, although there was a common mayor and a general council 
of .the entire city meeting once annually. This organisation was in 
large part due to the hostility of the moles to the Americans. The 
charter of 5852 formed a consolidated city. That of 1856 added to 
and amended its predecessor. That of 1870 was very notable al 
an attempt to secure a business-like and simplified administration. 
A mayor and seven " administrators," elected on a general ticket 
and constituting individually the different administrative depart-
ments, formed collectively a council with legislative powers. MI 
sessions of the council were public, and liberties of suggestion were 
freely accorded to the citizens. Tried in better times, and as a move-
ment for reform sprung from the people and not due primarily to an 
external impulse, this system might have been permanent and might 
have exercised great influence on other cities. The early 'seventies 
were marked by a great widening of the city's tieyurate limits. 
In 1882 another charter went back to the ordinary America: plea 
of elective district councillors chosen for the legislative branch, 
and executive officers chosen on a general ticket. The latter hold 
seats in the council and could debate but not vote. This is the 
present system. 

They were leased to reprivate company in 1891-1901. but the 
lease was unprofitable and was disadvantageous to trade. From 
19o1 to loon wharfage and harbour dues were reducedsg toffs X. 
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(ides of she United States" Thin high death-rate is often attri-
buted in great part to the large negro population, among whom the 
mortality in :goo was 40. 1 per 1000; but the negro population 
largely comprises that labouring element whose faulty provision for 
health and sickness in every large city swells the death-rate, A 
light yellow-fever epidemic occurred in 1897-1898-1899. after nine-
teen years of immunity, and a more serious one in 1903,  when the 
United States Marine Hospital Service for • time took control of 
the city's sanitation and attempted to exterminate the Stegomyie 
mosquito. The city Board of Health has done much to secure pure 
food for the people, and has exercised efficient oversight of com-
municable diseases, including yellow fever. In movements for the 
betterment of the city—in commerce, sanitation, public works and 
general enterprise—a leading part has been taken by an organization 
of citizens known as the New Orleans Progressive Union, whose 
charter and by-laws prohibit its participation in political and religious 
issues. 

History.—New Orleans was founded in x718 by Jean Baptiste 
Lemoyne, Sleur de Manville, and was named in honour of 
the then Regent of France! The priest-chronicler Charlevoix 
described it in 1725 as a place of a hundred wretched hovels in 
a malarious wet thicket of willows and dwarf palmettos, infested 
by serpents and alligators; he seems to have been the first, 
however, to predict for it an imperial future. In 1721 New 
Orleans was made the capital of the vast province of Louisiana 
(q.v.). Much of the population in early days was of the wildest 
and, in part, of the most undesirable character—deported 
galley-slaves, trappers, gold-hunters and city scourings; and 
the governors' letters are full of complaints regarding the rif - 
saff sent as soldiers as late as Kerlerec's administration (1753-
x763). In 1788 a fire destroyed 'a large part of the city. In 
1795-1796 the sugar industry was first put upon a firm basis. 
The last twenty years of the 18th century were especially char-
acterized by the growth of commerce on the Mississippi, and the 
development of those international interests, commercial and 
political, of which New Orleans was the centre. The year 1803 
is memorable for the actual transfer (at New Orleans) of Louis-
iana to France, and the establishment of American dominion. 
At this time the city had about mono inhabitants, mostly French 
creoles and their slaves. The next dozen years were marked by 
the beginnings of self-government in city and state; by the 
excitement attending the Aaron Burr conspiracy (in the course 
of which, in 1806-5807, General James Wilkinson practically 
put New Orleans under martial law); by the immigration from 
Cuba of .French planters; and by the American War of 1812. 

In ars New Orleans was attacked by a conjunct expedition 
of British naval and military forces from Halifax, N.S., and other 
points. The American government managed to obtain early 
information of the enterprise and prepared to meet it with forces 
(regular and militia) under Maj.-Gen. Andrew Jackson. The 
British advance, was made by way of Lake Borgne, and the 
troops landed at a fisherman's village on the 33rd of December 
2814, Major-General Sir E. Pakenham taking command there 
on the 11th. An immediate advance on the still insufficiently 
prepared defences of the Americans might have led to the 
capture of the city, but this was not attempted, and both sides 
remained inactive for some time awaiting reinforcements. At 
last in the early morning of the 8th of January ittis (after the 
Treaty of Ghent had been signed) a direct attack was made on 
the now strongly entrenched line of the defenders at Chalmette, 
near the Mississippi river. It failed disastrously with a loss of 
2000 out of 900o British troops engaged, among the dead being 
Pakenham and Major-General Gibbs. The expedition was soon 
afterwards abandoned and the troops embarked for England. 

From this time to the outbreak of the American Civil War the 
city annals are almost wholly commercial. Hopeful activity 

But the death-rate of New Orleans was not so high as that of 
sane smaller Southern cities, Richmond (29.71, Savannah (34.3) or 
Charleston (37-5), for example. According to Mortality Statistics. 
1905 (Washington, 1907), the death-rate in New Orleans in 1905 was 
23.7, and the annual average between 19oo and 1904 was 33. 1.  

Two of the lakes in the vicinity commemorate respectively Louis 
Phelypeaux, Count Pontchartrain, minister and chancellor of 
France, and Jean Frederic Phelypeaux, Count Maurepas, minister 
and secretary of state; • third is really a landlocked inlet of the sea. 
and its tiame (Lake Bonne) bas reference to its " incomplete " or 
" defective " character.  

and great development characterized especially the decade 
1830-1840. The introduction of gas (about 1830); the building 
of the New Orleans and Pontchartrain railway (1800-1830), one 
of the earliest in the United States; the introduction of the first 
steam cotton press (18p), and the beginning of the public school 
system (au) marked these years; foreign exports more than 
doubled in the period 1831-1833. Travellers In this decade have 
left pictures of the animation of the river trade—more congested 
in those days of river boats and steamers and ocean-sailing craft 
than to-day; of the institution of slavery, the quadroon balls, 
the medley of Latin tongues, the disorder and carousels of the 
river-men and adventurers that filled the city. Altogether there 
was much of the wildness of a frontier town, and a seemingly 
boundless promise of prosperity. The crisis of 1837, indeed, was 
severely felt, but did not greatly retard the city's advancement, 
which continued unchecked until the Civil War. In 1849 
Baton Rouge replaced New Orleans as the capital of the state. 
In slip telegraphic communication was established with St 
Louis and New York; in itisr the New Orleans & Jackson 
railway, the first railway outlet northward, now part of the 
Illinois Central, and in rasa the western outlet, now the Southern 
Pacific, were begun. 

The political and commercial importance of New Orleans, 
as well as its strategic position, marked it out as the objective 
of a Union expedition soon after the opening of the Civil War. 
Captain D. G. Farragut (q.v.) was selected by the Union govern-
ment for the command of the Western Gulf squadron in January 
1860. The four heavy ships of the squadron (none of them 
armoured) were with many difficulties brought up to the head of 
the passes, and around them assembled nineteen smaller vessels 
(mostly gunboats) and a flotilla of twenty mortar-boats under 
Commander D. D. Porter (q.v.). The main defences of the 
Mississippi consisted of the two permanent forts Jackson and St 
Philip. These were of masonry and brick construction, armed 
with heavy rifled guns as well as smooth-bores, and placed on 
either bank no as to command long reaches of the river and the 
surrounding flats. In addition, the Confederates had some im; 
provised ironclads and gunboats, large and small. On the 16th 
of April, after elaborate reconnaissances, the Union fleet steamed 
up into position below the forts, and on the z8th the mortar-boats 
opened fire. Their shells fell with great accuracy, and although 
one of the boats was sunk and two disabled, fort Jackson was 
seriously damaged. But the defences were by no means crippled 
even after a second bombardment on the 19th, and a formidable 
obstacle to the advance of the Union main fleet was a boom 
between the forts designed to detain the ships under close fire 
should they attempt to run past. At that time the eternal duel 
of ship versus fort seemed to have been settled in favour of the 
latter, and it was well for the Union government that it bad 
placed its ablest and most resolute officer at the head of the 
squadron. Gunboats were repeatedly sent up at night to 
endeavour to destroy the boom, and the bombardment went on, 
disabling only a few guns but keeping the gunners of fort Jackson 
under cover. At last the gunboats " Pinola " and " Itasca " ran 
in and broke a gap in the boom, and at 2 All. on the 04th the 
fleet weighed, Farragut in the corvette " Hartford " leading. 
After a severe conflict at close quarters, with the forts and with 
the ironclads and fire rafts of the defence, almost all the Union fleet 
(except the mortar-boats) forced its way past. At noon on the 
25th Farragut anchored in front of New Orleans; forts Jackson and 
St Philip, isolated and continuously bombarded by the mortar-
boats, surrendered on the z8th; and soon afterwards the military 
portion of the expedition occupied the city. The commander, 
General B. F. Butler, subjected New Orleans to a rigorous 
martial law so tactlessly administered as greatly to intensify the 
hostility of South and North, but his administration was in many 
respects beneficial to the city, which was kept both orderly 
and healthy. Towards the end of the war General N.P. Banks 
held the command at New Orleans. 

Throughout the years of the Civil War and the Reconstruction 
period the history of the city is inseparable from that of the state. 
All the constitutional conventions were held here, the seat of 
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government again was here (in 1864-1882) and New Orleans 
was the centre of dispute and organization in the struggle 
between the races for the control of government. Notable events 
of that struggle in city history were : the street riot of the 3oth of 
July 1866, at the time of the meeting of the radical constitutional 
convention; and the " revolution " of the 14th of September 
1874, when the White League worsted the Republican metro-
politan police in pitched battle and forced the temporary flight 
of the Kellogg government. The latter was reinstated in power 
by the United States troops, and by the same power the Democrats 
were frustrated in January 1875, after they had wrested from 
the Republicans the organization of the state legislature. Never-
theless, the " revolution " of 1874 is generally regarded as the 
independence day of Reconstruction, although not until President 
Hayes withdrew the troops in 1877 and the Packard government 
fell did the Democrats actually hold control of the state and city. 
The financial condition of the city when the whites gained control 
was very bad. The tax-rate had risen in 1873 to 3%. The city 
defaulted in 1874 on the interest of its bonded debt, later re-
funding this ($22,000,0oo in 1875) at a lower rate, so as to decrease 
the annual charge from 81,416,00o to $307,500. Among events 
in the decade 1880-1890 were the World's Industrial and Cotton 
Centennial Exposition of 1884-1885 (celebrating the centennial 
of the cotton industry of the country), and the introduction of 
electric lighting (1886); in the decade 1890-2900 the intro-
duction of electric transit, the latest charter and the improve-
ments in public works already detailed. The lynching of Italian 
subjects by a mob in 1891 1  caused serious international com-
plications. 

Among the many floods from which the city has suffered those 
of 1849 and 1882  were the most destructive. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. —For  description see the Historical Sketch Book 
and Guide to New Orleans ... compiled by several kading writers of 
the New Orleans Press (New York, 1885); B. M. Norman,  New 
Orleans and Environs (New Orleans, 1845);  Grace King,  New 
Orleans, the Place and the People (New York, 1895); and the novels 
and magazine writings of  G.  W. Cable. The Picayune  publishes a 
guide, frequently revised. For administration, Manual of the City 
of New Orleans (periodical); W. \V. Howe,  "  Municipal History  of 
New Orleans, -  in Johns Hopkins University Studies, series  vii., No.  4 
(Baltimore, 1889);  for  accounts of the worst of the  yellow-fever 
epidemics,  W. L.  Robison's Diary of a Samaritan, by a member of  the 
Howard Association of New Orleans (New York, !deco); Report of  Use 
Sanitary Commission of New Orleans on the Epidemic Yellow Fever  of 
18,5,3 (New Orleans, 1854);  and for much miscellaneous  information. 
Loth  Census of  the  United States (188o). Social Statistics of Cities. 
History and Present Condition of New Orkans . . . by  G.  E.  Waring 
and G. W. Cable (Washington, 1881). 

NEW PHILADELPHIA, a city and the county-seat of Tuscar-
awas county, Ohio, U.S.A., on the Tuscarawas River and near the 
Ohio canal, about 75 m. S. by E. of Cleveland. Pop. 0890 4456, 
(tgoo) 6213 (534 foreign -born); (Iwo) 8542. It is served by the 
Baltimore & Ohio (the Cleveland, Lorain & Wheeling Division), 
and the Pennsylvania (Cleveland & Pittsburgh Division) railways, 
and by an inter-urban electric system. The city has a level site 
in the midst of a good agricultural country, which abounds in 
coal and fire-clay. In the public square is a soldiers' monument, 
and the city has a public library and a park. Its principal 
manufactures are steel, enamelled ware, clay goods, brooms, 
flour and carriages. The first settlement in the vicinity was made 
in May 1772, when Moravian Indian converts migrated from 
Pennsylvania (Friedenshlltten, Bradford county, and Frieden-
stadt, Lawrence county) to Schoenbrunn, called by the Indians 
Welhik-Tuppeek, a spring (now dry) a little south of the prtsent 
New Philadelphia. Under David Zeisberger (1721-'808) and 

In October 11390 the chief of police was assassinated, and before 
he died charged the crime to Italians. He had been active in pro-
ceedings against certain Italians accused of crime, and his death was 
popularly attributed to the Mafia. Nineteen Sicilians were indicted, 
and of nine put on trial six were acquitted and three escaped convic-
tion on the ground of a mis-trial. On the 14th of March 1891 a mob. 
broke into the jail and lynched eleven of the accused. The Italian 
government demanded that the lynchers should be punished, entered 
claims for indemnity in the case of the three Sicilians who had been 
Italian subjects, and, failing to secure as prompt an answer as it 
desired, withdrew its ambassador from Washington. In 189: the 
United States paid an indemnity of $25,000 to Italy. 

Johann Gottlieb Ernestus Heckewelder (1743-1823) other 
missionary  villages were planted at GnadenhUtten (October r 772). 
Lichtenau (1776) and Salem (i78o), all in the present county 
of Tuscarawas. After the massacre of Christian Indians at 
Gnadenhiitten in 1782 the Indians removed to Michigan and 
in 179t to Fairfield, Ontario; in 1798 some of them returned to 
Tuscarawas county and settled Goshen, where Zeisberger is 
buried. New Philadelphia was laid out in 1804 and was named 
by its founder, John Knisely, after Philadelphia in Pennsylvania; 
it was incorporated as a village in 1815, and visa first chartered 
as a city in 1896. 

See Ohio Archaeological and Historical Quarterly for April 1 909 
(Columbus, Ohio) for several articles on the early settlement by 
Moravian Indians. 

NEW PLYMOUTH. a municipality and seaport on the west coast 
of North Island, New Zealand, capital of the provincial district 
of Taranaki, 258 m. N.N.W. of Wellington by rail. Pop. (1906) 
5141. The town slopes to the ocean, with a background of forest 
surmounted by the snow-clad volcanic cone of Mount Egmont 
(8270 ft.). The district is not unjustly termed "the garden of 
New Zealand." It is highly fertile, cereals and fruits growing 
well; and dairy products are extensively exported. In the town 
are leather-works, timber-works and flour-mills, with freezing-
works for export dairy produce. The settlement was founded in 
1841 by the Plymouth Company under the auspices of the 
New Zealand Company, and chiefly consisted of emigrants from 
Devonshire and Cornwall. On the seashore in the neighbourhood 
are extensive deposits of ironsand. 

NEW POMERANIA (Ger. Neu-Postatern, formerly New 
Britain, native Bizara), an island of the Bismarck Archipelago, 
N.E. of New Guinea in the Pacific Ocean, about e S., rso* E., 
in the administration of German New Guinea. It is crescent-
shaped, about 33o m. long, and, except where the Willaumez 
Peninsula projects northward, nowhere more than 6o m. wide. 
The north-eastern extremity consists of the broad, irregular 
Gazelle Peninsula, joined to the main mass by a narrow neck. 
The total area is about 95oo sq. m. The island is in great part 
unexplored. The coasts are in some parts precipitous; in 
others the mountains recede inland, and the coast is flat and 
bordered by coral reefs. The formation appears otherwise to be 
volcanic, and there are some active craters. The greatest 
elevation occurs towards the west—about 65oa ft. There is a 
rich tropical vegetation, and a number of considerable streams 
water the island. The chief centre is Herbertshohe at the north 
of the Gazelle Peninsula; it is the scat of the governor of German 
New Guinea (see New Guilaa). 

The natives are Melanesians, resembling their Papuan kinsmen of 
eastern New Guinea, and are a powerful well-formed race. Their 
villages are clean and well kept. Unlike their Papuan relatives, the 
islanders are unskilled in carving and pottery, but are clever fanners 
and fishermen, constructing ingenious fishing weirs. They have • 
fixed monetary system consisting of strings of cowries. They per-
form complicated surgical operations with an obsidian knife or a 
shark's tooth. The common dead are buried or exposed to sharks 
on the reefs; bodies of chiefs are exposed in the fork of a tree. 
Justice is executed, and taboos, feasts, taxes, &c., arranged by a 
mysterious disguised figure, the dnk-dnk. The population is divided 
into two exogamous classes. The children belong to the class of the 
mother, and when the father din go to her village for support, the 
land and fruit trees in each district being divided between the two 
classes. There are several dialects, the construction resembling 
Fijian, as in the pronominal suffixes in singular, triad and plural; 
the numerals, however, are Polynesian in character. 

NEWPORT, a market town and municipal borough, the 
chief town of the Isle of Wight, England. Pop. (1901) 10,911. 
It is situated near the centre of the island, at the head of the 
navigation of the Medina River, 5 m. S. from its mouth at Cowes. 
It is the chief centre of the railway system of the island. The 
church of St Thomas of Canterbury, rebuilt in 1854 in the 
Decorated style, contains many interesting old monuments; 
and one by Marochetti to the princess Elizabeth, daughter of 
Charles I., erected by Queen Victoria. The guildhall, erected in 
1816 from the designs of Nash, includes the town-hall in the 
upper story with the market-place below. There are a corn 
exchange and museum. The grammar school (the scene of 
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negotiations between Charles I. and the parliament) was founded 
in 1612, and there is a blue-coat school for girls founded in 
1761. The Albany barracks and Parkhurst prison lie north of 
the town. A considerable trade is carried on in timber, malt, 
wheat and flour. The town is governed by a mayor, 6 aldermen 
and z8 councillors. Area so; acres. 

It is supposed that Newport (Nestor° was a Roman settle-
ment, then known as Medina. There are no traces of Saxon 
occupation, and no evidence that Newport became a borough 
before the reign of Henry II., though it was probably used 
before that time as a port of entrance for the ancient capital of 
Carisbrooke. The first charter was granted by Richard de 
Reclvers between 1177 and 1184, freeing the burgesses from 
tolls throughout the island, from hundred suits, and from being 
impleaded without the walls, and giving them permission to 
choose their own reeve—priwleges for which they paid r8 marks 
yearly. These grants, repeated and extended by the countess 
Isabel de Fortibus, were confirmed in 1349 by Edward III. and 
afterwards by successive kings, Henry VII. in 1489 granting 
in addition the petty customs within all ports and creeks of the 
island. The borough was incorporated by James I. in 1607, 
and a second charter of incorporation granted by Chaim I. 
in 1637 is that by which Newport was governed until 1835. It 
was represented in parliament in z mg. but no return was made 
from that time until 1584, from which date it regularly sent two 
members. In 1867 the number was reduced to one, and in riltts 
its representation was merged in that of the island. A fair was 
formerly geld on Whit-Monday and the two following days, and 
on the three Saturdays nearest Whitsuntide, known as " Bargain 
Saturdays," there was a hiring fair for servants. There is now 
no fair. The Saturday market dates from r 184, and there is a 
Wednesday cattle market. Owing to its facilities for trade, 
Newport early superseded Carisbrooke as the capital of the 
island. Its prosperity in medieval times depended upon its 
harbour dues and its oyster beds in the river Medina. 

NEWPORT, a municipal and county borough, contributory 
parliamentary borough, seaport and market town in the Mon-
mouth parliamentary division of boroughs, Monmouthshire, 
England, on the Usk, s m. from its confluence with the Severn, 
and 133k  rn. W. of London by the Great Western railway. 
Pop. ( 1801) 54.707; (1901) 67,270. It lies chiefly on the right 
(west) bank of the river, and on the E., N. and W. it is sheltered 
by a line of lofty hills. The old parish church of St Woollos 
stands finely on Stow Hill. Originally it consisted only of the 
present nave, a fine specimen of grand though unadorned 
Norman architecture; but a massive square tower (of the time 
of Henry III.) and a chancel were subsequently added; a large 
western Early English lady-chapel is interposed between the 
nave and the tower. The old castle, built about 113o by Robert, 
earl of Gloucester, was greatly altered in the late Perpendicular 
period. The remains include two towers and the river frontage. 
The old Dominican monastery is entirely rebuilt and occupied as 
a private residence; but there are a few fragments of a house of 
White Friars. The principal public buildings are the spacious 
Victoria Hall, the Albert Hall, the town-hall, county council 
offices, market-house, custom-house, and museum and art 
gallery. Newport owes a rapid increase in importance to its 
situation on a deep and spacious tidal river, which renders it a 
convenient outlet for the trade of a rich mineral district. It 
has extensive docks and wharves, to which large steamers have 
access at all tides. Three docks, the Alexandra, South and Old 
Docks, had together a water area of about 6o acres, besides 
the Alexandra graving dock and dry docks. But additional 
accommodation was found necessary. In zoos the Alexandra 
Docks and Railway company let the contract for the extension 
of the docks by so acres of water area, and the scheme was 
enlarged later so as to afford an additional area of 86 acres in all. 
The new works, added to the old Alexandra Dock, give a total 
deep-water area of over r3o acres. The first part to be 
completed (48 acres) was filled in the autumn of 1907. The 
river is crossed by a transporter bridge, opened in 1906, and 
having a span of 645 ft. and a clear headway from high water  

of r77 ft., with a travelling truck worked by electricity. Iron 
ore, pig iron, timber and grain are among the chief imports, 
while coal and iron goods are exported. Besides the Great 
Western railway, Newport is served by the London and North-
Western, the Rhymoey, and the Brecon & Merthyr systems. 
The town possesses large iron foundries and engineering works, 
and among other industries are the manufacture of wagons and 
wheels, nails, bolts and wire, shipbuilding and the making of 
railway plant, chemical manures and agricultural implements. 
There are also large breweries, glass and pottery works, and an 
extensive cattle market. Newport gives name to a Roman 
Catholic bishopric, but the cathedral church is at Belmont near 
Hereford. With Monmouth and Usk, Newport returns one 
member to parliament. In rilSo Maindee, a populous suburb 
on the left bank of the Usk, was incorporated with Newport, 
and constitutes one of its five wards. The town is governed by 
a mayor, to aldermen and 30 councillors. Area 443z acres. 

Newport, an ancient mesne borough and castle, occupied an 
important position on the Welsh marches. The town, which is 
not mentioned in Domesday, grew up round the castle built 
early in the z nth century. Giraldus Cambrensis, writing in 1187, 
calls it Nom Burgas, probably to distinguish it from Caerleon, 
whose prosperity declined as that of Newport increased. The 
first lord was Robert Fits Hamon, who died in 1107, and from 
him the lordship passed to the earls of Gloucester and Stafford 
and the dukes of Buckingham. Hugh le Despenser, who held 
the lordship for a short time, obtained in 1323 a charter of 
liberties for the burgesses, granting them freedom from toll 
throughout England, Ireland and Aquitaine. The earl of 
Stafford granted a further charter in 1385, confirmed by his 
grandson in 2427, which gave the burgesses the right of self-
government and of a merchant gild. On the attainder of the 
duke of Buckingham in 1483 the lordship lapsed to the crown, 
of whom it was held in the 16th and 17th centuries by the 
Pembrokes, and in the loth by the Beauforts. The town was 
incorporated by charter of James I. in 1624 under the title of 
" Mayor and Bailiffs." This charter was confirmed by Charles II. 
in 1685 and holds force at the present day. By the act of 
1535-1536 Newport is entitled as an ancient borough to take 
part in the election of a member for Monmouth town. The 
commercial importance of the town dates only from the second 
half of the zoth century, the Old Dock being partially formed in 
1842, while the Alexandra was opened in dim In z8or the 
Population of the town was only 1135. In 1385 the borough 
obtained a market lasting fifteen days from the vigil of St 
Lawrence (August zo). The charter of 1624 granted two fairs, 
one on the feast of the Ascension, and a second (still held) on 
St Leonard's day (November 6). Newport was the scene of a 
serious Chartist riot in 1839. 

NEWPORT, a market town in the Newport parliamentary 
division of Shropshire, England, 145 m. N.W. from London 
on the Stafford-Shrewsbury joint line of the London ✓ North-
Western and Great Western railways, and on the Shrewsbury 
canal. Pop. of urban district (tool) 3241. The church of St 
Nicholas is Early English and Perpendicular. There is an 
ancient market cross, greatly decayed. Newport possesses a 
literary institute, and a free grammar school founded in 1665. 
Four miles S. are the beautiful ruins of Lilleshall abbey, including 
a fine Norman west door and part of the front, considerable 
remains of the church besides, and traces of domestic buildings. 
The abbey was founded in 1 145, under charter from King 
Stephen, by Richard de Baumes or Belmeis, dean of St Alkmund, 
Shrewsbury, for Augustinian canons, who were brought from 
Dorchester Abbey, Oxfordshire. Ironstone, coal and limestone 
are worked in the parish. 

Newport is not mentioned in the Domesday Survey, but 
at the time of the Conquest formed part of the manor of Edg-
mond, which William I. gave with the rest of the county of 
Shropshire to Roger, earl of Shrewsbury. Henry I. is supposed 
to have founded the borough, at first called New Borough, after 
the manor had come into his hands through the forfeiture of 
Robert de Beleszne. The site was probably chosen partly on 
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account of the fisheries, which are mentioned in the Domesday 
Survey, one of the chief services of the burgesses being that of 
taking fish to the king's court wherever it might be. This 
custom was continued after Henry III. had granted the borough , 

 with the manor of Edgmond, to Henry de Audley, but in the 
middle of the 13th century James, son of Henry de Audley, 
granted that the burgesses need not take the fish anywhere 
except within the county of Shropshire. The burgesses must 
have received certain privileges from Henry I., since Henry IL 
in an undated charter granted them all the liberties, rights and 
customs which they had in the time of Henry I. This probably 
included a gild merchant which is mentioned in the Quo Warranto 
Rolls as one of the privileges claimed by the burgesses. Con-
firmation charters were granted by Edward I. in 1287 and 
Edward IL in 131z, while the town was incorporated in the 
by Edward VI. whose charter was confirmed by James I. in 
16o4. The governing body consisted of a high steward, deputy 
steward, two water-bailiffs -and 28 burgesses, but the corporation 
was abolished by the Municipal Corporation Act of '883, and a 
Local Board was formed, which, under the Local Government 
Act, gave place in 1894 to an urban district council. 

See Edward Jones, Historical Records of Newport, co. Salop; 
Shropshire Archaeol. and Natural History Society, vols. viii. and 
(1885-1886); Victoria County History, Shropshire. 

NEWPORT, a city of Campbell county, Kentucky, U.S.A., 
on the Ohio River opposite Cincinnati, Ohio, and at the mouth 
of the Licking River opposite Covington, Ky. Pop.. (low) 
28,3oz, of whom 4081 were foreign-born and 454 were negroes; 
(1910 census) 30,309. It is served by the Louisville & Nash-
ville, and the Chesapeake & Ohio railways, and by electric lines 
to Covington, Cincinnati, Bellevue, Fort Thomas and Dayton. 
With Cincinnati and Covington it is connected by bridges. In 
the highlands, about 3 m. back of the city, is Fort Thomas, a 
United States military post, established in r888 to supersede 
Newport Barracks (i8o4), in the city, which were abandoned 
in 1894. Newport is essentially a residential suburb of Cin-
cinnati, but it is also industrially important. In Egos the value 
of the factory product was $5,231084, Newport ranking third 
among the manufacturing centres of the state. Newport was 
settled late in the 18th century, was laid out in 1791, was incor-
porated as a town in 5795, and was chartered as a city in 1834. 

NEWPORT, a city, a port of entry and the county-seat of 
Newport county, Rhode Island, U.S.A., occupying the southern 
portion of the island of Rhode Island at the entrance to Narra-
gansett Bay, about 3o m. S. by E. of Providence, about 7z m. 
S. by W. of Boston and about x65 m. E.N.E. of New York. 
Pop. (zoos state census) 25,039, of whom 6x ix were foreign. 
born, 2590 being born in Ireland; (1910 U.S. census) 27, 1 49. 
It is served by the Newport & Wickford Railroad and Steam-
boat Line, which connects with the New York, New Haven & 
Hartford railway at Wickford Junction; by ferry to Bristol, 
and by steamboats to Providence, Fall River and New York. 

The broken water-front of the island, about 17 m. long, is 
partly rocky and partly made up of sandy beaches. From 
the harbour on the south-west the land rises to a gently rolling 
plateau with maximum elevations of about 250 ft. The climate 
is notably mild and equable throughout the greater part of the 
year. In the newer , parts of the city there are many magnificent 
estates of summer residents; and in the " Old Town," the 
greater part of which is close to the harbour, and extending up 
the hillside, are many 18th-century houses and Thames Street, 
its principal business thoroughfare, only 20 ft. wide. Near 
the northern end of Thames Street, Washington Square or the 
Parade, connects with Broadway, which extends northward 
and is the principal thoroughfare through a large residential 
district of the permanent inhabitants. From the Parade, also, 
Touro Street extends eastward to the upper end of Bellevue 
Avenue, the principal street, which extends southward to the 
ocean. There Bellevue Avenue connects with the southern 
end of the Cliff Walk, which for about 3 m. winds along the 
cliffs on the eastern coast of the island. North of the walk is 
the smooth, hard. Easton's Beach„ frequented. for sea-bathing. 

South of the Cliff Walk is Bailey's . Beadt, a private bathing.. 
beach; at its western end is the Spouting Rock, though an 
opening in which the water, during violent south-east gales, has 
been thrown to a height of about so ft. Ocean Drive, about 

m. long, encircles the south-western peninsula. Beyond 
Easton's Beach, in the town of Middletown, is Sachuest, or 
Second, Beach, with a heavier surf, and here is a fissure in the 
rocks, tso ft. long and so ft. deep, and 8-14 ft. wide, known as 
Purgatory. North of Sachuest Beach are the picturesque 
Paradise Rocks and the Hanging Rocks. 

At the head of the Parade stands the old State House (used 
when Newport was one of the capitals of Rhode Island); it 
was completed about z743, was used as a hospital during the 
War of Independence, and is now the seat of the county court. 
In the vicinity are the City Hall and a monument to Oliver 
Hazard Perry. Fronting on Touro Street is a synagogue, erected 
in 1762-1763, and said to be the oldest in the United States; 
one of the early rabbis was Isaac Touro, a Jew of Dutch birth, 
whose name is borne by a street and a park in Newport.' Near 
the corner of Touro Street and Bellevue Avenue is the Hebrew 
cemetery. Of chief historic interest along Bellevue Avenue 
are Touro Park and Redwood Library. In the park 'is • the 
historic old Stone Mill or " Round Tower," which Longfellow, 
in accordance with the contention of certain members of the 
Society. of Danish Antiquarians, ascribes, in his Skeleloi he 
Armour, to the Norsemen, but which Benedict Arnold (z6is-
1678), governor of Rhode Island, repeatedly mentions in his 
will as " my Stone-built Wind-Mill." Opposite the park stands 
the William Ellery Chinning Memorial Church; and in the park 
are monuments to Charming and to Matthew Calbraith Perry. 
The Chanting House on Mary Street, built in t73r, is now used 
for a Children's Home. The Redwood Library grew out of the 
Philosophical Society, established in 1730, which Bishop (then 
Dean) Berkeley possibly helped to found during his residence 
here in 1729-1731; the Library was incorporated in 1747. 
being named in honour of Abraham Redwood (c. 1709-1788), 
a wealthy Friend who early contributed £soo toward supplying 
it with books; the building was completed in 1750. In Berkeley 
Avenue, north of Paradise Road, is Whitehall, which Berkeley 
built for his home in 1729 and which was restored in tom The 
first newspaper of Newport was published in 2732 by James 
Franklin, a brother of Benjamin Franklin, and in 1738 James 
Franklin's son, also named James, founded the present Newport 
Mercury. 

Newport is best known as a fashionable resort during the 
summer and autumn; there are annual horse and dog shows, 
and fox-hunting is one of the amusements. The harbour is a 
rendezvous for racing- and pleasure-yachts. On Bellevue Avenue 
is the country club, the Casino. 'Among the great estates with 
magnificent " cottages " here are those of Mrs Cornelius Vander-
bilt, Wm. B. Leeds, Mrs 0. H. P. Belmont (the "Marble Palace," 
built for W. K. Vanderbilt), Mrs Ogden Goelet, Mrs Robert 
Goelet, Perry Belmont, and J. J. Astor—all on the Cliff Walk. 

Newport has an inner and an outer harbour; the inner is 
landlocked, z m. long and J m. wide, but is not deep enough 
to admit vessels drawing more than s ft. of water; the outer 
admits the largest vessels and is a refuge for foreign and coastwise 
commerce. The whole harbour is protected at its entrance . 

 by Fort Adams, at the mouth of the inner harbour, Fort Wetherill 
on Conanicut Island, and Fort Greble on Dutch Island. The 
Lime Rock Lighthouse was for many years in charge of Mrs Ida 
Lewis Wilson (b. 580), famous for the many lives she saved. 
On Goat Island, which partly encloses the inner harbour, is 
Fort Walcott, with a United States torpedo station and torpedo 
factory, and on Coasters Harbor Island, farther north, are a 
United States Naval Training Station and a War College. Along 
the western border of the outer harbour is Conanicut Island, on. 
which is the town of Jamestown (pop. in zoos, 1337), with the 
Conanicut Yacht Club and other attractions for summer visitors. 
Newport has little foreign trade.: There is, however, considerable 
coastwise trade in fish, coal and general merchandise, and in 
zoos the total tonnage of the port amounted to 4770,816 tons. 
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Fishing is an Industry of some importance. The value of the city's 
factory products decreased from $ 1 ,575, 192  in 1900 to $ 1 ,347, 104 
In 1 905. 

Newport is governed under a charter of 1906, which is unique 
as an instrument for the government of a city, and aims to restore 
in a measure the salient features of township government. Most 
of the powers usually vested in a town meeting are here vested 
in a representative council of 195 members-39 frofn each of 5 
wards. A candidate for councilman must secure the signature of 
at least 30 electors in his ward before his name can be placed on 
the ballot. A mayor, one alderman from each ward, and a school 
committee are elected in much the same manner: a candidate 
for mayor must have his election paper signed by at least 250 
qualified electors, and an alderman or member of the school 
committee by at least zoo. All other important officers are 
appointed by the council. The mayor and alderthen are for' the 
most part executive officials corresponding to the selectmen of 
a town. 

Newport was founded by Nicholas Easton (1593-1675), 
William Coddington (z6oz-2678), John Coggeshall, John Clarke 
(1609-1676), William Brenton (d. 1674), William Dyer, Thomas 
Hazard, Henry Bull (i 609- z693) and Jeremy Clerke (d. 1652), 
who, as Antinomians, were driven from Massachusetts Bay, 
and in 1638 settled ♦t Pocasset (later Portsmouth, in the northern 
part of the island of Rhode Island; pop. in 1905, 2371). As radical 
tendencies prevailed in Pocasset they removed, and in 1639 settled 
Newport at the southern end of the island (called Aquidneck 
until 1644), which they had bought from the Indians. Most of 
the founders are commemorated by place-names in the city; in 
the Coddington Burying-Ground are the tombs of Governor 
William Coddington, Governor Henry Bull, and Governor 
Nicholas Easton; and in the Coggeshall Burying-Ground John 
Coggeshall was buried. At the beginning an independent 
government by judge and elders was established (Newport and 
Portsmouth being united in 1640), but in 1647 the town was 
united with Providence, Portsmouth and Warwick inthe forma-
tion of Rhode Island according to the Williams (or, as it is 
commonly called, the Warwick) charter of r644. During 165t-
1654 Newport and Portsmouth were temporarily separated 
from the other two towns. About 1640 a Baptist Church was 
founded, which is probably the oldest in the United States 
except the Baptist congregation in Providence; here, too, at 
nearly the same time, one of the first free schools in America was 
opened, In 1656 English Friends settled here. Between 1739 
and 1760 great fortunes were amassed by the " Triangular 
Trade," which consisted in the exchange in Africa of rum for 
slaves, the exchange in the Barbadoes of slaves for sugar and 
molasses, and the exchange in Newport of sugar and molasses for 
rum. The destruction here on the 17th of May 1769 of the 
British revenue sloop " Liberty," formerly the property of John 
Hancock, was one of the first acts of violence leading up to the 
War of American Independence. The foreign trade of Newport, 
which in 1770 was greater than that of New York, was destroyed 
by the War of Independence. During the war the town was in the 
possession of the British from December 1776 to the 25th of 
October 1779; a plan to recover it in 1778 by a land force under 
General John Sullivan, co-operating with the French fleet under 
Count d'Estaing, came to nothing. Soon after the evacuation of 
the British, French troops, under Comte de Rochambcau, 
arrived and remained until near the end of the war, and Newport 
was a station of the French fleet in 1780-178r. The Sayer house, 
which was the headquarters of Richard Prescott (1725-1788), 
the British general; the Vernon house, which was the head-
quarters of Rochambeau, and the Gibbs hduse, which was for 
a short time occupied by Major-General Nathanael Greene, are 
still standing. 

Newport was chartered as a city in 1784, but in 1787 it sur-
rendered its charter and returned to government by town meeting. 
It was rechartered as a city in 1853; the charter of this year 
was much amended in 1875 and in 1906 was superseded by 
another. Until 19oo, when Providence became the sole capital, 
Newport was one of the seats of government of Rhode Island. 

See Mrs J. K. Van Rensselaer, NestPort, Our Soria Capfdal (Phila-
delphia, 19o5); Susan C. Woolsey. " Newport, the Isle of Peace," in 
L. P. Powell's Historic Towns of New Engiosd (New York, 1$g8); 
G. C. Mason. Reminiscences of Newport (Newport, 1884); W. A. 
Greene and other*, The Providence Planiarions for Two Hundred and 
Fifty Years (Providence, 1886); C. T. Brooks, Controversy Machin 
the Old Sims MN (Newport, 1851): R. M. Bayles (ed.), History 0 
Newport Comfy (New York, 1888); E. Peterson, History of Raode 
Island (i.e. Aquidneck) (New York, 1853). 

NEWPORT NEWS, a city and port of 'entry of Warwick 
county, Virginia, U.S.A.,• on the James River and Hampton 
Roads, 14 m. N. by W. of Norfolk and 75 m. S.E. of Richmond; 
it is situated on what is known as the Virginia Peninsula. Pop. 
(1890) 4449; (1900) 19,635, of whom /614 were foreign-born 
and 6798 were negroes; (1910 census) 20,2425. Newport 
News is served by the Chesapeake & Ohio railway, of which it is 
a terminus; by river boats to Richmond and Petersburg, Va.; 
by coastwise steamship HMS to Washington, D.C., Baltimore, 
Philadelphia, New York, Boston and Providence; by foreign 
steamship lines to London, Glasgow, Liverpool, Dublin, Belfast, 
Rotterdam, Hamburg and other ports; and by electric lines to 
Old Point Comfort, Norfolk and Portsmouth. A public park 
extending from the James to the heart of the city, a deep, 
spacious and well-protected harbour, a large shipbuilding yard 
with three immense dry docks, and two large grain elevators of 
2,000,000 bushels capacity, are among the most prominent 
features; at the shipbuilding yard various United States battle-
shipS, including the " Kearsarge;" " Kentucky," " Illinois," 
" Missouri," " Louisiana," " Minnesota," " Virginia " and 
" West Virginia," were constructed, as well as cruisers, gun-boats 
merchant vessels, ferry-boats and submarines. The city's 
export of grain and its coastwise trade in coal are especially 
large. Among the manufactures are shoes, tobacco, medicines 
and knit goods. The value of the factory products in nos was 
$9,053,906, being 52.5% more than in 190o. Both in 1900 and 
in 1905 Newport News ranked second to Richmond among the 
cities of the state in the value of factory products. The first 
settlement on the site of Newport News was made in 162z by 
planters brought from Ireland by Daniel Gookin, the father 
of Daniel Gookin (1612-1687) of Massachusetts, who selected 
the site on the advice of Sir William Newce and his brother 
Captain Newce. The present city dates only from ,88a, when 
it was laid out in consequence of the extension of the Chesapeake 
& Ohio railway to the coast here; it was incorporated in 1896. 
The name is said to be in honour of Christopher Newport and Sir 
William Newce. 

NEWPORT PAGNELL, a market town in the Buckingham 
parliamentary division of Buckinghamshire, 'England, 56 m. 
N.W. by N. of London, on a branch of the London & North-
Western railway, and at the junction of the river Ouzel with 
the Ouse. Pop. of urban district (1901) 4028. The church of 
St Paul and St Peter has Early English portions, including fine 
north and south porches. An inscription on the tomb of Thomas 
Abbott Hamilton in the churchyard is by the poet Cowper, who 
lived in the neighbouring town of Olney. (q.v.). The almshouse 
called Queen Anne's Hospital is named from Anne of Denmark, 
queen of James I., who reconstituted a foundation of the time of 
Edward I., dedicated to St John the Baptist and St John the 
Evangelist. 

NEWQUAT, a seaport and watering-place, in the St Austell 
parliamentary division of Cornwall, England, 14 m. N. of Truro, 
on a branch of the Great Western railway. Pop. of urban district 
(1901) 2935. It is finely situated on the north coast, on Newquay 
Bay, which is sheltered to the west by Towan Heid. The cliff 
Scenery is grand, and there is a fine sandy beach along the 
northward sweep of the coast in Watergate Bay. The harbour, 
artificially constructed, and equipped with a jetty and piers, 
admits vessels of 250 tons. The chief exports are iron and other 
ores, china clay, granite, fish and grain. The imports are coal. 
salt and manures. 

NEW ROCHELLE, a city of Westchester county, in southern 
New York, U.S.A., on Long Island Sound, s6) m. from the Grand 
Central Station, New York City. Pop. (189o) 9057, (zoos) 
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tame, of whom 4425  were foreign-born and '777 Degrees; (ipso 
census) 28,867. It is served by the New York, New Haven & 
Hartford Railroad, and by electric railways to New York City 
and neighbouring places. The city is primarily a residential 
suburb of New York City, and has some fine colonial residences, 
and several beautiful residential parks, notably Rochelle, 
Neptune, and Beechmont Parka. Its large foreign.born popula-
tion is comparatively recent and comparatively isolated. Among 
the prominent buildings of the city are a public libruy•the high 
school, a theatre (owned.by the Knights of Columbus), a Masonic 
Temple, the City Bank and several churches, of which the most 
notable, perhaps, are the Baptist, Methodist, and St Gabriel's 
(Roman Catholic), which is the gift of members of the Iselin 
family, to whose interest in yachting is due in part the prominence 
of the New Rochelle and Larcbmont Yacht Clubs. The Ursuline 
College of St Angela (1904) and the Merrill School (1go6), both for 
girls, are in New Rochelle. The principal building of the first 
is Leland Castle, built in 1838-016o by Simon Leland and finely 
decorated with frescoes and coloured marbles. A People's 
Forum, growing out of the work of the People'e Institute of 
New York City, was established here in zgorzgoa. In the road 
between New Rochelle and White Plains is the monument to 
Thomas Paine, provided for in his will, on the farm which was 
confiscated from a Tory by the state and was given to him at the 
end of the American War of Independence. On the Sound, 
in Hudson Park, is a monument commemorating the landing-
place of the first Huguenot settlers. Immediately S. of 
New Rochelle, in the Sound, is Glen Island, an amusement 
resort; belonging to the Glen Island group, E. of Pelham 
Manor, is Travers Island, with the out-of-town clubhouse and 
grounds of the New York Athletic Club. On David's Island, 
se m. S.W. of New Rochelle, is Fort Slocum, a United States 
Army polo. The suburban villages of Larchmont and Pelham 
(and Pelham Manor) lie respectively N.E. and W. of New 
Rochelle. The important industries are the manufacture of 
scales and of other instruments of precision, and printing and 
publishing—the Knickerbocker Press of G.. P. Putnam's Sons, 
New York, is here. The site of New Rochelle is part of a purchase 
by Thomas pa in 1634 and of a grant to him by Richard Nicolls 
in 1666; it was sold in 1689 to Jacob Leisler. The first settle-
ment of importance was made in 1688 by Huguenots, some of 
whom were natives of La Rochelle. New Rochelle was incor-
porated as a village in 1847, and as a city in 1899. 

See R. and C. W. Bolton, Ilistory of the Several TOWns, Manors 
and Patents of Westchester County (New York, 1881), and J. Thomas 
Scharf's History of Westchester County (2 vols., Philadelphia, :886). 

NEW ROSS, a .market-town of Co. Wexford, Ireland, on the 
acclivity of a hill on the E. bank of the Barrow, 2 in. below its 
junction with the Nore, tor m. S.S.W. of Dublin by the Dublin 
Si South-Eastern railway. Pop. (root) $847. The Barrow 
is crossed by an iron bridge with a swivel pillar in the centre 
on which a portion of the bridge is turned to admit the passage 
of vessels. Vessels of 600 tons can lie alongside the quays. The 
inland water communications reach to Dublin by means of the 
Barrow and the Grand Canal. The Nore is navigable to Inistioge. 
New Ross has breweries and tan-yards, a salmon fishery, and a 
brisk export trade in agricultural produce. The urban district of 
New Ross includes Rosbercon, on the opposite side of the Barrow. 

It is stated that St Alban built the abbey of Rossmactreoin, 
which gave rise to an ancient city formerly called Rossglas. A 
Dominican foundation of the 13tb century has left some remains 
in Rosbercon. According to Camden, New Ross was founded by 
Isabella, daughter of Strongbow and wife of William Marshal, 
afterwards earl of Pembroke. A charter was granted to it by 
Roger Bigod in the reign of Edward I., which was extended by 
James I. and James II. From 1374 it returned two members 
to parliament, but at the Union in riloo the number was reduced 
to one, and the town ceased to be a parliamentary borough in 
184 In 5269 it was surrounded by walls. The fortresses were 
dismantled by Cromwell, but some remains are extant. 

NEWRY, a seaport, market town and parliamentary borough 
(returning one member) of Co. Down, Ireland, on the Newry  

water and Newry canal at the extreme bead of Carlingford Lough. 
Pop. (roof) 13,405. It is 73 M. N. of Dublin by the Great 
Northern railway. A railway owned by the London & North-
Western company connects Newry with the deep-water harbour 
at Greenore; and there is an electric railway to Bessbrook 
in Co. Armagh. The western part, called Ballybot, is con-
nected with the eastern part, or old town,. by four bridges over 
the canal and four over the tidal water. The situation of the 
town is striking, the Newry Mountains and Slieve Gullion on 
the west, and the Mourne Mountain& on the east, enclosing the 
narrow valley in which is lies. Newry is one of the most 
important ports of the province of Ulster, and in connexion with 
several sub-ports farther down the river is the outlet for the 
trade of a very extensive district. The port admits vessels 
Of 2000 LOOS to Victoria Docks, 3 m. from the town, but vessels 
drawing 15 ft. can go up the ship canal to the Albert Basin, 3 m. 
from the sea. The principal exports are grain, eggs, cattle, linen 
cloth and flax, and the imports include timber, groceries and coal. 
In the neighbourhood granite of a fine quality is quarried, and 
the town possesses rope and sail works, breweries, distilleries, 
flour-mills and tanneries. It id governed by an urban district 
council. In x175 an abbey was founded here by Maurice 
M'Loughlin, king of Ireland. The abbey 'was converted in 3 543 
into a collegiate church for secular priests, and was dissolved by 
Edvfard VI., who granted it to Sir Nicholas Bagenal, marshal of 
Ireland. Sauna made it his priiate residence, and laid the 
foundations of its prosperity. In 1689 Newry was set on fire by 
the duke of Berwick when in retreat before Schomberg. Charters 
were granted to the town by James I. and James II. By the 
charter of James I. it sent two members to parlhiment, but at the 
Union in r800 it was restricted to one member. Until 1898 a 
portion of Newry was situated in Co. Armagh. A mile N.E. of 
the town is 'a notable rath or enclosure, taking its name of 
Crown rath from traditional single encounters between native 
princes in contention for the sovereignty. 

NEW SIBERIA ARCHIPELAGO, a group of islands situated 
off the Arctic coast of Siberia, from 73° to 76° 6' N., and 535* 
to 148° E. The name is loosely applied, covering either the 
northern group only of these islands, for which the name of New 
Siberia Archipelago, or of Anjou Islands, ought properly to be 
reserved, or the southern group as well, which ought to maintain 
its name of Lyakhov Islands. Some confusion prevails also as 
to whether the islands Bennett, Henrietta and Jeannette, dis-
covered by the " Jeannette " expedition, ought to be included in 
the same archipelago, or described separately as the Jeannette 
Islands. The first of these three belongs geographically, and 
probably geologically, to New Siberia Archipelago, from which 
it is only 97 m. distant. As to Henrietta and Jeannette Islands, 
situated 200 m. N.E. of New Siberia Island, in 157° to 159° E., 
they can hardly be included in the New Siberia Archipelago. 
There seems, moreover, to be land due north of Kotelnyi Island 
in 78• N., first sighted by Sannikov and described as Sannikov 
Land. It was also seen by Baron Toll. 

The New Siberia or Anjou Islands consist, beginning from the 
west, of Kotelnyi, the largest (116 m. long, too m. wide). having the 
small island Byelkovskiy near its western shore; Thaddeus (Fad-
dievskiy), in the middle; and New Siberia (Novaya Sibir). in the 
east (90 m. long, 40 m. wide). Kotelnyi is the highest and most 
massive of the four, reaching a maximum altitude of 1200 ft. in the 
Malakatyn-teas mountain. Its north-east portion consists of Upper 
Silurian coral limestones (Llandovery division), containing a rich 
fossil fauna and representing a serves of folds running north-north-
west. The same Silurian deposits are widely spread on the mainland 
as far as Olenek. The western portion of Kotelnyi is built up of 
Middle Devonian limestones and slates, folded the same way, of which 
the fossil fauna is similar to that of the Urals. Triassic slates 
in the south-east. Diabase, pierce to Devonian mks, and = r  olivine 
rocks appoir as dykes amidst the Triassic deposits. The MaLakatyn-
tras is also made up of volcanic rocks. The eastern portion of the 
island, named Butler's Land, is thickly covered with Post-= 
deposits. Thaddeus Island has a long promontory, Anjou, 
ing north-westwards. New Siberia Island attains altitudes of 200 
to 300 ft. in its western portion, A range of hills, composed of 
Tertiary deposits, and named Hedenstr6m s Mountains, runs along 
its south-western coast, and the some rocks form a promontmy 
protruding northwards. The so-called Wood Mountains, which 
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supposed to be at aunuIntioss of floating wood. are denudation, 
of Miocene deposits containing layers of brown coal with full stems 
of ry de trees. These Tertiaposits are characterized by a rich fauna; 
fully developed leaves of poplars, numerous fruits of the mammoth 
tree, needles of several cor nier.. &c.. being found in them, thus 
testifying to a climate once very much wanner. The only repre-
sentative of tree vegetation now is a dwarf willow i in. high. 

The Lyakhow Islands consist of the &ahoy (Large), or Blizhniy 
(Nearest), which is separated by Laptev Strait. 27 M. wide, from 
Svyatoy Nos of Siberia; Malyi (Small), or Dalniy (Farthest), to 
the north-west of Blishniy; and three smaller islands—Stolbovyi 
(Pillars), SemenovslciKinpdouVasilevslciy—to the west of Malyi. 
Dr Bunge found Bois 	to consist of granite protruding from be- 
neath non-fossiliferous 	*ts; while the promontory of Svyatoy 
Nos consists of basalt hills. 1400 ft. high. Along the southern coast 
of Bellboy Baron Toll found immense layers of fossil ice. 7o ft. 
thick, evidently relics from the Ice Age, covered by an upper layer 
of Post-Tertiary deposits containing numbers of perfectly well-
preserved mammoth remains, rhinoceros, &Om, and bones of 
the hone, reindeer, American stag, antelope, saiga and even the 
tiger. The proof that these animals lived and 'fed in this latitude 
(73°  so' N).. at a time when the islands were not yet separated from 
the continent, is given by the relics of forest vegetation which are 
found in the same deposits. A stem of AM= fruncosa, go ft. high, 
was found with all its roots and even fruits. 

Basalts and Tertiary brown coal deposits enter into the com-
position of the southern extremity of Bennett Island, and the 
mountains of Sannikov Land, seen by Toll, have the aspect of 
basaltic " table mountains." 

The climate of these islands is very severe. In 1886 the winter 
ended only in June, to begin anew in August (list May, - 1-8° 

 F.; 16th October, -34-6°). The highest summer temperature 
was so°. flocks of geese and other birds come to the islands 
from the north (Bunge and ToU), as also tha gull Lesfris poraarina, 
which feeds chiefly on the lemming. The lemmings are very 
numerous, and in certain years undertake migrations to the 
mainland and back. Reindeer, followed by wolves, come also 
every year to the islands; the polar fox and polar bear, both 
feeding on the lemmings, are numerous. Hunters come in 
numbers to the Lyakhovs, which must have been long known 
to Arctic hunters. 

A Yakutsk Cossack, named Vaghin, wintered on Bolsnoy 
in 1712, but it was a merchant, Lyakhov, who first described 
the two greater islands of this group in 5770, and three years 
later reached on sledges the largest island of the New Siberia 
group, which he named Kotelnyi. The Lyakhovs were mapped 
in 5777. J. Sannikov, with a party of bunters, discovered in 
2805-1808 Stolbovyi, Thaddeus and New Siberia Islands, and 
a merchant, Byelkov, the Byelkovskyi Islands. He sighted 
the land to the north of Kotelnyi and the land to the north 
of New Siberia (now Bennett Island). A Russian officer named 
Hedenstrom, accompanied by Sannikov, explored the archi-
pelago and published a map of it in 1811. Lieutenant Anjou 
visited it in 1821-1823. A scientific expedition under Dr 
Alexander Bunge (including Baron Eduard Toll) explored it in 
5885-5886. Baron Toll revisited it in 1893 with Lieutenant 
Shileiko, and again in Iwo with F. G. Seeberg. Papers were 
found on Bennett Island showing that he left it for the south in 
November two, but he never returned home, and two relief 
parties in 1903 failed to find traces of him. 

AUTHORITIES.—The works of Hedenstedm. Ferdinand von 
Wrangell, and Anjou, Bunge and Toll in Benrage tsar Km:amiss des 
russischen Reichs, ate Folge, Bd. iii. (5887). Baron Toll in Memoirs 
(ZaPiski) of she Si Peierskrg Academy of Sciences, 7th series. vol. 
xxxvii. (aft), Xrui. (5895), and 8th series. vol. ix. (18gg), with maps. 
J. Schmalhausen, " Tertiary Pflanzen," in same Memoirs, 7th series, 
vol. a. 090); Geographical Journal, passim. (P. A. K.) 

NSW 8011TH WALES, a state of the Australian Common-
wealth. The name was given by Captain Cook, in his ezplomtory 
voyage in 2770, to the southern portion of the eastern coast of 
Australia, from some imagined resemblance of its coast-line to 
that of South Wales. The name was afterwards extended to 
the eastern half of Australia, but now designates a much more 
restricted area. New South Wales is bounded by the Pacific 
Ocean on the E., by Queensland on the N., by South Australia 
on the W. and by Victoria on the S. It lies between 28° and 
38°  S. lat., and 541°  and 154°  E. long. The coast-line, which 
is about 700 us. in length, extends irons Cape Howe (37 °  30')  

at the south-eastern corner of Australia to Point Danger in 
28°  7' S. The colony is approximately rectangular in form, 
with an average depth from the coast of 65o m. and an average 
width from north to south of Soo m. The superficial area is 
estimated at 350,7oo sq. m., or about one-tenth of the whole of 
Australia. 

Physical Configuration.—The surface of the state is divided 
naturally into three distinct zones, each widely differing in general 
character and physical aspect, and clearly defined by the Great 
Dividing Range running from north to south. The tableland, 
which forms the summit of the range, comprises one of the three 
zones and separates the other zones, viz. the coastal region, and 
the great plain district of the interior. The main range follows 
the line of the coast, varying from 3o to 540 m. distant, being 
nearest at the south and receding the farthest at the sources 
of the Goulburn river, the main tributary of the Hunter. The 
crest of this range is, in some places, narrow; in others it spreads 
out into a wide tableland. The eastern slopes are, as a rule, 
rugged and precipitous, but the western versant falls gently 
to plains. The highest part of the Dividing Range is in the 
south-eastern portions of the state, on the borders of Victoria. 
Here some of the peaks rise to a height of over 7000 ft.; one of 
these, Mount Kosdusco, the highest peak in Australia, attains 
an elevation of 7328 ft. The tableland varies greatly in elevation, 
but nowhere does it fall below rscio ft., and in places it reaches 
an average of s000 ft. The great plain district, lying west of the 
tableland, is part of a vast basin which comprises portions of 
Queensland, South Australia and Victoria, as well as of New 
South Wales. The great plains are traversed by a few rivers, 
whose long and uncertain courses carry their waters to the river 
Murray, which empties itself into the Southern Ocean through 
the state of South Australia, and during x25o m. of its course 
forms the boundary between the states of New South Wales 
and Victoria. The Murray has a very tortuous course, as may 
be judged from the fact that the measurement along the joint 
boundary of New South Wales and Victoria is only 46o m. in a 
straight line, the river course being 2250. The chief tributaries 
of the Murray are the Darling and the Murrumbidgee, which is 
joined by the Lachlan. The Murray and the Murrumbidgee are 
permanent streams, but the Darling occasionally ceases to run 
in part of its course, and for a thousand miles above its junction 
with the Murray it receives no tributary. In its upper course 
the Darling receives numerous tributaries. Those on the right 
bank all come from Queensland and bring down enormous 
volumes of water in flood time; on the left bank the most im-
portant tributaries are the Gwydir, Namoi, Castlereagh, Bogan 
and Macquarie. Here and there along the course of the western 
rivers are found lagoons, sometimes of considerable dimensions. 
These are commonly called lakes, but are in reality shallow 
depressions receiving water from the overflow of the dyers in 
times of flood, and in return feeding them when the floods have 
subsided. 

The coastal belt differs greatly from the other divisions of 
the state. The main range gives rise to numerous rivers flowing 
eastward to the South Pacific. Almost everywhere between the 
main range and the sea the country is hilly and serrated, more 
particularly in the southern portions of the state. In the Dia-
warra district, so m. south of Sydney, the mountains skirt the 
very edge of the coast, but farther north there is a wider coast-
land, with greater stretches of country available for tillage and 
pasture. 

Along the sea-board are twenty-two well-defined headlands 
or capes and about a score of bays or inlets, to mark which for 
navigators there are thirty-four lighthouses. There are four 
very fine natural harbours, viz. Jervis Bay, Port Jackson, 
Broken Bay and Port Stephens, and several others of minor im-
portance. Port Jackson, on which is situated the city of Sydney, 
is one of the six greatest ports of the British empire. The 
port second of commercial importance to Sydney is Newcastle, 
at the mouth of the Hunter river, which is the great coal-shipping 
port of the colony. Secondary harbours, available for coasting 
steamers, south of Sydney are at Port Hacking, Wollongong, 
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Kiama, Shoalhaven, Bateman's Bay, Ulladulla, Merfmbula, 
and Twofold Bay. North of Sydney the secondary ports are 
at the mouths of the Hawkesbury, Manning, Hastings, Mackay, 
Nambucca, Bellingen, Clarence, Richmond and Tweed rivers. 
The rivers of the sea-board are as just enumerated, the only other 
of importance being the Hunter. The Richmond drains an area 
of 2400 sq. m. and is navigable for 6o m. The Clarence is a fine 
stream draining an area of 8000 sq. m.; it has a course of 
24o m. navigable for 67 m. The Mackay drains an area of 4800 
sq. m., and empties at Trial Bay after a course of zoo m., of 
which 20 in. are navigable. The Hastings and Manning arc both 
important rivers. The Hunter is one of the chief rivers of the 
state and embouches at Port Hunter or Newcastle Harbour after 
a course of zoo m. It drains an area of tr,000 sq. m., more than 
twice the area of the Thames basin. Less commercially important 
than the Hunter, the Hawkesbury is nevertheless a fine stream; 
it has a course of 33o m., of which 7o in. are navigable. South 
of Sydney the rivers are of less importance; the principal is the 
Shoalhaven, 26o m. long, draining an area of 33oo sq. m. 

Climak.—The three geographical regions above described 
constitute three distinct climatic divisions. The coastal region, 
28° to 37°  S. lat., shows a difference between the average summer 
and winter temperatures of only 24° Fahrenheit. Sydney, which 
is situated midway between the extreme points of the state 
(33° se S.), has a mean temperature of 6e, the mean summer 
temperature being 70 and that of winter 54°, showing a mean 
range of t 7*; the highest temperature in the shade experienced 
at Sydney in 1896 was to8.50, and the lowest 3S.q. The coastal 
district has an area of 38,000 sq. m., over which there is an 
average rainfall of 42 in. The rainfall is greatest at the sea-board, 
diminishing inland; the fall also diminishes from north to south. 
Sydney has an average fall of so in., while the Clarence Heads, 
in the north, has 38 in., and Eden, in the south, 3S•s in. The 
tableland is a distinct climatic region. On the high southern 
plateau, at an elevation of 4640 ft., stands the town of Kiandra, 
with a mean summer temperature of $6.4 0  and winter of 32.5°. 
Cooma, in the centre of the Monaro plains, at an elevation of 
2637 ft., has a mean summer temperature of 65.90  and winter, 
4115; its summers are therefore as mild as those of London 
or Paris, while its winters are much less severe. On the New 
England tableland, under latitude 3o° S., the yearly average 
temperature is 56.5*, the mean summer 67. 7° and the mean 
winter 44-3°. The tablelands cover an area of 85,000 sq. m. 
and have an average rainfall of 32.6 in.; there is, however, a 
small area in the southern portion where an average fall of 64 in. 
is experienced. In the western division, or great plains, severe 
heat is experienced throughout the summer, and on occasional 
days the thermometer in the shade ranges above zoo° Fahrenheit, 
but it is a dry heat and more easily borne than a much less degree 
of temperature at the sea-board. The mean summer temperature 
ranges between 73° at Deniliquin in the south and 84° at Bourke. 
The mean range in winter is between 48° and 54' 50, and, accom-
panied as this is with dear skies, the season is very refreshing. 
West of the tableland the amount of rainfall decreases as the 
distance from the Pacific Increases, and in a large area west of 
the Darling the average annual rainfall does not exceed to in. 
For the whole western division, embracing an area of 188,000 
sq. m., the average rainfall is 19.8 in. (T. A. C.) 

Geology.—New South Wales consists geologically as well as geo-
graphically of three main divisions which traverse the statefrom 
north to south. The highlands of eastern Australia form the middle 
belt of the state, to the east of which are the low coastal districts 
and to the west the wide western plains. The highlands of New 
South Wales consist, geographically, of a series of tablelands. now 
in the condition of dissected peneplains; geologically, they are 
built of a foundation of Archean and folded Lower Palaeozoic rocks, 
covered in places by sheets of more horizontal Upper Palaeozoic 
and Mesozoic rocks; these deposits occur along the edge of the 
highlands, and are widely distributed on the floor of the coastal 
districts They have been lowered to this level by a monoclinal fold. 
which has brought down the Mesozoic rocks, so that they extend 
eastward to the coast, where they dip beneath the sea. The western 
plains contain isolated ridges of the old Archean and Lower Palaeo-
zoic rocks; but in the main. they consist of plains of Cretaceous 
beds covered by Cainozoic drifts. The stratified rocks in the high-
lands strike north and mouth, as if they had been crumpled into folds 

is Upper Palaeozoic times, by preentre from east to west. The weak 
areas in the crust caused by the earth movements were invaded by 
great masses of Devonian granites. They altered the Lower Palaeo-
zoic rocks on their edges, and were once thought to have convened 
wide areas of Lower Palaeozoic rocks into schists and gneisses. 
Most of these foliated rocks, however, arc doubtless of Archean age. 
The highland rocks no doubt once extended along the whole length 
of the gate from aorth to south; but they are now crossed by a 
band of Upper PaLseocoic sediments, which extend up to the valley 
of the Hunter river and separate the Blue Mountains and the 
Southern Highlands of New South Wales from the New England 
tableland to the north. 

The oldest rocks in New South Wales are referrable to the Arebean 
system, and amain of gneisses and schism, including the glauco- 
phane-schists in the New England tableland, and hornblende-
schists of Berthong. The Archean rocks are comparatively sparsely 
exposed in New South Wales. They enter the state from the south, 
being continuous with the Archean block of northeastern Victoria. 
They occupy a large area in the western districts of New South 
Wales, where a projection from the Archean plateau of antral 
Australia crosses into the state from South Australia; it is best 
exposed in the Barrier Ranges around Broken Hilt Cambrian rocks 
have not yet been discovered in New South Wales; but Pittman 
has recorded an iitnestur from Mandurama, n,ar Orange. The 
rocks of the Ordovician system, though widely di: t ributed. have not 
always been separated from the Silurian rocks, which they often 
closely resemble lithologically. The occurrence of Ordovician rocks 
was first established by Dun at Tomingley, 33 rn. S.W. of Dubbo, 
where he discovered graptolites that he Identified .11 Cil 
and Dicellograplus. Other graptolitcs have been 1, and near 	nge„ 
and at Lyndhurst, near Carcoar. The fossilifcrous horizon is of 
Upper Ordovician age. The extent of the Ordovician will probably 
be increased by addition of areas, which cannot yet be separated 
from the Silurian. The Silurian system is the best-known con-
stituent of the Lower Palaeozoic foundation of New South Wales. 
The rocks consist of sandstones, quartzites, slates and shales, asso-
ciated with lenticular masses of limestone. The typical Silurian rocks 
are richly fossiliferous, the shales containing trilobites the sand-
stones many brachiopods, and the limestones a rich coral and bryo-
zoan fauna. There are also beds of chert, which are largely composed 
of radiolaria. Caves have been disrolved in the limestones by under-
ground streams; the Jenolan caves in the Blue Mountains and 
those of Yarrangobilly and the Goulburn district are the most famous. 
The slates of the Silurian have been bent into folds, and saddle reefs 
occur along the axis of the folds, as at Hargraves. Numerous 
quarts reefs occur both in the Silurian and Ordovician rocks. In 
these reefs the chief mineral is gold. Some schists, attributed to 
the Silurian, but possibly older, contain platinum; and associated 
with the limestones are beds of copper. 

The rocks of the Devonian system rest unconformably upon the 
Silurian; but some beds of which the age is still uncertain are 
called Devono-Silurian. The Devonian beds are well developed ia 
the Blue Mountains, where the lower Devonian sediments at Mount 
Lsmbie are estimated to be lo,000 ft. in thickness. They are ex-
tensively developed along the Cox river and along the slopes of 
Mount Canoblas. They are also developed in the New South Wales 
highlands. to the southeast of Goulburn. Some of the best-known 
exposures are in the ranges which rise above the western plains, 
such as the Rankin Range on the Darling and the Kokopara Range 
to the north of the Murrumbidgee. The Devonian rocks at Yalisal 
are sharply folded and are associated with a series of 'hyalites and 
basic lavas. The lower part of this series is probably Lower De-
vonian; and it is covered by shales and volcanic rocks belonging 
to the Upper Devonian. In the extreme south-east of New South 
Wales, at the head of the Genoa river, are sandstones with Aram.- 
peril howitti, which are an extension of the Lower Devonian beds 
of Victoria; while farther to the east, at Eden and Twofold Bay, 
are Upper Devonian sandstones. 

The Devonian system is separated from the Carboniferous by an 
interval, during which there were powerful earth movements; they 
produced a lofty mountain chain, running north and south across 
New South Wales. The highlands are the worn down stumps of 
this mountain line. In Lower Carboniferous times these mountains 
were snow-capped, and the valleys on their flanks were occupied by 
glaciers. 

The Lower Carboniferous beds are represented by conglomerates 
and sandstones with some shales and limestones. The sandstones 
are characterized by Leiteidodendron (Bennie) eintrole. It is asso-
ciated with beds of lava and volcanic ash, some of which contain 
copper ores. Granites and granodiorites were intruded at this period 
into the older rocks. and altered the adjacent Devonian bids into 
slates and quartzites, and formed gold-quartz veins, which have 
been worked in the Devonian rocks at Yalwal. The Lower Carboni-
ferous rocks also occur in the Blue Mountains, along the Cox river 
and Capertee river; and a northern continuation occurs along the 
western elope of the New England tableland, from the Macintyre 
river to the Queensland border. 

The Upper Carboniferous rocks are moat important Iron, their 
rich Seams of coal. They occupy from 24,000 to s8.000 eq. m.. 
which are beet exposed in the Hunter river and around ffewalavbs 
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Farther south they disappear beneath the Mesozoic sandstones, 
from which they again rise along the coast around Lake Illawarra 
and near the mouth of the Shoaihaven river. The Coal Measures 
have been reached under Sydney, by a deep bore at Balmain, which 
pierced a seam of coal to ft. thick, at the depth of 29'7 ft. The Coal 
Measures are classified by Professor T. W. David as follows:— 

Ft. 
Upper or Newcastle Coal Measures, containing 

	

• an aggregate of about too ft. 9f coal . 	. 
2. Dempsey Series; freshwater beds, containing 

no productive coal. This series thins out 
completely in certain directions . 	. 	. 

3. Middle, or Tomago, or East Maitland Coal 
Measures, containing an aggregate of about 
4o ft. of coal 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 

4. Upper Marine Series; specially characterized by 
the predominance of Productus brachythaerns 

5. Lower or Greta Coal Measures, containing an 
aggregate of about 20 ft. of coal . 	. 	•• 

6. Lower Marine Series; specially characterized by 
the predominance of Essryck.reta cordate 

Geologically, perhaps, the most interesting rocks in the Carbon-
iferous are the glacial conglomerates, containing ice-scratched, 
erratic blocks. Some of the boulders are encrusted by marine 
organisms and must have been dropped by icebergs in the sea. The 
northern limit of the glacial beds is in dispute; they have been 
described as far north as Ashford. The Carboniferous beds contain 
numerous sheets and flows of basalt and andesite. A syenite massif 
of this age occurs at Mittagong; and kite has been discovered in 
Carboniferous basalts by David. 

The Mesozoic rocks of New South Wales begin with the Narrabeen 
Shales; they are covered by the Hawkesbury Sandstones, which are 
well exposed around Sydney; and they in turn are covered by the 
Wianamatta Shales. The Triassic age of the Hawkesbury Sand-
stone is supported by the evidence of the fossil fish ; though, accord-
ing to Dr Smith Woodward, they may perhaps be Rhaetic. But the 
fossil plants of which the chief are Taeseiopteris daintreei and Thins,- 
fddia adontopteroides are regarded by Seward as Lower Jurassic. 
At Talbragar there is a bed containing Jurassic fish, which rests in an 
erosion hollow in the Hawkesbury Sandstone. The Talbragar beds. 
then, may be representative of the Jurassic; and the underlying 
Hawkesbury Sandstone may be Upper Triassic. The Cretaceous 
system is widely developed in the western part of the state, where it 
is represented by two divisions. The Rolling Downs formation is 
regarded as Lower Cretaceous. It consists of a thick series of shales 
containing marine fossils. It is covered in places by tablelands and 
ridges of the Desert Sandstone, the remnants of a sheet which 
doubtless once covered the whole of the Western-Plains. The chief 
economic product of the Desert Sandstone is opal, which occurs in it 
at White Cliffs and Wikannia. The opal beds contain Cretaceous 
fossils such as Cinsoliosaursts. An occurrence of Upper Cretaceous 
beds occurs in the coastal district at Nimbin on the Richmond river. 
The Cainozoic rocks are best developed in the western districts, as 
the silts of the Darling and Murray plains. They include some 
Miocene. or perhaps Oligocene marine sands, formed in the northern 
part of an inland sea. which occupied the basin of the Lower Murray. 
The most significant point in the distribution of the marine Cainozoic 
rocks in New South Wales is their complete absence 110/11 the coastal 
districts; this fact indicates that while the Middle Cainozoic marine 
beds of Victoria and New Guinea were being deposited. Australia 
extended far eastward into the Tasman Sea. The Cainozoic series of 
New South Wales contains many interesting volcanic rocks, including 
leucite-basalts, nepheline-basalts and sodalite-basaJts. In a basic 
neck of this period at !mare% there are eclogite boulders, containing 
diamonds is situ; and it is doubtless from these basic volcanic necks 
that the diamonds of the New England tableland have been derived. 
The volcanic rocks occur on the tableland of New South Wales, and 
contribute much to the fertility of their soils. 

The most important mineral in New South Wales is coal, of which 
the state has probably a larger available supply than any other 
country in the southern hemisphere. The coal-fields occupy 24p00 
sq. m. The coal is present in such vast amount as to offer the 
possibility of very economical working of the abundant hoe ores of 
Australia. Kerosene shale occurs in the Blue Mountains to the west 
of Sydney, in the Upper Carboniferous rocks. Gold is widely 
distributed through the highlands. It was first recorded by James 
McBrien in 1823. as occumng in grains in the sands of the Fish river. 
between Rydal and Bathurst; and though further discoveries were 
made. they were, kept secret as far as possible. The first discovery 
of gold in mining quantities was made by Hargraves in tftsz. at the 
junction of Lewis Ponds and &immesh ill-Creek, in what erase:died the 
Ophir Diggings, near Bathurst. The gold mines are very numerous 
and widely scattered, but individually they are mostly small and of 
no great depth. The total value of the gold raised since 1850 hover 
1,50.000.003. The output of alluvial gold is now increased by the 
employment of dredges. The gold-quartz veins are mainly in the 
Ordovician and Silurian rocks; but some also occur in the Devonian,  

and there ate impregnations of gold in tufas of Devonian age. Deep 
leads beneath the hassles occur at Kiandra. 

The silver-lead mines of New South Wales are famous owing to the 
importance of Broken Hill. The mines there occur in glens and 
schist', which are probably of Archon % age; the lode has in places 
been worked for a width of over 200 ft. The zinc ores associated 
with the silver-lead long lay unutilized, as the mob 	of their 
separation from the associated rhodonite has 	recently been 
overcome. Tin is worked in the rivers of the New England tableland 
as at Vegetable Creek. The chief copper field is at Caber in the 
north-western plains. Bismuth, platinum, molybdenum and anti-
mony are obtained in small quantities. 

The geology of New South Wales has been described in the Mono-
graphs, Memoirs and Records of the Geological Survey, which in the 
fullness and high scientific character form the most valuable contri-
bution to Australasian geology. Pittman's map of the state la two 
sheers, on the scale of 16 m. to the inch, was issued by the Survey in 
1893. The economic geology has been admirably summarized in a 
work by E. F. Pittman, The Mineral Resource, of New South Wales 
(19o1). Numerous geological memoirs have appeared in the Rep. 
Austral. Assoc. for the Aaancensesd of Science. the Anna R. Soc. 
M.S. Wales and the Proc. of the Lammas Sot. N.S. Wales. A 
systematic account of the minerals has been published by A. 
Liversidge The Mixerals of New South Wales (1888), and to hun is 
due a valuable chemical study of the meteorites and gold  nuggets. 
Contributions on the palaeontology of New South Wales are con-
tained in the Rec. Austral. Museum, Sydney. A bibliography of the 
economic geography has been issued by W. S. Dun, Roc. Gad. 
N.S. Wales, vol. vi., 

.) 

1899, and of the Cretaceous geology, mho by 
W. S. Dun, 

40-1
in Awns. ef Proc. Royal Soc. NJ. Wales. mos. vol. 

xxxvii. pp. 153.  
Artesian Wafer.--Before actual boring proved that the

U 
 belief was 

well founded, it had long been scientifically demonstrated that water 
would probably be obtained in the Cretaceous formation which 
underlies the whole of the north-west of New South Wales; and it is 
proble that the artesian water-bearing basin extends much 
farther south than was previously supposed. It may, indeed, be yet 
found to extend approximately along the course of the Lower 
Darling. Artesian water is also obtainable in other than Cretaceous 
rocks. This is shown by palaeontological evidence; and some of the 
most successful bores, such as those at Coonamble, Morse, Gil Gil 
and Eureka. have pierced rocks of Triassic age, corresponding with 
the Ipswich Coal Measures. 

Popidatios.—The population on the tot of July 1906 was 
2,504,700. viz. 799,260 males and 70s,440 females. The total 
includes 1o5,000 Chinese and 75oo aborigines and half-castes. 
Since ado New South Wales had added more largely to its 
population than any of the other Australian states. In 1860 
the population was 348,546; in 1890 the number was 1,r2z,860. 
From 1890 to 2901 the population increased 238,083, or at the 
rate of ax.2%. By far the largest part of the increase is due 
to excess of births over deaths, for out of the increase of over 
2,000,000 since 186o, only 350,000 was due to immigration. In 
zoos there were 30,57 2  births and 4,980 deaths; these figures 
are equal to 26.78 and ice is per thousand respectively. The 
birth-rate has fallen very much, especially since 1899. In z861- 
1865 it was 4271 per 1000; in 1896-1899 it was 27.92, and in 
igo6 it had fallen still further to 26.78. The marriage rate for 
mos was 7.40 per thousand, and the persons married 14 .80 
per thousand. The mean for so years was 7.39. The chief 
cities are Sydney and suburbs, population in wed. 535,00o; 
Newcastle and suburbs, 56,000; Broken Hill, so,coo• in mot, 
Parramatta, z2,568; Goulburn, 242,610; and Maitland (East 
and West), zo,08s. There are nine other towns with between 
sow and 10.000 inhabitants each. 

Rdigion.—The proportions of the Imading denominations in 1901 
were:—Church of England, 46.6%; Roman Catholic, 26-12; 
Presbyterian, 9-9; Wesleyan and other Methodists, 101; Congre- 
gationalist. 1.9; Baptist, 1.2 ; Jews, 0-5; others, 3-6. Sydney is 
the seat of Anglican. and Roman Catholic archbishoprics; the 
Anglican archbishop is also primate of Australia and Tasmania. 

Education.—The state has in its employ 3135 male and 24 24 
female teachers, and maintains 2901 schools. The law requires that 
all children over six years and under fourteen years shall attend 
school, and in 1904, 220,000 children of these ages, as well as 39,000 
others below or beyond the school ages, were receiving instruction, 
making a total of 259.0oo. Of this number 211.000 were in state 
schools and 48,000 in private schools. The majorityof the private 
schools are controlled one or other of the 

i 
 Sigious bodies. The 

Roman Catholic Church has 361 schools, with 1835 teachers and an 
attendance of ss.000 pupils. The total expenditure of the state on 
public instruction, science and art during the year ended 3oth June 
1906 was £911,000. During the Ca legal',  year 1906 a sum of (1340.000 
was expended on primary instruction. The fees from pupils 

1.150 

2.000 

570 

 8.000 

 130 

4.800 

13.650 
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amounted to £820300, making the actual cost ofprimary instruction 
£758,000. There are a university and a technical college in Sydney. 

Flamm— The revenue of the state is derived from four main 
sources, viz. taxation; sale and lease of lands; earnings of railways, 
tramways and other services; and share of surplus revenue returned 
by the commonwealth. During *906 the income derived under 
each of these heads was: from taxation £2,297,776 from lands 
£1,739,887; from railways and other services L5,856,826;, from 
commonwealth £2,742,770; these with miscellaneous collections to 
the amount of £655,823 made up Al total revenue of £12,283.o82. 
The direct taxation is represented by a tax of one peony in the 
pound on the unimproved value of land, sixpence in the pound on 
the annual income derived in the state from all sources, except the 
use and occupation of land and improvements thereon. There are 
also various stamp duties. The land revenue is derived partly,from 
the alienation of the public estate, either absolutely or under con-
ditions, but mainly from the occupation of the public lands. There 
is also a small revenue from mining lands, timber licences, &c. The 
state still holds 146 million acres out of a total of 196 million acres, 
having alienated about 5o million acres. The principal heads of ex-
penditure were: interest and charges on public debt, £3,391,059; 
public instruction, £911,177; working expenses of railways and 
tramways, £2,954,777; other services working expenses. £208.243; 
other services, £3,900,726. The public debt in 1906 was £85,41.734. 
equal to £56, is. per inhabitant; the great proportion of this debt 
has been incurred for works that are revenue producing, only about 
L11,000,1300 was not so expended. Of the total debt in 2903 about 
£66,000,000 was held in London. The net return from public works 
in excess of expenditure in 19136 amounted to nearly a% on the 
whole public debt, and the interest paid averages 3.6%. 

A derinistrotion.—The political constitution of New South 
Wales is that of a self-governing British colony, and rests on the 
provisions of the Constitution Act. The governor is appointed 
by the crown, the term of office being generally for five years, 
and the salary is000. The governor is the official medium of 
communication between the colonial government and the 
secretary for the colonies, but at the same time the colony 
maintains its own agent-general in London, who not only sees to 
all its commercial business but communicates with the colonial 
office. The powers of the state parliament have been since 
mot restricted by the transfer of certain powers to the common-
wealth of Australia. In the legislative assembly there are go 
members. The principle adopted in distributing the representa-
tion is that of equal electoral districts, modified in practice by a 
preference given to the distant and rural constituencies at the 
cost of the metropolitan electotates. The suffrage qualification 
is a residence of twelve months and the attainment of the age 
of 21 years. Women are entitled to the franchise: there are 
the usual restrictions in regard to the pauper and criminal 
classes. An elector has only one vote, which is attached to the 
district in which he resides. Members of the Legislative Assembly 
are allowed a salary of £300 a year. There were in sgo6 about 
700,000 electors. Each electoral district returns one member. 
The Legislative Council consists of persons nominated for life 
by the governor, acting on the advice of the Executive Council; 
the number of members is not fixed by law but in 1906 it was SS. 
Parliaments are triennial. Local government was extended in 
19os and 1906 to the whole state, excepting the sparsely popu-
lated western division; formerly it was confined to an area of 
about 2800 sq. m. There are altogether about ss,000 m. of 
mad communications, but not more than r s,000 m. are properly 
formed. The various local bodies are municipalities or shim, 
the former is the term applied to closely peopled areas of small 
extent endowed with complete local government, and the latter 
is the designation of the more extensive districts, thinly peopled, 
to which a less complete system of local government has been 
granted. 

Federal Ca/Pik:I.—In 1908 the Seat of Government Act pro-
vided that the federal territory and capital of Australia should 
be in the Yass-Canberra district of New South Wales, and that 
the territory should have an area of not less than goo sq. m. and 
easy access to the sea. In woe a Board appointed to consider 
the several possible sites within this district reported in favour 
of Canberra, on the Molonglo river, near Queanbeyan, as the 
site for the new city, and the basins of the Molonglo, Queanbeyan 
and Cotter rivers were indicated as suitable to form the federal 
territory. Jervis Bay was recommended as offering a site for a  

port for the territory. Bab; were passed in tgog by the legis-
lative assembly of New South Wales and by the federal parlia-
ment, transferring this territory to the federation. 

Agrietrieara.—New South Wales might be described as essentially 
a pastoral country, and the cultivation of the soil has always been 
secondary to stock-raising. But the predominance of the pastoral 
industry is not by any means so marked as it was even as late as the 
last decade of the 19th century. The want of progress in agriculture 
was not to be ascribed to defects of climate or soil, but chiefly to 
the great distance of Australia from the markets of the world. This 
difficulty has, for the most part, been removed by the establishment 
of numerous important lines of steamers trading between Australia 
and Europe, and recent years have therefore seen considerable 
expansion in all forms of agriculture. 

In 188a the area of land under cultivation was 733,583 acres, 
which is slightly less than 1 acre per inhabitant. In 19oo the total 
area under cultivation was 24 	 i 39,639 acres, and in 1906 it had risen 
to 2,838,081 acres, which is a little short of 3 acres per inhabitant. 

The area devoted to each of the principal crops was as follows:— 

Acres. 
Wheat 	  
Maize 	  

119i400  
000 

Oats 	  39998,500 
Sugar Cane 22,500 
Hay 	  458,000 
Vines 8,loo 

The average yield per acre of crops may be set down as follows:-- 
Bushels. 

Wheat 	  101 
Maize 	  3o 
Oats 	  23 
Sugar Cane 	 20 tons, CUM 
Hay 	1 ton 
Wine   185 gallons 

The total value of production in the year t906 may be set down 
at £6,543,000, which works out at £2, 6s. id. per acre. 

Although the coastal districts are still important, as the cram 
yielding the largest returns per acre are grown there, as regards the 
total area under crop these districts are of much less importance 
compared with the whole state than formerly. 

The area under crop on the coast districts is about po.000 acres; 
on the tablelands 375,000 acres; on the western slopes, 1,100,000 
acres; the Riverina district, 750,000 acres; the western plains, 
chiefly in the central portion, 270,000 acres; and less than 20,000 
acres in the western division, which comprises i nearly half the total 

part area of the state. The soil in that pa of the country is, for the most 
part, suitable for cultivation, and there are large areas of rich land, 
but the rainfall is too light and irregular for the purpose of 
agriculture. 

There were 76,000 occupiers of rural holdings in egos. and the 
area occupied by them, exclusive of lands leased from the state, is 
48,081,000 acres. The great majority, 80% in 1905, of occupiers 
are freeholders; the practice of renting farm lands is not followed 
to any considerable extent, except in the dairying lands on the coast 
district. New South Wales took up its position amongst wheat-
exporting countries in 190o; the bulk of the grain exported goes to 
the United Kingdom. Hay crops and maize rank next in importance 
to wheat. The cultivation of fruit is receiving increased attention, 
but the growing of sugar cane and tobacco and the production of 
wine, until recently so promising. are, if not declining, at least 
stationary, in spite of the suitability of the soil of many districts 
for these crops. 

Grazing and Dairying.—The grazing industry still holds a chief 
i place amongst the productive industries of the state. In 1906 the 

number of horses was 507,000; of sheep, 40.000,000; of cattle. 
2.34o,000; and swine, 311.000. There were considerable losses of 
sheep in 1902 owing to the drought of that year, but the flocks in 
19136 were of better quality than at any previous period and link 
short of the number of 1898. The vast majority of the sheep are 
of the merino breed, but there are about a million long-woolled sheep 
and between two and three million cross-bred. Dairying made very 
groat strides in the ten years preceding 2906, and ranks as one of 
the great industries of the state. There were 644.000 dairy cows in 
go* and the numbers are increasing year by year. The production 

of wool was 300,000,000 lb. as in the grease; tallow, 493.000 cwt.; 
butter, 5oo.00o cwt.; cheese, 42,000 cwt.; and bacon and hams, 
110,000 

Atiaisg.—The mining industry has made great strides. In mos 
there were about 38.000 men engaged in the various mines, besides 
3300 employed in smelting. Of these, 10,700 were employed in gold-
mining; in coal-mining there were 14,100; silver. 7100; tin. 275o, 
and copper. 1850. The value of mining machine may be approxi- 
mately set down at £2,900,000. The following summary shows 
the value of the various minerals won in 1905. It is impossible to 
separate the values of silver and lead contained in the ore obtained 
at Broken Hill; the two metals are therefore shown together. 
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Minerals. Quantity. Value. 

Metallic— 
Gold 
Silver 
Silver, lead and ore 	. 	. 	. 
Lead, pig, &c, . . . . 
Zinc spelter and concentrates 
Tin ingots and ore . . . . 
Copper ingots and ore 	. 	. 
Antimony and ore . 	. 	. 	 
Bismuth 	  
Wolfram 
Scheelite 
Molybdenite 
Platinum 	  

Non-metallic— 
Coal 	  
Coke 	  
Kerosene shale 
Alunite 
Limestone flux 	. 	. 	. 	• 
ironstone flux 	  
Marble 
Diamonds 
Opal 

Sundry minerals 
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6432,138 
162,961 
38,226 

2,702 
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• 	• 
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. 	. 

£1,165,013 
52,196 

2,441,856 
2 ,657 

221 055 
226,110 
p7,403 

5,22: 
20,763 

7,361 
10,122 

2,507 
825 

2403.461 
 too,306 

21,247 
6,750 

tIg 
2.420 

 3.745 
59000 

2, 
,
919 

Total 	. . 	. £6,897,081 

The value of gold won varies from year to year, but rom 1894 to 
1906 in only two years did it fall below 4 ,oce,ocio. About one- 
our of the gold won is alluvial. The yield of gold rom quartz 

mines was in 1734 It chid. 14 vs. per ton, which was somewhat 
below the average for the previous ten years. The Broken Hill 
silver lode is the largest as yet discovered; it varies in width from 
so ft. to no ft., and may be traced for several miles. The Broken 
Hill Proprietary Company owns the principal mine, and at Po* 
Pixie in the neighbouring colony of South Australia erected a com-
plete smelting plant; the problem of the recovery of the zinc con-
tents of the ore having been satisfactorily solved, the company 
made extensive additions to the plant already erected, and in 1906 
the manufacture of spelter was undertaken. From the commence-
ment of mining operations on a large scale in 1885 to the end of 1905 
the value of silver and lead ore won was £4o,000,oco. The pro- 
duction of tin rapidly declined after 4881, when the value of ore 
raised was £569,000: the production vanes both with the price 
and the occurrence of rain, but the principal cause of the decreased 
production was the exhaustion of the shallow deposits of stream tin, 
from which most of the ore was obtained. The principal deposits of 
copper are in the central parts between the Mauane, Bogen and 
Darling rivers. The copper lodes of New South Wales contain ores 
of a much higher grade than those of many well-known mines 
worked at a profit in other parts of the world, and, with a fair price 
for copper, the production largely increases. Iron is widely diffused. 
principally in the form of magnetite, brown haematite, limonite 
and bog iron. Coal mining is carried on in three districts. In the 
northern or Hunter river district there were 63 collieries, employing 
to,po men, and the quantity of coal raised was in 1904 about 
4.t00,000 tons; in the southern district there were fifteen collieries. 
employing 3100 men and raising 4,600,00o tons of coal. The western 
or mountain collieries were seventeen in number, employing 540 men 
and raising about 418,000 tons. About 52 % of the coal obtained 
is exported. Kerosene shale (torbanite) is abundant and is system. 
atically worked. 

Mansfacturing —There are a large and rapidly increasing number 
of manufactories. but in 1905 only about 25o employed more than 
so hands. The ollowlag gives a statement of factory employment 
for eleven years:— 

No. of Value of 
Year. Establish- Hands Plant and 

merits. Employed' Machinery. nil  2723 48.030 £5,255,000 
3077 60.779 5.708.000 
3700 72,175 7,920.000 

About 5.3%  of the males and zo•6% of the females employed 
are under sixteen years; the total number of male employees in 1905 
was 56,417, and of females, 16,058. About two-thirds of the hands 
are employed in Sydney and the adjacent district. The total value 
of the articles produced in manufactories, and the increased value 
of materials after undergoing treatment, was £30,028,000 in 1905, 
of which £t7,5oo,00o represented value of materials used and 
£600,000 the value of fuel: the total wages paid was £5.200400. 

Comaleree.—During 1905, 2725 vessels entered New South Wales 
ports from places outside the state; their tonnage was 41697.500: 

the value of goods imported was 09.424,o68; and the value of 
exports was 757,002. The average value of imports per in-
habitant wasand of exports £24, 17s. The bulk of the trade is 
carried on with the other Australian states; in 1905 the value of 
such trade was, imports, £14,938,885, and exports, £12,263472; 
the British trade is also considerable, the imports direct from Great 
Britain being valued at £8,602,288 and the exports L[0,222,422. 
With all British countries the trade was, imports, L.25989499. and 
exports, £25,994,563. New South Wales maintains a large trade 
with foreign countries aggrmating £3434,609 imports and 
£10,762,439 exports. France, Germany, Belgium and the United 
States are the principal foreign countries with which the state 
trades. 

Wool is the staple export, and represents. in most years, one-third 
the value of the exports. Gold coin and bullion form one of the 
principal items in the export list, but only a small portion of the 
export is of local production, the balance being Queensland and 
New Zealand gold sent to Sydney for coinage. The course of trade 
from 1880 to 1905 was as follows:— 

Year. Imports. Exports. 

M
k
t

g  
£14,176,063 £11,682,8o2 

23.73746 1 166,750,107 
22,615,004 22445,937 
15,992415 21,934,785 
27,561,071 28,164,505 
29,424408 36,757402 

The principal articles of export in 905 were: Wool, £13,446,260; 

111
ld, 13,053.33t; silver and concentrates, 0.407,142;  lead, 
,072.551 ; butter, £857,820; coal, £1,565,602 ; copper, £ 1,280,599; 

readrtu s, £1,345,589; leather and skins, £1,559433; meats, 
£761,235; tallow,g64,33o; timber, igu,265; tin, £4,049. 

Baaking.—The aka of issue num thirteen; their paid-up 
capital amounts to 03,918,00o and the capital and reserves to 
£t9,319,ouo, but of this sum only about L9,000,000 is used in the 
state. On the 30th of June 1906 the coin and bullion in reserve 
amounted to 0.192,000 and the note circulation to £1,462,000. 
The banks had on deposit L23,325,73o bearing' interest and 

W ,773,8113 bearing interest, representing a total of 1,39.1oo,000. 
e savings banks had on their books at the close of 1995 about 

355.7 141 depositors, with 03.500,coo to their credit. This repre-
sents L9, Hu 6d. per inhabitant. The total deposits in all banks 
therefore amounted to £52,e00,oce. The progress from 1860 to 
1905 was as follows:— 

year  Amount on 
Deposit. 

Average per 
Inhabitant. 

ia
lri 

L. s. d. 
£5,721,208 16 8 3 

,o 	64 14 2 6 
19-9080  26 13 8 
43490,141 38 13 6 
4.3,135.1200 31 17 0 
52,600,000 34 17 6 

Postal and Telegraph Serrice.—The postal business of 1905 was 
represented by the carriage of 102,292,888 letters and postcards, 
44,599.104 newspapers and23,077,094 parcels and books; the 
telegrams despatched numbered 3,837,962. To transact the postal 
business of the country, mail conveyances travelled 12,000,000 m. 
The income of the postal and telegraph department in 1905 was 
£1,065,618 and the expenditure £933,121, but there wert some 
items of expenditure not included in the sum named, such as interest 
charges. &c., and cost of new buildings.. The administration of the 
post office is under the commonwealth government 

Railways.—The railways are almost entirely in the hands of the 
state, for out of 3471 m. open in 1906 the state owned 3,390 m. 
The capital expended on the state lines open for traffic was 
L43,626400. of which sum £7400,000 was expended on rolling 
stock and equipment and £36,226,000 on construction of roads. 
stations and permanent ways. The net earnings amounted in 4906 
to £1,9264137, which represents a return of al% upon the capital 
invested. The state pays, on an average, 3-69% for the money 
borrowed to construct the lines, and there is therefore • considerable 
surplus to the advantage of the revenue. The year 1906 was, how- 
ever, a very excellent one as regards railway working, the operations 
of the ten previous years showing an average loss of about • quarter 
of °/.. 	 (T. A. C.) 

HISTORY 

New South Wales was discovered by Captain Cook on board 
the ” Endeavour," on loth April 1770. After he had observed 
the transit of Venus at Tahiti, he circumnavigated 
New Zealand and went in search of the eastern coast bk".7, 
of the great continent whose western shores had long 
been known to the Dutch. He sighted the Australian coast at 
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Gippsland, Victoria, near Cape Everard, which be named Point 
Hicks, and sailed along the east coast of Australia as far north 
as Botany Bay, where he landed, and claimed possession of the 
continent on behalf of King George III. He then continued his 
voyage along the east coast of Australia, and returned to England 
by way of Torres Strait and the Indian Ocean. The favourable 
reports made by Captain Cook of the country around Botany 
Bay induced the British government to found a penal settlement 
on the south-eastern part of what was then known as New 
Holland. An expedition, consisting of H.M.S. " Sirius" of so 
guns, the armed trader " Supply," three store-ships and six 
transports, left England on 17th May 1787, and after touching at 
Tenerife, Rio de Janeiro, and the Cape of Good Hope, arrived at 
Botany Bay on the soth of January 1788, under the command of 
Captain Arthur Phillip, R.N., with Captain John Hunter, R.N., 
as second. The persons on board the fleet included 564 male 
and 592 female convicts, and a detachment of marines, consisting 
of Major Ross, commandant, 16 officers, 24 non-commissioned 
officers, an adjutant and quartermaster, zflo privates and 40 
women. There were in addition five medical men and a few 
mechanics. The live stock consisted of one bull and four cows, 
a stallion and three mares, some sheep, goats, pigs and a large 
number of fowls. The expedition was well provided with seeds 
of all descriptions. 

The shores of Botany Bay were found to be unsuitable for 
residence or cultivation, and Captain Philip transferred the 

people under his command to Port Jackson, half a 
Portal dozen miles away, near the site of the present city of seitbanot 
nom, Sydney. For some years the history of the infant 

settlement was that of a large gaol; the attempts 
made to till the soil at Farm Cove near Sydney and near Parra-
matte were only partially successful, and upon several occasions 
the residents of the encampment suffered much privation. But 
by degrees the difficulties inseparable from the foundation of a 
remote colony were surmounted, several additional convict-
ships landed their living freight on the shores of Port Jackson, 
and in 2793 an emigrant-ship arrived with free settlers, who 
were furnished with provisions and presented with free grants 
of land. By the end of the 18th century the inhabitants of Sydney 
and its neighbourhood numbered soco. Immediately after the 
arrival of the first fleet, surveys of the adjacent coast were made; 
the existence of a strait between Australia and Tasmania was 
discovered by Surgeon Bass; and before the retirement of 
Governor King in x8o6 Australia had been circumnavigated 
and the principal features of its west-line accurately surveyed 
by Captain Flinders, R.N. The explorations landward were, 
however, not so successful, and for many years the Blue Moun-
tains, which rise a few miles back from Sydney, formed an im-
penetrable barrier to the progress of colonization. Penal 
establishments were formed at Newcastle in New South Wales, 
at Hobart and Launceston in Tasmania, and an unsuccessful 
attempt was made to colonize Port Phillip. The most note-
worthy incident in the first decade of the igth century was the 
forcible deportation by the officers of the New South Wales 
Corps, a regiment raised in England for service in the colony, of 
the governor, Captain Bligh, R.N., the naval officer identified 
with the mutiny of the " Bounty." For some time the govern-
ment was administered by the senior officer of the New South 
Wales Corps, but in 5809 he was succeeded by Captain 
Macquarie, who retained the governorship for eleven years. 

During the regime of this able administrator New South Wales 
was transformed from a penal settlement to a colony. Before 
captain the arrival of Macquarie schools and churches bad 
Mao. been erected, a newspaper, the Sydney Casette and 
Viara..1  New South Woks Advertiser, had been started, and 

attempts had been made to acclimatize the drama. 
But he was the first governor to open up the country. 

He constructed permanent buildings at Sydney and Parramatta, 
formed roads and built bridges in the districts along the coast, 
and commenced a track across the Blue Mountains, which had 
been crossed in 1813 by Wentworth and others, thus opening 
up the rich interior to the inhabitants of Sydney. It was during 

Captain Macquarie's administration that the first banking in-
stitution, the Bank of New South Wales, was founded. The 
final fall of Napoleon in 1815 gave the people of the United 
Kingdom leisure to think about their possessions of the Anti-
podes; and in 1817 free settlers commenced to arrive in con-
siderable numbers, attracted by the success of Captain John 
M'Arthur, an officer in the New South Wales Regiment, who 
had demonstrated that the sal, grass and climate were well 
adapted for the growth of merino wool. But although the 
free settlers prospered, and were enabled to purchase land on 
very easy terms, they were dissatisfied with the administration 
of justice, which was in the bands of a judge-advocate slanted 
by military officers, and with the absence of a free press and 
representative institutions. They also demanded permission 
to occupy the vast plains of the interior, without having to 
obtain by purchase or by grant the fee-simple of the lands upon 
which their sheep and cattle grazed. These demands were 
urged during the governorships of Sir Thomas Brisbane and 
General Darling; but they were not finally conceded, together 
with perfect religious equality, until the regime of Sir Richard 
Bourke, which lasted from 5831 to 1837. At the 	on  
latter date the population had increased to 76,793, 	ism  
of whom 25,254 males and 2557 females were or had 
been convicts. Settlement had progressed at a rapid rate. 
Parramatta, Richmond and Windsor had indeed been founded 
within the first decade of the colony's existence; Newcastle, 
Maitland and Morpeth, near the coast to the north of Sydney, 
had been begun during the earlier years of the 19th century; 
but the towns of the interior, Goulburn, Bathurst and others, 
were not commenced till about 1835, in which year the site of 
Velbourne was first occupied by Batman and Fawkner. The 
explorations which followed the passage of the Blue Mountains 
opened up a large portion of south-eastern Australia. Van 
Diemen's Land was declared a separate colony in 1825, West 
Australia in 1829, South Australia in 1836 and New Zealand 
in 1839; so that before 184o the original area of New South 
Wales, which at first included the mainland of Australia and 
the islands in the South Pacific, had been greatly reduced. In 
1840 the press was free in every part of Australia, trial by jury 
had been introduced, and every colony possessed a legislature, 
although in none of them except New South Wales bad the 
principle of representation been introduced, and in that colony 
only to a very limited extent. The policy of granting land 
without payment, originally in force in New South Wales, had 
been abandoned in favour of sales of the public lands by auction 
at the upset price of twenty shillings per acre; and the system 
of squatting licences, under which colonists were allowed to 
occupy the waste lands on payment of a small annual licence, 
had been conceded. In 185r, when separate autonomy was 
granted to Victoria, New South Wales had a population of 
187,243, the annual imports were £2,078,338, the exports 
f2,399,58o, the revenue was £575,794,  and the colony contained 
132,437 horses, 1,738,965 cattle and 13,059,324 sheep. 

Gold was discovered at Summerhil creek, near Bathurst, 
in February 1851, by Edward Hammond Hargraves; and at 
the end of June the first shipment, valued at 1.35ao, left Sydney. 
This discovery made an important change in the position of the 
colony, and transportation, which had been discontinued during 
the previous year, was finally abolished. The first mail steamer 
arrived in August 1852, and in 1853 a branch of the Royal 
Mint was established at Sydney. The New Constitution Bill, 
passed during the same year by the local legislature, provided 
for two deliberative chambers, the assembly to be elected and 
the council nominated, and for the responsibility of the execu-
tive to the legislature. The Sydney University, founded in 
585o, was enlarged in 1854, and the first railway in Nam.. 
New South Wales, from Sydney to Parramatta, corn- an 
menced in 185o, was opened in 1855. In the same swam-
year the Imperial parliament passed the New Con- = 
stitution Act; and in June 1856 the first responsible 
government in Australia was formed, during the gaunter-
ship of Sir William Denison, by Mr Stuart Alexander Donaldson. 

Wm, 
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The first administration lasted only for a few weeks, and 
it was some years before constitutional government worked 
smoothly. The powers of the new parliament were utilized 
for extending representative institutions. Vote by ballot was 
introduced; the number of members in the assembly was 
increased to 80, and the franchise was granted to every adult 
male after six months' residence in any electoral area. Mean-
while the material progress of the colony was unchecked. A 
census taken at the end of 5857 showed that the population 
of Sydney was, including the suburbs, 81,327. Telegraphic 
communication was established between Sydney, Melbourne, 
Adelaide and Tasmania in 1859; and during the same year 
the Moreton Bay district was separated from New South Wales 
and was constituted the colony of Queensland. 

During the regime of Sir John Young, afterwards Lard Lhgar, 
who succeeded Sir William Denison in x861, several important 
sh. ea  events occurred. The land policy of previous govern 
rooms., ments was entirely revised, and the Land Bill, framed 
i.""0

" 
by. Sir John Robertson, introduced the principle of 

'14' deferred payments for the purchase of crown lands, 
and made residence and cultivation, rather than a sufficient 
price, the object to be sought by the awn in alienating the 
public estate. This measure, passed with great difficulty and 
by bringing considerable pressure to bear upon the nominated 
council, was the outcome of a lengthened agitation throughout 
the Australian colonies, and was followed by similar legislation 
in all of them. It was during the governorship of Sir John 
Young that the distinction between the descendants of convicts 
and the descendants of free settlers, hitherto maintained with 
great strictness, was finally abandoned. In 1862 the agitation 
against the Chinese assumed importance, and the attitude of 
the miners at Lambing Flat was so threatening that a large 
force, military and police, was despatched to that goldfield in 
order to protect the Chinamen from ill-treatment by the miners. 
At this time, the only drawback to the general progress and 
prosperity of the country was the recrudescence of bashranging, 
or robbery under arms, in the country districts. This crime, 
originally confined to runaway convicts, was now committed 
by young men born in the colony, familiar with its mountains 
and forests, who were good horsemen and excellent shots. It 
was not until a large number of lives bad been sacrificed, and 
many bushrangers brought to the scaffold, that the offence was 
thoroughly stamped out in New South Wales, only to reappear 
some years afterwards In Victoria under somewhat similar 
conditions. 

The earl of Delmore became governor in 2868, and it was 
during his first year of office that H.R.H. the duke of Edinburgh 
visited the colony in command of the " Galatea." An attempt 
made upon his life, during a picnic at Clontarf, caused great 
excitement throughout Australia, and his assailant, a man named 
O'Farrell, was hanged. A measure which virtually made 
primary education free, compulsory and unsectarian came into 
operation. A census taken in z871 showed that the population 
was 503,981; the revenue, £2,908,155; the expenditure, 
£3,006,576; the imports, £9,609,508 ; and the exports, 
£11,245,032. Sir Hercules Robinson, afterwards Lord Rosmead, 
was sworn in as governor in 1872. During his rule, which lasted 
till 2879, the Fiji Islands were annexed; telegraphic communica-
tion with England and mail communication with the United 
States were established; and the long series of political struggles, 
which prevented any administration from remaining in office 
long enough to develop its policy, was brought to an end by a 
coalition between Sir Henry Parkes and Sir John Robertson. 
Lord Augustus Loftus became governor in 1879, in time to 
inaugurate the first International Exhibition ever held in 
Australia. The census taken during the following year gave the 
Population of the colony as 751,468, of whom 411,149 were 
males and 340,319 females. The railway to Melbourne was com-
pleted in 1880; and in 1883 valuable deposits of silver were 
discovered at Broken Hill. In 1885 the Hon. W. B. Dailey, who 
was acting Premier during the absence through ill-health of 
Sir Alexander Stuart, made to the British government the offer 

of a contingent of the armed forces of New South Widestosid the 
Imperial troops in the Sudan. The offer was accepted; the 
contingent left Sydney in March 2885, on board the 
" Iberia " and " Australasian," and for the first time 
a British colony sent its armed forces outside its own 
boundaries to fight on behalf of the mother-country. 
In July of the same year Dr Moran, the Roman Catholic arch-
bishop of Sydney, became the first Australasian cardinal. Lord 
Carrington, who was appointed governor in 1888, opened the 
railway to Queensland, and during the same year the centenary 
of the colony was celebrated. The agitation against the Chinese, 
always more or less existent became intense, and the govern-
ment forcibly prevented the Chinese passengers of four ships 
from landing, and pawed laws which practically prohibit the 
Immigration of Chinese. 

In 1889 the premier, Sir Henry Parkes, gave in his adhesion to 
the movement for Australasian federation, and New South Wales 
was represented at the first conference held at Melbourne in the 
beginning of 2890. Lord Jersey assumed office on the 15th of 
January x891, and a few weeks afterwards the conference to 
consider the question of federating the Australian colonies was 
held at Sydney, and the great strike, which at one time had 
threatened to paralyse the trade of the colony, came to an end. 
A board of arbitration and conciliation to hear and determine 
labour questions and disputes was formed, and by later legisla-
tion its powers have been strengthened. (For the labour 
legislation of the state, see AUSTRALIA.) A census taken on the 
5th of April 5891 showed that the population was 1,134,207, 
of whom the aborigines numbered 7705 and the Chinese x2,781. 
In 0193 a financial crisis resulted in the suspension of ten banks; 
but with two exceptions they were reconstructed, and by the 
following year the effects of the depression had passed away. 
Federation was not so popular in New South Wales as in the 
neighbouring colonies, and no progress was made between 1891 
and 1894, although Sir Henry Parkes, who was at that time 
in opposition, brought the question before the legislature. The 
Rt. Hon. Sir William Duff, who followed Lord Jersey as governor, 
died at Sydney in 1895, and was succeeded by Lord Hampden. In 
i896 a conference of Australian premiers was held at Sydney to 
consider the question of federation. The then Premier, Mr Reid, 
wasrather lukewarm, as he considered that the free-trade policy 
Of New South Wales would be overridden by its 
protectionist neighbours and its metropolitan position A"1"11  

interfered with. But his hand was to a great extent karagies, 
forced by a People's Federation Convention held at 
Bathurst, and in the early portion of 1897 delegates from New 
South Wales met those from all the other colonies, except 
Queensland, at Adelaide, and drafted the constitution, which 
with some few modifications eventually became law. The 
visit of the Australian premiers to England on the occasion of 
Queen Victoria's Diamond Jubilee gave an additional impetus 
to federation, and in September 1897 the convention reassembled 
in Sydney and discussed the modifications in the constitution 
which had been suggested in the local parliaments. In January 
2898 the bill was finally agreed to and submitted to a popular 
referendum of the inhabitants of each colony. Those of Victoria, 
South Australia and Tasmania agreed to the measure; but 
the majority in New South Wales, 5458, was not sufficient to 
carry the bill. The local parliament subsequently suggested 
certain amendments, one of them being that Sydney should be 
the federal capital. The general election returned a majority 
pledged to federation, and after some opposition to the federal 
Bill by the legislative council it was again referred to the 
electors of the colony and agreed to by them, 207,42o votes being 
recorded in its favour, and 83,741 against it. One of the provisions 
of the bill as finally carried was that the federal metropolis, 
although in New South Wales, should be more than loo us. from 
Sydney. The Enabling Bill passed through all its stages in the 
British parliament daring the summer of zcoo, all the Australian 
colonies assenting to its provisions; and on the 1st of January 
itior Lord Hopetoun, the governor-general of Australia, and the 
federal ministry, of which the premier, Mr Barton, and Sir 
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wmlsrn Lyne, Home Secretary, represented New South Wales, 
were sworn in at Sydney amidst great rejoicings. Large con-
tingents of troops from New South Wales were sent to South 
Africa during agg and woo. (G. C. L..) 

NEWSPAPERS. The word " newspaper," as now employed, 
covers so wide a field that it is difficult, if not impossible, to give 
it a precise definition. By the English " Newspaper Libel and 
Registration Act " of 1118i it is defined as " any paper containing 
public newt, intelligence or occurrences, or any remarks or 
observations therein printed for sale, and published periodically 
or in parts or numbers at intervals not exceeding twenty-six 
days "; and the British Post Office defines a newspaper as " any 
publication "—to summarize the wording—" printed and pub-
lished in numbers at intervals of not more than seven days, 
consisting wholly or in part of political or other news, or of 
articles relating thereto or to other current topics, with or without 
advertisements." In ordinary practice, the " newspapers," 
as distinguished from other periodicals (q.v.), mean the daily 
or (at most) weekly publications which are principally concerned 
with reporting and commenting upon general current events. 

For the laws regulating the conduct and contents of newspapers 
see Puss Laws and allied articles. The two real essentials of 
a " newspaper " are that it contains " news," and is issued at 
regular intervals. But the course of history has involved 
considerable changes both in the mode of issue and in the con-
ception of what " news " is. For purposes of modern usage we 
have to distinguish historically between the product of a printing-
press which is manifolded by that means, and a mere manuscript 
sheet which is only capable of being copied by hand. " News" 
again varies both according to the appetite and according to its 
method of collection and presentation. A distinction ought 
perhaps to be made between literary and pictorial news, but this 
is almost impossible in practice. 

I. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 
So far as very early forms of what we now recognise as corre-

sponding to a " newspaper " are concerned, involving public 
reports of news, the Roman Ada Diana and the Chinese Peking 
Gasdte may be mentioned here, if only on account of their 
historical interest. The Ada Diana (" Daily Events ") in 
ancient Rome (lasting to the fall of the Western Empire), were 
short announcements containing official intelligence of battles; 
elections, games, fires, religious rites, &c., and were compiled by 
the adnarii officers appointed for the purpose; they were kept 
as public records, and were also posted up in the forum or other 
places in Rome, and were sometimes copied for despatch to the 
provinces. Juvenal speaks of a Roman lady passing her morning 
in reading the paper, so that it appears that private copies were 
in vogue. In China the Peking Casette, as foreigners call it, 
containing imperial resaipts and official news, has appeared 
regularly ever since the days of the Tang dynasty (A.D. 6:8-905). 
Even older than it, as is alleged, is the monthly Peking News 
(Tsing-Pao)—now in appearance an octavo book of 24 pages in 
e yellow cover—which, according to M. Huart, French Consul 
at Canton, was founded early in the 6th century. But it is not 
of any real moment to do more than refer to such publications 
as these, which have little in common with the ideas of Western 
civilization. The " newspaper " in its modern acceptation can 
only be properly dated from the time when in Western Europe 
the invention of printing made a multiplication of copies a 
commercial possibility in any satisfactory sense. 

On the point of terminology, Mr J. B. W. Williams, in his 
History of English Journalism to Ike Foundation of the Casette 
(101), the first scholarly account of the early evolution of the 
Press in England, describes the Oxford Gazette of 1665 (the 
original of the London Gastric) as the first English " newspaper " 
in the precise sense, i.e. a " paper " of news;' for it was a half-
sheet in folio, two pages, and not a " pamphlet " as previous 
periodicals of news had been. A pamphlet (q.v.) was one or more 

' For the earliest known use of the term " newspaper " he ekes 
a letter in 167o to Charles Perrot. second editor of the Casa: " I 
canted your newts paper Monday tau put."  

unbound sheets of paper folded in quarto, and these earlier 
periodicals were called " news books." The term " news skeet," 
again, had implied, up to that time, a written letter of news—a 
" newsletter " as it came afterwards to be called. But it is 
hardly necessary to insist here on the distinction between a 
" news book " and a " newspaper," interesting as it is to note 
that the English inclusion of newspapers among " books " for 
the purpose of the law of copyright is strictly justified by the 
original nomenclature. The " newsbook " made what is for 
modern purposes the essential advance upon either the written 
" newsletter " or the isolated printed announcement of some 
event, in being •both printed and also issued in a series at regular 
and continuous intervals. Yet both these forms of publication 
were in the direct ancestry of the newspaper. The writing of 
" letters of news " or "letters of intelligence" was a regular 
profession before the printed newspaper was introduced, and 
lasted as such for some time afterwards, having indeed the 
advantage of being outside the necessity of obtaining a licence, 
which hampered the printed publication; and the profession of 
" scrivener " naturally suggested that of the later type of 
journalist. Of what used, again, to be called a " relation," i.e. 
a statement of an isolated piece of news, there are various printed 
examples as early as during the latter part of the lath century. 
For instance, an official manifesto of Archbishop Dietrich of 
Cologne was printed at Mains in 1462. A French pamphlet 
giving an account of the surrender of Granada to Ferdinand 
and Isabella—" le premier jour de jarivier dernie:rement passe "-
appeared in xzea. 

Precisely at what point, and in what instance, it can be said 
that a continuous series of news-pamphlets started, which can 
therefore be called the earliest newspaper, is hard to decide, 
upon the materials now available. But it was on the continent 
of Europe, and not in England; and probably in the Nether-
lands. We have, for instance, pamphlets in the British Museum, 
which contain news-items and suggest periodical publication, 
though they are not actually known to form copies of a regular 
series. A News Zeyeeng; Die Scklad des turkiseken Keyser:, 
Ire., dates from 1526; another Ness Zeytung, still more varied in 
its contents, contains a letter from Winchester dated July 24, 
5 554. In Germany alone about Soo examples of such news-
pamphlets dating earlier than 16zo are known. The effect of 
the Cologne Mercurius Capacities: (1594) on English purveyors 
of " relations " is dealt with below (under United Kingdom); 
but this was rather a book than a newspaper. The earliest plainly 
periodical publication containing " news of the day " was, how-
ever, the German Frankfurter Journal, a weekly started by 
Egenolpli Emmel in 16t5. The Antwerp Niemen Tigingken 
followed in 1616; and in 022 the history of English newspapers 
begins with the Weekly News published in London by Archer and 
Bourne. From this point we are on firmer ground, and the 
evolution of the modern Press in the different countries, as traced 
below, can be continuously followed. It is worth noting that 
a link in the history of journalism with the Roman Ada Diana 
is provided by the Venetian government written gasetti (from 
which comes our" gazette ") of the 16th century, official bulletins 
or leaflets dealing with public affairs, which were avowedly based 
on the ancient Roman model. Italy indeed originated not only 
the title " gazette " (probably derived from the Gr. Ws, i.e. 
treasury of news), but also that of " coranto " (Fr. courant; also 
early anglicized as " current," i.e. a " running " relation), both of 
which are familiar in the history of the English and foreign Press. 

The art and business of journalism, as now understood—
taking " journalism " here in the sense of the production of the 
literary contents of a newspaper, and not the production ere and distribution of the printed sheet itself—is a 
combination of the mere recording or reporting of news 
and of its presentation in such a way, and with such comment, 
as to influence the minds of readers in some particular direction. 
Tice history of the " leading article " as a great factor in the 
shaping of public opinion begins with Swift, Defoe, Bolingbroke 
and Pulteney, in the many English newspapers, from the Resins 
and the Examiner to the Craftsman, by which was waged the 
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keen political strife of the years '7o4-174a There is no counter-
part to it in France until the Revolution of 1789, nor in Germany 
until 1796 or 1798. It was ft Frenchman who wrote—" Suffer 
yourself to be blamed, imprisoned, condemned; suffer yourself 
even to be banged; but publish your opinions. It is not a right; 
it is a duty." It was in England that the course so pithily 
described was actually taken, in the face of fine, imprisonment 
and pillory, at a time when in France the public bad to depend 
upon foreign journals illicitly circulated, when its own chief 
writers resorted to clandestine presses, to paltry disguises, and 
to very poor subterfuges to escape the responsibilities of avowed 
authorship, and when in Germany there was no political publicity 
worthy to be named. When the Menem de France (1672), 
after a long period of mediocrity, came into the hands of men of 
large intellectual faculty, they bad the most cogent reasons for 
exerting their powers upon topics of literature rather than upon 
themes of politics. True political journalism dates in France 
only from the French Revolution (see, for instance, Matter on 
Pan), and it then had a very brief existence. It occupied a 
duster of writers, some of whom left an enduring mark upon 
French literature. A term of high aspiration was followed 
quickly by a much longer term of frantic licence and of literary 
infamy. Then came the long rule of a despotic censorship; and 
cycles of licence followed by cycles of repression. In 187o indeed 
the democratic government at Bordeaux issued against journals 
of high aims and of unspotted integrity, but opposed to its 
pretensions, edicts as arbitrary as the worst acts in that kiud of 
Napoleon I.; and unparalleled in the whole course of the govern-
ment of Napoleon III. 

In all the •  other countries of Europe political journalism, in 
any characteristic sense, was the creation of the 19th century—
somewhat earlier in the century in northern Europe, somewhat 
later in southern. The Ordinarie Post-Tidende of Stockholm 
dates indeed from 2643, but until recent titles it was a mere 
news-letter. Denmark had no sort of journal worth remark 
until the foundation in '749 of the Berlingske Tidende, and that 
too attained to no political rank. The Cassette (Viedamosti) of 
St Petersburg—the patriarch of Russian newspapers—dating 
from the 16th of December 1702, is a government organ, and 
nearly synchronizes with the Boston News-Letter (,7o4), the first 
successful attempt at a newspaper in the British colonies in 
America. Journalism in Italy begins with the Mario di Roma 
in 1716, but in politics the Italian press remained a nullity for 
all practical purposes until nearly the middle of the 19th century, 
when the newspapers of Sardinia, at the impulse of Cavour, 
began to foreshadow the approach of the influential Italian 
press of a later day. In Spain no rudiments of a newspaper press 
can be .found until the ,8(h century; the Gaeta de Madrid 
started about 1726. As late as in 1826 an inquisitive American 
traveller recorded his inability to lay his hands, during his 
Peninsular tour, upon more than two Spanish newspapers. 

While originally the newspaper depended entirely on its own 
reporters and correspondents for news, and still largely does so, 
the widening of the field of modern journalism is largely due to 
collective enterprise, by which outside organizations known as 
" news agencies " send a common service of news to all papers 
which arrange to take it. The first of the great collecting and 
distributing news agencies, Reuter's Agency, was founded by 
Julius Reuter, a Frussian government-messenger, who was 
impressed by the common interest roused by the revolutionary 
movements of 1848. In 1849 he established a news-transmitting 
agency in Paris, with all the appliances that were then available. 
Between Brussels and Aix-la-Chapelle he formed a pigeon-
service, connecting it with Paris and with Berlin by telegraph. 
As the wires extended, he quickly followed them with agency-
offices in many parts of the continent. He then went to London, 
where his progress was for a moment held in check. Mr Walter 
of The Times listened very courteously to his proposals, but 
(on that first occasion) ended their interview by saying, " We 
generally find that we can do our own business better than 
anybody else can." He went to the office of the Morning 
Advertiser, which had then the next largest circulation to that  

of The Times, and bad better success. Be cote:dint* an agree-
ment with that and afterwards with other London journals, 
including The Times, and also with many commercial corporations 
and firms. The newspapers, of course, continued to employ 
their own organizations and to extend them, but they found 
'great advantage in the use of Reuter's telegraths as supple-
mentary. • Within a few years the business is said to have yielded 

•the founder some £25,000 a year, and in 1865 it was transferred 
to a limited company. In later years this type of news-agency 
operating all over the world was repeated by others, and also 
by agencies operating mainly or exclusively only in one country. 

It is no longer possible nowadays to confine the meaning of 
" journalism " merely to the work of those who write for the 
Press. Properly it may be said to include the whole intellectual 
work comprised in the production of a newspaper; and although 
the designation of " journalist " is generally applied only to 
editors and to writers, and would not be extended at, all to the 
purely mechanical staff—the compositors, foundry-then and 
machinists—nor even to the proof-readers, whose sphere is 
analogous rather to the sub-editorial than to the mechanical 
departments, the modem tendency has nevertheless been, not 
only to install mere reporting (q.e.) in a place of high importance, 
but to give increased weight in journalism to those who occupy 
what may be called the " managerial " offices, the business side 
of making a paper pay having itself developed into an art on 
its own account. To be a great " journalist " was once, but is 
hardly now, the same as being a great" publicist." The publicist 
proper is he who delivers his views on public affairs in the Press; 
but the excellence of his articles may nevertheless be consistent 
with the journal being a disastrous failure, and his reputation 
as a journalist is then but poor. The great journalist is he who 
makes the paper with which be is connected a success; and in 
days of competition the elements necessary for obtaining and 
keeping a hold on the public are so diverse, and the factors bear-
ing on the financial success, the business side, of the paper are 
so many, that the organization of victory frequently depends 
on other considerations than those of its intrinsic literary 
excellence or sagacity of opinion, even if it cannot be wholly 
independent of these. The modern newspaper, moreover, depends 
for its financial success no longer primarily on its receipts from 
circulation, but on its receipts from advertisements; and though 
these can only ultimately be secured on the basis of circulation 
(the number of people !Ito buy and read the paper), the establish-
ment of the paper sane organ of a large body of readers for 
whose custom it is desirable to advertise often involves other 
capacities than those of the great publicist; and even in so far 
as the circulation depends on the attractiveness of its " news," 
the direction given to the supply of news may be managerial 
rather than editorial. Thus, in the division of labour, the editorial 
functions, formerly supreme and all-embracing, because the 
excellence of the contents of the paper made its success, have 
gradually, by a fissiparous process, yielded some of their authority 
to the managerial (unctions, and these have grown into an in-
dependence which—since editorial possibilities ultimately dcpend 
on financial resources—has given increased importance in 
journalism to the business side. 

It must suffice here to say therefore that the work of journalism 
may be broadly divided into its editorial and managerial sides. 
And apart from exceptional cases of a working proprietor who 
is both editor and manager, or of a managing-editor, or of a great 
manager who exercises editorial functions, or a great editor 
who exercises managerial functions, the ordinary course is to 
keep them fairly distinct. The managerial side involves the 
business work of a paper, including the obtaining of advertise-
ments and all the operations directly connected with producing 
it and making it pay as a commercial enterprise. The editorial 
side is engaged—however much managerial exigencies may 
dictate its policy—in providing the " reading matter " which 
forms its contents, other than such as is of the nature of advertis-
ing. The editorial staff Includes editors and assistant-editors, 
sub-editors (in Great Britain a term usually restricted in daily 
journalism to those engaged in the " news " departments? 
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leader-writers, critics, reporters (more narrowly considered part 
of the " sub-editorial " staff), 8m. The actual °Tonere( the paper, 
the proprietor, may or may not take part in either side, but in 
law his authority is delegated to those who produce it. The older 
ideas of journalistic management survive in making the editor, 
publisher and printer, but curiously not the " manager," liable 
in a writ for libel, contempt of court, &c., together with the 
proprietor in English law. But no satisfactory legal definition 
of " editor," still less of. " manager," is possible, since their 
positions and powers vary according to circumstances. 

So far as the general relations of the staff of a paper with its pro-
prietor are concerned. we may briefly note that engagements are 
contracts for personal service; they will not therefore be specifically 
enforced, and the remedy for injury is dismissal or action for damages; 

•and they must be in writing and stamped, to be evidence in law, if 
for a year or larger. The editor is the agent of the proprietor, and 
binds him for acts within the scope of editorial authority (which 
includes the insertion of any matter in the paper). Being an agent 
he can have no power as against the proprietor, but unreasonable 
interference on the latter's part may entitle an editor to an action 
for breach of contract or for damage to his professional reputation: 
while gross misconduct on the part of an editor might similarly 
entitle the proprietor to damages. Letters, manuscripts, &c., come 
into the editor's hands as agent for his prktor, pnd are the 
latter's property. Uninvited contributors send him articles at their 
own risk, but the sending to them of a type-set proof has been held. 
to be evidence of acceptance. Apart from special terms, the editor 
is entitled to " edit " such articles, i.e. use them wholly or in part, 
or alter them; he has a free hand to do so in the case of anonymous 
articles; in the case of signed articles it is clearly his duty to keep 
them free from libel qty, but the right to edit is limited 
in so far as his alterations might attribute to the writer anything 
which would give the latter a claim for damages. Though the highest 
function of an editor is embodied in the etymology of the word (a 
" brimer forth " or producer), as one who acts as the literary 
midwife in the literary setting forth of ideas, it is probably his use of 
the proverbial blue-pencil, altering or deleting, which is generally 
associated with the word "to edit. Each aspect, however, of edi-
torial work has its own importance—the organization and inspiration 
on the one hand, the moulding into shape on the other. And' good " 
editing is necessarily relative, depending to a certain extent on the 
character of the paper which it is intended to produce. 

See PRESS Laws, LIBEL, COPYRIGHT, &C. •• and generally, for law, 
Fisher and Strachan, Law of Me Press (and ed., 180). 

The history of the Newspaper Press is told for various countries 
of importance under their respective sections below. The 
practical development of the modern newspaper is indeed due 
to a union of causes, largely mechanical, that may well be termed 
marvellous. A machine (see Pzurrmc) that, from a web of 
paper 3 or q m. long, can, in one hour, print, fold, cut and deliver 
many thousand perfected broadsheets, is, however, not so great 
a marvel as is the organizing skill which collects information 
by conversation, post or telegraph, from all over the world, 
and then distributes these communications in cheap printed 
copies regularly every day to anenormous public, sifted, arranged 
and commented upon, in the course of a few hours. But for a 
high ideal of public responsibility and duty, conjoined with high 
culture and with great " staying-power," in the editorial rooms, 
all these marvels of ingenuity—which now combine to develop 
public opinion on great public interests, and to guide it—would 
be nothing better than a vast mechanism for making money out 
of man's natural aptitude to spend his time either in telling or 
in hearing some new thing. A newspaper, after all, is essentially 
a business, conducted by its proprietors for gain. That the 
commercial motive is a danger to honest journals is obvious, 
were it not indeed that here as elsewhere honesty is in the long 
run the best commercial policy. 

The example of American journalism has so greatly affected 
the developments in England and other countries since about 

maw  r89o, that it is important to realize the conditions 
of under which, in the United States, the newer type 

Am...kw of journalism arose. ,  In substance very much the 
1'4' same causes produced very much the same effects, 

though at a slower rate, in England; but British 
conservatism operated here as elsewhere. Several circumstances 
combined in the last quarter of the r9th century to promote 

I The account which follows is reproduced from Mr Whatiaw 
Reid's article in the loth edition of the Eng. 13rit.  

great changes in the condition and character of American 
newspapers. (I) Paper was enormously cheapened. Before and 
during the Civil War it cost large New York newspapers at 
times 22 cents per lb for even a poor quality. In 5864 it cost 
re cents in February, and ran upacent every month till in mid-
summer it touched 21 and 22 cents. As late as :873 it was still 
sold at from is to 13 cents. As new materials were found and 
machinery was improved, the price slowly declined. When the 
manufacture from wood-pulp was made commercially successful, 
the profits tempted great investments of new capital; bigger 
mills were built, competition became keen, and new inventions 
cheapened the various processes. Thus in New York in- x1373 
the average price for the year for fair" news " paper was 8.53 
cents per 112; in 188o, 6-92; in 1885, 3., r6; and in r890. 3-38. 
At last, about 1897, large contracts fora good average quality, 
delivered at the press-room, were made in New York at as low 
a figure as r•3 cents per lb. Subsequently advances in raw 
materials, one or two dry seasons which curtailed the water-
power, and combinations resulting from over-competition, caused 
some reaction. Yet it could still be said in woo' that prudent 
publishers could buy for $x as much paper as would have cost 
theni 83 twenty years earlier, or Ito about 1875. (z) Printing 
machinery for great newspaper offices was transformed. Instead 
of the old cylinder presses fed by hand, with the product then 
folded and counted by hand, machines came into common use 
to print, fold, cut, paste and count and deliver in bundles, 
ready either for the carrier or the mail, at rates of speed formerly 
not dreamed of. The size of the paper could be increased or 
diminished at will, as late- news might require, within an hour 
of the time when it must be in the hands of its readers. Instead 
of cutting down other news to make room for something late and 
important, more pages were added, and this steadily increased 
the tendency to larger papers. Devices were also found for 
printing the same sheet in different colours at the same rate of 
speed; and in this way startling headlines were made more 
startling in red ink, or a piece of news for which special attendee 
was desired was made so glaring that no one could help seeing 
it. (3) Hand-setting (for great newspapers) was practically 
abolished. Instead of the slow gathering of single types by 
hand separate lines were now produced and cast by machines, 
capable when pushed to their utmost capacity of doing each 
the work of five average compositors. Thus between 188o and 
:goo there were reductions in the cost—(i) of the raw material 
for the manufacture of newspapers from two-thirds to three- 
fourths; (2) of printing, at least as much; and (3) of com-
position, at least one-half, while the facilities in each department 
for a greater product within a given time were enormously 
increased. The obvious business tendency of these changes was 
either a reduction in price or an increase of size, or both. 

Electricity became the only news-carrier. New ocean cables 
broke down the high rates charged at the outset. The American 
news appetite, growing by what it fed on, soon demanded fat 
fuller cablegrams of European news; and the wars in which 
Great Britain and the United States were involved accelerated 
the movement. The establishment of a strong telegraph com-
pany, capable of efficient competition with the one which 
practically controlled the inland service in t88o, likewise 
cheapened domestic news by telegraph and increased its volume. 
The companies presently recognized their interest in encouraging 
rival news associations, and so getting double work for the 
wires, while promoting the establishment of new papers. Wild 
competition between news agencies was thus encouraged (even 
in the cases of some already known to be bankrupt) - to the 
extent of credits of a quarter or half a million dollars on tele- 
graphic tolls. The rapid spread of long-distance telephone lines 
further contributed to this tendency to make the whole continent 
a whispering gallery for the press. Every great paper had both 
telegraph and telephone wires run directly into its newsroom. 

Photography and etching were added to the office equipment. 
Various " process " methods were found, by which the popular 
desire for a picture to make the news clearer could be gratified. 
Drawings were reproduced successfully in stereotype plate, for 
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the fastest rotary presses. The field of political caricature had 
heretofore belonged exclusively to the weekly papers, but the 
great dailies now seized upon it, and commanded the service of 
the cleverest caricaturists. Newspapers found a way to put the 
" half-tone " etching of a photograph, such as had heretofore 
been printed only on slow fiat presses, bodily into the stereotype 
plate for the great quadruple and octuple presses; and there-
after portraits and photographs of important groups on notable 
occasions began to appear, embodied in the text describing the 
occurrences, a few hours after the camera had been turned on 
them, in papers printed at the rate of thirty and forty thousand 
an hour. In this development of illustrated daily journalism 
America rapidly went far beyond other countries. 

News agencies multiplied and gave cheaper .service. The 
New York Associated Press had been the chief agency for the 
whole country. It admitted new customers with great caution, 
and its refusal to admit was almost prohibitory, while its with-
drawal of news from established papers was practically fatal. 
It was owned by the leading New York journals. Their dis-
agreements led to the success oi a rival, the United Press. The 
New York Associated Press finally dissolved, most of the New 
York members became connected with the United Press, and 
many of their Western and Southern clients organized the 
Associated Press of Illinois, more nearly on a mutual plan. The 
United Press finally failed, and most of its New York members 
went into the Associated Press of Illinois, which in turn was 
forced into plans for reorganization by decisions of Illinois 
courts against its rules for confining its services to its own 
members. One result of these successive changes was to en-
courage new papers by making it easy for them to secure a 
comprehensive news service, and thus to threaten the value of 
the old papers. Another was the struggle to increase the volume 
of the service, leading to reports of multitudes of occurrences 
formerly left without notice in the great news centres, and ex-
tension of agencies into the remotest hamlets, and less scrupulous 
care in the consideration and preparation of the reports filed at 
many points for transmission. News syndicates for special 
purposes also developed, as well as small news associations, 
sometimes with a service sufficient for the wants of many 
papers. The almost official authenticity which the public 
formerly attributed to an Associated Press despatch measurably 
declined; and the dailies found more difficulty in sifting and 
deciding upon the news that came to them, and incurred more 
individual responsibility for what they printed. 

The great accumulation of private fortunes also changed the 
newspapers. Millionaires came to think it advantageous to 
own newspapers, openly or secretly, which could be conducted 
without reference to direct profits, for the sake primarily of 
political, social or business considerations. To secure large 
circulations for such enterprises they were willing to sell the 
paper for-long periods at much below the cost of manufacture, 
and to spend money for news and writers more lavishly than 
the legitimate business of established journals would allow. 
Great business corporations seeking for favourable or fearing 
adverse legislation sometimes made secret newspaper investments 
for the same purpose. 

These various new conditions, affecting the newspaper press 
of the United States with ever-increasing force, gradually 
changed the average character of the papers and their effect 
upon their readers. A large circulation became the only evidence 
of, success and the only way to make the sale of a newspaper 
below cost ultimately a source of profit. A disposition to lower 
the character in order to catch the largest audience naturally 
followed. Criminal news was reported more fully than formerly, 
with more piquant details. Competitors outdid each other in 
the effort to treat all news with unprecedented sensationalism. 
The lowest possible price was regarded as essential to the largest 
possible circulation, and so a favourite price even for large 
newspapers became one cent to the public, and consequently 
only half a cent to the publishers, whose business was practically 
all at wholesale with dealers and news companies. The feeling 
that the most must be given for the money prompted also the  

great Increase in size, only made passible by the reductions in 
paper, composition, presswork, &t, already noted. Yet mere 
quantity and mere sensation after a time palled on the jaded 
appetite, and the spice of intense personality became necessary. 
As most people like to see their names in print, and can bear 
criticism of their neighbours with composure, these two chords 
of human nature were incessantly played upon. 

The principal feature in the development of modern news-
papers is the importance attached to obtaining, and prominently 
displaying, " news " of all sorts, and incidentally 
there has been a considerable change of view as to what wade. 
sort of news should be given prominence. Sport and ereedorst 
finance are treated at greater length and more popu- 
larly; and, partly owing to the largely increased '—'-- 
number of papers and consequent greater competition, partly 
to a desire to appeal to the larger public, which is now able to 
read and ready to buy reading-matter, there has been a tendency 
to follow the tastes of the vast number of people who can read 
at all rather than of those to whom reading means a very 
high standard of literary and intellectual enjoyment. This has 
involved a more popular form of presenting news, not only in 
a less literary style and by the presentation of " tit-bits " of 
information with an appeal to cruder sentiments, but also in a 
more liberal use of headlines and of similar devices for catching 
the eye of the reader. " Personal journalism," i.e. paragraphs 
about the private life or personal appearance of individuals—
either men or women—of note or notoriety in society or public 
affairs, has become far more marked; and in this respect, as 
in many others, encouragement has been given to a spirit of 
inquisitiveness, and also to a widespread inclination either to 
flatter or be oneself flattered, the latter desire being indeed con-
spicuously prevalent in these "democratic days" even among 
the classes which once affected to despise such publicity. 

The modern impulse, culminating in England in the last 
decade of the nth century in what was then called the "New 
Journalism," was a direct product of American conditions and 
ways of life, but in Great Britain it was also the result of the 
democratic movement produced by the Education Act of 1870 
and the Reform Act of r885; and it affected more or less all 
countries which came within the influence of free institutions. 
The most generally adopted American innovation (for, though 
not known before even in England, it was practically a new 
thing as carried out in American newspapers) was the " inter-
view " (the report in dialogue form of a conversation with some 
prominent person, whose views were thus elicited by a reporter), 
which during the early 'nineties was taken up in varying degrees 
by English newspapers; it was "cheap copy "—the word 
" copy " covering in journalistic slang any matter in the shape 
of an article—and could easily be made both informing and 
interesting; and " interviewing " caused a large increase in the 
journalistic profession, notablyeamong women. The rage for the 
" interview "again declined in vogue outside American journalism 
in proportioh as people of importance became less ready to talk 
for publication—or for nothing. 

From the highest class of paper downwards, however, real 
news—and especially early news—has been more and more 
sought after, and all the force of organization both within 
individual newspaper offices and outside them in the shape of 
news agencies, has been applied to the purpose of obtaining 
early news and publishing it as quickly as possible. In this 
matter the Press has certainly been helped most materially 
not only by the advance in telegraphic facilities (see Reemermc) 
but by all the other new rapid methods of production in Type-
setting (see Twocassitv) and Press-work (see PRINTING) which 
have been the feature of the modern period. The vastly increased 
amount of telegraphic work now done has perhaps not been all 
pure gain to the best sort of journalism. It has to some extent 
weakened the effect of the considered article, and led to hasty 
conclusions and precipitate publication, with results that 
sometimes cannot be compensated for by any later contradiction 
or modification. In some cases a reaction ensued. Take for 
instance the case of war correspondence. The prestige of thy 
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" war correspondent " became at one time enormous, and his 
evolution from the days of H. Crabb Robinson, who wrote to 
The Tines from Spain in r8o7-r800, has been traced by busy 
pens with all the precision of a special interest in history. 
Certainly nothing finer in active English journalism was ever 
done than in W. H. Russell's letters to The Tines from the 
Crimea, or the work of Archibald Forbes and others in the Franco-
Prussian War; but more recently, although first-rate abilities 
have been forthcoming, the news agencies, often favoured by the 
military Press censor, have generally been ahead of the " specials," 
and the individual work that might have been done for isolated 
papers has been much hampered by restrictions. This is due 
partly to the increased competition, partly to military jealousy 
and officialism, partly to the vital importance of secrecy in 
modern warfare: but the result has been to a considerable 
extent to reduce the value of the " war correspondent " as 
compared with what was done in the Press in the days of Russell 
and Forbes. A letter arriving weeks after the telegraphic 
account, however meagre, is largely shorn of its interest. Given 
a brilliant foreign correspondent, the form of letters sent home 
from abroad on general subjects is still, no doubt, very effective. 
But the telegram is necessarily the backbone of the news service 
of the daily paper. The Press, be it added, is frequently able to 
acquaint the public with what is going on while a government 
itself is still uninformed. The work of officials and statesmen 
is admittedly increased and sometimes embarrassed by the 
new strain imposed upon them in consequence, but the public 
are on the whole well served by their emancipation from the 
obscurity of purely official intelligence and by the obligation 
of straightforward dealing imposed upon governments, which 
in their nature are apt to be secretive. 

Connected with the increased attention given to news is the 
greater vogue of the newspaper " poster " or contents-bill, 
which is exhibited in the streets: The poster has acquired 
commercial importance for indicating the possession of some 
special news without revealing its whole nature, and the tendency 
has been to have fewer lines and fewer words in larger type, in 
order to catch the eye more impressively. Rotary machines for 
printing these posters enable them to be turned out with greater 
rapidity; and in the case especially of evening papers it is 
possible at any time during the afternoon, should important news 
arrive, to issue a new poster and thus secure a large street sale 
by the insertion of a few words only in the " stop press " or 
" fudge " without the necessity of changes in the plates. The 
catch-penny style of the poster has transferred itself also to the 
newspaper itself, in the shape of the " scare " headlines. And 
there has been a tendency for the news to be so " displayed ". 
in the headlines as to make any further reading unnecessary. 

Apart from the publication of " news " and reports, and 
occasional original articles of a descriptive and miscellaneous 
character, the chief function of a fiewspeper is criticism, whether 
of politics or other topics of the moment, or of the drama, art, 
music, books, sport or finance. As regards sport, the comments 
of the various newspapers are mainly descriptive; but a prominent 
feature in the United Kingdom has been the attention paid to 
" tipping " probable winners on the Turf, and the insertion of 
betting news. The publication of the " odds " some time before 
a race, and of starting-prices, undoubtedly helped to foster the 
increase of this form of gambling, as was pointed out in the 
report of the Select Committee on Gambling in England in 1902, 
but the efforts to induce the English newspapers to keep such 
matter out of their columns have not had much success. The 
Daily News (London) in 1902 started on a new proprietorship 
under Mr Cadbury with a declared policy of not referring to horse-
racing or betting; but when its principal proprietors in 'goo 
became largely concerned also in the Star and Morning Leader, 
they were apparently content to retain the " tipster" elements 
which bulked large in them, and this inconsistency aroused 
considerable comment. The sporting interest (i.e. the desire 
to know results of racing and cricket, &c.) largely inflates the 
circulation of most of the London and provincial halfpenny 
evening papers. 

Between about riirs and r88o the English newspapers began to 
pay increased attention to literary and artistic criticism; and 
gradually the daily Press, which formerly applied itself mainly 
to recording news, and to political, social and financial subjects, 
became a formidable rival in this sphere to the weekly reviews 
and the monthly and quarterly magazines. Books are "re-
viewed " in the Press partly for literary reasons, partly as a 
quid pro quo for publishers' advertisements; and the desire for 
"something to quote," irrespectively of the responsible nature 
of the criticism, became in the early 'nineties a mania with 
publishers, who In general appear to have considered that their 
sales depended upon their catching a public which would be 
satisfied by seeing in the advertisement that such and such a book 
was pronounced by such and such a paper to be " indispensable 
to any gentleman's library." Unfortunately the enormous 
output of books made it impossible for editors to have them all 
reviewed, and equally impossible for them to be certain of 
discriminating properly between those which were really worth 
reviewing or not. The result has been that the work of book-
reviewing in the newspapers is often hastily and poorly or very 
spasmodically done. But there have been some honourable 
exceptions. The " Literary Supplement " (since toot) to 

 Times is the most ambitious attempt made by any daily 
paper to deal seriously with literature. The Daily Chronicle 
started a " literary page " in 18er, and it was imitated in varying 
degrees by other English papers. The SCOISSIGX and some ocher 
provincial papers have also for some time devoted much space 
to excellent literary criticism. The " literary supplement ". 
has also been developed to excellent effect in some journals 
in the United States, such as the New York Tina, where this 
feature was indeed originally started. As a form , of serious 
criticism, however, the review has, in the general newspapers of 
later years, taken a lower place than meat be desirable, partly 
owing to the cause named, partly to a tendency among reviewers 
either to indiscriminate praise or to irresponsible irrelevance, 
partly to a suspicion of " log-rolling "; and to a large extent 
it has become the practice merely to ,treat the appearance of 
new books as so much news, to be chionicied, with or without 
extracts, according as the subject makes good " copy," like any 
other event of the day. 

The modern tendency, resulting from the enormous amount 
of newspaper production, has been to make journalism less 
literary and at the same time literature more journalistic. 
Either as reviewers, leader-writers or editors, many of the; 
principal " men of letters " have worked for longer or shorter 
periods as writers for some newspaper or other, and much of. 
the published literature of the time has appeared originally in 
the columns of the newspapers, in the form of essays, poems, 
short stories or novels (in serial form). Publication in this 
shape has many advantages for an author besides that of ad-
ditional remuneration; it offers an opportunity for a new writer 
to try his wings, and it helps to introduce him at once to a large 
public. Moreover, the newspapers read by the educated classes 
profit by the superior class of journalist represented by writers 
of a literary turn. But the increased popularity of the news-
paper, and the close tie between it and the literary world, have 
on the whole impressed a journalistic stamp upon much of the 
literature of the day. However popular at the moment a writer 
may be, the infection with journalistic methods—while rightly 
employed by journalists, as such, in dealing with contemporary 
events and for strictly contemporary purposes—is apt to be 
responsible for something wanting in his work, the loss of which 
deprives him of the permanent literary or scientific rank to 
which he might otherwise aspire. 

The new point of departure for the more popular style of 
English journalism (apart from the influence of American 
models) is really to be found in the publication of Sir George 
(then Mr) Newnes's Tit-Bits in 1881. This penny weekly 
paper, with its appeal to the masses, who liked to read snippets 
of information brightly put together, showed what enormous' 
profits were to be made by this style of enterprise; and the 
multiplication of journals of this description—notably Mr 
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Alfred Humsworth's (Lord Northcliffe's) Answers (1888) and 
Mr C. Arthur Pearson's Pearson's Weekly (illeo)—had a further 
influence on public taste, so that even the classes above that 
which primarily enjoyed these publications were affected in 
the same direction. A new note was thus introduced into 
English daily journalism in England. Whereas before 2885 
the chief feature in London journalism, outside The Times and 
other great morning papers, had been the literary brilliance 
of the Saturday Review and its evening paper analogues, the 
Poll Mail and Si James's Gazettes, in the early 'nineties came 
a craze for actuality." Mr T. P. O'Connor, with his vivid 
pen (first  in the Star, then in the Smoky Sens and elsewhere), 
set the pace for a crowd of imitators; the successful establish-
ment of the Daily Mail in 2896, with its system of compressing 
the news of the day briefly and pointedly into short paragraphs, 
while at the same time catering for all tastes and employing 
first-rate correspondents and reporters to supply It with special 
information, gave a distinct shake-up to the older traditions 
of daily journalism. The old tendency had been to rely for 
success either on writers of exceptional knowledge or capacity, 
men who were essentially amateurs, or on a class of professional 
journalists who at all events hada literary tradition behind them. 
A different sort of amateur now arose, and a different sort of 
professional. Even when an attempt was made to provide for 
a literary public, success came to be generally sought by popular 
rather than by literary methods. The literary public in the 
proper sense of the word is inevitably a small one, and the greater 
part of the Press deals with literature on lines more suited to 
a larger and less refined cliental's. It may be claimed, no doubt, 
that the best sort of journalism shows a high, and sometimes 
the highest, literary standard, but the fact remains that for the 
bulk of modern journalism its conductors realize only too well 
that their business is to appeal to the masses, and to a standard 
of education and taste which falls far short of anything that can 
be called intellectual. 

It is often said that the leading articles or "editorials," 
expressing the attitude of the paper towards important subjects 
of the day, have lost their importance, but this is only a half-
truth. Allowance being made for changes in literary style, 
the actual amount of good writing in this department in the 
great organs of opinion—well-informed, scholarly and incisive—
may justly be considered equal to anything done in what are 
sometimes considered its palmy days.' On the other hand, 
it is undoubtedly the case that in the newer type of newspaper, 
which appeals rather on the score of its tit-bits of news and 
rapid readableness to a more casual and less serious public, the 
whole raison d'itre of the old-fashioned leading article has 
disappeared, and its place is taken by a few brief notes, merely 
indicating the attitude of the paper, and not seeking to discuss 
any subject comprehensively at all. The " leader " is to some 
extent a form of newspaper routine, but on the whole it is a 
routine which has proved its value by experience. The con-
tinuous high standard of tone, maintained by so many great 
journals, depends more largely than is sometimes realized on 
the regular industry and skill of those whose business it is to 
discuss the latest developments of affairs every day or every week 
in a manner which gives reasonable men something fresh to think 
about, or interprets for them the thoughts which are only 
vaguely floating in their minds. The liberty of the Press enables 
every sort of view, right or wrong, to be discussed in this 
prominent form, and thus every aspect of a question is brought 
out in public, to be accepted or rejected according to the weight 
of evidence and of argument. 

The same end is assisted by the devotion of so much space 
to " letters to the editor." It is sometimes said that in England 
the London Timer owes its position largely to the fact that if 
any individual grievance is felt it is generally ventilated by a 
letter to The Times. Whatever may be the organization of the 

It must be remembered that the style of public speeches has also 
altered. Nobody thinks .1 quoting , the classics nowadays in the 
House of Commons. A more business-like corm of speech is adopted 
in public life, and the Press reflects this change. 

Press for reporting the news of the day, the resources of no 
newspaper staff are great enough to cover an area of information 
as large as that represented by its readers; and the value of 
the outlet for opinion and information afforded by the corre-
spondence columns cannot be overstated. 

Most people probably read more papers than is compatible 
with a healthy mental digestion, but the Press, as such, has 
to-day an enormous—and none the less real because subtle—
influence; and this is largely due to the reputation maintained 
by its higher representatives. While, individually, the great 
papers wield considerable influence, due partly to real sagacity 
and authority, partly to the psychological effect produced by 
mere print or by reiterated statement, collectively the Press 
now represents the Public, and expresses popular opinion more 
directly than any representative assembly. The multiplication 
of " Press-cutting agencies." and of such essentially " newsy " 
publications as Who's Who (the English form of which originated 
with Mr Douglas Sladen in 28g7) and similar biographical 
reference books—all tending to increase the publicity of modern 
life—has contributed materially to the pervading influence of 
journalism in everyday life and the constant dependence of 
society in most of its manifestations on the activity of the 
" Fourth Estate." (IL Ca.) 

From the introduction of low rates for telegraphy and from 
the increase of mechanical methods of production, and of the 
desire to read and the growth of advertising (see 
ADVERTISEMENT), the modern low-priced newspaper 
has resulted. But it is by no means a recent develop-
ment merely. In France, Theophrastus Renaudot's 
Casette de Paris (1631) was started at the price of six centimes.i 
In England we find the first mention of inexpensive news-sheets 
towards the close of the 27th century, when a number of half-
penny and farthing Posts sprang into existence, and appeared 
at more or less irregular intervals. These consisted of small 
leaflets, containing a few items of news—sometimes accompanied 
by advertisements—and were commonly sold in the 'streets by 
hawkers. The rise in cost was really due to artificial causes. 
The increase of these newspapers, and especially the growing 
practice of inserting advertisements, led the legislature to con-
template a stamp tax of a penny per sheet on all news publica-
tions. As a protest, a curious pamphlet—of which a copy is 
preserved in the British Museum—was issued in r7o2, and it 
sheds an interesting light upon this early phase of cheap journal-
ism. The pamphlet is entitled Reasons humbly offered to the 
Parliament on behalf of several persons concerned is the paper-
making, printing and publishing of She halfpenny newspapers. 
It states that five master printers were engaged in the trade, 
which used 20,000 TOMS of paper per annum. The journals 
are described in the following terms: " The said newspapers 
have been always a whole sheet and a half, and sold for one 
halfpenny to the poorer sort of people, who .are purchasers of 
it by reason of its cheapness, to divert themselves, and also to 
allure herewith their young children and entice them to reading; 
and should a duty of three halfpence be laid on these mean news-
papers (which, by reason of the coarseness of the paper, the 
generality of gentlemen are above conversing with), it would 
utterly extinguish and suppress the same." The pamphlet goes 
on to say that hundreds of families, including a considerable 
number of blind people, were supported by selling the half-
penny journals in the streets. 

In 1752 a tax of a halfpenny per sheet was imposed, and the 
cheap newspapers at once ceased to exist. This tax on the press 
was increased from time to time, till in 1815 it stood at fourpence 
per sheet. The usual price of newspapers was then sevenpence 
a copy. From these facts it seems highly probable that, had not 
the stamp tax been imposed, the halfpenny paper would soon 
have become the normal type, and would have continued so to 
this day. In 1724 a committee of the House of Commons sat 
to consider the action of certain printers who were evading the 
stamp tax by publishing cheap newspapers under the guise of 
pamphlets. They found that there were then two Halfpenny 
Posts published in London, one by Read of Whitefriars. and the 
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other by Parker of Salisbury Street. There was also three 
weekly papers hayed at a halfpenny a copy. The tax, after 
several reductions, was finally repealed on 15th June 0155, and 
ajush of cheap papers immediately followed. A penny became 
the usual price for London daily papers, with the exception of 
The Times, and halfpenny papers soon became common. 
i The growth of the cheap newspaper has since been practically 
a simultaneous one throughout the civilized world. This has 
been notably the case in the United States, France and Great 
Britain. The general tendency in newspaper production, as in 
all other branches of industry, has in recent times been towards 
the lowering of prices whale maintaining excellence of quality, 
experience having proved the advantage of large sales with a 
small margin of profit over a limited circulation with a higher rate 
of profit. The development—and indeed the possibility—of 
the cheap daily paper was due to a number of causes operating 
together during the latter half of the 19th century. Among 
these, the first place must undoubtedly be given to the cheapening 
of paper, through the introduction of wood pulp and the perfect-
ing of the machinery used in the manufacture. From 0875 to 
1885 paper cheapened rapidly, and it has been estimated that 
the introduction of wood pulp trebled the circulation.of news-
papers in England. Keen competition in the paper trade also 
did much to lower prices. At the same time the prime cost of 
newspaper production was increased by the introduction of 
improved machinery into the printing office. The growth of 
advertisements must also be taken into account in considering 
the evolution of the halfpenny journal. The income from this 
source alone made it possible to embark upon journalistic enter-
prises which would otherwise have been simply to court disaster. 
The popular journal of the present day does not, however, 
owe its existence and success merely to questions of diminished 
cost and improved methods of production. A change has come 
over the public mind. The modern reader likes his news in a 
brief, handy form, so that he can see at a glance the main facts 
without the task of reading through wordy articles. This is 
espersally the case with the man of business, who desires to master 
the news of the past twenty-four hours as he travels to his office 
in the morning. It is to economize time rather than money 
that the modern reader would often prefer a halfpenny paper; 
while the man of leisure, who likes to peruse leading articles 
and full descriptive accounts, finds what he needs in the more 
highly priced journals. The halfpenny paper in England has not 
bad to contend with the opposition that the penny newspaper 
met from its threepenny contemporaries in the 'fifties and 'sixties. 
This is largely due to the fact that in most cases the contributors, 
paper, printing and general arrangement of the cheaper journal 
do not leave much room for criticism. Mr G. A. Sala once com-
plained that the reporters of the older papers objected to work 
aide by side with him when he represented thefirst penny London 
daily (the Daily Telegraph), through fear of losing caste, but 
this does not now apply, for in the United Kingdom, France and 
the United States the cheap journals, owing to their vast circula-
tion, are able to offer the best recta of remuneration, and can 
thus command the services of some of the best men in all the 
various departments of journalism. (N.) 

Another aspect of the newspaper which may here be considered 
is the introduction of pictorial illustrations (see also Itturrits- 

now). The earliest attempts at popular illustration 
lasskabd of news events took the form in England of " broad- 

sides." One broadside dated 1587 recounted the 
Valiant Exploits of Sir Francis Drake; another dated x6o7 
gave an account of A wonderful flood is Somersetskire and 
Norfolk. The series of murder broadsides which lasted almost 
to our own time commenced in 1613 with one that gave an account 
of the murder of Mr William Storm, a clergyman of Market 
Rases, in Lincolnshire, by Francis Cartwright. Early in the 
reign of Charles L there appeared a broadside which described 
a fall of meteors in Berkshire. A little later—in 1683—the 
Weekly New came out with the picture of an island which was 
supposed to have risen from the sea on the French coast. The 
execution of Strafford in 164x was made the subject of a picture  

pamphlet that is to be seen in the British Museum, and in 1642 
the first attempt to portray the House of Commons appeared 
in A Per/ed Disraeli of She Passages in Parliament. In 1643 
• pamphlet was published, called The Bloody Prince; e r a 
Declaration of the Mad Creel Predicts of Prince Root and the 
rest of tire Cavaliers in fighting against God and the Tree Ministers 
of His Church. This contains a woodcut representation of 
Prince Rupert on his charger, one of the first attempts at pro-
viding the public with a portrait of a contemporary celebrity. 

Soon after this there appeared a journal, entitled Mercurius 
Civics, which frequently gave illustrations, and, allowing for 
the Weekly News with its one attempt at an illudration.above 
mentioned, must be counted the first. illustrated paper. Mer-
curius Civicsu however, only gave permits; it published 
Charles L and his  queen, Prince Rupert, Sir Thomas Fiala: 
and all the leading men on both aides in the Civil War. Perhaps 
the most interesting illustration of the next four years was that 
contained in a tract intended to evoke sympathy for the con-
quered and captured king. It represented Charles in Carisbrooke 
Castle in 1648. There were many later attempts to depict the 
tragedy of Charles L's execution, and several woodcuts present 
to us also the execution of the regicides after Charles IL came to 
the throne. A broadside of the reign of the second Charles 
shows the Frost Fair on the Thames in x683, and with • broad-
side describing Grad Britain's Lamentations, or the Funeral 
Obsequies of that most incomparable Protestaat Princess—Queen 
Mary, the wife of William III., in 1695—we close the illustrated 
journalism of the 17th century. 

Curiously enough, the 18th century, so rich in journalistic 
enterprise and initiative so far as the printedpage was concerned, 
did len than the previous century to illustrate news. In 1731 
however, in the Grub Street Journal, there appeared the firs; 
illustration of the Lord Mayor's procession. In 174o another 
journal, the Daily Post, gave an illustration of Admiral Vernon's 
attack on Porto Bello. The narrative was introduced by the 
editor with the information that the letter that he is printing 
is from a friend who witnessed the conflict between the English 
and the Spaniards. The writer of the letter, who must be put 
on record as the father of war correspondents, signed himself 
" William Richardson." 

There were some interesting efforts to illustrate magazines 
about this time. In the Gentleman's Magazine for 1746 there 
was • lengthy account of the famous rising of 1745, and a map 
was given of the country round Carlisle, showing the route of 
the Scottish rebels; and in the same volume there was a portrait 
of the duke of Cumberland. In 1747 the Gentleman's gave a 
bird's-eye view of the city of Genoa, illustrating the account of 
the insurrection there, and so on year by year there were further 
pictures. In 175x an obituary notice was Illustrated by a 
portrait of a certain Edward Bright of Maldon, Essex. Mr 
Bright died at the age of thirty, and his interest to the public 
was that he weighed 421 stones. There were a number of maga-
zines besides the Gentleman's that came out about this time and 
continued well into the next century. In the Thespian Magazine 
for r793, for example, there is an Mustration of a new theatre 
at Birmingham. Then there were the English Magazine, the 
Macaroni Magazine, the Monstrous Magazine. Every one o_ f 
these contained illustrations on copper, more or less topical. 

William Clement, the proprietor of the Observer, the first 
number of which was published in 179x, was the first real 
pioneer of Illustrated journalism, although his ideals fell short 
in this particular, that he was never prepared to face the Illustra-
tion of news systematically; he only attempted to Illustrate 
events when there was a great crisis in public affairs. In aril 
Abraham Thornton, who was tried for murder, appealed to the 
wager of battle, which after long arguments before judges was 
proved to be still in accordance with statute law, and he escaped 
hanging in consequence. Thornton's portrait appeared in the 
Observer. Clement owned for some time Beg's Life and the 
Morning Chrossicle. All his journals contained occasional 
topical illustrations. The Observer's illustration of the house 
where the Cato Street conspirators net is really sufficiently 
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elaborate for a journd of today, and in riho it gave hs :ceders 
" A Faithful Reproduction of the Interior of the House of Lords 
as prepared for the Trial of Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen 
Caroline." In rflar it published an interior of the House of 
Commons with the membas in their places. The Observer 
of 22nd July tfirt—the Coronation number—contained four 
-engravings. Of the George IV. Coronation number Mr Clement 
sold 60000 copies, but even that was nothing to the popularity 
that this journal seamed by its illustrations of the once famous 
murder of Mr Were and the trial of the murderer Thuttell. 
The Observer in 1838 gave a picture of the Coronation of Queen 
Victoria. In 1841 there was a fire at the Tower of London, 
when the armoury was destroyed. The Observer published 
three illustrations of the fire; it further published an emblematic 
engraving on the birth of the prince of Wales, and issued a large 
page engraving of the christening ceremony in the following 
January. Thus it had in it all the elements of pictorial journalism 
as we know it to-day. 

The weekly Illustrated London News was, however, the first 
illustrated newspaper by virtue of its regularity. It was the 
first illustrated paper, because all the illustrations to which we 
have referred as appearing in the Observer and other publications 
were Irregular. They came at intervals; they were quite sub-
ordinate to the letterpress of the paper; they were given only 
occasionally in times of excitement, with a view to promoting 
some little extra sale. That they did not really achieve the 
result hoped for to any great extent may be gauged by the fact 
that from 3842 to 3847 the Observer published scarcely any 
illustrations at all, and in the meantime the Illustrated London 
News had taken an assured place as a journal devoted mainly 
to the illustration of news week by week. That is why its first 
publication marked an epoch in journalism. The casual illustra-
tion of other journals still went on: the Weekly Chronicle, for 
example, still published a number of pictures; the Sunday 
Timer, also a very old paper, illustrated in these early days 
many topical subjects. In 1834, indeed, it pictured the ruins 
of the House of Commons, when that building was burned down. 
A paper started in 3837 called the Magnet gave illustrations, 
one of them of the removal from St Helena and delivery of the 
remains of the emperor Napoleon to the prince de Joinville 
in 3840. 

The first number of the Illustrated London News appeared on 
14th May 1842. Its founder was Herbert Ingram (18tr-i 86o),  
who was born in Boston, Lincolnshire, and started life amid 
the most humble surroundings, what education he ever received 
having been secured at the free school of his native town. 
Apprenticed at fourteen to a printer in Hull, he later settled in 
Nottingham as a printer and newsagent in a small way, It 
was during his career as a newsvendor at Nottingham that be 
was seized with the belief that it was possible to produce a paper 
entirely devoted to illustration of news. In the first number of 
the Illustrated London News, however, there was not a single 
picture that was drawn from actual sight, the factor which is 
the most essential element of the illustrated journalism of to-day. 
Sir John Gilbert (18,7-1897), the artist, has stated that not one 
of the events depicted by him—a state ball at which the queen 
and the prince consort appeared, the queen with the young 
prince of Wales in her arms, and other incidental illustrations—
was taken from life. 

The Illustrated London News had not been long in existence 
before there were many imitators, in America Harper's Weekly, 
in France L'Illustration and in Germany Ober Land wand Meer, 
and from that day there has been constant development, the 
Illustrated Zeitung of Leipzig being perhaps the most striking. 
In America the use of illustrations in the daily papers has become 
a regular feature, culminating in the bulky Sunday editions of 
the principal journals; and the practice of presenting the news 
in pictorial form has increased continuously even in England. 
In 1910 three London daily newspapers were principally devoted 
to illustration—the Daily Graphic, the Daily Mirror and the 
Daily Sketch, while most of the penny and halfpenny journals 
included some form of pictorial matter. This change was due  

to the ever-increasing cheapening and ever-growing celerity of 
manufacture of what are known as half-tone blocks. It was in 
1890 that the application of photography to illustrated journalism 
began in England, and by toro it had grown to enormous 
dimensions, but the first newspaper photographs (mainly 
portraits) bad to be engraved on wood, although the use of half-
tone came in well-nigh simultaneously. Up to r890 Mustrated 
journalism was in the hands of the artists, and the artists were 
in the hands of the wood engravers who reproduced their work 
sometimes effectively—often inefficiently. But in the course of 
twenty years the wood engraver had been utterly superseded so far 
as Illustrated journalism was concerned. The further develop-
ments of journalism seemed likely to be entirely in the direction of 
coloured reproductions, block-making and machinery for facili-
tating their production having made particularly ra0d strides. 

It is almost impossible by any statistical detail to give an idea of 
the advances made by the newspaper press as a whole; 
but an outline of the general results for  0128„ 1866 and 
1882, together with a fourth, as given in the loth edition i',;" • 
of thisencyclopaedia for two, may have its utility. 

The earliest summary is that of Adrien Balbi. It was published in 
the Rome etscydolaideque for 1828 (vol. I. pp. 593-603), along with 
much matter of more than merely sta ••  Unrest. The numbers 
of newspapers published in different countries at that date are given 
as follows: France, 490; United Kingdom, 483; Austria. about 8o; 
Prussia, 288; rest of the Germanic Confederation, 305; Nether- 
lands. 150; Spain, 16; Portugal and the Azores, r7; Denmark. 
Sweden and Nor.  wahr 161; Russia and Poland, 84. The respective 
proportions of journals to populations were—for Prussia I to 41,5w. 
Germs states 1 to 45,300. United Kingdom I to 46,0030, France I 
to 64,000, Switzerland I to 66,000, Austria I to 400.000, Ruud& 1 to 

Z5,000. Europe In all 2142 newspapers, Amain 978, Asia ay 

in English-speaking countries 800 of them in the United States), 
rica 12 and Om= 9; total c68. Of these, 3378 were pu blished  

having a population of :54 millions, and 1790 in other countries, 
with a population of 583 millions. 

The second summary (1886) is that given by Eugene Hails in 

His
appoodin to his valuable Bildeatisigste 113 pram *Warm 

His enumeration of newspapers is as follows: France. 1640; United 
Kingdom, 176o; Prussia, 7130; Italy, 50o; Austria-Hungary, 365; 
Switzerland, 300.Belgium, 275; Holland, 225; Russia, 200.
Spain, 2001 Sweden and Norway, 150; Denmark, zoo; United 
States, 40oo. Here the proportions of papers to population are—
Switzerland and United States 1 to 7000, Belgium I to 17,000, 
France and the United Kingdom I to 20,000. Prussia I to 30,000, 
Spain I to 75,000. Austria I to roo,000, Russia r to 300,0oo. Hatin 
assigns to rope a total of 7000, to America soon and to the rest of 
the world s making in all 12.p0. 

The third  
lished in his Newspaper Directory of the World (New Have.n, Con- 

d summary is taken from that of Henry Hubbard. pub- 

necticut 3882). Its scope embraces a considerable number of se 'dal 

cum
brications which cannot be classed as newspapers. Still Hubbard's 

which were collected (chiefly by the American consuls and 
consularage ts in all parts of the world) about 188o, cannot be 

The following are his general results:— 

Daffy 
Newspapers. 

Other 
Publications. :49131 I  

10.730 
337 _ g:i 2i  wig! 

427 
471  

21.746 

The following summary for 19oo, given in the loth edition of the 
Eacy. Brit, and compiled by G. F. Elarwick and Dorset Eccles, of 
the British Museum, included everything in the nature of a mess-
paper, as distinct from periodicals. 

Totals of Newspapers, goo. 
Great Britain and Ire- 

land 	 2  902 
United States 	. . .55.904 

	

France 	. . .. moo 	
Germany . . . . 	 3,278 

	

Austria   393 
Hungary 	  171 
Sweden 	  213 
Denmark . .. . 	 145 
Iceland and Faroe Islands 	3 
Norway 	. . . . . 132 

Belgium 	 290 
Holland 	. 312 
Luxemburg 	. Is 
Russia 	  28o 
Italy 	  251 
Spun 	  338  
Portupl 	  79 
Switzerland Goo 
Greece 	  47 
Rumania 	  47 
Savior 	 24 



Central and West Indies 
South American Republics 
Australasia— 

New South Wales. 
Queensland. . . 
South Australia . 
Victoria . . . 
West Australia . 
Tasmania . . . 
New Zeabnd— 
04;0,2 : : 
Auckland . . 
Hawks, Bay . 

ry
. 
 Canterbu  

Sundry . . . 
Total . . 31.026 

12g 
340  
227 
log 
44 

310 

29 

II 
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Bulgar
gro . 

ia 	15 
Montene 	 2 
Turkey  	22 
Persia 	 
Syria 	i 
India 	Coo 

ylon  	to 
China  	40  

m 	  
Straits Settlements 	Is3  
Cochin China. . . . 	4 
span • • • a ladies . . 

South Africa . 
West Africa. 
Eentral Africa, &c 	 

Canada 	 

• . 
. 	. 
. 	. 
. 	. 

. 

150 
t39 
og 
10 
76  
21 

742  
2. BRITISH NEWSPAPERS 

United Kingdom. ,  
The first regular English journalists may be identified with 

the writers of manuscript " news-letters," originally the depend- 
ants of great men, each employed in keeping his own master 
or patron well-informed, during nis absence from court, of all 
that happened there. The duty grew at length into a calling. 
The writer had his periodical subscription list, and instead of 
writing a single letter wrote as many letters as he had customers. 
Then one more enterprising than the rest established an " in- 
telligence office," with a staff of clerks, such as Ben Jonson's 
Cymbal depicts from the life in The Staple of News, acted in 
1623, which is the best-known dramatic notice of the  

" This is the outer room where my clerks sit, 
And keep their sides, the register in the midst; 
The examiner, be sits private there within; 
And here I have my several rolls and files 
Of news by the alphabet. and all put up 
Under their heads." 

Of she earlier news-letters good examples may be seen in the 
Paden Letters, and in the Sydney Papers. Of those of later 

date specimens will be found in Knowler's Letters and 
artr.... 	Despatches of Strafford, and other well-known books. 
letters. 	Still later examples may be seen amongst the papers 

collected by the historian Thomas Carte, preserved in 
the Bodleian Library at Oxford. Of these, several series were 
addressed to the first duke of Ormond, partly by correspondents 
in England and.lreland, partly by correspondents in Paris; others 
were addressed to successive earls of Huntingdon; others, again, 
to various members of the Wharton family. And similar valuable 
collections are to be seen in the library of the British Museum, and 
in the Record Office in London. In Edinburgh the Advocates' 
Library possesses a series of the 16th century, written by Richard 
Scudamore to Sir Philip Hoby during his embassy to Vienna. 
The MS. news-letters—some of them proceeding from writers 
of marked ability who had access to official information, and 
were able to write with greater freedom and independence 
of tone than the compilers of the printed news—held their 
ground, although within narrowing limits, until nearly the 
middle of the 18th century. The distinction between the news- 
letter and the newspaper is pointed out in the preceding section. 

It was at one time believed that the earliest regular English 
newspaper was an English Mercuric of 1588, to which George 

Chalmers, the political writer and antiquarian, referred 
Barfr 	in his Life of Budding* 0794) as being (with others of 
ae'vg. 	the same date) in the British Museum. The falsehood 

of this supposition, which was long accepted on 
Chalmers's authority, was, however, pointed out by Thomas 
Watts, of the British Museum, in 1839, in a volume with the 
title Letter to Antonio Paningi on the Reputed earliest printed 
Newspaper, and again in t85o, in an article in the Gentleman's 
Magazine (I•• xxxiii. 485-491). The documents in question are 
(1) a MS. unnumbered &sue of the English Mercuric, dated 
" Whitehall, July 26th, z 588 "; (a) a printed. copy, No. so, of 

In the following account of early British newspapers certain 
portions of the article by E. Edwards in the 9th ed. of the Lacy. Brit. 
have been incorporated. 

Job' 33, 2588:13) o Pride* ooPY of No. Sr; CO a Printed copy 
of No. se, of November se, (5) and three other MS. copies. 
These were included in a collection bequeathed to the Museum 
of Dr Birch 0,60, and are incontestably 18th-century forgeries. 
The handwriting of the spurious MSS. was identified by a letter 
among Dr Birch's corresponds= as that of Philip Yorke, 
afterwards sod Lord Hardwicke, and there were trifling correc-
tions in Dr Birch's handwriting, showing that he was a party 
with Yorke, the autivw, to the mystification.. No information 
is forthcoming as to the object of it, but it is worth mentioning 
that Yorke and his brother also published a clever jos d'espril 
called The Athenian Letters, purporting to be a transcript from 
a Spanish translation of letters written by a Persian agent during 
the Peloponnesian War; so that it may be inferred that this 
sort of thing recommended itself to Yorke, and not necessarily 
for any deception. 

Various English pamphlets, as well as French, Italian and 
German, occur in the 16th century with such titles as Newer from 
Spine, and the like. In the early years of the 17th century 
they became very numerous; the Charles Burney collection in 
the British Museum is particularly valuable for this early period, 
the newsbooks and newspapers in it commencing with*" rein-. 
tion " of 1603. In 16:4 we find • Burton (the author of the 
Anatomy of Melancholy) pointing a sarcasm against the non- 
reading habits of " the major part " by adding, " if they read a 
book at any time . 'tis an English chronicle, Sir Hums of 
Bordeaux, Amadis de Gaul, &c., a play-book, or some persphlei 
of news." But up to 1641, owing to the fact that to print 
domestic news was barred by the royal prerogative, the English 
periodicals which are to be considered as strictly the forerunners 
of the regular newspaper were only translations or adaptations 
of foreign periodicals containing news of what was going on 
abroad. 

There Is in the British Museum a Iferairius Gallobeigicss; 
Sire rerum in Gallia et Belgic, potissimune, Hispania ;moque, 
Italia, Anglia, Germania, Polonia, Vicinisque Locis ab mum ss88 
turn ad Martium anni precuts is z spa ge.starum, nanecins. 
Opusculum in Sex libris qui totidem winos complectuniser, divining 
auctore D. A I. Jansonio Doccomensi Frisio. Edifies alters. 
Coloniae Agrippinae. Aped Godefridum Kenspensent. Anne 
MDXCIV. This production of Janson's at Cologne is a fairly 
thick octavo book, giving • Latin chronicle of events from .587 
to 1594, and is really a sort of annual register. It was continued 
down to 1635. The Mercurius Gallobdgicus is chiefly interesting 
because, by ^irculating in England, it started the idea of a 
periodical supplying foreign news, and apparently became to 
English contemporaries a type of the newfangled news-sum-
maries.' In 1614 there was published in London a little square 
book (45 PP.), by Robert Booth, A Relation of all mailers passed  

.. since March lad to the present :614, translated according to 
the originall of Mercurius Gallabellicus, which has the running 
title Mercurius Gallobelgkus his relation since March last. From 
a repetition of such " relations " at irregular intervals, to the 
periodical publication of news-books with a common title in a 
numbered series, was a natural development. Thus on the 1st 
of June 16i9 Ralph Rounthwaite entered at Stationers' Hall 
A Relation of all matters done in Bohemia, Austria, Poland, 
Melia, France, &c., that is worthy of relating, since the 2nd 4 
March sorb' (16x9 N.S.) until the Oh of May.' Again at the 
beginning of November 1621 Bartholomew Downes and another 
entered in like manner The certaine and true newer from all parts 
of Germany and Poland, to this present 20 of October Mat.* No 
copy of either of these papers is now known to exist. Nor is any 
copy known of the Courant or Weekly Newer from foreign parts 
of October g, 1621—" taken out of the High Dutch,"—men-
tioned by John Nichols.,  But in May 1622 we arrive at a regular 
weekly newspaper which may still be seen in the British Museum. 

The title Mercurius or Mercury—as representing the messenger 
of the gods—thus became a common one for English periodicals. 

' Registers of the Stationers' Company, as printed by Edward 
Arber, iii. 302. 

Ibid. iv. 23. 	 I Literary Anecdotes, iv. 38. 
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The Stationers' RegMerit contain an entry on May ifith of A 
Currant of meson naves. Dated in sea May last, no copy of 
this issue is preserved, but what is presutnably the next number 
is to be found in the Burney collection. It is entitled " The 
23rd of May—The Weekly Naas from Italy, Germany, tre., 
London, printed by J. D. for Nicholas Bourne and Thomas 
Archer." On many subsequent numbers the name of Nathaniel 
Butter appears in connexion sometimes with Bourne and some-
times with Archer; so that there was probably an eventual 
partnership In the new undertaking. Archer is known as a 
publisher of " relations " since 16o3; he died in 1634. Butter 
had published News from Stake in 1611, and he continued to be 
a publisher of news until 1641, if not later,' and died in 1664. 

For details of the history a the development of the news-book 
down to 1641, and thence to the starting of the London Gazette in 
1665, reference should be made to Mr J. B. Williams's History of 
English Journalism (1ra), already referred to. Mr Williams, by 
his study of the materials preserved in the British Museum in the 
Burney and Thomann a collections, has considerably modified many 
of the previously accepted views as to the affiliation and authorship 
of these early English periodicals. The leading facts can only be 
summarized here. 

The W eekdy Neva (n622), though the first English " Coranto," 
had no regular title connecting one number with the rest; it was 
simply the news of the week, and so described. The first period-
ical with a title was a Mercurius Britannia's published by Archer 
(1625; the earliest copy in existence being No. 16, April 7th), 
which probably lasted till the end of 1627. But the activity of 
the Coranto-makers was checked by the Star Chamber edict in 
1632 against the printing of news from foreign parts. The next 
step in the evolution of the newspaper was due to the abolition 
of the Star Chamber in 1641, and the consequent freeing of the 
Press; and at last we come to the English periodical with 
domestic news. In November 1641 begins The Head of several 
proceedings in the present parliament (outside title) or Diurnal 
Occurrences (inside title), the latter being the title under which 
it was soon known as a weekly; and on Jan. 31st 1642 appeared 
A Perfect Diurnal of the Passages in Parliament. These were 
printed for William Cooke, and were written apparently by 
Samuel Pecke, " the first of the patriarchs of English domestic 
journalism" (Williams). It is unnecessary here to mention 
every domestic journal which played its part in the verbal 
warfare in the Great Rebellion. The weekly Diurnals were 
soon copied by other booksellers. At first they were naturally 
on the side of the parliament. In January 1643, however, 
appeared at Oxford the first Royalist diurnal, named 
Mercurius Aulicus (continued till September 1645, and soon 
succeeded by Mercurius Academicus), which struck a higher 
literary note; its chief writer was Sir John Birkenhead. 
Mercurius Cilium, the first regularly illustrated periodical in 
London,.was started by the parliamentarian Richard Collings 
on May rsth, 2643 (continued to December 1646); Collings 
had also started earlier in the year the Kingdome's Weekly 
Inteiligetwer, which lasted till October 1649. In September 
2643 appeared another Puritan opponent of M Aulicus in 
the Mercurius Britanicus (sic) of Captain Thomas Audley, 
which temporarily ceased publication on September 9th, 1644, 
only to be revived on September 3oth by Marchamont (or 
Marchmont) Nedham, a writer who plays a prominent part in 
the journalism of this period, and to be continued till May 113th 
1646. 

In January 2647 was started the Perfect Occurrences by Henry 
Walker (" Luke Harruney "), who was not only a great journalist 

It is to him that a passage in Fleicheis Fair Maid of the Inn 
(Act iv. Sc. 2) obviously refers (written in 1625): " It shall be the 
ghost of some lying stationer. A spirit shall look as if baiter would 
not melt in his mouth; a new Mereurnu Gallo -Belgints." The 
quotation also illustrates the contemporary regard paid to the 
llsrrarna Gallobelgiass. 

*George Thomason (d. 1666) was a London bookseller who in 
1641 bean collecting contemporary pamphlets, Ac. His collection 
was ultimately bought by George HI. and presented to the British 
Museum in 5762. A catalogue was completed in 1908. with intro-
duction by Dr C. K. Fortescue. There is also a catalogue of early 
English newspapers in the Biblintluica Linde:lane, coliCAMS and Notes 
No. t. of Lord Crawford (tem).  

on the parliamentary side but Is important as having originated 
the introduction of advertisements into the news-books. Later 
in the year a number of new Royalist Mercuries came Into the 
field from which Aulicus and Acadensksu had now withdrawn: 
the first was Ifercatricur Melandialkus (until 1649), and the 
most important were Mercurius Pragmatics.' (Sept. 1647 to 
May tiSso) and M CIO kilt Ek1SCSICUS (Nov. *647 to Nov. 1649). 
M. Pragmatics, was not, as has been stated, originated by 
Marchamont Nedham (who about this time turned his coat 
and became Royalist), but in 2648-2649 he was its writer until 
he again turned parliamentarian; " history," says Mr Williams, 
"has no personage so shamelessly cynical as Marchamont Nedham, 
with his powerful pen and his political convictions ever ready 
to be enlisted on the side of the highest bidder; he even wrote 
for Charles II. In later years." Against the unlicensed Royalist 
Mercuries in London, where the people were on the king's side, 
the parliament waged active war, but some of them managed to 
come out, although writer after writer was imprisoned, until 
the middle of 1650. Meanwhile from October 1649 to June 
2650, by a new act of parliament, the licensed press itself was 
entirely suppressed, and in 1649 two official journals were issued, 
A Brief Relation (up to October 1650) and Sewell Proceedings 
in Parliament (till September i655), a third licensed periodical, 

• A Perfect Diurnal, (till September 160,  being added later in 
the year, and a fourth, Mercurius Politicos (of which Milton was 
the editor for a year or so and Marchamont Nedham one of the 
principal writers), starting on June z3th, 16so (continuing till 
April 12th, t66o). After the middle of ifiso there was a revival 
of some of the older licensed news-books; but the Weekly 
Intelligence of the Commonwealth (July 165o to September 2655), 
by R. Coiling!, was the only important newcomer up to September 
ihss, when Cromwell suppressed all such publications with the 
exception of Mercurius Politicos and the Psiblich Intelligencer 
(October thss to April z660), both being official and conducted 
by Marchamont Nedham. 

Till Cromwell's death (Sept. 3rd. r6s8) Nedham reigned alone 
in the press, but with the Rump he fell into disgrace, and in 
1659 a rival appeared in Henry Muddiman (a great writer also 
of news-letters "), whose Parliamentary Intelligencer, renamed 
the Kingdom's Intdligencer (till August 1663), was supported 
by General Monck. Nedham's journalistic career came finally 
to an end (he died in 1678) at the hand of Monck's council of 
state in April 166o. The following announcement was published 
in the Parliamentary Intelligences: " Whereas Marchmont 
Nedham, the author of the weekly news-books called Mercurius 
Politic= and the Publique Intelligences is, by order of the council 
of state, discharged from writing or publishing any publique 
intelligence; the reader is desired to take notice that, by order 
of the said council, Giles Dury and Henry Muddiman are 
authorized henceforth to write and publish the said intelligence, 
the one upon the Thursday and the other upon the Monday, 
which they do intend to set out under the titles of the Parka-
mentary Intelligencer and of Mercurius Publicus." This arrange-
ment with Muddiman lasted till z663, when he was supplanted 
by Sir Roger L'Estrange, who was appointed " surveypr of the 
Press." On him was conferred by royal grant—and, as it 
proved, for only a short period—" all the sole privilege of writing, 
printing, and publishing all narratives, advertisements, mercuries, 
intelligencers, diurnals and other books of public intelligence; 

with power to search for and seize the unlicensed and treason-
able schismatical and scandalous books and papers." L'Estrange 
discontinued Mercurius Politicos and Kingdom's Intdligencer 
and substituted two papers, the Intelligences (Aug. rat) and 
the Nerves (Sept. 3rd) at a halfpenny, the former on Mondays 
and the latter on Thursdays; they were continued till January 
agth, *666, but from the beginning of 1664 the Intelligence, 
was made consecutive with the Newer, numbered and paged as 
one. 

We come now to the origin of the famous London Gazette. 
Muddiman, obliged to devote himself solely to his news-letters, 
was associated with Joseph Williamson (under-secretary and 
afterwards secretary of state), who was for a time L'Estmoge's 
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assistant in the compilation at the loddligeneer.' Muddies= 
organized for himself a far-spread foreign correspondence, and 
carried on the business of a news-letter writer on a larger stale 

than had till then been known. Presently L'Estrange, 
whose monopoly of printing was highly unpopular, 
found his own sources of information much abridged, 
while Williamson, for his own ambitious purposes, 

entered into a complicated intrigue (analysed in detail by Williams, 
op. cit. pp. rep seq.) for getting the whole business into his 
hands, with Muddiman as his tool and with Muddiman's clients 
as his customers. To L'Estmnge's application for renewed 
assistance Williamson replied that he could not give it, but 
would procure for him a salary of boo a year if he would give 
up his right in the news-book.,  The Intelligencer appealed 
(Oct. 1665) to Lord Arlington, and pathetically assured him 
that the charge for " entertaining spies for information was 
(zoo in the first year." ,  But L'Estrange boasted that be had 
" doubled " the size and price of the book,' and had brought 
the profit from Imo to isoo or ape a year. ,  The appeal was 
in vain. At that time the great plague had driven the court to 
Oxford. The first number of the bi-weekly Oxford Gazette. 
Hemmed by Arlington and written by Muddiman, was published 
on the 16th November r665. It was a " paper " of news, of the 
same size and shape as Muddiman's news-letters. With the 
publication of the 24th number (Monday, February 5th, t665- 
s666 0.S.) the Oxford Gazelle became the London Gazette. After 
the 25th ndmber Muddiman, who saw that he was not safe in 
Williamson's bands, seceded. Williamson had the general 
control of the Gazette, and for a considerable time Charles 
Perrot, a member of Oriel College, was the acting editor., 

 L'Estrange was soon driven out of the field, being solaced, on 
his personal appeal to the king, with a charge of boo a year on 
the news-books (henceforth " taken into the secretaries' office ") 
and a further £200 out of secret service money for his place as 
surveyor of the press. Muddiman, meanwhile, attached himself 
to the other secretary of state, Sir W. Mork; and he was 
authorized to issue an opposition official paper, which appeared 
as Curren: Intelligence (June 4-Aug. so, 666); and though the 
Great Fire, which burnt out all the London printers, resulted in 
the reappearance, after a week's interval, of the Gerrie alone, 
Muddiman's unrivalled organization of news-letters remained; 
and they continued, till his death in 1692, to be the more popular 
source of information. The Casette, however, now remained 
for some time the only " newspaper " in the strict sense already 
mentioned. For several years it was regularly translated into 
French by one Moranville. During the Stuart reigns generally 
its contents were very meagre, although in the reign of Anne 
some improvement is already visible. More than a century after 
the establishment of the Gawks, we find Secretary Lord Wey- 
mouth addressing a circular , to the several secretaries of legation 
and the B ritish consuls abroad, in which he says, "The writer of the 
Gazette has represented that the reputation of that paper is greatly 
lessened, and the sale diminished, from the small portion of foreign 
news with which it is supplied." He desires that each of them 
will send regularly all such articles of foreign intelligence as may 
appear proper for that paper, " taking particular care—as the 
Gazette is the only paper of authority printed in this country— 
never to send anything concerning the authenticity of which there 
is the smallest doubt." From such humble beginnings has arisen 
the great repertory of State Papers, now so valuable to the writers 
and to the students of English history. The London Gazette has 
appeared twice a week (on Tuesday and Friday) in a continuous 
series ever since' The editorship is a government appointment. 

This help 
seemsngton 

 to have
hen Si 

been given at
ennet) 

 the request 
1663; 

 of the secretary 
of state, Lord Arli (tr H. B, in State Papers, 
Domestic, Charks II., ha= 1/2, 113. 
▪State Papers, Domestic, Churls II., elm iv. tog (Rolls House). 

DM. 117. 
' In 1664 he had halved them, so that this really only means he 

had now restyled the original size. 
wState Papers, Domestic, Charles H., mem 24. 
• Anthony Wood, Athena. °sorriness:, " Perrot." 
w Calendar of HannOlice Papers, 1766-1769, p. 483 (1879). 
• A complete net is now of extreme rarity. 

We come nor to the Revolution. The very day after the 
departure of James II. was marked by the appearance of three 
newspapers—The Universal Intellignece, the English Conant 
and the London Conant. Within a few days more these were 
followed by the London Mercury, the Orange Geese, the Lauda. 
Intokspence, the Harken Currant and others. The Licensing Act, 
which was in force at the date of the Revolution, expired in 
ifior, but was continued for a year, after which it finally ceased. 
On the appearance of a paragraph in the Flying Pod of rat April 
1697, which appeared to the House of Commons to attack the 
credit of the Exchequer Bills, leave was given to bring in a bill 
" to prevent writing, printing or publishing of any news without 
licence "; but the bill was thrown out in an early stage of its 
progress. That Flying Post which gave occasion to this attempt 
was also noticeable for a new method of printing, which It thus 
announced to its customers—" If any gentleman has a mind 
to oblige his country friend or correspondent with this account 
of public affairs, he can have it for twopence .. on a sheet 
of fine paper, half of which being left blank, he may thereon 
write his own affairs, or the material news of the day" 

In 1696 Edward Lloyd—the virtual founder of the famous 
" Lloyd's " of commerce—started a thrice-a-week paper, Lloyd's 
News, which bad but a brief existence in its first shape, but 
was the precursor of the Lloyd's List of the present day. No. 
76 of the original paper contained a paragraph referring to the 
House of Lords, for the appearance of which a public apology 
must, the publisher was told, be made. He preferred to dis-
continue his publication (February 1697). Nearly thirty years 
afterwards he in part revived it, under the title of Lloyd's List—
published at first weekly, afterwards twice a week ,  This dates 
from 1726. It is now published daily. 

It was in the reign of Queen Anne that the English newspaper 
press first became really eminent for the amount of intellectual 
power and of versatile talent which was employed 
upon it. It was also in that reign that the press was "" 11

sa  first fettered by the newspaper stamp. The accession mfr. 
of Anne was quickly followed by the appearance of 
the first successful London daily newspaper, the Daily Conran( 
(rah of March 1702-1703). Seven years earlier, in 1695, the 
Posiboy had been started as a daily paper (actually the first 
in London), but only four numbers appeared. The Courant 
was published and edited by the learned printer Samuel Buckley, 
who explained to the public that " the author has taken care 
to be duly furnished with all that comes from abroad, in any 
language. ... At the beginning of each article he will quote 
the foreign paper from which it is taken, that the public, seeing 
from what country • piece of news comes, with the allowance 
of that government, may be better able to judge of the credibility 
and fairness of the relation. Nor will he take upon himself 
to give any comments, . . . supposing other people to have 
sense enough to make refierions for themselves." Then came, 
in rapid succession, a crowd of new competitors for public 
favour, of less frequent publication. The first number of one 
of these, the Country Gentkonan's Courant (1706), was given 
away gratuitously, and made a special claim to public favour 
on the ground that " here the reader is not only diverted with 
a faithful register of the most remarkable and momentary (i2. 
momentous] transactions at home and abroad, ... but also 
with a geographical description of the most material places 
mentioned in every article of news, whereby he is freed the 
trouble of looking into maps." 

On the soh of February 17o4, whilst still imprisoned in 
Newgate for a political offence, Defoe (q.v.) began his famous 
paper, the Review. At the outset it was published 
weekly, afterwards twice, and at length three times 
a week. It continued substantially in its first form 
until July 29, 1712; and a complete set is of extreme rarity. 
From the first page to the last it is characterized by the manly 

9  Frederick Martin, History of Lloyd's, 6677 and 107-120. The 
great collection ofnewspapers in the British Museum contains only 
one number of Lloyd's News; but sizty-nine numbers may be seen in 
the Bodleian Library. Of the List, also, no complete series is known 
to exist; that in the library of Lloyd's begins with 5740. 

The 
Lowden 
mean. 

Delas,s 
fierier. 
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boldness and persistent tenacity with which the almost unaided 
author utters and defends his opinions on public affairs against 
a host of able and bitter assailants. Some of the numbers were 
written during travel, some in Edinburgh. But the Review 
appeared regularly. When interrupted by the pressure of the 
Stamp Act (which came into force on the sat of August 1712), 
the writer modified the form of his paper, and began a new 
series (August a, 1712, to June r1, 1713). In those early and 
monthly supplements of his paper which he entitled " Advice 
from the Scandalous Club," and set apart for the discussion of 
questions of literature and manners, and sometimes of topics 
of a graver kind, Defoe to some extent anticipated Richard 
Steele's Taller (1709) and Steele and Addison's Spectator (1711). 
In z7o5 he severed those supplements from his chief newspaper, 
and published them twice a week as the Little Review. But 
they soon ceased to appear. It may here be added that in May 
1716 Defoe began a new monthly paper under an old title, 
Mercurius Politieus, . "by a lover of old England." This 
journal continued to appear until September 1720. The year 
1710 was marked by the appearance of the Examiner, or Re-
marks upon Papers and Occurrences (No. a, August 3), of which 
thirteen numbers appeared by the co-operation of Bolingbroke, 
Prior, Freind and King before it was placed under the sole control 
of Swift. The Whig Examiner, avowedly intended " to censure 
the writings of others, and to give all persons a rehearing who 
had suffered under any unjust sentence of the Examiner," 
followed on the rat September, and the Medley three weeks 
afterwards. 

This increasing popularity and influence of the newspaper 
press could not fail to be distasteful to the government of the 

day. Prosecutions were multiplied, but with small 
success. At length some busy projector hit upon 
the expedient of a newspaper tax. The paper which 
seems to contain the first germ of the plan is still 

preserved amongst the treasury papers. It is anonymous and 
undated, but probably belongs to the year 1711. " There are 
published weekly," says the writer, " about 44,000 newspapers, 
viz. Daily Courant, London Post, English Post, London Gawk, 
Postman, Posiboy, Flying Post, Review and Obrerealer." ,  The 
duty eventually imposed (1712) was a halfpenny on papers 
of half a sheet or less, and a penny on such as ranged from half 
a sheet to a single sheet (re Anne, c. six. § tot). The first results 
of the tax cannot be more succinctly or more vividly described 
than in the following characteristic passage of Swift's Journal 
to Stella (August 7, 1712): " Do you know that Grub Street 
is dead and gone last week? No more ghosts or murders now 
for love or money. I plied it close the last fortnight, and pub-
lished at least seven papers of my own, besides some of other 
people's; but now every single half-sheet pays a halfpenny 
to the queen. The Observator is fallen; the Medleys are jumbled 
together with the Flying Post; the Examiner is deadly sick; 
the Spectator keeps up, and doubles its price—I know not how 
long it will hold. Have you seen the red stamp the papers are 
marked with? Methinks the stamping is worth a halfpenny." 

Swift's doubt as to the ability of the Spectator to hold out 
against the tax was justified by its discontinuance in December 
1712, Steele starting the Guardian in 1713, which only ran for 
six months. But the impost which was thus fruitful in mischief, 
by suppressing much good literature, wholly failed in keeping 
out bad. Some of the worst journals that were already in 
existence kept their ground, and the number of such ere long 
increased? An enumeration of the London papers of 1 714 
comprises the Daily Courant, the Examiner, the Brit irk Merchant, 
the Lows, the Patriot, the Monitor, the Flying Post, the Post boy, 
Mercator, the Weekly Peered and Durrion's Ghost. Another 
enumeration in 1733 Includes the Daily Courant, the Craftsman,• 
Fog's Journal, Mist's Journal, the London Journal, the Free 

" A Proposition to increa the Revenue of the Stamp-01race." 
Redington. Catenda, of Trmsw

se 
 y Paftss, r7o8-171e. p. 235. The 

stamp-office dated from 1694, when earliest duties on paper and 
parchment were enacted. 

See the Burney collection of newspapers in the British Museum; 
and Nichols, Literary Anecdotes of kw Eighteenth Century, iv. 33 -97• 

Briton, the Grub Street Journal, the Weekly Register, the Usti. 
venal Spectator, the Auditor, the Weekly Miscellany, the London 
Crier, Read's Journal, Oedipus or the Postman Remounted, the 
St James's Post, the Landon Evening Post and the London 
Daily Post, which afterwards became better known as the Public 
Advertiser. Part of this increase may fairly be ascribed to 
political corruption. In 1742 the committee of the House of 
Commons appointed to inquire into the political conduct of the 
earl of Orford reported to the House that during the last ten 
years of the Walpole ministry there was paid, out of public 
money, no " less a suni than (50,077, as. to authors and printers 
of newspapers, such as the Free Briton, Daily Courant, Gir.dicer 
and other political papers."' But some part of the payment 
may well have been made for advertisements. Towards the 
middle of the century the provisions and the penalties of the 
Stamp Act were made more stringent. Yet the number of 
newspapers continued to rise. Dr Johnson, who in 
1750 started his twopenny bi-weekly Rambler, and °J:, 
in 1758 his weekly Idler, writing in the latter hears thcaw 
testimony to the still growing thirst for news: " Jour- 
.nals are daily maltiplied, without increase of knowledge. The 
tale of the morning paper is told in the evening, and the narra-
tives of the evening are bought again in the morning. These 
repetitions, indeed, waste time, but they do not shorten it. The 
most eager peruser of news is tired before he has completed his 
labour; and many a man who enters the coffee-house in his 
nightgown and slippers is called away to his shop or his dinner 
before he has well considered the state of Europe." Five years 
before (i.e. in 1753) the aggregate number of copies of news-
papers annually sold in England, on an average of three years, 
amounted to 7,411,757. In 176o it had risen to 9,464490s 
amid in 1767 to z 1.3oo,o80. In 1776 the number of newspapers 
published in London alone had increased to fifty-three. 

When Johnson wrote his sarcastic strictures on the newspapers 
that were the contemporaries and, in a sense, the rivals of the 
Idler, the newswritcrs had fallen below the standard of an 
earlier day. A generation before the newspaper was often much 
more of a political organ than of an industrial venture. All of 
the many enterprises of Defoe in this field of journalism united 
indeed both characteristics. But if he was a keen tradesman, 
he was also a passionate politician. And not a few of his fellow-
workers in that field were conspicuous as statesmen no less 
than as journalists. Even less than twenty years before the 
appearance of Johnson's remarks, men of the mental calibre 
of Henry Fielding were still to be found amongst the editors 
and writers of newspapers. The task had fallen to a different 
class of men in ino. 

The history of newspapers during the long reign of George 
III. is a history of the struggle for freedom of speech in the face 
of repeated criminal prosecutions, in which individual 
writers and editors were defeated and severely punishml, 
while the Press itself derived new strength from the -
protracted conflict, and turned ignominious penalties 
into signal triumphs. From the days of Wilkes's North Briton 
onwards (see MIXES, Joan: it was started in 176 t), every 
conspicuous newspaper prosecution gave tenfold currency to 
the doctrines that were assailed. In the earlier part of this 
period men who were mere traders in politics—whose motives 
were obviously base and their lives contemptible—became for 
a time powers in the state, able to brave king, legislature and 
law courts, by virtue of the simple truth that a free people must 
have a free press. One of the minor incidents of the North 
Briton excitement (Wilkes's prosecution in 1763) led indirectly 
to valuable results with reference to the much-vexed question of 
parliamentary reporting. During the discussions respecting 
the Middlesex election, Almon, a bookseller, collected from 
members of the House of Commons some particulars of the 
debates, and published them in the London Evening Post. The 
success which attended these reports induced the proprietors 
of the St James's Chronide to employ a reporter to collect notes 

" Fourth Report of the Committee of Secrecy," &c., in Hansard's 
Parliamentary History, xii. 854_ 
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in the lobby and at the coffee-houses. This repeated infraction 
of the privilege of secret legislation led to the memorable proceed-
ings of the House of Commons in 1771, with their fierce debates, 
angry resolutions and arbitrary imprisonments—all resulting, 
at length, in that tacit concession of publicity of discussion which 
in the main, with brief occasional exceptions, has ever since 
prevailed. 

Evening journalism in England started originally with supple- 
mental editions of the morning papers, giving the latest foreign 

war news. In July z695, when William III. was 
Loafer 
**soft fighting France in the Netherlands, a " Postscript to 
pm. 	the Parquet-boat from Holland to Flanders" was 

published with special advices from the seat of war; 
and from that time there were frequent afternoon issues of 
morning journals, giving war news. In August :706 a " Six at 
Night " evening paper was started in London. The first London 
evening paper' of any importance, however, was the Courser 
(1792), which during the latter part of the Napoleonic War, with 
Mackintosh, Coleridge and Wordsworth among its contributors, 
became one of the chief papers of the day. It was edited suc-
cessively by Daniel Stuart, William Medford, Eugenie' Roche, 
John Galt, James Stuart and Leman Blanchard. In 1827 a 
twenty-fourth share in the paper sold for soon guineas, but it 
gradually declined and came to an end in 1842, when it was 
incorporated by the Globe (still existing). 

The principal metropolitan newspapers at different periods 
of George III.'s reign were the Publk Advertiser, the Morning 
Lembo Post, the Morning Chronicle, the Morning Herald 

hi and finally The Times. Of these the Morning Post 
ammo 	and The Times, still existing, are dealt with later. Of 
ire's 	the three which eventually ceased to exist, the first mks. was known in 1726 as the London Daily Post and 
General Advertiser. In z738 the first part of this title was 
dropped, and in 1752 General Advertiser was altered into Public 
Advertiser, • name which the letters of Junius made so famous. 
Many of these had appeared before the smallest perceptible 
effect was produced on the circulation of the paper; but when 
the " Letter to the King " came out (19th December 1769, 
almost a year from the beginning of the series) it caused an 
addition of 175o copies to the ordinary impression. The effect 
of subsequent letters was variable, but when Junius ceased to 
write the monthly sale of the paper had risen to. 83,950. This 
was in December z771. Seven years earlier the monthly sale 
had been but 47,515. It now became so valuable a property 
that shares in it were sold, according to John Nichols, " as 
regularly as those of the New River Company." But the 
fortunes of the Advertiser declined almost as rapidly as they had 
risen. It continued to appear until 1798, and then expired, 
being amalgamated with the commercial paper called the Public 
Ledger (dating from z759). Actions for libel were brought 
against the paper by Edmund Burke in 1784, and by William 
Pitt in 1785, and in both suits damages were given. 

The Morning Chronicle was begun in 1769. William Woodfall 
was its printer, reporter and editor, and continued to conduct 
it until 1789. James Perry succeeded him as editor, and so 
continued, with an interval during which the editorship was in 
the hands of Mr Sergeant Spankie, until his death in 1821. 
Perry's editorial functions were occasionally discharged in 
Newgate in consequence of repeated prosecutions for political 
libel. In axe the daily sale reached nearly gob. It was sold 
in 1823 to Mr Clement, the purchase-money amounting to 
£42,000. Mr Clement held it for about eleven years, and then 
sold it to Sir John Easthope for £16,0oo. It was then, and 
until 1843, edited by John Black, who numbered amongst 
his staff Albany Fonblanque, Charles Dickens and John Payne 
Collier, the circulation being about 60oo. The paper continued 
to be distinguished by much literary ability, but not by com-
mercial prosperity. In 11149 (the circulation having fallen to 
3000) it became the joint property of the duke of Newcastle, Mr 
W. E. Gladstone and some of their political friends; and by 
them, in 1854. it was sold to Mr Sergeant Glover. From 1848 
to 1854 Douglas Cook (afterwards of the Saturday Review) was  

editor. At length the Menring Chrodek ended in the Bankruptcy 
Court, after an existence of more than ninety years. The 
Morning Herald was founded and first edited by Henry Bate 
(Sir Henry Bate Dudley) in 1781, and came to an end at the 
close of 1869; for some time it was a popular Tory paper, and 
from 1835 to 1845 had a circulation of about b000. 

The development of the Press was enormously assisted by 
the gradual abolition of the " taxes on knowledge," and also 
by the introduction of a cheap postal system. In maw. 
1756 an additional halfpenny was added to the tax panes 
of 1712. In 1765 and in 1773 various restrictive as Amor-
regulations were imposed. In 1789 the three-halfpence Wile' 
was increased to twopence, in 1798 to twopence-halfpenny, 
in 18o4 to threepence-halfpenny, and in 28:5 to fourpence, 
less a discount of ao%. Penalties of all kinds were also 
increased, and obstructive regulations were multiplied. In 
the course of the struggle between this constantly enhanced 
taxation and the irrepressible desire for cheap newspapers, more 
than seven hundred prosecutions for publishing unstamped 
Journals were instituted, and more than five hundred were 
imprisoned, sometimes for considerable periods. As the prosecu-
tions multiplied, and the penalties became more serious, Pow 
Man's Guardians, Democrats, Destmo:lims and their congeners 
multiplied also, and their revolutionary tendencies increased 
in a still greater ratio. Blasphemy was added to sedition. 
Penny and halfpenny journals were established which dealt 
exclusively with narratives of gross vice and crime, and which 
vied with each other in every kind of artifice to make vice and 
crime attractive. Between the years 1831 and 1835 many 
scores of unstamped newspapers made their appearance. The 
political tone of most of them was fiercely revolutionary. Prose-
cution followed prosecution; but all failed to suppress the 
obnoxious publications. 

To Bulwer Lytton, the novelist and politician (Baron Lytton), 
and subsequently to Milner Gibson and Richard Cobden, is 
chiefly due the credit of grappling with this question in the 
House of Commons in a manner which secured first the reduction 
of the tax to a penny on the 15th of September 1836, and then 
its total abolition at last in 1855. The measure for the final 
abolition of the stamp tax-was substantially prepared by W. E. 
Gladstone during his chancellorship of the exchequer in 1854, 
but was carried by his successor in '855. The number of news-
papers established from the early part of 1855, when the repeal 
of the duty had become a certainty, and continuing in existence 
at the beginning of z857, amounted to 1o7; :6 were metropolitan 
and 81 provincial. Of the latter, the majority belonged to 
towns which possessed no newspaper whatever under the Stamp 
Acts, and the price of nearly one-third of them was but a penny. 
la some cases, however, a portion of these new cheap papers 
of 1857 was printed in London, usually with pictorial illustrations, 
and to this was added a local supplement containing the news of 
the district. 

Amongst the earliest results of the change in newspaper law 
made in 0155 was the establishment in quick succession of a 
series of penny metropolitan local papers, chiefly suburban, of 
a kind very different from their unstamped forerunners. They 
spread rapidly, and attained considerable success, chiefly as 
advertising sheets, and as sometimes the organs, more often 
the critics, of the local vestries and other administrations. One 
of them, the Ckrkenwell News and Daily Chronicle, so prospered 
in the commercial sense, being crowded with advertisements, 
that it sold for ao,000, and was then transfotmed into the 
London Daily Chronicle (28th May 1877) Another conspicuous 
result of the legislation of 2855 was an enormous increase in the 
number and influence of what are known as " class papers " 
and professional and trade papers. The duties on paper itself 
were finally abolished in 286r. 

" Taxes on knowledge " having thus been abolished, the 
later developments in newspaper history are mainly connected 
with the increase in number, due largely to the spread of educa-
tion, the improvements in machinery and distribution and in 
collection of news, the constant adaptation to the new demands 
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of a wider public, and the progress in the art of advertising 
as applied to the Press. The following sections on the more 
important newspapers in London and the Provinces fill in the 
remaining details of the history of the British Press, so far 
as they are substantially important or interesting. Much that 
is in its nature ephemeral or trivial is necessarily passed 
ov'er. 

Modern London Newspapers. 
The Morning Post (oldest of existing London daily papers) dates 

from 1772. For some years it was in the hands of Henry Bate 
"Maids: (Sir Henry Bate Dudley), and it attained some degree of 

." temporary popularity, though of no very enviable sort. Pew 
In 1795 the entire copyright, with house and printing 

materials, was sold for £600 to Peter and Daniel Stuart, who quickly 
raised the position of the Post by enlisting Sir James Mackintosh 
• the poet Coleridge in its service, and also by giving unremitting 
attention to advertisements and to the copious supply of incidental 
news and amusing paragraphs. There has been much controversy 
about the share which Coleridge had hi elevating the Post from 
obscurity to eminence. That he greatly promoted this result there 
can be no doubt. His famous "Character of Pitt," published in 
t800. was especially successful, and created a demand for the par-
ticular number in which it appnred that lasted for weeks, a thing 
almost without precedent. Coleridge wrote for thispaper from 1795 
until tam and during that period its circulation in ordinary rose 
from 45o copies, on the average, to 4500. Whatever the amount of 
rhetorical hyperbole in Fox's saying—recorded as spoken in the 
House of Commons—" Mr Colendge's essays in the Morning Post 
led to the rupture of the treaty of Amiens," it is none the lees a 
striking testimony, not only to Coleridge's powers as a publicist, 
but to the position which the newspaper press had won, in spite of 
innumerable obstacles at that time. The list of his fellow-workers 
in the Post is a most brilliant and varied one. Besides Mackintosh, 
Southey and Arthur Young, it included a galaxy of poets. Many of 
the lyrics of Moore, many of the social verses of Mackworth Praed, 
some of the noblest sonnets of Wordsworth, were first published in 
the columns of the Past. And the story of the paper, in its early 
days, had tragic as well as poetic episodes. In consequence of 
offence taken at some of its articles, the editor and proprietor, 
Nicholas Byrne (who succeeded Daniel Stuart), was assaulted and 
murdered whilst sitting in his office. 

Up to about 1850 the history of the Morxing Pest offers little 
to record; with the Morning Chronicle and Morning Herald, and 
having a smaller circulation than either of them, it was being rapidly 
eclipsed in London journalism by The Times (see below), and in 1847 
only sold some three thousand copies. Heavily in debt to Messrs J. 
and T. B. Crompton, the paper manufacturers, it had been taken over 
by them; and in that year the management was entrusted to Peter 
Borthwick (18o4-1852), a Scotsman who, after graduation both at 
Edinburgh and Cambridge, had taken to politics in the Conservative 
interest and had sat in parliament for Evesham from 1835 to 1838 
and from i84t to 1847, when he was almost ruined by fighting an 
election petition in which he was unseated. Peter Borthwick took 
the task of reviving 

its 
 paper.  seriously in hand, and in a few yrirs 

was already improving ts position when he fell ill and died; and he 
was succeeded in 1852 by his son Algernon Borthwick, after, ∎■ rds 
Lord Glenesk (1830-zr8). The later history of the paper is pi ■ as. 
arily connected with its practical rwestablishment and surer ,  
conduct under the latter. Algernon Borthwick had been its I Iris 
correspondent from 1859. and had shown social gifts and journal tic 
acumen of great promise. When he became managing editor in 
1852 he devoted himself with such energy to the work that in seven 
years the debt on the business had been paid off. He gave the paper 
a strong political colour, Conservative, Imperialist and Protectionist • 
and in the 'fifties and 'sixties tlorthwick was a keen supporter

, 

 Lord Palmerston. After the death of Mr Crompton. his nephew, 
Mr Rideout, the principal surviving partner in the paper manu-
facturing firm, was so impressed with Borthwick's success that he 
vested the entire control of the paper in him for life; and on Mr 
Rideont's death in 1877, Borthwick was enabled, by the help of 
his friend Andrew Montague, to buy the property and become sole 
proprietor. The Morning Post had now become, largely through 
Borthwick's own social qualities, the principal organ of the fashion. 
able world ; but in 1881 he took what was then considered the 
hazardous step of reducing its price from threepence to a penny, 
and appealing no longer to the " threepenny public " with The 
Times but to a wider clientele with the Daily Telegraph and Standard. 
The result was a ten-fold increase in circulation and a financial 
success exceeding all anticipations. Borthwick himself, who was 
knighted in t138o, and was created a baronet in 1887, had entered 
parliament in 1880 for Evesham, and from 1885 to 1895 sat for South 
Kensington, being finally raised to the peerage in 1895. His political 
gifts naturally increased the influence of the paper; he supported 
the " Tory democracy " and was an active worker for the Primrose 
League, of which he was three times chancellor; and the Morning 
Post, under his control, became one of the great organs of opinion 
on the Conservative side. From t88o onwards he devolved the  

editorial duties on others, at first Sir William Hardman, and then 
successively Mr A. K. Moore, Mr Algernon Locker, Mr James Nicol 
Dunn (from 1897 to I9o5; afterwards editor of the Manchester 
Courier) and Mr Fabian Ware; under them the literary standard of 
the paper was kept at a high level, and constant improvements were 
introduced; and the staff included a number of well-known writers. 
notably Mr Spencer Wilkinson (b. 1853), who in 1909 was appointed 
professor of military history at Oxford. From 1897 till his death in 
1905, at the age of thirty-two, Lord Glenesk's son. Oliver Borthwirk, 
had much to do with the managerial, side. On Lord Glenesk's own 
death on the 24th November too& the proprietorship passed to the 
trustees of his only surviving child, a daughter, who in 1893 had 
married the 7th Earl Bathurst. 

The Times is usually dated from the 1st of January 1788, but 
was really started by Joint Walter on the tat of January 1785, under 
the title of The London Daily Universal Register, printed 
logographically. On its reaching its 940th issue its name "Th. 
was changed. The logographic or "word-printing" process 71.4"6 

 had been invented by a printer named Henry Johnson several years 
before, and found a warm advocate in John Walter, who expounded 
its peculiarities at great length in No. 510 of his Daily Universal 
Register. In a later number he stated, very amusingly, his reasons 
for adopting the altered title, which the enterprise and ability of his 
successors (see Wavraa, JoHn) made world-famous. Within two 
years John Walter had his share in the Georgian persecutions of the 
press, by successive sentences to three fines and to three several 
imprisonments in Newgate, chiefly for having stated that the prince 
of Wales and the dukes of York and Clarence had so misconducted 
themselves " as to incur the just disapprobation of his Majesty." 
In 1803 the management was transferred (together with the Rant 
proprietorship of the journal) to his son, John Walter (2), by whom 
It was carried on with extraordinary energy and consummate ability, 
and at the same time with marked independence. To Lord Sid-
mouth's government he gave a general but independent support. 
That of Pitt he opposed, especially on the questions of the Catamaran 
expedition and the malversations of Lord Melville. This opposition 
was resented by depriving the elder Walter of the printing for the 
customs department, by the withdrawal of government advertise-
ments from The Times, and also, it is said, by the systematic deten-
tion at the outports of the foreign intelligence addressed to its editor. 
John Walter the Second, however, was strong and resolute enough 
to brave the government. He organized a better system of news 
transmission than had ever before existed. He introduced steam-
printing (1814) and repeatedly improved itsmechanism (see PRINT-
two); and although modern machines may now seem to thrust into 
insignificance a press of which it was at first announced as a notable 
triumph that " no less than I too sheets are impressed in one hour," 
yet the assertion was none the less true that The Times of 29th 
November 1814 " presented to the public the practical result of the 
greatest improvement connected with printing since the discovery 
of the art itself." The effort to secure for The Times the best attain-
able literary talent in all departments kept at least an equal pace 
with those which were directed towards the improvement of its 
mechanical resources, And thus it came to pass that a circulation 
which did not,. even in 1815, exceed on the average Sono copies 
became, in 1834, to,000: in 1840, 113,5oo; in 1844, 23,0oo; in 1851, 
4o.000; and in 1854, 51,648. In the year last named the average 
circulation of the other London dailies was—Morning Advertiser, 
7644; Daily News. 4160; Morning Herald, 37;2; Morning Cleronick, 
2800; Morning Post, 2667; so that the supremacy of The Times can 
readilybe understood. 

John ohn Stoddart, afterwards goer nor of Malta, edited The Times 
for several years prior to 1816.e was succeeded by Thomas Barnes, 
who for many years wrote largely in the paper. When his health 
began to fail the largest share of the editorial work came into the 
hands of Captain Edward Sterling—the contributor about a quarter 
of a century earlier of a noteworthy series of political letters signed 
" Vetus," the Paris correspondent of The Times in 1814 and subse-
quent eventful years, and afterwards for many years the most 
conspicuous among its leader-writers' From 1841 to 1877 the chief 
editor was John Thadeus Wane, who had his brother-in-law G. W. 
Dasent for assistant-editor, and another brother-in-law, Mowbray 
Morris, as business manager. By the time of the second John 
Walter's death (1847) the substantial monopoly of The Times in 
London journalism had been established ; and under the proprietor-
ship of the third John Walter the result of the labour of Delane as 
editor, and of the brilliant staff of contributors whom he directed, 
among whom Henry Reeve wasconspicuous as regards foreign affairs. 

1  See the centenary &umber of January 2, 1888; the pamphlet by 
S. V. Makower, issued by The Times in loos, " The History of The 
Times "; and the article by Hugh Chisholm on " The Times. 1785- 
1908" in the National Review ( May 1908). 

2  See Life of John Sterling, by Carlyle, who says of him at this time: 
"The emphatic, big-voiced, always influential and often strongly 
unreasonable Times newspaper was the express emblem of Edward 
Sterling. He, more than any other man. . . . was The Times, and 
thundered through it, to the shaking of the spheres." The nick- 
name of " The Thunderer," for The Tssses, came in vogue In his day. 
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was to teen the tannin bensdsheet " of the English public into 
the " leading journal of the world." When Delane mind. he was 
succeeded as editor by Thomas Chenery, and on his death in 1884 
by George Earle Buckle (b. 1854. At the beginning of oto8 con- 
siderable changes took place in the proprietorial side of The Times, 
which was converted into a company, with Mr A. F. Walter (chief 
proprietor sine 1891) as chairman and Mr C. Moberly Bell (b. 1847; 
manger since 1890) as g director; the financial control 

i passinginto the hands of Lad Northcliffe. 
In the history of Tim Times its influence oh the mechanical side of 

n ewer!' work was very_svest. The increasing circulation of The 
Times between the years 1Seo and 185o made an Improvement in the 
printing-presses necessary, as sometimes the publication could not be 
completed before the afternoon. To meet this want the Applegath 
vertical press was introduced in i8e8 and the American Hoe ten-
feeder peens in 1858. Meanwhile the idea of stereotyping from the 
movable types had been makingeteVy progress. About the year 
1856, however, a Swiss named 	na introduced to The Times 
Kroning's idea of casting from papier-mead instead of plaster. 
and was allowed to experiment in The Times office. After a time 
the invention was to much improved that matrices of papa could be 
taken and the stereotype plates fixed bodily on the printing machine 
in place of the movable t ype. This cleared the way for the intro-
duction of the famous Walter press. Hitherto only one set of 
" fames " could be used. as the type was set up cote only—one side 
of the paper being worked on one machine and the sheets then taken 
to another machine to be " perfected.' 	• enabled the 
formes to be multiplied to any extent, as severalplates could be cast 
from one matrix. Mr MacDonald, the manager of The Times, had 
devoted himself for several years to the production of a press which 
could print papers on both sides in one operatioq from a large reel 
of paper, the web of per being cut into the required size after print- 

!

rg, instead of each sheet being' laid on " by a man and then winced. 
After years of experiment the Walter press was introduced into the 
Times machine-room in 1869, and the question of printing great 
✓imters in a short time was solved. Each press turned out 12,000 
sheets per hour, and it was therefore only a question of multiplying 
the stereo plates and 	to obtain any number of printed papers 
by.a certain time. Meanwhile Messrs Hoe had set about producing 
something even quicker and better than the Walter press. They 
succeededn accomplishing this by multiplying the reels of paper on 
each press, and also adding folders and stitcher& The result was the 
production of over 36,000 sheets per hour frorneachmachine. These 
presses were adopted by The Times in 1895. 

In 1868 the question of composing machines for the quicker 
setting-up of type was taken up by The Times. A German named 
Kastenbein had an invention which he brought to the notice of The 
Times, and arrangements were made for him to continue his ex- 
periments in The Times office. In a couple of years a machine was 
made, which was worked and improved until in z874 several machines 
were ready to set up a portion of the piper; but it was not until 
1879 that the arrangements were su fficiently advanced to make 
certain that they could do all that was wanted from them. The 
introduction of composing machines, and the necessary alterations 
in the office arrangements which followed, led to some trouble 
among the compositors, which in 188o culminated in a partial strike; 
but a part of the staff remaining loyal, the printer was able by extra 
effort to produce the paper at the proper time on the morning 
following the strike. Various improvements were made, until one 
machine was able to set up as many as 291 lines of The Times in one 
hour, equal to 16.688 separate types. A system of telephoning the 
parliamentary report from the House of Commons direct to the corn-
polter was begun in 188$. and was continued until the House decided 
to rise at midnight, which enabled the more economical method of 
composing direct from the " copy " to be resumed. 

Ever since the introduction of the composing machines the business 
had been much hampered by the question of ' distribution "—that 
is, the breaking-up and sorting of the types after use. Kastenbein 
bad invented a distributing machine to accompany his composing 
machine, but it proved to be unsatisfactory. Various systems were 
tried at The Times office, but for many years the work of the 
composing machines was to some extent crippled by the distribu-
tion difficulty. This had been recognized by Mr Frederick Wicks 

w 	i (d. I o), the inventor of the Wicks -Rotary Type-casting Machine, 
who for many years had been working at a machine which would 
cast new type so quickly and so cheaply as to do away with the old 
system of distribution and substitute new type every day. In 1899 
his machine was practical) perfect, and The Times entered into a 
contract with him to s y any quantity of new type every day. 
The difficult question distribution was thus surmounted, and 
contion by machines placed on a satisfactory basis. 

Thus during the last half of the 19th century The Times continued 
to take the lead in new inventions relating to the printing of a news-
paper, just as it had in the fifty years preceding. The three most 
Important advances during the later period were practically worked 
out at The Times office—namely, fast-pnnting presses, stereotyping 
and machine composing, and without these it is safe to say that the 
cheap newspaper of the present day could not exist. Further in- 
dications of the enterprise of The Times in taking up journalistic 
novelties may also be seen in its organizing a wireless telegraphy  

=vice, with a special ateismer, in the Far Ent. at tha mouton d the 
Russo-Japanese War. 

The price at which The Times has been sold has been changed at 
various dates: in 1796 to 41d., 1799 to 6d., 180 ,9 to Sid-. 181S to 74-.. 1836 to 5d., 1855 to 4d., 1861 (Oct. 1) to 3d., and in opaa, 
remaining at 3d.) it started a method of payment by subsirpt wa• 
which gave subcribers an advantage in one form or another and thus 
in reality reduced the V further. In 1905 this advantage took 
the form of the price .) covering a su bscription to The Times 
Book Club, a circulating library and book-shop on novel lines 
(see 800ERELLING and Pususaurc). 

The first number of the paper contained 57 brief advertisements. 
but as it grew in repute and in size its advertising revenue became 
very large, and with the growth of this revenue came pan  pasta 
the means of spending more money on the contents. As far back as 
1861 a single one had contained toy columns of advertisements. 
and another 98. Prior to ifila the paper had only on two occasions 
consisted of 24 Pans in a issue. Between that year and 1002 
mote than So separate issues of this size were published, many of 
them containing over So columns of advertisements. Of two issues, 
one containing the news of the death and the other the account of 
the funeral of Queen Victoria, woo° copies were printed. From 
that time issues of 20 pages and over became an ordinary matter: 
and on May 24 .1 ,909 (Empire Day). The Timer signalized the occasion 
by bringing out a huge supplement of 72 pages full of artides 
Imperial topics. 

The Times has long stood in a dam by itself among newspapers. 
owing to its abundance of trustworthy news, its high literary standard 
and its command of the ablest writers, who, however, are generally 
anonymous in its columns. It has always claimed to be a national 
rather than a party organ. It was Liberal in its politics in the 
Reform days, but b -swine more and mote Conservative and Ira-
perialist -when the Unionist and anti-Home Rule era set in On the 
conversion of Mr Gladstone to Home Rule, The Times was, indeed. 
largely instrumental in forming the Liberal-Unionist party. In the 
course of its vigorouscampaign against Irish Nationalism it published 
as part of its case a series of articles on " Parnellism and Crime," 
including what were alleged to be facsimile reproductions of letters 
from Mr Parnell showing his complicity with the Phoenix Park 
murders. The history of this episode, and of the appointment of 
the Special Commission of investigation by the government. is told 
under PARNELL. One of the strongest features Of The Times has been 
always its foreign correspondence. 

Among leading incidents in the history of The Times a few may be 
more particularly mentioned. In 11840 the Paris correspondent of 
the paper (Mr O'Reilly) obtained information respecting a gigantic 
scheme of forgery which had been planned in France, together with 
particulars of the examination at Antwerp of a minor agent in the 
conspiracy, who had been there almost -by chance. arrested. All 
that he could collect on the suits. including the names of the 
chief conspirators, was published The Times on the 26th of May 
in that year, under the heading " Extraordinary and Extensive 
Forgery and Swindling Conspiracy on the Continent (Private 
Correspondence)." The project contemplated the almost simultane-
ous presentation at the chief banking-houses throughout the Con-
tinent of forged letters of credit, purporting to be those of Glyn & 
Company, to a very large amount; and its failure appears to have 
been in a great degree owing to the exertions made, and the re-
sponsibility assumed, by The Times. One of the persons implicated 
brought an action for libel against the paper, which was tried at 
Croydon in August 1841, with a verdict for the plaintiff, one farthing 
damages. A subscription towards defraying the heavy expenses 
(amounting to more than (soon) which The Times had incised was 
speedily opened, but the proprietors declined to profit by it; and 
the sum which had bout raised was devoted to the foundation of 
two " Times scholarships," in connexion with Christ's Hospital and 
the City of London School Three years afterwards The Times 
rendered noble public service in a different direction. It used its 
vast power with vigour—at the expense of materially checking the 
growth of its own advertisement f unci —by denouncing the fraudulent 
schemes which underlay the " railway mania " of 0145. The 
Parnell affair has already been mentioned. And more recently the 
" book war," arising out of the attack by the combined publishers 
on The Times Book Club in 1906, was prosecuted by The Times 
with great vigour, until in 19o8 it came quietly to an end. 

Various adjuncts to The Times. issued by its proprietors, have 
still to be mentioned. The Mail, published three times a week 
at the price of ad. per number, gives a summary of two days' issue 
of The Times. The Times Warily Edition (begun in 1877) is pub-
lished every Friday at ad., and gives an epitome of The Times For 
the six days. The Law Reports (b egun in IAN are conducted by a 
special staff of Times law reporters. Commercial Cases deals with 
cases of a commercial nature. Issues is a useful half-yearly com-
pilation of all the company announcements and demands for new 
capital, taken from the advertisement columns of The Times. 

In 1897 The Times started a weekly literary organ under the title 
of Lilerature. In 1901, however. a weekly literary supplement to 
The Times was issued instead, and Lita nt atu panned into the bands 
of the 	• or of the Academy, with which paper it was incor- 
porated 	 " Literary Supplement," which appears each Thursday 
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(at first on Fridays), is printed in a different form, and separately 
paged. In 1904 a Financial and Commercial Surnent ' (at 

Sug
firstfirst on Mondays. and later on Fridays) was added; in 1905 an 

Supplement" (Wednesdays), and in 1910 a "Woman's 
l:ment." 

publishing ,department of The Times• also invaded several 
new fields of enterprise. The Times Atlas was first published in 
1895..and this publication was supplemented by that of The Times 
(previously Lonpnans') Gazelles,. A much larger .  amd more im- 
portant venture was the issue in 1898 of a reprint of the ninth 
edition of the Encyclopaedia Brilannica at less than half the original 
price, on a new 	of terms (known as The Times mint) that 
enabled the 	to receive the whole work at once and to pay 
for it by a series of equal monthly payments. This was followedby 
a similar de of the Geasary Dictionary and of a reprint of the first 
fifty years of Panels ; and eleven new volumes of the Encyclopaedia 
Britannia:, supplementing the ninth edition, and forming with it 
the tenth edition, were issued by The Times in 1902 on similar 
terms (We ENCYCLOIMILDIA). 

In 1895 The Times, through its Vienna correspondent, purchased 
from Dr Morita Busch the MS. and entire copyright of his jownals, 
containing • wry minute record of his intimate relations with 
Bismarck. It was stipulated in the contract that these were not to 
be published until after the death of the prince. That event occurred 
00 the 30th July 	and on the lath September of the some year 
The Times publ 	through Mews Macmillan (in 3 vols.) Bismarck: 
Some Sava Pages of its History,. by Dr Monts Busch. 

The Times History of the War in South Africa arose out of a desire 
to preserve in a more readable form the excellent work done by the 
numerous Times correspondents in South Africa. When originally 
projected in the early days of two it was hoped that the war would 
be of short duration, and that the history of at could be rapidly com-
pleted. The length of the war naturally upset all these calculations, 
and eventually the sixth and last volume was only issued in rm. 

For a long period after the establishment of Tke Times. no effort 
to found a new daily London morning newspaper was ever con- 
spicuously successful. Among unfruitful attempts were—(1) the 
New Times, started by Dr (afterwards Sir John) Staddart, upon his tar from Printing-House Square; (a) the Rearnsridadne 

. established by John Murray, under circumstances which 
seemed at the outset' exceptionally promising; (3) the Constitutional, 
begun in 1836 and carried on for eight months by a joint-stock 
company, exceptionally favoured in having for editor and sub-
editor Leman Blanchard and Thornton Hunt, with a staff of con-
tributors which included Thackeray, Douglas Jerrold and Bulwer; 
(4) the Mowing Star, founded in 1856, and kept afloat until 187o, 
when it was merged in the Daily News; (g,  in 1867. the Dap, far
sin weeks only; (6) in 1873 the Hour, for three years; (7) in 1878, 
the Daily Expressewhich soon failed. 

A measure of greater success followed the establishment (1794) 
of the Morning Arirertiser, under special circumstances. It was the 

••Al 	joint-stock venture of a large society of licensed victuallers, erstr 
Iota& amongst whom subscription to the paper was the condi- 

tion of membership. For nearly sixty years its circulation 
lay almost entirely in public-houses and coffee-houses, but 

amongst them it sold nearly woo copies daily, and it yielded a steady 
profit of about £6000 a year. Then, by the ability and enterprise 
of an experienced editor, James Grant (1802-1879), it was within 
four years raised to a circulation of nearly 8000, and to an aggregate 
profit of irtwo a year. In 189t its price was reduced from three-
pence to a penny. 

The history of the Daily News founded in 1846, has been told by 
Mr Justin McCarthy and Sir John R. Robinson in a volume of 

" political and social .  retrospect " published in 1896 on 
the occasion of its jubilee. It could boast of having tows" continuously been the champion of Liberal ideas and 

prink plee—of what (so long as Mr Gladstone lived) might be called 
official Liberalism at home and of liberty abroad. It became a 
perry paper in 1868. Its only rival in the history of Liberal journal- 

for many years was the Honing Star, which in 1870 
it absorbed. Notably it led British public opinion in foreign affairs 
as champion of the 

Notably 
 in the American Civil War, of the cause 

of Italy, of the emancipation of Bulgaria from the Turk and of 
Armenia. Its early editors were Charles Dickens (21st January-
March 1846), John Forster (March-October 1846), E. E. Crowe 
(1847-1851). F. K. Hunt (1851-e854), W. Weir (1854-1858), T. 
Walker (1858-1869). In 1868 the price was reduced to a penny, 
and it came under the management of Mr (afterwards Sir) John R. 
Robinson (1828-19o3), who only retired in 1 .9ot. Its later editors 
included (1868-1886) Mr F. H. Hillthe brilliant author of Political 
Portraits), and subsequently? Sir John Robinson, as managing 
editor, in conjunction with Mr P. W. Clayden (1827-r902), the 
author of Life of Samuel Rogers, England under Ow Coalition and 
other able works, as political and literary editor, down to 18i 6, 
and Mr E. T. Cook from 1896 to 19M. Mr Cook, during the negotia-
tions with the Boer government in 1899, strongly supported Sir 
Alfred Milner; and under him the Daily News, as ad exponent of 
Lord Rosebery's Liberal Imperialism, gave no countenance to the 
pro-Boer views of some of the more active members of the Liberal 
party. In mot, however, the proprietary changed, and Mr George 

Cadbury became chief owner of the paper. Mr E. T. Cook, who 
had shown brilliant ability as a publicist, but whose views on the 
Boer War were not abated by the new proprietor, retired, subse. 
quently joining the staff of the Daily Chronicle; the iournal then 
became an organ of the anti-imperialist section of the Liberal party. 
Mr A. G. Gardiner became editor in 1902; and in 1904 considerable 
changes were made in the style of the paper, which was reduced in 
price to a halfpenny. The influence of Mr Cadbury, and of the 
group of Quaker families—largely associated with the manufacture 
of cocoa—who followed his example inring the publication 
of Liberal and Free Trade newspapers, in later years to somewhat 
violent attacks from political opponents on the so-called " Cocoa 
Press," with the Daily News at its head. 

The first number of the Daily Telegraph wee published on 29th 
June 1855, as a twopenny newspaper . Its proprietor was Colonel 
Srigh. This gentleman soon found himself in pecuniary ,„ 
straits, and in satisfaction of the debt for the printing  
of the paper it was transferred to Mr Joseph Moses Levy aTio. .. 
in the following September. On 17th September Mr Levy 
published it as a four-paged penny journal, the first penny newspaper 
produced in London. His son, afterwards Sir Edward Lawson 
(b. 1833), who was created Baron Burnham in 1904, immediately 
entered the office, and after a short time became editor, a wet 
which he only abandoned in 1885, when he became Eminent 
proprietor and sole director. From the outset Mr Levy gathered 
round him a staff of high 	skill andrc•e;ron. Among the 
first were Thornton Hunt, Geoffrey Proem, 	Hooper and Sir 
Edwin Arnold. E. L Blanchard was among t 	liest of the 
dramatic critics, and Alexander Harper the City editor. Later 
there came George Augustus Sala (q.v.), then one of Dickens's 
young men; Clement Scott (1841-1904). at one time a clerk in the 
War Office; and Edward Dicey (b. 183x), then fresh from Cambridge. 
The Hon. Frank Lawley turned to journalism from official life; and 
amonif the most remarkable of the early contributors to the piper 
was J.  P. Benjamin, the great Anglo-American lawyer. H. D. 
Trail was • leader-writer for well-nigh • quarter of a century. 
J. M. Le Sage (lx 1837), for many years the managing editor, began 
his connexion with the paper undo. Mr Levy. Otherspsommently 
associated with the paper have been W. L. Courtney (b. reso). 
a distinguished man of letters who, after several years of work ad 
tutor at New College. Oxford, joined the staff in 189o, and in 1894. 
also became editor of the Fortnightly Review • E. R. lwan-Maller 
(d. 191o) and J. L. Garvin (from raw), afterwards (1904) editor of 
the Observer. After 1890 Mr H. W. L Lawson. Lord Burnham's eldeet 
son and heir, assisted his father in the general control of the paper. 

The Daily Telegraph may be said to have led the way is London 
journalism in capturing a large and important reading-public from 
the monopoly of The Times. It became the great organ of the 
middle classes and was distinguished for its enterprise in many. 
fields. In June 1873 the Telegraph despatched George Smith 10 
prry out a series of archaeological .  researches in Nieeveli, which 
resulted in the discovery of the trussing fragments of the cuneiform 
account of the Deluge, and many itther inscriptions. .1n co-operation
with the New York Herald it equippedH. M. Stanley's second great 
expedition to Central Africa (18757077). Another .geographiari 
feat with which the name of the y Telepaph is associated was 
the exploration of Kilimanjaro (1884-1885) by Mr (afterwards Sir) 
Harry Johnston, whose account of his work appoirW in the Daily 
Telegraph during 1885. And Mr Lionel DeW's march from the 
Cape to Cairo, in 1899 and 1900, was also undertaken under the 
auspices of the paper. The Telegraph raised many large funds for 
public 	 Almost the first was the subscription for the 
relief 	the sufferers by the cotton famine in Lancashire, in the 
winter of 586a-1863; the fund in aid of the 'tenpins' and impoverished 
people of Paris at the close of the siege in 1871 ; the prince of Wales's 
Hospital Fund in commemoration of the Jubilee of 497; and the 
Shilling Fund for the soldiers' widows and orphans in connexion 
with the Boer War. An undertaking of a more festive kind was the 
fate given to 30,000 London school children in Hyde Park on the 
occasion of Queen Victoria's Jubilee in 1887:  

In politics the Daily Teleivaph was connstendy Liberal up to 
1878, when it opposed Mr Gladatone's foreign poky as enplasied 
in his Midlothian speeches. After 1886 it mp rated Unionist 
opinions. Among sfeats of which it can 	was the first 
news brought to 	of the conclusion of pesos alter the Franco- 
German War. 

Prior to 1874 the Daily Telegraph was printed by eight- and ten-
feeder machines, through whichevery sheet had to be passed twice 
to complete the impression. Under these conditions it was necessary 
to start printing one sided the mar &Jowly as ten or eleven o'clock. 
The handicap which this imposed on the satisfactory production of 
a newspaper was removed by the introduction of Hoes web machines 
at the end of 1874. No further change took place until 1891, when 
they were superseded by others built by the same makers capable of 
printing a 12-page paper at the rats of about 24.000 an hour. we 
folded, delivered and counted in quires. In 1896 they were modifiers 
so as to be suitable for turning out an 8-, 10, 12-, 14- or t6-page 
paper. Up to 1894 the setting of type had been dome entirely by 
hand. but in that year the linotype, after as experimental trial. W116 
introduced on a large scale. 
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The Madan, was established as an evening paper In the Tory 
interest (as the express organ of the opponents of the measure for 

rho removing Roman Catholic disabilities) in 1827. its first 
editor being Stanley Lees Giffard, father of the first earl 
of Halsbury, who had Alaric Watts and Dr William 

Maginn, famous as one of the originators of FICSer'S Magazine, as 
his chief helpers. In the course of two or three years it became a 
pecuniary, as It had from the first been a political, success, and 
gradually,  ousted the Courier, which was for a time conducted by 
William Mudford, whose son half a century later became the most 
distinguished editor of the Standard. In course of time the latter 
became the property of Mr Charles Baldwin, whose father was 
proprietor of the Morning Herald, and when the father died the son 
found himself in possession of both a morning and an evening journal. 
In his hands neither of them prospered, although the Standard 
retained a large circulation and constantly printed early and accurate 
political information. At lees h, midway in the 'fifties, both papers 
were purchased by Mr James ohnstone, Mr John Maxwell, the pub-
lisher, being for a time associated with him in the ownership. Mr 
Johnstone realized that he had before him a great opportunity, and 
at once set to work to grasp it. He brought out the Standard as a 
morning paper (29th June 11157), increasedits size from four to eight 
pages, and reduced the price from fourpence to twopence. One of 
the most curious features of the early numbers was a novel by 
William Howard Russell. The evening edition was continued. In 
February 1858 Mr Johnstone again reduced the price, this time to 
a penny. When that step was taken the Standard announeed 
that its politics were " enlightened amelioration and progress," but 
that it was " bound to no party "; and to those independent lines 
it in the main adhered. In the course of four or five years it became 
a financial success, and then began to attract to itself many brilliant 
pens, ene of its contributors in the 'sixties, Lord Robert Cecil, 
being destined to become illustrious as marquess of Salisbury. 
Lord Robert was an occasional leader-writer, whose contributions 
were confined almost entirely to political subjects. It was at this 
time that the Standard laid the foundation of the great reputation 
for early and detailed foreign news which it has ever since enjoyed. 
During the American Civil War it obtained the services of a repro-
pentanes signing himself " Manhattan," whose vivid and forcible 
letters from the battlefield arrested attention from the beginning. 
As the campaign progressed, these full, pictifresque and accurate 
accounts of the most terrible struggle of modern times were looked 
for with eager interest. There were no " special cables " to discount 
the poignant curiosity of the reader, and the paper reached a circu-
lation far beyond anything hitherto known. The distinction thus 
acquired was maintained during the Prussian-Austrian War of t866, 
and greatly increased by the letters and telegrams describing the 
triumphs and disasters of the campaign of 1870. In the early 'sixties 
the staff had been reinforced by the engagement of Mr William 
Heseltine Medford. In the midst of his work as a parliamentary 
reporter, he was sent as special correspondent to Jamaica in 1865 
to report upon the troubles which involved the recall of Governor 
Eyre; a further period in the gallery of the House of Commons 
followed, and in t873 Mr Mudford became business manager. Mr 
Johnstone's first editor was Captain Hamber, who afterwards 
seceded to the short-lived Hour, with whom had been associated 
Mr David Moder Evans as manager. He was succeeded by the 
owner's eldest son, to whom Mr (afterwards Sir) John Gorst was 
joined in a consultative capacity. In 1876 Mr Mudford became 
editor, still, however, retaining managerial control. Mr Johnstone, 
the proprietor to whose energy and perspicacity the paper owed so 
much, died in 1878, and under his will Mr Mudford was appointed 
editor and manager for life, or until resignation. Already a great 
propert 
successful 

 the Standard in Mr Mudford's hands entered upon a very 
 period. He had for his first assistant-editor Mr Gilbert 

Venables, who was succeeded after a short term by Mr George 
Byron Curtis, previously one of the leader-writers, who thus held the 
position through nearly the whole of Mr Mudford's long editorship. 
The staff at this time comprised many men, and some women, 
whose names are distinguished in letters as well as in journalism. 
Mr Alfred Austin. Mr T. H. S. Escort, Miss Frances Power Cobbe 
and Professor Palmer were all writing for the paper at the same time. 
To them must be added, among others, Mr E. D. J. Wilson, the 
brilliant political leader-writer (afterwards of The Tunes). Mr Percy 
Greg, son of " Cassandra " Greg, Mr T. E. Kebbel and Dr Robert 
Brown, who wrote copiously upon scientific and miscellaneous 
subjects. Foremost among the war correspondents were Mr G. A. 
Henty, who represented the paper on many a stricken field; Mr John 
A. Cameron, who was killed at /the Klea; and Mr William Maxwell. 
I n January :goo Mr Medford retired, and was succeeded in the editor-
ship by Mr G. Byron Curtis (d. 1907). Mr S. H. Jcycs, whose con-
nexion with the paper had begun in 1891, becoming assistant-editor. 
In November 1904 the Standard, which had at that time taken rather 
a strong line in deprecating the tariff reform movement within the 
Unionist party, was sold to Mr C. Arthur Pearson (proprietor of the 
Daily Express, see below), who was chairman of the Tariff Reform 
League, and considerable changes were made in the paper, Mr H. A. 
Gwynne becoming editor. In 1910 Mr Peamon. owing to ill-health, 
transferred his interests in the proprietary company he had formed 
in 1904 to Mr Davison Dalsiel. 

The Daily ChrOwicie arm, as already mentioned, out of the local 
Clerkenwell News, the latter paper having been purchased by Mr 
Edward Lloyd in Ian, and converted into "an Imperial 
morning paper" on independent Liberal lines. Under  
the editorship of Mr R. Whelan Boyle the Daily Chronicle 
soon took rank among the other London daily journals, the only 
traces of its original character being shown in the attention paid to 
metropolitan affairs end the appearance of numerous small advertise-
ments. The independent tone of the journal was conspicuous in its 
treatment of the Home Rule question. At first deprecating the 
system of combined agitation and outrage with which the term was 
synonymous. the Daily Chronicle, under the editorship of Mr A. E. 
Fletcher (189o-1895), ceased to be a Unionist journal, and supported 
Mr Gladstone's Bill of 1893. Another instance was afforded in the 
course of the Boer War. During the nneegg iations and the early 
stages of the campaign, the Daily Chronicle, which was then edited 
by Mr H. W. Massingham 

'
am (b. t860), strove for peace by supporting 

the Boer side against the diplomacy of Mr Chamberlain. Mr 
Massingham's policy was, however, not to the liking of the pro- 
prietors, and he mired from the editorship towards the end of 
1899, Mr W. J. Fisher succeeding him as editor. In sgoa Mr Robert 
Donald became editor, and the price was reduced to • halfpenny. 
Mr Massingham during his editorship, ably seconded by Mr (after-
wards Sir) Henry Norman (b. 1858), had lareely increased the interest 
of the per,

ra  
, particularly on its literary side. A new impetus had 

been von in this direction in it191, when a " literary page " was 
start , conducted at first by Mr J. A. Manson, and after slip by 
Mr Massingham, when he became assistant-editor under Mr Fletcher. 
The CAratucle had taken a leading part in many public movements 
since 1877. It was conspicuous in its advocacy of the cause of the 
men in the London dock strike of 1889; and in the great mining 
dispute for a " living wage." which was brought to • close by, Lord 
Rosebery in November 1893, raised over ite3,000 for the relief com- 
mittees. Much attention was given to t theosophical discussion 
of :891 and to the exposure of the adventurer " De Rousement " 
after he had appeared before'the British Association at Bristol in 
1898. The Chronicle took an active part in the negotiations which 
led to the Venezuelan Arbitration Treaty of 1897; it energetically 
pleaded the cause of the Armenians and Cretans during the massacres 
of 1896 and it encouraged the Greeks in the war with Turkey in 

Its ts foreign policy was, however, more distinguished by good-
will than by discretion—and notably in the latter instance. The 
Chronicle also worked strenuously for the Progressive cause in London 
in regard to the County Council, Borough Councils and the School 
Board. Its new successes included the first announcement of the 
revolution in eastern Rumelia (1885); the first circumstantial 
account of the death of Prince Rudolph (1889); Nansen's own 
narrative of his expedition towards the North Pole; Sir Martin 
Conway's journey across Spitsbergen in 1896; and the first ascent 
of Aconcagua in 1897. 

In 1890 the illustrated morning daily paper, the Daily Graphic, 
was founded by W. L. Thomas (184o- u9:It) as an offshoot 
from the weekly illustrated Graphic, and soon came into  
favour. 

In 1906 a new Liberal morning daily was started by Mr Franklin 
Thomason in the shape of the Tribune, edited by Mr W. Hill, who 
retired after a few months, with Mr L. T. Hothouse as Way 
political editor. Later Mr Pryor became managing 
editor, but at the beginning of 1908, after heavy losses, the publication 
was stopped.. 

Two morning papers, at the popular price of halfpenny, appeared 
in the spring of 5892, the Morning and the Moroi.' Leader. They 
raced forpnority of publication. the former winning by MerwliM 
a day. The M0111618 Leader, under the same manage- 
ment as the (evening) Star, continued to flourish, but the 
Morning had but a brief career. 

The halfpenny Daily Mail was originated by Mr Alfred Charles 
Harmsworth (b. 1865), who was subsequently created a baronet 
0904 and in 1905 a peer as Baron Northc iffe; it a 
in 1896. on the same day as Sir G. Newness pennypaitearsTri 	

Daltr  Nat.  
(which only lasted a few weeks). I n theevolution of English 
Journalism the foundation of the Daily Mail carried still farther the 
work begun by the Daily Telegraph in earlier days. It was the first 
halfpenny morning newspaper to place at the disponi of its readers 
a news service competing with that of any of the higher-priced 
newspapers, and soon took an increasingly important place in the 
Press. At the opening of the aoth century it claimed le regular 
circulation of about a million copies daily (and had occasionally 
sold as many as 1,5oo,000 copies of a single issue), and it was pro-
duced simultaneously in London and Manchester, the whole of the 
contents being telegraphed nightly. In May 1994 it began publish-
ing a continental edition in Paris. The sensational success of the 
Doily Mail, which first made Lord Northcliffe one of the dominant 
personalities in English journalism, was due, not to individual 
writers. but to a consistent policy of catering for a modern public 
and serving them with lively news and articles, and constant change 
of interest. Its large circulation, and resulting advertising revenue. 
gave it an influence which in politics was used on the Unionist side; 
but the readers of the Daily Mail went to it. not for politics, but for 
news, brightly and briefly displayed. Its triumph represented the 
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soccand a Mime ergemisation in vadat Individual views on affairs 
played a comparatively minor part. 

The halfpenny Daffy /alms, founded by Mr Cyril Arthur Pearson 
(b. z 866) on the lines of the Daily Mail, 6m appeared in thoo, and 

soon won a large clientile. With fit. D. Blumenfeld as 
ami

▪  

r editor (from 19m) it worked strenuouslyfor Tariff Reform. 
▪ ' The Daffy Mirror started by Mr flarmswoeth as s- 
eamen's penny daily in 1904. failed to attract in its original form 
and was quickly changed into a halfpenny general daily. relying as 

a novelty on the prenentation of news by photographic gay  pictures of current event.. This new feature soon ob- moan tained for it a large circulation under the enter wising 
management of Mr Kennedy Jones (b. 1865), who was already known 
for his saccadel  conduct of the &man Dews and his share in the 
business of the Daily Mail. 

The Globe (founded Ian. int., 1803), the oldest of existing London 
evening papers, owed its origin to the desire of the booksellers or 
oaks  publishers of the day for an advertising medium, at a 

moment when the Morning Post gave them the cold 
shoulder. A syndicate of publishers star .. a morning paper, 
the British Press (which had only a ,hart career), to combat the 
Port, and the Globe as a rival to the Courier (see above), which, like 
the Post, was under Daniel Stuart's control. George lane. previously 
Stuart's chief assistant, was the editor. From 1815 • 
member of the staff was Mr (afterwards yke-thannilor prominent 
Bacon. After swallowing up some other journals, in 1823 it absorbed 
the property and title of the Traselkr..controlted by Colonel Terrain 
who In the reorganization became principal proprietor and brought 
over Walter Coulson as the editor. John Wilson succeeded as editor 
in 1834. efficiently seconded b Mr lioran; Thomas Love Peacock 
and R. H. Barham (" 1 ") being famous contributors 
during his !mime. For some time the Globe was the principal Whig 
oorrggaan, and Mr (afterwards Deputy Judge Advocate Sir James) 
0' its political inspirer. Mahony (" Father Prout ") was its 
Paris correspondent. In thee the Courier was incorporated, but a 
gradual durum in the fortunes of the paper. and Colonel Torrens's 
death in 1864, brought about a reorganisation in 1866, when a small 
Conservative syndicate, inclSir Stafford Nortbcote. bought it udi 
and converted the Globe into a Conservative organ. In 1868 the 
pink odour since associated with the paper was started. In 1869 
its price (originally sixpence) was lowered to a penny. Mr W. T. 
Madge (b. 1845), whose vigorous management was afterwards so 
valuable, and who in 1881 started with Captain .  Armstrong the 
Pro*. a popular Sunday journal for the masses, joined the paper 
in 1866; aad after brief periods of editorship by Messrs Westcomb. 
R. H. Patterson, H. N. Barnett and Manned Tucker (x868), in 
1871 Captain George C. H. Armstrong (1836-1907), who in 180 
was created a baronet, 'was put in control; he edited the paper for 
some years, and then it became his property. The editorial chair 
was filled in succession by Mr Ponsonly Ogle,  Mr Algernon Locker 
(1891), and the proprietor's son and heir Lieut. G. E. Armstrong, 
R.N. (1895); until in June 1907, after Sir G. ArmstrorWs death, the 
paper was sold to Mr Hildebrand Harmsworth. The Globs " Turn- 
over " (miscellaneous articles, turning over from the lust to the 
second ma) began in 1871, and became famous for variety and 
humour. The jocular " By the Way " column, another characteristic 
feature, was started in 188,, and owed much to Mr Kay Robinson 
and Mr C. L. Graves. In the history of the Globe one of the best-
known incidents is in publication of the Salisbury-Schuvaloff 
treaty of 1878. It was the first London daily to use the linotype 
composing-machine (MA). 

A new period of evening journalism characteristic of the later 
19th centuReopi• with the founding the Pall Mall Gazelle. 

first number (at twopence was Issued on 7th February 
.........Pag Mai  1865 	from Salisbury Street. Strand. Mr George Smith. 
""'—' of the pub!' 	firm of Smith and Elder, vim its first 

; Mr Frederick Greenwood (qx.), its first editor, took the 
fineerobia for his model; the paper was intended to realize 
Thackeray's picture (in Pasdeneis) of one t  "written gentlemen for 
gentlemen." Its political attitude was to be 	ndent, and 

ii,e  

much space was to be given to literature and non 'deal matter. 
It had brilliant supporters, such as Sir J. Fitejames tephen as writer 
of leading articles (replaced to a certain extent, after r869,ZarSgire 

 Henry Maine), R. 11 . Hutton, Matthew James Higgins e• acob 
(imbue 1, James Hannay, and George Henry Lewes. with 
Eliot, Anthony Trollope, Charles Reade, and Thomas H ughes as occa- 
sional contributor.; but the paper failed to attract the general public 
until, in the following yeti...Mr Greenwood's brother. James, furnished 
It with dine articles on " A Night in a Workhouse: by an Amateur 
Casual." A morning edition had already been tried and dropped, 
and so was a distinct morning paper attemptedin 1870. In r867 
new premien were taken in Northumberland Street. Strand. Three 
years later the Pall Mall Gazette was the first to announce the sur-
tender of Napoleon Ill. at Sedan. Matthew Arnold contributed his 
famous " Arrainias " letters (" Friendship's Garland ") In 1871, and 
Richard Jefferies contributed " The Gamekeeper at Have " In 1876 
and onwards. Mr Greenwood made the paper unflinchingly Con-
servative and strongly adherent to Lord ileaconsfield'i foreign 
policy. In 1880, however. Mr Smith handed over the Pail Mall 

to his son'In-law, Mr Henry Yates Thompson, who turned 
X1X. 10  

it into • Liberal fanned. Mr eneemeed dim Mind tam eke 
editorship and shortly afterwards started the St James's Gannet. g 
Mr Jolla (afterwards t) Morley became editor of the JWI 
Mall. with Mr W. T. Stead (b. 049) as mistant-editer. The price 
was reduced in i88a to one penny. Many of the old contributoes 
ermined, and they were reinforced by Robert Louis Stoneman, 
who wrote some' Letters from Davos," Professor Tyndall, Profaner 
Freenum James Part and Mrs Humphry Ward. Whew Mr Morley 
exchanged 	fordolitics in 1883, he me succeeded by Mr 
W. T. 	(FL), with r Alfred Milner, afterwards Lord Milner. 
as Ids assistant. Adopting an adventurous policy, Mr Steed ism =thepinion 

" interview " bum America, and • report of General 
's o 	was believed to ve been the cause of ble 

mission to Khartum. A series of
ha 

 snicks called "The Truth about 
the Navy" (1884) had considerable influence in causing the Ad- 
miralty to lay down mots ships neer year. But Mr Steed's career 
as the editor came to an end in 1889, m consequence of his g:ibyir blisng'n  
a series of articles called "The hWd Trilauteof Modern = to further the Criminal Law ithsendinest BIN. Mr 

made a  feature of reprints called extras ; and, edited 
by Mr Charles Morley, the Pall Mall Amiga became en illustrated 
weekly. Mr Stead was replaced in 1889 by E. T. Cook, who had 
become assistant-editor in succeesion to Milner. The Pall Mal 
Gamete was now steadily Liberal and a strong Mamie of Irish 
Home Rule, On Its staff were Edmond Garrett (a gifted writer who 
became editor of the liens in South Africa, and died pre- 
maturely in v907), F. C. ftld the micaturiat, and J. Alfred Spender 
(b. 1862). Mr Cook resigned in 189a, on the sale of the paper to Mr 
William Waldorf Astor, the American millionth% who turned it 
again into a Conservative omen, and also changed its shape, abandon-
ing the old small pages for a larger sheet; and he and his assisamt 
Mr Spender continued the Liberalism of the Pall Mail ill the Fral-
nthaster Gazette (see below). Mr Henry Cust, M. P., was affinnented 
editor, with Mr E. B. bran-Meer as assistant-editor. Mr Cust 
(b. 860, who was Lord Brownlow's heir, and came fresh to • 
with enthusiasms acquired from his experiences in parliament
in society, made the columns of the Pall Malt very lively far the 
next couple of years. It became well known for its " booms," and 
its " smartness " generally. Some gapes contributed to it by 
Sir Charles Dilke and Mr Spear Wilkinson resulted in the establish-
ment of the Navy Learn in than The paper had, too, the first 
news of Mr Gladstone s resignation and the appointment of Lord 
Rosebay to succeed him. But though the Pall Mall under Mr Cust 
had outshone all its competitors, its independence  of those business 
considerations which ultimately appeal to most 	 hardly 
represented a durable state of affairs: and 	 die relations 
between proprietor and editor became strained. In Many 096 
Mr Cast and Mr lwari-M011er were socanded respectively by Sir 
Douglas Straight and Mr Lloyd Sanders, the latter of whom retired 
in 1902. Sir Douglas Straight (b. thee) had been in early days a 
well-known London barrister, and from ihpp to 1892 was a judge in 
India. Sir Douglas Straight remand editor till the end of 1908, 
when he was succeeded by Mr Higginbottern. 

Founded in redo by Mr H. Mucks Gibbs (afterwards Lord Alden-
ham). for Mr Frederick Greenwood to edit when be had left the 
Pall Mall, the St Japer's Casette represented the more e,e_ 
intellectual and literary side of Tory journalism in op- ;;;.,". 
position to the new Liberalism of Mr Greenwood's former yerya  
organ: it was in fact meant to carry on the idea of the 
original Pall Mall as Mr Greenwood had conceived it, and was 
(niloe it) more of a daily review than a chronicle of news. la 1888 
the.  pa having then been sold to Mr E. Steinkopffi Mr Greenwood 

and was succeeded as editor (1888-ersiriziMr Sidney Low, 
subsequently author of The Gmermusee of and other able 
works, who had as his chief assirtanneditors r S. H. JJeyes (till 
18y1 ).and Mr Hugh Chithohn (tegs-t897),the latterssieccewiliii Wane 
editor (1897-1900). In those days mere news was . not considered 
the important feature: or rather. original and segue= *Ms were 
identified with • 

 
sort

rath, 
 of novelty such a paper could best promulgate. 

The St James's was for many yearsconspicuous for its literary 
character, and for the number of distinguished litetary men who 
wrote for it. some of whom first became known to the public by 
means of its columns. Its interest in newspaper history Is really 
that of a paper which appeakd to and influenced a comparatively 
small circle of cultured readers, a " superior " function more and 
more difficult to reconcile with business considerations. It was 
one of the earliest supporters of the Imperialist movement, sod 
between 1895 and 1899 was the chief advocate in the Press of 
resistance to the foreign bounties on ewer which Inge minim the 
West Indies, thus Riving an early impetus to the movement for 
Tariff Reform and Caudal Preference. During the years immedi-
ately following 1892, when the Pall Mall Gasetk again became 
Conservative. the competition !armee Conservative evening papers 
became acute, because the Globe and Brining Sesederi were also 
penny Conservative journab; and it was increasingly difficult to 
carry .on the SI James's on its old lines so as to secure a profitstzet 
proprietor; by degrees modifications were made in the 
character of the paper, with a view to its containing more news 
and less purely literary matter. But It retained its anginal shape; 
with sixteen (after 	1897, treaty) small pages. • form which the 

2a 
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Pall Mal abandoned in Olga. Gradually these changes took effect 
la 1900 Mr Theodore An drea Cook, who.  had been anistaat-etfitor 
shoe MA became editor for a brief persod, and subsequently Mr 
Ronald MacNeill (till 3903) acted in this capecity, with Mr W. D. 
Ross as manager. Meanwhile the St Javocds Boulget, which up to 
in*agentbeen a week' edition of the Gauge, was turned into an 

ill weekly, edited from the same office by 
Mr . Penderel-Brodbunt (afterwards editor of the Guardian), who 
had been on the editorial staff since 1888; and it continued to be 
pisbibbed till 1899. In 199 the St James's was sold to Mr C. Arthur 
Pesos, who in eclos havingbeillts =Mondani, amal- 
gamated the St lames with the 

The Ranting Standard had been 	in 1827 (see 	• the 
Staudard above), and when it was amaithm. with 

irmuref the St James's Gwen* in Igo& the two titles covered a Souremt. new parig,uies! a new form, as the penny livenier Standard 
and St Jams* 

When the Pali Mall Gamete was sold to Mr Astor in 1892 and 
converted into a Conservative organ, Mr E. T. Cook, the editor, and 

MK of his gaff, resigned, and in 3893 they came together 
71" W"' again on the Wenmuttler Gaarge, newly leaned for the wisetar by Sir G. Newsom (who had made a fortune out finer. 01P"Tiaitif and other popular papers) as a penny Liberal 
evening paper. It was printed on green paw, but the novelty of 
this soon wore off. The paper was conductedon the lines of the old 
Pall Mall. and it had the advantage of a brilliant political cartoonist 
in F. Carruthers Gould. In 0195 Mr Cook wan appornted editor of 
the Daily Newt, and his place was ably filled by Mr j. Alfred 
who had been his sasistant-editor, Mr Gould (who was knighted in 
1906) being his chief assistant. Apart from Sir F. C. Gould's cartoons, 
the Westminster became . 	in London evening journalism 
for its high standard of 	• .pothical and literary criticism. 
It gradually became the chief organ of Mend thought in London. 
One of its early literary succeme was the original publication of 
Mr Anthony Hope's Delly. Dialogues, and it continued to maintain, 
more than any other evening paper, the older literary and political 
tradition of the "gentlemanly journalism" out of which it had 
sprung. In moll a change of proprietorship took place, the paper 
being sold by Sir G. Newnes (d. 1910) to Mr (afterwards Sir) Alfred 
Mond, but without affecting the.  peremsd or policy of the paper. 

The first modern Englishevetung newspaper to be issued at a half-
penny was the Loam Eve ning News—afterwards known as the Day. 

It was started in 1855, but soon failed to meet expenses 
1114".7  and disappeared from the wen. In 1868 appeared the 
frradag London Eche, published by Henry Cassell.' rt had for its 
144F"'s• first editor, until 1875, Mr (afterwards Sir) Arthur Arnold 
(1833-z9o2), afterwards M.P. for Salford (1880-1886) and chairman 
of the London County Council (1895-1896), who was well known 
both as a writer and traveller and as founder of the Free Land= 
0885). Baron Albert Grant (1830-1899), the pioneer of 
mammoth company-promoting,' afterwards took the Echo in had 
and wasted a fortune over it; and eventually it was owned for some 
years by Mr Pasoan Edwards. coming to an end in tm. The 
Evening News was begun at a halfpenny m 188: as a Liberal organ, 
but was shortly afterwards bought by a Conservative syndicate. 
It sew stormy tunes, and at the end of thirteen years it had absorbed 
L298,000 and was heavily in debt. Its shares could then be purchased 
for threepence or foume= each. In August 1894 it was purchased 
by Messrs Harmswerth for £25,000, and under Mr Kennedy Jones's 
management developed into a highly muccessful property. On 17th 
January 1888 the first number of the Star appearM, under theeditor-
ship of Mr T. P. O'Connor (h 1848), asa half penny evening newspaper 
in support of Mr. Gladstone's p‘Igy. When Mr O'Connor left the 

crlidr, H. W. Massingham became 'coeditor, and subsequently Mr 
Parke. In sthe Star was acquired by a new propnetor- 

ship in which Mesn^Cadbury and the Daily News had an important 
share. From the fiat it was conspicuous for its advanced attitude 
in politics, and also for excellent literary criticism. In 1893 Mr T. P. 
O'Connor founded the Sm, which eventually passed into the hands 
of a succession of proprietors and came to an end In October 1906. 

As regards the purely sporting prom in London, Spewing Life, 
started on 1859, became a daily in 1885. and In 0186 

Samilig incorporated the old Boo'sWe. The daily Sportsman, 
awl the leading paper, was founded in 1865. Thefinancial 
gammtat daily press's a modern creation and has taken many 
diaii" shapes; the Financier was the first regular daily, but in 
3884 the Financial News, under Mr H. H. Mark., made its appear- 

Albert Grant, who took that name though his father's was 
Gottheimor, was given the title of baron by King Victor Emmanuel 
of Italy in i868 for his services in connexion with the Milan picture 
gallery. He made a large fortune by compsny-promoting, and in 
1865 became M.P. for fier. He became a prominent public 
character in London. In 1873 he built Kensington House, a vast 
mansion doge to Kensington Pekoe, which in 188113 was demolished 
and the site seised by his creditors. In 1874 be bought up Leicester 
Square, converted it into a public garden, and presented it to the 
Metropolitan Board of Works. But soon afterwards he failed, and 
from 1876 to his death he coastantly.figtued in the Imacourts at the 
suit of his creditors.  

awe, and in 18811 the Jrfartatial Timser and theme became the leading 
papers of their class. 

The London weeklytipreas (see also under Periodicals) has always 
warn eekly publication facilitates the usdividuality 
of a jr=aloti,ersottri  at respects its editorship and as respects 
the class of readers to which it more mon.*  addresses ""le 
itself. From the days.  of Daniel Defoe there have always °walk 
been newspapers bearing the unmistakable immths of as •r." 
individual and powerful mind. Cobbett's Weakly Register 1•••••• 
affords perhaps as striking an illustration of journalism in its groat-
nem and in its meanness as could be found throughout its 
entire annals. And Cobbett's paper has had many succesawa, 
some of which, profiting by the marvellous mechanaralp= 
awes of the present day. 

 
bathe attained a far wider 

Influence than was possessed by the Weekly Register in its most nrtr days. 
 ., of the weekly reviews practically begins with the 

Examiner, which was founded in 1838 and had a long  career as one 
of the most prominent organs of the Liberals, ending m 1881. That 
its literary reputation rasineat resulted naturally from a encase:0a 
of such editors as Ls .Hunt, Albany Fonblanque, John Forster 
and Henry Morlei;unli war succeeded in January 1837 

Henry 
the 

foundation of the ' Gamete, the proprietor of winch wasi 
Colburn and the first 'tor William Jerclan. Jerdan succeeded in 
inducing Crabbe and Campbell to contribute to a, and among those 
who masted him were Bulwer Lytton, Barry Cornwall and Mrs 
Heman• The Literary Gazette came to an end in 186a. At the end 
of ,8th Theodore Hook founded John Bull, which for a time had 
extraordanary popularity; to it he contributed the most brilliant 

E 	i 
of thiir respra. 

in the development of this form of literature wen marked 
by foundation of the damsons= by James Silk Buckingham is 
January 1828 and by that of the Spectator by Robert Stephen Riatoul 
later an the same year. 

The Spectator was edited for thirty years by Robert RiatouL Is 
1858 the latter sold the paper to Mr Scott, who retired, however, 
from the editorship after • few months; and for a time the . 10.60. 
Sp.ator . was in low water. In 1861 irpassed into the hands 
of R. H. Hutton (q.v.) and Meredith Townsend, and under 
them became • successful exponent of moderate Liberalism iroon., 
and thoughtful criticism, particularly in the discussion of 
rerqpous problems, such as were uppermost in the days of the Meta-
physical Society. The high character and literary reputation of the 
Spectator were already established when, in 097, it pared into the 
hands of Mr J. St Lee Strachey (b. 186o), but under him it became 
a more powerful organ, if only because it more than maintained its 
position while the other weekly papers declined. Unionist in politics 
since ,886, the Spectator after 19o3 was the leading organ of FieeTrade 
Unionists who opposed tariff rdorm, until the progress of sociathm 
and the extravagane of Mr Lloyd-George's budget in 1909 caused 
it to accept the ful policy of the Unionist party in preference to the 
dangers of socialistic radicalism. No paper in London, it may wed 
be said, has earned higher respect than the Spectator, or carried more 
weight in its criticisms, both on politics and on literature. This has 
not been on account of any special brilliance of the pyrotechnic 
order, but because of continuous sobriety and good sense and 
unimpeachable good faith. 

The Saturday Review, on the other band, is important historically 
rather for the brilliance of its " palmy days." First publeshed on 
the 3rd of November 5855, it was founded by A. J. B. Beredord 
Hope (1820-1887), a brother-in-law of Lord Salisbury, M.P. for 
Maidstone and for Cambridge University, and a prominent church-
man and art patron; with John Douglas Cook (1808-x868) as editor. 
Mr Hope was the son of James Hope (t770-1831), author of Awn- 
Maus; and it was reputed that Daglas Cook was " Anastatius " 
Hopes natural son. For several years the Saturday-maintained an 
exceptional position in London journalism. On the political side 
it was at first Peelite, but the strong churchmanship of Mr Beredord 
Hope and antagonism to Mr Gladstone did much to bring it round 
to a pronounced Conservative view. Most, though not all, of its 
early staff had already worked under Mr Cook, when he was editor 
of the Morning Chronicle (from 1848 to 185a). In its literary com-
ment it gave much space to articles of pure criticism and scholarship, 
and almost every writer of contemporary note on the Tory side 
contributed to its columns. But the matter which did most to give 
it its peculiar character was found in its outspoken or even sensational 
" middles—" The Frisky Matron," " The Girl of the Period " 
(by Mrs Lynn Linton). " The Birch in the Boudoir," &c. The 
editorship remained in the hands of Mr Cook till his death in 1868. 
fm ‘861 a secession from the Saturday balm till 1863, led to the 
temporary brilliance of the London Review 4'869-x868), started by 
Charles Mackay. Douglas Cook was succeeded by Philip H 
(tho9-1887), who had followed him from the Monsen Ckronick 
and under whom Mr Andrew Lang became a contributor, with others 
of note. Mr Harwood retired in 1883, and was succeeded by his 
former assistant Mr Walter Retries Pollock, under whom the paper 
underwent some modifications in form to m .w,t changes in the public 
taste; Mr G. Saintsbury and Mr H. D. Traits were then prominent 
members of the staff. and Mr Frederick Greenwood wrote for the 
paper till he started the Asti-Jacabia. In 1894 the Saturday Rains 
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was sold by the heirs of Mr Beresford Hope to Mr Lewis Edmunds, 
from whose hands it soon passed to Mr Frank Harris. In 1899 the 
paper was sold to Lord Hardwicke and came under the editorship of 
Mr Harold Hodge, who remained in this position when, after Lord 
Hardwicke's death in 1905, it passed into the hands of Mr Gervaae 
Becket. 

The Saturday Repine and Spectator, as the exponents of brilliant 
Toryism and serious Liberalism, had the field practically to them-
selves for some years; but when in 0386 the Spectator followed the 
Liberal Unionists in opposing Home Rule for Ireland. and ceased to 
support Mr Gladstone, the result was the addition to London journal-
ism of the Radical Speaker (1898); and in 1898 the threepenny 
Outlook (altered in price in 1905 to sixpence) was started, to present 
more particularly the growing interests of the Colonies and the 

M 
Empire, a side further develop. in rim and 1906 under the editor- 

mi
l) of r J. L. Garvin (b. 1868) in its advocacy of Mr Chamberlain's 

policy of a preferential tariff, when the Spectator became aggressively 
 Trade. In December 1906 the Outlook was sold by its pro-

prietor, Mr C. S. Goldman, to lord Iveagh, and Mr Garvin resigned 
the editorship. In 1907 the Speaker was incorporated with the 
Nation, a new Radical weekly, edited by H. W. Massingliam. Several 
ambitious new weeklies meanwhile started, and some passed away 
before the end of the century, such as the Realm, the British Review 
and the Review of the Week. The most brilliant of all these, which 
also lasted the longest, was the Sects (soon renamed the National)  
Observer (1888-e897), edited at first by W. E. Henley (gm.), and 
subsequently by J. E. Vincent (d. 1909). Mr Henley, assisted by Mr 
Charles Whibley, collected a band of clever young writers, who 
formed almost a' school " of literary journalism, and many of whom 
won their spurs ip literature by their contributions to this paper. 
The Pilot (1900) under Mr D. C. Lathbuiy was another brilliant 
attempt, but it failed to pay its way and hardly lasted for three years. 

Among purely literary weeklies the Athenaeum found a rival in the 
Academy, founded in October 1869 by Dr Appleton and edited by 
him. Idter, under the editorship of J.  S. Cotton, it was famous 
for its signed reviews and scholarly character; but the small circle 
to whom pare literature appealed made financial success difficult. 
In 1896 the Academy was bought by Mr Morgan Richards,  and for 
some years was edited by Mr Lewis Hind, amalgamating Litodues 
(a weekly which had been started by The Tunes) in 1 1; and 
subsequently under changed proprietors it was su • y edited 
by Mr Teignmouth Shore and Mr Anderson Graham. In April 
1907 it was bought from Sir G. Newnes by Sir Edward Tennant, 
and subsequently passed under the control of Lord Alfred 
Douglas, who in 1910 parted with it to a new proprietary. 

The publication of Sunday editions of the daily papers has not 
found the same favour in England as in the United States. In 1899 

sift, a appeared 
 Daily Mail and a Sunday Daily .Telegraph

a  
simultaneously; but public opinion was so 

.."..16 
 

violent against seven-&y journalism that both were 
withdrawn. The died of the Sunday papers, the °bumf (179*), 
was conducted by one editor, Mr Dozat, for more than fifty years. 
It was one of the first papers to contain illustrations. In later years 
Mr Edward Dicey was a notable editor. In 1905 the Observer mooed 
into the hands of Lord Northcliffe, his first editor being Mr Austin 
Harrison, a son of Frederic Harrison. In 1907 Mr J. L. Garvin 
became editor, and under him the old influence of the Observer 
revived. 

Lloyd's ,Weekly Newspaper started as an unstamped illustrated 
journal at a penny in September 1842. In 1843 it was enlarged in 
sue, and the price raised to threepence. Curious Ingenuity was Mown 
in advertising it by all sorts of expedients. Amongst others, all the 
pennies its proprietor could lay his hands on were embossed, by • 
cleverly constructed machine, with the title and price of the new 
journal. The Times drew attention to this defacement of the co in 
of the realm, and so gave it a better advertisement still. From 
a weekly sale of 33,000 in 1848 it rose to 170,000 in 1861. In antici-
pation of the abolition of the paper duty, the price was then reduced 
to a penny, and its circulation continued to increase. In later years 
it had an able editor in Mr T. Carling. Reynolds's Weekly NewsPo _Per. 
an extreme Radical paper with a large circulation, dates bows:Ere 

 t850. Other Sunday papers came later into existence—the Peo 
ONO, the Sunday (afterwards Weeny) Sun 0890; the y 
Spinel (1897)— with which in 1904 was amalgamated the Sunday 
Times (1822). The Referee (an), a paper with a strong sporting 
and theatrical interest is famous for the humans contributions by 

l anCtaaatea  
" (G. R. dims) and the pungency of its inlecellaneous 

ON tbe London illustrated weekly papers the oldest, the Illustrated 
London News, was founded in 1842; the Graphic in 1869; while the 

Pictorial World, which lasted for some years, began In 1874. 
/1618"/" In 5891 Black and While was started; and in nip the 

Sketch, edited by Mr Clement Shorter (also then editor of 
MIN% the Illustrated London News), introduced a lighter vein. 
Mr Shorter gave up the editorship of these two weeklies in 1901, 
and became editor of a new illustrated weekly, the Sphere, with the 
proprietorship of which came also to be associated the Taller. 
Another new illustrated weekly of a high class, Country Life Bless-
bated, bepn in 1897. 

The "Sodmv " weeklies, Truth (An), Vanity fait (1868)--with  

a separate cartoon as a special feature, famous for the artistic work 
of Pell•ni. Leslie Ward and others—and the World 
(1874), t a new " note' into regular journalism, Sitar 
Mr Edmund ates's success with the World largely con-  
tributing to the .  increase of the personal style which he 
did so much to introduce; and Truth made its proprietor, the 
politician Mr Henry Labouchere, one of the most prominent mend 
the day, not so much for its aggressive Radicalism as for its vigorous 
exposures of all sorts of public charlatanry. 

Among other weeklies, important ones are such ecclesiastical 
as the Guardian OW the Record (1828), the Chad Tines 

1 3), the Tablet (1840), Christian World (x857), Methodist Times 
1885);_ the medical papers, the Lancet (r823) and British Medical 
atrial ; the financial papers, the &MN/lift (ISO) and Statist 

(1878); and the great sporting and country-home paper, the Field 
(t853). 

ong humorous i pas Punch (40 
CATORE,) of which (1 ) Mr M. H. Spielman published a History; 
Fen 08613x1901), Mr 	Fumiss's Like Joke 0894, 

Among  .) stands first (see CA11- 

only for a few months), Judy (1867), Moonshine (1879) "'ace"
and Pick-me-up (1888), have also catered for popular 0.0erah  
gaiety. 

The introduction of women into English journalism in any large 
degree was one of the new departures of the last quarter of the 19th 

7:=71;ret Harriet et Maaratimeauthingintaller da_ y, onetaof the
was 
 e W°°i'D 

principal members of theDailyNews staff. and M issFmnces foesmai• 
Power Cobbe (i 822-t9o5) the advocate of anti-vivisection- isge■ 
ism, was an active journalist. Miss Flora Shaw (Lady Luprd), as 
writer of colonial topics for The Times, or Mrs Crawford, as Paris 
correspondent of the Daily News, are other notable instances of the 
prominence of women's work in the same spheres with the ablest 
men. But such cases as these were exceptional, m which something 
in the nature of a personal mission and a peculiar aptitude gave the 
impulse. Journalism as a prdession. for women came, however. 
to be widely resorted to partly through its obvious recommendation 
Ma day when women • education required an alternative outlet, 
for those who had to earn their living, to that of the teaching pro-
fession; partly, and pan' Mani, through the immense increase in 
women readers and the immensely increased publicity given in news- 
papers to matters of primarily feminine interest. In 188o the only 
" ladies' paper " of any importance was the Queen. a weekly which 
dates from 1861. But subsequently a considerable number of new 
weeklies entered the field: notably the Lady's Pictorial (1880); 
the Lady (1885); Woman (1889); the Gentlewoman (z89o), which 
owed its success to the vigorous ma t of Mr J. S. Wood; 
Madams 0895); and the Ladies' Field 180). New monthlies also 
appeared, in the Englishvosran. the Ladies Realm and the Woman 
at Home. The sphere of action of the lady journalist was soon 
by no means confined to the " ladies' livers," or to the welting 
of columns on dress or cookery for such general journals as found 
it useful to cultivate feminine readers; women Invaded every other 
field of journalism, especially the large new field of " intervtlewl/ 
and fashionable gossip. The incrome In women-writers y. 

" 

novelists, dramatists,. poets, reacted on their connexion wit journal- 
ism the inanased respectability " of journalism made it easier 
for them to work side by side with men .; and gradually nobody 
thought the introduction of women into this sphere anything out of 
the common; • lady journalist. ip fact, was much less remarkable 
than a lady doctor. 

British Provincial Press. 
England and Wales.—Though the real development of English 

provincial journalism, as a power co-ordinate with that of London,  
only dates from the abolition of the stamp duty in 1855, many country 
newspapers before that time had been marked by literary ability 
and originality of character. The history of the provincial prim of 
England begins in 1690 with the weekt.Vorceskr,  Postman (now 
Betray's Worcester Journal). The Slam ord Mercury (1695; earliest 
known tysa; bog known as Lincoln, nd and Stamford Mer-
airy); , ,Nonach Postman ,  0796); Nottingham Courant (syto), 
afterwards renamed Journal; Newcastle CONIOXi (1711); 

i  Vezing,47  Courant ?pa; shortllved); 11 	 Dm ord Jawnal 	); Salisbury , ; 
P0.011811 zits); Bristol Felix F 	s Journal (1715; merged into 
the Bristol Times in t735"),_ 

Leeds 
 the 	 Kentish Post (1717; 

afterwards Kentish Gereur); LAW Mercury 1717); Law Mercury. 
Protestant Mercury,' and Postmaster or Loyal 	(all 17189; 
York Mercury (m8), and Manchester Weekly Joan V(1719), came 

I The Norwich Posta" a small enema of meagre contents, was 
published at a penny, but its proprietor - notified that "a halfpenny 
is not refused "I Within a few years Norwich else had its CONIdIa 
(1712) and Weekly Mmtwy or Protestant's Packet (1720). 

, Amalgamated with the Bristol Mirror (1773)  in 1865 to form the 
Dab Bristol Times and Minor. 

a Exeter was then fiercely 	•tical. These three newspapers 
commented so freely on p 	nce in parliament that their editors 
were summoned to appear at bar (Journal of the Mouse of Commons. 
xis 30. 43, 1518). The incident is curious as showing that each 
repreoented a rival MS. news-letter writer in Loaded'. 
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ng were 

ialelnery Joifreig:11  (,729,71=, Gazette Si 73o-.  176o); 
Mauche tia Mercury 4762-1830);  the . earliest . Birmingham 
Mier, Aries Gam= 0741); the Cambridge Chronicle (1744),  
and the Orford Journal (1733). Liverpool also boasted of 
Livertool Advertiser (t7 S6) and Gores Gavial Advertiser 0763- 
187o . Of the above WS Leeds Macury (1717) became an in-
creasingly important provincial organ. It was originally published 
weekly, and Its price was three-helfpence. In 1729 it was reduced 
to four pages of larger size, and sold, with a stamp. at twopence. 
From 1755 to 1766 its publication was suspended, but was resumed 
in January 1767, under the management of James Bewley, who 
continued to conduct it for twenty-seven years, and raized it to a 
circulation of 3000. Its prise at this time was fourpence. The 
increase of the stamp duty in 1797 altered its price to sixpence, 
and the circulation sank from 3000 to goo. It was purchased in 
thin10.E:lward Baines, who first began the insertion of " leaders." 
and family left an Impress not only on journalism but on 
literature in the North of England. It took him three years to 
obtain a circulation of 1500; but the Mercury afterwards made 
rapid progress. When the Stamp Tax was removed, its price was 
reduced to a penny, and in 1901 to a halfpenny. For many years it 
admitted neither racing nor theatrical new to its columns, and it 
had a powerful moral and political influence in Lancashire and 
Yorkshire. 

The abolition of the duty on advertisements in 1853, of the 
stamp duty in 1855, and of the paper duty in 1861, oped the way 
for a cheap press, and within ten years of the abolition of the paper 
duty penes morningnewspapers had taken up commanding posi- 
tines in Edinburgh, Glasgow, Dundee and lit in Liver- 
pool, Manchester. Leeds, Bradford, Newcastle and Sheffield; in 
Birmingham and Nottingham; in Bristol, Cardiff and Plymouth ; 
and across St George's Channel in Dublin, Cork, Belfast and Water-
ford. As time went on, and increasingly after the 'seventies, pro-
vincial evening papers began to multiply. But any real importance 
as organs of opinion was still confined to only a few of the great penny 
provincial dailies, notabl

y She 
the Yorkshire Post, Manchester Guardian, 

Birmingham Post (11157 ,Sheffield Tekgraph (associated with Sir 

NW. Leng), Liverpool D Post, Leeds Mercury and Western Morning 
an; others too numerous to mention here were at the same time 

mulling journalists who were to become famous in a law sphere, 
such as the Darlineglos Northern Echo, on which Mr W. T. & d made 
his abut, while Mr Joseph Cowen for some years made the Newcastle 
Daily Chronicle a powerful force. 

The provincial journals began as strictly local organs. But even 
In 1870 it was beginning to be universally perceived that, though the 
influence of a newspaper depends upon the sagacity, sound judgment 
and courage of the editor, Its success as a business enterprise rests 
mainly with the business manager. Managers demanded less local-
ism, a wider range of news, prompter gad fuller reports of all im-
portant events, longer parliamentary reports, parliamentary 
sketches, verbatim reports of speeches by statesmen of the first rank. 
In the early 'seventies such a thing as a full telegraphic report in a 
provincial morning newspaper of parliamentary proceedmgs, or of 
a speech by • leading statesman, was almost unheard of. The Preis 
Amodation had been in existence a short time. but had not then 
covered the country with its organization. Reuter's foreign news 
service very briefly reported important events. Leading articles were 
written during the day. Between 1870 and 1880 a complete revolu-
tion was effected, as the result of the social and educational changes.  
Leader-writers began to discuss the latest topics. Newspapers that 
had been content to fill their columns with local news and clippings 
from Louden and distant provincial papers put such matter are& 
Telegraphic news crushed it out In February 1870 the govern-
ment took over the telegraph system. The advantage of the change 
was immediately felt by newspapers and their readers. Leading 
English and Irish newspapers, following Scotland's lead, began to 
open offices in London, where Feet Street soon began to be an open 
directory to the=,:sicinagishipress—English, Scottish and Irish. 
Scottish and the • Irish newspapers of necessity, the wealthiest 
and most • • papers for convenience and advantage. 
enpged special wins. Others that were near emtgh to London to 
do so secured London news and advertisements by railway, and 
completed their news supply by a liberal use of the telegraph. 
Commercial news both home and foreign, especially American, was 
expanded. The ProsAssociation spread its news-collecting organ-
ization over the whole country, and wasetimukted to activity by the 
rising opposition of the Central News. All this energy bad its 
connterpart in the helium side of the press. Rapid " perfecting ' 
pin;i2 machines were introduced, and newspaper managers found 
themselves in possession of newspapers full of the latest news, and 
procurable in practically unlimited quantities. By the use of 
Wai trains and other organizations, circulation Increased apace. 

development of news agencies, and their universal employment, 
tended to produce sameness in the provincial pram From this fate 
the more enterprising journals saved themselves py special London 
letters, pad' sketches and other ntributions. 
In 1881 the 	gallery in the House of Commons was opened 
to some provincial newspapers, and these accordiy enjo 	new 
facilities foe special (Axe and 	neon. A more im

ngl
portant

yed 
  matter.  

however, was the bombardment of Alexandria and the subsequent 
Egyptian War. The leading*ncial newspapers had already 
emancipated themselves from • , and in general news and 
criticism had risen almost, if not quite, to the average level of the 
first-class London journals. Now they were to step abroad into the 
field of war. Singly, or in syndicates, or by arrangement with London 
journals, the Imthng provincial newspapers ent out war corre- 
spondents, and were able to record the of events as promptly 
and fully as the metropolitan press. The first syndicate to -send cut 
war correspondents was formed by the Glasgow News, the Liverpool 
Daily Post, Man Co Birmingham Gauge and Western 
Morning News, who despatched two correspondents to Egypt, and 
the new departure was attended with complete success. The 
Central News also Lent out warconespondents to Eirrpt and the 
Sudan. During the South African War (1899-a9o2 the Press 
Association, in conjunction with Reuter's Agency, mop eyed" core- 
spondents, as well as the Central News. The leading provincial 
newspapers, however, all formed syndicates amongst themselves to 
secure war telegrams, and in many cares made arrangements for the 
simultaneous publication of the letters and telegrams of leading 
London journals. This system of securing simultaneous publication, 
in provincial newspapers, of special contributions to London morning 
newspapers 

interest 
 afterwards still further extended, and articles of 

exceptional interest that have been specially prepared for London 
journals may now be found on the same day in some of the leading 
provincial newspapers. 

By the beginning of 188o the country had fallen upon a period of 
low prices, and extra expenditure upon war telegrams and on an 
ima=1 supply of general news was to a considerable extent b   

by the reduced cost of paper. A list compiled at the com-
mencement of iwz gave the-names of nighty-seven halfpenny daily 

number 
published in English 

journals 
 towns, a ons: ...abll i  

these being morning ournals. Of 	sixty-two had  
been issued since 1870, those bearing earlier dates of origin being is 
most cases sheets which formerly were issued at a penny or more, 
but had subsequently reduced their prices. Of the sixty-two that 
were issued since 187o, twenty-seven appeared between 187i and 
1882, nineteen between 1882 and 1892 and sixteen between 1892 
and 1902. Under the stimulus of cheapness the news-sheet was 
enlarged. More advertisements, more news, more varied contri-
butions, filled up the additional space. The cost of composition 
increased, and, though circulation and revenue increased also, there 
was some danger to the margin of profit. Again invention came to 
the rescue. In the 'eighties some of the leading provincial newspapers 
began to use type-setting machines. In this forward step the 
provinces were far ahead of the London papers, excepting The Times. 
The Southport Daily News—since dead—led the way by introducing 
six Hattersley machines, and soon afterwards 	 machinery 
became the rule in the provincial press. In the 	ent of 
provincial papers, one factor of *penal importance must 	noted, 
the desire for news about all branches of sport. In 11170 sportin 
meant horse-raring and little more. By degrees it 
addeticiain in all its branches, and Progressive newspapers were 
looked to for information on football, hockey, golf, cricket, lawn-
tennis, yachting. boating,cycling, wrestling, coursing, hunting, polo, 
running, bowls, billiards, chess, gor.., quite as much as for notices of 
musical and dramatic performances, and of other forms of recreation 
and amusement The ordilzi provincial press, and its halfpenny 
evening representatives, depend on the attraction of the 
sporting news; and a number special local papers have also been 
started to cater for this public. 

Sad:ad.—The first newspaper purporting by its title to be 
Scottish (the Scolds Intelligenca,'_yeli September 1643) and the first 
newspapers actually pruned in Scotland (Mercienus Critiau and 
Mercurius Politician, published at Leith in 165t and 1653) were of 
English manufacture—the first beingintended to communicate 
more particularly the affairs of to the Londoners, the 
others to keep Cromwell's army well acquainted with the London 
news. The reprinting of the Politics: was transferred to Edinburgh 
in November 1654, and it continued to appear (under the altered 
title Mercurius Public= subsequently to Apnl 1660)  the 
beginning of 1663. Meanwhile an attempt by Thomas Sycherfe to 
establish  a really Scottish newspaper, Mercurius Caledonies, had 
failed after the appearance of ten numbers, the first of which had 
been published at Edinburgh on the 8th of January 166o. It was 
not until March 1699 that a Scottish newspaper was firmly estab- 
lished, under the title of the Edinburgh Gazette, by James Watson, 
a printer of eminent skill in his art.' Before the close of the 

i This was followed by the Scotch Doge, the first number of which. 
is dated " September 30 to October so, 1643," and bythe .Sconith 
Mercury (No. 1 October 5, 1643). In 1648 a ifameriss .eses and 
a Memories Catalonia: were published in London. The Scotch Dag 
was the only one of these which attained a lengthened -existence. 

Watson was the printer and editor, but the person licensed was 
James Donaldson, merchant in Edinburgh er Ad le favors of 
James Donaldson for printing the Gamete," March 10.1699, published 
in Miscellany of the Mittaad Clr6, ii. 232 eq.). Arnot, in his History 
of Edinburgh, mentions as the second of Edinburgh new=sr_sere— 
intervening between Mercurius Celedatist and the 
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year the Gorge was thensfared to elm ibeid. by whose family it 
long continued to be printed. In F ems Watson started the 
lidesburgh Courant. of which be only publishedfifty-five numbers. 
He states it to be his plan to give " most of the remarkable hide 
news Isom their prints, and also the home news (rum the portsof this 
kingdom . now altogether neglected." The Courant appeared 
thrice a week. Upon complaint bang made to the privy council 
concerning an advertisement inserted after the transfer of

t 
 the

n 
 paper 

to Adam Boig, the new printer presented a 	icai o to 
cotmeil in winch he tepee:seed his willingness

sup 
 " that ht all the  time 

coming no inland news or advertisements shall be put into the 
the rast. bet at the sight and allowance of the clerks of couriciL" 
In 1710 the town council authorized Mr Daniel Defoe to print the 
Edinburgh Courant in the place of the deceased Adam Bag. Four 

earlier 0706) the indefatigable pioneer of the Scottish press, 
Taersils Watson, had begun the Scots Courant, which he ceatinued to 

•print until after the year 1718. To these papers were added in 
October 1708 the Edinburgh Flying Post and in August 1709 the 
Scots Postman. Five years later this paper aprs to have been 
incorporated with the Edinburg* Gazette. The Caledonian Mercury 
began April 28, 1720. At one period it was published thrice and 
aftermath twice a week. Its first proprietor was William Rolland, 
an advocate, and its first editor Thomas Ruddiman. The property 
passed to Ruddiman on Rolland's death in 572g. and remained in his 
family until 1772. It is curious to notice that in his initiatory 
number of April z720, Rolland claimed a right to identify his 
Memtry with that of 166o. This journal, he said in his preface to the 
public," is the oldest Iescistinikin Great Britain." And his successor 
of the year 86o followed suit celebrating the " second centenary " 
of the Cakdanian Mercury. He brought out • facsimile of No. t of 
Marmite Cakdonies (January t6612), in its eight pages of small 
quarto. 

i 
curiously contrasting with the great double sheet of the day. 

But sixty years s a long period of suspended animation, and the 
tonnexion of the two newspapers cannot be proved to be more than 
nominal. The Caledonian Mercury was the first of Scottish journals 
to give compicuous place to literature—foreign as well as Scottish. 
In " the '45. " one of its editors, Thomas Ruddiman, junior, virtually 
sacrificed his life." and the other, James Grant, went into exile, for 
the expression of conscientious political opinion. Its publication 
ceased after an existence of more than one hundred and forty 
years. 

Notwithstanding the positive assertions that the Edinburgh 
Ceara* and the Edinburgh Evening Courant " were entirely different 
journals, and never had any connexion whatever with each other." 
a substantial identity may be asserted upon better grounds than 
those ice which identity used to be claimed for the Caledonian 
Mercury with Mercedes Caledonia:. The grant by the town council 
of Edinburgh in December 1718 of • licence to James ht•Ewan to 
print an Evening Courant three times a week appears to have been 
really • revival, in altered form, of the original Courant, repeatedly 
referred to .in earlier, but not much earlier, records of the some 
corporation. So revived, the Evening Courant was the first Scottish 
paper to give foreign intelligence from anginal sources, instead of 
repeating the advice sent to London. In 178o David Ramsay 
became its proprietor. Under his management it is said to have 
attained the largest Scottish circulation of its day. It was then of 
neutral politics. Subsequently, returning to its original title, and 
appearing as a daily morning paper, it ranked for long as the senior 
organ of the Conservative party in Scotland, but at last the compe-
tition of the Scotsman caused its disappearance, and after amalgamat- 
ing with the Glasgow New or the Scofeirh News in 1886, it expired in 
OWL 

The Edinburgh Weekly Journal began in 1744, but it only attained 
celebrity when, almost seventy years afterwards, it became the joint 

y of Sir Walter Scott and of James Ballantvne. Scott wrote 
property many characteristic articles. Baflantyne edited it 
until his death in 1831 and was succeeded in the editorship by 
Thomas Moir. The paper was discontinued about 1840. The 
Edinburgh Evening News started in 1873. 

The Swtrmae, the leading Scottish 	per. was established 
as a twice-a-week paper in January 1857 and 	a daily in June 
1855. It tanked as the chief organ of the Liberal party in Scotland. 
until the Home Rule split in lath, when it became Unionist. It was 
founded by William Ritchie. in conjunction with Charles Maclaren. 
For • short period it was edited by J. R. M'Cullech, the eminent 
political economist. He was succeededby Machuen, who edited the 
Mier until ties, and he in turn in 1848 by Alexander Russel (1814-
1876), who (with Mr Law as manager) continued to conduct it with 

Kingdom's Intelligencer. But this was a London newspaper, dating 
from z662, which may occasionally have been reprinted in Scotland; 
no suchcopies, however, are now known to exist. In like manner 
the Scottish Mercury, No. t, May 8, 1692, appears to have been a 
London newspaper based upon Scottish news-letters, although in an 
article written in i848. In the Scottish Journal of Topography, vol. U. 
p. 303. it is mentioned as an Edinburgh newspaper. 

During an imprisonment of six weeks in the Tolbooth of Edin-
burgh his h -with suffered so severely that he died very shortly after 
his release. 

'Grant. History Nth New's," Press (NM a 452.  

= WISP est11.1ftfl. heath the first el Hoe's rotary mediae* 
t into Scotland was erected for the Scannas. The Scotsman 

soon developed into a great newspaper, strong both on its literary 
side and also in gathering news; and it was circulated all over 
Scotland, its publishing offices being opened in Glasgow. which was 
a better centre for distributing in the west. and in Perth for the 
north. At last under Charles A. Cooper it succeeded in killing all 
its rivals in Edinburgh. to 1885 the SC41,411011 issued an evening 

PIThe North British Advertimw was founded in 1826. The Witness 
began in i84o as the avowed organ of what speedily became the 
Free Church party in Scotland. In its first prospectus it calls itself 
the Old Whig. The paper appeared twice • week. and its editor. Hugh 
Miller, very soon made it famous. In the course of km than sixteen 
ymrs he wrote about a thousand articles and papaw, conspicuous for 
literary ability. still more so for a wide range of acquirement and of 
original thought, most of all for deep conscientiousness. It survived 
its first editor's death (1855) only a few years. 

In Glasgow the Glasgow Herald was founded in 5782. When the 
Scotsman extended its activities to Glasgow, the Herald opened an 
office in Edinburgh; and it took an active part in breaking down 
the old localism of Scottish papers. In later years it became • 
powerful organ. The North British Daily Mail was established in 
April t8;7. George Troup, its first editor, made it specially famous 
for the organizing skill with which he brought his intelligence at an 
unprecedented rate of speed from Carlisle, the nearest point then 
connected with London by railway.' The Glasgow Evening News 
was started in 

The Aberdeen Journal was founded as a weekly paper in n748 and 
became a daily in 1876. In 1879.  it issued an evening edition. The 
Aberdeen Daily Free Press, originally a weekly, dates from 58$3. 
In 1881 it issued an evening paper to connexion with itself. The 
Dundee Advertiser, established in slot, towards the latter .part of the 
century extended its sphere of influence much on the lines of the 
Scotsman and Glasgow Herald. It issued the Evening Telegraph in 
1877. la 1859 the Dundee Courier, a halfpenny paper. had begun. 

It may be added that a very lasge number of the men who have 
distinguished themselves by their labours on the great newspapers 
of London, and sew* who rank as founders of ttese_, began their 

 and have left 	mark on the newspapers of Scotland. 
Ireland.—In Mat appeared a sheet called Warranted

5642 
 Tidings from 

Ireland this, with Ireland's True Diarnal (), Mercurius 
Hibernicus (

but 
 1644), the Irish Coward 069o). were all of them London 

newspapers containing Irish news. The real newspeper press of 
Ireland began with the Dublin News-Letter Of 1685. Five years later 
appeared the Dublin Intellirwm• (No. 1, September 30, 5690). 
Both of these were shortli. Puts Occurrences followed In 17oo 
and lasted for more than fifty years, as the pioneer of the daily 
press of Ireland. In t73o or in int (there is some doubt as to the 
date of the earliest number) the Dublin Casette began to appear, 
the official organ of the vice-regal government. Frter's /011/1141 
was established in 1728. Esdatle's News-Letter began in t744. took 
the tide of Saunders': News-Letter in 5754 (when it appeared three 
times a week), and became a daily new. perin 1777. 

In the Nationalist press the famous Frarms's Journal has long 
been prominent amongst the Dublin papers. It was established 
as aidsly paper by a committee of the first society of "United 
Irishmen " in 1763, and its first editor was Dr Lucas. Flood and 
Grattan were at one time numbered amontot its contributors, 
although the latter, at a subsequent period, is reported to have 
exclaimed in his place in the !riskparliament. "The Preemies 

. 
Journal is a liar .. a public, pitiful liar." In 1870 it brought out 
the Evening Telegraph. In tff9z the dimensions among the Irish 
Nationalists led to the establishment of the Parnellite Dublin Daily 
Independent and Evening Herald. In 097 the Nation, formerly • 
weekly, was brought out as a daily. On the Unionist side the 
principal Irish paper is the Dublin Irish Timer (1859). 

Waterford possessed a newspaper as early.  as 1729, entitled the 
Waterford Myr% Post. It professed to contain " the most material 
news both foreign and domestic," was printed on common writing 
paper and published twice a week at the price of a halfpenny. The 
Waterford Chronicle wasetarted in 1766. 

The Belfast News-Letter was started in 1737; the Belfast Eswriag 
Telegraph in 1870; the Belfast Northern Wag in 1824. 

British Dominions beyond the Sea. 

It is unnecessary here to give all the statistics for the British 
Colonial .press, which has enormously developed in seeders times. 
So far as its early history is concerned, it may be noted that Reimer s 
Gazette was started in earbadoes in 173i and Granada followed with 
a newspaper of its own in 1742. In Canada the Halifax Casette was 
established in 3751 and the Montreal Gazelle in 1765. The first 
Australasian paper was the Sydney Gaulle and New Smith Wales 
Advertiser (1803-1843), the Dement Star, in Van Dieman's Land 
(Tasmania), starting In Oho. In modern days all the British 
dominions beyond the sea have produced important and well-con-
ducted pe_pers. The Canadian press has naturally had certain 
marked affinities with the American; but the Globe in Toronto. as 

11  See Neles and Querim, 5th series, vii. 45, viii. nos. 
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theme's of the Liberal party. has played a leading pert in Canadian 
history. In Australia the Sydney Bulletin, the Sydney Morning 
Herald (1831—daily since 1840). Sydney Daily Tekgrepk, Melbourne 
Argos ► 846) mid Melbourne Age (11354), with the evening Melbourne 
Herald, have been the most important. In South Africa the Cape 
Times (1876) has been the principal paper, but some of the Transvaal 
English papers have exercised great influence in the disturbed 
political conditions since about 1895. 

India.—For a considerable period under the rule of the East India 
Company the Indian press was very unimportant both In character 
and influence. It was permitted to shape its course and to gain 
a position as it could, under the potent checks of the deportation 
power and the libel law, without any direct censorship. Nor was it 
found difficult to inflict exemplary punishment on the writers of 
" offensive paragraphs." 

Prior to Lord Vilellesley's administration the most considerable 
a pen published at Calcutta were the World, the Bengal Journal. 
the sht,  karn. the Cakzes Gaulle (the organ of the Bengal govern-
ment), the Telegraph. the Calcutta Courier, the Asiatic ',fluor and 
the Indian Gestate. Mr Duane. the editor of the World, was sent to 
Europe in ITN for " an inflammatory address to the army." as was 
Mr Charles Maclean, four years afterwards for animadverting in 
the Telegraph on the official conduct of a local magistrate. 

The Calcutta Englishman dates from 1821. Lord Wellesley was the 
first governor-general who created a censorship (April t799). His 
press-code was abolished by the marquis of Hastings in 1818. The 
mwer of transporting obnoxious editors to Europe of course remained. 
Perhaps the most conspicuous instance of its exercise was the re-
moval of the editor of the Calcutta Journal (Salk Buckingham). 
which occurred immediately after Lord Hastings's departure from 
India and during the government of his temporary successor. Mr 
John Asian. Buckingham's departure was followed closely ( 1 4th 
March 5823).  by a new licensing act, far exceedic/ in stringency that 
• Lord Wel -*&*Y. and (5th  April 1823) by an elaborate " Regulation 
forpreveoting the Establishment of Printing-Presses without Licence. 
and for restraining under certain circumstances the Circulation of 
Printed Books and Papers." The first application of it was to 
suppress the Calcutta Journal. 

In the course of the elaborate inquiry into the administration of 
India which occupied both Houses of Parliament in 111,p. prior 
to the renewal of the Company's charter, it was stated that there 
were, besides 5 native journals, 6 European newspapers: three 
daily, the Bengal Hurkans, Join Bull and the /alum Gauls: 
one published twice a week, the Goeernotera Gazette; and two 
weekly the Bengal Herald and the Oriental Observer. At this 
period every paper.  was published under a licence, revocable at 
pleasure, with or without previous inquiry or notice. At Madras. 
on the other hand, the press remained un der rigid restriction. The 
Madras censorship was removed whilst the parliamentary inquiry of 
5832 was still pending. 

One question only, and that but for a brief interval, disturbed 
Lord William Bentmck's love of free discussion. The too famous 
" Half-Bata " measure led him to think that a resolute persistence 
in an unwise policy by the home government against the known 
convictions of the men actually at the helm in India and an un-
fettered press were two things that could scarcely co-exist. It was 
an this occasion that Sir Charles Metcalfe recorded his minute 
of September 1830, the reasoning of which fully justifies the assertion 
—" I have, for my own part, always advocated the liberty of the 
press, believing its benefits to outweigh its mischkfs; and I continue 
of the same opinion." This opinion was amply carried out in the 
memorable law (drafted by Macaulay and enacted by Metcalfe as 
governor-general in 1835), which totally abrogated the licensing 
system. It left all men at liberty to express their sentiments on 
public affairs, under the legal and moral responsibilities of ordinary 
life, and remained In force until the outbreak of the mutiny of 
1857. 

In t853 Gamin de Tassy, when opening at Paris his annual course 
of lectures on the Hindustani language, enumerated and gave some 
interesting.  details concerning twenty-seven journals (of all sorts) in 
Hindustani. In 1860 he made mention of seventeen additional ones. 
Of course the circulation and the literary merits of all of them were 
relatively small. One, however, he said, had reached a sale of 
goon copies. ,  

In 5857 Lord Canning's law, like that of 1813, on which it was 
closely modelled, absolutely prohibited the keeping or using of 
printing-presses, types or other materials for printing, in any part 
of the territories in the possession and under the government of 
the East Indian Company, except with the previous sanction and 
licence of government, and also gave full powers for the seizure and 
prohibition from circulation of all books and papers, whether 
printed within the Indian territories or elsewhere. 

In 1878 an act was passed, which long remained in fors, regulating 
the vernacular press of India: " Printers or publishers of journals in 
Oriental languages must, upon demand by the due officer, give bond 
not to print or publish in such newspapers anything likely to excite 

' The Hunkers' and the ladies Gowns were long afterwards com-
bined under the new leading title. /Iodine Daily News (with the old 
name appended).  

feelings of disiffection to the goverarnent or antipathy between 
persons of different castes or religions, or for purposes of extortion. 
Notification of war:A is to be made in the offload gazette if these 
regulations be infri (whether there be bond or not): on repeti-
tion, a warrant is to issue for seizure of plant, &c.; if a deposit have 
been made, forfeiture is to ensue. Provision is made dot to exact 
a deposit if there be an agreement to submit to a goveramentofficeir 

s before publication." After the disturbands.of 1908-zgoy 
further and more stringent regulations were made. 

The Indian Dusty Mama (5863) was the first Indian daily in English 
edited by natives. The total number of journals of all kinds pub• 
lished wschin all the territories of British India was reported by the 
American consular staff in .882 as 373. with an estimated average 
aggregate circulation per issue of 288.3oo copies.. Of these. 43, with 
an aggregate circulation of 56,650 .copies, were published in Cal- 
cutta; 6o, with an aggregate circulation of 5 t.776 copies. at Bombay, 
In ;moo it appeared from the official table that there were about 
600 newspapers.so called. published in the Indian empire, of which 
about one-third. mostly dailies, were in he Indian t vernaculars. 
Calcutta had 15 dailies (Calcutla Englishman. He.); Bombay a 
(Bombay Guru) ; Madras 4 (Madras Mail); Rangoon 3 (Hampton 
Times); Allahabad a (Pioneer); Lahore x (Cul sad Military 
Gonne). 

Aurnolurras.—For late developments, see Mitchell's. Sell's and 
Willing's Press Directories.. For historical information:I. B. W. 
Williams, Hut. of British Journalism to the Foundation of tee Gatette 
(1908); H. R. Fox-Bourne, English Newspapers (My); " The 
Newspaper Press," Quarterly &mew. el. 498-537  (October. _1880): 
Hatton, Jourrudistic London (1882); Pebody's English Journalism 
(KM); Progress of Bruise Newspapers in the rote Century (tgot 
published by Simpkin. Marshall & Co.); Andrews, History of British 
Journalism 

Press 
 vols., 186o); Hunt, The Fourth Enid.; Grant, The 

Newspaper .(3 vols., 0371-0173); Plummer, " The British 
Newspaper Press, Compalsans to the Almanac (1876); Nichols. 
Literary Anecdotes of She Eighteenth Carboy, iv. 3397. (H. Cn.) 

3. NEDIPAPEIIS OP TEE UNITED STATES 

1/4310ChuSelis.—B04100 was the first city of America that 
possessed a local newspaper; but the earliest attempt in that 
direction, made in 1689, and a second attempt, under the title 
Pniflick Ocaurences, which followed in September 169o. were 
both suppressed by the government of Massachusetts. Nearly 
fourteen years afterwards (April 24, 1 704), the first number of 
the Boston News -Letter was " printed by B. Green, and sold by 
Nicholas Boone." Its proprietor and editor—so far as it can be 
said to have had an editor, for extracts from the London papers 
were its staple contents—was John Campbell, postmaster of the 
town. In 1719 he enlarged his paper, in ordcr, as he told his 
readers, " to make the news newer and more acceptable; ... 
whereby that which seem'd old in the former half-sheets becomes 
new now by the sheet. . . . This time twelvemonth we were 
thirteen months behind with the foreign news beyond Great 
Britain,,  and now less than five months; so that . . . we have 
retrieved about eight months since January last "; and he 
encourages his subscribers with the assurance that if they will 
continue steady "until January next, life permitted, they will 
be accommodated with all the news of Europe . . . that are 
needful to be known in these parts." But Campbell's new plant 
were soon disturbed by the loss of his office, and the commence-
ment of a new journal by his successor in the postmastaship, 
William Brooker, entitled the Boston Gazelle " published by 
authority " (No. r, Hat December 1719). The old journalist 
had a bitter controversy with his rival, but at the end of the year 
1722 relinquished his concern in the paper to Benjamin Green, 
who carried it on, with higher aims and greater success, until his 
death, at the close of 1733, being then succeeded by his son-in-
law, John Draper, who published it until December 1762. By 
Richard Draper, who followed his father, the title war altered 
to Massachusetts Gazelle and Boston News-Letter; and the 
maintenance of the British rule against the rising spirit of 
independence uniformly characterized his editorship and that 
of his widow (to whom, at a subsequent period, a pension was 

For the general conditions producing the modern type of 
American newspaper, see the first section of this article. In the 
following account of American and foreign newspapers, the historical 
material in the 9th and loth editions of the Ency. Bra. has been 
utilized and in parts repeated. 

5  In other words, the attention of the Bostonian politicians was 
engrossed on the siege of Belgrade. when their contemporaries in the 
mother country were intent on the destruction of the Spanish fleet 
on the coast of Sicily. 
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granted by the British government). It was the only paper 
printed in Boston during the siege, and ceased to appear when the 
British troops were compelled to evacuate the city. 

The Bostos Gazelle, founded in 1719, had James Franklin, 
elder brother of the celebrated Benjamin Franklin, as its first 
printer. It lasted until the end of 2754, its editorship usually 
Changing with the change of the postmasters. On the 27th 
August 1721 James Franklin started the New England Courant, 
the publication of which ceased in 1727; and two years later 
Benjamin Franklin purchased the Peenrydeanie Gazette, which 
he continued weekly until 1765. 

To the Boston Casette and the Courant succeeded the New 
England Weekly Journal (loth March 1727; incorporated with 
the Boston Gazette in 2741), and the Weekly Rehearsal (27th 
September 1731), which became the Boston Eiening Post (August 
1735), and under that title was for a time the most popular of the 
Boston newspapers. It aimed at neutrality in politics, and there-
fore did not survive the exciting events of the spring of 1775. 
Several minor papers followed, which may be passed over without 
notice. A new Boston Gazette, which began in April 1 755 (merged 
in 1836 in the Casffsd), is of more interest. For a long time it 
was the main organ of the popular party against England, and 
expounded their policy with great ability, and in a dignified 
temper. Otis, John Adams, Samuel Adams and Joseph Warren 
were amongst its writers. It was strongly Republican after the 
adoption of the constitution, especially opposing its old con-
tributor John Adams 

The Massachusetts Spy (1770), under the Indefatigable editor-
ship of the American historian of printing, Isaiah Thomas, 
did yeoman's service In this struggle, although of a different 
kind from that of the Boston Casette. The latter spoke chiefly 
to the thinkers and natural leaders of the people. The Spy was 
a light and active skirmisher who engaged his antagonists 
wherever be met them, and frequently carried the war into the 
enemy's country. In July 1774, during the operation of the 
Boston Port Act, and soon after the landing of four British 
regiments, it adopted Franklin's odd device, representing Great 
Britain as a dragon, and the colonies as a snake divided into 
nine parts with the motto, " join or die." But Boston grew too 
hot for the patriotic printer, and he had to remove to Worcester 
on the day of the battle of Lexington. Here the paper continued 
to be published (as the Worcester Spy) until z786,—the lack of the 
stirring revolutionary matter being occasionally supplied by the 
republication in its columns of entire books, such as Robertson's 
America and Gordon's History of the Regulation. This journal, 
like so many more, was for a time killed by a tax. The stamp 
duty imposed in March r786, though amounting to but two-
thirds of a penny, and very speedily repealed, led to its suspension 
until April 1788, when the weekly Massachusetts Spy was revived, 
lasting till 1848. A morning edition, the Worcester Spy, was 
started in 1845 and continued to be published till May 1904. 

The Boston Centind was another memorable newspaper. It 
was founded in 1784 as the Massachusetts Centind and She 
Republican Journal, a semi-weekly; in ivy" becoming the 
Columbian Centind. For many years it was edited by Major 
B. Russell (1761-180, a man who combined real ability with 
moderation of temper and singular modesty and disinterested-
ness. He printed the Acts of Congress for a very long time 
without charge, but the government eventually gave him £1400 
in recognition of his work. The Centime, had good foreign news, 
and Russell was intimate with Louis Philippe and Talleyrand 
when they were in Boston. In 183o it absorbed the Palladium 
(founded in 1793 as the Massachusetts Mercury. and renamed 
in 18or the Massachusetts Mercury and New England Palladium), 
and in 1836 the Boston Casette, but in 1840 was merged in the 
Boston Advertiser. The Boston Daily Advertiser was founded in 
18,3, and in 1832 absorbed the Patriot. which in 113:9 was started 
out of a nucleus chiefly composed of the Nen England Chronicle 
(1776). 

William Lloyd Garrison's once well-known Liberator was 
founded at Boston on New Year's Day 1831 For a time its 
editor was also writer, compositor and pressman. In December  

of that year the legidature of Georgia offered a reward of s000 
dollars to any one who would cause bim to be apprehended and 
brought to trial. He continued the paper till 1865 and lived to 
witness the abolition of negro slavery. In 1827 Garrison also 
edited in Boston the National Philanthropist, the first American 
total abstinence paper. 

Among modern Boston papers the most important are the 
Evening Transcript (i83o), Herald (1836), Daily Advertiser (1813), 
Globe (1872), Boston American (x9o4) and Post (1831). 

Of Massachusetts papers outside Boston the most important 
still in existence in 1910 was the morning Springfield Republican 
(weekly, 1824; daily, 144), established by Samuel Bowles, 
father of Samuel Bowles (1826-1878), its most famous editor. 

The Evening Sakai Gazette, originally a weekly (1768), was a 
famous paper during the War of Independence and in the period 
immediately after. The Hampshire Gazette of Northampton, 
Massachusetts, founded in September 1786 in the interests of the 
Administration at the time of Shays's Rebellion, started its daily 
edition in 189o. The weekly Gooste and Courier (1841), was a 
consolidation of the Greenfield Gazette (1792) and the Courier (1838). 
The Salem Register and Mercury continues the Saks. Register (1800) 
and the Mercury, which was published in Salem as early as 1768, 
but not continuously. The Haverhill Evening Gazette dates from 
1798. In Pittsfield is published the Berkshire County Eagle, a weekly 
established in 1789. with an evening edition, the Berkshire Evening 
Eagle (1892). The Newburyport Herald (evening 1820; morning 
1892) continues the title of an earlier paper (1797) owned by Ephraim 
W. Allen and William S. Allen. 

At the commencement of the struggle for independence in 1773 
Massachusetts possessed 7 newspapers, New Hampshire t (the New 
Hampshire Gazette), Rhode Island 2, and Connecticut 3.—making 13 
in allfor the New England  nNdtew 

the 
 colonies. Pennsylvania had 

Mercury 	
of , which 

Di:cember 171g)a: and New York but 3, the oldest of them being the 
New York Gawite (1725). Up to that period (1725) Boston and 
Philadelphia were this only towns possessing a newspaper throughout 
America. In the middle and southern colonies there were, in 5775, 
in the aggregate, to journals, of which Maryland, Virginia and North 
Carolina poseessed each 2, South Carolina 3 and Georgia 1. The 
tctal number of the Anglo-American papers was 34. and all of them 
were of weekly publication. 

New Hampshire.—The New Hanipskire Gaulle (1756; daily 
edition since 1852), published at Portsmouth, was the " father" 
of the New England press. The Cheshire Republican (1793) and 
New Hampshire Sentinel (1799; evening edition since 189o) ale 
still published at Beene. 

Vermont.—The earliest paper established in Vermont was 
the Green Menintain Postboy, first published in April 1781. The 
oldest important paper in Vermont is the Ragland Herald 
(established in 1794 as a weekly; daily edition since z861). 
The Vermont Journal of Windsor, Vermont, was established in 
1783. 

Maine.—The first papers of any importance published in 
Maine were the Portland Advertiser (evening, 1785), of which 
James G. Blaine was editor in 1857-186o; and the Eastern 
Argils of Portland (September z8o3). The latter was established 
by Nathaniel Willis (r78o-z8742), the father of N. P. Willis. 
Willis was converted in Portland by Edward Payson and about 
1808 he left the paper. In z816-1826 he established in Boston 
the Recorder, which is supposed to have been the first American 
religious paper. In 1827 Willis established the Youth's Com-
panion, the most popular American juvenile paper. The Eastern 
Argus was edited in 2820-1824 by Seba Smith (1818-1868), 
who established in t829 the Portland Courier, which he edited 
until 1837 and to which be contributed the sketches republished 
in 1833 as Life and Letters of Major Jack Downing. 

Connaticia.—The Comsecticia Courant of Hartford was 
established in October 1764 as a weekly; in 5893 there appeared 
a semi-weekly issue, and its daily issue, the Hartford Courant, 
first appeared in 1837. The paper was a strong supporter of the 
administrations of Washington and Adams. Probably the best 
known of its editors is Joseph R. Hawley. Charles Dudley 
Warner was long a member of the staff. The Hartford Times 
(semi-weekly 1817; daily, tite t) has always been a prominent 
paper Its principal early editors were Gideon Wells in 1826-
1836 (in 186t -1869 he was United States secretary of the navyl, 
and John Milton Niles (1787-1856), who was United States 
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senator in 1835-1839 and 1843-1849 and vas postmuter-general 
of the United States in 1840-t841. 

Next to the Courant, the oldest paper still published in Con-
necticut is the New Hawn Journal, established as a weekly in 
1766 (the weekly edition is now styled the Comsecticul Herald), 
which first appeared as a daily in t834 as the Morning Journal 
and Cowie ► . The New London Gazette (1763), which in 1773 
became the Connecticut Gazette, ceased publication in 2844. 
Another Gaulle was established in New London for a time, 
but is no longer published and was in no way connected with the 
earlier paper. The Danbury News (weekly, 3870, when The 
Times and Jeffersonian were consolidated; daily, 1883) is known 
for the humorous sketches contributed by its proprietor James 
Montgomery Bailey (1841-2894). The Republican Farmer 
•(weekly) was established in :790 in Danbury and in alto removed 
to Bridgeport; the Evening Farmer was first published in 1855. 
The Norwich Courier (weekly, 2796) has a daily edition, the 
Bulletin (1858). 

Rhode Island.—The oldest paper now published in Rhode 
Island is the Newport Mercury (weekly; 1758), which, like most 
of the other New England patriot sheets, was suppressed in 1765; 
it was established by James Franklin, a nephew of Benjamin 
Franklin. 

Pennsylvania.—The Aurora (1790) was the most notable of 
the early Philadelphia papers, next to Franklin's Gazelle. It 
was founded by Franklin's grandson, Benjamin Franklin Bache, 
who in 1784 had started the American Daily Advertiser, the first 
American daily. Bache and his successor William Duane (who 
edited the paper till 1823) bitterly attacked Washington, Adams 
and Hamilton; and the Aurora after 2793 was practically the 
organ of Jefferson, but ceased to be of importance after the 
national capital was removed from Philadelphia. From 1791 
to z793 the principal Anti-Federalist paper was the National 
Gazette, edited by Philip Freneau, whom Jefferson brought to 
Philadelphia. As opposed to these there wa.ithe United Slates 
Gazette, founded in New York in 3789, but removed to Phila-
delphia in 1790, which represented Alexander Hamilton. This 
journal afterwards (1826-1847) was an important Whig organ, 
under the editorship of Joseph Ripley Chandler (17g2-188o). 
In 1847 it was consolidated with the North American (1830), 
which still survives in Philadelphia, having in its progress also 
absorbed the Pennsylvania Gazette (1739-1845), for a time owned 
by Benjamin Franklin, the Pennsylvania Packet (founded 1771) 
and other papers. 

Other important Philadelphia papers still in existence are, 
the Public Ledger (1836), founded as a one-cent paper, purchased 
in 1864 by George W. Childs, who increased the price from 
61 to to cents a week; the Philadelphia Evening Bulletin, which 
consolidated the American Sentinel (18x5) and the Evening 
Bulletin (1847); and the Press (1850, edited from 1880 to t9o8 
by Charles Emory Smith (1842-1908), United States Minister 
to Russia in 1890-3892, and postmaster-general of the United 
States in 1898-1902. 

Benjamin Lundy edited in Philadelphia in 1836-1838 the 
National Enquirer (anti-slavery), which became the Pennsylvania 
Freeman and in 3838-1840 was edited by John G. Whittier. 

Outside of Philadelphia the oldest papers of importance in Penn-
sylvania are the Pittsburgh Gasette, first published in 1786 and 
probably the first newspaperpublished west of the Alleghenies, 
which in 1906 was consolidated with the Times (1879) to form the 
Gazette Times: and the Pittsburgh Part (1792; daily, 1843), one of 
the few influential Democratic papers published in Pennsylvania; the 
Pittsburgh Dispatch (1846) i 846) s a morning paper. Other papers 
founded before 1801 (and still published) in Pennsylvania are: the 
Franklin Repository of Chambersburg (weekly, 1790; daily, 1883), 
of which A. K. McClure was proprietor and editor in t 850-1856; the 
Reading Adler (weekly, 1796), the oldest existing German newspaper 
in the country: the Inklligencer of Lancaster 0799), with which 
the Journal (1794)  was combined in 1839; the Westmoreland 
Democrat of Greensburg (weekly, 1799): the Herald of Norristown 
(weekly. 1799: daily, 1848). 

Maryland.—The earliest journal of Maryland was William 
Parks's Maryland Gazette, of Annapolis, begun in 1727, when in all 
America it had but six existing predecessors. Discontinued in 
1736, it was revived in 2739 by RUMS Green and lasted till 1839. 

The oldest paper now published in Baltimore is the Awaken, 
the successor of the Maryland Journal and Baltimore Advertiser 
founded in August 1773; on the 21st September 1814 it pub-
lished " The Star Spangled Banner." The Bakimore Sun was 
started in 1837. 

New Jersey.—New Jersey had no really established newspaper 
before the Revolution, although the first number of an intended 
journal was published in 1765, under the title Of the Camillo-
dossed Gazette, containing matters interesting to Laney, but no wise 
repugnant to Royalty. The earliest regular paper was the Now 
Jersey Garelle,• which began in December 1777 at Burlington 
(soon removing to Trenton), and ceased publication in 1786. 
A Stale Gazette (weekly), now published in Trenton, data from 
1792 (daily, 1846); Trenton's largest paper is the Times (evening; 
1882). The Sentinel of Freedom, a Newark weekly, was first 
published in 1796; its daily edition, the Star, data from 
1832. Newark's largest paper is the Evening News (1883). 
The New Brunswick Times was first published as a weekly in 
1792; a daily edition was added in :849. 

Virginia.—Virginia, notwithstanding its illustrious pre-
cedency—the province of Raleigh, the cradle of Washington—
possessed neither newspaper nor printing office until 1736, so 
that (as respects one-helf at least of the wish) there was once a 
prospect that the devout aspiration of Sir William Berkeley 
might be realized. " Thank God," said this Virginian governor 
in 1671, " we have neither free school nor printing press, and I 
hope may not have for a hundred years to come." The earliest 
journal established in the state was the Virginia Cradle, 
commenced in 1736. It was still published at Williamsburg in 
1766, when a second paper of the same name was established 
there. This second paper, backed by Thomas Jefferson, was 
afterwards called the American Advertiser and then the Com-
mercial Advertiser, and stopped in 3822. The Ridnnond En-
quiry, which started in 1808, succeeding the Examiner, early 
attained a leading position as a Democratic organ; it was 
discontinued In 3880. The Alexandria Gazette (1M) is still 
published. 

Washington, D.C.—The first "administration organ" (i.e. 
expressing the political views of the administration, but not 
officially a government paper), was the National Intelligences 
(380o); this position it held until 3829, when it became an 
opposition paper. In Jackson's administration the United 
States Telegraph, which had been purchased in 1826 by Duff 
Green, became the "administration organ "; but in 1830 
it was supplanted by the Globe. The United Slats Telegraph, 
which had supported Calhoun, remained his organ until! 
1835, strongly favouring slavery and opposing the abolition 
press. The Globe after December 3830 was conducted by 
Francis Preston Blair the elder and John C. Rives (1795-1864); 
it opposed Nullification, Secession, and the Southern wing of the 
Democratic party. In 3841 the National Intelligences became 
the administration organ; it was succeeded in the same year 
by a new paper, the Daily Madisonian, President Tyler's organ, 
and in 1845 the Union became the organ of President Polk. 
To the Union in 1845 the Globe sold out, but only as a 
party organ. In 1846 to 1873 the Globe was the publisher of 
the Congressional debates. President Taylor's organ during his 
administration was the newly established Republican. During 
President Fillmore's presidency the National Intelligences, 
which was a Webster-Whig organ, returned to power, and during 
Pierce's administration the Union was again the administration 
organ, with the Evening Star (1852) a close second. In 
Buchanan's administration the influence of the Union continued. 
During the Civil War most of these papers died off, except the 
Star and the National Inklligencer, which in t87o removed to 
New York, where it stayed as a semi-weekly for some time. 
The Washington Post, now the leading paper, was founded in 
1877. The National Era, the organ of the American and Foreign 
Anti-Slavery Society, first published in Washington in 2844 
(the Cincinnati Philanthropist was merged with it in s847) by 
Gamaliel Bailey, is known principally because Unde Tom's 
Cabin ran in its columns as a aerial in 1851-1852. A New 
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Malional Era 4874 was conducted in Washington by Frederick 
Douglass and his sons. 

New York.—The New York Gazelle (which started in New York 
City on the add' of October 1725) was followed by the Weekly 
Journal (No. e, 5th November r733), still memorable for the 
prosecution for sedition which it entailed on its printer, John 
Peter Zenger, and for the masterly defence of the accused by 
Andrew Hamilton. " The trial of Zenger," said Gouverneur 
Morris, " was the germ of American freedom." Gaines's New 
York Mercury was published from 1752 to £783. James Riving-
ton (1724-1802) in 1773 published the New York Gazetteer as a 
loyalist sheet, but his press was destroyed in r775 and be went 
to England; in 1777 he returned and published Rivington's 
New York Loyal Gazette (semi-weekly), renamed first the Royal 
Qat& and then Rivington's New York Gazette and Universal 
Advertiser, which came to an end in 1783. The semi-weekly 
Independent Journal was one of the papers of New York City in 
which, between October 27th, 1787, and April and, 1788, the 
Federalist essays were published; in 1788 It became part of the 
New York Gazette, and then in 184o was consolidated with the 
Journal of Commerce. The first daily newspaper published in 
the city or state of New York was the New York Journal and 
Register, commenced in 1788. In 1802 the Morning Ckroiside, 
edited by Peter Irving (1771-1838), a brother of Washington 
Irving, was established as Aaron Burr's organ; in illog it was 
merged in the Potegkkeepsie Journal. Another political paper 
was the Minerva (1793), under Noah Webster, which had a send-
weekly edition, the Herald. These in 1797 became the CM1- 
martial Advertiser and New York Spectator respectively. The 
former (surviving as the Globe and Cemeteries' Advertiser) was 
edited in 012o-0344 by W. L. Stone and in 1867 by Thorlow 
Weed. 

In aro the aggregate number of papers published within the 
state was 66, of which re belonged to New York City. Ten years 
later the city press included 8 daily journals, with an aggregate 
daily circulation of 1o,800 copies. No one paper circulated more 
than ram, and but two—the Evening Post (rflor) and the Com-
mercial Advertiser (my)--attained that number. 

The New York Evening Post was at first strongly Federalist 
and practically an organ of Alexander Hamilton, who with John 
Jay assisted in founding it. Its first editor was William Coleman 
(766-1829). In the years immediately following are John 
Rodman Drake contributed to the Post the " Croaker " pieces, 
in which FitaGreene Halleck joined. William Cullen Bryant 
began to write for the Post in r826, and became its editor-in-chief 
in 1828. John Bigelow, Parke Godwin, Carl Schurz, Horace 
White, E. L. Godkin, editor from r88z to rem, and Henry 
Villard, are the important names in its history. Rollo Ogden 
became editor in sem. Closely connected with the Post Is 
the weekly Nation, long edited by E. L. Godkin (q.v.). The 
Post was strongly Federalist until the War of s8z2; it opposed 
the Hartford Convention; until 186o it was consistently 
Democratic; it supported Lincoln in z860 and in 1864 and 
Grant in 1868; in later years it was an advocate of free trade 
and of Civil service reform. There were earlier Evening Posts 
in 1 746-1 747 and in 1794- 

The cheap (two-oent) press of America (the previous price 
having usually been six tents) began in New York in the shape 
of the Morning Post (1st January 1833), which only lasted a few 
weeks; the real pioneer was the Daily San (No. 1, 23rd 
September 1833), written, edited, set up, and worked off by 
Benjamin Henry Day, a journeyman printer. It sold at one 
cent till the Civil War, when it charged two cents, the price 
remaining at that figure. The New York Sus was acquired in 
1868 by Charles Anderson Dana (q...), who made it a powerful 
organ, and under his successor William M. Wien (1848-10o9) 
it remained one of the great dailies. 

The New York Herald followed in May 1835, founded and 
edited by James Gordon Bennett (q.v.), and his efforts and those 
of his son gave it an enormous commercial success. 

The New York Tribune was established in Ifter by Horace 
Greeley (q.s.), who remained its editor and one of its proprietors  

until his death, shortly after his defeat for the presidency in 
1872. He was succeeded as editor and proprietor by Whitelaw 
Reid (b. 1837), who had joined the staff in x868 and afterwards 
became U.S. Ambassador its London. Directed by two such 
men the Tribune became a powerful organ. 

The New York Times, which was to rank with the Tribune 
and Sun among the best modern American daily papers, was 
established by Henry J. Raymond (q.v.) in September 185x; and, 
though absent at times in the discharge of his duties as lieut.-
governor of New York and member of Congress, he continued 
its editor and chief proprietor until his death in June 1869. 
At the cad of the century, under the control of Mr Adolph S 
Ochs (b. 1858), it was prominent in American journalism for the 
excellence of its news service and literary character. 

The New York World was founded in i86o as a highly moral 
and religious sheet, which immediately failed and had to be 
reorganized. In 1861 the Morning Courier and the Enquirer 
were merged into it. In 1864 it and the Journal of Commerce 
were suppressed for several days by the Federal authorities 
because each had been tricked into publishing a forged presidential 
proclamation of a draft and of a general fast day. In 1869 it 
became the sole property of Manton Marble (b. 1834), who 
retired from its editorship in r875; in 1876 it was sold to a 
syndicate and came under the control of Jay Gould; in 1883 it 
was purchased by Joseph Pulitzer (b. 2847), and its modern 
activity began. It worked hard for Grover Cleveland, especially 
in his first campaign, and opposed W. J. Bryan and his policies. 

The journals owned by W. R. Hearst (b. 1863) all over America 
represent perhaps more conspicuously than any others the 
popular developments which at the end of the loth century 
were associated with the nickname of the " Yellow Press." 
His papers in New York in tele were the American (originally 
Journal; morning except Sunday); the Erasing Journal, the 
American and Jowled (Sunday) and AU Morgue Journal. 
Starting In the 'nineties as proprietor of the San Francisco 
&angina, Mr Hearst had a large fortune to enable him to carry 
out his ideas of a thoroughgoing democratic journalism, appealing 
particularly to the less literate masses and supplying all sorts 
of sensational news. The eras prejudice often underlying the 
policy of his papers was bitterly criticized and resented by sober 
American opinion, but their passionate appeal to the masses, 
combined with their audacious and lively presentation of news, 
gave Mr Hearst nevertheless a position of considerable power; 
and no secret was made of his ambition to reach the highest 
political positions, both in New York itself and in the Republic. 
Dangerous as his social influence was considered by important 
sections of the community, and unsuccessful as be remained up 
to 1010 in obtaining municipal office or presidential nomination, 
it remained the fact that, in the type of journalism so indefatigably 
conducted under him, he represented a serious force in American 
social and political life, and his journalistic methods were a 
remarkable outcome of the conditions of a modern free press 
in a democratic country, where a large public exists for the 
consumption of the sort of newspaper fare which he was ready 
to provide. 

The New York Press (x887) is a morning Republican paper of 
the strictest party type. 

An important commercial paper of long standing in New York 
is the Journal of Commerce and Commercial Bulletin, founded 
in r827 as the Journal of Commerce by Arthur Tappan (1786-
1865) and his brother Lewis Tappan ( 1 788-1873), and In 1893 
consolidated with the Commercial Bulletin ( x865). The humid 
of Commerce in 1829-1830 was the first American paper to send 
out news schooners which intercepted packet ships which brought 
news especially of the French Revolution of 1830. Arthur 
Tappan, who was one of the founders of Oberlin College, estab-
lished in 2833 the Emancipator, an abolitionist paper, of which 
in 1833-1837 Elfzur Wright (1804-1885), and in 1837-5840 
Joshua Leavitt (1794-1873), were editors. Leavitt took the 
paper to Boston. It was the weekly organ of the American 
Anti-Slavery Society. 

The New York Evening Mad (1833), for a time the Med 
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and Express, was bought in 2888 and reorganised by Elliott 
Fitch Shepard (1833-5893). The Express was established in 
1836 with the help of Willis Hall 08o5-1868), a prominent 
Whig lawyer and politician, by James Brooks (1810-1873), 
who had formerly been on the Portland Advertiser and in 1832 
had written (for the Advertiser) the first regular Washington 
correspondence. His brother Erastus (11315-1886) was joint 
owner of the Express in 5836-2877. James Brooks wrote several 
books of travel and was involved in the scandal of the Credit 
Mobilier. 

Of the New York newspapers not in English the most important 
are the following. The Staists•Zeittsng (evening, :834) is published 
by a company of which in 1909 Herman Raider (b. 1851) was 
president, having since 1890 been treasurer and manager. Ridder, 
a prominent German Democrat and Roman Catholic, established in 
1886 the Catholic News, a weekly with a large circulation, edited by 
his son Henry Ridder. The Zeitsng (morning, 1845), Herald (even-
ing, 1879), and Revue (Sundays) are other German papers published 
by one company. Mr Hearst's Das Morgen Journal dates from 
i89o. A Socialist Labour paper—daily Yolks Zeitung and weekly 
Vortvaerts—was established in 1878. The Jewish Daily News and 
(weekly) Jewish Gazette (1874) in Yiddish and English have large 
circulations; so have the Jewish Morning Journal (spot; Abend 
Post, 1899, and weekly, Jewish Journal, 1 899); the Jewish Herald 
(evening) and Volksadvocat (weekly), both editions, 1887,• and 
Forward (evening, 1897). The Comelier des Etats-Unit (1828) 
publishes small daily, Sunday and weekly editions. There are four 
Italian dailies, the more important bele! L'Araldo Italian 0894) 
and II Progresso lialaelinerscono 0879 . The Atlantis (evening, 
1 894) is a Greek daily. The Lissy (5875 and Hiss Lids (1886) are 
Bohemian daaies; the Norodni List (1898) is a Croatian daily; the 
Gaelic American (1903), Irish Nationalist (1888), Irish-American 
(1849) and Irish World are Irish weeklies printed in English; the 
Amerikai Magyar Nepsava (T897) Is a Hungarian daily, also pub-
lished in Cleveland, Ohio; the Glees Reseda (1893) is a small Slavonic 
daily. 

Among the New York weekly publications must be mentioned 
Harper's Weekly, founded in 1856; George William Curtis was 
first connected with it in 1857, and after 1864 was its political 
editor. Under Curtis it was a powerful advocate of civil service 
reform, and its campaigns against Tammany were made famous by 
the cartoons of Thomas Nast. During the Civil War Harper's 
Weekly published Nast's sketches in the field. Frank Leslie's 
Illustrated Newspaper (now Leslie's Weekly) was founded in 1855 
by Frank Leslie (1821-1880), whose ability as a wood-engraver was 
the basis of its success. Nast was employed by Leslie in 5854 and 
subsequent years, and was sent to England to sketch the Heenan- 
Sayers fight. With Harper's and Leslie's Weeklies ranks Collier's 
Weekly, established in 1888 by Peter Fenelon Collier (d. 1909). 

The following are newspapers of Brooklyn. The Eagle (evening, 
1841), of wthedytaalt

r h

Whoitfmsatncrass= ina  51346184, edit

ortee 
Eagle, makes a specialty of the news of Long Island. Brooklyn 
Freie Prase (evening, 1864). The Standard Union (evening, 1864). 
The Citizen (evening, 1886). 

Outside of New York City the most important papers in the 
political history of the state have been those of Albany. The 
Albany Argus, established in 1813 (daily. 1824). was the organ of 
the famous Albany Regency. The Evening Journal of Albany was 
established in 1830 by Thurlow Weed, who controlled it for 33 
years. After 1865 it became the property of Samuel Wilkeson 0 817- 
1889), and in 1889 William Barnes, Jr., became its editor. The Argus 
and the Journal held alternately the valuable state printing. A 
factional fight is the Democratic party over the printing resulted 
in the establishment of the Atlas in 1843; in 1858 this was con-
validated with the Argus. 

In Buffalo the oldest paper is the Commercial, the successor of 
the Buffalo Gazette (181t, weekly), which in 18i8 became the Niagara 
Patriot and in 582o the Buffalo Patriot, and in t834 the Buffalo 
Patriot and Commercial Advertiser. The daily issue began in 1835 as 
the Commercial Advertiser; the weekly was still called by the earlier 
name. The weekly ceased publication in 1909. In t890 the daily 
became the Commercial. The first daily in Buffalo was the Courier 
0828), controlled in 19°9 by W. J. Conners. The Evening Times 
(1885) was in 1909 edited

,  
ted 	Norman Mack, who was in 19o8 

treasurer of the Democratic National Committee. 
In Rochester are the Democrat and Chronicle (morning and 

weekly; Democrat, 1826; Chronicle, 1868); Post-Express (evening, 
1858); Herald (morning, 1879); and Union and Advertiser (evening, 
1826). It was in Rochester that Myron Holly 177g-1841), who had 
formerly edited the Lyons (N.Y.) Countryman ant•masonic), edited 
the Freeman, an anti-slavery paper; and here in 1847-186o 
Frederick Douglass edited the North Star, called Frederick Douglass's 
Paper after 1855. 

In Syracuse are the Evening Herald (1877) and the Post-Standard 
(morning, Standard, 1829. and Post, 1894, consolidated in 1899). 

In Troy are the Record (morning and evening, successor to the 
Post, 1812), the Times (daily, 185t; weekly, 1856), the Evening 
Standard (1877), and the Northern Budget (weekly only, 1797). 

The Utica Herald-Despatch and Dady Gaulle is the successor of 
the Whitestown Gave* (1793); the Daily Gaulle first appeased in 
1842; the Morning Harald (1847) was consolidated with it in 1867; 
and in 1900 it was purchased by the owners of the Evening Dupakk 
(1898). 

In Catskill, Greene county, New York, was established In August 
 by Mackay Croswell the Packet, which in May 1804 was suc-

ceeded by the Recorder, which in 19o9 was still published as a weekly, 
the largest in the county. Mackay Croswell's son Edwin Croswell 
(1797-1871) left the 'Recorder in 1823 and in 1824 became editor of 
the Albany Argus; Croswell was state printer in 1824-1840 and 

18r111e84pa7. pers (mostly with small circulations) in New York state 
founded.  before 113ot 

(mostly 
the Gazette of Hudson (weekly, 1785; 

daily, Evening Register, 1E66): the Regis ter of Newburgh (1796: 
now a daily only)•. the Washington County Post of Cambridge 
(weekly only. 1798): the Journal of Ballston Spa (weekly, 5798: 
Ballston Dady Journal, 1894; Republican); and the Casette of Owego 
(weekly only, 1800). 

Ohio.—The Repository (weekly, z815; daily, z878), formerly 
the Ohio Repository, of Canton, is one of the oldest papers in 
Ohio. The Western Hemisphere of Columbus was purchased 
in 1836 by Samuel Medary (1805-2864), who changed its name 
to the Ohio Statesman; Medary—the " old wheel horse of 
Democracy," who is said to have originated the cry of " Fifty-
four, forty, or fight) "—was a friend of Stephen A. Douglas and 
governor of Minnesota in 1857-1858 and of Kansas in 1858-
1860; S. S. Cox was editor of the Statesman in 1853-1854. 

The Weekly Gazette of Cincinnati (founded in z793 as the 
Centind; in 58.24-1815 called the Liberty Hall; in 58r5-1883 
the Cincinnati Gaselk), and the Commercial Tribune (morning; 
formed in 1896 by the consolidation of the Commercial Gazette 
and Tribune), are published by the same firm. In 1825-2840 
Charles Hammond (1779-5841), an anti-slavery leader, was 
editor of the Gazette. The Commercial was made by Murat 
Halstead (1829-1908), a prominent Republican politician, and 
writer of several " campaign lives " of Republican presidential 
candidates, who was the first editor in the Middle West to get 
news freely by telegraph. The Cincinnati Enquirer (morning, 
1842) became a great power in Ohio politics under the ownership 
(after x852) of Washington McLean and his son John R. McLean. 
The Post (588o), the Times-Star (Times 1836), the Valksblak 
(1836), the Yolks." reund (daily 185o; weekly 1852), and the 
Freie Presse (1874) are the other large dailies of Cincinnati. 
In Cincinnati James G. Birney established in 1835 the Philan-
thropist, an anti-slavery paper, which Gamaliel Bailey edited 
in 1837-1847. 

The Cleveland Leader (Republican, 1847) was bought in x853 
by Edwin Cowles (1825-189o) and Joseph Media (after 1855 
of the Chicago Tribune). Cowles became sole owner in 1854; 
he was an anti-slavery Whig and one of the founders of the 
Republican party in the state. The Leader of x853 was a con-
solidation of the Cleveland Forest City, a Whig paper founded 
in 1849 by Joseph Medill and united in 5852 with the Free 
Democrat. Like the Chicago Tribune it was in woe controlled 
by Medill's grandson, Medill McCormick (b. 1877), a son-in-law 
of M. A. Hanna. The Press of Cleveland (evening, independent) 
was established in 1878 by James Edmund Scripps (z835-1906); 
with Milton A. McRae (b. 1858) he formed the Scripps-McRae 
Press Association of Cleveland and the Scripps-McRae League, 
which included the Cincinnati Post, the St Louis Star-Chronicle 
the Cleveland Press, the Kentucky Post of Covington, the 
Columbus Citizen, and the Times, the News-Bee and Times-
Bee of Toledo. Scripps and McRae organized the Publishers' 
Press Association of New York, a rival of the Associated Press. 
Scripps in his later years was a benefactor of the city of Detroit, 
where he had established (1873) the Evening News. The Cleveland 
Plain-Dealer (morning, 1845) is a well-known paper; in its 
Columns appeared the first " Artemus Ward " sketches, contri-
buted by Charles Farrar Browne (x834-1867), who in 1861 went 
to New York to edit the short-lived humorous Vanity Fair. 
The W =kW and Anseiger (Ware/der 1852; Anteiger 5872) is 
published in Cleveland. 

I 
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The larger papers of Columbus are tne Ohio Slate Journal 

(morning, 181 1), the Press - Post (evening, 5827), the Citizen 
(evening, Atm), and the Express and Walls* (weekly, 188o; 
Sunday, 1878; daily, z8go—the different editions being under 
afferent names). The News of Springfield has a weekly edition, 
the Weekly Repliblic, which was founded in 1817. The Toledo 
Blade (daily, 1848; weekly, z833) before and during the Civil 
War contained the attacks on slavery and on political abuses 
written by " Petroleum V. Nasby," i.e. David Ross Locke 
(1833-1888). The first of these letters (signed " Rev. Petroleum 
Vesuvious Nasby ") appeared in the Jefersonian of Findlay, 
Ohio, in 186o, when he was its editor. He had edited small 
papers in Plymouth and Mansfield (0.) before his connexion 
with the Blade; in 1871 he became managing editor of the 
Riming Mail of New York City. Will Carleton (b. 1845) was 
a member of the Blade's staff, and contributed to the Blade 
his first " ballads." The News-Bee (evening) of Toledo was 
formed by the consolidation in 1903 of the Times (1846), News 
(1888) and Bee (deg), and has a morning edition called the Times 
and a Sunday edition called the Times -Bee. The Zanesville 
Courier (Republican; daily, 0346) has a weekly edition dating 
from 18og (originally the Muskingum Messenger). 

Among the smaller newspapers of Ohio the following are morn than 
zoo years old: the Western Star of Lebanon (weekly, 1806); the 
Ohio Parke of Lisbon (weekly, 1808; daily and semi-weekly, 1898); 
and the Journal of Dayton (morning, 1808). 

Illinois.—The first newspaper in Illinois was the Illinois 
Herald (1814; succeeded in 1815 by the Illinois Intelligences) 
of Kaskaskia (then the scat of government); it removed to 
Vandalia, which then became the capital, in 02o; it became 
the Vandalia Whig and Illinois Intelligence. in 5832; and it 
ceased publication about 183g, when Springfield became the 
capital. 

The principal papers in Illinois are naturally those of Chicago. 
The Chicago Tribune (morning; 1847) succeeded The Gem of 
the Prairie (1844), and a weekly edition was for a time continued 
under that name. In August 1848 John Locke Scripps (1818-
1866) bought a third interest in the Tribune and became its 
managing editor. In 1852 he sold It to a syndicate of Whig 
politicians. A part (in OW) and eventually the whole (in 1874) 
was bought by Joseph Medal (1823-189g). Horace White 
(b. 2834) was a reporter on the Tribune in 1856, and was its 
editor and one of its proprietors in 1864-1874; from 1883 to 
1go3 he was editor-in-chief of the New York Evening Post. 
In 1858 the Daily Demotratk Press, which J. L Scripps had 
established in 11353 with William Bross, was consolidated with 
the Tribune as the Press and Tribune; in 1860 the name became 
the Tribune again; the Tribune Company was incorporated 
in 1861, with J. L. Scripps as its president. The first newspaper 
published in Chicago, the Democrat (November 1833), was 
merged with the Daily Tribune in 1861. The Inter -Ocean 
(morning; 1872), under the editorship (from 1897) of George 
Wheeler Man= (b. 1863), has made a specialty of foreign 
affairs. The News (evening; 1875) was founded and developed by 
Melville E. Stone (b. 1848) as a one-cent evening paper. After 
1883 Eugene Field contributed to this paper his column " Sharps 
and Flats," including much verse. In 1888 Victor Fremont 
Lawson (b. 183o), who bad been associated with Stone, acquired 
the paper. The Reran (morning; r88r), started by Lawson, was 
consolidated in spot with the Herold 0880 as the Record -Herald. 
The Evening Pea data from 1889. In zgoo W. R. Hearst estab-
lished In Chicago two papers, Hearst's Evening American and the 
Examiner (the name assumed in zoos for his morning American). 
The Chicago German papers include the Frei. Prose (evening 
and weekly; 187t), the Stoats-Zeilinig (daily, 1847, weekly-
Wesien and Daheirs-1845; evening edition, the Abend Prase) 
and Abendpost (18og). The Skandixaten (semi-weekly, 1866; 
daily, 1870 is an important Norwegian-Danish paper; and 
there are large Bohemian and Polish dailies. 

In Springfield, the state capital, there are two party journals, 
the Illinois Stave Menai (Republican y. 1831; 
148) and the Illinois Slats Register (Democratic; weekly. 1836; 
day. 

Michigan.—The Detroit Me Press morning. 1833; wits • weekly 
agricultural edition, Farm and Live Stock Journal, £1335) was 
particularly known in 1869-t8ot for the humorous sketches of 
Charles Bertrand Lewis (b. 1842.), who wrote under the pseudonym 

M. Quad." The News (morning, 1873) was established by J. E. 
3 5-1 Scripps (18906. 

Missouri.- 	
) 

oldest paper is the &pubic dSt Louis, (o eph  
the Republican, founded as a , weekly in July 1808, 	Joseph 
Charless, an Irishman who hid worked on the R 	Game 
in Lexington; it was - called first the Missouri Gazelle, then (Oa)) 
the Louisiana Casette, then (012) the Missouri Gazette again. and 
then (022) the MimenriRepublicars,and in 086-1888 the Se Louis 
Republican; the present name was adopted in 1888. Its first 
daily Issue was in September 1836 and the first Sunday issue in 
1848. - The Republican was originally a Jeffersonian Democratic 
paper; it opposed Thos. H. Benton; it supported Win. Henry 
Harrison in 1840, and became a Whig organ; and from 1856 wen a 
Democratic paper. A cause celars was the trial in 183o for the 
impeachment of Judge James H. Peck of the U.S. Distnct Court 
for Missouri, who had suspended from practice for 18 months and 
had imprisoned for 24 hours an attorney, Luke Edward Lawless, 
who had criticized in the Republican Judge Peck's -decision in a 
Spanish land grant case, which was adverse to Lawless, attorney 
for the plaintiff. William Wirt, appeared for Peck, and he was 
acquitted. Since 1837 the papet'has been almost continuously the 
property of the Knapp andl'asaiall families. In 1871 the Repub. 
icon purchased a Walter press from The Times of London; it 
introduced stereotyping in 186o, probably before any other news-
paper. The Globe-Democrat (morning; Republican, 1852) of St 
Louis early became a valuable property: in 1872 it was sold for 
$436,100. In St Louis in 1833-1836 Elijah P. Lovejoy published 
the Observer, primarily a religious paper, which because of local 
opposition to its attacks on slavery he removed in July 1836 to 
Alton, Ill., where he was killed by a mob. 

The Post-Dispatch (evening, 051) is a consolidation made in 
1878 by its proprietor Joseph Pulitzer. Pulitzer's first newspaper 
experience was in 068 as a reporter on the Westlieke Post (morning, 
1857) of St Louis, which has an evening edition, the Anzeiger, a 
Sunday edition, Mississippi Blallter, and a semi-weekly and weekly 
edition, Anzeiger des•Westens. Carl Schurz was editor of the West-
licks Poll in 1867. Another German newspaper in St Louis is 
Amerika (morning; 1872). 

The two principal dailies of Kansas City are the Star (evening, 
188o-1881; with a morning edition, the Times, 1838, and a Wee* 
Star, 1890), founded by William R. Nelson (b. 1841); and the Journal 
(morning, 1854; with a weekly edition). The News-Press (News. 
1878; Press, 1902; evening2p the principal paper of St Joseph. 

North Carolina.—The sermon (weekly, 1817; daily, 18r) of 
Fayetteville. The News and Observer (daily; News, 1872; 0 sena. 
1876) and North Carolinian (weekly, 1892) of Raleigh. 

South Carolina.—The News and Courier of Charleston (Courier. 
established 1803 by Loring Andrews, d. 0135, of Hingham, Mass.; 
News, 1865: consolidated, 1873). The City Gazette of Charleston 
(founded in 1783 as the South Carolina Weekly Gazelle)  was edited 
by W. G. Shams in 1828-18,33. but then failed, after bravely attempt-
ing to oppose Nullification, and was finally purchased by the Courser. 
The State of Columbia (taw) is ene of the most influential papers in 
the South. 

Alabanta.—The News (evening, 087) and Age-Herald (morning, 
1887) of Birmingham. The Mercnryof Huntsville(weekly, 1816; daily, 
1885). The Register of Mobile (weekly, 1821). The Advertiser of 
Montgomery (1828). The Morning Times of Selma (weekly edition, 
182 ). 

' The Cowstilation of Atlanta (daily, 1868; weekly, 187o): 
Henry. Grady (1851-1889). the orator, was its editor and pro- 
prietor-in-part from 1880 until his death: Joel Chandler Harris was 
an editor (1890-1oo1) and contributed the Uncle Remus sketches; 
Frank Lobby Stanton (b. 1857) is well known as a contributor of 
humorous paragraphs and excellent verse. The Journal of Atlanta 
k U.S.3; semi -weekly. 1885); its proprietor in 1887-1898 was Hoke 
Smith (b. :855).  Secretary of the Interior in 1893-1896, and 
governor of Georgia in 1907-7909. The Chronicle of Augusta (1785, 
semi-weekly; now semi-weekly and, since 1837. daily); originally 
the Augusta Chronicle and Gazette of the State, In 1821 It became the 
Augusta Chronicle and Georgia Gazette (then Advertiser); in 1835, 
the Augusta Chronicle; in 1837, when it incorporated the States 
Rights Sentinel—edited for about a dozen years Judge Augustus 
Baldwin Longstreet (179o--18To). son of the inventor William 
Longstreet. and author of Georgia Scenes (184o)—the Daily Chronicle 
and Sentinel; in 1877, after merging with the Constitutionalist 
(founded before 1800), the Chronicle and Constitutionalist; James 
R. Randall (1839-1508), author of "Maryland, my Maryland," was 
senior editor of the Chronicle for some time, having been connected 
with the Constitutionalist after 066. The Eurgeirer•Sen of Columbus 
(weekly. 1828: daily. 1838). The Telegraph of Macon (semi-weekly. 
1826; now daily also). The Union-Recorder of Milledgeville (the 
Federal Union, 1829, and the Southern Recorder, 1819. united in 
1872). The Tribune of Rome (1843). The Morning News of 
Savannah (n8p). 
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Ensisinta.—The Pizartiss of New Orleans (daily. tegy; weekly, 

1841). The Item  (evening.  1877) of New Orleans. The Times-
Democrat (daily, 1863• semi-weekly. 1895) of New Orleans. 
L'Abeille de la Nouvelk-Orkans (1827). The Slates (1880) of New 
Orleans. On all these see NEW ORLEANS. De Bow's Commercial 
Review appeared in New Orleans in t846-186t, in Charleston and 
Washington in 1861-1864, and in New York in 1866-1870; it was 
edited bi4Jtames Dunwy Brownson De Bow (182o-1867), formerly 
(1844,-t ) of the Southern Quarterly Review, professor (1848-185o) 
of Politica economy in the University of Louisiana, director of the 
state census in 1850-1853, and of the Federal census in 1853-1855. 
The Review was intensely Southern in tone ana is a most important 
" source " for the economic history of the South; from it De Bow 
extracted Industrial Resources of the Southern and Western States 
(3 vols. New Orleans, 1852-1853). 

Florida.—The Florida Times Union and fitness (1865), with daily 
and semi-weekly editions; and the Metropolis (1887), both of 
Jacksonville. The Morning Tribune (weekly. 1870; daily, z89t) of 
Tampa. 

Texas.—The Statesman of Austin 0870. The Morning News of 
Dallas, established in 1885 by Alfred H. Belo (1839-1901), who in 1875 
bought the Galveston News (established 1842) and built up these 
two papers. The Post (1880) and the Chronicle and Herald (1900 
of Houston. 

Tnmesue.—The Journal and Tribune (Journal, 1839, and  Tribune, 
aid, consolidated in 1898) of Knoxville. The Commercial Appeal 
(Appeal, 184o; Avalanche !  1857; Commercial, 1889;  consolidated 
in 1894); and the News Scimitar (Evening Scimitar, 1880, and  News, 
1902. consolidated in 1904). both of Memphis. The Banner  (1875), 
and the American  (1830), both of Nashville. The first paper 
published in the state was the Gaulle (1791) of Rogersville, which 
removed in :818 to Knoxville, where it was published fora few years. 

Kentucky.—The  Louisville Courier-Journal (Journal, 183o; 
Courier. 1843;  Democrat. 1844; consolidated 1868). edited by Henry 
Watterson. who began his connexion with the Journal in 1867. 
The Herald (1869) of Louisville. In Frankfort, the Argus of IVestern 
America was established in 18o6; in 18i6 Amos Kendall (1789-
1869) became part owner and co-editor, and under him the Argus  was 
a political power; it was succeeded in 1840 by the Yeoman. 

Indiana.—The  first paper in Indianapolis was the Gazelle  (January 
1822), which in 1830 was consolidated with (and took the name of) 
the Indiana Democrat; in 1840 it was reorganized as the  Indiana 
Sentinel; in 1851 it was first published as a daily; in 1865 its name 
was changed to the Herald, and in 1868 again to the  Indianapolis 
Sentinel; in February 1905 it was bought by the News (v. infra). 
The Indianapolis  Journal (1823) ceased publication in toc14, but 
was an important Republican sheet especially after 1873. when John 
Chalfant New (1831-1906) became its editor and proprietor; New 
was a wealthy banker who was U.S. treasurer in 1875-1876, assistant 
secretary of the treasury in 1882-1884, and (or many years a member 
(part of the time, treasurer) of the Republican Mational Committee. 
The paper was also owned and edited by his son. Harry Stewart New 
(b. 1858), who was a member of the executive committee of the 
Republican National Committee. The Indianapolis News (evening. 
1869) and the Star (morning, 1903) are the principal papers in the 
city. The first paper published in the state was at Vincennes in 
July 1804 and called the Western, Sun; it is still published (daily 
edition since 1879). 

Wisconsin.—The principal papers are those of Milwaukee- the 
Evening Wisconsin (1847); the Sentinel (morning, 1837). edited in 
1845-1861 by Rufus King (1814-1876), who was U.S. minister to the 
Pontifical States in 1863-1867, and a brigadier of volunteers in the 
Civil War; the News (evening, 1866); the Free Press (morning, 
1901); the Germania-Abend-Post (1872, with a large weekly edition), 
and the Kuryer Polski (evening. 0188). 

Minnesota.—The Journal (evening, 1878),• the Tribune (morning, 
evening_ and weekly, 1867); and the Tidende (daily, 1887; weekly. 
1851; Norwegian-Danish) are the principal papers of Minneapolis. 
In St Paul the best-known paper is the Pioneer Press (founded in 
1849; daily since 1854); the Minnesota Pioneer was the first paper 
;Anted in the state, and in 1855 it was consolidated with the 
Minnesota Democrat under the name of Pioneer and Democrat; in 
*862 it became the St Paul Pioneer; and in 1875 after the St Paul 
Press united with it it took the name of the Pioneer Press. The other 
dailies are the Dispatch (evening. 1868); the News (evening, 1900) 
and the yolks Zeitung (weekly, 1857; daily. 1877). 

Kansas.—The Emporia Gazette (evening, 189o) isoneof the notable 
smaller city papers of the country; its reputation being due to its 
editor and proprietor William Allen White (b. 1868). Other papers 
of interest are the Leavenworth Times (morning and weekly, 1857); 
in Topeka, the Capital (daily and semi-weekly, 1879): the 
Stale Journal (evening and weekly, 1872). and the Herald (evening. 
19oa ); and in Wichita. the Eagle (morning, 1884, and weekly. 
1872). 

Nebraska.—The News (evening. r899), the World-Herald (morning 
and evening• weekly and semi-weekly 1865). and the Omaha Bee 
(morning and evening, 1871) are all of Omaha. The Bee was 
established by Edward Roses•ater (1841-1906); his son Victor 
(b. 1871) succeeding him in 1895 as managing editor. The Rose-
waters were prominent in the Republican party and headed the  

opposition in the state to William Jennings Bryan, who wan in aegis-
:896 editor of the World. Herald. Bryan also founded at Lincoln the 
Commoner, a weekly used by him in spreading his political views and 
in advancing his candidacy for the presidency. The Lincoln daines 
are the Nebraska State Journal (morning, OM Evening Newest 
t88o; Weekly Slate Journal, 1868), the Star (evening, 1903); and 
the evening Post (1896). 

Iowa.—The Des Moines papers are the Capitol (evening •  188a...tre 
News (evening, 1681), and the Register andLeader (morning. 
1849. and Register, 056, consolidated in 7902). At Burlington is the 
Hawk Eye (morning, 1839), to which Robert Jones Burdette (b. 
1844). associate editor in the 'seventies, contributed humorous equal's. 
The Burlington Evening Gazette, originally the Wisconsin Territorial 
Gamete (*837). is one of the oldest papers In the state. 

Arkansus.—The Arkansas Gantt* (Democratic; morning and 
weekly) was first published at Arkansas Post in 181n, then removed 
to Little Rock. 

Colorado.—At Denver are the Republican (morning and weekly, 
1866); the Post (evening, 1893; weekly, 1901); and the Rocky 
Mountain News (morning, 1859; evening, The Tema, 1872; and a 
weekly edition). 

Ancona.—At Tombstone, the county-seat of Cochise county, is 
the well-known Epitaph (1682), a Sunday edition of the Prospector 
(daily. 1886). 

/lleik—At Salt Lake City are the Deseret Evening News (daily and 
semi-weekly 1850), controlled by the Mormons,• the Salt Lake 
Tribune (daily, 187o; semi-weekly, 1894), founded by Godbe and 
Harrison, opponents of Brigham Young, and always anti-Mormon; 
and the Salt Lake Herald (daily and semi-weekly, 1870). The last 
named was the principal—and for a time the only—Democratic 
paper in Utah; in 1901 it was purchased by Senator W. A. Clark. 
who sold it in August Igoe to Republican politicians. 

California.—At San Francisco are the Call (morning. 1856), 
owned by John D. Spreckels (b. '853), principal owner of the Oceanic 
Steamship Company, and son of Claus Spreckels the " sugar-king "; 
the Examiner (morning, 1865), founded by Senator George Hearst 
(1820-,891), the inheritance of which started his eon. William 
Randolph Hearst, in the newspaper business; the Bulletin (morning. 
1855); the Chronicle (morning, 1865; weekly. 1874); the Evening 
Post (1871; weekly edition, 1875), and the California Deneokrat 
(morning. 1853: consolidated in 1902 with the Abend Post; weekly 
edition, California Staals•Zeitung, 1854). The Arrnant (an) is 
an able literary weekly. 

In Los Angeles the large dailies are the Times (morning, 1881; 
weekly edition, Saturday Times and Weekly Mirror, 1873);:xai  the 
Herald (morning, 18n),• the Express (evening, 1875); the 
(evening, 1895); and W. R. Hearst's Examiner (morning. 1903). 

Oregon.—At Portland are the Morning Oregonian (I861; weekly 
edition, 1850) which has a great reputation on the Pacific Coast; 
the Oregon Daily Journal (evening and semi-weekly; 1902); and the 
Evening Tekgram (t868). 

Washington.—At Seattle are the Post Inklligesseer (morning. t867), 
and the Times (evening and weekly, 1861). 

4. NEWSPAPERS OF FRANCE 
The annals of French journalism begin with the Govan 

(afterwards called Gazelle de France), established by Theo-
phraste Renaudot in 1631, under the patronage of 
Richelieu, and with his active co-operation. Its price am*. de  
was six centimes. Much of its earliest foreign news 
came direct from the minister, and not seldom in his own hand. 
Louis XIIL took a keen, perhaps a somewhat childish, interest 
in the progress of the infant Gaulle, and was a frequent con- 
tributor, now and then taking his little paragraphs to the printing 
office himself, and seeing them put into type. Renaudot was 
born at Loudun in 154, studied medicine in Paris and at Mont-
pellier, established himself in the capital in 1612, and soon became 
conspicuous both within and beyond the limits of his profession. 
Endowed by nature with great energy and versatility, he seems 
at an early period of his career to have attracted the attention 
of the great cardinal, and to have obtained permission to establish 
a sort of general agency office, under the designation of " Bureau 
d'Adresaes et de Rencontre." An enterprise like this would, 
perhaps, naturally suggest to such a mind as Renaudot's the 
advantage of following it up by the foundation of a newspaper. 
According to some French writers, however, the project was 
formed by Pierre d'Hozier, the genealogist, who carried on an 
extensive correspondence both at home and abroad, and was 
thus in a position to give valuable help; according to others 
by Richelieu himself. Be this as it may, Renaudot put his band 
zealously to the work, and brought out his first weekly number 
in May 1631. So much, at least, may be inferred from the date 
(4th July i6,31) of the sixth number, which was the first dale 
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publication, the five preceding numbers being marked by 
" signatures " only—A to E. Each number consists of a single 
sheet (eight pages) in small quarto, and is divided into two 
parts—the first simply entitled Casette, the second Noodles 
ordinaires de divers endroics. For this division the author 
assigns two reasons—(t) that two persons may thus read his 
journal at the same time, and (2) that it facilitates a division 
of the subject-matter, the Nouvelle containing usually intel-
ligence from the northern and western countries, the Gazette 
from the southern and eastern. He commonly begins with 
foreign and ends with home news, a method which was long and 
generally followed, and which still obtains. Once a month he 
published a supplement, under the title of Relation des nouvelles 
du monde, reclies dans lout le wok. In October 1637 Renaudot 
obtained letters patent to himself and his heirs, conferring the 
exclusive privilege of printing and selling, where and how they 
might please, " the gazettes, news and narratives of all that 
has passed or may pass within and without the kingdom." 
His assailants were numerous, but he steadily pursued his course, 
and at his death in October 1653 left the Gazette to his sons in 
flourishing circumstances. In 1752 the title Casette de France 
was first used. Under this designation it continued to appear 
until the 24th August 1848. During the five days which followed 
that date it was suspended; on the 30th it was resumed as Le 
Pee pie fronds, journal de Poppet d in nation, and again modi-
fied on the 14th September to L'Etoile de In France, journal des 
droits de loos. On the 2 5th October it became Gazette de France, 
Journal de l'appd d la nava; and under this title it continued. 

Jean Loret's rhymed Gazelle (t65o to March 7665) will always 
have Interest in the eyes of students who care less for the 
" dignity " of history than for the fidelity of its local colour-
ing and the animation of its backgrounds. It were vain to 
look there for any deep appreciation of the events of those 
stormy times; but It abounds in vivid portraits of the men 
and manners of the day. It paints rudely, yet to the life, the 
Paris of the Fronde, with all its effervescence and depression, 
its versatility and fickleness, its cowardice and its courage. 

Of the Mercure galanl, established by Donnas de Vire in 
1672, with Thomas Corneille for its sub-editor, it may be said 

Mervars 
that it sought to combine the qualities of the Gazettes, 
both grave and gay. Like the Gazette de France, it 
contained the permitted state news and court circulars 

of the day. Like Loret's Gazelle, it amused its readers 
with satirical verses, and with sketches of men and manners, 
which, if not always true, were at least well invented. Reviews 
and sermons, law pleas and street airs, the last reception at the 
Academy and the last new fashion of the milliners, all found 
their place. • De Vise carried on his enterprise for more than 
thirty years, and at his death (t77o) it was continued by Riviire 
du Fresny. The next editor, Lefivre de Fontenay, altered 
the title to Nouveau Mercure, which in 1728 was altered to 
Meretve de France, a designation retained, with slight modifica-
tion, until 1853. The Mercure passed through many hands 
before it came into those of Panckoucke, at the eve of the Revolu-
tion. Amongst its more conspicuous writers, immediately before 
this change, had been Raynal and Mentioned. The latter, 
indeed, had for many years been its principal editor, and in his 
Mlmoires has left us a very interesting record of the views and 
aims which governed him in the performance of an arduous 
task. He there narrates the curious fact that it was Madame 
de Pompadour who contrived the plan of giving pensions to 
eminent men of letters out of the profits of the Mercure. To 
one of Marmontel's predecessors the "privilege," or patent, 
had been worth more than floc* sterling annually. This 
revenue was now to be shared amongst several, and to become 
a means of extending royal " patronage " of literature at a 
cheap rate. It is to this pension scheme, too, that we owe the 
Conies .Moe'aux. Marmontel, who had long before lost his 
" patent " by an act of high-minded generosity, continued to 
share in the composition of the literary articles with Chamfort 
and La Harpe, whilst Mallet du Pan, a far abler writer than 
either, became the most prominent of the political writers in  

the Measure. In 1789 he contributed a series of remarkable 
articles on the well-known book of de Lolme; and in the same 
year he penned some comments on the " Declaration of the 
Rights of Man," very distasteful to violent men of all parties, 
but which forcibly illustrate the pregnant truth they begin 
with: " The gospel has given the simplest, the shortest and 
the most comprehensive ' Declaration of the Rights of Man,' 
in saying, ' Do unto others as you would that they should do 
unto you.' All politics hinge upon this." 

In t 790 the sale of the Mercure rose very rapidly. It attained 
for a time a circulation of 13,000 copies. Mirabeau styled 
it in debate " the most able of the newspapers." Great pains 
were taken in the collection of statistics and state papers, the 
absence of which from the French newspaper press had helped 
to depress its credit as•compared with the political journalism 
of England and to some extent of Germany. But, as the Revo-
lution marched on towards a destructive democracy, Mallet du 
Pan evinced more and more unmistakably his rooted attach-
ment to a constitutional monarchy. And, like so many of his 
compatriots, he soon found the tide too strong for him. The 
political part of the Mercure (in 1791 its title was altered to 
Mercure fmacais) changed hands, and after the toth August 
7792 its publication was suspended. 

All this time the Manilas, (Gazette nationals, ate le monitor, 
unbend), founded in :789, was under the same general manage-
ment. The first idea, indeed, of this famous official MOB 

appears to have been Panckoucke's, but it 
did not firmly establish itself until he had purchased 
the Journal de Passenblee nationals, and so secured the 
best report of the debates. The di enamor, however, kept 
step with the majority of the assembly, the Mercure with the 
minority. So marked, a contrast between two journals, with 
one proprietor, gave too favourable a leverage to the republican 
wits not to be turned to good account Camille Desmoulins 
depicted him as Janus—one face radiant at the blessings of 
coming liberty, the other plunged in grief for the epoch that 
was rapidly disappearing., 

When resumed, after a very brief interval, the Mercure 
f rancais became again Mercury de France--its political im-
portance diminished, whilst its literary worth was enhanced. 
During the later days of the Revolution, and under the imperial 
rule, its roll of contributors included the names of Geoffrey, 
Ginguene, Morellet, Lacretclle, Fontancs and Chateaubriand. 
The statesman last named brought upon the Mercure another 
temporary suppression in June 1807 (at which date he was 
its sole proprietor), by words in true unison with the noblest 
deed of his chequered career—his retirement, namely, from 
the imperial service on the day that the news of the execution 
of the duke of Enghien reached him, being the day after be had 
been appointed by Napoleon a minister plenipotentiary. 

Thus it chanced that alike under the brilliant despotism of 
Napoleon and under the crapulous malversation of Louis XV. 
the management of the Macon was revolutionized for protests 
which conferred honour upon the journal no less than upon 
the individual writers who made them. Resumed by other 
hands, the Mercure continued to appear until January t82o 
when it was again suspended. In the following year it reappeared 
as Le Mercure de France, au dixaseuvilme deck, and in February 
1853 it finally ceased. 

The only other newspaper of a date anterior to the Revolution 
which needs to be noticed here is the first French daily, the 
Journal de Paris, which was started on New Year's 
Day of 1777. It had but a feeble infancy, yet lived' *pa. 

 till axe. Its tameness, however, did not save it from. 
sharing in the " suspensions " of its predecessors. After the 
Revolution such men as Gantt, Condorcet and. Regnaud de 
St Jean d'Angdy appear amongst its contributors, but those 
of earlier date were obscure. Its period of highest prosperity 
may be dated about 1792, when its circulation is said to have 
exceeded 20,000. 

The police adventures of the writers of the MS. news-letters, 
or Nouvelles d in main, were still more numerous, and, if we 
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may judge from the copious specimens of these epistles which yet 
survive, must also not unfrequently have arisen from lack of 

official employment, rather than from substantial pro- 
M"'" "' vocation. Madame Doublet de Persan, the widow of 
male, 

la a member of the French board of trade, was a con- 
spicuous purveyor of news of this sort. For nearly 

forty years daily meetings were held in her house at which the 
gossip and table-talk of the town were systematically (and 
literally) registered; and weekly abstracts or epitomes were 
sent into the country by post. Piron, Mirabaud, Falconet, 
D'Argental and, above all, Bachaumont, were prominent 
members of the "society," and each of them is said to have 
had his assigned seat beneath his own portrait. The lady's 
valet-de-chambre appears to have been editor es officio; and 
as he occasionally suffered imprisonment, when offensive news-
letters had been seized by the police, so responsible a duty was 
doubtless " considered in the wages." News and anecdotes 
of all kinds—political and literary, grave, gay or merely scandal-
ous—were all admitted into the Nouvelles ci to sans; and their 
contents, during a long series of years, form the staple of those 
Mentoires secrets pour server d Mistake de la republique des 
kUres which extend to thirty-six volumes, have been frequently 
printed (at first with the false imprint " Londres: John Adam-
son, 1777-89 "), and are usually referred to by French writers 
as the Mknoires de Bachaumont. 

The journalism of the first Revolution has been the theme 
of many bulky volumes, and only a very casual glance at this 
Ay... part of our subject can be given to it here. When 
~mot at least one half of the French people was in a ferment 
lb. R" of hope or of fear at the approaching convocation 
ve--"" of the states•general, most of the existing newspapers 
were still in a state of torpor. Long paragraphs, for example, 
about a terrible " wild beast of the Gevaudan "—whether wolf 
or bear, or as yet nondescript, was uncertain—were still current 
in the Paris journals at this momentous juncture. Mirabeau 
was among the foremost to supply the popular want. His 
Lettres d ses commellants began on the and May 1789, and with 
the twenty-first number became the Courier de Provence. 
Within a week Maret (afterwards duke of Bassano) followed 
with the Bulletin der seances de Passel:Wee nationale, and 
Lehodey with the Journal des Nair &bola. In June Brissot 
de Warville began his Petri& fronds. Corso published the 
first number of his Courier de Versailles in the following month, 
from which also dates the famous periodical of Prudhomme, 
Loustalot and Tournon, entitled Revolutions de Paris, with 
its characteristic motto—" Les grands ne nous paraissent 
grands que parse que nous sommes I genoux• levons nousl" 
In August 1789 Baudouin began the Journal des dtbats (edited 
jompal in 1792 by Louvet) and Maret the rimi du Peupk 
is abate (which at first was called Le Publicists Parisien). 

sAloa 
ad The Monikur universd (of which we have spoken 

llase 
already) was first published on the 24th November, 

although numbers were afterwards printed bearing date from 
the 5th May, the day on which the states-genera( first assembled. 
Camille Desmoulins also commenced his Revolutions de France 
at de Brabant in November 1789. The And du roi was first 
published in June r79o, La Quolidientse in September 1792. 

The Manifest. and Mak survived, but most of these papers 
expired either in the autumn of 1792 or with the fall of the patty 
of the Gironde in September 1793. In some of them the energy 
for good and for evil of a whole lifetime seems to be compressed 
into the fugitive writings of a few months. Even the satirical 
journals which combated the Revolution with shafts of ridicule 
and wit, keen enough after their kind, but too light to do 
much damage to men terribly in earnest, abound with matter 
well deserving the attention of all students desirous of a thorough 
knowledge of the period. 

The consular government began, its dealings with the press 
by reducing the number of political papers to thirteen. At this 
period the number of daily journals had been nineteen, and 
their aggregate provincial circulation, apart from' the Paris 
sale, 49,313, an average of 2600 each. 

Under Napoleon the Moniker was the only political papa 
that was really regarded with an eye of favour. Even as respects 
the nation at large, the monstrous excesses into which the 
Revolutionary press had plunged left an enduring stigma ors 
the class. When Bertin acquired the Jeuriazi des debak from 
Baudouin, the printer, for 20,000 francs, he bad to vanquish 
popular indifference on the one hand, as well as imperial mistrust 
on the other. The men he called to his aid were Geofiroy and 
Ficvfe; and 'by the brilliancy of their talents and the keenness 
of his own judgment he converted the Debats into a paper having 
32,000 subscribers, and producing a profit of soo,000 francs 
a year. When the imposition of a special censorship was 
threatened in thos, at the instance of Fouche, a• remarkable 
correspondence took place between Fievte and Napoleon himself, 
in the course of which the emperor wrote that the only means 
of preserving a newspaper from suspension was " to avoid the 
publication of any news unfavourable to the government, until 
the truth of it is so well established that the publication becomes 
needless." The censorship was avoided, but Fievfe had to 
become the responsible editor, and the title was altered to 
Journal de respire—the imperial critic taking exception to 
the word INbak as" inconvenient." The old title was resumed 
in August this. The revolution of July did but enhance the 
power and the profit of the paper. It has held its course since 
with uniform dignity, as well as with splendid ability, and may 
still be said, in the words which Lamartine applied to it in an 
earlier day, to have " made itself part of French history." 

Shortly before the Journal de !'empire became again the 
Journal des &bats (in Ors), a severance occurred amidst 
both the writers and subscribers. It led to the foundation 
of the Constiiutionnd, which at first and for a short time bore 
the title of L'Independant. The former became, for a time, the 
organ of the royalists par excellence, the latter the leader of the 
opposition. In 1824, however, both were in conflict with the 
government of the day. At that date, in a secret report addressed 
to the ministry, the aggregate circulation of the opposition 
press of Paris was stated at 41,330,' while that of the government 
press amounted only to 14,344.1  

The rapid rise of the Constitulionnel was due partly to the 
great ability and influence of Jay, of Etienne, of B6ranger 
and of Saint Albin (who had been secretary to Carnot 
in his ministry of 181 5), all of whom co-operated in tutiesstrAL 
its early editorship, and partly to its sympathy with 
the popular reverence for the memory of Napoleon, as well 
as to the vigorous share it took in the literary quarrel between 
the classicists and romanticists. Its part in bringing about 
the revolution of 1830 raised it to the zenith of its fortunes. 
For a brief period it could boast of 23,000 subscribers at 8o 
francs a year. But the invasion of cheap newspapers, and that 
temporary lack of enterprise which to often follows a brilliant 
success, lowered it with still greater rapidity. When the author 
of the Mensoires d'uts bourgeois, Dr Wien; purchased .  it, the 
sale had sunk to 3000. Vfron gave loop= francs for the Jail 
errant of Sue, and the Sue fever• rewarded him for a while with 
more than the old circulation. Aftenvards the paper passed 
under the editorship of Cesena, Granier de Cassagnac, and La 
Gueronniere. 

The cheap journalism of Paris began in 1836 (1st July) with 
the journal of Girardin, la Prase, followed instantly by Le 
Slick, under the management of Dutacq, to whom, 
it is said—not incredibly—the original idea was really La Nesse 

due. The first-named journal attained a circulation L. seas. 
of 10,000 copies within three months of its commence- 
ment of and soon doubled that number. The Slick prospered 
even more strikingly, and in a few years had reached a circula-
tion (then without precedent in France) of 38,000 copies.. 

The rapid growth of the newspaper press of Paris under 

Le Constitutionnel, 16.250; Journal des dads. iscoo: to 
Quotidienne, 5800; Le Courtier franca:. 2975; Josimal de com-
merce, 2380; L'Arislarque, 925. 

Journal de Paris. 4575: L'Efoile, 3749; Gargle de &Mee. 2370: 
La Morriku ► , 2250; Le Prows blase. Ism; Le Pilots, 900 
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Louis-Philippe will be best appreciated from the fact that, 
while in 1828 the number. of stamps issued VMS a8 millions, in 
1836, 143, 145 and 1846 the figure were 42, 6i, 65 and 79 
millions respectively. At the last-mentioned date the papers 
with a circulation of upwards of Kamm were (besides the Moni-
ker, of which the circulation was chiefly official and gratuitous) 
as follows: As Sidle, 31,000; La Presse and Le Constitutionnel, 
between so,000 and 25,000; Journal des Dards and L'Efierine, 
between zo,000 and t5,000. 

If we cast a retrospective glance at the general characteristics 
(z) of the newspaper press of France, and (a) of the legislation con-
cerning it, between the respective periods of the devastating revolu-
tion of 1793-1.794 and the scarcely less destructive revolution of 
1848, it will be found that the years 1819, 1828, 1830 (July) and 1835 
(September) mark epochs full of pregnant teaching upon our subject. 
We pass over, as already sufficiently indicated, the newspaper 
licence of the first-named years (1793-1794), carried to a pitch which 
became a disgrace to civilization, and the stern Napoleonic censor. 
ship which followed it—also canted to an excess, disgraceful, not, 
indeed, to civilization, but to the splendid intellect which had once 
given utterance to the words. " Physical discovery is a grand faculty 
of the human mind, but literature is the mind itself." 

The year 1819 is marked by a virtual cessation of the arbitrary 
power of suppression lodged till then in the government, and by the 
substitution of a graduated system of prehmmary bondsand surety- 
ships (" cautionnements ") on the one hand, and of strict penalties for 
convicted press-offences on the other. This initiatory amelioration 
of 1819 became, in 1828, a measure of substantial yet regulated 
freedom, which far two years worked, in the main, alike with equity 
towards the just claims of journalism as a profession and with steady 
development towards the public of its capabilities as a great factor in 
the growth of civilization. Those two yeant were followed by .  a 
widely contrasted 	of five years. That was a term of entire 
liberty often 

4 	
y abused, and fitly ending with the just and 

necessary restrictions of September 1833. But that period of 1830- 
1835 was also signalized by some noble attempts to use the power. 
of the newspaper press for promoting the highest and the enduring 
interests of France. Not least memorable amongst these was the 
joint enterprise of Montakmbert and Lamennais—soon to be aided 
by Lacordaire,—when, .by the establishment (October 1830) of the 
newspaper L'Asenir, they claimed for the church of France "her 
just part in the liberties acquired by the country," and asserted for 
the eacred symbols of Chnstianity their lawful place, alike above 
the tricolor and above the lilies. " Dieu et b libertil " was the motto 
which Montalembert chose for his newspaper, as be had chosen it 
long before for the guiding star of his youthful aspirations L'Aomtir 
existed only for one year and one month. It came to its early end 
from no lack of energy and patience in its writers,  but in part from 
that minion of. the editors to Rome (November 1831).  which, 
at bast for a time, necessitated the discontinuance of th eir news-
paper. Human regrets had higher than human consolations. " Our 
tabours' on L'Asenir, wrote Montalembert, with simple truth, 
" decided the attitude of Catholics in France and elsewhere, from the 
time of the July revolution to the time of the second empire.' 

There were many other papers, at this time and afterwards, which, 
like L'Avesir, were, In their degree, organs of ideas, not speculations 
of :trade. But they .cannot be even enumerated here. No very 
notablespecially religious paper succeeded L'Arenir until the founda- 
tion in t843—under widely different auspices, although twice at the 
outset the editorship was offered to Lacordaine—of Univers 
RdiflICIIX. That journal was edited, at first, by De Cows, then 
by Louis Veuillot; it underwent innumerable lawsuits, " warn-
ings," suppressions and interdicts, for causes very diverse. Several 
prelates suppressed L' Univers Religiens in their respective dioceses, 
amongst them the great bishop Durnaloup .in that of Orleans (1853). 
Napoleon Ill. suppressed it in 1862, permitted it to reappear as La 
made, and suspended it many times afterwards,• but it survived 
ell its misfortunes fora good many years. Le Monde had the curious 
fate, at one time, of being conducted jointly by the first editor of 
L'Autwir, Lansennais, add by George • Sand, who had previously 
•figgred in the newspaper annals of France as co-foundress of 
L'Edaireur is 1 'lam a journal published at Orleans. The account 
given by that brilliant writer of her adventures in what was then to 
her a new department of activity is art instructive one. With that 
breadth of sympathy which was so characteristic of her, she strove 
to interest all her friends (however varied in character, as in rank) 
in the enterprise. There is perhaps, scarcely anything more amusing 
in French journalistic annals than is her (contemporary) account of 
the first meeting of the shareholders—at which, she tells us, about 
five hundred resolutions were moved for the guidance of the editor 
at his desk. 

The impulse given to the growth of advertisements in the days 
which followed July 1830, became, as the years rolled on, sufficiently 
developed to induce the formation of a company—in which one of 
the Laffittcs took part—to farm them,' at a yearly rent of ft 2,00o 

Or, to speak more precisely, to farm a certain conspicuous page 
of each newspaper, in perpetuity. 

sterling (300,000 francs), so far (at first) as regarded the four leading 
journals (De ass, Constaolimmel, Sack, P►esse), to which were after• 
wards added two others (Le Pays and La Patric). The combina-
tion greatly embarrassed advertisers, first, since its great aim was to 
force them either to advertise in all, whether addressing the chases 
intended to be canvassed or not, or else to pay for each advertisement 
in a selected newspaper the price of many proffered  advertisements 
in all the papers collectively, and, secondly,because' by many repeti-
tions in certain newspapers no additional publicity was really gained, 
two or three of the favouredjournals circulating for the main amongst 
the same class of buyers. if Prance was then the newspaper of the 
Conservative aristocracy of the nation; Is Monde and the Union 
more especially addressed the dozy; the Dibats and the Temps were 
the journals of the upper roensintile clam, the Sade and L'Opinion 
of the lower or shop ping clam. A man" who asked to advertise 
briefly, in the Sffek, for example, alone, was charged a francs for tact 
several insertion. If he went the round of the six, his advertisement 
cost him only 75 centimes per journal, for ten 1111001102iVe Wartime 
in each of them, all round. 

To a great extent, the inundation of newspapers which followed 
the revolution of February 1848 was but a parody on the revolu-
tionary press of 1793. Most of them, of course, had very 
short Sm. When Cavaiguac took the helm be suppressed Lor 

norm eleven 'ournals, including La Presse and L'Afismoblde 
NatioWs The former had at this period a circulation of nearly 
70,000, and its proprietor, in a petition to the National Assembly, 
declared that it gave subsistence to more than one thousand persons, 
and was worth in the market at least i.5oo,000 francs. In August the 

of sureties wasrestored. On the 13th June 1849 the president • system 
the republic suspended Le People, La Rhaffition Dimeaatiqtee d 

Socials, laVraie Republique, La Detnocratie Panfirse, La Reforms 
and La Tribune des Peoples. On luly 26, 1850, the assembly passed 
what is called the " Lot Ty ' (from the name of the otherwise 
obscure deputy who it), by which the author of every news- 
paper article on any subject, political, philosophical or • " 
was bound to affix his name to it, on penalty of a fine of Soo 
for the first offence, and of 1000 francs for its repetition. Every 
false or feigned signature was to be punished by a fine of t000 franca, 

together with six months' imprisonmeat, both for the author and 
the editor." The practical'lig of this law lay in the creation ofwo 
a new functionary in the more important newspaper offices, who was 
called " secretaire de hi redaction," and was, in fact, the scapegoat 
an officio. The " Loh Tinguy," though now long repealed, has bad a 
permanent influence on French journalism in the continued preval-
ence of signed articles, and the consequent prominence of individual 
writers as compared with the same class of work in other countries. 
In February 1852 all the press laws were incorporated with increased 
stringency, into a' Decret organique sur la prase." The stamp duty 
for each sheet was fixed at 6 centimes, within certain dimensions, 
and a proportional increase in case of excess  

In 1858 the order of the six leading Parisian pipers in poiet of 
circulation vras—(1) Sikle, (a) Presse, (3) Coostitutionnel, (4) Petrie, 
(5) Dash, (6) Assemblee Nationale. The number of provincial 
papers exceeded five hundred. " Newspapers, nowadays," wrote a 
keenly observant publicist in that year, " are almanacs, bulletins, 
advertising mediums, rather than the guides and the centres of 
opinion." In 1866 the change had become more marked still The 
monetary success of Girardin's many commercial speculations in 
this• branch of commerce greatly increased the number of Parisian 
journals, whilst lowering the status of those of established rank. 
The aggregate daily issue of the Parisian " dailies " had increased 
to about 350,022 copies, but the evening paper, La Petit Monacor. 
alone issued nearly 13o,000 of these. The average circulation ea 
Le Sack had fallen from 53400 to 45,000 copies; that of La Patric 
was reduced by one-half (32,000 to 16,000); that of Le CoNstito-
Daniel from 24,000 to 1a,000; of L'Oeinion Nationale from 18,000 

 13,000; whilst the chief journal all—with grand antecedents 
and with a brilliant history of public service rendered—had for a 
time descended, it is said, from 12.000 copies to 9000. And yet 
almost over the whole of this very period the brilliant " Landis " 
of Sainte-Beuve were making their punctual appearance in la 
Constaidionnel, to be presently continued in Le Monacv and in 
Le Temps; and writers like St Marc Girardin. Cuvillier-Fleuut und 
Prevost-Paradol were constantly writing in the Jouroal des 
Meanwhile, Villemessant and his colkagna were making their 
fortunes out of Le Nam (begun 1854. but a daily from 1866), and 
helping to make frivolous petty " paragraphs " on matter. of 
literature almost everywhere take the place of able and welltlabor-
ated articles. Well might Albert Sorel say,' " Our trumpery news- 

Journal 
 are the newspapers that pay." In ill72 the circulation of la 

Peals Journal (founded 2863), the pioneer of the French halfpenny 
press, was 212,500, and it went on rapidly increasing. 

No incident in the newspaper history of this period made more 
temporary noise than did the strange charges brought in 1867 against 
the Dads. the Siècle and L'Opinion Natumak, by M. Kerveguen, 
member for Toulon, in the French assembly. He charged then 

When comparing the French newspaper press as it stood In 1813 
with that of Germany, in the Rome des deux Mendes, article " La 
Presse Allemande," veal. is of 1873, p. 715. 
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collectively with receiving bribes, both frail the government of 
Prussia and from that of Italy—upon the faith, as it afterwards 
appeared, of statements made by another newspaper, not of France 
but of Belgium, La Finance. An elaborate inquiry, presided over 
by M Berryer, pronounced the accusation to be absolutely ground-
less. Yet it was soon revived by Le Pays, in the shape of a specific 
charge against an individual editor of Le Siicle—La Varenne. 
All that was eventually proved, in Mai course of law, was merely 
the agency in Paris of La Varenne for the Italian government, at 
a time poor to the events of 1866. 

In 1874 an elaborate 
 of France, comprising a population of 2, ,000, their 

laborate return showed that in dodp five principal 

spective journals' had an aggregate weekly issue 2,800,000 copies. 
In x 878 the total number of journals,  of all kinds published in 

France was 2200. Of these 150  were political, strictly speaking !  of 
which Pads published 49. Of Parisian journals other than political 
there were t Iv (including 71 relimaus, toe legal, 553 commercial, 
im technological, 98 scientific and medical, 59 artistic). At that 
date Le Figaro had a circulation of about 70,000, Le Patin Journal 
(at a halfpenny) one of about 650.000. 

Thepnampal Parisian newspapers in 1883 may be classified thus— 
(a) Organs of the Legitimists and of the Church of France: 

Gazette de France, La Monde, L'Unioo, La Bifrost, La Civilisation, 
L' Univers. 

(b) Orleanist organs: Le Manilas Unktersel, Le Catulikdioonel, 
Le &wools (under the auspices of the Due de Broglie), Le Soleil. 

(a) Bonapartist organ: La Pays (edited at one time by Lai-
martine). 

(d) Republican organs: Journal des Debar, La Temp (founded 
1861, with the title of the earlier Temps of 1829.-1842), La &Ida, 
La XIX. Sibck, La Pais, La Justice, Paris, La RipoblIque Francais' 
(founded in 1871 by Gambetta), Le Parlameat (founded by Dufaure), 
the Socialist La Petite Itibligue (1873). 

The law concerning t& liberty of the press, of July 29, 31181, 
abolished suretyship for newspapers, and transferred their registra-
tion from the ministry of justice at Paris to the local representative 
of the attorney-general (le parquet) in each town respectively. It 
made the estabhshment of a newspaper virtually free, upon legal 
deposit of two copies, and upon due registration of each newspaper 
ander the simple guarantee of a registered director, French by birth, 
responsible in case of libeL And it took away the former discretion-
ary power, lodged in the home office, of interdicting the circulation 
in Plane* of foreign journals. The home minister might, still pro-
hibit a single number of a newspaper; only the whole council of 
ministers, duly convened, could prohibit the circulation of a foreign 
newspaper absolutely.t 

The newspapers of Paris, and similarly 'of France, practically 
doubled in number between z 88o and 1900. In 188o there 

were about 120 Paris newspapers, , in 1890 about 

and La Figaro, Le Journal, Le Sack, is Pail .  Parities and 
La Pdii Journal among the morning dailies. La Figaro was 
until zgoa under the editorship of M. F. de Rodays, and the 
brilliant articles of M. J. Comely were one of the features of the 
paper; but a dispute among the proprietors in zgoz resulted 
in the dismissal of M. Comely and the retirement of M. de 
Rodays. M. Jean Dupuy (a member of the Waldeck-Rousseau 
government) was the proprietor and editor of Le Petit Parisian, 
a popular organ almost rivalling Le Petit Journal; the circula-
tion of the latter had, however, reached over one million and a 
quarter copies daily. 

Le Malin and L'Eclaii, among the Moderate Republican 
organs, gave less attention to the discussion of political questions 
from the party point of view than to the collection of news, 
and they were followed by the Echo de Paris (x884). Le Malin; 
which also dates from 1884, was from its origin essentially 
what is called in France a journal d'informations, publishing 
every morning a mass of telegraphic news from all countries. 
By an arrangement with the London Times, it gave every 
day a translation of most of the telegrams published in that 
newspaper. 

In April zoos the proprietorship of Le Gilds was changed, 
in consequence of the lack of support given by Parisian readers 
to that journal as edited by M. Yves Guyot (formerly minister 
of public works). The latter was a staunch free-trader, a 
courageous defender of Captain Dreyfus, and an eloquent 
advocate of a good understanding between France and England; 
he emphatically endorsed the British policy in South Africa, 
and tried to explain it to his countrymen. The paper was, 
however, bought in by a number of friends of M. Yves Guyot, 
who remained as editor. The greatest opponent of Yves Guyot 
from the economic point of view was Jules Menne, also a former 
minister, whose paper, La littabligue, was the recognized organ 
of Protectionism. 

The Radical and Socialist ideas which in latter years made 
such progress in France were very ably advocated by several 
newspapers whose influence steadily grew, such as L'Aurort, 
La Lasierne and L'Hamosilt (the organ of Jean Jaunts). 
Such individual organs of opinion must also be mentioned as 
L' Intrassigtam, the organ of Henri Rochefort, and M. 
Clemenccau's organ, Le Bloc, in which he advocated the practical 
application of all of the revolutionary republican principles, 
pure and unadulterated, forming a whole (bloe), no part of which 
could or ought to be sacrificed to temporary political necessities. 

As an intermediate link between the Republican organs 
of all shades and the various Monarchist newspapers, came 
the so-called Nationalist press, an offshoot of or successor to 
the Boulangist press of the preceding decade. As were the 
Boulangists, so were the Nationalists, a sort of syndical des 
micontents, their chief organs being La Pattie, edited by M. 
Millevoye, and La Cocarde; these papers represented the views 
of those who had vague hankerings after a different sleaze and 
a decided hostility towards the republican form of government. 

There was a considerable diminution of influence in the 
Monarchist press. Le Soki 1, however, had a large circle of readers 
among the Conservative bourgeoisie with Orleanist leanings. 
Le Catdois remained a Royalist paper of somewhat doubtful 
tendencies, the editor, M. Arthur Meyer, having incurred the 
displeasure of the Pretender whose cause be defended. Of the 
old Legitimist press there remained the old Gazelle de France, 
which was founded in 1631 and had still a diminishing band of 
faithful readers. The organ of the religious (Roman Catholic) 
associations in France, La Croix, founded in ago, represented 
the views of the French religious associations, and discussed all 
questions from the point of view of Catholic interests. La 
Croix was published in Paris, but had in the provinces one hundred 
and four local weekly supplements to the Paris edition, each 
one taking its name from the parent journal and adding to it 
the name of the department or locality in which it was printed: 
such as La Croix de l' Allier, La Croix de Lyon. 
. The French papers, of whatever party, took an increased 
interest during this period in foreign matters, and much improved 

Later 	16o, and in rgoo about 24o. The total number of 
a• rea 

 
newspapers, as distinguished from periodicals, pub- 
lished in France during Igo° was in round numbers 

2400. Of these, about a 16o appeared in 540 provincial towns. 
The history of the French press during the last twenty years 

of the 19th century followed very closely that of the country 
itself, Boulangist and anti-Boulangist, Dreyfusist or anti-
Dreyfusist, Republican or Nationalist; finally it became either 
Moderate Republican or Radical-Socialist with a sprinkling 
of Nationalist organs and a small minority of Royalist and 
Bonapartist-sheets. 

At the head of the Moderate Republican organs were Le 
Temps' and Le Journal des Diboll among the evening papers, 

1,  The history of French journals published abroad is interesting. 
The Anodes politiques of Linguet—for a time of Linguet and Mallet 
du Pan jointly—was, from about 1770 to about 1785, almost a 
power in Europe. in its way. Mallet du Pan's own Mercure Britas-
meet, during the eventful years 1798-1800, was brilliant, sagacious 
and honest. When the pen literally fell from his dying hand—a 
hand that had kept its integrity under the pains of exile and of bitter 
poverty—that pen was taken up (for a short interval) by Malouet. 
When Napoleon forcibly suppressed, a little later, the Cornier de 
PEurope of the count of Mont osier, he offered the deprived editor a 
pension, which was refused, until accompanied by the offer of a post 
in which the able minister of Louis XVI. could still work for his 
country. 

English journalism in France was for 'long associated with 
Galigeriai's Messenger, started by Giovanni Antonio Galignani (5757- 
1822) in 184, and turned into a daily just before his death. Its 
palmy days were between 1814 and 1848. In 1895 it was turned into 
the Daily Messenger, but proved a failure and was dropped in 1904 ; 
it was really killed by the competition of the Paris edition of the 
New York Herald. It had been preceded by Sampson Perry's Arras 
(11309), a Napoleonic organ In May 1905 a new era of English 
Journalism on the continent began by the institution of the Paris 
edition of the London Daily Mash 
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their menhaden for collecting news. Some of them, in fact, 
were almost exclusively news.sheets, and the journal d'inforwse-
eione—Le Malin or L'Eclair, for instance—took its place beside 
the jarred properly so called, more perhaps as a rival than as a 
complement. The natural result followed, and the more old-
type newspapers took steps to provide their readers with news 
as well as with leading articles, current and literary topics, 
society gossip, dramatic criticism and law reports. The most 
remarkable as well as perhaps the earliest attempt to enlarge 
the scope of Parisian newspapers was made in r851 by Georges 
Patinot, editor of the Journal des Debate. Instead of one edition, 
that newspaper published two entirely distinct editions, a morning 
one and an evening one. After some time the plucky attempt 
had to be given up, and the Journal des Dibals became an 
evening paper. The bold experiment made by the Journal 
des Mats (which celebrated its centenary in 1889) led the other 
newspapers to find a happy mean between a four-page paper 
published twice a day and an eight-page paper on the pattern 
of English newspapers, and the result was that now most great 
daily papers In Paris came out with six pages, the Figaro giving 
the lead. As French newspapers increased in size they reduced 
their price. Most s0.-page newspapers, with the exception of 
Le Figaro, were by rem sold at 5 centimes, and the price of 
15 centimes, which used to be the rule, became the exception. 
In 1902 6o Paris papers (daily and weekly) were sold at s centimes 
and sr at ro centimes, whilst only it cost is centimes. In 1880 
only 23 were 5-centime papers and 24 were to-centime papers. 

The American style of journalism came into vogue in Paris 
In the 'eighties, and " interviews " were frequent; but the 
general tendency of Parisian editors was to adopt the English 
compromise, and to eschew any extreme sensational methods. 
Most of the important Parisian newspapers had their special 
correspondents in the great capitals of Europe, London, Berlin, 
St Petersburg, Vienna and Rome. Nothing perhaps was so 
striking after 18go as the demand of the French public for foreign 
and colonial news, or the readiness of the papers to supply it 
by means of special representatives independent of the news 
agencies. 

In home matters the French press made greater progress still 
In the rapid and accurate collection of news, and in this respect 
the provincial press showed more enterprise and more ability 
than that of Paris. Its development was remarkable, for whereas 
in 188o the inhabitants of the departments had to await the 
arrival of the Parisian papers for their news, they now had the 
advantage of being supplied every morning with local newspapers 
inferior to none of the best organs of Paris. Among the best 
provincial papers may be mentioned La Gironde and La Petite 
Gironde of Bordeaux, La Diptefe of Toulouse, Le Lyon Re-
publican, L'Ecko du Non! of Lille, Le Journal de Roars, all 
having a staff in Paris engaged in collecting news, reporting 
parliamentary proceedings and law cases, telegraphed or tele-
phoned during the night and published early the next morning 
in their respective localities. Being perfectly independent 
of purely Parisian opinion or even bias, the decentralization of 
the French provincial press became complete. The newspapers 
of the large towns circulated not only in the city In which they 
were printed but throughout the region of which it was the centre. 
Thus the Dissithe of Toulouse, with its twelve editions daily, 
was read in the whole of the departments extending from the 
Lot to the Pyrenees, whilst the Petite Gironde was found in all 
south-western France. The influence of the provincial, as of the 
Paris, press became so great that, as hi. Avenel says in his book 
on the French press, there tame a tendency to resent its omni-
potence. The power of the newspaper in France differs from 
that of the English newspaper, in that It seems to act more on 
the government and the parliament than on public opinion. 
The French newspapers have taken upon themselves, In many 
cases, functions which belong more properly to the legislative 
or to the judicial power than to the press, and the result has not 
always been successfuL The cause of this is that too many men 
of talent with political ambition look upon journalism as " leading 
to everything, provided one gets out of It." and use it alternately  

as an antechamber of parliament or of the cabinet, and a lounge 
during their parliamentary or ministerial cages. 

See generally Hatin, Hiskire de la Presses France (8 vols., t 86o- 
1860 ; Gallas, Hiskire des Joarsaux at Journalkus tie is Rloolutian 

vols.); " Journalism in France." psarterly Review. kV. 422.468 
March, 1840); Henri Avenel, La resse franaise as triegtilise 

slick (Paris, 1501). 
s. NEWSPAPERS Or GERWANY 

Printed newspapers in Germany begin with the Frankfurter 
Journal, established in 1615 by Egenolph Emmel, a bookseller 
of Frankfort-on-Main. The following year saw the foundation 
of the Frankfurter Oberpostemniritung—continued until the 
year t 866 asFrankfurter Postseitung. Fulda appears to have been 
the next German town to possess a newspaper, then Hlldesheim 
(1619) and Herford (1630). In the course of the century almost 
all German cities of the fug rank possessed their respective 
journals. The earliest in Leipzig bears the date 166o. The 
Rostoeker Brining was founded in 1720. The Heaburgiaker 
Care:Pa:dad (1va) was originally published under the name 
of Holsteiniseke Zeitansgs-Conespossdens, two years earlier, and 
was almost the only German newspaper which really drew its 
foreign news from " our own correspondent." Berlin had in the 
18th century two papers, those of Voss (the Vossisele.Zeitung, 
rya) and of J. E. P. Speiser (1749-1827; the Stena'sehe 
Zeitweg, or Baliniselse Nackricklas, ma). Some helf.dozen 
papers which glimmered in the surrounding darkness were the 
reservoirs whence the rest replenished their little lamps. On the 
whole, it may be said that the German newspapers were of very 
small account until after the outbreak of the French Revolution. 
Meanwhile the MS. newsletters, as in earlier days, continued to 
enjoy a large circulation in Germany. Many came from London. 
The correspondence, for instance, known under the name of 
" Mary Pincer's "—that, apparently, of a French refugee 
settled in London—had a great German circulation between 
1725 and :us. Another series was edited by the Cologne 
gazetteer, jean lance de Rodfrique, also a French refugee, and 
remembered as the subject of a characteristic despatch from 
Frederick II. of Prussia to his envoy in that city, enclosbm 100 
ducats to be expended in hiring a stout fellow with a cudgel to 
give a beating to the gazetteer as the punishment of an offensive 
paragraph! The money, it seems, was earned, for Rodfrique 
was welt-nigh killed. At Berlin itself, Franz .Hermann Ortgies 
carried on a brisk trade in these news-letters (1728-1735), 
until he too came under displeasure on account of them, was 
kept in prison several months, and then exiled for life.* Nor, 
indeed, can any journal of a high order be mentioned of prior 
appearance to the Afigenreine kiting& founded at Leipzig by 
the bookseller Cotta (at first under the title of N nage Wdtkunde) 
in 1 798. Posselt was its first editor, but his want of nerve—and 
perhaps his weak health—hindered the application of his high 
powers to political journalism. His articles, too, gave offence 
to the Austrian court, and the paper had to change both its 
title and its place of publication. It had been commenced at 
Tubingen. and removed to Stuttgart; it was now transferred 
to Ulm, and again to Augsburg. It was Cotta's aim to make this 
the organ of statesmen and publicists, to reach the public throng's 
the thinkers, to hold an even balance between the rival parties 
of the day, and to provide a trustworthy magazine of materials 
for the historians to comer and, in the course of time, his plan 
wasso worked out as to raise the ARgeadsse Zenist into European 
fame. Cotta was also the founder, at various periods, of the 
Morgenblad, which became famous for its critical ability and 
tact, of Vaporer, of Des Inland, of NONISSit,a the Oppositions-
bidet of Weimar (for a time edited by Bawds), and even of the 
drekites Parish:ma. 

Whilst French influence was donne' ant In Germany, the 
German papers were naturally little more than echoes of the 
Parisian press. But amidst the excitements of the " war of 

Fr. Kapp, " Berliner gachriebene Zeitungen." in Deutsche lamb 
sdsam, std. 107422 (1879), citing Droysen. ,trrkr. f. press:. Desch. 

11. The story. as told by Droysen, is an instructive commentary 
on Carlyle's praise of Frederick's 

Droysen 
 love of the liberty of the prem. 

Kapp, at supra. 
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liberation " a crowd of new journals appeared. Niebuhr started 
a Preussischer Correspondent; Ganes—who in 1798 had founded 
at Coblents Des roam Blatt, soon suppressed by the invading 
French—undertook the Rheinischer Mercur (January 1814 to 
January a 6), which was suppressed by the, Prussian govern-
ment, under Von Hardenberg. This journal, during its initiatory 
year, had the honour of being termed by Napoleon—perhaps 
satirically—" the fifth power of Europe." Wetzel, somewhat 
later, founded the Frankisdser Merton, published at Bamberg, 
and Friedrich Seybold the Neckarseitang. Some of these journals 
lasted but two or three years. Most of the survivors fell victims 
to that resolution of the diet (roth September are) which 
subjected the newspaper press, even of countries wbcre the 
censorship had been formally abolished, to police superintendence 
of a very stringent kind. 

The aspirations for some measure of freedom which burst 
forth again under the influences of 5830 led to the establishment 
of such papers as Siebenpf cilia's Wail's's, Lohbauer's Hoch-
tackler, Wirth's Deutsche Tribune, Eisenmann's Baler 
Volksblatt, Der Freisinnige of Rotteck and Welder, and many 
more of much freer utterance than bad been heard before in 
Germany. This led, in the ordinary course, to new declarations in 
the diet against the licence and revolutionary tendencies, of the 
press, and to " regulations " of a kind which will be sufficiently 
indicated by the mention of one, in virtue whereof no editor of 
a suppressed journal could undertake another journal, during 
the space of five years, within any part of Germany. It need 
hardly be added that few of the newspapers of 183o saw the 
Christmas of 1832. Very gradually some of the older journals 
—and amongst the number the patriarch of all, the Frank-
furter Oberpostaneisseitung —plucked up courage enough to speak 
out a little; and some additional newspapers were again 
attempted. Amongst thine which acquired deserved influence 
were Brockhaus's Deutsche Allgesneisse Zeitung, the advocate 
of free trade and of a moderate liberalism, possessing a large 
circulation in northern Germany (1837); the Deutsche &More, 
edited by Gervinus, at Heidelberg (July 1847); and the Dsrf-
zeituag, published at Hildburghausen. The stirring events of 
0148 called forth in Germany, as in so many other countries, a 
plentiful crop of political instructors of the people, many of 
who manifestly lacked even the capacity to learn, and vanished 
almost as suddenly as they had appeared. But it is undeniable 
that a marked improvement in the ability and energy of the 
German political press may be dated from this period. 

At the beginning of the ash century the position and influence 
of the German press were passing through a period of change. 
The Germans had become a newspaper-reading people. Indeed, 
with the remarkable growth of the commercial spirit in Germany 
there had simultaneously been a change in the intellectual 
attitude and habits of the mass of the nation. The German of 
" the great period " of 1866 and 1870 derived his knowledge of 
his own and other countries to a very great extent from the more 
or less intelligent study of books, pamphlets and magazines. 
The busy German of the opening years of the soth century bad 
become almost as much the slave of his newspaper as the average 
American. Berlin in zgoo had 45 dailies, Leipzig 8, Munich Is, 
Hamburg it, Stuttgart 8, Strasburg 6. In the domains both 
of home and of foreign politics the result was often a chaos of 
crude opinions and impulses, the strata of which -  were only 
differentiated by certain permanent tendencies of German 
political thought based upon tradition, class feeling, material 
interests, or distinctions of religious creed. In these circum-
stances it was still possible for the government, as in the days of 
Prince Bismarck and Dr Moritz Busch, to bring its superior 
knowledge to bear upon the anarchy of public sentiment through 
the medium of the inspired (or as it used to be called, the " rep-
tile ") press, but this operation had now to be performed with 
greater delicacy and skill. The press bad begun to feel its power. 
It was at least able to drive a bargain with those who would 
officially control it, and it was conscious in Its relations with the 
authorities that the advantage no longer rested exclusively on 
the side of the latter. It would be instructive to compare, with  

the aid of Dr Busch's " Secret Pages" of the kidney of Prince 
Bisanardt, the methods by which the first Chancellor used to 
create and control a movement of public opinion with the devices 
by which, for instance, count von Billow and his subordinates 
endeavoured to manage the press of a later day. The journalists 
who placed themselves at the disposal of Prince Bismarck were 
mostly treated as his menials; as he himself said, " Decent 
people do not write for me." Count von Billow's methods, and 
to a certain extent those of his predecessor, Prince Hobenlohe, 
moved on somewhat different lines. These methods might be 
characterized as the psychological treatment of the individual 
journalist, the endeavour to appeal to his personal vanity or to 
his legitimate ambition, and only in a minor degree to his fear 
di the dossier, the public prosecutor, and the official boycott. 
There was also a further development of Prince Bismarck's 
system of acknowledging the existence of political and modal 
movements the origin of which was wholly or partially Ind*. 
pendent. As in Bismarck's time, the tendencies of these move-
ments were carefully observed, and they were turned to account 
where they seemed capable of 'observing the main objects of 
state policy. Thus at the opening of the century the pro‘Boer 
and agrarian movements were both employed in support of 
German foreign and colonial policy, and of an elaborate scheme 
of naval construction; while the growth of the commercial 
spirit on the one hand and the awakening of the lower middle 
classes on the other, were premed into .the service of Well-polifik 
and of its auxiliary—a system of protective tariffs. It required 
no small skill to bring into line and to hold together the various 
classes and interests from time to time arrayed la the peens in 
support of German foreign policy. The organs of the govern-
ment in the press were the sheep-dogs which held the flock 
together. 

The German journals of which foseigners hear most belong with 
few exceptions to the daily pram of Berlin. There are, however. 
one or two provincial or non-Prussian newspapers which from time 
to time enjoy more careful inspiration from the government offices 
than any of their Berlin contemporaries. There is, for example, the 
Cologne Comae (Keheighe Zeitung, 11148), of which Prince Bismarck 
once said that it was " worth an army corps on the Rhine." It is 
difficult to trace all the channels by which informaion is conveyed 
to an organ of this kind, but there have undoubtedly been times when 
leading articles and entre-filets in the Rhenish organ were virtually or 
actually written in the German Foreign Office. Indeed. the methods 
of the Institution which has been called the " Press Bureau," but 
which in the reahn of foreign policy at least represented no concrete 
organization, have been so numerous and varied that it would be 
hopeless for any one except the most practised observer to trace their 
manifestation!. The advantage of a semi-official prom, if it could be 
manipulated with unvarying success, is that it can easily he dis-
avowed when the suggestsons, overtures or menaces of which it has 
been the exponent have served their turn or have become inexpedient. 
Thus during the blockade of Manila in 1898 the Cologne Gazette gave 
all the prominence of its first column and of leaded type to an article 
taken from the Marine Palitiseke Kerrespesdeas, which genetically 
warned the United States of the intention of Germany to have a 
share in the Pacific possessions of Spain if these should eventually 
change hands. Some ten days later the author ity of this menace was 
explicitly disavowed by the North German Cowit•

' 
 which announced 

that the Marine Polstische iforasspoodene had never possessed a 
semi-official character. The Cologne Gazette continued in the west of 
Germany to serve the Germangovernment much as it did in the 
time of Prince Bismarck, althou for prudential reasons its inspira- 
tion became on the whole more ntermittent than it was in the days 
of the first Chancellor. The Harabstrgiscksr Caffespendess. the lead-
ing Hamburg journal. played a minor role of the same nature in the 
chief Hanseatic port, w the Hansbarger Nachrichias, celebrated 
especially during the exile of Prince Bismarck and the closing years 
of his life at Friedrichsruh as the receptacle of indiscreet revelations 
and violent attacks upon his mammon, almost lost all significance 
except as a local organ of violent Anglophobia. The AU:amine 
&aunt of Munich, once famous throughout Europe as the Aug,- 
burger Allgemeine Zeitung before its transference to the Bavarian 
capital, became in the hands of new proprietors practically an organ 
of the imperial Chancellor. In Prince Bismarck's days the press 
bureau of the Pruning Ministry of the Interior. and a similar organ-
hation in the Imperial Home Officeused to furnish hundreds of petty 
local newspapers known as Ifreis-liduer with whole articles gratis, in 
that the policy of the government might be advocated in every nook 
and corner of the country. The numerous journals in which these 
communications used to appear simultaneously and in an identical 
form were the government organs to which the Radical and Socialist 
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opposition more particularly applied the term " Reptile Press." 
Later this practice of wholesale inspiration was abandoned, but 
there remained many channels, public and private, through which 
almost every department of the government could communicate 
information and guidance to newspapers in all parts of Germany. 
The Prussian Ministry of the Interior distributed to all and sundry 
a news-letter known as the Berliner Korrerpondens, professing only 
to givematistios and information, and to correct erroneous statements, 
but also frequently containing articles advocating some proposal of 
the government or combating the arguments of its opponents. 
The Sslii-Dersische Reiclu-Korresporsdens had a similar character, and 
in 1902 served as an exponent of the policy and tactics of the imperial 
Chancellor, count von Below. Almost every one of the political 
parties has its Korresposdens (or news-letter) supplying views rather 
than news. These circular letters deal, in fact, with the policy of the 
party with which they are associated, although, they occasionally 
also embody information which the party leaders in the Reichstag or 
in the Prussian Diet have received from representatives of the 
government for their own guidance. They form the means of hold-
ing the parties together, and of inspiring them with common aims, as 
they are reproduced throughout the country by all the party organs. 

It was in the press of Berlin that the greatest changes took place 
towards the end of the 19th century. During the regime of Prince 
Bismarck the North German Gazette, and occasionally the Post, 
used to keep Europe in a state of nervous tension by fulminaut rom- 
nnutipsis which the great Chancellor himself often dictated, or by 
what he used to call " jets of cold water " (kaltwasserstrals1), which 
were mostly directed against France or Russia. So far as France and 
Russia are concerned, a much more pacific tone prevailed in Berlin 
after the conclusion of the Dual Alliance, and it was upon England 
that the press mainly concentrated its attacks. The North German 
Gazette. which was originally established by a private individual, in 
order "to place a blank sheet of paper at the disposal of Prince 
Bismarck," became on the whole, a mere record of home news and 
a summary of foreign intelligence bearing the semi-official stamp 
of Wolf's 'Telegraph Agency. It had doubtless been found that 
the constant employment of an organ so distinctly official as the 
Norddadsche Allgenseine as a medium of expression for the views of 
the government was apt to lead to indiscretions which committed 
the authorities too deeply. Indeed, immediately before Prince 
Bismarck's fall he had actually employed this journal in order to 
attack the labour policy of the emperor. Official communications 
still continued to appear in the North German Gazelle, but mostly 
characterized by a vagueness and awkwardness of style in striking 
contrast to the force and point of Prince Bismarck', polemics. The 
Imperial Casette (Reiduarsseiger), corresponding to the London 
Gaulle, is purely a record of official intelligence, though on rare 
occasions it publishes in the section marked Necks Analich (non-
official), some dimenti, some statement of policy or some official 
document—a proceeding which always requires the express sanction 
of the emperor. 

The journals which in 1880 were most widely read in Berlin. and 
which were best known abroad as the exponents of Berlin opinion. 
were the Liberia] or Radical Vossische Zeitung and Berliner TageblaU, 
sad the National Liberal National Raking. The Vassisehe Reining, 
the oldest of all the Berlin newspapers, written with a degree of 
literary ability which justified its real title, Koniglkh priarligierle 
Berliussche Rearing far Stasis- used Gekhrtensachen, held its place. 
The National Zeihme. however (founded in 1848 by Bernhard Wolff. 
the originator of Wars news agency). which represented as long as it 
could those vestiges of old German Liberalism which survived in the 
National Liberal party. was compelled to come to an end on January 
1st, t905. The Keens Zahn, g represented the "small but mighty 
party ' of the reactionary Conservatives and Agrarians in the state, 
and of the orthodox (Lutheran) Protestants is the Church. It was 
the favourite journal of officers in the army, of the Conservative 
gentry (Junin). as well as the medium through which people of 
social standing preferred to announce births, marriages and deaths. 
The Post continued to be subsidized by a small number of industrial 
and rural magnates in the interests of the Reicksparki. or Free 
Conservative party, which for the most part subordinated its views 
to those of the governnient. The Berliner Remote Nochrichien, like 
the Post, was a consistent advocate of the development of the German 
navy and of a vigorous Well-politik. The Boersen Rating and the 
Boasers-Courier were organs of the Berlin Stock Exchange; the 
first of a National Liberal colour, and the other expressing the views 
of the Moderate Radicals (Faisinuige Vereinigung) and of opponents 
of extreme protection. The nrwarts was the central organ of the 
German Sorial-Etemocrats, who had established a considerable 
number of other journals throughout Germany. The clericals or 
Centre party were regimented by the Germania, less influential than 
the other leading organ of the Roman Catholic " governing party," 
the Kignische Irelks-seilung. The ,Dessischeragesseibmg made 
itself a name by its advocacy of the agrarian movement, while the 
Penne/rip &Rime (founded, and to a great extent edited, by the 
Radical leader Eugen Richter) reprennted the Radical point of view. 
Among the provincial papers the Frankfurter Zeimng (Radical) was 
distinguished by the excellence of its news, especially on commercial 
subjects. The Schksische Raking (1752) a leading Conservative 
gegen. had continued to appear in Breslau since the days of Frederick  

the Great. The Magdeburger &Um and the Hannosersche Courier 
gave an independent or National Liberal support to the government. 
The Weser Leanne, published at Bremen, was an exponent of the 
Liberalism of the commercial classes, while the Strouburxer Post was 
one of the journals which enjoyed government inspiration, and 
helped to maintain die Week am Rhein. A considerable number of 
journals, published in the Polish language, advocated the Polish cause 
in the eastern provinces of Prussia. 

Great success attended a new departure in German journalism, 
represented by newspapers like the Berlin Lokal-Arraeiger, describing 
themselves as non-politicaL The Lokal-Anseiger, founded by 
August Scher', who bad gained his journalistic experience In America, 
had a circulation in Germany comparable With that of the Petit 
Journal in France, and it exercised a very marked influence upon 
public opinion in Berlin. 

The external form and arrangement of German newspapers is 
often puzzling at first sight to an English reader. There is an 
absence of the striking headlines, which in English journals direct 
attention to news of importance, and which in America almost swamp 
the text. The outside page generally contains the editorial ankles 
and the news of most importance, while the intelligence received 
immediately before going to press is placed in the last column of the 
last sheet. The bulk of the paper can apparently be increased in-
definitely in accordance with the supply of news or literary matter, 
or with the number of advertisements. The Vossische Reusing on a 
Sunday morning assumes, with its numerous supplementary sheets. 
the dimensions of a thick Blue-book. The quantity of extraneous 
matter, such as articles on literary, social and technical subjects, is 
enormous, and even the most serious political journals invariably 
publish a novel in serial form, as well as numerous novelettes and 
sketches. The local news in Berlin and other large cities is written 
with the minuteness and the familiarity of etyleora village chronicle, 
and gives the impression that every one is occupied in o bserving the 
doings of his neighbour. The signed article is very much in vogue, 
and most writers and salaried correspondents have at least a cypher or 
initial by which they are distinguished. The greatest licence prevails 
in reporting and discussing the affairs of other countries, combined 
with the keenest sensitiveness to foreign criticism of anything that 
concerns Germany. The example of the government is followed in 
advertising the products of German industry, while those of foreigners 
are studiously depreciated.. 

6. OTHER EUROPEAN COUNTRIES 
Austria-Hurrgary.—At the beginning of t840 the whole number of 

Austro•Gennan and Hungarian periodicals, of all sorts, was less than 
too. only 22 being (after a fashion) political newspapers -, and of 
these nearly all drew their materials and their Inspiration from the 
official papers of Vienna (Wiener Zeitmeg and Oesterreichiseke ►  
Beobackter). These two were all that appeared In the capital. 
Agram, Pesth, Pressburg. Lemberg and Pragie had also two each: 
but no other city had more than a single journal. In 18I6 the 
aggregate number of paiodicals had grown to r55, of which 0 
were political, but political only in the character of mere conduit-
pipes for intelligence "approved of " by the government. In 1855 
the number of political pipers published throughout the entire 
territory under Austrian government, the Italian provinces excepted, 
was 6o. The Nesse Frek Prase, the chief Vienna daily, was founded 
in 1864. In 1873, ten yeas after the virtual cessation of a very 
strict censorship, the number of political journals, including all the 
specifically administrative organs, as well local as general, was 267, 
and that of mere advertising papers 42; in 1883 the former number 
had increased to about 28o, the latter to about 6o. Vienna had in 
1883 in all tit daily newspapers, ten of which ranged in average 
circulation from 14,000 to 54.000 COpieS. 

In the period from t880 to 1888 the only notable paper founded in 
Austria, was the Wiener Allgenreirse Zeilnag (1880). It smeared 
three times daily, but in spite of the impetus communicated tp its 
start by the well-known " Freilancb " Apostle Theodor Hertzka, it 
soon fell away, and eventually became simply a late eveningpaper, 
known as the 6 Uhr Abendbkit. It was with the rise of t anti- 
Semitic and Socialistic movements of 1888 onwards that the Vienna 
daily press first began a fresh increase. The Deutsche VolksblaU 
(anti-Semitic) was founded In 1888, the Os:deutsche Rundschas 
(Radical) in I and the ReicLrpost (the organ of the Catholic section 
of the Christian Socialist party) in 1894. The Labour movement led 
to the development of the A rbeitersertusx from • weekly, when it 
succeeded the Gkirkheit in 1889, to a daily in 1895. It was therefore 
the first Social Democratic daily of Austria. In OW the Neves 
Wiener Journal was founded as a political neutral and the old. 
Prase disappeared in 1894, its place being filled by the weekly 
Reklawehr (military), established an 1888. The F daily paper, 
Le Petit Journal de Vienne, was founded in May 1899. In 1902 
nineteen political dailies were published in Vienna. 

In 1883 the Hungarian journals numbered 170; in Ogg they were 
returned as 764. Budapest, which in 18qo had 14 dailies and TO 
weeklies, in tiro had at and 3 respectively. The leading papers are 
the Budapest K6gbfing, the Pester Lloyd and the Budepeste Mirk,. 
Of the German provincial press the most highly developed is in the 
German towns of Bohemia and in Prague. and the foundation of the 
Deutsche Velluxeitmst at Reicbenberg in 1885 marks the date of 
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separation of the Dentsehfortscluittlicke and Dsutzeletaildiehe parties, 
while the Radical party, which greatly increased in Bohemia, was 
first represented by the weekly Deutsche. Ve!Wide at Prague, and 
also in 1897 by the thsverldlukte desstsclw Worts, edited by ten at 
Eger. A peculiar feature in Austrian journalism is the existence of 
German organs of the Czech national movement, of which the repre-
sentative is the Prague daily Pistilli:, founded in 1862. In Silesia the 
anti-Semitic Frei* ScIslesische Presse was founded in 1881 at Troppau, 
and when it changed sides in 1889 it was speedily replaced, 1891, by 
the Deutsche Weir. In Moravia the representative papers of the 
Caech Conservatives and Radicals were the Mir and the Posar 
respectively. The newspapers in Galicia, which increased steadily 
after 1870, are both numerous and important. The.leading ones are 
the Slew Path* is Lemberg and the Cos Naroda in Cracow. In 
1900 there were 161 newspapers in Polish, as against 10 in 1848 and 
5o in 1873. Of the leaser Slavic nations, the Slovenians advanced the 
most, the Slevesski List having started at the end of 1896. In 
Illyrian journalism the chief newspapers founded after 1880 were the 
Cerise linatska (1891), and the Hrvatska Know (1 893). An attempt 
at unity amongst the Ruthenian factions in 1885 to 1887 produced the 
Mir, while the Ruston, a daily founded at Lemberg in 1896, advo-
cated joint action by Poles and Ruthenian. The Bukowyna, 
established in :885, developed into the organ of " Young Ruthenia," 
and the Bukowinska Widonsosty, established in 1895, represented the 
Old Ruthenians. 

The Italian press in Austria was represented in 1900 chiefly by the 
very popular daily Piccolo, published at Trieste; it had a formidable 
rival in the Alain/to, from 1885 to 1896. The Fed.. Lavoro, published 
at Roveredo, was the organ of the Catholic Labour party, and 
L'Atesairs del Lamm, at Iiozen, that of the Socialists. In Dalmatia 
the Corriere Nacional*, founded in t896 at Zara and afterwards 
published at Trieste, was the organ of the autonomist Italians, while 
II Dogmata continued to represent the National Liberals. 

Belgium.—The Nieuwe 7'i/chitlins of Antwerp, published by 
Abraham Verhoeven, has been said to date virtually from t6o5, in 
which year a " licence for the exclusive retailing of news " was ac-
corded to him by the archduke Albert and the archduchess Isabella. 
But t he daim is conjectural. No copy of any number anterior to 1616 
is now known to exist. It seems probable that the Gaulle Extra-
ordinaris Postlijdinglsen, published by Wilhelm Verdussen between 
1637 and 1644, is a continuation of Verhoeven's paper. But, be this as 
it maxi, that of Verdussen was certainly 'the foundation of the well-
known Gazette van Antwerpen, which continued to appear until 1827. 

Bruges had its Nieuwe Tijdisseken wyt verscheyden Quartieren, 
published (in black letter) by Nicholaes Breyghel. When this paper 
was commenced is uncertain, but various numbers of it exist with 
dates between £637 and 1645. In one of these (26th July 1644) 
a Brusselscke Gazette of the 24th of that month is quoted, apart from 
which citation no Brussels paper is known of earlier date t han 1649. 
When the first number of Le C-oprier vintable des Pays-Bas made its 
appearance, the publisher (Jehn Mommaert) prefaced the first 
number by an address to the reader, in which he says: " I have 
long endeavoured to meet with somebody who would give employ- 
ment to my presses in defending truth against the falsehoods which 
malignity and ignorance send daily abreact. I have at length found 
what I sought, and shall now be able to tell you, weekly, the most 
important things that are going on in the world." This paper 
became afterwards the Casette de Bruxelles, then Gazette des Pays-
Bas; and, under the last-named title, it continued to appear until 
mi. The Amsaki Palitigues of Linguet was one of the most re-
markable of the political journals of Brussels in the 18th century. 
For a time the editor won the favour of the emperor Joseph II by 
praising his reforms, and the Government subscribed for 1200 copies 
of his paper at two louis d'ors each a year; but here, as in almost 
every other place of residence during his chequered career, Linguet 
at length incurred fine and imprisonment. His journal was re-
peatedly suppressed, and as often resumed under many modifications 
of ride. It was continued in France, in Switzerland (at Lausanne), 
and in England. At one time it was no popular that a printer in 
Brussels regularly and rapidly published a pirated edition of it. 
For a brief period the publication was resumed at Brussels. Mallet 
Du Pan was, for a time, a collaborator in the editorship. Linguet 
died by the guillotine in t794. Le National was a famous paper for 
a short period prior to the revolution of 1830. Soon after its cessa-
tion—its presses were destroyed by the populace on the 26th August 
—the official journal. Le Moniteur Beige, was established,—" the 
ministry deeming it indispensable to the success of its great political 
enterprise that a journal should be created which might expound its 
views, and act daily upon public opinion "; and, on decree of the 

.rwncy, it was published accordingly. 
The first newspaper published at Ghent, Gazette ran Gent, appeared 

in 1667. Den Vaderlander, begun in October 1829, was, for a long 
period, one of the most widely circulated of the Flemish journals. 

In 1890 Brussels published 34 papers of various periodicity, among 
which the Monitess. Belie held the lead with a circulation of 9o,000, 
while Le National (revived in 1885) and L'Eteile (1869) circulated 
2..000 and 5ouo respectively. In iro there ware 18 dailies and 14 
weeklies, &c. Antwerp had 7 dailies in 1890 and 19oo; Ghent 7 
dailies in 1890 and 6 in i9oo; Lige 6 in 1890 and 5 in 190o. The 
halfpenny paper is well established. 

Holland.—The kingdom of the Netherlands has always been rich in 
newspapers, but they have usually had more weight commercially 
than politically. Amsterdam in t890 had to dailies, and in teioo bad 
12 dailies (dilemmas Ilandelsblad, Nimes van den Dag, &c.). In 
ism the Hague had 6 dailies (Deeded, Veda:land, 8cc.); and Rotter-
dam had 5 dailies (Nieuwe Rotterdamnser Courant, &c.). The oldest 
Dutch pa the Haarlemsche Courant, founded in 1656, is still one 
of the leading

per, 
  journals. 

Italy.—The Diario di Roma, although dating only from 1716, may 
claim to have been the patriarch of the Italian press. It lastad for 
nearly a century and a half. During its later years it was a daily 
paper, with a weekly supplement having the somewhat whimsical 
title Maisie del Gums*. Next to this came the Gemara LIft--lak di 
Napoli. These and their congeners were published under a rigid 
censorship until far into the 19th century, and exercised little influ-
ence of any kind. The first tentative movement towards a free press 
may, perhaps, be dated from the effort to establish at Milan, in 2818, 
tinder the editorship of Silvio Pellico, the Concitiatore, in which 
Simonds de Sismondi Gonfalonied and Romagnosi were fellow-
writer& But the new journal was suppressed  in t820. The first 
really effectual effort had to wait for the lapse of nearly thirty years. 
L'Opinione was first published in Turin (26th December 047) after- 
wards in Rome. It had, amongst its many editors, Giacomo Durando 
(a soldier of mark, and twice minister of foreign affairs), Montezenolo, 
Giovini Bianchi and Giacomo Dina. The Florence Diritto, originally 
founded at Turin, in 1851, by Lorenzo Valerio, was edited successively 
by Macchi, Barg-aril and Civinini, and as a radical organ attained 
great influence. Counting journals of all kinds, there were published 
in Italy in 1836 185 newspapers; in 1845, 200i in 1856, 313• in 
1 864, 450: in 1875. 479- In 1882 the' periodicals" of all kinds 
numbered 454, and total number of political dailies was 149. In 
t890 Rome published 13 dailies and In 59oo, to dailies. The leading 
Roman papers were the Palladia, representing the court and govern-
ment; the Tribune (5 centimes), a Liberal paper founded in 1883; 
the organ of the Vatican, L'Osservatere Ronsano,• and the popular 
Messageiero. Smote (MN and the Corriere delta Sera (t876) are 
issued from Milan. 

Russia, Poland and Finland.—The earliest gazette of Moscow 
(Moskovskya Viedomosft) was issued by order of -Peter the Great on 
the t6th December 1702, but no copy is known now to exist of earlier 
date than the 2nd January following. The whole gazette of the year 
1703 was reproduced in facsimile by order of Baron de Korff (the 
imperial librarian at St Petersburg) in 1855, on occasion of the 
festival for the 3rd century of Moscow university. The existing 
Viedonsesti dates only from 1766. That of St Petersburg dates from 
1718. The historian Karamzin established a short-lived Moscow 
journal (if oskevski Lsstok), and afterwards at St Petersburg the once 
widely-known Russian Courtier de f Europe (1802). The profits of 
the successful Invalide Russ (Russki Invalid), established in 1815 by 
Persorovius, were devoted to the sufferers by the war with France. 
Adding to the distinctively political journals those of miscellaneous 
character, the whole number of newspapers published within the 
Russian states—Poland and Finland excepted—in the year 1835 
was 136; in 1858 that number had grown to 579. of which 82 were 
published in St Petersburg and 15 in Moscow; 132 were printed in 
Russian. 3 in Russian and in German, t in Russianand in Polish, 28 
in German, 8 in French,3 in English, t in Polish, t in Lithuanian, t in 
Italian. In 1879, under the more liberal rule of Alexander IL, the 
number of political and miscellaneous journals had grown to 293, 
and of these to were under the direct influence of the Government. 
But, in truth, the period of relaxation of censorship, if strictly cs-
amined, will be found to have lasted only from t855 to 1864, when 
repressive measures were again and frequently resorted to Poland in 
1830 had 49 newspapers. Fifty years later the number was still less 
than 70, of which 54 were in Polish, these numbers including 'ournals 
of all kinds. Finland in 1860 had, 24 newspapers, half in Swedish 
half in Finnish. In 1861 the number had increased to 32, in spite of 
the zealous opposition of Count de Berg. the governor-general, to all 
discussion of political events and " subjects which do not concern the 
people." He was very friendly to journals of gardening and cottage 
economy, and to magazines of light literature, and did not regard 
comic papers with anger provided they kept quite clear of politics. 
The paper which was long the chief Finnish organ. Snowier (founded 
at Helsingfors in847), owed much of its popularity it ith  th:ralzt: 

rs edito took with their correspondence. The Oaten IV 
(" Ulcaborg Daily News ") was for a considerable period the most 
northerly newspaper of the world, with the one exception of the 
little journal published at Troms6, in Norway. 

In 188o the whole number of newspapers printed within the 
government of Finland was 46, while the total number of view 
papers and journals of all kinds published within the whole Russian 
empire during the same year was 608. Of these, 417 were printed 
in the Russian language, 1,5 of them being official or administrative 
organs; 54 were printed in Polish, 40 in German, II in Lettish, 
to in French, 7 in Esthonian, 3 in Lithuanian. 

In iron St Petersburg had 6 deifies; and in rgoo there mese 16 
dailies (the St Petersburgskya Wedmore:1i, the Minya Wee* the 
Journal de Si Pitersbossre, &el. Moscow increased from 5 to 
dailies (the Me:bosky* Vinionsesti, Ac.). The rest of Rossiaw 
produced about too newspapers, of which one-third were ,    
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In Russian Poland about it papers. one-half being dailies, were 
published at Warsaw in Igoo (Kurier Warsatoski. Gawks Polska, &c.). 

Span, and Porhagal.—In Spain no newspaper of any kind existed 
earlier than the 18th century. a Gatera de Madrid starting about 
1726 (an alleged garage in 1626 is a myth). Even during the early 
years of the 19th century• the capital contented itself with a 
single journal, the Diario de Madrid. • The Peninsular War and 
the establishment of the Cortes gave the first impulse towards some-
thing which might be called political journalism, but the change from 
total repression to absolute freedom was too audden.not to be grossly 
abused. The Diario de las Corks. the Sentanario Patriotic° (published 
at Cadiz from 1808 to 1811,) and the Aurora Mallorguina (published 
at Palma in 1812-1813) were the first of the new papers that attained 
importance. lu 1814 the circulation or receipt in Spain of English 
newspapers was prohibited under penalty of ten years' impi..ari. 
went. Most of the native journals fell with the Cortes in 1823. In 
the following year Ferdinand decreed the suppression of all the 
journals except the then Diario and Coed(' of Madrid, the aura de 
Haynie, and certain provincial papers which dealt exclusively with 
commercial or scientific subjects. At the close of his reign only three 
or four papers were published in Madrid. Ten years afterwards 
there were 40; but the number was far more noticeable than the 
value. Spanish newspapers have been too often the mere stepping-
stones of political adventurers, and not unfrequently the worst of 
them appear to have served the turn more completely than the best. 
Gonzales Bravo attained office mainly by the help of a paper of 
notorious scurrility,—El Guirigay. His press-law of 1867 introduced 
a sort of indirect censorship. and a system of " warnings," rather 
clandestine than avowed; and his former rivals met craft with 
craft. The Universal and the Cormo were successively the organs of 
Jose Salamanca. At the end of 1854 the political journals published 
in Madrid numbered about 40, the most conspicuous being the now 
defunct Espaga and El Clamor Publico. In 1890 Madrid published 
38 papers, of which t 5 were dailies; but by 19oo they declined to 28, 
of which 19 were dailies. The leadingSpanish papers in 1900 were—
El Correa (1879), Monarchico-Libual; La- Epoca, Conservative; 
El Impartial, Independent Liberal; ,La Justicia, an evening Re- 
publican paper; El Liberal, numberink among its contributors the 
bat writers without distinction of party; and El Pais, the organ of 
the Progressives. 

Portugal in 1882 was credited with 179 journals of all kinds and 
of various icity. Of this number 68 appeared in Lisbon. The 
strictly political daily papers of Lisbon were 6 in number; those of 
Oporto 3. In 1890 Lisbon published It dailies; and in 19oo, 19 
dailies. 

$wedea.—In Sweden the earliest regular newspaper appears to 
have been the Ordinaries Pos•idende of Stockholm, first published 
in 1645, and continued until t68o, then, after long suspension, re- 
vived under the title Post- ock Inrikes-Tidning. Stockholm has also 
its Apt:Y(1,14dd. The Port-Tidende was followed by the Swish 
Merntritu (1675-1683) and the Latin Re:aliases Curiosaa (1682- 
t7ot). in 1742 a Swedish newspaper in French (amens Frause is 
Stockholm) was commenced, and was followed in 1772 by the .cure 
is Stade. But the press in Sweden had small political influence until 
182o, when the Argus was established by Johansen. The strife 
between " classicists " and " romanticists " spread itself in.Sweden, 
as is France. from the field of literature into that of politics. Cruses-
etolpes Fadenseslandbladet and Hjerta's Aftonblculet, founded in 
1830, were long the most conspicuous of the Swedish journals,—the 
former on the side of the royalists, the latter on that of the reformers. 
Hjerta's paper, in its best days, could boast of a circulation of s000 
copies; but on the accession of King Oscar it ceased to appear as an 
opposition orn. Almost every town in the provinces now has its 
paper. In 1890 Stockholm had dailies and 12 weeklies, &c.; in 
19oo it had it i dailies and 4 weeklies, &c., while 93 provincial towns 
published 197 papers, mostly weeklies, &c. In the period 1890-1894 
a large number of newspapers appeared at Stockholm, but their 
duration was in .generat very short, often only a few months 
(Lundstadt, Sveriges Periodiska Likratur, ii. 1896). A newspaper in 
Finnish is published at Haparanda. 

Danmark.—While Denmark published an Enrepdisclis Zairese as 
early as 1663 and the Daruke Mercurius in 1666, the political influ-
ence of the press is a newer thing in that country than even in 
Sweden. Until 113.50 Copenhagen had but two papers, and they filled 
their columns with mild extracts from foreign journals. Real 
activity in this direction dates from the establishment of the pro-
vincial states in 1834. The Dalin,* Tidos& dates from 1749. and 
was at first published in German. The Fardoretei in 1848-1842 was 
in a glow of zeal for Scandinavianism and "Young Denmark. In 
tfto Copenhagen produced 8 dailies and 6 weeklies, &c. In t9oo it 
had t2 dailies and a weeklies, while 121 papers appeared in sixty-
oght provincial towns. 

Reykjavik (Iceland) published two weekly papers in 1890, and the 
same number in te000 (Thiodair and Ise oil) 

Norway.—The earliest Norwegian paper was the Christiania 
/etelligentisedkr, founded in 1763. Next to this came the Adresse-
*Woes Efkrretninger (1,765), published at Bergen. Des Consliks-
doseik abssoorrbea  an older  paper, called Norsk* Rigstidesds. The 
Morgenblad was founded in 1819. In 1890 Christiania published 12 
papers, of which only three appeared daily; in 19oo only to papers  

were produced; but 8 of them were dailies. The Morgetbiadel still 
held its rank, and the Alto:posters had a large circulation. 

Switzerland.—in 1873 the total number of political and general 
newspapers in.  Switrdand was 230. In 1881 they numbered 342; 
53 were of daily issue, 166 appeared twice or thrice a week, aid 7 
only were of weekly issue. A monthly compendium of the news of 
the day appeared at Rorschach, in the canton of St Gall, as early as 
January 1597. The, editor was a German, one Samuel Dilbaum, of 
Augsburg. He varied his titles, so that his monthly newsbooks, 
although really consecutive, do not wear the appearance of serial 
publications. Sometimes he called his issue Iliseariscie Retail., 
sometimes Besckreibutsg, sometimes Hagerty' de Erzdklsng. Switzer-
land has since become remarkable for the number of its newspapers 
in proportion to its size. Among the more important may be 
mentioned the Journal de Gestate and the Gass& de Lasisamie. both 
Moderate Liberal, and the Catholic Cowrie. de Geneve. La Trams* 
de Geneve (1878) is a leading fivecentinse paper. 

Gnats—The few newspapers that made their sudden a 
in Greece during the war of liberation departed as hastily when 

 brought with him a press-law, one of the provisos of which 
demanded caution-money by actual deposit. The journal Saviour 
ens established, in 1834. as a Government organ, and was soon 
followed by Athena as the journal of the opposition. Ten years later 
7 distinctively political papers had been established, along with 13 
journals of miscellaneous nature. In 1877 there were, of all sorts, 
81 journals, of which77 appeared in Greek, 2 in Greek and French, 
a in French only; 37 of these were printed in Athena, i7 in the Ionian 
Islands. In 1890 Athens published 9 dailies and 4 weeklies. &c., and 
to 1 to dailies and 2 weeklies. The chief papers, the Asty and the 
Acro

9oo, 
 polis, were mainly political and on the Liberal side, as indeed 

were nearly all the Athenian papers. 
Turkey.—During the embassy (1795) of Verninac Saint-Maur, 

envoy of the French republic, a Frenchjournal was established at 
Pcra. This, possibly, is the pioneer of all Turkish newspapers. 
Thirty yearsCater (1825) the Speckles, is Wriest was founded at 
Smyrna, also by a Frenchman (Alexander Blacquet?). It was after-
wards published under the titles Cowrie and Journal de Soiree. 
In like manner the Monikur Oilman, first of strictly Constantino-
politan journalsizgas founded by the above-named Blacquet in 
1831. It soon c eel its language to Turkish, and was edited by 
FranceschL The second Smyrna newspaper, Echo d4 l'Orienr, 
established is 1838, was transferred to Constantinople in 1846. But 
not one of these papers has survived. In 1876 the total number of 
journals of all kinds published in the capital was 72 (namely, ao in 
French, 16 in Turkish, 13 in Armenian, 12 in Greek, t t in as many 
other tongues). In 1890 there were 19 papers, in various languages, 
published at Constantinople, most of them dailies; and in 1900 the 
number of papers decreased to 18. They appeared in the fol lowing 
languages: the Stamboul and 4 others in French, 3 in Turkish, 1 in 
Turkish and Greek, 3 in Greek, 2 in Armenian, 1 in English and 
French, and 1 each in Arabic, English, Italian and Persian. Smyrna 
published 8 papers, mostly weeklies, in 5890, and the same number 
in :goo. Owing to the number of Mahommedan fasts and feasts 
Turkish newspapers are somewhat irregular in their appearance. 

For the newspapers of other countries (e.g. Japan) or of important 
towns, see under the separate topographical  headings. (li. Cu.). 

NEWT (a corrupted form from " an evet " or " an effet," a 
term of Anglo-Saxon origin, still used in many parts of England), 
the name usually applied to the aquatic members of the family 
Salassandridae which constitute the genus Melte, formerly 
known as Triton. But the name Toilets, applied to these 
Batrachians by N. Laurent' (1768), has already been used by 
Linnaeus (Systema Nalurae) for parts of the barnacle (Leper 
analifera). B. Merem (1820) proposed to substitute for it the 
name Mole, said to be derived from the Gr. Maml or Mayor, 
" slow," in allusion to the movements of these animals on 
land. The similar name Mokh designates these Batrachians in 
German. 

The newts are very closely related to the true Salamanders, 
Salamandra, from which they differ principally in the shape of 
the tail, which is compressed, in relation to their aquatic habits 
during a considerable part of the active period. Their aquatic 
progression is effected principally by means of the tall, and during 
the act of swimming the legs are turned backwards and folded 
against the body and tail, so as to admit of tbe smallest possible 
degree of resistance. 

A very marked sexual dimorphism prevails in most species 
of this genus, the males being more brilliantly coloured than the 
females and provided with a dorsal crest which attains its greatest 
development during the breeding season, lasting through the 
spring and the early summer. Later in the season the males 
more or less completely lose their crests and other nuptial orna-
ments, and the two sexes are more alike; they, then retire on 
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land, •concealing themseldes under stehes, togs of wood, or in 
holes in damp earth, but leaving their retreat at night or in wet 
weather to search for earth-worms and slugs which constitute 
their principal food. In the water they are Very destructive of 
tadpoles, insect larvae and crustaceans. 

A remarkable feature of the newts, which they share with the 
other tailed Batrachians and the larvae of the frogs and toads, 
is the great facility with which they regenerate lost parts, such 
as the tail, limbs, and even the eye, a faculty which has 
given rise to a great variety of experiments, from the days of 
Charles Bonnet and Spallanzani to those of the present school 
of Ewdcickdengssethenik. 

Extraordinary as it may appear, considering the abundance of 
these creatures and the attention they have received from naturalists, 
it was only in 18th that their mode of fecundation was correctly 
ascertained from observation of the common newt by the Italian 
zoologist F. Grum. The amorous games of the newts, so graphically 
represented by M. Rusconi, had been repeatedly described, and Abbe 
Spallaneani, as early as 1766, had ascertained the impregnation to be 
internal. The then current belief that the water served as a vehicle 
to conve the spermatozoa to the female organs had received a blow 
on Karl von Siebold's discovery of a reeroiscularn rewires in 
the female, but no satisfactory explanation had -  been given of the 
manner in which the spermatozoa reach these pouches. This 
mystery Grieco succeeded in elucidating in his masterly paper 
published in 1880, which has since been supplemented by his own 
investigations on the axolotl, and those 'of E. Zeller, E. 0. Jordan and 
others on the European and American newts. 

All who have kept newts in an aquarium have witnessed the curious 
antics of the male placing himself before the female and rapidly 
vibrating his folded tail, or bending his body in a semicircle, as if to 
provender from passing ahead of him. The male then -emits, at 
short intervals, in front of' the female, several conical or bell-shaped 
spennatophoree (a gelatinous secretion from the cloaca), adhering 
to the ground and crowned by a spherical mass of spermatozoa, 
which the female afterwards gathers in the lips of her cloaca either 
by mere application or by holding the spermatophore between her 
hind legs. and prelate the mass of spermatozoa into the cloaca, 
whence they ultimately And their way into the lower part of the 
oviducts, where the eggs are fecundated as they descend. 

The larvae are provided with three pairs of long, fringed, plume• 
Wee external gills, which are not lost until the very last stages of the 
metamorphosis, and, In exceptional casts are even retained through- 
out life, the newt breeding In the brand:late condition, as often 
Nipples in the axolotl. The fore limbs arc developed before the 
hind limbs. 

The genus Molls has a wide distribution, extending over Europe, 
north-west Africa, south-western Asia, eastern temperate Asia 
(China and. Japan) and North America as far south as southern 
California and the Rio Grande del Norte. Twenty species are die-
tinguished. The British species are the created newt (M. aisles:a), 
the common newt (M. vulgates) and the palmated newt (Al. eaimare), 
The first is the largest, and measures 4 to 6 in. The skin is more or 
less rugose. with granular warts, a strong fold extends across the 
throat, and the male is provided with a very high dentate dorsal 
crest which is interrupted over the sacral region; the upper parts arc 
dark, with more or less distinct black spots; the sides are speckled 
with white, and the lower parts are yellow or orange, spotted or 
marbled with black; a silvery stripe adorns the side of the tail in the 
male. The common and the palmated newts are smaller, 21 to4  tri-te length, and have a smooth skin. The dorsal crest of the male is 
high and festooned in the former, low and straight-edged in the 
latter; during the breeding season the feet of the common newt are 
lobate like a grebe's, whilst they are webbed like a duck's in the 
palmated newt, which is further distinguished in having the tail 
truncate and terminating in a filament. 

It is a remarkable fact that, although related so closely and occur-
ring so frequently together in pools of small extent, the common and 
palmated newts are not known ever to produce hybrids, whilst the 
crested newt, when coexisting (in some parts of France) with a 
south-western ally, the beautiful Moly mannorakt, to which it is by 
no means more nearly akin than are the two above-named species 
to each other, regularly gives rise to the form known as M. Nash, 
which has been proved to be a cross between M. erereare and Al. mannonda. 

Principal references: G. A. Boulenger, Catalogue of Batrachia 
Gradirstut a Catklata (1882); J. de %threes, Lunt/Mesa Europa', 

Models (1897); F. Casco, " Sviluppo del Tntone alpestre," 
Asa. Mut Gamma, xvi. (188o); E. Zeller. " Befruchtung bet den 
Itrodelee," Z. Wass. Zool. xlix. (1890) and li. (1891); M. Ruseoni, 
AlgOlgi $.2rentandres aquatiques (star); W. Wolterstarff, " Ober Triton blasii," Zool. Jahrb., Syst., xix. p. 647 (1904). 

NEWTON, ALFRED (1829-tho2), English zoologist, was born 
at Geneva on the I rth of June 1829. In 1854 he was elected 
travelling fellow of Magdalene College, Cambridge, of which he  

had been an undergraduate, and subsequently visited many parts 
of the world, including Lapland, Iceland, Spitsbergen, the West 
Indies and North America. In r866 he became the first professoi 
of zoology and comparative anatomy at Cambridge, a position 
which he retained till his death. His services to ornithology and 
zoogeography were recognized by the Royal Society in zoo; 
when it awarded him a Royal medal He wrote many books, 
including Zoology of Ancient Europe (7862), Mamas W olleyana 
(begun in 1864), Zoology (1872), and a Dictionary of Birds (1891-
1896). The last, still a standard work, was an amplification of 
the numerous articles on birds which be contributed to the 9th 
edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannia; and which with com-
paratively alight revision are retained in the present edition. He 
contributed many memoirs to scientific societies, and edited The 
Ibis (1865-1870), the Zoological Record (187o-1872), and YarreWs 
British Birds (1871-1882). He died at Cambridge on the 7th of 
June nor. 

NEWTON, SIR CHARLES THOMAS (1816-1894), British 
archaeologist, was born on the 16th of September 1816, at 
Bredwardine in Herefordshire, and educated at Shrewsbury 
School and Christ Church, Oxford. He entered the British 
Museum in 5840 as an assistant in 'the Antiquitio.DepartmenL 
Antiquities, classical, Oriental and medieval, as well as ethno-
graphical objects, were at the time included in one department, 
which bad no classical archaeologist among its officers. In 
3852 Newton quitted the Museum to become vice-consul at 
Mitylene, with the object of exploring the coasts and islands 
of Asia Minor. Aided by funds supplied by Lord Stratford de 
Redcliffe, then British ambassador at Constantinople, be made 
In 1852 and 0155 important discoveries of inscriptions at the 
island of Calymnos, off the coast of Carla; and In 280 -1857 
achieved the great archaeological exploit of his life by the 
discovery of the remains of the mausoleum of Halicarnassus, 
one of the "seven wonders" of the ancient world. He was 
greatly assisted by Murdoch Smith, afterwards celebrated in 
connexion with Persian telegraphs. The results were described 
by Newton in his History of Discoveries at Halicarnassis (s862- 
1863), written In conjunction with R. P. Pullan, and in his 
Travels and Discoveries in the Levant (z865). These works 
included particulars of other Important discoveries, especially 
at Branchidae, where be disinterred the statues which had 
anciently lined the Sacred Way, and at Cnldos, where R. P. 
Pullan, acting under his direction, found the colossal lion now 
in the British Museum. 

In z855  Newton declined the regius professorship of Greek at 
Oxford. In :860 he was made British consul at Rome, but had 
scarcely entered upon the post when an opportunity presented 
itself of reorganizing the amorphous department of antiquities 
at the British Museum, which was divided into three and ulti- 
mately four branches. The Greek and Roman section naturally 
fell to Newton, who returned as Keeper, and held the office until 
z885, declining the offer of the principal librarianship made to 
him in 1878. The Mausoleum Room, to accommodate the 
treasures he had found in Asia Minor, was built under his super-
vision, but the most brilliant episode of his administration was 
the acquisition of the Blacas and Castellani gems and sculptures. 
The Farnese and Pourtalts collections were also acquired by him. 
He took a leading part in the foundation of the Society for the 
Promotion of Hellenic Studies, the British School at Athens, 
and the Egypt Exploration Fund. He was Yates professor of 
classical archaeology at University College, London, from 2880 
to 1888. His collected Essays on Art and Archaeology were 
published in 1886. When, on his retirement from the Museum, 
his bust by Boehm

' 
 now placed in one of the sculpture galleries, 

was presented to him as a testimonial, he desired the unexpended 
balance to be given to the school at Athens. After his retirement 
he was much occupied with the publication of the Greek i nstrip  
tions in the British Museum, but his health failed greatly in the 
latter years of his life. He died at Margate on the 28th of 
November 1894. He married In z861 the daughter of his 
successor In the consulate at Rome, the painter Severn, herself 
a distinguished artist. She died in 1866. (R. G) 
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sopher, was born on the 25th of December 1642 (o.s.), at Wools-
thorpe, a hamlet In the parish of Colsterworth, Lincolnshire, 
about 6 M. from Grantham. His father (also Isaac Newton) 
who farmed a small freehold property of his own, died before his 
son's birth, a few months after his marriage to Hannah Ayscough, 
a daughter of James Ayscough of Market-Overton. When 
Newton was little more than two years old his mother married 
Barnabas Smith, rector of North Witham. Of this marriage 
there was issue, Benjamin, Mary and Hannah Smith, and to their 
children Sir Isaac Newton subsequently left the greater part 
of his property. After having acquired the mammas of educa-
tion at two small schools in hamlets close to Woolsthorpe, 
Newton was sent at the age of twelve to the grammar school of 
Grantham. While attending Grantham school Newton lived 
in the house of Mr Clark, an apothecary of that town. According 
to his own confession he was far from industrious, and stood 
very low in his class. An unprovoked attack from the boy next 
above him led to a fight, in which Newton's pluck gave him the 
victory. This success seems to have led him to greater exertions, 
and be rose to be the head boy of the school. He displayed 
very early a taste and an aptitude for mechanical contrivances. 
He made windmills, water-docks, kites and dials, and he is said 
to have invented a four-wheeled carriage which was to be moved 
by the rider. In 2656 Mr Smith died, and Newton's mother 
came back with her three children to Woolsthorpe. Newton 
was then in his fifteenth year, and, as his mother in all probability 
intended him to be a farmer, he was taken away from school. He 
was frequently sent on market days to Grantham with an old 
and trusty servant, who made all the purchases, while Newton 
spent his time among the books in Mr Clark's house. It soon 
became apparent to Newton's relatives that they were making 
a great mistake in attempting to turn him into• a farmer, 
and he was therefore sent back again to school at Grantham. 
His mother's brother, William Ayscough, the rector of Burton 
Conks, the next parish, was a graduate of TrinitY College, 
Cambridge, and when he found that Newton's mind was wholly 
devoted to mechanical and mathematical problems, he urged 
upon Mrs Smith the desirability of sendifig her son to his own 
college. He was accordingly admitted a member of Trinity 
College on the stb of June 166z, as a subdsar, and was matricu-
lated on the 8th of July. We have scarcely any information 
as to his attainments when he commenced residence, and very 
little as to his studies as an undergraduate. It is known that 
while still at Woolsthorpe Sanderson's Logic had been read by 
him to such purpose that his tutor at Trinity College excused 
his attendance at a course of lectures on that subject. Newton 
tells us himself that, when he bad purchased a book on astrology 
at Stourbridge fair, a fair held close to Cambridge, he was unable, 
on account of his ignorance of trigonometry, to understand a 
figure of the heavens which was drawn in this book. He therefore 
bought an English edition of Euclid with an index of propositions 
at the end of it, and, having turned to two or three which he 
thought likely to remove his difficulties, be found them on self-
evident that he put aside Euclid " as a trifling book," and 
applied himself to the study of Descartes's Geometry. It is 
reported that in his examination for a scholarship at Trinity, 
to which he was elected on the 28th of April 1664, be was 
examined in Euclid by Dr Leap Barrow, who formed a poor 
opinion of his knowledge, and that in consequence Newton 
was led to reaa the Eksterits again with care, and thereby to 
forma more favourable estimate of Euclid's merits. 

The study of Descartes's Garmdry seems to have inspired 
Newton with a love of the subject, and to have introduced him 
to the higher mathematics. In a small commonplace book, 
bearing on the seventh page the date of January 1663/1664, 
there are several articles on angular sections, and the squaring 
of curves and " crooked lines that may be squared," several 
calculations about musical notes, geometrical propositions from 
Francis Vieta and Frans van Schooten, annotations out of Wallis's 
Arithmetic of Infinities, together with observations on refraction, 
en the grinding of," spherical optic glasses," on the errors of lenses 
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and the method of rectifying them, and on the extraction of 
all kinds of roots, particularly those " in affected powers." 
And in this same commonplace book the following entry made by 
Newton himself, many years afterwards, gives a further account 
of the nature of his work during the period when he was an 

un  
uatea— 

liciry 099.—By consulting an account of my expenses at 
Cambridge, in the years 1663 and 1664, 1 find that in the year 1664 
• little before Chnstmas, 1, being then Senior Sophister, bought 
Schooten's Ifiscellesnea and Cart& Geansary (having read this 
Gismsary and Oughtred's Claris dean over half • year before), and 
borrowed Wallis's works, and by consequence made these annotations 
out of Schouten and Wallis. in winter between the years 1664 and 
1665. At such time 1 found the method of Infinite Series; and in 
summer 1665, being forced from Cambridge by the plague, I com-
puted the area of the Hyperbola at Booth lay, in Lincolnshire, to 
two and fifty figures by the same method." 

That Newton must have begun early to make careful observa-
tions of natural phenomena is sufficiently testified by' the follow-
ing remarks about halos, which appear in his Optics, book ii. 
part iv. ohs. 

" The like Crowns appedr sometimes about the mon; for in the 
beginning of the Year 1664. February 19th, at night, 1 sew two 
such Crowns about her. The Diameter of the first or innermost 
was about three Degrees, and that of the second about five Degrees 
and an half. Next about the moon was a Circle of white, and next 
about that the inner Crows, which ma of a bluish green within 
next the white, and of a yellow and red without, and next about 
these Colours were blue and green 02 the inside of the Outward 
Crown, and red on the outside of it. At the same time there appear'd 
a Halo about 22 Degrees 35' distant from the center of the moon. 
It was elliptical, and its long Diameter was perpendicular to the 
Horizon, verging below farthest from the moon." 

In January 1665 Newton took the degree of B.A. The persons 
appointed (in conjunction with the proctors, John. Slade of 
Catharine Hall, and Benjamin Pulleyn of Trinity College, 
Newton's tutor) to examine the questionists were John Eachard 
of Catharine Hall and Thomas Gipps of Trinity College. It 
is a curious accident that wo have no information about the 
respective merits of the candidates for a degree in this year, 
as the " ordo senioritatia " of the bachelors of arts for the year 
is omitted in the " Grace Book." 

It is supposed that it was in z665 that the method of fluzions 
best occurred to Newton's mind. There are several papers 
still existing in Newton's handwriting bearing data 1665 and 
1666 in which the method is described, in some of which dotted 
or dashed letters are used to represent fluxions, and in some of 
which the method is explained without the use of dotted letters. 

Both in 1665 and in z666 Trinity College was dismissed on 
account of the plague. On each occasion it was agreed, 'as  
appears by entries in the " Conclusion Book " of the college, 
bearing data August 7th, 1665, and June 22nd, i666, and signed 
by the master of the college, Dr Pearson, that all fellows and 
scholars who were dismissed on account of the pestilence be allowed 
one month's common.. Newton must have left college before 
August 1665, as his name does not appear in the list of those 
who received extra commons on that occasion, and he tells us him-
self in the extract from his commonplace book already quoted 
that he was " forced from Cambridge by the plague " in the 
summer of that year. He was elated a fellow of his college on 
the rat of October 1667. There were nine vacancies, one of which 
was caused by the death of Abraham Cowley in the previous 
summer, and the nine successful candidates were all of the same 
academical standing. A few weeks after his election to a 
fellowship Newton went to Lincolnshire, and did not return to 
Cambridge till the February following, On the 16th of March 
1668 he took his degree of M.A. 

During the years z666 to 1669 Newton's studies were of a 
very varied kind. It is known that be purchased prisms and 
lenses on two or three several occasions, and also chemicals 
and a furnace, apparently for chemical experiments; but he 
also employed part of his time on the theory of fluxion. and other 
branches of pure mathematics. He wrote a paper Analysis 
Per Equationes Nevem Terranova, lefieitas, which he put, pro-
bably in June 166o, into the hands of Isaac Barrow (then 
Luaudan profaner of mathematics), at the same time giving him 
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permission to communicate the contents to their common friend 
John Collins (1624-1683), a mathematician of no mean order. 
Barrow did this on the 31st of July 1669, but kept the name of 
the author a secret, and merely told Collins that he was a friend 
staying at Cambridge, who had a powerful genius for such 
matters. In a subsequent letter on the roth of August, Barrow 
expressed his pleasure at hearing the favourable opinion which 
Collins had formed of the paper, and added, " the name of the 
author is Newton, a fellow of our college, and a young man, 
who is only in his second year since he took the degree of master 
of arts, and who, with an unparalleled genius (eximio quo est 
acumine), has made very great progress In this branch of mathe-
matics." Shortly afterwards Barrow resigned his chair, and was 
instrumental in securing Newton's election as his successor. 
Newton was elected Lucasian professor on the 29th of October 
x669. It was his duty as professor to lecture at least once a week 
in term time on some portion of geometry, arithmetic, astronomy, 
geography, optics, statics, or some other mathematical subject, 
and also for two hours in the week to allow an audience to any 
student who might come to consult with the professor on any 
difficulties he had met with. The•subject which Newton chose 
for his lectures was optics. The success which attended his 
researches in optics must have been great, although the results 
were known only through his own oral lectures, until he presented 
an account of them to the Royal Society in the spring of 1672. 
On the rist of December 1671 he was proposed as a candidate 
for admission into the Royal Society by Dr Seth Ward, bishop 
of Salisbury, and on the 11th of January x672 he was elected a 
fellow of the Society. At the meeting at which Newton was 
elected a description of a reflecting telescope which be had in-
vented was read, and " it was ordered that a letter should be 
written by the secretary to Mr Newton to acquaint him of his 
election into the Society, and to thank him for the communication 
of his telescope, and to assure him that the Society would take 
care that all right should be done him with respect to this 
invention." 

In his reply to the secretary on the s8th of January 1672, 
Newton writes:— 

" I desire that in your next letter you would inform me for what 
time the society continue their weekly meetings; because, if they 
continue them for any time, I am purposing them to be considered 
of and examined an account of a philosophical discovery, which 
induced me to the making of the said telescope, and which I doubt 
not but will prove much more grateful than the communication of 
that instrument being in my judgment the oddest if not the most 
considerable detection which bath hitherto been made into the 
operations of nature." 

The promise here made was fulfilled in a communication 
which Newton addressed to Henry Oldenburg, the secretary of 
the Royal Society, on the 6th of February 1672, and which was 
read before the society two days afterwardi. The whole is 
printed in No. So of the Philosophical Transactions. 

After explaining his .discovery of the composition of white light, he 
proceeds:— 

When  I understood this, I left off my aforesaid Glass works; for 
I saw, that the perfection of Telescopes was hitherto limited, not so 
much for want of glasses truly figured according to the prescriptions 
of Optick Authors (which all men have hitherto imagined), as 
because that Light Itself is a Heterogeneous mixture of differently 
refrangible Rays. So that, were a glass so exactly figured as to 
collect any one sort of rays into one point, it could not collect those 
also into the some point, which having the same Incidence upon the 
same Medium are apt to suffer a different refraction. Nay, I 
wondered, that seeing the difference of refrangibility was so great, as 

found it, Telescopes should arrive to that perfection they are 
now at." 

He then points out why " the object-glass of any Telescope cannot 
collect all the rays which come from one point of an object, so as to 
make them convene at its focus in less room than inn circular space, 
whose diameter is the both part of the Diameter of its Aperture: 
which is an irregularity some hundreds of times greater, than a 
circularly figured Lens, of so small a section as the Object-glasses of 
long Telescopes are, would cause by the unfitness of its figure, were 
Light uniform." He adds: "This made me take reflections into 
consideration, and finding them regular, so that the Angle of Reflec-
tion of all sorts of Rays was equal to their Angle of Incidence; I 
understood, that by their mediation Optick instruments might be 
brought to any degree of perfection imaginable, provided a Re-
fleeting substance could be found, which woukt polish as finely as 
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Glass, and .re/feel as *much light as glass inettetill t  and sheet of 
communicating to it a Paralidsch figure be also attained. But these 
seemed very great difficulties, and I have almost thought them 
insuperable, when I further considered, that every irregularity in a 
reflecting superficial makes the rays stray.  s or 6 times more out of 
their due course, than the like irregularities in a refracting one:, so 
that a much greater curiosity would be here requisite, than is Winn 
glasses for Refraction. 

" Amidst these thoughts I was forced from Cambridge by the 
Intervening Plague, and it was more than two years berme I wo-
ceeded further. But then having thought on a tender way of polish-
ing, proper for metall, whereby, as I imagined, the figure also would 
be corrected to the last; I began to try, what might be effected in 
this kind, and by degrees so far perfected se Instrument (n the 
essential parts of it like that I sent to London), by which I could 
discern Jupiter, 4 Concomitants, and sheered them divers times to 
two others of my acquaintance. I could also discern the Moon-like 
phase of Venus, but not very distinctly, nor without some niceness in 
disposing the Instrument. 

" From that time I was interrupted till this last Autumn, when I 
made the other. And as that was sensibly better than the first 
(especially for Day -Objects), so I doubt not e  but they will be still 
brought to a much greater perfection by their endeavours, who, as 
you inform me, are taking care about it at London." 

After a remark that micnascopes seem as capable of improvement 
as telescopes, he adds: " I shall now proceed to acquaint you with 
another more notable difformity in its Rays, wherein the Origin 4 
Colour is unfolded: Concerning which I shall lay down the Doctrine 
first, and then, for its examination, give you an Instance or two of the 
Experiments, as a specimen of the rest. The Doctrine you will find 
comprehended and illustrated in the following propositions: 

t. As the Rays of light differ in degrees of Refrangibility, so 
they also differ in their disposition to exhibit this or that particular 
colour. Colours are not Qualifications  of Light, derived from Refrac-
tions, or Reflections of natural Bodies (as 'tis generally believed), 
but original and connate properties, which in divers Rays are divers. 
Some Rays are disposed to exhibit a red colour and no other: souse a 
yellow and no other, some a green and no other, and so of the rest. 
Nor are there only Rays proper and particular to the more eminent 
colours, but even to all their intermediate gradations. 

" a. To the same degree of Refrangibility ever belongs the same 
colour, and to the UM colour ever belongs the same degree of 
Refrangibility. The least Refrangible Rays are all disposed to 
exhibit a Red colour, and contrarily those Rays, which are disposed 
to exhibit a Red colour, are all the least Refrangible: So the most 
refrangible Rays arc all disposed to exhibit a deep iold Colour 
and contrarily those which are apt to exhibit such a violet imbue 
are all the most Refrangible. 

" And so to all the intermediate colours in a continued series 
belong intermediate degrees of refrangibility. And this Analogy 
'twixt colours, and refrangibility is very precise and strict; the 
Rays always either exactly, agreeing in both, or proportionally 
disagreeing in both. 

" 3. The species of colour, and degree of Refrangibility proper to 
any particular sort of Rays, is not mutable by Refraction, nor by 
Reflection from natural bodies, nor by any other cause, that I could 
yet observe. When any one sort of Rays bath been well parted 
from those of other kinds, it bath afterwards obstinately retained 
its colour, notwithstanding my utmost endeavours to change it. I 
have refracted it with Frames, and reflected it with Bodies, which 
in Day-light were of other colours; 1 have intercepted it with the 
coloured film of Air interceding two compressed plates of glass, 
transmitted it through coloured Mediums, and through Mediums 
irradiated with other sorts of Rays, and diversly terminated it: and 
yet could never produce any new colour out of it. It would by 
contracting or dilating become more brisk, or faint, and by the lass 
of many Rays, in some cases very obscure and dark; but 1 could 
never see it changed in specie. 

Yet seeming transmutations of Colours may be made, where 
there is any mixture of divers sorts of Rays. For in such mixtures, 
the component colours appmr. not. but, by their mutual allaying 
each other constitute a a:wiling colour." 

Further on, after some remarks on the subject of compound colours, 
he says: " I might add more instances of this nature, but I shall 
conclude with this general one, that the Colours of alt natural Bodies 
have no other origin than this, that they are variously qualified 
to reflect one sort of light in greater plenty then another. AM this 
I have experimented in a dark Room by illuminating those bodice 
with uncompounded light of divers colours. For by that means any 
body may be made to appear of any colour. They have there no 
appropriate colour, but ever appear of the colour of the light cam 
upon them, but yet with this difference, that they are most brisk 
and vivid is the light of their own day -light colour. Minium 
appeareth thereof any colour indifferently, with which 'tis illustrated, 
but yet most luminous in red, and so Bise appeareth indifferently of 
any colour with which 'tis illustrated. but yet most luminous in 
blew. And therefore minium reflecteth Rays of any colour, but 
most copiously those indeed with red; and consequently whets 
illustrated with day-light, that is with all sorts of Rays promiscuously 
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Mended, those qualified with red shall abound most In the redacted 
light, and by their prevalence cause it to appear of that colour. 
And for the same reason Rise, reflecting blew most copiously, shall 
appear blew by the excess of those Rays in its reflected light; and 
the like of other bodies. And that this is the hake and adequate 
cause of their colours, is manifest, because they have no power to 
change or alter the colours of any sort of Rays incident apart, but 
put on all colours indifferently, with which they are Enlightened. 

. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 
	discourse 
	. 

" Reviewing what I have written. I see the discourse it self will 
had to divers Experiments sufficient for its examination: And 
therefore I shall not trouble you further, than to describe one of 
those. which I have already insinuated. 

" Ina darkened Room make a hole in the shut of a window whose 
diameter may conveniendy be about a thial pert of an inch, to 
admit a convenient quantity of the Suns light: And there place a 
clear and colourless Prisms, to refract the entring light towards the 
further part of the Room, which, as I said, will thereby be diffused 
into an oblong coloured Image. Then place a Lens of about three foot 
radius (suppose a broad Object-glass of a three foot Telesco pe), at 
the distance of about four or five foot from thence, through which all 
those colours may at once be transmitted, end made by ice Refraction 
to convene at a further distance of about ten or twelve feet. If at 
that distance you intercept this light with a sheet of white paper, you 
will see the colours converted into whiteness again by being minted. 

" But it Is requisite. that the Prime and Lens be placed steddy 
and that the paper, on which the colours are cast be moved to and 
fro; for, by such motion, you will not only find, at what distance 
the whiteness is most perfect but also see, how the colours gradually 
convene, and vanish into whitener, and afterwards having crossed 
one another in that place where they compound Whiteness, are again 
dissipated and severed, and in an inverted order retain the same 
colours, which they had before they entered the composition. You 
may also see, that, it any of the Colours at the Lens be intercepted, 
the Whiteness will be changed into the other colours. And therefore, 
that the composition of whiteness be perfect, care must be rime, 
that none of the colours fall besides the Lens." 

He concludes his communication with the words: "This. I 
conceive, is enough for an Introduction to Experiments of this kind: 
which if any of the R. Society shall be so curious as to prosecute, I 
should be very glad to be informed with what soccer: That, if any 
thing seem to be defective, or to thwart this relation, I may have an 
opportunity of giving further direction about it, ear of acknowledging 
my errors, if I have committed any." 

The publication of these discoveries led to a series of con-
troversies which lasted for several years, in which Newton had 
to contend with the eminent English natural philosopher Robert 
Hooke; Lucas, mathematical professor at Liege; Limn, a physician 
in Liege, and many others. Some of his opponents denied the 
truth ends experiments, refusing to believe in the existence of the 
spectrum. Others criticized the experiments, saying that the 
length of the spectrum was never more than three and a half 
times the breadth, whereas Newton found it to be five times 
the breadth. It appears that Newton made the mistake of 
supposing that all prisms would give a spectrum of exactly the 
same length; the objections of his opponents led hint to measure 
carefully the lengths of spectra formed by prisms of different 
angles and of different refractive indices; and it seems strange 
that he was not led thereby to the discovery of the different 
dispersive powers of different refractive substances. 

Newton carried on the discussion with the objectors with great 
courtesy and patience, but the amount of pain which these 
perpetual discussions gave to his sensitive mind may be estimated 
from the fact of his writing on the 18th of November 1676 to 
Oldenburg:— 

I promised to send you an answer to Mr Lucas this next Tuesday, 
but I find I shall scarce finish what I have designed. so as to get a 
copy taken of it by that time, and therefore I beg your patience a 
week longer. I see I have made myself a slave to philosophy, but if 
I get free of Mr Lucas's business, I will resolutely bid adieu to it 
eternally, excepting what I do for my private satisfaction, or leave 
to come out after me; for see a man must either resolve to put out 
nothing new, or to become a slave to defend it." 

It was a fortunate circumstance that these disputes did not so 
thoroughly damp Newton's ardour as he at the time felt they 
would. He subsequently published many papers in the Philo-
sophical Transactions on various parts of the science of optics, 
and, although some of his views have been found to be erroneous, 
and are now almost universally rejected, his investigations 
led to discoveries which are of permanent value. He succeeded in 
explaining the colour of thin and of thick plates, and the inflexion 
of light, sod he wrote on double refraction, poluisatioa and  

binocular vision. He also invented a reflecting sextant for 
observing the distance between the moon and the fixed stars,—
the same in every essential as the instrument which is still in 
everyday use at sea under the name of fladley's quadrant, 
This discovery was communicated by him to Edmund Halley 
in r7ao, but was not published, or communicated to the Royal 
Society, till after Newton's death, when • desorption of it was 
found among his papers. 

In Match 1673 Newton took a prominent part in a dispute in 
the university. The public oratorskip fell vacant, and a contest 
arose between the heads of the colleges and the members of the 
senate as to the mode of electing to the office. The heads 
claimed the right of nominating two persons, one of whom was 
to be elected by the senate. The senate insisted that the proper 
mode was by an open election. The duke of Buckingham, who 
was the chancellor of the university, endeavoured to effect • 
compromise which, he says, " I hope may for the present satisfy 
both sides. I propose that the heads may for this time nominate 
and the body comply, yet interposing (if they think fit) a pro-
testation concerning their plea that this election may not here-
after pass for a decisive precedent in prejudice of their claim," 
and, " whereas I understand that the whole university has 
chiefly consideration for Dr Henry Paman of St John's and Mr 
Craven of Trinity College, I do recommend them both to be 
nominated." The beads, however, nominated Dr Pam= and 
Ralph Sanderson of St John's, and the next day one hundred and 
twenty-one members of the senate recorded their IMPS for 
Craven and ninety-eight for Pewee. On the morning of the 
election a protest in which Newton's name appeared was read, and 
entered in the Regent House. But the vice-chancellor admitted 
Paean the same morning, and so ended the first contest of a 
non-scientific character in which Newton took part. 

On the 8th of March 1673 Newton wrote to Oldenburg, the 
secretary of the Royal Society: 

Sir, I desire that you will procure that I may be put out from 
being any longer Fellow of the Royal Society : for though I honour 
that body, yet since I see I shall neither profit them, nor (by reason 
of this distance) can partake of the advantage of their assemblies, f 
desire to withdraw." 

Oldenburg must have replied to this by an offer to apply to the 
Society to excuse Newton the weekly payments, as in a letter of 
Newton's to Oldenburg, dated the 23rd of June 1673, be says, 
" For your proffer about my quarterly payments, I thank you, 
but I would not have you trouble yourself to get them excused, 
if you have not done it already." Nothing further seems to have 
been done in the matter until the 28th of January 1675, when 
Oldenburg informed " the Society that Mr Newton is now in such 
circumstances that he desires to be excused from the weekly 
payments." Upon this " it was agreed to by the council that he 
be dispensed with, as several others are." On the 18th of February 
1675 Newton was formally admitted into the Society. The 
moat probable explanation of the cause why Newton wished to be 
excused from these payments is to be found in the fact that, as 
he was not in holy orders, his fellowship at Trinity College would 
lapse in the autumn of 1675. It is true that the loss to his income 
which this would have caused was obviated by a patent from 
the crown in April 1675, allowing him as Lucasian professor 
to retain his fellowship without the obligation of taking holy 
orders. This must have relieved Newton's mind from a great deal 
of anxiety about pecuniary matters, as we find him in November 
1676 subscribing Leo towards the building of the new library of 
Trinity College. 

It is supposed that it was at Woolsthorpe in the summer of 
t666 that Newton's thoughts were directed to the subject of 
gravity. Voltaire is the authority for the well-known anecdote 
about the apple. He had his information from Newton's 
favourite niece Catharine Barton, who married Conduitt, a 
fellow of the Royal Society, and one of Newton's intimate 
friends. How much truth there is in what is a plausible and a 
favourite story can never be known, but it is certain that tradition 
marked a nee as that from which the apple fell, till alto, when, 
owing to decay, the tree was cut down and its wood carefully 
preserved. 
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Johann Kepler had proved by an elaborate series of measure-

ments that each planet revolves in an elliptical orbit round the 
sun, whose centre occupies one of the foci of the orbit, that the 
radius vector of each planet drawn from the sun describes equal 
areas in equal times, and that the squares of the periodic times 
of the planets are in the same proportion as the cubes of their 
mean distances from the sun. The fact that heavy bodies have 
always a tendency to fall to the earth, no matter at what height 
they are placed above the earth's surface, seems to have led 
Newton to conjecture that it was possible that the same tendency 
to fall to the earth was the came by which the moon was retained 
in its orbit round the earth. Newton, by calculating from 
Kepler's laws, and supposing the orbits of the planets to be 
circles round the sun in the centre, had already proved that the 
force of the sun acting upon the different planets must vary 
as the Inverse square of the distances of the planets from the sun. 
He therefore was led to inquire whether, if the earth's attraction 
extended to the moon, the force at that distance would be of the 
exact magnitude necessary to retain the moon in its orbit. He 
found that the moon by her motion in her orbit was deflected from 
the tangent in every minute of time through a space of thirteen 
feet. But by observing the distance through which a body 
would fall in one second of time at the earth's surface, and by 
calculating from that on the supposition of the force diminishing 
in the ratio of the inverse square of the distance, he found that the 
earth's attraction at the distance of the moon would draw a 
body through re ft. in z min. Newton regarded the discrepancy 
between the results as a proof of the inaccuracy of his conjecture, 
and " laid aside at that time any further thoughts of this matter." 
But in 1670 a controversy between Hooke and Newton, about 
the form of the path of a body falling from a height, taking 
the motion of the earth round its axis into consideration, led 
Newton again to revert to his former conjectures on the moon. 
The measure of the earth, which had hitherto been accepted by 
geographers and navigators, was based on the very rough 
estimate that the length of a degree of latitude of the earth's 
surface measured along a meridian was 6o m. More accurate 
estimates had been made by R. Norwood and W. Snell, and more 
recently by P. Picard. At a meeting of the Royal Society on the 
rah of January s672, Oldenburg the secretary read a letter from 
Paris describing the method followed by Picard in measuring a 
degree, and specifically stating the precise length that he 
calculated it to be. It is probable that Newton had become 
acquainted with this measurement of Picard's, and that he was 
therefore led to make use of it when his thoughts were redirected 
to the subject. This estimate of the earth's magnitude, giving 
69•1 m. to ', made the two results, the discrepancy between 
which Newton had regarded as a disproof of his conjecture, to 
agree so exactly that he now regarded his conjecture as fully 
established. 

In January 1684 Sir Christopher Wren, Halley and Hooke 
were led to discuss the law of gravity, and, although probably 
they all agreed in the truth of the law of the inverse square, 
yet this truth was not looked upon as established. It appears 
that Hooke professed to have a solution of the problem of the 
path of a body moving round a centre of force attracting as the 
inverse square of the distance; but Halley, fin 'ding, after a 
delay of some months, that Hooke " had not been so good as 
his word " in showing his solution to Wren, started Witte month 
of August 1684 for Cambridge to consult Newton on the subject. 
Without mentioning the speculations which bad been made, 
be asked Newton what would be the curve described by a planet 
round the sun on the assumption that the sun's force diminished 
as the square of the distance. Newton replied promptly, "an 
ellipse," and on being questioned by Halley as to the reason 
for his answer he replied, " Why, I have calculated it He 
could not, however, put his band upon his calculation, but he 
promised to send it to Halley. After the latter had left Cam-
bridge, Newton set to work to reproduce the calculation. After 
making a mistake and producing a different result he corrected 
his work and obtained his former result. 

In the following November Newton redeemed his promise 

to Halley by sending him, by the band of Mr Paget, one at 
the fellows of his own college, and at that time mathematical 
master of Christ's Hospital, a copy of his demonstration; aird 
very soon afterwards Halley paid another visit to Cambridge 
to confer with Newton about the problem; and on his return 
to London on the loth of December z684, be informed the 
Royal Society " that he had lately seen Mr Newton at Cam-
bridge, who had showed him a curious treatise De Max," 
which at Halley's desire he promised to send to the Society to 
be entered upon their register. " Mr Halley was desired to put 
Mr Newton in mind of his promise for the securing this invention 
to himself, till such time as he could be at leisure to publish, 
it," and Paget was desired to join with Halley in urging Newton 
to do so. By the middle of February Newton had sent his paper 
to Aston, one of the secretaries of the Society, and in a letter 
to Aston dated the 23rd of February 168e, we find Newton thank-
ing him for " having entered on the register his notions about 
motion." This treatise De Mau was the germ of the Principia, 
and was obviously meant to be a short account of what that 
work was intended to embrace. It occupies twenty-four octavo 
pages, and consists of four theorems and seven problems, some 
of which are identical with some of the most important pro- 
positions of the second and third sections of the first book of 
the Prieciyia. 

The years age and r686 will ever be memorable in the history 
of science. It was in them that Newton composed almost the 
whole of his great work. During this period Newton had a very 
extensive correspondence with John Flamsteed, who was then 
the astronomer-royal. Many of the letters are lost, but it is 
clear from one of Newton's, dated the zeth of September : 685, 
that he had received many useful communications from Flam-
steed, and especially regarding Saturn, " whose orbit, as defined 
by Kepler," Newton " found too little for the aesquialterate 
proportions." In the other letters written in 2685 and 1686 
he applies to Flamsteed for information respecting the orbits 
of the satellites of Jupiter and Saturn, respecting the rise and 
fall of the spring and neap tides at the solstices and the equin-
oxes, respecting the flattening of Jupiter at the poles (which, 
if certain, he says, would conduce much to the stating the reasons 
of the precession of the equinoxes), and respecting the difference 
between the observed places of Saturn and those computed 
from Kepler's tables about the time of his conjunction with 
Jupiter. On this last point the information supplied by Flare-
steed was peculiarly gratifying to Newton; and it is obvious 
from the language of this part of his letter that he had still 
doubts of the universal application of the sesquialtcral pro-
portion. " Your information," he says, " about the errors of 
Kepler's tables for Jupiter and Saturn has eased me of several 
scruples. I was apt to suspect there might be some cause or 
other unknown to me which might disturb the sesquialteral 
proportions, for the influences of the planets one upon another 
seemed not great enough, though I imagined Jupiter's influence 
greater than your numbers determine it. It would add to my 
satisfaction if you would be pleased to let me know the long 
diameters of the orbits of Jupiter and Saturn, assigned by 
yourself and Mr Halley in your new tables, that I may see how 
the sesquialtcral proportion fills the heavens, together with 
another small proportion which must be allowed for." 

Upon Newton's return from Lincolnshire in the beginning 
of April tells, he seems to have devoted himself to the prepara-
tion of his work. In the spring he had determined the attrac-
tions of masses, and thus completed the law of universal gravi-
tation. In the summer he had finished the second book of the 
Principia, the first book being the treatise De ma., which 
he bad enlarged and completed. Excepting in the correspond. 
ence with Flamsteed we hear nothing more of the preparation 
of the Princiuio until the ant of April :686, when Halley read 
to the Royal Society his Discourse concerning Gravity and its 
Properties, in which he states " that his worthy countryman 
Mr Isaac Newton has an incomparable treatise of motion almost 
ready for the press," and that the law of the inverse square 
" is the principle on which Mr Newton has made out all the 
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phenomena of the celestial motions so easily and naturally, 
that its truth is past dispute." At the next meeting of the 
Society, on the 28th of April, " Dr Vincent presented to the 
Society a manuscript treatise entitled Philosophies Miuralis 
Principle Mathematic°, and dedicated to the Society by Mr 
Isaac Newton." Although this manuscript contained only the 
first book, yet such was the confidence the Society placed in the 
author that an order was given " that a letter of thanks be 
written to Mr Newton; and that the printing of his book be 
referred to the consideration of the council; and that in the 
meantime the book be put into the hands of Mr Halley, to 
make a report thereof to the council." Although there could 
be no doubt as to the intention of this report, yet no step was 
taken towards the publication of the work. At the next meeting 
of the Society, on the zoth of May, some dissatisfaction seems 
to have been expressed at the delay, as it was ordered " that Mr 
Newton's work should be printed forthwith in quarto, and that 
a letter should be written to him to signify the Society's resolu-
tions, and to desire his opinion as to the print, volume, cuts 
and so forth." Three days afterwards Halley communicated 
the resolution to Newton, and stated to him that the printing 
was to be at the charge of the Society. At the next meeting 
of the council, on the 2nd of June, it was again ordered " that 
Mr Newton's book be printed," but, instead of sanctioning 
the resolution of the general meeting to print it at their charge, 
they added " that Mr Halley undertake the business of looking 
after it, and printing it at his own charge, which he engaged 
to do." 

In order to explain to Newton the cause of the delay, Halley in 
his letter of the 22nd of May alleges that it arose from " the 
president's attendance on the king, and the absence of the vice-
presidents, whom the good weather had drawn out of town"; 
but there is reason to believe that this was not the true cause, and 
that the unwillingness of the council to undertake the publication 
arose from the state of the finances of the Society. Halley 
certainly deserves the gratitude of posterity for undertaking 
the publication of the work at a very considerable pecuniary 
risk to himself. In the same letter Halley found it necessary to 
inform Newton of Hooke's conduct when the manuscript of the 
Principal was presented to the Society. Sir John Haskyns was 
in the chair when Dr Vincent presented the manuscript, and 
passed a high encomium on the novelty and dignity of the subject. 
Hooke was offended because Sir John did not mention what he 
had told him of his own discovery. Halley only communicated 
to Newton the fact "that Hooke had some pretensions to the 
invention of the rule for the decrease of gravity being reciprocally 
as the squares of the distances from the centre," acknowledging 
at the same time that, though Newton had the notion from him, 
" yet the demonstration of the curves generated thereby belonged 
wholly to Newton." " How much of this," Halley adds, " is 
so, you know best, so likewise what you have to do in this matter; 
only Mr Hooke seems to expect you should make some mention 
of him in the preface, which 'tis possible you may see reason to 
prefix. I must beg your pardon that 'tis I that send you this 
ungrateful account; but I thought it my duty to let you know 
it, so that you might act accordingly, being in myself fully satisfied 
that nothing but the greatest candour imaginable is to be ex-
pected from a person who has of all men the least need to borrow 
reputation." 

In thus appealing to Newton's candour, Halley obviously 
wished that some acknowledgment of Hooke should be made. 
He knew indeed that before Newton had announced the inverse 
law Hooke and Wren and himself had spoken of it and discussed 
ft, and therefore justice demanded that, though none of them 
bad given a demonstration of the law, Hooke especially should 
receive credit for having maintained it as a truth of which he 
was seeking the demonstration. On the aoth of June 1686 
Newton wrote to Halley the following letter-- 

" Sir,—In order to let you know the case between Mr Hooke and 
.me. 1 give you an account of what passed between us in our kttem 
so far as I could remember; forts long since they were writ, and 
1 do not know that I have seen them since. I am almost confident by 
circumstances, that Sir Chr. Wren knew the duplicate proportion 
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when I gave him a viik; and then Mr Hooke (by bis book asias 
written afterwards) will prove the last of us three that knew it. 1 
intended in this letter to let you understand the ease fully; but it 
being a frivolous business. I shall content myself to give you the beads of it in short, viz. that 1 never exte nded the duplicate pro-
portion lower than to the sup erficies of the earth, and before a certain 
demonstration I found the last year, have suspected it did not 
reach accurately enough down so tow; and therefore in the doctrine 
of projectiles never used it nor considered the motions of the heavens. 
and consequently Mr Hooke could not front my letters, which were about projectiles and the regions descending beats to the centre. 
conclude Me ignorant of the theory of the heavens. That what he 
told me of the duplicate proportion was erroneous, namely, that it reached down from hence to the centre of the earth. 

That it is not candid to require me now to confess myself, in print, then ignorant of the duplicate proportion in the heavens.• 
for no other reason, but because he had told it me in the case of 
projectiles, and so upon mistaken grounds accused me of that ignor-
ance. That in my answer to his first letter I refused his correspond-
ence. told him I had .  laid philosophy aside, sent him only the 
experiment of projectiles (rather shortly hinted than carefully 
described), llecosnpliment to sweeten my answer, expected to bear no 
further from him; could scarce_ persuade myself to answer his second 
letter; did not answer his third, was upon other things; thought no 
further of philosophical matters than his letters put me upon it, and 
therefore may be allowed not to have had my t houghts of that kind 
about me so well at that time. That by the same reason he concludes 
me then ignorant of the rest of the duplicate proportion, he may as 
well conclude me ignorant of the rest of that theory I had read before 
in his books. That in one of my papers writ (1 cannot say in what 
year but I am sure some time before I had any correspondence with 
Mr Oldenburg. and that's above fifteen years ago), the on of 
the forces of the planets from the sun, reciprocally du mate of their 
distances from him, is expressed, and the proportion of our gravity 
to the moon's casaba remittal a Centro terra is calculated, though 
not accurately enough. That when Hugenius put out his Hoag. 
Omit., a copy being presented to me, in my letter of thanks to him 
I gave those rules in the end thereof a particular commendation for 
their usefulness in Philosophy, and added out of my aforesaid paper 
an instance of their usefulness, in comparing the forces of the moon 
from the earth, and earth from the sun; in determining a problem 
about the moon's phase, and putting a limit to the sun's parallax, 
which thews that I had then my eye upon comparing the forces of 
the planets arising from their circular motion, and understood it; 
so that a while aftet, when Mr Hooke propounded the problem 
solemnly, in the end of his attempt to prove the motion of the earth. 
if I had not known the duplicate proportion before, I could not but 
have found it now. Between ten and eleven years ago there was an 
hypothesis of mine registered in your books, wherein I hinted a 
cause of gravity towards the arth, sun and planets, with the de-
pendence of the celestial motions thereon: in which thepractical 
of the decrease of gravity from the superficies of the planet though 
for brevity's sake not there expressed) can be no other than re-
ciprocally duplicate of the distance from the centre. And I hope I 
shall not be urged to declare, in paint, that I understood not the 
obvious mathematical condition of my own hypothesis. But, grant 
I received it afterwards from Mr Hooke, yet have 1 as great a right 
to it as to the ellipsis. For as Kepler knew the orb to be not circu lar 
but oval, and gummed it to be elliptical, so Mr Hooke, without 
knowing what I have found out since his letters to me, can know no 
more, but that the proportion was duplicate Met IMOILIMe at great 
distances from the centre, and only guessed it to be so accurately, 
and guessed amiss in extending that proportion down to the very 
centre, whereas Kepler gummed, right at the ellipsis. And. so Mr
Hooke found lees of the proport ion  than Kepler of the ellipsis. 

" There is so strong an objection against the accurateness of this 
proportion, that without my demonstrations, to which Mr Hooke 
as yet a stranger, it cannot be believed by a judicious philosopher to 
be any where accurate. And so, in stating this business, I do 
pretend to have done as much for the proportion as For the ellipsis, 
and to have as much right to the one from Mr Hooke and all men, 
as to the other from Kepler; and therefore on this account also he 
must at least moderate his pretences. 

" The proof you sent me I like very veil. I designed the whole 
to consist of three book.; the second was finished last summer being 
short, and only wants transcribing, and drawing the cuts faidy. 
Some new propositions I have since thought on, which I can as well 
let alone. The third wants the theory of comets. Is autumn last I 
spent two months in calculations to no purpose for want of a good 
method. which made me afterwards return to the first book. and 
enlarge it with divers propositions, some relating to comets, others to 
other things, found out last winter. The third i now design to sup- 
press. Phamophy is such an impertinently litigious lady, that a 
man has as good be engaged in knuits. as have to do with her. I 
found it so formerly, and now 1 am no sooner come near her again. 
but she gives Ins warning. The two first books, without the .  third, 
will not so well bear the title of Memphis' Nateralis Prolapse 
Matkonatica: and therefore 1 had altered it to this, De Mete 
Corpsman Mni &ea 
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" But, upon second thoughts. I retain the former title. 'Twill 

help the sale of the book, which I ought not to diminish now 
yours. The articles are, with the largest, to be called by that 
name; if you please you may change the word to sections, though 
it be not material. In the first page, I have struck out the words 
ati portlier docrbieur,' as referring to the third book; which is 

all at present, from your affectionate friend, and humble servant, 
" IL Niterrox." 

On the 29th of June r686 Halley wrote to Newton:--" I 
am heartily sorry that in this matter, wherein all mankind ought 
to acknowledge their obligations to you, you should meet with 
anything that should give you unquiet "; and then, after an 
account of Hooke's claim to the discovery as made at t meeting 
of the Royal Society, he concludes:- 

" But I found that they were all of opinion that nothing thereof 
appearing in print, nor on the books of the Society, you ought to 
be considered as the inventor. And if in truth he knew k befme 
you, he ought not to blame any but himself for having taken no 
more care to secure a discovery, which he puts so much value on. 
What application he has made in private, I know not; but I am 
sure that the Society have a very great satisfaction, in the honour 
you do them, by the dedication of so worthy a treatise. Sir, I 
must now again beg you, not to let your resentments run so high, 
as to deprive us of your third book, wherein the application of your 
mathematical doctrine to the theory of comets and several curious 
experiments, which, as I guess by what you write, ought to compose 
it, will undoubtedly render it acceptable to those, who will call 
themselves Philosophers without Mathematics, which are much 
the greater number. Now you approve of the character and paper, 
I will push on the edition vigorously. I have sometimes had thoughts 
of having the cute neatly done in wood, so as to stand in the page 
with the demonstrations. It will be more convenient, and not much 
more charge. If it please you to have it so, I will try how well it can 
be done; otherwise I will have them in somewhat a larger size 
than those you have Bent cap.—I am, Sir, your most affectionate 
humble servant, E. HALLEY... 

On the 3oth of June x686 the president was desired by the 
council to license Newton's book, entitled Philoaophiae Naturalis 
Principe Mathematical. 

On the tsth of July t686 Newton wrote to Halley approving 
of his proposal to introduce woodcuts among the letterpress, 
stating clearly the different things which he had from Hooke, 
and adding, " And now having sincerely told you the case between 
Mr Hooke and me, I hope I shall be free for the future from the 
prejudice of his letters. I have considered how best to compose 
the present dispute, and I think it may be done by the inclosed 
scholium to the fourth proposition." This scholium was-
" The inverse law of gravity holds in all the celestial motions, 
as was discovered also independently by my countrymen Wren, 
Hooke and Halley." After this letter of Newton's the printing 
of the Principle was begun. The second book, though ready for 
the press in the autumn of r686, was not sent to the printers 
until March 1687. The third book was presented to the Society 
on the 6th of April x687, and the whole work published about 
midsummer in that year. It was dedicated to the Royal Society, 
and to it was prefixed a set of Latin hexameters addressed by 
Halley to the author. The work, as might have been expected, 
caused a great deal of excitement throughout Europe, and the 
whole of the impression was very soon sold. In 169r a copy of 
the Principia was hardly to be procured. 

While Newton was writing the second and third books of the 
Principia, a very important event occurred at Cambridge which 
had the effect of bringing him before the public in a new light. 
James II. had already, in z686, in open violation of the law, 
conferred the deanery of Christ Church at Oxford on John 
Massey, a person whose sole qualification was that he was a 
member of the Church of Rome; and the king had boasted to the 
pope's legate that " what he had done at Oxford would very soon 
be done at Cambridge." In accordance with this boast, in 
February 1637 he issued a mandate directing that Father 
Alban Francis, a Benedictine monk, should be admitted a master 
of arts of the university of Cambridge, without taking the oaths 
of allegiance and supremacy. Upon receiving the mandamus 
Dr Pechell, the master of Magdalene College, who was vice-
chancellor, sent a messenger to the duke of Albemarle, the 
chancellor, to request him to get the mandamus recalled; and 
the registrary and the bedells waited upon Francis to oiler him 
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instant admhsion to the degree if only he would take the necessary 
oaths. Both the king and the monk were inexorable. The court 
and the university were thus placed in open collision. A menacing 
letter was despatched by Sunderland to shake the firmness of 
the university; but, though humble and respectful explanations 
west returned, the university showed no sign of compliance, 
nor even of a desire to suggest a compromise. In consequence the 
vice-chancellor and deputies from the senate were summoned to 
appear before the High Commission Court at Westminster. 
Newton was one of the eight deputies appointed by the senate 
for this purpose. The deputies, before starting for London, held 
a meeting to prepare their awe for the court. A compromise 
which was put forward by one of them was stoutly and success. 
fully resisted by Newton, and on the slat of April the deputation, 
with their case carefully prepared, appeared before the court. 
Lord Jeffreys presided at the board. The deputation appeared 
as a matter of course before the commissioners, and were die-
mimed. On the 27th of April they gave in their plea. On the 
7th of May it was discussed, and feebly defended by the vice-
chancellor. The deputies maintained that in the late reign 
several royal mandates had been withdrawn, and that no degree 
bad ever been conferred without the oaths having been previously 
taken. Jeffreys spoke with his accustomed insolence to the vice-
chancellor, silenced the other deputies when they offered to 
speak, and ordered them out of court. When recalled the deputies 
were reprimanded, and Pechell was deprived of his office as 
vice-chancellor, and of his emoluments as master of Magdalene. 
Newton returned to Trinity College to complete the Principia, 
While thus occupied he had an extensive correspondence with 
Halley, a very great part of which is extant. The following 
letter from Halley, dated London, July stb, 2687, announcing 
the completion of the Principia, is of peculiar interest:— 

" I have at length brought your book to an end, and hope it will 
please you. The last errata came just in time to be inserted. I 
will present from you the book you desire to the Royal Society, 
Mr Boyle, Mr Paget, Mr Flamsteed, and if there be any else in tows 
that you design to gratify that way; and I have sent you to bestow 
on your friends in the University so copies. which I entreat you 
to accept. In the same parcel you will receive 46 more, which 
having no acquaintance in Cambridge. I must entreat you to put 
into the hands of one or more of your ablest booksellers to dispose 
of them. I intend the price of them, bound in calves' leather, and 
lettered, to be 9 shillings here. Those I seed you I value in quires at 
6 shillings, to take my money as they are sold, or at so. for ready, 
or else at some short time; for I am satisfied there is no dealing us 
books without interesting the booksellers; and I am contented to 
let them go halves with me, rather than have your excellent work 
smothered by their combinations. I hope you will not repent you 
of the pains you have taken in so laudable a piece, so much to your 
own and the nation's credit, but rather, after you shall have •little 
diverted yourself with other studies, that you will resume those 
contemplations wherein you had so great success, and attempt the 
perfection of the lunar theory, which will be of prodigious use in 
navigation, as well as of profound and public 'peculation. . . . You 
Will receive a box from me on Thursday next by the waggon, that 
starts from town to-nforrow." 

In x692 and 1693 Newton seems to have had a serious illness, 
the nature of which has given rise to very considerable dispute. 
In a letter dated the 13th of September 1693, addressed to 
Samuel Pepys, he writes:- 

" Some time after Mr Millington had delivered your message, be 
pressed me to sec you the next time I went to London. I was averse. 
but upon his pressing consented, before I considered what I did, for 
I am extremely troubled at the embroilment I am in. and have 
neither ate nor slept well this twelvemonth, nor have my former 
consistency of mind. I never designed to get any thing by your 
interest, nor by King James's favour, but am now sensible that I 
must withdraw from your acquaintance, and see neither you nor the 
rest of my friends any more, if I may but have them quietly. I beg 
your pardon for saying I would see you again, and rest your most 
humble and obedient servant." 
And in a letter written to John Locke in reply to one of his 
about the second edition of his book, and dated the 15th of 
October 2693, Newton wrote:- 

" The last winter, by sleeping too often by my fire, I got an M 
habit of sleeping; and a distemper, which this summer has been 
epidemical, put me farther out of order, so that when I wrote to 
you. I had not slept an hour a night for a fortnight together, and 
for five days together not a wink. I remember I wrote to you, but 
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what I said of your bock I remember not. If you please to send 
me a transcript of that passage. I wilt give you an account of it if 
I Can." 

The loss of sleep to a person of Newton's temperament, whose 
mind was never at rest, and at times so wholly engrossed in his 
scientific pursuits that he even neglected to take food, must 
necessarily have led to a very great deal of nervous excitability. 
It is not astonishing that rumours got abroad that there was a 
danger of his mind giving way, or, according to a report which 
was believed at the time, that it had actually done so. Pepys 
must have heard such rumours, as in a letter to his friend Milling-
ton, the tutor of Magdalene College at Cambridge, dated the 26th 
of September arm, he wrote:— 

" I must acknowledge myself not at the ease I would be glad to 
be at in reference to excellent Mr Newton; concerning whom 
(methinks) yoir answer labours under the same kind of restraint 
which (to tell you the truth) my asking did. For I was loth at first 
dash to tell you that I had lately received a letter from him so 
surprising to me for the inconsistency of every part of it, as to be 
put into great disorder by it, from the concernment I have for him, 
lit it should arise from that whirls of all mankind I should least 
dread From him and most lament for—I mean a discomposure in 
head, or mind, or both. Let me, therefore, beg you, Sir, having 
now told you the true ground of the trouble I lately gave you, to 
let me know the very truth of the matter, as far at least as comes 
within your knowledge." 

On the 3oth of September 1693 Millington wrote to Pepys 
that he had been to look foe Newton some time before, but that 
" he was out of town, and since," he says, 

I have not seen him, till upon the oath I met him at Huntingdon, 
where, upon his own accord, and before I had time to ask him any 
question, he told me that he had writs to you a very odd letter, at 
which he was much concerned; added, that it was in a distemper 
that much seised his head, and that kept him awake for above 
five nights together, which upon occasion he desired I would represent 
to you, and beg your pardon, he being very much ashamed he should 
be so rude to a person for whom he hath so great an honour. He is 
now very well, and though I fear he is under some small degree of 
melancholy, yet I think there is no reason to suspect it bath at all 
touched his undeistandins and I hope never will; and so I act sure 
all ought to wish that love learning or the honour of our nation, which 
it Is a sign how much it is looked after, when such a person as Mr 
Newton km so neglected by those in power." 

The illness of Newton was very much exaggerated by foreign 
contemporary writers. In a manuscript journal of Huygens is to 
be found an entry:— 

"29 Maj. 1694.—Nunn* mini D. Colm Scotus virtue celeber• 
Amu= ac summum geometram Is Neutonum in phrenesin incidisse 
abhine ants at sex omnibus. An ex Oink sendil assiduitate, an 
del= infortunii, quad incendio laboratedum thy/Bloom at scripts 
quaedam amiserat ? Cum ad Archiepisooptun Cantabrigkosem 
venisset, ea locutum, quae alienationem mends indicarent. Deinde 
ab maids curam ejus susceptam, domoque clause remcdia volend 
finked adhibita, quibus jam tanitatem recuperavit ut jam rursus 
fibre= ilium Prinopionun Philosophise Mathematics um Intelligere 
indpiat." 

Huygens, in a letter dated the 8th of June 1694, wrote to 
Leibnitz, " I do not know if you are acquainted with the accident 
which has happened to the good Mr Newton, namely, that he has 
bad an attack of pbrenitis, which lasted eighteen months, 
and of which they say his friends have cured him by means of 
remedies, and keeping him shut up." To which Leibnitz, in a 
letter dated the 22nd of June, replied, " I am very glad that I 
received information of the cure of Mr Newton at the same time 
that I first heard of his illness, which doubtless must have been 
very alarzning" 

The active put which Newton had taken in defending the legal 
privileges of the university against the encroachments of the 
crown bad probably at least equal weight with his scientific re-
putation when his friends chose him as a candidate for a seat in 
parliament as one of the representatives of the university. The 
other candidates were Sir Robert Sawyer and Mr Finch. Sir 
Robert stood at the head of the poll with 223 votes, Newton 
next with 122 and Mr Finch was kg with 157 votes. Newton 
retained his seat only about a year, from January 1689 till 
the dissolution of the Convention Parliament in February 1690. 
During this time Newton does not appear to have taken part in 
any of the debates in the House; but he was not neglectful 
of his duties as a member. On the 3oth of April 1689 be moved  

for leave to bring in a bill to settle the charters and privileges 
of the university of Cambridge, just as Sir Thomas Clarges did 
for Oxford at the same time, and he wrote a series of letters to Dr 
Level, the vice-chancellor of the university, on points which 
affected the interests of the university and its members. 

Some of the members of the university who had lately sworn 
allegiance to James had some difficulty in swearing allegiance 
to his successor. On the 12th of February 1689, the day of the 
coronation of William and Mary, Newton intimated to the vice-
chancellor that he would soon receive an order to proclaim them 
at Cambridge. He enclosed a form of the proclamation, and 
expressed a hearty " wish that the university would so compose 
themselves as to perform the solemnity with a reasonable 
decorum.• 

During his residence in London Newton nad mane the acquaint-
ance of John Locke. Locke had taken a very great interest in the 
new theories of the Principle. He was one of a number of 
Newton's friends who began to be uneasy and dissatisfied at 
seeing the most eminent scientific man of his age left to depend 
upon the meagre emoluments of a college fellowship and a 
professorship. 

At one time Newton's friends had nearly succeeded in getting 
him appointed provost of King's College, Cambridge, but the 
college offered a successful resistance on the ground that the 
appointment would be illegal, as the statutes required that the 
provost should be in priest's orders. Charles Montague, who was 
afterwards earl of Halifax, was a fellow of Trinity College, and 
was a very intimate friend of Newton; and it was on his 
influence that Newton relied In the main for promotion to some 
post of honour and emolument. His hopes, however, were 
blighted by long delay. In one of his letters to Locke at the 
beginning of z692, when Montague, Lord Monmouth and Locke 
were exerting themselves to obtain some appointment for him, 
Newton wrote that he was "fully convinced that Mr Montague, 
upon an old grudge which he thought had been worn out, was 
false to him." Newton was now in his fifty-fifth year, and whilst 
those of his own standing at the university had been appointed 
to high posts in church or state, he still remained without any 
mark of national gratitude. But this blot upon the English 
name was at last removed by Montague in 1694, when he was 
appointed chancellor of the exchequer. He had previously con-
sulted Newton upon the subject of the recoinage, and on the 
opportunity occurring he appointed Newton to the post of warden 
of the mint. In a letter to Newton announcing the news, 
Montague writes:— 

" I am very glad that at last I can give you a good proof of my 
Modish,. and the esteem the king has of your merits. Mr Overton, 
the warden of the mint, is made one of the Commissioners of Customs. 
and the king has promised me to make Mr Newton warden of the 
mint. The office is the most proper for you, 'Tis the chief office 
in the mint: 'tis worth five or six hundred pounds per annum, and 
has not too much business to require more attendance than you can 
spate." 

This letter must have convinced Newton of the sincerity of 
Montague's good intentions towards him; we find them living 
as friends on the most intimate terms until Halifax's death is 
1719. 

Newton's chemical and mathematical knowledge proved of 
great use in carrying out the recoinage. This was completed in 
about two years. In 1697 Newton was appointed to the master-
ship of the mint, a post worth between Limo and ft soo per 
annum. While he held this office, Newton drew up a very 
extensive table of assays of foreign coins, and composed an 
official report on the coinage. 

Up to the time of the publication of the Priatipia in 1687 the 
method of !lindens which had been invented by Newton, and 
had been of great assistance to him In his mathematicid investiga-
tions, was still, except to Newton and his friends, a secret. 
One of the most important roles of the method forte the second 
lemma of the second book of the Multi. Though this new 
and powerful method was of great help to Newton in his work, he 
did not exhibit it in the results. He was aware that the well-
known geometrical methods of the ancients would clothe his new 
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creations in a garb which would appear less strange and uncouth 
to those not familiar with the new method. The Priacipia 
gives no information on the subject of the notation adopted in 
the new calculus, and it was not until i693 that it was com-
municated to the scientific world in the second volume of Dr 
Wallis's works. 

Newton's admirers in Holland bad informed Dr Wallis that 
Newton's method of filudons passed there under the name 
of Leibnitz's CaInd= Iliffavniialis. It was therefore thought 
necessary that an early opportunity should be taken of asserting 
Newton's claim to be the inventor of the method of &aims, and 
this was the reason for this method first appearing in Wallis's 
works. A further account of the method was given in the first 
edition of Newton's Optics, which appeared in 1704. To this work 
were added two treatises, entitled Treader dee de speciebus d 
maguitudins figurarum curvilineartsm, the one bearing the title 
Tractatus de Quadratswa Cummins, and the other Esunuratie 
linearuns krill. *Minis. The first contains an explanation of the 
doctrine of flexions, and of its application to the quadrate= 
of curves; the second, a el...v....awn of seventy-two curves of 
the third order, with an account of their properties. The reason 
for publishing these two tracts in his Optics, from the subsequent 
editions of which they were omitted, is thus • stated in the 
advertisement:— - 

" In • letter written to M Liked= in the year 1679, tied published 
by Dr Wallis. I mentioned a method by which I had found some 
general theorems about squaring curvilinear figures on comparing 
them with the conic sections, or other the simplest figures with which 
they might be compared. And some year. ago.  I lent out a maim- 
wript contacting such theorems; and having stow met with sonic 
things copied out of it, I have on this occasion made it public, pre-
fixing to it an introduction, and joining a Scholium concerning that 
method. And I have joined with it another small tract concerning 
the curvilineal figures of the second kind, which was also written 
many yon ago, and made known to some friends, who have solicited 
the making it public." 

In 1707 William Whiston published the algebraical lectures 
which Newton had delivered at Cambridge, under the title of 
Arithmetica Universalit, rive de Compositions d Rootage= 
Arithesdios Libor. We are not accurately informed how Whiston 
obtained possession of this work; but it is stated by one of the 
editors of the English edition " that Mr Whiston, thinking it a 
pity that so noble and useful a work should be doomed to a 
college confinement, obtained leave to make it public." It was 
soon afterwards translated into English by Rapbson; and a 
second edition of it, with improvements by the author, was 
published at London in 1712, by Dr Machin, secretary to the 
Royal Society. With the view of stimulating mathematicians 
to write annotations on this admirable work, the celebrated 
'a Gravesande published a tract, entitled Specimen Commentarii 
is Arithmdicam Universalem; and Maclaurin's Algebra seems 
to have been drawn up in consequence of this appeal. 

Newton's solution of the celebrated problems proposed by 
John Bernoulli and Leibnitz deserves mention among his mathe-
matical works. In June 1696 Bernoulli addressed a letter to 
the mathematicians of Europe challenging them to solve two 
problems—(1) to determine the breast' odirone between two 
given points not in the same vertical line, (a) to determine a 
curve such that, if a straight line drawn through a fiord point 
A meet it in twopoints P r, Pi,then API"-I-APdo will be constant. 
This challenge was first made in the Ada Lipsiensia for June 
1696. Six months were allowed by Bernoulli for the solution of 
the problem, and in the event of none being sent to him he 
promised to publish his own. The six months elapsed without 
any solution being produced; but he received a letter from 
Leibnitz, stating that he had " cut the knot of the most beautiful 
of these problems," and requesting that the period for their 
solution should be extended to Christmas next, that the French 
and Italian mathematicians might have no reason to complain 
of the shortness of the period. Bernoulli adopted thesuggestion, 
and publicly announced the prorogation for the information of 
those who might not see the Ada Lipsiessia. 

On the 29th of January 1696h Newton received from 
France two copies of the printed paper containing the problems,  

and on the following day he transmitted • solution of them to 
Montague, then president of the Royal Society. He announced 
that the curve required In the first problem must be a cycloid, 
and he gave a method of determining it. He solved also the 
second problem, and he showed that by the same method other 
curves might be found which shall cut off three or more segments 
having the like properties. Solutions were also obtained from 
Leibnitz and the Marquis de L'Hbpital; and, although that 
of Newton was anonymous, yet Bernoulli recognized the author 
in his disguise; " tanqutun," says be, "ex woe lemon." 

In 1699 Newton's position u a mathematician and natural 
philosopher was recognized by the French Academy of Sciences. 
In that year the Academy was remodelled, and eight foielge 
associates were created. Leibnitz, Domenico Guglielmini (i6ss-
171e), Hartmeker, and E. W. Tschirnhausen were appointed on 
the 4th of February, James Bernoulli and John Bernoulli on 
the 14th of February, and Newton and °bus Reenter on the 
21st of February. 

While Newton held the office of warden of the mint, be retained 
his chair of mathematics at Cambridge, and discharged the duties 
of the post, but shortly after he was promoted to be master of the 
mint he appointed Whiston his deputy with " the full profits of 
the place." Whiston began his astronomical lectures as Newton's 
deputy is January not. On the nth of December rut Newton 
resigned his profeseorship, thereby at the same time resigning 
his fellowship at Trinity, which he had held with the Luaudan 
professorship since 1675 by virtue of the royal mandate. 
Whbton's claims to succeed Newton In the Lucashui chair were 
successfully supported by Newton himself. 

On the 26th of November trot Newton was again elected one 
of the representatives of the university in parliament :  but he 
retained his seat only until the dissolution In the following July. 
Newton does not seem to have been a candidate at this election, 
but at the nest dissolution in iris he was again a candidate for 
the representation of the university. He was warmly supported 
by the residents, but being a Whig in politics he was opposed by 
the non-residents, and beaten by a large majority. 

In the autumn of 1703 Lord Somers retired from the presidency 
of the Royal Society, and Newton on the 3oth of November 
rpm was elected to succeed him. Newton was annually re-
elected to this honourable post during the remainder of his life. 
He held the office in all twenty-five years, a period in which he 
has been exceeded by but one other president of the Royal 
Society, Sir Joseph Banks. As president Newton was brought 
into close connexion with Prince George of Denmark, the queen's 
husband, who had been elected a fellow of the Royal Society. 
The prince had offered, on Newton's recommendation, to be 
at the expense of panting Flamsteed's observations, and especi-
ally his catalogue of the stars. It was natural that the queen 
should forms high opinion of one whose merits had made such 
a deep impression on her husband. In April 1705, when the queen, 
the prince and the court were staying at the royal residence at 
Newmarket, they paid a visit to Cambridge, where they were the 
guests of Dr Bentley, the master of Trinity. Her Majesty went 
in state to the Regent House, where a congregation of the senate 
was held, and a number of honorary degrees conferred. After-
wards the queen held a court at Trinity Lodge, where (16th 
of April 1705) she conferred the order of knighthood upon Sir 
Isaac Newton. 

As soon as the first edition of the Principle was published 
Newton began to prepare for a second edition. He was anxious 
to improve the work by additions to the theory of the motion of 
the moon and the planets. Dr Edleston, in his preface to 
Newton's correspondence with Cotes, justly remarks:- 

" If Flamsteed the Astronomer-Royal had cordially co-operated 
with him in the humble capacity of an observer in the way that 
Newton pointed out and requested of him . . . the lunar theory 
would, if its creator did not overrate his own powers, have been 
completely investigated, so far as he could do It in the first few 
months of Ms. and a second edition of the Principle would probably 
have followed the execution of the task at no long interval." 

Newton, however, could not get the information he wanted 
_ from Flannteed, and after the spring of 1696 his time was much 
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occupied by his duties at the mint. Rumours, however, of his 
work, and of a new edition, were heard from time to time. In 
February r7oo Leibnitz writes of Newton, " rai appris alma 
(je rte scai oil) qu'il donnera encore quelque chose sue le mouve-
ment de la lune: et on m's dit aussi qu'il y auraune nouvelle 
Edition de sea principes de la nature." 

Dr Bentley, the master of Trinity College, bad for a long time 
urged Newton to give his consent to the republication of the 
Principia. In the middle of 1708 Newton's consent was obtained, 
but it was not till the spring of 2709 that he was prevailed upon 
to entrust the superintendence of it to a young mathematician 
of great promise, Roger Cotes, fellow of Trinity College, who had 
been recently appointed the first Plumian professor of astronomy 
and experimental philosophy. On the nst of May 17o9, after 
having been that day with Newton, Bentley announced this 
arrangement to Cotes:—" Sir Isaac Newton," be said, " will be 
glad to see you in June, and then put into your hands one part 
of his book corrected for the press." About the middle of July 
Cotes went to London, in the expectation doubtless to bring down 
with him to Cambridge the corrected portion of the Principle. 
Although Cotes was impatient to begin his work, it was nearly the 
end of September before the corrected copy was put into his hands. 

During the printing of this edition a correspondence went on 
continuously between Newton and Cotes. On the 31st of March 
1713, when the edition was nearly ready for publication, Newton 
wrote to Cotes:-- 

" I heare that Mr Bernoulli has sent a Paper of go pages to be 
published In the Acta Leipsica relating to what I have written upon 
the curve Lines described by Projectiles in residing Mediums. And 
therein he partly.  makes Observations upon what I have written & 
partly improves it. To prevent being blamed by him or others for 
any disingenuity In not acknowledging my oversights or slips in the 
first edition, I believe it will not be amiss to print next atter the old 
Pratfall° ad Lectorem, the following account of this new Edition. 

" • In hac secunda Principiorum Editione, multa sparsim emen-
dantur & nonnulla adjicluntur. In Libri primi Sect. u. Inventio 
virium quibus corpora in Orbibus datis revolvi possint, facilior 
redditur et mintier. In Libri secundi Sect. vii. Theoria' resistentiae 
fioiderum accuratius Investigator & novis experimentis °Guarantor. 
In Libra tertio Theoria Lunar & Powered° Aequinoctiorum ex 
Principal; suis plenius deducuntur, et Theoria Cometarum pluribus 
et accuratius computatis Orbium exemplis confirmatur. 

"`28 Mar. 1713. 	 1. N.' 
" If you write any further Preface, I must not see it, for I find 

that 1 shall be examined about it. The cuts for r Comet of t68o & 
1681 are printed off and will be sent to Dr Bendy this week by the 
Carrier.' 

Newton's desire to have no hand in writing the preface seems 
to have proceeded from a knowledge that Cotes was proposing 
to allude to the dispute about the invention of fluxion. At 
last, about midsummer 1713, was published the long and im-
patiently expected second edition of the Principle, and, on the 
27th of July, Newton waited on the queen to present her with 
a copy of the new edition. 

In 1714 the question of finding the longitude at sea, which 
had been looked upon as an important one for several years, 
was brought into prominence by a petition presented to the 
House of Commons by a number of captains of Her Majesty's 
ships and merchant ships and of London merchants. The 
petition was referred to a committee of the House, wbo called 
witnesses. Newton appeared before them and gave evidence. 
He stated that for determining the longitude at sea there had 
been several projects, true in theory but difficult to execute. 
He mentioned four: (11 by a watch to keep time exactly, (2) 
by the eclipses of Jupiter's satellites, (3) by the place of the 
moon, (4) by a new method proposed by Mr Ditton. Newton 
criticized all the methods, pointing out their weak points, and 
it is due mainly to his evidence that the committee brought 
in the report which was accepted by the House, and shortly 
afterwards was converted into a Bill, passed both Houses, and 
received the royal assent. The report ran " that it is the opinion 
of this committee that a reward be settled by parliament upon 
such person or persons as shall discover a more certain and 
practicable method of ascertaining the longitude than any yet 
In practice; and the said reward be proportioned to the degree 
of exactness to which the said method shall reach." 

Sir Isaac Newton was a very popular visitor at the court 
of George I. The princess of Wales, afterwards Queen Caroline, 
wife of George II., took every opportunity of conversing with 
him. Having one day been told by Sir Isaac that be had com-
posed a new system of chronology while he was still resident 
at Cambridge, she requested him to give her a copy. He accord-
ingly drew up an abstract of the system from his papers, and 
sent it to the princess for her own private use; but be after-
wards allowed a copy to be made for the Abbe Conti on the 
express understanding that it should not be communicated to 
any other person. The abbe, however, lent his copy to M 
Freres, an antiquary at Paris, who translated it, and endeavoured 
to refute it. The translation was printed under the title Abrigi 
de clwonologie de 1 f  k ChevaUier Newton, fait par lei-name at 
traduit stir Is manuscrit anglais. Upon receiving a copy of this 
work, Sir Isaac Newton printed, in the Philosophical Trans-
actions for r723, a paper entitled " Remarks on the observations 
made on a Chronological Index of Sir Isaac Newton, translated 
Into French by the observator, and published at Paris." In these 
remarks Sir Isaac charged the abbe with a breach of prom ise' 
and gave a triumphant answer to the objections which here; 
had urged against his system. Father Souciet entered the field 
in defence of FrEret; and in consequence of this controversy 
Sir Isaac was induced to prepare his larger work, which was 
published in 1728, after his death, and entitled The Chronology 
of Ancient Kingdoms amended, to which is prefixed a short Chronicle 
from the First Memory of Kings in Europe to the Conquest of 
Persia by Alexander the Great. 

From an early period of his life Newton had paid great atten-
tion to theological studies, and it is well known that he had 
begun to study the subject of the prophecies before the year 
169a M Biot, with a view of showing that his theological 
writings were the productions of his dotage, has fixed their 
date between 1712 and 1719. That Newton's mind was even 
then quite clear and powerful is sufficiently proved by his ability 
to attack the most difficult mathematical problems with success. 
For it was in 1716 that Leibnitz, in a letter to the Abbe Conti, 
proposed a problem for solution " for the purpose of feeling 
the pulse of the English analysts." The problem was to find 
the orthogonal trajectories of a series of curves represented 
by a single equation. Newton received this problem about 
S o'clock in the afternoon as he was returning from the mint, 
but, though he was fatigued with business, he solved the problem 
the same evening. 

One of the most remarkable of Sir Isaac's theological pro-
ductions is his Historical Account of Two Notable Corruptions 
of the Scripture, in a letter to a friend. This friend was Locke, 
who received the letter in November 169o. Sir Isaac seems 
to have been then anxious for its publication; but, as the effect 
of his argument was to deprive the Trinitarians of two passages 
in favour of the Trinity, he became alarmed at the probable 
consequences of such a step. He therefore requested Locke, 
who was then going to Holland, to get it translated into French, 
and published on the continent. Being prevented from going 
to Holland, Locke copied the manuscript, and sent it, without 
Newton's name, to Le Clerc, who received it before the nth 
of April 1691. On the loth of January x692 Le Clerc announced 
to Locke his intention to publish the pamphlet in Latin; and, 
upon the intimation of this to Sir Isaac, he entreated him " to 
stop the translation and impression as soon as be could, for 
he designed to suppress them." This was accordingly done; 
but Le Clete sent the manuscript to the library of the Ration-
struts, and it was afterwards published at London in 1754, 
under the title of Two Letters from Sir Isaac Newton to if Is 
Clerc. This edition is imperfect, and In many places erroneous 
Dr Horsley therefore published a genuine one, which is In the 
form of a single letter to a friend, and was taken from a mane 
script in Sir Isaac's own hand. 

Sir Isaac Newton left behind him in manuscript a work en 
titled Observations on the Prophecies of Daniel and the Apocalypse 
of St John, which was published in London in 7733, in our 
volume etc); another work, entitled Lexicon Prophrtiertn, 
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with a dissertation on the sacred cubit of the Jews, which was 
printed in 1737; and four letters addressed to Bentley, con-
taining some arguments in proof of a Deity, which were published 
by Cumberland, a nephew of Bentley, in 1756. Sir Isaac also 
left a Church History complete, a History of the Creation, Para-
doxical Questions regarding Athanasins, and many divinity 
tracts. 

Newton devoted much of his time to the study of chemistry; 
but the greater number of his experiments still remain in manu-
script. His Tabula Quantiialum d Gramme: Calorie contains 
a comparative scale of temperature from that of melting ice 
to that of a small kitchen fire. He wrote also another chemical 
paper De Natura Acidorum, which has been published by Dr 
Horsley. Sir Isaac spent much time in the study of the works 
of the alchemists. He had diligently studied the works of 
Jacob Boehme, and there were found amongst his manuscripts 
copious abstracts from them in his own handwriting. In the 
earlier part of his lift he and his relation Dr Newton of Grantham 
had put up furnaces, and had wrought for several months in 
quest of the philosopher's tincture. Among the manuscripts 
in the possession of the earl of Portsmouth there are many 
sheets in Sir Isaac's hand of Flamsteed's Explication of Hiero-
glyphic Figures, and in another hand many sheets of William 
Yworth's Process= Mystcrii Afagni Philosophicus. 

In the last few years of his life Newton was troubled with 
incontinence of urine, which was supposed to be due to stone; 
but with care he kept the disease under control. In January 
1725 he was seized with a violent cough and inflammation of 
the lungs, which induced him to reside at Kensington; and 
in the following month he had a severe attack of gout, which 
produced a decided improvement in his general health. His 
duties at the mint were discharged by John Conduitt, and he 
therefore seldom went from home. On the 28th of February 
2727, feeling well, he went to London to preside at a meeting 
of the Royal Society; but the fatigue which attended this 
duty brought on a violent return of his former complaint, and 
he returned to Kensington on the 4th of March, when Dr Mead 
and Dr Chesselden pronounced his disease to be stone. He 
endured the sufferings of this complaint with wonderful patience. 
He seemed a little better on the 5th of March, and on the 28th 
he read the newspapers and conversed with Dr Mead; but 
at 6 o'clock in the evening he became insensible, and continued 
in that state till Monday the roth of March 1727, when he 
expired without pain between one and two o'clock in the morning. 
His body was removed to London, and on Tuesday the 28th of 
March it lay in state in the Jerusalem Chamber, and was thence 
conveyed to Westminster Abbey, where it was buried. 

AUTHORITIES.—Commercium Epistolicum 	 et 
aliorum de anal,ysi promote: jussis Societatis Revere in !wens cd',nn. 
&c. 0712; and ed., 1722); H. Pemberton, A Vtrus of Sir I we 
Newton's Philosophy (728); Colin Maclaurin. Sir Isaac Alm! tes 
Phaloso$ic4 Discoveries (775); F. Baily, An Account of the Rev. 
John Ran:steed, the First Astronomer-Royal, &c. (1835); W. 
%Vhewell's History of the Inductive Sciences (1817); S. P. Ric , ad, 
Historical Essay on the First Publication of .Sir Isaac Neu: A's 
Principle ss)); Edleston, Correspondence Of S2r Isaac Newton lid 
Professor Cotes, &c. (185o); Sir D. Brewster, Memoirs of the Life, 
Writing', end Discoveries of Sir Isaac Newton (1855; new ed. I' 3); 
Lord Brougham and Routh's Analytical View r / n, n's 
Principle (1855); S. P. Rigaucl. Correspondence of L.A...., of 
the ay& Century. Etc., from the Originals in the Colleaion of the Earl 
of Muck:field (1841); J. Raphson, History of Fluxion, showing in 
a compendious manner the First Rise of and Various Improvements 
made in  that Incomparable Method (1715); W. W. R. Ball. Essay on 
Newton's Principle (1893). A complete bibliography of Newton's 
writings has been given by G. J. (;ray (Cambridge. ,88o). The 
collected works of Newton were published in 2779-1785 by Dr 
Samuel Horsley, F.R.S., under the title Isaaci Newtoni Opera guae 
aslant Omnia. (H. M. T.) 

NEWTON. JOHN (17s5-1307), English divine, was born in 
London on the 24th of July 1725 (O.S.). His father, who for a 
long time was master of a ship in the Mediterranean trade, 
became in 2748 governor of York Fort, Hudson Bay, where 
he died in 2751. The lad had little education and served on his 
father's ship from 1737 to 1742; shortly afterwards he was 
impressed on board a man-of-war, the " Harwich." where he  

was made a midshipman. For an attempt to escape while his 
ship lay off Plymouth he was degraded, and treated with so 
much severity that he gladly exchanged into an African trader. 
He made many voyages as mate and then as master on slave- 
trading ships, devoting his leisure to the improvement of his 
education. The state of his health and perhaps a growing dis-
taste for the slave trade led him to quit the sea in 1755, when 
he was appointed tide-surveyor at Liverpool. He began to 
study Greek and Hebrew, and in 2758 applied to the archbishop 
of York for ordination. This was refused him, but, having had 
the curacy of Olney offered to him in April 1764 he was ordained 
by the bishop of Lincoln. In October 1767 William Cowper 
settled in the parish. An intimate friendship sprang up between 
the two men, and they published together the Olney Hymns 

779). In 1779 Newton left Olney to become rector of St 
Mary Woolnoth, London, where he laboured with unceasing 
diligence and great popularity till his death on the 31st of 
December 1807. 

Like Cowper, Newton held Calvinistic views, although his 
evangelical fervour allied him closely with the sentiments of 
Wesley and the Methodists. His fame rests on certain of the 
Olney Hymns (e.g. " Glorious things of Thee are spoken." 
" How sweet the name of Jesus sounds," " One there is above all 
others,") remarkable for vigour, simplicity and directness of 
devotional utterance. 

His prose works include an Authentic Narrative of some Interesting 
and Remarkable Particulars in the Life of John Newton (1764), a 
volume of Sermons (1767), Omicron (a series of letters on religion, 
1774). Review of Ecclesiastical History (1769) and Cardiphonia (1781). 
This last was a further selection of religious correspondence, which 
did much to help the Evangelical revival. Thomas Scott, William 
Wilberforce, Charles Simeon, William Jay and Hannah More all 
came under his direct influence. His Letters to a Wife (1793) and 
Letters to Re,. W. Butt (posthumous, 1847) illustrate the frankness 
with which he exposed his most intimate personal experiences. A 
Life of Newton by Richard Cecil was prefixed to a collected edition 
of his works (6 vols., 1808; i.vol. 1827). See also T. Wright, The 
Town of Cowper. 

NEWTON, JOHN (s$23-145), American general and engineer, 
was born in Norfolk, Virginia, on the 24th of August 1823, and 
graduated second in his class at the U.S. Military Academy 
in 1842. From 1842 to 186t he was engaged in the construction 
of coast defences and the improvement of waterways; he was 
assistant professor of engineering in the Military Academy 
from 1843 to 2846, became a captain in 1856, and took part as 
chief engineer in the Utah expedition of 0157-1858. He served 
as an engineer in the Virginian campaign of t86r, and was 
promoted brigadier-general, U.S.V., in September. He 
especially distinguished himself in the Seven Days' battle and at 
Antietam, and after the battle of Fredericksburg was made 
major-general, U.S.V. In the Chancellorsville campaign Newton 
took part in the storming of Marye's Heights at Fredericksburg, 
on the 3rd of May 1863, and at the battle of Gettysburg he was 
for a time in command of the I. corps. He had already received 
the brevet of lieutenant-colonel for his services at Antietam, 
and he now became brevet colonel for his services at Gettysburg. 
Later he was transferred to Sherman's army, and as a division 
commander under General Oliver 0. Howard took part in the 
Atlanta campaign. For gallant conduct at Peach Tree Creek 
lie was made brevet brigadier-general, and at the close of the 
war was made brevet major-general, U.S.A. Returning to 
regular engineering duty after the war, he was stationed at New 
York from 1866 to 1884. His most important work there was 
the improvement of the Hudson river, and especially the 
removal of the obstructions to shipping in the dangerous entrance 
to the East river from Long Island Sound, known as Hell Gate. 
Under two of the largest obstructions—Hallet'a Point and Flood 
Rock, with a surface of three acres and nine acres respectively—
shafts were sunk from the shore, and tunnels were bored in every 
direction. In these tunnels thousands of pounds of explosives 
were placed, and the rocks were blown into fragments. In 
March 1884 he became Chief of Engineers, with the rank of 
brigadier-general, and held this position until his retirement 
from the army, at his own request, in August *886. In 01317-4,811 
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he was commissioner of public works in New York City, and 
from x888 until his death, on the xst of May 1895, he was president 
of the Panama railway. 

NEWTON, a city and the county-seat of Harvey county, 
Kansas, U.S.A., about 27 m. N. of Wichita. Pop. (x905) &ion 
(1910) 7862. It is served by the Atchison, Topeka & Santa 
Fe (of which it is a division point and which has shops here), 
and the Missouri Pacific railways. Newton is the centre of the 
settlements of the German-Russian Mennonites, a thrifty people, 
who immigrated in 1873 and subsequently; Bethel College 
(opened 1893) is a Mennonite secondary school, and there is a 
Mennonite hospital Newton is a supply and distributing point 
for the surrounding agricultural and stock-raising region, and 
has various manufactures. The municipality has natural gas for 
heating, lighting and manufacturing. Newton was first settled 
in 187r, was Chartered as a city in x872, and in 1510 gdopted 
a, commission form of government. 

NEWTON, a city of Middlesex county, Massachusetts, U.S.A., 
to m. W. of Boston, on the S. bank of the Charles river, which 
borders it for 16 m. Pop. (x88o) 16,99S: (1890) 24,379; (woo) 
33481, of whom zo,o68 were foreign-born, 29,006 of foreign 
parentage and 925 were negroes; (5910, census) 3008- 
Newton is served by the Boston & Albany railway. The city, 
with an area of 17-98 sq. m., contains x5 villages. In Newton, 
the most prominent of these villages, is a stone terrace monu-
ment to John Eliot, erected on the site of Wahan's wigwam 
near Nonantum Hill, where Eliot founded the first Indian Church 
on the 28th of October 1646—the Nonantum Indians, under 
their chief Waban, removed to Natick in 1651. On Institution 
Hill, Newton Centre, is the first Baptist theological seminary 
in America, Newton Theological Institution, founded in 1825. 
Here also is the residence of Samuel Francis Smith (x 808-1895), 
author of " America " and several missionary hymns, and pastor 
here in 1842-2854. In Newton Upper Falls, Echo Bridge (of 
the Boston Aqueduct) crosses the Charles near the falls in 
Hemlock Gorge Reservation of the Metropolitan Park system. 
Auburndale is the seat of Lau% Seminary for Young Women, 
founded in as by Edward Lasell (x809-1852). Other of the 
villages are Newtonville, West Newton and Newton jiighlands. 
The city of Newton is primarily a residential suburb of Boston; 
along the Charles is a part (193.12 acres) of the Charles River 
Reservation of the Metropolitan Park system, and the city has 
several attractive public parks, Including Norumbega Park, 
on the banks of the river, with a large open-air theatre; boating, 
especially canoeing, on the river is very popular. The city has 
a public library, a high school and a technical high school 
Among its manufactures are foundry and machine shop products, 
worsted goods and electrical apparatus; the factories utilize 
the water power of the falls. The value of the manufactured 
product in 1925 was 84440.996. The region was settled as a 
part of Cambridge in x630 and was called South Side (i.e. of the 
Charles), Nonantum (the Indian name), Cambridge Village, 
Little Cambridge or New Cambridge; in 1688 it was incorporated 
as a separate town and in !Cita received its present name; it 
annexed an island in the Charles in 1803; parts of it were 
annexed to Roxbury (1838) and Waltham (1849); it became a 
city in 1873; and in :875 it annexed a part of Boston, With which 
there have been several more recent boundary adjustments. 

NEWTON ABBOT, a market town and seaport in the Ash-
burton parliamentary division of Devonshire, England, so in. 
S. by W. of Exeter by the Great Western railway. Pop. of 
urban district (t9or) 12,517. Beautifully situated at the bead 
of the Teign estuary, the town grew rapidly in the :9th century. 
The two parish churches, St Mary's in Wolborough, and All 
Saints' in Highweek. are Perpendicular in style. St Mary's 
contains a Norman font, an ancient brass lectern, buried during 
the Civil Wars, and some interesting heraldic ornaments which 
date from the :5th century. Of the reth century chapel of St 
Leonard, only a tower survives. A large nunnery, called St 
Augustine% Priory, was erected near the town in i861; while 
eastward Is the Jacobean Fords House, belonging to the earl 
of Devon, and visited by Charles L and William of Orange, 

Xis toe  

who first read his declaration to the people of England at Newton 
Abbot market-cross. The establishment of large engine works 
by the Great Western railway has aided the development of 
local industries, and there is a considerable shipping trade, 
fine china day and pipeclay being worked near the towns and 
exported to the Potteries. Large fairs are held for the sale of 
agricultural produce and livestock. The portion of Newton 
Abbot in the parish of Highweek was formerly a separate town, 
known as Newton Bushel. 

Probably both Newton Abbot and Newton Bushel were 
originally included under the name of Newton. Newton Abbot 
was given to the abbot of To by William Lord Brewer, founder 
of the monastery (1 x96). Newton Bushel was so called from 
Robert Buss& or Bushel, foster child and kinsman of Theobald 
de Englishville, who was made lord of the manor by Henry III. 
is 1246. 

NEWTON-114-11AKERFIELD, or Navrrortax-Watows, an 
urban district in the Newton parliamentary division of Lanca-
shire, England, 151 m. W. of Manchester by the London & 
North-Western railway. Pop. ('891) 12,86i; (i9or) 05,699. 
At a short distance from the town is a moated Elizabethan 
half-timbered house, and also an ancient barrow of great extent. 
The Liverpool farm reformatory school is in the neighbourhood. 
The industrial establishments include foundries, printing and 
stationery works, paper mills, glass works and sugar refineries. 
Coal abounds in the neighbourhood. 

The township of Newton-in-Makerfield, gave its name in 
Saxon times and in the reign of William the Conqueror to one 
of the hundreds of Lancashire. The barony was held by the 
Banastres from the conquest to 1286 and passed successively 
to the Langton, Fleetwoods and I.eghs. It does not seem that 
the barons were ever summoned to parliament, and the title, 
like all parliamentary titles, has fallen into disuse since the 
abolition of feudal tenures. The courts-baron and courts-leet 
are held twice annually. The township returned two members 
to parliament from 1559 to 1831, but was disfranchised by the 
Reform Act of 1832. There was a market here at least as early 
as r558 which is now discontinued. Near the town a party of 
lEghlanders were taken prisoners in z648 by Cromwell's troops, 
and hanged in an adjoining wood, still called Gallow's Cross. 

NEWTOWN, a municipality of Cumberland county, New 
South Wales, Australia, A m. S.W. of Sydney. It consists 
chiefly of the residences of the wealthier citizens of Sydney and 
is connected with the city by rail and tram. Asa municipality 
it dates from x862. Pop (1901) 11,598• 

NEWTOWN (Welsh Drefaewydd, with the same meaning, 
formerly Lianfair Cedewain), a market town and contributory 
parliamentary borough of Montgomeryshire, situated on both 
sides of the Severn, and on the Cambrian railway, '95 m. from 
London. Pop. of urban district of Newtown and Llanllwchhaiarn 
(19o1) 65oo. It is connected with Shrewsbury (Aanryikig) 
by the Montgomeryshire canal. The old Anglican church, 
partly Decorated and partly Perpendicular, has been superseded 
by the modern St Mary's, which contains the font. and rood-screen 
of the old building. In the old churchyard lies Robert Owen, 
born in 1771 at Newtown, when be died is 1858, known as 
" the patriarch of reason," author of New Views of Society, &c., 
and one of the fathers of communism. Newtown, rather than 
Welshpool, is the chief seat of Welsh flannel manufacture, 
together with that of tweeds and shawls. It joins with Welshpool, 
Llanfyllin, Montgomery (Trefaklwya), Llanidlocs and Machynl-
leth, in returning a member to parliament. 

11119/TOWNARDS (pron. Notiondtds), a market town of 
Co. Down, Ireland, beautifully situated near the northern 
extremity of Strangford Lough, on a branch of the Belfast and 
Co. Down railway, 94 WI. E. of Belfast. Pop. (t9ot) quo. The 
town is sheltered by the Scrabo Hills on the west and north, and 
possesses a fine square, in which the pedestal of an ancient cross 
was erected in 1636. Muslin embroidery is the principal industry. 
There are also mills for flax and hemp yarns, • weaving factory 
and a hosiery factory. The remains of the old church, originally 
erected in 144, contain good Perpendicular work, -and the 
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family vault of the Londoaderrys; there are also the parish 
church and Presbyterian church, with lofty spires, and a Roman 
Catholic chapel. In the neighbourhood there are freestone 
quarries. 

The town owes its origin to a Dominican monastery founded 
in r344 by Walter de Burgh. It was forfeited by the O'Neill', 
and given to the Hamilton and Montgomeries, from whom it 
passed to the marquess of Londonderry. It received a charter 
from James I., and until the Union in 1800 returned two members 
to parliament.. The ruined abbey of Ifoville, m. N.E., is 
the most notable of the many ecclesiastical remains in the 
neighbourhood. It is attributed to St Finian (c. spa). 

NEW UM, a city and the county seat of Brown county, 
Minnesota, U.S.A., on the S. bank of the Minnesota river, 
88 m. (by rail) S.W. of Minneapolis, in the south central part 
of the state. Pop. (19os, state census) 5730 (z 287 of German 
birth); (1910) 5648. New Ulm Is served by the Minne-
apolis & St Louis, and the Chicago & North Western rallwayi. 
In the south-western part of the city, on a wooded hill called 
Hermann Heights, there is a statue of Arminius erected by the 
Grand Lodge of Hermann's Sons of the United States. New 
Ulm is an important livestock market. The city is the seat of 
the Dr Martin Luther College (Lutheran, 1884), a secondary 
school, with a normal and a collegiate department. St Michael's 
Academy and St Alexander Hospital are under the charge of 
Roman Catholic sisters. New Ulm was settled about 1853, 
and was twice attacked and almost destroyed by the Indians 
during the Sioux uprising of 1862. There is a monument to 
those who lost their lives in the Sioux massacres. 

NEW WASHINGTON, a town of the province el Capra, island 
of Panay, Philippine Islands, on the N. coast about r7 m. W. 
of Capix, the capital of the province. The town was formed in 
1903 by uniting the towns of Ratan, Jimeno, Balete and the 
village or barrio of Lagatic in the town of Calibo; the total 
Population at that time was 24,480. There are about sixty-six 
barrios, but all of these except Lagatic, the seat of the municipal 
government, had in 1903 less than two inhabitants.. The 
language is Visayan. The cultivation of rice, sugar cane, hemp, 
and Indian corn and the raising of cattle and horses are the 
principal industries. 

NEW WESTMINSTER, a city on the north bank of the Fraser 
river, British Columbia, 15 in. from the mouth. Pop. (i906 
estimate) 7900. Founded in 1859 it was the capital of British 
Columbia when the British possessions on the Pacific coast 
formed two colonies-4.e. British Columbia (the mainland 
portion) and Vancouver Island. The city is accessible to ocean-
going ships of 16 ft. draught. It is the chief centre of the farming 
country of the lower Fraser and has a small export lumber trade. 
In 1898 the greater portion of the business part of the city was 
destroyed by fire, and though much of it was rebuilt, the estab-
lishment of the city of Vancouver, only 1a m. distant, seriously 
affected its growth. It is connected with Vancouver by an 
electric railway. The Great Northern railway, connecting with 
Seattle and other points in the state of Washington, here crosses 
the Fraser river by a fine bridge. 

NEW YEAR'S DAY, the first day of the year. In the Gregorian 
calendar this date occurs twelve days earlier than in the Julian; 
thus in Russia, Greece, &c., where the latter is still employed, 
New Year's Day is celebrated on the English 13th of January. 

The ancient Egyptians, Phoenicians and Persians began their 
year at the autumnal equinox (Sept. az) and the Greeks until 
the sth century s.c. at the winter solstice (Dec. at). In 432 B.C. 
the latter altered their New Year's Day to the slat of June. 
The ancient Romans celebrated the beginning of the year on the 
lost of December, but Caesar by the adoption of the Julian 
calendar postponed it to the rat of January. The Jews have 
always reckoned their civil year from the first day of the month 
of Tishri (Sept. 6-Oct. s), but their ecclesiastical year begins at 
the spring equinox (March at). The sstli of March was the 
usual date among most Christian peoples in early medieval days. 
In Anglo-Saxon England, however, the asth of December was 
New Year's Day. At the Norman Conquest owing, it is believed.  

to the coincidence of his coronation being.  arranged for that Gate; 
William the Conqueror entered that the year should start on the 
1st of January. But later England began her year with the rest 
of Christendom on the asth of March. The Gregorian calendar 
(1581), which restored the rat of January to its position as New 
Year's Day, was accepted by all Catholic countries at once; 
by Germany, Denmark and Sweden about aro, but not:wail 
z75z by England. 

The Romans, after the adoption of the Julian calendar, kept 
the rat of January as a general holiday. Sacrifices weremade to 
Janus; gifts and visits were exchanged, and masquerading and 
feasting were general. Congratulatory presents were made to 
the magistrates who entered upon office on this day. The 
emperors at the new year exacted from their subjects tribute of 
a pound of gold. This quasi-present was called seam, a term 
(extended to all New Year's gifts in Rome) traditionally derived 
from a custom initiated by the legendary King Tatius, to whom 
branches of vermin gathered in the sacred Grove of Stemma, 
the goddess of strength, were presented as a good omen on the 
first day of the year 747 B.C. The imperial SfrOUIC later became 
so excessive that Claudius found it necessary to limit the amount 
by formal decree. 

Participation in the ordinary New Year's Day observances 
as well as in the Saturnalia of December was from the first 
discouraged by the Church. Christians were expected to spend 
the day in quiet meditation, reading of scripture and acts of 
charity. When about the 5th century the a sth of December 
had become a fixed festival commemorative of the Nativity, 
the rat of January assumed a specially sacred character as the 
octave of Christmas Day and as the anniversary of the circum-
cision. As such it still figures in the calendars of the various 
branches of the Eastern and Western Church, though only as a 
feast of subordinate importance. The first mention of it in 
Christian literature as a feast wawa in Canon a7 of a council 
which met at Tours in 567. 

The custom of giving and receiving straw for luck at the New 
Year survives in France (where New Year's Day is known as 
is jeer d'etrennes) and the Continent generally. In England its 
place has been taken by the Christmas-gift. In Scotland, where 
New Year's Day is more generally observed than Christmas, 
the custom is still universal. The Persians celebrated the begin-
ning of the year by exchanging presents of eggs. The Druids 
distributed as New Year's gifts branches of the sacred mistletoe. 
In Anglo-Saxon and Norman England New Year's gifts were 
common. According to Matthew Paris, Henry III. followed the 
Roman precedent by extorting New Years gifts from his subjects. 
These in later reigns became voluntary but none the less obli-
gatory on those who wished to stand well with the throne. The 
custom reached its climax in Tudor times. Wolsey one New Year 
gave Henry VIII. a gold cup valued at £117, 175. 6cL in the 
coinage of that time. An MS. account is preserved of money 
gifts given to King Henry by ell classes of his subjects on New 
Year's Day ism. The total reached many thousands. Bishop 
Latimer, however, handed Henry instead of a purse a New 
Testament with a leaf doubled down at Hebrews aril. 4, as 
apposite to the king's then impending marriage with Anne 
Boleyn. In Edward VL's time, if not earlier, it was usual for 
the sovereign to give " rewards" to those who presented New 
Year's gifts. Elizabeth is related to have beenmost conscientious 
in this regard. The custom of offering New Year's gifts to the 
sovereign became obaolete during the Commonwealth and was 
not revived at the Restoration. 

NEW YORE. one of the original thirteen United States of 
America, situated between 4o° a9' 40" and 4? o' a" N., and 
between 71* si' and 79°  54.4" W. Its northern boundary 
is, foe the most part, formed by Lake Ontario and the St Law-
rence river, which separate it from the province of Ontario, 
Canada; but north of the Adirondacks the boundary line leaves 
the St Lawrence, extending in a due east direction to the lower 
end of Lake Champlain' . Thus the boundary between New York 
and the province of Quebec, Canada, is wholly artificial. 
Vermont, Messadmaetts and Connecticut bound New York on 
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the E.; the Atlantic Ocean, New jersey and Pennsylvania, on 
the S.; and Pennsylvania, Lake Erie and the Niagara river on 
the W. 

The state hat a triangular outline, with a breadth from E. 
to W. of 326.46 M. and from N. to S., on the line of the Hudson, 
of 300 tn. In addition, it includes Long Island and Staten 
Island on the Atlantic Coast. Its land area is 47,654 sq. in. and 
the area of the inland waters it 2350 sq. tn., giving a total area 
of 49,204 sq. in. In addition to this, New York includes jtao 
sq. in. of water in Lakes Ontario and Erie. 

rePagraPky.---The niost notable topographic feature Is the roughly 
do ular mountain area 0f tiottli4astetti New York known as the 
Adirondack mountains (g.e.). This is a Vey ancient mountain mass 
of crystalline rocks resembling more the Laurentian mountains of 
Canada than the Appalachians. Indeed, it is commonly considered 
to be an extension of the Canadian mountains. Parts of the crystal-
line area are worn down to a condition of low relief, but in the main 
mountain mass, although greatly worn. there are still elevations of 
truly mountainous proportions. The highest peak is Mount Marcy 
(5344 ft.), though associated with it are several other peaks with an 
elevation from 4000 to Sono ft. Even the higher summits are worn 
to a rounded condition, and are therefore for the most part forest 
covered up to the timber line which, on Mount Marcy, is at an 
elevation of about ore ft. From the crest of the dome of the 
Adirondacks proper the surface slopes in all directions to surround-
ing lowlands: to thertvLawrence valley on the N.; the Champlain. 
H utlerni lowland tut t 13,1 the Mohawk valley on the S.; and Lake 
Ontario on the W. hile igneous and metamorphic crystalline 
rocks form the bulk of the Adirondack an x, it is surrounded by a ring 
of ancient Palaeozoic sediments in which these peripheral lowlana 
have been developed. The Adirondack area proper, and much of 
the surrounding nng pf more recent rocks, is either too rugged, of 
has a soil too thin and rocky for ent one e agriculture. It is there- 
fore a sparsely settled regiod with um ring for o of the leading 
industries , though there Is some mining, as of iron. Owing to the 
varied and beautiful scenery, this is a favourite summer resort I 
the game of the forests and the fishing in the streams and in the 
multitude of lakes serve as further attractions. In the peripheral 
ring farming increases, especially dairying; and manufacturing 
industries connected with the products of forests, farms and mines 
are developed. These and other manufacturing industries are greatly 
aided by the extensive water power furnished by the mountain 
streams which flow out radially from the central area. 

South of the Adirondack region, and S. of the Mohawk Valley, 
rises a high-level plateau which extends westward to the Pennsyl-
vania boundary. Here the rocks are all essentially horizontal and of 
Palaeozoic age, mainly Devonian. This plateau province, which 
includes more than half the state, differs greatly from place toplace. 
Its elevation decreases toward the N. by a series of steps, having its 
lowest elevation on the Ontario plain which skirts the southern shore 
of Lake Ontario. Similar to this is a narrow plain along the southern 
shore of Lake Erie, which, in fact, lies in a shallow depression in this 
Erie plain. Both of these plains are so level, and have so fertile a soil 
that they are the seats of extensive agriculture, especially fruit 
raising, which is further encouraged by the influence of the large 
bodies of lake water that moderate the heat of summer and the cold 
of winter, and tend to check the late frosts of spring and the early 
frosts of autumn. 

Elsewhere in the plateau province the land is higher and the surface 
far more irregular, increasing in ruggedness toward both the S. and 
the E. -Elevations of between 1500 and 2000 It. are common in this 
region all the way from Chautauqua county in the extreme W. to 
the Catskill mountains in the E.; and in places the surface becomes 
so rugged as to simulate the features of mountains and locally to 
win the name mountain. Valleys are deeply sunk in the plateau*, 
the largest with bottom lands of sufficient width to give rise to strips 
of ferule farm land. The valley walls rise to undulating, and often 
fairly level uplands, which are, in large part, cleared of forest; but 
the uplands are remote from markets, and the soil is thin. In the 
main they are grazing_lands—the seat of important dairy and sheep- 
raising Industries. This is the region of abandoned farm houses. 
Thousands have been deserted and they may be found along all the 
upland roads. 

Since this plateau region is a northward extension of the Alleghany 
plateau, which skirts the western base of the Appalachian mountains, 
it rises as the mountains are approached. Thus, an S.E. New York, 
where the Appalachians enter the state, the plateau becomes much 
higher than in the W., reaching its culmination in the Catskills. 
Here, partly because of elevation, and partly because of the resistant 
nature of the Catskill sandstones, dissection has so sculptured the 
plateau as to carve it into a mountainous mass which is generally 
known as the Catskill mountains. In this part of the plateau. 
summit elevations of from 3000 to a000 ft. are common, the highest 
point being Slide Mountain (4205 ft.). Like the Adirondacb, this 
region is largely forest covered, and is a favourite summer resort: 
but it is far less a wilderness than the Adirondack', and in places is 
ckired for farming, especially for pasturage. 

	

In the plateau 	nee there are other areas known as mountains, 

	

of which the Hel 	mountains are the most conspicuous. This 
formation is really an escarpment facing the lower Mohawk and the 
Hudson river S. of Albany, where there is a downward step in the 
plateau. The steeply rising face of the plateau here is due to the resist-
ance of a durable layer of limestone, known as the Helderberg lime-
stone. There are other lower escarpments in the plateau province, 
similar in form and cause to the Helderberg escarpment. Of these the 
most notable is the Niagara escarpment which extends eastward from 
Canada, past Lewiston and Lockport,—a downward step from the 

rte to the Ontario plain where the Niagara limestone outcrops, and 
is resistanceto denudation accounts for the steeply rising face at the 

ndary between the two plains. 
South and S.E. of the Catskills, although including only a small 

pardon of the state, there are a number of different topographic 
features, due to the belts of different rock structure which cross the 
state from S.W. to N.E. First come the low folds of the western 
Appalachians, which, though well developed in Pennsylvania, die 
out near the New York boundary. The most pronounced of these 
upfolded strata In New York form the low Shawangunk mountains, 
which descend, toward the S.E., to a lowland region of folded strata 
of limestone, slate and other rocks in Orange and Dutchess counties. 
This lowland area, due to the non-resistant character of the strata, 
is a continuation of the Great Valley of the Afpalachians, and ex- 
tends N.E. into Vermont and S.W. across New ersey, Pennsylvania, 
Maryland and Virginia. It is bounded on its S.E. side by the 
Highlands, a belt of ancient crystalline rocks which extends N.E. 
into Connecticut and Massachusetts, and S.W. into the Highlands 
of New Jersey and thence to the Blue Ridge. South of the High-
lands, in New Jersey, but extending to the very banks of the Hudson, 
is a belt of Triassic sandstone with intrusions of trap rock, which, on 
account of its peculiar columnar jointing, has developed a palisade 
structure—the famous Palisades of the lower Hudson. On the New 
York side of the Hudson the rocks are crystalline, the surface a 
region of low hills, a continuation of the crystalline area of Con-
necticut, and comparable with the Piedmont plateau of the Southern 
states. Long Island, though modified by extensive glacial deposits, 
may be considered a N.E. extension of the coastal plains which attain 
a much more perfect development in New Jersey and the states 
farther S. 

The entire surface of New York, with the exception of a very small 
area in the extreme W., in Chautauqua and Cattaraugus counties. 
was covered by the continental glacier. With its source in Canada, it 
overrode even the highest mountains and spread beyond the boundary 
of New York into Pennsylvania and New Jersey; but farther E. its 
front rested on Staten Island and Long Island, whose surface features, 
and a part of whose area, are due to the deposits along the ice front, 
including terminal moraines and outwash gravel plains. Elsewhere in 
the state, also, the work of the glacier is very evident. It broadened 
and deepened many.of the valleys; rounded the hills; turned aside 
many streams, causing changes in drainage and giving rise to in-
numerable waterfalls and rapids; and it formed the thousands of 
lakes, large and small, which dot the surface. As the ice receded, it 
halted at various points, forming moraines and other glacial 
deposits. Thus the soil of almost the entire state has been derived 
by glacial action. After the continental ice sheet entirely disap-
peared from the state, local valley glaciers lingered in the Adirondack' 
and the Catskills. 

Drainage.—The drainage of New York finds its way to the sea in 
various directions. The St Lawrence system receives the most, 
mainly from short streams from the plateau province and from the 
Adirondacks. A small part of the state, in the W., drains to the 
Ohio, and thence, by way of the Mississippi, to the Gulf of Mexico: 
and a much larger area drains into the Susquehanna, entering the 
head of Chesapeake Bay. A part of the Catskills, and the region 
farther S., drains into Delaware Bay through the Delaware river. 
Thus New York is pre-eminently a divide region, sending its drainage, 
by various courses, into widely separated parts of the ocean. Only 
the Hudson and a few streams in the extreme S.'have independent 
courses to the sea within the state itself. 

The Hudson (q.v.) is essentially a New York stream, though it 
receives some drainage from the New England States through its 
small eastern tributaries. Its entire course is within New York, from 
which it receives most of its water supply. It is by far the most 
important river in the state, for, owing to the sinking of the land, 
which has admitted the tide as far as Troy, it is navigable for 15 t m. 
from the sea. Thence westward the Mohawk Valley furnishes a 
highway which is followed by canal, railway and waggon road. Thus 
there is here a gap, easily traversed, across the Appalachian mountains 
and plateaus to the more level and fertile plains beyond. A low 
gap also leads northward from the Hudson to the Champlain Valley 
across a pass only 147 ft. above sea-level. This was of much import-
ance In early wars; but it is of only minor importance as a com-
mercial highway since it leads to Canada through a region of little 
economic Importance. 

The lower Hudson. below Troy, is really a fiord, the stream valley 
being drowned by the sea through subsidence of the land. It is noted 
for its remarkable scenery, especially where it crosses the Highlands. 
The other large river valleys are far less useful as highways, though 
each la paralleled by one or more railways. The action of the 
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continental glacier in scouring down the plumes between the St 
Lawrence and southern drainage, and in turning streams southward, 
has facilitated the building of railways across the divides. 

There are thousands of Lakes and ponds in the state, most of them 
very small and all, even including Lakes Erie and Ontario, the result 
of glacial action. The largest lake apart from Erie and Ontario is the 
beautiful Lake Champlain, which lies on the eastern boundary, 
partly in Vermont, and with the N. end in Canada. It occupies the 
lower portion of the trough between the Adirondacks and the Green 
Mountains. The largest lake entirely within the state is Lake George, 
famous for its beautiful scenery. In the central part of the state 
are a series of peculiar elongated lakes, extending in a nearly N.S. 
direction, known as the Finger Lakes. The lammt- of these are 
Cayuga. Seneca, Keuka, Canandaigua, °Ivaco andiSkaneateles. In 
the extreme western part of the state is Chautauqua Lake, beautifully 
situated in the plateau of western New York. 

New York is noted for itr many falls and rapids, some of them of 
great beauty. Of these the largest is the cataract of Niagara, about 
I es. wide and 16o ft. high. The American Fall is entirely within the 
state; but the Canadian boundary-line passes down the centre of the 
Horseshoe or Canadian Fall. Other notable falls are those of the 
Genesee at Portage and at Rochester, Trenton Falls, the Falls of 
Ticonderoga, and a multitude of falls and rapids in the Adirondack 
region and along the shores of the upper portions of the Finger Lakes. 
Here the tributary streams tumble down the sides of the lake valleys, 
Whose bottoms have been deepened by glacial erosion, leaving the 
tributary valleys hanging. There are scores of picturesque glens 
here, and hundreds of waterfalls, among the most beautiful being in 
the Cayuga valley—notably Enfield Falls, a few miles S. of Ithaca, 
Ithaca Falls in the city, and Taughannock, a few miles N. of Ithaca. 
The last, the highest waterfall in the state, has a vertical fall of 
215 ft Similar glens and falls are found in the Seneca Valley, the best 
known being the widely renowned Watkins Glen, now reserved as a 
state park (see WATKINS). Many of the waterfalls of New York, 
but notably Niagara, are used as a source of power. 

The Coast-line.—New York has extensive coast-line along the 
Great Lakes, 75 m. on Lake Eric and over 200 in. on Lake Ontario. 
Where the lain waters flood the stream mouths, there are excellent 
harbours, and lake navigation is therefore of high importa nce The 
largest of the lake ports is at Buffalo at the bead at Niagara river, 
where, owing to the Niagara cataract, lake boats from the W. must 
transfer their goods to rail or canal. Buffalo lies at the lower end 
of natural lake navigation, though by the building of a ship canal in 
Canada, lake steamers can proceed into Lake Ontario and thence to 
the St Lawrence. 

The ocean coast-line, though of limited extent, is by far the most 
important in the United States. The grater.part of the sea coast is 
on Long Island—a low, sandy coast, the seat of numerous summer 
resorts and of some fishing. The mainland, opp osite the western end 
of Long Island, is traversed by the lower Hudson and other channels 
—submerged valleys—which form a branching bay with several 
islands, the largest of which are Staten and Manhattan Islands. The 
western bank of the lower Hudson is in New jersey. This branching 
bay makes an excellent protected harbour with an immense water 
front, at the outlet of the chief natural highway from the E. to the 
interior of the country. Naturally, therefore, a dense population, 
engaged mainly in manufacturing and commerce, has gathered  
around the shores of this harbour, the greatest number on Manhattan 
Island and the contiguous mainland in New York City, but 
numbers also on western Long Island, in Brooklyn, on them  
islands, and on the New Jersey side. The harbour entrance is some-
what obstructed by sand bars, so that extensive government work 
has been necessary to open and maintain a channel for large draft 
ocean vessels. This sand has not been brought by the Hudson itself, 
for that river drops most of its sediment load far up stream, in its long 
tidal channel. It is supplied by the tidal- and wind-formed currents, 
which are drifting sand from the Long Island and New Jersey 
coasts, extending the barrier beaches, such as Sandy Hook, out 
across the entrance to New York Bay. 

MIMIC—In general the climate of New York is typical of that of 
northern United States. a climate of extremes, hot in summer, and 
cold in winter, and yet healthful, stimulating, and, on the whole.• 
not disagreeaole. In the absence of extensive alluvial plains and 
marshes, there is little malaria. The average mean annual tempera. 
ture is not far from 45° F., though it varies from over se near New 
York City, and 48° near the Lake Erie shore, to less than 40 5  in the 
high Adirondacks. The average maximum summer beat is about 
93-••  temperature of loos being rarely reached. In the winter the 
temperature descends below zero during exceptionally cold spells. 
A temperature of -2e or lower is never attained in the southern 
portion, seldom in the central, but is often passed, by 5 or so degrees, 
in the Adirondacks and in the higher parts of the plateau. The 
rivers and smaller lakes freeze in winter and navigation on the St 
Lawrence river is closed by ice on the average from about the middle 
of December until early in April. The average rainfall is between 40 
and 45 in., but it is less than so in. in the Lake Champlain Valle and 
over 55 in. N. of New York City. In most of the state frosts 11 . 
from September 1st to October 1st, and end from . April 1st to ay 
1st. In the Adirondack region the snowfall is heavy, the winter long 
and severe. la central New York it is not uncommon for snow to  

accumulate to the depth of 3 Or 4 ft sad yet Oda Li eotj 
I 

ersisteet- 
About New York City, and on Long sland. the snow ra rely exceeds 
1 ft. in depth. The climate is very variable, owing to the frequent 
passage of cyclonic storms from the W. and S.W., bringing warmer 
weather with rain and spew in winter, and causing days of great 
heat and humidity, with thunderstorms, in summer. Between these 
cyclonic storms come areas of high pressure, or anticyclones, with 
dry cool air in summer, and dry cold air in winter, sometimes with 
such decided dames in temperature as to merit the name cold wave. 
About New York at e% and on Long Island, the ocean softens the 
rigours of winter, and through the influence of cold surface waters 
off the coast, tempers the heat of summer. The temperature of the 
larger valleys is notably higher than that of the up nds; and the 
temperature along the lake shores is decidedly Influenced by the 
large bodies of water. Lakes Ontario and Ene never freeze com-
pletely over in winter. 

Although one of the smaller states in the Union, being 3oth in 
area, New York ranks first in population and in wealth, and has 
won for itself the name Empire State. The physiography 
has enabled the state to become a great highway of commerce 
between the central part of the United States and the sea-coast, 
by rail and by water, along the Mohawk Gap and by other routes. 
The Great Lakes waterway naturally finds an outlet in New York 
City. This has made it easy for the states to the west to con-
tribute raw materials, notably coal and Iron, adding these to the 
natural raw products of New York. Thus it happens that 
from Buffalo to New York City there is a chain of busy manu-
facturing centres along the natural highway followed by the 
Erie Canal and the Hudson river. Other parts of the state, 
where connected with the main highway, are influenced by it 
to some extent; but away from the great natural route of 
commerce New York is not especially noteworthy either for its 
density of population or for extensive manufacturing and 
commerce. (R. S. T.) 

Flom.—When first settled by Europeans New York was a wood-
land region containing nearly all the varieties of trees, shrubs and 
plants which were common to the territory lying E. of the Mississippi 
river, N. of the Ohio, aid S. of the St Lawrence. In the Adirondack 
region the trees were principally white pine, spruce, hemlock and 
.1.cam, but mixed with these were some birth, maple, beech and 
basswood, and smaller numbers of ash and elm; in the swamps of this 
region were also larch and cedar. The forests of the W. half of the 
state contained pine, but here such hardwood trees as oak, chestnut, 
hickory, maple and beech were more common. The tulip tree was 
common both in the S.W. and N.; and the walnut, butternut. 
poplar, sycamore and locust were widely distributed. The original 
varieties of trees still abound, though in less numbers, on lands ill-
adapted to agriculture, and in the Adirondack and Catskill Mountains, 
where the state has established forest preserves, and the Forest, 
Fish and Game Commissioner began reforesting in 1901, principally 
with pine, spruce and larch. On the summits of the Adirondacks are 
a few alpine species, such as reindeer moss and other lichens; on the 
shores of Long • Island, Staten Island and Westchester county are a 
number of maritime species,• and on Long Island are several species 
especially characteristic of Use pine barrens of New Jersey. Laurel, 
rhododendron, and whortleberry are common shrubs in the mountain 
districts, and sumac, hazel, sassafras and elder are quite widely 
distributed elsewhere. Among indigenous fruit-bearing plants the 
state has the black cherry, red cherry, red plum, yellow plum, grape, 
black currant, blackberry, dewberry, strawberry and cranberry. 
Blue Bag, snake root, ginseng, lobelia, tansy, wormwood, winter- 
green, pleurisy root, plantain, burdock, sarsaparilla and horehound 
are among its medicinal plants. Cowslips,. violets, anemones, 
buttercups and blood-roots are conspicuous in early spring, the 
white pond lily and the yellow pond lily in summer, asters and 
golden-rod in autumn, and besides these there are about 15oo other 
flowering plants in the state and more than eo species of ferns. 

Fassna—Of the fur and game animals which were inhabitants of 
the primeval forests few of the larger species remain except in the 
Adirondack region. Here the puma (" panther ") has become 
extinct and the Canada lynx is rare. The moose, the elk and the 
beaver have been placed under the protection of the Forest, Fish 
and Game Commissioner. There are many deer in the Adirondack'. 
The porcupine is common, but the Canada pine marten or American 
sable, fisher, and red fox are rare, and the black bear and grey wolf 
are found only in small numbers. Rabbits and squirrels are 
numerous in nearly all parts of the state; skunks, weasels, 
muskrats and woodchucks are common; there are some racoons; 
mink are frequently taken in the Adirondacks; and a few otter 
remain. In the lower counties are some " Virginia " opossums. 

Among birds of Fey a bald eagle and a golden eagle are occasion- 
ally seen in secluded places. Game birds include ducks, 

ge  plovers. snipe, loons, grebes, terns, rails, the woodcock and the nedln 
grouse ,• quails are scarce except on Long Island, where a number of 
young birds are liberated each year. and by the  same means a supply 
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of pheasants Is maintained is some pasta of die state. There is a 
state game bird farm (1909) near Sherburne in Chenango county. 
Herons, the brown pelican, bittern, and mud hen frequent the 
marshes. The robin, song sparrow, chickadee, thrushes, warblers. 
vireos. orioles, wrens, blue-bird, cat-bird and phoebe are favourite 
sang birds. 

are about 375 species of full in New York waters (see below 
ander Fnagauts). 

Soil.—The soil is mostly glacial drift, bet its death and composi-
tion often vary greatly even within small areas. The most widely 
distributed soil, especially in the W. half of the state, is mainly • clay 
which was formed by the glacial pulverizing of limestone and shale 
and is still forming from the decomposition of fragments of these 
substances. In the larger valleys and along the shores of lakes 
considerable alluvium is mixed with this clay. in the E. there is 
some clay formed mainly by the decomposition of slate. A sandy 
loam is quite characteristic of some of the N. counties, and gravelly 
hams containing limestone are not uncommon. 

Agriculture and Stock-Raising.—Although New York has lost in the 
competition with the Western S tates in the production of most of the 
grains, especially wheat and barley, and in the production of wool. 
mutton and pork, it has made steady progress in the dairy business 
and continues to produce great crops of hay. The state has made 
great advandes, too, in the production of flowers, ornamental plants, 
nursery products, fruits, vegetables, poultry and eggs. In tgoo a 
little less than three-fourths of the state's total land area was in-
cluded in farms and a little more than two-thirds of this was im-
proved. The number of farms gradually increased from 170,621 in 
1850 to 226,720 in 1900, and the average size decreased from 112-1 
acres in t85o to 97.1 ants in tlgo, but increased to 991 acres in 1900. 
More than two-thirds of the farms (152.956) were operated by owners 
or part owners, 29,goo were operated by share tenants, and 24,3o3 
by cash tenants. Of the total acreage of all crops, 5.154.965 acres 
(54• %) were of hay and 3,125,077 eats (32-8 %) were of cereals. 
In tgog the amount of the hay crop (5,022,000 tons) was meter than 
that of any otheratate except lowa,and Its value (117t,o28.000) was 
greater than in any other state. The oat crop in 5909 was 37.365.000 
bushels; the Indian corn crop. 1,910,000 bushels; the wheat crop, 
24,120noo bushels; the barley crop, 8,820,000 bushels; the rye crop. 
2,720.000 bushels; buckwheat, 7,5t2,000 bushels. 

There were less than one-third as many sheep in 1910 (t,177,000) 
as in 1850; but in the same period the number of dairy cows 
(1,771,000 in two) steadily increased. The number of cattle other 
than dairy cows was 946.315 in 185o and 889,000 l0 1910. Horses 
increased from 447,014 in 1850 to 7 t7,000 in 1910. 

New York has a larger acreage of vegetables than any other state. 
Its crop of potatoes in nog was 52.560.000 bushels and that of 
Maine, the next largest, 29,250,000 bushels; and the state is a large 
producer of onions, turnips, cabbages, cauliflower, sweet Indian 
corn, cucumbers, rhubarb, parsnips, carrots, green peas and green 
beans. During the years 1850-1889 New York produced about yo % 
of the hop crop of the entire country, but since ago hop culture has 
been rapidly extended in the Pacific Coast states and suffered to de-
cline in New York, and the crop from 1899 to 1907 averaged only 
about one-half that of 1889 (20,063.029 Tobacco culture was 
introduced in t845. and in i860 the crop was 5,764.582 lb. During 
186o-t880 the increase was slight, but in 1899 the crop was 
:3,958,370 lb; in 1909 the crop was only 7,050,000 Th. The value of 
the fruit crop in 5899 (155 

4
.346) was second only to that of 

California; and the most productive agricultural lands are those 
devoted to floriculture and nurseries. 

The dairy business and theproduction of hay are especially 
prominent In the rugged region W. of the Adirondack Mountains and 
in the rugged portions of the counties in the S. half of the state. A 
large portion of the Indian corn, wheat and barley is produced on the 
Ontario plain. There are large crops of oats here, too, but the culture 
of this cereal is quite extensive in most of the counties W. of the 
Adirondacks. The lower valley of the Hudson is noted for its crops 
of rye. The buckwheat belt extends S.W. across the state from 
Albany and Saratoga count ies. The principal hop-producing counties 
are Otsego. Schoharie and Madison, all of which are between Albany. 
and Syracuse. Those producing most tobacco are in a district ex-
tending from the S.E. shore of lake Ontario southward acmes the 
state. The great orchards are in the tier of counties bordering the S. 
shore of late Ontario and in Dutchess and Ulster counties in the 
Hudson Valley. Chautauqua county alone produced more than 
one-half of the state's crop of grapes in 1899, but this fruit is grown 
extensively also in the region W. of Seneca Lake In the vicinity of 
Lake 'Ceuta, and in parts of the lower valley of the Hudso-. The 
culture of small fruits and vegetables is widely distributed throughout 
the W. half of the state and in the valley of the Hudson. and the 
greater part of Long Island under cultivation is devoted to market 
gardening, floriculture and nurseries. The largest nurseries, however. 
are in the vicinity of Rochester. 

Forest Products.—The principal forest area is in the Adirondack 
region where the state has a forest preserve (in Clinton. Essex. 
Franklin. Fulton. Hamilton. Herkimer. Lewis, Oneida. St Law. 
rent.. Saratoga, Warren and Washington counties) containing (igog) 
1 .330.559 acres. and there is as much or more in private pre- 
serves and in tracts owned by lumbermen. The state has a forest  

preserve aim in the DatskIll'legan (in Delaware, Dream, Sullivan 
and Ulster counties) of 510,964 acres, and there are wood-lots en 
many farms throughout the state that produce commercial timber 
Originally white pule was theprincipal timber of the Adirondack., 
but most of the merchastable porde* has been cut, and in 5905 
nearly one-half of the lumber product of this section was spruce, the 
other half malady hemlock, pine and hardwoods (yellow birch, maple, 
beech and basswoodand smaller amounts of ehn,dierry and ash). 
The state is reforesting portions of its preserve chiefly with pine. 
spruce and larch. In the Catskills and in the fanning regions the 

) little 
lumber product 

 smaller amounts of hemlock and pine, and a very 
uet consists largely of hardwoods (mostly oak, chestnut 

and 
spruce. 	state's entire timber product ht mos was a t2.070,168 
ft. (bwd measure); of this about five-eighths was from the Adiron• 
da region, a little more than one-fourth was from the farming 
regions, and a little less than one-eighth was from the Catskill region. 
Maple sugar is an important by-product of the forests, and in the 
production of this commodity blew York ranks eecond only to 
Vermont; 3,623.5m lb were made in tgoo. 

Fisheries.—New York was in 1904 more extensively engaged In 
oyster culture than any other state, and was making more rapid 
progress in the cultivation of hard clams. In wog these were 
distributed from state fish hatcheries , 531,293,725 fishes (mostly 
smelt, pike-perch, and winter flatfish); a large number of fish 
and eggs were also placed in New York waters by the United States 
Bureau of Fisheries. The products of the marine fisheries decreased 
nearly 3o % in value from 51191 to 1897. but from 1897 to 1904 they 
increased from 83.391,595 to 86,230,558, or 803 %, and a large part 
of this Increase was due to the extension of the successful oyster 
culture at the E. end of Long Island; the value of oysters alone 
rising from 82,050,058 to 83,7
during the same period front it 430 to 8303.599. Peconic Bay, 

:312. The value of hard clams rose 

at the E. end of L.ong Island, s mote scallops than all the other 
waters of the United States. Soft dams. lobsters, bard crabs and 
soft crabsareother shell-fish obtained in mall quantities. Menhaden 
are caught in much larger quantities in New York than any other 
fish, but being too bony for food they are used only in the mane-
Facture of oil and fertilizer. The most valuable catcks of food fish 
in :gm were those of bluefish ($1,56.527). squeteague (8212.623), 
flounders r7.559), eels (853,832 . cod ($32,71o), scup (1148,068) 
and shad ( 36,826). The shad fishery is mainly in the lower waters 
of the Hudson river, and the catch diminished so rapidly from tgoi 
that in tgo4 it was only about one-eighth of the average for the 
decade from 1890 to tgoo. The New York fisheries of lakes Erie 
and Ontario and the Niagara and St Lawrence rivers yielded pro-
ducts in 5903 valued at 3187,798 and consisting largely of pike-
perch, here , catfish, bullheads and sturgeon, and in 5902 there were 
commercial fisheries in sixteen interior lakes and riven which yielded 
muscallonge, smelt, bullheads, pickerel. pile-pelt h and several other 
varieties having a total value of 187,897. 

Minerals.—Morethan thirty mineral substances are obtained in 
commercial quantities from the mines, quarries and wells of New 
York, but of the total value of the mineral moducts in 7908 

r5
45.669,860, nearly six-sevenths was represented by clay products 

88,9.9,224), pig iron ($1S 879,000), stone ($6,557,279). cement 
22959). salt (32,1,738), petroleum (82,071.533), and sand and 

va ( 5,349,163). e extensive deposits of clay In the Hudson 
Valley together with the easy water communications with New 
York City have made this valley the greatest brick-making region in 
the world; in 1go6 the common bricks made here numbered 
1,230,692.000. There are also deposits of clay suitable for making 
bricks, terra-cotta and. tiles in nearly every county outside of this 
valley, and there are some pottery clays in Albany and Onondaga 
counties. The common bricks made in New York in 1908 were 
valued at 8506604. an amount in excess of that in any other 
state; and the total value of brick and tile products was 87470.981, 
being less than that of Ohio, Pennsylvania or Illinois. In 1750 the 
mining of iron ore was begun near Monroe, Orange county. Ore 
has since been found In most of the eastern counties and as far W. 
as Wayne county, but the mines in Essex, Clinton and Franklin 
counties of the Adirondack region are by far the most productive. 
The ores are principally magnetites (New York is the largest producer 
of magnetite ore among the states, producing about 45 % of the total 
for the United States in 5907 and :908). but red haematites occur in 
the N. and W. section of the Adirondacks and in the central part of 
the state, and brown haematite and carbonate ore in the S.E. 
counties. The total output of the state increased from 651,228 long 
tons in 1884 to 5,253.393 long tons in 5890, decreased to 579.955 
long tons in 18g8. again increased to 5,375,0ao long tons In 19077. 
when only three states produced mate.and was only 697473 king 
tons in z9o8 when the state held the same rank as in 1907. Limestone 

These Include .  the Adirondack Hatchery at Upper Saranac. 
Franklin county; the Caledonia Hatchery at Mumfoed, Monroe 
county; the Cold Spring Harbor Hatchery, at Cold Spring Harbor. 
Suffolk county; the DelawareHatchery, at Matyaretville, Delaware 
county; the Fulton Chain Hatchery, at Old Forge. Herkimer 
county; the Linlithgo Hatchery, at Linlithgo, Columbia county; 
the Oneida Hate at Conerantia, Oswego county; and Me 
Pleasant Valley Ha

, 
 . at Taggart. Steuben constr. 
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is widely distributed throughout the state, and great quantities of it 
are crushed for read-making, railway ballasts, and concrete, but as 
the prevailing colours are greyish or drab it is wed ia the walla 
of buildtngs. in 1908 the total value of the output of this stone was 
$2,58059. Three distinct varieties of saWstone ate quarried 
extensively. Those popularly known as " bluemones " belong( to 
the Hamilton period of the Devonian formation and occur mainly 
between the Hudson and Delaware rivers. They are dark blue-grey, 
fine grained and durable, and are much used for flagging and kerbing 
and for sills, caps and steps. Medina sandstones occur throughout a 
belt averaging about to us. wide along the S. shore of Lake Ontario 
and are eider red or grey; the red are used for building, the grey for 
street paving. A more durable and more beautiful stone for building 
is the reddish or reddish-brown Potsdam sandstone of which there 
are extensive formations on the N.W. border of the Adiroadacks. 
The value of all sandstones quarried in 1908 was $1,774,843. an 
amount exceeded by no other state. Several choice marbles are 
obtained in the eastern counties. From Tuckahoe, Westchester 
county, has been taken white marble, used in some of the finest 
buildings in New York City, and a similar marble Is obtained in 
Putnam and Dutchess counties. Near Gouverneur, St Lawrence 
county, is a large quarry of coarsely crystalline magnesian limestone, 
used as monumental marble. In the Lower Silurian formation at 
Plattsburg and Chary, in Clinton county, are two beautiful grey or 
grey andpink marbles, one of which is a favourite among domestic 
marbles for mantels, table to and other interior decorations. 
From an extensive deposit of blue-black magnesian limestone at 
Glens Falls are taken the choicest varieties of black marble quarried 
in the United States. At Moriah and Port Henry, in Essex county, 
is a stone known as ophlite marble, a mixture of serpentine, dolomite 
and calcite interspersed with small flecks of phfogopite. Larger 
deposits of serpentine occur at several places in St Lawrence county; 
and at Warwick, in Orange county, is some beautiful marble of a 
carmine-red colour occasionally mottled with whiten showing white 
veins. The marble quarried in 1908 was valued at $706,858. There 
are extensive formations of granitic rocks in the Adirondack., in the 
lower Hudson Valley, and in the adjacent highlands, but they are not 
extensively quarried. Rockland county quarries considerable trap• 
rock, used mostly for road-making and concrete, and Ulster county 
has for more than a century produced most of' the domestic mill-
stones used in the United States. Extending from Madison county 
to the W. border of the state in Erie coup is a narrow belt con- 
taining large deposits of gypsum, and in 1 the value of the state's 
output ($760,759) was greater than that o any other state, although 
Michigan produced a larger quantity. At or near Chittenango, to 
Madison county, natural-cement rock was first discovered in the 
United States, and the first use made of it was in the construction of 
the Erie Canal. The rock was found in much greater quantities at 
Rosendale, in Ulster county, in 1823, and the amount of this cement 
produced by New York rose to 4.689,167 barrels in 1899; the state 
is still the chief producer but only 947.929 barrels were made in 
1908. Limestone and clay suitable for making Portland cement are 
also found in Ulster county and elsewhere, and the production of 
this increased from 65,000 barrels in 1890 to 2,290,955 barrels in 
1908. Near Talcville, in St Lawrence county, is a large deposit of 
fibrous talc. In 1908 the total value of the state's talc product was 
$697,39o, almost one-half the total for the entire country. 

New York and Michigan are the two principal salt-producing 
states in the Union. Salt was discovered by the Jesuits in Western 
New York about the middle of the 17th century, and was manu-
factured by the Indians in the Onondaga region. The state bought 
the salt reservation in 1788, and soon afterward the manufacture of 
salt was begun by the whites. From 1880 to 1885 the first brines 
were obtained in Wyoming and Genesee counties by boring deep wells 
into beds of rock salt, and in 1885 the mining of the extensive de-
posits of rock salt in Livingston county was begun. Salt is also pro-
duced in Tompkins and Schuyler counties. In 1908 the total pro-
duction of the state, 9,076443 barrels valued at $2,136,738, was 
exceeded in quantity and (for•the first time) in value by that of 
Michigan. 

The Appalachian oil field extends northward from West Virginia 
and Pennsylvania into Cattaraugus, Allegany and Steuben counties. 
The first oil well in the state was drilled at Limestone in Cattaraugus 
county in 1865, and the state's output of oil was 1,160,128 barrels, 
valued at $2,071,533 in 19o8. At Olean it is pumped into pipes which 
extend as far north as Buffalo and as far east as Long Island City. 
The village of Fredonia, in Chautauqua county, was illuminated by 
natural gas as early as 1825, and gas has since been discovered in 
several of the western counties. The value of the flow in 19o8 was 
$959.280. 

There are more than forty mineral springs in New York whose 
waters are of commercial importance, and in 1908 the waters sold 
from them amounted to 8,007,092 gals., valued at $877,648;  several 
of the springs, especially those in Saratoga county, attract a large 
number of summer visitors. Graphite is widely distributed in the 
Adirondack rryion, but the mining of it is confined for the meat part 
to Essex and Warren counties; in 1908 the output was 1,932,000 lb. 
valued at $116,too. Other mineral substances obtained in small 
quantities are: pyrite, in St Lawrence county' arsenical ore, in 
Putnam county; red, green and purple slate, inWashington county ;  

garnet in Warren, Essex and St Lawrence counties; emery and 
felspar. in Westchester county; and infusorial earth in Herkimer 
county. 

Maxelatleret.—The establishment of a great highway of cortunerat 
through the state from New York City to Buffalo by the construction 
of the Erie Canal, opened in 1825, and later by the building of rail-
ways aloes the line of the water route, made the state's manufactures 
quite independent of its own natural resources. The factory manu-
facture of clothing was begun in New York City about am, and 
received a great impetus from the invention of the sewing-machine, 
the demands created by the Civil War, and the immigration of vast 
numbers of foreign labourers. It is now the leading manufacturing 
industry of the state. The value of the clothing was $340415.921 in 
1905. New York City ranks first among American cities in printing 
and publishing, the products being valued at $i37,985,7e1 m Igoe. 
Knitting by machinery was introduced into America in 1831 at 
Cohoes Falls, on the Mohawk river; the products, consisting ha= 

were of underwear, we valued at $46,103,600 in 1905. Of the 
textile industries none except the manufacture of carpets and rugs and 
silk and silk goods has become very prominent, and yet the total 
value of all textile products in 1905 was $123,668,127. The refining 
of sugar was begun in New York City late in the 18th century, but 
the growth of the industry to its present magnitude has been com-
paratively recent; the value of the sugar and molasses refined in 
1905 was Si 16,438,838. Foundry and machine-shop products were 
valued at $115,876,193 in 1905, and electrical machinery, apparatus, 
and supplies at $35.348.276.  The manufacture of paper and wood-pulp 
products (537.750.605  in 1905) is an industry for which the state still 
furnishes much of the raw Material, and other large industries of 
which the same is true are the manufacture of flour and grist-mill 
products, dairy products, canned fruits and vonetables, wines, clay 
products, and salt. New York state has rank first in the Union in 
the value of its manufactures since 1830, an their value rose to 
$2,488.345,579 in 1905. More than three-fifths of that of 1905 was 
represented by the manufactures of New York City alone. Buffalo, 
the second city in manufactures, shares largely with New York City 
the business of slaughtering and meat packing, the refining and 
smelting of copper, and the manufacture of foundry and machine. 
shop products, and with New York City and Rochester the manu-
facture of flour and grist-mill products. Rochester ranks first 
among the cities of the United States in the manufacture of photo- 
graphic materials and apparatus and optical instruments. Aga 
Falls and New York City manufacture a large part of the chemicals, 
and the value of the state's output rose to $ 29.090•484 in 1905 
Gloversville and Johnstown are noted for leather gloves and mittens. 

Transportation and Commerce.—From the very beginning of the 
occupation of New York by Europeans, commerce was much 
encouraged by the natural water-courses. The Western Inland 
Lock Navigation Company, chartered by the state in 1792, com-
pleted three canals within about four years and therebypermitted the 
continuous passage from Schenectady to Lake Ontario of boats of 
about 17 tons. The Erie Canal was begun by the state in 1817 and 
opened to boats of about 75 tons burden in 1825. The Champlain 
Canal, connecting the Erie with Lake Champlain, was also begun in 
1817 and completed in 1823. The Oswego Canal, connecting the 
Eric with Lake Ontario, was begun in 1825 and completed in 1828. 
Several other tributary canals were constructed during this period, 
and between 1836 and 1862 the Erie was sufficiently enlarged to 
accommodate boats of 240 tons burden. 

The first railway in the state and the second in operation in the 
United States was the Mohawk & Hudson, opened from Albany to 
Schenectady in 1831 The railway mileage in the state increased to 
1361 m. in 1850, to 3928 m. in 1870, to 7684.41 M. in 1890, and to 
8422.14 m. in January 1909. The first great trunk line in the country 
was that of the Erie railway, opened from Piermont, on the Hudson 
river, to Dunkirk, on Lake Erie, in 1853. The New York Central & 
Hudson River railway, nearly parallel with the water route from 
New York City to Buffalo, was formed by the union, in 1869, of the 
New York Central with the Hudson River railway. The West Shore 
railway, which follows closely the route of the New York Central @ 
Hudson River, was also the result of a consolidation, completed in 
1881, of several ,horter lines. In 1886 the New York Centfal & 
Hudson River Railroad Company leased the West Shore for a term 
of 475 years, and this company operates another parallel line from 
Syracuse to Buffalo, a line following closely the entire N. border of 
the state (the Rome, Watertown & Ogdensburg), and several cross 
lines. Other important railways are the Lehigh Valley, the Delaware, 
Lackawanna & Western, and the Pennsylvania in the central and 
W. sections, the Delaware & Hudson, the Rutland, and the New 
York Ontario & Western in the E., and the Long Island on Long 
Island. In competition with the railways, traffic on the ezis• tine 
canals suffered a marked decline. As, however, this decline was 
accompanied with a considerable decrease in the proportion of the 
country's exports which passed through the port of New York. 
interest in the canals revived, and in 1903 the electorate of the state 
authorized the issue of bonds to the amount of Pot ,000,000 for the 
purpose of increasing the capacity of the Erie, the Champlain and 
the Oswego canals, to make each navigable by harms of woo tons 
burden. A project adopted by the state for the enlargement of the 
Erie provides for a new route up the Hudson from Troy to Waterford. 
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and thence to the Mohawk riverabove Collor Falls. Up the Mohawk 
to Rome the old route is for the most part to be retained; but from 
Rome to Clyde there is to be a diversion so as to utilise Oneida Lake 
and Oneida and Seneca rivers. Westward from Clyde the new 
channel, like the old but larger, will pas through Rochester and 
Lockport to the Niagara river at Tonawanda. Each of the three 
canals is to have a minimum depth of 12 ft.. a minimum bottom 
width in rivers and lakes of 200 It., and In other sections a bottom 
width generally of 75 ft. Their locks are to be 328 ft. in length and 
43 ft. in width. 

The imports to the post of New Ycrk Increased in value from 
1466,527,63: in 1897 to 5891,614,678 in 1909, while the exports 
increased in value from 54124,750,496 to 3627.782,767. Other ports 
of entry are Buffalo and Dunturk, on Lake Erie, Niagara Falls, on 
the Niagara river, Ogdensburg and Cape Vincent, on the St 
Lawrence river, Plattsburg, on Lake Champlain, Oswego on Lake 
Ontario. Rochester. on the Genesee river, Albany and Syracuse   in 
the interior, and Sag Harbor at the E. end of Long Island. 

Population.—New York outstripped Pennsylvania in popula-
tion in the first decade of the 19th century, and Virginia in the 
second decade, and since 1820 it has been the most populous 
state in the Union. In 11380' the population was 5,082,871; 
in 1890, 5,997,853; in 1900, 7,268,894; in ups, according to 
the state census, 8,067,308, and in 191o, 9,1:3,614. The 
foreign-born population in isioo was 1,900,425. including 
480,026 natives of Germany, 425.553  of Ireland, 182,248 of 
Italy, i65,610 of Russia, 135,685 of England, :17,535 of Canada, 

7 8,491 of Austria, 69,755 of Poland and 64,055 of Scandinavia. 
More than two-thirds of the foreign-born were in New York City 
The coloured population constituted only i.5% of the total, 
and was composed of 99,232 brims, 7170 Chinese, 5257 Indians 
and 354 Japanese. 

Most of the Indians were on eight reservations: the Allegany 
Reservation (30,469 acres) in Cattaraugus county; the Cattaraugus 
Reservation (21,68o acres) in Erie, Cattaraugus and Chautauqua 
counties; the St Regis Reservation (14,03o acres) in Franklin 
county; the Tonawanda Reservation (7548  acres) in Erie and Genesee 
counties: the Onondaga Reservation (75o0 acres) in Onondaga county; 
the Tuscarora Reservation (624 acres) in Niagara county; the Oneida 
Reservation (goo acres) in Madison county; and the Shinnecock 
Reservation (goo acres) near Southampton, on Long Island. 

Of 3,591,974  members of all religious denominations in 1906, 
2,285,768 were Roman Catholics, 313,689 Methodist Episco-
palians, 199.923 Presbyterians, 193.890 Protestant Episcopalians, 
176,981 Baptists, 224,644 Lutherans, 57,351  Congregationalists, 
35,342 Jews (heads of familia only), 26,183 members of the 
German Evangelical Synod, 19,302 members of Eastern Orthodox 
churches and 10,761 Universalist'. The urban population (i.e. 
population of places having 4000 inhabitants or more) increased 
from 3,805,477 in 0190 to 5,276,424 in mono, or 360/x, while the 
rural population (i.e. population outside of incorporated places) 
decreased during this decade from 1,834.119 to 1,625.859 or 5'9• 

The cities having a population of 15.000 or more in 1905 were: 
New York City, 4,015,781; Buffalo, 76,587; Rochester. 181.666; 
jSyracuse, 1:7.503; Albany, 98474; T roy, t6.910; Utica. 62.934; 

Yonkers, 61,716; Schenectady, 58487; Binghamton, 42.036; 
Elmira,1,687; Auburn, 31422; Niagara Falls. 26.560; Newburgh, 
26,498; amestown. 26,160: Kingston, 25456; Watertown, 
25,447; oughkeepsie, 253791 Mt. Vernon,23496: Cohoes, 
24.1 83; Amsterdam, 25.943; Oswego. 22,572; New Rochelle, 
20,479; Gloversville, 28,672; Lockport, 17,532; Rome. 16,562; 
and Dunkirk, 15,250. 

Covernmeni.—Since becoming a state, New York has been 
governed under fobr constitutions, adopted in 1777, 2821, :846 
and 1894 respectively. The first state constitution, adopted by a 
convention at Kingston, made few changes in the provincial 
system other than those necessary to establish it on a popular 
basis, but the powers of the governor were curtailed, especially 
his powers of appointment and veto. These limitations worked 
unsatisfactorily, and their removal or modification and the 
extension of the franchise were the principal changes effected in 
1821. Under the first constitution the decentralization of 
administration, which began early in the colonial era, continued 
without interruption, and under the second it was checked by a 
few measures only. The third constitution, besides reorganizing 

The population at preceding census years was ► 790) 340320: 
(WWoo) 559.051; (1810 959,049. (182o) ,  1.372,812 (1830) 
2.918,608: (28401) 2.428.92 2; (7850), 3.097.3941 (1860) 3,880135; 
(1 870) 4482,739.  

the judiciary, transferred to the people the choke of many 
officers, state and local, who had been appointed by the governor 
or the legislature; and placed numerous restrictions on the 
law-making power of the legislature. Under this constitution 
the theory of local self-government was more fully realized 
in New York than at any other time. 

Since the middle of the 19th century an attempt has been made 
to meet the problems arising from a rapid industrial and social 
development by creating bureaus or commissions to exercise a 
central control over local officials, corporations and even private 
individuals, and as most of the heads of these bureaus and the 
commissions are appointed by the governor the importance of 
that officer has increased. The constitutional changes since 
1846 affect principally the judiciary and dties. A constitutional 
convention met and proposed a new constitution in 1867, but 
every article was rejected by the people save one relating to the 
judiciary, which was adopted separately as an amendment in 
0369. The constitution of 2894 made further important changes 
in the judiciary and in the government of cities. The first 
constitution made no provision for its amendment or revision. 
The second provided that whenever it majority of the members 
elected to each house of the legislature voted for an amendment 
and two-thirds of those elected to the next legislature approved, 
it should be submitted to the people for their adoption or re-
jection. The third modified this provision by requiring the 
approval of only a majority of the members elected to each 
house of the second legislature, and directed that the legislature 
should call a convention to revise the constitution at least once 
in twenty years if the people requested it. The present con-
stitution contains the same clause as the third for the proposal 
of amendments by the legislature, and makes the unique pro-
vision that if the people vote for a convention when the question 
is submitted to them—this must be as often as once in twenty 
years—the delegates shall be elected and shall assemble at an 
appointed time and place without the call of the legislature, 
this being the result of the governor's veto, in e887, of a bill for 
tailing a convention in response to an overwhelming vote of the 
people In favour of It. Under the first constitution there were 
property qualifications for voting which amounted in the election 
of the governor and senators to a freehold estate worth boo 
(Ssoo) and In the election of assemblymen to a freehold estate 
worth £20. (S100) or the payment of an annual rent of 4os. (tic). 
But under the second constitution the most that was required 
of any white voter was the payment to the state or county of 
taxes on either personal or real property, and by an amendment 
of 1826 this requirement was abolished. The second con-
stitution, however, imposed a property qualification on coloured 
voters amounting to a freehold estate worth $25o, and this re-
striction was not removed until 1874. Since 1874 the aim has 
been to bestow suffrage on all male citizens who shall have 
attained the age of twenty-one years and shall have been in-
habitants of the state for one year, but for the protection of the 
ballot citizenship for ninety days,' residence in the county for 
four months, and in the election district for thirty days next 
preceding the election are required. Conviction for bribery or 
of an infamous crime disqualifies, and personal identification 
of voters is required in New York City. A statement of 
receipts and expenditures of an election campaign, showing 
the amount received from each contributor and the name of 
every person or committee to whom more than S5 was paid, 
must be filed by the treasurer of every political committee triads 
twenty days sites the election; each candidate also must file a 
statement of his contributions. By an Act of 1920 women 
may vote on financial questions affecting a village in which 
they hold property. 

Exentfitc—When the state government was first established, 
the governor and lieutenant-governor were the only state officers 
elected by the people. The state treasurer was chosen by the 
legislature, and for the appointment of other state officers as 
well as county officers and mayors of cities the Assembly chose 
four senators to constitute a council of appointment, a body 

• Increased from ten days in 1894. 
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in which the governor had only a casting vote. But the con-
stitution of tgaz abolished the council of appointment and 
gave the choice of the principal state departmental officers to 
the legislature, and the constitution of 0346 transferred the 
choice of these officers from the legislature to the people, where 
it has since remained. Under the constitution of 1821 a great 
number of local officers were appointed by the governor with 
the advice and consent of the Senate. The choice of most of 
these was given to the people in 1846, but since then many new 
state departments have been created, the heads of which are 
usually appointed by the governor, subject to the approval of 
the Senate. Under the present system, therefore, there is a 
biennial election (in even-numbered years) of a governor, a 
lieutenant-governor, a secretary of state, a state comptroller, 
a state treasurer, an attorney-general and a state engineer and 
surveyor; and the governor appoints, subject to the approval 
of the Senate, a superintendent of public works, a superintendent 
of state prisons, a superintendent of insurance, a superintendent 
of banks, a commissioner of excise, a commissioner of agri-
culture, a forest, fish and game commissioner, a commissioner 
of health, a commissioner of labour, a state architect, a state 
historian, a state librarian, two public service commissions, 
a civil service commission, a board of charities, a commission 
of prisons, a commission in lunacy, three tax commissioners 
and several other boards and commissions. The governor has 
the power, also, of filling vacancies in certain state offices and 
on the benches of the supreme court and county courts, and 
he may remove or suspend certain county and municipal officers 
on charges. 

The first state constitution gave the veto power to a council of 
revision composed of the governor, the chancellor and the judges 
of the supreme court, but since 1825 this power has been exercised 
by the governor alone; and in 11374 it was extended to separate 
items in appropriation bills. A bill or item of an appropriation bill 
that has been vetoed by the governor can become a law only with 
the approval of two-thirds of the members elected to each house of 
the legislature. So long as the legislature is in session the governor 
is allowed ten days, besides Sundays, to consider a bill, and if he does 
not veto it within that time it becomes a law, but no bill becomes a 
law after the final adjournment of the legislature unless it is actually 
approved by the governor within thirty days after the adjourn-
ment. The governor's power to grant reprieves,commutations or 
pardons is unrestricted by any board of pardons, but he is required 
to report to the legislature each case in which be exercises such 
powgr. A candidate for the office of governor or lieutenant-governor 
must be at least thirty years of age and mast have resided within the m  
state for five years next  	his election. The governor's 
salary is Sto,000 a year, and the lieutenant-governor's is ;gam. 

Legislature.—The legislative power is vested in a Senate of 
so members elected biennially and an Assembly of ego members 
elected annually. Since 1846 both senators and assemblymen 
have been elected by single districts, and ever since the state 
government was established they have been apportioned accord-
ing to population, but the present constitution limits the repre-
sentation of New York City in the Senate by declaring that no 
county shall have more than one-third of all the senators nor 
any two adjoining counties more than one-half of them. The 
first and second state constitutions required that every senator 
should be a freeholder, but since 146 no property qualifications 
have been prescribed for membership in either house; the only 
persons disqualified are those who at the time of the election 
or within one hundred days before the election were members 
of Congress, civil or military officers under the United States, 
or officers under any city government. The constitution of 
t846 limited the pay of members of both houses to three dollars 
a day and to three hundred dollars for any one session (except 
in impeachment proceedings) besides an allowance for travelling 
expenses, but since an amendment of 1874 they have been paid 
St goo a year and ten cents a mile for travelling expenses. 

The legislature meets in annual sessions, beginning in January. 
Money bills may originate in either home, but at the final vote on 
such a bill in either house three-fifths of the members elected to that 
house must be present and the yeas and nays must be recorded i 
bills entailing appropriations for local or private purposes must 
receive a two-thirds majority to pass. The legislature appoints the 
board of regents of the University of the State of New York. To 
decrease the evil of lobbying a law was enacted in to* which requires  

that every person employed to prostate or oppose the passage of any 
bill shall fiie in the office of the secretary of state a written statement 
showing who has employed him and describing the legislation in 
respect of which his services are to be rendered: the taw also re-
quires the employers of lobbyists to file in the same office within two 
months after the adjournment of the legislature an itemized state-
ment of all their lobbyingexpenses,and forbids the employment of a 
lobbyist for a contingent fee. 

Judiciary.— At the close of the colonial era there were a 
court of chancery, a supreme court, circuit courts and courts 
of oyes and terminer which were 'held fa the several counties 
by the justices of the supreme court, a court of common pleas 
and a court of sessions in each county, and courts held by justices 
of the peace in the several towns. This system, with the addition 
of the Senate, the chancellor and the justices of the supreme 
court occasionally sitting as a court for the correction of errors, 
was retained with only slight changes until 1846. But the new 
constitution of that year substituted a court of appeals for the 
court of errors, merged the court of chancery into the supreme 
court, established in each county a new county court composed 
of a single judge, and, taking the appointment of judges from 
the governor, gave the election of them to the people. Some 
further alterations in the constitution affecting the courts were 
made in 1869, 1879, z888, 5894, 1899 and 1909, and the system 
as at present constituted comprises a supreme court of ninety-
seven justices, an appellate division of the same, a court of 
appeals, a court of claims and local courts. The highest judicial 
court in the state is not, as in most states of the Union, the 
Supreme court, but the court of appeals. This court consists 
of a chief judge and six associate judges elected from the state 
at large for a term of fourteen years. Its jurisdiction is limited, 
except where judgment is of death, to a review of questions of 
law. Vacancies are temporarily filled from among the justices 
of the supreme court by the governor. To expedite business, 
at the request of the court, the governor may designate not more 
than four justices of the supreme court to act temporaray as 
additional associate judges of the court of appeals. The salary of 
the chief judge is $14,2oo, of the associate judges $13,700 a year. 

The ninety-seven justices of the supreme court are elected for 
fourteen yenta from the nine districts into which the state is divided. 
Of these thirty are chosen in the first district (New York county) and 
seventeen in the second district (Long Island and Staten Island). 
The jurisdiction of each justice extends over the entire state. 
Vacancies are temporarily filled by the governor. The supreme 
court has general jurisdiction in law and equity, including all actions 
both civil and criminal. The salary of the justices in the first district 
and in Kings county of the second district is $17,goo a year; in the 
remainder of the second district it is $16.300 • 	;in the other 
districts it is 510,000 a year. The state is di 	into four depart- 
ments for each of which there is an Appellate Division consisting of 
seven justices in the first department (county of New York) and five 
in each of the others. The justices and presiding justice are desig-
nated from among the justices of the supreme court by the r; 
the presiding justice and a majority of the other justices d each de-
partment must be residents of the department. 

The court of claims consists of three judges, one presiding, ap-
pointed by the governor for a term of six years. It has jurisdiction 
to hear and determine erivate claims against the state. 

The local judiciary includes the usual county and city judges, 
county surrogates and justices of the peace. New York City (Fa) 
has an extensive judiciary system of its own. 

Local Goscrament.—The state is divided Into sixty-one 
counties, each (unless wholly included in a city) having a county 
board of supervisors elected for two years, one from every town 
or city ward. This board has certain administrative and legis-
lative powers, such as the care of county property, the borrowing 
of money for the erection of county buildings, the fixing of the 
salary of the county treasurer and of other county officers, the 
levying of county taxes and the division of the county into 
assembly districts and school commissioners' districts. Other 
county officers are a county judge and a county surrogate elected 
for a term of six years, a treasurer, a clerk, a district attorney, 
a sheriff and from one to four coroners elected for a term of 
three years. Cities are of three classes: (1) those having a 
population of 175,000 or more; (2) those having a population 
between 50,000 and 175,000; and (3) those whose population 
is less than so,000; the classification is according to the latest 
state enumeration. 
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i municipal legislative body), and n other cities by the mayar and 
council, before it is laid before the governor: if it I. pasegd by the 
state legislature over the mayor's veto it goes direct to the governor. 
All city elections are held in odd numbered years. The oreasuatistn 
of cities and villages is provided by the legislature, which may restrict 
their powers of taxation and of contracting debts and may fix 
salaries. Town or township) government m New York somewhat 
resembles that of New England; the chief executive officer of the 
town is a supervisor, who represents his town in the county" board 
of supervisors." 

 Guard.—The national guard of the state is commanded 
under the governor by a ma -geom.!. It consists of four brigades 
each commanded by a briga • The establishments II 19zo 
emulated of thirteen regiments and fifty separate compstaes of 
infantry, two squadrons and two troops of cavalry, four light 
batteries, one regiment of engineers, a'signal corps of two companies 
And a naval militia, commanded by a captain and consisting of 
two battalions and two separate divisions. 

Laws.—A married women has full control of her property whether 
acquired before or after marriage, and she may carry on any businem, 
trade or occupation in her own right. A husband or a wife may 
convey real property directly to the other. A widow has a dower 
right in one-third of the real property to which her huiband had 
absolute title, but a wife may convey or devise her real property free 
from her husband's right of tenancy by courtesy. The only ground 
for divorce is adultery. As soon as a divorce has been granted the 
plaintiff may marry again, but the defendant is not permitted to 
marry within the state any one except the plaintiff until five yetis - 
have elapsed, and then only in case the court permits it because of 
the petitioner's uniformly good conduct in the meantime. Since the 
1st of January 1908 a marriage licence has been required for every 
lawful marriage. 

A homestead consisting of a lot of land with one or more buildings, 
and properly designated as such in the affirm of the county clerk, but 
not exceeding $1090 in value, is exempt from forced sale so long as it is 
owned and occupied as a residence by a householder having a family 
or by a married women, except to recover the purchase money, to 
satisfy a judgment obtained before it was designated as a homestead, 
or to collect taxes upon it. Personal property coming of necessary 
household furniture, working tools and team of horses, professional 
instruments and a libcary, not exceeding $2so in value, besides the 
necessary food for the team for ninety, days, provisions for the 
family, wearing apparel. wages or other income not exceeding $12 
a week, and several other things, when owned by a householder or 
person providing for a family, are also exempt from seizure for debt, 
unless the debt he for purchase money or for services performed in 
the family by a domestic. 

Eight hours constitute a legal day's wort for 'WI employees need 
those engaged in farm labour or domestic aervipe. The employ-
ment of children under fourteen years df age an any factory is for-
bidden. Until sixteen years of age no child is to be so employed 
without an employment certificate issued by a commissioner of 
health, and showing that the child has completed an eight years' 
course of study in a public school of the state or has had an equivalent 
schooling elsewhere. For children under sixteen year of age who are 
so employed the hours of labour are limited to eight a day and the 
days to six a week, and such children must not begin work before 
eight o'clock in the morning or continue after five o'clock in the 
evening. For children between'sixteen and eighteen year of age 
and for women the hours of labour in a factory are limited to ten a 
day, unless to prepare for a short day or a holiday, and the days to 
six a week. The employment of children under fourteen year of 
age in any mercantile establishment, business office, hotel, restaurant 
or apartment house is also forbidden, except that in villages and in 
cities of the second or third class children upwards of twelve year of 
age may be so employed during the summer vacation of the public 
schools. For both boys and girls sixteen years of age or upward the 
restrictions are removed for two weeks at Christina, time! The 
Employers' Liability Act of 1902 (amended and broadened in 191o) 
holds an employer liable for damages in any case in which one of his 
employees sustains • personal injury by reason of the negligence of 
the employer, of • subcontractor, of a superintendent, or any other 
person IA the em 'e senrice whose duty it was to see that "the 
ways, works or ' connected with or used in the business," 
were in proper condition• or whose duty it was to "direct ... any 
employee," if it Is not proved that theemployee failed in doe care and 
diligence; by another law of Pato incertam dangerous employments 
the employer is liable unless the injured  employee was negligent. 

Although the constitation of 1294 expressly, declares ".any 
lottery or the sale of lottery tickets. pool-selling, book-making, or 
any other kind of gambling shall shall not " hereafter be authorized or 
allowed within the state' and directs the legislature to paws ap- 

i Foe further regulations relating to the employment of women and 
children see the Labour Law enacted in Igoe and the subsequent 
emendated/.  
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at race-tracks, but in 1908 and 1910 bills were enacted prohibiting 
gambling at race-tracks. License to sell intoxicating liquors us 
subject to a graduated tax. The sale of liquor on Sunday or between 
one o'clock and five o'clock in the morning of any other day is unlaw-
ful. Any town (but not any city) may at its option wholly forbid the 
sale of intoxicating liquors, may allow it to be sold only on condition 
that it be not drunk on the vendor's premises, or may allow it to be 
sold only by hotel-keepers and pharmacists, or by pharmacists alone. 

Admirsistrative Commissions.—The regulation and control 
of such public service corporations as own or operate steam, 
electric or street railways, gas or electric plants, and express 
companies were, In z9o7, vested in two public service com-
missions (the first for New York City and the second for all other 
parts of the state), each of five members appointed by the 
governor with the approval of the Senate; in row the regula-
tion of telephone and telegraph companies throughout the state 
was vested in the second commission. 

A state civil service commission (z883) consists of three 
members (not more than two of the same political party) 
appointed by the governor with the approval of the Senate. For 
the classified service of the state and of the minor civil divisions, 
except cities, the commission makes rules (subject to the 
governor's approval and to statutory and constitutional pro-
visions) governing the classification of offices, the examination 
of candidates for office, and the appointment and promotion of 
employees. In cities the mayor is required to appoint a municipal 
civil service commission, with similar duties; not more than two-
thirds of the members may be of the same political party. 

Prima, Poor Lem,Chariimmale.—Penal institutions for sane adults. 
except Wumaror- for women, are under the general supervision 
of a state commission of' prisons; hospitals for the insane are under 
the general supervision of • state commission in lunacy; and all other 
charitable and penal institutions, maintained wholly or in part by 
the state, or by any county, city or town within the state, are under 
the general supervision of a state board of charities. This board of 
chanties consists of one member from each of the nine judicial 
districts and three additional members from the City of New York, 
all appointed by the governor with the consent of the Senate for a 
term of et I ts existence dates from 1867, but in authority 
was very Ismited, chiefly advisory, until 189$. Since then, however, 
in 1002/0111 have been nutty increased. In two the state charitable 
institutions ewe as follows: State Soldiers' and Sailors' Home 
Bath; State School for the Blind, Batavia; th e Thomas India; 
School, Iroquois; State Woman's Relief Corps Home, Oxford; 
State Hospital for the ease of Crippled and Deformed Children, West 
Havestraw; Syracuse.State Institution for Feeble-Minded Children, 

 State Hospital for the treatment of Incipsinits,Pulmonary 
Tuberculin's, Ray Brook; Craig Colony for E 	Swim; 
State Custodial Asylum for Feeble-Minded Women, ewark; Rome 
State Custodial Asylum for Unteachable idiots, Rome; State Agri-
cultural and Iadustrial School, Industry; State Trainittg School 
for Girls. Hudson; Weatern House of Refuge, Albion; New York 
State Reformatory for Women, Bedford; the State Training School 
for Boys; and Letchworth Village, • custodial asylum for epileptics 
and feeble-minded.. Eight prhrate institutions for the care or the 
can and instruction of dad mutes and one for the care of the blind 
are supported mainly by the state. Many other charitable institu-
tions secesve public money, mostly from counties, cities and towns. 

The poor law of the state defines the town poor as those who have 
gained a settlement in some town or city, by residing three for one 
year prior to their application for public Mier and who are unable 
to maintain themselves; the county poor as the poor who have not 
resided in any one town or city for one year before their application 
for public reliefbut have been in some one county for sixty days: 
and the state-poor as all other poor persons within the state. Whet-
aver cared for, each town, city, county and the state must pay the 
cost of maintaining its own pow. In some counties there is no 
distinction between town and county poor, but in woo only one 
county had not a county superintendent for the general supervision 
and are of the poor; towns and cities not subject to special pro- 
visions intrusted public relief to one or more overseers of the poor or 
to commissioners of charities. In counties lacking adequate hospital 
accommodation a poor person requiting =dinl or surgical treatment 
maybe sent to the nearest hospital approv d  by the state &tenni, 
chanties. An Act of tittoovides that indigent soldiers, sailors or 
marines of the U.S. and theirfamilies be cared for is their homes 
and not in alatahormea. 

The first state mime asylum, de:vied chiefly for meat and 
curable cams, was opened at Utica in des. Since 11196 every public 
institution for the insane has been maintained and administered as 
a part of the state system. A state commissioner in lunacy was first 
appointed in dm; this officer was replaced in 0889 by a con,• 
mission in lunacy, which in 11394 was placed at the head of the 
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administration of the state's insanity law. This commission consists 
of three members appointed by the governor with the consent of the 
Senate. Its president must be a physician and alienist, and another 
member must be a lawyer. The commission appoints a board of 
experts to examine all Immigrants suspected of insanity or allied 
mental disorders in order to prevent the admission of the imam 
into the country. In 1910 there were fourteen state hospitals 
(corresponding to fourteen state hospital districts) for the 	and 
indigent insane; these were at Utica, Willard, 	keepsie. 
Buffalo, Middletown (homoeopathic), Binghamton, 
Ogdensburg, Gowanda (homoeopathic), Flatisush. Ward's Island: 
Km/4de, Central blip and Yorktown. There were also in 1910 
two 	'eels for the criminal insane, at Matteawan and Dannemoes. 
Each o these is under the immediate control of a superintendent 
appointed by the superintendent of state prisons. 

The state commission of prisons consists of seven members ap-
pointed by the governor with the consent of the Senate for a term of 
hair years, anthe institutions under its supervision in 1010 were 
the Sing Sing State Prison,' at Ossining, the Auburn State Pekoe at 
Auburp, the Clinton State Prison at Dannemora, the New York 
State Reformatory at Elmira, the Eastern New York Reformatory 
at Napanoch, five county penitentiaries, and all other institutions 
for the detention of sane adults charged with or convicted of crime, 
or retained as witnesses or debtors. The state prisons are under 4 
superintendent of state prisons, appointed by the governor, with the 
consent of the Senate, for five years; and the state refonnatories are 
managed by a board of seven managers similarly appointed for seven 
ymrs. In the state reformatory at Elmira (which, like that at 
Napanoch, is for men between sixteen and thirty years of age who 
have been convicted of a state prison offence for the first time only), 
theplan of committing adult felons-on an indetermipate sentence to 
be determined by their behaviour was first tested in America in t877, 
and it has proved so satisfactory that it has been in part adopted 
for the state prisons. In order to minimise competition between 
prison labour and free labour, articles manufactured in the state 
prisons, the reformatories and the penitentiaries, are sold only to the 
institutions and departments of the state and its political divisions. 

Education.—The first school was established by the Dutch at 
New Amsterdam (now New York City) as early as 1633, and at the 
close of the Dutch period there was a free elementary school in nearly 
every settlement. But from the English conquest to the close of the 
colonial era fhe chief purpose of the' goverameat with respect to 
education was to prepare leaders for the state church; to this end 
King's College was founded in 1734, and from 1704 to 5776 the other 
schools were principally those maintained by the Society for the 
Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts. Hardly any schools 
remained in operation throughout the War of Independence. In 
January 1784 Governor George Clinton recommended legislation for 
the " revival and encouragement of seminaries of learning," with the 
result that the legislature passed an act establishing a state university 
of which Columbia Cole, formerly King's, was the " mother " 
portion. In 1-784swo university act was passed which restored 
to Columbia College the substance of its original charter and made the 
University of the State of New York an exclusively executive body 
with apthority to incorporate new colleges and academies and to 
exercife over them the right of vhdtatioa. In 1793 an act was passed 
which formed the basis of the present elementary-school system. 
This act appropriated Lars,000 annually for five years for the establish-
ment and maintenance of elententuy schools, required each city and 
town to raise by taxation a sum for the some purpo a equal to one-
half of its share from the proceeds of the state found, and provided for 
the election of school commissioners in each town and of trustees of 
each school. The state a don. vas discontinued in 1800; 
but in 1805 the proceeds the sale of 500,000 acres of lama wee set 
apart for a permanent school fund, and in 1812, when the interest on 
this fund had become nearly 850,cmo a year, the amount required 
before any of it could be distributed for school purposes, the common. 
school system was permanently established by an act which restored 
the main features of that of '793, except  that a superintendent of 
schools chosen by the council of appointment was now placed at its 
head. Although the interest on the state fund had risen to 117o,000 
in 1819, this together with an equal sum raised by the cities and 
towns was insufficient, and to meet the deficiency the 'ninons in each 
district were required by a " rate bill " to contribute in proporn 
to the attendance of thew children. The schools were made free only 
after a memorable contest against the " rate bill." The framers 
of the constitution of 1846 were nearly equally divided on this 
question. In 1849 the legislature passed a f od bill subject to 
the approval of the people.  The people approved by a vote of nearly 
three to one, but the court of appeals declared the act unconstitu-
tional because of the referendum. In 1851 a compromise measure 
was substituted, increasing the state appropriation to ffiloo,000 and 
exempting indigent parents from the appropriation  bill," which was finally 
abolished in 1862. The administration of the common school 
system was in the hands of • state superintendent of schools from 
18t3 to Ma, of the secretary of state from 1821 to 5834. and of a 

In t906 a law was enacted for the establishment of a new state 
prison in the eastern part of the state to take the place of Sing Sing  

auperintendent d pstAie imernetion from Os thes. to the 
meantime the functions of the university been extended to 
include an oversight of the professimal, scientific and technical 
schools, the admmistration laws relating to edition°.  n to the 
professions, the dame of the State Library at Albany, the -super-
vision of local libraries, the custody of the State Museum and the 
direction of scientific work prosecuted by the state. This dual 
system was consolidated by the Educational Unification Act of 5904, 
in conformity with which the university regents have becomes 
legislative body, subordinate to the state legislature, for d • ' 
the general educational policy of the state, and a conirnissioner 
education acts as the chief executive, advisory and supervisory, 
officer of the whole educational system. 

The regents of the University are chosen by the legislature, one 
retiring each year; and an act of 1909 requires that their number 
shall at all times be three more than the number of judicial districts. 
The first commissioner of education was chosen by the legislature for 
a term of six years, but it was arranged that his successor should be 
chosen by the regents and continue in office during their .pleasure. 
The comer (subject to app I of the regents) appoints three 
assistant commissioners, for higher secondary and elementary educa-
tion respectively. The elementary school is adminiptered by a school 
conimissiouer in each of the school commissioner's districts into 
which • county may be divided, by one trustee or three ttustees in 
each separate school district, and by a board of education in eagi 
city, village or union free school district having more than three 
hundred children. Any two or more adjoining school districts may 
unite to form a union free school district, and in any village or union 
free school district having a population of sow or more the board of 
education may appoint a superintendent of schools. 

The compulsory education law as amended in 1907 and two 
requires the full attendance at a public school, or at aschool which is 
an approximoato equivalent, of all children who are between seven 
andourteen years of age, are in the proper physical and mental 
condition, and reside in a city or school Iii strict haling a population 
of rasa or more and employing a superintendent of schools; in such 
a city or district children between fourteen and sixteen years must 
attend school union they obtain an employment certificate and are 
regularly engaged in some useful employment or service; and 
outside of such a city or district all chilehen between the ages of 
eight and fourteen years and those between fourteen and sixteen 
years who are not regularly employed must attend school on all 
school days from October to June. In a city of the kat or second 
class every boy between fourteen and sixteen years of age who has an 
an t certificate, but has not completed the course of study 

for the elementary public schools or the equivalent, must 
attend an evening school not less than six hours each week for a 
period of not less than !lateen weeks each year, or a trade school not 
less than eight hours a week for sixteen weeks a year. By a law of 
t9o8 the board of education of any city is authorized to establish 
industrial schools for children who have completed the elementary 
school course or have attained the age of fourteen years, and trade 
schools for children who are more than sixteen years old and have 
coin the elementary school course or a course offered by any 
of t the industrial schools. For the training of teachers for the ele-
mentary schools the state maintains ten normal schools at Oswego 

i1863), Cortland (t866), Fredonia (t866). Potsdam (1866), Geneseo 
1867), Brockport (1W), Buffalo (x867), New Paltz (1885), Oneonta 
1887) and Plattsburg (189o); it also appropriates 117oo annually for 

each teachers' training class in about one hundred of the secondary 
schools. The State Normal College at Albany. founded in 0344 as 
the first state normal school, is designed principally for the training 
of teachers for the secondary schools, About 800 high schools and 
academies, supported wholly or in part by the state. 

The state controls professional and technical schools through the 
regents examinations of candidates for admission to such schools 
and to the professions, determines the minimum requirements for 
admission to college by the regents' academic examinations, main-
tains the large State Library and the valuable State Museum, and 
occasionally makes a gift to a collne or a university for the support 
of COMMIS m practical industries; but it maintains no college or 
university that is composed of • teaching body. To Cornell Uni-
versity (q.,.), a non-sectarian institution opened at Ithaca in 1868, the 
state turned over the proceeds from the National land-grant act of 
1862 on condition that it should admit free one student annually 
from each Assembly district, and in mop ■ still closer relation between 
this institution and the state was-a.Wished by an act which makes 
the governor, lieutenant-governor, speaker of the Assembly and 
commissioner of education mofficis members of its board of trustees, 
and authorizes the governor with the approval of the Senate to 

• t five other members, one each year. 
the institutions of homer  learning in the state, besides 

Columbia University (fa) and Cornell University (t;;), are: Union 
University. 0793, non-sectarian), at Schenecta ; Hamilton 
College (titit, non-sectarian), at Clinton; Colgate University (1819, 
non-sectarian), at Hamilton; Hobart College (1822, non-sectarian), at 
Geneva: Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (1824, non-sectarian), at 
Troy; New York University (1832, non-sectarian), in New York 
City; Alfred University (1836. non-sectarian). at Alfred; Fordham 
University (1841, Roman Catholic), in New York City; College 01 
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St Frauds Xavier (1847, Roman Catholic). in New York City; 
College of the City of New York (1849 city); University of Rochester 

1 11 850, Baptist), at Rochester; Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn 
(1854, non-sectarian), at Brooklyn; Niagara University (1856, 
Roman Catholic), at Niagara Falls; St Lawrence University (1858, 
non-sectarian), at Canton; St Bonaventure's Col (1859, Roman 
Catholic), at St Bonaventure; St Stephen's Colkip (1860. Pro. 
testant Episcopal), at Annandale; Manhattan College (1863, Roman 
Catholic), at New York City; St John's Coll 	(187o, Roman 
Catholic), at Brooklyn; Cancans College 	(i8 o. Roman Catholic), 
at Buffalo; Syracuse University (1871, Methodist Episcopal), at 
Syracuse; Adelphi 	i894 non-sectarian), at Brooklyn; and 
Clarkson School of T 	11896, non-sectarian), at Potsdam. 
The United States Military 	y (thcia) is at West Point. 

Finance.—In New York the direct property tax is levied by and 
for the benefit of localities. Revenues for state purposes are derived 
from special taxes collected from the liquor tramc, corporatioes, 
transfers of decedents' estates, transfers of shares of stock, 
tax on mortgages, sales of products of state institutions, fees 
public officers Including fines and penalties, interest on deposits of 
state funds, refunds from department examinations and revenue 
from investments of trust fund., the most important of which are the 
common school fund and the United States deposit fund. A board 
of three tax commissioners has supervision of methods of assessment 
within the state, and with, the commissioners of the land office 
constitutes the state board of equalization. The county super-
visors, with or without the aid of three commissioners whom they are 
authorized to appoint for the purpose, constitute a county board of 
equalization. The recording tax on mmtvgm, amounting to one-
half of 1 % of the principal sums secured, is col .1ft-ted by the record-
ing officers under the supervision of the state board of tax com-
missioners. The administration of the liquor tax law is under the 
supervision of the state commissioner of excise and his deputies. 
The tax on corporations, originating as a capital stock tax in 188o 
and extended through succeeding years, is administered by the state 
comptroller. The comptroller also has charge of the enforcement of 
the stock transfer tax act and of the laws imposing taxes upon the 
transfer of decedents' estates. The 	of taxes received by 
the state treasury through the cam 	'sdepartment for the fiscal 
year ending September 30, 1909. was $23,000,000. 

On the 30th of September t909 the state debt, most of which was 
created since t895 for the purpose ci anal improvements, amounted 
to 141.230,660. The surplus in the treasury 1236 $8435.848, the 
total amount in trust and sinking funds was fi31,3os.501. The 
constitution prohibits the legislature from lending the state's credit 
or incurring an indebtedness for current expenses in excess of 
$1,000,000 or incurring any indebtedness whatever, other than for 
mar purposes, unless such indebtedness be authorised by law for 
" some single work or object," the law to be  approved by the people

general at a gene election and providing for a direct annual tax at 
to pay, the interest and to liquidate the debt within eighteen years. 
That instrument further prohibits each county, cit , town and 
village from lending its credit and from creating an i in 
excess of to% of the assessed valuation of its real estate. 

The first state institution to receive a bank charter was the bank 
of New York, incorporated i0.1791. In 18o4 free banking was re- 
ptricted to such an extent as to give prac tically a monopoly of the 
business to associations receiving special chin/ere, and as these 
charters were generally awarded as favours topoliticians the system 
was a formidable agency of corruption. anefiy because of these 
evils the constitution of 1821 required the assent al two-thirds of the 
members elected to each house of the legislature to pass an act 
creating a corporation. In 1829 the Safety-Fund Act was plumed, 
which required each bank thereafter chartered,or rechartered to pay 
into the state treasury *of its capital stock other than that owned 
by the state, and from this fund the debts of insolvent banks were to 
be paid. The fund became exhausted by many failures, and a free 
banking law was enacted in 1838. The constitution of 1846 pro-
hibited the legislature from granting any special charters for bank-
ing purposes, and consequently no more safety-fund banks were 
established. At the same time the free-banking system bas been 
greatly improved. The state banks still have thE right to issue 
currency, but the heavy tax on currency issue imposed by Congress 
in 1866 (after the introduction of the National banking system in 
1863) put a stop to the practice. In 1851 a state banking depart-
ment was created, and at the head of this is a superintendent of banks 
appointed by the governor, with the consent of the Senate, for a term 
of three years. The superintendent—or examiners appointed by 
kim (from a civil 'mice list)—is required to examine every bank 
and every trust company at least twice each year, each building and 
loan association at feast once a year, and eevveeryry savings bank at 
least once in two - The law provides specifically as to the in-
vestment ofs made in savings banks with the evident purpose 
t

• 

evidtdi the grams ChM security to deposition. State 
banks must carry from 15 to a5% reserve and trust companies 
from so% to 15 I. reserve, ailing upon location. 
. The introduction of the National banking system caused a decrease 
in the number of state banks from 309 in 5863 to 45 in 1868, but their 
number has increased steadily since 5880 and in sim9 there were los. 
In t he am/ year there were no savings-banks, 85 trust companies. 46 

safe deposit companies, so bulldog and loan associations and other 
micellsneous corporations, with total resources of $3,11133.50o,000 
under the supervision of the banking department of the state. 
This is over at % of the entire banking power of the United States. 

To correct abuses in the life insurance business which were dis-
covered in t9o5 by • committee of the state legislature. laws were 
passed in the next year regulating the election or the directors of the 
insurance companies, and the investments of the companies and 
the distribution of dividends, limiting the amount of business of the 
larger companies and prohibiting rebates on insurance premiums. A 

. mate superintendent of insurance, (since 186o) appointed by -the 
governor, holds office for three years. 

Hisfory.—Tbe aboriginal inhabitants of New York bad an 
important influence on its colonial history. Within its limits 
from the upper Hudson westward to the Genesee river was the 
borne of that powerful confederacy of Indian tribes, the Mohawks, 
Oneidas, Onondagas, Cayugas and Senecas, known to the French 
as the Iroquois and to the English as the Five (later Six) Nations. 
When supplied with firearms by Europeans they reduced a 
number of other tribes to 'objection and extended their dominion 
over most of the territory from the St Lawrence to the Tennessee 
and from the Atlantic to the Mississippi. They were at the 
height of their power about goo. • Of much less influence in 
New York were several Algonquian tribes in the lower valley 
of the Hudson and along the sea coast. 

New York Bay and the Hudson river were discovered by 
Giovanni da Verrasano in 1524, and were probably seen by 
Estevan Gomez in ess for many years following French 
vessels occasionally ascended the Hudson to trade with the 
Indians. The history of New York really begins, however, in 
2609. In July of that year Samuel de Champlain discovered the 
lake which bears his name and on its shores led his Algonquian 
Indian allies against the Iroquois, thus provoking against his 
countrymen the hostility of a people who for years were to hold 
the balance of power between the English and the French in 
America. On the 3rd of September Henry Hudson, in the 
employ of the Dutch East India Company, entered New York 
Bay in the " Half Moon " in search of the " northwest passage." 
He conceived that a vast trade with the Iroquois for furs might 
be established; his report amused great interest. in Holland; 
and the United Netherlands, whose independence had been 
acknowledged in the spring, claimed the newly discovered 
country. In ifiro a vessel was despatched with merchandise 
suitable for traffic with the Indians, the voyage resulted in 
profit, and a lucrative trade in paltry sprang up. Early in 1614 
Adriaen Block explored Long Island Sound and discovered 
Block Island, The merchants of Amsterdam and Hoorn soon 
formed themselves into the New Netherland Company, and on 
the nth of October 1614 received from the States-General a 
three years' monopoly of the Dutch fur trade in New Netherland, 
i.e. that part of America between New France and Virginia, or 
between latitudes 40. and 45-  N. Late in the same year or early 
in nits a stockaded trading post called Fort Nassau was erected 
on Castle Island, now within the limits of Albany, and a few 
-huts were erected about this time or earlier on the southern 
extremity of Manhattan Island; but no effort at colonization 
was as yet made. In 1617 the Dutch negotiated with the Iroquois 
a treaty of peace and alliance. Fort Nassau was soon removed 
to the mouth of Tawasentha Creek. On the expiration of the 
charter of the New Netherland Company (1618) the States-
General refused to pant a renewal, and only private ventures 
were authorised -until z6n, when the West India Company 
(q.v.) was chartered for a term of twenty-four years; to this 
company was given a monopoly of Dutch trade with the whole 
American coast from Newfoundland to the Straits of Magellan. 
It was authorized to plant colonies and to govern them under 
a very limited supervision of the States-General, such as the 
approval of its appointment of a governor and of its instructions 
to him; and its own government was vested in five chambers 
of directors and an executive board or college of nineteen 
delegates from those chambers, eight of the nineteen representing 
the Chamber of Amsterdam. New Netherland became one of 
the more important interests of the Company. In June 1633, 
however, New Netherland was forreally erected into • province 
and the management of its affairs assigned to the Chamber of 
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Amsterdam, which in March 1624 despatched the " New Nether-
land," with the first permanent colonists (thirty families mostly 
Walloon), under Cornelis Jacobsen Mey, the first governor 
or director of the colony. Arriving at Manhattan early in May, 
a few of the men remained there, soother small party established 
a temporary post (Fort Nassau) on the Delaware river, and 
stn.! another began a fortified settlement on the site of the 
present Hartford, Connecticut. But more than one-hall of the 
families proceeded up the Hudson to Fort Orange, the successor 
of Fort Nassau, at the mouth of Tawasentha Creek, and there 
founded what is now Albany. Three more vessels arrived in 
z62s, and when in that year Mey was succeeded as director by 
William Verhulat the colony had a population of 200 or more. 
The government of the province was fully established in 1626 
and was vested mainly in a director-general and council. The 
director-general was formally appointed by the Company subject 
to the approval of the States-General, but the Amsterdam 
Chamber and the College of Nineteen supervised his admini-
stration. The members of the council were formally appointed 
by the Company, but the director-general actually determined 
who they should be, and as he was not bound by their advice 
they were no check to an autocratic rule. Peter Minuit, the first 
director. general, arrived with more colonists in May 2626, and 
soon afterwards Manhattan Island was bought from the Indians, 
Fort Amsterdam was erected at its lower end, and the settlement 
here was made the seat of government. 

In 1619, chiefly to encourage agriculture, the Company issued 
its famous Charter of Privileges and Exemptions, which provided 
that any member might have anywhere In New Netherland 
except on Manhattan Island his choice of a tract of unoccupied 
land extending 16 in. along the seacoast or one side of a navigable 
river, or 8 m. along the river on both sides " and so far Into the 
country as the situation of the occupyers will permit" by 
purchasing the same from the Indians and planting upon it a 
colony of fifty persons, upwards of i s years old, within four years 
from the beginning of the undertaking, one-fourth part within 
one year; and that any private person might with the approval 
of the director-general and council take up as much land as he 
should be able to improve. The founder of a colony was styled 
a patroon, and, although the colonists were bound to him only 
by a voluntary contract for specified terms, the relations between 
them and the patroon during the continuance of the contract 
were in several important respects similar to those under the 
feudal system between the lord of a manor and his serfs. The 
patroon received his estate in perpetual inheritance and had the 
exclusive right of hunting and fishing upon it. Each colonist 
not only paid him a fixed rent, usually in kind, but bad to there 
with him the increase of the stock and to have the grain ground 
at his mill. The *upon was the legal heir of all his colonists 
who died intestate. He had civil and criminal jurisdiction 
within the boundaries of his estate; he could create offices, 
found cities, and appoint officers and magistrates, and, although 
the charter permitted an appeal from his court to the director-
general and council in any case in which the amount in dispute 
exceeded fifty guilders (Sao), some of the patroons exacted 
from their colonists a promise not to avail themselves of the 
privilege. The Company promised to permit the piteous 
to engage in the fur trade, wherever it had no commissary of 
its own, subject to a'tax of one guilder (so 4:2111.0 on each skin, 
and to engage in other trade along the coast from Newfoundland 
to Florida subject to a tax of s% on goods Shipped to Europe. 
The colonists of the patroons were exempted from all taxes for 
a period of ten years, but were forbidden to manufacture any 
cloth whatever. The charter did not give the encouragement 
to agriculture that was expected of it because the status created 
for colonists of a patroon was no attraction to a successful farmer 
in the Netherlands. Immediately after the issue of the charter 
a few of the more adroit directors of the Amsterdam Chamber 
hastened to acquire for themselves, as patroons, the tracts 
of land most favourably situated for trade. On both aides 
ol the entrance to Delaware Bay Samuel Godyn, Samuel 
tlomaert and five other directors who were admitted to partner- 

ship in the second year (163o) established the manor and colony 
of Swaanendael; on a tract opposite the lower end of Manhattan 
Island and induding Staten Island, Michael Pauw established 
the manor and colony of Pavonia; on both sides of the Hudson 
and extending in all directions from Fort Orange (Albany) 
Kilian van Rensselaer established the manor and colony of 
Renssebterwycic. The colony of Swaanendael was destroyed by 
the Indians in 1632. Pauw maintained his colony of. Pavonia 
for about sewn years and then sold out to the Company. The 
colony of Rensselaerwyck was theonly one that prospered under 
the patroon system. In the meantime the patroons had 
claimed unrestricted rights of trade within the boundaries of their 
estates. These were stoutly denied by the Company. Director-
General Minuit was recalled in 1632 on the ground that he bad 
been partial to the patroons; and Wouter van Twiller, who arrived 
in 1633, endeavoured to promote only the selfish commercial 
policy of the Company; at the doss of his administration 4630 
the affairs of the province were in a ruinous condition. 

William Kieft was appointed director-general late in 1637, 
and in x638 the Company abandoned its monopoly of trade 
in New Netherland and gave notice that all inhabitants of the 
United Provinces, and of friendly countries, might trade there 
subject to an import duty of ro%, an export duty of 15%, and 
to the requirement that the goods should be carried in the 
Company's ships. At the same time the director-general was 
instructed to issue to any immigrant applying for land a patent 
for as large a farm as he required for cultivation and pasturage, 
to be free of all charges for ten years and thereafter subject only 
to a quit-rent of one-tenth of the produce. Two years later, 
by a revision of the Charter of Privileges and Exemptions, the 
prohibition on manufactures was abolished, the privileges of 
the original charter with respect to patroons were extended 
to " all good inhabitants of the Netherlands," and the estate 
of a patroon was limited to 4 in. along the coast or a navigable 
river and 8 m. back into the country. The revised charter 
also provided that any one who brought over five colonists and 
established them in a new settlement should receive 200 acres, 
and if such a settlement grew to be a town or village it should 
receive a grant of municipal government. These inducements 
encouraged immigration not only from the Fatherland but from 
New England and Virginia. But the freedom of trade promoted 
dangerous relations with .the Indians, and an attempt of Kieft 
to collect a tribute from the Algonquian tribes in the vicinity 
of Manhattan Island and other indiscretions of this officer pro-
voked Indian hostilities (1641-1645),  during which most of the 
outlying settlements were laid waste. 

Out of this warfare arose an organized movement for a govern-
ment in which the colonists should have a voice. In August 
1641 Kieft called an assembly of the heads of families in the 
neighbourhood of Fort Amsterdam to consider the question of 
peace or war. The assembly chose a board of Twelve Men to 
represent it, and a few months later this board demanded certain 
reforms, especially that the membership of the director-general's 
council should be increased from one to five by the popular 
election of four members. Kieft promised the concessions to gain 
the board's consent to waging war, but later denied its authority 
to exact promises from him and dissolved it. At another crisis, 
in 1643, he was obliged to call a second assembly of the people. 
This time a board of Eight Men war chosen to confer with him. 
It denied his right to levy certain war taxes, and when it had 
in vain protested to him against his arbitrary measures it sent 
a petition, in 1644, to the States-General for his recall, and this 
was granted. Peter Stuyvesant (g.s.), his successor, arrived 
at Fort Amsterdam in May 1647. Under his rule there was a 
return of prosperity; from 1653 to 1664 the population of 
the province increased from soon to zo,000. Stuyvesant was, 
however, extremely arbitrary. Although be permitted the exist-
ence of a board of Nine Men to act as " tribunes " for the people 
it was originally composed of his selections from eighteen persons 
chosen at a popular election, and annually thereafter the places 
of six retiring members were filled by his selections from twelve 
persons nominated by the board. He treated it with increasing 
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contempt, and the most that It could do was to remonstrate 
to the States-GeneraL That body suggested a representative 
government, but this the Company refused to grant. 

Stuyvesant conducted a successful expedition against the 
Swedes on the southern border of New Netherland in 565Si 
but he was powerless against the English. The Dutch had 
long claimed the whole coast from Delaware Bay to Cape Cod, 
but by the treaty of Hartford 0650, negotiated between 
himself and the commissioners of the United Colonies of New 
England, Stuyvesant agreed to a boundary which on the mainland 
roughly determined the existing boundary between New York 
and Connecticut and on Long Island extended southward 
from the west side of Oyster Bay to the Atlantic Ocean. Not-
withstanding the good claim to their province which the Dutch 
had established by discovery and occupancy, the government 
of Great Britain, basing its claim to the same territory on Cabot's 
discovery (1498), the patent to the London and Plymouth 
companies (16o6), and the patent to the Council for New England 
(162o), contended that the Dutch were intruders. In 1653, 
during the war between England and Holland, the Dutch, 
fearing an English attack, built a wall, from which the present 
Wall Street was named, across Manhattan Island at what was 
then the northern limits of New Amsterdam. In the following 
year Cromwell actually sent out an expedition which, with the 
aid of New England, was to attempt the conquest, but before 
an attack was made peace was announced. The Connecticut 
Charter of 1662 included in that colony some settlements 
acknowledged by the treaty of Hartford to belong to New 
Netherland, and strife was renewed. Finally, in March 
1664, Charles II. formally erected into a province the whole 
territory from the west side of the Connecticut river to the 
east side of Delaware Bay together with all of Long Island 
and a few other dependencies of minor importance, and granted 
it to his brother James, the duke of York and Albany, as its 
lord proprietor. The duke appointed Colonel Richard Nicoll*, 
governor and placed him in command of an expedition to effect 
Its conquest. Nicoll' won over the burgomaster of New Amster-
dam and other prominent citizens by the favourable terms 
which he offered, and Stuyvesant was forced, without fighting, 
into a formal surrender on the 8th of September. The duke's 
authority was proclaimed and New Netherland became New 
York. The separation from it of what is now New Jersey (q.v.) 
was begun by the duke's conveyance, in the preceding June, of 
that portion of his province to Berkeley and Carteret, and among 
numerous changes from Dutch to English names was that front 
Fort Orange to Fort Albany. A treaty of alliance with the 
Mohawks and Senecas procured for the English the same friendly 
relations with the Iroquois that the Dutch had enjoyed. The 
transition from Dutch to English institutions was effected 
gradually and the private rights of the Dutch were carefully 
preserved. The English executive, consisting of a governor 
and council, was much like the Dutch, but Nicoll', by his con-
ciliatory spirit, made his administration more agreeable than 
Stuyvesant's. In the administration of local affairs some of the 
Dutch settlements were little disturbed until ten years or more 
after the conquest, but the introduction of English institutions 
into settlements wholly or largely English was begun in 1665 
by the erection of Long Island, Staten Island and Westchester 
into an English county under the name of Yorkshire, and by 
putting into operation In that county a code of laws known as 
the " Duke's Laws." This code was based largely on the laws 
of New England, and, although a source of popular discontent, 
it gave to the freeholders of each town a voice in the government 
of their town by permitting them to elect a board of eight over-
seers which chose • constable and sat as a court for the trial of 
small causes. Nicoll' resigned the governorship in r668, but 
his successor, Francis Lovelace, continued his policy--autocratic 
government, arbitrary in form but mild in practice, and pro-
gressive in the matter of religious toleration. In August 1673, 
Holland and England being at war, a Dutch fleet surprised 
New York, captured the city, and restored Dutch authority 
and the names of New Netherland end New Amsterdam. But 

by the treaty of Westminster, February 1674, the Dutch title 
to the• province was finally extinguished, and in November the 
English again took possession. A new charter was issued to the 
duke to perfect his title and Edmund (later Sir Edmund) Andrea, 
the new governor, was instructed to establish English institutions 
and enforce English law in all sections. In 1675 Andros estab-
lished at Albany a commission for Indian affairs which long 
rendered important service in preserving the English-Iroquois 
alliance. The imperious manner of Andros made him many 
enemies. Some of them preferred charges against him relating 
to his administratio.. of the revenue. He was called to England 
in 1681 to answer these, and during his absence the demand for a 
representative assembly was accompanied with a refusal to pay 
the customs duties and so much other insubordination that the 
duke appointed Colonel Thomas Dongan to succeed Andros, 
and instructed him to call the desired Assembly. It met at Fort 
James in the City of New York on the 27th of October 1683, 
was in session for about three weeks, and passed fifteen acts. 
The first, styled a charter of liberties and privileges, required 
that an assembly elected by the freeholders and freemen should 
be called at least once every three years; vested all legislative 
authority in the governor, council and assembly; forbade the 
imposition of any taxes without the consent of the assembly; 
and provided for religious liberty and trial by jury. Other acts 
divided the province into counties, established courts of justice, 
and provided for a revenue. In August 1684 when, by its charter, 
the western boundary of the province was not definitely extended 
beyond the Hudson, Dongan laid the basis of New York's claim 
to the western lands of the Iroquois by a new covenant with 
them in which they recognized the English as their protectors, 
and throughout his administration he was busy neutralizing 
French influence among the Iroquois and in diverting the fur 
trade of the north-west from the St Lawrence to Albany. The 
charter of liberties and privileges was approved by the duke, but 
before the news of this reached its authors the duke became 
King James II., and in 1686, when a frame of government for 
New York as a royal province was provided, the assembly was 
dispensed with. About the same time the new king adopted a 
policy for strengthening the imperial control over New England 
as well as for the erection of • stronger barrier against the 
French, and in 1688 New York and New Jersey were consoli-
dated with the New England colonies into the Dominion of New 
England and placed under the viceregal authority of Sir Edmund 
Andros as governor-general. The news of the English revolution 
of 1688, however, caused an uprising in Boston, and in April 
1689 Andros was seized and imprisoned. Francis Nichohon as 
lieutenant-governor was still in quiet possession of the govern• 
meet of New York, and a majority of the population of the 
province were satisfied to await the outcome of the revolution 
in the mother country, but in the southern portion of the province, 
especially in the City of New York and on Long Island, were a 
number of restless spirits who were encouraged by the fall of 
Andros to take matters into their own hands. They found a 
leader in a German merchant, Jacob Leisler (q.v.). Leisler 
refused to pay duties on a cargo of wine on the ground that the 
collector was a " papist," and on the 31st of May 1689, daring 
a mutiny of the militia, he and other militia captains seized 
Fort James. In the following month Nicholson deserted his 
post and sailed for England, and Leisler easily gained possession 
of the city. To strengthen his position he called an assembly 
which conferred upon him the powers of a dictator. Some time 
after a copy of the order of the new monarchs (William and Mary) 
to continue all Protestants in their offices in the colonies had 
been received, Leisler falsely announced that he had received 
a commission as lieutenant-governor. He then attempted to 
revive the act of 2683 for raising revenue, but met with so much 
opposition that be issued writs for the election of another 
assembly. This, however, brought him chiefly petitions for 
the redress of grievances. Albany successfully defied his usurped 
authority until hl' recognition was necessary to a united front 
against the French and their Indian allies, who, in February 
:69o, had surprised and burned Schenectady. Two other French 
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attacks had at the same time been directed against New England, 
and to meet the dangerous situation Lekder performed the one 
statesmanlike act of his public weer, notable in American 
history as the first step toward the union of the colonies. At 
his call, delegates from Massachusetts, Plymouth, Connecticut 
and Maryland met In New York City with delegates from New 
York on the rat of May 1690 to consider concerted action against 
the enemy, and although the expedition which they sent out 
was a failure it numbered 835 men, New York furnishing about 
one-half the men, Massachusetts one of the two commanders and 
Connecticut the other. Leisler had proclaimed the new monarchs 
of Great Britain and had declared that it was his purpose only 
to protect the province and the Protestant religion until the 
arrival of a governor appointed by them; but he was enraged 
when he learned that he had been Ignored and that under the 
new governor, Colonel Henry Slougbter, his enemies, van 
Cortlandt and Bayard, had again been appointed to the council. 
When Major Richard Ingoldsby arrived with two companies 
of the king's soldiers and demanded possession of the fort, 
Leisler refused although he still professed his willingness to 
deliver it to Slaughter. On the 17th of March gel Leisler's 
force fired on the king's soldiers, killing two and wounding 
several. Governor Slaughter arrived two days later, and the 
revolt terminated in the arrest of Leader and his chief followers. 
Leisler and Jacob Milborne, his son-in-law, were pronounced 
guilty of treason, and were executed on the 26th of May. The 
execution was regarded even by many who had been indifferent 
to Leisler's cause, as an act of revenge. The case was carried 
to England, where in 1693 parliament reversed the attainders 
of the victims, and for many years the province was rent by the 
Leislerian and anti-Leislerian factions. 

Governor Slaughter, as his commission directed, re-established 
In 2691 the assembly which James IL had abolished in 1686, 
and throughout the remainder of the colonial era the history 
of the province relates chiefly to the rise of popular government 
and the defence of the northern frontier. At its first session 
the assembly passed an act declaratory of the rights and privileges 
of the people, and much like the charter of liberties and privileges 
enacted in 1683, except that annual instead of triennial sessions 
of the assembly were now requested and, as was also provided in 
Sloughter's commission and instructions, religious liberty was 
denied to Roman Catholics. This act was disallowed by the 
crown in 2697, and until Governor Cornbury's administration 
(2702-2708) both the Leislerians and the anti-Leislerians 
repeatedly bid for the governor's favour by supporting his 
measures instead of contending for popular rights. But Corn-
bury's embezzlement of Live, appropriated for fortifying the 
Narrows connecting Upper and Lower New York Bay, united 
the factions against hint and started the assembly in the im-
portant contest which ended in the establishment of its control 
over the public purse. In i7o6 it won the right to appoint its 
own treasurer to care for money appropriated for extraordinary 
purpoirs, and eight years later the governor assented to an act 
which gave to this officer the Custody of practically all public 
money. Until 2737 it had been the custom to continue the 
revenue acts from three to five years, but thereafter the assembly 
insisted on annual appropriations. 

The first newspaper of New York, the New York Gazelle, 
was established in 1725 by William Bradford as a semi-
official organ of the administration. In 3733 a popular organ, 
the New York Weekly loured, was established under John 
Peter Zenger (1697-1746), and in 1735 both the freedom of the 
press and a great advance toward the independence of the 
judiciary were the outcome of a famous libel suit against Zenger. 

Between the administration of Governor Montgomerie (r728-
1732) and Governor Cosby (1732-1736) there was an interregnum 
of thirteen months during which Rip van Dam, president of the 
council, was acting-governor, and upon Cosby's arrival a dispute 
arose between him and van Dam over the division of the salary 
and fees. Both appealed to the law, and when the chief-justice, 
Lewis Morris, refused Cosby's request to have the court proceed 
in equity jurisdiction, and denied the right of the governor to  

establish starts of equity, he was removed from office. Not 
long afterwards there appeared in the Weekly Journal some 
severe criticisms of the administration. For printing these 
Zenger was arrested for libel in November 1734. The case was 
not brought to trial until August 1 735, and in the meantime 
Zenger was kept in jail. Originally he had for counsel two of 
the most able lawyers in the province, James Alexander (2690-
r756) and William Smith (1697-1760,  but when they excepted 
to the commissions of the chief-justice, James de Lancey 
(1703-2760) and one of his associates, because by these com-
missions the justices had been appointed " during pleasure " 
Instead of " during good behaviour," the chief justice disbarred 
them. Their gads, however, were taken by Andrew Hamilton, 
speaker of the Assembly of Pennsylvania and a lawyer of great 
mputation ,in the English colonies. The jury quickly agreed 
on a verdict of not guilty, and the acquittal was greeted by the 
populace with shouts of triumph. The further independence of 
judges became a leading issue in t761 when the assembly 
insisted that they should be appointed during good behaviour, 
and refused to pay the salaries of those appointed during pleasure; 
but the home government met this refusal by ordering that they 
be paid out of the quit-rents. 

The defence of the northern frontier was a heavy burden to 
New York, but by its problems the growth of the union of the 
colonies was promoted. From the destruction of Schenectady to 
the Peace of Ryswick (x697) hostilities between the French and 
the English in the New World took the form of occasional raids 
across the frontier, chiefly by the Indian allies. The main effort 
of the French, however, was, by diplomacy, to destroy the English-
Iroquois alliance. This rested on the fear of the Iroquois for 
the French and their hope of protection from the English. 
Therefore, in response to their repeated complaints of the weak-
ness of the English arising from disunion, Governor Fletcher, 
in 1694, called another intercolonial conference consisting of 
delegates from New York, Massachusetts, Connecticut and 
New Jersey, and urged the necessity of more united feelings. 
Open hostilities were interrupted for a fewyesrs by the Peace of 
Ryswick and fork longer period by the Peace of Utrecht (1713). 
but French priests continued to dwell among the Iroquois, 
teaching them and distributing presents, and of the success of this 
diplomacy the English were ever in danger. To counteract 
it they, in 1701, prevailed upon the chiefs to deed their territory, 
said to be Boo m. in length and coo m. in breadth, to the king of 
England. The English, also, frequently distributed presents. 
But the success of the French at the close of the 17th century 
and the early portion of the 13th was prevented only by the 
ceaseless efforts of Peter Schuyler (1657-1724) whose personal 
influence was for years dominant among all the Iroquois except 
the Senecas. When they had assumed a neutral attitude, be 
persuaded a number of them to join troops from New York, 
New Jersey and Connecticut in the unsuccessful expeditions of 
2709 and 17r1 against the French at Montreal. The English had 
a decided advantage over the French in that they could furnish 
goods for the Indian trade much cheaper than their rivals, and 
when Governor Burnet saw that this advantage was being lost 
by a trade between Albany and Montreal he persuaded the 
assembly to pass an act (172o) prohibiting it. Pursuing the same 
wise policy he established • trading post at Oswego in 1722 and 
fortified it in 1727, and thereby placed the Iroquois in the desir-
able position of middlemen in a profitable fur trade with the 
" Far Indians." London merchants, in their greed, brought 
about the repeal of the prohibitory act in 1729, but its effects 
were only in part destroyed. At another intercolonial conference 
at Albany, called by Burnet, a line of trading posts along the 
northern and western frontiers was strongly recommended. 
But neither the other colonies nor the home government would 
co-operate, and the French were the first to accomplish it. In 
Ring George's War the co-operation of all the northern colonies 
wassought, and New York contributed /30= and some cannon 
toward New England's successful expedition against Louisburg. 
But it was left alone to protect its own frontier against the French, 
and while the assembly was wrangling with Governor Clinton 
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for the control of expenditures the French and their Indians were 
burning farm houses, attacking Saratoga (Noirember 16, 1745), 
and greatly endangering the English-Iroquois alliance. Even 
after the Peace of Aix-la•Chapelle ( 748) the Iroquois complained 
bitterly of the fraudulent land speculators, and in 1753 the chiefs 
of the Mohawks threatened to declare the covenant chain 
broken. A reconciliation was effected, however, by Colonel 
William Johnson ( t 7 5-1774), who had long been superintendent 
of Indian affairs. Largely to secure the co-operation of the 
Iroquois the home government itself now called to meet at 
Albany (q...) the most important assembly of colonial deputies 
that had yet gathered. This body, consisting of twenty-five 
members and representing seven colonies, met in June 1754, 
and, besides negotiating successfully with the Iroquois, it adopted, 
with some modifications, a plan of colonial union prepared by 
Benjamin Franklin; the plan was not approved, however, either 
by the home government or by any of the colonies. In the first 
year of the war (1750 expeditions set out against Fort Duquesne 
(on the site of Pittsburg) and Fort Niagara and Crown Point, 
on the New York frontier. None of these was taken but on the 
8th of September Major-General William Johnson, in command 
of the expedition against Crown Point, defeated a French and 
Indian force under Baron Dieskau in the battle of Lake George. 
As Johnson thought it unsafe to pursue the routed army his 
victory had no other effect than the erection here of the useless 
defences of Fort William Henry, but as it was the only success 
in a year of gloom parliament rewarded him with a grant of 
is000 and the tide of a baronet. In August 2756 Montcalm took 
Oswego from the English and destroyed it, and in 1757 he 
captured Fort William Henry; but in the latter year the elder 
Pitt assumed control of affairs in England, and his aggressive, 
clear-sighted policy turned the tide of war in England's favour. 
Victory followed victory, Ticonderoga, Crown Poin and Niagara 
were wrested from the French and New York was freed of its 
foes. 

England's attempt to make the colonies pay the expenses 
of the war by means of the stamp tax thoroughly aroused the 
opposition of commercial New York, already chafing under the 
hardships imposed by the Navigation Acts and burdened with 
a war debt of its own exceeding boomm. The assembly was 
almost unanimous in voicing its protest to the governor. It 
authorized its committee, which had been appointed to corre-
spond with the New York agent in London, to correspond also 
with the committees in the other colonies and this committee 
represented New York in the Stamp Act Congress, a body which 
was 'called at the suggestion of Massachusetts, met in New 
York City in October 1765, was composed of twenty-seven 
members representing nine colonies, and drew up a declaration 
of rights, an address to the king, and a petition to each house 
of parliament. When the Sons of Liberty, a society composed 
largely of unfranchised mechanics and artisans of New York 
City, which began to dominate the movement immediately 
after the Congress adjourned, resorted to mob violence—destroy-
ing property and burning in effigy the governor and other officers 
—the Rropertied classes drew back, and a few years later the 
popular or patriot party lost its control of the assembly. Since 
the Zenger trial there had been a court party and a popular 
party: the former included many wealthy Anglicans and was 
under the leadership of the De Lanceys, the latter included 
many wealthy and influential dissenters and was under the 
leadership of the Livinptons. During the administration of 
Governor Clinton (1743-1755) a quarrel between the governor 
and James De Lancey, the chief-justice, had greatly weakened the 
court party, and nearly all its members supported their rivals 
in opposition to the Stamp Act. In the series of events which 
followed the first violence of the Sons of Liberty important 
changes were made ic party lines. Personal rivalry and creed 
became subordinate to political principles. The court party 
became the Loyalist party, standing for law as against rebellion, 
monarchy and the union of the empire as against republicanism; 
the popular party became the patriot party, determined to stand 
au its rights at any coat. The Stamp Act was repealed in March  

1766, but the Townshend Acts, imposing duties on glass, paper, 
lead, painters' colours and tea, followed closely. They were met 
in New York by fresh outbursts of the Sons of Liberty and, 
as in the other colonies, by an association , of nearly all the 
merchants, the members pledging themselves not to import any-
thing from England until the duties were repealed. New York 
had also been requested to provide certain supplies for the British 
troops quartered in the city. This the assembly refused to do 
but parliament answered (1767) by forbidding it to do any other 
business until it complied. It was under these conditions that 
the Loyalists, in the elections of 1768 and 1769, gained control 
of the assembly and in the latter year passed an act granting 
the soldiers' supplies. When, in x77o, all the duties except 
those on to were repealed, the conservative merchants wished 
to permit the importation cf all goods from England except 
tea. The Sons of Liberty strongly opposed this, but the con-
servatives won and went over to the Loyalists. The moderate 
Loyalists joined in the election of delegates to the first Con-
tinental Congress; but the great body of Loyalists in New York 
strongly disapproved of the " dangerous and extravagant .! 
measures adopted by that body, and the assembly, in January 
1775, refused to approve its acts or choose delegates to the 
second Continental Congress. The patriots met this refusal by 
calling a provincial convention to choose the delegates. Scarcely 
had they done this when news of the encounter at Lexington 
produced a strong reaction in their favour, and in May 1775 they 
called a Provincial Congress which usurped the powers of the 
Assembly. Still, conditions were such in New York that a fight 
for independence was not to be lightly considered. The failure 
of Montgomery's expedition against Canada at the close of 1775 
left the colony exposed to British attacks from the north. In 
the south the chief city was exposed to the British fleet. Sir 
William Johnson died in 1774, but under his influence and that 
of his son, Sir John Johnson, and his nephew Guy Johnson, 
the Mohawks and other Iroquois Indians had become firmly 
attached to the British side and threatened the western frontier. 
In various sections, too, considerable numbers of Loyalists were 
determined to aid the British. When, in June 1776, a vote on 
the Declaration of Independence was pending in the Continental 
Congress, the New York Provincial Congress refused to instruct 
its delegates in the matter; but a newly elected Provincial 
Congress, influenced by a Loyalist plot against the life of Wash-
ington, adopted the Declaration when it met, on the 9th of July. 

The position of New York made it naturally one of the principal 
theatres of military operations during the War of Independence. 
It was a settled point of British military policy throughout the 
war to hold New York City, and from it, as a base, to establish 
a line of fortified posts along the Hudson by means of which 
communication might be maintained with another base on 
Lake Champlain. Such a scheme, if successfully carried out, 
would have driven a wedge into the line of colonial defence and 
cut off communication between New England and the southern 
colonies. A few days after the fight at Lexington and Concord, 
Connecticut authorized an expedition under Ethan Allen which 
surprised and captured Ticonderoga and Crown Point. In the 
following year (1776) the British began their offensive opeta-
tions for the control of the Hudson; an army under Sir William 
Howe was to capture New York City and get control of the 
lower Hudson, while another army under Sir Guy Carleton was 
to retake Crown Point and Ticonderoga and get control of the 
upper Hudson. Howe, with a force of British and Loyalists 
vastly superior in equipment and numbers to Washington's 
untrained militia, landed in July on Staten Island and late in 
August defeated Washington at the battle of Long Island 
within the present limits of Brooklyn borough. In the following 
month Washington withdrew from New York City which the 
British entered and held until the close of the war. Washington 
prepared to withstand the British behind fortifications on 
Harlem Heights, but discovering that Howe was attempting 
to outflank him by landing troops in the rear he retreated to 
the mainland, leaving only a garrison at Fort Washington, and 
established a line of fortified camps on the hills overlooking 
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the Bronx river as fax as White Plains. This brought on the 
battle of White Plains late in October, in which Howe gained 
no advantage; and from here both armies withdrew into New 
Jersey, the British capturing Fort Washington on the way, the 
Americans leaving behind garrisons to guard the Highlands of 
the Hudson. In 2777 General John Burgoyne succeeded in 
taking Ticonderoga, but in the swampy forests southward from 
Lake Champlain he fought his way against heavy odds, and in 
the middle of October his campaign culminated disastrously 
in his surrender at Saratoga. Colonel Barry St Leger led an 
auxiliary expedition from Oswego against Fort Stanwix on the 
upper Mohawk, and on the 6th of August be fought at Oriskany 
one of the most bloody battles of the war, but a few days later, 
deserted by his terror-stricken Indian allies, he hastened back 
to Montreal. The British government intended that Howe 
should co-operate with Burgoyne by fighting his way up the 
Hudson, but as the secretary of state for the colonies neglected 
to send him such instructions this was not undertaken until 
early in October, and then an expedition for the purpose was 
placed under the command of Sir Henry Clinton. Clinton met 
with little difficulty from the principal American defences of 
the Highlands, consisting of Forts Montgomery and Clinton 
on the western bank, together with a huge chain and boom 
stretched across the river to a precipitous mountain (Anthony's 
Nose) on the opposite bank, and ascended as far as Esopus 
(now Kingston) which he burned, but he was too late to aid 
Burgoyne. The year 1778 saw the bloody operations of the 
Tory Butlers and their Loyalist and Indian allies in the Mohawk 
and Schoharie valleys and notably the massacre at Cherry 
Valley. In retaliation a punitive expedition under Generals 
John Sullivan and James Clinton In 1779 destroyed the Iroquois 
towns, and dealt the Indian confederacy a blow from which 
it never recovered. The American cause was strengthened this 
year also by several victories along the lower Hudson of which 
General Anthony Wayne's storming of the British fort at Stony 
Point was the most important. The closing episode of the war 
as far as New York was concerned was the discovery of Benedict 
Arnold's attempt in 178o to betray West Point and other colonial 
posts on the Hudson to the British. On the 25th of November 
5783 the British forces finally evacuated New York City, but 
the British posts on Lakes Erie and Ontario were,not evacuated 
until some years later: 

New York ratified the Articles of Confederation in 1778 ;  and 
when Maryland refused to ratify unless thohe states asserting 
claims to territory west to the Mississippi agreed to surrender 
them, New York was the first to do so. But under the leadership 
of George Clinton, governor in 5777-1795, the state jealously 
guarded its commercial interests. The Confederation Congress 
appealed to it in vain for the right to collect duties at its port; 
and there was determined opposition to the new Federal con-
stitution. In support of the constitution, however,there arose 
the Federalist party under the able leadership of Alexander 
Hamilton. When a majority of the constitutional convention 
of 1787 had approved of the new constitution Hamilton alone 
of the three New York delegates remained to sign it; and when, 
after its ratification by eight states, the New York convention 
met at Poughkeepsie (June 57, 1788) to consider ratification, 
two-thirds of the members were opposed to it. But others 
were won over by the news that it had been ratified by New 
Hampshire and Virginia or by the telling arguments of Hamilton, 
and on the 26th of July the motion to ratify was carried by a 
vote of 3o to 27. 

The constitution having been ratified, personal rivalry among 
the great families—the Clinton, the Livingstons and the 
Schuylers—again became dominant in political affairs. The 
Clintons were most popular among the independent freeholders; 
the Livingstons had increased their influence by numerous 
marriage alliances with landed families; and the Schuylers 
had General Philip Schuyler and Alexander Hamilton, his 
son-in-law. Originally, the Livingstons, with whom John Jay 
was connected by marriage, were united with the Schuylers, 
and yet both together were unable to defeat the Clinton in an  

election for governor. Later, the Livingston., piqued at Wash-
ington's neglect to give them the offices they thought their due, 
joined the Clinton, but the Federal patronage was used against 
the anti-Federalists or Republicans with such effect that in 
1702 John Jay received more votes for governor than George 
Clinton, although the latter was counted in on a technicality. 
Jay was elected in 1795 and re-elected in 1708, but in 1801 the 
brief Federalist regime in the state came to an end with the 
election of George Clinton for a seventh term. The Republican 
leaders straightway quarrelled among themselves, thus starting 
the long series of factional strifes which have characterized the 
party politics of New York state; the bitterness of the factions 
and the irresponsible council of appointment are also responsible 
for the firm establishment early in the Republican regime of 
the "spoils system." The leaden of the several Republican 
groups were Chancellor Robert R. Livingston, Aaron Burr, then 
vice-president, Governor George Clinton and his nephew, De 
Witt Clinton, who In it So2 was elected United States senator. 
The first break came in the spring of 1804 when Burr, who had 
incurred the enmity of his Republican colleagues in a800 by 
seeking Federalist votes in the electoral college at Jefferson's 
expense, became an Independent candidate for governor against 
Morgan Lewis. Hamilton's action in counselling Federalists 
not to vote for Burr for governor just as he had counselled them 
not to support Burr against Jefferson in 1800, was one of the 
contributary causes of Burr's hostility to Hamilton which ended 
in the duel (July 5804) in which Burr killed Hamilton. Hamil-
ton's death marked the end of the Federalists as a power in New 
York. The election as governor in 11104 of Lewis, a relative of 
the Livingstons, was followed by a bitter quarrel with the 
Clinton over patronage, and resulted at the state election of 
1807 in the choice of a Clintonian, Daniel D. Tompkins, for 
governor and the virtual elimination of the Livingstone from 
New York state politics. Tompkins served as governor by 
successive re-elections until 1817, his term covering the trying 
period of the second war with Great Britain. New York, whose 
growing shipping interests had suffered by the Embargo of 
1807, was as a commercial state opposed to the war. Politically 
this opposition had the effect of temporarily reviving the 
Federalist party, which secured control of the legislature, and 
gave the electoral vote of the state in 1812 to De Witt Clinton, 
whom the Federalists had accepted as a candidate to oppose 
Madison for re-election on the war issue. During the war New 
Yorkers served with the regular troops at Niagara, Flensburg 
and other places on the western and northern frontiers of the 
state. For some years after the war political contests in New 
York state as in the rest of the.country were not on party lines. 
The opposing groups were known as " Bucktails," whose leaders 
were Governor Tompkins and Martin Van Buren, and " Clin-
tonians " or supporters of De Witt Clinton. In 1817 an act was 
passed which ten years later ended for ever slavery in New York 
state; in the same year De Witt Clinton was elected governor 
and, largely through his efforts, the Erie Canal was begun. 

The election of Martin Van Buren as governor in 1828 marked 
the beginning of the long ascendancy in the state of the" Albany 
Regency," a political coterie in which Van Buren, W. L.'llarcy, 
Benjamin Franklin Butler 0795-1850 and Silas Wright were 
among the leaders; Thurlow Weed, their bitterest opponent 
and the man who gave them their name, declared of them that 
he " bad never known a body of men who possessed so much 
power and used it so well." Thurlow Weed owed his early 
political advancement to the introduction into state politics of 
the anti-Masonic issue (see ANTI-hissomc - Paitri), which also 
brought into prominence his co-worker W. H. Seward. In 1826 in 
Genesee county the disappearance of a printer named William 
Morgan was attributed to Free-Masons and aroused a strong 
antipathy to that order; and the anti-Masonic movement, 
through the fostering care of Weed, Francis Granger (r792-1868) 
and others, spread to other states and led eventually to the 
establishment of a political organization that by uniting various 
anti-Jacksonian elements, polled in the New York state election 
of 1832 more than 136,00n votes for Francis Granger, their 
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candidate for governor against Marcy, who was chosenby about 
10,000 plurality. As the anti-Masonic wave subsided its leaders 
and most of its adherents found a place In the newly organized 
Whig party, which was powerful enough in New Yqrk to elect 
William H. Seward governor in 1838, and to re-elect him and 
to carry the state for W. H. Harrison against Van Buren in 184o. 
It was during the first administration of Governor Seward that 
the anti-rent agitation in the Hudson river counties began. 
The greater part of the land in this section was comprised in 
vast estates such as Rensselaerwyck, Livingston, Scarsdale, 
Phillipse, Pelham and Van Cortlandt manors, and on these 
the leasehold system with perpetual leases, leases for 99 years or 
leases for one to three lives had become general. Besides rent, 
many of the tenants were required to render certain services to 
the proprietor, and in case a tenant sold his interest in a farm 
to another he was required to pay the proprietor one-tenth to 
one-third of the amount received as an alienation fine. Stephen 
van Rensselaer, the proprietor of Rensselaerwyck, had suffered 
the rents, especially those of his poorer tenants, to fall much 
in arrears, and when after his death (1$39) the agents of his 
heirs attempted to collect them they encountered violent 
opposition. Governor Seward called out the militia to preserve 
order but asked the legi.slature to consider the tenants' glievances. 
The legislature appointed an arbitration commission, but this 
was unsuccessful, and the trouble, spreading to other counties, 
culminated (1845) in the murder of the deputy-sheriff of Delaware 
county. Politically, the anti-rent associations which were 
formed often held the balance of power between the Whigs and 
the Democrats, and in this position they secured the election of 
Governor John Young (Whig) as well as of several members of the 
legislature favourable to their cause, and promoted the passage of 
the bill calling the constitutional convention of 1846. In the new 
constitution clauses were inserted abolishing feudal tenures 
and limiting future leases of agricultural land to a period of 

twelve years. The courts pronounced the alienation fines IllegaL 
The legislature passed several measures for the destruction of the 
leasehold system, and under the pressure of public opinion the 
great landlords rapidly sold their farms. ,  Up to the election of 
Seward as governor, New York had usually been Democratic, 
largely through the predominating influence of Van Buren and 
the " Albany Regency." After the defeat of Governor Silas 
Wrijit in x846, however, the Democratic party split into two 
hostile factions known as the " Hunkers," or conservatives, and 
the " Barnburners," or radicals. The factions had their origin 
In canal politics, the conservatives advocating the use of canal 
revenues to complete the canals, the radicals insisting that they 
should be used to pay the state debt. Later when the con-
servatives accepted the annexation of Texas and the radicals 
supported the Wilmot Proviso the split became irrevocable. 
The split broke up the rule of the "regency," Marcy accepting the 
" Hunker " support and a seat in Polk's cabinet, while Wright, 
Butler and Van Buren joined the " Barnburners," a step pre-
liminary to Van Buren's acceptance of the " Free Soil " nomina-
tion for president in the campaign of :848. Only once between 
1846 and the Civil War did the Democratic party regain control 
of the state—in 2853-1855 Horatio Seymour was governor for 
a single term. In x854 the newly organized Republican party, 
formed largely from the remnants of the Whig party and including 
most of the Free Soil Democrats, with the aid of the temperance 
issue elected Myron Holley Clark (1806-189s) governor. Two 
years later the Republicans carried the state for Fremont for 
president, and a succession of Republican governors held office 
until 1862 when the discouragement in the North with respect to 
the Civil War brought a reaction which elected Seymour governor. 

With the exception of New York City the state was loyal to the 
Union cause during the war and furnished over a half million 
troops to the Federal armies. Certain commercial interests of New 
York City favoured the Confederate cause, but MayorWood's sug-
gestion that the city (with Long Island and Staten Island) secede 
and form a free-city received scant support, and after the san- 

s James Fenimore Cooper's novels Satatestee 440, The Chaim-
borer (1843) and The Reisitiss (3846) preach the sou-rent doctrine.  

guinary draft riots of July 1863 (see New Yost Orr) no further 
difficulty was experienced. After the Civil War the state began 
to reassume the pivotal position in national politics which has 
alwaysmade its elections second only in interest and importance 
to those of the nation, and the high political tension emphasized 
the evils of the " spoils system." In 1868 Tammany Hall (q.v.), 
then under the rule of William M. Tweed, forced the Democratic 
state convention to nominate its henchman, John T. Hoffman, 
for governor, and by the issue of false naturalization papers 
and fraudulent voting in New York City on a gigantic scale 
Hoffman was chosen governor and the electoral vote was cast 
for Seymour. Tammany - and Hoffman were again victorious 
in 1870; but in OW the New York Times disclosed the roagni• 
tude of Tammany's thefts, amounting in the erection of the 
New York county court house alone to almost 68,000,000, 
and Tweed and his " Ring " were crushed in consequence. The 
Republicans carried the state in 1872, but in 1874 Samuel J. 
Tilden, a Democrat and the leading prosecutor of Tweed, was 
elected governor. The Republican legislature had in 1867 
appointed a committee to investigate the management of the 
canal system, but the abuses were allowed to continue until 
in 1875 Governor Tilden disclosed many frauds of the " Canal 
Ring," and punished the guilty. In 1876, Tilden having been 
nominated for the presidency, New York cast its electoral vote 
for him. In 'no it was cast for Garfield, the Republican nominee. 
Two years later the Republicans, having split over a struggle for 
patronage into the two factions known as "Halfbnseds," or 
administration party, and "Stalwarts" of whom the leader 
was Roscoe Conkling, were defeated, Grover Cleveland being 
chosen governor. In 1884 Cleveland as the Democratic pre-
sidential nominee received the electoral vote of his state. Cleve-
land likewise carried the state in agv, but in r888 Benjamin 
Harrison, the Republican candidate, the factional quarrels 
being settled, carried the state. Hostility to free silver and 
" Bryanism " in the large financial and industrial centres put the 
state strongly in the Republican column in the elections of 1896, 
:goo, rgo4 and zgo8. It was carried by the Democrats in the 
gubernatorial campaign of z 9 ro. 
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Sir Charles Hardy 	  
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James de lancey. (Acting) 	  1737-17uo 
Cadwallader 	en (Acting) 	. 275762 
Robert Monckton 1762 
Cadwallader Colden (Acting) 	. 	. 11761.4762 
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..Slat;. 

George Clinton . 	. 	. 	. 1777-1795 Anti-Federalist 
John Jay   1795-18ot Federalist 
George Clinton . 	. 	.   1801-1804 Dem.-Repub. 
Morgan Lewis . 	. 	.   180z-1807 
Daniel D. Tompkins . 	.   1807-1817 	a 
John Taylor (Acting) . 	.   1817 	NI 

De Witt Clinton . 	. 	.   18E7-1823 
Joseph Christopher Yates .   1823-1825 	a 
De Witt Clinton . 	.   1825-1828 
Nathaniel Pitcher (Acting)   1828-1829 	NO 

Martin Van Buren . . 	 1829 	Democrat 
Enos Thompson Throop (Acting) 1829-1831 
Enos Thompson Throop . 	1831-1833, 
William Learned Marcy . 	1833-1839  
William Henry Seward 	. 	1839-1843 Whig 
William C. Houck 	. . 	1843-1845 Democrat 
Silas Wright 	. 	. 	. 	1845-1847 	„ 
John Young 	. 	. 	. 	1 847-1849 Whig 
Hamilton Fish . 	. 	. 	1849-1851 a 
Washington Hunt 	. 	. 	1851-1853 „ 
Horatio Seymour 	. 	. 	1853-1855 Democrat 
Myron Holley Clark . 	. 	1855-1857 Whig-Repub. 
John Alsop King 	. 	. 	1857-1859 Republican 
Edwin Dennison Morgan . 	1859-1863 	„ 
Horatio Seymour 	. . 	1863-1865 Democrat 
Reuben Eaton Fenton 	. 	1865-1869 Republican 
John Thompson Hoffman . 1869-1873 Democrat 

ohn Adams Dix 
 

1873-1875 Republican 
mud Jones Tilden . . 	1875-1877 Democrat 

Lucius Robinson 	. 	. 	1877-1880 
Alonzo Barton Cornell 	. 	188o-1883 Republican 
Grover Cleveland 	. 	„ 	1883-1885 Democrat 
David Bennett Hill (Acting) 	1885-1886 	„ 
David Bennett Hill . 	. 	1886-1892 	„ 
Roswell Pettibone Flower . 
Levi Parsons Morton . 	. 	. 1895-1897 Republican 
Frank Swett Black : . . 1897-1899 
Theodore Roosevelt . 	. 	. 1899-190[ 	„ 
Benjamin Barker Odell 	. 	. 1901-1905 
Frank Wayland Higgins . . 1905-1907 	„ 
Charles Evans Hughes 	. . 1907-1910 	.. 
Horace White 	. 	. 	. 	. 1910 
John A. Dix . 	. 	. 	. 	. 1911- 	Deaocrat 
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(2 vols., New York, 1846), and J. R. Brodhead, History of the Stale of 
New York (2 V012., New York, 1853 and 1871) are the standard works 
on the early history. Mrs Martha J. Lamb's History of the City of 
New York (2 V012., New York, 1877) and Mrs Schuyler Van 
Rensselaer's History of the City of New York in the Seventeenth 
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William Smith's History of fkie Late Province of New York. from its
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the New York Historical Society Collscrioas, 2 vols. 1829-s 83o) is 
still the chief authority ,  for the period from the English Revolution of 
1688 to the eve of the War of Independence. For the rune period, 
however, consult C. W. Spencer, Phases of Royal Government is 
New York, 1691-1719 (Columbus, 1905). John Fiske, The Dutch and 
Quaker Colonies in America (2 vols., Boston, 190o) is admirable in 
its generalizations but unreliable in its details. G. W. Schuyler, 
Colonial New York: Philip .5: .hityler and his Family (t vols.. New 
York, 1885) is a family history, but especially valuable in the study of 
Indian affairs and the intermarriages of the landed families. A. C. 
Flick's Loyalion in New York during tic; Americas Revolution (New 
York, 19ot) and H. P. Johnston's Campaign of 1776 around New 
York and Brooklyn (Brooldyn, 1878) are thorough studies. For the 
military history of the War of Independence see also Justin Winsor's 
Narrative and Critical History of America, voL vi (Boston, 11888). 
For strictly political history see a series of articles by Carl Becker 
in the Americas Historical Review, vols. vi. _vii. and ix., and the 
Political Science Quarterly, vol. xviii., J. D. Hammond's History of 
Political Parties in the State of New York (2 vols., Albany, 1842) and 
D. S. Alexander's Political History of 	Stale of New York(3 vols.. 
New York, 1906-19o9). See also E. 	Cheney, The Anti-Rent 
Agitation in the State of New York (Philadelphia, 1887); Charles 
McCarthy, " The Anti-Masonic Party " in vol. i. pp. 365-574  of the 
Annual Report for 1902 of the Amer, an Historical Association; 
N. E. Whitford, History of the Canal Spam of the Stela of Now York 
(Albany, tom). (N. D. M.; W. 1'. A.) 

NEW YORK (CITY), the largest city of New York state, U.S.A.. 
situated at the junction of the Hudson river, here called the North 
river, with the narrow East river (actually a strait connecting 
Long Island Sound with the Upper Bay), and between Long 
Island Sound and the Atlantic Ocean. It is composed of five 
boroughs: the Borough of the Bronx on the south-easternmost 
part of the mainland of New York state; the Borough of Man-
hattan on Manhattan Island (including also other small islands') 
immediately S. and S.W. of the Bronx, and bounded on the 
W. by the North river, on the E. by the East river, and on the 
S. by New York Bay; the Borough of Richmond (Staten 
Island, q.v.), the southernmost and westernmost part of the city; 
and on the western end of Long Island, the Borough of Brooklyn 
(q.v.), and, N. of it, the Borough of Queens. The city hall, in 
the southern part of Manhattan Island, is in lat. 4e 42' 43.  N. 
and long. 74° e W. The greatest width of the city E. and 
W. is 16 m., and the greatest length N. and S. is 32 m.; its 
area is about 326.97 sq. m. (285.72 sq. m. more than in 189o), 
of which Manhattan Borough constitutes nearly 21.93 sq. m., 
the Borough of the Bronx about 41.7 sq. m., the Borough of 
Queens about 129.5 sq. m., the Borough of Brooklyn 77.6 sq. m., 
and the Borough of Richmond 55.2 sq. The total waterfront 
of the city is 341.22 m., and much of it, especially on the lower 
part of Manhattan, is made ground. 

New York harbour is one of the most beautiful, largest !Ad 
best of the world's great ports. Over the bar (Sandy Hook), 
about 20 M. S. of the S. end of Manhattan Island, is the " Main 
Ship Bayside-Gedney channel," taco ft. wide and 30 ft. deep. 
By wog the Federal government had completed 71 m. of 
the Ambrose channel farther to the E. and so ft. deep, and 
930-1600 ft. wide (2200 ft. is the projected width)! A third 

1  The more important of these small islands are: Blackwell's 
(about 120 acres) in the East river, Ward's N. of Blackwell's, and 
R'andall's N. of Ward's, separated from it by Little Hell Gate, and 
in the mouth of the Harlem river; in the Upper Bay, Governor's 
Island (originally 65 acres; enlarged by the addition of tot acres 
to the southwest), a U.S. military.  reservation, about toe* yds. S. of 
the Battery, the southernmost point of Manhattan Island; Bedke's 
Island (sometimes called Liberty Island from the Bartholdi 
statue on it of " Liberty Enlightening the World "), with an area of 
131 acres, lying 2 m. S.W. of the Battery; and Ellis Island. 11 m. 
W.S.W. of the Battery, occupied by the Federal government as a 
landing-place for immigrants. In the Lower Bay, and a part of the 
Borough of Richmond, are the artificial islands. Swinburne ( r866- 
1870; 8 m. S. of the Battery) and Hoffman (1868-1873; 7 m. S. of 
the Battery). constructed for quarantine stations. 
▪Manhattan and Bronx boroughs compose New York county; the 

counties of Queens and Richmond are coterminous respectively with 
the boroughs of those names; Brooklyn Borough is coextensive with 
Kings county. 
▪The narrowness of the channel makes the tidal scour more 

effective, and it was little.filled in even when sewage and garbage was 
dumped in the Bay itself. The river carries little silt and leaves most 
of it well above the harbour. The natural excellence of the harbour 
may be inferred from the following figures: in 11393-19o3 the Federal 
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channel, the South and Swash, h used by coasting vessels drawing 
about 20 ft. The harbour is divided into three parts: the 
Lower Bay, the Upper Bay and the North and East rivers. 
The Lower Bay (about 88 sq. in.) of which Raritan Bay on the 
S.W., Sandy Hook Bay on the S.E., and Gravesend Bay on 
the N.E. form parts, and to which the channels mentioned afford 
entrance from the ocean, has Staten Island to the W. and N., 
Brooklyn to the N. and E., and the New Jersey shore to the 
S. and W. The Upper Bay has all area Of 24 Sq. 131, is the 
immediate embouchure of the North and the East river, is 
connected with the Lower Bay by the Narrows (minimum 
width z m.) and with Newark Bay to the W. by Kill Van Kull, 
immediately N. of States Island, and, except for these four 
narrow water-ways, is enclosed by land. The North river 
(maximum depth, 6o ft.) is here about s m. wide and the East 
river (maximum depth more than too ft.; in Hell Gate channel 
about too ft.) is about rn. wide and, from the Battery to 
Throes Neck and Wren's Point, where Long Island Sound 
proper begins, about so m. long. The north-east entrance 
to the harbour, from Long Island Sound by the East river, 
used principally by New England coasting vessels (especially 
coal barges), was made navigable for vessels of 25-27 ft. draft 
by the Federal government, which in 1870-1876 and in t883 
widened and deepened the formerly dangerous narrows and 
removed the reefs of Hell Gate, between Manhattan Island 
(E. 88th Street), Blackwers Island, Astoria (on the Long 
Island shore), and Ward's Island. The third great entry and 
commercial feeder to the harbour is the North river, by which 
the great inland water-borne traffic of the Hudson river and the 
Erie Canal is brought to the port of New York. On the North 
river are the piers of the transatlantic steamship companies, 
part of them on the New Jersey side at Hoboken (q.v.). The 
coastwise trade with New England, especially through Long 
Island Sound, is largely from the East river, to which a part 
of the Hudson river traffic makes its way by the Harlem river. 
The Harlem is a place of anchorage for small craft. 

The narrow approaches to the harbour from the coma and from 
Long Island Sound make its fortification easy. On Sandy Hook, 
less than 8 m. from the nearest points of Rockaway Beach and Coney 
Island on the other side of the entrance, is Fort Hancock, establis hed  
as a military reservation (1366 acres) in 1892; it received its present 
name in 1895. and has an artillery pianism. Between the lower 
and upper bays, on the Narrows, are Fort Wadsworth (1827; named 
in honour of General James S. Wadsworth (18o7-1864), killed in the 
battle of the Wilderness), on the Staten Island side, a reservation of 
230 acres, including Fort Tompkins. on higher ground than Fort 
Wadsworth proper, and, across the Narrows, on the Long Island 
shore, Fort Hamilton (1830, with a reservation of 167 acres. 
Older fortifications are Fort Lafayette (1807; called Fort Diamond 
until 1823), between Forts Hamilton and Wadsworth on an artificial 
Wand, now used to store ordnance and supplies, and Fort Columbus 

toa

806), South Battery (1812) and Castle Williams (built in t by 
Jonathan Williams (1730-1813), who planned all the earlier forts-

dons of New York harbour; it Is now a military prison), all on 
Governor's Island where are important barracks and the New York 
arsenal of the Ordnance Department. The north-eastern approach 
to the harbour, at the entrance to Long Island Sound, is protected 
by fortifications, Fort Totten, at Willett's Point (1862) and 
directly across from this battery by Fort Schuyler iLltag6; 
post established 1836) with a reservation of ga acres on 's 
Neck. 

Geology.—Manhattan Island , 	m. long: maximum width— 
at 14th Street--2I in.; average withh about a at) is a "group of 
gneissoid islands separated . . . by low levels slightly elevated above 
tide and filled with drift and alluvium " (L. D. Gale in W. W. Mather's 
Geology of New York. 1843), with a steep west wall from Manhattan-
vale (123th Street W. of 8th Avenue) S. beyond 8rts Street. and a 
much steeper east wall. Upon its first occupation by the Dutch the 
island was rough and rocky with brooks, ponds, marshes and several 

expenses for important harbour Improvements, principally dredging, 
were 11,o33.30o for New York, $2,710,002 reclusive of $1,155,000 
for the Delaware Breakwater) for Phila 1phia. $t.5ot.169 for 
Boston, Et 44,843 for New Orleans, and $47o,000 for Baltimore. 

See Wm. H. Hobbs, Configaratuat of the Rock Floor 0 Greater 
New York (Washington, 1905), Bulletin 270 of the U.S. Geoloecal 
Slime, with an excellent summary of the earlier literature. The 
study of the underlying rock of Manhattan Island and its vicinity 
has been stimulated by the great engineering and building enter-
prises in the city limits. 

Superficially. the Wend may be  
zi 	

into: an area.of 
In firrof slat Street on the East river, of 13th street

dhided 
 on Broadway 

and of 31st Street on the North river; a second, narrow area of 
drift running from Hell Gate N.W. to Manhattanville in a line parallel 
to the Harlem; a limestone (Inwood limestone) area on the Harlan 
from its mouth to the sheep turn in its count; a second sad smalls 
limestone area on the Spuyten Duyvil in the north-westernmost part 
of the island; and the remainder areas of goers  s. the larger part being 
in two great " islands," one between the fine of E. stet Street, 13th 
Street and W. 31st Street, already mentioned, and a line from Hen 
Gate to Manbattanville, and the other nearly joining the firm at 
Manhattanville and covering all the narrow N.W. part of Manhattan 
Island except the eecond limestone area on the Spuyten Duyvil. 
These two gneiss areas have a southerly tilt; they are named re-
spectively Washington and Morningside Heights. In all these areas, 
caeca the limestone, the underlying rock as what is styled Man- 
hattan schist (see U.S. Geaktic Atka. N.Y. City. folio No. 8.1). The 
waterfront of Manhattan does not nd in direction with lime-
stone belts, but is probably due to lines fracture (see W. H. Hobbs. 
is Ballet* Geological Society of America, xvL I31-182). 

The Borough of the Bronx is made of high N.E. and S.W.'ridges, 
sloping E. to the lower shores of Long Island Sound ; and the 
Boroughs of Brooklyn and Queens form part of the great terminal 
moraine. Low serpentine bills (3oo-38o ft.), with a N.E. and 
S.W. tread, occupy the central part of-  the northern end of Staten 
Island; 

trip 
 this aquas-Trim formation, erased in its centre by 

narrow of ' dike rock; the E. and S. part of the island bee 
 Cretaceous. Yellow gravel is one of the many evidences of glacial 

drift kbut the S.E. part of the island was not encroached upon by the 
moraine. 

combination of marine and continental influences 
wader:es a humid climate subject to sudden changes of temperature. 
The temperature, however, rises above 9o• F. only six days in a year 
on the average; it rarely falls below zero; and in a period of thirty-
eight years, from 1871 to 1908, extremes ranged between toe, an 
September :138t, and in February 1899. The mesa winter 
temperature (December. January and February) is 32•; the area 
summer temperature (June, July and August) is72•; and the mean 
annual temperature is 32•. The average monthly rainfall ranges 
from 3-2 in. in May to 4.5 in. In July and in August, and the mean 
annual precipitations 444 in. The average annual fall of snow 
amounts t037 in., of which 11.5 in. falls in February, 8.7 in. in January 
and 8.2 in. in March. The average number of hours of sunshine 
ranges from iso in November to 271 In June. The prevailing winds 
are N.W.. except in June when they are S.W. 

Streets. —Ia the downtown portion of Manhattan Island, a strip 
about s in. long, some streets follow the irregular waterfronts 
and others cross these; and on the west side this irregularity 
extends farther N., in the former Greenwich village (W. and 
N.W. of Washington Square), where West 4th Street, running 

1701111:1 Walt 12th Street, running S.W. north of Houston 
Street, then North Street, the northernmost limit of the occupied 
city; in 1807 a commission laid out the island into streets, which 
were numbered from S. to N. and were called East and West, as 
they were E. or W. of Broadway, below 8th Street, and of Fifth 
Avenue, above 8th, and into avenues, which were numbered show 
E. to W., Twelfth Avenue being on the North river waterfront. 
East of First Avenue in a bulge of the Island S. of agrd Street 
four additional avenues were named A, B, C, and D, Avenue 
A being one block E. of First Avenue. Afterwards Madison 
Avenue was laid out midway between Fourth and Fifth Avenues, 
N. from agrd Street, and Lexington Avenue, midway between 
Third and Fourth Avenues, N. from slat Street. The most 
important of the avenues is Broadway, an unfortunately narrow 
street in the busy downtown part of its course. From Bowling 
Green, immediately N. of the Battery, it goes in a straight line 
(E. of N.) for about ti m. to loth Street; then bears off to 
the W. It is called the Boulevard from 78th Street to 162nd 
Street in its course between Amsterdam Avenue and West 
End (or Eleventh) Avenue (to loath Street), and then as a 
continuation of West End Avenue; and thence to the Yonkers 
city line kindled ICinpbridge Road. The monotonous regularity 
of the rectangular street plan of Manhattan above 14th Street 
is partly redeemed by this westward trend of Broadway, the only 

I See a piper, " Ofd Wells and Water-Courses on the Island of 
Manhattan, by George Everett Hill and George E. Waring, Jr.. in 
Historic New York: Ike First Series of tke Half Moos Papers (New 
York. the v899boroue 

in 	of the Bronx the system of numbered avenue" 
no longer holds, but the crow streets are numbered consecutive 
W. 262nd Street being immediately S. of the Yonkers line and IL 
aund and 243rd immediately S. of the Mt. Vernon boundary. 
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old street in this put of the city. The 'Downy, extending 
N. from Chatham Square to East 4th St. (practically con-
tinued by Fourth Avenue), is not now a street of commercial 
importance, being largely taken up with Yiddish tenements. 
Broadway, in its southernmost part, is a financial and business 
street; the financial interests centre particularly about Wall 
Street, which is about one-third of a mile above the Battery, 
runs.E. from Broadway, and was named from a redoubt built 
hereby the Dutch in 1653 on news of a threatened attack 
by the English. The wholesale dry goods district is on 
Broadway and the side streets between Reade and Prince Streets 
and the wholesale grocery district immediately W. of this In 
Maiden Lane is the wholesale jewelry trade. The leather and 
hide trade is centred immediately S. of the approaches to the 
Brooklyn Bridge. A little farther up-town on the East Side is 
the tenement district, one of the most crowded in the world. 
The principal shopping districts are on Broadway from 17th 
Street to 34th Street; on Sixth Avenue from 14th Street to 
34th Street; and to an increasing degree on Fifth Avenue 
from 23rd Street to 42nd Street, and on the cross-streets in this 
are*, especially 23rd, 34th and 42nd Streets. Next to Broadway 
the best known of the avenues is Fifth Avenue, which extends 
from Washington Square to the Harlem LiVer (143rd Street) in a 
straight line. On Fifth Avenue there are a few residences in its 
lower part and between 34th and 45th Streets; but N. of soth 
and on the E. side of Central Park are many fine residences. 
The cross streets within one block to the W. and two blocks 
to the E. of Fifth Avenue, Central Park West, and in general 
the upper West Side and in particular Riverside Drive, high above 
the North river, are the newer residential parts of the city. 

Parks.—The park system in 1908 included property valued at 

hattan; 
gsot .604,

P
188.
rospect Par lc 

The principal parka 	
.) 

are:Central 
 r onx 

Park
Park, V 

in Ma ann- 
; 
C
and B  

Cortlandt -Park and Pelham Bay Park m the Bronx. The first park 
as distinguished from " square ") of any size in Manhattan was 

Central Park (8.0 acres; between 59th and !loth Streets and 
between 5th and 8th Avenues; about 21 m. long and i m. wide), 
which was laid out (beginning in 1857) by F. L. Olmsted and Calvert 
Vaux. Nearly one-half is wooded with a variety of native and 
foreign trees and shrubs. The park contains a large pond, the Mere, 
zn the N.E. corner; the Croton retaining reservoir and the receiving 
reservoir, and other sheets of water. Near the 65th Street entrance 
from 5th Avenue is the Arsenal, the executive quarters of the De-
partment of Parks, with a meteorological observatory (1869). 

Pelham Bay Park (171,56 aces), in the north-easternmost corner of 
the city, hes on Long island Sound, includes Hunter's Island and 
Twin Islands. and has a total shore front of about 9 in. Bordering 
on the city of Yonkers, S. (from 262nd Street) to 242nd Street, is 
Van Cortlandt Park (n32 acres), in which are the Van Cortlandt 
Mansion (1748). for a time Washington's headquarters and now a 
Revolutionary Museum under the Colonial Dames, a parade-ground 
(75 acres), and Van Cortlandt Lake, a skating pond. East of Van 
Cortlandt Park is Woodlawn Cemetery. Mosholu Parkway (600 ft. 
wide and about 6000 ft. long) leads from Van Cortlandt Park to the 
S.E., and Bronx and Pelham Parkway (400 ft. wide and 12,000 ft. 
long) from Pelham Bay Park to the S.W. connecting these parks with 
Bronx Park (19 acres) on either side of the Bronx river, a small 
stream which here broadens into lakes and ponds and has a fall at 
the lower end of the park. Bronx Park reaches from 18oth Street to 
sosth Street. .The northern part is occupied by York 
Botanical Gardens and the southern. part by the 	• Park. 

Battery Park is at the southern end of hlanhattan; are the 
New York Aquarium (in what was until 1896 Castle Garden, on the 
site of Fort Clinton) and a children's playground (1903). In City 
Hall Park are the public buildings mentioned below. 

The other down-town open space, are small: many of them are 
recreation grounds, some, such as M ulberry Bend Park and Hamilton 
Fish Park, being on the site of former slums, condemned by the city 
at great expense. Especially in this part of the city municipal 
recreation men and free baths have been constructed. Washington 
Square (1827),  between Waverley Place, Wooster and Macdougal 
Streets, at the foot of 5th Avenue, became a pauper burial-ground 
about 1797, and was laid out as a park in 1827; on the N. side of the 
square there are still a few fine old residences. Union Square, 
between Broadway and 4th Avenue, is a favourite place for work-
men's mass meetings. Madison Square is reclaimed swampy ground 
on which there was an arsenal in 18o6-18t5, then a parade-ground, 
and in 1825-1839 a municipal House of Refuge in the old barracks, 
and which was then laid out as a park and was a fashionable centre in 
1850-1875. Bryant Park on Sixth Avenue. between 40th and 42nd 
Streets, was a Potter's Field in 1813-1823. and in 1853 was the site of 

See F. T. Hill, Story of a Steed (New Yerk 1908).  

a world's fair with Crystal Palace, which was destroyed in dist!. ha 
De Witt Clinton Park between 52nd and sath Streets on the North 
river, there was the first children's farm school' in New York. 
Riverside Park (to acres; 1872), between 72nd and 129th Streets. 
on the North river front, is a finely wooded natural terrace with 
winding paths. Morningside Park (Al acres). between W. t toth 
and 123rd Streets, beautifully wooded. and Mount Morris Park 
(zol acres) (rots turd' to 124th Streets, interrupting Fifth Avenue, 
are high rough ground. Mount Morris being the highest point on 
Manhattan Island. 

Among the other parks an the north part of Manhattan Island are: 
Roger Morris Park between t6oth and 162nd Streets, containing the 
Roger Morris or Jumel Mansion (1763), Washington a headquarters 
for five weeks in 1776hen the headquarters of Sir Henry Clinton, 
and after 1n H 7 of the Hessian officers; High Bridge Park (73i acres) 
at the Manhattan end of High Bridge. between W. t7oth and Inch 
Streets; Audubon Park between 155th and 158th Streets, from 
Broadway to the North river, the home in 1840-1851 of John James 
Audubon; and Ft. Washington (sof acres) from 171st to 183rd 
Streets on the North river, the site of Ft. Washington in the War of 
Independence.  Along the W. hank of the Harlem river far about 
3 m. N. and N.W. is the Harlem River Driveway (or speedway), 
about 95 ft. wide. Besides the large parks in the Bronx the more 
important ate Crotona (154• acres), and Poe Park (2i acres) on E. 
mend Street, the site of E. A. Poe. Fordhaat-cottage. The gnat 
baseball grounds of the National and American leagues furnish 
amusement to the crowds interested in professional basebalL Coney 
Island (9.e.), similar resorts on Staten Island, on the shores of the 
North nver and on Long Island on the Sound, and on the Hudson 
river are popular amusement places. 

Buildings.—The city's sky-line is broken by the tall business 
buildings, known as " sky-scrapers,"' the construction of which 
was made necessary by the narrowness of the down-town portion 
of the island in which the increasing business population had 
to be accommodated. The ten-storey Tower Building (z889; 
21 ft. wide; first 9 then 11 storeys; replaced in ino8-rgto by 
a taller and wider building) was the first of these, and was soon 
followed by much taller ones. 

The prominent business buildings include the Singer Sewing-
Machine Company's Building' (612 ft. high, built in igos-igo8 
by Ernest Flagg); the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company's 
Building (693 ft.; completed in !goo); the Produce Exchange 
(with a 225-ft. tower); the Manhattan Life Building (with a 36o-ft 
tower); the Empire Building (2o storeys); on Wall Street, the 
Drexel Building, the Trust Company of America (23 storeys), 
and the National City Bunk; on Broad Street, thewhitemarble 
Stock Exchange (t9o3), the Broad Exchange Building (276 ft. 
high), and the Commercial Cable Building (317 ft. high); in Cedar 
Street, the New York Clearing House; in Liberty Street, the 
New York Chamber of Commerce (1903), built of white marble 
and granite, with Ionic columns, the Trinity Building (with a 
Gothic facade) and the United States Realty Building (both by 
F. IL Kimball), the City Investing Building (32 storeys; 
486 ft. high); in Church Street, the Hudson Terminal Buildings 
(Igoe, Clinton & Russell), 22 storeys high, with four storeys below 
ground (including the terminal of the down-town Hudson tunnels), 
office buildings with a tenant population of 10,000; in Park 
Row, the Park Row Building (3o storeys; 390 ft. high), and 
the office building of the World (the Pulitzer Building, with a 
dome 3 TO ft. high); the white marble Home Life Insurance 
Building with its sloping red tiled roof; the Fuller (or" flatiron ") 
Building (290 ft. high); and the New York Times Building (363 
ft. high) at 42nd Street and Broadway. 

The principal public buildings are: the Custom House (1eek-
1907; by Cass Gilbert), on the site of Fort Amsterdam, built of 
granite in the French Renaissance style; in Wall Street, the 
United States Sub-Treasury, on the site of Federal Hall, in 
which George Washington was inaugurated first president of 
the United States; and in and about City Hall Park, the Post 

See Jacob A. Riffs, " City Farms and Harvest Dances," in the 
Century Afagasine for September Igoe. 

I On the mechanical equipment of the New York " skyscraper " 
see R. P. Bolton, " High Office Buildings of New York." vol. 143 of 
Minetes of Proceedings of the Institution of Civil Engineers (190!). 
See also Frank W. Skinner. " The Foundation of Lofty Buildings," 
in the Century Magazine for March tgog. 

See A History of the Singer Building Constrxction (New York, 
1908), edited by O. F. Semsch. The building's steel columns are 
carried on pneumatic caisson piers which reach bed rock go ft. below 
the street-level. 
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Mee, the Italian Itenehmenee City MA by Jahn McComb, Jr., 
1803-1812 (architecturally the best of the public buildings); the 
Court House, the Hall of Records (French Renaissance), and a 
new Municipal Building with a lantern sso ft. high, the main 
building of 23 Morey, being pierced by an arcade through which 
Chambers Street runs; a little farther N. and E. of Broadway, 
the Tombs (1898-1899), the city prison, connected by a flying 
bridge called " the Bridge of Sighs" with the Criminal Courts; 
at Madison Avenue and 25th Street, the elaborate Appellate 
Court House (J. B. Lord); and on Fifth Avenue (40th-42nd Sts.) 
the new Public Library (1911). There are several large armouries 
of the state militia in the city, the best known being those of 
the 7th, 69th and Tist regiments.  

Cloorckes.—Histoncally the foremost religious denomination in 
New York City is the Dutch Reformed. The consistory of the 
Collegiate Church, controlling several churches, is the oldest ecclesi-
astical organization in the city, dating front t628, when there was a 
Dutch church." in the Fort." Afoot the city paused into the hands 
of the English the Protestant Episcopal Church rapidly inc eased in 
power, and (a  1765 received the grant of the " Queen's Farm " 
between Christopher and Vesey streets. This immense wealth Is 
held by the collimation of Trinity Church. Its present building 
(x839-1846i by it M. Upjohn) is on the site of • church built in 
1696. at the head of Wall Street on Broadway. The bronze doors are 
a memorial to J. J. Astor, and the altar and reredos, to W. B. Astor. 
In the churchyard are the graves of Alexander Hamilton, Robert 
Fulton, Captain James Lawrence, Albert Gallatin. William Stadion!. 
the colonial printer, and General Phil Kearny. Many of the largest 
Episcopalian churches in the city were founded as its chapels, in-
cluding St Paul's (1766), the oldest church building in the city. 
Trinity has several important chapelsdependent on it. The Presby-
terian Church is relatively stronger in New York than in any other 
city in the country with the possible exceptions of Philadelphia and 
Pittsburg. The first Methodist Episcopal society in the United 
States was formed in New York in 1266 and still exists as the John 
Street Church. The varied immigration to the city had brought in 
the other Protestant sects; the large Irish immigration of the first 
two-thirds of the 19th century, and the great Hebrew migration of the 
last part of the same century, made the Roman Catholic end the 
Jewish denominations strong. 

of 
 The city became the see of a Roman 

Catholic bishop in t8o8 and of an archbishop in 1850. The Roman 
Catholic Cathedral. St Patrick's (50th-stst Streets; Fifth-Madison 
Avenues), is the head of the archdiocese of New York; it is the largest 
and one of the most elaborately decorated churches in the country, 
designed by James Renwick and erected in 1850-1879, with a Lady 
Chapel added in 1903. It is in Decorated style and is built primp-
ally of white marble. Behind the Cathedral on Madison Avenue is 
the archiepiscopal residence. The Protestant Episcopal Cathedral 
of St John the Divine, on t t2th Street near Monungsule Park. was 
begun in 1892; the crypt and St Saviour's Chapel were completed 

1910. Other prominent Episcopalian churches are: Christ Church. 
organized in1794. the second parish in age to Trinity; St Mark'n an 
old parish with a colonial church (1829); Grace Church (organised 
in 1808), since 1844 in a commanding position at Broadway and 
Loth Street. at the first turn in Broadway. with a building of white 
limestone in Decorated style with a graceful stone spirei the Church 
of the Ascension (184o) with John La Fares mural painting of the 
Ascension, a chancel by Stanford White, and Sienese marble wells 
and pulpit; and the Church of the Transfiguration (1849), nicknamed 
" The Little Church around the Corner," and famous under the 
charge of Dr George H. Houghton (182o-1897) as the church attended 
by many actors. It has a memorial window to Edwin Booth by 
John La Ferree. Of Presb•te,ian churches the First (organized in 
t 7 to) long occupied a brick church on Wall Street, near the old City 
Hall, and since 1845 has been on Fifth Avenue between tub and 
t2th Streets; and the Madison Square Church was organized in 
1853, and after 1907 occupied one of the most striking ecclesiastical 
buildings in the city, in a quasi-Byzantine style, with a golden dome 
and a facade of six pal.  green granite Corinthon columns. The First 
Baptist Church (organized 1762; present building on Broadway and 
79th Street) is the oldest and the Filth Avenue Baptist Church (i 840 ) 
is the richest society of that denomination in the city; the Memorial 
Church (1838) is a memorial to Adoniram Judson. The first Congre-
gational Church was built in 1809, but it was soon sold and the 
congregation disbanded; the Broadway Tabernacle on Broadway, 
near Worth Street, was a famous church in 1840-1857; the present 
church is at Broadway and Stith Street. St Peter's (Roman Catholic; 
1785) is th • oldest Catholic organization in the city; St Patrick's 

1.1. 145) was formerly the cathedral church, and St Paul the Apostle 
Paulist; :859; rebuilt 1876-1885, with decorations by John La 
angel was established by Isaac Hecker. There are many Jewish 

11711agogues and temples. 
Hotois.—The macre! hotels, clubs and theatres of New York 

City have steadily been ma 'king their way up-town. Both hotels and 
dubs had their mina in the taverns of the 17th and tith centuries, 
much as Fraunem's Tavern. on the corner of Pearl and Broad Streets, 

built in rim, used as • residence  of the De Lowry family. saki in 
1762 to Samuel Frames (WashinFas steward after 1789), who 
opened it as the Queen's Heed or Charlotte, used for a time 
(1768) as the meeting-place of theChamber of Commerce, and the 
scene, in its amen* room, of Washington's farewell to his officers 
in 17:13; it was restore in 1907 by the New York State Society of 
The Sons of the Revolution, which owns the building. These ate 
now few firs•ciass hotels in the dowetown district, the Astor Have 
being the principal exception to the rule that the hotel district 

 by 23rd and 59th Streets. and by Fourth and Seventh 
Avenues. With the rapid exam in the value of New York City 
real estate mew appaartrtmmenmt-hotele have been built, especially on the 
uwevest side. The most videlrknown restaurantsare Debnonico's 
and Sherry's, both at Fifth Avenue and 44th Street. 

Clah.—The clubs of New York are even more important to the 
social life than those of London, and most of them are splendidly 
housed and ■ 	The oldest of the social dubs is the Union 
Club, 	in 1836. The Union League Club (organized 1863, 
incorporated z865) was formed by members of the U.S. Sanitary 
Conunission, and se the club of the Indeed the Republican party in 
the city. The Democratic emanizationa 	 to it are the 
Manhattan Club (organized tilled  • in 1  77)%  and the Democratic Club, more closely ' wit the localorpasation of 
Tammany Hall. The Metropolitan Club was formed in 11191 by 
members dthe Union Club, with which the Calumet Club (1ft9) 
also is closely connected. The Knickerbocker Club was founded in 
rmaantlescendants of early settles.; and the St Nicholas Club by 

of residents e( the city ce state before 1785. The 
Usiversity Club ((1865. for college graduates only) bas one of the 
bandeatnest dub-boasts in the world. Among the special clubs 
chiefly for writets. anise actors and muncrans, are the Ceatury 
Ameobation 047, membership originally limited to 100, devoted 
to the advancement of art and literature); the Locos Chub (am 
com of journalists, artists, musicians, actors and " amateurs' 
d science 

Cl' 
 fine arta): the Salmammdi Club (1871, 

artists); the Lambs' Club 0874, " for the nodal intereoune 
members of the dramatic and musical professions with ram of the 
world "); the Players' (1887. actors and authors, arches and 
musicians), whose building was the gift of Edwin Booth, its founder 
and rustptesident; the Grolier Club 0884, bibliophiles); the Cosmos 
Club 01185, members must have read we Humboldt's Congas): 
and the New York Press Club (187s Journalists). The Sorosis 
(1868) Is a women's dub. largely Mule;sionaL Other clubs are the 
New Yak Bar Association (1870), the Engineers' Club (1888), the 
New York Athletic Club (1868). the Racquet and Tennis Club, the 
New York Yacht Club (1844. incorporated 1865, the custodian of 
the" America's "cup); and tie Riding Club 08113) ;the Fteundschaft 
Society (1879) and the Dent:ocher Ved- n (1874) for Germans; the 
Army and Navy Club finis); several He sew clubs. e 	notably the 
Hamann and the Progress (1864)•, the Catholic Club of New York, 
and theclubsof Harvard 0865), Yale, the University of Penissynanie. 
Cornell University and Princeton. 

Ylwasees,&c.—The first dramatic performances ,  in New York City 
were given in September and December 1732 by acompany from 
London which played at Pearl Street and Maiden Inner the first 
playhouse reopened an the 5th of March 1730. but in 1758 became a 
German Reformed Church: and the second was opened with Rowe's 
Jam Shoe, on the 28th of December 1758, but remained a theatre 
only a little more than six yens. What has been called the first 
New York theatre, opened on the 7th of December 1767 in john 
Street near Broadway, was the Royal Theatre during the British 
occupation in the War of Independence, and wasCestro ,  in net 
In that year was built on Park Row the Park Theatre (burnt dm; 
rebuilt 1821; burnt 1848) in week George Frederick Cooke (1111o). 
James W. Wallach (1x18) and Junius Brutus Booth (On) made 
their American debuts, in which Edmund Kean, Charles Kean, 
Fanny Kemble and Edwin Forrest played, and in which Barkers
di Si,igiia, the first Italian epee:Igiven in the United States, was 
rendered in 1825, and the firsthe ... was danced by Fanny Elide in 
1840. Rivals of the Park Theatre were: the Chatham Garden sad 
Theatre in 1823-4831, and later the Bowery Theatre (opeaed in 
1826; burnt in 1828. z8A 1838 and 1845; named the Thalia in 
1879, when it became • C=a theatre; and since 1892 Yiddish). 
Among famous theatres of the 19th century the following may be 
mentioned: Niblo's Garden (built in 1829; burned in 1846; re- 
built in 1849; denboyed in 11195) vas long owned by A. T. Stewart, 
and after 1866 was the scene of many spectacular shows. Palmo's 

a°l' House (1s44-1857) was the home first of Italian opera end 
ocitIelbunder the ma 	t of William E. Button (tSon-1860), 

of 	. In Mechanics' Hail (1847-1868) E. P. Christy's minstrels, 

G  
risty's minstrels and the Bryant Brothers append. 

The Astor Place Opera House (on the present site of the Mercantile 
Library; 1847-1854) is best known because of the riot at Macresdy's 
appmrance on the 19th of May 1849, in which many wee killed by 
the and militia. Triplet Hall (t8 50-t 867) was built for Jenny 
Lind's debut but not completed in time. Here Rachel played in 

See T. Allston Brown, A History of the New York Slogs (3 vols., 
New York, 1903). 
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1855. and Patti made her debut in tegil. The ha was managed in 
1855 by Laura Keene and in :856-1858 by William E. Burton, and 
in It in !Sea the three Booths played Julius Caesar, and Edwin Booth 
played Hamlet for one hundred nights. It wan burned in March 
467. le Booth's Theatre (1869-_ ,1883• managed and afterwards 
leased by Edwin Booth), Sarah Bernhardt made her American 
debut (November 0380); and in the Park Theatre (Broadway and 
stet Street; 1875-1882) Stuart Robson and William H. Crane first 
played together. Light opera was first introduced in 064, opera 
baulk in 18464, and (Albert and Sullivan light opus in 5879; and 
The Pirates Presanor wan produced in New York before it was seen 
in London. ost of the older theatreastill in existence have become 
houses of vaudeville, melodrama or moving pictures, as, for example. 
the Academy of Music (14th Street and Irving Place; opened in 
1854), until about 1883 the home of the best opera, in which Christine 
Nihon, Parepa-Rosa, Salvini and Emma Nevada made their 
American debuts. The Broadway (1888) was the scene of Edwin 
Booth's last performance, as Hamlet, in March 1891. In connexion 
with the Empire Theatre 0893) is the Empire Dramatic School. 
The two largest *on of amusement are the Madison Square Garden 
(opened in 1890) and the Hippodrome (Sixth Avenue and 450- 

th Streets). The principal concert bails are Carnegie Music Hall 
1891 • built by _Andrew Carnegie for the Symphony and Oratorio 

) and Mendelsohn Hal L The Metropolitan Opera House 
(1882; burnt 5892; immediately rebuilt) gave in Off; the first 
season of German opera in America, under the direction of Leopold 
Damrosch. The Manhattan Opera House (built in zeioa by Oscar 
Hammerstein as the Drury Lane) was opened as an opera-house in 
December 1906. In 1910 grand opera ceased to be given except in the 
Metropolitan. Grand opera in New York hasaiways been dependent 
for financial success on season subscriptions, and (like the great 
museums and the zoological and botanical rdens) has been sup-
ported by millionaires. The New Theatre (*909) is practically an 
endowed house. 

Music.—Musical societies were formed in the *8th century, an 
Apollo Society as as 1750, a St Cecilia Society, which lasted leas 
than ten years, in 1791, and the Euterpean Society, which lived a 
half century, in 1799. A New York Choral Society was established 
in 2823, a Sacred Music Society in the lame year and a Philharmonic 
Society in 1824 succeeded in 1828 by the Musical Fund Society. 
The present Philharmonic Society, composed of professional players, 
was organized in Mee by a New York violinist, Uriah C. Hill (d. 
1875). In siguwas formed the Deutscher Liederkranz, which has 
given much classical German music; a secession from the Lieder-
krans in 1854 formed the Arkin Society, which has been more modern 
than the Liederkranz, furnished in 1859 the choruses for Tannhguser, 
the first Wagner opera performed in America, and brought from 
Breslau in 1871 Leopold Damrosch (1832-1885) as its conductor. 
He founded the Oratorio Society in 1873 and the Symphony Society 
in :877, and was succeeded as conductor of each of these societies 
by his son Walter (b. 1862). Musical instruction in the public schools 
has been under the supervision of Frank Damrosch (b. 1859), 
another son of Leopold, who formed in 1892 the Peoples Singing 
Classes, picked voices from which form the People's Choral Union. 

Are—Many private collections have been given or lent to the 
public galleries of the city, in which are held from time to time 
excellent loan collections. The largest public art gallery is the 
Metropolitan Museum of Are, for which a committee, including art 
patrons and members of the National Academy of Design, drew up 
a plan in z869, and which was chartered in April t87o. General 
Luigi Palma di °mole (q.v.) became its director in t879 and was suc-
cee&d (1905-19e0) by Sir Caspar Purdon Clarke, director of the South 
Kensington Museum, and in two by Edward Robinson (b. 1858). 
In April 1871 the legislature appropriated $50o,000 for a building for 
the Museum in Central Park: in [878 the trustees took 'on of 
the building in a tract of 181 acres in Central Park onifth Avenue 
between Both and 85th Streets; and in March 188o this building was 
opened. Additions were made to the south (1888) and the north 
0894. In 1902 the central part of the E. front of a new building 
was opened, and under an appropriation of $i,25o,000 in 1904 the 
building was again enlarged an 1908. Among the benefactors of the 
Museum have been: its presidents. John Taylor Johnston (1820-1893), 
He G. Marquand (q.v.), who gave it his collection (old masters 
and English school), and J. Pierpont Morgan, and Miss Catharine 
Lorillard Wolfe, who gave the Museum E200,000 and her collection of 
paintings, Jacob S. Ropes (1823-1901) who left the Museum about 
55,000,000, Frederick T. Hewitt, who gave more than $i,Esio,000, 
and John S. Kennedy (1830-1909), who left it $2,  coo. Besides 
paintings and statuary the Museum has collections of slam, Egyptian 
antiques, Babylonian andAssyrian seals and cylinders, tapestries, 
ancient gem. porcelain and pottery, armour, musical instruments, 
laces and architectural casts. The New York Historical Society since 
1818 has had the collection of the New York Gallery of the Fine Arts; 
in its art gallery are several examples of Van Dyck and Velazquez, 
the best collection in the United States (except the Jarves collection 
at Yale) of the primitives and the early Renaissance of Italy and the 
Low Countries, and a good American collection, rich in portraits and 
in the work of Thomas Cole. There is a small collection of paintings 
with some statuary in the Lenox Library and there are many private 
collections of note. The National Aredemv of Devito (onranined in _  

5826; incorporated In 1828) has an art library, and students' clams. 
The Society of American Artists (1177) was a secession from the 
Academy which it rejoined in 1906. ThisSociety with the Art Students' 
League 0875), and the Architectural League of New Y0115 (1881) 
formed In *889 the American Fine Arts Socsety. In its building or 
W. 57th  Street there are good galleries, it is the headquarters of the 
American Water Color Society (1866), the New York Water Color 
Club, the National Sculpture Society ( *893), the National Society of 
Mural Painters and the New York Chapter of the American Institute 
of Architects; and the exhibitions of the National Academy of Design 
and of the Society of American Artists are held here. The National 
Arts Cluband the Municipal Art Society( t893)havecl ub houses in Gra-
mercy Park. The Decorative Art Association (1878) has classes and 
sales-rooms for women artists. There are art classes at Cooper Union 
(q.v.). Columbia University has a School of Architecture (1881). 

dllanisipal Art, Monuments, Statuary, art.—The city charter of 
*897 established an art commission consisting of the mayor, the 
president of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, the president of the 
New York Public Library, the president of the Brooklyn Institute 
of Arts and Sciences, one painter, one sculptor, one architect and 
three lay members, the last six to be appointed by the mayor from a 
list presented by the Fine Arts Federation of New York. Without 
the approval of this commission no work of art can become the 
property of the city either by purchase or by gift. Whenever re• 
quested by the mayor and board of aldermen it must act in a similar 
capacity with respect to the design of any municipal building, bridge 
or other structure; and no municipal structure that is to cost more 
than one million dollars can be erected until it has approved the 
design. The City Hall contains a valuable collection of portraits. 
In front of the Custom House are groups symbolical of the continents 
by D. C. French. The Hall of Retards has historic and allegorical 
statues by Philip Martiny, H. K. Bush•Drown and Albert Weinert. 
In the Criminal Courts Building are mural decorations by Edward 
Simmons. The statuary of the Appellate Court House is by T. S. 
Clarke. K. F. T. Bitter, M. M. SChwartzott, D. C. French, F. W. 
Ruckstuhl, C. H. Niehaus and others; and it has excellent mural 
paintings by E. H. Blashfield, Kenyon Cox, C. Y. Turner, H. S. 
Mowbray and others. Of the city's great monuments the ;realest 
is the tomb (1897; designed ky )ohnli. Duncan) of General U. S. 
Grant (q.e.); this mausoleum is an Riverside Park, commanding the 
North river, at 122nd Street. In the same park at 9oth Street is the 
Soldiers' and Sailors' Monument (1909; C. W. Stoughton. A. A. 
Stoughton and P. E. Duboy.), a memorial to those who fought in the 
Union army during the Civil War; it has marble and granite stair. 
ways leading up to a pedestal on which are twelve fluted Corinthian 
pillars arranged in a circle and covered with a white marble canopy. 
On Bedloe's Island in the harbour is the colossal bronze " 1-iberty 
Enlightening the World" (F. Bartholdi; dedicated t886; presented 
to the people of the United States by the people of France), which is 
151 ft. 5 in. from its base to the top of the torch held in the uplifted 
hand of the female figure. On the N. side of Washington Square at 
the foot of Fifth Avenue is the granite Washington Arch (1889; by 
Stanford White) commemorating the hundredth anniversary of the 
inauguration in New York City of George Washington as first 
president of the United States. Among other public statues and 
monuments are: Augustus St Gaudens'slV. T. Sherman .(2o3), an 
equestrian statue in gilt bronze on a polished granite pedestal in 
Fifth Avenue at the S.E. entrance to Central Park, his D. . Farragut 
(188o; with a granite exedra for pedestal, designed by Stanford 
1Vhite) in Madison Sqbare, and his Peter Cooper (1894), a seated 
figure on a marble pedestal and beneath a marble canopy (designed 
by Stanford White) immediately below Coo ir Union on the Bowery; 
F. W. MacMonnies's Nathan Hale (1 3) in City Hall !ark.; 
J. Q. A. Ward's William Shakespeare (t 7o), Seventh Regiment 
Memorial (*873), " Indian Hunter" (1868), and " PIilgrim "11885) 
in Central Park, his George Washington (1882) on the steps of the 
sub-treasury, his Greeley in front of the Thiene building, and his 
William Earl Dodge 0885) at Broadway and 34th Street; E. 
Plassmann's Benjamin Franklin (1872) in Printing House Square; 
Alexander Doyle's Horace Greeley (189o) in Greeley Square; K. F. T. 
Bitter's Franz Sigel (1907) in Riverside Park at 106th Street, D.C. 
French's Memorial to R. M. Hunt (1900), a bust with a semicircular 
granite entablature at Fifth Avenue and 70th Street • and a Columbus 
Memorial (1894; by Gaetano Russo; erected by the Italian residents), 
a tall shaft with a statue of Columbus, at 59th Street and Seventh 
Avenue. There are many other statues in the city, especially in 
Brooklyn (q.v.) and in Central Park. In Central Park on a knoll S.W. 
of the Metropolitan Museum stands the Egyptian obelisk, of rose-red 
Syene granite, the companion of that on the Thames embankment. 
London, and like it popularly called " Cleopatra's Needles' but 
actually erected by Thothmes III.; it was presented to the any by 
Ismail Pasha. Khedive of Egypt, in 1877, was brought to New York 
at the expense of W. H. Vanderbilt in 188o, and was erected in the 
park in 188i. 

Sciretific Collections and Learned Soddies.—The New York 
Aquarium in Battery Park has excellent exhibits of marine life: 
since 1902 it has been under the direction of the New York Zoological 
Society (organized 1895), a private corporation which has relations 
with the Park Department and the city like those of the corporations 
in control of the Botanical Gardens, the Natural History Mueeura 
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and the Metropolitan Museum of Art. Its Zoological Park (opened 
1899) forms the southern part of Bronx Park. in which the *shads 
(5528  individuals, 1146 species—a46 mammals, 644 birds and 356 
reptiles in 1910) are about perfect!y housed—in large houses, flyia 
cages, pools, dens and ranges. The ' Gardens Oncorpora 
in 1891 and 1894). cant the N. part of Bronx Park, contains 
two large conservatoriesthe largest in Amnia), the largest botanical 
museum in the world (Imo), with lecture ball and museum of fossil 
botany in the basement, a collection of economic plants on the 
main floor, and a library, herbarium, laboratories. 	exhibits of 
vegetation on the upw. floors, and a natural 	grove and 

11°A =ousarboretum. The American Museum of Natural History 
, pinetum, herbaceous grounds, Bower garden, fruticetum 

was incorporated in 1869, and is governed by a board of trustees. On 
the ground floor of its building (77th-8111 Streets; Eighth-Ninth 
Avenues) are a lecture hall, meteorites, the Jesup collections of the 
woods of North America and of building stones, and anthropological 
and ethnological collections, particularly rich in specimens from the 
North Pacific region.lrotth by an expedition sent out by Morris K. 
Jesup (q.e.). On the main floor are the mammals, insects and butter. 
files; on the second Boor the palaeontdo- collections, the Cope col- 
lection of fossils and (presented by J. P. 	abbe Bement collection 
of minerals and the Tiffany collection of 	; and on the top floor are 
a collection of shells and the library, • oiling that of the New York 
Academy of Sciences, which was founded in thi7 and incorporated 
in 1818 as the Lyceum of Natural History, received its present name 
in 1876, and publishes Annals (1824 sqq.) and Transachau (1885 
sqq.). Other learned societies are: the New York Historical Society 
(founded in 1804 and incorporated in 1809), which has a library rich 
in Americana, the Lenox collection of Assyria marbles, and the 
Abbott collection of Egyptian antiquities; the American Geo-
graphical Society (founded in 1852; incorporated in 1814), which 
issues a Bulletin (1859 sqq.); the American Numismatic Society 
(1858), with an a celle t nutainnatic library and collection; the 
American Society of Civil Engineers (au; with a club house and 
library); the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (188o), 
which occupies with the American Institute of Electrical Engineers 
and the American Institute of Mining Engineers (x871)) a building 
given by Andrew Carnegie; and the New York Academy of 
Medicine (11347), with a technical library. 

Literalure.--In literature[ New York's position in America is 
largely due to the city's being the home of the principal publishing 
houses and, as the American metropolis, the home of many authors. 
Charles Brockden Brown, the first American professional " man-of-
letters," although a Philadelphian by birth, was connected with 
New York City throughout his literary career; after him cams the 
brilliant Knickerbocker school, including hying, Cooper. Bryant. 
James Rodman Drake, Fits Greene Melba, Charles Fenno Hoff-
man (who in 1833 established the Knickerbocker Magazine), N. P. 
Willis, Edgar Allan Poe, J. K Paulding, George P. Morris and Gulian 
C. Verplanck. In this early period New York literature centred 
larl ,  about the Knickerbocker and the Mirror; and in the later 
period 

 
the monthlies Harper's (185o), the Century (founded in 1870 

as Scribner's:present name 188 r), and Scribner's (1887) were great 
literary influences under the editorship of such men as George 
William Curtis, Josiah Gilbert Holland, William Dean Howe 
Henry Mills Alden (b. 1836) and Richard Watson Gilder. Richard 
Henry Stoddard, Richard Grant White, Bayard Taylor, Edmund 
Clarence Stedman, H. C. Bonner and John Bigelow are other literary 
names connected with New York City and with its periodical prem. 
The success of the alder magazines has brought into the field lower-
priced monthlies. The oldest religious weekly still published is the 
New York Observer (1823; Presbyterian); its great editors were 
Samuel IrenaethPrime from ago to 1885 and afterwards his son-in-
law Charles Augustus Stoddard. Others are the Onuckman Oats; 
Protestant E scopal), the Chris:ins Advocate (1826; Methodist 
Episcopal), t Examiner (1823; Baptist). the Christian Herald 
(1878) famous for its various charities under the control (,892-191o) 
of Dr Louis Klopech (1852-1910), the Outlook (founded in 187o as 
the Christian Union by Henry Ward Beecher and carried on as a 
household magazine by Lyman Abbott). and the Independent (1846) 
after 1870 edited by William Hayes Ward. 

The city's cosmopolitan character is suggested by the 	t 
number of its newspapers published in other languages than E ish: 

almost in 1905 of all the periodical publications in New York City a most 
one-seventh (:27 out of 89) were printed in languages other than 
English, so languages or dialectsbeing recommitted. German, Yiddish 
and Italian newspapers hare large circulations. and there are 
Bohemian, Greek. French, Croatian, Hungarian and Slavonic dailies. 
To a degree the New York press• is metropolitan, also; but the 
American press is not dominated by the newspapers of New York 
as the English press is by that of London (see NEWSPAPERS: United 
States). 

Education .2—The Dutch West India Company was bound by its 
charter to provide schoolmasters. Its first schoolmaster emigrated 

, See Charles Hemstreet, Literary New York, Its Landmark+ and 
A LIOCilii011S (New York. 1903). 

2  See A. Emerson Palmer, TM New York Public School (New York. 
1903).  

in 1633 and his school still exists in the Collegiate School. the pre. 
petty of the Collegiate (Dutch) Reformed Church. Down to the 
Middle of the 17th century the support and control of the schools 
remained with the Dutch Church. Later the desire of the English to 
hasten the substitution of the English for the Dutch language in the 
colony led to an unsuccessful attempt by the colonial government to 
reserve to itself the appointment of the schoolmasters. An English 
public school was established in 17o5 under an Act of 171:m and in 
1710 was first opened in connexion with the &shoran Church. It 
still exists as the Trinity School. In malOng's College. sow 
Columbia University (v.), was atiluitha:. the DutchReformed 
Church made a vain wort to secure contra of it. but it became 

the English la bream the War of Independence 	 had macho- 
in its sympathies and its teachers were mostly Loyalists. 

ally carried the da ,andtakenpor 	 of theshoolsandchurches. 
la 1787 the 
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established a free school for 

negroes, which was incorporated in 1794. A Quaker society (!798). 
the " Association of Female Friends for the Relief of the ftor.' 
opened a wheal in 1801, which soon became a school for white girls 
only; until 1824 It shared in the school fund and it carried on as 
infant school only from i to IN.6. An association known in 
1805-1808 as the Society 

the 
 Esmdishing a Free School in the City 

of New York (afterwards the "Free SchoolSociety," and after 1826 
the " Public School Society ") opened its .first school in May i8o6; 

C.7graamopriatinigatfiro:nLtahnecalatetteianlegsslatteaze4ori 007, i 1811 

economy the society's schools hadaiways been conducted order the 
Lancuteriansystera with student " monitors " or assistant teachers; 
until 1826 waslargely under thecontrol of the Friends, giving religious 
instruction; and was supported in part by voluntary contributions, 
in part by subscriptions from those who dethed to share in its 

, and in a small degree after t815 by a contribution 
frorgreutool fund of the state. For fifty years it did virtually all 
that was done for popular education in New York City, and for 
nearly thirty years caused the exemption of the city from the opus-
don of the common-spool system of the state; and about boo coo 
children mimed through its schools. 

The Roman Catholic parochial schools opposed the Protestant 
characterof thetext-booka used In these hlic schools.and in 1,84o 
followed by Hebsew and Presbyterian scho

pu
ols, attempted in vain to 

secure a wt of the common-school fund. In 1842, as a result of this 
month MW. the city was brought under the general state system 
but the Public School Society retained control of its own schools: 
The Board of Education opened its first schools in 11143. The right 
of the Public School Society to put up new buildings was definitely 
withdrawn in 1848; and in 1853 the Society was voluntarily die- 
solved, and its seventeen schools and property (valued at $454a412) 
were handed over to the city authonties; from its trustees fifteen 
commissioners were appointed to bold office through 5834, and is 
each ward where there had been a school of the Society three trustees 
were chosen. After 2856 the control of theschools wasentirely in the 
hands of the Board of Education. A compulsory education law came 
into effect in 1875. Since 1874 the Board hascontrolled a Nautical 
School, a training ship being lent to the city by the Federal Navy 

ment. The separate schools for negroes  were abolished in 
1 free lecture courses were established in 1888; in 1893 seven 
Ikindergarten dames were established, and after 1896 a supervisor of 
kindergartens was appointed by the Board; and in 1894 a teachers' 
retirement fund was established, the first in any American city. 

In Brooklyn also the early Dutch schools were under the clergy. 
In 1815 the schools first received a part of the state common-school 
fund. These were separate district schools until 1843 when a Board 
of Education was organized. 

By the consolidation of 1898 the Boroughs of Manhattan and the 
Bronx became a unit for School purposes, the former city Board of 
Education becoming the School Board for these two boroughs; 
the former Brooklyn Board remained in control in that borough; 
and there was a Central Board of Education for the entire city 
consisting of eleven delegates from the Manhattan and Bronx Board, 
six delegates from the Brooklyn Board, and one each (th&presid nevteil 
from the Richmond Board and the Queens Board. 
charterof root abolished theborough school boards and established a 
single board with 46 members (22 from Manhatt an, 14 from Brooklyn, 
4 from the Bronx, 4 from Queens and 2 from Richmond). and 46 local 
school boards (distributed as above) of seven members each, who 
took the place of the former inspectors in Manhattan and the Bronx. 
In the City Board there is an executive committee of 15 members. 
The borough superintendents wcre.done away with in I 1; the 
powers of the city superintendent were increased, and a rd 
superintendents (the city superintendent and eight associate super-
intendents) was created. A board of examiners, nominated by the 
city superintendent and appointed by the Board of Education, 
supervises examinations taken by candidates for teaching positions, 
appointments to which are governed by rigid civilsrvi ce rules. 
The development of public high schools has been rapid since the 
consolidation. la 1909-1910 trade schools and schools fon the 
anaemic were established. 'There is an excellent system of evening 
and vacation schools. 

A Free Academy,  founded in 1848 for advancedpoPils who had 
left the COU11000 schools WS empowered to grant thym i e n nom. 
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and in 1866 became the College of the City of New York, with the 
Board of Education as its Board of Trustees. is t9oo a separate 
Board of Trustees (nine members appointed by the mayor) was 
created. Before 1882 no one was eligible for entrance unless he had 
attended the city's public schools for one year In 1opo7 the College 
removed to new buildings on St Nicholas Heights between 138th 
and tooth Streets, the old buildings at Lexington Avenue and 23rd 
Street being used for some of the lower classes of the seven years' 
course. The retention of the secondary school in connexion with 
college, although there are now well-equipped public high schools, is 
oneof the anomalies of the New York educational system. In :871 a 
Normal School for Girls, since 1910 the Woman'soc lege of the City 
of New York, was established as a pert of the public system. Since 
0388 pubfic lectures for adults have been given under the auspices of 
the Board of Education, usually in school-houses; and in 1899 the 
Board opened evening recreation centres in school-houses. in which 
literary, debating and athletic clubs meet. For the charitable schools 
Neel Charities. 

The oldest institution of higher education is Columbia University 
New York University was chartered in 1831 as the University 

the City of New York, and in 1896 received its present name. 
The University Council is the corporation ; it consists of 32 members, 
eight gmog out of office annually. The University Senate has 
immediate   control; it is composed of the chancellor; two professors 
of the University College, and the dean and a professor from each 
of the following schools—law, medicine, pedagogy, graduate and 
applied science. The work of the collegiate department was begun 
in tap; a university building at Washington Square was erected 
in 1832-1835; a law school. on a plan submitted by B. F. Butler of 
New York, was established in 1835, a medical school in 1841, the 
School of Applied Science in 1862. a graduate school in 1886, a school 
of pedagogy in 189o, s veterinary college (formed by the union of two 
previously existing schools) in 1899„ and a School of Commerce. 
Accounts and Finance in 1900. In 1fte the College of Arts and 
Pure Science and the School of Applied Science were removed 
to a commanding and beautiful site on Washington Heights (about 
E. illtst Street? above the Harlem river, the schools of law and 

(erne:nine at Washington Square where a Collegiate 
ridvtlitiogny  was opened in i904 ; in 1895 the Metropolis Law School 
liras consolidated with the University; in 1898 the Bellevue Hospital 
Medical College became a part of the University school of medicine. 
Da the Washington Heights Campus the principal buildings are the 
library (19oo), around a part of which extends an open colonnade, 
Soo ft. long, which is known as the Hall of Fame for Great Americans, 
and in which the names of great Americans (chosen at intervals by 
the ballots of too prominent educators, historians, &c.) are inscribed 
on memorial tablets; and Gould Hall, a dormitory, which like the 
library and the Hall of Fame was the gift of Miss Helen Miller Gould. 
In 1909-1910 the University library contained about 65.000 vols. 
and the law library 22,000, and there were 254 instructors and 4036 
students (966 in the School of Commerce and n9 in the Law Schad). 

For Fordham University see FORDHAM. Other Roman Catholic 
colleges are: the College of St Francis Xavier (Society of Jesus; 
oPened

he
847: 1 	charte

hoo
eW 1861); and Manhattan College (Brothers 

a t Christian Scls; opened 1853; chart 	1863) at Broadway 
and 131st Street. in the district formerly kno

ered
wn as Manhattanville. 

Among the technical and professional schools, excluding those of 
Columbia University and New York University. are: the General 
Theological Seminary of the Protestant Episcopal Church (opened 
1819; in 182o-1822 in New Haven; then re-established in New 
York City). beautifully situated in " Chelsea Village " on a block 
(Ninth-Tenth Avenues and aoth-ast Streets) given for the perpose 
by Clement Clarke Moore (1779-1863)' in buildings largely the ift 
of Eugene Augustus Hoffman (1839-19o2), dean or the Semin, in 
1879-1902, and of his family, who put it on a sound financial I is: 
the UnionTheological Seminary 0836; Presbyterian), is 
representative of the most liberal tendencies in American l' ■ y-
terianism (gm.), especially in regard to text-criticism; the J sh 
Theological Seminary of America (1886), chiefly supported I 	he 

 of New York, Philadelphia and Baltimore; the I 	ge synagogues 
Physicians and Surgeons in the City of New 1 . ,e-k. (0: 	ce 

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY); the Cornell Univer....., 

i1897; see CORNELL UNIVERSITY); the Eclectic Medical College 
1865);  the New York Post-Graduate Medical School and Hospital 
1882 ; the New York Polyclinic Medical School and Hospital (1882); 

New ew York Medical College and Hospital for Women (1863); the 

The chancellors have been: in 1831-1839 James H. Mathews 
(cl- 1870); in 1839-185o, Theodore Frelinghuysen (d. 1862); in 
1852-187e, Isaac Ferris (1798-1873); in 1870-1880, Howard 
Crosby; in 1881-1891, John Hall; and in 1891-1910, Henry 
Mitchell MacCracken (b. 1840). Dr Ferris was a minister of the 
(Dutch)Reformed Church and the three chancellors since his time have 
been Presbyterian clergymen; but the University is not sectarian. 

*C. C. Moore (t779-I863), son of Benjamin Moore (1748-1816). 
who was Protestant Episcopal bishop of New York and president of 
Columbia College in tilot -18i 1, was professor of Biblical learning in 
the Seminary in 1821-1850, compiled a Hebrew and English Lexicon 
(1809) and wrote game poetry including the popular juvenile vases 
beginning "'Tess the night before Christmas." 

New York College of Dentistry (1865); and the College of Dental 
and Oral Surgery of New York (1842). Among the normal schools 
are: the Teachers' College of Columbia University (g  s.); the 
School of Pedagogy and the kindergarten training ached of New York 
University ,• the kindergarten training school of Pratt Institute in 
Brooklyn (q.th the Kraus Seminary for Kindergarteners; and the 
Kindergarten Normal Dreartnient of the Ethical Culture School 
under Ethical Culture Society. Of the many private  secondary 
schools in New York the oldest are the Collegiate Schooland Trinity 
School (see above). The Columbia Grammar School (1764) was 
origially a preparatory department of Columbia College. 

Othtr educational institutions of a popular character are Cooper 
Union (q.v.) and the People's Institutes (incorporated in 0397), 
which holds its meetings and lectures in the Coow Union Building. 
Its most active promoter and long its managing director was Charles 
Sprague Smith 0853-1910), who was professor of modern la 
at Columbia University in 1880-1891, and in 1896 organ= 
Comparative Literature Society; he was especially assisted by 
Richard Heber Newton (b. 184o), a Protestant Episcopal 
of broad and radical religious and social views, and blelYarel 
Gamper& The aim was to supply a " continuous and ordered 
education in social science, history, literature and such other subjects 
as time and demand shall determine " and " to afford .  opportunities 

 the Interchanged of thought upon topics of general interest . . . 
to assist m the solution of present problems:* The Institute is 
primarily a free evening school of social science and a forum for the 
discussion of questions of the day. There are. besides, Sunday 
evening ethical services, " a peoples church." which has attracted 
much attention, and several " Institute Clubs " of a social nature. 
some of them for children. The People's Institute organized a 
censorship of " moving pictures " to which most American manu-
facturers of these films voluntarily submit. Cheap concerts are 
Oven in Cooper Union by the People's Symphony Concert Associa-
tion in conjunction with the People's Institute. 

For the Brooklyn Institute see BROOKLYN. The Young Men's 
and Young Women's Christian Associations have classes, especially 
for working people. 

Libraries.--P The New York Public Library, Astor. Lenox and 
Tilden Foundations," was the result of the consolidation in May 
1895 of the Astor Library (founded by the bequest of 114ocii0oo by 
John Jacob Astor; inte.pmated in 1849; opened in 054: further 
endowed by William B. Astor, who gave it about $55o.000 sad by 
John Jacob Astor, the younger, who gave it about fitioo.000 and 
built the hall in Lafayette Street in which the library, for general 
reference, was housed until isiti ), the Lenox Library (originally 
the private collection, particularly rich in incunabula. Americana, 
genealogy and music, of James Lena' (1800-188o)„5 bibliophile 
and art amateur, given by him to the city in 1870 and until 1911 
housed as • special reference library, in a building; designed by 
R. M. Hunt, on Fifth Avenue, between loth and 71st streets), and 
the Tilden Trust (to which Samuel J. Tilden left his private library 
and about $4,000,000 (most of his estate) for the establishment of a 
public library, but which, owing to a contest by the heirs, was unable 
to secure the entire bequest and received only about $2,000.000 
from one of the heirs). In 1002-1911 a new building was erected to 
house these collections. With the Public Library the New York 
Free Circulating Library.  (incorporated in 188o; re-incorporated in 
188e,) was consolidated in 1901; and in the next two years several 
other free libraries, including one for the blind. In 1901 Andrew 
Carnegie gave more than $5,000,000 for about 65 branch libraries. 
the city to furnish sites for them and maintain them. The largest 
and best equipped of the college libraries is that of Columbia Uni- 
versity. The library of Cooper Union has a complete set ofpatent 
office reports and files of newspapers. The Mercantile Library (iliac); 
established by an association of merchants clerks)) is a subscnption 
library at Astor Place; the New York Society Library ,  (on Uni- 
versity Place) is a subscription library, the oldest in the city, being 
the outgrowth of a reading•room established in the City Hall in 170o 
by the earl of Bellomont; at was incorporated in 1759 as the City 
Library and in 1772 under itspresent name. The General Society 
of Mechanics and Tradesmen (founded in 1785) since 1820 has had a 
circulating library; which with the DeMilt (reference) and the 
Slade (architectural collections), contains about 99,000 volumes. 

Charities.—The cit1 has a commissioner and two deputy com-
missioners of public charities, but this municipal department works 
largely through private organizations•  the municipal appropriations 
to which exceed the amount actually expended through Institutions 
controlled by the city.' Municipal institutions inclUde: Bellevue 
Hospital (opened 1816), which in 1869 established the first hospital 
ambulance service in the world, near which there is an Emergency 
Hospital (1878) for maternity cases, and in connexion with which 

*See C. S. Smith, Working with the People (New York. ico.t). , and 
the Annual Reports of the Managing Director of the Peoples Institute. 

4  See A. B. Keep, History of the New York Society Library (New 
York, 1909)- 

1,  See H. R. Hurd (ed.) New York Charities Directory (Nth ed. 
191o), published annually by the Charity Organization Society ; and 
W. H. Tolman and Charles Hemstreet, The Better New York (1904). 
published by the American 'oakum of Social Service. 
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are the Gouverneur Reception Hospital (r8115). the Hakim Re-
ception Hospital and Dispensary (1887): and the Fordham Reception 
Hospital and Dispensary (1892); the City Hospital 0853) and the 
Metropolitan Hospital (475). both on Blackwell 's bland; for 
contagious diseases Willard Parker Hospital (1866) and Riverside 
Hospital (1885; on North Brother Island in the East river); and 
for the sick, crippled and idiotic destitute children, the New York 
City Children's Hospitals and Schools (1837; on Randall's Island). 
The Manhattan State Hospital on Ward's Island (1871- now used 
for patients from New York and Richmond counties only) Central 
Islip State Hospital, an Long Island, in Suffolk comity (for Queens 
county and outside of New York City, Suffolk county) and the Long 
Island State Hospital (for the county of Kings) are the state 'intone 
asylums for the population of New York City. 

The Charity Organization Society (organized and incorporated 
in 1882) investigates claims for charities and secures em 	went 
for applicants, has a bureau of information and a 	• l 
library, has done much effective work through its Tenement 
Committee and its Committee on Prevention of Tuberculosis, has a 
school of philanthropy begun as a summer school in 18911 but with 
a two-year course since tau. and publishes a weekly journal, the 
Survey. lit the United Charities Building (1891-1893; in K. 22nd 

S. Street). a gift of John Kennedy, there is housed, besides the Charity 
Organization Society, the Children's Aid Society (1853). which was 
found by Charles Loring Brace (1826-189o), its first secretary, has 
enter 	industrial schools and lodgi at iihmeser 

 (
s  the earliest 1854, 

being a Newsboys' Lodging House in New 	Street), vacation 
schools, kind?%tensi  evening dosses, summer, houses at Bath 
Beach (for cri gir 

s 
 ) and West Coney Island, and a farm school 

at Keosico. a finds homes for orphans and homelaw _children. In 
the some building are the New York City Mission and 'Tract Society 
0822, incorporated in 1867; undenominational), the first American 
organization to introduce district nursing, whose work is all done 
below 14th street, and the Association for Improving the Condition 
of the Poor (1843; incorporated in 1848), which has a department of 
relief, does (rah-air work at Wed Coney Island, supports people's 
baths, and has founded the Hartley House (a memorial to Robert 
M. Hartley, who established the Association), a neighbourhood 
settlement. The Society of St Vincent de Paul in the City of New 
York (organized aim; chartered 1872) is the local Roman Catholic 
charitable organization. The United Hebrew Charities was formed 
in 1874 by the union of bur Hebrew societies. The Russell Sage 
Foundation (t907) has headquarters in New York, but is not merely 
local in its work; it has a charity • don department, a child 

Mimi work " by the churches is 
helping department, and a school 	• 	department. " lasti- 

Tradeand domestic schools include the Hebrew 
developed . 

	Institute 
and the Hebrew Technical School for Girls; the New York Trade 
School; Grace Institute, endowed by W. R. Grace (twice Mayor of 
New York City) for the instruction of women is trades; the Man- 
hattan Trade School for Girls; the American Female Guardian 
Society and Horne for the Friendlem; the Baron de Hirsch Trade 

in connexion with which there are day and evening schools 
for the instruction of immigrants (Russian, Galician and Rumanian) 
In the English language, and a colony with an agricultural and 
industrial school at Woodbine, N.J.; the Clara de Hirsch Home and 
Trade Training School for Working Girls; the New York Cooking 
School; and the Association of Practical Home Making Centres. 
The New York Diet Kitchen Association(1873) has established diet 
kitchens In connexion with many dispensaries. The City and 
Suburban Home Company 0896) provides good apartments at cheap 
rentals; the Society for Ethaml Culture lias_promoted the same 
work; and the Mills Hotels, erected by D. 0. Mills (11325-1910), are 
low-priced but self-supporting lodging 1101100. 

There are many orphanages and day nurseries and there are about 
permanent homes for adults in the boroughs of Manhattan 

and e Bronx. The New York SOCkly for the Prevention of Cruelty 
to Children ma incorporated in lam and the children's court 
movement in the city has been connected with this society; in its 
work and in that of the Society for the Prevention of Cmeity to 
Animals Henry Bergh (1820-1888) was the American pioneer. The 
Society for tbe Reformation of Juvenile Delinquents (1824) maintains 

PHouse of Refue on Randall  's Gland; and the New York Catholic 
Protectory (1862

g
), under the Brothers of the Christian Schools and 

the Sisters of Charity, is of a similar character. An importantwork 
has been done by the Society for the Suppression ci .Vice ( ,873). 
and by the Society for the Prevention of Crime, organised in 1877 
and re-organized En taw its president Charles Henry Park huxst 
(b. 1842), a Presbyterian detgymss 

The New York Institution for the Blind was incorporated in 0131 
and originated the New York point system of tangible writing and 
printing for the blind; the Society for the Relief of the Destitute 
'Blind (1869) and the New York Amodation for the Blind (riulz 
noteworthy. The New York Institute for the Instruction of the 
and Dumb (1814, of which Harvey Prindie Peat (1794-1873) was 
principal in 18331-1867. is a free state school and the first oral school 
for the deaf in Anoerin ;the Institution for the Improved Instruction 
of Deaf Metes (1867) is a free city school; St Joseph's Institute for 
the Improved Instruction of Dal Mutes (Raman Catholic; 1869) 
has s school for boys and one for girls. 

Among specill hospitals the foremost are: the New York Eye earl 
Ear Infirmary (182o), the New York Ophthalmic Hospital (t852)„ 
the Manhattan Eye and Ear and Throat Hospital 0869), the New 
York Orthopaedic Dispensary and Hos 	(1866), the New York 
Skin and Cancer H tel (1882). theGeneral Memorial Hospital 
for the Treatramt of 	(and, the New York Bacteriological 
Institute (189a; maintaining the New York Pasteur Institute), and 
the Neurological Institute (max). Important research is undertaken 
by the• y endowed Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research, 
The St John's Guild 0864 non-sectarianimaintains Boating 
for tuberculosis patients and a sea-side hospital at New 
Staten Island. There is a roof camp for tuberculous patients on 
Vanderbiltt Clink (r886), a free dispensary, connected with the College 
of Physicians andSu7m 

Many of thegenemkZtals have akeady ben mentioned in the 
list of medical schools ;  or are: the New York Hospital (1771). 
St Luke's(035o), Mt. Sinai (1854, the Roosevelt (opened 1871), the 
Presbyterian (opened *872; undenominational), the J. Hood Wright 
Memorial (1862; called the Manhattan Dispensary until 1895j, the 
Hahnemann (1875), and the Flower (1139o; homoeopathic; surgical). 

Populdion.-New York is by far the largest city in the 
United States in population, the census of 1910 returning 
its numbers as 4,766,883, and in the whole world is second 
to London only. Seven-eighths of the present area was 
annexed in the decade 11350-19oo; and in those years the 
Population increased from 1,515,301 (for an area of which the 
population in :goo was '2,050,600) to 3,437,202. In 1905 the 
Population by the state census was 4,000,403; of the separate 
boroughs: Manhattan, 2,102,928 (in x900,  1,850,o93; in 1890. 
x,441 216); Bronx, 27t,592 (in goo, 200,507; in rtios,88,9o8); 
Brooklyn, 1,355, 106  (in 19oo, r,z 66,582' in 189o, 838,547); 
Queens, 197,838 (in x900, 1 3 2,999; in 1800: 87,050); Richmond, 
72,939 (in 1000, 67,021; in 1890. 5 1 ,693). In ipoo there was 
a slight preponderance of females ( 1 ,73 1 ,497 females; 1 .705,705 
males); the ratio of native born to foreign born was about 
as *76 to *op (2,167,222 native born; 1,270,808 foreign born); 
less than x-8% (60,666) were negroes• and less than are% 
(632x) were Chinese. Of the native population seven-eighths 
(1,892,719 out of 2,167a22).were natives of New York •state. 
Of the foreign-born population (4270,08o) in 190o, more than 
one-fourth (322,343) were Germans; more than one-fifth 
(275,102) were Irish, nearly one-eighth(155,2oz) were Russians, 
principally Jews; more than one-ninth (145,433)  were Italians; 
and the next largest numbers were: 7t,427 from Austria, 68,836 
from England, 31,516 from Hungary, 28,32o from Sweden, 
25,23o from Russian Poland,' 29,836 from Scotland, 19,399 
  Cialdic011, 15,055 from Bohemia, 11,387 from Norway, 
to,499 flom Rumania, 837x from Switzerland and 5622 from 
Denmark. In 1900 more than two-thirds of the entire population 
was of foreign parentage, 2,643,957 being the number of all 
the poisons of foreign parentage and 2 ,33095 the number 
of persons having both parents foreign-born; of this latter 
number 658,922 were German, 595, 267 were Irish, 237,875 were 
Russians, 214,799 were Italians and 103,497 WCTC 1111511i1101-• 
these numbers as compared with the figures just given for the 
foreign-born furnish a hint as to priority of the Irish and German 
immigration to that of the Russian Jews, who like the southern 
Europeans and the Slays came to New York in comparatively 
few numbers more than a generation before xsicio. There are in 
New York City more Germans than in any city of Germany, 
save Berlin, and more Irish than in Dublin. There are many 
well-defined foreign communities in the city, such as " Little 
Italy " about Mulberry Street, " Chinatown " on Mott, Pen 
and Doyen Streets, the Hebrew quarter on the Upper Bowery 
and east of it, a " German Colony ' east of Second Avenue 
below 14th Street, French quarters south of Washington Square 
about Bleecker Street and on the west side between aoth 
and 34th Streets; a Russian quarter near East Broadway, a 
" Greek Colony " about Sixth Avenue in the 4o's, and negro 
quarters on Thompson Street and on the west side in the so's; 
and there are equally well-defined Armenian and Arab quarters. 
In 1900 35% of the total working population were employed 
in trade and transportation (in Boston 34%, in Chicago 32%, 
in Philadelphia 24%1 and 37%, in manufacturing and mechanical 

The immigrants from Rosman Poland. from Austria Hungary. 
from Russia and Rumania are largely Jews, and it is estimated that 
one-fourth of the inhabitants of Manhattan are Awe. 
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arts (In Philadelphia sz%; in Chicago 35%2;  in Boston 32%). 
In z661 the population of Manhattan Island was about woo. 
In ipso it was probably about s000, the Dutch and English 
being about equally divided, and there being a few French, 
Swedes and Jews. In r732 the population was 8624. During 
the War of Independence the city lost heavily; but the recovery 
at the close of the war was rapid, and although the population 
probably fell during the war from 20,030 to zo,000, in ry90 it 
was 33,13z, then first being greater than that of Boston. From 
60,5x5 in x800 the population increased to 223,706 in x820; 
to 312,710 in ago; to 813,669 in r86o and to 1,206,299 in 
1880. This rapid growth, the large part which immigration 
plays in the growth, the marked falling-off in the character 
of the immigrants, and the fact that It is usually the weaker and 
less enterprising immigrant who stays in New York while the 
more capable go West—all these circumstances combine to 
make a serious social problem. The low scale of living of this 
poorer class operates with the peculiar physical character of the 
city, especially on the lower East Side, when so many of the 
more recent immigrants live, to make the question of housing 
difficult. In Manhattan and the Bronx 66/ % of the population 
in 1890 and 72.6% in nos lived in dwellings in which the 
minimum number of dwellers was 2z; for the whole city in 
1900 the percentage was sal, the corresponding percentage 
for Chicago in rpm was r7-9. For the entire Borough of Man-
hattan the average density was 149.0 inhabitants per acre; 
but in the Eighth Assembly District (98 acres; on the lower 
East Side, bounded S.E. by Henry Street, E. by Clinton Street, 
N. by Stanton Street, and W. by Chrystie Street), in which 
more than two-thirds of the population is foreign-born, the 
density in 1900 was 735'9 Per acre, and in 1905 727.9 per acre. 
In twelve tenement blocks in Manhattan in 19o5 the density 
was over boon per acre, the maximum being 1458 per acre in a 
block bounded by Cherry, Jeffaxon, Monroe and Rutgers Streets. 
A Citizens' Association with a " council of hygiene and public 
health " in r865 employed sanitary experts to investigate the 
city's tenements. In aye a prize offered for the best plans for 
tenements was unfortunately awarded to the so-called " dumb 
bell " tenement, in which the court for air-space gives little air 
or light, and many of these tenements, which, however, were 
a great improvement on the older types, were built. In 1902 
the further building of " dumb bell " tenements was forbidden 
and a new Tenement House Commission was appointed. Model 
apartments have been built: in ass by the Workmen's Home 
Association, organized by the Association for Improving the 
Condition of the Poor; by the Improved Dwellings Company 
of Brooklyn and the Improved Dwellings Association of Man-
hattan (x879); by the City and Suburban Houses Company 
(1896); and by some individuals. The city is comparatively 
healthy; for the five years Igor-1905 the average death rate 
was 18-99 per thousand for the entire city, so•96 for the Borough 
of the Bronx, 18-64 for the Borough of Brooklyn, 29-49 for the 
Borough of Manhattan, s6-is for the Borough of Queens and 
18.98 for the Borough of Richmond. 

Cenentnications.—The physical limitations of Manhattan Island 
and particularly the circumstance that the business area of the city 
is small and that the movement of passengers is almost entirely in 
one direction at any one time, have hindered the development of a 
simple and adequate system of local communications. Between 
Manhattan and Island there were in cyan four bridges, three of 
them completed in the decade immediately before 1910, three of 
them to Brooklyn (q.v.) and one to Long Island City; the New York 
and Brooklyn Bridge (1872-1883), with a Manhattan terminus at 
Park Row, and the Williamsburg Bridge (1891-1993) from Clinton 
and Delancey Streets, Manhattan, to South sth and 6th Streets, 
Brooklyn, are suspension bridges; for a technical description of them 
see 13111130119,201.12. pp. 537-538. The Manhattan Bridge (1901-19o9) 
is a wire cable suspension bridge situated between the two just 
mentioned; its Manhattan terminal is at Canal Street and the 
Bowery, and its Brooklyn terminal is at Nassau Street. It is the 
largest of all suspension bridges with a total roadway length of 
6855 ft. (Manhattan approach 2067 ft.; Brooklyn approach 1868 ft.; 
two land spans of 725 tt.; river span 1470 ft.) and a width of 1221 
ft. It has a double deck, the lower for two surface car tracks and a 
wagon way, and the upper for footways and four elevated railway 
tracks. The Queensboro Bridge (thor -1909) is a cantilever from 
Second Avenue, between 59th and 60th Streets, M..hr•̂ i.,  to  Long 

Island City, with sefti• dm towers en libeirwell's bland. Its total 
length, including a plaza in Queens tip ft. long. is 86oi ft. (Manhattan 
g lop tt.; Queens approach 2672.5 ft.; west channel span 
rirtC2.1; island span 630 ft.; east channel span 984 ft.) and its 
width is 691 ft. over all, the roadway being 53 ft. and the two side-
walks each t6 ft. All of these bridges are crossed by electric cars 
and on the bridges to Brooklyn there run surface cars and elevated 
trains. In 1909 an average of 4249 trolley cars and 3988 elevated 
cars crossed the Brooklyn Bridge every week day; (or the Williams-
burg Bridge the corresponding averages were4473 trolley cars and 
918 elevated train MM. The Harlem river is cursed by about • 
dozen bridges, including High Bridge, which carries the city aque-
duct. The ferries to Brooklyn are less important than in the days 
when there was only one bridge and no subway connexion between 
Manhattan and Brooklyn; the opening of the Pennsylvania-Long 
Island railway tube in Iwo in the same way made the ferry from 
,4th Street. Manhattan, to Long Island City comparatively un-
important; and the Pennsylvania and the Hudson river subways 
have to some degree taken the place of ferryboats on the North river 
for passenger traffic between Man ttan ha .and railways in New 

Brother Island from 	 (6th; to Ward's Island g  from E. 4g116tNhon- to 
Randal 's Island from E. zasth and E. (aoth) of the river and bay 
including Staten Island the only means of transportation is still by 
ferryboats; the ferry line to Staten Island is owned and operated 
by the municipality. In Manhattan the first advance made on the 
horse car—which was still used to some extent in 1910, especially OR 
streets along the water front—was the elevated railway; on great 
iron trestles of varying heights the first of these railways wasbuilt in 
1867-1872 on New Church &rwt,West Broadway and Ninth Avenue, 
from the Battery to 39th Street; in 1878 a line was built on Sixth 
Avenue, branching off on 53rd Street to Ninth Avenue, and on troth 
Street to. Eighth Avenue and running on Eighth Avenue to the 
Harlem river (155th Street), a distance of sof m.; soon afterwards 
the Second and Third Avenue lines were built from the Brooklyn 
Bridge to the Harlem river, and the line now extends to Fordham 
(tyoth Street), a distance of 13 m. In 1902 the motive power of these 
elevated trains was from steam to electricity. In 1886 a 
cable car line was o cpenoed, the can being operated by a clutch (or 
" grip ") seizing a moving endless cable in a slot beneath the road 
bed; but in 1898 the " underground trolley " system began to be 
substituted. Outside Manhattan the overhead trolley is prevalent. 
In 1900-1904 another era in " rapid transit " in New York was 
begun: in the latter year was opened the Broadway subway with 
electric trains from the City Hall, along Broadway (aboveaznd Street) 
to Kingsbridge (230th Street) and by a branch line, turning to the E. 
from 104th street and running, above 110th Street, on Lenox 
Avenue to the Harlem river and then through the Bronx to West 
Farms (180th Street) at the RE. entrance to Bronx Park. Is 5901- 
0)06 the subway was continued to South Ferry and was carried 
under the East river to the junction of Atlantic and Flatbush 
Avenues in Brooklyn. The construction company received a fifty 
years' franchise for the operation of this subway. In 1908-1909 two 
more underground lines were opened connecting Manhattan with 
Hoboken (the terminus of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western) 
and Jersey City (the terminus of the Erie, the Pennsylvania and the 
Central of New Jersey railways) by tubes under the North river; one 
of these extends up Sixth Avenue to 33rd Street, nearthe newterminal 
of the Pennsylvania railway, from which by 1910 tubes had been 
carried immediately E. and under the East river to Long Island and 
immediately W. to the New Jersey side. The municipality in 1910 
contracted for the construction in Manhattan of lines on Broadway 
and Lexington Avenue and on Canal Street across town and for the 
continuation in Brooklyn of the subway to Coney Island and Fort 
Hamilton. 

The opening of the Erie Cana/ made the city the gateway  for com-
munication by water from the Atlantic Ocean to the interior of the 
continent,' and when the great railway lines were built westward it 
became the chief railway terminal on the Atlantic coast. Water 
communication up the Hudson river and through the canal is still of 
great rail importance. The New York Central & Hudson river and West 

ways ollaw closely this route to Buffalo. The 
the Lehigh Valle

f
y, the Pennsylvania

water 
 and the Delaware, Lackawanna 

& Western railways reach Buffalo by routes across New Jersey, 
Pennsylvania and western New York. The New York. New Haven 
& Hartford railway affords communication with New England; and 
the Pennsylvania and the Baltimore & Ohio railways, with the middle 
western and southaestem parts of the country. The Copal Rail-
road of New Jersey and the p  Island railway (belonging to the 
Pennsylvania) are mote local. The New York Central & Hudson 
river and the New York, New Haven & Hartford railways have a 
terminal in the borough of Manhattan, and the Pennsylvania has a 
terminal thane alma since 1910, with tunnels to Long Island and New 

Between 1840 and 1858 the tonnage cleared at New York nearly 
Lutrupled, the increase being from 408468 to 1460.998; at the 

of the period of the predominance of the canal as freight 
carrier, in the decade 1850-416o, New York City had, thanks

a 
 to the 

Erie Canal and the canals of Ohio, a monopoly of the trade of the 
upper Mississippi been. 
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jersey; but the other railways bane their terminals on the New 
play bank of the Hudson and are reached either by ferries or by 
subways under the tiver. The New York Central tracks are sunken 
from the Grand Central Station for about 30 blocks and then run on a 
trestle (like the " elevated " railways) (or the rest of their course in 
Manhattan. Ten steamboat lines awl communication with the 
cities and towns on the Hudson. The Old Dominion, the Clyde and 
the Savannah are among the more important coastwise lines connect-
ing the city with portion the South Atlantic coast. The Metropolitan 
line connects it with Boston, and the Portland fine with Portland; 
and there are several lines to ports on Long bland Sound. Among 
great trane-Adantic lines which serve the city are the Cusuird 
the White Star lines toEnglish, French and Mediterranean ports; 
the North German Lloyd,  and the Ham -American lines to 
English, French and German pacts; the Gad:ale 
Transatlaatique to French ports; and the 
line to the Dutch port of Rotterdam; the docks of some of these 
lies are on the New jersey aide of the North river, In Hoboken. 
There are also lines to the West Indies, Central and South 
America. 

Goseserce.—The lack of railway fines direct to wharfs and piers in 
Manhattan is one of the commercial di adva ges of the city. 
The value of the imports received at the port of Neer York, which 
comprises New York Harbor and the Hudson river, increased from 
8518496,361 in 1899 to $8946101,6g(or 6o 4% of those of the entire 
country) in 1909; the value eatints. from 8476.609AR in 
1899 to 8627,782,767 (or 36-3 % or those of the entire country) in 
1909. The importations of works of art, furs, laces, diamonds, 
sugar, cable, spices, =coos, india-rubber, cigar wrappers, tin, cheese, 
hemp, hides of cattle and gloves of kid or other leather at New York 
are especially large as compared with the other ports of the country; 
and so are the exportations of chemicals and medkines, copper, 
machinery, Olumimating a and hardware. 

The city is the principal centre of the New World for the whole-
sale grocery am:ray-goods businesses. Here are the country's most 
Important "exchanges,' including the Stock Exchange (1792), the 
Produce Exchange (the New York Commercial Association in 1862- 
1868), the Cotton Exchange (1871) and the Consolidated Stock 
Exchange (1883); and here are the richest and most powerful 
banks and trust companies in the New World and the great New 
York Clearing House. The Chamber of Commune of the city 
was first organized and was chartered in 1768, and was reorganized 
in 178 

Mas
4  

efactarea —Marty of the manufacturing industries, notably 
the manufacture of clothing, are favoured by the abundance of 
immigrant labour. Others, such as the refining of sugar and 
derive an advantage from their position with respect to impor 
raw materials. Still others. e.g. the refining of petroleum, derive an 
advantage from their wad= with respect to the exportation of the 
finished ;inducts. growth of manufactures was promoted by 
the rapid growth in commerce after the opening of the Erie Canal 
(1873) and by a great stream of immigration, and New York became 
the foremost manufacturing city in the United States about the 
middle of the 19th century. The value of its manufactured products 
increased from $t,o84.850,236 in 189* to 81,371,338468 m 1900, 
and the total value of factory products' from 51472,870,261in tow 
to gt,526,523,006 in ;903 (an increase of 30-2 7.). Clothing ranked 
first in value in 19o3. and its value ($3o5.523.795)  was greater than 
the total value of all faotory_products in any other city in the United 
States except Chicago and niladelphia. Printing and 

I
publishing, 

with products valued at 8116.877494 ranked mond- In  1905 the 
highest degree of localization of any industry in the country was in 
lapidary work, of which 961 %of the entire output of the country was 
produced in New York City, there than 6o% of the total for the city 
being produced in Brooklyn. The boroughs of Manhattan and the 
Bronx produced in that year goods valued at 81,043.254923, or a 
little more than two-thirds of that for the entire city; and in this 
part of the city is made more than op % of the clothing manufactured 
in all the city. The Borough of Brooklyn produced nearly three-
fourths of the remainder. 

Water Ssppfy.—The water supply* of the colonial city was derived 
from wells and from the many fresh-water streams and ponds which 
have now almost without exception been filled in. A system, draw- 
ing( water from Collett Pond, was installed in 1774-1776  by 
Christopher Cap (1738-1821). but this never was in act= opera-
tion. In 1799 the Manhattan Company was incorporated ostensibly 
to supply the city with water, but under an omnibus clause In its 
charter it devoted Itself to the banking business. In 1829 the city 
built a reservoir on 13th Street. In 1830 Da Witt Clinton suggested 
the Croton river as a source of supply. Between t1107 and 0194 were 
constructed the first Croton Aqueduct. the Bronx river Conduit and 
the New Croton Aqueduct (see Aquzotrcr),with maximum discharges 

The census of rgos was confined to establishments under the 
factory system; the total for all manufactured products in 19oo 

1905 census. given for 
(the figup

u 
 riven in the 1900 census) is greater than the value of 

fa ctory 	cts only ( th e figure 	moo in the 
rso that mires for t9oo and um may be comparable). . 

See Edward Wqpnann, Tha Wager Supply of Ms City of New 
York (New York, 11196).  

reasetively of 9scoomo 	28.020,000 gals. and 302,00rk000 
gais. a def. In zgoi3 a newlIVater Supply Commission was created 
and immediately afterwards work was begun on a new a ueduct 
to bring water from the Catskilis; a great reservoir (the ) 
was built more than 85 m. N. of New York, W. of Kingston (on the 
W. aide of the Hudson); thence an aqueduct vas constructed which 
crossed under the Hudson river between Storm King and Bear 

filtration plant near Scarsdale and to the Hill View distri • 
Mountain to the Kensico storage reservoir at White Plail uttoi 

reservoir in Yonkers, and from this reservoir to the five 
b  Greater New York (Queens and Richmond boroughs boroughs 

supplied from Brooklyn) by tunnels, the sup y for Staten Island only 
being pumped through pipes. One of the of the new reser-
voirs within the city limits is the Jerome Par The water supply 
for the typical New York 	" ay-scraper " cannot be fat to 
the higher storeys of these 	by the pumps of the municipal 
service, and such buildings must ve each its own installation of 
engines for this purpose. In 1908 a high pressure water sooty 
system was installed for fire-protection of a part of the city belo w 
23rd Street; induction motors driving multi-stage centrifugal pumps 
give sufficient power to force the water to a fire in the top of the 
highest buildings. (See FIRES AND Furs Exruccnoir.) 

Adonisistration.—By the close of the Dutch period the city 
had become practically self-governing. But in the permanent 
form of English government that was established by the Dongan 
charter, granted in 1686 when the English crown was attacking 
the privileges of municipalities in the mother country, the mayor 
and sheriff were appointed by the governor and council; the 
recorder, town clerk and clerk of the market were appointed 
either by the king or by the governor; and although the alder-
men and assistants were elected by the people no ordinances 
of the-common council could remain in force more than three 
months unless they were confirmed by the governor and counciL 
The lifontgornerie charter of 1730 was mainly an enlargement 
of the Dongan charter. From 1777 to zlizz the mayor was chosen 
by the state council of appointment, consisting of the governor 
and four senators; from au to 1834 he was elected by the 
common council; since 1834 he has been elected by the 
people. In :73o the common council was divided into two 
chambers: the board of aldermen and the board of assistants; 
and the mayor and recorder were excluded from membership. 
In 1853 a board of sixty councilmen, in which was vested the 
sole right to originate actsappropriating money, was substituted 
for the board of assistants. The latter was restored in 1868, 
but was abolished in 1873 when the board of estimate and 
apportionment was created. Until 1849 the common council 
was an executive as well as a legislative body, and for many 
years the government was administered chiefly by its committees 
and by the headset' departments which it created and appointed; 
and the mayor's veto could be overcome by a bare majority vote 
of the members elected to each chamber. In Oleo the choice 
of the heads of departments was given to the people, and In 1833 
a two-thirds vote of the members elected to each chamber 
was required to pass an act over the mayor's veto. In 1857 
the state legislature began the appointment of boards and com-
missions for the performance of various functions, and.from this 
state interference and the popular election of the heads of depart-
ments resulted a divided responsibility in the city government. 
The present state constitution (1894) affords some protection 
against state interference, and under the Consolidation Act of 
,88a and under the present charter of " Greater New York," 
granted in 1897 and revised in Tool, responsibility centres in 
the mayor. 

The mayor is elected for a tarn of four years. With the 
exception of that of finance be appoints the heads of all depart-
ments: law, water supply, gas and electricity, fire, street 
cleaning, bridges, docks and ferries, parks, public charities, 
tenement house, health, correction, police, education, taxes and 
assessments. Even in the department of finance he appoints 
the chamberlain and two commimioners of accounts, who examine 
the receipts and disbursements in the office of the comptroller 
and chamberlain and may examine the affairs of such other 
offices or departments as the mayor may direct. MI officers 
appointed by the mayor may be removed by him, except certain 
judicial officers, and the members of the board of education. 

See A. D. Flinn. " The World's Greatest Aqueduct " Is the 
Cetuary Magazine far September loos" 
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The aqueduct commissioners, the trustees of the College of the 
City of New York, and the trustees of Bellevue and allied 
hospitals, however, are removable only for cause and after a 
hearing. The mayor's veto of a franchise passed by the board 
of aldermen is final; his veto of an ordinance or resolution 
of the board which involves the expenditure of money, the 
creation of a debt or the laying of an assessment can be over: 
come only by a three-fourths vote; and his veto of any other 
measure of the board can be overcome only by a two-thirds 
vote. Special city legislation passed by the state legislature 
is referred to the mayor for his acceptance; if he does not 
accept it, it may be repassed by both branches of the legislature 
but must then be marked, when referred to the governor, 
• without the acceptance of the city." 
Mseccil  department 	

ac 
 of finance is administered under the direction of 

the comptroller, who, like the mayor, is elected for a term of four 
years. He prescribes the manner in which the accounts in the other 
departments shall be kept and rendered, and all such accounts are 
subject to his inspection. His warrant, drawn on the chamberlain 
and countersigned by the mayor, is required in making a payment on 
behalf of the city. He settles claims in favour of or against the city. 
No real estate can be purchased or leased by the city without his 
consent. No contract, the expense for the execution of which is not 
in part covered by assessments on the property benefited, is valid 
without his signature. Legislation affecting the city's finances is 
determined mainly by the beard of estimate and apportionment 
consisting of the mayor, comptroller, president of the board of 
aldermen, with three votes each; the presidents of the boroughs of 
Manhattan and Brooklyn, with two votes each; and the presidents 
of the boroughs of Queens, the Bronx and Richmond, with one vote 
each. Every October this board prepafea the budget for the ensuing 
year. It is required to submit the same to the aldermen for approval, 
but the aldermen are not permitted to increase an appropriation, to 
insert any new appropriation or to reduce that for the payment of 
state taxes, that for the payment of the interest on the city debt or 
any of those the amounts of which' are fixed by kiwi and in case 
they reduce others their action is subject to the mayor s veto which 
they can overcome only by a three-fourths vote. 

The city's budget grew from foo,778,973 in 19o° $t56 545, 1 48 
 In Iwo; the assessed value of its taxable property, reel and personal, 

from $3.654,112,193 in ,goo to $7,250.50e,65reear,423,312,999 for 
Manhattan and the Bronx) in tom, when the estate was valued 
at S6,807,179.704. The act funded debt in December tgog was 
5653,170,379, the gross bonded debt being $946,005,728; the floating 
debt was S60,367,290. and the sinking fund was 5232,368,060. 
Among the large items of the 1909 budget were: $27470,737 for 
education; $47,225,078 for redemption and interest of the city 
debt; lizo,235,z15 for miscellaneous city and county expenses; 
$14,160,202 for police; $8,428,596 for borough governments; 
1111.039.565 for fire protection; 7.418,2510 for street *cleaning; 
$6,511,143 for water supply and public lighting; 14760,651 for 
charitable institutions; $3,319.065 for parks; 12,5z2,6o6 for 
public charities; and $2,44,859 for health. The state constitution of 
t8ge fixed the debt limit of all municipalities at to% of the assessed 
valuation of their real estate. An amendment of taw (in effect 
tgoo) excepted from the debt limit of New York City the previous 
debt of the counties now wholly included in the city; another 
amendment adopted in zgos excepted from this limit debts 
incurred by the City of New York after the zst of January tgoa 
to provide for the supply of water; and an amendment, adopted in 
tgog, excepted from the debt limit bond; issued after December 31st 
1909 for such public improvements owned or to be.owned by the 
city as yield a revenue in excess of what is required to meet the 
interest and principal of such bonds; also indebtedness incurred 
prior to January 1st 1910 for rapid transit or dock properties 
in proportion to the extent to which the revenue meets the interest 
and the instalments to be paid for the redemption of the bonds, such 
increase of the debt limit to be used, however, only for rapid transit 
or dock improvements. The same amendment (a  gog) also authorizes 
the city to issue, during any onecdrar, in excess of its former debt limit, 
bonds to be redeemed out of t e tax levy for the ensuing ymr to 
the extent of one-tenth of 5 % the assessed value of the rml estate 
of the city subject to taxation. 

The board of aldermen, whose power is less than formerly, is 
composed of a president, elected on,the city ticket for a term of four 
years; the five borough presidents, each elected by his borough for a 
term of four years; and 73 aldermen, elected by districts for a term 
of two years. Each had of an administrative department is entitled 
to a seat in the board but no vote; he is required to attend the board's 
meeting whenever it requests him to do so and must answer questions 
relating to his department. The board is required to meet once each 
month except in August and September. Each administrative 
department has a single had with the exception of the department 
of parks, the department of health and the department of educa-
tion; and each head of a department has full power of appointing 
and removing subordinates except that a person holding a position  

in the classified civil service *Mot to eampatidvemmisathesean 
be removed only for cause. The head of the department of parim 
is a board of three park commissioners: one for the boroughs of 
Manhattan and Richmond, one for the boroughs of Brooklyn and 

and one for the Borough of the Bronx; one of the three a 
dniprated by the mayor as president of the beard The heed of the 
department of health is also a hoard of three members; the coms 
missitmer of health, who is president of the board, the police coon.
esieeeicdoc and the hada dicer of the port. The department of 
education is described in the paragraph on education. Itaihmy, gas 
tied electric companies doing business within the city are aubject.to 
the extensive control of * public service commieion of five embers 
who are appointed by the governor of the state (see New Vont). 

In New York county, which comprises the boroughs of Manhattan 
and the Bronx, there is no county court, but in its place are a city 
court and a court of general seeder*. The city court is • civil court, 
h=t jurisdiction over CUM in which the amount involved does cot  

$3000, and is composed of seven justices elected for a term 
of ton years. The court of general tendon is a criminal court. having 
jurisdiction of all crimes including murder, and is composed of the 
city judge, the recorder and three intake* of the session, each 
elected for a term of fourteen years New York county elects a 
surrogate fora term of fourteen years, and Kings has two y 
judges; but in Queens and Richmond the county and 
courts a

u
re the come as in other counties of the state. Ins=

count 
 

twenty-eight districts into which the city is divided a 1:1118iCipa4 
court justice is elected for a term of ten years and sessions of the 
municipal court, which has jurisdiction of civil cases in which the 
amount involved does not exceed $500, are held. For the adminis-
tration of criminal justice by magistrates (justices of the peace) the 
boroughs of Manhattan and the Bronx constitute the first division 
and the other three boroughs constitute the second division. le each 
division there is a board of magistrates appointed by the mayor for 
a term of ten years, and the magistrates hold the several courts of 
their division in rotation according to such Mesas they themselves 
establish. There is also in each division a court of special sessions 
consisting of six justices appointed by the mayor for a term of to 
years; it has jurisdiction in all misdemeanour cases except libel and 
must be held by three justices In the first division both the 
magistrates and the justices of the court of special scions are re• 
q
und

uired to 
 xtee 

 hold • separate court for bearing charges again* children 
er sin years of age. 

Each borough has a president with extensive .power, and the city 
is divided into twenty-five local improvement districts, each having 
a board composed of the president of the borough and the alderman 
representing the district. The president appoints and removes  at pleasure a commissioner of public works, who, subject to his control, 
directs his administration relating to streets, sewers, public building* 
and supplies. The borough president prepares all contracts relating 
to his borough. In Queens and Richmond he directs the cloning aI 
the streets. In Manhattan, Brooklyn and the Bronx he is directed 
by the charter to appoints superintendent of buildings, who, subject 
to him and with the aid of inspectors, enforces the ordinances of the 
aldermen relating to the construction, alteration and removal of 
buildings; in Queens and Richmond the borough presidest may 
appoint such an officer only when authorized to do so by the board of 
aldermen upon the recommendation of the board of estimate and 
apportionment. A borough president is chairman of each of the 
local improvement boards. 

History.—The discovery of New York Bay and the Hudson 
river by Verrazano in 1524 was followed only by occasional 
visits of trading or exploring vessels until the arrival of Henry 
Hudson in i6b9. Beginning with Toro, Dutch merchants 
despatched several vessels to engage in the fur trade with the 
Indians, and in 1414 a ship commander, Adrian Bloch, having 
lost his vessel, built the " Onrust " or " Restless" on the shore 
of Upper New York Bay. About the same time t few huts 
were built at the south end of Manhattan Island. When New 
Netherland had been erected (1623) into a province of the 
West India Company (see New Yoitx), that body chose the 
south end of Manhattan Island for a trans-Atlantic shipping 
station and for the seat of government. In 1626 Peter Mmuit, 
the director-general of the province, bought the entire island 
from the Indians for goods valued at 6o gulldem (about $24) 
and at what was then its scothern extremity began the erection 
of Fort Amsterdam; and at the dose of the year the settlement, 
New Amsterdam, comprised thirty bark-covered dwellings. 
For several years it was maintained wholly in the interest of 
the Company, and to none of the inhabitants, all of whom were 
its agents or employees, were given any political rights, title to 
land or right to European trade on his own account. The 
company divided a large portion of the island Into six farms of 
its own, and when by its Charter of Privileges and Exemption 

■ 
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(1629) it attempted to encourage agriculture in other parts of 
theprovince (see NEW YORK STATE) it reserved to itself the whole 
island. In 1633 New Amsterdam received a grant of "staple 
right " by which it could compel any vessel passing the port 
either to offer its cargo for sale or pay a duty; in 1638 the Company 
extended to all friendly European countries the privilege of 
trading with•the province, and about this time it opened town 
lots for sale. The town rapidly assumed the cosmopolitan 
character for which it has ever since been noted, there being, 
according to a contemporary report, eighteen languages spoken 
by its 400 or Soo inhabitants in 1643. In 164x, to gain the 
necessary support to fight the Indians, Kieft had to yield to the 
demand for a popular voice in the government, and permitted the 
heads of families to choose a board of Twelve Men to confer 
with him. In 1643 he permitted the choice of a board of Eight 
Men, and when be refused its demands it was largely instrumental 
in effecting his recall. Under his successor, Peter Stuyvesant, 
a board of Nine Men was chosen, and this body, objecting to 
the customs duties which he imposed, sent three of its number 
with a petition to the States-General with the result that in 
1653 New Amsterdam was made a city with a government 
administered by a schout, two burgomasters and five schepens. 

Chiefly with a view to protection from roving traders the great 
burgher-right and the small burgher-right were established in 
1657; the great burgher-right being conferred on all who had 
been magistrates as well as on those then in office, on clergymen, 
on militia officers and on the male descendants of all such 
persons; and the small burgher-right being conferred on all 
native-born citizens, on the husbands of native-born women 
and on all who had been residents of the city for a year and six 
weeks. Other persons approved by the magistrates were 
allowed to buy the great burgher-right for so guilders ($20) 
or the small burgher-right for so guilders ($8). Only burghers 
and employees of the West India Company could engage in 
commerce, work at a trade or practise a profession, and only 
great burghers could bold the more important offices. Originally 
Stuyvesant appointed the city officers, buf in r658 he permitted 
them to nominate their own successors. Besides engaging in 
the fur trade, the city was now exporting considerable timber 
and food-stuffs; in the coast trade it was beginning to reap 
the advantages of its situation on the coast route through Long 
Island Sound; and its trade with the Dutch West Indies was 
of some importance. But the city and the Company were always 
at odds. The duties exacted by the Company were a heavy 
burden and yet the Company did not keep the fort in good 
repair. Stuyvesant's arbitrary rule primarily in the interests 
of the Company was another grievance, and when in August 
2664 there appeared in the harbour an English fleet sent by 
the duke of York for the conquest of the province, the city was 
in a defenceless condition. Richard Nicolls, the representative 
of the duke, easily won over the burgomasters and other 
prominent citizens; Stuyvesant, practically deserted, was 
driven to a formal surrender on the 8th of September; and 
New Amsterdam became New York. 

In June x665 Nkolls reorganized the government, vesting 
it in a mayor, aldermen and sheriff, to be appointed by the 
governor of the province for a term of one year; and extended 
the city's limits to include the whole of Manhattan Island. In 
1666 he granted to New Harlem, founded in 1658, a charter 
which gave to it the status of a town within the city. Nicol's' 
successor, Governor Francis Lovelace, established a post-route 
from New York to Boston in 1673. On the 30th of July 1673 
the city was surprised and captured by a Dutch fleet under 
Cornelis Evertsen and Jacob Binckes. The captors renamed 
the city New Amsterdam and in January 1674 Anthony Colve, 
the newly appointed governor of the province, re-established 
the Dutch city government, but under the treaty of Westminster 
the English again took possession in November. In 1678 
Governor Edmund Andros gave the city practically a monopoly 
within the province of commerce " over seas " and ordered 
that flour should be inspected nowhere else; two years later 
he required that all flour for export should be bolted and packed  

within the city. The duties estatdisbed by order of the duke 
of York were still a grievance, and when, in 1681. Governor 
Andros had sailed for England without renewing the ordinance 
imposing them, the merchants refused payment and demanded 
that they should thereafter be imposed by a representative 
assembly. The duke yielded and the first New York Assembly, 
called by Governor Thomas Dongan, met in the city on the 17th 
of October 1683. Less than three years later, on the roth of 
April x686, Dongan gave the city its first real charter, which 
is a historic instrument in the city government, it was super-
seded only to a very small extent as late as 183o (when there 
was a revision of the charter) and on it as a basis the later 
charters have been framed. 

New York City with its numerous artisans, small traders, 
sailors and common labourers, such as usually compose the party 
of discontent, was the centre of the Uhler uprising (see NEW 
YORK STATE) incited by the English Revolution of s688, and 
it was here that Leisler .  in the spring of x690 called the first 
intercolonial assembly to plan an expedition against Canada. 
During Leisler's rule, too, the freeholders of the city were for 
the first time permitted to elect their own mayor, a privilege 
not subsequently granted until 1834. Before the close of the 
17th century New York had become a favourite haunt of pirates; 
leading merchants assisted pirates as well as privateersmen 
in fitting out their vessels and shared in their plunder or at 
least welcomed them with their rich cargoes, and public officials, 
including one or more governors, were also implicated. The 
home government finally appointed Richard Coot; earl of 
Bellomont (1636-1701), governor with explicit instructions 
to suppress the evil. Before he received his commission he and 
Robert Livingston sent out William Kidd (d. 1701) with a 
frigate to capture the pirates. Kidd himself turned pirate, but 
was arrested in Boston in July x699, was sent to England for 
trial and was hanged in May 170x. Bellomont met determined 
opposition among New York officers and merchants; but by 
the close of his brief administration (1698-17o1) be had caught 
a number of the pirates and broken up the corrupt system by 
which they had been protected. The importation of negro 
slaves was begun in 1725 or 1726 and was somewhat encouraged 
by the States-General. Becoming prized as household servants 
they so increased in number in the city that during the first 
half of the 18th century they were not greatly outnumbered 
by the whites; the whites early began to fear a slave insurrec-
tion, and ordinances were passed forbidding negroes to gather 
on the Sabbath in groups of more than four, or to carry guns, 
swords or dubs; but one night in April 17z2 some slaves met 
in an orchard near Maiden Lane, set fire to a building and killed 
nine men besides wounding several others who came to put 
out the fire. Soldiers then captured all the insurgents except 
six, who committed suicide, and after trial twenty-one were 
executed. When early in 5741 nine fires broke out within a few 
weeks and a negro was seen running from the last, the belief 
became general that the negroes had formed a plot to burn the 
town. A reward of boo was offered for information exposing 
the plot, and the testimony of an indentured servant-girl, Mary 
Burton, that her master, mistress, a few other whites and a 
number of negroes were implicated in such a plot threw the 
city into a panic. Other confessions were extorted by threats, 
and on such worthless testimony four whites were executed, 
fourteen negroes were burned at the stake, twenty were hanged 
and seventy-one were transported. The frenzy was checked 
when Mary Burton began to accuse persons of consequence and 
above suspicion. The New York Gazette, the first newspaper 
of New York, established by William Bradford in 5725, was a 
semi-official organ. For criticizing the government in the 
New York Weekly Journal, which he established in 1733, John 
Peter Zenger was charged with libel in 1734, and by securing 
his acquittal in the following year the popular party established 
the freedom of the press (see New Yost). At the beginning 
of the Stamp-Act controversy John Holt's New York Gazelle 
and Weekly Port-Boy, the successor of Bradford's Gazette, was 
the medium through which the popular leaders stirred the 
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people to resistance. The Stamp-Act Congress, ailed at the 
suggestion of Massachusetts, sat in the city from the 7th to the 
28th of October 1765, and on the 31st of October the New York 
merchants started the non-importation movement which spread 
to the other colonies. Lieut.-Govemor Cadwallader Colden 
prepared for the enforcement of the Act by strengthening Fort 
George (a later name for Fort Amsterdam) and increasing its 
garrison. The ship with the stamps arrived in the evening of 
the 23rd of October and on the following night threatening 
notices were posted on the doors of every public office and at 
the corners of streets. When the day (rat of November) came 
for the Act to go into effect Governor Colden had retired within 
the fort. Major James, the commander of the garrison, had 
threatened to enforce the Act; but the Sons of Liberty gathered 
a mob, broke into the governor's coach-house, limed his coach 
and burned him in effigy, destroyed the furniture and other 
property of Major James and threatened to storm the fort. 
On the 5th, the governor delivered the stamps to the mayor 
and aldermen. No serious attempt was subsequently made 
to enforce the Act, and its repeal (18th of March 1766) was 
celebrated on the city common with noisy demonstrations and 
the erection of a liberty pole. The Assembly also made appropri-
ations for the erection of statues of the king and William' Pitt. 
The Sons of Liberty opposed the passage by the Assembly of 
appropriations for the maintenance of the soldiers, and the 
latter retaliated by repeatedly cutting down liberty poles 
erected by the Sons of Liberty. Finally in a skirmish on the 
t8th of January 177o the soldiers killed one man and severely 
wounded several others, and this bloodshed is memorable as 
the first in the struggle which culminated in the independence 
of the colonies. The tea shipped to New York for testing the 
right of parliament to tax the colonies did not arrive until four 
months after that shipped to Boston had been thrown over-
board, but when it did arrive (April 2 774) the chests in one 
vessel were destroyed In the same manner as were those in 
Boston and the other vessel was forced to curry its cargo back 
to London. The Port Act for punishing Boston stirred the 
New York merchants as well as the Sons of Liberty (chiefly 
mechanics and artisans), and when the latter again threatened 
violence the merchants resolved to guide the movement, and 
called a mass meeting and named a committee of correspondence 
of fifty-one members. This committee, on the 23rd of May 1 774, 
proposed a Continental Congress chiefly with a view to obtaining 
an effective regulation of non-importation from England; it 
also named the New York delegates to that body. 

During the greater part of the War of Independence the city 
was occupied by the British. Its capture was a part of the 
British plan to get control of the Hudson and separate New 
England from the southern colonies. Early in 1776 the Americans 
began to throw up fortifications at several points on both banks 
of the East river in the hope of dosing the east water front to the 
enemy. Other fortifications were erected on Governor's Island 
and at some points along the west water front to the upper end 
of Manhattan Island, where an attempt was made to close the 
passage of the Hudson by building Fort Washington on the New 
York bank and Fort Lee on the New Jersey bank and connecting 
them with a line of sunken ships fastened together with chains. 
To the north of the city proper, also, defences were constructed 
along the line of the present Grand Street, and to prepare for a 
retreat from the north end of the island a redoubt, which the 
British later called Fort George, was built on the prominence 
overlooking Ringsbridge from the south, and Fort Independence, 
in what is now Bronx Borough, was built to command the 
approach from the mainland. After the battle of Long Island, 
fought within the present limits of Brooklyn Borough, Wash-
ington, on the night of the 29th of August 2776, crossed to 
Manhattan Island. As the city was no longer tenable, some of 
the generals proposed burning it, but Congress would not give 
its consent and Washington, although withdrawing the greater 
part of his army behind fortifications on Harlem (now Washing-
ton) Heights, continued to occupy it with about s000 men under 
General Israel Putnam until the British general, Sir William 

Howe, began to show signs of attack. Troops also remained 
behind the batteries along the east water front, and it was on 
this occasion that Nathan Hale went on his fatal errand to 
ascertain Howe's intentions, was discovered within the British 
lines and was hanged as a spy. On the 15th of September 
several British ships which had some days before passed the 
American batteries, as far as Montressor's (now Randall's) 
Island, entered Kipp's Bay, at the foot of the present 34th 
Street, routed the militia posted behind the low breastworks 
there, and after landing narrowly missed cutting off the rear of 
Putnam's retreating army. One portion of Howe's army took 
possession of the city and another marched toward Harlem 
Heights along the cast side of what is now Central Park while 
Putnam's men were marching in nearly parallel columns on the 
west side of the park. On the 16th, in the battle of Harlem 
Heights (on what is now Morningside Heights), about 1800 
Americans drmie a somewhat smaller number of British troops 
from the field. In October Howe sailed up the East river, and 
Washington, to avoid being outflanked, retreated to the main-
land, leaving only a garrison at Fort Washington. Howe landed 
at Pell's Point (now within Pelham Bay Park), and on the 28th, 
a few miles north of the present city limits, was fought the battle 
of White Plains. Howe then turned westward and southward 
and on the 16th of November captured Fort Washington. What 
is now Bronx Borough was within the " Neutral Grounds " 
which suffered greatly from the foraging parties of both armies. 
Six days after the British entered the city proper about one-
fourth of it was destroyed by fire, and the desolation was ex-
tended by another large fire on the 3rd of August 1778. The 
British crowded their prisoners (who suffered terrible hardships) 
into several of the churches, the City Hall, the new gaol (later 
the Hall of Records), King's College, the Livingston sugar house, 
and a number of ships moored in the harbour. The city was a 
refuge for Loyalists, but even they were treated with contempt 
by the British. The homes of Loyalists and Whigs alike were 
plundered, and when the British finally evacuated (25th of 
November 1783) they had robbed the city of its wealth and 
had destroyed its business. 

For the first three or four years after the return of peace 
recovery in some directions was very slow; but only a few 
months after the British had gone an American merchantman 
sailed from the port bound for China and opened trade with 
that country. Trade was speedily resumed with European ports, 
and by 1788 it was not uncommon to see too or mere vessels in 
the port either loading or unloading. On the question of enlarg-
ing the powers of the Federal government in 2787-2788, the city 
strongly supported Alexander Hamilton and John Jay against a 
determined opposition in other parts of the state, and the ratifica-
tion of the Federal constitution in the state convention at 
Poughkeepsie was a triumph for New York City. The city was 
the Federal capital in 1789-1790 and under its strong Federalist 
influence the new government of the nation was organized. 
During the colonial era New York was always the seat of the 
provincial government and for twenty years it was at times the 
seat of the state government, but in 1797 Albany was made the 
permanent capital. In 1807 the success of steam navigation was 
assured by the trial trip of Robert Fulton's " Clermont " from 
New York to Albany and return; but the city did not benefit 
immediately from this invention. On the contrary, the Embargo 
Act (28427-x809) threatened its commerce with ruin. It revived 
under the Non-Intercourse Act, but suffered again from the 
second war with Great Britain. In the first and second years of 
this war some merchants reaped profits from privateering against 
the enemy, but in December 1813 the British stopped privateering 
by a closer blockade of the harbour and in 584 they threatened 
to attack the city. In preparing to resist, the city erected or 
assisted in erecting elaborate fortifications, and Robert Fulton 
was busy in New York building a steam frigate with cannon-proof 
sides and heavy guns, but the war closed without, a test of the 
fortifications and before the frigate was ready for action. 

In 1817 the Erie Canal was begun and the first line of trans-
Atlantic packet-ships was established. The canal, opened in 
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:825, insured the commercial supremacy of New York among 
American cities. The years immediately following the close of 
the second war with Great Britain also mark the beginning of a 
rapid increase in the number of European immigrants, and this 
stream of immigration, rising to a flood in the fourth decade and 
continuing high throughout the century, has been a dominant 
force in determining the city's social and political conditions. 
Although the city was a stronghold of the Federalists at the time 
the National government was organized, the Democrats, owing 
to the dexterous management of Aaron Burr, were victorious 
in the elections of :boo and am, and the city has continued to 
be normally Democratic owing largely to the activities of the 
Tammany Society or Tammany Hall (q.s.). This organization, 
founded in 1789, early espoused the cause of the unfranchised 
inhabitants, attended to the wants of the immigrants in various 
ways, led the movement for universal manhood suffrage and the 
election of city officers, and, after the office of mayor became 
elective (1834) and the last property qualifications for city voters 
were removed (1842), continued strong by reason of the support 
of the great mass of foreign-born citizens. Fraud and corruption 
were resorted to by Tammany, and offices were used for the good 
of the organization rather than for the good of the city. Socially, 
the immigrants deluged the city with vice, crime, misery and 
pauperism. The unsanitary conditions had already caused 
epidemics of yellow fever in 1 795, 1 798, 1822 and 1823, and the 
city was visited in 1832,1834 and 1849 with epidemics of cholera 
in which several thousand lives were lost. These scourges 
together with a fire in 1835, which destroyed the East Side below 
Wall Street, hastened the construction of works for getting a 
supply of water from the Croton river. The immigrants repre-
sented various nationalities and religious sects, and from :83o 
to 1871 the city was frequently disturbed by riots arising usually 
from national or religious antipathy. During the first mayoralty 
election (1834) there was rioting; and there were an abolitionist 
riot in the same year, a flour riot during the financial panic of 
2837, and labour riots from time to time which were suppressed 
by the police. In 1857 the state legislature established a state 
or " metropolitan " police for the better protection of the city. 
The mayor, Fernando Wood, contending that the act was 
unconstitutional, resisted with the old municipal police, and 
another serious riot had begun when the Seventh Regiment 
of state troops compelled obedience; later, too, the court of 
appeals decided against the mayor. 

Wood was still mayor at the outbreak of the Civil War, and 
in January 186t he proposed to the Common Council that Man-
hattan Island, Long Island and Staten Island should secede 
and constitute a free city, to be named Tri-Insuh. The Council 
approved. But when, in April, the city had been aroused by 
the bombardment of Fort Sumter the majority of the Democrats. 
joined with the Republicans in discarding the proposal and in 
support of the Union. The native-born and loyal citizens 
joined the Union army in such large numbers that the city was 
left with inadequate protection from such of its inhabitants 
as had often constituted the mob. In this state of affairs the 
drafting of men for the army was begun in July 1863 in con-
formity with an act of Congress which exempted from its opera-
tion all who should make a money payment of $300. The New 
York proletariat and unscrupulous politicians complained that 
the measure was peculiarly oppressive to the poor, and the rioting 
with which it was resisted was protracted and bloody. The 
rioting began the 13th of July and continued for nearly five days, 
More than fifty buildings were burned. The mob was especially 
furious against negrocs, a number of whom were hanged or 
beaten to death. The police fought bravely but were unequal 
to the emergency, and order was restored only after several 
regiments had returned to the city and had killed at least Soo 
of the rioters. In :87: Irish Catholics threatened to prevent 
the Orangemen from parading the streets on the anniversary 
of the Battle of Boyne (12th of July). The superintendent of 
police also issued an order on the preceding day prohibiting the 
parade. Public opinion, however, was so strong in favour of 
the Orangemen that the order was revoked, and five regiments of  

militia were called out to protect the parade before it started; 
at the first assault the mob was scattered by a volley which killed 
St persons. The militia suffered a loss of three killed and several 
wounded. 

The character of the population did not improve speedily, 
for while immigrants were coming in great numbers a large 
portion of the saving middle class was removing to the suburbs; 
and although Tammany Hall was discredited during the Civil 
War, it gained control of the state as well as the city government 
soon after the. war. William M. Tweed, its ruler, organized the 
" Tweed Ring " which was plundering the city on a gigantic scale, 
when in 1871 its operations were exposed by the New York 
Times. The thefts of the " Ring " amounted to many millions 
of dollars, those in the erection of the county court house alone 
to $8,000,000. Several of the malefactors were sent to prison 
and Tweed himself died there. Tammany, however, was 
victorious again in the second election (1874) after Tweed's 
fall, and in 1884, when rival companies were seeking to obtain 
a franchise for working a street railway on Broadway, this 
privilege, so valuable that the city could have sold it for millions 
of dollars, was given away by the aldermen; and it was after-
wards proved that a number of them had shared a cash bribe 
of llsoo,000. Some of them were subsequently Pufahhed,  but 
Tammany's power was not seriously impaired. In 1874 the 
city's corporate limits were extended to include about :3,000 
acres across the Harlem river; in 1895 there was a further 
extension in the same county to the southern borders of Yonkers 
and Mt. Vernon; and in 1898 all of Kings county, all of 
Richmond county (Staten Island) and a portion ofQueens 
county were consolidated with it. As Tammany's stronghold 
was in Manhattan, the annexation of these districts diminished 
the difficulty of holding Tammany in check, or of defeating it 
at the polls whenever the anti-Tammany forces united as a 
consequence of a notoriously corrupt administration. In :894 
an investigation of the state Senate brought to light someof the 
facts respecting an claboratesystemof blackmail which had grown 
up under the joint protection of Tammany Hall and the city 
government. Under this system large sums were paid for 
appointments to office and promotions, and money was collected 
regularly from the keepers of gambling boosts, houses of ill-
fame and other disorderly resorts, and from liquor sellers for 
permission to violate certain details of the excise laws, such as 
midnight and Sunday closing. There followed a great outcry 
against Tammany and it was driven from power for three years. 
During the reform administration, Colonel George Edward 
Waring (1833-1898), as head of the street cleaning department, 
quite revolutionized New York as respects cleanliness. The 
police service and the school system were also much improved. 
Tammany was successful in the election of 1897 when the opposi-
tion was divided. It again abused its power and was defeated 
in Igor. In z9o3 and Egos the Tammany ticket was elected, but 
the mayor, George Brinton McClellan, administered the govern-
ment, especially during his second term (1906-tg1o), independ-
ently of Tammany HalL With the exception of the mayor the 
Tammany ticket was defeated in wee, and the mayor, William 
jay Gaynor (b. 8s 3), was little in sympathy with Tammany Hall, 
having been nominated apparently for the purpose of insuring 
the election of loyal Tammany men on the county ticket. 
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NEW ZEALAND, a British colonial Dominion (so named In 
xoo7), consisting mainlyof a group of islands lying in the south 
Pacific between 34°  as' and 47° r7' S., and between r66°  s6' 
and 178°36' E. The group is situated eastward of Tasmania 
and Victoria, and Wellington, its capital and central seaport, 
is mos m. distant from Sydney. Of certain outlying clusters 
of small islands belonging to the colony, the Chathams (356 an. 
E. of Cook Strait), Aucklands and Campbell Island are alone of 
any value. All these are grassy and the Chathams are inhabited 
by sheep-farming colonists. The Auckland, contain two of the 
finest harbours in the Pacific. Six hundred miles north of 
Auckland, the volcanic Kermadecs, covering 8ao8 acres, are 
picturesquely clothed with vegetation. In Polynesia a number 
or inhabited islands were brought under New Zealand control 
in 1893. Rarotonga and Mangaia, In the Cook group, and 
Niue or Savage Island are the largest of these; Penrhyn and 
Suwarrow, though but small coral atolls, contain excellent 
harbours. Rarotonga is hilly, well watered, and very beautiful. 
Apart from these little tropical dependencies New Zealand has 
an area of 104,47r sq. m., of which its two important islands, 
called North and South, contain 44,468 and 58,525 respectively, 
while, divided from South Island by Foveaux Strait, Rakiura 
or Stewart Island, mountainous and forest-clad, contains 
hat sq. m. These three form a broken chain, North and South 
Islands being cut asunder by Cook Strait. a channel varying in 
width from x6 to oo M. 

North Island is 515 in. long and varies in breadth irom 6 to 
soo tn. It is almost cleft in twain where the Hauraki Gulf 
penetrates to within 6 tn. of Manukau Harbour. From the 
isthmus thus formed a narrow, very irregular peninsula reaches 
out northward for some soo m., moist and semi-tropical, and 
beautiful rather than uniformly fertile. Rich strips of alluvial 
soil, however, seam a cold clay-marl, needing intensive cultivation 
to become highly productive. Buried in this clay-mail are found 
large deposits of the fossil resin which becomes the kauri gum 
of commerce; and on the surface extensive forests are still a 
great though diminishing source of wealth. Though a species 
of mangrove fringes much of this peninsula, its presence does 
not denote malaria, from which the islands are entirely free. 

South of the isthmus aforesaid, North Island rapidly 
broadens out. Its central physical feature is the unbroken 
mountain chains running N.E. from Cook Strait to East Cape 
On the Bay of Plehty, ranges seldom under 3000 ft., but never 
attaining 6000 ft. in height. Ikurangi, their highest summit, 
though a fine mass, does not compare with the isolated volcanic 
cones which, rising W. of the main mountain system and quite 
detached from it, are' among the most striking sights in the island. 
Ruapehu (otoo ft.) is intermittently active, and .Ngsuruhoe 
(7515 ft.) emits vapour and steam incessantly. Egmont (8340 
ft.) is quiescent, but its symmetrical form and dense clothing 
of forest make it the most beautiful of the three. North of the 
two first-mentioned volcanoes Lake Taupo spreads over 238 Sq. In. 
in the centre of a pumice-covered plateau from 1000 to 2000 ft. 
above the sea; and round and beyond the great lake the 
region of the thermal springs covers s000 sq. m. and stretches 
from Mount Ruapehu to White Island, an ever-active volcanic 
cone in the Bay of Plenty. The most uncommon natural feature 
of the district, the Pink and White Terraces, was blown up in 
the eruption of Mount Tarawera in 1886, when for great distances 
the country was buried beneath mud and dust, and a chasm 9 m. 
long was opened in the earth. Fine lakes and waterfalls, in-
numerable pools, in temperature from boiling-point to cold, 
geysers, solfataras, fumaroles and mud volcanoes still attract 
tourists in large numbers. The healing virtue of malty of the  

springs is widely known. The government maintains a 
sanatorium at Lake Rotorua, and there are private bathing 
establishments in other places, notably near Lake Taupo. In 
South Island there are hot pools and a state sanatorium at 
Hanmer Plains. Experience shows that the most remarkable 
cures effected by the hot waters are in cases of gout, rheumatism, 
diseases of the larynx and in skin disorders. Though, thanks 
to the overlaying porous pumice, the Taupo plateau is not 
fertile, it has a good rainfall and is drained by unfailing rivers 
running through deep terraced ravines. The Waikato and 
Wiulhou flow N., the Rangitaiki N.E., and Mokau, Wanganui 
and Rangitikei W. or S.W. The first named, the longest river in 
the colony, though obstructed by a bar like all western,—and 
most eastern,—New Zealand rivers, is navigable for some 70 m. 
The Mokau and Wanganui run between ferny and forest-dad 
hills and precipices, often of almost incomparable beauty. 

East of the Taupo plateau and south of Opotiki on the Bay of 
Plenty the steep thickly-timbered ranges held by the Uriwera 
tribe still show scenery quite unspoiled by white intrusion. 
On the southern frontier of this mountainous tract Waikare 
Moans extends its arms, the deepest and moat beautiful of the 
larger lakes of the island. 

From the month of the Wailcato southward to about n m. 
from Cape Terawhiti on Cook Strait, and for a distance of from 
so to 40 m. inland, the western coast skirts fertile country well 
fitted for grazing and dairy-farming, to which it is being 
rapidly turned as the timber and fern are cleared away from its 
low bills, downs and rich valleys. On the east coast the same 
fertility is seen with less forest, and, round Hawker Bay,ahottcr 
and drier summer. In the south centre, the upland plain of 
the Wairarapa, ending in a large but commonplace lake, has a 
climate adapted for both grazing and cereals. The butt-end of 
the island, of poor, rough, wind-beaten hills, is redeemed by the 
fine harbour of Port Nicholson, which vies with the Waitemata 
in utility to New Zealand commerce. Broken as is the surface, 
poor as is the soil of certain tracts, there is but little of the island 
which will not ultimately be cultivated with profit as pumice 
and clay-marl yield to labour. Everywhere the settler may count 
on a sufficient rainfall, and—except on the plateau and the 
mountain highlands--mild winters and genial summers. The 
pleasant climate has certain drawbacks; the coastal farmer 
finds that blights and insect pests thrive in the comparative 
absence of hard frosts. Fortunately mosquitoes are not a serious 
plague outside a few marshy localities. To pass Cook Strait 
and land in the middle province of South Island is to pass from 
Portugal to Switzerland., a Switzerland, however, with a sea-
coast that in the east centre is a dull fringe of monotonous sand 
dunes or low cliffs. As a rule, nevertheless, the shares of South 
Island are high and bold enough. They are not too well served 
with harbours, except along Cook Strait, in Banks Peninsula, and 
by the grand but commercially useless fjords of the south-west. 
In the last-named region some fifteen salt-water gulfs penetrate 
into the very heart of the mountains, winding amid steep, cloud-
capped ranges, and tall, richly-clothed cliffs overhanging their 
calm waters. The dominating features of south New Zealand 
are not ferny plateaus or volcanic cones, but stern chains of 
mountains. There the Southern Alps rise range upon range, 
filling the whole centre, almost or quite touching the western 
shore, and stretching from end to end of the island. West of the 
dividing crest they are forest clad; east thereof their stony 
grimness is but slightly softened by growths of scrub and tureock 
grass. Nineteen-twentieths of the colonists, however, live east 
of the dividing range, for to that side settlement was attracted 
by the open, grassy character of the country. The riven are 
many, even on the drier eastern coast. But, as must be expected 
in an island but 18o m. across at the widest point and yet showing 
ridges capped with perpetual snows, the rivers, large or small, 
are mountain torrents, now swollen floods, anon half dry. Almost 
useless for communication or transport, they can be easily drawn 
upon for irrigation where, as in the east centre, water-races are 
usefuL The largest river, the Clutha, though but So m. long 
in its course to the south-east coast, discharges a volume of water 
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estimated at nearly 1,zocoao cubic ft. a minute. On the west 
the only two rivers of importance are the Buller and the Grey, 
the former justly famous for the grandeur of its gorges. Large 
and deep lakes fill many of the mountain valleys. Te Anau and 
WakatiPs (54 m. long) are the chief, though Manapouri is the 
most romantic. Aorangl (Mt. Cook) is easily first among the 
mountain peaks. Its height, t2,349 ft., is especially Impressive 
when viewed from the sea off the west coast. On the north-cast 
a double range, the Kalkouras, scarcely fall short of the Southern 
Alps in height and beauty. Apart from the fjords and lakes the 
chief beauties of the Alps are glad n and waterfalls. The 
Tasman glacier is z8 m. long and has an average width of z m. 
55 chains; the Murchison glacier is so m. in length. To the west 
of Aorangl glaciers crawl into the forest as low as 400 ft. above 
sea-level. Among waterfalls the Sutherland is no4 ft. high, 
but has less volume than the Bowen and others. The finest 
mountain gorge, the Otira, is also the chief route from the east 
to the west coast. It begins on the western side of Arthur's 
Pass, a gap the floor of which is 3 zoo ft. above the sea. Generally 
the open and readily available region of South Island extends 
from the Kaikowas along the east and south-east coast to the 
river Walau in Southland. It has a mean breadth of some 3o m. 
In compensation the coal and gold, which form the chief minetel 
wealth, are found in the broken and less practicable west 
and centre, and these portions also furnish the water-power 
which may in days to come make the island a manufacturing 
country. (W. P. R.) 

Geology. —New Zealand is part of the Australasian festoon, on the 
Pacific edge of the Australasian area. Unlike Australia, its geological 
structure is unusually varied, and owing tots instability, it includes, 
for its size, an unusually complete series of marine sedimentary rocks. 
It has, moreover, been a volcanic area of long-continued activity. 
The physical geography of New Zealand is closely connected with its 
geological structure, mad is dominated by two intersecting lines of 
mountains and earth movements. The Southern Alps, the back-
bone of the South Island, rest on a foundation of coarse gneisses 
and schist', that arc quite unrepresented in the North Island. The 
continuation of this line of old rocks is occupied by the basins of the 
Wanganui river and Taupo. E. Suess therefore suggested that the 
northern continuation of the Alps had foundered, and its summits 
been buried beneath the Pliocene marine rocks of the Wanganui 
basin and the volcanic rocks of the Taupo area. 

The oldest rocks are Archean, represented by the band of gaeisses 
and schists exposed along the western foot of the Southern Alps. 
To the south of the district in southern Westland, where the Alps 
have passed out to sea, the Amheans become more extensive; for 
they spread eastward and underlie the whole of the dissected table-
land of Otago. It has been suggested that thejasperoids and 
diabase* of the Tarawcra Mountains on the North Island may be of 
Upper Archean age, from their resemblance to the Heathcotian 
rocks of Australia. No Cambrian rocks have as yet been discovered, 
but the Ordovician system is repramsted by the Amen beds m the 
north-western part of the South island. Here they contain numerous 
graptolites, including Tetragraptas,Dickograpia: and Didrisograpter. 
The Silurian system is represented by the Baton river beds to the 
west of the Aorere beds, occurring in the basin of the Motueka river, 
which (tows into Tasman Bay. The Devonian system is well ex-
posW in the Reef ton mining field. The Carboniferous system 
includes either the whole or a large part of the Mahal beds. The 
Mahal beds include a thick mass at slates and sandstones, which form 
the bulk of the Southern Alps, whence branches extend south-
eastward to the mast. The beds take their name from the Maitai 
river near Nelson; they are largely developed in the mountains of 
the Tararua-Rualine-Raukumara chain, on the eastern side of the 
North Island; they occur in the ICaikoum Mountains, and an outlier 
forms Mount Tote, near the eastern edge of the Southern Alps, 
vestal Christchurch. The Maitai beds have generally been considered 
to be Carboniferous from the presence of species of Prodachts found 
in the Pernso-Carboniferous of New South Wales. But Professor 
Park has obtained Jurassic fossils In the Maitai series; so that it will 
probably be ultimately divided between the Carboniferous and 
Janata. The two systems should, however, be separable by an 
unoonformity, unless the Maitai genes also includes representatives 
of the }Cal' iku series (the New Zealand Permian), and of the Wilma 
series, which is Triassic. 

New Zealand includes representatives of all the three Mesosok 
wanes. The Hokanul group comprises the Triassic Wakes and 
Otapira bede and the Jurassic Macaws beds. The Warm series 
includes marine limestones characterized by Afonotis samaras, and 
the Otapira series is characterized by Sptriferina spatulata. The 
Manner* beds are largely of estuarine formation; they contain oil 
shake and gas springs. 

The Cretaceous erten includes the Wilma series, a belt of chalky 
3UX 11 

limemoass with some pliasehase beds at Clarendon in eastern Otana Their fowls include beleninites, ammonites. =whites and marina saurian., such as Ciasoiiosasetus. Them Cretaceous limestones am 
interbedded with glauconitic greemande as at Moeraki Point in 
eastern Otago. The second type of Cretaceous Is a terrestrial 
formation, and is important as it contains the rich coal seams of 
Greymouth, Westport and Seckloaville, which yield a high quality 
of steam coal. Cretaceous coals have long been worked ia the ItTostb 
island, north of Auckland, on the sham of.  the Bay of Islands, where 
the age of the coal is shown by its occurrence under the Whangarei 
or Wainilo limestone. 

The Cainozoic system is rewarmed by Oligocene, Miocene, 
Plioceoe and Pleistocene beds. The best-known Oligocene rocks 
are the timeshares of Oamaru and the brown-coal measures of 
Waikato. The Oamaru limestones have been largely used for 
building stones; they are a pure white limeitone, largely made up of 
forambufera, bryosoa and shell fragments, and contain the teeth of 
sharks (e.g. Carcharada.) and of toothed whales such as Senelains 
serrates. In southern Otago the Oligocene beds are brown coals 
and lignites with oil shales, which, at Orepuki. contain 47% of oil 
and gas, with 8% of water. The Miocene Pareora beds occur to 

the height of pia or moo ft. above sea-level, in both the 
North and South Islands. Some of its knits also occur in the 
Oamaru series, but the two series are unconformable. In Westland 
the Miocene includes the Mounts gravels, which rest on the summit 
of Mount Greenland, ,moo f t. above ma-level 

Marine beds of the Pliocene are best developed in the Wanganui 
basin. They consist of fine clays with nodular calcareous concretions 
rich in fossils. The Pleistocene system in the South Island includes 
glacial deposits, which prove a great extension of the New Zealand 
glaciers, especially along the western mast. The glaciers must have 
reached the ma at Cascade Point in southern Wmtland. On the 
eastern side of the Alps the glaciers appear to have been confined to 
the mountain valleys. The Pleistocene swamp rosits are rich in 
the bones of the moa and other gigantic extinct I.*iX which lived on 
until they were exterminated by the Maori. The Casnosoic volcanic 
history of New Zeaknd begins in the Oligocene, when the high 
volcanic domes of Dunedin and Banks Peninsula were built up. 
The Dunedin seas including tephrites and kehYtea cony= to 
the dacite eruptions in the volcanic history of Valois. The ing 
up of these domes of lava of intermediate chemical type was followed 
by the eruption of sheets of andesites and rhyolites is the Thames 
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Goldfield and the Taupe volcanic district. The volcanic activity of 
the Taupo district lasted into the Pleistocene, and the last eruptions 
contributed many of its chief geographical features.' (J. W. G.) 

Minato —Diversity of level and latitude cause many varieties 
of climate in the South Island provinces. The height and 
regularity of the mountain backbone increase the diversity. 
Only one pass, the Beast (1716 ft.), crosses from E: to W. 
at a less height than 3000 ft. Along the whole west coast the 
climate resembles nothing in the British Islands so much as 
Cork and Kerry, for there are the same wet gales from a western 
ocean, the same clouds gathering on the dripping sides of wild 
mountains, an equal absence of severe frosts and hot sunshine, 
and a rich and evergreen vegetation. Elsewhere, sheltered 
Nelson has a more genial air than the Wellington side of Cook 
Strait. Foveaux Strait is as cold and windy as the Strait of 
Dover. The Canterbury plain has but 26 ins. of annual 
rainfall, less than a fourth of that along the western littoral. 
Very seldom indeed is moisture excessive in the eastern half; 
there is even a deficiency in unfavourable years, and dry, 
warm winds do damage to crops. Insect life is relatively not 
abundant; the air Is brisk and bright with ample sunshine. 
The snow-line, which is at 3coo ft. on the eastern flank of the 
Alps, is 3700 ft. on the western. 

The healthiness of the New Zealand climate in all parts is 
attested by the death-rate, which, varying (11396-1cio6) from 

to zoici per z000, is the lightest in the world. In 1896 
it was as low as g -to. In 1907, however, it was 10.91, the highest 
figure since the year 1883. Even in the boroughs the average 
is below 13. The rainfall in most of the settled districts ranges 
from 3o to so ins. a year. Meteorological statistics are collected 
at Auckland, Wellington, Christchurch, and Dunedin and eight 
other stations; and observations of rainfall, temperature, 
and wind-directions are received from eighteen stations of the 
second class. From the data thus obtained an isobaric map 
and a report are prepared for each day; and weather warnings 
are telegraphed to any part of the coast when necessary. A 
system of inter-colonial weather exchanges has been agreed 
upon, and telegrams arc daily exchanged between Sydney and 
Wellington. 

Flora.—There are about one thousand species of flowering plants, 
of which about three-fourths are endenut. Most of those not 
peculiar to the country are Australian;  _others arc South American, 
European, Antarctic; and some have Polynesian affinities. Ferns 
and other cryptogamic plants are in great variety and abundance. 
The New Zealand flora, like the fauna, has been cited in support of 
the theory of the remote continental period. In appearance the more 
conspicuous flora differs very greatly from that of Australia, Poly-
nesia, and temperate South America, and helps to give to the 
scenery a character of its own. 

The early colonists found quite half the surface of the archipelago 
covered with dense, evergreen forest. a luxuriant growth of pines mad 
beeches, tangled and intertwined with palms, ferns of all sizes, wild 
vines and other parasites, and a rank, bushy, messed undeigio.th. 
Though much at the timber is of commercial value—notably the 
kauri, totara, puriri, rimu, matai and kahikatea—this has not saved 
the forests from wholesale, often reckless, destruction. Two-fifths 
*perhaps have already disappeared, and it is probable that in fifty 
years the only large tracts still standingwill be sub-alpine woods and 
in mate reserves. Meanwhile chamd and rotting stump. give a 
reartaZys:nd id airantr toNtleinalawn denuded idd  hillsides, oxfor 

take more than a generation to decay utterly. Compelled by the 
windy climate the colonists are doing something to repair these 
ravages by planting European, Californian and Australian shelter-
trees; but it is only in the naturally open and grassy regions of the-
east and south-east that settlement as yet improves the landscape. 
There, before the colonists came, wide swaps of dull green bracken 
or wiry yellow-green tussocks seemed bleak and monotonous enough. 
The swamps covered with flax and giant bulrushes were often re-
deemed to the eye by sheets of golden-plumed to6-to6, a kind of 
parapas grass. 

Panna.—The destruction of the forest is telling fatally on the 
(1 See the geological map of New Zealand by Sir James Hector 

1184). A brief sketch of its geological hist is•given utton 
Tress:Tress: New Zealand hui. (ifigg),10adl. pp. 159-I83.
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Native avifauna. In their natural mate the islands were without 
land mammals, and the Polynesian immigrants brought but two in 
their canoes—a dog, now extinct, and a black rat, now rarely seen. 
Until recent years the forest birds did much to atone for this de-
ficiency, for among them the tui and makomako rank high as 
songsters, while the antesynea, kakapot vein and stitch-bird are of 
peculiar interest to science. The importation of stoats and weasels, 
ferrets and cats has resulted in a process of extermination which 
has already made it necessary to net aside the islets Resolution, 
Kapiti and Little Barrier as sanctuaries. The place of the vanishing 
native species is being taken by such Brannen. arrivals as sky-larks, 
finches, blackbirds, sparrows and rooks. Outside the forest country 
the welcs, an almost wingless bird, is numerous, and in the Alps a 
hawk-like green parrot, the !ma, has learned to kill sheep and holds 
its ground. The pukeko, a handsome abounds in swamp.. The 
native wild ducks are carefully wan', .d for sportsmen, ia whose 
interests pheasants, red and deer, and brown and rainbow 
trout have been very successfully acclimatized. Acclimatization, 
indeed, had played a chief part in the settlement of New Zealand. 
Coming to a country without useful animals, cereals, rich grasses 
or fruit trees, the colonists had to bring all these necessaries with 
them. So far acclimatizers note but few failures; the chief case is 
that of the salmon. Again and again salmon have been successfully 
hatched out into rivers, but the young fish hastening down stream 
to the sea never return thence. This is all the more unfortunate as 
eels were the only large edible creatures found is the fresh-water 
lakes and rivers. Tidal waters furnish minute whitebait, and the 
mud-fiats of salt or brackish lagoons and estuaries flounders—both 
very delicate eating. Oysters, both mud and rock, are good and 
plentiful. A strange visitor, the frost-fish, never seen at sea, is 
picked up stranded on andy benches in cold weather. and is wised 
by epicures. The snapper is at once the handsomest and most 
palatable of a good variety of sea fish. Sharks are found everywhere 
and are common round the north, though they rarely attack man. 
The albatross is of course the most conspicuous sea bud. Penguins 
are found, confined to the islets of the far south. As some com-
pensation for its paucity of useful animals and food plants, New 
Zealand was, of course. free from wild camivora, has no snakes, and 
only one poisonous insect, the katlpo, a timid little s pider found on 
certain sea-benches. Of poisonous plants only the berries of the 
tutu and the kamka are worth notice. The wild dogs and pigs 
which now sometimes pr on the sheep-farmers' lambs in outlying 
districts are the desce ,Wants of domestic animals which have 
escaped into the " bush." Among imported pests the rabbit and 
sparrow, and a numerous company of European and Americas 
thistles and other weeds, have to be systematically contended with. 
The formidable increase of the rabbit has been arrested, mainly by 
poison and wire•mting fences, 

Popsdalion.—In January sliao there may have been aceo 
whites in New Zealand. By z861 the number was still slightly 
under zoo,000. During the next twenty year% the gold dis-
coveries, the public works expenditure, and the development 
of agriculture, multiplied the number of colonists five times 
to 498,000 In April 1881. Then increase slackened for many 
years, and was slowest between z886 and 1891, when the ad-
dition was but 48,coo in five years. In ze•oz the whites numbesed 
773,000; and between that year and the census computation 
in April zco6 the increase, 213,839, was the largest yet recorded 
in any quinquennium. In the middle of 19o8 the official estimate 
of white inhabitants was OS0,000. 

The white population, about nine to the square mile, is very 
unevenly distributed. In the South Island nine-tenths of the 
colonists live within ao m. of the nut and south-east coasts; 
in the North Island the eastern and northern parts of Wellington 
province. and the southern and broadest part of Auckland 
province are still very scantily peopled. For all that, Auckland 
and Wellington are the most populous of the larger districts, 
while Nelson, Westland and Marlborough have for a long time 
shown the slowest increase. 

Males still exceed females In the proportion of nine to eight 
About 7o% of the population is New Zealand born. The white 
foreign element is small; what there is is chiefly Scandinavian, 
German and Dalmatian. Among the foreigners males greatly 
outnumber females; even in the ease of the German settlers 
the proportion is two to one. 

Between s88o and zilos the birth-rate fell by no less than 
12.95 points--rather more than t a year. It continued to fall 
for seven years more, though at a much reduced rate, and 
finally reached 25.1a in the year 1899. In the next eight years 
there was a dery recovery to 27.3o in 1907. Thanks, however, 
to the low desth-rate, elsewhere referred to she magic of 
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increase in New Zealand is over 17. To that, and to the annual 
gain by immigration, the fairly rapid rate of increase is due. 
Between rillts and aor the colony lost more than it gained 
oversee; but from age to nog the gain by immigration was 
no,000. Probably, at least half of these represent Australians, 
impelled to emigrate by years of drought. England and Scotland 
supply the bulk of the remain' der. The government has aided 
immigrant farmers and farm labourers having a certain sum 
of money, also female domestics, by paying part of their passage 
money. 

The people of colour in 1906 numbered ss,000, including 
2300 Chinese and 6500 Maori half-castes. An apparent increase 
of 7ocra in the Maori and half-castes between rflor and roof) 
is, perhaps, partly due to more accurate computation. It seems 
probable that the number of Maori and half-castes taken together 
is about the same as it was thirty years ago, though the infusion 
of white blood is larger. The Public Healtit Department has 
exerted itself to improve the sanitation of native villages and . 
combat the mischievous trickery of Maori wizards and 
" doctors." 

Wealik—The increase of wealth went on after 1879 in spite of dull 
times, and was only checked by the especially severe financial 
depression of 1 .%3 and 1894, caused by low prices and the Australian 
bank panic. The estimated private wealth of colonists fell from 

e36 per head in 1890 to £219 m 1895, it was computed in 1905 to 
ve reached izga. After deducting debts owing abroad the public 

and private wealth of the colony is calculated to be about 
£27o,0oomoo. 

Of the five banks of issue doing business in the dominion three are 
Australian and New Zealand institutions. Their deposits exceeded 

ki,ocio,000 in 1907, as againstool12,2p,000 in 1890 the same 
to more than fumnio,000 et to t& credit of small depositors in 

post office and private savings banks, nine-tenths in the former. 
The gross amount insured by policies in life insurance offices 
(ordinary and industrial) was over Lzg,oao,000. of which the state 
office claimed two•fifthe 

Trade.—The growth of sea-trade in recent years is shown by the 
larger size of the oceanoing vessels trading with the colony. The 
number of these only advanced from 589 to 629 between 1896 and 
1906. But the increase of tonnage in the eleven years was from 
614,000 tons to 1,243,000. while the mews rose from 20.000 to 32.600. 
The coasting trade and trade with Australia rue carried in New 
Zealand-owned vessels. 

External trade has risen from i13,111000 in 1887 to £37,371,000 
in 1907. Before 1886 exports exceeded imports: but in twenty 
subsequent years there was an invariable mesa of exports, valued in 
all at ‘52,000,000. 

The re-export trade is stationary and extremely smaI Trade with 
the United States pew from d1877.000 in 1891 to,f2.140.020 in 1907 
Thanks to the tariff of the United States the bahnce of trade with 
North America is heavily against New Zealand. The same &s-
park is shown in her trade with Germany, which is, however. much 
smal er—Iess than half • million. Trade with India and Ceylon 
reached 1557,0oo in 1906; that with Fiji and other Pacific islands 
was £632,000 in fro. With these exceptions New Zealand trade is 
almost all done with Australia (1.5, 	in 1907) and the United . 

Kingdom; the latter's share in 5906m 	i 3O00 of the whole. 
Prodection.—Woolo  y4,250,020 to £7.657,000 according to prices) 

remains at the head the list of exports. The quantity grown in-
creased by 70% in the twenty years 0387-5906. Moreover the 
export of sheep skins and pelts was valued at L680,000 in the last-
mentioned year But the description changes; there is much km 
merino, and more of the coarser and longer cross-bred. The number 
of sheep has increased from 16.564.002 in 1886 to 22,000,000 in 1908. 
though the increase has been almost all in North Island. The number 
of the flocks grows, and the average.siae diminishes even more rapidly. 
There were 9149 flocks in 1886; In 5906 the number had risen to 
58,500—average sae of each flock about lose The smaller site of 
the flocks and the breeding of sheep for meat rather than for wool. 
the cultivation of English grasses and of extensive crops of turnips 
and other roots on which to fatten sheep and lambs, all tend to 
change sheep-farm • from the mere grams of huge mobs on wide, 
unimproved runs he by pastoral licences. The squatters' still 
occupy eleven million acres, but even these are more closely sub-
divided than in former days. How much more extensive is grazing— 
of the more scientific order—than 	hare, is seen at once from 
the figures of the *MUM of land 	111). for crops or other 
purposes, and the amount under sown spasm There were about 
1,600,000 acres under crop in 1899. This is exclusive of the vast area 
of native-grass land. The area now occupied and utilized by whites 
is about 38,000,000 acres. 

The character of the soil and the moist cool climate amble &Wish 

MOM to be sewn almost everywhere, and 13.000,000 as fire now 
down with tlwree. The result is seen in tbe price obtained for 

New Zealand sheep In Smithfield Market, which ID from id. to 1d.  

per lb higher than that given for frozen mutton from other countries. 
The figures below show the growth of the trade: 

Export of Frorme Mat 

Year. lb. Year. lb. 

1882 1,707,328 1901 203,045,000 
1891 110.199.082 1907 263.738.496 

In he market for frown lambs the colony remains at present without 
a rival. Frozen beef is also sent to England. In 1907 the export of 
frozen meat was valued at f3,420,0oo. The export of butter and 
cheese has risen in value from f207,687  in 1890, till in Igo? that of 
butter amounted to ,C1.615,000. In London, New Zft- la,W cheese 
fetches as high a price as Canadian; -the value of the cheese ex-
ported was £663 coo in 1907. Though not yet quite equal in im- 
portance to wool or frozen Meat, dawy-farming ds almost entirely 
carried on bysmall farmers and their famffies, who supplymilk to 
factories. Most of these are 	tine, their shareadde s being 
the farmers themselves. The 	is of the industry are thus widely 
distributed among the producers. The development of dairy-
farming has led to the spread of settlement, especially in the west of 
North Island, where large tracts of fertile soil formerly covered with 
forest have now been cleared and convened into dairy-farms. Of 
1,850A00 cattle in-the colony, two-sevenths are dairy cows. 

The 	
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importance of hemp as an export—increasing from £26,000 in 
0396 to j832 coo in 1907—has led to improvements in cleaning and 
grading it. In consequence its price in London nearly approaches 
that paid for manila. 

Mmes.—The export of gold, which was 220,000 in 18801 
did not exceed that figure until 1898, and, indeed fell below three-
quarters of a million in 1887. Then gold-mining, after being long at 
a standstill, began again to make headway. For many yeses the 
surface alluvial minim in South Island became keened lea profitable 
As to other countries, however, the working of quartz reefs gradually 
compensated for this. The cyanide process of gold extraction, and 
the returns obtained by its means from the great Waihi mine in the 
Upper Thames, caused an outbreak of gold fever, which led to the 
opening up of a few good and a great many worthless quartz-acmes 
in the Auckland fields. In South Island the river-beds of Otago 
province have been successfully worked by means of dredges. and 

p
returns secured. In 16o7 jold exported was valued at 

,Al27,000. The total value of the exported from New Zealand 
From the discovery of the metal m 1857 to 1907 was, roundly, 

7o.000m00. Kaun gum still holds its place as an export, over 
000 worth being dug up annually. The number of !striae. and 

almatians who came from the Adriatic to dig for kauri gum led to 
the passing of restrictive laws. 

The progressive output of coal from 188o to Km° is shown below. 

Year  
Raised in 

the Colony. Im  parted' ExPereed.'  

1880 
1590 
1900 

 1907 
Four-sevenths 

Tons 
299.923 
637.397 

1 .091990 
 1,831,009 
of 

Tons. 
123.298 
1 10.939 
124033 

the coal is 

Tons. 
7,021 
= 

bituminous. 

Excluding Coal for Fuel by Oman Steamers. 

Excellent as the quality of the best New Zealand coal is, the cost of 
mining and shipping it prevents the growth of any considerable 
export track. Silver is chiefly extracted in the Thames district, 
but other mines containing silver ores have been found. There are 
many other valuable ores—copper., iron, lead, zinc, antimony, chrome 
and manganese. Petroleum springs have been tapped near New 
Plymouth. Belding stones of various kinds and of excellent quality 
abound. Marble and cement stones occur in many places. There 
are extensive deposits of Iron-sand on the west coast of the North 
Island, and of iron ore at Pazapara in Nelson. 

Manufactures.—Protected by a tariff wall which was repeatedly 
heightened between 1879 and 19o7, manufactures made considerable 
progress. At the end of 1885 about 22,000 work-people were being 
employed in 1946 workshops, and the aggregate output was valued 
at six millions and three-quarters. Twenty years later the number 
of establishments was 4016; the number of hands 56,000; and the 
output twenty-three millions and a half. A small deduction should 
be made from this apparent increase to allow for a changed system 
of classification. Male factory hands greatly outnumbered female, 
standing in the ratio of four to one. Between 1879 and 1895 wages 
fell. Between 1895 and t906 they rose 15% on the average among 
males of all ages. and as much as 30% among women and girl 
workers. The disproportionate rise in the case of females is probably 
due to the policy of the industrial arbitration court. The chief 
factory industries come under the following heads: meat-freezing 
and tallow; tanning and wool-scouring; flax mills, saw-mills and 
grain-mills; boots and shoes; woollen and clothing; butter and 
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cheese; breweries; printing houses; foundries agricnitu.= 
meat and machine shops; soap and candle Works; 
and furniture; gas-works. Except in meat-frecting„ wool-scouring, 
butter- and cheese-making, flax-milling and timber-sawing, manufac-
turing is almost entirely for consumption within the colony. 

Government. —New Zealand was not colonized in the ordinary 
manner around one centre. There were in its early years six 
distinct settlements—Auckland, Wellington, Nelson, New 
Plymouth, Canterbury and Otago—between which communica-
tion was for several years irregular and infrequent. To meet 
their political wants the 'Constitution Act of alp created 
them into provinces, with elective councils and superintendents 
respectively, subordinated to one colonial legislature. In 1876 
the provincial system was abolished. The general assembly, as 
it is called, is composed of the governor, the legislative council, 
and the House of Representatives. The governor is appointed 
by the crown, but his salary, £7 500, is paid by the colony. The 
legislative council consists of members appointed for seven 
years by the governor in council; the number of legislative 
councillors stays at or near forty-five. The House of Repre-
sentatives consists of eighty members chosen by the electors. 
The members of both houses are paid. The franchise is adult 
suffrage, conditional on a previous residence in the colony for 
a year, including six months in the electoral district for which 
a claim to vote is registered. Every elector is qualified for 
election. Four members of the house must be Maori elected 
by their own race. The duration of the house is for three years, 
but it is subject to re-election whenever the governor dissolves 
the general assembly. Legislation is subject to disallowance 
by the crown', but that power is seldom exercised. Executive 
administration is conducted on the principle of English re-
sponsible or parliamentary government. The government 
represented In England by a high commissioner. Local ad-
ministration is vested in local elective bodies, such as municipal 
councils, county councils, road bouts, harbour boards, charitable 
aid boards, and others, with pcfwer to levy rates. The colonial 
revenue is chiefly derived from customs, stamp duties, land tax, 
income tax, beer excise, postal and telegraphic services, railways, 
and crown land sales and rents. The proceeds of land sales 
are applied to surveys and public works. Customs duties, 
railways and stamps are by far the most important sources 
of revenue. They yielded £3,003,000, t2,765,000 and i1,550,000 
respectively out of a total revenue of in,056,0oo in the financial 
year zoo7-zoo8. The gross public debt had reached L66,5oo,000 
in igo8. The money has chiefly been spent on railways, tele-
graphs, roads, bridges, land purchase from the native tribes 
and private estate owners, on loans to settlers and on native 
wars. The state railways (nos ni.) return about £800,000 after 
paying working expenses. This does not quite defray the 
interest on the cost of their construction and equipment, inas-
much as it barely comes to 31% thereon, but rates and fares 
are deliberately kept low to encourage settlement and com-
munication. The debts of the local bodies amount to about 
nine millions. They raise rather more than a million a year 
by rates, licence fees and dues. 

Education.—Under the Education Act of 3877 state schools are 
established, in which teaching is free, secular and compulsory, with 
certain exceptions, for children between the ages of seven and 
thirteen. A capitation grant is given for every child in average daily 
attendance at the schools. Grants are also made for scholarships 
from primary to secondary schools, for training institutions for 
teachers and for school buildings. Large reserves of public lands 
have been made for primary, secondary and university education. 
All primary and some secondary public schools are controlled by 
provincial education boards elected by school committees of the 
parents of pupils. The percentage of attendance has rivalled that in 
the primary schools of Scotland, and in 1905 attained to 86.9% 
Native village schools are also provided by the state in native 
districts. There are, moreover, industrial schools, orphanages and 
institutions for the deaf and dumb and blind. There are about 
ninety secondary schools, state-suted or aided by public endow-
ments. The university of New Zealand is an examining body, and 
grants honours, degrees and scholarships. It Is empowered by 
royal charter to confer degrees entitled to rank and conaideratioa 
throughout the British dominions, as fully as if they were granted by 
any university in the United Kingdom. Colima in the four chief 
towns and in Nelson are affiliated to the New Zealand University,  

which has about fifteen hundred undergraduates keeping terms 
The state in no way controls or interferes with religious administra-
tion. Each denomination attends to the religious instruction of its 
own adherents, chiefly by means of Sunday schoces, which count 
mill.000 pupils. Roman Catholic support about tso clerical day 
schools attended by about 11, scholars. State school buildings 
can be, and sometimes are, used for religious instruction on days and 
at hours other than those fixed by law for ordinary school work; 
but no child can be required to attend, except at the wish of its parent 
or guardian.. The government spends L35,000 a year on manual and 
tw-hries1 instruction, a blanch of re.rhing which includes about 
two hundred cookery classes. A school of engineering and an agri-
cultural college are attached to the university college in the province 
of Canterbury, and there are several schools of mines elsewhere. - 

About 197,000 white children and 6500 Maori children attend 
schools of one degree or another. Private schools claim about toy. 
of these. The annual parliamentary expenditure on education 
exceeds irm,oco. In this connexion it may be claimed that the 

MCIion of policemen to population (1 to [379) is lower in New 
than in any other colony. The fixing of the legal minimum 

" factory age " for children at fourteen undoubtedly favours school 
attendance. 

Land.—Apart from gold-mining, coal-mining and gum-digging, 
the industries are still mainly the growing of food and raw material; 
and the occupation of the land is easily the chief of all economic 
questions. Sixteen million acres Sere in Igor already held in free-
hold, as against about six million acres rented from the state on 

t leasehold. Crown lands are still alienated, though but 
permanent sold for cash outright. The number of holdings of one 
acre and ureards in site rose from 33,332 in 1886 to 58,904 in 1896. 
and 72,338 in 1906; but the area held in estates of s000 acres and 
upwards remains very large and has diminished but slowly despite 
the severity of the graduated land-tax. Many interesting experi. 
meats in settling.lands have been tried. The best known of these, 
perhaps, is the repurchase of large pastoral estates for subdivision 
and lease in perpetuity. In the fourteen years 0893-mo7 about a 
million and a quarter acres were thus acquired at • cost of somewhat 
under five millions and a half. Over T3.000 souls bad been settled in 
this area, and the yearly rent received from them, about fair,000, 
left a substantial balance to the credit of the enterprise in die books 
of the treasury. The tenants (who had been favoured with good 
years) were with very few exceptions . 

ad Age Pensices.—The Old Age Pensions law, enacted in t1198, 
provided for the free grant of pem tons, not exceeding f  it a year. 
to persona of sixty-five years and upwards who had lived for twenty-
five years in the colony. Pensioners must be British subjects, poor, 
and not ex-criminals or of notoriously bad. character. In 1905 the 
maximum pension was raised to £36 a year. Official figures show 
that the total number of applications for pensions up to that date 
had been 31.271, of which 23,877 had been granted. The number 
of pensioners then on the books of the Pensions Office was 03,297. 
In the first three years after enactment of the law the growth of 
the number of pensioners was very rapid; in the next five it was 
remarkabty slow—only alit altogether. The proportion.of whites 
qualified by age and residence who were actually drawing pensions 
was rather less than one-third (it had been 9% mac m t9m). The 
reduction was due to stricter administration. The total sum paid 
out in eight and a quarter years had been a million and three quarters. 
The amount paid in pensions in the financial year zoce-too, was 
£325,000. The money is found by the central government. The 
administration of the system, which is in the bands of a special 
department, can a little over ism*. Frauds and evasions by 
applicants and pensioners, though they exist, are not believed' to 
be numerous. Public thrift does not, so far, seem to have been 
diminished. Since the coming of the system the amount Spent on 
outdoor relief in the colony had by isto6 diminished from Aron 
to 1,36,5oo, in face of an increased nearly 23% in the population. 

History. —The date, even the approximate date, of man's 
arrival in New Zealand is uncertain. All that can be safely 
asserted is that by the 14th tentury A.D. Polynesian canoe-lien 
had reached its northern shores in successive voyages. By 
1642 they had spread to South Island, for there Abel Jansen 
Tasman found them when, in the couise of his circuitous voyage 
from Java in the" Heemskirk," hechanced upon the archipelago, 
coasted along much of its western side, though without venturing 
to land, and gave it the name it still bears. One hundred and 
thirty-seven years later, Cook, in the barque " Endeavour," 
gained a much fuller knowledge of the coasts, whi h be circum-
navigated, visited again and again, and mapped out with fair 
accuracy. He annexed the country, but the British government 
disavowed the act. After him came other navigators, French, 
Spanish, Russian and American, and, as the ate century 
neared its and, came sealers, whalers and trading-schooners 
in quest of flax and timber. English missionaries, beaded by 
Samuel Marsden, landed in 1814 to make for many years but 
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slow progress. They were hindered by murderous tribal wars 
in which imported muskets more than decimated the Maori. 
Still, cruel experience and the persevering preaching of the 
missionaries gradually checked the fighting, and by the year 
1830 it could be claimed that peace and Christianity were in 
the ascendant. So far the British government had resisted the 
considerable pressure brought to bear in Downing Street in 
favour of annexation. In vain Edward Gibbon Wakefield, 
organizer of colonizing associations, prayed and intrigued for 
permission to repeat in New Zealand the experiment tried by 
him in South Australia. Lord Glenelg, the colonial minister, had 
the support of the missionaries in withstanding Wakefield's 
New Zealand Company, which at length resolved in desperation 
to send an agent to buy land wholesale in New Zealand and 
despatch a shipload of settlers thither without official permission. 
Before, however, the " They " had thus sailed for Cook Strait, 
it had become known to the English government that a French 
colonizing company—La Coattagaie Nataa-Bardelaise—was 
forming, under the auspices of Louis Philippe, to anticipate or 
oust Wakefield. Further obstruction was manifestly futile, and 
the British authorities reluctantly instructed Captain Hobson, 
R.N., to make his way to northern New Zealand with a dormant 
commission of lieutenant-governor in his pocket and authority 
to annex the country to Australia by peaceful arrangement with 
the natives. Hobson landed in the Bay of Islands on the sand 
of January 5840, hoisted the Union Jack, and had little difficulty 
in inducing most of the native chiefs to accept the queen's 
sovereignty at the price of guaranteeing to the tribes by the 
treaty of Waitangi possession of their lands, forests and fisheries. 
Some French settlers, convoyed by a man-of-war, readied 
Akaroa in•South.IsLind in the May following. But Hobson had 
forestalled them, and those who remained in the country became 
British subjects. Meanwhile, a week after Hobson's arrival, 
Wakefield's colonists hadsailed into Port Nicholson, and proposed 
to take possession of immense tracts which the New Zealand 
Company claimed to have bought from the natives, and for which 
colonists had in• good faith paid the company. Other bands of 
company's settlers in like manner landed at Nelson, Wanganui 
and New Plymouth, to be met with the news that the British 
government would not recognize the company's purchases. 
Then followed weary years of ruinous delay and official inquiry, 
during which Hobson died after founding Auckland. His 
successor, Fitzroy, drifted into an unsuccessful native war. 
A strong man, Captain Grey, was at last sent over from Australia 
to restore peace and rescue the unhappy colony from bankruptcy 
and despair. Grey, much the best of the absolute governors, 
held the balance fairly between the white and brown races, and 
bought large tracts of land for colonization, including the whole 
South Island, where the Presbyterian settlement of Otago and 
the Anglican settlement of Canterbury were established by 
the persevering Wakefield. 

In 18$2 the mother-country granted self-goverment, and, 
after much wrangling and hesitation, • full parliamentary system 
and a responsible ministry were set going in x856. For twenty 
years thereafter the political history of the colony consisted 
of two long, intermittent struggles--core constitutional between 
the central government (first seated in Auckland, but after 
1864 in Wellington) and the powerful provincial councils, of 
which there were nine charged with important functions and 
endowed with the land revenues and certain rating powers. 
The other prolonged contest was racial—the conflict between 
settler and Maori. The native tribes, brave, intelligent and 
fairly well armed, trial, by means of a league against land-seffhig 
and the election of a king, to retain theirhold over at least the 
central North Island. But their kings were incompetent, their 
chiefs jealous and their tribes divided. Their style of warfare, 
too, caused them to throw away the immense advantages which 
the broken bush-clad island offered to clever guerrilla peahens. 
They were poor marksmen, and bad but little skill in laying 
ambuscades. During ten yams of intermittent marching and 
-fighting between 186z sad Are the Maori did no more than 
pane that they bad in them the stuff to stand up against fearful  

odd, and not always to be worsted. Round .  Mount Egmont, 
at Orakau, at Tauranga and in the Wanganui jungles, they more 
than once held their own against British regiments and colonial 
riflemen. The storming of their favourite positions—stockades 
strengthened with rifle-pits—was often costly; and a strange 
and-Christian fanaticism, the Hau-Eau cult, encouraged them 
to face the white men's bullets and bayonets. But even their 
fiercest fighting leaders, Rewi and Te Kooti, scarcely deserved 
the name of generals. Some of the best Mend fighters, such as 
the chiefs Ropata and Kemp, were enlisted on the white side, 
and with their tribesmen did much to make unequal odds still 
more unequal. Had General Pratt or General Cameron, who 
commanded the imperial forces from ado to 1865, had the 
rough vigour of their successor, General Chute, or the cleverness 
of Sir George Grey, the war might have ended in 1864 Even 
as it was the resistance of the Maori was utterly worn out 
at last. After elle 1 they fought no more. The colonists too, 
taught by the sickening delay and the ruinous cost of the war 
to revert to conciliatory methods, had by this time granted the 
natives special representation in parliament A tactful native 
minister, Sir Donald McLean, did the rest. Disarmament, 
roads and land-purchasing enabled settlement to make headway 
again in the North Island after twelve years of stagnation. 
Grey quarrelled with his masters in Downing Street, and his 
career In the imperial service came to an end in z868. His 
successors, Sir George Bowen, Sir James Ferguson, the marquess 
of Normanby and Sir Hercules Robinson, were content to be 
constitutional governors and to respect strictly the behests of 
the colonial office. Meanwhile the industrial story of New 
Zealand may be summed up in the words wool and gold. Ex-
tremely well suited for sheep-farming, the natural pastures of 
the country werequickly parcelled out into huge pastoral crown 
leases, held by prosperous licensees, the squatters, who in, many 
eases aspired to become a country gentry by turning their leases 
into freeholds. So profitable was sheep-farming seen to be that 
energetic settles began to burn off the bracken and cut and burn 
the forest in the North Island and sow English grasses on the 
cleared land. In the South artificial gracing went on for a time 
hand in hand with cereal-growing, which by 1876 seemed likely 
to develop on a considerable scale, thanks to the importation 
of American agricultural machinery, which the settlers were 
quick to utilize. Even more promising appeared the gold-fields. 
Gold had been discovered in 0353. Not, however, until AU 
was a permanent field found—that lighted upon by Gabriel 
Read at Tuapeka in Otago. Thereafter large deposits were 
profitably exploited in the south and west of South Island and 
in the Thames and Coromandel districts of the Auckland province. 
Gold-mining went through the usual stages of alluvial washing, 
deep sinking and quarts-reef working. Perhaps its chief value 
was that it brought many thousand diggers to the colony, 
most of whom stayed there. Pastoral and mining enterprise, 
however, could not mve the settlers from severe depression in 
the years 1867 to e87 r. War had brought progress in the north 
to a standstill; in the south wool-mowing and gold-mining 
showed their customary fluctuations. For a moment it seemed 
as though the mairoacture of hemp from the native Pkormires 
Settax would become a great industry. But that suddenly 
collapsed, to the rubs of many, and did not revive for a number 
of yeses. • 

In Aro peace had not yet been quite woe; industry was 
depressed; and the scattered and scanty colonists already 
owed seven millions sterling. Yet it was at this moment that 
a political financier, Sir Julius Vogel, at that moment colonial 
treasurer in the ministry of Sir William Fox, audaciously pro-
pelled that the central government should borrow ten millions, 
maks roads and railways, buy land from the natives and import 
British Immigrants. 17s House of Representatives, at first 
aghast, presendy voted four millioss as a beginning. Coinciding 
as the carrying out of Vogers policy did with a rising wool 
market, it for a time helped to bring great prosperity, an influx 
of people and mach genuine settlement. Fourteen millions 
of bemenral money, spent In ten years, were on the whole well 
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laid out. But prosperity brought on a feverish land speculation; 
prices of wool and wheat fell in 1879 and went on falling. Faulty 
banking ended in a crisis, and 1879 proved to be the first of sixteen 
years of almost unbroken depression. Still, eight prosperous 
years had radically changed the colony. Peace, railways, 
telegraphs (including cable connexion with Europe), agricultural 
machinery and a larger population had carried New Zealand 
beyond the primitive stage. The provincial councils bad been 
swept away in 1876, and their functions divided between the 
central authority and small powerless local bodies. Politics, 
cleared of the cross-issues of provincialism and Maori warfare, 
took the usual shape of a struggle between wealth and radicalism. 
Sir George Grey, entering colonial politics as a Radical leader, 
had appealed eloquently to the work-people as well as to the 
Radical " intellectuals," and though unable to retain office for 
very long he had compelled his opponents to pass manhood 
suffrage and a triennial parliaments act. A national education 
system, free, non-religious and compulsory, was established in 
1877. The socialistic bent of New Zealand was already dis-
cernible in a public trustee law and a state life insurance office. 
But the socialistic labour wave of later years had not yet gathered 
strength. Grey proved himself a poor financier and a tactless 
party leader. A land-tax imposed by his government helped 
to alarm the farmers. The financial collapse of 1879 left the 
treasury empty. Grey was manoeuvred out of office, and Sir John 
Hall and Sir Harry Atkinson, able opponents, took the reins 
with a mission to reinstate the finances and restore confidence. 

Roughly speaking, both the political and the industrial 
history of the colony from 1879 to 1908 may be divided into two 
periods. The dividing line, however, has to be drawn in different 
years. Sixteen years of depression were followed, from 1893 
to 1908, by thirteen years of great prosperity. In politics 
nearly twelve years of Conservative government, tw at least 
capitalistic predominance in public affairs, were succeeded by 
more than seventeen years of Radicalism. Up to January 
1891 the Conservative forces which overthrew Sir George Grey 
in 1879 controlled the country in effect though not always in 
name, and for tea years progressive legislation was confined to 
a mild experiment in offering crown lands on perpetual lease, 
with a right of purchase 0884, a still milder instalment of local 
option (188i) and an inoffensive Factories Act (1886). In 
September 1889, however, Sir George Grey succeeded in getting 
parliament to abolish the last remnant of plural voting. Finance 
otherwise absorbed attention; by r88o the public debt had 
reached £23,000,000, against which the chief new asset was 
13oo m. of railway, and though the population had increased 
to nearly half a million, the revenue was stagnant. A severe 
property-tax and as increase Qf customs duties in 1879 only for a 
moment achieved financial equalilmium. Although taxation 
was seconded by • drastic, indeed harsh, reduction of public 
salaries and wages (which were cut down by one-tenth all round) 
yet the years 1884, 1887 and 1888 were notable for heavy 
deficits in the treasury. Taxation, direct and indirect, had to 
be further increased, and as a means of pining support for this 
in 1888 Sir Harry Atkinson, who was responsible for the budget, 
gave the customs tariff a distinctly protectionist complexion. 

During the years 1879-1890 the leading political personage 
was Sir Harry Atkinson. He, however, withdrew from party 
politics when, in December r89o, he was overthrown by the 
Progressives under John Reliance. Atkinson's party never 
rallied from this defeat, and a striking change came over public 
life, though 13allance, until his death in April 1893, continued 
the prudent financial policy of his predecessor. The change 
was emphasized by the active Intervention in politics of the 
trade unions. These bodies decided in t889 and ago to exert 
their influence in returning workmen to parliament, and where 
this was impossible, to secure pledges from middle-class candi-
dates. This plan was first put into execution at the general 
election of 1890, which was held during the industrial excitement 
aroused by the Australasian maritime strike of that year. It 
bad, however, been fully arranged before the control. broke out. 
The number of labour members thus elected to the general  

assembly was small, never more than six, and no independent 
labour patty of any size was formed. But the intimate of labour 
in the Progressive or, as it preferred to be called, Lanai party, 
was consideraide, and the legislative results noteworthy. Balkan 
at once raised the pay of members from &so to freo a year, but 
otherwise directed his energies to constitutional reforms and 
social experiments. These did not interfere with the general 
lines of Atkinson's strong and cautious finance, though the firm 
of them was the abolition of his direct tax upon all property, 
personal as well as real, and the substitution therefor of a land-
tax of id. in the £ on capital value, and also of a graduated tax 
upon unimproved land values, and an income-tax also graduated, 
though less elaborately. The graduated land-tax, which has 
since been stiffened, rises from nothing at all upon the smaller 
holdings to 3d. in the upon the capital value of the largest 
estate—thoseworth£aropoo and upwards. Buildings, improve-
ments, and live stock are exempted. In the case of mortgaged 
estates the mortgagor is exempted from ordinary land-tax in 
proportion to the amount of his mortgage. On that the mortgagee 
pays at the rate of Id. in the L. In 1896 muted* and rural 
local bodies were allowed to levy rates upon unimproved land 
values if authorized to do so by a vote of their electors, and by 
the end of 1901 some sixty bodies, amongst them the city of 
Wellington, had made use of this permission. The income-tax 
is not levied on incomes drawn from land. In 1891 the tonne 
of members of the legislative council or nominated Upper House, 
which had hitherto been for life, was altered to seven years. 
In 1892 a new form of land tenure eras introduced, under which 
large areas of crown lands were leased for 000 years, at an 
unchanging rent of 4% on the prairie value. Crown tenants 
under this system bad no right of purchase. In the same year 
a law was also passed authorizing government to repurchase 
private land for closer settlement. 

On Ballance's sudden death in April 1893 his place was taken 
by Richard Seddon, minister of mines in the Balance cabinet, 
whose first task was to pass the electoral bill of his predecessor, 
which granted the franchise to all adult women. This was adopted 
in September 1893, though the majority for it In the Upper 
House was but two votes. In 1893 was enacted the Alcoholic 
Liquor Control Act, greatly extending local option. In 1894 
was passed the Advances to Settlers Act, under which state 
money-lending to Lumen on mortgage of freehold or leasehold 
land was at once begun. The money is lent by an official board, 
which deals with applications and manages the finance of the 
system. In thirteen years the board lent out over five millions 
and a half, and received repayment of nearly two millions of 
principal as well as over one million in interest at 3%. Renown' 
must repay % of their principal half-yearly, and may repay as 
much more as they choose. Profits are paid over to an assurance - 
fund. No losses were incurred during the thirteen years above 
mentioned. The net profit made by the board in 1906 was 
f45,000. The same year also saw the climax of a series of laws 
passed by the Progressives affecting the relations of employers 
and workmen. These laws deal with truck, employers' liability, 
contractors' workmen, the recovery of workmen's wages, the hours 
of closing in shops and merchants' offices, conspiracy amongst 
trade unionists, and with factories, mines, shipping and women. 
In 1895 a law controlling servants' registry offices was added. 
In 1897 all shipowners engaging in the C011stillg trade of the colony 
were compelled to pay the colonial rate of wages. 

Meanwhile the keystone of the regulative system had been laid 
by the passing of the Industrial Conciliation and Arbitration Act, 
under which disputes between employers and unions of worken 
are compulsorily settled by state tribunals; strikes and lock-outs 
are virtually prohibited in the case of organized work-people, and 
the conditions of employment in Industrie' may be, and in many 
cases are, regulated by public boards and courts. The years 
1896,1897 and :898 were marked by struggles over the Old Agi 
Pensions BM, which became law in November 1898. In i898 the 
divorce law was amended on the lines of the Stephen Ad of New 
South Wales, a change which helped to treble the number of 
petitions for divorce in the next seven yeas. In 1898 also the 
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municipal franchise, hitherto confined to ratepayers, was greatly 
widened; in :goo the English system of compensation to work-
men for accidents suffered in their trade was adopted with some 
changes, one of the chief being that contested claims are adjudi-
cated upon cheaply and expeditiously by the same arbitration 
court that decides industrial disputes. In dlos borrowing on 
a larger scale was begun, and in twelve years twice as many 
millions were added to the public debt. Before this the Salience 
ministry had organized two new departments, those of labour 
and agriculture. The former supervises the labour laws and 
endeavours to deal with unemployment; the latter has done 
much practical teaching, inspection, &c. Butter, cheese and 
New Zealand hemp are by law graded and branded by depart-
mental inspectors before export. For some years the government 
has worked two coal-mines profitably, chiefly to supply its 
railways. In torn the net profit on these was over Pow. The 
continued success of the government life insurance office led 
in 1899 to the setting up of an accidents insurance office, and, 
in rem, of a state fire insurance office. 

The'soutbreak of the Boer War in October 1899 was followed 
in New Zealand by a prompt display of general and persistent 
warlike enthusiasm: politics ceased to be the chief topic of 
interest; the general election of age was the most languid held 
for fifteen years. The desire of New Zealanders to strike a blow 
for the mother-country took the practical shape of despatching 
to South Africa ten successive contingents. 

After gaining office at the beginning of igen the Balance-
Seddon party had to struggle with the last four years of the 
period of depression. In 1895 began a marked commercial 
revival, mairily due to the steady conversion of the colony's 
waste lands into pasture; the development of frozen meat and 
dairy exports; the continuous increase of the output of coal; 
the invention of gold-dredging; the revival and improvement 
of hemp manufacture; the exploiting of the deposits of kauri 
gum; the reduction in the rates of Interest on mortgage money; 
a general rise in wages, obtained without strikes, and partially 
secured by law, which has increased the spending power of the 
working classes. Undoubtedly also commercial confidence was 
restored by the reconstruction in 0305 of the Bank of New Zea-
land, and activity has been stimulated by large public loans, 
while more cautious banking and the systems of taxation and 
rating on land values, adopted in age and 1896, have done 
something to check land speculation. 

Between 1879 and :gob seven governors represented the crown 
in New Zealand. Of these Sir Hercule Robinson and Sir Arthur 
Gordon had but brief reigns; Sir Arthur. Gordon quitted the 
colony in June 1882. His successor, Sir William Drummond 
Jervois, arrived in January 1883, and held office until March 1889. 
The earl of Onslow, who followed, landed in June r889, and 
resigned in February 189a. The next governor, the earl of 
Glasgow, remained in the colony from June 1892 to February 
1851, and was succeeded in August of the last-mentioned year 
by the earl of Ranfurly, who did not retire until i9o4. His place 
was then taken by Lord Plunket. The cabinets which adminis-
tered the affairs of the colony during these years were those of 
Sir Frederick Whitaker, Sir Harry Atkinson (3), Sir Robert 
Stout (2), Mr Ballance, Mr Seddon, Mr Hall-Jones and Sir Joseph 
Ward. Mr Hall-Jones's short premiership was an interregnum 
made necessary by the absence of Sir Joseph Ward in England 
at the moment of Mr Seddon's death. Except in one disturbed 
month, August 1884, when there were three changes of ministry 
in eighteen days, executives were more stable than in the colony's 
earlier years. The party headed by Ballance, Seddon and Ward 
held office without a break for more than seventeen years, a result 
mainly due to the general support given to its agrarian and 
labour policy by the smaller farmer and the working classes. 
Sir Arthur Gordon differed from his ministers—Hall and Atkinson 
—on their native policy. Lords Onslow and Glasgow came into 
collision with Salience over a proposal to nominate a large batch 
of Liberals to the then Conservative legislative council. The 
dispute was by consent referred to the secretary for the colonies, 
and the decision from Downing Street was in Defiance's favour. 

The governor's salary, reduced in 1887, was restored to Lysoo 
a year in :goo. An Immigrants Exclusion Act voted by the 
general assembly in ago did not receive the royal assent; but, 
by arrangement with the colonial office, another measure, giving 
power to impose a reading test on aliens landing in the colony, 
became law in aka. 

The pregence of New Zealand premiers at the imperial cow 
(arenas in London in 1897, znos and :goy helped to bring the 
colony into conscious touch with imperial public questions. 
Among the results were the increase of the naval contribution 
(first to Loo coo and then, in loon, to Lz00000), and the im-
position in 1903 and again in goy of severe discriminating duties 
against imports from foreign countries. 

Brst.toorteray.—The only lengthy historical account of any note 
is Rusden's three-volume Hkeoryof New Zealand (and ed., Melbourne. 
1896), chiefly valuable as a statement of the grievances of the 
Maori race. Short histories are: R. F. Irvine and O. T, J. Alpers, 
The Progress of New Zealand is dm C.enttery (London, 1932), and 
W. P. Reeves, The Low( While Goad (and ed., London, tear). Sir 
William Fox, The Warm  sW New Zealand (London, s866) is the best 
account of any portion of the native wars. A. S. Thomson's Story 
of New ZmIca (London, 1859) is historical as well as descriptive. 

1l lam Gisborne's New Zealand Riders and Statesmen, r8e.e-t8p7 
(London, 1837), gives many graphic portraits. For early accounts of 
the Maori mot, see Cook's Voyage and Bootie's translation of Crozet's 
Voyage- On the Maori also note, Sir G. Grey, Polynesian Mytkdory  
and Maori Legends (New Zealand, 1885); Edward Tregear. 
Maori Race (New Zealand, 17o4); S. Percy Smith, Haunch (New 
Zealand, 1903); John Whiee. Tie Ancient History of She Maori 
(6 vols., LaWm, 1889); and many papwa—ecy by the three 
last-named, and Caen.% Stack, Wohlers. Best, von Haag. Travers 
and Shand—in the Transactima of the New Zealand Instils* (New 
Zealand, annual), and the Journal of the Polynesian&Metz (New 
Zealand, annual). On early e, ventsof • g and colonization are : 
E. J. Wakefield. Adventure is NewZeala nd (new ed.. New 

Z  1908); Hon. R. McNab, Marital' (New 7.ea/and, 19o7);l. M. ian. 
 Hocken. Contributions to the Early History of New Zealand (London, 

1898); Samuel Butler, First Year in the Cankrbury &ukases's 
(1863). For later Impressions note: Lady Barker, Station Life is 
New Zealand (London. 184); Sir Charles Dille, Greater Britain 
(London, new ed., 883); Anthony Trd, Australia and New 
Zealand (London, 1875); J. A. Fronde, Ours (London, 1886). 
The best-known poetic work produced is Domett's Rats'olf and 
Awaits (London, 1867). An anthology of New Zealand verse 
appeared in London in 19o7. Sir John Gong. New Zealand Re-
visited (London, 1908). Among scientific works come papers in the 
two societies above-mentioned and F. von Hochstetter, New 
Zealand (translation, London, 1861); J. Kirk, The Forest Flora of 
New Zealand (New Zealand, 1889) Sir J. Hooker. Handbook of 
the New Zealand Flare (London, 11164); Laing and Blackwell, The 
Plants of New Zealand (New Zr.dand, 19°6); Professor E. Hutton 
and Jame Drummond, The Animals of New Zeeland (New Zealand, 
loos); Sir W. L. Buller, Tlee Birds of New Zealand, finely illustrated 
(new ed., London, 1906)-, S. Percy Smith, The Erupeims of TarOmPro 
(New Zealand, 5887). On recent social and political changes and 
experiments thee are: W. P. Reeves, State Espennsenti is Auseralia 
and New Zealand (2 vols.. London 1932); H. D. Lloyd, Newest 
England (London, 1901); Andr6 Siegfried, La Dimocratie en Nouse& 
Mande (Pads, 1 ). On Alpine climbing the best book is still The 
High Alps of New Zesknd by W. S. Green (Londoe, 1883). 

(W. P. R.) 
NUT FRIEND, in law, the phase used for a person who 

represents in an action another person who is under disability 
to maintain a suit on his own behalf. This disability arises from 
infancy or mental incapacity, consequently every application 
to the court on behalf of an infant or a lunatic must be made 
through a next friend (proclaim amy, facsimiles amieus). Previous 
to the Married Women's Property Act :Ma it was also usual 
for a married woman to sue by a next friend, but that act, 
allowing a married woman to sue in all respects as a /me sole, 
has rendered a next friend tmnecessary in her case. In the case 
of an infant the father is prima facie the proper person to act 
as neat Mend; in the father's absence the testamentaryguardian 
if any; but any person not under disability may act as next 
friend so long as he has no interest in the action adverse to that 
of the infant. A married woman cannot, however, act as next 
friend. An infant defends a suit, not by a next friend, but by 
a guardian ad limn. In the rase of a lunatic. be sues by his 
comtnitree, but if he has no committee, or if the committee has 
some Interest adverse to the hmatic, he sues by his next friend. 
A next friend has full pewee over the proceedings in the action 
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as if be were an ordinary plaintiff, bet be is not entitled to be 
heard in person. 

NU, ■ICHEL, duke of Elchingen, prince of the Moskowa 
(176e-1815), marshal of France, was born at Saarlouis on the 
loth of January :769. His father was a cooper, and be received 
only a rudimentary education. In 1788 he went to Mete and 
enlisted in a regiment of humus; is 1793 be was elected 
lieutenant; and in me be became captain and was placed by 
Bieber at the head of a special corps of light troops. He was soon 
promoted chef de brigade, and in t ad, af ter repeatedly distinguish-
ing himself in action, general of brigade. He then commanded 
the right wing of Hoche's army up to the peace of Campo Formic:. 
On the resumption of hostilities be again took the field, and for 
his surprise of Mannheim in 1799 received the grade of general 
of division. He distinguished himself and received three wounds 
in the Swiss campaign of Messina, and when bia4.isalt turned 
against the Russians, who were approaching from Italy, Ney 
was left in command of the bolding detachment opposite the 
Austrians. He displayed great vigour and skill in this work, 
and was completely successful, although his opponent was 
the famous Archduke Charles. In r8co he was present at 
Hohenlinden. In May 18oz he married Mademoiselle Auguli, 
whom Josephine bad chosen for him at Bonaparte's request. 
This event marks a change in Ney's political opinions which can 
only be explained by reference to Napoleon's power of captivating 
men. He was henceforward as ardent and sincere an admirer 
of Napoleon as hitherto he had been of revolutionary principles, 
and was one of the very few officers of the Army of the Rhine 
who became a trusted lieutenant of the emperor. He soon 
afterwards carried out an important diplomatic mission in 
Switzerland, and in 1803 he was placed in command of the camp 
of Montreuil. It was while there that, in the name of the army, 
be begged Napoleon to declare himself emperor, and on the 
establishment of the empire he was made marshal of France, 
and received the grand eagle of the Legion of Honour. In :805 
he 'commanded the VL corps of the Grand Army, and his great 
victory at Elchingen (for which in r8o8 he was made duke of 
Elchingen) practically secured the surrender of the Austrians 
at Ulm. He was then ordered to the upper Adige, e, and missed 
the battle of Austerlitz, but was present at Jena and Eylau and 
led the decisive attack at Friedland. His reputation for personal 
heroism was by now at its height, and after Friedland Napoleon 
gave hint the title by which he is still known, " the bravest of 
the brave." 

In 18o8, after the first disaster to the French arms in Spain, 
Ney accompanied Napoleon thither as commander of the VI. 
corps. He took part in the Peninsular War from 18o8 to air, 
commanding his corps in Napoleon's own operations of 18o8-o9, 
In the irregular operations in Galicia 1809-1o, and under Massfna 
in the invasion of Portugal in a o-sr. In the last, however, 
he quarrelled bitterly with his former chief, and although he 
distinguished himself very greatly in command of the rearguard 
during the retreat from Torres Vedas—notably at Reclaim—
be was recalled to France by Napoleon and censured for his 
Indiscipline. Almost immediately, however, he was re-employed 
with the Grande Armee in central Europe under Napoleon himself. 
In the ars expedition to Russia Ney commanded the centre 
at Borodino, and was created prince of the Mahan on the 
evening of the victory. In the retreat be was a towerof strength, 
animating the rearguard with his ownsublime courage, keeping 
the harassed and famished soldiers together under the colours 
and personally standing in the ranks with musket and bayonet. 
He himself was the last to reaou the frontier, and threw the 
remaining muskets into the Niemen. In 1813 be commanded 
a corps in the German campaign, fought at Lumen, Bautzen, 
Dennewits and Leipzig, and in 1814 he shared in the victories 
and defeats of the campaign in France. At the tall of the Empire 
Ney was neither the first nor the last of the marshals to give 
up the straggle, but that he acted in the negotiations in concert 
with Macdonald and Caulaincourt is suffiekat proof of his desire 
to avert the unreserved abdication that was faced upon Napoleon 
by other circumstances. Lm satisfactory than his conduct at  

this crisis was his loud protestation of devotion to the Bourbons, 
when the Restoration was a foie arconidi. But he was soon 
mortified by the disdain of the returned Amigos, and retired 
to his country seat. While on his way thence to take up a 
command at Besancon, he learned of the return of Napoleon. 
He hurried at once to pay his respects to Louis XVIIL and to 
assure him of his fidelity. With the famous remark that the 
usurper ought to be brought to Paris in an iron cage, be proceeded 
to Lons-le-Saulnier to bar Napoleon's progress. But instead 
of doing so, be deserted with his troops, and Napoleon's march 
became a triumphal progress. Ney's act was undeniably 
treason to his sovereign, but it was hardly the calculated treason 
that his anti,/ detractors saw fit to Unglue. The first violence 
of his language, his ineffective efforts to make constitutional 
guarantees the price of his adhesion to Napoleon, and his final 
surrender to the dominant personality of his old leader, all show 
him to have been " out of his depth " in this political crisis. 
Napoleon received him kindly, but did not give him a command 
at first. But when the Waterloo campaign was about to begin 
he summoned Ney to the northern frontier. The marshal 
gladly obeyed and took up the command of the left wing on 
June 13. The next day the army moved into Belgium. Ney 
took part in the campaign successively in the ales of strategist, 
tactician and soldier (see WATERLOO Cacauczi). Much con-
troversy has raged over his actions of the 15th and via of June. 
At Waterloo he was of course subordinated to the personal com-
mead of Napoleon, but his advice u to the conduct of the battle 
was of ten offered and sometimes accepted, and be personally led 
several charges of the French up to the British squares. But 
when all was lost, his courage, instead of burning brightly as 
in the Moscow retreat, was extinguished. He made no attempt 
to second Devout and Grouchy in the last days of Napoleon's 
reign, and in despair advocated the restoration of the Bourbons. 
Finding that Louis XVIIL and his allies ignored his advances, 
he resolved to escape from France, but afterwards, believing 
himself protected by the terms of the convention concluded 
on the 3rd of June, he gave up the idea. Soon a fresh order was 
issued denouncing him by name, and after a half-hearted attempt 
to conceal himself he was arrested on the 5th of August. Ring 
Louis and his minister Decazes realized to the full the lasting 
unpopularity that would fall on the monarchy in consequence; 
they had done their best to fatilitate the escape of the" traitors "; 
and when Louis heard of Ney's arrest he exclaimed, "By letting 
himself be caught he has done us more harm than he did on the 
r3th of March!" But neither king nor ministers were is a 
position to resist the clamour of the ultra-royalists for blood. 
Every fresh delay in the process of Ney's trial raised a new 
outcry at the court, in the salons and in the Chamber of Deputies; 
and fiercest of all in demanding immediate execution was the 
king's niece, the unhappy duchess of Angouleme. who lived 
to confess that had she known the record of Ney's services to 
France she would. never have consented to his death. The 
king was powerless , against this all but unanimous voice of 
royalist opinion, backed as it was by that of the powers to whom 
he owed his crown. Ney was placed on trial before. a court-
martial composed chiefly of his former brothers-in-arms, whose 
participation in the tragedy, slight as it was, was probably 
never forgiven them by their countrymen. Others of the 
marshal's old comrades refused to serve, and were disgraced 
in consequence, until public opinion forced their reinstatement. 
The court, once assembled, was only too glad to take advantage 
of the plea of Ney's counsel that be was entitled to be tried by 
his equals In the Chamber of Peers. in spite of the courageous 
and eloquent appeal of the young duc de Broglie, the result 
of the trial before the latter body was a foregone conclusion; 
as to Ney's treason there could be no doubt, and de Broglie 
was alone in voting for his acquittal. In the early morning of 
the 7th of December ars Ney was shot is the Luxembourg 
gardens, near the Observatory. He met his death quietly and 
with a perfect soldierly dignity that effaced the memory of his 
political extravagances, and made him, next to Napoleon himself, 
the most heroic figure of the time. Much has been said as to 
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the share of the duke of Wellington In the trial and execution, 
and, rightly or wrongly, be has been blamed for allowing the 
Bourbons, when restored by the foreign bayonets that he con-
trolled, to proscribe the soldiers who as soldiers bad been included 
in the military capitulation to the AV.,. 

Hey left materials for memoirs. bat in an Incomplete state. The 
Memaires du mankind Hey, published in 5833, were collected from 
these papers by his brother-in-law Gaunt and by General Foy. 
They cover only the earlier part of his career, and end with the battle 
of Elchingen (October 1805). An edition in English was published 
the same year. 

See Rouval, Vie is marechal Hey (Paris, 1833); Durum'lin. 
Bissau du precis is macaw: Ney (Paris. 1813, En/ ( tram. 1816); 
Nollet-Fabert, Eloge du manic/01 Hey (Nancy, 1832 ; Welschinger, 
La mar&hal Ney, 1815 (Paris, 1893); A. Delmas, !moire sue la 
revision is prods du marechal Ney (1133z): and Military Studies 17 
Marshal Ney (Eng. trans. London. 1833); Vol. Lot General Bonsai s 
Life of Rey appeared in two. 

WIZ PERCES (in allusion to their custom of wearing nose-
rings, be.), k tribe of North American Indians of Sahaptian 
stock. They call themselves Shaptin (whence the stock name) 
but to other tribes were known as Chopunnish. Their former 
range teas a large tract in eastern Washington and Oregon and 
central Idaho. Until 1877 theybad been at peace with the whites. 
In 0375 a portion of their reservation having been takenfrom 
them, owing to the allegation that they bad not carried out the 
treaty stipulations, difficulties arose which, two years later, 
caused the Nez Perces War. .The disaffected portion of thetribe, 
numbering some 400 or po, held out for several months against 
all the forces the government could bring up, but were finally 
captured on the Sweet Grass Hilts, northern Montana. They 
were placed In Indian Territory, but in 1884 transferred, owing 
to their decrease through disease,to a healthier locality in northern 
Washington. The main tribe are on a reservation in northern 
Idaho. 

MANI, the central point of an inland water system of South 
Africa, once forming a lake so m. long and so wide, but now 
little more than an expanse of reeds growing in a soft treacherous 
soil, below which brackish water is found. It is cut by so4° S. 
and 230  E. Ngami is the lowest point of a large depression in 
the plateau which comprises nine-tenths of Africa south of the 
Zambezi. The area which drains to it is bounded S. by the basin 
of the Orange, E. by the Matabele hills, N. by the western affluents 
of the Zambesi. The greater part of the Ngami water-system 
lies, however, N.W. of the lake (which for convenience it may still 
be called) in the tableland of Angola and German South West 
Africa. On the high plateau of Bib; in the hinterland of 
Benguella, rise two large rivers, the Okavango and the Kwito, 
which uniting discharged their waters into Ngami. From the 
N.E. end of Ngami issued the Botletle or Zuga, a stream which 
runsS.E. and drains towardsthebfakarikari marsh, from which 
there is no outlet. 

Although Ngami has dried up since r8go the Okavango and 
its tributary the Kwito remain large rivers. The Okavango 
is known in its upper course as the Kubango. Its most remote 
source lies in about tar S. and siSr E. and its length is over 
goo m. It flows first S. then S.E. and E. In about Ir S. and 
zor E. it is joined on the north bank by the Kwito, a large 
navigable stream rising almost as far north as the Okavango. 
Its general course is S.E., but between 15° and 17° S. it flows 
S. and even S.W. Below the Kwito confluence the Okavango, 
which is also joined by various streams from the S.W. (German 
territory), is a rapid stream with an average breadth of over zoo 
yds., and generally navigable as far as the Pops falls, in at° so' 
E. In the dry season, the water-level is from 00 20 ft. below 
the banks, but these are overflowed during the rains. At this 
period, April-June, some of the surplus water finds its way (in 
about ie S.) by the Magwekwana to the Kwando or Linyanti 
(Zambezi system), to which, it is conjectured, the whole body 
of water may have once flowed. Below the Magwekwana outlet 
the Okavango, now called the Taukhe or Tioghe, turns almost 
due S., enters a swampy reed-covered plain and Is broken into 
several branches. In this region the effects of desiccation are 
marked. Through the swamps the river formerly entered Ngami. 

The last 20 m. of the old channel are now dry and devoted to 
grain crops. Above this point the waters of the Okavango are 
diverted eastward through a channel called Tamatakane to the 
Botletle, the river which, as stated above, formerly flowed out 
of Ngami. The point of confluence is in about so' S. 23r E., 
the Botktleabove this point being merely a succession of pools. 
Below the junction the river bed is r5o tg zoo yds. wide. The 
banks are as to 30 ft. high, and form steep white walls of sand 
compacted with lime, behind which the dark green forest rises. 
The stream is fringed with reeds harbouring countless water. 
fowl. The Botletle, whose bed is about zoo in. in length, loses 
itself in a system of salt-pans--round or oval basins of varying 
also sunk to a depth of 3o to 45 ft. in the sandstone, and often 
bounded by steep banks. The outer pans are dry for a large 
pan of the year, the whole system being filled only at the height 
of the flood-season in August. The Botletle, which receives in 
addition the scanty waters of the northern Kalahari, at this 
season reaches the Makarikari marsh. This marsh, occupying 
the N.E. corner of Bechuanaland, has also feeder from the 
Matabele hills in the direction of Bulawayo. During the rains 
the marsh is converted into a large lake. Much of the water is 
lost by evaporation; much of it sinks into some subterranean 
reservoir. 

The evidence of travellers is conclusive that the country around 
gm is drying.  up. The desiccation appears to be rapid. In 1849 

when David Livmptone visited Ngami the lake though shallow was 
of considerable extent. Later traveller' reported progressive 
decrease in the size of the lake and in 1896 Sir F. D. Lugard and Dr 
Siegfried Passarge found it dry.. Dr Passarge was told by the natives 
that the cessation of the river s flow was caused, about tap, by a 
blocking of the channel by thousands of rafts. 

Although the river system below the Magwekwana outlet of the 
Okavango is drying up, above that point there are long stretches of 
navigable water both on the Okavango and the Kwito, in all con-
siderably over woo m. The Pops falls are the last of a series of six 
in a distance of m m., but none present serious e ngineering diffi-
culties. The Magwekwana connexion with the Zambezi is a little 
over too en. long, and for more than half its course Rows through a 
deep well-defined bed with a minimum width of too yards. The fall 
to the Linyanti affluent of the Zambezi is only a few feet and the 
entry presents no obstacles to the construction of artificial 

As. 
Ngami is within the (British) Bechuanaland protectorate. about 
m. E. of the frontier al German South-West Africa. The district 

is the borne of the Batawana tale of Bechuana, with whom is 
stationed a European magistrate. The tans living aloft the lower 
Okavango are tributary to the Bechuana, and the blocking of the 
channel referred to was acclaimed by their bringing to Ngami their 
annual tribute of corn. 

See Becituaztatams and KALAHARI. An account of the Ngami 
district isgiven in Die ifalakari by Dr Seeded Paasarge (Berlin. 
i904). Of early books of travel consult C. J. Andersson'. Lake 
Ngami (London, 1856) and The Oharaago River (London, 2860. 

EGAISHDI (Art-swat or GAn-nwuy), an eastern province of 
China, which, together with Kiang-su and Kiang-si, forms the 
vice-royalty of Kiang-m. It is bounded N. by Ho-nan, E. 
by Kiang-su and Cheb-kiang, S. by Kiang-si and W. by Ha-peb 
and Ito-nan. It covers an area of 48,461 sq. in., and contains a 
population of a3,600,000. Its principal city is Ngan-Wing on 
the Yampa* Kiang, betides which it numbers seven prefectural 
cities. One district city, Ho-fei, is noted as having been the 
birthplace of Li Hungchang (21132-19o1). The southern half of 
the province, that portion south of the Yangtsze Kiang, tonne 
part of the Nan-span, or hilly belt of the southeastern provinces, 
and produces, besides cotton, coal and iron ore, large quantities 
of green tea. There are also considerable forest areas. Ngan-
hui is one of the most productive provinces of China. Over the 
whole of its southern portion tea is largely grown, notably in 
the districts of Hui-chow Fu, Tatung and Wn-hu. 
The Yangtze Kiang is the principal river of the province, and 
is of great importance for foreign commerce, supplying direct 
water communication between some of the principal tea-growing 
districts and the neighbourhood of Hang.cbow. 'The only other 
river of importance is the Hwai-ho (see Qom: The Country). 
Wu-hu on the Yana= Xiang is tie only open port in this 
province. From this port a railway runs S.E. to Weachow-••en 
open seaport in Cbeh-king province, 
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NIAGARA. a river of North America, running northward 

from Lake Erie to Lake Ontario. and carrying the discharge of 
all the Laurentian or Great Lakes, 'except Lake Ontario (see 
ST LAWRENCE RIVER). It COOMittltel part of the boundary 
between the United States and Canada, separating the state of 
New York from the province of Ontario. It is navigable from 
its head to Chippewa. r6 co., and from Queenston to its mouth. 
6 m. The intervening e m. include a series of rapids and the Falls 
of Niagara. On the right bank are Buffalo, Tonawanda, Niagara 
Falls, Lewiston and Youngstown, of New York; on the kit 
bank, Chippawa, Niagara Falls, Queenston and Niagara-on-the-
Lake, of Ontario. 

The Falls of Niagara are justly celebrated for their grandeur 
and beauty, and arc viewed every year by from Bow= to 
t,aoo,coo visitors. They are in two principal parts, separated 
by an island. The greater division, adjoining the left bank, is 
called the Horseshoe Fall, its height is t55 ft., and the length 
of its curving crest line is about shoo ft. The American Fall, 
adjoining the right bank, is t6a It high and about sae° ft. broad. 
The water, being supplied by a lake, is free from sediment, and 

Bird'oeye sketch of Niagara river and gorge, from the north. 
LE., Lake Erie. 	 EE. Escarpment. 
B, 	Buffalo. 	 I., Lewiston. 
N. Niagara Falls, N.Y. 	Q. Queemaon. 
F. 	Niagara Falls. Ont. 	D. St David.. 
W, Whirlpool. 

its dearness contributes to the beauty of the cataract. In recog-
nition of the importance of the waterfall as a great natural 
spectacle, the province of Ontario and the state of New York 
have retained or acquired title to the adjacent lands and con-
verted them into parks, which are maintained at public expense 
for the convenience and pleasure of visitors. The cataract is 
thus a great aesthetic asset of the people of the world; but its 
perpetuity has been threatened because it Is also a great economic 
asset of the bordering nations. The flow of water in the river 
at mean stage is 222,000 alb. ft. per second, at low stage 176,000 
cub. ft. The descent of this stream at the Falls, and in the rapids 
just above them, affords a theoretic water power equal to nearly 
four million horse power, and it is estimated that three-fourths 
of this is practically available. The annual value of the power 
must be reckoned in millions of pounds sterling, at least, and 
pinsibly in tan of millions.  In the utilization of this natural 
power a beginning has been made; about 15,000 cub. ft. of water 
per second are now used far the development of electric power, 
and much larger appropriations have been authorized. As the 
full development of the economic value involves the diversion 
of the river Born its channel and the destruction of the cataract 
as a scenic feature, the economic and aesthetic interests are 

antagonistic. An agitation started by the champions of scenic 
beauty led to negotiations looking to the regulation of ecoaomic 
exploitation by international agreement. 

The river has no valley. The belt of land it misses consists 
of two plains separated by a high cliff or escarpment facing 
towards Lake Ontario. The stream runs half its length on the 
upper plain, drops at the falls into a narrow gorge through which 
it courses 7 m. to the escarpment, and then traverses the lower 
plain in a deep channel. Under the lower plain are soft shales. 
The crest of the escarpment is a bed of limestone, nearly level, 
and this bed is visible in both walls of the gorge to the falls, 
where it is 6o ft. thick. From this firm brink the cataract plunges 
down Into a deep pool or basin hollowed from the soft shale, 
and the resulting agitation causes further wear of the shale and 
the continual undermining of the limestone, which breaks away 
in blocks. Than the site of the cataract retreats up stream and 
the gorge is lengthened- the average rate, measured from 1842 
to ten being about 5 ft. a year. It is evident that the whole 
gorge has been dug out by the river, and many attempts have 
been made to determine the time consumed in the watt. 

The problem of the river's age is of much interest to geologists. 
because its solution would aid in establishing a relation between the 
periods and ages of ;-.:gtinie and the centuries of human chrono- 
logy. The great C a glacier, which in the Glacial period 
alternately crowded forward over the Great Lakes region and melted 
back again, so modified the face of the land by 0106011 and by the 
deposit of drift that the waters afterwards had to find sew courses. 
The Niagara river came into existence when the waning of the glacier 
laid bare the western part of the Ontario basin, and the making of 
the gorge waspleenZtun. If it were supposable that the lengthening 
of the gorge at • uniform rate. the computation of the time 
would be easy, but there are various modifying conditions. (I) The 
limestone is not equally thick all along the gorge; in one place it is 
go ft., and in several ohm. as little as 35 ft. (i) The height of the 
cataract has varied from 155 ft. to more than 3oo ft. (3) For a short 
distance at the whirlpool the limestone and shale were replaced by 
softer material, sand and clay. The river here touched • mon ancient 
gorge, which had previously been concealed by drift except at the 
escarpment. The diagram shows the breach in the escarpment at 
St Davide directed towards the sharp turn of the river gorge at the 
whirlpool. (4) The size of the river has varied. While the glacier 
was gradually melting the lakes underwent • complicated series 
of metamorphoses. and there were two separate epochs when the 
discharge from all the basins beyond Lake Erie followed other routes, 
and dung these epochs  the Niagara drained only one-eighth of its 
present territory. The variation In the size of the river is the most 
important of the modifying conditions, and at the same time least 
amenable to computation. 

The parts of the gorge eroded by the full river are now marked by 
deep pools, the powerful cataract having dug far down into the shale. 
The parts ero by the depleted river are comparatively Darrow 
and shallow. the weaker cataract having been uuable to dear away 
the fallen blocks of lime-tone. The work d the full river is illustrated 
by the main division of the present cataract, called the Horseshoe 
Fill. which wore its cliff back 335 ft. in 63 years. The work of the 
depleted river is less adequately- reamented by the narrower and 
shallower American Fall; where the present rate of recorded is 
about one-twenty-fifth as fast. In making two-thirds of the gorge 
the full river probably consumed between s000 and 15,000 years. 
If the depleted river worked one-tenth as fast, the period required for 
the remaining third was five times as long; but the relative rate is 
wholly conjectural. A weighing of the evidence now available 
indicates 25,000 years u a lower limit for plausible estimates of the 
age of the river. but yields no suggestion of an upper limit. 

Atratoarniss.—James Hall, Nahvai Huoory  of) New Perk: 
Geology, Part IV. (Albany. 1843); Sir Charles Lye% rms.& in Nord 
America London, 1845); John Tyndall, "Some Observations on 
Niagara,' Pop. Sci. Mo. (1873): J. Pohlman. " The Life-History of 
Niagara," Trans. Amer. Inst. Mining Engineers (0888); G. K. 
Gilbert, " The History of the Niagara River," Sixth Ann. Rep. Con. 
Slate Reservation at Niagara (Albany, 11190), and Rase of Recession of 
Niagara Falls (Washington, tgo7). being Bulletin 307 of the United 
States Geological Survey; A. S. Kibbe. " Report of the Survey to 
determine the Crest Lines of the Falls of Niagara in 189o," Serena 
Ass. Rep. Coro. Stale Reservation at Niagara Albany, 1891); G. K. 
Gilbert, " Niagara Falls and their History,' National Geographic 
Ma sora& (New York. gag& '2Iimpra Number." Ch user's 
Magasine (July, 1895): J. W. " Niagara as • Timepiece," 
Pop. Sell. Mo. (May 1896): F.17:r7ylo r. " A Short History of the 
Great Lakes," Stadia in Indiana Geography (Terre Haute. 172 

of and " Origin of the Gorge the Whirlpool Rapids st 
Gent Soc. Amer. (1898). 	 Ni(rit. G.) 

NIAGARA. PORT. an  American fortification, on the E. site 
and at the mouth el Niagara river, opposite the Canadian village 
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of Niagara, or Niaprwon-the-Lake. Fort Niagara has a reser-
vation of a88 acres, with fairly modern equipments, several 
historic buildings of the time of French and of British possession, 
in one of which, the old magazine (2757), Wilt's= Morgan was 
imprisoned in 1826. Fort Niagara was long, especially during 
the French occupation of Canada, one of the moat important 
Wain North America, being the key to the Great Lakes, beyond 
Lake Ontario. " This immense extent of inland navigation," 
says Parkman," was safe in the hands of France so long as she 
held Niagara. Niagara lost not only the lakes but also the 
valley of the Ohio was !cot with it." Ren& Robert Cavelier, 
Sieur de La Salle. wintered here in r678-9, built his shipthe'Grif-
f on," and established a trading post and Fort Conti. destroyed not 
long afterwards. Fort Denonville, built in 1687 by Jacques Rene 
de Brfsay, marquis de Denonvillc, governor-general of Canada, 
in his cruel campaign against the Iroquois, was abandoned in 
1688, after the garrison, commanded by Pierre de Troyes 
(d. 2687), had been wiped out by an epidemic. The first Fort 
Niagara, to be so named, was built in 1725-1721 at the instance 
of Charles le Moyne, ist baron of Longueil (1656-i729), and 
became a very important military and trading post, the fort 
was rebuilt by Francois Pouchot (1712-1769) in 1756. but in July 
1759, after a siege of about sixteen days, it was surrendered to 
Sir William Johnson by Pouchot, who wrote a Memoir upon She 
Late War (translated and edited by F. B. Hough; a vols., igen). 
On the 14th of September 1763 a British force marching from 
Fort Schlosser (about 2 m. above the Falls; built 2750) to Fort 
Niagara was ambushed by Indians, who threw most of their 
captives into Devil's Hole, along the Niagara river. In July 
2764 a treaty with the Indians was signed here, which detached 
some of them from Pontiac's conspiracy. Joseph Brant, John 
Butler, and, in general. the Indians of north-western New York 
favouring the British during the American War of Independence, 
made Fort Niagara their headquarters, whence they ravaged the 
frontier, and many loyalists and Indians took refuge here at the 
time of General Sullivan'i expedition into western New York 
in 1779. The fort was not surrendered to the United States until 
August t796. In the Ward 1812 it was bombarded by the guns 
of Fort George (immediately across the river in the town now 
called Niagara, then Newark ') on the 13th and 14th of October 
18,2; was the starting-point of the American expedition which 
took Fort George on the 27th of May 1813; and on the 19th of 
December 1813 was surprised and taken by assault—most of 
the garrison being killed or taken prisoners—by Briti5h troops 
under John Murray (,774-1862), who had previously retaken 
Fort George. After the close of the war, on the 27th of March 
28;5, Fort Niagara was restored to the United States, and a 
garrison was kept there until 1826. The fort was regarrisoned 
about 1836. 

See F. H. Severance, Old Trans on the Niagara Frontier (Buffalo. 
1903), Parkman's works, especially Moatcalw and Wolfe (2 vols., 
Boston, 1884), and The Conspiracy of Pontiac (2 vols.. Boston. 1830, 
and a pamphlet by Peter A. Porter A Brief History of Old Fort 
Niagara (Niagara Falls, ISOM. 

NIAGARA FALLS (formerly Clifton or Suspension Bridge), a 
town and port of entry of Welland county. Ontario, Canada, 
4o m. S.S.E. of Toronto. on the west bank of the Niagara river 
and opposite the Falls. Pop. (toot) 4244. It Is a station on the 
Grand Trunk, Michigan Central and St Catharines & Niagara 
Central railways, and has electric railway communication with 
the chief towns in the neighbourhood. Three large steel bridges 
connect it with the American town of Niagara Falls on the 
opposite bank. Its importance is chiefly due to the tourist 
traffic, but the unrivalled water power is being more and more 
employed. Factories have sprung up, and power is transmitted 
to Toronto and other cities. A beautiful park, named after 

On the night of the loth of December 1813 the American general 
George McClure (t771-1831). upon abandoning Fort George. net  fire 
to Newark. almost destroying the town and causing great suffering 
among the inhabitants. McClure attempted to justify this act by a 
strained construction of a letter to him from the secretary of war, 
but it was promptly disavowed by the United States government. 

Thu 
 burning of Newark led to severe reprisals on the part of the 

Brit. 

Queen Victoria, attends along the beak of the river fors} in. 
above the Falls. 

NIAGARA FALLS, a city of Niagara county, New York, 
U.S.A., on the E. side of the Niagara river, at the Falls, 22 m. 
N.N.W. of Buffalo. Pop. (igor) '9,457, of whom 7326 were 
foreign-born, (19,0 census) 30,445. The city ,  is served by 
the New York Central & Hudson River, the Wabash, the Erie. 
the Lehigh Valley, .the West Shore and the Michigan Central 
railways, and by the International Electric railway and the 
Niagara, St Catharines & Toronto (electric) railway. The city 
extends along thelevel summit of the cliffs fromabove the Falls 
to some 3 121. below. The river Is here crossed by three bridges; 
the (upper) steel arch bridge, bulk (1895) on the site of the former 
suspension bridge (built in 2869; blown down in 489; rebuilt as 
a suspension bridge) near the Falls, is crossed by doublecarriage-
ways and footpaths and by an electric railway, and is pro-
bably the longest bridge of the kind in the world, being 1240 ft. 
long with an arch span of 840 ft.; and 21 m. farther down the 
river are two railway bridges, the Michigan Central's cantilever 
bridge, completed in :883, and the (lower) single steel arch bridge 
(completed in 2897, on the site of John A. Roebling'ssuspension 
bridge built in t85t-t856) of the Grand Trunk railway, which 
has a terminus at Niagara Falls (Clifton), Ontario, and connects 
here with the New York Central & Hudson River and the Lehigh 
Valley nulways. 

The principal buildings of the city are the Niagara Falls 
Memorial Hospital, the Federal Building and the Niagara Falls 
Power Co. Building. The city has a Carnegie library, De Veauz 
College (Protestant Episcopal, chartered in ass), and Niagara 
University, a Roman Catholic institution, founded in 1856 by 
the priests of the Congregation of the Mission and incorporated 
in 1863 as the Seminary of Our Lady of Angels, a name still 
used for the theological department, but displaced, since the 
charter of the university in 1883, by the present name. In the 
extreme S.W. part of the city Is Prospect Park, which with Goat 
Island immediately S., and several smaller islands, has been, 
since ails, the" New York State Reservation at Niagara Falls." 
From the Falls, which gave the city its first importance as a 
stopping place for tourists, valuable electric and hydraulic 
power is derived (by a tunnel 19 ft. deep and 28 ft. wide, passing 
about son ft. under the surface of the city, from the upper steel 
arch bridge to a point 11 m. above the Falls, and by the canal of 
the NiapmFallsHydraulic Power and Manuf acts lingCompany). 
Niagara Falls is an important manufacturing city, the value 
of the factory products increased from $8,5.$o.184 in i9oo to 
816,915,786 in rips, or 98.1 yo. The city is the shipping centre 
for the W. part of Niagara county. The village of Niagara Falls 
was for a time called Manchester. In 2892 the village of Sus-
pension Bridge (formerly Niagara City) was joined with it under 
a city charter, which has been frequently amended. 

(Zandeh, A -Zandek), a people of Central Africa, 
of mixed Negroid descent. With kindred tribes, they stretch 
from the While Nile above the Sobat confluence to the Shari 
affluent of Lake Chad, and from the Bahr-el-Arab.about 10°N., 
nearly to the equator. Their political ascendancy, weakened 
by the incessant attacks of the Arab-Nubian slave-raiders before 
the rise of the Sudanese mandi in 2882, was afterwards broken 
by the forces of the Congo Free State and the Anglo-Egyptian 
Sudan. 

The term Niam-Niam appears to be of Dinka origin, meaning 
in that language " great eaters," with reference, as is supposed. 
to their cannibalistic propensities. They are called Babungera 
by the hfangbettu (hlonbut tu). A- Madyaka by the Diur. Mundo 
or Manyanya by the Bongo, Makaraka or Kittiwake by the 
Mittu. But Niam-Niam has been adopted and generalized by 
the Sudan and Nubian Mahommedann Their native name is 
Zandeh (p1. A-Zandeh), which is current throughout the MOT 

Niarn-Niam domain. a region eat imsted by Georg Schweinfurth, 
who visited the country in 187o, at about 48.002 sq. m., with 
a population of at least two millions. But these by no means 
constitute a uniform ethnical group, for within this area is the 
large Medi nation, differing altogether in speech and even 
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In some respects physically from the ordinary Niam-Niam type. 
Apart also from numerous tribal divisions, the eastern Mans. 
Nians proper form three very distinct branches. The bleak 
northern highlands bordering east on the Bongo and north on 
Dar-Fertit are occupied by the Banda Niam-Niam. To the 
southwards are the more civilized Beim& Niam-Niam, who 
hold the fertile hilly territory of the Nlle-Congo watershed. 
Very different from either are the so-called " White" Niam-
Niam, neighbours of the Madi of the Maltua-WeBe river basin. 
Their complexion is of a lighter bronze tint, and they are dis-
tinguished from the other branches of the family by their tall 
stature, symmetrical figure, long kinky hair and beard and 
higher social culture. They wear cotton garments, obtained by 
barter for ivory, copper and iron, and have a tendency to political 
unity under one chief. ,  

There is, however, a very distinct Niam-Niam type, one of the 
most marked in the whole of Africa. " These being," remarks 
&hweinfurth, on his first introduction to them, " stood out like 
creatures of another world ... a people of a marked and most 
distinct nationality, and that in Africa and amongst Africans is 
saying much." They are of medium height and powerful build. 
The great space between the eyes, which are almond-shaped and 
slightly slanting, gives them a peculiar expression. They have 
a very short nose, with correspondingly long upper lip; woolly 
hair; a very round bald, agreeing in this respect with the Bongo 
of the Bahr-el-Ghazal but differing from the great majority of 
the other African dark races; features generally round, with less 
jaw-projection and altogether more regular than the typical 
Negro; of a ruddy brown or chocolate colour, scarcely- ever 
black, but occasionally bronze and even olive. 
The average Niam-Niam is distinguished by some excellent 

qualities, such as frankness, courage, an instinctive love of art, 
and above all a genuine and lasting affection for his women. such 
as is betrayed by no other African race. By tribal custom the 
men are all bunters, armed with long knives and spears and -
carrying oblong shields of wicker-work; the women all tillers 
of the soil, which with little toil yields abundant crops of cereals, 
yams, manioc, colocasia and Virginian tobacco. Both sexes 
wear large pins of ivory, iron, monkey or human bone stuck in 
their hair, and stain their skin with red camwood and the oil 
of a wild berry. The Niam-Niam are intelligent, skilful builders, 
and proficient in many native industries. Prominent among 
these are their earthenware vessels, which display considerable 
symmetry; iron smelling and metal work, such as swords, 
knives and spears; wood carvings, such as stools, beaches, 
bowls and tobacco pipes, of varied and intricate design and often 
admirable works of art. They are great smokers, and very fond 
of music. Of the ox, horse, ass or camel they have no knowledge; 
the only domestic animals are poultry, and a breed of dogs, like 
small wolf-hounds, with smooth red hair, twisted tall like a 
porker's, large ears, pointed nose and four-clawed hind feet. 
These curious little " greyhounds " join in the chase with small 
wooden bells round the neck, and are thus soon found when lost 
in the woods. 

The Niam-Niam are distinguished. by their elaborate head-
dresses (they formerly wore a sort of big full-buttoned wig, and 
Dr W. Dunker actually saw elderly people in these), and peculiar 
tattoo markings—square patterns on forehead, temples or cheeks, 

About the middle of the iqth century, most of the eastern Niam-
Niam lands appear to have been subject to Yapaty, son of Mabengeb. 
But after his death they were distributed amongst his seven sons, 
Renjy. Balia. Pokye. Tombo. Bazimbey, Manuba; and in 7870 
there were already fourteen reigning princes of this dynasty, besides 
several of doubtful relationship with the line of Mabengeh. In the 
Niam-Niam districts visited by the traders from the Egyptian Sudan 
there were at that time altogether as many as thirty-five independent 
chiefs. But reports were current of a very powerful " sultan " 
named Motto. whose empire lay some3oo m. farther west: Another 
large state. founded in the Welk region by Kips (Kik), brother of 
Vapary, also fell to pieces after his death in Mk The powerful 
chiefs Bakangoi and Kanna, visited in 1883 by G. Casati, were sons 
of this Kips, whose grave near Ka nna's village was still watched by 
twenty-five " vestals, -  bound, under penalty of death, to keep a fire 

 constantly burning. and to preserve their chastity i nviolate 
(Espiorware, August 1383),  

an X-shaped figure in a cartenche below the chest, and varlets 
zigzag, straight or dotted lines on the upper arm and breast. 
Most of them file the Inchon. From the malted gnin of a species 
of eleusine they brew good beer, of a sparkling browo or reddish 
colour and pleasant bitter taste, derived from the stalk of the 
same care aL • 

In this widrspresd 	• family are now provisionally osouped 
the Makaraks. 	 with the Mean, and the Balmier in 
the north-east(Bahr-el hazal); the Kral, Bawds and 1rSakkara in 
the north-west (Dar-Fertit, and thence to the upper Shark; the 
Baroiri, Ndris, Teem, Laagrassi, flaked, Nampa, B ria-Wan. 
Anoka, &nags and others about both siopes of the 
water•prong. These last, who give such an enormous westward 
extendon to the family, present much the same physical characters 
as the Zandeh, and speak dialects of the w idely diffused Ndris 
language, is not Bantu, but appears to show affinities with 
Zandeh 

This great division ethnologists are even disposed to connect with 
the Fula of west and central Sudan, and to substitute for the now 
exploded " Nuba-Fula Zandeh-Fula family, resulting from 
various secular intermingling. between the true and the 
Berbers of North Africa. Such crewing' have Wdoubtedky been is 

since prehistoric times over an enormous area south of the 
Erwrie (Anucs: Ethaekey), and are almost everywhere marked by 
certain constant characters, such as long ringlety or kinky black hair, 
copperyreddish or bronze shades or complexion, brachrephahe 
(round) ,head, often highly pronounced, and indicated outwardly by 
an unusually wide space between the orbits. and generally by some-
what softened negro features. But, owing to the different environ-
ments and to the different initial ratios of intermixture, the transi-
tional forms are almost endless, so that k becomes difficult to consti-
tute distinct ethnical groups without calling in the aid of language. 
Where type and speech correspond, as to a large extent is the use 
with most of the above-mentioned tubes, even strict systematists 
will be disposed to constitute separate ethnical groups, at least as 
working hypotheses, always allowing for the somewhat untrust- 
worthy nature of the linguistic factor. In the use ander con-
sideration Fula has no kind of connexion with Zaodeh speech, bet 
this by no means precludes the possibility of racial connexion. 

Beyond a few meagre vocabularieii no materials have yet been 
collected for the study of the Zandeh language, which, except in the 
Madi country, appears to be everywhere spoken with considerable 
uniformity in the eastern Niam-Niam lands. Its phonetic.  system, 
such as initial ink and vowel mutant affiliates it, not to the Libyan, as 
has been asserted, but to the Negro linguistic type. Within that order 
of speech its pronominal prefix inflection points to affinity rather with 
the southern Bantu than with the Sudan group  d languages. Thus 
the personal plural a-. as in A:Zandch, A-Madi, A-Bans. /et, would 
appear to be identical in origin and meaning with the Bantu we-, as 
in Wa-Ganda, Wa-Swaheli, Wa-Sambara. &c. There is also the same 
dearth of abstract terms, which renders the translation of Scripture 
into the Negro tongues such a difficult task Comp.are .robsis. an  

eeexpression for the Deity, really meaning " lightning, with the 
hinyanja cheat a iathenu 

n 
(?) and the Zulu Ilikalsmkriln.. 

great-grandfather. also adopted by the missionaries as the nearest 
equivalent for the Deity in that language. 

Politically the dismembered Zandeh empire and dependent 
principalities are divided up between France, which claims the 
" 

 
sultanates" of Rafai, Diode, Zemio and Tambura in the Mbomu 

valley, with all the peoples in Fertit and the Shari basin ; Belgium, 
which administers the eastern section between the Slbomu and the 
upper Welle: and Great Britain, to whose share have fallen the 
Malcaraka and other Niam-Nia nt groups of the Bahr-el-Ghazsl region. 

See John Petherick. Egypt, the .Sondan and Central Africa (s86t): 
Carlo riaggia's " Account of the Niam-Niam,“ commuaLcaeoldribptitIclei  
Marchese O. Antinori to the Botkinso of the Italian 
Society ('868). pp. cot- t68: G. A. Schweinfurt h. Heart of Africa 
(English edition, 1873): G. Casati, " Journey to the Niam-Niam 
Country," in Esploratore for August 1883. and Tex Years in 
E4s4tatta WOO: F. R. Bohndorff, -Iteisets in Central Africa (1885); 
Dr W. junker. " Rundreise in dem andlichen Nianiniam-Lando," in 
Petermann•s Miltheilsotgers for May 1883, English edition, Trawls is 
Africa (189o). 

NIAS, the largest island in the chain off the west coast of 
Sumatra, Dutch East Indies, lying about r° N., 97° 30' E. It 
is roughly oblong in form, measuring about So m. by a8, and 
appears to be partly of volcanic origin and to consist partly of 
older rocks corresponding with those of Sumatra. Its extreme 
elevation is about noo ft. A number of islets (Nako, Bunga, he.) 
lie off the west and north coasts. The island is thickly populated 
by a pagan people, who by some authorities, including F. Jung-
built', have been associated with the Batters, but ate probably 
a distinct branch of the put Malayan or Indonesian race. Slavery 
and head-hunting are universal, despite the efforts of Dutch 
and German missionary societies. The natives are skilled is 
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suds hafts as weaving and metalwork, as well as In ogriadtuire 
and road-making. Coconut ail is produced on Niae and also 
More especially on the Nako group. A Ditch commissioner f 
established at Gunong Shell on the east coast, a settlement of 
Malay and Chinese traders. 

NIBBLUNGIBILIED, or Dim Nrestzneoa Nor, an her is epic 
written in s Middle High German dialer*. The stow on which 
the poem is based belongs to the general heck of Teutonic saga 
and was very widespread under various forms, some of Which are 
preserved. Thus it is touched upon is Baseredf, and fragments 
of it form the most important part of the northern MS.,, the 
poets of which evidently assumed that the tale as a whole was 
well known and that their hearers would be able to put each 
piece in its proper place. In the prose Edda, or Volssagasaga, 
which, though largely primitive in spirit, dates from the r3th 
century, it is set forth in full. The substance of this Norse 
version is as follows:— 

The three Anses—Odin, Loki and Hamir—saar an otter devouring 
a salmon beside a waterfall. They killed and skinned the otter sod, 
taking the skin with them, sought shelter for the night with Radmar 
the giant. But Rodmar recognized the skin as that of his son, and 
demanded as weregild gold enough to cover it completely. Loki 
thereupon went back to the stream, where Andvari in the form of a 
pike was guarding a great treasure, caught him in a net, and forced 
him to surrender his hoard. But the piled-up gold left one hair 
exposed; in order to cover it Loki • returned to Andvari and forced 
him to surrender a magic ring which had the virtue of breeding gold. 
Thereupon Andvari, enraged, laid upon the heard and all who 
should possess it a curse. This curse, the Leitmotif of the whole story, 
began to operate at once. Rodmar, for the sake of the treasure, was 
slain by his eons Fafnir and Begin; and Fafnir, seizum the whole, 
retired to a desolate heath and, in the form of a snake or dragon. 
brooded over the hoard.n, cheated of his' sharp, plotted 
vengeance and the conquest of the treasure. 

To Regin, a notable smith, was sent Sigurd—son of the slain hero 
Sigmundr the Valuing and his wife Hiorbs, now wife of the Danish 
king Alf—to he trained in his craft. To him Begin told of Fafnir 
and the board, and the youm hero offered to go out against the 
dragon it Regin would weld him a sword. But every brand forged by 
the smith broke under Sigurd's stroke; till at last he fetched the 
fragments of the sword Gram, Odin's gift to his father, which Hiortis 
bad carefully treasured. These Sigurd forged into a new sword, so 
hard that with it he could cleave the anvil and so sharp that it would 
sever a flock of wool floating against it down stream; and, so armed, 
he sou ht 	slew the dragon. But while roasting Fafnir's heart, 
which 	' had cut out, Sigurd burned his finger with the boiling 
fat and, p ing it to his lips, found that he could understand the 
language of birds, and so learned from the chattering of the wood-
peckers that Begin was planning treachery. Thereupon he slew the 
smith and loading the treasure bn the magic steed Grani, given to him 
by Odin, set out upon his travels. 

On the summit of a fire-girt lull Sigurd found the Valkyrie Brunhild 
in an enchanted sleep, and ravished by her beauty awakened her; 
they plighted their troth to each other and. rust morning, Sigurd left 
her to set out once more on his journey. Coming to the court of 
Giuki, a king in the Rhine country, Sigurd fanned a friendship with 
his three sons, Gunnar, Hogni and Guthorm; and, in order to retain 
so valuable an ally, it was determined to arrange a match between 
him and their kister _Gudrun. Queen Grimhild, skilled in magic, 
therefore gave him an enchanted drink, which caused him to forget 
Brunhild. Gunnar, on the other hand, wished to make Brunhild his 
wife, and asked Sigurd to ride with him oo this quest, which he con-
sented tado on condition of receiving Gudrun to wife. They set out; 
but Gunnar was unable to pass the circle of fire round Brunhild's 
abode, the achievement that was the condition of winning her hand. 
So Sigurd, assuming Gunnar's shape,eirodnirrough the flames on his 
magic horse, and in sign of troth rings with the Valkyrie, 
giving 	

Signal, 
her the 	ofAndvari. So anar and Brunhild were 
, and resuming his own form, rode back with them to 

Giuki's court where the double marriage was celebrated. But 
Brunhild was moody and suspicious, remembering her troth with 
Sigurd and believing that he aline could have accomplished the quest. 

One day the two queens, while bathing in the river, fell to quarrel-
ling as to which of their husbands was the greater. Brunhild taunted 
Gudrun with the fact that Sigurd was Gunnar's moist whereupon 
Gudrun retorted by telling her that it was not Gunnar but Sigurd 
who rode through the games, and in proof of this held up BrunhUd's 
ring, which Sigurd had given to her. Then Brunhild " waxed as wan 
M a dead woman, and spoke no word the day loft." Maddened by 
jealousy and wounded pride, she row incited the three kings to 
murder Sigurd by =dung their jealousy of his power. The two 
elder, as bound to him by blood-brotherhood, refused; but the 
youngest, Guthorrn, who had sworn no oaths, consented to do the. 
deed. Twice he crept into Sigurd's chamber, but Bed when he found 
the hero awake and gazing at him with Bashing eyes. The third  

time, nailing him 	he Math& him; but Siguld. Wore he died,  Just strength 	to hurl his sword at the murderer, whom it 
cut in two. Brunhild, 	she heard Gudrun wailing, laughed aloud. 
But her love for Sigurd was great as ever, and she determined not to 
survive him; distributing her wealth to her hand-maidens, she 
mounted Sigurd's funeral pyre, slaw herself with his sword, and was 
burnt with him. 

In course of time Gudrun married Atli (Attila), king of the Hunk 
Brunhild's brother. Atli, intent on getting hold of the hoard, which 
Gadrun's brothers had seized, • • them to come to his court. In 
spite of their sister's ' they came, after sinking the MINIM 
in the Rhine. On theirrefusal tq surrender the board. or to mqr 
where it was concealed, a fierce fight broke out, in which all the 
followers of Gunnar and Hogni fell. Atli then once more offered to 
spare Gunnar', life If he would reveal his secret ; but Gunnar refused 
to do so till he should see the heart of Hopi. The heart of a have 
was laid before him, but he declared that that could not be Hopi's. since it quaked. Hogni's heart was then cut out, the victim laughing 
the while; but when Gunnar saw it he cried out that now he alone 
knew where the heard was and that he would never reveal the rant. 
His hands were then bound, and he was cast into a den of venomous 
serpents; but he played so sweetly an the harp with his toes that he 
charmed the reptiles, except one adder, by which he was stung to 
death. Gudrun, however, avenged the death of her brothers by 
slaying the sons she had borne to Atli and ce • him unwittingly us tst=  
to drink their blood and eat their hearts. Fz' 	. in the night, 

 haled Atli himself and burned his hall; then, 	' into the 
sea, she was carried by the waves to new scenes, w 	she had 
adventures not connected with thole recorded in the Nibduagraliat. 

This story, in spite of the late date of the Volsungasala and 
of added elements due to the imagination of its author, evidently 
represents a very primitive version. In the Nadungen story, 
on the other hand, though Its extant versions are of much earlier 
date, and though it contains elements equally primitive not found 
In the other, the spirit and the motives of the earlier story have 
to a large extent been transmuted by later influences, the setting 
of the story being—though by no means consistently—medieval 
rather than primitive. Thus the mysterious hoard is all but lost 
sight of; no mention is made of the curse 'attached to it; and 
it is only as an afterthought that Siegfried (Sifrit) is described 
as its master. Everywhere the supernatural elements are elimin-
ated or subordinated, and the story becomes a drama of human 
motives, depending for its development on the interplay. of 
human passions and activities: 

To us in ancient story wonders great are told 
Of heroes rich in glory and of adventures bold. 
Of feast and joyous Irving, of wailing and of woe, 
Of gallant warriors striving may ye now many marvels know' 

That is all he gives byway of preface. The gods have vanished 
from the scene; there is nothing of Loki and his theft of Andvari's 
hoard, nothing of Odin and his gifts of Hie sword Gram and 
the magic horse Grani; and not till the third Aveatirre, when 
Siegfried comes to Worms, are we given even a hint that such 
things as the sword and treasure exist. On the other hand, in 
the very next stanza we are introduced to what is to be the 
leading motive of the plot: Eriemluld, the Burgundian princess, 
on whose account " many a noble knight was doomed to perish." 
For, as in the legend of Sigurd the Volsung, the plot had turned 
upon the love and vengeance of Brunhild, so in the song of the 
Nibelunp it is the love and vengeance of ICriernhild, the Gudrun 
of the northern saga, that forms the backbone of the story and 
gives it from first to last an artistic unity which the V ofrungaraga 
lacks. Of the story itself it is impossible here to give anything 
but the barest outline, sufficient to show its contrast with the 
northern version. We may note at the outset the spirit of 
pessimism which, like the curse on the hoard, pervades the 
whole. It appears In the very first Ativaitsre, when Kriemhild, 
in answer to her mother's interpretation of her dream, declares 
that she will never marry, since " it has been proved by the 
experience of many women that joy is in the end rewarded by 
sorrow "; it is repeated in the last stanza but one of the long 
poem: " As ever joy in sorrow ends and must end alway." 
This tragic contrast is emphasized by the pomp and circumstance 
that surround the ill-fated hero of the story at the beginning. 
I Uns let in alien oilmen sounders vii peek 

Von heleden lobebacren von ipOser arebeit 

reckon suttee muget in rum wander Von keener 	 en segen.om 
Von freude unt hOchgeriten von welnen undo 
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The primitive setting of the northern version has vanished utterly. 
Sigmund is king of the Netherlands; the boy Siegfried is brought 
up by " wise men that are his tutors " (Areal. ii.); and when, 
attracted by the fame of Krieuthild's beauty, be rides to Worms 
to woo her, it is as the typical handsome, accomplished and 
chivalrous king's son of medieval romance. 

It is at this point (Meal. iv.) that some of the primitive 
elements of the story are suddenly and awkwardly introduced. 
As Siegfried approaches Worms, Kriemluld's brothers, the 
Burgundian kings Gunther, Meth& and Gdmot watch his 
coming, and to them their faithful retainer, "the grim Hagen," 
explains who he is. This, he exclaims, can be no other than the 
hero who slew the two kings of the Nibelungs, Schilbunc and 
Nibelunc, and seized their treasure, together with the sword 
Balmunc and the tonikappe, or cape of darkness, which has the 
virtue of making him who wears it invisible. Another adventure, 
too, he can tell of him, namely, how he slew • dragon and bow by 
bathing in its blood his skin became horny, so that no weapon 
could wound him, save in one place, where a linden leaf had 
fallen upon him as he stooped, so that the blood did not touch 
this spot.,  In spite of Hagen's distrust and misgivings, Siegfried 
now fights as the ally of the Burgundian against the Saxons 
(Ascot. iv.), and undertakes, on condition of receiving Rriemhild 
to wife, to help Gunther to woo Queen Brunhild, whotan only 
be won by the man who can overcome her in three trials of 
strength (Areal. vi.). Siegfried and Gunther accordingly go 
together to Brunhild's castle of Isenstein in Iceland, and there the 
hero, invisible in his larnkappe, stands beside Gunther, hurling 
the spear and putting the weight for him, and even leaping, 
with Gunther in his arms, far beyond the utmost limit that 
Brunhild can reach (Aped. vii.). Brunhild confesses herself 
beaten and returns with the others to Worms, where the double 
marriage is celebrated with great pomp (Aunt. x.). But Brunhild 
is ill content; though she saw Siegfried do homage to Gunther 
at Isenstein she is not convinced, and believe. that Siegfried 
should have been her husband; and on the bridal night she 
vents her ill humour on the hapless Gunther by tying him up 
in a knot and hanging him on the wall. " I have brought the 
evil devil to my bowel" he complains to Siegfried next morning; 
and once more the hero has to intervene; invisible in his taro-
kappe he wrestles with Brunhild, and, after a desperate struggle, 
takes from her her girdle and ring before yielding place to 
Gunther. The girdle and ring be gives to his wife Kriemhild 
(Arent. a.). 

One day, while Siegfried and his wife were on a visit to the 
Burgundian court, the two queens fell to quarrelling on the 
question of precedence, not In a river but on the steps of the 
cathedral (Arent :iv.). Kriemhild was taunted with being the 
wife of Gunther's vassal; whereupon, in wrath, she showed 
Brunhild the ring and the golden girdle taken by Siegfried, proof 
that Siegfried, not Gunther, had won Brunhild. So far the story 
is essentially the same as that in the Volsussgaraga; but now the 
plot changes. Brunhild drops out, becoming a figure altogether 
subordinate and shadowy. The death of Siegfried is compassed, 
not by her, but by the " grim " Hagen, Gunther's faithful 
henchman, who thinks the glory of his master unduly over-
shadowed by that of his vassal. Hagen easily persuades the 
weak Gunther that the supposed insult to his honour can only 
be wiped out in Siegfried's blood; he worms the secret of the 
hero's vulnerable spot out of Kriemluild, on pretence of shielding 
him from harm (Arent. xv.), and then arranges a great hunt in 
the forest, so that he may slay him when off his guard. 

The v5th Aventiure, describing this hunt and the murder of 
Siegfried, is perhaps the most powerful scene In all medieval 
epic. To heighten the effect of the tragic climax the poet 
begins with a description of the hunting, and describes the 
high spirits of Siegfried, who captures a wild boar, rides back 
with it to camp, and there lets it loose to the great discomfiture 
of the cooks. 

When the hunters sat down to feast, it was found that the wine 
bad been forgotten. Hagen thereupon proposed that they should 

Compare the heel of Achilles. 

race to a spring of which he knew some way off in the tweet. 
Siegfried relay agreed, and though handicapped by carrying 
shield, sword sod spear, easily reached the goal first, but waited, 
with his'customary courtesy, until the king bad arrived and 
drunk before slaking his own thirst. Then, laying aside hie 
arms, be stooped and drank. Hagen, seizing the spear, thrust 
it through the spot masked by Kriemhikl on Siegfried's =moat 
The hero sprang up and, finding that his sword bad been removed. 
attacked Hagen with his shield. 

Though  to death he was wounded he struck so strong a 'twice 
Thar from the shattered shield-rim forthwith out there broke 
Showers of flashing jewels; the shield in fragments 
Then reproaching them for their cowardice and treachery. 

Siegfried fell dying " amid the flowers," while the knights 
gathered round lamenting. At this point two stanzas may be 
quoted as well illustrating the poet's power of dramatic 
characterization:— 

The king of the Burgundians he too bewailed his death: 
Then make the dying hero: " Nay, now you waste your breath! 
You weep for an ill fortune that you yourself have wrought :- 
That is a shameful sorro

grim
w: 

 Hagen: 
it were better you said nought!" 

Then out spice the " I w not wh y ye phaa: 
This Is for us die ending of sorrow and

Icno 
 of pain. 

Full few are left of icemen that dare withstand us now. 
Glad am I that the hero was by this hand of mine laid low 1 " 
This account of the death of Siegfried, which embodies the 

ancient German tradition, is far finer than the northern version, 
according to which Hogni murders the hero in his bed. The 
whole spirit of this Atentiore, too, is primitive Teutonic rather 
than moSevaL The same is true, indeed, of the whole of the 
rest of the poem. Siegfried, to be sure, is buried with all the 
pomp of medieval Catholic rites; but Rkenthild, while praying 
for his soul like a good Christian, plots horrible vengeance like 
bet pagan prototype. With this significant difference, however: 
Gudrun revenged upon her husband the death of her brothers; 
Rriemhild seeks to revenge upon her brothers the death of her 
husband. The Catholic bond of marriage has become stronger 
than the primitive Teutonic bond of kinship. Mistress now of 
the inexhaustible hoard of the Nibelungs, Rrienthikl sought 
to win a following by lavish largesses; but this Hagen frustrated 
by seizing the treasure, with the consent of the kings, and sinking 
it in the Rhine, all taking an oath never to reveal its hiding-
place, without the consent of the others, so long as they should 
live (Aped. xis.). At last, however, after thirteen years, 
Kriemhild's chance came, with a proposal of marriage from 
Etzel (Attila) king of the Huns, wham she consented to many 
on condition that he would help her to vengeance (Ascot a.). 
Then more years passed; old feuds seemed to be forgotten; 
and the Burgundian kings, in spite of Hagen's warnings, thought 
it safe to accept their sister's invitation to visit her court (Asst. 
sill xxiv.). 

The journey of the Burgundlans Into Hunland Is described 
by the poet at great length (Areal. xxv.-xxvii.). The story is 
full of picturesque detail and stirring incident, full also of interest-
ing problems in folk-lore and mythology; and throughout it 
is dominated by the figure of the grim Hagen, who, twitted with 
cowardice and his advice spurned, is determined that theme shall 
be no turning back and that they shall go through with it to the 
bitter end. With his own hands he ferries the host over the 
Danube and then, when the last detachment has creased, destroys 
the boat, so that there may be no return. At Attila's court 
(Agent. mill.) it is again Hagen who provokes the catastrophe 
by taunting ICriemhild when she asks him if he has brought 
with him the hoard of the Nibelungs: 

" The devil's what I bring you I " Hagen then replied, 
" What with this heavy harness and my shield beside, 
I had enough to carry: this helmet bright I brou0 .t; 
My sword is in my right hand, and that, be sure, I Mug you not!" 

The sword was Siegfried's. It is Hagen, too, who after the 
This last fight with the shield seems to have belonged to the 

common stack of heroic story. Cf. the account of the death of 
He rd " the Wake " given by Geoffrey.Gaimar in the Moskva 
Anglo-Norm. and adopted by Freeman in his Nervosa Caspar 
(rap), iv. *M. 
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first onslaught of the Mins della off the bead of OrtBeb, the 
son of Etzel and Kriemhfld, and who, amid the smoke and 
carnage of the burning hall, bids the Burgundian drink blood if 
they are thirsty. 

Besides Hagen, during the ride Into Hunland and in the 
final fight, another figure comes to the front, that of -Volker 
the Fiddler, so far only mentioned as a hem of the Saxon war 
In Avast. ii. He rides fiddling at the head of the host; he playa 
to the weary warriors in the intervals of the battle in the court 
of Etzel's palace; but be is also expert at performing other 
music, with "a strong fiddle-bow, mighty and long, like to.a 
sword, exceeding sharp and broad." He is the type of the 
medieval knightly minstrel of the age of the Minnesang. 

But for all their prowess, after a prolonged struggle (Munk 
xxix.-xxxvii.), the Burgundian were at last overwhelmed. 
Most of the chief figures of heroic saga bad come up against 
them: Attila, Hildebrand, the Ostrogoth Theodoric (Dietrich 
von Bern). To the last-named even Hagen armed with Sieg-
fried's sword had to yield (Agent. xxxviii.). Kriernhild came to 
him as he lay in bonds and demanded the Nibelung treasure. He 
refused to reveal its hiding-place so long as Gunther, also a 
prisoner, should live. Gunther was accordingly slain by the 
queen's orders and his head was brought to Hagen, who cried out 
when he saw it that all had been accomplished as he had foretold: 

" Now none knows where the board is save God and I alone: 
That to thee, devil-woman, shall nevermore be known I" 

Whereupon Kriembild slew him with Siegfried's sword. But 
Priemhild was not destined, like Gudrun, to set out on further 
adventures. Hildebrand, horrified at her deed, sprang forward 
and cut her to pieces with his sword. 

In sorrow now was ended the king's high holiday, 
As ever joy in sorrow ends and must end alway. 

To some MSS. of the Nibelungenlied Is added a supplementary 
poem called the Kluge or Loused, a sequel of 216o short-line 
couplets, describing the lament of the survivors—notably Etzel-
over the slain, the burying of the dead, and the carrying of the 
news to the countries of the Burgundian& and others. At the end 
it is stated that the story was written down, at the com-
mand of Bishop Pilgrim of Passau, by a writer named Konrad 
(Kuonret) in Latin, and that it had since been sung (galas") 
often in the German tongue. 

Sources of ilea Story.—The origin and nature of the various 
elements that go to make up the story of the Nibdungen-
lied have been, and continue to be, the subject of very lively 
debate. The view at one time most generally accepted was 
that first propounded by Karl Lachman In his " Kritik der 
Sage von den Nibelungen " (Rimini:des Museum fi ►  

Num. 549, 25o, z839, republished in his Zu den Nibdunges . . 
Anmerkungen in 1836), namely, that the story was originally a 
myth of the northern gods, modified into a heroic saga after 
the introduction of Christianity, and intermingled with historical 
elements. This view is maintained by Richard von Muth in 
his Eialeilung ins des Nibelungenlied (Paderborn, 1877), who 
thus sums up the result of his critical researches: " The basis 
of all is an old myth of a beneficent divine being (Siegfried), 
who conquers daemonic powers (the Nibelungen), but is slain 
by them (the Burgundian& turned Nibelungen); with this 
myth was connected the destruction of the Burgundian kingdom, 
ascribed to Attila, between 437 and 453, and later the legend 
of Attila's murder by his wife; in this form, after Attila and 
Theodoric had been associated in it, the legend penetrated, 
between 555 and 583, to the North, where its second part was 
developed in detail on the analogy of older sagas, while in Germany 
a complete change of the old sonif took place." To this theory 
the objection is raised that it is but a theory; that it is un-
supported by any convincing evidence; and that the process 
which it postulates, that, namely, of the transformation of the 
gods into heroes by the popular imagination, is contrary.to all 
that we know of the fate of dethroned deities, who are apt to 
live on in fairy stories in very unheroic guise. So early as 1783 
Johannes von Muller of Gottingen had called attention to the 
historical figures appearing in the Nibeiungenlied, identifying 

Pesetas Attila, Dietrich of Bern as 'Meade& of Vetoes, and the 
Burgundian kings Gunther, Giselher and Gernot as the Gun. 
*thanes, Gislaharius and Godomar of the Lax Burgundian's; 
in dm) Julius Lachtlen (Neuartfeeinisdeues Broclutild des 
Nibelmsgenlieda, Freiburg-im-Breisgau) roundly declared that 

the Nibelungenlied rests entirely on a historical foundation, 
and that any other attempt to explain it must fail." This view 
was, however, overborne by the great authority of Lachman, 
whose theory, In complete harmony with the principles popular. 
bed by the brothers Grimm, was accepted and elaborated by 
a long sena of critics. It is only of late yells that criticism 
has tended to revert to the standpoint of Muller and Leichtlen 
and to recognise in the story of the Nibelungen as a whole a 
misty and confused traditional real events and people. Mythical 
elements it certainly contains; and to those figures which—
like Siegfried, Brunhild, Hagen and the " good margrave " 
Ruedeger of Bechleren—cannot be traced definitively to historkal 
originals, a mythical origin is still provisionally ascribed. But 
criticism is still busy attempting to trace these also to historical 
originals, and Theodor Abatis (Des Nibelsmgerslied, 'goy) 
makes out a very plausible case for identifying Siegfried with 
Sepik, son of the Burgundian king Siglanund, Brunhild with 
the historicalBrunichildis, and Hagen with a certain Hagnericus, 
who, according to the Life of S: Colossi's's, guided the saint 
(the chaplain of the Nibelungenlied), who had incurred the 
enmity of BriuricluIdis, safe to the court of her grandson Thew 
derich, king of the West Franks. 

Herr Abeling's theory of the sources of the Nibdungem story 
is one among many; but, as it is one of the latest and not the 
least ingenious, it deserves mention. That the Icelandic Edda 
contain the oldest versions of the legend, though divided and 
incomplete, is universally admitted. It is equally well established, 
however, that Iceland could not have been its original home 
This Herr Abiding locates among the Franks of what is now 
southern France, whence the stories spread, from the 6th century 
onwards, on the one hand across the Rhine into Franconia, 
on the other hand westwards and northwards, by way of Ireland—
at that time in close intercourse with continental Europe—and 
the northern islands, to Iceland. Hence the two traditions, 
the German and the Icelandic, of which the latter alone is 
preserved in something of its primitive form, though primitive 
elements survive in the Nibelungenlied. 

The basis of the story is then, according to this view, historical, 
not mythical: a medley of Franco-Burgundian historical 
traditions, overlaid with mythical fancies.' The historical 
nucleus is the overthrow of the Burgundian kingdom of Gun-
debar by the Hun in 436; and round this there gathered 
an accretion of other episodes, equally historical in their origin, 
however distorted, with a naive disregard of chronological 
possibility: the murder of Segerie (c. 5z5), the murder of 
Sighnund by the sons of Chrothildis, wife of Clovis (identified 
by Abeling with Kriemhild), the murder of Attila by his Bur-
gundian wife Ildico (see Kannuatro) In the Eddas the identity 
of the original Franco-Burgundian sagas is fairly preserved. 
In the Nibdungenlkd, on the other hand, the influence of other 
wholly unconnected stories is felt: thus Hildebrand appears 
during the final fight at Etzers court, and Theodoric the Great 
(Dietrich von Bern; see Tusaxnuc), for no better reason than 
that the Dietrich legend had sent him into exile there, and that 
he must have been there when the Burgundian' arrived. 

Origin of the Poem.—The controversy as to the underlying 
elements of the Nibelung legend extends to the question of the 
authorship and construction of the poem itself. Was it from 
the first—whatever additions and interpolations may have 

The Rides were first written down, as is commonly assumed, by 
Bishop Saemund Sigfusson (o236-4139 

The process of this overlaying is easy to realise if we remember 
how usual it was to transfer characteristics and episodes drawn from 
immemorial folk-lore to successive historical personages. A good 
example is the " Swan-maiden " myth connected with the house of 
Bouillon (see LOHENG5IW). See also other interesting cotes cited 
in the chapter on themeeainikahn de Courci " mMr J. H. 
Round's Peerage and P , two). 
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followed—conceived as a single, coherent story, or is it based 
on a number of separate stores, popular ballads akin to the 
Eddos, which ihe original author of the Nibelungenlied merely 
collected and strung together? The answer to these questions 
has been sought by a succession of scholars in a critical com-
parison of the medieval MSS. of the poem stall surviving. Of 
these 33 are now known, of which so are complete, the rest being 
more or less fragmentary. The most important are those 
first discovered, viz. the MSS. lettered C (Hohenems, r755), 
B (Schloss Werdenberg, 5769), A (Hobenems, 5779); and 
round these the others more or less group themselves. They 
exhibit many differences: put briefly, C is the most perfectly 
finished in language and rhythm; A is rough, in places barbarous; 
B stands half-way between the two. Which is nearest to the 
original? Karl Lachmann (Zee den Nibehaegen and ssr Kluge, 
Atinserksingen, 1836) decided in favour of A. He applied to the 
Nibelungenlied the method which Friedrich August Wolf had 
used to resolve the Iliad and Odyssey into their elements. The 
poem, according to Lachmann, was based on some twenty 
popular ballads, originally handed down orally, but written 
down about 5190 or room This original is lost, and A—as its 
roughness of form shows—is nearest to it; all other MSS., 
including B and C, are expansions of A. The great authority 
of Lachmann made this opinion the prevalent one, and it still 
has its champions. It was first seriously assailed by Adolf 
Holtzmann (Untersuckungen Ober des Nib., Stuttgart, 1854, 
who argued that the original could not have been strophic in 
form—the fourth lines of the strophes are certainly often of the 
nature of " padding"—that it was written by Konrad (Kuonrit 
of the Kluge), writer to Bishop Pilgrim of Passau about 97o-984, 
and that of existing MSS. C is nearest to this original, B the 
copy of a MS. closely akin to C, and A an abbreviated, corrupt 
copy of B. This view was adopted by Friedrich Zarucke, who 
made C the basis of his edition of the Nibelungenlied (Leipzig, 
5856). A new hypothesis was developed by Karl Bartsch in 
his Untersackungen fiber des Nibdiengenlied (Leipzig, i865). 
According to this the original was an assonance poem of the rath 
century, which was changed between Hoz and taco by two 
separate poets into two versions, in which pure rhymes were 
substituted for the earlier assonances: the originals of the 
Nibdungenlied and Der Nibehusge NN respectively. Bartsch's 
subsequent edition of the Nankin. Ned (1st ed., Leipzig, 1870) 
was founded on B, as the nearest to the original. To this view 
Zarnthe was so far converted that in the 1887 edition of his 
Nibdungenlied he admitted that C shows signs of recension and 
that the B group is purer in certain details. 

As a result of all this critical study Herr Abeling comes to the 
following conclusions. The poem was first written down by a 
wandering minstrel about e71 to SOOT, was remodelled about 
5140 by Konrad,' who introduced interpolations in the spirit 
of chivalry and was perhaps responsible for the metre; during 
the wars and miseries of the next fifty years manners and taste 
became barbarized and the fine traditions of the old popular 
poetry were obscured, and it was under this influence that, 
about i ego, a jongleur (Spielman) revised the poem, this re-
cension being represented by group B. After /Teo, during the 
Golden Age of the art poetry (Kunstdichtuag) of the Minnesinger, 
(g.e.), a professional poet (Rudolf von Ems?) again remodelled 
the poem, introducing further interpolations, and changing the 
title from Der Nibehisege NN into Das Nibdungtediet, this 
version being the basis of the group C. The MS. A, as proved 
by its partial excellence, is based directly on Konrad's work, 
with additions borrowed from B. 

Bartsch and others ascribe its authorship, with much plausi- 
bility, to an Austrian knight of the yaw of fOrenberg, the earliest 
of the courtly lyric poets, whose lyrics are written in the Nibelung 
strophe. Thus compare Ktirenberg's lyric Bachmann and Haupt, 
Des Mimusengs &Ming. 4th ed., F. Vogt. Leipzig, NM- 

" Ich Melt mir einen valken mere danne tin jar" 
with the NTheluagns Nat (Bartsch) An I. :3- 

" troumte Kriemhilde. 
Wie sic rage einen walks, stare soap' end  

Theodor 	 (Der 	and sans Lanny iLeivailb 
WO BLVD& a full 	y, embracizp sa nderencea from 5756 

Barha
m There are • translations the poem by A. G. Foster- 

088), Margaret Armour (poise, 5897) and Alice Horton 
0898)• (W. A. P.) 

MUSA, or Nice (mod. Issik, Le. dr thicker] an ancient 
town of Asia Minor, In Bithynia, on the Lake Ascania. Antigonus 
built the city (3r6 B.C. 7) on an old deserted site, and soon after-
wards Lysimachus changed its name from Antigonit to Nicaea, 
calling it after his wife. Under the Roman empire Nines and 
Nicomedia disputed the title of metropolis of Bithynia. Strabo 
describes the ancient Mem as bunt regularly, in the form of 
a square, with a gate In the middle of each side. From a monu-
ment in the centre of the city all the four gates were visible 
at the extremities of great cross-streets. After Constantinople 
became the capital of the empire Nimes grew in importance, 
and after the conquest of Constantinople by the Crusaders 
became the temporary seat of the Byzantine emperor; the double 
line of walls with the Roman gates is still well preserved. The 
possession of the city was long disputed between the Greeks 
and the Turks. It remained an important city for some time 
after its final incorporation in the Ottoman empire; but became 
subsequently an insignificant village. 

ECM, COUNCIL OF. The Council of Mesta (sm. 325) is 
an event of the highest importance in the history of Christianity. 
Its convocation and its course illustrate the radical revolution 
which the position of this religion, within the confines of the 
Roman empire, had undergone in consequence of the Edict of 
Milan. Further, it was the first oecumenical council, and this 
fact invested It with a peculiar halo in the eyes of subsequent 
ages; while among its resolutions may be found a series of 
decisions which acquired a lasting significance for the Christian 
Church. This applies more especially to the reception of the 
doctrine of the Trinity; for though, immediately after the close 
of the synod, it was exposed to a powerful opposition, it gained 
the day, and, in the form which it received at Nicaea- and at 
the council of Constantinople (381), still enjoys official validity 
in the principal churches of Christendom. Finally, the council 
marks an epoch in the history of the conception of the Christian 
religion, in that it was the first attempt to fix the criteria of 
Christian orthodoxy by means of definitely formulated pro-
nouncements on the content of Christian belief—the acceptance 
of these criteria being made a sins qua non of membership of the 
Church. Moreover, it admitted the principle that the state 
might employ the secular arm to bring the Christian subjects 
of the Roman world-empire under the newly codified faith. 
Thus the Nicene Council is an important stage in the develop-
ment of the state-church, though the completion of that edifice 
was delayed till the reign of Theodosius the Great. The relation 
of the emperor Constantine to the assembly was in itself a step 
in the direction of that independent treatment of ecclesiastical 
affairs, which, in the following centuries, created the peculiar 
type of the Byzantine state-church. 

From his accession Constantine had shown himself the friend 
of the Christians; and, when his victory over Licinius (s.o. 323) 
gave him undisputed possession  of the crown, he adhered to 
this religious policy, distinguishing and fortifying the Christian 
cause by gratuities and grants of privilege. This propitiatory 
attitude originated in the fact that he recognised Christianity—
which had successfully braved so many persecutions--as the 
most vital and vigorous of religions, and as the power of the 
future. Consequently he directed his energies toward the 
establishment of a positive relationship between it and the 
Roman state. But the Church could only maintain its great value 
for the politician by remaining the same compact organism which 
it had proved itself to be under the stormy reign of Diocletian. 
Scarcely, however, did it find itself in the enjoyment of external 
peace, when violent feuds broke out in its midst, whose extent, 
and the virulence with which they were waged, threatened to 
dismember the whole religious body. Donatism in the West was 
followed by the Arian struggle in the East. The former move= 
meat had been successfully arrested, though it survived in North 
Africa till the 5th century. The conflict kindled by the 
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Ale.xandrian presbyter Arias (q.v.) assurned greater dimensions 
and a more formidable cbaratter. Constantine at first attempted 
to restore quiet in Alexandria by transmission of an epistle by 
Bishop Hosius of Cordova, but his admonitions were fruitless. 
Accordingly, since other debatable points were at issue, he had 
recourse to an institution previously evolved by the Christian 
Church—the convocation of a synod to pronounce on bunting 
questions—qualifying it, however, to correspond with the 
altered circumstances. He convened a council, designed to 
represent the whole Church of the empire, at Nicaea in Bithynia, 
a town situated no great way from the imperial summer-residence 
of Nicomedia and within easy reach by sea of the Oriental 

" bishops. Among the various estimates of the number of dele: 
gates, the statement of Athanasius, who speaks of 358 members, 
has dominated the tradition, In consequence of the vast dis-
tances, the West was but weakly represented. From Spain, 
Hosius—the above-mentioned bishop of Cordova—made his 
appearance; from Gaul, Nicasitta of Dijon; from Dalmatia, 
Domnus of Stridon; from Italy, Marcus of Calabria with two 
presbyters as deputies of the Roman bishop Silvester; and from 
North Africa, Caecilian of Carthage. Thus an immense majority 
of the synod hailed from the East. The bishops of the three 
most important metropolises were present—Alexander of 
Alexandria. Eustatbius of Antioch and Macarius of Jerusalem—
while a prominent role was also played by Eusebius, bishop of 
the imperial city Nicomedia, and his erudite namesake, Eusebius 
of Caesarea. Of the other prelates not a few had distinguished 
themselves as confessors in the later persecution, and still bore 
the honourable traces of their sufferings. Since the bishops 
were accompanied by priests, Nicaea witnessed an array of 
clerics such as had never before been mustered in a single place. 
Among the attendant clergy, the still youthful deacon Athanasius, 
destined to succeed Alexander in the see of Alexandria, was 
prominent as the most powerful antagonist of Arianism (see 
ATIGNAS11710. The synod met in the imperial palace from the 
30th of May to the 25th of July. What order of procedure 
obtained, and in whom the presidency was vested, are problems 
which admit of no certain solution: the one indisputable fact is 
that Coostantine—wbo, at his appearance, was accorded a 
ceremonious reception, and himself delivered an address on the 
occasion—exercised a decided influence on the discussions. 

The deliberations on the Arian question passed through several 
distinct stages before the final condemnation of Arius and his 
doctrines was reached. A clearly defined standpoint with regard 
to this problem—the relationship of Christ to God—was held 
only by the attenuated group of Arians and a far from numerous 
section of delegates, who adhered with unshaken conviction to 
the Alexandrian view. The bulk of the members occupied a 
position between these two extremes. They rejected the 
formulae of Arius, and declined to accept those of his opponents; 
that is to say, they were merely competent to establish negations, 
but lacked the capacity, as yet, to give their attitude of com-
promise a positive expression, In the main they perpetuated 
the line of Origen. That the majority of the council should 
have adopted this neutral tendency is easily intelligible when 
we consider the state of theology at that period. True, at Nicaca 
this majority eventually acquiesced in the ruling of the Alex-
andrians; yet this result was due, not to internal conviction, 
but partly to indifference, partly to the pressure of the imperial 
will—a fact which is mainly demonstrated by the subsequent 
history of the Arian conflicts. For if the Nicaean synod had 
arrived at its final decision by the conscientious agreement of all 
son-Arians, then the confession of Faith there formulated might 
indeed have evoked the continued antagonism of the Arians, 
but must necessarily have been championed by all else. This, 
however, was not the case; in fact, the creed was assailed by 
those very bodies which had composed the hiss-faire centre at 
Nimes; and we am compelled to the conclusion that, in this 
point, the voting was no criterion of the inward convictions at 
the council. 

In the synod, an•Adan confession of faith was first brought 
forward and read; but It aroused such a storm of indigestion  

that obviously, in the Inteseats of a resteestion of sodeskstical 
peace, them could be no question of its acceptance. On this, 
Enables of Caesarea submitted the baptismal used of his 
community; and this met with the imperial approval. Siam 
the creed dated from a period anterior to the outbreak of the 
Arian struggle, its reception would have been equivalent to a 
declaration on the part of the council that it declined to define 
its position with reference to the controversy of the hour. 
That the greater number of delegates were not disinclined to 
adopt this subterfuge, so congenial to their standpoint, and to 
shelve the actual solution of the whole problems by recognition 
of this or some similar neutral formula, is extremely probable. 
But the emperor manifestly saw that, if the difficulties were 
eluded in any such mode, it was inevitable from the very nature 
of thecae, that they should rise again in an accentuated farm, 
and that consequently no pacification could be expected from 
this policy. Since the Eastern Church subscribed to the Alex-
andrian solution of the question, he drew the natural deduction 
and concluded that be had here a genuine presentment of the 
feeling of the Church, which, if it received official sanction, 
might be justly Wetted to restore peace to the Christian 
community. Brit, in pronouncing for this view, he was careful 
to dissociate himself from the formulation of a new confession: 
for it was imperative to avoid even an apparent innovation to 
the articles of faith. Accordingly he proposed that the Caesarean 
mod should be modified by the insertion of the Alexandrian 
passwords—as if for the purpose of more accurate definition—
and by the deletion of certain portions. That he appreciated the 
import of these alterations, or realized that this revision was 
virtually the proclamation of a new doctrine, is scarcely probable. 
The creed thus evolved—the expression imaatiame is of Western 
origin—was finally signed by all the deputies with the exception 
of the bishops Theonas of ?darmarica and Secundus of Ptolemais: 
even the Arians had submitted. The two recalcitrant prelates, 
with the presbyter Arius, were banished to Illyria; Eusebius of 
Nicomedia and Theognis of Mara were also driven into mole, 
and at the same time the weeks of Arius were condemned to 
be burned under pain of death. 

But this artificial unity was no ratification of peace: in fact, 
it paved the way for a struggle which convulsed the whole 
empire. For it was the proclamation of the Nicene Creed that 
first opened the eyes of many bishops to the significance of the 
problem there treated; and its explanation led the Church to 
force herself, by the arduous path of theological work, into 
compliance with those principles, enunciated at Nickell, to 
which, in the year 325, she had pledged herself without genuine 
assent. 

In addition to the Asian impasse, there was the schism of 
Bishop Meletius of Lycopolis in the Thebaid, whose settlement 
Constantine had added to the programme of the council. He 
and Peter, bishop of Alexandria, had come into conflict over the 
treatment of the " backsliders " (lapd) in the Diocletian persecu-
tion; and their strife acquired additional bitterness from the 
fact that it was extended to cover the prerogatives of the 
Alexandrian bishopric. Peter had composed a treatise advocat-
ing moderate principles and censuring the courtship of martyrdom 
for its own sake, then gone so far as to save himself by flight. 
Meletius, on the other hand, represented the most rigorous 
school, and allowed himself high-handed infringements of the 
law. When this had resulted in his deposition by a synod, a 
faction still adhered to him, and the Meletians became a schis-
matic community; and such they remained even after the death 
of Peter (3z 1), who demonstrated by his martyrdom that his 
counsels of moderation were not prompted by cowardice. This 
Meletian schism made for disorder in the ecclesiastical life of 
Egypt all the more because its followers sided with Ades. The 
Nicene Council broke the strength of the movement by great 
concessions to the Meletian bishops, and, at the same time, 
expressly recognized the supreme rights of the Alexandrian see 
over Egypt, Libya and the Pentapolis. Since, in the resolution 
dealing with this point (canon vi.), reference was made to the 
analogous and undisputed suzerainty of the Roman ace—over 
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the tee suburbia's provinces, attached to the diocese of Rome 
and including middle and lower Italy, with the islands of Sicily, 
Corsica and Sardinia—this decision enshrines an important 
piece of evidence for the history'of the papacy. On this oppor-
tunity, his ancient privileges were restored to the bishop of 
Jerusalem, who, in consequence of the political history of 
the Holy Land, bad been subordinated to the metropolitan 
of Caesarea (canon vii.). The path was smoothed for the 
readmittance of the Novadans (Callers) into the church, by 
recognizing, in this case, their clergy, with the bare stipulation 
that the laying-on of hands should follow their written promise 
to be faithful to the doctrine of the Catholic Church (canon viii.). 

With regard to the much-debated question as to the termina-
tion of the Easter festival, the synod committed itself so far 
as to pronounce in favour of the Alexandrian cycle—a settle-
ment which entailed such important results in practical life 
that it was communicated to the Christian churches by Con-
stantine in a circular letter. The problem, whether a 
baptism, performed by heretics in the name of Christ or the 
Trinity, should rank as a baptism or not, bad given rise to an 
animated controversy between the Roman bishop Stephen, 
who answered in the affirmative, and Cyprian of Carthage, who 
gave an equally decided negative. The council followed the 
Roman practice, merely declaring the nullity of baptisms 
imparted by the adherents of Paul of Samosata (canon Mx.). 
An important provision, in point of ecclesiastical law, was that 
the chirotony of a bishop required the presence of at least three 
other bishops of his province, while the confirmation of the 
choice remained at the disposal of the metropolitan (canon iv.). 
A further regulation was that two provincial synods should be 
held annually (canon v.); but a law enacting the celibacy of the 
clergy was rejected at Nimes., since Paphnutius, an aged bishop 
of Egypt who had been tested in persecution, warned his col-
leagues against the danger of imposing too arduous a yoke upon 
the priesthood, and defended the sanctity of marriage. 

As Constantine had convened the synod, so he determined 
its conclusion. A brilliant banquet in the imperial palace—of 
which Eusebius of Caesarea gives an enthusiastic account—
marked its dose, after which the bishops were granted their 
return. The admonitions to peace with which he dismissed 
them proved unavailing for the reasons indicated above: but 
the reputation of the first oecumenical council suffered no 
abatement in consequence 

See F. v. Miele. Concitiengeseltichte I (ed. 2. FreibUll. 1873), 
Pfs. sca-443. A catalogue of the special literature will be round in 
Loofs s article " Ariarnsmus " in Herzog-Hauck, .Reakocyklopadie f. 
trek:tan:itch. Theology. i. (ed. Laprig, 1897): also Bernoulli, 
" Nicaenisches Kornai," ib., vol. XIV. (1904), pp. 9 sqq. (C. M.) 

NICAIIDER (2nd cent. n.c.), Greek poet, physician and 
grammarian, was born at Clams, hear Colophon, where his 
family held the hereditary priesthood of Apollo. He flourished 
under Attalus III. of Pergamum. lie wrote a number of works 
both in prose and verse, of which two are preserved. The longest, 
Theriaca, is an hexameter poem (958 lines) on the nature of 
venomous animals and the wounds which they inflict. The 
other, Atexipkarmaca, consists of 63o hexameters treating of 
poisons and their antidotes. In his facts Nicander followed 
the physician Apollodonts. Among his lost works may be 
mentioned: Aetolica, a prose history of Aetolia; Heieroeumena, 
a mythological epic, used by Ovid in the Metamorphoses and 
epitomized by Antoninus Liberalla; Georgica and Mdiatorugica, 
of which considerable fragments are preserved, said to have 
been imitated by Virgil (Quintilian x. r. 56). The works of 
Nicander were praised by Cicero (De oratore, 16), imitated by 
Ovid, and frequently quoted by Pliny and other writers. His 
reputation does not seem justified; his works, as Plutarch 
says (De audiendis poetic, s6), have nothing poetical about 
them except the metre, and the style is bombastic and obscure; 
but they contain some interesting Information as to ancient 
belief on the subjects treated. 

Editions.--1. G. Schneider (1792, 18:6); 0. Schneider (1856) 
with the Scholia); H. Klauscr. " De Dicendi Genera . 

Nicandri (Dissertationes Philotogicae Vindotenesses, 1898). 

The Scholia (frees the Glittinges 14LS.) have been edited by G. 
Weatzel in A hisoutrunget de r kGesdischyt der Win. se Gents[ a, 
XXXViii. (r892). See also W. Vollgraff, Nihon& surd Oaid (Groaingen. 1909 ton.). 

NICANOR, Greek grammarian, son of Hermelas of Akxandrla 
(or Hierapolis), lived during the reign of Hadrian. He chiefly 
devoted himself to the study of punctuation and the difference 
of meaning caused by it. Hence be was nidutamed " the 
Punctuator" (6 err/narks). He is known to have written 
on the punctuation of Homer and Callimachu.s. He was possibly 
the author of a work Heel Moroseness& (0* the Chewy 4 
Names of Places), of which some fragments are preserved in 
C. W. Mailer, Fragments HistoriconunGraecornm, ht. 6p. 

Edition of the Iliad and Odyssey fragments by L Friedlinder (1115o) 
and 0. CamtitA (1873) respectively. 

NICARAGUA, a republic of Central America, bounded on the 
N. by Honduras, E. by the Caribbean Sea, S. by Costa Rica, 
and W. by the Pacific Ocean (for map, see Calmar. Attettle..4. 
Pop. (1905), about 550,000; area, 49,300 sq. m. Nicaragua 
forms an irregular equilateral triangle with its base stretching 
for 28o m. along the Caribbean Sea from Cape Oracles 1 Dios 
southwards to the San Juan delta, and Its apex at the Coseguina 
volcano, on the Bay of Fonseca, which separates Nicaragua 
on the Pacific side from Salvador. The frontier which separates 
the republic from Honduras extends across the continent from 
east-north-east to west-south-west. It is defined by the river 
Segovia for about one-third of the distance, or from Cape Grades 
I Dice to 86° W.; it then deflects across the watershed on the 
east and south of the Hondurian river Choluteca, crosses the 
main Nicaraguan cordillera (mountain chain), and follows the 
river Negro to the Bay of Fonseca. In accordance with the 
treaty of 1858, which was confirmed in 1888 by the United States 
president, acting as arbitrator, and more fully defined in 1896, 
the boundary towards Costa Rica is drawn a m. S. of the San 
Juan river and Lake Nicaragua, as far as a point parallel to the 
centre of the western shore of the lake. It is then continued 
south-westward for the short distance which intervenes between 
this point and the northernmost headland of Salinas Bay, on 
the Pacific. 

Physical Features.—The coasts of Nicaragua are strikingly 
different in configuration. The low, swampy and monotonous 
shore of the Caribbean, with its numerous lagoons and estuaries, 
and its fringe of reefs and Wets, contains only three harbours; 
Cracks 1 Dios, 13luefields or Blewfields, and Greytown (San 
Juan del Norte). Its length, from Cape Grades I Dios to the 
San Juan delta, is nearly 300 m. The Pacific coast, measuring 
some no m. from the Bay of Fonseca to Salinas Bay, is bold, 
rocky and unbroken by any great indentation; here, however, 
are the best harbours of the republic—the southern arm of the 
Bay of Fonseca (q.v.), Corinto, Brito and San Juan del Sur. 

The surface of the country is naturally divided into five 
distinct zones: (r) the series of volcanic peaks which extend 
to the Pacific at a little distance island; (s) the plains and 	411 the great depression which lies to the east of them mountable and 
stretches from sea to sea, between the Bay of Fonseca and the 
mouths of the San Juan: (3) the main corddlera. which skirts the 
depression on the east, and trends north-west from Monkey Point or 
Punta Mico on the Caribbean Sea, until it is merged is the rensifien-
tions of the Hondurian and Salvadorian highlands; (4) the plateaus 
which slope gradu3dly away from the main cortlillera towards the 
Caribbean; (5) the east or Mosquito coast.with its low-lying Mater. 
land. The last-named region has to a meat extent had • operate 
history; and it was only in 1894 that the Mosquito Reserma camel 
ender which includes more than half of the littoral and hin 

ted in the republic and renamed the depart=t 
Zelaya7-"Neera MOSQUITO COAST

epubli
.) 

Though situated almost on the western edge Of the coonery, end 
greatly inferior, both in continuity and in mean altitude, to the main 
cordillera, the chain of volcanic cones constitutes a waterthed rodeo 
equal in importance to the cordillera itself. It consists for the most 
part of isolated igneous peaks, sometimes connected by low interven-
ing ridges. It terminates in the extreme north-west with Campine 
(sap rt.).and in the extreme south-east with the low wooded arch& 

Juan
of Sandmen and Chiefdoms sear the head of the Sea 

Juan river. Between these two extremes the chief cones, 

Santa Clara. Telles, Orota, Las Pike Amoco. Mometombe (emit. , 
southwards, are: the Maribioe chain, comprising El Viejo 7;4 fedi; 

all crowded dose together between the Bay of Fenian and Lab 
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Managua: Maser or Popemftw (width was active ih tOro, tree, 
eV and 1902, and attains a heightof a972 ft.), and Mmabatho 
(4s3 ft.). near Granada ; lastly, in Lake Nicaragua the two islands 
of &patent and Ometepe or Othotepee with its twin peaks Ometepe 
(3643 ft.) and Madera. On the nth of January 1833 Coseguina was 
the -scene of one of the most tremendous eruptions on record. The 
outbreak lasted four days and the volcanic dust and ashes erupted fell 
over a vast area, which comprised Jamie'. southern Mexico and 
ftuei. After a long repose Ometepe also burst into renewed 
activity on the 19th of June 1883. when the lavas from a new crater 
began to overflow and continued for seven days to spread in various 
directions over the whole island. In the Maribios district occur 
several volcanic Meets, such as that of Malays, besides numerous 
inferailles, low craters or peaks still emitting sulphurous vapour and 
smoke, and at night often lighting up the whole land with blulsh 
lames. 

In the great laccutrine depression of Nicaragua Is collected all the 
drainage from the eastern versant of the volcanic mountains, from 
the sheer western escarpment of the main cordillera. and from a kra 
area of northern Costa Rica. The only river which flows out of the 
depression on the north enters the Bay of Fonseca at Tempisque. 
The accumulated waters which pour down into the depression are 
gathered into the two basins of Lake Managua and Lake Nicaragua. 
Both basins have a maximum depth of some no ft. Lake M2/311V1/ 
the more northerly, has • length of 3o m. and varies in breadth fron 
8 to 16 m. Its area is about 373 sq. m. After the rains a portion of 
ks over

caragua
flow  enapes southnirds into the lower and larger Lake 

through the Panaloya channel. Steamers ply on both 
lakes. but the channel is rendered impunble by a rapid near the 
town of Tipits_pa, at its northern extremity. Here there is a water- 
fall of 13 ft. The existence of ancient lacustrine beaches, :teed 
between the two basins by volcanic agencies or left d 	some 
enlargement of the San Juan outfit, and a consequent en 	of 
the water-level, seems to indicate that the lakes were formerly united. 
Now, however, Lake Managua Is almost a closed basin in the dry 
meson when the stream in parts of the Panaloye  channel sinks to a 
mere rivulet. The surface of Lake Nicaragua after the rains is t to ft. 
above see-level. The lake is too tn. long, and has a maximum 
breadth of 45 m. and an area of 297o sq. m. It is thus the largest 
sheet of fresh water between Lake Michigan and Lake Tickets on the 
border, of Bolivia and Peru. Towards the San Juan outlet its depth 
decreases to 6 or 8 ft., owing to the vast accumulation of the silt 
washed down into the lake by its principal Costa Rican affluent, the 
Rio Frio. Much of this silt is again Carried away by the San Juan. 
Under the influence of the intermittent trade-winds Lake Nicaragua 
AK. and falls regularly, whence the popular notion that it was a 
Mal lake. It is also exposed to the dangerous Paprigayos tornadoes, 
caused by the prevailing north-easterly winds meeting opposite 
currents from the Pacific. It is drained on the south by the San 
Juan river, which flows generally east by south to the Caribbean See. 
The distance from the lake to themincipal or Colorado mouth of the 
river is 93 m., and the average width of the channel tsoo ft. Near its 
mouth the main stream breathes out Into a wide delta. Navigation 
is gently impeded by shifting banks of silt. and especially by five 
rapids which can only be traversed when the river is in full flood. 
It is often asserted that these rapids were artificially formed by the 
Spaniards themselves to prevent the buccaneers from penetrating to 
Lake Nicaragua. But Herrera (Aee. lb book 2, chap. 3) speaks of 
the "great rocks and falls" which prevented Cordova, the first 
circumnavigator of the lake, from descending the San Juan in 1522; 
and although the Eng^lbish  traveller Gage states that in his time (17th 
century) vessels reached Granada direct from Spain, there can be 
little doubt that the rapids are natural obsttuctions. The various 
schemes which have been put forward for the conversion of the San 
Juan and the lacustrine depression into an interoceanic waterway are 
lukdiscussed under PANAMA CANAL.  

main Nicaraguan cordillera. which flanks the depression on 
the test. has often been called the Cordillera de los Asides, from its 
supposed continuity with the mountain-chains of Panama and the 
weft mast of South lknierica. There is in fact no such continuity, for 
the San Juan valley completely separates the mountains of Panama 
from the main Nicaraguan system. This severance, it Is true, may 
be geologioily recent, and some ambient* sew in the five rapids of 
tbe San Juan, remnants of a cosnecting ridge which the river has 
w ept away. But the evidence for past coounuity is inconclusive, 
while there can be no doubt about the present severance of the two 

ntain systems. The main cordillera bears different names in 
different parts of Nicaragua. Thus the important section which 
terminates at Monkey Point is commonly called the Cordillera de 
Yolaina. The summit' of the main cordillera seem nowhere to 
exceed 7000 ft. in altitude; the mean elevation is probably less 
than 2000 ft. •, the declivity is sheer towards the lakes, and gradual 
towards the Carbines. Along the notes of the lakes the cordillera 

rvrdebcel bdramd as aloa°4 tbleu PiniZ7alc=istIfitelotwilieries °Itsseries.
adjoins the mss,  nses.near take Managua, and marches parallel to 
the nude crest of the cordillera as far as the northern but of the 
Yobbo antlow; It then diverges, trending south-east nearly as far 
as Greyest& while the axis of the Voisin. action his more arm* 
direction. 

On the east, the main cordillera abuts upon the region at plateaus 
and savannas, which occupies nearly half of the area of Nicaragua. 
It is likely that this region was once a single uniform tableland, 
sloping by degrees to the flat Mosquito Coast, in which direction its 
level still inks. But the relief of the tableland has been wholly 
changed by fluvial action. The great rivers which flow eastward to 
the sea have finned and moulded the surface into deep ravines alter-
nating with high plateaus, ridges and isolated hills. Large tracts of 
these uplands have never been adequately explored, and consist of 
virgin forest and prairie. The principal river is the Segovia, which 
rises In the main cordillera due north of Lake Managua, winds E.N.E. 
as far as 85' W., and constitutes the frontier until it teaches the sea 
at Cape Gracious i Dios, after a course of more than 43o m., during 
which it receives many tributaries. Its basin is narrow and its 
volume not remarkable, but in length it surpasses all other Central 
American rivers. Its nomenclature, like that of many leaser streams 
in the plateau region, is somewhat confusing; for while the Spanish 
colonists were settling betide its headwaters the mid-stream was 
hardly known to the native Indians, and the lower reaches 
were frequented byacaaan, often of British or Dutch onmn. In 
addition to the three names of Segovia, Coco or Cocos, and Wanks, 
which am applicable to the whole river, different parts have from 
time to time received the names of Cabalist. 	 . Cabrugal, Cape River, 
Encuentro, Grains, Herbias, Oro, Pantasma, Portillo 	Tapacac, 
Telpaneca, Somoro, Yanlces, Tare and Yam Other important 
streams, all flowing to the Caribbean in a direction E. by S.. are the 
Hueso, Wawa, Catalan, Prinzapoka, Rio Grande, lithiefields and 
Rams. The Rio Grande or Amhara, which receives one large 
tributary, the Tama, is navigable for about too m. The BluefieW 
Blewficlds, Facondida. or Rio del Desastre, which derives its best-
known name from that of Blieveldt. a Dutch corsair. is navigable for 
65 

i
ra. The hydrography of Nicaragua is curious in two respects; 

as in the Amazonianregion all the large rivers flow gist, none escap- 
ing to the Pacific; and the main watershed does not correspond with 
the main cordillera, which Is inferior in this particular both to the 
volcanic mountains and to the plateau region. 

The geology. fauna and flora of Nicaragua may be studied in 
connexion with those of the neighbouring countries (see CNNTIAL 
AMINICA). 

Cliasate.—The climate is mild and healthy for Europeans on the 
uplands, such as those of Segovia and Chontales, which have a mean 
elevation of 2000 to 3000 ft above sea.level. But elsewhere it is 
distinctly tropical, with two seasons—wet from May to November 
on the Pacific slope. and from June to December on the Caribbean, 
and dry throughout the winter months. The mean annual tempera-
ture is about 80' Fehr., falling to 7e at night and rising to 90° at 
noon in summer. Nicaragua comes within the zone of the wet north- 
east trade-winds, which sweep inland from the Atlantic. The rain- 
fall is heavy along the west side of the lacustrine basin, with en annual 
mean at Rivas of toa in., but this figure is sometimes greatly exceeded 
on the, east coast, where rain is common even in the dry season. 
Observation! made at Greytown in :890 showed the extremes of 
temperature to be 89' Fahr. in September for the maximum and 
70° Fahr. in January for the minimum; the rainfall for the whole 
year amounted to 297 in., the rainiest month having been July 
(.32.3 in.) and the driest, May (4.9 in.). Earthquakes are felt at tunes 
on the Pacific slope, but in Nicaragua they are las violent than in the 
neighbouring countries. 

haisaltifente.—Acctuate statistics as to the growth and &str*. 
button of the population cannot be obtained, and the figures 
given below are based on estimates which can only be approxi-
mately correct. The census of 1882 gave the total as 273,816; 
this appears to have risen in 1890 to 37spoo, la woo to soo,000, 
and in Egos to SSes000, or sr inhabitants per sq. zn. There can 
thus be no doubt that the population is increasing with extra-
ordinary rapidity, although there is hardly any immigration. 
The number of Europeans and their pure-blooded descendants 
is about 2200, and tends to increase. Spanish and German 
elements preponderate in the foreign colonies. The most densely 
peopled region and the focus of civilization is the lacustrine 
depression and the surrounding uplands. Nere are all the large 
towns, and hither European settlers were attracted from the 
first by the temperate climate, rich soli, and natond waterways. 
The development of Nicaragua, unlike that of most American 
countries (notably Brasil and the United Slates), has been horn 
west to east. The great mass of the population is a composite 
race, descended Chiefly from the native " Indians," their Spanish
conquerors, many of whom were Galicians, and the negro slave* 
Introduced during the colonial period. Inteimartiage with 
British, Dutch, and French with Cuibs aid Creoles has further 
eentplicated the ethnology of the country, producing " Indiana 
with fair hair and blue eyes, and half-castes with European 
features and Indian cc negroid coloration, or with EUTODON 
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coloration and Indian or negroid features. The prevailing 
language is a degenerate form of Spanish, nearer to Galician than 
to Castilian. Most of the native dialects have ceased to exist, 
but a corrupt form of English is spoken on parts of the east 
coast. All who speak Spanish ate classed as Ladinos; the 
half-castes generally are termed Mestizos; and the name of 
Sambos or Zambos is confined to the descendants of Indian and 
negro parents; these are also incorrectly called Caribs. The 
number of the uncivilized Indians, whose camps or villages are 
situated in open glades among the forests of the plateau region, 
is usually estimated at 3o,o0o; but this would seem to be an 
exaggeration. Pure-blooded Indians are not numerous, as whole 
districts were depopulated and whole tribes exterminated by the 
Spanish colonists and the buccaneers. A few may be descendants 
of the Aztecs and Mayas, whose temples, sculptures, burial-
grounds, &c., have not yet been fully explored. For a general 
account of this ancient civilization and of the Indian tribes see 
CENTRAL AMERICA and Idszaco: Archaeology. A collection of 
Nicaraguan antiquities is preserved in the National Museum 
at Washington, U.SA ; and the archaeological collection 
brought to Europe by Dr W. Lehmann in rem was exhibited in 
the Berlin Museum of Fine Arts. 

Chief Towns and C•nnnunicatioas.—The capital is Managua (pop. 
1905, about 30,000); other important towns are Leon (45,606), 
serenade (35,0m), Kenya (zo,oso), Chiaandep (12,0oo), and the 
seaports of Corinto (300o) and Greytown (25os). These are de- 
scnd in separate articles. At the beginning of the xoth century, 
Nicaragua had few good roads, and none at all east of the main 
cordillera. Transport in the plateau region was mainly effected by 
means of pack mules, over the . roughest of necks. But between 
two and l90& contracts were signed for the construction of three 
highways; leading respectively .  from Matagalpa, from Nueva Segora 
and from the Pis Pis alining dist rict •xt to the hmd of steam navigation 
on the Segovia, about go in. above Cape Gracia.. These highways 
were to be linked to the western metem 123.79 m. of road connecting 
Matagalpa with Momotombo. For the construction and upkeep of 
roads a tax varying from one to ten pesos is levied on all males over 
eighteen years old. There are t6o m. of state railways, running from 
Corinto to Leon, Managua. Granada and Diriam ,ba with branclm- to 
El Viejo and Morootombo, Contracts for additional lines were signed 
between Iwo and 1905.__The steamer. which ply on the great Fakes 
and the San Juan, besides other vessels which visit the principal 
Caribbean and Pacific ports, are national; but from the 1st 
of January loos all the state railways were to a syndicate for 
fifteen years.  and the steamers for twenty-five years. There are also 
10.  tn. of private railway near the mouth of the Rio Grande, and 
private steam tramways on the western shore of Lake Nicaragua. 
Corinto is the headquarters of shipping; it is visited by two-thirds 
of the 2 zoo vessels of 55000o toes (inclWift coasters) which annually 
enter the ports of the republic. The 	trade Is restricted to 
vessels under thea Nicaraguan Bag.. At the 	of the soth 
century most of the ocean-going steamers were 	in Germany 
or the United States; British enterprise helag _chiefly rgireleated 
by schooners trading from Jamaica to Bluebottle and Greytown. 
Nicaragua joined the postal union in i882, and the western provinces 
have a fairly complete telegraphic end 

Industries and Cemmere.—The Fiedler Zgcusigeranfproduct is 
coffee, the yield of which increased front 4,528,300 lb in 188o to 
tri3/3?,000 lb in 1890, and 26,400,000 lb m tem. Coffee Is grown 

in the Matagalpa region, ori the uplands of the interior. 
Thena=tions are Madly owned and managed by Germans, and 
the product is of good quality; but coffee-planting, like most 
Nicaraguan iodustries, suffers from the scarcity of labour. On the 
Caribbean coast bananas are cultivated and largely exported to the 
United States. In Ion mom than 2,000,000 bunches were consigned 
to New Orleans. The cultivation of cotton has been often attempted, 
but with little *worm Sugar is grown and there are many small 
sugar factories, but little of the output is exported. The cocoa 
export is also small; tobacco, rice, beans and other toms are grown 
for local use. Rubber is collected In the forests, and plantations 
have been formed. Dye-woods and bd w are exported, but the 
demand for vegetable dyes has decreased. Cattle-rearing is success-
fully pursued, live cattle and hides being important articles of 
export. Cheese and butter are manufactured in large quantities 
for home consumption. Horses and pw are also reared, but not 
sheep. In zflp the government sold abaft 52,000 acres of public 
land lying about 18 in. E. of Lake Nicaragua for the 
of colonization. The purchaser undertook to introduce settlersPu7rNmom 
northern Europe, to import cattle for the Improvement of the 
Nicaraguan breed, to plant rubber and vanilla, and to provide 
whorls for agricultural instruction. The sale of Nicaraguan spirits Is 

state monopoly. From the sit of Lanusry twit was leased to a 
syndicate of distillers for six years. GoMmunuig is carried on along 
the Caribbean littoral. In 1898 Unlink! dust and bar exports from 

Bluefield. were of the value fa 	m 	mad la , irmi.00; 
1407. ffli.000- CaPW, coal, 

of 	76o; in te 
silver and predous none, 

are also
i 

 found, and 	seems Isle reason to doubt that the mineral 
mouton of Nicaragua, though undeveloped' are needy as rich as 
those of Honduras. Other industries Metede manufammes of 
leather, boots and shoes, furniture, bricks and pottery, cigars and 
cigarettes, beer, wine and spirits, candles and map. The largest and 
most numerous .madel firms am German, but there are also 
French, British, and even Chinese establishments1  although the im-
migration of Chinese ispohibited by law. The pnacipel exports am 
(in order of value) coffee, bananas, gold, rubber, cattle and hides, 
dye-woods and cabinet woods. Theprincipal imparts are cotton 
and woo le* goods, machinery and hardware, lour beer, Inn% 
spirits and drugs. The United States and Great 'Britain send 
respectively bo % and m% of the imports, receiving boys  and 

% of the exports. The average yearly.  value of the foreign trade 
is about it,soo,000—emports. /700.000; imports. cAcei, 

Jitney, Wei&s and lleansros.—There is one 	of issue, the 
Bank of Los 	and Central America, which has a capital of (Li3o,3oo paid). The monetary unit I. the silver pew at 
grail too cents, which weighs 25 grammes, -goo fine. The current 
coin consists largely of Mexican and Central and South American 
dollars; but little coin is in circulation. The currency is mostly 
paper, Dotes being issued directly by the treasury and by the bank. 
The notes issued by the beak must be covered to the extent of 40% 
by gold and silver; the actual bank reserve is stated to be from 65 
to too °% of the Dotes issued. The value of the paper peso fluctuates.. 
in woe the premium on gold stood at 640%. The value of the save; 
peso in fractional silver money is about nineteen pence; in a single 
coin about twenty pence. The exportation of silver pesos is pro- 
hibited. In My; a nickel coinage was introduced. The metric 
system Of irlits and measures was legalized in January !fts. 

Finairce.—The revenue of the republic is derived mainly from 
customs duties, liquor, tobacco and slaughter taxes, railways and 
steamers, the postal and telegraph services, and the gunpowder 
monopoly. The principal spending departments are thaw id war 
and marine, internal development, and finance. The published 
accounts, however, present no continuous or clear view of the 
national receipts and disbursements. Revenue and expenditure vary 
considerably, but neither often falls below boo,000 or rues above 
faoo,000. In 3886 the republic contracted a railway loan in London 
to the amount of L283,000 at 6% interest, and in July 494 the 
interest fell into default. In 1895 an arrangement was made for the 
reduction of interest to 4 %, the beginning of amortisation, and the creation of " coffee warrants' to be used in the payment of export 
duties on coffee assigned for the service of the debt. In the four years 
1897-i9oo the sales of these warrants amounted to tpz8,ygo pki 
pesos or (at 23d., the average rate for this period) £98,610. In July 
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Consfihdion and ideihristralien.—The former constitution, 
proclaimed on the 4th of July ans and amended on the roth of 
December 1896, was superseded on the 3oth of March 19o5, 
when a new constitution was promulgated. By this instrument 
the legislative power is vested in a single chamber of 36 members 
(instead of 40, as under the old constitution), elected by universal 
male suffrage for six years (instead of two). The executive is 
entrusted to a president similarly chosen for sizyeartainsteadof 
four) and aided by a cabinet representing the five ministries of 
foreign affairs and education, finance, brternal administration 
and justice, war and marine, and public works. For adminis-
trative purposes (he republic is divided into 53 departments and 
2 connuess, each under • political head who arts as military 
commandant and controls education, finance, &c. The ad-
ministration of justice is entrusted to numerous courts of first 
instance, three courts of appeal, and a supreme court. The 
active army of sow men can be increased to 40,000 in war. 
AB able-bodied citizens between the ages of seventeen and fifty-
five are compelled to serve one year with the colours and are 
then enrolled in the reserve. Ronan Catholicism is the prevailing 
creed, but all religions are tolerated, and none receives any en-
dowment or other speci al privilege from the state. The bishop 
of Leon, whose diocese is included in the archiepiscopal province 
of Guatemala, is the slit:Real head of the Roman Catholics. 
There are numerous elementary schools, at which the teaching is 
free and compoboty, besides ten colleges for secondary or 
technical educatien,  • and two universities- 

Hisfery.—For a general account of the Spanish admhdstration 
during the colonial period, i.o. up to zilaz, and of the subsequent 
attempts to unit. all the Central American republics in a single 
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federal state, see Cinereitt AllIMICA. The history of the biescpdto 
Reserve and of the relations between Nicaragua and Great 
Britain is told in full under Mowing Cour. 

First discovered by Columbus in riot, Nicaragua was not 
regularly explored till :522, when Gil Gonxidez Davila pene-
trated from the Gulf of Nicoya to the western provinces 
and sent his lieutenant Cordova to circumnavigate the great 
Inks The country is said to take its name from Nicene or 
Nicaragua (also written Managua), a powerful Cholutec chief, 
ruling over most of the land between the lakes and the Pacific, 
Who received Davila in a friendly spirit and accepted baptism 
at his hands. Nicaragua's capital seems to have occupied the 
site of the present town of Rivas. The Spaniards overran the 
country with great rapidity, both from this centre northwards, 
and southwards from the Honduras coast. The occupation 
began with sanguinary conflicts between the two contending 
wayes of intrusion. Granada was founded in 1524 on the 
isthmus between the two lakes as the capital of a separate 
government, which, however, was soon attached as a special 
province to the captaincy general of Guatemala, which comprised 
the whole of Central America and the present Mexican state of 
Chiapas. Hence, during the Spanish tenure, the history of 
Nicaragua is merged in that of the surrounding region. Of its 
five earliest rulers " the first had been a murderer, the second 
a murderer and rebel, the third murdered the second, the fourth 
was a forger, the fifth a murderer and rebel " (Boyle). Then came 
the hopeless revolts of the Indians against intolerable oppression, 
the abortive rebellions of Hernandez de Contreras and John 
Bermejo (Bermudez) against the mother country (155o), the 
foundation of Leon, future rival of Granada, in z 6xo, its sack 
by the buccaneers under William Dampier in i683, and, lastly, 
the declaration of independence (1821), not definitively acknow-
ledged by Spain till aso. 

In 1823 Nicaragua joined the Federal Union of the five Central 
American states, which was dissolved in 1839. While it lasted 
Nicaragua was the scene of continual bloodshed, caused partly 
by its attempts to secede from the confederacy, partly by its 
wars with Costa Rica for the possession of the disputed territory 
of Guanacaste between the great lake and the Gulf of Nicoya, 
partly also by the bitter rivalries of the cities of Leon and 
Granada, respective headquarters of the Liberal and Conservative 
parties. During the brief existence of the Federal Union no 
fewer than three hundred and ninety-six persons exercised the 
supreme power of the republic and the different states. The 
independent government of Nicaragua was afterwards dis-
tinguished almost beyond all other Spanish-Americon states by 
an uninterrupted series of military or popular revolts, by which 
the whole people was impoverished and debased. One out-
standing incident was the filibustering expedition of William 
Walker (q.e.), who was at first invited by the Liberals of Leon to 
assist them aping the Conservatives of Granada, and who, 
after seizing the supreme power in x856, was expelled by the 
combined forces of the neighbouring states, and on venturing 
to return was shot at Trujillo in Honduras on the rah of 
September 

Under the administration of Chamorro, who became president 
in 1875, a difficulty with Germany occurred. The German 
government asserted that one of its consuls bad been bunked, 
and demanded an indemnity of $30,000 (about Lace), a demand 
to which Nicaragua only submitted after all her principal ports 
had been blockaded. The successor of President Chamorro was 
General Zavals, whose administration brought Nicaragua to a 
higher degree of prosperity than she had ever known. He was 
succeeded in 1883 by Dr Cirdenu, during whose presidency the 
attempt of General Barrios to unite the five Central American 
states was a cause of war between Guatemala and Honduras on 
one side, and Salvador, Nicaragua, and Caste Rica on the other. 
anions had taken command of the united Nicaraguan and Costa 
Rican army when Barrios died, and on the rub of April 1885 
a treaty of peace was signed. Don Evaristo Cuero succeeded 
Dr Cirdems u president of the republic in 1887, but died when 
he bad served a little over two years, and was succeeded by 

Dr Robertogscasa. Under Cerasses adrairdstration the boundary 
question between Nicaragua and Costa Rica bad been settled 
by arbitration, the president of the United States acting as arbi-
trator. While Dr Same was president of Honduras, Salvador 
and Guatemala signed a treaty, under which the United States of 
Central America were to be formed. The president of Nicaragua 
adhered to this treaty, but the National Congress refused to 
ratify it. Seam was overthrown by a revolution in 1893, and 
was succeeded by a provisional government, which in its turn 
was deposed soon after by another uprising, at the head of 
which was General Jost Santos 7elaya. His position was 
regularized by the constitution of 1894, and he was re-elected 
president in x898 for another terns of four years. Under his 
government the incorporation of the Mosquito Reserve into the 
territory of Nicaragua took place. In r895 occurred the Hatch 
incident, which led to the occupation of the port of Corinth by a 
British fleet. Mr Hatch, British pro•vice-consul at Bluefields, 
being accused of conspiracy against the Nicaraguan government, 
was arrested, along with other British subjects, and expelled. 
For this action Nicaragua was required to pay an indemnity of 
Sr 5,000. An attempt to overthrow Zelaya was made in February 
1896, but it was crushed after several months of severe fighting. 
There were occasional disturbances subsequently, but none 
sufficient to overturn President Zelaya, who was again re-
elected in r9o2 and 2906. In 2907 be carried to a successful 
issue the war which broke out in that year between Nicaragua 
and Honduras (q.v.). But he was believed to be planning the 
conquest of other Central American states, and his policy of 
granting monopolies and commercial concessions to his own 
supporters aroused widespread discontent. In October 19oo 
an insurrection broke out in the Atlantic depaitments. The 
execution (after alleged torture) of two citizens of the United 
States named Grace and Cannon, who were said to have fought 
in the revolutionary army under General Estrada, led to the 
despatch of United States warships to Nicaragua; but in the 
absence of full evidence President Zelaya'a responsibility for the 
execution could not be prove:Li On the zst of December the 
United States broke of diplomatic relations with Nicaragua, 
and in an official note Secretary Knox described the Zelayan 
administration as a " blot on the history " of the republic. Fight-
ing at Bluefield' was prevented by the U.S. cruiser "Des Moines" 
(18th December), an example followed at Greytown by the 
British cruiser " Scylla"; but elsewhere along the Atlantic 
coast the insurgents gained many victories. In the battle of 
Rama (23rd December) they captured the greater part of the 
government troops. On the following day Zelays took refuge 
on board a Mexican gunboat, and sailed for Mexico. Dr Madriz, 
one of his supporters, bad already succeeded him as president. 

BITILIOGRAPIIT.—FOr general account of N' se SF. Boyle. 
A Ride across a Kowloon (a vols., London, i868 ; E. G. Squier. 
Nicaragua. be. ((and ed.. London, 1871); 	 ham. Wheibam• 
Across Central Asserica (London, r877)•, T. Belt, The Naturalist
Nicaragua (London, an) II A. R. Colquhoun, The Key 4 Alf Pacific
(London, 1895); G. 	kin, The State of Nicaragua (PliateleglIct 
1898); A. P. Davis. Hydrography of Nicaragua (U.S.A. 
Survey report, No. so) (i9oo); C. Medina, Le Nicaragua is two 
(Paris, 1900; j. W. G. Wa .,  , Ocean to Ocean: as Account, Personal 
mid His rk4 of Nicaragua and its People (Chicago, egos). For 
corameros, finance and administration, see the annual Reports of the 
Coonamittea of the Corporation of Irra  Bondholders (London); D. 
Paccar, Earle kowtows sow la re igns de Nicaragua (N•uchltel, 
rig3); Barri= dthe Bureau of 	• n Republics (Washington); 
U.S.A. Consular and British Foreign Office R
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■IOUTRO, a town and episcopal see of Calabria, Italy, in 
the province of Catanzaro, 17 M. W.N.W. of Catanzaro by ran, 
and 51 m. E. of S. Enfemis, a station on the line along the 

General Medina and other officers were tried by • N=3 
court-martial for the murder of Grace and Guinea, bet were 
en the sada of junery 
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wait coast from Naples to Reggio di Calabria. Pop. (aot) 
13,671 (town), i8,rso (commune). It is situated on the isthmus 
between the gulfs of S Eufemia and of Squillace, the narrowest 
part of Calabria, 97o ft. above sea-level, and commands a fine 
view. The ruined castle served as the place of imprisonment 
of Frederick Lt.'s son Henry. The place suffered greatly from 
the earthquake of i638, which also destroyed the Benedictine 
abbey of S Eufemia, founded by Robert Guiscard. 

NICCOLL NICCOLO Dir•(x363-1437), Italian humanist, 
was born and died at Florence. He was one of the chief figures 
in the company of learned men which gathered round Casimo 
de' Medici,who played the part of Augustus to Niccoli's Maecenas. 
Niccoli's chief services to classical literature consisted in his 
work as a copyist and collator of ancient MSS.; he corrected 
the text, introduced divisions into chapters, and made tables 
of contents. His lack of critical faculty was compensated by 
his excellent taste; in Greek (of which he knew very little) 
he had the assistance of Ambrogio Traversed. Many of the 
most valuable MSS. in the Laurentian library are by his hand, 
amongst them those of Lucretius and of twelve comediesofPlau tus. 
Niccoli's private library was the largest and best in Florence; 
he also possessed a small but valuable collection of ancient 
works of art, coins. and medals. He regarded himself as an 
infallible critic, and could not bear the slightest contradiction; 
his quarrels with Fflelfo, Guarino and especially with Traversari 
created a great sensation in the learned world at the time. His 
hypercritical spirit (according to his enemies, his ignorance of 
the language) prevented him from writing or speaking in Latin; 
his sole literary work was a short tract in Italian on Latin 
Orthography, which he withdrew from circulation after it had 
been violently attacked by Guarino. 

See the Life in Traversorii Epistelos (ed. L Mehra 1759); G. 
Voigt, Du Wiederbeisinue der Massie/ins Altana= (1893); G. 
Eppel, Nicola Nieseii (Florence, 1890). 

NICCOLITE, a mineral consisting of nickel arsenide, NiAs, 
containing 43 . 9% nickel and 95.s % arsenic. Crystals are hex-
agonal, but are rare and indistinct. It usually occurs as 
compact masses. A characteristic feature is the pale copper-
red colour, with metallic lustre, on the uneven fractured surfaces. 
It is opaque and brittle, and the streak is brownish-black. The 
specific gravity is 7- 5, and the hardness si. Small quantities 
of sulphur, iron and cobalt are usually present, and sometimes 
the arsenic is largely replaced by antimony. Antimonial varieties 
are known as ante, and form a passage to the isomorphous 
species breithauptite (nickel antimonide). Niccolite occurs with 
ores of cobalt, silver and copper at Annaberg and Schneeberg 
in Saxony, at Sangerhansen and Mansfeld in Prussian Saxony 
and other localities; it has occasionally been found in Cornwall 
and Scotland. The original ante (aarite) is from Mount Ar 
(Aar) near Pic du Midi d'Ossau in the Pyrenees. 

The names niccolite (J. D. Dana, 068) and nickerme (F. 
S. Beudant, 1832) refer to the presence of nickel (Lat. accoluirs). 
Owing to its copper-red colour the mineral is commonly called 
" copper-nickel," the German equivalent of which, Kapferrtickef, 
was used as early as ides. (1-• J. S.) 

NICE, a city of France, the chief town of the department 
of the Alpes Maritimes, and previous to 186o the capital of 
the county of Nice (Nizza) in the kingdom of Sardinia, 739 m. 
by rail from Paris. ' Pop. (19a) 127,027, of whom 505,109 
were permanent residents; in winter-time there is a large 
influx of visitors. It occupies a fine position at the mouth of 
the Paillon (Paglione), a stream (often dried up in summer) 
which, after a course of so in., enters the northern end of the 
Bale des Anges. A steep isolated limestone hill, 308 ft. in 
height, running back for some distance from the shore, forms 
the historical nucleus of the town. Formerly crowned by a 
castle, which, previous to its destruction by the duke of Berwick 
in 1706, was one of the strongest fortresses on the coast, it is 
now laid out as a public pleasure-ground, and planted with 
aloe, cactus, agave and palm. Towards its south-west corner 
stands a tower (Tour Bellanda or CU:rimy) dating, it is said, 
from the nth century. The old town stretches along the western  

base of the ill; the " town of the alb century" occupies the 
ground farther west, which slopes gently towards the Polon; 
and away to the north-east and north and west beyond the 
stream lie the ever-growing quarters of the modern city. To 
the east of the hill, and thus out of sight of the more fashionable 
districts, the commercial quarter surrounds the port. The 
whole frontage of Nice is composed of fine embankments: the 
Quai des Ponchettes, constructed in 1770 round the base of 
the castle hill, is continued westward by the Quai du Midi to the 
public gardens and the municipal casino, whence the Promenade 
des Anglia (so called because it was begun in t822-1824 at 
the cost of the English colony), a boulevard 8s ft. wide, extends 
for more than a mile to the mouth of the Magnan, and in 
190.1 was prolonged to the Var. A pier projecting into the 
sea from the promenade contains a " crystal palace." The 
course of the Palen also is embanked on both sides, and at 
one part the Place Magna, one of the largest public squares 
in the city, and the principal resat of foreign VillitOrk and the 
Avenue Messina (leading thence to the Promenade des Anglais) 
have been laid out across the stream. Besides a Roman Catholic 
cathedral—Ste Rfparate, dating from iflso—Nice possesses 
two Russian churches, two synagogues and an Anglican chapel. 
Architecturally the most remarkable church is Notre Dame 
du Voeu, a modern Gothic building with two towers 2r3 ft. 
high, erected by the town in 1835 to commemorate its preserva-
tion from cholera. The secular buildings indade the town 
hall, the prefecture, the theatres, the hospitals, the lythe (founded 
by the Jesuits in the 17th century), the natural history museum, 
the library (especially rich in theology), and, at some distance 
from the town, the astronomical and meteorological observatory 
on Mont pros (l330 ft.). The industrial establishments comprise 
perfumery factories, distilleries, oil-works, furniture and wood-
work factories, confectionery works, soap-works, tanneries 
and a national tobacco factory employing several hundred 
paeans. Besides the vine, the trees principally cultivated 
in the neighbourhood are the olive, the orange, the mulberry 
and the carob; and the staple exports are oil, agricultural 
produce, fruits and flowers. 

Nice now joins on the north-east the ancient episcopal town 
of Cimiex, in which are situated the largest and most elegantly 
appointed hotels. Reckoning from east to west the town is sur-
rounded by a girdle of beautiful towns--Carabacel, St Etienne, 
St Philippe and Les Beaumettes. On the east of the port lie 
Montboron, Riquier and St Roth, the last partly occupied 
by barracks. The entrances to the port of Nice and the outer 
pier have been improved; that of the outer port is goo ft. 
wide, and that of the inner 220 ft. The area of the port is about 
s acres, the length of quayage available 3380 ft., the depth 

of water so ft., its trade, mostly coastal, being shared principslly 
between French and Italian vessels, the arrivals being about 
1235 vessels of some 3eopoo tons annually. Nice is an episcopal 
see (first mentioned at the end of the 4th century) which since 
186o is in the ecclesiastical province of Aix en Provence. It 
is the headquarters of a military division forming part of the 
corps d'armfe of Marseilles. Protected towards the north by 
hills which rise stage behind stage to the main ridge of the Alps, 
Nice is celebrated for the mildness of its climate. The mess 
temperature is 60° Fehr., that of winter e, of spring 
se°, of summer 7e and of autumn 6e. For a few nights in 
winter the mercury sinks below freezing point, but snow is 
practically unknown, falling, on an average, only half a day in 
the year. The highest reading of the thermometer is rarely 
above 92°. There are sixty-seven days with rain in the course 
of the year; but it usually falls In heavy showers which soon 
leave the sky dear again, though the whole annual amount 
exceeds 32 in. Fine days and rainy days are almost equally 
distributed throughout the different seasons. The winds are 
very variable, sometimes changing several times a day. Apart 
from the ordinary land and sea breezes, the most frequent is 
the east wind, which is especially formidable during autumn. 
The south-west wind (called Littered*, or wind of Lybia) is moist 
and warm; the north-east (or Greve% Greek), which is &typal, 
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rare, brings storms of hail and evenmow in winter. The mistral 
(from the northwest) and the tramentane (from the north) 
are generally stopped by the mountains; but when they do 
reach the city they raise intolerable dust-storms. For two 
thousand years the climate of Nice has been considered favour-
able in chest complaints. Those who are requiring rest, and those 
suffering from gout, asthma, • catarrhs, rachitk affections, 
scrofula, stone, also experience benefit; but the reverse is the 
case when heart disease, nervous disorders or ophthalmia are 
Concerned. Autumn is the best season; in spring the sudden 
changes of temperature demand great care. Means of passing 
the time pleasantly are fairly abundant. The city is at its 
liveliest during the carnival festivitiet, In which. as at Rome, 
battles are waged with sweetmeats and flowers. 

History.—Nice (Nicola) was founded about two thousand years 
ago by the Phomeans of Marseilles, and received its name in 
honour of a victory OW over the neighbouring Ligurian& It 
soon became one of the busiest trading stations on the Ligurian 
coast; but as a city it had an important rival in the town of 
Cemenelum, which'continued to exist till the time of the Lombard 
invasions, and has left its ruins at Cimim, e4  m. to the north. 
In the 7th century Nice joined the Genoese league formed by the 
towns Of Liguria. In 729 it repulsed the Saracens; but in 859 
and 88o they pillaged and burned it, and for the most of the roth 
century remained masters of the surrounding country. During 
the middle ages Nice had its share in the wars and disasters of 
Italy. As an ally of Pisa it was the enemy of Genoa, and both 
the king of France and the emperor endeavoured to subjugate 
it; but in spite of all it maintained its municipal liberties. In the 
course of the 13th and 14th centuries it fell more than once Into 
the hands of the counts of Provence; and at length in 1388 it 
placed itself under the protection of the counts of Savoy. The 
maritime strength of Nice now rapidly increased till it was able to 
cope with the Barbary pirates; the fortifications were largely 
extended and the roads to the city improved. During the struggle 
between Francis I. and Charles V. great damage was caused by 
the passage of the armies invading Provence; pestilence and 
famine raged in the city for several years. It was in Nice that 
the two monarchs in 1538 concluded, through the mediation of 
Paul III.,-a truce of ten years; and a marble cross set up to 
commemorate the arrival of the pope still gives its name, Croix de 
Marbre, to part of the town. In r543 Nice was attacked by the 
united forces of Francis I. and Barbarossa; and, though the 
inhabitants, with admirable courage, repulsed the assault which 
succeeded the terrible bombardment, they were ultimately 
compelled to surrender, and Barbarossa was allowed to pillage 
the city and to carry of 25oo captives. Pestilence appeared 
again in 3 550 and r 580. In r600 Nice was taken by the duke of 
Guise. By opening the ports of the countship to all nations, and 
proclaiming full freedom of trade, Charles Emmanuel in :626 
gave a great stimulus to the commerce of the city, whose noble 
families took part in its mercantile enterprises. Captured by 
Catinat in 169r, Nice was restored to Savoy in 3696; but It was 
again besieged by the French in 1705, and In the following year 
its citadel and ramparts were demolished. The treaty of Utrecht 
in 1713 once more gave the city back to Savoy; and in the 
peaceful years which followed the " new town " was built. 
From r744 till the peace of Aix-la-Chapelle (:748) the French 
and Spaniards were again in possession. In 3775 the king of 
Sardinia destroyed all that remained of the ancient liberties of 
the commune. Conquered in 1791 by the armies of the French 
Republic, the county of Nice continued to be part of France till 
1814; but after that date ft reverted to Sardinia. By a treaty 
concluded in ffigo between the Sardinian king and Napoleon IIL 
it was again transferred to France, and the cession was ratified 
by over mom electors out of a total of 30,700. 

See I. Durant*, Histoire de Nice (3 vols.. Turin, 1823-1824); j. N. 
level, Hirteba de Nice if des Alper Maritimes demi, sr oklet 
(Paris, 1862); E. Tisserand, Nistoire circle et religiesse de la cite de 
Nice (a vols., Nice, 1862); Caradaire de readmit callsidrale de Nice 
(Turin, t888). 

KIM an adjective which in present usage has two main 
ineaninp: Cr) fastidious, particular, pistils or scrupulous, and  

(a) pleasant, kind or agreeable. The first meaning has been 
common since the 16th century, the second only since the mid 
of the :8th. In O. Ft., from which the English form was adapted, 
the word is wide or mice, which are derivatives of Lat. wasciar, 
not knowing, ignorant. The development in meaning is doubt-
ful; some authorities take it as (1) foolish, (a) foolishly precise, 
(3) delicate, (4) pleesant. Skeet suggests an early confusion 
with the word " mesh," soft, delicate, still surviving dialectically. 
• IIICEFBORIM, the name of three emperors of the East. 

NICEPHORIIS I., emperor tosa-811, was • native of Samoa in 
Piddle, who was raised by the empress Irene to the office of 
krgathdes or lord high treasurer. With the help of the patricians 
and eunuchs he contrived to dethrone and exile Irene, and to be 
elected emperor in her stead. His sovereignty was endangered 
by Bardanes, one of his ablest generab, who revolted and received 
support from other commanders, notably the later emperors Leo 
the Armenian and Michael the Amorbn. But Nicephorus gained 
over the latter two, and by inducing the rebel army to disperse 
achieved the submission of Bardanes, who was relegated to a 
monastery. A conspiracy headed by the patrician Amber had 
a similar issue. Nicephorus, who needed large sums to strengthen 
his military force, set himself with great energy to increase the 
empire's revenue. By his rigorous imposts he alienated the 
favour of his subjects, and especially of the clergy, whom he 
otherwise sought to control firmly. In 803 and 810 he made a 
treaty with Charlemagne, by which the limits of the two empires 
were amicably fixed. Venice, Istria, the Dalmatian coast and 
South Italy were assigned to the East, while Rome, Ravenna and 
the Pentapolis were included in the Western realm. By with-
holding the tribute which Irene had agreed to pay to Hann 
al-Rashid, Nicephorus committed himself to a war with the 
Saracens. Compelled by Bardanes's disloyalty to take the field 
himself, be sustained s severe defeat at Crams in Phrygia (8o5), 
and the subsequent inroads of the enemy into Asia Minor induced 
him to make peace on condition of paying a yearly contribution 
of 3o,00o gold pieces. By the death of Rerun in 809, Nicephorus 
was left free to sal with the Bulgarian king, Krum, who was 
harassing his northern frontiers. In Sri Nicephorns invaded 
Bulgaria and drove Krum to ask for terms, but in a night attack 
be allowed himself to be surprised and was slain along with a 
large portion of his army. Krum is said to have made a drinking-
cup of Nicephorus's skull. 

NA321.110atel IL (Phocas), emperor 963-969, belonged to a 
Cappadocian family which bad produced several distinguished 
generals. He was born about 912, joined the army at an early 
age, and, under Constantine VII., became commander on the 
eastern frontier. In the war with the Saracens he began with a 
severe defeat (956), which he retrieved in the years following by 
victories in Syria. In 96o he led an expedition to Crete, stormed 
Candia after a ten months' siege, and wrested the whole island 
from the Saracens. After receiving the unusual hollows of a 
triumph, he returned to the east with a large and well-equipped 
army. In the campaigns of 962-63 by brilliant strategy he forced 
his way through Cilicia into Syria and captured Aleppo, but 
made no permanent conquests. Upon the death of Romans IL 
he returned to Constantinople to defend himself against the 
intrigues of the minister Bringas. With the help of the regent 
Theophano and the patriarch, be received supreme command 
of the eastern forces, and being proclaimed emperor by these 
marched upon the capital, where meanwhile his partisans bad 
overthrown his enemy Bringes. Thanks to his popularity with 
the army, Nicephorus was crowned emperor by the side of 
Roman's infant sons, and in spite of the patriarch's opposition 
married their mother Theophano. During his reign he continued 
to wage numerous wars. In 964-966 he definitely conquered 
Cfficla and again overran Mesopotamia and Syria, while the 
patrician Nicetu recovered Cyprus. In 968 be reduced most of 
the fortresses in Syria, and after the fall of Antioch and Aleppo 
(MO, which were recaptured by his lieutenants, secured his 
conquests by a peace. On his northern frontier be began a war 
against the Bulgarians, to whom the Byzantine had of late been 
paying tribute (960, and by instigating an attack from the 
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Rumbas distracted their attention effectiveb% Nicephorus was 
les successful in his western wars. After ramming his tribute 
to the Fatimite caliphs, he sent an expedition to Sicily under 
Nicetas (984-65), but was forced by defeats on land and sea to 
evacuate that island completely. In 967 be made peace with the 
Saracens of Kafrawan and turt...cl to defend himself against their 
common enemy, Otto L of Germany, who bad attacked the 
Byzantine possessions in Italy; but after some WWI successes 
his generals were defeated and driven back upon the southern 
coast. Owing to the care which he lavished upon the proper 
maintenance of the army, Nicephorus was compelled to exerese 
rigid economy in other departments. He retrenched the court 
largesse* and curtailed the immunities of the clergy, and although 
himself of an ascetic disposition forbade the foundation of new 
monasteries. By his heavy imposts and the debasement of the 
coinage he forfeited his popularity with the rest of thecommunity, 
sad gave rise to riots. Last of all, he was forsaken by his wife, 
and, in consequence of a conspiracy which she headed with his 
nephew John Timbers, was asaassinated in his sleeping apart-
ment. Nicephorus was the author of an extant treatise on 
military tactics which contains valuable information concerning 
the art of war in his time. 

NICIPHOIIIS II1. (BOtaniltell); emperor 1078-1081, belonged 
to a family which claimed descent from the Roman Fabii and 
rose to be commander of the troops in Asia' . He revolted in to78 
from Michael VII., and with the connivance of the Turks marched 
upon Nimes, where he assumed the purple. In fact of another 
rebellious general, Nicephorus Bryennius, his election was ratified 
by the aristocracy and clergy. With the help of Aledus Cont. 
tens he drove out of the field Br/emits and other rivals, but 
failed to clear the invading Turks out of Asia Minor. Nicephorus 
ultimately quarrelled with Alezius, who used his influence with 
the army to depose the emperor and banish him to a monastery. 
In the years of his reign he bad entirely given himself over to 
debauchery. 

See Gibbon, Decline and Fall (ad. Bury, 1896); Finlay, Hid. 
Greece; G. Sehlumberm, Nicdthen Pews (Paris, 189o); K. 
Lemaudt, Kaiser NiceAmus II. (Halle, 1887). 

NICEPHOR116 CALLISTUS WITHOPOUL03, of Constan-
tinople, the last of the Greek ecclesiastical historians, flourished 
1320-1330. His Mamie Ecclesiastic*, in eighteen books, 
brings the narrative down to fao; for the first four centuries 
the author is largely dependent on his predecessors, Eusebius, 
Socrates, Sozomen, Theodoret and Evagrius, his additions 
showing very little critical faculty; for the later period his 
labours, based on documents now no longer extant, to which be 
had free access, though he used them also with small discrimina-
tion, are much more valuable. A table of contents of other 
five books, continuing the history to the death of Leo the 
Philosopher in et!, also exists, but whether the books were ever 
actually written is doubtful. Some modern scholars are of 
opinion that Nicephorus appropriated and passed off as his own 
the work of an unknown author of the Toth century. The plan 
of the work is good and, in spite of its fables and superstitious 
absurdities, contains important facts which would otherwise 
have been unknown. The history of the Latin Church receives 
little attention. Only one MS. of the history is known; it was 
stolen by • Turkish soldier from the library at Buda during the 
reign of Matthias Corvinus of Hungary and, taken to Constan-
tinople, where it was bought by a Christian and eventually reached 
the imperial library at Vienna. Nicephorus was also the author 
of lists of the emperors and patriarchs of Constantinople, of a 
poem on the capture of Jerusalem, and of a synopsis of the 
Scriptures, all in iambics; and of commentaries on liturgical 
poems. 

Works in J. P. Migne, Palrolocia &arca, cxlv.-cxlvii.; see also 
F. C. Baur, Die Epocken der kirchficken Geschichtssrbreibung (18521; 
C. Krumbacher, Geschiclue der bysantinischen Litteratur (1897)) ; 
Wetter and Weite's Kirchudesikon, ix. (Freiburg im Breisgau, 11395 . 

NICEPHORUS PATRIARCHA (c. 758-829), Byzantine 
historian and patriarch of Constantinople (806-815). His father 
Theodorus, one of the secretaries of the emperor Constantine 
Copronymus, bad been scourged and banished foe his Jealous  

support of imago-worship, and the son Inherited the Terminus 
convictions of the father. He was secretary to the imperial 
commissaries it the council of Nicaea in 787, which witnessed 
the triumph of his opinions; but, feeling dissatisfied with court 
life, he sobbed into a convent. In 8o6 he was suddenly raised 
by the emperor Nicephorus L to the patriarchate of Constan-
tinople, and this office he held until 8z5, when he accepted &Posi-
tion rather than went to the iconoclastic edict promulgated by 
Leo the Armenian in the previous year. He retired to the 
cloister of St Theodore, which be himself bad founded, and 
died there in 829. After his death he was included among the 
saints of the orthodox church. 

Nicephorus is the author of a valuable compendium (Breeiarison 
hissonMsn) of Byzantine history from 602 to 770, of a meagre 
Chimaera compendiaria from Adam to the year of his own death. 
The former contains an interesting amount of the oorrg1m  and snipe-
done of the Bulgarians. Both will be found, together with some 
controversial writings and his biography by  his Pupa Walla% 
also patriarch of Constantinople. in J. r. trfigne, Padeinia Greece, 
c.; edition of the compendia and illansCaode Boor OW 
Teubner series); see also F. Hirsch t  • Studies 131,6); 

fr/mikoischal 
J. Hergeorelther, nu**, 

(
(
18e7); 
1 867); C 

W etzer and bacher• 6eatakM1's Birchen- 
der  %he 

ksilten. ix. (Freiburg im Breisgau. 1895). 
NICHE (through Fr. niche from Ital. trieekia, *keno, shell; 

possibly from Lat. mihdus, a sea-mussel; d. " napkin " from 
teepee), In architecture a recess sunk in a wall, generally for the 
reception of a statue. The niche is sometimes terminated by 
a simple label, but more commonly by a canopy, and with a 
bracket or corbel for the figure, in which case it is often called 
a " tabernacle." 

NICHOL, JOHN (1833-1894), Scottish man of letters, son of 
the astronomer J. P. Nichol (18o4-1859), was born on the 8th 
of September 1833, and educated at Glasgow and Bad College, 
Oxford, where be had a brilliant career. After taking his first-
class in classics, he remained at Oxford as a coach. With Albert 
Venn Dicey, Thomas Hill Green, Swinburne and other:, be formed 
the Old Mortality Society for discussions on literary matters. 
In 186: he was made professor of English literature at Glasgow. 
He had already made a reputation as en acute critic and a suc-
cessful lecturer, and his influence at Glasgow was very marked. 
He visited the United States in 1865, and in 188: he wrote 
the article on American literature for the ninth edition of the 
Encyclopedia Briny:Kira—an article which is a good example 
of his pungent (sometimes unduly pungent) style. Be left 
Glasgow for London in z889, and died on the 11th of October 
x894. Among his best works were his drama Hannibal (1873), 
The Death of Themislodes, and other Poems (1881), his Bra* 
in the" English Men of Letters " series (188o), his Robert Bunts 
(188a) and Carlyle (xber). 

A Memoir by Professor Knight was published in 1896. 
NICHOLAS. ST. bishop of Myra, In Lycia, a saint honoured 

by the Greeks. and the Latins on the 6th of December. His 
cult is as celebrated as his history is obscure. MI the accounts 
that have come down to us arc of a purely legendary character, 
and it is impossible to find any single incident confirmed historic-
ally. The main facts of his We are usually given as follows. 
He was bishop of Myra in the time of the emperor Diocletian, 
was persecuted, tortured for the faith, and kept in prison until 
the more tolerant reign of Constantine, and was present at the 
council of Nicaea. It should be observed that this last circum-
stance is Ignored by all the historians, and that St Athanasius, 
who knew all the notable bishops of the period, never mentions 
Nicholas, bishop of Myra. The oldest known atonement of the 
cult of St Nicholas seems to be the church of SS Priacus and 
Nicholas built at Constantino* by the emperor Justinian (see 
Procopius, Ds mat4. 1. 6). In the West, the name of St 
Nicholas appears in the 9th century martyrologies, and churches 
dedicated to him are to be found at the beginning of the xsth 
century. It is more especially, however, from the time of the 
removal of his body to Bad, in Apulia, that his cult became 
popular. The inhabitants of Bari organized an expedition, 
seized his remains by means of a ruse, and transported them to 
Bari. where they ware received in triumph oa the 9th of May 
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toll?, and where the foundations were lard of a new basilica in 
his honour. This was the engin cd a famous and still popular 
pilgrimage. There an nearly ace churches in England dedicated 
to St Nicholas. He is the patron saint of Russia; the special 
protector of children, scholars, merchants and sailers; and is 
invoked by travellers against robbers. In art St Nicholas is 
represented with various attributes, being most commonly 
depicted with three children standing in a tub by his side. Of 
the various interpretations of this, none is absolutely certain. 
One explanation.has beat Knight in the legend of St Nichols's 
miraculously restoring to life three rich youths, who had been 
murdered, cut up and concealed in a salting tub by a thievish 
innkeeper or butcher, in whose house they bad taken lodging. 

A legend of his surreptitious. bestowal of dowries upon the 
three daughters of an impoverished citizen, who, unable to 
procure fit marriages for them, was on the point of giving them 
up to alife of shame, is said to have originated the old custom of 
giving presents ht secret on the Eve of St Nicholas, subsequently 
transferred to Christmas Day. Hence the association of Christmas 
with " Santa Claus," an American corruption of the Dutch 
form " San Nicolaas," the custom being brought to America 
by the early Dutch colonists. (For the ceremony of the boy-
bishop elected on St Nicholas's Day see Box-Bisnoe.) 

	

See N. C. Fait 	
R. 

onus, Saadi Nicalai acts prinsigenid (Naples, £m); 
Bibliothoca bags Greece (Brussels, IN6), p. 96; Bill. 
kagiogr. Latina (Brussels. 1899), n. 6104-6221; F. Nitti di Vito, le 
Renames.; di S. Nicola els Bari (Bari, rum); Charles Cahier, 
Caracteristintes its sande (Paris, r1167). p. gga; Frames Arnold- 
Forster. Studies as Ckweb Dedicatiess (Londm, 11199), i. ester and 
W. 21. 

NICHOLAS, the name of five popes, and one anti-pope. 
NICHOLAS I., sometimes called The Great, and certainly the 

most commanding figure in the series of popes between Gregory 
L and Gregory VII., succeeded Benedict ILL in April 858. 
Accordingto the annalist Prudentius of Troyes, "he owed his 
election less to the choice of the clergy than to the presence and 
favour of the emperor Louis II. and his nobles' —who can 
hardly have foreseen with what ability and persistency the rights 
of the Holy See as supreme arbiter of Christendom were to be 
maenad even against themselves by the man of their choice. 
Of the previous history of Nicholas nothing is recorded. His 
pontificate of nine years and a half was marked by at least 
three memorable contests which have left their mark in history. 
The Lot was that in which he supported the claims of the 
unjustly degraded patriarch of Constantinople, Ignatius; the 
history of the conflict cannot be related here, but two of its 
incidents, the excommunication of Photius, the rival of Ignatius, 
by the pope in 863, and the counter-deposition of Nicholas 
by Pbotins in 867, were steps of serious moment towards the 
permanent separation between the Eastern and the Western 
Church. The second great struggle was that with Lothair, 
the king of Lorraine (second son of the emperor Lothair I., 
and brother of the emperor Louis IL), about the divorce of his 
wife Theutberga or Thietberga. The king, who desired to marry 
his mistress Walcbada, bad brought a grave charge against the 
life of his queen before her marriage; with the help of Arch-
bishops Gunther of CologneandThietgandof Treves,a confession 
of guilt had been extorted from Thietberga, and, after the matter 
had been discussed at more than one synod, that of Alx-la-
Chapelle finally authorized Lothair, on the strength of this 
confession, to many again. Nicholas ordered a fresh synod 
to try the cause over again at Metz in 863; but Lothair, who 
was present with his nobles, anew secured a judgment favourable 
to himself, whereupon the pope not only quashed the whole 
proceedings, but excommunicated and deposed Gunther and 
Thietgaud, who had been audacious enough to bring to Rome 
in person the " liliellus " of the synod. The archbishops appealed 
to Louis II., then at Benevento, to obtain the withdrawal of 
their sentence by force-

' 
 but, although be actually occupied 

the Leonine city (864), he was unsuccessful in obtaining any 
conceasion, and had to withdraw to Ravenna. Thietberga 
herself was now induced to write to the pope a letter in which she 
declared the invalidity of her own marriage, and urged the cause 

of Lothair, but Nicholas, not without reason, refused to accept 
statements which bad too plainly been extorted, and wrote 
urging her to maintain the truth steadfastly, even to the death 
if need were, " for, since Christ is the truth, whosoever dies 
for the truth assuredly dies for Christ." The imminent humihar 
tion of Lothair was prevented only by the death of Nicholas. 
The third great ecclesiastical cause which marks this pontificate 
was that in which the indefeasible right of bishops to appeal 
to Rome against their metropolitans was successfully maintained 
in the case of Rothad of Soissona, who had been deposed by 
Hincmar of Reims. It was in the course of the controversy 
with the great and powerful Neustrian archbishop that papal 
recognition was first given (in 863) to the, Deana', 
which had probably been brought by Rotha to Rome in the 
preceding year (see Discerns-5). At an early period in his reign 
it also became necessary for Nicholas to administer discipline 
to John of Ravenna, who seems to have relied not only on the 
prestige of his famous see but also on the support of Louis II. 
After lying under excommunication for some time be made a 
full submission. Nicholas was the pope to whom Boris, the 
newly converted king of Bulgaria, addressed himself for practical 
instruction in some of the difficult moral and social problems 
which naturally arise during a transition from heathenism to 
Christianity. The popes letter in reply to the hundred and 
six questions and petitions of the barbarian king is perhaps the 
most interesting literary relic of Nicholas L now extant. He 
died on the 13th of November 867, and was succeeded by 
Adrian II. 

The epistolae of Nicholas I. are printed in Migne, Peeektie Lat. 
vol. 1!9, p. 769 seq. See F. Gregorovius. Rome is the Middle Ages, 
vol. in. (Eng. trans.. London. tgoo-.19o2); H. Limner, Nikolaus I. 
stud die bysantinische Staatskirche saner Zest (Berlin, 1857);,J. Roy. 
Saint-Nicolas I. (Paris, Iwo); J. Richterich, Papas Nikolaus . 
(Bern, tom); A. Greinacher, Die Anschas des Poodles 
Nikolaus fiber dderVerkdknis von Moog sad ifiruU 

unnns 
 (ruog). (X.) 

Nenrorzs U., pope from December mg to July rods, was a 
Burgundian named Gerard, who at the time of his election was 
bishop of Florence. He was set up by Hildebrand, with the 
support of the empress-regent Agnes and of the powerful Duke 
Godfrey of Lorraine, against Benedict X., the nominee of the 
Roman nobles, and was crowned at Rome, after the expulsion 
of Benedict, on the 24th of January sm. His pontificate was 
signalized by the continuance of the policy of ecclesiastical 
reform associated with the name of Hildebrand (afterwards 
Gregory VII.). To secure his position he at once entered into 
relation with the Normans, now firmly established in southern 
Italy, and later in the year the new alliance was cemented at 
Melfi, where Nicholas IL, accompanied by Hildebrand, Cardinal 
Humbert and the abbot Desiderius of Monte Cassino, solemnly 
invested Robert Guiscard with the duchies of Apulia, Calabria 
and Sicily, and Richard of Averse with the principality of Capua, 
in return for oaths of fealty and the promise of assistance in 
guarding the rights of the Church. The first fruits of this 
arrangement, which was based on no firmer foundation than the 
forged "Donation of Constantine" (gA), but destined to give 
to the papacy a position of independence towards both the 
Eastern and Western Empires, was the reduction in the autumn, 
with Norman aid, of Gains, when the anti-pope had taken 
refuge, and the end of the subordination of the papacy to the 
Roman nobles. 

Meanwhile, Peter Damian and Bishop Anselm of Lucca bad 
been sent by Pope Nicholas to Milan to adjust the difference 
between the Patarenes and the archbishop and clergy. The 
result was a fresh triumph for the papacy, Archbishop Wido, 
in face of the ruinous conflict in the Church of Milan, being 
forced to submit to the terms proposed by the legates, which 
involved the principle of the subordination of Milan to Rome; 
the new relation was advertised by the unwilling attendance of 
Wido and the other Milanese bishops at the council summoned 
to the Lateran palace in April son. This council not only 
continued the Hildebrandine reforms by sharpening the discipline 
of the clergy, but marks an epoch in the history of the papacy 
by its famous regulation of future elections to the Holy See (see 

I. 
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LATERAN Courtats, and COtsctava). Its most important 
immediate result was the revival of strained relations with the 
empire, due to the fact that the emperor's traditional rights in 
the matter of papal elections had been completely ignored. 
Stephen, cardinal priest of S. Cluysogonus, was sent to the 
German court to attempt to allay the consequent ill-feeling, but 
was not received. Pope Nicholas, moreover, had offended the 
German bishops by what they regarded as arbitrary interference 
with their rights: he had refused to send the pallium of Arch-
bishop Siegfried of Mainz; be had sent a sharp letter of 
admonition to Archbishop Anno of Cologne. The resulting 
opposition culminated in a synod of German bishops, perhaps 
early in zo6z (its date and place of meeting are unknown), at 
which the decrees of the pope, including the new electoral law, 
were annulled, while he himself was deposed and his name 
ordered to be expunged from the canon of the Mass. That these 
resolutions were not followed by any further action was due to 
the war of parties in Germany, which enabled the papacy to 
ignore a demonstration of opinion to which no effect could be 
given. 

Nicholas IL died at Florence in July to6r. Personally he 
was one of the least important of the popes, and the great 
importance of the events of his pontificate is due to the fact 
that, as Peter Damian wrote (BOA L 7), he possessed in Hilde-
brand, Cardinal Humbert and Bishop Boniface of Albano 
acutissinsi d perspieacis 

His Diplontata, epistolae, dank are in Migne„Parrolog. Lat. 
43. pp. 134:n.4366. See the article ' Nikolaus II. by C. Mirbt 
in Herzog-Hauck, Realeneyklopddie (Ird ed., Leipzig. 1900. with 
bibliography. Other lists of authorities are in Potthast, Ballad*. 
NUR Med. Ace. (and ed., Berlin, 1896), p. 854; and Clyne Chevalier, 
Repertoire des sourest lust. biobialiogr. (Paris, 1905), vol. 3347. ay. 
." Nicolas 11." (X.) 

NICHOLAS M. (Giovanni Gaetano Orsini), pope from the 
25th of November x277 to the 22nd of August 1280, was a 
Roman nobleman who had served under eight popes, been made 
cardinal-deacon of St Nicola in carcere Tulliano by Innocent IV., 
protector of the Franciscans by Alexander IV., inquisitor-general 
by Urban IV., and succeeded John XXI., largely through family 
influence, after a six-months' vacancy in the Holy See. His 
brief pontificate was marked by several important events. A 
born politician, he greatly strengthened the papal position in 
Italy. He concluded a concordat with Rudolph of Habsburg in 
May 1178, by which the Romagna and the exarchate of Ravenna 
were guaranteed to the pope; and in July he issued an epoch-
making constitution for the government of Rome, which forbade 
foreigners taking civil office. Nicholas issued the bull Exile 
on the 24th of August 1279 to settle the strife within the 
Franciscan order between the parties of strict and loose observ-
ance. He repaired the Lateran and the Vatican at enormous 
cost, and erected a beautiful country house at Soriano near 
Viterbo. Nicholas, though a man of learning and strength of 
character, brought just reproach on himself for his efforts to 
found principalities for his nephews and other relations. He 
died from a stroke of apoplexy and was succeeded by Martin IV. 

See " Les Registers de Nicolas 	published by Jules Gay 	in 
Bibliothaque des leaks franeaises d'Atkanes a de Rome (Paris, 1898- 

zoos); A. Potthast, Regesla ponlif. Roman. vol. 2 (Berlin, 1875); 
A. Demsld, " Papst Nikolaus Ill.' in Kirchengesekicktliche Madsen 
(Monster, 1903); F. Gregorovius, Rome is the Middle Ages, vol. s, 
trans. by Mrs G. W. Hamilton (London, 19oo-1902); Fr. Wertsch, 
Die Bessehungen Rsutolfs von Habsluer sue ram. Katie bis sum Tode 
Nikolaus Ill. (Bochum, z880); G. ' • horati a mill di Papa 
Niccola III. (Rome, 1889). 	 (C. H. HA.) 

Ma:rotas IV. (Girolamo Maser), pope from the 22nd of 
February 1288 to the 4th of April 1192, a native of Ascot and a 
Franciscan monk, had been legate to the Greeks under Gregory X. 
in 1272, succeeded St Bonaventura as general of his order in 
2274, was made cardinal-priest of Sta Prassede and Latin 
patriarch of Constantinople by Nicholas HI., cardinal-bishop of 
Palestrina by Martin IV., and succeeded Honorius IV. after a 
ten-months' vacancy in the papacy. He was a pions, peace-
loving monk with no ambition save for the church, the crusades 
and the extirpation of heresy. He steered a middle course 
between the factions at Rome, and sought a settlement of the 

Slalian question. In May 1289 he crowned Charles rt. king of 
Naples and Sicily after the latter had expressly recognised papal 
suzerainty, and in February tape concluded a treaty with 
Alphonso III. of Aragon and Philip IV. of France looking toward 
the expulsion of James of Aragon from Sicily. The loss of 
Ptolemais in 1291 stirred the pope to renewed enthusiasm for 
a crusade. He sent the celebrated Franciscan missionary, John 
of Monte Corvino, with some companions to labour among the 
Tatars and Chinese. He issued an important constitution on 
the z8th of July 1289, which granted to the cardinals one-half 
of all income accruing to the Roman see and a share in the 
financial management, and thereby paved the way for that 
independence of the college of cardinals which, in the following 
century, was to be of detriment to the papacy. Nicholas died in 
the palace which he had built beside Sta Maria Maggiore, and 
was succeeded by Celestine V. 

See " Les Regimens de Nicolas IV.," ed. by Ernest Langlois in 
Bibliolhaque des kolespanfaises etAllsasses el de Rome (Paris, 1886- 
l893); A. Potthast, Negesla penal. Roman. vol. 2 (Berlin, 1875); 
F. Gregorovius, Rome in the Middle Aga, vol. 5, trans. by Mrs G. W. 
Hamilton (London, tgoo-loo2); 0. Schiff," Studien zur Geschichte 
Pa pst Nikolaus IV.' in Historische Studien (1897); W. Norden. 
Das Papaw's a. Byname (Berlin, 1903): R. Ftairicht, Gesekiclue 
des Kanireicks Jerusalem (Innsbruck, 1898); J. B. Sagmtiller, 
Die ThdOgkeit x. Slellung der Karditsak his Papst Bonifaz VIII. 
(Freiburg-L-B., 1896); J. P. Kirsch. " Die Finanzverwiltung des 
Kaniinalkollemums un 13. U. 14. Jahrhunderte" in Meshes- 
gerchichtlichs Studien (1893). (C. H. HA.) 

Mcnota V. (Tomaso Paremtucelli or fomaso da Samna). 
pope from the 6th of March 1447 to the 24th of March 1455. 
was born at Samna, where his father was a physician, in 
2398. He early studied at Bologna, where the bishop, Nicholas 
Albergati, was so much struck with his ardour for learning that 
he gave him the chance to pursue his studies further, by sending 
him on a tour through Germany, France and England. He 
distinguished himself at the council of Ferrara-Florence, and in 
14.44 was made bishop of Bologna by Pope Eugenia' IV., who 
soon afterwards named him as one of the legates charged to 
negotiate at the convention of Frankfort an understanding 
between the Holy See and the Empire with regard to the re-
forming decrees of the council of Basel. His successful diplomacy 
was rewarded, on his return to Rome, with the title of cardinal 
priest of Ste Susanna (December 1446). He was elected pope in 
succession to Eugenius IV. on the 6th of March of the following 
year, taking the name of Nicholas in honour of his early bene-
factor. 

The eight years of his pontificate were important in the 
political, scientific and literary history of the world. With the 
German king, Frederick III., he made the Concordat of Vienna, 
or Aschaffenburg (February 17, 1448), by which the decrees 
of the council of Basel against papal annates and reservations 
were abrogated so far as Germany was concerned; and in the 
following year he secured a still greater triumph when the 
resignation of the anti-pope Felix V. (April 7), and his own 
recognition by the rump of the council of Basel, assembled at 
Lausanne, put an end to the papal schism. The next year, 
1450, Nicholas held a jubilee at Rome; and the offerings of the 
numerous pilgrims who thronged to Rome gave him the means 
of furthering the cause of culture in Italy, which be had so 
much at heart. In March 2452 he crowned Frederick ILL as 
emperor in St Peter's, the last occasion of the coronation of an 
emperor at Rome. 

Under the generous patronage of Nicholas humanism made 
rapid strides. He employed hundreds of copyists and scholars, 
giving as much as ten thousand gulden for a metrical translation 
of Homer, and founded a library of nine thousand volumes. 
Nicholas himself was a man of vast tradition, and his friend 
Aeneas Silvius (later Pope Pius IL) said of him that " what 
he does not know is outside the range of human knowledge." 
He was compelled, however, to add that the lustre of his 
pontificate would be for ever dulled by the tragic fall of Con-
stantinople, which the Turks took in 1453. The pope bitterly 
felt this catastrophe u a double blow to Christendom and to 
Greek letters. . It is a second death," wrote Aeneas Silvius, 

• 
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" to Homer and Plato." Nicholas preached a crusade, and en-
deavoured to reconcile the mutual animosities of the Italian 
states, but without much success. 

Nicholas conceived great plans for beautifying and developing 
Rome. He restored the walls and numerous churches, and 
began the rebuilding of the Vatican and St Peter's. In under-
taking these works Nicholas was moved by no vulgar motives, 
his idea being " to strengthen the weak faith of the people by 
the greatness of that which it sees." The Romans, however, 
appreciated neither his motives nor their results, and hi 1452 
a formidable conspiracy for the overthrow of the papal govern-
ment, under the leadership of Stefano Forcer% was discovered 
and crushed. This revelation of disaffection, together with the 
fall of Constantinople, darkened the last years of Nicholas; 
" As Thomas of Samna," he said, " I had more happiness in a 
day than now In a whole year." He died on the 24th of March 
LISS. 

See HerzogNauck. Realeseyklottedie qtr  Seotestottiscite Theologie 
tend Kirche. voL (19o4). with full references; Cansbridr Moders 
History, i. 76-78; and M. Creighton, History of Bs Papacy (London, 
i882), vol. h. 

NICHOLAS V. (Pietro Rainalducci), antipope in Italy from 
1328 to x33o during the pontificate of John XXII. at Avignon, 
was a native of Corbin's' in the Abruzzi. He joined the Franciscan 
order after separating from his wife in 131o, and became famous 
as a preacher. He was elected through the influence of the 
excommunicated emperor, Louis the Bavarian, by an assembly 
of priests and laymen, and consecrated at St Peter's on the 
12th of May 1328 by the bishop of Venice. After spending 
four months in Rome, he withdrew with Louis to Viterbo and 
thence to Pisa, where he was guarded by the imperial vicar. 
He was excommunicated by John XXII. in April 1329, and 
sought refuge with Count Boniface of Donoratico near Piombino. 
Having obtained assurance of pardon, he presented a confession 
of his sins first to the archbishop of Pisa, and then (25th of 
August 133o) to the pope at Avignon. He remained in honour- 
able imprisonment in the papal palace until his death in October 

333. 
See F. Gregorovius. Bone ni Ole Middle Ars, vol. e, trans. by 

Mrs G. W. Hamilton (London, zgoo-t9o2); Baluzius.Vitas poparsts 
AvesiOWISit4111, vol. s (Paris, 1693); J. B. Christopha, Hisotre de in 
papaw= resdant I. X11^. tilde, vol. (Paris, 1833); E. Maroons, 
Anteil der Minorite* as Raw& swathes Kettle Lad's'', IV. go* 
Bayern Had Paps: !dams XXII. (Emmerich, 1874); Eubel, " Der 
Ggenpapst Nicolaus V. o. seine Hierarchie," in HisL fahrbselt. 
vol. Is (1891). 	 (C. IL Iii.) 

NICHOLAS ), King of Montenegro and the Herds, 
was born at the village of Niegush, the ancient home of the 
reigning family of Petrovitch-Niegush, on the 25th of September 
1841. His father, Mirko Petrovitch, a celebrated Montenegrin 
warrior, was elder brother to Danilo IL, who left no male off-
spring. After 1696, when the dignity'? of °Was, or prince-
bishop, became hereditary in the Petrovitch family, the sovereign 
power had descended from uncle to nephew, the vladikas belong-
ing to the order of the " black clergy " who are forbidden to 
marry. A change was introduced by Danilo II., who declined the 
episcopal office, married and declared the principality hereditary 
In the direct male line. Mirko Petrovitch having resigned his 
claim to the throne, his son was nominated heir, and the old 
system of succession was thus accidentally continued. Prince 
Nicholas, who had been trained from infancy in martial and 
athletic exercises, spent a portion of his early boyhood at Trieste 
in the household of the Ruetitch family, to which his aunt, the 
princess Darinka, wife of Danilo IL, belonged. The princess was 
an ardent advocate of French culture, and at her suggestion the 
young heir of the viadikas was sent to the academy of Lodis 
le Grand in Paris. Unlike his contemporary, King Milan of 
Servia, Prince Nichols& was little influenced in his tastes and 
habits by his Parisian education; the young mountaineer, 
whose keen patriotism, capability for leadership and poetic 
talents early displayed themselves, showed no Inclination for 
the pleasures of the French capital, and eagerly looked forward 
to returning to his native land. He was still in Paris when, 
in consequence of the assassination of his uncle, he succeeded  

as prince  (August 13, 1860. In 1862 Montenegro was engaged 
in an unfortunate struggle wills Turkey; the prince distin-
guished himself during the campaign, and on one occasion 
narrowly escaped with his life. In the period of peace which 
followed he carried out a series of military, administrative and 
educational reforms. In 1867 he met the emperor Napoleon III. 
at Paris, and in r868 he undertook a journey to Russia, where 
he received an affectionate welcome from the tsar, Alexander IL 
He afterwards visited the courts of Berlin and Vienna. His 
efforts to enlist the sympathies of the Russian Imperial family 
were productive of important results for Montenegro; consider-
able subventions were granted by the tsar and taaritas for 
educational and other purposes, and supplies of arms and 
ammunition were sent to Cettigne. In 1871 Prince Dolgorouki 
arrived at Montenegro on a special mission from the tsar, and 
distributed large sums of money among the people. In 1869 
Prince Nicholas, whose authority was now firmly established, 
succeeded in preventing the impetuous mountaineers from 
aiding the Krivoshians in their revolt against the Austrian 
government (see CATTAR0); similarly in dr= he checked the 
martial excitement caused by the outbreak of the Greco-Turkish 
War. In 5876 he declared war against Turkey; his military 
reputation was enhanced by the ensuing campaign, and still 
more by that of 1877-78, during which he captured Nikshitch, 
Antivari and Dulcigno. The war resulted in a considerable 
extension of the Montenegrin frontier and the acquisition of 
a seaboard on the Adriatic. In 1883 Prince Nicholas visited 
the sultan, with whom he subsequently maintained the most 
cordial relations; in 0396 he celebrated the bicentenary of the 
Petrovitch dynasty, and in the same year be attended the 
coronation of the tsar Nicholas IL; in May 1898 he visited Queen 
Victoria at Windsor. In :goo he assumed the title of " Royal 
Highness." On the 28th of August 1910, during the celebration 
of his jubilee, he assumed the title of king, in accordance with 
a petition from the Skupsklisa. He was at the same time 
gazetted field-marshal in the Russian army, an honour never 
previously conferred on any foreigner except the great duke of 
Wellington. The descendant of a long fine of warriors, gifted 
with a fine physique and a commanding presence, a successful 
military leader and a graceful poet, King Nicholas possessed 
many characteristics which awoke the enthusiasm of the im-
pressionable Servian race, while his merits as a statesman 
received general recognition. His system of government, which 
may be described u • benevolent despotism, was perhaps that 
best suited to the character of his subjects. His historical 
dramas, poems and ballads hold a recognized place in contem-
porary Slavonic literature; among them are—Baikanska Maritsa 
and Knits Arvartiti (dramas); Haldane, Patti Aitenserage and 
Permits i Vila (poems); Skspiiese Pease and Nona Kola (mis-
cellaneous songs). In November 016o Prince Nicholas married 
Milena, daughter of the Wets& Peter Vultotitds. Of his three 
sons, the eldest, Prince Danilo, married (July 27, 21399) Duchess 
Jutta (Militia) of Meddenburg-Strelitz; of his six daughters, 
Princess Militia married the Grand Duke Peter Nikolaievitch, 
Princess Stana, Duke George of Leuchtenberg, Princess Helena, 
King Victor Emmanuel III. of Italy, and Princess Anks, Prince 
Francis Joseph of Blumberg. (J. D. B.) 

NICHOLAS I. INIxotai Puusinca), emperor of Russia (1796- 
0155), eighth child of the emperor Paul L and his wife Maria 
Feodorovna, was born at Tsasskoo.Selo on the 25th of June 
(July 6, H.S.) 1796. He was only five years old when his 
father's murder brought his brother Alexander L to the throne 
(ifior). In the following year his education was entrusted to 
M. von Lambsdorff, director of the sat cadet corps and ex-
governor of Courland, a man of character and wide knowledge, 
who superintended it for the next fifteen years. But Nicholas 
had as little taste for learning as his brother Constantine. The 
royal pupils spent their lesson hours. as Nicholas afterwards 
confessed, " partly in dreaming, partly in drawing. all sorts of 
nonsense," in the end " cramming " just enough to scrape 
through their examinations without discredit. Their chief bent 
was in the direction of everything connected with military 
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matters. Religious trebling was confined to instruction in the 
forms of the Orthodox Church and the repetition of prayers by 
rote; dogmatic questions Nicholas neither understood nor 
cared about; and, in spite of his reverence for his brother 
Alexander, the latter's mysticism had not the faintest influence 
upon him. 

Though a colonel in his cradle and a general since iflo8, the 
grand-duke Nicholas did not see any active service until 1814, 
when he was allowed to join the Russian head-quarters in France 
but not to take part in any fighting. It is characteristic of hint 
that from this time onwards he never wore civilian dress. In 
r tit5 he was with the Allies in Paris, and in the following year 
set out on the greed low, visiting Moscow and the western 
provinces of Russia, Berlin (where his engagement to Princess 
Charlotte Louise, daughter of Frederick William III., was 
arranged) and England, where his handsome presence and 
charming address created a profound impression' On the 
rtz3th of July 1817 took place at St Petersburg his marriage to 
Princess Charlotte (Alexandra Fcodorovna), the beginning of 
those intimate relations between the courts of Berlin and St 
Petersburg which were later to become of great international 
Importance. On the 'Wroth of April z818 their first child, the 
future emperor Alexander IL, was born. In the autumn Nicholas 
was placed in command of the and brigade of the tat division of 
the Guard. In aro the emperor Alexander first mentioned his 
intention to abdicate in favour of Nicholas, Constantine consent-
ing to stand aside; but he took no steps to initiate his prospective 
heir in affairs of state, and the grand-duke continued to be 
confined to his military duties. In 182o a further important 
step in the matter of the succession was taken in the divorce of 
Constantine from the grand-duchess Anne and his re-marriage 
to Johanna Grudzinska (see Cormrstanat Psvt.ovum). In 
January 1822 it was decided in a family council, with the know-
ledge though not in the presence of Nicholas, that Constantine's 
petition to be relieved of the burden of the crown, for which he 
felt himself unfitted, should be granted. It was not, however, 
until August 7823 that the emperor drew up the necessary papers, 
in the presence of the metropolitan Philaret and other witnesses, 
and deposited them in sealed packets, to be opened at his death, 
with the council of state, the senate and the holy synod. For 
some reason, which can only be conjectured, Constantine was 
not made a party to this proceeding s  

Alexander L died at Taganrog on the rat of December 2825. 
When, some days later, the news reached St Petersburg, all 
was confusion and uncertainty. Constantine was at Warsaw; 
Nicholas, who on the 3rd of May of the same year had become 
chief of the and division of the infantry of the Guard, was too 
conscious of his unpopularity in the army—the fruit of his 
drastic discipline—to dare to assume the crown without a public 
abdication on the part of the legitimate heir. No steps were 
taken to open the sealed packets, and he himself took the oath 
to Constantine, and, with characteristic contempt for constitu-
tional forms, usurped the functions of the senate and council of 
state by himself orderingits imposition on the regiments stationed 
in St Petersburg. But Constantine refused to come to St Peters-
burg, or to do more than himself take the oath to Nicholas as 
emperor, and write assuring hint of his loyalty. The result was 
a three weeks' interregnum, of which the discontented spirits 
in the army took advantage to bring to a head a plot that had 
long been hatching in favour of constitutional reform. When 
on the 24th of December the troops who had already taken the 
oath to Constantine were ordered to take another to Nicholas, 
it was easy to persuade them that this was a treasonable plot 
against the true emperor. The Moscow regiment refused to take 
the oath, and part of it marched, shouting for Constantine and 
" Constitution," to the square before the Senate House, where 
they were joined by a company of the Guard and the sailors 
from the warships. In this crisis Nicholas showed high personal 

" See Strickmar, Denhardigkeitels (Brunswick. 1872). P. 98 Imp: 
and, for a later impression. Queen Victoria to the king of the 
Belgians, 4th of June 1144, in gums Victories Least. 

" They had been told that this was the name of Coostantine's wife. 

courage, if little decision and Initiative- It was entirely uncertain 
how many, and which, regiments could be trusted. For hours 
he stood, or sat on horseback, amid the surging crowd, facing 
the mutinous soldiers—who had loaded their muskets and 
formed square-while effort after effort was made to bring them 
to reason, sometimes at the cost of life—as in the case of Count 
Miloradovich, military governor of St Petersburg, who was 
mortally wounded by a pistol shot while arguing with the 
mutineers. Nicholas was saved by the very belief of the con-
spirators in the universal sympathy of the army with their aims. 
Had the mutinous troops early in the day received the order to 
attack, they would have carried the waverer' with them; but 
they hesitated to fire on comrades whom they expected to see 
march over to their side; and when at last the emperor had 
steeled his heart to use force, a few rounds of grape-shot sufficed 
to quell the mutiny. The chief conspirators—Prince Shclepin-
Rostovski, Suthoff, Ryleyev, Prince Sergius Trubetskoi, Prince 
Obolenski and others—were arrested the same night and inter-
rogated by the emperor in person. A special commission, con-
sisting entirely of officers, was then set up; and before this, for 
five months, the prisoners were subjected to a rigorous inquisition.* 
It was soon dear that the Decabrist 'rising was but one manifesta-
tion of a vast conspiracy permeating the whole army. A military 
rising on a large scale in the south was only averted by the news 
of the failure of the mutiny at St Petersburg; and at Moscow 
there were many arrests, including that of Colonel Paul Patel, 
the chief of the revolutionary southern league. The prisoners 
were finally brought to trial before a supreme criminal court 
established by imperial ukas on the rst of June 1826; there were 
121 of them and their trial had concluded by the 12th of June. 
Some were condemned to death, others to solitary confinement 
in fortresses, others to the Siberian mines and colonies. Of the 
latter many were accompanied by their wives, though the Russian 
law allows dbiorce in the case of such sentences; the emperor 
unwillingly allowed the devoted women to go, but decreed that 
any children born to them in Siberia would be Megitimate. 

Firmly seated on his throne, Nicholas proceeded to 511 up the 
gaps in his education by studying the condition of his empire. 
In spite of his reverence for his brother's memory, he made a 
dean sweep of " the angel's " Bible Society,' and other para-
phernalia of official hypocrisy; as for Alexander's projects of 
*reform, the pitiful legacy of a life of unfulfilled purposes, these 
were reported upon by committees, considered and shelved. 
Nicholas too saw the need for reform; the Decabrist conspiracy 
had burnt that into his soul; but he had his own views as to the 
reform needed. The state was corrupt, disorganized; what was 
wanted was not more liberty but more discipline. So be put 
dvil servants, professors and students into uniform, and for 
little offences had them marched to the guard-house; thought 
was disciplined by the censorship, the army by an unceasing 
round of parades and inspections. The one great gift of 
Nicholas I. to Russia, a gift which be really believed would be 
welcome because it would bring every subject into immediate 
contact with the throne, was—the secret police, the dreaded 
Third Section.' 

The crowning fault of Nicholas was, however, that be would 
not delegate his authority; whom could he trust but himself? 
In this he resembled his contemporary the emperor Francis L 
But Francis would "sleep upon" a difficult problem; Nicholas 
never slept. His constitution was of iron, his capacity for work 
prodigious; reviews and parades, receptions of deputations, 
visits to public institutions, then eight or nine hours in his 

'The prisonen were kept in sol confin ement in the casemate' 
of the inner fortress of St Peter and 

itary 
 St Paul. They were brought 

blindfolded before the commission, and then suddenly confronted 
with their interrogators. Many went mad under the ordeal, one 
died. and one starved himself to death (Sddemana, ii, 73). 

From Russ. Deka.. December. . 
1 " The Holy Scriptures distributed with an absurd profusion in a 

country where the clergy itself is hardly able to understand and 
explain them had been the " prime source of all the secret societies 
established its the employ." Peas remiss par S.M. lEsvgersar 
Nicolas, in Nesseirecte vs. 275. 

Ls. of the Private Chancery of the emperor. 
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cabinet reading and decidiag on reports and despatches--such 
was his ordinary day's work. Yet, in spite of all this, his activity 
could not but prove the narrow limits of autocratic power. 
Under the " Iron Tsar " the outward semblance of authority 
was perfectly maintained; but behind this imposing facade 
the whole structure of the Russian administrative system con-
tinued to rot and crumble. The process was even hastened; 
for the emperor's stern discipline crushed out all independence 
of initiative and silenced all honest criticism. The secret police 
provided bat a poor substitute for the assistance which an 
argus-eyed and articulate public opinion gives to the efficient 
working of a constitutional system; for the greatest of autocrats 
has but two eyes, and it is no difficult task to deceive him. 
Thus it came about that, as Professor Schiemann puts it, 
" Potenikin's scenery was brought out again," and Nicholas 
walked with conscious self-approval through a Russia seemingly 
well ordered, but in fact merely temporarily prepared for each 
stage of his progress. 

War is the ultimate and sharpest test of the soundness of a 
state, and to this test Runde was submitted soon after the 
accession of Nicholas, who could hot be blind to the revelations 
that resulted, though. he drew the wrong moral. These re-
velations had, indeed, begun before the outbreak of the war 
with Turkey in 184. The new tsar had devoted especial 
attention to the reform and reconstruction of the navy, which 
under Alexander I. had been suffered to decay. Yet the newly 
organized squadron which in 1827 set out on the cruise which 
ended at Navarino only reached Plymouth with difficulty, and 
there had to be completely refitted. The disastrous Balkan 
campaign of 2828 was an even more astounding revelation of 
corruption, disorganization and folly in high places; and the 
presence of the emperor did nothing to mitigate the attendant 
evils. lie was indefatigable, in war as in peace, in parading and 
inspecting; the weary and starving soldiers were forced to turn 
out amid the marshes of the Liobrudschs as spick and span as on 
the parade grounds of St Petersburg; but he could do nothing 
to set order in the confusion of the commissariat, which caused 
the troops to die like flies of dysentery and scurvy; or to remedy 
the scandals of the hospitals, which inflicted on the wounded 
unspeakable sufferings. On the other band, his presence was 
sufficient to hamper the initiative of Prince Wittgenstein, the 
nominal commander-in-chief; for Nicholas was constitutionally 
incapable of leaving him a free hand. This was one mason for 
the failure of the opening campaign! Another was more 
creditable to the tsar's heart than to his head; he turned from 
the sight of wounds and blood, and would not make up his 
mind to sanction operations which, at the cost of a few hundred 
lives, would have saved thousands who perished miserably of 
disease" 

These then were the leading principles which underlay 
Nicholas's domestic and foreign policy from first to last: to 
discipline Russia, and by means of a disciplined Russia to 
discipline the world. So far as the latter task was concerned, 
he again sharply divided the issues which Alexander had con-
fused. The mission of Russia in the West was, in accordance 
with the principles of the Holy Alliance as Nicholas interpreted 
them, to uphold the cause of legitimacy and autocracy against 
the Revolution; her mission in the East was, with or without 
the co-operation of" Europe," to advance the cause of Orthodox 
Christianity, of which she was the natural protector, at the 
expense of the decaying Ottoman empire. The sympathy of 
Europe with the insurgent Greeks gave the tsar his opportunity. 
The duke of Wellington was sent to St Petersburg in x826 to 

Nicholas remained in Russia in ten, and Diablo& had • free 
hand. 

He once sentenced an sirrihulprie  Jew to run the gauntlet of zo,000 
strokes, exclaiming as he ' 	t warrant, " Thank God, we have 
no capital punishment in 	' I " Yet his nature had its kindly 
side: " He 

and 	
kindness deeply—and his love for his*.wife and 

children, and for all children, is 907 great " Olean Victoria,  leefir)- 
He also spent much personal effort in organising the charitable 
Institutions of the dowager empress Maria, and founded a great 
number of iss6tutions for technical education. 

congratulate the new tsar on his accession and arrange a concert 
in the &stem Question. The upshot proved the diplomatic 
value of Nicholas's apparent sincerity of purpose and charm of 
manner; the " Iron Duke" was to the "Iron Tsar" as soft 
iron to steel; Great Britain, without efficient guarantees for the 
future, stood committed to the policy which ended in the de-
struction of the Ottoman sea-power at Navarino and the march 
of the Russians on Constantinople. By the treaty of Adrianople 
fn 1829 Turkey seemed to become little better than a vassal 
state of the tsar, a relation intensified, after the first revolt of 
Mehemet Ali, by the treaty of Unkiar-Skdessi in 1833 (see 
Mannar Ass). In the West, meanwhile, the revolutions of 
1830 had modified the balance of forces. Nicholas himself 
proposed an armed intervention of the Alliance in order " to 
restore order" in Belgium and France;• and when his allies 
held back even proposed to intervene alone, a project rendered 
impossible by the outbreak of the great insurrection in Poland, 
which tied the hands of all three powers (see POLAND: History). 
In the circumstances, Nicholas was forced to give a grudging 
recognition to the title of Louts Philippe as king of the French; 
his recognition of that of Leopold, king of the Belgians, was 
postponed until King William of the Netherlands had finally 
resigned his rights. Then, the insurrection in Poland once 
crushed, end Poland its& scarce surviving even as a geographical 
expression' he drew the three eastern autocratic powers together 
in a new " Holy Alliance " by the secret convention of Berlin 
(3rd Oct. 1833) reaffirming the right and duty of intervention at 
the request of a legitimate sovereign. The cordial understanding 
with Austria, cemented at Menchengrate and Berlin, was 
renewed, after the accession of the emperor Ferdinand, at 
Prague and Ttiplitz (1835); on the latter occasion it was decided 
" without difficulty" to suppress the republic of Cracow, as 
a centre of revolutionary agitation.* The Triple Alliance was 
now, in the tsar's opinion, "the last anchor of safety for the 
monarchical cause." To its maintenance he had sacrificed " his 
religious convictions" and "the traditions of Russian policy" 
in consenting to uphold the integrity of Turkey; a sacrifice 
perhaps the less hard to make since, as be added, the Ottoman 
empire no longer existed' He allowed himself to be persuaded 
by Metternich to support the cause of Don Carlos in Spain; 
and so early as May 1837, in view of the agitation in Hungary, 
he announced that "in every case" Austria might count on 
Russia. 

These cordial ties were loosened, however, by the fresh crisis 
In the Eastern Question after 1838. Metternkh was anxious to 
summon a European conference to Vienna, with a view to placing 
Turkey under a collective guarantee. To Nicholas this seemed 
to be a blow aimed at Russia, and he refused to be a party to it' 
Moreover, in view of the tendency of Austria to forget the con-
ventions of Mtinchengrits and TSplitz, and to approach the 
maritime powers, he determined to checkmate her by himself 
coming to an agreement with Great Britain, in order to settle the 
Eastern Question according to his own views: a double gain, 
if by this means Queen Victoria (a" legitimate" sovereign) could 
be drawn away from her unholy alliance with the Jacobin Louis 
Philippe. This is the explanation of those concessions in the 
Eastern Question which ended in the Quadruple Alliance of 
rase and the humiliation of Louis Philippe's government (see 
liensitrr Au). 

The new Anglo-Russian entente led in else to a visit of the 

• Martens, Room; viii. 164, Ac.. especially the autograph mem. 
of the tsar on the situation (p. 168): " But apart from Amour, is 
it to our Interest to consent to this fresh Iniquity? . . . . Even if 
France invade Austria, Prussia says she will give her neural support! 
Is that—Great Godl—the alliance created by the immortal emperor? 
. . . . Let uses  prerve the sacred fee for the moment d the struggle 
with the infernal powers! 

• Nicholas himself ascribed his hatred of Poles and Jews to the 
stories told him by his English nurse, Miss Lyon, of her sufferings 
daft the siege of Warsaw in t794.—Schlemann, 1. 181, 

• This convention was not acted upon till 446. 
• Conversation with Count Ficquost (Feb. 13, 1833) in Mariana 

ltscaril. iv. pt. 1. p. 443. 
I
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tsar to the English court. This visit, in spite of the [Viewable 
personal impression made by the emperor, was the starting-point 
of a fresh and fateful divergence; for it was now that the tsar 
first openly raised the question of the eventual partition of the 
inheritance of the " Sick Man," as he called Turkey. The whole 
question, however, was indefinitely postponed by the events 
culminating in the revolutions of 1848. Nicholas foresaw the 
troubles brewing, and warned Frederick William IV. of Prussia, 
in a tone of lofty and paternal remonstrance, of the inevitable 
results of his constitutional experiments. When the storm burst, 
he remained entrenched behind the barriers of his own disciplined 
empire; sovereigns truckling in a panic to insurgent democracies 
be would not lift a finger to help;tit was not till Francis Joseph 
of Austria in :849 appealed to him in the name of autocracy, 
reasserting its rights, that he consented to intervene, and, true 
to the promise made at Milnchengratz in x833, crushed the 
insurgent Hungarians and handed back their country as a free 
gift to the Habsburg king. Scarcely less valuable to Austria was 
the tsar's intervention in the quarrel between Austria and Prussia 
arising out of the Hesse incident and the general question of the 
hegemony of Germany. In October ifiso he had a meeting with 
Francis Joseph at Warsaw, at which Count Brandenburg and 
Prince Schwarzenberg were present. Prussia, he declared, must 
in the German question return to the basis of the treaties of 1815 
and renew her entente with Austria; this was the only way of 
preserving the old friendship of Prussia and Russia. In face 
of the threat conveyed in this, the Prussian government decided 
to maintain peace (Nov. s), Radowitz resigning as a protest. 
Thus Nicholas, who refused to believe in the perfidy ascribed by 
Frederick William to Austria,* was the immediate cause of 
Prussia's humiliation at Olmilta. 

Nicholas was soon to have personal experience of the perfidy 
of Austria. It was a small matter that Count Prokesch-Osteu, 
the Austrian ambassador, was discovered to be supplying a 
" foul Jew " editor with copy; more serious was Austria's 
attitude in the troubles that led up to the Crimean War. Grati-
tude, in the tsar's opinion, should have made her neutral if not 
friendly; the revelation of her ingratitude came upon him 
with the shock of a painful surprise. The first cause of all the 
evils that followed was his attitude towards Napoleon III. lie 
was forced to recognize the new French empire, but he would 
recognize no more than the fact of its existence (du fail en lui-
name); be refused to address the emperor of the French as a 
brother sovereign. He attempted, moreover, to revive the 
function of the triple alliance as guardian of Europe against 
French aggression. The resentment of Napoleon awakened the 
slumbering Eastern Question by reviving the obsolescent 
claims of France to the guardianship of the Holy Places, and 
this aroused the pride of the Orthodox tsar, their guardian by 
right of faith and in virtue of a clause of the treaty of Kuchuk 
Kainardji (1774), as interpreted in the light of subsequent events. 
Nicholas could not believe that Christian powers would resent 
his claim to protect the Christian subjects of the sultan; he 
believed he could count on the friendship of Austria and Prussia; 
as for Great Britain, he would try to cane to a frank under-
standing with her (hence the famous conversations with Sir 
Hamilton Seymour on the 9th and 14th of January :853, reviving 
the " Sick Man" arguments of 1844), but in any case he had the 
assurance of Baron Brunnow, his ambassador in London, that the 
influence of Cobden and Bright, the eloquent apostles of peace, 
was enough to prevent her from appealing to arms against him. 

The disillusionment that followed was profound. In October 
1853 Nicholas met his brother monarchs of the triple alliance 
at Warsaw for the last time. In December, at the conference 
of Vienna, Austria had already passed over to the enemy. 
Prussia was wavering, neutral indeed, but joining the other 
powers in a guarantee of the integrity of Turkey (nth April 

1 " Russia cannot aid a power which has abjured its traditions 
and is under the empire of revolutionary institutions."—Nicholas 
to Frederick William IV., Sept. 26, I8411. Martens, Raved. viii. 

1* See Frederick William's letter to the tear (Nov. 4) and the latter's 
reply. Martens, viii. 384, 386. 

1854), urging the tsar to accept the decisions of the Vienna 
conference, and on his refusal signing a defensive alliance with 
Austria (April so, :854), which included among the caw bdli 
the incorporation in Russia of the banks of the Danube and a 
Russian march on Constantinople. Thus Nicholas, the pillar 
of the European alliance, found himself isolated and at war, 
or potentially at war, with all Europe. The invasion of the 
Crimea followed, and with it a fresh revelation of the corruption 
and demoralization of the Russian system. At the outset 
Nicholas had grimly remarked that " Generals January and 
February " would prove his best allies. These acted, however, 
impartially; and if thousands of British and French soldiers 
perished of cold and disease in the trenches before Sevastopol, 
the tracks leading from the centre of Russia into the Crimea 
were marked by the bones of Russian dead. The revelation of 
his failure broke the spirit of the Iron Tsar, and on the and of 
March i1155 be threw away the life which a little ordinary care 
would have saved. 

The character of the emperor Nicholas was summed up with 
great insight by Queen Victoria in a letter to the king of the 
Belgians, written during the tsar's visit to England (June Tr, 
1844). " He is stern and severe—with fixed principles of duty 
which *Ain on earth will make him change; very doer I do 
na think him, and his mind is an uncivilized one; his education 
has been neglected; politics and military concerns are the only 
things he takes great interest in; the arts and all softer occupa-
tions he is insensible to, but be is sincere, I am certain, shame 
even in his most despotic acts, from a sense that that is the only 
way to govern; be is not, I am sure, aware of the dreadful cases 
of individual misery which be so often causes, for I can see by 
various instances that he is kept in utter ignorance of marry 
things, which his people carry out in most corrupt ways, while he 
thinks that he is extremely just ... and I am sure mock never 
reaches his ears, and (as you observed) how can it? He is, I 
should say, too frank, for he talks so openly before people, 
which he should not do, and with difficulty restrains himself. 
His anxiety to be Wined is very great, and I must say his personal 
promises I am inclined to believe; then his feelings are very 
strong; he feels kindness deeply.. . . He is not happy, and 
that melancholy which is visible in the countenance made me 
sad at times; the sternness of the eyes goes very much off 
when you know  him, and changes according to his being put out 
or not.... He is bald now, but in his chevalier Garde uniform 
he Is magaificent still, and very striking." 

The emperor was a kind husband and father, and his domestic 
life was very happy. He bad seven children: (t) the emperor 
Alexander IL (q.n.); (a) the grand-duchess Maria (1819-1876), 
duchess of Leuchtenberg; (3) the grand-duchess Olga (:822-
1892), consort of King Charles of Wurttemberg; (4) the grand-
dachas Alexandra (1825-1844 married to Prince Frederick of 
Hesse-Cassel; (5) the grand-duke Constantine Nikolayevich 
(1827-1892); (6) the grand-duke Nicholas Nikolayevich (1831-
1891); (7) the grand-duke Michael Nikolayevich (b. 1832). 
The second son of the latter, the grand-duke Michael Milthallovich 
(b. 1861), who was morgsnatically married, his wife bearing the 
title of Countess Torby, took up his residence in England. 

Aurnoarnts.—All other works on Nicholas 1. have been more or 
less superseded by Professor Theodor Schiemann's Gesekiekre 
Raukssas sager Noises Nikolaus 1., of which the sat vol., Kaiser 
Alessusder I. and die Ergebsisse seam Lebesuarbek, was published at 
Berlin in nos; the and, tarrying the history of Nicholas's reign down 
to the revolutions of 583o, m r9o8. it is based on a large mass of 
unpublished material, and considerably modifies, e.g. the account of 
the accession of Nicholas and of the Dembrist conspiracy given in 
chapter 'dB. of vol. x. of the Cambridge Modern History, and tells for 
the first time the secret history of the Russo-Turkish War of 1828-
20. The great Rental des wastes ameba par In Ramie of T. T. de 
Martens (St Petersburg, ) contains admirable introductory 
essays, based on the unpublished' a archives, and giving much 
material for the study of Nicholas's character and policy. Many 
documents are published for the first time in Schiemann's work; 
some, from the archives of Count Nesselrode, are published is the 
Lewes el japan do Gametic. Comte de Nessetrade, t. vi. sock Far 
other works see bibliographies attached to the chapters on Russia 
in vol. x. and xi. of the Cmishridge Modems IlistorA M. A.  P3 
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NICHOLAS H. (2868- 	), emperor of Russia, eldest son 

and successor of Alexander III., was born at St Petersburg on 
the 18th of May 2868. He received the ordinary education of 
Russian grand-dukes, under the direction of General Dardlovitch, 
assisted by M. Pobfdonostsev and other eminent professors. 
Among these was an Englishman, Mr Charles Heath, for whom 
he had great respect and affection. By the death of his grand-
father, Alexander IL, in s88t, be became heir-apparent 
(cesarevich). Though he received, like all the heirs-apparent 
to the Russian throne, a certain amount of military training, 
his personal tastes did not lie in that direction, nor did he show 
any inclination for the boisterous amusements of the jeunesse 
dorte of St Petersburg. Like his father, he was nowhere happier 
than in the family circle, and he was particularly attached to 
his sister, the grand-duchess Xenia, who was seven years younger 
than himself. In 1890-1891 he made a tour in Greece, Egypt, 
India, Ceylon and Japan, where he narrowly escaped assassina-
tion at the hands of a Japanese fanatic. On the return journey 
by Siberia, at Vladivostok, he turned the first sod of the eastern 
section of the Siberian railway, and two years afterwards (1893) 
he was appointed president of the imperial committee for that 
great undertaking. By the death of his father on the tat of 
November 1894 he became emperor, and on the 26th of that 
month he married Princess Aliz of Hesse (a grand-daughter of 
Queen Victoria), to whom he had been betrothed in the presence 
of his father during the latter's last illness. Eighteen months 
later the coronation took place at Moscow with great pomp, 
but a gloom was thrown over the festivities by the unfortunate 
incident of the Khodinskoe Polye, a great open space near the 
city, where a popular fête had been prepared and where, from 
defective police arrangements, a large number of men, women 
and children, roughly estimated at 2000, were crushed and 
trampled to death. Nicholas II. followed in the footsteps of 
his father, seeking to preserve peace in foreign relations, and 
continuing in home affairs, though in a much milder form, the 
policy of centralization and Russification which had characterized 
the previous reign. His pacific tendencies were shown by his 
systematic opposition to all bellicose excitement, by his maintain-
ing M. de Giers in the post of minister of foreign affairs, by his 
offering the post, on the death of that statesman, to M. de Steal, 
by his restraining France from dangerous adventures, and by 
initiating the Peace Conference at the Hague. To these ought 
perhaps to be added the transformation of the Franco-Russian 
entente cordiale into a formal alliance, since the alliance in question 
might be regarded as favourable to the preservation of the 
status quo in Europe. In the internal administration during 
the first years of his reign he introduced by his personal influence, 
and without any great change in the laws, a more humane 
spirit towards those of his subjects who did not belong by 
language and tradition to the dominant nationality, and who 
were not members of the Eastern Orthodox Church; but he 
disappointed the men of liberal views by giving it to be dearly 
understood soon after his accession that he bad no intention 
of circumscribing and weakening the autocratic power by 
constitutional guarantees or parliamentary institutions. In 
spite, however, of his desire for peace he let his country drift 
into the disastrous war with japan; and notwithstanding 
his sincere attachment to the principles of bureaucratic autocracy, 
it was he who granted the constitutional reforms which altered 
the whole political outlook in Russia (see Russia). 

NICHOLAS OP Min. (d. 5397), a prominent member of the 
Beghard community, who travelled widely as a missionary 
and propagated the teachings of his sect. Though vigorously 
sought after by the Inquisition he eluded its agents for many 
years until in 2397 be was seized in Vienna, and burned at 
the stake as a heretic, together with two of his followers, 
John and James. A considerable legend has attached itself to 
Nicholas through the persistent but mistaken identification of 
him with the mysterious " Friend of God from the Oberland," 
the " double" of Rulman Merswin, the Strassberg banker who 
was one of the leaden of the 14th-century German mystics 
known as the Friends of God. Is Irierawin's Story of the Nest 

Pow Fears of a Ns Life, he writes: "Of all the wonderful 
works which God had wrought in me I was not allowed to tell 
a single word to anybody until the time when it should please 
God to reveal to a man in the Oberland to come to me. When 
he came to use God gave me the power to tell him everything.° 
The identity and personality of this " Friend of God," who 
bulks so largely In the great collection of mystical literature, 
and is everywhere treated as a half supernatural character, is 
one of the most difficult problems in the history of mysticism. 
The tradition, dating from the 25th century and supported 
by the weighty authority of the Strasburg historian Karl 
Schmidt (Nieslant was Rani, Vienna, t866), identified him 
with Nicholas, but is now discredited by all scholars. A. Jundt 
(Les Antis de Diets, 1879) shared Preger's view that the Friend 
was a great unknown who lived in or near Chur (Coire)• in 
Switzerland. But since Unifies researches (see especially 
Des Goltesfreusd ins Medan& Ind Nikolaus son Rasd, 1870) 
the belief has gained ground that the " Friend " is not a historical 
personage at all. Apart from the collection of literature ascribed 
to him and Merswin there is no historical evidence of his existence. 
The accounts of his life say that about 1343 he was forbidden 
to reveal his identity to anyone save Rulman Merswin. And 
as all the writings bear the marks of a single authorship it has 
been assumed, especially by Deride, that " the Friend of God " 
is a literary creation of Merswin and that the whole collection 
of literature is the work of Mersin (and his school), tendency-
literature designed to set forth the ideals of the movement to 
which he had given his life. Thus " the great unknown" from 
the Oberland is the ideal character, " who illustrates how God 
does his work for the world and for the church through a divinely 
trained and spiritually illuminated layman," just as William 
Langland in England about the same time drew the figure of 
Piers Plowman. 

To rescue Merswin from the charge of deceit involved in 
this theory, Jundt puts forward the suggestion, more ingenious 
than convincing, that Merswin was a " double personality," 
who in his primary state wrote the books ascribed to him, and 
in his secondary state became " the Friend of God from the 
Oberland," writing the other treatises. A third hypothesis 
is that advanced by Karl Rieder (Der Gottesfreund von Oberland, 
Innsbruck, 1905), who thinks that not even Merswid himself 
wrote any of the literature, but that his secretary and associate 
Nicholas of lAwen, head of the Houseof St John at Granenw8rth, 
the retreat founded by Merswin for the circle, worked over all 
the writings which emanated from different members of the 
group but bore no author's names, and to glorify the founder 
of the house attached Mersvrin's name to some of them and out 
of his imagination created "the Friend of God from the 
Oberland," whom he named as the writer of the others. As his 
design took shape be expanded the supernatural element and 
made the narratives autobiographical. There is much in this 
contention that is sound, but Rieder seems to go unnecessarily 
far in denying altogether that Merswin wrote any of the mystical 
books. The conclusion remains that the literature must be 
treated as tendency-writing and not as genuine biography and 
history. 

See besides the works cited, Rufus M. Jones. Sadie, in Mystical 
Religion, ch. 41 (London. :909). (A J. G.) 

NICHOLAS OP GUILDFORD (8. rrso), English poet, the 
supposed author of The Owl and the Nightiagate, an English 
poem of the ,3th century. This work, which displays genuine 
poetical and imaginative qualities, is written in the south-
western dialect, and is one of the few rob-century English poems 
not devoted entirely to religious topics. The nightingale sitting 
on a branch covered with blossom sees the owl perched on a 
bough overgrown with ivy, and proceeds to abuse him for his 
general habits and appearance. The birds decide to refer the 
consequent dispute to Master Nicholas de Guildford, who is 
skilled in such questions, but they first of all engage in a regular 
Mat in the French fashion. The owl is the best logician, but the 
nightingale has a fund of abuse that equalizes matters. Finally, 
when the argument threatens to become a fight, the wren 
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interferes, and the two go to the house of Master Nichol., at Por-
tisbam in Donn. He judges, they say, many right judgments, 
and composes and writes much wisdom, and it is lamentable that 
so learned and worthy a man should pin no preferment from 
his bishop. The poet, whoever be was, wrote the octosyllabic 
couplet with ease and smoothness. He borrows something from 
Alexander of Neckham's De sunsuit roam, and was certainly 
familiar with contemporary French poetry. The piece is a 
general allegory of the contest between asceticism and a more 
cheerful view of religion, and is capable of a particular application 
to the differences between the regular orders and the secular 
clergy. The nightingale defends her singing on the ground 
that heaven is a place of song and mirth, while the owl maintains 
that much weeping for his many sins is man's best preparation 
for the future. 

There are two MSS. of the Hale and the Nightingek MS. Cotton 
Caligula A ix. (British Museum), dating from the first half of the 
13th century, and MS. Arch. I. aq, Jesus College, Oxford, written 
about half a century later. In the Jesus College MS. the poem a 
immediately preceded by a religious poem entitled La Passysinflin 
Christ, which, according to a note on it. once possessed an additional 
quatrain implying that It was written by John of Guildford, perhaps 
a relation of Nicholas. 

The Owl and the Nightingale has been edited fawn the Cotton MS. 
chiefly for theRosburghe Club (111313) by Joseph Stevenson, and for 
the Percy  . (1843) by T. Wnght ; the best edition is by F. H. 
Stratmana (Krefeld. 1868). who collated the two MSS. See also B. 
Ten Brink, Early English Literature (trans. H. M. Kennedy, pp. 214- 

atiO; Courte, History of English Poetry; and W. li. Atkins 
in the CansfrUgs History of Literature, vol. i. For some textual 
criticism see A.E. Egge is Modern Language Notes (BaltizuoreJanuary, 
s1381). 

NICHOLAS. MR EDWARD (1593-1669), English statesman, 
eldest son of John Nicholas, a member of an old Wiltshire family, 
WAS born on the 4th of April 1593. He was educated at Salisbury 
grammar school, Winchester College and Queen's College, 
Oxford. After studying law at the Middle Temple, Nicholas 
became secretary to Lord Zouch, warden and admiral of the 
Cinque ports, in 1618, and continued in a similar employment 
under the duke of Buckingham. In z6:5 he became secretary 
to the admiralty; shortly afterwards he was appointed an extra 
clerk of the privy council with duties relating to admiralty 
business, and from 1635 to 164* he was one of the clerks in 
ordinary to the council. In this situation Nicholas had much 
business to transact in connexion with the levy of ship-money; 
and in 160 when Charles I. went to Scotland, a heavy responsi- 
bility rested on the secretary who remained in London to keep 
the king informed of the proceedings of the parliament. On 
the return of Charles to the capital Nicholas was knighted, and 
appointed a privy councillor and a secretary of state, in which 
capacity be attended the king while the court was at Oxford, 
and carried out the business of the treaty of Uxbridge. Through-
cut this troubled period he was one of Charles's wisest and most 
loyal advisers; be it was who arranged the details of the king's 
surrender to the Scots, though he does not appear to have 
advised or even to have approved of the step; and to him also 
fell the duty of treating for the capitulation of Oxford, which 
included. permission for Nicholas himself to retire abroad with 
his family. He went to France, being recommended by the 
king to the confidence of the prince of Wales. After the king's 
death Nicholas remained on the continent concerting measures 
on behalf of the exiled Charles II. with Hyde and other royalists, 
but the hostility of Queen Henrietta Maria deprived him of any 
real influence in the counsels of the young sovereign. He lived 
at the Hague and elsewhere in a state of poverty which hampered 
his power to serve Charles, but which the latter did nothing 
to relieve. He returned to England at the Restoration; but 
although Charles had formally appointed him secretary of state 
in i654, this office was now conferred on another, and Nicholas 
had to content himself with a grant of money and the offer of 
a peerage, which his poverty compelled him to decline. He 
retired to a country seat in Surrey which he purchased from a 
son of Sir Walter Raleigh, and here be lived till his death in 
1669. By his wife Jane, a daughter of Henry Jay, an alderman 
Of London, he had several sons and daughters; his younger  

brother MATIWWW N3craaa (TSW4-1661) WAS SUStralWally dam 
of Bristol, canon of Westminster and dean of St Paul's. 

See T e Nicholas Papers. edited by G. F. Warner (Cannier' EntirtY. 
London. 1886-1897). coataining Nicholas's °waspmilepost and some 
autobiographical memoranda. Private correspondence between 
Nicholas and Charles I. will be found in the Memoirs of Join awl" 
edited by  W. Bray (London. 1627): Tie afro: 	and the 
Orison& Papers contain many refereeees to 	 

NICHOLAS (or Moans), HENRY (or HENnam) (c. 
5So), founder of the sect called " the Family of Love," was born 

in tsot or :502, at Minster, where he was married and carried on 
the business of a mercer. As a boy he was subject to visions, 
and at the age of twenty-seven charges of heresy led to his 
imprisonment. About 153o he removed with his family to 
Amsterdam, where be was again imprisoned on a charge of 
complicity in the Manger revolution of t 334- t 535. About 1539 
he experienced a tell to found his " Familia Caritatis." Remov-
ing to Embden, he lived there and prospered in business for 
twenty years, though he travelled with commercial as aryl/ as 
missionary objects into the Netherlands, England and elsewhere. 
The date of his sojourn in England has been placed as early as 
155: and as late as r569. In 1579 he was living at Cologne. 
where probably he died a year or two later. His doctrines seem 
to have been derived largely from the Dutch Anabaptist David 
Phis or George, who died in 1556; but they have mainly to be 
inferred from the jaundiced accounts of hostile writers. Th.: 
outward trappings of his system were merely Anabaptist; but 
he anticipated a good many later speculations, and his followers 
were accused of asserting that all things were ruled by nature 
and not directly by God, of denying the dogma of the Trinity, 
and repudiating infant baptism. They held that no man should 
be put to death for his opinions, and apparently, like the later 
Quakers, they objected to the carrying of arms and to anything 
like an oath; and they were quite impartial in their repudiation 
of all other churches and sects, including Bp:waists and 
Barrowists. 

Nicholas's principal disciple in England was one Christopher 
Vitel, and towards 1379 the progress of the sect especially in the 
eastern counties provoked literary attacks, proclamations and 
parliamentary bills. But Nicholas's followers escaped the 
gallows and the stake, for they combined with some success the 
wisdom of the serpent and the harmlessness of the dove. They 
would only discuss their doctrines with sympathizers; they 
showed every respect for authority, and considered outward con-
formity a duty. This quietist attitude, while it saved than from 
molestation, hampered propaganda; and though the "Family " 
existed until the middle of the t 7th century, it was then swallowed 
up by the Quakers, Baptists and Unitarians, all of which de-
nominations may have derived some of their ideas through the 
" Family " from the Anabaptists. 

The list of Nicholas's works occupies nearly six columns in 
the Dia. Nat. Biogr. Sec also Belfort Bax. Ent and Pall of the 
Anabaptists, pp. 327-380  Om); and Strype's Works 
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NICHOLS. JOHN (7745-511:6), English printer and author, 
was born at Islington on the rad of February 1745. He edited 
the Gendesnan's Magazine from 1788 till his death, and in the 
pages of that periodical, and in his numerous volumes of Anecdotes 
and Illustrations, he made invaluable contributions to the personal 
history of English men of letters in the 16th century. He was 
apprenticed in 1757 to " the learned printer," William Bowyer, 
whom he eventually succeeded. On the death of his friend and 
master in 1777 be published a brief memoir, which afterwards 
grew into the Anecdotes of William Bosom and his Literary 
Friends (1782). As his materiah accumulated he compiled a sort 
of anecdotical literary history of the century, based on a large 
collection of important letters. The Literary Aisesdoles of Use 
ails Century (18i2-r815), into which the original work was 
expanded, forms only a small part of Nichols's production. It 
was followed by the Illustrations of the Literary History of the 
ads Centsily, consisting of Authentic Memoirs and Original 
Letters of Ensinerd Persons, which was began in r1117 and com-
pleted by his son John Bowyer Nichols (1779-1843) in aSg8. 
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The Anecdotes and the Illtufrations ate mines of valuable in-
formation on the authors, printers and booksellers of the time. 

Nichols's other works include: A Collection of Royal and 
Noble Wills (1780); Sekd Colkaion of Miscellaneous Poems 
(1782), with subsequent additions, In which he was helped by 
Joseph Wanton and by Bishops Percy and Lowth; Bibliotheca 
Topopaphica Britannica (178o-179o); with Richard Gough, 
The Progresses and Public Processions of Queen Elisabals (1788); 
and the important History and Antiatities of the Town aid County 
of Leicater (1795-1815). Nichols was a fellow of the Society of 
Antiquaries, a trustee of many city institutions, and in 1804 he 
was master of the Stationers' Company. He died on the 26th 
of November 1826. Joust Bowes' Nlatotit continued his father's 
various undertakings, and wrote, with other works, A Brief 
Account of the Guildhall of She City of London (1819). His eldest 
son, Joins Gown NICHOLS (1806-1873), was also a printer and a 
distinguished antiquary, who edited the Gastleniass's Magazine 
from asi to 0356, and the Herald and Genealogist from 1863 to 
1874, and was one of the founders of the Camden Society. 

A full Memoir of John Nichols by Alexander Chalmers is contained 
in the Illustrations, and a bibliography in the Anecdotes 	vi.) is 
sl

pleme nted in the later work. See also R. C. Nichols. Memoirs of 
.PG. Nichols (1874). 
NICHOLSON. HENRY ALLEYNE (t844-1899), British palaeon-

tologist and zoologist, son of Dr John Nicholson, a biblical 
scholar, was born at Penrith on the tub of September 1844. 
He was educated at Appleby Grammar School and at the uni-
versities of Gottingen (Ph.D., 1866) and Edinburgh (D.Sc., 
1867; M.D., 1869). Geology had early attracted his attention, 
and his first publication was a thesis for his D.Sc. degree On the 
Geology of Cumberland and Westmoreland (18M). In 187: he was 
appointed professor of natural history in the university of 
Toronto, in 1874 Professor of biology in the Durham College of 
Science and in 1875 professor of natural history in the university 
of St Andrews. This last post he held until 1882, when hebecame 
nights professor of natural history in the university of Aber-
deen. He was elected F.R.S. in z897. His original work was 
mainly on fossil invertebrate (graptolites, stromatoporoids and 
corals); but he did much field work, especially in the Lake 
district, where he laboured in company with Professor R. 
Harkness and afterwards with Dr J. E. Man. lie was awarded 
the Lyell Medal by the Geological Society in 1888. He died at 
Aberdeen on the 19th of January 1899. 

PUIILICATIONS--•-Aaciest Lift-Hist.? of Oat Earth (0377): Maned 

tdr-oefelY (of which there were 7 editions) and other text•books of 
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District in Ayrshire (with R. Etheridge. jun.) (1878-188o)• Mono- 

graph of the British Strunatoponsids in Palseontograph. Soc. (0886- 
1892):  

1890. 
bituary, with portrait, by Dr G. J. Wade, in Geol. Mag. (Match 

NICHOLION, JOHN (1822-1857), Anglo-Indian soldier and 
administrator, son of Alexander Nicholson, a north of Ireland 
physician, was born on the 1 nth of December :822 and educated 
at Dungannon College. He was presented with a cadetship in 
the Bengal infantry in 1839 by his uncle Sir James Hogg, and 
served in the first Afghan War of 1839-44 he distingubhed 
himself in the defence of Ghazni, and was one of the prisoners 
who were carried to Bamian and escaped by bribing the guard 
upon General PoUock's successful advance. It was in Afghanistan 
that Nicholson first met Sir Henry Lawrence, who got him the 
appointment of political officer in Kashmir and subsequently 
on the Punjab frontier. In 1847 he was given charge of the Sind 
Sager district, and did much to pacify the country after the first 
Sikh War. On the seizure of Mullin by Mukaj, he rendered 
great service in securing the country from Attock, and was 
wounded in an attack upon a tower in the Angell& Pass, where 
a monument was subsequently erected to his memory. On the 
outbreak of the second Sikh War he was appointed political 
officer to Lord Gough's force, when he rendered great service in 
the collection of intelligence and in furnishing supplies and boats. 

On the annexation of the Punjab he was appointed deputy 
commissioner of Bannu. There he became • kind of legendary 
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hero, and many tales are told of his stern justice, his tireless 
activity and his commanding personality. In the course of five 
years he reduced the most turbulent district on the frontier 
to such a state of quietude that no CHMe was committed or even 
attempted during his last year of office, a condition of thing: 
never known before or since. On one occasion, being attacked 
by a gkazi, he snatched the musket from the hand of a sentry 
and shot the man dead; on another occasion he put a price 
on the head of a notorious outlaw, and finding every one afraid 
to earn it, rode single-handed to the man's village, met him in 
the street and cut him down. But besides being a severe ruler, 
Nicholson was eminently just. A criminal had no thence of 
escaping him, so able and determined was his investigation; 
and a corrupt official could not long evade his vigilance; but he 
was deliberate in his punishments, and gave offenders • chance 
to redeem their character. He would go personally to the scene 
of a crime or a legal dispute and decide the question on the spot. 
Every man in his district, whether mountain tribesman or 
policeman, felt that he was controlled by a master hand, and the 
natives said of him that " the tramp of his war-horse could be 
heard from Attock to the Khyber." Lord Roberts says of him 
in Forty-One Years in India: " Nicholson impressed me more 
profoundly than any man I had ever met before, or have ever 
met since. I have never seen any one like him. He was the 
bean ideal of a soldier and a gentleman." It is little seceder that 
the natives worshipped him as a god under the title of Nikalsain. 
Nicholson, however, had a fiery temper and a contempt for red 
tape, which made him a somewhat intractable subordinate. 
He bad a serious quarrel with Sir Nevilk Chamberlain, and was 
continually falling out with Sir John Lawrence, who succeeded 
his brother Henry as ruler of the Punjab. 

It was when the Mutiny broke out in May 1857 that Nicholson 
was able to show the metal that was in hint, and he did more 
than any other single man to keep the Punjab loyal and to bring 
about the fall of Delhi. When the news of the rising at Meerut 
arrived, Nicholson was with Edwardos at Peshawar, and they 
took immediate steps to disarm the doubtful regiments in that 
cantonment. Together they opposed Sir John Lawrence's 
proposal to abandon Peshawar, in order to concentrate all their 
strength on the siege of Delhi. In June Nicholson was appointed 
to the command of a movable column, with which be again 
disarmed two doubtful regiments at Phillaur. In July be made 
a forced march of 41 m. in a single day in the terrific heat of the 
Punjab summer, in order to intercept the mutinous from Sialkot, 
who were marching upon Delhi. He caught than on the banks 
of the Ravi near Gurdsapur, and utterly destroyed them, thus 
successfully achieving what hardly any other man would have 
attempted. In August he had pacified the Punjab and was free 
to reinforce General Wibon on the Ridge before Delhi. An officer 
who served in the siege gives the following word picture of him 
as he appeared at this time:-- 

" He was a man cast in a giant mould, with massive chest and 
powerful limbs, and an expression ardent and commanding, with a 
dash of roughness; features of stern beauty, a long black beard, and 
a deep sonorous yam. There was something of immense strength, 
talent and resolution in his whole frame and manner, and a power of 
Mins men on high occasions which no one could escape noticing. 
His imperial air, which never left him, and which would have been 
thought arrogant in one of less imposing mien, sometimes gave 
offence to the more unbending of his countrymen. but made him 
almost worshipped by the pliant Asiatics." 

Before Nicholson's arrival the counsels of the commanders 
before Delhi, like those at Meerut, suffered from irresolution 
and timidity. As General Wilson's health declined, his caution 
became excessive, and Nicholson was specially sent by Sir John 
Lawrence to put more spirit into the attack. His first exploit 
after his arrival was the victory of Najafgarh, *thick he won 
over the rebels who were attempting to intercept the British 
siege train from Ferosepore. After marching through a flooded 
country scarcely practicable for his guns, Nicholson, with a 
force of 2500 troops, defeated 6000 disciplined sepoys after an 
hour's fighting, and thenceforth put an end to all attempts 
of the enemy to get in the rear of the British position on the 
Ridge. Nicholson grew fiercely impatient of General Wilson's 
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procrastination, and at one time was thinking of appealing to 
the army to set Wilson aside and elect a successor; but at last, 
on the 13th of September, he forced Wilson to make up his mind 
to the assault, and he himself was chosen to lead the attacking 
column. On the morning of the 14th he led his column, moo
strong, strong, in the attack on the Kashmir gate, and successfully 
entered the streets of Delhi. But in trying to clear the ramparts 
as far as the Lahore Gate, he undertook a task beyond the powers 
of his wearied troops. In encouraging them as they hesitated, 
be turned his back on the enemy and was shot in the back. The 
wound was mortal, but his magnificent physique allowed him 
to linger for nine days before finally succumbing on the 23rd of 
September. 

His best epitaph is found in the words of Sr John Lawrence's 
Mutiny Report:— 

Bngadier-General John Nicholson is now beyond human praise 
and human reward. But so long as British rule shall endure in India, 
his fame can never perish. He seems especially to have been raised 
ukfor this juncture. He crowned a bright, though brief. career by 
dying of the wound he received in the moment of victory at Delhi. 
The Chief Commissioner does not hesitate to affirm that without 
John Nicholson Delhi could not have fallen." 

See J. L. Trotter, Life of John Nicholson (soot); Sir John Kaye, 
Lives of Indian Officers (1889); Bosworth Smith, Life of Lord 
Lawrence (1883); Lady Edwardes, Memorials of Sir MAW Edwardes 
(t886); and S. S. Thorburn, Banes (1876). 

NICHOLSON, WILLIAM (1753-181 5), English writer on natural 
philosophy, was born in London in 1753, and after leaving school 
made two voyages as midshipman in the East India service. 
He subsequently entered an attorney's office, but, having become 
acquainted, in 1775, with Josiah Wedgwood, he lived for some 
years at Amsterdam as agent for the sale of pottery. On his 
return to England he was induced by Thomas Holcroft to devote 
himself to the composition of light literature for periodicals, 
assisting that writer also with some of his plays and novels. 
Meanwhile he employed himself on the preparation of An Intro-
duction to Natural Philosophy, which was published in 1781 and 
was at once successful. A translation of Voltaire's Elements of 
the Newtonian Philosophy soon followed, and he now entirely 
devoted himself to scientific pursuits and philosophical journalism. 
In 1784 he was appointed secretary to the General Chamber of 
Manufacturers of Great Britain, and he was also connected with 
the Society for the Encouragement of Naval Architecture, estab-
lished in nor. He bestowed much attention upon the construc-
tion of various machines for comb-cutting, file-making, cylinder 
printing, &c.; be also invented an areometer. In thoo he began 
in London a course of public lectures on natural philosophy and 
chemistry, and about this period he made the discovery of the 
decomposition of water by the voltaic current. In 1797 the 
/oared of Natssral Philosophy, Chemistry and the Arts, generally 
known as Nidsolson's Journal, the earliest work of the kind in 
Great Britain, was begun; it was carried on till 1814. During 
the later years of his life N icholson's attention was chiefly directed 
to waterworks engineering at Portsmouth, at Gosport and in 
Southwark. He died in London on the ant of May 1825. 

Besides considerable contributions to the Philosophical Trans-
actions, Nicholson wrote translations of Fourcroy's Chemistry (1787) 
and Chaptars Chemistry (1788). First Principles of Chemistry (1788) 
and a nomad Dictionary (1795); he also edited the British Encyclo-
paedia,or Dictionary of Arts and Sciences (6 vols., 8vo, London, 1809). 

NICHOLSON, WILLIAM 0784-144, Scottish painter, was 
born at Newcastle-on-Tyne. Having settled in Edinburgh, he 
painted portraits both in oil and water-colour; and along with 
Thomas Hamilton the architect be was one of the founders and 
moat vigorous promoters of the Scottish Academy, of which 
he became the first secretary (1826-1833). In 1818 'republished 
a series of etchings entitled Portraits of Distinguished Living 
Characters of Scotland, including Sir Walter Scott, Lord Jeffrey, 
Robert Burns and Professor Wilson. 

(d. 414 p.c.), a soldier and statesman in ancient Athena, 
inherited from his father Niceratus a considerable fortune in-
vested mainly in the silver mines of Laurium. Evidence of his 
wealth is found in the fact that he had no less than moo slaves 
whom he hired out. He gravitated naturally to the aristocratic 
party, and was several times colleague with Petides in the 
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strategic. On the death of Pericles he was left leader of the 
aristocrats against the advanced party of Cleon (qe ). He 
made use of his wealth both to buy off enemies (especially in-
formers) and to acquire popularity by the magnificent way in 
which he discharged various public services, especially those 
connected with the state religion, of which he was a strong 
supporter. In the field be displayed extreme caution, and prior 
to the great Sicilian expedition achieved a number of minor 
military successes. In 421 he took a prominent part in the 
arrangement of the " Peace of Nkias," which terminated the 
first decade of the Peloponnesian War (q.v.). He now entered 
with varying success upon a period of rivalry with Alcibiades, 
the details of which are largely matters of conjecture. So bitter 
was the strife that the ostracism of one seemed inevitable, but 
by a temporary coalition they secured instead the banishment 
of the demagogue Hyperbolus (417). In 415 he was appointed 
with Alcibiades and Lamachus to command the Sicilian ex-
pedition, and, after the flight of Akibiades (q.s.) and the death 
of Lamachus, was practically the sole commander, the much 
more capable Demosthenes, who was sent to his aid, being 
apparently of comparatively little weight. How far it is just to 
attribute to his excessive caution and his blind faith in omens 
the disastrous failure it is difficult to say. At all events it is 
clear that the management of so great an enterprise was a task 
fax beyond his powers. He was a man of conventional respect-
ability and mechanical piety, without the originality which was 
required to meet the crisis which faced him. His popularity 
with the aristocratic party in Athens h, however, strikingly 
shown by the lament of Thucydides over his death: " He 
assuredly, among all Greeks of my time, least deserved to come 
to so extreme a pitch of ill-fortune, considering his exact per-
formance of established duties to the divinity " (vii. 86, Grote's 
version). 

Besides Thueydides see Plutarch's Nicias and Diod. 	83; she 
the general authorities on the history of Greece, and the article 
PELOPONNESIAN WAR. 

NICIAS, son of Nicomedes, an Attic painter of the 4th century 
13.C., Pliny (my. 131) gives a list of his works. He was associ-
ated with Praxiteles, whose statues he coloured, thus adding to 
their value. 

NICKEL (symbol Ni, atomic weight 5848 (0 ,•,  r6)),a metallic 
element. It has been known from the earliest times, being 
employed by the Chinese in the form of an alloy called pakfong. 
It was first isolated in an impure condition in 1751 by A. F 
Cronstedt from niccolite, and his results were afterwards con-
firmed by T. 0. Bergman in 1775 (De niccolo,opusc. 2, p. 231; 
3, 13• 459: 4, P- 374)✓ It occurs in the uncombined condition 
and alloyed with iron in meteorites; as sulphide in millerite 
and nickel blonde, as arsenide in niccolite and cloanthite, and 
frequently in combination with arsenic and antimony in the form 
of complex sulphides. In recent years it has been found in 
considerable quantities in New Caledonia in the form of a 
hydrated silicate of nickel and magnesia approximating to the 
constitution (NiO, Mg0)Si02- nH,0 (J. Gamier, 1865), and in 
Canada in the form of nickeliferous pyrrhotines, which consist 
of sulphides of iron associated with sulphides of nickel and 
copper, embedded in a matrix of gneiss. At the present time 
nickel is obtained practically entirely from garnicrite and the 
nickeliferous pyrrhotines. When the former is used it is roasted 
with calcium sulphate or alkali waste to form a matte which is 
then blown in a Bessemer converter or heated in a reverberatory 
furnace with a siliceous flux with the object of forming a rich 
nickel sulphide. This sulphide is then by further heating con-
verted into the oxide and finally reduced to the state of metal 
by ignition with carbon in day crucibles. The process adopted 
for the Canadian ores, which are poor in copper and nickel, 
consists in a preliminary roasting in heaps and smelting in a blast 
furnace in order to obtain a matte, which is then further &melted 
with a siliceous flux for a rich matte. This rich matte is then 
mixed with coke and salt-cake and melted down in an open 
hearth furnace. The nickel sulphide so obtained is then roasted 
to oxide and reduced to metal. For a wet method of extraction 
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of the matte see Chris tolle and Bonillset, Pocock Pefed mein 
(1876). Mond (-four. Sec. Chews. Ind. 1895, P. 90) has 
obtained. metallic nickel from the Canadian mattes by first 
roasting them and then eliminating copper by the action of 
sulphuric,  acid, the product AO obtained being then exposed to 
the reducing action of producer gas at about 3 9o°  C. The 
reduced metal is then passed into a " volatilizer " -and exposed 
to the action of carbon monoxide at about 8ce C., the nickel 
carbonyl so formed being received in a chamber heated to 
180-200° C., where it decomposes, the nickel being deposited and 
the carbon monoxide returned to the volatilizer. For an electro-
lytic method of treating mattes, see T. Ulke, Moniker 
1807, ao, P.  aso. The metal as obtained by industrial methods 
rarely contains more than about 99-991% of nickel, the chid 
impurities being copper, iron, cobalt, silicon and carbon. 

The following tables show the output of nickel from Canada 
and the shipments of nickel ore from New Caledonia in recent 
years:— 

CANADA 

Production 
(%). Ear 

Production 
( 1). 

Ex port 
OW. 

7,080,227 

&^^
.̂ 

18,876,31s 11470.557 
9. 189.047 

13.403.22e 
9.537.5 21 490.955 20.653.845 

10.693.410 3.583. 21 . 189.793 1 9.376.335 
12.505. no 0.032.554 10,143.111 10.419.893 
10.547.383 14.229.973 

New Cautoonta 

(See Rothwell s Muscat lashossoy (1908), pp 

The metal may also be obtained on the small scale by the 
reduction of the oxide by hydrogen or by carbon, by ignition 
of the oxalate or of nickel ammonium oxalate (J. J. 8er:dins), 
by reduction of the chloride in a current of hydrogen (E. Peligot), 
by electrolysis of nickel ammonium sulphate (Winkler, Zen. 
anorg. Client. 1894, 8, p. r), and by reduction of the chloride 
with calcium carbide. 

It is a greyish white metal, and is very malleable and ductile. 
Its specific gravity varies according to the method employed for 
its preparation, the extreme values being 8.279 and 9.25. It 
melts between z400-r600° C. Its specific heat increases with 
rise of temperature, the mean value from 15' to roe C. being 
o. io84 (A. Naccari, Gan., 1888, 18, p. 13). It is magnetic, but 
loses its magnetism when heated, the loss being complete at about 
340-350° C. On the physical constants see H. Copaux, Comptes 
roams, 19o5, 14o, p. 65z. Nickel occludes hydrogen readily. Is 
attacked by the halogen elements, and oxidizes easily when 
heated in air. In the massive state it is swatted upon by dry air, 
but if moistened with acidified water, oxidation takes place slowly. 
When obtained by reduction processes at as low a temperature 
as possible the finely divided metal so formed is pyrophoric, and 
according to P. Schutzenberger (Comptes reed.,, 1891, 113.1/.117) 
dry hydrochloric acid gas converts this form into nickel chloride 
and • volatile compound of composition NiHCI. It decomposes 
water at a red heat. According to E. St Edme (Comptes rendre. 
z886, zo6, p. zo•ro) sheet nickel is passive to nitric acid, and 
the metal remains passive even when heated to redness in a 
current of hydrogen. On the reduction of organic compounds by 
hydrogen in the presence of metallic nickel see P. Sabatier and 
J. B. Senderens, Am. Chios. Phys., 19o5 151, 4, PP. 319. 433. 
. It rapidly oxidizes when fused with caustic soda, but is 
scarcely acted upon by caustic potash (W. Dittmar, Jour. Soc. 
Chan. Ind., 1884, 3, p. 103). Hydrochloric and sulphuric acids 
are almost without action on the metal, but it dissolves readily 
in dilute nitric acid. Nickel salts are antiseptic; they arrest 
fermentation and stop the growth of plants. Nickel carbonyl, 
however, is extremely poisonous. On the toxic properties of  

nickel salts ses.A. Riche and Laborde, Jeer. Awls. Chexi., :888, 
151. 1 7, PP: 1 , 59, 97. ' 

Nickel is used for the manufacture of domestic utensils, for 
crucibles, coinage, plating, and for the preparation of various 
alloys, such m German silver, nickel steels such as invar (nickel, 
35.7%; steel, 641%), which has a negligible coefficient of 
thermal expansion, and constantan (nickel, 45%; copper, 55%), 
which has a negligible thermal of its electrical.resist-
anoe. 

Coolopoonuk. 
Nichol Odes Several oxides of nickel are known. A seboxide, 

Nis0 (?). described by W. Muller (Pogg. Ala[., 1869. 212. p. 59). is not certainly known. The woonexido__ • NiO, aeons naturaW as 
bunsenite, md is obtained artificially when nickel hydroxide, 
carbonate, plume or sulphate is heated.' It may also be 
the action of nickel an water, by the reduction of the =VW:It 
with hydros-zit at about too' C. (H. Meissen. Amt. Chino. Phys.. 
151. al. p.  up). or by heating nickel chloride with sodium embosses 
and extracting the fused mar with water. It is a great powder 
which becomes yellow when heated. It dissociates at • red heat. and 
is readily reduced to the metal when heated with carbon or in a 
dulcet of hydrogen. It is readily soluble in acids, forming salts, the 
toted solution being rapid if the oxide is in the amorphous condition, 
but slow if the mode is crystallise. The hydroxide. Ni(OH)t. 
obtained in the form of a greenish a when nickel 
safer ace precipitated by the caustic al Gs. 	er  It is 	soluble in 
acids and in an aqueous solution of ammonia. Nickel 
NW., is loaned when the nitrate is decomposed by heat a:Trot:eft"' parade temperature. by a similar decomposition of thechlorate. et 
by I using the chloride with potanimn chtorate. It is a black powder, 
toe composition of which is never quite definite t  but approximates 

to the formula given above. When 
heated with ow -acids it dissolves. 
with evolution of oxygen. and 
with hydrochloric acid It evolve. 
chlorine. Numerous hydrated 
forms of the oxide have been de-
mribed (see W. Wernidce, Poss. 
Aim, 187o, 217. p. 122). A 

666, 870). peroxide. NiO,, has been obtained 
in the hem of dinickelite of 

barium, Ba0-2Ni01, • by beating the monoxide with anhydrous 

agg). G. Paha and D. Meneghini (Zeit. tuterg. Omen  61,„ 
baryta is the electric furnace (E. Defeo, Comptes rondos. lag000ici: 
p. 

. 

i
10:8) obtainedi:orL 	 of iSh green powder composition ltiOra 
adding ap it solution of potassium hydrate to nickel. 

"de and hydrogen perm& at —go% It has all the reactions al 
hydrogen peroxide. and S. Tanatar (Be,.,►  tom ea, p. :RN mgards 
free  NIO-Ht0,. Att02ide. Nia0., has been obtained by heating "eke' 
chloride in a current of moist oxygen at about Apo" C. (H. Eieu. ,  y. 
Compeer modes, 11178, 87. p. tote), or by heating the smqumei& "in 
hydrogen at leo° C. (H. Moissan. Ann. Chino. Phys., 1,o 151 21, 
p.. 199). The former method yields greyish, metallic-looking. 
microscopic crystals, the latter a grey amorphous powder. A 
hydrated form. Nis0e2H.0, is obtained when the monoxide is fused 
with sodium peroxide at a red heat and the fused mass extracted 
with water. 

Nickel Saks. —Only one series of asks is known, namely those 
corresponding to the monoxide. In the anhydrous state they are 
usually of a yellow colour, whilst in the hydrated condition they are 
peen. They may be recognized by the brownish violet colour they 
Impart to a borax bead when heated in an oxidizing flame. The 
caustic alkalis added to solutions of nickel salts give a pile green 
precipitate of the hydroxide, insoluble in excess of the precipitant. 
This latter reaction is hindered by the presence of many organic 
acids (tartaric and, citric arid, De.). Potassium cyanide gives  a 
greenish yellow.  precipitate of akIW, cyanide, Ni(C solublejp 
excess of potass ium cyanide, forming a doable salt. NI(CN)r2KCN, 
which remains unaltered when boiled with excess of potassium 
cyitaide in presence of air (d. COossr). Ammonium sulphide pre- 

O'mium black nickel sulphide, which is somewhat soluble in excess 
f the prmmtate (especially if yellow ammonium sulphide be used), 

forming a dark-coloured solution. Ammonium hydroxide gives a 
peen precipitate of the hydroxide. soluble in excess of ammonia, 
forming a blue solution. Numerous methods have been devised for 
the separation of nickel and cobalt, the more important tif which are: 
—the cobaltinitrite method by which the cobalt aspect/Mated in the 
presence of acetic acid by means of potassium mints (the alkaline 
earth metals must not be present); the cyanide method U. v. 
Liebig, A xn..1845. 65. p. t 853. 17.p.125),In which the two metals 
are precipitated by =CCM of potameunt cyanide in alkaline solution, 
bromine bangafterwards added and the solution warmed, when the 
nickel is precipitated. The latter method has been modified by 
adding potassium cyanide in alight acme to the soled= of the 
mused salts. heating for some time and then adding mercuric oxide 
and water, the whole being then warmed on the water bath, when a 
precipitate of mercuric oxide and nickel hydroxide is obtained 

loom 1901. 1902. 1903. 1904. 1905. I906. 1907. Knoll. 

Metric tons 100419 133.878  129.653 77380  98.665 125,389 130488 101,708 12%028 
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(Lid:4g). M. Maki ad G. u nit amm Ma.. Aft& 18. P. 169) 
separate the metals by adding . tnaso-ff-naphthol in the presence 
of 50% acetic acid, a precipitate of cobaki nitroso-ff-mplithol, 

(NO)4Co, insoluble in hydrochlork acid, being Ionised, whilst 
the corresponding nickel compound dissolves in hydrochloric acid. 
E. Pinerua separates the metal. by taking advantage of the fact that 
cobalt chloride is soluble in ether which has been maturated with 
hydrochloric acid gas at low temperature. For an examination of 
the above and other methods see E. Hintz. Zeit. seal, Chest., 1891, 
30,13. 227. 

Nickel fluoride, NiFs, obtained by the action of hydrollucric sad 
on nickel chloride. crystallizes in yellowish green pr isms which 
volatilise above moo' C. It is difficultly soluble in water, and com-
bines with the alkaline fluorides to form double salt& Nickel diorite, 

iCk, is obtained in the a/drone condition bytseating the hydrated 
salt to 14o•  C., or by gen heating the finely dividd. metal in • 
current of chlorine. It reach y sablitnes when heated in a current of 
chlorine, forming golden yellow scales. It is easily reduced when 
heated in hydrogen. It forms crystalline compounds with ammonia 
and the organic basin. It is soluble in alrolsal and in water. Three 
hydrated forms are known, viz. a mono-, 15-, and bexa-hydrate; the 
latter being the farm usual • obtained by the solution of the 
oxide or carbonate in h ' acid. Nickel chloride sessimie, 
NiCIANHI, is ob ' as a white powder when anhydrous nickel 
chloride is exposed to the action of ammonia gas (H. Rose, Pegg. 
Ass., 183o, 96, p. ;55), or in the torn of blue octahedra by evaporat-
ing a solution of nickel chloride in amorous ammonia. When heated 
to too°  C. it loses four molecules of ammonia. Two hydrated forms 
have been described, one containing three molecules of rater and 
the other half a molecule. Numerous double chlorides of nickel and 
other metals are known. The bromide and iodide of nickel resemble 
the chloride and are prepared in a similar fashion. 

Several sulphides cd the element have been obtained. A =to- 

ad skide, Ni,S(?), results when the sulphate is heated with sulphur 
or when the precipitated monosulphide is heated in a current of 
hydrogen. It forms a light yellow amorphous mass which is almost 
=soluble in acids. The wesonelskide, NiS, is obtained by heating 
nickel with sulphur, by heating the monoxide with sulphuretted 
hydrogen to a red heat, and by  heating potassium sulphide with 
nickel chloride to ,6o-,8o' C. When prepared by dry methods it is 
an exceedingly stable, yellowish, somewhat crystalline mass. When 
prepared by the precipitation of nickel salts with alkaline sulphide 
in neutral solution it is a greyish black amorphous compound which 
readily oxidizes in moist air, forming a basic nickel sulphate. The 
freshly precipitated sulphide is soluble in sulphurous acid and some-
what soluble in hydrochloric acid and yellow ammonium sulphide 
(see H. Baubigny, Corkien /414112, 1882. 94. pp. 96t, :83; 95, p. 
34. Nickel sulphate, LSO.. is obtained anhydrous as a yellow 
powder when any of its hydrates are heated. When heated with 
carbon it is reduced to the metal. It forms hydrates containing one. 
two, five, six and seven molecules of water. The heptahydratc is 
obtained by dissolving the metal or its oxide, hydroxide or carbonate 
in dilute sulphuric acid (preferably in the presence of a small quantity 
of nitric acid), and allowing the solution to crystallize between le  
and 20•  C. it crystallizes in emerald-green rhombic prisms and is 
moderately soluble in water. It effloresces gradually on exposure to 
air and paws into the hexahydrate. It loses four molecules of water 
of crystallization when heated to um °  C. and becomes anhydrous at 
about 300°  C. The hexahydrate is dimorphous, a tetragonal form 
being obtained by crystallization of a solution of the beptahydmte 
between 20°  and 30° C., and a monoclinic form between Wand 70°C. 
Nickel sulphate combines with many metallic sulphates to form 
double salts, and also forms addition compounds with ammonia 
aniline and hydrorylamine. The :Ulnas, Ni(NOs)i.431103, is obtained 
by dissolving the metal in dilute nitric acid and concentrating the 
solution between Wand 50° C. It crystallizes in green prisms which 
deliquesce rapidly on exposure to moist air. 

Nickel cellos Ni(CO).. is obtained as a colourless mobile liquid 
by passing carbon monoxide over reduced nickel at • temperature 
of about 6o° C. (L. Mond, Langer and Quincke, lour. Chew. Sot.. 
1890. S7. P. 749). It boils at 43 C. (751 mm.), and sets at -25° C. 
to a mass of crystalline needles. It is readily soluble in hydrocarbon 
solvents, in chloroform and in alcohol. Its critical pressure is 
30 atmospheres and its critical temperature is in the neighbourhood 
of 195°  C. (J. Dewar, Proc. Roy. Soc., 0903. 71. ti. 427). It decom-
poses with explosive violence when heated rapidly. Dewar and 
Jones (Jeers. Chew. Sec. 1904. p. 293) have made an exhaustive 
study of its reactions, and find that it is decomposed by the halogens 
(dissolved in carbon tetrachloride) with liberation of carbon mon- 
oxide and formation of a nickel halide. Cyanogcn iodide and 
iodine mono- and tri-chloride effect similar decompositions with 
simultaneous liberation of iodine: sulphuric acid reacts slowly, 
forming nickel sulphate and liberating hydrogen and carbon mon-
oxide. Hydrochloric and hydrobromic acids are without action; 
hydrioffic acid only reacts slowly. . With aromatic hydrocarbons in 
the presence of anhqlrous aluminum chloride, in the cold. there is 
a large evolution ofhydrochloric acid gas, and an aklehyde is formed; 
at too°  C., on the other hand, anthracene derivatives are produced. 
Thus by using benzene, benzakkhyde and anthracene am obtained. 
Dewar and Jones suggest that in the latter reaction it is the  

metallic nickel which is probably the reaming agent taming the 
change, since it is only dissolved is any quantity when the mithrocene 
hydrocarbon is produced. When mesitykne is used, the reaction 
does not proceed beyond the aldehyde stage since hydrocarbon 
formation is prevented by the presence of a methyl group in the 
ordio•posidon to the -CHO group. Acids and alkalis are in general 
without action on nickel carbonyl. The vapour of nickel carbonyl 
burns with a luminous flame, a cold surface depressed in the flame 
being covered with a black deposit of nickel. It is an extremely 
powerTalSsoo. Mood and his assistants have discovered several 
other 	b. For example cobalt gives Co(G0)., as mange 
crystals w 	melt at _5i °.wpos: at a higher temperature. 
givitqg Co(CO)s and CO at 60 ° : CG(CO 3 forms let "black c 
For iron carbonyls see tem; also I.. end. H. Hirtz anat airt 
Comp Jour. Chem. Soc., 1910, 97, p. 798. Medd earbenak, NiC0s, 
is obtained in the anhydrous state by heating nickel chloride with 
calcium carbonate in a sealed tube to 150 °  C (H. de &manumit, Am. 
Chins. Phys., 1850131,3o. :38). It crystallizes in microscopic rbombo-
hedra insoluble in cold ands. By precipitation of nickel salts with 
'elution, of the alkaline carbonates, basic carbonates of variable 
composition are obtained. 

Numerous determinations of the atomic weight of nickel have been 
published. the values obtained varying from 58-0 to ammdmately 
591. The more recent work of T. W. Richards and Clubman (Chew. 
News, 1699, 79, 163. 174. 185) gives far the atomic weight of the 
Metal the values 38-69 and 38-7o. 

NICKNAME, a name given to a person in addition to his 
personal names, Christian and surname, either as a playful or 
familiar form of address or as a mark of ridicule, contempt or 
hatred. The Middle English form of the word, rsekesiame, shows 
that it is a corruption of " an ekename " (de. " added" name; 
eke, earlier eche, from the root seen in Lat. augere, Gr. ablebeer), 
and is therefore equivalent to the Lat. apemen. 

There is an interesting Est of national nicknames in Nan and 
Queries, 9th series, 4, 212.214. 

NICOBAR ISLANDS, a British group of twelve inhabited and 
seven uninhabited islands la the Bay of Bengal, between Sumatra 
and the Andaman Islands, to which latter they are administra-
tively appended. They have an aggregate area of about 635 
sq. m., Great Nicobar (Loans), the largest and southernmost 
of any size, covering 333 sq. m. Six others range in area from 
about 20 Sq. M. 10 62 sq. m.; the rest are Mere islets. A careful 
census of the natives, taken by Mr E. H. Man in 19or, gave a 
total population of some 6700, at about which figure the estimates 
of the number of inhabitants have always stood. Car Nicobar 
(PO, the most northerly island, with an area of 49 sq. m., was 
by far the most densely populated, and had 3500 inhabitants, 
Great Nicobar containing only 450. The marine surveys of 
these islands are still meagre and unsatisfactory, but the whole 
of the Nicobars and outlying islands were surveyed topographi-
cally by the Indian Survey Department in 1886-1887, when a 
number of maps on the stale of a in. to the mile were produced, 
giving an accurate coast-line. Some of the Islands have mere 
fiat, coral-covered surfaces; others, again, are hilly, the Great 
Nicobar rising to egos ft. On that island there are considerable 
and beautiful streams, but the others generally are badly off 
for fresh surface water. There is one good harbour, a magnificent 
land-locked shelter called Nancowry Harbour, formed by the 
islands of Camorta and Nancowry (both known to natives as 
Nankasri). 

Geofeey.—The Nicobars form part of a great submarine chain, of 
which the Andamans are a continuation. Elaborate geological 
reports were issued by a Danish scientific expedition in 11346 and an 
Austrian expedition in 1858. Dr Rink of the former found no trace 
of true volcanic rocks. though the chain as a whole is known for its 
volcanic activity, but features were not wanting to indicate con-
siderable upheavals in the most recent periods. He considered that 
the islands belonged to the Tertiary age. Von Hochstetter of the 
Austrian expedition classified the most important formations thus: 
eruptive, serpentine and gabbro; marine deposits probably late 
Tertiary, consisting of sandstones, slates, clay, marls. and plastic 
clay. recent corals. He considered the whole group connected 
geologically with the great islands of the Malay Archipelago farther 
south. The vexed question of the presence of coal and tin in the 
Nicobar' has m far received no decided scientific support. The white 
clay marls of.Camorm and Nancowry have become famous as being 
true polycistinan marls like those of Barbados. Earthquakes oi 
great vice TRW recorded in 5847 and t881 (with tidal wave), and 
mild shocks were experienced in December 0899. 

ifearrelogy.—It has always ham held to be important to main- 
=in a meteorological station on the Nicobars, for the purpose of 
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!implantable** information obtained from the Andaman' regard-
ing cyclones in the Bay of Bantle!. From 1869 to s888 an observatory 
was properly maintained in Nancowry harbour, but after the latter 
year observations were recorded only in a more or less desultory way 
until 1897, when the station was removed to Mm in Car Nicobar. 
The climate is unhealthy for Europeans. The islands are expelled 
to both monsoon., and smooth weather is only experienced from 
February to April, and in October. Rain falls throughout the year, 
generally in sharp, heavy showers. During the five years ending 
8888 the annual rainfall varied from a in. to 53) in.. and the number 
of wet days per MIMI 1113111 148 to 223. The highest tempera= in 
the shade was 911-f F and the lowest 64* F. 

Flora and Anina.—Although the vegetation of the Niagara has 
received much desultory attention from scientific observers, it has 
not been subjected to a systematic examination by the Indian Forest 
Department like that of the Auditions, and indeed the forests are 
quite inferior in economic value to those of the more northerly 
group; besides fruit trees—such as du. coco-nut (Cocos nucifera), 
the betel-nut (A rem cabschu), and the mellori (Pandanus keram)—a 
thatching palm (Nips fradiauu) and various timber trees have some 
commercial value, but only ore timber tree (Myristica irya )would be 
considered first-class in the Andamaas. The palms of the Nicobar* 
are, however, exceedingly graceful. Instances of the introduction 
of foreign economic plants are frequently mentioned in the old 
missionary records, and nowadays a number of familiar Asiatic 
fruit-trees are Carefully and successfully cultivated. As with the 
geology and the flora, certain phases of the fauna of the Wands 
have been extensively reported. The mammals are not numerous. 
In the southernmost islands are a small monkey, rata and mice. tree. 
shrews (0^4.8.orr  sic.). bats, and flying•foxes, but it is doubtful 
if the " wild " pig is indigenous; cattk, when introduced and left, 
have speedily become "wild." There are maim kinds of birds, 
notably the megapod (airesPorliss eir.), the able-eint.building 
swift (Cellocada 'Wilma). the hackled and pied pigeons (Cakenas 
Mc. and Carpopko bicolor). a =et (Polaeorrus anneeps) and 
an oriole (Oriolus marroursts). snipe and teal thrive after 
importation or migration. Reptiles—makes, lizards and chame-
leons, crocodiles, turtles and an enormous variant of the edible 
Indian crab—are numerous; butterflies and insects, the latter very 
troublesome, have not yet been systematically collected. The fresh-
water fish are reported to be of the typos found in Sumatra. 

Natives.—The Nicobarese may be best described a a Far 
Eastern race, having generally the characteristics of the less 
civilized tribes of the Malay Peninsula and the south-eastern 
portion of the Asiatic continent, and speaking varieties of the 
Mon-Annum group of languages, though the several dialects 
that prevail are mutually unintelligible. Their figure is not 
graceful, and, owing to their habit of dilating the lips by betel-
chewing, the adults of both sexes are often repulsive in appear. 
ance. Though short according to the standard of whites (average 
height, man, s ft. 31 in.; woman, s ft.), the Nicobarese are a fine, 
well-developed race, and live to seventy or eighty years of age. 
Their mental capacity is considerable, though there is a great 
difference between the sluggish inhabitant of Great Nicobar and 
the keen trader of Car Nicobar. The religion is an undisguised 
animism, and all their frequent and elaborate ceremonies and 
festivals are aimed at exorcising and scaring spirits. Though 
for a long time they were callous wreckers and pirates, and cruel, 
and though they show great want of feeling in the " devil 
murders "—ceremonial murders of one of themselves for grave 
cifences against the community, which are now being gradually 
put down—still on the whole the Nicobarese are a quiet, inoffen-
sive people, friendly to each other, and not quarrelsome, and by 
inclination friendly and not dangerous to foreigners. The 
old charge of cannibalism may be generally said to be quite 
untrue. Tribes can hardly be distinguished, but there are dis-
tinctions, chiefly territorial. All the differences observed in the 
several kinds of Nicobarese may with some confidence be referred 
to habitat and the physical difficulties of communication. Suds 
government as there is, is by the village; but the village chiefs 
have not usually much power, though such authority as they 
have has always been maintained by the foreign Powers who have 
possessed the islands. The clothing, when not a caricature of 
European dress, is of the scantiest, and the waggling tags in 
which the loin-cloths are tied behind early gave rise to fanciful 
stories that the inhabitants were naked and tailed. The houses 
are good and often of considerable size. The natives are skilful 
with their lands, and though they never cultivate cereals, exercise 
sense care and knowledge over the coco-nut and tobasco, and 
have had much success with the foreign fruits and vegetables 

Introduced by the mhdonaies. The staple artide of trade has 
always been the ubiquitous woo-nut, of which it is computed 
that 15 million are produced sweetly, so million being taken by 
the people, and exported about equally from Car 
Nicolar and the rest of the islands. The usual cheap European 
goods ate imported, the foreign trade being retried on with the 
native traders of the neighbouring Asiatic countries. There is 
an old-established internal trade, chiefly between the older islands 
and Chown, for pots (which are only made there) and racing 
and other canoes. 

History.—The situation of the Nieobars along the line of • very 
ancient trade route has caned them to be reported by traders 
and seafarers through all historical times. In the 17th century 
the islands•began to attract the attention of missionaries. At 
various times France, Denmark, Austria and Great Britain all 
had more or las shadowy rights to the islands, the Danes being 
the most persistent in their efforts to occupy the group, until in 
1869 they relinquished their claims in favour of the British, who 
at once began to put down the piracies of the islanders, and 
established a penal settlement, numbering in all about 330 
persons, in Nancowry harbour. The health of the convicts was 
always bad, though it Improved with length of residence and 
the adoption of better sanitary measures; and an attempt to 
found a Chinese colony having failed in 1884 through mis-
management, the settlement was withdrawn in 1888. There are 
native agencies at Nancowry harbour and on Car Nicobar, both 
of which places are gazetted ports. At the atter Is a Church of 
England mission station under a native Indian catechist attached 
to the diocese of Rangoon. 

Atrruoarruts.—E. H. Man. Didiesary of de Central Nimbareso 
LeSpgo&oodon. 1839): F. Maurer, Die Nikebares (Berlin, 1867); 
Dr v Die Besvliner des Nikobaren-Archspels (Leiden, 180; 
F. A. De Roepstorff, Dictionary of the Nascowry Dialect (Calcutta, 
1884); Vocalndary of Dialects is the Nicobar and Andaman Islands 
(2nd ed., Calcutta, 1875); Prevost and Heing. Report as Preliminary 
Tofu through the Nicoia ►  Islands (Government, Rangoon, 5897); 
J. B. Kkets, In the Andanians sad Nicobars (Load 1902); A. 
Alcock. A Naturalist hide Indian Seas (London, 1902)

on,
. (R. C. T.) 

WOOL, JAMES (1810-0879), Scottish geologist, was born at 
Traquair, near Innerleithen, in Peeblesshire, on the 12th of 
August a to. His father, the Rev. James Nicol (1769-1819), 
was minister of Traquair, and acquired some celebrity as a 
poet. Educated at Edinburgh University (ars), James Nicol 
attended the lectures of Jameson, and thereby gained a keen 
interest in geology and mineralogy; and he pursued their study 
in the universities of Bonn and Berlin. After returning home 
he worked zealously at the local geology and obtained prizes 
from the Highland Society for essays on the geology of Peebles-
shire and Roxburghslure' ; be subsequently extended his re. 
searches over various parts of Scotland, and in 11144 published 
his able Guide to the Geology of Scotland. In o847 he was ap-
pointed assistant secretary to the Geological Society of London, 
in 1849 professor of geology in Queen's College, Cork, and in 
11363 professor of natural history in the University of Aberdeen, 
a post which he retained until a few months before be died, on 
the 8th of April 0879. During these years he carried out im-
portant researches on the southern uplands of Scotland and on 
the structure of the Highlands. In the former region be gave 
the first clear account of the succession of the fossiliferous 
Lower Palaeozoic rocks (1848-1852); and when be came to deal 
with the still older Highland rocks he made out the position of 
the Torridon sandstone and Durness limestone and their re-
lations to the schists and gneisses. His matured views, although 
contested by Murchison, have subsequently been substantiated 
by Professor C. Lapworth and others. 

The more important of his papers were: " On the Structure 9f the 
North-Western Highlands" (Owl. )ewns. Geol. Soc.. t861), and "On 
the Geological Structure of the Southern Grampians" fib., 1863). 
He contributed the article " Mineralogy " to the ninth edition of the 
Eat 	Briaumica. Among has other works were Manual 4 
Mi 	 ap849); Demob of mionotoo  0858, tnd ed., 187): 

' 	ap of Seeds's/ DSO); and Gmlo .v and Scenery of tho 
Nardi of Scotland (18). 

NICOL, 'WILLIAM (T 1768-1850), Scottish physicist, was born 
about 1768, and died at Edinburgh on the and of September 
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185t. Nothing is known of his early history beyond the fact 
that, after amassing a small competence as a popular lecturer 
on natural philosophy, he settled in Edinburgh to live a very 
retired life in the society of his apparatus alone. Besides the 
invention of the prism known by his name (" A method of 
increasing the divergence of the two rays in calcareous spar, 
so as to produce a single image," Near Edits. Journ., 5828), he 
devoted himself chiefly to the examination of fluid-filled cavities 
in crystals, and of the microscopic structure of various kinds of 
fossil wood. His skill as a working lapidary was very great; 
and he prepared a number of lenses of garnet and other precious 
stones, which be preferred to the achromatic microscopes of 
the time. 

NICOLAI. CHRISTOPH FRIEDRICH (1733-1110, Getman 
author and bookseller, was born on the :8th of March 1233 at 
Berlin, where his father, Christoph Gottlieb Nicola' (d. 1754, 
was the founder of the famous NiooLsische Bucbbandlung. He 
received a good education, and in :74e went to Frankfort-on-
Oder to learn his father's business, finding time also to become 
acquainted with English literature. In 752 he returned to Berlin, 
and began to take part in literary controversy by defending Milton 
against the attacks of J. C. Gottsched. His Briefe Stber den 
jenigen Zustand der.scionen Wisseruchaften in Detilscidand,pub-
fished anonymously in :755 and reprinted by G. Olinger in 1894, 
were directed against both Gottsched and Gottsched's Swim 
opponents, Johann Jakob Bodmer and Johann Jakob Brcitinger; 
his enthusiasm for English literature won for him the friendship 
of Leming and Moses Mendelssohn. In association with Mendels-
sohn he established in 1757 the Biblialsek tier scitiesen Wissen-
=kaftan, a periodical which he conducted until z76o. With 
Lessing and Mendelssohn Nicolai founded in me the famous 
Briefe, die weak Literaistr betrejend; and from 1765 to 1792 
he edited the Allgemeine deutsche Bibliotkeit. This latter period. 
ical served as the organ of the so-called " popular philosophers," 
who warred against authority in religion and against what they 
conceived to be extravagance in literature. The new move-
ment of Ideas represented by Herder, Goethe, Schiller, Kant 
and Fichte, Nicolai was incapable of understanding, and he 
made himself ridiculous by foolish misrepresentation of the aims 
of these writers. Of Nicolai's independent works, perhaps the 
only one which has some historical value is his Ariekdeten von 
Friedrich 11. (:788-1792). His romances are forgotten, although 
Das Leber end die Meinungen des Herrn Mazister Srbaldes 
Notkanker (1773-1776), and his satire on Goethe's Wernher, 
Frew:nodes jungen Walkers (1775), had a certain reputation in 
their day. Between c788 and 1796 Nicolai published in 12 vole. 
a Benkreibung einer Reise dwelt Deutschicuei and die Schoen, 
which bears witness to the narrow conservatism of his views in 
later life. He died in Berlin on the i:th of January al 1. 

Bildnisi and Selbabiographie was published by M. S. 
Lowe in the Bildnisse Jeer+ kbende, Berliner Geehrter. in 1806. Sec 
also L. F. G. von Gockingk. F. Nicolas's Leben and M.:marls' cher 
Machias+ (182o); J. Minor, Luning, .Ingendfreusule, in J. KOrachncr's 
Deutsche Nalionallitmatur, vol. Ltsii. 0883); 0. Hoffmann, Herders 
BnUfsoccluel mil Nicolai (1887); E. Fncdel, Zur Gesatickte der 
Nicolaiscicen Buddissilliusg (1891); and E. Altenkruger, F. NI:saki' 
ligendschriften (1894). 

NICOLA', OTTO (18w-1849), German composer, was born on 
the 9th of June in Konigsberg. He studied music in Berlin and_ 
in 1833 became organist to the German embassy in Rome. 
Them his operas Enrico II (1839) and Il Teinidario (ago) 
were produced, besides some church music, a series of songs, and 
a number of compositions for the pianoforte.. He was subse-
quently appointed Hof Kapellmeister at the Berlin Opera House; 
and there, only two days before he died (on the 11th of March 
1849), was performed his brilliant opera, The Merry Wises of 
Windsor, the work by which he is now remembered. 

NICOLAS, SIR NICHOLAS HARRIS (1799-1848), English 
antiquary, fourth son of John Harris Nicolas (d. 044), was born 
at Dartmouth on the loth of March 5799. Having served in the 
navy from 18:2 to 0116, he studied law and was called to the bar 
at the Inner Temple in 1825. His work as a banister, however, 
was confined principally to peerage cases before the House of 

Lords, and his time was mainly devoted to genealogical and his-
torical studies. In 1831 be was made a knight of the order of 
the Guelphs, and in :832 chancellor and knight-commander of 
the order of St Michael and St George, being advanced to the 
grade of the grand cross in 184o. He became a member of the 
council of the Society of Antiquaries in 1826, but soon began to 
criticize the management of the society's affairs, and withdrew 
in 1828. He then criticized the Record Commission, which he 
regarded as too expensive. These attacks, which brought him 
into controversy with Sir Francis Palgrave, led in :836 to the 
appointment of a select committee to inquire into the public 
records. He was also responsible for several reforms at the 
British Museum. In 1822 Nicolas married Sarah (d. 0367), 
daughter of John Davison of Loughton, Essex, a reputed de-
scendant of the Tudor statesman William Davison. By her he 
left two sons and six daughters. Pecuniary difficulties compelled 
him to leave England, and be died near Boulogne on the 3rd 
of August 5848. Although a sharp and eager controversialist 
Nicolas was a genial and generous man, with a great knowledge 
of genealogical questions. 

The mo• 	 of the works of resins is his Historyof ad 
Orders of 	. .aiid of the British Ern ire, 4 the Order 4 aft 
Gadedu ; er 9 Medals, Clasps, &Y., for R, ml and Military Services 
(Loader', I ; -1842). Among his numeroes other writings are, The 
Chronology t History (London, 1833); /ale .of William Donnas 
(London, I ;): Sfynopsis of the Peerage of Enka (London, 5825); 
Life and I s of Sir Christopher Halton (London, 184711 and an 

V=ttid Ilistory of the Royal Navy (London, 18v). He edited 
g

(London, 
 and Ordinances of the.Prsvy C dancit of England, 1186- 

1,442 (London. 1834-1837). and Despatous and Leiters CoLmd 
Nelson (London, 1844-1846): wrote lives of Chaucer, Burns, 
Thomson, Collins, Kirke White and others for Pickering's iatiL 
edition of the poets: lives of lzaak Walton and Charles Cotton for an 
edition of the Compleat Angler; and sci,s;a1 elaborate works on 
genealogical and kindred subjects printed for private circulation only. 

NICOLAIIS DAMASCENES, Greek historian and philosopher 
of Damascus, flourished in the time of Augustus and Herod the 
Great, with both of whom lie was on terms of friendship. He 
instructed Herod in rhetoric and philosophy, and had attracted 
the notice of Augustus when he accompanied his patron on a 
visit to Rome. Later, when Herod's conduct aroused the sus-
picions of Augustus, Nicolaus was sent on a mission to bring 
about a reconciliation. lie survived Herod, and it was through 
his influence that the succession was secured for Archelaus; 
but the date of his death, like that of his birth, is unknown. 
Fragments of his universal history (lrrropla Ea8auc4), from the 
time of the Assyrian empire to his own days, his autobiography, 
and his life of Augustus (Bios Kalwapos) have been preserved, 
chiefly in the extracts of Constantine Porphyrogenitus. Nicolaus 
also wrote comedies and tragedies, paraphrased and wrote com-
mentaries on parts of Aristotle, and was himself  the author of 
philosophical treatises. 

Fragments in C. Mailer, Fraptesta kistoricoran Graereruns, 
see also F. Navet, Nikolaus non Damascus 0853). containing an 
• of his life and writings, and translation of the fragments. 

NICOLAUS OP LYRA (c. :265-1349), French commentator, 
was born in Lire, now Vieille-Lyre, in the department of Eure, 
Normandy. He entered the Franchcsn order at Verneuil about 
1300, and studied at Paris, where, becoming &doctor some time 
before 13oe, he taught for many years. From 2319 he was 
provincial of his order in France, and was present in that capacity 
at the general chapter at Peronse (:321). In 1325 he was 
provincial of Burgundy, and as executor of the estate of Jeanne 
of Burgundy, widow of King Philip VI., he founded the college 
of Burgundy at Paris, where he died in the autumn of rue, 
being buried in the chapter hall of the convent of the Coedeliers. 
Among the authentic works of Nicolaus of Lyra are: (t) two 
commentaries on the whole Bible, one (Postilla Liaeralis, 1322-
1331) following the literal sense, the other (Po:Silk *plias 
sox moralis, 1339) following the mystic KIM. There are 
numerous editions (Rome, 1471-5472; Douai, :6:7; Antwerp. 
5634). (2) Tree:Was de dijjerentia nostrae transharimis (i.e. 
Vulgate) ab Hebreica wattle, t333. (3) Two treatises against 
the Jews. (a) A theological treatise on the Beatific Vision, 
directed against pope John XXII. (1334), unpublished. (s) 
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Ca tkin,kilo do vile S. F►andsci, a book et devotions. Nicolaus 
was above all a commentator. His exegesis, which was dominated 
by his polemics against the Jews, is characterized by a fidelity 
to the literal sense, the comparison with the -Hebrew text, the 
direct use of Jewish commentators, a very independent attitude 
towards traditional interpretations, and a remarkable historical 
and critical sense. In all this he resembled Roger Bacon. His 
works, especially the Postille litteralis, were very popular In the 
14th and isth centuries, but produced few imitators. 

In addition to the notices in Wadding, du Moustier, Sbaraglia and 
Fabricius, see C. Siegfried, in Archie. 1 eristensehaftisehe War-
:aunt des .4.T., vols. 1., is.; A. Merx, Die Prophetic des Joel and 
lees Abacher (379, ep. 305-366); M. Fischer in Jahrbaeher J. 
prolestantischs g's. xv.• F. Maschkowski. in Zeitschrift J. 
oittestamentlicies Wissensekafi. xv.; Neumann in Revue des asides 
haves, vols. s6 and 27; H. Labroese in Posaioss des ibises de l'Ecok 
des Chortes (Igoe). 

NICOLAY. the name of a French family of Vivarids which 
came rapidly into legal prominence at the end of the isth century. 
Jean Nicolay (d. 207), son of a baiili of Bourg Saint-Andiol, 
became councillor at the padement of Toulouse and afterwards 
at the Grand Council, chancellor of the kingdom of Naples, 
Maitre des Requites,and, finally, first president of the Chambre 
des Comptes of Paris (2 5o6). This fast post was filled continuously 
up to the Revolution by his descendants. Antoine Chritien 
de Nicolay (1712-1777) became marshal of France in 1775. 
His brother, Aymar Cluetien Francois 'Michel (1721-1769), 
bishop of Verdun, was first almoner of Marie JosePhe of Saxony, 
wife of the dauphin Louis (d. 1765),an.41 her influential counsellor. 

See A. de Boilable, Pieces fustifrv.
, 
 ' pour servir a 1 littoire des 

premiers presidents de la Chansons des Comptes (1873), and Hakim de 
la maims ds Nicolay (1875). 

NICOLE, PIERRE (1625-1695), one of the most distinguished 
of the French Jansenists, was the son of a provincial banister, 
and was born at Chartres. Sent to Paris in 1642 to study 
theology, he soon entered into relations with the Jansenist 
community at Port Royal (q.s.) through his aunt, Mark des 
Anger Sulreau, who was for a abort time abbess of the convent. 
Some scruple of conscience forbade him to proceed to the priest-
hood, and he remained throughout life a" clerk in minor orders," 
although a profound theological scholar. For some years he 
was a master in the " little school " for boys established at 
Port Royal, and had the honour of teaching Greek to young 
Jean Racine, the future poet. But his chief duty was to act, 
in collaboration with Antoine Arnauld, as general editor of the 
controversial literature put forth by the Jansenists. He had a 
large share in collecting the materials for Pascal's Provincial 
Letters (1636); in :658 he translated the Letters into Latin, under 
the pseudonym of Nicholas' Wendrock. In i664 he himself 
began a series of letters, Les Imaginawes, intended to show 
that the heretical opinions commonly ascribed to the Jansenists 
really existed only In the imagination of the Jesuits. His 
letters being violently attacked by Desmaretx de Saint-Sorlin, 
an erratic minor poet who professed great devotion to the 
Jesuits, Nicole replied to him in another series of letters, Les 
Visionnaires (z666). In the course of these he observed that 
poets and dramatists were no better than " public poisoners." 
This remark stung Radne to the quick; he turned not only 
on his old master, but on all Port Royal, in a scathing reply, 
which—as Boileau told him—did more honour to his head 
than to his heart. About the same time Nicole became involved 
In a controversy about transubstantiation with the Huguenot 
Claude; out of this grew a massive work, La Perpetual de to 
foi de l'eglise catholique touchant reucharistie (z669), the joint 
effort of Nicole and Antoine Arnauld. But Nicole's most 
popular production was his Essais de morale, a series of short 
discussions on practical Christianity. The first volume was 
published In Om and was followed at irregular intervals by 
others; altogether the series numbers fourteen volumes. In 
1679, on the renewal of the persecution of the Jansenists, Nicole 
was forced to fly to Belgium in company with Arnauld. But 
the two soon parted. Nicole was elderly and in peer health, 
the life of a fugitive was not to his taste, and he complained that 
be wanted rest. " Rest," answered Arnauld, " when you have  

eternity to rest far In 1683 Nicole made • rather ambiguous 
peace with the authorities, and was allowed to come back to 
Paris. There be continued his literary labour up to the last; 
he was writings refutation of the new heresy of the Quietists, 
when death ovate* him on the 16th of November ifws. 

Nicole was one of the most attractive fijeures of Port Rigel. 
Many stories are told of his quaint absent- nundedpew and uninedi- 
nos in conversation. His books are distinguished by exactly 
opposite qualities; they are neat and orderly .  to excess. Hence they 
were exceedingly with Mine de &limed and readers of her 
class. No other ansenist writer, not even Pascal. Pas so successful 
in putting the • of Port Royal before the world. And although 
a modern appetite quails before fourteen volumes on morality, there 
is much solid sense and practical knowledge of human nature to be 
found In the Ersair de morale. Several abridgments of the work 
exist, notably a Clods der essais de morals de Nicole, ed. Savours de 
Sad (Paris. 1857). 

Nicole's life is told at length in the 4th volume of Sainte Beuve's 
Port-Royal. (ST. C.) 

NICOLL, ROBERT (1814-2837), Scottish poet, was born 
on the 7th of January, 1814, at the farm of Little Tullybeltane t 

 in the parish of Auchtergaven, Perthshire. When Robert was 
five years old his father was reduced to poverty. He became 
a day-labourer, and was only able to give his son a very slight 
education. At sixteen the boy was apprenticed to a grocer and 
wine-merchant at Perth. In z833 he began to contribute to 
Johnstone's Magazine (afterwards Tail's Magazine), and in 
the next year his apprenticeship was cancelled. He visited 
Edinburgh, and was kindly received there, but obtained no 
employment. He opened a circulating library at Dundee, 
but in 1836 he became editor of the Leeds Times. He held 
pronounced Radical opinions, and overtaxed his slender physical 
resources in electioneering work for Sir William Molesworth 
in the summer of 1837. He was obliged to resign his editorship, 
and died at the house of his friend William Tait, at Trinity, near 
Edinburgh, on the 7th of December 1837, in his twenty-fourth 
year. He had published a volume of Poems in 1835; and in 
z844 appeared a further volume, Poems and Lyrics, with an 
anonymous memoir of the author by Mrs C. I. Johnstone. 
The best of his lyrics are those written in the Scottish dialect. 
They are simple in feeling and expression, genuine folk-songs. 

An eloquent appreciation of his character and his poetry was 
included in Charles Kinpley's snide on " Burns and his School " in 
the North British Besse. for November 1851. See also P. R. 
Drummond, Life of Robert Nicoll, Poet (184). 

NICOLL, SIR WILLIAM ROBERTSON ( 	), Scottish 
Nonconformist divine and man of letters, was born at Auchindoir, 
Aberdeenshire, on the Kith of October 085:, the son of a Free 
Church minister. He graduated M.A. at Aberdeen in 1870, 
and studied for the ministry at the Free Church College Were 
until 1874, when he was ordained minister of the Free Church 
at Dufftovm. Three years later he moved to Kelso, and in 
£884 became editor of the Expositor. In 1886 he founded 
the British Weekly, a Nonconformist organ which obtained 
great influence over opinion in the free churches. Robertson 
Nicoll secured many writers of exceptional talent for his paper, 
to which he was himself a considerable contributor, the papers 
signed " Claudius Clear " being among those from his hand. 
He also founded and edited the Bookman (aro, &c.), and acted 
as chief literary adviser to the publishing firm of Hodder & 
Stoughton. Among his other enterprises were The Expositor's 
Bible and The Theological Educator. He edited The Expositor's 
Greek Testament (1807, &c.), and a series of Contemporary Writers 
(1894, &c.), and of Literary Lives (1924,8/c.). lie wrote a history 
of The Vidorian Era is English Literature, and edited, with 
T. J. Wise, Literary Anecdotes of the Nineteenth Century. The 
knighthood bestowed on hint among the birthday honours in 
moo was an apt recognition of his long and able devotion to 
the " journyman work " of literature. 

A list of his publications is included in a monograph on Dr Nicoll 
by Jane T. Stoddart C' New Century Leaders." too3). 

RIGOUR, RICHARD (1624-1672), American colonial governor, 
was born probably at Ampthill, Bedfordshire, England, in 1624. 
lie commanded a royalist troop of horse during the Civil War, 
and on the defeat of the king went into exile. Soon after the 
Restoration be became groom of the bedchamber to the duke of 
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York, through whoa affiance he Was appealed in 1664 on a 
commission with Sir Robert Can (d. 5667), George Cartwright 
and Samuel Maverick, to conquer New Netherland from the 
Dutch and to regulate the affairs of the New England colonies 
and settle disputa among them. The expedition set sail from 
Portsmouth on the esth of May 1664, and New Amsterdam was 
surrendered to Nicolh on the 8th of September. Under authority 
of a commission from the duke of York, Nioons assumed the 
position of deputy-governor of New Netherland (New York). His 
policy was vigorous but tactful, and the transition to the new 
regime was made smoothly and with due regard to the Interests 
of the conquered people. They were guaranteed in the possession 
of their property rights, their laws of inheritance, and the enjoy-
ment of religious freedom. The English system of law and 
administration was at once introduced into Long Island, Staten 
Island and Westchester, where the English element already 
predominated, but the change was made much more slowly In 
the Dutch sections. A code of laws, known as the " Duke's 
Laws," drafted by the governor with the help of his secretary, 
Matthias Nicolls' (c. 1630-1687), and dated the lath of March, 
was proclaimed at Hempstead, Long Island, on the :at of March 
2665 and continued in force until 1683; the code was compiled 
from the codes of the New England colonies, and it provided for 
trial by jury, for proportional taxation on property, for the 
Issuance of new patents for land and for land tenure only by 
licence from the duke. Nicolls returned to England In the summer 
of AU and continued in the service of the duke of York. He 
was killed in the naval battle of Southwold Bay on the 28th of 
May :672. 

See J. R. Brodhead, History of the State of New York (2 vols., rev. 
ed., 1872). For the " Duke's LBWS " see Laws of Calestial New York, 
i. 6-loo. 

NICOISON. WILLIAM ( 5655-1 7 27), English divine and 
antiquary, was educated at Queen's College, Oxford (M.A., 1679; 
fellow, 1679-1684. After visiting Leipzig to learn German he 
was made prebendary of Carlisle in z681, archdeacon in 1682. 
Twenty years later he was appointed bishop of the same diocese, 
where he remained until his translation to Deny in 1718. In 
1727 he was nominated archbishop of Cashel and Emly, but died 
before he could assume charge. Nicolson is remembered by the 
impulsiveness of his temperament, which led him into a good 
deal of strife as a bishop, and more happily by his zeal in collecting 
and guarding manuscripts and other official documents. For this 
purpose he had special rooms built at Deny. His chief works 
were the Historical Library (English, 1696-97-99; Scottish, 
1702; Irish, 1724; complete later editions, 1732 and 1776). 
and Leges Marchiarum or Border Lazes (1705, new ed., 1747). 

NICORACHUS. a Neo-pythagorean philosopher and mathe-
matician, born at Geese in Arabia Parma, flourished about 
A.D. too. Iii his musical treatise he mentions Thrasyllus (d. 36), 
the astrologer and confidant of Tiberius, and his Aritittadicvas 
translated by Apulcius, who wrote under Antoninus Plus and 
Marcus Aurelius. He is the author of two extant treatises: 
(s) Ipeautgruch tiatryarch (Introduction to Arithmetic), a meta-
physical account of the theory and properties of numbers, and 
the first work in which arithmetic was treated quite independently 
of geometry. It was atremely popular, was the subject of 
commentaries by Iamblichus (ed. H. Pistelli, 11394) and others, 
was translated into Latin by Apuleius (according to Cassiodorus, 
the translation itself being lost) and Seethe, and used as a 
schoolbook down to the Renaissance. (a) 'Eurthigue Appeal* 
(Manual of Harmony), complete in one book, to which are 
erroneously appended as a second book some fragments probably 
belonging to a larger treatise On Music now lost. It is the oldest 
authority on the Pythagorean theory of music. Photius (cod. 
187) also mentions a work by Nicomachus called 'Apipttruti 

Matthias may have been a cousin of Richard Nicolls; his family 
were of Islip, Oxford: he was secretary of the province, held 
various judicial positions, and was mayor of New York City in 5673. 
Matthias son William (1657-1723), a lowyer. was a meathor of the 
New York Assembly from 1702 until his death amil was speaker in 
1702-1718; he received a royal patent for what is now the town 
of Islip on Long Island. Descendants of Richard and of Matthias 
Nicolls spell the name " Nicoll."  

fleakerehrees (The Melon of Arithmetic), mitten in a spirit a 
Pythagoeeen mysticism and Oriental superstition, and setting 
forth the application of arithmetic, or rather of the first tea 
numbers, to the origin and attributes of the gods. But the 
extracts in Pinnies are now generally attributed to lamblichns. 
Other works of Nicomachus were: a Life of Pythagoras and a 
Collection of Pythagorean Doctrines, the chief source of the life of 
Pythagoras and the account of his philosophy by lamblichas. 

Eortions.—iana. to 4rith-. by R. Hoche (1866); Manual of 
Harmony, by C. de Jan to Musics scriptores Green (189,4), with 
account of Nicomachus and his works, and French translation, with 
bibliography and notes, by C. E. Amite 0884; Theology .of Arith- 
metic, by F. Ast OW); see W. Christ, Gmhicitts der gruchischen 
Lucia: sr OW): M. Cantor, Valenta:en tiber Getchichte der Moshe-
mak, i. (1894) p. zoo. and J. Cow. A Short History of Greek Mathe-
matics (1884), p. 88, both of whom give summaries of the Arithmetic. 

NICONACHUS, of Thebes, Greek painter, of the early pat of 
the 4th century, was a contemporary of the greatest painters of 
Greece; Vitruvius observes that if his fame was leas than theirs, it 
was the fault of fortwse rather than of demerit. Pliny (xxxv..to8) 
gives a list of his works; among them a " Rape of Persephone," 
' Victory in a Quadriga," a group of Apollo and Artemis, and 

the " Mother of the Gods seated on a Lion." Pliny tel us that 
he was a very rapid worker and used but four colours (the last 
seems impossible). Plutarch mentions his paintings as possessing 
the Homeric merit of ease and absence of effort. 

RICOH'S= i., son of Zipoetes, king of Bithynia (c. 278-
248 s.c.). He made himself master of the whole country and put 
to death his brother, who had set himself up as an independent 
ruler. He enlarged and consolidated the kingdom, founded the 
great city of Nicomedia as the capital, and fought successfully 
for some time with Antiochus of Syria. His reign seems to have 
been prosperous and uneventful; the year of his death Is 
uncertain. 

Ltley /12007iii. 16; Justin xxv. s; Memnon in C. Muller, Frog. 
hist. Gala. W. 535. 

NICOMEDIi» Epiphanes, king of Bithynia, 149-95 
fourth in descent from Nicomedes I., was the son of Prusias IL 
He was so popular with the people that his father sent him to 
Rome. Here he was so much favoured by the senate that Praia 
sent an emissary to Rome with secret orders to assassinate him. 
But the emissary revealed the plot, and persuaded the prince to 
rebel against his father. Supported by Attalus II., king of 
Pergamum, be was completely successful, and ordered his father 
to be put to death at Nicomedia. During his long reign Nico-
medes adhered steadily to the Roman alliance, and assisted them 
against Aristonicus of Pergamurn. He made himself for a time 
master of Paphlsgonia, and in order to have a claim on Cappa-
docia married Laodice (the widow of Ariarathes VL), who had 
fled to him when Mithradates the Great endeavoured to annex 
the country. When her two sons died, Nicomedes brought 
forward an impostor as a claimant to the throne; but the plot 
was detected. The Romans refused to recognize the claim, and 
required Nicomedes to give up all pretensions to Cappadocia and 
to abandon Paphlagonia. 

Appian, Mitad. 4-7; Strabo xiii. 624, 646; Diod. Sic. med. 
20, 21; Justin XXXiV. 4. =nit. 4, mccviii. I, 2. 

NICONEDES III., Philopator, king of Bithynia, e1-74 
was the son and successor of Nicomedes II. His brother Socrates, 
assisted by Mithradates, drove him out, but he was reinstated by 
the Romans (00). He was again expelled by Mithradates, who 
defeated him on the river Amneus (or Amnias) In Paphlagonis. 
This led to the first Mithradatic War, as the result of which 
Nicomedes was again restored (84). At his death he bequeathed 
his kingdom to the Romans, a legacy which subsequently brought 
about the third Mithradatic War. 

Justin =vii. 4, =Evil I. 2; Appian, Mara. 7, IlAgaciiai rg... 
6o; Memnon in C. Miller, Frog. hiss. Gram id. Sot; 
Sella, as, 24: Eutropius vi. 6. 

NICONEDIA [mod. I mid], an ancient town at the had of the 
Gulf of Astacus, which opens on the Propontis, was built in 264 
B.C. by Nicomedes 1. of Bithynia, and has eyes since been one 
of the chief tome in this part of Asia Minor. It was the metro-
polis of Bithynfa under the lama empire (see Mew), and 
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!NNW= made it the chief city of the East. Owing to its 
position at the convergence of the Asiatic roads to the new 
capital, Nicomedia retained its importance even after the 
foundation of Constantinople and its own capture by the Turks 
033E). 

See C. Twin, Ask sttsesre (Paris, 1839); :V. Cosset, Tyne* 
d'Asie (Paris, 1894). 

NICOPOLIS, or Acnr Nimmons, an ancient sty of Epirus, 
founded 31 B.C. by Octavian (Augustus) in memory at his victory 
over Antony and Cleopatra at Actium. The colony, composed 
of settlers from a great many of the towns of the neighbouring 
countries (Ambracia, Ansctorium, Calydon, Azgoa Amplullo-
chicum, Leucas, he.), proved highly successful, and the city 
was considered the capital of southern Epirus and Acarnania, 
and obtained the right of sending five representatives to the 
Amphictyonic council. On the spot where Octavian's own tent 
had been pitched he erected a sanctuary to Neptune adorned 
with the beaks of the captured galleys; and in further cele-
bration of his victory he instituted the so.ealled Action games 
in honour of Apollo Aeries. The city was restored by the 
emperor Julian, and again after the Gothic invasion by Justinian; 
but in the course of the middle ages it was supplanted by the 
town of Prevesa. The ruins of Nicopolis, now known as Palma-
prevesa (Old Prevesa), lie about 3 in. north of that city, on a 
small bay of the Gulf of Arta (Sinus Ainbradus) at the narrowest 
part of the isthmus of the peninsula which separates the gulf 
from the Ionian Sea. Besides the acropolis, the most conspicuous 
objects are two theatres (the larger with twenty-seven rows of 
seats) and an aqueduct which brought water to the town from 
a distance of 27 m. 

Nicopolis was also the name of (t) a city in Cappadocia in the 
valley of the Lycus. founded by Pompey on the spot where he 
defeated Mithmdates; (a) a city in Egypt, founded by Octavian 
24 ii - C. to commemorate his final victory over Antony; and (3)a city 
in Thrace (Nikup) at the junction of the latrus with the Mtnnbe, 
founded by Trajan in memory of his victory over the Dachas. 

NICOSIA, the capital of Cyprus, situated in the north central 
part of the island. Pop. (1901) 14,752 (Moslem, 6o13; Christian, 
8739). Its earliest name was Ledra, but Levees, son of Ptolemy 
Soter (28o n.c.), is said to have restored it and changed Its MUM 
to Leuteon, Leucothcon or Levcosia. A mile S.W. of the town 
lies the very large Bronze Age necropolis known as Hagla 
Paraskevi, which has been repeatedly explored with valuable 
results. The circuit of the city was reduced in 1567, under the 
direction of the Venetian engineer G. Savorgnano, from 9 in. 
to 3 M.; eighty churches and a number of fine houses were 
sacrificed. The new walls were given a circular shape, with 
eleven bastions and three gates. Water is supplied by two 
aqueducts. Government House, the residence of the high 
commissioner, the government offices, hospital, central prison 
and the new English church are without the walls. The fosse 
has been planted, and part of it used 83 an experimental garden. 
Carriage roads have been completed to Kyrenis, ICythraia. 
Famagusta, Larnaca, Limasol and Morphou. The principal 
monuments of the Lusignan period are the fine cathedral church 
of St Sophia, an edifice of French Gothic, at once solid and 
elegant (the towers were never completed); the church of St 
Catherine, an excellent example of the lust years of the 14th 
century (both these are now mosques); and the church of St 
Nicolas of the English (now a grain store), built for the order of 
the Knights of St Thomas of Acre. A gateway of no great 
importance is nearly all that remains of the palace last used by 
the Venetian prosteditori. It dates from the end of the 15th 
century. There is a trustum, with a valuable catalogue. The 
chief industries are tanning and band weaving, both silk and 
cotton. 

NICOSIA, a city and episcopal see (since 18:6) of Sicily, in the 
province of Catania, as m. by road N. of the railway station of 
Leonforte (which is 49 m. W. of Catania) and 42 m. W .N.W . of 
Catania direct, 2840 ft. above sea-level. Pop. (1901) 16,004. 
The town retains a thoroughly medieval appearance, with a fine 
Norman cathedral and some other interesting churches, among 
them S. Maria Maggiore, with a reredos by Antonio Gagini. 

A Lombard dialect is still spoken here, and the town is less 
modernised in every respect than any other in Sicily. The Steel 
town of Habits is usually placed here, but without sufficient 
reason, and the origin of Nicosia is unknown. It was destroyed 
by the Saracens and repopulated by the Normans. 

NICOTERA, GIOVANNI (11328-0194), Italian patriot and 
politician, was born at San Biagio on the 9th of September 
2828. Joining the party of young Italy be was among the 
combatants at Naples in May 1848, and was at San Pancrazio 
with Garibaldi during the defence of Rome. After the fall of 
Rome he fled to Piedmont, where he organized the expedition 
to Sapri in 2857, but shortly after his arrival there be was 
defeated and severely wounded by the Bourbon troops. Con-
demned to death, but reprieved through the intervention of 
the-British minister, he remained a prisoner at Naples and at 
Favignana until 186o, when be joined Garibaldi at Palermo. 
Sent by Garibaldi to Tuscany, he attempted to invade the Papal 
States with a volunteer brigade, but his followers were disarmed 
and disbanded by Ricasoli and Cavour. In 1862 he was with 
Garibaldi at Aspromonte; in t866 he commanded a volunteer 
brigade against Austria; In 1867 be invaded the Papal States 
from the south, but the defeat of Garibaldi at Meagan& put an 
end to his enterprise. His parliamentary career dates from r86o. 
During the first ten years he engaged in violent opposition, but 
from 187o onwards he joined in supporting the military reforms 
of Ricotti. Upon the advent of the Left in 1876, Nicotera 
became minister of the interior, and governed with remarkable 
firmness. He was obliged to resign in December 1877, when he 
joined Crispi, Cairoli, Zanardelli and Baccarini in forming the 
" pentarchy " in opposition to Depretis, but be only returned to 
power thirteen years later as minister of the interior in the 
Rudini cabinet of 2891. On this occasion he restored the system 
of uninominal constituencies, resisted the socialist agitation, 
and pressed, though in vain, for the adoption of drastic measures 
against the false bank-notes put in circulation by the Roman 
bank. He fell with the Rudini cabinet in May 1892, and died 
at Vico Equense, near Naples, on the 13th of June 1894. 

See V. Giordano, La Vita sd idiscsrsi di Gomm' Nicolas (Warm% 
1878); Mauro, !Sinn* di Giessiesi Niookra (Rana, 2886: German 
trans., Leipzig, i886); and Mario, In avenwria di Giovanni flicentro 
(Florence, 1894). 

NICOTINE. CiolluNs, an alkaloid, found with small quantities 
of nicotimine, C9H,4Isit, nicoteine, C41,2N2, and nicotelline, 
C,4114N5, in tobacco. The name is taken ham Nicklaus, the 
tobacco plant, so called after Jean Nicot (1s3o-r600), French 
ambassador at Lisbon, who introduced tobacco into France in 
;gm. These four alkaloids exist in combination in tobacco 
chiefly as malates and citrates. The alkaloid is obtained from 
an aqueous extract of tobacco by distillation with slaked lime, 
the distillate being addified with oxalic acid, concentrated to a 
syrup and decomposed by potash. The free base is extracted 
by ether and fractionated in a curtest of hydrogen. It is a 
colourless oil, which boils at 247° C. (745 mm.), and when pore is 
almost odourless. It has a sharp burning taste, and is wry 
poisonous. It is wry hygroscopic, dissolves readily in water; 
and rapidly undergoes oxidation on exposure to air. The free 
alkaloid is strongly laevo-rotatory. F. Rats (Moab.. zoos, 26, 
p. no) obtained the value We. —169-34 .  at se; its salts ate 
dextro-rotatory. It behaves as a di-acid as well n a di-tertiary 
base. 

On oxidation with chromic or nitric acids, or potassium per-
manganate, it yields nicotinic acid or ppyridine carboxylic acid. 
C.H.N•CO.H; alkaline potassium femcyanide gives nacotynne. 
CisHaNa and hydrogen peroxide oxynicotine, Ca1114N.O. Oxida-
tion of its isomettylhydroxide with potassium pentsan_ganate yields 
trisonelline. Crli,140. (A. Pictet and P. Genequand, 1897.34 
s 2117). it gives rise to various decomposition products such 
pyridine, piuline, he.. when its vapour is passed through a . red-hot 
tube. The hydrochloride on heating with hydrochloric ac id gives 
methyl chloride (B. Blau, Bee.. 1893. 26, p. 630. Hydriodic acid 
and phosphorus at high temperature give a dihydro.compound, 
whilst sodium and alcohol give hem- and octo-hydro derivatives. 
Nicotine may be recognized by the addition of a drop d30  % 
formaldehyde, the mixture being allowed to stand for one hour 
and the solid residue then moistened by • drop of concentrated 
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salphride add, when an isles's rose-red odour ls produced (I. 
Schindelmeiser. Nana. ZemkeMath, 1809, 40, p. 704). 

The constitution of nicotine was estabbshed by A. Pinner (see 
papers in the Bericke, 1891 to 1803). With bromine in acetic acid 
solution at ordinary temperature, nicotine yields a perbromide, 
CuHuBriN,0•HEki, which with sulphur dionide, followed by 
potash, gives dibroincotinine. Ni0. from which codeine, 
C,elsiN,O, is obtained by distillation over zinc dust. By heating 
nicotine with bromine in hydrobromic acid solution for some hours 
at too' C., dibromticomne hydrobromide, CoHaNylirsOrHBr. 
results. Dibromootinine on hydrolysis yields oxalic acid, methy-
lariOne and 0-methyl pyridyl ketone: C.H.Br.8110+:1Ht0+0.• 
1-1,CO3,+CH.NHt+CtiftN.COCHt+2HBr; whilst dibromticonine 
yields methylamine, malonic acid and nicotinic add: 
4111,0 ■CHINHi+CIVC011ibi-Cal,N•CO3114-2HBr, or if heated 
with zinc and caustic potash, methylasnine and pyridy1-07-diosy-
butyric acid. Thus the groupings 

exist In the molecule, and the alkaloid is to be represented as 
e-pyridyl-N-methyl-pyrollidine. 

This result has been confirmed by its synthesis by A. Pictet and 
P. Crepieux (Comptes mass, i9o3, 537,.p. 86o) and Pictet and 
Rotschy (Bea., 5904. 37, p. 5225): 0-mo:pyridine is converted 
into its mutate, which by dry distillation gives N-0-pyridylpyrrel. 
By passing the vapour of the compound through a sod-hot tube, 
it yields the isomeric .0-pyridylpyrrol, the potassium salt of which 
with methyl iodide gives a substance methylatedboth in the pyridine 
and pyrrol nuclei. By distillation over lime, the methyl group is 
removed from the pyridine ring. and the resulting s-pyridyl-N-
methylpyrrol gives i-nicotine on reduction- This base is resolved into 
its active components by d-tartaric acid. 1-nicotined-tartrate 
crystallizing out first. The natural (laevo) blue is twice as toxic as 
the dextro. The following formulae are important :- 

Q
N —CH Q.- C -CH Q—CH.CH, 

—CH di 	NH CH 

H.c14, 

	

,N-11-Pyridylpyrrol, rap-pyridylpyrrol, 	nicotine. 
Acetyl and benzoyl derivatives of nicotine on hydrolysis do.  not 

yield nicotine, but an isomeric, inactive oily liquid (inetanicoune). 
It is a secondary base; and boils at 275t_278 C. 

Nicolimitte is a colourless liquid which boils at 230*-235* C. Its 
aquyous solution is alkaline. Nicoteese is a liquid which boils at 
267 C. It is separated from the other alkaloids of the group by 
distilling off the nicotine and nicotiminc in steam and then fraction-
ating the residue. It is soluble in water and is very po isonous. 
NicsieUine crystallizes in needles which melt at LW C. and is readily 
soluble in hot water. 

11117DIEBOY, or NiTillOY, a city of Brazil and capital of 
the state of Rio de Janeiro, on the E. shore of the Bay of Rio 
de Janeiro, opposite the city of that name. Pop. (r800) 34,269, 
(row estimate) 33,axt. A railway connects the city with 
the interior—the old Cantagallo line, now a past of the Leo-
poldina system, a branch of which rum north-eastward to 
Macand, on the coast, and another northward from Nova 
Friburgo to a junction with the railway lines of MILS Germs. 
Nictheroy is practically a residential suburb of Rio de Janeiro. 
It occupies, in great part, the low alluvial plain that skirts the 
shores of the bay and fills the valleys between numerous low 
wooded hills. The site is shut off from the seacoast by a range 
of high rugged mountain. The shore line of the bay is broken 
by large, deeply indented bays (that of Jurujuba being nearly 
surrounded by wooded hills), shallow curves and sharp pro-
roontories. Within these bays are beaches of white sand, called 
Dreier, such as the Praia da Icaraby, Praia das Flechas and 
PraM Grande, upon. which face low tile-covered residences 
surrounded with gardens. The city consists of a number of 
these partially separated districts—Praia Grande, Stlo Domingos, 
Icarahy, Jurujuba, Santa Rosa, Sio Lourenco, Ponta d'Areia 
and Barreto—all together covering 8 or q in. of the shore. 
An electric street railway connects all the ambleg districts 
with the ferry stations of Praia Grande and Silo Domingo". 
The city Is characteristically Portuguese in the construc-
tion and style of its buildings—low, heavy walls of broken 
stone and mortar, plastered and coloured outside, with an 
occasional facing of glazed Lisbon tiles, and covered with 
red tiles. Among the public buildings are several churches  

and hospitals (locluding the Jurujuba yellow-fever beepital 
and the Barret° isolation hospital), the government palace, 
a municipal theatre and a large Salesian college situated in the 
suburbs of Santa Rosa on an eminence overlooking the lower 
bay. Several large islands fill the upper bay near the eastern 
shore; some are used as coal deposits for the great meamship 
companies, and one (Flores) is used as an immigrants' depot. 
There is a small, rocky and picturesque island nearer the 
harbour entrance, which is crowned by a smell chapel, dedicated 
to Noma Senhora da Boa Viagers. Manufactures include 
cotton and woollen fabrics, tobacco, spirits, soap and tiles. 

The first settlement on the east side of the Bay of Rio de 
Janeiro dates from 1671, when a chapel was erected at Praia 
Grande, in the vicinity of an Indian village. The settlement 
did not become a village until rilaq, when it was named Villa 
Real da Praia Grande. In 1834 the city and municipal district 
of Rio de Janeiro was separated from the province, and Praia 
Grande became the capital of the latter in the folloiving year. 
In 1836 it was raised to the dignity of a city and received the 
appropriate name of Nictheroy, from the Indian name Nyterei, 
" hidden water." In the naval revolt of 5143-94 the older 
districts of the city suffered much damage from desultory 
bombardments, but the insurgents were too few to take possession. 
Soon afterwards the seat of government was removed to 
Petropolis, where it remained until reto3, when Nictheroy 
again became the capital of the state. 

BIBIFICATION (from Lat. aides), the process of making a 
nest (q.v.). Nidification is with most birds the beginning of the 
breeding season, but with many it is a labour that is stamped 
if not shirked. Some of the auk tribe place their single egg on 
a bare ledge of rock, where its peculiar conical shape is but 
a precarious safeguard when rocked by the wind or stirred 
by the thronging crowd of its parents' fellows. The stone-cutlew 
and the goatsucker deposit their eggs without the slightest 
preparation of the soil on which they rest; yet this is not don. 
at haphazard, for no birds can be more constant in selecting, 
almost to an inch, the very same spot which year after year 
they choose for their procreant cradle. In marked contrast 
to such artless are stand the wonderful structures which others, 
such as the tailor-bird, the bottle-titmouse or the fantail-warbler, 
build for the comfort or safety of their young. But every variety 
of disposition may be found in the class. The apteryz seems 
to entrust its abnormally big egg to an excavation among the 
roots of a tree-fern; while a band of female ostriches scrape 
holes in the desert-sand and therein promiscuously drop their 
eggs and leave the task of incubation to the male. Some 
megapodes bury their eggs in sand, leaving them to come to 
maturity by the mere warmth of the ground, while others 
raise a huge hotbed of dead leaves wherein they deposit theirs, 
and the young are hatched without further are on the part 
of either parent Some of the grebes and rails seem to avail 
themselves in a less degree of the heat generated by vegetable 
decay and, dragging from the bottom or sides of the waters 
they frequent fragments of aquatic plants, form of them a rude 
half-floating max which is piled on some growing water-weed-
but these birds do not spurn the duties of maternity. 

Many of the gulls, sandpipers and plovers lay their eggs in a 
shallow pit which they hollow out in the soil, and then as incuba-
tion proceeds add thereto a low breastwork of haulm. The 
ringed plover commonly places its eggs on shingle, which they 
so much resemble in colour, but when breeding on grassy uplands 
it paves the nest-bole with small stones. Pigeons mostly make 
an artless platform of sticks so loosely laid together that 'their 
pearly treasures may be perceived from beneath by the inquisitive 
observer. The magpie, as though self-conscious that its own 
thieving habits may be imitated by its neighbours, surrounds 
its nest with a hedge of thorns. Very many birds of almost 
every group bore holes in some sandy cliff, and at the end of 
their tunnel deposit their eggs with or without bedding. Such 
bedding, too, is very various in character; thus, while the 
sheldduck and the sand-martin supply the softest of materials—
the one of down from her own body, the other of feathers collected 
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by dint of diligent search—the kingfisher forms a conch of the 
undigested spiny fish bones which she ejects in pellets from her 
own stomach. Other birds, such as the woodpeckers, hew holes 
in living trees, even when the timber is of considerable hardness, 
and therein establish their nursery. Some of the swifts secrete 
from their salivary glands a fluid which rapidly hardens as it 
dries on exposure to the air into a substance resembling Isinglass, 
and thus furnish the " edible birds' nests " that are the delight 
of Chinese epicures. In the architecture of nearly all the 
passerine birds, too, some salivary secretion seems to play an 
important part. By its aid they are enabled to moisten and 
bend the otherwise refractory twigs and straws, and glue them 
to their place. Spiders' webs also are employed with great 
advantage for the purpose last mentioned, but perhaps chiefly 
to attach fragments of moss and lichen so as to render the whole 
structure less obvious to the eye of the spoiler. The tailor-bird 
deliberately spins a thread of cotton and therewith stitches 
together the edges of a pair of leaves to make a receptacle 
for its nest. Beautiful, too, is the felt fabricated of fur or hairs 
by the various species of titmouse, while many birds ingeniously 
weave into a compact mass both animal and vegetable fibres, 
forming an admirable non-conducting medium which guards 
the eggs from the extremes of temperature outside. Such a 
structure may be open and cup-shaped, supported from below 
as that of the chaffinch and goldfinch, domed like that of the 
wren and bottle-titmouse, slung hammock-wise as in the case 
of the golden-crested wren and the orioles, or suspended by a 
single cord as with certain grosbeaks and humming-birds. 

Certain warblers (A edon and T kanmobia) invariably lay a 
piece of snake's slough in their nests—to repel, it has been 
suggested, marauding lizards who may thereby fear the neigh-
bourhood of a deadly enemy. The clay-built edifices of the 
swallow and martin are known to everybody, and the nuthatch 
plasters up the gaping mouth of its nest-hole till only a postern 
large enough for entrance and exit, but easy of defence, is left. 
In South America the oven-birds (Furnariidae) construct on the 
branches of trees globular ovens, so to speak, of mud, wherein 
the eggs are laid and the young hatched. The flamingo erects 
in the marshes it frequents a mound of earth sometimes 2 ft. in 
height, with a cavity atop. The females of the hornbills submit 
to incarceration during this interesting period, the males im-
muring them by a barrier of mud, leaving only a small window to 
admit air and food. 

But though in a general way the dictates of hereditary instinct 
are rigidly observed by birds, in many species a remarkable 
degree of elasticity is exhibited, or the rule of habit is rut ely 
broken. Thus the falcon, whose ordinary eyry is on the beetling 
cliff, will for the convenience of procuring prey condescend to 
lay its eggs on the grpund in a marsh, or appropriate the nest 
of some other bird in a tree. The golden eagle, too, remarkably 
adapts itself to circumstances, now rearing its young on a 
precipitous ledge, now on the arm of an ancient monarch of the 
forest and spin on a treeless plain, making a humble home 
amid grass and herbage. Herons will breed according to circum-
stances in an open fen, on sea-banks or (as is most usual) on lofty 
trees. Such changes arc easy to understand. The instinct of 
finding food for the family is predominant, and where most food 
is there will the feeders be gathered together. This explains, in 
all likelihood, the associated bands of ospreys or fish-hawks, 
which in North America breed (or used to breed) in large 
companies where sustenance is plentiful, though in the Old 
World the same species brooks not the society of aught but its 
mate. Birds there are of eminently social predilections. In 
Europe, apart from sea-fowls—whose congregations are universal 
and known to all—only the heron, the fieldfare and the rook 
habitually flock during the breeding season; but in other parts 
of the world many birds unite in company at that time, and in 
none possibly is this habit so strongly developed as in the anis 
of the neotropical region, the republican swallow of North 
America and the sociable grosbeak of South Africa, which last 
joins nest to nest until the tree is said to break down under the 
aecti,mulated weight of the common edifice. 

In the strongest contrast to these amiable qUalltles ts the 
parasitic nature of the cuckoos of the Old World and the cow-
birds of the New. The egg of the parasite is introduced into the 
nest of the dupe, and after the necessary incubation by the fond 
fool of a foster-mother the interloper successfully counterfeits 
the heirs, who perish miserably, victims of his superior strength. 
The whole process, has been often watched, but the reflective 
naturalist will pause to ask how such a state of things came 
about, and there is not much to satisfy his inquiry. Certain it 
is that some birds whether by mistake or stupidity do not 
infrequently lay their eggs in the nests of others. It is within the 
knowledge of many that pheasants' eggs and partridges' eggs 
are.often laid in the same nest, and gulls' eggs have been found 
in the nests of eider-ducks and vice versa; a redstart and a pied 
flycatcher will lay their eggs in the same convenient hole—the 
forest being rather deficient in such accommodation; an owl 
and a duck will resort to the same nest-box, set up by a scheming 
woodsman for his own advantage; and the starling, which 
constantly dispossesses the green woodpecker, sometimes dis-
covers that the rightful heir of the domicile has to be brought 
up by the intruding tenant. In all such cases it is not possible 
to say which species is so constituted as to obtain the mastery, 
but it is not difficult to conceive that in the course of ages that 
which was driven from its home might thrive through the foster-
ing of its young by the invader, and thus the abandonment of 
domestic habits and duties might become a direct gain to the 
evicted householder. (A. N.) 

Nests and Coloration.—The correlation between nests and the 
coloration of the birds has been investigated by A. R. Wallace. 
Accordingly he divides birds into two main groups, first those in 
which the sexes are alike and of conspicuous or showy colours, 
and which nidificate in a covered site; secondly, those in which the 
males are showy and the females sombre, and which use open sites 
for their nests. The many e to these generalisations caused 
I. A. Allen (Bull. Nnu. Ors. CI. 1878) to write an adverse criticism. 
C. Dixon (H. Seebohm's Hist. Brig Birds, Ii., One. introduction) 
has reviewed the question from Wallace's point of view. He 
established the following categories. 

t. Birds in which the plumageof the male is bright and conspicuous 
in colour, and that of the female dull and sombre, and which mdificate 
in open sites. In these very common cases, the female alone in-
cubates. and obviously derives protection from its inconspicuous 
plumage. 

2 Birds in which the plumage of both sena is showy or brilliant 
in colour, and which iiidMmte m open nests. This group forms one 
of those ' which at first sight appear seriously to affect the 
validity of allace's theory. In most of the cases, however, the 
birds, as, for instance, crows. gulls, herons !  are either well able to 
defend themselves and their nests orj, as, for menisci% the sandpipers, 
they seek safety for themselves in flight, relying upon the protective 
tints of their eggs or young. 

4. Birds in which the male is Ina brilliant than the female, and 
which nidificate in open nests. Such birds are exceedingly .  few, 
the Phalaropes, the commoncemetery, the emu. a carrion hawk
(Messageknatrits) from the Falkland Is/ands, an Australian tree- 
creeper (C)intacteris erytkrops) and an Australian goatsucker (Ear). 
stotedus albigulasis). In all these eases the male performs the duty 
of incubation. The male daimons do the same, although they do 
not differ from their mates, but the conspicuously coloured main 
ostrich takes this duty upon himself during the night. 

4:  Birds in which both sexes are brightly coloured, and which rear 
their young in boles or covered nests. For instance, the gaudy 
coloured rol lers, bee-eaten. kingfishers, the hoopoe. honthW4 
toucans, parrots, tits, the sheldrake and many others. 

5. Birds in which both sexes are dull in colour, and which build 
covered nests from motives of safety other than concealment. For 
example. the swifts (Cypsdss). the sand-martin (Cottle riparis), 
wrens, dimes' and owls. 

6. Birds in which the female is duller in colour than the male. 
and which nidificate in covered nests; e.g. the redstart (Ruticilia 
phoceicura), the pied flycatcher (Afriscieupa atrkapilia), rock-
thrushes (Monticola). chats (Seclude) and robin-chats (Thaernobia), 
and birds of the genus Manna. In some of these cases the Showy 
male bird twists in !incubation, the kind of nest allowing him to do 
so with safety. 

Similar difficulties beset the generalizations concerning the 
correlation of the colour of the eggs and the exposed or hidden 
condition of the nest. The eggs of most birds which breed in boles. 
or even in coveted nests, are white, but the number of exception, 
is so great that no general rule can be laid down to this effect. Con-
versely the number of birds which lay purely white eggs in ovli 
nests. e.g. pigeons, is also large. The eggs of owls are always 
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whether they be deposited in bobs on the bare found or in open 
nests in a tree. Wm eggs of the goshawk are white, but those of 
its small relation, the sparrowhawk, are always blotched, the nest of 
both being built precisely in the same kind of position, &e. In 
regard to the almost countless cases of spotted eggs in holes or covered 
nests, of which so many groups of birds furnish examples either 
wholly or in part, it has been suggested that the species in question 
has taken to hiding its eggs in times comparatively recent, and has 
not yet got rid of the ancestral habit of secreting and despositi2q2 
Ogment. 

length of Time of Incsibation.—Most of the smaller Passeres seem 
to hatch their young in from 13-15 days. The shortest period, only 
to days:  is recorded of the small Zosterops coerukscens; the largest, 
amounting to about 8 weeks, is that of some of the larger Ramie, 
penguins and the condor. The best list, comprising birds of most 
groups, is that by W. Evans (Pin, 1891. pp. 52-93; and 1 892. pp. 

 Speaking broadly, the largest birds lay the largest eggs and 
require the longest time for incubation, but there are very many 
exceptions, and only birds of the same group can be compared with 
each other. The domestic fowl takes at days, but the pheasant, 
though no very nearly allied, takes 2 or 3 days longer, and even the 
small partridge requires 24 days. The mallard takes a6, the domestic 
duck 27. the musk duck 35 days. like most of the swans. The cuckoo, 
with 13 to 14 days, seems to have adapted itself to the short period
of its foster parents. 

The whole question still affords ample opportunitiesof experimental 
investigation and comparison. The condition of the newly hatched 
birds also varies extremely. The Nidifagae are born with their eyes 
open, arc thinly clothed with neossoptiles of simple structure, leave 
the nest on the first day and feed themselves. The Nidicokie are 
born blind, remain a long time in the nest and have to be fed by their 
parents. Taken as a whole, the Nirlifrigae comprise most of the 
phylogenetically older groups; but many of these may include some 
closely allied members which have reached the developmental level 
of the Nidicolae: for instance, some Alcidae, the pigeons. Sphenisci, 
Tubinares, Ciconiae. For detail see BIRDS: aRnifiCatioR. While in 
the first category the sense organs, tegumentary and locomotory 
organs are far advanced. these are retarded in the tinheolae, the 
development of these structures being shifted on to the postembryonic 

rc. Yet the length of the incubation is by no means always 
in the Nidifugae, when compared with equal-sized Nidicolae. 

or further information the reader may be referred to: A. R. 
Wallace, " A Theory of Birds' Nests," Anent. of Trawl and Nat. 
Hist.. s868, p. 73, reprinted in his Contributions to the Theory of 
Marra, Selection (London, 1870); A. McAldowie, " Observations on 
the Development and the Decay of the Pigment Layer in Birds' 
Eggs," Joann. An. Pr. xx.. 1886, pp. 225.237; W. Hewitson, 
Coknred Illustrations ci the Eggs of British Birds (3rd ed., London, 
1856i; T. M. Brewer, North American Oology (pro, Washington, 
1857 ; A. Lefolvre, Atlas des awls des oilcans el* Europe (8vo. Pans. 
1845 ; F. W. Baedeker, Die Eier der eitrokdiscliese Vogel (fol., 

1863): E. Rey, Eke d. Vogel Mittel-Europa's (Gem. 1905): 
A. Newton, Ootheca Walleye= (8vo, London, 1864-1927)• and 
articles on " Eggs " and " Nidification " in Pica Buds (London, 
1893-1896). (H. F. G.) 

ERROR& BARTHOLD GEORG (1776-1831), German states-
man and historian, son of Karsten Niebuhr (q.v.), was born at 
Copenhagen on the 27th of August 1776. From the earliest age 
young Niebuhr manifested extraordinary precocity, and from 
1794 to 1796, being already a finished classical scholar and 
acquainted with several modern languages, he studied at the 
university of Kid. After quitting the university he became 
private secretary to Count Schimmelmann, Danish minister of 
finance. But in :798 he gave up this appointment and travelled 
in Great Britain, spending a year at Edinburgh studying agri-
culture and physical silence. In 2799 he returned to Denmark, 
where he entered the state service; in i800 he married and 
settled at Copenhagen. In 1804 he became chief director of the 
National Bank, but in September 2806 quitted this for a similar 
appointment in Prussia. He arrived in Prussia on the eve of 
the catastrophe of Jena. He accompanied the fugitive govern-
ment to Konigsberg, where he rendered considerable service 
in the commissariat, and was afterwards still more useful as 
commissioner of the national debt and by his opposition to ill-
considered schemes of taxation. He was also for a short time 
Prussian minister in Holland, where he endeavoured without 
success tb contract a loan. The extreme sensitiveness of his 
temperament, however, disqualified him for politics; he proved 
impracticable in his relations with Hardenberg and other ministers, 
and in illto retired for a time from public life, accepting the 
more congenial appointment of royal historiographer and 
professor at the university of Berlin. 

He commenced his lectures with a eau= on the history of 
Rome, which formed the basis of his great work Raman= 
Garchichle. The first two volumes, based upon his lectures, 
were published in 1812, but attracted little attention at the time 
owing to the absorbing interest of political events. In 5853 
Niebuhr.' own attention was diverted from history by the 
uprising of the German people against Napoleon; he entered 
the Landselw and ineffectually sought admission into the 
regular army. He edited for a short time a patriotic journal, 
the Prussian Correspondent, joined the headquarters of the 
allied sovereigns, and witnessed the battle of Bautzen, and was 
subsequently employed in some minor negotiations. In Ohs he 
lost both his father and his wife. He next accepted (e816) the 
post of ambassador at Rome, and on his way thither he discovered 
in the cathedral library of Verona the long-lost ineilides of 
Gains, afterwards edited by Savigny, to whom he communicated 
the discovery under the impression that he had found a portion 
of Ulpian. During his residence in Rome Niebuhr discovered 
and published fragments of Cicero and Livy, aided Cardinal Mai 
in his edition of Cicero De Republica, and shared in framing the 
plan of the great work on the topography of ancient Rome by 
Christian C. J. von Bunsen and Ernst Platner (1773-1855), to 
which he cqptributed several chapters. He also, on a journey 
home from Italy, deciphered in a palimpsest at St Gall the frag-
ments of Flavius Merobaudes, a Roman poet of the 5th century. 
In 1823 he resigned the embassy and established himself at Bonn, 
where the remainder of his life was spent, with the exception of 
some visits to Berlin as councillor of state. He here rewrote 
and republished (1827-1828) the first two volumes of his Roman 
History, and composed a third volume, bringing the narrative 
down to the end of the First Punk War, which, with the help of 
a fragment written in tfitt, was edited after his death (1832) 
by Johannes Clasaen (1805-1892). He also assisted in August 
Bekker.' edition of the Byzantine historians, and delivered 
courses of lectures on ancient history, ethnography, geo-
graphy, and on the French Revolution. In February 1830 his 
house was burned down, but the greater part of his books and 
manuscripts were saved. The revolution of July in the same year 
was a terrible blow to him, and filled him with the most dismal 
anticipations of the future of Europe. He died on the and of 
January 1831. 

Niebuhr's Ronan History counts among epoch-making histories 
both as marking an era in the study of its special subject and for 
its momentous influence on the general conception of history. 
" The main results," says Leonhard Schmitz, " arrived at by the 
inquiries of Niebuhr, such as his views of the ancient popula-
tion of Rome, the origin of the plebs, the relation between the 
patricians and plebeians, the real nature of the agcr publicus, and 
many other points of interest, have been acknowledged by all 
his successors." Other alleged discoveries, such as the con-
struction of early Roman history out of still earlier ballads, 
have not been equally fortunate; but if every positive conclusion 
of Nicbuhr's had been refuted, his claim to be considered the 
first who dealt with the ancient history of Rome in a scientific 
spirit would remain unimpaired, and the new principles intro-
duced by him into historical research would lose nothing of their 
importance. He suggested, though he did not elaborate, the 
theory of the myth, so potent an instrument for good and ill in 
modern historical criticism. He brought in inference to supply 
the place of discredited tradition, and showed the possibility 
of writing history in the absence of original records. By his 
theory of the disputes between the patricians and plebeians arising 
from original differences of race he drew attention to the immense 
importance of ethnological distinctions, and contributed to the 
revival of these divergences as factors in modern history. More 
than all, perhaps, since his conception of ancient Roman story 
made laws and manners of more account than shadowy lawgivers, 
he undesignedly influenced history by popularizing that con-
ception of it which lays stress on institutions, tendencies and 
social traits to the neglect of individuals. 

Niebuhr's personal character was in most respects exceedingly 
attractive. His heart was kind and hip affections were strong, 

• 
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he was magnanimous and disinterdited, simple and honest. 
He had a kindling sympathy with everything lofty and generous, 
and framed his own conduct upon the highest principles. His 
chief defect was an over-sensitiveness, leading to peevish and 
unreasonable behaviour in his private and official relations, to 
hasty and unbalanced judgments of persons and things that had 
given him annoyance, and to a despondency and discouragement 
which frustrated the great good he might have effected as a philo-
sophic critic of public affairs. 

Theiwincipd authority for Niebuhr's life la the Lebearnachrsditen 
ether B. G. NiebeAr, ass Brien; &hulks soul ass Ernmerenollat 
einiger seiner nitclisten Fresade. by Dorothea Warier (g vole., 1838-
a839). In the English translation by Miss Winkworth (18$4 a 
greet deal of the correspondence is omitted, but the narrative is 
rendered more full, especially as concerns Niebuhr. participation 
in public affairs. It also contains interesting commumestions from 
Bunsen and Professor Loebell, and select translationsfrom the 
Eking Sch.:fins. See also J. Classen, Barthokl Georg Niebuhr. rise 
Gediichtnisschrift (t876), and G. Eysrenhardt, B G Niebuhr (i886) 
The first edition of his Roman History was translated into English 
by F. A. Walter (1827), but was immediately superseded by the 
translation of the wand edition by Julius Hare and Connop Thirwall. 
completed by William Smith and Leonhard Schmitz (last edition, 
1847-1851) The History has been discussed and criticised in a great 
number of publications, the most important of which, perhaps. is 
Sir George Cornwall Lewis's Essay an the Credibility of the Early 
Roses History See further J. E. Sandy', History of Classical 
Scholarship (0908), iii., pp. 78-8.. 

NIEBUHR, KARSTEN (1733-1815),  German traveller, was 
born at Llldingworth, Lauenburg, on the southern border of 
Holstein, on the 17th of March 1733, the son of a small farmer. 
He had little education, and for several years of his youth had 
to do the work of a peasant. His bent was towards mathematics, 
and he managed to obtain some lessons in surveying It was 
while he was working at this subject that one of his teachers, in 
176o, proposed to him to join the expedition which was being sent 
out by Frederick V of Denmark for the scientific exploration 
of Egypt, Arabia and Syria. To qualify himself foe the work 
of surveyor and geographer, he studied hard at mathematics 
for a year and a half before the expedition set out, and also 
managed to acquire some knowledge of Arabic The expedition 
sailed in January 1761, and, landing at Alexandria, ascended the 
Nile. Proceeding to Suez, Niebuhr made a visit to Mount Sinai, 
and in October 1762 the expedition sailed from Suez to Jeddah, 
journeying thence overland to Mocha. Here in May 1763 the 
philologist of the expedition, van Haven, died, and was followed 
shortly after by the naturalist Forskill. Som, the capital of 
Yemen, was visited, but the remaining members of the expedition 
suffered so much from the climate or from the mode of life that 
they returned to Mocha. Niebuhr seems to have saved his own 
life and restored his health by adopting the native habits as to 
dress and food. From Mocha the ship was taken to Bombay, 
the artist of the expedition dying on the passage, and the surgeon 
soon after landing. Niebuhr was now the only surviving member 
of the expedition. lie stayed fourteen months at Bombay, and 
then returned home by Muscat, Bushire, Shiraz and Persepohs, 
visited the ruins of Babylon, and thence went to Bagdad, Mosul 
and Aleppo. After a visit to Cyprus he made a tour through 
Palestine, crossing Mount Taurus to Brussa, reaching Con-
stantinople in February 1767 and Copenhagen in the following 
November. He married in 1773, and for some years held a post in 
the Danish military service which enabled him to reside at 
Copenhagen. In 1778, however, he accepted a position in the 
civil service of Holatein, and went to reside at Melded, where he 
died on the 26th of April ars. 

Niebuhr was an accurate and careful observer, had the in-
stincts of the scholar, was animated by a high moral purpose. 
and was rigorously conscientious and anxiously truthful in 
recording the results of his observation. His works have long 
been classics on the geography, the people, the antiquities 
and the archaeology of much of the district of Arabia which be 
traversed. His first volume, &sarcasm toe Arabic's, was 
published at Copenhagen in ma, the Danish government de-
fraying the expenses of the abundant illustrations This was 
followed In 1774-1778 by two other volumes, Rnsebesekreibung  

too Amities mot emigres undiegendes Larders. The fourth 
volume was not published till 1837, long after his death, under 
the editorship of Niebuhes daughter. He also undertook the 
task of bringing out the work of his friend Forskii„ the naturalist 
of the expedition, under the titles of Descripsiostes annaliens, 
Flora Aegypliaco -Arabica, and lames room nehrelient (Copen-
hagen, 1775-1776). To a German periodical, the &troches 
Museum, Niebuhr contributed papers on the interior of Africa, 
the political and military condition of the Turkish empire, and 
other subjects. 

French and Dutch translations of his narratives were published 
during his lifetime, and a condensed English translation, by Robert 
Heron, of the first three volumes in Edinburgh (17g.). His son 
Berthold (see above) published a short Life at Kid in 1817; an 
English version was issued in 1838 in the Lives 4 Eminent Mew, 
published by the Co....ery for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge. 
See D. G. Hogarth, The Pendrands of Arabia (" Story of Ex. 
*ration " series) (1904• 

KIEDERBRONN, a town of Germany, in the imperial province 
Alsace-Lorraine, on the Falkeniteiner Bach, situated under the 
eastern slope of the Vosges, It III. N W. from Hagenau by rail 
Pop. (roos) 3120. It contains an Evangelical and • Roman 
Catholic church, a convent of the Sisters of the Divine Redeemer,  
and a high-grade and other schools. Niederbronn is one of the 
best-known watering-places is the Vosges. Its brine springs, 
with a hydropathic establishment attached, are specific in cases 
of gout, obesity and liver disorders. Here, on the 26th of July 
ifiro; the first engagement between the Germans and the French 
in the Franco-German war took place. There are several ruined 
castles in the neighbourhood, the moat noteworthy of which is one 
on the Wesenburg (1415 ft. high) erected in the 14th century. 
Various Celtic and Roman antiquities have been found around 
Niederbronn. 

See Kuhn, Les Ease de Ifiedisbronss (3rd ed.. Steenberg. 186o); 
Mathis, Ass Niederbronns ekes Zones (Stramburg. 1901); and 
Kirstein. Dar Marienbad Ishoderbronn (Strassburg 1902). 

NIEDERLAHNSTRIN. a town of Germany, in the Prussian 
province of Hesse-Nassau, situated on the right bank of the Rhine 
at the confluence of Lahn, 3 m. S.E. from Coblena by the railway 
to Ems, and at the junction of lines to Hoc.hheim and Cologne. 
Pop 0000 4351 It has two Roman Catholic churches. The 
chief industries are the making of machinery and shipbuilding. 
Nlederlaluntein obtained civic rights in 1332, and was until 21803 
on the territory of the electors of Trier Here on the ist of 
January 1814 a part of the Russian army crossed the Rhine. 
In the vicinity are the Johanniskirche, a Romanesque church 
restored in 1837, and the Allerheiligenberg, whereon stands a 
chapel, once a famous place of pilgrimage. 

NIIIDER-8ELTERS. a village of Germany, in the Prussian 
province of Hesse-Nassau, situated in a well-wooded country on 
the Ems, IX M. S E.•from Limburg by the railway to Frankfort-
on-Main. Pop (woo) 1339 Here are the springs of the famous 
Salters or Seltzer water, employed as specific in cases of catarrh 
of the respiratory organs, the stomach and bladder. Until :866 
the springs belonged to the duke of Nassau; since this date they 
have been the property of Prussii. They hi:clime famous in the 
earlier part of the 19th century, although they had been known 
many years previously 

See Grossmann, Die Heilgaelks des Tannin (Wiesbaden 1887). 
NIEDERWALD, a broad hill in Germany, in the Prussian 

province of Hesse-Nassau, on the right bank of the Rhine, 
between that river and the Wisner, opposite Bingen, forming 
the aduth-western apex of the Taunus range. Its summit is 
clothed with dense forests of oak and beech, while its southern 
and western sides, which descend sharply to Radesheim and 
Asamannahausen on the Rhine, are covered with vineyards, and 
produce some of the finest wines of the district At the edge of 
the forest, on the crest of the hill above RtIdesheim, stands the 
gigantic " Germania " statue. the national monument of the war 
of 1870-71, which was unveiled on the 28th of September 1883 
by the emperor William I., in the presence of all the rulers in 
Germany or their representatives. It was designed by Johannes 
Schilling. and the bream figure of Germania is 33 ft. high. ibe 
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pedestal is adorned with allegoriesl firms  and portraits of 
German princes and generals. Cogtooth mountain railways 
run up the hill from Rddesheim and Assmannshausen. 

See Spielman. Nsederwaid sad Alaiiessaldessiand (Wiesbaden. 
MS). 

NIEHAUS, CHARLES HENRY (sass- ), American sculptor, 
of German parentage, was born at Cincinnati, Ohio, on the 24th 
of January 1855. He was a pupil of the McMichen School of 
Design, Cincinnati, and also studied at the Royal Academy, 
Munich, returning to America in 188r; in 1885, after several 
years in Rome, be established his studio in New York City. In 
god he became a National Academician. His principal works 
are: a statue of President Garfield, for Cincinnati; the Hahne-
mann Memorial, in Washington; " Moses " and " Gibbons," 
for the Congressional Library, and " James A. Garfield," " John 
J. Ingalls," " William Allen," and " Oliver P. Morton," for 
Statuary Hall, Capitol, Washington; " Hooker " and " Damn-
port," State House, Hartford, Connecticut; the Astor Memorial 
doors, Trinity Church, New York; " General Forrest," Memphis, 
Tennessee; Generals Sherman and Lee, and William the Silent, 
"The Scraper; or Greek Athlete using a Stria ", statues of 
Lincoln, Farragut and McKinley, at Muskegon, Michigan; a 
scat uc of McKinley and a lunette for McKinley's tomb, at Canton, 
Ohio, and " The Driller," at Titusville, Pennsylvania, in memory 
of Colonel E. L. Drake, who, in zits% sank the first oil well in 
Pennsylvania. 

MEL, ADOLPH! (1802-1869), marshal of France, was born 
at Muret on the 4th of October 18o2, and entered the Stole 
Polytechnique in 1821, whence he passed to the engineer school 
at Metz, becoming lieutenant in the Engineers in 1827 and 
captain in 1833 At the storming of Constantine he led the 
engineer detachment with one of the storming parties, and his 
conduct gained for him the rank of chef de boloillon (1837). 
In 5840 he was promoted lieutenant-colonel, and in 1846 colonel, 
and his next war service was as chief of staff to General Valliant 
during the siege of Rome (1849), after which he was made general 
of brigade and director of engineer services at headquarters. 
In 1851 he became a member of the Committee of Fortifications, 
in the following year a member of the council of state, and in 
1853 general of division. In the first part of the Crimean War 
he was employed in the expedition to the Baltic, and directed 
engiteer operations against Bomarsund, but early in ass he 
was sent to the Crimea, where he succeeded General Bizot as 
chief of engineers. For some years he had been the most trusted 
military adviser of Napoleon III., and he was now empowered to 
advise the generals on the spot in accordance with the wishes of 
the sovereign and the home government. This delicate and 
difficult task Niel managed to carry out with as much success 
as could be expected, and he had the credit of directing the siege 
operations against the Malakoff (see Clubman Wait). His 
reward was the grand cross of the Legion of Honour. From ass 
to 5859 he was employed at headquarters, and also served in the 
senate. In the war against the Austrians in the latter year (see 
!num; Ways) Niel commanded the IV. corps, and took a 
brilliant part in the battles of Magenta and &Maine. On the 
field of battle of Solferino he was made a marshal of France. 
After service for some years in a home command, be became 
minister of war (1867). In this capacity he drafted and began 
to carry out a far-reaching scheme of army reform, based on 
universal service and the automatic creation of large reserves, 
which needed only time to mature. He also rearmed the whole 
of the army with the chasseplit rifle. But he did not live to 
complete the development of his system. lie died on the 13th 
of August :869 in Paris, and a year later the Franco-German War 
destroyed the old imperial army upon which the new formations 
were to have been grafted. 

MELO (the Italian form of Lat. eigefiran, diminutive of 
miser, " black"; Late Gr. purer), a method of producing 
delicate and minute decoration on a polished metal surface by 
incised lines filled in with a black metallic amalgam. In some 
cases it is very difficult to distinguish niello from black enamel; 
but the black substance differs from true enamel in beingmetallic ,  

net vitreous. Our knowledge of the process and materials 
employed In niello-work is derived mainly from four writers.— 
Eraclins the Roman (a writer probably of the nth century), 
Theophilus the monk, who wrote in the 12th or 13th century; 
and, in the 05th century, Benvenuto Cellini ' and Giorgio Vasari; 
The design was cot with a sharp graving tool on the smooth 
surface of the metal, which was usually silver, but occasionally 
gold or even bronze. An alloy was formed of two parts silver, 
one-third copper and one-sixth lead; to this mixture, while 
fluid in the crucible, powdered sulphur in mass was added, and 
the brittle amalgam, when cold, was finely pounded, and sealed 
up in large quills for future use. A solution of borax tenet as a 
flux was brushed over the metal plate and thoroughly worked' 
into its incised lines. The powdered amalgam was then shaken 
out of the quills on to the plate, so as to completely cover all the 
engraved pattern. The plate was now carefully heated over a 
charcoal fire, fresh amalgam being added, as the powder fused, 
upon any defective places. When the powder had become 
thoroughly liquid, so as to fill all the lines, the plate was allowed 
to cool, and the whole surface was scraped, so as to remove the 
superfluous niello, leaving only what had sunk into and filled up 
the engraved pattern. Last of all the nielloed plate was very 
highly polished, till it presented the appearance of a smooth 
metal surface enriched with a delicate design in fine grey-black 
lines. This process was chiefly used for silver work, on account 
of the vivid contrast between the whiteness of the silver and the 
darkness of the Mello. As the slightest scratch upon the metal 
received the nicllo, and became a distinct black line, ornament 
of the most minute and refined description could easily be pro-
duced. 

The earliest specimens of Mello belong to the Roman period. 
Two fine examples are in the British Museum. One is a bronze 
statuette of a Roman general, nearly a ft. high, found at Barking 
Hall in Suffolk. The dress and armour have patterns partly 
inlaid in silver and partly in Mello. The dark tint of the bronze 
rather prevents the niello from showing out distinctly. This 
statuette is apparently a work of the 1st century! The other 
example is not earlier than the 4th century. kis a silver casket 
or lady's toilet box, in which were found an ampulla and other 
small objects, enriched with niello-work! 

From Roman times till the end of the 16th century the art of 
working in niello seems to have been constantly practised in 
some part at least of Europe, while in Russia and India it has 
survived to the present day. From the 6th to the 12th century 
a large number of massive and splendid works in the precious 
metals were produced at Byzantium or under Byzantine influence, 
many of which were largely decorated with nkllo; the silver 
dome of the baldacchino over the high altar of S. Sophia was 
probably one of the most important of these. Niello is frequently 
mentioned in the inventories of the treasures belonging to the 
great basilicas of Rome and Byzantium. The Pala d'Oro at S. 
Mark's, Venice, roth century, owes much of its refined beauty 
to Welk, patterns in the borders. This art was also practised by 
Bernward, artist-bishop of Hildesheim (ob. 1023); a fine salver 
paten, decorated with figures in niello, attributed to his hand, 
still exists among the many rich treasures in the church of Han-
over Palace. Other nielli, probably the work of the same bishop, 
are preserved In the cathedral of Ifildesheim. In France, too, 
judging both from existing specimens of ecclesiastical plate and 
many records preserved in church inventories, this mode of 
decoration must have been frequently applied all through the 
middle ages: especially fine examples once existed at Notre 
Dame, Paris, and at Cluny, where the columns of the sanctuary 
were covered with plates of silver in the s ith century, each plate 
being richly ornamented with designs in niello. Among the 
early Teutonic and Celtic races, especially from the 8th to the 
11th centuries, both in Britain and other countries, Mello was 

1  pis. Ad. Sched iii. 27-29 (see Hcndric's edition, t847). 
• Troika° idr mermaid. 

4  Tres ern del dater.. 
• See Sec. Ant. Vet. Mon. iv pls. 1143. 

• See Visconti, lino Anna; Argentina (Rome, 1793). 
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frequently used to decorate the very beautiful personal orna- 
ments of which so many specimens enrich the museums of Europe, 
The British Museum possesses a fine fibula of silver decorated 
with a simple pattern in niello and thin plates of Impound gold. 
This, though very similar in design to many fibulae from Scandi- 
navia and Britain, was found In a tomb at Ketch (Panticapacum). 
Several interesting gold rings of Saxon workmanship have been 
found at different !Imes, on which the owner's name and orna- 

mental patterns are formed in gold with 
• background of niello. One with the 
name of Ethelwulf, king of Wessex 
(836-838), is now in the British Museum 
(see figure). Another in the Victoria 
and Albert Museum has the name of 
Album, who was bishop of Umbers, 
from 823 to 867. The metal-workers of 
Ireland, whose skill was quite unrivalled, 
practised largely the art of niello from 
the loth to the tath century, and pos. 

Gold and Niello Ring silly even.earlier. Fine croziers, shrines, 
fibulae, and other objects of Irish work-

manship, most skilfully enriched with elaborate Mello-work, 
exist in considerable numbers. From the 13th to the 16th 
century but little niello-work appears to have been produced in 
England. Two specimens have been found, one at Matlask, 
Norfolk, and the other at Devizes, which from the character of 
the design appear to be English. They arc both of gold, and 
seem to be the covering plates of small pendant reliquaries 
about s in. long, dating about the end of the isth century. One 
has a crucifix between St John the Baptist and a bishop; the other, 
that found at Devizes, has the two latter figures, but no crucifix.' 
It is, however, in Italy that the art of niello-work was brought to 
greatest perfection. During the whole medieval period it was 
much used to decorate church plate, silver altar-boatels, and the 
like. The magnificent frontal, of Pistols cathedral and the 
Florence baptistery are notable instances of this During the 
15th century, especially at Florence, the art of niello-work was 
practised by almost all the great artist-goldsmiths of that period. 
Apart from the beauty of the works they produced, this art had 
a special Importance and interest from its having led the way to 
the invention of printing from engravings on metal plates (see 
L114E-ENGRAVING). Vasari's account of this invention, given in 
his lives of Nikkei° and Maso Fioiguerra, is very interesting, 
but ho is wrong in asserting that Maso was the first worker in 
niello who took proofs or impressions of his plates. An Important 
work of this sort, described at length by Vasari and wrongly 
ascribed by him to Maso Finigucrra (q.v.), still exists in the 
Opera del Duomo at Florence. It is a pax with a very rich and 
delicate niello picture of the coronation of the Virgin; the 
composition is very full, and the work almost microscopic in 
minuteness; it was made in 1452. Impressions from it are 
preserved in the British Museum, the Louvre and other col-
lections. The British Museum possesses the finest existing 
example of ,5th-century German niello. It is a silver beaker, 
covered with graceful scroll-work, forming medallions, In 
which are figures of cupids employed in various occupations 
(sec Shaw's &CUM and Decorations of She lfiddk Ages, 1858, 
vol. 

Aurnontrms.—The Archaeological Journal of 186a 	p. 
has an excellent monograph on the subject, see also vol. au. 
P• 79 and vol. iv. p. 247; Arckaeolotia. xxxi. 404; Merrifield, 
,A mind Practice of Painting. vol. i. (1 849) (gives MSS. of Breams and 
other early writers); Catalogue of Museum of Royal Irish AcademY; 
Les Hittite d is ask. &Aix-la-Chaps& (Paris._ 1859); Alvin. Nielks 
de is bibliotheone toy. de Belgique (1857); Duchene. !Genes des 
*tames florentins (like); Passavant, Le Peintre -vowor 0 86o- 
1864); Ottley, History of Engraving (180) and of Pap 
similes of Prints (1 8z6); Cieognara,Sieria della scultura,iil p. s68 
(Prato, 1823), and Skirls dens sakogrifia (Prato, 183;1 Lanzi. 
Stork pittorica, ep. I. see. (1809); Balthnucci, Pr marl del 
disegno (1682-1728) and L'Arte di intagliare is runts (1686)2 Zan'. 
Origins dell' incisions in ramie (Oka); Liberec. Ark of the Middle 
Ages (1855): Tesler, Dictionssaire de Corporals p. 1822 (Paris. 

, Ste Pre. Norfolk Archaso. Soc. iii. p. 97.  

r8 7): Bartsch Lis Peisitreiromor, xiii. rls; Reinehr, Usti*. 
seePime der Gilded( fur die Annalists, &c. (Leipzig, 1840; Lensing, 
Callataneen sur Literakr (vol. xii. art." Niellum "); C. Davenport, 
in Journal of Soc. of Arts (1901), von. xlviii. U. H. M.) 

NIEM iithitar, or Numatuj, DilmucH 01,  (e. 1345-14 1 8), 
medieval historian, was born at Nieheim, a small town subject 
to the bee of Paderborn. He became a notary of the papal court 
of the rota at Avignon, and fa 1376 went with the Curia to Rome. 
Urban VI. here took particular notice of him, made him an 
abbreviator to the papal chancery, and in 5383 took him with him 
on his visit to King Charles at Naples, an expedition which led 
to many unpleasant adventures, from which he escaped in 1385 
by leaving the Curia. In 1387 be is again found among the 
abbreviators, and in 1395  Pope Boniface IX. appointed him to 
the bishopric of Verden. His attempt to take possession of the 
see, however, met with successful opposition; and he had to 
resume his work in the chancery, where his name again appears in 
1403. In the meantime be had helped to found a German 
hospice in Rome, which survives as the Institute deli' Anima, 
and had begun to write a chronicle, of which only fragments are 
extant. His chief importance, however, lies in the part he task 
in the controversies arising out of the Great Schism. He accom-
panied Oregory XII. to Lucca in May 1408, and, having in vain 
tried to make the pope listen to counsels of moderation, he joined 
the Roman and Avignonese cardinals at Pisa. He adhered to the 
pope elected by the council of Pisa (Alexander V.) and to his 
successor John XXIII., resuming his place at the Curia. In view 
of the increasing confusion in the Church, however, he became 
one of the most ardent advocates of the appeal to a general 
(=elicit He was present at the council of Constance as adviser 
to the German " nation." lie died at Maastricht on the and of 
March 418. 

Niem wrote about events in which be either had an intimate 
personal sham or of which he was in an excellent position to obtain 
accurate information. His most important works are the Newus 
sawn,: and the De ultimate. Of these the first, compiled at Locca 
after the breach with G 	XII., is collection of documents 

 had fallen into his ha 	during the nejmeations for union : 
papal pronouncements, pamphlets, letters written and received by 
himself,. and the like. The De schismate lihri III., completed on 
the 25th of May 142o, describes the history of events ranee 1 376 

 as Nicer klmelf had seen them. It was continued in the Histeris 
de silo Johannis XXIII. Other works are De bona regimens Rom. 
pont!ficis. dedicated to the new pope (john XXIII.); De reodis 
aniendi ac reformandi ecckswm and De difficultate ►eformationis in 
sonar& insiversati, advocating the convocation of a council, to which 
the pope is to bow; Contra dampsratos Widiviins Prove, against the 
Hussite': Jura ac knife& imperil, a glorification of the empire in 
view of the convocation of the council of Constance; Avisamenta 
plikherrima de unions et reformations membrorstm d tapirs fistula, • 

me of church reform based on his experiences of the evils 
of papal system. • 

Forr bibliography we Potthast. DiN hid. etalii.  cwt (and ed.,

• 

	1896). p. sou. s.v " Theodoricus de Nicer ; and generally 
we the article on Diem by 'Theodor Lindner In Alkemetne deutsche 
Br

8
ogrookse (Leipzig, 1866); and Eder, Dietrsch von 	(Leipzig, 

187). 
NIENCEW107, JULIAN BRUN (1758.-184r), Polish scholar, 

poet and statesman, was born in r757 in Lithuania. In the 
earlier part of his life he acted as adjutant to Kosciusko, was 
taken prisoner with him at the fatal bat tic of Maciejowice ( r7os), 
and shared his captivity at St Petersburg. On his release he 
travelled for some time in America, where he married. After 
the Congress of Vienna he was secretary of state and president 
of the constitutional committee in Poland, but in 1830-1831 he 
was again driven into exile. He died in Parson the ant of April 
1841. Niemcewics tried many styles of composition. His 
comedy The Rdurn of the Deputy (1790) enjoyed a great reputa-
tion, and his novel, John of Tencsyn (1825), in the style of Scott, 
gives a vigorous picture of old Polish days. He also wrote a 
History of Ike Reign of Sigissiond III. (3 vols., titre), and a 
collection of memoirs for ancient Polish history (6 vols., 1822-
2823). But he is now best remembered by his Historical Song: 
of the Poles (Warsaw, i816), a series of lyrical compositions in 
which the chief heroes are of the golden age of Sigismund L, 
and the reigns of Stephen Bathori and Sobieski. 

His collected works were published in Is vols. at Leipzig (1838-
1 840). 
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FIRMED ON THESAALE, a town of Germany, in the duchy 

of Anhalt, situated at the influx of the Bode into the Seale, 
61n. N. of Bernburg on the railway Calbe-Kannern. Pop. (1905) 
5748. It contains a beautiful Gothic Evangelical church, an 
old castle, once a monastery (founded 975, dissolved 1546), and 
now devoted to secular uses, and a classical school The in-
dustries embrace iron-founding and machine-making, making 
and tanning 

NIENBURG ON THE WEBER. a town of Germany, in the 
Prussian province of Hanover, situated on the Weser, 33 in. 
N.W. from Hanover by the railway to Bremen. Pop. (nos) 
9638. It has an Evangelical and a Roman Catholic church, 
a classical school and an agricultural college. Its industries 
consist chiefly in glass-blowing, distilling; biscuit-making and 
the manufacture of manures. The town is mentioned as early 
as tors. It was fortified in the izth century, obtained municipal 
rights in 1569, and passed in 1482 to the house of Ltineburg. 
It was occupied by the imperialists from 1627 to 1634, and by 
the French during the Seven Years' War. The walls were dis-
mantled by order of Napoleon I. in 1807. 

See Gadc, Geschichte der Skutt Nienbwi as der Weser (1862). 
NIEPCE, JOSEPH NICEPHORE (1765-1833), French physicist, 

and one of the inventors of photography, was born at Chalon-
sur-Saone on the 7th of March 1765. la 2792 he entered the 
army as a sub-lieutenant, and In the following year he saw active 
service in Italy. Ill-health and failing eyesight compelled him to 
resign his commission before he had risen above the rank of 
lieutenant; but in 2795 he was nominated administrakur of 
the district of Nice, and he held the post until thoi. Returning 
in that year to his birthplace, he devoted himself along with 
his cider brother Claude (1763-1828) to mechanical and chemical 
researches; and in 1811 he directed his attention to the rising 
art of lithography. In 2813 the idea of obtaining sun pictures 
first suggested itself to him in this connexion, and in 1826 
he learned that L. J. M Daguerre was working in the same direc-
tion In 1829 the two united their fortes, " pour coopfrer au 
perfectionncment de la dfcouverte invcntfe par M Nicpce 
et perfection:tee par M. Daguerre" (see also PHOTOGRAPHY). 
Nicpce died at Gras, his property near Chalon, on the 3rd of 
July 1833. A nephew, CLAUDE Ffux ABEL NIEPCE DE SAINT-
Virrox (1805-1870), served with distinction in the army, and 
also made important contributions towards the advancement 
of the art of photography; he published Recherche: ylsoid• 
grapkiques (Paris, 1855) and TrailJ prairie/ de gravure Ws-
graphieue kir Geier a mu eerie (Paris, 1866) 

NIEREMBERO, JUAN EUSEBIO (1595-1658), Spanish 
Jesuit and mystic, was born at Madrid in 1595, joined the 
Society of Jesus in 1614, and subsequently became lecturer on 
Scripture at the Jesuit seminary in Madrid, where he died on 
the 7th of April 1658. He was highly esteemed in devout circles 
as the author of De la aficion y amor de leas (1630), and De la 
afickfn y amor de Mark (1630), both of which were translated 
into Arabic, Flemish, French, German, Italian and Latin. 
These works, together with the Prodigies dd amor diner, (1641), 
are now forgotten, but Nieremberg's version (5656) of the 
!natation is still a favourite, and his eloquent treatise, De la 
hcronosura de Dios y es asvabilidad (16.49), is the last classical 
manifestation of mysticism in Spanish literature. Nieremberg 
has not the enraptured vision of St Theresa, nor the philosophic 
significance of Luis de Le6n, and the unvarying sweetness of 
his style is cloying; bet he has exaltation, unction, insight, 
and his book forms no unworthy close to a great literary 
tradition. 

NIERSTEIN,,  a village of Germany, in the grand duchy of 
Hesse-Darmstadt, on the left bank of the Rhine, 8 m. S. from 
Mainz by the railway to Wonns. Pop. (1005) 4445. It contains 
a Roman Catholic and a Protestant church, an old Roman 
bath—Sironabad—and sulphur springs. It is famous for its 
wines, in which a large export trade is done. Nielstein was 
originally a Roman settlement, and was a royal residence under 
the Carolingian rulers. Later it passed from the emperor to 
the elector palatine of the Rhine. 

NIRIZICHE, FRIEDRICH WILHELM (z844-1goo), Germain 
philosopher, was the son of the pastor at Itticken, near Leipzig, 
where he was born on rsth October 1844. He was educated 
at Schulpforta, and studied the classics at the universities of 
Bonn and Leipzig. In rake, while still an undergraduate, be 
was, on F. W. Ritschrs recommendation, appointed to an extra-
ordinary professorship of classical philology in the university 
of Basel, and rapidly promoted to an ordinary, professorship. 
Hem he almost immediately began a brilliant literary activity, 
which gradually assumed • more and more philosophical char-
acter. acter. In 1876 eye (and brain) trouble caused him to obtain 
sick leave, and finally, in x879, to be pensioned. For the next 
ten years he lived in various health resorts, in considerable 
suffering (he declares that the year contained for him zoo days 
of pure pain), but dashing off, at high pressure, the brilliant 
essays on which his fame rests. Towards the end of i888, after 
recovering from an earlier attack, he was pronounced hopelessly 
insane, and in this condition he remained until he died on the 
asth of August rem Nietasche's writings must be understood 
in their relation to these circumstances of his life, and as the 
outcome of a violent revolt against them on the part of an 
intensely emotional and nervous temperament. His philosophy, 
consequently, is neither systematic in itself nor expounded in 
systematic form. It is made up of a number of points of view 
which successively appeared acceptable to a personality whose 
self-appreciation verges more and more upon the insane, and 
exhibits neither consecutiveness nor consistency. Its natural 
form Is the aphorism, and to this and to its epigrammatic 
brilliance, vigour, and uncompromising revolt against all con-
ventions in science and conduct it owes its persuasiveness. 
Revolt against the whole civilized environment in which he was 
brought up Is the keynote of Nietzsche's literary career. His 
revolt against Christian faith and morals turns him into a proudly 
atheistic " free-thinker," and preacher of a new " master " 
morality, which transposes the current valuations, deposes 
the "Christian virtues," and incites the "over-man" ruthlessly 
to trample under foot the servile herd of the weak, degenerate 
and poor in spirit. His revolt againit the theory of state 
supremacy turns him into an anarchist and individualist, his 
revolt against modern democracy into an aristocrat. His revolt 
against conventional culture leads him to attack D. F. Strauss 
as the typical " Philistine of culture "; his revolt against the 
fashion of pessimism to demand a new and mote robust affirma-
tion of life, not merely although, but because, it is painful. Indeed, 
his very love of life may itself be regarded as an Indignant 
revolt against the toils that were inexorably closing in around 
him. He directs this spirit of revolt also against the sources 
of his own inspiration; he turns bitterly against Wagner, 
whose intimate friend and enthusiastic admirer he had been, 
and denounces him as the musician of decadent emotionalism; 
he rejects his " educator " Schopenhauer's pessimism, and 
transforms his will to live into a " Will to Power." Nevertheless 
his reaction does not in this case really carry him beyond the 
ground of Schopenhauerian philosophy, and his own may 
perhaps be most truly regarded as the paradoxical development 
of an inverted Schopenhauerism. Other influences which may 
be traced in his writings are those of modern naturalism and of 
a somewhat misinterpreted Darwinism (" strength " is generally 
interpreted as physical endowment, but it has sometimes to 
be reluctantly acknowledged that the physically feeble, by their 
combination and cunning, prove stronger than the " strong "). 
His writings in di& chronological order are as follows; Die 
Geburt der TragOdk sus deer Geisk Sc, Musik 0870; Urmeit-
gesidsse Betraddragew (1873-1876) (Strauss—Fos' Nutsee seed 
Hackled der Historic far dos Leheu—Sehopenhauer als &richer—
Rickard Wagner is Bayreuth); Meruchliches, Attenuant:tidies 
(476-1811o); Howard& (t88i); .Die frOldidse Wisseimehaft 
(0187); Also •sprach Zaratkiktra (1883-1884); fenseits ton 
Gut and Bose (1886); Zur Genealogic der Moral (1887); Der 
Pall Wages. (1888); Gokersdammenalg (1888); Nietzsche mans 
Wagner, Der Antichrist, and Poems first appeared in the complete 
edition of his works, which also contains the notes for Will. 
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ow Mack, in which Nietzsche had Intended to give a more 
systematic account of his doctrine (1895-i9or)• 	(F. C. S. S.) 

An edition of Nietzsche's complete works began toappear in 189v 
there are also two popular editions. 1899 ff. (1g vols. have been pub-
lished) and 1906 110 vols.). In *goo Nletzsche's Briefs bee to be 
published. An English translation In 18 vols., edited by Oskar 
Levy, reached the 13th vol. in Ivo. litterlraphy. by his sister, 
Elisabeth Forster-Nietsche (Des Loans F • Nieto:chez,* S If.), 
reached its third volume in try. There are also lives bk

or

1). 

gral and M. MwtliuggdepOpidif character. jeBrandesent1 810re4 
European attention to Nietzsche by his famous essay in 1889; since 
then an enormous literature has grown up round the subject. See 
especially L Aadreas Salome, P. Nietzsche in seinen Werken (18,4); 
A. Riehi, F. Nietzsche (18977; 3rd ed., toot); F. TOnnies, Nietzsche-
Kalifs (1397); H. Ellis, F. Nietssche (in Affirmations, 1808); H. 
Lichtenberger, La Pkiksephie de Nietzsche (1895; German trans., 
1899); E. Horneffer, Yorbdge use F. Nietzsche (two); T. Ziegler, 
F. Nietzsche (1900); J. Zeider, Nietssches Asthetik (Iwo). P. 
DeusseN Erinnersingen ex F. Nietzsche (tnot); R. Richter, F. 
Nietzsche, sein Leber: and sein Work (t9o3); G. Simmel, Schopenha,sa 
send Nietzsche (1907). For an estimate of his moral theory see 
ETHICS, ad fin. 

NIEUPORT (Flem. Nieuwpoort), a town of Belgium in the 
province of West Flanders. Pop. (1904) 3780. It was the 
port of Ypres, and is situated on the Yser about ro in. S. of 
Ostend. It was strongly fortified in the middle ages and its siege 
by the French in 1488-1489 is an episode of its heroic period. 
Under its walls in 1600 Maurice of Nassau defeated the Archduke 
Albert and the Spaniards. It contains an ancient cloth market, 
a fine town-hall and an old church, and outside is a lighthouse 
dating from 1289. Nieuport Bains, 2 m. from the town, is a 
fashionable seaside resort dating only from 1869. It has a fine 
pier extending 15oo yds. out to sea and flanking the entrance 
to the Yser, which has been canalized. The bathing is excellent, 
and in the season the place is largely frequented by visitors. 

NAME, a department of central France, formed from the 
old province of Nivernais with a small portion of the (Wallah. 
It is bounded N.W. by Loiret, N. by Yonne, E. by CAte d'Or, 
E. and S.E. by Sa6ne-et-Loire, S. by Allier and W. by Cher. 
Pop. (1906) 313, 972. Area, 2659 sq. m. Niivre falls into three 
regions differing in elevation and in geological formation. In 
the east are the granitic mountains of the Morvan, one of the 
most picturesque portions of France, containing Mont Prfnelay 
(2789 ft.) and several lesser heights. The north and centre are 
occupied by plateaus of jurassic limestone with a maximum 
elevation of taco ft. The west and south-western pan of the 
department is a district of plaios, composed mainly of tertiary 
formations with alluvial deposits, and comprising the valleys 
of the Loire and the Allier. The lowest level of the department 
is 446 ft., at the exit of the Loire. Nikvre belongs partly to the 
basin of the Loire, partly to that of the Seine. The watershed 
dividing these two basins follows the general slope of the depart-
ment from S.E. to N.W.—from Mont Prfnelay to the Puisaye, 
the district in the extreme north-west. Towards the west the 
limits of Nilvre are marked by the Allier-Loire valley—the 
Loire suiting across the south-west corner of the department 
by Decize and Neves and then continuing the line of its great 
affluent the Allier northwards by Fourchambault, La Charitf, 
Pouilly and Coen. Secondary feeders of the Loire are the 
Nievre, which gives its name to the department, and the Aron, 
whose valley is traversed by the Nivernais Canal. The largest 
tributary of the Seine in Nievre is the Yonne, which rises in 
the south-east, passes by Clamecy, and carries along with it 
the northern part of the Nivernais CanaL The Cure, the principal 
affluent of the Yonne (with which, however, it does not unite 
till after it has left the department), is the outlet of a lake, Lac 
des Settees, which serves as a reservoir for the regulation of 
the river and the canal. Owing to its greater elevation and the 
retention of the rain-water on its impermeable surface in the 
shape of ponds and streams, Morvan shows a mean temperature 
e F. lower than that of the western district, which, in the valley 
of the Loire, is almost identical with that of Paris (se F.). 
At Nevin the annual rainfall amounts to only 21 in., but 
in Morvan it is nearly three times as great. 

The principal cereals are oats and wheat; potatoes are  

also largely grown. Much land is given over to pasture and 
the cultivation of various kinds of forage, and the fattening 
of cattle is a thriving agricultural industry. The Nivernais 
and Chasolais are the chief breeds. The rearing of sheep and 
draught-horses is also of importance. Vines are grown m the 
valley of the Loire and in the neighbourhood of Clamecy. The 
white wines of Pouilly on the Loire are widely known. Nievre 
abounds in forests, the chief trees being the oak, beech, hornbeam, 
elm and chestnut. Coal is mined at Decize, and gypsum, building 
stone, and kaolin are among the quarry products. The best- 
known mineral springs are those of Pougues and St Honored. 
Of the iron-works for which Nievre is famous, the most important 
are those of Fourchambault. At Imphy there are large steel-
works. The government works of La Chausaade at Guerigny 
make chain-cables, anchors, armour-plates, &e. There are also 
manufactories of agricultural implerients and hardware, potteries, 
manufactories of porcelain, and faience (at Never), tile-works, 
chemical works, paper-mills and saw-mills, as well as numerous 
tanneries, boot and shoe factories, cask manufactories and oil 
works (oolza, poppy and hemp). In the Morvan district a large 
part of the population is engaged in the timber industry; the 
logs carried down by the streams to Clamecy are then put into 
boats and conveyed to Paris. 

A great deal of the traffic is by water: the canal along the 
left bank of the Loire runs through the department for 38 in., 
and the Nivernais canal for 78 m. The chief railway is that 
of the Paris-Lyons-Mfditerranee Company, whose main line 
to Nimes follows the valley of the Loire and Allier throughout 
the department. Nikvre is divided into 4 arrondissements 
(Neven,Chateau-Chinon,Clamecy and Cosne being their capitals), 
25 cantons, 313 communes. It forms the diocese of Never, 
and part of the educational district of Dijon and of the region 
of the VIII. carps tl'aretee. Its court of appeal is at Bourges. 
The most noteworthy towns are Never, the capital, Clamecy, 
Fourchambault, Cosne, La China and Decize. Vary and 
Tenney have fine churches of the 14th, and the 12th, 13th and 
16th centuries respectively, and there is an interesting church,' 
chiefly Romanesque in style, at St Pierre-le-Nattier. 

NIPO, AGOSTINO (Aunorrnens Nouns] (c. 1473-1538 or 
ISO, Italian philosopher and commentator, was born at Japoll 
in Calabria. He settled for a time at Sena and subsequently 
proceeded to Padua, where he studied philosophy. He lectured 
at Padua, Naples, Rome and Pisa, and won so high a reputation 
that he was deputed by Leo X. to defend the Catholic doctrine 
of Immortality against the attack of Pomponazzi and the 
Alexandrists. In return for this he was made Count Palatine, 
with the right to call himself by the name Medici. In his early 
thought he followed Averroes, but afterwards modified his 
views so far as to make himself acceptable to the orthodox 
Catholics. In 493 he produced an edition of the works of 
Averroes; with a commentary compatible with his acquired 
orthodoxy. In the great controversy with the Alexandrists 
he opposed the theory of Pomponazzi that the rational soul 
is inseparably bound up with the material part of the individual, 
and hence that the death of the body carries with it the death 
of the tout He insisted that the individual soul, as part of 
absolute intellect, is indestructible, and on the death of the 
body is merged in the eternal unity. 

His principal philosophical works are De immortalitale Galati 
(1518 and 1524): Da itaellects et darn onibust Dr infteitate priori 
motet* 111611.010 and opoweis Natalia e palatial. His numerous 
commentaries on Aristotle were widely read and frequently reprinted, 
the best-known edition being one printed at Paris in 1634 m fourteen 
volumes (including the Opurcula). 

NIODBH (Arab. Nakidalt), the chief town of a sanjak of the 
same name in the Xenia vilayet of Asia Minor, situated on the 
Kaisarieh-Cilician Gates road. It is remarkable for the beauty 
of its buildings, dating from almost all ages of the Seljuk period. 
After the fall of the sultanate of Rum (of which it had been 
one of the principal cities), Nigdeh became independent, and, 
according to Ibu Batuta, ruinous, and did not pass into Ottoman 
hands till the time of Mahommed II. It represents no classical 
town, but, with Bor, has inherited the imports= of Tyana, 
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whose site lies *bootie. m. S.W. A Elittite-inscribed monument, 
brought perhaps from Tyana, has been found at Nigdeh. The 
population (2o,000) includes a large Greek and a small Armenian 
community. The Orthodox metropolitan of lconium resides 
here. 

NIGEL (d. 3569), bishop of Ely, bead of the exchequer in the 
reigns of Henry I. and Henry IL, was brought into the exchequer 
in early life (1530). Soon after his uncle Roger of Salisbury 
secured him the bishopric of Ely, much to the disgust of the 
monks. Nigel was at first retained in Stephen's service; but, 
like his uncle and his brothers, incurred the suspicion of leaning 
towards the Angevin interest, when Roger of Salisbury and 
Alexander of Lincoln were arrested by Stephen (January 1139). 
Nigel attempted to maintain himself in his see by force of arms, 
but he was forced to fly to the empress at Gloucester lie 
was reconciled to Stephen in 1142 and restored to his see; but 
be now became involved in a quarrel with the powerful Henry 
of Winchester. Ranulph, his first treasurer and representative 
at Ely, had been extortionate and dishonest, and the monks 
accused Nigel, probably with some justification, of spending 
the estates and treasures of the see in maintaining knights and 
gaining court influence. Henry of Winchester, who can have 
had little sympathy with bishops of Nigel's type, took up their 
quarrel, and Nigel was forced to go to Rome. Fortunately, 
both in these quarrels and in all his difficulties with Stephen, 
be secured the strong and uniform support of the Roman Curia. 
At the accession of Henry II. (1154) Nigel was summoned to 
reorganize the exchequer. He was the only surviving minister 
of Henry I., and his knowledge of the exchequer business wee 
unrivalled. This was the great work of his life. It is to the work 
of his son Richard, the Dialogue de Scaccario, that we ate indebted 
for our knowledge of the procedure of the exchequer as it was 
left by Nigel. The bishop took little part in politics, except 
as an administrator. In x 166 his health was broken by a paralytic 
seizure. Except for another quarrel with his monks, who 
accused him of despoiling their church and gained the ear of 
Pope Adrian, the last part of his li fe was laborious and uneventful. 

See Dr Liebermann's Einleining is des Dialogs: de Scaccario; 
J. H. Round's Geoffrey de MandaiUe. 

NIGER. RAIN PffSCIIIINIUS, governor of Syria under the 
emperor Commodus. On the death of Pertinax (4.12. to), 
be was saluted emperor by the troops at Antioch, but unaccount-
ably delayed marching on Rome until he learned that Septimius 
Severus, one of the rival claimants, had assumed the offensive. 
He then strongly garrisoned Byzantium and the principal 
towns of Asia Minor, but after his legate Aemilianus had been 
defeated and slain near Cyzicus he himself was driven from 
Nimes and routed near the Cilician Gates. Having failed in 
an effort to escape towards the Euphrates, be was brought back 
and put to death in 194. 

Adios Spartianus, Perennials Niger; Dio Cassius boa 8; Lull 
13, 14- 

NIGER, a great river of West Africa, inferior only to the 
Congo and Nile among the rivers of the continent, and the only 
river in Africa which, by means of its tributary the Benue, 
affords a waterway uninterrupted by rapids, and available 
for shallow-draught steamers, to the far interior. Rising within 
!so m. of the sea in the mountainous zone which marks the 
N.E. frontiers of Sierra Leone and French Guinea, it traverses 
the interior plateaus in a vast curve, flowing N.E., E. and S.E., 
until it finally enters the Gulf of Guinea through an immense 
delta. Its total length Is about 2600 m. About no m. from 
its mouth it is joined by the Benue, coming from the east from 
the mountainous region of Adamawa. From its mouth to the 
limit of navigability from the sea the river is in British territory; 
above that point it flows through French territory. 

The source of the Niger lies in 9- s' N. and 10. 47' W., and 
the moat northerly point of the great bend is about i 7. N. The 
area of the Niger basin, excluding the and regions with a 
slope towards the stream, has been calculated by Dr. A. Bludau 
at 584,00o sq. m. The river is known locally under various 
names, the most commoubeing Joliba (a Mandigo word meaning 

Great River) and Kama* or Quorra. By thelast name the Niger 
was known in its lower reaches before Its identity with the upper 
river wasestablished. The stream considered the chief 
source of the Niger is called the Tembi. A narrow ".11".  
watershed separates it from the headwaters of the 

a. ... 
 

streams flowing south-west through Sierra Leone. The 
birthplace of the Niger is in a deep ravine 2800 ft. above sea. 
level. From a moss-covered rock a tiny spring issues and has 
made a pool below. This little stream is the Tembi, which 
within a short distance is joined by two other rivulets, the 
Taminc000 and Falico, which have their origin in the same 
mountainous district. After flowing north for about too tn., 
the river turns eastward and receives several tributaries from 
the south. At its confluence with the Tankisso (a northern 
tributary), 210 m. from its source, the river has attained dimen-
sions sufficient to earn for itself the title Joliba. Taking at 
this point a decided trend northward, the Niger, too m. lower 
down, at Bamako—the first considerable town on its banks—
has a depth of 6 ft. with a breadth of r soo ft. Seven or eight 
miles below Bamako the Sotuba rocks mark the end of what may 
be considered the upper river. From this point the navigable 
portion of the Niger begins. Thirty miles below Sotuba are the 
rapids of Tulimandio, but these are , navigable when the river 
is at its highest, namely from July to October. A little lower 
down is Kulikoro, from which point the bed of the stream for 
over z000 m. is fairly free from impediments. 

The river here turns more directly to the east and increases 
in volume and depth. At Sansandig the stream* is deep enough 
to permit of steamers of considerable size plying upon 
the liver, After Sansandig is passed the banks of fan 
the stream bebome low and the Niger is split up into e■todre 
a number of channels. Mopti is at the junction of roseraew 
the main stream with a large right-hand backwater "" 
or tributary, the Beni or Mabel Balevel, on which 
is situated the important town of JennE. The banks of the 
Niger below Mopti become swampy and treeless, and the first 
of a series of lakes (Debo) is reached. These lakes are chiefly 
on the left of the main stream, with which they are connected 
by channels conveying the water In one direction or the other 
according to the season. At high water most of these are united 
into one general inundation. The largest lake, Fagnibini, is 
nearly 7o m. long by t  as m. broad, has high shores and reaches 
a depth exceeding, in parts, /6o ft. It is not until Haber*, 
the port of Timbuktu, is reached, a distance of 450 in. from 
Sansandig, that the labyrinth of lakes, creeks and backwaters 
ceases. Below Kabala the river reaches its most northerly 
point. At Samba it is shut in by steep banks and narrows 
to boo to 7oo yds., again spreading out some distance down. 
At Barka (too m. from Timbuktu) the stream turns south-east 
and preserves that direction throughout the remainder of its 
course. At Tosaye, just before the bend becomes pronounced, 
the Barer and Chahar rocks reduce the width of the river to 
less than sco ft., and at low water the strength of the current 
is a serious danger to navigation. Below Timbuktu for a con-
siderable distance the Niger receives no tributaries; from 
the .north none until the region of the Sahara is passed. In 
places the desert approaches close to the river on both banks 
and immense sand dunes fill the horizon. 

At Ansongo, 430 M. below Timbuktu, the navigable reach 
of the middle Niger, in all los7 tn., ends. Four huge flint rocks 
bar the river at Ansongo and effectually prevent 
further navigation except in very small vessels. From 	,40,14 
Ansongo to Say, some 250 m., the river flows through 	owe 
several rocky passes, the current attaining great 
velocity. Throughout this distance the river is a 
hopeless labyrinth of rocks, islands, reefs and rapids. From 
Say, where the stream is about 70.2 yds. in breadth, to Busses, 
there Is another navigable stretch of water extending 3oo m. 
After the desert region is past the Niger receives the waters 
of the river Sokoto, a considerable st ream flowing from the north-
east. Some distance below this confluence are the Busse rapids, 
which can only be navigated with considerable difficulty. These 
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rapids—though not such a hindrance to navigation—are of a 
more dangerous charactet than any encountered between Ansongo 
and Say. " In one pass, some 54 yds. wide, shut in between 
two large reefs, a good half of the waters of the Niger flings 
itself over with a tremendous roar " (Housst). The rapids 
extend for so in. or more; in a ices obstructive form they 
continue to Rabba, but light-draught steamers ascendiog the 
stream during flood season experience little difficulty in reaching 
Busse. A little above Rabba the river makes • looP south-west, 
at the head of the loop berg (sight bank) Jebba. Has the 
river is bridged by the railway from Lagos. Sixty miles lower 
down is the mouth of the (left hand) tributary the Kaduna, • 
liver of some magnitude which gives access to Zungern, 
the headquarters of the British administration in Northern 
Nigeria. The head waters of the Kaduna ardnotfar from Kano. 
Below the mouth of the Kaduna, on the right bank of the Niger; 
Is Baro, the starting-point of a railway to Kano. In y °  sal N. 
6° ge E. the Niger is joined by its great tributary the Benue. 
At their confluence the Niger is about three-quarters of a mile 
broad and the Berate rather more than a mile. The united stream 
forms a lake-like expansion about s sh. in width, dotted with 
islands and sandbanks; the peninsula at the junction is low, 
swampy, and intersected by numerous channels. On the 
western bank of the Niger at this point Is situated Leo* 
(q v.), an important conunerefal centre. The stream, as far 
south as Iddah (Ida), a town on the east bank, rushes through 
a valley cat between the bills, the sandstone cliffs at some 
places rising t so ft. high. Between Iddah and Onitaka, to rn., 
the banks are lower and the mazy flatter, and to the south 
of Onitsha the whole land is laid under water during the annual 

floods. Here may be said to begin the great delta Tbe Dolga. 
of the Niger, which, extending along the coast for 

about 120 M., and 140 Or 15013 Inland, forms one of the most 
remarkable of all the swampy regions of Africa. The river 
breaks up into an intricate network of channels, dividing and 
subdividing, and intercrossing not only with each other but with 
the branches of other streams, so that it is exceedingly difficult 
to say where the Niger delta ends and another river system begins. 
The Rio Nun is a direct continuation of the line of the undivided 
river, and Is thus the main mouth of the Niger 

From the sea the only indication of a river mouth is a break 
in the dark green mangroves which here universally fringe 
the toast. The crossing of the bar requires considerable care, 
and at ebb tide the outward current runs 51 knots per hour; 
For the first so m. (or as far as Sunday bland, the limit of the 
sea tide in the dry season) dense lines of mangroves 4o, so, or 
6o ft in height shut in the channel; then palm and other trees 
begin to appear, and the widening river has regular banks. 
East of the Nun the estuaries known as the Brass, Sombrero, 
New Calabar, Bonny, Opobo (or Imo), arc. (with the exception, 
perhaps, of the first-named), seem to derive most or their water 
from independent streams such as the Orashi, rising in about 
6° N., which is, however, linked with the Niger by the Onita 
Creek in sr N. Behind the town of Okrika, some 3o nu up 
the Bonny river, the swampy ground gives place to firm land, 
partially forest-clad West of the Nun all the estuaries up to 
the Forcados seem to be true mouths of the great river, while 
the Benin river, though linked to the others by transverse 
channels, may be more properly regarded 23 an independent 
stream. (See Berme) In this direction the largest mouth 
is the Forcados, a noble stream with a safe and rektively deep 
bar Its banks in its lower course me densely wooded, but the 
beach is sandy and almost free from marsh and malaria. The 
mouth is 2 in. wide. It has supplanted the Nun river as the 
chief channel of communication with the interior. There 
are t7 to 10 ft. of water over the Forcados bar, as against r3 ft. 
ft the Nun mouth. Moreover the Forcados bar shifts little 
laterally, and within the bar is a natural harbour with an- area 
of 3 to 4 sq. m. having a depth of 30 ft. at low water spring 
tides. From the mouth of the Forcados to the main stream 
is tos m.,'with a minimum depth in the dry season of 7 ft. A 
northern arm affords ocean-going vessels access to Wad and 

Sapele. 'The other western mouths of the Niger have as a rule 
shallow and difficult bars. The delta is the largest in Africa 
and covers 14,000 sq. in. 

The Benue is by far the most important of the affluents of the Niger. 
The name signifies in the Bette tongue " Mother of Waters." The 
river rises in Adamawa in about 7°4o' N. and re Tbeissua 
a little north of the town of Ngaundere, at a height 
over 3000 ft. above the sea, being separated by a narrow water 
parting from one of the .1sbmmi of the Logone, whose waters 
low to Lake Chad. In its upper course the Benue is a mountain 
torrent falling over aono ft. in some 13o au With the Chad system 
it is connected by the ICabbi or Mayo liebK a right-hand tributary 
whose confluence is in about gi*E. ne Kebbi. fed by many 
torrents rising In the eastern versant of the Mandara Hills, Imam 
from the S.W. end of the Tuburi marshes. These marshes occupy 
an extensive demurest in the moderately elevated plateau east Oir 
the Mandan' He and are cut by to° N., Is E. The central port 
of the marshes forms a deep lake, whence there is a channel going 
northward to the Logone and navigable fax some months dunag 
the year. The Rabin flows west, and soca after leaving Tubas
puns through a rocky barrier marked by a series of rapids and a fall 
at Lista of 165 ft. Below thane obstructions the Kebbi to its juaction 
with the Benue has • depth of .not less than 6 ft. In places, as at 
Lere and Bifam, it widens into lake-like dimensions. 

Below the Kebbi confluence the Benue, now a considerable river, 
turns boas a northerly to a westerly direction and is naysitable all 
the year round by boats drawing 1101 more than 23 ft. For MOM 
40 M. below the confluence the raver has an average width of t8o to 
200 yds., and flows with a strong steady current, although a broad 
strip of country on each aide is swampy or submerged. It is here 
joined by the Faro, which, rimag in the Adamawa Mountains S.E. 
et Npundere. flows almost due north. About so ay below the 
junction of the Faro is Yule, the essital of Adamawa. It Um oo the 
southern side of the Benue, some m. by river from the lea and 
at an altitude of too ft. Here the width of the stream increases at 
flood time to moo or ism yds., and though it narrows at the some-
what danger.aus rapids of ftmde Gills' to 13o or 18o yds., it soon 

aggia. About so in. below Yda the Benue receives, on the 
bank, the Gongola, which rises in the Bauchi highlands and 

ter a great curve northeast i turns southward. It is over 300 nt. 
long,_ and at flood time is navigable for about half 0:4 its come. 
The Benue receiveseeverai other tributaries both from the north and 
the south, but they are net of great importance. It flows onwards 
to the Niger with comparatively unobstructed current, its valleys 
marked for the most part by ranges of hills and its banks diversified 
with forests, villages and cultivated tracts. But though exception-
ally free from obstruction by rapids, the river falls very  low in the 
dry season. and foe seven to eight months is almost useless for nave. 
cation. The Benue lies within British territory to a 

point 
 m. m. below 

the mouth of the Faro, in about 13* 8' E. East of that point the 
river is in the German colony of Cameroon. 

As the Niger and the Benue have different gathering ground.. 
they are not in flood at the same time. The upper Niger rues ra 
June as the result of the tropicalrams, and decrease. in 
December, its breadth at Tumults expanding from between f iledaml 
a000 and 2500 ft. to not less than ri nu The middle asasas 
Niger however, reaches its maximum near Timbuktu 
only in January; in February and March it sinks slowly above the 
narrows of Tosayei  and mom rapidly below them, the level being 
kept up by supplies from backwaters and lakes; and by April 
there is a decrase of about s ft. In August the channel near Tun-
buktu is again navigable owing to rain in the southern highleods. 
The Benue reaches its greatest height in August or September. 
begins to fall in October, falls rapidly in November and slowly in 
the next three months, and reaches its lowest in March and April, 
when it is fordable in many places, has no perceptible flow and at 
the confluence WM to be covered with the water-weed Fiala 
&Wilder. The flf0000dd rises with great rapidity, and reaches so. go. 
or even 75 ft. above the low-water mark. 

The two confluent. being so unlike, the united river differs from 
each under the influence of the other. Here the river is at its lowest 
in April and May; in June it is subject to great fluctuations; about 
the middle of August it usually begins to nse; and its maximum is 
reached in September. In October it sinks often rapidly. A slight 
rise in January, known es the yongbe, is occasioned by water from 
the upper Niger. Between high- and low-water mark the difference 
is as much es 35 ft. 

The 0.stad changes which have taken place is the Niger basin 
are imperfectly known. The French scientists E. F. Gautier and 
R. Chudeau. summing up the evidence available in Igo% 
set forth the hypothesis that the existing upper Niger 0.880.1 
and the existing lower Niger were distinct streams. camera 
According *odds theory the upper Niger. somewhat above 
where Timbuktu now stands, went north and north-west and emptied 
into the Juf. which in the beginning of the quaternary age was a 
salt-water lake, the remnant of an arm of the sea which in the 
tertiery age covered tbe.aorthern Sudan and southern Sahara as 
far east as Bilms. Las Familia s regarded as a maul d the 
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ancient morn of the low river. When the upper Maw had this 
direction, the Wadi Tagaseament. now • dried-up river of the central 
Sahara. which rose in the Ahaggar mountains, is believed to have 
formed the upper course of the existing lower Niger. Whole the 
upper and lower parts of the Niger have all theaspraranotst ca of ancient 
!genus', the middle Niger the r . is a esa:t .o(fiee R. anideau..rzen;, 
soilianriaz 	scarcelyMIP

Paris, 1909). 
Vague ideas of the existence of the river were possessed by 

the ancients. The great river flowing eastward reached by tho 
Nasamonians as reported by Herodotus can be no 

ilbstr, other than the Niger. Pliny mentions a river Nigris, 
pron;10, of the same nature with the Nile, separatitg Africa 

and Ethiopia, and forming the boundary of Gaetulia; 
and it is not improbable that. this is the modern Niger. In 
Ptolemy, too, appears along with Gir (possibly the Shari) a 
certain Nier (Niveni) as one of the largest rivers of the interior; 
but so vague is his description that it is impossible definitely 
to identify it with the Niger.' Arabian geographers, such as 
Ibn Batuta, who were acquainted with the middle course of 
the river, called it the Nile of the Negroes. At the same time 
contradictory opinions were held as to the course of the stream. 
It was supposed by some geographers to run west, an opinion 
probably first stated by Idrisi in the lath century. Idrisi 
gave the Nile of Egypt and the Nile of the Negroes a common 
source in the Mountain of the Moon. Fountains from the 
mountain formed two lakes, whence issued streams which 
united in • very large lake. From this third lake issued two 
rivers—the Nile of Egypt flowing north, and that of the Negroes 
flowing west (see R. Dozy and M. J. de Goeje's Edrilf, Leiden, 
i866: Premier Climat, rat 4 sections). From Idrisi's description 
It would appear that be regarded the Shari, Lake Chad, the 
Benue, Niger and Senegal as one great river which emptied 
into the Atlantic' That the Niger flowed west and reached 
the ocean was also stated by Leo Africanus. The belief that a 
western branch of the Nile emptied itself into the Atlantic was 
held by Prince Henry of Portugal, who instructed the navigators 
he. despatched to Guinea to look for the mouth of the river, 
and when in sus they entered the estuary of the Senegal the 
Portuguese were convinced that they had discovered the Nile 
of the Negroes (see Azurara's Discovery cod Comfiest of Crime, 
Beasley and Prestage's translation, vol. IL, London, ago, chaps. 
lx. and bd., and introduction and notes). The Senegal being 
proved an independent river and the eastward flow of the 
Niger assumed, the theory that it ran into the Nile was revived, 
and almost to the very year in which the course of the river 
was actually demonstrated geographers and travellers, such 
as J. G. Jackson in his &Wig so/ Morocco, first published in 
18O9, fought zealously for the identity of the Nile of the Negroes 
with the river of Egypt. The highest scientific authority of the 
day, Major James Retina, believed, however, that the Niger 
ended, by evateratios, in the country of " Wangara "—a region 
located by him, through a misreading of Idrisi, far too much 

Sir Butane Donkin in a curious and learned work. A Disunities 
on . the Riga (1829), made the Niger join the Gir, -which last 
stream he mils the. Nile of Borne. The united river ran north, 
disappeared and rground in the Sahara and reached the Mediter-
ranean at " the qn0i ksands of the gulph of Sidra." Deakin believed 
that the desert, advancing eastwards. would overwhelm the Egyptian 
Nile also in its lower course. " The Delta," he exclaims:" shall 
become a plashy quicksand, a second Syrtis t and the Nile shall 
cease to exist from the Lower Cataract downwards." 

The hydrygraphy of northern central Africa as now known 
largely explains the medieval belief in a cot:notion between the 
western rivers and the Egyptian Nile. Leaving out of account the 
Welk-Llbangi (and 'drier dow. iption of the two Niles may infer a 
knowledge of that stream, which was supposed by Schweinfurth to 
formof the Chad system), there is an almost continuous water- 
way fmm

part 
  the mouth of the Senegal to that of the Nile. The upper 

waters of the Balmy branch of the Senegal and those of the navigable 
Niger are less than po m. apart; the Niger communicates directly 
through the Bernie Lake Tnburi and the Logone with the Shari. 
the easternmost affluents of the Shari and the most western tribu-
taries of the Bahr el Chase! affluent of the Nile an within so m. 
of one another. With but three short porteragos a boat could he 
navigated the whole of this distance. Moreover, from the confluence 
of the Ghaxel the Nile is navigable (at high water) the entire distance 
no the Mediterranean. (See also Spam)  

to the oast, between re and set Pa (see Rennell's unpin Herne-
mana's Donk, am). To .Rennell the Benue was en east-
Sowing continuation of the Niger) The imagined existence 
of mountains—alled Song in the west and Lima (Lunar) in the 
east.--suetching in a high and anbeoken chain across Africa 
about zo° N. long prevented geographers from thinking of a 
possible southern bend to the Niger. 

That the vast network of rivers on the Guinea coast, of which 
the Nun was the chief, known as the 011 Rivers, formed the delta 
of the Niger does not appear to have been suspected before the 
beginning of the 19th century. Consequently it was from the 
direction of its source that the river was first expiated is modern 
times. In rigs Mune* Park (o e.) was seat out by the African 
Association, and was the lust European to see and describe 
the upper river. Park landed at the Gambia, and struck the 
Niger near Segu (a town some distance above Sansandig) on the 
soth of July 1796, /there be beheld it " glittering in the morning 
sun as broad as the Thames at Westminster sad flowing slowly to 
the eastward " (Trawls, rat ed. p. 1p4). He descended the 
river some distance, and on his retain Journey Went up stream 
as far as Bamako. In alos Park returned to Africa for the 
purpose of descending the Niger to its mouth. He started as 
before from the Gambia, reached the Niger, sailed down the 
aver past Timbuktu, and on the eve of the successful accomplish-
ment of his undertaking lost his We during an attack on his boat 
by the natives at Buses (Nov. or Dec. 18os). Park held to the 
opinion that the Niger and Congo were one river, though in 1803 
C. G. Reichard, a German geograPher, had suggested that the 
Rio Nun was the mouth of the Hire Owing to Park's death the 
results of his second journey were lost, and  the  work bad to be 
begun afresh. In 18x2 Major A. G. Laing (who had reached 
Timbuktu by way of Tripoli) obtained some accurate information 
concerning the sources of the river, and in OW the French 
explorer Reno Caiffie west by boat from Jenne to the port of 
Timbuktu. In OW Busse was reached from Benin •by Hugh 
Clapperton, and his servant Richard Lander. On Clapperton's 
death Richard Lander and his brother John led in also an 
expedition which went overland from Badagry to the Niger. 
Canoeing down the river from Yawri-6o m. above Busea—to 
the mouth of the Rio Nun they finally settled the doubt as to the 
lower course of the stream. In 1832 Macgregor Laird established 
the African Steamship Company, and Richard Lander and 
R. A. S. Oldfield (as members of its first expedition) ascended 
the Niger to Rabba, and the Benue as far as Dagbo (8o en.). 
In 1841 an expedition, consisting of three steamers of the British 
navy, under Captain (afterwards' Admiral) H. D. Trotter, went 
up to Eggs (Egam), but was forced to return owing to sickness 
and mortality. 

Heinrich Barth (1861-2854) made known to Europe the 
course of the river front Timbuktu to Say. Barth sailed down 
from Saraiyamo (situated on • tributary stream south-west of 
Timbukutu) to Kabara; then skirted the left bank to a small 
town called Bormi in ri• N., and the right thence to Say. In 
413o-18111 the German E. R. Flegel ascended the Niger to 
Combs opposite the confluence of the Sokoto river with the 
main stream, and about ;o m. below Barth's southmost point. 
Zweite' and Meatier, sent out by M. Verminck, a Marseilles 
merchant, discovered (1879) the sources of the Falico, 8cc., and 
in 188$ the Tembi source was visited by Captain Burnet, a French 
officer. Indeed the additions to the knowledge of the Niger 
during the last. two decades. of the loth century were largely 
the work of French officers engaged in the extension of French 
influence throughout the western Sudan. From 188o onwards 
Colonel (afterward General) Genial took a leading part in the 
operations on the upper river, where in 1883a small gunboat, the 
Niger, was launched for the protection of the newly established 
French posts. In 2885 a voyage was made by Captain Delanneau 

In 1816 James McQueen correctly divined that there was a 
great west-Sowing tributary (the Benue) to the Niger, and that after 
its confluence the river ran south to the Atlantic. Sae his View 4 
Northern Central Africa. (l821) and Geogeopikal Seem 4 Africa 
(1to). 

nee glahloiridu giograpkiper,voL sib. (Weimar, Aug. illog). 
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past the ruins-of 

*
-Sansandig, as fat as Diafarabe. In 1887 Abe 

gunboat made a more extended voyage, reaching the port of 
Timbuktu, and correcting the mapping of the river down to that 
point. In 1 894-1895 attention was directed to the middle and 
lower Niger, to which several expeditions started from the coast 
of Guinea. A still more important expedition was that of 
Lieutenant Hourst, who, starting from Timbuktu in January 
1896, navigated the Niger from that point to its mouth, executing 
a careful survey of the river and the various obstructions to 
navigation. A voyage made in 1897 by Lieutenant de Chevigne 
showed that at low water the section between 'Timbuktu and 
Ansongo presents great difficulties, but the voyage from 
Timbuktu to Say was again successfully accomplished in z899 
by Captain Granderye. In 1901 Captain E. Lenient ascended 
the river with a flotilla from its mouth to Say, and he demon-
strated the " normal practicability " of the route, despite the 
Busse rapids. The delta of the Niger has been partially surveyed 
since it became British territory by various ship captains, 
officials of the Royal Niger Company and others, including Sir 
Harry Johnston, sometime British consul for the Oil Rivers. 

In addition to the main stream, the Niger basin was made 
known by exploration during the last quartet of the 19th century 
and the early years of the loth. The journeys of the German 
traveller G. A. Krause (north from the Gold Coast, 1886-0387) 
and the French Captain Binger (Senegal to Ivory Coast, 1887-
188g) first defined its southern limits by revealing the unexpected 
northward extension of the basins of the Guinea coast streams, 
especially the Volta and Komoe, a fact which explained the 
absence of important tributaries within the Niger bend. This 
was crossed for the first time, in its fullest extent, by Colonel P. L. 
Monleil (French) in 1890-1891. At the eastern end of the basin 
much light has been thrown on the system of the Benue. In 18st 
Barth crossed the Benue at its junction with the Faro. but the 
region of its sources was first explored by Flegel (1882-1884), 
who traversed the whole southern basin of the river and reached 
Ngaundere. Other German travellers added to the knowledge 
of the southern trffiuthries, the Tarabba, Donga and others. 
which in the rains bring down a large body of water from the 
highlands of southern Adamavra. British travellers who have 
done work in the same region are Sir W. Wallace, L. H. Moseley, 
W. P. Hewby, P. A. Talbot and Captain Claud Alexander. 
The last-named two were members of an expedition led by 
Lkut. Boyd-Alexander, who himself crossed Africa from the 
Niger to the Nile. Messrs Talbot and Claud Alexander surveyed 
the country between Hsi on the Benue and Lake Chad, mapping 
(1904) a considerable part of the Gongola. ,  In 1854 the Benue 
itself was ascended 400 m. by the " Plciad " expedition, and in 
1889 to E., and the Kebbi to Bifara by Major (afterwards 
Sir Claude) Macdonald, further progress towards the Tuburi 
marsh being prevented by the shallowness of the water. The 
upper basin of the Benue was also traversed by the French 
expeditions of Neon 0894 and Maistre (1892-1893), the latter 
passing to the south of the Tuburi marsh without definitely 
settling the hychographical question connected with it. This 
was accomplished by Captain Lenient in 19o3. He ascended the 
Kebbi and discovered the Leta Fall, continuing up the river to its 
point of issue from Tuburi. Crossing the marshes he found and 
navigated the narrow river leading to the Logone. Save for the 
porterage round the Late Fall the whole journey from the mouth 
of the Niger to Lake Chad was made by water. The Benue in 
the neighbourhood of Yola was mapped in 19o3-viola by an 
Anglo-German boundary commission. 

From 1904 onwards the French undertook works on the Niger 
between Bamako—whence there is railway communication with 
the Senegal—and Ansongo with a view to deepening the channel 
and removing obstructions to navigation. In tiro the British 
began dredging with the object of obtaining from the mouth of 
the river to Baro a minimum depth of 6 ft. of water. 

Captain Claud Alexander died of fever in northern Nigeria on 
the 3oth of November 1904. His brother, Lieut. Boyd Alexander, 
in • subsequent expedition acme. Africa was murdered in Wadai on 
the and of April 1911 

Aurataturbts.—Munsto Park, Travels in the Interior Districts of 
Africa . . : is the Years 1795, 1796 and 1797 (London. 1799). A 
geographical appendix by Major James Rennet' summarizes the 
information then available about the Niger. R. and J. Lander, 
Jounral of an Expedition to explore the Course and Termination of 
the Niger . . . ( vols. London, 1833); H. Barth, Travels and 
Discoveries in Northam! Central Africa . . vols. iv. and v. (London, 
0357-1858); Gen. J. S. Gallicni, Mission d'exploration du Haut 
Niger . . . (Paris, 1885); E. Caron, De Saint Louis as Port de 
Titnboukton; Voyage done cannoniere francaise (Paris, 1891); 
M. Hourst, Sane Niger a as pays des Touaregs (Paris, 18g8), English 
translation, French Enterprise in Africa . . . Exploration o f the 
Niger (London, 1898). The political references in this book are 
marked by jealous hostility to the British. Col. J. K. Trotter, The 
Niger Sources ... (London, 1897); Sir H. H.Johnston," The Niger 
Delta," Proc. R.G.S. (December 1888); Sir F. Lugard, "An Ex-
pedition to Borgu on the Niger." Geo. Int. (September 1895); E. 
Lenient, Le Niger; vole ouverte d noire empire africain (Paris. 19o3), 
chiefly a demonstration that the Busse rapids are not an absolute 
bar to navigation. 

The forwing books deal almost entirely with the Niger. For the 
Benue see, besides Barth's Travels. A. F. Mockler Ferryman, Up the 
Niger; ••Narrative of Major Claude Macdonald's Mission to the Niger 
and Beaus Rivers . . . (London, 1892); L. Mixon. " Itineraire de Is 
source de Is Bendue au confluent des riviires Kadel et Mambere" 
and other pqpers in the Bull. Soc. Grog. Paris for 1895 and 1896; 
C. Maistre, A :raters Afrique central du Congo as Niger (Paris,1895); 
E. Lenfant La Grande Route du Chad (Paris, 1905); Col. L. Jackson, 
" The Alio-German Boundary Expedition in Nigeria," Gm. .14. 
(July 19o5 ; P. A. Talbot. " Survey Work by the Ander Gosling 
Expedition: Northern Nigeria 1904-1905," Alan (February 1906); 
Boyd Alexander, From the Niger to the Nile, vol. i. (London, 1907). 
The British Blue Books, Corretpoadexce relating to Railway Con-
struction in Nigeria (1905) and Further Correspondence, &c. (19o9), 
contain information about the navigability of the lower Niger and 
of the Kaduna. The best maps are those published by the French
and British War Offices; an Atlas du cores dm Niger de Tombouctou 
our rapider de Boussa in so sheets on the scale of t Atm, by Licut 
Hourst and others, was published in Paris in 5899. (F. R. C. 

NIGERIA, a British protectorate in West Africa occupying the 
lower basin of the Niger and the country between that river and 
Lake Chad, including the Fula empire (i.e. the Hausa States) 
and the greater part of Bornu. It embraces most of the territory 
in the square formed by the meridians of 3° and 14° E. and the 
parallels of 40  and ta°  N., and has an area of about 338,000 N. an. 
The protectorate is bounded W.,N. and N.E. by French pm ‘-sons 
(Dahomey, Upper Senegal and Niger colony, and Chad territory), 
S.E. by the German colony of Cameroon and S. by the Atlantic- 

Physical Fcatures.—The country is divisible, broadly, into 
three zones running parallel with the coast: (a) the delta, (2) 
forest region, giving place to (3) the plateau region. The coast 
line, some soo m. in length, extends along the Gulf of Guinea 
from 2°  46' 55°  E. to 8°  45,  E. ending at the Rio del Rey, the point 
where the great bend eastwards of the continent ceases and the 
land turns south. The Niger (q.v.), which enters the protectorate 
at its N.W. corner and flows thence S.E. to the Atlantic, receives, 
2 so M. from the sea, the Battle, which, rising in the mountains of 
Adamawa south of Lake Chad, flows west across the plateau. 
Into the huge delta of the Niger several other rivers (the " Oil 
Rivers ") empty themselves; the chief being, on the west, 
the Benin (q.v.), and on the east the Brass. East of the Niger 
delta is that formed by the Imo or Opobo, Bonny and other 
streams, and still farther east is the Calabar estuary, mainly 
formed by the Cross river (q.v.). West of the Niger delta are 
several independent streams discharging into lagoons, which 
here line the coast. The most westerly of these streams, the 
Ogee, enters the Lagos lagoon, which is connected by navigable 
waterways with the Niger (see tacos). 

The delta region is swampy, and forms, for a distance of from 
so to 70 m. inland, a network of interlacing creeks and broad 
sluggish channels fringed with monotonous mangrove forests. 
The main rivers are navigable for ocean-going steamers for a 
distance of from as to 40 m. from their mouths. Beyond the 
delta firm ground takes the place of mod and the mangroves 
disappear. The land rises gradually at first, becoming, however, 
in many districts very hilly, and is covered with dense forests. 
The Niger at its confluence with the Benue is not more than 
:so ft. above the sea. North of this point are bills forming 
the walls of the plateau which extends over the centre of the 
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protectorate and is part of the great plateau of North Africa. 
This plateau, broken only by the valleys of the riven, does 
not attain an elevation approaching that of the plateaus of the 
southern half tithe continent, the culminating point (apart from 
particular mountain districts), situated In about re N.,. reaching 
a height of 3000 ft. only. The valleys of the Niger and Benue, 
especially the latter, are very much lower, the town of Yola 
on the Benue, some soo m. inland, lying at an altitude of little 
over boo ft. The surface is generally undulating. With isolated 
" table mountains ". of granite and sandstone often rising 
abruptly front-the plain. It is dothed hugely with thin forest, 
but becomes more open to the north until, near the French 
frontier, the and steppes bordering the Sahara are reached. 
Much of the country north of 2461 (1/*  N.) is covered with 
heavy loose sand. The most mountainous districts are northern 
Bauchi (a little north of re), where heights of boot: to 7000 ft. 
occur; parts of Mori, along the north bank of the Benue; 
and the southern border of the Benue basin, where the hills 
(consisting of ironstone, quartz and granite) appear rich in 
minerals. The mountainous area covers some s0000 sq. M. 
On the east the plateau sinks to the plains of Bornu (q.v.), which 
extend to Lake Chad. Tributaries of the Niger traverse the 
western portion of the country, the most noteworthy being 
the Gulbia Kebbi or Sokoto river and the Indus*, which flows 

through a valley not more than pro ft. above the sea. The 
north-eastern part of the country drains to Lake Chad by the 
Waube or Yo, an intermittent stream, which in its lower course 
forms the Anglo-French boundary. The western portion of 
Lake Chad (q.v.) belongs to the protectorate, which contains 
no other large lake. The water parting between the Chad and 
Niger systems runs N.W. attd S.E. from about Kataena in 
135  N. to the Bauchi hills. Of the tributaries of the Benue 
the most important is the Gongola. During the dry season most 
of the small rivers cease running and the water in the larger 
streams is low. The great rise of the Niger within the pro-
tectorate takes place in August and September and there is a 
second rise about the beginning of the year. 

Geology.—The fundamental formation consists of erystallinerocks. 
From the edge of the coast belt to near the confluence of the Berme 
and Niger they are overlain by unfossilifervus sandstones, lying un-
disturbed and possibly of the age of the sandstones of the Congo basin. 
Limestones, with fossils indicating a Tertiary age, have been found 
near Sokoto. Superficial deposits occupy the coast belt. Recent 
alluvium and a thick deposit of black earth border the upper reaches 
of the Benue and cover wide areas around Lake Chad. 

Climate.—The country lies wholly within the tropics. The 
climate of thecoast4ands is moist and hat, and extremdy unhealthy. 
malarial fever being prevalent and deadly. The annual rainfall in the 
delta regions varies between too and too or more inches; the mean 
temperature is over 60° F. The heat dos not vary greatly. rarely 
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sinking below 7e, and not often emeatutiao°  in the shade. The 
direction of the prevailing wind is S.W. Though unfavourable for 
the permanent residence of white men, the interior is much less 
deadly than the coast-lands. The northern part is a Linda( tornadoes. 
At the close of the dry season (end oLFeb 	) cyclones from the 
N.E., usually accompanied by rain and thunder, 	over the land. 
They increase in frequency until they merge in the heavy rains 
which last from July to October. Then the"hawsten," or hot, dry 
wind from the Sahara. begins and brings with it clouded impalFable 
dust. At this period the nights are cold, and in the north January 
and February are cold even in the day-time, while frosts are ex-
perienced in thenaghbourbood of Lake Chad. The temperature in 
the central part of the protectorate is much the same average as at 
the coast, but the range is far greater. varying front ashade minimum 
of 59° to a shade maximum of tor. ,  The rainfall is much scantier 
on the plateaus than in the maritime regions, averaging in Northern 
Nigeria about go in. a year. There is evidence of the increasing 
desiccation of the whole country north of the forest belt. This 
desiccation is partly attributable to the unrestricted felling of wood 
practised for many centuries by the inhabitants. Along the northern 
bonder of the protectorate this has resulted in the encroachment of 
the Saharan desert over once fertile districts. 

The natives of the northern regions do not suffer to any extent 
from fever uoless they move to a part of the country some distance 
from their home. Leprosy is common, especially in the inland towns; 
while ophthalmia is prevalent in the north, especially among the 
porer classes, who we compelled to expose themselves to the 
blinding dust from the deserts and the excessive glare of the sun 
reflected from the burning sand. 

Fauna and Flora.—The animals of Nigeria include the elephant, 
lion, leopard, giraffe, hyena. West-African buffalo, many kinds of 
antelope and gazelle and smaller game. Monkeys are numerous in 
the forests, and snakes are common. The camel is found in the 
northern regions bordering the Sahara. In the rivers are rhinoceros. 
hippopotamus and crocodile. The manatus is also found. The birds 
include the ostrich, marabout, vultures, kites, hawks, ground horn- 
bill. great bustard. guinea fowl, partridge. lesser bastard, quail. 
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are rare in the coast-lands, w the tsetse fly is found. Mosquitoes 
are also abundant throughout the delta. Herds of cattle and flocks 
of sheep and goats are numerous throughout the country. 

The mangrove is the characteristic tree of the swamps. North 
of the swamps the all palm (EJatis griseersis) flourishes abundantly. 
It is common as far as about q•  N. Rubber vines, mahogany, ebony 
and many valuable timber trees are found in the forest zone. Other 
trees, found chiefly on the plateaus, are the baobab, the shea-butter 
tree, the locust tree, gambler, palms, including the date and dun 
palm (Hyphaene), the taaari, and, in the and regions, the acacia 
and mimosa. 

bilsabikoas.—The population of Nigeria is estimated at 
3,000,coo. The Europeans (mostly British) number about a 

thousand, and are civil servants, soldiers, traders or missionaries. 
In the delta district and the forest zone the inhabitants are 
typical negroes. Besides the people of Benin, the coast tribes 
include the Jekri, living on the lower part of the Benin river 
and akin to the Yoruba, the Ijos, living in the delta east of the 
main mouth of the Niger, and the Boas, occupying a wide tract 
of country just above the delta and extending for too m. east 
from the Niger to the Cross river. South of the lbos live the 
Aros, a tribe of relatively great intelligence, who dominated 
many of the surrounding tribes and possessed an oracle or ju-js 
of reputed great power. On the middle Cross river live the 
Akuna-kunas, an agricultural race, and in the Calabar region 
are the Efiks, Ibibios and Kwas. All these tribes are fetish 
worshippers; though Christian and Moslem missionaries have 
made numerous converts. The Efiks, a coast tribe which has 
come much into contact with white men, have adopted several 
European customs, and educated Efiks are employed in 
government service. The great secret society called Egbo (q.v.) 
Is an Efik institution. Each tribe has a different ja-jsr, and 
each speaks a separate language or dialect, the most widely 
diffused tongues being the Ibo and Efik, which have been 
reduced to writing. In general little clothing is worn, but none 
of the *tribes go absolutely nude. In colour the majority are 
dark chocolate, others are coal-black (a tint much admired by 
the natives themselves) or dark yellow-brown. Cannibalism, 
human sacrifices and other revolting practices common to the 
tribes, are being gradually stamped out under British control. 

Returns at Zengetu for um. 

Trial by ordeal And domestic slavery are still among the ramp 
ed institutions. 
In the northern parts of Nigeria the inhabitants are of more 

mixed blood, the negro substratum having been to a great 
extent driven out by the northern races of the continent. The 
most important race in Northern Nigeria Is that of the Hausa 
(q.v.), among whom the superior classes adopted Mahommedanism 
in the 13th and x41.11 centuries. While the lower classes remained 
pagan, a fairly civilized system of administration, with an 
efficient judicial and fiscal organization, was established in the 
Hausa territories. The Vaasa are keen traders and make ex-
cellent soldiers. 

At the beginning of the lath century the Hausa territories 
were conquered by another dominant Mahommedan race, the 
Fula (q.v.), who form a separate caste of cattle-rturers. Arab 
merchants are settled in some of the larger Hausa towns. 

In general the people living in the river valleys have been 
unaffected by Moslem propaganda either in blood or religion. 
Thus along the banks of the Niger, Benue and other streams, 
the inhabitants are negro and pagans, and generally of a purely 
savage though often rather fine type. Of these the Munshi, 
who inhabit the district nearest the junction of the Benue with 
the Niger, were long noted for their intractability and hostility 
to strangers, whom they attacked with poisoned arrows. The 
Yoraghuma, their neighbours, were cannibals. Nearer Yale 
live the Battas, who also had a bad reputation. These tribes, 
under British influence, are turning to trade and agricultural 
pursuits. In the central hilly region of Kachia arc other pagan 
tribes. They wear no clothes and their bodies are covered with 
hair. South of the Benue, near the Niger confluence, dwell 
the savage and warlike Okpotos, Basses and other tribes. In 
the districts of Morin and Borgu, west of the Niger, the inhabit-
ants arc also negroes and pagan, but of a more advanced 
type than the tribes of the river valleys. To attempt any 
complete list of the tribes inhabiting Northern Nigeria would 
be vain. In the one province of Bauchi as many as sixty native 
languages are spoken. 

In Boma (q.v.) the population consists of (I) Berber' or 
Kanuri, the ruling race, containing a mixture of Berber and 
negro blood, with many lesser indigenous tribes; (2) so-called 
Arabs, and (3) Fula. The country to the back of Lagos is largely 
inhabited by Yorubas (q.v.), and the people of Borgu according 
to some native traditions claim to have had a Coptic origin. 

Tounts.—A large proportion of the population dwells in towns. 
The chief ports are Lagos (q.v.), capital of Southern Nigeria, 
with a population of about 50,000; Calabar (q.v.), pop. about 15,000, 
known as Old Calabar and Duke Town, on the Calabar river; Opobo, 
Bonny Town and Brass Town, all on the rivers of the same name. 
Brass Town contains a fine church, the gift of a native chief. These 
places are east of the Nun or main mouth of the Niger, where, on 
the western bank, is Akassa. Here are important engineering works 
and a slip for repairing ships. Further west at the Forcados mouth 
of the Niger is a town of the same name. which is the principal port 
of entry for the river. Benin (q.v.), about 6o m. inland from the 
mouth of the Benin river, and Bende, about 50 m. N.W. of Calabar, 
were noted juju towns and have large populations. Wari and 
Sapele are towns in the Benin district. Owo, some so m. N. of Benin 
city, is an important trade centre for the Yoruba country, in which 
are the large cares of Abeokuta, lbadan and florin, all separately 
noticed. On the Niger at the head of the delta are Ameba (west 
bank) and Onitsha (east bank); lddah (Ida), in the palm-oil zone; 
Lokoja on the west bank opposite the confluence with the Benue, 
and the headquarters of the protectorate's military force; Barn, 
on the east bank, m. above Lokoja, the river terminus of the 
Northern Nigeria railway, Egga. Murep (at the Kaduna confluence), 
jebba and Buma (q.v.). The administrative headquarters of Northern 
Nigeria are at Zungeru, on the Kaduna river, in 6°  al 4o" E., 
e 4/1' 32" N. 

Apart from the sea and river ports, and the towns in Yorubaland, 
the chief centres of population are in the open plains east of the 
Niger. They are the capitals of various states founded by the 
Hausa. Of these cities the most important is Kano (q.v.), the great 
emporium of trade for the central Sudan, where Tuareg and Arab 
(torn the north meet merchants from the Niger Lake Chad and 
the far southern regions. It is situated in N. and 8° p E. 
Some 220 m. W.N.W. of Kano is Sokoto. on a tributary of the Niger 
of the same name. Sokoto is the religious and political centre of the 
Fula. Next in importance among the Hausa towns are Bauchi (or 
Yakoba). pop. over so.000, too ra. S.E. of Kim; Zed& (Ii-e.hPola 
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about 60,000, 83 in. S.S.W. of Kano; Kataens 	84 to. N.W. 
of Kano; Hadeija, near the N. eastern frontier; Candoam in. S.W. 
of Sokoto; Bida (q.v.). as in. N.W. of Egga on the Niger; and Yola 
(q.v.) on the Benue near the German frontier. 'egos 85 tn. S.W. of 
Sokoto, is an important entrepfff for trade from the hinterland of 
the Guinea coast and the Hansa states. The chief towns of Borne 
are Kuka (g.o.) on Lake Chad, and Maidugari, some yo sn. S.W. of 
that lake. Most of these towns are capitals of provinces and red-
dences of native princes subordinate to the British administration. 
They am nearly all surrounded by strong mud walls and outer dry 
moats. Their interior is divided into a series of compounds, each 
entered through a flat-roofed audience chamber. Inside are the 
beehive-shaped huts of the household. The gateways age strongly 
fortified. In addition to the towns mentioned there are many others 
containing populations of from zo,000 to zoom, the balk of the 
inhabitants of the Hausa countries being town dwellers. 

Comninnicalioss.—The rivers are the great highways of com- 
munication, but, in consequence of the lowness of the water between 
October and May, navigation is then only possible for shallow draught 
stern-wheel steamers and launches. From the Famed°. mouth of 
the Niger steamers can ascend the main dream as far as e hbae;  

in a distance of sso in. and, at some risk, to Fort Goldie. 3o tn. 
up at the foot of the Busea rapids. Steamers can also ascend the 
Benue to Yola, 48o m., above the confluence of that river with the 
Niger at Lokoja. It is also possible by this route to proceed by 
small boat via the Shari system to Lake Chad. The Kaduna from 
Its confluence with the Niger can be ascended by steamer so tn. to 
Barijuko, which is 22 m. by rail from Zungeru. The Gongola is 
navigable at high water for 13o m. from its junction with the Benue. 

In the delta region every place of importance is easily reached by 
river steamers and there is a regular service between Forcados and 
Lagos by the lagoons. The Cross river is navigable 240 M. up to and 
beyond the frontier of Cameroon. 

A 3 ft. 6 in. gauge railway from the lion of Lagos to Ibadan was 
completed in Igor,. the distance by rail being 123 in. Only about half 
that distance intervenes between Ibadan and the sea. This line was, 
during tgo6-1gio, extended via Oshogbo, Morin and Jebba to 
Zungeru, whence it is continued to She. ao in. E. of Zungeru and 
about 4so m. from Lagos, where a junction is effected with the Bar*. 
Kano line. A small light serface line 22 in. long, 2 ft. 6 in. gauge was 
built ( got-zgoa lin Northern Nigeria between Barijuko on t duns 
and the capital, Zungeru. and proved most succesdul and lucrative. In 
1907 the construction was begun of a 3 ft. 6 in. railway from Barn on 
the Niger via Bida and Zaria to Kano—re distanced -  about goo m. 

Good roads connect some of the great Hausa cities, and Kano and 
Kuka are starting-points for caravans across the Sahara to the 
Mediterranean. There are also old established caravan routes from 
Kano to Ashanti and neighbouring countries 

Regular communication is maintained with Europe by steamers 
running between Liverpool and Forcados, Bonny and Calabar, the 
steamers calling at other West African ports ex roast. The time 
occupied between Liverpool and Forcados is about seventeen days. 
Other steamers ply between the ports named (and others in the pro- 
tectorate) and London and Hamburg. Therein telegraphic com-
munication between Brass and Bonny and Europe by submarine 
cable, and land lines from Calabar to Lagos and from Lagos to Jebba, 
Lokoja, Zungeru, Kano. Ste., a connexion being also effected with the 
telegraph system of French West Africa. 

Agriculiure.—The natives of the coast region cultivate yams and 
other food plants, but in that district agriculture proper scarcely 
exists, the fruit of the oil-palm supplying an easy means of obtaining 
almost everythi:„itehya: the natives require. In the plains of the 
north, inhabited 	Hausa and by agricultural pagan tribes, and in 
the fertile river 	agriculture is regularly earned on. Rice and 
wheat are cultivated in many parts. though the staple food is guinea 
corn. Sweet potatoes, ground nuts, yams, onions and other vege-
tables are largely grown. Of fruits, dates, pomegranates. citrons 
and bananas abound in certain areas. The shea-butter tree supplies 
an excellent oil for lamps. and also for cooking, though it is only used 
by the poorer classes. The most important vegetable products are 
cotton and indigo, which are universally grown. Tobacco and kola 
nuts are also grown: 

Mineral Products.—Tin ore of excellent quality is found in the 
province of Bauchi, alkali salts are abundant in Kano province, 
iron ore and red and yellow ochres are found in Kontagora and other 
provinces, kaolin (china clay) and limestone in the west central 
regions. Silver and lead have been found in the Benue area. ,  

Trade.—Throughout Nigeria local trade is active and has. shown 
rapid increase under British rule. Its further development will be 
fostered by the improvement of communications which is taking 
place. Export trade in the delta and forest regions is almost entirely 
confined to " jungle produce." the most important articles being 
palm oil and palm kernel. Rubber, ebony and other timber. cocoa 
and gum copal, come next in importance. Cotton is also grown for 
export. The quantity of palm tal exported annually exceeds 
12.000,000 gallons. and is worth over  f600.000. Of palm kernels 

, See Colonial Office Reports, Northern Nigeria Mineral Sunny 
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to psotio tons ant • 	yeariy, with an avenge value of 
a yeas The " imports are come goods (nearly an 

rom the United ' ), and in the southern region spirita—gia 
and geneva—almost wholly from Holland and Germany, salt. race 
and other provisions, tobacco, hardware, cutlery and budding 
material, Ike.. mostly from the United Kingdom. The value of the 
trade (imports and exports) of Southern Nigeria (elusive of Lagos) 
increased from Lt ,moo in tft4-1895 to £34,000 in tgoS. In 
Igoe. the total trade. inclusive of Lagos, was ve ined at Dages000-- 
imports, %LIMN exports, 151,000. 

in Nat 	Nigeria up to' the 	of the British occupation 
the foreign trade was chiefly in the hands of Tripoli Arabs whose 
caravans crossed the desert at great risk and expense, and carried 
to the markets of Koh' and Kano tea, sugar and other 
goods, taking away the skins and feathers which tionstit=e 1 

 principal articles of export to the Mediterranean coast. There was 
also a very considerable caravan trade in native goods which the 
industrious Hausa population carried for great distances through the 
western and antral states of the Sudan. The principal articles of 
this trade are alt, kola nuts, ivory. leather, sodium carbonates and 
spices. The centre of the cloth manufacture is Kano. The cloth is 
made of the cotton grown in the country, exwen on small hand. 
loom@ and dyed either with indigo or with a magenta dye obtained 
from the bark of a tree. If the Hausa , which exists in written 
form, be correct, the manufacture of this cloth has been carried on 
in Kano since the gth century. Kano and the district around it 
clothes half the population of the Sudan. The kola nut, chewed by 
almost every native of the country, is brought from west of the 
Niger, traders from Ashanti, Accra and Yorubaland frequenti%Lb: 

of markets Jena. Salt and " potash " are impor.. from 
in the Sahara; and ivory. ostrich feathers and leather pods are 
exported to Tripoli. The principal exports to Great Britain have 
come hitherto from the forest regions, and are of the same class 
as the forest products of the south. Robber constitutes at pretest 
the most important export. The cultivation of cotton is however 
indigenous to the country. Inquiries made under the auspices of 
the British Cotton Growing Association have led to theconclusion 
that Northern Nigeria offers the most promising Said contained 
within the empire for the growth of cotton niquired to reader 
Lancashire looms independent of foreign supplies. Steps have been 
taken to stimulate the native industry, and it is hoped that cotton 
may take the place in Northern Nigeria which palm oil and kennels 
occupy in the coast zone. Any ggrraat expansion in the cotton trade 
is however dependent on the devrlganest of cheap and efficient 
means of transport—hence the importance. commercially. of the 
Barn-Kano railway, with its base on the navigable Niger. Wi,h 
the increase of transport facilities it is probable that the trade with 
the Mediterra mean coasts vall aho be diverted to the south. and profit: 
able minor branches of trade would be formed in leather, ostrich 
feathers, gums, fibres, &e. The imports from Great Britain, which 
come via F'oreados, are mostly cotton goods, provisions and hard-
ware. The importation of spirits is prohibited north of 7• N. 

Currency and Barad/ie.—TM legal currency, and that in general 
use, is British sterling. There is a subsidiary coinage (introduced in 
non) consisting of a nickel penny and a nickel tenth of a penny 
(the last-named-was first coined in aluminium, but this metal proved 
unsuitable and was withdrawn). Cowries (t000 uo3d.) are still 
occasionally employed, and on the coast, accounts are sometimes kept 
in gallons of palm oil. Banking is in the hands of the Bank of 
British West Africa and the Bank of Nigeria. There is also a 
government savings bank. 

History. 
Of the early history of the races inhabiting the coast lands 

little is known. The Beni appear to have been the most powerful 
race at the time of the discovery of the coast by the Portuguese 
in the I sth century, and the kings of Benin in the nth century 
ruled a large part of the south-western portion of the existing 
British protectorate (see Betan). The Benin influence does 
not seem to have reached east of the Forcados mouth of the 
Niger. In the greater part of the delta region each town owned 
a different chief and there was no one dominant tribe. Among 
these people, who occupied a low position even among the de-
generate coast negroes, and who were constantly raided by the 
more virile tribes of the interior, trading stations were established 
by the Portuguese, and later on by other Europeans, British 
traders appearing as early as the 17th century. There was no 
assertion of political rights by the white men, who were largely 
at the mercy of the natives, and who rarely ventured far from 
their ships or the " factories " established on the various rivers 
and estuaries. 

By the end of the 18th century British enterprise had almost 
entirely displaced that of other nations on the Niger coast. 
But the principal trade of all Europeans was still in slaves. 
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After the abolition of the slave-bade in the lelb century Pam 
oil formed the staple article of commerce, and the various 
streams which drain the Niger coast near the mouth of the 
great river became known as the " Oil Rivers." The opening 
up of the interior was in the meantime promoted, chiefly by the 
efforts of British travellers and merchants. Mango Park traced 
the Niger from Segu to Busse, where be lost his life in 18os. 
From Busse to the sea the course of the river was first made 
known in 1830 by the brothers Richard and John Lander 
Major Dixon Denham and Captain Hugh Clapperton entered 
the country now known as Northern Nigeria from the north 
in 1823, crossing the desert from Tripoli. Clapperton in 1826-
1827 made a second journey, approaching the same territory 
from the Guinea coast. Dr Barth, travelling under the auspices 
of the British government, entered the country from the north 
and made the journeys, lasting over two years between 1852 
and ass, of which he has left the record that still remains. 
the principal standard work for the interior Macgregor Laud 
first organized in 1832 the navigation of the river Niger from 
its mouth to a point above the Benue confluence During the 
next twenty-five years expeditions were despatched into the 
interior, and a British consul was posted at Lokoja. Possession 
was also taken, in 1861, of Lagos island, with the object of 
checking the slave trade will being carried on in that region 
But the deadly climate discouraged the first efforts of the British 
government, and, after the parliamentary committee of teas 
had recommended a policy which would render possible the 
ultimate withdrawal of British official influence from the coast, 
the consulate of Lokoja was abandoned. 

It was re-established a few years later to meet the still steadily 
growing requirements of British trade upon the river In iddo 
the influence of the international " scramble for Africa " made 
itself felt by the establishment under the recognized protection 
of the French government of two French firms which opened 
upwards of thirty trading stations on - the Lower Niger The 
establishment of these firms was admittedly a political move 
which coincided with the extension of French influence from 
Senegal into the interior. Nearly at 'the same time a young 
Englishman, George Goldie-Taubman, afterwards better known 
as Sir George Goldie having some private interests on 
the Niger, conceived the idea of amalgamating all local Brush 
interests and creating a British province on the Niger To 
effect-this end the United African Company was formed he 
pia 	1879, and trade was pushed upon the river with 

th,„ 	an energy which convinced the French firms of the 
ROW, 	futility of their less naked efforts. They yielded 
690r  Company the field and allowed themselves to be bought out 

. by the United African Company in 1884 At the 
Berlin Conference held in 1884-1885 the British representative 
was able to state that Great Britain alone possessed trading 
interests on the Lower Niger, and in June tarts a British pro-
tectorate was notified over the coast lands known as the Oil 
Rivers. Germany had in the meantime established itself 
in Cameroon, and the new British protectorate extended along 
the Gulf of Guinea from the British colony of Lagos on the 
west to the new German colony on the east, where the Rio del 
Rey marked the frontier. In the following year, r886, the 
United African Company received a royal charter under the 
title of the Royal Niger Company. The territories which were 
placed by the charter under the control of the company were 
those immediately bordering the Lower Niger in its course from 
the confluence at Lokoja to the sea. On the coast they extended 
from the Forcados to the Nun mouth of the river Beyond 
the confluence European trade had not at that time penetrated 
to the Interior. 

The interior was held by powerful Mahommedan rulers who 
had imposed a military domination upon the indigenous races 
and were not prepared to open their territories to European 
intercourse. To secure British political influence, and to preserve 
a possible field for future development, the Niger Company 
had negotiated treaties with some of the most Important of these 
rulers, and the nominal extension of the company's territories  

was curled over the whole sphere of influence thus secured. 
The movements of Germany from the south-east, and of France 
from the west and north, were thus held in check, and by securing 
international agreements the mutual limits of the three European 
powers concerned were definitely fixed. The principal treaties 
relating to the German frontiers were negotiated in 2886 and 
1893: the Anglo-French treaties were more numerous, those 
of ago and 1841, which laid down the main lines of division 
between French and British possessions on the northern and 
western frontiers of Nigeria, having been supplemented by many 
lesser rectifications of frontier. (See Amuck 5.) It was not 
until root) that the whole of the frontier between Nigeria and the 
French and German possessions had been definitely demarcated 
Thus, mainly by the action of the Royal Niger Company, a 
territory of vast extent, into which the chartered company 
itself was not able to carry either administrative or trading 
operations, was secured for Great Britain. In 1897, at a time 
when disputes with France upon the western frontier had 
reached a very active stage, the company entered upon a 
campaign against the hlalsommedan sovereign of Nupe. This 
campaign would, no doubt, have led to important results had 
the company retained its administrative powers. In the ex-
pedition a force of soo Hausa, drilled and trained by the company, 
and led by thirty white officers—of whom some were lent for 
the occasion by the War Office—decisively defeated a force 
of some thousands of native troops, led by the emir of Nupe 
himself The capital town of Bide was taken and the emir 
deposed From Bide the expedition marched to Mono, where 
Amon the whole district submitted to the authority of the 
company. In Litwin the campaign had some lasting effect. 
In Nupe, on the northern side of the river, as the company 
was unable to occupy the territory conquered, things shortlyy, 
reverted to their previous condition. When the company's 
troops were withdrawn the deposed emir returned and reoccupied 
the throne, leaving the situation to be dealt with after the 
territories of the company had been transferred to the crown 

The complications to wbkh the pressure of foreign nations, 
and especially of France, on the frontiers of the territories 
gave rise, became at this period so acute that the rrmsrw 
resources of a private company were manifestly ',mi.* 
Inadequate to meet the possible necessities of the mime 
position. Relations with France on the western cm". • 
border became so strained that in Efts Mr Chamberlain, 
who was then secretary of state for the colonies, thought it 
necessary to raise a local force, afterwards known as the West 
African Frontier Force, for the special defence of the frontiers 
of the West African dependencies. In these circumstances 
it was judged advisable to place the territories of the Royal 
Niger Company, to which the genera/ name of Nigeria bad been 
given, under the direct control of the crown It was therefore 
arranged that In consideration of compensation for private 
rights the company should surrender its charter and transfer 
all political nghts in the territories to the Crown. The transfer 
took place on the tic of January !coo, from which date the 
company, which dropped the name Of " royal," became a purely 
trading corporation The southern portion of the territories 
was amalgamated with the Niger Coast Protectorate, the whole 
district taking the name of the Protectorate of Southern Nigeria, 
while the northern portion, extending from a line drawn slightly 
above N to the frontier of the French possessions on the north 
and including the confluence of the Niger and the Benue at 
Lokoja, was proclaimed a protectorate under the same of 
Northern Nigeria. 

The company. during its tenure of administrative power 
under the charter, had organized its territories south of the 
confluence, into trading districts, over each of which there 
was placed a European agent. The executive powers in Africa 
were entrusted to an agent general with three provincial 
and twelve district superintendents. There was a small judicial 
staff directed by a chief justice, and there was a native con-
stabulary of about moo men, trained and drilled by white 
officers. The company kept abo upon the river a fleet of about 
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thirty steamers. The entire direction of the mending' of the 
company was, however, in the hands of the council in London, 
and the administrative control of the territories was practically 
from first to last vested in the person of Sir George Goldie. The 
local work of the representatives of the company was mainly 
commercial. When, on the surrender of the charter, Sir George 
GoIdle withdrew from the company, the administrative element 
disappeared No administrative records were handed over, 
and very little machinery remained Two enactments, however, 
bore testimony to the legislation of the company. One, which 
by force of circumstance* remained inoperative, was the abolition 
of the icesf status of slavery, proclaimed in the year of Queen 
Victoria's jubilee (1897) The other, more practical, which has 
remained in operation to the present day, confirmed and enforced 
by the succeeding adminumtion, was the absolute prohibition 
of the trade in sputa beyond the parallel of 7° N 

While the development of the Royal Niger Company's tern-
tones was proceeding in the manner described, the regions 
• under direct British control were also being opened up 
t. 	and law and order introduced In 1893, when the title 
sewn. Oil Rivers Protectorate was changed to that of Niger 
• Ito• Coast Protectorate, a regular admimstration was 
NW. 	established (subject to the Foreign Office in London) 

under Sir Claude Macdonald, who was succeeded as 
commissioner and consul-general in 1896 by Sir Ralph Moor 
(n86o- Noe). Under these officials peace was gradually estab-
lished between venous tribes, trade routes opened and progress 
made in civilization. The work was one of extreme difficulty, 
largely because there was no central native authority with which 
to deal Small military expeditions had constantly to be 
employed to break up slave-raiding gangs or reduce to order 
tribes which blocked trade routes or made war on other tribes 
living peaceably under British protection The most serious 
military operations were against the Beni, a peaceful mission to 
the king of Benin having been massacred in the bush in January 
t897 The operations were completely successful and the Benin 
country was added to the protectorate (see Beton). In loco, as 
-stated, the southern portion of the Niger Company's territories 
was added to the protectorate, the change in administration 
being effected without difficulty of any km& Sir Ralph Moor 
continued until loos to govern the country under the style of 
high commissioner. The efforts of the administration to better 
the condition of the natives without undue interference with 
customary law met with encouraging results, and the sub-
numb of the Aros to the government in nor brought to an 
end the system of tribal warfare for the purpose of making 
slaves, while the enforcement of a proclamation of scot prohibit-
ing the buying, pawning or selling of slaves bad a salutary effect. 
Trade steadily developed, and owing to the large sums paid 
as duty on imported spirits, the revenue of the protectorate was 
sufficient to cover the expenditure. 

In Northern Nigeria in :goo the establishment of British 
authority remained still to be effected. The man selected for the 
post of first high commissioner was Colonel—afterwards better 
known as Sir Frederick—Lugard, who had conducted one of the 
Royal Niger company's most successful expeditions into the 
western portion of the interior and had already been employed 
by the British government to raise and organic* the West 
African Frontier Force. 

The transference of influence from the company to the govern-
ment was officially effected on the rest of January [coo, on which 
*mama  day the Union Jack was hoisted at Lokoja, and the 
mode formation of a local adminiatration was entered upon. 
Amon The number of civilians in the employ of the govern-
make meat was very small, and the administrative machinery 
'wit"  had to be evolved under the pressure of a somewhat 
acute military situation. The headquarters of the West African 
Frontier Force had been at Jebba, not far from the point at 
which &lunge Park had lost his life upon the river. Neither 
Jebba nor Lokoja was considered suitable for the permanent 
capital of the protectorate, and survey parties were sent out, 
with strict orders to avoid conflict with the nominally friendly  

natives,. to find a more suitable site. This was selected on a 
branch of the Kaduna river in the south-western corner of the 
province of Zaria, at a place of which the native name of Zungeru 
was retained. The ruler of Zaria, while professing friendliness, 
was, however, unable or unwilling to restrain the rulers of Konta-
gore and Nape from aggression. These two potentates raided 
for slaves to the borders of the rivers and openly threatened the 
British position on the Niger. The Ashanti War of :Ow claimed 
the despatch of a strong detachment of the West African Frontier 
Force, and ft was not until the return of the troops in February 
tool that Nupe and Koatagora could be effectively dealt with. 
In that year both provinces were subdued, their emirs deposed, 
and letters of appointment given to new emirs, who undertook 
to •nde in accordance with the requirements of humanity, to 
abolish alavetaidiag and slave dealing, and to acknowledge 
the sovereignty of Great Britain. Illorin and Borgu with a 
portion of Kabba were already under British rule. The rulers 
of other neighbouring provinces offered their allegiance, and 
by the end of the year spot nine provinces, Illorin, Kabba, 
Middle Niger, Lower Benue, Upper Benue, Nupe, Kontagora, 
Borgu and Zaria had accepted the British occupation. These 
territories, with the exception of Zaria, were all in the more or 
less immediate neighbourhood of the valleys of the Niger and 
the Benue, and Zane bordered upon the Kaduna. For all these 
temtories an initial system of administration was organized, 
and British residents were appointed to each province. Seven-
teen legislative proclamations were enacted in the first year 
dealing with the immediate necessities of the position, and 
providing for the establishment of a supreme and provincial 
court of justice, for the legalization of native courts of justice, 
and dealing with questions of slavery, importation of liquor 
and firearms, land titles, Ice. In the autumn of got the emir 
of Vole, the extreme eastern corner of the territories bordering 
upon the Benue, was, in consequence of the aggressions upon 
a trading station established by the Niger Company, dealt with 
in the same manner as the emirs of Nupe and Kontagora, and a 
new emir was appointed under British rule. In 11)02 Bauchi and 
Bonus were brought under British rule. In Bauchi the emir was 
deposed and a new emir was appointed. In Bornu the extension 
of British authority was very willingly accepted as a guarantee 
against other European encroarlments, and thelegitimate Sheha 
was restored to the throne under British protection. Military 
stamps were established in Bornu and in Bauchi, and both 
provinces were included in the system of British administration. 
Later in the same year an act of treachery culminating in the 
murder of a British resident, Captain Moloney, in the province 
of Maureen, led to the military subjugation of that province. 
The murderer fled northwards through Zaria to Kano, which 
was still an independent hiahommedan state. The emir of Zaria 
was found to be in treasonable correspondence with the emir 
of Kano. It was thought desirable to arrest and dethrone him, 
and has prime minister was temporarily appointed to administer 
the province under British protection. To all these provinces 
British residents were appointed, and British legislative enact-
ments became applicable to them all. By the end of the year 
seta British administration bad been extended to the whole of 
the provinces in the south, east and west of the protectorate. The 
important Mahommedan states of Sokoto, Gando, Kano and 
Katsina remained independent. These states were regarded as 
the stronghold of Fula supremacy. The emir of Sokoto held the 
position of religious as well as political head of all the lesser 
states of Northern Nigeria, and in response to friendly overtures 
on the part of the British administration bad declared that 
between Sokoto and Great Britain there could be nothing bet 
war. Katsena was the centre of local learning, while Kano was 
at once the commercial and the military centre of power. By 
the end of 1903 it bad become evident that a trial of strength 
between the Mahommedtui powers and the new British admin-
istration was inevitable. The Mabommedan rulers were thew 
selves of comparatively recent date. In fighting them there was 
no question of fighting the whole country. On the contrary It 
was presumed with justice that their overthrow would be bailed 
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with satisfaction by many of the subject peoples. Every attempt 
was made to settle the question at issue by conciliatory methods, 
but these having failed, a campaign against Kano and Sokoto 
was entered upon in January um. It was entirely succesduL 
The capital of Kano, a walled and fortified town of great extent 
and formidable strength, fell to a British assault in February of 
5903. Sokoto submitted after a bottle which took place on the 
syth of May. The sultan fled, and on the ant of May a new 
sultan, chosen by the council of elders, was installed by the 
British high commissioner, after he had publicly accepted the 
conditions imposed by the British government. These conditions 
were that all rights of conquest acquired by the Fulani throughout 
Northern Nigeria passed to Great Britain, that for the future 
every sultan and emit and principal officer of state should 
be appointed by Great Britain, that the emirs and chiefs so 
appointed should obey the laws of the British government, that 
they should no longer buy and sell slaves, nor enslave people, 
that they should import no firearms, except flint-locks, that 
they should enforce no sentences in their courts of law which were 
contrary to humanity, and that the British government should 
in future hold rights in land and taxation. When these con-
ditions were accepted by the Fulani chiefs the supremacy of 
Great Britain was established over the entire country. Katsena 
and Gando followed the example set to them by Kano and 
Sokoto. Throughout Northern Nigeria all chiefs, Mahommedan 
and Pagan, now hold their appointments under the British 
crown and take the oath of allegiance to the British sovereign. 

It remained to organise the territories for British rule, to 
institute a reformed system of taxation, to establish courts of 
justice, and to open the country to civilized occupation. 

The following account of the legislation carried into force up 
to reps shows in effect what WU done in that direction. After 
the conquest of the Hausa States in reos--ltioy the king's writ 
ran—with the exception of a few districts inhabited by primitive 
savages—through the whole area known as Northern Nigeria. 
The temporary enactments of the earlier days were then super-
seded by laws based upon a more accurate knowledge of local 
conditions and rendered possible by the effective administration 
which had been set up throughout the country. • 

Courts of Law and Administration of Justice.—A superior court 
was set up with jurisdiction over all non-natives and government 
employes. Its jurisdiction over natives was limited to the two 
centres of administration named " cantonments," and to such neigh-
bouring territories as might be included by regulation within a 
feasible distance of those centres It could, however, try any case 
in any province by special warrant of the high comminsioner. The 
whole country was divided into seventeen provinces, in each of which 
there was a provincial court presided over by the resident in charge, 
whose assistants were commissioners of the court. They submitted 
their lists of criminal trials to the high conunissioner, who advised 
by the attorney-geneml, acted as a court of &ppm!, and no sentence 
exceeding six months could take effect witut his confirmation. 
Cases could be referred by him for re-trial in the superior court if 
he no decided. A criminal code was drawn up, together with a 
criminal procedure proclamation. Native courts were established 
by warrant at all the chief native towns with varying powers. 
They were of two clams, the " Alkalis' Court," prradra over by 
trained Mahommedan jurists, and " Judicial Councils," under the 
leading chiefs and natives presided over by the emir or other native 
ruler. In these courts native law and customs (principally the 
Mahommedan law) were administered with the proviso that no 
penalty could be enlaced which was contrary to the laws of humanity 
or opposed to any specific proclamation of the protectorate. With 
the exception of two or three of the most enlightened courts, the 
criminal powers of these courts were restricted, but in civil actions 
they had full scope. No native court could carry a sentence of 
death into execution without the concurrence of the resident. 

Cantonment courts were also set up in the two chief govemomm 
centres (Zungeru and Lokoja), chiefly for the purpose of enforcing 
sanitary and municipal regulations. Them were affiliated to the 
superior courts. 

Leads and Minends.—These constitute the main asset of the 
government. In the first instance, as following upon conquest or 
potential conquest, the Fulani emirs who were appointed by 
uvernmentto each of the great native states WOW instaW under a 
letter of appointment in which (is addition to nen. of legislation. 
taxation and other power. inherent in suzerainty) the ultimate 
title to all land was transferred from the Fulani dynasty and vested 
In the British. Private ownership was not interfered with, but all 
waste lands became the property of the am% sad no nos-tuthv  

could&quite title .amw as from the government. Simffarly the 
sole title to minerals (suhzut to the share of profits assigned to the 
Niger Company by the deed of transfer) was vested in the govern-
ment, and the terms upon which licences to prospect or mine could 
be acquired, together with full regulations regarding mining. were 
enacted by law. The right of natives to smelt iron and the question 
of compensation for any other existing mining Industry or for surface 
disturbance was left to the discretion of government. 

.—Pracrical effect was given to the abolition of the legal 
status ofslavery, in so far as all British courts were concerned. 
This decree bad been promulgated before the treader of the ad-
ministration, but had existed merely on paper. Every slave could 
thereby assert his freedom if he desired to do so, but it was not made 
illegal for a native to own a slave, and no penalty attached to mere 
possession in such a case. Slave-dealing and transactions of every 
kind in slaves were now made illegal. Civil questions arising Irons 
the institution of domestic slavery remained justiciable by the native 
courts; which in this matter were very carefully supervised by the 
British administration. 

Tazatios.—In the mull= years of the administration the tolls 
upon trade in transit, which had existed from time immemorial and 
had become the means of much extortion, were made a monopoly 
of the government, and were reorganized on an equitable and popular 
basis. To these were added certain licences (e.g. on canoes, arc). 
In zeo5 a complete reorganization of the direct taxation of the country 
was introduced. The innumerable taxes upon agriculture and in-
dustry of all kinds were consolidated into two principal taxes, viz. 
the land and gcmral tax--in' its nature an income tax—and the 
jangali or cattle tax upon nomad herdsmen. The imposition of this 
tax involved a rough and ready assessment of every village in the 
protectorate. Under this system the oppression and extortion 
practised under native rule gave place to a carefully regulated 
method of assessment. At its initiation the proceeds were divided 
in approximately equal shares between the central government and 
the native administration, and a means was thus found of ere:;= 

re a legitimate revenue for the native chiefs to supersede the proceeds 
 

of slave-raiding and slave-dealing, and of oppression and extortion, 
by which they had hitherto supplied their needs. As in India, the 
village with its lands and cultivation was constituted the yak of 
assessment, and the provinces were divided into districts under 
native headmen responsible for the collection of the tax, and its 
payment to the paramount chief, who in turn rendered the assigned 
share to district and village chiefs, to the of cersof state recognized 

Ice
ursernment and to the government itself. The administrative 

were entrusted with the assessment and acted as arbitrators 
and referees in ease of illegal exactions. In the Pagan districts 
where no native machinery existed and no previous taxation had 
been in force, a nominal impost was levied and collected by the 
officers of the government through the agency of the village chid.• 
The taxationof the meat cities formed a separate and very difficult 
problem. The law laid down the method to be employed in this 
case. but pending the completion of the rural taxation this detailed 
application of the system was allowed to remain in suspense. It was 
hoped that so soon as the scheme could be effectively put into 
tion the taxes on trade in transit could be largely if not cons 	ly 
abolished, and the traders and merchants—the wealthiest c 	of 
the communitrould be assessed in their city domiciles. By 
these means a and rapidly increasing revenue is being secured 
to government; while the condition of the peasantry and people is 
being greatly ameliorated, an adequate but not einaesaive income is 
being secured to the native rulers; and the class of middlemen 
who lived by extortion and absorbed a great part of the wealth of 
the country is being abolished. 

Native Raters.—By the operation of the native courts proclamation. 
the taxation proclamation, and finally by the enforcement of native 
authority proclamations. the status of the native rulers, their powers 
and authority, were defined and legalized. They receive the support 
of the government within the limits of their recognized sphere of 
action. The great chiefs are appointed by the government in 
consultation with the principal men, and in accordance with native 
customs and laws of succession. Minor chiefs are dominated by 
their paramount chiefs, subject to the approval of the high com-
missioner. 
• Military and Pelica, —The defensive force—the Northern Nigeria 
Regiment of the West African Frontier Fora--is constituted by 
law, and the proclamation contains a military code based on the 
Army Act with modifications necessary in local circumstances. 
A police force is similarly organized and controlled by a second 
enactment. The military force is divided into three. regiments 
and two batteries of artillery under the supreme command of 
commandant, The distribution of the garrisons is under the direc-
tion of the high commissioner. The police, on the other hand, are 
more or less equally divided between the provinces (including the 
establiihment at tech cantonment). and while their interior economy 
and orgimintion rests in the hands of a commissioner. they are 
for purposes of duty under the control of the resident of the province. 
A district superintendent is appointed to each province. 

Mind:rase= Eseraneists.—A variety of other enactments deals 
'nth minor matters of administration. Commissions of inquiry may 
be appointed by the high commissioner to investigate the conduct 
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of an Individual er department endtake evidence on oath. Discipline 
on board of steamers is peuaibed by the Marine Discipline Act. 
The preservation of wild animals and birds in =cadence with 
international agreements is enforced by law. The importation or 
possession of arms of precision is forbidden, accept by permits in 
conformity with the Brussels Act, and in further application of that 
act the importation of spirits for sale to natives is wholly prohibited. 
The cantonments ate regulated by a municipal ordnance, establish-
ing rates and laying down various regulations for order and mm. 
tation. In order to mevtht hydrophobia dogs may only be kept 
under certain restrictions. Patents, marriages (of non-natives), &c., 

form the subject of other laws. 
Administrative Divissons.—For administrative purposes the 

territories were at first divided into seventeen provinats: Sokoto, 
Ganda, Kano, Kaunas, Bornu East, Borne West, Zaria, Bauchi, 
Borgu, Kontagora, NILIM/a2/11, M112i, Vole, Bases, Kabba, Morin, 
Nape. Of these Sokoto and Gsndo. Kano and Katsina, Bornu East 
and Bornu West have been carried a step further incm: Ili:talon 
and now form three double provinces, each under the 	of a 
first-class resident. Illorin, Nape and Kabba have been armed 
into one province called the Niger province, and also planed under 
the charge of a first-class and it is in to continue 
this process so as to make finally d&t first-class provinces of the 
whole territory. The first-class residents of the double provinces 
are assisted by about twelve residents and assistant residents of 
subordinate rank. In the Mahommedan states the native 
of administration remains intact, and is carried on under R .rsittlg 
supervision by native emirs and officials. In the Pagan states there 
is no organized system of native administration, and the British 
residents are responsible for good government. 

Amalgensation of Lagos and Southern Nigeria.—The political 
reasons which had resulted in the Nigerian territories being 
divided into three distinct administrations no longer existing, 
it was decided to unite them under one government, and as a 
first step in that direction Sir Walter (then Mr) Egerton was in 
nos appointed both governor of Lagos and high commissioner 
of Southern Nigeria. This was followed in February 1906 by 
the amalgamation of the two administrations under the style of 
" the Colony and Protectorate of Southern Nigeria," with head-
quarters at Lagoa town. The former colony and protectorate
of Lagos (q.v.) became the western or Lagoa province of the new 
administration. In the year the amalgamation was effected 
the revenue reached a record figure, the amount collected being 
L ,o88,coo, to which Lagos province contributed £424,000. 
Over 8o% of the revenue was derived from customs. In the 
same year the expenditure from revenue was ii,ost,000. 

Northern Nigeria Railway.—In Northern Nigeria, which con-
tinued for the time to be a separate protectorate, Sir Frederick 
Lugard was, at the beginning of 1907, succeeded as high com-
missioner by Sir Percy Girouard. In•August of that year the 
British government, on administrative, strategic and commercial 
grounds, came to a decision to build a railway which should place 
the important cities of Zaria and BMW in direct communication 
with the perennially navigable waters of the Lower Niger. In 
view of the approaching unification of Southern and Northern 
Nigeria, the money needed, about £1,25o,000, was raised as a loan 
by Southern Nigeria. The route chosen for the line was that 
advocated by Sir Frederick Lugard. This important work, 
essential for the welfare of the northern territories, was begun 
under the superintendence of Sir Percy Girouard; the builder 
of the Wadi Haifa-Khartum railway. At the same time -the 
decision was taken to continue the Lagos railway till it effected 
a junction with the Kano line near Zungeru, the Niger being 
bridged at Jebba. 

Land Tenure.—Sir Percy Girouard devoted much attention to 
land tenure, probably the most important of the questions 
concerning imperial policy in West Africa. He adopted the land 
policy of Sir F. D. Lugard, and recommended " a declaration in 
favour of the nationalization of the lands of the Protectorate." 
This was in accord with native laws—that the land is the pro-
perty of the people, held in trust for them by their chiefs, who 
have not the power of alienation. Thereafter the secretary for 
the colonies appointed a strong committee, which, after hearing 
much evidence, issued a report in April moo in substantial 
agreement with the governor's recommendations. This policy 

In Two Sir Percy Girouard was outmoded by Sir H. H. j. 
The title High Commissioner had meantime been changed to that of 
Goveraor. 

was adopted by the Colonial Office. By this means the natives 
of Nigeria were secured in the possession of their land—the 
government imposing land taxes, which are the equivalent of rent. 
This exclusion of the European land speculator and denial of 
the right to buy and sell land and of freehold tenure was held by 
all the authorities to be essential for the moral and material 
welfare of the inhabitants of a land where the duty of the white 
man is mainly that of administration and his material advantages 
lie in trade. (See an ankle on " Land Tenure in West Africa " 
In The Times, May 24, 191:1:1 

Aurnoarrtsn.-01 early 	dealing with large anas of Nigeria. 
H. Barth's Travels and Discoveries in North arid Central Africa 
(London, t 857-i 858) is a standard authority. See also Lady Lugard, 
A Tropical Dependency (London, loos); Alexander. From the 
Niger la the PAU (Lon&n• nay); C. Larymoth •  A Resident's Wife is 
Metres (London. 1908); the annual iteis on Southern and 
Northern Nigeria issued by the Colonial Office; E. D. Morel, Affairs 
of West Africa (London. Igor); C. H. Robinson. Hasualasd (London, 
1896); S. Vandeleur, Campaigning on the Upper Nile and Niger 
(London, 1898), with introduction by Sir George Goldie; Major 
A. G. Leonard. The Lowe Niter and its Tribes (London 1906) 
C. Partridge, The Cross Riser Ratites (London, teos),• E. Darrell,
Folk Stories from Southern Nigeria (Landon. 1910). Maps of the 
country on the scale of 1,3_,„ 4" and Teem are published by the 
War Office. The Blue Books, Cd. 2325 (moskaiablzrpocv5) and 
452; (km), deal with railway construction, and river 
navigation. (F. L. L.) 

NIGHT, that part of the natural day of twenty-four hours 
during which the sun is below the horizon, the dark part of the 
day from sunset to sunrise (see Day). The word in 0. Eng. takes 
two forma, neon and night, the latter form apparently helms 
established by about the xoth century. The word is common 
in varying forms to Indo-European languages. The root is 
usually taken to be sal-, to perish, the word meaning the time 
when thelight fails (cf. Gr. vient,Lat. nee, death, saga's, to hurt). 
It was customary to reckon periods of time by nights, and we still 
use " fortnight " (0. Eng. fem.:Hypo eiks, fourteen nights), but 
" se'n-night " (seven nights) has been displaced by " week " (q.v.). 

NIGHTINGALE, FLORENCE (WWarr-two), younger daughter 
of Wiliam Edward Nightingale of Embley Park, Hampshire, 
and Lea Hutu, Derbyshire, was born at Florence on the 15th 
of May 1820, and named after that city, but her childhood was 
spent in England, chiefly in Derbyshire. From her earliest years 
her strong love of nature and animals manifested itself. Her 
games, too, were characteristic, for her great delight was to 
nurse and bandage her dolls. Her first living patient was a 
shepherd's dog. From tending animals she passed to human 
beings, and wherever there was sorrow or suffering she was sure 
to be found. Her most ardent desire was to use her talents for 
the benefit of humanity. She had a natural shrinking from 
society; and though her social position necessitated her presenta-
tion at Court, her first season in town nes spent in examining 
into the working of hospitals, reformatories and other charitable 
institutions. This was followed by a tour of inspection of foreign 
hospitals. At that time England was sadly behind-hand in 
matters of nursing and sanitation, and Miss Nightingale, who 
desired to obtain the best possible teaching for herself, went 
through a course of training in the Institute of Protestant 
Deaconesses at Kaiserswerth. She remained there six months, 
learning every detail of hospital management with a thoroughness 
rarely equalled. Miss Nightingale neglected nothing that could 
make her proficient in her self-chosen task. From Kaiserswerth 
she went to Paris, where she studied the system of nursing and 
management in the hospitals under the charge of the sisters of 
St Vincent de Paul. After her return to England she devoted 
herself to reorganizing the Governesses' Sanatorium in Harley 
Street (now the Home for Gentlewomen during Temporary 
Illness), which was at that time badly managed and in great 
need of funds. Miss Nightingale grudged neither time nor money 
to this work, and she had the satisfaction of placing it on a 
thoroughly satisfactory basis. 

In the year rasa England was stirred to its depths by the 
report of the sufferings of the sick and wounded in the Crimea. 
There was an utter absence of the commonest preparations to 
carry out. the fist and simplest demands in a place set apart 
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to receive the sick and wounded of a large army. The condition 
of the large barrack-hospital at Scutari was deplorable. A royal 
commission of inquiry was appointed, a patriotic fund opened, 
and money flowed in fast. To Miss Nightingale this proved the 
trumpet-call of duty. She wrote to Sidney Herbert, secretary 
at war, and offered her services. Her letter crossed with one 
from him inviting her to proceed to the Crimea. She set out on 
the rath October with a staff of thirty-seven nurses, partly 
volunteers, partly professlobals trained in hospitals. They 
reached Scutari on the 4th of November, in time to receive the 
Balakkva wounded. A day or two later these were joined by 
boo from Inkerman. The story of Miss Nightingale's labours at 
Scutari is one of the brightest pages in English annals. She gave 
herself, body and soul, to the work. She would stand for twenty 
hours at a stretch to see the wounded accommodated. She 
regularly took her place in the operation-room, to hearten the 
sufferers by her presence and sympathy, and at night she would 
make her solitary round of the wards, lamp in hand, stopping 
here and there to speak a kindly word to some patient. Soon she 
had to,000 men under her charge, and the general superintendence 
of all the hospitals on the Bosporus. Gradually the effects of 
the measures adopted were seen in a lowered death-rate. In 
February rills It was as high as 42%, before many months it bad 
sunk to 2. For a time Miss Nightingale was herself prostrated 
with fever, but she refused to leave her post, and remained at 
Scutari till Turkey was evacuated by the British in July r836. 
The enthusiasm aroused in England by Miss Nightingale's 
labours was indescribable. A man-of-war was ordered to bring 
her home, and London prepared to give her a triumphant 
reception; but she returned quietly in a French ship, crossed 
to England, and escaped to her country home before the news 
of her return could leak out. The experiences of those terrible 
months permanently affected Miss Nightingale's health, but the 
quiet life she afterwards led was full of usefulness. With the 
Lso.000 raised in recognition of her services she founded the 
Nightingale Home for training nurses at St Thomas's and King's 
College Hospitals. She also turned her attention to the question 
of army sanitary reform and army hospitals, and to the work 
of the Army Medical College at Chatham. In t8s8 she published 
her Nola on Nursing, which gave an enormous stimulus to the 
study of this subject in England. According to Miss Nightingale 
nursing ought to signify the proper use of fresh air, light, warmth, 
cleanliness, quiet, and the selection and administration of diet—
all at the least expense of vital force to the patient. 

Miss Nightingale followed with interest all the later improve-
ments in sanitation, and was frequently consulted about hospital 
plans both at home and abroad. With the help of the County 
Council Technical Instruction Committee she organised in 1892 
a health crusade in Buckinghamshire. Teachers were sent 
round among the cottagers to give practical advice on such 
points as ventilation, drainage, disinfectants, cleanliness, &c., 
a plan which, if widely carried out, would bring the most valuable 
knowledge to every home in England. She is understood to have 
drawn up a confidential report for the government on the working 
of the Army Medical Corps in the Crimea, and to have been 
officially consulted during the American Civil War and the 
Franco-German War. In tun she received the Order of Merit 
from King Edward VII. She died in London on the t3th of 
August tern. She is the subject of a beautiful poem by 
Longfellow, " Santa Filomena," and the popular estimate of 
her character and mission was summed up in a particularly 
felicitous anagram, Flit on, cheering angd. 

NIGHTINOALE (0. Eng. Niktegok, literally "singer of the 
night "), the bird celebrated beyond all others by European 
writers for the admirable vocal powers which, during some weeks 
after its return from its winter-quarters In the south, it exercises 
at all hours of the day and night. The song itself is indescribable, 
though several attempts, from the time of ArLstophanes to the 
present, have been made to express in syllable% the sound of its 
many notes. Poets have descanted on the bird (which they 
nearly always make of the feminine gender) leaning its breast 
against a thorn and pouring forth its melody In anguish. But  

the cock alone sings, and there is no reason to suppose that the 
cause and intent of his song differ in any respect from those of 
other birds' songs (see Sown). In great contrast to the nightin-
gale's pre-eminent voice is the inconspicuous coloration of its 
plumage, which is alike in both sexes, and is of a reddish-brown 
above and dull greyish-white beneath, the breast being rather 
darker, and the rufous tail showing the only bright tint. 

The range of the European nightingale, Daislias insciaia, is 
peculiar. In Great Britain it is abundant in suitable localities 
to the south-east of a line stretching from the valley of the Exe, 
in Devonshire, to York, but it does not visit Ireland, its occur-
rence in Wales is doubtful or intermittent, and it is extremely 
improbable that it has ever reached Scotland. On the continent 
of Europe it does not occur north of a line stretching irregularly 
from Copenhagen to the northern Urals, and it is absent in 
Brittany; over south Europe otherwise it is abundant. It 
reaches Persia, and is a winter visitor to Arabia, Nubia, Abyssinia,• 
Algeria and as far south as the Gold Coast. The larger eastern 
D. philomela, sometimes called the thrush-nightingale or Sprosser 
of German bird-catchers, is russet-brown in both sexes, and is 
a native of eastern Europe. D. hafici of Persia, a true nightingale, 
is probably the Perso-Arabic bulbul of poets. 

The nightingale reaches its English home about the middle 
of April,' the males (as is usual among migratory birds) arriving 
some days before the females. On the cocks being joined by 
their part nets, the work for which the long and hazardous journey 
of both has been undertaken is speedily begun, and before long 
the nest is completed. This is of a rather uncommon kind, being 
placed on or near the ground, the outworks consisting chiefly 
of a great number of dead leaves ingeniously applied together 
so that the plane of each is mostly vertical. In the midst of the 
mass is wrought a deep cup-like hollow, neatly lined with fibrous 
roots, but the whole is so loosely constructed, and depends for 
lateral support so much on the stems of the plants, among which 
it is generally built, that a very slight touch disturbs its beautiful 
arrangement.. Herein from four to six eggs of a deep olive colour 
are duly laid, and the young hatched. The nestling plumage of 
the nightingale differs much from that of the adult, the feathers 
above being tipped with a buff spot, just as in the young of the 
redbreast, hedge-sparrow and redstart, thereby showing the 
natural affinity of all these forms. Towards the end of summer 
the nightingale disappears to its African winter haunts. 

The name nightingale has been vaguely applied to several other 
birds. The so-called" Virginian nightingale " is a species of gros- 
beak (q.v.); the " Pekin nightingale " or " Japanese nightingale 
is a small babbler (Liodtrix lakes) inhabiting the Himalayas and 
China, not Japan at all. 

The nightingale holds a place in classical mythology. Procne 
and Philomela were the daughters of Pandion, king of Attica, who 
in return for warlike 1 . 1 rendered him by Tereus, king of Daulis in 
Thrace, gave him th ∎  list-named in marriage. Tereus, however, 
being enamoured of h sister, feigned that his wife was dead, and 
induced Philomela to t Ike her place. On her discovering the truth 
he cut out her tongue to hinder her from revealing his deceit; but 
she depicted her sad >i try on a robe which she sent to Procne; and 
the two sisters then c strived a horrible revenge for the infidelity 
of Tereus, by killing al I serving to him at table his son Itys. There-
upon the gods interp ed, changing Tereus into a hoopoe, Procne 
into a swallow, and P hilomela into a nightingale, while Nye was 
restored to life as a ph ,  tsant, and Pandion (who had died of grief at 
his daughters' dishonour) as a bird of prey (see OS PREY). The fable 
Ims several variants. Ovid's version may be seen in the 6th book of 
his Metamorphoses (lines 412.676). (A. N.) 

NIGHT/ULM, a general term for the genus of plants-known 
to botanists as SOIESIEM. The species to which the name of 
nightshade is commonly given In England is Selman Dammam 
which is also called bittersweet or woody nightshade (see fig. I). 
It is a common plant in damp bedgebanks and thickets, scram-
bling over underwood and hedges. It has slender slightly woody 
stems, with alternate lanceolate leaves more or less heart-shaped 
and auricuiste at the base. The flowers are arranged In drooping 
dusters and resemble those of the potato in shape, although 

s Poets and novelists are apt to command at will the song of this 
bird-irrespective of season. If the appearance of truth is to 
regarded, it is dangerous to introduce a nightingale as singinuin 
England before the tsth of April or after the Isth of June. The 

early nightingale "of newspaper paragraphs is generally a thrush. 



Fla. 2.—Deadly Nightshade (Ai rota 
belted vine). Flowering branch. r, Flower, 
after removal of the corola; 2 corolla, with 
stamens, cut open and fiattened; 3, cross 
section of ovary, much enlarged. 
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muds smaller. The flower clusters spring from the stems at the 
side of, or opposite to, the insertion of a leaf. The corolla is 
rotate, of a lilac-blue colour with a green spot at the base of each 
segment; or sometimes white, and bears the yellow sessile anthers 

united at their 
margins so as 
to form a cone 
in the centre of 
the flower. The 
flowers are suc• 
ceeded by ovate 
scarlet berries, 

in. long, which 
in large doses 
appear to be 
poisonous or, to 
say the least, 
dangerous to 
children, cases 
of poisoning by 
them having 
occurred. Sata-
nism Dukamara 
is subject to the 
same parasitic 
fungus (nym-
ph those ink:t-
ans) as the 

2 potato, and 
Fin. 1.—Bittersweet (Simeon Dukamara), may serve as 

I, Flower; 2, fruits, 3, berry, cut across, en- a medium for 
urged; 4, seed, much enlarged. communicating 

the spores to the potato if not removed from the hedges of 
the fields where potatoes are grown. The plant derives its 
names of " bittersweet " and Dukarnara from the fact that its 

taste is at fast bitter 
and then sweet. It 
is a native of 
Europe, North 
Africa and temper-
ate Asia, and has 
been introduced 
into North America. 
The dried young 
branches are known 
in pharmacy under 
the name duke-
Male. 

Dalcema ra con-
tains a bitter pr in-
dale yielding 
by decomposition 
• sugar dextrose 
and the alkaloid 
solanine. It also 
conta ins another 
glucoside dulea-
niacin, which when 
boiled with dilute 
acid splits up into 
sugar and dima-
r et in. Solanine 
appears to exert a 
depressant action on 
the vagus nerve and 
an excitant action 
on the medulla ob-
longata. 

&tenant mignon 
differs from S. Duke- 
mare in having white 
flowers in small 

umbels and globose black berries. It is a common weed in 
gardens and waste places. growing about is or te in. high, and has 
ovate, entire or sinuate or toothed leaves. Two varieties of the 
plant, one with rod and the other with yellow berries, are sometimes 
met with, but are comparatively rare. The berries have been known 

to produce poisonous effects when eaten by children, and owe thek 
properties to the presence of solanine. In Minim and Mauritius the 
leaves arc eatenlike spinach. 

Deadly nightshade, dwale or belladonna (APO& alsadonsia) 
is a tall bushy herb of the same natural order (fig. a). It grows 
to a height of 4 or 5 ft., having leaves of a dull green colour, 
with a black shining berry fruit about the size of a cherry, and a 
large tapering root. The plant is a native of central and south 
Europe. extending into Asia, and is found locally in England, 
chiefly on chalk and limestone, from 'Westmorland and south-
wards. The entire plant is highly poisonous, and accidents not 
infrequently occur through children and unwary persons eating 
the attractive-looking fruit. Its leaves and roots are largely 
used in medicine, on which account the plant is cultivated, chiefly 
in soutlt Germany, 	 France (see BELLADONNA). 

The name nightshade is applied 	>lants of different genera in 
other countries. American nightsh 	s Plomiacco decon6a (poke- 
weed, 9.o.). The three-leaved nigh; k is an American spca of 
Trillium. The Malabar nightshad, kstella, which is widely used 
as a pot-herb in India. Enchanter'.. thtshade is Circaea Isdetialw, 
a small, glandular, softly-hairy plant, common in damp woods, 
with slender, erect or ascending stems, paired ovate leaves with long 
stalks, and small white flowers in terminal racemes, sorceeded by a 
small fruit covered with hooked bristles: it is a member of the 
natural order Onagraccae, and is not known to prima any 
poisonous ptopertyi the name seems to have been given to it 
in the first place in mistake for a species of Manstragore (see 
SiANDRAIL22). 

COSTANTIII0, Coma (i1128-toor), Italian diplo-
matist, was born at Villa Castelnuovo, in the province of Turin, 
on the 1 rth of June KM. During the war of z848 he interrupted 
his studies to serve as a volunteer against Austria, and was 
wounded as the battle of Rivoli. On the conclusion of peace he 
entered the Piedmontese foreign office; he accompanied Victor 
Emmanuel and Cavonr to Paris and London in t855, and in the 
following year he took part in the conference of Paris by which 
the Crimean War was brought to an end. After the meeting at 
Plombiarrs.between Cavour and Napoleon III. Nigra was sent 
to Paris again to popularize a Franco-Piedmontese alliance, 
Nigra being, as Cavour said, " theonly person perhaps who knows 
all my thoughts, even the most secret." He was instrumental 
in negotiating the marriage between Victor Emmanuel's daughter 
Clotbilde and Napoleon's nephew, and during the war of 1859 
he was always with the emperor. He was recalled from Paris 
when the occupation of the Marche and Umbria by the Pied-
montese caused a breach in Franco-Italian relations, and was 
appointed secretary of state to the prince of Carignano, viceroy 
of the Neapolitan provinces. When Napoleon recognised the 
kingdom of Italy in 186,, Nigra returned to France as minister-
resident, and for many years played a most important part in 
political affairs. In t1176 he was transferred to St Petersburg with 
the rank of ambassador, in stifir to London, and in 111135 to Vienna. 
Indee he represented Italy at the first Hague Peace Conference. 
In igo4 he retired, and he died at Rapallo on the rat of July 
icor. He was created count in atia and senator in tams. Nigra 
was a sound classical scholar, and published translations of many 
Greek and Latin poems with valuable comments; he was also 
a poet and the author of several works of folk-lore and popular 
poetry, of which the most important is his Cana jw,otari del 
Piemonte. 

NIHILISM, the name commonly given to the Rand= form of 
revolutionary Socialism, which had at first an academical 
character, and rapidly developed into an anarchist revolutionary 
movement. It originated in the early years of the reign of 
Alexander II., and the term was first used by Turguariev in his 
celebrated novel, Fathers ma Children. published in t862. 
Among the students of the universities and the higher technical 
schools Turgueniev had noticed a new and strikingly original 
type—young men and women in slovenly attire, who called in 
question and ridiculed the generally received convictions and 
respectable conventionalities of social life, and who talked of 
reorganizing society on strictly scientific principles. They 
reversed the traditional order of things even in trivial matters 
of external appearance, the males allowing the hair to grow long 
and the female adepts cutting it short, and adding sometimes the 
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additional budge of blue spectacles. Their appearance, manners 
and conversation were apt to shock ordinary people, but to this 
they were profoundly indifferent, for they had raised themselves 
above the level of so-called public opinion, despised Philistine 
respectability, and rather liked to scandalize people still under the 
influence of what they considered antiquated prejudices. For 
aesthetic culture, sentimentalism and refinement of every kind 
they had a profound and undisguised contempt. Professing 
extreme utilitarianism and delighting in paradox, they were 
ready to declare that a shoemaker who distinguished himself in 
his craft was a greater man than a Shakespeare or a Goethe, 
because humanity had more need of shoes than of poetry. 
Thanks to Turgueniev, these young persons came to be known 
in common parlance as " Nihilists," though they never ceased 
to protest against the term as a caluminous nickname. According 
to their own account, they were simply earnest students who 
desired reasonable reforms, and the peculiarities in their appear-
ance and manner arose simply from an excusable neglect of 
trivialities in view of graver interests. In reality, whatever 
name we may apply to them, they were the extreme repre-
sentatives of a curious moral awakening and an important 
intellectual movement among the Russian educated classes (see 
ALEXANDER IL, of Russia). 

In material and moral progress Russia had remained behind 
the other European nations, and the educated classes felt, after 
the humiliation of the Crimean War, that the reactionary regime 
of the emperor Nicholas must be replaced by a series of drastic 
reforms. With the impulsiveness of youth and the recklessness of 
inexperience, the students went in this directioninuch farther than 
their elders, and their reforming zeal naturally took an academic, 
pseudo-scientific form. 'Having learned the rudiments of 
positivism, they conceived the idea that Russia had outlived 
the religious and metaphysical stages of human development, 
and was ready to enter on the positivist stage. She ought, 
therefore, to throw aside all religious and metaphysical con-
ceptions, and to regulate her intellectual, social and political 
life by the pure light of natural science. Among the antiquated 
institutions which had to be abolished as obstructions to real 
progress, were religion, family life, private propertymnd central-
ized administration. Religion was to be replaced by the exact 
sciences, family life by free love, private property by collectivism, 
and centralized administration by a federation of independent 
communes. Such doctrines could not, of course, be preached 
openly under a paternal, despotic government, but the press 
censure had become so permeated with the prevailing spirit of 
enthusiastic liberalism, that they could be artfully disseminated 
under the disguise of literary criticism and fiction, and the public 
very soon learned the art of reading between the lines. The work 
which had perhaps the greatest influence in popularizing the 
doctrines was a novel called Slits Dydati9 (What is to be done?), 
written in prison by Tchemishevski, one of the academic 
leaders of the movement, and published with the sanction of the 
authorities! 

Since the time of Peter the Great, Russia had been subjected 
to a wonderful series of administrative and social transformations, 
and it seemed to many people quite natural that another great 
transformation might be effected with the consent and co-
operation of the autocratic power. The doctrines spread, there-
fore, with marvellous rapidity. In the winter of 186r-1862 a 
high official wrote to a friend who had been absent from Russia 
for a kw months: " If you returned now you would be astonished 
at the progress which the opposition—one might say, the 
revolutionary party—has made. . . . The revolutionary ideas 
have taken possession of all classes, all ages, all professions, and 
they are publicly expressed in the streets, in the barracks, and in 
the government offices. I believe the police itself is carried away 
by them." Certainly the government was under the influence of 
the prevailing enthusiasm for reform, for it liberated all the 
serfs, endowed them liberally with arable land, and made their 
democratic communal institutions independent of the landed 
proprietors; and it was preparing other important reforms in a 
similar spirit, including the ezteasioe of self-government in the  

rural districts and the towns, and the tairgatileation of the 
antiquated judicial system and procedure according to the 
modern principles adopted in 'western Europe 

The programme of the govemment was extensive enough and 
liberal enough to satisfy, for the moment at least, all reason. 
able reformers, but the well-intentioned, self-confident young 
people to whom the term Nihilists was applied were not raison. 
able. They wanted an Immediate, thorough-going transforms. 
than of the existing order of things accenting to the moat advanced. 
socialistic principles, and in their youthful, reckless impatience 
they determined to undertake the work themselves, indepen-
dently of and in opposition to the government. As they bad no 
means of seizing the central power, they adopted the method of 
endeavouring to bring about the desired political, social and 
economic changes by converting the masses to their views. 
They began, therefore, a propaganda among the working lapels. 
than of the towns and the rural population in the villages. The 
propagandists were recruited chiefly from the faculty of physical 
science in the universities, from the Technological Institute, 
and from the medical schools, and a female contingent was 
supplied by the midwifery 'asses of the MedicceSurgical 
Academy. Thoseof each locality were personally known to each 
other, but there was no attempt to establish among them 
hieraschiad distinctions or discipline. Each individual had 
entire freedom as to the kind and means of propaganda to be 
employed. Some disguised themselves as artisans or ordinary 
labourers, and sought to convert their uneducated fellow-
workmen in the industrial centres

' 
 whilst others settled in the 

villages as school-teachers, and endeavoured to stir up dis-
affection among the recently emancipated peasantry by telling 
them that the tsar intended they should have all the land, and 
that his benevolent intentions had been frustrated by the selfish 
landed proprietors and the dishonest officials. Landed pro-
prietors and officials, it was suggested, should be got rid of, and 
then the peasants would have arable, pastoral and forest land 
in abundance, and would not require to pay any taxes. To 
persons of a certain education the agitators sought to prove 
that the general economic situation was desperate, that it was 
the duty of every conscientious citizen to help the people in such 
a dilemma, and that the first step towards the attainment of 
this devoutly to be wished consummation was the limitation 
or destruction of the uncontrolled supreme power. On the whole 
the agitators had very little success, and not a few of them fell 
into the hands of the police, several of them being denounced 
to the authorities by the persons in whose Interest they professed 
to be acting; but the great majority were so obstinate and so 
ready to make any personal sacrifices, that the arrest and punish-
ment of some of their number did not deter others from con-
tinuing the work. Between 1861 and z864 there were no less 
than twenty political trials, with the result that most of the 
accused were condemned to imprisonment, or to compulsory 
residence in small provincial towns under police supervision. 

The activity of the police naturally produced an ever-increas-
ing hcistility to the government, and in 1866 this feeling took a 
practical form in an attempt on the part of an obscure individual 
called Karakozov to assassinate the emperor. The attempt failed, 
and the judicial inquiry proved that it was the work of merely 
a few individuals, but it showed the dangerous character of the 
movement, and it induced the authorities to take more energetic 
measures. For the next four years there was an apparent 
lull, during which only one political trial took place, but it was 
subsequently proved that the Nihilists during this time were 
by no means inactive. An energetic agitator called Netchaiev 
organized in Mg a secret association under the title of the 
Society for the Liberation of the People, and when he suspected 
of treachery one of the members he caused him to be assassinated. 
This crime led to the arrest of some members of the society, but 
their punishment had very little deterrent effect on the Nihilists in 
general, for during the next few years there was a recrudescence 
of the propaganda among the labouring classes. Independent 
circles were created aqd provided with secret printing-presses in 
many of the leading provincial towns—notably in Moscow, 
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Nijni-Novgorod, Pens*, Samara, Serstov, Kbarket, Kiev, 
Odessa, Rostov-on-the-Don and Taganrog; and closer relations 
were established with the revolutionary Socialists In western 
Europe, especially with the followers of Bakunin, who considered 
that a great popular rising should be brought about in Russia as 
soon as possible. Bakunin's views did not, it is true, obtain 
unanimous acceptance. Some of the Naiads maintained that 
things were not yet ripe for arising of the masses, that the pacific 
propaganda must be continued for a considerable time, and that 
before attempting to overthrow the existing social organization 
some idea should be formed as to the order of things which 
should take its place. The majority, however, were too im-
patient for action to listen to such counsels of prudence, and 
when they encountered opposition on the part of the govern-
ment they urged the necessity of retaliating by acts of terrorism. 
In a brochure issued in 1874 one of the most influential leaders 
(Tkatchev) explained that the object of the revolutionary party 
should be, not the preparation of revolution in general, but the 
realization of It at the earliest possible moment, that it was a 
mistake to attach great importance to questions of future social 
orgutization, and that all the energies of the party should be 
devoted to " a struggle with the government and the established 
order of things, a struggle to the last drop of blood and to the last 
breath." In accordance with the fashionable doctrine of evolu-
tion, the reconstruction of society on the tabula rase might be left, 
R was thought, to the spontaneous action of natural forces, or, 
to use a Baconian phrase, to saloon saturans. 

To this and similar declarations of irreconcilable hostility 
the government replied by numerous arrests, and in the winter of 
2877-1878 no less than 193 agitators, selected from 2000 arrested 
on suspicion, were tried publicly in St Petersburg by a tribunal 
specially constituted for the purpose. Nearly all of them were 
condemned to imprisonment or exile, and the revolutionary 
organization in the northern provinces was thereby momentarily 
paralysed, but a few energetic leaders who had escaped arrest 
reorganized their scattered forces and began the work anew. 
They constituted themselves into a secret executive committee, 
which endeavoured to keep In touch with, and partially direct, 
the independent groups In the provincial towns. Though they 
nevei succeeded in creating an efficient centralized administra-
tion, they contrived to give to the movement the appearance of 
united action by assuming the responsibility for terrorist crimes 
committed by persons who were in reality not acting under 
their orders. During the years 1878, 1879 and 188o these 
terrorist crimes were of frequent occurrence. General Trepov, 
prefect of St Petersburg, was shot by Vera Zasulitch under 
pretence of presenting a petition to him; General Mezentsov, 
chief of the political police, was assassinated in broad daylight 
in one of the principal streets of St Petersburg, and an attempt 
was afterwards made on the life of his successor, General 
Drenteln; Prince Krapotkin, governor of the province of 
Kharkof, was assassinated for having introduced stricter prison 
discipline with regard to political prisoners; a murderous attack 
was made on the emperor in front of the Winter Palace by an 
ex-student called Soloviev; repeated attempts were made to 
blow up the train conveying the Imperial family from the 
Crimea to St Petersburg; and a dynamite explosion, by which 
ten people were killed and thirty-four wounded, took place in 
the Winter Palace. the Imperial family owing their escape to the 
accident of not sitting down to dinner punctually at the usual 
hour. Assassination was used also by the agitators against 
confederates suspected of giving information to the police, and a 
number of gendarmes were murdered when effecting arrests. 
After each of these crimes a proclamation was issued by the 
executive committee explaining the motives and accepting the 
responsibility. 

When repressive measures and the efforts of the police were 
found insufficient to cope with the evil, Alexander IL deter-
mined to try a new system. Count Loris Mclikof was entrusted 
with semi-dictatorial powers, relaxed the severity of the police 
regime, and endeavoured to obtain the support of all loyal 
Liberab by holding out the prospect of a series of reforms in a 

Merril sense.-  His coodlistory methods failed signally, and were 
repaid by an attack on his life. A semblance of parliamentary 
institutions was not what the Anarchists wanted. They simply 
redoubled their activity, and batched a plot for the assassination 
of the emperor. In March tilitz the plot was successfuL Alex-
ander II., when driving in St Petersburg, was mortally wounded 
by the explosion of small bombs, and died almost as soon as be 
bad reached the Winter Palace. On the following day the 
executive committee issued a bombastic proclamation, in which it 
declared triumphantly that the tsar had been condemned to 
death by a secret tribunal on 16th August 1879, and that twoyears 
of effort and painful losses had at last has crowned with success. 

These facts put an end to the policy of killing Anarchism by 
kindness, and one of the first acts of the new reign was a manifesto 
in which Alexander III. announced very plainly that be had as 
intention of limiting the autocratic power,or making concessions 
of any kind to the revolutionary party. The subsequent history 
of the movement presents little that is interesting or original, 
merely a continual but gradually subsiding effort to provoke 
local disturbances with a view to bringing about sooner ear 
later a general rising of the masses and the overthrow not only 
of the government, but also of the existing social and economic 
regime. A serious manifestation on the part of the terrorists 
took the shape of a plot to assassinate the emperor by booths 
in the streets of St Petersburg in March 1887. It was the work 
of a very small group, the members of which were being watched 
by the police, and were all arrested on the day when the crime 
was to be perpetrated. The movement afterwards showed 
occasionally signs of revival. In nor, for example, there were 
troubles in the universities, and in 1902 there were serious 
disturbances among the peasantry in some of the central rural 
districts; and the assassination of IL Sipiaguine, the minister 
of the interior, was a disquieting incident; but the Nosons and 
enthusiasm which produced Nihilism in the young generation 
during the early years of the reign of Alexander IL had bees 
largely shattered and dispelled by experience. The revolutionary 
propaganda temporarily led to a serious situation in the early 
years of the reign of Tsar Nicholas D., but a new era opened for 
Russia with the inauguration of parliamentary government. 

The following criminal statistics of the movement during sea 
and a half years of its greatest activity (from 1st July tfifit to 1st 
January 1888) are taken from unpublished official records:— 

Number of affairs examined in the police department i5oo 
Number of persons punished 	. 	. . 	. 	. 3046 

These 3046.  punishments may be divided into the following 
categories:— 

Death  	so 
Penal servitude  	t 
EXik in Siberia. 	. 	....  	685 
Exile under police supervision in European Russia 	 1500 
Lesser punishments 	  717 

3046 
From the beginning of the movement up to Igoe the number 

of Anarchists condemned to death and executed was forty-eight. 
and the number of persons assassinated by the Anarchists was 
thirty-nine. There is no reason to suspect the accuracy of these 
statistics. for they were not intended for publication. They are 
taken from a confidential Memorandum presented to the emperor. 

(D. M. W.) 
NIIGATA. the chief town of the province of Echigo, japan. 

Pop. (sM) 58,821. It lies on the west coast of the island of 
Nippon, on a narrow strip of sandy ground between the left bank 
of the Shinano and the sea, which though close at band is shut 
out from view by a low range of sandhills. It occupies an area 
of rather more than t sq. m., and consists of five long parallel 
streets Intersected by cross-streets, which in most cases have 
canals running down the middle and communicating with the 
river, so that the internal traffic of the city is mainly carried 
on by water. The houses are usually built with gables to the 
street, and roofs and verandas project so as to keep the windows 
and footpaths front being blocked up by the heavy winter snows 
Niigata was originally chosen as one of the five open ports—
Nagasaki, Kobe, Yokohama, Niigata and Hakodare--best it 
failed, chiefly owing to a bar which prevents the entry of vessels 
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of any size. The town has been brought within the railway 
circuit, and the production of petroleum has been developed in 
the district. Ebisa, on the island of Sado, was opened as a 
supplementary harbour of refuge, but not as a trading port. 
There is a large manufacture of lacquer-ware in the town. 
The foreign trade is entirely in the hands of Japanese merchants. 
During winter Niigata suffers from a terribly severe climate; 
the summers, moreover, are excessively hot. 

NIJAR, a town of south-eastern Spain, in the province of 
Almeria; on the southern slope of the Sierra Alhamilla, and 
on the small river Areal, which flows into the Mediterranean Sea 
6 m. S.W. Pop. (Igo?) 12,497. Diespite the lack of railway 
communication, Nijar is a place of some commercial importance. 
Lead, iron and manganese are mined in the neighbouring moun-
tains; the fertile plain watered by the Artal yields an abundance 
of wheat, fruit, olives and esparto grass; and fine porcelain and 
woollen and cotton goods are manufactured in the town. 

141.111WEGIIN, NINEGIJEN, NYNEGEN 01 NIJMEGEN, a town 
in the province of Gelderland, Holland, on the left bank of the 
Waal, 241 m. by rail E. by S. of 'rid. It has regular steamboat 
communication with Rotterdam, Cologne and Arnhem, and steam-
tramways connect it with the popular resorts of Neerbosch, 
Beek and Berg - en - Dal in the vicinity. Pop. (food 49,343. 
Niimwegen is very prettily situated on the slopes of five low 
hills rising from the river -side. It stands up with a boldness quite 
unusual in a Dutch town, and steps are even necessary to lead 
to the higher portions of the town. In 1877-1884 the old town 
walls were demolished, a promenade and gardens taking their 
place, and since then a new quarter has grown up on the south 
side with a fine open place called the Emperor Charles's Plain. 
On the east of the town is the beautiful park called the Valkhof, 
which marks the site of the old palace of the Carolingian emperors. 
The palace was still inhabitable in 1787, but was ruined by the 
French bombardment of 1794, and only two portions of it 
remain. These are a part of the choir of the rzth-century palace-
church, and a sixteen-sided baptistry originally consecrated 
by Pope Leo III. in 799 and rebuilt in the rzth or 13th century. 
Close by is the lofty tower of the Belvedere, dating from t646. 
The Croote Kerk of St Stephen forms with its tall square tower 
one of the most striking features in the general views of the town. 
Originally built about 1272, it dates in Its present condition 
mainly from the 15th and 56th centuries. In the choir is the 
fine monument of Catherine of Bourbon (d. 1469), wife of 
Adolphus of Egmont, duke of Gelderland, with a brass of the 
duchess, and the heraldic achievements of the house of Bourbon. 
There is also a fine organ. The interesting Renaissance town-
hall was built in I554 (restored in 1879). It is adorned with the 
effigies of kings and emperors who were once benefactors of 
Nijmwegen. Inside are to be found some fine wood-carving, 
tapestries, pictures and a cumbrous safe in which the town 
charters were so jealously preserved that the garrison used to be 
called out and the city gates closed whenever they were con-
sulted. There is also an interesting museum of antiquities. 
Other buildings of note are the theatre (1839), the Protestant 
hospital, the Roman Catholic or Canisius hospital (x866), and the 
old weigh-house and Flesher's Hall, probably built in 1612 and 
restored in 1885. Between 1656 and 1678 Nijmwegen was the 
seat of a university. Beer, Prussian blue, leather, tin, pottery, 
cigars, and gold and silver work are the chief industrial products, 
and there is a considerable trade by rail and river. 

NIKAYA (" collection "), the name of a division of the Bud-
dhist canonical books. There are four principal Nikayas, making 
together the Sutta Pitaka (" Basket of Discourses "), the second 
of the three baskets into which the canon is divided. The fifth or 
miscellaneous Nikaya is by some authorities added to this Pitaka, 
by others to the next. The first two Niklyas, called respectively 
Digha and if ajjhima (Longer and Shorter), form one book, a 
collection of the dialogues of the Buddha, the longer ones being 
included in the former, the shorter ones in the latter. The third, 
called the Anguttara (Progressive Addition), rearranges the 
doctrinal matter contained in the Dialogues in groups of ethical 
concepts, beginning with the units, then giving the pairs, then the 
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groups of three, four, Ave, &c., up to ten. In the Dialogues the 
arrangement in such numbered groups is frequent. In an age 
when books, in our modern sense, were unknown, it was a 
practical necessity to invent and use aids to memory. Such were 
the repetition of memorial tags, of cues (as now used for a pre-
cisely similar purpose on the stage), to suggest what is to come. 
Such were also these numbered lists of technical ethical terms. 
Religious teachers in the West had similar groups—the seven 
deadly sins, the ten commandments, the four cardinal virtues, 
the seven Sacraments, and many others. These are only now, 
since the gradual increase of books, falling out of use. In the 
5th century p.c. in India it was found convenient by the early 
Buddhists to classify almost the whole of their psychology and 
ethics in this manner. And the Anguttara Nikaya is based on 
that classification. In the last Nikeya, the Saorryttlia (The 
Clusters), the same doctrines are arranged in a different set of 
groups, according to subject. AB the Logia (usually of the master 
himself, but also of his principal disciples) on any one point, 
or in a few cases as addressed to one set of people, are here 
brought together. That was, of course, a very convenient 
arrangement then. It saved a teacher or scholar who wanted to 
find the doctrine on any one subject from the trouble of repeating 
over, or getting some one else to repeat over for him, the whole 
of the Dialogues or the Anguttara. To us, now, the Sartrystita 
seems full of repetitions; and we are apt to forget that they are 
there for a very good reason. 

During the time when the canon was being completed there 
was great activity in learning, repeating to oneself, rehearsing 
in company and discussing these three collections. But there 
was also considerable activity in a more literary direction. 
Hymns were sung, lyrics were composed, tales were told, the 
results of some exciting or interesting talk were preserved in 
summaries of exegetical exposition. A number of these have 
been fortunately preserved for us in twenty-two collections, 
mostly of very short pieces, in the fifth or miscellaneous Nikaya, 
the Khroddaka Nikaya. 

"I he text of the Dialogues fills about 2000 pages 8vo in the edition 
prt pared for the Pali Text Society, of which five vole out of six 
had been published in 19on, and the first had been translated into 
English. The Sanlyulta, of about the same size, and the Anguttara, 

u-h is a.little smaller, have both been edited. Of the twenty-two 
mi-iellaneous books twenty have been edited (see Rhys Davids. 
Arnerican Lectures (INW, pp. 66-79). five have been translated into 
Er, ish and two inoi, ,to German. 

sLe Digha Nik?i 	I. Rhys David§ and Carpenter (3 vols.); 
Sa•r■ youa /Vltava (5 	, ed. Leon Feer. vol. vi . by Mrs Rhys David; 
con taining indices; .1 et AkIni Nadya. ed. R. Morris and E. Hardy 
(5 vols.); all published by the Pali Text Society. Also Rbys 
Davide, Dialogs.: of the Buddha, vol. L (Oxford le e) A. J. 
Edmunds. Buddhist Bibliography," in Journal view Pali Test 

13  Society ( 5 903), PP- 5 - . 	 . W. R. D.) 

NIKE, in Greek mythology, the goddess of victory (Cr. ri ►). 
She does not appear personified in Homer; in Retard (Tkcog. 
384) she is the daughter of the giant Pallas and Styx, and is sent 
to fight on the side of Zeus against the Titans. Nike does not 
appear to have been the object of a separate cult at Athens. 
She was at first inseparably connected and confounded with 
Pallas Athena, the dispenser of victory, but gradually separated 
from her. As an attribute of both Athena and Zeus she is repre-
sented as a small figure carried by those divinities in their hand. 
Athena Nike was always wingless, Nike as a separate goddesa 
winged. In works of art she appears carrying a palm branch 
or a wreath (sometimes a Hermes staff as the messenger of 
victory); erecting a trophy or recording a victory on a shield; 
frequently hovering with outspread wings over the victor in a 
competition, since her functions referred not only to success in 
war, but to all other human undertakings. In fact, Nike gradu-
ally came to be recognized as a sort of mediator of success bet w een 
gods and men. 

At Rome the goddess of victory (Victoria) was worshipped 
from the earliest times. Evander was said to have erected a 
temple in her honour on the Palatine before the foundation of 
Rome itself (Dion. Halic. i. 32, 33). With the introduction of the 
Greek gods, Victoria became merged in Nike. She always had a 
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firm hold over the Roman mind, and her popularity lasted tip 
the end of paganism. Special games were held in her honour 
in the circus, and generals erected statues of her after a successful 
campaign. She came to be regarded as the protecting goddess 
of the senate, and her statue (originally brought from Tarentum 
and set up by Augustus in memory of the battle of Actium) in 
the Curia Julia (Din Cassius IL 22; Suetonius, Art 100) was 
the cause of the final combat between Christianity and paganism 
towards the end of the 4th century. Victoria had altars in 
camp, a special set of worshippers and colleges, a festival on the 
est of November, temples at Rome and throughout the empire. 
The Sabine goddess Vicuna and Vica Pout, one of the dii indigetes 
(both of them goddesses of victory), are earlier varieties of Vic-
toria (Livy axis. z4). Representations of Nike•Victoria in 
Greek and Graeco-Roman art are very numerous. The statue of 
Nike at Olympia by Paeonius has been in great part recovered. 

See A. Baudrillart, Let Dimon& 4 la viciosre ea Giese a en hulk 
('894), whose view that in the 5th century Nike became detached 
from Athena, although Athena Nike still continued to exist, is 
supported by Miss J. E. Harrison (Classical Review, April 189$) 
and L. R. Farnell (Cults of the Greek Stites, I., 1896), but opposed by 
E. Sikes (C.R., June 1895), who holds that " while Nike was a late 
conception, Athena Nike was still later, and that the goddess of 
victory cannot have originated, either at Athens or .elsewhere, 
from an aspect of Athena "; F. St udniczka. Die Siegenttain (Leipzig, 
1898): Preller-Robert, Griechisehe Mythologic (1804); 0. Benndorf, 
Ober /as Cultusbald der Athena Mks (Vienna, 1879); G. Balmier. 
Le fin du paganisme 01390; Gibbon. Decline and Fall, ch. 28. 

In the article GREEK ART. fig. 32 represents Nike pouring water 
over a sacrificial ox; fig. 36 the floating Nike of Paeonius; figs. 6z, 
62 (P1. iii.), the winged Nike of Samothrace; the running or flying 
figure (fig. 19) is also possibly a Nike. 

SHOWS, ARTHUR (1855- ), Hungarian conductor, 
became known as a musical prodigy 'at an early age, Making a 
public performance as a pianist at eight years old. He studied 
at the Vienna Conservatoire from 1866 to 1873, and while there 
be composed a symphony and other works. For a time he was 
engaged as a violinist, but in 1877 he began as assistant conductor 
at the Leipzig opera and two years later became chief conductor. 
His success there, and his reputation as the producer of the 
more modern types of music as well as of classical masterpieces 
led to his being appointed conductor of the symphony orchestra 
at Boston, U.S.A., from 1889 to 1893; and subsequently, after 
having been director at the Budapest opera, he was made 
conductor at the Leipzig Gewandhaus. His fame was now wide-
spread, and be made successful visits to London, Paris and other 
capitals, his ability as a pianoforte accompanist being recog-
nized as no less marked than his brilliance as director of an 
orchestra. 

ATHANASIUS, of Tver (8. t468-1474), Russian 
merchant, traveller and writer, the earliest known Russian visitor 
to India. He started in 1468 on his " wanderings beyond the 
Three Seas " (Caspian, Euxine and Indian Ocean), and descended 
the Volga, passing by Uglich, Kostroma, Nizhniy Novgorod, 
Kazan, Sand and Astrakhan. Near the latter he was attacked 
and robbed by Tatars; but he succeeded in reaching Derbent, 
where he joined Vasil' Pepin, the envoy of Ivan III. of Moscow 
to the shah of Shirvan; from Nizbniy Novgorod he had travelled 
with Hasan Bey, the Shirvanshah's ambassador, returning to his 
master with a present of falcons from Ivan. At Derbent Nikitin 
vainly endeavoured to get means of returning to Russia; falling 
In this, he went on to Bata, where he notices the " eternal fires," 
and thence over the Caspian to Bokhara. Here be stayed six 
months, after which he made his way southward, with several 
prolonged stoppages, to the Persian Gulf, through Mazandaran 
province and the towns of Amul, Demavend, Ray (near Tehrsn), 
Kashan, Nain, Tad, Fajen, Tarun, Lar and Bandar, opposite 
New (or insular) Hormui. From Hormuz be sailed by Muscat to 
Gujarat, Cambay and Chaul in western India. Landing at Chaul, 
he seems to have travelled to Umrut in Aurangabad province, 
south-east of Surat, and thence to Beder, the modern Ahmedabad. 
Here, and in adjacent regions, Nikitin spent nearly four years; 
from the little he tells us, he appears to have made his living by 
horse-dealing. From Beder he visited the Hindu sanctuary 
(" their Jerusalem ") of Perwattum. He returned to Russia by  

way of Calicut, Debut, Muscat, Hormuz, Lar, Shiraz, Teed. 
Isfahan, Kashan, Sultanieb, Tabriz, Trebizond and Kaffa 
(Theodosia) in the Crimea. He has left us descriptions of 
western Indian manners, customs, religion, court-ceremonies, 
festivals, warfare and trade, of some value; but the text is 
corrupt, and the narrative at its best is confused and meagre. 
His remarks on the trade of Hormuz, Cambay, Calicut. Debut, 
Ceylon, Pegu and China, on royal progresses and ot her functions, 
both ecclesiastical and civil, at Bcder; and on the wonders of 
the great fair at Perwattum—as well as his comparisons of things 
Russian and Indian—deserve special notice. 

Two MSS. are known: (r) in the library of the cathedral of St 
Sophia in Novgorod; (2) in the library of the Trottsa Monastery 
(Troissko-Sergievskaya Lavra) near (Moscow. See also the edition 
by Pavel hlikhailovich Stroev in $ufitillii Vrentnatik (A.D. 86a-1534 .). 

tk.{5,-;51,4 ihntc?uscroy,w618 bzo;d1v82.11) ; a. nt! ..t3h2e (Englisrahtei;rampa  net 

N i kit in's bei the third narrative in the volume, translated and edited 
by Count W.  "; London, Hakluyt Society, 1857). (C. R. B.) 

NIKKO, one of the chief religious centres of Japan. The 
name belongs properly to the district, but is as commonly 
applied to the principal village, Hachi-ishi, which is sat m. N. 
of Tokyo by rail. The district is high-lying, mountainous and 
beautiful, and is in favour for summer residence. The chief 
mountain range is known as Nikko-Zan (Mountains of the Sun's 
Brightness). A Shinto temple seems to have existed at Nikko 
from time immemorial, and in 767 Its first Buddhist temple was 
founded by Shodo Sho-nin (the subject of many strange legendary 
adventures); but the main celebrity of the place is due to the 
sepulchres and sanctuaries of Iyeyasu and Iyemitsu, the first 
and third shoguns of the Tokugawa dynasty. lyeyasu was 
buried with amazing pomp in t6t7, and Iyemitsu, his grandson, 
was slain in v55o while visiting his tomb. From 1644 to 1868 
the " abbots " of Nikko were always princes of the imperial 
blood; thirteen of them are buried within the sacred grounds. 
Though the magnificent abbots' residence was destroyed by fire 
in 187i, and the temples have lost most of their ritual and much 
of their material splendour, enough remains to astonish by 
excellence and bewilder by variety of decorative detail Of the 
numerous structures which duster round the shrine of Iyeyasu, 
it is sufficient to mention the cylindrical copper column (t643), 
a guardian against evil influences, 42 ft. high, adorned at the 
top with a series of lotus flowers, from the petals of which hang 
small bells; a five-storied pagoda ( 1659), toe ft. high, with the 
signs of the zodiac carved round the base; the gate of the Two 
Kings, with its figures of unicorns, lions; tigers, elephants, 
mythical animals and tree-peonies; the • vermilion-coloured 
timber enclosure to which this gate gives entrance, with three 
great storehouses, a sumptuous stable for the sacred horses, and 
a finely fashioned granite cistern (,6a) for holy water; and the 
To-mei-mon gate, which with the contiguous cloister is covered 
with the most elaborate carving, and gives access by way of 
anothergate (Kara-Mon) to the court in the midst of which stands 
the last and most sacred enclosure. This, known as the Tama-
gakf, Is a quadrangle of gilt trellis-work so yds. square; within it 
stands the " chapel " or oratory (or rather a series of chambers), 
in the decoration of which gilding and black lacquer have been 
lavishly employed. The tomb of Iyeyasu Gee apart about two 
hundred steps higher up the hills, in the shadow of tall aypto-
merias--a single light-coloured bronze urn or casket standing on 
a circular base of three steps with a stone table in front on which 
rest a censer, a lotus-cluster and a stork with a candlestick in its 
mouth, the whole enclosed by a high stone wall. Somewhat similar 
are the tomb of Iyemitsu and its surroundings; and though the 
art displayed is of an inferior character, the profusion of buildings 
and embellishments is even more remarkable. Hotoke Iwa, the 
hill on which the tomb stands, is completely covered to the summit 
with trees of various tints. There are numerous temples and 
shrines of minor interest In the locality. 

NIKOLAYEV. a town, seaport and chief naval station of 
Russia on the Black Sea, in the government of Kherson, 4o in. 
N.W. of the city of Kherson. Pop. 0880 35,000; 4890 
77,210; (1897) 92,c6o. Nikolayev stands a little above the 
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confluence of the legal with the Bug, at the had of the lime, 
or estuary, of the Bug, and is the natural outlet for the basin of 
that river. The estuary, which is as m. long, enters that of the 
Dnieper. The entrance to the double estuary is protected by 
the fortress of Ochakov and by the fort of Kinbum, erected on a 
narrow headland opposite, while several forts surzuund Nikolayev 
on both aides of the Bug and protect it from an attack by land. 
Over the bar at Ochakov the water has been deepened to 23 ft., 
and over the bar of the Dnieper to so ft. by dredging. The town, 
which occupies two fiat peninsulas between the Bug and the Ingul, 
extends up the banks of the latter, while its suburbs reach still 
farther out into the steppe. The streets are wide, and intersect 
one another at right angles. The bank of the Ingul is taken up 
with shipbuilding yards, docks, slips and various workshops of 
the admiralty for the construction of armour-plates, guns, boilers, 
8k. On the river there is a floating dock for armoured ships. 
Before the Crimean War the activity of the dockyards was very 
great; the suburbs—which belong to the admiralty—were 
bound to supply the necessary bands to the number of s000 
every day, and all the inhabitants had to perform compulsory 
service. Since r870 the construction of armoured ships and 
torpedo-boats has been carried on here. From 1803 Nikolayev 
was the chief port for the Russian volunteer fleet, which sailed 
to and fro between this port and Vladivostok until the Russo-
Japanese War of too4-05. Nikolayev has steam flour-mills, 
iron and machinery works, saw-mills, soap, tobacco, vinegar, 
carriage and agricultural machinery works. The foreign exports 
consist almost entirely of cereals, especially wheat and rye, 
with a little sugar, iron and manganese ore and oilcake. The 
total value reaches f7,000,000 to fonoo,000 annually. Navi-
gation is maintained during the whole winter by the aid of a 
powerful ice.breaker. Nikolayev is the chief market for the 
governments of Klemm, Poltava, Kharkov, Ekaterinoslav and 
parts of Kiev, Kursk and Podolia. In addition to the naval 
harbour, there are the harbour of the Russian Steamship 
Company and the coasting harbour, made in 1893; while large 
storehouses stand dose to the commercial port, a m. from the 
town, at Popovaya-Balka on the Bug. The educational in-
stitutions indude an artillery school, a school of navigation, 
two technical schools, an astronomical and meteorological 
observatory, museums and libraries, and a bydrographical 
institute. Amongst the public buildings, the cathedral, which 
contains some good Italian pictures, the theatre, the artillery 
arsenal, the admiralty and other state buildings are worthy of 
mention. 

The remains of the Greek colony able have been discovered 
close to the confluence of the Ingul with the Bug, to m. S. of 
Nikolayev. In medieval times the country was under the 
Lithuanians, and subsequently under the Zaporogian Cossacks. 
Russian colonists settled in the locality about the end of the 
58th century, and after the fall of Ochakov, Prince Potemkin 
established (1789) a wharf on the Ingul which received the name 
of Nikolayev. (P. A. IC.; J. T. Br.) 

NIKOLAYEV8R, a town of East Siberia, in the Maritime 
province, on the left bank of the Amur, so m. above its outflow 
into the Gulf of Amur, in se 8' N. Pop. (x807) 8200. It is 
defended by a fort and batteries. Founded in 18st, Nikolayevsk 
WAS formerly the capital of the Maritime province. 

NIKOLAYEVSK, a town of Russia, in the government of . 

Samara, on the right bank of the bet. 40 m. from the Volga 
and zoo m. S.W. of the town of Samara. Pop. (Own) 12.524. 
Its inhabitants are mostly Raskolniks (i.e. Nonconformists), 
who have numerous monasteries along the river, and members 
of the United Greek Church. with about 2000 Tatars. The chief 
occupations are agriculture and live stock breeding. 

Under the name of Mechetnoye, Nikolayevsk was founded in 
1762 by Raskolniks who had fled to Poland and returned when 
Catherine II. undertook to grant them religious freedom. In 
5828 serious persecutions began, with the result that the 
monasteries were closed with the exception of three. which were 
banded over in 1820 and 1836 to the United Greek Church. 
In agg the nameof the town was changed to Nikolayevsk. 

IMCOLAYEVSKILYA, SLOIRODA; • a town of Russia in the 
government of Astrakhan, 3 m. from the left bank of the Volga, 
opposite Kamyshin, and no m. N. of Tsaritsyn.. Pop. (1897) 
20,0012. It dates from- the end of the x8th century, when n 
number of Little Russians settled there for the transport of salt 
from Lake Elton. It is one of the chief centres on the lower 
Volga for the trade in corn and salt. 
• NIKOLSBURO (Czech, 'fibrin°, a town of Austria, in Moravia, 
53 m. S. of Brtinn by rail. Pop. (tem) itoes. It is situated at 
the foot of the Palau Mountains and near the border of Lower 
Austria. It possesses a chateau of Prince Dietrichsteln-Mens-
dorff, which contains an extensive library, with some valuable 
manuscripts. The Helliger Berg, In the immediate vicinity, 
has sixteen chapels, and a church in the Byzantine style. The 
principal resources are viticulture, the manufacture of cloth, 
and trade in lime and limestone. On the 31st of December 1621 
peace was concluded here between the emperor Ferdinand II. 
and Bethlen Gabor, prince of Transylvania; and on the 26th 
of July 1866 a preliminary treaty of peace between the Prussians 
and the Austrians was signed here. 

NIKON [Nrxrre Mime) (i 6os- 68 1), 6th patriarch of Moscow, 
Russian reformer and statesman, son of a peasant fanner 
named Mina, was born on the 7th of May r6o5 in the village of 
Valmanovo, goo versts from Nizhny Novgorod. Misery pursued 
the child from his cradle, and prematurely hardened a character 
not naturally soft; he ran away from home to save his life 
from an inhuman stepmother. But he gave promise betimes of 
the energy and thoroughness which were to distinguish him 
throughout life, and contrived to teach himself reading and 
writing. When he was but twenty his learning and talents 
obtained for him a cure of souls. His eloquence attracted atten-
tion, and, through the efforts of some Moscow merchants, he 
was transferred to a populous parish in the capital. Shortly 
afterwards, seeing in the loss of his three little children a provi-
dential warning to seek the higher life, be first persuaded his 
wife to take the veil and then withdrew himself first to a desolate 
hermitage on the isle of Anzersky on the White Sea, and finally 
to the Kozhuzersky monastery, in the diocese of Novgorod, 
of which he became abbot in 1643. On becoming a monk he 
took the name of Nikon. In his official capacity hebad frequently 
to visit Moscow, and in 1646 made the acquaintance of the pious 
and impressionable Tsar Mexius, who fell entirely under his 
influence. Alexius appointed Nikon archimandrite, or prior, 
of the wealthy Novospassky monastery at Moscow, and in 1648 
metropolitan of Great Novgorod. Finally (1st of August 1652) 
he was elected patriarch of Moscow. It was only with the utmost 
difficulty that Nilson could be persuaded to become the arch-
pastor of the Russian Church, and he only yielded after imposing' 
upon the whole assembly a solemn oath of obedience to him in 
everything concerning the dogmas, canons and observances of 
the Orthodox Church.. 

Nikon's attitude on this occasion was not affectation, but the 
wise determination of a would-be reformer to secure a free hand. 
Ecclesiastical reform was already in the air. A number of 
ecclesiastical dignitaries, known as the party of the protopopes 
(deans), had accepted the responsibility for the revision of the 
church service-books inaugurated by the late Patriarch Joasaf, 
and a few other very trivial rectifications of certain ancient 
observances. But they were far too timid to attempt anything 
really effectual. Nikon was much bolder and also much more 
liberal. He consulted the most learned of the Greek prelates 
abroad; invited them to a consultation at Moscow; and finally 
the scholars of Constantinople and Kiev opened the eyes of Nikon 
to the fact that the Muscovite service-books were heterodox, 
and that the ikons actually In use had very widely departed from 
the ancient Constantinopolitan models, being for the most part 
imitations of later Polish and Frankish (West European) models. 
He at once (i654) summoned a properly qualified synod of 
experts to re-examine the service-books revised by the Patriarch 
Joasaf, and the majority of the synod decided that " the Greeks 
should be followed rather than our own ancients." A second 
council, held at .Moscow In 160, sanctioned the revision of the 
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service-booka as suggested by the first council, and anathe-
matized the dissentient minority, which included the party 
of the protopopes and Paul, bishop of Kolomna. Heavily 
weighted with the fullest ecumenical authority, Nikon's patriarchal 
staff descended with crushing force upon the heterodox. His 
scheme of reform included not only service-books and ceremonies 
but the use of the " new-fangled " ikons, for which be ordered 
a house-to-house search to be made. His soldiers and Servants 
were charged first to gouge out the eyes of these " heretical 
counterfeits " and then carry them through the town in derision. 
He also issued a aims threatening with the severest penalties 
all who dared to make or use such ikons in future. This ruthless-
ness goes far to explain the unappeasable hatred with which the 
" Old Ritualists " and the " Old Believers," as they now began 
to be caned, ever afterwards regarded Nikon and all his works. 

From 1652 to 1658, Nikon was not so much the minister as 
the colleague of the tsar. Both in public documents and in 
private letters he was permitted to use the sovereign title. 
Such a free use did be make of his vast power, that some Russian 
historians have suspected him of the design of establishing " a 
particular national papacy "; and he himself certainly main-
tained that the spiritual was superior to the temporal power. 
He enriched the numerous and splendid monasteries which he 
built with valuable libraries. His emissaries scoured Muscovy 
and the Orient for precious Greek and Slavonic MSS., both sacred 
and profane. But his severity raised up a whole host of enemies 
against him, and by the summer of 1658 they had convinced 
Alexius that the sovereign patriarch was eclipsing the sovereign 
tsar. Alexius suddenly grew cold towards his "own familiar 
friend." Nikon thereupon publicly divested himself of the 
patriarchal vestments and shut himself up in the Voskresaisky 
monastery (19th of July 058). In February 166o a synod was 
held at Moscow to terminate " the widowhood " of the Muscovite 
Church, which had now been without a pastor for nearly two 
years. The synod decided not only that a new patriarch should 
be appointed, but that Nikon . had forfeited both his archi-
episcopal rank and his priest's orders. Against the second part 
of this decision, however, the great ecclesiastical expert Epifany 
Slavenitsky protested energetically, and ultimately the whole 
inquiry collapsed, the scrupulous tsar shrinking from the enforce-
ment of the decrees of the synod for fear of committing mortal 
sin. For six years longer the Church of Muscovy remained 
without a patriarch. Every year the question of Nikon's 
deposition became more complicated and confusing. Almost 
every contemporary orthodox scholar was consulted on the sub-
ject, and no two authorities agreed. At last the matter was 
submitted to an ecumenical council, or the nearest approach to it 
attainable in the circumstances, which opened its sessions 
on the 18th of November x666 in the presence of the tsar. On 
the 12th of December the council pronounced Nikon guilty of 
reviling the tsar and the whole Muscovite Church, of deposing 
Paul, bishop of Kolomna, contrary to the canons, and of beating 
and torturing his dependants. His sentence was deprivation of all 
his sacerdotal functions; henceforth he was to be known simply 
as the monk Nikon. The same day he was put into a sledge and 
seta as a prisoner to the Therapontov Byelozersky monastery. 
Yet the very council which had deposed him confirmed all his 
reforms and anathematized all who should refuse to accept them. 
Nikon survived the tsar (with whom something of the old 
intimaty was resumed in 1670 five years, expiring on the 27th 
of August i681. 

See R. Nisbet Barn, The Pisa Rontanors ((London, 1905); .S. M. 
Solovev, History of Russia (Rus.), vol. a. (St Petershm, 1895, tic.); 
A. K. Bora:a:dm, The Protopope Asystkuns (Rue.) (St Petersburg. 
and); V. S. liconnikov. New Motorists coucerttiot the .Patrsarch 
Nikon (Rua.) (Kiev. 18118); William  Palmer, The Patriarch and the 
Tsar (London, 1871-1876). (R. N. B.) 

NIKOPOL, a town of Russia, in the government of Ekaterino-
slav, on the right bank of the Dnieper, 7o m. S.S.W. of the town 
of Ekaterinoslay. It was formerly called Nikitin Rog, and 
occupies an elongated peninsula between two arms of the 
Dnieper at a point where its banks are low and marshy, and hall 
been for centuries one of the plates where the middle Dnieper  

can most conveniently be crossed. Its inhabitants, 21,282 in 
sgoo, are Little Russians, Jews and Mennonites, who carry on 
agriculture and shipbuilding- The old sake, or fortified camp 
of the Zaporogian Cossacks, brilliantly described in N. V. Gogoi's 
novel Tares Balk (1834), was situated a little higher up the 
river. Numbers of graves in the vicinity recall the battles which 
were fought for the possession of this important strategic point, 
One of them, close to the town, contained, along with other 
Scythian antiquities, the well-known precious vase representing 
thecaptureof wild horses. Even now Nikopol, which is situated 
on the highway from Ekaterinoslav to Kherson, is the point 
where the " salt-highway " of the Chumeks (Little Russian 
salt-az:tiers) to the Crimea crosses the Dnieper. Nikopol is, 
further, one of the chief places on the lower Dnieper for the 
export of corn, linseed, hemp and wooL 

IIIKOPOLI. or Nrcorous (Turkish, Nighebolu or Nebul), 
the chief town of a sub-prefecture in the district of Plevna 
(Pleven), Bulgaria. Pop. (t9o8) 5236, including 3539 Turks 
and this Bulgarians. Nikopoli is picturesquely situated on the 
south bank of the Danube, where it receives the them. Until the 
creation of a new port at Somovit, in the neighbourhood, Nikopoli 
served as an outlet for the trade of Plevna, Lovtcha and other 
towns in the interior, the principal export being cereal. The 
chief industries are tanning and fishing. Asa military post the 
town has for centuries been important. A ruined castle still 
dominates the place, and fortifications stretch down to the river. 

Nikopoli occupies the site of the ancient Mantua, but by some 
medieval confusion bears the name of Nicopolis ad Istrum, which 
was founded by Trajan several miles down the river, at the inflow 
of the latrus or Yantra, at the spot still called Nikup. The 
following are the chief points in the modern history of the place: 
—capture of the fortress by Sigismund of Hungary in 1392 and 
1 395; defeat of Sigismund and his hosts in 1396 by Bayeaid I.; 
siege of the town by King Ladislaus I. of Hungary in rasa; 
defeat of the Turks by Bathori in 1595 and by Michael of Walachia 
in 1598; capture of the town by Pasvan-oglu in 1707; occupa-
tion of the fortress by the Russians under Kamensky in aim; 
destruction of the Turkish flotilla and storming of the Turkish 
camp by Govarov in 1829; capture and burning of the town 
by the Russians under Krildener on the 15th of June 1877. 

NIKSHICH (also written NIIMITCH and Nucsurri; Croatian, 
Nik fit) a town of Montenegro, lying in a flat plain enclosed by 
lofty mountains on the north-west, and watered by the river 
Zeta. Pop. (tom) about 35oo. Owingto the prevalence of floods, 
a long viaduct, a gift from Russia, was raised between the town 
and the mountain road which leads to Podgoritsa, 6o m. S.E. 
Nikshich consists of a mass of white houses, dominated by the 
belfry and the pale yellow cupola of its cathedral, another gift 
from Russia. This building is chiefly Byzantine in style, and, 
though hardly beautiful, is the most impressive and by fax the 
largest of Montenegrin churches. Close by stands • barrack-like 
royal palace; and a little beyond the town are the ruins of an old 
castle. As Nikshich possesses a brewery and a clothmill, besides 
being the chief mart of Western Montenegro for timber, hides, 
farm-produce and livestock, it ranks second in commercial 
importance to Podgoritsa. About 12 m. S.E. is the celebrated 
shrine of Ostrog (see MONTENEGRO). Nikshich was included in 
the Turkish province of Herzegovina until 1876, in which year it 
was stormed by the Montenegrins, led by Prince Nicholas in 
person. In 1878 the Montenegrin possession was ratified by the 
treaty of Berlin. 

NILE, the longest river of Africa, and second in length of all 
the rivers of the globe, draining a vast area in north-east Africa, 
from the East African lake plateau to the shores of the Mediter-
ranean. Although falling short of the length of the Mississippi-
Missouri (094 tn. according to the estimate of General Tillo '),  

the Nile is at the head of all rivers as regards the length of its 
basin, which extends through 35° of latitude or 245o in. in a 
direct line, with a waterway of about 4000 ut. The Nile ProPer, 
i.e. from the outlet at Victoria Nyanza to the sea, is 3473 m.loog. 

I General Alexi A. Tillo (1839-19oo). Russian scientist • and 
geographer, author of works on geodesy. metehrology,,,ac. 
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The Arants.—The early Egyptians called 
this river by a name which was probably 
pronounced lisp. It MUM to be con-
nected with a root meaning "concealed," 
" mysterious." This survived as a religious 
designation down to the fall of paganism. 
The " peat river " was also a frequent 
name for the main stream, and this 
became the usual name of the Nile in 
late times as Ier-so and continued in use 
amongst the Copts. In the Bible the 
Nile is regularly named Year ('sr, 11,7), 
from the contemporary Egyptian Yor, 
" river." The origin of the Greek and 
Roman name Naas, Ness, is quite 
unknown. Alyurres in the Odyssey is 
the name of the Nile (masc.) as well as 
of the country (fem.). The Arabs pre-
served the classical name of the Nile in 
the proper name 'En-Nil 3.44% or NA- 

M= ara.„° ay, the Nile of Misr (Egypt). 
The same word signifies indigo.,  

The modern Egyptians commonly 
call the river El-Bahr, " the sea," a term 
also applied to the largest rivers, and the 
inundation " the Nile," En-Nil; and the 
modern Arabs call the river Bahr-en-Nil 
" the river Nile." 

• Basis of the River.—The Nile system is 
a simple one with three principal divisions: 
(1) the main stream manias south to north, 
and fed by the great lakes of East Central 
Africa; (z) the equatorial tributary rivers 
draining the country north-east of the 
Comobasin; (3) the Abyssinian affluents.. 
The extent of the basin of the Nile is 
clearly indicated on the map. Its area is 
estimated at r,107,227 54:1. in., which COM-
Tares with the 1,435,000 sq. m. area of 
the Congo basin. The smaller basin of 
the longer river is due to its narrowness 
when passing through the Sahara. South-
ward the basin includes the northern part 
of the plateau between the two " Rift " 
valleys which traverse that part of Africa, 
and also that portion of the Albertine (or 
western) " Rift " valley which lies north 
of the Mfumbiro mountains. That part 
of the plateau within the Nile basin is 
occupied by the Victoria Nyanza and its 
affluents. These diluents drain a compara-
tively small part of this plateau, which 
stretches south to Lake Nyasa. The most 
remote feeder of the Nile in this direction 
does not extend farther than 3° so' S. 
West and W.S.W. of Victoria Nyanza, 
however, the Nile basin reaches 3°  so' S. 
(264 m. south of the equator) and zo° t s-' E., 
following the crest of the bills which 
dominate the north-eastern shores of Lake 
Tanganyika and the eastern shores of 
Lake Kivu. Turning north-westward from 
this point the Nile basin crosses the 
mountainous region of Mfumbiro and in-
cludes that of Ruwenzori. Its limit is 
marked by the western wall of the 

"Ess-Nil is the river (lit. the inundation) 
of Egypt: Es-Saghinl says—' Bat as to the 
ail (indigo] with which one dyes. it in an. 
Indian word Arabicised • " (Tie 'Lisette of 
Ei-Fapises). 
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Albertine Rift valley, in which lie the Albert Edward and 
Albert Nyanzas. For a considerable distance the water-parting 
between the Congo and the Nile is close to the Albert Nyanza 
and to the Nile as it flows from that lake, but not far north 
of Wadelai (a° 46' N.) the hills recede and the Nile basin 
expands westward, over the wide area drained by the, Bahr-
el-Ghazal and its tributaries. In this region there is no well-
marked watershed between the Congo and Nile systems, which 
interlace. Farther north the limit of the valley is marked by 
the hills of Darfur. Below that point the valley of the Nile 
extends but a mile or two into the desert. 

The south-eastern limits of the Nile basin extend nearly to 
the western escarpment of the eastern Rift valley—the dividing 
plateau being a narrow one. North of the equator a bend is 
made westward to Mt. Elgon, which on the north-east sends 
its water towards Lake Rudolf. From Mt. Elgon the Nile 
watershed is some distance to the west of that lake, while to its 
north a turn is made again, the watershed including a groat part 
of the Abyssinian highlands. Beyond is° N. it follows a line 
generally parallel to the west shore of the Red Sea, except where 
diverted to the west by the basin of the Khor Baraka. 

Sources of the Nile—The question of the sources of the Nile opens 
up a time-honoured controversy (see under Story of Diteovery below). 
Victoria Nyanza (q.v.)  is the great reservoir whence issues the Nile 
on its long Journey to the Mediterranean. But if the source of the 
river be considered to be the most remote headstream (measured by 
the windings of the stream), the distinction belongs to one of the 
upper branches of the )(agora. Among the feeders of Victoria Nyanza 
the Kagera is by far the most important, both for length of course 
and volume of water carried, draining the region of greatest rainfall 
round Lake Victoria. Three chief branches unite to form the Kagera, 
and of these the most important for the volume of water carried is 
said to be the Nyavarongo. The Nyavarongo is formed by the 
union of various mountain streams, the Rukarsra and the allmo 
being the chief. The Rukarara rises in about 2' 20' S., 29• so' E., 
at an elevation of some y000 ft., in a picturesque and bracing region 
immediately east of the Albertine Rift valley. The Nyavarongo first 
flows north to about s • 4o' S., then turning in a sharp bend east and 
south, and on again reaching e 20' S. unites with the Akanyaru 
just west of 30 It The Akanyaru, which comes from the south-
west, has been sometimes considered larger stream, but according 
to Dr Richard Kandt it carries decidedly less water, while its course 
is shorter than that of the Nyavarongo. The combined stream 
takes an easterly and southerly direction, flowing in a swamp valley 
and joining a little west of al° E. the third branch of the Kagera, 
the Ruvuvu, coming from the south. The source of the Ruvuvu is 
in about 2' 55' S., 29i •  E. 1  but its most southern tributary, and the 
most distant stream sending its waters towards the Nile ,_is the 
Lavironza. The Lavironza rises in about e e  S., 23i• 5o' E., and 
flows north-east, joining the Ruvuvu, which has hitherto had an 
easterly direction, is about 30' a5' E., 3• to' S. From this point the 
Ruvuvu flows east and north to its junction with the Nyavarongo. 
From this confluence the combined stream of the !Capra flows north 
and north-west in a level valley strewn with small lake' until almost 
t• S., when it turns east, and finally empties itself into Victoria 
Nyanza just north of s • S., the mouth forming a small projecting 
delta. Its lower course is navigable by .  shallow draught steamers. 
The total length of the Kagera, reckoning from the source of the 
Nyavarongo, is some 430 m. Its volume is stated to vary between 
21,000 and 54,000 cub. ft. per second. All the other feeders of 
Victoria Nyanza are small and often intermittent rivers, the largest 
being probably the Nzoia, which enters on the north-east from the 
plateaus south of Mount Elgon. (The rivers which enter Albert 
Edward and Albert Nyanzas and, with those lakes, form the western 
sources of the Nile, are dealt with Undef ALBERT NYANZA and ALBERT 
EDWARD NYANZA.) 

The Victoria or Somerset Nile.—The ridge of high land which forms 
the northern shore of Victoria Nyanza is broken at its narrowest 

rt, where the pent-up waters of the lake--.through which a drift 
part the Kagera inlet to the Nile outlet is just perceptible—have 
forced a passage at the northern end of a beautiful bay named 
Napoleon Gulf. At this spot, 30 ns. north of the equator, at an alti-
tude of 3704 ft., the Nile issues from the lake between cliffs 200 and 
more ft. high with a breadth of some Soo yds. The scene is one of 
much grandeur. The escaping water precipitates itself over a rocky 
ledge with a clear fall of 161 ft. The falls, some 300 yds. across, 
and divided into three channels by two mall wooded islands, are 
named the Ripon Falls, after Earl de Grey and Ripon (afterwards 
sat marquess of Ripon), president of the Royal Geographical Society 
in 1859. The Victoria or Somerset Nile, as this section is called, has 
at first the character of a mountain stream, racing swiftly through a 
rocky channel often walled in by cliffs (at times slio ft. high) and 
broken by picturesque islands and countless rapids. It receives the 
waters al several streams, which, rising within a few miles of the 
Victoria Nyanza, flow north. For 133 m. its course is  

when, on betierjoined by iberfeerleafn ton wtteh Fore Mr& stands), 
about ' 39' 3a• 20' E. it takes the north-cast direction of that N., 
channel, and it is not till 2 N. that the river again turns westward 
towards the Albert Nyanza. Seventy miles below the Ripon Falls 
the Nile enters a marshy lake of irregular outline, running mainly 
east and west, and known as Kioge (or Choga). The current of the 
Nile is clearly discernible along the western shore of this lake, which 
is 3514 ft. above the sea. Eastwards the lake breaks into several 
long arms, which receive the waters of other lakes lying on the ;dais 
west of Mount !Agog. One of -dose, named Lake Salisbury, hes is 

*4o' N. and 34 °  E.; east of this lake and connected with it is Lake 
Ledge. Lake Kioga also receives the Mpologonm, a river which 
rises in the foothills of Elgon and flows east and north, attaining 
• width of 13 nr.; and from the south (west of the Nile) a broad 
lacustrine river, the Seziwa. The Kioga hire system, lying north of 
the ridge which separates it from Victoria Nyanza. owes its formation 
in part to the waters pouring down from the Nyanza,  and  is in the 
nature of a huge Nile backwater. The lake itself is rarely more than 
20 ft. deep; its greatest length is 85 m.; its greatest width to M. 
Below Mruli, the fall in the levels of the Nile, which up to this 
point has been comparatively gradual, increases considerably. At 
Kerurna, where the western bend to the Albert Nyanza is made, 
the river falls over a wall-like ledge of rock, 5 ft. high, which extends 
across its bed. But the great feature of the Victoria Nile are the 
Murchison Falls (named by Sir Samuel Baker, their discoverer, after 
Sir Roderick Murchison, the geologist), situated in 2° 18' N. and 
31' so' E. At this point the river rages furiously through • rock-
bound pass, and, plunging through a cleft less than a ft. wide, leaps 
about 130 ft. into a spray-covered abyss. Downstream from these 
falls the river flows for some 14 m. between steep forest-covered 
hills, a wide and noble stream with a current so slow and steady that, 
at certain seasons, it is only from the scarcely ,  perceptible drifting 
of the lumen water-plants called Pistia Stretioter that it can be 
observed. About 24 m. below the Murchison Falls and 2M m.
from the Victoria Nyanza the river enters, through • wide delta, 
and across a formidable bar, the N.E. end of Albert Nyanza. In its 
passages from the one lake to the other the Nile falls altogether 
about 1400 ft. Taking its name from a fort which once existed 
there, the delta district is known as Magungo. 

Prom Mart Nyasa; to the Plaiss.—Issuiag from the north-west 
corner of Albeit Nyanza some 5 nt. from the spot where it entered 
that lake, the Nile, which is now known as the Bahr-el-Jebel, or 
Mountain river, flows in a generally northerly direction. As far as 
Dufile, 130 in. below Marano, it has a gentle slope, a deep channel 
and a current generally slight. It forms a series of lake-like reaches 
often studded with reedy islands. Immediately below Defile the 
Kuku mountains on the west and the Arju range on the east close in 
upon the river which, from an average width of 700 yds., narrows 
to 230 yds. lime the hills cause the stream to make a sharp bend 
from the north-east to the north-west. • Four or five miles lower 
down the river widens to 400 yds., and a large island divides the 
stream, the eastern channel carrying the main volume of water. 
This island marks the beginning of the Fola Rapids. At its southern 
end the water falls some 20 ft., and then, like a gigantic mill-race, 
rushes through a gorge 3,30 ft. long and nowhere reore than 52 ft. 
wide, to leap into a deep cavity not more than 40 ft. across. Escaping 
from this " cauldron ' the waters thunder on in a succession of 
rapids, which extend beyond the northern end of the island. In all 
the Fola Rapids are nearly 2 tn. long. For the next 8o in. the Nile. 
save for the great volume of water, resembles a mountain torrent, 
its course interrupted by continual rapids. The last of these occurs 
at Bedden, where the river breaks through* line of low hills running 
athwart its channel. One of these hills forms an island in mid-
stream. Below Bedden various stations are established upon the 
river. Fort Berkeley, in 4* co'  N. (on the right bank), is the nearest 
to the rapids. Then follow. Rejaf (left bank). Gondokoro (right 
bank) and Lado (left bank), all within 30 tn. of one another. A 
striking feature of the scenery at Rejaf is a cone-shaped hill, about 
370 ft. high, crowned by rocks which have the appearance of the 
ruins of an ancient castle. At Gondokoro the Nile is clear of the bill 
country, and enters a vast swamp-like expanse through which it 
flows with a very low slope and a very tortuous channel. 

Between Albert Nyanza and the swamp region the Behrel-Jebel 
is joined by many stream* The most important of these affluents 
is the Asua (nearly ROO m. long), which enters the main stream from 
the east in 3•_5o' N. (re m. N. of Dufde), but has little water is the 
dry season. The Asua and its subsidiary streams rise on the western 
versant of the Karamojo plateau and among the mountain ranges 
which run off froM that plateau to the north-west, the most remote 
head-stream running originally due south. 

The Region of tempt The wide valley wnlch the Nile enters at 
Gondokoro slopes so gradually towards the north that the river falls 
only some 182 ft. in a stretch of 475 m. Through this valley the 
river winds in an extremely tortuous course. Its channel has no 
banks, and the overflow has caused extensive revamps which are 
covered by a mass of papyrus and tall reeds, and are traversed by 
numerous shallow lagoons or' mayyas." The shape of these lagoons 
is constantly altering, as also is that of the channels connecting them 
with the river. About 8 m. below Bor, many of the eastern " spills " 
unite armilann a stream of considerable breadth. with a smog 
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=rent. This slalom, which is Mtwara to the- Maas as the Atem, 
follows • course generally parallel to the Jebel. being bounded east-
ward by forest land. Opposite Kaaba (6 46' N.), on the main river, 
the At= divides into two channels, manly land extending at this 
points veat distance to the east. The western branch, or Awai, 

2oies the Jebel near Sleinds6 7' 6' N. The eastern branch or 
yokes coatinues through the marshes, eventually joining the Bahr-

el-Zeraf (see below) in its lower course. 
Except for the Acme divergence the Nile, despite the motive 

=l ebtlekh it passes, maintains a fairly definite course, with a 
depth of water as far as Shambe, where, to the west, 

is a large lagoon. Five miles lower down the river splits into two 
= chaaneis. That to the left, the main stream, continues to be 

as Bahr-el-Jebel, but is sometimes called by its Dinka name 
Kir. The right branch, or Bahr-el-Zeraf (Giraffe river), has a more 
easterly direction, and does not rejoin the main fiver until 50 m. 
below Immanence with the Bahr-el-Ghazal (gar.J. From the point 
of bifurcation the Bahvel-Jebel flows Tor 230 m. m a general north-
westerly direction until it is joined by the Bahr-6Chazal coming 
from the south.west. The whole region is a vast expanse of low land 
crossed by secondary channels, and flooded foe many miles in the 
rainy season. At the junction of the Bahr-el-Ghazal and the Bahr- 
el-Jebel In ei•  29' N. the permanently submerged area is usually 
named Lake No, but the Arabs all it ilogkBohur (meeting of 
the rivers). Labe No in the rains covers about 50.sq. m. In the 
Bahr-el-Jebel occur the great accumulations of sudd " 
masses of floating vegetation which obstruct and, if not removed, 
prevent navigation. The aspect of the river throughout the sudd 
region is monotonous and de rig. On all sides stretch reaches 
of the reed known as sun se or mother of wool (Varna prose's), 
ambach, Bus and papyrus. grasses rise 15 to so ft. above the 
water, so as often to close the view like a thick hedge. The level 
of the flat expanse is broken only at intervals by mounds of earth, 
erected by the white ants and covered with a clump of brushwood or 
trees; the moisture in the air is excessive; mosquitoes and other 
swamp flies swarm In myriads. And yet touches of beauty arc not 
wanting. Water-lilies (Nyiriehms Wilda and Nymphaea Lotsa)-- 
white, blue and trimsen--often adorn the surface of the stream. 
Occasionally the rare and odd-looking whale-headed stork or Balue-
niceps rex is met with among the teas, and at night the scene is lit 
up by innumerable fire-flies. 

The While Nile.—From the confluence with the Bahr-el-Ghazal 
at Lake No. the main stream, which bete takes the name of Bahr-el-
Abiad, or White river, adopts the easterly course of the tributary 
stream. Forty miles below the point where the Bahr-el-Loral 
reunites with the main branch, the Nile receives its first great eastern 
affluent—the Sobat (g.e.), whose head-streams rise in the mountains 
of south-west Abysunia and the region north of Lake Rudolf. 
Just above the Sobat junction the Nile resumes its northern course. 
It passes through a great alluvial plain, stretching from the spurs of 
the Abyssinian highlands in the east, to the hilly districts of Kordofan 
in the west, and covered with high grass and scattered bush. The 
swamps stilt bound it on either bank, but the river again flows 
in a well-marked channel with defined banks. About 56 m. below 
the Sobel mouth, in 9' 55' N., lies (on the left bank) Fashoda (re-
named in 1904 Kodok), an Egxptian town founded in 1867 on the site 
of Denab, the old " capital of the Shilluks, and famous for the 
crisis between England and France in 1898 through its occupation 
by the French officer Marchand. For the nett 270 m. the scenery is 
very monotonous. The river flows in a wide channel between broad 
swamps bordered by a belt of forest on either bank. At Abu Zeid 
(about t3 . 5 N.) for a distance of nearly 4 m. the river is extremely 
broad and shallow, being fordable at low water. Fifteen miles lower 
down, at Goz Abu Gaza—which is the northern limit of the sudd 
vegetation—the river is divided into two channels by Abbe Island, 
wooded, narrow and 28 m. tong. On Abba bleed lived, for some 
years before 1881, Mahommed Ahmed, the Mandi. 

Tke Blue Nik.—Five hundred and twenty miles below the Sobat 
mouth and t652 m. from Ripon Falls, in 15' 37 N., the White Nile 
is joined by its greatest eastern confluent the Bahr,el-Aerak or Blue 
Nile. In the fork of the two rivers stands Khartum,' the capital of 
the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan, whilst on the western bank of the White 
Nile is Omdurman, the former Mandist capital. The Blue Nile, or 
Abai as it is called in Abyssinia, rises in the Gojam highlands in 
t t• N. and 37°  E., and flowing northwards m. enters Lake Tuna 
(q.x.) near its south-west corner, to issue again at the south-east end. 
7 he Abal and its tributaries drain a great part of the Abyssinian 
plateau. The complicated river system is best understood by a study 
of the map.• The Abel itself on 'leaving Lake Tama makes • greet 
semicircular sweep S.E. to N.W., from the highlands of Ethiopia to 
the plains of Sennar. In this section of its course its swirling waters 
rush over a long series of cataracts and rapids, descending from a 
height of 5770 ft. at the outlet to about 1400 ft. at Fazokl or -Famaka 
(t t• Is' N., 35' to' E.), where it crosses the Abyssinian frontier, 
and flows through the plains of Sennar to its confluence with the 
White Nile at Khartum, 1300 ft. above sea-level. Of the tributaries 

At Khartum the water of the one river is of • greenish-erey 
colour, that of the other is clear and blue,.except when in. rood, 
when it gaits a chocolate brown from its alluvia burden.  

ef the Abai the majority jean it on its left bank. The Bashilo, Jammu 
and ht user. which reach the Abai in the order named, drain the 
country east of the main stream between the basins of the Takazze 
and the Hawash. The Guder, with a south to north course, rises 
in the mountains which form the watershed between the Nile and 
the Lake Rudolf basin. Next comes the Didesaa, a large stream 
rising near the head-waters of the Baro (the main upper branch of 
the ',obit) and flowing N.W. to the Abai, the confluence being 
in about to°  N., 35" 40' E. It has an early roe and a long flood 
period, being by far the most important tributary of the Blue Nile. 
The Dabus or Yabus rises about 9° N., 34° 3o' E., and flowing north 
joins the Abai near the spot where that river breaks through the 
Abyssinian hills.. All these affluents are perennial, as is the Beiges& 
or Yesien, a right-hand tributary which reaches the Abai below the 
Yabus. Four miles below Famaka the river is joined on its left bank 
by the auriferous Tumat, an intermittent stream. In Sennar it 
receives on' its right bank two considerable tributaries from the 
Abyssinian heights, the Dinder, • very king but not perennial 
stream, and the Rahad, waterless in the dry season, copious and 
richly charged with sediment during the rains from June to Sep-
tember. At this period the discharge of the Blue Nile uses from 
less than 200 to over to,000 cub. metres per second, thus greatly 
exceeding that of the White Nile itself, which is only about Boo cub. 
metres during the floods above the confluence. The length of the 
Blue Nile is about 85o m. The country. El Gezira, enclosed in the 
triangle formed by the junction of the White and Blue Niles forms 
the most fertile portion of the Sudan. It only requires irrigation to 
render it one of the finest grain-producing areas in the world. 

The Atbara.—Two hundred miles below Khartum—at Ed-Darner 
—the Nile is joined by the last of its tributary streams—the Atbara 
or Bahr-el-Aswad (Black river). The Atbara, some 800 m. long, 
rises in the tableland north of Lake Tsana, being formed by the 
junction of the Angreb, Salaam, Aradeb, Goang and other mountain 
streams. Making its way towards the Nubianplains, the river flows 
in a north-westerly direction, joining, in re to" N., 36° E., the Bahr 
Setit or Takazze (see ABYSSINIA), a river coming from the east and 
having a volume of water as large as, if not larger than, the Atbara. 
The united stream preserves, however, the name of Atbam, and at 
its confluence with the Nile has a breadth in flood time of over 
600 yds. The Atbara and its tributaries, like many of those which 
feed the Blue Nile, rapidly dwindle after the rains into the smallest 
limits. In its lower course the Adam runs completely dry, but 
higher up water may be found in deep pools, hollowed out of the 
sand bed of the stream by the river when in flood. These pools are 
full of fish, turtles, crocodiles and hippopotami, which remain im-
prisoned until the return aff rthe flood. The country comprised 
between the Nile proper, the Atbara and the Blue Nile is identified 
with the Island of Meroe of ancient history. 

The Cataratts.—Downstream of the Atbara junction the Nile 
continues its course to the Mediterranean, traversing • distance of 
over 1600 m. without receiving a single tributary on either bank. 
Below Khartum the river makes a great S-shaped bend, and leaving 
behind the cultivable land pierces the Nubian desert. In its progress 
the volume of water suffers continual diminution from evaporation, 
owing to the extreme dryness of the sir. The valley of the, river is 
here very narrow, and the desert land in places comes right to the 
water's edge. Elsewhere filth and barren cliffs shut in the valley. 
Between Khartum and Wadi Haifa (the northern end of the great 
bend), a distance of over goo m., occurs a series of cataracts, known 
as the 2nd, 3rd. 4th, 5th and 6th (the tat cataract is lower down the 
river at Assuan). That first met with on descending the river from 
Khartum is the 6th (or Shabluka) cataract. The river here (53 m. 
below Khartum) is narrow and picturesque. The rapid is t t in. in 
length, in which distance the Nile falls some 20 ft.,  After t88 m. 
of smooth water the 5th cataract is reached. It begins 28 m. below 
Berber (a town on the right bank at the head of a caravan route to 
the Red Sea), and with three principal rapids extends for too m.—
the drop in this distance being rather more than goo ft. At the foot 
of this cataract is the town of Abu Hamed, at the eastern end of 
the middle of the et bend. The 4th cataract begins 60 m. down 
stream from Abu Hinted. It is 69 in. long and has a drop of 160 ft. 
Between the 4th and lid cataracts there IS a stretch of t94 m. on a 
very gentle  slope (n ). This reach constitutes the province of 
Dongola, and here the cui flyable land on the western side of the river 
is of greater extent than usual in the desert tone. The 3rd cataract, 
45 m. long, has a drop of some 36 ft. After another smooth reach 
extending 73 m. the 2nd cataract, which ends just above Wadi 
Haifa,' the northern frontier town of the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan, b 
reached. This cataract is 12 ♦ m. long end has a fall of 216 ft. 
Between the and cataract and Assuan are 214 m. of smooth water 
with a scarcely perceptible slope, j e,. The average breadth of 
the river here is 1640 ft. It runs through a sandstone bed, and the 
current is guided in many places by spurs of masonry built by the 
ancient Egyptians. 

Lower River and Della.—For some distance above Assuan the river 
is studded with islands, including those of Philae and Elephantine. 
The rapids south of the town used to form the tat cataract, where, 

The fall in the river-bed. as given in these pages, is au approxi-
mation derived from barometric readings only. 
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in a length of 3 m., the river fell the ft. Since the completion of the 
groat dam and locks at the head of these rapids (Dec. 5902) they 
have to a certain extent disappeared, and a navigable channel has 
been formed. The dam, pierced by 180 sluices, stretches eaves the 
ri ver—a wall 2000 yds. long and 26 ft. wide at the top Below the 
water rushes between rocks in many channels (this being the relies 
of the cataract). Upstream from the dam • lake some son in. in 

has been formed. The Assuan Dam was opened on the 50th 
of December 1.9moisee under I iducti nou). A ladder of four locks 00 
the western side the dam permits navigation between the u 
and lower reaches. At Assuan the banks of the river are booerM 
by high granite hills. From this point to cher of the delta the 
length of the Nile is 6os m. with a slope (nen even slighter than 
that above Assuan. The valley is compared y narrow, loins an 
almost level depression in a limestone plateau—the area of fertility 
ends where the land ceases to be irrigated by the river. At Edfu, 
68 m. below Assuan, a barrage, known as the Enna barrage, regulates 
the now of the water, and at Assiut, a7 rn. below Edfu, N another 
barrage fulfilling the same purpose. Cairo, the capital of Egypt, is 
built on the eastern bank of the Nile 12 zo. north of the apex of the 
delta. 
/ At the beginning of the delta the Nile separates into two channels. 
the Rosetta and the Damietta, whickjoin the Mediterranean at its 
south-east angle. At the bifurcation is a double barrage, by means 
of which the water can be dammed to the height required for forcing 
the river into the canals which irrigate the delta. Of the two 
branches the Damietta is the more easterly. Both are about the 
same length-146 tn.,  Behind the coast-line, which is low and sandy, 
are a number of salt marshes or lagoons. Whilst the Damietta 
branch is gradually silting up, the Rosetta branch is scouring out 
a wider channel. In time of full flood the depth of the water in 
either branch is about 23 ft. 

Hycfrography.—The fertility and .  prosperity of Egypt and the 
northern part of the Sudan being entirely dependent on the irrigation 
of the land by the waters of the Nile, the variation in the supply at 
different seasons of the year is of vital importance. (In Egypt the 
height of the flood has been recorded annually, as the chief event of 
the year, since at host 3600 e.c.) Above the Sobat confluence the 
Nile traverses a region of heavy rainfall and the water-supply is au' ,  er-
abundant. It is from Victoria. Albert and Albert Edward Nyanzas 
and their feeders, and in a lesser degree from the Bahr-el-Ghazal. t hat 
this river obtains its constant supply of water throughout the year. 
The great lakes and the region of swamps, retaining a large propor-
tion of the water they receive, act as natural reservoirs and prevent 
the lower Nile from ever running dry in summer. The Abyssinian 
affluents are the chief mum of the Nile flood. In the equatorial 
regions rainfall varies from 3o to 8o in. diking the year with a mean 
of about 5o. It is heaviest In the months of January, February, 
March and April, and again in October and November. The must 
rainy portions of the lake plateau (where alone occurs a rainfall of 
60 in. and over) lie along the eastern edge of the Albertine Rift 
valley, and west and north of Victoria Nyanza. These rains feed 
Albert Edward and Albert Nyanzas, and, through the Kagera, 
supply • great part of the water of Victoria Nyanza. The water in 
the Victoria Nyanza begins to rise in January, the rise becomes 
marked in June, is at its height in July, the level of the water reaching 
its lowest at the end of November. The Bahr-el-Jebel is at its lowest 
in March and April and at its highest in September. The seasonal 
supply of the Bahr-el-Ghazal does not vary very greatly, the maxi-
mum levels occurring in November and December. The Ghazal 
has but a slight discharge. The Sobat, from December to March, 
is at its lowest, and is in flood from June to October, during which 
period the water (milky coloured) which it pours into the Nile equals 
in volume that of the main stream. It is the colour of the Sobat 
water which gives its name to the White Nile. The Blue Nile, at 
its confluence at Khartum, begins to rise in June and is in flood from 
July to October; the Atbara is also in flood during .the same mon t hs. 
The great difference in the supply of water from the equatorial 
regions and from Abyssinia arises from the fact that the first-named 
district is one of heavy rain practically all the year round; whereas 
in Abyssinia the season of heavy rain is usually limited to the 
months of June to September. Reduced to its simplest expression, 
the Nile system may be said to consist of a great steady flowing river 
fed by the rains of the tropics, controlled by the existence of a zst 
head reservoir and several areas of repose, and annually flooded by 
the accession of a great body of water with which its eastern tribu-
taries are flushed. 

At Khartum the Nile is lowest in April and May and highest in 
August and September. Its minimum depth is 18 ft. and its maxi-
mum depth 25 ft. At Assuan the Nile is at its lowest at the end of 
May, then rises slowly until the middle of July, and rapid) through- 
out August, reaching its maximum at the beginning of tember: 
it then falls slowly through October and November. AtCairo the 

In ancient times the delta was watered by .seven branches; five 
of these branches are now canals not always navapble. The ancient 
branches were, beginning at the west, the Canonic, Bolbitine, 
Sebennytie, Phatnitic, Mendesian. Tanitic and Pelusiac, of which the 
modern Rosetta and Damietta branches represent the Bolbitine 
and Phatnitic  

lowest level is rescind about dm middle of June, after which the rile 
ia dow in July and fairly rapid btAugust, reaching the maxinsum at 
the beginning of October. By using the water stored by the Assuan 
dam in the months following high NW" the river lower down has been. 
since then, replenished at tames of low water meet die needs of 
cultivators (see IRRIGATION: Ec44). At Assuan the average rise 
of the Nile is 26 ft., at Cairoit is 23 I t. A rise of in ft. only at Aswan 
is a " bad Nile ": on the other hand, a'nee of Sofa causes a danger 
of flood, or rather it used to do so previous to the building of the 
dam. When the Nile below the swamps is at its lowest, the water 
acquires a green colour and a putrid taste and smell. This is caused 
by Innumerable microscopic peen algae, which are brought into the 
White Nile from the marshes of the Bahr-el-Jebel and Bahr-d-
Ghazal, and descend the river when it is clear of all suspended matter. 
Thie ". green wster is seep at Cairo about the end of June or 
bagmen( of July, and passes awayy, with the first rise in the later 
mouth, the a*qe being unable to live in turbid water. By August 
the river in lower Egypt is Lull of dark red-brown sediment brought 
down by the Bic Nile and the Atbara from the plateaus of Abys-
sinia. It is enhaated to be then carrying 8 cub. yds. per second; 
by September this has been reduced to half the amount, and then 
diminishes vapidly. It has been calculated' that the time taken by 
the water to travel from Khartum

42 
 to the delta barrage varies from 

1 days in September to in Man the Weed of Ele 
at t Amman is the famous Nilometer.

y. 
 dating from ancient =L

ne 
 

times, altered and extended in Roman times and repaired in 1117o by 
the Kbedfve Ismail. It is a well built of hewn stones, marked with 
scales to retard the level of the water, which rises and falls with that 
of the river. The remain of other ancient Nilotneters exist at Ptiffae, 
Edfu and Esna, together with inscriptions recording about forty 
high Niles in the XXVth Dynasty, discovered on a quay well of the 
temple of Karnak. The data) furnished by these give about 41 in-
per century as the rate at which the Nile is silting up its bed north 
of the ist cataract. The level of high Nile at the Semna rapids. 
between the and and 3rd cataracts, is 24 ft. lower than that indicated 
by the marks sculptured r. a400 ac. This fall is attributed to the 
erosive action of the water as it passes over the hard gneiss which at 
Semna forms a barrier anon the stream. The vertical extent of 
such erosion is equal to about two millimetres a ythr. 

It is noteworthy that from the mouth of the So bat to the Mediter-
ranean the current of the Nile is generally deepest and strongest 
on its right (eastern) bank; the Nile in this respect resembling other 
great rivers of the northern hemisphere. The pressure of the water 
on the right bank is attributed to the prevailing N.W. winds.' 

There are now gauges for registering the rise of the water at Cairo, 
Assuan, Berber and Khartum on the main river; at Wad Medani. 
Sennar and Roseires on the Blue Nile; El Duem and Taufikia os 
the White Nile; Nasser on the Sobat; Goodokoro on the Bahr-el-
Jebel: and Ugowe, Jinja and Entebbe on Victoria Nyanza. 

Navigation.—At high Nile there is uninterrupted water-
communication from the sea to Fort Berkeley in 4s  40, N.—a 
distance of scow m. Owing to the cataracts, navigation between 
Assuan and Khartum is impossible during low Nile, and from the 
tat of March to the vat of August the upper courses of the 
Damietta and Rosetta branches are dosed to navigation; the 
water being utilized for summer irrigation in the delta. As far 
as Mansura (6o m.) on the Damietta branch and Kafr-el-Zayat 
(70 in.) on the Rosetta branch, and between Khartum and Fort 
Berkeley (woo m.) the river is navigable all the year round, 
though between the Sobat confluence and Bor, navigation is 
dependent on the channel being kept clear of sudd. Above Fort 
Berkeley navigation is Interrupted by the rapids and cataracts 
which extend to Dufile, but from the last-named town to Fajao 
at the foot of the Murchison Falls (a distance of zso m.) the river 
is navigable throughout the year. There is a further navigable 
stretch between Foweim (just above the Karuma rapids) and 
the southern end of Lake Kioga. The Blue Nile is navigable 
for steamers during flood time from its confluence at Khartum 
to Roseires at the foot of the Abyssinian hills, a distance of 
426 in. At low water small boats only can go up stream. The 
Atbara is never navigable, the current during flood time being 
too swift for boats. Including the Sobat and the Bahr-el-Ghazal 
the navigable waters of the Nile and its affluents exceed eons in. 

Owing to the cataracts and the partial closing of the Damietta 
and Rosetta branches for irrigation purposes, the Nile below 
Khartum is subsidiary, as a means of communication, to 
the railways and highroads. ,  Above Khartum the river is 

By Sir Hanbury Brown, inspector-general of irrigation, Lower 
Egypt, :892-199. 

Egyptian Irrigation (p. 29). by Sir W. Willeocks .(Lmidon. 1899). 
river Between Assuan (Shellil) and Wadi Haifa the ver is, however. 

the main highway, there being no railway between the pieces named. 
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the chief ramrod of trade and commerce. Steamers first 
ascended the Nile above the cataracts (to Kerosko) in 182o. 
It was not till 1846 that a steamboat was placed on the White 
Nile. (W. E. G.; F. R. C.) 

Seery of Discosery.—Few problems in geographical research 
exercised for so long a period so potent an influence over the 
imaginadons of man as that of the origin of theNile. Theancient 
Egyptians, as is apparent from the records on their monuments, 
were acquainted with the main stream as far south as the junction 
of the White and Blue Nike. They appear abo to have known 
the Blue Nile up to its source and the White Nile as far south 
as the Bahr-el-Ghazal confluence. Beyond that point the sudd 
probably barred progress. The knowledge acquired by the 
Egyptians passed to the Persians and Greeks. Herodotus (about 
457 n.c.) ascended the Nile as far as the first Cataract. Ile was 
led to believe that the source of the river was far to the west—
in the region of Lake Chad. Eratostheaes, superintendent of the 
Alexandrian library, in a map made about sso 71.c., showed, 
with fair accuracy, the course of the river as far aswhere Khartum 
now stands. Ile showed also the Atbara and Blue Nile. Eratos-
thenes was the first writer to hint at equatoria' lakes as the 
sources of the river. Juba IL, king of Mauretania (who died 
about A.D. so), in his Libya; quoted by Pliny, makes the Nile 
rise in western Mauretania, not far from the ocean, in a lake 
presenting characteristic Nile fauna, then pass underground for 
several days' journey to a similar lake in Mauretania Caesariensis, 
again continue underground for twenty days' journey to the 
source called Nigris on the borders of Africa and Ethiopia, and 
thence flow through Ethiopia as the Astapus. This remarkable 
story received considerable credence, and may be connected 
wish the theory which made the Niger a branch of the Nile (see 
below). Strabo (a contemporary of Juba), who ascended the 
river as far as Syene, states that very early investigators had 
connected the inundation of the Lower Nile with summer rains 
on the far southern mountains, and that their theory had been 
confirmed by the observations of travellers under the Ptolemies. 
About the same time Defiers, a Greek, is believed to have ascended 
the White Nile. Nero despatched two centurions on an ex-
pedition for the exprem purpose of exploring the Nile, and Seneca 
states that they reached a marshy impassable region, which may 
be easily identified with the country of the White Nile above the 
mouth of the Sobat. To what they referred when they reported 
a great mass of water falling from between two rocks is not so 
readily determined. During this period more accurate knowledge 
concerning the Nile sources was obtained from the reports of 
Greek traders who visited the settlements on what is now called 
the Zanzibar coast. A merchant named Diogenes returning 
(about A.D. so) from the east coast of Africa told a Syrian 
geographer, Marinas of Tyre, that journeying inland for twenty-
five days he readied the neighbourhood of two great lakes and 
a range of MOD mountains whence the Nile drew its sources. 
Marinas published this report in his geographical works. This 
book is lost, but the information is incorporated in the writings 
of Ptolemy, who in his book and map sums up all that was 
known or surmised of the Nile in the middle of the and century 
of the Christian era. Ptolemy writes that two streams issuing 
from two lakes' (one in t• and the other in 7• S.) unite in 2 8  N. 
to make the Nile, which, in it N., receives the Astapus, a river 
flowing from Lake Coke (on the equator). His two southern 
lakes, he conceived, were fed by the melting of snows on a 
range of rtionntains running east and west for upwards of soo m. 
—the Mountains of the Moon, rd Is Mullen Spot, Lame 
Musks. It will be seen that, save for piscine the sources too 
far to the south, Ptolemy's statements were a near approximation 
to the facts. The two southern lakes may be identified with 
Victoria and Albert Hyaena, and Lake Coloe with Lake Tsana. 
The snow-capped range of Ruwenzori occupies-id least in part—
the position assigned to the Mountains of the Moon, with which 
chain Kilimanjaro and Kenya may also be plausibly identified. 
On all the subsequent history of the geography of the Nile 

" The two lakes afterwards received the names Lake of Crocodiles 
and Lake of Cataract& 

Ptolemy's theory had an enormous influence. Medieval maps 
and descriptions, both European and Arabian, reproduce the 
Mountains of the Moon and the equatorial lakes with a variety of 
probable or impossible modifications. Even Speke (see below) 
congratulated himself on identifying the old Ptolernian range 
with the high lands to the north of Tanganyika, and connected 
the name with that of Unyamwesi, the " country of the moon." 

In the fourteen centuries after Ptolemy virtually nothing was 
added to the knowledge of the geography of the Upper Nile. 
Arab writers of the 12th and 13th centuries make mention of the 
great lakes, and their reports served to revive the interest of 
Europe in the problem of the Nile. Idrisi made both the Nile 
and the Niger issue from a great lake, the Niger flowing west, 
the Nile north. Hence arose much confusion, the. Senegal 
estuary being regarded by its discoverers (1445) as the month of 
a western branch of the Nile. Even until the early years of the 
19th century the belief persisted in a connexion between the Nile 
and the Niger (see further Num). Portuguese explorers and 
missionaries, who in the 15th and 16th centuries visited the east 
coast of Africa and Abyssinia, gained some information about 
the equatorial lake region and the Nile the extent of the know-
ledge thus =mired being shown in the map of Africa of Filippo 
Pigafetta, Italian traveller and historian (1533-1603)  published 
in 1s80. It was not, however, till the 17th century that the 
sources of the Blue Nile were visited by Europeans. In 1615 
Pedro Pus, a Portuguese priest, was shown them by the 
Abyssinians. Tea years later another Portuguese priest, 
Jeronimo Lobo, also visited the sources and left a vivid descrip-
tion of the rise of the river and its passage through Lake Trans. 
An English version of the accounts of Pus and Lobo—written by 
Mr Peter Wyche—was published in 1669 by order of the Royal 
Society, of which Sir Peter was an original Fellow. Between 
rows (the date of Lobo's visit) and 177o, some attempts were 
made by French and other travellers to explore the Blue Nile, but 
they ended in failure. In the last-named year James Bruce (q.v.) 
reached Abyssinia, and in November 1772 he arrived in Egypt, 
having visited the source of the Blue Nile and followed it, in 
the main, to its confluence with the White Nile. On returning 
to Europe Bruce was mortified to find that whilst he was still in 
Egypt the French geographer D'Anville bad (I772) issued a new 
edition of his map of Africa in which by a careful study of the 
writings of Pus and Lobo he had anticipated Bruce's discoveries, 
D'Anville's map is singularly accurate, if we remember the 
scanty information at his disposal. To Bruce, nevertheless, 
belongs the honour of being the first white man to trace the 
Blue Nile to its confluence with the White Nile. He himself, 
considering that the Blue Nile was the main branch of the river, 
claimed to be the discoverer of the long-sought caps Ni i' 

From the time of Bruce, interest in the Nile problem grew 
rapidly. The Englishman W. G. Browne (q.v.) when in Darfur 
(T794-1796) heard that the Abiad rose far south in the Mountains 
of the Moon, but he makes no mention of the great lakes, and in 
Major Rennell's map of am there is no hint of equatorial lakes 
at the Abiad sources. During the French occupation of Egypt 
the river from the sea to Assuan was accurately surveyed, the 
results being embodied in Jacotin's Atlas de r fop (1807). 
In 181s-1824 J. L. Burckhardt, the Orientalist, went up the 
Nile to Kaneko, travelled thence across the desert to Berber 
and Shendi, and crossing the Athena made his way to the Red 
See. It was, however, due to the initiative of Mehemet Ali, 
Pasha of Egypt, that the While Nile was explored. In :tho-
u a military expedition under Ismail Pasha, a son of Mehemet 
Ali, which was joined by the French scientist Frecifric Cai Maud 
(who had visited Mewl in 1819) ascended the river to the 

Francisco Alvarez, a mime, who was in Abyssinia isacies26, 
afterwards wrote (about isao) an account of Abyssinia in which he 
refers to the Atbara as the main Nile. 

s Bruce, however, acknowledged in his Towels that the Abiad 
(White Nile) at its confluence with the Blue Nile was the larger river. 
The Abiad, he writes, " 	its stream always undiminished, 
because rising in lathe 	where there are continual rains, lt 
therefore refers not the decrease the Nile does by the six months' dry 
weather."  
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confluence of the While and Blue Nies, founded the city of 
Khartum, and ascended the Blue Nile to Fazokl. In 1827 Adolphe 
Linea, a Belgian in the service of the British African Association, 
ascended the White Nile 132 m. above Khartum, being the. first 
white man to do so since the rat century A.D. Then followed 
three Egyptian expeditions sent in 1839-41 and 1842 by 
Mehemet All up the White Nile. The first expedition reached, 
on the 28th of January 184o, a point 6° 3d N., the second and 
third pressed further south, reaching e 42' N.—or the foot of the 
rapids above Gondokoro. A Turkish officer, Salim Bimbashi, 
commanded the expeditious, and among the members were the 
Frenchmen Thibaut (a convert to Islam and for nearly forty 
years French consular agent at Khartum), D'Arnaud and 
Sabstier, and a German, Ferdinand Wane. The last-named 
wrote a scientific account of the second expedition and drew 
a map of the Nile between Khartum and Gondokoro. An 
Austrian Roman Catholic mission was established in the Sudan, 
and in thso one of its members, Dr Ignatz Knoblecher, sent to 
Europe reports, gleaned from the natives, of the existence of 
great lakes to the south. About the same time two Protestant 
-missionaries, Ludwig Krapf and John Rebmann, stationed on the 
Zanzibar coast, sent home reports of a vast inland sea in the 
direction where the Nile sources were believed to be. This' sea 
was supposed to extend from o° 3d N. to 13°  so S. These 
reports revived interest in Ptolemy's Geography. The exploration 
of the Bahr-el-Ghazal by John Petherick, kffiss Tinne and- her 
companions, and others followed the opening up of the White Nile 
(see Baza-ra-Gnazu.). The general result of the work carried 
on from the north was that by :838 the Nile system was known 
as far south as the rapids at Bedden. 

On the 3rd of August 1838 the English explorer J. IL Speke 
(fn.) discovered the large nye= (lake), which be rightly con-
ceived to be the head reservoir of the White Nile, and which in 
honour of the queen of England he named Victoria Nyanza. 
Captain (Sir Richard) Burton and Speke bad gone inland from 
Zanzibar to investigate the reports concerning the vast lake 
which Rebmann and Krapf had called the Sea of Unyamwezi. 
These reports proved to be exaggerated accounts of three dis-
tinct lakes—Nyasa, Tanganyika and Victoria Nyanza. In 
r86o Speke returned to Zanzibar accompanied by J. A. Grant 
(q.v.), bent on solving the problem of the Nile. In spite of great 
difficulties be made his way to Uganda, on the north-west of 
Victoria Nyanza, and (without exploring the lake) succeeded 
in reaching its outlet. On the '8th of July t862 Speke stood by 
the Ripon Falls—the birthplace of the Nile. In his journey he 
had discovered the Kagera river, now known to be the most 
remote headstream of the Nile, a fact of which Speke was un-
certain, though he recognized that it was the largest river entering 
the nyanza. Speke and Grant paddled down the Niles short 
distance, but before reaching Lake Siege they were stopped 
by hostile natives and compelled to go westward to Unyoro. 
There they beard of another great lake further west, but the king 
of Unyons refused them permission to visit it. In the end they 
descended the Kati river to its confluence with the Nile and then 
down the main stream to the Karma Rapids. Here Speke and 
Grant left the river, and travelled overland east of the stream, 
which they did not strike again until just above the Ausa con-
fluence. Thence they travelled down the Nile to Gondokoro, 
reached on the rsth of February 1863. 

This remarkable journey virtually solved the Nile problem so 
far as the source of the main stream was concerned, but there re-
mained much to be done before the hydrography of the whole Nile 
basin was made known. At Gondokoro Speke and Grant met 
Mr (afterwards Sir Samuel) Baker r and his wife—a Hungarian 
lady—who had journeyed thither to afford the explorers help. 
To Baker Speke communicated the news he had heard con-
cerning the western lake, and this lake Baker determined to find. 
On the 2611 of March 1863 Baker and his wife left Gondokoro, 
and despite much opposition, especially from slave-dealers, 
followed, in the reverse direction, the route of Speke and Grant as 

" Baker and his wife had in 1861-1862 explored the Atka (to its 
colter waters) and other eastern tributaries of the Nile.  

farasUnyom,whence they journeyed west. Onthe Talbot March 
1864 they struck the lake (Albert Nyanza) on its S.E. side. 
They paddled up the lake to the point where a large river coming 
from the east poured its waters into the lake. This stream, 
which they rightly conjectured to be Speke's Nile, they followed 
up to the Murchison Falls. Thence they went overland to the 
Karuma Rapids, and so back to Gondokoro by their old tracks. 
It fell to the lot of. General C. G. Gordon (when that officer 
administered the Egyptian Equatorial provinces) and his 
assistants to fill up the gap left by Speke and Baker lathe course 
of the main stream. In :874-75  two English engineer officers-
Lieut. (afterwards Colonel Sir Charles M.) Watson and Lieut. H. 
Chippeadall—followed the river between Gondokoro and Albert 
Nyanza; in :876 an Italian: Romolo Gessi Pasha, circum-
navigated that lake, proving Baker's estimate of its size to be 
vastly exaggerated; Gordon in the same year traced the river 
between Murchison Falls and Karuma Rapids, and an American, 
Colonel C. Chlille-Long followed (1874) the Nile from the Ripon 
Falls to the Karma Rapids, discovering in his journey Lake 
Kioga (which he named Ibrahim). In this manner the identity 
of the Victoria Nile with the river which issued from the Albert 
Nyanza was definitely established. 

In :874 H. AL Stanley (q.v.) went to Africa with the object of 
completing the work left unfinished by David Livingstone, 
who believed, erroneously, that the ultimate sources of the Nile 
were far to the south (see Como). Stanley, in an, circum• 
navigated Victoria Nyanza, setting at rest the doubt thrown 
on Speke's statement that it was a huge sheet of water,' but 
proving Speke mistaken in believing the :wanes to have more 
than one outlet. On the same journey Stanley encamped at the 
foot of the Ruwenzori range, not knowing that they were the 
" Mountains of the Moon," whose streams are the chief feeders of 
Albert Nyanza. • (At the time of his visit the snow-peeks and 
glaciers were hidden by heavy clouds.) In :888, however, 
Stanley saw the mountains in all their glory of snow and ice, 
discovered Albert Edward Nyanza, and traced the river (Semliki) 
which connects it with Albert Nyanza. The Semliki had been 
discovered, and its lower course followed in 1884 by Ernie Pasha. 
Thus at length the riddle of the Nile was read, though much was 
still to do in the matter of scientific survey, and in the exploration 
of the valley of the Sobet (q.v.). The Kagera had been partly ex-
plored by Stanley (1875), by whom It was celled the Alexandra 
Nile, and between rag:-98 its various branches were traced 
by the German traveller" Oscar Baumann, Richard Kandt 
and Captain H. Ramsay, and by Lionel Dick, a Frenchman. 
A British officer, Colonel C. Delia-Radcliffe, made the first 
accurate survey (t000-zeor) of the Nile between Albert Nyanza 
and Gondokoro. In reo3 an Anglo-German commission under 
Colonel Dehne-Radcliffe and Captain &hlobach made a detailed 
survey of the Kagera from 3o° E. to its mouth. The Kioga 
system was surveyed in 1ee7-19428 by lieut. C. E. Fishbourne. 
A trigonometrical survey of the upper river was begun by Colonel 
M. G. Talbot, director of Sudan surveys, in limo, and other 
surveys were made by Captain H. G. Lyons, directorieneral of 
the Egyptian survey department. A fish-survey of the waters of 
the Nile was also undertaken. 

The ReaseveJ of Sadd.—As already stated, the 'add above the %bat 
confluence seems to have stopped the Roman centurions sent by the 
emperor Nero to explore the Ilk. When the river above the Soho 
was again reached by white men (r800) the stream was clear of sudd, 
and so continued until 1863-1864, when both the Bahr-el-Jebel and 
the Bahr-el-Zeraf became blocked by floating masses of vegetation. 
Whea Baker proceeded to Gondokoro in 1870 he thus described the 
Increase that neglect had caused in the obstruction: " The immense 
number of floating islands that were constantly passing down the 
stream of the While Nile had no exit; thus they were sucked under 
the original obstruction by the force of the stream, which passed 
through some mysterious channel, until the subterranean passage 
became choked with a wondrous accumulation of vegetable matter. 
The entire river became a marsh, through which, by the great pressure 
of water, the stream oozed through innumerable small channels. 
In (act, the White Nile had disappeared." Baker, who had to cut 
through so m. of Budd in his passage to Gondokoro, urged to Khedive 

In the map Issued in :873 to illustrate Schweinfurth'a book, 
The Heart of Africa, Victoria Nyanza is shown as five small lakes. . 
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Inniul to reopen the Nile. This Work was efficiently done by Ismail 
Ayub Pasha, and the White Nile was clear for large vessels when 
Gordon reached Khartum in aye. The river did not long remain 
free, for in 1878 Emin Paella was unable to ascend the Bahr-el-Jebel 
hum the south on account of sudd. It was cleared in s879-166o by 
officials in the Egyptian service, but had again accumulated in 1884. 
Incon7e r  nee of the Mandist movement nothing could then be 

to  1..•  done 	 the river, and the work was not taken in hand again 
until 1899, when, by direction of Sir William Gamin. the Emden 
10ffinclffillemenil of irrigation, an expedition under Major Macom 
Peak% K.A.„ was sent to cut through the audd, which then extended 
from the liahr-el-Ghazal confluence almost to Gondokoro. During 
5900 a channel was cut through the northern and heaviest portion 
of the sod& The wcairwam an of much difficidty some el the blocks 
beins 1 m. long and ao ft. deep; the water bellowed with great 
velocity. To remove the obstruction the was first burnt; 
then trenches were cut dividing the sudd into blocks TO ft. square, 
and each of these was hauled out with wire hawsers and chains 
by gunboats working from below. For a distance of sya m. N. of 
Shenhe (la about midway between the Ghana confluence and 
Gonffokom) the true bed of the river could not, in many places, be 
Mend, but Major Peake forced a to Gondokoro through a 
spill channel or series of shallow lakes lying west of the main stream. 
In 19o1 Liant. Drury, a British naval officer, removed many of the 
renaming blocks of "add, opening to navigation a further r47 m. 
of the river. Beyond this point for a distance of 23 m. the Bahr-el- 
Jebel could not be traced, so completely was the channel choked by 
stuld. In 1902, however. Major G. E. Matthews discovered the true 
bed of the river, which by Ian was completely freed from &atm- 
dons, and freedom of navigation between Khartum and Gondokoro 
waspermanently secured. The effect of the sudd-cutting operations 
on t supply of water available for imga non purposes in the lower 
river was slight Nevertheless, Sir William Garvin reported that 
the removal of the sudd " undoubtedly checked the fall in the river 
levels which would otherwise have taken place." 

Pefitieal Iteledions.—Explored in part byEgyptian government 
expeditions; the upper Nile as far south as Albert Nyanza became 
subject, between 18.40 and nine, to Egypt. Possession of the greater 
part of the river above Wadi Haifa then fell to the followers of the 
Mabdi. In 1896-96 an.  Anglo-Egyptian army recooquered the 
country, and fwi Victoria Nyanza to the Mediterranean the main 
river came under British or Egyptian administration. The west 
bank of the Bahr-el-Jebel, as far north as e so' N„ was in 1894 taken 
on lease from Great Britain by the Congo Free State during the 
sovereignty of Leopold IL, the territory has being known as the 
Lado enclave (g.v.). The Kagan, the main beadnitam, lies almost 
wholly in German East Africa. 

Atrramunos.—For the story of exploration see the works of 
Bruce, Speke, Grant, Baker and other travellers ((whose books are 
mentioned in the biographical notices). Their athreveme and 
those of ancient and medieval ex losers, are ably summarized in 
The Story of Africa_, vols. it. and by Dr Robert Broom London. 
5693-5894), and The Nile Quest, by Sir Harry Johnston London, 
r9o3). also J. Perna, Des Aristoters Bach: " bar dos 
soiree des Nil" (14lpdg,i9og). For the Kagera region consult 
copal by Richard Koadt ((gerfip,  1904). Latest additions to 

Iff hical knowledge are recorded in the Geographical Journal 
don) and the Cairo Scientific Journal. For the hydrography, 

and climate see: The Physiograpky of the Rigor Nilo cud its 
by Captain H. G. Lyons, ta"-general, :Limey department. 

Egypt
gpublications of the Survey and Public Works frnments; Notes 

`Cairo 1906), an anthoeitative work and numerous other 

on the History of the Nile and its Valley  by . F. Hume, in Geog. 
▪ (Jan. 1906); E.tias irrigation snd eeL, London, 099) and 
the Nile Rosen* Dom a Assume 	After (London, gen ). both 
by Sir William Wilcocim; the Animal Reports 0499 a after) of 
the Egyptian Public Works Department, by Sir Aram arstin and 
ahem, and those onEgypt. and the Sudan by Lord Cromer and Sir 
Eldon Gorst (London; offnnal publications). Of special value is the 
Blue Book repot Ne. s, rise, which b a report by Sir William Garvin 
an the bean if the upper Nile, dealing at lands with the lake ans. 

NUe alumni and the main river as far south as Khartum, 
from the topographical as well as the hydrographical aspect. Sir 
W. GarstM and Captain Lyons give full bibliographical notes. 

The study of the zoology of the Nile valley was the special object 
of a Swedish scientific expedition in Igor, under the direction of 
Prof. I.. A. jagaskiffid. The Results were published at Upside, 
pt. fit appearing in 1909. For the botanical end other aspects of 
the Nile valley, see the works of Petherick, }Muslin, Schwemfurth,
Mir and Emin. An orogmphical map of the Nile basin was pub. 

by the Survey Department, Cabo. in 5908. It is in six sheets 
on a scaleof ia,ropoo, with inset maps showing political divisions, 
distribution of rainfall and of vegetation. (F. R. C.) 

IIILE, BATT= OF 'DM. This was fought between the British 
and French Sens on the set of August 1798 in the roadstead of 
Aboukir. The peace of Campo Fees* signed on the 17th of 
October 1797, had left France without an opponent in arms on 
the continent. War with Great Britain still continued, and for  

a time the Directory appeared to be fated on Its schemes for 
an invasion of Ireland. Napoleon, fresh from his Italian vic-
tories, was appointed to command, and he made a round of 
inspection of Brest and the Channel ports. But all this show of 
activity was designed to, cover the preparations for an attack on 
Great Britain " from behind "—in India and by way of Egypt. 
The French naval forces at Toulon were got ready slowly in spite of 
Napoleon's urging and with the defects inevitable in the Impover-
ished state of the arsenal. Thirty-six thousand soldiers, including 
the best of the army of Italy, were to be embarked from the 
southern French ports, from Italy and from Corsica. Information 
that a great offensive movement was about to be made by the 
French reached both Earl St Vincent, the commander-in-chief of 
the Mediterranean Beet, and the British government. Since Spain 
had catered into alliances with France in 5796, the British fleet 
had not cruised in the Mediterranean but had been occupied 
TIT blocking the Spanish ships st Cadiz. On the and of May 1798 
St Vincent detached Nelson, then the junior rear-admiral, with 
his flag into the Mediterranean, with three sail of the line and 
frigates to make a reconnaissance at Toulon. On the 17th of 
May a small French corvette was captured near Cape Side, 
and from the crew Nelson learnt that the French were still in the 
harbour. He could gain no information as to the aim of the 
armament. Napoleon enforced strict secrecy by not letting 
even the most important officers of the dockyard know whither 
he was bound. On the and of May the British government had 
written to St Vincent stating their wish that a part of his fleet 
should be sent into the Mediterranean. The first lord of the 
admiralty, Lord Spencer, told him that he might either go him-
self or send a subordinate. If the latter course ,was followed 
Nelson was indicated as the officer to be chosen. Reinforcements 
were sent to him to enable him to provide both for the cruise in the 
Mediterranean and for the blockade of Carib. St Vincent had 
already selected Nelson, and when the reinforcements arrived 
he despatched Captain Troubridge with the inshore squadron 
engaged in watching Cadis—" the choice fellows," as he described 
them, of his fleet—to join Nelson at Toulon. The ships were 
replaced by others similarly painted, so that the Spaniards might 
ace no difference and therefore be unable to send news to their 
ally. Troubridge left on the 24th of May with as many vessels 
as would bring Nelson's whole command up to thirteen 74's 
and one so•gun ship. 

While these measures were being taken to Intercept him, 
Napoleon bad put to sea on the x9th of May with fil teen sail of 
the line, twelve frigates and some two hundred transports. 
He sailed down the eastern aide of Corsica and Sardinia to pick 
up the detachments which were to join him from the first-named 
island and from Civita Vecchia. On the evening of the loth 
a gale from the N.W. brought some confusion on his flock of 
ships, but it also drove Nelson to the S.W. His flagship the 
" Vanguard " (74) was dbmasted and compelled to anchor at 
San Pietro to refit. Hie triples were separated from him by the 
weather, and the captains made for Gibraltar, concluding that 
the admiral would go there to refit. The departure of his frigates 
left Nelson without vessels for scouting and had a material in-
fluence on the campaign. The " Vanguard " was made ready 
by the syth of May, and nowned her station off Toulon. On 
the 7th of June Nelson was joined by Ilzubridge. Calms 
hampered his pursuit of the French, whom he now knew to be 
at sea, but on the sgth he was off Civita Vecchia; on the myth 
be was atNaples, where be heard that the French had been seen 
going south, and made arrangements to obtain water and stores 
is the Neapolitan ports. On the soth be was at Messina, where 
be first got definite information of the movements of the enemy. 
The French had appeared off Malta on the 9th and had occupied 
the island, which was surrendered to them on the math by the 
treachery of the French and Italian membered the order. Push-
ing on in the hope of finding them on the coast of the island, 
Nelson was off Cape Pesaro on the sad, and there learnt that 
the French had sailed from the island. His instructions directed 
him to guard against possible French attacks on Sicily, or even 
an attempt to pass the Straits of Gibraltar and sag for Ireland, 
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But Nelson knew that the Neapolitan government had no fears 
for Sicily and that the westerly winds would prevent the French 
from going to Gibraltar. On a view of all the circumstances, 
and after consultation with those of his captains in whose judg-
ment he bad the most confidence, be came to the just conclusion 
that they were bound for Egypt. He therefore sailed for Alex-
andria on the most direct route eastward along the coast of Africa. 
The information given him at Cape Passer° was that the French 
had left Malta on the 16th; the actual date was the 19th. 
Napoleon, whose frigate had sighted the British squadron, 
and who knew that he might be pursued,did not take the direct 
route, but steered to the north-east along the south shore of 
Crete. Thus it happened that on the night of the rand of June 
the fleets crossed one another's tracks. Want of look-out vessels 
prevented Nelson from detecting the neighbourhood of his 
enemy. The French with their convoy going more slowly on 
the longer mute to the north, and the active British squadron 
on the direct route to the south, both headed for Egypt, with 
barely 6o m. of sea between them, but neither aware of the 
position of the other. 

On the 28th of June Nelson reached Alexandria to find the 
port occupied only by a few Turkish ships. It was from Nelson 
that the Turkish authorities gained their first knowledge of the 
impending invasion. Nelson, misled by the false date given him 
at Cape Passer°, and being unable to reconnoitre the position 
of the enemy, carne to the erroneous conclusion that he was 
mistaken in supposing that the French were on the way to Egypt, 
and that they must be bound for some other part of the eastern 
Mediterranean. On the 29th of June he sailed from Alexandria, 
standing to the north-east. His topsails were still in sight to 
the north-east when the French appeared coming from the north-
mist. They sighted the coast on the 29th to the west of Alex-
andria, and on the tat of July they occupied the anchorage and 
town. While Nelson was ranging along the coast of Asia Minor, 
seeking for news of them and finding none, on his way back to 
Sicily, the French were landing their army. The British squadron 
reached Syracuse on the 19th of July. Here Nelson was able to 
obtain water and stores and clear Indications that the French 
had gone to Egypt. On the 24th he sailed, and on the rst of 
August was again off Alexandria. The battle of the Pyramids 
had been fought on the net, and Napoleon was master of Egypt. 
The fear of the British admiral was that the French fleet bad left 
the coast in the Interval of his absence. Brueya, the French 
admiral, had had a choke of three coursesopen to him—to enter 
the old harbour of Alexandria, to sail for Corfu then occupied 
by the French or to take a strong anchorage on the coast and 
prepare to repel attack. To enter the harbour was difficult for 
large ships, and to leave it by its one narrow entrance in the 
presence of even an inferior force would have been Impossible. 
Brueys therefore decided against that course. lie did not sail 
for Corfu, partly because some of the army stores• were still 
in his ships and partly because his squadron, ill fitted from 
the first, was short of provisions, and no more could as yet be 
obtained from the shore. He therefore stationed himself with 
thirteen of his ships of the line in the roadstead of Aboukir, 
some re m. north-east of Alexandria, between the island of 
Aboukir and the Rosetta mouth of the Nile. Here he was found 
on the evening of the ist of August when the British fleet came 
in sight. The French line of thirteen ships was anchored to the 
east of Aboukir, now called Nelson's Island, in a curve stretching 
to the south-east. It consisted of the " Guenter " (74). the 
" Conqufrant " (74), the" Spartiate " (n), the "Malan "(74), 
" Souverain Pen*" (74), " Franklin " (8o), " Orient " (mo), 
Admiral Bruey's flagship " Torment " (8o), " Heureux " (74). 
" TimolbOn " (74," Guillaume Tell " (8o), " Mercure " (74) and 
" Oahe= " (74), counting from the west end. The French 
ships had begun the voyage short-handed and many men were 
*bust on shore filling the water-casks. They fought with a 
half to two-thirds of their complements, which suffered from the 
bad training and inexperience of the French republican navy. 
A council of flag officers and, captains was being held in the 
" Orient " when the British aquadroo angered. 

When the enemy was sighted Nelson, at once gave the order 
to attack. All the possibilities of battle had been fully disclused 
between him and his captains. Much controversy of a rather idle 
character has taken place as to assigning the credit for the act nal 
course adopted; it was almost dictated to men so experienced 
and capable as the British captains and their admiral by the 
position of the enemy. If the French had been anchored so near 
the shore that it was not possible to pass between them and it, 
the British ships, coming from the west with a westerly wind, 
would have passed outside of them, endeavouring to anchor 
one on the bow and the next on the quarter of each French ship 
in succession. Those in the van might have been crushed before 
the ships in the rear and to leeward could come to their assistance. 
As it was, the French were so placed that there was room for the 
British ships to pass between them and the land. Therefore it 
was possible for the first corners of the British squadron to pass 
inside the French ships, to anchor there, and to allow the next 
corners to anchor outside so as to put the enemy's van between 
two fires. This disposition was not without its drawbacks, for it 
entailed the risk that the British ships might fire into one 
another while directing their guns on an object between them. 
The risk was the greater because the battle began at sundown 
and was continued in the dark. Yet it had the advantage that it 
produced an Intense concentration of fire. In the circumstances 
it had the peculiar advantage, of which, however, the British 
captains may not have been aware, that as the French were very 
short-handed they were unable to work both broadsides to the 
full. It is to this fact that we must attribute the comparatively 
small loss suffered by the British ships in an attack which, if 
made against a well-appointed enemy, must have been extremely 
costly. Whether by previous arrangement with Nelson, or 
because he acted on the facts before him, the first British captain 
to come into action, Captain Foley of the " Goliath " (74), 
passed inside the French, and anchored abreast of the second 
of them, the " Conquerant." The " Zealous " (74), under 
Captain Hood, anchored on the bow of the first Frenchman, 
the" Gueriier." The" Audacious " (74), under Captain Davidge 
Gould, anchored between the " Zealous " and "Goliath." 
The " Theseus " (74), under Captain Miller, anchored inside of 
the third French ship, the " Spartiate." The " Orion " (74). 
under Captain Saumarez, anchored abreast of the fifth French. 
vessel, the " Souvemin Peuple." Then Nelson, in his flagship 
the " Vanguard " (74), the sixth British ship to come into 
action, anchored on the outside of the French line abreast of the 
" Spartiate " already engaged with the "Theses" The 
" Minotaur " (74), under Captain Thomas Louis, and the 
" Defence " (74), under Captain Peyton, anchored next to 
the " Vanguard " and opposite the fourth French ship, the 
" Aquilon," and the " Souverain Peuple," already engaged 
with the "Orion." Thus eight British 74's which had only to 
fight one broadside at a time were thrown on five undermanned 
French 74's, which had to fight both and were speedily crushed. 
One British vessel, the " Culloden " (74), under Captain Trow-
bridge, grounded on the shoal at Aboukir, and could not get 
into action. She served as a beacon to the vessels coming behind 
her. As the French van was silenced, and the fresh vessels came 
up from the British rear, the attack was carried down the French 
line. About 9.30 P.M. the " Orient " was seen to be in flames, and 
at to P.M. she blew up. The explosion imposed a brief suspension 
of battle, but the fire was soon, renewed, By midnight the battle 
was over. In the course of the next day the " Guillaume Tell," 
the " Genareux "and two frigates succeeded in escaping, but they 
were the only survivors of the fleet attacked in the roadstead 
of Aboukir. 

The destruction of the French fleet, which isolated Napoleon in 
Egypt, had profound political influence in Europe. The total 
loss of the British squadron was 218 killed and 678 wounded. 
The loss of the French was neva exactly ascertained, but it 
was certainly very much greeter. Admiral Brueys was killed 
on the quarter-deck of his flagship, and Nelson received a wound 
In the head from a langridge shot which disabled him. 

See Captain Mahan'sLie gf Nelms (Ind. ed., :899). (D. H.) 
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MIER a. city of Trumbull county, Ohio) U.S.A., on the 
hlahoning river, at the mouth of the Meander and Mosquito 
creeks, about 55 m. E.S.E. of Cleveland. Pop. (1890) 4 289; 
(igoo) 7468 (2504 foreign-born); (1910) 8361. It is served by the 
Baltimore & Ohio, the Erie and the Pennsylvania railways, 
and by an interurban electric system. Coal and iron-ore are 
abundant in the vicinity, and the city's principal manufactures 
are sheet steel, sheet iron, tin, metal lath, boilers and railway cars. 
The municipality owns and operates its waterworks and electric-
lighting plant. Niles was settled in 1832, laid out in x834, 
incorporated as a village in x84 and chartered as a city in 1895. 
It was named (x1334) in honour of Hezekiah Niles (1777-2839), 
the founder and editor of the weekly Niks's Register (i8u–t849). 

NILOAL or Nitionau (" blue bull "), the largest antelope 
(Besdaphus tragocameku) found in India, where it represents 
the kudu and eland group of Agrica. Only the bulls have 
horns, and these are short and insignificant. The general 
colour of the old bulls is bluish grey, but younger bulls and 
cows are browner. The nilgai is about the size of a mule (see 
ANTELOPE). 

NILGIIUS. THE, or Nu :mom= (Blue Mountains), a 
range of hills in southern India, which gives its name to a district 
of the Madras Presidency. The Nilgiris are really a plateau 
rather than a range, rising abruptly front the plains on most 
sides, with a general elevation of about 693o ft. above the 
NM. 

The DISTRICT or rize Nursers is the smallest administrative 
district in Madras. It formerly consisted exclusively of a moun-
tain plateau lying at an average elevation of 6500 ft., with an area 
of about 725 sq. M. In 5873 this was increased by the addition 
of the Ochterlony valley in the south-east Wynaad, and again, in 
1877, by other portions of the Wynaad, making a total area of 958 
sq. m. The administrative headquarters is at Ooticamund, 
which is also the summer capital of the government of Madras. 
The summit of the Nilgiri bills is an undulating plateau, fre-
quently breaking into lofty ridges and steep rocky eminences. 
The descent to the plains is sudden and abrupt, the average fall 
from the crest to the general level below being about Coco ft., 
save on the north, where the base of the mountains rests upon 
the elevated land of Wynaad and Mysore, standing between moo 
and 3000 ft. above sea-level. The Ochtetionyvalley and Wynaad. 
country consist of • series of broken valleys, once forest-clad 
throughout, but now studded with tea and coffee-gardens. 
The highest mountain peaks are—Dodabetta, 876o ft.; Rudia-
kad, 8502; Bevoibetta, 8488; Malnuti, 840_2; DALVILISOlibrIM, 
8380; Runde, 8353; Kundamoge, 7816; Ootacamund, 7361; 
Tambrabetta, 7292; Hokabetta, 7267. There arc six well-
known passes or ghats by which the district communicates 
with the neighbouring plains, three of which are practicable to 
wheeled traffic. The chief rivers are the Moyer, Paikara and 
Calicut, none of which are navigable. The forests consist of fine 
timber trees, such as ail (Shares robasla). (Plerecarpos 
MarraPitim), jack (Arkearpas inle•(/elia), blackwood (Davila 
lalifolio) and teak. Eucalyptus and Australian wattle have been 
extensively planted in the higher grounds of the Wynaad. The 
hills were first explored by British officers in Axe, and in 1821 
the first English house was built on the plateau. The hill tribes 
include the Todas, the Badagas, the Rotas, the Kurumbas 
and the 'rules (go). The total population of the district in 
toot was 111,437, showing an Increase of III% in the decade. 
The commercially important products are coffee, tea and 
cinchona. Coffee cultivation was introduced about s844. One 
of its chief seats is the Ochterlony valley. The Madras govern-
ment commenced the experimental cultivation of cinchona 
on the Nilgiris in 186o, and several private cinchona gardens were 
laid out, owing to the success of the government experiment. 
The climate of the Men hale is almost unrivalled for equability 
of temperature. The average is 58• F. The approach from the 
plains is by the branch of the Madras railway from Podanur to 
Mettapolliem, whence a metre-gauge line on the rack principle has 
been constructed to Coonoor, with an extension to Ootacamund. 
The chief educational institution is the Lawrence Asylum at 

Ootacamund maintained by government. The military quartets 
are at Wellington. 

See Nilgiris District Gamma (Madras, 29o8). 
NILSSON, CHRISTINE (1843– 	), Swedish singer, was barn 

at Wederslliff, near Wexiti, Sweden, on the ioth of August i843. 
Her father was a poor working man, and she used as a girl to 
sing and perform on the violin at popular gatherings. In 1857 
a wealthy man, M. Tornerhjelm, perceiving the unusual beauty 
of her voice while she was performing at a fair in Ljungby, 
provided the means for giving her a proper =dad education, 
and in 186o she was heard in the concert hails in Stockholm and 
Umiak, and then went to Pans, where, after four years' study, 
she made her abut in the r6le of Violetta at the Theatre Lyrique 
on the 27th of October 2864. Between that date and 2872, when 
she married M. Auguste Rouzaud, she was the leading prima 
donna. Her first appearance in London was in 2867. A year 
later, on the ()the/ March, she made her first appearance in the 
Paris Opera House as Ophelie in Hamlet; and she visited the 
United States in 287o. She sang. in St Petersburg. in 2872. 
in America in 1873-2874 and in 2882; in Germany and 
Austria between 1876 and 2877; and in the next few years in 
Spain and Scandinavia; but after her marriage her appearances 
in public were rare. M. Rouraud died in 1882, and five year" 
afterwards Madame Nilsson married Count A. de Casa Miranda, 
and finally retired from the stage. 

IMEAR, a district of British India, in the Nerbudda division 
of the Central Provinces. The administrative headquarters are 
at Khandwa.

' 
 but the capital in Mahommedan times was 

Burhanpur. Area, 4273 sq. m. Pop. (mos) 329,625, showing 
an increase of 14.2% in the decade. The district consists' oftwo 
portions of the Nerbudda and Tapti valleys, separated by a 
section of the Satpura range, about is in. in breadth. On the 
highest peak, about 850 ft. above the plain and xiloo above 
sea-level, stands the fortress of Asargarh, commanding a pass 
which has for centuries been the chief highway between Upper 
India and the Deccan. The district contains extensive forests, 
but the only tract reserved by government is the Pease forest, 
which extends for about 120 in. along the south bank of the 
Nerbudda, and contains young teak, besides s4j (Terminal° 
lementata) and anjan (Hamlwickla binesta). The staple crops are 
cotton and millet; genie or Indian hemp is also allowed to be 
grown under government supervision. The Great Indian Penin-
sula railway runs through the district, and a branch of the 
Rajputana line from Indore joins it at Khandwa. There are 
factories for ginning and pressing cotton at Khandwa, and 
manufacture of gold-embroidered cloth at Burhanpur. 

The name Nimar, derived from that of the ancient province, is 
also applied to a district in the state of Indore, lying W. of the 
British district on both banks of the Nerbudda. Area, 3872 
• 121.* pop.  (1901)  257,510. From :823 onwards this tract, 
then belonging to Sindhla, was under British management; in 
:861 it was ceded in full sovereignty to the British, but in :867 
it passed to Hakim as the result of an exchange of territory. 

See Nimar District Gasemer (Alishabad, 1958). 
'NNE& a city of southern France, capital of the department 

of Gard, 174 ra. S. by W. of Lyons on the Paris-Lyon railway, 
between Avignon and Montpellier. Pop. (2we) 70,708. Nimes, 
important alike for its industries and for its archaeological 
treasures, lies at the foot of the Gangues, a range of stony and 
barren hills which limit it on the north and west. The most 
prominent of these is the Mont Cavalier, the summit of which is 
crowned by the Tour Mamie, a ruined Roman tower commanding 
a fine view of the town and its surroundings. To the south and 
east the town overlooks the monotonous plain traversed by the 
Vistre, and for the most part given over to the cultivation of the 
vine. Nimes covers a large area, owing to the fact that its 
population is housed in low buildings, not in the lofty tenements 
which are found in most of the industrial towns of France. The 
central and oldest part Is eachtied by shady boulevards, which 
occupy the site of the old fortifications. Here are to be found the 
majority of the Roman remains for which Nimes is remarkable 
The mast celebrated is the amphitheatre, the best premed 
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though not the largest in France. It dates from the rat or and 
century A.D., and was used as a fortress for some time during 
succeeding centuries. Occupied during the middle ages by a 
special quarter, with even a church of its own, it was cleared 
in thee, and since then has been well kept in repair. It is built of 
large stones fitted together without mortar. In form it is ellip-
tical, measuring approximately 44o by 336 ft. externally; the 
arena is 227 by rah} ft. The elevation (7o ft. in all) consists of 
a ground story of 6o arches, an upper story of 6o arches and an 
attic with consoles pierced with holes for supporting the setarium 
or awning. The building, which was capable of holding nearly 
24,000 persons, has 4 main gates, one at each of the cardinal 
points; and 124 doorways gave exit from the 35 tiers of the 
amphitheatre to the inner galleries. Originally designed for 
gladiatorial shows, naval spectacles, chariot races, wolf or boar 
hunts, the arena has in recent times been used for bull-fights. 
The celebrated Maison Carrie, a temple in the style of the 
Parthenon, but on a smaller scale, 82 ft. long by 4o wide, is one 
of the finest monuments of the Roman period, and according 
to an inscription is dedicated to Gales and Lucius Caesar, 
adopted sons of Augustus, and dates from the beginning of the 
Christian era. It contains a collection of antique - sculptures 
and coins. The so-called temple of Diana, which adjoins the 
Fountain Gardens, was probably a building connected with the 
neighbouring baths of which remains are visible. Two Roman 
gates, the Porte d'Auguste, consisting of two large archways 
flanked by two smaller ones and dating from A.D. 16, and the 
Porte de France are still preserved. The Tour Mamie (Tunis 
Magna) is still 03 ft. in height, and was formerly a third higher. 
Admittedly the oldest monument of Mines, it has been variously 
regarded as an old signal tower, a treasure house or a mausoleum. 
Attached to the ramparts erected by Augustus, and turned into 
a forums in the middle ages by the counts of Toulouse, the Tour 
Magee was restored about 184o. Near the Tour Magee has been 
discovered the reservoir from which the water conveyed by the 
Pont du Gard (see AtIozoncr) was distributed throughout the 
city. 

When it still possessed its capitol, the temple of Augustus, 
the basilica of Plotina erected under Hadrian, the temple of 
Apollo, the baths, the theatre, the circus, constructed in the 
reign of Nero, the Campus Martins and the fortifications built 
by Augustus, Muses must have been one of the richest of the 
Roman cities of Gaul. The cathedral (St Castor), occupying, it 
is believed, the site of the temple of Augustus, is partly Roman-
esque and partly Gothic in style. The church of St Paul, a 
modern Romanesque building, is adorned with frescoes by 
Hippolyte and Paul Flandrin; St Baudile (modern Gothic) is 
of note for the two stone spires which adorn its facade; and the 
court-house has .a fine Corinthian colonnade and a pediment. 
Other buildings of note are the old citadel (dating from 1687, 
and now used as a central prison), and the former lycee, which 
contains the public library and the museums of epigraphy, of 
archaeological models of the Roman and Romanesque periods, 
and of natural history. The town also has a collection of paint-
ings. The esplanade in front of the court-house has in the 
centre a handsome fountain with five marble statues by James 
Pradier. The Fountain Gardens, in the north-west of the town, 
owe their peculiar character as well as their name to a spring of 
water which alter heavy rains is copious enough not only to fill 
the ornamental basins (constructed. in the 18th century with 
balusuades and statues on ancient foundations) but also to form 
a considerable stream. Neither the spring, however, nor the 
Vistre into which it discharges, is sufficient for the wants of the 
city, and water has consequently been brought from the Rhone, 
• distance of 17 in. A beautiful avenue, the Boulevard de la 
Rfpublique, runs south for nearly r in. from the middle walk 
of the garden. Nimes has erected monuments to the " Children 
of Gard " (by A. Mecca), to Alphonse Daudet and to the 
Provencal poet Joan Reheat, natives of the town. 

The city is the seat of a bishop, a prefect, a court of appeal and 
• tourt of assizes, and has tribunals of first instance and of 
commerce, a board of trade-arbitrators, an exchange, a chamber 

of commerce and a branch of the Bank of France. Its edu-
cational establishments indude lycfes and training colleges for 
both sexes, and schools of music and art. 

At the dose of the middle ages the industries of Mmes were 
raised to a state of great prosperity by a colony from Lombardy 
and Tuscany; and, though the plague, the Wars of Religion 
and the revocation of the edict of Nantes were all sufficiently 
disastrous in their effects, before the Revolution about half of the 
whole community, or from io,000 CO 12.000 persons, had come 
to be engaged in manufactures, chiefly that of silk. Upholstery 
materials, shawls, carpets, handkerchiefs, tapes and braiding, 
brandy, hosiery, leather, clothes, candles, machinery and boots 
and shoes are now manufactured, and there are a number of 
foundries. Mmes is, besides, one of the great southern markets 
for wine and brandy, and there is a good trade in grain, groceries 
and colonial wares. Quarries of hard limestone, used as the 
material for the amphitheatre and other buildings by the Romans, 
are still worked in the vicinity. 

Nimes, the ancient Norm:taw, derived its name from the 
sacred wood in which the Volcae Arecomici (who of their own 
accord surrendered to the Romans in In D.C.) were wont to 
hold their assemblies. Strabo states that it was the metropolis 
of a district containing twenty-four dependent towns, and that 
it was independent of the proconsuls of Gallia Narbonensis. 
Constituted a colony of veterans by Augustus, and endowed 
with numerous privileges, it built a temple and struck a medal in 
honour of its founder. The medal, which afterwards furnished 
the type for the coat of arms granted to the town by Francis I., 
bears on one side the heads of Caesar Augustus and Vipsanius 
Agrippa (the former crowned with laurel), while on the other 
there is a crocodile chained to a palm-tree, with the legend COL. 
Nem It was Agrippa who built the public baths at Mines, the 
temple of Diana and the aqueduct of the Pont du Gard. The 
city-walls, erected by Augustus, were nearly 4 rn. in circuit, 
30 ft. high and to ft. broad, flanked by ninety towers and pierced 
by ten gates. Hadrian on his way back from Britain erected at 
Nimes two memorials of his benefactress Pieties. In the very 
height of its prosperity the city was ravaged by the Vandals; 
the Visigoths followed, and turned the amphitheatre into a 
stronghold, which at a later date was set on fire along with the 
gates of the city when Charles Martel drove out the Saracens. 
Nimes became a republic under the protection of Pippin the 
Short; and In 1185 it passed to the counts of Toulouse, who 
restored its prosperity and enclosed it with ramparts whose 
enceinte, less extensive than that of Augustus, may still be traced 
in the boulevards of the present day. The city took part in the 
crusade against the Albigenses in 1ao7. Under Louis VIII. it 
received a royal garrison into its amphitheatre; under Louis XI. 
it was captured by the duke of Burgundy, and in Tato was 
recovered by the dauphin (Charles VII.). On a visit to Nimes 
Francis I. enriched it with a university and a school of arts. 
By 1558 about three-fourths of the inhabitants had become 
Protestants, and in r567 a massacre of Catholics took place on 
St Michael's day. From the accession of Henry IV. till the revo-
cation of the edict of Nantes (1680 the Protestant community 
devoted itself to active industry; but after that disastrous event 
great numbers went into exile or joined the Camisards. Louis 
XIV. built a fbruess (1687) to keep in check the disturbances 
caused by the rival religious parties. Nimes passed unhurt 
through the storms of the Revolution; but In : 815 TN:Maim 
and his bandit followers pillaged and burned and plundered and 
nalsacred the Bonapartist: 'and Protestants. Since then the 
city has remained divided into two strongly marked factions— 
Catholics and Protestants—though with no repetition of such 
scenes. 

See H. Basin, Mew Geffo.Romate (Nimes, 1891): L. Iferani, 
Maass awls. scolds • a litti ►sire de beak rks Nimes; R. Peyre, 
Mises, Arles at Orange Imes, 1903). 

C01111101L8 OF (Corcatie N eseasseasio). Of the four 
councils held at Mores these of 886 and 1284 are relatively 
unimportant. The synod of 394 adopted seven CAM= OD 
discipline, which wet first printed in t743 and have not as yet 
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made their way into the great collections. At the council of 
July 1°96 Pope Urban II. presided, and iixteen disciplinary 
canons were adopted, which have many points of contact with 
the canons of the council of Clermont. 

See, for the first council of Nimes, Lauchen. pp. 1133 :185; for the 
others, Hardouin vi. 1. 397, vi. 2. 1747 ff.. vit. 903 fl.• full titles 
under Council. (t1e. W. R.') 

11111110D (exu. 'e'en; Septuagint, Ndirdd: various reading 
in Gen. x. 8, Wilda: Vulg. Nostra). Nimrod s only mentioned 
in three passages in the Bible; in Micah v. 6 Assyria is called 
" the land of Nimrod," and I Chroa i. ro quotes a portion of the 
third. the most important reference, Gen. x. 8-: 2. The last-
named is ascribed to one of the oldest writers of the Pentateuch, 
the Yabwist; but not perhaps to the oldest stratum of his work 
(Ball, Sacred Books of lim Old Testement). In Gen. x. 8, as Jabal 
was the inventor of music, so Nimrod was the first warrior, 
gibidr, the first hunter, " be became a mighty hunter, gibbor 
fella, before Yahweh, so that it is said, A mighty hunter before 
Yahweh like Nimrod "; the first builder of cities and ruler of a 
widespread dominion, " the beginning of his kingdom was Babel, 
Erech, Accad and Gabel in the land of Shiner. Out of that 
land he went forth into Assyria,' sad built . Nineveh, Rehoboth-
Ir, Caleb and Resin between Nineveh and Caleb (the same is 
the great city)." The general statement that Assyria was 
originally an offshoot and dependence of Babylon is substantially 
is accordance with Assydan and Babylosian authorities. As 
the chapter stands, Nimrod is a descendant of Ham, d. vetoes 
6 and 8; but as Babylon and Assyria were Semitic, d. 
verses al, 22, and is verses 6, 7, on the one band, and verses 
8-12, on the other, come from diffneut documents, we must 
dissociate the two comecutive paragraphs, and regard the 
" Cush " of verse 8 as the Babylonian Cash or Cassites, a people 
quite distinct from the Cush of vase 6, which is Ethiopia; the 
text and interpretation of portions of Gen a. 8-ts are doubtful. , 

 The " mighty hunter before Yahweh " has been variously 
explained as " a divinely great hunter " (Spunell); " a bunter 
in defiance of Yahweh " (Holzinger); " a hunter with the hell, 

 of Yahweh "or " of some deity whose name has been replaced by 
Yahweh " (Cooke}, Genesis, p. 

The name Nimrod has not been found in any indent (say 
older than Soo s.c.) non-Israelite document or inscription; and 
there is no conclusive evidence for identifying Nimrod with any 
of the names found in such documents. In the absence of 
evidence, the theories are naturally endless, especially as both 
the legendary and the historical heroes of the andent East 
were often " mighty hunters." Nimrod would suggest to a Jew 
or Syrian the idea of " rebel," turd-rebel; but this is not 
likely to be the etymology. By regarding the " N " as per-
formative, Nimrod has been identified with Merodach, the god 
of Babylon (Pinches, Hastings's Bible Dist.). He has also been 
identified with Gilgarnesh, the hero of the epic which contains the 
Babylonian Deluge story (Jemmies, Des A.T.im Licks des elks 
Orients), with various historical kings of Babylonia, with Orion, 
&c., &c. As the name Newt (Petrie, Nagar° frequently occurs 
in Egyptian documents of the XXIInd Dynasty, c. 972-749 
(Petrie, Hist. of Egypt, iii. 242, fIrc.), the story of Nimrod is some-
times (E. Meyer op. Holzinger, Genesis) conjectured to be of 
Egyptian origin. Some support might be obtained for this 
view by supposing Cush in verse 8 to be Ethiopia as in verse 6; 
but it metros impossible to reconcile it with the statements in 
Genesis and Micah which connect Nimrod with Babylon and 
Assyria.. It is possible that the Nand of the Septuagint 
(similarly Philo and Josephus) is the more ancient form of the 
name (Cbeyne, buy. Biel.). 

T So Revised Version text with Rannoch, Dillmann, Cunicel, 
Holzinger, Ac.; Revised Version marg., "Out of that land went 
forth. Amber's" less probably following Septuagint, Vulgate, 
Authorized Vernon. Ac. 

Dr Cheyne's reconstructions in Escy. Bia. article " Nimrod," 
are generally regarded as far too sweeping. Ball, Sacred Books of 
Ike Old Testament, marks verse 9, which describes Nimrod as "a 
mighty hunter," as a later addition, giving a mistaken explanation 
of the gibbdr of verse $. 

Many later legends gathered round Nimrod; Philo, De gigantaner, 
is, allegorises more ma Nimrod stands for treachery or &sertion, 

according to the derivation from nerd mentioned above. According 
w Josephus, Ant. I. iv. 2, vi. z Nimrod built the Tower of Baba 
According to the Rabbis (Tzeenah u Reenah, Herahon's tr.. P. 59), 
Nimrod cast Abraham into the fire because he refused to worship 
idols God, however, delivered him. 

Nimrod, in the form Nimrod or Nissread, is an element in many 
modern place-names in western Asia. 	 (W. H. Be.) 

NINE MEN'S MORRIS, known also as Morales and Media, 
an ancient English game played with 9 counters a side on a board 
marked with four squares, one within the other. The middle 
points of the three inside squares are connected by straight lines, 
and, in a variation of the game, the corners also. The players, 
whose counters are of different colours, place these alternately 
one by one upon the intersections of the lines, the object of each 
being to get three of his own men in line, in which case he has 
the privilege of pounding, i.e. removing from the board, any one 
of his opponent's men; although be may not take one of a row 
of three, unless there are no others. When all 18 counters have 
been placed on the board they are moved to adjacent unoccupied 
intersections. When all but three of a player's men have been 
captured he is allowed to jump or hop to any vacant point he 
chooses. As soon as a player is reduced to two men he loses. 
In the time of Shakespeare (Midsummer Night's Dream, Act 
Scene 1) the game was commonly played out of doors. 

NINEVEII (Neb. /74 in classical authors Nine, Ninus; 
LXX. Navvq,Nureun: Assyrian Nina or Ninon), the best known 
and highly renowned capital of the Assyrian empire. There was 
a quarter or suburb of the old Babylonian city of Lagash whose 
name was written in the same way; this may possibly have been 
the home of those settlers from Babylonia who gave its name to 
the Assyrian city. The name was carried elsewhere, probably by 
Assyrian settlers, and we meet with Ninoe in Asia Minor (Th. 
Noldeke, Hermes, v. 464, n. a). Philostmtus calls a Hiempolis, 
r) &mato Nivot but it must not be confounded with the. Egyptian 
NT-y, Assur-bani-pal NT, the frontier city to the east of Egypt's 
greatest extension, where Tethmosis (Thothmes) III. hunted 
elephants, probably situated on the Euphrates. This, however, 
may be the origin of Ctesias's statement (op. Diod. B. 3) that 
Nineveh stood on the Euphrates; the Arabic geographer Yaqut 
places a Nineveh on the lower Euphrates near Babylon, and this 
may be a colony from the great Nineveh, or possibly the Nina 
of Lagash. 

The derivation of the name is uncertain. The name Nina was 
borne also by the goddess Ishtar, whose worship was the special 
cult of Nineveh, and Mina may well be a hypocoristkon of 
Nina. The ideogram for Nineveh, as also for the Lagash city, 

is a fish enclosed in the sign for house, possibly indi-
cating a fish-pond, sacred to Ishtar. As the Semitic news means 
a fish, a play upon *Gnu and Nina is suggested, but the name 
may be pre-Semitic. A derivation from the root with a mean-
ing like " lowland " is doubtful, unless we are sure that the name 
is Semitic, and that the Lagash city also lay low. 

Nineveh was situated at the N.W. angle of an irregular 
trapesium of land which lay between the rivers Husur (Khawiar, 
Chaser) on the N.W., Gomel on the N.E. and E., Upper Zab on 
the S.E. and S. and Tigris on the S. and W. In extent this plain 
is 25 m. by is at, and contains the ruins of Nineveh at Kupuijik 
and Nebi Venus, of Dar Sargon at Khorsabad to the N.E. of 
Caleb at Nhitrud to the S. as well as of other towns not yet 
identified. The whole plain has a gradual slope from the low 
range of Jebel Maqtub and the hill of Ain-es-salm on the N.E. 
to the Tigris on the S.W. This plain was, for those days, amply 
protected on three sides by the two rapid broad streams of the 
Tigris and its tributary Zab, by the hills on the N.E. and the 
river Gomel at their ham. The weak N.W. side was partly 
covered by the Husur, an impassable flood in winter but easily 
fordable in summer. The floods caused by the Husur were 
frequent and destructive, on one occasion sweeping away the 
palace terrace at Nineveh and exposing the tombs of the kings, 
on another isolating Khorsabad. A great series of dams was 
therefore constructed (mapped and described in " Topography 
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of Nineveh," 	 358 ff.) which controlled the floods 
and filled the ditches and moats of Nineveh. One of these 
ditches can be traced over s m. with a breadth of 200 it., and was 
lined with a rampart on the city side. 

The city on the river side of the Tigris extended about 21 m., 
its north wall measured s000 ft., the eastern wall was nearly 
3 rn. long and the southern about r000 ft. The city thus formed 
a long narrow strip along the Tigris, pierced at right angles by the 
Unser, the waters of which, by closing the great dam in the 
eastern wall, could be sent round the moats to the N. and S. 
The Tigris may have swept the western wall, though now a wide 
belt of sand has accumulated between the ruins and its present 
channel which is perpetually shifting. The actual extent of the 
city may be reckoned at about r800 acres, or about two-thirds 
the size of Rome within Aurelian's Wall. At the rate of so sq. 
yds. to a person, it would have held a population of 17e,000; 
but the extent of the palaces, gardens, &c., forbid us to imagine 
any such multitude except as refugees during a siege. Outside 
this city proper lay wide outskirts (kablu) which were divided into 
quarters each with aseparate governor (Iaktsu). Further afield 
lay the Rebit-Nintla, in which some have recognized the Echo- 
both-Ir of Gen. x. r s (Nines is often replaced by it or ale in the 
Inscriptions), a less closely populated area which extended to 
and included the site of Rhoriabad, before Sargon II. built his 

• city of Der-Sargon there. Across the Tigris, connected by a 
bridge, lay an extensive district, probably now replaced by 
MflsuL As Esarhaddon entered Nineveh, on his triumphal 
return from Sidon, through Rabit-Nintla, it is probable that this 
name covered the western suburbs. The walled city formed 
a sort of Acropolis, and it is difficult to say exactly bow far the 
name of Nineveh should be extended. Few traces of private 
houseshave been found within the walls, but as deeds of sale speak 
of houses is Nineveh, which were bounded on three sides by other 
houses, there must have been continuous streets within the area 
denoted by that name. Great emphasis has been laid on the 
agreement of a tetrapolis, formed by Nineveh, Rhorsabad, Calah 
and Keramlis, with the dimensions given by Diodorus and with 
the phrase " an exceeding great city of three days' journey " 
(Jonah iii. 3). Admitting that this whole area was thickly 
inhabited and might be regarded by those at a distance as one 
city, and that the district may well have bad a common name, 
which could hardly be Assur, there is yet no native evidence that 
Nineveh extended so far. There is no trace of a common wall, 
each city was as strongly fortified towards the interior as on the 
outside. Each had its own fakes, and the governor of Nineveh 
stands below the governors of Assur and Calah in official lists. 
In deeds of sale " the road to Calais " is as often named as the 
"king's highway" to Arbela or Assur. 

The history of Nineveh is, of course, bound up with that of 
Assyria in general. Later Assyrian writers professed to carry 
back its foundation to the creation of the world, but we lack 
any historical evidence of its age or early history. We may 
conjecture that it was founded by settlers from Babylonia Nina, 
and the statement that Nimrod founded it from Babylonia, along 
with Calais; Rehoboth-Ir and Resen, shows that this opinion 
•Was early held. We are, however, still without evidence that 
this was its first occupation. The mention of Gudea's building 
a temple for Lchtar in Nina (:goo s.c.) may refer to the Lavish 
city and an inscription of Dung!, king of Ur (2too s.c.), said to 
have been found at Nineveh, might have been carried there by 
some antiquary king. We reach firm ground with the statement 
of Rhammurabi (2211e ti.c.) that he" made the waterscd Ishtar to 
be glorious in Nineveh in E-scei-srtal," the temple of Ishtar there 
(Code IV. 6*-62). As he had just spoken of " returning the 
gracious protecting god to Assur," and spells the name Ni-sal-o, 
there can be no doubt that Nineveh is meant. Shalmaneser I., 
in his Wail inscriptions (L. W. Ring, Records of Me Reign of 
Tuhubi-Nisib I. p. 131), c. 1300 B.C., records his restoration of 
the temple of Ishtar of Nineveh, which had been built by Samsi-
Hadad (Shamshi-Adad) and restored once before by Assur-
uballit. Which Samsi-Hadad (out of six at least) this was, 
and which Assur-uballit we are not told; the first of the former 

name known to us was a contemporary of Rhammurabi and, 
if he built the temple first, Khammurabi may have plundered 
It and then restored it again; but an even earlier Samsi-Hadad 
may be meant. Dushratta, king of Mitanni, about raoo a..c., in 
the Tell el-Amarna letters offers to send to the king of Egypt 
an image of Ishtar of Nineveh; from which it has been inferred 
that Nineveh was then under foreign rule. The same letters 
mention Shaushbi as goddess of Nineveh. A statue of a female 
nude figure found at Nineveh bears an inscription showing it 
to have been in the palace of Assur-bbl-kala (logo s.c.), who is 
therefore supposed to have resided in Nineveh. Assur-rtsh-ishi, 
Mutakkil Nusku and Ilgiath-pileser I. restored a temple of Ishtar, 
probably in Nineveh. Assur-narsin-apli s.c.) restored the 
temple E-aisi-suA of Ishtar at Nineveh, but removed his resi-
dence to Calah. Shalmaneser II. set out on several of his expe-
ditions from Nineveh, but in the latterpart of his reign resided at 
Caleb, and when rebellion broke out under his son Assur-danin-
apli Nineveh sided with the rebel prince. Sennacherib records 
that several of his royal ancestors bad been buried in Nineveh 
and they presumably had resided there. At the commencement 
of his reign Sennacherib found Nineveh a poor place. A store-
house,the ancient and renowned temple, an armoury or storehouse, 
were the chief buildings. Two lofty platforms along the Tigris 
front had served as foundations of the palaces hitherto built, but 
the platforms bad been wrecked and the palaces were in decay. 
Sennacherib restored sad enlarged the northern platform now 
covered by the Ruyunlik mound and built his palace on the 
south-western portion of it. It has been only partially excavated, 
though seventy-one rooms were opened, and it is the grandest 
architectural effort of Assyria. The bas-reliefs with which the 
walls are adorned are unrivalled in antiquity, for variety of 
subject, breadth of composition, truth of presentation and 
artistic treatment. The accuracy with which building operations 
are portrayed, and a sense of landscape, are great advances even 
on the superb work of Sargon's palaci at Rhorsabad. On the 
adjoining platform to the south, now MN-Vanua, Sennacherib 
erected an arsenal for military supplies. Nineveh was badly 
supplied with water for drinking; the inhabitants had to " turn 
their eyes to heaven for the rain," but Sennacherib conducted 
water by eighteen canals from the bills into the Kuser and 
distributed its waters round the moats and into store tanks, or 
ponds, within the city. He laid out a fine park or Paradise, for 
pleasure and the chase, to the east of his palters, and built up a 
magnificent "triumphal way" sixty-two cubits broad and forbade 
any householder to encroach upon the street. Sennacherib made 
Nineveh his court residence and, after his destruction of Babylon 
and the influx of the enormous booty brought back from his con• 
quests, it must have been the most magnificent and wealthiest 
city of the East. 

Esarhaddon began to rebuild Babylon and so departed Irons 
his father's purpose to make Nineveh the metropolis of the 
empire, but he did not altogether neglect the city. He rebuilt 
the temple of Assur at Nineveh, and a palace for himself now 
covered by the Nebi-Yunns mound and so inefficiently explored. 
Thither Assur-bad-pal brought the rebel Egyptian vassals 
Necho and Sharru4udari, the Elamite kings, the booty and 
captives of his continual conquests. He rebuilt the temples 
and a palace for himself north of Seanacherib's on the site of 
the latter's harem; which was adorned With extraordinary 
variety and lichees. His sculpture. are at the highest range 
of original and effective delineation in , antiquity. Especially 
is his palace famous for the celebrated library, of which Senna-
cherib had made a commencement. Tana of thousands of clay 
tablets, systematically arranged on shelves, contained the 
classics of the Babylonian literature for which his scribes ran-
sacked and copied the treasures of all then known centres of 
literarylife. 

Very little trace is left of the fortunes of Nineveh during the 
reigns of the SOTS of Assur.blini-pal. Nineveh, according to 
Herodotus, was besieged by Cyaxares and the Medea but saved 
by Madyea and the Scythians some twenty or more years before 
the Medea in alliance with Nabopolassar, king of Babylon, 
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finally took ft, c. 6o6 B.C. Much conjecture has been lavished 
upon the varying accounts which have reached us of the capture, 
Ink It seems probable that a heavy flood or the besiegers burst 
the great dam and while thus emptying the moats launched a 
flood against the west wall on the inside and thus breached the 
defences. 

It may be of interest to record the names of the governors of 
Nineveh: Nergal-mndammik. 835 s.c.; 	 79o-76t 
3.c.; Mande. 725 s.c.; 	 704 0.c.; Ahrlieci. 649 

officiated as Eponyms for the year. 

If as generally admitted, the ruins of Mespila and 'Larissa 
" deathbed " by Xenophon, Anab. iii. 4, 7 sq. were those tof 
Kuyunfilt and Nizmud, we may conclude that there was no 
inhabited city on the spot at the time of the march of the Greeks 
with Cynd (d. Studio xvi. p. 245). The name of Nineveh 
(Syriac Nbusil; Arabic Masa, NtInamt) continued, even in the 
middle ages, to be applied to a site opposite Mend oh the east 
bank of the Tigris, where huge -mounds and the traces of al 
ancient city wall bore witness of former greatness. Copious 
references to these menrioos are collected in Tuck, De Nino Uses 
(Leipzig, 5845). Ibn Jubalr,  p. 237 lte., followed by Dm Batuta, 
it 137, gives a good description of the ruins and the great shrine 
of Jonah as existing in the 12th century. The name of Mussel 
applied, not to the ruins, but to the Rustak (fields and hamlets) 
on the site (Bsaltdburf, P. 331; Ibn Hanka', p. 145; Yaqui, 

694). 
A very complete summary of the traditions will be found in Lincke, 

Ale 1771606n and Nineveh;' in Gs chicks end Sags der Mitklmeeroblker 

The explorations of Sir A. H. Layard at Kuyunja ( 1845-
1847 and 1849-1851) definitely locatalthe city, in confirmation 
of ancient tradition and the identifications of Rich and others. 
Excavations were carried on by Rawlinson, 1853-1855; H. 
Rassam, 1854; G. Smith, 1873-1874 and 1876; Rassam again, 
1877-1883; E. A. Wallis Budge, 1888-2889; and King, -1e02. 
The enormous mound of Kuyunjik now separated from that 
of Nebi-Yunus by the deep and rapid Khausar, marks the site 
of the palace of Sennacherib and Assur-bani-pal. The mound 
of Nebi-Yunus is crowned by the " Tomb of Jonah," a sacred 
shrine to the modern inhabitants, and could not be explored; 
but by sinking a shaft within the walls' of a private house, some 
sculptured slabs were recovered, and the Turkish government 
later opened out part of a palace of Esarhaddon. Excavations 
at two of the great city gates shoired them to have been erected 
by Sennacherib. 

13111LIOG RA PHY,"-The architecture of these palaces is exhaustivelz 
treated in Fergusen's Palaces of Nitroneb VIII Persepolis Rasteri 
and in Perrot and Chink:, Art is Chukka and Assyria. Each palace 
was in itself a fort, and the external walls are still So ft. high in 
places. The many topographical details furnished by exploration 
when compared with the building inscriptions and the indications 
given by dads of sale will doubtless enable us ultimately to map 
out the principal (maitre, of the ancient city, but mach more sys-
tematic exploration is needed, as well as further publication of must. 
ing documents. (C. H. W. J.) 

NING40 (Num-Po-Fe, i.e. City of the Peaceful Waves), a 
great city of China, the principal emporium of trade in the 
province of Chehkiang, standing in a fine plain , bounded by 
mountains towards the west, on the left bank of the Ning-po 
river, about 16 M. from its mouth, in '29°  49' N:, 121° 33' E. It 
was visited by Portuguese traders as early as 1522, and is one of 
the five seaports which were thrown open to foreign trade in 
1842 by the treaty of Nanking. The population of the city and 
suburbs is estimated from 400,000 to soo,o3o. Ning-po is 
surrounded by a fine old wall, 25 ft. high and 16 ft. broad, pierced 
by six gates and two passages for ships in its circuit of 4 to 5  m. 
just within the walls there is a considerable belt of open ground, 
and in many places the ramparts are thickly covered with 
jasmine and honeysuckle. In ascending the river a stranger's 
eye is first caught by the numerous huge ice-houses with high 
thatched roofs and by a tall white tower—the Tienang-t'a or 
Ning-po pagoda or obelisk—which rises to a height of 16o ft. 
and has fourteen stories and seven tiers of windows, but has 
unfortunately been stripped of its galleries and otherwise 
damaged. Another striking structure in the heart of the city  

is the Drum Towel, dating from before the 15th century. As is 
natural in a place long celebrated for its religious and edu-
cational pre-eminence, there is no lack of temples, monasteries 
and colleges, bat few of the are of any architectural significance. 
Brick is the. ordinary building material, and the dwelling-houses 
are mostly of one storey. Silks, cottons, carpets, furniture, 
white-wood carvings and straw hats are the chief products of 
the local industry. Large salt-works are carried on in the 
vicinity, and thousands of fishermen are engaged, mainly between 
April and July, in catching cuttle-fish. In spite of the powerful 
competition of Shanghai, Ning-po has a valuable foreign trade. 
It is regularly visited by the vessels of the China Navigation 
Company and the Chinese Merchants' Steam Navigation Com-
pany. From 216,191 register tons in 1873 the tonnage of the 
port had increased to 303,109 in r88o, and in nog the figures 
rose to , 532,869 tons. The value of the trade passing through the 
custom house in zoos was i3,o52,629, 315 compared with £ 2,312,000 
in two and 13,405,0oo in 1880. Straw or grass hats, straw mats, 
samshu (from the Shao-sing district), Chinese drugs, vegetable 
tallow and fish are among the chief exports; in 1904 the hats 
numbered 2,125,566, though in 1863 they had only amounted to 
40,000, and the mats, mainly despatched to south Chink, average 
from r,000,000, to 2,00o,00a. Missions are maintained in Ning-po 
by the Roman Catholic church, by the Church Missionary Society 
(1848), the American Presbyterians, the Reformed Wesleyans, 
the China Inland Mission (1857), &c. A mission hospital was 
instituted in 1843. After the storming of Chenhai—the fortified 
town at the mouth of the river-on the loth of October 1841, 
the British forces quietly took possession of Ning-po on the 12th. 
In 1864 the T'aip'ings held the town for six months. 

IONIAN, ST, a Briton, probably from Strathclyde, who was 
trained at Rome and founded a church at Whithorn on the 
west side of Wigtown Bay. Whithorn has been identified with 
the Leukopibia of Ptolemy, but this is uncertain. Bede, writing 
three centuries after Ninian, ascribes the name Ad Candidam 
Casam to the fact that the church of Ninian was built of stone. 
We are told by Bede that St Ninian dedicated his church to St 
Martin of Tours, who died between 397 and goo, but Allred of 
Rievaulx is our only authority for the statement that St Martin 
supplied him with masons. The population of the north shore 
of the Solway Firth at the beginning of the 5th century were 
probably either Picts or Goidels or a blend of both, and naturally 
hostile to the Romanized Britons. Bede records that Ninian 
preached among the Picts within the Mounth, which indicates 
that he was acquainted with the Pictish language. The legends 
of his work in Ireland probably arise from the influence exercised 
in that country by the churchof Whithorn. Thedateof 
death is given by Archbishop Dasher as 432, but there is no 
authority for this statement. 

See Bede, Hist. Esti. (ed. C. Plummer, Oxford, 1896), iii., iv.-  
Allred of Rievaulx, " We of St Ninian," in the Historians of Scotland 
vol. v. (Edinburgh, 5874); W. P. Skene, Celtic Sea:Ansi (Edinburgh, 
1877), ii. a ff.; and J. Rhys, Cal* Britain (London, l9o4). P. 1 73. 

MID, the Ideographic ddignation of a solar deity of Baby-
lonia. The phonetic designation is uncertain—perhaps Annshit. 
The cult of Ninib can be traced back to the oldest period of 
Babylonian history. in the inscriptions found at Shirgulla (or 
Shirgulla, also known as Lagash), he appears as Nin-girsu, that 
is, " the lord of Girsu," which appears to have been a quarter of 
Shiigulla. He is closely associated with Bel (q.v.), or En-HI of 
Nippur, as whose son he is commonly designated. The com-
bination points to the amalgamation of the district in which 
Ninib was worshipped with the one in which Bel was the chief 
deity. This district may have been Shirgulla and surrounding 
places, which, as we know, fell at one time under the control 
of the rulers of Nippur. 

Ninib appears in a double capacity In the epithets bestowed 
on him, and in the hymns and incantations addressed to him: 
On the one hand he is the healing god who releases from sickness 
and the ban of the demons in general, and on the other he is the 
god of war and of the chase, armed with terrible weapons. It is 
not easy to reconcile these two phases, except on the assumption 
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that he has absorbed in his person various Minor solar deities, 
representing different phases of the sun, just as subsequently 
Shamash absorbed the attributes of practically all the MinOt 
sun-deities. 

In the systematized pantheon, Nitdb survives the tendency 
towards centralizing all sun cults in Shamash by being made the 
symbol, of a certain phase of the sun. Whether this phase is 
that of the morning sun or of the springtime with which bene-
ficent qualities are associated, or that of the noonday sun or of 
the summer solstice, bringing suffering and destruction in its 
wake, is still a matter of dispute, with the evidence on the whole 
In favour of the former proposition. At the same time, the 
possibility of a confusion between Ninib and Nergal (q.v.) must 
be admitted, and perhaps we are to see the solution of the 
problem in the recognition of two diverse schools of theological 
speculation, the one assigning to Ninib the ale of the spring-tide 
solar deity, the other identifying him with the sun of the summer 
solstice. In the astral-theological system Ninib becomes the 
planet Saturn. The swine seems to have been the animal sacred 
to him, or to have been one of the symbols under which be is 
represented. The consort of Ninib was Guilt (q.s.). (M. Ja.) 

NINUS, in Greek mythology, the eponymous founder of 
Nineveh (q.r.), and thus the city itself personined. He was 
said to have been the son of Belos or Bel, to have conquered 
in seventeen years the whole of western Asia with the help of 
Ariaeus, king of Arabia, and to have founded the first empire. 
During the siege of Bactra he met Semiramis, the wife of one 
of his officers, Onnes, whom he took from her husband and 
married. The fruit of the marriage was Ninyas, i.e. " The 
Ninevite." After the death of Ninus, Semiramis, who was 
accused of causing it, erected to him a temple-tomb, nine stades 
high and ten stades broad, near Babylon. According to Castor 
(op. Synedl. p. 167) his reign lasted fifty-two years, its commence-
ment falling 2189 s.c. according to Ctesits. Another Ninus 
is described by some authorities as the last king of Nineveh, 
successor of Sardanapalus. 

See J. Gilmore, Fragments of the Persika of Maier (1888). 
MOBIL in Greek mythology, daughter of Tantalus and Dione, 

wife of Amphion, king of Thebes. Proud of her numerous 
family, six daughters and six sons, she boasted of her superiority 
to her friend Leto, the mother of only two children, Apollo 
and Artemis. As a punishment, Apollo slew her sons and 
Artemis her daughters. Their bodies lay for nine days unburied, 
for Zeus had changed the people to stone; on the tenth day 
they were buried by the gods. Out of pity for her grief, the gods 
changed Niobe herself into a rock on Mount Sipylus in Phrygia, 
in which form she continued to weep (Homer, Iliad, xxiv. 
602-617; Apollodorus iii. S; Ovid, Mriam. vi. 146-312). The 
names and number of her children, and the time and place 
of their death, are variously given. This " Niobe," described 
by Pausanias (i. 21) and Quintus Smyrutteus (i. 213-3o6), both 
natives of the district, was the appearance assumed by a cliff on 
Sipylus when seen from a distance and from the proper point 
of view (see Jcbb on Sophocles, Antigone, 831). It is to be 
distinguished from an archaic figure still visible, carved in the 
northern side of the mountain near Magnesia, to which tradition 
has given the name of Niobe, but which Is really intended for 
Cybele. 

According to some, Niobe is the goddess of snow and winter, 
whose children, slain by Apollo and Artemis, symbolize the ice 
and snow melted by the sun in spring; according to others, 
she is an earth-goddess, whose progeny—vegetation and the 
fruits of the soil—is dried up and slain every summer by the 
shafts of the sun-god. Burmeister regards the legend as an 
incident in the struggle between the followers of Dionysus and 
Apollo in Thebes, in which the former were defeated and driven 
back to Lydia. Heffter builds up the story round the dripping 
rock in Lydia, really representing an Asiatic goddess, but taken 
by the Greeks for an ordinary woman. Enmann, who interprets 
the name as " she who prevents increase " (in contrast to Leto, 
who made women prolific), considers the main point of the myth 
to.be Niobe's loss of her children. He compares her story with  

that of Linda, who, after her Children had been slain by Zeus, 
retired to a lonely cave and carried off and killed the children 
of others. The appearance of the rock on Sipylus gave rise to 
the story of Niobe having been turned to stone. The tragedians 
used her story to point the moral of the instability of human 
happiness. Niobe became the representative of human nature, 
liable to Pride in prosperity and forgetfulness of the respect and 
submasioa due to the gods. 

The tragic story of Niobe was a favourite subject in literature 
and att. Aeschylus and Sophocles wrote tragedies upon it; 
Ovid has described It at length in his ifdasiorp/reses. In art, 
the most famous representation was a marble group of Niobe 
and her children, taken by Sosius to Rome and set up in the 
temple of Apollo Sosianus (Pliny, Nat. Ilia. xxxvi. 4), What 
is probably a Roman imitation of this work was found in 1583 
near the Lateran, and is now in the Uffisi gallery at Florence. 
In ancient times it was disputed whether the origami was the 
work of Pea:kelt:a or Scopes, and modern authorities are not 
agreed as to its identity with the group mentioned by Pliny. 

On the whole subject see C.E. Burmeister, Ds fobs& gime de *old 
grecs liftvcrios itzi: gert)ei. iLn .zcurcthz, ,1.. bula  j; cy tit 

wren, ix. (1855); C. B. Stark. Niobe rand die Niegden (186 33). the 
standard wwk; E. 'flamer, P (1888); C. Fne&ric 
Proxiteles sad die Niobegrappe (1 5); A. Mayerhaer and H. 
Ohlrich, Die Florentines Niobegruppe (188t and 1888); for the Niobe 
on Mount Sipylus, see C. B. Stark, Mach deal grischischen Orion 

$1874); G. Weber, Is Sipylor et Sc, 010,111011{111.1 (MO; W..Ranissy. 
Stpylos and Cybele.: an Journal of Nelknie Studies., iii. (1882); 

Frazer's Possesses, di. 555; for vase-paintings, see H. Heyde-
mann, Niebe mud Niobiden auf griechimken Irasestbiktern ° e875)-
For further literature on the subject, see A. Preuner's myth 
bibliography in. C. Burden's Jaresbericht iiber die Fortschritte der 
Ma:sink= cilkrtunsnoissentekaft, vol. xxv. ('ki); the various 
derivations of the name and interpretations of the–legend are given 
in Enmann 's article in Reacher's Lexikon der Mythologic. 

In Gagne MT. fig. 29 (from an Orvieto vase) repesents tha 
slaying of the children of Nike by Apollo and Artemis; fig. yi 
(^ VI.), Niobe shielding her youngest daughter. 

NIORT, a city of western France, chief town of the department 
of Deux-Sevres, 42 m. E.N.E. of La Rochelle on the railway 
to Saumur. Pop. (rood) 20,538. Niort is situated on the left 
bank of the Stvre Niortaise, partly in the valley and partly on 
the slopes of the enclosing hills. The tower of the church of 
Notre-Dame Nth and 16th centuries) has a spire 246 ft. high, 
with bell-turrets adorned with statues of the evangelists, and 
at the base a. richly decorated dais in the Renaissance style; 
aud the north doorway shows a balustrade, of which the balusters 
form the inscription 0 Mater Dei, stemento mei. St Andre, 
with a fine window in the apse, and St Hilaire, which contains 
some beautiful frescoes, both date from the toth century. Of 
the old castle, whose site is partly occupied by the prefecture, 
there remains the donjon two large square towers united by 
a central building, flanked by turrets, built, it Is said, by Henry 
II. of England or Richard Cccur de Lion. The platform on the 
top affords a fine view of the public garden (one of the most 
picturesque In France) and the valley of the Sivre. The old 
town-ball, Renaissance in style, is wrongly known as the Aliffoor 
palace, after Eleanor of Guienne; it contains a collection of 
antiquities. The house is still shown in which Madame de 
Maintenon is erroneously stated to have been born. Near Niort 
arc the fine feudal ruins of the fortress of Coudray-Salbart. 

Niort is the scat of a prefect and a court of assizes, and has 
tribunals of first instance and of commerce, a board of t rade-
arbit ration, lycees for both sexes, a school of drawing, a chamber 
of commerce and a branch of the Bank of France. Tanning, 
currying, shammy-dressing, glove-making and the manufacture 
of-brushes and boots and shoes are the staple industries. 

Up to the 7th century the Niort plain formed part of the Gulf 
of Poitou; and the mouth of the Sivre lay at the foot of the hills 
now occupied by the town which grew up round the castle 
erected by Henry Plantagenet in rIss. The place was captured 
by Louis VIII. in 1224. By the peace of &flirty it was ceded 
to the English; but its inhabitants revolted against the Black 
Prince, and most of them were massacred when his troops 
recovered the town by assault. In 1373 Duguesclin regained 
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posies** of the town for the French. Protestantism made 

umerous proselytes at Niart, and Gaspard de Coligny made 
himself master of the town, which successfully resisted the 
Catholic forcesofter  the Battle of Janne, but 'meandered without 
striking a blow after that of Moneontour. Henry IV. rescued 
it from the League. It suffered seventy by the revocation of 
the edict of Nantes. 

NIPIROMI (Newman, on Nmectonl,a lakeand river of Thunder 
Bay district, Ontario, Canada. The lake is 30 m. N. of the bay 
of the same name on Lake Superior, at an altitude of 8,52 ft. 
above the sea. It is to m. long and so nt. wide; contains over 
taco islands, is very deep, and has a much-indented shore-line 
measuring upwards of sto m. The river, which drains the lake, 
descends several hundred feet in the 4o m.d its command lathe 
largest stream flowing into Lake Superior. It is widely known 
for the excellence of its trout fishing. 

NIPISSING, a lake of the district of the same name in Ontario, 
Canada, situated nearly midway between Lake Huron and the 
Ottawa river, at an altitude of 644 ft. above the sea. It is of 
Irregular shape, with bold shores, and contains many islands; 
from the north It receives the waters of Sturgeon river. It is 
so m. in length and so in breadth; discharges its waters by 
French river Into Lake Huron, and Is separated by a low water. 
shed from the Mattawa river, a uThutary of the Ottawa. It has 
been proposed as the summit level of the projected Ottawa and 
Georgian Bay canal, an important project rendered difficult by 
the numerous rapids both on French river and on the Ottawa. 
With the Ottawa, Mattawa and French, it formed the 'old 
wyagesr route from Montreal to the Great Lakes. 

NIPPUR, one of the most student of all the Babylonian cities 
of which we have any knowledge, the special seat of the warship 
of the Sumerian god, En-lil, lord of the storm demons. It was 
situated on both sides of the Shatt-en-Nil canal, one of the 
earliest courses of the Euphrates, between the present bed of that 
Liver and the Tigris, almost too m. S.E. of Bagdad, in 3e 7' N. 
se To' E. It is represented by the great complex of ruin mounds 
known to the Arabs as Nuffar, written by the earlier explorers 
Niffer, divided into two main parts by the dry bed of the old 
Shatt-en-Nil (Arakbat). The highest point of These ruins, a 
conical hill rising about too ft. above the level of the surrounding 
plain, N.E. of the canal bed, is caged by the Arabs Hint el-Amin 
or "prince's daughter." Here very brief and unsatisfactory 
excavations were conducted by Sir A. H. Layard In tgst, which 
served, however, by means of the inscribed bricks discovered, 
to identify the site. The university of Pennsylvania began 
systematic excavations in 188g under the directorship of Dr John 
P. Peters. With some intermissions these excavations were 
continued until zoos under the original director and his successors, 
Dr John Henry Haynes and Dr H. V. Hilprecht. The result of 
their work is a fairly continuous history of Nippur, and especially 
of its great temple, E-kur, from the earliest period. 

Originally a village of reed huts in the marshes, similar to many 
of those which can be seen in that region to-day, Nippur under-
went the usual vicissitudes of such villages—Roods and conflagra-
tions. For some reason habitation persisted at the same spot, 
and gradually the site rose above the marshes, partly as a result 
of the mere accumulation of debris, consequent on continuous 
habiffition, partly through the efforts of the inhabitants. As 
these began to develop in civilization, they substituted. at least 
so far as their shrine was concerned, buildings of mud-brick for 
reed huts. The earliest age of civilization, which we may 
designate as the clay age, is marked by rude, hand-made pottery 
and thumb-marked bricks, flat on one side, concave on the other, 
gradually developing through several fairly marked stages. The 
exact form of the sanctuary at that period cannot be determined, 
but it seems to have been in some way connected with the burning 
of the dead, and extensive remains of such cremation are found 
In all the earlier, pre-Sargonic strata. There is evidence of the 
succession on this site of different peoples, varying somewhat 
in their degrees of civilization. One stratum is marked by painted 
pottery of good make, similar to that found in a corresponding 
stratum in Sum, and resembling the early pottery of the Aegean 

region mare cloudy than any later pottery found in Babylonia. 
This people gave way in time to another, markedly inferior in 
the manufacture of pottery, but superior, apparently, as builders. 
In one of these earlier strata, of very great antiquity, there was 
discovered, in connexion with the shrine, a conduit built of bricks, 
in the form of an arch. Somewhere, apparently, is the 4th 
millennium •.c., we begin to find inscriptions written on clay, 
in an almost linear script, in the Sumerian tongue. The shrine 
at this time stood on a raised platform and apparently contained, 
as a characteristic feature, an artificial mountain or peak, a 
so-called ziggurat, the precise shape and size of which we are, 
however, unable to determine. So far as we can judge from the 
inscriptions, Nippur did not enjoy at this time, or at any later 
period for that matter, political hegemony, but was distinctively 
a sacred city, Important from the possession of the famous shrine 
of En-Iii. Inscriptions of Lugal-zaggisi and Lugal-kigub-nidudu, 
kings of Erech and Ur respectively, and of other early pre-Semitic 
rulers, on deer-sockets and stone vases, show the veneration in 
which the ancient shrine was then held and the importance 
attached to its possession, as giving a certain stamp of legitimacy. 
So on their votive offerings some of these rulers designate them-
selves as Pleat, or over-priests, of En-liL Early in the 3rd 
milleanium n.a the city was conquered and occupied by the 
Semitic rulers of Akkad, or Agade, and numerous votive objects 
of Alu-usharsid (Urumush or Itimush), Sargon and Naram-Sin 
testify to the veneration in which they also held this sanctuary. 
En-lil was in fact adopted as the Bel or great lord of the Semitic 
pantheon. The last monarch of this dynasty, Naram-Sin, 
rebuilt both the temple and the city walls, and in the accumula-
tion of debts now marking the ancient site his remains are found 
about half way from the top to the bottom. To this Akkadian 
occupation succeeded an occupation by the first Semitic dynasty 
of Ur; and the constructions of Ur-Gur or Ur-Engur, the great 
builder of Babylonian temples, are superimposed immediately 
upon the constructions of Naram-Sin. Ur-Gur gave to the temple 
its final characteristic form. Partly razing the constructions of 
his predecessors, he erected a terrace of uabaked bricks, some 
40 ft. high, covering a space of about 8 acres, near the north-
western edge of which, towards the western corner, he built a 
aiming, or stage-tower, of three stages of unburned brick, faced 
with kiln•burned bricks bid in bitumen. On the summit of this 
artificial mountain stood, apparently, as at Ur and Eridu, a small 
chamber, the 'pedal shrine or abode of the god. Access to the 
stages of the sigeuree from the court beneath, was had by an 
inclined plane on the south-east side. To the north-east of the 
siggarat steed, apparently, the House of Bel, and in the courts 
below the ziggurat Stood various other buildings, shrines, treasure 
chambers and the like. The whole structure was toughly 
orientated, with the corners towards the cardinal points of the 
comma. Ur-Gur also rebuilt the walls of the city in general on 
the lined Nanun-Shes walls. 

The restoration of the general features of the temple of 
this sad the immediately succeeding periods has been greatly 
facilitated by the discovery of a sketch map on a fragment of 
• clay tablet. This sketch map represents a quarter of the city 
to the eastward of the Shatt-en-NR canal, which was enclosed 
within its own walls, a city within a city, farming an irregular 
square, with aides roughly nee ft. long, separated from the other 
quarters of the city, as from the surrounding country to the north 
said east, by canals on all sides, with broad gutty' along the walls. 
A smaller canal divided this quarter of the city huff into two 
parts, in the south-eastern part of which, in the middle of its 
S.E. side, stood the temple, while in the N.W. part, along the 
Shatt.en•leil, two great storehouses are indicated. The temple 
proper, according to this plan, consisted of an outer and inner 
court (each covering approximately 8 acres), surrounded by 
double walls, with Wawa on the north-western edge of the 
latter. 

The temple continued to be built upon or rebuilt by kip. of 
various succeeding dynasties, as shown by bricks and votive 
objects bearing the insaiptions of the kings of various dynasties 
of Air and Isin. It seems to have suffered severely in some 
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manner at or about the time of the Elamite lonsions, as shown 
by broken fragments of statuary, votive vases and the like, 
from that period, but at the same time to have won recognition 
from the Elamite conquerors, so that Erisku (Sem. Ries-Sin, 
biblical A rioch), the Elamite king of Lana, styles himself " shep-
herd of the land of Nippur." With the establishment of the 
Babylonian empire, under Kliammurabi, early In the 2nd pre-
Christian millennium, the religious as well as the political centre 
of influence was transferred to Babylon, Marduk became the 
Be! or lord of the pantheon, many of En-ill's attributes and 
myths were transferred to him, and E-kur was to some extent 
neglected. Under the succeeding Oxman dynasty, however, 
shortly after the middle of the and millennium, E-kur was 
restored once more to its former splendour, several monarchs of 
that dynasty built upon and adorned it, and thousands of in-
scriptions, dating from the time of those rulers, have been 
discovered in its archives. After the middle of the nth century 
follows another long period of comparative neglect, but with the 
conquest of Babylonia by the Assyrian Sargon, at the closeof the 
8th century s.c., we meet again with building inscriptions, and 
under Assur-bani-pal, about the middle of the 7th century, we 
find E-kur restored with a splendour greater than ever before, 
the ziggurat of that period being no ft. by I28 ft. After that 
E-kur appears to have gradually fallen into decay, until finally, 
in the Selcucid period, the ancient temple was turned into a 
fortress. Huge walls were erected at the edges of the ancient 
terrace, the courts of the temple were filled with housesand streets, 
and the ziggurat itself was curiously built over in a crucifornt shape, 
and converted into an acropolis for the fortress. This fortress 
was occupied and further built upon until the dose of . the 
Parthian period, about a.n. 250; but under the succeeding rule 
of the Sassanids it in its turn fell into decay, and the ancient 
sanctuary became, to a considerable extent, a mere place of 
sepulture, only a little village of mud huts huddled about the 
ancient ziggurat continuing to be inhabited. The store-house 
quarter of the temple town bad not been explored as late as tom. 

As at TeUo, so at Nippur, the clay archives of the temple were 
found not in the temple proper, but on an outlying mound. 
South-eastward of the temple quarter, without the walls above 
described, and separated from it by a large basin connected with 
the Shatt-en-Nil, lay a triangular mound, about 25 ft. in average 
height and t3 acres in extent. In this were found large numbers 
of inscribed clay tablets (it is estimated that upward of eopero 
tablets and fragments have been excavated in this mound alone), 
dating from the middle of the 3rd millennium s.c. onward into 
the Persian period, partly temple archives, partly school exer-
cises and text-books, partly mathematical tables, with a consider-
able number of documents of a more distinctly literary character. 
For an account of one of the most interesting fragments of a 
literary or religious character, found at Nippur, see below. 

The great complex of rain mounds lying S.W. of the Shatt-en-
Nil canal, larger in extent and mass than the N.E. complex, 
had not up to tem been so fully explored as the mounds to 
the N.E. Almost directly opposite the temple, however, a large 
palace was excavated, apparently of the Cossaean period, and in 
this neighbourhood and further southward on these mounds 
large numbers of inscribed tablets of various periods, including 
temple archives of the Cossaean and commercial archives of the 
Persian period, were excavated. The latter, the " books and 
papers " of the house of Murashu, commercial agents of the 
government, throw light on the condition of the city and the 
administration of the country in the Persian period, the 5th 
century H.C. The former give ilea very good idea of the admini-
stration of an ancient temple. The whole city of Nippur appears 
to have been at that time merely an appanage of the temple. 
The temple itself was a great landowner, possessed of both farms 
and pasture land. Its tenants were obliged .to render tareful 
accounts of their administration of the property entrusted to their 
care, which were preserved in the archives of the temple. We 
have also from these archives lists of goods contained in the 
temple treasuries and salary lists of temple officials, on tablet forms 
specially prepared snd masked out for periods of a year or less. 

Os the upper =dace of these mounds was found a comidemble 
Jewish town, dating from about the beginning of the Arabic 
period onward to the roth century i.e., in the houses of which 
were large numbers of incantation bowls. Jewish names, 
appearing in the Persian documents discovered at Nippur, show, 
however, that Jewish settlement at that city dates' in fact from 
a much earlier period, and the discovery on some of the tablets 
found there of the name of the canal Kabari suggests that the 
Jewish settlement of the exile, on the cans) Chebar, to which 
Ezekiel belonged, may have been somewhere in this Neighbour-
hood, if not at Nippur itself. Hilprecht indeed. believes that the 
Kabari was the Slott-en-Nil Of the history and conditions of 
Nippur in the Arabic period we learn little from the excavations, 
bat from outside sources it appears that the city was the seat 
of a Christian bishopric as late as the nth century as. 

The excavations at Nippur were the first to reveal to us the 
extreme antiquity of Babylonian dvilissaMn, and, as already 
stated, they give us the best consecutive nand of the develop-
ment of that civilization, with a continuous occupancy from a 
period of unknown antiquity, long ante-dating 5000 a.c., onward 
to the middle ages. But while Nippur has been more folly ex-
plored than any other old Babylonian city, except Babylon and 
Lagash, still only a small pert of the great ruins of the ancient site 
bad been examined in mop. These ruins have been particularly 
fruitful in inscribed material, especially clay tablets, many of 
them from the very earliest periods; but little of artistic or 
architectural importance has been discovered. Excavation at 
Nippur is particularly dithcuk and costly by reason of the in-
accessibility of the site, and the dangerous and unsettled con-
dition of the surrounding country, and itiU more by reason of the 
immense mass of later debris under which the earlier and more 
important Babylonian remains are buried. 

See A. H. Layard, Nioevels cad Babylon 0853); John P. Peters, 
Nipper (1897),,-  V. Hilprecht, Excavations is Assyria and Baby. 
liana (19o4); Clarence S. Fisher, Excavations at Nipper (ist part 
1905. and  part 1906); Babylonian Expedition of the Universuy 
Pensuyanona, a monumental edition of the cuneiform tests fogad 
at Nippur, with brief introductions and notes of a more general 
character (5893 fell.). For a plan of the Parthian palace me 
ARCHITECTURE, vol. iL p. 381. U. P. Ps.) 

The Nippur Deluge Fragment. —From among the . many 
tablets and fragments of tablets discovered at Nippur one of more 
than ordinary interest was published in to zo. Though mutilated 
portions of only a few of its lines have been preserved, and 
the text contains no proper name, it is clear that the tablet 
repreients part of a Babylonian version of the Deluge Legend.' 
The portion of the story covered by the text relates to the 
warning given by Ea to Ut-napishtim, the Babylonian equivalent 
of the Hebrew Noah. The god bete states that he is about to 
send a deluge, which will cause destruction to all mankind, and 
he gives directions for the building of a great ship In which " the 
beasts of the field and the birds of heaven " may be saved, along 
with Ut-napisittim and his family; be fixes the size of the ship and 
directs that it should be covered with a strong roof or deck. The 
text bears a general resemblance to the two well-known Assyrian 
versions on tablets in the British Museum, but it has been claimed 
that its phraseology presents a closer parallel to the biblical 
version of the Deluge story in the " Priestly Code." For several 
years the existence of Babylonian versions of the legend had been 
detected among collections of tablets dating from the earlier 
historical periods. A fragment of one such version belongs to 
the period of the First Dynasty of Babylon' and part of a stall 
earlier Semitic version of another portion of the Gilgannsh 
Epic has also been recovered' The new fragment from Nippur 
has given rise to considerable discussion, in view of the light h 

See Hilprecht, The Babyloniaa Expeditious of the University of 
Penesylvansa, see. 13, vol. v. tax. I. 

It is dated in the reign of Arnmizaduga; ef. Schell. Recent de 
trateux, xx. ss N. For another fragment of the Atar-kbasis kind 
of the same period. see Conti/inn Tows in the British Museum, pt. xi.. 
and cf. Zimmerli, jells. fur Airy.. xiv. 278 f. 

See Meissner, Mina. der Vorderos. Gesellschaft (um), i. For 
other Semitic legends of this early period. see Ceseifswe Texts 
Ike British Museums, pt. xr. (1wn). P1,. I.-VI, and cf. King. Ike 
Sams Toted: of Creator% P. lava- t, 

■ 
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fa said to throw upon a disputed problem of NNW Mildew. 
According to its discoverer it repmeents the oldest account of the 
Babylonian Deluge story extant; and he considers it of funda-
mental importance for determining the ege of Israel's earliest 
traditions, since he would regard it as having been written 
" before Abraham had left his Babylonian house in Ur of the 
Chaldees." 

Beyond the fact that it was found at Nippur during the fourth 
of the American expeditions, there does not appear to be any 
exact record of its provenance; and, in order to determine its 
date, it is necessary to rely on the external and internal evidence 
furnished by the tablet itself. A number of hymns and prayers 
addressed to the chief Babylonian gods, and written throughout 
in the Sumerian language, have been found at Nippur, and these 
may be dated in the era of the kings of Ur and Isin, since some 
of them are mentioned by name in the petitions To the latter 
part of this period Professor linpreclit would assign the new 
Deluge fragment. It is natural that under the Sumerian revival, 
which characterised the united kingelcimoi Sumer and Akkad, the 
ancient ritual should have been revived and the Sumerian service-
books adapted for the toe of the reigning monarch. Sumerian, in 
fact, predominated, not only on the historical monuments, but 
also throughout the religious literature, a fact which thilitates 
against assigning the newly discovered Semitic legend to the 
period of these early Sumerian texts. It has already been noted 
that the earliest deluge-fragment previously recovered dates from 
the latter half of the First Dynasty of Babylon, when the Western 
Seinites had succeeded in establishing their authority through-
out the greater part of the country. But, to judge from the 
photographic reproduction of the Nippur tablet, the characters 
upon it do not appear to resemble those in meat the time of the 
First Dynasty, nor those of the period of the Dynasties of Ur and 
Isin. On purely epigraphic grounds the suggestion has indeed 
been made that it should be assigned to the Kassite period (not 
earlier than r roo a.c.), during which a very large number of the 
tablets found at Nippur were inscribed.' 

But, even so, the fragment is one of the most interesting that 
has been recovered on the site of Nippur. For it strikingly 
illustrates the fact that the temple of En-lil, like that of the 
Sun-god at Sipper and the other great temples in Babylonia, 
possessed a body of mythological and religious texts, which 
formed subjects for study and comment among the priestly 
scribes. It was by the collection and reproduction of such 
documents, preserved in the ancient religious centres, that Assur-
bani-pal was enabled to form his unique library of tablets at 
Nineveh. The temple of E-kur thus formed no exception to the 
rule that the great temples of Babylonia were centres of literary, 
as well as of religious, activity. 

The text of this Deluge fragment also furnishes one more proof of 
the existence of parallel versions of the same legend. In some in-
stances, as in the great Creation Series of Babylon, the later scribes 
subjected the different versions to processes of editing, with the 
result that the earlier forms gave place to the redactions of a militant 
priesthood. But where no theological nor local prejudices were 
involved, the tendency to a faithful reproduction of the earlier texts 
prevailed. Thus the resemblances which have been claimed between 
the Nippur Deluge fragment and the version of the " Priestly Code " 
in Genesis, in themselves furnish no significant evidence as to the 
latter's date. The possibility that Hebrew traditions were subject 
to Babylonian influence from the period of the Canaanite conquest 
has long been recognized, and to the Exilic and post-Exilic jew 
the mythology of Babylon may well have presented many familiar 
features. (L. W. K.) 

Mai or Nantiz, a district and town in the province of Fars, 
Persia. The district has 24 villages and extends from near 
Istahbamat, south of the Bakhtegan lake, to about so m. E. 
Water is scarce and the plain is not much cultivated in con-
sequence. The produce consists of some grain, cotton, tobacco, 
Ste., but fruit is more abundant. Here, as In the neighbouring 
Darab district, villages situated In the hills are called madam 
(mine), and some travellers have in their itineraries indicated a 
mine in localities where there is none. 

, It has also been pointed out that the employment of the sign P1 
for we and the use of s for r, cited in support of the surlier date, 
survived in the Karaite period 

The town of Metz is situated In a plain 7 m. from the south-
eastern point of the lake, and about 13o m. from Shiraz, and has 
a population of about coop. The people of Nina Were stanch 
followers of the 13kb (see BAansn), and rose against the govern-
ment in iftso and in 1852, with disastrous results. Nide was 
formerly known for its manufactureof steel from iron ore brought 
from Parpa, 4o m. E. 

NIRVANA, the term in Buddhist theology, meaning literally 
" blowing out " or " dying out," Skt. *bud," to blow," for a calm 
or sinless state or condition of the mind reached by a dying out or 
extinction of sin (see Brmontsn). 

=AM JEAN MARIE NAPOLEON DITISIRg (0366-1888), 
French author and critic, was born at Chitillon-sur-Seine on the 
each of March x806. In x826 he joined the staff of the Journal 
des Mats, but subsequently transferred his pen to the National. 
Under the empire he was inspector-general of education (1850 
and director of the Ads neresek (1857-1867). His literary 
reputation was effectually established by his Sirloin de in 
llllbatura francaise (1844-1861), which secured his election to 
the Academy (185o). His other works include Eludes d'histoiro 
d de 'Wird:ire (185e-1864, and Les Quaint Brands historicist 
Wins 0870. In all his books he vigorously supported the 
claims of dassicis' m against romanticism. He died at San Remo 
on the 27th of March 1888. 

NISBET?, LOUISA CRANSTOUN (x8rs-1858), English actress, 
was the daughter of Frederick Hayes If acniunara, an actor, whose 
stage name was Mordaunt. As Miss Mordaunt she had con-
siderable experience, ekpecially in Shakesperean leading parts, 
before her first London appearance in 1829 at Drury Lane as 
Widow Cheerly in Andrew Cherry's (1762-1812) Soldier's 
Daughter. Her beauty and high spirits made her at once a 
popular favourite in a large number of comedy parts, until in 
183t she was married to Captain John Alexander Nisbett and 
retired.- Her husband, however, was killed the same year by a 
fall from his horse, and she was compelled to reappear on the 
stage in 1832. She was the original Lady Gay Spanker of London 
Assurance (1ki). In '844 she withdrew again from the stage 
to marry Sir William Boothby, Bart., but on his death (1846), 
returned to play Lady Teazle, Portia, Constantine in the Lou 
Chase, Helen and Julia in the Hunchback. It was in the first of 
these parts that she made her final appearance in 1851. She 
died on the 15th of January as& 

NISH (also written Num and Nib), the capital of the /fish 
department of Servfa, lying in a plain among the southern 
mountains, on the left shore of the Nishava, a tributary of the 
Morava. Pop. (woo) 54,451. Among Servian cities, Nish is 
only surpassed by Belgrade In commercial and strategic import- 
ance- for it lies at the point where several of the chief Balkan 
highroads converge, and where the branch railway to &Ionics, 
leaves the main line between Belgrade and Constantinople. 
The administration of the Servian railways has its factory for 
repairing engines and principal store of materials In the city, 
which also possesses an iron foundry. The king and the govern-
ment reside for at least three months in the year in Nish, where 
also the national assembly, before the constitution of not, was 
regularly held. It is the see of a bishop, the seat of the district 
prefecture and a tribunal, and the headquarters of the territorial 
militia corps, having besides a large number of *lulu troops 
in garrison. There is • small obsolete fortress on the right bank 
of the Nishava, believed to have been erected on the site of 
the Roman Naiuus.. The surrounding bill. (Vinik, Goritsa, 
Kamenitas) were, after 1886, fortified by modern earthworks. 

After the Turks were driven from the city in 1878, it was in 
many respects modernized; but something of its former character 
is preserved in the ancient Turkish palace, mosque and fountain, 
the maze of winding alleys and picturesque houses in the older 
quarters, and, on market days, by the medley of peasant costume" 

Albanian and Rumanian, as well as Servian. 
The ancient Roman city Naissus was mentioned as an im• 

portant place by Ptolemy of Alexandria. Under its walls wee 
fought in A.D. 269 the great battle in which Emperor Claudius 
destroyed the army of the Goths. It was at Naiuus that 
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Constantine the Great was bora in a.D. 374. Though the emperor 
Julian improved its defences, the town was destroyed by the Huns 
under Attila, in the 5th century, but Justinian did his best to 
restore it. In the 9th century the Bulgarians became masters of 
Naissus, but had to cede it to the Hungarians in the z 1 th century, 
from whom the Byzantine emperor Manuel I. reconquered it in 
1173. Towards the end of the z 2th century the town was in the 
hands of the Servian prince Stephen Nemanya, who there received 
hospitably the German emperor Frederic Barbaroasa and his 
Crusaders. In 1375 the Turks captured Naissus for the first time 
from the Servians. In 1443 the allied armies of the Hungarians 
under Hunyady and the Servians under George Brankovich, 
retook it from the Turk!, but in 1456 it again came under Turkish 
dominion, and remained for more than 30o years the most 
important Turkish military station on the road between Hungary 
and Constantinople. In the frequent wars between Austria and 
Turkey during the 17th and 18th centuries the Austrians captured 
Naissus twice (in 1689 and 1737), but were not able to retain it 
long. The Servians having, in the beginning of the 19th century, 
successfully cleared Semis of Turks, were emboldened to attack 
Nish in 1809, but were repulsed with great loss. The Turks raised 
as a monument of their victory • high tower composed entirely 
of the heads of the Servians slain in the battle of Nish. The 
remnants of this monument are still kept up. It stands half a mile 
to the east from Nish, and is called to this day by the Turkish 
name " Tyele-Koula," " the Tower of Skulls." In the Russo-
Turkish War the Servian army, under the personal command 
of King Milan, besieged Nish, and forced it to capitulate on the 
loth January 1878. The Berlin congress decided that it shduld 
remain with Servia. (C. MO 

NI3HaPfill, a province of Persia, situated between Meshed and 
Sabzevar, in northern Khorasan. The older name of the district 
was Abaralzehr. It has a population of from r3o,000 to 140,000, 
is divided into twelve districts, and pays a yearly revenue 
of about £12,000. It produces much grain and cotton, and is 
considered one of the most fertile districts of Persia. One of its 
subdivisions is that of Bar-i-Madan, with chief place Madan 
(situated 32 m. N.W. of the city of Nishaper, at an elevation of 
3100 ft., in 36° 28' N., 58° 20' E.), where the famous mines are 
which have supplied the world with turquoises for at least 2000 

years. The province used. to be one of the administrative 
divisions of Khorasan, but is now a separate province, witb a 
governor appointed by the shah. 

NISHAPOR (Old Pen. N Is-shd par-ser, New Pers. We, Rik 
good; Arab. Naisabar), the capital of the province of Nishaper, 
Persia, situated at an elevation of 392o ft., in 36°  12' N., and 

E., about 49 m. west of Meshed. The second element of 
the name is that of the traditional founder Shaper, or Senor of 
the Western historians. Some accounts name the first ( 241-2 13), 
others the second Shaper (309-379). It was OMe one of the four 
great cities of Khorasan, rivalling Rai (Rhages), " the mother 
of cities," in importance and population, but is now a small 
and comparatively unimportant place with a population of 
barely rs,000. It has post and telegraph offices and a lively trade 
in wool, cotton and dry fruits (almonds, pistachios). 

Eastward of the present city, amongst the mounds and ruins 
of the old town, in a dilapidated chamber adjoining a blue-
domed building over the grave of an imannadeh, is the tomb 
of the astronomer-poet Omar Khayyam, an unsightly heap of 
plaster without inscription, and probably fictitious. Near it is 
the grave of the celebrated poet and mystic Fartd ud din Attar, 
who was kMed by the Mongols when they captured the city 
e. 1529. 

Nishaper was an important place during the nth century, for 
Yasdegerd II. (418-457)  mostly resided there. During the latter 
Sassanids it is seldom mentioned, and when the Arabs came to 
Khorasan (641-642) it was of so little importance that, as 
Tabarl relates, It did not even have a garrison. Under the 
Talairids (82*-872) it became a flourishing town and rose to 
great importance during the Samanids (874-999). Toghrul, the 
first ruler of the Seljuk dynasty, made Nishapur his residence 
in 1037. In as; the Ghuzz Turkomans overran the country  

and partly destroyed town and suburbs. In nolt most of the 
town was destroyed by an earthquake. The town was hardly 
rebuilt when it was again destroyed, this time by the Mongols 
(April 1221) and so effectually that, completely levelled to the 
ground, it was turned into a vast barley field. The city was again 
rebuilt, suffered again at the hands of the Mongols (tree) and 
from another great earthquake (t 280), and never again rose to 
its former greatness. (A. 11.-S.) 

NISIBIS (Nasibina in the Assyrian insaiptions), an ancient 
city and fortress in the north of Mesopotamia, near the point 
where the Mygdonius (mod. Jaghjagha) leaves the mountains 
by a narrow defile. The modern Nezib or Nasibin consists of 
some 4000 inhabitants, largely Jews, who pay tribute to the 
Shammar Bedouins. The neighbourhood, we are informed by 
Arab writers, was at one time richly wooded, but is now somewhat 
marshy and unhealthy. According to the Arabian geographer, 
Yaqut, Persian scorpions were thrown into the place when it was 
besieged by Anushirwan; hence their number to-day. The 
church of St James, belonging to a small community of Jacobite 
Christians, and a few pillars and blocks of masonry are the only 
remains of the former greatness of the town. 

The site of Nisn is, on the gent road between the Tigris and the 
Mediterranean, an I commanding alike the mountain country to the 
north and the then fertile plain to the south, gave it an importance 
which began durinf the Assyrian period and continued under the 
Seleucid empire. from 149 B.C. to A.D. 14 Nisibis was the residence 
of the kings of Armenia, and there Tigresses had his treasure-houses. 
The place figured frequently as a frontier fortress in the wars of the 
Romans and the Parthians, its brick walls being unusually thick 
and its citadel very strong. Ceded to the Parthans by Hadrian, 
it became a Roman colony (Septimia Colonia Nisibis) under 
Septimius Severn, It was heroically defended against Shapur 
(See r) I I., who untuccessfully besieged It thrice. In the peace made po 
by Jovian, however, it passed into the hands of the Pailana, who 
established a strop ; colony there (A.D. 364). Nisibis early became 
the scat of a Jac& le bishop and of a Nestorian metropolitan, and 
under the Arabs (v. lien it continued to nourish and became the centre 
at the district of I)iyirr Rebi'a) the population of the town and 
neighbourhood was still mostly Christian, and included numerous 
monasteries. Arab geographers and travellers of the middle ages 
spnak in high term i of the .gardens of Nisibis, and the magnificent 
returns nit lined by the agriculturist. According to Mokaddasi (ob. 
1024). acorns, preserved fruits and manufactured articles such as 
carriages and inkstands were exported. The town was so heavily 
taxed by the Hamdanid princes at Mosul that the Arab tribe of the 
Banu Habib, although blood relations of the Hamdanids, migrated 
into Byzantine territory, where they were well received, accepted 
Christianity, attracted other emigrants from Nisibis, and at last began 
to avenge themselves by yearly raids upon their old home. Ibn 
tlaukal goes on to say that finally the Hamdanids took possession 
of the town, confiscated the estates of those who had emigrated, and 
compelled those who remained to substitute corn for their profitable 
fruit crops- This destroyed the prosperity of Nisibis, and the dis-
trict, no longer protected against nomad tnbes, became a wilderness. 
Nisibis (Nerd') appear for the last time in history in 1839. when 
the Egyptians under Ibrahim Pasha defeated the Turkish army 
under liafis Pasha on the asth of June in a battle at which von 
Moltke was present. 

NISI MIN, in English law, a term used to denote generally 
all actions tried before judges of the king's bench division. 
For the history and meaning of this term see ASSIZE. As a rule 
actions only are tried at nisi pries, and a judge is said to sit at 
nisi trials when he sits, usually in the king's bench division, for 
the trial of actions. By a resolution passed by the judges of the 
king's bench division in 1894 it was declared of the utmost 
importance that there should be at least three courts of nisi prissy 
sitting continuously throughout the legal year—one for special 
jury causes, one for common jury causes, and one for causes with-
out juries (see the Animal Practice). 

Nui Prins Record was before the Judicature Acts the name of the 
formal copy of proceedings showing the history of the case up to the 
time of true!. After the trial it was endorsed with the poste°, show-
ing the result of the trial, and delivered by the officer of the court 
to the successful party, whose possession of the posk:a was his title 
to judgment. Since the Judicature Acts there is no nisi pries record 
in civil actions, the nearest approach to it being the deposit of 
copies of the pleadings for the use of the judge, and there is no 
posses, the certificate of the associate or master as to the result of 
the trial superseding it. 

NISUS, in Greek mythology, king of Megara, brother of Aegeue. 
king of Athens. When Minos, king of Crete, *as on his way to 
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attack Athens to avenge the murder ofhis son Androgeus, fat 
which Aegeus was directly or indirectly responsible, he laid siege 
to Megan'. He finally gained possession of the city through the 
treachery of the king's daughter Scylla, who, enamoured of 
Minos, pulled out the golden (or purple) lock from her father's 
bead, on which his lift and the safety of the city depended (for 
similar stories, see Frazer, Golden Baugh, in. r9oo, p. 338). 
Megan'. was captured, and Nisus, who died fighting (or skw 
himself), was changed into a sea-eagle. Minos, disgusted at 
Scylla's treachery, tied her to the rudder of his ship, and after. 
wards cast her body ashore on the promontory called after her 
ScyRaeum; or she threw herself into the sea and swam after 
Minos, constantly pursued by her father, until at last she was 
changed into a ems (a bird or a fish). In Virgil, Scylla, the 
daughter of Nisus, is confused with the sea-monster, the daughter 
of Phorcys. Nisus was the eponymous hero of the harbour of 
Nisaea, and local tradition makes no mention of his betrayal by 
his daughter. According to Reacher (in his Lesikon der if yilus-
logic), who identifies the ciris with the heron, the story of Nisus 
and Scylla (like these of Aedon, Procne, Philomela and Tereus) 
was invented to give an aetiological explanation of the char-
acteristics of certain birds. The birds were regarded as otiginally 
human beings, whose acts and characters were supposed to 
account for certain habits of the birds into which they had been 
changed. E. Siecke, De Niso d Scylla in awl rodatis (progr. 
Berlin, 1884), holds that the purple or golden hair of Nisus is the 
sun, and Scylla the moon, and that the origin of the legend is to be 
looked for in a very ancient myth of the relations between the two, 
which he endeavours to explain with the aid of Indian and 
German parallels. 

111TRARD (d. 844), Frankish historian, was the illegitimate 
son of Angilbert, the friend of Charlemagne, by Bertha, a 
daughter of the great emperor. He was educated at the imperial 
court and became abbot of St Riquicr in commendanr, never taking 
the vows. Little else is known about his life, but he appears 
to have served his cousin, Charles the Bald, on peaceful errands 
and also on the field of battle. He fought for Charles at Fontenoy 
in June 841, and died as the result of wounds received whilst 
fighting for him against the Northmen near Angouleme. The 
date of his death was probably the 14th of June 844. In the 
t ith century his body, with the fatal wound still visible, was 
found in the grave e his father, Angilbert. Nithard's historical 
work consists of four books on the history of the Carolingian 
empire under the turbulent sons of the emperor Louis I., especi-
ally during the troubled period between 840 and 843. This 
Hislariae or De dissensionibus filiorunt Ludovici pii is valuable 
for the light which it throws upon the causes which led to the 
disintegration of the Carolingian empire. Although rough in 
style, partisan in character and sometimes incorrect in detail, 
the books arc the work of a man who had an intimate knowledge 
of the events which he relates, who possessed a clear and virile 
mind, and who above all was not a recluse but a man of action. 
They arc dedicated to Charles the Bald, at whose request they 
were written. 

The Distorias has been printed several times. Perhaps the best 
edition is in Band ii. of the Menumenia armanwe luslorica. Scrip-
loos: it has also been edited by A. Holder (Freiburg. 1880.  it 
has been translated into German by J. von Jasmund (Berlin, test: 
new edition by W. Wattenbach, Leipzig. 1889); and into French 
in tome iii. of Guizot's ealleclom des wernotres (Paris. 1824). 

See 0. KuntzembIler, Naha d sod sets Geschschlrwerk ()ena, 
187): G. Meyer von Knonau, Ober Nirlords seer Bather Geschalarn 
(Leipzig, 1866); and W. Wattenbach, Destsehlonda Gmehieldtguelklt. 
Band I. (Berlin, 1904). 

NITHSDALB, WILLIAM RAXWELL, Sea EARL or (r6* 
:744), Jacobite leader, was a member of the family of Maxwell 
(f.e.), being a son of Robert the 4th earl (d. 1696) and a collateral 
relation of Robert Maxwell (d. 1646) who was created tart of 
Nithsdalein 1620. He became famous by his loyalty to the 
royalist tradition of his family, and by the heroism of his wife 
Winifred, daughter of William Herbert, ist marquess of Powis. 
Alter becoming earl in 1698 he served the exiled house of Stuart 
In secret, was suspected as a Jacobite conspirator, and was muck  

molested on that account. In tits he resigned his estate to his 
son William (d. 1776), reserving a life rent to himself. When the 
Jacobite rising took place in 2715 he joined his friends in the 
north of England and was taken prisoner at Preston, being sent 
to London for trial. The countess of Nithsdale, who was at 
Terregles when she heard of the capture of her husband, followed 
him to London, making part of the journey on horseback in bitter 
winter weather. The earl and the other Jacobites were brought 
to trial in Westminster Hall on the 19th of January 1716, and 
condemned to death on the 9th of February. The execution was 
fixed for the 24th. The countess presented a petition to George I. 
which he refused to receive, and when she knelt before him and 
took hold of the skirts of his coat he dragged her half across 
the room before he could break away. Finding that no pardon 
could be obtained the countess laid a plan to rescue her husband 
from the Tower of London. With the help of two Jacobite 
ladies, Mrs Morgan and Mrs Mills, she very cleverly extricated 
her husband from his cell on the night before the day fixed for 
the execution by disguising him as a woman. The earl escaped 
frorn.England and was followed by the countess, but not till 
she had gone back to Scotland to rescue important legal papers 
which proved the transfer of the estate to their son. The earl 
and countess went to Rome after a short stay in France. In 
Rome they were attached to the court of the Pretender and lived 
in poverty and obscurity. The earl died on the aoth of March 
t744, and the countess In 1749. Their son, William Maxwell, 
regained the possession of the family property after his father's 
death in 1744, since the government could only confiscate his 
father's life-interest; but the title was forfeited, and be died 
childless. 

See Sir A. Fraser, The Boo* of Carkwerark (Edinburgh, an). 
NITRE; the name given to naturally occurring potassium 

nitrate; " cubic nitre " is sodium nitrate. The word is adapted 
from Lat. martins, which is itself adapted from Gr. Kim,. These 
words were originally applied to the naturally occurring sodium 
carbonate; the connexion with potassitim nitrate (sal tetra* 
or sal pdrontnt) may be traced to Raimon Lull's name sal witri, 
which substance, however, he distinguished from manor. ID 
the 16th century the ancient nitrum became altered to nation, 
a term still used for native sodium carbonate, while Mims*, and 
its adaptation nitre, were retained for potassium nitrate or salt-
petre (q.e.). 

NITRIC ACID (aqua fortis), HNO3, an important mineral acid. 
It is mentioned in the De invenlione verde& ascribed to Geber, 
wherein it is obtained by calcining a mixture of nitre, alum and 
blue vitriol. It was again described by Albert le Grand in the 
13th century and by Raimon Lull, who prepared it by heating 
nitre and clay and called it " eau forte." Glauber devised the 
process in common use to-day, viz. by heating nitre with strong 
sulphuric acid. Its true nature was not determined until the 
18th century, when A. L. Lavoisicr (1776) showed that it con• 
tained oxygen, whilst in 1785 H. Cavendish determined its 
constitution and showed that it could be synthesized by passing 
a stream of electric sparks through moist air. The acid is found 
to exist to a slight extent in the free condition in some waters, 
but chiefly occurs in combination with various metals, as nitrates, 
principally as nitre or saltpetre, KNOB, and Chile saltpetre, 
NaN0s. It is formed when a stream of electric sparks is passed 
through moist air, and in the oxidation of nitrogenous matter 
In the presence of water. 

For experimental purposes it is usually obtained by distilling 
potassium or sodium nitrate with concentrated sulphuric acid. 
The acid so obtained usually contains more or less water and 
some dissolved nitrogen peroxide which gives its yellowish red 
colour. It may be purified by redistillation over barium and 
silver nitrates, followed by treatment of the distillate with a 
stream of ozonized air. The product so obtained is t hen redistilled 
under diminished pressure and finally distilled again from a sealed 
and evacuated apparatus (V. Veley and Manley, Phil. Trans., 
1898, A. a9t, p. 365). On the large scale it is obtained by distil-
)Mg Chile saltpetre with concentrated sulphuric acid in horizontal 
tut iron stills, the vapours being condensed in a series of 
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stoneware Wadies bottles. In practice the theoretical quantity 
of add and Chile saltpetre is not used, but the charge is so 
regulated that the mixture of acid and neutral sodium sulphate 
formed in the retort remains liquid at the temperature employed, 
and consequently can be readily removed... Various modifica-
tions have been made in the form of the condensing apparatus, the 
Guttmann condenser (Jour. Soc. Chem. led., 1893, p. 203) being 
now frequently employed. This consists of a series of vertical 
earthenware condensing tubes through which compressed air is 
passed in order to reduce the quantity of nitrogen peroxide to 
a minimum. The temperature of the condenser is so regulated 
as to bring about the condensation of the nitric add only, which 
runs out at the bottom of the pipe, whilst any uncondensed 
steam, nitrogen peroxide and other impurities pass into a Lunge 
tower, where they meet a descending stream of water and are 
condensed, giving rise to an impure acid. F. Valentiner [Eng. 
Pat. 610 (1892), z9192 (189S)) recommends distillation and 
condensation of nitric acid in a partial vacuum. For the 
production of nitric acid from air see Nrraocax. Fuming nitric 
acid consists of a solution of nitrogen peroxide in concentrated 
nitric acid and is prepared by distilling dry sodium nitrate with 
concentrated sulphuric acid. 

Nitric acid is a colourless strongly fuming liquid, having a 
sPecificgmvity of 1.50394 (24. 2°  C.) (V. Veley, Proc. Roy. Soc., 62, 
p. 223). It is exceedingly hygroscopic and corrosive. On dis-
tillation, the pure acid begins to boil at 78•2° C. (W. Ramsay), 
partial decomposition into water, oxygen and nitrogen peroxide 
taking place. The acid solidifies when strongly cooled, the solid 
melting 1M 47° C. Concentrated nitric acid forms with water a 
constant boiling mixture which boils at 120.5° C., contains 68% 
of acid and possesses a specific gravity of 1•414 (r5•5 °  C.). If 
a more dilute acid than this be distilled, water passes over in 
excess and the residue in the retort reaches the above composition 
and boiling point; on distillation of a stronger acid, excess of 
acid passes into the distillate and the boiling point rises until the 
values of the constant boiling mixthre are reached. On the 
hydrates of nitric acid see V. Veley, Jour. Chew. Soc., 2993, 83, 
p. lots, and F. W. 'Custer, Zeis. (snort. Chem. 1004r 4 1, P. 1. On 
mixing nitric acid with water there is a rise of temperature and 
a contraction in volume. The acid is a powerful oxidizing agent. 
It attacks most metals readily, usually with production of a 
nitrate or hydrated oxide of the metal and one or other of the 
oxides of nitrogen, or occasionally with the production of 
ammonium salts; magnesium, however, liberates hydrogen from 
the very dilute acid. Its action on metals depends in moat cases 
on the temperature, strength of the acid, and the nature of the 
products of reaction. Thus in the case of copper, it is found that 
the diluted acid acts very slowly upon the metal at first, but as the 
reaction proceeds the copper dissolves more rapidly up to a 
certain point and then the rate of solution again diminishes. 
This is possibly due to the accelerating action of the nitrous acid 
which is produced in the direct action of the copper on the nitric 
acid and which, when a certain amount has been formed in 
the system, begins to decompose, thus 3HNO2.• HNO3-1- 
2N0+4130 (V. Veley, Phil. Trans., :891, 182, p. 279; G. 0. 
Higley, Amer. Chem. Jour., :893, 1 S, la- 71, 1895, 17, p. :8, 
1896, :8, p. 587). Iron when brought into contact with nitric 
acid under certain conditions, remains passive to the acid. 
Thus at se C. it is passive to an acid of specific gravity 1.43, 
and at 31° C. to an acid of specific gravity I 38. No satis-
factory explanation of this passivity has been given (sec J. B. 
Senderens, Bull. Soc. Chem., 1896 131, 15, p. 691; A. Finkelstein, 
Zeit. pkys. Chan., 19oz, 39, p. 91; W, J. Milner, ibid. 2904, 
48, p. 577). Nitric acid is without action on gold, platinum, 
iridium and rhodium. 

The salts of nitric add, known as nitrates, are mostly readily 
soluble in water and crystallize well. They are all decomposed when 
heated to a sufficiently high temperature, with evolution for the moat 
part of oxygen and nitrogen peroxide, leaving a residue of oxide 
of the metal. They may be recognized by the fact that on the 
addition of a solution of ferrous sulphate, followed by that of con- 
centrated sulphuric acid (the mixture being kept quite cold), the 
lawn sulphate solution becomes of a deep brown colour, owing  

to - the reducing action of the ferrous sulphate on the nitric acid 
which is liberated by the action of the sulphuric acid on the nitrate. 
As an alternative method the nitrate may be warmed with same 
fragments of copper and sulphuric acid which has been diluted with 
its own volume of water, when characteristic brown vapour} will be 
seen. 

Nitric acid finds extensive application in the manufacture of 
sulphuric acid, certain coal-tar colouring matters, explosives, and in 
the production of various nitrates. 

In medicine, nitric acid is used externally in a pure state as a 
caustic to destroy chancres, warts and phagadenic ulcers; and diluted 
preparations are employed in the treatment of dyspepsia, &c. 
Poisoning by strong nitric acid produces a widespread 'este°. 
enteritis, burning pain in the oesophagus and abdomen and bloody 
diarrhoea. There may also be blood in the mina. Death occurs 
from collapse or from secondary destructive changes in the intestinal 
canal. Characteristic yellow staining of the skin round the mouth 
from the formation of xanthoproteie acid 'serves to distinguish it 
from poisoning by other acids. The antidotes are mild alkalis, 
together with the use of opium to relieve pain. 

NITROBENZENE, CslisNO2, the simplest aromatic nitro 
compound. It was first isolated in :834 by E. IHitscherlich 
(Pogg. Ann., 1834, 3z, p. 625), and is prepared commercially 
by the gradual addition of benzene to a well-cooled mixture of 
concentrated nitric and sulphuric acids, the oily product being 
separated, washed with alkali, and then distilled. It also results 
in the oxidation of aniline by monopersulphuric acid (II. Caro, 
Zeit. attgeto. Chem., :898, p. 845) or by potassium permanganate 
(E. Bamberger, Be.; 1893. 16, P. 496); by the oxidation of 
nitrosobenzene (below) with atmospheric oxygen; or by the 
decomposition of benzene diazonium nitrate mercury nitrite, 
Hg(NO,),•2CsH5N•0,, with copper powder (A. Hantzsch, 
Bet., woo, 33, p. 2554). It is a yellowish liquid possessing a 
strong smell of oil of bitter almonds. It boils at 209°C., and melts 
at 3.6°  C. (C.E. Lineberger, Amer. Chem. Jour., .896. 18, P. 437). 
The products of its electrolytic reduction vary with the con-
ditions: in sulphuric acid solution it yields para-aminophend 
(L. Gattermann, Ber., 1893, 26, p. 1844); in alcoholic alkaline 
solution it yields azoxybenzene; in acid alcoholic solution, 
benzidine; in ammoniacal alcoholic solution, phenylhydrazine. 
With chlorine, in the presence of iodine or antimony chloride, it 
yields meta-chlornitrobenzene. Hydrobromic acid at 18e - t9o°C. 
converts it into di- and tri-bromaniline. It occasionally acts as 
au toddling agent, as in the preparation of quinoline and fuchsine. 
It is used commercially for the preparation of aniline and of 
benzidine; and in perfumery (oil of mirbane). 

Dinitrolmmenes. Cifil(N01):.—Ortho-dinitrobensene is formed is 
small quantity in the preparation of meta-dinitrobenzenc, and also 
results from the action of nitro-sulphuric acid on bismuth triphenyl 
(A. Gillmeister, Ber., 1897, 30, p. 2844). It forms colourless crystals 
which melt at 116• °  C. and boil at 319 °  C. (773 mm.). On boiling 
with aqueous caustic soda, it yields ort houiirophenol. Meta-dinitro. 
benzene is formed by the direct nitration of nitrobenzene with 
fuming nitric acid, the product being poured into water and re-
crystallized from dilute alcohol. It forms practically colourless 
needles which melt at 89.7 °  C., and boil at 3o2-8 °  C. It is used for 
the preparation of meta.phenylene diamine. Para-dinitrobenzene 
results from the action of nitrogen peroxide on an ethereal solution 
of qulnone dioxime (R. Oliveri-Tortorici. Gaza, tem,J2._533. 
It crystallizes in colourless needles, which melt at 272 .172 L. 1t  
is only slightly soluble in cold water and cold alcohol. 

Tronigrobenzeries, CiHs(NO2),.—Asymmetrical (1.24) trinitro-
benzene results from the action of fuming nitric and sulphuric acids 
on pars-dinitrobenzene. It forms yellow crystals, which melt at 
57.5°  C. When boiled with dilute aqueous caustic soda it yields 
3.4 dinitrophenol. Symmetrical (1.3.5) trinitrobenzene is formed by 
the further nitration of meta.dinitrobenzene with fuming sulphuric 
and nitric acids; by the action of hydrochloric acid on sodium 
malonyl aldehyde (H. B. Hill and J. Torrey, Bee., 1895, 28, p. 2598), 
or by the action of water on 2.4.6-trinitrobenzoic acid (German 
patent 773$3). It crystallizes in prisms which melt at rat °  C. 
It yields addition compounds with aniline and naphthalene, and 
combines directly with potassium methylate, sodinotalottic ester 
and hydrocyanic ester. Alkaline potassium ferricya nide oxidizes it 
to picric arid. 

Naresobensene, CIH iNO, was first obtained by the action of nitrosyl 
bromide or chloride on mercury diphenyl (A. Baeyer, Ber., 1874. 7. 
p. :638). It results, with other products. in the oxidation of phenyl 
diazonium chloride with alkaline potassium ferricyanide; of p-
ahenylhydmxylamine with chromic acid mixture (E. Bomberger. 
Bee., 1893. 26,  pp. 473. _483. 1894. 17, P. 1 349). or of aniline by 
monopersulphnne acid (German paten 210575). It. exists in tuns 
crystalline forms. Nitric acid passed into its chloroform solution 
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gives phenyl diasonium nitrate. With aniflne and acetic acid it 
yields azobensene. It combines with aromatic amines to form aro-
compounds, with arylhydroxylandnes to Vann army compounds, 
and with hydroxylamine it gives isodiazobensene. 

NITRO COMPOUNDS, in organic chemistry, compounds 
containing the monovalent radical -NO, directly combined 
with carbon. 

Aiphafic Nitro Compounds.-The nitroparaffins may be 
bbtained by the action of the alkyl iodides on silver nitrite 
(V. Meyer, Au. 1874, 174 p. r et seq.). When methyl iodide 
is used, nitromethane is the sole product, but the higher homo-
logues give more or less of the isomeric nitrous caters. Nitro-
paraffins may also be obtained by the action of sodium nitrite on 
the a-halogen fatty acids, the a-nitro fatty acids first formed 
readily eliminating carbon dioxide (H. Kolbe,J our. prob. Chem., 
1873 PI5, p. 427). Tertiary nitro compounds may also be 
obtained by the oxidation of the corresponding amino-, hydroxyl-
amino-, and nitroso-hydrocarbons with monopersulphuric acid 
(E. Bamberger, Ber., tool 36, p. 385): 

3C•N0r. 
The nitro compounds of the lower members of the paraffin•series 
cannot be prepared by the direct action of nitric acid on the 
hydrocarbons themselves, but, in the case of some of the higher 
members of the series direct nitration is possible (M. Konowalow, 
Comptes render, 1892, 114, p. 26; Ber., 1895,  a8, p. 1852; R. A. 
Worstall, Amer. Chem, -tour., 1898, 20, p. 202). 

The nitro compounds are colourless, somewhat pleasant smell-
ing liquids, which distil without decomposition and possess 
boiling points much higher than those of the isomeric nitrous 
esters. Reduction with acid-reducing agents gives amines. 
The primary and secondary nitro compounds (i.e. those con-
t sitting the groupings .CHINO, and > CH-N0s) form metallic 
derivatives; for example, sodium salts, which according to A. 
Hantzsch (Bey., 1899, 32, pp. 577 et seq.) are probably derived 
from the isomeric iso-nitro compounds R NO(OH), and thus 
the nitro derivatives are to be looked upon as pseudo-acids. 
These sodium salts are crystalline solids which are readily soluble 
in water and are very explosive. Stannous chloride and hydro-
chloric acid reduce the nitroparaffins to P-alkyl hydroxylamines, 
amines and some ammonia being simultaneously produced (V. 
Meyer, Be,., 'Sat, 24, p.  3530,  whilst the primary nitro com-
pounds on heating with hydrochloric acid yield hydro:Warning 
and an acid: 

CH•CHrN01-1-H10 CHr.CO,H i-N111011 
(V. Meyer, Ann., i876, do, p. 163). When reduced by the 
Sender and Senderens' method (Comptes ruder, 1902, 135, 
p. ass) they are converted into amines, provided the temperature 
be kept at r5o*-2oo° C., a higher temperature leading to the 
formation of paraffins and ammonia. The hydrogen In the 
primary and secondary nitro compounds which is attached to 
the same carbon atom as the nitro group is readily replaced by 
bromine in alkaline solution. The reactions of the nitroparaffins 
with nitrous acid are very characteristic and have been used u a 
method for discriminating between the primary, secondary 
and tertiary alcohols (q.v.) (V. Meyer, AMC, 1875, 175, p. 93). 
The primary compounds form nitro& acids of the type 
R•C(:NOH)NO, the secondary yield pseudo-nilrols of the type 
RR1 : C(N0)(NO.), whilst the tertiary nitro compounds are not 
acted upon by nitrous acid. The primary nitroparaffins combine 
with nitric oxide in the presence of sodium ethylate, to form 
nitroalkylisonitramines, It•CH(NOO•N10,H (W. Traub', Ann., 
1898, 3co, P. OS). 

Nitroomehane, CH,NO.. Is a colourless oil which boils at toe C. 
Fuming sulphuric acid decomposes it into carbon monoxide and 
hydroxylamine. It combines with aromatic aldehydes in the pre.- 
ence of alcoholic potash to form addition products which are con- 
verted by arids into aril derivatives (J. Thiele, BM, 1%9, 42, 
p. 1293). Nii10611)0M4 HtN0s, Is a colourless liquid which boils 
at 114" C. Nitnlonn aritutromethane). CH(NOdk is obtained in 
the form of its ammonium salt by the decomposition of trinitro-
acetonitrile with water (L. Schischkot dee., 1857. 103, A). 
It is a colourless crystallise solid which melts at t5 C. and has the  
properties of a strong acid. The potassium salt is formed by the 
salon of potassium ethylate on tetranitromethane (A. Haunch, 
Bee., 499, 32, p. 631). It Is a deep yellow coloured solid, which 

Is readily soluble in water. It explodes when heated. The silver salt, 
obtained by shaking an ether solution of nitrolerm with freshly 
prepared, slightly moist silver oxide, reacts with methyl iodide to 
form trinitroethane, a crystalline solid which melts at 36' C. Coacea-
trated caustic potash decomposes the latter compound, forming the 
potasrium salt of dinitroethane, CHI•C(NO2),K. Tareeitromnhaer. 
C(NO2)4, obtained by adding nitroform to a hot mixtureof nitric 

i and sulphuric acids, s a crystalline solid which melts at i3° C. 
Chlorinate, Casisi0e, is a liquid of suffocating odour obtained by 
the action of nitric acid and chloride of lime on many organic com-
pounds. it boils at z 

Aromatic Nitro Composends.-he aromatic nitro compounds 
are generally obtained by the direct action of nitric acid. 
Substitution takes place usually in the nucleus and only 
rarely in the side chain, and according to the conditions of 
the experiment and the nature of the compound acted upon, one 
or more nitro groups enter the molecule. The reaction is gener-
ally carried out in the presence of sulphuric acid, which is used to 
absorb the water formed during the process of nitration. Nitro 
compounds have also been prepared by the action of cuprous 
oxide on diazonium salts (T. Sandmeyer, Be F., 1887, 20, P. 1494)i 
by the action of copper powder on the double salt formed 
by the addition of potassium mercuric nitrite to diazonium 
nitrites; and by the oxidation of primary aromatic amines (E. 
Bamberger, Ber., 1893, 26, P. 496). The mono-nitro compounds 
are stable and distil without decomposition; they have a pale 
yellow colour and possess an agreeable odour. Most of the poly. 
nitro compounds are not volatile, but undergo decomposition 
on heating. The nitro group in the aromatic series is bound very 
firmly in the molecule and is not readily exchanged for other 
groups. Several different products may be obtained by the 
reduction of the aromatic nitro compounds, the substances 
formed in any particular case depending on the conditions of 
experiment. In acid solution, amines are obtained, in alkaline 
solution, azoxy, azo and hydrazo compounds, and in neutral 
solution hydroxylamino compounds. The electrolytic reduction 
of the aromatic nitro compounds gives rise to substituted 
hydroxylamines which are immediately transformed into 
arninophenoh or amines 

For the nitrobenzene. see Nrritomtirsinnt.' Nan/toluenes, 
Cellt(CM)e(NO)i. Three isomers exist, the ortho- and para-corn-
pouWa being the chief products of the direct nitration of toluene. 
They may be separated by fractional distillation. The orate-
eompound melts at lo•5° C. and boils at 218' C., the pars-compound 
melts at 34' C. and boils at 230° C. Meta-nitrotoluene (melting at 
s6' C.) is obtained by nitrating acetparatoluidide and then replacing 
the amino group by hydrogen. 

Pluviestromethene, Cale•Cht•N0e, isomeric with the nitro- 
toluenes, is prepared by the action of bensyl chloride on silver 
nitrite. It is a colourless oily liquid which boas at 225°-227 °  C., Is 
somewhat soluble in water, and does not give a coloration with ferric 
chloride. It readily forms a sodium salt from the aqueous solution 
of which on the addition of a mineral acid an isomeric solid tom GI 
the nitro compound (melting at 84' C.) is precipitated. This solid 
form gradually passes, on standing, Into the oily variety. It isprobably 
a hydroxy-cornpound, since it gives a red-brown colour with flak
chloride, chloride, reactswith phenyl isocyanate and with phosphorus penes-
chloride, and with benxoyr chloride yields dibeaahydroaaraic add, 
C.H,CO•NH•O•COC,Hs. Thus the solid form isprobably to be 
represented air CrHICH: NO•OH or Ciffs•CH< N•OH 6 	fate (urther. 
A. Hantsse.h on Pseudo-acids, Ber., MN. 32, p. 575,  Igoe, 33, pp. 
210, 226, 1001, 194 39, pp- 139. 5073 el seq.). 

The *Wolk acids, 12-C(:NOH)N0s, may be prepared by the 
action of nitrous add on the primary nitroparaffins; by the 
action of hydroxylamine on the dibromnitroparatlins; and by 
the action of nitrogen peroxide on the a-honitroso fatty adds 
(O. Push, Gem., 1903, 33 (t), p. 928). They are colourless solids 
which are readily soluble In water and possess the character of 
weak adds. They are characterised by the deep red colour of 
their solutions In alkalis, When strongly heated they decom-
pose, forming fatty adds, nitrogen peroxide and nitrogen. By 
passing hydrochloric acid gas into an ethereal solution of the 
acids, the nitro group is eliminated and the hydrochloride of an 
oximido-acid is obtained (A. Werner and H. Buss, Be.., Am s8, 
p. t 282): CH ,.C(: NOH)N0s+2HCI ■HNOI+CHr•C(: NOH)a.HCL 

When heated with water and mineral acids, the nitrolic acids are 
completely decomposed, yielding fatty acids and nitrous oxide. 
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NITROGEN 
A. Haat:Ica and 0. Maul (Be,. s898, 3s, p. 2854 described 
several aeries of salts of the nitrolic acids, with particular refer-
ence to ethyhdtrolic acid. They discriminate between the red 
or eryihrO-salts, which are well crystallized, very explosive and 
unstable compounds, and which regenerate the colourless 
nitrolic acid on the addition of dilute mineral acids, and the 
fence-salts, which are colourless salts obtained by warming the 
erythro-salts or by exposing them to direct sunlight. These 
salts cannot be converted either into the red salts or into the free 
acid. An intensely yellow acid salt is described, as is also a very 
unstable colourless wit which could not be examined further 
owing to its very labile nature. The following structural formulae 
are assigned to these compounds :— 

R,c  N .0H R,C R.c ,c..NOJC 
-"NO, 	""••N( Xi) ""-- ENO 

nitrolic acid; 	erythro-salt ; 	kuco-salt. 
The acid salts are obtained by the addition of one molecule 
of alkali to two molecules of the acid in concentrated alcoholic 
solution at a low temperature. They are unstable compounds 
which readily split into the red salt and the free acid on standing. 

The pseudo-numb, RR':C(N0)(N01), may be obtained by the 
action of nitrous acid on the secondary nitroparaffin.s; by the 
action of silver nitrite on such bromnitrosopara.ffins as contain 
the bromine and the nitroso group united tp the same carbon 
atom (0. Piloty, Ber., go: 35, p. 3093); and by the action of 
nitrogen peroxide on ethereal solutions of ketoximes (R. Scholl, 
Ber., 1888, rx, p. 5o8; G. Born, Ber. x896, 29, p. 93). They 
exhibit an intense blue colour when in the liquid condition or 
dissolved in alkali and possess a very sharp smell. On oxidation 
with chromic acid they yield dinitrohydrocarbons, and on 
reduction with bydroxylarnine (in alkaline solution) or with 
potassium sulphydrate give ketoximes, RR':C:NOli (R. Scholl 
and K. Landsteiner,  , Ber., 1896, re, p. 87). 
RR': C(NO) • NO*-) RR' : C( NH •0H),- RR': C: N •OH NH 2OH. 

Niirosoleydrocarbons have been prepared in the aliphatic series 
by the oxidation of thecorresponding hydroxylamino compounds. 
Nitroso-tertiary butane, (Cfla)3C•NO, is formed when the corre-
sponding hydroxylamine is oxidized by sulphuric monopcc acid 
(E. Bomberger, Der., 1903,  36, p. 686). A nitrosooctane 
(C114),C(NO)-(C.Hill•CH(CHi),, has been obtained by 0. Piloty 
and 0. Ruff (Be,., t898, 3 1 , P. 457) from nitro-di-isobutyl by 
reducing it to the corresponding hydroxylamino compound with 
aluminium amalgam and oxidizing this with chromic acid 
mixture. It is a colourless solid which melts at 54 °  C. to a deep 
blue liquid. Numerous nitroso compounds are met with in the 
aromatic series. 

NITROGEN (symbol N., atomic weight 1401, O-x61. A 
non-metallic chemical element, first isolated in 1772 by D. 
Rutherford, who showed that on removing oxygen from air 
a gas remained, which was incapable of supporting combustion 
or respiration. Nitrogen forms approximately 79% by volume 
lot 77% by weight) of the atmosphere; actual values are: 
% by volume—ro7 (Regnauft), 79-20 (Dumas); % by weir — 
76.87 Otegoault 77.o0 (Dumas), 77-002 (LEwy), 76.900 ( tas), 
77.oto (Marignac). No absolutely accurate determinations 
appear to have been made recently. Free nitrogen is also 
found in some natural waters and has been recognised in certain 
nebulae. In the combined state nitrogen is fairly widely dis-
tributed, being found in nitre, Chile saltpetre, ammonium salts 
and in various animal and vegetable tissues and liquids. It is 
invariably present in soils, where compounds am foamed by 
nitrifying bacteria. 

Nitrogen may be obtained from the atmosphere by the removal 
of the oxygen with which it is there mixed. This may be effected 
by burning phosphorus in a confined volume of air, by the action 
of an alkaline solution of pyrogallol on air, by passing air over 
heated copper, or by the action of copper on air in the presence 
of ammoniacal solutions. 

It is also prepared by hearing ammonium nitrite (or a mixture 
of sodium nitrite and ammonium chloride): 
by  heating a mixture of ammonium nitrate and chloride (the chlorine 

is simultaneously produced being absorbed by milk of lime or 

by a solution of sodium hydroxide): 4NII.N011-2NILC1.-5Ns 
 +CI,+1211,0; by heating ammonium dichromate (or a mixture 

of ammonium chloride and potassium dichromate): (NH,,).Cr2Os 
Cr.0.+4Ns0 +Ns ; by passing chloride into a concentrated solution 

of ammonia (which should be present in considerable excess): 
8NHI-FEICIs s6NH.C1+Ns; by the action of hypochlorites or hypo-
bromites on ammonia: 3Na0Br+2N113.4NaBr+314,0+Ns: and 
by the action of manganese dioxide on ammonium nitrate at 
180-200°  C. It is also formed by the reduction of nitric and nitrous 
oxides with hydrogen in the presence of platinized asbestos at a red 
heat (G. v. Knorre and K. Arndt. Be,., 1899, 32, p. 2t36): by the 
oxidation of hydroxylamine (ibid..1900. . p. 30) ; and by the electro-
lysis of hydrazine and its salts (E. Ch. Ssarvasy, Jour. Chew. Soc., 
1900, 77. P. 603). 

The chief importance of nitrogenous compounds depends 
upon their assimilation by living plants, which, in their develop-
ment, absorb these compounds from the sort, wherein they are 
formed mainly by the action of nitrifying bacteria. Since these 
compounds are essential to plant life, it becomes necessary to 
replace the amount abstracted from the soil, and hence a demand 
for nitrogenous manures was created. This was met in a very 
large measure by deposits of 'natural nitre and the products 
of artificial nitrieres, whilst additional supplies are available in 
the ammoniacal liquors of the gas-manufacturer, Ste. The 
possible failure of the nitre deposits led to attempts to convert 
atmospheric nitrogen into manures by processes permitting 
economic success. Combination can be made in five directions, 
viz. to form (1) oxides and nitric acids, (a) ammonia, (3) readily 
decomposable nitrides, (4) cyanides, (5) cyanamides. The first 
three will be treated here; for the others see PRUSSIC ACID and 
CYANAMIDE. 

The combination of nitrogen with oxygen was first effected 
by Cavendish in 1785, who employed a spark discharge. The 
process was developed by Madame Lefebre in 1859; by Meissner 
in 1863, who found that moist gases gave a better result; and 
by Prim in t882, who sparked the gases under pressure; it was 
also used by Lord Rayleigh in his isolation of argon (q.e.). It 
was not, however, a commercial success, and the same result 
attended Siemens and Halske's application of the silent discharge. 
More effective was the electric arc. In x892 Sir W. Crookes 
showed that the arc brought about combination; and in 1897 Lord 
Rayleigh went into the process more fully. But the first careful 
working-out of the conditions was made in 7603 by A. McDougall 
and F. Howls, who, employing a high tension alternating arc, 
showed that the effectiveness depended upon the temperature. 
The commercial manufacture of nitric acid was attempted by 
C. S. Bradley and D. R. Lovejoy at Niagara Falls, who passed 
atmospheric air, or air enriched with oxygen, about a high tension 
arc made as long as possible; but the company (the Atmospheric 
Products Company) was a failure. Better results have attended 
the process of K. Birkeland and S. Eydc, which fs being worked 
on a large scale at Notodden, Norway. The arc is produced by 
leading a current of about s000 volts equatorialiy between the 
poles of an electromagnet; this produces what is practically a 
disk of flame, 61 ft. in diameter and having a temperature of 
about 3000". The disk really consists of a series of successive 
arcs which increase in size until they burst. The first product of 
the reaction is nitric oxide, which on cooling with the residual 
gases produces nitrogen peroxide. The cooled gases are then 
led into towers where they meet a stream of water coming in the 
contrary direction. Nitric acid (up to so%) is formed in the 
bat tower, and weaker acids in the successive ones; the last 
tower contains milk of lime which combines with the gases to 
form calcium nitrite and nitrate (this product, being unsuitable 
as a manure, is decomposed with the acid, and the evolved gases 
sent back). It was found advantageous not to work for acid 
but for a basic calcium nitrate (normal caldera nitrate being 
very deliquescent); for this purpose the acid is treated with 
the requisite amount of milk of lime. In the process of the 
Badische Aran. and Soda-Fabrik, the arc, which is said to be 
3o to so ft. long or more, is formed in a long tube, and the gases 
are sent round the arc by obliquely injecting them. A so% 
acid is said to be formed. I. Moacicki and J. von Kowalski have 
patented a proms wherein the arc is formed at two vertical 
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concentric copper electrodes and rotated by an electromagnet' 
it is worked at Vevey, Switzerland. The Rankin process, of 
which very little is known, produces the arc with much lower 
current. 

The conversion of nitrogen into ammonia by electricity has 
received much attention, but the commercial aspect appears to 
have been first worked out by de liemptinne in woo, who used 
both the spark and silent discharge an mixtures of hydrogen and 
nitrogen, and found that the pressure and temperature must be 
kept low and the spark gap narrow. J. Schludus in 1903 em-
ployed Dowson gas as a source of hydrogen, and induced com-
bination by means of platinum and the silent discharge. Several 
non-electrical processes have been devised. In 1862 Fleck passed 
a mixture of steam, nitrogen and carbon monoxide over red-hot 
lime, whilst in agog Woltereck induced combination by passing 
steam and air over red-hot iron oxide (peat is used in practice). 
In de Lambally's process air and steam is led over white-hot 
coke, and carbon dioxide or monoxide removed from the escaping 
gases according as ammonium formate or carbonate is warned. 
The residual gas is then passed through a tube containing porous 
materials, such as wood- or bone-charcoal, platinized pumice or 
spongy platinum, then mixed with steam and again forced 
through the tube. The reactions are represented as 
(z) Ns 4-3/4-1-2C0 -1-21310..2H-COsNH. (Ammonium formate). 
(a) Ns+311,-1.2C0■-E2Hs0.4H0.00181H4(Arosnoniumearbonate). 
The best temperature for the first reaction is between WC. and 
130°C. and for the second between 40° C. and 6o° C. In another 
process, which originated with C. Kaiser (Absi. J.C.S., spo7, 
ii. p. 86a), calcium Is heated in a current of hydrogen, and 
nitrogen passed over the hydride so formed; this gives ammonia 
and calcium nitride, the latter of which gives up its nitrogen as 
ammonia and reforms the hydride when heated in a current of 
hydrogen. 

The fixation of nitrogen as a nitride has not been attended 
with commercial success. H. Mebner patented heating the 
oxides of silicon, boron or magnesium with coal or coke in an 
electric furnace, and then passing in nitrogen, which forms, with 
the metal liberated by the action of the carbon, a readily decom-
posable nitride. 

For an extended bibliography see Bulletin No. 63 of the Bureau 
of Soils, U.S. Department of Agriculture (Washington, lido). 

Nitrogen is a colourless, tasteless and odourless gas, which 
is only very slightly soluble in water. It is slightly lighter than 
air. Lord Rayleigh in :894 found that the density of atmospheric 
nitrogen was about i % higher than that of chemically prepared 
nitrogen, a discovery which led to the isolation of the rare gases 
of the atmosphere (see Moon). The values obtained are shown 
below. 
Atmospheric 	Chemical 

Nitrogen. 	Nitrogen. 
0-97209 	0.96737 Lord Rayleigh, awn. News, 1897, 76, 

p. 315. 
01720 	o-967t A. Leduc, Compeer ruder, 1896, 123, 

13- 803- 
Nitrogen is a very inert gas: it will neither burn nor support 

the combustion of ordinary combustibles. It combines directly 
with lithium, calcium and magnesium when heated,. whilst 
nitrides of the rare earth metals are also produced when their 
oxides are mixed with magnesium and heated in a current of 
nitrogen (C. Matignon, CIPSItieS midst, sew, rst, p. 237). 
Nitrorn has been liquefied, the critical temperature being 
—149 C. and the critical pressure 27•s4 atmospheres. The 
liquefied gas boas at —res.? C., and its specific gravity at ate 
boiling point is 0.8,03 (E. C. C. Baly and F. G. Hannan, Jew. 
Chew. Soc., altos, Si, p. sits). 

Censpossdr. 

N 	
combines with hydrogen to form ammonia. NH& hydra- 

sine ilog, 	and azoimide, N,H !qty.): the other known hydrides, 
NM, and N,H ,, are salts of azoimide, via. 	 bl Ns and NsHinsli. 

Nitroters trielstoritte. NCI., discovered by P. L. Dulong in MI 1 
(Schwesgg. /rem., 181 t, 8, p. 302). and obtained by the action of 
chlorine or sodium hypochiorite on ammonium chloride, or by the 
electrolysis of ammonium chloride solution, is a very volatile yellow 
al. It possesses an extremely pungent smell, end its vapour Is 
extremely initating to the eyes. It no a most dangerous explosive  

(see D. I.: Chapman and I.. Widen, hew. Chem Soc.,rq0g, 9$, 
p. 138). Chlorine aside, CI•N s, was discovered by F. Raachig is 
tgo8 (see Monaca); the corresponding iodine compound had been 
obtained in i9oo by A. Hantzsch (Der., 33, p. pa). For the so-called 
nitrogen iodide an AMMONIA. 

Nitrogen forma five oxides, viz nitrous oxide, N,O, nitric oxide, 
NO, nitrogen trioxide, N,O., nitrogen peroidde, NOs. and nitrogen 

Eso:ide, bisOs, whilst three oxyacids of estrogen are known: 
*trees acid, H,N,O,, nitrous acid, HNOs, and nitric acid, 

Os (q.v.). The first four oxides aregases, the fifth is a solid. 
NarOSS adds. NO, isolated in :776 by J. Priestley, who obtained 
it by reducing nitrogen peroxide with iron, may be prepared by 
heating ammonium nitrate at .70-260° C., or by reducing a mixture 
of nitric and sulphuric acid with zinc. It is a colourless gas, which 
is practically odourless, but penmen a sweetish taste. It is some-
what soluble in water. When liquefied it boils at 494° C., and by 
further cooling may be solidified, the solid melting at --so2.3' C 
(W. Ramsay, Chess. News, 1893, 67, p. 140). It does not burn, 
but supports the combustion of heated substances almost as well as 
oxygen. It is used as an anaesthetic, principally in dentistry, 
producing when inhaled a condition of hysteriad excitement often 
accompanied by loud laughter, whence it is sometimes called 
" laughing gas." 

Nitric oxide, NO, first obtained by Van Helmont, is usually pre. 
pared by the action of dilute nitric acid (sp. gr. I a) on copper. 
This method does not give a pure gas, varying amounts of nitrous 
oxide and nitrogen being present (see Mr= Acre). Ina purer con-
dition it may be obtained by the action of sulphuric acid on a 
mixture of potassium nitrate and ferrous sulphate, or of hydrochloric 
acid on a mixture of potassium nitrate and ferric chloride. It is 
also formed by the action of concentrated sulphuric acid on sodium 
nitrite in the presence of mercury. It is a colourless gas which is 
only sparingly soluble in water. It may be liquefied, its critical 
temperature being -931°, and the liquid boils at -153.6' C. it 
is not a supporterof combustion, unless the sustanoe introduced 
is at a arntly high temperature to decompose the gas, when 
combustion will continue at the expense of the liberated oxygen. 
If the gas be mixed with the vapour of carbon disulphide, the mixture 
burns with a vivid lavender-coloured flame. Nitric oxide is soluble 
in solutions of ferrous salts, a dark brown solution being formed, 
which is readily decomposed by heat, with evolution of nitric oxide. 
It combines with oxygen to form nitrogen peroxide. Nascent 
hydrogen reduces it to hydroxylamine (q.v.), whilst solutions of 
hypochlorites oxidize it to nitric acid. In some instances it reams 
as a reducing agent. e.g. silver oxide is reduced to metallic silver at 
17o° C., lead dioxide to the monoxide and manganese dioxide to 
sesquloxide. 

Nitrogen trioxide, N,O., was first mentioned by J. R. Glauber in 
1648 as a product of the reaction between nitric acid and arsenious 
oxide. Sir W. Ramsay (Jeer. Gimes. Sec., 1890, S P. SW),by 
ling arsenious oxide with nitric acid and cooling the distillate, 
obtained a green liquid which consisted of nitrogen trioxide and 
peroxide in varying roportions, and concluded that the trioxide 
could not be o pure. He then tried the direct combination 
of nitric oxide with liquid nitrogen peroxide. A dark blue liquid is 
produced, and the first portions of gas boiling off from the mixture 
correspond fairly closely is composition with nitrogen trioxide. 
H. B. Baker (Jose. Clam. Soc., s9o7, 91, p. *8621 obtained nitrogen 
trioxide in the gaseous form by volatilizing the liquid under special 
conditions. L Francesconi and N. Sciatica (Gam. 1904, 34 O.), 
p. 447) have shown that liquid nitric oxide and oxygen, or gaseous' 
nitric oxide and liquid oxygen, mixed in all proport ions and yiddeel 
nitrogen trioxide, whilst gaseous nitric oxide mixed with excess of 
oxygen always gave the trioxide if the mixture was kept below 
-1 to° C. They also state that nitrogen trioxide is stable at ordinary 
pressure up to -al .  C. N. M. v. Wittorf (leis. own. Chess., mac 
41, p. 83) obtained blue crystals of the trioxide (melting at -tor C.) 
on saturating liquid nitrogen peroxide with nitric mak and cooling 
the mixture. The liquid prepared by Baker is green In colour, 
and has a specific gravity Pi i at ordinary temperature, but below 
-a°  C. becomes of deep indigo blue cur. It forms a mass of 
deep blue crystals at the temperature of liquid air. It is exceedingly 
soluble in concentrated sulphuric acid. 

Niemen peroxide, NO, or NA, may be obtained by m!: da inKi 

" 
with nitric oxide and passing the red gas so obtained 

ar 

argr n  freezing mixture. The production of this red gas when air is 
mixed with nitric oxide was mentioned by R. Boyle in 1671. Nitrogen 
peroxide Is also prepared by heating lead nitrate and paring the 
products of decomposition through a tube surrounded by a freezing 
mixture, when the gas liquefies. At low temperatures it is a colour-
lees crystalline solid which melts at '.10.14°  G. Ramsay, Cheer. 
News, moo, 61, p. 90. As the temperature i ncreases the liquid 
becomes yellowish, the colour deepening with rise of temperature until 
et +11: it has a deep orange tint. The liquid holiest about Le C. 
This change of colour is accompanied by a change In the vapour 
density, and is explained by the fact that nitrogen peroxide 
consists of a mixture of a colourless compound N.04, and a red-
brown gas NOs, the latter increasing in amount at the expense 
of the former as the temperature is raised (G. Salet, Commas rend.% 
1868. 67, p. 488; see also B. and L. Natansem, Wad. Ass., Ins ad, 
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% ass; 1886, 27, p. 606). M. DerekJot and I. Osier (Bulk Sac, 

foe., 1882 (2), 37, p. 434; 38, p. 6o) have also shown that the 
specific heat of the gas decreases with increase of temperature until 
it reaches a minimum at about 198-253° C. Cryomopic determina- 
tions of the molecular weight of m 	peroxide dissolved in 
glacial acetic acid show that it port 	to the molecular formula 
NA, at low temperatures (W. Ramsay, All. ChM. Sac. 1888, 53, 
p. 62t). Nitrogen peroxide is the most stable oxide of nitrogen. 
It is decompod by water, givingg at o° C. a mixture of nitric and 
nitrous acids: 2NOs4•H2O..HNOs-FHNO,. It combines with 
sulphuric acid to form nitrersulphonic acid, SO.(OH)(NO.). It does 
not support the combustion of a i taper, but burning phosphorus and 
red-hot carbon will continue to burn n the gas. It converts many 
metallic oxides into mixtures of nitrates and nitrites, and attacks 
many metals, forming nitrates and being itself reduced to nitric 
oxide. Mean oxidizing agent. 

Nig 	 , NrOs, was first obtaioed in 1849 by H. Sainte- 
Claire- 	(Ann. Chien. Phys., 1850 IA 28, peel) by the action 
of dry chlorine on silver nitrate.: 4AgN01-1-2C11..4AgC1+2N10, 
+Os. It may also be obtained by list g nitric acid over phosphorus 
pentoxide. It crystallizes in large prisms which melt at 29-3o* C. 
to a yellowish liquid, which both at 45-5o° C. with rapid decomposi- 
tion. It is very unstable, decomposing slowly even at ordinary 
temperatures. It dissolves m water, forming nitric acid. 

Hyymufrous add, kisti3O1, was Lest obtained in the form of its 
salts by E. Divers in 1871 (Chem. News, 23, p. 206) by reducing a 
solution of potassium nitrite with sodium amalgam, and subsequent 
precipitation as silver salt. Hyponitrites also result when hydroxy-
amidomlphonates. e.g. HO•NH•SO,Na, are hydrolysed by caustic 
alkalis (E. Divers and T. Hag'. Jour. Chem. Soc., 188905, p. 76o), 
or when benzsulphohydroicume acid, C.H.SO•NH•OH, is treated in 
the same manner (O. Piloty, Ber., 1896, 29, p. 356o). They may 
also be prepared by the action of mercuric or cupric oxides on alkaline 
solutions of hydroxylamine (A. Hantoch, Aim., 1896, 292, p..317); 
by the action or ca of hydroxylamine sulphate on alkaline nitrites In the 

of lime atrium carbonate, the mixture? being rapidly 
presence 60° C.; or by the hydrolysis of dimethyl nitroso-oxyurea, 
(01,),N•CO•N(NO)OH (A. Ha:coach, Der., 1897, 30, p. 2356). 
The free acid, which crystallizes in brilliant scales, is best prepared 
by decomposing the silver salt with an ethereal solution of hydro-
chloric acid. It is very explosive, dissolves readily in water and 
behaves as a dibasic add. It does not liberate iodine from potassium 
iodide, neither does it dosekriae iodine solution. Bromine oxidizes 
it to nitric acid, but the reaction is not quantitative. In acid 
solution, potassium permanganate oxidizes it to nitric acid, but 
in alkaline solution only to nitrous acid. It decomposes slowly 
on standing, yielding water and nitrous oxide. The silver salt is a 
bright yellow solid, soluble in dilute sulphuric and nitric acids, and 
may be crystallized from concentrated solutions of ammonia. It 
slowly decomposes on exposure or on heating. The calcium salt, 
CaN,01•4H.0, formed by the action of calcium chloride on the silver 
Mk in the presence of • small quantity of nitric acid, is a lustrous 
crystidhne powder, almost insoluble in water but readily soluble in' 
dilute acids. It is decomposed by sulphuric acid, with evolution of 
nitrous oxide. 

Nitrous acid, HNOs, is found to some extent in the form of its 
salts in the atmosphere and in rain water. The pure acid has not yet 
been obtained, sauce in the presence of water it decor.° with 
formation of nitric acid and liberation of nitric o • c: MINOR 

HNO,+2N0i-H2O• Its salts may be obtained in some cases by 
heating the corresponding nitrates, but the method does not give 
good results. Sodium nitrite, the most commonly used salt of the 
acid, is generally obtained by heating the nitrate with metallic lead 

ge
heating sodium nitrate with sulphur and sodium hydroxide. 
product then being fractionally crystallized (Read, Holliday & 

Sons) : 3NaNOR+S +219a0H Nat-SO.-I-3Na NOI+ Hr0 ; by ma Ra-
in atmospheric nitrogen in an electric arc, keeping the i 
po° C., until absorption in alkaline hydroxide solution 	ed 
(German Pat. 188188); or by passing air, or a mixture of oxygen 
and ammonia, over heated metallic oxides OW., 168272). The salts 
of the acid are colourless or faintly yellow. In aqueous solution the 
bee acid acts as an oxidizing agent, bleaching indigo and liberating 
iodine from potassium iodide, or it may act as a reducing agent since 
it readily tends to pass into nitric acid: consequently it discharges 
the colour of acid solutions of perma.wnates and chromate'. The 
acid finds considerable use in organic chemistry, being employed to 
discriminateetween the different types of alcohols and of amines, 
and also in the production of diem, azo and diazmunino compounds. 
It may be recognised by the blue colour it gives with dlphenylamine 
sulphate and by its reaction with potassium iodide-starch paper. 
Nanny: chloride, NOCI, is obtained by the direct union of nitric 

oxide with chlorine; or by distilling a mixture of concentrated 
nitric and hydrochloric acids, paining the resulting gum intq 
concentrated sulphuric acid and heating the so-formed introsyl 

sulphate with dry salt : H 
-l- 	

NOsi-3HCI 
h Hir  71'400 % 	OSO.,. H 	NO.SOM ; . NO • SO41-1 NaCI 
sr1.10

a_ 
 011-NaHSO. (W. A. Tilden, Jour. Chem. Soc., theo, p. 63o). 

It is also prepared .by the action of phosphorus pentachloride on 
potassium nitrite or on nitrogeo_peroxicle. It is an orange-coloured 
gas which may be readily liquefied and by further cooling May be 

solidified. The liquid boils at -5' C. and the solid mats at •-•6&°  C 
It forms double compounds with many metallic chlorides, and ands 
considerable application as a means of separating various members 
of the terpene group of compounds. It is readily decomposed by 
water and alkaline hydroxides, yielding a mixture of nitrite and 
chloride. On treatment with silver fluoride it yields nitroodjkorider, 
NOF (0. Ruff,. Zeit. (marg. Chem., 19os, 47, p. 190)• Ni1roxyi 
fluoride, NO,F, sformed by the action of fluonne on nitric oxide at 
the temperature of liquid oxygen (H. Moissan and P. Lebeau, Conspras 
rendes, 1905, Leo 1573, ten). It is a gas at ordinary tempera-
ture; when liquefied it boils at -63.5°  C. and on solidification melts 
at - 139°  C. Water decomposes it into nitric and hydrofluoric 
acids. Nitramide, Nli,h102, is obtained by the action of sulphuric 
and nitric acids on potassium imidosulphonate, or by the action of 
ice-cold sulphuric acid on potassium nitro-auhatuate U.  Thiele and 
A. Lachman, Ana., 0395, 288, p. 297)1 NO•NK•CO,K+H,S0s 

 ..NHIN014-1c."50.44-00s. It crystallizes in prisms or leaflets which 
melt at 72-75'C. and are readily soluble in water and in all organic 
solvents except ligroin. It is somewhat volatile at ordinary tempera-
ture, and its aqueous solution possesses a strongly add reaction. 
It is very unstable, decomposing into nitrous oxide and water when 
mixed with copper .  oxide, lead chromate or even powdered glass. 
On reduction it gives a strongly reducing substance, probably 
hydrazine. According to A. Hantzsch (Ann., 1896, 292, pp. 340 et 
seq.) hyponitrous add and nitramide are to be regarded as stereo. 
isomers, being the anti- and syo- forms of the same compound. 
fide, however, regards nitmnude as imidonitric acid, HN:NO(OH). 

Nitrogen sulphide, N,S,, first obtained by W. Greg•ory (Jour. 
playa., 1835, 21, p. 315) by the action of ammonia on sulphur 
chloride, has been investigaeW by 0. Ruff and E. Gelid ( 
1904, 37, p. £573;  1905, 3g, p. 26391, who also obtained it by dia• 
solving sulphur in liquid ammonia. t is a reddish-yellow crystalline 
solid, insoluble in water and melting at 178° C. It explodes readily 
when melted or subjected to shock. Dry hydrochloric acid gives 
ammonia but no minim' ; with ammonia it gives N SNH, and 
SLS(Nlidr; and with secondary amines it forms thiodistnines, S(NR,),. 
nitrogen and ammonia being liberated. When heated with CS, to 
too° C. under pressure, it forms liquid nitrogen sulphide, a 
mobile red liquid which solidifies to an Iodine-like mass of crystals 
which melt at co-ii° C. Water, alkalis and acids decompose it into 
sulphur and ammonia (W. Muthmann, Zeit. Georg. Chem, 1897s 13. 
p. zoo). 

For sulphuric acids containing nitrogen see AMMONIA. 
Numerous determinations of the atomic weight of nitrogen have 

been made by different observers, the values obtained varying some-
what according to the methods used. These methods have been 
purely chemical (either gravimetric or volumetric), physical (deter- 
minations of the density of nitrogen, nitric oxide, &c. or physico. 
chemical. P. A. Guye has given a critical discussion the r•da. five 
accuracy of the gravimetricnd physicochemical methods, and 
favours the latter, giving for the atomic weight a value less than 
rain. The more important papers dealing with the subject are: 
I. Stag, Mums compWes, f. pp. 342 et seq.; Lord Rayleigh, Proc. 
Roy. Soc. (1894)55r P• 340 : 09.94) 73. p. 1 53• G. Dean, Jour. 
Chem. Soc. (1901L709, P. 1 47: R. W. Gray, Jour. Chem. Soc. 0306). 
88, p. 174; A. 	tt, Proc. Chem. Soc. (15051, at, p. 309; e. A. 
Guye, Chem. News ar), 92, pp. 261 et seq.; (t906) 93, p. 13 et 
seq.; D. Berthelot, 	peer remiss (tow), 144.  p. 269. 

NITROGLYCERIN. CaLi(NO3), or CILNO, • CHNOs • CHsNOs 
glyceryl trinitrate, an explosive first obtained in 1846 by Ascanio 
Sobrero (Men. Acad. Torino, 1847) by acting with a mixture 
of strong nitric and sulphuric acids on glycerin at the ordinary 
temperature. The reaction proceeds in several stages, mono-, 
di- and finally tri-nitrate being produced, the final stage requiring 
sulphuric acid as a dehydrator. When pure it is a very pale 
yellow oil of sp. gr. 1 .614 at 4°  C. and t-60 at xf C. One gram 
requires for solution between Soo and loco c.c. of water, 4 C.C. 
of absolute alcohol or 18 c.c. of wood spirit, and it is scarcely 
at all soluble in glycerin itself, but mixes in all proportions with 
ether, acetone, ethyl acetate and benzene. 

In the manufacture glycerin is dropped in a very thin stream into 
a mixture of 3 parts of nitric (sp. gr. t•e) and 5 parts of sulphuric arid 
(sp. gr. 1.84), the containing vessel being cooled by a water jacket 
and the acid mixture agitated by a stream of cooled air, the tempera-
ture being kept at about 15° C. A considerable excess of ands is 
necessary for the completion and safety of the reaction, usually 
about 8 parts of the and mixture to 1 of glycerin. The higher the 
strength of the acids the higher the yield of nitroglycerin and the 
smaller the loss by solution in the waste acids. In recent practice 
some Dolphin trioxide, or fuming sulphuric acid, is added, so that 
the mixture of acids contains less than 1 % of water. The action is 
very rapid, and the product, which rises to the top of the adds, 
is separated and washed successively with cold and then tepid water, 
and finally with water made slightly alkaline with sodium carbonate 
or hydroxide, to remove all adhering or dissolved acids which would 
otherwise render the product very unstable. Nitroglycerin dissolves 
a little water and then appears thick or milky. Generally it is either 

hi. 
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dried. after being sepstated from she wads water, by meant of 
common salt, upon a layer of which the moist nitroglycerin is gently 
run and allowed to drain or filter through, or it is filtered through a 
mass of dry sponge or similar dry and porous material. 

Under ordinary 	re it boils at ahove to C. (L. de Bruyti). 
If speduelly 	it begins to vaporise and decompose at about 
zpe, and as a rule it detonates when heated slightly above this 
temperature, previously giving off some red fumes. A little vapour 
Is given off at ordinary temperatures and pressures, and when under 
a few millimeters pressure only it rapidly vaporises below roe C. 
The freezing-point is uncertain, owing perhaps to the erjstence of 
two modifications, as suggested by Kest Venn j ges. Schuss- a. 
Sinn:toff, 1-225; see also S. Nauckhoff, Zeiss. f. ring. Chem., 18, 
Heft r and a). It is frequently given as 43• to sfi• F. (about 6° to 
r C.), and it is stated to be more sensitive to percussion when frozen 
(Beibtein). - It crystallises (in long needles) more easily when gently 
htltithVahr  "tag the eeetiag. or when mixed with such substances as 
brae At one time it was transported all over America in a 
frozen condition without serious accidents, and according to Sir 
F. Nathan (Jour. Soc. Chem. lad., 1908, 27, p. 5) it is safer to export 
in the frozen state. To prevent the fleeting of nitroglycerin in 
dynamite  it has been proposed to add various substances, such as 
chlordinitroglycerin, nitrated diglycerin or tetranitrodiglycerol, 
and also mono-and di-rat 

 

ycerin. The latter two have been studied 
by .C. W. Will(8r.,., , 7, p:  p7), who obtained two isomeric 

ch  
yoerins, ow 	which eminently crystallizable and the 

other iusd. Both are sensitive to percussion, but a little less so than 
nitroglycerin. The mononitrw,lycenn also exists in two forms, 
neither of which is strictly speaks explosive. It appears that an 
addition of dinitroglycenn to nit "a would materially retard 
its freezing or lessen its sensitiveness (see also C. Chu:seen, Ger. 
Pat, 310590 (1909)). 

Mono. Di Tr+. 

ling rngpouit .. •sr 1 '47 
• hydrate, 26' 

1.6  
labile, 24' 

P 54• P hydrate (fluid) stable, 12.2' 
Boiling-point ill mm. 155-160' 148• about i6o• 
Solubility 	. 	. 7o% 7.7% •16% 

The liquid when soaked into a porous combustible substance like 
blotting-paper burnt rapidly and quietly, and when struck with a 
hammer on a hard sur.s violently detonates; when a little of the 
liquid is spread on an anvil and struck, the portion immediately 
under the hamrner only will, ass rule, detonate, the remainder being
scattered. Some solutions of nitroglycerin Sia ether, acetone, 8ic.) 
burn quietly, and the same is the cane when it is held in solution or 
suspension in a colloid substance, as gelatinized guncotton, &c. 

Strong sulphuric acid dissolves nitroglycerin, and this solution on 
being poured into water yields dinitroglyeerin (see Will, loc. nit.) 
and also some m000nitroglycerin. When the solution in the strong 
acid is allowed to stand, some nitric acid is first evolved, and as the 
temperature rises this is followed by a general decomposition of the 
subetance, though not necessarily an explosive one Shaken with 
mercury and sulphuric acid, nitroglycerin yields its nitrogen as nitric 
oxide; the measurement of the volume of this ps is a convenient 
mode of estimating nitroglycerin. Ammonium hydroxide has no 

ble action at ordinary temperatures, but strong solutions of 
ium Or potassium hydroxides start a decomposition, with rise of 

tempecature. in which some nitrate and always some nitrite is pro- 
duced, Some glycerin may be re-formed, but with very strong 
alkaline solutions little of the glycerin molecule escapes destruction, 
oxalic acid and several other products resulting. Alcoholic solutions 
of the alkalis also produce much nitrite along with soma formate 
and acetate. Calcium or potassium sulphides and potassium hydro-
sulphide. completely reduce nitroglycerin to glyarin, some of the 
sulphur being oxidized and some precipitated. HYdriodic acid 
reduces it to glycerin and nitric oxide. Aniline and similar bases are 
oxidized and• By nitrated by nitroglycerin, with the production 
of compounds. 

The first attempts to utilize the explosive power of nitro-
glynnin were made by Nobel in 1863; they were only partially 
successful until the plan, first applied by General Pictot in ASS, 
of developing the force of gunpowder In the most rapid manner 
and to the maximum extent, through initiative detonation, was 
applied by Nobel to nitroglycerin. Even than, however, the 
liquid nature of the substance, though advantageous in one or two 
directions, constituted a serious obstacle to its safe transport and 
storage and to its efficient employment; it was therefore not 
until Nobel produced plastic solid preparations by mixing the 
liquid with porous substances, such as gunpowder, or carbon and 
sulphur, and finally kleselguhr in a fine state of division, capable 
of absorbing and retaining considerable quantities of it, that it 
could be employed as a bleating agent (see EXPLOSIVES, DYNA- 
MITE. CORDITE). 	 (W. B,  E. H.) 

Therapealics. —Nitrogtycerin has a sweet burning taste and is 
decidedly poisonous. Its vapour produCes violent headache, and 
the same effect is often caused by handling compositions con-
taining it. Prior to its use is an explosive, its alcoholic solution 
found application in medicine under the name of glonoin. 
Although a nitrate, its pharmacological actions resemble those 
of nitrites such as amyl nitrite, taken internally. The explana-
tion is that in an alkaline medium at body heat nitroglycerin 
yields a nitrite, probably as a preliminary stage of resolution. 
Nitroglycerin shaken up with warm very dilute alkaline solutions, 
as sodium carbonate, for a few minutes only, always yields 
sufficient nitrite to give the diazoreaction; and, as stated, strong 
alkaline solutions always produce some nitrite as one of the 
decomposition products. This gradual conversion in the tissues 
is 'valuable property of nitroglycerin, as its effects take longer to 
manifest themselves than is the case with amyl and other nitrites. 
Nitroglycerin is valuable as a preventive in cases of cardiac 
pain, such as angina pectoris, and it is also used in other condi-
tions where it is desirable to reduce the arterial tension. The 
British Pharmacopoeia contains a liquor lrinilrini (1%), and 
'tablets made up with chocolate, each containing one-hundredth 
of a grain. 

NITZSCM, GREGOR WILHELM (179o-1860, German dassical 
; scholar, brother of Karl Immanuel Nitssch, was born at 
Wittenberg' on the sand of November 1790. In 1827 he was 
appointed professor of ancient literature at Kid, but in 1832 
was dismissed by the Danish government for his German sym-
pathies. In the same year he accepted a similar post at 
Leipzig, which he held till his death on the 22nd of July 186r. 
Nitzsch is chiefly known for his writings on the Homeric epic. 
In opposition to Wolf and Laclunann, he maintained that the 
Iliad and Odyssey were not an aggregate of single short poems, 
but long complete poems, composed by one and the same author 
according to a uniform plan with a central dramatic idea. 

His SOn,KARL Wicxer st Nrrasca (:818-288o),becamdprofessor 
of history at Konigsberg in 1862, and at Berlin in 1872. 

The most important of his works were: Erklarcnde A ninerkringele 
vs Homer's Odyssee, (1826-1840); pie Sagenpoesie der Grieches 

Fr. ):  86BanfretteC. ..811,11r  gr-" _re. 0-k by F. 14417 G(i4c!8.47..t 
 . Bun

: 
 kin; Geselnease.  de; kites:mom Pkilol:pe ereidschlg:d  (1883) 

and J. E. Sandy', Miss. of Class. Seked. iii. (1908), p. 
NIIZSCH, KARL INRA/IIIEL (:787-1868), Lutheran divine, 

was born at the small Saxon town of Borne near Leipzig on 
the 2 tat of September 1787. His father, Karl Ludwig Nitssch 
( 225 t -283 1), who at that time was pastor and superintendent 
in Borne, and afterwards (:79o) became professor at Wittenberg 
and director (Air) of the seminary for preachers, has also left 
a name of some distinction in the theological world by a number 
of writings, among which may be mentioned a work entitled 
De dinatiIiiiste ►eselationis &operated= et didactic= prolusion= 
aastestitue (2 vols., 183o). Theologically, he represented a 
combination of supernaturalism and rationalism (supernatural 
rationalism or a Kristian rational supernaturalism). Karl 
Immanuel was sent to study at Schulpforta in acti, whence 
he proceeded to the university of Wittenberg in SW. In 1809 
he graduated, and in i8ro he became a P► iecadosent at the 
university. Having become diaconal at the Schlosskirche in 

he showed remarkable energy and zeal during the bombard-
ment and siege of the city in t813. In :817 he was appointed 
one of the preceptors In the preachers' seminary which bad been 
established at Wittenberg after the suppression of the university. 
From also to 1112 he was superintendent in Kemberg, and in the 
latter year he was appointed professor ordinerius of systematic 
and practical theology at Bonn. Here he remained until called 
to succeed Afarheineke at Berlin in stay; subsequently he became 
university preacher, rector of the university, provost of St 
Nicolai (in au) and member of the supreme council of the 
church, In which last capacity he was one of the ablest and most 
active promoters of the Evangelical Union. He died on the 31st 
of August 1868 He represented the Veresitaisingstkeologie 
of the school of Schleierrnacher. 
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NIU-CHWANG-NIVERNAIS 
His son, FRIEDUCH Ammar Naas= (b. 1834, was made 

professor ordinaries of theology at Giessen in :868 and at Kid 
in 1872. He was the author of aradriss der (Ana. Dogma-
geselsichle (i87o. incomplete) and Dee System des Doelkists 
(a86o), amongst other works. 

Karl Nitesdes principal works ate. System der ehristlichets Labe 
(5829; 6th ed.. 1851 ; Eng. bans, 1846). Praktucke Tkagogse 
(i847-186o; 2nd ed., 0363-1868), Akadonssche Vortr4ge ahoy drug-
gist's Ciaubensteltre (1858) and several series of Fredigtes. " He took 
as his starting-point the fundamental thought of -Schleiermacher, 
that religion ;a not doctrine but life, direct consciousness. feeling. 
At the same time be sought to bring religious feeling into closer 
connexion with knowledge and volition than Schicierrnseher had 
done; he laid special strera—and justly—on the recognitidn of a 
necessary and radical union of religion with morality, treating both 
dogmatics and ethics toge her accordingly in his System der Ang-
licises Loire" (Otto P8ederer, Derekynsent of flkolooy, p. 1?3). 
His Protestantische Beardwortsusg •  a reply to the Symbolic of Johann 
Adam Mahler (1766-1838), which originally appeared in the Studies 
r. Kritiken, of which he was one of the founders, may also be men-
tioned. 

See Herzog-Hauck, Rosiencyltiepaie. and the Alignment, deutsche 
Biographis: F. Lichtenberger, history of German Theology in the 
Nineteenth Century. pp. 185466. 

NIU-CHWANO. a city of China, in the Manchurian province 
of Sheng-king (Liao-tung), in elf g' N. and 125.  7' E., about 
35 a. (90 m. by water) from the coast of the Gulf of Liao-tung, 
on what is now a small branch of the main Inman affluent of the 
Liao-ho. The population is estimated at 8o,0oo. The city 
proper is a comparatively unimportant place with broken-down 
walls, but it Is surrounded by a number of large and flourishing 
suburbs. About the beginning of the Ta-tiring dynasty (1644) 
Niu-chwang was the chief port on the river, but in the reign of 
Wien-lung, owing mainly to physical changes, it. was supplanted 
by Tien-cbwang-tai farther down the stream, and towards the 
close of the 18th century this had in turn to give place to Ying-tsse 
still nearer the mouth. In ignorance of these facts Niu-chwang 
(now'scarcely to be reached by a fiat-bottomed river boat) was 
chosen as one of the ports to be opened to foreign trade by the 
treaty of Tien-tsin; and, though Ying-tsza had of necessity 
to be adopted as the site of the foreign settlements, Europeans 
still continue to speak of it as the port of Niu-chwang. Ying-tste 
(otherwise known as Ying-k'ou, Niu-leou and in Mandarin as 
Muh-leou.ying) lies on the left bank of the Liao-ho on the lowest 
dry portion of the plain, not much above high-water mark. 
The British settlement immediately above the town has a river 
frontage of sec* yds. opposite the deepest of the reaches, and runs 
back to the highway leading to Niu-chwang. Off the mouth of 
the river there is an extensive bar of hard mud which can only 
be crossed by certain channels at high tide, when it is covered 
by from 18 to 20 IL of water; and the port is altogether  closed 
by ice for four or five months of the year, between November 
and May. Niu-chwang has shown considerable vigour as a port 
of trade, sharing in the general prosperity of tho provinces 
of Manchuria, of which it is the outlet. It was opened to foreign 
trade in 1838. In 1864 the total value of trade was £934.374, 
in 1878 £2,6o6,s34, in 1898 /.4.634,47o, while in tessa the figures 
reached L3.950,89s• The principal exports (s.5M) are beenk 
bean-cake, bean-oil and wild silk. The bean-cake is a popular 
article of food with the natives of Kwang-tung and Fuh•kien, 
and is also largely employed for manuring the rice and sugar 
fields in the neighbourhood of Shanghai, Amoy, Swatow, 
Of imports  (7 1 %) the principal are cotton yarn and cotton cloth, 
most Of the latter being drawn from the United States in prefer-
ence to English-made goods. The number of resident foreigners 
is about !so. Railways connect the port with Tientsin and 
Peking on the one hand, and with the Russian territories lying 
to the north on the other. In 189$ Niu-chwang was occupied 
by Japanese troops, and the town was included in the cession of 
territory originally granted by the treaty of peace. By a supple-
mentary convention it was retroceded by the Japanese under 
pressure of France and Russia. Niu-chwang suffered considerably 
from the disturbances of tem and again during the Russo-
Japanese war. In woo the Russians defeated the Chinese 
troops who attacked the town, and took possession of the port,  

and administered affairs until they in their turn were driven 
out by Japanese. At the conclusion of the war the Japanese 
restored the port to China. 

NIUE (SAVAGE ISLAND Of NIUA-FEKAL as the natives call it), 
an island in the South Pacific Ocean, 14 m. long by to nt wide, 
in it, to' S., 169°  47' W The entire island is an old coral reef 
upheaved 200 ft., honeycombed with caves and seamed with 
fissures. The soil, though thin, is, as in other limestone islands, 
very rich, and coco-nuts, tam, yarns and bananas thrive. There 
is an abundant rainfall, but owing to the porous nature of the 
soil the water percolates into deep caves which have communica-
tion with the sea, and becomes brackish The natives, a mixed 
Polynesian and Melanesian people of Samoan speech, are the most 
industrious in the Pacific, and many of the young men go as 
labourers to other islands. The consequent minority of men has 
been destructive of the sexual morality of the women, which 
formerly stood high. The natives are keen traders, and though 
uncouth in manners when compared with their nearest neigh-
bours, the Tongans and Samoans, are friendly to Europeans. 
Their hostility to Captain Cook in 1774, which earned from him 
the name of Savage for the island, was due to their fear of foreign 
disease, a fear that has since been justified. The population 
(4o79 in toot) is slightly decreasing. The natives are all Chris-
tians, and the majority have learned to read and write, and to 
speak a little English, under the tuition of the London Missionary 
Society. They wear European clothes. The island became 
a British protectorate on the soth of April 1900, and was made 
a dependency of New Zealand in October :goo, the native 
government, of an elected " king " and a council of headmen, 
being maintained. In :goo there were thirteen Europeans on the 
island The exports arc copra, fungus and straw hats, which 
the women plait very cleverly. 

See T. H. Hood, Notes of a Crouse in II M.S. "Fawn "(Edinburgh, 
1863), J. L. Brenchley, Jottings during the Cruise of the " CAMPO" 
(London, 1873); B. H. Thomson, Savage Island (London, 1922). 

NIVELLES (Flem. Nyset), a town of Belgium in the province 
of Brabant, situated on the Thines e9 m. S. of Brussels. Pop. 
(1904) 12,109. It is a busy little place with many industries, 
notably the manufacture of parchment. Tfte•town is supposed 
to owe its origin to the foundation of a convent on the spot by 
Itta or Iduberge, wife of Pippin of Landen. The Romanesque 
church of St Gertrude, named after Itta's daughter, dates 
from the uth century, but has been badly restored and is dis-
figured by a heavy tower. On the top of the tower is the effigy 
of a man In iron who strikes the hours with a hammer. 
He is called by the townspeople Jean de Nivelles, a celebrated 
baron of the 15th century whose title eventually became merged 
in that of the count de Homes (Horn). The church is supposed to 
occupy the site of Ma's convent. Close to Nivelles is Seneffe, 
where Conde defeated William of Orange in 1674, and at Nivelles 
itself the French under Marceau defeated the Austrians in 
1 794. 

NIVIIRNAIK LOUIS CHARLES BARBON RANCUR 11111Z. 
MUNI. Dix DE (1716-1798), French diplomatist and writer, 
was born in Pads on the :6th of December *716, son of Philippe 
Jules Francois, duc de Nevers, and Maria Anne Spinola, and great-
nephew of Cardinal idazarin. He was educated at the College 
Louis Is Grand, and married at the age of, fourteen. He served 
in the campaigns In Italy (1733) and Bohemia (*740), but had 
to give up soldiering on account of his weak health. He was 
subsequently ambassador at Rome (1748-173s), Berlin (175s-
1756) and London, where he negotiated the treaty of Paris Oath 
of February 1763). From :787 to 1789 he was a member of the 
Council of State. He did not emigrate during the Revolution, 
but lost all his money and was imprisoned in t793. He recovered 
his liberty after the fall of Robespierre, and died in Paris on the 
23th of February IPA. In 3743 he was elected to the Academy 
for a poem entitled Delis, and from :763 he devoted the greater 
part of his time to the administration of the duchy of Nevem and 
to bileasUra. He wrote much and with great facility; but 
his writings are of little value, his Fables being his .best pro- 
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deems. Ira awes eonsPleler were published in Fads in 1796; 
an edition of his Mares 'mama was brought out in Paris by 
Francois de Neufchateau in :807, and his Correspondence 
'secrete was published in Paris by de Lescure in s866. 

See L. Prey (pseud. for Mlle. Luce Herpin), the Par-Nevem de 
Navin (Paris. 1890): La Fix du XVIII. k due de Nisernais 
(Paris, 1891), by the same writer; Sainte-Beuve, Casseries du landi 
(vol. xiii.); Dupla, glop du due de Mien:air (1840); Abbe Slam-
pignon, Le Dec de Naomi:, erapris so correspondence inidik (t888). 

HIVE, or Nutt, a female water-sprite. The word is adapted 
from Ger. Nise, the male water-sprite being Nix. The general 
term covering both the male and female is " nicker," a kelpie. 
This also appears in Dutch Nikko. The Old Teutonic Islas 
may be connected with the root which appears in Cr. vireo or 
waves, " to wash." 

NIXON, JOHN (1815-1899), English mining engineer and 
colliery proprietor, was born at Barlow, Durham, on the toth 
of May au, the son of a farmer. lie was educated at the village 
school, and at an academy in Newcastle-on-Tyne, where he 
distinguished himself in mathematics. Leaving school at 
fourteen, he worked on his father's farm for two years, and then 
apprenticed himself to Mr Joseph Gray, one of the leading 
mining engineers in the north of England, and agent to the 
second marquis of Bute; subsequently he obtained employment 
as " overman " at one of the Bute collieries in Durham. In 
1839 an advertisement drew him to the South Wales coalfield. 
where he was engaged in mine-surveying, and whence he pro-
ceeded to France as engineer to a coal and iron company. 
Returning to England, he noticed while travelling on one of the 
Thames steamers that the Welsh coal in use gave oft-no smoke 
and was preferred to north country coal both on this ground 
and because , of its greater power-producing efficiency. His 
experience in France now suggested to him that a profitable 
market for this coal might be established among the French 
iron-founders and manufacturers generally who had hitherto 
impoited English north country coal. For some time he was 
unable to procure any of this special Welsh coal. Eventually, 
however, by expending all his small savings he secured a cargo, 
freighted a small craft, and sent it across to Nantes, where with 
some difficulty he persuaded the local manufacturers to try it on 
the understanding that he bore the expense of the experiments. 
These tests, carried out under Nixon's personal directions, 
proved highly successful, and in due course the French govern-
ment gave him a contract for Welsh coal for the French navy. 
Nixon's visit to Nantes laid the foundations of the Welsh steam-
coal trade, English manufacturers and shipowners imitating the 
example of their French rivals. At first Nixon only sold the 
coal on commission, but eventually acquired what appeared 
to him a prospective field for steam-coal in the Aberdare valley, 
and after seven years' working at last struck a'rich seam. This 
property is now known as Nixon's Navigation Collieries. Nixon 
subsequently acquired or developed other South Wales steam 
collieries, which yielded hint a consiciprable fortune. He was 
also the inventor of many mechanical aprovements in colliery • 

working. He died in London on the 3rd of June deo. 
See J E. Vincent, Joke Nixon, Pima of the Skeet Cad Trade in 

South Wales (London, 1900). 
NITA'', the hereditary title of the reigning prince of Hyderabad 

(e.e.) in India. derived from an Arabic word meaning order. or 
administration. The same word is found in Nash's, applied to 
the Nawab of Bengal. and in Nizesnal, the old term for criminal 
jurisdiction. Nix:mad-Mu& ( " administrator of the kingdom") 
was the title of Asaf Jab, the founder of the dynasty, a very 
able soldier and minister of the court of Aurangzeb, who was 
appointed governor of the Deccan in 1713, and established his 
independence before his death in 5748. 

MUNI (1141-1203). Nizam-uddIn Abtl Mahommed Ilyas 
bin Yesuf. Persian poet, was born 535 A II. (1141 AS O. His 
native place, or at any rate the abode of his father, was in the 
hills of Kum, but as he spent almost all his days in Ganja in 
Arlan (the present Elizavettpol) he is generally known as 
Naiad of Ganja or Gained. The early death of his parents,  

which illustrated to him in the most forcible manner the unstable-
ness of all human existence, threw a gloom over his whole life, 
and fostered in him that earnest piety and fervent love for 
solitude and meditation which have left numerous traces in his 
poetical writings, and served him throughout his literary career as 
a powerful antidote against the enticing favours of princely 
courts, for which he, unlike most of his contemporaries, never 
sacrificed a tittle of his self-esteem. The religious atmosphere of 
Ganja, besides, was most favourable to such a state of mind; 
the inhabitants, being zealous Sunnites, allowed nobody to 
dwell among them who did not come up to their standard of 
orthodoxy, and it is therefore not surprising to find that Niziml 
abandoned himself at an early age to a stern ascetic life, as full 
of intolerance to others as dry and unprofitable to himself: 
He was rescued at last from this monkish idleness by his inborn 
genius, which, not being able to give free vent to its poetical 
inspirations under the crushing weight of bigotry, claimed 
a greater share in the legitimate enjoyments of life and the 
appreciation of the beauties of nature, as well as a more 
enlightened faith of tolerance, benevolence, and liberality. The 
first poetical work in Which Nizaml embodied his thoughts on 
God and man, and all the experiences be had gained, was neces-
sarily of a didactic character, and very appropriately styled 
Maklseenal Asrdr, or " Storehouse of Mysteries," as it bears the 
unmistakable stamp of Sufic speculations. It shows, moreover, 
a strong resemblance to Nair Khosrau's ethical poems and 

Iladikal-solhatikal, or " Garden of Truth." The date 
of composition, which varies in the different copies from 55z to 
02 MUst be fixed in 574 or 575 (1178-1579 A.D.). Although 
the Makkan is mainly devoted to philosophic meditations, 
the propensity of Nizimi's genius to purely epic poetry, which 
was soon to assert itself in a more independent form, makes 
itself felt even here, all the twenty chapters being interspersed 
with short tales illustrative of the maxims set forth in each. 
His claim to the title of the foremost Persian romanticist he 
fully established only a year or two after the Makleras by the 
publication of his first epic masterpiece Klzosrau and Merin, 
composed, according to the oldest copies, in 576 am. (118o A.D.). 
As in all his following epopees the subject was taken from what 
pious Moslems call the time of " heathendom "—here, for 
instance, from the old Sassanian story of Shah Khosmu Persia 
(Chosroes Parvez), his love affairs with the princess Slade 
of Armenia, his jealousy against the•architect Ferhad, for some 
time his successful rival, of whom be got rid at last by a very 
ingenious trick, and his final reconciliation and marriage with 
Shinn; and it is a noteworthy fact that the once so devout 
Nizand never chose a strictly Mahommedan legend for his 
works of fiction. Nothing could prove better the complete 
revolution in his views, not only on religion, but also on art. 
He felt, no doubt, that the object of epic poetry was not to teach 
moral lessons or doctrines of faith, but to depict the good and 
bad tendencies of the human mind, the struggles and passions of 
men; and indeed in the whole range of Persian literature only 
Firdud and Fakhr-uddln As'ad 'edam, the author of the older 
epopee tVis u. Rdonta (about the middle of the 11th century), 
can compete with Nizami in the wonderful delineation of 
character and the brilliant painting of human affections, especially 
of the joys and sorrows of a loving and beloved heart. 

Klosrau and Marla was inscribed to the reigning (debts 
of Azerbaijan, Abe Ja'far Mahommed Pahlavan, and his brother 
Kira Amiga. who, soon after his accession to the throne in 02 
A.N., showed his gratitude to the poet by summoning him to 
his court, loading him with honours, and bestowing upon him 
the revenue of two villages. Hamd and Mgt's. Nialmt accepted 
the royal gift, but his resolve to keep aloof from a servile court. 
life was not shaken by it. and he forthwith returned to his quiet 
retreat Meanwhile his genius had not been dormant, and two 
years after his reception at court, in 584 A.lt. (1188 a.o.), he 
completed his Dead,,, or collection of kastdas and shards 
(mostly of an ethical and parenetic character), which are said 
to have numbered zo,000 distiehs, although the few copies 
which have come to us contain only a very small number of 
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verses. About the same time he commented, at the desire of 
the ruler of the neighbouring Shirvin, his second romantic 
poem, the famous Bedouin love-story of Leda and *Oran, 
which has so many points in common with Atiosto's Orlando 
Furies), and finished it in the short space of four months. A 
more heroic subject, and the only one in which he made a certain 
attempt to rival Firdoust, was selected by our poet for his third 
epopee, the Iskandarndma, or " Book of Alexander," also called 
Skarafama or Idiglrodona-i-Iskandari (" The Fortunes of 
Alexander "), which is split into two divisions. The first or 
semi-historical part shows us Alexander the Great as the con-
queror of the world, while the second, of a more ethical tendency, 
describes him in the character of • prophet and philosopher, 
and narrates his second tour through the world and his adven-
tures in the west, south, east and north. There are frequent 
Sufic allegories, just as in the Mailbox; and quite imbued 
with pantheistic ideas is, for instance, the final episode of the 
first part, the mysterious expedition of Alexander to the fountain 
of life in the land of darkness. As for the date of composition, 
it is evident, from the conflicting statements in the different 
MSS., that there must have been an earlier and a later recession, 
the former belonging to 587-589 LW., and dedicated to the prince 
of Mosul, Izz-uddin Mas'ad, the latter' made for the attbeg 
Nusrat-uddin Abu Bakr of Azerbaijan after 593 Lit., since we 
find in it a mention of Nizaml's last romance Hall Paikar, or 
the "Seven Beauties," which comprises seven tales related 
by the seven favourite wives of the Sassinian king Behrimgar. 
In this poem, which was written 593 AM., at the request of 
Nar•uddin Arslan of Mosul, the son and successor of theabove-
mentioned Izz•uddin, Nizarnt returned once more from his 
excursion into the field of heroic deeds to his old favourite 
domain of romantic fiction, and added a fresh leaf to the laurel 
crown of immortal fame with which the unanimous consent of 
Eastern and Western critics has adorned his venerable head. 
The most interesting bf the seven tales is the fourth, the story 
of the Russian princess, in which we recognize at once the 
prototype of Gozzi's well-known Turamdel, which was afterwards 
adapted by Schiller for the German stage. The five.mathnawh, 
from the Makkunt to the HO Paikar, form Nizaint's so-called 
" Quintuple " (Kkalssa) or " Five' Treasures" (Pate Genf), 
and have been taken as pattern by all the later epic poets in the 
Persian, Turkish, Chaghatai and Hindustani languages. Niziml 
died at Ganja in his sixty fourth year, 599 A.H. (1203 A.D.). 

The fulk , t account of NizArni giwn in Dr W. Backer's Nientrs 
Leben and Werke (Leipzig, 1871; English translation by S. Robinson, 
London, 1873; reprinted in the same author's Persian Poetr-T for 
English Rea ders, 1883, pp. 103-244). All the errors of detail in 
Backer's work have been corrected by Dr Rico in his Catalogue of 
the Persian MSS. in the British Museum (1881), ii. $63 sqq. 

Principal Editions.—The whole Khamsa (lithographed, Bombay, 
1834 and 1838; Teheran, 1845);  Makhzan-ssl Asrdr (edited by N, 
Bland, London, 1844; lithographed. Cawnpore, 1869; English 
translation in MS. by Hatton Hindley, in the British Museum 
Add. 6961); Khosran and Shirin (lithographed, Lahore, 1871; 
German translation by Hammer in Skirls, on persisches rorsantisches 
Gedicht. Leipzig, 1809); Leila and Majntn (lithographed, Lucknow, 
1879; English translation by J. Atkinson, London, 3836),• Haft 
Paikar (lithographed. Bombay, 1849; Lucknow, 1873; the fourth 
tale in German by F. von Erdmann, Behraingur and die russische 
Farstentocker, Kasan, 1844); I:kande:wane, first part, with com-
mentary (Calcutta, 1812 and 1825; test alone, Calcutta; 1853; 
lithographed with marginal notes. Lucknow, 1865,_• Bombay, 1861 
and 1875; English translation by H. Wilberforce Clarke, London, 
17181; compare also Erdmann, Ds expeditions Bp:serum Berdaans 
germ, Kasan, 1826, and Charmoy, &pediiies d'ellexandre centre 
lea Russet, St Petersburg, 1829); Ishandarntima.i•Bahri, second 
part, edited by Dr Sprenger (Calcutta, 185a and 1869). (H. E.) 

MIZHNE.TACHISIC, popularly known as TAGIL, a town and 
ironworks of Russia, in the government of Perm, stands in a 
longitudinal valley on the eastern slope of the Ural Mountains, 
within a few miles of the place where the Tagil, cutting through 
the eastern wall of the valley, escapes to the lowlands to join 
the Tura, a tributary of the Tobol. The southern part of this 
valley is occupied by the upper Tagil, and its northern portion 
by the upper Tura, from which the Tagil is separated by a 
low watershed. Pop. (1897) so,000, all Great-Russians and  

chiefly Nonconformists. The town Is connected by railway 
(the first in Siberia) with Perm and Ekaterinburg, the latter 
distant 88 m to the S.S.E. It was founded in 1725 by the 
Russian mine-owner Demidov, and is still the property of his 
family. bilzhne-Tamisk is a central foundry for a number of 
iron-mines and other works scattered in the valley of the Tagil 
And its tributary the Saida. Gold, platinum and copper are also 
mined at Nizhne-Tagilsk. The town carries on a brisk corn 
trade. The inhabitants make wooden boxes and trays, which 
are sent to the fairs of Irbit and Nizhniy-Novgorod. 

NIMINS-UDINSK, a town of East Siberia, in the government 
of Irkutsk, 315 m. by rail W.N.W. of Irkutsk, on the Siberian 
railway, and on the Uda river. It is a centre for the Biryusa 
gold mines, and in winter the head of a line of communication 
with the Lena and Bratsky Ostrog, on the Angara. Pop. (t897) 
5803. 

NIZHNIT-NOVCIOROD or Nina-Now:01mo, abbreviated into 
Nmsscoeoo, a government of Central Russia, bounded by the 
governments of Vladimir on the W., Kostroma and Vyatka 
on the N. and N.E., Kazan and Simbirsk on the E., and Penes 
and Tambov on the S., with an area of r9,79s sq. m., two-thirds 
being on the right and the rest on the left bank of the Volga. 
The smaller portion, with the exception of the better-drained 
lands close tocthe river, is a low, flat, marshy region, covered 
with thick forests and sandy hills, and thinly peopled. The 
space between the Oka and the Volga, in the west, is also flat 
and forest-grown. The best part of the government is that to 
the east of the Oka; it is hilly, trenched by deep ravines and 
better drained, and has patches of fertile black earth in the south. 
The government is drained by the Volga with its tributaries, 
the Kerzbenets and the Vetluga on the left, and the Sura (with 
the Pyana) and the Oka on the right. These and their numerous 
tributaries offer great facilities both for navigation and for the 
transportation of timber. Numerous small lakes dot the govern-
ment, especially in the north, and close upon two-fifths of its 
entire surface is still covered with forests, which occupy nearly 
the whole of the Zavolyi (to the north of the Volga), and extend 
without a break for so and 8o rn. to the west and south-west 
respectively. The climate is sevet'e, especially in the Zavolyi, 
where the average yearly temperature is 5.6° Fahr. lower than 
at Nizhniy. Besides the Carboniferous, Permian and Triassic 
deposits (" variegated marts "), Jurassic deposits are found in 
patches, chiefly in the south-east, as also in the south-west and 
north. They are overlain with Cretaceous black clays and 
sandstones. Thick strata of Tertiary sands, containing petrified 
wood, are found in the Ardatov district, and over the whole 
lie Glacial deposits, sandy gravels and clays. 

Black earth, known as the " black earth of the plateau," 
prevails on the high plains between the river valleys in the 
south-cast; the "valley black earth," even more fertile than 
the former, covers the gently-sloping portions of the territory, 
also in the south-east. More or less sandy clays are met with 
elsewhere, and there are Jorge patches of sand. Iron ores (brown 
and spherosideritic), alabaster, limestone, sand (used for glass), 
salt and phosphorites are the chief useful minerals. There are 
also extensive deposits of peat. 

The population increased from 1,376,000 in 188o to 1,802,292 
in 1897; of these 80,245 were women, and zeo,347 lived in 
towns. The estimated pop. in 1906 was 1,823,600. They consist 
of Russians, to the extent of 88%; Mordvinians, to the number 
of 53,roo; Cheremisses, 67oo; with Tatars and aim/ashes 
Of the tots! number in 1897 1,525.735 were Orthodox and Old 
Believers, 75,848 Rsskolniks (Nonconformists), 51,236 Mussul. 
mans and 3388 Jews. Both the birth-rate (53 in moo) and the 
death-rate (42 in woo) are high. A little over 53% of the area is 
available for agriculture, and of this 59% is owned by noblemen 
and 16% only by the peasantry, the remainder being owned by 
merchants and others. Of the cultivable land owned by the 
peasaatry 53% is under crops, but of similar land owned by 
noblemen only 3o% is cultivated. The principal crops are wheat, 
rye, oats, barley, pease and potatoes. In some years the yield is 
quite insufficient for the population, and every year over too,000 
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persons quit their villages In quest of temporary work in neigh-
bouring governments. The semstee or district council of Mihaly-
Novgorod supports an agricultural school, an experimental farm 
and an agency for the purchase of improved seeds and machinery. 
The live-stock industry is inferior, as many as 41%01 the peasant 
families having no bones, and 24% no cows. The domestic 
trades, such as the making of cutlery, felts, woollens, leather 
goods, wooden wares (sledges, spoons, boxes, window-frames, 

gloves, wirework, hardware, mats and sacks, are widely 
practised; 70% of the male working population among the 
peasants earn their livehlrood in this way, as well as by shipping. 
This last is an industry of considerable magnitude, goods being 
shipped and unshipped to the annual value of over £5,000,ceo. 
Many of the villages and towns have each its own speciality, 
those in the district of Semenov being famous for wooden spoons, 
in Gorbatov for cutlery and locks, in Balakbna for spindles, in 
Makaryev for fancy boxes, in ?mamas, Knyaginin and Sergach 
for furs and leather goods. The MordvinIans and Cheremisses keep 
bees. Fruit and vegetables are cultivated along the Oka and the 
Volga. The factories are steadily developing, iron and machinery 
works, flour-mills, potteries, tanneries, shipbuilding yards, saw-
mills and distilleries are the more important. Education, owing 
to the efforts of the semosito, is in a better condition than in many 
other governments of Russia. (P. A. K; J. 7'. ihr.) 

111ZHNIY-110VGOROD, or simply NIZEMY, a town of Russia, 
capital of the above government, situated at the confluence of 
the Oka and the Volga, ars m. by rail E. of Moscow. It occupies 
in advantageous position on the great artery of Russian trade, 
at a place where the manufactured and agricultural products of 
the basin of the Oka meet the metal wares from that of the Kama, 
the can and set brought from the south-eastern governments, 
the produce of the Caspian fisheries, and the various wares 
imported from Siberia, Central .  Asia, Caucasia and Persia. It 
has thus become the seat of the great Makaryevskaya fair (see 
below), and one of the chief commercial centres of Russia. 
Its importance was still further increased during the latter part 
of the 19th century in consequence of the growth of manufactur-
ing industry In the Oka basin, the rapid development of steam-
boat traffic on the Volga and its tributaries, the extension of the 
Russian railway system and the opening of Central Asia for 
trade. 

Nizhniy-Novgorod consists of three parts: the upper city, 
including the Kremlin; the lower town,' or Nizhniy Bazaar; 
and " the Fair," with the suburb of Kunavino. The upper city 
h built 00 three hills, which rise as steep crags too ft. (zoo ft. 
above sea-level) above the right bank of both the Oka and the 
Volga. The Kremlin, or old fort, occupies one of these hills 
facing the Volga. It was begun in the second half of the 14th 
century, but was erected chiefly in the beginning of the 16th, 
on the site of the old palisaded fort, and has a wall 23oo yds. long, 
and 65 to es ft. high, with eleven towers; it contains the law-
courts, the governor's residence, the arsenal, barracks, the 
military gymnasium of Count Arakchfev (transferred from old 
Novgorod), a small museum and two cathedrals, Preobrazhenskl 
and ArIchangelski. These last were erected in 1225 and 1222 
respectively, and have been rebuilt more than once; the present 
structures, in somewhat poor taste, date from 1829-1834 and 
1732 respectively. , The Preolnashenski cathedral retains several 
relics of the past, such as holy pictures of the 14th and x7th 
centuries and a Bible of 1408; Minin, the hero of Nizhniy (see 
below) lies buried there. The Kremlin is adorned with a square, 
containing a monument to Minin and Posharsky erected in 1826, 
and pretty boulevards have been laid out along its lower wall. 
The view from the Kremlin of the broad Volga, with its low-
lying and far-spreading left bank, is very striking. The Pechersky 
monastery, close by, is archaeologically interesting; it was built 
in the first half of the 16th century—instead of the old monastery 
founded in 1330 and destroyed by a land-slip in 1596—and has 
several antiquities and a library which formerly contained very 
valuable MSS., now at St Petetsburg. Another monastery, 
that of Blagovyeshchenak (1370, rebuilt 1647), is situated on the 
right bank of the Oka. Its old churches have been destroyed by 
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fire, but it has a very ancient holy.picture—probably the oldest hi 
Russia, dating from ero, which attracts many pilgrims. In 
recis a town-house and a monument to Tsar Alexander II. were 
built in the principal square of the upper town. Besides the 
Kremlin, the upper town contains the best streets and public 
buildings. Five descents lead from it to the lower town, planted 
on the alluvial tertace, go to 35 ft. above the banks of the Oka 
and the Volga, and in the centre of a very lively traffic. Piles 
of salt line the salt wharves on the Oka; farther down are the 
extensive storehouses and heaps of grain of the corn wharves; 
then comes the steamboat quay on the Volga, opposite the 
Kremlin, and still farther east the timber wharves. The fair is 
held on the flat sandy tongue of land between the Oka and the 
Volga; connected with the town by only a bridge of boats, 15o0 
yds. long, which is taken to pieces in whiter. The shops of the 
fair, aeon in number, built of stone in regular rows, are surrounded 
by a canal, and cover half a square mile. Outside this inner 
fair are nearly soon more shops. Several buildings have been 
erected, and institutions established, in connexion with the fair, 
e.g. the house of the committee (xho), banks, a theatre, a circus, 
a new semicircular canal and a second floating bridge, under-
ground galleries, a water-supply, an electrical tramway, temper-
ance tea4hops and restaurants kept by the Society of Tradesmen. 
The Siberian harbour is conspicuous during the fair on account 
of its accumulations of tea boxes and temporary shelters, in 
which the different kinds of tea are tried and appraised by 
tasters. The point of the peninsula is occupied by the store-
houses of the steamboat companies, while metal wares and corn 
are discharged on a long island of the Oka, at the iron harbour 
and in Grebnovskaya harbour. An island in the Volga is the 
place where various kinds of rough wares are landed. The rail-
way from Moscow has its terminus dose to the fair buildings, 
to the south of Which is the suburb of Kunavino, widely known 
throughout the East as a place for amusements of the lowest kind 
during the fair. On the fair side the Alexander Nevski cathedral 
was etected In x881, and there too is the older " Fair " cathedral 
of 1822. 

The climate of Nizhniy is harsh and continental, the yearly 
average temperature being 39° Fahr. (to•6° in January and 64° 
in July), and the extreme thermometric readings-4o °  and 
toe Fehr. The town has a settled population of (1897) 90,053 
inhabitants, who are nearly all Great-Russians, and many of 
them Nonconformists. The mortality exceeds the birth-rate. 
The educational institutions include a military school, a technical 
school, a theological seminary, and two schools for sons and 
daughters of the clergy. 

The -manufactures include steam flour-mills, iron and 
machinery works, manufactories of ropes and candles, distil-
leries and potteries. Shipbuilding, especially for the transport 
of petroleum on the Caspian Sea, and steamboat building, have 
recently advanced considerably. Nizhniy is the chief station of 
the Volga steamboat traffic. The first steamer made its appear-
ance on the Volga hi 1821, but it was not till 1845 that steam 
navigation began to assume large proportions. The merchants 
carry on a brisk trade, valued (apart from that of the fair) at 
more than ir,000poo of purchases and ii,8o2,00o of sales; 
the principal items are corn (Croo,000 to fzeo,000), salt, iron, 
tea, fish, groceries and manufactured goods. 

The chief importance of the city is due to its fair, which is 
held from the 29th of July to the loth of September. From 
remote antiquity Itrmi-,n merchants were wont to meet la 
summer with those from the East at different places on the Volga, 
between the mouths of the Oka and the Kama —the fair changing 
its site with the increasing or decreasing power of the nation-
alities which struggled for the possession of the middle Volga. 
Bolger!, Nizhniy-Novgorod, Kazan and Vasilsursk have succes-
sively been its seat since the loth century. From 1641 its seat 
was at a monastery ss in. below Nizhniy and close to Makaryev 
(whence its present name). The situation, however, being in 
many ways inconvenient, and a conflagration having destroyed 
the shops at Makaryev, the fair was transferred in t817 to its 
present locality at Nizhniy-Novgorod. 



NOAH-.--NOAILLES 
Nizhniy-Novgomd had at one time two academies. Greek and 

Slav, and took some part in the literary movement of the end of 
the 18th century; its theatre also was of some importance in the 
history of the Russian stage. (P. A. K; J. T. Hz.) 

NOAH (as, rest; Septuagint, New Testament, Philo, Josephus, 
• Na-✓ror, new Vulg. Not). According to Gen. v.-a. the 
tenth patriarch in direct descent from Adam, counting Adam 
as the first; the son of Lamech; the father of Shan, Ham and 
Japheth; and the builder of the Ark, in which he and his 
family, &c. &c., were saved from a universal flood (see DeLuca). 
After the flood subsided God made a covenant with Nosh per-
mitting the use of animal food, on condition that the flesh is not 
eaten with the blood; and forbidding homicide (ix, 1-7, 
I. 29 f., both P.). Noah was the first to cultivate the vine and to 
experience the consequences of over-indulgence in its products, an 
occasion which called forth the filial respect of two of his sons 
and the irreverence of the third. Through his sons he became 
the ancestor of the whole human race. The name is mentioned 
in the genealogy in 1 Chron. i. 4; the " waters of Noah " occur 
in Isaiah liv. 9; and Noah is mentioned with Daniel and Job 
as an ancient worthy in Emit. xiv. 54, 20. The story is referred 
to in the New Testament in Matt. =iv. 37 f.; Luke iii. 36, 
xvii. 26 L; Heb. xi. 7; I Pet. iii. ro ; 2 Pet. ii. 5. 

The name Noah is explained in Gen. v. 29 as connected with 
the root ram " comfort," but this is etymologically impossible. 
As a Hebrew word it might connect with scab, " rest "; and the 
Septuagint has, " he will give us rest," instead of " he will 
comfort us "; and this is sometimes accepted as the original 
reading. 

As the tenth patriarch Noah corresponds to the tenth 'pre-
historic Babylonian king, Xisuthroe fa Berossus, Ut-napistim 
or Atrahasis in the cuneiform tablets, the hero of the Babylonian 
flood story. 

Gen. ix. 20-27 Is a distinct episode, and has no necessary con-
nexion with the narrative of the Deluge. Probably, as Gunkd, 
Dillmann and others suggest, it came originally from a cycle of 
stories different from that which contained the account of the 
Flood. There are some apparent inconsistencies. Noah is called 
" the husbandman." The proper rendering of verse 20 is " and 
Noah, the husbandman, was the first to plant a vineyard," the 
E.V.: " And Noah began to be an husbandman, and he planted 
a vineyard," is incorrect. It seems, therefore, that in the original 
context Noah had been described as " the husbandman," a title 
in no way suggested by Gen. vi. 9-ix. 19. Moreover, even after 
making allowance for lack of experience as to the effect of the 
new product, drunkenness and exposure hardly tally with the 
statement that " Noah was a just man and perfect in his genera-
tions, and Noah walked with God," vi. 9. This indeed comes 
from the late Priestly Code; but we are also told in the earlier 
story that " Noah found favour in the eyes of theLord," vi. 8. 

The name also occurs in the Bible (no, Nevi, Non) for the 
daughter of Zelophehad, of the tribe of Manasseh. Zelophelsad 
having only daughters, the case is made the occasion of laying 
down the law that where there are no sons daughters inherit, 
but must marry within their own tribe (Num. Levi. 33, mil. r. 
=mi. z; Josh. xvii. 3, all Priestly Code). (W. H. Be.) 

NOAILLES, the name of a great French family, derived from 
the castle of Noailles in the territory of Ayen, between Brive 
and Turenne in the Limousin, and claiming to date back to the 
1 1th century. It did not obtain fame until the 16th century, 
when its head, ANTODIE de Noailles (1504-1362), became admiral 
of France, and was ambassador in England during three im-
portant years, 1553-1 556,  maintaining • gallant but unsuccessful 
rivalry with the Spanish ambassador, Simon Renard. HENRI 

( 1 554-1623), son of Antoine, was a commander in the religious 
wars, and was made comte d'Ayen by Henry IV. in 1593. Asna 
(d- 1678), the grandson of the first count, played an important 
part in the Fronde and the early years of the reign of Louis XIV., 
became captain-general of the newly won province of Roussillon, 
and in 5663 was made duc d'Ayen, and peer of France. The sons 
of the first duke raised the family to its greatest fame. The 
eldest son, Asia June (5650-1708). was one of the chief generals 
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The goods mostly dealt in are cotton, woollen, linen and silk stuffs 
(35 to 38 %of the whole), iron and iron warn, furs and skinz.zotterl 
salt, corn. fish, wine and all lands man set g  
Russian goods constitute four-fifths of the whole trade; those 
brought from Asia—tea (impaled via Kiakhta and via Canton 
and Suez), raw cotton and silk, leather wares, madder and various 
manufactured wares—do not exceed to or 11%. Manufactured 
wares, groceries and wines are the goods principally imported from 
western Europe. The total turnover of goods sold and " ordered " 
amounts to nearly 361 millions sterling annually. The former 
category droPPeda  Ithreva*, from 26 malacca in s881 to 14 millions 
an toes. 

In 11184 the Russian manufacturers depending chiefly on the 
barter-trade in tea at Kiakhta, their production was regulated 
principally by the prices of tea established at the fair; but now 
cotton takes the lead, and the prospective output for the year of the 
mills of central Russia is determined at the fair by the price of raw 
cotton imported from Asia, by that of madder, and by the results of 
the year's crop, which became known during the fair. The same 
holds good with regard to all other stuffs, the prices of wool (pro-
visionally established at the earlier fairs of south-western Russia) 
being ultimately settled at Nizhniy, as well as those of raw silk. 
The whole of the iron production of the Urals depends also on the 
same fair. The " ezravans " of boats laden with iron-ware, starting 
from the Urals works in the spring, reach Nizhniy in August, after a 
stay at the fair of Laishev, which supplies the lower Volga; and the 
purchases of iron made at Nizhniy for Asia and middle Russia deter-
mine the amount of credit that will be granted for the next year's 
business to the owners of the ironworks, on which credit most of 
them entirely depend. The fair thus influences directly all the 
leading branches of Russian manufacture. It exercises a yet greater 
influence on the corn and salt trades throughout Russia, and still 
More on the whole of the trade in Siberia and Turkestan. both de-
pmding entirely on the conditions of credit which the Siberian and 
Turkestan merchants obtain at the (arr. 

The Makaryevskaya fair attracts no fewer than soo,000 people 
from all parts of Russia. and partly from Asia. 

Two other fairs of some importance are held at 'radials-one for 
Wooden wares on the ice of the Oka, and another. in June, for homes. 

History.—The confluence of the Oka and the Volga, inhabited 
In the roth century by Mordvinian tribes, began to be coveted 
by the Russians as soon as they had occupied the upper Volga, 
and as early as the With century they established a fort, 
Gorodets, 20 m. above the mouth of the Oka. In 1221, the 
people of Suzdal, under Yuri Vsevolodovich, prince of Vladimir, 
erected a fort on the lull now occupied by the Kremlin of Nizhniy. 
Until the beginning of the 54th century Nizhniy-Novgorod, 
which grew rapidly as the Ruc‘ixnn  colonized the banks of the 
Oka, remained subject to Suzdal; it enjoyed, however, almost 
complete independence, being ruled by its popular assembly. 
In the lath century, until 1390, it elected its own princes. LI-
protected by its palisaded walls, it was plundered in z377 and 
5378 by the Tatars, supported by the Mordvinians. In 1390 
Prince Vasili of Moscow, in alliance with Toktamish, khan of the 
Golden Horde of the Mongols, took Nizhniy and established his 
own governors there; in 1417 it was definitely annexed to 
Moscow, becoming a stronghold for the further advance of that 
principality towards the east. It was fortified in zso8-1511, 
and was able to repel the Tatars in 1513, 152o and 1536. The 
second half of the 16th century was for the city a period of 
peaceful and rapid development. It became a depth for all 
merchandize brought from the south-east, and even English 
merchants established warehouses there. With the fall of 
Kazan, and the opening of free navigation on the Volga, it 
became the starting-place for the " caravan " of boats yearly 
sent to the lower Volga under the protection of a military force, 
whilst the thick forests of the neighbourhood favoured the 
development of shipbuilding. In 16o6-261i the trading classes 
of Nizhniy took an active part in the expeditions against the 
revolted serfs, and it was a Nizhniy dealer in cattle, Kozma 
Minin Sukhorukov, who took the initiative in sending an army 
for the delivery of Moscow from the Poles in 1612. In 1667 the 
robber chieftain, Stenka Razin, made an unsuccessful attempt 
to capture the city. During the 17th century the country around 
Nizhniy became the seat of a vigorous religious agitation, and 
in its forests the Raskolniks established hundreds of their 
monasteries and communities, those of the Rerzhenets playing 
an important part in the history of Russian Nonconformity 
even to the present time. 
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'of hones towards the end of the reign of Louis XIV., and, 
after raising the regiment of Noah, in s689, he commanded 
in Spain during the war of the Spanish succession, and was made 
marshal of France in r693. A younger son, Lours Amount 
(a65x-1729), was made archbishop of Parts th toes, holding this 
high dignity until his death; he was made a cardinal in rfoge. 
The name of Nosilles occurs with almost confusing reiteration 
throughout the z8th century. ADMEN MAMIE= (i678-t766), 
the third duke, served in all the most important wars of the reign 
of Louis XV. in Italy and Germany, and became a marshal 
in r734. His last command was in the war of the Austrian 
succession, when he was beaten by the English at the battle of 
Dettingen in 1743. He married Francoise d'Aubigne, s niece of 
Madame de Maintenon and two of hid sons also attained the rank 
of marshal of France. The eider, Lours (17r3--1793), who bore 
the title of due d'Ayen till his father's death in 1766, when he 
became due de Noailles, served in most of the wars of the 18th 
century without particular distinction, but was nevertheless made 
a marshal in 1775. He refused to emigrate during the Revolution, 
but escaped the guillotine by dying in August 1793, before the 
Terror reached its height. On the 4th Thermidor (July as) 
the aged duchesse de Noailles was excepted with her daughter-in-
law, the duchesse d'Ayen, and her granddaughter, the vicomtesse 
de Noailles. JEAN PAUL FlUilocOLS (1739-184), the fifth duke, 
was in the army, but his tastes were scientific, and for his emin-
ence as a chemist he was elected a member of the Academy of 
Sciences in z777. He became due d'Ayen in 1766 on his grand-
father's death, and due de Noakes on his father's in 1793. 
Having emigrated in 1792, be lived in Switzerland until the 
Restoration in 1814, when be took his seat as a peer of France. 
He had no son, and was succeeded as due de Noailles by his 
grand-nephew, PAUL (18os-1885), who won some reputation 
as an author, and who became a member of the French Academy 
in the place of Chateaubriand in ase. The grandfather of 
Paul de Noailles, and brother of the fifth duke, EMMANUEL 
MARIE Louts (1743-1822), marquis de Noailles, was ambassador 
at Amsterdam from 1770-1776, at London 1776-1783, and at 
Vienna 1783-1792. 

One other branch of the family deserves notice. PHILIPPE (1715-
17g4), comic de Noailles, afterwards due de Mouthy; was a younger 
brother of the fourth duke, and a more distinguished soldier than his 
brother. He served at Wade's and In other empties; and was 
made a marshal on the same day .e his brother. He was beg in 
great favour at court. and his wife was fint lady of homer to Marie 
Antoinette, and was nicknamed by her Madame Etiquette. This 
court favour brought down punishment in the days of the Revolution, 
and the old marshal and his wife were guillotined on the arth of Jane 
rm. His two son, the prince de Poia and the vicomte de Noodles, 
were members of the Constituent Astern*. 

PHILIPPE Louts MARC ANTOINE, duke of Nocella and prince of 
Pak (1752:2119), was born on the 21st of November ma. In 1789 
he was elk.  deputy of the States-Genera( by the nobility of the 
batistes of Amiens and Hans, but was compelled to resign in 
consequence of a duel with the commander of the Garde Nationale 
at Versailles. He left the country for some time, but returned to 
France and took part in the revolution of the soth of August 1792. 
He was, however, forced to quit the country once.more to evade 
the fate of his father and mother  Returning to France In 1800, he 
lived quietly at his residence at Mouthy during the empire. At the 
Restoration be was brought again into favour and beams, a peer of 
France. He died at Paris on the 17th of February 1819. 

Louts Masts (1756-1804), VICoMte de Noailles, was the second 
son of the marsha He served brilliantly under La Fayette in 
America, and was the officer who concluded the capitulation of York-
Urem. He ems elected to the States-General is r78p. He began the 
famous " oink," as Mirabeau called it. on the aiitoopt0,12utt, when all 
privileges were abolished, and with d'Aieuillon the abolition 
of tides and liveries in June 1790. When the revolution became 
snore pronounced he emigrated to America. and became a_wtner 
in Bingliam's bank at Philadelphia  He was very summd, ul, and 
might have lived happily had be not accepted a contotand against 
the English in San Domingo. under Rochambeau. He made a 
brilliant defence of the mote St Nicholas, and escaped with the 
garrison to Cube but in making for Havana his ship was attacked 
by an English frigate, and after a long engagement he was severely 
wounded. and died of his wounds on the eth of January silos 

NOLICHALL a town and district of British India, in the 
Chittagong division of eastern Bengal and Assam. The town, 
also known as Sudharam, is on a small river channel so m. from  

the sea. Pop (lgem) 632o. The Dam= or NOIlllatALI has 
an arca of 1644 sq. pop. (r901)  1,141,728. The district 
consists of an alluvial tract of mainland, together with several 
islands at the mouth of the Meghna. In general, each home-
stead is surrounded by a thick grove of betel- and coco-nut 
palms, and in the north-western tracts dense forests of betel-nut 
palms extend for miles. Rice is the great staple of cultivation. 
The district is very fertile; and, with the exception of some 
sandbanks and recent accretions, every part of it is under con-
tinuous cultivation. The process of alluvion is gradually but 
steadily going on, the mainland extending seawards. Noakhall 
is peculiarly liable to destructive floods from the sea, generally 
caused by southerly gales or cyclones occurring at the time when 
the Meghna is swollen by heavy rains, and at flood-tides—the 
tidal bore being sometimes so ft. high, and moving at the rate 
of 13 tn. an hour. The cyclone and storm-wave of the 31st of 
October 1876 was terribly disastrous, sweeping over the whole 
delta of the Meghna. The loss of human life was estimated at 
100,000. The east of the district is nerved by the Assam-Bengal 
railway. 

The Mahommedan population of the islands at the mouth of the 
Meghna practised piracy up to a comparatively recent date, and 
at the beginning of the 17th century Portuguese pirates, under 
Sebastian Gonzales, occupied Sandwip. They were ultimately 
reduced to subjection by Shaista Khan, the governor of Bengal, 
about the middle of the century; and their descendants have 
sunk to the level of the natives surrounding them, whose dress, 
customs and language they have, for the most part, adopted. 
They are Christians, and retain the old Portuguese names. 
About 1756 the East India Company established factories in 
Noakhali and Tippera, the ruins of some of which still remain. 

NOBEL, ALFRED BERNHARD (1833-1896), Swedish chemist 
and engineer, was the third son of Emmanuel Nobel (18o1-1872), 
and was born at Stockholm on the stet of October 1833. At 
an early age he went with his family to St Petersburg, where 
his father started torpedo works. In 1859 these were left to the 
care of the second son, Ludvig Emmanuel (1831-1888), by 
whom they were greatly enlarged, and Alfred, returning to 
Sweden with his father, devoted himself to the study of ex-
plosives, and especially to the manufacture and utilization of 
nitroglycerin. Be found that when that body was Incorporated 
with an absorbent, inert substance like kleselguhr it became 
safer and more convenient to manipulate, and this mixture he 
patented in 1867 as dynamite. He next combined nitro-
glycerin with another high explosive, gun-cotton, and obtained 
a transparent, jelly-like substance, which was a still more 
powerful explosive than dynamite- Blasting gelatin, as it 
was called, was patented In 1876, and was followed by a host 
of similar combinations, modified by the addition of potassium 
nitrate, wood-pulp and various other substances. Some 
thirteen years later Nobel produced ballistite, one of the earliest 
of the nitroglycerin smokeless powders, containing is its 
latest forms about equal parts of gun-cotton and nitroglycerin. 
This powder was a precursor of cordite, and Nobel's claim that 
his patent covered the latter was the occasion of vigorously 
contested law-suits between him and the British Government 
in 1894 and 1895. Cordite also consists of nitroglycerin and 
gun-cotton, but the form of the latter which its inventors wished 
to use was the moat highly nitrated variety, which is not soluble 
in mixtures of ether and alcohol, whereas Nobel contemplated 
using a less nitrated form, which is soluble in such mixtures. 
The question was complicated by the fact that it is in practice 
impossible to prepare either of these two forms without ad-
mixture of the other; but eventually the courts dedded against 
Nobel. From the manufacture of dynamite and other explosives, 
and from the exploitation of the Baku oil-frelds, in the develop-
ment of which he and his brothers, Ludvig and Robert Hjalmar 
(1829-1896), took a leading part, he amassed an immense 
fortune; and at his death, which occurred on the rah of 
December r805 at San Remo, he left the bulk of it in trust for 
the establishment of five prizes, each worth several thousand 
pounds. to be 'waded annually without distinction of nationality. 
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The find three of these prizes are for eminence in physical 
science, in chemistry and in medical science or physiology; 
the fourth Is for the most remarkable literary work dans k seas 
d'idealinik; and the fifth is to be given to the person or society 
that renders the greatest service to the cause of international 
brotherhood, in the suppression or reduction of standing armies, 
or in the establishment or furtherance of peace congresses. 

See Les Prix Nobel en ago: (Stockholm, leaf). 
NOBILI, LEOPOLDO (1784-1835).  Italian physicist, born at 

Reggio nell' Emilia in 1784, was in youth an officer of artillery, 
but afterwards became professor of physics in the archducal 
museum at Florence, the old habitat of the Accademia del 
Cimento. His most valuable. contributions to science consist 
in the suggestion of the astatic combination of two needles for 
galvanometers, and in the invention of the so-called thermo-
multiplier used by him and M. Menotti. In 1826 be described 
the prismatically-coloured films of metal, known as Nobili's 
rings, deposited electrolytically from solutions of lead and other 
salts when the anode is a polished iron plate and the cathode is 
a fine wire placed vertically above it. His papers were mostly 
published in the Bibafield-vie siniverselle of Geneva. He died 
at Florence in August 1833. 

NOBILIOR. NARCUS PULVIIIII, Roman general, a member of 
one of the most important families of the plebeian Fulvian 
gens. When praetor (193 he served with distinction in 
Spain, and as consul in 189 he completely broke the power of the 
Aetolian league. On his return to Rome, Nobilior celebrated a 
triumph (of which full details arc given by Livy) remarkable 
for the magnificence of the spoils exhibited. On his Aetolian 
campaign be was accompanied by the poet Ennius, who made 
the capture of Ambracia, at which he was present, the subject 
of one of his plays. For this Nobilior was bitterly attacked by 
Cato the Censor, on the ground that he had compromised his 
dignity as a Roman general. He restored the temple of Hercules 
and the Muses In the Circus Flaminius, placed in it a list of 
Fasti drawn up by himself, and endeavoured to make the 
Roman calendar more generally known. He was a great en-
thusiast for Greek art and culture, and introduced many of its 
masterpieces into Rome, amongst them the picture of the 
Muses by Zeuxis from Ambracia. 

NOBILITY. To form a true understanding of what is strictly 
implied in the word " nobility," in its social as opposed to a 
purely moral sense, it is needful to distinguish its meaning from 
that of several words with which it is likely to be confounded. 
In England nobility is apt to be confounded with the peculiar 
institution of the British peerage. Yet nobility, in some shape or 
another, has existed in most places and times of the world's 
history, while the British peerage is an institution purely local, 
and one which has actually hindered the existence of a nobility 
in the sense which the word bears in most other Countries. 
Nor is nobility the same thing as aristocracy. This last is a word 
which is often greatly abused; but, whenever it is used with 
any regard to its true meaning, it is a word strictly political, 
implying a particular form of government. But nobility is 
hot necessarily a political term; the distinction which it implies 
may be accompanied by political privileges or it may not. Again, 
it is sometimes thought that both nobility and aristocracy are 
in some special way connected with kingly government. To 
not a few it would seem a contradiction to speak of nobility 
or aristocracy in a republic. Yet, though many republics have 
eschewed nobility, there is nothing in a republican, or even in a 
democratic, form Of government inconsistent with the existence 
of nobility; and it is only in a republic that aristocracy, In the 
strict sense of the word, can exist. Aristocracy implies the 
existence of nobility; but nobility does not imply aristocracy; 
it may exist under any form of government. The peerage, 
as it exists in the three British kingdoms, is something which 
is altogether peculiar to the three British kingdoms, and which 
has nothing in the least degree like it elsewhere. 

Nobility, then, in the strict sense of the word, is the hereditary 
handing on from generation to generation of some acknow-
Wood pre-eminence. • pre-eminence founded on hereditary  

succession, and on nothing else. Sueit nobility may beinulne-
modal or it may not. There may or there may not be a power 
vested somewhere of conferring nobility; but it is 
essential to the true idea of nobility that, when once 
acquired, it shall go on for ever to all the descendants—or, 
more commonly, only to all the descendants in the male line—
of the person first ennobled or first recorded as noble. The 
pre-eminence so banded on may be of any kind, from substantial 
political power to mere social respect and precedence. It does 
not seem necessary that it should be formally enacted by law 
if it is universally acknowledged by usage. It may be marked 
by titles or it may not. It is hardly needful to prove that 
nobility does not imply wealth, though nobility without wealth 
runs some risk of being forgotten. This definition seems to 
take in all the kinds of nobility which have existed in different 
times and places. They have differed widely in the origin of 
the noble class and in the amount of privilege implied in member-
ship of it; but they all agree in the transmission of some 
privilege or other to all the descendants, or to all the male 
descendants, of the first noble. 

In strictness nobility and gentry are the same thing. This 
fact is overshadowed in England, partly by the habitual use of 
the word " gentleman " (q.v.) in various secondary 
uses, partly by the prevalent confusion between .l agAby. 
nobility and peerage. But that they are the same 
is proved by the use of the French word geniilhomme, a word 
which has pretty well passed out of modern use, but which, 
as long as it remained in use, never lost its true meaning. There 
were very wide distinctions within the French noblesse, but 
they all formed one privileged class as distinguished from the 
rolarkr. Here, then, is a nobility in the strictest sense. H 
there is no such class in England, it is simply because the class 
which answers to it has never been able to keep any universally 
acknowledged privileges. The word " gentleman " has lost its 
original meaning in a variety of other uses, while the word 
" nobleman " has come to be confined to members of the peerage 
and a few of their immediate descendants. 

That the English peerage does not answer to the true idea 
of a nobility will be seen with a very little thought. There is no 
handing on of privilege or pre-eminence to perpetual generations. 
The peer bolds a great position, endowed with substantial powers 
and privileges, and those powers add privileges are banded on by 
hereditary succession. But they are handed on only to one 
member of the family at a time. The peer's children, in some 
cases his grandchildren, have titles and precedence, but they 
have no substantial privileges. His remoter descendants have 
no advantage of any kind over other people, except their chance 
of succeeding to the peerage. The remote descendant of a duke, 
even though he may chance to be heir presumptive to the duke-
dom, Is in no way distinguished from any other gentleman; 
it is even possible that he may not hold the social rank of gentle-
man. This is not nobility in the true sense; it is not nobility as 
nobility was understood either In the French kingdom or in the 
Venetian commonwealth. 

Nobility thus implies the vesting of some hereditary privilege 
or advantage in certain families, without deciding in what such 
privilege or advantage consists. Its nature may differ widely 
accoteling to the causes which have led to the establishment 
of the distinction between family and family in each particular 
case. 

The way In which nobility has arisen in different times and 
places is very various, and there are several nations whose 
history will supply its with examples of a nobility 
of one kind giving way to a nobility of another kind. fee,,eAra, 
The history of the Roman commonwealth illustrates 
this perhaps better than any other. ,  What we may call the 
nobility of earlier occupation makes way for the nobility of 
office. Our first glimpses of authentic Roman history set before 
us two orders in the same state, one of which is distinguished 
from the other by many exclusive privileges. The privileged 

',For the ethnological problems raised by the relations of }Iapetus 
and San, see Ram: History, 1.; also Pontoons. 
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order-•-the papules, pstra, patricians—has all the characteristics 
which we commonly expect to find in a privileged order. It is a 
minority, a minority strictly marked out by birth from other 
members of the commonwealth, • minority which seems further, 
though this point is less clearly marked, to have had on the whole 
the advantage in point of wealth. When we are first entitled 
to speak with any kind of certainty, the non-privileged class 
possess a certain share in the election of magistrates and the 
making of laws. But the privileged class alone are eligible to the 
greatest offices of the state; they have in their hands the ex-
clusive control of the national religion; they have the exclusive 
enjoyment of the common land of the state—in Teutonic phrase, 
the folklaml. A little research shows that the origin of these 
privileges wasa very simple one. Those who appear in later time. 
as a privileged order among the people had once been the whole 
people. The patricians, patter, housefathers, goodmen—so 
lowly is the origin of that proud name—were once the whole 
Roman people, the original inhabitants of the Roman hills. They 
were the true populus Roams:us, alongside of whom grew up 
a secondary Roman people, the plebs or commons. As new 
settlers came, as the people of conquered towns were moved to 
Rome, as the character of Romans was granted to some allies 
and forced upon some enemies, this plebs, sharing some but not all 
of the rights of citizens, became a non-privileged order alongside 
of a privileged order. As the non-privileged order increased in 
numbers, while the privileged order, as every exclusive hereditary 
body must do, lessened, the larger body gradually put on the 
Character of the nation at large, while the smaller body put 
on the character of a nobility. But their position as a nobility 
or privileged class arose solely because a class with inferior rights 
to their own grew up around them. They were not a nobility 
or a privileged class as long as there was no less privileged class 
to distinguish them from Their exclusive possession of power 
made the commonwealth in which they bore rule an aristocracy; 
but they were a democracy among themselves. We see indeed 
faint traces of distinction among the patricians themselves, 
which may lead us to guess that the equality of all patricians may 
have been won by struggles of unrecorded days, not unlike those 
which in recorded days brought about the equality of patrician 
and plebeian. But at this we can only guess. The Roman 
patricians, the true Roman popular, appear at our first sight of 
them as a body democratic in its own constitution, but standing 
out as an order marked by very substantial privileges indeed 
from the other body, the plebs, also democratic in its own con-
stitution, but in every point of honour and power the marked 
inferior of the popular. 

The old people of Rome thus grew, or rather shrank up, into a 
nobility by the growth of a new people by their side which they 

declined to admit to a share in their rights, powers ~Arm and possessions. A series of struggles raised this 
new people, the plebs, to a level with the old people, the 
popular. The gradual character of the process is not the least 
instructive part of it. There are two marked stages in the 
struggle. In the first the plebeians strive to obtain relief from 
laws and customs which were actually oppressive to them, while 
they were profitable to the patricians. When this relief has been 
pined by a series of enactments, a second struggle follows, in 
which the plebeians win political equality with the patricians. 
In this second struggle, too, the ground is won bit by bit. No 
general law was ever passed to abolish the privileges of the 
patricians; still less was any law ever passed to abolish the dis-
tinction between patrician and plebeian. All that was done was 
done step by step. First, marriage between the two orders ivas 
legalized. Then one law admitted plebeians to one office, another 
law to another. Admission to military command was won first, 
then admission to civil jurisdiction; a share in religious functions 
was won last of all. And some offices, chiefly those religious 
offices which carried no political power with them, always 
remained the exclusive property of the patricians, because ACI 
special law was ever passed to throw them open to plebeians. 
In this gradual way every practical advantage on the part of the 
patricians was taken away. But the result did not lead to the 

abolition of all distinctions between the orders. Patricians and 
plebeians went on as orders defined by law, till the distinction 
died out in the confusion of things under the empire, till at last 
the word " patrician " took quite a new meaning. The distinc-
tion, in truth, went on till the advantage curried to the side of 
the plebeians. Both consuls might be plebeians, both could not 
be patricians; a patrician could not wield the great powers vested 
in the tribunes of the commons. These were greater advantages 
than the exclusive patrician possession of the offices of 'Warms, 
rex socrorsure and the higher fiamens. And, as the old distinction 
survived in law and religion after all substantial privileges were 
abolished, so presently a new distinction arose of which law 
and religion knew nothing, but which became , in practice nearly 
as marked and quite as important as the older one. 

This was the growth of the new nobility of Rome, that body, 
partly patrician, partly plebeian, to whom the name mobilitas 
strictly belongs in Roman history. This new nobility-gradually 
became as well marked and as exclusive as the old patriciate. 
But if differed from the old patriciate in this, that, while the 
privileges of the old patriciate rested on law, or perhaps rather 
on immemorial custom, the privileges of the new nobility 
rested wholly on a sentiment of which men could remember 
the beginning. Or it would be more accurate to say that the new 
nobility had really no privileges at all. Its members had no 
legal advantages over other citizens. They were a social caste, 
which strove to keep, and which largely succeeded in keeping, 
all high offices and political power in its own hands. Such 
privileges, even of an honorary kind, as the nobles did enjoy 
by law belonged to them, not as nobles, but as senators and 
senators' sons. Yet practically the new nobility was a privileged 
class; it felt itself to be so, and it was felt to be so by others. 
This nobility consisted of all those who, as descendants of curule 
magistrates, had the jet inroginum—that is, who could point 
to forefathers ennobled by office. That is to say, it consisted 
of the remains of the old patriciate, together with those plebeian 
families any members of which had been chosen to curule 
offices. These were naturally those families which had been 
patrician in some other Italian city, but which were plebeian 
at Rome. Many of them equalled the patricians in wealth 
and antiquity of descent, and as soon as inter-marriage was 
allowed they became in all things their social equals. The 
practical result of the Licinian reform was that the great plebeian 
families became, for all practical purposes, patrician. They 
separated themselves from the mass of the plebeians to form 
a single body with the surviving patricians. Just as the old 
patricians had striven to keep plebeians •  out of high offices, 
so now the new nobles, patrician and plebeian alike, strove to 
keep " new men," men who had not the jot imaginmen, out of 
high office. But there was still the difference that in the old 
state of things the plebeian was shut out by law, while in the 
new state of things no Law shut out the new man. It needed 
a change in the constitution to give the consulship to Lucius 
Sextius; it needed only union and energy in the electors to 
give it to Gains Marius. 

The Roman case is often misunderstood, because the later 
Roman writers did not fully understand the case themselves. 
fairy could never get rid of the idea that the old struggle between 
patrician and plebeian was something like the struggle between 
the nobility and the people at large In the later days of the 
commonwealth. In a certain sense he knew better; at any rate, 
he often repeats the words of those who knew better; but the 
general impression given by his story is that the plebeians were 
a low mob and their leaders factious and interested ringleaders 
of a mob. The case is again often misunderstood because the 
words " patrician " and " plebeian," like so many other technical 
Roman and Greek words, have come in modern language to 
be used in a way quite unlace their original sense. The word 
" plebeian," in its strict sense, is no more contemptuous than 
the word commoner in England. The plebs, like the English 
commons, contained families differing widely in rank and social 
position, among them those families which, as soon as an artificial 
barrier broke down, joined with the patricians to form the new 
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nobility. The whole lesson is lost if the words " patrician " 
and " plebeian " are used in any but their strict sense. The 
Catuli and Metelli, among the proudest nobles of Rome, were 
plebeians, and as such could not have been chosen to the purely 
patrician office of Weems, or ff.:linen of Jupiter. Yet even in 
good writers on Roman history the words " patrician " and 
" plebeian " are often misapplied by being transferred to the 
later disputes at Rome, In which they are quite out of place. 

We may now compare the history of nobility at Rome with 
its history in some other of the most famous city-commonwealths. 
coin Thus at Athens s its history is in its main outlines 

very much the same as its history at Rome up to a palatal 
between certain point, while there is nothing at Athens which 
Rennuraairat all answers to the later course of things at Rome. 

At Athens, as at Rome, an old patriciate, a nobility of 
older settlement, a nobility which had once been the 

whole people, was gradually shorn of all exclusive privilege, 
and driven to share equal rights with a new people which 
had grown up around it. The reform of Cleisthenes (q.v.) 
answers in a general way to the reform of Licinius, though the 
different circumstances of the two cities binder us from carrying 
out the parallel into detail. But both at Rome and at Athens 
we see, at a stage earlier than the final reform, an attempt 
to set up a standard of wealth, either instead of or alongside 
of the older standard of birth. This same general idea cornea 
out both in the constitution of Servius and in the constitution 
of Solon, though the application of the principle is different 
in the two cases. Servius made voting power depend on income; 
by Solon the same rule was applied to qualification for office. 
By this change power is not granted to every citizen, but it is 
put within the reach of every citizen. No man can change his 
forefathers, but the poor man may haply become richer. The 
Athenian ebrarplike, who were thus gradually brought down 
from their privileged position, seem to have been quite as proud. 
and exclusive as the Roman patricians; but when they lost 
their privileges they lost them far more thoroughly, and they 
did not, as at Rome, practically hand on many of them to a new 
nobility, of which they formed part, though not the whole. 
While at Rome the distinction of patrician and plebeian was never 
wiped out, while it remained to the last a legal distinction even 
when practical privilege had turned the other way, at Athens, 
after the democracy had reached its full groirth, the distinction 
seems to have had no legal existence whatever. At Rome 
down to the last it made a difference whether the candidate for 
office was patrician or plebeian, though the difference was in 
later times commonly to the advantage of the plebeian. At 
Athens, at any rate after Aristides, the eupatrid was neither 
better nor worse off than another man. 

But, what is of far greater importance, there never arose at 
Athens any body of men which at all answered to the nobilints of 
Rome. We see at Athens strong signs of social distinctions, 
even at a late period of the democracy; we see that, though 
the people might be led by the low-born demagogue—using that 
word in its strict and not necessarily dishonourable meaning—
their votes most commonly fell on men of ancient descent. 
We sae that men of birth and wealth often allowed themselves 
a strange licence in dealing with their low-born fellow-citizens. 
But we see no sign of the growth of a body made up of patricians 
and leading plebeians who contrived to keep office to themselves 
by a social tradition only less strong than positive law. We 
have at Athena the exact parallel to the state of things when 
Appfus Claudius shrank from the thought of the consulship of 
Gains Licinius; we have no exact parallel to the state of things 
when Quintus Metellus shrank from the thought of the consulship 
of Gains Marina The cause of the difference seems to be that, 
while the origin of the patriciate was exactly the same at Rome 
and at Athens, the origin of the commons was different. The 
four Ionic tribes at Athens seem to have answered very closely 
to the three patrician tribes at Rome; but the Athenian demos 
grew up in a different way from the Roman pkbs. If we could 
believe that the Athenian demos arose out of the union of the 
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other Attic towns with Athens, this would be an exact analogy 
to the origin of the Roman plebs; the ebrurplbae would be the 
Athenians and the demos the Atticans ('Arread). But from 
such glimpses of early Attic history as we can get the union of 
the Attic towns would seem to have been completed before the 
constitutional struggle began. That union would answer rather 
to the union of the three patrician tribes of Rome. Such hints 
as we have, while they set before us, just as at Rome, a state 
of things in which small landed proprietors are burthened with 
debt, also set before us the Attic demos as, largely at least, a 
body of various origins which bad grown up in the city. Geis-
thenes, for instance, enfranchised many slaves and strangers, 
a course which certainly formed no part of the platform of 
Licinius, and which reminds us rather of Gnaeus Flavius some-
what later. On the whole it seems moat likely that, while the 
kernel of the Roman pkbs was rural or belonged to the small 
towns admitted to the Roman franchise, the Atticdemes, largely at 
least, though doubtless not wholly, arose out of the mixed settlers 
who had come together in the city, answering to the Aroma of 
later times. If so, there would be no place in Athens for those great 
plebeian houses, once patrician in some other commonwealth, 
out of which the later Roman nobililas was so largely formed. 

Thus the history of nobility at Athens supplies a dose analogy 
to the earlier stages of its history at Rome, but it has nothing 
answering to its later stages. At Sparta we have a third instance 
of a people shrinking up into a nobility, but it is a people whose 
position differs altogether from anything either at Rome or at 
Athens. Sparta is the best case of a nobility of conquest. This 
is true,whether we look on the reptotam as Achaeans or as Dorian, 
or as belonging some to one race and some to the other (see 
Pram"). In any case the Spartans form a ruling body, and a 
body whose privileged position in the land is owing to conquest. 
The Spartans answer to the patricians, the redoes= to the 
plebs; the helots are below the position of pkbs or demos. The 
only difference is that, probably owing to the fact that the 
distinction was due to conquest, the local character of the dis-
tinction lived on much longer than it did at Rome. We hardly 
look on the Spartans as a nobility among the other Lacedse-
monians; Sparta rather is a ruling city bearing sway over the 
other Lacedaemonian towns. But this is exactly what the original 
Roman patricians, the settlers on the three oldest hills, were in the 
beginning. The so-called cities (ram) of the melee= answered 
pretty well to the local plebeian tribes; the difference is that the 
r spit:atm never became a united corporate body like the Roman 
plebs. Sparta to the last remained what Rome was at the 
beginning, a city with a papules Ram) but no plebs. And, as 
at Rome in early times, there were at Sparta distinctions within 
the Impulses; there were disoun and brondores, like the *Worts 
and minores genies at Rome. Only at Rome, where there was a 
plebs to be striven against, these distinctions seem to have had a 
tendency to die out, while at Sparta they seem to have had a 
tendency to widen. The Spartan patriciate could afford to 
disfranchise some of its own members. 

The other old Greek cities, as well as those of medieval Italy 
and Germany, would supply us with endless examples of the 
various ways in which privileged orders arose. Venice, a city 
not exactly belonging to any of these classes, essentially a city 
of the Eastern empire and not of the Western, gives us an example 
than which none is more Instructive. The renowned patridate 
of Venice was as far removed as might be from the character either 
of a nobility of conquest or of a nobility of older settlement. 
Nor was it strictly a nobility of office, though it had more in 
common with that than with either of the other two. As Athens 
supplies us with a parallel to the older nobility of Rome without 
any parallel to the later, so Venice supplies us with a parallel to 
the later nobility of Rome without any parallel to the earlier. 
Athens has Fabii and Claudil, but no Catull or Metelli; Venice 
has Catull and Metelli, but no Fabil or Claudil. 

In one point, however, the Venetian nobility differed from 
either the older or the newer nobility of Rome, and also from the 
older nobilities of the medieval Italian cities. Nowhere else did 
nobility so distinctly rise out of wealth, and that wealth pined 
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by commerce. In the original Wand teethes,' of Venice there 
could be no such thing as landed property. The agricultural 
plebeian of old Rome and the feudal noble of contemporary 
Europe were both of them at Venice impossible characters. The 
Venetian nobility is an example of a nobility which gradually 
arose out of the mass of the people as certain families step by 
step drew all political power into their own bands. The plebs 
did not gather round the palter, neither were they conquered by 
the pastes; the *Ores were developed by natural selection 
out of the plebs, or, more strictly, out of the ancient pepulus. 
The commune of Venice, the ancient style of the common-
wealth, changed into the seigniory of Venice. Political power 
was gradually confined to those whose forefathers had held 
political power. This was what the later nobility of Rome 
was always striving at, and what they did to a great extent 
practically establish. But, as the exclusive privileges of the 
nobility were never recognized by any legal or formal act, men 
like Gaius Marius would ever and anon thrust themselves in. 
The privileges which the Venetian nobility took to themselves 
were established by acts which, if not legal, were at least formal. 
The Roman nobility, resting wholly on sufferance, was over-
thrown by the ambition of one of its own members. The Venetian 
nobility, resting also in its beginnings on sufferance, but on 
sufferance which silently obtained the force of law, lasted as long 
as Venice remained a separate state. 

The hereditary oligarchy of Venice was established by a series 
of changes which took place between the years 1297 and 1319. 
Ali of them together really go to make up the " Shutting of the 
Great Council," a name which is formally given to the act of the 
first of those years. In 1172 the Great Council began as an 
elective body; it gradually ousted the popular assembly from all 
practical power. It was, as might be looked for, commonly filled 
by members of distinguished families, descendants of ancient 
magistrates, who were already beginning to be looked on as noble. 
The series of revolutions already spoken of first made descent 
from former councillors a necessary qualification for election 
to the council; then election was abolished, and the council 
consisted of all descendants of its existing members who bad 
reached the age of twenty-five. Thus the optimales of Venice 
did what the Olin:ales of Rome strove to do: they established 
a nobility whose one qualification was descent from those who 
had held office in past times. This is what the nobility of office, 
if left unchecked, naturally grows into. But the particular way 
in which oligarchy was finally established at Venice had some 
'insider results. Some of the great families which were already 
looked on as noble were not represented in the council at the 
time of the shutting; of others some branches were represented 
and others not. These families and branches of families, however 
noble they might be in descent, were thus shut out from all the 
Me Rows political privileges of nobility. When one branch of  c.f. i., a family was admitted and one shut out we have an 
ow suer analogy to the patrician and plebeian Claudii, though 
Co.ffici la the distinction had come about in quite another way. 
Vissico. And in the Great Council itself we have the lively 
image of the aristocratic popular assembly of Rome, the 
assembly of the popular, that of the curiae, where every 
man of patrician birth had his place. The two institutions are 
the same, only the way in which they came about is exactly 
opposite. The assembly of caries at Rome, originally the 
democratic assembly of the original people, first grew into an 
aristocratic assembly, and then died out altogether as a new 
Roman people, with its own assembly, grew up by its side. 
It was a primitive institution which gradually changed its 
character by force of circumstances. It died out, supplanted 
by other and newer powers, when it became altogether unsuited 
to the times. The Great Council of Venice was anything but a 
primitive institution; it was the artificial institution of a late 
age, which grew at the expense of earlier institutions, of the 
prince on the one skit and of the people on the other. But the 
two different roads led to the same result. The Great Council of 
Venice, the curiae of Rome, were each of them the assembly of 
a priviLeged class, au assembly in which every member of that class 

had a right to a place, an assembly which might be called popular 
as far as the privileged class was concerned, though rigidly 
oligarchic as regarded the excluded classes. But, close as the 
likeness is, it is merely a superficial likeness, because it is the 
result of opposite causes working in opposite directions. It is like 
two men who are both for a moment in the same place, though 
their faces are turned in opposite ways. If the later median 
of Rome had established an assembly in which every one who had 
the jar isnagissurt had a vote and none other, that would have 
been a real parallel to the shutting of the Venetian Great Council; 
for it would have come about through the working of causes 
which are essentially the same. 

The nobility which was thus formed at Venice is the very 
model of a civic nobility, a nobility which is also an aristocracy. 
In a monarchy, despotic or constitutional, there The 

 cannot In strictness be an aristocracy, because the ,„,bno, of 
whole political power cannot be vested in the noble %Wow 
class. But in the Venetian commonwealth the nobility a" yule" 
was a real aristocracy. All political power was vested cm"' 
in the noble dare; the prince sank to a magistrate, keeping 
only some of the outward forms of sovereignty; the mass of 
the people were shut out altogether. And, if no government 
on earth ever fully carried out the literal meaning of aristocracy 
as the rule of the best, these civic nobilities come nearer to it 
than any other form of government. They do really seem to 
engender a kind of hereditary capacity in their members. Less 
favourable than either monarchy or democracy to the growth 
of occasional great men, they are more favourable than either 
to the constant supply of a succession of able men, qualified 
to carry on the work of government. Their weak point lies in 
their necessary conservatism; they cannot advance and adapt 
themselves to changed circumstances, as either monarchy or 
democracy can. When, therefore, their goodness is gone, their 
corruption becomes worse than the corruption of either of the 
other forms of government. 

All this is signally shown in the history both of Venice and of 
other aristocratic cities. But we are concerned with them now 
only as imtances of one form of nobility. The civic 
aristocracies did not all arise in the same way. Venice 
is the beet type of one way in which they rose; but 
it is by no means the only way. In not a few of the 
Italian cities nobility had an origin and ran a course quite unlike 
the origin and the course which were its lot at Venice. The 
nobles of many cities ware simply the nobles of the surrounding 
country changed, sometimes greatly against their will, into 
citizens. Such a nobility differed far more widely from either 
the Roman or the Venetian patriciate than they differed from 
one another. It wanted the element of legality, or at least of 
formality, which distinguished both these bodies. The privileges 
of the Roams patriciate, whatever we may call them, were 
not usurpations; and, if we all the privileges of the Venetian 
nobility usurpations, they were stealthy and peaceful usurps. 
Lions, founded on something other than mere violence. But in 
many Italian cities the position of the nobles, if it did not begin 
in violence, was maintained by violence, and was of ten over-
thrown by violence. They remained, in short, as unruly and 
isolated within the walls of the cities as they had ever been 
without. A nobility of this kind often gave way to a democracy 
which either proved as turbulent as itself, or else grew into an 
oligarchy ruling under democratic forms. Thus at Florence 
the old nobles became the opposite to a privileged class. The 
process which at Rome gradually, gave the plebeian a political 
advantage over the patrician was carried at Florence to a far 
greater length at • single blow. The whole noble order was 
disfranchised; to be noble was equivalent to being abut out 
from public office. But something like a new nobility presently 
grew up among the commons themselves; there were 'optima 
'soul at Florence just as there were noble plebeians at Rome. 
Only the Roman commons, great and small, never shut out the 
patricians from office; they were satisfied to share office with 
them. In short, the shutting out of the old nobility was, if 
not the formed= of a new nobility, at lust the formation of a 
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- new privileged dais. For • certain ekes of dtkens to be con-
demned, by virtue of their birth, to political disfranchisement 
is as flatly against every principle of democracy as for a certain 
class of citizens to enjoy exclusive rights by reason of birth. 
The Florentine democracy was, in truth, rather to be called an 
oligarchy, if we accept the best definition of democracy (see 
Thucydichn vi. 39), namely, that it is the rule of the whole, 
while oligarchy is the rule of a part only. 

It is in these aristocractic cities, of which Venice was the most 
fully developed model, that we can beat see what nobility 
really is It is in these only that we can see nobility in its purest 
form—nobility to which no man can rise and from which no 
man can come down except by the will of the noble class Itself. 
In a monarchy, where the king can ennoble, this ideal cannot 
be kept. Nor could it be kept in the later nobility of Rome. 
The new man had much to strive against, but he could some-
times thrust himself through, and when be did his descendants 
had their jar imagism's. But at Venice neither prince nor people 
could open the door of the Great Council; only the Great Council 
itself could do that. That in the better times of the aristocracy 
nobility was not uncommonly granted to worthy persons, that in 
its worse times it was more commonly sold to unworthy persons, 
was the affair of the aristocratic body itself. That body, at 
all events, could not be degraded save by its own Silt. But these 
grants and sales led to distinctions within the ranks of the noble 
order, like those of which we get faint glimpses among the 
Roman patricians. The ducal dignity rarely passed out of a 
circle of specially old and distinguished families. But this has 
often been the one with the high magietracies of commonwealths 
whose constitutions were purely democratic. 

From this purest type of nobility, as seen in the aristocratic 
commonwealths, we may pass to nobility as seen in states of 
*oat 

greater extent--that is, for the most part in monarchies. 
mobiliD. There are two marked differences between the two. 

They are differences which ream to be inherent 
in the difference between a republic and a monarchy, but 
which it would be truer to say are inherent in the difference 
between a body of men packed clime together within the walls 
of a city and a body of men—if we can all them a body—
scattered over a wide territory. The member of a civic nobility 
is more than a member of an order; he is a member of a corpora- 
tion; he has no powers, he has hardly any being, apart from 
the body of which he is • member. He has a vote in making 
the laws or in choosing those who make them; bat when they 
are made be is, if anything, more strictly bound by them than 
the citizen of the non-privileged order. To be a fraction of the 
corporate sovereign, if it had its gains, bad also its disadvantages; 
the Venetian noble was fettered by berthas, restrictions and 
suspicions from which the Venetian citizen was free. The noble 
of the large country, on the other hand, the rural noble, as he 
commonly will be, is a member of an order, but he is hardly 
a member of a corporation; he is isolated; he acts apart from 
the rest of the body and wins powers for himself. apart from the 
rest of the body. He shows a tendency—a tendency whose 
growth will be more or lens checked according to the strength 
of the central power—to grow into something of a lord or even 
a prince on his own account, a growth which may advance to 
the scale of a German elector or stop at that of an English lord 
of a manor. Now many of these tendencies were carried into 
those Italian cities where the civic nobility was a half-tamed 
country nobility; but they have no place in the true civic 
aristocracies. Let us take one typical example. In many 
parts of western Europe the right of private war long remained 
the privilege of every noble, as it had once been the privilege 
of every freeman. And in some Italian cities, the right, or at 
least the privilege, of private war was continued within the city 
walls. But no power of imagination can conceive an acknow-
ledged right of private war in Rome, Venice or Bern. 

The other point of difference is that, whatever we take for 
the origin and the definition of nobility, in most countries it 
became something that could be given from outside, without 
the need of any consent on the part of the noble class itself. 

In other words, the king or other prince can ennoble. We have 
seen bow much this takes away from the true notion of nobility 
as understood in the aristocratic commonwealths. The nobility 
is no longer all-powerful; it may be constrained to admit within 
its own body members for whose presence it has no wish. Where 
this power exists the nobility is no longer in any strictness an 
aristocracy; it may have great privileges, great influence, even 
great legal powers, but it is not the real ruling body, like the true 
aristocracy of Venice. 

In the modern states of western Europe the existing nobility 
seems to have for the most part had its origin in personal service 
to the prince. And this nobility by personal service mama., 
seems commonly to have supplanted an older nobility, In early 
the origin of which was, in some cases at least, strictly WelNim 
immemorial. In this way the later nobility of the iiN"e* 
thegns was in England substituted for the older nobility 
of the earls. Now the analogy between this change and the 
change from the Roman patriciate to the later Roman 
warbles is obvious. In both cases the older nobility gives way 
to a newer; and in both cases the newer nobility was a nobility 
of office. Under a kingly government office bestowed by the 
sovereign bolds the same place which office bestowed by the 
people holds in a popular government. This new nobility of 
office supplanted, or perhaps rather absorbed, the older nobility, 
just as the later aoldliter of Rome supplanted or absorbed the 
old patriciate. In our first glimpse of Teutonic institutions, as 
given us by Tacitus, this older nobility appears as strictly 
immemorial (see Waltz, Deutsche V erfarnargrgeschirkie, i. r Ss sq.), 
and Its immemorial character appears also in the well-known 
legend in the Rimed-me of the separate creation of jail, karl 
and thrall. These represent the three classes of mankind 
according to old Teutonic ideas—the noble, the simple freeman 
and the bondman. The kingly house, where there is one, is not 
a distinct class; it is sidiply the noblest of the noble. For, 
as almost everywhere else, this Teutonic nobility admits of 
degrees, though it is yet harder to my in what the degrees of 
nobility consisted than to say in what nobility consisted itself. 
The older nobility is independent of the possession of land; 
it is independent of office about the sovereign; it is hard to say 
what were the powers and privileges attached to it; but of its 
existence there is no doubt. But in no part of Europe can the 
existing nobility trace itself to this immemorial nobility of 
primitive days; the nobility of medieval and modern days 
springs from the later nobility of office. The nobles of modern 
Europe are rattier therm than eerier. The eorl of the old system 
would doubtless commonly become a thegn under the new, as 
the Roman patrician took his place in the new woltilkar; but 
others could take their place there also. The Old-English laws 
point out ways by which the churl might rise to thegn's rank, 
and in the centuries during which the change went on we find 
mention –complainingmention—both in England and elsewhere, 
at the court of Charles the Simple and at the court of Ethelred, of 
the rise of new men to posts of authority. The story that Earl 
Godwine himself was of churlish birth, whether true or false, 
marks the possibility of such a rise. A still wilder tale spoke 
of Hugh Capri as the son of a butcher of Paris. Stories hie 
these prove even more than the real rise of Hagan° and Eadric. 

In England the nobility of the therms was to a great extent 
personally displaced, so to speak, by the results of the Norman 
Conquest. But the idea of nobility did not greatly 
change. The English thegn sometimes yielded to, awl." 
sometimes changed into, the Norman baron, using that word 
in its widest sense, without any violent alteration in his position. 
The notion of holding land of the king became more prominent 
than the notion of personal service done to the king; but, as 
the land was held by the tenure of personal service, the actual 
relation hardly changed. But the connexion between nobility 
and the bottling of land comes out in the practice by which the 
lord so constantly took the name of his lordship. It is in this 
way that the prefixes de and son, descriptions in themselves 
essentially local, have become in other lands badges of nobility. 
This notion has died out in England by the dropping of the 
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preposition; but it long lived on wherever Latin or French 
was used. And before long nobility won for itself a distinguishing 
outward badge. The device of hereditary coat-armour, a growth 
of the t nth century, did much to define and mark out the noble 
class throughout Europe. As it could be acquired by grant of 
the sovereign, and as, when once acquired, it went on from 
generation to generation, it answers exactly to the bra in:60mm 
at Rome, the hereditary badge of nobility conferred by the 
election of the people. Those who possessed the right of coat-
armour by immemorial use, or by grant in regular form, formed 
the class of nobility or gentry, words which, it must again be 
remembered, are strictly of the same meaning. They held 
whatever privileges or advantages have attached in different 
times and places to the rank of nobility or gentry. In England 
indeed a variety of causes hindered nobility or gentry from ever 
obtaining the importance which they obtained, for instance, 
in France. But perhaps no cause was more important than 
the growth of the peerage. That institution at once set up a 
new standard of nobility, a new form of the nobility of office. 
The peer—in strictness, the peer in his own person only, not 
even his children—became the only noble; the ideas of nobility 
and gentry thus became divorced in a way in which they arc 
not in any other country. Those who would elsewhere have been 
counted as the nobility, the bearers of coat-armour by good 
right, were hindered from forming a class holding any substantial 
privilege. In a word, the growth of the peerage hindered the 
existence in England of any nobility in the continental sense 
of the word. The esquires, knights, lesser barons, even the 
remote descendants of priers, that is, the sobksse of other countries, 
in England remained gentlemen, but not noblemen—simple 
commoners, that is, without legal advantage over their fellow-
commoners who had no Pa irnagimens to boast of. There can 
be no doubt that the class in England which answers to the 
noblesse of other lands is the class that bears coat-armour, the 
gentry strictly so called' Bad they been able to establish and 
to maintain any kind of privilege, even that of mere honorary 
precedence, they would exactly answer to continental nobility. 
That coat-armour has been lavishly granted and often assumed 
without right, that the word " gentleman " has acquired various 
secondary senses, proves nothing; that is the natural result 
of a state of things in which the status of gentry carries with it 
no legal advantage, and yet is eagerly sought after on social 
grounds. If coat-armour, and thereby the rank of gentry, has 
been lavishly granted, some may think that the rank of peerage 
has often been lavishly granted also. In short, there is no real 
nobility in England; for the class which answers to foreign 
nobility has so long ceased to have any practical privileges that 
it has long ceased to be looked on as a nobility, and the word 
nobility has been transferred to another class which has nothing 
answering to it out of the three British kingdoms' This last 

This statement is mainly interesting as expressing the late 
Professor Freeman's view; it is, however, open to serious criticism. 
Coat-armour was in itself not necessarily a badge of nobility at all; 
it could be, and was, worn by people having no pretensions to be 
" gentlemen," and this is true both of England and the continent. 
In its origin it was a mere personal mark of distinction, in the 
primary seam of this word. No " grant " was necessary; it was 
assumed by all and sundry who had occasion to use it, though a 
reasonable convention forbade one man to assume the device of 
another. Later arose the custom of granting arms as a mark of 
personal favour or gratitude. This again was not at the outset an 
exclusive right of the amen; it was common for a leader in battle 
to grant to some one not of his family, who had specially distinguished 
himself, the right to bear the whole or part of his coat of arms. 
differenced or undifferenced. On the other hand, many undoubted 
" gentlemen " never assumed arms at all. The claim of the heralds 
to make " gentry " depend on the bearing of coat -armour, and the 
right to this depend on grant or recognition by themselves as officers 
of the crown, is of comparatively late growth. See further the article 
GErrtsuatt.—W. A. P. 

Compare e.g. the social conditions of Great Britain and Germany. 
In Germany there are two classes of nobility: (1) the hater Add, 
members of the mediatized, formerly sovereign families, who rank 
as the equals in blood (ebeenirtig) of the royal houses of Europe; 
(a) the metkrer Add, to which every one having the nobiliary prefix 
am belongs. In England " presentation at court " Is the privilege 
of no particular class as such; and the wives of ministers of the  

class in strictness takes in only the peers personally; at the 
outside it cannot be stretched beyond those of their children 
and grandchildren who bear the courtesy titles of lord and lady. 

No attempt has been here made. to trace out the history of 
nobility in the- various countries and, we must add, cities of 
Europe. All that has beenattempted has beentopoint 
out some general truths, and to refer to some specially 
striking instances. Once more, it must be borne in mind that, 
while it is essential to the idea of nobility that it should carry 
with it some hereditary privilege, the nature and extent of that 
privilege may vary endlessly. In the tllth century the nobility 
of France and the nobility of Poland alike answered to the very 
strictest definition of nobility; but the political positions of the 
two were as broadly contrasted as the positions of any two 
classes of men could be. The nobility of France, keeping the 
most oppressive social and personal privileges, had been shorn 
of all political and even administrative power; the tyrants 
of the people were the slaves of the king. In Poland 
sixty thousand gentlemen, rich and poor, famous and Poke& 

obscure, but all alike gentlemen, rode out to choose a king by a 
unanimous vote, and to bind him when chosen by such conditions 
as they thought good. Those sixty thousand, like the pepsins 
of Rome, formed a narrow oligarchy as regarded the rest of the 
nation, but a wild democracy among themselves. Poland, in 
short, came nearer than any kingdom or country of large extent 
to the nature of an aristocracy, as we have seen aristocracy in 
the aristocratic cities. The chief power of the state wag placed 
neither in the prince nor In the nation at large; it was held by a 
noble class. The kingly power in Poland, like the ducal power 
at Venice, bad been so narrowed that Poland, though she still 
kept a king, called herself a republic no less than Venice. And 
whatever was taken from the king went to the gain of the noble 
order. But the nobility of a large country, even though used to 
act politically as an order, could never put on that orderly and 
legal character which distinguishes the true civic patriciates. 
It never could come so nearly as a civic patriciate could to being 
something like the rule of the best in any sense of those words. 

The tendency of modern times has been towards the breaking 
down of formal hereditary privileges. In modern common-
wealths, above all, they have been thought to be essentially 
inconsistent with republican institutions. The truth of the 
matter is rather that the cimuntstances of most modem common-
wealths have been unfavourable to the preservation, and still 
more to the growth, of privileged bodies. Where they existed, 
as in Switzerland, they have been overthrown. Where they did 
not exist, as in America, everything has made it more and more 
impossible that they should arise. And, as modern changes have 
commonly attacked the power both of kings and of nobles, the 
common notion has come that kingship and nobility have some 
necessary connexion. It has seemed as if any form of nobility 
was inconsistent with a republican form of government, while 
nobility, in some shape or other, has come to be looked on as a 
natural, if not a necessary, appendage to a monarchy. And as 
far as regards the social side of kingship this is true. A court 
seems more natural where a chain of degrees leads gradually 
up from the lowest subject to the throne than when all beneath 
the throne are nearly on a level. And from one point of view, 
that from which the kingly house is but the noblest of the noble, 
kingship and nobility are closely allied. But in the more strictly 

crown, even if of quite bumble origin, are " commanded " to court 
functions with their husbands. The strictness of the principle of 
admission or exclusion differs at the various German courts, and has 
tended to be modified by the growth of a new aristocracy of wealth; 
but a single instance known to the present writer may serve to 
illustrate the fundamental divergence of German (a (onion Austrian) 
ideas from English in this matter. A wealthy publisher of European 
reputation attended the court of his native town, the capital of a small 
grand-duchy, in virtue of the honomry title Herat; his wife, not 
being noble, did not accompany him. His elder daughter married a 
cabinet minister, but, as he was not • noble, this did not confer on 
her the right to go to court. His younger daughter married a sub-
altern in a line regiment, belonging to the lesser nobility; as en-
nobled by marriage (according to the liberal rule of this particular 
court), she was duly " presented."—W. A. P. 
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political view mounly and nobility are strongly opposed. 
Even the modified form of absolute monarchy which has existed 
in some Western countries, while it preserves, perhaps even 
strengthens, the social position of a nobility, destroys its political 
power. Under the fully-developed despotisms of the East a real 
nobility is impossible; the prince raises and thrusts down as he 
pleases. It is only in a commonwealth that a nobility can really 
rule; that is, it is only In a commonwealth that the nobility can 
really be an aristocracy. And even in a democratic common-
wealth the sentiment of nobility may exist, though all legal 
privilege has been 'abolished or has never existed. That is to 
say, traditional feeling may give the members of certain families 
a strong preference, to say the least, in election to office. We 
have seen that this was the cue at Athens; it, was largely the 
case in the democratic cantons of Switzerland; indeed the 
nobility of Rome itself, after the privileges of the patricians were 
abolished, rested on no other foundation. (E. A. F.) 

AU•HORITIES.—SeldeteS Titles of Honor (Landon , 1672) remains 
the best comparative account in the English 	of the nobility 
of various countries up to his date. For England see E. P. Shirley,. 
Noble and Gentle Men (I86o); Gneist, Add and Ritterschaft in England 
(Berlin. 1833); Sir George Sitwell, "The English Gentleman," in 
the Ancestor (No. t, April 1 ); and J. H. Round's works, passim. 
A. C Fox-Davies's Ar amilies (Edinburgh, :895, and subse-
quent editions) represents an unhistorical attempt to create the idea 
of a noblesse in the United Kingdom. For the origin and growth of 
the nobility in France, see A. Luchaire, Manuel des institutions 
(ranr,aiser (Paris, 789 z), and P. Guilhienn o 

for 
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noblesse on Francs au and age 0902); 	their later status and 
privilegent  A. de Tocqueville, L Ancren New a la Revolution (1856 
ff.), and H. A. Tam, Les OrifilItS de la France contemporaine, pt. 1., 
L'Ancien Regime (u8-5 1f.).. For the German and Austrian nobility, 
see v. Strantz, Gesell. des deutscken Adds (2nd ed., Waldenburg, 
1851); von Maurer, Ober des Wesess des attestor Adds do,  deutsche* 
St.mine (Munich, 1846); Rose, Der Add Deraschlands and seine 
Stellung im deraschen Reich (Berlin, 1883); G. Meyer. Lekrbuck des 
deutsche,' Staatsrechts (5th ed., Leipzig, 1899), and the Gotha 
Genealogist?* Taschenbacher. For the Italian nobility see the eight 
magnificent folio volumes of Count Pompeo Litta, i foraging 
Italians, continued by various editors (Milan, 1819-1 ,e7)•. for 
Spanish, Fernandez de Bdthencourt. His!. geneallgica, t. (11397- 
torn). The authoritative manual for the royal houses and the 

higher nobility " of Europe is the Alma neck de Gotha, published 
yearly. See also the articles TITLES OF HONOUR, PEERAGE, FEUDAL- 
ISM, GENTLEMAN. DMZ, Cower, &C. 

NOBLE, SIR ANDREW (1832- ), British physicist and 
artillerist, was born at Greenock on the s sth of September x832, 
and was educated at Edinburgh Academy and at the Royal 
Military Academy, Woolwich. In 2849 he entered the Royal 
Artillery, attaining the rank of captain in 2855, and In 1857 he 
became secretary to the Royal Artillery Institution. About this 
time the question of the supersession of the old smooth-bores by 
rifled guns was coming to the fore, and on the appointment of 
the Select Committee on Rifled Cannon in 1858 to report on the 
matter, he was chosen its secretary, a capacity in which he 
devised an ingenious method for comparing the probable accuracy 
of the shooting attainable with each type of gun. In 1859 be 
was appointed Assistant-Inspector of Artillery, and in the 
following year he became a member of the Ordnance Select 
Committee and of the Committee on Explosives, serving on the 
latter for twenty years, until its dissolution. About the same 
time he was prevailed upon by Sir William, afterwards Lord, 
Armstrong to leave the public service and take up a post at 
Elswick. Here, in the first instance, he was put in charge of 
the ordnance department, but it was not long before his organiz-
ing and administrative ability and scientific attainments enlarged 
the sphere of his influence, until finally he became chairman of 
the company. Immediately on his appointment he began a 
systematic investigation of the phenomena which occur when a 
gun is fired, some of his first experiments being designed to 
discover with accuracy the pressures attained in the largest 
guns of that time. About 2862 he invented his chronoscope for 
the measurement of exceedingly small intervals of time, and 
began to apply it in ballistic experiments for ascertaining the 
velocity with which the shot moves along the barrel of a gun 
with different powders and different charges. Then he joined 
.Sir Frederick Abel in a classical research on " Fired Gunpowder,"  

the experimental work being largely carried on at Elswick, and 
the conclusions they arrived at had a great effect on the progress 
of gunnery, for they showed how increased muzzle velocities were 
to be attained without increased pressures in the gun. These 
Inquiries, in fact, enabled Elswick in 1877 to turn out the 6-in. 
and 8-in. guns, with velocities of over 2000 ft. per second, that 
obliged the British government finally to give up the antiquated 
muzzle-loaders to which it had so obstinately adhered. Later, 
when the era of nitro or " smokeless " powders bad begun, 
Captain Noble was an early advocate of their advantages, and 
when at length the British government awoke to the necessity 
of selecting a powder of that character for the naval and military 
services of Great Britain, Elswick extended its hospitality to 
the committee that invented cordite, and gave the members 
facilities, which were not offered by the government, for the 
necessary experimental work. Even after the powder was in-
vented and the committee dissolved, inquiries—which it w as  
nobody's official business to make, and which therefore were not 
made officially—were continued at Elswick to ascertain how by 
suitable modifications in form, composition, &c., cordite might 
the better perform the varied duties requited of it. Noble 
beiame a member of the committee appointed in mos by Lord 
Lansdowne to consider, among other things, the excessive erosion 
alleged by some of the powder's critics to be produced by it in 
the barrels of the guns in which it is used He was made C.B. 
in 188r, promoted to be K.C.B. in 1893, and was created a baronet 
among the Coronation honours in roar; he was also the recipient 
of many foreign decorations and scientific honours, including a 
Royal medal from the Royal Society in r8130, and the Albert 
medal of the Society of Arts in mop. He published a number of 
MS scientific papers in a collected form as Artillery and Explosives 
in rgo6. 

Nosusvnas, a city and the county-seat of Hamilton 
county, Indiana, U.S.A., on the White river, about 20 ni. N. by 
E. of Indianapolis. Pop. (r890) 3054; ( 1 900) 479 2  (226 De-
grees); (reto) 5073• It Is served by the Lake Erie & Western, 
the Central Indiana and • the Indiana Union (electric) Traction 
railways. It is in the natural gas region of the state, and has 
various manufactures. It was settled about x825 and incor-
porated as a town in i85t. 

NOCERA HWERIORE, formerly NOCERA DEI PAGAN/ (anc. 
Nutria Affaterna, q.v.), a town and episcopal see of Campania, 
Italy, in the province of Salerno, at the foot of Monte Albino, 
23 M. E.S.E. of Naples by rail, 135 ft. above sea-level. Pop. 
(reor) 11,933 (town); 20,064 (commune). Nocera is connected 
with Codola on the line from Naples to Avellino by a branch 
railway (3 in.). In the old castle Helena, the widow of Manfred, 
died after the battle of Benevento, and here Urban VI. imprisoned 
the cardinals who favoured the antipope Clement VII. Two 
miles to the E. near the village of Norma Superiore is the circular 
church of Ste Maria Maggiore, dating from the 4th century. Its 
chief feature is its dome, celled with stone internally, but covered 
externally with a false roof. It is supported by 4o ancient 
columns, and in its construction resembles S Stefano Rotondo in 
Rome. The walls are covered with frescoes of the 14th century. 

At an early date the city became an episcopal see, and in the 
17th century it sided with Innocent II. against Roger of Sialy, 
and suffered severely for its choice. A colony of Saracens 
introduced by Frederick II. probably gave rise to the epithet 
(" of the pagans ") by which it was so long distinguished, as 
well as to the town of Pagani, which lies about x m. to the west. 
In 1385 Pope Urban VI. was besieged in the castle of Charles of 
Durazso. Nocera was the birthplace •  of Solimena the painter 
and of Hugo de' Pagani, the founder of the Templar!, and in the 
list of its bishops appears the name of Paulus Jovius. 

NOCERA UMBRA (ane. Nuceria Camdlaria), a town and 
episcopal see in the province of Perugia, Italy, 12 m. by nail N. 
by E. of Foligno, 1706 ft. above sea-level. Pop. (tent) 5685 
(town), 7848 (commune). It has some old churches, containing 
pictures and frescoes; in the cathedral is a large altarpiece by 
Nicolo Alunno. Three miles to the south-east of the town are 
mineral springs. 
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NOCIII1M t r Nocruews (Let. Redwine, of or belonging to 

the night, suer), in the Roman Church, one of the three divisions 
of the office of matins, corresponding with the vigils, beginning 
at 9 P.N. midnight and 3 a.m. respectively. The service consists 
of psalms, lessons and antiphons (see Bitzwartv). The term 
" nocturne " is applied to a musical composition, answering 
to the earlier " serenade, " of a quiet, dreamy and romantic 
character. The name and style are said to have originated with 
John Field (1782-1837). The best-known compositions of this 
kind are the pianoforte pieces of Chopin. J. McNeill Whistler 
also introduced the term into painting by using the name for some 
of his night-pieces. A " nocturnal " is an instrument for finding 
the hour of the night by observation of the relative positions of 
the 'pole-star and other stars, generally the pointers of Ursa 
Major. The British Museum contains a fine nocturnal made 
about 136o by Humfray Cole (see NAVIGATION). 

NODDY, the name applied, originally by sailors, to a sea-bird, 
from its showing so little fear of man as to be accounted stupid. 
It is the Sterna nide of Linnaeus, and the Anous stolidus of 
modern ornithology, having the figure of a TERN (q.v.), and 
belonging to the sub-family Stensinae, but is heavier in flight, 
with shorter wings and the tail less deeply forked. The plumage is 
of a uniform sooty hue, excepting the crown of the head, which is 
light grey. The Noddy is very generally distributed throughout 
the tropical or nearly tropical oceans, but occasionally wanders 
into colder climates, and has been met with even in the Irish Sea. 
It breeds, often in astounding numbers, on low cays and coral-
islets, commonly making a shallow nest of sea-weed or small twigs. 
Howard Saunders (Proc. Zod. Society, 1876, pp. 669-672) admits 
four other species of the genus: Anus testairostris, supposed 
to be confined to the southern part of the Indian Ocean, from 
Madagascar to West Australia; A. etelassoganys, often con-
founded with the last, but having nearly as wide a range as the 
first; and A. knocapillus, hitherto known only from 'Torres 
Strait and the Southern Pacific. These three have much 
resemblance to A. :MMus, but are smaller in size, and the two 
latter have the aown white instead of grey. The fourth species, 
A. cantina (with which he includes the A. cisterns of some 
authors), differs not inconsiderably, being of a dove-colour, 
lighter on the head and darker on the back, the wings bearing a 
narrow white bar, with their quill-feathers Ithelaskt-brown, while 
the feet are reddish and the webs yellow. Three more species—
A. superciliosus from the Caribbean Sea and Gulf of Mexico, 
A. piusrleigularis from the Red Sea, and A. galapagensis from 
the Galapagos—have been added by R. Bowdler Sharpe (Philos. 
Transactions, devil pp. 468, 469), according to whom (Prot. 
Zoo& Soddy, 1878, p. 272) A. cine•eses of the Eastern Pacific 
is distinct from A. caendeus of Australia and the Western 
Pacific. (A. N.) 

NODE (Lat. sodas, a loop), in astronomy, one of two opposite 
points at which a heavenly body passes through the principal 
co-ordinate plane to which its motion is referred. In the case of 
the heavenly bodies this plane is commonly that of the ecliptic, 
but, in special cases, the plane through the origin parallel to the 
earth's equator or the plane of a planet's orbit is used. The 
ascending node is that at which the body moves from the south 
or negative towards the north or positive side of the plane. 
The moon's nodes are the points in which its path intercepts the 
plane of the ecliptic. In the geometry of curves, a node is the 
name given to the loop formed by a continuous curve crossing 
itself, the point of crossing is termed a "double point," and at 
it there are two non-oaincident tangents to the curve; the 
remaining species of double points, termed " acnode," " spinode " 
or "cusp," admits of two coincident tangents (see Crave). 

NODIER. CHARLES (i78*-1844), French author, was born 
On the ugh of April t78o at Besancon. His father, on the out-
break of the Revolution, was appointed mayor of Besancon and 
cossequestly chief police magistrate; he seems to have rather 
lent himself u an instrument to the tyranny of the Jacobins 
than to have shared their principles; but his son was for a time 
an ardent citizen, and is said to have been a dub member when he 
could at the moat have been twelve years old. In 1793 Charles  

saved the life of a lady guilty of sending money to an émigré, 
by declaring to his father that if she were condemned he would 
take his own life. He was sent to Strasburg, where he lived in 
the house of Eulogius Schneider, the notorious Jacobin governor 
of Alsace, but a good Greek scholar. During the Terror his father 
put him under the care of Girod de Chautrans, with whom he 
studied English and German. His love of books began very 
early, and be combined with It a strong interest in natural 
science. He became librarian in his native town, but his exertions 
in the cause of suspected persons brought hint under suspicion. 
An inspection of his papers by the police, however, revealed 
nothing more dangerous than a dissertation on the antennae of 
insects. Entomology continued to be a favourite study with him, 
but he varied It with philology and pure literature and even 
political writing. For a skit on Napoleon, in 1803, he was im-
prisoned for some months. He then quitted Paris, whither he 
had gone after losing his position at Besancon, and for some 
years lived a very unsettled life at Besancon, Dole, where he 
married, and in other places in the Jura. During these wander-
ings he wrote Le Pekin de Salsbourg, journal des fmolioas d'uss 
COW so:Irani, suite des Mdditations du doUre (r8o3). The hero, 
Charles, who is a variation of the Werther type, desires the 
restoration of the monasteries, to afford a refuge from the woes 
of the world. In an Nodier appears at Laibach as editor of 
a polyglot journal, the Illyrian Telegraph, published in French, 
German, Italian and Slay. On the evacuation of the Illyrian 
provinces he returned to Paris, and the restoration found him a 
royalist, though he retained something of republican sentiment. 
In 1824 he was appointed to the librarianship of the Blbliothfque 
de l'Arsenal. He was elected a member of the Academy in 1833, 
and made a member of the Legion of Honour in 1843, a year 
before his death on the 27th of January 1844. These twenty 
years at the arsenal were by far the most important and fruitful of 
Nodier's life. He had much of the Bohemian in his composition. 
But he had the advantage of a settled home in which to collect 
and study rare books; and he was able to supply a centre and 
rallying place to a knot of young literary men of greater individual , 

 talent than himself—the so-called Romanticists of 1830—and 
to colour their tastes and work very decidedly with his own 
predilections. Victor Hugo, Alfred de Musset and Sainte-Beuve 
all acknowledged their obligations to him. He was a passionate 
admirer of Goethe and of Shakespeare, and had himself con-
tributed to the personal literature that was one of the leading 
traits of the Romantic school 

His best and most characteristic work, some of which is exquisite 
in its kind, consists partly of short tales of a more or less fantastic 
character, partly of nondescript articles, half bibliographic, half 
narrative, the nearest analogue to which in English is to be found 
in some of the papers of De Quincey. The best examples of the 
latter are to be found in the volume entitled Melaw es tires dune 
petite bebliotheque published in 1829 and afterwards continued. 
Of his tales the best are Smarm, on les demon de la wail (1821); 
Trilby, on k laiia d'Argaii (1822); Nissan da ref de SAM, et do 
sex sex chateaux (1830); La Fee aux niches (0832); has de less 
Sierras (1838); LU;eade se Sear Matrix 0830, together with some 
fairy stories published in the year of his death, and Frasciscus 
Cohoena, which appeared after it. The Souvenirs de Jencks (1832) 
are interesting but untrustworthy, and the Dictionnoire universel 
de to longue frangaise (1823), which, in the days before Lined, was 
one of the most useful of its kind, is said to have been not wholly 
or mainly Nodier's. There is a so-called collection of CEsvres 
annpkies, in Is vols. (1832), but at that time mach of the author's 
best work had not iimred, and it included but a part of what 
was actually.  published. Nodier found an indulgent biographer in 
Prosper M6nmde on the occasion of the younger man's admission 
to the academy. • 

An account of his share In the Romantic movement Is to be found 
in Georg Brenda's Main Currents in Nineteenth Century Literature. 
His Description raisonnee d'orne jolie collection de Ines (n844). which is 
A catalogue of the books in his library, contains a life by Francis Wry 
and a complete bibliography of his numerous works. Sec also Sainte-
Beuve, Portraits liukatres, vol. ii.; Prosper Merimee, Portraits 
historian's et litekaires (1874); and A. Estignard, COrrisPendallat 
inatite de Charks s7 1844 (1876), containing his letters to 
Charles Weiss. 

NOEGOEAATII. JOHANN JACOB (r788-1877), German 
mineralogist and geologist, was born at Bonn on the roth of 
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October 1788. In 1854-1815 he became commissioner of mines 
for some of the Rhine Provinces, and in 5818 professor of minera-
logy and afterwards professor of geology, director of the 
Museum of Natural History and chief of the mining department 
in the university at Bonn. He obtained a very fine collection of 
minerals for the museum, was eminently successful as a teacher, 
and achieved a wide reputation among mining engineers. The 
following are his more important publications: Gber aufrecht 
ion Gebirgsgestein cinnabars:us fors* Barna:Munn and andere 
Vegetabilies (1819-1821); Das Gebirge in Rbeinland-Westpkalen, 
sack mineeologischem sad chemischem Beane (4 vols., 1822-1826); 
Die Entstdsrarg der Erde (Au); and Dec Leather See and seine 
vulhaniseken Um:Mogen (187o). The Carboniferous plant 
Noeggeralkia, allied to the Zamias and Cycada, was named after 
him. He died at Bonn on the 13th of September 1877. 

110E4 ROD= BIRKELEY WRIOTHIISIJIY (1834-1894), 
English poet, son of Noel, Lord .Barham, afterwards cad of 
Gainaborough, was bora on the 27th of August. 1834. He was 
educated at Trinity College, Cambridge, where he graduated 
M.A. in 0158. He then (pent two years travelling in the East. 
He married in 1863 Mice de Bra, daughter of the director of the 
Ottoman Bank in Beitout. The third child of this marriage, 
Eric, who died at the age of five, is commemorated in Roden 
Noel's best-known book of verse, A Lade Child's Monument 
(r881). His other volumes are Behind the Veil, and other Poems 
(1863), not included in his collected works, Beatrice, and other 
Poems (t868), The Red Flag (1872), Livingstone in Africa (1874), 
Songs of the Heights and Deeps (1885), A Ifedens Faust, and 
other Poems (1888), Poor People's Christmas (1890) and My Sea, 
and eriser Poems (1896). Roden Noel's versification was unequal 
and sometimes harsh, but be has a genuine feeling for nature, 
and the work is permeated by philosophic thought. The latter 
part of his life was spent at Brighton, but he died at Mainz, 
on the 26th of May 1894. His other works include a drama in 
verse, The House of Ravensburg (1877), a Life of Byron (1890, 
" Great Writers " series), a selection of Thomas Otway's plays 
(1888) for the " Mermaid " series, and critical papers on literature 
and philosophy. 

His Collected Poems were edited (5902) by his sister. Victoria 
Buxton, with a notice by J. Addington Symonds, which had origin. 
ally appeared in the Academy (19th of Jan. t &it)) as a review of The 
Modern Faust. The selection (111th: genes of Canterbury Poets 
bas an introduction by Robert a 

NOESLIS, a presbyter of the church of Asia. Minor about 
A.D. 230, was a native of Smyrna, where (or perhaps in Ephesus) 
he became a prominent representative of the particular type of 
Christology now called modalistic monarchianism or patri-
passianism. His views, which led to his excommunication from 
the Asiatic Church, are known chiefly through the writings of 
Hippolytus, his contemporary at Rome, where he settled and had 
a large following. He accepted the fourth Gospel, but regarded 
its statements about the Logos as allegorical. His disciple 
Cleomenes held that God is both invisible and visible; as visible 
He is the Son. 

NOOARET, OIIILLAU)II BE (d. t313), councillor and keeper 
of the seal to Philip IV. of France, was born between 1r6o and 
1270. His father was a citizen of Toulouse, and was, so it was 
claimed, condemned as a heretic during the Albigensian crusade. 
The family held a small ancestral property of servile origin at 
Nogaret, near Saint Felix de Caramon, from which it took its 
name. In 2201 Guillaume was professor of jurisprudence at the 
university of Montpellier, and in 1296 he became a member of 
the Curia Regis at Paris. His name is mainly connected with the 
quarrel of Philip IV. with Pope Boniface VIII. In 230o he was 
sent with an embassy to Boniface, of which he has left a pic-
turesque but highly coloured account. His real ascendancy over 
the king dates from February 1303, when he persuaded Philip 
to consent to the bold plan of seizing Boniface and bringing him 
forcibly from Italy to a council in France which should depose 
him. On the 7th of March he received, with three others, a 
secret commission from the royal chancery to " go to certain 
places ... and make such treaties with such persons as seemed 
good to them." On the r 5th of March a solemn royal assembly  

was held in the Louvre, at which Guillaume de Nogaret react a 
long series of accusations against Boniface and demanded the 
calling of a general council to try him. Soon afterwards he 
went to Italy. By the aid of a Florentine spy, Nogaret gathered 
a band of adventurers and of enemies of the Gaetani (Boniface's 
family) in the Apennines. The great Colonna house, at bitter feud 
with the Gaetani, was his strongest ally, and Sciarra Colonna 
accompanied Nogaret to Anagni, Boniface's birthplace. On 
the 7th of September, with their band of some sixteen hundred 
men, Nogaret and Colonna surprised the little town. Boniface 
was taken prisoner. Sciarra wished to kill him, but Nogaret's 
policy was to take him to France and compel him to summon a 
general council. The tide soon turned, however. On the 9th 
a concerted rising of the townsmen in Boniface's favour put 
Nogaret and his allies to flight, and the pope was free. His 
death at Rome on the nth of October saved Nogaret. The 
election of the timid Benedict XL was the beginning of that 
triumph of France which lasted through the Mignon captivity. 
Early in 1304 Nogaret went to Languedoc to report to Philip 
IV., and was rewarded by gifts of land and money. Then he 
was sent back with an embassy to Benedict XI. to demand 
absolution for all concerned in the struggle with Boniface VIII. 
Benedict refused to meet Nogaret, and excepted him from the 
general absolution which he granted on the 13th of May 13o4, 
and on the 7th of June issued against him and his associates at 
Anagni the bull Flagiliaram mint. Nogaret replied by apologies 
for his conduct based upon attacks upon the memory of Boniface, 
and when Benedict died on the 7th of July 5304 he pointed to his 
death as a witness to the justice of his cause. French influence 
was successful in getting a Frenchman, Bertrand de Got (Clement 
V.) elected as Benedict's successor. The threat of proceedings 
against the memory of Boniface was renewed to force Clement 
to absolve Nogaret, and Clement had given way on this point 
when the further question of an inquiry into the condition of the 
Tempters was brought forward by Philip as a preliminary to 
their arrest and the seizure of their property in October 5307. 
Nogaret was active in getting the renegade members of the order 
to give evidence against their fellows, and the whole proceedings 
against them bear traces of his .unscrupulous and merciless pen. 
Clement's weak and ineffective resistance to this still further 
delayed the agreement between him and Philip. Nogaret had 
become keeper of the seal this year in succession to Pierre de 
Belleperche. His talents as an advocators diaboli were given still 
further employment in the trial of Guichard, bishop of Troyes, 
charged with various crimes, including witchcraft and incon-
tinence, which was begun in 1308 and lasted till 2313. The trial 
was a hint to Clement as to what might happen if the oft repeated 
threat of a trial of Boniface were fulfilled. Absolution was 
obtained from Clement on the 27th of April 1311. Guillaume de 
Nogaret was to go on the next crusade and visit certain places of 
pilgrimage in France and Spain as a penance, but never did so. 
He died in 1313 " with his tongue horribly thrust out," according 
to the chronicler Jean Desnouelles. He retained the seals till his 
death and was occupied with the king's affairs concerning 
Flanders as late as the end of March 23:3. 

See E. Renan in Histoire littiraite de la France, roorii. 233: It 
Holzmann, Wilhelm son Nogaret (Freiburg, 1898). For the sources 
consult Dom Bouquet, Rental de historian des Castes et de to France, 
vols. Amides reel Eduardi priori in Rishanger (" Rolls" 
seri 

 &
,es) pp. 483-495„ which gives the fullest account of the affair at 

Maw 
NOOENT-LE-ROTROU, a town of northern France, formerly 

capital of the district of Perche and now capital of an arrondisse-
ment in the department of Eure-et-Loir on the Huisne, 38 m. 
W.S.W. of Chartres by rail. Pop. (1906) 6884. In the early 
part of the 27th century the overlordship was acquir.d by the 
duke of Sully, financial minister of Henry IV. In the courtyard 
of the hospital, originally founded at the end of the s 2th century, 
there is • small building containing the tomb of Sully and his 
wife. On the hill overlooking the town stands the chitteau of the 
counts of Perche, of which the donjon dating from the first half 
of the :5th century is •the oldest portion. To Rotrou I., founder 
of the chateau, the town owes the second part of Its name. 
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Nogent preserves three Gothic churches and the remains Of the 
old priory of St Denis, and there are statues of General St Pol, 
killed at Sevastopol, and of the poet Remy Belleau (16th century), 
a native Of the town. The town has a sub-prefecture, a tribunal 
of first instance, a communal college and institution for deaf 
mutes. 

NOGICIMBUR-IIARNIL a town of northern France, in the 
department of Seine, on a bill on the right bank of the Marne, 
6 m. E. of Paris by rail. Pop. (1906) 1,463. The Eastern 
railway here crosses the Marne valley by a viaduct 875 yda. in 
length. Nugent has a Gothic church, with a tower of the Roman-
name period, in front of which there is a monument to Watteau, 
who died here in 1721. Chemical products are manufactured. 
The fine situation of the town gained it the name of Beam*, and 
Charles V. built a chateau here (demoliabed in the gel century) 
which was presented by Charles VII. to Agnes Sorel with the 
title of Dame de Beautf.. An Wand in the Marne to the south of 
the town is still known as the lie de Beaut6. 
• NOORNT-811R-8EINII, a town of north-central France, capital 
of an arrondissement in the department of Aube, on the left 
bank of the Seine, 35 m. N.W. of Troyes on the Paris-Belfort line. 
Pop. (ipo6)  37e1. The river at this point forms an island, 
which supports a stone bridge of the 17th century. The chief 
building is the church of St Laurent (142z-I554). A lateral 
portal in the flamboyant style and the Renaissance tower at the 
west end are of great beauty. The' town is the seat of a sub-
prefect and has a tribunal of first instance. There is trade in 
grain, flour, fodder, wood and cattle. Noken-sur-Seine was in 
2814 the scene of fighting between the French and Austrians. 

NOG!, KITER. COUNT (1849- ), Japanese general, was 
bora in Choshu. He commanded a brigade at the battle of 
Ninchow (1894) and the subsequent capture of Port Arthur 
from the Chinese; but the most memorable events of his career 
were the siege of Port Arthur by the third army corps of Japan 
under his command in the Russo-Japanese War (reo4-5), and 
the great flanking march made by the same army in the battle of 
Makden. 

NOIRMOUTIER, an island of western France, belonging to 
the department of Vend6e, and protecting the Bay of Bourgneuf 
on the south-west. Pop. (09a06) 8388. The area amounts to 
22 sq. m., one-sixth dunes. Between the island and the mainland 
is a sandbank laid bare at low water, and crossed by an embank-
ment and carriage road some a4 m. long. It was not till about 
1766 that it was found possible to walk across to the island, 
which lies from N.N.W. to S.S.E., and is 12 m. long, its breadth 
varying from r M. in the south part to 3 OT 4 m. in the north. 
It appears to be formed of alluvial deposits gradually accumu-
lated round a rock of no great size situated at the meeting-place 
of the Gascony and Brittany currents. Fishing, agriculture, 
oyster-breeding and work in the salt marshes also occupy the 
inhabitants. There are two communes, Noirmoutier and 
Barbitre. Noirmoutier, which has a small port, has about 
sins of its 6644 inhabitants gathered together in a little town 
with narrow and winding streets. Its castle was once the residence 
of the abbot of Her. In the church (12th, 14th and nth 
centuries) there is a crypt of the tub century. A mile to the 
north of the town lies a pleasant watering-place, rendered 
picturesque by the La Chaise woods (evergreen oaks and pines), 
and a grand confusion of rocks, among which lie charming 
beaches. A dolmen, several menhirs, and the ruins of a Gallo-
Roman villa with its hot baths show that the island must have 
been occupied at an early date; but the first fact in its recorded 
history is the foundation of the Benedictine monastery of Her 
by St ,Phllibert about 680. From this monastery the name 
Noirrnoutier (Hari monasierittes, Hemontier) Is derived. It had 
already attained to great prosperity when it was pillaged by the 
Normans in 825 and 843. In Taos the abbey of Notre Dame la 
Blanche was built at the north extremity of the Island to take 
the place of a Cistercian convent established In the Ile du Pilfer, 
at that time attached to Noirmoutier by a dike. This abbey was 
raised by the Protestants in 1562. In the 15th, *6th and t7th 
centuries the island belonged to the family of La Tremoille, and 

In 1650 the territory was made a duchy. In *676 the island was 
captured by the Dutch. Having been seized by Charette during 
the war of Vendk, it was recovered by the Republican general, 
Hans who mused the Vendean leader, d'Elltfe, to be shot. 

NOISE (a word of doubtful origin; 0. Fr. nogse or nose; 
Prov. masa, which points to Lat. nausea, sickness, as the origin; 
others take Lat. noxia, harm, as the source), an excessive, offen-
sive, persistent or startling sound. By the common law of 
England freedom from noise is essential to the full enjoyment 
of a dwelling house, and acts which affect that enjoyment may 
be actionable as nuisances. But it has been laid down that a 
nuisance by noise, supposing malice to be out of the question, 
is emphatically a question of degree (Carrel v. Finney, 1872, 
8 Ch. Ap. 8). The noise must be exceptional and unreasonable. 
The ringing of bells, building operations, vibration of machinery, 
fireworks, bands, a circus, merry-go-rounds, collecting disorderly 
crowds, dancing, singing, 8rc., have been held under cyrtain 
circumstances to constitute nuisances so as to interfere with 
quiet and comfort, and have been restrained by injunction. 
Noise occasioned by the frequent repetition of street cries is 
frequently the subject of local by-laws, which impose-penalties 
for infringement. 

NOISOME, harmful, offensive, especially of that which causes 
physical disgust. the word is formed from the obsolete " noy," 
trouble, a shortened form of " annoy," now only used as a verb, 
to cause trouble, the usual substantive being " annoyance.' 
The 0. Fr. anal, anui (modem ennui) is an adaptation of Lat. 
in odio esiz, sexier or kabere, to be sick, tired of anything (odium, 
disgust, hatred). The word has no connexion with Lat. nocert, 
to hurt. 

NOISES (Noes, None, Notices), JAMES (d. 1692), an English 
actor, whose laughter-arousing genius is attested by Cibber and 
other contemporaries. Sir Martin Mar-all, Sir Davy Dunce 
and Sir Credulous Easy were among his favourite parts. His 
success as the Nurse in Ncvil Payne's Fatal Jealousy was so 
great that he was thereafter nicknamed " Nurse Nokes." 

NOLA, a city and episcopal see of Campania, Italy, in the 
province of Caserta, pleasantly situated in the plain between 
Mount Vesuvius and the Apennines, 'AI tn. E.N.E. of Naples, 
121 ft. above sea-level. Pop. (root) 11,927 (town); 14,511 
(commune). It is served by the local railway from Naples to 
Baiano, and is as m. from Naples by the main line via Caeca°. 
The more conspicuous buildings arc the ancient Gothic cathedral 
(restored in 1866, and again in 1870 after the interior was 
destroyed by fire), with its lofty tower, the cavalry barracks, 
the es-convent of the Capuchins at a little distance from the 
city, and the seminary in which are preserved the famous 
Oscan inscription known as the Cippus Abellanus (from Abella, 
the modem Aydin., q.s.) and some Latin inscriptions relating 
to a treaty with Nola regarding a joint temple of Hercules. 
Two fairs are held in Nola, on the 14th of June and the 12th 
of November; and the 26th of July is devoted to a great festival 
in honour of St Paulinus, one of the early bishops of the city, 
who invented the church bell (compose, taking its name from 
Campania). The church erected by him in honour of St Felix 
in the 4th century is extant in part. There is a monument 
(restored In 0187) to Giordano Bruno, the free-thinker, who 
was born at Nola In 1548. 

Nola (Ncaa) was one of the oldest cities of Campania, variously 
said to have been founded by the Ausones, the Chalcidians and 
the Etruscans. The last-named were certainly in Nola about 
goo B.C, At the time when it sent assistance to Neapolis against 
the Roman invasion (328 n.c.) it was probably occupied by Owens 
in alliance with the Samnites. The Romans made themselves 
masters of Nola in 313 s.c., and it was thenceforth faithful to 
Rome. In the Second Punic War It thrice bade defiance to 
Hannibal; but In the Social War it was betrayed into the hands 
of the Samnites, who kept possession till Marius, with whom 
they had sided, was defeated by Sulla, who in 8o D.C. subjected 
It with the rest of Samnium. Seven years later it was stormed 
by Spartacus. Whatever punishment Sulla may have inflicted, 
Nola, though it lost much of its importance, remained a 
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municipium with its own institutions and the use of the Oscan 
language. It became a Roman colony under Augustus, who 
died at Nola. Sacked by Genseric in 455, and by the Saracens 
in 8o6 and 904, captured by Manfred in the 13th century, and 
damaged by earthquakes in the 15th and 16th, Nola last much 
of its importance. The revolution of 182o under General Pepe 
began at Nola. The sculptor Giovanni Martian was a native of 
the city; and some of his works are preserved in the cathedral. 

Nola lay on the Via Popillia from Capita to Nuceria and the 
south, and a branch road ran from it to Abella and Abellinum. 
I■lommsen (Corp. hum Lat. a. Ear) further states that roads 
must have run direct from Nola to Neapolis and Pompeii, but 
Kiepert's map annexed to the volume does not indicate them, 
la the days of its independence it issued an important series 
of coins, and in luxury it vied with Caps. Its territory was 
very fertile, and this was the principal source of its wealth. 
A large number of vases of Greek style were manufactured here 
and have been found in the neighbourhood. Their material 
is of pale yellow clay with shining black glaze, and they are 
decorated with skilfully drawn red figures. Of the ancient city, 
which occupied the same site as the modern town, hardly any-
thing is now visible, and the discoveries of the ancient 'Street 
pavement have not been noted with sufficient care to enable 
us to recover the plan. Numerous ruins, an amphitheatre, 
still recognizable, a theatre, a temple of Augustus, &c., existed 
in the ,6th century, and have been since usea for building 
material. They are described by A. Leone, De Nola (Venice, 
iste)• A few tombs of the Roman period are preserved. The 
neighbourhood was divided into pagi, the names of some of 
which are preserved to us (Pages Agrifanus, Capriculanus, 
Lanham's). (T. As.) 

NOLDEKE, THEODOR (1836- ), German Semitic scholar, 
was born at Harbin on the and of March 1836, and studied 
at Gottingen, Vienna, Leiden and Berlin. In 1859 his history 
of the Koran won for him the prize of the French Academie des 
Inscriptions, and in the following year he rewrote it in German 
(Geschichle des Karam) and published it with additions at 
Gottingen. In 1861 he began to lecture at the university of 
this town, where three years later he was appointed extraordinary 
professor. In 1868 he became ordinary professor at Kiel, and 
in 1872 was appointed to the chair of Oriental languages at 
Strassburg, which he resigned in 1906. Noldeke'srange of studies 
has been wide and varied, but in the main his work has followed 
the two lines already indicated by his prize essay, Semitic 
languages, and the history and civilization of Islam. While 
a great deal of his work (e.g. his Grammatik der neusyriscken 
Sprocke, z868, his Matedgische Grammatik. Arc and his transla-
tions from the Arabian of Taber% 1881-1882) is meant for 
specialists, many of his books are of interest to the general 
reader. Several of his essays first appeared in the Encyclopedia 
Balmlike, and his article on the Koran, with some others, was 
=published in a volume called Oriental Sketches. The articles 
dealing with Persia were republished in a German volume, 
Astsalse sly persischen Geschicke (Leipzig, 1884. Among his 
best-known works are: Des Zebra Mokunsteds (1863); Beitrige 
saw Kassel:is der Ptak der elks Amber (1864); Die alltestament-
Ude Literally (1868); Unternsclausgas stir Kritik des Allen Testa-
ments (,869); Zur Grammatik des klassischen Arabisch (1896); 
Foul If o'allaqat, llbersetat end erklart (1899-19oz); and Bcitrdge 
sly sanllisclun Spradnoissour.haft (1904). He has contributed 
frequently to the Zeit:thrift der deatschen morgenlaadischas 
Gesellschaft, the Galliegische geklato Anseigas and the Expositor. 

NOLL a coast village of Liguria, Italy, In the province of Genoa, 
from which it is 36 M. S.W. by rail, 13 ft. above sea-level. Pop. 
(s9on) 085. It is a town of considerable antiquity, now 
decayed, and has an ancient church of S. ,Paragorio, once the 
cathedral, a Romanesque basilica dating from the nth century, 
with interesting works of art. The diocese has been united 
with that of Savona. 

See A. crAndrade, Relailmee deft Ufficio Regionals per la cower-
vasione del 11101111111eXii del Piano* e dells Lepria (Turin, 1899). 
100 esq. 

Nouxamme, JOSEPH (ty37-18a3) British sculptor, was born 
on the nth of August ma in Dean Street, Soho, London, 
where his father, a native of Antwerp, the " old Nollekens " of 
Horace Walpole, was a painter of some repute. In his thirteenth 
year he entered the studio of the sculptor Peter Scheemakers, 
and practised drawing and modelling with great assiduity, 
ultimately gaining various prizes offered by the Society of Arts. 
In ago he went. to Rome, and he executed a marble bas-relief, 
" Timoclea before Alexander," which obtained a prize of fifty 
guineas from that society in ries. Garrick and Sterne were 
among the first English visitors who sat to him for busts; among 
his larger pieces belonging to this early period perhaps the moat 
important is the " Mercury and Venus chiding Cupid." Having 
retzuned to England in 1770, he was admitted an associate of the 
Royal Academy in aim and elected a member in 1772, the year 
in which he married Mary, the second daughter of Saunders 
Welch. By this time he had become known to George 
whose bust he shortly afterwards executed, and henceforward, 
until about 18,6, he was the most fashionable portrait sculptor 
of his day. He himself thought highly of his early portrait of 
Sterne. Among many others may be specially named those of 
Pitt, Fox, the prince of Wales (afterwards George IV.), Canning, 
Pereeval, Benjamin West and Lords Castlereagh, Aberdeen, 
Erskine, Egremont and Liverpool. He elaborated a number of 
marble groups and statues, amongst which may be mentioned 
those of " Bacchus," " Venus taking off her Sandal," " Hope 
leaning on an Urn," " Juno," " Pettus and Arria," " Cupid and 
Psyche " and (his own favourite performance) " Venus anointing 
Herself "; all, however, although remarkable for delicacy of 
workmanship, are deficient in vigour and originality, and the 
drapery is peculiarly weak. The most prominent personal 
characteristic of Nollekens seems to have been his frugality; 
which ultimately developed into absolute miserliness. Mrs 
Nollekens died in air, and the sculptor himself died in 
London on the 23rd of April z 823, leaving a large fortune. 

NOLO PROSEQIII (sometimes shortened into eel. area), 
a technical term of English law, the meaning of which varies 
as it is used with reference to civil or criminal cases. In civil 
cases it applied only to actions in the king's bench division, and 
there signified a formal undertaking by the plaintiff that be 
intended to proceed no further with the action (se uttering no& 
prosequi). The more modern practice in such cases is to proceed 
by way of discontinuance. In proceedings either by indictment 
or by information, a none prosequi or stay of proceedings may 
be entered by the attorney-general. The none proseqsti is a 
matter purely for his discretion, and will not be granted unless 
very good ground be shown for his interference. The object 
of it generally is to obtain a stay of proceedings against as 
accomplice in order to procure his evidence. This object is, 
however, more usually effected by the prosecution offering 
no evidence and the judge directing an acquittal. 

In the United States the term bears the same meaning as in 
England, with one exception. The attorney-general has not the 
same discretion with which English law invests him. Although 
in some states the prosecuting officer may enter a stork prosequi 
at his discretion, in others the leave of the court panel be 
obtained. 

NOLLET. JEAN ANTOINE (170o-1770), French physicist, 
of peasant origin, was born near Noyaa (Ogee) on the 19th of 
November Iron He entered holy orders and ultimately attained 
the rank of abbe; but his tastes ail lay in the direction of 
experimental research, especially on the subject of electricity. 
In 1734 he was admitted a member of the London Royal Society, 
four years later be entered the Academy of Sciences at Paris, and 
in 1753  he was appointed to the newly-instituted chair of experi-
mental physics in the College de Navarre. In addition to many 
memoirs he wrote Lecons de physique experimentak (17ax), Erni 
Jur riledricili des calm (1747), Recherdses sly ks causes ►artins , 

 lams des pkinottanes llectriques Om and z734), Reamed 
Mires seer rake:Head (17s3), V Art de fairs lea chapeaux (fled 
and L' Art des experiessces (177o). He died at Paris on the sgtk 
of April Inn 
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NOMAD .(Gr. smiths, onliBes, wandering), a wanderer. The 

word is particularly used of tribes who shift continually from 
place to place in search of pasture (Gr. Apes). The ecasii6es of 
ancient Greek writers meant particulady the pastoral tribes of 
North Attica; hence the Latin name of the Numidians (see 
Mumma). 

NOME, a mining town about T2 tn. W. of Cape Nome, on the S. 
shore of Seward Peninsula, Alaska, in woo the largest settlement 
in the district. Pop. (z9oo) 12,488; (zero) a600. Gulch gold was 
found near Nome on Anvil Creek in September 1898, and diggings 
in the ocean beach were first worked in July z899. The rush to 
Nome in woo was one of the most remarkable stampedes In 
American mining history; the town soon had hotels, banks, 
stores, several newspapers and weekly mails from the States, 
and for part of the year there were, it was estimated, 20,000 
inhabitants. This rapidity of growth and the isolation of the 
!settlement raised prices to extraordinary heights, and in other 
respects created economic conditions remarkable even among 
Alaskan mining camps. By 1933 the population had greatly 
decreased, and in subsequent years the winter population 
averaged about 35oo, the summer population from 7000 to 8000. 
In 19os the gold output of the Nome region amounted to about 
S2,300,000, nearly all from placers, though some quartz mining 
was done. A municipal government and local police force were 
early organized after the fashion of American mining communities, 
and United Statessoldiers from the St Michael reservation aided 
in the preservation of order. The greatest drawback to the 
town's prosperity is the lack of any good harbour nearer than 
Point Clarence, 8o m. W. The winter ice-floes, sometimes 3o ft. 
high on the beach, rendet harbour improvements at Nome 
almost impossible. There is connexion with Seattle by steamer 
(since 1904) in about 81 days. In 19oz the town was incorporated 
under the laws of the United States. It is the north-western 
terminus of the United States military telegraph. It was first 
called Anvil City; the name " Nome " is derived from Cape 
Nome, first so called on a chart dated 1849, and said to have been 
a draughtsman's mistake for the query " ?Name " on the 
original chart. 

NOMENOft or NOMINOR (d. 85I), duke of Brittany. The date 
of his birth is not known, and his origin is obscure; all that is 
known is that he was of Breton race. In the hope of pacifying 
Brittany, Louis the Debonair named him count of Vannes in 
819 and governor or duke of Brittany in 826. Throughout the 
reign of Louis, Nomenoe's fidelity to the emperor never flagged; 
be put down several attempted insurrections, and maintained 
peace in Brittany for fifteen years. But in 841 he resolved to 
make himself independent of Charles the Bald. In 843 Charles 
made a vain attempt to subdue Brittany. In 844 Nomenoe 
invaded Maine, and in 845 the emperor was completely defeated 
at Ballon near Bain-de-Bretagne. In the following year Charles 
recognized the independence of Brittany. Having resolved to 
detach the duchy from the ecclesiastical province of Tours, 
Nomeno8 accused the Frankish bishops of Vannes, Quimper, 
Del and Leon of simony at the council of Coltlouh in 848, 
replaced them by Bretons, and erected Dol into a metropolitan 
see. In 849 Nomenoe attacked the Frankish county of Anjou. 
Clarks retaliated by establishing a garrison at Rennes; but 
Nomenoe seized Rennes, Nantes and, finally, the whole of Upper 
Brittany, and ravaged Maine. In 851 he seized Anjou and 
invaded Beauce; but be died suddenly, leaving as his successor 
' his son Erispoe. 

See A. de la %Merle, Histeire de Bretagne. vol. ii. (1898); R. Merle. 
" Guerres d'indipendance de la Bretagne," in the Rase de Bretagne. 
de 'Vendee d d'Anjou (1890. 

NOMENTANA, VIA. an  ancient toad of Italy, leading N.E. 
from Rome to Nomentum (q.v.), a distance of 24 m. It originally 
bore the name Via Ficulensis, from the old Latin village of 
Mules, about 8 in. from Rome. It was subsequently prolonged 
to Nomentum, but never became an important highroad, and 
merged in the Via Salaria (see SA/Alts, VIA) a few miles beyond 
Nomentum. It is followed as far as Nomentum by the modern 
highroad, but some traces of its pavement still exist. 

See T. Ashby in Papers of Brit. School M Rome, iii. 38 sqq. (T. As.) 

NOMENTUM (mod. Menton), an ancient town of Italy, 14 In. 
N.E. of Rome by the Via Nomentana. It was a Latin town, 
but was by some considered to be Sabine, and, like Fidenae 
and Ficulea, was excluded from the first region by Augustus, 
who made the Anio its northern boundary. Nomentum received 
the civil= sine =Patio after the last war of the Latins 
against Rome (338 8.c.); in its municipal constitution the chief 
magistrate even in imperial times bore the title of dictator. 
Pliny and Martial often praise the fertility of its neighbourhood. 
The site of the town is well protected by ravines except on the 
east; no ancient remains exist in situ, but inscriptions and 
other relics have been found. 

See T. Ashby in Papers of the British School at Rome, iii. 68 sqq. 
(T. As.) 

NOMMALISIN (from Lat. names:, name), the name of one 
of the two main tendencies of medieval philosophy, the other 
being Realism. The controversy between nominalists and 
realists arose from a passage in Boethius' translation of Porphyry's 
Introduction to the Categories of Aristotle, which propounded the 
problem of genera and species, (1) as to whether they subsist 
in themselves or only in the mind; (2) whether, if subsistent, 
they are corporeal or incorporeal; and (3) whether separated 
from sensible things or placed in them. The Realists held that 
universals alone have substantial reality, existing ante res; 
the Nominalists that universals are mere names invented to 
express the qualities of particular things and existing post res; 
while the Conceptualists, mediating between the two extremes, 
held that universals are concepts which exist in our minds and 
express real similarities in things themselves. Though a strong 
realist tendency is evident in the system of Erigena (9th century), 
the controversy was not definitely started till the 11th century: 
it lasted till the middle of the rah, when the first period of 
scholastic philosophy ends. Under an appearance of much vain 
subtlety the controversy about universals involved issues of the 
greatest speculative and practical importance: realism repre-
sented a spiritual, nominalism an anti-spiritual, view of the world; 
while realism was evidently favourable, and nominalism unfavour-
able, to the teaching of the Church on the dogmas of the Trinity 
and the Eucharist. Nominalism was a doctrine of sceptics and 
suspected heretics, such as Berengar of Tours and Roscellinus. 
Even Abelard's mediating doctrine of conceptualism (q.v.) VMS 
sufficiently near to obnoxious ideas to involve him in lifelong 
persecution. The principles of the great orthodox philosophers 
of the later scholastic period which begins in the 13th century, 
Albertus Magnus and Thomas Aquinas, were those of moderate 
realism. When nominalism was revived in the 14th century 
by the English Franciscan, William of Occam, it gave evidence 
of a new tendency in thought, a distrust of abstractions and an 
impulse towards direct observation and inductive research, • 
tendency which had its fulfilment in the scientific movement 
of the Renaissance. Occam's dictum " Entia non multiplicands 
aunt praeter necessitatem " was inspired by a spirit similar to 
that of Bacon. Though nominalism is properly a medieval 
theory, the tendency has passed over into modem philosophy: 
the term " nominalist " is often applied to thinkers of the 
empirical, sensationalist school, of whom J. S. Mill may be 
taken as the chief representative. (H. St.) 

NONCONFORMIST, a term denoting historically (a) those 
persons who at the beginning of the 17th century refused to 
conform to certain practices, e.g. the wearing of the surplice, 
kneeling at the reception of the Sacrament, &c., of the Church 
of England; 04 those who, after the passing of the Act of 
Uniformity 1662, refused to conform to that act and ceased 
to be members of the church. In current usage the term" non-
conformist " is applied in Great Britain to any member of a 
church not conforming to the ceremonies, worship and doctrines 
("forms") of the Church of England, but is generally used of a 
member of the so-called Free Churches, or Protestant Dissenters, 
and is not usually applied to Roman Catholics. The name CAD 
also be applied, in other countries, to those who do not belong 
to the established religion. Strictly a " dissenter" is one who 
dissents from the church as an " established " body, or who 

AIM 
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dissents front the establishment of a state church, while confsum-
mg or not to its forms, ceremonies or practice. 

NONCONFORMITY, LAW RELATING TO. For the history 
of the gradual relief of nonconformists in England from their 
disabilities see ENGLISH HISTORY BAPTISTS

' 
 CONGREGATIONAL- 

Mernoorms, FRIENDS, SOCTIMY OE, Ste.; also OATH. It is 
proposed here to note simply the present legal aspects of non. 
conformity apart from its history, that is, the matters in which 
the law as to nonconformists still differs from that applicable 
to members of the Church of England. The differences may be 
conveniently grouped under six heads. 

(I) Judicial Notice.—The courts, both temporal and spiritual, 
take judicial notice of the tenets and authorities of the Church of 
England., the mown being head of the law and of the church. Where 
the tenets and authorities of a nonconformist body come in question, 
they must be proved by evidence. By Lord Lyndhurst's act, the 
Nonconformist Chapels Act ass, where no particular religious 
doctrine or mode of worship has been prescribed by the deed or 
Instrument of trust the usage of the cong tion for twenty-five 
years ia to be taken as conclusive evidenced the doctrine and worshi 
which may be properly observed in such meeting-houses. (21 
Triknoai—Offences against the law ecclesiastical (not being crimes 
committed by clergy of the Church of England as arule come by letters 
of request from the bishop of the diocese before the arches court of 
Canterbury or the chancery court of York (of both of which the 
same person is judge). Similar matters arising in nonconformist 
bodies can only be tried by the ordinary secular courts, and generally 
depend upon .  the question whether a minister has done any act 
which is not in accordance with the rules governing the particular 
body of which he is a minister. A nonconformist body is in law 
nothing more than a voluntary association, whose members may 
enforce discipline by any tribunal assented to by them, but must be 
subject in the last degree to the courts of the realm. Brawling in 
a church was an offence which formerly fell solely trader the co/m-
ance of the spritual courts, but by the Ecclesiastical Courts Juris-
diction Act s86o any peonguilty of brawling in churches or chapels 
of the Church of E nd or Ireland, or in any chapel of any religious 
denomination, is liable le on conviction to a fine or imprisonment (see 
Brumaire). while clergymen of the Church of England may also be 
dealt with under the -Clergy Discipline Act 5892. (3) Straus of 
Mixisters.—A nonconformist minister is not in holy orders, and has 
chapel is not a consecrated building. His status is, however, recog-
aired to a limited extent. By the Toleration Act, t Will. & Mar., 
c. 58, a minister, preacher or teacher of a nonconformist congregation 
is exempt from certain parochial offices, as that of churchwarden. He 
is also exempt from serving in the reserve forces or on a jury. These 
privileges only attach where the place of worship of which he is a 
minister has been duly registered (the Places of Worship Registration 
Act 1855),  unless in the case of bodies subject to special legislation, 
ae Qualm• Registration is not required in the case of consecrated 
buildings.. By the Municipal Corporations Act 1882, s. Is, a noncon-
formist minister (as is a clerk in holy orders) is disqualified from being 
elected an alderman or councillor of a town council, but under the 
Local Government Act s888 a Berk in holy orders, or other minister of 
religion, may be a councillor or alderman of a county council, and, 
under the London Government Act taw, of a metropolitan borough. 
He cannot take a degree in divinity at Oxford, Cambridge or Durham 
(Universities Tests Act 1871), and so is debarred from holding any 
prolemorship of divinity in those universities. (4) Marriage.— 
Marriage by a person in holy orders was probably necessary at 
common law, at any rate from the Reformation up to 1816. (Sec 
MARINADE.) And from the date of Lord Hardwicke's Marriage Act, 
5753, up to 1836 the ceremony must have been performed in a 
consecrated building. The first act of parliament that relieved 
dissenters (other than Jews and Quakers) from these restrictions 
was the Marriage Act of 1836. By that act the ceremony of marriage 
might be performed in a nonconformist place of worship, but it must 
be after due notice to the superintendent registrar and in his presence 
or in that of a registrar, and the building must be one that is duly 
certified for marriages. The Marriage Act 1898 dispensed with the 
necessity of the attendance of a registrar at marriages celebrated 
at a nonconformist place of worship, substituting in place thereof a 
person duly authorized by the trustees of the place of worship, if the 
persons intending to be married so desire; but the parties may, if 
they wish, stiU require the presence of the registrar. Marriage by 
banns, licence or special licence cannot take place except Ina church. 
(5) Burial.—By the Burial Laws Amendment Act 1880 burial may 
take place in a churchyard without the rites of the Church of England. 
But in such a case notice meat be given in a specified form, which is 
unnecessary where the burial service is conducted by a clergyman 
of the Church of England. (6) Parish Offices.—By 2 Will. & Mar. 
c. 18, a 5, a dissenter chosen churchwarden and scrupling to take 
the oaths may execute his office by deputy. His acceptance of office 
in made optional by the act; there is nothing to prevent his dis-
charOng it if he see fit to do so. This seems to be still the law, although 
a declaration was substituted for the oath by the Statutory Declara-
tions Act 58,35, s. 9. 

British Coloaies.—In crown colonies ecclesiastical jurisdiction ropy 
be conferred by the sole authority of the crown. In colonies which 
have parliamentary representation the crown cannot give to • 
metropolitan bishop jurisdiction or coercive legal authority over 
suffragan bishops or over any other person. In colonies of the 
former kind the Church of England may still preserve the privileges 
which attach to her in the mother country; in colonies of the latter 
kind she is in the same position as any other religious body, sintiptIK 
a voluntary association. Since the Irish Church Act 1869 the Churns  
of Ireland has been practically in the same position as the Church 
of England in colonies which have representative government. 

NONFEASANCE, MISFEASANCE, MALFEASANCE. The ex-
pressions " nonfeasance " and " misfeasance," and occasionally 
' malfeasance," are used in English law with reference to the 
discharge of public obligations existing by common law, custom 
or statute. The rule of law laid down is that no action lies for 
nonfeasance, i.e. for failure or refusal to perform the obligation, 
but that an action does lie for misfeasance or malfeasance, i.e. 
for negligently and improperly performing the obligation. 
The doctrine was formerly applied to certain callings carried 
on publicly (see R. v. Kilderby, 1669, r Will. Saund. 315, 312c). 
At present the terms misfeasance and nonfeasance are oftenest 
used with reference to the conduct of municipal authorities 
with reference to the discharge of their statutory obligations; 
and it is an established rule that an action lies in favour of 
persons injured by misfeasance, i.e. by negligence in discharge 
of the duty; but that in the case of nonfeasance the remedy 
is not by action but by indictment or mandamus or by the 
particular procedure prescribed by the statutes. This rule is 
fully established in the case of failure to repair public highways; 
but in other cases the courts are astute to find evidence of 
carelessness in the discharge of public duties and on that basis 
to award damages to individuals who have suffered thereby. 
Misfeasance is also used with reference to the conduct of directors 
and officers of joint-stock companies. The word malfeasance 
is sometimes used as equivalent to main praxis by a medical 
practitioner. (W. F. C.) 

MMUS MARCELLUS, Latin grammarian and lexicographer, 
flourished at the end of the 3rd or the beginning of the 4th 
century A.D. He is often called the " Peripatetic of Thubur-
sicurn " (in Numidia, probably his birth-place). He is the 
author of a sort of lexicon called De compcadiesa doctriaa, 
in so sections or chapters, the first twelve of which deal with 
language and grammar, the remaining eight with special subjects 
(navigation, costume, food, arms). The work is a compilation 
from commentaries on the authors quoted (whom ?Ionia only 
knows at second band) and from existing dictionaries and 
grammars. Nonius is especially indebted to Verrius Flaccus 
and Aulus Gellius. The Dodrissa is valuable as preserving 
fragments from old dramatists, annalists, satirists and anti-
quarian writers. It Is remarkable that in the quotations from 
the authors cited Nonius always follows the same order, beginning 
with Plautus and ending with Varro and Cato. The grammarians 
Priscian and Fulgentius borrowed largely from his book; and 
in the 5th century a certain Julius Tryphonianus Sabinus 
brought out a revised and annotated edition. 

Editions by L. Mailer (an); J. H. Onions, bka. 	4895): 
W. M. Lindsay (1903) (reviewed in Classical Reviews. October teas). 
See also articles in the Classical Review (Dec. 1888, June and July 
1889);J. H. Onions (Oct. titoo, Oct. raj, Feb. 0415, Feb. tear); 
W. M. Lindsay ; horns, of Philology, mri. 18138), refit (M G ao), . H. 
Onions), xxL WO. (" The Printed Wogs of Nodes," by H. 
Nettleahip); P. Monceaux, Les Ali:aims. Banda sow la lit:Eraser* 
tallow d'Afrigue 0894); Teuffel, is,. of Roman Likrafirre (Eng. 
trans.), 404s; M. Schanz, Desch der rlhaischea Literate?, iv. t 
( 1 904)• 

NONJIIRORS, the name given to those beneficed clergy of the 
Church of England whO refused to take the oaths of allegiance 
to William and Mary in T689. They were about four hundred in 
number, and included William Sancroft, archbishop of Canter- 
bury, and four others of the " Seven Bishops," Thomas Ken of 
Bath and Wells, John Lake of Chichester, Thomas White of 
Peterborough and Francis Turner of Ely, together with three 
other bishops, Robert Frampton of Gloucester, William Thomas 
of, Worcester and William Lloyd of Norwich (who is sometimes 
confused with his namesake, the bishop of St Asaph, one of the 
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NONNUS (Egyptian for " saint "), Greek epic poet, a native of 

Panopolis (Akhmim) in the Egyptian Thebaid, probably lived 
at the end of the 4th or the beginning of the 5th century A.D. 
His principal work is the Dionysiaca, an epic in forty-eight books, 
the main subject of which is the expedition of Dionysus to India 
and his return. The earlier portions treat of the rape of Europa, 
the battle of the giants, the mythical history of Thebes, and it 
is not until the eighth book that the birth of the god is described. 
Other poets had already treated the subject, and since the time 
of Alexander it had gained popularity from the favourite com-
parison of the king with the god and of his enemies with the giants. 
In its vast and formless luxuriance, its beautiful but artificial 
versification, its delineation of action and passion to the entire 
neglect of character, the poem resembles the epics of India. 
Like his countryman Claudian, Nonnus is a writer of copious 
learning and still more copious fancy, whose faults are those of 
the age ita which be lived. His chief merit consists in the syste-
matic perfection to which he brought the Homeric hexameter. 
But the very correctness of the vemification renders it monoton-
ous. His influence on the vocabulary of his successors was 
likewise very considerable. 

We also possess under his name a paraphrase (ntrafiai) of 
the Gospel of St John, which is chiefly interesting as apparently 
indicating that Nonnus in his later years was a convert to 
Christianity. The style 1, not inferior to that of his epic, but, 
employed in embellishing the simple narrative of the evangelist, 
it produces an impression of extreme bombast and want of taste. 
According to an epigram in the Palatine Anthology (ix. 198), 
Nonnus was also the author of a Bottle of the Giants, and four 
lines of the Bassarica (also on the subject of Dionysus) have been 
preserved in Stephanus of Byzantium. . 

Editio princeps (1569); H. Middy (" Teubner "series, with critical 
introduction and full index of names, 1858); the meet generally 
useful edition is that by the wane de Marmites (1856), with notes 
and rolegomena, and a French prose translation. On the metre, 
see . G. Hermann, Or,shke (1805), p. 69o; A. Ludwich, Bea ago 
stir rink des Nonnus 1873), critical, grammatical and metrical; 
C. Lehr, QuaestUnies epscae (1837),  pp. 255-302, chiefly on metrical 
questions; on the sources, IL Kohler, Utter die Dionysie ha del
Nonnus (1853). a short and connected analysis of the poem, with a 
comparison.  of the earlier and later mythsi see also L 
Studio crstwo . . Minims Patiopoltki 

'p
, with short bibliography 

(19o3). The paraphrase on St John (editio rinceps. c. 35o5 as 
editW by F. Passow (1834) and A. Scheindler (188:), with comp eta 
index. 

NONPAREIL, the naive under which, from its supposed match-
less beauty, a little cage-bird, chiefly imported from New Orleans, 
has long been known to English dealers (cf. Edwards, Gleaainv, 
L 532). It is the Eosin:Pisa CI* of Linnaeus, and the Como-
spisa ciris of most recent ornithologists, belonging to a small 
group, now included with the buntings and finches, although 
some authors have regarded it as a tanager (q.v.). The cock 
has the head, neck and lesser wing-coverts bright blue, the 
upper part of the back yellow, deepening into green, and the 
lower parts generally, together with the rump, bright scarlet, 
tinged on the latter with purple. This gorgeous colouring is not 
assumed until the bird is at least two years old. The hen is 
green above and yellow beneath; and the younger cocks present 
an appearance intermediate between the adults of both sexes. 
The species, which is often also called the painted bunting, 
after wintering in Central America or Mexico, arrives In the 
Southern States of the American Union in April, but does not 
ordinarily proceed to the northward of South Carolina. In 
Louisiana, where it Is generally known to the French-speaking 
inhabitants as the Pape—as it was to the Spaniards of Florida 
as the Mariposa pinta& (painted butterfly)—it is said to be very 
abundant; and on its appearance in spring advantage is, or was, 
taken of the pugnacious disposition of the males to capture them 
alive in great numbers by means of the stuffed skin of one so 
placed in connexion with a cage-trap that they instantly fall into 
the latter on attacking what they conceive to be a rival. Belong-
ing to the same genus as the nonpareil is the indigo-bird, Cyan& 
spisa eyaota which, as a summer visitant, Is widely diffused from 
the Missouri to the Atlantic, and extends into the provinces of 

"Seven Bishops"). Other distinguished nonjurors among the 
clergy were: William Sherlock, master of the Temple, Jeremy 
Collier, the ecclesiastical historian, Charles Leslie, the contro-
versialist, George Ilickes, dean of Worcester, Nathanael Spinckes, 
John Fitzwilliam, canon of Windsor, and John Kettlewell, the 
devotional writer. The most famous nonjurors among the laity 
were Henry Dodwell, Camden professor of history at Oxford, 
Robert Nelson, Henry Hyde, second earl of Clarendon, and 
Roger North, the lawyer. Afterwards their number was aug-
mented by the Mural of William Law, author of Tke Serious 
Cali, Thomas Carte, the historian, Thomas Hearne, the antiquary, 
and others, to take the oaths of allegiance to George I. Ken, 
the most eminent of the nonjurors, disapproved of their sub-
sequent proceedings, and Sherlock and Dodwell afterwards took 
the required oaths, the former becoming dean of St Paul's. 

Believing In the doctrine of non-resistance to establisned 
authority, the nonjuross argued that James IL was still the 
rightful king, and likened the position of William to that of 
Cromwell. Taking examples from the Old Testament and from 
the practice of the early church, thlir antagonists traversed 
these arguments, and a long and voluminous controversy 
followed. Many have thought that the position of the nonjurors 
was inconsistent, and Dr Johnson said, ' I never knew a non-
juror who could reason," although he appears to have excepted 
Leslie from this general condemnation. The government did 
not treat the nonjurors harshly. With the approval of William 
III., Gilbert Burnet, bishop of Salisbury, attempted to reconcile 
them to the new order; and it was only when the generous terms 
offered by Burnet had been refused, that, in February 169o, they 
were deprived of their sees and other benefices. Although they 
bad only a small following among the mass of the people, who 
Were not required to take the oaths of allegiance, Sancroft and 
his colleagues claimed to represent the true Church of England, 
and requested James IL in his exile to nominate two new bishops 
to carry on the episcopal succession. James chose Hickes and 
Thomas Wagstaffe (1645-1712), who were consecrated In 1694 
as bishops of Thetford and Ipswich respectively. A further 
consecration took place in r713 when Collier, Spinckes and 
Samuel HEWS (d. :ma), were consecrated "bishop at large." 
in 1718 the introduction of a new communion office with some 
" usages " taken partly from primitive liturgies, and partly 
from the first prayer-book of Edward VI. caused a schism among 
the nonjurors, dividing them into " Usagers" and •" Non-
Usagers." The four " usages " were: The mixed chalice, 
prayers for the faithful departed, prayer for the descent of the 
Holy Ghost on the consecrated elements, and the Oblatory 
Prayer, offering the elements to the Fathet as symbols of His 
Son's Body and Blood. Accepting the " usages " the two bodies 
united in 1731, but other dissensions followed, although the 
episcopal succession was maintained until the death of a bishop 
named Charles Booth in tiles. The last nonjuror is supposed to 
have been James Ycowell, who died in ars. Public worship 
was conducted in chapels or " oratories," and sometimes in 
private houses. 

In Scotland the nonjurors included the greater part of the 
dergy of the Episcopal Church, which ceased to be the state 
church in 16139. Many of these men and some of their English 
colleagues were ardent Jacobites; and were punished for sharing 
in the risings of 1715 and 1745, and in other Jacobite movements. 
The Scottish clergy maintained their attitude of resistance to 
the government until the death of Prince Charles Edward Stuart 
in 1788, when the bishops met at Aberdeen, and unanimously 
agreed to submit to the government of King George III. A 
large number of the Presbyterians in Scotland, principally found 
among the Cameronians, also refused to take the oaths of allegi-
ance to William and Mary; but as their reasons for this refusal 
were quite different from those of the episcopalian nonjurors, 
they are not usually referred to by this name (see Cautions/ass). 

For the history of the nonjurors, see Macaulay, History of Ettfiand 
vol. U. (London, 1895); T. Lathbury, History of the Heirs: 

W on. 5849; and especially J. H. Overton, The Non sows 
(London, 5902), • defence of the sect. (A. W. .*) 
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Ginnie and New Brunswick, being 'everywhere regarded with 
favour. Though wanting most of the bright hues of its congener, 
the indigo-bird has yet much beauty, the adult cock beipg nearly 
all over of a deep blue, changing, according to the light, to green. 
The ben is brown above and ochreous-white beneath. The 
" pintailed nonpareil " of aviculture (Eryllirstra prasina) is a 
somewhat similarly coloured but really very different bird; 
the male has a long sharp tail, and the species belongs to the 
Ploceidaz (see Weave's-Bute). 

NONPAREIL (Fr. rum, and pareil, bike, Lac, par), having 
no equal, unrivalled. Apart from its uses as a descriptive name 
for particularly fine kinds of fruit, &c., and of certain birds, 
moths and butterflies, the chief application of the word in English 
is, in printing, to a size of type between " emerald " and " ruby," 
in the United States of America between" minion " and " agate " 
(see TYPOGRAPHY). 

NONSUIT (Fr. non suit, he does not pursue), in law the name 
given to a judgment whereby an issue is determined against 
the plaintiff. It was a term peculiar to the English common-law 
courts before the Judicature Acts, and was simply the expression 
of the opinion of the court that, apart from the merits, the 
plaintiff's case was incomplete. It did not in any way act as 
a bar to his bringing another action for the same cause. It 
might be entered either at the wish of the plaintiff himself 
(to whom it was of course much more beneficial than judgment 
for the defendant) or by direction of the court against the will 
of the plaintiff. Although judgment of nonsuit still exists, 
it has, since the Judicature Acts, the same effect as a judgment 
on the merits, unless the court otherwise directs. This effect 
of a nonsuit was specially provided for by the rules of the 
Supreme Court of 1875. 

NOODT. GERHARD (i647-1725), Dutch jurist, was born at 
Nijmwegen in 1647. Educated at Leiden, Utrecht and Fmneker, 
he became a professor of law at Leiden. As a writer on juris-
prudence he acquired a wide reputation. Ills Latin style was 
modelled after the best writers, and his numerous works soon 
rose to the rank of standard authorities. Two of his political 
treatises were translated into French by Jean Barbeyrac, and 
appeared at Amsterdam in 1707 and 1714, under the respective 
titles of Potevoir des solnerains and Wet-tide conscience. 

The first edition of his collected works was published at Leiden in 
1724 and the last in 1767. That of 1735 and those subsequent 
contain a life of the author by 13Arbeyrac. 

NOON, midday, twelve o'clock. The 0. Eng. nen, Nor. nen, 
Dutch noes, are all from L. nose Sc. Sore, the ninth hour, 
i.e. according to the Roman system, three o'clock P.H. (see DAY). 
The early uses of noon till the 13th and 14th centuries are either 
as translating the Latin, especially with reference to the Cmci-
fixion, or as equivalent to the canonical hour of " nones " (see 
SMARMY). The ordinary word for twelve o'clock was wain, 
midday, also the equivalent of the canonical hour "seat." 
Both the office and the meal taken about that time were shifted 
to an earlier hour, and by the 14th century the ordinary use of 
" noon " is that current to-day. 

For " nones " 	maw, sea dies) hi the Roman calendar, use 
CALENDAR. 

NORA, an ancient town of Sardinia, es tn. by road S.S.W. 
of Cantles, It was founded, according to Paulanias (a. 17. 5), 
by the Iberians under Nora:, eon of Hermes, and was the most -
ancient town in the island. The discoveries made on the site 
have, however, shown that it was certainly of Phoenician origin. 
In Roman times too, we find the milestones on the road from 
Nora to Bitia and even on that from Nora to 'Caraks reckoned 
from Nora (Corp. ince,. Lai. x. 831; Epkepseris apiraphica, 
viii. 18o); but the authors and the sepulchral inscriptions 
found here give us no information as to its juridical condition. 
The town occupies a characteristically Phoenician site, a small 
peninsula joined to the mainland by an isthmus, low, narrow 
and sandy. Excavations have led to the discovery of a few 
Phoenician buildings, the foundations of a temple of Tank, 
of a road, of quay walls at the water's edge and of a watch-tower 
on the extremity of the peninsula, which rises to some 150 ft. 
above the sea. Two cemeteries were found, one  of the 7th-6th  

century s.c., consisting of tombs cut Is the rock for BlinlinattOIL 
while in the other, going down to the 4th century s.c., transmits 
is the rule; there are ossuaries placed in boles in the sand, with 
a sculptured stele over each. A quantity of small objects, 
gems, ivories, glass, vases, terra-cottas, &c., were found; in 
some of them Egyptian, in others Greek, influence and importa-
tion are apparent. To the Roman period belong an aqueduct, 
bringing the water from the neighbouring hills—one pier of it 
rests upon a destroyed earegke—scanty remains of an amphi-
theatre, a theatre, considerable ruins of concrete foundations 
(perhaps of villas by the sea) and a watch-tower on the promon-
tory close to the Phoenician tower. A full description of the 
site and the excavations is given by G. Patron in Menserwerni 
dei Liscei, xiv. (19o5), r t 1. On the isthmus is the curious small 
old church of S Efisio, with a nave and two aisles divided by 
heavy square pillars. At the festival of the saint (May 1-4). 
his body is brought in procession from the cathedral at Cagliari; 
the festival is much frequented by people from all parts of 
Sardinia. 

NORBA. an  ancient lawn of Latium (Adjeciuns), Italy. It is 
situated s m. N.W. of On:modern Norma, 1575 ft. above sea-level, 
on the west edge of the Volacian Mountains or Monti Lepini, 
above a precipitous cliff, with a splendid view over the Pomptine 
Marshes. It was A member of the Latin League of 499 ac, 
and became a Latin colony in 495 B.C., as an important fortress 
guarding the Pomptine Marshes. It served in 199 as a place 
of detention for the Carthaginian hostages, and was captured 
and destroyed by Sulla's troops during the civil wars at the 
end of 8s s.c. Some revival in prosperity took place latex. 
From excavations begun in tern it seems clear that the remains 
now visible on the site are entirely Roman. The well-preserved 
walls are in the polygonal style, ri m. in circuit, and are entirely 
embankment walls, not standing free above the internal ground 
level. Remains of a massive tower, and of several gateways 
(notably the Porta Grande, defended by a tower) exist. Within, 
the remains of several buildings, including the substructions 
of two temples, one dedicated to Juno lamina, have been 
examined. At the foot of the cliff are the picturesque ruins of 
the medieval town of Nainfa (1eth-13th centuries) abandoned 
owing to the malaria. The remains of a primitive settlement; 
on the other hand, have been discovered on the mountain-side 
to the S. E., above the t3th-century abbey of Valvisdolo, where 
there is a succession of terraces supported by walls of polygonal 
work, and approached by a road similarly supported. Here 
a quantity of primitive Latin pottery has been found. The 
necropolis of this settlement was probably the extensive one 
situated at Caracupa (8th-6th eat ury s.c.), near the railway 
station of Sermoneta, which belongs also to the ilth-6th century 
s.c., terminating thus at the precise data at which the Roman 
city of Norba began to exist. 

See L Savigsioni and R. Mengarelli in Noshes deli seam (mot). 
514; (1903) 299, 289; (1904) 407; and Ani del Congress° Stork. 
(Rome, 19o3), vol. v. (Archaeologic) 255. (T. As.) 

NORBANUS, OAIUS, surnamed BULBAR (or BALM), Roman 
politician, was a seditious and turbulent democrat. In 103 s.c., 
when tribune of the people, he accused Q. Servilius Caepio 
of having brought about the defeat of his army by the Cimbri 
through rashness, and also of having plundered the temple 
of Tolosa. Caepio was condemned and went into exile. About 
ten years later Norbauus himself was accused of treason on 
account of the disturbances that had taken place at the trial of 
Caepio, but the eloquence of M. Antonius, grandfather of the 
triumvir, procured his acquittal. In 89 Norbanus as praetor 
successfully defended Sicily against the Italian socii. During 
the civil war between Marius and Sulla he sided with the former, 
but was defeated by Salle at mount Vats near Capin, and 
again by Metellus at Faventia in Cisalpine Gaul (82). He fled 
to Rhodes, where he committed suicide, while the Rhodians were 
debating whether to hand him over to Sulla. 

R see
m  See Momuisen, Hit. of Rome, bk. iv. ch. v.; Greenidge, Hiss. of 

NORCIA (anc. Nstrsia), a town and episcopal see of the province 
of Perugia, Italy, a9 m. E.N.E. of Spoleto by road, and ao m. W. 
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of Audi Plano, retio ft. above sea-level, on the south-west 
foot-slopes of the Monti Sibfflini, still surrounded by old walls. 
Pop. (19ed) 4261 (town), 9584 (commune). There area cathedral, 
the church of St Benedict and other churches, with Romanesque 
14th-century facades; the town-ball; and the prefecture, 
with Romanesque arcades. Much injury was done by earth- 
quakes in 173o and 3859. The ancient Nelda was a Sabine 
• though close to the Umbrian bonier. Itsinhabitants fought 
in 43-41 si.c against Octavian, and were punished by him for 
erecting a monument in honour of those who fell. It was 
governed by odevirl tike other Sabine towns and became a 
maniciefires under the empire. At Anearano near Norcia was 
,(tasted a small pews; remains of a temple were found there in 
188e, which from the diameter of the objects seems to have been 
destroyed in the 5th century s.c. The tombs of the district have 
also produced interesting early bronzes, &c., some of which go 
beck to the 7th century s.c., and a fine funeral couch decorated 
with sculptured pieces of bone. M. Gitardabassi in Notizie degli 
semi, 3878, r3 sqq.; z88o, 6 sqq.; A. Pasqui In Momserarti 
del Linea, l. (1893) 239. The tows was the birthplace of Q. 
Sertorius (d. 72 se.), of Yuma, mother of the emperor 
Vapid= of Piotina, wife of the emperor Trajan, and of St. 
Semiarid, founder of the Benedictine order, and of his sister 
Seholestica. The town is famous for its pork and its cloth (the 
term swam:via for a pork butcher's shops indeed used in Rome) 
and produces bricks and earthenware. 

See F. Maid Ford. Masora, simian di Horde (Norcia, 1869). 
NORD, the most northern of the departments of France, 

formed chiefly out of Flanders, French Heimann and the district 
of Cerebral (Carabresis). Area 2229 sq. m. Its population 
(1,893,861 in 1906), which includes a large privation of Belgians, 
ranks next to that of Seine among French departments. Its 
length from south-east to north-west is zu tn.; its breadth 
nowhere exceeds-4o tn., and contracts to 4 where it is crossed by 
the Lys. Bounded N.M. and N. for 21 In. by the North Sea, 
it has Belgian territory on the N.E. and E., the departments 
of Mae and Somme on the S. and Parde-Calds on the W. 
The Flanders portion west of the Scheldt is very flat, the isolated 
bill at Camel, only 535 ft. high, looking north towards Dunkirk 
over a stretch of fertile lowlands, the Wateringues and the 
Moires, separated by a lime of sand-dunes from the sea, by 
which about a thousand years ago they were still covered. 
The reclamation of this district, now covered by a network of 
canals, was began as early as the uth century. South-east of 
the Scheldt the country resembles the neighbouring Ardennes, 
is better wooded, and contains the highest point in the depart-
ment (873 ft.). The greater part of Nord is in the Scheldt basin, 
but certain portions belong to those of the Sambre (Meuse), 
the Oise (Seine) and the little coast-streams the As and the Yser. 
The Scheidt, flowing by Cambrai, Bouchain, Vaienciennes and 
Conde, receives the Scarpe, which touches Douai, Marchiennes 
and St Amend. The Lys, which does not join the Scheldt eni it 
has entered Belgium, passes Armentieres, and naives the Deule, 
on which Lille, the capital, is situated. The Sambre passes 
Landrecies and Maubeuge. The As falls into the port at 
Gmvellnes. The climate of Nord is colder than that of France Is 
general, the mean temperature being 49• or so• F. The average 
annual rainfall is about 28 in. 

In agricultural and industrial Importance Nord Is the first of 
French departments. In the hilly region of the south-east stock-
raising flourishes; in the central zone beetroot is the character-
bide crop, while mixed farming prevails in the north-west. 
Cereals (especially wheat and oats) and potatoes are grown in 
abundance. Among minor crops, flax, tobacco, chicory and hops 
may be mentioned. Market-gardening and horticulture are 
practised on a considerable scale in some localities. The mineral 
wealth of the department lies principally in its coal mines 
forming part of the Valenciennes basin, the most important 
In France, which extends into Belgium and Pas-de-Calais. 
The textile industry is particularly active around Lille, Roubaix 
and Tourcang which spin and weave cotton and wool, u also 
around Fourmies which it especially a weaving town. Other  

important centres—  are Armentieres (cloth-weaving), Dunkirk 
(flax, jute and hemp-spinning), Cambrai (batiste and other 
delicate fabrics), Douai, Avesnes, le Cateau and Caudry. Other 
great industries are brewing, flour-milling, glass, brick, pottery 
and sugar manufacture, alcohol-distilling, dyeing, iron-feuding 
and steel production and other branches of the metallurgical 
Industry carried on at Denain, Hautmont, Maubeuge, Valen-
ciennes, Douai, Raismea, &c. Dunkirk and Gravelinea equip 
fleets for the cod and herring fisheries. Dunkirk is the 
chief port of the department, which is served by the Northern 
railway. Its system of Wand navigation is highly developed 
and attains a length of 32o m., comprising a line of waterways 
from the Scheldt to the North Sea at Dunkirk, with which the 
coal basin of Valenciennes is linked up by way of the canalized 
Scheldt and the textile region of Lille by means of the Defile 
canal and the canalized Lys. To these must be added the 
canalized Sambre and other less important waterways. 

The department is divided into seven arrondissements (Avesnes, 
Cerebral, Douai, Dunkirk, Ilazebrouck, Lille, Valenciennes) 
with 67 cantons and 667 communes. It forms the archiepiscopal 
diocese of Cambrai and part of the region of the L army corps 
(headquarters at Lille) and of the educational division of Lille. 
Its court of appeal is at Douai. The most noteworthy places 
are Lille, Cambrai, Douai, Dunkirk, Valenciennes and Ansin, 
Tourcoing, Roubaix, Avesnes, Halluin, Armentieres, Maubeuge, 
Cond6sur•Escaut, Fourrnies, Hasebrouck, Gravelines, St Amand-
lea-Eaua, &nuts. Cateau, Centimes, Detain, Cassel and 
B,svai, which are separately noticed. Other populous industrial 
towns not mentioned above are Loos (pop. 9294) and Haubourdin 
(7897) near Lille, Caudry (10,947), near Cambrai, and Aniche 
(785S), a coal mining centre, near Douai. Other places of interest 
are Bailleul (pop. in tad, 7128), Baval and Ragas, which have 
fine belfries of the 16th century, structures characteristic of the 
architecture of the department; Hondschoote, scene of a victory 
of the French over the allies in 1793, which has a church of the 
,5th and 16th centuries with a fine tower and spire; and Amu* 
which preserves a curious ruined stronghold of the period of the 
Roman occupation. 

NOWAK MAX SIMON 	), German author and 
philosopher, was ban of Jewish parents at Budapest on the 
rgth of July 1849. lie studied medicine and travelled widely 
through Europe until 1878, when he settled down as a practitioner 
in his native town. In 188o ho removed to Paris, and ill addition 
to his professional work look up the study of art, literature 
and social questions. His investigation were marked by a 
critical accuracy which endeavoured to weigh data and deduce 
results with a fearless disregard of conventional ideas. In his 
Eadathisi he applied  the  theory of physical degeneration to the 
intellectual side of civilised man, and aideavoured to show that 
in sit, literature and social evolution there is decadence and 
hysteria; confused aesthetic theory, mysticism in thought, 
so-called " realism " in art, all alike indicate the vain spasmodic 
struggling of an effete civilleation. In Die honzentionelks 
Lagers der Kultsuneenseltheit (1884), the same destructive method 
is applied to politics and to social advice. Yet Nordau was not 
a pessimist. In the Paradoxes PsYasoketlaes (3880 he expressed 
his profound and reasoned conviction that the " Degeneration " 
of the time was only temporary. This optimism was seen in his 
enthudesde support of Dr Henl's Zionist movement.. In 
connexion with the British government's offer of and for a 
Jewish settlement in East Africa, there was a fundamental 
difference of opinion among the various Jewish societies. Herzl 
and Nordau were accused of giving up the idea of returning to 
Palestine, and substituting the African scheme. This idea 
provoked great hostility, and at a Zionist Ball in Paris (tech of 
December 1903) a Jew named Louban Chain Selik fired two shots 
at Nordau unsuccessfully. The outrage drew from Heral a 
letter (The Times, srnd of December) which clearly set forth the 
view held by himself and Nordau as to the ultimate destiny of 
the Zionist Movement. 

Wonts.—Novels and Stories: Stifentdasni, Pettererideroleee 
mid &maiden (1879); Die Krailkhele des Jahrhunderts (thee); 
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Gefailiskensadis (0192); Die DmInsesucklackt (1897)4 Morganatieck 
(toms). Dramas: Die saes Jonnsalistes On collaboration with 
F. Gross, 1880); Der Krieg der Meioses (1882); Das Reckt a Bebe* 
(2nd ed., z894); Die Kugel (1894); and Adder Kohn (1898). He 
published also Yews Kraal ear etikamfra (188o), an account of lila 
travels, and three works descriptive of Paris and the Parisians-- 
Pariser Studies au dem warm Milatirdeniantig (1878); Paris mate ►  
der dram Itepnblik (1881); Ausgmakke Panne Briefs (1887); 
two further volumes of criticism, Zeugenassiscke Fransosen, literatur-
IMA;Chtli..h. essays (Berlin, 1901); and Yen Kunst and Kansans 

1905)8 
BORDEN, JOHN ( 1 548-1625?). English topographer, was the 

first Englishman who designed a complete series of county 
histories and geographies. His earliest known work of import, 
aisce was the Speculum Britanniae, first part ... Middlesex 
(1593); the MS. of this in the British Museum (Hart. 57o) has 
corrections, Ike., in Lord Burieigh's handwriting. In 1595 he 
wrote a Choregraphies! Description of . . . Middlesex, Essex, 
Surrey, Sussex, Hampshire, W igkt, Guernsey and Jersey, dedicated 
to Queen Elizabeth; the MS. of this is in the British Museum, 
Addit. MSS. 31,853.•  In x596 he published his Preparative 

. Speculum Britannia, dedicated to Burleigh, and in 2598 
his Herlfordskire (Lambeth Mr. MSS. sat). Before his death 
he bad completed in manuscript his account of five other counties; 
three of these studies were printed long after his death, viz. 
Erns, edited for the Camden Society in 1840 by Sir Henry Ellis 
from a MS. at Hatfield (see also British Museum Addit. MSS. 
33, 769); NorAtanspituukire, known to have been finished in 
thro, but only published in I720; Cornwall, likewise finished in 
z6zo, published in 2728 (see Hari. MSS. 6252). Of Kent and 
Surrey even the MSS. am now lost; parts of the latter are perhaps 
identical with sections of the ChorograPkical Description of 1 595• 
In Ace Norden was appointed surveyor of the crown woods and 
forests in Berkshire, Devon, Surrey, &c.; in 16o5 he obtained 
the anrveyorship of the duchy of Cornwall; in 1607, after a 
careful survey, he composed his valuable Description of Ike 
Honour of Windsor, with fine maps and plans in colour, dedicated 
to James L (see Hari. MSS. 37e9). In 16o8 he was mainly 
occupied with the surveying of crown woods, especially in Surrey, 
Berkshire and Devon, and with the writing of his works on forest 
culture—Considerations Mucking . . . raising . . . of Coppices, 
and . . . Rdation of . . . Proceedings upon . . . Commission 
concerning new forests, to which he added in 2623 his Obsenations 
concerning Crown Lands and Woods (see Egerton MSS. 806; 
Ashmole MSS. 1148; and Lansdowne MSS. Os). In 26,2 
he was made surveyor of the royal castles in Kent, Surrey, 
Sussex, Hampshire, Berkshire, Dorset, Wiltshire, Somerset, 
Devon and Cornwall; in iota and 1617 he appears surveying 
the soke of Kirketon in Lindsey, as well as various manors and 
lands belonging to Prince Charles, afterwards Charles I. (see 
Cambridge University Library, Ff. iv. 3o; London, British 
Museum Addit. MSS. 6027); his last works were a survey Of 
Sheriff Hutton manor, Yorks, in rare (Hari. MSS. 6288), and 
England, an intended guide for English travellers

' 
 r series of tables 

to accompany Speed's county maps, executed in 1625, shortly 
before his death. 

Norden's maps of London and Westminster (in his Speculum 
Britannia of 1593) are the beet representations known of the English 
metropolis under the Tudors; his maps of Middlesex (also from the 
Spec. Brit. of 1593). of Ease: (t594, 184o), of Hertfordshire (1598, 
17231,  sod of Cornwall (published in 1728; see above) are also 1101e• 
worth ; in the last-named the roads are indicated for the first time 
in English topography. Norden also executed maps of Hampshire, 
Hertfordshire, Kent, Middlesex. Surrey and Sussex, for the fifth 
edition (1607) of Camden's Britaneia, also maps of Middlesex, 
Essex, Sussex, Surrey and Cornwall for J. Speed (1610). Several 
important cartographical works of his are lost: e.g. his Map . . . of 
. . . Balder fought in England from . . . William She Conqueror so 
. . . Elisabeth, in 16 sheets, formerly in the Bodleian Gallery, Oxford, 
of which some part is probably preserved in the Invasions of Englaord, 
an appendix to the Prospect of the most Famous Parts of the World, 
by J. Speed (1635); and his View of London, in 8 sheets, made c. 
1604-1606, and View of London Bridge, published in 1624; in the 
Crate collection at the British Museum is an earlier View of London 
by Norden (i600). and an 18°4 reprint of the View of London Bridge; 
a map of Surrey by Norden. said to have been copied by Speed 
nod Kip in Camden's Britannia of 1607. has also disappeared. 

Besides the works noticed above, see the saeounts ci 1.4<wden by C. Bateman in Speculums Britt:maw, parr Cornwall (1728), and 
by Sir H. Ellis in Spec. Brit., pars Essex (Camden Society, 1840); 
also H. B. Wheatley in Harrison's Description of England (New 
Shaksoere Society, 1877), and C. H. Coote's article in the Diet. 
Nat. Biog. (C. R. B.) 

BORDEN, a town of Germany, in the Prussian province of 
Hanover, 4 In. from the North Sea and so 20. by rail N. of 
Emden. Pop. (19o5) 6717. It has a rah-century town hall 
and its parish church was built in x445. Gin, sugar, chocolate, 
yeast, beer, tobacco and machinery are manufactured. Nord-
deich, a small port 4 m. N.W., is the shipping place for passengers 
bound for Norderney. Norden was first mentioned in 84s. 

NORDENSKIOLD, NUS ADOLF ERIE. Banos (1832-1901), 
geographer and Arctic explorer, was bona at Helsingfors, 28th 
November 2832. His ancestors came originally from Sweden, 
but for some generations bad been settled in Finland. His 
father, Nils Gustav Nordenskiald, was both a mineralogist and 
a traveller. Nordenskitild entered the university of Helaine= 
in z849, and applied himself specially to chemistry and miner-
alogy. In 1853 he accompanied his father to the Ural Mountains 
and studied the iron and copper mines at TagiLsk. On his return 
he received minor appointments both at the university and the 
mining office, but an unguarded speech at a convivial entertain-
ment in :855 drew the attention of the Russian authorities 
to his political views, and led to his dismissal. He then visited 
Berlin, continuing his mineralogical studies, and in r856 
obtained the Alexander travelling stipend at the university 
of Helsingfora and planned to expend it in geological unearth 
in Siberia and Kamchatka. Before starting he took his master's 
and doctor's degrees (1857), but he again aroused the suspicion 
of the authorities, db that he was forced to leave the country 
and was deprived of the right of ever holding office in the univer-
sity. Settling at Stockholm he thenceforward became practically 
a Swedish citizen. He soon received an offer from Otto Torell, 
the geologist, to accompany him on an expedition to Spitsbergen. 
To the observations of Torch on glacial phenomena Norden-
skitild added the discovery at Bell Sound of remains of Tertiary 
plants, and on the return of the expedition he received the 
appointment of professor and curator of the mineralogical 
department of the Swedish State Museum. In 1861 he took 
part in Torell's second Spitsbergen expedition, which yielded 
even more Important geological results. Of the further expedi-
tion to the same quarter promoted by the Swedish academy 
of science in 1864, Nordenskiold was the leader. Three years 
later, chiefly through the support of the Swedish government 
and Oscar Dickson, who contributed largely towards the later 
expeditions of 1872 and 1875, be headed a well-organized 
expedition in the iron steamer " Sofia," and reached the highest 
northern latitude (Si' 42') then attained in the eastern hemi-
sphere. Arctic exploration bad now become his all-absorbing 
object in life, and in 1137o, with three young naturalists, be 
visited the vast inland ke.sheet of Greenland. His next expedi-
tion in 1872 did not answer expectation, for the tenders were 
caught in the Ice, and the crews of the three vessels were forced 
to winter hi Spitsbergen. In 1875-1876, however, a successful 
voyage eastwards, including the ascent of the Yenisei, led him 
to attempt the discovery of the long-sought North-East Passage. 
This he accomplished in the voyage of the " Vega," navigating 
for the first time the northern coasts of Europe and Aria. 
Starting from Karlskrona on the 22nd of June :878, the " Vega " 
doubled Cape Chelyuakin in the following August, and after 
being frozen in at the end of September near Bering Strait, 
completed the voyage successfully in the following summer. 
He edited a monumental record of the expedition in five octavo 
volumes, and himself wrote a more popular summary in two 
volumes. 

On his return to Sweden he received an enthusiastic welcome, 
and in April 1880 was made a baron and a commander of the 
Order of the Nordstjerna. In 1883 he again visited the east 
coast of Greenland, and succeeded in taking his ship through the 
great ice barrier, a feat attempted in vain during more than three 
centuries. Baron Nordenskiold also made a notable reputation 
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In the field of hisbuicat geography by his Pacsissile Albs 
(r889) and Periplur (1897). The former contains reproductions 
of the most important geographical documents printed during 
the !Oh and reth centuries, and the latter, a work of far 
greater research, deals with the history of early cartography and 
the sailing charts in use among mariners duringthe middl•ages. 
He died at Stockholm on the :nth of August not. 

NORDERNBT (i.e. " northern island "), tut island of Germany, 
in the North Sea, the largest of the East Friesland group, 
belonging to the Prussian province of Hanover. Pop. (19o5) 
3888. It is 8 m. long and about zi m. broad, and supports a 
seafaring and hating population. It is reached by steamer 
from Geestemtinde, Emden, Bremen or Hamburg, and at low 
tide by mad from the mainland. The village at the S.W. end 
of the island is one of the most popular sea-bathing places 
In Germany, and is visited annually , by some 26,000 visitors. 
On the S. side rises a lighthouse 275 ft. high, while the R end 
of the island is filled with sand dunes ranging in height from 
so to 75 ft. Norderney fi immortalized by its association with" 
Heinrich Heine's Nordseabilder. 

See Berenberg, Das Nordseebad Nordenny (Nordin, U1901 
C. 
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IORDPJORD, an inlet of the west coast of Norway, penetrat-
ing the land for 5o m in an easterly direction, its mouth being 
try m. by eta N. of Berra (6x* so' N.). No part of Norway 
affords finer scenery than the inner ramifications of this fjord 
among the snowy mountains of the northern Jostedalsbrae. 
Driving-roads penetrate the mountains from Vienaes eastward 
to the Gudbmndsdal, from Utvilt southward • to Vadheim on 
the Sogne Fjord, and from Falekle northward to Ifellesylt 
(Geiranger Fjord) and Oje aorundsfjord). Nordfjordeid is a 
large village on the outer fjord, at the mouth of Hornindalen. 
Olden and Loanare other favourite centres on the inner part of 
the fjord. A small but powerful breed of hones is peculiar to 
the Nordfjord district. 

NORDHAUSEN. a town of Germany, in the province of 
Prussian Saxony. It is situated on the Zorge at the south base. 
of the Harz Mountains, and at the west end of the Golden Atte 
(Golden Plain), a fruitful valley watered by the Heinle, 45o in. 
by sail W. of Halle, on the main line to Frankfort.on-Main and 
Camel, and at the *action of railways to Erfurt and Blankenbeim. 
Pop. (IWO 27,083; (r00S) 59,882., It is built partly on the 
slope of the mountains and partly on the plain, and the upper 
and lower parts of the town ase connected by flights of steps. 
Among its eight churches the most noteworthy are the Roman 
Catholic cathedral, late Gothic with a Romanesque crypt, and 
the Protestant church of St Blasius, containing two pictures 
by Lucas Cranach. Near the medieval town hall stands a 
Roland's column, the ancient symbol of free commercial inter-
course and civic liberty. The town has a museums of antiquities 
and various public montunaus, notably a fountain by Ernst 
Rietsehel in the corn market, and another to Luther in the 
market square. There are duetted The emperor Frederick III. 
and of Prince Bismarck. The chief importance of the place 
arises from its distilleries, which annually yield about to,000,ocio 
gallons of " Born Schnapps," a spirit somewhat akin to whisky. 
The breweries are also important and there are manufactures 
of leather, tobacco and cigars, cotton, linen goods, carpets, 
chicory, malt and chemicals. Nordhausen is sometimes called 
the Cincinnati of Germany on account of La extensive export 
trade in pork, corned beef, ham and sausages. There is also a 
large trade in corn. 

Nordhausen is one of the oldest towns in North Germany. It 
possessed a royal palace in 874 and a convent was founded here 
in 962. It was destroyed by !ferny the Lion, duke of Saxony, 
in ztSo, but was soon rebuilt and was made a free imperial town 
in ran. In this and the following century several diets and other 
assemblies were held here. The protector (Vogt) of the town 
was the elector of Saxony and later for a few years (r702-5755) 
the elector of Brandenburg. Nordhausen accepted the reformed. 
deaden' in 1522. It was annexed by Prussia in aos and again  

in 18:5, having in the meantime belonged to the kingdom of 
Westphalia. 

See Thrstemann, Urkatedliche Gesdrichte der Mod: Nordhausen 
his IS50 (Nordhausen, 5828-5840) and MINIS Schriftes sear Geschiekto 
der Nordhausen (Nordkausm ass); Lesser, Hiaorischa 
Nachridans eon Nordhausen, edited irin.Lrerstemann (Nordhausen 
186o); J. Schmidt, Des- sad Kunseden 	der Stade Nordhausen 
(H_ 	1886); T. Eckert, Gedeshblaner mu der Geschichto der 
ehemaligns /reins Reich:gad, Nordhausen (Leipzig. 1856) Heine, 
Nordhausen and Preussen (Nordhausen, row); and Csmr.hum 
Lokalfulwer far Nordhausen and Umgebssag (i891). 

NORDIC.A. LILIAN (s859- 	), American operatic soprano, 
ride Norton, was born at Farmington, Maine, and trained as a 
singer at Boston, and later at Milan. As Madame Nordica she 
made her operatic debut at Brescia in 1879, and from that time 
took high rank among the prima donnas, appearing in all the 
principal capitals in Europe, and also in America. 

NORDIN. CARL WRAF (1749-1812), Swedish statesman, 
historian and ecclesiastic.. In 1774  be was made docent of 
Gothic antiquities at Upsala University in consequence of his 
remarkable treatise, Muniments svia-gothiea vatustioris acri 
fain =pilaw sniped*. Summoned to Stockholm in 1782 by 
Gustavus HL to edit a Swedish Corpus diflomaticust, half an 
hour's private conversation with the young priest convinced-
Gustavus that Nordin's proper place was by his side in the 
political arena. But he employed Nordin quite differently from 
his episcopal colleague Olaf Wallqvist. While the bishop 
publicly defended the royal measures, Nordin became the king's 
private adviser. In politics Nordin was a royalist from pure 
conviction. To him a parliament seemed little better than a 
mob. He was one of the king's secret managers during the 
troublesome and dangerous riksdagof :789, but advised caution 
and compared the estate of clergy, which at one time held the 
balance between the jarring orders, to ice which might be walked 
upon but could not be driven over. He was appointed a member 
of an ecclesiastical commission for reforming the church in 1787, 
in which capacity he was virtually minister of public-worship. 
In I791-1792 he became a leading member of the financial and 
general committees of the riksdag. After the king's death 
Nordin shared In the general disgrace of the Gustavians and 
lived in retirement at the little town of Hemilsand, where lie 
held the post of kaor at the gymnasium. But he reappeared 
prominently on the political scene during the riksdag of ace, 
and in tilos was consecrated bishop of Hernaeand. Though he 
lacked the brilliant qualities of his rival Wallqvist, Nordin had 
the same alertness and penetration, and was infinitely more 
stable and disinterested. One of the most learned men of his 
day, he devoted his spare time to history, and discovered that 
many of the oldest and most cherished Scandinavian MSS. were 
clever forgeries. Like Jean Hardottin be got to believe that a 
great deal of what is called classical literature was compiled by 
anonymous autbode at a much later date, and be used frequently 
to startle his colleagues, the Gustavian academicians, by his 
audacious paradoxes. 

HeL  left behind him a colossal collection of MSS., the so-called 
Nordnuka Santlingarna, which were purchased and presented to 
Upsala university by Charles XIV. and form the groundwork of the 
well-known Scriptoria noun Sued:arm audit awl. Nordin pub-
lished during his lifetime Handltsgor Sill aptysara g af soessloi 
histories (Stockholm, i787-1$8). His academical addresses came 
out at Stockholm in :818 under the title Minxes after xamaksoringe 
masks wan. His Dagbok did not appear tell 1868. 

See Ssecruhtsteria (Stockholm, am ac.), vol. v.; C. T. Odhaer. 
Soariges • • ka kirtoris under Gssla/ AIL's mem, (Stockholm, 
ails, ; R. N. Bain, Cramer III. VOL 2 (London, 1896). 

1115RDLDIGEN. a town of Germany, in the kingdom of Bavaria, 
on the Eger, eo at. N. of Augsburg by rail and at the junction 
of lines to Buchloe and DoinbahL Pop. (r 9o5) 8512. It was 
formerly a free imperial town, owning a territory 35 sq. in. in 
extent, and is still surrounded with walls and towers. The 
Evangelical church of St George is • Gothic structure erected 
in the 15th century and restored in z880. It has paintings by 
Hans Schaufekin, who was a native of Nordlingen, and a tower 
ego ft. high. The Late Gothic town hall has a collection of 
pictures and antiquities. _XII* chief manufactures of the town 
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are linen goods, soap, malt, and agricultural implements, and a 
brisk trade is carried on in cattle, grain and geese. From 48, 
when first mentioned, to x215 Nordlingen was subject to the 
bishops of Regensburg, but about 1215 it became a free city of 
the Empire. It was annexed to Bavaria in 1803. 

Nordlingen was the scene of two great battles in the Thirty 
Years' War (q.v.). In the first, which was fought on the 5th and 
6th of September 2634, the hitherto invincible Swedish army, 
commanded by Duke Bernhard of Saxe Weimar and Marshal 
Horn, was defeated with great loss by a somewhat superior 
army of Imperialists and Spaniards under General Gallas, Horn 
and 3000 men being made prisoners and 6000 killed or mortally 
wounded. In the second battle, fought eleven years later 
(3rd August 1645), Conde (then duke of Enghien) and Turenne 
were the leaders on the one side, and Mercy and Johann von 
Weert, the dashing cavalry commander whose onset had decided 
the battle of 2634, on the other. The Germans were posted 
some 5 m. to the east of Nordlingen, about Allerheim, with their 
right resting on a hill and the left on a castle, the guns with an 
infantry escort being placed on these points, and the village 
itself in the centre being also garrisoned and entrenched. In 
rear of the village the plain was occupied by Mercy's army in the 
customary two lines, foot in the centre, horse in the wings. The 
French army, similarly arrayed, but with a few battalions 
attached to the cavalry wings, was more heterogeneous than the 
German, being composed of French, Hessian, German mercen-
aries, and Liegeois. After a cannonade in which it suffered 
more severely than its entrenched enemy, the French centre 
furiously attacked the village of Allerheim; the fighting here 
was very heavy, and on the whole in favour of the Germans, 
although Mercy was killed. The right wing of the French 
cavalry was swept off the field by Johann von Weed's charge, 
but the German troopers, intoxicated with success, dispersed 
to plunder. On the French left, meanwhile, Turenne saved the 
day. Fighting cautiously at first with his leading line to gain 
time for his second to come up, he then charged and broke up 
the hostile right wing of cavalry, while some battalions of infantry 
scaled the hill and captured the Bavarian guns. Unlike Weert 
the marshal kept his troops in hand, and swung round upon the 
Bavarian infantry behind Allerheim, who were at the same time 
cannonaded by their lost guns. A prolonged fight now ensued, 
in which'the Bavarians had the worst of it, and Weert, returning 
at last to the field, dared not attempt to engage afresh. The 
armies faced one another all night with their sentries fifty paces 
apart, but in the morning the Bavarians were found to have 
retreated. Nothing was gained by the victors but the trophies 
and the field of battle, and the losses of both sides had been 
enormous. Enghien had only rsoo of his foot in hand next day. 
Nordlingen, therefore, is a classical instance of the unprofitable 
and costly bataile ranger of the 17th century. 

Sec Beyschlag, Gestkichte der Mat Ndrdlingen (N8rdlingen,1831). 
and Mayer, Die Stork Nordiiires, Ow Le6es sad ihre Kama Os LUILM 
der Vermeil (Nordlingen, 1856). 

WORE, THE, a sandbank at the mouth of the river Thames, 
England, marked by various buoys and by a lightship, with 
revolving light. This ship lies 3 tn. from the nearest point on 
the Kent coast, about the same distance from the Ease: coast, 
and 471 in. below London Bridge. The first light was placed berg 
AL an experiment by Mr Hamblin, its patentee, in mt. ID 
2797 the neighbouring Anchorage was the sane of a mutiny in 
the British fleet then lying here, well known in history as the 
Mutiny of the Wore. 

NORFOLK. EARLS AND DUKES OP. The rat earl of Norfolk 
was RALPH DE GUIDER, a follower of William the Conqueror, 
who forfeited the earldom when be revolted &phut William 
in zo75; the and WAS Hum Bt000 (d. 1177), one of Stephen's 
supporters, to whom the earldom was granted by this king 
before 1141. Hugh's grandson, Hem (d. 1225), the 3rd earl 
of this line, married Matilda, daughter of William Marshal, 
earl of Pembroke, and from the Marshals their son Rowse 

17o), the 4th earl, inherited the office of marshal of 
England. This powerful family. of Bigod retained the 

earldom until Roan, the 5th earl, died childless fn December 
5306. 

The next earl of Norfolk was Twowas or Baormurrow (1300-
1838), a younger son of Edward I., to whom the earldom was 
granted in 1312 by his half-brother, Edward II. In addition 
to the estates which bad formerly belonged to the Rigods Thomas 
received the office of marshal. He joined Queen Isabella when 
she landed in England in 1326, and was one of the group of 
nobles who brought about the deposition of Edward H. He 
died in August 2338, leaving no SOD. The survivor of his two 
daughters, Margaret (c. uro-meso), who was countess of Norfolk 
in her own right, married John de Segrave, pd Lord Segrave 
(d. 1353), and their only child Elizabeth (d. c. 2375) became 
the wife of John de Mowbray, 4th Lord Mowbray (d. 1368), 
and the mother of two sons John end Thomas. In 1397 the 
countess Margaret was created duchess of Norfolk, and at the 
same time her grandson Thomas Mowbray was made duke of 
Norfolk. 

THOMAS MOWBRAY, tat duke of Norfolk (e. 5366-1399), 
became Baron Mowbray and Baron Segrave when his elder 
brother John died in February 1382; about the same 
time Richard II. created him earl of Nottingham, Z:billY  
a title held by his dead brother, and in 1385 made him 
marshal of England for life. For some years be enjoyed the 
favour and companionship of the king, but differences arose 
between them, and in 1387 Nottingham began to act with 
Thomas of Woodstock, duke of Gloucester, his own brother-in-
law, Richard Fitzalaa, earl of Arundel, and the party of nobles 
who wished to deprive the king of his power. They routed the 
royal favourite Robert de Vere, earl of Oxford, at Radcot 
Bridge, and Richard was at their mercy. Owing partly to 
Nottingham's moderate counsels the suggestion to depose hint 
was not carried out, but in the " merciless parliament " of 5388 
his favourites were " appealed " of treason and were sentenced 
to death. For nearly two years the chief power was in the hands 
of the lords appellant, as Nottingham and his friends were 
called, but in 5389 the king regained his authority. lie detached 
Nottingham from his colleagues and made him warden of the 
Scottish marches; later he became captain of Calais and the 
royal lieutenant in the north-east of France. Richard took 
him to Ireland In 1394 and soon afterwards sent him to arrange 
a. peace with France and his marriage with Isabella, daughter 
of King Charles VI. But the earl's supreme service to the king 
was in 1397 when Richard took a tardy but severe vengeance 
upon three of the appellants. In their turn these lords were 
" appealed " of treason before the parliament, and as on the 
former occasion Nottingham was one of the accusers. He was 
present when Gloucester was arrested at Pleshey, and Froissart 
says that he actually beheaded Arundel himself. Gloucester 
was entrusted to his keeping at Calais, and in September 1397 
he reported that his prisoner was dead. The duke had been 
murdered, and Nottingham was probably responsible, although 
the evidence against bins is not conclusive. As a reward he 
received meat of Arundel's lands in Surrey and Sussex, said was 
created duke of Norfolk. He now began to fear for his own 
safety, and took the duke of Hereford, afterwards King Henry 
IV., into his confidence. Hereford carried his words to the king, 
who summoned him to his presence, and at Oswestry Norfolk 
accused Hereford of speaking falsely. A court of chivalry 
decided that the dispute should be referred to the arbitrament 
of single combat and Coventry was the place appointed for the 
duel; but when on the 16th of September 1398 everything was 
ready for the fight Richard Interposed and ordered both com-
batants into banishment. Norfolk was deprived of his offices, 
but not of his titles; his " heavier doom " was exile for life, and 
he was ordered to confine himself to Germany, Hungary and 
Bohemia. At once he left England for Dordrecht, and atm) 
passing some months in wanderings he reached Venice, where be 
died on the rand or 27th of September 1399. The concluding 
scene of the duke's life in England forms the staple material of 
act I. of Shakespeare's Richard II. Norfolk left estates in nearly 
all the English counties. His wife was Elizabeth (4 137s-s4ss)2 
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&tighter of Richard kltzekn. earl of Arendt', by whom he 
had two sons, Thomas and John, and two daughters. 

His elder son, Tacoma Mortality (13115-t4o5), became earl 
of Nottingham and earl marshal on his father's death, but be' 
was not allowed to assume the title of duke of Norfolk. He 
quarrelled with Richard Beauchamp, ad of Warwick, over the 
precedence of their respective eaddoms, and left the court in 
anger when Henry IV. decided in favour of Warwick. At this 
time (1405) Richard le Scrope, archbishop cf York, and.other 
northern potentates were preparing to use against the king. 
The earl marshal joined them, was taken prisoner at Shipton 
Moor, and was beheaded at York on the 6th of June 140S-

JOIIN MOWBRAY (1390-1432), and duke, brother of the last-
named, now became earl marshal and earl of Nottingham. He 
sat in judgment upon Richard, earl of Cambridge, and the other 
rebels in mrs, and went to France with Henry V. He took part 
in the siege cif Harfieur, but illness prevented him from fighting 
at Agincourt. He saw service in France in subsequent years, and 
after Henry's death be was a member of the English governing 
council. In 1424 he followed Humphrey, duke of Gloimester, on 
his campaign in Hainaut, and in r425 ha secured his recognition 
as duke of Norfolk. Ha died on the loth of October 1432 at 
Epwerth, where his father had founded a Cistercian priory. 
By his wife Catherine, daughter of Ralph Neville, nit ad of 
Wettmerland, be ldt.an only son, the 3rd duke. . 

JO= Moweast, 3rd duke (1415-1462), became warden of 
the Scottish marches; he also served as a soldier and an 
ambassador in France. Upon the outbreak of the fiercerivalry 
between )he houses of York and Lancaster about tem be joined 
Richard, duke of Yost, to whom he was related; he aided the 
Yorkist .cause in Norfolk and in London, and it was be who 
In November '453  demanded an inquiry into the administration 
at Edmund Beaufort, duke of Somerset. In 1450 he appeared on 
the Lancastrian side and took the oath of allegiance to Henry VL 
and to his son Edward at Coventry, but soon he .was again 
limits;  as an attire Yotkist. He was a member of the deputa-
tion which in March 1461 asked the duke of York (Edward IV.) to 
take the crown, and he fought at the second battle of St Albans 
and also at 'Fowton, where one authority says he saved the day 
for the Yorkist& 

PEEN Mamma 4th  duke (1444-1476), who bad already been 
created earl of Surrey, a title formerly held by his ancestors, 
the Fitz:dans, was the only son of the preceding. The names 
both of John and of his father appear frequently in the Fasten 
Letters, as both dukes in turn seined Caister castle, which had 
been left by Sir John Fastolf to John Piston, and the 4th duke 
held it against the Pastries for some years. On his death in 1476 
the dukedom became extinct, but the earldom paned so - his 
daughter Anne (re7a-281). who married Richard, duke of York, 
the younger son of Edward IV. Richard was created duke of 
Norfolk and made earl marshal, but when he was murdered in 
1463 the dukedom again became extinct, the earldom having 
reverted to the crown on the death of Anne. 

The illustrious family of Howard (q.v.), members of which 
Reward 

have been dukes of Norfolk from 143 to the present 
bee day, with the exception of two periods during which 

the title was forfeited, was connected with the family 
of Mowbray. 

Joan HOWARD, satduke of Norfolk (c. 14304145), was 
the son tot Sir Robert Howard by his wife Mergarte, daughter of 
Thomas Mowbray, the first duke of that family. In 1455  Jolla 
Howard was sent to parliament as member for Norfolk, although 
he " hadde DO lyvelode in the shire"; in 1461 be was knighted; 
and in 1470, although he appears to have been a consistent 
Yorkist, he was created a baron by Henry VL Hems treasurer 
et the royal housebeitlfrom 1467 to 1474, and want to France 
with Edward IV. in 1475. After Edward's death, however, 
he supported Richard III., who created him duke of Norfolk 
and made hint earl marshal of England in June 143. He was 
lulled at Bosworth whilst fighting for this king on the sand of 
August 1485, and the title thus suffered attainder. He is 
frequently mentioned is the Pastan Lunen. 

Ms son, 'rums HOWARD, Afterwards and duke (1443-1524), 
shared his father's fortunes; he fought at Barnet for Edward IV. 
and was made steward of the royal household and created earl 
of Surrey in x43. Taken prisoner at Bosworth he was attained 
and remained in captivity until January &Mg, when he was 
released and restored to his earldom but not to the dukedom 
of Norfolk. He was then entrusted with the maintenance of 
order in Yorkshire and with the defence of the Scottish borders; 
he was made lord treasurer and a privy councillor in rem, 
and he helped to arrange the marriage between Margaret, the 
daughter of Henry VII., and James IV. of Scotland. Henry 
• too, employed him on public business, but the earl grew 
jealous of Wolsey, and for a short time he absented himself 
from court. He commanded the army which defeated the Scots 
at Flodslen in September 1513, and was created duke of Norfolk 
in February of the following year, with precedency as of the 
creation of 143. In his later years Norfolk worked more 
harmoniously with Wolsey. He was guardian of England 
during Henry's absence in France in 1520, and he acted as 
lord high steward at the trial of his friend Edward Stafford, 
duke of Buckingham, in 1521. Among his soon were William, 
tat Lord Howardof Effingham, and Sir Edward Howard (c. 1477-
=23), lord high admiral, who defeated the French fleet of 
Brest in August 1512, and lost his life during another engagement 
in April r513. 

THOMAS HOWARD, 3rd duke (1473-2554),  eldest SOD of the 
and Mike, Married in t495 Anne  (r475-1 5  t 2), daughter of Edward 
IY.,• thus , becoming a brother-in-law of Henry VII., who had 
married Anne's sister Elizabeth. He bemee lord high admiral 
in :553, and led the van of t he English army at Flodden in 
September, being created earl of Surrey in February 1514- In 
1513 he took for his second wife Elizabeth (d. 2558), daughter 
of Edward Stafford, duke of •Buckingham. In ism Surrey 
went to Ireland as lord-deputy, but soon vacated this post to 
command the troops which sacked Medan and ravaged the 
neighbourhood of Boulogne in r522; afterwards he raided and 
devastated the south of Scotland. He succeeded his father 
in May 1524, and as the most powerful nobleman in England he 
beaded the party bathe to Cardinal Wohty. He favoured the 
divorce al Henry VIII. from Catherine of Aragon, and the 
king's marriage with his niece Anne Boleyn. In 1529 he became 
president of the council, but in a few years his position was shaken 
by the fate of Anne Boleyn, at whose trial and execution he 
presided as lord high steward. But his military abilities rendered 
him almost indispensable to the king, and in 1536, just after 
the tieing known as the Pilgrimage of Grace had broken out, 
he was despatched into the north of England; ho temporized 
with the rebels until the danger was past, and then, as the first 
president of the woadl of the berth, punished them with great 
severity. Sharing in the general hatred agaiost Thomas Crom-
well, Norfolk limited the minister in June x540. He led the 
English army into Scotland in 1542 and into France in 1544i 
but the execution of Catherine Howard, another of his nieces 
who had become the wife of the king, had weakened his position. 
His son Henry Howard, elth of Surrey (q.v.), was arrested on a 
charge of mason; Norfolk himself suffered the same fate as 
acetone!),  to the crime. In January cm Surrey was executed; 
his father was condemned to death by a bill of attainder. but 
owing to the death of the king the sentence was not carried out. 
Norfolk remained in prison throughout the reign of Edward VI., 
but in Ample 5553 he was mimed and restored to his dukedom 
Again taking command of the English army he was sent to 
suppress the rebellion which had broken out under Sir Thomas 
Wyse, but human fled before the enemy. He acted as had high 
steward at the trial of John Dudley, duke of Northumberland; 
and be died cut the 25th of August 2554. Norfolk was a brutal 
and licentious man, but was a supporter of the Roman church, 
being, as he himself admits, " quick against the sacramentaxies." 
As a soldier he was serviceable to limy VIII., but as a diplo- 
matist he was a failure, being far inferior to Wolsey and to 
Cromwell. He had two sons, Henry, earl of Surrey, and Thomas 
(a 1pr8-15112), who in 25550 was nested Viscount Howard of 
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Bindon, a title which became extinct in z6z z. His only daughter 
Mary (d. i557) married Henry, duke of Richmond, the natural 
eon of Henry VII. 

THONAS HOWARD, 4th duke (:536-1572), son of Henry Howard, 
earl of Surrey, was born on the zoth of Much '536. His tutor 
was John Foxe, the martyrologist. Soon after Elizabeth 
became queen in 1558 she sent the young duke to take part in 
the war against the Scots and their French allies, but the conclu-
sion of the treaty of Edinburgh in July 156o enabled him to 
return to the court In London. Having married and lost three 
wives, all ladies of wealth and position; Norfolk was regarded 
as a suitable husband for Mazy queen of Scots, who had just taken 
refuge in England. He presided over the commission appointed 
by Elizabeth to inquire into the relations between the Scottish 
queen and her subjects; and although he appears to have 
believed in Mary's guilt he was anxious to marry her. Among 
the Scots Maitland of Lethington favoured the proposed union; 
Mazy herself consented to it; but Norfolk was unwilling to 
take up arms, and while he delayed Elizabeth ordered his arrest 
and he was taken to prison in October 1569 In August :57o, 
after the suppression of the rising in the north of England, the 
duke was released; but he entered into communication with 
Philip II. of Spain regarding the proposed invasion of England 
by the Spaniards. After some hesitation Norfolk placed himself 
at the head of the conspirators; and in return for his services 
he asked the king of Spain " to approve of my own marriage with 
the Queen of Scots." But the plot failed; Norfolk's treachery 
was revealed to Lord Burghley, and in September x571 he was 
arrested. He was beheaded on the and of June 1572. It is 
noteworthy that he always regarded himself as a Protestant. 
Norfolk's first wife, Mary (z54o-r557), daughter and heiress 
of Henry Fltzalan, 12th earl of Arundel, bore him a son, Philip, 
who in consequence of his father's attainder was not allowed 
to succeed to the dukedom of Norfolk, but became 13th earl of 
Arundel in succession to his maternal grandfather in 1580. 
Norfolk left two other sons, Thomas Howard, created earl of 
Suffolk in x6o3, and Lord William Howard (q.v.). 

In z66o the dukedom was restored by act of parliament to 
THOMAS HOWARD, Al earl of Arundel (:627-1677), a descendant 
of the 4th duke. The 5th duke was succeeded by his brother 
Henry (x628-1684), the Mend of John Evelyn, who had been 
already created earl of Norwich; in 1672 he was made earl 
marshal, and this dignity was entailed on his male heirs. 

CHARLES HOWARD, nth duke (x746-1815), was the son of 
Charles Howard (172o-2786), who succeeded his cousin, Edward 
Howard (1686-1777), as zoth duke of Norfolk in 1777, and who 
wrote Historkat Anecdotes of sone of the Howard Family (1769 
and z8:7). Born in March z746,the earl of Surrey, as Charles 
was called from r777 until he became duke of Norfolk in 1786, 
represented Carlisle in the House of Commons, where he acted 
with the Whip; unlike his father he was a Protestant. In z7do 
he was a lord of the treasury. In 1789 at a dinner held in 
London the duke gave the toast " Our sovereign's health—the 
majesty of the people "; this greatly offended George II., who 
deprived him of some of his public offices. 

When he died on the :6th of December ribs he left no sons, 
and the dukedom passed to his kinsman, BERNARD EDWARD 
HOWARD (x765-1842), a descendant of the 4th duke. 

Bernard's only son, Hamm CHARLES HOWARD (2791-1856), 
became 13th duke is :842. As earl of Surrey he was the first 
Roman Catholic since the Reformation to sit in the House of 
Commons, of which he was a member from 1829 to :84:; as 
duke of Norfolk he was master of the horse from :846 to r852 
and lord steward from 1853 to r854. The second of his three 
sons, Edward George Fitzalan (1818-1883), was a member of the 
House of Commons from 1848 to x868, and was created Baron 
Howard of Glossop in 1869. Lord Howard rendered great 
service to the cause of Roman Catholic education. 

The 13th. duke's eldest son, Hamm GRANVILLE PITMAN 
HOWARD (x815—z 86o), succeeded to the title. He was a devoted 
Roman Catholic, left the Liberal party and resigned his seat in 
parliament rather than support the Ecclesiastical Tides Bill of  

285o. He edited the' Lives of Philip Howard, earl of Amadei, 
and of Anne Basra, his wife (1857 and 1861). He was suc-
ceeded by his son Henry Fitsalan Howard, :5th duke (b. 1847), 
who was postmaster-general from 1895 to 2900, first Lord Mayor 
of Sheffield in 1895, went out to the South African War in 1900, 
and whose position as bead of the English Roman Catholics 
and as premier duke and Earl Marshal made him for many 
years conspicuous in public life. His only son by his first wife, 
a daughter of Baron Donington, died in early life; but by his 
second marriage (1904) to the daughter and heiress of Lord 
Herries be had a son born in :908. 

NORFOLK, an eastern county of England, bounded N. and 
E. by the North Sea, S.E. and S. by Suffolk and W. by Cam-
bridgeshire and Lincolnshire. The area is 20441 sq. in-, the 
county being the fourth in size In England. The surface falls 
into two divisions. The eastern and central portions consist 
of an undulating plain with rising ground skirting the river 
valleys and low chalk downs in the north. For the most part this 
section is fertile and well wooded, but there are some expanses 
of heath land. The principal rivers are the Yam and its tribu-
tariet the Wensum, Bure and Waveney, the last forming a 
large part of the boundary with Suffolk. In the west the county 
includes part of the Fen country (q.v.), where the principal 
rivers are the Great Ouse and its tributaries the Little Ouse or 
Brandon river, which also forms part of the Suffolk boundary, 
the Wissey and the Has. The fiat fens are crossed by innumer-
able drainage channels. They are comprised within that 
portion of the whole district known as the Bedford Level, and 
extend from Welney and Hilgay Fens near the junction of the 
Great and Little Ouse northward to the Wash. 

The watershed is nearly in the centre of the county. The 
middle eastern portion is a low-lying flat area lifted slightly 
towards the coast in such a way that some of the tributary 
stream of the Bore rise very near the sea but flow at first inland 
or parallel to the coast. Here occur the well-known Norfolk 
Broads, shallow metes, having their low banks massed with 
luxuriant reeds and other water-plants, and possessing much 
quiet beauty of an individual character. Most of them abound 
with pike, bream and other coarse fish, and harbour innumerable 
waterfowl, including the water-hen, heron, bittern, king-fisher, 
mallard, teal and snipe. They ate thus frequented by sports-
men, but still more by boating parties, and at Yarmouth, 
Wrexham Bridge, Ade and elsewhere sailing boats with cabins, 
and other boats, are hired in large numbers. Annual regattas 
are held on several Broads. The Broads are generally not 
wideninp of the main river, but are connected with it by short 
channels. Their formation is probably due to a slight uprising 
of the land, whereupon the depressions in the undulated surface 
continued to carry water. The average depth of the Broads is 
only some eight feet, and their tendency is to become choked 
with sedges and bulrushes and to decrease in size. The Bum 
joins the Yam at Yarmouth, at the seaward end of Breydon 
Water, which does not rank among the Broads. Following the 
Buse upwards, a small stream is found uniting it with Filby, 
Rollesby and Ormsby Broads to the north, which form one 
sheet of water of irregular shape. The Thurne stream then 
enters from the same direction, draining Heighrun Sound, 
Hickling Broad, Homey Mere and Martham Broad. The second 
of these is the largest of all, measuring some 3 nr. in length by 
one at its widest part. The next tributary, the Ant, drains 
Barton and Statham Broads. Closely adjoining the upper Bute 
itself, there are Ranworth Broad, Horning Broad, and Saute, 
Hoveton and Wrexham Broads almost, adjoining. South of 
Ranworth, on a tributary, is South Waltham Broad. Adjacent 
to the Yam towards Norwich is Rockland Broad. Between the 
Waveney and Lowestoft Outten Broad, is formed (in Suffolk; 
see Lowstrorr). 

Nearly two-thirds of the boundary of the county is formed by 
tidal water. There are few bays or inlets, and on the northern 
coast no river mouths. For the most part the coast-line is flat 
and low, and has been greatly encroached on by the sea, several 
villages having been engulfed since the Conquest. From the 
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month of the Yara to Rappisburgli the shore is skirted by sand-
banks. Thence for so in. it is formed 'cif cliffs consisting of clay 
and masses of embedded rocks, the average height being 
about so ft., although in some cases an altitude of coo ft. is 
reached. These cliffs are succeeded by a low shingly or sandy 
coast stretching as far as St Edmund's Point. The shores of the 
Wash are formed of mndbanka, which are left dry at low water. 
West of Lynn a comiclerable-eztent of land has been reclaimed 
from the sea in modern times, and farther south an old Roman 
embankment stretches into Lincolnshire. At various points of 
the coast there are submarine forests, especially in Brancaster 
Bay and in the neighbourhood of Cromer .and Happisburgh. 
Fossilized remains of large mammals are sometimes dragged 
up by the nets of fishermen, and mammoth tusks measuring 
from 6 to 9 ft. have been found at Endo Sand of Happisburgh. 
The fine sandy beaches and healthy climate have contributed 
to the growth of such popular watering-places as Cromer, 
Yarmouth and Hunstanton, while Mundt:shy and Welle-next-
the-Sea are lesser resorts. 

Geology.—The prevailing rock formation in Norfolk is the Clialk, 
which occupies a bread tract in the central and western portions of 
the county and underlies the Tertiary deposits in the eastern part, 
the general dip of the rocks being towards that direction. Pliocene 
beds predominate in the eastern third of the county; while a narrow 
belt of Lower Cretaceous and Jurassic rocks lies along the western 
border. Oxford Clay and Corallian beds have been proved by boring 
at Lynn, but the oldest formation to appear at the surface is the 
Kimeridge Clay which stretches along the coast of the Wash front 
Hunstanton to King's La and south to Downham, where it has 
been dug foe bricks and tiles. The Lower Greensand, which forms the 
picturesque escarpment overlooking the Fen-land and the Wash, is 
represented in its upper part by the brown, iron-stained sandstone, the 
Carstone (up to ao ft.), locally known as the " Gingerbread stone," 
which is quarried at Snettisham and elsewhere as a building }tone. 
Below the Carstone are the Snettisham Clay beds, dug for brick-
making at that village and at Dcrsingbam and Heacham • these 
pass southwards into sandstones and ironstones. The lowest division 
of the Greensand, the Sandringham beds, highly-coloured sands and 
sandstones, are exposed at Sandringham Warren, Downbeat Market 
and Grimaces Common. Overiymg the Lower Greensand is the Gault 
Clay which extends from Shouldham northwards to Dersingham, 
where it begins to change in character and finally passes into the 
'Red Chalk (a ft.). so conspicuous the cliffs at unstanton. In the 
same cliffs the lower Chalk is ex 

in 
 posed resting 

H 
 on the Red Chalk 

(which does not belong to the Chalk proper but the Gault); It is a 
hard grey or white limestone; at Marham and other places it is 
quarried for building and for lime. The Middle Chalk (about 30o ft.), 
with flints in the upper part and occasional marl beds, is exposed at 
Docking, Hillington and Methwold. The uUd7 Chalk (about goo 
ft.) is much softer, with many flints, incl the peculiar bonus 
known as " paramoudras " ; it has been large y exploited for lime 
and whiting, and the flints have been worked from prehistoric times. 
Dressed flints are still used for facing walls in churches and other 
buildings. At Trimingharn occurs the highest horizon of the Chalk 
!mows is Ent: Eocene strata. Reading Beds (46 ft.) and London 
Clay (3 to ft. have been proved to lie beneath younger deposits at 
Yarmouth. ne deposits, sands, gravels and clays are exposed 
along the coast from Weybourne and Cromer to Happisburg and in 
the river valleys over most of the eastern part of the country. The 
lower subdivision. the Norwich Crag Series (avtoo ft.), exhibits 
numerous local peculiarities to which distinctive names have been 
str asm  the Fluvio-Marin:lib:daw" ofb!ramerteran end aDorge, 

the 
" Chilledord Chryers°11," .&c.crlite upper subdivision, the C g  er Forest-
Red O•3o ft.), contains the bones of the mammoth, rhinoceros, 
giant beaver. sabre -toothed tiger and many othen, as well as the 
transported stumps of trees. Next in order come the glacial clays, 
sands and gravels, which cover and °benne so much of the older 
stratified rocks of the county and hence greatly influence the scenery. 
There is a lower " till " with boulders and an upper chalky boulder 
clay, sometimes with sands and gravels between; glacial gravels 
overlie the clays in large sheets as at Norwich, Household Heath, 
Dereham, Fakenbam. The drift is thicker in the east than in the 
west—very Interesting exposures occur on the cliffs about Cromer. 
Later valley gravels occupy some of the stream courses. and among 
the more recent deposits are the Fen beds and blown sands. 

Climate mod Arieuletwe.—On account of the exposed position 
of the coast to out and nortb-east winds, the climate, especially 
in winter and early spring, is much colder than hi the adjacent 
counties. The air is, however, generally dry, and unhealthy 
fogs are not common, except in the marshy districts. The 
eyed is a characteristic mist which sometimes rolls up las 
smoke from theses over the astern parts. Norfolk contains a  

greater variety of soli than any other county in England. In the 
north and west the and is generally chalky; towards the south- 
east it is a light sand, assuming occasionally the form of blowing 
sand, but elsewhere capable of cultivation and of average 
fertility, In the centre and east the prevailing soil is loans, 
chiefly light and workable, but sometimes composed of stiff 
chalky boulder clay. Alluvial clays and loams occur on the 
borders of Lincolnshire and Cambridgeshhe, and stretch along 
the river valleys. The marsh lands along the coast are subject 
to inundation, but afford capital pasturage. Fanning is is an ad-
vanced condition, and, by means of draining, subsoil ploughing 
Sec., excellent crops are raised. The farms are for the most part 
large and the farm buildings superior. About four-fifths of the 
total area is under cultivation. Of this area corn crops occupy 
some two-fifths and consist mainly of wheat and barley, but in 
the production of oats also Norfolk is one of the first counties in 
England. As much attention is paid to the grazing of cattle 
and to the rearing and fattening of sheep, turnips and swedes 
are extensively grown. Large numbers of lean cattle, princi-
pally Irish shorthorns, are brought into the county mainly for 
winter grazing. The old Norfolk polled stock is recognized as a 
distinct breed. Good pasture lands are found in many districts 
of the county, especially along the river-beds and near the fens. 
A large acreage is under beans and a fair quantity of small 
fruit is grown. 

Other Industries.—At an early period Norfolk was one of the 
principal seats of the cloth trade in England, worsted deriving 
its name from having been first manufactured at Worstead. 
The weaving of silk and wool is still carried on at Norwich and 
also shawl weaving, although the staple trade of the town is 
now boots and shoes. Silk is also manufactured at Yarmouth, 
Wymondham and North Walshern. Flour-mills are numerous 
all over the county, and there are agricultural implement works 
at Norwich, Lynn, Thetford, East Harling, North Walshant, 
Walsingham, and East Denham. Lime-burning, brick-making, 
tanning, malting and brewing are carried on in various districts. 
There are extensive mustard and starch works at Norwich. 
One of the chief hindrances to commercial progress is the danger-
ous nature of the sea-coast, and the lack of harbours. A large 
trade, however, is carried on at Yarmouth. The other principal 
port is Lynn, and there is a small trade at Cromer and Wells. 

Railway communication is provided principally by the Great 
Eastern railway, the principal lines of which are those from London 
and Ipswich to Norwich and Yarmouth, from Ely to Norwich and 
Yarmouth, Ely to Lynn, Lynn to Swaffham and Dereham, Norwich 
to Dereham and Wells and Norwich to Cromer. There are numerous 
branch lines. The Midland & Great Northern joint line, from Lynn, 
serves Cromer, Norwich, North Walsham and Yarmouth. The 
eastern rivers afford water communication with the port of Yar-
mouth and the Great and Little Ouse, with many of the drainage-
cuts which are navigable, with Lynn. 

Populalies arid, Adetheiserolion.—The area of the ancient 
county is 2,308,439 acres, with a population in trot of 4545* 
and in soot of 460,120. • The area of the administrative county 
is 1,314,622. The county contains 33 hundreds. The municipal 
boroughs are—Ring's Lynn (pop. 20,288); Norwich, a city and 
county borough and the county town (111,733); Thetford 
(4613); and Yarmouth, properly Great Yarmouth, a county 
borough (5r,3r6). The urban districts are Cromer (3781), 
Dias (3745). Hownham Market (2472), Nut Dereham (5545). 
Hunstanton (1893), North Wahham (3981), Sheringham 0350, 
Swafihant (3371), Wahoken (3250), Wells-next-the•Sea (2494). 
Among other towns may be mentioned Fakenitam (2907), Holt 
(2844), Wymondham (4733). The county is in the south-
eastern circuit, and assizes are held at Norwich. There are two 
courts of quarter sessions, and 25 petty sessional divisions. 
Each of the four municipal boroughs has a separate commission 
of the peace and a separate court of quarter sessions. The total 
number of civil parishes is pm. Norfolk is mainly in the diocese 
of Norwich, with small parts in those of Ely and Lincoln; it 
contains 607 ecciesiutical parishes or districts, wholly or in 
part. For parliamentary purposes the county is divided into 
six divisions (North-Western, South-Western, Northers, 
Eastern. Mid. sad Southern), owl also iodides the pesihunentes7 
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boroughs of King's Lynn and Nonefob, ind part of the pada- 
mentary borough of Great Yarmouth; each returning one 
member, except the city of Norwich, which returns two members. 

History.—The district which is now Norfolk was invaded in 
the second half of the 5tb century by Angle tribes from north 
Germany, who, having secured the cant districts, worked their 
way inland along the river valleys. In the 7th century the land 
of the North-folk formed the northern half of East Anglia 
which at the time owned the supremacy of Kent, and later 
appearssuccessively uadependencyof Mends and Northumbria, 
until in 837 the whole land was united under the rule of Eegbert. 
In 867 the Danes under Inguar and Ubba defeated and killed 
King Edmund at Thetford, but, although it formed an integral 
part of the Danelaw, Norfolk remained thickly settled by an 
almost exclusively Teutonic population. In the renewed 
Danish attacks of the nth century Norwich and Thetford were 
destroyed. At the time of the Norman invasion Norfolk formed 
part of Harold's earldom, but it offered no active resistance to 
the Conqueror, who built a castle at Norwich, and bestowed the 
earldom of East Anglia on Ralf Grader. The forfeited estates 
of Earl Ralf had passed at the time of the Domesday Survey to 
Roger Bigod, ancestor of the earls of Norfolk, whose line expired 
in 1306. The Norfolk fief of Count Alan later formed part of 
the honour of Richmond; Robert Make's fief became the 
honour of Eye; Hermer de Ferrifre's fief became the barony 
of Wormegay, afterwards held by the Bardolfa; Hugh de Mont-
fort's fee, as the honour of Haugldey, was afterwards attached 
to the office of constable of Dover. The Howards were settled 
In the county from the r3th century, Thomas Howard being 
created duke of Norfolk for his services at Flodden. Castle Acre 
was a seat of the earls of Warenne; Paston of the Pastons; 
Attleborough of the Mortimer; Caister of the Fasted& 

The shire-system was not definitely established in East 
Anglia before the Conquest, but the Domesday boundaries of 
Norfolk were practically those of the present day. The thirty-six 
Domesday hundreds were subdivided into leets, of which no 
trace remains, and the boroughs of Norwich and Thetford 
ranked as separate hundreds, while Yarmouth was the chief 
town of three hundreds. The Domesday hundred of Emneth 
is now included in Freebridge, and Docking in that of Smithdon, 
and the boundary between Brothercross and Callow hundred 
has been considerably changed. Norfolk and Suffolk were 
united under one sheriff until the reign of Elizabeth, the shire 
court for the former being held at Norwich. The hundred court 
of Humbleyard hundred was held in the parish of Swardesten; 
that of Cladeclose at Clackciose hill on Stradsett common; 
Taverham at Frettenham Hill; Grimeshoe at a tumulus between 
Brandoo and Norwich; Forehoe in the parish of Carleton 
Forehoe; Greenhoe by the tumuli on the London road to 
Swat ham; Smithdon in the parish of Birchen: Magna; Free-
bridge at Flitcham Burgh, afterwards at an oak at Gaywood 
and still later at an oak at Wiggenball St German's; Gallow in 
the 15th century at Fakenham; in the oith century at Longfeld 
Stone; Brothercron, at the aces by the fbrd over the B urnham;  
Eynsford at Roepham; Depwade, at the Deep ford over the 
les; Mitfoed, in :639, at " Brokpit "; North Erpingham, at 
Guneby Gate, near Gunton; South Erpingham, at Cawaton 
Park Gate; Lau:Witch, at the crossing of the Norwich road with 
the long ditch betwou Longhair% and BeestonLEarsharn, at an 
encampment near the church. 

Norfolk formed pert of the diocese of East Anglia from its 
foundation in 63o, and in 1075 the bishop's.see was placed at 
Thetford, whence it was transferred to Norwich in 1093. In 
urn the Norfolk portion of the diocese included the Is deaneries 
of Norwich (or Taverham), Blofield, Ingworth, Sparbani, Holt, 
Walsingham, Toftrees, Brisley, Breaks, Lynn, Thetford and 
Flegg—all in the archdeaconry of Norwich, and the ra deaneries 
of Repps, Humbleyard, Depwade, Wuhan:, Brooke, Redenhall, 
Rockland, Cranwich, Fencham, Hitcham, Burnham sad Hingham 
--In the archdeaconry of Norfolk. From this date the deaneries 
underwent little change, until the creation of the archdeacon, 
of Lyra in ripe,  when they were entirely reconstituted. 

In the wan between John and his barons Roger Bigod garri-
soned Norwich castle against the king, who in t 2 16 on his retreat 
from Lynn lost his baggage in the Wash. In the rising of 1381 
Norwich was plundered by the insurgents under Sir Roger 
Bacon of Baeonsthorpe, and in the rising of tug against en-
closures Norwich was again captured by the rebels under Het. 
In the Civil War of the t 7th century Norfolk as a whole adhered 
to the parliamentary cause, forming one of the six counties of 
the Eastern Association. Lynn, however, was held for the 
king by Sir Hamon Lestrange, and Norwich was one of the first 
cities to welcome back Charles IL 

At the time of the Domesday Survey sheep-farming flourished 
almost throughout Norfolk, a flock of 1300 being mentioned at 
Walton, and horses were extensively bred; numerous bee-
hives, nearly Coo water-mills and valuable river-fisheries are 
mentioned; and salt was made in the hundreds of Freebridge 
and East Flegg. The wonted trade was Introduced by Flemish 
immigrants as early as the uth century, and the woollen trade 
became especially prosperous in the hundreds adjoining the 
Wash. Linen was manufactured at Ayhham in the ugh century. 
Fuller, writing in the 17th century, describes Norfolk as abound. 
ing in all good things, and especially rabbits, herrings and 
worsteds., The leather industry flourished in Norman times. 

Norfolk returned members to parliament in 129o, and in 1298 
the county and the boroughs of Lynn, Norwich and Yarmouth 
returned each two members. Thetford acquired representation 
in 1529, and Castle Rising in z558. Under the Reform Act of 
1832 the county returned four members in two divisions, and 
Castle Rising was disfranchised. Under the act of 1868 the 
county returned six members in three divisions, and Thetford 
and ,Yarmouth were disfranchised, the latter for notorious 
corruption. 

Aerigailfer.—There are few traces of Saxon architecture in 
the county, unless the towers of Dunham-Magna and Newton-
by-Castieacre be assigned to this period. The round towers 
which are specially characteristic of the district are probably 
Norman. Although there are several fine specimens of Norman 
architecture in the county in addition to Norwich cathedral, 
and a few good examples of Early English, the majority of the 
churches are Decorated or Perpendicular, or a mixture of both 
styles. The most notable features of the churches are the flint 
and stone panels, the fine rood screens and the numerous 
brasses. The churches of the marshes in the N.W. are note-
worthy, especially those of Tilney All Saints and Walsoken 
(Norman) and West Walton (Early English); the rich Norman 
church of Castle Rising should also be mentioned. At Northwold 
remains one of the rare Easter sepulchres. Apart from the 
churches in the towns, those of Worstead, Hingham, Cawaton 
and Tenington St Clement may be quoted as typical examples 
of the numerous fine later Gothic village churches. Norfolk 
possessed an unusually large number of monastic foundations, 
but of these thefts:tins are few andcomparativety tmimportant. 
The cathedral church of Norwich was originally connected with 
a very richly endowed Benedictine monastery. A foundation 
of almost equal importance was that of Augustinian canons at 
Walsinghars, where there are remains of an Early English and 
Decorated church, a Decorated refectory and a Perpendicular 
gateway, The shrine of Our Lady of Wakinghans was the 
resort of great numbers of pilgrims. Other monastic remains 
are Bromboim Priory near North Wahham; slight Early 
English framirents of Beeston Augustinian priory, W. of Cromer; 
good Norman and later remains at Binham (Benedictine) N.E. of 
Widsingbarn; the Benedictine nunnery of Carrow near Norwich; 
the One church (Norman and later) of the Benedictine priory at 
Wyrnondham; and the remains at Castle Acre and Thetford. 

Oh Norman keeps there are remains of the building at Castle 
Acre; there is a magnificent ruin at Castle Riling N.E. of Lynn; 
and Norwich Castle la kept in restoration. Them are several 
old mansions of interest, such as the Jacobean brick building 
of Dilating Hail, Barningham Hall (au), Hunstantoa, the 
muted Oxburgh Hail, and Cressinghsm Manor, both of the t5th 
century. Tbe lamer mansions, however, such as Sand:Ingham 
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(a meat of Xing Edward VII.), Hefkbam, Relahrim, Ccettesey, 
'Gunton, Houghton and Shadwell, are of more modern date. 
The Maui estate was the scene of the agricultural work of 
Thomas William Coke, earl of Le luster (d. 1842), who success-
fuby proved that wheat could be profitably grown in this part 
of the county, and also made great improvements in live stock. 
Among sites of other various interests are Buruhsm Thorpe, the 
birthplace of Nelson; Pastern and Oxnead, successive seats of 
the Piston family whose Letters are famous; and Bet's Oak 
near flethersett, W. of Norwich, where Rebut Kee took oath 
as leader of the agrarian rebellion of sae. 

See V ictoria County Ifisiory; MIA; F. Blomefield, Essay 
tome& a Topographical History of . . . Norfolk (io  1739- 
_41 71 and 1844-140); W. Rye. Hanoi of Najd,: ( London, 134); 
P. H. Emerson, Pictures of East Anglian Life (London, 1888), and 
other works; Rev. A. Jemopp. Arcady (London, 2887), and other 
works: Quarterly Rains (London. VW), where other literature Is 
cited; G. C. Davies, Norfolk Broads auk Rivers (Edinburgh, 1884). 

NORFOLK, a city of Madison county, Nebraska, U.S.A., on 
the north branch of the Elkhorn river, a In. from its mouth, 
and about 75 m. S.W. of Sioux' Qty. Pep. (two) 3883 (622 
foreign-born); (192o) 6o25. It isserved by the Union Pacific, the 
Chicago & North Western (of which ft is a division headquarters), 
and the Chicago, St Paul, Minneapolis &Omaha railways. The 
city is the seat of the Northern Nebraska Insane Asylum. 
Cereals, alfalfa and fruit are raised in the surrounding country. 
The site was first permanently settled in *866. Norfolk was 
incorporated as a village in r881 and chartered as a city in 
:886; it became a city of the first class in nee. 

NORFOLK, a city and port of entry of Norfolk county, Virginia, 
U.S.A., on the northern side of the Elizabeth river (an arm of 
the Chesapeake Bay) and at the mouth of its eastern branch, 
and on the Albemarle and Chesapeake and the Dismal Swamp 
canals, about co sm. S.E. of Richmond. Pop. (1890) 34,822; 
(-goo) 46,624, of whom nos were foreign-horn and 20,230 were 
negroes; (nro census) 67,452. It is served by the Atlantic 
Coast Line, the Seaboard Mr line, the Southern, the New York, 
Philadelphia & Neirfolk, the Chesapeake & Ohio, the Norfolk & 
Western, the Norfolk & Southern and the Virginian railways, 
by many steamship lines, by ferry to Portsmouth (immediately 
opposite), Newport News, Old Point Comfort and Hampton, 
and by electric lines to several neighbouring towns. The Norfolk 
and Portsmouth Belt Line encircles the two cities, and connects 
the various trunk lines. Among the prominent buildings and 
institutions are the Custom House, the Federal Building, Marine 
Hospital, St Christopher's Hospital, St Vincent's Hospital, 
Norfolk Protestant Hospital, Sara Leigh Hospital, Norfolk 
Public Library, Norfolk Academy, Cotton Exchange, City 
Market, Bank of Commerce 'Building, Citizens' Bank Building, 
Board of Trade Building, Law Building, Virginia Bank & Trust 
Company Building, Norfolk National Bank, Atlantic Hotel, 
Monticello Hotel, Lynnhaven Hotel, Norfolk Mission College 
(Presbyterian) for negroes and the historic St Paul's church, 
which was built in 1737 and was struck by a cannon-ball and 
partly burned in 2226; in the yard is one of thaaldest cemeteries 
in the country. Norfolk is the see of a Prikeitant Episcopal 
bishopric. The city has a public park of r to acres and various 
smaller ones, and in the vicinity are several summer resorts, 
notably Virginia Beach, Ocean View, Old Point Comfort, Pine 
Beach and Willoughby Beach. The " Norfolk " navy yard Is 
in the southern part of the city of Portsmouth. The harbour 
is deep, easily accessible through a channel 3o R. in depth, 
and well protected by forts Monroe and Wool. The city has 
immense coal piers. It Is the largest peanut market in the 
world, is in a great truck-gardening region, and makes large 
shipments of cotton (822,930 bales in :905), oysters, coal, 
fertilizers, lumber, grain, fruits, wine, vegetables, fish and 
live stock. Norfolk is combined with Portsmouth in one 
customs district, the foreign trade of which in r9o8 amounted 
to $21,326,817 in exports and $1,t5o,o44 in imports. One of 
the most important manufacturing Industries is grading, roasting, 
cleaning and shelling peanuts (in teas valued at $792,760). 
In 290o the value of the factory products was $4,692,229; in  

zoos It was SS000,120, the city-  ranking third marl the Chita 
of the state in value of factory products. 

Norfolk was founded in 1682 in pursuance of an act of the 
Virginia Assembly passed in 168o to establish towns for the 
encouragement of trade; it was incorporated as a borough in 
2736 by a royal charter, was chartered as a city in r845, its 
charter being revised is 188a and z884, and received a new 
charter in xgo6 (amended in tea), under which there are a 
mayor (elected' for four years), a common council, a board of 
aldermen and a board of control of three members, which has 
charge of public works, streets, sewers, drains and water supply, 
the potbound fire departments, the work of the board of health, 
&c. Noefolk is administratively independent of Norfolk county. 
In nod the town of Berkley (incorporated in ace; pop. in 
19001 4988) was annexed. During the War of Independence 
Norfolk was bombarded on the 1st of January 1776 by the 
British under John Murray, 4th earl of Dunmore (2732-
x809); much of the town was burned by the American troops 
to prevent Dunmore from establishing himself here. In ass 
it suffered severely from yellow fever. At the outbreak of the 
Civil War ' the city was abandoned, and the navy yard was 
burned by the Federal, in April 2861; Norfolk was then occupied 
until the 9th of May s86a by Virginia troops, first under General 
William Booth Taliaferro (18212-x898) and later under General 
Benjamin Huger (2806-2877). Five miles from Norfolk and 
with Norfolk as its headquarters was held from the 26th of 
April to the 3oth of November r9o2 the Jamestown Ter-Cen-
tennial Exposition, celebrating the first permanent English 
settlement in America at Jamestown, Virginia. 

NORFOLK ISLAND, an island in, the Pacific Ocean, about 
Boo m. E. of the nearest point of New South Wales, in 29. s., 
167' 56' E. It stands on a submarine tableland extending 
about a m. to the N. and rs m. to the S., and has itself an area 
of 8528 acres or 23.3 sq. in. The islets of Nepean and Philip 
lie near it. Its high cliff-bound coast is difficult of access. With 
a general elevation of uo ft. above the sea the island rises in 
the N.W. to nisei ft. in the double summit of Mount Pitt. The 
soil, of decomposed basalt, is wonderfully fertile. The rich 
undulating pasture-land with dumps of urea and copses resembles 
a park. Oranges, lemons, grapes, passion fruit, figs, pine-apples, 
guavas and other fruits grow abundantly; while potatoes, 
onions, maize and arrowroot can be cultivated. The Norfolk 
Island pine (Arasicaria exadsa) is a magnificent tree, with a 
height sometimes exceeding 200 ft. and a girth of so. A small 
spates of palm is known as the Norfolk Island cabbage. Tree-
fems are abundant. The flora Is most closely associated with 
that of New Zealand, and the avifauna indicates the same 
connexion rather than one with Australia, as those birds which 
belong to Australian genera are apparently immigrants, while 
those which occur on the island in common with New Zealand 
would be incapable of such distant migration. The climate 
Is healthy, the thermometer rarely sinking below 65' F. The 
island is a station of the British Pacific cable. It was discovered 
in 1774 by Captain Cook, and was taken by Philip King of the 
" Stirling " and twenty-four convicts from New South Wales. 
This settlement was abandoned in 1805, but in 2826 the island 
WAS made a penal settlement from New South Wales. In *856, 
194 Pitcairn Islanders took the place of the convicts. Forty 
of them soon returned to Pitcairn Island, and the remainder 
deteriorated owing to intermarriage. The administration of 
justice by an elected magistrate was unsatisfactory. Crime 
was rarely punished, and debts were not recoverable. A remedy 
was attempted in 1896 by an improvement in the government. 
The island was brought under the immediate administration 
of New South Wales; a chief magistrate, appointed by the 
governor of New South Wales, took the place of the elected 
magistrate, and an elected council of twelve elders superseded 
the general gathering of the adult population. In 31362 a Melan-
esian mission station was established at St Barnabas, and in 
r882 a church was erected to the memory of Bishop Patteson, 
with windows designed by Burne-Jones and executed by William 
Mores 
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• • NORICUM:-NORMANBY 
NORICUM (Norks., ager), in ancient geography, a district 

bounded on the N. by the Danube, on the W. by Raetia and 
Yindelicia, on the E. by Pannonia, on the S. by Pannonia and 
Italy, corresponding to the greater part of the modem Styria 
and Carinthia, and part of Austria, Bavaria and Salzburg. 
The original populatibn appears to have consisted of Illyrian, 
who after the great emigration of the Gaup became subordinate 
to various Celtic tribes, chief amohgst them being the Taurisci, 
probably called Norid by the Roniana from their capital Noreia 
(Neumarkt). The country is mountainous and the soil poor, 
but it was rich in iron, and supplied material for the manu-
factories of arms in Pannonia, Moesia and northern Italy. 
The famous Noric steel was largely used for the Roman weapons 
(" Noricns ends," Horace, Odes, I. t6. 9). The inhabitants 
were a brave and warlike people, who paid more attention to 
cattle-breeding than to agriculture, although it is probable that 
the Romans, by draining the mamba and cutting down timber, 
increased the fertility of the soil. Gold and salt were also found 
in considerable quantities; the plant called salimeca (the wild 
or Celtic nard) grew in abundance, and was used as a perfume 
(Pliny, Nat. Hist. pro. 20. 43). Nair= was the southemoutpost 
of the northern or Celtic peoples and the starting-point of their 
attacks upon Italy. It is in Noricum that we first hear of almost 
all these Celtic invaders. Archaeological researches, particularly 
in the cemeteries of Hallstatt (q.v.), less than 40 m. from Noreia, 
have shown that for centuries before recorded history there 
was a vigorous civilization. The Hallstatt cemeteries contained 
weapons and ornaments from the Bronze age, through the period 
of transition, up to the fully-developed Iron age. Professor 
Ridgeway (Early Age of Come, i. eh. s) has made out a strong 
case foe the theory that in Noricum and the neighbouring 
districts was the cradle of the Homeric Achaeans. For a long 
time the Norio= enjoyed independence under princes of their 
own, and carried on commerce with the R001230. In 48 B.C. 
they took the side of Caesar in the civil war against Pompey. 
In x6, having joined with the Pannonian in invading Histria, 
they were defeated by Publics Silius, proconsul of Illyricum. 
From this time Noricum is called a province, although not 
organised as mach, but remaining a kingdom with the title 
swum Noricum. It was under the control of an imperial 
procurator. It was not until the reign of Marcus Antoninus 
that the Legio II. Pia (afterwards called /Calico) was stationed 
at Noricum, and the commander of the legion became the 
governor of the province. Under Diocletian, Noricum was 
divided into Noricum ripmese (along the Danube) and mediter-
rowan' (the southern mountainous district). Each division was 
under a prams, and both belonged to the diocese of Elyria 
in the prefecture of Italy. The Roman colonies and chief towns 
were Yinanum (near Msriasaal), Ovilava (Wels), Celeia (Cilli), 
Juvavum (Salzburg), Lauriacum (Lord, at the mouth of the 
Enm, the ancient Anisus). 

Sce A. Muchar. Das romiseks Nonhrm (Grits .1835); T. Momnuen, 
Carver inscrtieiennin Lannon's', 587; J.  Inarquardt, ROmircke 
Staatsperwaltung. i. (2nd ed., r881) p. no; Smith's Diet. of Gk. and 
Roma* Geog. 0873)); Mary Et. Peaks, The General Civil and Military 
A bolsi:1,0,0mo of Noricum and Ramis (Chica tpoy) ; full references 
to ancient authorities in A. Holder. Af4uiksuler Spracksekats. 
(1904). U. H. F.) 

NORMAN, SIR HENRY WYLIE (1826-19o4), field-marshal 
and colonial governor, was born on the and of December a26, 
and entered the Indian army at the age of seventeen. In 1840 
his father, who had been for many years a merchant in Cuba, 
became a partner in a mercantile house in Calcutta, where he 
was joined by his son in 5842. In au the latter obtained a 
cadetship. He went through the second Sikh campaign and 
having attracted the favourable notice of Sir Colin Campbell 
was selected by 'him to accompany an expedition against the 
Kohat Pass Afridis in 1850 as officiating brigade-major. The 
subaltern of twenty-four was given a substantive appointment 
in this capacity for a splendid deed of gallantry, which is recorded 
by Sir Charles Napier in the following terms: " In the pass of 
Kohat a sepoy picket, descending a precipitous mountain under 
fire and the rolling of large stones, had some men killed and  

wounded. Four of the tamer, dreadfully hurt, crept under 
some rocks for shelter. They were not missed until the picket 
reached the bottom, but were then discovered by our glasses, 
high up and helpless. Fortunately the enemy did not see 
them, and some sepoys volunteered a rescue, headed by Norman 
of the sat Native Infantry and Ensign Murray of the lath 
Native Infantry. These brave men—would that the names of 
all were known to me for record!—ascended the rocks in defiance 
of the enemy, and brought the wounded men down." Norman 
served in aumerous frontier expeditions between z850 and 1854, 
and in the suppression of the Sonthal rebellion of 2855-56. 
In the Mutiny campaign he was constantly engaged, being 
present at the siege of Delhi, the relief of Lucknow and a number 
of other affairs. As adjutant-general of the Delhi Field Force, 
he was one of the leading spirits of the siege, and afterwards 
became its chief chronicler. Altogether he was mentioned 
twenty-five times in despatches. He afterwards became assistant 
military secretary for Indian affairs at the Horse Guards, 
military secretary to the government of India, military member 
of the viceroy's council and member of the secretary of state 
for India's council. In 1883 Sir Henry began his colonial 
career as governor of Jamaica, an appointment from which 
be was transferred in t888 to the governorship of Queensland. 
Here he remained until 1895, when he came home to act as 
agent-general foe the colony in London. In 1893 he was offered 
the viceroyalty of India, but, after first accepting, declined it 
In 1897 he was chairman of the royal commission of inquiry 
into the condition of the West Indies. In April Igor he was 
appointed governor of the Royal Hospital, Chelsea, in succession 
to Sir Donald Stewart. In 2902 he was made a field-marshal. 
Ile died on the 26th of October 1904. 

See Sir William Lee Warner, Memoirs of Field.marshal Sir Henry 
Wylie Norman (1908). 

NORMAN, a city and township (coextensive) and the county-
seat of Cleveland county, Oklahoma, U.S.A., about a m. N. of 
the Canadian river, and 113 m. S. by E. of Oklahoma City. 
Poe. 440 787 ( 1 000 222 5; (Iwo) 3724. It is served by 
the Atchison, Topeka & Santa F6 railway. It is the scat of 
the university of Oklahoma (chartered, 1892; opened 2894; 
coeducational), which includes a college of arts and sciences, 
schools of applied scienceznedidne, pharmacy, mines and fine arts, 
and a preparatory school, and in tgo8 bad 56 instructors and 790 
students. The Oklahoma Insane Asylum is in the city. Cotton-
seed oil, flour and ice are manufactured, and the neighbouring 
region produces much cotton, Indian corn, oats, alfalfa and wheat. 
Hogs, cattle and sheep are raised. The first settlement here was 
made in t889, and Norman was chartered as a city in 2902. 

NORMANDY, CONSTANTINE HENRY PHIPPS, :sr MARQUESS 
OF (1797-t863), British statesman and author, son of Henry, 
1st earl of Mulgrave (x755-1831), was born on the 25th of May 
1797. The tat earl (who was created baron in 1794 and earl 
in an), was a distinguished soldier, and Pitt's chief military 
adviser; and he held the offices of chancellor of the duchy of 
Lancaster (ANL secretary for foreign affairs (1805), first Lord 
of the admirillir (1807-1810), and master of the ordnance 
(1810-1818). In 1792 he inherited the earlier Irish barony of 
Mulgrave—created in 1767 for his father, Constantine (2722-
1775) grandson of Sir Constantine Phipps (1656-1723), the 
lord chancellor of Ireland—from his elder brother Constantine 
(I744-1792), a distinguished naval captain. His son, the future 
marquess, passed through Harrow and Trinity College, Cam-
bridge, and sat for the family borough of Scarborough as soon 
as he attained his majority. But, speaking in favour of Catholic 
emancipation, and dissenting in other points from the family 
politics, he resigned his seat, and went to live in Italy for some 
two years. Returning in 1822, he was elected for Iligham 
Ferrers, and made a considerable reputation by political 
pamphlets and by his speeches in the house. He was returned 
for Mahon at the general election of 1826, becoming a supporter 
of Canning. He was already known u a writer of romantic 
tales, The English in Italy (1825); in the same year be made Isis 
appearance as a novelist with Matilda. and in 1828 be produced 
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another novel, Yes and No. Succeeding his father as earl of 
Mulgrave in 1831, he was sent out as governor of Jamaica, 
and was afterwards appointed lord-lieutenant of Ireland (183e-
:839). He was created marquess of Normandy in 1838, and 
held successively the offices of colonial secretary and home 
secretary in the last years of Lord Melbourne's ministry. From 
1846 to 1832 be was ambassador at Paris, and from 1854 to 
1858 minister at Florence. The publication in 1837 of a journal 
kept in Paris during the stormy times of 0148 (A Year of Revolts-
tion),, brought him into violent controversy with Louis Blanc, and 
be came into conflict with Lord Palmerston and Mr Gladstone, 
after his retirement from the public service, on questions of 
French and Italian policy. He died in London on the 28th 
of July 1863. He had married in 1818 the daughter of Lord 
Ravensworth, and was succeeded as and marquess by his son 
George (i819-189o), a liberal politica n, who became governor of 
Queensland (187 1-1874), New  Zealand (1874-1879), and Victoria 
( 1879-1884). 

NORMANDY, a province of old France, bounded on the N.E. 
by the river Bresle, which falls into the Channel at Triport and 
separates Normandy from Picardy, and then roughly by the 
Epte, which divides the Vexin into two parts. From the con-
fluence of the Epte and Seine to Ivry, the boundary between 
Normandy and the Ile-de-France is artificial; it is afterwards 
practically determined by the course of the Eure and the &rate. 
But from there to the sea Normandy is separated by no natural 
boundary either from Maine or afterwards from Brittany; 
it lies fairly regularly in the direction from E. to W. The 
boundary between the coast of Normandy and that of Brittany 
is formed by the mouth of the Couesnon. Normandy is washed 
by the English Channel and lies opposite to England. The 
northern part of the coast consists of cliffs, which cease at the 
mouth of the Seine, the estuary of which is is km. wide from 
Havre to Trouville; the coast of Calvados consists of rocks and 
beaches; that of the peninsula of Cotentin is sandy on the 
eastern side and granite on the west; in the north it forms 
between the point of Barfleur and the cape of La Hague a kind 
of concave arc in which lies the harbour of Cherbourg. 

Historical Geograpky.—In the time of Cads: the country which 
has since gone to form Normandy was inhabited by several tribes of 
the Gauls. the Usti, who lived in the district of Caux, the Yeti. - 

cossi, in the Vexin. the Lexovii, in the Lieuvin, the Multi in Cotentin ; 
these are the only ones whose names have been preserved for us by 
Caesar. At the beginning of the 5th century, when the Notitus 
snwrisciarsoss was drawn op, Normandy corresponded to the Pre-
viscid Lsothasonsis &mach the chief town of which was Rouen 
(Clouds RWoyeagensistn); it included seven eiviklier with that of 
Rouen: those of Bayeux (C. Bajocassinne), Lisieux (C. Lexoriorunt), 
Coutances (C. Constantia). Avtanches (C. Abrincattim), Saes (C. 
Sogiersim) and Evreux (C. Ebroicoruns). For ecclesiastical purposes 
it formed the • ecclesiastical province of Rouen, with six suffragan 
sees. For civil purposes, the province was divided into • number 
of pee: the caritas of Rosiest formed the paps Rotonsagenris (Ron-
son), the y aCaktots (pays de Caux), the p. vikassissis (Vexin), the 
p. Tatiana Talon); that of Bayeux the tag's, lissjocassineu (Remain), 
and the imp &sonic that of Luieux the peg= Lesooinus 
(Lieuvin); that of Coutances the p. Corikuis and p. Constantin= 
(Cotentin); that of Avranches the p. Atwitseatimu (Avranchin); 
that of Sots the p. Oximeeris (Hiemois), the p. Sagnuis ard p. 
Corbonouis (Corbonnais); and that of Evreux the p. Ebroicinue 
(Evrecin) and p. Mastriacensis (pays de Madric). It is to the settle-
ment of the Normans in the country that Normandy owes its name: 
from the tceh century onwards it fonned a duchy, roughly coextensive 
with the ecclesiastical province of Rouen. Under the feudal regime, 
the enemy of the Norman dukes prevented the formation of many 
powerful lordships, and there are few worthy of note, save the 
countships of Eu, Harcourt, Le Perche and Mortain. 

The duchy of Normandy, which was confiscated in tam by King 
Philip Augustus of France, formed in the 16th century the gosieerne. 
meet of Normandy; the extent of this presentement did not, as a 
matter of fact, correspond exactly to that of the duchy, for Le Perche, 
which had been part of the duchy, was annexed to the gourentement 
of Maine, while the Thimerais, which had belonged to the countshi 
of Blois, was joined to the gonstonesnent of Normandy. In the 17th 
century this getnerstement was divided into this eltea►alitas or 
inintalatsces: those of Rouen, Caen and Alenton. For judicial pur-
wan Normandy was under the jurisdiction of the parlement of 
Rouen, created in 5499. Since 1791 the territory of the old duchy 
has composed roughly spealdekthe departments of Seine-Infiirieure., 
Eure, Calvados. blanche and 

History.—The prosperity of Normandy in Roman times is 
proved by the number and importance of the towns which 
existed there at that time. The most important was Lillebonne 
(Juliobona), chief town of the Caletr.., the Roman antiquities 
of which are famous. The evangelization of Normandy did 
not take place before the 3rd century: the first bishop of Rouen, 
about 260, seems to have been St Mallonus; it is possible, 
however, that before this date there were a few Christian com-
munities in Normandy, as seems to be proved by the existence 
of St Nicasius, who was martyred in the Wain. 

The province of Lugdursensis &etude, which at the end of 
the 5th century formed part of the kingdom of Syagrius, was 
conquered by Clovis before 5o6, and during the Merovingian 
times followed the fortunes of Neustria. In the 9th century 
this country was ravaged by the Northmen, who were constantly 
going up and down the Seine, and later on it was formally 
ceded, to them. During these incursions Rouen was occupied 
several times, notably in 876 and 885. 

The definitive establishment of the Normans, to whom the 
country owes its name, took place in 911, when by the treaty 
of Saint-Clair-sur-Epte, concluded between King Charles the 
Simple of France and Rolf or Rollo, chief of the Normans, the 
territory comprising the town of Rouen and a few pagi situated 
on the sea-coast was ceded to the latter; but the terms of the 
treaty are ill-defined, and it is consequently almost impossible to 
find out the exact extent of this territory or to know whether 
Brittany was at this time made a feudal dependency of Normandy. 
But the chronicler Dudo of Saint-Quentin's statement that 
Rollo married Gisela, daughter of Charles the Simple, must be 
considered to be legendary. In 924 Rollo received from the 
king of France Bessin and Maine. Although baptized, he seems 
to have preserved certain pagan customs. The history of 
Normandy under Rollo and his immediate successont is very 
obscure, for the legendary work of Dudo of Saint-Quentin is 
practically our only authority. 

Rollo died in 927, and was succeeded by his son William 
" Long Sword," born of his union more dank* with Poppa, 
daughter of count Berenger; be showed some attachment to 
the Scandinavian language, for he sent his son William to 
Bayeux to learn Norse. The first two dukes also displayed 
a certain fidelity to the Carolingian dynasty of France, and 
in 936 William " Long-Sword " did homage to Louis IV. 
d'Outremer. He died on the 17th of December 942, assassinated 
by the count of Flanders. 

During the minority of his successor, Duke Richard, King 
Louis IV., who was making an expedition into Normandy, was 
captured by the inhabitants of Rouen and handed over to Hugh 
the Great. From this time onwards the dukes of Normandy 
began to enter into relations with the dukes of France; and in 
958 Duke Richard married Hugh the Great's daughter. He 
died in 996.. At the beginning of the reign of his son, Richard II. 
(996-10:6), there was a rising of the peasants, who formed 
assemblies with a view to establishing fresh laws for the manage-
ment of the forests. This attempt at insurrection, described 
by Willlam of Jumieges, and treated by many historians, on 
the authority of the poet Warn as a sort of democratic move- 
ment, was put down with a firm hand. Richard III. reigned 
from toad-1027; he seems to have been poisoned by his brother, 
Robert the Magnificent, or the Devil (1oa7-ao3 5), who succeeded 
him. In 5031 Robert supported King Henry I. of France against 
his brother Robert, who was laying claim to the throne, and in 
return for his services received the French Vexin. The duke 
died on a pilgrimage to Jerusalem, leaving as his heir an illegiti-
mate son, William, born of his union with the daughter of a 
tanner of Falaise. 

William was very young when his father started for the Holy 
Land, leaving him under the protection of the king of France. 
In 1047 Henry I. had to defend the young duke against SD army 
of rebellious nobles, whom he succeeded in beating , at Val-ts• 
dunes. In the following year the king of France was in his tura 
supported by the duke of Normandy in his struggle against 
Geoffrey Martel, count of Anjou; the two Gilles besieged 
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Mouliherne (tog); and the war was continued between the 
duke of Normandy and the count of Anjou by the siege of 
Alencon, which was taken by Geoffrey Martel, then retaken by 
William, and that of Domfront, which in to49 had to surrender 
to Duke William. 

In 1054 William the Bastard married Matilda, daughter of 
Baldwin V., count of Flanders, in spite of the opposition of 
Pope Leo IX., who only gave his consent on condition that 
William and Matilda should each build an abbey: under these 
conditions were built the Abbaye-aux-Hommes and the Abbaye-
aux-Dames at Cam The king of France had at first protected 
William, but before long became alarmed at his ambitions; 
the first sign of his feeling of rivalry with the duke was the 
encouragement he gave to the revolt of William Bursas, count 
of Ea and Montreuil, who claimed the ducal crown. In loss 
be Invaded Normandy with his brother Odo and this count, 
but Odo was beaten at Mortemer. In ros8 the king of France, 
joined by Geoffrey Martel, count of Anjou, tried to revenge 
himself, but was beaten at the ford of Varaville (ros8). 

Towards the same time took place the annexation of Maine 
to Normandy, for a short period only. Herbert II., the young 
count of Maine, who was a vassal of the count of Anjou, did 
homage to William the Bastard between ross end tots, perhaps 
after the defeat of Geoffrey Martel; he promised to marry one 
of William's daughters, and betrothed his sister Margaret to the 
duke's son, Robert Curthose, on the understanding that, if be 
died leaving no children, the countship was to fall to William. 
After his death, the people of Maine revolted (to63), choosing 
as their lord Walter of Mantes, count of Vexin; but William 
the Bastard, after one campaign, succeeded in imposing the 
authority of Normandy. Three years later, William took posses- 
sion of England, of which he Was crowned king in to66. 
Normandy now became the scene of William's quarrels with 
his son, Robert Curthose, who laid claim to Normandy and 
Maine, and with the aid of King Philip I. of France succeeded in 
defeating his father at Gerberoi in ram. 

William the Conqueror died on the 7th of September 1087, 
and was buried In the church of St Etienne at Caen. After 
his death his eldest son, Robert Curthose, kept Normandy and 
Maine, and his second son,William Rufus, became king of England. 
In zo9t William Rufus made a vain attempt to recover Nor-
mandy; but in ro96 Robert departed on a crusade and pledged 
the duchy to his brother for loose !lyres. When Robert 
returned, William Rufus had just died, and his youngest brother, 
Henry Beauclerc, had already taken possession of the COMM. 
Henry was ambitious of uniting Normandy to England; in 
tros, with the aid of Hellas, count of Maine, and the eon of 
Geoffrey Martel, count of Anjou, he took and burnt Bayeux, 
but failed to take Falaise. On the 28th of September 1 io6, by 
the help of William, count of Evreux, Robert, count of Meulan, 
Robert de Vtuenne, and Hellas, count of Maine, he defeated 
his brother at Tinchebrai, took him prisoner, and seized Nor-
mandy. Duke Robert passed the rest of his life in captivity 
and died in 1134. 

From 1106 to 1204 Normandy remained united to England. 
According to Ordericus Vitals, whose Historks ecclesiostica is 
a chronicle of the greatest interest for the history of Normandy 
In the 11th and 12th centuries, Henry Beauclerc governed 
the two kingdoms wisely, checking the nobles, and protecting 
the Church and the common people. He carried on hostilities 
against the king of France and 'William alto, son of Robert 
Curthose, whose claim to the duchy of Normandy was upheld 
by Louis VI., and won an important victory over his opponents 
at Sammie In Normandy (1r19). After the disaster of the 
White Ship (1m), in which the Atheling William lost his life,. 
Henry's only surviving child was a daughter, Matilda, widow 
of the emperor Henry V. In 1127 Matilda married Geoffrey the • 

Fair, eldest son of Fulk V., count of Anjou. After the death 
of Henry I. in rtgs, a struggle arose between Matilda, who 
claimed the kingdom of England and the duchy of Normandy in 
the name of her son Henry Plantagenet, and Theobald, count 
of Champagne, grandson of Wiliam the Conqueror on the side  

of his mother Adele, the candidate of the Normans of Normandy, 
while the Norman party in England supported Stephen, brother 
of Theobald. In r taa Theobald, whose position had been 
much weakened since the taking of the castle of Rouen, gave up 
his rights in Normandy to Matilda's husband Geoffrey, count 
of Anjou, in favour of Henry Plantagenet. Between x139 and 
1145 Geoffrey, with French and Flemish help, gradually subdued 
Normandy, and on his death, in 1151, his son Henry Plantagenet 
was master of Normandy as well as count of Anjou. In its:, 
by his marriage with Eleanor,duchess of Aquitaine, the divorced 
wife of Louis VII. of France, Aquitaine also was secured to 
himself and his descendants. Finally, in 1153, he was recognized 
by Stephen of Blois as heir to the throne of England. The 
duchy of Normandy, though nominally in feudal dependence on 
the king of France, thus became part of the great Angevin 
empire, of which the power and resources were more than equal 
to that of the French kings. The perennial struggle, dating 
from this period, between the kings of England and France is 
dealt with elsewhere (see FRANCE: History, and Eaccusa 
HISTORY). 

From the first the French kings were fully conscious of the 
menace of the Angevin power. The reign of Louis VIL was 
occupied by the struggle against Henry IL In 1158 he com-
mitted the blunder of concluding a treaty with Henry, by which 
he was to give his daughter Margaret in marriage to Henry 
Short Mantle, eldest son of Henry IL, with the French Vexin 
as her dowry. The Vexin was consequently the scene of 
hostilities in 1r39 and 1165. In 1173 Louis VII., resuming the 
policy of his grandfather and father, took advantage of the 
strife which broke out in the family of the king of England, 
and took the part of Henry IL's sons who were in revolt against 
their father. He negotiated with Henry Short Mantle, duke of 
Normandy, as though he were king of England, but owing to 
his weakness did not gain any serious advantage. In 1173 he 
abandoned the siege of Verneuil, in 1174 that of Rouen, and was 
no more successful in 1176. 

Philip Augustus (I tho-r223) pursued the same policy with 
greater tenacity and success. He began by taking part against 
Henry II. with his son and successor, Richard Crew de Lion, 
who obtained the throne on the death of Henry II. in 1289. 
From the point of view of Normandy, the most important events 
of Richard's reign were: the truce of Issoudun, by which 
Philip Augustus kept the Norman Vexin which he had just 
conquered (1195), the building by Richard of ChAteau-Gaillard 
(1196), and finally the defeat of Philip Augustus by Richard at 
Courcelles, near Gisors (1198). On the death of Richard at 
Chains in 1199 the position of Philip Augustus was critical. 
This situation was modified under the reign of John Lackland, 
Richard's brother, who had himself crowned duke of Normandy 
at Rouen (April ss, 1199). Philip Augustus set up in opposition 
to him Arthur of Brittany, son of Geoffrey and grandson of 
Henry H., and the first phase of the straggle between the kings 
of France and England continued until the treaty of Goulet 
(l zoo). But in I202 Philip made a fresh attempt to seize the 
continental possessions of the kings of England. An excuse for 
reopening hostilities offered itself in the abduction, by John, 
of Isabel of Angoulame, the betrothed of Hugh le Brun, son of 
the count of La Marche. The barons appealed to Philip Augustus, 
who summoned John to appear before the royal judges; be 
failed to appear, and was consequently condemned by default, 
as a disloyal vassal, to have all the fiefs which he held in France 
confiscated (April 1202). The confiscation, a purely legal and 
formal operation, was followed by the actual conquest. 

In June rsoa Philip Augustus invaded 'Normandy and 
besieged the castle of Argues, near Dieppe; at the same time 
Arthur of Brittany was taken prisoner by John at Micebeau in 
Poitou, and imprisoned in the castle of Falaise, from which 
he was removed to Rouen and died, probably assassinated by 
John's orders. The conquest of Normandy began with the 
occupation of Chateau-Gaillard after an eight months' siege 
(September 1503-April 12o4); the rest of Normandy was taken 
during the following months, Rouen surrendering• in :mu but 
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obtaining a guarantee of her privileges. The conquest of 
Normandy by the French was not, however, recognized officially 
till the treaty of Paris ( 12 59). 

Normandy enjoyed a time of comparative prosperity under 
French rule, op to the time of the Hundred Years' War. The 
institution of the Estates of Normandy even assured her a sort 
of independence. In 1329 the duchy of Normandy was revived 
in favour of John, son of King Philip VI. 

Owing to her geographical position, Normandy suffered 
heavily during the Hundred Years' War. In 1346 Edward III., 
at the instance of Godefroi d'Harcourt lord of Saint-Sauveur, 
invaded Normandy, landing at Saint-Vast-la-Hougue (July 12); 
and arriving at Caen on the 25th of July, he laid waste the 
country as far as Poissy. After the accession of John IL (1350), 
Normandy was again separated from the crown and given as 
an appanage to the dauphin Charles. The treaty of London 
(1359) stipulated for its cession to England, but the provisions 
of the treaty were modified by those of the treaty of Brdtigny 
(1360), and it remained in the possession of France. 

John II. died in 1364, and was succeeded by his son Charles V. 
One of the chief feudatories of Normandy, Charles the Bad, 
grandson of Louis X. le Hutin, and a claimant to the crown of 
France, was in 1365, owing to his continued treachery, deprived 
of the countship of Longueville, and in 1378 of all his other 
possessions in Upper and Lower Normandy. The most striking 
event of the war between the French and English which took 
place in Normandy during the reign of Charles V. was the siege 
of Saint-Sauveur-le-Vicomte, which was occupied by the English, 
and only surrendered after a siege of several years. 

The opening years of the reign of Charles VI. (1380-1422) 
were disturbed by a revolt which broke out at Rouen against 
the aides which the royal government had tried to impose 
(1381); a cloth-merchant was proclaimed king of Rouen, and 
Charles was obliged to go in person to Rouen to put down the 
insurrection. In rats the war with England was resumed: 
an English army of 6o,000 men landed on the 54th of August at 
the mouth of the Seine, took Harfleur on the 16th of September, 
and finally defeated the army of the king of France at Agincourt. 
During the following years the whole of Normandy was occupied, 
Rouen holding out for nearly six months (July 29, 1418-January 
13, 1479), and Henry V. of England entrusted the administration 
of Normandy to a special council. In spite of the moderation 
of the duke of Bedford's government, Normandy, ruined by the 
war, was in a state of great dist ,ess, and in the years following 
the treaty of Troyes (142o) there was a continual resistance 
offered to the English. This resistance became general after the 
expeditions of Joan of Arc and the treaty of Arras; at the end of 
5435 the whole district of Caux, and in 1436 that of the Val de 
Virc revolted; Mont-Saint-Michel, which had never been 
taken by the English, continued to resist, and in order to keep 
guard over it the English built Granville. But Normandy was 
not recovered by the French till after the sack of Fougares (1449). 
Cotentin was reconquered by Richmond (see ARTHUR, duke of 
Brittany) and the duke of Brittany; Rouen surrendered on the 
29th of October 1449. In face of these successes of the French, 
an English army was sent into Normandy under the leadership 
of Thomas Kyriel; it landed at Cherbourg and marched across 
Cotentin to Bayeux, but was met at Formigny (April 15, 1450) 
by the count of Clermont and utterly routed. Shortly after-
wards Caen, and finally Cherbourg, capitulated. 

After the French conquest, the history of Normandy Is less 
eventful.. In 1465 Normandy was given as an appanage to 
Charles, brother of King Louis XI., who was deprived of it in 
1467. The kings of France tried to win the support of Nor-
mandy by certain favours, such as maintaining the provincial 
Estates and the University of Caen, founded by the kings of 
England, and transforming the Exchequer of Normandy into 
a permanent court of justice (1499) which was called the Parle-
meat of Normandy and sat at Rouen in the famous Palais de 
Justice. Among the measures which contributed to the increase 
of the prosperity of Normandy should be rioted the construction 
in 575: of the Havre de Grace. 

During the 16th century the Protestant Reformation met 
with some success in Normandy, where the Wars of Religion 
caused a certain amount of disturbance. The Reforming 
movement began with Pierre Bar in 1528, and the first apostle 
of the Reformation at Rouen was Francois Legay, called Bois-
normand. In 5362 the town of Rouen was taken by the 
Calvinists, but retaken in the same year by the Catholics. 
Caen received the Reformed religion in 5531, and Alencon in 
2582. In the massacre of Saint Bartholomew's day (1571) 
more than Soo victims were slaughtered by the Catholics. 

In spite of the success of Protestant ideas, however, the 
Catholic party of the League succeeded after 5588 in establishing 
Itself in Normandy, and King Henry IV. had to conquer it by 
force of arms. The most famous engagements during this 
expedition were the victories of Henry IV. at Argues and Ivry, 
but he failed to take Rouen, which was defended by Alexander 
Farnese, duke of Parma, and only surrendered after the abjure- .  tion of the king. • 

The history of Normandy in the 17th and 28th centuries 
contains few events of note, except for a few attempts at landing 
made by the English during the Seven Years' War (1756-1763); 
in 1758 the English admiral Anson attacked Cherbourg, and in 
1759 Admiral Rodney bombarded Havre. From z790 dates 
the creation of the departments, when Normandy ceased to 
have a separate political existence, and her history becomes 
one with that of France. 

See G. Dapping, Histoire de la NormandielZ vole., 7835); Fr. 
Palgrave, The Hinny of Normandy and of E nd (a vols. 185t- 
7857); E. A. Freeman, The History of the moan Conquest of 
England (3r1 erl , 5 NAL, Oxford, 1877); Joh. Steenstrup, Les 
Normands (188o); s du Bois, hineraire descriptif, historians 
et monumental des dna 'partements COMPOSitni la Normandie 4t£1210; 
John Cotman. Archttett .ral Antivenin of Normandy (2 vols., 182o); 

Elude sr la condition des classes agricoles en Nor-
mandie (reprinted 1906 La Normandie Musk& (2 von.,1852-73151; 
A. Duchehne. Historuu lormanoreme scriptores antiqui (161o)• . . 
Tardif, Les Coutumier, 'pm  Normandie (7881-1896); Edouard % 
Manuel de btbliograph, sormande (7858-786o); Artur du Monstier. 
Ncusfria pia (1663); I. Oursel, Nouvelle Biographic nonnande 
(3 vols., 1886-1888). Publications of the learned' societies of the 
province analysed in II, Bibliographic of Robert de Lasteyrie. 

• (R. La.) 
NORMANS, the softened form of the word " Northman," 

applied first to the people of Scandinavia in general, and after-
wards specially to the people of Norway. In the form of " Nor-
man " (Northenannus, Normannus, Normand) it is the name 
of those colonists from Scandinavia who settled themselves in 
Gaul, who founded Normandy, who adopted the French tongue 
and French manners, and who from their new home set forth on 
new errands of conquest, chiefly in the British Islands and in 
southern Italy and Sicily. From one point of view the expedi-
tions of the Normans may be looked on as continuations of the 
expeditions of the Nortbmen. As the name is etymologically the 
same, so the people are by descent the same, and they are still 
led by the old spirit of war and adventure. But in the view of 
general history Normans and Northmen must be carefully 
distinguished. The change in the name is the sign of a thorough 
change, if not in the people themselves, yet in their historical 
position. Their national character remains largely the same; 
but they have adopted a new religion, a new language, a new 
system of law and society, new thoughts and feelings on all 
matters. Like as the Norman still is to the Northman, the 
effects of a settlement of Normans are utterly different from the 
effects of a settlement of Northmen. There can be no doubt 
that the establishment of the Norman power in England was, 
like the establishment of the Danish power, greatly helped by 
the essential kindred of Normans, Danes and English. But 
it was helped only silently. To all outward appearance the 
Norman conquest of England was an event of an altogether 
different character from the Danish conquest. The one was a 
conquest by a people whose tongue and institutions were still 
palpably akin to those of the English. The other was a conquest 
by a people whose tongue and institutions were palpably different 
from those of the English. The Norman settlers in England felt 
no community with the earlier Danish settlers in England. in 
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fact the Normans met with the steadiest resistance in s part of 
England which was largely Danish. But the effect of real, 
though unacknowledged, kindred had none the less an important 
practical effect. There can be no doubt that this hidden working 
of kindred between. conquerors and conquered in England, as 
compared with the utter lack of all fellowship between conquerors 
and conquered in Sicily, was one cane out of several which made 
so wide a difference between the Norman conquest of England 
and the Norman conquest of Sicily. 

These two conquests, wrought in the great island of the Ocean 
and in the great island of the Mediterranean, were the main 

works of the Normans after they bad fully put on the 
Chmrailir  character of a Christian and French-speaking people, 
WWI& i n other words, after they had changed from Northmen 

into Normans. The English and the Sicilian settle-
ments form the main Norman history of the nth century. The 
Toth century is the time of the settlement of the Northmen in 
Gaul, and of the change in religion and language of which the 
softening of the name is the outward sign. By the end of it, any 
traces of heathen faith, and even of Scandinavian speech, must 
have been mere survivals. The new creed, the new speech, the 
new social system, had taken such deep root that the descendants 
of the Scandinavian settlers were better fitted to be the armed 
missionaries of all these things than the neighbours from whom 
they had borrowed their new possessions. With the zeal of new 
converts they set forth on their new errand very much in the 
spirit of their heathen forefathers. If Britain and Sicily were the 
greatest fields of their enterprise, they were very far from being 
the only fields. The same spirit of enterprise which brought the 
Northmen into Gaul seems to carry the Normans out of Gaul 
into every corner of the world. Their character is well painted 
by a contemporary historian of their exploits. ,  He sets the 
Normans before us as a race specially marked by cunning, despis-
ing their own inheritance in the hope of winning a greater, eager 
after both gain and dominion, given to imitation of all kinds, 
holding a certain mean between lavishness and greediness—that 
is, perhaps uniting, as they certainly did, these two seemingly 
opposite qualities. Their chief men, he adds, were specially 
lavish through their desire of good report. They were, moreover, 
a race skilful in flattery, given to the study of eloquence, so that 
the very.boys were orators, a race altogether unbridled unless 
held firmly down by the yoke of justice. They were enduring 
et toil, hunger, and cold whenever fortune laid it on them, given 
to hunting and hawking, delighting in the pleasure of horses, 
and of all the weapons and garb of war. Several of these features 
stand out very clearly in Norman history. The cunning of the 
Normans is plain enough; so is their impatience of restraint, 
unless held down by a strong master. Love of imitation is also 
marked. Little of original invention can be traced to any strictly 
Norman source; but no people were ever more eager to adopt 
from other nations, to take into their service and friendship from 
any quarter men of learning and skill and eminence of every 
kind. To this quality is perhaps to be attributed the fact that 
a people who did so much, who settled and conquered in so large 
a part of Europe, has practically vanished from the 'face of the 
earth. If Normans, as Normans, now exist anywhere, it is 
certainly only in that insular fragment of the ancient duchy 
which still cleaves to the successor of its ancient dukes. Else-
where, as the settlers in Gaul became French, the emigrants from 
Gaul became English, Irish, Scottish, and whatever we are to 
call the present inhabitants of Sicily and southern Italy. Every-

' GeoffreyMalatsrra, i. 3 " Est quippe gene astutiesima,  in-
jurisrum atria, spe alias plus lucrandi, patnos agros vilipendens, 
quaestus at dommationis avida, cujuslibet eel simulatnx, inter 
largitatem at avaritiam quoddam medium habens. Prineipes vein 
delectation bonne famae largissimi, Bern adularl eloquentiis 
in studiis inserviens in tantum, art etam ipso' imam quasi rhetores 
attendas, quae quidem, nisi jugo justitiae primmer. effrenatissima 
est i laboris, Mediae, algoris, ubi fortune expedit, patina, venation 
acapitrum exereitio inserviens. Equorum, caeterorumque militiae 
instrumentorum, at vestium !exude delectatur. Ex nomine fugue 
suo tense nomen indiderunt. North quippe Anglica lingua aqw1u-
naris plaga dicitur. Et quia ipai ab squibse venerant terram ipsam 
etiam Normanniam appellarunt."  

where they gradually lost themselves among the people when 
they conquered; they adopted the language and the national 
feelings of the lands in which they settled; but at the same time 
they often modified, often strengthened the national usages 
and national life of the -various nations in which they were finally 
merged. 

But Geoffrey hardly did justice to the Normans if be meant to 
Imply that they were simple imitators of others. Their position 
was very like that of the Saracens. Hasty writers who neir  
forget the existence of the eastern Rome are apt to e.ogr e 
claim for the Saracens of Bagdad, or more commonly aa•Pg*. 
for those of Cordova, a monopoly of science and art eks. 
at some time not very clearly defined by dates. In so doing 
they slur over the real position and the real merit of the Saracens 
with regard to science and art. In neither department did any 
Saracen, strictly speaking, invent anything; but they learned 
much both from Constantinople and from Persia, and what thec 
learned they largely developed and improved. The Normans 
did just the same. They adopted the French tongue, and were 
presently among the first to practise and spread abroad its 
literature. They adopted the growing feudal doctrines of France, 
and worked them, both in Normandy and in England, into a 
harmonious system. From northern Italy, as it would seem, they 
adopted a style of architecture which grew in their hands, both 
in Normandy and in England, into a marked and living form of 
art. Settled in Gaul, the Scandinavian from a seafaring man 
became a landsman. Even in land-warfare he cast aside the 
weapons of his forefathers; but he soon learned to handle the 
weapons of his new land with greater prowess than they bad 
ever been handled before. He welcomed the lore of every 
stranger. Lanfranc brought law and discipline; Anselm brought 
theology and philosophy. The gifts of each were adopted and 
bore fruit on both sides of the Channel. And no people ever 
better knew how to be all things to all men. The Norman power 
in England was founded on full and speedy union with the one 
nation among whom they found themselves. The Norman power 
in Sicily was founded on a strong distinction between the ruling 
people and the many nations which they kept in peace and 
prosperity by not throwing in their lot with any one among them. 

The quality which Geoffrey Malaterra expresses by the word 
" qffrenatissima " is also clearly marked in Norman history. 
It is, in fact, the groundwork of the historic Norman character. 
It takes in one case the form of ceaseless enterprise, in another 
the form of that lawlessness which ever broke out, both in 
Normandy and in every other country settled by Normans, 
when the hand of a strong ruler was wanting. But it was balanced 
by another quality which Geoffrey does not speak of, one which 
is not really inconsistent with the other, one which is very promi-
nent In the Norman character, and which is, no less than the 
other, a direct heritage from their Scandinavian forefathers. 
This is the excessive litigiousness, the fondness for law, legal 
forms, legal processes, which has ever been characteristic of 
the people. If the Norman was a born soldier, he was also a 
born lawyer. Ranulf Flambard, working together the detached 
feudal usages of earlier times into a compact and logical system 
of feudal law, was as characteristic a type of the people as any 
warrior in the Conqueror's following. He was the organizer 
of an endless official army, of an elaborate technical system 
of administration, which had nothing like it in England before, 
but which grew up to perfection under Norman , rulers.,  But 
nothing so well illustrates this formal aide of the Norman char-
acter as the whole position of William the Conqueror himself. 
His claim to the crown of England Is something without earlier 
precedent, something as far as possible removed from the open 
violence of aggressors who have no pretexts with which to dis-
guise their aggression. It rested on a mass of legal assumptions 
and subtleties, fallacious tricked, but ingenious, and, as the 
result proved, effective. His whole system of government, his 

'This view of Ranulf Flambard's work, which on Freeman's 
authority superseded the older view, which attributed the feudal 
organisation of England to the Conqueror himself. waa subjected to a 
destructive criticism by Mr J. H. Round in his 'buds:duel set. (Ed.) 
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confiscations, his grants, all that he did, was a logical deduction 
from one or two legal principles, arbitrary certainly in their 
conception, but strictly carried out to their results. Even 
Norman lawlessness in some sort took a legal shape. In the 
worst days of anarchy, in the minority of William or under the 
no-reign of Robert, the robber-baron could commonly give 
elaborate reasons for every act of wrong that he did. 

It is perhaps leas wonderful that this characteristic should 
have been left out in a picture of the Normans in Apulia and 
Sicily than if it had been left out in a picture of the Normans 
in Normandy and England. The circumstances of their Apulian 
and Sicilian conquests certainly did not tend to bring out this 
feature of their character so strongly as it was brought out by 
the circumstances of their English conquest. Possibly the same 
cause may have kept the chronicler from enlarging on their 
religious character; yet in Sicily at least they might pass for 
crusaders. Crusaders in fact they were before crusades were 
preached. Norman warriors had long before helped the Christians 
of Spain in their warfare with the Saracens of the Peninsula, 
and in Sicily it was from the same enemy that they won the 
great Mediterranean island. Others bad done a kindred work 
in a more distant field as helpers of the Eastern emperors against 
the Turks of Asia. All these might pass for religious wars, and 
they might really be so; it needed greater ingenuity to set 
forth the invasion of England as a missionary enterprise designed 
for the spiritual good of the benighted islanders. The Norman, 

a strict observer .of forms in all matters, attended to 
saw d the formsobfoorttigfrlieri to 

ecclesiast ical 
nwath spenalcare. 

bodies on 
people 

were more 
 
 

aides of the Channel; the foundation of a Benedictine 
monastery in the 1 rth century, of a Cistercian monastery in 
the 12th seemed almost a matter of course on the part of 
Norman baron. The Conqueror beyond doubt sincerely aimed 
at being a religious reformer both in his duchy and in his kingdom, 
while it is needless to say that his immediate successor was 
exceptionally ungodly, whether among Normans or among other 
men. But among their countrymen generally strict attendance 
to religious observances, a wide bounty to religious foundations, 
may be set down as national characteristics. On the other hand, 
none were less inclined to submit to encroachments on the part 
of the ecclesiastical power, the Conqueror himself least of all. 

We thus see in the Scandinavian settlers in Gaul, after they 
had put on the outward garb of their adopted country, a people 

restless and enterprising above all others, adopting 
• cuP-_, and spreading abroad all that they could make their 
ra,r4 own in their new land and everywhere else—a people 
• d'ag  in many ways highly gifted, greatly affecting and 
compared. modifying at the time every land in which they settled, 

but, wherever they settled, gradually losing themselves 
among the people of the land. The Norman, as a visible 
element in the country, has vanished from England, and 
be has vanished from Sicily. The circumstances of his settle. 
went In his two great fields of conquest were widely different; 
his position when he was fully established in his two insular 
realms was widely different; but the end has been the same 
in both cases. Neither island has for ages been in any sense a 
Norman land, and the tongue which the Norman brought with 
him into both has not for ages been spoken in either. Norman 
influence has been far stronger in England than in Sicily, and 
signs of Norman presence are far more easily recognized. But 
the Norman, as a distinct people, is as little to be seen In the 
one island as in the other. His disappearance in both cases 
is an illustration of one of the features which we have spoken 
of in the Norman character, the tendency which in fact made 
Normans out of Northmen, the tendency to adopt the language 
and manners of the people among whom they found themselves. 
But, as far as outward circumstances are concerned, we may 
say that the same effect has been brought about by different 
and almost opposite causes. The whole circumstances of the 
conquest of England constrained the conquerors to become 
Englishmen in order to establish themselves in the conquered 
land. In William's theory, the forcible conquest of England 
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by strangers was an untoward accident. The lawful heir of 
the English crown was driven against his will to win his rights 
by force from outside. But he none the less held his crown 
as an English king succeeding according to English law. More-
over, every Norman to whom he granted lands and offices held 
them by English law in a much truer sense than the king held 
his; he was deemed to step into the exact position of his 
English predecessor, whatever that might be. This legal theory 
worked together with other causes to wipe out all practical 
distinction between the conquerors and the conquered in a 
wonderfully short time. By the end of the rath century the 
Normans in England might fairly pass as Englishmen, and they 
had largely adopted the use of the English language. The 
fashionable use of French for nearly two centuries longer was 
far more a French fashion than a Norman tradition. When 
the tradition of speaking French had all but died out, the practice 
was revived by fashion. Still the tradition had its effect. The 
fashion could hardly have taken root except in a land where the 
tradition had gone before it. 

The Normans in England therefore became Englishmen, 
because there was an English nation into which they could be 
absorbed. The Normans in Sicily could hardly be said to become 
Sicilians, for there assuredly was no Sicilian nation for them 
to be absorbed into. While the Normans in England were lost 
among the people of the land, the Normans in Sicily were lost 
among their fellow-settlers in the land. The Normans who 
came into Sicily must have been much less purely Norman 
than the Normans who came into England. The army of Duke 
William was undoubtedly very far from being wholly made up 
of Normal, but it was a Norman army; the element which 
was not Norman, though considerable, was exceptional. But 
we may doubt whether the Norman invaders of Sicily were 
Norman in much more than being commanded by Norman 
leaders. They were almost as little entitled to be called pure 
Scandinavians as the Saracens whom they found in the island 
were entitled to be called pure Arabs. The conquest of England 
was made directly from Normandy, by the reigning duke, in 
a comparatively short time, while the conquest of Sicily grew out 
of the earlier and far more gradual conquest of Apulia and 
Calabria by private men. The Norman settlements at Averse and 
Capua were the work of adventurers, making their own fortunes 
and gathering round them followers from all quarters. They 
fought simply for their own hands, and took what they could 
by the right of the stronger. They started with no such claim 
as Duke William put forth to justify his invasion of England; 
their only show of legal right was the papal grant of conquests 
that were already made. The conquest of Apulia, won bit by 
bit in many years of what we can only call freebooting, was 
not a national Norman enterprise like the conquest of England, 
and the settlement to which it led could not be a national 
Norman settlement in the same sense. The Sicilian enterprise 
had in some respects another character. By the time it began 
the freebooters had grown into princes. Sicily was won by a 
duke of Apulia and a count of Sicily. ►  Still there was a wide 
difference between the duke of the Normans and the duke of 
Apulia, between an hereditary prince of a hundred and fifty 
years' standing and an adventurer who had carved out his 
duchy for himself. And, besides this, warfare In Sicily brought 
in higher motives and objects. Though crusades had not yet 
been preached, the strife with the Mussulman at once brought 
in the crusading element; to the Christian people of the island 
they were in many cases real deliverers; still, the actual process 
by which Sicily was won was not so very different from that by 
which Apulia had been won. Duke William was undisputed 
muter of England at the end of five years; it took Count Roger 
thirty years to make himself undisputed master of Sicily. The 
one claimed an existing kingdom, and obtained full possession 
of it In a comparatively short time; the other formed for 
himself a dominion bit by bit, which rose to the rank of a kingdom 

, Roger de Hauteville, the conqueror of Sicily, was s brother of 
the first four dukes or counts of Apulia, and was invested with the 
eountship of Sicily by the pope before starting on his adventure. 
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in the next generation. When Count Roger at last found himself 
lord of the whole island, he found himself lord of men of various 
creeds and tongues, of whom his own Norman followers were 
but one class out of several. And the circumstances of his 
conquest were such that the true Normans among his following 
could not possibly lose themselves among theexisting inhabitants 
of the island, while everything tended to make them lose 
themselves among their fellow-adventurers of other races, 
among whom, by the time the conquest was ended, they could 
hardly have been even a dominant element. 

As far then as concerned the lands in which the settlements 
were made, the difference lay in this, that, as has been already said, 
while there was an English nation, there was no Sicilian nation. 
The characteristic point of Norman rule in Sicily is that it is 
the rule of princes who were foreign to all the inhabitants of 
the island, but who were not more foreign to the inhabitants of 
the island than different classes of them were to one another. 
The Norman conqueror found in Sicily a Christian and Greek-
speaking people and a Mussulman and Arabic-speaking people. 
The relations between the two differed widely in different parts 
of the island, according to the way in which the Saracens had 
become possessed of different towns and districts. In one place 
the Christians were in utter bondage, in another they were simply 
tributary; still, everywhere the Mussulman Saracen formed the 
ruling class, the Christian Greek formed the subject class. We 
speak of the Saracen very much as we speak of the Norman; 
for of the Mussulman masters of Sicily very many must have 
been only artificial Arabs, Africans who had adopted the creed, 
language and manners of Arabia. In each case the Arab or the 
Norman was the kernel, the centre round which all other elements 
gathered and which gave its character to the whole. Besides 
these two main races, Greek and Saracen, others came in through 
the Norman invasion itself. There were the conquerors them-
selves; there were the Italians, in Sicily known as Lombards, 
who followed in their wake; there were also the Jews, whom 
they may have found in the island, or who may have followed 
the Norman into Sicily, as they certainly followed him into 
England. The special character of Norman rule in Sicily was 
that all these various races flourished, each in its own fashion, 
each keeping its own creed, tongue and manners, under the 
protection of a common sovereign, who belonged to none of them, 
but who did impartial justice to all. Such a state of things 
might seem degradation to the Mussulman, but it was deliverance 
to the native Christian, while to settlersof every kind from outside 
it was an opening such as they could hardly find elsewhere. 
But the growth of a united Sicilian nation was impossible; 
the usual style toe:press the inhabitantsof the island is" om nes " 
or " uaiversi Siciliae populi." In the end something like a 
Sicilian nation did arise; but it arose rather by the dying out 
of several of the elements In the country, the Norman element 
among them, than by any such fusion as took place In England. 
That is, as has been already said, the Norman as such has 
vanished in two different ways. In England the Norman 
duke came in as a foreign intruder, without a native supporter 
to establish his rule over a single nation in its own land. He 
could not profess to be, as the count of Sicily could honestly 
profess to be, a deliverer to a large part of the people of the land. 
But, coming in bye title which professed to be founded on English 
law, establishing his followers by grants which professed no less 
to be founded on English law, he planted a dynasty, and estab-
lished a dominant order, which could not fail to become English. 
The Normans in England did not die out; they were merged 
in the existing nation. The Normans in Sicily, so far as they 
did not die out, were merged, not in a Sicilian nation, for that 
did not exist, but in the common mass of settlers of Latin speech 
and rite, as distinguished from the older inhabitants, Greek 
and Saracen. The Norman conquest of England was at the 
moment a curse; the Norman conquest of Sicily was at the 
moment a biasing. But the gradual and indirect results of 
the Norman conquest of England are easily to be seen to this 
day, and they have been largely, though indirectly, results for 
good. Its chief result has been, not so much to create anything  

new as at once to modify and to strengthen what was old, to tali 
up older institutions to a new life under other forms. But 
whatever it has done it has done silently; there has not been at 
any time any violent change of one set of institutions for another. 
In Sicily and southern Italy there is hardly any visible Norman 
influence, except the great historic fact which we may call the 
creation of Sicily and southern Italy in their modern sense. 
The coming of the Norman ruled that these lands should be 
neither Saracen nor Greek, nor yet Italian in the same sense 
as northern Italy, but that they should politically belong to 
the same group of states as the kingdoms and principalities of 
feudal Europe. William assuredly did not create the kingdom 
of England; Roger assuredly did create the kingdom of Sicily. 
And yet, notwithstanding all this, and partly because of all 
this, real and distinct Norman influence has been far more 
extensive and far more abiding in England than it has been in 
Sicily. 

In Sicily then the circumstances of the conquest led the 
Norman settlers to remain far more distinct from the older races 
of the land than they did in England, and in the end to lose 
themselves, not in those older races of the land, but in the 
settlers of other races who accompanied and followed them. 
So far as there ever was a Sicilian nation at all, it might be said 
to be called into being by the emperor•king Frederick II. In 
his day a Latin element finally triumphed; but it was not a 
Norman or French-speaking element of any kind. The speech 
of the Lombards at last got the better of Greek, Arabic and 
French; how far its ascendancy can have been built on any 
survival of an earlier Latin speech which had lived on alongside 
of Greek and Arabic this is not the place to inquire. 

The use of language and nomenclature during the time of Norman 
rule in the two countries forms a remarkable contrast, and illustrates 
the circumstances of the two as they have just been 
sketched. The chroniclers of the conquest of Apulia Us• 
and Sicily use the Norman name in every page as the name 4  fm4ffs 
of the followers of the conquerors from liauteville. It 1"2'as 

 was the natural name for a body of men who must, by 
the time the conquest of Sicily was over, have been """‘" 
very mixed, but whose kernel was Norman, whose strength and 
feelings and traditions all came from a Norman source. But if we 
turn to Hugo Faleandus, the historian of Sicily in the t2th century. 
the Norman name is hardly found, unless when it is used historically 
to point out (as in Muratori vii. 260) that the royal house of Sicily 
was of Norman descent. Of the various " Siciliae populi," we hear of 
Greeks, Saracens, Lombards, sometimes of Franci, for by that time 
there were many French-speaking settlers in Sicily who were not of 
Norman descent. There is a distinction between Christians and 
Saracens; among Christians there seems to be again a distinction 
between Greeks and Latins, though perhaps without any distinct 
use of the Latin name: there is again a further distinction between 
" Lombardi " and " Franei "; but Normans, as a separate class, 
go not appear. In England there is no room for such subtleties. 
The narratives of the conquest of England use both the Norman and 
the French names to express the followers of William. In the English 
chronicles " French " is the only name used. It appears also in the 
Bayeux Tapestry, and it is the only word used when any legal 
distinction had to be drawn between classes of men in the English 
kingdom. " Franci " and " Angli " are often opposed is Domesday 
and other documents, and the formula went on in charters long after 
all real distinction had passed away. That is to say, there were 
several purpose.* for which it was convenient to d istingu ash "English" 
and " French "—the last name taking in all the followers of the 
Conqueror; there were no purposes (or which there was any need to 
distinguish Normans as such, either from the general mass of the 
people or from others who spoke the French tongue. We can see 
also that, though several languages were in use in England during 
the time of Norman rule, yet England was not a land of many 
languages in the same sense in which Sicily was. In the 12th century 
three languages were certainly spoken in London; yet London 
could not call itself the "city of threefold speech," as Palermo did. 
English, French, Latin, were all in use in England; but the distinc-
tion was rather that they were used for three different purposes 
than that they were used by three distinct races or even classes. 
No doubt there was a class that knew only English; there may have 
been a much smaller class that knew only French; any man who 
pretended to high cultivation would speak all as a matter of course: 
Bishop Gilbert Foliot, for instance, was eloquent in all three. But in 
Sicily we see the quite different phenomenon of three, four. fivedasses 
of men living side by side, each keeping its own nationality and speak-
ing its own tongue. If a man of one people knew the speech of any 
of the others, he knew it strictly as a foreign language. Bdote the 
Norman Conquest England had two official tongues; documents 
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were drawn up sometimes in English, sometimes in Latin, now and 
then in both. And the same usage went on after the Conquest ; 
the use of English becomes gradually rarer, and dies out under the 
first Aapvins, but it is in favour of Latin that it dies out. French, 
thelannuarai4Fhich the Normans brought with them, did not become 
an official stage in England till after strictly Norman rule had 
passed away.French documents are unknown till the days of French 
fashion had come in, that is, till deep in the 13th century. So it was 
in Sicily also; of all the tongues of Sicily French was the most 
needful in the king's court (" Francon= lingua quae trtaaime 
necessaria east in curia," says Hugo Fakandus, 321); but it was 
not an official tongue. The three tongues of Palermo are Greek, 
Arabic and Latin. King Roger's clock is commemorated in all 
three. Documents were drawn up in such and so many of these 
tongues as was convenient for the parties concerned; not a few 
private documents add a fourth tongue, and are drawn up in Greek, 
Arabic, Latin and Hebrew. In neither case is the actual speech of 
the conquerors one of the tongues in formal use. French, as a separate 
tongue from Latin, already existed as a literary speech, and no 
people had done more than the Normans to spread it as a literary 
speech, in both prose and verse. But neither in England nor in Sicily 
did official formalism acknowledge even French, much less Italian, 
as a fit tongue for solemn documents. In England, English, French, 
Latin, were the three tongues of • single nation; they were its 
vulgar, its courtly and its learned speeches, of which three the courtly 
was fast giving way to the vulgar. In Sicily, Greek, Arabic, Latin 
and its children were the tongues of distinct nations; French might 
be the politest speech, but neither Greek nor Arabic could be net 
down as a vulgar tongue, Arabic oven less than Greek. 

The different positions then which the conquering Norman 
took in his two great conquests of England and of Sicily amply 

illustrate the way in which he could adapt himself 
ma's  to any circumstances in which he found himself, kr 
&wk.& the way in which he could adopt whatever suited 

his purpose in the institutions of any other people, 
the way in which he commonly lost his national being in that 
of some other people. From England, moreover, he spread into 
Scotland, Wales and Ireland, and in each land his settlement 
put on a somewhat different character, according to the circum-
stances of the land. In Scotland he was not a conqueror, but 
A mere visitor, and oddly enough he came as a visitor along 
with those whom he had himself overcome in England. Both 
Normans and English came to Scotland in crowds in the days 
of Margaret, Edgar and David, and Scottish national feeling 
sometimes rose up against them. In Scotland again the Norman 
settlers Were lost in the mixed nationality of the country, but 
not till they had modified many things in the same way in which 
they modified things in England. They gave Scotland nobles 
and even kings; Bruce and Dallied were both of the truest 
Norman descent; the true Norman descent of Comyn might 
be doubted, but he was of the stock of the Francigenae of the 
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Conquest. In Wales the Norman came as a conqueror, 
more strictly a conqueror than in England; he could 

not claim Welsh crowns or Welsh estates under any fiction of 
Welsh law. The Norman settler in Wales, therefore, did not to any 
perceptible extent become a Welshman; the existing relations 
of England and Wales were such that he in the end became 
an Englishman, but he seems not unnaturally to have been 
somewhat slower in so doing in Wales than he was in England. 
At least Giraldus Carnbrensis, the Norman Welshman or Welsh 
Norman. was certainly more alive to the distinction between 
Normans and English than any other of his contemporaries. In 

Ireland she Norman was more purely a conqueror 
iroisod. 

than anywhere else; but in Ireland his power of 
adaptation caused him to sink in a way in which he sank nowhere 
else. While some of the Norman settlers in Ireland went to swell 
the mass of the English of the Pale, others threw in their lot 
with the native Irish, and became, in the well-known saying, 
Kibernis ipsis Haertsiores (sec e.g. the article Buttes). 

There is yet one point in which we may profitably go back to our 
comparison between England and Sicily. Both countries are rich 

in works of architecture raised during the time of Norman 
Novi" rule. And tne buildinp of both lands throw an instructive 
wadi"' light on the Norman national character. as we have 
4'1_16_, described it. Few buildings. at least few buildings raised 

in any reasonabk style of architecture which makes use 
of the arched construction. can be kw like one another 

' 	than the buildings of the Norman kings in England and 
the buildings of the Norman kings in Sicily. in Sicily the Normans  

found the two most outwardly civilised of the nations of 
the two which had as yet carried the arts to the highest pitch . 
Greek had created the column; the Roman had developed it; the 
Roman Greek or Greek Roman had taught the column to bear the 
cupola; the Saracen had taught it to bear arches of his own favourite 
pointed shape. Out of these elements the Saracens of Sicily had 
formed a noble and beautiful style, grand and simple in its con- 
struction, rich and graceful in its Characteristic detail. With the 
Saracen and the Greek as his subjects, the Norman had really no 
need to innovate; he had simply to bid the men of the land to go on 
working i for him instead of for any other. The palaces and churches 
of the Norman kings at Palermo and Monreale and Cefalu and Messina 
are in style simply Saracenic; they were most likely the work ol 
Saracen builders; they were .beyond doubt built after Saracenie 
models. In these buildings, as in those of Aquitaine. the pointed arch 
is the surest sign of Saracenic influence; it must never be looked 
on as marking the approach of the Gothic of the North. With that 
form of art the pointed style of Sicily has nothing in common. A 
Sicilian church has nothing in common with a French or an English 
church; it is sometimes purely Oriental, sometimes a basilica with 
pointed arches. But, if the Saracen gave the lines of the building. 
the Greek gave the mosaic decorations of its walls. In such a case 
the ruling people, rather the ruling dynasty, had really nothing to 
add to what they found ready for them. They had simply to make 
Saracen and Greek work in partnership. In England, on the other 
hand, the Normans did really bring in a new style of their own, their 
own form of Romanesque, differing widely indeed from the Saracenic 
style of Sicily. This Norman form of Romanesque most likely had 
its origin in the Lombard buildings of northern Italy. But it took 
firm root on Norman soil; it made its way to England at an early 
stage of its growth, and from that time it went on developing and 
improving on both sides of the Channel till the artistic revolution 
came by which, throughout northern Europe, the Romanesque styles 
gave way to the Gothic. Thus the history of architecture in England 
during the 11th and 12th centuries is a very different story from 
the history of the art in Sicily during the same time. There were no 
Greeks or Saracens in England; there was no Greek or Saracen 
skill. England indeed had, possibly in a somewhat ruder form, the 
earlier style of Romanesque once common to England with Italy, 
Gaul and Germany. To this style it is no wonder that the Normans 
preferred their own, and that style therefore supplanted the older 
one. A comparison of Norman buildings in England and in Nor-
mandy will show that the Norman style in England really was affected 
by the earlier style of England; but the modification was very slight. 
and it in no way .affected the general character of the style. Thus, 
while the institutions of England in the tsth century were English 
with very considerable Norman modifications, the architecture of 

i England n that century was Norman with a very slight English 
modification. The difference then is plain. W here, as in Sicily, 
the Normans felt that they could not improve, they simply adopted 
the style of the country. Where, as in England, they felt that they 
could improve, they substituted for the style of the country their 
own style—that is, a style which they had not created but which 
they had adopted, which they had made thoroughly their own, and 
which they went on improving in England no less than in Normandy. 
That is. the discerning Norman, as ever, adapted himself, but 
adapted himself in an intelligent way, to the circumstance. of each 
land in which he found himself. And this comes out the more clearly 
if we compare Norman work in England and in Sicily with Norman 
work in at least some parts of Apulia. At Bari. Trans and Bitonto 
we see a style in which Italian and strictly Norman elements are 
really mingled. The great churches of those cities are wholly unlike 
those of Sicily: but, while some features show us that we are in 
Italy, while some features even savour of the Saracen, others dis- 
tinctly carry us away to Caen and Peterborough. It is plain that the 
Norman settlers in Apulia were not so deeply impressed with the 
local style as they were in Sicily, while they thought much more of 
it than they thought of the local style d England. In each of the 
three eases there is adaptation, but the amount of adaptation differs 
in each case according to local circumstances. In Normandy itself, 
after the separation from England, architecture becomes French, but 
it is French of a remarkably pod type. The buildings of the latest 
French style keep a certain purity and sobriety in Normandy which 
they do not keep elsewhere. (E. A. F.) 

For a bibliography of the Normans ana Nortnmen see Ulysse 
Chevalier, Repertoire des sources hist. du moyeudge. Topobiehogr. 
(MontbEhard. mos), ii. 214o; also, for sources for the Norman In - 

vasion of France, Molinier, Sources de nisi. de France (Paris, igen), 
i. 264. Many sources for the history of the Normans were collected 
by Andre Du Chesne In his Hist. Norsuussormos seriptores ousigsti — 

838-trro, fic. (Paris. 1619). Of modern works may he mentioned 
H. Dondorff, Die Normosnos find Are Bednatmg ffir des europdische 
KrItertebea is Mittelolkr (Berlin, 1875); A. H. Johnson, 77se 
Normans in Europe (1877): E. A. Freeman, Hiss. of the Norma* 
Conquest (Oxford, 1867- 1879) and Hist. 4 Sicily (tflut - tn%); 
0. "Ware. Les Normand, ea Bali.. 8ra-ro7j (Paris, 11183): 3. W. 
Barlow, Short Hirt. of lie Normans in S. Europe (London, 1886); 
A. F. von Schack, Crock. der Nominees is Sieiliea (Stuttgart, 
1 889): L. von Heinemann, Gesek. der Normans'', is Unteritatieu 
sad Sigilan,  (1.61,846 1894) W. Vogel, Die Normas's mad dos 
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Padua. Reich, 799 -rs (t936); F. Chalandon, La Dominion 
normande en helm IS Sizzle, coos-stai (Pans, 1907): F. Lot, " La 
Grande Invasion normande, 856-862,' in t. 69 of the Bsbliothegise 
de I look des MIMS (Paris, 19o8). 

NORNAIITON, a town of Normanton county, Queensland, 
Australia, on the river Norman, 25 m. E. by S. of the Gulf of 
Carpentaria, and 1382 m. direct N.W. of Brisbane. Pop. (1901) 
838. It is the centre of the Carpentaria district, one of the 
chief sheep and cattle farming districts in the colony. Nor-
manton is also the outlet of the Croydon and Etheridge goldfields, 
and of the Ooncurry copper mines. It is the terminus of the 
railway to Croydon, and has large meat-packing works. 

WORRAKION, an urban district in the Normanton parlia-
mentary division of the West Riding of Yorkshire, England, 
on the river Calder, 3 m. N.E. of Wakefield on the Midland, 
North Eastern and Lancashire & Yorkshire railways. Pop. 
(19or) 12,352. The church of All Saints is Norman and Per-
pendicular, with a square tower rebuilt in 1717, and contains 
a number of interesting monuments; the ancient stained glass 
is good. The grammar-school was founded about the end of the 
16th century. Traces remain of a moat surrounding the town. 
A mound in the neighbourhood called Haw Hill is supposed 
to be a barrow. Akofts, a neighbouring parish, was the home of 
Sir Martin Frobisher in the 16th century. There are numerous 
collieries in the neighbourhood. 

HORNS (0. Norse, Norni►), in Northern mythology, the 
female divinities of fate, somewhat similar to the Gr. Mapco 
and the Roman Parcae. Like them they are generally repre-
sented as three in number, and they are said to spin, or weave, 
the destiny of men. Their dwelling is beside the " Spring of fate," 
beneath the " world-tree," Yggdrasil's ash, which they water 
with draughts from the spring. In some cases the Norns are 
not easily to be distinguished from the Valkyries (q.v.). Some-
times again they appear as prophetesses (voter) at the birth of 
children, whose destiny they foretell. The most famous of 
these stories is contained in the Thdttr 4 Nornagati, and has 
a curious resemblance to the Greek legend of Althaea and 
Meleager. Similar beings seem to have been known among 
other Teutonic peoples in early times. (See TEUTONIC PEOPLES, 
7). (H. M. C.) 
NORRIS, FRANK (1870-1902), American novelist, was born 

in Chicago, Illinois, on the 5th of March 1870. He studied art 
in Paris in 1887-1889; studied at the University of California 
(1890-1894), and at Harvard University (1894-1895); in 1895-
1896 served in South Africa as war correspondent for the 
San Francisco Chronicle; in 1896-1897 was associate editor of 
the San Francisco Wave; and in 1898 was sent to Cuba as 
war correspondent for McClare's Magazine. He died in San 
Francisco on the 25th of October 19o2. He wrote A Deal is 
Wheat, and Other Stories (1903), Responsibilities of the Novelist, 
and Other Literary Essays (1903), and the following noi,els: 
Moran of the Lady Lefty (1898), a story of adventure off the 
California coast; Mcreagrse (1899), a story of the San Francisco 
slums; Blix (1899), a love story; A Man's Woman (1900); 
The Octopus (1901) and The Pit (1903). The last two were 
powerful stories, which made his reputation. The Octopus deals 
with wheat-raising in California and with the struggle between 
the growers and the railroad trust; The Pit with wheat-specula-
tion in the Chicago market. His complete works were published 
in seven volumes in mos. 

NORRIS. HENRY NORRIS or NORREYS, BARON (c. 525-1601), 
belonged to an old Berkshire family, many members of which 
had held positions at the English court. His father, Henry 
Norris, was a grandson of Sir William Norris, who commanded 
the royal troops against Lambert Simnel at the battle of Stoke 
in 1487. Like his brother John (d. 1564), the elder Henry 
Norris obtained a post at the court of Henry VIII.; he gained 
the king's favour and was rewarded with many lucrative offices. 
He belonged to the party which favoured the elevation of 
Anne Boleyn; but in May 1536 he was arrested on the charge 
of intriguing with her, and though he was probably innocent 
of any serious offence he was beheaded on the 17th of May 1536. 

His son Henry regained some of his father's lands and entered 
upon court life, being a member of parliament under Edward 
VI. During Mary's reign he was one of those who were entrusted 
with the custody of the princess Elizabeth, and when the princess 
became queen she amply repaid the kindness which Norris bad 
shown to her when he was her guardian at Woodstock. In 
1566 be was knighted and was sent as ambassador to France, 
where he remained until 1570, and in 1572 he was created 
Baton Norris of Rycote. He died in June 16o1. By his wife 
Margaret (d. 3590,  daughter of John, Lord Williams of Thome, 
Norris had six sons, all of whom distinguished themselves in 
the field. The Norris monument, with figures of Lord and Lady 
Norris and their six sons, is in St Andrew's Chapel in Westminster 
Abbey. 

The eldest son, Sir WILLIAM NORRIS, died in Ireland in 
December 1579, leaving a son Francis (1579-1623), who succeeded 
to his grandfather's barony and also to the estates of his uncle Sir 
Edward Norris. In 1621 Francis was created earl of Berkshire. 
He left no sons and the earldom became extinct, but the barony 
descended to his daughter Elizabeth (d. 1645), the wife of Edward 
Wray (d. 1658). Their daughter Bridget (1627-1657) married 
as his second wife Montagu Bertie, and earl of Lindsey, and 
their son James Bertie (1654-1699) became Baron Norris (or 
Norreys) in 3657, and was created earl of Abingdon in 1682. 
His descendants the Denies, earls of Abingdon, still hold this 
barony, and are the present representatives of the family of 
Norris. 

Sir EDWARD Nolte's (d. 1603), the ist Lord Norris's third 
son, served with the English troops in the Netherlands from 3 585 
to 1588. He is chiefly remembered owing to his fierce quarrel 
with Philip, count of Hohenlohe (1550-1606), called Hollock 
by the English, in August 1586 at Gcrtruydenberg (see J. L. 
Motley, The United Netherlands, vol. In 1589 he sailed 
with his brother Sir John and Sir Francis Drake on the expedi-
tion to Spain and Portugal, and from 1590 to 1599 he was 
governor of Ostend. 

Sir Tinastos Noaais (1556-1599), another son of the first lord, 
went as a soldier to Ireland in 1579 and acted for a few months 
as president of Connaught. He fought against the Fitzgeralds 
and also in Ulster; in 1585 he became vice.president of Munster, 
and in 1597 he succeeded his brother, Sir John Norris, as presi-
dent. The throe remaining brothers were: Sir Henry Norris 
(1554-1599), who fought in the Netherlands and then in Ireland, 
where he was killed in 1599; Maximilian Norris, who was 
killed in Brittany in 1593, and Sir John Norris (q.v.). 

Two other members of another branch of this family remain to be 
mentioned, namely, Sir William Norris and his brother Sir John. 

Sir WILLIAM NORRIS (c. 1657-1702), having been created a 
baronet, was sent in 1699 to the Mogul emperor to India to secure 
trading privileges for the new company which had been just formed 
to compete with the old East India Company. He reached India in 
September 1699, and after overcoming many difficulties he arrived 
at the emperor's residence in April 1701. The embassy, however 
was a total failure; Norris was unable to make terms, and he died 
on the voyage to England. 

Sir JOHN NORRIS (c. 1660-1749) entered the navy and saw a good 
deal of service during the war with France under William III. and 
Anne. Under George I. he was sent several times with a fleet into 
the Baltic Sea to forward the policy of this king by giving the 
northern nations some idea of the strength of England. In 1734 
he became an admiral and commander-in-chief. Norris, who was 
known as " foul-weather Jack," was a member of parliament from 
17o8 until his death. 

NORRIS, JOHN (1657- 1711), English philosopher and divine, 
was born at Collingbourne-Kingston in Wiltshire. He was 
educated at Winchester and Exeter College, Oxford, being 
subsequently elected to a fellowship at All Souls'. His first 
original work was An Idea of Happiness (1683), in which, with 
Plato, he places the highest happiness or fruition of the soul 
in the contemplative love of God. Malebranche's Recherche de 
la Will, which had appeared in 1674, made a strong impression 
upon him. Malebranche, he says, " is indeed the great Galileo 
of the intellectual world." He had also studied the works of 
Descartes himself, and most of what had been written for and 
against Cartes's:bun. Of English thinkers, More and Cudworth, 
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the so-called Cambridge Platonist', had influenced him most; 
and in 1685 his study of their works led to a correspondence 
with the former, published after his death by Norris as an 
appendix to his Platonically conceived essay on The Theory 
and Regulation of Lam (i688). He also corresponded with Mrs 
Astell (q.s.) and Lady Masham, the friend of Locke, to whom 
he addressed his Refection *Pon the Condud of Human Life 
(1689). Some time before this Norris had taken orders, and in 
168e he was presented to the living of Newton St Lae; in Somer-
setshire. In r690 he published a volume of Discourses sport 
the Beatitudes, followed by three more volumes of Practical 
Discourses between rego and 1698. The year sCroo is memorable 
as the year of the publication of Locke's Essay, and the book 
came into Norris's hands just as his volume of Discourses was 
passing through the press. He at once appreciated Its import-
ance, but its whole temper was alien from the modes of thought 
in which he had been reared, and its main conclusions moved 
him to keen dissent. He hastened to " review " it in an appendix 
to his sermons. These Cursory Reflections constitute Norris 
the first critic of the Essay; and they anticipate some of the 
arguments that have since been persistently urged against 
Locke from the transcendental side. Though holding ,  to the 
" grey-headed, venerable doctrine " of Innate ideas as little 
as Locke himself, Norris finds the criticism in the first book 
of the Essay entirely inconclusive, and points out its incon-
sistency with Locke's own doctrine of evident or intuitively 
perceived truths. He also suggests the possibility of subconscious 
ideation, on which Leibnitz laid so much stress in the same 
connexion. He next complains that Locke neglects to tell us 
" what kind of things these ideas are which are let in at the 
gate of the senses." In other words, while giving a metaphorical 
account of how we come by our ideas, Locke leaves unconsidered 
the intellectual nature of the ideas or of thought in itself. Unless 
we come to some conclusion on this point, Norris argues, we 
have little chance of being right in our theory of how ideas 
" come to be united to our mind." He also saw the weakness 
of Locke's doctrine of nominal essences, showing how it ignores 
the relation of the human mind to objective truth, and instancing 
mathematical figures as a case " where the nominal essence 
and the real essence are all one." The last twenty years of 
Norris's life were spent at Bemerton, near Salisbury, the former 
home of George Herbert, to the living of which he had been 
transferred in 1691. In 5695-riles he was engaged in con-
troversy with his old enemies the " Separatists," and with the 
Quakers, his Malebranchian theory of the divine illumination 
having been confounded by some with the Quaker doctrine 
of the light within. In 1697 he wrote An Accosts,' of Reason 
and Faith, one of the best of the many answers to Toland's 
Christianity not Mysterious. Norris adopts the distinction 
between things contrary to reason and things above reason, 
and maintains that the human mind is not the measure of truth. 
Reason, according to him, is nothing but the exact measure of 
truth, that is to say, divine reason, which differs from human 
reason only in degree, not in nature. In 1701 appeared the 
first volume of the systematic philosophical work by which 
he is remembered, An Essay towards the ,Theory of the Ideal 
or Intelligible World. The first volume treats the intelligible 
world absolutely; the second, which appeared in r7o4, considers 
it in relation to human understanding. It is a complete ex-
position of the system of Malebranche, in which Norris refutes 
the assertions of Locke and the sensualists. In riot Norris 
wrote A Philosophical Discourse concerning the Natural Im-
mortality of the Soul, defending that doctrine against the assaults 
of Dodwell. After this he wrote little. He died at Bemerton, 
and a monument was erected to his memory in the parish 
church, with an inscription in which he is spoken of as one who 
" bene latuit." 

Norris was neither an original thinker nor a master of style. His 
philcoophgilis hardly more than an English version of Malebnnche, 
enriched 	 wide reading of " Plato= thinkers of every age and 
country. 	is style is too scholastic and self-involved. His Theory 
of the Intelligibk World is an attempt to explain the objective nature 
of truth, which he blamed Locke for leaving out of regard. By the 

intelligible world Norris understands the system of ideas eternally 
existent in the mind of God, according to which the material creation 
was formed. This ideal system he identifies with the Logos—the 
second person of the Trinity, the light that lighteth every man that 
cometh into the world. For it is these ideas and their1 .tions.that 
are alone the object -matter of science; whenever we know, it is 
because they are present to our mind. Material things are wholly 
dark to us, except so far as the fact of their existence is revealed in 
sensation. The matter which we say that we know is the idea of 
matter, and belongs, like other ideas, to the intelligible world. 
When stripped of its semi -mythical form of statement, Norris's 
emphatic assertion of the ideal nature of thought and its complete 
distinction from sense as such may be seen to contain an important 
truth. As the disciple and correspondent of More, he is, in a sense, 
the heir of the Cambridge Platonists, while, as the first critic of 
Locke's Essay, he may be said to open the protest of the church 
against the implicit tendencies of that work. He occupies a place, 
therefore, in the succession of churchly and mystical thinkers of 
whom Coleridge is the last eminent example. 

See Wood, Athenae Osonienses (ed. Bliss), iv.; Biographic Briton-
aka; Leslie Stephen in Dictionary of National Biography; J. 
Tulloch, Rational Theology and Christian Philosophy in England 
in the 1711 Century (1874), who calls Norris " as stnking and signifi- 
cidacast. B  ntli a figzrekeleiny. the history of English philosophy " as another 

NORRIS, SIR JOHN (c. r347-1597), English soldier, was the 
second son of Henry Norris, Baron Norris of Rycote, and gained 
his earliest military experience in the civil wars in France. In 
1573 he went to Ulster with Walter Devereux, earl of Essex, 
winning fame by his conduct in the guerilla wars against the 
Irish, and being responsible for the massacre on the island of 
Rathlin in July 5575; and in July 5577 he crossed over to the 
Netherlands to assist the Dutch against the Spaniards. Having 
added to his reputation by his valour at the battle of Rymenant, 
Norris returned to England in March 1584, and in the following 
July he was sent to Ireland as lord president of Munster; he 
accompanied the lord deputy, Sir John Perrot, on a campaign 
in Ulster, and spoke eloquently in the Irish parliament; but 
he disliked his work and soon obtained his recall. In August 
5585 he was again in the Netherlands, commanding the English 
army of 4400 men which Elizabeth had sent to serve against 
the Spaniards. During his successful relief of Grave In April 
x586 he was wounded, and just after this event he was knighted 
by the governor-general, the earl of Leicester; but be and 
Leicester were soon at variance, and many complaints of his 
conduct were sent to England. After taking part in the battle 
of Zutphen in October 1386 Sir John was recalled to England, 
but in z387 he went again to the Netherlands and was soon 
quarrelling with his new superior, Peregrine Bertie, Lord Wil-
loughby de Eresby, and with Sir William Stanley. In OM, 
when the Spanish Armada was expected, he was marshal of the 
camp at Tilbury; later in the same year he served the queen as 
ambassador to the Dutch states, and in 1589 he and Sir Francis 
Drake led the fleet which ravaged the coasts of Spain and 
PortugaL In 559x, and again in 1593,  he aided Henry IV. of 
France in his struggle with the League in Brittany; and in 
May ises he landed again in Ireland, where he was still lord 
president of Munster. But this time be was entrusted with 
more extensive powers and was to assist the lord deputy, Sir 
William Russell, in subjugating Ulster. He did not, however, 
work harmoniously with Russell; his health was failing and 
the gigantic task was too much for him. After fighting and 
negotiating with the O'Neills in Ulster, and warring in Connaught, 
he asked for his recall. This was not granted, but he was sup-
planted in his military command; and he retired to Munster 
and died at Mallow on the 3rd of July 1597. His monument 
is in the church of Tattendon, Berkshire. 

See J. L. Motley, The United Netherlands, vol. il. (1e04); and 
R. Bagwell, Ireland under She Tudors, vol. iii. (rano). 

NORRIS, WILUAN EDWARD (1847-• ), English novelist, 
was born on the 18th of November 1847, the son of Sir W. Norris, 
chief justice of Ceylon. He was educated at Eton, and called 
to the bar at the Inner Temple in au. His first story, Meats 
of Money, appeared in an, and was followed by a long series 
of novels, many of which first appeared in the TON* Bar and 
Corn/ill magazines. The best of his numerous novels are 
Madcwoisrlir de Mystic (*NW, liefrirowny (588z), No New 
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Tkint (t883), My Friend Jim (1886), The Rogue (0188), The 
Despotic Lady (snos), Matthew Austin (1895), The IV ideate, (1898), 
Natures Comedian (too4), Pauline (1908). 

NORRISTOWN. a borough and the county-seat of Mont-
gomery county, Pennsylvania, U.S.A., on the Schuylkill river, 
at the mouth of Stony Creek, opposite Bridgeport, and about 
zil m. N.W. of Philadelphia. Pop. (1920 census) 27,875• 
Norristown is served by the Pennsylvania, the Philadelphia & 
Reading and the Stony Creek railways, by interurban electric 
railway to Philadelphia and Reading, and by the Schuylkill 
canal, and is connected by bridge with the borough of Bridge-
port (pop. in 1910, 3860), where woollen and cotton goods 
are manufactured. Norristown is a residential suburb of 
Philadelphia, and commands fine views of the Schuylkill Valley. 
It has a State Hospital for the Insane (opened 188o), a fine 
County Court House, a general hospital, a Friends' Home, a 
home for aged women, St Joseph's Protectory (Roman Catholic) 
for girls, and the Norristown and McCann public libraries; in 
Montgomery cemetery are the tombs of General Winfield Scott 
Hancock and General John Frederick Hartranft (i83o-x8139), 
a distinguished Federal officer in the Civil War and governor 
of Pennsylvania in 1873-1879. Valley Forge is less than 6 m. 
distant to the W. The borough has a large trade with the 
surrounding country, which is well adapted to agriculture and 
abounds in limestone. Among Norristown's manufactures are 
hosiery and woollen goods; in 19o5 its total factory product was 
valued at 55.925.243, an increase of 44.3% over the value in 
woo. Norristown was founded in 1785, and was named in 
honour of Isaac Norris (c. 1671-1735), a friend of William Penn 
and a member of the Pennsylvania legislature, who had owned 
the land on which the borough is built. Norristown was incor. 
porated as a borough in 1812, and its boundaries were extended 
in 1853. 

NORRAOPINO. a town and port of Sweden, in the district (Me) 
of OstergOtiand, 113 m. S.W. of Stockholm by the Malmo 
railway. Pop. (x88o) 26,735; (Woo) 41,008. It occupies both 
banks of the Motels, the wideand rapid emissary of lake Vetter, 
close to its outlet in the Brivik, an inlet of the Baltic. Having 
been burned by the Russians in 1719 and visited by further 
fires in 1812, 1822 and 1826, the whole town has a modern 
appearance, with wide and regular streets. Among the more 
conspicuous buildings are St Olaf's church (erected by Gustavus 
Adolphus in x616 and rebuilt in 1765-5767); St Hedvig's, 
built by the German colony in 1670; the town hall, dating from 
the beginning of the 19th century; the high school (1868), and 
technical and weaving schools. Norrkoping is the fourth town 
in population and industrial importance in Sweden. The falls 
in the river afford motive power to the cloth and cotton mills 
(spinning and weaving)-the staple industries-and to factories 
for sugar, paper, lithography, tobacco and carpets, joinery 
works and breweries. There are also shipbuilding yards and 
docks. Fme granite is quarried at Gralverafors, 7f m. N. The 
inlet of Batik affords excellent harbour accommodation, with 
from 33 ft- to :71 ft. of water below the bridges in the town. 
The town returns two members to the second chamber of the 
Riksdag (parliament). 

A bull of Pope Lucius III. shows that Norrkoping existed in 
1185. At the meeting of the states in iflos Duke Charles assumed 
the Swedish crown as Charles IX.; and not long afterwards 
Duke John . of Ostergotland introduced German craftsmen into 
Norrkoping and thus originated its industrial activity. Under 
Charles XII. the town suffered not only from war but from 
pestilence, 2700 of its inhabitants perishing in 17w-1715. 
After the Russian Invasion of :719 the qopttlation was only 
shoo. 

NORTH, BARONS. The English title of Lord North of 
Kirtling was created for Edward North (c. 1496-504), son of 
Roger North, a London citizen, in 1554; he was a successful 
lawyer, clerk of the parliament 53 1) and chancellor of the court 
of augmentations (t sss). His second son was Sir Thomas North 
(q.v.), and he was succeeded as 2nd baron by his son Roger sso-
stool, 'a prominent courtier and soldier of Queen Elizabeth's  

day, who married the daughter of Lord Chancellor Rich, and 
whose eldest son, Sir John (c. 1551-1 con), predeceased him 

Duotsv NORTH, 3rd Baron North ft slis-r66o), son of Sir 
John North and of Dorothy, daughter and heiress of Sir Valentine 
Dale, was born in 101 and succeeded his grandfather, the and 
Baron North, at the age of nineteen. He was educated at 
Cambridge, and married in 1599 Frances, daughter of Sir John 
Brackett of Brockett Hall in Hertfordshire. He travelled in 
Italy, took part in the campaign of rhos in the Netherlands, 
and on his return became a conspicuous figure at court, excelling 
in athletic exercises as well as in poetry and music, and gaining 
the friendship of Prince Henry. In 1606, while returning from 
Eridge to London, he discovered the springs of Tunbridge Wells, 
which cured North himself of a complaint and quickly became 
famous. He also recommended the Epsom springs to the public. 
He supported and subscribed to the expedition to Guiana made 
by his brother Roger North (c. :582-c. 1652) in 1619, and when 
Roger departed without leave Dudley was imprisoned for two 
days in the Fleet. In 1626 he attached himself to the party of 
Lord San and Side in the Lords, who were in sympathy with the 
aims of the Commons; and when the civil war broke out be was 
on the side of the parliament. In 5641 he was a member of the 
Lords' committee on Religion, and served on the committee to 
consider Laud's attainder in 1644, finally voting for the ordinance 
in January 1645. He was placed on the admiralty commission 
in 1645, and acted as lord lieutenant for Cambridgeshire. He 
was one of the small group of Lords who continued attendance 
in the House of Peers, and on the :9th of December 1648, with 
three others, visited Fairfax, when they " cast down their honours 
at his Excellency's feet " and protested their desire not to retain 
any privileges prejudicial to the public interest. ,  He passed 
the rest of his life in retirement at Kirtling in Cambridgeshire, 
with his sons, daughters and grandchildren, finding " employ-
ment with many airy entertainments as poetry, writing essays, 
building, making mottoes and inscriptions as well as in music." 
He wrote A Forest of Varieties (1645), a miscellany of essays and 
poems, another edition of which was published in r659 under 
the title of A Forest promiscuous of various Seasons' Productions. 
He died on the 16th of January :666. North is described as 
" full of spirit and flame," of imperious temper but of well-
balanced judgment, Lard Holland declaring that " he knew no 
man less swayed with passion and sooner carried with reason and 
Justice." He left, besides one daughter, two sons, the elder of 
whom, Sir Dudley, succeeded him ZS 4th Baron North. 

DUDLEY NORTH, 4th Baron North (t6o2-5677), increased 
the family fortune by marrying the daughter of Sir Charles 
Montagu, brother of the rat earl of Manchester. He was an 
accomplished man, of studious bent, and had fourteen children, 
of whom the third son, Francis, became lord chancellor as 
Lord Guilford; the fourth was Sir Dudley North (q.v.), the 
economist; the fifth, John (1645-1683), master of Trinity, 
Cambridge, and professor of Greek in the university; and the 
sixth, Roger (q.v.), the lawyer and historian. 

The eldest son. Charles (d. 169z), was created Lord Grey 
of Rolleston during his father's life, and succeeded his father 
as 5th Baron North; and on the death of his son, William, 
6th Lord North, without issue, in 1734, the barony of North 
went to S. cousin, Francis North, 3rd baron, afterwards rat 
earl of Guilford. The title of Lord North is that by which the 
and earl of Guilford, prime minister from 177o to t782, is best 
known in history (see GUUJORD, BARONS AND EARLS or). 

George Augustus, 3rd earl of Guilford (d. t8o2), left three 
daughters, and the barony of North fell into abeyance till as: 
when it vested in St=n, Baroness North (5797-1884), wife of 
John Sidney Doyle, who took the name of North; at her death 
her son William Henry John North (b. 2836) succeeded as rith 
baron, the title now being separate from that of Guilford. 

NORTH, SIR DUDLEY (1641-1691), English economist, 
ORS 4th son of Dudley, 4th Lord North, who published, 
besides other things, Passages relating to the Long Parliament, 

Gordinces Civil War, iv. as. 
Roger North's Attiehiseralshi, ed. by A. Jesmopp. 68. 
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of which he had himself been a member, He was bort on the 
26th of May 1641. In his early years he was carried off by 
gipsies and recovered with some difficulty by his family—an 
incident curiously similar to that which befell Adam Smith in 
his infancy. He engaged in foreign trade, especially with 
Turkey, and spent a number of years at Constantinople and 
Smyrna. Some notices of the manners and customs of the east 
were printed from his papers by his brother. Having retained 
to London with a considerable fortune, he continued to prosecute 
trade with the Levant. His ability and knowledge of commerce 
attracted the attention of the government, and he was further 
recommended by the influence of his brother Lord Guilford. 
During the Tory reaction under Charles II. he was one of the 
sheriffs forced on the city of London with an express view to 
securing verdicts for the crown in state trials. He was knighted, 
and was appointed a commissioner of customs, afterwards of 
the treasury, and again of the customs. Having been elected 
a member of parliament under James IL, " he took," says 
Roger North, " the place of manager for the crown in all matters 
of revenue." After the Revolution be was called to account 
for his alleged unconstitutional proceedings in his office of 
sheriff. He died on the 31st of December 1691. 

His tract entitled Discourses upon Trade, principally directed 
to the cases of the interest, coinage, dipping and increase of money, 
was published anonymously in 2691, and was edited in i856 by 
J. R. M'Culksch in the Select Collection of Early English Tracts 
on Commerce printed by the Political Economy Club of London. 
Ili this thorough-going and emphatic assertion of the free-trade 
doctrine against the system of prohibitions which had gained 
strength by the Revolution, North shows that wealth may 
exist independently of gold or silver, its source being human 
industry, applied either to the cultivation of the soil or to 
manufactures. It is a mistake to suppose that stagnation of 
trade arises from want of money; it must arise either from a 
glut of the home market, or from a disturbance of foreign 
commerce, or from diminished consumption caused by poverty. 
The export of money in the course of traffic, instead of diminish-
ing, increases the national wealth, trade being only an exchange 
of superfluities. Nations are related to the world just in the 
same way as cities to the state or as families wthe city. North 
emphasizes more than his predecessors the value of the home 
trade. With respect to the interest of capital, he maintains that 
it depends, like the price of any commodity, on the proportion 
of demand and supply, and that a low rate is a result of the 
relative increase of capital, and cannot be brought about by 
arbitrary regulations, as had been proposed by Sir Josiah Child 
and others. In arguing the question of free trade, be urges that 
every advantage given to one interest over another Is injurious 
to the public. No trade is unprofitable to the public; if it 
were, It would be given up; when trades thrive, so does the 
public, of which they form a part. Prices must determine 
themselves, and cannot be fixed by law; and all forcible inter-
ference with them does harm instead of good. No people can 
become rich by state regulations,—only by peace, industry, 
freedom and unimpeded economic activity. It will be seen 
how closely North's view of things approach to that embodied 
some eighty years later in Adam Smith's great work. North 
Is named by Wilhelm Roscher as one of that " great triumvirate " 
which in the 1 7th century raised the English school of economists 
to the foremost place in Europe, the other members of the 
group being Locke and Petty. 

NORTH, MARIANNE (1830-1890), English naturalist and 
flower-painter, was born at Hastings on the 24th of October 1830, 
the eldest daughter of a Norfolk landowner, descended from 
Roger North (1653-1734). She trained as a vocalist under 
Madame Sainton Dolby, but her voice failed, and she then devoted 
herself to painting flowers. After the death of her mother in 
1855 she constantly travelled with her father, who was then 
member of parliament for Hastings; and on his death in 1869 
she resolved to realise her early ambition of painting the flora 
of distant countries. In 1871-1872 with this object she went 
to Canada, the United States and Jamaica. and spent a year 

in Brazil, where she did much of her work at a but In the depths 
of a forest. In 1875, after a few months at Teneriffe, she i ► ati 
a journey round the world, and for two years was occupied In 
painting the flora of California, Japan, Borneo, Java and Ceylon. 
The year 1878 she spent in India, and after her return she 
exhibited a number of her drawings in London. Her subsequent 
offer to present the collection to the botanical gardens at Kew, 
and to erect a gallery for their reception, was accepted, and the 
new buildings, designed by James Ferguson, were begun in the 
same year. At Darwin's suggestion she went to Australia in 
tUci, and for a year painted there and in New Zealand. Her 
gallery at Kew was opened in 1882. In 1883, after a visit by 
her to South Africa, an additional room was opened at the Kew 
gallery, and in 1884-1885 she worked at Seychelles and in Chile. 
Miss North died at Alderly in Gloucestershire on the soth of August 
ago. The scientific accuracy with which she represented plant 
life in all parts of the world gives her work a permanent value. 

NORTH. ROOFS (1653-1734), English lawyer and biographer, 
was the sixth son of the 4th Baron North. He acquired a good 
practice at the bar, being helped by his elder brother Francis, 
who became lord chancellor and was created Baron Guilford 
(q.e.), and in 1684 he became solicitor-general. But the Revolu-
tion stopped his advancement, and he retired to his estate of 
Rougham in Norfolk, and increased his fortune by marrying 
the daughter of Sir Robert Gayer. He collected books, and 
was constantly occupied in writing. But he is best known 
for his Lives of the Norths, published after his death, together 
with his own autobiography (see the edition in Bohn's Standard 
Library, 1890, by Jessopp), a classic authority for the period. 
He died at Rougham on the rst of March 1734, leaving a family 
from whom the Norths of Rougham are descended. 

He Is to be distinguished from Roger North (1383-1632), brother 
of the 3rd baron, one of the captains who sailed with Raleigh in 1617, 
who projected the plantation of Guiana with an English colony. 

NORTH. SIR THOMAS (15357-1601?), English translator of 
Plutarch, second son of the 1st Baron North, was born about 
1e35. He is supposed to have been a student of Peterhouse, 
Cambridge, and was entered at Lincoln's Inn in 1557. In 1 574 
he accompanied his brother, Lord North, on a visit to the French 
court. He served as captain in the year of the Armada, and was 
knighted about three years latee. His name is on the roll of 
justices of the peace for Cambridge in 1592 and again in 1 597, 
and he received a small pension (An a year) from the queen 
In arm A third edition of his Plutarch was published, in 
1603, with a supplement of other translated biographies. He 
translated, In 1557, Guevara's Rekj de Principcs (commonly 
known as Libro Aram), a compendium of moral counsels chiefly 
compiled from the Meditations of Marcus Aurelius, under the 
title of Dian of Princes. The English of this work is one of the 
earliest specimens of the ornate, copious and pointed style for 
which educated young Englishmen had acquired a taste in their 
Continental travels and studies. North translated from a French 
copy of Guevara, but seems to have been well acquainted with 
the Spanish version. The book had already been translated 
by Lord Berners, but without reproducing the rhetorical artifices 
of the original. North's version, with its mannerisms and its 
constant use of antithesis, ut the fashion which was to culminate 
in Lyly's Euphues. His next work was The Morall Philosophic 
of Doni (1slo), a translation of an Italian collection of eastern 
fables. The first edition of his translation of Plutarch, from the 
French of Jacques Amyot, appeared in 1579.  The first edition 
was dedicated to Queen Elizabeth, and was followed by other 
editions in 1595 and aos, containing in each ease fresh Lives. 
It is almost impossible to over-estimate the influence of North's 
vigorous English on contemporary writers, and some critics have 
called him the first master of English prose. The book formed 
the source from which Shakespeare drew the materials for his 
Julius Caesar, Coriolanns and Antony and Cleopatra. It is in 
the last-named play that he follows the Lives most closely, 
whole speeches being taken direct from North. 

North's Plutarch was reprinted for the "Tudor Translations" 
0899. with an introduction by George Wyndham. 
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NORTII MAIO, a city of Berkshire county, Massachusetts, 

U.S.A., situated at the junction of the N. and S. branches of the 
Home river, and the Boston & Maine (at the W. terminus 
of the Hoosac Tunnel) and the Boston & Albany railways, in 
the extreme N.W. part of the state. Pop. (zips) 22,1 5o; (1910) 
22,019. Area, 19-9 sq. M. In the city are the villages of Borth 
Adams, Greylock and Blactinton. Within the city limits are 
a natural bridge across Hudson Brook, so-6o ft. high, and ruins of 
Fort Massachusetts, which was captured in 1746 by French and 
Indians under the command of Pierre Francois de Rigaud, 
Chevalier de Yandteuil (1704-1772). North Adams is the seat of 
a state Normal School (1897). Among its manufactures are 
cotton (especially print) and woollen goods, and boots and shoes. 
In zoo the factory products of the city were valued at 
$10,741,495, and in trios at $8,o35,705. North Adams secured 
incorporation as an independent township in 1878. Township 
government was abandoned and city government was organized 
in acts; in woo part of Williamstown war annexed. 

NOBTHALLEBTON, a market town in the Richmond parlia-
mentary division of the North Riding of Yorkshire, England, 
3o m. N.N.W. from York by the North Eastern railway, on which 
it is an important junction. Pop. of urban district (190i) 
4009. It lies in a plain west of the Cleveland and Hambleton 
Hills, on the Sun Beck, a small tributary of the river Wiske. 
The church of All Saints is a large cruciform structure, Norman, 
Early English and Perpendicular, with a central tower 8o ft. in 
height. There is a grammar-school. Among the charities are 
a hospital founded in 1476 by Richard Moore. There are no 
traces of the fortified palace of the bishops of Durham, of the 
White Friars' monastery founded in 1354, or of the Austin priory 
founded in tut. The town has a considerable agricultural 
trade, and there are motor-engineering works. In the neighbour-
hood of Northallerton is the priory of Mount Grace, a Carthusian 
foundation of 1397. It consists of an outer court entered through 
a gatehouse, the church and chapter-house, with other buildings 
lying on the north side, partly surrounded by monastic dwelling-
houses. These houses, with gardens attached, also surround three 
sides of the cloister court, which lies north of the outer court. 
In the vicinity are a monks' well and a ruined chapel of the 26th 
century. 

Northallerton (Alvetune, Alleston) is said to have been a 
Roman station and afterwards a Saxon " burgh," but nothing is 
known with certainty about it before the account given In the 
Domesday Survey, which shows that before the Conquest Earl 
Edwin bad held the manor, but that the Normans had destroyed 
it so utterly that it was still waste in to86. Soon after his 
accession William Rufus gave it to the bishop of Durham, whose 
successors continued to bold it until it was taken over by the 
ecclesiastical commissioners in x865. As a borough by pre-
scription Nortballerton returned two members to the parliament 
of r 298, but was not represented again until 164o, when its ancient 
privileges were restored. The Municipal Reform Act of 1832 
reduced the number of members to one, and in Ms the town was 
disfranchised. The first account of the borough and its privileges 
is contained in an inquisition taken in 1333 after the death of 
Anthony, bishop of Durhani, which shows that the burgesses 
held the town with the markets and fairs at a fee-farm rent of 40 
marks yearly, and that they had trio reeves who sat in court 
with the bisbop's bailiff to hear the disputes of the townspeople. 
This form of government continued until 185r, when a local board 
was formed, which in 1894 was superseded by an urban district 
counciL A weekly market on Wednesday was granted by King 
John to the bishop in 1205. A subsequent bishop obtained a 
grant of a fair on St Bartholomew's day, which according to 
Camden (circa 585), had become almost " the most thronged " 
cattle fair in England, but is no longer held. In 1317 the town 
was burnt by the Scots under Robert Bruce, although the bur-
gesses paid 3000 marks that it might be spared. In consequence 
they were exempted from taxes in 1329. 

See Victoria County History, Yorkshire; C. J. D. Ingledew, The 
History and Antwstities of Northaliertoss in the County of York (1858); 
3. L. Saywell, 7'4 History and Annals of Northalkrton (1885). 

NORTH AMERICA. In the article Auxuca a brief geographi-
cal survey is taken of the two continents which bear this name; 
and their points of similarity and contrast are broadly 
indicated. When North America is compared with .7*  
the northern continents of the Old World, an important /emu 
correspondence is found between it and the greater "Wk. 

part of Eurasia; but here the corresponding parts are a" 

reversed, right and left, like the two hands. The Lauren- 
tian highlands agree with Scandinavia and Finland, both having 
escaped deformation since very ancient times. A series of water 
bodies (the Great lakes in North America; the southern Baltic, 
with Onega, Ladoga, &c. in Europe) occupy depressions that 
are associated with the boundary between the very ancient lands 
and their less ancient covering strata. The old worn-down and 
re-elevated Appalachian mountains of south-eastern North 
America agree well with the Hercynian mountains of similar 
history in middle Europe (Ardennes, Slate mountains of the 
middle Rhine, &c.), each range entering the sea at its Atlantic 
end (in Nova Scotia and Newfoundland; in Brittany, Wales and 
Ireland), and dipping under younger formations at its inland end. 
Certain younger ranges—seldom recognized as mountains 
because they are mostly submerged in the American mediter-
raneans (Gulf of Mexico and Caribbean Sea), but of great absolute 
relief and with crests rising in the larger West Indian islands—
may be compared with the younger ranges of southern Europe 
(Pyrenees, Alps, Caucasus) bordering the classic Mediterranean 
and the seas farther east. The central plains of North America 
correspond well with the plains of Russia and western Siberia; 
both stretch from great enclosed water bodies on the south to the 
Arctic Ocean, and both are built of undisturbed Palaeozoic strata 
toward the axis of symmetry and of younger strata away from it. 
Finally, the Western highlands of North America may be com-
pared with the great mountain complex of central and eastern 
Asia. In this remarkable succession of resemblances we find 
one of the best proofs of the continental unity of Eurasia. More-
over, .the resemblances thus described controvert the idea, 
prevalent when geology was less advanced than to-day, that the 
New World of civil,ized discovery is an " old world " geologically, 
and that the Old World of history is geologically " new." Both 
worlds are so old, and both share so well the effects of successive 
geological changes from the most ancient to the most modern 
periods, that neither can regard the other as older or younger than 
itself. 

There are several climatic similarities between North America 
and Eurasia. The Appalachians and the Hercynian mountains 
of middle Europe both contain extensive coal deposits of similar 
geological age, thus indicating a climatic and geographic re-
semblance at a time of great antiquity. The Laurentian high-
lands and the Scandinavian highlands were both heavily and 
repeatedly glaciated in recent geological times, and the ice 
sheets that crept out on all sides from those centres spread far 
over the lower lands to the south and away from the axis of 
symmetry towards the continental interior, scouring the high-
lands and leaving them rocky and barren, strewing extensive 
drift deposits over the peripheral areas, and thus significantly 
modifying their form and drainage; while the much loftier 
mountain ranges of western America and central Asia suffered, 
singularly enough, a far less extensive glaciation. At the present 
time, the plentiful and well-distributed rainfall of the continental 
border on either side of the Atlantic is succeeded by an Increasing 
aridity towards the continental interior, until the broad plains 
that rise towards the distant mountain complexes are com-
paratively barren or even desert. Within each greater mountain 
area extensive interior drainage basins are found holding salt 
lakes, and the recently determined former extension of these 
lakes in Central Asia agrees with the well-proved extension of 
Pleistocene lacustrine conditions in western North America. 

The following sketch of the geological development of North 
America considers the , larger physiographic divisions already 
indicated. 

The extensive area bf ancient crystalline rocks (Archaic). 
stretching from Labrador past Hudson Bay to the Arctic Ocean, 
is of greatly disordered structure, and hence must have once had a 
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mountainous form. Moreover, the crystalline texture and deformed 
foliation of the rocks prove that the surface now seen was once buried 

deep beneath the surface of an earlier time, for only at great 
La1"..* depths can such texture and foliation be acquired. Both 
Una these lines of evidence lead to the conclusion that the 

moderaterelief prevalent overtheexisting Laurentian region 
is the work of persevering erasion during a long continuance of dry 
land conditions, and hence that the region must be regarded as 
a worn-down mountain system. The worn-down old land is gently 

chiefly around the south and west, and south of Hudson 
oBvae3V;Iery early Palaeozoic strata which rest upon the eroded 
surface of the crystalline', thus proving that the destruction of the 
ancient mountains had already been accomplished before some of 
the oldest fossiliferous formations of the world had been deposited. 
All the evidence goes to move that from then to now the Laurentian 
region has been relatively quiescent. In all subsequent time there 
have been here only moderate oscillations of level, one of which 
allowed the transgression of the ancient sea in which the overlapping 
strata were deposited, while another of much more modern date gave 
the region its present highland altitude (woo to =oft.; mountains 
near the Labrador coasts goon ft.), again offering it to the forces of 
erosion. 

It is this ancient Laurentian area that the earlier geologists named 
the " Continental Nucleus," as if it had been.the first part of North 
America to rise from the primeval waters of an assumed universal 
ocean. The " Archean V, formed by the two arms of the Lauren-
tian &fiend stretching from Labrador to the Arctic, between 
which Hudson Bay is included, has been repeatedly described as the 
oldest area of the continent,. the beginning around which many later 
additions have built the existing outlines; and as such it has been 
adduced in favour of the theory of the permanence of continents. 
But when thus stated, the half of the stogy in favour of this theory 
is not told. Hudson Bay is not due to a primitive failure of elevation 
between the arms of the " Archean V "; it is not a deep basin 
whose floor has never emerged from the primeval ocean, but an 
ancient and comparatively shallow depression in a preexistent land, 
over which the sea flowed as the surface sank below sea-level. South 
and west from the" Archean Nucleus," the Cambrian strata of the 
medial plains of North America are found to lie, wherever their base 
is discovered, on a foundation that possesses all the essential features 
of the Laurentian oldie:id. This relation is found all around the 
Adirondack mountains in New York, along the Appal...Mans 
southward to Gm..e&, through the Mississippi basin in Wisconsin 
and Missouri, and beymid in Texas, and farther west in the Black 
Hills, as well as certain points In the Rocky Mountains region. 
Hence the pre-Cambrian land surface of the continent must have had 
not only a vastly greater area than was formerly attributed to it, 
but also an earlier mien; for at the time when tt was thought by 
the older geologists to be first rising from the primeval ocean, it is 
now proved to have been slowly sinking after a prolonged land exist-
ence. The crystalline Archaean rocks in the Laurentian region and 
its scattered fellows cannot possibly be explained as a primitive sea 
bottom, rising above sea-level to make the beginning of a continent 
and receiving Cambrian strata upon its still submerged borders, 
but only as portions of an already old and deeply-denucied land area, 
which was in pee-Cambrian time much larger than the visible 
Laurentian area of to-day, and which was reduced to perhaps half 
its primeval dimensions by a gradual submergence beneath the tram-
messing sea in which the Cambrian sediments were laid down. 
We are thus led to believe that much of the continent of to-day was 
a continent in the earliest geological times, and that the seas which 
partly covered it in Palaeozoic and Mesozoic time were doe to 
partial submergence, not to partial emergence. Furthrsmore, all the 
marine strata that now stretch over a large part of what is believed 
to have been the ancient continental surface are of relatively shallow 
water origin; none of them bears any dose resemblance to the 
deposits of the deepoceans that have been so well studied of late 
years. Hence the •and Mesozoic seas of North America 
were not deep oceans, and as far as this continent is concerned it 
is by no means admissible to assume, as some of the earlier geo-
logists did, that the position of continents and oceans have repeatedly 
changed places. Thetestimony of the rocks is decidedly in favour 
of Dana's view that continental masses are relatively permanent. 

The early history of the Laurentian repo has been dwelt upon 
because of its great importance in the history of the continent, 
and because its history has so generally been misunderstood. To 
these reasons may be added a third: through Palaecorac and 
Mesozoic time the history of the Laurentian region is for the most 
part a blank. Records are wanting from the early Palaeozoic to 
the Pleistocene, when the Laurentian uplands became the centres 
from which the ice sheets of the Glacial period spread  out on all sides. 
As a result of this late chapter in the history of the region, the 
weathered moils of earlier periods were swept away along with an 
unknown amount of firm rock, leaving bare ledges, scattered boulders 
and gravelly drift to-day upon a rugged upland without mountains 
(except in north-east Labrador), but diversified by innumerable 
knobs and hollows. The drainage of the region has thus been thrown 
into disorder; large and small lakes and marshy hollows abound; 
the streams are repeatedly interrupted by, rapids, and frequently 
split into two or more channels, enclosing islands many miles  

in length. They are the only highways of this thinly inhabited 

The Appalachian province is a generally hilly and mountainous 
belt, stretching from Newfoundland to Alabama. It seems for the 
most part to have belonged in the earliest times to the 
great pre-Cambrian land area, of which the Laurentian 
highland is the more manifest representative; for where-
ever the basal members of the Palaeozoic sedimentary 
series are found in the Appalachians, they rest upon a floor of 
denuded Archean rocks, and the lowest layers are largely composed 
of Archaean detritus. This province must, however, be set aside 
from the undisturbed Laurentian region because of the repeated 
movements of depression, deformation and elevation that it has 
suffered, generally along a north-east south-west trend, causing the 
successive alternations of heavy deposition, and almost equally heavy 
denudation that have prevailed with varying intensity during the 
whole stretch of geological time covered by the fossiliferous record. 
The earliest important mountain-making disturbances interrupted 
the conditions of deposition in Cambrian time, and produced what 
has been called the Green Mountain system. A later, and probably 
greater, disturbance, with its climax at the close of Carboniferous 
time, established the Appalachian Mountain system; but, as under-
stood to-day, the " Appalachian revolution " of the older geologists 
should be regarded as a long-lasting process, perhaps intermittently 
enduring as long as the whole of Carboniferous time. A subordinate 
period of deposition and deformation occurred early in Mesozoic 
time, marked by the accumulation and disturbance of several bad= 
of the Newark formation, roughly corresponding to the Triassic of 
Europe. 

The Appalachian mountains of to-day were formerly regarded as 
the unconsumed remnants of the chief Appalachian uplift; but it 
is now generally agreed that Mesozoic erosion reduced the greater 
part of the range to a lowland of moderate or small relief, leaving 
only isolated groups of subdued mountains in the areas of the most 
resistant rocks, and that the altitude and form of the mountains 
of to-day are chiefly the result of the Tertiary elevation and dis-
section of the previously worn-down mass—the additional height 
thus given in Tertiary time to the pre-existent subdued mountain 
groups making them now the loftiest areas of the range, as in the 
White Mountains of New Hampshire (Mount Washington, 6293 ft.) 
and the Black Mountains of North Carolina (Mount Mitchell, 6711 
ft.). It is interesting to note that the axis of Tertiary elevation 
is nearly parallel to and closely associated with the axes of the earlier 
disturbances, but it lies somewhat to the north-west of its prede- 
cessors, and therefore involves considerable areas of flat-lying 
Palaeozoic strata on the inner side of the previously disturbed belt 
from New York to Alabama, thus producing what is known as the 
Allegheny plateau (altitudes, 2000 to 'Goo ft.). It should be added 
that the Ozark plateau of Missouri and the Ouachita mountains on 
the south, in Arkansas and farther west, are related to one another 
in much the same way as the Allegheny plateau and the middle 
ranges of the Appalachians—the two pairs corresponding to a 
remarkable degree in regard to conditions of ancient accumulation, 
medieval deformation and denudation, and more modern uplift 
and dissection; it is, therefore, admissible to classify this western 
group of uplifts as an annex to the normal Appalachians. Numerous 
and extensive coal seams occur in the worn-down Appalachians of 
Nova Scotia, Pennsylvania and Alabama, as well as in the Allegheny 
plateau from Pennsylvania to Alabama, and in the extension of the 
same strata through the Ohio and middle Mississippi basins. 

The eastern coast of the continent has a rockygihr:ciTI shore 
line from Maine to Greenland, with numerous su viands 
and valleys forming bays, and as many uplands an ridges out-
stretching in promontories and islands; this being the result of the 
summation of many movements of the land, whose total gives an 
increasing measure of depression to the north, where an archipelago 
at last replaces what was probably once a corner of the continent ; 
but the measure of the depression is uncertain, because of the doubt 
regarding the depth beneath sea-level to which the Pleistocene 
glaciers may have worn the pre-Glacial valleys. South of New 
England, along the Atlantic coast, and around the border of the guff 
into Mexico, the dominating movement of the land in late geological 
periods has been upward with respect to sea-level, whereby a former 
sea bottom, on which the land waste of Cretaceous and Tertiary 
times had been outspread, was revealed as a coastal plain, across 
which the rivers of the former land area now extend their courses, 
from the old shore lire to the new. Part of the same plain, still sub-
merged, forms the " continental shelf " of the mid-Atlantic border. 
Florida seems to be a projecting swell of this shelf, around whose 
extremity coral reefs have been added. but whose greater mass is still 
under • shallow sea cover. Along the ragged coast in the north a 
moderate and very modern movement ol -elevation has laid bare 
clay-floored lowlands that were lately beneath the sea, as in the plain 
of the lower St Lawrence valley, while along the coastal plain of the 
south ■ slight movement of depression has drowned a number of low 
valley floors, producing shallow arms of the sea, as Chesapealce Bay, 
Albemarle and Pamlico Sound and Mobile Bay. All the coast south 
of New York is low, and a great part of it Is fringed with wave-built 
sand-reefs. 

The great complex of mountains in the Western highlands. 
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sometimes styled the Cordilleras of North America (the Rocky 
Mountains being the eastern members of the system in the 

United States and Canada). differ from the Laurentian 
Tie Cow and Appalachian regions in having suffered numerous 

disorderly movements at dates an recent that the existing 
tenth relief of the tuition bears. significant relation to its irregular 
Awed"' 

 
uplifts; a relation that doubtless once obtained in the older 

mountain areas of the east, where it has now been obliterated by 
erosion. It is not, however, only in modern geological periods that 
mountain-making disturbances have prevailed in the regions of the 
Western highlands; their geological history is one of repeated and 
long-continued movement—the ruins of the more ancient upheavals 
supplying materials for the strata of newer ranges. For example, in 
Cana an axial belt of ancient rocks is bordered on the east and 
west by stratified formations of enormous thickness (40.000 to 60,000 
ft.). those on the west including a large share of contemporaneous 
volcanic materials; all three belts having been deformed and up- 
heaved, as well as deeply dissected in the later chapters of geological 
time. It is, however, Important to note that the interval between 
Palaeozoic and Mesozoic time, in which mountain-making disturb-
ances were so general in western Europe and eastern North America 
that the older geologists thought them to be of world-wide extent, 
was here generally passed over in relative quiet, so that continuous 
sedimentation produced in certain districts a conformable series 
of deposits from Silurian to Cretaceous time. Furthermore, the 
Carboniferous period, which gained its name from the extensive coal 
deposits that were then formed in western Europe and eastern North 
America, was a marine limestone-making period in the Cordilleran 
region. 

There is here exemplified, as might be expected fn a region extend-
ing over poo m. from Alaska to southern Mexico. and measuring 
over woo m. in breadth at its middle, a great variety of plateau 
and mountain structures. The broad upheaval of adjacent blocks 
of earth-crust without significant tilting or disturbance has produced 
the plateaus of Arizona and Utah. Some of the simplest and 
youngest mountain ridges in the world are to be found in the broken 
and tilted lava blocks of southern Oregon. Tilted blocks on a larger 
scale, much more affected by processes of sculpture, are found in the 
lofty St Elias Alps of Alaska, the site of some of the greatest glaciers 
in the world. The wall of a huge fracture, now elaborately carved, 
constitutes the western slope of the Wahsatch range, facing the desert 
!rain of Utah. Ranges of a relatively simple arch structure are seen 
in the Uinta mountains of Wyoming and Utah. Arched upheavals 
also characterize the front range of the Rocky Mountains proper in 
Colorado and Wyoming and in the Black Hills of South Dakota, 
bending up the strata of the adjacent plains in the simplest fashion, 
and .producing dome-like mountains, now deeply dissected by out-
flowtng consequent streams. A remarkable change in the structure 
of the Rocky Mountains occurs north of the Missouri river in Montana 
and northward into Canada. where the front range is of synclinal or 
trough structure, with the youngest instead of the oldest rocks along 
the axis, while the strata of the plains are bent down and over-
ridden In the most abnormal manner. Indeed, mountain structure 
occurs of so great diversity in various parts of the Cordilleran region 
as to elude general description. The disturbances extend directly 
to the western coast line, including not only the coast range of Cali-
fornia. but the peninsular area of Lower California (be longing 
Mexico) and the detached mountainous islands of British Columbia  
and Alaska. 

Volcanoes of commanding form here and there dominate the 
plateaus and mountains. Orizaba, Popocatepetl and their neigh-
Wets, terminating the Cordilleran system in Mexico; Mount San 
Francisco, bearing snow and Arctic plants above the nearly desert 
plateau of Arizona; Mount Shasta, with small glaciers in northern 
California: Mount Rainier, with extensive glaciers surmounting the 
Cascade range of Washington; Mount Wrangell in Alaska, and 
farther on the many cones in the curved chain of the Aleutian 
islands: all these have been heaped up around vents through which 
their lavas rose from some deep source. Vail lava floods have been 
poured out at different times. The southern part of the Mexican 
plateau is built up in large measure of lava sheets, capped with 
volcanoes. Extensive lava beds, barren and rat, carer large 
areas in north-eastern California. The basins of Sna and Columbia 
rivers in Idaho and Washington are flooded with older and more 
extensive lava sheets, whose borders Lip around promontories and 
islands of the " mainland." Still older lava-flows in British Columbia 
are now deeply dissected by the branches of Frazer river, and remain 

do 

only in disconnected upland areas. High plateaus in Utah are pro. 
tected by a heavy lava capping. the result of great erupti

e-like 
 on

u
s before 

the plateaus were uplifted. Here and there rise m montains, 
the result of the underground intrusion of lavas in cistern-like spaces, 
forming " laccoliths," and blistering up the overlying strata. Thus. 
by mountain upheaval Or volcanic eruption, great altitudes have 
been gained.Where the uplift has been strong, ranges of truly 
Alpine form with extensive mow-fields and glaciers occur, as in the 
Selkirk range of Canada (now traversed by the Canadian Pacific 
railwa ) and again in Alaska. Heights of 12.000 and te.000 ft. are 
exceeded by numerous summits in the central part of the system; 
but the dominatin peaks are found far in the north-west and in 
the south, mountains in Alaska exceed 18.000 ft. (Mount 

McKinley, 20,300 ft.; Mount Logan, 19,540 ft.) Mount St Efina, 
I 8.000 ft.); and the great Mexican volcanoes rise nearly as high 
(Orizaba, 18,250 ft.). Widespread plateaus maintain upland altitudes 
of more than a mile over vast areas. 

As in all regions of great altitude, the erosion of valleys has 
progressed on a magnificent scale in the Cordilleran region, and the 
actual form of many of its parts is more the result of sculpturing 
than of uplifting. The plateaus of Arizona are traversed by the deep 
canons of the Colorado river and its branches, at places z m. deep, 
and with elaborately carved walls. Upon the plateaus themselves. 
long and ragged cliffs of recession attest an even greater work of 
erosion than the canons. In all the mountain ranges except those 
of youngest uplift, valleys have been actively eroded, sometimes 
producing steep peaks as in Mount Asainiboioe (ti.5oo ft.) in the 
Canadian Rockies, rivalling the Swiss Matterhorn in sharpness of 
form; but the greater number of summits have been worn to roughly 
pyramidal form between wide-flaring valleys, and the mountain 
flanks have thus come to be extensively covered with rock waste 
lying on slopes of relatively uniform declivity. Some of the ranges 
arc in a second cycle of dissection, having been once worn down to 
moderate relief and now being elevated for renewed erasion the 
Sierra Nevada of California is believed to be, in part, of this history, 
having at least in its central and northern parts been well reduced 
and now again enjoying a mountainous character in virtue of a later 
slanting uplift en bkc, with rapid descent on its eastern fractured 
face. t Idler range~,almost completely worn down, still remain 
low, as in south-eastern California. where they are now represented 
by gently sloping rock floors veneered with gravel and retaining only 
small remnants of their original mass still unconsumed; thus the 
end, as well as the beginning, of the cycle of erosion, together with 
many complications of its progress, are illustrated in different parts 
of this great and varied mountain system. In the forded coast of 
Alaska, as well as in the higher northern ranges, signs of intense 
glacial erosion are seen in the cirques at the valley heads and in the 
discordant junction of the "hanging" lateral valleys and the deep 
trunk valleys—the floors of the former being cut off on the walls 
of the latter. 

Fitting complements of the deeply-eroded mountains are found in 
the great accumulations of mountain waste now occupying basins 
of depression between the various ranges, as in Mexico. Utah. 
Nevada, Montana and elsewhere. Erosion and transportation here 
combine to build up the floors of the basins with the waste of the 
surrounding highlands; a result that is peculiarly beseficial is 
Mexico where the climate of the plateau basins is rendered relatively 
temperate by reason of its altitude, and where the surface is easily 
habitable by reason of its small relief. In the larger depressions, as 
along the boundary of the United States and Manco,isolated ranges 
frequently rise like islands over the plain of waste that has been 
built up on their flanks. Shallow saline lakes or playas (wet-weather 
lakes) without outlets lie on the lowest parts of the waste-filled 
basins; their failure to overflow in rivers discharging to the ma 
being less the result of enclosure by barriers than of deficiency of 
rainfall; for it is chiefly in the arid region that the waste-floored 
basins are best developed. Indeed, the rainfall is often so scanty 
that the streams from the mountains—where most of the little 
precipitation occurs-often fail even to form lakes, withering away 
on the waste plains. Imall these cases, the wash of rock waste from 
the mountains remains on the continent and builds up the basin 
plaint, instead of being carried away from the land to form stratified 
sediments on the sea Boor The habit of gathering mountain waste 
in interior basins that characterizes so much of the Cordilleran 
region to-day is only the continuation of an earlier practice, for 
extensive basin deposits of Tertiary date are found in many parts 
of the Cordilleran region; some of them are famous for preserving 
vertebrate fossils, such as those of the many-toed ancestors of the 
horse. 

Between the loftier western highlands and the lower eastern 
highlands (Laurentian and Appalachian) lies a great extension of 
medial plains, stretching in moderate altitude from the 
Arctic Ocean to the Gulf of Mexico, and having in their ••• Medd  
middle a breadth of 1500 m. They are composed Pk" 
throughout of nearly horizontal strata and mark a region long 
exempt from strong disturbance. Although for the most part floored 
by marine formations, their structure and compositioa indicate, as 
has already been said, relatively shallow water. The ancient sea 
that once occupied the middle belt of the continent therefore had 
little likeness to the abysmal mains, but resembled rather the shallow 
ocean margins that today overlap various continental masses—
the largest example of this kind now existing being between Asia and 
Australia. The eastern part of the plains is underlaid by Palaeozoic 
strata, already mentioned as having been laid down upon the sib. 
siding Archaean continent or folded in the rnaking of the Apma- 
achians; and beds are here included in the Ohio and middle Muir 
sippi amine The area of the western plains remained submerge

d to a later date, preserving a stretch of marine waters to the 
Mesozoic time, and thus resembling the lowland belt of western 
Mil, which was similarly covered by a broad and a shallow arm 
of the ocean extending from the Arctic to the European mediter-
raneans until a late geological date. The surface of the medial plains 
is not always so even as might be inferred ham their name. Bath 
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by its size alone, although it his not in this respect the 	West of the Mississippi in middle latitudes the population 
extraordinary importance of Europe. The continent has the 

good fortune to lie chiefly in a temperate rather 
th,,..bp. than a torrid zone, and in temperate latitudes to be 
mama much nearer to Europe than to Asia. Whatever may 
me co''' have been the first home of the aboriginal inhabitants, 
iftest. the dominating people of to-day are derived from the 
leading countries of the Old World. Not only so; temperate 
North America has become the moat progressive part of the 
continent because of receiving its new population chiefly from the 
most advanced nations of middle western Europe—Great Britain, 
France and Germany; while the torrid islands and the narrowing 
southern mainhind of North America have been settled chiefly 
from the less energetic peoples of southern Europe; and the 
inhospitable northern lands are hardly entered at all by new-
comers, except in the recently discovered goldfields of the 
far north-west. From the plantation of colonies on the eastern 
coast, the movement inland has been governed to a remarkable 
degree by physiographic factors, such as form, climate and 
products. The cities of the Atlantic harbours and of the adjacent 
lowlands still take a leading part in industry and commerce, 
because of their longer establishment and of their relation to 
Europe. The uplands, ridges and mountains of the Appalachian 
system—the " Backwoods " of al century ago—remain rather 
thinly occupied except at certain centres where coal or other 
earth-product attracts an industrial population. Beyond the 
Appalachians the middle interior contains a very large proportion 
of habitable land. It was long ago recognized as a land of great 
promise, and it is to-day a land of great performance, covered 
with a network of railways, yielding an enormous product of grain, 
and developing industries of all kinds. Indeed, within and closely 
around an area marked by the St Lawrence system on the north, 
the Ohio on the south, and stretching from the Atlantic coast 
between the Gulf of St Lawrence and Chesapeake Bay inland to 
the middle prairies, there is a remarkable concentration of the 
population, industry, progress, wealth and power of North 
America—the focus of attention from all other parts of the 
continent. The regions of the far north and north-east, including 
the greater part of the Laurentian highland and the extreme 
northern stretch of the medial plains and the western highlands, 
remain and will long remain thinly populated. The furs of wild 
animals are their characteristic product. Timber is taken from 
their more accessible forests; but only in mining districts does 
the population notably increase, as in the iron region around 
Lake Superior and in the Klondike gold region. 

In the south-eastern United States lies a belt of coastal 
lowlands skirting the Appalachians, still affected by negro slavery 
and its consequences. The descendants of the early French 
settles of Canada stand in political rights as well as in loyalty 
to the Government on an equal footing with the British citizens 
of the Dominion. The Italians of the cities, the Hungarians 
of the mines, the Scandinavians of the northern prairies, the 
Irish and Germans everywhere are" Americanized "in the second 
or third generation, rapidly entering local and national politics, 
and hardly less rapidly attaining an honourable social standing 
as tested by intermarriage with English and other stocks. But 
the negro is set aside, even though he has adopted the language 
and the religion of his former masters: political and social 
rights are denied him, and intermarriage with whites is practically 
excluded, although illegitimate mulattos are numerous. Thus 
has slavery left upon a people, amongst whom political rights 
and social opportunities should be equal for all, the heavy burden 
that always retards progress where strongly contrasted races 
are brought together. Farther south still are the tropical 
islands and the narrowing mainland, rich in possible productive-
ness, but slowly developed because of a prevailing diversity and 
instability of government and lack of progressive spirit among 
the people. Here also there is a considerable proportion of 
negroes, but they live under less unhappy conditions than those 
now obtaining in the United States. In Mexico and Central 
America, the proportionate number of aborigines is much greater 
than farther north.  

rapidly decreases in density, and over a large extent of the semi-
arid plains it must long remain sparse. The settlements bordering 
the plains on the east for a long time marked the " Frontier " 
of civilization, for the vast stretch of dry country was a serious 
barrier to farther advance. But the plains are now crossed by 
many railways leading to the Cordillemn region—the " Far 
West "—in large part too rugged or too arid for occupation, 
but rich in minerals from one end to the other, the seat of many 
mining camps of unstable population, and containing numerous 
permanent settlements in the intermontane basins. Great 
irrigation enterprises, conducted under the National Reclamation 
Service of the United States, are employing all available water 
supplies for agriculture; but large areas must remain permanently 
desert. On nearing the farther ocean the climatic conditions 
improve, and the population is rapidly increasing in number and 
wealth; this district not being content to take its name with 
respect to the east, not considering itself as included in the 
" Far West," but choosing the distinctive designation of the 
" Pacific Slope," and, while maintaining an active intercourse 
all across the breadth of the continent, already opening relations 
with the distant Orient by a new approach. Among the earliest 
results of the latter movement was the arrival of Chinese labourers, 
a humble, industrious and orderly class of men, but one which 
stands apart in language, religion and race from the dominant 
population, lives largely without domestic ties, and gains neither 
political nor social standing in the New World. 

Two centuries ago the aboriginal population of North America 
would have deserved description before the immigrant population. 
To-day the aborigines are displaced from nearly all the valuable 
parts of the continent. Never very numerous, they are now decreas- 
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West where nature is rigorous; or in the tropical forests of Central 
America where nature is over bounteous; or in the more desert 
parts of the Middle West where nature is arid. The replacement 
of the native races by the foreign has too often been harsh, cruel 
and unjust; yet it has resulted in an advance of civilization. Many 
savage tribes, speaking many different languages, holding little 
intercourse with each other, and frequently engaged in intertribal 
wars, have given place in little more than two centuries to a great 
population of European origin, whose dominant parts speak one 
language, whose arts are highly advanced, whose home intercourse 
is most active, and whose foreign commerce had attained unexpected 
proportions at the opening of the aoth century. (W. M. D.) 

NORTHAIIIPTON, EARLS MID MARCITIESSEB OP. The 
Northampton title has been held in various English families. 
About to.% Simon de Senn,' (d. Tog), a Norman noble, and the 
builder of Northampton Castle, was created earl of Northampton 
as well as earl of Huntingdon by William the Conqueror; his 
son Simon (d. 1153) was also recognized in the title about 1141, 
though his stepfather, David, king of Scotland (1084-11 53), 
had meanwhile obtained the earldom in right of his wife. The 
second Simon died childless. In 1337 William de Bohun (c. 13 to-
1360), a distinguished soldier, son of Humphrey de Bohun, 4th 
earl of Hereford and 3rd earl of Essex, was created earl of 
Northampton; and his son Humphrey, who succeeded, fell heir 
in 1361 to the earldoms of Hereford and Essex, which thus 
became united under that of Hereford. The titles, however, 
became extinct at his death in 2372. 

In 1547 William Parr (t513-1571), an of Sir Thomas PMr 
and brother of Catherine Parr, was created marquess of North-
ampton, and though attainted in 2353 was recreated marquess 
in 1559. He took part in suppressing the rising in the north 
of England in 1 537, and after serving as member of parliament 
for Northamptonshire was made Baron Parr in ts39. In 
December re43, just after his sister had married the king, he 
was crested earl of Essex, a title formerly held by his father-in-
law, Henry Bourchier, who had died in March 134o. Under 
Edward VI., who called him "his honest uncle," Parr was 
equally prominent, being lord-lieutenant of five of the eastern 
counties, and being great chamberlain from reso to 1553. He 
favoured the claim of Lady Jane Grey to the English throne and 
consequently the accession of Queen Mary was quickly followed 

v his attainder. Although sentenced to death he was pardoned 
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and released from prison at the end of 1553. After enjoying 
the favour of Queen Elizabeth, Northampton died at Warwick on 
the 28th of October 1571. He left no children and his mar-
quessete became extinct. In 5604 Henry Howard (see below) 
was created earl of Northampton, his title dying with him. 
It next passed into the Compton family, where it has since 
remained. The zst earl of Northampton in this line, William 
Compton (d. 163o), who received the title in 5618, was a great-
grandson of the Sir William Compton (1482-1528) who was 
with Henry VIII. at the Field of the Cloth of Gold, and his son 
the and earl is noticed below. The 9th earl, Charles Compton 
(176o-1828), was created a marquess in 1812, receiving at the 
same time the titles of Earl Compton and Baron Wilmington. 
His son Spencer Joshua Alwyne, the and marquess (1790-1851), 
was president of the Royal Society from 1838 to 1848; the 
latter's son Lord Alwyne Compton (1825-1906) was bishop of 
Ely from 1886 to 1905. The 5th marquess (b. 1851), son of the 
4th marquess (1818-1897), was, as Earl Compton, a Liberal 
member of parliament from 1889 to 5897. 

HENRY HOWARD, earl of Northampton (154o-1614), was 
the second son of Henry Howard, earl of Surrey, the poet, 
and of Lady Frances Vow, daughter of the 55th earl of Oxford, 
and younger brother of Thomas Howard, 4th duke of Norfolk. 
He was educated first by Foxe the martyrologist, afterwards 
by John White, bishop of Lincoln, with whom he acquired 
Romanist opinions, and finally at the charge of Queen Elizabeth 
at King's College and Trinity Hall, Cambridge, where he obtained 
his M.A. degree in 1564, subsequently in z 568 being incorporated 
M.A. at Oxford. The discovery of his brother's plot to marry 
Mary, Queen of Scots, and of his own correspondence with her, 
deprived him of Elizabeth's favour, and he was arrested more 
than once on suspicion of harbouring treasonable designs. In 
1583 he published a work entitled A Defensative against lire 
Poyson of supposed Prophecies, an ostensible attack upon 
astrology, which, being declared to contain heresies and treason, 
led to his imprisonment. On regaining his liberty he is said to 
have travelled in Italy. His flattery of the queen in lengthy 
epistles met with no response, and his offer to take part in the 
national defence against the Spanish invasion was refused. He 
attached himself, however, both to Essex and to Robert Cecil, 
and through the influence of the latter was in 1600 again received 
by Elizabeth. At the close of the queen's reign he joined with 
Cecil in courting the heir to the throne in Scotland, the main 
object of his long letters of advice, which James termed " Asiatic 
and endless volumes," being to poison the royal mind against 
Sir Walter Raleigh and other rivals, whom he at the same time 
hoped to ensnare into compromising relations and correspondence 
with Spain. These methods, which could not influence Elizabeth, 
were completely successful with James, and on the latter's 
accession Howard received a multitude of favours. In 1603 
he was made a privy councillor, on the 1st of January 16o4 
lord warden of the Cinque Ports, and on the 13th of March earl 
of Northampton and Baron Howard of Marnhull in Dorset; 
on the 24th of February z6o5 he was given the Garter and on 
the 29th of April was appointed Lord Privy Seal. In 1609 
he was elected high steward of the university of Oxford, and in 
1612 chancellor of Cambridge university. The same year he was 
appointed one of the commissioners of the treasury. 

He was one of the judges at the trials of Raleigh and Lord 
Cobham in z 6o3, of Guy Fawkes in z6o5, and of Garnet in 1606, 
in each case pressing for a conviction. In 16o4 he was one of 
the commissioners who composed the treaty of peace with Spain, 
and from that date he received from the Spanish Court a pension 
of iz000. The climax of his career was reached when he assisted 
his great-niece, Lady Essex, in obtaining her divorce from her 
husband in order to marry the favourite Somerset, whose 
mistress she already was, and whose affiance Northampton was 
eager to secure for himself. He obtained the divorce by the 
decree of a special commission, and when Sir Thomas Overbury's 
influence seemed likely to prevent Somerset completing the 
marriage project, he caused the former to be imprisoned in the 
Tower. Shortly afterwards Overbury died from the effects of  

poison administered by the direction of Lady Essex; and the close 
intimacy which existed between the latter and Northampton, 
together with his appointment of Sir Gervase Elwes or Helwys, 
a friend of his own, as the keeper of the victim, leaves his name 
tarnished with the blackest suspicions. The discovery of the 
crime was not made till some little time after Overbury had 
succumbed, and meanwhile Northampton's own death antici-
pated his fall, together with that of Somerset, from power. 
He advised against the summoning of parliament in 1614, and 
then fomented disputes to compel James to dissolve it. He 
died unmarried on the 15th of June 1614, when his title became 
extinct, and was buried in the chapel of Dover Castle, the 
monument erected above his grave being subsequently removed 
to the chapel at Greenwich College. His will shows that he died 
a Roman Catholic. 

	

Northampton, a ho was one of the most unscrupulous and t re , 	r- 
ows characters of the age. was nevertheless distinguished fr ; is 

	

learning, artistic culture and his public charities. He built ts. 	n- 
umberland House in London and superintended the constri 
of the fine house of Audley End. He founded and planned .i.i • al 
hospitals. Bacon included three of his sayings in his '• Apophthc  
and chose him as " the learnedest councillor" in the kingdi 

	

present to the kiny his Advancement of Learning. He was the a, 	ar 

	

of a Treatise of Xatural and Moral Philosophy (1550; NIS. i, 	re 

	

Bodleian Library); of a pamphlet supporting the union Ix: 	ii 

	

Elizabeth and the duke of Anjou (1580; Hadrian N1SS. 1,5, 	4 
Defensative against the ral),, 13 of sappa,...1 Prophresos (156.11. a 
reply to a pamphlet denouncing female government (1489; FUrician 
MS. 7021); Duello Foiled, printed in T. Hearne's Collection of Curious 
Discourses (1775), ii. 225, and ascribed there to Sir Edward Coke; 
Translation of Charles V.'s Last Advice to Philip II., dedicated with a 
long epistle to the queen (Harl. 836, 5506 and elsewhere in Stowe 95. 
King's MSS. 106); devotional writings (Arundel MSS. 300): 
speeches at the trials of Guy Fawkes and Garnet in Mott Trials, 
vol. i. In Somers Tracts (ed. 1809), ii. 136, his opinions on the 
union between England and Scotland are recorded. 

See the life in Surrey's and IVyatt's Poems, ed. by G. F. Nott 
(x815), and Sidney Lee's article in the Diet. Nat. Biog. 

SPENCER ComPros, 2nd earl of Northampton in the Compton 
line (z6o1-1643), was the son of William, rut earl, lord presi-
dent of the marches, whose father had been created Baron 
Compton by Elizabeth, and of Fli ,abeth, daughter and heir 
of Sir John Spencer, lord mayor of London. On the 3rd of 
November z6x6 he was created a Knight of the Bath, and 
was elected for Ludlow in the parliament of 1621, the same 
year being appointed master of the robes to the prince of Wales 
and attending the latter in the adventure to Spain in 1623. 
He warmly supported the king in the Scottish expeditions, 
at the same time giving his advice for the summoning of the 
parliament, which "word of four syllables" he declared was 
" like the dew of heaven." ,  On the outbreak of the Civil War 
he was entrusted with the execution of the commission of array 
in Warwickshire. After varying success and failure in the 
Midlands he fought at Edgchill, and after the king's return to 
Oxford was given, in November 1642, the military supervision 
of Banbury and the neighbouring country. He was attacked 
in Banbury by the parliamentary forces on the sand of December, 
but relieved by Prince Rupert the next day. In March 1643 
he marched from Banbury to relieve Lichfield, and having 
failed there proceeded to Stafford, which he occupied. Thence 
on the mil of March, accompanied by three of his sorts, he 
marched out with his troops and engaged Sir John Cell and Sir 
William Brereton at flopton Heath. He put to flight the enemy's 
cavalry and took eight guns, but in the moment of victory, 
while charging too far in advance, he was surrounded by the 
parliament soldiers. To these who offered him quarter he 
answered that " he scorned to take quarter from such base 
rogues and rebels as they were," whereupon he was despatched 
by a blow on the head. Clarendon describes his loss as a great 
one to the cause. Northampton married Mary, daughter of 
Sir Francis Beaumont, by whom besides two daughters he had 
six sons, of whom the eldest, James (x622-1681), succeeded 
him as 3rd earl of Northampton, Henry (1632-1713) became 
bishop of London, and Charles, William and Spencer all dis-
tinguished themselves in the king's cause. The 3rd earl's third 

Ilardwiche State Papers, ii. 210. 
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son Spencer (1673-2743) was a favourite of George II. and in 
1728 was created earl of Wilmington, a title which became 
extinct at his death. 

See the article in the Did. of Nat. Biog. by C. H. Firth; E. B. C. 
Warburton's Life of Prime Rupert! S. R. Gardiner's Hist. of England 
and of dm Clad War; Thomason Tracts. E Po (ts) IHopton Heath 
and Northampton's death]. E 103_0 t) E it (1 1), E to 
(8) 1642 [Proceedings at Banbury], E 83 (47) Ispeechi. 

NORTHAMPTON, a municipal, county and parliamentary 
borough and the county town of Northamptonshire, England, 
66 m. N.W. by N. from London by the London & North Western 
railway; served also by a branch of the Midland railway. Pop. 
( 1891 ) 75,075, (nor) 87,021. It lies in a slightly undulating 
district mainly on the north bank of the river Nene. The main 
roads converging upon the town meet near the centre In a 
spacious market-place, where stands a fountain on the site of 
the ancient cross destroyed by the fire of 1675 which levelled 
a great part of the town. There were formerly seven ancient 
parish churches, but only four remain. Of these All Saints 
church was rebuilt after the fire of 1675, but retains its Decorated 
embattled tower, with which the style of the later building 
scarcely harmonizes, the principal feature being the fine Ionic 
portico. The church of St Giles was originally a cruciform 
'truest= of the beginning of the Lath century, but has been 
greatly changed, and besides a rich Norman doorway contains 
specimens of Early English, Decorated and Perpendicular work. 
St Peter's, near the site of the ancient castle, is supposed to be 
of the same date with it, and its interior is a fine specimen of 
Norman architecture. St Sepulchre's, one of the four round 
churches still remaining in England, may have been built by 
the Knights Tempters at the close of the rah century. There 
are several modern parish churches. Northampton is the scat 
of a Roman Catholic bishop, and there is a pro-cathedral, 
designed by A. W. Pugin (i1364). In the neighbourhood of the 
town there were a auniac priory of St Andrew, a house (Delapre) 
for nuns of the same order, and one for Augustinian canons 
dedicated to St James; but the first has disappeared, the site 
of the second is occupied by a modern mansion, and of the third 
there are only slight fragments. Some portions of the castle 
were re-erected on a new site after their destruction when the 
Castle station was built by the London & North Western Railway 
Company. In the populous parish of Hardingstone, S. of the 
town, is one of the original Eleanor crosses, of which only three 
remain out of twelve erected by Edward I. to mark the resting-
plates of his queen's body on its way from Herby (Nottingham. 
shire) to burial at Westminster. The chief public buildings of 
Northampton are a town hall, county ball, county council 
room, corn exchange, antiquarian and geological' museum, free 
library and barracks. The free grammar school was founded 
in 1552; the Northampton and county modern.and technical 
schools were incorporated with it In 1894. There are a Roman 
Catholic convent with schools, and various charity schools. The 
charitable foundations include St John's hospital, founded in 
the 12th century; St Thomas's hospital, founded in use in 
honour of Thomas A Becket, an infirmary, asylum, dispensary, 
&c. There is a race-course north of the town. The staple trade 
is the manufacture of boots and shoes, which is very large. 
There are also considerable currying and tanning works, 
breweries, iron foundries, and brick and tile works. The cattle 
market is extensive. The county borough was created in r888. 
The municipal borough is under a mayor, 8 aldermen and 54 
counallors. Area, 3469 acres. 

British and Roman remains have been discovered near 
Northampton (Hamotsose, Northerstose), and it became the chief 
settlement of the Angle tribes who pushed their way up the Nen 
in the early part of the 6th century. It was occupied by the 
Danes in the reign of Edward the Elder and is said to have been 
burnt by Sweyn in rota In the reign of Edward the Confessor 
there were 6o burgesses in his demesne, and, although the 
number had decreased to 47 in tab, a new borough containing 
u burgesses had been formed. The burgesses rendered yearly 
to the sheriff /Jo, " which belonged to his farm," and  

was probably the beginning of the fee farm which they were 
allowed to pay directly to the king in r dig and which was then 
increased from /too to ft lo. Forty marks of this farm were 
pardoned by Richard Ill. in 1484 because " the town had come 
to such ruin " that the bailiffs had to pay more than i53 from 
their own goods. The mayor was the chief officer in the 13th 
century, and Henry VI. granted the incorporation charter in 
146o under the title of mayor, bailiffs and burgesses. The town 
has been represented by two members since 1395.  Tanning 
was an industry of Northampton in the time of Edward I. and 
in 1675 a law was made by the corporation forbidding strangers 
to purchase hides in the town except on fair-days. Boots and 
shoes are known to have been made here in the reigns of John 
and Edward I., although probably only for the use of the towns-
people, and by the 17th century Northampton was one of the 
most noted places in England for their manufacture. 

Northampton has been the meeting-place of several important 
councils and parliaments. In the wars between John and his 
barons the castle withstood a siege by the latter, but in 1264 
it was occupied by the barons under the earl of Leicester. In 
the Wars of the Roses it was the scene of the battle in which 
Henry VI. was defeated and taken prisoner in mao. During 
the Civil Wars of the 17th century it was held for the parliament 
by Lord Brooke. In 1673 the town suffered severely by fire, 
boo houses being destroyed. 

See Victoria Comity History, Northampton; C. H. Hartshorn, 
Historical Memorials of Nertharnmen (1848). 

NORTHAMPTON, ASSIZE OP. a short code of English laws 
issued in 1176, is drawn up in the form of instructions to six 
committees of three judges each, which was to visit the six 
circuits into which England was divided for the purpose. Though 
purporting to be a reissue of the Assize of Clarendon (1166), 
it contains in fact many new provisions. As compared with 
the earlier assize it prescribes greater severity of punishment 
for criminal offences; arson and forgery were henceforth to be 
crimes about which the jurors are to enquire; and those who 
failed at the ordeal were to lose a hand as well as a foot. In what 
is perhaps the most important section we may probably see the 
origin of the possessory action of store d'ancestor, an innovation 
scarcely less striking than the institution of the wood &smiths 
in the winter of rr66. The justices were also ordered to try 
proprietary actions commenced by the king's writ for the 
recovery of land held by the service of half a knight's fee or km. 
In their fiscal capacity they were to enquire into escheats, 
churches, lands and women in the king's gift. The royal bailiffs 
were to answer at the exchequer for rents of assize and all the 
perquisites which they made in their offices, and apparently 
the duty of enforcing this provision was entrusted to the justices. 
As a result of the rebellion of 1173-1174 it was provided that an 
oath of fealty should be taken by all, " to wit, barons, knights, 
freeholders and even villeins (rustics)", and that any one who 
refused should be arrested as the king's enemy, and the justices 
were to see that the castles whose demolition had been ordered 
were completely razed. 

Atrrecuirrirs.--Sir F. Pollock and F. W. Maitland, History of 
English Law before the Time of Edward 1. (Cambridge, 1648); W. 
Stubbs, Constitutional History of England (Oxford, 1895). "the.  text 
of the Assize occurs In Cronica Rot tn de Hayden Roll. Series), it. gp, 
and Geste Henrici Regis Secundi (Rolls Series), t. sod. It has been 
reprinted from the latter by W. ubbs in Select Charters (Oxford, 
1895). (G. J. T.) 

NORTHAMPTON, a city and the county-seat of Hampshire 
county, Massachusetts, U.S.A., situated on the Connecticut 
river, about i6 in. N. of Springfield. Pop. (veto census) 
19,431. The city has an area of 35•3 W. tn. The chief village, 
Northampton, is on the New York, New Haven & Hartford, 
and the Boston & Maine railways. It lies on the border of the 
meadow-land, and with its irregular, semi-rural streets, and 
venerable trees is considered one of the prettiest villages in New 
England. About 2 m. S.E. of Northampton is Mount Holyoke 
(954 ft.), which may be ascended by carriage road and mountain 
railway, and the summit of which commands a magnificent 
view. The city is the seat of a state hospital for the insane; 
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of the Clarke School for the Deaf (1867, founded by John 
Clarke of Northampton); of Smith College, one of the foremost 
colleges for women in the country; of the Mary A. Burnham 
School for Girls (1877), a preparatory school chiefly for Smith 
College, founded by Miss Mary A. Burnham; and of the Miss 
Capen School (preparatory) for girls. Besides the college library, 
there are in Northampton two public libraries, the Clarke (185o) 
and the Forbes (ram). The Forbes library was established 
with funds left by Charles E. Forbes (1795-1881), from 1848 
to z881 a justice d the state supreme court. The People's 
Institute was started as a Home-Culture Clubs movement by 
George W. Cable, who became a resident of Northampton in 
1886. The Smith Charities is a peculiar institution, endowed by 
Oliver Smith (r766-x845) of Hatfield, who left an estate valued 
at $37o coo, to be administered by a board of three trustees, 
chosen by electors representing the towns of Northampton, 
Hadley, Hatfield, Amherst and Williamsburg in Hampshire 
county and Greenfield and Whitely in Franklin county—the 
beneficiaries of the will. The will was contested by Smith's 
heirs, but in 1847 was sustained by the supreme judicial court 
of Massachusetts. Of the total sum, $200000 was to accumulate 
until it became 8400,00o. Of this $30.000 was to found Smith's 
Agricultural School at Northampton, which opened for instruction 
in 1g08; an income of Szo,000 was to be paid to the American 
Colonization Society, but this society failed to comply with 
the restrictions imposed by the will, and the $ro,000 was in-
corporated with the Agricultural School fund; and $36o,coo 
was devoted to indigent boys and girls, indigent young women 
and indigent widows. The remainder of Smith's property was 
constituted a contingent fund to defray expenses and keep the 
principal funds intact.. Florence, a village on the Mill river in 
the city limits, is a manufacturing village, silk being its principal 
product, and cutlery and brushes being of minor importance. 
The value of the city's factory products increased from $4,7o6,82o 
in 1900 to $5,756,381 in zgos, or 22.3%. Northampton was 
first settled in 1654, became a township in i656, and was in-
corporated as a city in 1883. In September 1786, it the time of 
the Shays Rebellion, the New Hampskire Gaulle (still published; 
daily edition since 1890) was established here in the interest 
of the state administration. Jonathan Edwards was pastor 
here from 1727 to 175o. Caleb Strong (1745-1810, a member 
of the Federal Constitutional Convention of 2787, and governor 
of Massachusetts in x800-18o7 and 1812-1816; Joseph Hawley 
(1723-1788), one of the most prominent patriots of western Massa-
chusetts; Timothy Dwight; Arthur (z786-z865), Benjamin, 
and Lewis (1788-1873) Tappan, prominent philanthropists and 
anti-slavery men; and Witham 1). Whitney were natives of 
Northampton, 

See J. R. Trumbull, History of Notasamplos (2 vols., Northampton, 
1893-1902). 

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE, an east midland county of England, 
bounded N. by Lincolnshire, N.W. by Rutland and Leicester-
shire, W. by Warwickshire, S.W. and S. by Oxfordshire, S.E. 
by Buckinghamshire, and E. by Bedfordshire, Huntingdonshire 
and Cambridgeshire. The area is 1003.1 sq. m. The surface 
is undulating and somewhat monotonous, notwithstanding 
that the country is richly cultivated and in some parts finely 
wooded. Elevations over 700 ft. are few. The most picturesque 
scenery is found in the western and south-western districts. 
For long Northamptonshire has been famed for its ash trees, 
and there are also some very old oaks, such as that associated 
with Cowper's posthumous poem "Yardley Oak," in Yardley 
Chase near Northampton, as well as a few fine avenues of elm. 
The north-eastern extremity belongs to the great Fen district. 
The county forms the principal watershed of central England, 
nearly all the more important rivers of this region having their 
sources within its boundaries. The Avon, with a westward 
course, forms for some distance the northern boundary of the 
county, till near Lilbourne it posses into Warwickshire. The 
Nene passes southward past Northampton, whence it takes 
an easterly course, skirting the eastern boundary of the county. 
The Welland flows in an easterly direction, forming the boundary  

of the - county with Leicester, Rutland and Lincoln. The 
Cherwell,'rising in a spring at Charwelton, where it is crossed 
by a very ancient bridge, passes into Oxfordshire, and then 
forms for a considerable distance the southernmost portion of 
the boundary of Northamptonshire with that county; the 
Learn forms a portion of the boundary with Warwickshire. 
The Ouse, which rises near Brackley, soon afterwards leaves 
the county, but again touches it near Stony Stratford, separating 
it for some distance from Buckinghamshire. 

Geslogy.—With the exception of the superficial glacial and river 
deposits, all the rocks exposed in the county are of Jurassic age; 
they all dip in a general way towards the &E., the strike of  the 
outcrops being from south-west to north-east. The oldest rocks 
exposed belong to the Liassic formation; they come to the surface 
over a large area in the south-west and centre, around Banbury, 
Daventry and Market Harborough, andby the removal of the over-
lying Oolitic strata they are exposed along the rivers and stream 
courses near Towcester, Northampton, Wellingborough and Ketter-
ing. The Lower Lies. blue clay with limestone bands and cement 
stones, has few exposures; it has been cut through by the railways 
at Kibby and Catesby, and at Braunston it is dug for brick-making. 
The Middle Liss consists of grey micaceous marls, sandstones and 
clays, often ferruginous; ironstone appears near King's Sutton; 
at the top is the maristone or " rock bed," used as a building stone 
and for road metal. The Upper Lies is again a blue argillaceous 
series of strata, with limestones and cement stones; it is employed 
for brick-making. Through the middle of the county from north-
east to south-west is an elevated tract of Oolitic rocks which contrasts 
strongly with the low-lying grass-covered Liassic ground. The lowest 
subdivision of the Inferior Oolite, sands, sandstone and calcareous 
beds, is an important source of iron ore. with from 9 to 12 ft. of 
workable beds at Blisworth, Kettering, Northampton, Thrapstone. 
Towcester and Wellingborough. The flaggy sandstone of Duston 
(Duston slate) belongs to this series. The upper part of the North-
ampton sands is known as the Lower Estuarine Beds; these are 
white and reddish clays and sands. In the north-eastern part of 
the county from about Maidwell, the Lincolnshire Limestone is 
developed at the expense of the Northampton Sand•, the well- 
known building stone of Barnack (Barriack Rag) and Weldon belong 
to this horizon; a hard shelly variety is known as Weldon or Stam-
ford marble. Locally at the base is a series of flaggy strata, the 
Collyweston slates. The Great Oolite series compose the Diver 
Estuarine Beds, the Great Oolite Limestone, Great Oolite Clay, 
Forest Marble and Corobrash (very fossiliferous at Rushden). On 
the south-east border a belt of Oxford Clay occupies the surface,• 
good exposures occur in the brick-fields about Peterborough. Glacial 
sands and gravels, including the great Chalky Boulder Clay, occur in 
patches on the older rocks, as at Ilillmorton, and fill up old channels 
of the rivers sometimes to a considerable depth, as in the old valley of 
the Ouse at Furtho, where the Boulder Clay is too ft. thick, Borings 
have revealed the existence of Rhaetic and Keeper rocks resting 
on an ancient quartzporphyrite beneath the Lies at Orton; and at 
Gayton and Northampton the Carboniferous and possibly Old Red 
Sandstone strata have been proved, but no Coal Measures were en-
countered. The water-bearing strata of Northamptonshire include 
the marlstone of the Lim. the Lincolnshire Limestone, Collyweston 
beds and ironstone beds of the Inferior Oolite, and the Cornbrash 
and Great Oolite Limestone. 

Climate and Arica:tem.—The climate of Northamptonshire 
is mild and genial, while the absence of lofty hills renders it much 
drier than many other inland districts. The mean annual 
rainfall at Wellingborough is 27.2 ins. The prevailing soil is a 
rich brown but light and crumbling mould, sometimes with a 
rocky subsoil. The richest soil is the black mould of the fen 
district, which is specially suited for grass, as axe all the heavier 
soils. Nearly all the land is capable of cultivation, although 
there is some stiff wet soil on the slopes of the hills. Nearly 
nine-tenths of the total area, a high proportion, is under cultiva-
tion, and of this considerably over three-fifths is in permanent 
pasture, the acreage devoted to this use increasing steadily. 
Less than one-fifth is under grain crops, and the area decreases. 
Wheat and barley are the principal grain crops. The fattening 
of cattle is the chief occupation of the Northamptonshire farmer. 
The favourite stock for breeding purposes is the shorthorn, but 
the most common custom is to buy in Hereford, Scotch, Welsh 
and Irish cattle in the spring and fatten them on the rich pastures, 
a few being retained and fed for the Christmas market. In 
autumn additional cattle are bought in to eat the coarse grass 
off the pastures, and these are usually retained during winter. 
The most common breed of sheep on the rich pastures is the 
improved Leicester, which is preferred on account of its lentil 
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of wool; but the Southdown, on account of its superior flesh, 
is also largely kept. 

Manufactures.—The iron industry is of considerable import-
ance, though only a small proportion of the metal is smelted in 
the county. The industry is carried on in the central part of 
the county, as in the Kettering, Wellingborough and Thrapston 
districts, and in the north near Stamford. But Northamptonshire 
is more famous for its manufacture of boots and shoes, which is 
chiefly prosecuted in the towns and villages of the central and 
southern districts, and along the eastern' border. This trade 
occupies some three-quarters of the total number of hands 
employed  in the county. 

.—The main line of the London & North Western 
railway passes through the south-western portion of the runty, 
with an alternative route to Northampton, and branches to Peter-
borough and elsewhere. With it are connected at Blisworth Junction 
the East and West Junction railway to Towcester, Woodford and 
Stradoed-on-Avon. and the Northampton and Banbury Junction 
railway. The Great Central main line, crossing the county in the 
south, has connexion with the Great Westcn railway at Banbury 
from Woodford. The Midland railway serves Wellingborough, 
Kettering and Northampton, and an important junction of systems 
is elected at Peterborough, which is on the main line of the Great 
Northern railway. Branch lines of this and the Midland system 
complete the railway communications of the county. The Grand 
Junction Canal. which is connected with the Oxford Canal, enters 
the county at Braunston on the borders of 'Warwickshire, and passes 
by Daventry and Blisworth into Buckinghamshire, a branch con- 
necting it with Northampton. The Grand Union Canal unites with 
the Grand Junction near Daventry, and runs north until it oins 
the Leicester Canal at Foxton, branches passing to Welford

j 
 and 

Market Harbotough. 
Population and Administration.—The area of the county is 

641 ,992 acres, with a population in 0391 of 302,183 and in root 
of 338,088. The area of the administrative county of North-
ampton is 585,148 acres, and that of the administrative county 
of the coke of Peterborough 53,464 acres. In Domesday the 
county is mentioned as containing 3o hundreds, but it then 
included a considerable part of Rutland. These divisions were 
first reduced to 28, and in the reign of Henry II. to 2o, their 
present number. The administrative counties include four 
municipal boroughs, namely, Bradley (eon- 2467), Daventry 
(378o), Higham Ferrers (2540) and Peterborough (30,872), 
together with the municipal and county borough of Northampton 
(87,021). The urban districts are: Desborough (3573), Finedon 
(41 29), Irthlingborough  (4314), Kettering (28,653), Oundle 
(24o4), Rounds (3811), Rothwell (4193), Rushden ( 12 ,453), 
Wellingborough (18,412). There are one court of quarter sessions 
and nine petty sessional divisions. The borough of Northampton 
and the liberty of the sole of Peterborough have each a separate 
court of quarter sessions and a separate commission of the peace. 
The total number of civil parishes is 346, of which 33 are in the 
coke of Peterborough. The ancient county contains any entire 
ecclesiastical parishes or districts, wholly or in part, most of 
them being in the diocese of Peterborough; but small parts of 
the county fall within the dioceses of Oxford, Ely and Worcester. 
For parliamentary purposes the county is divided into four 
divisions (Northern, Eastern, Mid and Southern), and includes 
the parliamentary borough of Northampton, and part of the 
parliamentary borough of Peterborough, each returning one 
member, except the borough of Northampton, which returns 
two members. 

History.—At some time in the 7th century the district which is 
now Northamptonshire suffered a simultaneous Invasion by 
the West Saxons from the south and the Anglian tribes from 
the north, and relics discovered in the county testify to a mingling 
of races, at the same time showing that West Saxon influence 
never spread farther north than a line from Daventry to Warwick, 
and with the extension of the Mercian kingdom under Penda 
and the conversion of the midland districts ceased altogether. 
The abbey at Medebamstede (now Peterborough) was begun 
by Peada in 655, and about the same time foundations were 
established at Peskirk, Wsedon Beck, Castor and Oundle. 
In 870 the district was overrun by the Danes, and Northampton 
was one of the five Danish boroughs, until in 92i it was recovered 
by Edward the Elder, who fortified Towcester in that year. 

In the nth century Northamptonshire was included in Tostig's 
northern earldom; but in zo65, together with Huntingdonshire, 
it was detached from Northumbria and bestowed on Waltheof. 
The only monastic foundation which survived the Conquest 
was Peterborough. Norman castles existed at Rockingham, 
Barnwell, Lilbourne and Northampton. 

As a shire Northamptonshire was probably of Danish origin, 
representing in the loth century the area which owed allegiance • 
to Northampton as a political and administrative centre. In 
921 this area extended to the Welland, the present northern 
limit of the county, and at the time of the Domesday Survey 
the boundaries were approximately those of the present day. 
Northamptonshire is first mentioned by name in the Historic' 
Elienris, in connexion with events which occurred at the close 
of the loth century. 

The Geld roll of the time of William I. and the Domesday 
Survey of zo86 mention 28 hundreds in Northamptonshire, 
and part of Rutland is assessed under this county. By 1316 
the divisions had undergone considerable changes, both in name 
and in extent, and had been reduced to their present number, 
10, since ' which date they have remained practically unaltered. 
The names of the hundreds point to primitive meeting-places 
gradually superseded by villages and towns, and the court for 
Fawsley hundred met under a large beech tree in Fawsley Park 
until the beginning of the 18th century, when it was transferred 
to Everdon. The shire-court originally met at Northampton. 

Northamptonshire was originally included in the diocese of 
Lincoln. The archdeaconry of Northampton is mentioned in 
the 12th century, and in 1291 included the deaneries of Peter. 
borough, Northampton, Bradley, Oundle, Higham, Daventry, 
Preston, Weldon, Rothwell and Haddon. The diocese of Peter. 
borough was created in tut, and in 1875 the archdeaconrY 
of Oakham was formed and included in this county the first 
and second deaneries of Peterborough and the deaneries of 
Oundle, Weldon and Higham Ferrero. Northampton' arch-
deaconry now includes the first, second and third deanaies of 
Brackwell and Rothwell; the first and second deaneries of 
Haddon and Preston, and the deaneries of Daventry, North-
ampton and Weldon. 

At the time • of the Domesday Survey the chief lay-tenant in 
Northamptonshire was Robert, earl of Mortain, whose fief 
escheated to the crown in 1106. The estates of William Peverel 
founder of the abbey of St James at Northampton, also escheated 
to the crown in the Lath century. Holdenby House was built 
by Sir Christopher Hatton, privy councillor to Queen Elizabeth, 
and Yardley Hastings was named from the Hastings, formerly 
earls of Pembroke. Higham Ferrers was the seat of the Ferrets 
family; Braybrook Castle was built by Robert de Braybrook, 
a favourite of King John; and Burghley House gave the title 
of ,baron to William Cecil. 

Northampton was a favourite meeting-place of the councils 
and parliaments of the Norman and Plantagenet kings. In 
In John was besieged in Northampton Castle by the barons, 
and in 1264 Henry III. captured the castle from the younger 
Simon de Montfort. During the Wars of the Roses Henry VI. 
was defeated at Northampton in 1460. In the Civil War of the 
17th century the county declared almost unanimously for the 
parliament. A royalist garrison was placed at Towcester by 
Prince Rupert in z644, but almost immediately withdrawn. 

The iron-mines and stone-quarries of Northamptonshire were 
worked in Roman times, but the former were entirely neglected 
from the Plantagenet period until their rediscovery in 1850, 
while the two moat famous quarries, those of Barrack and Stanion, 
were exhausted about the 16th century. The wool and leather 
industries flourished in Norman times. In the 17th century 
the weaving industry declined in the Northampton district, but 
became very flourishing about Kettering. Other early industries 
were charcoal-burning, brick and the manufacture and brewing. 
The industries of whip-making, pipe-making, silk-weaving and 
paper-making were introduced in the 17th and zilth centuries. 

In 1290 Northamptonshire returned two members to parlia-
ment, and in za95 Northampton also returned two members. 
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In x547 Bradley and Peterborough returned each two toembess, 
and in 1357 Higham Ferrets returned one member. Under the 
act of 1833 the county returned tour members in two divisions, 
and Brackley and Higham Ferrets were disfranchised. 

A nliguilies.—Although Northamptonshire was rich in monastic 
foundations, remains, except of the abbey-church of Peter-
borough, afterwards the cathedral, are of small importance. 
At Geddington, and also at Hardingatone, near Northampton, 
there is an Eleanor cross, erected by Edward L to the memory 
Of his queen, in good preservation. For the architecture of its 
churches Northampton holds a place scarcely inferior to any 
other English county. To the Saxon period belong the tower 
of Earls Barton church, which stands on an eminence, probably 
the mound of an old English strong-house; the tower and other 
portions at Brigatock; the ground plan and other portions at 
Watering; the remarkable tower at Barnack; and Brixworth 
church, constructed in part of Roman materials, and by some 
believed to include part of a Roman basilica. Of Norman, 
besides the cathedral of Peterborough, the finest exempla are 
St Peter's and St Sepulchre's, Northampton, and the tower of 
Castor church. St Mary's church, Higham Ferrets, formerly 
collegiate, Early English and Decorated, is one of the finest 
churches in the county, and, as specially noteworthy among 
many beautiful buildings, there may bementioded the churches 
at Irthlingborough and Lowick, with their lantern towers, 
Warndngton, a very fine specimen of Early English wed, 
Rushden, Finedon, Raunds and Fotheringhay. Of the church 
at Easton Maudit, Percy, author of the Refignes, and afterwards 
Bishop of Dromore, was rector. 

A gateway at Rockingham, and earth-works at Higham 
Ferrets and Brackley are worthy of mention. Some castellated 
ruins remain of the castle at Fotheringhay, famous as the acme 
of the imprisonment, trial pad execution of Mary, Queen of 
Scots. Barnwell Castle, founded by William the•Conqueror, 
an interesting example of the defensive construction of the 
period, isatill a fine ruin, which includes toured the round towers 
and an imposing gateway. Holdenby Manor House, where Sir 
Christopher Hatton (154o--150) was born, and where Charles L 
was staying when he was carried away by Comet Joyce, is 
largely restored. Among ancient mansions are Castle Ashby, 
the seat of the Comptons, the oldest portion belonging to the 
reign of Henry VIII.; Althorp, the seat of the Spencers, of 
various dates; Drayton House, of the time of Henry VL; the 
vast pile of Burghley Houle, Stamford, founded by Lord Burleigh 
(x533), but more than once altered and enlarged; and Kirby 
Hall, a beautiful Elizabethan building once the residence of 
Sir Christopher Hatton. 

See Victoria County History, Northamptonshire: G. Baker, Hints, 
and Antiquities If the Colony of Northampton (2 vols., London, 'Aar 
1341) ; John Bridges, History and Annquities Northamptonshire, 
compiled by Rev. Peter WhAlley (2 vols., Oxford,791); 49John 
Nordin, SpokenBriesendoe, pars attem_, or A Delineation of oak- 
ansmessWire (London, 1720); Francis iNhellan, History, Topography 
ad Directory of Northamptonshire (and ed., London. 1874). 

NORTH BERWICK. a royal and police burgh of Haddington-
shire, Scotland. Pop. (tgoi) *Sta. It is situated on the south 
shore of the entrance to the Firth of Forth, 54 in. E.N.E. of 
Edinburgh by the North British railway, being the terminus 
of a branch line from Drem Junction. It was created a royal 
burgh by Robert III. (d. t406), and though once a port of some 
importance it dwindled to a fishing hamlet.. In the' latter half 
of the 19th century, however, it gradually became a fashionable 
watering-place, much frequented for its firm sandy beach and 
bathing, and especially for its two golf-courses. Near the 
station are the ruins of the abbey of Cistercian nuns founded by 
David L Immediately to the south rises the fine cone of North 
Berwick Law (612 ft.), which was utilized as a signal point at the 
period of the Napoleonic scare. 

About3 m. E. stand the inn-kingly picturesque ruins of Taman= 
Castle, wikb probably dates from the end of the 14th century and 
was for many generations the stronghold of the Angus Douglases. 
Though the 6th earl successfully resisted the sieges ofJames V. in 
mail and two, the castle had at last to be suer by treaty. 
It was besieged and captured by General Moak in 1631, and some  

time after the reiteration became the 	of Sr Hew 
lord president of session, whose family 	own it. ItDawirle= 
dismantled and fell into decay. 

About a tn. S.W. of North Berwick is Dirleton, with a castle dating 
from the rah century. Edward L took it in Jag& and in the reign 
of Robert Bruce it wasacquired by the Ilaliburtons, from whom 
it passed to the family of Ruthven. On the failure of the Goyim 
conspiracy (Moo) the castle was forfeited and given to Sir Thomas 
Erskine (1566-1639), who became Baron Di rleton in Moe, two 
years later Viscount Fenton, and in 1619 earl of KelSe. Monk laid 

to the castle in 1630, and in 1663 it was purchased by Sir John 
Niabett 0609-1687), lord advocate, afterwards a load of session 
and Lord Dirleton. 

NORTHBROOK, THOMAS GEORGE BARING, or EARL ox 
(1826-1904), English statesman, eldest son of the first baron 
(long known as Sir Francis Baring; see Bram), was born on 
the aand of January 1826, and educated at Christ Church, 
Oxford, where be graduated with honours in 1846. He entered 
upon a political career, and was successively private secretary 
to Mr Labouchere (Lord Taunton), Sir George Grey, and Sir 
Charles  Wood (Viscount Halifax). In 1857 he was returned 
to the House of Commons in the Liberal interest for Penryn 
and Falmouth, which constituency he continued to represent 
until he became a peer on the death of his father in ark. He 
was a lord of the admiralty in 1857-1858; under-secretary for 
war, 1861; for India, 1861-1864; for the borne department, 
1864-1866; and secretary to the admiralty, 0366. When 
Mr Gladstone acceded to power in 1868, Lord Northbrook was 
again appointed under-secretary for war, and this office be held 
until February am when he was appointed governor-general 
of India. In January 1876, however, he resigned. He bad 
recommended the conclusion of arrangements with Shere All 
which, as has since been admitted, would have prevented the 
second Afghan war; but his policy was overruled by the duke 
of Argyll, then secretary of state. Lord Northbrook was created 
Viscount Baring of Lee in the county of Kent and earl cif North-
brook in the county of Southampton. From t88o to r883 he 
held the post of first lord of the admiralty in Mr Gladstone's 
second government. During his tenure of office the state of 
the navy aroused much public anxiety and led to a strong 
agitation in favour of an extended shipbuilding programme. 
The agitation called forth Tennyson's poem " The Fleet." 
In September 1884 Lord Northbrook was sent to Egypt as 
special commissioner to inquire into its finances and condition_ 
Theinquiry was largely unnecessary, all the essential facts being 
well known, but the miss' ion was a device 'of Mr Gladstone's 
to avoid an immediate decision on a perplexing question. Lord 
Northbrook, after six weeks of inquiry in Egypt, sent in two 
reports, one general, advising against the withdrawal of the 
British garrison, one financiaL His financial proposals, if 
accepted, would have substituted the financial control of Great 
Britain for the international control proposed at the London 
Conference of June-August of the same year. A heavy blow 
would thus have been struck at internationalism in Egypt. 
Mr Gladstone was not, however, prepared to give a British 
guarantee of the interest of the loan, and so Lord Northlwook's 
mission proved abortive. The ki,000,000 loan issued in aBS 
bound Egypt even more securely in international fetters (see 
Cromer's Modern Egypt, 19o8, vol. ii. chap. xlv.). When Mr 
Gladstone formed his third ministry in 086 Lord Northbrook 
held aloof, being opposed to the home rule policy of the premier; 
and be then ceased to take a prominent part in political life. 
In ago he was appointed lord-lieutenant of Hampshire. He 
died on the 15th of November Egos. He had married in 1848 
Elizabeth Sturt, sister of Lord Alingtou, and was succeeded as 
and earl by his eldest son, who as Lord Baring had been M.P. 
for Winchester (188o-1883) and North Bedford (1886-1892). 

See B. Mallet, Thomas George, Earl of Northbrook (1908). 
NORTH CAPE (Norditap), a promontory on the island Magas, 

off the north coast of Norway in 70° ro' eo' N., 25°  45' E., 71 M. 
N.E. of Hammerfest. Knivskjaccodden, an island a little to 
the west, actually reaches a point a little farther north than the 
North Cape, and Nordkyn, 45 in. E., is the northern extremity 
of the mainland (ye' ?N.). The desolate cape, rising abruptly 
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over moo ft. from the sea, is frequently visited during the 
summer period of the " midnight sun," but travellers are often 
prevented from seeing this phenomenon by adverse atmospheric 
conditions. 

NORTH CAROLINA, a South Atlantic state of the United 
States of America, situated between latitudes 33* 51' 37' (the 
southernmost point of the southern b0111X12,17-35°  is the 
northernmost) and about 360  34 25-s.  N., and between longitudes 
75' 27' W. and 84" so' W. It is bounded N. by Virginia, E. and 
S.E. by the Atlantic Ocean, S. and S.W. by South Carolina, 
S. also by Georgia, and W. and N.W. by Tennessee. North 
Carolina has an extreme length from E. to W. of 5031 m., which 
is greater than that of any other state east of the Mississippi 
river. It total area is $2,426 Sq. m., of which 3686 IQ. m. are 
water surface. 

Physical Features.—The state lies wholly within the three 
leading topographical regions of the eastern portion of the 
United States: the Coastal Plain Region, which occupies 
approximately the eastern half, the Piedmont Plateau Region, 
which occupies about 20,000 sq. m. in the middle, and the 
Appalachian Region, which occupies about Azoo sq. m. in the 
west. At the eastern extremity of the Coastal Plain Region 
an outer coast line is formed by a chain of long narrow harrier 
beaches from which project capes Hatteras, Lookout and Fear, 
whose outlying shoals are known for their dangers to navigation. 
Between Hatteras and Lookout is Raleigh Bay and between 
Lookout and Fear is Onslow Bay; and between the chain of 
islands and the decplyindented mainland Currituck, Albemarle, 
Pamlico and other sounds form an extensive area, especially 
to the northward, of shallow, brackish and almost tideless water. 
Projecting into these sounds and between the estuaries of rivers 
flowing into them are extensive tracts of swamp land—the 
best known of these is Dismal Swamp, which lies mostly in 
Virginia and is about 30 m. long and to m. wide. Through 
most of the Coastal Plain Region, which extends inland from 
So to z so m., the country continua very level or only slightly 
undulating, and rises to the westward at the rate of little more 
than z ft. to the mile. Along the W. border of this region 
however, the slope becomes greater and there are some bill; 
The " Fall Line," the boundary between the Coastal Plain and 
the Piedmont Plateau, has a very irregular course across North 
Carolina, but lies in a general S.W. direction from the Falls of 
Roanoke between Halifax and Northampton counties to Anson 
county on the South Carolina border and marks a rapid increase 
In elevation of about 200 ft. The Piedmont Plateau Region 
extends from this line to the Blue Ridge Escarpment, toward 
which its mean elevation increases at the rate of about 31 ft. 
to the mile. It is traversed from N.E. to S.W. by a series of 
ridges which in the E. portion produce only a general undulating 
surface but to the westward become higher and steeper until 
the country assumes a bold and rugged aspect. The S.E. 
face of the Blue Ridge Escarpment, which rises precipitously 
s 200-1 go ft. or more above the Piedmont Plateau, forms the 
S.E. border of North Carolina's Appalachian Mountain Region, 
which includes the high Unaka Mountain Range, segments of 
which are known by such local names as Iron Mountains, Bald 
Mountains and Great Smoky Mountains. These ranges reach 
their culmination in this state, and with a series of more or less 
interrupted cross ranges constitute the greatest masses of 
mountains in the L half of the United States. Four peaks 
along the Blue Ridge have an elevation exceeding s000 ft.—one 
of these, the Grandfather, rises 3064 ft.; and about thirty 
peaks in the Unaku and in the several cross ranges exceed 
lmoo ft., the highest being Mount Mitchell or Mitchell Dome 
(6711 ft.), of the Black Mountains, a short cross range extending 
N. from the Blue Ridge through Yancey County. Other note-
worthy peaks are Bled Brother (6690 ft.) and Hairy Bear (668t 
ft.), the next highest mountains. Many of the neighbouring 
mountain ridges have uniform crests, but a greater number 
terminate in numerous peaks, some sharp, rugged and rocky, but 
more of them rounded domes. Throughout the whole region the 
slopes vary greatly: the N.W. slope of the Blue Ridge is almost  

imperceptible, or confused with the numerous mountain slopes 
that rise above it. As a rule the mountain slopes are well graded 
and subdued, but a few are steep and some are rocky and pre-
cipitous. The numerous valleys are usually narrow and deep, 
though few, if any, descend to leas than 2000 ft. above the sea. 

The Blue Ridge is the principal water parting of the state. West 
of it the Hiwassee, the Little Tennessee and the French Broad rivers 
flow W. or N.W. into Tennessee. Farther N. are the headwaters all 
the New river, which flows N.E. and finds its way to the Ohio. 
On the S.E. slope of the Blue Ridge rise the Broad, the Catawba 
and the Yadkin, which flow for some distance a little N. of E., then, 
finding a passage across one of the ridges of the Piedmont Plateau, 
turn to the S.S.E. and across the boundary line into South Carolina, 
in which state their waters reach the Atlantic. In the N.W. part of 
the Piedmont Plateau Region, and a little to the N. of the most N.E. 
course of the Yadkin rises the Dan, which in its N.E. course crosses 
the boundary into Virginia, where it becomes a tributary of the 
Roanoke, in which its waters are returned to North Carolina near the 
" Fall Line." The other principal rivers—the Cape Fear, the News 
and the Tar—rise in the N.E. part of the Piedmont Plateau Region, 
have their SE. courses wholly 'within the state, and, with the 
Roanoke, drain the Coastal Plain Region. In the Mountain Region 
and in the Piedmont Plateau Region the rivers have numerous falls 
and rapids which afford a total water power unequalled perhaps .  in 
any other state than Maine on the Atlantic Coast, the largest 
on the Yadkin, Roanoke and Catawba; and in crossing some of the 
mountains, especially the Unalras, the streams have carved deep 
narrow gorges that are much admired for their scenery. In contrast 
with the rivers of these regions those of the Coastal Plain are sluggish, 
and toward their mouths expand into wide estuaries. 

The Coastal Plain Region is the only part of the state that has any 
lakes, and these are chiefly shallow bodies of water, with sandy 
bottoms, in the midst of swamps. In all they number only about 
fifteen, and have an area estimated at 200 pq. m., about one-half of 
which is contained in Lake Mattamuskeet in Hyde county. 

Flora.—In North Carolina's flora are many species common to 
sub-tropical, regions and many common to temperate regions, and 
the variety is consequently very great. In the swamps are the bald 
cypress, the white cedar and the live oak, usually draped in southern 
long moss; south of Cape Fear river are palmettos, magnolias, 
ipnriTey CtrittIllienttierican 
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several species of oak; but the treenwtrhat is most predomintnt 
throughout the upland portion of this region Is the long-leaf or 
southern pine. In the Piedmont Plateau Region oaks, hickories and 
elms are the most common. In the Mountain Region at the bases of 
the mountains are oaks, hickories, chestnuts and white poplars; 
above these are hemlocks, beeches, birches, elms, ashes, maples and 
limes; and still higher up are spruce, white pine and balsam; and 
all but a comparatively few of the higher mountains are forest-clad to 
their summits. All of the species or pine and of magnolia, and nearly 
all of the species of oak, of hickory and of spruce, indigenous to the 
United States, are found in North Carolina. On the dome-like tops 
of such mountains as are too high for trees are large clusters of 
rhododendrons and patches of grasses fringed with flowers. The 
forests throughout most of the state have a luxuriant undergrowth 
consisting of a great variety of shrubs, flowering plants, grasses, 
ferns and mosses, and the display of magnolias, azaleas, kalmias, 
golden rod, asters, jessamines, smilax, ferns and mosses is often one 
of unusual beauty. Venus's fly-trap (Dionaea niuscipsda), a rare 
plant, is found only .south of the Neu river; ver; and there are several 
varieties of Sarraceasa, carnivorous pitcher plants. Among the fruit-
bearing trees, shrubs, vines and plants the grape, the blue-berry, the 
cherry, the plum and the cranberry are indigenous and more or less 
common. Aromatic and medicinal herbs, of which the state has 
several hundred distinct species, have been obtained in larger 
quantities than from any other state in the Union. 

Fauna.—In North Carolina five of the seven life-stales into 
which North America has been divided are represented. but more of 
its area belongs to the usppaelraustralt  thato
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s  SratCliCS f afounduna  int  the Aedmont i'leargau RegiomnP:nd the wester 
portion of the Coastal Plain Region. Among the song-birds are the 
mocking-bird, the Carolina wren and the cardinal grosbeak (or red 
bird); there are plenty of quail or "bob white" (called partridge 
in the South). Among the mammals are the opossum, raccoon, 
star-nosed mole (Condit:wee cristata), grey fox and fox squirrel 

R The mammals of the Mountain a 	i tion nclude the cotton-tail rabbit, 
red squirrel, lynx and woodchuck; and there is a considerable 
variety of migratory song-birds, which are common to the more 
northern states. In the eastern portion of the Coastal Plain Region 
are the cotton rat, rice-field rat, marsh rabbit, big-eared bat, brown 
pelican, swallow-tailed kite, black vulture and some rattlesnakes 
and cotton-mouth moccasin snakes, all of which are common farther 
south; and there are some turtles and terrapins, and many geese, 
swans, ducks, and other water-fowl. Large numbers of shad, blue 
fish, weak fish (squeteague), alewives, Spanish mackerel, perch, Nisk 
croakers (Microsagas sairdatar), mullet, menhaden, oysters and 
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Agriadrure.—Untn the Gall War agriculture was about the only 

Important industry in the State, and at the close of the 19th century 
it was still the leading one; but from 1880 to 190o the ratio of agri-
culturists to all inhabitants of the state engaged in some gainful 
occupation decreased from 75.3 to 64.1%. land included in 
farms amounted in 1900 to 22,745,356 acres or 73% of the total 
land surface of the state, and the percentage of farm land that was 
improved increased from 26.5 in 1870 to 36.6 in 19oo. Throughout 
the colonial era the establishment of small estates was a part of the 
territorial policy of the government of North Carolina, 64o acres 
being the largest normal grant to any one person; as a cusequence 
of this policy land holdings have always been much smaller here than 
in most of the other parts of the South, and since the Civil War the 
rise in the percentage of improved land, the develcpment of truck 
farming, and the growth in number of negro holdings, have been 
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there were in all 224,637 farms: of these 93,097 contained less than 
so acres, 55,028 between so and too acres, 44,052 between too and 
175 acres. and 4224 over Soo acres. Of the total number of farms 
128,978 were operated by  owners or part owners, of whom 1 7,434 
were coloured (including Indians); 19,916, by cash tenants,of whom 
10,331 were coloured; and 73,092 by  share tenants, of whom 
26,892 were coloured. After the Civil War there haeen several 
important changes in the crops raised : the developm

ve b
ent of cotton 

manufacturing in the South and the utilization of cotton-seed oil 
and meal gave impetus to cotton culture; and the discovery of the 
adaptability of much of the cotton land to the culture of tobacco of 
a superior quality resulted first in the development of a vast tobacco 
industry and then to a fluctuation in acreage of the crops of tobacco 
and of cotton, according as the price of either rose or fell. The 
destruction of pine forests to meet the demands for naval stores, 
and the introduction and increased use of the refrigerator car, 
resulted in much attention to the growth of garden produce for 
Northern markets. Peanut culture, introduced into the state from 
Virginia soon after the close of the Civil War, spread rapidly. In 
the meantime the crops of cereals increased little, and stock raising 
generally decreased. 

The principalclicsare cotton, Indian corn, tobacco, hay, wheat, 
sweet potatoes, a 	and peanuts. The yield of cotton increased 
from 62,901,790 	in 1869 to 307,500,003 lb in 1909. In 1909 
2,898,000 acres were planted to Indian corn, with a crop of 
48,686,000 bushels; 570,000 acres to wheat, with • crop of 5,415,000 
bushels; and 196,00o acres to oats, with • crop of 3,2)4 ore bushels. 
In Caswell county. North Carolina, "lemon yellow" tobacco was 
first produced in 052, and the demand fur this " bright " variety 
became so great that except during the interruption of the Civil War 
its culture spread rapidly. In 1879 the state's crop amounted to 
26,986,213 lb. in 1889 to 36,375,258 lb, in 1899 to 127,503,400 lb. 

and in 1909 to 144.ocuo00 lb. The hay and forage crop increased 
from 80,525 tom in 1879 to 216,820 tons in 1899; and In 1909 the 
hay crop was 242,000 tons in the production of vegetab.les and 
fruits the state ranks high. Potatoes, cabbage and lettuce are much 
grown for the early Northern markets. 

Farmers of the Piedmont Plateau formerly kept large numbers 
of horses and cattle from April to November in ranges in the Moun-
tain Region, but with the opening of portions of that country to 
cultivation the business of pasturage declined, except as the cotton 
plantations demanded an increased supply of mules; there were 
25,259 mules in 1850,11001! in 1890038,786 in mituand 1131,000 in 
1910. The number of horses was 192,000 in 19101 of dairy COOS. 
297,000; of hogs, 1,356,000; and of sheep, 215,000. 

Cotton is grown most largely in the S. portion of the Piedmone 
Plateau and in a few counties along or near the W. border of the 
Coastal Plain; tobacco, in the N. portion of the Piedmont Plateau 
and in the central and N.W. portions of the Coastal Plain; rice. 
along the banks of rivers near the coast; wheat, in the valley of 
the Yadkin; orchard fruits, in the W. portion of the Piedmont 
Plateau and in the Mountain Region; vegetables and small 
fruits in the middle and S. portion of the Coastal Plain; peanuts, 
in the N. portion of the Coastal Plain; torAium cane, almost wholly 
in Columbus county in the S. part of the Coastal Plain. The state 
government, through its Department of Agriculture, takes an active 
interest in the introduction of modern agricultural methods, and in 
the promoti on of diversified farming; in 1899 it established the 
Edgeoornbe and in r9o2 the Iredell test farm. 

Fund.—North Carolina had in 19oo about 35,300 sq. m. of 
woodland; great quantities of merchantable timber still remained, 
especially in the Mountain Region and on the Coastal Plain. The 
trees of the greatest commercial value are oak and chestnut at the 
foot of the mountains and yellow pine on the uplands of the Coastal 
Plain. But mixed with the oak and chestnut or higher up are 
considerable hickory, birch and maple; farther up the mountain 
sides are some hemlock and white pine; and on the swamp lands of 
the Coastal Plain are much cypress and some cedar, and on the 
Coastal Plain south of the Neuse there is much long-leaf pine from 
which resin is obtained. Several other pines are found, and among 
the less important timber trees are black spruce, Carolina balsam. 
beeches, 

 
ashes. sycamore or button wood, sweet gum and lindens. 

The value of the lumber and timber products was $imeon in 186o; 
$5,898,742 in 1890; $14,862,593 in 1900; and $15.731,379 in 1905. 

Fssierses.—ln the sounds along the coast, in the lower courses 
of the rivers that flow into them, and along the outer shores fishing 
Is an important industry. The fisheries are chiefly of shad, oysters. 
mullet, alewives, clams, black bass, menhaden, croakers and blue- 
fish. In 1908 the catch was valued at about $1,750,000. The State 
Geological and Economic Survey has made a careful study of the 
fishes of North Carolina, of the shad fisheries, of oyster culture, and of 
the development of terrapin. At Beaufort the United States Bureau 
of Fisheries has a marine biological laboratory, established in 19ot 
for the study of the aquatic fauna of the south-east coast. 

Miarrair.—At the beginning of the 20th century a great number 
of minerals were found in the Piedmont Plateau and Mountain 
1011101111, but most of them In such small quantities as to be of little 
or no commercial value, and in 19oa the total value of the products 
of the mines and quarries MY only $927,376; but in 1907 their 
value was $2.961,381, and in 1 908, $2, 145.947. During the first 
half of the 19th century North Carolina was a mining state o( 
the first importance; in 1804 it was the only state in the United 
States from which gold was obtained. Operations ceased during 
the Civil War, and although resumed soon after its close, they 
became somewhat desultory. Probably the earliest large find was 
a 17-lb nugget on the Reed Plantation in Cabarrus county in 1799; 
In the same mine a 28-lb nugget, probably the largest found in 
eastern United States, was discovered in 1803. The production in 
Rutherford and Burke counties and their vicinity was so great. 
andtransportation to the United States Mint at Philadelphia so 
difficult, that from 1831 to 1857 gold was privately coined in t, 21 
and 5 dollar pieces bearing the mark of the coiner " C. &elder. 
Rutherford county, N.C." The coins were of standard purity (or 
higher): they are now very rare. A branch mint of the United 
States was established in 1837 at Charlotte. Silver, which is rarer 
in the state than gold, is found chiefly in the W. portion of the 
Piedmont Plateau. In 1902 the value of the gold and silver product 
combined was $71,287, and in woe, when the Iola mine 6 m. E. of 
Troy, Montgomery county. was the most

th 
 productive, the value of 

the gold alone war $97,945, that of e elver &M, and that of 
copper, $2560. 

In 187o North Carolina's mica mines were reopened, and they 
produce the best grade of sheet mica for glazing and a large per 
• of the country's yield of this mineral. Most of it has been 
found in the N.E. portion of the Mountain Region; and that mica 
was mined here before any European settlement of the country 
seems proved by numerous excavations and by huge heaps on 
which are large oak and chestnut trees, some fallen and decayed. 
North Carolina is also the leading state in the Union in the production 
of monazite. The mining of corundum was begun at Corundum 
Hill in Macon county in 187i. and from di& to 1902 the output 
was considerable, but with the discovery of the Canadian corundum 

dams ate caved la the Mande In the lower courses of the rivers 
&wing into them, or in the neighbouring waters of the sea. 

Climate—North Carolina has a climate which varies from that of 
the S.E. comer, which approaches the sub-tropical, to that of the 
Mountain Region, which is like the medium continental type, except 
that the summers ate cooler and the rainfall is greater. The mean 
annual temperature for the state (below an elevation of 4000 ft.) 
Is about 59* F. For the Coastal Plain  Region it is 61° F.; for the 
Piedmont Plateau Region, 6o° F.; for the Mountain Region, 
56' F.; for Southport, in the S.E. turner of the state, 64 F.; 
and for Highlands, at an elevation of 3817 ft. in the S.W. corner, 
50' F. January, the coldest month. hes a mean temperature of 
38° F. In the Mountain Region, of 41' F. on the Piedmont Plateau, 
and of 44° F. on the Coastal Plain; and in July, the warmest month, 
the mean is about 79°F. on both the Coastal Plain and the Piedmont 
Plateau and 74' F. in the Mountain Region. Extremes have ranged 
from -19' F. at Highlands in 11399 to 107° F. at Chapel Hill, Orange 
county, in 1900 and again in 1902. The average precipitation for the 
state is about 52 in. a year, nearly of it in the form of rain. For 
the Coastal Plain Region it is 54 in.; for the Piedmont Plateau 
Regime, 48 In.; and for the Mountain Region, 53 in. On the E. 
dope of some of the mountains the rainfall is exceeded nowhere in 
the United States, save in the N. part of the Pacific Slope. At 
Highlands, Macon county, during 098 it was 105.24 in., and during 
1901 it Pal 106.17 in., 30.74 in. falling here during the month of 
August. The winds are variable and seldom violent, except along 
the coast, during the sub-tropical storms of late summer and early 
autumn. 

Soil.—On the Coastal Plain the soil Is generally sandy, but in nearly 
all parts of this region more or less marl abounds; south of the Neuse 
river the soil is mostly a loose sand, north of it there is more loam 
on the uplands, and in the lowlands the sod is usually compact with 
day, silt or peat; toward the western border of the region the 
sand becomes coarser and some gravel is mixed with it. Throughout 
much of the Piedmont Plateau and Mountain regions the decom- 
position of felspar and of other &luminous minerals has resulted in a 
deep soil of clay with which more or less sand is mixed. It is deeper 
and more sandy where granite is the underlying rock, deeper and 
more fertile on the north-western than on the south-eastern mountain 

and shallower and mote clayey where slate is the underlying 
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deposits the Importance of those of North Carolina greatly declined. 
It was along the coast of North Carolina that Europeans in 1585 
made the first discovery of iron ore within the present limits of the 
United States. Iron ores are widely distributed within the state, 
and there have been times since the eve of the War of Independence 
when the mining of it was an industry of relatively great importance. 
In 1908 the product amounted to 48,522 long tons (all magnetite), 
and was valued at 376.877: almost the entire product is from the 
Cranberry mines, near Cranberry, Mitchell county. The state has 
two small areas in which bituminous coal occurs; one in the basin 
of the Dan and one in the basin of the Deep. Very little coal was 
produced in the state until the Civil War, when, in 1862 and again 
in 1863, 30,000 short tons were obtained for the relief of the Con-
federate government, an amount which up to tssos, when the yield 
was only 1557 short tons (falling off from 7000 short tons in 1904), 
bad not since been equalled; in 1906, in teal and in 1908 no coal 
was mined in the state. The most valuable immediate product of 
the state's mines and quarries for nearly every year from tar to 
zoos was building stones of granite and gneiss '  are found in all 
parts of the state west of the " Fall Line ' ; the best grades of 
granite are quarried chiefly in Gaston, Iredell, Rowan, Su mr and 
Wilkes counties. The value of the building stone increased from 
$i5ot000 in 1892 to 11800,177 (of which $764,272 was the value of 
granite) in 1908. Talc also is widely distributed in the state; the 
most extensive beds are in the south-western counties, Swain and 
Cherokee. 

Masiejadures.—During the quarter of a century between 1880 
and i005 a great change was wrought in the industrial life of the 
state by a phenomenal growth of cotton manufacturing. A cotton 
mill was erected in Lincoln county about 1813, and by z84o about 
25 small mills were in operation within the state. When the Civil 
War was over, the abnormally high price .of cotton made cotton 
raising for more than a decade a great assistance to the people in 
recovering from ruin. but when the price had steadily declined from 
2318 cents a pound in 1870 to to•38 cents a pound in 1870, they 
turned to the erection and operation of cotton mills. In 188o the 
total value of the manufactured products of thestatewasi2o,o95,037; 
in 1900 the value of the cotton manufactures alone was $28,372,789, 
and in 1905 847,254,054. The rapid extension of tobacco culture 
was accompanied by a corresponding growth in the manufacture of 
chewing and smoking tobacco and snuff, and some of the brands have 
a wide reputation. The product increased in value from 84.783.484 
in 185o to 825488,721 In 1905. In 1800 the lumber and timber 
products, valued at 85,808,742, ranked second among the state's 
manufactures; by 19o5 their value had increased to 815,731,379. 
The value of the states factory product for Iwo was 105. 274.063, 
and that fory

mo  
, 1142,520,7A an advance of 67.1%. The cotton 

mills are most in the Piedmont Plateau Region; Durham, Durham 
county, and mston. Forsyth county, are leading centres of tobacco 
manufacture; and High Point (pop. in 1900, 4163) in Randolph 
is noted (or its manufacture of furniture. 

Transportation.—Railway building was begun in the state in 1836 
with the Raleigh & Gaston line, opened from Raleigh to Gaston in 

i 1844 and extended to Weldon in 18s2. A longer line, that from 
Wirmington to Weldon, was completed in 184o. But the greatest 
period of building was from i88o to 180o; during this decade the 
mileage was increased from 1486 m. to 3128 M., Or 1642 in., which 
was more than one-third of an that had been built up to the year 
tong, when the total mileage was 4464.14. The principal systems of 
railways are the Southern, the Atlantic Coast Line, the Norfolk & 
Southern and the Seaboard Air Line. By means of its navigable 
waters and safe harbours the state has an extensive coasting trade. 
The harbours along the sounds and in the estuaries of the rivers 
are well protected from the storms of the ocean by the long chain 
of narrow islands in front, but navigation by the largest vessels is 
interrupted by shoals in the sounds, and especially by bars crossing 
the inlets between islands. The channel leading to the harbour of 
Wilmington has been cleared to a depth of 20 ft. or more by dredgbig 
and by the construction of jetties and an immense dam, works which 
were begun by the state in 1823 but from 1828 were carried on from 
time to time_ by the national government. The Roanoke river is 
navigable to eldon and the Cape Fear river to Fayetteville; the 
Neese is navigable for small vessels only to Newborn. 

Pofrulatiox.—The population I of North Carolina increased from 
1,399,750 in i88o to 1,6'7,949 in 1800, or Is•6%; to 1,893,810 in 
190o, a further increase of 17.s %; and to 2,206,287 in two, an 
Increase of i6.5% since 19oo. • Of the total in 1900 only 4492, 
or less than j of t % were foreign-born, nearly half of these 
being natives of Germany and England, 1,263,664 were whites, 
614,469 negroes, 5687 Indians and 51 Chinese. Nearly one-
fourth of the Indians are Cherokees, who occupy, for the most 
part, the Qualls Reservation in Swain and Jackson counties, 
not tar from the south-western extremity of the state. The others, 

The population of the state was 303,751 in 1790; 478,103 in 
thorn 555,500 in 18to; 638,820 in 1820; 737,987 in 1830; 733.4 19 in 
040; 869,039 in 185o:992,622 is 186o; and 1,071,361 in 1870.  

numbering in 1937 nearly s000, living mostly in Robeson 
county, are of mixed breed and have been named the Croatans, 
on the assumption (probably baseless) that they are the descend. 
ants of John White's lost colony of 1587. The Cherokees have 
no ambition to accumulate property, but both they and the 
Croatans have been generally peaceable and many of them send 
their children to school—for the Croatans the state provides 
separate schools. The Baptist and Methodist churches are the 
leading religious denominations in the state; but there are also 
Presbyterians, Lutherans, members of the Christian Connexion 
(O'Kellyites), Disciples of Christ (Campbellites) Episcopalians, 
Friends, Roman Catholics, Moravian and members of other 
denominations. Until nearly a century after the founding of 
the Carolinas there was not a town in North Carolina that had 
a population of moo, and the urban population of the state was 
exceptionally small at the beginning of the rapid rise of the 
manufacturing industries about t880. In 'goo the urban 
population (in places having 4000 inhabitants or more) was 
152,019, or 8% of the total; the semi-urban (in incorporated 
places having less than 4000 inhabitants) was t86,258 or 94% 
of the total; and the rural (outside of incorporated places) 
VMS 1,555,533 or 8s' x% of the total. But between 1890 and 
!goo the urban population increased 56.6% and the semi-
urban 61.6%, while the rural increased only zo•6%. The 
principal cities are Wilmington, Charlotte, Asheville, Raleigh 
(the capital), Greensboro, Winston and Newborn. 

Administration.—North Carolina has been governed under the 
charters of 1663 and 2665 (1663-1729), under commissions and 
instructions from the crown (1729-1776), and under the state 
constitutions of the 18th of December t776 (amended in 1835, 
in x856, and in the Secession Convention of that) and of April 
1868 (amended In 1872-1873, 5879, t888 and 1899). 
The present constitution, as amended, prescribes that no con-
vention of the people of the state may be called by the legis-
lature unless by the concurrence of two-thirds of all the members 
of each house followed by an affirmative vote of a majority of 
the electors voting on the question; and that an amendment to 
the constitution may be adopted only by a three-fifths vote of 
each luiuse followed by an affirmative vote of the majority of 
electors voting on the question. The suffrage provisions con-
taining the famous " grandfather clause " (in Art vi. section 4), 
were adopted in the form of a constitutional amendment, ratified 
in August igoo, and in effect on the tat day of July 1902. All 
persons otherwise qualified may,place their names on the voting 
register, provided they can read and write any section of the 
constitution in the English language and have paid on or before 
the 1st of May the poll tax for the previous year. An exception 
to the educational requirement is made in favour of any male 
person who was, on the tat day of January 1867, or at any time 
prior thereto, entitled to vote under the laws of any state in 
the United States wherein be then resided, and in favour of 
lineal descendants of such persons. This exception remained 
in force until the tat of December 1908, after which time all 
who were on the list became (unless disqualified because con-
victed of felony) life voters, but new applicants had to stand the 
educational teal. 

Perhaps the most notable feature about the administration 
is the weakness of the governor's position. He is elected by 
popular vote ,  for four years, and cannot succeed himself in 
office. His power is limited by a council of state, a relic of 
colonial days. This body is not, however, a special board, as 
in Maine, New Hampshire. and Massachusetts, but a kind of 
administrative cabinet as in Iowa, consisting of the secretary 
of state, the auditor, the treasurer, and the superintendent of 

'The changes made in 1875 were adopted in a convention, were 
ratified in 1876, and were so numerous that the amended constitution 
Is frequently referred to as the Constitution of 1876. 

I,  Up to 1835 he was elected annually by the two houses of the 
legislature, and no man could serve as governor for more than three 
yaws in any six successive years Under an amendment of 1835 
he was elected for two years by  popular vote of electors for members 
of the House of Commons, and no man was eligible to serve for more 
than four years in say term of six years. 
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public instruction, and advising the governor in the administra-
tion of his office. Judges, heads of departments, and executive 
boards are elected, and even in the few instances in which the 
governor appoints to office the confirmation of the Senate is 
necessary. Furthermore, in North Carolina the governor has 
no veto power. In addition to the executive officials mentioned 
above there are a lieutenant-governor, an attorney-general, a 
Bureau of Labor Statistics, established in 1887, and a Corporation 
Commission, which in :899 superseded the Railroad Commission. 
established in 189:. The governor and the lieutenant-governor 
must at the time of their election be at least thirty years of age, 
and must have been citizens of the United States for five years 
and residents of the state for two years. 

Sessions of the General Assembly are held biennially, beginning 
on the Wednesday after the first Monday in January. The Senate 
is composed of fifty members elected biennially by senatorial 
districts as nearly as possible equal to one another in population, 
and the House of Representatives (in the Constitution of 1776 
called the House of Commons) of one hundred and twenty, 
elected hiennisily and chosen by counties ,  according to their 
population, each county having at least one representative, no 
matter how small its population. A senator must at the time of 
his election be at least 25 years of age, and must have been a 
resident and citizen of the state for at least two years, and a 
resident in his district for one year Immediately preceding his 
election; and a representative must be a qualified elector of 
the state and must have resided in his county for at least one 
year immediately preceding his election. The pay for both 
senators and representatives is four dollars per day for r period 
not exceeding sixty days; should the session be prolonged the 
extra service is without compensation. Extra sessions, called 
by the governor on the advice of the council of state, are limited 
to twenty days. but may be extended under the same lunitat ions 
in regard to compensation. The Senate may sit as a court of 
impeachment to try cases presented by the House, and a two-
thirds vote is necessary for conviction. 

There is a supreme court consisting of a chief justice and four 
associates, elected by popular vote for eight years, and a superior 
or circuit court, composed of sixteen judges elected by the pimple 
in each of sixteen districts for a term of eight years. 

The county officials are the sheriff, a coroner, a treasurer, a 
register of deeds, a surveyor and five commissioners, elected for 
two years. The commissioners supervise the penal and charit able 
institutions, schools, roads, bridges and finances of the county 
Subordinate to them are the township boards of trustees, 
composed of a clerk, and two justices of the peace. 

By the constitution personal property to the value of 8500  and 
any homestead to the value of Van is exempt from sale for debt. 
except for taxes on the homestead, or for obligations contracted for 
the purchase of said premises. Under the revised code (1905) a wife 
may hold property which she had acquired before marriage free 
from any obligation of her husband, but in general she is not per. 
milted to make contracts affecting either her personal or real estate 
without the written consent of her husband. Neither can the 
husband convey real estate without the wife's consent. and a widow 
may dissent from her husband's will at any time within six months 
after the probate of the same, the effect of such dissent being to 
allow her the right of one-third of her deceased husband's property. 
including the dwelling house in which they usually resided. The 
constitution prescribes that " all marriages between a white person 
and a negro, or between a white person and a white person of negro 
descent to the third generation inclusive, are hereby forever pro-
hibited." Until 1905 the only grounds for an absolute divorce were 

1  Under the Constitution of 1776 senators were elected by counties. 
one for each county, and representatives also by counties, two for 
each county—in addition, the towns of Edenton, Nowhere. Wil-
mington, Salisbury, Hillsboro and Halifax each elected one repre-
sentative; and a property qualification—a freehold of 5o acres 
held for six months before an election--was imposed on electors 
of senators. Under amendments of au senators were chosen by 
districts formed on the basis of public taxes paid into the state 
treasury. representatives were still chosen by counties, and were 
apportioned among them on the some basis as their Federal repre-
sentation (i.e. counting three-fifths of the slaves), and free negroes or 
mulattoes " descended from negro ancestors to the fourth generation 
inclusive" were excluded from the suffrage. In 1856 the property 
qualification for electors of senators was removed,  

adultery, natural impotence, and pe 	of the wit: at the time 
of marriage ; but an amendment of 190y al ows a divorce whenever 
there has been a separation of husband and wife for ten successive 
years, provided the parties have lived in the state for rest period 
and no children have been born of the marriage. The working of 
children under twelve years of age in any factory or manufacturing 
establishment is unlawful, the working of children between the 
ages of twelve and thirteen in such places is allowed only on condition 
that they be employed as apprentices and have attended school for 
at least four months during the preceding year; and no boy or girl 
under fourteen is to work in such places during night time. An anti-
trust law of t9o7 makes it unlawful for any corporation controlling 
within the state the sale of 50.s, of an arucle to raise or lower the 
price of that article with the intention of injuring a competitor. 
On the 26th of May I908 the people of the state voted " against 
the manufacture and sale of intoxicating liquors" in the state; 
the prohibition act thus approved went into effect on the 1st of 
January 1909. State prohibition had been defeated in t88t by a 
vote of woman in 1902 the Anti-Saloon League organised in the 
state; in 1903 the Watts Law enacted rural prohibition, giving towns 
local option, under which many of the towns voted " no licence "; 
and in t9o5 severe police regulations were provided for towns in 
which saloons were licensed. 

Charitable and Penal Instilutions.—In the systematic care of the 
dependent and defective classes North Carolina was one of the 
pioneer states of the South. An institute for the deaf and dumb 
and blind was opened at Raleigh in 1845, and another for the deaf 
and dumb at Morganton in 1894; by a law of 1907 every deaf child 
of sound mind must attend, between the ages of eight and fifteen, 
a school for the deaf at least five terms of nine months each; and 
by a law of 1908 every blind child (between seven and seventeen), 
if of sound mind and body, must attend some school for the blind 
for nine months of each year. The North Carolina State Hospital 
(for the insane) at Raleigh was opened in 1856 as a result of the 
labours of Miss Dorothea Lynde Dix (18o5-1887); in connexion 
with is there is an epileptic colony. The State Hospital at Morgan-
ton, opened in 1883, completed in 1886. and intended for the use 
of the western part of the state, is perhaps the best equipped institu-
tiun of its kind south of the Potomac. In 1901 a department for 
criminal insane was opened in a wing of the state prison at Raleigh. 
The Oxford Orphan Asylum at Oxford (1872) is supported partly 
by the Masonic Order and partly by the state. A movementbegun 
by the Confederate Veterans Association in October 1889 rests  resulted
in the establishment in 1390 of a home for disabled veterans at 
Raleigh; this became a state institution in 1891. In 1908 a state 
tuberculosis sanatorium %AS opened near Aberdeen. Moore county. 
The state also takes good care of the unfortunates among the negro 
rare The Institute for the Colored Deaf, Dumb and Blind (1867) 
at Raleigh and the Eastern Insane Hospital (t88o) near Goldsboro 
are the oldest institutions of the kind for negroes in the world; 
in connexion with the last there is an epileptic colony for negroes. 
There is also (at Oxford) an Orphanage for the Colored (1883), which 
was established by the " Wake and Shiloh Associations of the Colored 
Baptist Church." first received state aid in 1891. and is now supported 
chiefly by the state. The state pnson is at Raleigh. although most 
of the convicts are distributed upon farms owned and operated by 
the state The lease system does not prevajI. but the farming out of 
convict labour is permitted by the constitution; such labour is 
used chiefly fur the building of railways, the convicts so employed 
bring at all times cared for and guarded by state officials. A re-
formatory for white youth between the ages of seven and sixteen, 
under 'the name of the Stonewall Jackson Manual Training and 
Industrial School. was opened at Concord in 1909, and in March 
1909 the Foulk Reformatory and Manual Training School for negro 
youth was provided for Charitable and penal institutions are under 
the supervision of a Board of Public Charities, appointed by the 
governor for a period of six years. the terms of the different members 
expiring in different years. Private institutions for the care of the 
insane, idiots, feeble-minded and inebriates may be established, 
but must be licensed and regulated by the state board and become 
legally a part of the system of public chanties. 

Educe/Jan.—The public school system was established in 1839, 
being based on the programme for state education prepared in 1816-
1817 by Archibald Debow Murphey (t777-t832), whose educational 
ideas were far in advance of his day. Calvin Henderson Wiley 
0819-1887), the author of several romances dealing with life in 
North Carolina, such as Roanoke: or, Where is Utopia? (1860, 
and of Life in the South: a Companion to Uncle Tom's Cabin (1852), 
was superintendent of common schools in 1855-1865 (the executive 
head of the state's educational department having previously been a 
" literary board "), and won the name of the " Horace Mann of the 
South ' by his wise reforms. He kept the public schools going 
through the Civil War, having advised against the disturbance of the 
school funds and their reinvestment in Confederate securities. The 
present school system is supervised by a state board of education 
consisting of the governor, lieutenant-governor, secretary of state. 
treasurer, auditor, attorney-general, and superintendent of public 
instruction. In the counties there is a board of education and 
there is also a local school termitice of three in each township. 
The compulsory attendance at school of children between ids ages 
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of eight and fourteen for sixteen weeks each year by a state law is 
optional with each county. A state library commission was estab-
lished in 1909. 

At the head of the state system of education is the university of 
North Carolina  at ChapelHill, chartered in 1789 and opened in 
1795, one of the oldest state universities in the country and one of the 
oldest universities in the South; it con , ,sts of the college, the 
graduate  department, the law departin ,  at, the department of 
medicine  (189o, part of whose work is ,lane at Raleigh) and the 
department  of pharmacy (1897). In 1907-1908 it had 75 instructors 
and 775  students. Other state educati ,, aal institutions are the 
College of  Agriculture and Mechanic Art ,  ■;11189) at West Raleigh, 
which in  1907-1908 had 42 instructors and 436 students; the State 
Normal and  Industrial College (1892) for women, at Greensboro; 
and the East Carolina Teachers' Training i  tool (1907), at Greenville. 
For the higher education of the negroes the state supports an Agri-
cultural and  Mechanical College (1891) at G r , tensboro. and normal and 
industrial  schools at Fayetteville, Elizabeth Cityand Winston. The 
more important sectarian schools are Wake Forest College (Baptist, 

'V 1834 as a " manual labour and classical institute "; as a college, 
at Wake Forest, t6 re. north of Raleigh, with 371 students 

In :907-t9o8! Davidson Col lege (Presbyterian, 1837) at Davidson, 
with 308 students (1907-1908); Biddle University (Presbyterian) 
at Charlotte, for negroes; Greensboro Female College (Methodist 
Episcopal, South; 1846); Guilford CrIlege (coeducational; Society 
of Friends, 1837) near Greensboro; 1 :laity College (coeducational: 
Methodist, 1852) at Durham; Lenoir College (Lutheran, 1890) at 
Hickory; Catawba College (Reformat, 1851) at Newton; Weaver-
ville College (Methodist Episcopal, 1873)) at Weaverville; Elon 
College (Christian, i89o)at Eton; St M ry's College (Roman Catholic. 
1877), under the charge of Benedict ,  es, at Belmont ,• Shaw Uni- 
versity (Baptist, 1865), for negroes, at Raleigh; and Livingston 
College (Methodist, 1879), for negro,. at Salisbury. 

Finance.—The revenues of the st to come from two sources; 
about two-thirds from taxation and out one-third in all from the 
earnings of the penitentiary, from she fees collected by state 
officials, from the proceeds from the ,  de of state publications, and 
from the dividends from stock and I onds. The state owned, in 
1909, 30,002 shares of stock in the Nort Carolina Railroad Company. ,  
with a market value (1907) of 55.58o '12 (the stock being quoted at 
186), and an annual income of 8216, ,,  4 and 12,666 shares of stock 
in the Atlantic & North Carolina Rail. ,  ad Company, from which the 
annual income is 831,665. In addiLon to the ordinary general 
property tax, licences and polls, there are a tax on corporations 
and an income tax. North Carolina is one of the few states to 
experiment with the inheritance tax, but the last law dealing with 
that subject was repealed in t899. The total receipts of the general 
fund for the fiscal year 1907 were :2,603,293, and the total disburse-
ments for the same year were 1z655,282. 

The state debt at the close of the fiscal year t907 amounted to 
116,880,95o. It may be divided into three parts: that contracted 
between 1848 and 1861 for the construction of roads, railways and 
canals; that contracted during the Civil War for other than war 
purposes; and that contracted during the Reconstruction era, 
nominally in the form of loans to railway companies. In their im-
poverished condition it was impossible for the people to bear the 
burden, so an act was passed in 1879 sealing part of the debt 60%, 
part of it 75% and part of it 85%. The remainder, I:2.805,00o, 
and all arrears of interest were repudiated outright. This of course 
impaired the obligation of a contract, but under the Eleventh Amend-
ment to the Constitution of the United States the bondholders could 
not bring suit against the state in the Federal courts, Another state 
could do so, however, and in tot* certain creditors having given ten 
of their bonds to South Dakota, the case of South Dakota versus 
North Carolina came before the Supreme Court. The court decided, 
four judges dissenting, that North Carolina must pay the amount due 
or suffer her railway bonds to be seized and sold to satisfy the 
judgment (592 US. Reports, 286. See also toe U.S. 76). 

The North Carolina Railroad from Goldsboro, via Raleigh. 
Greensboro and Salisbury, to Charlotte, was an extension of the 
Raleigh & Gaston, which had come into the hands of the state; it 
was chartered in 149, the act being passed by the casting vote of the 
speaker, whose action was the cause of his failure to be re-elected 
to that, or to be elected to any other office afterwards, since the 
poverty of the state did not warrant such an expenditure. The 
original stock of 83,000,000, of which the state was to subscribe 
82.0oo,000. was increasedin 1855 to 84,00rh000. the state subscribing 
the added million. The road was leased in 1871 to the Richmond & 
Danville for thirty years at 6%; and in 1905 to the Southern Rail-
way Company for ninety-nine years at 61% for the first six years 
and at 7% for the remainder of the term. The Atlantic & North 
Carolina, the second great internal improvement undertaken by the 
state, was chartered in 1853. and was opened from Goldsboro to 
Morehead City (95 m.) in 1858; it was in 1910 a part of the Norfolk 
& Southern system. Although the state of North Carolina owns 
77o-3 of the stock (besides this Craven county holds 7.7%; 
Lenoir, 2.8%; and Pamlico county. 1.13%). the state casts only 
350 votes to the 700 of the private stockholders. 

History.—The history at North Carolina may be divided into 
four main periods: the period of discovery and early colonization 
(152*-063); the period of proprietary rule (1663-1729); the 
period of royal rule (1729-1776); and the period of statehood 
(from s776). 

It is possible that some of the early French and Spanish 
explorers visited the coast of North Carolina, but no serious 
attempt was made by Europeans to establish a settlement until 
near the close of the 16th century. After receiving from Queen 
Elizabeth a patent for colonization in the New World, Sir Walter 
Raleigh, in April 1584, sent Philip Amadas, or Amides ( 1 550.- 

 018), and Arthur Barlowe (c. 1550-c. 162o) to discover in the 
region bordering on Florida a suitable location for a colony. 
They returned in September with a glowing account of what is 
now the coast of North Carolina, and on the 9th of April 138S 
a colony of about zo8 men under Ralph Lane (c. 153o-z6o3) 
sailed from Plymouth in a fleet of seven smallvesseh commanded 
by Sir Richard Grenville. The colony was established at the 
north end of Roanoke Island on the 17th of August, and about 
a week later Grenville returned to England. Threatened with 
famine and with destruction from hostile Indians, the entire 
colony left for England on the 19th of June 1586 on Sir Francis 
Drake's fleet. Only a few days after their departure Sir Richard 
Grenville arrived with supplies and more colonists, fifteen of 
whom remained when be sailed away. Although greatly dis-
appointed at the return of the first colony, Raleigh despatched 
another company, consisting of rot persons under John White, 
with instructions to remove the plantation to the shore of 
Chesapeake Bay. They arrived at Roanoke Island on the 
rand of July t 587 and were forced to remain there by the refusal 
of the sailors to carry them farther. Of the fifteen persons left by 
Grenville not one was found alive. White's grand-daughter, 
Virginia Dare (b. 18th August 1587), was the first English child 
born in America. White soon returned to England for supplies, 
and having been detained there until 1591 he found upon his 
return no trace of the colony except the word " Croatan " 
carved on a tree; hence the colony was supposed to have gone 
away with some friendly Indians, possibly the Hatteras tribe, and 
proof of the assumption that these whites mingled with Indians 
is sought in the presence in Robeson county of a mixed people 
with Indian habits and occasional English names, calling them-
selves Croatans. In 1629 Charles I. granted to his attorney-
general, Sir Robert Heath, all the territory lying between the 
31st and 36th parallels and extending through from sea to sea, 
but the patent was in time vacated, and in 5663 the same 
territory was granted to the earl of Clarendon (1609-1674), the 
duke of Albemarle (16o8-1.67o), and six other favourites of 
Charles II. By a second charter issued in 1665 the limits were 
extended to 29° and 36° 3o'. 

The proprietors had all the powers of a county palatine and 
proposed to establish a feudal and aristocratic form of govern-
ment. To this end John Locke drafted for them in 1669 the 
famous Fundamental Constitutions providing for the division 
of the province into eight counties and each county into 
seigniorics, baronies, precincts and colonies, and the division of 
the land among hereditary nobles who were to grant three-fifths 
of it to their freemen and govern through an elaborate system 
of feudal courts. But these constitutions, several times revised, 
actually served only as a theoretical standard for the proprietors 
and were abrogated altogether in 1693, and the colonists were 
governed by instructions which granted them much greater 
privileges. From the very beginning the territory tended to 
divide into two distinct sections, a northern and a southern. 
The northern section was first called Albemarle, then " that part 
of our province of Carolina that lies north and east of Cape Fear," 
and about t689 North Carolina. Settled largely by people from 
Pennsylvania, this section came to be closely associated with the 
continental colonies. The southern section, influenced by its 
location, by the early settlers from Barbados, and by its trade 
connexions, was brought into rather more intimate relations with 
the island colonies and with the mother country. The pro-
prietors struggled in vain to bring about a closer union. In 1691 
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one governor was placed over both settlements, but it was found 
necessary to appoint a deputy for North Carolina, and finally in 
1712 again to allow her a governor of bee own. So long as the 
intervening territory was a wilderness no effort was made to 
define the boundary line. The first steps were taken in that 
direction just after the close of the proprietary period in 1729, 
but the work was not completed until 181 5. 1  

The first permanent Fogliah colony in North Carolina was 
established at Albemarle on the Cbowan river about 166o by 
people from Virginia. The colony grew rapidly, and at the dose 
of the colonial period (1776) the population numbered approxi-
mately 300,000, including English, Scotch, Scotch4risb, Swiss, 
French Protestants, Moravian, and about 40,000 negroes. 
According to Dr Weeks " the earliest settlers . . . were not 
religious refugees, . . . they came to the province not from 
religious but economic motives." 

The proprietary period (1663-1p9) was a turbulent one, in 
spite of the supposedly peaceful influence of the Quakers. 
Six out of sixteen governors or deputy-governors were driven 
from office between 1674 and 1712, and there were two uprisings 
which have been deemed worthy of the term rebellion. The 
first under John Culpeper in 1677 was primarily economic in 
character, the chief grievance being the payment of an export 
duty on tobacco. It was evidently influenced by the recent 
uprising in Virginia under Nathaniel Bacon. The insurrection 
of dissenters (17o8-17.10, which was headed by Thomas Carey, 
who was deputy-governor while the trouble was brewing, was 
in opposition to the establishment of the Church of England; 
it was ultimately unsuccessful, the Church was established in 
1711, a law was passed which deprived Quakers of the privilege 
of serving on juries or holding public office, and the establish-
ment was continued until the War of Independence. A war with 
the Tuscarora Indians, in 1711-1713, resulted in the defeat of the 
Indians and the removal of the greater part of the tribe to New 
York, where they became the sixth nation of the Iroquois 
confederacy. 

North Carolina did not join South Carolina in the revolution 
of 1719 (see SOUTH CAROLINA), but remained under proprietary 
rule until 1729. In that year an act was passed by parliament 
establishing an agreement with seven of the Lords Proprietors 
for the surrender of their claims to both provinces. They were 
allowed C17,5oo for their rights and ;(Sono for arrears of quit 
rents. Lord Carteret refused to sell and continued to hold a 
one-eighth undivided share until 1744, when he gave up his claim 
in return for a large strip of land In North Carolina lying between 
latitude 35°  34' and the Virginia line (36* 3o'). So that while 
the king was governmental bead of the whole of North Carolina 
from 1729 to 2776 he was, alter 3744, territorial lord of only 
the southern half. The political history during the royal period 
is, like that of the other colonies, the stay of a constant struggle 
between the representatives of the people and the representatives 
of the crown. The struggle was especially bitter during the 
administrations of the last three royal governors, Arthur Dobbs 
(1684-1765), William Tryon (1729-1788) and Josiah Martin 
( 737-1786). There were disputes over questions of government, 
of commerce, of finance and of religion. The ship which brought 
stamps and stamped paper to Wilmington in 1766 was not 
permitted to land, and the stampmaster was compelled by the 
people to take an oath that be would not exercise the functions 
of his office. Through the vigilance of Governor Tryon, however, 
the Assembly was prevented from sending delegates to the Stamp 
Act Congress. The colonists were also angered by the attempt to 

Between 1734 and 1746 the southern boundary was first definitely 
established by a joint commission of North Carolina, South Carolina 
and Georgia. The line was resurveyed in 1764, and in 1772 was 
extended; parts of the line were resurveyed under acts of the 
assembly of :803, 18o4, 1806. 1813, 5814 and 1815, and by as act 
of 1819 the last extension, to the Tennessee line, was confirmed sad 
established. According to the charter the northern boundary was 
to be the line of 36° 30', but the surveys (of 1728, 1749 and 1179) 
were not strictly accurate, and the actual line runs irregularly from 

• 15* at its eastern to 36° 34' afi at its western end. The 
between North Carolina and Tennessee was surveyed in 
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enforce the acts of trade and navigation and by the parliamentary 
statute of 1764 forbidding the issue of bills of credit; and the 
Scotch-Irish among them in particular were aroused by the 
repeal of an act of 1771 allowing Presbyterian ministers to per-
form the marriage ceremony and of another act of the same year 
for the establishment of Queen's College in Mecklenburg county 
for Presbyterians. In the " back country " extortionate fees, 
excessive taxes, and the oppressive manner of collecting them 
brought about a popular uprising, known as the Regulation, which 
centred in Orange and Anson counties, but was strong also in 
Brown, Edgecombe, Johnson, Granville and Halifax counties. 
Hermon Husband (c. t724-17e5) was the chief agitator of 
measures for relief, but, since, as a Quaker, be discouraged 
violence, the cause was left without a recognized leader. 
Governor Tryon manifested no sympathy for the oppressed 
and sought only the thorough suppression of the disturbance, 
which was organized in the spring of 1768 by Regulators, " for 
regulating public grievances and abuses of power." The Regu-
lators agreed to pay no more taxes until satisfied that they were 
in accordance with law, and to pay nothing in excess of the legal 
fees. Violence speedily followed; the local militia was called out, 
but since only a few would serve the only means found to quiet 
the people was an alleged promise from the governor that if they 
would petition him for redress and go to their homes he would 
see that justice was done. In reply to their petition the governor 
denied that he had made any promise in their behalf; and in 
September he had at his command a military force of it t 53, 
about one-fourth of whom were officers. Although the Regulators 
assembled to the number of about 3700 they were not prepared to 
withstand the governor's force and again submitted without 
bloodshed, there being only a few arrests made. In the following 
year the Regulators attempted to elect new members to the 
assembly and petitioned the newly.elected house. But as little 
had been accomplished when the superior court met at Hillsboro, 
Orange county, in September r77o, the Regulators became 
desperate again, whipped the chief offender, Colonel Edmund 
Fanning, and demolished his residence. These riotous proceed-
ings provoked the second military expedition of the governor, 
and on the 16th of May 1771, with a force of about woo men and 
officers, he met about twice that number of Regulators on the 
banks of the Alamance, where, after two hours of fighting, 
with losses on each side nearly equal, the ammunition of the 
Regulators was exhausted and they were routed. About 
fifteen were taken prisoners, and of these seven were executed. 
This insurrection was in no sense a beginning of the War of 
Independence; on the contrary, during that war most of Tryon's 
militia who fought at Alamance were Patriots and the majority 
of the Regulators, who remained in the province, ware Loyalists. 

In August 1771 Governor Tryon was succeeded by Governor 
Josiah Martin, who was soon engaged in spirited controversies 
with the assembly on questions pertaining to taxes, the southern 
boundary, and the attachment of property belonging to non-
residents. So complete became the breach between them that 
in 1773 the royal government bad nearly ceased to operate, and 
in 1774 the governor was deserted by his hitherto subservient 
council. The first Provincial Congress met at Newbem on the 
2 5th of August 1774 and elected delegates to the Continental 
Congress. When the governor learned that a second Pro-
vincial Congress was called to meet in April 1775 be resolved to 
convene the assembly on the same day. But the assembly, 
the members of which were nearly the same as those of the 
congress, refused to interrupt the meeting of the congress, and 
in the next month the governor sought safety in flight, first to 
Fort Johnson on the Cape Fear below Wilmington and then to a 
man-of-war along the coast. On the 31st of May 1775 a com-
mittee representing the militia companies of Mecklenburg 
county passed a series of resolutions which declared that the 
royal commissions in the several colonies were null and void. 
that the constitution of each colony was wholly suspended, and 
that the legislative and executive powers of each colony were 
vested in its provincial congress subject to the direction of the 
Continental Congress; and the resolutions requested the 
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inhabitants of the county to form a raillery and civil organiza-
tion independent of the crown of Great Britain which should 
operate until the Provincial Congress should otherwise provide 
or the British parliament should " resign its unjust and arbitrary 
pretensions with respect to America." The " Mecklenburg 
Declaration," which it is alleged was passed on the loth of the 
same month by the same committee, ' dissolves the political 
bonds " which have connected the county with the mother 
country, " absolves " the citizens of that county " from all 
allegiance to the British Crown," declares them "a free and 
independent people," and abounds in other phrases which closely 
resemble phrases in the great Declaration of the 4th of July 2776. 

The Resolutions were published In at least two newspapers only 
a few days after they were passed. As for the ' Declaration," 
the original records of the transactions of Mecklenburg county were 
destroyed by fire in 180o, but it is claimed that a copy of the 
" Declaration " was made from memory in the same year, and when, 
in 1819, a controversy had arisen as to where the movement for 
independence originated, this copy was published, first in the Raleigh 
Regina and North Carolina Gazette and then in many other news-
papers. Several aged men also testified that they bad heard a 
declaration of independence read at Charlotte, the county-seat, in 
May 1775; and one of them stated that he had carried it to the 
Continental Congress. Thomas Jefferson and John Adams, however, 
declared that they had never heard of it before, and both believed 
it spurious. But Jefferson was charged with plagiarism by those 
who believed in the authenticity of the " Declaration," and in 1833 
there was discovered a proclamation of Governor Martin, dated the 

i 8th of August 1775, in which he mentioned a publication in the Cape 
Fear Mercury of a series of resolves by a cum m ;tire of Mecklenburg 
county which declared " the entice dissolution of Lin. 1...s, govern-
ment and constitution of the country." Another stage of the 
controversy was reached in 1838-1847 when the Mecklenburg 
Resolutions of the 31st of May 1775 Men discovered either in part 
or in full in newspaper files. There seems practically no basis for 
the contention that a declaration of independence was adopted on 
the aoth other than the tradition that independence was declared 
by the Mecklenburg Committee on that date, and the occasional 
references in print, even before t 819 to a declaration of independence 
in the county in 1775. Those who believe the " Declaration " to be 
spurious argue that survivors remembered only one such document, 
that the Resolutions might easily be thought of as a declaration of 

i independence, that Governor Martin in all probability had knowledge 
only of these and not of the alleged " Declaration,' and that the 
dates of publication in the Raleigh and Charleston newspapers, 
and the politics of those papers, show that the Resolutions are 
authentic. In July 19o5 there appdred in Collier's Weekly (New 
York) what purported to be a facimile reproduction of a copy of the 
Cape Fear Mercury which was referred to by Governor Martin and 
which contained the " Declaration "; but this was proved a forgery. ,  

The first and the second provincial congress did little except 
choose delegates to the Continental Congress and the manage-
ment' of affairs passed in large measure from the royal govern-
ment to the several county committees. The third provincial 
congress, which met on the list of August 1775, still required 
its members to sign an oath of allegiance to King George III. 
but formed a provisional government consisting of a provincial 
counal and six District Committeesof Safety. The first sanction 
of independence by any body representing the whole province 
was given by the fourth Provincial Congress on the 12th of April 
1776, and the same body immediately proceeded to the con-
sideration of a new and permanent form of government. Their 
labours ended, however, in another provincial government 
by a Council of Safety, and the drafting of North Carolina's 
first state constitution was left to a constitutional convention 
which assembled at Halifax on the 12th of November. 

North Carolinians fought under Washington at Brandywine 
and Monmouth and played a still more important part in the 
Southern campaigns of 1778-1781. The state was twice invaded, 
in 1776 and in 1780.1781, and two important battles were fought 
upon her soil, Moore's Creek on the 27th of February 1776 and 
Guilford Court House on the 15th of March 1781. 

The territory now comprising the state of Tennessee belonged 
to Carolina under the charters of 1663 and 1663, and fell to North 
Carolina when the original province was divided. To this 

The loth of May has been made a holiday in North Carolina, 
and the date appears cn the state Bag and the state seal; and a 
statue has been erected at Charlotte in memory of the signers of the 

Deciaratioo."  

territory settlers, many of them from North Carolina, had gone 
immediately before and during the War of Independence, and 
had organized a practically independent government. In 1776 
this was formally annexed to North Carolina, but in r784 the 
state ceded this district to the national government on condition 
that it should be accepted within two years. The inhabitants of 
the district, however, objected to the cession, especially to the 
terms, which, they contended, threatened them with two years 
of anarchy; declared their independence of North Carolina and 
organized for themselves the state of Franklin. But the new 
state was weakened by factions, and after a brief and precarious 
existence it was forced into submission to North Carolina by which 
in 1790 the territory was again ceded to the national government 
with the proviso that no regulation made or to be made by Con-
gress should tend to the emancipation of slaves (see Tzettzssez). 

North Carolina sent delegates to the Philadelphia Constitu-
tional Convention of 1787, but the state convention, at Hillsboro, 
called to pass upon the constitution for North Carolina, did not 
meet until the list of July 1788, when ten states had already 
ratified. On the first day of this convention the opponents to the 
constitution, among whom were most of the delegates from the 
western counties, were ready to reject it without debate, but 
yielded to a proposal for discussing it clause by clause. In this 
discussion, which was continued for nine days, the document was 
most strongly opposed because it contained no bill of rights and on 
the ground that it would provide for such a strong central govern-
ment that the state governments would ultimately be sacrificed. 
At the conclusion of the debate the convention by a vote of 
184 to 84 declared itself unwilling to ratify the constitution until 
a bill of rights had been added and it had been amended in 
several other particulars so as to guarantee certain powers to the 
states. By reason of this rejection the relations of North Carolina 
with the other states were severed upon the dissolution of the 
Confederation, and It took no part in the first election or in the 
organization of the new government. However, there was a 
speedy reaction against the oppositon which had in no small 
measure been inspired by fear of a requirement that debts be 
paid in gold and silver. A second convention met at Fayetteville 
in trovember 1789 and the constitution was speedily ratified 
(on the 13th) by a vote of 195 to 77. 

The period from 1790 to 1835 was marked by a prolonged 
contest between the eastern and the western counties. When 
the state constitution of :776 was adopted the counties were so 
nearly equal in population that they were given equal representa-
tion in the General Assembly, but the equality in population 
disappeared in the general westward movement, and in 1790 
the West began to urge a new division of the state into repre-
sentative districts according to population and taxation. This 
was stubbornly resisted, and the West assumed a threatening 
attitude as the East opposed Its projects for internal improve-
ments for which the West bad the greater need. In 1823 the 
West called an extra-legal convention to meet at Raleigh, and 
delegates from 24 of the 28 western counties responded, but 
those from the far West, in which there were practically no slaves, 
wished free white population to be made the basis of representa-
tion, while those from the Middle West demanded the adoption 
of the basis for the national House of Representatives and the 
convention made only a divided appeal to the people. Ten 
years later, however, at the election of assemblymen, 33 of the 
western counties polled an extra-legal vote on the question of 
calling a constitutional convention, and 30,000 votes were cast 
for it to only woo against it. The effect of this was that in 
January 1835 the legislature passed a bull for submitting the 
question legally to all the voters of the state, although this bill 
itself limited the proposed convention's power relating to re-
presentation by providing that it should so amend the constitu-
tion that senators be chosen by districts according to public 
taxes, and that commoners be apportioned by districts according 
to Federal representation, i.e. five slaves to be counted equal to 
three whites. When the popular vote was taken, in the following 
April, every eastern county gave a majority against the conven- 
tion, but the West, even with the limitation which was decidedly 
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favourable to the East, voted strongly for it and carried the 
election with a total majority in the state of 5856 votes. Again, 
however, the advantage was with the East, for the delegates 
were chosen by counties, two from each; but in the convention, 
which was in session at Raleigh from the 4th of June to the 1l th 
of July, the East made some concessions: such as the popular 
election of the governor (who had previously been elected by 
the two houses of the legislature), the disfranchisement of free 
negroes, and the abolition of representation from 6 boroughs, 
4 of which were in the East. The number of senators was 
reduced to 5o, the number of commoners to too, and the manner 
of choosing scams and commoners was changed as directed 
in the act providing for the convention. The electorate gave 
its approval to the revision by a vote of 26,771 to az,6o6, and 
with this the agitation over representation ceased. 

The fundamental points of difference between North Carolina 
and South Carolina were exemplified in the slavery conflict. 
South Carolina led the extreme radical element in the South 
and was the first state to secede. North Carolina held back, 
worked for a compromise, sent delegates to the Washington 
Peace Convention in February 186z, and did not secede until 
the roth of May 0161, after President Lincoln's call for troops 
to preserve the Union. Liberal support was given to the Con-
federacy, both in men and supplies, but Governor Vance, one 
of the ablest of the Southern war governors, engaged in 
acrimonious controversies with President Jefferson Davis, 
contending that the general government of the Confederacy 
was encroaching upon the prerogatives of the separate states. 
Owing to its distance from the border, the state escaped serious 
invasion until near the close of the war. Wilmington was captured 
by the Federals in February x865; General Sherman's army 
crossed the southern boundary in March; a battle was fought 
at Bentonville, March 19-22; Raleigh was entered on April 
23; and the Confederates under General Joseph E. Johnston 
surrendered near Durham Station, in Durham county, on the 
36th. 

Reconstruction was a costly experience here as in other 
Southern states. Jonathan Worth (18o2-t869), elected governor 
under the presidential plan in x865, was an honest and capable 
official, but the government established in accordance with the 
views of Congress in 2868 was corrupt, inefficient and tyrannical. 
Carpetbaggers, negroes and unscrupulous native whites, known 
as seadawags, were in control of affairs, while the people of 
wealth, refinement and education were disfranchised. Governor 
William Woods Holden (t13z8--1892; governor s1368-187o) was so 
weak and tyrannical that be was impeached by the legislature 
in December 187o. Under his successor, Tod R. Caldwell (18 re.- 
are), there was some improvement in the condition of affairs, 
and in 1875 a constitutional convention, in session at Raleigh, 
with the Democrats slightly in the majority, amended the 
constitution, their work being ratified by the people at the 
state election in 2876. The native white element completely 
regained possession of the government in the following year, when 
the Democrats came into office under Governor Zebulon B. 
Vance. Since that time the most interesting feature in the 
political history has been the rise and fall of the People's party. 
The hard times which followed the financial panic of 1893 made it 
possible for them, in alliance with the Republicans, to carry 
the state in the election of 1894. Afterwards their strength 
declined, because the people became more prosperous, because 
the national Democratic party In 1896 and woo adopted their 
views on the money question, and because of the unpopularity 
of a coalition with Republicans, which made it necessary to give 
the coloured people a abate of the offices. The race question 
was the chief issue in the election of t898, the Democrats were 
successful, and what amounted to a negro-disfranchising amend-
ment to the constitution was adopted in August :goo. In 1907 
there was a serious clash between the state authorities and the 
Federal judiciary, arising from an act of the legislature of that 
year which fixed the maximum railway fare at si cents a 
mile and imposed enormous fines for its violation. The two 
princips1 railway corporations, the Southern and the Seaboard 

Air Line, contended that the act was clearly contrary to the 
14th Amendment to the Federal Constitution in that it de-
nied the equal protection of law. The promise of the rail-
ways to give to every purchaser of a ticket a rebate check 
until the question of the validity of the act should be decided 
by the courts was not satisfactory to the state authorities, 
who arrested a ticket agent of the Southern railway, convicted 
him of violating the law, and sentenced him to the chain-gang 
for thirty days. Thereupon the attorneys for the railway 
applied to Judge Jeter Connelly Pritchard (b. r857) of the 
United States Circuit Court for a writ of habeas corpus; this 
was granted and the prisoner was released. The governor of 
the state, Robert Brodnax Glenn (b. ass), nevertheless urged 
the state courts and attorneys to proceed with the prosecution 
of other ticket agents, and threatened to resist with the force 
of the state any further interference of Federal judiciary; but 
in March lea the Supreme Court of the United States declared 
the North Carolina rate law unconstitutional on the ground that 
it was confiscatory. 

GOVERNORS OF NORTH CAROLINA 
Proprietary Period (1663-1729). 

William Drummond 	  1663-1667 
Samuel Stephens   1667-1669 
Peter Carteret 	. 	. 	...   1669-1673 
John Jenkins, president of the council . 	• 1673-1676 
Thomas Eastchurch . 	. 	. 	. 	. 1676-1677 
Thomas Miller. president of the council . 	• 1677-1678 

iciJohn Harvey, president of the council . • 1678-1679 
hn Jenkins . . . . . . . • 1679-1681 

senWthilkinson  
1631-1683 
1683
68

-1689 
Philip Ludy/ell 	 s9-169: 
Alexander Lilliagton, deputy-governor . 	. 1691-1694 
Thomas Harvey, deputy-governor . . 	. 1694-1699 
Henderson Walker. president of the council . 1699-1704 
Robert Daniel, deputy-governor 	. 	. 	. 1704-17os 
Thomas Carey, deputy-governor . . 	. 1705-1706 
William Glover, president of the council 	. 17-1707 
Thomas Carey contestants (cam., rebellion) 1707-t710 William Glover 
Edward Hyde, eputy-governor. 	 1710-1712 
Thomas Pollock. president of the council .. 	1712-1714 
Charles Eden 	 1714-1723 
Thomas Pollack pr Thomas 	the council 	1722 
William Reid, president of the council . 	1722-1724 
George Burrington 	. 	. 	. 	. 	1734-1735 
Edward Moiety, president of the council. 	1725 
Sir Richard Everard . 	. 	. 	. 	. 	1725-1729 

Royal Period (1729-1776). 

Burrington was appointed in 1730, but did not arrive in the 
province until February try. Either Everard held over or the 
president of the council was acting-governor from 1729-1731. 
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Jesse Franklin 	. 	. 
Gabriel Holmes . . 
Hutchings G. Burton . 
James lredell 
John Owen 	  

lontford Stokes . 	. 	. 

. 	. 

David Lowry Swain 	. 
Richard Dobbs Spaight, Jr. 
Edward Bishop Dudley 
John Motley Morehead . 
William Alexander Graham 
Charles Manly . 	. 	. 
David Settle Reid 	. 	. 
Warren Winslow (ex-officio) 	. 
Thomas Bragg . 	. 	. 	. 
John Willis Ellis . 	. 	. 	. 
Henry Toole Clark (ex-officio) . 
Zebulon Baird Vance . 	. 	. 
William Woods Holden . 	. 
Jonathan Worth . . . . 
Gen. Daniel Edgar Sickles . 
Gen. Ed. Richard Sprigg Canby 
William Woods Holden . 
Tod R. Caldwell . 	. 
Curtis Hooks Brogden. 	. 
Zebulon Baird Vance . 
Thomas Jordan Jarvis 
Alfred Meore Scales . 
Daniel Gould Fowle . 
Thomas Michael Holt . 
Elias Carr . . . . . 
Daniel Lindsay Russell 	. 	. 
Charles Brantley Aycock . 
Robert Brodnax Glenn 	. 
William Walton Kitchin . 

B131.10GRAPITY.—For physical description, resources, industries, 
&c.. see State Board of Agriculture, North Carolina and its Resources 
(Raleigh. 1896); North Carolina Geological Survey Reports (Raleigh, 
1852, sqq.); th e publications of the North Carolina Geological and 
Economic Survey (Raleigh, 1893, sqq.), e.g. Water Powers in North 
Carolina (1899), by G. F. Swain, Joseph H. Holmes and E. W. Myers, 
Gold Mining in North Carolina and other Appalachian States (1897), 
by H. B. C. Nitre and A. J. Wilkins, The Tin Deposits of the Caro- 
linas 1205), by J:  H. Pratt and D. B. Sterrett, Building and Orna- 
mental 
The Fishes of North Carolina '907). by Hugh M. Smith, and 

Stones of North Carolina (r). by T. L. Watson and others. 

History o,f the Gems found in Nort Carolina (1908), by G. F. Kunz; 
Report of f  Secretary of Agriculture in Relation to the Forests, Rivers 
and Mountains of the Southern Appalachian Region (Washington, 
1902); Climatology of North Carolina (Raleigh, 1892)• and H. 
Thompson, From the Cotton Field to the Cotton Mill, a Study of the 
Industrial Transition in North Carolina (New York, 1906), contains 
some interesting observations on the changes in social conditions 
resulting from the growth of the cotton-manufacturing industry. 
John W. Moore, History of North Carolina (2 vols., Raleigh. 1880); 
S. A'Court Ashe, History of North Carolina (2 vols., Greensboro, 1908- 

) are general surveys. Cornelia P. Spencer, First Steps in North 
Carolina History (6th ed., Raleigh, 1891), is a brief elementary book 
written for use in the public schools. For the colonial and revolu-
tionary periods there are some excellent studies. C. L. Raper, 
North Carolina: a Study in English Colonial Government (New York, 
1904), treats of the royal period (1729-5776) from the legal point of 
view; J. S. Bassett, Constitutional Beginnings of North Carolina 
(Baltimore, 1894); The Regulators of North Carolina (Washington, 
1894); and Slavery in the Slate of North Carolina (Baltimore, 1899), 
are all trustworthy. S. B. Weeks deals with the religious history in 
his Religious Development in the Province of North Carolina. (Baltimore, 
1892). Church and State in North Carolina (Baltimore, 1893) and 
Southern 9uakers and Slavery (Baltimore, 1896); he is anti-Anglican, 
but judicial. E. W. Sikes, The Transition of North Carolina from 
Colony to Commonwealth (Baltimore, 1898). based on the public 
records, is accurate. though dull. There is a considerable contro-
versial literature concerning the Mecklenburg Declaration of In- 
dependence,• W. H. Hoyt's The Mecklenburg Declaration of Independ- 
once (New York. 1907) is the best presentation of the view generally 
adopted by competent historians that the alleged Declaration of the 
loth of May 1775 is spurious; G. W. Graham, The Mecklenburg 
Dw.laration of Independence (New York, r905). and J. W. Moore, 
Defence of the Mecklenburg Declaration of Independence (1909), are 
perhaps the best of the attempts to prove the same Declaration 
genuine. The older histories of the colony are: Hugh Williamson, 
History of North Carolina (2 vols. Philadelphia, 1812). which deals 
with the period before 177t and is meagre and full of errors: F. X. 
Martin, History of North Carolina (2 vols., New Orleans, 1829), 
which deals with the period before 1776, contains much irrelevant 
matter and is of little value; F. L. Hawks, History of North Carolina 
(2 vols. Fayetteville. N.C.. 1857-1858). written from the established 
church point of view, the best and fullest treatment of the pro-
prietary period (1663-1729); and W. D. Cooke (ed.), Revolutionary  

history of North Carolina (Raleigh and New York, 1853). containing 
a defence of the Regulators. For the Reconstruction period see J. G. 
de Roulhac Hamilton, Reconstruction in North Carolina (Raleigh, 
loon); Report of the Joint Select Committee to Inquire into the Con. 
dit,on of A ffairs in the late Insurrectionary States, being the 42nd 
Congress, 2nd session, House Report 22 (13 vols., Washington, 1872; 
vol. ii. deals with North Carolina); and Hilary A. Herbert d al. 
Why the Solid South? or Reconstruction and its Results (Baltimore, 
189o). The chief published sources are The Colonial Records of 
North Carolina (to vols., Raleigh. 1886-189o); and The State Records 
of North Carolina (vols. t 1776-1788; other vols., in continua-
tan of the colonial series, Winston (ti-t5) and Goldsboro (16-so), 
1895-1902; the series is to be continued). The best bibliography 
is S. B. Weeks, Bibliography of Historical Literature of North Carolina 
(Cambridge, 1895). 

NORTHCOTE, JAMBS (1746-1831), English painter, was 
born at Plymouth on the rand of October 1746. He was 
apprenticed to his father, a poor watchmaker of the town, and 
during his spare hours was diligent with brush and pencil. In 
1769 he left his father and started as a portrait-painter. Four 
years later he went to London and was admitted as a pupil 
into the studio and house of Reynolds. At the same time he 
attended the Academy schools. In 1775 be left Reynolds, 
and about two years later, having acquired the requisite funds 
by portrait-painting in Devonshire, he went to study in Italy. 
On his return to England, three years later, he revisited his 
native county, and then settled in London, where Opie and 
Fuseli were his rivals. He was elected associate of the Academy 
in 1786, and full academician in the following spring. The 
"Young Princes murdered in the Tower," his first important 
historical work, dates from 1786, and it was followed by the 
" Burial of the Princes in the Tower," both paintings, along with 
seven others, being executed for Boydell's Shakespeare gallery, 
The " Death of Wat Tyler," now in the Guildhall, was exhibited 
in 1787; and shortly afterwards Northcote began a set of ten 
subjects, entitled " The Modest Girl and the Wanton," which were 
completed and engraved in x70. Among the productions of 
Northcotc's later years are the" Entombment "and the " Agony 
in the Garden," besides many portraits, and several animal 
subjects, like the " Leopards," the " Dog and Heron," and the 
" Lion "; these latter were more successful than the artist's efforts 
in the higher departments of art, as was indicated by Fuseli's 
caustic remark on examining the " Angel opposing Balsam "-
" Northcote, you are an angel at an ass, but an ass at an angel." 
The works of the artist number about two thousand, and he made 
a fortune of &op= He died on the 13th of July 183x. 

Northcote was emulous of fame as an author, and his first essays 
in literature were contributions to the Artist, edited by Prince Hoare. 
In 18.3 he embodied his recollections of his old master in a Life of 
Reynolds. His Fables—the first series published in 1828, the second 
posthumously in 1833—were illustrated with woodcuts by Harvey 
from Nort hcote's own designs. In the production of his Liteyof Titian, 
his last work, which appeared in 1830, he was assisted %Villiam 
Harlin, who previously, in 1826, had given to the pub is in the 
New Monthly Magazine his recollections of Northcote's pungent and 
cynical " conversations," the bitter personalities of which caused 
much trouble to the painter and his fnends. 

NORTH DAKOTA, one of the North Central states of the 
American Union, between 45° 55' and 49* N., and 96° 25' and 
104° 3' W. It is bounded N. by the Canadian provinces of 
Saskatchewan and Manitoba, S. by South Dakota, W. by 
Montana and E. by Minnesota, from which it is separated by the 
Red river (or Red river of the North). North Dakota has an 
extreme length, E. and W., of 36o m., an extreme width, N. and 
S., of 210 m., and a total area of 70,837 sq. m., of which 654 
sq. m. are water surface. 

Topography.—North Dakota lies in the Prairie Plains and 
Great Plains physiographic provinces. The escarpment of the 
Coteau du Missouri is the dividing line, that portion to the N. 
and E. lying in the Prairie Plains, that to the S.W. in the Great 
Plains. The surface presents few striking topographic features, 
and may be subdivided into three vast plains or prairie table-
lands rising one above the other from E. to W., the two eastern-
most together constituting the Prairie Plains portion of the state. 
The lowest of these plains is the valley of the Red river, and 
this valley extends along the eastern edge of the state and 
varies in width from, 25 to 70 m. Its elevation is 965 ft. at 
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Wahpeton, in the extreme S.E.; 903 ft. at Fargo; 836 ft. at 
Grand Forks; and 798 ft. at Pembina, in the extreme N.E., 
which is the lowest point within the state. To the W. of this 
valley liei a second plain, ranging in height from z 200 to rfloo 
ft. above sea level, and in width from 75 m. in the S. to 200 m. 
in the N. This plain is separated from the Red river valley in 
the N. by an abrupt slope rising to a height of from 300 to Soo 
ft. above the surrounding country, and called the Manitoba 
escarpment, because the greater part of it lies in the province 
of Manitoba. The Pembina Mountains, low bills near the inter-
national boundary and about 3o m. W. of the Red river, form 
a portion of this escarpment. From these hills southward the 
ridge gradually becomes less abrupt until in Walsh county 
it vanishes into prairie. The ascent to the upper plain them 
becomes very gentle, though there is a rise of goo or Soo ft., 
until it reaches the south-eastern portion of Sargent county 
and changes into the more abrupt Coteau des Prairies, a plateau 
about zoo° ft. above the sea. The second plain, while not so 
level as the Red river valley, contains but one group of bills, 
the Turtle Mountains; these rise from 300 to goo ft. above the 
general level, near the centre of the northern boundary. The 
prairies in this second table-land are gently rolling, and are 
covered with drift from the continental ice-sheet of the glacial 
period. They are bounded on the W. by a ridge from 300 to 
goo ft. in height and from 20 to so m. in width, which roughly 
marks the dividing line between the farming lands of the E. 
and the grazing lands of the W. The northern portion of this 
ridge forms the water-parting between the streams that empty 
into Hudson Bay and those that flow into the Gulf of Mexico. 
To the W. of this ridge lies the third and highest plain within the 
state, the so-called Coteau du Missouri. It occupies nearly 
one half of the state, and rises gradually westward until it attains 
a general level of about 2700 ft. East of the Missouri river 
this region is covered with glacial drift, and is noticeably different 
from the more level lands of the lower plains. The ice-sheet 
wore down from the hills and filled the valleys with debris 
until the surface has a billowy appearance. As the Missouri 
river marks approximately the lower edge of the Ice-sheet, the 
region W. of this stream is almost free from glacial deposits and 
presents a strong contrast to the rest of the state. The billowy 
plains still remain in places, but in the vicinity of streams the 
billows give way to deep ravines. The sands and clays found 
here hre fine and soft, and as there is scant vegetation to protect 
the hillsides they are easily eroded by the rains. Asa result, 
the surface has been carved into fantastic forms. The early 
French explorers called the region he laves mausalses, on account 
of the difficulties that here met the traveller, and in its English 
equivalent, " the Bad Lands," this appellation still remains. 
High winds and seams- of burning lignite coal have aided the 
rains in giving the Bad Lands their peculiar configuration. 
Prairie fires or spontaneous combustion have ignited many coal 
seams. Some have already burnt out; others still emit 
smoke and sulphurous fumes from the crevices in the hillsides, 
and through the fissures may be seen the glowing coal and rock. 
The earth surface above these natural furnaces has been hardened, 
cracked and sometimes melted into a reddish slag, called scoria, 
which; on account of its resemblance to lava, has given rise to 
an incorrect impression that the region was once the centre of 
volcanic disturbances. The picturesque effect of this sculpturing 
by water, wind and fire is greatly enhanced by the brilliant 
colours along the faces of the hills and ravines—grey, yellow, 
black and every shade of red and brown. Here too are found 
petrified forests and other evidences of a vegetable growth that 
has long ago disappeared. The lands are bad for the traveller 
and the farmer, but not for the ranchman. A few miles from 
the streams the country is less broken, and there are deep grassy 
valleys, in which the animals may find shelter in winter. Cattle 
sometimes congregate in cold weather around a burning coal 
seam and enjoy the warmth. The lignite in this region also warms 
the rancbman's cabin, being easily mined where a seam is exposed 
in the walls of a ravine or on the side of a hill. 

North Dakota has a mean elevation of Noo-ft. The highest 

point in the state, about ssoo ft., is in the southern part of 
Bowman county, east of the Little Missouri river. 

Risers.—There are three drainage systems within the state: 
the Red river (of the North) and its tributaries, the Mouse, or 
Souris, river and its tributaries, and the Missouri river and its tribu-
taries. The Rod river flows in a winding channel along the eastern 
boundary and empties into Lake Winnipeg in Canada, thence 
reaching Hudson Bay through the Nelson river. Its tributaries 
are small, and are remarkable chiefly for the fact that they at first 
flow in a direction almost opposite to that of the main stream, and 
make a great bend to the N.E. before joining it. ,  The Sheyenne, the 
Goose, the Park and the Pembina rivers are the most important of 
these streams. The Mouse, or Souris, river rises in Canada, crosses 
the international boundary near the meridian of coa° W. long., 
flows S.E. for about 7o m., then turns to the N. and near the Rest 
meridian re-enters British territory, after receiving the waters of the 
Rivitre des Lacs and other small streams. The Missouri river, the 
most important stream within the state, crosses the western boundary 
near the 48th parallel, and after pursuing a winding course in a 
general south-easterizail:rection leaves the state near the centre 
of its southern boun . The James river, flowing southward into 
South Dakota, is the issoun a only important eastern tributary 
within the state. From the W. the Missouri receives the waters of 
the Little Missouri. Cannon Ball, Heart and Knife rivers. All that 
portion of the state lying.  W. of the Pembina Mountains and E. of 
the Mouse river valley ispractically without river drainage, and 
for its surface and sub-surface drainage, Devils Lake, an irregular 
body of water about 40 m. in length and with an area of 4 00  N. In., 
forms a natural reservoir. The waters of this lake are strongly saline. 
The entire region W. of the Red river valley and E. of the valleys 
of the Mouse and Missouri rivers is dotted with small lakes. The 
morainic belts and other obstructions in the drift plains hem in the 
waters in the intervening basins and create what are called " glacial 
lakes," varying in diameter from a few yards to several miles. All 
the lakes of the state are of this character, and many are strort isioit 
salt and alkali. The drift plains also contain numerous 
hollows, locally termed "pots and kettles," which receive the 
drainage of their vicinity and form sloughs. 

lasso cad Flora.—Before the advent of the white man, herds of 
bison roamed the prairies, but these have disappeared! and, with 
the exception of deer and bears, large game is to be found only in 
the Bad Lands. Here are found the lynx, the " mountain lion " 
or puma, the prairie and timber wolves, the jack rabbit, the prairie 
dog (gopher), the black, the brown and, occasionally, the grizzly bear. 
A -few fur-bearing animals, the mink, beaver and raccoon, still 
remain. The prairie dog is found everywhere. Among the lakes, 
sloughs and stubble-fields of the prairies, teal, ducks, coots and 
geese are found in abundance.. Other prairie birds are the prairie 
chicken, and there are a great many birds that sing while flying; 
among them are the horned lark, bobolink, Smith's longspur and 
chestnut collared longspur, lark-sparrow, lark-bunting and Sprague's. 
pipit. 

The flora of North Dakota ft typical of a semi-arid country.. 
The prevailing plant-colour is a greyish green, due to a bard dry 
outer covering which serves as a protection from desiccation. All 
plant life has a remarkably large proportion of subterranean growth; 
because of the necessity of getting moisture from the earth and not 
from the air; hence roots and tubers are unusually well developed. 
The Red river valley is a meeting ground for many species of plants 
whose principal habitat lies in some other quarter. Many trees of 
the eastern forme, such as basswood, sugar, river and red maple, 
red, white and black ash, red and rock elm, black and bur oak, 
white and red pine and red cedar find their western limit here. 
Some species characteristic of the more northerlyregions—for 
example, the mountain ash, balsam fir, tamarack and black and 
white spruce—find here their southern or south-western limits. 
The same is true of shrubs and herbaceous plants. The prickly 
ash, Virginian creeper and staff-tree find here their northern limit; 
and the mountain maple, Canada blueberry, dwarf birch and ground 
hemlock their southern limit. Of 1500 species of herbaceous plants 
in the Red river basin, it is estimated that fully half reach here their 
geographical limit or limit of frequent occurrence. Trees are found 

The peculiar bow shape of these western tributaries of the Red 
river is due to the fact that these streams originally flowed S.E. into 
Lake Agassiz, now extinct. As the waters of the lake gradually 
receded, the rivers reached it by pushing their channels eastward 
through what was once its bed . The southern part of the lake 
bottom was finally uplifted by a movement of the earth crust, 
and the outlet was changed from the S. to the N.E. The waters 
continued to recede, and the tributaries, in cutting their way through 
the sediment, followed the slope of 'the land and gradually turned 
northward. 

The early settlers found the bones of the bison scattered over 
the prairies, and after the construction of railways the gathering 
and shipping of these for use in sugar refining and in the manufacture 
of superphosphate became temporarily a profitable industry. 
Between January and August 1889 a sing e dealer at Minot shipped 
1200 tons, which sold at $8 the ton. 
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only on Turtle Mountains, in the vicinity of streams, and in a few 
other places sheltered from wind and sun. North Dakota's total 
woodland area is estimated at 600 sq. m., or less than t % of its 
entire surface. No other state in the Union has such a relatively 
small area of forest. By an executive proclamation, which came 
into effect on the seth of November mo8, a Federal forest reservation 
of 2r•8 sq. m. was created. The prairies of the more humid regions 
are covered with valuable grasses, and with masses of showy native 
flowers, which bloom from spring to autumn. The pasque flower is 
found on all the prairies and is the earliest to appear. The Bad Lands 
exhibit a vegetation typical of semi-arid regions. Cottonwoods 
flourish along the Little Missouri river, and in sheltered ravines 
grow stunted junipers and cedars, which seldom rise above the crest 
of some protecting bluff. Poplars grow in the valleys, and the cactus 
and sage brush are common. The faces of buttes and ravines that 
are turned toward the sun are usually devoid ofveptation. 

Clintale.—There are no mountains, forests or large bodies of water 
to moderate the extremes of summer and winter, and the uniformity 
01  topography makes the ranges of temperature for different parts 
of the state very nearly the same. Between the extreme northern 
and southern sections thme. is a range of only 6° F. The mean annual 
temperature for the state is 39' F., with an extreme of no° recorded 
for the summer and a minimum of – 54° for the winter. As ageneral 
rule, temperatures are highest in the W. and lowest in the E. In 
the central region of the state (at Jamestown, Stutsman county) 
the mean annual temperature is 40"i the mean for the winter, to', 
with a minimum of – 40° recorded in February; the mean for the 
summer is 67°, with an extreme of 103° recorded in July. The 
winters are long and revere. The season, however, on account of the 
dryness of the climate, is not so harsh as the low temperatures 
would seem to indicate. The seasons are sharply demarked; both 
winter and summer come suddenly. The summers are short, but 
as there are sixteen hours of sunlight per day in midsummer, vege-
tation grows rapidly. Killing frosts often occur in June and return 
again early in Smber. High winds are frequent, and prairie 
houses are often prometM by rows of trees called " wind breaks." 
During the growing season the winds are usually light, but in the 
late summer and autumn occasional dry, hot, southerly winds (" hot 
'outliers ") prove very destructive to vegetation. Tornadoes are 
not unknown, and local hail stones are frequent In the summer, 
but do little damage. The total precipitation for the state is r7 or 
18 in., the heaviest, about no in., occurring in the Red river valley, 
and the 'Itest, about 14 in.. in the extreme W. While the rainfall 
is always elaw the normal amount for humid regions, by far the 
greater .part of it occurs in the spring and summer, and growing 
crops receive the full benefit. The precipitation rarely amounts to 
a in. for the entire winter. The snows are therefore very light, and 
are quickly swept from the prairies by the high winds, so that cattle 
may gran In the open plains throughout the year. There are, 
however, during every winter from one to four severe blizzards, 
which inflict great damage upon unprotected flacks and herds. 

Sails.—As the Red over valley is the bed of the extinct Lake 
Agassiz, its soil is composed of the fine detritus and silty deposits 
carried into the lake by its tributaries. Over the whole basin this 
deposit, to a depth of t or a ft., is coloured black by decayed 
vegetation, and constitutes one of the most fertile tracts on the 
continent. Being remarkably free from trees, rocks and streams, 
the soil can be turned in furrows that run perfectly straight for 
miles, and favours the development of " bonanza farmer where 
thousands of acres are cultivated in a single field. The soils W. of 
the valley consist of glacial drift, and are well suited to the growing 
of grain. The drift becoimes thinner toward the W., and finally 
disappears in the semi-arid regions of the Missouri river valley. 
In this region the soils of sand and clay are much finer than 
the drift, and are very productive where the water-supply is 
sufficient. 

krigarion.—Inigation is confined to the western half of the state, 
and more especially to the north-west, being employed chiefly in the 
drainage basin of the Missouri river. The bed of the river is too far 
below the surrounding country to permit the use of its waters for 
irrigation purposes by the usual gravity methods. The ordinary 
moms before 1906 was to dam small streams and " coulees "(deep 
gulches in which water flows intermittently) and flood the surround• 
rag country. The total irrigated area in 19os was 10,384 acres. The 
so-called Reclamation Act passed. by Congress in 1902 provided for 
the construction of a system of Irrigation works in this and other 
states by the Federal 	 In 11 the Federal Reclamation 
Service had five projects

government. 
 in North 
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The Buford-Trenton, 

Wffiiston and Nesson projects are situated in Williams county, on 
the left bank of the Missouri river. The abundant lignite teal in 
the region was to operate pumps for raising water from the river into 
canals crossing the valley. The Washburn project was to Irrigate 
5000 acres In McLean county with water pumped front the Missouri 
river. It was estimated that the fourth project, the lower Yellow-
stone, on the western bank of the river of that name, would furnish 
water for 66,000 acres of land, of which a0.000 lie in Dawson =MY. 
North Dakota, and the rest in Montana. The, fifth project, the 
Bowman, was to irrigate 10.000 acres in North Da bm and the north- 
westernpart of South Dakota by storing the waters of the North 
Fork of Grand river. Water for irrigation purposes is often derived 

from artesian wells which are very numerous in the S. and E., 
J particularly in the James river valley. 

Aericeltios.—Agneulture is by far the most important industry 
of the state, and, owing to climatic conditions, it is rigidly limited 
to a few staple crops. The growing season is too short for maize 
or Indian corn, which constituted only I % of the acreage of cereals 
in 19os. No winter wheat can be grown, and the climate is too harsh 
for the larpr fruits, such as apples, pears, peaches, plumsand grapes ,rtes
but such hardy small fruits as currants, 
blackberries and strawberries may be grorreiTeMance. 

The total farm acreage in 1890 was 7,660,333; in 1900, 13,542,640. 
The value of the farm property in the same decade rose from 

f100,745,779 to $235,266,751, and the value of farm products 
rom 1889 to 1899 from 321'264,938 to $4,252,494. 

The average size of the arms (excluding farms under 3 acres 
with products valued at less than $500) was 277-4 acres in 1890 and 
3434  acres in 1900. With regard to tenure, 74'7%  of the farms 
were operated by their owners, 15.2% by part owners and 7.2% 
by share tenants. Hay and gram formed the principal source of 
income of 88.4% of the farms, live-stock of 61 % and dairy produce 
of 2.6%. Wheat is the state's most important product. In the 
acreage of this cereal in 1909 (according to the Year-book of the US. 
Department of Agriculture), North Dakota ranked first, and in 
the crop second among the states of the Union, its total yield being 
90.762,o0o bushels, valued at $83,5or,o00. Next in importance to 
wheat in 1909 was flaxseed, amounting to 14,229,000 bushels, valued 
at $22,340,000. In the production of this commodity the state 
ranked first, and produced about ss % of the entire crop of the 
United States. The flax is cultivated for the seed, and only slightly 
for the fibre. Other important crops are oats (4 	i 6,368,00o in !gee.) 
barley ($8413,000). hay,,, potatoes, rye and Indian corn. The value 
of the various classes of hvestock on the ist of January 1910 was as 
follows: horses, $81,168,000• mules, ,040,000; cattle, Pixel moo; 
sheep, 32,484,000; swine. $2,266,000. Very little attention is paid 
to fruit and vegetable growing. 

Minerals—With the exception of lignite, which underlies a large 
portion of the western half of the state, North Dakota has few mineral 
deposits of commercial value. Sandstone occurs in large quantities, 
and W. of the Red river valley granite and gneiss are found, but 
these materials are not quarried. The coal is all in the form of brown 
lignite and is not very valuable as a fuel, as it soon crumbles into a 
fine powder on being exposed to air. The total area of the coal beds 
is estimated at 35,000 sq. in. A law enacted in 1896 required the 
use of lignite in all state buildings and institutions. Id ining is carried 
on along the Northern Pacific railway W. of the Missouri river, in 
the Mouse river valley along the line of the Minneapolis, St Paul & 
Sault Ste Marie railway, and at a few places in the same region 
along the line of the Great Northern railway. Good clays for the. 
manufacture of tile and brick are found at numerous places. The, 
total value of the mineral products (except stone) in 1909 was 

U38,818, of which $522,116 was the value of real and po6,232 
clay products. 
Maxeradures—Manufacturing in North Dakota is of small im-' 

portance, being largely confined, with the exception of flour and grist' 
milling, to the supply of local needs. Under the factory system t&re 
were 337 establishments in tpo and, 507 in '905: the capital In-, 
vested id 1900  was $3,51 AN and in 1905 15.70037: and the 
value of products was $6,259,840 in woo and 110.21g14 ((or 
63.2% more) in 1905. The products of the flour and 	t m Ils 
increased in value from $4434,023 in 1900 to $6,463,22 in 1905, 
and in this last year constituted in value 63-3 % of the total factory 
products of the state. Printing and publishing was next in import-
ance, with products valued at $719,950 in 1900 and at $1,110,439 
in 1905. Butter, cheese and condensed milk manufactured were 
valued at 422,128 in moo and at $862.481 in 1905. The chief 
manufacturing centres are Fargo and Grand Forks. 

Trarisperfaison.—The total railway mileage within the state on 
theItst of December 1908 was 411547 m. The main line of the 
Northern Pacific, from St Paul to Portland, Oregon, enters the state 
at Fargo and runs almost due W. throughout its length for about 
380 m. Parallel with this road, but farther to the N. is the main 
line of the Great Northern system, running from St Paul to Seattle. 
The length of its route within the state, from Wahpeton to Buford 
via Larirnore, is about Po 	Both of these systems have numerous 
branch lines. The main line of the Minneapolis, St Paul & Sault Ste 
Made enters the S.E. corner of the state at Fairmount and ends 
in the N.W. at Portal, on the international boundary, havfrit in 
1909 a length within the state of 361 m. Among Its many branches 
are the "Wheat Line,' running from Kenmare, North Dakota, to 
Thief River Falls Minnesota, and having a length of s5e m. In the 
Mate; and the " Mimed River Line," penetrating the southern 
and central portions of the state from Hankie= to Garrieon,' with 
a length of 282 m. In 1909 the Northern Pacific was building about 
140 m. of new track. The Chicago, Milwaukee & St Paul railway, 
running E. and W. through South-Dakota, !ends four short branches 
into the southern part ol North Dakota. The Chicago It North-
Western also sends a short branch line northward into the state, form-
ing a junction with other lines at Oakes. The Red river Is navigable 
as far S. as Belmont, and the Missouri river is navigable throughout 
its course within the state, although it requires a skilful pilot.. 
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5870 the population of that portion of 

Dakota Territory included within the present limits of North 
Dakota was 24o5; in t880, 36,909. The population of the 
state in 0390 was 182,719;  in 5900, 319,146; in 1905, 437,070; 
In 1910, 583,888. The number of the foreign-born population 
in 1900 was 113,091, or 35.4%, the highest proportion to be 
found in any state of the Union. The principal elements com-
posing the white foreign population were as follows: Norwegians 
30, 206, English Canadians 25,004, Russians 14,979,  Germans 
11,546, Swedes 8419. The coloured population consisted of 
4692 Indians not taxed, 2276 Indians taxed, 286 negroes, 148 
Japanese and 32 Chinese. Most of the Indians not taxed live 
on reservations, of which there are four: Devils Lake Reserva-
tion in 5909 had a total area of 143.97 sq. in., a population of 
98o, consisting of Sisseton, Wahpeton, and Cut Head (or Pabaksa) 
Sioux; Turtle Mountains Reservation, in Rolette county, 
established in 1882, and now allotted (excepting s86 acres for 
church and school purposes), had a population in 1909 of 2588, 
being for the most part &mixture of Pembina (or Turtle Mountain) 
Chippewa with French Canadians; Fort Berthold Reservation 
in the west central part of the state, on the Missouri river, 
established in 1870, had in 1909 an area of 1382.4 sq. m., and a 
population of 399 Adkara (Caddoan), and, of Siouan stock, 
453 Ilidatsa (or Grosventre) and 252 Mandan Indians; and 
Standing Rock Reservation, on the western bank of the Missouri 
river, was established in 5875, and in 5909 contained u887.2 
sq. m. (about three-fifths of which lies in South Dakota and 
much of which was opened to settlement in zgo8-r909) and a 
population of 3399 Sioux. The population of the state is largely 
rural. The larger municipalities with the population of each 
in 1905 were: Fargo (12,512), Grand Forks (10,527), Jamestown 
(5093), Bismarck, the capital, (49 53), Minot (4125), Valley City 
IPSO, Dickinson (3t88), Wahpeton (2741), Mandan (2714), 
Grafton (2423) and Devils Lake (2367); in 1905 there were fifteen 
other municipalities each with a population of more than moo. 
In 1906 the Roman Catholic Church had the largest number of 
communicants (61,265 out of a total of 559,053 members of all 
denominations), and there were 59,923  Lutherans. 

Aduinistralion. —The state is governed under its constitution 
of 184, as subsequently amended. The governor is chosen 
biennially, and has a limited pardoning power. He may veto 
appropriation bills by items, but any of his vetoes may be 
overruled by a two-thirds vote of each house. The governor 
and lieutenant-governor must be at least thirty years old. 
The other administrative officers are a secretary of state, 
auditor, treasurer, superintendent of public instruction, com-
missioner of insurance, three commissioners of railways, attorney 
general and commissioner of agriculture and labour; each 
of these officers is chosen biennially and must be at least 
twenty-five years of age. The legislative department consists 
of a Senate, with members chosen every four years, and about 
half chosen at each biennial election; and a House of Repre-
sentatives, with members chosen biennially. The sessions of 
the legislature are biennial, and are limited to sixty days. The 
minimum age for senators is twenty-five years and for repre-
sentatives twenty-one years. Bills may originate in either house. 
A lieutenant-governor, chosen biennially, presides over the Senate. 
In 1907 the legislature proposed an amendment providing for 
the application of initiative and referendum to statutory laws 
and constitutional amendments; two years later the legis-
lature passed a substitute resolution, which omits the clause 
regarding amendments of the constitution, and which, if 
passed by the legislature of reit will be put to popular vole 
at the general election of 1912. The judicial department consists 
of the supreme court, district courts, county courts, municipal 
courts, and justices of the peace. The supreme court consists 
of three judges (minimum age thirty years), chosen by popular 
vote for six years. Their number may be increased to five 
whenever the populatibn of the state shall amount to 60o,o0o. 

The Devils Lake Reservation and the Turtle Mountain Chippewa 
ate both under the Fort Totten School. which it on the Devils Lake 
Reservation. 

For each judicial distlitt (the tenth district wait created in tool) 
there is one district judge, elected for four years; the district 
courts have original jurisdiction (except in probate mitters) 
and certain appellate jurisdiction. The judge of the county court 
is chosen for two years. This court has exclusive original 
jurisdiction in probate matters, and in counties with over 2000 
inhabitants its jurisdiction may be extended by popular vote 
to include concurrent jurisdiction with the district courts in 
civil matters involving amounts less than $s000, and in criminal 
actions below the grade of felony. Justices of the peace have 
jurisdiction in civil cases involving no land titles and sums of 
money not exceeding $200. They may also try misdemeanours 
in counties without other criminal jurisdiction. 

For the administration of local government, the state is 
divided into counties (46 in two), In those counties that have 
not adopted a township organization county affairs are ad-
ministered by a board of county commissioners; where the 
township organization has been adopted the county government 
is administered by the chairmen of the several township boards. 
For each county there are a judge, clerk, register of deeds, 
auditor, treasurer, sheriff and state's attorney. 

All citizens of the United States residing in North Dakota are 
declared to be citizens of the state. The right of suffrage is 
confined by the constitution to males twenty-one years of age, 
who are citizens of the United States or have declared their 
intention of becoming citizens, and who have resided in the 
state one year, in the county six months, and in the voting 
precinct ninety days preceding the election. Civilized Indians 
who have severed their tribal relations two years before an 
election are entitled to vote. Women may vote for all school 
officers and npon all questions relating solely to school matters, 
and are eligible to any school office. 

Amendments to the constitution must be passed by both 
houses of the legislature at two consecutive sessions, and must 
then be ratified by popular vote. By this arrangement a period 
of nearly four years usually elapses between the proposal and 
the final ratification of an amendment. 

The amount of homestead exempt from seizure for debt is 
limited in value to $5020, and may not include more than two 
acres in a town plot or more than s6o acres elsewhere. The 
exemption Is not valid against a debt created for the purchase 
money, or against taxes levied on the property, or against 
mechanics' or labourers' liens for work done or material furnished 
for improvements, or against a mortgage acknowledged by both 
husband and wife. The grotmds for absolute divorce are adultery, 
cruelty, desertion (one year), neglect (one year), habitual 
drunkenness (one year) and conviction for felony; residence in 
the state for one year is required before application for divorce. 

North Dakota is one of the few American states whose constitu-
tion forbids the manufacture, importation ,  or sale of intoxicating 
liquors. Attempts to secure the repeal of this provision have been 
unsuccessful. Apothecaries may secure a licence to sell liquors 
for purely medicinal purposes upon a petition signed by twenty-
five reputable free-holders and twenty-five reputable women. 
In woe the advertisement of liquors, solicitation of orders for 
liquors, and the sale of cigarettes to minors were prohibited. 

Educarien.—At the head of the public school system is a super-
intendent of public instruction. chosen for two years. He, with 
the governor and the president of the state university, constitutes 
g high-school board, having supervision of the secondary schools. 
In each county there is a county superintendent. elected biennially, 
and in each school district a board of directors. The proceeds of 
the sale of public lands donated to the state for educational purposes. 
and all escheats to the state, constitute a trust fund, the interest 
from which, with the proceeds of all fines for the violation of state 
laws, is annually apportioned among the school districts according 
to the school population: the total apportionment from the State 
Tuition Fund in 1908 was $357,238. This income is supplemented 
by local taxation. The minimum school term allowed by law is six 

Before the law passed by the first Legislative Assembly of the state 
to carry out this provision could come into effect, it was partially 
annulled by the decision of the United States Supreme Court in the 
case of Leuy v. Medea (t89o), in which the court held that liquors 
might be imported into any state and sold in the original packap 
(en.) without reference to local prohibitory or restrictive laws. 
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months, and the schools are open to all pap& between the ages of 
six and twenty-one years. For children between the ages of eight 
and fourteen attendance for twelve weeks, six being consecutive, is 
compulsory. The total enrolment in the public schools in 1908 was 
131,02, with an average daily attendance of 90,419. Educational 
facihries areal.° furnbhed by tile/tate through university and school 
of mines at University, near Grand Forks, normal schools (opened 
In 1890) at Valley Oty and Mayville, an agricultural college and 
experiment station (t890) at Fargo, a normal and industrial school 
(opened in ia99) at Elkmdate, a school for the deaf (r89o) at Devils 
Lake, a scientific schpol (opened in tm) at Wahpeton, and • school 
of forestry at Bottineau. Fargo College at Fare, founded in 
1887 by Congregationalist& is now non-sectarian. The Methodist 
Episcopal Church maintains Wesley College near Grand Forks 
(formerly the Red River Valley University at Wahpeton), affiliated 
with the state university. There is • state library commimlon. The 
state supports a hospital for the insane at Jamestown, an institu-
tion for the feeble-minded at Grafton, a home for old soldiers at 
Lisbon, a blind asylum at Seagate, a reform school (opened vain) 
at Mandan and a peniteatisty at Bismarck. There is a state sana-
torium for tubmagosis (1909). 

Finance.—The chief source of revenue for the state, counties 
and municipalities is the general property tax. There are no special 
corporation taxes, but licence-charges are levied upon express and 
sleeping-carcompanies, and a tax is laid on the premiums of insurance 
companies. No poll tax is levied for state purposes, but counties 
are authorized to levy such a tax for se purposes. There are 
boards of equalization and review for the state, counties and muni-
cipalities. The state board fixes the rate of the state tax. For 
defraying the expenses of the state government, exclusive of the 
interest on the bonded debt,  the tax rate is limited by the con-
stitution to four mills on the dollar of assessed valuation. The state 
debt, excluding the amount of Territorial indebtedness assumed 
when Dakota Territory was divided, may not exceed $200,000. 
Local indebtedness is limited to % of the assessed value of the 
local .prppem but incorporated aties may by special vote increase 
this limit. The

r, 
  total bonded debt of the state on the 31st of October 

1908 was I,642.3oo and was incurred for the most part for the 
construction of public buildins during the Territorial period. At 
the close of the fiscal year.erng on the 31st of October roaff, the 
receipts for the year amounted to $3.259.668, the expenditures to 
53.476.073 and thebalance in the treasury to $583.905. 

History.—The first attempts to establish permanent settle-
ments in what is now North Dakota were made by traders 
of the Hudson's Bay Company, who began their operations 
in the Red river valley about r7931 In 1797 C. J. B. ChaboMez, 
a French trader in the service of the North-West Fur Company, 
built a trading post on the southern bank of the Pembina river, 
near its month, but this was soon abandoned. Three years 
later Alexander Henry, the younger (d, 1814), built two trading 
posts in the present limits of the state for this company, one on 
the western bank of the Red river near the Park river, where 
he lived until ilk& David Thompson (177o-t857), an employee 
at different times of the Hudson's Bay and North-West Fur 
companies, explored the region of the Missouri river in 1797-1798, 
and thus anticipated the work of Lewis and Clark, who entered 
the present limits of the state in 1804 and wintered among the 
Mandans,constructingFortidandaninwhatisnowMcLeancounty. 
In r8or John Cameron (d. :804) erected a trading post for the 
North-West Fur Company on the site of the present Grand Forks. 

The first real homeseekers to enter the state of whom there 
is any record were a colony of Scottish Highlanders who had 
first settled at Kildonan (Winnipeg) in i8z2 under a grant from 
the Hudson's Bay Company to Thomas Douglas, 5th earl of 
Selkirk. A part of the Winnipeg colony soon migrated south-
ward and settled on the site of the present city of Pembina, 
at the mouth of the Pembina river, which they thought to be 
in British territory, and named the settlement Fort Daer. When 
Major Stephen H. Long, commanding an exploring expedition 
to the Minnesota and Red rivers, reached Fort Deer in 1823, 
be found there about six hundred persons, a few being Scotch, 
but the greater part being half-breeds. 

North Dakota formed part of the region ceded by France to 
the United States by the Louisiana Purchase in 18o3. From 
1803 to 1805 it was included in the District of Louisiana, and from 
1805 to tit!: it was a part of the Louisiana Territory, the name 
of which was changed to Missouri Territory in aim In 1834 

I There seems to be no good authority for the statement often 
made that the first settlement in North Dakota was made by 
_French C.11110(81113 in 1780.  

that part of the present state E. ref the Missouri river was included 
in the newly organised Territory of Michigan, and became 
successively a part of Wisconsin Territory in 1836, of Iowa 
Territory in 1838, and of Minnesota Territory in 1849. In r854 
the Territory of Nebraska was organized from a portion of the 
Missouri Territory, and the part of the Dakotas W. of the 
Missouri, then locally called " Mandan Territory," was included 
in its limits. After Minnesota entered the Union, in 1858, the 
country between the Red and the Missouri rivers had no Terri-
torial government for three years, but the inhabitants formed 
a provisional government. On the and of March Mr the 
Territory of Dakota was created, including the present Dakotas 
and portions of Wyoming and Montana. The seat of the 
Territorial government was fixed at Yankton, and remained 
there until 1883, when it was removed to Bismarck. The name 
of the Territory was derived from the Dakota Indians; the 
word " Dah-ko-ta " (signifying " allied " or " confederated "), 
being originally applied to the Sioux Confederation. In 1863 
when Idaho Territory was formed, the boundaries of the Dakotas 
were fixed at practically their present limits. The boundary 
between Dakota Territory and Nebraska was slightly altered 
in 1870 and r882. The Territory bad hardly been organized 
before its settlement was Impeded by the Civil War without and 
by Indian troubles within. In 1862 the Indians began a series of 
bloody massacres along the frontiers of Minnesota and Dakota. 
In the following year General Alfred Sully (1821-1879), command-
ing United States troops, marched up the Missouri river as far 
as Bismarck, and thence to the valley of the James river. On 
the 3rd of September 1863 with taco men he routed woo Sioux 
near the present town of Misdate, in Dickey county, in an 
engagement called the battle of White Stone Hills. Four 
hundred warriors were slain, and a great number were captured. 
In 1864 Sully defeated the Sioux at the battle of Takaakwta, 
or Deer Woods, on the Knife river, and a few days later he 
again encountered them, and after a desperate struggle of 
three days administered a crushing defeat; the warriors 
abandoned their provisions and escaped into the Bad Lands. 
The Indians still remained hostile, however, and in r865 Sully 
found it necessary to conduct his troops N. as far as Devils 
Lake, and thence W. to the Cannon Ball river. By these opera-
tions the Indian frontier was fixed W. of the Missouri river, and 
forts and garrisons were placed along this stream. The worst 
of the Indian troubles in northern Dakota were then at an end, 
though for many years there were occasional outbreaks. 

A period of rapid development in the Red river basin followed 
theentranceof the Northern Pacific rallvray into this region in1872. 
At the election in November 1887 the question of the division 
of the Territory into two states at the" seventh standard parallel " 
was submitted to the people, and was carried at the polls. In 
accordance with the Knabling Act, which received the president's 
approval on the sand of February r889, a constitutional con-
vention met at Bismarck on the 4th of July following, and drafted 
a frame of government for the state of North Dakota. In 
October this was ratified at the polls. The chief interest in the 
election turned on the prohibition clause in the constitution, 
which was submitted separately, and received a majority of 
only rr5g votes. On the and of November r1389 President 
Harrison issued a proclamation declaring North Dakota a state. 
By an agreement between North and South Dakota, embodied 
in their constitutions, each state assumed the debt created for 
the erection of public buildings within its limits during the 
Territorial period. 

In the development of the state since its admission into 
the Union the flatways have been an important factor. In 
1894 they inaugurated the so-called " concentration movement," 
and began to conduct annual excursions into North Dakota, thus 
bringing into the state thousands of Immigrants. They have 
also adopted the policy of selecting favourable town-sites on 

the uninhabited prairie, erecting grain elevators at such points, 
and furnishing usage:uteri= facilities by means of branch 
roads tapping the main lines of travel. Under this system 
prosperous towns and villages have sprung up among the prairies. 
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In politics the state has been Republican, except in :892, when 
the Democrats and Populists combined; in 1906, 1908 and 1910 
a Democratic governor was elected. 

William Jrryw 
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NORTHEIM, a town of Germany, in the Prussian province of 
Hanover, on the Rubme, 12 m. by rail N. of Gottingen and at 
the junction of railways to Cassel and Nordhausen. Pop. (19o5) 
7984 It has an interesting Evangelical church, containing 
some old wood-carving and stained glass, a Roman Catholic 
church, several schools and a training college for schoolmasters. 
There are manufactures of tobacco, sugar and boots; other 
industries are flour-milling, tanning and brewing. The place 
is said to date from the 9th century; it obtained civic rights 
in s208, and later became a member of the Hanseatic League. 
It was stormed by the imperial troops in June 1627. The 
Benedictine abbey of St Blasius was founded in io63 and dis- 
solved at the Reformation. 

See Wennigerhols,Besehreibusg and Geschiekte der Skull Northeins 
(Northeim, 1896). 

NORTHER, a winter wind accompanying the "cold wave" 
that follows the passage of a cyclone across the United States 
of America. A warm S.E. or S.W. wind on the east of such a 
cyclone materially slackens or entirely dies away, and is followed, 
often suddenly, by the piercingly cold norther. The passage 

The Territorial government embraced both the present states 
of North and South Dakota. 

2  Died in office on the voth of April 1880.
Died in office, July 1898. 

'Succeeded Frank A. Briggs, deceased,  by virtue of his  office of lieutenant -governor.  

of a cyclone acmes America is usually from W. to E., and the 
cyclonic system of circulation would produce these results; 
but as the North American cyclones usually originate east of 
the Rocky Mountains, the warm air drawn from the Gulf of 
Mexico is not only followed by the cold air drawn from the 
Arctic regions, but the body of cold air slides down the eastern 
slopes of the Rockies and advances as a solid wedge (the " cold 
wave ") under the cyclone itself. " Uncomfortably warm in 
the lightest clothing," a traveller upon the prairies of Texas 
may become " uncomfortably cold before he can wrap his 
blanket around him" (W. Ferrel, A Popular Treatise on the 
Winds). The temperature may fall se F. in twenty-four hours. 

NORTHFIELD, a city of Rice county, Minnesota, U.S.A., 
on the Cannon river, about 35 in. S. of St Paul. Pop. (zoos) 
3438 ; (1910) 3265. It is served by the Chicago Great-Western, 
the Chicago, Milwaukee & St Paul, and the Chicago, Rock Island 
& Pacific railways. It is a shipping centre for the products 
of the farming and dairying region in which it lies, but it is 
most widely known lor its educational institutions. It is the 
seat of the Baker School for Nervous and Backward Children, 
a private institution; of St Olaf College (Norwegian Lutheran), 
founded in 1874; and of Carleton College (founded in 1[866 by 
Congregationalists but now non-sectarian, opened in 1870), one 
of the highest grade small colleges in the West, and the first Ia 
the North-west to abolish its preparatory academy. Carleton 
College has the Goodsell Observatory, which gives the time 
to the railways of the North-west, and publishes a magazine. 
Popular Astronomy. The Scoville Memorial Library (18961 
of the College had 23,000 volumes in roe. Northfield has • 
public library and the Minnesota Odd Fellows' Widows and 
Orphans Asylum. Named in honour of John W. North, who 
laid out Northfield and several other western towns, it was 
settled about 1851, incorporated as a village in 1868, and 
chartered as a city in 2875. 

NORTHFIELD, a village of Washington county, Vermont. 
U.S.A., in Northfield township, about 35 in. S.E. of Burlington, 
in the Green Mountains region. Pop. (191o) of the village 
19:8; of the township 3226. Northfield is served by the 
Central Vermont railway. It is the seat of Norwich University, 
founded in 1819 as the American Literary, Scientific and Military 
Academy at Norwich, Windsor county, Vermont, by Captain 
Alden Partridge (1785-1854). Captain Partridge was a pro- 
fessor in the U.S. Military Academy in 1813-1816 and acting 
superintendent of the Academy in 1816-18:7, and was president 
of Norwich University until 1843; he founded various other 
military schools besides the one at Norwich. Norwich Univer-
sity was incorporated in 1834 under its present name, and in 
,866, when the buildings at Norwich were burned, was removed 
to Northfield. The charter requires " a course of military 
instruction, both theoretical and practical," and the discipline 

of the institution is military in form and principle. In 180 
the university was recognised by the General Assembly of Ver- 
mont as the military college of the state. It offers courses 
leading to the degrees of Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Science 
in civil engineering, in electrical engineering and in chemistry 
In 1908 it had 13 instructors and 768 students. Dewey Nall 
(1902), the administration building, was named in honour of 
Admiral George Dewey, a former student in the university. In 
the township there are outcrops of good granite and of verde 
antique, and along a range of bills E. of the village there is a 
deposit of very fine black slate. The hills furnish excellent 
grazing for cattle, and much milk is shipped to New Englard 
cities. The township of Northfield was incorporated in 7781, 

the original settlement on the site of the present village was 

made in 1785, and the village was incorporated in 1855- 
NORTHFLEET. an  urban district of Kent, England, within 

the parliamentary borough of Gravesend, on the Thames. 
22 en. E. by S. of London by the South Eastern and Chatham 

railway. Pop. ( toot) 12,006. The church of St Botolph is of 
Norman foundation, but the nave is principally Decorated and 
the chancel Perpendicular, and the tower, having fallen down, 
was rebuilt in 1628. The church contains a brass of the title 

thn A. Burbank 
oho L. Pennington 

illioun A. Howard' 
Nehemiah G. Ordway 
Gilbert A. Piave 	 
Louis K. Church 	 
Arthur C. Melette 

Skits Governors. 
John   Republican 

Eli C. D. Shortridge . 	. 	 Democratic 
Roger Allin 	  Republican 
Frank A. Briggs , . 	. 	. 	  

19:ticil - CB.*Flrelver •  
Frank White 
Elmore Y. Series . 	. .  	„ 
John Burke 	  Democratic 
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century and other interesting monuments. The nave and chancel 
have undergone modern restoration. Huggens College, with 
residences for impoverished ladies, was established in 1847 by 
John Huggens of Sittingbourne. Besides chemical manufactures, 
there are chalk, lime, cement and brick works and a ship-
building yard. Swanscombe almost adjoins Northfleet on the 
south-west. Its name is said to be derived from a camp formed 
here by the Danish king, Sweyn, and tradition fixes at this spot 
the meeting between William the Conqueror and the men of 
Kent, to whom was confirmed the possemion of all their ancient 
laws and privileges. 

NORTH HOLLAND, a province of the kingdom of Holland, 
lying between the North Sea and the Zuider Zee, and on the 
landward side bounded by the provinces of South Holland 
and Utrecht. Pop. (1004) 1,053,083; area, 1010 sq. M. The 
province also includes the islands of Texel, Vlieland and Terschel-
ling, belonging to the group of the Frisian Islands, as well as 
Wieringen, Marken and Urk in the Zuider Zee. There are 
three natural divisions—foreshore and sand-dunes, inner dunes 
and the great grounds, and low fens and clay lands. 

The dunes form the great natural barrier against the sea behind 
which the province lies secure. But the fact of there being no 
inlets of the sea is the reason of the absence of commercial towns 
along the sea-board, the only exception being Ymuiden, which 
has arisen at the mouth of the North Sea canal from Amsterdam. 
On the other hand the broad, gently-doping, sandy beach is 
peculiarly fitted for sea-bathing, and in the absence of harbours 
permits the beaching of the characteristic flat-bottomed fishing 
boats. Petten, Egmond-on-Sea, Wyk-on-Sea and Zandvoort. are 
fishing villages and watering-places. 

In the depressions of the dunes and on the gent grounds at 
their foot, small woods have been planted in places, and in this 
sheltered strip market-gardening and horticulture are practised. 
Horticulture flourishes, especially along the margin of the pest 
grounds from about s m. north of Haarlem to twice that distance 
south, hyacinths, tulips, narcissus and crocuses being the flowers 
chiefly cultivated. The sight of these flowers in spring, with 
mile after mile of brilliant and varied colours, attracts visitors 
even from foreign countries. This region of the province was 
one of the earliest inhabited and includes the oldest towns and 
villages, such as Schagen, which was flourishing in the lath 
century and was created into a lordship in the beginning of the 
15th century for the benefit of a natural son of Count Albrecht 
of Holland. The castle was demolished in the :oh century, 
but two towers (restored in 1879) are standing. Among interest-
ing places may be mentioned Alkmaar, Hello, Egmond, Kest rikum 
and Beverwyk, which, like Veken a few miles south, was granted 
by Charles Martel to Wffiebrord, the apostle of the Frisians, in 
the first half of the 8th century. The name is a corruption of 
Bedevaartswyk, " the village on the pilgrims' road," and refers 
to the pilgrimages once made to the church of St Agatha in the 
neighbourhood. Brederode, another ancient village, was the 
seat of the illustrious family of the same name. The remains of 
the castle are extensive. Other ancient towns are Zandpoort, 
Bakenes, Haarlem and Bennebroek, once the seat of a nunnery 
removed hither from Egmond by Dirk II. in the zoth century. 

The third division of the province comprises by far the largest 
area, that, namely, which lies at or below sea-level. The 'Mama-
tion of land which has been effected here is noteworthy. The 
whole of the lakes to the north of the former Y, including the 
famous Purmer and Beemster lakes, and the Wieringerwaard 
and Zype sea-polders, were drained in the beginning of the 77th 
century; but the Wsard-en-Groet, the Anna Paulowna and the 
ICoegras sea-polders to the north of these, were only added to 
the mainland in the first half of the 19th century. This region is 
traversed by the North Holland canal (1819-1825), between 
Amsterdam and the naval station of den Helder. The Y, which 
was formerly an inlet of the Zulder Zee, was drained, and the 
North Sea ship canal was formed in its stead (1865-1876), and 
carried through the dunes to Ymuiden. Of the drained lakes 
south of the former Y, the most important is the Haarlem Lake. 
The laodseape in this division of the province is the most typical 

ZEN. lie  

of Holland; green meadows stretching as far as the eye can see, 
dotted with windmills and cattle, and slashed by the regular 
lines of the drainage canals, bordered with pollarded willows. 

As in Friesland, cattle-rearing and the making of cheese, 
chiefly of the Edam description, are the main industries, but 
agriculture and even a little market-gardening are also practised 
in the heavier clay lands, such as the Y and Anna Paulowna 
polders. Purmerend, Alkmaar and Enkhuizen are the chief 
market centres. Though the country is naturally poor in minerals, 
springs containing iron have been discovered, such as the 
Wilhelniinabron at Haarlem. The security of the Zuider Zee 
for trade and fishing purposes was the first factor in the com-
mercial development of North Holland, and the cities of 
Medemblik, Enkhuizen, Hoorn, Edam and Monnikendam, 
though now little more than market centres for the surrounding 
district, possessed a large foreign commerce in the r6th and 
17th centuries. This prosperity finally concentrated itself upon 
the Y (that is, upon Amsterdam) and the series of industrial 
villages situated on its offshoot the Zaam, of which Zaandam 
and Wormerveer are the most important. 

NORTHINGTON, ROBERT HENLEY, IST EARL or (c. 1708-
1772), lord chancellor of England, was the second son of Anthony 
Henley, a member of a well-to-do family in Hampshire, who was 
a Whig member of parliament, and a well-known wit and writer. 
Robert was educated at Westminster school and St John's 
College, Oxford; and after gaining a fellowship at All Souls 
he was called to the bar in 1732. In 1747 he was elected member 
of parliament for Bath, of which borough he became recorder in 
1751. He acquired a lucrative practice at the bar, and in 1756 
was appointed attorney-general. In the following year he was 
promoted to the office of lord keeper of the great seal, being the 
last person so designated. For three years Henley, though still 
a commoner,, presided over the House of Lords in virtue of his 
office; but in i76o he was created Baron Henley of Grainge in 
the county of Southampton. The delay in raising him to the 
peerage was due to the hostility of George II., who resented 
Henley's former support of the prince of Wales's faction, known 
as the Leicester House party; and it was in order that he might 
preside as lord high steward at the trial of Earl Ferrem for 
murder in 176o that he then received his patent. On the accession 
of George III. the office of lord chancellor was conferred on 
Henley, and in 1764 he was created Viscount Henley and earl of 
Northington. In 1765 he presided at the trial of Lord Byron for 
killing William Chsworth in a duel. Northington, who was a 
member of the group known as "the king's friends," was 
instrumental in procuring the dismissal of the marquess of 
Rockingham and the recall of Pitt to office in 2766, and he himself. 
Joined the government as lord president of the council, Lord 
Camden becoming chancellor. He resigned office in 1767, and 
died at his residence in Hampshire on the 14th of January 1772. 
He married, in 1743, Jane, daughter of Sir John Huband of 
Insley, Warwickshire, by whom he had three sons and five 
daughters. His youngest daughter, Elizabeth, married Morton 
Eden, who in me was created Baron Henley in the peerage of 
Ireland; and her grandson, the 3rd Baron Henley of this creation, 
was in 8885 created earl of Northington. 

Lord Chancellor Northington was In his youth a mar of convivial 
and boisterous manners, much addicted to swearing. Horace 
Walpole commented on his undignified bearing at the trial of Lord 
Ferree; but Lord Eldon considered him " a great laer,"and his 
integrity was unquestioned. His notes of eases tried by himself 
in the Court of Chancery were published In two volumes in t818. 

ROBERT HENLEY, MICI earl of Northington (1747-1786), only 
surviving son of the lord chancellor, was appointed a teller of 
the exchequer In 1763, and lord lieutenant of Ireland in 1783, an 
office which he administered in a spirit of concession to popular 
claims in Ireland, encouraging native industries and public 
economy, by which he made himself beloved by the Irish people. 
He resigned in 1784, and died unmarried on the 5th of July 
1786, when the titles granted to his father became extinct. 

See Lord Henley, Memoir of Robed Henley, Earl of Northing... 

of 
Erin 	I831); Campbell's Liner of the auusesilors; Foss's fudges 

gland; Hems Walpole's Memoirs. 
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NORTH SEA 	- 
NORTH IBA, a sea bounded E. by the continent of Europe 

and W. by Great Britain. At its southern end it communicates 
by the narrow Strait of Dover with the English Channel, and so 
with the Atlantic, and towards the north it widens out gradually 
to 345 m. between St Abb's Head and the coast of Denmark, 
and narrows again to 270 in. between Duncansby Head and the 
coast of Norway. To the north of Scotland it communicates 
with the Atlantic westwards by the Pentland Firth and the 
channel between the Orkney and Shetland Islands, and north-
wards with the Norwegian Sea. 

Its total area is given by Murray as 162,600 sq. m., and by 
[trammel as 575,910 sq. km ., or 220,820 sq. statute in. Murray 

Area ail 
estimates the volume of the North Sea at 11,200 cub. 

apa.L in., and Example! at 53,730 cub. km. or 12,1190 cub. 
m., giving mean depths of tit and 48 fathoms respect-

ively. The North Sea is thus on the whole shallow; its 
bed is part of the continental shelf on which the British Isles 
stand, and It slopes upwards with fair regularity from north to 
south. In the south and east there is a broad coastal strip 
over which the depth nowhere exceeds so fathoms, and the 
whole south-eastern part of the area is less than 3o fathoms 
deep. In about its middle latitude the Dogger Bank crosses 
the North Sea from east to west, extending for about one-third 
of the whole distance; near the English coast the depth here 
is under to fathoms and it increases eastwards to about so 
fathoms. South of the Dogger there are local depressions, 
mostly of small area, in which the depth is as much as 45 fathoms, 
as in the " Silver Pit." Krammel points out that a line drawn 
from the northern edge of the Dogger to the middle of the 
Skagerrack constitutes a rough boundary of the shallow southern 
basin, the depth increasing very slowly beyond this line to the 
," Norwegian Channel "—a deep gully closely following the 
Scandinavian coast, and extending into the Skagerrack, in 
which the depth increases to as much as mo fathoms. 

According to Jukes-Browne, the North Sea, in its present form, 
first took shape as a result of the tectonic movements inditated 

mows by the break between the older and newer Pliocene 
deposits. The southern end of the North Sea was 

probably little affected by the general subsidence which occurred 
during the Glacial period; its boundary in this direction was 
apparently within the present land area of France and Belgium, 
while a narrow inlet may have run westwards between France 
and England in the present position of the Strait of Dover. 
Meanwhile immense quantities of ice detritus from Scotland and 
Scandinavia were deposited in the North Sea, to a thickness 
of perhaps boo ft., and the whole region was subsequently raised 
above sea-level, constituting the " structural surface " upon 
which the present river system was developed as a series of 
tributaries to a great river which formed a continuation of 
the Rhine. Finally the land subsided again, the plain of the 
North Sea was again submerged, and the western inlet of 
Pleistocene times became the Strait of Dover. 

For reasons which will be sufficiently obvious from the historical 
sketch just given, the coasts of the southern part of the North 
• Sea are of no great height. In England they consist 

of low cliffs with sandy beaches, while on the con-
tinental side are immense flats and marshes, with parts below 
sea-level protected by sand-dunes and artificial dykes. Suess 
has shown that no evidence is forthcoming of tectonic movement 
since the Bronze Age, and the rapid changes of coast-line now 
taking place in many parts are therefore wholly due to the action 
of the sea, which is probably specially effective on account of 
the relatively recent opening of the Strait of Dover. The 
erosion of the North Sea coasts has been made a subject of 
minute study (in England especially by the British Association 
and a committee of the Royal Geographical Society), and 
Harmer has obtained interesting results by comparing the 
British and Continental coasts as characteristic " weather " 
and " lee " shores. 

The physical conditions of the waters of the North Sea have 
been extensively studied by expeditions sent out by the Swedish, 
Norwegian, Danish, German and British governments; and since  

sow by the international Carnal for the Study of the Sea. 
which owes its origin mainly to the work of the earlier expedi-
tions. Professor Petteisson of Stockholm, to whose 
initiative much of this work is due, classifies the Ck"da-  
waters found in the North Sea as follows: (i) oceanic 
water of 35 pre mile salinity or more, (2) water of salinity 
34 to 35 pro milk, called " North Sea " water; (3) water of 
salinity 32 to 34 pro milk, found along the coasts of Holland, 
Germany, Denmark, and Norway, and called " bank-water "; 
(4) water of 32 pro milk salinity or less, belonging to the stream 
flowing out from the Baltic. Of these (r) and (4) are to be 
regarded as " in-flowing " waters, while the others are due to 
mixture, which may or may not take place in the North Sea 
itself. The oceanic water consists of a mixture of waters of 
Atlantic and Polar origin; it enters the North Sea from the north-
west partly from the Norwegian sea, and partly from the Faewe 
channel by the passage between the Orkney and Shetland 
islands, and makes its way southwards along the coast of 
Scotland, especially during the early summer months. 

The International Council, and more particularly the North 
Sea Fisheries Investigation Committee of the Fishery Board 
for Scotland, have studied the periodic and irregular Variations 
in the distribution of these waters in minute detail; and the 
results, extending and confirming the observations of the earlier 
observers, have established the conclusion that the supply of 
fresher coastal waters from the land on both sides of the North 
Sea is greatest in .late summer, after the occurrence of the 
maximum inflow of oceanic water. The autumn and early 
winter months accordingly represent a period of mixing rather 
than of inflow, and this mixing is clearly an extremely complicated 
process, depending on the relative amounts of the mixing waters 
(which are themselves liable to great variation), on their tempera-
ture and salinity, and also on the action of winds and tides. 
In the southern part of the North Sea area tidal action alone 
is sufficiently vigorous to ensure complete mixing of the waters 
from surface to bottom at all times. 

The tides of the North Sea are of great complexity, and have 
not been fully investigated. The tidal wave of the Atlantic enters 
by the Strait of Dover and by the channels in the north. 
In the latter place a division into two parts takes 
place, one wave travelling southwards along the coast of Scotland 
in comparatively shallow water, while another moves with 
greater speed across the deeper water to the Norwegian Channel, 
and thence southwards to the Skagerrack and the Danish coast. 
The southwards-moving waves are greatly retarded in the 
shallow water over the Dogger Bank; the trough of the " Silver 
Pit " accordingly gives the Scottish wave a strong easterly 
component, and the three systems—the Scottish, Norwegian 
and Channel waves—meet to the east of the Dogger, producing 
complicated interference phenomena. Along the English coasts 
the tidal streams are for the most part normal, the flood stream 
running south to south-east and the ebb north to north-west, 
but on the Continental coast t he movements become very complex 
on account of the varying influence of the waves from different 
sources. 

The North Sea is particularly rich in organisms of all kinds, 
and the abundance of food attracts fish in such quantities that 
the North Sea fisheries are the most productive in 
the world. Flat fishes, and those feeding at the 
bottom on smooth ground, are chiefly caught by means of the 
trawL The favourite trawling-grounds are the Dogger Bank 
in winter, and the shallow waters off the Continental coasts 
in summer; these yield halibut, soles, turbot, brill, plaice. 
cod, haddock, whiting, &c. In rough ground where the trawl 
cannot be used, hook- and line-fishing arecarried on most success-
fully, and " mid-water "fish are also taken in this way, although 
the trawl and line-fishing overlap considerably. Herring 
and mackerel are caught by means of drift-nets. The herring 
fishing off the British coasts exhibits a remarkable variation 
during summer and autumn, beginning in Shetland in June, 
and becoming progressively later southwards, until it ends 
off the Norfolk coast in November. Various attempts have 
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been made to connect this succession with the physical changes 
already described, especially with the periodic influx of Atlantic 
water, but no very definite relation has been established. 

AUTHORITIES.—Krummel and Boguslawski. Ozeanographie; 
Pettersson, various papers in the Svenska Vetenskaps•Akadensia 
Handliutar, also in Scottish Geographical Magazine (1894) and the 
Geosraptstcal Journal; H. N. Dickson. Journal of the Scottish Ate:cora-
:veal Society, third series, vol. viii. p. 332; Twelfth Report of the 
Fakery Board for Scotland, pr. iii. p. 336; Fifteenth Report of the 
Fishery Board for Scotland, pt. iii. p. 280; Geographical Journal 

iarc 1896); • and Quarterly Journal of the Royal Afetcorological 
Society, No. 112 (1899): T. \Vemyss Fulton, Fifteenth Report of the 
Fishery Board for Scotland, pt. iii. p. 334; papers by J. T. Cunning- 
ham, W. Garstang and others in the Journal of the Marine Biological 
Association, various years; International Council for the Study 
of the Sea, and North Sea Fisheries Investigation Committee of the 
Fishery Boards for Scotland, Reports and occasional papers. 

(H. N. D.) 
NORTH SEA FISHERIES CONVENTION. This convention, 

dated May 6th, 1882, was the result of a conference which was 
held for the purpose of regulating the police of the fisheries in the 
North Sea. It was entered into by Great Britain, Germany, 
Denmark, Holland, Belgium and France for a period of five years 
and was thereafter to run on until notice of intention to terminate 
it, such notice to affect only the power giving it. The convention 
Is operative only outside the three-mile limit from land. This 
limit is defined as follows:- 

" The fishermen of each country shall enjoy the exclusive right 
of fishery within the distance of 3 m from low-water mark along the 
whole extent of the coasts of their respective countries, as well as 
of the dependent islands and banks. As regards bays. the distance 
of 3 m. shall be measured from a straight line drawn across the bay. 
in the part nearest the entrance, at the first point where the width 
does not exceed to m, The present article shall not in any way 
prejudice the freedom of navigation and anchorage in territorial 
waters accorded to fishing boats, provided they conform to the 
special police regulations enacted by the powers to whom the shore 
belongs." 

Under the Herring Fishery (Scotland) Act 1889, the Scottish 
Fishery Board was empowered by by-law to forbid beam-
trawling and otter-trawling within a line drawn from Duncansby 
Head to Rattras Point. Acting under this power, it forbade 
these methods of trawling. This gave rise to litigation on the 
question of whether the prohibition applied to non-British ships 
beyond the three-mile limit (see Mortensen 9. Peters, July moth, 
goon). The high Court of Justiciary in Edinburgh held that it 
was not incumbent on the ccurt to draw a distinction between 
foreigners and British subjects which had not been made by 
the legislature, and that therefore any infringements of general 
restrictions imposed, although outside the three-mile limit, were 
binding, whatever the nationality of the persons committing 
them. Outside the limits of territorial waters British law, 
however, does not apply. Thus a later act, the Sea Fisheries 
Regulation (Scotland) Act 1895, though it provided for the 
imposition of restrictions on certain methods of sea-fishing outside 
the limits of territorial waters (a. 8), constructively admitted 
that no power could be given to apply it to non-British fishermen 
fishing beyond British territorial waters. A provision of the 
act empowered the Scottish Fishery Board by by-laws to 
forbid these methods of fishing within r3 m. of the Scottish coast, 
but added that " no area of sea within the said limit of 13 m. 
shall be deemed to be under the jurisdiction of her majesty for 
the purposes of this section unless the powers conferred thereby 
shall have been accepted as binding upon their own subjects with 
respect to such area by all the Stales signatories of the North Sea 
Convention Ins" 

A supplementary convention was signed at the Hague, 
November 26th, 1887. among the same High Contracting Parties, 
relating to the liquor traffic in the North Sea. It applies to the 
area set out in art 4 of the Convention of May 6th. 1882, and 
forbids the sale of spirituous liquors within it to persons on board 
fishing vessels. A reciprocal right of visit and search is granted 
under this convention to the cruisers entrusted with the carrying 
out of its provisions. (r BA.) 

NORTH SHIELDS, a seaport of Northumberland, England. 
within the municipal and parliamentary borough of Tynemouth 
(q.v. for history, &c.). The town of that name adjoins it on the E. 

It lies on the N. bank of the Tyne, immediately above Its mouth, 
and opposite to South Shields in Durham, 7i m. E. of Newcastle 
by a branch of the North Eastern railway. It is a town of 
modern growth, and contains the municipal offices of the borough, 
a custom-house and various benevolent institutions for seamen. 
The harbour is enclosed by north and south piers, and there is 
a depth of ro ft. at spring-tides besides the quays. Coal and coke 
are largely exported, and corn, timber and esparto grass are 
imported. There is an extensive fish quay, and about 14,000 
tons of fish are landed annually. There are engineering, iron, 
salt and earthenware works, and some shipbuilding is carried on. 

NORTH SYDNEY, a municipality in the county of Cumberland, 
New South Wales, Australia, on the N. shore of Port Jackson. 
Pop. (toot) 22,05o. It is a rapidly growing town, immediately 
opposite and suburban to the city of Sydney, with which, however, 
the only connexion is by steam ferry. It is the terminus of a 
railway system serving the district N. of the town. 

NORTH TONAWANDA, a city of Niagara county, New York, 
U.S.A., on the N. side and at the mouth of Tonawanda Creek 
(opposite Tonawanda), and on the Niagara river, about 14 m. 
N. of Buffalo. Pop. (two census) 11,955. It is served by 
the Erie, the Wabash, the Lehigh Valley, the West Shore, and 
the New York Central & Hudson River railways, by three 
interurban electric lines and by the Erie Canal. Electric power 
for its factories is furnished by Niagara Falls. In loos the value 
of its factory product was 86499,312. The water-supply comes 
from the Niagara river. North Tonawanda was first settled as a 
part of Tonawanda in dos); it became a part of Wheatfield 
township in 1857; was incorporated as a village in 1865, and 
chartered as a city in t8o7. In 1825 Major Mordecai Manuel 
Noah' (1785-1851), a New York journalist and politician of 
Portuguese Jewish descent, attempted unsuccessfully to found 
on Grand Island (area 27 sq. m.; pop. (1910)914), Erie county, 
W. of North Tonawanda, the city of Ararat, a temporary refuge 
for Jews, who should return thence to the Holy Land. 

See L. F. Allen in Publications of the Buffalo Historical Society; 
vol. i. 0870, pp. 303 sqq• 

NORTHUMBERLAND, EARLS AND DU= OP. The 
earldom, and later the dukedom, of Northumberland, famous in 
English history by its connexion with the noble house of Percy 
(q.v.) is to be traced from an origin anterior to a strictly regu-
lated system of peerage. The Saxon kingdom of Northumbria 
embraced a far more extensive territory than the modern county 
of Northumberland; and for at least a century after the Norman 
Conquest Northumberland, as the name imports, comprised 
a great portion of the country north of the Humber, including the 
cities of Durham and of York. The geographical position of this 
territory, contiguous with the kingdom of Scotland, conferred 
vast responsibility as well as power on the earl or governor to 
whom its administration was entrusted; and it appears to have 
been the policy of William the Conqueror and his immediate 
successors to acknowledge the rights of the men who, though 
sometimes spoken of as earls, were in no strict sense members of 
the feudal nobility created by the Norman monarchy. William 
the Conqueror found Northumberland in the possession of 
Morcar, a younger son of Alger, the Saxon earl of Mercia, who 
on giving in his submission was confirmed in the government 
of the district, but was soon afterwards imprisoned for rebellion, 
and was replaced by Copsi, an uncle of Morcar's predecessor, 
Tostig. Copsi was murdered a few weeks after receiving the 
dignity, and the same fate befell several of his successors; those 
who escaped it being not infrequently deprived of the post for 
rebellion or incapacity. Henry, earl of Huntingdon, only son 
of David I., king of Scotland, was made governor of Northumber-
land in 1139, and was styled "earl of Northumberland " by the 
contemporary chronicler Roger of Hoveden. It was not for a long 
period, however, that the earldom of Northumberland came into 
existence as a title of honour heritable according to peerage law. 
Ever since the Conquest the house of Percy (q.v.) had been growing 
in power and importance, and at the coronation of Richard 11. 
in 1377 Henry de Percy, 4th Baron Percy, who had distinguished 
himself in the French wars, officiated as marshal of England, and 
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was then crested earl of Northumberland. With his son Sir 
Henry Percy, the celebrated " Hotspur," the earl played a leading 
part in the turbulent history of the period, especially in bringing 
about the deposition of Richard II. and the accession of Henry 
IV. The quarrel of Northumberland and his son with Xing 
Henry over the ransom of their Scottish prisoners taken at 
Homildon Hill on the 14th of September 1402 has been im-
mortalized by Shakespeare; and in consequence of their re-
bellion all the earl's honours were forfeited in 1406. He was 
not himself present at the battle of Shrewsbury in July 1403, 
when Hotspur was killed, but he was slain, heading a fresh 
rebellion, at Bramham Moor on the 19th of February 1408. 

The 1st earl of Northumberland was succeeded by his grandson, 
Hotspues son, Henry (c. 1 394-1455), who was restored to the 
earldom and the estates of the Perches in 1414 and was killed 
at the battle of St Albans in May 1455. The title then descended 
in the male line till the death of the 6th earl in 1537. During 
the Wars of the Roses the Perdes took the Lancastrian side, 
which led to the attainder of Henry the 3rd earl (1421-1461) 
during the time of the Yorkist triumph, his forfeited title being 
contested in 1464 by Edward IV. on John Neville, Lord Montagu 
(see the separate article below), by a patent which was cancelled 
a few years later. The earldom, together with the barony of 
Poynings which his father had obtained by marriage, was 
restored in 1473 to Henry Percy,son of the 3rd earl, who attached 
himself to Edward IV., acquiesced in the accession of Richard 
III., and submitted to Henry VII., by whom he was received 
into favour. His grandson Henry, the 6th earl (c. 1502-1537), 
left no direct heir, and the latter's nephew, Thomas Percy, was 
debarred from the succession by an attainder passed on his 
father for his participation in the Pilgrimage of Grace. In 1549, 
however, Thomas was restored in blood, and in 1557 he became 
by a new creation earl of Northumberland, 7th of his line. 
Meantime, in 1551, John Dudley, earl of Warwick, was created 
duke of Northumberland (see the separate article below), his 
title being, however, forfeited by attainder in 1553. 

The earldom restored to the house of Percy by the creation 
of 1557 continued without interruption in the male line till 
1670. .The 7th earl was beheaded in 1572 for sharing in a 
conspiracy in which he was joined by the earl of Westmorland 
with the object of securing the release of Mary Queen of Scots 
and the free exercise of the Catholic religion.. By the earl's 
attainder the baronies of Percy and of Poynings and the earldom 
of Northumberland of the older creation were forfeited, but 
owing to a clause in the patent the newer earldom of Northumber-
land and the other honours conferred in 1557 passed to his 
brother Henry (c. 1532-,585), who, however, is usually known 
as the 8th and not the and earl. 

Henry's grandson, ALGERNON PERCY, Loth earl of Northumber-
land (1602-068), son of Henry the 9th earl (1564-1632), became 
a peer in his father's lifetime as Baron Percy in 1626. During 
the years immediately preceding the Civil War he served as an 
admiral, making earnest but unsuccessful efforts to reform the 
navy, and in 1637 he was made lord high admiral of England. 
In 1639 Charles I. appointed him general of the forces north 
of the Trent, and a member of the council of regency. North-
umberland played a distinguished and honourable part in the 
troubled times of the Civil War. He was a friend of Strafford, 
and gave evidence at his trial which, though favourable on the 
important point of bringing the Irish army to England, wat• 
on the whole damaging; and he afterwards leaned more and 
more towards the popular party, of which he soon became leader 
in the House of Lords. He was a member of the committee 
of safety, and later of the committee of both kingdoms; and 
he took an active part in the attempts to come to terms with 
the king, whom he visited at Oxford for that purpose in 1643 
and at Uxbridge two years later. Northumberland helped to 
organize the new model army; and in 1646 he was entrusted 
by parliament with the charge of the king's younger children. 
He led the opposition in the House of Lords to the proposal 
to bring Charles I. to trial, and during the Commonwealth he 
took no part in public affairs. At the Restoration he was called  

to the privy council by Charles IL, and with his habitual modera-
tion he deprecated harsh proceedings against the regicides. 
His second wife, Elizabeth (d. r7o5), daughter of Theophilus 
Howard, and earl of Suffolk, brought him Northumberland 
House in the Strand, London, which was demolished in 1874 
to make room for Northumberland Avenge. On the death of 
his son Joceline, the 11th earl, in 1670, the male line became 
extinct. 

George Fitzroy (t665-1716), third son of Barbara, duchess 
of Cleveland, the wife of Roger Palmer, earl of Castlemaine, by 
King Charles II., was created by his father earl of Northumber-
land in 1674, and duke in 1683. This second dukedom of 
Northumberland became extinct on his death at Epsom on the 
3rd of July 1716. 

Meanwhile Elizabeth Percy, daughter of Joceline, the nth 
earl, had married Charles Seymour, 6th duke of Somerset; and 
her son Algernon, the 7th duke, was in 1749 created Baron 
Warkworth and earl of Northumberland, with remainder to 
his son-in-law, Sir Hugh Smithson, Bart., son of Langdale 
Smithson of Langdale, Yorkshire. Sir Hugh Smithson (c. 1714-  
1 786) took the name and arms of Percy on inheriting the earldom 
in i75o; in 1766 he was created Earl Percy and duke of North-
umberland, and in 1784 he was further created Baron Lovaine 
of Alnwick, with special remainder to his second son, Lord 
Algernon Percy. He took a somewhat prominent part in politics 
as a follower of Lord Bute, and was one of George M.'s confi-
dential advisers, holding the office of lord-lieutenant of Ireland 
from 1763 to 1765, and that of master of the horse from 1778 
to 1780. He was a man of cultivated tastes, and spent large 
sums of money in repairing and improving Alnwick Castle and 
his other residences. His wife, Elizabeth (1716-1776), who was 
a prominent figure in society, inherited in her own right her 
father's barony of Percy. The duke was succeeded by his 
eldest son Hugh; and his second son Algernon, Lord Lovaine, 
was created earl of Beverley in z79o. 

Hugh, 2nd duke of this line (1742-1817), first inherited his 
mother's barony of Percy. He was present at the battle of 
Minden, and although in parliament, where he was member for 
Westminster from 1763 to 1776, he had opposed the policy that 
led to the American war, he proceeded to Boston in 1774 as 
colonel commanding the 5th Fusiliers, a regiment that has 
since then been known as the Northumberland Fusiliers. His 
generosity to his men made him exceedingly popular in the army; 
he became a general in 1793, and after succeeding to the dukedom 
in 1786 he exercised considerable influence in politics, though 
he never obtained office. His son Hugh, 3rd duke (1785 11847), 
was lord-lieutenant of Ireland in 1829-1830, when the Catholic 
Emancipation Act was passed, and was pronounced by Sir 
Robert Peel " the best chief governor that ever presided over 
the affairs of Ireland." Both he and his brother Algernon, 
4th duke (1792-1865), who was created Baron Prudhoe in 030, 
died without issue; the barony of Percy devolved on their 
great-nephew, the duke of Athol], and the dukedom passed to 
George (1778-1867), eldest son of Algernon, 1st earl of Beverley, 
and so to his son, the 6th duke (38142-1899), and grandson, the 
7th duke (b. 1846), who married the daughter of the 8th duke 
of Argyll. The 7th duke's eldest son, Earl Percy (1871-19th), 
seemed destined to take a great place in public life when he 
was prematurely cut off; he had a distinguished career at 
Oxford and from 1895 in the House of Commons, being under-
secretary for India in 2902-1903 and under-secretary for foreign 
affairs in :903-405. 

See Edward Barrington de Fonblanque, The Howe of Percy 
(2 Yoh.. London, 1887); G. E. C(okaync), Complete Peerage. vol. vi . 
(London)  1895). 

NORTHUMBERLAND, JOHN DUDLEY, Viscous -1' Lists, 
EARL OF WARWICK, and Dose Or (C. I502-1553), was the 
eldest son of Henry VII.'s extortionate minister, Edmund 
Dudley (q.v.), by his second wife Elizabeth, daughter of Edward 
Grey, Viscount Lisle, and co-heiress of her brother John, Viscount 
Lisle. He was probably descended from the old baronial house 
of Sutton alias Dudley; but 'his father's attainder and execution 
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in Isola clouded his prospects. His mother, however, married 
as her second husband in isrx Arthur Plantagenet, the illegiti-
mate son of Edward IV., who in 1523 was created Viscount 
Lisle in his wife's right; and Lisle's rise in Henry favour 
brought young Dudley into prominence. In 1512 he was 
restored in blood and in rug he was made deputy to his step-
father, who was governor of Calais, and be does not appear to 
have suffered by Lisle's temporary disgrace and imprisonment 
in the Tower. Lisle  died early in r542 and Dudley was created 
Viscount Lisle on the rath of March and was made warden of 
the Scottish marches In November, and lord high admiral of 
England in 'so in succession to his future rival, Edward 
Seymour, earl of Hertford. He was also created a knight of 
the garter and sworn of the privy council on the 23rd of April 
rms. In x544 he accompanied Hertford to the capture and 
burning of Edinburgh. On the capture of Boulogne In September 
Lisle was given command of the town and of the Boulonnais; 
in isss he directed the operations of the fleet in the Solent 
which foiled the French attack on Portsmouth and the Isle 
of Wight; and he was sent to Paris to ratify the peace con-
cluded in 1546. 

Lisle had thrown in his lot with the reforming party, and 
he took an active share in the struggle at Henry VIII.'s court 
for control of affairs when Henry should die. Hertford and 
he were described by the Spanish ambassador as holding the 
highest places in Henry 'M.'s affections and as being the only 
noblemen of fit age and ability to carry on the government. 
The Howards were infuriated by the prospect, and Surrey's 
hasty temper ruined their prospects. Lisle quarrelled bitterly 
with Bishop Gardiner, served as commissioner at Surrey's trial, 
and was nominated one of the body of executors to Henry's 
will from which Norfolk and Gardiner were excluded. On 
Henry's death Lisle was raised to the earldom of Warwick and 
promoted to be lord great chamberlain of England, again in 
succession to Hertford, who became duke of Somerset and 
Protector. But he was not long content with Somerset's 
superiority, though be concealed his resentment and ambition 
for the time. He accompanied Somerset on his Pinkie cam-
paign, and materially contributed to the winning of that victory. 
Nor did be exhibit any sympathy with the intrigues of the 
Protector's brother, Thomas Seymour, the lord high admiral; 
his subtler policy was to exasperate the brothers and thus 
weaken the influence of the house of Seymour. He took a 
leading part in the proceedings which brought the admiral to 
the block in March 1549; and then used the Protector's social 
policy to bring about his deposition. Warwick, like most of the 
privy council, detested Somerset's ideas of liberty and his 
championship of the peasantry against the inclosure movement; 
one of his own parks was ploughed up as a result of a com-
mission of inquiry which Somerset appointed; and when the 
peasants rebelled under Kett, Warwick gladly took the command 
against them. His victory at Dussindale made him the hero of 
the landed gentry, and as soon as he had returned to London 
in September 1549, he organized the general discontent with 
the Protector's policy into a conspiracy. He played upon the 
prejudices of Protestants and Catholics alike, holding out to 
one the prospect of more vigorous reform and to the other hopes 
of a Catholic restoration, and to all gentry the promise of revenge 
upon the peasants. 

The coalition thus created effected Somerset's deposition 
and imprisonment in October Imo; and the parliament which 
met in November carried measures of political coercion and 
social reaction. But the coalition split upon the religious 
question. Warwick threw over the Catholics and expelled 
them from office and from the privy council, and the hopes they 
entertained were rudely dashed to the ground. But it was 
difficult to combine coercion of the Catholics with the proscrip-
lion of Somerset; the duke was therefore released early in 1550 
and restored to the privy council; and his daughter was married 
to Warwick's son. Warwick himself assumed no position of 
superiority over his colleagues, and he was never made protector. 
But he gradually packed the council with his supporters, and  

excluded his enemies from office and from access to the king. 
His plan was to dominate Edward's mind, and then release him 
from the trammels of royal minority. He abandoned the Tudor 
designs on Scotland, and made a peace with France in rsso by 
which it recovered Boulogne and was left free to pursue its 
advantage in Scotland. Nor did the betrothal of Edward to 
Henry's daughter Elizabeth prevent the French king from 
intriguing to undermine English influence in Ireland. In 
domestic affairs Warwick pushed on the Reformation with none 
of the moderation shown by Somerset; and the difference 
between the two policies is illustrated by the change effected 
between the first and second Books of Common Prayer. War-
wick, however, was widely distrusted; and the more arbitrary 
his government grew, the more dangerous became Somerset's 
rivalry. A parliamentary movement had early been started 
for Somerset's restoration. Warwick therefore kept parliament 
from meeting, and the consequent lack of supplies drove him 
into the seizure of church plate, sale of chantey lands, and other 
violent financial expedients. At length he resolved to get rid 
of his opponent; his opposition was magnified into conspiracy, 
and in October rssr, after Warwick had made himself duke of 
Northumberland and his ally Dorset, duke of Suffolk, and had 
scattered other rewards among his humbler followers, Somerset 
was arrested, condemned by the peers on a charge of felony, 
and executed on the 22nd of January 1552. 

Parliament was permitted to meet on the following day, but 
for the next eighteen months Northumberland grew more and 
more unpopular. He saw that his life was safe only so long as 
he controlled the government and prevented the administration 
of justice. But Edward VI. was slowly dying, and Northumber-
land's plot to alter the suctession was his last desperate bid for 
life and power. Its folly was almost delirious. Edward had no 
legal authority to exclude Mary, and the nation was at least 
nine-tenths in her favour. Northumberland bullied the council 
and overawed London for a few days; but the rest of England 
was in an uproar, and as be rode out to take the field against 
Mary, not a soul cried " God speed." A few days later he re-
turned as Mary's prisoner. He was tried for treason, professed 
himself a Catholic in the delusive hope of pardon, and was 
executed on the 22nd of August. He was a competent soldier 
and one of the subtlest intriguers in English history; but he 
had no principles. He was, says a contemporary French account, 
" de parole affable, se composant I gracieusite et doulceur, mass 
au dedans felon, orgueilleux, vindicatif s'il en tut jamais." The 
violence of his rule and of his pretended Protestantism was 
largely responsible for the reaction of Mary's reign. His best-
known son was Robert Dudley, earl of Leicester, Queen Eliza-
beth's favourite. 

See Leiters and Papers of Hoary VIII,. Slab Papers, DOWIllik 
and Foreign, Edward VI. and Mary; MS. is,S$S, Bib/Wild:gra 
Nationale de France; G. E. C(okayne), Complete Peerage; A. F. 
Pollard, Wand under Somerset (moo), Life of Creamer (19o4) 
and vol. vi. of the Political History of England (solo). (A. F. P.) 

NORTHUMBERLAND, JOHN NEVILLE, EARL or (c. 1 430-
1475), English soldier, was the third son of Richard Neville, earl 
of Salisbury, and a brother of Richard Neville, earl of Warwick, 
the " king-maker." At the battle of Blore Heath in 5459 John 
Neville was taken prisoner by the Lancastrians, although the 
Yorkists under his father had won the victory; he was among 
those who were attainted in the parliament of Coventry, and 
he was not released until 246o when his own party had gained 
the upper hand. Just afterwards he was created Lord Montagu 
and was made chamberlain of the royal household. He was not 
present at the battle of Wakefield, when his father was taken 
prisoner, but he was Again a captive after the second battle of 
St Albans in 1462. He was speedily released by Edward IV., 
whom he served in the north of England, being rewarded with 
lands and honours. In 5463 he became warden of the east 
marches towards Scotland, and he was responsible for the Yorkist 
victories at Hedgeley Moor and at Hexhain in April and May 
5464; after the latter battle he secured the execution of Henry 
Beaufort, duke of Somerset, and other captives of high station. 
In this year (1464) he was created earl of Northumberland, the 
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Perdu being now crushed, and their bead, Henry Percy, being 
in prison. Northumberland did not at first join his brother 
Warwick and the other NeviIles when they revolted against 
Edward IV., but neither did he help the king. Edward, doubt-
less suspecting him, restored the earldom of Northumberland 
and its vast estates to Henry Percy, while John Neville's only 
recompense was the barren title of marquess of Montagu. At 
Pontefract in r47o he and his men declared for Henry VI., a 
proceeding which compelled Edward IV. to fly from England, 
and under the restored king he regained his position as warden, 
but not the earldom of Northumberland. He did not attempt 
to resist Edward IV. when this king landed in Yorkshire in 
March 147r, but be fought under Warwick at Barnet, where he 
was slain on the 14th of April 1471. His son George (d. 1483) 
was betrothed to Elizabeth, daughter of Edward IV., and was 
created duke of Bedford in 1470, but the marriage did not take 
place and he was deprived of his dukedom in 1477. 

NORTHUMBERLAND, the northernmost county of England, 
bounded N.W. by the Scottish counties of Berwick and Rox-
burgh, W. by Cumberland, S. by Durham, and E. by the North 
Sea. The area is sorb sq. tn. It has a general inclination 
eastward from the hill-borders of Scotland and Cumberland. 
The Cheviot range partly separates Northumberland from 
Scotland, and reaches in the Cheviot, its culminating point 
north-eastward, the greatest elevation in the county, 2676 ft. 
The elevation of the Cheviots rarely falls below 1300 ft. along 
the Border, and generally exceeds 1600. A line of high ground, 
bending southward, forms the watershed between the North 
and Irish Seas. The boundary with Cumberland crosses the low 
divide between the Irthing and the South Tyne, after coinciding 
with the former river fora short distance and giving Northumber-
land a small drainage area westward. In the south-west a 
small area of the Pennine uplands is induded in the county, 
reaching elevations up to 2206 ft. in Rilhope Law. Few 
eminences break the general eastward incline, which appears 
as a wide billowing series of confluent hills that for half the year 
mingle tints of brown, russet, and dun in a rich pattern, and at 
all times communicate a fine sense of altitude and expanse. 
The Simonside Hills (1447 ft.) form one not very conspicuous 
exception. The configuration of much of these uplands has a 
certain linearity in its details due to groups and ranges of ridges, 
crags, and terrace-like tiers, termed " edges" (escarpments) 
by the country folk, and generally facing the interior, like broad 
ends of wedges. The line of pillared crags and prow-like head-
lands between the North and South Tynes along the verge of 
which the Romans carried their wall is a fine specimen. Passing 
eastwards from the uplands the moors arc exchanged for enclosed 
grounds, " drystone " walls for hedgerows, and rare sprinklings 
of birch for a sufficiently varied wooding. The hills and moors 
sink to a coast generally low, a succession of sands, flat tidal 
rocks and slight cliffs. Its bays are edged by blown sandhills; 
its borders are severely wind-swept. Several islands lie over 
against it. Holy Island, the classic Lindisfarne, rost acres 
in extent, but half " links " and sandbanks, is annexed to the 
mainland and accessible to conveyances every tide. The Fame 
Islands (q.v.) are a group of rocky islets farther south. 

Deep glens and valleys, scoring the uplands, and richly wooded 
except at their beads, are characteristic of the rivers. Of these 
the chief are the Tweed, forming the north-eastern part of the 
Scottish border, its tributary the Till (with its feeders the Glen 
and College), the Mn and the exquisite Coquet, flowing into 
Alnniouth Bay, the Wansbeck, with its tributary the Font, the 
Blyth and the Tyne, forming part of the boundary with Durham, 
the union of the North and South Tries. Many of the upland 
streams attract trout-fishermen. 

Geology.—The core of the county, in a geological aspect, is the 
northern Cheviots from Redesdale head nearly to the Tweed. Its 
oldest rocks arc gritty and slaty beds of Silurian age, about the had 
of the rivers Redo and Coquet and near the Breamish south of 
Ingram—a part of the great Silurian mass of the southern uplands 
of Scotland. Volcanic activity about the period of the Old Red 
Sandstone resulted in the felspathic porphyntes, passing into the 
ntendes and granites, that form the mass of the northern Cheviots. 
Round this core there now lie relays of Carboniferous strata dipping  

east and south, much faulted and repeated in . places, but mein 
into Coal Measures and Magncsian =stone in the south-eastern 
part of the county. The whole sysi consists of (1) the Carboni. 
ferous Limestone series in three divisii.a; (2) the Millstone Grit ; and 
13) the Coal Measures. Lowest in Northumberland lies Tate'a 
fuedian group, the first envelope of inking Cheviot-land. Some 
reddish shore-like conglomerates lie places at its base. as at 
Roddam Deno; its shales are often tiagetl with distemper greens; 
its coals arc scarcely worthy of the come; its limestones are thin, 
except near Rothbury; and its marine fossils are few. The Tucdian 
group is overlaid by the Carbonaceous group; its shales are carbo- 
naceous-grey, its coals, though mostly small, very numerous. its 
limestones often plant-limestones, and its calcareous matter much 
diffused. Upon this lies the Calcareous group; its lime occurs in 
well-individualized marine beds, cropping up to the surface in green-
vested strips; its fossils are found in recurrent cycles, with the 
limestones and coals forming their extremes. These three groups 
now range round the northern Cheviots in curved belts broaden-
ing southwards, and occupy nearly all the rolling ground between 
t he Tweed and the South Tyne, the ,andstones forming the chief 
eminences. The middle division becnnes thinner and more like 
the Coal Measures in passing north w.:rds. and the upper division, 
thinning also, loses many of its lime, ones. The Millstone Grit is 
a characterless succession of grits and shales. The Coal Measures 
possess the same zone-like arrangetne: t that prevails in the Lime-
stone series, but are without limestones. They also are divided, 
very artificially, into three groups. TI e lowest, from the Brockwcll 
seam downwards, has some traces of Gannister beds, and its coal-
scarns are thin. The famous Hutton c collection of plants was made 
chiefly from the roof-shales of two r.ams—the Benham and the 
Low Main. The unique Atthcy collection of fishes and Amphibia 
comes from the latter. The Coal Measures lie along the coast in a 
long triangle, of which the base, at the Tyne r  is produced westwards 
on to the moors south of that river, where it is wedged against lower 
beds on the south by a fault. The strata within the triangle give 
signs of departing from the easterly dip that has brought them 
where they are, and along a line bet,,m its apex (near Amble) and 
an easterly point in its base (near j arrow) they turn. up north-
eastwards, promising coal-crops under the sea. 

The top of the Coal Measures is , nting. After a slight tilting 
of the strata and the denudation that runoved it, the Permian rocks 
were deposited, consisting of Magne. a Limestone, a thin fish-bed 
below it. and yellow sands and sonic red sandstone (with plants of 
Coal Measure species) at the base. Mese rocks are now all but 
removed. They form Tynemouth colt, and he notched-in against 
the 9o-fathom dyke at Cullercoates, an again are touched (the base 
only) at Seaton Sluice. No higher tram have been preserved. 
The chief faults of the county extend =OM it. Its igneous rocks. 
other than the Cheviot porphyritcs and a few contemporaneous 
traps in the lowest Carboniferous, are all intrusive. An irregular 
sheet of basalt forced between planes of bedding (perhaps at the 
close of the Carboniferous period) forms the crag-making line of 
the Great Whinsill, which, with many shifts, breaks and gaps, 
extends from Greenhcad near Gilsland to the Kyloe Hills. Numbers 
of basalt dykes cross the county, and were probably ccnnected 
with the plateau of Miocene volcanic rocks in the Hebrides. Every-
where the Glacial period has left rocks rounded and scored, and rock 
fragments from far and near rubbed up into boulder-clay. The 
glaciers at first held with the valleys, but as the ice-inundation 
grew they spread out into one sheet—the Cheviot tops, heavily 
ice-capped, alone rising above it. Two great currents met in con-
fluence around these hills—one from across the western watershed, 
the other skirting the coast from the north. Boulders from Galloway. 
ICriffel, the Lake District and other 'laces adjacent, and from the 
ILammermuirs and Berwickshire, lie ■ n their track. Of moraines 
there are only a few towards the hiPI. Glaciated shell-fragments 
have been detected at Tynemouth. Laminated brick clays occur 
among the boulder-clays. Sheets and mounds of gravel of the 
nature of Lames exist here and there on the low grounds, and stretch 
in a chain over the low watershed bet, ten Haltwhistle and Gilsland. 
sparsely dotting also some more uplanI valleys. An upper boulder 
clay, containing flints, skirts the coast. 

The older valleys are all pre-Glacial. :al. and may date from the 
'Miocene period. They are much choked up with Glacial deposits. 
and lie so deep below the surface at, if they were cleared -out 
arms of the sea, one of them, 140 ft. di p at Newcastle, would extend 
for miles inland. After the departwo of the glaciers the streams 
here and there wandered into new r ositions, and hence arises a 
great variety of smooth slope and roc 1. v  gorge. In the open country 
atmospheric waste has hollowed out the shake at thew outcrops. 
leaving the sandstones, as pr , -suding " edge-s." roughened 
here and there into crags. In the Ion r grounds, whom this surface-
dissection first began, the " edges " nave much run together; on 
the heights, whose turn came last, they are often prominent and 
crest-like, but have glacier-rounded 'trews. Many old tarns at* 
now sheeted over with peat. The slr , pirA peat-fields are often the 
sites of straggling birch-woods, now km . 

Climate --The climate is bracing ..nd healthy, with temperate 
summers (e.g. the average July temp..ature at A nwicic is 57-9•_!.). 
In spring east winds prevail over tae whole county. The lambutg 
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season in the higher uplands is fixed for the latter half of April, 
and is even then often too early. In summer and autumn west 
winds are general. The rainfall gradually increases as the country 
risen from the coast, thus the mean annual fall at Shields is 26•32 in., 
at Alnwick 3t ma in., while on the western borders 40 to 6o tn. are 
recorded. East winds in summer bring rain to the interior. The 
smell from the coal-field, the lighter grunt of which is detected as 
far as Cumberland, is taken by the shepherd for a sign of wet. 

Apiculture. &c.—About five-ninths of the total area is under 
cultivation, and of this nearly five-sevenths is in permanent pasture. 
There are also about 470.000 acres under bill pasture. South of the 
river Coquet there is a broad tract of cultivation towards the coast 
that sends lessening strips up the valleys into the interior. From 
the Coquet northwards another breadth of enclosed ground stretches 
almost continuous!yy along the base of the Cheviot hills. In the 
basin of the Till it be omes very fertile, and towards the Tweed the 
two breadths unite. In the peephyritic Cheviots the lower hills 
show a great extent of sound surface and good grass. The average 
hill-farms support about one sheep to 2 acres. A coarser pasturage 
covers the Carboniferous hills, and the proportion of stock to surface 
is somewhat less. In the highest fells the congeries of bogs, bags 
and sandstone seam with many acres dangerous to sheep are 
worthless to the farmer. The lower uplands are • patchwork of 
coarse grasses (mown by the " muirmen " into " bent-hay ") and 
heather, or. In the popular terms, heather and " white ground." 
for it is blanched for eight months in the year. Heather is the 
natural cover of the sandstones and of the sandy glacier-debris 
near them. On the uplands they grow bents; lower down they 
are apt to be cold and strong, but are much relieved by patches 
and inworkings of gravel, especially north of the Wansbeck. The 
prevalent stream-alluvium is sandy loam, with a tincture of peat. 
The arable regions are very variable. Changes of sod are probably 
as minimum as fields. The bulk of the acreage under corn crops. 
which has greatly diminished, is under oats and barley, and turnips 
occupy some five-sixths of the area under green crops. North-
umberland is one of the largest sheep-rearing counties in Great 
Britain. Of these, the half between the Leicester 
(or Shropshire) and Cheviot breeds—occupy the lower enclosed 
grounds, the pure Cheviots are on the uplands and the hardier 
black-faced breeds lie out on the exposed heathery heights. The 
cattle are chiefly shorthorns and Galloway'. They are very largely 
raised, chiefly for fattening purposes. 

The practice of paying wages in kind has passed greatly into 
disuse. Some of the shepherds still receive " stock-wages," being 
allowed to keep forty or fifty sheep and several cows on their em- 
ployers' farms in lieu of pay. This arrangement, which makes 
them really copartners, has probably done much to render them the 
singularly fine eLssa of men they are. 

Other liastrirics.—The manufactures of the county chiefly come 
from the Tyne, which is a region of ironworks, blast-furnaces, ship-
building yards, ropeworks, coke-ovens, alkali-works and manufac- 
tories ol gloss. pottery and fire-bricks, from above Newcastle to the 
sea. Machines. appliances, convey and tools are the principal 
articles of manufacture in metal. Theseus gnat activity in all trades 
concerned in pit-sinking and mine-working. In the other parts of 
the county there are a few small cloth-miffs, a manufactory of tan 
gloves at Machina, some potteries and numbers of small brick and 
tile works. There are several sea-fiahing stations, of which North 
Shields is by far the most important. The salmon fisheries are also 
valuable. 

Cormnanicalions.—Communications are provided almost wholly 
by the North-Eastern railway, of which the main line enters the 
county at Newcastle and runs N. by Morwh, and near the coast. 
to Berwick, where a junction on the East Coast route from London 
to Scotland is effected with the North British railway. Numerous 
branch railways serve the populous south-eastern district, and there 
are connexions westward to Hexham and Carlisle. up the Tweed 
valley into Scotland and (by the North British line) up the North 
Tyne valley from Hexham. The principal ports besides the Tyne 
ports are Blyth, Amble (Warkworth Harbour). Alnmouth and 
Berwick. The Tyne is one of the most important centres of the 
coal -shipping trade in the world. 

Population and Adoninistration.—The area of the ancient 
county is 1,291,530 acres with a population in 1891 of s06,442, 
and in :got of 603,498. In physique the Northumbrian is 
stalwart and robust, and seldom corpulent. The people have 
mostly grey eyes, brown hair and good complexions. The 
inhabitants of the fishing villages appear to be Scandinavian; 
and parts of the county probably contain some admixture of 
the old Brit-Celt, and a trace of the Gipsy blood of the Faas of 
Yetbolm. The natives have fine characteristics: they are 
clean, thrifty and plodding, honest and sincere, shrewd and 
very Independent. Their virtues lie rather in solidity than in 
aspiration. 

Northumbrian speech is characterised by a " rough vibration 

of the soft palate" or pharynx in pronouncing the letter r, well 
known as the burr, a peculiarity extending to the town and 
liberties of Berwick, and absent Only in a narrow strip along the 
north-west. Over the southern part of the county there is the 
same duplication of vowel-sounds, such as " petil " for " pool," 
that is found in the English counties adjacent. May Old-
English forma of speech strike the ear, such as " to butch a beef ," 
i.e, to kill a bullock, and curious inversions, such as " they not 
can help." There Is the Old-English distinction in the use of 
" thou " to familiars and " ye " to superiors. 

The area of the administrative county is 1.29t,sis acres. The 
county is divided into nine wards, answering to hundreds. Popula-
tion is densest in the south-east, where the mining district and the 
Tyne-4de industrial antra err situated. The municipal boroughs in 
this district arc: Newcastle-up,i-Tyne (city, county of a city and 
county borough; pop. 215,326), Tynemouth (county borough, 
5i .366), Morpeth (6158). Wallsend (30,918). In this district the 
following are urban districts: Amble (44.28). Ashington (11956). 
Br Ilington (18466). Blyth (3472), Cowpen 147.879), Cramlington 
(6437), Earsdon (902o). Gftturth (10,60,9, ewbiggin-by-the-Sea 
(2032). Newburn (12,500), Seghill (2213), Weetslade C5453). Whitley 
and Monkseaton (7705), Wi ington Quay (7942). The remainder 
of the county contains the municipal borough of Berwick-upon-
Tweed (13437) and the urban districts of Alnwick (6716), Denham 
(7071) and Rothbury (1303). The county is in the north-eastern 
cucuit, and assizes are held at Newcastle-upon-Tyne. The total 
nu mber of civil parishes is 523. The ancient county, which is in the 
dio,ese of Newcastle-upon-Tyne, with the exception of a small portion 
in that of Durham, contains 173 ecclesiastical parishes or districts, 
wholly or in part. The parliamentary divisions of the county are 
Ber,ack.upon•Tuned, Hesham, Wansbeck and Tyneside. each re-
turning one member; while the parliamentary borough of Newcastle-
upon-Tyne returns two members, and those of Morpeth and 
Tynemouth one member each. 

History.—The first English 'settlement in the kingdom of 
Bernicia, which included what is now Northumberland, was 
effected in 547 by Ida, who, accompanied by his six sons, pushed 
through the narrow strip of territory between the Cheviots and 
the sea, and set up a fortress at Bamburgh, which became the 
royal seat of the Saxon kings. About the end of the 6th century 
Bernicia was first united with the rival kingdom of Deira under 
the rule of .Ethelfrith, and the district between the Humber 
and the Forth became known as the kingdom of Northumbria. 
In 634 Cadwalla was defeated at Hefenfeld (the site of which 
lies in the modern parish of St John Lee) by Oswald, under whom 
Christianity was definitely established In Northumbria, and the 
bishop's see fixed at Hexham, where Bishop Wilfrid erected the 
famous Saxon church. Oswald also erected a church of stone 
at Tynemouth, which was destroyed in 865 in an incursion of 
the Danes under Hinguar and Hubba. The extent of Danish 
influence In Northumberland has been much exaggerated, 
however, for though in 876 Halfden, having conquered the whole 
of Northumbria, portioned out the lands among his followers, 
the permanent settletnents were confined to the southern portion 
of the kingdom. In the northern half, which is now Northumber-
land, the English princes continued to reign at Bamburgh as 
vassals of the Danes, and not a single place-name with the Danish 
suffix " by " or " thorpe " is found north of the Tyne. In 938 
Athelitan annexed Northumberland to his dominions, and the 
Danish authority was annulled until its re-establishment by 
Canute in toi3. The vigorous resistance of Northumbrlit to the 
Conqueror was punished by ruthless harrying. The Normans 
rebuilt the Saxon monasteries of Lindisfarne, Hexham and 
Tynemouth; Eustace Fits John founded Alnwick Abbey, and 
other Norman abbeys were Brinkburn, Hulne, Blanchland and 
Newminster. Castles were set up at Alnwick, Warkworth, 
Prudhoe, Dunstanborough, Morpeth, Ford, Chillingham, Lang-
ley, Newcastle, Bamburgh, Wark and Norbam, a stronghold of 
the palatine bishops of Durham. 

The term Northumberland is first used in its contracted 
modern sense in 1065 in an entry in the Saxon Chronicle relating 
to the northern rebellion. The county is not mentioned in the 
Domesday Survey, but the account of the issues of the county, 
as rendered by Odard the sheriff, is entered in the Great Roll 
of the Exchequer for 1131. In the reign of Edward I. the county 
of Northumberland was found to comprise the whole district 
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between the Tees and the Tweed, and to have within it the 
several liberties of Durham, Sadberg and Bedlington south of 
the Coquet, and Norham beyond the Coquet, all subject to the 
bishop of Durham; the liberty of Hexham belonging to the 
archbishop of York; that of Tynedale to the king of. Scotland; 
that of Emildon to the earl of Lancaster; and that of Redesdale 
to Gilbert de Umfraville, earl of Angus. These franchises were 
all held exempt from the ordinary jurisdiction of the shire. By 
statute of 1495-1496  the lordship of Tynedale was annexed to 
Northumberland on account of flagrant abuses of the liberties 
of the franchise; the liberty of Hexham was annexed to North-
umberland in 1572; Norhamshire, Islandshire and Bedlington-
shire continued to form detached portions of Durham until 1844, 
when they were incorporated with Northumberland. The 
division into wards existed at least as early as 1295, the Hundred 
Roll of that year giving the wards of Coquetdale, Bamburgh, 
Glendale and Tynedale. 

The shire-court for Northumberland was held at different 
times at Newcastle, Alnwick and Morpeth, until by statute of 
5549 it was ordered that the court should thenceforth be held 
in the town and castle of Alnwick, and under the same statute 
the sheriffs of Northumberland, who had lately been in the 
habit of appropriating the issues of the county to their private 
use, were required to hereafter deliver in their accounts to the 
Exchequer in the same manner as the sheriffs of other counties. 
The assizes were held at Newcastle, and the itinerant justices, 
on their approach to the county, were met by the king of Scot-
land, the archbishop of York, the bishop of Durham and the prior 
of Tynemouth, who pleaded their liberties either at a well called 
Chile near Gateshead, if the justices were proceeding from York, 
or, if from Cumberland, at Fourstanes. In these franchises the 
king's writ did not run, and their owners performed the office 
of sheriff and coroner. Among other Northumbrian landowners 
claiming privileged jurisdiction in 1293 was Robert de Quonla, 
who claimed that he and his men were quit of the suits of the 
shire and wapentake; the prior of St Mary of Carlisle claimed 
to exclude the king's bailiffs from executing their office in his 
fee of Corbridge, and that he and his men were quit of the suits 
of the shire and wapentake. The burgesses of Newcastle claimed 
return of writs in their borough, and Edmund, the brother of 
Edward I., claimed return of writs and exemptions from the 
sheriff's jurisdiction in his manor of Stamford. Newcastle was 
made a county by itself by Henry IV. in 14co, and has juris-
diction in admiralty cases. Ecclesiastically the county was in 
the diocese of Durham, and in 1291 formed the archdeaconry 
of Northumberland, comprising the deaneries of Newcastle, 
Corbridge, Bamburgh and Alnwick. In x335 the archdeaconry 
included the additional deanery of Morpeth. The archdeaconry 
of Lindisfarne was formed in 11345, and subdivided into the rural 
deaneries of Alnwick, Bamburgh, Morpeth, Norham and Roth-
bury; the archdeaconry of Northumberland then including the 
deaneries of Bellingham, Corbridge, Herb= and Newcastle-upon-
Tyne. In x882 Northumberland was formed into a separate 
diocese with its see at Newcastle, the archdeaconries and 
deaneries being unaltered. In 1885 the additional deaneries of 
Tynemouth and Bedlington were formed in the archdeaconry 
of Northumberland, and in rctoo the deanery of Glendale in the 
archdeaconry of Lindisfarne. 

Pre-eminent among the great families connected with North-
umberland is that of Percy (q.v.). Ford and Chipchaae were 
seats of the Heron family. The Widdringtons were established 
at Widdrington in the reign of Henry I. and frequently filled 
the office of sheriff of the county. The barony of Prudhoe was 
granted by Henry L to the Umfravliles, who also held the castles 
of Otterburn and Harbottle and the franchise of Redesdale. 
From the Ridley, of Willimoteswyke was descended Bishop 
Ridley, who was martyred in 1 555- Aydon Castle was part 
of the barony of Hugh Baliol. The Radcliffes, who held Dilston 
and Cartington in the asth century and afterwards acquired 
the extensive barony of Langley, became very powerful in 
Northumberland after the decline of the Percies, and were 
devoted adherents of the Stuart cause. 

From the Norman Conquest until the union of England and 
Scotland under James I., Northumberland was the scene of 
perpetual inroads and devastations by the Scots. Norham, 
Alnwick and Wark were captured by David of Scotland in the 
wars of Stephen's reign, and in 1290 it was at Norham Castle 
that Edward I. decided the question of the Scottish succession 
in favour of John Baliol. In 1293,Robert de Eta and the earls 
of Athol and Menteith ravaged Redesdale, Coquetdale and 
Tynedale. In 1314 the county was ravaged by Robert Bruce, 
and in 1382 by special enactment the earl of Northumberland 
was ordered to remain on his estates; in order to protect the 
county from the Scots. In 1388 Henry Percy was taken prisoner 
and 1 Soo of his men slain at the battle of Otterburn, immortalized 
in the ballad of " Chevy Chafe." Alnwick, Bamburgh and 
Dunstanborough were garrisoned for the Lancastrian cause in 
1462, but alter the Yorkist victories of Hexham and Hedgley 
Moor in 1464, Alnwick and Dunstanborough surrendered, and 
Bamburgh was taken by storm. In 1313 the king of Scotland 
was slain in the battle of Flodden Field on Braxton Moor. 
During the Civil War of the 17th century Newcastle was 
garrisoned for the king by the earl of Newcastle, but in s644 it 
was captured by the Scots under the earl of Leven, and in 1646 
Chides was led there a captive under the charge of ,David 
Leslie. Many of the chief Northamberland families were ruined 
in the rebellion of 5715. 

The early industrial development of Northumberland was 
much impeded by the constant ravages of internal and border 
warfare, and in 1376 the commonalty of Northumberland begged 
consideration for their-sheriff, who, although charged Iwo for 
the profits of the county, through death and devastation by the 
Scots could only raise f53,  gs. 4d. Again Aeneas Sylvius 
Piccolomini (Pope Pius IL), who passed through the county 
disguised as a merchant in 1436, leaves a pictureof its barbarous 
and desolate condition, and as late as the I 7th century, Camden, 
the antiquarian, describes the lands as rough and unfit for culti-
vation. The mineral resources, however, appear to have been 
exploited to some extent from remote times. It is certain that 
coal was used by the Romans in Northumberland, and some 
coal ornaments found at Angerton have been attributed to the 
7th century. In a 13th-century grant to Newminster Abbey a 
road for the-conveyance of sea-coal from the shore about Blyth 
is mentioned, and the Blyth coal-field was worked throughout 
the 14th and ,5th centuries. The coal trade on the Tyne did 
not exist to any extent before the 13th century, but from that 
period it developed rapidly, and Newcastle acquired the monopoly 
of the river shipping and coal-trade. Lead was exported from 
Newcastle in the 12th century, probably from Hexhamshire, 
the lead mines of which were very prosperous throughout the 
,6th and 17th centuries. In a charter from Richard I. to Bishop 
Pudsey creating him earl of Northumberland, mines of silver 
and iron are mentioned, and in 124o the monks of Newminster 
had an iron forge at Stretton. A salt-pan is mentioned at Wuk-
worth in the r2th century; in the 13th century the salt industry 
flourished at the mouth of the river Blyth, and in the :sib 
century formed the principal occppation of the inhabitants 
of North and South Shields. In the reign of Elizabeth glass- 
houses were set up at Newcastle by foreign refugees, and the 
industry spread rapidly along the Tyne. Tanning, both of 
leather and of nets, was largely practised in the x3th century, 
and the salmon fisheries in the Tyne were famous in the reign 
of Henry L 

The county of Northumberland was represented by two 
members in the parliament of 1290, and in 2295 Bamburgh, 
Corbridge and Newcastle-upon-Tyne each returned two members. 
From 1297, however, Newcastle was the only borough repre-
sented, until in 1524 Berwick acquired representation and 
returned two members. Morpeth returned two members from 
1553. Under the Reform Act of 1832 the county returned four 
members in two divisions; Berwick and Newcastle were repro. 
rented by two member each, and Morpeth and Tynemouth by 
one member each. Under the act of 1885 the county now returns 
four members in four divisions. 
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nothing. The crypt of 	abbey St Andrew at Hexham is 

Askyttsfies.—Of 	 the Danes left almost 

one undoubted remnant; portions of several other churches are 
very doubtfully pre-Norman. Some thousand Saxon slycas found 
buned at Hexham, the " fridstool " there, and an ornate cross now 
shared between Rothbury and Newcastle we the other principal 
vestiges of Saxon times. The Black Dyke, a bank and ditch cross& 
the hoe of the Roman wall about a  in. east of the I rthing, is su 
by some antiquaries to be the continuation of the Catcall at Pee Fell ; 
the latter was the probable boundary-fence between the Saxon 
Bemicia and the British Strathclyde. 

The ecclesiastical buildings of the county suffered greatly at 
the bands of the Scots. Not a few of the churches were massive 
structures, tower-like in strength, and fit to defend on occasion. 
Lindisfarne Priory, the oldest monastic ruin in the country, dates 
from to93. Hexham Abbey Church, raised over the crypt of 
Wilfrid's cathedral, has been termed a " text-book of Early English 
architecture." Of Brinkburn Priory the church remains, and has 
been well restored. Hulne Abbey was the first Carmelite monastery 
in Britain. Besides these there are fragments of Newminster Abbey 
( 11 39), Alnwick Abbey (1t47) and others. An exquisitely graceful 
fragment of Tynemouth church is associated with some remains 
of the older priory. St Nicholas's church, Newcastle (1350), was the 
prototype of St Giles's. Edinburgh. There is a massive Norman 
church at Norham, and other Norman and Early English churches 
at Milford, Barobsugh, Warkworth (with its hermitage), Alowick 
(St Michael's) &c.. most of them with square towers. stone 
roof of the little church at Bellingham, with its heavy semicircular 
girders, is said to be now unique. 

' It may be said of the houses of the gentry herein," mites 
Fuller, " ' quot 01111111i011ek tot munitiones,' as being all castles or 
castle-like." Except a few dwellings of the 16th century in New-
castle, and some mansions built after the Union of England and 
Scotland, the older houses are all castles. A survey of 1460 mentions 
thirty-seven castles and seventy-eight towers in. Northumberland, 
not probably including' all the stle-houses or small peels of the 
yeomen. At the Conquest Bamburgh, the seat of the   n kings, 
was the only fortress north of York. Norham Castle was built in 
ti at. None of the baronial castles are older than the time of Henry I. 
A grass mound represents Wart Castle. Alnwick Castle is an array 
of walls and towers covering about five acres. Warkworth, Prudhoe 
and Dunstanburgh castles are fine groups of wins. Dilators Castle 
has still its romantic memories of the earl of Derwentwater. Bel-
say, Haughton, Featherstone and Chipchase castles are joined 
with mo&rn mansions. The peel-towers of Eledon, Whitton 
(R0thhurY) and Embleton were used as fortified rectory-houses. 
Seaton Delaval was the work of Vanbrugh. 

The place-names of the county may be viewed as its etymological 
antiquities. The Danish test-suffix by is absent. Saxon Ionr, hams, 
eleugks (clefts or ravines) and various patronymics are met with in 
grnt numbers; and the Gaelic knock (hill) and Cymric cart, dear 
(water), coin (ridge), bryn (brow), &e., mingle with the Saxon. Many 
curiosit ies of place-nomenclature exist, some strange, some expressive, 
e.g. Blink-bonny, Blaw-wearie, Skirl-naked, Pity Me. 

Aunt° KIT IE S. — Via," LI Co unty History. Northumbrrstd; North-
umberland County History Committee, A History of Norkumberland 
(in process) (Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 1893, &c.); John Hodgson. A 
History of Northumberland, in 3 parts (1827-1840); E. Mackenzie, 
An Historical View of the County of Northumberland (2nd ed., 2 vols.. 
Newcastle, t8t t); Society of Antiquaries, Newcastle.up.m.Tyne, A 
History of Northumberland, pt. i. containing the general history of 
the county, state of the district under the Saxon and DmIsh kings, 
&c. (Newcastle, 1858); Archaeologia Athana, or .1fiscellaneous 
Tracts relating to Antiquity, published by the Society of Antiquaries 
of Newcastle-upon-Tyne (4 vols., Newcastle- upon -Tyne. 1822- 1855 ; 
new se- ,, 	1857, &c.); William Wallis, The Natural History and 
A ostiqui 	of Northumberland (a vols., London, 5769); W S. Gibson, 
Descriptive and Historical Notices of some remarkable Northumbrian 
Castles, Churches and Antiquities, series i. (London, 1848); Early 
Assire Rolls for Northumberland, edited by William Page, Sorters 
Society (London, 1891). 

NORTIIIIIBRIA (reruns Nothenhymbrorma), one of the 
most important of the Anglo-Saxon kingdoms, extended from 
the Humber to the Forth. Originally it comprised two in-
dependent kingdoms, Bernicia and Delia (q.s.). Each of these 
had a dynasty of Its own. The first known king of the former 
was Ida, who, according to tradition, acquired the throne in 
547 and reigned twelve years. To him the foundation of Barn-
burgh is attributed. Four of Ida's sons successively occupied 
his throne: Glappa 559-560, Adda 56o-568, Aethelric 5 68-572, 
and Theodoric 572-579. Of the first three nothing is known, 
but Theodoric is said (Historia &Wawa) to have been besieged 
by the Welsh under Urien in Lindisfarne. Theodoric was 
succeeded by Frithuwald 579-585 or 586 and Hussa 586-592 or 
593. Then rEtheltrith (q.v.), son of rEtbelric,came to the throne. 

He greatly extended his territories at the expense of the Welsh, 
and eventually provoked an invasion of Aidan, king of the Scots, 
whom he defeated at a place called Daegsastan (603). The first 
king of Deira of whom we know was Ella, or Aelle, who, according 
to Bede, was still reigning when Augustine arrived in 597. The 
Saxon Chronicle, which is a less reliable authority for North-
umbrian history, places his death in the year 588. The compiler 
of this work, however, seems to have used a regnal list of the 
&mid= kings, which differed considerably from most of those 
found in our early authorities. iEthelfrith eventually acquired 
possession of Deira, probably in 604 or 605, perhaps on Ella's 
death, expelling his son Edwin (q.s.). Thenceforward, with 
rare intervals, the two kingdoms remained united. Ethelfrith 
became involved in war with the Welsh towards the end of his 
reign and captured Cheater, probably about 613. Shortly after-
wards, in 616, he was defeated and slain in battle on the river 
Idle by Edwin, who was assisted by the East Anglian king 
Raedwald. Edwin now became king over both Northumbrian 
provinces. By his time the kingdom must have reached the 
west mast, as he is said to have conquered the islands of A nglesea 
and Man. Under Edwin the Northumbrian kingdom became 
the chief power in the country. At his death in 633 the kingdom 
was again divided, Deira falling to his nephew Osric, while 
Bernicia was occupied by Eanfrith son of /Ethelfrith. Both 
these kings were slain by- Ceadwalla in the following year, but 
shortly afterwards the Welsh king was overthrown by Oswald 
(q.v.), brother of Eanfrith, who reunited the whole of North-
umbria under his sway and acquired a supremacy analogous to 
that previously held by Edwin. After Oswald's defeat and 
death at the hands of .Penda in 642 Bernicia fell to his brother 
Oswio, while Osvrine son of Osric became king in Deira, though 
probably subject to Oswio. OsWine's death was compassed by 
Oswio in 651, and the throne of Deira was then obtained by 
dEthelwald son of Oswald. He is not mentioned, however, 
after 655, so it is probable that Deira was incorporated in the 
Bernician kingdom not long afterwards. After Oswio's victory 
over Penda in 654-655 he annexed the northern part of Mercia 
to his kingdom and acquired a supremacy over the rest of 
England similar to that held by his predecessors. The Mercians, 
however, recovered their independence in 658, and from this 
time onward Northumbria played little part in the history of 
southern England. But Oswio and his son Ecgfrith greatly 
extended their territories towards the north and north-west, 
making themselves masters of the kingdoms of Strathclyde and 
Dalriada, as well as of a large part of the Pictish kingdom. 
Ecgfrith (q.v.), who succeeded on Oswio's death in 67z, expelled 
the Mercians from Lindsey early in his reign, but was in turn 
defeated by them in 679,his brother 21Elfwine being slain. From 
this time onwards the Humber formed the boundary between 
the two kingdoms. In 684 we hear of the first English invasion 
of Ireland, but in the following year Ecgfrith was slain and 
his army totally destroyed by the Picts at a place called Nech-
tansmere (probably Dunnichen Moss in Forfarshire). The Picts 
and Britons now recovered their independence; for Aldfrith, 
apparently an illegitimate son of Oswio, who succeeded, made 
no attempt to reconquer them. He was a learned man and a 
patron of scholars, and during his reign the Northumbrian 
kingdom partially recovered its prosperity. He was succeeded 
in 705 by his son bared, and under him and his successors 
Northumbria began rapidly to decline through the vices of its 
kings and the extravagance of their donations. Oared was slain 
In 716. He was succeeded by Coenred 716-718, and Coenred by 
Osric 718-729. The next king was Ceolwulf, to whom Bede 
dedicated his firisforia Ecclesiastics in 73r. In the same year he 
was deposed and forced to become a monk, but was soon restored 
to the throne. In 737 he voluntarily retired to a monastery and 
left the kingdom to his cousin Eadberht. The latter appears to 
have been a vigorous ruler; in the year 740 we hear of his being 
involved in war with the Picts. /Ethelbald of Mercia seems to 
have taken advantage of this campaign to ravage Northumbria. 
In 750 Eadberht is said to have annexed a large part of Ayrshire 
to his kingdom. Finally in 756, having now allied himself with 
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CEngus king of the Picts, he successfully attacked Dumbarton 
(Aftluith), the chief town of the Britons of Strathclyde. Ead-
berht showed considerable independence in his dealings with 
the church, and his brother Ecgberht, to whom the well-known 
letter of Bede is addressed, was from 734 to 766 archbibi.op of 
York. in 758 Eadberht resigned the kingdom to his son Oswulf, 
and became a monk, After his abdication Northumbrian history 
degenerates into a record of dynastic murders. Oswulf was 
slain by his household at a place called Media Wongtun in 759. 
Moll Ethelwald, who may have been a brother of Eadberht, 
succeeded, and after a victory over a certain Oswine, who fell 
in the battle, abdicated and became a monk probably under 
compulsion in 765. His successor Alchred claimed descent from 
Ida, but Simeon of Durham appears to doubt the truth of his 
claim. He sent an embassy .to Charlemagne in 768 and was 
deposed in 774, whereupon he fled to Bamburgh and afterwards 
to the Picts. His deposition has been ascribed to a formal act 
of the When, but this seems an antedating of constitutional 
methods and the circumstances point to a palace revolution. The 
successor of Alchred was /Ethelred son of Moll Etbelwrdd. In 
778 three high-reeves were slain at the instigation of the king. 
Ethelred was expelled during the next year, perhaps in con-
sequence of this event, andiElfwald son of Oswulf became king. 
N.Ifwald was murdered by Sicga in 789, whereupon Oared his 
nephew the son of Alchred succeeded. In 790 the banished 
'Ethelred returned to the throne and drove out Oared, whom 
he put to death in 792. /Ethelred, who had married Eased 
the daughter of Offa, also killed Elf and (Elfwine, the sons of 
(Elf weld and was murdered himself at Corbridge in 796. Oswald, 
who is called pariahs: by Simeon of Durham, succeeded, but 
reigned only twenty-seven days, when he was expelled and 
eventually became a monk. Eardwulf dux, who had apparently 
Med abroad to escape the wrath of Ethelred, was now recalled 
and held the crown until 8o7 or 8o8. Elfwald then became 
king, but Eardwulf was restored in 808 or 809 after appealing 
to the emperor and the pope. Eanred, son of Eardwulf, probably 
came to the throne in 8o9 and reigned until 84f. It was during 
his reign in 827 that Northumbria acknowledged the supremacy 
of Ecgberht, king of Wessex. Eanred was succeeded by his son 
Ethelred, who was slain in 83o, when Osberht came to the 
throne and reigned until 863. On the expulsion of Osberht, Ella 
or Elle, succeeded. The chroniclers emphasize the fact that 
this king was not of royal descent. He is said to have slain 
Ragnarr Loebrok. In the year 866 Lotibrok's sons Ingwaere 
(I'varr, q.v.), Hcalfdene, Ubba and others brought a vast army 
to England to avenge the death of their father. In the following 
year they obtained possession of York. Ella seems now to have 
made peace with the exiled king Osberht, and their united 
forces succeeded in recovering the city. In the great battle 
which ensued the Northumbrian army was annihilated and both 
kings slain (the death of Ella, according to Irish tradition, being 
due to the treachery of one of his followers). The southern 
part of Northumbria now passed entirely into the hands of the 
invaders, but they allowed a certain Ecgberht to reign over 
the portion of the kingdom north of the Tyne. Ecgberht was 
expelled in 872 and died in the course of the following year. 
His successor Ricsig died in 876 and was followed by Ecgberht IL, 
who reigned until 878. He was the last English king who 
reigned in Northumbria. After him the Aid power north of 
the Tyne came into the bands of a certain Eadulf of Bamburgh, 
who did not take the kingly title, but accepted the overlordship 
of Alfred the Great perhaps in 886. In the winter of 874-873 
Healfdene returned to Northumbria, which he partitioned among 
his followers. He was probably killed in Ireland in 877. Simeon 
of Durham makes his death occur about the same time, after 
be had been expelled from his country and had lost his reason 
as a punishment for his misdeeds. After an interregnum of a 
few years a certain Guthred became king in 883. He is mid- to 
have been a slave and to have been appointed king at the com-
mand of St Cuthbert, who appeared to Eadred the abbot of 
Carlisle in a dream. There is some reason for the conjecture 
that he belonged to the family of Loabrok. He died in 894, 

after which date little is known of Northumbrian history for 
number of years. About the year 919 the country was invaded 
by Raegenald (ROgnvaldr grandson of I'varr), a Norwegian king 
from Ireland, who seized York and occupied the lands of St 
Cuthbert. Aldred, the son of Eadulf, who now ruled north of 
the Tyne, appealed to Constantine IL, king of the Scots, for 
help, but the Scottish and Northumbrian armies were defeated 
at Corbridge. Shortly after this, however, all the northern 
princes submitted to Edward the Elder. Raegenald was suc-
ceeded by Sihtric (Sigtryggr, another grandson of I'varr), who 
married £thelstan's sister. He died in 926, and his brother 
and successor Guthfrith was soon afterwards expelled by Ethel-
stan and fled to Eugenius, king of Strathclyde. The Welsh 
and Scottish kings, however, both submitted to Ethelstan, and 
Guthfrith was again driven into exile. He died in 934, leaving 
a son Anlaf (Olaf r), Godfredsson or Godfreyson. In 934 /Ethel-
Stan invaded Scotland as far as the Tay. In 937 a great fleet 
and army were brought together by Constantine and Anlaf, 
the son of Sihtric, another Norwegian chieftain who had allied 
himself with the Scots, helped by Anlaf Godfreyson from Ireland. 
/Ethelstan, however, won a complete victory over them at a 
place called Brunanburh, probably Butnswark in Dumfries. 
shire. Anlaf Godfreyson returned to Ireland and died in 94r-
942 in a raiding expedition in the south of Scotland. Anlaf the 
son of Sihtric again came to England in 94o just after the death 
of £thelstan. He became king of Northumbria and extended 
his territories as fax as Watling Street. Peace was made with 
King Edmund by the capture of King Anlaf, and a good deal 
later by the confirmation of King Raegenald, brothe. to Anlaf 
Godfreyson and cousin to Anlaf Sllitricson. About two years 
later, however, both these kings were expelled by Edmund, and 
the whole of Northumbria was brought under his power. About 
the second year of Eadred's reign there was another revolt and 
Eric Bloodare, the exiled king of Norway, obtained the throne, 
During the next few years the kingdom alternated between 
Eric and Anlaf until 954, when Eadred finally succeeded in 
establishing his power. Eric was killed by Macon, the son of 
Anlaf, while Anlaf himself withdrew to Ireland, where he died 
in 980. Eadred placed Northumbria in the hands of a certain 
Osulf, who is called high-reeve at Bamburgh. In the reign of 
Edgar, Oche was appointed earl of southern Northumbria, but 
he was banished at the beginning of the following reign. The 
next earl was Waltheof and after him Uhtred, whet defeated 
Malcolm IL, king of the Scots, in rood. Twelve years later, 
however, the Northumbrian' were completely defeated at 
Carhan, and Lothian was annexed by the Sons (see Lamar* 
Uhtred was slain by the orders of Canute, who gave the province 
to Eric (Eirikr) earl of Lade. Shortly afterwards, however, 
part of it at least came into the hands first of Eadulf and then 
Aldred and another Eadulf, the brother and sons respectively 
of Uhtred. The younger Eadulf was slain by Siward, probably 
in the reign of Hardacanute. Siward held the earldom till his 
death in ro35, when it was given to Tostig, son of earl Godwine, 
and after his banishment to Markers, son of Elfgar, earl of 
Mercia. Twig's banishment led to the invasion of Harold 
Hardrada, king of Norway, and the battle of Stamford Bridge, 
in which both perished. 

Aurtmatries.—Bede, Historia ecderiaseirar  ed. C. Plummer 
Oxford. :896)1 Angle-Saxon Ckmmick, ed. Erie sad Plummer 
Oxford, 1899): " Annales Undesfarnenses," to the Monument' 
istorica Germanise, Band xix. (Hanover. 1866); Simeon of Durham 

(" Rolls" series), ed. T. Arnold (1882); J. C. H. R. Steenstrup, 
Normaxaerne (Copenhagen. 1876-1882). (F. G. M. a) 

NORTH WALSHAN, a market town In the eastern parlia-
mentary division of Norfolk, England; r3r m. N.E. by N: 
from London by the Great Eastern railway. Pop. of urban 
district (1901) 3981. It lies in a pastoral district near the river 
Ant, a' tributary of the Bute. The church of St Nicholas is • 
fine Perpendicular structure exhibiting the flint-work common to 
the district, and possessing a beautiful south perils and the rain 
of a massive western tower width partly collapsed early in the 
t8th century. A grammar school was founded in r6o6, and 
reorganised and moved to new buildings in modern rim & Thus 
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is a market house of the :6th century. A considerable agri-
cultural trade is carried on, and cattle-shows and fairs are held. 
The river Ant provides a route southward to the Norfolk Broads. 
The coast village of Mundesley, 5 m. N.E. by a branch railway, 
is in favour as a watering-place, having fine sands beneath the 
cliffs. In the district between this and North Walsham are 
Paston, taking name from the family which is famous through 
the Poston Letters (q.v.), and the fragments of Brombolm 
Priory, a Cluniac foundation. These are of various dates from 
Norman onwards, but are Incorporated with farm buildings. 
The rood of Bromboim was a reputed fragment of the Cross 
which attracted many pilgrims. To the south of North Waltham 
is North Walsham Heath, whither in June 1381 a body of in-
surgents in connexion with the Peasants' Revolt were driven 
from before Norwich by Henry le Despenser, bishop of Norwich, 
and defeated; after which their leader, Geoffrey Lister, and 
others were sent to the scaffold. 

NORTH-WEST FRONTIER PROVINCE, the most northerly 
province of British India, created on the 15th of October toot. 
Roughly it may be defined as the tract of country N. of Baluch-
istan, lying between the Indus and Afghanistan. More exactly 
it consists of (1) the cis-Indus district of Hazara; (a) the com-
paratively narrow strip between the Indus and the hills con-
stituting the settled districts of Peshawar, Kohat, Bannu and 
Dere Ismail Khan; and (3) the rugged mountainous region 
between these districts and the borders of Afghanistan, which 
is inhabited by independent tribes. This last region is divided 
into five agencies: Dir, Swat and Chitral, with headquarters at 
Malakand; Khyber, Kurram, Tochi and Wana. The province 
lies between 31° 4' and 36°.57' N., and 69° 26' and 74. e E. 
The approximate area is 38.665 sq. m., of which '3493 sq. m. 
are British territory and the remainder is held by tribes under 
the political control of the Agent to the Governor-General. 
On the N. it abuts on the Hindu Kush. To the S. it is bounded 
by Baluchistan and Dent Chazi Khan district of the Punjab, 
on the E. by Kashmir and the Punjab, and on the W. by 
Afghanistan. 

1. Hasans District. —The district of Hazara extends north-
eastwards into the outer Himalayan Range. tapering to a narrow 
point at the head of the Kagan valley. The mountain chains which 
enclose Kagan sweep southward into the broader portion of the 
district, throwing off well-wooded spun which break up the country 
into numerous isolated glens. Approaching Rawalpindi district 
the hills open out, and rich plain lands take the place of the terraced 
hillsides and forests of the more northern uplands. The Babusar 
Pass at the head of the Kagan valley marks the most direct approach 
to Chiles and Gilgit from the plains of India. (See HAZARA). 

a. The Settled Thariett.—The tract between the Indus and the 
hills consists of four open districts, Peshawar. Kohat, Banns and 
Den Ismail Khan. divided one from the other by low hills. The vale 
of Peshawar is for the most part highly irrigated and well wooded. 
presenting in the spring and autumn a picture of waving cornfields 
and smiling orchards framed by rugged hills. It has. however. an  
evil name for malarial fever. Adjoining Peshawar. and separated 
from it by the Jowakl hills, lies the district of Kohat, a generally 
hilly tract intersected by narrow valleys. The largest of these 
traverses the district from Kushalgarh on the Indus to Thal on the 
Kurram, narrowing in places, but usually opening out into wide 
cornlands and pastures dotted with the dwarf palm. This district 
affords striking contrasts of scenery. from the sheltered fields of 
Miranzai to the barren desolation of the salt mines. The southern 
spurs of the Kohat hills gradually subside into the Bannu plain. 
Where irrigated from the Kurram river, especially round Banns 
itself. this tract is well cultivated and forms a great contrast to the 
harsh desolation of the Kohat hills. But beyond the sphere of irri-
gation, where the land is dependent on the rainfall, there is much 
rough stony ground broken by great fissures tut by flood-water 
from the border hills. To the east this gives way to the broad level 
plain of Marwat, which In favourable years presents • uniform ex-
panse of rich cultivation extending from Lakki to the base of the 
Shekh Buda, hills. These hills consist of a broken range of sandstone 
and conglomerate dividing the Bannu plain from the cultivated 
flats of Den Ismail Khan. 

5. The Country ef At Independent Triber.—Turning to the moue-
tamale region between the settled districts and Afghanistan. to the 
extreme north lies the agency of Dir, Swat and Chitral. Chitral 
itself consists of a narrow valley enclosed between rugged mountains. 
Below Chitral are found the thickly timbered forests of Dir and 
Bajout, and the fertile valleys of the Panjkora and Swat rivers. 
Between this agency and the Khyber Pass lie the Mahound hills,  

a rough country with but little cultivation, under the political control 
of Peshawar. West and south-west of the Khyber again is the 
country of the Afridis and the Orakzais. The boundary of the 
province here follows the line of the Sated Koh. which overlooks the 
Afridi Tirah and the upper Kurram valley. Dotted with towered 
hamlets and stately chine groves the valley of the Kurram runs 
south-east from the Peiwar Kotal (below the great peak of Sikaram), 
past Thal in the Miranzai valley, through the southern Kohat hills 
to Bannu. South of the Kurram is the Tochi valley, separating it 
from Waziristan, an isolated mountainous district bounded on the 
south by the Gomel and the gorges that lead to the Wana plain. 
The lower ridges of the frontier mountain system are usually bare 
and treeless, but here and there, as in the Kaitu valley, in northern 
Waziristan and round Kaniguram in the south, are forest clad and 
enclose narrow but fertile and well-irrigated dales. In places, too. 
as, for instance, round Shawal, the summer grazing ground of the 
Darwesh Khel 1.Vaziris, and on the slopes of Pir Ghol, there isgood 
pasturage and a fair sprinkling of dcodars. The valleys of the Tochi 
and Wana are both fertile, but are very different in character. 
The former is a long narrow valley, with a rich fringe of cultivation 
bordering the river; the latter is a wide open alluvial plain, cultivated 
only on one side, and for the rest rough stony waste. South of the 
Gomel the Suliman Range culminates in the famous Takht-i-
Suliman in the Largha Sherani country, a political dependency of 
Dere Ismail Khan district. The Kaisargarh peak of the Takht-i-
Suliman is 1 :,3oo ft. above sea-level. 

Mosowlain Systems.—The mountains of the Hindu Kush running 
from cast to west form the northern boundary of the province, 
and are met at the north-east corner of the Choral agency by the 
continuation of an outer chain of the Himalayas after it crosses the 
Indus above the Kagan valley. From this chain minor ranges run 
in a south-westerly direction the whole length of Bajour and Swat, 
till they merge into the Mohmand hills and connect the mid-Hima- 
layas with the Safed Koh. The range of the Safed Koh flanks the 
Kurram valley and encloses the Kabul basin, which finds its outlet 
to the Indus through the Mohmand hills. The Suliman system lies 
south of the Gomel unconnected with the northern hills. To the east 
the Sated Koh extends its spurs into the Kohat district. The Salt 
Range crosses the Indus in the Mianwali taint: of the Punjab, and 
forms the boundary between Banns and Dem Ismail Khan, merging 
eventually in the Waziri hills. The chief peaks in the province are 
Kaisargarh (11.300 ft.) and Pir Ghol (11,580 ft.) in Waziristan; 
Shekh liudin (4516 ft.), in the small range; Sikaram (13,621 ft.) 
in the Safed Koh ; Istragh (r8,5rto ft.). Kachin (22.64: ft.) and 
Tisch Mir (23,426 ft.), in the Hindu Kush on the northern border 
of the Chitral agency; while the Kagan peaks in Hum district 
run from to,000 ft. to 16,700 ft. 

Rivers.—With the exception of the Kunhar river, which flows 
down the Kagan valley to the Jhelum, the whole drainage of the 
province eventually finds its way into the Indus. The Infti enters 
the province between tribal territory and Hazara district. After 
leaving Hamra it flows in a southerly direction between the Punjab 
and the North-West Frontier Province, till It enters Mianwali 
district of the Punjab, from which it emerges to form again the 
eastern boundary of the province. From the east it is fed by three 
or four rivers of Hazara district (see lxous). At Attock the Kabul 
river brings down to the Indus the whole drainage of Kafiristan, 
Chitral, Panjkora, Swat and Peshawar district (see KABUL Riven). 
The Kurram river rises in the southern slopes of the Safed Koh, 
and after leaving the Kurram valley passes through the Kohat hills 
and enters Bannu district. Three miles below Lakki it is joined by 
the Tochi or Gambela, which carries the drainage of North Waziristan. 
The Kurram then empties itself into the Indus. From this point 
until it leaves the province  the Indus receives no tributary of any 
importance. The Gomel river drains a large area of central Afghan-
istan and forms the most important povindah (or Kafila) route on the 
frontier. 

The Pathan Races.—The North-West Frontier Province as 
now constituted may be described as the country of the Pathan* 
(q.v.). The true Pathan is possibly of Indian extraction. But 
around this nucleus have collected many tribes of foreign origin. 
The whole have now become blended by the adoption of a common 
language, but remain tribally distinct; all alike have accepted 
Islam, and have invented traditions of common descent which 
express their present association. For centuries these tribes 
maintained their independence in the rugged hills which flank 
the present kingdom of Afghanistan. In the t sth century 
they began to settle in the plains. The 16th century saw the 
Pathan tribes established in their present homes. The spirit 
of independence which always characterized them soon brought 
them into collision with the Mogul empire. In the :7th century, 
after a long struggle, the settlers in the plains wrested from 
Aurangzeb terms which left them almost as independent as 
their brothers in the hills. The invasion in 1738 of Nadir Shah, 
who traversed the province from Peshawar to Dera Ismail Khan, 
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is a landmark in the history of the frontier. From his death to 
the rise of Ranjit Singh, the frontier districts remained an 
appendage of the Durani empire. Little control was exercised 
by the rulers of Kabul, and the country was administered by 
local chiefs or Afghan Sirdars very much as they pleased. The 
Sikh invasions began in 1818, and from that date to the annexa-
tion by the British government the Sikhs were steadily making 
themselves masters of the cottntry. After the Second Sikh War, 
by the proclamation of the 29th of March 2840, the frontier 
districts were annexed by the British government. From that 
time until the creation of the North-West Frontier Province the 
settled districts formed part of the Punjab, while the independent 
tribes were controlled at different times by the Punjab govern-
ment, and the government of India. Their turbulence still 
continued, and since thee they have been the object of over 
fifty punitive expeditions. The chief tribes, under the political 
control of the N.W. Frontier agency, besides Chitralis and 
Bajouris, are the Utman Khel, Yusafzais, liassanzais, Mohmands, 
Afridis, Jowakis, Mullagoris, Orakzais, Zaimukhts, Chamkannis, 
Khattaks, Bangashes, Tunis, Waziris, Battannis (Bhitanis) 
and Sheranis. These tribes are referred to under separate 
headings. 

Creation of the Province. —The North-West Frontier Province 
differs from the older provinces of India in having been artifici-
ally built up out of part of a previous province together with 
new districts for a definite administrative purpose. The proposal 
to make the frontier districts into a separate province, ad-
ministered by an officer of special experience, dates back to the 
viceroyalty of Lord Lytton, who, in a famous minute of the 
aand of April 1877, said:- 

" I believe that our North-West Frontier presents at this moment 
a spectacle unique in the world; at least I know of no other spot 
where. after 25 years of peaceful occupation, a great civilized power 
has obtained so little influence over its semi-savage neighbours, 
and acquired so little knowledge of them, that the country within • 
day's ride of its most important garrison is an absolute terra incognita, 
and that there is absolutely no security for British life a mile or two 
beyond our border." 

The result of this minute was that a frontier commissionership, 
including Sind, was sanctioned by the home government, and 
Sir Frederick (afterwards Lord) Roberts had been designated 
as the first Commissioner, when the outbreak of the Second 
Afghan War caused the project to be postponed. It was after-
wards shelved by Lord Ripon. Twenty-three years elapsed 
before the idea was revived and successfully brought to com-
pletion by Lord Curzon, whose scheme was on a more modest 
scale than Lord Lytton's. It omitted Sind altogether, and con-
fined the new province to the Pathan trans-Indus districts 
north of the Gornal. The purpose of the change was to subject 
all the independent tribes from Chitral to the Gomal Pass to 
the control of a single hand, and to ensure a firm and continuous 
policy in their management. The administration of the province 
is conducted by a chief Commissioner andAgent to the Governor-
General. 

Population. —In the census diem the operations were extended 
for the first time to the Kurram Valley and the Sherani country, 
trans-frontier territories containing a population of 66,628 
souls, which had not been previously enumerated. The military 
cantonments and posts in Malakand Dir, Swat and Chitral 
were also enumerated, as were those in the Tochi Valley (the 
Northern Waziristan Agency) and in the Gomal (the Southern 
Waziristan Agency), the former figures being included in the 
census returns of Bannu district, and those of the latter in the 
returns of Dera Ismail Khan. The total population of the 
province was 2, I 25,48o; but this figure omits the great majority 
of the frontier tribes. The province is almost wholly agricultural. 
The urban population is only one-eighth of the total, and shows 
no tendency to increase. 'There are no large industries to attract 
the population to the towns; these, except Peshawar and Dera 
Ismail Khan, are either expansions of large agricultural villages 
or bazaars which have grown up round the many cantonments 
of the province. The great majority of the population are 
Pathan by race and Mahommedan by religion. The predominant  

language is Pushtu (q.v.). The conquered strata of the popu-
lation speak servile Indian dialects, called Hindki in the 
north and Jatki in the south, while Gujari is spoken by the 
large Gujar population in the hills of Iiazara and north of 
Peshawar. 

Crops and Climate. —The area under cultivation tepese,tts an 
average of Ps acres per head of the total, and of nearly I.; acres 
per head of the rural population. The limit of profitable cultivation 
has almost been.ftcheel. It is therefore from an Improvement in 
the methods of agriculture rather than to an extension of the area 
under cultivation that recourse must be had to supply the needs of a 
rapidly increasing population. The Pathan, however, is • slovenly 
cultivator and slow to adopt any new methods which involve 
increased effort. The principal crops are-4n the cold weather, 
maize and bafra,• in the spring, wheat, barley and gram. Rice and 
sugar-cane are largely grown on the irrigated lands of Harare, 
Peshawar and Bannu districts, and the well and canal irrigated 
tracts of Peshawar district produce fine crops of cotton and tobacco. 
In the trans-border agencies the valleys of the Swat, Kurram and 
Tochi rivers yield abundant rice crops. The province is mainly a 
mountainous region, but includes the Peshawar valley and the broad 
rivemin tract of the Indus in Dem Ismail Khan district. The 
climatic conditions are beam extremely diversified. Dam Ismail 
Khan district is one of the hottest areas in the Indian continent, 
while over the mountain region to the north the weather is temperate 
in the summer and intensely cold in the winter. The air is generally 
dry, and hence the daily and annual range of temperature is fre- 
quently very large. Thus are two seasons of rainfall over the 
province: the monsoon season, when supplies of moisture are brought 
up by the ocean winds from the Arabian Sea and the Bay of Bengal; 
and the winter season, when storms advancing eastwards from Persia 
and the Caspian districts occasion winds, widespread rain and snow-
fall. Both sources of supply are precarious, and instances are not 
infrequent of the a lmost entire failure of either the winter or the 
summer rainfall. 

irrigafies.—Canals are the main source of irrigation in the province, 
and fait under three heads: (t) Private canals In the various districts, 
the property of the people and managed on their behalf; (z) the 
Michni Wank and Shablcadar branch in Peshawar. constructed by 
the district board, which receives water rates; and (3) the Swat 
and Kabul river canals, which were constructed by and are the 
property of government, and are managed by the irrigation depart- 
ment. 

About 2o% of the cultivated area is irrigated by canals, 2% by 
wells and 4% by perennial streams. Throughout the provmx the 
area in which well-cultivation is possible is extremely -mited, and 
the field has already been covered. In Kohat and Hazara any 
considerable extension of canal irrigation is out of the question, 
but in the remaining districts much can still be done to promote 
irrigation. 

Railways.—The railways of the province are mostly intended in 
the first instance for strategic purposes. The main line of the North-
Western railway runs from Rawalpindi to Peshawar, whence it 
has been extended q m. to Janirud at the entrance to the Khyber 
Pass. From Nowshera a frontier light line, involving a break of 
gauge, is carried to Dargai at the foot of the Malakand Pass. 
From Rawalpindi again another branch extends to the Indus at 
Kushalgarh. A bridge has been built at this point, and the railway 
continued through Kohat to Thal at the entrance of the Kurram 
valley. 

See North-West Frontier Province Gazetteer (Calcutta, nog); 
Sir Thomas Holdich, The Indian Borderland (toot): Paget and 
Mason, Record of Frontier Expeditions 0 84)- (T. H. H.1 

NORTH-WEST TERRITORIES. The North-West Territory 
was kt first a general name given to all the districts of British 
North America lying N.W. of the St Lawrence basin. In the 
British North America Act of 1867 provision was made for the 
admission to Canada of " Rupert's Land and the North-West 
Territory." Manitoba was formed out of this district in 187o. 
The territory remaining was then called the " North-West 
Territories," and until other arrangements were made was to be 
under the governor of Manitoba. In 1876 the district of Keewatin 
was established; in 2881 the limits of Manitoba were enlarged; 
and in raga four new districts—Assiniboia, Saskatchewan, 
Alberta and Athabasca—were organized. In zoos the two first 
of these with some modification became the province of Saskatche-
wan, and the two last the province of Alberta. The territories 
of Canada outside of the eight provinces and Yukon district of 
the mainland are now organized as the North-West Territories, 
and are under an administrator or acting governor. They include 
the districts of Keewatin, Ungava, Mackenzie and Franklin. 
These territories have an Indian population of about 8goo, the 
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Indiana throughout the south put being chiefly Chipewyans, 
or, as they are sometimes called, Tina. The northern parts are 
inhabited by Eskimo. In these territories a short hot summer 
is followed by a long cold winter with extremely low temperatures, 
the spirit thermometer at times showing 6o° to 65° F. below 
zero. The following observations may be quoted:— 

With the exception of southern Keewatin and the district south 
of James Bay the animals of the North-West Territories are 
chiefly fur-bearing. Great herds of musk-oxen are found in 
Mackenzie, and vast flocks of ducks, geese and other migratory 
birds spend summer in the northern wilds. Except in southern 
Keewatin and the James Bay district the flora Is decidedly 
northern, becoming Arctic in the far north. Forest trees grow 
small and 171 formed. Sedges abound, exceeding grasses; 
mustards are abundant, and saxifrages plentiful. Mosses and 
lichens are numerous. 

The history of the north-west follows three different branches. 
(t) The story of Arctic exploration and the search for the North-
West Passage, with a concentration of interest upon the name of 
Sir Jam Franklin, whose loss was followed by a great development 
of investigation in the Arctic regions; (2) the story of the fur trade, 
connected with the Hudson Bay forts, from the establishment of 
the first Charles Fort in 1669; (3) the story of immigration, the 
beginning of which is to be found in the coming of the Selkirk 
egionists,the real foundered Manitoba (q.s.), to Red river by way of 
Hudson Bay. 

NORTHWICIL a market town in the Northwich parliamentary 
division of Cheshire, England, r7t} m. N.W. of London, on the 
London and North-Western railway and the Cheshire lines. 
Pop. of urban district, 17,61 r. It lies in a low open valley s t 
the confluence of the rivers Weaver and Dane, and is the centre 
of the principal salt-producing district in the United Kingdom. 
In its narrow and irregular streets many of the houses are 
strongly bolted to keep them secure from the subsidences which 
result not infrequently from the pumping of brine. Despite 
these precautions many accidents have occurred; some of the 
houses have.sunk or stand at fantastic angles, and in r8ga a 
portion of the High Street, which had subsided below the level 
of the Weaver, had to be raised 6 ft. Both rock salt and white 
salt obtained by evaporation from brine are exported. The 
amount supplied by the whole district, which includes the 
neighbouring town of Winsford 6 m. south, is about r,soo,000 
tons annually. The white salt is shipped chiefly to America. 
The principal buildings are the church of St Helen, Witton, 
noted for its finely carved roof of the 17th century, a museum 
and free library and market house. The Verdin Park was 
presented to the town by Robert Verdin, M.P. for Northwich, 
in x887. There is a considerable industry in the building of 
Rat boats to convey salt to Liverpool, the river Weaver being 
navigable, and connected by a hydraulic lift, 1 in. from the 
town, with the Trent and Mersey Canal on a higher level. Rope-
and brick-making, iron and brass-founding, chemical manu-
factures, brewing and tanning, are also carried on. 

NORTON, CAROM!! ELIZABETH SARAH (1808-1877), 
afterwards Lady Stirling-Maxwell, English writer, was born in 
London in r8o8. One of the three beautiful granddaughters of 
Richard Brinsley Sheridan, daughters of his eon Thomas, the 
" three Graces " of London society in the reign of George IV., 
she began to write before she was out of her teens. Her two 
sisters Helen and Georgina became respectively Lady Dufferin 
and duchess of Somerset. Lady Dufferin described the sisters 
to Disraeli with characteristic modesty. • Georgey's the beauty," 
she said, " and Carry's the wit, and I ought to be the good one, 
but I am not." At the age of seventeen, Caroline published a  

merry satire, The Dandies' Rood, illustrated by herself, and full 
of girlish high spirits and wit. Her first essay in serious verse 
was made in 1829 with The Sorrows of Rosalie,. the next in 1830 
with The Undying One, a version of the legend of the Wander-
ing Jew. She made an unfortunate marriage in 1827 with 
the Hon. George Norton, brother of Lord Grantley. After 

three years of protests on her part and good promises 
on his, she had left his house for her sister's, had 
"condoned" on further good promises, and had 
returned, to find matters worse. The husband's 
persecutions culminated in 1836 in an action brought 
against Lord Melbourne for seduction of his wife, 
which the jury decided against Mr Norton without 
leaving the box. The case against Lord Melbourne 
was so weak that it was suggested that Norton 

was urged to make the accusation by Melbourne's political 
enemies, in the hope that the scandal would prevent him from 
being premier when the princess Victoria should succeed William 
IV. In 1853 legal proceedings between Mrs Norton and her 
husband were again entered on, because he not only failed to 
pay her allowance, but demanded the proceeds of her books. 
Mrs Norton made her own experience a plea for addressing 
to the queen in 1855 an eloquent letter on the divorce laws, 
and her writings did much to ripen opinion for changes in the 
legal status of married women. George Meredith, in Diana of 
the Crossways, used her as the model for his " Diana." Mrs 
Norton was not a mere writer of elegant trifles, but was one 
of the priestesses of the " reforming " spirit; her Voice from 
the Factories (1836) was a most eloquent and roesing condemna-
tion of child labour. The Dream, and other Poems appeared in 
1840. Aunt Carry's Ballads (1847),  dedicated to her nephews 
and nieces, are written with charming tenderness and grace. 
Later in life she produced three novels, Stuart of Dunked, (1851), 
Lost and Saved (1863), and Old Sir Douglas (1868). Mrs Norton's 
last poem was the Lady of La Garaye (1862), her last publication 
the half-humorous, half-heroic story of The Rose of Jericho in 
1870. She died on the 15th of June 1877. Mr Norton died in 
1875; and Mrs Norton in the last year of her life married Sir 
W. Stirling-Maxwell. 

See The Life of Mrs Norton, by Jane G. Perkins (1909). 
NORTON, CHARLES BOWYER ADDERLBY, 1st.  BARON 

(18 1 4-1905), English politician, eldest son of Charles Clement 
Adderley (d. 1818), one of an old Staffordshire family, was born 
on the 2nd of August t814, and inherited Hams Hall, Warwick-
shire and the valuable estates of his great-uncle, Charles Bowyer 
Adderley, in 1826. He was educated at Christ Church, Oxford, 
and in :841 be became one of the members of parliament for 
Staffordshire, retaining his seat until 1878, when he was created 
Baron Norton. Adderley's official career began in 1858, when 
he served as president of the board of health and vice-president of 
the committee of the council on education in Lord Derby's 
abort ministry. Again under Lord Derby he was under-secretary 
for the colonies from 1866 to 1868, being in charge of the act 
which called the Dominion of Canada into being, and from 5874 
to 1878 he was president of the board of trade. He died on the 
28th of March 19o5. Norton was a strong churchman and 
especially interested in education and the colonies. In 1842 be 
married Julia (1820-1887) daughter of Chandos, rat Lord Leigh, 
by whom he had several sons. His eldest son Charles Leigh 
(b. i846) became and Baron Norton. Another son, James 
Granville Adderley (b. 5860, vicar of Saltley, Birmingham, 
became well known as an advocate of Christian socialism. 

See W. S. Childe-Pemberton, The Life of Lard Borax 0900 
NORTON, CHARLES ELIOT (1827-roo8). American scholar 

and man of letters, was born at Cambridge, Massachusetts, 
on the 16th of November 5827. His father, Andrews Norton 
(7786-1853) was a Unitarian theologian, and Dexter professor 
of sacred literature at Harvard; his mother was Catherine 
Eliot, Charles William Eliot, president of Harvard, being his 
cousin. Charles Eliot Norton graduated from Harvard in 1846, 
and started in business with an East Indian trading firm in 
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Boston, for which be travelled to India in 2849. After a tour 
In Europe, he returned to America in 18s1, and thenceforward 
devoted himself to literature and art. 

In 188: Norton inaugurated the Dante Society, whose first 
presidents were Longfellow, Lowell and Norton. He translated 
the Vita Nano (I86o and 1867) and the Diviner Connate 
(1891-1892, s vols.). After work as secretary to the Loyal 
Publication Society during the Civil War, be edited from 1864-
,868 the North American Review, in association with James 
Russell Lowell. In 1861 he and Lowell helped Longfellow in 
his translation of Dante and in the starting of the informal 
Dante Club. In 1875 he was appointed professor of the history of 
art at Harvard, a chair which was created for him and which he 
held until he became emeritus in i898. The Archaeological Insti-
tute of America chose him to be the first president (1879 1189o). 
From 1856 until /874 Norton spent much time in travel and 
residence on the continent of Europe and in England, and it was 
during this period that his friendships began with Carlyle, Ruskin, 
Edward FitzGerald and Leslie Stephen, an intimacy which did 
much to bring American and English men of letters into close 
personal relation. Norton, indeed, had a peculiar genius for 
friendship, and it is on his personal influence rather than per 
his literary productions that his claim to remembrance mainly 
rests. From 1882 onward he confined himself to the study of 
Dante, his professorial duties, and the editing and publication 
of the literary memorials of many of his friends. In 1883 came 
the Letters of Carlyle and Emerson; in 1886, 1887 and 1888, 
Carlyle's Letters and Reminiscences; in 1894, the Orations and 
Addresses of George William Curtis and the Letters of Lowell. 
Norton was also made Ruskin's literary executor, and he 
wrote various introductions for the American " Ilmntwood " 
edition of Ruskin's viorks. His other publications include 
Notes of Traed and Study in Italy (asp), and an Historical 
Study of Church-building in the Middle Ages: Venice, Siena, 
Florence (s88o). He organized exhibitions of the drawings of 
Turner (1874) and of Ruskin (1 879), for which he compiled 
the catalogues. 

He died on the net of October Ica at " Shady-hill," the 
house where he was born. He bequeathed the more valuable 
portion of his library to Harvard. In 1862 he had married Miss 
Susan Sedgwick. He had the degrees of Litt.D. (Cambridge) 
and D.C.L. (Oxford), as well as the L.H.D. of Columbia and the 
LL.D. of Harvard and of Yale. 

NORTON, THOMAS (1532-1584), English lawyer, politician 
and writer of verse, was born in London in :532. He was 
educated at Cambridge, and early became a secretary to the 
Protector Somerset. In 1555 be was admitted a student at the 
Inner Temple, and married Margery Creamer, the daughter of 
the archbishop. From his eighteenth year Norton had begun 
to compose verse. We find him connected with Jasper Heywood; 
as a writer of " sonnets " he contributed to Totters Miscellany, 
and in 156o be amp:seed, in company with Sackville, the earliest 
English tragedy, Garbaduc, which was performed before Queen 
Elizabeth in the Inner Temple on the 18th of January 156x. 
In 1562 Norton, who had served in an earlier parliament as the 
representative of Gatton, became M.P. for Berwick, and entered 
with great activity into politics. In religion he was inspired 
by the sentiments of his father4n-law, and was in possession 
of Cranmees MS. code of ecclesiastical law; this he permitted 
John Foxe to publish in zs7z. He went to Rome on legal business 
in 1579, and from zsgo to 1583 frequently visited the Channel 
Islands as a commissioner to inquire into the status of these 
possessions. Norton's Calvinism grew with yens, and towards 
the end of his utter be became a rabid fanatic. His punishment 
of the Catholics, as their official censor from :Or onwards, led 
to his being nicknamed " Rackmaster-General." At last his 
turbulent puritanism made him an object of fear even to the 
English bishops; he was deprived of his office and thrown into 
the Tower. Walsingham presently released him, but Norton's 
health was undermined, and on the roth of Match 1584 he died 
In his house at Sharpenhoe, Bedfordshire. 

The Tragedie of Gorbociesc was first published, very corruptly, 

•NORWALK 
in .ts6s, and, in better form, as The nava& of Peeve and 
Paver, in is7o. Norton's early lyrics have In the main dis-
appeared. The most interesting of his numerous anti-Ciabolle 
pamphlets are those on the rebellion of Northumberland and on 
the projected marriage of Mary Queen of Scots to the duke of 
Norfolk. Norton also translated Calvin's rturgsfer 0560 and 
Alexander Nowell's Catechism (1 574). 

Gorbodue appears in various dramatic collections, and was sqan. 
ately edited by W. D. Cooper (Shakespeare Soc. 1847), and by 
Miss Toulmin Smith in Volkmaller's &Oulu Sprach • and Likralar. 
denkmate (1883). The best account of Norton, and his place in 
literary history, is that of Sidney Lee in his Dictionary of Natinsal 
Biography. (E. G.) 

NORWALK. a city of Fairfield county, Connecticut, U.S.A., 
on the Norwalk river, In the township of Norwalk, adjoining 
the city of South Norwalk In the same township, and 13 m. 
W.S.W. of Bridgeport. Pop. (goon) 6125 (tom foreign-bora and 
189 negroes); ( ip10) 6945; of the township (woo) 29,932; (z9111) 
24,211. The city is served by the New York, New Haven & 
Hartford railroad, by interurban electric lines, and by steamboats 
to New York. The city has a green with several old churches 
and some fine elms, a public library, a hospital, a state armoury 
and a county children's home. The Norwalk Chapter of the 
Daughters of the American Revolution has erected here a 
drinking fountain in memory of Nathan lisle, who obtained is 
Norwalk his disguise as a Dutch school teacher and then started 
on his fatal errand to Long Island. Norwalk has some manu-
factures, including woollen goods and typewriting machines. 
and there is some coasting trade, oysters especially being shipped 
from Norwalk. 

The site of the township was purchased from the Indians 
in 1640 by Roger Ludlow and Daniel Patrick, Ludlow giving 
six fathoms of wampum, six coats, ten hatchets, ten hoes, ten 
knives, ten scissors, ten Jew's harps, ten fathoms of tobacco, 
three kettles of six hands, and about ten looking-glasses for all 
the land between the Norwalk and Saugatuck riven and extend-
ing one day's walk N. from the Sound. The first settlement in the 
township was made in ifiso at what is now the village of East 
Norwalk by a small company from Hartford, and the township 
was incorporated in the next year. The village was burned by 
the British under Governor Tryon on the rah of July mg, and 
the chair in which it is alleged Tryon sat, on Grumman's Hill, 
as be watched the flames, has been kept as a relic. Norwalk 
was incorporated as a borough in :836 and was chartered as a 
city in 1893. 

See C. M. Seileck. Norwalk (Norwalk, :896); and Norwalk offer 
Two Hundred and Ally Years, an Account of the Celebration of 
the afotk Anniversary of the Charter of the Town (South Norwalk, 
nor). 

NORWAL$ a city and the county-seat of Huron county, 
Ohio, U.S.A., about ss m. W.S.W. of Cleveland. Pop. (Igcs4 
7074, including 762 foreign-born and to: negroes; (row) 7858 
It is served by the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern,-and the 
Wheeling & Lake Erie railways, and by interurban electric 
lines. It has a public library in which a small museum is main-
tained by the Firelands Historical Society. The city is the 
centre of a rich agricultural district. Among its manufactures 
are machine-shop products (the Wheeling & Lake Erie has shops 
here), iron and steel, pianos and automobile fittings. 

Norwalk was settled in 18:7 and was named from Norwalk, 
Connecticut; it was incorporated as a town in :829 and 
chartered as a city in 188:. Huron county and Erie county 
immediately N. are the westernmost of the counties created 
from the " Western Reserve," and comprise the " Fire Lands " 
grant made in 1792 by the state of Connecticut to the 
people of Greenwich, Fairfield, Danbury, Ridgefield, Norwalk, 
New Haven, East Haven and New London to indemnify 
them for their fire losses during the British expeditions in 
Connecticut under Governor Tryon in tyyg and Benedict 
Arnold in 1781. The Connecticut grantees were incorporated 
in 1803 as " the proprietors of the half-million acres of land 
lying south of Lake Erie." 
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NORWAY (Norge), a kingdom of northern Europe, occupying 

the W. and smaller part of the Scandinavian peninsula. Its 
E. frontier marches with that of Sweden, except in the extreme 
N., where Norway is bounded by Russian territory. On the 
N., W., S. and S.E. the boundary is the sea—the Arctic Ocean, 
that part of the Atlantic which is called the Norwegian Sea, 
the North Sea and the Skagerrack successively. The S. extremity 
of the country is the island of Slettingen in 57' 58' N., and the 
N. that of Knivskjarodden, off the North Cape in 71° se N. 
Of the mainland, the southernmost promontory is Lindean*s, 
in 57° 59' N., while the northernmost is Nordkyn, in 71°  7' N. 
The S. of the country, that is to say, the projection between the 
Skagerrack and the North Sea proper, lies in the same latitude 
as the N. of Scotland and Labrador, and the midland of Kam-
chatka. The most western Wand, Utvaer, lies off the mouth 
of the Sogne Fjord (4°  30' E.), and the eastermost point of the 
country is within the Arctic lands, near Varda (3z° 1 z' E). The 
direct length of Norway (S.W. to N.E.) is about nos rn. The 
extreme breadth in the S. (about 65° N.) is 270 m., but in the 
N. it Is much less—about 6o m. on the average, though the 
Swedish frontier approaches within 6 m. of a head-branch of 
Ofoten Fjord, and the Russian within z9 m. of Lyngen Fjord. 
The length of the coast line is difficult to estimate; measured 
as an unbroken line it is nearly 17oo tn., but including the fjords 
and greater islands it is set down as xs,000. The area is estimated 
at 124,495 sq. M. 

Physical &alarm Relief.—The main mountain system 
of the Scandinavian peninsula hardly deserves its name of 
)(Olen ,  (the keel). It may rather be described as a plateau 
deprived of the appearance of a plateau, being on the one hand 
grooved by deep valleys, while on the other many salient peaks 
tower above its average level. Such peaks, during the later 
Glacial period, stood above the ice-field. Peaks and ridges 
were formed by the action of small glaciers cutting out each 
its circular hollow (boln) just as they still work on the remaining 
snow-fields. But where the power of the main ice-mass was at 
work, the characteristic rounded forms of base rock are seen, 
close above the sea along the coast, but even as high as scoo ft. 
in some inland localities. The high plateau lies along the W. 
side of the peninsula, so that except In the S.E. Norway is 
mountainous throughout. Even the part excepted is billy, 
but it partakes of the character of the long eastern or Swedish 
slope of the peninsula. Beyond the coast line their floors sink 
Jar below sea-level, and thus are formed the fjords and the belt 
of rugged islands which characterize almost the entire seaboard 
of Norway. Where Norway marches with Russia, a few heights 
exceed 30oo or even 4000 ft., but the land is not geberally of 
great elevation. But from the point of junction with Swedish 
territory the mountains increase considerably in height. For a 
short .distance, as far south as Lake Tome, the loftiest points 
lie within Norwegian territory, such as Jaggevarre (6283 ft.), 
between Lyngen and Ulfs fjords, and Kiste Fjeld (5653 ft.) 
farther inland. Thereafter the principal heights lie approxi-
mately along the crest-line of the plateau and within Swedish 
territory. Sulitelma, however (6158 ft.), lies on the frontier. 
Southward again the higher summits fall to Norway. S. of 
Bodo, Svartisen (" the black ice "), a magnificent snow-field 
bordering the coast, and feeding many glaciers, culminates at 
5 246 ft. Thereafter, Okstinderne or Oxtinderne (6273 ft.), 
and the Store Barge Field (5587 ft.) are the principal elevations 
as far as 64° N. A little S. of this latitude the so-called 
Trondhjem depression is well marked right across the central 
upland, the height of the mountains not often exceeding 4000 
ft., while the peaked form characteristic of the heights which 
rese clear of the glaciers of the later Glacial period is wanting. 
It is from this point too that Norwegian territory broadens 

In Norwegian the definite article (when there is no epithet) is 
added as a suffix to the substantive (masc. and fem. en. neuter et). 
Geographical terms are similarly suffixed to names, thus Saida's-
easdet, the lake Suldal. The commonest geographical terms are: 
elm, river; vend, lake; field, mountain or highland; 8, island; 
dab, valley; Nees. cape; Jar, waterfall; bre, glacier; rib, rig, bay; 
side, isthmus; Boni. As is pronounced aw.  

so as to include not only the highest land in the peninsula, 
but a considerable part of the general E. and S.E. slope. The 
high plateau broadens and follows the S.W. sweep of the coast. 
Pursuing it S. the Dovre Field is marked off by the valleys of 
the rivers Drive and Sunda], Laugen (or Laugen) and Rauma, 
and the fjords of the coastland of Nordmare. Here Snehuta 
reaches a height of 7615 ft., and the Romsdal (the name under 
which the Rauma valley is famous among tourists) is flanked 
by many abrupt jagged peaks up to 6000 ft. high. The valley 
of the Lassen forms the upper part of GudbrandsdaL East of 
this and S.E. of the Dovre is another fjeld, Rondane, in which 
Hogronden rises to 6929 ft. South of the Otta valley is Jotunheim 
or JStun Field, a sparsely peopled, in parts almost inaccessible, 
district, containing the highest mountains in Scandinavia, 
Galdhapiggen reaching 8399 ft. • On the seaward side of 
Jotunheim is Jostedalsbne, a great snow-field In which Lodals-
kaupen reaches a height of 6795 ft. South of Sogne Fjord 
(6s° N.) mountains between s000 and &co ft. are rare; but in 
Hallingskarvet there arc points about 650o ft. high, and in the 
Hardanger Vidda (waste), a broad wild upland E. of Hardanger 
Fjord, Haarteigen reaches 6063 ft. The highland finally sinks 
towards the S. extremity of Norway in broken masses and short 
ranges of bills, separated by valleys radiating S.E., S. and W. 

Glaciers.—The largest glacier in continental Europe is Jostedals. 
brm, with an area of 58o sq. in., the snow-cap descending to 
4000 or 4300 ft. Several of its branches fall nearly to the sea, 
as the Baiumsbra above the Flatland branch of Sogne Fjord. 
The largest branch is the Nigardsbrse. Skirting Hardanger 
Fjord, and nearly isolated by its main channel and two arms, 
is the great glacier of Folgefond (roil sq. m.). Two branches 
descending from the main mass are visited by many who penetrate 
the Hardanger—Buarbrse on the E., falling towards Lake 
Sandven above Odde, and Bondhusbna on the W. The extreme 
elevation of the Folgefond in 5270 ft. Continuing N. other 
considerable snow-fields are those of Hallingskarvet, the jotun-
heim, Snehretta in Dovre Field, and Store Barge Fjeld at the 
head of the Namsen valley. Next follow Svartisen, second in 
extent to Jostedalsbrse (neatly 400 sq. m.), the Sulitelma snow-
field and Jokel Fjeld, between Kvanang and Oxfjords. One 
glacier actually reaches the edge of Jakel Fjord, a branch of 
Kvwnang Fjord, so that detached fragments of ice float away 
on the water. This is the only instance of the kind in Norway. 
The Selland snow-field, on Selland island near Hammerfcst, 
is the most northerly Woe in Europe. The snow-line in Norway 
is estimated at 3080 ft. in Seiland, 515o ft. on Dovre Fjeld, 
and from uco to 4903 ft. in Jotunheim. The lowness of the 
snow-line adds to the grandeur of Norwegian mountains. 

Coaa.—The flanks of the plateau fall abruptly to the sea 
almost throughout the coast-line, and its isolated fragments 
appear in the innumerable islands which fringe the,. 
mainland. This island fringe, which has its counter- sumer 
part in a modified form along the Swedish coast, is mod' 
called in Norwegian the skjergaard (skerry-fence, alaa 

 pronounced shtrgoord). This fringe and the fjord-coast are most 
fully developed from Stavanger nearly as far as the North Cape. 
The channels within the islands are of incalculable value to 
coastwise navigation, which is the principal means of communica-
tion in Norway. The voyage northward from Stavanger may be 
made in quiet waters almost throughout. Only at rare intervals 
vessels must enter the open sea for a short distance, as off the 
port of Haugesund, or when rounding the promontory of the 
Stat or Statland, S. of Aalesund, passing the coast of Hustad-
viken, S. of Christiansund, or crossing the mouth of some large 
fjord. At some points large steamers, following the carefully 
marked channel, pass in deep water between rocks within a 
few yards on either hand. Small ships and boats, fishing or 
trading between the fjord-side villages, navigate the ramifying 
" leads " (leder) in security. In some narrow sounds, however, 
the tidal current is often exceedingly strong. The largest island 
of the skjergaard is Hinds of the Lofoten and Vesteraalen group. 
Its area is 860 sq. m. The number of islands is estimated at 
rso,cao and their area at 8soo sq. m. Many of them are of 
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peat elevation, especially the more northerly; thus the jagged 
peaks characteristic of Lofoten culminate at about 4000 ft. 
Hamden, near the month of Nordfjord, sow ft. high, rises 
nearly sheer above the Fr6jfjord, and vessels pass close under the 
towering cliff. Torghatten (" the market hat "), N. of Namsos, 
is pierced through by a vast natural tunnel 400 ft. above the era; 
and Hestmand6 (" horseman island "), on the Arctic circle, is 
justly named from its form. The dark blue waters of the inner 
leads and fjords are clouded, and show a milky tinge on the sur-
face imparted by the glacier-fed rivers. Bare rock is the dominant 
feature of the coast and Islands, save where a few green fields 
surround a farmstead. In the N., where the snow-line sinks low, 
the emery at all seasons has an Arctic character. 

Christiania Fjord, opening from the N. angle of the Cattegat 
and Skagerrack, differs from the great fjords of the W. Its 

shores are neither so high nor so precipitous as theirs; 
/Pas it is shallower, and contains a great number of little 
islands. From its mouth, round Lindesnms, and as far as the 
Bakken Fjord (Stavanger) there are many small fjords, while 
the skliergaard provides an Inner lead only intermittently. 
Immediately S. of Bukken Fjord, from a point N. of Egersund, 
the fiat open coast of Jaderen, dangerous to shipping, fringing 
a narrow lowland abundant in peat-bogs for some so in., forms 
an unusual feature. Bukken Fjord is broad and island-studded, 
but throws off several inner arms, of which Lyle Fjord, near 
Stavanger, is remarkable for its extreme narrowness, and the 
steepness of Its lofty shores. The Hardanger Fjord, penetrating 
the land for 114 m., is known to more visitors than any other 
owing to Its southerly position; but its beauty is exceeded by 
that of Scope Fjord and Nord Fjord farther N. Sogne is the 
largest and deepest fjord of all; its head is 136 ra. from the sea, 
and its extreme depth approaches po fathoms. Stu Fjord 
opens inland from Aalesund, and one of its head branches, 
Geiranger Fjord, is among the most celebrated in Norway. 
Trondhjem Fjord, the next great fjord northward, which broadens 
inland from a narrow entrance, lacks grandeur, as the elevation 
of the land is reduced where the Trondhjem depression interrupts 
the average height of the plateau. The coast N. of Trondhjem, 
though far from losing its beauty, has not at first the grandeur 
of that to the south, nor are the fjords so extensive. The principal 
of these are Namsen, Folden and Vefsen, at the mouth of which 
is Alsten Island, with the mountains called Syv Safari (Seven 
Sisters), and Ranee, not far S. of the Arctic circle. Svartisen 
sends its glaciers seaward, and the scenery increases in magnifi-
cence. Salten Fjord, to the N. of the great snow-field, is con-
nected with Skjerstad Fjord by three narrow channels, when 
the water, at ebb and flow, forms powerful rapids. The scenery 
N. of &ken is unsurpassed. The Lofoten and Vesteraalen 
islands are separated from the mainland by the Vest Fjord, which 
L continued inland by Ofoten Fjord. If these two be considered 
as one fjord, its length is about r 75  m., but the actual penetration 
of the mainland is little more than a fifth of this distance. The 
main fjords N. of Vesteraalen have a general northerly direction; 
among them is Lyngen Fjord near Troms6, with high flanking 
cliffs and glaciers falling nearly to the sea. Alien Fjord is re-
markable for the vegetation on its shores. From Lofoten N. 
there is a chain of larger islands, Senjen, Kula, Ringvadsa, Sind, 
&jet* Seibuid, Ing6 and Mager& These extend to the North 
Cape, but hereafter the skprgaard ends abrupdy. The coast to the 
E. is of widely different character; flat motudain wastes descend 
precipitously to the sea without any islands beyond, save Verdi), 
with two low islets at the E. extremity of Norway. The fjords are 
broader in proportion to their length. The chief are Porsanger, 
Lase and Tana, opening N., and Varanger opening E. N. of this 
fjord the land is low and the landscape monotonous; on the 
S. a few island and branch fjords break the line of the shore. 

Stavanger Fjord has an extreme depth of 38o fathoms; 
Hardanger Fjord 3SS, Segue Fjord 670, Nordfjord 34o, Trond-
hjem Fjord son, Ranen Fjord 135, Vestfjord 340, Alten Fjord :25, 
and Yammer Fjord esci. Marine terraces axe met with in the 
E. of the country, and near Trendhjetn, at boo ft. above sea-
level; and they am also seen at a slighter elevation at the heads  

of some western fjords. Moreover, at some points (as on the 
Jsederen coast) " giant kettles " may be observed close to sea-
level, even below the level of high tide; and these glacial forma-
tions indicate the greater elevation of the land towards the close 
of the Glacial epoch. Former beach-lines are most commonly 
to be observed in northern Norway (e.g. in Alien Fjord), and 
in some cases there are two lines at different altitudes. The land 
above the raised beach is generally bare and unproductive, 
and human habitation tends to confine itself in consequence to 
the lower levels. 

Ifyirepseiy.—In S.E. Norway there are long vallegs,.xedmihm 
rivers of considerable size, flowing roughly parallel but D: 
uniting as they approach the sea. The Glannen, rising N. of R& 
in Aursund Lake, and flowing with a southerly curve parallel with the 
frontier for sso m. to the Skagerrack, is the largest raver in the 
Scandinavian peninsula. Its upper middle valley as called Ostsdals 
the richest timber district in Norway. Its drainage area is th000 
sq. m. Seven miles above its mouth it forms She fine Sarpsfos, and 
not far above this it traverses the large lake Oieren. A right bank 
tributary, the Vormen, has one of its sources (under the name of 
L•pe) in Lake Lesjekh, which also drains in the opposite direc- 
tion by the Rauma. The stream, after watering 

m. 	but, enters hijosen, the largest lake in Norway. It is 60 . 	. but, 
like most of the greater Norwegian lakes, has no great b 	h. It 
has; however, an extreme depth of Ism ft. The Drammen river, 
which enters a western arm of Christiania Fjord below the town 
of Drammen. is the common outlet of several large rivers. The 
Hallingdal river drains the valley of that name, and forms Lake 
Kraderen, which is connected with the Drammen river by the 
Snarum. A short distance above the junction the Driunmen flows 
out of Lake Tyrifjord, so sq. in. in area into which flow the united 
waters of the Rand, from the valley district of Valdres, and the 
Sagas. The whole basin of the Drammen has an area of 6600 q. m. 
The riven between Christiania Fjord and Lindesnies preserve the 
characteristics of those of the Glommen and Drammen systems. 
They rise on the Hardanger Vldda or adjacent uplands. The most 
important are the Lugen (to be distinguished from the river of that 
name in Gudbrandadal), draining the Numedal; the Skies, the 
Nid and the Otter. Lakes arc very numerous, the chief, beyond 
those already named, being Nordsj6 on the Siden river, Tins36 in the 
same system, which receives the river Moran, famous as forming the 
Rjukanfoa (smoking fall) of 415 ft., and Niaservand on the Nid. 
The larger leek m lie, with a certain regularity, at elevations about 
400 ft. above the sea, and it is considered that their basins were the 
heads of fjords when the land lay at a lower level, and were formed 
during an earlier glacial period than the present fjords. The great 
Lake Famund, lying E. of the Glommen valley and drained by the 
river of the same name, which becomes the Klar in Sweden, to which 
country it mainly belongs. is similar in type to the lakes of the 
northern highlands of Sweden. The streams of the coast of Jaderen 
reach the sea through sluggish channels, brown with peat. 

Not only do the valleys of the W. far surpass in beauty those of 
the S. and E., but they carry streams of much greater volume is 
proportion, owing to the heavier average rainfall of the W. slope. 
The first to be noted is that of the Sand or Logen river, a brilliant, 
rapid stream, famous for its salmon-fishing, which debauches at 
Sand into Sands fjord. The valley which opens from Odde at the 
head of a branch (S6r fjord) of Hardanger Fjord, is noted as con- 
taming two of the finest waterfalls in Norway. The one, Lotefos 
(which is joined by the smaller Skarsfos), is a powerful cataract 
following a tortuous cleft. The other, Espelandsfos, is formed by • 
very small stream' it falls quite sheer and spreads out like a fine 
veil. The only other considerable river entering Hardanger Fjord 
is the Bjoreia, with its mouth at Vik in Eidfjord. On this stream is 
the magnificent VOringsfos. Lesser streams within the basin of the 
Hardanger form the Skingedal and several other beautiful falls. 
From Hardanger N. to Romsdal the streams of the W. slope are 
insignificant, but there are several splendid valleys, such as the 
sombre Naeriklal, which descends to the Neal branch of Sogne 
Fjord, or the valleys which sink S. and N. from the Jostedalsbra to 
the head branches of Save Fjord and Nordfjord 
Above those of Nordfjord is a series of lakes, Olden, Loess and 
Stryn, whose milky waters are supplied almost directly from the 
Jostedal glaciers, while above Eidsfjord a corresponding trough 
contains Lake Hornindal. The next important valley lithe Romsdal, 
the stream of which, the Rauma, forms the W. outlet of Lake 
Lesjekogen, as the Laagen forms the E. This lake, which lies 2011 ft. 
above sea-level, is the most remarkable example of an indefinite 
watershed to be found in S. Norway. N. from Ramada! the Drive 
debauches into Sundals Fjord, while the Orkla, draining Orkedal, the 
Gula draining Guldal, and the Nea or Nid, draining Lake Selbu, and 

The middle and upper parts of many valleys in Norway are 
known by different names from those of the rivers which water them, 
and such names may extend in common wage over the district on 
either side of the valley. 
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forming the lades, enter Trondhjem Fjord from the S., andrange in 
length from yo to too m. The Stjardal, a beautiful wooded valley, 
leadsup from the fjord to the lowest pass over the Trondhjem 
depression (at Storhen), and is followed by the railway from 
Trondhjem into Sweden. 

N. of Trondhjem Fjord, in spite of the dose proximity of the 
mountains to the W. coast, several considerable riven are found, 
flowing generally about N.E. or S.W. in valleys nearly parallel to the 
coast. Such are the Namsen (85 m. in length) and the Vefsen, dis-
charging into Namsen Fjord and When Fjord respectively, and the 
Dunderland, flowing into Ranee Fjord. In the basin of the same 
fjord is the short Reis river,which drains Res Vend, second in extent 
of the Norwegian lakes. In the extreme N., where the coastward 
slope is longer, there are such large rivers as the Alten, sa m. long, 
discharging into the fjord of that name, and the Tana, also giving 
name to the fjord into which it flows, and forming a great part of the 
Russo-Norwegian frontier. It is 180 m. long, and drains an area of 
400om. 

Though the lakes of Norway are not comparable with those of 
Sweden as rds either number or size, they are very numerous and 
are ..imated to cover . somewhat less than one-fortieth of the total 
area. 

Gloria! A dion.—While the coast is considered to owe its fjords and 
islands to the work of former great glaciers, the results are even more 
patent inland. The actual tracks of the old glaciers are constantly to 
be traced. Nowhere are the evidences of glacial action better 
illustrated than in the barren tract behind the low coastal belt of 
jsederen. Here are vast expanses of almost naked rock, often riven 
and piled up in fantastic forms; numerous small lakes or bogs occupy 
the rock basins, and vast numbers of perched blocks are seen, 
frequently poised in remarkable positions. The great valleys of 
Norway are of U-section and exhibit the irregular erosive action of 
the glaciersias distinct from the regular action of the rivers. If a 
main glacier, after working steadily in the formation of its trough for 
a considerable distance, be imagined to receive an secretion of power 
at a certain point, it will begin from that point to erode more deeply. 
The result of such action is seen in the series of ledges over which the 
main riven of Norway plunge in falls or rapids. 

Geology.—Norway. 	consists almost entirely of Archaean and Lower 
Palaeozoic rocks, imperfectly covered by glacial and other recent 
deposits. The whole of the Interval between the Devonian and the 
Glacial periods is represented, so far as is known, only by a small 
patch of Jurassic beds upon the island of Ando. An archaean zone 
stretches along the W. coast from Bergen to Hammerfest, iuterrupted 
towards the N., by overlying patches of Palaeozoic deposits. Gneiss 
predominates, but other crystalline rocks occur subordinately. 
The Lofoten Islands consist chiefly of eruptive granite, syenite and 
gabbro. S. of a line drawn from the head of the Hardanger Fjord to 
Lake MjOsen is another great Archaean area. Here again gneiss and 
granite form the greater part of the mass, but in Telemarken there are 
also conglomerates, sandstones and day-slates which are believed to 
be Archaean. Between these two Archaean areas the Lower Palae-
ozoic rocks form a nearly continuous belt which follows approxi-
mately the watershed of the peninsula and extends from Bergen and 
Stavanger on the S. to the North Cape and Verde in the N. They 
occur also as a broad strip inlaid in the Archaean floor, from the 
Christiania Fjord northward to Lake Mjenen. A line drawn from the 
Nose to the North Cape coincides roughly with a marked change in 
the character and structure of the Palaeozoic beds. East of this line 
even the Cambrian beds are free from overfolding, overthrusting and 
regional metamorphism. They lie flat upon the Archaean floor, or 
have been faulted into it in strips, and they are little altered except 
in the neighbourhood of igneous intrusions. W. of the line the 
rocks have been folded and metamorphosed to such an extent 
that it is often difficult to distinguish the Palaeozoic rocks from the 
Archaean. They form in fact a mountain -  chain of ancient date 
similar in structure to the Alps or the Himalayas. The relations of 
the two areas have been studied by A. E. Ternebohm in the Trondhjem 
region, and he has shown that the western mass has been pushed over 
the eastern upon a great thrust-plane. The relations, in fact, are 
similar to those between the Dalradian schist, of the Scottish 
Highlands and the Cambrian beds of the W. rout of Sutherland. 
In Scotland, however, it is the eastern rocks which have been pushed 
over the western. Corresponding with the difference in structure 
between the E. and the W. regions there is a certain difference in the 
nature of the deposits themselves. In the Christiania district the 
Cambrian, Ordovician and Silurian beds consist chiefly of shales and 
limestones. Farther north sandstones predominate, and especially 
the Sparagmite, a felspathic sandstone or arkose at the base of the 
Cambrian ; but the deposits are still sedimentary. la  the Trondhjem 
district, on the other hand, belonging to the folded belt, basic tuffs 
and lavas are interstratificd with the normal deposits, showing that 
in this region there was great volcanic activity during the early 
part of the Palaeozoic era. In both the E. and the W. region the 
Devonian is probably represented by a few patches of red sandstone, 
in which none but obscure remains of fossils have yet been found. 
It may be noted here that in the extreme N. of Norway, E. of the 
North Cape, there is a sandstone not unlike the Sparagmue of the S., 
which is said by Reusrh to contain ice-worn pebbles and to rest upon 

striated pavement of Archaean rocks. 

The Mesozoic era is represented only by the sandy deposits with 
seams of lignite which occur on the island of Andoen in the Vester-
aalen. They contain remains of plants and have been correlated 
with the Lower Oolite of Great Britain. No Tertiary beds have been 
found, but Pleistocene deposits of various kinds are met with. The 
evidences of ice action during the Glacial Period are conspicuous 
over the whole country and are similar to those in other glaciated 
regicns. But the most remarkable features produced in recent 
geological times are the terraces which appear as if ruled on the sides 
of the valleys and fjords. They are partly platforms cut in the solid 
rock and partly accumulations of gravel and sand like • modera 
beach, and they were evidently formed by the action of waves. 
Some of them contain marine shells of living species and mark the 
former position of the sea-level; but others are of more doubtful 
origin and may indicate the shores of lakes formed by the damming 

of the lower part of the fjords by means of glaciers, as in the case 
of the Parallel Roads of Glen Roy. They occur at various levels, 
and have been observed as high as 3000 ft. above the sea. 

No volcanic rocks of modern date are known in Norway, but great 
intrusions of igneous rock took place in early geological tunes: 
Amongst them may be mentioned the gabbro of the Jotunfjeld, and 
the elaeolite syenites and associated rocks of the Christiana region: 
The latter form the subject of a valuable series of memoirs by 
Bagger, who shows that they have all been derived from a single 
magma, and that the differentiation of this magma led to the pro-
duction of several different types of rock. (P. LA.) 

Meteorology.—The most powerful influence on the climate of 
Norway is that of the warm drift across the Atlantic Ocean from the 
S.W. The highest mean annual temperature in Norway rrmsar is found on the S. and W. coasts, where it ranges from 

and it;! °  t0tic:ett5.  •lyFitn,gairg etliV:tztst Ian! found nannKaarfrilc 	.vely in  

Finmarken, near the Russian frontier. Here the mean temperature 
is 26.4°, while at Verdes, on the north coast, it is 33°. At Rome 
(2067 ft.) at the head of the Glommen valley, and at Fjeldberg 
(3268 ft.) in the upper Hallingdal, the mean annual temperature is 
30. The longest winter is found in the interior of Finmarken. 243 
days with a mean temperature below 3e being recorded at 
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Kautokeino, contrasted with 205 at Vard& In the S. uplands (as at Finmarken has over three cloudy days to one clear day: in the 
Feldberg) there is an average of too such days, and at Christiania interior of the country clear and cloudy days ate about equally 
about 120. On the S.W. coast there is no day of which the mean divided. Fog is most frequent on the W. and N.W. coasts in summer; 
temperature falls below 32'; the most westerly insular stations, on the S.E. coast in winter. In winter a frosty fog often occurs about 
however, such as Utsire and Skudeness off Bukken Fjord, record frost the heads of the fjords during severe cold or with a breeze from the 
during some part of 6o days. The lowest winter average temperature land. 
is found in a centre of cold in the N. which extends over Swedish and 	Flora.—The forests of Norway consist chiefly of conifers- The 
Russian territory as well as Norwegian. Theth:orrywcalgian station principal forest regions are the S.F.. and S. Here, in the Troadhjeen 
of Karasjok, within it, records .4°  during December, anuary and district, and in Nordland there are extensive forests of pine and fir. 
February, and in this area there have also been 	the extreme In the coastal and fjord region of the %V. the pine is the only conifer. 
minima of temperature in the country, e.g. 60.5' below zero at ous forest tree, and forests are of insignificant extent. In S. Norway 
Karasjok. The contrast with the S.W. coast may be continued. the highest limit of conifers is from 250o to 30e0 

is 
 above sea. 

Here at some of the island statio the coldest month. February, level; 111 the inland parts of the Trondhjem region It is from 1600 to 
has an average about 35°, and the lowest temperature recorded at 2000 ft. (though on the coast only from 600 to 1200); farther N. it 
Ona near Chnstianstud 10.5°. It may be noted here that in several falls to 7oo ft. about 70 °  N. The birch belt reaches 3000 to 35oo ft. 
cases the lower-lying inland stations in the south show a distinctly Next follow various species of willows, and the dwarf birch (betide 
lower winter temperature than the higher in the immediate vicinity. manta), and last of all, before the snow-line, the lichen belt, in which 
Thus the average for Rikos (2067 ft.), 13', contrasts with t' for the reindeer moss (damns raiszilertia) is always conspicuous. A 
Temset ; at Listed in Gudbrandsdal (9o9 ft.) it is 16-5'. but at Jerkin few trees of the willow belt sometimes extend close up to the snow- 
in the Dovre Fjeld (316o ft.) it is 17•5'. The summer is hottest in line. In the S. and less elevated districts the lowest zone of forests 
S.E. Norway (Christiania, July,62•5'). On the other hand, the lowest includes the ash, elm, lime, oak, beech and black alder; but the 
summer average in the interior of Finmarken is not less than 53.5'  beech is rare, flourishing only in the Laurvik district. The snow 
in July; but at Verde it is only 48 °  in August, usually the warmest ranunculus and the Alpine heather are abundant. The Dovre Fjeld 
month on this coast. In the lofty inland tracts of the S.E. the July is noted as the district In which the Arctic flora may be studied in 
temperature rangm, from 59 in the valleys, to as low as 49 °  at the greatest variety and within comparatively narrow limits. On the 
high station of jerkin. The interior having a warm summer and a coastal banks the marine flora is very finely developed. 
cold winter, and the coast a cool summer and a mild winter, the 	Fauna.—The great forests are still the haunt of the bear, the 
annual range of temperature is remarkably greater inland than on the lynx, and the wolf. Bears are found chiefly in the uplands N. of 
coast. 	 Trondhjem, in the Telemark and the W. highlands, but the cutting 

An important result of the warm Atlantic drift is that the fjords of forests has limited their range. The wolves decreased very 
are not penetrated by the cold water from the lower depths of the suddenly in S. Norway about the middle nil the 19th century. 
outer ocean, and in consequence are always ice-free, except in probably owing to disease, but are still abundant in Finmarken, and 
winters of exceptional severity in the innermost parts of fjords, and the worst enemy of the herds of tame reindeer. The elk occurs in the 
along shallow stretches of coast. eastern forests, and northward to Namdal and the When district. 

The sun is above the horizon at the North Cape continuously from The red deer is confined chiefly to the W. coast districts • its principal 
the Lath of May to the 29th of July, and at Bodo, not far from the haunt is the island of Hitteren. off the Trondhjem Fjord. On the 

Arctic circle, from the 3rd of June to the 7th of July. high fields are found the wild reindeer, glutton, lemming and the fox 
Tb.  Even at Trondhjem there is practically full daylight from (which is of wide distribution). The wild reindeer has decreased, 
"•'ity" the 23rd of May to the loth of July. Even in the extreme though large tame herds are kept in some parts, especially in the N. 
ars' S. of Norway there is no darkness from the end of April The lemming is noted for its curious periodic migrations; at such 
to the middle of August. In winter, on the other hand, the sun does times vast numbers of these small animals spread over the country 
not rise above the horizon at the North Cape from the 18th of from their upland homes, even swimming lakes and fjords in their 
November. to the 23rd of January, and at Bod6 from the 15th to the journeys. They are pursued by beasts and birds of prey, and even 
27th of December. There is only a twilight at midday. In the the reindeer kill them for the sake of the vegetable matter they 
extreme S. the sun is above the horizon for 6j hours at mid-winter. contain. Hares are very common all over Norway up to the snow. 

The prevailing winter winds are from the land seaward, while the line. The beaver still occurs in the Christiansand district. 
wads. 	system is reversed in summer. The winds in Norway 	Game birds are fairly abundant in most districts. The most 

may therefore be roughly classified according to locality notable are the two sorts of rype, the shay or dal rype (willow grouse, 
thus:— 	 lagopes albut) and the field rype (Pgopes alpisa). Black Av.. 

South-east Coast 	 grouse are widely distributed; hazel grouse are found 
(Skagerrack). 	West Coast. 	North. 	mainly in the pine forests of the E. and N.. as are ca • .percaan- e." 

Winter . 	N.E. 	 S. 	S.W. 	Woodcock and snipe are fairly common. The partridge is an 
Summer . . SW. to W. 	N. 	 N. 	immigrant from Sweden, and occurs principally in the E. and S.E. 

A severe winter occasionally almost exterminates it. A very large 
The force of the wind is greater in winter on the coast; inland, on proportion of the Norwegian avifauna consists of geese and ducks. 

the contrary, the winter is normally calm; and at all seasons, on the venous birds of prey, golden plover, &c. These birds, at the autumn 
average, the periods of calm are longer inland than on the coast. migration, leave by three well-defined routes—one from Finmark® 
The average annual number of stormy days, however, ranges from into Finland, one by the Christiania valley, and one by the W. coast, 
ten to twenty on the S. coast, from forty-five to sixty-two on the where they congregate in large numbers on the lowlands of Jsederen. 
coast of Finnuuicen, and sixty to seventy at Ona; whereas in the The Lapland bunting and snow bunting (pkaropkenes tapelike and 
interior of Finmarken the average number is four, while in the S. eivalis), the snowy owl (mgeka sceadiace) and rough-legged buzzard 
inland districts stormy days are rare. December and January are (archibuleo legopus) and sea-birds are exceedingly numerous. In 
the stormiest months. Hailstones are rare and seldom destructive. some localities such birds as the puffin and kittiwake form great 
Thunderstorms are not frequent. They reach a maximum average colonies (freeterge, bird cliffs). 
of ten annually in the Christiania distract. 	 The common seal is very frequent; and arctic seals and occasioa- 

The number of days on which rain or snow falls is greatest on the ally the walrus visit the northern coasts; among these the harp sell 
coast from Inderen to Verdes, least in the S.E. districts and the (phoca modernism) is believed to be particularly de- 
interior of Finmarken. At the North Cape, in Lofoten, and along structive to the fisheries. These last are of great import- 	Math' 
the W. coast between the Stad and Sogne Fjord, precipitation occurs ance; a large number of the best food-fisheries occur m"' 
on about 200 days in the year, although by contrast in the inner part along the. coasts, including cod, herring, mackerel, coal-fish. &r-
of Sogne Fjord there is precipitation only on 12t days. On Dovre The basking shark was formerly of some economic importance; the 
Fjeld and the S.E. coast the average is about too days. Snowfall Japanese shark, a strictly local variety, also occurs in the neighbour- 
occurs least frequently in the S. (e.g. at Mandel, 25 snowy days out hood of Vard6. Various small species of whales visit the mast: 
of 116 on which precipitation occurs), increasing to so at Christiania, among these the lesser racquet may be mentioned, as an antique 
or DOW! Fjeld, and about the mouth of Trondh

Dovre
em  Fjord, to _go at method of huntingbiet with bow and arrows is still practised in the 

Vard6, and to too at the North Cape. From Vard6 to the D ovre neighbourhood of 	In the fjords many invertebrates as Ira 
Fjeld and in the upland tracts, snow occurs at least as frequently as as fish are found. Of 	-water fish the salmoxidae are by far the 
rain. Snowfall has been recorded M all months on the coast as far most important. Next to these, perch, pike, gwyniad and eel ere 
S. as Lofoten. The amount of precipitation is greatest on the coast, most common. 
where, at certain points on the mainland between Bukken Fjord and 	As regards insect life, Norway may be divided into three areas, the 
Nordfjord, an annual average of 83 in. is reached or even exceeded. S. being richer than the W., while the N. is distinct from either in the 
On the outer islands there is a slight decrease; inland the decrease is number of peculiarly arctic insects. 
rapid and great. In Dovre Fjeld a minimum of 12 in. is found. 	Sport.—Norway is much frequented by British anglers. Moderate 
In the extreme S. of the country the average is 39 in., N. of Trondhjem rod-fishing for trout is to be obtained in many parts. But most of 
Fjord 53 in. are recorded, and there is a well-marked maximum of the owners of water rights have a full appreciation of the value of 
59 in. at Svolvwr in Lofoten. N. of which there is a diminution along good fishing to sportsmen, especially when netting rights are given 
the coast to 26 in. at the North Cape. In the northern interior a up for the sake of rod-fishinjg. The same applies to good shooting_ 
minimum of 16 in. is recorded. Strongly marked local variations are Foreigners may not shoot without a licence, the cost of which is zoo 
observed. kroner (L5 : it o) whether on crown lands or on private properties. 

The amount of ckludiness is on the whole great. The coast of whose owners always possess the shooting rights. 
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Population.—The resident population of Norway in repo 

was 2,2:1,477. The Table shows the area and population of 
each of the administrative divisions (and, commonly translated 
"county "). Norway is, as a whole, the most thinly populated 

Amter. 
Population 

1900. 
Area in 

an. m. 

Southern- 
Smaalenene . 	. 	. 	. 136.167 1,600 
Akershus 	. 	. 	. 	. 116,896 2,054 
Christiania (city) 	. 	. 229,101 -6'5 
Buskerud 	. 	. 	• 	• 112.743 5489 
Jarlsberg and Laurvik . tot,003 396 
Bratsberg 	. 	. 	• 	• 
Nedenes .. 	-. 	• 	• 

98.296 
 75,925 

5.665 
3.6061 

Lister and Manna! . 	. 78,259 2,804 
South-eastern (inland)- 

Hedemarken 	. 	. 	• 126,703 10 .618  
Christians 	. 	. 	. 	. 116,280 9.790  

Western— 
Stavanger 	. 	. 	. 	. 125,658 5.530'5 
South Bergenhus 	. 	. 132,687 0.0241 
Bergen (city) 	. 	. 	• 72,179 5'5 
North Bergenhus 	. 	. 88.214 7. 1 40  
Romsdal 	. 	. 	. , 136,519 5.700  
South Trondhjem . 	. 134,718 7,182 

Northern— 
North Trondhjem . 	. 83449 8,788.5 
Nordland 	. 	. 	. 	. 150,637 14.513 
Towne. 	  72,966 10,131 
Finmarken 	. 	. 	. 	. 33,387 18,291 

of the political divisions of Europe. It may be noted for the 
sake of comparison that the density of population in the most 
sparsely populated English county, Westmorland, is about 
equalled by that in Smaalenene amt (85 per sq. m.), and con-
siderably exceeded in Jarlsberg and Laurvik amt (112.7 per 
sq. m.), but is not nearly approached In any other Norwegian 
county. The two counties named are small and lie almost 
wholly within the coastal strip along the Skagerrack, which, 
with the coast-lands about Stavanger, Haugerund, Bergen 
and Trondhjem, the outer Lofoten Islands and the land about 
Lake Mjasen, are the most thickly populated portions of the 
country, the density exceeding so persons per sq. In. A vast 
area practically uninhabited, save in the N. by nomadic Lapps, 
reaches from the northmost point of the Norwegian frontier as 
far S. as the middle of Hedemarken, excepting a markedly more 
populous belt across the Trondhjem depression. Thus of the 
counties, Finmarken is the least thickly populated (1.8 per 
sq. m.). In such highland regions as Jotunheim and Hardanger 
Vidda habitations are hardly less scanty than in the N. About 
two-thirds of the population, then, dwell by the coast and 
fjords, and about one-quarter in the Inland lowlands, leaving 
a very small upland population. The rural and urban populations 
form respectively about 76 and 24% of the whole. Of the 
chief towns of Norway, Christiania, the capital, bad a population 
in repo of 229,202, Bergen of 72,279, Trondhjem of 38,256, 
Stavanger of 30,541, Drammen of 23,093. The towns with 
Populations between 15,000 and to,000 are Christiansand, 
Fredrlltstad, Christiansund, Fredashald, Aalesund, Skien, 
Arendal and Laurvik. AU these are ports. 

The population of Norway in am was returned as 883,038. 
A rapid increase obtained from ars to 1835, a lesser increase 
thereafter till i865, and a very slight increase till 189o. The 
second half of the 19th century, down to 1890, was the period 
of heaviest emigration from Norway. The vast majority of 
Norwegian emigrants go to the United States of America. But 
emigration slackened in the last decade of the 19th century, 
during which period the movement from rural districts to towns, 
which had decreased from about the middle of the century, 
revived. The number of Norwegians abroad may be taken at 
380,000. The Lapps, commonly called Finns by the Norwegians, 
and confined especially to Finmarken (which is named from 
them), are estimated at 1% of the population. There are 
also a few Finns (about half the number of Lapps), whom the 
Norwegians call Keener, a name of early origin. _ The excess  

of births over deaths, about as t•4 to 1, is much above the 
European average; the death-rate is also unusually low. The 
number of marriages is rather low, and the average age of 
marriage is high. The percentage of illegitimacy has shown 
some increase, but is not so high as in Sweden or Denmark. 
The percentage of longevity is high. The preponderance of 
females over males (about 1073 to moo) is partly accounted 
for by the number of males who emigrate. The higher mortality 
of males is traced in part to the dangers of a seafaring life. 

Down to the middle of the 19th century drunkenness was a 
strongly-marked characteristic of Norwegians. A strict licensing 
system was- then introduced with success. Local boards were 
given a wide control over the issue of licences, and in r87x 
companies (sodas) were introduced to monopolize and control 
the retail trade in spirits. Their profits do not, as In the Gothen-
burg system, go to the municipal funds, but are applied directly 
to objects of public utility. In 1894 a general referendum 
resulted in the entire prohibition of the sale of spirits in some 
towns for five years. The control of retail trade in beer and 
wine by the sandag has been introduced to some extent. 

In Norway a strongly indiVidual national character is to be 
expected, combined with conservatism of ancient customs 
and practices. The one finds no better illustration than the 
individuality of modern Norwegian music and painting. The 
other is still strong. Such customs as the lighting of the mid-
summer fires and the attendant celebrations still survive. 
Peculiar local costumes are still met with, such as those associated 
with weddings. In the coastwise shipping trade and the fisheries 
of the north, high-prowed square-sailed boats are frequently 
employed which are the direct descendants of the vessels of 
the early vikings. Some examples of the ancient farmstead, 
composed of a group of wooden buildings each of a single 
chamber, are preserved, and medieval ornamental woodwork 
is met with. Wood is the principal building material except in 
some larger towns where brick and stone have superseded it. 
Where this is not the case, fires have left few, if any, ancient 
domestic buildings, but the preservation of ancient models in 
wooden houses makes Norwegian towns peculiarly picturesque. 
Norway retains a few highly interesting examples of ecclesiastical 
architecture. There are the peculiar small wooden churches 
(stoeekirkc) dating from the rah to the 14th century, with 
high-pitched roofs rising in tiers so as to give the building some-
thing of the form of a pyramid. The roofs are beautifully shingled 
in wood. The wall timbers are vertical. To protect them from 
the weather, the roofs overhang deeply, and the lowest sometimes 
covers a species of external colonnade. The carving is often 
very rich. The most famous of these churches is that of Borgund 
near LzrdaLsOren; another fine example is at Hitterdal on 
the Kongsberg-Telemark road. On the other hand there are a 
few Romanesque and Gothic stone churches. In some of these 
the influence of English architecture is clear, as in the metropolitan 
cathedral of Trondhjem and the nave of Stavanger cathedral. 
St Mary's Church at Bergen, however, tends towards the French 
models. A good example of the smaller stone church is at 
Vossevangcn, and there are several of Late Romanesque character 
in the Trondhjem district. There are ruins of a cathedral at 
Hamar, and a few monastic remains, as at Utstein, north of 
Stavanger, and on the island of Sclje off Statland. Remains 
of pure Early English work are occasionally found, as at Ogne 
in jwderen, but the later Gothic styles were not developed 
in Norway. 

Tourist Traffic and Communications.—During the later decades of 
the 19th century Norway was rapidly opened up to British, American 
and German visitors. Passenger communications from R mhs.  
Great Britain are maintained chiefly between Hull and 
Stavanger, Bergen, Aalesund, Christiansund and Trondhjem; Hull, 
Christiansand and Christiania; Newcastle and Stavanger. Bergen 
and the North; London and Christiania. &c., and there are also 
passenger services from Grimsby, Grangemouth and other ports. 
Yachting cruises to the great fjords and the North Cape are also 
provided. A daily service of mail steamers works between Chris-
tiania and all ports to Bergen; thence the summer service is hardly 
less frequent to Trondhjem. From each large port small steamers 
serve the fiords and inner waters in the vicinity, and there are also 
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steamers on several of the larger lakes. The season lasts from June 
to the middle of September. The voyage to the North Cape is taken 

by many in order to see the. midnight sun " in June and 
R."8" 	July. Among the land-routes connecting the great fjords 
of the west the following may be mentioned. (t) The 	from Sand 
on Sandsfjord (a branch of Bukken fjord), which follows the Sand 
river up to the foot of Lake Seidel, near the head of which is Na.. 
From here a finely engineered road runs up the Bratlandsdal, crosses 
the Horrebrrkke and descends past Seljestad to Odde at the head 
of a branch of Hardanger Fjord. (2) From Eide on another branch 
of the same fjord a road runs to Vossevangen (which iaconnected by 
rail with Bergen) and continues N. to Stalheim, where it descends 
through the Nagslal to Gudvangen on a branch of Sogne Fjord. 
(3) From Vadheim on this fjord a road runs N. to Sandene and 
Utvik on Non:Word. Routes N. from this fjord are (4) that from 
Faleide by on Lake Hornindal to Hellesylt on Sunehr Fjord 
and Oje on Norangs Fjord, and (5) that from the same station or 
from Visnats, by way of fake  to Grotlid, and Mcrok on 
Geiranger Fjord. All these routespass through magnificent scenery. 
For the same reason there should also be mentioned (6) the road 
through the Telemark, which branches from the Bratlandsdal road 
at Bretfond, mounts the Flaukelidsater and descends to Dalen, from 
which the Bandaks canal route gives moss to Skim on the S.E. 
coast, the road continuing from Dalen E. to Kongsberg; also those 
running E. from the great fjords—from Lardals6ren on Sogne Ford, 
branching (7) through Hallingdal, and (8) through Valdros; (9 the 
road from Grotlid to Otta Gudbrandsdal, running N. o the 
Jotunheim; (to) the road froin Veblungsnas on a branch of Molde 
Fjord, running through the Romsdal and over to Dornaas; t) the 
N. road across Dovre Field from Domaas to Staten on the railway to 
Trondhjem. Beyond the districts thus indicated, the Satersdal, a 
southern valley, is visited by many, and in the far N. the Lofoten 
Islands and some of the fjords, as Lyngen and Alten, are very fine. 
The mountains of Jotunheim have attracted several well-known 
mountaineers. 

The main roads of Norway, the construction of which has de-
manded the hest engineering skill, were not brought into existence 
until the last half of the 19th century. A Highways Act of 1851 
placed the roads under the immediate control of local authorities, 
but government grants are made for the construction not only of 
main roads, but in many cases of cross-roads also. In a country 
where railways are few, posting is of prime importance, and in 
Norway the system is well developed and regulated. Along all main 
roads there are posting stations (skydsslationtr, pronounced chiles-
stasharler), hotels, inns or farms, we owners are bound to have 
horses always in readiness; at some stations on less frequented 
roads time is allowed for them to beprocured. Posting stations are 
under strict control and the tariff is fixed. The vehicles are the 
stolkjarre (pronounced approximately stolchilrer) for two passengers, 
and the harlot or capriole for one. A similar posting system obtains 
by rowing-boats on lakes and fjords. 

The first railway, that between Christiania and Eidsvold, was 
constructed by agreement between British capitalists and the 

Norwegian government, and opened in t854. The total 
R"'"v%  length of railways is only about 1600 m., Norway having 
the lowest railway mileage in proportion to area of any European 
state, though in proportion to population the length of lines is com-
paratively great. Almost the whole are mate lines. Railways are 
most fully developed in the S.E., both N. and S. of Christiania. 
The principal trunk line connects Christiania with Trondhjern by 
way of Hamar and the Osterdal, Rams and Storen. Four lines cross 
the frontier into Sweden—from Christiania by Kongsvinger (Kongs-
vinger railway) and by Fredrikshald (Smaalenenes railway), from 
Trondhjem by Storlien (Meraker railway), and from Narvik on 
Ofoten Fjord, the most northerly line in the world. Among other 
important lines may be mentioned that smv tng Lillehammer, Otte, 
&c., in Gudbrandsdal, that running S.W. from Christiania to Dram-
men, %len and Laurvik; the Satersdal line N. from Christian-
sand; the Jaderen line from Stavanger to Egersund and 
Fleldcefjord; the Bergen-Vossevangen line; and the branch from 
Hell on the Meeker railway northward to Levanger. These local 
lines form links in important schemes for trunk Imes. Norwegian 
railways are divided between the standard gauge and one of 3 ft. 
6 in.; on the N. line a change of gauge is made at Hamar. 

Some of the large lakes form important channels for inland 
navigation; the rivers, however, are not navigable for Cases. any considerable distance. A canal from Fredrikshald 

gives access N. to Skellerud, and the Bandaks canal connects Dalen 
in the Telemark with Skien. . 

The post-office is well administered, and both telegraph and 
telephone systems are exceptionally extensive. 

NDUSTRIES. A griculture.—About 7o %of the total area of Norway 
is barren, and about 21 % is forest land, but the small agricultural 
area employs, directly or indirectly, about ao% of the population. 
The great majority of the peasantry ate freeholders. Legislation has 
provided for the retention of landed 	families to which 
It has belonged for any considerable 	us, under certain 
conditions, a family which has parted with land can reacquire it at an 
appraisement—or land alienated by its owner may on his death be 
acquired by his next of kin. The chief =opiate oats barley, potatoes, 

trocurgcors (a mixed crop of oats and barley), rye and wheat, the last 
being little cultivated. Cattle and sheep are kept in large numbers. 
Farmers commonly hold upland summer pastures together with 
their lowland farms, and in the open season frequently occupy a 
safer (upland farmstead) and devote themselves to dairy work. 
Norwegian horses are small and thick-set, and remarkably sure-
footed. In the north large herds of reindeer are kept by Lapps. 
There is an agricultural college and model farm at Aas near 
Christiania. 

Forerry.—Forest industries are confined chiefly to the S.E. and 
to the Trondhjem-Namsen district; Lumbering is an important 
industry. Forestry is controlled by the Department of Agriculture, 
and its higher branches are taught at the Aas college. 

Fisheries.—The sea fisheries are of high economic importance. 
The principal are the cod fisheries. In March and April the cod 
shoal on the coastal banks for the purpose of spawning, and this gives 
rise to the well-known fishery for which the Lofoten Islands are the 
principal base. In April and May shoals of capelan appear off 
Finmarken, followed by cod and other fish, small whales, Pm., which 
prey upon them; this affords a second fishery. For herring there is 
a spring fishery off Stavanger and Haugesund, and one in November 
and December off Nordland. Mackerel fisheries are important 
from Trondhjem Fjord S. to the Skagerrack. Salmon and sea-trout 
fisheries are important in the rivers and still more off the coast. 
Fishermen from Umbers, Troms6, Hammerfest, Vard8, Vads6. 
&c., work with the arctic fisheries, sealing, whaling, &c., from Green-
land to Spitsbergen and Novaya Zemlya. A fishery board at Bergen 
administers the Norwegian fisheries. The annual value of the coast 
fisheries ranges from 41,000,000 to Li.soo.000. 

Mising.—Norway is not rich in minerals. Coal occurs only on 
Anc16, an island in Vesteraalen. Silver is mined at ICongsberg; 
copper at Rams, Sulitelma, and Aamdal in Telemarken; iron at 
Klodeberg near Arendal and in the Dunderlandsdal (developed early 
in the aoth century). Granite is quarried near Ftedrikstad. 
Fredrikahald and Sarpsborg, and exported as paving setts and kerb-
stones, mostly to Great Britain and Germany. Good marble is 
found near Fredrikshald, and also in the Salten and Ranen districts. 

Manufacturing Industries.—The most important are works con-
nected with the timber trade, foundries and engineering shops, 
spinning and weaving mills, brick and tile works, breweries, paper- 
mills, tobacco factories, flour-mills, glass works, and potteries, 
nail works, shipbuilding yards, rope works, factories for preserved 
food (especially fish), margarine, matches, fish guano, boots, and 
hosiery, distilleries and tanneries. The chief industrial centres are 
Christiania, Bergen, Fredrikstad and Sarpsborg, Drammen. Skien 
and Porsgruad, Trondhjem, Fredrilcshald and Stavanger. Large 
water-power is available in many districts. A powerful impulse was 
given to industrial enterprise by the non-renewal of the customs 
treaty with Sweden in 1897, which established a protective systecr 
against that country. 

Shipping and Coroutierce.—The Norwegians, in proportion to their 
numbers, are the first nation in the world in the mercantile marine 
industry. Actually their mercantile marine is only exceeded by 
those of Groat  Germany and the United States. From t85o 
to t 88o the tonnage increased from 289,000 to more than c,500.o0o. 
The tonnage now exceeds the latter figure. but steam has greatly 
increased the carrying power. In 188o Norwegian steam vessels had 
a tonnage of about 52,000; they now exceed 640,000 tons. The 
annual value of imports is about £16,500,000, and of exports about 
flo,000,000. The growth of both may be judged from periodic 
averages— 

1851-1855. 1866-t8jo. 1886-1890. 

Imports 	. £2,800,000 1,5.600,000 £9,200,000 
Exports 	. 2,400,000 3,000,000 6,600,oco 

Great Britain and Germany are the countries principally trading with 
Norway. Great Britain takes about go % (by value) of Norwegian 
exports, and sends about 26 % of the total imports into Norway ; 
Germany takes 14% of the exports, and sends 28% of the imports. 
The chief articles of export are timber, wooden wares and wood pulp, 
principally to Great Britain, and fish products, principally to 
Germany. Sweden and Spain. These make 65% of the exports— 
others of importance are paper, ships, ice, stone and nails. Of the 
imports about 58% by value are for consumption, 42% material 
for production. Among the first are cereals (principally from 
Russia), groceries (from Germany), and clothing (from Germany and 
Great Britain). Among the second are coal (chiefly from Great 
Britain), bides and skins, cotton and wool, oil and machinery, 
steamships, and metal goods (from Great Britain, Germany and 
Sweden). 

Gasernmetd. —Norway is an independent, constitutional and 
hereditary monarchy, the union with Sweden having been dis-
solved on the 7th of June ups, after lasting ot years. The 
constitution rests on the fundamental law (grundlov) promul-
gated at Eidsvold on the 17th of May 1814, and altered in detail 
at various times. The executive is vested in the king, who 
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the district. The increased dues and the grants of land made by 
Harald rendered the position of one of his earls more lucrative 
than that of king under the older system; and it shows to what 
a paramount position the old aristocracy must have attained, 
that numbers of the kerns, and holder could not reconcile them-
selves to the limitation of their independence, but quitted the 
lands which were their real title to influence, rather than submit 
to the new order. But the little kingdoms only made futile 
attempts at combination, except in the western districts of Agde 
(comprising the modern Lister and Mandal and Nedemes), 
Rogaland and Hordaand. Here was the home of the " western 
Vikings „  who for nearly a century had owed wealth and fame 
to their raids on the British Isles. Attack by land was impossible, 
and Harald bad to gather men and ships for three years before he 
could meet the fleet of the allied kings at Hafsfjord. The 
battle (872) resulted in a victory to him, and with it all opposition 
in Norway was at an end. An emedition to Scotland and the 
Scottish isles (c. 89z) dispersed enemies who could harry the 
Norwegian coast, many of them taking refuge in Iceland; and 
the earldom of the Orkneys and Shetlands became an appanage 
of the Norwegian Crown. For the moment the whole country 
was under a single king, but Harald himself destroyed his work, 
in accordance with old custom, by giving about twenty of his 
eons the title of king, and dividing the country among them, only 
qualifying this retrograde step by installing his favourite son 
Erik Blodaxe as over-king (93o). Moreover, Harald had estab-
lished no common Thing for the whole of his kingdom. Norway is 
naturally divided into three parts, and each of these remained 
.more or less separate for centuries, even having separate laws 
until the second half of the t3th century. The Frostatldng 
district (so called from Frosts near Trondhjem) included the 
eight Trondhjem haw, and also Naumda, Horde:ate and 
Raumsdal. The Gula thing district consisted of Sandman, 
Firdafylke, Sogn, Valdres, Hallingdal, Hor....dand and Agde, 
and met at Gula in Horadand. The third, the Eidsivathing, met 
on the shores of Lake Mjasen, and Included the Uplands and also 
the " Vik," i.e. all the districts round Christiania fjord, until St 
Olaf established the Borgartbing at Sarpsborg as a centre for 
these latter. The king's council was composed of the local 
lendennaanl, and thus varied with the district he happened 
to be visiting, an arrangement that had its advantages, since 
the local chiefs were acquainted with the laws of their dis-
trict, though it was another hindrance to unification. It was 
only in 1319 that a permanent council was formed, the Rigds 
Road. 

Harald died in 933. Erik Blodihre (Bloody-axe) only managed 
to rid'himself of two rival over-kings, Olaf and Sigfred, his 

Naakea 
half-brothers, for on bearing of his father's death, 

th. 0.4 another son, Haakon (q.v.), called the Good, who had 
been brought up at rEthebtan's court, came to Norway 

with a small force and succeeded in ejecting Erik (934). 
After Haakon's death in 961 at the battle of Fitje, where his 
long struggle against Erik's sons and their Danish allies ter- 
minated, these brothers, headed by Harald Graafeld (grey-cloak) 
became masters of the W. districts, though the ruling spirit 
appears to have been their mother Gunhild. Hari Sigurd of 
Lade ruled the N., and the S. was held by vassal kings whom 
Haakon had left undisturbed. By 96q the brothers had succeeded 
in ridding themselves of Sigurd and two other rivals, but the 
following year Harald Graafeld was lured to Denmark and 
treacherously killed at the instigation of Earl Haakon, son of 
Sigurd, who bad allied himself with the Danish king Harald 
Gormssan. With the latter's support Earl Haakon won Norway, 
but threw off his yoke on defeating Ragnfred Erikss8n at 
Tingenes in 972. The S.E. districts were, however, still held by 
Harald Grenske, whose father bad been slain by the sons of 
Erik liaakon ruled ably though tyrannically, and his prestige 
was greatly increased by his victory over the Jomsvikings, a 
band of pirates inhabiting the island of Wollin at the mouth of the 
Oder, who had collected a large fleet to attack Norway. The 
date of their defeat at lijorungavaag, now Lidvaag, is uncertain. 
But finally the earl's disregard of thefeelings of the most power- 

fel " bonder," or landed proprietor's, worked them up to 
revolt, and, in 99s, there landed in Norway Olaf, great-
grandson of Harald Haarfager and son of the king Tryggve 
of the Vik whom Gudrad Eriksson had slain, and whose father 
Olaf had been slain by Erik Blodaxe. 

The earl was treacherously killed by his thrall while in biding, 
and Olaf entered unopposed upon his short and brilliant reign. 
His great work was the enforced conversion to Chris- 
tianity of Norway, Iceland and Greenland. In this ma or 
undertaking both Olaf and his successor and namesake aorsw• 
looked for help to England, whence they obtained a 4 
bishop and priests; hence it comes that the organisa- 
tion of the early church in Norway resembles that of England. 
No mare than England did Norway escape the struggle between 
Church and State, but the hierarchical party in Norway only rose 
to power after the establishment of an archiepiscopal see at 
Trondhjeut in use, after which the quarrel raged for over a 
century. Until the year um, when tithes were imposed, the 
priests depended for their livelihood on their dues, and Adam of 
Bremen informs us that this made them very avaricious. 

In the year woo Ohf fell at the battle of Svolder off Rtigen, 
fighting against the combined Danish and Swedish fleets. The 
allies shared Norway between them, but the real 
power lay in the hands of Erik and Stein, sons of Raw"'Rae 
Earl Haakon. In rots, when Erik was absent in Deamark. 
England, another descendant of Harald Haarfager 
appeared, Olaf, the son of Harald Grenske, a great-gmndsed 
of Harald Haarfager (see 01A/ II. HAMMON). He defeated 
Svein at Nesje in lath, which left him free to work towards a 
united and Christian Norway. For some years he was successful, 
but he strained the loyalty of his subjects too far, and on the 
appearance of Knut the Great in 1229 he fled to Russia. His 
death at the battle of Stiklestad on his return in zo3o was 
followed by a few years of Danish rule under Svein Knots-
en, which rendered Ofd's memory sweet by contrast, and 
soon the name of St Olaf came to stand for internal union and 
freedom from external oppression. In 1035 his young son 
Magnus, afterwards called the Good, was summoned from 
Russia, and was readily accepted as king. A treaty was made 
with Hardeknut which provided that whichever king survived 
should inherit the tuber's crown. Hardeknut died in 1042, 
and Magnus became king of Denmark, but a nephew of Knut 
the Great, Svein Estridasan, entered into league with Harald 
Haardraade (see Hamm M.), the half-brother of St Olaf, 
who had just returned from the East. As soon, however, as 
overtures were made to him by Magnus, he forsook the cause 
of Svein, and in to46 agreed to become joint king of Norway 
with Magnus. The difficulties arising out of thin situation were 
solved by Magnues death in to47. 

Harald's attempts to win Denmark were vain, and in 1066 
be set about a yet more formidable task in attacking England, 
which ended with his death at Stamford Bridge in a 

 to66. His son Olaf Kyrre (the Quiet) shared the mow 
kingdom with his brother Magnus until the hatter's 	igawa 

death in zo69, after which the country enjoyed a period 	nwee's 
of peace. A feature of this reign Is the increasing import- 
ance of the towns, including Bergen, which was founded by Olaf. 
In 1093 Olaf was succeeded by his turbulent son Magnus Barfod 
(barefoot) and by Hsakon, son of Magnus the Good. The 
latter died in roes. Besides engaging in an unsuccessful war 
against the Swedish king Inge, in which he was defeated at 
Foxerne in riot, Magnus undertook three warlike expeditions 
to the Scottish isles. It was on the last of these expeditions, 
in 1103, that he met his death. He was succeeded by his three 
sons, Eystein, Sigurd and Olaf. Olaf died young. Sigurd under-
took a pilgrimage, from which he pined the name of Jonalfer 
(traveller to Jerusalem). He won much booty from the Moors 
in Spain, from pirates in the Mediterranean, and finally at Sidon, 
which he and his ally Baldwin I. of Jerusalem took and sacked. 
Eystein died in t tar. Sigurd lived till 113o, but was subject 
to fits of insanity in his later years. He was the last undoubted 
representative of Harald Haarfager's race, for en his death 
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his son Magnus was ousted by Harald Gille, or Gilchrist, who 
professed to be • natural son of Magnus Bided. 

Harald Gille was slain in 1136 by another pretender, and 
anarchy ruled during the reign of his sons Eystein, Inge and 

Sigurd Mund. At last Inge's party attacked and 
fa/a"killed first  Sigurd  (1135)  and then  Eysteln  (r1S7)• OUVANI. 

as 	Inge fell in a fight against Sigurd's son Haakon Herd.. 
bred in 1161, but a powerful baron, Erling, succeeded 

in getting his son Magnus made king, on the plea that the boy's 
maternal grandfather was King Sigurd Jorsalfar. Descent 
through females was not valid in succession to the throne, and 
to render his son's position more secure, Erling obtained the 
support of the Church. In 1164 the archbishop of Trondhjem 
crowned Magnus, demanding that the crown should be held 
as a fief of the Norwegian Church. Owing to such concessions 
the Church was gaining a paramount. position, when a new 
pretender appeared. Sverre (0.N. Sverrir) claimed to be the 
son of Sigurd Mend, and was adopted as leader by a party 
known as the Birkebeiner or Birchlep. He possessed military 
genius of a rare order, and in spite of help from Denmark, the 
support of the Church end of the majority of barons, Magnus 
was defeated time after time, till he met his death at the battle 
of Nordnes in mak. The aristocracy could offer little further 
opposition. In joining bands with the Church against Sverre, 
the local chiefs had got out of touch with the anal landowners, 
with whose support Sverre was able to build up a powerful 
monarchy. Sverre's most dangerous opponent was the Church, 
which offered the most strenuous resistance to his efforts to 
cut down its prerogatives. The archbishop found support in 
Dennis* whence he laid his whole see under an interdict, but 
Sverre's counter-claim of his own divine right as king had much 
more influence in Norway. 

Sverre died in 1202, his last years harassed by the rise of 
the Baglers, or " crozier-men," with a new claimant at their 
issars head. His son Haskon III. died two years later, 

. 

perhaps of poison, but the Birkebeiner party In 1217 
succeeded in placing Haakon's son and namesake on the throne 
(see Huston IV.). In 1240 the last of the rival claimants fell, 
and the country began to regain prosperity. The acquisition 
of Iceland was at length realized. Haskon's death occurred 
after the battle of Largs in the Orkneys in 2263. The war 
with Scotland was soon terminated by his son Magnus, who 
surrendered the Hebrides and the Isle of Man at the treaty of 
Perth in 1268. Magnus saw the worthlesanbsa of a doubtful 
suzerainty over islands which bad lost their value to Norway 
since the decay of lacing enterprise. He gained his title of Law-
Mender from the revision of the laws, which had remained very 
much as in heathen days, and which were still different for the 
four different districts. By 2274 Magnus bad secured the accept-
ance of a revised compilation of the older law-books. The new 
code repealed all the old. wergild laws, and provided that the 
major part of the fine for manslaughter should be paid to the 
victim's his, the remainder .to the king. Henceforward the 
council comes more and more to be composed of the king's 
court officials, instead of a gathering of the lendermand or 
barons of the district in which the king happened to be. During 
Magnus's reign we hear of a larger council, occasionally called 
pediment (parliament), which is summoned at the king's wish. 
The old landed aristocracy had lost its power so completely 
that even after Magnus's death in 128o it was unable to reinstate 
itself during the minority of his son Erik. 

Erik was succeeded in rage by his brother Haakon V., who in 
1308 felt himself strong enough to abolish the dignity of the 

knderntand. This paralysis of the aristocracy is 
g'ab's' no doubt partly to be ascribed to the civil wars, but el the arts. . 
fiaggr. in part also to the graduel impoverishment of the 

country, which told especially upon this class. Russia 
had long eclipsed Norway as the centre of the fur trade, and other 
Industries must have suffered, not only from the civil wars, 
but also from the supremacy of the Hanseatic towns, which 
dominated the North, and could dictate their own terms. In 
earlier times the aristocratic families had owed their wealth 

to three main sources: commerce, Viking expeditions and 
slave labour. Trade bad been a favourite means of enrich-
ment among the aristocracy up to the middle of the 13th 
century, but now it was almost monopolised by Germans, and 
Viking enterprise was a thing of the past. The third source of 
wealth had also failed, for it Is clear from the laws of Magnus 
that the class of thralls bad practically disappeared. This 
must have greatly contributed to shatter the power of the class 
which had once been the chief factor in the government of 
Norway. 

Haakon's daughter Ingeborg bad married Duke Erik of 
Sweden, and on Haakon's death in 1319 their three-year-old 
son Magnus succeeded to the Norwegian and Swedish thrones, 
the two countries entering into a union which was not definitely 
broken till km. It was during this reign that Navay was 
ravaged by the Black Death. In r343 Magnus banded over the 
greater part of Norway to his son Haskon VI., who married 
Margrete, daughter of King Valdesnar III. of Denmark. Their 
young son Olaf V., already king of Denmark, succeeded to his 
father's throne on Haakon's death In mac, lut died in 1387, 
leaving the royal line extinct, and .the nearest successor to the 
throne the hostile King Albrecht of Sweden, of the If =Umbers 
family. The difficulty was met by filling the throne by election 
—an innovation in Norway, though it was the custom 
in Sweden and Denmark. The choice fell on King ss.. 
Haskon's widow Margrete, but a couple of years swam 
later, chiefly in order to gait German support in 
a coming struggle with the Mecklenburgers, tha" w"""'" 
Norwegians elected as king the young Erik. of 
Pomerania, great-nephew of the queen, who henceforth acted 
as regent. Erik had claims on the Swedish and Danish thrones, 
and in 1397, at Kalmar, he was solemnly crowned king over 
the three countries, which entered into a union " never to be 
dissolved." 

Reigns of the Kings of Norway. 
Harald k (I.) Haarlem . . . 	. 972-930  (d.  933) 
Eri lod6cre 	  
Haakon (I.) den Gode. . 	. 	 
Harald (II.) Graafeld ... 	. 	, 
(Earl Haakon of Lade 070-005) 
Olaf (I.) Tryggvessiin . 	. 	. 	. 695-1008 
(Earls Erik and Haakon z000-ror6) 
Saint Olaf (II.) . 	. 	. 	. 	. 2016-1026 (k. 1030) 
Syein, son of Knut the Great . 	. 1030-1035 
Magnus (I.) den Gode . . . to35-147 
Harald OM Haardraade . . . 1:001.1091 
Olaf (III. Kyrre 1 
Magnus II.) 
Magnus !IL) Barfod . 	. 	. 	. 1093-1193 

. 	. 	. 	. 

. 	. 	. 	. 

Erten' 	 11 

	

( .) 	 03-1123 
Sagurd (1.) Jorsalfar 1. 	. 	. 	. 1103-113o 
Olaf (IV.) 	 . 	. 	. 	. 1103-1116 
Magnus (IV.) 1130-1135 
Harald Gill.I. 	. 	. 	. 1130-1136 

Eystein(I(111).)Mund  F. 	. 	. 	. 1136-r157 
1136-1155 

Inge 	 . 	. 	. 	. 1136-1161 
Haakon (11.) Herdebeed . 	. 	. 1161-zi6a 
Magnus (V.)   1162-1184 
Sverre 	  1184-1202 
Haakon (111.)   1202-1204 
Haakon (1V.i deo gentle . 	.   1217-1263 
Magnus (VI.)   1263-1280 
Erik   1280-1299 
Haakon (V.)

(VII 
	  1299-1319 

Ma  	) 	   1 3 19-1343 
Haakon (VI.)   1343-1380 
Olaf (V.)   1381-138y 
Margrete 	  1387-1 389 
Erik of Pomerania 	. 	. 	.   1386- 

AuTrecnuirgs.—P. A. Munch, Del norske Folks Fristorie Wahl 
13p7 (1852-1863); J. E. Sars, Udsigt over den norske Historic, Decl 
r.Ii.L,873-077): K. Keyser, NOW Skits- og Retsfortratoiseg (1867). 
and Des aorske kirk* wider Kathetieismen (1856); A. aratiger, Dee 
Angelsalssiske kirkes Indllydelse paa den aorske (1801); A. C. Bang, 
Sloe sod Flavin in Norwegen his sum Saban des r3ten Jahrkstnekrts 
(Munich, a875); A. M. Hansen, Landnwn i Norge (1004); A. Sugge, 
Stouffer over de Norske Byers selestyre og kende: for Hatrarotenees rid 
(V199): F. Bruns, Die Labecker Bereoefoker and ihre C.kronisiik 
(Berlin, ince); articles by G. Storm, Y. Nielsen, E. Hertzberg and 
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Others in the Histortsk Tidskrift .  (Christiania) and other periodicals; 
also the articles by K. v. Armira, 0. Bremer, K. Kaalund and V. 
Gudmundsson in PauIs Grundriss der germanischen Philologic (vol. 
Ili., Strassburg, 1900). The above works are published in Christiania 
except where otherwise stated. In Elish, there is a history of 
Norway by H. H. Boyesen in the Story of the Nations series (London, 
1900), and there are historical notes in G. VigfUsson and F. Y. 
Powell's Corpus poelicum Boreale (Oxford, 1883). The most im-
portant original sources arc: Snorre Sturlasson s Heimskringla, or 
Lives of the Kings of Norway .  (up to 8877), of which there is an 
Ells lish translation by W. Morris and E. Magnfisson, with a valuable 
index volume compiled by the latter, in the Saga Library, voles iii, 
vi. (London, 1893-19o3). The original Icelandic text is edited by 
F. J6n,son (Copenhagen. 1893-1901). For a critical investigation 
into the sources of Snorri and the contemporary historians, see G. 
Storm, Snorre Sturlasson's Hisiorieskrnmtng (Copenhagen, 1873, 
with map of ancient Norway), and F. Jonsson, Den oldnorske as 
oldislandske Litteraturs Ilistorte (lid. ii. DeL ii., Copenhagen, 1901). 
Of later sagas, Sverrc's Saga (Fornmanna Sagur, vol. vii., Copen- 
hagen) is 	 J. translated by 	Sephton, Northern Library (vol. iv., 
London. 099). an d Haakon's Saga is given with a translation by 
G. W. Dascnt in vols. ii. (text) and iv. (translation) of the Chronicles 
and M.-;norlet1 tJ Great Britain and Ireland (London. 1894). Other 
important sources arc: Diplomalarism Noruegicum, ed. C. Unger, 
Christiania, and Norge: Gaels Lose 	z397, ed. R. Keyser and 
P. A. Munch (s vols., Christiania, 1846-1895). 	(B. S. P.) 

1397-1814.—The history of Norway from t397 down to the 
union with Sweden in 1814 falls naturally into four divisions. 
First, in. 145o, the triple bond gave place to a union in 
which Norway became more firmly joined to Denmark. Next, 
in 8536, as the result of the Reformation, Norway sank 
almost to the level of a province. After 166o she gained 
something in status from the establishment of autocracy in 
Denmark, and at the close of the period she became a. con-
stitutional kingdom on a footing of approximate equality with 
Sweden. But for the convulsions to which some of these changes 
gave rise, Norway possesses during this period but little history 
of her own, and she sank from her former position as a con-
siderable and independent nation. The kings dwelt outside her 
borders, her fleet and army decayed, and her language gradually 

ISM 
gave place to Daniah. Germans plundered her coasts 

* 	and monopolized her commerce, and after 1450 Dazes Wary. 
began to appropriate the higher posts in her adminisv 

tration. When in 1448 Karl Knutson was chosen king by the 
Swedes, and Christian of Oldenburg by the Danes, it was by 
force that Norway fell to the latter. On the 14th of November 
1449 the Norwegians protested against Christian's assumption 
of sovereignty over them, and against separation from the 
Swede. Next year, however, the Swedes assented to the 
separation. Christian I. (reso-1481) gave estates and offices 
in Norway to his Danish subjects and raised money by pawning 
her ancient possessions, the Orkneys and Shetland islands, to 
the king of Scotland. His son Hans (148a-1513) purchased the 
obediesce of the Norwegian nobles byconcessions to theit power. 
The imposing union continued in name, but the weakness of the 
nation and its government was strikingly illustrated when the 
Germans in Bergen besieged a monastery in which their enemy 
Olaf Nilsson, a high official, had taken refuge. 

After the downfall of Christian II. (Isis-ism) the position of 
Norway in relation to Denmark was changed for the worse. 

Ism She was ruled for a century and a quarter by Danish 

centsm7 officials; the churches and monasteries of Norway 
were sacked by Danes, and Danes were installed as 

pastors under the Lutheran system, which the Norwegians were 
compelled to accept in 1539. Soon Norway was dragged by 
Denmark into the so-called Seven Years' War of the North 
(1563-70). However, the power of the Haase League in Bergen 
was broken. The rule of the Oldenburg dynasty proved neglect. 
ful rather than tyrannical, and under it the mass of the peasants 
was not flagrantly oppressed. Christian IV. (i588-1648), who 
founded Christiania, may almost be said to have discovered 
Norway anew. He reformed its government and strove to 
develop its resources, but his policy involved Norway In the IOW 

1716 
of the provinces of Jemtland and Herjedalen, which 

combo: were ceded to the Swedes by the peace of Brtinuebro 
(1645). The Danish war of revenge against  Carl X. 

Of Sweden resulted in further territorial loss.by  Norway. By the  

peace of Roskilde (r688) she was compelled to renounce the 
counties of Trondhjem and Baahus, and although the former 
was restored by the peace of Copenhagen, two years later, her 
population fell below half a million. The Swedes bad now 
acquired the rich provinces in the south and south-west of the 
Scandinavian peninsula, and their ambition to extend their 
frontiers to the North Sea became more pronounced and more 
possible of accomplishment. From the middle of the 17th 
century, however, the Dutch and English made their influence 
felt, and the political status of Norway could no longer be 
regarded as a purely Scandinavian affair. The establishment 
of hereditary autocracy in Denmark by Frederick III. in 166o 
conferred many benefits upon Norway. Personal liberty perhaps 
suffered, but the Norwegian peasant remained a freeman while 
his counterpart in Denmark was a serf. Norwegian law was 
revised and codified under. Christian V. (r670-1690), who was 
well served by the Norwegians in his attempt to regain the lost 
provinces. 

Under the sons of these monarchs, Frederick IV. and Carl 
XII., Norway was once more compelled to pay for Danish 
aggression. Her shipping was destroyed, and in 1716, 
when driven from continental Europe, the Swedish rasa 
hosts fell upon her. Two years later, however, the 
death of Carl XIL at the border fortress of Frederikshald 
averted the danger. During this war Peter Tordenskjold,• the 
greatest among a long series of Norwegian heroes who served in 
the Danish fleet, won undying fame. Before the dose of the 18th 
century something had been done towards dispelling the in-
tellectual darkness. Holberg, though be flourished outside 
Norway, was at least born there, and by stemming the tide of 
German influence ho made the future of Norwegian literature 
possible. At the dose of the century Hans Nielson Hauge, the 
Wesley of Norway, appeared, while the growth of the timber 
trade with England gave rise to a great increase in wealth and 
population. In a century and a half the number of the 
Norwegian people was doubled, so that by 1814 Norway 
comprised some cuo,coo souls. In 1788 the oppressive law 
that grain should be Imported Into Norway only from 
Denmark was repealed, and thanks to Danish policy Norway 
actually drew financial profit from the wars of the French 
Revolution. 

The Norwegian national movement was to render a decade at 
the beginning of the 19th century more memorable in Norwegian 
history than any century which had passed since the Bahmft, 
Calmar Union. In taw the Danish government corn- web" 
witted theNorwegians to the second Armed Neutrality, washer 
and therefore to a share in the battle of Copenhagen, "hum/ 
by which it was broken up. It was not until aot, amwew`aL  
however, that Norway was fully involved in the Napoleonic wars. 
Then, after the bombardment of Copenhagen, she was compelled 
by Danish policy to embrace the cause of Napoleon against both 
England and Sweden. Commerce was annihilated, and the 
supply of food failed. The national distress brought into the 
forefront of politics national leaders, among whom Count 
Hermann Jasper von Wedel-Jarlsberg was the most conspicuous. 
As yet, however, patriotism went no further than a demand for 
an administration distinct from that of Denmark, which was 
conceded in r8o7, and for a university nearer home than Copen-
hagen. In air the government assented to the foundation of 
the university of Christiania. (W. F. R.) 

1814-1907.—After a union of nearly 400 years between 
Norway and Denmark, the Danish king, Frederick VI., without 
consulting the Norwegians, ceded Norway to Sweden 
by the treaty of Kid (January us, r8t4). Some loarlha to 
time previously Sweden had joined the allies in their me Rama 
struggle against Napoleon, while Denmark had, un- via' 
wisely, sided with the French. In 1813 the Swedish Swede 's' 

crown prince, Bernadotte, afterwards King Carl pro-
ceeded to Germany and took command of one of the armies 
of the allies. After the power of Napoleon had been broken at 

l In taro he was elected heir to the Swedish throne, is auccesaion 
to the childless king Cad XIIL, who died in 1818 
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the battle of Leipzig, be advanced against Denmark, and King 
Frederick soon saw himself compelled to accede to the cession of 
Norway, which had long been the aspiration of the Swedes, 
especially after the loss of Finland in An. In the treaty of Kiel 
Frederick VI. absolved the Norwegians from their oath of 
allegiance, and called upon them to become the loyal subjects 
of the Swedish king. But the Norwegians, who had not been 
consulted in the matter, refused to acknowledge the treaty, 
declaring that, while the Danish king might renounce his right 
to the Norwegian crown, it was contrary to international law 
to dispose of an entire kingdom without the consent of its people. 
A meeting of delegates was convened at Eidsvold, not far from the 
Norwegian capital, where, on the 17th of May 1814, a conga*. 
don, framed upon the constitutions of America, of France (1791), 
and of Spain (1812), was adopted. Among its most important 
features are that the Storthing, or National Assembly, is a 
single-chamber Institution, and that the king is not given an 
absolute veto, or the right to dissolve the Storthing. The 
Danish governor of Norway, Prince Christian Frederick, was 
unanimously elected king. Soon afterwards the Swedes, under 
the crown prince, invaded Norway. The hostilities lasted 
only a fortnight, when Bernadotte opened negotiations with 
the Norwegians. A convention was held at Moss, where it was 
proposed that the Norwegians should accept the Swedish king 
as their sovereign, on the condition that their constitution of the 
17th of May should remain intact, except with such alterations 
as the union might render necessary. An extraordinary Storthing 
was then summoned at Christiania, and on the 4th of November 
1814 Norway was declared to be " a free, independent, and 
indivisible kingdom, united with Sweden under one king." A 
month previously Prince Christian Frederick had laid down 
his crown and left the country. 

The union was more fully defined by the " Act of Union," 
which was accepted by the national assemblies of both countries 
in the following year. In the preamble to the act it is clearly 
stated that the union between the two peoples was accomplished 
" not by force of arms, but by free conviction," and the Swedish 
foreign minister declared to the European Powers, on behalf 
of Sweden, that the treaty of Kid had been abandoned, and that 
it was not to this treaty, but to the confidence of the Norwegian 
people in the Swedish, that the latter owed the union with 
Norway. The constitution framed at Eidsvold was retained, 
and formed the Grundlos, or fundamental law of the kingdom. 
The union thus concluded between the two countries was really 
an offensive and defensive alliance under a common king, each 
country retaining its own government, parliament, army, navy 
and customs. 

In Sweden the people received only an imperfect and erroneous 
insight into the nature of the union, and for a long time believed 
it to be an achievement of the Swedish arms. They bad hoped 
to make Norway a province of Sweden, and now they had entered 
into a union in which both countries were equally independent. 
During the first fifteen years the king was represented in Norway 
by a Swedish viceroy, while the government was, of course, 
composed only of Norwegians. Count Wedel Jarlsberg was the 
first to be entrusted with the important office of head of the 
Norwegian government, while several of Prince Christian 
Frederick's councillors of state were retained, or replaced by 
others holding their political views. The Swedish Count von 
Essen was appointed the first viceroy of Norway, and was 
succeeded two years afterwards by his countryman Count von 
Morner, over both of whom Count Wedel exercised considerable 
influence. 

During the first years of the union the country suffered from 
poverty and depression of trade, and the finances were in a 

deplorable condition. The first Storthing was chiefly 
nut/. occupied with financial and other practical measures. 
serewer In order to improve the finances of the country a bank 

"d  of Norway was founded, and the army was reduced to w'ear 's.  one half. The paid-up capital of the bank was pro- 
cured by an extraordinary tax, and this, together with the grow- 
ing discontent among the peasantry, brought about a rising in 

Hedemarken, the object of which was to dissolve the Start king and 
to obtain a reduction in the taxation. The rising, however, son 
subsided, and the bountiful harvest of 1819 brought more prosper-
ous times to the peasantry. Meanwhile, however, the financial 
position of the country had nearly endangered its independmce 
The settlement with Denmark with regard to Norway's share ci 
the national debt common to both, assumed threatening propor-
tions. In the Interest of Denmark, the allied powers asked for a 
speedy settlement, and in order to escape their collective inter-
vention, Bernadotte, who had now "Succeeded to the throne of 
Sweden and Norway, on the death (February s, 11118) of the old 
king Carl nu., accepted England's mediation, and was enabled 
in September 1819 to conclude a convention with Denmark. 
according to which Norway was held liable for only 3,o0o,eco 
specie dollars (nearly i7oom0). But the Norwegians considered 
that this was still too much, and the attitude of the Storthing 
in illaz nearly occasioned a fresh interference of the powers. 
The Storthing, however, yielded at last, and agreed to raise a 
loan and pay the amount stipulated in the convention, but the 
king evidently bad his doubts as to whether the Norwegians 
really intended to fulfil their obligations. As his relations with 
the Storthing had already become strained, and as he was 
occupied at that time with plans, which it is now known meant 
nothing less than a coup d'dlai in connexion with the revision 
of the Norwegian constitution, be decided to adopt military 
preparations, and in July an he collected a force of 3000 
Swedish and soon Norwegian troops in the neighbourhood of 
Christiania, ostensibly for the mere purpose of holding some 
manoeuvres. Ina circular note (June a) to the European 
powers, signed by the Swedish foreign minister, Engstrom—
but it is not difficult to recognise the hand of the king as the 
real author—the minister complained bitterly of the treatment 
the king had met with at the bands of the Storthing, and repre-
sented the Norwegians in anything but a favourable light to the 
powers, the intention being to obtain their sympathy for any 
attempt that might be made to revise the Norwegian constitution. 
About this time another important question had to be settled 
by the Storthing. The Storthings of az s and 1818 had already 
passed a bill for the abolition of nobility, but the king had on 
both occasions refused his sanction. The Norwegians maintained 
that the few counts and barons still to be found in Norway were 
all Danish and of very recent origin, while the really true and 
ancient nobility of the country were the Norwegian peasants, 
descendants of the old jarls and chieftains. According to the 
constitution, any bill which has been passed by three successively 
elected Storthings, elections being held every third year. becomes 
law without the king's sanction. When the third reading of the 
bill came on, the king did everything in his power to obstruct 
it, but in spite of his opposition the bill was eventually carried 
and became law. 

In 1822 Count Wedel Jarlsberg retired from the government. 
He had become unpopular through his financial policy, and 
was also at issue with the king on vital matte's. In 
1821 he had been impeached before the Rigsret, the 
supreme court of the realm, for having caused the 10,  

state considerable losses. Jonas Collett (1772-18s ) was ma."'" 
appointed as his successor to the post of minister of 
finance. The king had by this time apparently abandoned his 
plan of a coup d'Aat, for in the following August he submitted 
to the Storthing several proposals for fundamental changes 
in the constitution, all of which aimed at removing all that was 
at variance with a monarchical form of government. The 
changes, in fact, were the same as he had suggested in his circular 
note to the Powers, and which he knew would be hailed with 
approval by his Swedish subjects. When the Storthing met 
again in 1824 the royal proposals for the constitutional changes 
came on for discussion. The Storthing unanimously rejected 
not only the king's proposals, but also several others by private 
members for changes in the constitution. The king submitted 
his proposals again in the following session of the Storthing, and 
again later on, but they were always unanimously rejected. In 
1830 they were discussed for the last time, with the same result. 
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The king's insistence was viewed by the people as a sign of 
absolutist tendencies, and naturally excited fresh alarm. In the 
eyes of the people the members of the opposition in the Storthing 
were the true champions of the rights and the independence which 
they had gained in 1814. 

For several years the Norwegians had been celebrating the 
57th of May as their day of independence, it being the anniversary 
asetiers of the adoption of the constitution of 1814; but as the 
enseeria tension between the Norwegians and the king increased, 

	

"' 	 the latter began to look upon the celebration in the 

	

sodas 	light of a demonstration directed against himself, 
and when Collett, the minister of finance, was impeached 
before the supreme court of the realm for having made certain 
payments without the sanction of the Storthing, he also con-
sidered this as an attack upon his royal prerogatives. His 
irritation knew no bounds, and although Collett was acquitted 
by the supreme court, the king, in order to express his irritation 
with the Storthing and the action they had taken against one of 
his ministers, dissolved the national assembly with every sign 
of displeasure. The Swedish viceroy at the time, Count Sandals, 
had tried to convince him that his prejudice against the celobra' 
tion of the r7th of May was groundless, and for some years the 
king had made no objection to the celebration. In 1827 it was, 
however, celebrated in a very marked manner, and later in the 
same year there was a demonstration against a foolish political 
play called The Chaos, and this being privately reported to the 
king in as bad a light as possible, he thought that Count Sandels, 
who bad not considered it worth while to report the occurrence, 
was not fitted for his post, and had him replaced by Count Beltzin 
Bojilaus Platen 0766r-t82ed, an upright but narrow-minded 
statesman. Count Platen's first act was to issue a proclamation 
warning the people against celebrating the day of independence; 
and in April 11328 the king, against the advice of his ministers, 
summoned an extraordinary Storthing, his intention being to 
wrest from the Storthing the supremacy it had gained in :827. 
He also intended to take steps to prevent the celebration of the 
17th of May, and assembled a force of 2000 Norwegian soldiers in 
the neighbourhood of the capital. The king arrived in Christiania 
soon after the opening of the extraordinary Storthing. He did 
not succeed, however, in his attempt to make any constitutional 
changes, but the Storthing met the king's wishes with regard to 
the celebration of the 17th of May by deciding not to continue 
the celebration, and the people all over the country quietly 
acquiesced. The following year trouble broke out again. The 
students had decided to celebrate the 17th of May.with a festive 
gathering, which, however, passed off quietly. But large masses 
of the people paraded the streets, singing and shouting, and 
gathered finally in the market-place. There was a little rioting, 

and the police and the military eventually dispersed 
&o* the people and drove them to their homes with sword 

	

UM 	and musket. This episode has become known as the 
" battle of the market-place," and did much to 

""••• increase the general ill-feeling against Count Platen. 
His health eventually broke down from disappointment and 
vexation at the indignities and abuse heaped upon him. He 
died in Christiania at the end of the year, and his post remained 
vacant for several years, the presidency of the Norwegian 
government in the meantime being taken by Collett, its oldest 
member. 

By the July Revolution of 5830 the political situation in 
Europe became completely changed, and the lessons derived 
hi., from that great movement reached also to Norway. 
political The representatives of the peasantry, for whom the 

	

I••r 	constitution had paved the way to become the ruling 

	

mrt" 	element in political life, were also beginning to dis- 
tinguish themselves in the national assembly, where 

they now had taken up an independent position against the 
representatives of the official classes, who in 1814 and afterwards 
had played the leading and most influential part in politics. This 
party was now under the leadership of the able and gifted Ole 
Upland, who remained a member of every Storthing from 1833 to 
5869. The Storthing of 2833 was the first of the so-called  

" peasant Sterthings." Hitherto the peasantry had never been 
represented by more than twenty members, but the elections in 
1833 brought their number up to forty.five, nearly half of the 
total representation. The attention of this new party was 
especially directed to the finances of the country, in the admini-
stration of which they demanded the strictest economy. They 
often went too far in their zeal, and thereby incurred consider-
able ridicule. 

About this time the peasant party found a champion in the 
youthful poet Henrik Wergeland, who soon became one of the 
leaders of the " Young Norway " party. He was a vims 

 republican in politics, and the most zealous upholder hod; op 
of the national independence of Norway and of her Mao,  b7 
full equality with Sweden in the union. A strong "alma  
opposition to Wergeland and the peasant party was formed by 
the upper classes under the leadership of another rising poet and 
writer, Johan Sebastian Welhaven, and other talented men, who 
wished to retain the literary and linguistic relationship with 
Denmark, while Wergeland and his party wished to make the 
separation from Denmark as complete as possible, and in every 
way to encourage the growth of the national characteristics and 
feeling among the people. He devoted much of his time, by 
writing and other means, to promote the education of the people; 
but although he was most popular with the working and poorer 
classes, he was not able to form any political party around him, 
and at the time of his death he stood almost isolated. He died 
in 1845, and his opponents became now the leaders in the field 
of literature, and carried on the work of national reconstruction 
in a more restrained and quiet manner. The peasant party still 
continued to exist, but restricted itself principally to the assertion 
of local interests and the maintenance of strict economy in 
finance. 

The violent agitation that began in 183o died away. The 
tension between the king and the legislature, however, still 
continued, and reached its height during the session of 1836, 
when all the royal proposals for changes in the constitution were 
laid aside, without even passing through committee, and when 
various other steps towards upholding the independence of the 
country were taken. The king, in his displeasure, decided to 
dissolve the Storthing; but before it dispersed it proceeded to 
impeach Lovenskiold, one of the ministers, before the supreme 
court of the realm, for having advised the king to dissolve the 
Storthing. He was eventually sentenced to pay a fine of to,coo 
kroner (about £550), but he retained his post. Collett, another 
minister who had greatly displeased the king by his conduct, 
was dismissed; but unity hi the government was brought about 
by the appointment of Count Wedel Jarisberg as viceroy of 
Norway. From this time the relations between the king and the 
Norwegian people began to improve, whereas in Sweden he was, 
in his later years, not a little disliked. 

When the king's anger had subsided, he summoned the Stor-
thing to an extraordinary session, during which several important 
bills were passed. Towards the close of the session an Tss 
address to the king was agreed to, in which the Stor- susessull 
thing urged that steps should be taken to place Norway Iles 
in political respects upon an equal footing with Sweden, 41."U"' 

especially in the conduct of diplomatic affairs with foreign 
countries. The same address contained a petition for the use 
of the national or merchant flag in all waters. According to 
the constitution, Norway was to have her own merchant flag, 
and in 1821 the Storthing had passed a resolution that the flag 
should be scarlet, divided into four by a blue cross with white 
borders. The king, however, refused his sanction to the resolu-
tion, but gave permission to use the flag in waters nearer home; 
but beyond Cape Finisterre the naval flag, which was really the 
Swedish flag, with a white cross on a red ground in the upper 
square, must be carried. In reply to the Storthing's address the 
king in 5838 Conceded the right to all merchant ships to carry the 
national flag in all waters. This was hailed with great rejoicings 
all over the country; but the question of the national flag for 
general use had yet to be settled With regard to the question 
raised in the address of the Storthing about the conduct of 
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diplomatic affairs, and other matters concerning the equality of 
Norway in the union, the king in 1839 appointed a committee of 
four Norwegians and four Swedes, who were to consider and 
report upon the questions thus raised. 

During the sitting of this first "Union Committee " its powers 
were extended to consider a comprehensive revision of the Act 
Boater of of Union, with the limitation that the fundamental 
Kw cm conditions of the union must in no way be interfered 
Ammo with. But before the committee had finished their 
awcowood report the king died (March 8th 1844, and was suc-
h" °Ica"' ceeded by his son Oscar I. According to the constitu-
tion the Norwegian kings must be crowned in Throndhjem 
cathedral, but the bishop of Throndhjem was in doubt whether 
the queen, who was a Roman Catholic, could be crowned, and 
the king decided to forego the coronation both of himself and his 
queen. The new king soon showed his desire to meet the wishes 
of the Norwegian people. Thus be decided that in all documents 
concerning the internal government of the country Norway 
should stand first where reference was made to the king as 
sovereign of the two kingdoms. After having received the report 
of the committee concerning the flag question, he resolved (June 
roth, 0344 that Norway and Sweden should each carry its own 
national flag as the naval flag, with the mark of union in the upper 
corner; and it was also decided that the merchant flag of the 
two kingdoms should bear the same mark of union, and that only 
ships sailing under these flags could claim the protection of the 
state. 

The financial and material condition of the country had now 
considerably improved, and King Oscar's reign was marked by 
the carrying out of important legislative work and reforms, 
especially in local government. New toads were planned and 
built all over the country, the first railway was built, steamship 
routes along the coast were established, lighthouses were erected 
and trade and shipping made great peas. The king's reign 
was not disturbed by any serious conflicts between the two 
countries. No change took place in the ministry under the 
presidency of the viceroy Lovenskiold upon King Oscar's 
accession to the throne, but on the death or retirement of some 
of its members the vacant places were filled by younger and 
talented men, among whom was Fredrik Stang, who in 1845 
took over the newly established ministry of the interior. During 
the Schleswig-Holstein rebellion (1848-183o) and the Crimean 
War King Oscar succeeded in maintaining the neutrality of 
Norway and Sweden, by which Norwegian shipping especially 
benefited. The abolition of the English navigation acts in x85o 
was of great importance to Norway, and opened up a great future 
for its merchant fleet. 

In 1826 a treaty bad been concluded with Russia, by which 
the frontier between that country and the adjoining strip of 

Norwegian territory in the Polar region was definitely 
W
Rdidkuu  delimited; but in spite of this treaty Russia in 1851 as 
*gni., demanded that the Russian Lapps on the Norwegian 

frontier should have the right to fish on the Norwegian 
coast, and have a portion of the coast on the Varanger fjord 
allotted to them to settle upon. The Norwegian government 
refused to accede to the Russian demands, and serious complica-
tions might have ensued if the attention of Russia had not been 
turned in another direction. While his father had looked 
to Russia for support, King Oscar was more inclined to secure 
western powers as his allies, and during the Crimean War he 
concluded a treaty with England and France, according to 
which these countries promised their assistance in the event of 
any fresh attempts at encroachment on Norwegian or Swedish 
territory by Russia. In consequence of this treaty the relations 
between Norway and Sweden and Russia became somewhat 
strained; but after the peace of Paris in 180, and the accession 
of Alexander II., whose government was in favour of a peaceful 
policy, the Russian ambassador at Stockholm succeeded in 
bringing about , more friendly relations. 

Owing to the king's ill-health, his son, the crown prince Carl, 
was appointed regent in 1857, and two years later, when King 
Oscar died, he succeeded to the throne% of the two,countries as 

Carl XV. He was a gifted, genial and noble personality, and 
desired to inaugurate his reign by giving the Nor- Doara al  
wegians a proof of his willingness to acknowledge the °oar& 
claims of Norway, but he did not live to see his wishes rozetabo 
in this respect carried out. According to the conslitu- 
Lion, the king bad the power to appoint a viceroy for • 
Norway, who might be either a Norwegian or Swede. Since 1829 
no Swede had held the post, and since 1839 no appointment of a 
viceroy had been made. But the paragraph in the constitution 
still existed, and the Norwegians naturally wished to have this 
stamp of " provinciality " obliterated. A proposal for the 
abolishment of the office of viceroy was laid before the (x.se.a  
Storthing in 1859, and passed by It. The king, whose at limo 
sympathies on this question were known, had been weseas 
appealed to, and had privately promised that be would we'w" 
sanction the proposed change in the constitution; but as soon 
as the resolution of the Storthing became known in Sweden, a 
violent outcry arose both in the Swedish press and the Swedish 
estates. Under the pressure that was brought to bear upon the 
king in Sweden, he eventually refused to sanction the resolution 
of the Storthing; but he added that he shared the views of his 
Norwegian counsellors, and would, when " the convenient 
moment " came, himself propose the abolition of the office of 
viceroy. 

In the following year the Swedish government again pressed the 
demands of the Swedish estates for a revision of the Act of Union, 
which this time included the establishment of a a„,00 
union or common parliament for the two metrics, on prepaib 
the basis that, according to the population, there kr re- 
should be two Swedish members to every Norwegian. "won of 
The proposal was sent to the Norwegian government, 
which did not seem at all disposed to entertain it; but 
some dissensions arose with regard to the form in which its reply 
was to be laid before the king. The more obstinate members 
of the ministry resigned, and others, of a more pliable nature, 
were appointed under the presidency of Fredrik Stang, who 
had already been minister of the interior from s845 to al& 
The reconstructed government was, however, in accord with the 
retiring one, that no proposal for the revision of the Act of Union 
could then be entertained. The king, however, advocated the 
desirability of a revision, but insisted that this would have to 
be based upon the full equality of both countries. In 1863 the 
Storthing assented to the appointment by the king of a Union 
committee, the second time that such a committee bad been 
called upon to consider this vexatious question. It was not 
until 1867 that its report was made public, but it could not 
come on for discussion in the Storthing till it met again is 1871. 
During this period the differences between the two countries 
were somewhat thrust into the background by the Danish 
complications in r863-1864, which threatened to draw the two 
kingdoms into war. King Carl was himself in favour of a 
defensive alliance with Denmark, but the Norwegian Storthing 
would only consent to this if an alliance could also.be effected 
with at least one of the western powers. 

In 1869 the Storthing passed a resolution by which its sessions 
were made annual instead of triennial according to the constitu-
tion of 1814. The first important question which the first yearly 
Storthing which met in 1871 had to consider was once more the 
proposed revision of the Act of Union. The Norwegians had 
persistently maintained that in any discussion on this question 
the basis for the negotiations should be (t) the full equality of the 
two kingdoms, and (2) no extension of the bonds of the union 
beyond the line originally defined in the act of 1815. However, 
the draft of the new act contained terms in which the supremacy 
of Sweden was presupposed and which introduced important 
extensions of the bonds of the union; and, strangely enough, the 
report of the Union committee was adopted by the new Stang 
ministry, and even supported by some of the most influential 
newspapers under the plausible garb of " Scandinavianism." 
In these circumstances the " lawyers' party," under the leader 
ship of Johan Sverdrup, who was to play such a prominent part 
in Norwegian politics, and the " peasant party," led by Sikes 
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jaabark., a gifted peasant proprietor, who was also destined to 
become a prominent figure in the political history of the country, 
A.A. formed an alliance, with the object of guarding against 
dm pimp any encroachment upon the liberty and independence 
Iversestes which the country had secured by the constitution of 
netbsid 1814. This was the foundation of the great national 
earn: party, which became known as the " Ventre " (the 
left), and which before long became powerful enough to exert 
the most decisive influence upon the political affairs of the 
country. When, therefore, the proposed revision of the Act of 
Union eventually came before the Storthing in 1871, it was re-
jected by an overwhelming majority. The position which the 
government had taken up on this question helped to open the 
eyes of the Norwegians to some defects in the constitution, which 
had proved obstacles to the development and strengthening of 
the parliamentary system. 

In 1872 a private bill came before the Storthing, proposing that 
the ministers should be admitted to the Storthing and take part 

in its proceedings. After a number of stormy debates, 
Qm"Ima   el 	the bill was successfully carried under the leadership iminrks 
gao a of Johan Sverdrup by a large majority, but the govern- 
esisieleor meet, evidently jealous of the growing powers and 
ge Bears influence of the new liberal party in the Storthing, 

Sta.  advised the king to refuse his sanction, although the 
Mex. government party itself had several times in the 
preceding half-century introduced a similar bill for admitting the 
ministers to the Storthing. At that time, however, the opposition 
had looked with suspicion on the presence of the ministers in the 
national assembly, lest their superior skill in debate and political 
experience should turn the scale too readily in favour of govern-
ment measures. Now, on the contrary, the opposition had 
gained more experience and had confidence in its own strength, 
and no doubt found that the legislative work could better be 
carried on if the ministers were present to explain and defend 
their views; but the government saw in the proposed reform the 
threatened introduction of full parliamentary government, by 
which the ministry could not remain in office unless supported by 
a majority in the Storthing. Before the Storthing separated the 
liberals carried a vote of censure against the government; but 
the king declared that the ministers enjoyed his confidence 
and took no further notice of the vote. Two of the ministers, 
who had advised the ratification of the bill, resigned, however; 
and a third minister, who had ban in the government since 
1848, resigned also, and retired from public life, foreseeing the 
storm that was brewing on the political horizon. Numerous 
public meetings were held all over the country in support of the 
proposed reform, and among the speakers was Johan Sverdrup, 
now the acknowledged leader of the liberal party, who was hailed 
with great enthusiasm as the champion of the proposed reform. 

This was the political situation when King Carl died (18th 
September 1872). He was succeeded by his brother, who ascended 
Ikea of the throne as Oscar IL In the following year he 
cart gave his sanction to the bill for the abolition of the 
xv•/".  office of viceroy, which the Storthing had again 
cession of 
nzea, passed, and the president of the ministry was after- 

wards recognized as the prime minister and head of the 
government in Christiania. Fredrik Stang, who was the pre-
sident of the ministry at the time, was the first to fill this office. 
In the sameYear Norway celebrated its existence for a thousand 
years as a kingdom, with great festivities. 

In 2874 the government, in order to show the people that they 
to some extent were willing to meet their wishes with regard to 
pm,,,,,my the great question before the country, laid before the 
bylaw Storthing a royal proposition for the admittance of the 
newness ministers to the national assembly. But this was to 
kr Sir be accompanied by certain other coustitutional changes, 
1"Pdar  such as giving the king the right of dissolving the Stor-m/Wel, 

thingathispleasure, and providingfixed pensions for ex- . 
ministers, which was regarded as a guarantee against the majority 
of the assembly misusing its new power. The bill which the 
government brought in was unanimously rejected by the Stor-
thing, the conservatives also voting against it, as they considered 

the guarantees insufficient. The same year, and again in 1877, 
the Storthing passed the bill, but in a somewhat different form 
from that of 1872. On both occasions the king refused his 
sanction. 

The Storthing then resorted to the procedure provided by the 
constitution to carry out the people's will. In 188o the bill was 
passed for the third time, and on this occasion by the ra 

 overwhelming majority of 93 out of 113. Three 
Storthings after three successive elections had now 
carried the bill, and it was generally expected that the lung and 
his government would at length comply with the wishes of the 
people, but the king on this occasion also refused his sanction, 
declaring at the same time that his right to the absolute veto 
was " above all doubt." Johan Sverdrup, the leader of the 
liberal party and president of the Storthing, brought the question 
to a prompt issue by proposing to the Storthing that the bill, 
which had been passed three times, should be declared to be the 
law of the land without the king's sanction. This proposal was 
carried by a large majority on the 9th of June 188o, but the 
king and his ministers in reply declared that they would not 
recognize the validity of the resolution. 

From this moment the struggle may be said to have centred 
itself upon the existence or non-existence of an absolute veto on 
the part of the crown. The king requested the faculty 
of law at the Christiania university to give its opinion beinees 
on the question at issue, and with one dissentient the MO Nal 
learned doctors upheld the king's right to the absolute 
veto in questions concerning amendments of the con- 
stitution, although they could not find that it was expressly 
stated in the fundamental law of the country. The ministry also 
advised the king to claim a veto in questions of supply, which 
still further increased the ill-feeling in the country against the 
government, and the conflict in consequence grew more and more 
violent. 

In the midst of the struggle between the king and the Storthing, 
the prime minister, Fredrik Stang, resigned, and Christian 
August Selmer (1816-1889) became his successor; 
and this, together with the appointment of another 

4'
r 

member to the ministry, K. H. Schweigaard, plainly  • 
indicated that the conflict with the Stott hing was to be continued. 
In June 1882 the king arrived in Christiania to dissolve the 
Storthing, and on this occasion delivered a speech from the 
throne, in which he openly censured the representatives of the 
people for their attitude in legislative work and on the question 
of the absolute veto, the speech creating considerable surprise 
throughout the country. Johan Sverdrup and Bjernstjerne 
Bjornson, the popular poet and dramatist, called upon the 
people to support the Storthing in upholding the resolution of 
the 9th of June, and to rouse themselves to a sense of their 
political rights. The elections resulted in a great victory for the 
liberal party, which returned stronger than ever to the Storthing, 
numbering 83 and the conservatives only 31. The ministry, 
however, showed no sign of yielding, and, when the new Storthing 
met in February 1883, the Odelsthing (the lower division of the 
national assembly) decided upon having the question hip.r.h. 
finally settled by impeaching the whole of the ministry mares 
before the Rigsret or the supreme court of the realm. isiskioni 

The jurisdiction of the Rigsret is limited to the trial 4/ 
storthem 

of offences against the state, and there is no appeal uu, 

against its decisions. The charges against the ministers 
were for having acted contrary to the interests of the country by 
advising the king to refuse his sanction—first, to the amendment 
of the law for admitting the ministers to the Storthing; secondly, 
to a bill involving a question of supply; and thirdly, to a bill 
by which the Storthing could appoint additional directors on the 
state railways. 

The trial of the eleven ministers of the Selmer cabinet began in 
May 1883 and lasted over ten months. In the end the Tee wok-
Rigsret sentenced the prime minister and seven of his ev 
ministers to be deprived of their offices, while three, 1.8"d ar 

who had either recommended the king to sanction gikeialftt  
the bill for admitting the ministers to the Storthing, or had 
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entered the cabinet at a later date, were heavily fined. The 
excitement in the country rose to feverish anxiety. Rumours of 
all kinds were afloat, and it was generally believed that the king 
would attempt a coup d'Otoi. Fortunately the king after some hesi- 
tation issued (I ith March ens) an order in council announcing 
that the judgment of the supreme court would be carried into 
effect, and Sebrn was then called upon to resign his position as 

prime minister. King Oscar, however, in his declare- 
**am' lion upheld the constitutional prerogative of the 
mew bp 
E. Ai. crown, which, he maintained, was not Impaired by 

the judgment of the Rigsret. The following month the 
king, regardless of the large liberal majority In the Storthing, 
asked Schweipard, one of the late ministers, whose punishment 
consisted in a fine, to form a ministry, and the so-called " April 
ministry " was then appointed, but sent in its resignation in 
the following month. Professor Brach, a former minister, next 
failed to form a ministry, and the king was at last compelled to 
appoint a ministry in accordance with the majority in the 

Storthing. In June 1884 Johan Sverdrup was asked 
rJaever to form one. He selected for his ministers leading 
weary-, men on the liberal side in the Storthing, and the first 
1844.  liberal ministry that Norway had was at length 
appointed. The Storthing, in order to satisfy the king, passed 
a new resolution admitting the ministers to the national assembly, 
and this received formal sanction. 

During the following years a series of important reforms was 
carried through. Thus in t887 the jury system in criminal 
matters was introduced into the country after violent opposition 
from the conservatives. A bill intended to give parishioners 
greater influence in church matters, and introduced by Jakob 
Sverdrup, the minister of education, and a nephew of the prime 
minister, met, however, with strong opposition, and was eventu-
ally rejected by the Storthing, the result being a break-up of the 
ministry and a disorganization of the liberal party. In June iftflo 
the Sverdrup ministry resigned, and a conservative one was 
formed by Emil Stang, the leader of the conservatives in the 
Storthing, and during the next two years the Storthing passed 
various useful measures; but the ministry was eventually 
wrecked on the rock of the great national question which about 
this time came to the front—that of Norway's share in the 
transaction of diplomatic affairs. At the time of the union in 
AN nothing had been settled as to how these were to be con-
ducted, but in 1835 a resolution was issued, that when the 

no Swedish foreign minister was transacting diplomatic 
ernes .r 

war 
matters with the king which concerned both countries, 

alrb■ann or Norway only, the Norwegian minister of state in 
"0"•••• attendance upon the king at Stockholm should be moos 

present. This arrangement did not always prove 
satisfactory to the Norwegians, especially as the Swedish 
foreign minister could not be held responsible to the Norwegian 
government or parliament. 

By a change in the Swedish constitution in 1885 the ministerial 
council, in which diplomatic matters are discussed, came to 

consist of the Swedish foreign minister and two other 
The members of the cabinet on behalf of Sweden, and of 

anA?"1"81°  the Norwegian minister at Stockholm on behalf of ima 
Norway. The king, wishing to remedy this disparity, 

proposed that the composition of the council should be determined 
by an additional paragraph in the Act of Union. The representa-
tives of the Norwegian government in Stockholm proposed that 
three members of the cabinet of each country should constitute 
the ministerial council. To this the Swedish government was 
willing to agree, but on the assumption that the minister of foreign 
affairs should continue to be a Swede as before, and this the 
Norwegians, of course, would not accept. At the king's instiga-
tion the negotiations with the Swedish government were resumed 
at the beginning of 1895, but the Swedish Riksdag rejected 
the proposals, while the Norwegian Storthing insisted upon 
" Norway's right, as an independent kingdom, to full equality 
in the union, and therewith her right to watch over her foreign 
affairs in a constitutional manner." The Stang ministry then 
saigned, and • liberal ministry, with Steen, the recognised  

leader of the liberal party after Sverdrup's withdrawal from 
politics, as prime minister, was appointed. 

The new ministry had placed the question of a separate minister 
of foreign affairs for Norway prominently in their programme, but 
little progress was made during the next few years. 
Another and more important question for the country, sesame 
as far as its shipping and commerce are concerned, ~mew 
now came to the front. The Storthing had in 1891 ann." 
appointed a committee to inquire Into the practicability of 
establishing a separate Norwegian consular service, and in der 
the Storthing, acting upon the committee's report, determined 
to establish a consular service. The king, influenced by public 
opinion in Sweden, refused his sanction, and the Norwegian 
government in consequence sent in their resignation, whereupon 
a complete deadlock ensued. This was terminated by a com-
promise to the effect that the ministry would return to office on 
the understanding that the question was postponed by common 
consent. The following year the Storthing again passed a 
resolution calling upon the Norwegian government to proceed 
with the necessary measures for establishing the proposed 
consular service for Norway, but the king again refused to take 
any action in the matter. Upon this the liberal ministry resigned 
(May 1893), and the king appointed a conservative government, 
with Emil Stang as its chief. Thus matters went on till the end 
of Am, when the triennial elections took place, with the result 
that the majority of the electors declared in favour of national 
independence on the great question then before the country. 
The ministry did not at once resign, but waited till the king 
strived in Christiania to open the Storthing (January anc). The 
king kept the country for over four months without a responsible 
government, during which time the crisis had become more acute 
than ever. A coalition ministry was at last formed, with 
Professor G. F. Hagerup as prime minister. A new committee, 
consisting of an equal number of Norwegians and Swedes, was 
appointed to consider the question of separate diplomatic 
representation; but after sitting for over two years the com-
mittee separated without being able to come to any agreement. 

The elections in x8g7 proved again a great victory for the liberal 
Patty, 79 liberals and 33 conservatives being returned, and in 
February 1898 the Hagerup ministry was replaced by a liberal. 
once more under the premiership of Steen. Soon afterwards the 
bill for the general adoption of the national or " pure " flag, as 
it was called, was carried for the third time, and became law 
without the king's sanction. In i898 universal political suffrage 
for men was passed by a large majority, but the proposal to 
include women received the support of only 33 votes. 

In January mos, on the initiative of the Swedish foreign 
minister, another committee, codsisting of an equal number of 
leading Norwegians and Swedes, was appointed by pas 
the king to investigate the consular question. The odas oit 
unanimous report of the committee was to the effect NW-

that " it was possible to appoint separate Norwegian s°5.  
consuls exclusively responsible to Norwegian authority and 
separate Swedish consuls exclusively responsible to Swedish 
authority." The further negotiations between the two govern-
ments resulted in the so-called coosouosiqui of the 44th of Mareji 
2903, which announced the conclusion of an agreement between 
the representatives of the two countries for the establishment 
of the separate consular service. The terms of the comassitigut 
were submitted to a combined Norwegian and Swedish council 
of state on the ant of December 1903, when they were unani-
mously agreed to and were signed by the king, who commissioned 
the Norwegian and the Swedish governments to proceed with the 
drafting of the laws and regulations for the separate consular 
services. In due course the Norwegian government submitted 
to the Swedish government their draft of the proposed laws and 
regulations, but no reply was forthcoming for several months. 
About this time the Swedish foreign minister, Mr Lagerheim, 
who had zealously worked for a friendly solution of the consular 
question, resigned, and in November the same year Bostrfitn, the 
Swedish prime minister, suddenly submitted to the Norwegian 
government a cumber of new conditions under which the Swedish 
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government wasprepared to agree to the establishment of separate 
consuls. This came as a surprise to the Norwegians in view 
of the fact that the basis for the establishment of separate 
consuls bad already been agreed upon and confirmed by the 
king in December 1903. According to Bostrtim's proposals the 
Norwegian consuls were to be placed under the control of the 
Swedish foreign minister, who was to have the power to remove 
any Norwegian consul. The Norwegians felt it would be beneath 
the dignity of a self-governing country to agree to the Swedish 
proposals, and that these new demands were nothing less than 
a breach of faith with regard to the terms of agreement arrived 
at two years before by both governments and approved and 
signed by the king. The Norwegian government would have 
been perfectly justified if, after this, they had withdrawn from 
the negotiations, but they did not wish to jeopardize the oppor-
tunity of arriving at a friendly settlement, and Hagerup, the 
Norwegian prime minister, proceeded to Stockholm to confer 
with Bostriim; but no satisfactory agreement could be arrived 
at. There was therefore nothing left but for the Norwegians 
to take matters into theit own hands. 

On the 8th of February 1905 Hagerup announced to the 
Norwegian Storthing that the negotiations had fallen through, 
and on the 17th the Storthing decided unanimously to refer 
the matter to a special committee. Owing to some difference of 
opinion between the members of his ministry, Hagerup resigned 
on the sat of March and was succeeded by Christian Michelsen, 
who formed a ministry composed of members of both political 
parties. The special committee decided that a bill should be 
immediately submitted to the Storthing for the establishment of 
a Norwegian consular service and that the measure should come 
into force not later than the tst of April t906. An attempt was 
made by the Swedish crown prince, acting as Prince Regent 
during the king's illness, to enter into new negotiations with the 
Norwegian government, but the proposals were not favourably 
received in Norway. In April nos Bostram resigned, which 
was considered to be a move on the part of Sweden to facilitate 
negotiations with Norway. The bill for the establishment of 
Norwegian consuls was passed by the Storthing without a 
dissentient voice on the 23rd of May, and it was generally 
expected that the king, who again had assumed the reins of 
government, would sanction the bill, but on the 27th of May, 
in spite of the earnest entreaties of his Norwegian ministers, 
the king formally refused to do so. The Norwegian Ministry 
immediately resigned, but the king informed the ministers that 
lea, he could not accept their resignation. They, however, 
6.4e declined to withdraw it. A few days afterwards the 
Wilma& Norwegian government informed the Storthing of the 

king's refusal, whereupon the assembly unanimously 
agreed to refer the matter to the special committee. On the 
7th of June the Storthing met to hear the final decision of 
the government. Michclsen, the prime minister, informed the 
Storthing that all the members of the government had resigned 
in consequence of the king's refusal to sanction the consular 
law, that the king had declined to accept the resignation, and 
that, as an alternative government could not be formed, the 
union with Sweden, based upon a king in common, was con-
sequently dissolved. The president of the Storthing submitted 
a resolution that the resigning ministry should be authorized to 
exercise the authority vested in the king in accordance with the 
constitution of the country. The resolution was unanimously 
adopted. 

King Oscar, on receiving the news of the action of the Nor-
wegian Storthing, sent a telegraphic protest to the Norwegian 

svwama 
prime minister and to the president of the Storthing. 

Is= The Swedish government immediately decided to 
Swam. summon an extraordinary session of the Swedish 

parliament for the loth of June, when a special com-
mittee was appointed to consider what steps should be taken by 
Sweden. On the 25th of July the report of the committee was 
laid before the Riksdag, in which it was stated that Sweden 
could have no objection to enter into negotiations about the 
severance of the union, when a vote to that effect had been  

given by a newly-elected Storthing or by a national vote In the 
form of a referendum by the Norwegian people. The report 
was unanimously adopted by the Swedish Riksdag on the 27th 
of July, and on the following day the Norwegian Storthing 
decided that a general plebiscite should be taken on the 13th 
of August, when 368,211 voted in favour of the dissolution and 
only 184 against it. It was thereupon agreed that representatives 
of Norway and of Sweden should meet at Karlstad in Sweden 
on the 31st of August to discuss and arrange for the severance of 
the union. The negotiations lasted till the 23rd of September, 
though more than once they were on the point of being broken 
off. The agreement stipulated a neutral zone on both aides of the 
southern border between the two countries, the Norwegians 
undertaking to dismantle some fortifications within that zone. 
The agreement was to remain in force for ten years, and could 
be renewed for a similar period, unless one of the countries gave 
notice to the contrary. The Karlstad agreement was 
ratified by the Norwegian Storthing on the 9th of n. N 
October and by the Swedish Riksdag on the 16th of the viz 
same month. On the 27th of October King Oscar 
issued a proclamation to the Norwegian Storthing, in which he 
relinquished the crown of Norway. The Norwegian government 
was thereupon authorized by the Storthing to negotiate with 
Prince Charles of Denmark and to arrange for a national vote as 
to whether or no'the country would approve of his election for the 
Norwegian throne. The plebiscite resulted in 259,563 votes 
for his election and 69,264 against. On the 18th of November 
the Storthing unanimously elected Prince Charles as king of 
Norway, he taking the name of Haakon VII. On the 25th of 
November the king and his consort, Queen Maud, the youngest 
daughter of King Edward VII. of England, entered the Norwegian 
capital. Their coronation took place in the Trondhjem cathedral 
the following year. 

In 1907 parliamentary suffrage was granted to women with 
the same limitation as in the municipal suffrage granted to them 
in zgoz, viz. to all unmarried women over 25 years, who pay 
taxes on an income of 300 kroner (about (16) In the country 
districts and on goo kroner (about £22) in the towns, as well as to 
all married women, whose husbands pay taxes on similar incomes. 
Norway was thus the first sovereign country in Europe where 
the parliamentary vote was granted to women. (H. L. B.) 

NORWEGIAN LITERATURE 
Early Norse literature is inextricably bound up with Icelandic 

literature. Iceland was colonized from Norway in the 9th 
century, and the colonists were drawn chiefly from the upper and 
cultured classes. They took with them their poetry and literary 
traditions. Old Norse literature is therefore dealt with under 
Iceland (q.v.). (See also EDDA, SAGA, RUNES.) 

The modern literature of Norway bears something of the same 
relation to that of Denmark that American literature bears 
to English. In each case the development and separation of 
a dependency have produced a desire on the part of persons 
speaking the mother-tongue for a literature that shall express 
the local emotions and conditions of the new nation. Two notable 
events led to the foundation of a separate Norwegian literature: 
the one was the creation of the university of Christiania in 1811, 
and the other was the separation of Norway from Denmark 
in 1814. Before this time Norwegian writers bad been content, as 
a rule, to publish their works at Copenhagen. The first name 
on the annals of Danish literature, Feder Clausen, is that of a 
Norwegian; and if all Norse writers were removed from that 
roll, the list would be poorer by some of its most illustrious names, 
by Holberg, Tullin, Wessel, Treschow, Steffens and Hauch. 

The first book printed in Norway was an almanac, brought 
out in Christiania in 1643 by a wandering printer named Tyge 
Nielsen, who brought his types from Copenhagen. But the first 
press set up definitely in Norway was that of Valentin Kuhn. 
brought over from Germany in Ow by the theologian Christian 
Stephebsen Bang (158o-1678) to help in the circulation of his 
numerous tracts. Bang's Christianiat Sias Bakrifudst (11551), 
is the first book published in Norway. Christen Jensen (d. s 6 sj) 
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was a priest who collected a small glossary or :limbo' of the local 
dialects; published in 1656. Gerhard Milzow (r629-1688), the 
author of a Presleyierologia Normegica (x679), was also a Norse 
priest. The earliest Norwegian writer of any original merit was 
Dorthe Engelbrechtsdatter (x634-1716), afterwards the wife of 
the pastor Ambrosius Hardenbech. She is the author of several 
volumes of religious poetry which have enjoyed great popularity. 
The hymn-writer Johan Brun•mann (1637-1707), though a 
Norseman by birth, belongs by education and temper entirely 
to Denmark. Not so Petter Deese (x647-1708) (q.v.), the most 
original writer whom Norway produced and retained at home 
during the period of annexation. Another priest, Jonas Remus 
(164o-1718), wrote Narita Kongers Historic (History of the 
Norse Kings) in 1729, and Norriges Beskrivelse (1735). The 
celebrated missionary to Greenland, Hans Egede (x686-1758), 
wrote several works on his experiences in that country. Peder 
Heraleb (1689-1757) was the compiler of some popular treatises 
of Lutheran theology. Frederik Nannestsd, bishop of Trondh-
jem (1693-1774), started a weekly gazette in 176o. The 
missionary Knud Leem (1697-1774)  published a number of 
works on the Lapps of Fuunark, one at least of which, his 
Beskrivelse over Finmarkess Lapper (1767), still possesses con-
siderable interest. The famous Erik Pontoppidan (,698-1764) 
cannot be regarded as a Norwegian, for he did not leave Denmark 
until he was made bishop of Bergen, at the age of forty-nine. On 
the other hand the far more famous Baron Ludvig Holberg 
(1684-1754), belongs to Denmark by everything but birth, 
having left Norway in childhood. 

A few Norsemen of the beginning of the 28th century dis-
tinguished themselves chiefly in science. Of these Johan Ernst 
Gunnerus (1718-1773), bishop of Trondhjem, was the first man 
who gave close attention to the Norwegian flora. He founded 
the Norwegian Royal Society of Sciences in 576o, with Gerhard 
Schening (1722-178o) the historian and HMS Strom (1726-1797) 
the zoologist. Peder Christofer Stenersen (1723-1776), a writer 
of occasional verses, merely led the way for Christian Bmumann 
Tullin (1728-1765), a lyrical poet of exquisite genius, who is 
claimed by Denmark but who must be mentioned here, because 
his poetry was not only mainly composed in Christiania, but 
breathes a local spirit. Danish literature between the great 
names of Evald and Baggesen presents us with hardly a single 
figure which is not that of a Norseman. The director of the 
Danish national theatre in x771 was a Norwegian, Niels Krog 
Bredal (1733-1778), who was the first to write lyrical dramas 
in Danish. A Norwegian, Johan Nordahl Brun (1745-x816), 
was the principal tragedian of the time, in the French taste. 
It was a Norwegian, J. H. Wessel (1742-1785), who laughed this 
taste out of fashion. In 1772 the Norwegian poets were so 
strong in Copenhagen that they formed a Norske Selskab (Nor-
wegian Society), which exercised a tyranny over contemporary 
letters which was only shaken when Baggesen appeared. Among 
the leading writers of this period are Claus Frimann (1746-1829), 
Peter Haxboe Frimann (1752-1839),  Claus Fasting ( 1 746-1 79 1 ), 
Johan Wibe (1748-1782), Edvard Storm (1749 -1794), C. H. Pram 
(1756-1820, Jonas Rein (1760-1821), Jens Zetlitz (1761 -1821), 
and Lyder Christian Sagen (5771-1850), all of whom, though 
Norwegians by birth, find their place in the annals of Danish 
literature. To these poets must be added the philosophers Niels 
Trescbow (1751-1833) and Henrik Steffens (1773-1845), and in 
later times the poet Johannes Carsten Hauch (1790-1872). 

The first form which Norwegian literature took as an inde-
pendent thing was what was called " Syttendemai-Poesi," or 

poetry of the 17th of May, that being the day on which 
72v Norway obtained her independence and proclaimed 

her king. Three poets, called the " Trefoil," came 
forward as the inaugurators of Norwegian thought in 1814. 
Of these Conrad Nicolai Schwach (1793-1860) was the least 
remarkable. Henrik Anker Bjerregaard (1792-1842), born in 
the same hamlet of Ringsaker as Schwach, had a much brighter 
and more varied talent. His Miscellaneous Poems, collected at 
Christiania in 1829, contain some charming studies from nature, 
and admirable patriotic songs. He brought out a tragedy of 

Magnus Borfods Samar (Magnus Barefoot's Sons) and a lyrical 
drama, Fjekigienlyrel (The Adventure in the Mountains) (t1128). 
He became judge of the supreme court of the diocese of Chris-
tianbs. The third member of the Trefoil, Maurits Ydstorler 
Hansen (1794-4840, was a schoolmaster. His novels, of which 
Oaar de Breiagm (taro) was the earliest, were much esteemed in 
their day, and after his death were collected and edited (8 vols., 
2855-1858), with a memoir by Schwach. Hansen's Poems, 
printed at Christiania in x8x6, were among the earliest publi-
cations of a liberated Norway, but were preceded by a volume 
of Sonaadigle (Short Poems) by all three poets, edited by Schwach 
In /gm as a semi-political manifesto. These writers, of no great 
genius in themselves) did much by their industry and patriotism 
to form a basis for Norwegian literature. 

The creator of Norwegian literature, however, was the poet 
Henrik Arnold Wergeland (1808-1845) (fat), a man of great 
genius and enthusiasm, who contrived within the limits 
of a life as short as Byron's to concentrate the labours ,w:14u"' 
of a dozen ordinary men of letters. He held views in 
most respects similar to those pronounced by Rousseau 
and Shelley. His obscurity and extravagance stood in the way 
of his teaching, and his only disciples in poetry were Sylvester 
Sivertson (18ocr-x847), a journalist of talent whose verses were 
collected in 1848, and Christian Monsen (1815-2852). 

A far more wholesome and constructive influence was that of 
Johann Sebastian Cammermeyer Welhaven (18o7-1873) (q.v.), 
who was first brought to the surface by the conservative reaction 
in 583o against the extravagance of the radical party. A savage 
attack on Henrik Wergdand's Poetry, published in x832, caused 
a great sensation, and produced an angry pamphlet in reply 
from the father, Nikolai Wergeland. The controversy became 
the main topic of the day, and in z834 Welhaven pushed it into 
a wider arena by the publication of his beautiful cycle of satirical 
sonnets called Norges Densrisig (The Dawn of Norway), in which 
he preached a full conservative gospel. He was assisted in his 
controversy with Wergeland by Henrik Hermann Foss (179°-
1853), author of Tidntorserse (The Norm of the Age) (1835) 
and other verses. 

Andreas Munch (181 1-1884) took no part in the feud between 
Wergeland and Welhaven, but addicted himself to the study of 
Danish models independently of either. He published a „ 
series of poems and dramas, one of which latter, Kong "dims" 
Soma Ungdom (1837), attracted some notice. His popularity com-
menced with the appearance of his Poems .01c1 and New in 1848. 
His highest level as a poet was reached by his epic called Kouge-
datterens Brxdrfart (The Bridal Journey of the King's Daughter) 
(1861). Two of his historical dramas have enjoyed a popularity greatly 
in excess of their merit; these are Solomon de Cans (1854) and Lord 
William Russell (1857). 

A group of minor poetical writers may now be considered. Magnus 
Brostrup Landstad 4802-188o) was born on Maaso, an island in the 
vicinity of the North Cape, and, therefore, in higher kid- 	Minor t odes than any other man oftetters. He was a hymn-writer 	pans. of merit, and he was the first to collect, in 1853. the Norske 
Folkeoiser or Norwegian folk-songs. Landstad was ordered by the 
government to prepare an official national hymn-book, which was 
brought out in 1861. Peter Andreas Jensen (1812-1867) published 
volumes of lyrical poetry in 1838, 11149, 1855 and 1861, and two 
dramas. He was also the author of a novel, En Erindrnig (A 
Souvenir), in 1857. Aasmund Olafsen Vinje (1818-187o) was a 
peasant of remarkable talent, who was the principal leade(of the 
movement known as the maalstrav," an effort to distinguish 
Norwegian from Danish literature by the adoption of a peasant 
dialect, or rather a new language arbitrarily formed on a collation 
of the various dialects. Vinie wrote a volume of lyrics, which he 
published in 1864, and a narrative poem, Storeys: (Big Lad) (1866), 
entirely in this fictitious language, and he even went so far as to 
issue in it a newspaper, Dann (The Dalesman), which appeared from 
1858 to Vinje's death in 1870. In these efforts he was supported by 
Pm. Aasen and by Kristoffer Janson (b. 1841) the philologist. 
the author of an historical tragedy, Jos Arason (1867); several 
novels: Fran Bygdoin (1865); Torten* 12,3,7, 2); Fra Dasskelidi 
08751: Has og Ho (1878); and A arlars Sol og Veslassfyre 
Marne (East of the Sun and West of the con) (1879); besides a 
powerful but morbid drama in the ordinary language of Norway. 
En Koindeskjebne (A Woman's Fate) (1879). In 1882 he left Norway 
for America as a Unitarian minister, and from this exile he sent home 
in 1885 what is perhaps the best of his books. The Saga of Ike Prairie. 
Superior to all the preceding in the quality of his lyrical writing was 
the bishop of Christiansand, Jurgen Moe (1813-1882). He is, 
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however. better known by Ms Moore in cooperative mythology, in 
conjunction with P. C. AsbjOrnsen (see AsoOlutsor AHD Moe). 

7 he names of the Norwegians Ibsen (gm.) and Bjarnson (g.v.), in 
the two fields of the drama and the nova, stand out prominently in 
Modena the European literature of the later 19th century; and 
...ma  two writers of novels who owe much to their example are 
W 	Jonas Lie (en.), and Alexander Kielland (x849-1906). 
drama. 	Islicolai Ramm OStrard (1812-1872) to some extent pm- 

ceded Bjornson in is graceful romance En Pjeldbygd (A 
"Mg' Mount ain Parish), in 1852. Frithjof Foss 0 831- 899),wito 
wrote under the pseudonymof Israel Deka, attracted notice by seven 
separate stories pu • between raft and t864.. Jacobins Camilla 
Collett (1813-1895), sister of the poet Wergeland, wrote Ara ratniandens 
Dour (The Governor's Daughters) (1855),an excellent novel, and the 
first in Norweg ian literature which attempted the truthful description 
of ordinary life.  She was a pioneer in the movement Or the emanci-
pation of women in Norway. Anne Magdalene Thorsen (1819-
1903), a Dane by birth, wrote a series of novels of peasant Life in the 
manner of Bytnuon, of whom she was no unworthy, pupil. One of 
her best novels is Signet Historic (1864). She also wrote some lyrical 
poetry and successful dramas. The principal kistorian of Norway is 

Peter Andreas Munch (1810-1863), whose multifarious 
N4.17' writings include • grammar of Old None 0 847); a col- 
ors. teener' of Norwegian laws until the year 1387 (1846-1849); 
a study of Runic inscriptions (1848); a history and description 
of Norway during the middle ages (1849); and a history of the 
Norwegian people in 8 vols. (1852-1863)1 Jakob Aall it773-t844) 
was associated with Munch in th6 wor Christian Berg (1775-
185s) was another worker in the same field. Jakob Rudolf Keyser 
(180,3-1864) printed and annotated the most important documents 
dealing with the medieval history of Norway. Carl Richard Unger 
(b. 18,7) took part in the same work and edited Morkinskinna in 
1867. His edition of the elder Edda (1867) forms a landmark in the 
study of Scandinavian antiquities. Oluf Rygh (1833-1899) contri-
buted to the archaeological pot of history. 'sedan language of 
Norway found an admirable grammarian in Jakob Oleo LOkke 
0829-1880. A careful historian and ethnographer was Ludvig 
Kristeneen Daa 0809-1877). Ludvig Dane (b. 1834) has written 
the history of Christiania, and has traced the armee" of Norway 
during the Danish possession. Bend Moe (1814-1850) was a careful 
biographer of the -heroes of Eidsvold. Eilert Lund Sundt (18,7- 
1875) published some very curious and valuable works on the 
condition of the poorer classes in Norway. Professor J. A. Faris 
(b. 1821) published the folk-lore of the Lapps in a series of valuable 
volumes. The German orientalist, Christian Larsen (1800-1876) 
was a Norwegian by birth. Lorentz Dietrichson (b. 1854) wrote 
voluminously bah on Swedish and Norwegian. chiefly on Norwegian 
art and literature. In jurisprudence the principal Norwegian 
authorities are Anton Martin Schweigaard 0808-187o) and Frederik 
Stang (0808-1884). Peter Cad Laseon (1798-1873) and Ulrik Anton 
Motzfelt (1807-1865) were the lights of an e arlier generation. In 
medical science, the great writer of the beginning of the 19th century 
was Michael Sljelderup (1769-1852), who was succeeded by Frederik 
Hoist (1791-1871). Daniel Cornelius Danielsen (b. 1815) was a 
prominent dermatologist; but probably the most eminent of 
modern physiologists in Norway is Carl Wilhelm Boeck (1808-1875). 
The elder brother of the last-mentioned, Christian Peter Bianco 
Boeck 0798-1877), also demands recognition as a medical writer. 
Christopher Hansteen (1784-1873) was professor of mathematics at 
the university for nearly sixty. years. Michael Sara (0805-1869) 
obtained a European reputation through his investigations in 
invertebrate zoology. He was assisted by iris son Georg Onian Sars 

18371:14  Belmar Matthias Keilliau 07971-1858) and Theodor 
Kjoull 1825-1888) have been the leading Norwegian geologists. 
Mathias umsen Blytt (1789-1862) represents botany. His Kotler 
Bora, part of which was published in 1861, was left incomplete at 
his death. Niels Henrik Abel (1802-1829) (qv.) was a mathe-
matician of extraordinary promise; Ole Jakob Broch 4 in8-1889) 
must be mentioned in the same connexion. Among theological 
writers may be mentioned Hans Nielsen Hauge (1771-1824),  author 
of the sect which bears his name; Svend Borchman Hodeb . (1784- 
1836); Steno' Johannes Stenersen (1789-185); Wilhelm Andreas 
Wexels (1797-1866); a writer of ext popularity; and 
Carl Paul Coped (1854-1892), a German of ewish birth, who 
adopted Christianity and became professor theology in the 
university of Christiania. 

The political crisis of 1884-1885, which produced so remarkable 
an effect upon the material and social life of Norway, was not 
Th.  without its influence upon literature. There had 
mrasard. followed to the great generation of the 'sixties, led by 

Ibsen and Bjornson, a race of entirely prosaic writers, 
of no great talent, much exercised with " problems." The 
movement which began in 1885 brought back the fine masters 
of a previous imaginative age, silenced the problem-setters, and 
encouraged a whole generation of new men, realists of a healthier 
sort. In %Ws the field was still held by the three main names of 
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modern Norse literature—Ibeen, Bjornson and Lie. Henrik 
Ibsen proceeded deliberately with his labours, and his name at the 
same time grew in reputation and influence. The advance of 
Bjornstjerne Bjornson was not so regular, because it was dis-
turbed by political issues. Moreover, his early peasant tales 
once more, after having suffered great neglect, grew to be a force, 
and Bjornson's example has done much to revive an interest 
in the art of verse in Norway. Jonas Lie, the most popular 
novelist of Norway, continued to publish his pure, fresh and 
eminently characteristic stories. His style, colloquial almost to 
a fault, has neither the charm of Bjornson nor the art of some 
of the latest generation. Ibsen, Bjornson sad Lie continued, 
however, to be the three representative authors of their country. 
Kristian Elver (1841-1881) showed great talent in his pessimistic 
novels Toro Trend°, (1879) and Dartgerons People (x880. 
Kristian Gldersen (b. 1838) had many affinities with Eister. 
Arne Garborg (1850 was brought up under sternly pietistic 
Influences in a remote country parish, the child of peasant 
parer ts, in the south-west corner of Norway, and the gloom 
of these early surroundings has tinged all his writings. The 
early novels of Garborg were written in the peasant dialect, 
and for that reason, perhaps, attracted little attention. It was 
not until 1890 that he addressed the public in ordinary language, 
in his extraordinary novel, Tired Men, which produced a deep 
sensation. Subsequently Gargong returned, with violence, to 
the cultivation of the peasant language, and took a foremost 
part in the maalstrin. A novelist of considerable crude force 
was Amalie Skram (1847-1905), wife of the Danish novelist, 
Erik Skmm. Her novels are destitute of literary beauty, but 
excellent in their local colour, dealing with life in Bergen•nd the 
west toast. But the most extravagant product of the prosaic 
period was Hans Jeger (b. 1854), a sailor by profession, who 
left the sea, obtained some instruction and embarked onliterature. 
Jager accepted the naturalistic formulas wholesale, and outdid 
Zola himself in the harshness of his pictures of life. Several of 
Jeger's books, and in particular his novel Morbid Low (1893), 
were immediately 'suppressed, and can with great difficulty be 
referred to. Knud Hamsun (b. z 86o) has been noted for bis 
egotism, and for the bitterness of his attacks upon his fellow-
writers and the great names of literature. Hamsun is seen at 
his best in the powerful romance called Hunger (r888). A writer 
of a much more pleasing, and in its quiet way of a much more 
original order, is Hans Aanrud (b. 5863). His humour, applied 
to the observation of the Ostland peasants—Aanrud himself 
comes from the Gtdbrandsdal--is exquisite; be is by far the 
most amusing of recent Norwegian writers, a race whose fault it 
Is to take life too seriously. His story, How Our Lord made Hay 
at Asmund Bergemellum's 0887), is a little masterpiece. Peter 
Egge (b. 1869), a young novelist and playwright from Trondhjem, 
came to the front with careful studies of types of Norwegian 
temperament. In his Jacob and Christopher 0 9en) Egge also 
proved himself a successful writer of comedy.. Gunnar Heiberg 
(b. 1857), although older than most of the young generation, 
has but lately come into prominence. His poetical drama, Tke 
Balcony, made a sensation In' 1894, but ten years earlier his 
comedy of Amid Ulrica should have awakened anticipation. 
His strongest work is Love's Tragedy (1904). Two young writers 
of great promise were removed in the very heyday of success, 
Gabriel Finne (1866-1899) and Sigbjom Obstfelder (,866-igoo). 
The last mentioned,,in The Rd Drops and The Cross, published 
In 1897, Me promise of something new in Norwegian literature. 
Obstfelder, who died in a hospital in Copenhagen inAugust Istoo, 
left an important book in MS., A Priest's Diary 09ot). 

Verse was banished from Norwegian literature, during the 
years that immediately preceded 1885. The credit of restoring 
it belongs to Sigurd Bodtker, who wrote an extremely naturalistic 
piece called Love, in the manner of Heine. The earliest real 
poet of the new generation is, however, Niels Collett Vogt (b. 
1864), who published a little volume of Poems in 1887. Arne 
Dybfest (1868-1892), a young anarchist who committed suicide, 
was a decadent egotist of the most pronounced type, but a 
poet of unquestionable talent, and the writer of a remarkably 
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melorffous prose. In 1891 was printed in a magazine Vilbelm 
Krag's (b. 1871) very remarkable poem called Fandango, and 
shortly afterwards a collection of his lyrics. Vogt and V. Krag 
continued to be the leading lyrical writers of the period, and 
although they have many imitators, they cannot be said to have 
found any rivals. Vilhelm Krag turned to prose fiction, and 
his novels Isaac Seehunsen (Igoe) and Isaac Kapergan (1901) 
are excellent studies of Westland life. More distinguished as 
a novelist, however, is his brother, Thomas P. Krag (b. z868), 
who published a series of romantic novels, of which Ada Wilde 
(1897) is the most powerful. His short stories are full of delicate 
charm. Hans E. Kinck (b. z865) is an accomplished writer of 
short stories from peasant life, written in dialect. Bernt Lie 
(b. z868) is the author of popular works of fiction, mainly for 
the young. Sven Killeen (b. 1864) Is the author of a very success-
ful novel, Tke Barque Franciska (ram). With him may be 
mentioned the popular dramatist and memoir-writer, John 
Paulsen (b. 185z), author of The Widow's Sox.' Johan Bojer 
(b: 1872) has written satirical romances, of which the most 
powerful is The Fewer of Faith (ages). Jakob Hilelitch (b. 
1864) has written many stories and sketches of a purely national 
kind, and is the anonymous author of a most diverting parody 
of banal provincial journalism, Trasreiksposten (zgoo.zgoz). 

The leading critics are Carl Ngrup (b. u864) and Walnut: 
Christensen (b. 1869), each of whom has published collections 
of essays dealing with the aspects of recent Norwegian literature. 
The death of the leading bibliographer and lexicographer of 
Norway, Jens Braagc Halvorsen (1845--1goo), inflicted a blow 
upon the literary history of his country; his Dictionary of 
Norwegian Authors (1883-rgoo)—left for completion by Halide:a 
Koht—is one of the most elaborate works of its kind ever 
undertaken. Among recent historians of Norway much activity 
has been shown by Ernst Sate (b. 183s) and Yngvar Nielsen 
(b. 1843): The great historian of northern jurisprudence was 
L. M. B. Aubert (1838-r896), and in this connexion T. H. 
Aschehoug (b. 1822) must also be mentioned. The leading 
philosopher of Norway in those years was the Hegelian Marcus 
Jakob Monrad (b. 1816), whose Aesthetics of 1889 is his master-
piece. 

The close of age and the- beginning of xpoo were occupied 
by a discussion, in which every Norwegian author took part, 
97, as to the adoption of the landsnsaal, or composite 
„a.m.. dialect of the peasants, in place of the rigretaal or 

Dano-Norsvegian. Political prejudice greatly em- 
bittered the controversy, but the proposition that the 

landsntaal, which dates from the exertions of Iva Aasen (q.s.) 
in 185o, should oust the language In which all the classics of 
Norway are written, was opposed by almost every philologist 
and writer in the country, particularly by Bjornson and Sophus 
Bugge (b. 1833). On the other side, Arne Garborg's was almost 
the only name which carried any literary weight. The seal 
has no doubt enriched the literary tongue of the country with 
many valuable words and turns Of expression, but there the 
advantage of it ends, and it is difficult to feel the slightest 
sympathy with a movement in favour of suppressing the language 
In which every one has hitherto expressed himself, in order to 
adopt an artificial dialect which exists mainly on paper, and 
which is not the natural speech of any one body of *sons 
throughout the whole of Norway. 

Arreaernes—La NonAge.lithfraire, by Paul Botten•Hansen 
(1824-1869), is an admiesble puce of bibliography, bete:Imes down 
no farther than abb. Jens Brame Halvorsen (1848-19oo) left 
his admirable and exhaustive Norsk Fortana-Lextkon, 18 1 4-1880 
(Norwegian Dictionary of Authors) incomplete, but the work was 
continued by Halfdan Koht. See also Hank Jam, Insatreret 
norsk Merano:tannic (ChristiattialWi• to which an appendix

- Sine Tifisain 1890-190e was added by Carl Nrerup in 1905; Ph. 
Schweitzer, Geschulde der slandivavisaen Lamaist, (Leipzig, 1889); 
F. W. Horn. History of the Lnerahae of the Scandinavian North
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 (Eng. 
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trans.

)
, Chicago, MIAs); Edmund Geese, Northers Studies 

(
(and ed., 
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NORWEGIAN SEA, the sea enclosed between Norway, the 

Shetland and Faeroe Islands, Iceland, Greenland, Spitsbergen 
and Bear Island. Its basin is bounded on the E. by the Spits- 

bargee platform, the continental shelf of the Barents Sea and 
the Norwegian coast: on the S. and S.W. by the North Sea, 
the Wyville-Thomson ridge, the Faeroe-Iceland ridge and the 
Iceland-Greenland ridge; on the W. by the coast of Greenland 
and on the N., so far as is known, by a ridge extending from 
Greenland to Spitsbergen. The Norwegian Sea Is thus placed 
between 'the basins of the Atlantic on the one side and of 
Arctic Ocean on the other: the mean depth of the submarine 
ridge separating it from the former being about 300 fathoms, 
and from the latter probably about 400 fathoms. The basin 
itself consists of a series of deeps, separated from one another 
by transverse ridges. Nansen and lielland-Hansen give the 
following results of measurements of the area: 

Area of surface . . 	million sq. km. 
Water area at 60o metres . 1•79 	„ 

soon 	.. 	• 1.65 
„ a000 	. vas „ 

„ 	„ 3000 „ 	• 0.30
Volume . 	. 	. 	. 	. 4.12 minion cubic lon. 
Mean depth 	. . . goo metres. 

The Norwegian Sea forms the meeting-place of waters coming 
from the Atlantic and Arctic oceans, and it also receives coastal 
waters from the North Sea and connecting areas, and from the 
Barents Sea. As communication with other basins is cut off 
comparatively near the surface, the inflow and outflow of waters 
must take place entirely in the upper strata, and the isolated 
water in the deep basin has typical physical characters of its 
own. 

The distribution and circulation of these waters are of great com-
plerity, and have formed the subject of study by oceanographers 
since the region was first opened up by the Norwegian North AAttllaunitic 
Expedition, :876-1878. Much (tea light has been thrown on the 
subject by the work of the International Council for the study of the 
sea, and more particularly by the Norwegian investigators N'ansen 
and Helland-Hansen, whose report on Noragnn Fishery and Marine 
Investigations (vol. No. 2, 1909) contains a complete survey of 
present knowledge (H. N. D.) 

NORWICH, GEORGE GORING, EARL Or (1 583?-1 663), 
English soldier, was the'son of George Goring of Hurstpierpoint 
and Ovingdeazi, Sussex, and of Anne Denny, sister of Edward 
Denny, earl of Norwich. He was knighted in 16o8, and became 
a favourite at court, benefiting largely from monopolies granted 
by Charles L He became Baron Goring in 1628, and privy 
councillor in 1639. When the troubles between Charles and his 
parliament became acute Goring devoted his fortune freely 
to the royal cause; and the king in November t6.14 renewed 
for him the title of earl of Norwich which had become extinct 
at his uncle's death. He went with the queen to Holtand in 
1642 to raise money for the king, and in the autumn of the next 
year he was seeking arms and money from Mazarin in Paris. 
His proceedings were revealed to the parliament in-January 
1644 by an intercepted letter to Henrietta Maria. lie was 
consequently impeached of high treason, and prudently remained 
abroad until 047 when he received a pass from the parliament 
under a pretext of seeking reconciliation. Thus he was able to 
take a prominent part in the Second Civil War of t648 (see 
GREAT REBELLION). He commanded the Kentish levies, which 
Fairfax dispersed at Maidstone and elsewhere, and was forced 
to surrender unconditionally at Colchester. He was condemned 
to exile in November 1648 by a vote of the House of Commons, 
but in the next month the vote was annulled. Early in the next 
year a court was formed„under Bradshaw to try Norwich and 
four others. All five were condemned to death on the 6th of 
March, but petitions for mercy were presented to parliament, 
and Norwich's life was spared by the Speaker's casting vote. 
Shortly after his liberation from prison in May be joined the 
exiled court of Charles II., by whom he was employed in fruitless 
negotiations with the duke of Lorraine, He became captain 
of the king's guard at the Restoration, and in consideration of 
the fortune be had expended in the king's service a pension of 
La000 a year was granted him. He died at Brentford on the 
6th of January 1663. By his wife Mary Nevill (d. 1648), daughter 
of the 6th Lord Abergavenny, he had four daughters and two 
Iona: George, Lord Goring (q•v.); and Charles, who fought 
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in the Civil War, succeeded his father in the earldom, and 
died without heirs in March r67t. 

NORWICH, a city and one of the county-seats of New Leaden 
county, Connecticut, USA., in the township of Norwich, at the 
point where the Yantic (which expands here in " The Cove ") 
and Shetucket rivers join and form the Thames. Pop. (19oo) 
of the township, 14,637, which included that of the city (17,251. 
incinahlfi4597 foreign-burn); (19 1 0) 01 the city, 20,367, and of the 
township, a8,n9. The city area In 2906 was 5.63 sq. 111. Norwich 
is served by the New York, New Haven & Hartford and the 
Central Vermont railways, by steamers from New York and 
New London, and by interurban electric lines connecting with 
Willimantic, New Leaden and other neighbouring places. The 
city is at the had of navigation on the Thames river, whose 
channel is 106200 ft. wide and r4 ft. deep. The residential 
and older portion of the city is built on the rising ground between 
the valleys of the two streams; along their banks lies the 
business district. In Sachem Street is the grave of Uncas 
(d. C. 1682), a Mobegan Indian chief and friend of the early 
settlers; the corner-stone of the granite monument over the 
grave was laid by President Andrew Jackson in 1833. North-east 
of the Roman Catholic Cenietery, in the extremeeastern part of the 
city, is a monument to Miantoaccao, a sachem of the Narragan-
set tribe of Indians, who was put to death here. Among the 
principal buildings and institutions are the Congregational 
Church, organized in 06o; the Norwich Free Academy (1856) 
and its Slater Memorial Hall, in which are the Peck Library 
and an Art Museum, and the Converse Art Annex and Art 
Collection; the Otis Public Library (1W); the William W. 
Backus Hospital; a state hospital for the insane and a state 
armoury. In the 18th century, and early in the 19th, Norwich 
had a lucrative trade with the Atlantic ports and the West 
Indies, but later manufacturing became the most important 
industry; the manufactures including textiles, cutlery, fire-
arms, paper, electrical supplies, printing presses, &c. In 
thin the factory products were valued at 46,022,391- With 
the city's growth in manufacturing there has been a large 
increase in the foreign element in the population. The muni-
tipality owns and operates the waterworks, and gas and electric-
lighting plants. 

Norwich was settled in thee by colonists from Saybrook 
under the leadership of Captain John Mason (1620-1672), who 
had crushed the power of the Pequot Indians in Connecticut 
in 1637, and the Rev. James Fitch (162e-x7o2), who became 
a missionary to the Moliegans. ,  The tract was purchased from 
the Mohegan chiefs, Uncas, Oaraneoo and Attawanhond, and 
the settlement was called Mohegan until 1662, when the present 
name was adopted. During and preceding the War of Independ-
ence the dthens of Norwich were ardent Whip, various members 
of the well-known Huntington family being among their leaders.' 
In December 1767, in reply to a message from Iloston, a town-
meeting forbade the use of ten, wines, liquors and foreign 
manufactures; in 1770 all eittans were forbidden to hold 

tThe principal village of the Mohegans was originally, it seems, 
on the site of Norwich. Subsequently the village of Mohegan (on 
the W. bank of the Thames, about 3 fn. S. of Norwich) became their 
mincipal settlement, and the remnant, numbering about too indi- 
viduals of mixed blood in 1904. still live here and in the vicinity. 

Norwich was the birthplace of Benjamin Huntington (r736- 
t Boo), a member of the Continental Congress in 1780-1784 and 1787-
1788, II representative in Congress in 1789-1791. judge of the state 
superior waft  in 1793-1798. and first mayor of Norwich in 1734- 
170;doiabet Huntington (1719-1786), a patriot leader and major- 
general Connecticut militia during the War of Independence; of 
his son, jedediah Huntington (1743-1818), also a patriot leader, a 
brigadier-general in the Continental Army (11783). and a founder 
of the Society of the Cincinnati; of j iah's brother, Ebenezer 
Huntington (1734-2 834), a soldier and in t8to-181i and 1817-
1819 a representative in Congress; and of jedediah's nephew, jab= 
Williams Huntington (1788-1847), a jurist, a representative in 
Congress in 1819-1834. and a member of the US. Senate in 184o-
2847. Samuel Huntington (1731-170) removed to Norwich about 
1758. was a member of the Continental Congress in 1776-1783a:1d its 
president in1779-1781. was a signer of the Declaration of Independ- 
ence, a justice of the supreme court of Connecticut in 1774-1784i 
and governor of Connecticut is 1786-170. 

XIX. 14 a  

intercourse with a schoolmaster who bad continued to drink 
tea, and in 1776 Al town-meeting directed the town clerk to 
proceed with his duties without reference to the Stamp Act. 
Norwich was chartered as a city in 1784. Among the early 
settlers in Ohio many were inhabitants of Norwich. Benedict 
Arnold was a native of Norwich; Mrs Lydia H. Sigourney 
was born here in a house still standing; Donald G. Mitchell 
(" Ik Marvel ") was also born here; and Norwich was the 
home after 1825 of William Alfred Buckingham (1804-1875), 
war governor of Connecticut. 

See F. M. Caulkins, Nig ory of Norwich (Hartford, 1866). 
NORWICH, a city and county of a city, municipal, county 

and parliamentary borough, and the county town of Norfolk, 
England; 114 m. N.H. by N. from London. Pop. (1901). 
I21,733. It is served by the Great Eastern railway and also 
by the Midland and Great Northern joint line. The Great 
Eastern company owns the Thorpe and Victoria stations, and 
the joint line the City station. The city lies in the valley of the 
Wensnm, which joins the Yare immediately below. The ancient 
city lay in a deep bend of the Wensum, and the walls (12o4-
1342), with their many towers and twelve gatehouses, of which 
fragments only remain, were 4 M. in circuit. These narrow 
limits, however, were long ago outgrown, for Evelyn writes in 
r67t that " the suburbs are large, the prospects sweete, with 
other amenities, not omitting the flower gardens, in which all 
the inhabitants excel." The castle, standing high upon a steep 
mound, is still partly surrounded by earthworks and a ditch 
spanned by a very early bridge. Only the early Norman square 
keep remains, with four tiers of arcading without, and an ornate 
doorway into the great tower. The building long served as a 
prison, but, on the erection of a new gaol without the city, was 
acquired in r884 by the corporation and in raw adapted as a 
museum and art gallery. 

The cathedral church of the Holy Trinity lies between the 
castle and the river, on low ground. In nos the scat of the East 
Anglian bishopric was removed by Bishop Herbert de Lozinga 
or Lorraine from Thetford to Norwich, where in 1o96 he laid 
the foundation of the cathedral and dedicated it in 1101, 
establishing at the same time a Benedictine monastery. As 
completed by his successor before the middle of the tech century 
the cathedral in style was purely Norman; and it still retain* 
its original Norman plan to a great degree. Changes and 
additions, however, were made from time to time—the Early 
English lady chapel (demolished about 1580) belonging to the 
middle of the 13th century; the Perpendicular spire, erected 
after the collapse of two previous spires of wood, to the15th; 
the west window and porch and the Herne stone vaulting of the 
nave, with its elaborate 328 bosses, to the 15th, and to the 16th 
the vaulting of the transepts and Bishop Nix's chantry, whilst 
the fine cloisters, 175 ft. square, 12 ft. wide, with 4s windows, 
in style mainly Decorated, were begun in 1297 and not com-
pleted tall ago The following are the dimensions in feet of 
the cathedral: total length, 407: length of nave, sea; length 
of transepts, 178; breadth of nave and aisles, 72; total height 
of spire, 315  (in England exceeded by Salisbury only); height 
of tower, 1406; height of nave, 691; height of choir, 834. The 
chief entrance on the west is a Perpendicular archway, above 
which is an immense window filled with poor modern stained 
glass. The nave within is grand and imposing, of great length, 
divided by fourteen semicircular arches, whose massive piers 
are in two instances ornamented with spiral mouldings. The 
triforium is composed of similar arches. The side aisles are low, 
their vaultings plain. The choir, extending westward some way 
beyond the crossing, is of unusual length, and terminates in an 
apse. The oak stalls and misorres are very richly carved 
work of the 15th century. A curious quatrefoil, opening on the 
north side of the presbytery, beneath the confeesio or relic 
chapel, deserves mention. There is a monumental effigy of 
Bishop Goldwell (c. 1499), and another of Bishop Bathurst 
(1837) by Sir F. Chantrey. Mural monuments are plentiful. 
Sir William Boleyn, great-grandfather of Queen Elizabeth, is 
buried on the south side of the presbytery, in the midst of which 
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stood the tomb of Bishop Herbert, the founder. Of three 
circular apsidal chapels two remain; and in one—the Jesus 
chapel—the ancient colouring has been renewed. Two richly 
sculptured gateways lead to the cathedral—the Erpingham 
gate (420) and the Ethelbert gateway (c. 1300). The bishop's 
palace and the deanery are buildings of high antiquity, but both 
have undergone many alterations. The latter has a well-restored 
chapel A beautiful Early Decorated ruin in the palace garden, 
known as " Bishop Salmon's gateway," is supposed to have been 
the porch to the great hall (c. s3,9). The diocese covets nearly 
all Norfolk, the greater part of Suffolk, and a small part of 
Ounbridgeshire. 

Of the remarkable number of churches, over forty in all, 
St Peter Mancroft is by many esteemed the finest parish church 
In England. Measuring 212 by 70 ft., it has a richly ornamented 
tower and fiche, 148 ft. high, with a beautiful peal of twelve 
bells, a long, light clerestory of thirty-four windows, a fine 
carved oak roof, a remarkable font cover, and the tomb of Sir 
Thomas Browne (d. 1682). The majority of the Norwich 
churches are of Perpendicular flint work, mostly of the 15th 
century. St Andrew; St Stephen, St Michael Coslany, with the 
fine Perpendicular Thorpe chapel, St John Maddermarket, 
St Lawrence, St Giles, with a tower 126 ft. high, St Gregory, 
St Helen, St Switbin, and St Michael at Plea (so called from the 
archdeacon's court held here) are also noticeable. The Roman 
Catholic church of St John the Baptist, begun in 2884 from 
designs by Sir G. G. Scott, occupies a commanding position outside 
St Giles's gate. At Carrow, E. of the city, there remain the ball, 
a decorated doorway, and other fragments of a Benedictine 
nunnery. 

The grammar school is a Decorated edifice, formerly a chapel 
of St John, of c. 1316, with a " earnary " or crypt below. Among 
its scholars were Sir Edward Coke, Lord Nelson, Raja Brooke 
tad George Borrow, the traveller and author, in whose work 
Lanny° (chap. xiv.) occurs a noteworthy descriptionof Norwich. 
St Andrew's Hall (124 by 64 ft.) is the seven-bayed nave of the 
Black Friars' church, rebuilt with the aid of the Erpinghams 
between 144o and 147o. It is a splendid specimen of Peeper'. 
dicular work, with its twenty-eight clerestory windows and 
chestnut hammer-beam roof, and has served since the Reforma-
tion as a public hall, in which from 1824 have been held the 
triennial musical festivals. It was restored in 1863. The guild-
hall, on the site of an earlier tolbooth, is a fine flint Perpendicular 
structure of 14o8-1413; the mayor'i council-chamber, with 
furniture of the time of Henry VIII., is an interesting specimen 
of a court of justice of that period. The city regalia, kept here, 
include several objects of historical interest, amongst them a 
sword of Spanish admiral captured by Nelson, with his auto-
graph letter presenting it to the city, and a curious figure formerly 
used in the procession of the mayor elect through the city. 
Other 'public buildings include a shire hall, within the castle 
precincts, corn exchange, agricultural hall, volunteer drill hall, 
barracks and gaol on Mousehold Heath, the Norfolk and Norwich 
Library, rebuilt in 1903 after a fire, and a theatre. Educational 
establishments, besides the grammar school, include the Norwich 
Ind Ely Diocesan Training College, and the Municipal Technical 
Institute. The museum in the castle contains collections of 
British birds, insects, fossils, antiquities, and MSS. and early 
books. The chief charitable institutions are the Norfolk and 
Norwich Hospital, lunatic asylum, blind asylum and schools, 
Jenny Lind Infirmary for children, a soldiers' and sailors' 
institute, St Giles's or old men's hospital (an ancient foundation), 
and Doughty's Hospital (1687). 

The principal industries include foundries and engineering 
works, iron and wire fence works, brewing, brick works, chemical 
works, tanneries, and the production of mustard, starch, and 
crepe, gauze and lace; and there are large boot and shoe 
factories. The great cattle market lies below the castle. The 
municipal, county and parliamentary boroughs are coextensive. 

• The parliamentary borough returns two members. The city 
is governed by a lord mayor (this title having been conferred 
in rtno), 16 aldermen and 48 councilkes. Area, 790e acres. 

Hisiory.—There is no conclusive evidence that Norwich 
(Northwic, Norwic) was an important settlement before the 
coming of the Angles. Caistor-by.Norwich, 4 m. S. of Norwich, 
is on the site of what was probably a Romano-British country 
town. A few Roman remains have been discovered in Norwich, 
itself, but not enough to indicate any real occupation or habita-
tion. According to tradition Uffa made a fortification here 
about 57o, but its history as a royal borough cannot be traced 
before the reign of lEthelstan (924-94o), when it possessed a 
mint. After being destroyed by the Danes Norwich enjoyed 
a period of prosperity under Danish influence and was one of the 
largest boroughs in the kingdom at the Conquest. Ralph de 
Guader, earl of East Anglia under William L, formed the nucleus 
of a French borough with different customs from the English, 
and after his forfeiture, which involved the ruin of many of the 
old burgesses, a masonry castle was built and the centre of 
burghal life gradually transferred to the new community west 
of it. By t tett, when Henry II. granted the burgesses a charter 
confirming their previous liberties, the two boroughs seem to 
have amalgamated. A fuller charter given by Richard 1. in 
1194 and confirmed by later sovereigns made Norwich a city 
enjoying the same liberties as London. From Henry IV. the 
citizens obtained a, chaster (1404), making their city • county 
with a mayor and two sheriffs instead of four bailiffs, and Henry 
V. added twenty-four aldermen and sixty common counalmen 
(1418). The cathedral precinct became parcel of the city at 
the Dissolution and in 1356 the neighbouring hamlets were 
incorporated in the county of Norwich. The charter of Charles IL 
(1683) remained in force till 1835, when one sheriff was removed 
and the number of aldermen, common councilmen and wards 
diminished. Since 1298 Norwich has been represented in parlia-
ment by two members. Two annual fairs, existing before 1332, 
were formally granted to the city in 1482. One was then held 
in Lent, the other began on the feast of the Commemoration of 
St Paul (the 3oth of June). These have been succeeded by the 
Maunday Thursday horse and cattle fair, and the pleas= 
fairs of Easter and Christmas. The market, which must have 
existed before the Conquest, was held daily in the r3th century, 
when citizens enclosed stalls by royal licence. Edward UL 
made Norwich a staple town, and the importance of its trade 
in wool and worsted dates from his reign. 

See Victoria Cowley History, Norfolk; W. Hudson, Recover of as 
City of Norwick (1906). 

NORWICH, a village and the county-seat of Chenango 
county, New York, U.S.A., on the Chenango river, 42 at. N.E. 
of Binghamton. Pop. (19to census), 7422. It is served by 
the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western and the New York, 
Ontario & Western railways. The village has three parks, two 
libraries—the Guernsey Memorial Library and the D. L. Follett 
Memorial Law Library—and the Chenango Valley Home for 
Aged Women. Norwich is in a dairying and farming region, 
where hops especially are grown; and there are Winston, 
quarries in the vicinity. There are a variety of manufacture, 
and the New York, Ontario & Western has repair shops and 
division headquarters here. The first settlement was made in 
1792, and the village was incorporated in 1857. 

NORWOOD, a southern district of London, England, partly 
in Surrey and partly in the county of London (metropolitan 
borough of Lambeth). The district is hilly and well wooded, 
hence the name. It is divided into Upper, Lower and South 
Norwood, all consisting principally of villa residences and detached 
houses inhabited by the better classes Among numerous 
institutions are almshouses for the poor of St Saviour's, South-
wark, opened at South Norwood in 1863, a Jewish convalesces 
home in 1869, and the Royal Normal College and Academy of 
Music for the Blind at Upper Norwood in 1872. At Gipsy Bill, 
Upper Norwood, lived Margaret Finch, queen of the Gipsies, 
who died in 1740 at the age of too. and was buried in the church-
yard at Beckenham. 

NORWOOD, a township in Norfolk county, Massachusetts, 
about 14 M. S.W. of Boston. Pop. (two) 5840 (raw foreign-
born); (191o) 8014; area about so sq. Di. Norwood is served 
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by the New York, New linen at Hartford ralway. The town-
ship is traversed by the Neponset river. It has the Morrill 
Memorial Library (ts,000 volumes in moo). Norwood's manu-
factories include printing-Ink and glue factories, tanneries, an 
iron foundry, and the printioppresses and binderies of J. S. 
Cushing Co., H. M. Plimpton at Co., and the Norwood Press Co. 
Originally the South or Second Precinct of Dedham, Norwood 
was incorporated as a township (with the addition of a part of 
Walpole) under its present AMC In 1872. 

See D. Hamilton Hurd, History of Norfolk Commty, Masseeksseas 
(Philadelphia, 1864). 

NORWOOD, a city of Hamilton county, Ohio, U.SA., adjoining 
Cincinnati on the N. E. Pop. (moo), 648o (718 foreign-born); 
(1910)16,185. It isserved by the Baltimore & Ohio South Western 
and the Cincinnati, Lebanon and Northern railways, and by 
interurban electric railways. Norwood has various manufactures, 
but as one of the hill suburbsof Cincinnati it is primarily a place 
of residence. It has a Carnegie library (a branch of the public 
libraryof Cbuinnati) and a Catholic matetwity hospital. Norwood, 
originally called Sharpsburg, was settled about zmil, laid out 
as a town in t873, incorporated as a village in :888, and chartered 
as a city in mos. 

NORZAGARLY, a town of the province of Bulacan, LOZOD, 
Philippine Islands, on the Quingua river, about ss m. N. by E. 
of Manila. Pop. (1903), pp. The inhabitants are engaged 
chiefly in the cultivation of rice and Indian corn, and in lumber-
ing; good timber grows on the neighbouring mountains, and 
some iron and gold have beep found in this regioh. Near the 
town there is a sulphur spring. The language is Tagalog. 

ROOM= (also known as Ansayrii, sometimes Ansarlyeh), 
the people who inhabit the mountainous country of N. Syria, 
which is bounded on the S. by the north end of the Lebanon at 
the Nahr el-Keblr (Eleuthera), on the N. by Mt Casins, Antioch 
and the Nahr el-'Asi (Orontes). Various settlements of them 
are found also in Antioch itself and in Tarsus, Adana, and a few 
other places, while is harvest time they come down as fu as the 
Biq'a (Bakes). From the time of Strabo until about two 
centuries ago, the country was famed for its wine, but now more 
for its tobacco (especially at Latakia). The total number of 
Nomads inhabiting this country is variously estimated at from 
120,000 10 150,000. 

The origin of the name Nosairi is uncertain. Among the more 
possible explanations is that the name is derived from that of 
Mabommed Ibn Nupir, who was an Ismegite follower of the 
eleventh imam of the Shiites at the end of the 9th century. 
This view has been accepted by Nosairi writers, but they transfer 
Inn Nuaair to the 7th century and make him the son of the 
vizier of Moawiyi I., while another tradition (cf. Abulfeda, Geog. 
vol. ii. p. r1, No. 7) identifies him with Mph, a freedman 
of the caliph 'Ali. It is, however, noteworthy that Pliny 
(Hist. ad. v. 81) gives the name Nubia to the inhabitants of 
this district. In this part of Syria paganism remained even 
up to the middle ages (cf. Archives de l'Oriesa let* vol. ii. 2, 
p. 375), and there is a complete absence of churches of the 5th 
to the 7th centuries in these mountains. In the 7th century the 
Arabs invaded Syria, but do not seem to have got into these 
mountains. At the end of the zoth century, however, the hme-
lite propaganda won some success among the people. Their 
strongholds were taken by Raymond in moo, and later Tancred 
secured the very summits. In 1131-1140 the Assassins (q.v.) 
pined possession of their chief towns, but Saladin recovered 
them in 1x88. In 1317 the sultan Bibirs endeavoured to con-
vert them to orthodox Islam, and built many mosques, but Ibn 
Batista (i. 177) says they did not use them. A fattas of 
Ibn Tairdyya (d. 1327) of this time shows that the Nosairis 
were regarded with fear and hatred by the orthodox. For the 
next Soo years they were given over to their own internal 
disputes, until they came under the power of Ibrahim Pasha 
in 1832. At the present time they are under the direct ad-
ministration of the Turks. 

The religion of the Nosairis seems to have been almost the same 
In the first years of the stn century 11.14 (nth century az.)  

as it is to-day, judging by the references in the sacred books of 
the Drums. Asset forth in their own sacred book, the Majsta', 
it seems to be a syncretism of Israelite doctrines and the ancient 
heathenism of Banta. The ages of the world are seven in 
number, each of these having its own manifestation of deity. 
But the manifestation of the 7th age is not a Mandi who is yet 
to come, but the historical person 'All ibn also Talib. This is 
stated in the crudest form in Sera z z of the Ifejseft " I testify 
that there is no god but 'Ali ibn abu 'Ali is aho called 
the Ma'nel (" Idea "; d. the Lego: of the New Testament), 
hence the Nosalris are also called the Menawfyya. 'Ali created 
Mahornet, who is known as the Ism (" Name "), and a trinity is 
formed by the addition of Selman ul-Parisi, who is the Bab 
(" Door "), through whom the propaganda is made,andthrough 
whom one comes to God. A mysterious symbol much used in 
their ceremonies of initiation consists of the three letters 'Ai*, 
Mies, Sin, these being the initials of 'Ali, Mahomet and Selman. 
Of these three, however, 'Ali is the supreme. In Sara 6 of the 
Mesimar the Nosed says: ".I make for the Door, I prostrate 
myself before the Name, I worship the Idea." Each of the seven 
manifestation, of God in the ages of the world has been opposed 
by an adversary. 

The Nosalsis are divided into four sects. (z) The Haider!' 
(from the name heidevi," lion," given to 'All on account of his 
valour) are the most advanced. (a) The Shamalb or Shamsb 
preserve many traces of the old nature-worship. 'AU (i.e. the 
supreme god) is the heaven, 14ahomet is the sun, Sidman the 
moon. (3) On the other hand the Kalazis, so named from a 
sheik Mahommed ibn Kabul (d. E. Salisbury in the smarms 
of the Asmerials Orienial Society, viii. 237), or Qamazis, hold 
that the supreme god CAM is the moon, not the sun. Their 
poetry addressed to the moon is translated by C. Huart in the 
J.ourrsel asidique, set. vii. vol. xiv. pp. Igo ff. (4) The Ghaibis 
are worshippers of the air, for God is invisible. In this they come 
nearer to the ordinary Isma'tlite doctrine. Religion is restricted 
among the Nosairb to the initiated, who must be adults over 
fifteen years of age and of Nosairi parentage. The initiator, 
who must not be a relative, becomes a spiritual father, and the 
relation cannot be broken except by his consent. The initiation 
consists of three stages. In the first the novice is received and 
told to meditate on the three mystic letters; in the second, 
after a period of forty days, he is taught the titles of the 16 
rums of the Majmir; in the third, after seven or nine months 
(intended to correspond with the ordinary period of gestation), 
he is taught Sure: 5, 6 and 9, learns the meaning of the three 
mystic letters and goes through a further period of instruction 
from his initiator. The initiated are divided into two classes, 
the sheiks, who are recruited from the families of sheiks only, 
and the ordinary members. 

The Nosairia are believers in metempsychosis. The pious 
Nosairi takes his rank among the stars, but the body of the 
impious undergoes many transformations. 

B121.200RAPHY.—Rene Dussaud, Flisloire de In religion des Nasals* 
(Paris, tgoo); St Guyard, .. Le Fatwa d'Ibn Tairnlyyah our lee 
Nosairis," in Journal asiatique (user. vi. vol. xviii. pp. 158 ff). List of 
forty Nosairi MSS. by. Catafago in Journal assatique (see. vii. vol. 
viii. pp. 523 ff). C. Fluart, " La Potsie religieuse des Nosairis," 
/versa asialique (ser. vii. vol. xiv. pp. rgo If). The KWh at Bekaa, 
containing the Mainra• was published at Beirut, 1863, and trans- 
lated for the most part by E. Salisbury in the loured of the Amer. 
Or. Soc. (viii. 227 -308). (G. W. T.) 

NOSARI, or NAVSAR/, a town in India, in the state of Baroda, 
on the left bank of the Puma river, 147 m. by rail N. of Bombay. 
Poll (190r), 21,451. It is an ancient place, known to Ptolemy 
as Nasaripa. It was one of the earliest settlements of the 
Parsers in Gujarat, after their banishment from Persia in the 
1 2th century. It is still the home of their imbeds, or sacerdotal 
class, and contains their most venerated " fire temple." Many 
small industries are carried on, including the weaving of the 
heal, or sacred thread of the Parsers. There is also considerable 
trade by both rail and water, for the river is navigable. The 
public buildings and the private houses, especially those in the 
suburbs, are unusually good. 
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NOSE (0.Eng. taw„ d. Dutch mats, Swed. tsar, snout; the 

connexion with 0.Eag. nese is obscure, d. Gee. Nan, Lat. mares,. 
nostrils, sasses, nose, Fr. nes), the organ of the sense of smell 
(q.t.) in men and other animals (see (knew= System). The 
projectinifeature above the mouth, to which the word is usually 
✓estricted in man, is, in the use of the lower animals, called 
snout or muzzle, or, if much prolonged, proboscis or trunk. 
" Nostril," the external opening into .the nose, la from O.Bng. 
sosikyri (thyrt or thirl, hole or opening). 

NOSOLOGT (Gr. Idea, disease, and Abysm, science), that 
branch of medical science which deals with the classification 
of diseases; the term is applied also to a collection of diseases, 
and to the special character of a particular disease and the 
different opinions concerning it. 

NOOSES, a town of Germany, in the kingdom of Saxony, 
pleasantly situated on the Fraberger Molds, sz m. S.E. from 
Leipzig by th.s railway to Dresden via DSbeln, and at the junction 
of a lime to Moldau. Pop. (1905),  4879. It possesses an ancient 
castle crowning a height above the river, and has extensive 
manufactures of boots and shoes, leather and paper. In the 
immediate vicinity are the ruins of the Cistercian monastery 
of Altenzella, or Altzella, founded in x145, and a noted school 
of philosophy during the 13th-15th centuries. In the chapel, 
which was built in Isar and restored in 1787, lie the remains 
of ten margraves of Meiseen, members of the family of Wettin. 
The foundation was secularized in rue. The valuable annals, 
Chronic.* seers Census wafts and Crane= miens, giving 
a history of Saxony during the z3th and 14th centuries, were 
MD/MA to the university library of Leipzig in r see. They are 
printed in Band xvi. of the Meaumersie Germania* kislorica. 
scripores (1859). 

See E. Beyer, DOS Cistercienstift end Kksler Ak-Celle (Dresden. 
tem). 

NOSSI-Bic properly Nhay-be, f.e. " Great island," an island 
about 8 m. off the N.W coast of Madagascar, in rs° es' S., 
er se E. It is 14 m. long by so broad, and has an area of iso 
sq. m. Nossi-be is volcanic, the N. and S. parts of older, the 
central part of more modern date. Besides • number of true 
volcanic craters.(Lokobe, the highest point, is 1486 ft. above the 
sea) there are numerous crater-lakes level with the ground 
(see Native, March 477, p. 417)• The climate is similar to that 
of Mayotte (see Comoro Imams), and the neighbouring islet 
of Nossi-komba, about WOO ft. above the sea, serves for a sana-
toria= Pop. (1902),  gni. Hellville, the chief town (so called 
after De Hell, governor of Reunion at the time of the French 
annexation), is a port of call for the Messages-les Maritimes and 
a centre for the coasting trade along the western shores of 
Madagascar. There is excellent anchorage, and a pier Boo ft. 
long. The soil is very fertile, and there arc forests of palms and 
bamboos. The chief products are coffee, sesame, the sugar-cane, 
cocoa, vanilla and tobacco. There are numerous sugar factories 
and rum distilleries. 

In 1837 Tsiomelco, chief tainess of one of the numerous divisions 
of the western Malagasy known under the common name of 
Sikaliva, was expelled by the Hove and fled to Nossi-be and 
Nossi-komba. Failing assistance from the imam of Mescat, 
she accepted French protection in diao, ceding such rights as 
she possessed on the N.W. coast of the mainland. The French 
took possession in OW, and in din) an unsuccessful attempt 
was made to expel them. The administration was entrusted 
to a subordinate of the governor of Mayotte until dick, when 
Nossi-be was placed under the administration of Madagascar 

(J. Si.') 
NOSTALGIA (Gr. Mirror, return home, and tikyor, grief), 

borne-sickness, the desire when away to return home, amounting 
sometimes to a form of melancholia. 

• NOSTRADAMUS (1503-1566), the assumed name of Mont 
DE Noresomes, a French astrologer, of Jewish origin, who was 
bora at St Rend in Provence on the 13th of December 1503. 
After studying humanity and philosophy at Avignon, he took 
the degree of doctor of medicine at Montpellier in eve. He 
settled at Agen, and in 1544 established himself at Salon near 

Aix in Provence.' Both at Aix and at Lyons he acquired great 
distinction by his labours during outbreaks of the plague. In 
isss he published at Lyons a book of rhymed prophecies under 
the title of Centuries, which secured him the notice of Catherine 
de' Medici; and in z 558 he published an enters= edition with 
a dedication to the king. The seeming fulfilment of some of 
his predictions increased his Influence, and Charles IX. named 
him physician in ordinary. He died on the and of July 2566. 

The Centuries of Nostradamus have been frequently reedited, 
and have been the subject of many commentaries. la etas they 
were condemned by the papal court, being supposed to contain a 
prediction of the fall of the papacy. Nostraclarnus was the author of 
a number of smaller treatises. See Bareste, Nostradoess (Paris, 
t840). 

NOSTRUM (neuter of Lau seater, our), the name given to 
preparations of which the. Ingredients are not made publicly 
known, a patent or " quack " midleine; it is taken from the 
label (" of our own make ") formerly attached to such medicines. 

NOTARY, or NaraaY PODUc. In Roman law the notaries 
was originally a slave or freedman who took notes (noise) of 
judicial proceedings In shorthand. The modern notary mere-
spends rather to the label& or Melded= than to the eateries. 
In canon law it was a maxim that his evidence was worth that 
of two unskilled witnesses. 

The office of notary in England is a very =dent one. It 
is mentioned in the Statute of Provisos", as Edward III. stat. 
4. The English notary is an ecclesiastical officer, nominated, 
since the Peteepence Dispensations Act 1533-1534, by the 
archbishop of Canterbury through the master of the faculties 
(now the judge of the provincial courts of Canterbury and York), 
in order to secure evidence as to the attestation of important 
documents. All registrars of ecclesiastical courts most be 
notaries. A notary's duties, however, are mainly secular. " The 
general functions of a notary consist in receiving all acts 
and contracts which must or axe wished to be clothed with an 
authentic form; in conferring on such documents the required 
authenticity; in establishing their date; in preserving originals 
or minutes of them which, when prepared id the style and with 
the seal of the notary, obtain the name of original acts; and in 
giving authentic copies of such acts" (Brooke, Or the Office 
of a Notary, chap. iii.). The act of a notary in authenticating 
or certifying a document is technically called a " notarial act." 
In most countries the notarial act is received in evidence as 
semi-judicial matter, and the certificate of a notary is probative 
of the facts certified. But English law does not recognize 
the notarial act to this extent. An English court will, in certain 
cases, take judicial notice of the and of a notary, but not that 
the facts that he has certified are true, except in the case of a 
bill of exchange protested.abroad. 

The most important part of an English notary's duty is the 
noting and protest of foreign bills of exchange in case of non-
acceptance or non-payment. This must be done by a notary in 
order that the holder may recover. He also prepares ship pro- 
tests and protests relating to mercantile mavens, and authenti-
cates and certifies copies of documents and attests instruments 
to be sent abroad. The office of notary is now usually held 
by a solicitor. In London he must be free of the Scrivener' 
Company. 

In Scotland, before the reign of James III., papal and imperial 
notaries practised until the sgth of November 1469, when an act 
was passed declaring that notaries should be made by the king. It 
would appear, however, that for some time afterwards there were 
in Scotland clerical and legal notaries—the instruments taken 
by the latter bearing faith in civil matters. In 155r an act was 
passed directing sheriffs to bring or send both kinds of notaries 
to the lords of session to be examined; and in a statute, passed 
in 1 555, it was ordained that no notary, " by whatsoever power 
he be created," shculd use the office "except he first present 
himself to the said lords, showing his creation, and be admitted 
by them thereto." It does not appear that this statute vested 
the right of making notaries in the court of session; but in 1563 
it was by law declared that no person should take on him the 
office, under the pain of death, unless created by the sovereign's 
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special letters, and thereafter examined and admitted by the 
lords of session. Since then the Court of Session has in Scot-
land exercised exclusive authority on the admission of notaries 
in all legal matters, spiritual and temporaL The position of 
notaries in Scotland is somewhat higher than it is in England. 

In the United States, notaries are appointed by the governors 
of the states, and their authority to act is limited to the state 
to which they are appointed. They are state officers, and their 
duties in the main are attesting deeds and other instruments, 
and taking affidavits and depositions; all such documents 
which are intended to be used in the federal courts must have 
the notarial seal affixed. They also protest bills of exchange, and 
in some states they have the powers of a justice of the peace. 

In France, notaries receive all acts and contracts to which the 
parties thereto must give or desire . to give the authenticity 
attached to the acts of a public authority; they certify the date, 
preserve the originals and give copies or duplicates. Notaries are 
nominated by the president of the republic on the recommenda-
tion of the keeper of the seals. They cannot act as notaries and 
practise as advocates, or hold any magisterial office, nor must 
they engage in business. Notaries are divided into three classes: 
those of towns which have a court of appeal; those of towns which 
have a court of first instance; those of the other towns and com-
munes. The first and second classes can practise wherever the 
jurisdiction of their courts extends; the third class only in their 
canton. They must obtain the sanction of the minister of 
justice should they desire to change from one district to another. 
They must serve an apprenticeship of six years (with exceptions) 
to a notary of the class to which they desire to belong. Every 
notary is bound in a certain sum fixed by the government as 
security for the due discharge of his duties. Since 1896 the 
remuneration of the more important classes of notaries has 
been regulated by law. Each district has a chamber of notaries, 
which exercises disciplinary powers over its members. 

In Germany, notaries are appointed by the president of the 
courts of law and the minister of justice in their respective 
states; they carry on their profession for their own benefit, 
and do not, except in Wurttemberg, receive any fixed salary, but 
take fees from the parties they represent. They may not refuse 
their services, save on good and sufficient ground. In some 
German states, notably Saxe-Weimar and Hesse-Darmstadt, 
there are no notaries. In Wurttemberg, Baden, Bavaria, 
Alsace-Lorraine, Rhenish Prussia and Austria, they form a 
distinct class, while in the other German states they generally 
combine the notarial office with that of advocate. There is no 
code of rules for the whole empire, the new Btirgerliches Gesets-
buds leaving it to each state to frame its own regulations. 

NOTE (Lat. stole, mark, sign, from fasces; to know), a mark, 
particularly a sign by which a musical sound (also called a note) 
Is indicated in writing (see Musacas. NOTATION). The term is 
also applied to an abstract or memorandum. of documents, 
speeches, Ike. This appears to have been first in legal use, 
especially in the process of the transfer of land by fine and 
recovery (see Fnee). Further extensions of this meaning are to 
an explanation, comment or addition, added in the margin or at 
the foot of the page to a passage in a book, lite., or to a com-
munication in writing shorter or less formal than a letter. 

The ordinary distinction between note and letter is reversed . 
In diplomacy. Diplomatic :soles are written communications 
exchanged between diplomatic agents or between them and the 
ministers of foreign affairs of the government to which they are 
accredited; they differ from ordinary letters in having a more 
formal character and in dealing with matters of more immediate 
and definite importance: e.g. the notification of adhesion to a 
treaty, of the re-establishment of diplomatic relations after a 
war, he. Sometimes, by agreement, a mete exchange of notes 
has the force of a convention. Collective seta are these signed by 
the representatives of several powers acting in concert. Some-
times identical notes are substituted for collective, i.e. notes 
identical as to form and substance, but signed and delivered 
separately by the representatives of the several powers. Thus 
in ittes, at the congress of Verona, in order to overcome the  

objection of Great Britain to any interference of the European 
concert in Spain, identical notes were presented to the Spanish 
government instead of a collective note. Circular notes ate 
those addressed by one power to the other powers generally, 
e.g. that addressed by Thiers (November g, aro), on the proposed 
armistice, to the representatives of the great powers accredited 
to the government of national defence. Confsdoslictl notes ate 
directed to inspiring confidence by giving an explicit account 
of the views and intentions of the plenipotentiaries and their 
governments. Such a note was sent, for instance, by the 
plenipdtentiarles of the allied powers at the conference of Pores, 
on the 8th of December 1828, to Capo d'Istria, the Greek presi-
dent, to instruct him confidentially as to the results of their 
deliberations. The so-called notes embalm are unsigned, and are 
merely of the nature of memoranda (of conversations, dtc.). 
Notes ad referendums are addressed by diplomatic agents to their 
own governments asking for fresh powers to deal withpoinu not 
covered by their instructions, which they have had to " refer." 
Diplomatic notes are usually written in the third person; but this 
rule has not always been observed (sec P. Pradier-Foderlt, Court 
de droll diplosuaique, Paris, 1899; vol. iL p. 554). 

For norm of band or promissory NOUS see NEGOTIABLE INSTRIN. 
MINTS and Bits, oe Exc HANGS, and for notes passing se currency we 
Banes AND BANKING, Blau-Nora and POST. 
. /TOTEM'S, JEAN BAP'fISTE, BARON (18o5-188z), Belgian 
statesman and diplomat, was born at Messancy in Luxemburg 
on the 3rd of July z8os. He was educated at the Athenaeum of 
Luxemburg and the university of Liege. He was in Luxemburg 
when the revolution of August broke out, but was nominated 
a member of the commission appointed to draw up the con-
stitution. He was a member of the national congress, and 
became secretary-genetal of the ministry of foreign affairs under 
Surlet de Chokier. He supported the candidature of the duke of 
Nemours, and joined in the proposal to offer the crown to Prince 
Leopold of Saxe-Coburg, being one of the delegates sent to 
London. When the Eighteen Articles' were replaced by the 
Twenty-four less favourable to Belgium, he insisted on the 
necessity of compliance, and in 1839 he faced violent opposition 
to support the territorial cessions in Limburg and Luxemburg, 
which had remained an open question so long as Holland refused 
to acknowledge the Twenty-four Articles. His Essai historique 
a politique sue la revolution beige (1838) won for him the praise 
of Palmerston and the cross of the Legion of Honour from Louis 
Philippe. In 1837 he became minister of public works, and to 
him was largely due the rapid development of the Belgian 
railway system, and the increase in the mining industry. In 1840 
he was sent as Belgian envoy to the Germanic confederation, 
and in 1841, on the fall of the Lebeau ministry, he organized the 
new cabinet, reserving for himself the portfolio of minister of 
the interior. In 1845 he was defeated, and retired from parlia-
mentary life, but he held a number of diplomatic appointments 
before his death at Berlin on the 6th of September s 88 t. 

See T. Juste, Souvenirs du boron Nothomb (Brussels, 1882). 
NOTICE, a term primarily meaning knowledge (LaL flotilla), 

as in " judicial notice "; thence it comes to signify the means 
of bringing to knowledge, as in " notice to quit "; at last it 
may be used even for the actual writing by which notice is given. 
The most important legal uses of the word are judicial notice 
and the equitable doctrine of notice. Judicial notice is the 
recognition by courts of justice of certain facts or events without 
proof. Thus in England the courts take judicial notice of the 
existence of states and sovereigns recognized by the sovereign 
of England, of the dates of the calendar, the date and place of 
the sittings of the legislature, dtc. The equitable doctrine of 
notice is that a person who purchases an estate, although for 
valuable consideration, after notice of a prior equitable right, 
will not be enabled by getting in the legal estate to defeat that 
right. On the other hand, a purchaser for valuable consideration 
without notice of an adverse title is as a rule protected in his 
enjoyment of the property. Other common uses of the word 
are notice to quit, i.e. a notice required to be given by landlord 
to tenant, or by tenant to landlord in ordes to terminate a tenancy 

A 
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(see Lumen aim Tuturr); notice of dishonour, i.e. a notice 
that a bill of exchange has been dishonoured; notice of action, 
4.e. a notice to a person of an action intended to be brought 
against him, which is required by statute to be given in certain 
eases; notice of trial, i.e. the notice given by a plaintiff to a 
defendant that he intends to bring on the cause for trial; notice 
in lieu of personal service of a writ, i.e.. by advertisement or 
.otherwise; notice given by one party in an action to the other, 
at a trial, to produce certain documents in his possession 
or power; notice to treat, given under the Land Clauses Acts 
by public bodies having compulsory powers of purchasing land 
as a preliminary step to putting their powers In force. Notice 
may be either express or constructive. The latter is where 
knowledge of a fact is presumed from the circumstances of the 
ass, e.g. notice to a solicitor is usually constructive notice to 

the client. Notice in some cases may be either oral or written. 
It k usually advisable to give written notice even where oral 
evidence is sufficient in law, as in the use of notice to quit. 
The American use of notice is practically the same as to England. 

NOTKU, a name of frequent occurrence in the ecclesiastical 
history of the 121c1812 ages. NOTHER Bar am (C. 840-912) was 
a native of northern Switzerland, and for many years Ina:irks 
in the school of St Gall. He compiled a martyrology and other 
works, but is famous for his services to church music and for the 
" sequences" of which he was the composer. lie was canonized 
in 103. His life Is in the Bollandist Acta Sauk/nem, April 
6th. NOTHER Lasso (d. June 29th, fora) was also an instructor 
at St Gall. His numerous translations, including those of the 
Old Testament Psalms, the categories of Aristotle, the De 
Neettir Mercuril d Philologiae of Mankato Capella, and the 
De consolation of Boethius, into Old High German, may 
possibly have been the work of his pupils. They possess con-
siderable philological interest, and have been edited by E. G. 
Graff (Berlin, 1837-1847), and by P. Piper under the title 
ii others surd saner Schenk Sclatfles (1883-1884). 

See J. Kerb, Die Sankt Geller deutsche* Satinets Ind Nether 
Lebo (Munich, 1588); G. Meyer von Kuala. " Lebensbild des 
heiligea Notker," in Mihail. Aside. Gall chaff Zurich (1877). 

MO, a city of Say, in the province of Syracuse, and 
20 m. S.W. of it by rail, 52o ft. above sea-level. Pop. (igen) 
22,564. The present town, rebuilt after the earthquake of 1693, 
has some fine buildings of the early 78th century. The older 
town lies 5 in. direct to the north (1378 ft.). It was the ancient 
Meilen, a city of Sicel origin, left to Hiero IL by the Romans 
by the treaty of 263 n.e. and mentioned by Cicero as a foederata 
deltas (Var. V. SI. 133), and by Pliny as Latiwae conditionis 
(FLN. iii. 8. re). The remains of this city are almost entirely 
hidden beneath the ruins of the medieval town, except three 
chambers cut in the rock, one of which is shown, by an inscription 
in the library at Noto, to have belonged to the gymnasium, 
while the other two were keroa, or shrines of heroes. But explora-
tions have brought to light four cemeteries of the third Sicel 
period, and one of the Greek period, of the 3rd and 2nd centuries 
n.c. There are also catacombs of the Christian period and some 
Byzantine tombs. See P. Oral in N aide degli semi, 1897, 
69-9o. Four miles to the S. of Noto, on the left bank of the 
Telkro (Harms) (E. Pais, Malta, Pisa, 1891, p. 75 seq.) stands 
a stone column about 35 ft. in height, which is believed to be 
a memorial of the surrender of Nicks. This is uncertain; but, 
in any case, in the 3rd century a.c. a tomb was excavated in 
the rectangular area which surrounds it, destroying apparently 
a pre-existing tomb. The later burial belongs to the necropolis 
of the small town of Delores, 75o yds. to the S.E., some remains 
of which have been discovered. It was a small advanced post of 
Syracuse, belonging probably to the 6th century n.c. See P. 
Orsi in Netisie degli sank 1899, au. 

BOLT, 1312PHALET 0773-2866), American divine, was born 
on the 25th of June 1773 at Ashford, Connecticut. He was 
feft an orphan without resources. but graduated in 1795 at 
Brown University. In 1804 he became president of Union 
College, Schenectady, New York, a position which be held till 
his death on the 29th of January 1866. He found the college  

anandally embarrassed, but succeeded in placing it on a sound 
footing. He was known also as the Inventor of the first stove 
for anthracite coal. His publications include sermons, Cuss& 
Se Yaws Men (181o), and Lathers on Ma'am's* (1847). 

Life by C. van Saatvoord (ed. Taylor Lewis, 1876). 
11017, lIE WIIJAAM (1782-145), English general, was the 

second son of Charles Nott, a Herefordshire farmer, who In 
1794 became an innkeeper at Carmarthen. William Nott was 
indifferently educated, but be succeeded in obtaining a cadet-
ship in the Indian army and proceeded to India in :Soo. In 
5825 be was promoted to the command of his regiment of native 
infantry; and in 2838, on the outbreak of the first Afghan war, 
be was appointed to the command of a brigade. From April to 
October 1839 he was In command of the troops left at Quetta, 
where he rendered valuable service. In November iitso he 
captured Khekt, and In the following year compelled Akbar 
Khan and other tribal chiefs to submit to the British. On 
receiving the news of the rising of the Afghans at Kabul in 
November 184x, Nott took energetic measures. On the 23rd of 
Decemixr the British envoy, Sir William Hay Macnaghten, 
was murdered at Kabul; and in February 1842 the weak and 
incompetent commander.in-chid, General Elphinstone, sent 
orders that Kandahar was to be evacuated. Nott at once decided 
to disobey, on the supposition that .Elphinstone was not a free 
agent at Kabul; and as soon as he beard the news of the massacre 
in the Khyber Pass, be urged the government at Calcutta to 
maintain the garrison of Kandahar with a view to avenging the 
massacre and the murder of Macnaghten. In March he inflicted 
a severe defeat on the enemy near Kandahar, and in May 
drove them with heavy loss out of the Baba Wali Pass. In 
July be received orders from Lord Ellenborough, the governor-
general of India, to evacuate Afghanktoe, with permission to 
retire by Kabul. Nott arranged with Sir George Pollock, now 
commander-fn-chief, to join him at Kabul. On the joth of 
August he routed the Afghans at Ghakii, and on the 6th of 
September occupied the fortress, irom which be carried away, 
by the governor-general's express instructions, the gates of the 
temple of Somnath; on the 17th be joined Pollock at Kabul. 
The combined army recrossed the Sutlej in December. Notes 
services were most warmly commended; he was immediately 
appointed resident at Lucknow, was presented with a sword 
of honour, and was made a G.C.B. In 1843 he returned to 
England, where the directors of the East India Company voted 
him a pension of Lx000 per annum. He died at Carmarthen 
on the 1st of January i845. 

See Memoirs and C4rrespondenee of Sir William Non, edited by 
J. H. Stocqueler (2 vols., London, ass); Charles R. Low, The 

Z an War 1838 -1842 (London, 1879), and Life and Corms_ ponetanz 
Sir George Pollock (London, 1873): Sir J. W. Kaye, niss ►, of 
War in Afghanistan (2 vols., London, 1851). 

NOTTINOILUff, BUMS OF. The English title of earl of 
Nottingham has been held by different families, notably by the 
Mowbrays (1377 to 1475; merged in the Norfolk title from 
1397), the }Towards (2596-168i), and the Finches (i681; since 
1729 united with that of Winchilsea.). For the Howard line see 
the separate article below. Here only the ancestors of the Pinch 
line are dealt with. 

HENEAGE Final (1621-1682), first earl of Nottingham in 
the Finch line, lord chancellor of England, was descended from 
an old family (see FINCH, FINCH-HATTON), many of whose 
members had attained to high legal eminence, and was the eldest 
son of Sir Heneage Finch, recorder of London, by his first wife 
Frances, daughter of Sir Edmund Bell of Beaupre Hall, Norfolk. 
In the register of Oxford university he is entered as born in 
Kent on the 23rd of December rest, and probably his native 
place was Eastwell in that county. He was educated at 
Westminster and at Christ Church, Oxford, where he remained 
till he became a member of the Inner Temple in 1638. He was 
called to the. bar in 1645, and soon obtained a lucrative practice. 
He was a member of the convention parliament of April i66o, 
and shortly afterwards was appointed solicitor-general, being 
created a baronet the day after he was knighted. In May of the 
following year he was chosen to represent the university of 
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Oxford, and in t665 the university created him a D.C.L. In 
167o he became attorney-general, and in 1675 loaf chancellor. 
He was created Baron Finch in 5674, and cad of Nottingham 
in May 168z. He died in Great Queen Street, London, on the 
•8th of December 1682, and was buried in the church of Raven-
atone in Bucks. 
t His contemporaries of both sides of politics agree in their high 
estimate of his integrity, moderation and eloquence, while Its 
abilities as a Lawyer are sufficiently attested by the fact that he is 
atilt spoken of as' the father of equity." His most, important contn. 
bution to the statute book is " The Statute of Frauds." While 
attorney-general he superintended the edition of sir Henry Hobart's 
Reports (1671). He also published Seffrat Speer/to and Discourses 
in tee Tryst of Ilse Judges of King Charles I. (t WO; Speeches to both 
Horses of Parliament (1679);  Speech at the Sentence of Viscount 
Stafford (t68o). He k ft Chancery Reports is HIS., and notes on 
Coke's /,starter. 

DANIEL Ram (1647-173o), second earl, son of the preceding, 
entered parliament for Lichfield in 1679. He was one of the 
privy councillors who in 1685 signed the order for the proclamation 
of the duke of York, but during the whole of the reign of James 
II. he kept away from the court. At the last moment he hesitated 
to Join in the invitation to William of Orange, and after the 
abdication of James II. he was the leader of the party who 
were in favour of a regency. He declined the office of lord 
chancellor under William and Mary, but accepted that of 
secretary of state, retaining It till December 1693. Under 
Anne he in 1702 again accepted the same office in the ministry 
of Godolphin, but finally retired in 1704. On the accession 
of George I. he was made president of the council, but in 1716 
he finally withdrew from office. He succeeded to the earldom 
of Winchilsea (with which the Nottingham title now became 
united) on the 9th of September 1729, and died on the 1st of 
January 1730. 

NOTTINGHAW, CHARLES HOWARD, isr EARL or ,  (1 536- 
1624), English lord high admiral (also known as 2nd Lord 
Howard of Effingham), was the eldest son of William, tat Baron 
Howard of Effingham, lord high admiral, by his wife, Margaret, 
daughter of Sir Thomas Carnage of Coity in Glamorganshire, and 
was born in 1536. He was nearly connected with Queen Eliza-
beth, his father's sister, Elizabeth Howard, being mother of Anne 
Boleyn. During Mary's reign he is said to have served at sea 
with his father, and on the accession of Elizabeth his kinship, 
together with his good looks and abilities, secured his early 
advancement. In 1559 he was sent as ambassador to France 
to congratulate Francis II. on his accession, and in 1569 was 
general of the horse under the earl of Warwick for suppressing 
the Roman Catholic rebellion in the north. The next year 
be commanded a squadron of ships to watch the Spanish fleet 
which came to conduct the queen of Spain from Flanders, on 
which occasion " His lordship, accompanied with so ships only 
of Her Majestie's Navy Royal, environed their Fleet in a most 
strange and warlike sort, enforced them to sloop gallant and to 
vail their bonnets for the queen of England." ,  In the parlia-
ments of 1563 and 1572 he represented Surrey, and succeeded 
to his father's title on the 29th of January 1573. He was 
installed a knight of the Garter on the 24th of April 1574,  and 
made lord chamberlain of the household, an appointment which 
he retained till May 1585, when he became lord high admiral 
of England. He also filled the offices of lord lieutenant of Surrey 
and high steward of Kingston-upon-Thames. He was one 
of the commissioners at the trial of the conspirators in the 
Babington Plot and of Mary, queen of Scots, in t 586, and, accord-
ing to Davison, Elizabeth's secretary of state, it. was owing 
chiefly to his persuasion and Influence that Elizabeth signed 
the death-warrant.,  

In December t 587 he hoisted his flag on the " Ark." His 
letters at this time reflect vividly his sense of the impending 
danger. " For the love of Jesus Christ, Madam," he writes 
to Elizabeth, " awake thoroughly and see the villainous treasons 
round about you, against your Majesty and your realm, and 

i.e. In the Howard line; see above. 
, Fuller's Worthies, ii. 36i. 

Nicolas's Life of Davison. pp. 232, 268, a81. 

draw your forces round about you like a mighty prince to defend 
you. Truly, Madam, if you do so, there is no cause for fear." 
On the approach of the Armada on the 6th of July 1588, Howard 
describes thus the disposal of his forces: " I have divided 
myself here into three parts, and yet we lie within sight of one 
another, so as if any of us do discover the Spanish fleet we give 
notice thereof presently the one to the other and thereupon 
repair and assemble together. I myself do lie in the middle 
of the channel with the greatest force. Sir Francis Drake bath 
to slips and 4 or 5 pinnaces which lie beyond Ushant and Mr 
Hawkins with as many more lieth towards Scilly." ,  He directed 
the various engagements (see ARMADA), and stayed himself 
to conduct the attack on the " San Lorenzo," stranded off 
Calais, arriving in consequence at the great fight off Gravelines 
some time after the engagement had begun. His tactics have 
been criticized both by contemporary and by later authorities, 
but his position was a perilous one, opposed to an overwhelming 
force of the enemy, and rendered still more difficult by the 
queen's untimely economy, Howard himself contributing largely 
to the naval expenses and to the relief of the numerous seamen 
poisoned by bad food and landed at Margate. " It were too 
pitiful to have men starve after such a service." Instead of 
risking all in a pitched battle with the enemy, a course which 
probably appealed more to his dashing subordinates, he resolved 
to pursue the less heroic method of " plucking their feathers 
little by little ";, and his prudence, while justified by the 
extraordinary results, was also greatly praised by so good a 
judge as Raleigh. Shortly afterwards, under Howard's directions, 
a " Relation of Proceedings " was drawn up (now printed In the 
Navy Records Society Publications, i, s-18). 

In t596 Howard and Essex commanded the expedition against 
Cadiz, when a squadron of the enemy's ships was destroyed 
and two of the number brought home. Howard's intention was 
to limit the expedition entirely to naval operations, but 
Essex insisted on landing, and Howard, who had been specially 
charged by Elizabeth to protect her favourite' was obliged to 
follow in his support. The town was sacked and the forts 
destroyed; the naval prizes, however, but for this diversion 
would have been more numerous. The council of war then 
refusing to countenance any further attempts on land, 
Howard and Essex returned with the expedition to England. 
On the 22nd of October 2596 Howard was created earl of 
Nottingham. 

In February 1598, on a scare of an intended invasion, he was 
ordered to take measures for the defence of the country, and 
again in 1599, when he was appointed " Lord Lieut.-general 
of all England," and exercised full authority both over the army 
and the navy. He took a leading part in suppressing the 
rebellion of Essex, and served as a commissioner on his trial in 
February teen. In December t6o2 he entertained Elizabeth 
at Arundel House, but made no attempt to rival the gorgeous 
and expensive entertainments given to the queen by some of 
his contemporaries. Elizabeth's favour, in his case, required no 
courting by such methods, and it was to Nottingham that she 
named James as her successor on her deathbed. He continued 
to hold his office as lord high admiral under the new king, and 
in r6o5 was despatched as ambassador to Spain, where his great 
reputation, together with his amiable character, perfect temper 
and unfailing courtesy, secured the successful negotiation of 
peace. He served on numerous commissions, inducting those 
on the union of the two kingdoms in 5604, for the trial of the 
conspirators of the Gunpowder Plot and of Henry Garnett in 
read, and for reviewing the articles and rules of the order of 
the Garter in 16,8, and he attended Princess Elizabeth on her 
marriage to the elector palatine with a squadron to Flushing 
in 1653. Nottingham, who, unlike many of the Howard.", was 

Navy Records Society: Papers Rdating to the Spanish Armada, 
June 23rd, i. 221.. 
▪Howard to wahingham. July 6. lb. 1. 24,5. 
▪ lb. ii. 183, 

lb. i. 1st and Cal. of State P. Dom. ts8t -sgpo,p. Ste.. 
▪See HA letter to Essex on this subject- Miss. MSS. Comm 

Marquess of Salisbury's MSS. vi. 239. 
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a staunch Protestant; was commissioner in Surrey for inquiring 
after recusants.* and in the diocese of Winchester for hearing 
ecclesiastical causes; he sat on the government commission foe 
discovering and expelling Roman Catholic priests, and was 
mentioned in 16o2 from Douay as one of the three enemies moss 
feared by the recusants.* 

On the report of the commission on the navy in 1618 and of 
the abuses then exposed, Lord Nottingbam„ though no blame 
was attached to himself, being now as old man over eighty years 
of age, vacated his office of lord high admiral, receiving the sum 
of boon with a pension of itono, and being granted a special 
precedence, limited to his person, as earl of Nottingham of the 
earlier Mowbray creation, and still keeping the lord•lieutenancy 
of Surrey. He died at Haling House, near Croydon, on the 14th 
of December 1624, and was buried at Reigate, a monument 
being afterwards placed to his memory in St Margaret's church 
at Westminster. He was a striking and almost heroic figure in 
the Elizabethan annals, no unworthy leader of such men as 
Drake, Hawkins and Raleigh, the defender of his country at 
a time of imminent peril, and by his splendid character and 
services be was placed beyond the reach of the intrigues and 
jealousies which troubled the reputation of many of his con-
temporaries and above even the suspicion of ill-doing. 

Lord Nottingham married (1), in July 1563, Catherine,dauglater 
of Henry Carey, 1st Lord Hunsdon, cousin to the queen, by whom 
he had, besides three daughters, two sons—William, who died 
in his father's lifetime, and Charles (1579-1642), who succeeded 
as second earl of Nottingham; and (2), when in his 68th year, 
Margaret, daughter of James Stuart, earl of Murray, by whom 
he had two sons, the youngest of whom, on the death of his 
half-brother without male issue, succeeded as third earl of 
Nottingham; on his dying childless in April relit the earldom 
became extinct, the barony of Effingham passing to the 
descendants of the first earl of Nottingham's younger brother, 
Sir William Howard, from whom the fourth earl of Effingham 
(creation of 037) and 24th baron Howard of Effingham (b. 
2866), who succeeded in 1898, was descended. 

NOTTINGHAM. a city and county of a city, municipal, county 
and parliamentary borough, and county town of Nottingham-
shire, England. Pop. (1901) 239,743. It stands on the left 
(north) bank of the Trent and its tributary the Leen. It is 
125 m. N.N.W. from London by the Midland railway, and is 
also served by the Great Central and Great Northern railways. 
Water communications are afforded by the Grantham areal 
eastward, by the Nottingham and Erewash canals westward, com-
municating with the Cromford canal in Derbyshire, and by the 
Trent. The plan of the town is irregular, and the main thorough-
fares are generally modern in appearance, many of the old narrow 
streets having been wholly altered or renewed. About the centre 
of the town is an open market-place some 51 acres in area, said 
to be the largest of its kind in England. Nottingham Castle 
occupies a fine site to the S., on an abrupt rocky hill. The ancient 
remains are not large, including only a restored Norman gateway 
and fragments of the fortifications. In 1878 the site was acquired 
on lease by the corporation, and the building was opened as the 
Nottingham and Midland Counties Art Museum. The church of 
St Mary is a fine Perpendicular cruciform structure, with a 
central tower. St Peter's church is mainly Perpendicular, 
but shows traces of an earlier building. St Nicholas' church, 
near the castle, is a plain building of brick dating from 1676. 
There are several handsome modern churches, among which is 
the Roman Catholic cathedral of St Bamabas, from the designs 
of A. W. Pugin' „ erected in 1842-1844. There are a large number 
of Nonconformist places of worship. The principal secular 
buildings are the guildhall and city sessions court (2887), the 
shire hall, the Albert Hall and the Exchange; there are two 
principal theatres, the Theatre Royal and the Empire Theatre. 
Among educational establishments the principal is University 
College, for which a fine range of buildings was opened in 1884 

*See esp. his letter to Wabingham, Nasal Record Soc. Pub. I. 65. 
I  Hist. MSS. Comm Marquess of Salisbury's MSS. Iv. 203. 

Cat. St Pap. Dews. Mhos-zoos, p. 181.  

containing the free municipal library and the museum of natural 
history. The free grammar school, founded in z et& for some 
time in disuse, was revived in 18o7, and on its removal in 1868 
to new buildings, became known as the High School. There are 
also the Nottingham High School for girls; the blue-coat 
school, founded in 1723; the People's College, founded in 1846; 
two technical schools; the Congregational Institute; and the 
Nottingham school of art, for which a fine building was erected 
in 1865 in the Italian style. The Midland Baptist college was 
transferred from Chilwell to Nottingham in 1882. 

The General Hospital was founded in 1781, and there are the 
Nottingham and Midland eye infirmary, the county asylum 
and the Midland institution for the blind. The Arboretum and 
the Forest are the principal public pleasure-grounds; the county 
cricket club plays matches on the Trent Bridge ground, and there 
is a racecourse at Colwick, E. of the city. To the N.W., but 
within the city boundaries, are the industrial districts of Radford 
and Basford, beyond which lies Bulw ell, with collieries, limestone 
Quarries and earthenware manufactures. Softwood Park, in 
the vicinity, contained a hunting lodge of Henry I., being included 
in Sherwood Forest. To the N., Sherwood is a growing resi-
dential district; another extends towards Gedling on the E. 
Southward, across the Trent, West Bridgford is another large 
residential suburb. To the W. is Lenten, and Beeston has 
become a populous suburb mainly owing to the establishment of 
large cycle and motor works. 

Nottingham itself became an important seat of the stocking 
trade towards the close of the 18th century. It was here that 
Richard Arkwright in 1769 erected his first spinning frame, 
and here also James Hargreaves had the year previously removed 
with his spinning jenny after his machine had been destroyed by 
a mob at Blackburn. Nottingham has devoted itself chiefly to 
cotton, silk and merino hosiery. Up to stirs point lace was also 
an important manufacture. In 113o8 and r8o9 John Heathcoat 
obtained patents for machines for making bobbin net, which 
inaugurated a new era in the lace manufacture. The industries 
also include bleaching, the dyeing, spinning and twisting of silk, 
the spinning of cotton and woollen yarn, tanning, engineering and 
brewing, while cycle works and tobacco factories are important, 
and the industries have the advantage of the dose proximity 
of coal-mines. Besides the general market there is a large cattle 
market. 

Nottingham received its style of a city and county of a city 
by letters patent of the 7th of August 1897. The parliamentary 
borough returns three members to parliament, being divided 
into W., E. and S. divisions. The city is governed by a mayor, 
16 aldermen and 48 councillors. Area, 00,935  acres. 

Hislary.—The advantageous position of Nottingham (Sargas-
:ahem, Natingdsam) on the Trent, where it was crossed by an 
ancient highway, accounts for its origin, whether in Roman or 
Saxon times. The Saxon form of the name is taken to refer to 
the caves, anciently used as dwelling-places, which were hollowed 
out of the soft sandstone. Examples of these occur in the Castle 
rock, in the Rock Holes W. of the castle; in the suburb of Sneinton 
and elsewhere. It was chosen by the Danes for their winter 
quarters in 868, and constituted one of their five burghs. In 922 
it was secured and fortified by Edward the Elder, who in 924 
built a second " burgh " opposite the first and connected with it 
by a bridge over the river. 1ff thelstan, the successor of Edward 
the Elder, established there a royal mint. In 1013 the town 
submitted to Sweyn. William I. erected a castle, and mention 
of a new borough occurs in Domesday Book, and this seems to be 
the first evidence of the existence of the " French borough " 
which grew up in Nottingham under the Normans, and was 
distinguished from the English borough by the different customs 
which prevailed in it. Parliaments were held at Nottingham in 
1334, 1337 and 1357, and it was the scene of the conference of 
the judges with Richard II. in August 1387. Several important 
persons have been imprisoned in the castle, among others David 
IL of Scotland. Edward IV. assembled his troops at Nottingham 
in 1461; and it was the headquarters of Richard III. before the 
battle of Bosworth in 148$. In 1642 Charles I. finally broke with 
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the Parliament by setting up his standard at Nottingham, and 
during the ensuing Civil War the castle was held by each of the 
two parties more than owe. In 1644 It was dismantled by 
Cromwell's orders. 

Henry II. granted the first extant charter, which confirmed 
to the burgesses the liberties they bad under Henry I., referred 
to a. market on Saturdays, and forbade the working of dyed cloth, 
except in Nottingham, within ten leagues of the borough. This 
was confirmed by John, who also granted a gild-merchant. 
Henry HL allowed the burgesses to hold the town in lee-farm, 
and Edward L granted them a mayor and two bailiffs, one to 
be chosen from each borough. Henry VI. confirmed all preceding 
privileges, first incorporated the mayor and burgesses, and 
panted that the town, except the castle and the gaol, should be 
a county of itself. Two sheriffs were to replace the two bailiffs. 
This charter remained, except for temporary surrenders under 
Charles II. and James II., the governing charter of the corpora-
tion uatff the Municipal Act of 1835. Nottingham returned 
two members to parliament from sans until 1885, when the 
number was increased to three. Edward I. granted an eight-
days' fair in September and a fifteen-days' fair in November, 
the last altered by Richard II. to a five-days' fair in February. 
Two other fairs were granted by Anne; one large fair, Goose 
Fair, is still held. This begins on the first Thursday in October 
and lasts th ree days. The markets on Wednesdays and Saturdays 
are held by prescriptive right. Besides the Reform riots of 1831, 
Nottingham witnessed in art the Luddite disturbances. In 
187o Nottingham was made the seat of a suffragan bishop of the 
diocese of Lincoln, but as it is now in the diocese of Soutbwell 
there is no suffragan bishopric. 

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE, or Norm, an inland county of England, 
bounded N.W. by Yorkshire, W. by Derbyshire, S. by Leicester-
shire and E. and N.E. by Lincolnshire. The area is 843,4 El. m. 
The N. is included in the great plain of York, and in the extreme 
N. there is some extent of marshes. The valley of the lower 
Trent and that of the Idle are also very flat. In the S.W. between 
Nottingham and Warsop, the undulations swell into considerable 
elevations, reaching near Mansfield a height over boo ft. This 
district includes the ancient Sherwood Forest (q.v.). Some 
portions of it are still retained in their original condition, and 
there are many very old oaks, especially in the portion known as 
the Dukeries (q.v.). The county generally is finely wooded, 
although to the E. of the valley of the Soar there is a considerable 
stretch of wolds. The principal rivers are the Trent, the Erewash, 
the Soar and the Idle. The Trent, which enters the county near 
Thiumpton in the S.W., where it receives the Erewash from the 
N. and the Soar from the S., flows N.E. past Nottingham and 
Newark, where it takes a more northerly direction, forming the 
N. part of the E. boundary of the county till it reaches the Isle 
of Axholm (Lincolnshire). The Soar forms for a short distance 
the boundary with Leicestershire, and the Erewash the boundary 
with Derbyshire. The Idle, which is formed of several streams 
In Sherwood Forest, flows N. to Bawtry, and then turns E. to 
the Trent. 

Geology. —All formations, from Lower and Middle Coal Measures. 
overlain unconformably by Permian, to Lower Lias, crop out suc-
cessively eastward across the county, with a general but slight dip 
away from the Pennine uplift. The strike of the Carboniferous rocks 
veers from S. to E. in the S.; that of younger formations bends to 
S.W. The Coal Measures, about 3000 ft. thrck, continue the Derby-
shire Coalfield. A boring at Ruddington proved the lowest measures, 
underlain by Millstone Grit. The remaining Lower and Middle 
Measures below the important Top Hard Coal, with the Kilburn, 
Main, Deep Hard and Soft Coals, crop out in the south and along the 
Erewash Valley; higher strata farther N. All these consist of shale. 
clay and little sandstone. They contain Carbenuola acute. C. 

Nearopieris Arterephyas, AkiltsMerts and Lematodaadroa, 
showing essentially non-marine conditions. But several thin marine 
beds occur. The highest measures, divisible into red Etruria Marls. 
Newcastle Sandstones and a red sandy Keck aeries have been 
proved underground in eastwardsaecession. A thin basal brecria.a 
sandy and mady group, the Magnesian Limestone with Produries 
borndau and Scituidess Mumma (granular dolomite typical)y. its 
upper part locally a dolomitic sandstone, the Mansfield building- 
stone). red gypciferous Middle Marls. an Upper Limestone, and 
Upper Red Marts, collectively sso ft. thick in the north of Notting- 
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hamshire, terminate a Permian 	continuos* from Durham. 
but dying out at Nottingham. Only the lowest divisions persist no 
far. The more extensive Tries overlaps southward on to the Carbon-
;fermis. Its lower sandstones (Bunter, 600 ft. thick, consisting of 
Lower Red Sandstone with breccias, and Pebble Beds;  
Waterstones, aoo ft. in the east, mainly brown sandstones, con-
glomeratic at the base and containing the fish .Setisioneins) form an 
undulating wooded district. Higher red and pale green Kau Pte 
Marl (Joo ft.), with subordinate sandstones and gypsum, makes a low 
agricultural tract on the E., traversed longitudinally by the Trent. 
Black Wasiak shales sneered with Pieria (Mamie) undone. Proto-
nudism, Agates; and bonebed, below light-coloured mute and 
limestones (" White Lias "). Lower Liss, almost up to the Sem& 
roamer zone, crops out within the county. The basal Pleeerbis tone 
contains arelaceous limestones, worked for hydraulic cement at 
Sanction, and saurian remains. Of twotypes of Glacial boulder. 
clay, mainly confined to the Triassic and Jurassic clays on the E. 
and S.E., one containing Carboniferous and some extraneous boulders 
probably came with the Pennine ice from the N.W. • The other. 
uppermost where both occur, and full of chalk and filet, belongs to 
the Chalky Boulder Clay of the North Sea ice. Glacial gravels cap 
the higher ground of the Triassic sandstones. Church Hole, one of 
the Magnesian Limestone caves of Creswell Crags, yielded remains of 
cave-lion, bear, mammoth, rhinoceros, &c. Older river-gravels flank 
the pasture land of the Trent alluvium. 

Climate end A grind:ere. — M the higher regions of Derbyshire and 
Yorkshire attract the rain clouds, the climate of Nottinghamshire 
is above the average in dryness; thus, the mean annual rainfall at Bawtry is 23.57 in. and at Nottingham 26.83 in. On this account 
crops ripen nearly as early as in the S. counties. The soil of about 
one-half the county is gravel and sand including Sherwood Forest, 
where it inclines to steri lity, and the valley of the Teem where thew 
is a rich vegetable mould on • stratum sand or gravel. The lend 
along the banks of the Trent is equally suitable for crops and pasture. 
The farms generally ate of moderate size, the great majority being 
under Soo acres. Most of the immediate occupants are tenants-at. 
will. Roughly four.fiftha of the total area is under cultivation. 
Apples and pears are grown in considerable quantities, but there ass 
not many orchards of Urge sine. Shorthorns are the favourite breed 
of cattle. and dairy farming is considerably prosecuted. The old. 
forest breed of sheep is almost extinct, Leicesters and various crosses 
being common. 

Isdearier. —Coal is mined chieflyoa the S.W. border of the county 
near Nottingham and near Mansfield; there are also mines near 
Worksop. Clay, sandstone and limestone are also extensively raised. 
The lace and hosiery industries are of old establishment in the county, 
Nottingham being the principal centre. There are silk,. worsted and 
cotton mills. A large number of hands are employed in machinery 
works, and the cycle and motor manufacture of Beeraon is important. 
The manufacture of tobacco and cigars is considerable at Nottingham 
and Hucknall Torkard. 

Comanoricationr—The main line of the Midland railway touches 
the S.W. border of the county, with an alternative route through' 
Nottingham, and branches thence N. through Hucknall and Mansfield 
to Worksop, to Newark and Lincoln, from Mansfield to Southwcll 
and Newark, &c. The main line of the Great Central railway serves 
Nottingham and Hucknall. That of the Great Northern railway 
serves Newark and Retford, with a branch to Nottingham and local 
lines in that vicinity. A branch of the Great Central railway, 
formerly (till loan) the main line of the Lancashire, Derbyshire and 
East Coast railway enters the county on the W. from Chesterfield. 
and crosses the Dukeries by 011erton to Dukeries Junction (G.N.R.) 
and Lincoln. The Sheffield-Grimsby line of the Great Central crosses 
the N. of the county by Worksop and Retford. The Trent is navig-
able throughout the county, and the Idle between Bawtry and the 
Trent. The principal canals centre upon Nottingham. 

Population and Admixistration.—The area of the ancient 
county is 539,756 acres, with a population in Igor of S 1 4,578

-The area of the administrative county is 540,123. The county 
contains the city and county and municipal borough of Notting-
ham (pop. 239,743), and the municipal boroughs of Retford or 
East Retford 2,340), Mansfield (21445) and Newark (remit). 
The urban districts are Arnold (8757), Benton (8960), Carlton 
(ro,c4 t), Eastwood (4815), Hucknall Torkard (15.250, Hucknall 
under Huthwaite (4076), Kirkby in Ashfield (10,318), Mansfield 
Woodhouse (4877),  Sutton in Ashfield 04,862), Waisop (213 2), 
West Bridgford. (war 8), Worksop ((6,112). For parliamentary 
purposes the ancient county is divided Into four divisions 
(Bassetlaw, Newark, Rusheiffe and Mansfield), each returning 
one member; and the parliamentary borough of Nottingham 
returns one member for each of its three divisions. There are 
one court of quarter sessions and seven petty sessional divisions. 
The boroughs of Newark and Nottingham have separate tom-
Missions of the peace, also Separate courts of quarter sessions; 

2a 
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that of East Retford has a separate commission of the peace. 
The total number of civil parishes is 266. The ancient county 
contains rjr ecclesiastical parishes and districts, wholly or in 
part; it is situated principally is the diocese of Southwell and 
partly ha the diocese of York. 

History. —The earliest Teutonic settlers in the district which 
is now Nottinghamshire were an Anglian tribe who, not later 
than the 5th century, advanced from Lincolnshire along the 
Fesseway, and, pushing their way up the Trent valley, settled 
In the fertile districts of the S. and E., the whole W. region from 
Nottingham to within a short distance of Southwell being then 
occupied by the vast forest of Sherwood. At the end of the 6th 
century Nottinghamshire already existed as organized territory, 
though its W. limit probably extended no farther than the Saxon 
relics discovered at Oxton and Tuxford. Nottingham after the 
treaty of Wedmore became one of the five Danish boroughs. 
On the break-up of Mettle under Hardicanute, Nottinghamshire 
was included in the earldom of the Middle English, but in tom 
it again became part of Leofric'a earldom of Mercia, and descended 
to Edwin and Morten. The first mention of the shire of Notting-
ham occurs in xoth, when it was harried by Canute. The 
boundaries have remained practically unaltered since the time 
of the Domesday Survey, and the eight Domesday wapentakes 
were unchanged In uSio; In 2719 they had been reduced to six, 
their present number, Oswaldbeck being absorbed in Bassetlaw, 
of which it forms the North Clay division, and " Side " in Thur-
garton. Nottinghamshire was originally Included in the diocese 
and province of York, and in 1291 formed an archdeaconry 
comprising the deaneries of Nottingham, Newark, Bingham and 
Retford. By act of parliament of 1836 the county was trans-
ferred to the diocese of Lincoln and province of Canterbury, with 
the additional deanery of Southwell. In 1878 the deaneries of 
Mansfield, South Bingham, West Bingham, Collingham, Tuxford 
and Worksop were created, and in 1884 most of the county was 
transferred to the newly-created diocese of Southwell, the 
deaneries being unchanged. The deaneries of Ilawtry, 
Ceding, East Newark and Norwell were created in 1888. Until 
2568 Nottinghamshire was united with Derbyshire under one 
sheriff, the courts and thorns being held at Nottingham until 
the reign of Henry III., when with the assizes for both counties 
they were removed to Derby. In the time of Edward L the 
assizes were again held at. Nottingham, where they are held at 
the present day. The Peverel Court, founded before '213 for the 
recovery of small debts, had jurisdiction over 227 towns in 
Nottinghamshire, and was held at Nottingham until 1321, in 
133oat Algarthorpe and in 1790 at Lenten, being finally abolished 
In 2849. The most interesting historic figure in the Domesday 
Survey of Nottinghamshire is William Pevcrel. His fief repre-
sents the honour of Nottingham, and in to68 he was appointed 
constable of the castle which William the Conqueror had raised 
at Nottingham. The Cliftons of Clifton and the Byron of 
Newstead held lands in Nottinghamshire at the time of the 
Survey. Holme Pierrepoint belonged to the Picrrepoints from 
the time of Edward L; Shelford was the seat of the Stanhopes, 
and Langer of the Tibetots, afterwards earls of Worcester. 
Archbishop Cranmer was a descendant of the Creamers of 
Aslockton near Bingham. 

The political history of Nottinghamshire centres round the 
town and castle of Nottingham, which was seized by Robert of 
Gloucester on behalf of Maud in 114o; captured by John in 
1191; surrendered to Henry III. by the rebellious barons in 
2264; formed an important station of Edward III. in the Scottish 
Warr and in 1397 WAS the scene of council where three of the 
lords.  appellant were appealed of treason. Ice the Wars of the 
Roses the county as a whole favoured the Yorkist cause, Notting-
ham being one of the most useful stations of Edward LV. In 
the Civil War of the 17th century most of the nobility and 
gentry 'favoured the Royalist cause, but Nottingham Castle 
was garrisoned for the parliament, and in 1651 was ordered to 
be demolished. 

Among the earliest industries of Nottinghamshire were the 
malting and woollen industries, which flourished in Norman  

times. The latter declined In the 26th century, and was super-
seded by the hosiery manufacture which sprang up after the 
invention of the stocking-loom in 1589. The earliest evidence 
of the working of the Nottinghamshire coalfield is in 2299, 
when Queen Eleanor was unable to remain in this county on 
account of the smoke of the sea-coal. Collieries are scarcely 
beard of in Nottinghamshire in the 17th century, but in 562o 
the justices of the peace for the shire report that there is no fear 
of scarcity of corn, as the counties which send up the Trent for 
coal bring corn in exchange, and in 188t thirty-nine collieries 
were at work in the county. Hops were formerly extensively 
grown, and Worksop was famous for its liquorice. Numerous 
cotton-mills were erected in Nottinghamshire in the 28th century, 
and there were silk-mills at Nottingham. The manufacture of 
tambour lace existed in Nottinghamshire in the 28th century, and 
WAS facilitated in the 19th century by the manufacture 
machine-made net. From 229$ the county and town of Notting. 
ham each returned two members to parliament. In 1572 East 
Retford was represented by two members, and in 1672 Newark-
upon-Trent also. Under the Reform Act of 1832 the county 
returned four members in two divisions. By the act of r885 it 
returned four members in four divisions; Newark and East 
Raiford were disfranchised, and Nottingham returned three 
members in three divisions. 

Antigua:W. —At the dissolution of the monasteries there were 
no fewer than forty religious houses in Nottinghamshire. The 
only important monastic remains, however, are those at New- 
stead, but the building is partly transformed into a measles 
which was formerly the residence of Lord Byron (see Hocatuat 
TOREARD). There are also traces of monastic ruins at Beauvale, 
Mattersey, Radford and Thutgarton. The finest parish church 
in the county is that of Newark. The churches of St Mazy, 
Nottingham, and of Southwell were collegiate churches; South-
well, now a cathedral, is a splendid building, principally Norman. 
The churches of Balclerton, Bavary, Hoveringham, Mansfield 
and Worksop are also partly Norman, and those of Coddingion, 
Hawton and Upton St Peter near Southwell, Early English. Of 
the old castles, the principal remains are those at Newark, but 
there are several interesting old mansions, as at Kingshaugh, 
Scrooby, Shelford and Southwell. Wellston Hall, near Notting-
ham, is a fine old building (c.158o). The finest residences of more 
modern date are Welbeck and others in the Dukeries (g a). 

See Victoria County History. Nottingbantskire; R. Thoroton. The 
Antiquities of Notintshamshire (Land., 3677; republished with 
additions by J. Moresby, 3 vols., Lond., 1797); Thomas Bailey. 
Annals of leottindiantskire (4 vols.. Lond.. 1853-1856): J. P. 
Briscoe, Old Nollingkamskire 0680; J. Want, Descriptive Carats:or 
of Books rdatisg ioNottingham:skins (Nottingham, 1892). 

NOUMEMON (Gr. rooluserov, a thing known, from turn), 
a philosophical term put into currency by Kant and not muck 
used except in definite reference to his doctrine. In the Laotian 
system the term " notimena " means things-in-themselves as 
opposed to " phenomena " or things as they appear to us. 
According to Kant the human mind is such that it can never 
penetrate by its speculative powers to things-in-thentaelves, 
but can only know phenomena. Thus we have the odd position 
that nollmena, or the contents of the intelligible world, are just 
the things to which thought no never penetrate. The term, 
however, is a relic of an early period of Kant's mental develop-
ment. In his fully mature or critical position he held that the 
notimenal world was inaccessible to the speculative reason, and 
yet that we are not altogether excluded from it, since the practical 
reason, i.e. our capacity for acting as moral agents, assures us 
of the existence of a nonmenal world wherein freedom, God and 
immortality have a real place, The relation of millwork to 
phenomena in the Kantian system is a most difficidt one; and, 
in view of the fact that the acatest intellects of Europe have been 
engaged vainly for more than a century in reconciling the vs:ions 
passages on the subject, the safest conclusion is that they are 
irreconcilable. The course adopted by Kant's immediate 
successors in German idealism was to reject the whole conception 
of nofimena, for the reason that what is essentially unknowable 
has no existence for our intelligence. Kant, however, protested 
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strongly against thin develbpment *ben It was propounded by 
Fichte, and held that be had precluded it by his " refutation 
of idealism": he stood unshakably to the belief in an absolutely 
real world behind phenomena. Kant's position may be illogical 
as he himself stated it; bat it is the expression of a sound 
principle: we must connect it with his general tendency to 
recognize the dynamic side of things. He saw, what so many 
of•his summers failed to see, that the world as we know it is 
an expression of power; and be could not imagine whence the 
power could come if not from a world beyond phenomena. 
(See Ram; Patuwournow.) (H. Sr.) 

1110VAUCHEK, KAMM PAVIA If LACY, 1ST MARQUIS DE 
(1814-1896), Spanish marshal, was born at Granada on the 
&a of July i814. He was the son of Colonel Pavia, and after 
a few years at the Jesuit school of Valencia be entered the Royal 
Artillery Academy at Segovia. in 1833 he became a lieutenant 
in the guards of Queen Isabella II., and during the Carnet War 
from 1833 to tko he became general of division in the latter 
year at the early age of twenty-six. The Moderate party made 
him war minister in t847, and sent him to Catalonia, where 
his efforts to put down a Carlin rising were not attended with 
success. He had been made a senator in r8es, and marquis in 
t848. He was sent out to Manila in zitsa as captain-general 
of the Philippine Islands. In April 1854 he crushed.with much 
sternness a formidable insurrection and carried out many 
useful.reforms. On his return to Spain be married the countess 
of Santa Isabel, and commanded the reserves in the Peninsula 
during the war with Morocco. He refused the war portfolio 
twice offered him by Marshals O'Donnell and Names and 
undertook to form a cabinet of Moderates in 1864 that lived 
but a few days. He volunteered to crush the insurrection in 
Madrid on the 22nd of June 1866, and when the revolution broke 
out in September r868 accepted the command of Queen Isabelia's 
Mops. He was defeated by Marshal Serrano at the bridge of 
Alcolea on the 28th of September 1868, and was so badly wounded 
in the face that he was disfigured for life He kept apart dud 
the revolution and went to meet King Alfonso when he landed 
at Valencia in January 1875. The Restoration made the marquis 
de Novaliches a senator, and the new king gave him the Golden 
Fleece. He died in Madrid on the aand of October 1896. 

IIOVALII, the pseudonym of FRIEDR,ICR LEOPOLD, Flamini 
VON HARDENBERO (r772-..180I), German poet and novelist. The 
name was taken, according to family records, from an ancestral 
estate. He was born on the and of May 5775 on his father's 
estate at Oberwiederstedt in Prussian Saxony. His parents were 
members of the Moravian (Herrelsarter)sect, and the strict religious 
training of his youth is largely reflected in his literary works. 
From the gymnasium of Eisleben he passed, in 179o, as a student 
of philosophy, to the university of Jena, where he was befriended 
by Schiller. He next studied law at Leipzig, when he formed 
a friendship with Friedrich Schlegel, and finally at Wittenberg, 
where, in z794, he took his degree. His father's cousin, the 
Prussian minister Hardenberg, now offered him a government 
post at Berlin; but the father feared the Influence upon his son 
of the loose-living statesman, and sent him to learn the practical 
duties of his profession under the Kreisandmatut (district 
administrator) of Tennstedt near Langensalza. In the following 
year he was appointed auditor to the government saltworks 
in Welssenfels, of which his father was director. His grief at 
the death in 1797 of Sophie von Kuhn, to whom he had become 
betrothed in Tennstedt, found expression in the beautiful 
Hymmus es /is Nark (first published in the Atlendiere, ifico). 
A few months later he entered the Mining Academy of Freiberg 
in Saxony to study geology under Professor Abraham Cottlob 
Werner (1750-1817), whom in the fragment Die Lehrlinge as 
Sais be immortalized as the " Meister." Here he again became 
engaged to be married, and the next two years were fruitful in 
poetical productions. In the autumn of /799 he read at Jena 
to the admiring circle of young romantic poets his Goisdiche 
Linder. Several of these, such as " Wenn alio untreu werden," 
" Wean kb HUI nun babe," " Unter tausend frohen Stunden," 
still retain, as church hymns, great popularity. _ In 180o he was 

appointed Aastrisantnnatte (local magistrate) in Thuringia, and 
was preparing to marry and settle, when pulmonary consumption 
rapidly set in, of which he died at Weissenfels on the 25th of 
March 18ot. 

His works were issued in two volumes by his friends Ludwig 
Tieek and Friedrich Schlegel (a vols. aloe; a third volume was 
added in 1846). They are for the most part fragments, of which 
Heinrich ton Ofierdingen, an unfinished romance, is the thief. 
It was undertaken at the instance of 'Deck, and reflects the 
ideas and tendencies of the older Romantic School, of which 
Hardenberg was a leading member. Heinrich von Ofterdingen's 
search for the mysterious " blue flower" is an allegory of the 
poet's life set in a romantic medieval world.' Novella, however, 
did not succeed in blending his mystic and philosophical concep-
tions into a harmonious whole. The " fragments " captain 
idealistic though paradozical views on philosophy, art, natural 
science, mathematics, iirc. 

There are editions of his collected works by C. Meisner and D. Willa 
(x898), by E. Heilborn (3 vole., mot), and by J. Minor (3 vole. 
:907). Heberich sea Ofienlisins was published separately by J. 
Schmidt in 1876. Novalis's Correspondence was edited by J. 
Reich in 1880. See R Haym, Die tontalaischo Stank (Berlin, 187o); 
A. Schubert, Novads' lobes, Dickies and Demos (11117); C. Busse, 
Nenalis' Lrik (1898); J. fling. Priedrick von Hardadorg (Hamburg, 
1 890. E. 'Whom Friedrich am Modesty g tem). Carlyle's 
fine away on Nees& (1829) ill we  Wows- 

NOVARA, a town and episcopal see, of Piedmont, Italy, 
capital of the province of Novara, sr m. by rail W. of Milan, 
538 ft. above sea-level. Pop. (1906) 37,962 (town),  48,694 
(commune). Railways diverge hence to Varallo Sesia, Orts, 
Arona (for Domodossola), Busto Arsizio, Milan, Vigevano and 
Vercelli. Previous to 1839 Novara was still surrounded by its 
old Spanish ramparts, but it is now an open, modern-looking 
town. Part of the bid citadel is used as a prison. The cathedral 
dates from the 4th century (7), but (with the exception of the 
octagonal dome-roofed baptistery belonging to the first part 
of the toth century, and separated from the west end by an ' 

atrium) was rebuilt between 1116o and 1870 after designs by 
Antonein; the church of S Gaudenzio, dedicated to Bishop 
Gaudentius (d. 457), who is buried under the high altar, rebuilt 
by Pellegrino Tibaldi about r57o, has a baroque campanile and 
a dome 396.ft. high, the latter added by Antonelli in 1875-1878; 
and San Pietro del Rosario is the church in which the papal 
anathema was pronounced against the followers of Fm Dolcino. 
The two first contain pictures by Gaudenzio Ferrari. The 
city also contains handsome market-buildings erected in 1817-
1842, a largo hospital dating from the 9th century and a court-
house constructed in 5346. The town has also a museum of 
Roman antiquities. The principal industry is the carding and 
spinning of silk; there are also iron-works and foundries, cotton 
mills, rice-husking mills, organ factories, dye-works and printing 
works. 

Novara, the ancient Howie, according to Pliny a place of 
Celtic origin, according to Cato (but wrongly) of Ligurian origin, 
was a municipal city, and lay on the road between Vercellae 
and Mediolanum. Its rectangular plan may well be a survival 
of Roman days. Dismantled in 386 by Maximus for siding with 
his rival Valentinian, it was restored by Theodosius; but it 
was afterwards ravaged by Radagaisus (4o5) and Attila (452). 
A dukedom of Novara was constituted by the Lombards, a 
countship by Charlemagne. In Hi* the city was taken and 
burned by the emperor Henry V. Before the close of the rath 
century it accepted the protection of Milan, and thus passed into 
the hands, first, of the Visconti, and, secondly, of the Stomas. In 
1706 the city, which had long before been ceded by Maria 
Visconti to Amadeus VIII. of Savoy, was occupied by the Savoy 
troops. At the peace of Utrecht it passed to the house of Austria 
with the duchy of Milan; but, having been occupied by Charles 
Emmanuel in 1734, it was granted to him in the following year. 
Under the French it was the chief town of the department of 
Agogna. Restored to Savoy in ate, it was in 1825 the scene 
of the defeat of the Piedmontese by the Austrians, and in 5849 
of the more disastrous battle which led to the abdication of 
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Charles Albert and an Austrian occupation of the city. The 
painter Gaudensio Farad. was a native of Novara; and so was 
Peter Lombard. it AL) 

NOVA SCOTIA. a province of the Dominion of Canada, lying 
between 43°  25' and 47° N. and of 40 and 66° is‘ W., and 
composed of the peninsula proper and the adjoining Wand of 
Cape Breton (q.s.), which is separated from the mainland by 
the Strait of Canso. The extreme length from S.W. to N.E. is 
374 za. (N.S. 268, C.B. zo8); breadth ifio to loo m.; area az 428 
sq. m. The isthmus of C.hignecto, zit zn. wide, connects it with 
the province of New Brunswick. 

Physical Pealares.—Nova Scotia is intersected by chains of 
hills. The Cobequid Mountains, stretching from E. to W. and 
terminating in Cape Chignccto, form the thief ridge. Several 
of the elevations are as high as z z co ft., and are cultivable 
almost to their summits. Lying on each side of this range are 
two extensive tracts of amble land. A ridge of precipices runs 
for 1,10 m. along the Bay of Fundy from Brier Island at the 
farthest extremity of Digby Neck and culminates in Capes 
Split and Blomidon. Here and there rocks, from son to too ft. 
is height and covered with stunted fin, overhang the coasts. 
Beyond them lies the garden of Nova Scotia, the valley of the 
Annapolis. The Atlantic coast from Cape Canso to Cape Sable 
is high and bold, containing many excellent harbours, of which 
Halifax (Chebucto Bay) is the chief. The N. shore is, ma a rule, 
low, with lulls some distance from the coast. Of its harbours 
the most important is Pictou. Of the inlets the most remarkable 
is Minas Basin, the eastern arm of the Bay of Fuudy;•it 
tratee some 6d m. inland, and terminates in Cobequid Bay, 
where the tides rise sometimes as high as 53 ft., while on the 
opposite coast, in Halifax Harbour, the spring tides scarcely 
exceed 7 or 8 ft. The height of the Fundy tides has, however, 
been often exaggerated, the average being 42.3 It. Many islands 
occur along the coast, particularly on the S.E.; of these the 
most celebrated is Sable Island (q.a.). The rivers are, with few 
exceptions, navigable for coasting vessels for from a to 20 m. 
The principal are the Annapolis, Avon, Shubenacadie, the East, 
Middle and West rivers of Pictou, the Musquodoboit and the 
Lahave. The largest of the fresh-water lakes is Lake Rossignol, 
situated in Queen's county, and more than 20 in. long. Ship 
Harbour Lake, 15 m. in length, and Grand Lake arc in Halifax 
county. 

Goolom—Tbe Lower Cambrian formation forms an almost con-
tinuous belt along the Atlantic coast. vaxying in width from to to 
75 m. and covering an area estimated at 85oo s9. In. It is interrupted 
by large masses of intrusive granite, extending from the extreme 
S.W. of the province as far as Halifax, and cropping out in detached 
areas as far as Cape Canso. This part of the province is rugged and 
sterile, and abounds in small lakes and peat bogs. Along the N.E. 
coast extends a Carboniferous area, including two large and Pro-
ductive coal-fields in Cumberland and Pictou counties, and continued 
in thecoal-fidds of Cape Breton. On theS. coast of the Bay of Fundy. 
and at Minas Basin and Channel, the Triassic Red Sandstone forma- 

tion predominates. more Or less protected by a narrow rim of trap 
rock, culminating at Its E. end in the basaltic promontory of 
Blomidon (Blow-me-down). The Cobequid Mountains are a mass of 
dates. quarteitesand intrusive rocks (apparent)y Siluro-Cambrian). 
At the Joggles. near Cape Chignecto, occurs • splendid exposure, rich 
is curious miaerals and fossils, and very celebrated among geologist& 

annals; Flora and Farsaa.—The climate of Nova Scotia is more 
temperate than that of -New Brunswick. and more equable than that 
of the inland provinces. though not so dry. Spring and winter begin 
about a fortmght later than In Ontario. Dense fogs often drift in 
from the Atlantic, but are not considered unhealthy. 

Most of the principal birds of North America are to be found. 
and the game of the country includes moose, caribou, duck, teal. 
geese, woodcock. partridge, snipe. plover, rte. The game laws are 
strict and well eaforeed. The chief wild animals are bears, foxes 
and eild-tats. Wolves. once- numerous, are now extinct. The 
natural flora does not differ greatly from that of the New England 
states. The sweet -smelling may-flower, or trailing arbutus (El igaea 
!atom), grows ectensively, and has long been the provincial emblem. 

Polisdatiora—The population increases slowly, having risen 
only from 440.572 in 1118: to 459.574 in 1901, an average of 21.8 
to the square mile (total area, 22,428 sq. ns.). The rural population 
is grouped along the river valleys, and the natural increase is 
normal, but there is a large emigration to the manufacturing  

cities of the E. states and to the Comedian N.W. The great MOW 
of the people are of British descent, but in parts of Cape Breton 
are found descendants of the easy French settlers; in butenburg 
and the S.E. la a large German colony; near Halifax ate a number 
of =groat from the West Indies, and scattered thnsugis the 
province are about a000 Miaow Indians, who now confine 
themselves chiefly to the making of bows and arrows, basket& 
and trinkets; though they carry on a certain amount of mixed 
farming. Few are of absolutely pure Indian blood. The settlers 
of English and Scotch descent are about equal ie numbers, but 
the latter have been more prominent in the development of the 
province. The Irish are bond chiefly Is Halifax and in the 
mining towns of Cape Bremen. Roman Catholics, Presbyterians 
and Baptists predominate, though the Church of England is 
strong in Halifax, and still retains a certain social prestige. 

Administragion.—The executive authority is in the hands of 
a lieutenant-governor appointed for five yams by the federal 
government, and of a council appointed from and responsible to 
the local legislature, This consists of a lower house of assembly, 
and of a legislative council of twenty We members, which the 
assembly has frequently, but in vain, endeavoured to abolish. 
The municipal system was introduced subsequent to federation, 
and is modelled on that of Ontario. 

The revenue is chiefly made up of the Dominion subsidy 
(see Osmaszo), and of royalties on mining concessions, chiefly 
those on coal. Owing to the great Maltase of mining In Cape 
Breton, its payments towards the revenue are larger in pro-
portion than those of the mainland. 

Erfacatise.—Primary education Is free and cam; secondary 
education is also free but optional. In each county one • h school is 
raised to the rank of an academy, free to all qualified star  students in the 
county, and receives an additional grant. Roman Catholics have 
not won the right of separate schools, as in Ontario, but in Halifax 
and other districts where that church is 	, a comprondsehas been 

. Thus the two Roman Catholic 	St Francis Xavier 
Itrr.:ECd  h) at Antigonish, and St Anne (French) at Church Point 
(Digliy county), and most of the convents are in affiliation with the 
public school system. There are also many private schools, chiefly 
for girls, and under denominational control. But while primary and 
secondary education is widespread and of good quality. higher 
education has suffered from denominational bickenngs, and the 
universities are still too many and too smalL They are: King's 
College, Windsor (Anglican), founded in 1790; Acadia University. 
Wolf villa (Baptist, 1830; St Francis Xavier, Antigonish (Roman 
Catholic, 1866); and Dalhousie University, Halifax (Undenomina- 
tibnal), established by charter in 1818,reorgainzed in 1864, the 
largest and the most efficient, possessing faculties of arts, science. 
medicine and law. The province supports a normal school and 
schools of agriculture and of horticulture at Truro, and has voted 
Stoo,000 for a College of Technology at Halifax. 

Commerce and Manufacturer.—Nova Scotia is naturally a sea-going 
province, and till about OS, had the largest tonnage, in proportion 
to population, in the world. Since then, her shipping has greatly 
diminished, though Halifax is still one of the chief winter ports of 
the Dominion, and Sydney is also a favourite port of call for steamers 
in need of " bunker' coal. The water-power provided by the rivers 
supports many manufactures. Several sugar-refineries exist, and a 
large trade is carried on with Bermuda and the West India islands. 

Fisheries.—The fisheries of Nova Scotia ate the most important in 
Canada, and the value of their products ($7,18.11e,6oa in mo4) is about 
one-third that of the whole Dominion. I  ra, cod and mackerel 
constitute the bulk of the catch. Many boats are also fitted out in 
Lunenburg, Digby, Yarmouth and other ports for the Grand Banks of 
Newfoundland. A bounty is paid by the Dominion government, and 
attempts are being made to introduce more scientific methods among 
the fishermen. The vessels are manned by over 35,00o men. and 
many more are employed in the lobster canneries and kindred 
industries. Trout and salmon abound in the inland lakes and 
streams. 

Laster.—Lumbering was long the chief Industry of the province. 
and is still very important, though the percentage of forest left uncut 
is only about 50 %. The network of small lakes and rivets enables 
the logs to be brought to the mills with great ease, and little rough 
timber Is now exported. The chief export is that of spruce deals. 
almost entirely from Halifax. The manufacture of wood-pulp for 
paper is also carried on. 

Miura Is.—Bituminous coal is mined in various parts of Cape 
Breton (q.t..) and in the counties of Cumberland and Pictou. The 
seams dip at a low angle, and are of great thickness, especially in 
Pictou county. The total product exceeds Snoonsm tons, annually, 
more than two-thirds that of the whole Dominion. Of this over hall 
is mined lathe  of Sydney. Cape Breton. Oche, 
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important centres are Springhill, Acadia Minn, Stellarton and Glace 
Bay (C.B.). It is shipped as far west as Montreal, and to the New 
England states. Iron is largely produced, chiefly in the vicinity of 
the Cumberland and Pictou coal-fields. The deposits include magne-
tite, red haematite, specular, limonite and carbonate ores. Blast 
furnaces are in operation, especially at New Glasgow, Sydney and 
North Sydney, though most of the ore used at Syd 	is imported 
from Newfoundland. The quarries of easily worked 	ne, the 
product of which is used as a " flux " in the blast furnaces, add to 
the value of the iron deposits. Cold occurs in workable quantities 
in the quartz all along the Atlantic coast, and several small but 
successful mining enterprises are in operation, yielding about 
$500,0oo annually. Large deposits of gypsum occur, especially at 
Windsor in Hants county. Manganese and copper are also worked 
on a small scale. 

Agriculture.—The attention paid to lumbering, fishingand shipping, 
and the subsequent emigration westivards have lessened the impor-
tance of this industry. Mixed farming is however largely carried on. 
and of late years dairy fanning has been greatly extended and Im-
proved, and much butter and cheese is exported to England. Both 
the Dominion and the provincial governments have endeavoured to 
introduce scientific methods. Nova Scotia ranks second to Ontario 
in its production of apples and peaches. The centre of this industry 
is the valley of the Annapolis, where, it is said, one " may ride for 
fifty miles under apple-blossoms." At the head of the Bay of Fundy 
and on Minas Bum the low-lying meadows produce splendid crops 
of hay. Owing to high Fundy tides, the air in the neighbourhood 
is constantly in motion, the result being a cool temperature, even in 
the height of summer, which is well fitted for stock-raising. 

Roads and Railroads—Road-making machines are employed for 
the improvement of the ordinary highways, and steel bridges are 
replacing the wooden structures; but the roads in the country 
districts still leave much to be desired. The Intercolonial railway, 
owned and worked by the Dominion government, is the chief means 
of communication with the other provinces, and for the carriage of 
local traffic. Besides the main tine from Halifax to Amherst, a 
branch runs from Truro to S relney. and another from Oxford Junction 
to Pictou and Stellarton. The Canadian Pacific railway has running 
rights over it from St John (N.B.) to Halifax; on its completion, 
similar rights will be granted from Moncton to Halifax to the Grand 
Trunk Pacific. The Dominion Atlantic railway extends from 
Windsor Junction, near Halifax, to Yarmouth; the Nova Scotia 

Central railway from Lunenburg to Middleton on the Dominion 
Atlantic railway. A line along the Atlantic coast connects Halifax 
and Yarmouth, whence a daily line of steamers sails for Boston. 
Other lines connect Halifax with a number of the S.W. coast and 
inland towns, and a line has been projected from New Glasgow to 
Guysborough and the coast. Several Smaller lines are owned by the 
venous coal-mining companies. Telegraph and telephone lines 
extend all over the province, and there are two cable stations—one 
at Canso and the other at Sydney. The Marconi Company has 
stations for wireless telegraphy at Halifax, Cape Sable, Sable Island 
and Glace Bay. 

History.—Nova Scotia may well have been the Markland of 
early Norse and Icelandic voyages, and Cape Breton was visited 
by the Cabots in r497-1498, but not till 16o4 was any attempt 
at permanent colonization made by Europeans. In that year 
an expedition was headed by a Frenchman, Pierre de Guast, 
Sieur de Monts (1560-c. 5630), who bad received from Henry IV. 
full powers to explore and take possession of all lands in North 
America lying between the aoth and 46th parallels of north 
latitude. De Monts and his friend de Poutrincourt (d. Ors), 
endeavoured to form settlements at Port Royal (now Annapolis), 
St Croix (in New Brunswick) and elsewhere, but quarrels broke 
out with the'Jesuits, and In 5613 the English colonists of Virginia 
made a descent upon them, claimed the territory in right of the 
discovery by the Cabots, and expelled the greater part of the 
inhabitants. In 1621 Sir William Alexander obtained from 
James I. a grant of the whole peninsula,• which was named in 
the patent, Nova Scotia, instead of Acadia, the old name given 
to the colony by the French. During the reign of Charles I. the 
gal existing order of Baronets of Nova Scotia was instituted, 
and their patents ratified in parliament. The treaty of St 
Germain-en-)aye (x632) confirmed France in the possession of 
Acadia, Cape Breton and New France; but fierce feuds broke 
out among the French settlers, and in 1654 a force sent out by 
Cromwell took possession of the country, but by the treaty of 
Breda (r667) it was restored to France by Charles U. Continual 
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fighting went on between the French and the British colonists 
of New England, the Indians taking part, usually on the aide of 
the French; in 1710 the province was finally captured by Great 
Britain and ceded to her in 1713 by the treaty of Utrecht, under 
the name of " Acadia or Nova Scotia," the French remaining 
masters of Cape Breton. Perpetual quarrels went on concerning 
the boundaries of the district ceded; the English claim comprised 
the present Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island, most of New 
Brunswick and the Gaspe peninsula, while the French restricted 
it to the S. half of what is now Nova Scotia. In 1749 Halifax 
was founded as a counterpoise to Louisbourg in Cape Breton, 
and over goo* colonists sent out, but the French opposed the new 
settlers. In 5755 about 6000 French were suddenly seized by 
Governor Charles Laurence (d. 1760) and hurried into exile. 
After undergoing many sufferings, some eventually found their 
way back, while others settled in Cape Breton, or in distant 
Louisiana. By the treaty of Paris in 1763, France resigned all 
claim to the country. In 1769 Prince Edward Island (formerly 
Isle St Jean) 'was made a separate government. Meanwhile, 
immigration from the New England colonies had filled the fertile 
meadows left vacant by the Radians. A later influx of American 
Loyalists led in 2784 to the erection of New Brunswick into a 
separate colony. In the same year, Cape Breton was also 
separated from Nova Scotia but reunited in 182o. 

During the wars of the American and French revolutions 
Halifax grew apace. Hither, in June 1813, came the " Shannon " 
with her prize the " Chesapeake," captured off Boston harbour. 
Meanwhile, between 1784 and 1828, a large Scottish emigration, 
chiefly from the Highlands, had settled in the counties around 
Pictou, and the lumbering industry rose to great proportions. 
Agriculture was for some time neglected, but in 1818 the letters 
of " Agricola " (John Young, 1773-1837) gave it an impetus. 
Representative institutions had been granted as early as 1758, 
but power long rested mainly in the bands of a Council of Twelve, 
comprising the chief justice, the Anglican bishop and other high 
officials. In 1848, after a long struggle, responsible government 
was won by the legislative assembly, led by Joseph Howe. 

In these political struggles, education was often the battle-
ground, the fight ending in 1864 in the establishment of free 
primary and secondary schools by Dr (afterwards Sir Charles) 
Tupper, and the re-organization on an undenominational basis 
of Dalhousie University (see HALIFAX). In 1867 the province 
entered the new Dominion of Canada. For some years after-
wards an agitation in favour of repeal was maintained, but 
gradually died away. Since then its history is a record of 
uneventful progress. 

Brstiomtarnv.—For history, seeThiman Campbell, Nova Scotia, 
(1873); T. C. Haliburton.(" Sam Slick "), Histoncal and Statistical 
Account of Nova Scotia (t829); Beamish Murdoch, History of Nova 
Scotia or Acadia (1868); Sir John Bourinot, Builders of Nova .Scotia 
Sm)ii,gdSeon 1113815.:AmbbtteHF..reRn.chC,:ir';:  Upainkil:taakrn.  trif  ge past  

Wolfe, on the other. For general information, see S. E. Dawson, 
Nerds America (1897): Sir Win. Dawson. Acadian Geology (4th ed., 
095); J. C. Hopkins, Canada: an EiscydoPeedia (6 vols., 1898-1899). 

'NOVATIA11118, Roman presbyter, and one of the earliest 
antipope', founder of the sect of the Novatiani or Novatians, 
was born about the beginning of the 3rd century. On the 
authority of Phi estorgius (H.R. viii. 15) he has been called a 
native of Phrygia, but perhaps the historian merely intended 
to indicate the persistence of Novatianism in Phrygia at the 
time when he wrote. Little is known of his life, and that only 
from his opponents. His conversion is said to have taken place 
after an intense mental struggle; he was baptized by sprinkling, 
and without episcopal confirmation, when in hourly expectation 
of death; and on his recovery his Christianity retained all the 
gloomy character of its earliest stages. He was ordained at Rome 
by Fabian, or perhaps by an earlier bishop; and during the 
Dedan persecution he maintained the view which excluded from 
ecclesiastical communion all those (taped) who after baptism 
had sacrificed to idol--a view which had frequently found 
expression, and had caused the schism of Hippolytus. Bishop 
I; Aim. suffered raesterdom in January ago. and, when Cornelius  

was elected his successor in March or April 251, Novatian 
objected on account of his known laxity on the above mentioned 
point of discipline, and allowed himself to be consecrated bishop 
by the minority who shared his views. He and his followers 
were excommunicated by the synod held at Rome in October 
of the same year. He is said by Socrates (H.S. iv. 28) to have 
suffered martyrdom under Valerian. After his death the 
Novatians spread rapidly over the empire; they called them-
selves anaapol, or Puritans, and rebaptized their converts from 
the Catholic view. The eighth canon of the council of Nice 
provides in a liberal spirit foe the readmission of the clergy of 
the saflapoi to the Catholic Church, and the sect finally dis-
appeared some two centuries after its origin. Novatian has 
sometimes been confounded with his contemporary Novatus, 
a Carthaginian presbyter, who held similar views. 

Nevadan was the first Roman Christian who wrote to any con-
siderable extent in Latin. Of his numerous writings three are 
extant: (0 a letter written in the name of the Roman clergy to 
Cyprian in aso; (a) a treatise in thirty-one chapters, De trinstate; 
(3) a letter written at the request of the Roman laity, De cilia 
Judeicis. They are well -arranged compositions, written in an 
elegant and vigorous style. The best editions are by Weidman 
(Oxford, z7a4) and by Jackson (London, t728); they are translated 
in vol. b. of Cyprianre works in the Ante-Nicene Thud. Libr. (Edin-
burgh, 1869). The Novatian controversy can be advantageously 
studied in the Epistles of Cyprian. 

NOTATION, a legal term derived from the Roman law, in 
which novella was of three kinds—substitution of a new 
debtor (exprotaissio or delegalio), of a new creditor (assio 
nombruse eel valerian), or Of a new contract. In English law 
the term (though it occurs as early as Brscton) is scarcely 
naturalized, the substitution of a new debtor or creditor being 
generally called an assignment, and of a new contract a merger. 
It is doubtful, however, whether merger applies except where 
the substituted contract is one of a higher nature, as where a 
contract under seal supersedes a simple contract. Where one 
contract is replaced hy another, it is of course necessary that the 
new contract should be a valid contract, founded upon sufficient 
consideration (see Comtism). The extinction of the previous 
contract is sufficient consideration. The question whether there 
is a novation most frequently arises in the course of dealing 
between a customer and a new partnership, and on the assignment 
of the business of a life assurance company with reference to 
the assent of the policyholders to the transfer of their policies. 
The points on which .  novation turns are whether the new firm 
or company has assumed the liability of the old, and whether 
the creditor has consented to accept the liability of the new 
debtors and discharge the old. The question is one of fact in 
each case. See especially the Life Assurance Companies Act 1872, 
S. 7, where the word " novations " occurs in the marginal note to 
the section, and so has quasi-statutory sanction. Scots law seems 
to be more stringent than English law in the application of the 
doctrine of novation, and to need stronger evidence of the 
creditor's consent to the transfer of liability. In American law, 
as in English, the term is something of a novelty, except in 
Louisiana, where much of the civil law is retained. 

NOVAYA ZEMLYA (Nova Zembla, " new land "), an Arctic 
land off the coast of European Russia, to which it belongs, 
consisting of two large islands separated by a narrow winding 
channel, the Matochkin Sher. It lies between 7e 3r .  and 
77°  6' N., and between 5 i°  &V and 60° 2' E. It forms an elongated 
crescent, being nearly boo m. long with a width of 3o to go m., 
and an area of about 36,000 sq. m. It separates the Barents 
Sea on the W. from the Kara Sea on the E. With Vaygach 
Island, between it and the mainland, Novaya Zemlya forms a 
continuation of the Pail-Khoy hills. Vaygach is separated from 
it by the Kara Strait, 3o m. wide, and from the continent by 
the Yugor or Ugrian Strait, only 7 M. across. On the E. coast 
of Novaya Zemlya, especially between the Matochkin Sher 
and 75° N., there are a number of fjord-like inlets—such as 
Chekina, Rasmyslov and Medvfzhiy bays. The greater part 
of the W. coast is fretted into bays and promontories, and a 
large number of islets lie off it. At the S. extremity there are 
a number of fjords and the wide bay of Sakhanikba. Then 
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farther N. is the Kostin Shar, a strait separating Me rldu-
sharskiy Wand irons the coast, and having at its N. entrance 
South Goose Cape, which forms the S. extremity of Goose 
Land (Gusinaya Zemlya) in 72°  N. Next follows Moller Bay, 
between Goose Land and Cape Britvin, with several minor bays 
affording anchorages. On the W; mast of the N. Island are 
Krestovaya, Mashigin and Nordenskjeld bays, and to the N. 
arc several groups of islands--Csorbovyi, Pankratiev, the Gulf 
Stresses Islands and the Orange Islands. Off the E. coast that 
called Pakhtusov (actually divided by a strait into two) may 
be mentioned. little is known of the interior of Novaya Zemlya. 
It is mountainous throughout. Transverse chains are thrown 
off from the main chain, and are separated by deep narrow valleys, 
some of which are watered by streams of considerable size, which, 
at the spring thaw, bring down a remarkable bulk of detritus. 
The general slope of the land is steeper on the E. than on the 
W., and at the N. and S. extremities there is a descent to a 
comparatively low plateau. In the S. this plateau is broken by 
several parallel ridges, with level valleys between them, dotted 
with numerous small lakes. On either side of the Matochkin 
Sher the hills reach a000 ft. and upwards. The more elevated 
region is covered with snow-fields which feed glaciers in some 
eases, while the N. seems to be covered with a great ice-sheet. 

GtatarY.—The geological structure of the central region is of the 
most varied description. The primary rocks which appear at 
Mituahev Kamen are overlaid with thick beds of quartzites and clay-
slates contaiaing sulphide of iron, with subordinate layers of talc or 
Mica slate. and thinner beds of fossiliferous limestone, Silurian or 
Devonian. More recent clay-slates and marls belonging to the middle 
Jurassic occur in the western coast-region about Matochkin Shar. 
About 74- N. the nags of the E. coast are compoeed of grey sand-
stone, while In 76' Barents's Islands, and possibly a much greater 
part of the N. coast. show Carboniferous. strata. Traces of Eocene 
deposits have not been discovered on Novara Zemlya. During the 
Glacial period its glaciers were much larger than at present, whilst 
during a later portion of the Quaternary period (to judge by the 
marine fossils found as high as 300 ft. above the sea) Novaya Zemlya, 
like the whole of the arctic coast of Russia. was submerged for 
several hundred feet. At present it appears to partake of the move. 
ment of upheaval common to the whole of N. Russia. 

aissate.—Novaya Zemlya is colder than Spitsbergen (which lies 
snore to the N.) as in some degree it shares in the continental con-
ditioos of northern Russia andMamie. The middle and northern 
parts of the W. mast are not so cold as the E. On the W. coast 
the temperature appears to decrease S. of the Matochkin Sher. being 
reduced by a cold current from the Kara Sea through Kara Strait. 
On the ether hied, the climate of the northern part of the W. coast 
is affected by a relatively warm drift from the W. Under this 
influence there are years when the islands can be circumnavigated 
without difficulty. In the Matochkin Slur region the snow-Ism is 
estimated at about 180o to 2000 ft. Glaciers are rare S. of 72° N. 

Mein and Fauna.—Grass does not grow to any extent except in 
Goose Land. Elsewhere even the leaved lichens are precarious, 
though the leather lichens flourish. Of Plianerrigarns, only the 
Dryer octopetala covers small areas of the debris!, interspersed with 
isolated Coale:aria, &c., and, where a layer of thinner clay has been 
deposited in sheltered places, the surface is covered with saxifrages, 
drc.,,• and a of mosses allows the arctic willow (Salix polaris) 
to develop. Where a thin sheet of humus. fertilised by lemming?, 
has accumulated, a few flowering plants appear, but even so their 
brilliant flowers spring direct from the soil, concealing the developed 
leaflets, while their horizontally spread roots grow out of proportion; 
only the Sall lamer rises to 7 or 8 in., sending out roots I in. 
thick wed to to 12 ft. long. This applies only to the better-known 
neighbourhoods of Matochkin Shar and Kamm Shar; N. of 74. N. 
very few species have been found. The phanerogamic flora of 
Novaya Zemlya and Vanach numbers about two hundred species. 
As to the genetic coon -s.s of the Novaya Zemlya flora, it appears, 
according to U. Kjelbnann's researches, to b elong to the Asiatic 
rather than to the European arctic region. 

The interior of Novaya Zemlya shows hardly a trace of animal life, 
save here and there a vagrant bird, a few lemmings, an ice-fox, a 
hems or white bear, and at times immigrant reindeer. Even insects 
are few. The sea.coast, however, se occupied by countless birds, 
which coma from the S. for the breeding season. and at certain parts 
of the sea-coast the rocks are covered with millions of guillemots, 
while great flocks of ducks of various sorts, geese and swans swarm 
every summer  on the valleys and lakes of the south. Whales, 
WIIITOSta. various Nall and dolphins are frequently met with. Only 
two species of fish are of any importance—the goltsy (Salm* alpines) 
in the western rivers, and the omul refine omul) in the eastern. 

The numbers of sea mammals an birds attracted Russian hunters, 
and even in the 16th century they had extended their huts (stow-
wakeless) to the extreme N. of the island. Many of them wintered for  

years on NovaiZeralya without great loss from scurvy Owing to 
the ice in the White Sea Russian hunters found Novaya Zemlya km 
easy of acmes than did the. Norwegians But about 1877 systematic 
= ts at settlement were made by the Russian government, 

families of Samoyedes being. established at stations on the 
ci W. coast of the S. island, the chief which is Karmakuly on Moller 

Bay, where there is a church. Novaya Zemlya is included in the 
Russiart province of ArchangeL 

History. —Novaya Zemlya. seems to have been known to 
Novgorod hunters in the nth century; but its geographical 
discovery dates from the great movement for the discovery of 
the N.E. passage. In 1553 Sir Hugh Willoughby sighted what 
was probably Goose Land; Richard Chancellor penetrated 
into the White Sea. In r556 Stephen Borough reached the S. 
extremity of the island, being the first western European to do 
so. William  Barents touched the island (x594) at Sukhoy NOS 
(73! 46'), and followed the coast N. to the Orange Islands and 
S. to the Kostin Sitar. Rumours of silver ore having been found 
induced the Russian government to send out expeditious during 
the second half of the 18th century. In 176o Savva Loshkin 
cruised along the E. coast, spent two winters there, and in the 
next year, after having reached Cape Begebrte (Begheerte), 
returned along the W. coast, thus accomplishing the first cir-
cumnavigation; but the valuable records of his voyage have 
been lost. In 1768 the Russian Lieutenant Rozmyrlov reached 
Goose Land and penetrated into the Rarer Sea by the Matochkin 
Shar, when he spent the winter; in the following year he pursued 
the exploration of the Kara Sea, but was compelled to return 
and abandon his ship. The first real scientific information about 
the island is due to the expeditions (2821-1824) of Count Feodor 
Petrovich Ltitke (1797-1882), after whom part of the N. island 
is named Linke Land. Nearly all the W. coast ea far as Cape 
Nassau, as well as Matochkin Shar, was mapped, and valuable 
scientific information obtained. In 1832 Lieutenant Pakhtusov 
mapped the E. coast as far as Matochkin Sitar; and in 1835 
Pakhtusov and Tsivolka his pilot, or commander of his second 
ship, mapped the coast as far as 740  24'. The next expedition 
was that of the naturalist Karl von Baer in 1838. A new era 
of scientific exploration began in z868, while Norwegian sea-
bunters brought in valuable geographical information. In 187o 
the Norwegian Captain Johannesen penetrated as far as 79 
E., in 76- 23' N., and afterwards accomplished the second 
circumnavigation of Novaya Zemlya. These explorations led 
the way for the famous voyages of Baron Nordenskiold (1875-
1878), which included investigations in Novaya Zemlya. In 
1877 the Russian Lieutenant, Tyaghin, attempted to cross the 
S. island, and in 1878 M. Grinevetskiy succeeded in doing so. 
Among later expeditions may be mentioned those of C. Ncesilov 
(1887-1892), T. N. Chernychev (1895) who made a crossing of 
the S. island, H. J. Pearson (1895 and 1897), Lieutenant Borisov 
Ogg and xpoo) and 0. Ekstam (1900 and zgo3). 

See accounts of the expeditions above mentioned, and especially, 
among earlier works, K. E. von Baer, Expedition d Meals Zstrdia et 
sea Lapponie (St Petersburg. 1838, 8cc.); and among later works 
H. J. Pearson, Beyond Petsora Eastward, 

J 
with botanical and logical 

appendices_ 	
A 

by H. W. Feilden (London, 189)); also . Sperm, 
Notraia Se,sZja  (Gotha. 1887): A. P. Engelhardt, 	Russian 
Province of the North (Archangel, of which the author Was governor). 
translated by H. Cooke (London, )899). 

NOVEL (from novelists, diminutive of Lat. noses, new; through 
the Italian movello), the name given in literature to a study of 
manners, founded on an observation of contemporary or recent 
life, In which the characters, the incidents and the intrigue are 
imaginary, and, therefore, " new " to the reader, but are founded 
on lines running parallel with those of actual history. 

z. With the word mood is identified a certain adherence to 
the normal conditions of experience. A novel is a sustained 
story which is, indeed, not historically true, but might very easily 
base. It is essentially a modern form of literature—that is to say, 
it makes Its appearance when the energy of a people has con-
siderably subsided or has taken purely civic forms, and is ready 
to contemplate and to criticize pictures drawn from conventional 
manners. The novel has been made the vehicle for satire, for 
instruction, for political or religious exhortation, for technical 
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information; but these are side issues. The plain and direct 
purpose of the novel is to amuse by a succession of scenes painted 
from nature, said by a thread of emotional narrative. 

It was not until the 18th century that it began to be a 
prominent factor in literary life, and not until the 19th that it 
took a place in it which was absolutely predominant. The 
novel requires, from those who are content to be only fairly 
proficient in it, less intellectual apparatus than any other species 
of writing. This does not militate against the fact that the 
greatest novelists, always a small class, produce work which is as 
admirable in its art as the finest poetry. But the novel adapts 
itself to so large a range of readers, and covers so vast a ground 
in the imitation of life, that it is the unique branch of literature 
which may be cultivated -without any real distinction or skill, 
and yet for the moment may exercise a powerful purpose. 

v. Classical Antiquky.—The place held by the novel in an-
tiquity offers interesting analogies with its position in modern 
times. It was Voltaire, in his Pyrrhonisme de l'histoire, who set 
the fashion of rolling  the Cyropaedeia a novel, but it is probable 
that Xenophon, in composing this great work on the education 
of Cyrus, had a purpose that was didactic and historical rather 
than imaginative. The vogue of the novel really .began in 
Alexandrian times, when social life was so far settled in tradition 
that the pleasure of reflecting on reality had definitely set in. 
In the and century e.c. a certain Aristides wrote, in six books, 
the Milesiaka, which was probably the beginning of the modern 
oovel. These Tales of Meths, the town in which Aristides lived, 
are lost, but from existing imitations of them in Greek and Latin 
we can gather that they consisted of humorous and sarcastic 
episodes of contemporary life. There seems to be good evidence 
that the bulk of these novelettes, and of the tales which followed 
them, dealt mainly with the adventures of lovers. In the and 
century A.D. Lucian preserved for us invaluable pictures of the 
life in which he moved: his Lucius or the Ass and his True 
History are fantastic and extraordinary fictions in which the 
nature of the novel is not ;infrequently approached. But a 
Syrian Christian, Heliodorus, bishop of Tricca in the 4th century, 
may claim to have come mach closer to it in his Aethiopica, 
which has the unique merit of being a perfectly pure love story, 
in which the marvellous is not absolutely banished, but in which 
on the whole the solid structure of experience is preserved. 
In the 6th century, as is supposed, a Greek who is called Longus 
(Abyyot), but of whose life nothing is known, wrote the voluptuous 
pastoral story of Daphnis and Chki, which is far superior to all 
other remnants of Greek fiction which have come down to us, 
and which is the only one of them which can strictly be called a 
novel. In Latin literature, the Golden Ass of Apuleius is mani-
festly a translation  of a lost Greek book, to which Lucian also 
was indebted. It is probable that in the great age of Roman 
literature prose fiction was cultivated, but we should be limited 
to pure conjecture as to its scope, if we did not possess a fragment 
of a work which is absolutely invaluable to the comparative 
student of literature. If the &Systems of Fetronius was not an 
isolated phenomenon—and it is highly improbable that this was 
the case—then the Romans of the Neronian epoch understood 
to the full the secret of how to produce in prose a satirical, not 
to say cynical, study of manners in fiction. The Salyricon is not 
less skilfully managed than such later novels as Gil Bliss or 
Peregrine Pinkie, and it is of the same class. From the extent 
of the principal episode which has been preserved, it is supposed 
that this novel was not a short tale of intrigue, but was a sus-
tained record, drawn up with careful andlengthy observation of 
manners, for the single purpose of entertainment. Unfortunately 
this extraordinary work remains not merely solitary in its class, 
but itself a fragment. In early Christian times, such books as 
The Shepherd of Hennas, and the productions of Medias and of 
Syneslus, indistinctly testified to a certain appetite for prose 
fiction. 

3. Italian.—It was in northern Italy that the novel of modern 
Europe (both the literary type and the name) came into existence. 
A collection of tales. called II Maudlin. or Code novelk anfiche 
(although only 66 of the zoo survive), was composed at the  

end of the 13th century, and started this class of literature in 
Europe. These anonymous stories are of extraordinary diversity, 
chivalrous, mythological, moral and scandalous. The medieval 
view of women and priests and peasants is found in its full 
development, and there is something of the realistic reflection 
of customs which was to flourish later in a whole class of fiction. 
The earliest Italian novelist whose name is connected with his 
writings is • Fmnceseo da Barberino (1264-1348), whose Doe:s-
mall d'Amor were first published in 164o. He was followed by 
the celebrated Giovanni Boccaccio, who wrote his Filocopo 
about 1339 and the DltedifkrON some DIRE years later. Of his 
disciples the most eminent was Francesco Sacchetti 0335 -1400). 
a Florentine. Saochettl's Tnscente needle, which remained in 
MS. until the 18th century (1714), are ironical and realistic studies 
of the life around him in Tuscany. To Giovanni Fiorentino is 
attributed a collection of so tales, called Il Propene, printed 
first in 1558, but written in t378. Shakespeare was indebted to 
one of these stories for the plot of The Merchant of Venice. A 
great name In the evolution of European fiction is that of Tom-
maso Guardato, called Masuccio (rat 5?-1477Th he was a native 
of Salerno, and was the first of the south Italian novelists. 
Masuccio imitated no one; his conceptions and his observations 
are wholly his own. His Nescllino, printed at Naples-  in 1476, 
is divided into five books, each containing ten stories. These 
deal satirically with the three favourite subjects of the age—
namely, jealous husbands, unfaithful wives and debauched 
priests. He was followed in this, as well as in his vivacity, by 
Antonio Comazzano (14312-15002), an inhabitant of Piacenza, 
who wrote Italian with much greater purity than Masuccio, 
but less vigour. His atones were frequently reprinted, under 
the title of Proverbii. Of the novels of Giovanni Brevio (48o1- 
1562?) only five have been preserved, but these are of unusual 
merit. We then reach Matted Sandell° (148o-z 560, long the 
most famous of all the Italian novelists, whose Novelle, first 
issued in 1554, were eagerly read in all parts of Europe; they are 
214 in number. After Bandello the decline of the Italian novella 
is evident. Francesco Maria Molza (1489-1544, whose stories 
appeared in x547, was a rival to Sandell°, and has been preferred 
to him by several modern critics. The Ragionantenti d'Assor 
(1548) of Agnolo Firenzuola 0493-5540  was the work of a poet 
writing in richly embroidered prose. After Firenzuola the great 
school of Italian story-tellers declined. There was no more novel 
writing of any importance in Italy until the dose of the 18th 
century, when an admiring study of German literature produced 
the romances of Alessandro Verri (1741-1816) and Ugo Foscolo 
(1778-1827). The first Italian novelist of merit in recent times, 
however, is Alessandro Manzoni (1785-1873), whose I Pronsessi 
Sposi (x825) enjoyed an unbounded popularity. Manzoni had 
a troop of imitators, but no rivals. In the fourth quarter of the 
nth century Italy produced some very brilliant and original 
novelists, in particular Giovanni Verge (b. 1134o), Matilda Serao 
(b. z856) and Gabriele d'Annunzio (b. 1863). 

4. France.—In the 14th century, when Italy was already 
proceeding in a modern direction, France was satisfied with 
ancient tales of Fierabras or Les Qualm fins d'Aynon, which 
were nothing but epics told in rambling prose. It was not 
until about 14so that the anonymous Quint joies du snariage 
showed the French to be influenced by the Italian discovery 
of the novelette of manners. The author of this extraordinary 
work was perhaps Antoine de la Sale who seems certainly to 
have written the whole of the Cent nouvelles nouvelles, imitated 
from Boccaccio and Sacchetti. This bud of realistic fiction, 
however, was immediately nipped by the romances of chivalry, of 
Spanish extraction, which were only destroyed by the vogue of 
Don Quixote. The translation of Montalvo's celebrated Ansadis 
de Cattle enjoyed at this time an extraordinary popularity. • 

The habit of telling tales freely in prose was not, however, 
formed in France until after a5oo. Bonaventure Despbriers 
(d. 1544) was the author of the Cymbalum mai, and of 
Nouvelles rfcrlations, mordant satires and gay stories. Probably 
to this age also belongs the semi-fabulous Beroalde de Vervilie, 
who is supposed to be the author of a collection of facetious 
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anecdotes and conversations, Le Mow de Pamir. These, 
and other experiments in fiction, lead us up to Rabelais, whose 
magnificent genius adopted as its mode of address the chain of 
burlesque prose narratives which we possess in Garga*iuo and 
Pasigagruel, recording the family history of a race of giant kinp, 
but his influence on the novel is insignificant. It was half a 
century later that, in the romantic pastoral of Aside, published 
in 161o, France may be said to have achieved her first attempt 
at a novel. This famous book was written by Honore d'Urfe; 
in spite of its absurdities it is full of talent, and succeeds, for 
the first time in the history of French narrative, in depicting 
individual character. DIME was followed, with less originality, 
by Marin Le Roy de Gomberville (thoo-2674), who was the author 
of a Mexican romance, Polezandre, and by Gombauld (1570?-
i666), the author of Banana (1624). These were fictions of 
interminable adventures, broken by an infinite number of 
episodes; they sewn tedious enough to us nowadays, but with 
their refinement of language, and their elevation of sentiment, 
they fascinated readers like Madame de Sevigne. To Gomberville, 
who has been called the Alexandre Dumas of the 17th century, 
succeeded Mdlle de Scudkry (1607-1701), who preserved the 
romantic framework of the novel, but filled it up with modern 
and familiar figures disguised under ancient names. Her huge 
reams d clef, tiresome as they are, form the necessary stepping-
stone between Annie, In which the novel was first conceived, 
and La Princess de Cleves, where at last it found perfect 
expression. Meanwhile, the elephantine heroic romances were 
ridiculed by Charles Sorel in his Francion (r622) and Le Berger 
etclravagant •(1628). Later examples of a realistic reaction 
against the pompous beauty of Gomberville and Scudery were 
the Raines comigica (z65:) of Scan= and La Roman bourgeois 
(x666) of Furetiere. 

All these, however, were mere preparations. The earliest 
novelist of France is Marguerite de la Vergne, comtesse de La 
Payette (034-093), and the earliest genuine French novels 
were her Princesse de Monlpeotrier (1662), and her far more im-
portant Princess* do Clines (1678). Madame de La Fayette was 
the first writer of pose narrative in Europe who portrayed, as 
closely to nature as she could, the actual manner and conversa-
tions of well-bred people. To show that she was capable of 
writing in the old style, she published, with the help of Segrais, 
in 167e,a Zayde, which is in the Spanish manner affected by 
Mdlle de•Scudery. It was long before the peculiar originality 
of the Princess de Cliffs was appreciated. Meanwhile La 
Fontaine, in 1669, published a fine romance of Psyche, partly 
in vase, and Melon. in 099, his celebrated Teleinague. The 
influence of La Bruyere on the novelists, although he wrote no 
novels, must not be overlooked. But the Princerse de Claw" 
remained the solitary novel of moral analysis when its author 
died and the 17th century dosed. The successes of Main Ren6 
Lessge seemed to be wholly reactionary. His realistic novels, 
Gil Bless and Le Diable Meaux, depended upon their comic 
force, their picaresque vivacity, rather than upon the sober 
study of Mine human character. But Marivaux (1688-1763) 
took up the psychological  novel again, andproduced iniferiame 
(2730 and Le Payson Panests (:735) analytical stories of 
Parisian manners and character which were wholly modern in 
form. If Marianne was deliberate, the exquisite Maxon Lemma 
(:732), by the Abbe Prevost d'Exies (1697-1763), was almost 
an accident; but, between them, these simultaneous works 
started the French novel of the analysis of emotion. The brilliant 
soxies of Voltaire, which began with Zadig and included Candide, 
hardly belonged to this category; they are rather satires sad 
diversions, in which class must also be placed the fashionable 
boudoir novels of Crebillou flit, La Morliere and others. But 
the English taste, exemplified mainly by Richardson, Sterne 
and Fielding, prevailed, and its effect was seen again in the 
Imperfect novels of Diderot and Rousseau. The Now& 
Heloise and the Emile of the latter are not skilfully constructed 
as stones. but they mark the startiag-point of the novel which 
aims at familiarising the public mind with great ideas in an 
attractively romantic form. The mural purpose is equally  

evident in the famous Pest it Virginia of Bernardin de St 
Pierre. It was less didactically present in Mine de State's 
Dolphin (rflos) and Corinna (tho7), where the misinterpreted 
woman of genius, so often depicted since, is first introduced 
to French novel-readers. It was not, however, until about 
:830 that the novel began to be one of the main channels of 
imaginative writing in France, and the development of this 
kind of fiction was one of the main features of the romantic 
revival. Stendbal showed that, without any of the charms 
of style, and relying exclusively upon minute psychological 
observation, the record of a human life could be made enthrall-
ingly interesting. Alexandre Dumas, under the direct influence 
of Sir Walter Scott, allowed his tropic imagination to revel and 
riot in brilliant chains of adventure. The imaginative novel 
was admirably conceived by George Sand. But it was Baku 
who filled canvas after canvas with the astounding intensity of 
life itself, and who insisted with irresistible force that the function 
of the novel is to draw a consistent and unprejudiced picture 
of humanity under the strain of a succession of probable passions, 
This has been dearly comprehended by the host of later French 
novelists, whose record cannot be traced here, to be the function 
of the novel, as Mine de La Fayette invented it, as Marivaux 
and PrevOst developed it, and as George Sand and Balzac 
finally laid down its laws and settled its borders. Certain dates, 
however, must be recorded in the briefest record of the evolution 
of the French novel, and 280 is one of these; in that year 
Gustave Flaubert published Madame Dowry, a work in which 
the rival realistic and romantic tendencies are cotsbined with 
a mastery that had not been approached and has not since 
been equalled. Another is 1871, when Zola began to roll out 
the enormous canvas of La Rougoos-MacguarL Yet another 
in t88o, when Bo ded. nil first revealed in Maupassant a novelist 
whose creations were not merely amusing and striking, but 
absolutely convincing and logical. 

S. English.--If we take no heed of translations of Latin 
stories, such as those from the Gate Rontanerune, we may say. 
that the beginning of prose fiction in England is Le Mork 
d' Arthur, of Sir Thomas Malory, finished in or about 1470, 
and printed by Caxton in 1485. The great merits of this writer 
were that he got rid of the medieval burden of allegory, essayed 
an interpretation of the human heart, and invented a lucid and 
vigorous style of narrative. But his book became, as Professor 
W. Raleigh has said, " the feeder of poetry rather than of prose," 
and it gave no inkling of the methods of the modern novel, 
The same may be said of such versions of the Charlemagne 
Amadis and Palmeria cycles of romances as Hues of Bordeaux, 
published by Lord Bement, perhaps in 1535, and innumerable 
others. It was the novella of Italy from which the English novel 
first faintly started. Between 156o and 158o versions of the 
Italian novelists became exceedingly popular in England. 
Paynter in introducing the tales of Bandello and Straparola 
struck the true novelist's note by offering them not as works of 
morality or edification, but " instead of a merry companion to 
shorten the tedious toil of weary ways." The appreciation of 
these Italian stories led to the composition of the Enplomes of 
Lyly (1179), a book of great interest and merit, which has been 
called " the first original prose novel written in English." This 
is somewhat to exaggerate, since Eirphaa is rather a work of 
elegant philosophy than a narrative. Lyly had many imitators, 
Mundy, Greene, Dickenson, Bunithe Rich, Lodge, Nash and 
others, who formed a school of prose fiction which was not 
without a certain romantic beauty, but which possessed as little 
narrative vigour as possible. To compare a story written by 
Sacchetti in 1385 with one written by Glee= in 1585 is to 
perceive that not merely had no progress been made towards the 
modern novel, but that a great deal of ground had been lost. 
The genius of the Elizabethan age lay in the direction of lyrical 
and dramatic poetry, not of prose fiction. The absence of the 
comic element in Elizabethan romances is very marked. 14. 
jusserand has claimed a peculiar merit in this and other respects 
for the Jack Widen of Nash (:594), which, as he points out, is 
the earliest English example of picaresque literature. During 
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the reign of the heroic romances in France, theft vogue violently 
affected the English book-market. The huge storiesof Calprenede 
and Gemberville were imported, and translated and imitated 
to the exclusion of every other species of prose fiction, between 
1 645 and 267o. The long-winded books of Mdlle de Sena ry, 
especially Cassandra and The Great Cyrus, were read so univers-
ally in England as to leave their stamp on the national manners. 
Of original English romances, written in competition with the 
French masterpieces of tenderness and chivalry, the Pardrenissa 
of Lord Orrery (x634) Is the best known. The first definite 
stand against these Gallicized romances was made by two 
dramatists, Aphara Behn and William Congreve. Congreve's 
Incognita (x692) is remarkable for its light raillery and humour, 
and perhaps deserves as well as any 17th-century composition to 
be called the earliest novel in English. The stories of Mrs Be.hn 
have the merit of a romantic simplicity of narrative, but they 
are dull and devoid of art. But the novel still lingered, unwilling 
to make its appearance in England, and its place was taken during 
the age of Anne by the labours of the essayists. So rich is the 
character painting, so lively the touches of social colour in the 
Spectator and Tatter, that these periodicals have, by enthusiastic 
critics, been styled brilliant examples of prose fiction. But it 
is obvious that in the delightful essays of Addison and Steele 
there was no attempt made at construction, that the sustained 
evolution of characters was not essayed, and that even in the 
studies of Mr Sicken taff 's Club anything likes plot was studiously 
avoided. Yet these are all essential characteristics of the novel, 
and until they make their appearance in English literature we 
must not say that the secret has been discovered. Very near to 
the mystery, if he did not quite grasp it, was Daniel Defoe, who 
Introduced into his narrative a minute and rude system of 
realistic observation, by way of giving an impression of truth 
to it. This exactitude be combined with a survival of the old 
picaresque method, the result being those strange and entertain-
ing works Colonel Jack (x722) and ROWANS 0724 Still closer 
he came to positive success in the immortal narrative of Robinson 
Crum, in which the fascination of the desolate island was first 
worked up in English. 

6. Not even yet had the English novel been Invented. It nuns 
Into the world In r740 from the unconscious bands of Samuel 
Richardson 0689-1760, who had hit upon the notion that 
morality might be helped and young persons of inexperience 
protected by the preparation of a set of letterseachanged between 
imaginary persons. The result was Pamela: or Virtue Rewarded, 
a book which is in every strict some the earliest English novel. 
It has even a dales to be considered the earliest European novel 
of the modern kind, for the assumption of French criticism that 
Richardson borrowed his ideas and his characters from the 
Marianne of Maritime is not supported by evidence. There is 
no reason to suppose that Richardson met with the name of 
MILTIVALUX earlier than 1749. At all events, It Would MUD to be 
certain that, whether in France or England, the fourth decade of 
the 18th century saw the spontaneous conception of this "new 
species of writing." The name of the lumina of Richardson's 
book was Miss Pamela Andrews, and the second English novel 
was Fielding's Joseph Andrews (1742), which started as $ mere 
burlesque of Parade, but proceeded upon admirably original 
lines of its own, Ins study of the humours and manners of con-
temporary country fife. Fielding rejected the epistolary artifice 
of Richardson, and told his story in a straightforward narrative, 
broken indeed by arguments and ejactdations which bound the 
new novel to the old essay of the Spectator type. The Unitive 
force of Fielding filled the pages of this book with a crowd of 
vividly-presented characters, and this marked a step in advance, 
for Richardson's practice was to concentrate minute attention 
upon only one or two figures. It was from Richardson that 
the next important fiction came, in the shape d the long-drawn 
tragedy of Clarissa (1748)• But a third great novelist was now 
at work; in 1748 appeared the Roderick Rondo* of Swollen, 
and here we have neither the sculptural manner of Richardsoa 
nor the busy world of Fieldinea realism, but a comic impression 
founded on an artful employment of emphasis and exaggeration. 

Smelled gives as neither breathing statues nor a crowd of men 
and women, but a gallery of " freaks," arranged with great art, 
indeed, but exhibited in such a way as to expose not their likeness 
but their unlikeness to the common stock of humanity. It Is 
very important to note this curious divergency between the Mee 
great writers, because they exemplified the three classes Into 
which almost all subsequent novels can with more or less ease be 
divided. The next move was made by Fielding, who in 1 749 
published his Tow Iona. Starting with the pungent horror of 
hypocrisy ever before him, Fielding constructs a fragment of the 
world in which men and women are seen, without exaggeration, 
plying their daily trades under the eye of an impartial observer 
who can penetrate to their secret motives. This was a great 
advance, and a still greater one was the sustained skill with which 
the author conducted the plot, the interwoven series of the actions 
of his character. It may almost be said that until the publica-
tion of Tons Jones no novel with a real plot had been conceived 
in English. The rivalry of the great novelists of this time was 
of signal help to them, and there can be no question that the 
astounding richness of Tom Jones stirred Smollett to the exercise 
of increased energy in Peregrine Pickle (i 75x ), a coarse and savage 
book, illuminated by brilliant flashes of humour. A better, 
because a tenderer and truer study of life was Amelia, which 
Fielding published in the same year; yet most, readers have 
found this novel a little languid after Tom Jones. But if the 
ideal of life depicted in it was quieter and sadder, it was perhapi 
for that very reason more in harmony with the facts of life. 
Now Richardson, who had long been silent, reasserted his mastery 
of epistolary analysis in the huge History of Sir Charles Grandison 
(1753), in which, as its admirers claimed, " all the recesses of the 
human heart are explored and its whole texture unfolded." 
Richardson had scarcely been affected by the experiments of 
his contemporaries, of the very nature of which lie affected to 
be ignorant, and the result is that in his third and last novel ha 
depends entirely on qualities which he had already developed, 
and owes nothing to the discoveries of others. 

7. With this book, the first great group of English novels 
comes to a close, and we may observe that in these eight stories 
everything is to be found, in germ if not in full evolution, which 
was during the next century and a half to make the abundant 
out-put of the English novel prominent. New forms, above all 
new subjects, were to present themselves to the imagination of 
capable British novelists, but the starting-point of every ex-
periment was to be discovered in the ripest work of Richardson, 
Fielding and Smollett. Their influence was manifest in the 
writings of the second school of English novelists, in whom, 
however, several interesting varieties of subject and treatment 
were discovered. The Tristram Shandy (1759-r766) of Sterne, is 
the most masterly example in English of a humour which goes 
direct to pathos for its most " sentimental " effects, and of the 
kind of loosely-strung, reflective fiction which is hardly a narra-
tive at ail. Neither Tristram Shandy nor A Sentimental Journey 
(1768) can properly be included among novels. In Rasselas 
(1759) Dr Johnson showed that the new kind of writing could 
be used to give entertainment to a sermon and in this be .was 
to have a multitude of fellowen. In Chrysel (176o) Charles 
Johnstone (d. :Zoo) showed that the picaresque romance could 
still exist, tinctured by the newly-found art of the novelist. In 
The Castle of Otranto (r 764) Horace Walpole adapted the methods 
of the novelist to a pseudo-historical theme el horror and romance; 
and prophesied of Walter Scott. In The Vicar of Wakefield 
(1766) Goldsmith was indebted to most of his immediate pre-
decessors, but fused their qualities in an amalgam of gentle wit 
and delicate sweetness and conversational brevity which has 
made his one loosely-constructed novel a foremost dassic of our 
literature. Thus, in the one quarter of a century which divides 
Panda from The Vicar of Wakefieid, English novel-writing was 
born, grew into full maturity, and adopted its adult and final 
forms. 

8. During the remainder of the 18th century, little or nothing 
was done to extend the range of prose fiction in England, but one 
or tan of those departments of novet.writing which had already 
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been invented were developed and adapted to changing taste. 
In particular, the rapid increase of reticence and refinement in 
conversation made such a novel in letters as Smollett's Humphrey 
Clinker (1771) repulsively coarse to women of delicacy, who 
were charmed on the other band with the &dim of Frances 
Burney (1778). These two typical books are composed on the 
same plan, yet essentially a whole age lies between the former 
and the latter. What bas been called " the novel of the tea. 
table " now came into existence, and the 58th century was 
about to close in mediocrity, when its credit was partially saved 
by a development of Horace Walpole's romance of terror in the 
vigorous and sensational narratives of Anne Radcliffe (1764- 
f 82,3), whose Mysteries of Udolpho appeared in r794. The same 
year saw the publication of Caleb William, in which William 
Godwin (5756-1836) evolved a. tragic theory of politics. A finer 
study than either of the works just mentioned, although not 
truly a novel, was the gorgeous and sinister Vehicle (1186) of 
William Beckford, an oriental tale of horror. In all these books 
there existed as element of grotesque mingled with romantic 
colour, which announced the coming revival. 

9. The two schools here indicated, and they rosy be roughly de-
fined as the school of the Tea-Table and the school of the Skeleton-
in-the-Cupboard, did not, however, betray their real significance 
until the second decade of the 19th century, when after several 
unimportant efforts, they developed into the novel of psycho-
logical satire and the romance of historical imagination. Two 
writers, the greatest who bad yet attempted to address English 
readers through prose fiction, almost simultaneously came 
forward as.the protagonists in these two spheres of work. Jane 
Austen published Sense and Sensibility in Au, Walter Scott 
Waserley in 134. These were epoch-making dates; in each 
case a new era opened for the countless readers of novels. The 
first-named writer, all exactitude, conscience and literary art, 
worked away at her " little bit (two inches wide) of ivory"; the 
other, with bold and flowing brush, covered vast spaces with 
his stimulating and noble compositions. It is, however, to be 
noted that the isolation in which we now regard these great 
writers— a whistled dam only broken in measure by the presence 
of Miss Maria Edgeworth—is an optical delusion due to the veils 
of distance. The bookshops from aro to an and onwards were 
thronged and glutted with novels, many of them infinitely more 
successful, as far as sales were concerned, than the most popular 
of Miss Austen's works. The novels of Miss Austen were written 
between 1796 and thro, although published from art to 1818; 
those of Sir Walter Scott date from an (Wmerley) to 1829 
(Anne of Gelereein). Practically speaking, no additions were 
made to the formula of the social novel or of the historical 
romance, to the study of national manna, that is to say, from 
the satirical or from the picturesque point of view, until a quarter 
of a century later. 

to. The next artist in prose fiction whose force of invention 
was sufficient to start the novel on wholly fresh tracks was bora 
forty years later than Scott. This was Charles Dickens, whose 
Pickwick Papers (1836) marks another epoch in novel writing. 
His career of prodigal production ceased abruptly in 1870, by 
which time it had long been obvious that he was the pioneer of a 
great and diverse school of novelists, all born within the second 
decade of the century. Of these Thackeray was not really 
made obvious until Vanity Fair (1849), nor Charlotte Brenta till 
lane Eyre (*847), nor Mrs Gaskell till Mary Barton (*848), nor 
George Eliot till Adam Bak (18s9). The most noticeable point 
on which the five illustrious novelists of the Early Victorian age 
resembled one another and differed from all their predecessors, 
was the sociological or even humanitarian character of their' 
writings. All of them had projects of moral or social reform close 
at heart, all desired to mend the existing scheme of things. In 
several of them, particularly in Dickens and Miss Bronte, the 
element of Insubordination is extremely marked; it is present in 
them all; and a determination not to be content to see life 
beautifully, through coloured glasses, or to be content with a 
sarcastic travesty of it. but to realize in detail its elements of 
pain and injustice. The novel, which had already leagued to  

compete with alba amusing sections of literature, because the 
successful rival of the serious ones also. The task of the novelist 
was, therefore, so fax as the indication of the scope of his particular 
kind of art is concerned, now complete. The names of Anthony 
Trollops, Charles Kingsley, Charles (tirade, George Meredith. 
Thomas Hardy and Robert Louis Stevenson represent, in theft 
least challenged terra, different movements in novel-writing 
during the second half of the :nth century; we must be content 
here to refer for particulars concerning them to the separate 
biographical articles. 

Spain.—Prose narrative in Spain practically begins in the 
1 5th century with chronicles and romances of chivalry, tempered 
occasionally and faintly by some knowledge of what had been 
attempted in Italy by Boccaccio. The Spanish version of 
knadds de Garda, in which the romance of- knight errantry 
culminated, belongs to xso8; the lost original is supposed to 
have been Portuguese. This was the only book of its class 
which is saved from the burning in Don Quixote; it was followed 
by Palmeris of England. These interminable books, and a 
hundred worse than they, occupied the leisure of !ell-century 
readers of both sexes. Without approaching the form of novels, 
they prepared the ground for novel-reading. The exploration 
of America led to the composition of monstrous tales of the New 
World, which generally took the form of continuations of Antadds. 
A new thing was begun in ism, when the anonymous picaresque 
romance of Lasariao de Tonnes started the story of fantastic 
modern adventure; this highly entertaining book has been 
galled the 16th-century Pickwick, and Mr Fitaniumice-Kelly 
remarks that it " fixed for ever the type of the comic prose epic.", 
The pastoral romance, in the hands of Jorge de Montemer (d. 
1560, who wrote an insipid Diana which was popular for a while 
throughout Europe, took readers a step backward, away from 
the ultimate path of the novel It is of interest to us, however, 
to note that it was in one of these " vain imaginings," in his 
pastoral romance of Galatea, that Cervantes approached the 
field of fiction, in zses. Few of his peculiar merits are to be 
found in this early work; he turned for the present to the 
composition of plays. It was not until r6o4 that he returned 
to prose fiction by printing his immortal Don Quixote, which 
made an epoch in the history of the novel. This book was 
originally intended to ridicule the already fading passion for the 
romances of chivalry, but it proceeded much further than that, 
and there is hardly any branch of fiction which may not be 
traced back to the splendid initiation of some chapter of Don 
Quixote. In 16r3 Cervantes published his twelve Exemplary 
Howls; these are not so well known as the great romance, and 
they owed not a little of their form to Italian sources, but they 
are very brilliant. One of the best anonymous Spanish stories 
of the period, The Mock Aunt, is a type of excellence in facetious 
narrative of the sarcastic class; this is now commonly attributed 
to Cervantes himself. No other novelist of Spain has moulded 
the thought of Europe, but the heroic romance which occupied 
so much of the attention of France in the 17th century was 
invented by a little-known Spanish soldier, Perez de Hite, who, 
about !boo, wrote fantastic stories about Granada and the 
Moors. The farcical romance of Fray Gerundio de Cats:paws, 
1758, by J. F. de Isla (1703-1718), competed in popularity with 
Gil Blas. Speaking broadly, however, Spain made no appreci-
able progress in novel-writing from the days of Cervantes to 
those of Walter Scott, when the Waverley Novels began to find 
such artless imitators as Martinez de la Rosa and Zorrilla. But 
the first original novelist of Spain was Cecilia Bithl de Faber 
(FernLn Caballero) (1796-1877), whose La Garcia, 184R, a study 
of life in an Andalusian village, was the earliest Spanish novel, in 
the modern sense. She was followed by Valera (1824--1004), by 
Alarcon (1833-1891), by Pereda (b. 1834), by Perez Geld& 
(b. 1845) and by Palacio Valdes (1/. 1853), in whom the tendencies 
of recent European fiction have had competently illustrated 
without any striking contributions to originality. 

is. Germany.—The cultivation of the novel in Its proper sense 
began late in Germany. It is usual to consider that H. J. C. von 
Grimmelshausen (16257-1675) is the earliest German novelist; 
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his very curious romance, Aberelemsrikke Angelus Amp&b-
alsams, was printed at MiSmpelgard In 1669. This is an account of 
the adventures of a simple-minded fellow during the Thirty Years' 
War, and is a chain of episodes, brilliantly recorded, but hardly 
a novel. Early in the 18th century, an extraordinary number of 
imitations of Defoe's great romance were published In Germany, 
and these are known to scholars as the Robissonaden. Later on, 
Wieland imitated Don Quirok, but the earliest German novel 
which possesses original value is the celebrated work of Goethe, 
Tice Sorrows of Young Walker 4774 The still more cele-
brated iVifbclas Meister did not appear until 1796. A third novel, 
Elective Affinities, was published by Goethe in doe. Meanwhile, 
a very characteristic group of picturesque stories had been issued 
by Johann Paul Richter (Jean Paul) (1763-580, destined to 
have a wide influence upon romantic literature throughout 
Europe. Purely romantic were the stories of Tick, of Brentano, 
of Arnim, of Fouque, of Kleist, of Immennann. The German 
novelists of this period wrote like poets, deprived of the discipline 
of verse. In later times novels of high merit have been written 
by Gustav 11-eytag, Wilibald Alexis (1798-2872), called the 
German Walter Scott, Laube, Fontane, Ebers,JeremiasGotthelf, 
Berthold Auerbach, Spielbagen, Heyse and many others, but the 
19th century produced no German novelist of commanding 
originality. 

13. Russia—In Russia alone, among the countries of central 
and eastern Europe, the novel has developed with a radical 
originality. Until the second quarter of the 19th century the 
prose fiction of Russia was confined to imitators of Sir Walter 
Scott, but about the year 2834 Gogol (5809-1852) began to 
revolt against the bistorico-romantic school and to produce 
stories in which an almost savage realism was curiously blended 
with the Slavonic dreaminess and melancholy. Since then the 
Russian novel has consistently been the novel of resignation and 
pity, but wholly divorced from sentimentality. Gogol was suc-
ceeded by Contehator, Tourgfniev, Dostolevsld, Pissemski 
1820.-1881) and Tolstoi, forming the most consistent and, 
doubtless, the most powerful school of novelists which Europe 
saw in the nth century. The influence of these writers on the 
rest of the world was immense, and even in England, where 
It was least acutely felt, it was significant. That the Russians 
have indicated the path to new fields in the somewhat outworn 
province of novel-writing is abundantly manifest. 

14. Oriestal.—In a primitive kern, the novel has long been 
cultivated in Asia. It was introduced into China, but whence 
is unknown, in the 13th century, and Le Kuan-chung was the 
first Chinese novelist. The productions of this writer and cd his 
followers am tales of bloody warfare, or record the adventures 
of travellers. The novel called,The TuricaPlowering Plum-Trees, 
belonging to the z6th (or 17th) century, is a typical example 
of the moral Chinese novel, written with a virtuous purpose. 
Professor Giles holds that the novel of China reached its highest 
point of development in The Dream of the Red Chamber, an 
anonymous story of the end of the 17th century; this is a 
panorama of Chinese social life, " worked out with a completeness 
worthy of Fielding." Prom stories began to be met with in the 
literature of Japan early in the zoth century. But the inventor 
of the Japanese novel was a woman of genius, Murasaki no 
Shikum, whose Genii Mmegatari has been compared to the 
writings of Richardson; it was finished in roo4 and may, there-
fore, be considered the oldest novel in the world. This book, 
which is one of the great classics of Japan, was widely imitated. 
After the deltaic period novel-writing was long neglected in Japan, 
but the humours of 17th-century life were successfully translated 
into popular fiction by Satan (1641-1693), and later by Jisho 
and Riseki, who collaborated in a great number of remarkable 
stories. 

See Dunlop, The Miters of Scams OM); lorroneo, Cataloger 
de' seesilieri radian (i8os); Em. Gebhart. Cemenrs dm HMCO dr 
(1901); E. M. de Vogue, Le Roman rasa 4886); Forsyth, Noels 
and Novelists of the Century (1871); Bever and Samot-Ortand, 
Moves galantes des contemn italic= (t9o3); Rivadeneyra, Biblio-
Seca de autores espatteles (18488o): Gaane, A aviary of French 
Room= (sgoo-sgoa); Fdlt.ulw, . Le Mouvement liniraire as 

Aide (t889); Zola, Les Ressesneiers saterefisin (1580); 
Le Rosin frille11101 (129)i BflInati210. 14 Boman nennibse 
(1883); W. Raleigh The ugluk Novel (1894); V. Chauvin, Let 
Romanciers grecs et lathes (186a); Fancan, Le Tombeau des romans 
(1626). (E. G.) 

NOVELIM, a town of E. Spain, in the province of Alicante;, 
 on the right bank of the river Vinalop6, and on the railway from 

Madrid to Alicante. Pop. (t9oo) 01,388. The country around 
is flat and fertile, producing much wine, dates, oranges, oil, saffron 
and aniseed. In the town there are tanneries, and manufactures 
of alcohol, chocolate and soap. The women make fine lace. In 
the neighbouring village of Salinetas de Elda there are warm 
sulphur and saline baths. 

NOVELL'. ERNES (183r- 	), Italian actor and play. 
wright, was born in Lucca on the 5th of March asz, the son of a 
prompter. He made his first  appearance In 0166, and played 
character and leading comedy parts in the best companies 
between 187z and 1884. By 1885 he had his own company, 
and made a great success in Path in 0898 and 1902. He estab-
lished in Rome in woo a new theatre, the Casa di Goldoni, on 
the lines of the Comfdie Francaise. He dramatized Gaboriau's 
Monsieur Lecoq, and alone or in collaboration wrote several 
comedies and many monologues. 

NOVELL°, VINCENT W80-0360, English musician, son of 
an Italian who married an English wife, was born in London 
on the 6th of September 1781. As • boy he was a' chorister 
at the Sardinian chapel in Duke Street, Lincoln's Inn Fields, 
where he learnt the organ; and from r796 to an he became 
in succession organist of the Sardinian, Spanish (in Manchester 
Square) and Portuguese (in South Street, Grosvenor Square) 
chapels, and from 1840 to 1843 of St Mary's chapel, Moorfields. 
He was an original member of the Philharmonic Society, of the 
Classical Harmonists and of the Choral Harmonists, officiating 
frequently as conductor. In 1849 he went to live at Nice, where 
he died on the 9th of August 1861. He composed an immense 
quantity of sacred music, much of which is still deservedly 
popular; but his great work lay In the introduction to England 
of unknown compositions by the great masters. The Masses 
of Haydn and Wean were absolutely unknown in England until 
he edited them, as were also the works of Palestrina, the treasures 
of the Fitzwilliam Museum, and innumerable great compositions 
now well known to every one. His first work, a collection of 
Sacral Music, as performed at the Royal Portuguese Chapel, 
which appeared in art, has the additional interest of giving 
a date to the practical founding of the publishing firm with which 
his name is associated, as Novello issued it from his own house; 
and he did the same with succeeding works, till his son J41..̂EPH 
Amer, Novezzo (s8ro-r896), who bad started as a bass singer, 
became a regular music publisher in 1829. It was the inner 
who really created the business, and who has' the credit of 
introducing cheap music, and departing from the method of 
publishing by subscription. From 1841 Henry Littleton 
assisted him, becoming a partner in 186z, when the firm became 
Novella & Co., and, on J. A. Novello's retirement in x866, sole 
proprietor. Having incorporated the inn of Ewer & Co. in 
r867, the title was changed to Novello, Ewer & Co., and still 
later back to Novello & Co., and, on Henry Littleton's death 
in 1888, his two sons carried on the business. 
' Vincent Novello had several other children besides his son 

Joseph Alfred. Four of his daughters (of whom the youngest. 
Mary, married Charles Cowden Clarke) were gifted singers; 
but the most famous was CLARA Novetto (1818-19o8), whose 
beautiful high soprano and pure style made her one of the 
greatest vocalists, alike in opera, oratorio and on the concert 
stage, from 1833 onwards. In r843 she married Count Gigliucci, 
but after a few years returned to her profession, and only retired 
in 186o. Charles Lamb wrote a poem (To Clara N.) in herpraise. 

NOVEMBER (Let. noses, nine), the ninth month of the old 
Roman year, which began with March. By the Julian arrange-
ment, according to which the year began with the 1st of January, 
November became the eleventh month and bad thirty days 
assigned to it. The rah of November was heal to mark the 
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beginning of winter; the sacred banquet called epuless bras 
took place on the 13th. It is said that the senate desired to 
rename the month in honour of Tiberius—his birthday occurring 
on the Toth, bet the emperor declined, saying, " What will you 
do, Conscript Fathers, if you have atirteme Caesars ?" The 
Anglo-Saxon names for November were Windmonalh, " wind-
month" and Blodmonath " bloodmonth." In the calendar of 
the first French republic November reappeared partly as 
Brumaire and partly as Frimaire. The principal November 
festivals in the calendar of the Roman Church are: All Saints' 
Day on the rst, All Souls' on the and,- St Martin's Ort the 12th, 
the Presentation of the Virgin on the :1st, St Cecilia's on the 
grad, St Catherine's on the 25th and St Andrew's on the 30th. 
St Hubert commemorated on the 3rd. In the English calendar 
All Saints' and St Andrew's are the only feasts retained. 

NOMA& JEAN* GEORGES (1727-1810), French dancer and 
ballet master, was born in Paris on the 29th of March rrzi. 
He first performed at Fontainebleau in 2 743, and in 1747 com-
posed his first ballet for the Opfra Comique. In 2748 he was 
invited by Prince Henry of Prussia to Berlin, but a year later 
he returned to Paris, where he mounted the ballets of GlUck 
and Flecks' i. In r755 be was invited by Garrick to London, 
where be remained two years. Between 2258 and 276o he 
produced several ballets at Lyons, and published his Leans 
am to dense a les ballets. From this period may be dated the 
revolution in the art, of the ballet for which Noverre was re-
sponsible. (See PANTOMIME and BALLET) He was next engaged 
by the duke of Werttemburg, and afterwards by the empress 
Maria Theresa, until, in 1775, he was appointed, at the request 
of Queen Marie Antoinette, mare des ballets of the Paris Opera. 
This post he retained until the Revolution reduced him to 
poverty. He died at St Germain on the rpth of November vitro. 

Noverre's friends included Voltaire. Frederick the Groat and David 
Garrick (who called him " the Shakespeare of the dance "). The 
ballets of which he was most proud were his La Toilette de Venus, 
Les Mousier de serail, L'Amour corsaire and Le Alma sans rival. 
Besides the letters. Noverre wrote Observations my la constewction 
emu nereelle sae de l'Opira (4781); Lilies our Garrick lerihs 
Voltaire (am); and Leased as artiste sue les fhes publigues (I8ot). 

NOVGOROD, a government of N.W. Russia, bounded W. and 
N. by the governments of St Petersburg and Oloncts, S.E. by 
Vologda, Yaroslav and Tver, and S.W. by Pskov, stretching 
from S.W. to N.E. 450 rn. Area, 47,223 sq. m. Pop. (1906) 
1,533.700. The S. is occupied by the Valdai plateau, in which are 
the highest elevations of middle Russia (boo to over 2000 ft.), 
as well as the sources of nearly all the great rivers of the country. 
The plateau is deeply furrowed by valleys with abrupt slopes, 
and.descends rapidly towards the basin of Lake Ilmen in the 
W. (only go ft. above the sea-level). The N.E. of the government 
belongs to the lacustrine region of N.W. Russia. This tract 
is dotted over with innumerable sheets of water, of which 
Byelo-oiero (White Lake) and Vozhe are the 'argest of more 
than 3000. Immense marshes, overgrown with thin forests 
of birch and elm, occupy more than one-seventh of the entire 
area of the government; several of them have an area of 300 
to 450  sq. m. each. They admit of being crossed only when 
frozen. Six centuries ago they were even less accessible, but 
the slow upheaval of N.W. Russia, going on at the rate of 3 or 
more feet per century. has exercised a powerful influence upon 
the drainage of the country. Of recent years artificial drainage 
has been carried out on a large scale. The forests still occupy 
85% of the total area of the government. 

Geologically, Novgorod exhibits in the W. vast beds of Devonian 
limestones and sandstones; these are elsewhere overlaid with 
Carboniferous limestone, dolomite, sandstones and marls. The 
Devonian gives recce to salt-springs. especially at Staraya Russa (S. 
of Lake llmen), and contains won-ores, while the more recent forma-
tion has coal strata of inferior quality. The whole is covered with 
a thick sheet of boulder-clay, very often arranged in ridges or eskers. 
the bottom moraine of the N. European ice-sheet of the Glacial 
period. Numerous remains of the neolithie Stone Age are found, 
especially round the extinct lakes. The Baltic and Calpian Sea 
basins are connected by the Mariinsk. Tikhvin awl Vyshniy ,  Volochok 
canals, while the Alexander-von-Wurttemberg canal connects the 
tributaries of the White Sea with those of the Baltic. The chief 
river's the Voildiev, which Bows from Lake Moen into Lake Ladoga. 

Other navigable rivers are the Sym, also flowing into Lake Ladoga, 
and the Shelcana and the Mologa, tributaries of the Volga. The 
Msta and the Lovat are the principal streams in the basin of Lake 
Ilmen. All boats from the Volga to St Petersburg pass through 
this government. 

The yearly average temperature at Novgoiod is only 40° Fahr. 
(141°  in January, 82.5°  in July). The severe climate, the marshy 
or stony soil, and the want of grazing grounds render agriculture 
unprofitable, though it is carried on everywhere. The yield of 
rye and other cereals Is insufficient for the wants of the inha-
bitants. Flreclay, coal and turf are extracted in commercial 
quantities. Building, smith-work, fishing, shipbuilding, dis-
tilleries, glass and match factories, sawmills and a variety of 
domestic industries give occupation to about 40,000 families. 
Hunting is still profitable. But most of the inhabitants are 
dependent on the river-boat traffic; and nearly one-fourth of 
the able-bodied males are annually driven to other parts of Russia 
in search of work. The Novgorod carpenters and masons have 
long been renowned. Trade is chiefly in grain and timber, and 
in manufactures and grocery wares from St Petersburg. The 
fairs are numerous, and several of them (Kirilovsk monastery, 
Staraya Russa and Cherepovets) show considerable returns. 

The inhabitants are almost exclusively Great-Russians, but 
they are discriminated by some historians from the Great-
Russians of the basin of the Oka, as showing remote affinities 
with the Little-Russians. They belong mostly (96i%) to the 
Orthodox Greek Church, but there are many Nonconformists. 
There are romoo Karelians and p000 Chudes, with some Jews 
and some Germans. Novgorod is well provided with educa-
tional institutions, and primary education is widely diffused in 
the villages. (P. A. K.; J. T. BE.) 

NOVGOROD (formerly known as Vailay -Novgorod, Great 
.Novgorod), a town of Russia, capital of the government of the 
same name, and the seat of an archbishop of the Orthodox Greek 
Church, situated no m. by rail S. of St. Petersburg, on the low 
flat banks of the Volkhov, a m. below the point where it issues 
from Lake Ilmen. Pop. (29oo) 26,972. The present town is but 
a poor survival of the wealthy city of medieval times. It con-
sists of a kremlin (old fortress), and of the city, which stands on 
both banks of the river, connected by a handsome stone bridge. 
The kremlin was much enlarged in rozs, and again in nig. Its 
stone walls, originally palisades, were begun in 1302, and much 
extended in 1490. Formerly a great number of churches and 
shops, with wide squares, stood within the enclosure. Its his-
torical monuments include the cathedral of St Sophia, built in 
5045-1052 by architects from Constantinople to take the place of 
the original wooden structure (989), destroyed by fire in that 
year. Some minor changes were made in x688 and 1692, but 
otherwise (notwithstanding several fires) the building remained 
unaltered until its restoration in 1893-19oo. It contains many 
highly-prized relics, including bronze doors of the 12th century, 
one brought reputedly from Sigtuna, the ancient capital M. 
Sweden. Another ancient building in the kremlin is the 
Yaroslav Tower, in the square where the Novgorod rowan 
(common council) used to meet; it still bears the name of " the 
court of Yaroslav " ; and was the chancellery of the secretaries 
of the murk. Other remarkable monuments of ancient Russian 
architecture are the church of St. Nicholas erected in tr35, the 
Snamenski cathedral of the 14th century, and churches of the 
14th and !stir centuries. Within the town itself there are four 
monasteries and convents, two of them dating from the 25th 
century and two from the 12th century; and the large number 
in the immediate neighbourhood shows the great extent which 
the city formerly had. A monument to commemorate the 
thousandth anniversary. of the foundation of Russia (the calling 
in of the Varangians by Novgorod in 86a) was erected in 1862. 
Another monument commemorates the repulse of the Napoleonic 
invasion of 1812. 

The date at which the Slam first erected forts on the Volkhov 
(where it leaves Lakalmen and where it flows into Lake Ladoga) 
is unknown. That situated on a low terrace close by Lake 
Ilmen was soon abandoned, and Novgorod ar " New-town " 
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(in contradistinction to the Scandinavian Aldegjeborg or 
Ladoga) was founded by Scandinavian sea-rovers as Holmgdrd 
on another terrace which extended a mile lower on both banks of 
the river. The older fort (Gorodishche) still existed in the 13th 
century. Even in the 9th century the new city on the Volkhov 
exercised a kind of supremacy over the other towns of the lake 
region, wbea its inhabitants in 862 Invited the Varangians, under 
the leadership of Rua, to the defence of the Russian towns of the 
north: Down to the end of the toth 'century Novgorod was in 
some sort depended on Kiev; yet in 997 its inhabitants obtained 
from their own prince Yaroslav a charter which granted them 
self-government. For five centuries this charter was the bulwark 
of the independence of Novgorod. From the end of the loth 
century the princes of Novgorod, chosen either from the sons of 
the great princes of Kiev (until u36) or from some other branch 
of the family of Runk, were always elected by the rocks; but 
they were only its military defenders, and their delegates were 
merely assessors in the courts which levied taxes for the military 
force raised by the prince. The 'oche invariably expelled the 
princes as soon as they provoked discontent. Their election was 
often a subject of dispute between the wealthier merchants and 
landowners and the poorer classes; and Novgorod, which was 
dependent for its corn supply upon the land of Suzdal, was 
sometimes compelled to accept a prince from the Suzdal branch 
instead of from that of Kiev. After 5r7o the city often Refund to 
have princes at all, and the elected mayor was the representative 
of the executive. Novgorod in its transactions with other cities 
took the name of " Sovereign Great Novgorod " (Gospodin 
Vdikiy Novgorod)• The supreme power was in the hands of the 
vecko. The city, which had a population of more than 8o,000, 
was divided into wards, and each ward constituted a distinct 
commune. The wards were subdivided into streets, *ldch 
corresponded to the prevailing occupations of their inhabitants, 
each of these again being quite independent with regard to its 
own affairs. 

Trade was carried on by corporations. By the Volkhov and 
the Neva, Novgorod—then known also as Naugart and Nov-
werden—bad direct communication with the Hanseatic and 
Scandinavian cities, especially with Visby or Wisby on the 
island of Gotland. The Dnieper brought it into connexion with 
the Bosporus, and it was intermediary in the trade of Constan-
tinople with northern Europe. The Novgorod traders penetrated 
at an early date to the shores of the White Sea, hunted on 
Novaya Zemlya in the nth century, colonized the basins of the 
northern Dvina, descended the Volga, and as early as the 14th 
century extended their trading expeditions beyond the Urals 
into Siberia. Two great colonies, Vyatka and Vologda, organized 
on the same republican principles as the metropolis, favoured the 
further colonization of N.E. Russia. 

At the same time a number of flourishing minor towns such as 
Novyi Torg (Torzbok), Novaya Ladoga, Pskov, and many others 
arose in the lake region. Pskov soon became quite independent, 
and had a history of its own; the others enjoyed a large measure 
of independence, still figuring, however, as subordinate towns in 
all circumstances which necessitated common action. It is said 
that the population of Novgorod in the 14th century reached 
4000300, and that the pestilence of 1467, 'soil and 1533 carried 
off no fewer than 134,000 PeTSOns. These figures, however, seem 
to relate rather to the whole Emelt region. 

Novgorod's struggle against the Suzdal region (now the govern-
ment of Vladimir) began as early as the 12th century. In the 
following century it had to contend with the Swedes and the 
Germans, who were animated not only by the desire of territorial 
acquisition, but also by the spirit of religious proselytism. The 
advances of both were checked by battles at Ladoga and Pskov in 

24o and 1242 respectively. Protected by its marshes, Novgorod 
escaped the Mongol invasion of 240-42, and was able to repel the 
attacks of the princes of Moscow by whom the Mongols were 
supported. It also successfully resisted the attacks of Tver, and 
aided Moscow in its struggle aping this powerful neighbour; 
but soon the ambition of the growing Moscow state was turned 
against itself. The first serious invasion, in 5332, was rolled back  

with the aid of the Lithuanians. But in r456 the great prince of 
Moscow succeeded in imposing a heavy tribute. Ivan DI. of 
Moscow took possession of the colonies in the northern Dvina and 
the Penn regions, and began two bloody wars, during which 
Novgorod fought for its liberty under the leadership of Martha 
Boretakaya, the mayor. In 2475-1478 Ivan UL entered 
Novgorod, abolished its charters, and carried away t000 of the 
wealthier families, substituting for them families from Moscow; 
the old free city then recognized his sovereignty.. A century later 
Ivan IV. (the Terrible) abolished the last vestiges of the inde-
pendenceig the, city. Having learned that a party favourable 
to Lithuania had been organised in Novgorod, he took the 
field in T57o, and entered the city (much weakened by the 
recent pestilences) without opposition. His followers killed the 
heads of the monasteries, the wealthier of the merchants 
and clergy, and burned and pillaged the city and villages. No 
fewer than I 3,000 men, women and children were massacred 
at Novgorod alone (6o,000 according to some authorities). A 
famine ensued, and the district of Novgorod fell into utter 
desolation. Thousands of families were transported to Moscow, 
Nizhniy-Novgorod, and 'other towns of the principality of 
Moscow. In the beginning of the 17th century Novgorod was 
taken and held for seven years by the Swedes; and in the r8th 
century the foundation of St Petersburg ultimately destroyed 
its trade. Its position, however, on the water highway from the 
Volga to St Petersburg and on the trunk road from Mogow to 
the capital, still gave it some commercial importance; but even 
this was destroyed by the opening of the Vishera canal, connecting 
the Meta with the Volkhov below the city, and by the construction 
of the railway from St Petersburg to Moscow, which passes 46 ro. 
to the east of Novgorod. (P. A. K.; J. T. Bs). 

NOVIIIAZAB, Novt-BerAn, or NOVIPAZAR (ancient Russia, 
Ruda, or Rashka, Turkish Yenipaxar, id. " New Market "), a 
sanjak of European Turkey, in the vilayet of Koesovo. Pop. 
(zoos) about 17o,000. Novibuar is a mountahtous region, 
watered by the Lint, which flows north into Bosnia, and by 
several small tributaries of the Servian Ibar. About three. 
fourths of the inhabitants are Christian Serbs, and the remainder 
are chiefly Moslem Albanians, with a few gipsies, Turkish 
officials and about 3000 Austro-Hungarian soldiers. The local 
trade is mainly agricultural. The sanjak is of great strategic 
importance, for it is the N. W. part of the Turkish empire, on the 
direct route between Bosnia and Salonica, and forms a wedge of 
Turkish territory between Servia and Montenegro. The union 
of these powers, combined with the annexation of Novibezar, 
would have impeded the extension of Austrian influence towards 
Salonica. But by the treaty of Berlin (1878) Austria-Hungary 
was empowered to garrison the towns of Byelopolye, Priyepolye, 
Plevlye and other strategic points within the sanjak, although 
the entire civil administration remained in Turkish hands. 
This decision was enforced in 1879. The chief approaches from 
Servia and Montenegro have also been strongly fortified by the 
Turks. 

Novibarar, the capital of the sanjak, is a town of about 1 2,000 
inhabitants, on the site of the ancient Servian city of Russia. 
Near it there are Roman baths, and the old church of St Peter 
and St. Paul, the metropolitan church of the bishopric of Rassil, 
in which Stephen Nemanya, king of Servia, passed from the 
Roman to the Greek Church in 1143. 

NOVICE (through French from Lat. nor/irks or neglies, one 
who has newly arrived, nevus, new), a person who joins a religious 
order on probation. He or she is subject to the authority of the 
superior, wears the dress of the order, and obeys the rules. At 
the end of the " novitiate," which must last at least one year, 
the novice is free to leave without taking the vows, and the order 
is free to refuse to allow him or her to take them. The word was 
early used of a beginner in any alt or science, hence an inex-
perienced person. 

NOVI LIGON& a town of Piedmont, Italy, in the province of 
Alessandria, from which it is 14 m. S.E. by rail, situated among 
wooded hills, 646 ft. above sea-level. Pop. (19ot) 17.868. It 
was the gene of a victory by the Austrians and Russians under 
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Suvorov over the Reath in rm. It is now an important railway 
junction, the main lines from Turin and Milan to Genoa con- 
verging Lae. rotten, silk, coal briquettes, &c., are also manu-
factured here. 

1110VO4k&YAZEF, a town of Russian Transcaucasia, In the 
government of Erivan, 35 111. E.N.E. of the town of Erivan, and 
♦ m. W. of Gok-chaff Lake, 587o ft. above the sea. Pop. 85o7 in 
1897 , mainly Armenians. An Armenian village which stood here 
was destroyed by Nadir Shah of Persia in 1736, and it was not 
till the Turkish War of r828-29 that the site was again occupied 
by Armenian refugees from the Turkish town of Bayazet or 
IMAM& 

NOVOGRUBMISIC, a town of Russia, capital of the Don 
Cossacks territory, situated on a hill 4oci ft. above the plain, at 
the confluence of the Don with the Aksai, as m. from the See. of 
Amy, and 32 in. by rail N.E. from Rostov. Pop. (1897) 5 20205. 
It was founded in r8os, when the inhabitants of the Cherkassk 
striailso (now Old Cherkassk) were compelled to leave their 
abodes on the banks of the Don on account of the frequent 
inundations. The town is an archiepiscopal see of the Orthodox 
Greek. Church, and possesses a cathedral (404), a museum, the 
palace of the Mamas (chief) of the Cossacks, and monuments to 
M. I. Platov (a Cossack chief) and T. Yermak (1904), the con-
queror of West Siberia. Wide suburbs extend to the S.W., and 
the right bank of the Aksai is dotted with the villas of the Cossack 
officials. Manufactures make slow progress. An active trade is 
carried on in corn, wine and timber (exports), and manufactures 
and grocery wares (imports). 

1110VOGEORGIEVSK. (1) A town of Russia, usually known 
under the name of Kaeaov, in the government of Kherson, 
at the confluence of the Tyasmin with the Dnieper, r 7 m. W.N.W. 
of Kremenchug. Its fort was erected by the Poles in leis. 
The inhabitants carry on a lively trade in timber, grain and 
cattle, and have a few flourmills and candle-works. Pop. 
(r897) 11,214. (a) A first-class fortress of Russian Poland (called 
Medlin till ISA, at the confluence of the Narev (Bug) with the 
Vistula, 23 in. by rail N.W. of Warsaw. Modlin was first fortified 
under the Napoleonic regime in 11107, and in the wars of 1813 
and 283o-31 underwent several sieges. Since that time the 
Russians have made many additions to the works, and the 
place now forms, with Warsaw, Ivangorod and Brest-Litovsk, 
the so-called Polish Quadrilateral. The strength of Novo-
georgievsk lies mainly in the new circle of eight powerful forts, 
erected at a mean distance of so m. from the enceinte. The 
importance of the fortress lies in the fact that it prevents Warsaw 
from being turned by a force on the lower Vistula and commands 
the railway between Danzig and Warsaw. 

NOVOMORICOVSK, a town of Russia, in the government of 
Ekaterinoslav, 16 m. N.E. of the town of Ekaterinoslay. Includ-
ing several villages which have been incorporated with it, it 
extends for nearly 7 nt. along the right bank of the Samara, a 
tributary of the Dnieper. In the 17th century the site was 
occupied by Several villages of Zaporogian Cossacks, known 
under the name of Samarchik. In 1687 Prince Golitsuin founded 
here the Ust-Samara fort, which was destroyed after the treaty 
of the Pruth (1m), but rebuilt in 1736, and the settlement of 
Novoselitsy established. The inhabitants of Novomoskovsk, 
who numbered 23,38z in rem, are chiefly engaged in agriculture, 
though some are employed in tanneries, and there is a trade in 
hones, cattle, tallow, skins, tar and pitch. In the immediate 
neighbourhood is the Samarsko-Niliolayevskiy monastery, which 
Is visited by many pilgrims. 

NOVO-RADOM& or RaDONSIO, a town of Russian Poland, 
in the government of Piotrk6w, 28 in. by rail S.S.W. of the 
town of Piotrk6w. It has factories for bentwood furniture, 
woollens and cloth, tanneries, ironworks and sawmills, and is 
the centre of • very. active trade. Pop. (1900) 14,464, many 
being Jews. 

NOVOROSIITSIC, a seaport town of S. Russia, in the Cherno-
monk or Black Sea territory, on a bay of the same name (also 
named Tsemes), on the N.E. coast of the Black Sea. Pop. 
(x9cro) 40,384 The bay, nearly 3 m...wide &tits entrance on the 

E., and s m. deep from E. to W., is exposed to the N.E. wind 
(fora), which sweeps down from the Caucasus Mountains with 
great violence. There is an artificial harbour (2893) protected 
by a mole. Novorosslysk is connected be a branch railway to 
Tikhoryetskaya (169 in.) with the main Caucasian line, which 
crosses the Volga near Tsaritsyn. and has become an important 
centre for the export of corn, and since the petroleum wells 
of Groznyi in northern Caucasia were tapped it has become 
an entre* for the export of petroleum. Cement is manufac-
tured. Large grain elevators have been built, and a new com-
mercial town has grown up. Besides cereals, which amount to 
69% of the whole, the exports consist of petroleum and 
petroleum waste, oilcake, linseed, timber, bran, millet seed, 
wool, potash, zinc ore and liquorice, the total annual value 
ranging between 31 and A millions sterling. The imports are 
small. Some Igoe acres in the vicinity of the town are planted 
with vines. Novoroesiysk has belonged to Russia since 1829. 

NOWELL, ALEXANDER (c. 1307-1602), dean of St Paul's, 
London, was the eldest son of John Nowell of Read Hall, Whalley, 
Lancashire, by his second wife Elizabeth Kay of Rochdale. 
He was educated at Middleton, Lancashire, and at Brasenose 
College, Oxford, where he is said to have shared rooms with 
John Foxe the mjrtyrologist. He was elected fellow of Brasenose 
in 2526. In 1543 he was appointed master of Westminster 
school, and in December tssi prebendary of Westminster. 
He was elected in September 25s3 member of parliament for 
Looe in Cornwall in Queen Mary's first parliament, but in 
October 1553 a committee of the house reported that, having 
as prebendary of Westminster a seat in convocation, he could 
not sit in the 'House of Commons. He was also deprived of his 
prebend, probably as being a married man, before May i554, 
and sought refuge at Strassburg and Frankfort, where he 
developed puritan and almost presbyterian views. He submitted, 
however, to the Elizabethan settlement of religion, and was 
rewarded with the archdeaconry of Middlesex, a canonry at 
Canterbury and in Isflo with the deanery of St Paul's. His 
sermons occasionally created some stir, and on one occasion 
Elizabeth interrupted his sermon, telling him to stick to his 
text and cease slighting the crucifix. He held the deanery of 
St Paul's for forty-two years, surviving until the 13th of February 
1602. Nowell is believed to have composed the Catechism 
inserted before the Order of Confirmation in the Prayer Book 
of 1549, which was supplemented in 2604 and is still in use; 
but the evidence is not conclusive. Early in Elizabeth's reign, 
however, he wrote a larger catechism, to serve as a statement 
of Protestant principles; it was printed in z 570, and in the same 
year appeared his ' middle " catechism, designed it would seem 
for the instruction of " simple curates." Nowell also established 
a free school at Middleton and made other benefactions for 
educational purposes. He was twice married, but left no 
Children. 

See Ralph Churton. Lie of Alexander Nowell (Oxford, 1809); G. 
Burnet. Historyy of the ormation (new ed., Oxford, 186 ); and 
R. W. Dixon, hImlay of Church of England. Also the mks of 
John Strype; the Publmations of the Parker Society; the Calendar 
of State Papers, Domestic; and the Diet. Nat. Biog., vol. Iv. 

NOW00110, a town of India, headquarters of the Bundelkhand 
agency and a military cantonment, in the native state of Chhatar-
pur, on the border of the British district of Jhansi. Pop. (toot) 
11,507. It has accommodation for a force of all arms. The 
college for the education of the sons of chiefs in Central India, 
opened here in 1872, was abolished in 1898, owing to the small 
attendance. 

NOWOONO, a town and district of British India, in the 
Brahmaputra valley division of eastern Bengal and Assam. 
The town is situated on the Kalang river. Pop. (nor) 443o. 
The district of Nowgong has an area of 3843 sq. m. It consists 
of a wide plain overgrown with Jungle and canebrakes, intersected 
by numerous tributaries of the Brahmaputra, and dotted with 
shallow marshes. The Mikir hills cover an area of about 6s m. 
by 35 in the S. of the district; the highest peak is about 3500 ft. 
The slopes are vary steep, and are covered with dense forest. 
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NOWSHERA-NUBAR PASHA 
The Kamakbya hills Dear the beak of the Brihrnaputra, are 
about I soo ft. high. On the summit of the highest peak is a 
celebrated temple of Kamakhya, the local goddess of love, 
where three annual festivals are held. The staple crop is rice. 
Tea cultivation and manufacture are carried on by European 
capital and under European supervision, though the soil and 
climate are not so favourable as in Upper Assam. The population 
in tom was 26z ,t6o, showing a decrease of 24.8% in the decade, 
due to the extreme unhealthiness of the climate. In the previous 
ten years the number of deaths recorded from fever and kola 
mar was 93,824. The section of the Assam-Bengal railway 
from Gauhati to the hills passes through part of the district, 
but not very near Nowgong town; and feeder roads to the 
stations lead from the main road that runs parallel to the Kalang 
river. 

See &won District Gazetteer (Calcutta, 19o5). 
NOWSHBRA, or NA1JSRA1tRA, a town and cantonment in 

Peshawar district of the North-West Frontier Province of 
India, situated on the right bank of the Kabul river 27 m. E. of 
Peshawar. Pop. (not) 9518. It is the headquarters of a 
brigade in the 1st division of the northern army, and also the 
junction for the frontier railway that runs to the station of 
Minden and continues to Dargai and Malakand on the route to 
ChitraL 

NOY. WILLIAM (1577-t634), English jurist, was born on the 
family estate of Pendrea in Buryan, Cornwall, in 2577, his 
father belonging to a family whose pedigree is included in the 
visitation of Cornwall in 1620. He went to Exeter College, 
Oxford, but left without taking a degree. He entered Lincoln's 
Inn in 1594.  From z693 until his death be was elected, with 
one exception, to each parliament, sitting Invariably for a 
constituency of his native county. For several years his sym-
pathles were in antagonism to the court party. Every commis-
sion that was appointed numbered Noy among its members, 
and even those who were opposed to him in politics acknowledged 
his learning. A few years before his death he was drawn over 
to the side of the court, and in October 2631 he was created 
attorney-general, but was never knighted. It was through his 
advice that the impost of ship-money was levied. Noy had long 
suffered from stone, and died in great agony on the 9th of 
August 1634; two days later he was buried at New Brentford 
church. His principal works are On the Grounds and Maxims of 
the Laws of this Kingdom (x641) and The Compleat Lawyer (1661). 

ROTOR, a city of N. France, in the department of Oise, 
67 m. N.N.E. of Paris by the railway to Brussels. Pop. (1906) 
5968. Noyon is built at the foot and on the slopes of a hill, and 
traversed by a small stream, the Verse, which joins the One 

m. farther down. The old cathedral of Notre-Dame, con-
structed OR the site of a church burned in 123x, is a fine example 
of the transition from Romanesque to Gothic architecture. 
In plan it is a Latin cross, with a total length from E. to W. of 
about 34o ft.; the height of the nave vaulting is 75 ft. The west 
front has a porch, added in the 14th century, and two unfinished 
towers, their upper portions dating from the 13th century; 
its decorations have been greatly mutilated. The nave consists 
of eleven bays, induding those of the W. front, which, in the 
interior, forms a kind of transept. In the windows of the aisles, 
the arches of the triforium, and the windows of the clerestory 
the round type is maintained; but double pointed arches appear 
in the lower gallery; and the vaults of the roof, originally 
six-ribbed, were rebuilt after a fire in 1293 in the prevailing 
Pointed style. The transepts have apsidal terminations. Side 
chapels were added in the N. aisle in the 14th century and in the 
S. aisle in the 15th and the 16th, one of the latter (15th) is especi-
ally rich in decorations. The flying buttresses of the building 
were restored in the 19th century in the style of the 12th century. 
From the N.W. corner of the nave runs the western gallery of a 
fine cloister erected in z23o; and next to the cloister is the 
chapter-house of the same date, with its entrance adorned with 
statues of the bishops and other sculpture. The bishops' tombs 
within the cathedral were destroyed during the Revolution. 
The chapel of the bishops' palace is an example of the Early 

Pointed style; the canons' Library was built of wood early in 
the *6th century; and the town-hall (Gothic and Renaissance) 
data from 1485-1323. Among the town manuscripts is the 
Red Book or communal charter of Noyon. Remains of the 
Roman walla may be traced. There is a statue to Jacques 
Sammin, the painter (1592-266o), a native of the town. Noyon 
has good trade in grain and live-stock, and contains chemical 
and artificial manure works, tanneries and ironfoundries and 
carries on sawmilling and sugar manufacture. 

Noyon, the ancient Noviomagus Veromanduorum, was 
christianised by St Quentin at the dose of the 3rd century; 
and about 530 St Medard, bishop of the district of Verntandois, 
transferred Lis see thither from St Quentin. The edseoeste 
of St Eligius towards the middle of the 7th century, the burial 
of Chilperic I., the coronation of Pippin the Short in 752, and 
on the same occasion the coronation of his infant son CarlOman 
with the title of king of Noyon, the coronation of Charlemagne 
in 768 and the election of Hugh Capet in 987, the plunder of the 
town by the Normans in 859 are the chief events in the history 
of Noyon down to the zoth century. Till the Revolution the 
bishopric was one of the ecclesiastical peerages of the kingdom. 
At the beginning of the z ath century Noyon easily obtained a 
communal charter through the favour of its bishops. The extent 
of the bishopric was considerably curtailed towards the middle 
of the t 2th century by the breaking off of the diocese of Toured. 
Noyon was ravaged by the English and the Burgundian during 
the Hundred Years' War. An :OS a truce was signed there 
by Francis I. and Charles V. The city was captured by the 
Spaniards in 1552, and afterwards by the Leaguers, who were 
expelled in &sec by Henry IV. John Calvin was born at Noyon 
in *599. 

See A. termite, Hissoire is Noyes Armed Sc fin is XIIP sada 
(Paris, 1887). 

NOZU, MICHITSURA, MARQUESS ( 1 840-1908), Japanese 
field-marshal, was born in Satsuma. He fought against the 
Satsuma rebels in 1877, became a general in 1894 and led the 
Hiroshima division at the battle of Pingyang (2894). He 
succeeded Yamagata in the command-in-chief of the Manchurian 
army, and fought in that capacity throughout the China-Japan 
War, being raised to the rank of viscount 0890. He commanded 
the fourth army in the Russo-Japanese War, and received a 
marquessate at its close. He died in 2908. 

NUBAR PASHA (1825-1899), Egyptian statesman, was born 
at Smyrna in January 1825, the son of an Armenian merchant 
named Moghreditch, who had married a relative of Boghos Bey, 
an influential minister of Mehemet Ali. Boghos had promised to 
interest himself in the future of his young relative, and at his 
suggestion he was sent first to Vevey, and then to Toulouse, to be 
educated by the Jesuits, from whom he acquired a very perfect 
knowledge of French, and perhaps that singular suppleness and 
subtlety of character by which he was mainly distinguished. 
Before he was eighteen he went to Egypt, and after some eighteen 
months' training as secretary to Boghos, who was then minister of 
both commerce and foreign affairs, he was made second secretary 
to Mehemet Ali. In 1843 he became first secretary to Ibrahim 
Pasha, the heir apparent, and accompanied him on a special 
mission to Europe. Abbas Pasha, who succeeded Ibrahim in 
1848, maintained Nubar in the same capacity, and sent him in 
diso to London as his representative to resist the pretensions of 
the sultan, who was seeking to evade the conditions of the treaty 
under which Egypt was secured to the family of Mehemet Ali. 
Here he was so completely successful that he was made a bey; 
in ass he was sent to Vienna on a similar mission, and remained 
there until the death of Abbas in July Visa. The new viceroy, 
Said, at once dismissed him from office, but two years after-
wards appointed him his chief secretary, and later gave him 
charge of the important transport service through Egypt to 
India. Here Nubar was mainly instrumental in the completion 
of railway communication between Cairo and Suer, and ex-
hibited strong organising ability combined with readiness of 
resource. After a second time falling a victim to Said's caprice 
and being dismissed, be was again sent to Vienna, and returned as 
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principal secretary to Said, a position he held till Said's death in 
January 1863. 

On the accession of Ismail Pasha, Nubar Bey was in the prime 
of life. He was already on friendly terms with him-

' 
 he even 

claimed to have saved his life—at all events, it was a coincidence 
that the two had together refused to travel by the train the 
accident to which caused the death (on the 14th of May r858) of 
the prince Ahmed, who would otherwise have succeeded Said. 
Ismail, himself a more capable man than his immediate pre-
decessors, at once recognized the ability of Nubar, and charged 
him with a mission to Constantinople, not only to notify his 
accession, but to smooth the way for the many ambitious projects 
he already entertained, notably the completion of the Suez Canal, 
the change in title to that of khedive and the change in the order 
of succession. In the first of these he was completely successful; 
the sultan, believing as little as every one else that the canal 
was anything more than a dream, gave his consent at a price the 
moderation of which he must afterwards have regretted. The 
gratified Ismail created Nubar a pasha, and the sultan himself, 
persuaded to visit Cairo, confirmed the title so rarely accorded to a 
Christian. Half the work was, however, yet to be done, and 
Nubar was sent to Paris to complete the arrangements, and to 
settle the differbnces between Egypt and the Canal Company. In 
what he used to call " an expensive moment of enthusiasm," he 
left these differences to the arbitration of the emperor Napoleon 
III. and cost Egypt four millions sterling. On his return he was 
made Egypt's first minister of public works, and was distinguished 
for the energy which he threw into the creation of a new depart-
ment; but in 1866 he was made minister of foreign affairs, and 
at once went on a special mission to Constantinople, where he 
succeeded in the other two projects that had been left in abeyance 
since his last visit. In June 1867 Ismail was declared khedive 
of Egypt, with succession in favour of his eldest son. Nubar 
now had a harder task to undertake than ever before. The 
antiquated system of " capitulations " which had existed in the 
Ottoman empire since the 15th century had grown in Egypt to 
be a practical creation of seventeen intperra in imperio: seven-
teen consulates of seventeen different powers administered seven-
teen different codes in courts before which alone their subjects 
were amenable. A plaintiff could only sue a Frenchman in the 
French court, with appeal to Aix; an Italian in the Italian 
court, with appeal to Ancona- a Russian in the Russian court, 
with appeal to Moscow. Nubar's bold design, for which alone he 
deserves the credit, was to induce these seventeen powers to 
consent to abandon their jurisdiction in civil actions, to sub-
stitute mixed International Courts and a uniform code binding 
on all. That in spite of the jealousies of all the powers, in spite 
of the opposition of the Porte, he should have succeeded, places 
him at once in the first rank of statesmen of his period. Nubar 
made no attempt to get rid of the criminal jurisdiction exer-
cised by the consular representatives of the foreign powers 
—such a proposal would have had, at that time, no chance of 
success. 

The extravagant administration of Ismail, for which perhaps 
Nubar can hardly be held wholly responsible, had brought Egypt 
to the verge of bankruptcy, and Ismail's disregard of the judg-
ments of the Court at last compelled Great Britain and France 
to interfere. Under pressure, Ismail, who began to regret the 
establishment of the International Courts, assented to a mixed 
ministry under Nubar, with Rivers Wilson as minister of finance 
and de Bligoiires as minister of public works. Nubar, finding 
himself supported by both Great Britain and France, tried to 
reduce Ismail to the position of a constitutional monarch, and 
Ismail, with an astuteness worthy of a better cause, took ad-
vantage of a somewhat injudicious disbandment of certain 
regiments to incite a military rasing against the ministry. 
The governments of Great Britain and France, instead of 
supporting the ministry against the khedive, weakly con-
sented to Nubar's dismissal; but when this was shortly fol-
lowed by that of Rivers Wilson and de Bligniares they realized 
that the situation was a critical one, and they succeeded in 
obtaining from the sultan the deposition of Ismail and the sub- 

atitution of his son Teerfik as khedive (1870). Neter remained 
out of office until 1884. 

In the interval Great Britain had intervened in Egypt—the 
battle of Tel.el-Kebir had been fought, Arabi had been banished, 
and Sir Evelyn Baring (afterwards earl of Cromer) had succeeded 
Sir Edward Malet. The British government, under the advice 
of Baring, insisted on the evacuation of the Sudan, and Sherif 
having resigned office, the more pliant Nubar was induced to 
become premier, and to carry out a policy of which he openly 
disapproved, but which be considered Egpyt was forced to 
accept under British dictation. At this period be used to say, 
" I am not here to govern Egypt, but to administer the British 
government of Egypt. I am simply the greaser of the official 
wheels." It might have been well if Nubar had confined himself 
to this modest programme, but it was perhaps hardly to be 
expected of a man of his ability and restless energy. It must be 
admitted, however, that the characters of Nubar and Lord 
Cromer were not formed to run in harness, and it was with no 
surprise that the public learnt in June 1888 that he bad been 
relieved of office, though his dismissal was the direct act of the 
khedive Tewfik, who did not on this occasion seek the advice 
of the British agent. Bias Pasha, who succeeded lim, was, with 
one interval of eight months, prime minister until April 1894, 
when Nubar returned to office. By that time Lord Cromer had 
more completely grasped the reins of administration as well as 
of government, and Nubar had realized more clearly the rale 
which an Egyptian minister was called on to play: Lord Cromer 
was the real ruler of Egypt, and the death of Tewfik in 1890 
had necessitated a more open exercise of British authority. 
In November 1895 Nubar completed his fifty years of service, 
and, accepting a pension, retired from office. He lived little 
more than three years longer, spending his time between Cairo 
and Paris, where he died in January 1899 at the age of seventy-
four. (C. F. M. B.) 

NUBIA, a region of north-east Africa, bounded N. by Egypt, 
E. and W. by the Red Sea and the Libyan Desert respectively, 
and extending S. indefinitely to about the latitude of Khartum. 
It may be taken to include the Nile valley from Assuan near the 
First Cataract southwards to the confluence of the White and 
Blue Niles, stretching in this direction for about sao m. between 
16° and es° N. Nubia, however, has no strictly defined limits, 
and is little more than a geographical expression. The term 
appears to have been unknown to the ancients, by whom every-
thing south of Egypt was vaguely called Ethiopia, the land of 
the dark races. It is first associated historically, not with any 
definite geographical region, but with the Nobatae, a negro people 
removed by Diocletian from Kharga oasis to the Nile valley above 
Egypt (Dodecaschoenus), whence the turbulent Blemmyes bad 
recently been driven eastwards. From NOba, the Arabic form 
of the name of this people, comes the modern Nubia, a term 
about the precise meaning of which no two writers arc in accord. 
Within the limits indicated the country consists mainly of sandy 
desert and rugged and arid steppes and plateaus through which 
the Nile forces its way to Upper Egypt. In this section of the 
river there occurs a continuous series of slight falls and rapids, 
including all the historical "six cataracts," beginning below. 
Khartum and terminating at Philae. Between those places the 
river makes a great S-shaped bend, the region west of the Nile 
within the lower bend being called the Bayuda Desert, and that 
east of the Nile the Nubian Desert. The two districts roughly 
correspond to the conventional divisions of Upper and Lower 
Nubia respectively. Except along the narrow valley of the Nile 
only the southernmost portion of Nubia contains arable land. 
The greater part is within the almost rainless zone. An auri-
ferous district lies between the Nile and the Red Sea, in 22°  N. 
Politically the whole of Nubia is now included either in Egypt or 
the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan, and has no administrative existence. 

Ethnology.—As an ethnical expression the term Nuba or 
Nubian has little value. Rejected by the presumable descend-
ants of Diocletian's Nobatae, who now call themselves Berber 
or Barabara, it has become synonymous in the Nile valley with 
" slave," or " negro slave." This is due to the large number of 
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slaves drawn by Arab dealers from the Nes negroes of Kordofan, 
who appear to con ttitute the original stock of the Nubian races 
(but see Ham= Ram). On the other hand, the name has 
never included all the inhabitants of Nubia. Peoples of three 
distinct stocks inhabit the country—the comparatively recent 
Semitic Arab intruders, mainly in Upper Nubia, the Beja 
(T Hamitic) family of tribes (the Ababda, Biaharin, Redondo's, 
Beni-Amer, kc.), everywhere between the Nile and the Red Sea; 
and the Nubians (Nubs or Baribira), in Lower Nubia, where 
they are now almost exclusively confined to the banks of the 
Nile, from Assuan southwards to Dongola. Ethnologically these 
modern Nubians are a very mixed people, but their affiliation to 
negroes or negroids, which is based on physical and linguistic 
grounds, is confirmed by what is known of the history of the 
Nilotic peoples. 

The first inhabitants of the region beyond Egypt appear to 
have been the Uaua, whose name occurs in an inscription on a 
tomb at Memphis of the Vlth Dynasty, and again constantly in 
subsequent Inscriptions down to the time of the Ptolemies, as the 
chief negro race to the south of Syene. (For the history of the 
country during this period see ETHIOPIA). It thus appears that 
throughout the historic period down to the arrival of the Romans 
the Nile-country above Egypt was occupied by a negro people. 
Egyptian monuments are found as far south as Mount Baykal 
(Napata), but no Egyptian settlements beyond Syene. Hence 
these Uaus negroes probably remained unaffected, or very 
slightly affected, by foreign elements until about the 3rd century 
A.D. Their domain then began to be encroached upon from the 
east by the Blemmyes, who have been identified with the present 
Beja of the Nubian desert. It was owing to their incessant raids 
that Diocletian withdrew the Roman garrisons above the 
cataracts, and called in the warlike Nobatae to protect the 
Egyptian frontier from their attacks. These negro Nobatae, 
originally from Kordofan, as is now evident, had advanced to the 
Great Oasis (Charge) in Upper Egypt, whence they passed into 
the Nile valley between the cataracts. Hero they absorbed the 
older Uaua of kindred stock, and ultimately came to terms with 
the Blemmyes. The two races even became intermingled, and, 
making common cause against the Romans, were defeated by 
Maximfnue in 451. 
' The Blemmyes, remaining pagan after the Nubas had embraced 
Chrhtianity (6th century) were soon after driven from the Nile 
valley eastwards to the kindred Megaberes, Memnon and other 
nomads, who, with the Troglodytes, bad from time immemorial 
held the whole steppe region between the Nile and the Red Sea 
from Arum to Egypt. Here their most collective name was 
Bugaltse (Banqueted), as appears from the Axumite inscription, 
whence the forms Buja, Beja, which occur in the oldest Arab 
records, and by which they are still known. 

In the 7th century the Arabs who had conquered Egypt 
penetrated into Lower Nubia, where the two jawahareb and 
Al-Gbarblya tribes became powerful, and amalgamated with the 
Nfibas of that district. Their further progress south was barred 
by the Christian kings of Dongola (q.s.) until the 14th century, 
when the Arabs became masters of the whole region. Still 
later another element was added to the population in the intro-
duction by the Turkish masters of Egypt of a number of 
Bosnians. These Bosnians (Keiji as they called themselves) 
settled in the country and intermarried with the Arabs and 
Nubians, their descendants still holding lands between Assuan and 
Derr. Hence it is that the Nubians of this district, fairest of all 
the race, still claim Arab and Osmanli (Bosnian) descent. 

Nevertheless, the Nubian type remains essentially negro, being 
characterized by a very dark complexion, varying from a 
mahogany brown and deep bronze to an almost black shade, with 
tumid lips, large black animated eyes, doli-chocephalic head 
(index 73, 72), hair often woolly or strongly frizzled, and scant 
beard worn under the chin like the figures of the fugitives (Uaua?) 
in the battle-pieces sculptured on the walls of the Egyptian 
temples. At the same time the nose is much larger and the 
xygomatic arches less prominent than in the full-blood negro. 
The Nilotic Nubians are on the whole a strong muscular people,  

essentially agricultural, mere warlike and energetic than the 
Egyptians. Many find employment as artisans, small dealers, 
porters and soldiers in Egypt, where they are usually noted for 
their honesty, and frank and cheerful temperament. Since the 
overthrow of the native Christian states all have become Mahon-
medans, but not of a fanatical type. Although a nati ve of Dongola, 
the mandi, Mahommed Ahmed, found his chief support, not 
among his countrymen, but among the more recently converted 
Kordofan negroes and the nomad Arabs and Beja. (For ethno-
logy see also HA/WITO EACH% BEA, AMANDA, ED3HARII6 
HADENDOA, arc.). 

Language,--Little is Imo= of the language of the ancient Nubians 
or of its connexion, if any, with the language, known as Maxim ,
of of the " Ethiopians " who preceded them. The hieroglyphs and 
inscriptions in Meroitic belong mostly to the first six centuries A.D.; 
the existing Nubian MSS. are medieval and are written chiefly in 
Greek letters, and in form and character resemble Coptic. They are, 
with one exception, written on parchment and contain lives of mints, 
&c., the exception being a legal document. The most noteworthy of 
these MSS. was found near Edfu, in Upper Egypt, early in the 
aoth century and purchased for the British Museum in :go& Euty. 
chins, patriarch ol'Alemndria about 930. included " Nu'bi " among 
the six kinds of writing which he mentions as current among the 
Hamitic peoples, and " Nubi " also appears among a list of six 
writings mentioned In an ancient manuscript now in the Berlin 
Museum. 

The modern Nubian tongue, clearly the descendant of the Nubian 
of the MSS., is very sonorous and expressive. its distinctly negro 
character is betrayed in the complete absence of grammatical gender, 
in its primitive vowel-system and highly-developed process of 
consonantal assimilation, softening all harsh combinations, lastly, 
in the peculiar infix j inserted between the verbal root and the plural 
pronominal object, as in ai iekki.j.4..1 shake them. As in Bantu, 
the verb presents a multiplicity,  of forms, including one presert, 
three pastand future tenses. with personal endings complete, passive. 
interrogative, conditional, elective, negative and other forms, each 
with its proper participial inflexions. In Lepsius's grammar the 
verbal paradigm 6118 altogether t to pages. 

Of the Nilotic as distinguished from the Kordofan branch of the 
Naha language there are three principal dialects current from 
Assuan along the Nile southwards to Merot, as under:— 

I. NORTHERN: Dialect of Boni /Cam or MattehM, from the first 
cataract to Seb0' and Wadi al-'Arab, probably dating from 
the Diocletian period. 

II. CENTRAL: The Mahal or Marlsi, from Korooko to Wadi Half] 
(second cataract). Here the natives are called Saldukki, 
in contradistinction to the northern Mattokki. 

III. SOUTHERN: Dimple:1M, throughout the province of Dongola 
from the second cataract to J. Di ja near Merot, on the 
northern frontier of the Arab district of Dar Shagia. By 
the Mahasi people it is called Biderin Bannid, "language 
of the poor," or, collectively with the Kenz, Oshkirin 
Bennie!. " language of slaves." 

The northern and southern varieties are closely related to each 
other, differing considerably from the central, which shows more 
marked affinities with the Kordofan Nilba, possibly be, ause the 
Saidokki people arc later arrivals from Kordofan. For topography, 
ltic. and archaeology, see SUDAN I Anglo-Egyptian and Ec rer.  

AUTHORITIEE—C. R. Lepsius, Nubsack, Grammarik (Berlin, JIM). 
and Briefs ass Argypten. Aeihiopien, &c. (Berlin, 1852); D. FL 
Maciver, Areika (Oxford, !goo); Nubian Texts, edited by E. A. 
Wallis Budge !British Museum, 1909); F. LI Griffith. " Some old 
Nubian Christian Texts" in Journal of Theological Studies (July, 
agog); E. A. Budge, The .Egyptian Sudan (Londos, 5907); 
J. Ward, Our Sus:an, its Pyramids and Progress (London. Isms); 
E. Rappell. Reiser; in Nubien, Kordofan, &c. (Frankfort a. M., 
1829); F. Caillaud, Voyage d MEroe (Paris, 026); L. Reinirch, Die 
Nuba-Sproehe (Vienna. an): Memoirs of the Sociaa khediviale 
de Griographie, Cairo: J. L. Burckhardt. Travels is Nubia. &c. 
(London, 1810): G. Waddington and B. Hanbury, Journal tie Vuit 
to some parts of Ethiopia (London, 1882); E. F. Gau, Nubische 
Denkmdler (Stuttgart, 1821). Consult also the bibliography under 
SUDAN. 

RUBLE, a province of central Chile, bounded N. by Linares, 
E. by the Argentine Republic, S. by Concepcion and W. by 
Concepci6n and Maule. Area, 3407 sq. m.; pop. (1893) 1 3 2 ,935. 
The province lies partly in the great central valley of Chile, noted 
for its fine climate and fertility, and partly on the western 
slopes of the Andes. The Itata river, which forms the southern 
boundary, and its principal tributary, the Ruble, form the 
drainage system of the province. Agriculture and grazing are 
the principal industries. Wheat is largely produced, and there 
arc vineyards in some localities. Stock-raising is pursued 
chiefly in the east, where the pastures are rich and the water 
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supply unfailing. The state tansy from Santiago to the southern 
provinces panes through Ruble, from N.N.E. to S.S.W., and sends 
off a branch from Bakes W. to Jan Tema on the Bay of Con-
cepci6n. The capital is Chan, and the only other important 
town is Babies, a railway junction and active commercial centre. 
The hot baths of Chillaa, in the eastern part of the province on 
the slope of the volcano of that name, about loco ft. above sea 
level, are very popular in Chile. 

NUCERIA ALFATERNA (mod. Nocera Isferiore, qv.), an 
ancient town of Campania, Italy, in the valley of the Satnus 
(Sarno), about tom. E. of the modern coast line at Tone Annun-
skits, and 8 m. E. of Pompeii. In the period before the Roman 
supremacy it appears to have been the chief town in the valley 
of the Samos, Herculaneum, Pompeii, Stable. and Surrentum 
all being dependent upon it. The coins of the town bear the 
bead of the river god. It maintained its alkgianee to Rome 
till 3o9 B.C. when It joined the revolted &makes. In 308 it 
repulsed a Roman attempt to land at the mouth of the Samos, 
but is 307 it was besieged and surrendered. It obtained favour. 
able terms, and remained faithful to Rome even after Cannae. 
Hannibal reduced it in 216 by starvation, and destroyed and 
plundered the town. The inhabitants returned when peace was 
restored. Even during the Social War Nuceria remained true to 
Rome, though the dependent towns joined the revolt; after it 
they were formed into independent communities, and Nuceria 
received the territory of Stabfae, which had been destroyed by 
Sulk in 89 lac., as a compensation. In 73 D.C. It was'plundered 
by Spartacus. Of the buildings of the ancient city nothing 
at all Is to be seen; but on the hillsides on the S. are remains 
of villas of the Raman period, and here tombs have been 
found. (T. As.) 

NUCLEUS (Lat. for the kernel of a nut, sus, the stone of 
fruit), the central portion of things, round which other parts of 
the same thing or other things collect together. The term is 
particularly applied to the central mass of protoplasm in • plant 
or animal cell (see Ctrrotaav). 

NUM, a Nilotic negro people of the upper Nile, dwelling In the 
swampy plains south of Fashoda and at the Bahr-el-Ghazal 
confluence, and having for neighbour the Dinka, whom they 
resemble. They are long-legged and flat-footed, and live, like 
the aquatic birds, on fish, roots and river plants. They tattoo 
tribal  marks on the forehead, and the women pierce the upper 
lips. A few Nun families live on the floating islets of grass and 
reeds brought down by the river in flood. 

NUEVA SAN SALVADOR, or &urn Taw, the capital of the 
department of La Libertad, Salvador; on the railway between 
San Salvador (to m. N.) and the Pacific port of La Libertad. 
Pop. (x903) about x8,000. The town was founded in 1854, and 
intended to replace the capital, San Salvador, which was ruined 
by an earthquake in that year but soon afterwards rebuilt. 
Nueva San Salvador is an attractive town with a large and 
growing trade. 

NUEVO LE611, a northern state of Mexico, bounded N., E. 
and S.E. by Tamaulipas, S. and S.W. by San Luis Potosi and 
W. and N. by Coahuila. Pop. (woo) 327,937; area  23,592 

 sq. m. Nuevo Leda lies partly upon the great Mexican plateau 
and partly upon its eastern slopes, the Sierra Madre Oriental 
crossing the state N.W. to S.E. A branch of the Sierra Madre 
extends northward from the vicinity of Salinas, but its elevations 
are low. The average elevation of the Sierra Madre within the 
state is slightly under 55co ft. The general character of the 
surface is mountainous, though the western and south-western 
sides are level and dry as in the adjoining state of Coahuila. 
In the N. the general elevation is low, the surface sandy and 
covered with cactus and mesquite growth, and hot, semi-arid 
conditions prevail. The eastern slopes receive more rain and are 
well clothed with vegetation, but the lower valleys are sub-
tropical in character and are largely devoted to sugar production. 
The higher elevations have a dry, temperate, healthful climate. 
There are many elversand streams,notably the Salado, Pesqueria 
and Prams, but none is navigable within the state, though many 
furnish good water power. Agriculture is the psiacipal Industry,  

the chief prodders being sugar, barley, Indian corn and wheal. 
Rum is • by-product of the sugar industry, and " mescal " is 
distilled from the agave. The gathering and preparation of 
" lade " fibres from the agave and yucca forms another ins-
portant industry, the fibre being sent to Tampico for export. 
Stock-raising receives considerable attention; there are about 0. 
score of large cattle ranges, and there is a considerable export 
of live cattle to Texas and to various Mexican states.. Consider-
able progress has been made in manufacturing industries, and 
there are • large number of sugar-mills, cotton factories, woollen 
mills, smelting works and iron and steel works. The state is well 
served with railways, the capital, Monterrey, being one of the 
most important railway centres In northern Mexico. The 
Mexican National line crosses the northern half of the state and 
has constructed a branch from Monterrey to Matamoros, and a 
Belgian line (F. C. de Monterrey al Golfo Mexican) runs from 
Tampico N.N.W. to Monterrey, and.thence westward to Trevino 
(formerly Venadito) in Coahuila, • station on the Mexican Inter-
national. The other principal towns are: Linares, or San Felipe 
de Linares (pop. so,6go in x9oo), 112 m. by rail S.E. of the capital 
in a rich agricultural region; Lampazos, or Lampasos de 
Naranjo (7704), 96 en. by rail N.W. of the capital; Cadercyta 
Jimines, Garcia, Santiago and Doctor Arroyo, the last in the 
extreme southern part of the state. 

NUGENT. ROBERT Nunn EMIL (17oa—t788), Irish 
politician and poet, son of Michael Nugent, was born at Caftans-
town, Co. Westmeath. He was terselt described by Richard 
Glover as " a jovial and voluptuous Irishman who had left 
popery for the Protestant religion, money and widows." His 
change of religion took place at a very early period In life; he 
married in 7736 Anna (d. 1756), daughter of James Crania, the 
secretary of state, a lady who had already been twice given in 
marriage. His wife's property comprised the borough of St 
Mawes in Cornwall, and Nugent sat for that constituency from 
170 to 1754, after which date he represented Bristol until 1774, 
when he returned to St Mawes. He was a lord Of the treasury 
from snot* 1759 and president of the board of trade from 1766 
to 1768. He married in 1757 Elizabeth, dowager-countess of 
Berkeley, who brought him a large fortune. His support of the 
ministry was so useful that he was created in 1767 Viscount 
Clare, and in 1776 Earl Nugent, both Irish peerages. He died on 
the 13th of October 1788. Lord Nugent was the author of some 
poetical productions, several of which are preserved in the second 
volume of Dodsley's Collections (1748). The earldom descended 
by special remainder to the earl's son-in-law, George Nugent 
Temple Grenville, marquess of Buckingham, and so to his 
successors, the dukes of Buckingham and Chandos. 

NUISANCE (through Fr. noisance, nuisance, from Let. mare, 
to hurt), that which gives offence or causes annoyance, trouble 
or injury. In English law nuisance is either public or private. 
A public or common nuisance is defined by Sir J. F. Stephen as 
" an act not warranted by law, or an omission to discharge a 
legal duty, which act or omission obstructs or causes incon-
venience or damage to the public In the exercise of rights common 
to all His Majesty's subjects "(Digest/if theCriminal Law, p. ix)). 
A common nuisance is punishable as a misdemeanour at common 
law, where no special provision is made by statute. In modern 
times many of the old common law nuisances have been the 
subject of legislation. It Is no defence for a master or employer 
that a nuisance is caused by the acts of his servants, if such acts 
are within the scope of their employment, even though such 
acts are done without his knowledge and contrary to his orders. 
Nor is It a defence that the nuisance has been in existence for a 
great length of time, for no lapse of time will legitimate a public 
nuisance. 

A private nuisance Is an act ce omission which causes incon-
venience or damage to a private person, and Is left to be redressed 
by action. There must be some 'sensible diminution of these 
rights affecting the value or convenience of the property. " The 
real question in all the cases is the question of fact, whether the 
annoyance 4 such as materially to interfere with the ordinary 
comfort of human existence " (Lord Ronully in Crimp v. 
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lambert, 1867, 	 • 3 Eq. 409). A private nuisance, differing 
in this respect from a public nuisance, may be legalized by un-
interrupted use for twenty years. It used to be thought that, 
if a man knew there was a nuisance and went and lived near it, 
be could not recover, because. it was said, It is he that goes to 
the nuisance and not the nuisance to him. But this has long 
ceased to be law, as regards both the remedy by damages and 
the remedy by injunction. 

The remedy for a public nuisance is by infeemation, indictment, 
summary procedure or statement. An information lies in cases 
of great public importance, such as the obstruction of a navigable 
river by piers. In some matters the law allows the party to take 
the remedy into his own bands and to " abate " the nuisance. 
Thus, if a gate be placed across a highway, any person lawfully 
sising•the highway may remove the obstruction. provided that no 
breach of the peace is caused thereby. The remedy for a private 
nuisance is by injunction, action for damages or abatement. An 
action lies in every case for a private nuisance; it also lies where the 
nuisance Is public, provided that the plaintiff can prove that he has 
sustained some special injury. In such a case the civil is in addition 
to the criminal remedy. In abating a 

prrates
vae  nuisance, care must 

be taken not to do more damage than is sary for the removal 
of the nuisance. 

In Scotland there is no recognized distinction between public 
and private nuisances. The law as to what constitutes a nuisance 
is substantially the same as in England. A list of statutory nuisances 
will be found in the Public Health (Scotland) Act 0367, and amend-
ing acts. The remedy for nuisance is by interdict or action. 

The American law on the subject is practically the same as the 
English law. 

NUKlik a town of Russian Caucasia, in the government of 
Elizavetpol, and previous to 5819 the capital of the khanate of 
Sbeki, lying 37 m. N.E. of the town of Elizavetopol, at the S. 
foot of the main chain of the Caucasus. Pop. (Mt) 22,618; 
(1897) 34,855; mainly Tatars, with some. Armenians. The 
cupola of the church in the fortress is 2455 ft. above the ma-level, 
in 41 *  12' or N. and 47°  12. 7' E. The fortress, a Squat* 
enclosure, erected in 1765, contains the palace, built in 570o in 
the original Persian style. The leading industry is the breeding 
of silkworms and the spinning of silk. Nultha was a mere 
village down to the middle of the 18th century, when it was 
chosen by liajji Chelyabi, the founder of the khanate of Shcki, 
as his residence. The Russian occupation dates from 1807, 
though the annexation was not completed till aria 

NULLMI (Hindostani for an arm of the sea, stream or water-
course). a steep narrow valley. Like the wadi of the Arabs, the 
nullah is characteristic of mountainous or hilly country where 
there is little rainfall. In the drier parts of India, and in many 
parts of Australia there are small steep-eided valleys penetrating 
the hills, clothed with rough brushwood or small trees growing 
in the stony soil. During occasional heavy rains torrents rush 
down the nullabs and quickly disappear. There is little local 
action upon the sides, while the bed is lowered, and consequently 
these valleys are narrow and steep. 

NULLIFICATION, the process of making null or of no effect 
(Lat. nullas, none). In United States history the term is 
applied to the process by which a state either (a) in fact suspended, 
or (b) claimed' a constitutional right of suspending, the operation 
of a federal law within its own territory. The doctrine of 
nullification as a constitutional theory was probably never 
held by a majority of the states or of the American people at 
any one time, though before 5860 most of the states asserted 
or practised it. The belief in nullification was based on the 
theory that the union of the states was a voluntary one, each 
member retaining its sovereignty, though for purposes of con-
veniencedelegating certain powers of government to an agent—
the federal government. The powers of this agent were strictly 
limited by the Constitution, and should it transcend these 
powers the states must interpose to protect their rights. This 
view held that the Supreme Court created by the Constitution 
was not a proper tribunal to decide causes arising beyond the 
Constitution or relating to the nature of the Union, but that 
hs jurisdiction was limited to cases arising under the Constitu-
tion. If the Federal government usurped a right belonging to 
the state, the latter, being a sovereignty, Must judge for itself. 

As later perfected by John C. Calhoun 4-0, the theory of 

nullification required a practice as follows. A state aggrieved 
by a lawof the Federal congress might, in constituent convention, 
suspend the operation of the objectionable law, and report its 
action to the other states. 11 three-fourths of them should 
decide that the law in question was not unconstitutional, then 
in effect it became ratified (see United States Constitution, 
art. v.). The dissatisfied state must then submit or must draw 
out of the union by the act of secession (see SECESSION, and 
Commoratars STATES). This theory of the right of nullification 
was considered by those who held it to be in accord with the 
principles laid down in the Constitution. It must be distin-
guished from secession, which was considered a sovereign right, 
one above the Constitution; yet nullification presumed the 
sovereignty of the state. 

The earliest assertions of the doctrine of nullification are 
found is the Kentucky and Virginia Resolutions of 1798-1799,. 
written respectively by Thomas Jefferson and James Madison 
in protest against the Alien and Sedition Acts of Congress. 
Nullification was first practised in 1809 by Pennsylvania, the 
governor ordering out the state troops to resist the execution 
of a decree of a Federal court. In the New England states, 
1807-1815, the United States laws relating to embargo, non-
intercourse and army enlistments were nullified by state action. 
From 1835-1820 the state of Georgia forcibly prevented the 
execution of Federal laws and court decrees relating to the 
Indians within her borders and in Alabama, 1832--2835, there 
was a similar nullification. The only example of nullification 
in which theory and practice coincided was the nullification 
in 1832 by South Carolina of the Federal tariff laws. In this 
the state acted upon the theory outlined above which was 
perfected by Calhoun. In the last decade before the Civil War 
fourteen of the Northern states in the so-called " Personal 
Liberty laws " nullified the Federal statutes relating to slaves 
and shivery by making it a crime for their citizens to obey these 
laws and by setting the state administration against the Federal 
officials. Since the Reconstruction the Southern states have 
in practice effected a nullification of the Fourteenth and 
Fifteenth Amendments to the Constitution providing for negro 
suffrage. 

See John C. Calhoun, Works, voles i. and vi. (New York. 0853-
1833); D. F. Houston, Critical Study of Nullification in South 
Carolina (New York, 1897); C. W. Loring, Nullification and Secession 
(New York, 1893); E. P. Powell, Nullification and Secession in the 
Owed Stales (New York. 1897); and U. B. Phillips, Georgia and 
Mares Rights (Washington, Kos). (W. L. F.) 

NUMAIITIA, an ancient bill fortress in northern Spain, in 
the province of Soda (Old Castile), overhanging the village of 
Gamy, near the town of Soria, on the upper Douro. Here, 
on a small isolated high plateau in the middle of the valley, 
was the stronghold which played the principal part in a famous 
struggle between the conquering Romans and the native Spaniards 
during the years 134-133 s.c. Numantia was especially con-
cerned in the latter part of this war from 144 onwards. It 
was several times unsuccessfully besieged. Once the Roman 
general Hosulius Mancinus with his whole army was compelled 
to surrender (137). Finally, Scipio Aemilianus, Rome's first 
and only general in that age, with some 6o,000 men drew round 
the town 6 rn. of continuous entrenchments with seven camps 
at intervals. After is months (134-133) he reduced by hunger 
the 6oco•8ono Numantine soldiers, much as Caesar afterwards 
reduced Alois. in GauL The result was regarded as a glorious 
victory, and in Roman literature the fall of Numantia was 
placed beside the fall of Carthage (149 s.c.). In truth, the 
maintenance in effective condition of so large a Roman force 
in so remote and difficult a region was in itself a real achievement 
and such as at that time no one but Scipio could have performed. 
He redeemed by organized strategy the vacillations and follies 
of statesmen who bad sat at home and sent out inadequate 
expeditions or incompetent commanders. The site was, under 
the Roman Empire, occupied by a Roman town called Numantia, 
and the Itinerary tells of a Roman road which ran past it. It 
is to-day a " Monument° National " of Spain, and has yielded 
remarkable discoveries to the skilful excavations of Dr Schulten 
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(icos-tete), who has traced the Celtiberian town, the lines 
of Scipio and several other Roman camps dating from the 
Numantine Wars. (F. J. H.) 

NUMA POMPIIJUS, second legendary king of Rome (7r5-
67s s.c.), was a Sabine, a native of Cures, and his Nellie was 
the daughter of Titus Tatius, the Sabine colleague of Romulus. 
He was elected by the Roman people at the dose of a year's 
interregnum, during which the sovereignty had been exercised 
by the members of the senate In *rotation. Nearly all the early 
religious institutions of Rome were attributed to him. He set 
up the worhip of Terminus (the god of landmarks), appointed 
the festival of Fides (Faith), built the temple of Janus, reorgan-
ized the calendar and fixed days of business and holiday. He 
instituted the dame= (sacred priests) of Jupiter, Mars and 
Quirinus; the virgins of Vesta, to keep the sacred fire burning 
on the hearth of the city; the Sala, to guard the shield that 
tell from heaven; the pontifices and augurs, to arrange the 
rites and interpret the will of the gods; he also divided the 
handicraftsmen into nine gilds. He derived his inspiration from 
his wife, the nymph Egeria, whom he used to meet by night in 
her sacred grove. After a long and peaceful reign, during which 
the gates of Janus were closed, Name died and Ins succeeded 
by the warlike Tullus Hostilius. Livy (xL 29) tells a curious 
story of two stone chests, bearing inscriptions in Greek and 
Latin, which were found at the foot of the Janiculum (rflt s.c.), 
one purporting to contain the body of Num& and the other his 
books. The first when opened was found to be empty, but the 
second contained fourteen books relating to philosophy and 
pontifical law, which were publicly burned as tending to under- 
mine the established religion. 

No single legislator can really be considered responsible for 
all the institutions ascribed to Numa; they are essentially 
Italian, and older than Rome itself. Even Roman tradition 
Itself wavers; e.g. the fetiales are variously attributed to Tullus 
Hostilius and Anus Alertly& The supposed law-books, which 
were to all appearance new when discovered, were clearly 
fotgeries. • 

See Livy L 18•21: Plutarch, Nara; Dion. Hectic. n. 58-76; 
Cicero. Ds remake& ii. 13-e5. For criticism: Schwa-0er, Rilirseische 
Geschiclite, bk. xi.; Sir G Cornewall Lewis. Cred4ility of early 
Roman History, ch. xi.', W. 

G. 
Hist. of Rome, i.; E. Pais, Starlit di 

Roma, i. (1898), where Numa is identified with Titus Tails' and made 
out to be a river god. Numicius, closely connected with Aestens: 
I. a Carter. The Rdigioa sf NO" ( 1906); 0. Gilbert, Gmekiekte 
Ina Topographic der Sladi Row int Altars= (1883-188g); and Roma: 
Ancient History. 

NUMBER ,  (through Fr. nombre, from Lat. mimesis; from 
a root seen in Gr. viper to distribute), a word generally ex-
pressive of quantity, the fundamental meaning of which leads 
on analysis to some of the most difficult problems of higher 
mathematics. 

r. The most elementary process of thought involves a distinc-
tion within an identity—the A and the not-A within the sphere 
throughout which these terms are intelligible. Again A may be 
a generic quality found in different modes As, Ab, Ac, dm.; for 
instance, colour in the modes, red, green, blue and so on. Thus 
the notions of " one," " two," and the vague " many " are 
fundamental, and must have impressed themselves on the human 
mind at a very early period: evidence of this is found in the 
grammatical distinction of singular, dual and plural which 
occurs in ancient languages of widely different races. A more 
definite idea of number seems to have been gradually acquired 
by realizing the equivalence, as regards plurality, of different 
concrete groups, such as the fingers of the right hand and those 
of the left. This led to the invention of a set of names which in 
the first instance did not suggest a numerical system, but denoted 
certain recognized forms of plurality, just as blue, red, green, Sic., 
denote recognized forms of colour. Eventually theconceptionof 
the series of natural numbers became sufficiently clear to lead 
to a systematic terminology, and the science of arithmetic was 
thus rendered possible. But it h only in quite recent times that 
the notion of number has been submitted to a searching critical 

See also NVIORAL 

analysis: ft is,in •fact, one of the most characteristic results of 
modern mathematical research that the term number has been 
made at once more precise and more extensive. 

2. Aggregates (also called manifolds or M.O.—Let us assume the 
possibility of constructing or contemplating a permanent system 
of things such that (t) the system includes all objects to which 
a certain definite quality belongs; (a) no object without this 
quality belongs to the system; (3) each object of the system is 
permanently recognizable as the same thing, and as distinct 
from all other objects of the system. Such a collection is called 
an aggregate: the separate objects belonging to it are called its 
elements. An aggregate may consist of a single element. 

It is further assumed that we can select, by a definite process, 
one or more elements of any aggregate A at pleasure: these 
form another aggregate B. If any element of A remains un-
selected, B is said to be a pan of A (in symbols, B<A): if not, 
B Is ideatical with A. Every element of A is a pert of A. U 
B.0 A and C.< B, then C<A. 

When a correspondence curt be established between two 
aggregates A and B in such • way that to every element of A 
corresponds one and only one element of B, and conversely, A 
and B are said to be moleskin, or to have the same power (or 
potency); in symbols, A•r• B. If A ,n II and B sn C, then Ao:•C 
It is possible for an aggregate to be equivalent to a part of 
itself: the aggregate Is then said to be in 	As an example, 
the aggregates 2, 4, 6, ... 214, dr.c., and t, 2, 3, 	. w, Be, are 
equivalent, but the first is only a part of the second. 

3. Order.—Suppose that when any two elements a, b of an 
aggregate A are taken there can be established, by a definite 
criterion, one or other of two alternative relations, symbolized 
by o<6 and a>b, subject to the following conditions:—(r) If 
a> b, then b<a, and if a <6, then 6>a; (2) It a> b and b>e, 
then a> e. In this case the criterion is said to arrange the 
aggregate in order. An aggregate which can be arranged in order 
may be called ordinabk. An otdinable aggregate may, in general, 
by the application of different criteria, be arranged in order ht a 
variety of ways. According as a<b or a>6 we shall speak of 
as anterior or posterior to b. These terms are chosen merely for 
convenience, and must not be taken to imply any meaning 
except what is involved in the definitions of the signs > and < for 
the particular criterion in question. The consideration of a 
succession of events in time will help to show that the assumptions 
made are not self-contradictory. An aggregate arranged in 
order by a definite criterion will be called an ordered aggregate. 
Let a, b be any two elements of an ordered aggregate, and 
suppose e<6. All the elements c (if any) such that a<c<b are 
said to fall within the interval (a, 6). If an element 6, posterior 
to a, can be found so that no clement falls within the interval 
(a, 6), then o is said to be isolated from all subsequent elements, 
and b is said to be the dement next after a. So if b'<a, and no 
element falls within the interval (b', a), then a is isolated from all 
preceding elements, and b is the element next before a. As 
will be seen presently, for any assigned element tr, either, neither, 
or both of these cases may occur. 

An aggregate A is said to be well-ordered (dr normally ordered) 
when, in addition to being ordered, it has the following pro-
perties: (t) A has a first or lowest element a which is anterior 
to all the rest; (2) if B is any part of A, then B has a first 
element. It follows from this that every part of a well-ordered 
aggregate is itself well-ordered. A well-ordered aggregate may 
or may not have a last clement. 

Two ordered aggregates A,B are said to be sinsffar (A. B) when 
a one-one correspondence can be set up between their elements 
in such a way that if 8,6' are the elements of B which correspond 
to any two elements a, a' of A, then b>b' or b<b' according as 
a> a' or a <a'. For example, (I, 3, S• • • • ) 21 ( 2, 4. 6, • • . ), because 
we can make the even number TX correspond to the odd 
number (2*-1) and conversely. 

Similar ordered aggregates are said to have the same order-type. 
Any definite order-type is said to be the miffed number of every 
aggregate arranged according to that type. This somewhat 
vague definition will become clearer as we proceed 
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4. The Naturai Scak.—Let a beany element of • well-ordered 

aggregate A. Then all the elements posterior to • form an 
aggregate A', which Is a part of A and, by definition, has a first 
element a'. This element a' is different from a, and immediately 
suxeeds it in the order of A. (It may happen, of course, that 
a' does not exist; in this case a Is the last element of A.) Thus 
in a well-ordered aggregate every element except the last (if 
there be a last element) is succeeded by a definite next element. 
The ingenuity of man has developed a symbolism by means of 
which every symbol is associated with a definite next succeeding 
symbol, and in this way we have a set of visible or audible signs 
s, 2, 3, &c. (or their verbal equivalents), representing as aggregate 
in which (I) there is a definite order, (a) there is a first term, 
(3) each term has one next following, and consequently there is 
no last term Counting a set of objects means associating them 
in order with the first and subsequent members of this con-
ventional aggregate. The process of counting may lead to three 
different results: (1) the set of objects may be finite in number, 
so that they ar•associated with a part of the conventional aggre-
gate which has a last term; (2) the set of objects may have the 
same power as the conventional aggregate; (3) the set of objects 
may have a higher power than the conventional aggregate. 
Examples of (2) and (3) will be found further on. The order-type 
of t, a, 3, &c., and of similar aggregates will be denoted by co. 
this is the first and simplest member of a set of transfinite ordinal 
numbers to be considered later on. Any finite number such as 
3 is used ordinally as representing the order•type of a, 2, 3 or 
any similar aggregate, and cardinally as representing the power 
of I, a, 3 or any equivalent aggregate. For reasons that will 
appear, co is only used in an ordinal sense. The aggregate 
s, 2, 3, &c., in any of its written or spoken forms, may be called 
the natural scale, and denoted by N. It has already been shown 
that N is infinite: this appears in a more elementary way from 
the fact that (s, 2, 3, 4, • • .)4(2, 3, 4, 5, • - . ) ■ where each 
element of N is made to correspond with the next following. 
Any aggregate which is equivalent to the natural scale or a part 
thereof is said to be countable. 

5. Arithmetical Operations.—When the natural scale N has 
once been obtained it is comparatively easy, although it requires 
a long process of induction, to define the arithmetical operations 
of addition, multiplication and involution, as applied to natural 
numbers. It can be proved that these operations are free 
from ambiguity and obey certain formal laws of commutation, 
&c., which will not be discussed here. Each of the three direct 
operations leads to an inverse problem which cannot be solved 
except under certain implied conditions. Let a, b denote any 
two assigned natural numbers: then it is required to find 
natural numbers, z, y, a such that 

et ■ bi-a, a 	a =a6  
respectively. The solutions, when they exist, are perfectly 
definite, and may be denoted by a—b, alb and if a; but they 
are only possible in the first case when a>b, in the second when 
a is a multiple of b, and in the third when a is a perfect 6th 
power. It is found to be possible, by the construction of certain 
elements, called respectively negative, freak:mai and irrational 
*ambers, and sere, to remove all these restrictions. 

6. There are certain properties, common to the aggregates 
with which we have next to deal, analogous to those possessed 
by the natural scale, and consequently justifying us in applying 
the term number to any one of their elements. They are stated 
here, once for all, to avoid repetition; the verification, in each 
case, will be, for the most part, left to the reader. Each of the 
aggregates in question (A, suppose) is an ordered aggregate. 
If a, are any two elements of A, they may becoenbined by two 
definite operations, represented by and X, so as to produce 
two definite elements of A represented by e+$ and aX$ (or 
e$); these operations obey the formal laws satisfied by those of 
addition and multiplication. The aggregate A contains one 
(and only one) element s, such that if a is any element of A 

included), then 4-1-i>a, and as= a. Thus A contains the 
elements 4  a+i, &c., or, as we may write them, s, as, 
Is,. ..me...such that mi-l-aimi(m+a)i and ast,)Cas Ma;  

also i<si<3t • . • • We may express' this by saying that A 
contains an image of the natural scale. The element denoted 
by t may be called the ground element of A 

7. Negative Numbers.—Let any two natural numbers a, b be 
selected in a definite order a, b (to be distinguished from b, a, in 
which the order is reeersed). In this way we obtain from N an 
aggregate of symbols (a, b) which we shall call asupks, or more 
precisely, if necessary, polar couples. This new aggregate may 
be arranged in order by means of the following rules:—

Two couples (a, b), (a', 6') are said to be equal if a-Fb'..a' +b. 
In other words (a, b), (a', b') are then taken to be equivalent 
symbols for the same thing. 

If a-f-b'>a'+b, we write (a, 6)> (d, 11); and if 4+6' <te-Flre 
we write (a, b)<(a', b'). 

The rules for the addition and multiplication of couples are: 
(a, b)+(a', b')(a+41',6+6') 
(a, b)x(te, 1?)..(aa'+bb',ab'-Fa'6). 

The aggregate thus defined will be denoted by R; it may be 
called the scale of relative integers. 

Ifs denotes (a, 5) or any equivalent couple, (a, 
(a+ 2, b÷ t)? (a, b) and (a, 6) Xt.• 	a+ = (a, 6). Bence 

is the ground element of R. By definition, 2i=i+i=(4, 2) = 
(3, x): and hence by Induction nu= (m÷ s, s), where in is any 
natural integer. Conversely every couple (a, 6) in which a>b 
can be expressed by the symbol (a —b)i. In the same way, every 
couple (a, b) in which b> a can be expressed in the form (b—sW, 
where e (i, a). 

8. It follows as a formal consequence of the definitions that 
(2, s)-F(s, a) = (3, 3) = (s, a). It is convenient to denote 

(r, a) and its_  quivalent symbols by o, because 
(a. b) -1- 0, 1) (a + t, b-I-1) (0) 
(a, 6)X(t, t)=(a+b, a -1-6) ■ (1, s); 

hence 	and we can represent R by the scheme- 
• 3e, 2e, e, 0, I, 24 3. 

in which each element is obtained from the next before it by the 
addition of s. With this notation the rules of operation may be 
written (m, a, denoting natural numbers)— 

im+a, lei -i-e)4 one+ a.' ..(aprait 
an +sue we —a). if m >n

n — 	as <a 
auXlito• mu, me Xs.'-inn,, miXne 

with the special rules for zero, that if a is any element of R, 
= a, aXo..o. 

To each element, a, of R corresponds a definite element a' such 
that a-f-ce =o; if a= o, then a'= o, but in every other case a, a' 
are different and may be denoted by me, me. The natural 
number m is called the absolute value of nu and me. 

q. If a, $ are any two elements of R, the equation ti-p-a 
is satisfied by putting a-Etr. Thus the symbol a -$ is always 
interpretable as a +$', and we may say that within R subtraction 
is always possible; it is easily proved to be also free from 
ambiguity. On the other hand, atff is intelligible only if the 
absolute value of a is a multiple of the absolute value of p. 

The aggregate R has no first element and no last element. 
At the same time it is countable, as we see, for instance, by 
associating the elements o, at, be with the natural numbers 

ace, 2b+t respectively, thus— 
(N) s. a. 3, 4, 
(N) 0.41, 242.,3[, ..  

It is usual to write +a (or simply a) for as and —a for as'; 
that this should be possible without leading to confusion or 
ambiguity is certainly remarkable. 

so. Fractional Numbers.—We will now derive from N a 
different aggregate of couples (a, 6] subject to the following rules: 

The symbols la, bl, (a', bl, are equivalent if ab' ,..teb. Accord-
ing as ab' is greater or less than al we regard (a, 61 as being greater 
or less than Is', 6']. The formulae for addition and multiplication 
are 	 (a, bl +fa', bllab'+‘eb. Mel (

a, blxla' 	
■ 

, =Lae. bbl. 
All the couples (a, a] are equivalent to (1,, tis  and if we denote 
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this by v we have (a, f1-1-v- 	b)>(a, it (a; Xv-(a, 
so that v is the ground element of the new aggregate. 

Again Tv-u+11—(a, IL and by induction ma-lts, al. Mora 
over, if a is a multiple of ts, say cob, we may denote fa, 61 by SUL 

sr. The new aggreitate of couples will be denoted by R. It 
differs from N and N in one very important respect, namely, 
that when its elements are arranged in order of magnitude (that 
is to say, by the rule above given) they are not isolated from 
each other. In fact if [a, il=a, and fa', blatre the element 
ta-Fa',b-i-b1 lies between a and hence It follows between 
any two different elements of It we an find as many other 
elements as we please. This property is expressed by saying 
that It is in close order when its elements are arranged in order 
of magnitude. Strange as it appears at first sight, R is a count-
able aggregate; a theorem first proved by G. Cantor. To ace 
this, observe that every element of R may be represented by a 
" reduced " couple (a, lib in which a, to are prime to each other. 
If (a, bl, [c, elf are any two reduced couples, we will agree that 
[a, b] is anterior to (c, c11 if either (a) a+b<c+d, or (2) a-1-11 
el-d, but a<c. This gives a new criterion by which all the 
elements of It can be arranged in the succession 
ft. IL II, 31, Ia. II, Ir. 31. (3. 1.1. tr. 41. [2. 31. b. 21. 14, II. 

which is similar to the natural scale. 
The aggregate R, arranged in order of magnitude, agrees with 

N in having no least and no greatest element; for if a denotes 
any element (a, N, then (se-t, abket, while fra+ I 214 741. 

is. The division of one element of R by another is always 
possible; for by definition 

fr. d1Xladi loci  -f•ed. boll-ter 61. 
and consequently (a, al+ ft, (11 is always interpretable as [ad, let). 
As a particular use [as, 11+ [a, II a• pa, a], so that every clement 
of R is expressible in one of the forms caw, caw/err. It is usual to 
omit the symbol v altogether, and to represent the element 
[as, al by m/a, whether as is a multiple of a or not. Moreover, 
milt is written as, which may be done without confusion, because 
0/14-e/t (es-ha)/1, and WI Xa/vmma/s, by the rules given 
above. 

r3. Within the aggregate It subtraction Is not always practic-
able; but this limitation may be removed b ■ constructing an 
aggregate v. related to R in the same way as N to N. This may 
be done in two ways which lead to equivalent results. We may 
either form symbols of the type (a, p), where a, P denote elements 
of R, and apply the rules of 1 7; or else form symbols of the type 
(a, $1, where a, p denote .elements of N, and apply the rules of 
ire. The final result is that R contains a zero element, o, a 
ground element v, an element v' such that o, and a set 
of elements representable by the symbols (mln)u, (m/n)v'. In 
this notation the rules of operation are ze4„,_ 

viiitoniew. as anes.anamea:  

a-1/X:1v 	=Zs,  X Vs' 7.4e-st ■ a-41; 

en on' ern' m 	sr et' am' m an' 
is-m+ Wv ".iirill+74  is-P+e-s7res '7/1- 1-irv;• 
• -11.•.-1-0., where +0-O; 
a-I-0 	•X0=0. 

Here a and 19 denote any two elements of T. II p- (m/ts)u, 
then IT - (Now, and if (a4181)11, thus frsa(miss)u. II P o, 
then Pato. 

Wheni is constructed by means of couples taken from TI, 
we must put (err, wilitt(ei/ii)v, tul mime, *4 
(m/n)te, and fo, e.1-o, if a Is any element of N except o. The 
symbols (o, 01 and le, of arc inadmissible; the first because it 
satisfies the definition of equality (1 re) with every symbol 
(a, 191, and is therefore indeterminate; the second because, 
according to the ride of addition, 

Is. of 4-1•, 4 (a., =la, ol, 
which is inconsistent with Ei-v>I• 

MX 14* 

In the same way, if o denotes the zero clement of E, and E  any 
other element, the symbol o/o is indeterminate, and //c• in-
admissible, because, by the formal rules of operation, //o-l-it 
which conflicts with the definition of the ground element v. 
It is usual tirirtite +7 (or simply I) for Ile, and -,11 for litta  „ 

Each of these elements.  is said to have the absolute value irs/a. 
The criterion for arranging the elements of R in order of magni-
tude is that, if I. v we any two elements of it, i>e when /- tr 
is positive; that is to saw when it can be expressed in the 
form (m/n)v. 

re. The aggregate rt is very important, became it is the 
simplest type of a *Id of naiorsality, or carpus. An algebraic 
corpus is an aggregate, such that its elements are representable 
by symbols a, p, &c., which can be combined according to the 
laws of ordinary algebra; every algebraic expression obtained 
by combining a finite number of symbols, by means of a finite 
chain of rational operations, being capable of interpretation as 
representing a definite element of the aggregate, with the single 
exception that division by zero is inadmissible. Since, by the 
laws of algebra, a-a-o, and a/a a• 1, every algebraic field con-
tains R, or, more properly, an aggregate which is an image of R. 

16. Irratiossal Numbers.—Let a denote any element of it; 
then a and all leaser elements form an aggregate, A say; the 
remaining elements form another aggregate AL which we shall 
call complementary to A, and we may write Rai A4-A'. Now 
the essence of this separation of 11 into the parts A and A' may 
be expressed without any refinance to a as follows,- 

I. The aggregates A, A' are complementary that is, their 
elements, taken together, make up the whole of R. 

II. Every element of A is less than every clement of A'. 
III. The aggregate A' has no least element. (This condition 

is artificial, but saves a distinction of cases in what follows.) 
Every separation E A-1- A' which satisfies these conditions 

is called a cud (or section), and will be denoted by (A, A') We 
have seen that every rational number a can be associated with 
a cut. Conversely, every cut (A, A) in which A has a last element 
a is perfectly definite, and specifics a without ambiguity. But 
there are other cuts in which A has no last element. For instance, 
all the elements (a) of R such that either a5 o, or else a> o and 
n'<a, form an aggregate A, while those for which a> o and 
a'> a, form the complementary aggregate A'. This separation 
is a cut in which A has no last element; because if plo is any 
positive element of A, the element (3p-1-4q)/(2p4-3q) exceeds 
p/q, and also belongs to A. Every cut of this kind is said to define 
an irrational number. The justification of this is contained in 
the following propositions:— 

(i) A cut is a definite concept, and the assemblage of cuts 
is an aggregate according to definition; the generic quality of 
the aggregate being the separation of It into two complementary 
parts, without altering the order of its elements. 

(2)The aggregate of cuts may be arranged in order by the rule 
that (A, A') <(B, B') if A is a part of B. 

(3) This criterion of arrangement preserves the order of 
magnitude of all rational numbers. 

(4) Cuts may be combined according to the laws of algebra, 
and, when the cuts so combined are all rational, the results are 
in agreement with those derived from the rational theory. 

As a partial illustration of proposition (4) let (A, A'). (B, B') be 
say two cats; and let C' be the aggregate whose elements are ob-
tsuned by forming all the values of where a' is any element of 
A' and fr is any element of B'. Then if C is the complement of C'. 
It can be proved that (C, is a cut ; this is said to be the sum of 
(A, A') and (B, B'). The difference, product and quotient of two cuts 
may be defined in a similar way. If n denotes the irrational cut 
chosen above for purl osat of illustration, we shall have 1 4  (C. C') 
where C' comprises all the numbers s'ff obtained by multiplying any 
two elements, a'L  which are rational and positive, and such that 
a"> 2, lia>2. Since amIr>4 it follows that eV' is positive and 
greater than a; it can be proved conversely that every rational 
number which is greeter than a can be expressed in the form s'$'. 
Hence so that the cut at actually gives a real arithmetical 
meaning to the positive root of the equation as-a; ro other words we 
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may say that n defines the irrational number 42. The theory of cuts. 
in fact, provides a logical basis for the treatment of all finite 
numerical irrationalities, and enables us to justify all arithmetical 
operations involving the use of such quantities. 

Since the aggregate of cuts (Zi say) has an order of 
magnitude, we may construct cuts in this aggregate. Thus 
if a is any element of V, and S is the aggregate  which consists 
of a and all anterior elements of V, we may write V.. a+ gr, 
and (a, a') is a cut in which a has a last element a. It is a 
remarkable fact that no other kind of cut in 22 is possible; in 
other words, esee7 conceisable tut in 2t it defined by one of its own 
dement:. This is expressed by saying that 2t is a continnous 
aggregate, and U itself is referred to as Ow numerical continuum 
of real number:. The property of continuity must be carefully 
distinguished from that of close order (i it); a continuous 
aggregate is necessarily in dose order, but the converse is not 
always true. The aggregate U is not countable. 

213. Another way of treating irrationah is by means of 
sequences. A sequence is an unlimited succession of rational 
numbers 	Oh aft a, • • • am, dm! • • • 

(in order-type to) the elements of which can be assigned by a 
definite rule, such that when any rational number e, however 
small, has been fixed, it is possible to find an integer m, so that 
for all positive Integral values of a the absolute value of 
(a...— a.,) is less than e. Under these conditions the sequence 
may be taken to represent • definite number, which is, in fact, 
the limit of a.. when m increases without limit. Every rational 
number a can be expressed as a sequence in the form (a, a, a, .), 
but this is only one of an infinite variety of such representations, 
for instance- 

s `4•9. 	199, • • 3 w 	•• • .. 2:2 ":1  • • • ) 
and so on. The essential thing is that we have a mode of re-
presentation which can be applied to rational and irrational 
numbers alike, and provides a very convenient symbolism to 
express the results of arithmetical operations. Thus the rules 
for the sum and product of two sequences are given by the 
formulae 

(a,. ee. ei. . . 4+06 b.. fir. .. .) 	as+h, ar -l-h . .) 
• (a,, as. a., . . .)X(th. 	fir, . . .) (alk. ask, the. . . .) 
from which the rules for subtraction and division may be at once 
inferred. It has been proved that the method of sequences is 
ultimately equivalent to that of cuts. The advantage of the 
former lies in its convenient notation, that of the latter in giving 
a clear definition of an irrational number without having recourse 
to the notion of a limit. 

to. Complex Numbers.—II a is an assigned number, rational 
or irrational, and is a natural number, it can be proved that there 
is a real number satisfying the equation e=a, except when a 
is even and a is negative: in this ease the equation is not satisfied 
by any real number whatever. To remove the difficulty we 
construct an aggregate of polar couples Ix, yl , where x, y are any 
two real numbers, and define the addition and multiplication 
of such couples by the rules 

Is* Ii + 14 1'lx+4  71) ;  x, X x', 
We also agree that Ix, < if x<x' or if x..zi and 

y <y'. It follows that the aggregate has the ground element 
1, , which we may denote bye; and that, if we write r for the 

element Is, j, 
Whenever m, a are rational, 1m, al .onsai-ar, and we are 

thus justified in writing, if we like, xa-i-yr for Ix, A in all circum-
stances. A further simplification is gained by writing x instead 
of re, and regarding r as a symbol which is such that rieo 
but in other respects obeys the ordinary laws of operation. It 
is usual to write i instead of r; we thus have an aggregate 3 
of complex numbers x+yi. In this aggregate, which includes 
the real continuum as part of itself, not only the four rational 
operations (excluding division by o}, the zero element), but 
also the extraction of roots, may be effected without any restric-
tion. Moreover (as first proved by Gauss and Cauchy), if 

N. Oh • • . s. are any assigned real or templet Iambus, the 
equation 	asm-1-se"+ 
is always satisfied by precisely a real or complex values of a, with 
a proper convention as to multiple roots. Thus any algebraic 
function of any finite number of elements of 3 is also contained 
in 3, which is, in this sense, a dosed arithmetical field, just as 
22 is when we restrict ourselves to rational operations. The 
power of 3 is the same as that of V. 

as Transfinile NeasSers.—The theory of these numbers is 
quite recent, and mainly due to G. Cantor. The simplest of 
them, or, has been already defined (I 4) as the order-type of the 
natural scale. Now there is no logical difficulty hi acting 
a scheme es. ra. a, . . . es, 
indicating a well-ordered aggregate of type CA immediately 
followed by a distinct element for example, we may think 
of all positive odd integers arranged in ascending order of 
magnitude and then think of the even number 2. A scheme of 
this kind is said to be of order-type (co+ ); and it will be 
convenient to speak of (w+ t) as the index of the scheme. 
Similarly we may form arrangements corresponding to the 
Indices a+3 . • 
where a is any positive integer. The scheme 

us. ai . • . A. es Pi • • 

is associated with or-I-co 
au. au. an • • • I ash ath en • • • I • • • 1 sm. ad • • • I • • • 

with 01.0 or oil; and so on. Thus we may construct arrange-
ments of aggregates corresponding to any index of the form 

ao•i- 6'4  + • • • -Ebte+l, 
where a, a, b, 	l are all positive integers. 

We are thus led to the construction of a scheme of symbols— 

co, Y4-1, . . 0+5,. . 
tio, 2w+1, . . 2to-FX. . . . 

4-2 . . . wits, 

1(m). 0(.•)+r, . . 0(.4{-n, 	. 

Ill tWe, we-1-1. . 

wafio, ott.).+ . . . ato+n,, 

The symbols 444 form a countable aggregate: so that we 
may, if we like (and in various ways), arrange the rows of block 
(II) in a scheme of type a: we thus have each element a suc-
ceeded in its row by (a+ a), and the.row containing 0(co) succeeded 
by a definite next row. The same process may be applied to 
(III.), and we can form additional blocks (TV.), (V.), &c., with 
first elements cu,—come' =Oh. &c. All the symbols in which 
is occurs are called tratufinite ordinal numbers. 

at. The index of a finite set is a definite integer however the 
set may be arranged; we may take this index as also denoting 
the power of the set, and call it the number of things in the set. 
But the index of an infinite °Minable set depends upon the way 
in which its elements are arranged; for instance, ind. (i, a, 3, 
. . . )..co, but Ind. (a, 3, 3, . . . 2, 4, 6, . . .).uses. Or, 

to take another example, the scheme— 

;,•1, 	 . 

3, 2.. 5. . . . 2. Oa •-1) . . . 

where each row is supposed to follow the one above it, gives a 
permutation of (a, 2, 3, ), by which its index is changed 
from os to at. It has been proved that there is a permutation 
of the natural scale, of which the index is d(a), any assigned 
element of (IL); and that, if the index of any ordered aggregate 
is 44'), the aggregate is countable. Thus the power of all 
aggregates which can be associated with indices of the class (II.) 
is the same as that of the natural scale; this power may be 
denoted by a. Since a is associated with all aggregates of a 
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particular power, independently of the arrangement of their 
elements, it is analogous to the integers, 1, 2, 3, &c., when used to 
denote powers of finite aggregates; foe this reason it is called the 
kart trasefusite cardinal numbs.. 

22. There are aggregates which have a power greater than 
a: for instance, the arithmetical continuum of positive real 
numbers, the power of which is denoted by c. Another one is 
the aggregate of all those order-types which (hie those In II. 
above) are the indices of aggregates of power a. The power of 
this aggregate Is denoted by *A. According to Cantor's theory 
it Is the transfinite cardinal number next superior to a, which for 
the sake of uniformity is also denoted by we. It has been con-
jectured that an-c, but this has neither been verified nor 
disproved. The discussion of the aleph-numbers is still in a 
controversial stage (November tool) and the points in debate 
cannot be entered upon here. 

23. Transfinite numbers, both ordinal and cardinal, may 
be combined by operations which are so far analogous 'to those 
of ordinary arithmetic that it is convenient to denote them by 
the same symbols. But the laws of operation are not entirely 
the same; for instance, Me and an have different meanings: 
the first has been explained, the second is the index of the 
scheme (al 31 I ash i albs I . . . 1 ash 	. . . ) or any emits/ 
arrangement. Again if • is any positive integer, naiw a.- a. 
It should also be observed that according to Cantor's principles 
of construction every ordinal number is succeeded by a definite 
next one; but that there are definite ordinal numbers (e.g. 
/2,0) which have no ordinal immediately preceding them. 

24. Theory of Numbers.—The theory of numbers is that 
branch of mathematics which deals with the properties of the 
natural numbers. As Dirichlet observed long ago, the whole 
of the subject would be coextensive with mathematical analysis 
in general; but it is convenient to restrict it to certain fields 
where the appropriateness of the above definition is fairly 
obvious. Even so, the domain of the subject is becoming more 
and more comprehensive, as the methods of analysis become 
more systematic and more exact. 

The fine noteworthy classification of the natural numbers is into 
those which are prime and those which are composite. A prime 
number is one which is not meetly divisible by any number except 
itself and r; all others are composite. The number of primes is 
infinite (EucL Mem. ix. 2o), and consequently, if a is an assigned 
number, however large, these is an infinite number (a) of prima 
greater than a. 

If as, a are any two numbers, and at>n, we can always find a 
definite chain of positive integers (q,, 	(51, rd. &c., such that 

m 	 ri ■ gsra-i-ra, tee. 
with a >r,> es> rs.•, the process by which they are calculated 
will be called residsM.  lion. Since there is only a finite number of 
positive integers lees than a, the process must terminate with two 
equalities of the form 

/114..2111.44-rie rs•i••pora. 
Hence we inks' successively that es is a divisor of ro.o. ri.4.• • .r1, 

and finally of m and a. Also rs is the greatest common factor of m, 
a: because any common factor must divide rr, r,, end so on down to 
Fa: and the highest factor of rs is n itself. It will be convenient to 
write re-der (no. a). If es.. s, the numbers m, n are mid to be prime 
to each other, or co:priares. 

25. The forget theorem of reeiduation is of the greatest im- 
portance; with the help of it we can prove three other fundamental 
propositions, namely:— 

(1) If in, a are any two natural numbers, we can always find two 
caber natural numbers 2, y such that 

• 	 dv(m,u) zm -yrs. 
(a) If ar, a are prime to each other. and p is a prime factor of ma, 

then p mina be a -factor of either m or a. 
(3) Every number may be uniquely expressed as a product of 

prime factors. 
Hence if a ■ pegiore 	is.tbe representation of any number a as 

the product of powers of different primes, the divisors of a are the 
terms of the product 
(1+P+Pt -1- • • • -1-10‘) (14-e+ . . . +gli) (1+r+ . . . 4 -n) 	. 
their number is (4+0 fat) 17+ 1 ) .2 	and their  sum is Il(rw-94-11(p- t). 	sine ndes z and. among the divisors of s. 

26. Tirisests.—By the totient of a. which is denoted, after Eukr. by 
Os), we mean the somber of integers prime to is, and not exceeding 

If a M. the numbers not a: medial' a and sat prime to it are  

p, bp, 	(pa -p), go of which the number is pirl: hence ib(gri)c. 
-10-1. If at, n are prime to each other, n(inn).4(m)e(onifl and 

hence for the general case, if vs w palm . . . ,e(n)-41pe-, 	11 - ), 
where the product applies to all the different prime factors n. If 
4 4 &c., ate the different divisors of n, 

4(4)-1-4(ds) . . . -a. 
For example, t3 	3) +0 CO 44(3)+0 (1) +4 +2 + 1. 

27, Residues Gad congruences.—It w now be convenient to 
include in the term " number " both zero and negative in 
Two numbers a b are mid to be congruent with respect to the mo dulus 
in. when -b)) is divisible by m. This is expressed by the notation 
amb (mod on), which was invented by Gauss. The fundamental 
themes,' relating to congruences are 
If 	slab and end (mod se), than a Anent) ad, and aimed. 
U 	hamhb(noci at) than anus (mod nil), where "49,0, m). 

Thus the theory of congruences Is very nearly, but not quite. 
similar to that of algebraic equations. With respect to a given 
modulus m the scale of relative integers may be distributed Into ns 
classes, any two elements of each class being congruent with respect 
to m. Among these will be 4(m) classes containing numbers prime to 
no. By taking any one number from each class we obtain a complete 
system of residues to the modulus m. Supposing (as we shall always 
do) that at is positive, the numbers o, t, a, ... t) form a 
system of least positive residues; according as m is odd or even, 
0, ... (M-1), or 0,1,à3,,,,  Hos -2),jors form • 
system el absolutely least residues. 

28, The Theorems of FerMai and Wffron.--Let • Ti 
where 1-4(m), be a complete set of residues prime to the modulus 
in. Then if z is any number prime to m, the residues zn, sees, 	zn 
also form a complete set prime to m 	27). Consequently 
szrzit . . . :none, . . 	and dividing by ran 	ri, which 
prime to the modulus, we infer that 

ae(")mt (mod in). 
which is the general statement of Fermat's theorem. If es is a pima 
p, it becomes z► l ma s (mod p). 

For
) 	 hi 

a prime modulus p these will be among the set x, ex, .- 
(p-t: t one and no snore that is cvngrnent to 1: let ts be 
xy. If y a

j
s
us
s, we 'nest haves! - (x- 1) (2 -1- 1)..o.andhesoesse eat: 

consequently the residues 2, 3, 4, • ._._(P-2) can be arranged in 
(p - 3) pairs (x, y) such that sym 1. Multiplying them all together, 

we conclude that 3.34....(p-3).Ei and hence, since 1.(p - i) se -1, 
- t ) 1 - (mod 0). 

which is Wilson's theorem. It may be generalized, like that of 
Fermat, but the result is not very Interesting. If in is composite 
(m- IN-: cannot be a multiple of m t because in will have a pnme 
factor p which is less than on, so that (m -1)bwo (mod p). Hence 
Wilson's theorem is invertible: but it does not supply any practical 
test to decide whether a given number is prime. 

seq. Exponents, Primitive Roots, /radices.—Let p denote an odd 
prime, and x any number prime to p. Among the powers 
x, x3, ... 0-1  there is certainly one, namely sr'', which 
on (mod p); let 2.• be the lowest power of x such that eel t. ' Then 
e is said to be the exponent to which z appertains (mod p): it is 
always a factor of (p- 1) and can only be I when :mi. The 
residues x for which a-p-1 are said to be primitive roots of p. They 
always exist, their number is 4(p- r), and they can be found by a 
methodical, though tedious, process of exhaustion. If g is any one of 
them, the complete 'set may be represented by g. e. . . . &c. 
where a, b, &c., are the numbers less than (p- I) and prime to it, 
other than R. Every number • which is prune to p is con 	t 
mod p, to A', whce i is one of the numbers I, 2, 

3, es are
... 

i 	
; this 

number i Is called the index of x to the boss g. Indic 
to logarithms: thus 

indeleliwinclez-Findoy. ind.(xt)zah indo (mod F-1). 
Consequently tables of primitive roots and indices for different 
primes are of great value for arithmetical purposes. Jacobi's Canon 
A rithmetical gives a primitive root, and a table of numbers and 
indices for all primes less than woo. 

For moduli of the forms 2p. 	cap` there is an analogous theory 
(and also fora and 4); but for a composite modulus of other forms 
there are no primitive roots, and the nearest analogy is the representa-
tion of prime residues in the form a• fie . . . , where a. A. 7. • — 

are selected prime residues, and 2, y, s, . . . are indices of restricted 
range. For instance, all residues prime to 48 can be exhibited in the 
form 5' 7e 13', where x ■o, 1, 2. 3; y 1; s -o, ; the total 
number of distinct residues being • 2.2 16 =4(48). as it should be. 

3o. Linear Comersimiees.—The congruence a'xseb' (mod rie) has 
no solution unless dv(a; ne) is • factor of b'. If this condition is 
satisfied. we may replace the given congruence by the equivalent 
one ax nab (mod in), where a is prime to b as well as to fie By residua. 
tion (ll 24. 25) we can find integers h, k such that oh -Ws and 
thence obtain xmbh (mod nr) as the complete solution of the given 
congruence. To the modulus m' there are m'Im incongruent solutions. 
For example, 122.3o (mod 21) reduces to 22n5 (mod 7) whence 
zse6 (mod Dose, 13, to (mod 21). There is a theory of simultaneous 
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linear congruences in any number of variables, fast developed with 
precision by Smith. In any particular case, it is best to replace as 
many asparable of the given congruences by an equivalent set 
obtained by successively eliminating the variables x, y, .. . in 
order. An important problem is to find a number which has given 
residues with respect to a given set of moduli. When possible, the 
solution is of the form zsea (mod m), where as is the least common 
multiple of the moduli. Su 	• that p is a prime, and that we 
have a corresponding table of anthem, the solution of womb 
can be found by observing that and xm Ind tried q (mod p-1 

31. Quadraht Residues. Lam of Reciprocity.—To an odd prime. 
modulus p, the numbers t, 4, 9  . . . (p-t)' are congruent to 
g(p-1) residuesonly, because Ws). was. Thus for p w 3, we have 
1, 	g, 16.1, 4, 4, I respective! . There are therefore 11(p-i) 
quadratic residues and (p-1) q 	non-residues prime to p•, 
and there is a corresponding division of incongruent claws of 
integers with 

s.ia 
respect 

 Sit 
	two 

 a non-residue ude ism; son:'non 
residue; and taking any primitive root as base the index of any 
number is even or odd according as the number is a residue or a non-
residue. Gauss writes aRp, aNp to denote that a is a residue or non-
residue of p respectively. 

Given a table of indices, the sot ution of a 7 .a(mod p) alum pos,fle, 
Is found from 2ind xm ind a (mod FIT.. and the result may be 
written in the form xs. nr (mod p). But It is important to discuss 
the congruence alma without assuming that we have a table of 
indices. It is sufficient to consider the case x'®q (mod p), where g 
is a positive prime less than p; and the question arises whether the 
quadratic character of q with resuect to t. can be deduced from that of 
p with respect tog. The answer Is contatnedin the following theorem, 
which is called the lam of quadratic reciprocity tier real positive odd 
primes): if, q are each or one of them of the form 45+1, then 
p, q are each of them a residue, or each a non-residue of the other: 
but if P, g are each of the form 4m  +3. then according as p is a residue 
or we-residue of g we have g a non-residue or a residue of p. 

Legeadre introduced a symbol () which denotes + I or -t 
cording as wsRg or inNi (q being a positive odd prime and in any 
number prime to q); with its help we may express the law of to 
ciprocity in the form 

0 () r_ oPrexe-n. 

Thistheorem was first stated by Legendre, who only partly 
proved it i thefiorlicotrzmiplev2  goof, byoliby Icluction, was published e  ubpublishedby , 	.. 

who h 
	 , 

pendent moot of it. Many others have since been invented. 
There are two supplementary theorems relating to -t and 2 

respectively, which may be expressed in the form 

rz:n 	
w(-11014: lPi t  

where p is any positive odd prime. 
It follows from the definition that 

(ELICA 	(aY (b  g 	' • ' 

and that (;) (20, if ns 	(mod g). As a /simple application of 

the law of reciprocity, let it be required to find the quadratic char-
acter of I  it with respect to 'goy. We have 

(V (TZ) (Pi) 1  

because 6Nt t. Hence II R u goy. 
Legenthe's symbol was extended by Jacobi in the following 

manner. Let P be any positive odd number, and let p', p'. &c. ba 
its (equal or unequal) prime factors, so that P p 'p' Then 
ifbY Q is any number prime to P. we have a generali symbol defined 

(?) -0 ()$)--. 
This symbol obeys the law that, if Q is odd and positive, (?)_ (_ 0(..-1)(Q-O, 
with the supplementary laws 

(11) 	I)UP-1). (2) " (- 1)1(P". 

It is found convenient to add the conventions that 

(Al) (?) 

when Q and P are both odd; and that the value of the symbol is o 
when P, Q are not co-primes. 

In ceder that the congruence Omni (mod m) may have a solution 
it is necessary and sufficient that a be a residue of each distinct prime 
factor of m If these conditions are all satisfied, and in wsepAge.... 
where p, g, &c., are the distinct odd prime factors of m, being fin all, 
the number of incongruent solutions of the given consent:nee is 
21, 2." 02 2.", in,g as 5<2, n..2, Or a>3 respectively. The 
actual solutions are best found by a process of exhaustion. It should 

be observed that (I) n.1 is a necessary but not a sufficieat cooditioa 

for the possibility of the 
32. Quadratic preas.—Itworirce.observed that the solutioh of the 

linear congruence axe. b (mod in) leads to all the representations of 6 
in the form ax+my, where x, y are integers. Many of the wiliest 
researches In the theory of numbers deal with particular cases of the 
problem: given four numbers m, a, te, 4 it is required to find all the 
integers x, y (if there be any) which satisfy the equation asPi-becy+ 
rye m. Fermat for instance, discovered that every positive prime of 

I the form 4a-{-t s uniquely expressible as the sum of two equates. 
These is a corresponding arithmetical theory for forms of any degree 
and any number of variables; only those of linear forms  and binary 
quadratics are in any sense complete, as the difficulty of the problem 
Increases very rapidly with the incrmse of the degree of the form 
considered or of the number of variables contained in It. 

The form az. +bxy+cy,  will be denoted by (a, b, c) (a, y)* or more 
simply by (a, b. c) when there is no :seed of specifying tile variabies. 
If is is the greatest common factor of at ' , c, we may write (a, 6, c) - 

 b', c') where (a', b', c') is a prie,tive form, that is, one for which 
dv (a', b', c')- I. The other form ii then said to be derived from 

b', c') and to have a divisor k. I or the_ _present we shall concern 
ourselves only with primitive fonts. Writing D .40-4ac, the 
invariant D is called the determines: of (a, 6, c), and there is a first 
classification of forms into &Anil(' fc. ∎  ms for which D is negative, and 
indefinite forms for which Drs positive. The case D -o or a positive 
Square is rejected, because in that se the form breaks up into the 
product of two linear factors. It will be observed that D. I (mod 
4) according as is is even or odd. and that if is any odd square 
factor of D there will be forms of determinant D and divisor h. 

If we write en ax+gy, y' w•ex-1-by, we have identically 
(a, b, c) (x', y')' •• (a', 	c') (x, yr 

where 

a' 	 + reta 
mint +b(ai+g•r) +2,14 

ets9'1-4961-6' 
Hence also 

D' b'>-4ife eqwl -437A(bh-4gc) fal-per)' D. 
Supposing that re 0. r, I are integers each that ab-igrien, a number 
different from zero, (a. b, c) is said to be transformed into (a', 6', c') by 

the substitution (.7. 136) of the nth order. If Ow 1, the two forms 

are said to bemisralan, and the equivalence is said to be proper or 
improper a.• rdine as le t or a.% -1. In the cam of equivalence, 
not only are x', integers wherever x, y are so, but conversely; 
hence every number representable by (a, 8, c) is representable by 
(a', b', c') and conversely. For the present we shall deal with proper 
equivalence only and write frs.f' to indicate that the formal, f' are 
properly equivalent. Equivalent forms have the same divisor. A 
complete set of equivalent forms is mato form a dais: classes of the 
sarnedivisorare said to form an order, and of these the most important 
is the. principal order, which consists of the primitive dames. It is a 
fundamental theorem that for a given determinant the number of 
classes is finite; this is proved by showing that every class must 
contain one at least of a certain finite number of so-called minced 
forms, which can be found by definite rules of calculation. 

33. Metkod of Reduction.—This differs according as D is positive 
or negative, and will require somepreliminary lemmas. Suppose
that any complex quantity .ex+yi is tepresented in the usual way 
by a point (x. y) referred to rectangular axes. Them by plotting 
od all the points corresponding to (es+g) / (1 ,1-1-4), we obtain 
a complete set of properly equivalent points. These all he 
on the same side of the axis of a, and there is mainly one of 
them and no more which satisfies the conditions: (i.) that it 
is not outside the area which is bounded by the lbw ax a. 1 Cd-) 
that it is not inside the circle I; (ui.) that It is not on the 
line 2x-1. or on the arcs of the circle x.-1-y, ■-• t intercepted by 
ax - t and This point will be called the reduced point equiva-
lent to s. In the positive half-plane (y>o) the aggregiof all 
reduced pointy occupies the interior and half the bou 	of an 
area which will be called the fundamental triangle, because 	areas 
equivalent to it, and finite, are all triangles bounded by circular arcs. 
and having angles is-, o and the fundamental triangle may be 
considered as a special case when one vertex goes to infinity. The 
aggregate of equivalent ttiargles forms a kind of mosaic which fills 
up the whole of the positive hall-plane. It will be convenient to 
denote the fundamental triangle (with its half-boundary, for which 
r < o) by v ; fora reason which will appear later, the set of equivalent 
triangles will be said to make up the modular dissection of the positive 
half-plane. 
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New lee I...64 Y. e) be ally death* form with e' genitive and 

determinant — The root of a sal-b's-l-c• sin which la represented 
bee plot in the positive half-plane is 

and thief!' • reduced point if either 

84 V .t f,,tfc,:_ (iii.) a' -e, o< 	". 
Cases (i.) and (iii.) only occur when the representative point is on the 
boundary of V. A form whose representative point is reduced is 
said to be a reduced form. It follows from the geometrical theory 
that every form is equivalent to a reduced form. and that there are 
as many distinct classes of positive forms of determinant — 4, as 
there are reduced forms. The total number of reduced forms is 
limited, because in case (Owe have A — lac -6'> 3bl, so that 6 <4 IA, 
while {al< < 4.-1-0 <, .0.; in case (u.) A s• dac —al> 30, or else 
a •• to -c -'I A; in case (ih.) A w4a5—bi> ,3Posai w A4-1P<IA,or else 
a ■ b ■c...4 a With the help of these Inequalities a complete set 
of reduced arts can be found by trial, and the number of classes 
determined. The latter cannot exceed I A; it is in general much leas-

With an indefinite form (a, 6, c)we may associate the representative 
circle 

aCze+34)+6x-Ec..0, 
which eats the axis of s in two real paints. The for is said to be 
reduced if this circle thus, : the condition for this Is a(a ib+e) <0, 
which can be expressed in the form gas+(ad•o)<D, and at is hence 
clear that the absolute values of a, 6, and therefore of c, are limited. 
As before, there are a limited number of reduced forms, but they

re a not all non-equivalest- In fact they arrange themselves, a 
ing toa law which is not very diffimdt to discover. in cycles or periods, 
each of which is associated with a particular class. The main remit 
is the same as before: that the number of dames Is finite, and that 
for each class we an find a representadve form by a finite process of 
calculation. 

34. Problem of Iteprosentalion.—It Is required.  to find out whether 
a given number Is' can be represented by the given form (a', b', c'). 
One condition is clearly that the divisor of the form must be a factor 
of se'. Suppose this is the case; and let es, (a, 0, c) be the quotients 
of as' and  (a', v. be the divisor in question. Thee we have now 
to discover whether is can be represented by the primitive form 
(a, b, 4. First of all we will consider proper representations 

al.. (a, IN c) (a, SY 
where a, 7 are caleiraes. Determine 'urgent, ism* that all —gy t, 
and apply to (a, b, c) the substitution (.7. 	the new form will be 
fah a. 1). where 

el —asi1=D sP-44c. 
Consequently siaD (mod 4m), and D must be a quadratic residue 
of as. Unless this condition is satisfied, there is no proper repre-
sentation of in any form of determinant D. Suppose, however, 
that elsiD (mod am) is soluble and that nt, ii,, &c. are its roots. 
Taking anyoneof these, say n",wecan find out whether (es, a,, 1,) and 
(a. 6, c) are equivalent; if they are, there is a substitution (y.8) 
which converts the latter into the former, and then on eel +bay +rya 
As to derived representations, if m (a, b, c) (ix, ty)', then as must 
have the square factor I', and s/1 (a, b, (x,yr; hence every- 
thing may be made to depend on proper representation by primitive 
forms. 

(cet, 4c) is. bytkniti eqPfiivalentErairo eliFtItt 	so in 
more ways than one. In order that (a, b, c) may be transformed into 
itself by the substitution 	, it is necessary and sufficient that 

- 	 1(711.) 
where (I, w) is an integral solution of 

w 
If D is negative and —D> 4, the only solutions are ths, 14 -0; 

D —3 Mats ( o), (.1. -1): D--4 gi*M( .2. o). (0, * I). 
On the other hand, if > o the number of solutions is infinite, and if 
(1,, is) is the solution for which I, s have their least positive values, 
all the other positive solutions may be found from 

Ai +ad D 

The substitutions by which (a, b, c) is tmusfonned into itself are called 
its antornorptcs. In the case when 13..0 (mod 4) we have t ■ 2T, 

-3U. D -saN, and (T. U) any solution of 
Ta—NU, ■ 

Thk is usually called the Pellian equation, though it should properly 
be associated with Fermat. who first perceived Its importance. The 

midyear* solution cab be found by converting .IN into • periodic 
continued fraction. 

The form (a, 6, c) may be improperly equivalent to itself; in this 
cam all its improper automorphs ran be expressed in the form 	• 

ti  h 	• (yeah)/241 
xte — ea)/ec, —h / 

where  O.. 	404 In particular, if barn (mod a) the form 	b,c) 
is improperly equivalent to itself. A form improperly equivalent to 
itself is said to be ambiguous. 

36. Characters of a form or doss. Genera.—Let (a, b, c) be any 
primitive form; we have seen above al 32) that if a, 0, 7, a am any 
integers 

goal +ban 4171)(00+4934-031 	— (at —0-4)5D 
where b' waasdl+b(a0411604-scli. Now the expressions in brackets 
on the left hand may 'denote any two numbers es, n representable 
by the for (a, b, 4; the formula shows that ems is a residue of D, 
and hence me is a residue of every odd prime factor of D, and if a is 

any such factor the symbols () and (p) will have the same value. 

Putting (a, 6, c) -f, this common value is denoted  by (pt) and called 
a quadratic character (or simply character) of f with respect to p. 
Since a is representable by./ (x-I, o) the value (Pis the same as 

4) For MIRA, d D — tao, the scheme of characters for the 
six reduced primitive forms, and therefore for the classes they 
represent, Is 

1 .0.35 

5, 0. 7
— 3, 4.2, la) 	f• 

In certain cases there are supplementary characters of the type 
(.3) and  () , and the characters (P) are discriminated according 

as an odd or even power of p is contained in D; but in every ease 
there are certain combinations of characters (In number one-half of all possible combinations) which form the total characters of actually 
existing classes. Classes which have the same total character are 
said to belong to the same gums. Each genus of the same order 
contains the same number of dames. 

For any determinant D we have a principal primitive class for 
which all the characters are 4- ; this is represented by the principal 
form (I, o,—n) or (z, 1,—n) according as D is of the Form an or ci 
The corresponding genus is called the principal genus. Thus, when 
D-- it appears from the table above that in the primitive 
order there are two genera, each containing three classes; and the 
non-existent total characters are + — and — 

37. Composition.—Considering X, Y as given lino-linear functions 
of (x. y), (x', y') defined by the equations 

Y 
X ...pox' + pixy' +psx'y 

-0)rx'+glxi+gxx'y+gol 
we may have identically, ins, y, x', y', 

(A, B, C) (X, 	— (a, 6, c) 	Yr X (a', 6', 	(a' , y')'  
and, this being so, the form (A, B, C) is said to be compounded of 
the two forma (a, 6, c), (a'. 6', c'), the order of composition being 
indifferent. In order that two forms may admit of composition into 
a third, it is necessary and sufficient that their determinants be in the 
ratio of two squares. The most important case is that of two 
primitive forms is, x of the same determinant( these can be com-
pounded into a form denoted by at or ca which is also primitive and 
of the same determinant as a or x. If A.13, C are the classes to which 
a, a, as respectively belong, then any form of A compounded with 
any form of B gives rise to a form belonging to C. For this reason we 
write C ■ A13 ■ BA, and speak of the multiplication or composition 
of classes. The principal class is usually denoted by r, bemuse when 
compounded with any other class A it gives this same class A. 

The total number of primitive daces being finite, 6, say, the series 
A, Al, As, &c., must be recurring, and there will be a least exponent 
e such that A. a. This exponent is a factor of h, so that every class 
satisfies A► ..". Composition is associative as well as commutative, 
that is to my, (AB)C ..A(BC); hence the symbols Al, AL.. • As 
for the It different classes define an Abelian group (see Gaon es) of 
order 6, which is representable by one or more base-classes 
Br, 132, • • • B, in such a way that each class A is enumerated once 
and only once by putting 

A -BeBo...Be 
with an p IS, and %as Be - - B.* 	Moreover, the bases 
may be so chosen that in is a multiple of is, n of the next correspond - 
ing index. and to on. The same thing may be said with regard 

(P (i)  
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to the symbols for the classes contained in the pdatipal genus, 
because two forms of that genus compound into one of the same 
kind. If this latter group is cyclical. that is,  if all the chimes of 

. the prindpel genus can be represented ia the form i, Af,...krt, 
the determinant D is said to he regular; if not, the determinant is 
irregular. It has been proved that certain specified classes of 
determinants are always ureguLar; but no complete criterion has 
been found, other than legion( out the whole set of primitive chimes, 
and determining the group of the principal genus, for deciding 
whether a given determinant is irregular or not. 

If A, B are any two classes, the total character of AB is found by 
compound( ng the characters of A and B. In particular, the class Ai, 
which ts cal W the duplicate of A. always belongs to the principal 
genus. Gauss proved. conversely, that every class in the principal 
genus may be expressed as the duplicate of a class. An ambiguous 
class satisfies Ms.t, that is, its duplicate is the principal clam; and 
the camerae of this is true. Hence if /3,, are the base-
classes for the whole compositioa-group. and A odilisfiss ... 
(as above) Arif t, if 2Z-0 or m, ay 

example, 
 or a, 
when 

 heace the number 
of ambiguous classes is a'. As an example,  D -1460, there 
are four ambiguous classes, represented by 

(f, 0, 365), (2, 2, 183), (5, 0, 73), (10, 10, 39); 
hence the composition-weep must be dibasic, and in fact, if we put 
B1, B, for the classes represented by (11, 6, 34) and (2, 2, 183), we 
have Bifs Be' act and the so primitive elasem are given by 
• Ba(sd. to, yA 2). In this case the determinant is regular and 
the 	es in the principal genus are I, Bt, 	11,5, Bit 

38. On account of its historical interest, we may briefly consideg 
the form sr-El, for which D -4. If p is an odd prime of the for m 
0+1. the congruence &sr -e(mod 4P) is soluble (6 31); let one of 
its roots be m, and mt-64 w4Ifi.. Then (p, I) is of determinant -4. 
and, since there is only one primitive class for this determinant, we 
must have (p, m, 1)- (I, 0, 1). By 'mown rules we can actually find 

a substitution GI'.  PO which converts the first form into the second; 

this being so, e• ;Is) will transform the second into the first, and we 

shall have p 	4-P, a representation of p as the sum of two squares. 
This is unique, except that we may put p (*y)'+ ric Sr. We also 
have ...1 8 +11  while no prime en-63 admits of such a representation. 

The theory of composition for this determinant n expressed by 
the identity (0-67') (x'1+19.•Cse a.r/Y +(xi r‘P; and by re- 
peated application of this, and the previous theorem, we can show 
that if N sth•P°4°.._.. where P. q,... are odd primes of the form 
401 -61. we can find solutions of N walf+yi, and indeed &Plea 
solutions. For instance 63 w 	 and conversely two 
distinct representations N 	itil-se lead to the conclusion that 
N is composite. This is a simple example of the application of the 
theory of forms to the difficult problem of deciding whether a given 
large number is prime or composite; an application first indicated by 
Gauss, thm i gh, in the present sinnik case, probably known to Fermat. 

39. Ntt ►  4 classes. Class.psumber Relatioas.—It appears from 
Gauss's posthumous papers that be solved the very difficult problem 
of findinga formula for h(D), the number of properly primitive classes 
for the 	• t D. The first published solution, however, was 
that of P. G. L. Dirichlet ; it depends on the consideration of series 
of the form T(as2 -1-key+ey,)-1-• where s is a positive quantity, 
ultimately made very small. L Kronecker has shown the connexion 
of Dirichlet', results with the theory of elliptic functions, and ob-
tained more comprehensive formulae by taking (a, b, c) as the 
standard type of a quadratic form, whereas Gauss, Ditichlet, and 
most of their successors, took (a, 26, c) as the standard, calling 
(6'-ac) its determinant. As a sample of the kind of formulae that 
are obtained, let p be a prime of the form ess+3; then 

M -4P) ..2.4 -20, /1(4P) 	p) - log n (tan—) 
4P 

where in the first formula Zs means the sum of all quadratic residues 
ol p contained in the series 1, 2. z) and TB is the sum 
of the remaining non-residues; while in the second formula (t, s) is 
the least positive solution of and the product extends to 
all value. of 6 in the set 1, 3. 5. . (4p- t) of which p is a non-
rt.l.idue. The remarkable fact will be noticed that the second formula 
gives a solution of the Pellian equation in a trigonometrical form. 

Kronecker was the first to discover, in connexion with the complex 
multiplication of elliptic functions, the simplest instances of a very 
curious group of arithmetical formulae involving sums of class-
numbers and other arithmetical functions; the theory of these re- 
lations has been greatly extended by A. Hunks. The simplest of 
all these theorems maybe stated as follows. Let H (a) represent the 
number of classes for the determinant -A, with the convention that 
4 and not t is to be reckoned for each class containing a reduced form 
of the type (a, o. a) and 4 for each class containing a reduced form 
(a, a, a); then if a is any positive integer, 

Z If(gn -0) we.(s)+*(n) (-24 sel 	n) 
• • • 	 - 

where ifs) means the sum of the divisors of a, and *(e) means the 
excess of the sum of those divisors of it which are greater than d  

over the mint of those divisors which we lees than 4a. The farmen 
Is obtained by calculating in two different ways the number of 
reduced values of s which satisfy the modular equation ihre)'"Jts). 
where J(s) is the absolute invariant which, for the elliptic function 

Ft
els, gi) is pa+ (gii--274V, and s is the ratio of any two primitive 
• taken so that the 	part of is is negative (see below, 168). 
should be added that there is a series of scattered papers by 

J. Liouville, which implicitly contain Kronecker's clasethumber 
relations, obtained by a purely arithmetical process without any use 
of transcendental. 

40. Bilinear Fonas.—A bilinear form means an expremion of the 
type 2anx.ya (i-1, 2,. we; k •• ■ 1, 2.... a); the most important 
case is when tot n, and only this will be considered here. The 
invariants of a form are its determinant 00 and the elementary 
factors thereof. Two bilinear forts are equivalent when each can 
be transformed into the other by linear integral substitutions 

-Tex, y' s.2lly. Every bilinear form is equivalent to a reduced 

form Low and r a. unless lass) w o. In order that two forme may 

be equivalent it is necessary and sufficient-that their invariants 
should be the same. Moreover, if a-b and c -I, and if the invariants 
of the forms a-1-ac, b+ad are the same for all values of k, we shall 
have a4-ac- 4- ad, and the transformation of one form to the other 
may be effected by a substitution which does not Involve a. The 
theory of bilinear forms practically includes that of quadratic forms. 
if we suppose a., yc to be cognxbent variables. Kronecker has de-
veloped ease when a-a, and deduced various clam-relations for 
quadratic forms in a meaner resembling that of Liouville. So far 
as the bilinear forms are concerned, the main result is that the 
number of classes for the positive determinant auas-a nalosei is 
121•MA)+*001-1-24, where s is i or o according as a is or is not a 
square, and the symbols to, * have the meaning previously assigned 
to them (5,43,9). 

at. Hi[ Quadratic Forms.—The algebraic theory of quadratics 
is so complete that considerable advance has been made in the much 
more complicated arithmetical theory. Among the most important 
results relating to the general case of a variablesare the proof that 
the class-number is finite; the enumeration of the arithmetical 
invariants of a form; classification according to ceders and genera. 
and proof that genera with specified characters exist; oho the de-
termination of all the rational transformations of a Own form into 
itself. In connexion with a definite form there is the important 
conception of its weight: this is defined as the reciprocal of the 
number of its proper automorphs. Equivalent forms are of the same 
weight; this is defined to be the weight of their class. The weight 
of a genus or order is the sum of the weights of the classes contained 
in it; and expressious for the weight of a given genus have actually 
been obtained. For binary forms the sum of the weights of all the 
genera coincides with the expression denoted by 1(4) in 4  39. The 
complete discussion of a form requires the consideration of (s -2) 
associated quadratics• one of them is the contravariant of the given 
form, each of the othCrs contains more than a variables. For certain 
quaternary and senary classes there are formulae analogous to the 
class-relations for binary forms referred to in 4 350 (see Smith. Proc. 
R.S. xvi., or Collected Papers, i. 510). 

Among the most interesting special applications of the theory are 
certain propositions relating to therepresentation of numbers as 
the sum of squates. In order that a number may be expressible as the 
sum of two squares it is necessary and sufficient for it to be of the 
form PQr. where P has no square factor and no prime factor of the 
form 40 +3. A number is expressible as the sum of three squares if. 
and only if, it is of the form m's with az m, 4.2.3 (mod 8). ' when 
m and nia3 (mod 8), all the squares are odd, and hence follows 
Fermat's theorem that every number can be expressed as the sum 
of three triangular numbers (one or two of which may be o). Another 
famous the.. wal of Fermat's is that every number can be 
as the sum of four squares; this  was gnu proved by Jacobi,e=asedhe 
proved that the number of solutions of a w 4-P is 8*(0), if 
n is odd, while if n is even it is 24 times the sum of the odd factors of 
a. Explicit and finite, though more complicated, formulae have been. 
obtained for the number of representations of a as the suss of five. 
six, seven and eight squares respectively. As an example of the 
outstanding difficulties of this part of the subject may be mentioned 
the problem of finding all the integral (not merely rational) auto-
morphs of a given form f. When( is tnuary, C. Hermits has shows 
that the solution depends on finding all the integral solutions of 
F (x„ y, s) -FP i 1, where F s the contravariant of f. 

T'hanks to the researches of Gauss. Eisenstek. Smith, Eremite 
and others. the theory of ternary quadratics is much less incomplete 
than that of quadratics with four or more variables. Thus m  
of reduction have been found both for definite and for indefinite 
forms' so that it would be possible to draw up a table of 
sanative forms, if the result were worth the labour. One spoorfy 
important theorem is the solution of ax*-66, 44-ali o; this Is always 
possible if -be, -ab are quadratic residues of a. b,c respectively. 
and a formula can then be obtained which furnishes all the solutions. 

42. Comptes Numbers.—One of Gauss's most important and far-
reaching contributions to arithmetic was his introduction of weepier 
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there are four units ts s. 0.1; the numbers iNa+bi) 
lame b ordinairy integers, and, as usual, P- -1. 

ere mid to be auscialed: a-14 is the conjugate of and we 
write N(s.slos)..104-IP, the norm of a+bi, its conjugate, 

i 
 and ass o- 

dates. The most fundamental proposition in the theory s that the 
process of residuation (II 24) 

)>
) is applicable; namely, if as are any 

two mplex integers and mIghr). n alw ys a fuld integers 
q. r 

co 
 such that NB gs-fr with N(r)AIN 

we
(a).

ca 
 This may be proved 

analytically, but is obvious if we mark complex integers by points 
in a plane. Hence immediately follow propositions about resolutions 
into prime factors, greatest common measure, 8:c., analogous to 
those in the ordinary theory; it will only be necessary to indicate 
special points of difference. 

We have 2• -41-1-iP, so that 2 is associated with a square- a 
real prime of the form 4,1+3 is still a mime, but one of the form 
4n+ 1  breaks up into two conjugate prime factors, for example. 
3..0 -20(t +25) An Integer is even. semi-even, or odd according 
as it is divisible by (I (t -1-i) or is prime to (1 +i). Among four 
associated odd integers there is one and only one whichm I (mod 21- 
21): this is said to be primary; the conjugate of a primary 
number is primary, and the product of any number of primaries is 

. The conditions that a+bi may be primary are boo (mod 
2)- Imo (mod 4). Every complex integer can be uniquely 

	

in the form i"(t -1-irosbacr 	, where o d.m <4, and 
ZSTe  ,r, I . are N!. a primary primes. 

With respect to a complex modulus se, all complex integers may 
be distributed into N(m) incongruous classes. If ors. h(a +bi) where 
a, b are co-primes, we may take as representatives of these classes 
the residues x-Fyi where x-o, t. 2 1.. • I (as -hb')k -11; y-o, 1, 2, 
...(k -1). Thus when b o we may take 1, 2,... (b -1); 

y -o, 
t, 2,...(h-1). giving the Is,  residues of the real number h; 

while if a+bi is nrime, I, 2, 3,...(0+0- I) form a complete 
set of residues. 

The number of residues of as that are prime to m is given by 

4.(m)..N(m)13 (1 -4) 
where the product extends to all prime factors of m. As an analogue 
to Fermat 	 i theorem we have, for any integer prime to the modulus, 

04.)int(mod st),080-' Is 1(mod p) 
according as in is composite or prime. There are elN(p)-11 
primitive roots of the prime pi a primitive root in the real theory for 
a real prime 4n+1 is also a primitive root in the new theory for each 
prime factor of (4s4-1), but if p•411+3 be a prime its primitive 
roots are necessanly complex. 

43. If p. q me any two odd primes, we shall define the symbols 

(t) and 0 iby the congruences 	• (gland 

	

pdras)-ties 	,(mod 

it being undeistood that the symbols stand for absolutely least 

residues. It follows tnat () 
3 

or - according asp isa quadratic 
9  

residue of g or not; and that (9 I only if p is a biquadratic 
9 

residue of q. If p, g are primary primes, we have two laws of 
reciprocity, exprmed by the equations 

(P) 1 P (t) (1) 	-1)11N4)-11.11. g  
To these must be added the supplementary formulae 

( 1)11N(')  I, (M) ( - 1)1116441-1 1. 

(a-40 4 ."14-1)  
4-bi being s primary odd prime. In words. the law of biquadratic 

reciprocity for two primary odd primes may be expressed by saying 
that the biquadratk characters of each prime with respect to the 
other are  identical, unless p.sgm3 I-2i (mod 4), in which case they 
are opposite. The law of biquadratic reciprocity was discovered by 
Gauss, who does not seem, liowever, to have obtained a complete 
proof of it. The first published proof is that of Eisenstein, which is 
very beautiful and simple, but involves the theory of lemniscate 
functions. A proof on the lines indicated in Gauss's posthumous 
papers has been developed by quiche; this probably admits of 
simplification. Other demonstrations, for instance Jacobi s, depend 
on cyclotomy (see below). 

44. Algebraic Nsinbery.—The first extension of Gauss's complex 
theory was made by E. E. Kummer, who considered complex 
numbers represented by rational integral functions of any roots of 
unity, thus including the ordinary theory and Gauss's as special 
eases. He was soon faced by the difficulty that, in some cases. the 
law that an integer can be uniquely expressed as the product of prime 
factors appeared to break down. To see how this happens take the 
equation .'+.+6•o,  the roots of which are expressible as rational  

integral functioe. of 23rd roots of unity, and let o be either of the 
roots. If we define es-1-6 to be an integer, when a, b are natural 
numbers, the product of any number of such integers is uniquely 
expressible in the form kg+m. Conversely every integer can be 
expressed as the product of a finite number of indecornposable 
integers a +h. that is, integers which cannot be further resolved into 
factors of the same type. But this resolution is not necessarily 
unique: for instance 6..2.3.. -,(1-1-1), where 2, . 1, b+1 are all 
indecomposable and essentially distinct. To see the way in which 
Kummer surmounted the difficulty consider the congruence 

	

sP+u 	o(mod 
where p is any prime, except 23. If -23Rp this has two distinct 
roots 14,, sh; and we say that as is divisible by the ideal prime 
factor of p corresponding to 14,, if au,-1-b. o (mod p). For instance, 
if p =2 we may put u, =o, era = t and there will be two ideal factors 
of 2, say p a  and p, such that as +6-o (mod p,) if bmo (mod 2) and 
aa o (mod p,) if a+b---= 0 (mod 2). If both these congruences  are 
satisfied, a= no (mod 2) and os+b is divisible by 2 in the ordinary 
genie. Moreover (cis -1-b)(cs +d) = (bc +ad - ac)s (bd -bar) and if 
thin product is divisible by pa. bdmo (mod 2), whence either aq+b 
or cs-Fd is divisible by pi ; while if the product is divisible by  p,  we 
have  bc- 	-7ac  -0  (mod a) which  is  equivalent to (a +6) 
(c 	0 (mod 2),  so  that again either as-I,  b or cli-f-d is divisible by 
pl. Hence  we  may properly speak of pa and p, as prime divisors. 
Similarly the congruence siT-1-u+6=o (mod 3) defines two ideal 
prime factors of 3, and as +b is divisible by one or the other of the 
according  as  ass o (mod )) or 20-1-600 (mod 3); we will call thr 
prime factors p t . p,. NVith thin notation ve hove (neclectin 
factors) 

2-AA. 3.h/h. V "PIN. 1 -Fe ..P2P4. 
Real primes of which -23 is a non-quadratic residue are also primes 
in the field (s); and the prime factors of any number as+b, as well 
as the degree of their multiplicity, may be found by factorizing 
(Om,  -ab+0), the norm of (01+6). Finally awry integer divisible 
by ps  is expressible in the form 4342M331(1i-e)ri where m, n are nat ural 
numbers (or zero); it is convenient to denote this fact by writing 

1-1-sh and calling the aggregate zin (I +s)a a compound 
modulus with the base 2, I 4•11. This generalized idea of a modulus 
is very important and far-reaching; an aggregate is a modulus when, 
if s. p are any two of its elements. el-8 and a -8 also belong to it. 
For arithmetical purposes those moduli are most useful which can be 
put into the form lei, which means the aggregate of all the 
quantities ma +Irras+...+xmi.. obtained by assigning to (z i .xs,•..x„), 
independently, the values cs .1, •2, &c. Compound moduli may 
be multiplied together, or raised to powers, by rules which will be 
plain from the following example. We have 
Pi14. 20 4-e). (1 +09 .14, 2 +231. -5-Fs1=q4, la, — 5+111 

4.-5+11.14. 3+11 
hence 

Pal 8, 4+4e. 0+2 	
1+,01-

(  (
8. 64-2e. 3+41+,11 

334 - 3 +3s1 rt -- I +2. ri -6. 31 - )(i , Si. 
Hence every integer divisible by pas is divisible by the actual integer 
(1- t) and conversely; so that in a certain sense we may regard 
as a cube root. Similarly the cube of any other ideal prime is of the 
form (as+b)(I, el. According to a principle which will be explained 
further on, all primes here considered may be arranged in three 
classes; one is that of the real primes, the others each contain ideal 
primes only. As we shall see presently all these results are intimately 
connected with the fact that for the determinant -23 there are three 
primitive classes, represented by (I, t, 6) (2, t, 3). (2, -1, 3) re- 
spectively. 

45- Kummer's definition of ideal primes sufficed for his particular 
purpose, and completely restored the validity of the fundamental 
theorems about factors and divisibility. His complex integers were 
more general than any previously considered and suggested a defini-
tion of an algebraic integer in general. which is as follows: if autts,...a., 
are ordinary integers (i.e. elements of R, 17), and I satisfies an 
equation of the form 

19- +ao•-■ +40-4+•.. +4.40 +a. wo, 
Is said to be an algebraic integer. We may suppose this equation 

irreducible; • is then said to be of the nth o 	The is roots 
e'. P....P.-0 are all different. and are said to be conjugate. 

If the equation began with as instead of 	• would still be an 
algebraic number; every algebraic number can be put into the form 
e/m. where as is a natural number and 9 an algebraic integer. 

Associated writhe we have afield (or corpus) ft R(9) consisting of 
all rational functions of a with real rational coefficients; and in like 
manner we have the conjugate fields fr Ron. &c. The aggregate 
of integers contained in q is denoted by o. 

Every element of Cl can be put into the form 
34 33  re-Fr10+ • - • +ro..10*-t  

where a, 	are real and rational. If these coefficients are 
all integral. si is an integer; but the converse is not necessarily true. 
It is possible, however, to find a set of integers in, belong-
ing to R, such that every integer in II can be uniquely expressed in 
the form 

	

at • km 	+ • • • +Liss 
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where hi, la 	Pie are elements of N which may be called the 
co•erdiaates of ie with respect to the base WI, M • • • ea. Thus o 
is a modulus (11 44 and we may write oslas 0,1, • • . Having 
found one base, we can construct any number of equivalent bassi 
by means of equations with as 4*e VOW', where the rational integral 

coefficients ref are such that the determinant Ital....et. 
U se write 

IA.. 7, 7• • • 7 
.,•:', 
	... 

 :: Si',,.I„  

A is a rational integer called the discriminant of the field. Its value 
is the same whatever base is chosen. 

If a is any integer in la the product of a and its conjugates is a 
rational integer called the norm of a, and written N (a). by consider. 
!rig the equation satisfied by a we we that N(a) sea, where a, is an 
integer in 0. It follows from the definition that if a, 0 are any two 
integers In la then N(41) ■ N(a)N(P); and that for an ordinary real 
integer ea we have N(m) ems*. 

46. Ideals.—The extension of Kummer's results to algebraic 
numbers in general was independently made by J. W. R. Dedelcind 
and Kronecker; their methods differ mainly in matters of notation 
and machinery, each having special advantages of Its own for 
particular purposes. Dedekind's method is based upon the notion 
of an ideal, which is defined by the following properties:— 

(,.) An ideal In is an aggregate of integers in O. 
(ii.) This aggregate is a modulus; that is to say. if e, is' are any two 

elements of m the same or different) -id is contained in m. Hence 
also m contains a zero element, and labie is an element of tn. 

(iii.) If a is any element of m, and u any clement of o, then On is 
an element of in. It is this property that makes the notion of an 
ideal more specific than that of a modulus. 

It is clear that ideals exist; for instance, 0 itself is an ideal. 
Again, all integers in ft which are divisible by a given integer s (in o) 
form an ideal; this is called a principal ideal, and is denoted by 
os. Every ideal can be represented by . a base WI 44.  so that 
we may write m ler 	. 	meaning that every element of in 
can be uniquely expressed in the form nem, where ie is a rational 
integer. In other words, every ideal has a base (and therefore, of 
course, an Infinite number of bases). If a, b are any two ideate, and 
if we form the aggregate of all products air obtained by multiplying 
each element of the first ideal by each element of the second, then 
this aggregate, together with all sums of such products, is an ideal 
which is called the product of a and b and written ab.or ha. In 
particular ea 	0  .04  • O•041. This law of multiplication is 
associative as well as commutative. It is clear that every element 
of ah is contained in a: it can be proved that, conversely, if every 
element of c is contained in a, there exists an ideal b such that sib at., 
In particular, if a is any element of a, there is an ideal a' such that 
ea a aa". A prime ideal is one which has no divisors except itself 
and o. It is a fundamental theorem that every ideal can be resolved 
into the product of a finite number of prime ideals, and that this 
resolution is unique. It is the decomposition of a principal ideal into 
the product of prime ideals that takes the place of the resolution of 
an integer into its prime factors in the ordinary theory. It may 
happen that all the ideals in fl are principal ideals; in this case every 
resolution of an idea/ into factors corresponds to the resolution of an 
integer into actual integral factors, and the introduction of ideals 
is uruteceseary. But in every other case the introduction of ideals 
or some equivalent notion, is indispensable. When two ideals have 
been resolved into their prime factors, their greatest common 
measure and least common multi*" arc determine) by the ordinary 
rules. Every ideal may be expressed (in an infinite number of ways) 
as the greatest common measure of two principal ideals. 

ut/. ullt:ere is a theory of congruences with respect to an I sal 
modulus. Thus asp (mod m) means that a -)1 u an clean of 
tn. With respect to m, all the integers in fa may be arranged in s ite 
number of incongruent classes. The number of these cla 	is 
called the worm of m, and written N(m). The norm of a prim, sal 
p is some power of a real prime a; if N(p)sepe p is said to be a i me 
ideal of deamief. If m, n are any two ideals, then N (mit) N (n 	rt). 

N(m) sin, then semis (mod m), and there is ar ideal m' sac , !, at 
ems mm'. The norm of a prinapal ideal eels °alai to the aL rte 
value of N(a) as defined in g 45. 

The number of incongruent residues prime to m is-- 

4(1a ) N NOB (I -grp). 

where the product extends to all prime factors of - M. If a is any 
element of o prime to re, 

weer)mt (mod m). 
Associated with a prime modulus p for which N(p)-p' we have 

4(d -1) primitive roots, where 4  has the meaning given to it in the 
ordinary theory. Hence follow the usual results about exponents, 
indices, bolutione of linear congruences, and so on. For any modulus 
tn we have N(m)selee(b), where the sum extends to all the divisors 
of in. 

ea. Every defeat of a which is not contained many other ideal 
is an algebraic mat. If the conjugate fields 0, .. Cele-14  casuist 
of r, rW and sea imaginary fields, there is • system of snits es. se • • • ea 
where •serears -1, such that every unit in Ii is Impressible in the 
form ...Wet. . e,A where p is a mot of unity contained in ft and 
a, 6, . . . I are natural numbers. This theorem is due to Dirichlet. 

The norm of a unit is -1-1 or er ; and the determination of all the 
units contained in a given field is in fact the same as the solution of a 
Dlophandue equation 

Rite he • • • he) a' "'f• 
For a quadratic held the equation is of the form *A-W.. +1, 

and the theory of this is complete; but except for certain special 
cubic corpora little has been done towards solving the Important 
problem of assigning a definite process by which, for a given field, a 
system of fundamental units may be calculated. The researches of 
Jacobi Hermite, and Minkowsky seem to show that a proper exten-
sion of the method of continued fractions is necessary. 

49. Ideal Clas;es.—lf m is anyalcal, another ideal is can always be 
found such that inn is a principal ideal; for instance, one such 
multiplier is m-lel(m). Two ideals in, in' are said to be equivalent 
(ins•ma or to belong to the same doss, if there is an ideal is such 
that mn, m'n are both principal ideals. It can be proved that two 
ideals each equivalent to a third are equivalent to each other and 
that all ideals in 0 may be distributed into a finite number, h, of 
ideal classes. The class which contains all principal ideals is called 
the principal class and denoted by 0. 

If m, is are any two ideals belonging to the classes A. B respectivery. 
then can belongs to a definite class which depends only upon A, B 
and may be denoted by AB or BA indifferently. Thus the class-
symbols form an Abelian group of order A, of which 0 is the unit 
element ; and, malatis mutandts the theorems of 1 37 about com-
position of classes still hold trol 

The principal theorem wi7:: (m)  to 	of h is the 
following, which is Dedekind's generalization of the corresponding 
one for quadratic fields, first obtained by Dirichlet. Let 

rc 

  

(a) 
where the sum extends to all ideals m contained in 0; this converges 
so long as the real quantity s is positive and greater than I. Then 
a being a certain quantity which can be calculated when a fuside- 
metal system of units W known, we shall have 

The expression for K is rather complicated, and very peculiar; it 
may be written in the farm 

en4'air" R a 	
R 

where 14 al means the absolute value of the square root of the de• 
criminant of the field, es  rs have the same meaning as in f  48, es is 
the number of roots of unity in 0, and R is a determinant of the Iona 
11.(0)1, of order (rii-rs-r), with elements which are, in a certain 
special sense, "logarithms " of the fundamental units es a, ... a. 

5o. The chsennenant A enjoys some very remarkable properties. 
Its value is always different from .et; there can be only a finite 
number of fields which have a given discriminant; and the rational 
prime factors of A(0) are precisely those rational primes which; in a, 
are divisible by the square (or some higher power) .  of a prime ideal. 
Consequently, every rational prime not contained in A is resolvable, 
in 0, Into the product of distinct primes, each of which occurs only 
once. The presence of multiple prime factors in the discriminant 
was the principal difficulty in the way of extending Kummer's 
method to all fields, and was overcome by the introduction of com-
pound moduli—for this is the common characteristic of Dedekind's 
and Kronecker's procedure. 

5t. Normal Fields.—The spacial properties of a particular field 0 
are closely connected with its relations to the conjugate fields 
ft', dr, . . UK"-'). The most important case is when each of the 
conjugate field, it identical with 0: the field is then said to be 
Galoisian or normal. The aggregate R(t, r. Is")) of at 
rational functions ofd and its conjugates is a normal field: hence 
every arithmetical field of order if is either nornud, or contained in a 
normal field of a higher order. The roots of an equation j(a)ao 
which defines a normal field are associated with a group of sulatitu-
floes: if this is Abelian, the field is called Abelian; if it is cyclic, 
the field is called cyclic. A cyclotomie field is one the elements of 
which are all expressible as rational functions of mots of unity; in 
particular the complete cyclotomic field Cs, of order a(m). is the 

to of all rational functions of a primitive moth root of unity. 
Vag  ronecker is due the very remarkable theorem that all Abelian 
(including cyclic) fields are cyclotomic: the first published proof of 
this was given by Weber, and another is due to D. Hilbert. 

Many amportant theorems concerning a normal field have been 
established by Hithert. He shows that if 0 is a given normal field 
of order ter, and p any of its prime ideals, there is a finite series of 
associated fields fh. Os, Ac., of orders me ins. &c., such that mono 
(mod. mss), and that if rt...mist', Ft' ' ,apt. a prime ideal in al. 
If fitt is the last of this series, it is ceded the fteld 4 inertia 
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(Deficit:harper) fore: nenaltee this ewes' weber field of still lower 
order called the resoinuglieid (ZorieguisssbiePeg) fop. and in this field 
there is a _prime of she 'sus &Via, Pio. such that pu.o.r, where 
k -m/eau. In the field of inertia NI remaias a prime, but becomes 
of higher degree; in which is called the branek-head (Vie-
asteiyusgskdrper) it becomes a power of a prime, and by going on in this 
way from the resolving field to IX we obtain (1-1-2) representations 
for any prime ideal of the retching field. By means of these 
theorems, Hilbert finds an expression for the exact power to which a 
rational prime y occurs in the discriminant of 0, and in other ways 
the structure of 0 becomes mote evident. It may be observed that 
wham m is prime the whole series reduces to nand the rational field, 
and we conclude that every prime ideal in 0 is of the first or ?nth 
degree: this is the case, for instance, when si ei 2, and is one of the 
reasons why quadratic fields are comparatively so simple in character. 

52. Quadratic Fields.—Let is be an ordinary integer different from 
+4 and not divisible by any square: then il x y assume all ordinary 
rational values the expressions x+y4 as are the elements of a field 
which may be called 0(4m). It should be observed that 4 on means 
one definite root of d 	-o. it does not matter which: it is con- 
venient, however, to agree that ../as is positive when is is positive, 
and '44 es Is motive when m is negative. The principal results 
relating to 0 will now be stated, and will serve as illustrations of 
lei 4411• 

In the notation previously used 
a tr, 1( z +40)1 or ft, 4a) 

according as taw (mod 4) or not. In the fiat case A-m. In the 
second A TgreeT.he field a is normal, and every ideal prime in it is 
of the first 

Let g be any odd prime factor of m; then esql, where q is the 
prime :deal re. i +4 se)1 when ram' (mod 4) and in other cases 
14, 414 An odd prime p of which its is a quadratic residue is the 
product of two:prime ideals p, p', which may be written in the form 
1.Y. Ha + 4 es)). IM(" -  si)1 or (p. 44.401, spa-ifirdi  according ea 
aim (mod 4) or not: here a is a root of ewe (mod p5 , taken so as 
to be odd in the first of the two cases. All other rational odd primes 
ate primes in 0. For the exceptional prime 2 there are four cases to 
consider: (i.) if nowt (mod 8), then ..(2,4(i 4 -1111)11 X (2, - d NH. 
(ii.) If arms (mod 8), dies is prime: (il•)  if stmt (mod 4,), 

irjaafmr: (iv.) if m -3 (modes4).2 ■12.t+40)'. Iliustratinasenil 
be found in l 44 for the case m ■ 23. 

53. Normal Residues. Geisera.—Hilbert las introduced a very 
convenient definition, and a corresponding symbol, which is a gene-
ralization of Legendres quadratic character. Let is, on be rational 

integer's,* not &square. teeny rational prime; we write OM +z 

if, to the modulus w„ a is congruent to the norm of an integer con-

tained in fl(4m); in all other cases we pot ( 21,--,',") This new 

symbol obeys a set of laws, among which may be especially noted 

(211,--) sx (Es,)  us Wend ss +1, whenever is, in are prime 

to 
rdow 	gs• at. • • . el be the different rational prime factors of 

the discriminant of Cff4m); then with any rational integer a we may 
emaciate the Z symbols 

(lea )' (Sril") 
and call them the total character of a with respect to 0. This 
definition may be extended so as to give a total character for every 
ideal a in 0, as follows. First let 0 be an imaginary field (m
we put Pel,11..N(st),and ear 

(111112) ' ellt) e 	• 
the total character of a. Secondly, let be a real field • we first 
determine the I serrate characters of - 1, and if they are all positive 

ie a) we put d . emir, and adopt the ►  characters just written 
above as those o a. Suppose, however, that one of the characters 
of --I is negative; without loss of generality we may take it to be 
that with reference to g'. We then put rier- z, erN(a) taken 

with such a sign that (liw) -1-1, and take as the total character 

of a the symbols (il-e) for fie 1, 2,... (I - I). 

With these definitions It can be proved that all ideals of the same 
class have the same total character, and hence there is a distribution 
of classes into genera, each genus containing those classes for which 
the total character is the same (d. 36). 

Moreover, we have the fundamental theorem that an assigned set 
of • =its corresponds than actually existing genus if, and only if, 
their product is -1-1. so that the number of actually existing genera 
k 2-4. This is really equivalent to a theorem about quadratic forms 
drat stead and proved by Gaon; the earn may be said about the  

next proposition, which. in Its natural order, Is easily noved  by the 
method of ideals, whereas Gauss had to employ the thftty of ternary 
quadratics. 

Every elate of the principal genus is the square of a dam. 
An ambiguous ideal in O is defined as one which is unaltered by 

the change of 1/ onto es (that is, it is the same as its conjugate) and 
not divisible by any rational integer swept t. The only ambi-
gime prime Make in 0 are those which are factor. of its dberfm inane 
Putting A ssql,  qsa...qA there are in f exactly 11  ambiguous ideals: 
namely, those factors of A, ineludl tr, which are not divisible by 
anysquare. It is a fundamental first proved by Geese, 
that the number of ambiguous classes is equal to the number of 
genera. 

54. Class-Number.--The number of ideal classes In th•6eld 0(4  es) 
may be expressed in the following forms: 

0.)  

fraii! Ds (a t, 

It sin b: a 
-"T -1-* 	as" 

II sin -5- 

Ti the first of these formulae r is the number of units contained in 
0; thus r -6A-- • •.4 for A--4, r-2 in other cases. 
In the second formula.. is the fundamental unit, and the produma are 

taken for all the numbers of the set 	4) for which (o) 

(#) 	impeetively. In the • Ideal theory the only way in 

which these formulae have been obtained is by a modification of 
Dirichlet'. method; to prove them without the use of transcendental 
analysis would be a substantial advance in the theory. 

55. Suppose that any  ideal in 0 is expressed in tie form fie, welt 
then any, element of it is e 	as xso+ata, where x y are 
rational integers, and we 	have N (xsa +pm) 
where a, is, c are rational numbers contained in the ideal. If we put 
xe4tei-69,7..gx'+IY, where a, at  v, 8 are rational =tabus suds 
that al -py- 	we shall have simultaneously (e, b, c) (a, yr 
w (a', b', 	(a', 	eh in $ 3a and silo 
(a's e) PT" N wit +7a1)+Allest÷asst)1••N(x'A•liw'r), 

where (eli , 0,11 is the same ideal as before. Thus all equivalent forms 
are associated with the same ideal, and the munbers'representable 
by forms of a particular class are precisely those which are norms of 
numbers belonging to the associated ideal. Hence the class-number 
for ideals in O is also the class-number for a net of quadratic forms; 
and it these forms have the same determinant can sfiown that all 	 nant 
A. Conver

be
sely, every class of forms of determinant a can be 

associated with a definite class of ideals in 12(4m). where es N.A or 
IA as the case may be. Composition of form.classes exactly 
corresponds to the multiplication of ideals: hence the complete 
analogy between the two theories, so long as they are really in con- 
tact. There is a corresponding theory of forms in connexion with a 
field of order n: the forms are of the order a, but are only very 
special forms of that order, because they are algebraically resolvable 
into the prWuct of linear factors. 

a, b 	are complex integers 
56. Complex rratic Perms.—Dirichlet, Smith and others, have 

discussed forms 	I. c) in which the coefficients  
of the form 	ni• and Hermite has considered bilinear forms 
axx'-1-bxy'-1-b'x'y-Fcyy., where x', y, b' are the conjugates of x, y, b 
and a, c, are real. Ultimately thne theories are connected with 
fields of the fourth order; and of course in the same way.  we might 
consider forms (a, b, c) with integral coefficients belonging to 
given field of order a: the theory would then be ultimately 
with a field of order 2e. 

57. Krortecitees Afeiliod.--In practice it is found convenient to 
combine the method of Dedelcind with that of ICroneeker, the male 
principles of which are as fallovis. Let F( x, y,..) be a poiyr 
normal in any number of indeterminatcs (umbra., as Sylvester calls 
them) with ordinary integral coefficients; if is is the greatest commas 
measure of the coefficients, we have F =nE, where E is a primary or 
unit form. The positive integer n is called the divisor of F; and the 
divisor of the product of two forms is equal to the product of the 
divisors of the factors. Next suppose that the coefficients of F are 
integers in a field 0 of order vs. Denoting the eonAgate forms by 
F', F", 	Se-0, the product FF'F" Ft.-9" , where f is I 
real positive integer, and E a unit form with real integral coef• 
&Mem. The natural number f is called the norm of F. If F, G 
are any two forms (in co we have N(FG)..N(F)N(G). Let. the 
coefficients of F be 	fte., those of G P, am., and those of FG 
tit, yea, ffic.; and let p be any prime ideal in O. Then if p. is the 
highest power of I contained in each of the coefficients as, and r the 
highest power of p contained in each of the coefficients ffi, ro. 
the highest power of p contained by the whole set of coefficients vs. 
Writing &(e i , as, 	) for the highest ideal divisor of at, at, are., 
this is called the maim. of F; wad we have the theorem that the 

w>os 
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product of the contents of two farms isaqnaal to the content of the 
product of the forms. Every firm isamedated with a definite ideal 
m, and we have N(F) IVI(m)if m is the content of F. and N(in)has 
the meaning already assigned to it. On the other hand, to a given 
ideal correspond an indefinite number of forms of which it is the 
content; for instance (1 46. end) we can find forms 4,417 of which 
any given ideal is the content. 

511. Now let es 	. w. be a basis of et 	. is. a set of 
in&tammatest and 

I vette +vise+ • • • 4-sta.: 
e is called the fundamental fans el a It satisfies the equation 
K(31-0 	or 

F(x) 	Users . • • +U. so 
where Us Us... U. are rational polynomials in ni, ns, •sr. with 
rational integral coefficients. • This is called the fundamental 
equation. 

Suppose now that p is a rational prime, and that p••rair• • . . 
where p, q r, ac., are the different ideal prime factors of p, 
then U F(x) is theleft-hand side of the fundamental equation there 
is an identical congruence 

F(c)1P(c)1412(4149441. • • • (mod p) 
where P(x). 	14c.„ are prime functions with respect to p. The 
meaning of this is that if we expand the expression on the right-hand 
side of the congruence, the coefficient of every term irks.. . . 
will be congruent, mod p, to the correspondint coefficient in F(x). 
If f g, k, &v., are the degrees of p, q, r, &c. (f 47 , then ); ta, • • . are 
the dimensions in x. 	• s. of the forms of , Q. IL, respectively. 
For every "rime p. which is not a factor of a, asbe 	. 0+1 
and F(x) is congruent to 'the product of a set of different prime 
factors, as many in number as there are different ideal prime factors 
al p. In partimdar, if p Is a prime in 0, F(r) is a prim function 
(mod p) and conversely. 

It generally happens that rational integral values al, at. . . a. 
can be assigned to eh  ear,... u., such that U. the last term in the 
fundamental equation, then has a value which is prime to p. Suppo• 
lag that this condition is satisfied, let aim+dres+ . • .4-arts.. 
and let Pi(s)be the result of putting x to p(s). Then 
the ideal p is completely determined as the greatest common 
divisor of p and Pi(a); and similarly for the other prime factors 
of p. There are, however, exceptional cases when the condition 
above stated is not satisfied. 

5q. Cydotosty.—It follows from 'de Molvitdo theorem that the 
Arithmetical solution of the equation r-1 -o corresponds to the 
division of the circumference of a circle into in equal tarts. The case 
when m is composite is easily made to depend on that where m is a 
power of a prime; if m is a power of 2, the solution is effected by a 
chain of quadratic equations and it only remains to consider the 
case when es sq•, a power of an odd prime. It will be convenient to 
write a ea(m) eirr(q-1); if we also put r sushi, the primitive 
roots of e will be a in number, and represented by r, re, &c. 
where 1, a, b, lie., form a complete set of prime residues to the 
modulus m. Them will be the roots of an irreducible equation 
)(z)- -o of degree,.; the symbol f(x) denoting (r. - 1) + (e.re - 1). 
There are primitive roots of the congruence 13. (mod m); let g 
be any one of these. Then if we put rear 	we obtain all the roots 
of f(x) so in a definite cyclical order (ri ;  n .. .r.); and the change 
of r into es produces a cyclical permutation of the roots. It follows 
from this that every cyclic polynomial in rte,  es . .e. with rational 
coefficients is equal to • rational number. Thus if we write Stag 
+be+.+kg 4 s.n, we have, in virtue of resel l'. rerss...n..". 1 .. re, 
and, if we use S to denote cyclical summation, Sir:vie..r,.0-  
r• -1-re the sum of the nth powers of all the roots 
of(x)so, and this is a rational integer or zero. Since every cyclic 
polynomial is the sum of parts similar to S(rerrs...e,0), the theorem 
re proved. Now let s, f be any two conjugate factors of p, so that 
4.'0. and let 

voort +rete-Ersacf • • • +rsto-ts 	2t• • •e) 
then the elementary symmetric functionsZits rites, an., are cyclical 
functions of the roots of f(x)so and therefore have rational values 
which can be calculated: consequently es w, . as, which are called 
the f-nomial periods, arc the roots of an equation 

with rational integral coefficients. This is irreducible, end defines 1 
field of order s contained in the field defined by fix) Moreover, 
the change of r into Es alters re into ene, and we have the demean 
that any cyclical function of es es • .. m is rationaL Now let k, 
be any conjugate factors off and put 

stsre+Mo.+Aine+ • • •Oftr-an 	0. 1. 22 3a 
then 1.04., 	nw...o. will be the roots of an equation 

afa-wei+ae-+... +a-o. 
the coefficients of which are expressible as rational polynomials In m 
Dividing k into two conjugate factors, we can deduce from G(f) -o 
soother period equation, the coefficients of which are rational poly-
nomials in vs n. and on on. By choosing for e, k, ac., the succesive 
prime factors of s, ending up with 2, we obtain a set of equations of 

prime degree, each rational in the roofs of the preceding equations. 
and the Gat auntie( and rra for its roots. Thus to take a very 
interesting historical case, let se • iy, so that II.- 16 sad, the equations 
are all quadratics, and if we take 3 as the primitive root of ty, they 
am 

	

lr+V-•4•o. 	— ed— t so 
2%*-ara-h(sf -s+C-3)••0. 0-4+1 ■ ci. 

If two quantities (real or complex) a and b are represented in the 
usual way by points in a plane, the rook of x*-1-sx+0 ■ci will be 
represented by two points which can be found by a Euclidean con-
struction, that is to say, one requiring only the use of rule and com-
pass. Hence a regular polygon of seventeen aides can be inscribed 
in a given circle by means of a Euclidean construction; a fact first 
discovered by Gauss, who also found the general law, which is that a 
regular polygon of se gide, can be inscribed in • circle by Euclidean 
conatruction if and only if•4.0. m) is a power 43( a ; in other sords 
m s 2.P where P is a product different odd primes, each of which is 
of the form 2*-1-1. 

Returning to the case el sgs, we shall call the chain of equations 
F(1) -o, dc., when each is of prime degree, a set of Calcasieu auxili-
aries. We can find different sets, because in forming them we can 
take the prime factors of it in any order we like; but their number 
is always the same, and their degrees always form the same aggregate. 
namely, the prime factors of a. No other chain of auxiliaries having 
similarproperties can be formed containing fewer equations of a given 
prime degree p; a fact first stated by Gauss, to whom this theory is 
mainly due. Thus if ms¢ we must have at least (s- t) auxiliaries 
of orr q, and if o-t sups . . •, we must also have s quadratics, 

equations of order p, and so on. For this reason a set of Galoisian 
a• 
equation 

• 
f(

m
) 
 ay be regarded as providing the simplest solution of the 

xo. 
6o. When is is an odd prime p, there is another very interesting 

way of solving the equation (xe-1) (x-t) eo. As before Ire 
. e,..) be its roots arranged in a cycle by means of a 

primitive root of xmimt (mod 1); and let e be a primitive root of 
es•,  Alan let 

des 
et 	 . 

ri+Ors+era+. • • +4'4.a (k 	• 4-2) 
so that h is derived from el by changing . into O. 

The cyclical permutation (es ri. • • •rr -1) applied  to Ift converts 
it into eft; hence nerteasi is unaltered, and may be expressed 
as a rational, and therefore as an integral function of 4. It is found 
by calculation that we may put 

044s
W,

zz p+ .1167 6+6 WO+ 1-1s) lk sr, 

while 
40.4 •-P• 

In toe exponents of ifv(e) the indices are taken to the base g used to 
establish the cyclical order (n. Multiplying together the 
(p....1) preceding equalities, the result is 

- adr(dili(.) • • • #1.4(e) 
where R(e) is a rational integral function of e the degree of which, in 
its reduced form, is less than ♦(p - O. Let p be any one definite root 
of ars sR(.), and put sit -p: then since 

rb-.4iiii• • • fs-i 

we must take ei =Whigs
. 

• • ils-4 ...lisfeise. where Rafe) is  a 
rational function of is which we may suppose put into its reduced 
integral form; and finally, by addition of the equations which 
define 4, d,. ac., 

(p-z)ri  *sii-i-Rdeki+Ri(e)si 	+14.4 WAY". 
If in this formula we change p into chi, and ri into rsa. It still 
remain, true. 

It will be observed that this woad mode of solution employs a 
Lagrangian resolvent ; considered merely as a solution it is neither 
so direct nor so fundamental as that of Gauss. But the form of the 
solution is very interesting; and the auxiliary numbers ip(e have 
many curious properties, which have been investigated by Jacobi. 
Cauchy and Kroneeker. 

61. When m -r. the discriminant of thecorrespoodingcydotomic 
field is •14, where Velri(eq -a- i). The prime q Is equal to 
where sieges) ..(""(y-i), land q is a prime ideal of the first degree. 
If p is any rational prime distinct from g, and f the least exponent 
such that pi-t (mod. in), f will be a factor of,. 

different 
 putting sif-e, 

we have pea?, .p., where pi, p. are different prime ideals 
each of the Ali degree. There are similar theorems for the case 
when m is divisible -by more than one rational prime. 

Kummer has stated and proved laws of reciprocity for quadratic 
and higher residues in what are called regular fields the definition of 
which is as follows. Let the field be R(e fit). where p is an odd 
prime ,• then this field is regular, and p is said to be a regular prime, 
when Is, the number of ideal classes in the field, is not divisible by I. 
Kummer proved the very curious fact that pis regular if. and may if. 
it is not a factor of the &siomisators of the fast +(p-3) Berno ► n 

k 
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latimbers. He also aucseeded in showing that in the field R(sisi/g) 
the equation as -FOP -1-y• has no integral solutions whenever h is  
not divisible by fa. What is known as the " last " theorem of Fermat 
is his assertion that if as is any natural number exceeding 2, the 
equation gate sa has no rational solutions, except the obvious 
ones for which sys..o. It would be sufficient to prove Fermat's 
theorem for all prime values of in; and whenever Kummer's 
theorem last quoted applie. Fermat's theorem will hold. Fermat's 
theorem is true for al, values of as such that 2<es< tot, but no 
complete proof of it hat yo t been obtained. 

Hubert has studied in considerable detail what he calls Kummer 
fields, which are obtained by taking x, a primitive pth root of unity, 
and y any root of ye -a .so, where a is any number in the field R(x) 
which is not a perfect pth power in that field. The Kummer field is 
then R y), consisting of all rational functions of x and y. Other 
fields that,  have beets discussed more or less are general cubic fields, 
some special biquadratic and a few Abelian fields not cyclic. 

Among the applications of cyclotomy may be mentioned the 
proof which it affords of the theorem, first proved by Dirichlet, that if 
in, a are any two rational integers prime to each other, the linear 
form nix +.. is capable of representing an infinite number of primes. 

62. Gauss's Suess..-Let in be any positive real integer; then 

E 
This remarkable formula when in Is prime, contains results which 
were first obtained by Gauss, and thence known as Gauss's sums. 
The easiest method of proof is Kronecker's, which consists in finding 
the value of5leantamds/(1-sagi)l, taken round an appropriate 
contour. It will be noticed that one result of the formula is that the 
square root of any integer can be expressed as a rational function of 
roots of unity. 

The most Important application of the formula is the deduction 
from it of the law of quadratic reciprocity for real primes: this was 
done by Gauss. 

63. One example may be given of some remarkable formulae 
giving explicit solutions of reprecentations of numbers by certain 
quadratic forms. Let p be any odd prime of the form 7s+2; then 
we shall have pierr-1-2.exe-Oye. where is detarmingd by the 
congruences 

2xm(a) TP 1  (mod p); xas3 (mod 7). an)! 
This formula was obtained by E,  (stein, who proved it by investigat-
ing properties of integers in the field generated by ex-2 tir-poo, 
which is a component of the field generated by seventh roots of urdty. 
The first formula of this kindwas given by Gomm, and relates to the 
case p..4.+P.a41-y1 ; he conceals its connexion with complex 
numbers. Probably there are many others which have not yet been 
stated. 

as. Hipfser Coorgruese.es. Pundits's' Modeli.—Suppow that, p is. 
a real prime, and that 	•(x) are polynomials in x with rational 
integral eaelfidear 	preoraencefix)nip(x) (mod p) is identical 
when nth coefficient of fs congruent, mod p. to the corresponding 
coefficient of pr. It will be convenient to write, under these circum-
stances, f-e(mod p) and to say that f. • are equivalent, mod p. 
Every polynomial of degree k is equivalent to another of equal or 
lower &v.w, which has none of its coefficients negative,and each of 
them less than p. Such a polynomial, with unity for the coefficient 
of the highest power of x contained in it, may be called a reduced 
polynomial with respect to p. There are, in all. IA reduced poly-
nomials of degree k. A polynomial may or may not be equivalent to 
the product of two others of lower degree than itself; in the latter 
case it is said to be prime. In every case, F being any polynomial, 
there is an equivalence F-61, . fi where c u an integer and 
to/to-Jr, are prime functions; this resolution is unique. Moreover, 
it follows fromFermat's theorem that IF(x)P-F(x•), lF(x)1 0-F(xsi), 
and so on. 

As in the case of equations, it may be proved that, when the modulus 
is prim, acongruencefix)es o (mod p) cannot have more'  nconeruent 
roots than the index of the highest power of x in f(x), and that if 
:es* is a solution. f(x)-(x-Ofi(s), where ji(x) is another polynomial. 
The solutions of v .: are all the melange( p; hence xs-x-x(x+ t) 
(x-1-2)...(x-l-p-i), where the right-hand expresrion is the product 
of all the linear functions which are prime to p. A generalization 
of this is contained in the formula 

z(•"-1-1)-nf(x) (mod p) 
where the product includes every prime function f(x) of which the 
degree is a factor of m. By a process similar to that employed in 
finding the equation satisfied by primitive ,nth roots of unity, we 
can find an expraaion for the product of all prime functions of a 
given degree in, and prove that their number is (m)' 

+yr..L..•) 

where a, b, c ... are the different prime factors of m. Moreover. 
if F is any given function, we can find a resolution 

F..(mod  

where c is numerical, F1 is the product of all prime linear ifupctions 
which divide F, Fl is the product of all the prime quadratic factors, 
and so on. 

63.eiely the functional congruence p(x)mlf•(x) (mod p, f(x))ismeant 
that vandals U., V Ian be found such that 40).4(x)-1-pUi- 
Vf(s.) identically. We might also writee.(x)-4(x) (mod P. fix)); but 
this is not so necessary here as in the preceding case of a simple 
modulus. Let as be the degree of fix); without loss of generality 
we may suppose that the coefficient cf x" is unity, and it will be 
further assumed that f(x) is a prime function, mod ,p. Whatever the 
dimensions of o(x), there will be definite functions 11(x), $,(x) such that 
p(x)efix)x(x)i-prix) where WOO is of lower dimension than f(x); 
moreover, we may suppose lids) replaced by theequivalent reduced 
function pr(x) mod p. Finally then, pm., (mod p, fir)) where a, h, a 
reduced function, mod a, of order not greater than (ris-1). If we 
put pa e.e, there will be in all (including zero) fi residues to the com-
pound modulus (p, f):.  let us denote these by R,, RI, ..• Re. 
Then (cf. f 28) if we reject the one zero residue (11., suppose) and 
take any function, of which the residue is not zero, the residues of 
OR,. MU • ... OIL' will all be different, and we conclude that 
9 t (mod P. /). Every function therefore satisfies 4.....4. 
(mod p, f); by putting 4 -x  we obtain the principal theorem stated 
in f 6a.  

A still more comprehensive theory of compound moduli Is doe to 
Kronecker; it will be sufficiently illustrated by a particular case. 
Let at be a fixed natural number; X. Y, Z, T assigned polynomials, 
with rational integral coefficients, in the independent variables 
x, y, may 

anwrite 
 U be any polynomial of the same nature as X, Y. z, T. 

We may  11-0 (mod m, X, Y. Z, T) to express the fazt that 
there are integral polynomials M, X', y. Z', T. such that 

U . mM + X'X +VT 4- Z'Z -1-T^T 
identically. In this notation U-V means that U-V-o. The 
number of independent variables and the number of functions in the 
modulus are unrestricted; there may be no number m in the 
modulus, and there need not be more than one. This theory of 
Kronecker's is admirably adapted for the discussion of an algebraic 
'problems of an arithmetical character, and is certain to attain a high 
degree of development. 

It is worth mentioning that one of Gauss's proofs of the law of 
quadratic reciprocity (G6tt. Nachr. riltin involves the principle of a 
compound modulus. 

66. Forms of Higher Degree.--Except for the case alluded to at the 
end of I 55, the theory of forms of the third and higher degree is still 
quite fragmentary. C. Jordan has proved that the class number is 
finite. H. Poituard has discussed the classification of ternary and 
quaternary cubic.. With regard to the ternary cubic it is known 
that from any rational solution of f ..o we can deduce another by a 
process which is equivalent to finding the tangential of a point 
xi, y,, on the curve, that is, the point where the tangent at 
x,, y,, a, meets the curve again. We thus obtain a series of solutions 
a. y,, s, , (a, ya Q. &c.. which may or may not be periodic. E. Lucas 

and J. J. Sylvester have proved that for certain cubic! f -, o has no 
rational solutions; for instance x4 -1-yi-Ass..o has rational solution* 
only if A ..ab(a+b)/cx, where a, b, c are rational integers. Waring 
asserted that every natural number can be expressed as the sum of 
not more than 9 cubes, and also as the sum of not more than 19 
fourth powers; these propositions have been neither proved nor 
disproved. 

67. Remits derived ferns Elliptic and Theta Functions.—Fa the, 
sake of reference it twill be convenient to give the expressions for the 
four Jacobian theta functions. Let ie be any complex quantity such 
that the real part of ice, is negative; and let q- sae.. Then 

±a` 
Op(9).• rireb.i. .• 1 4-2e  COI 219 -F2e cos 410+2, cos 6rei- • .. , 

- • 
se 

▪ 1(1--cfr)(1+29a-1  cos we -1-gb-,), 

au(e) al - 2q es* aro +2g4  cos are -21, cos 6.9+ . • • 

- n(1 - p)(1-2e4 cos 2..+,e.), 

ow.) -20 	cos 3ro-Fge cos Ire+ ... 

—ie....sc. —ex. +4. cos.-re  % 

e„(s)-sql sin ro - sin 3rei-ogY sin 3rs-.... 

+.2e sin corr . -e) -2e cos 2x..+46). 

Instead of 6(o), Le., we write NI Ac. Clearly (hose; we have 
the important 'entities 

the .04W* M' ■040-1-ese  

where ea' mans the value of AIWA,  for 	U. now, we  put 

4a 	e 
0«, 	0.3* 
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se the 401-11.2, we shalt have 

=4a• snot, LC-2" 	- k•on 16-4•2° 	dn n 
. 	Ada 	- m'oNtio 

tappoelmi for simplicity that is is a real negative quantity, 
sew'-2K. weed as aiK'. 

the notation being that which is now usual for the elliptic functions. 
It la foued that 

fiC  an 21Grwa!-r-lopi  sin 05 ". 1) it — 

AC  en 2K11 0.2S--1%1C011(as ■ I) fa, 

1-trecos2rew. 

Fran the lust formula, by putting s..% we obtain 

-}4-rfp 	*IWO +ae +20 +29*-E• • •r• 
and hence, by -Wing both sides in ascending powers of q, and 
equating the coefficientsof iN we arrive at a formula for the number 
of ways of expressing n as the sum of two squares. If a is any odd 
divisor of a, including I and a itself if n is odd, we find as the co-
efficient of 10- in the expansion of the left-hand side 4Z(-0 10-1) ; 
on thettht-hand side the coefficient enumerates all the solutions 

( x +( +y)', taking account of the different signs (except fore') 
and.of order in which the terms are written (except when se ,w yt). 
Thus if sr is an odd prime of the form 48+t, E(--1) 10-1) ..2, and the 
coefficient of r is 8, which is right, because the one possible com-
position sr.sat-He may be written s ■ (.irrr+( a4P (*er +(a' or, 
giving eight representations. 

By methods of a similar character formulae can be found for the 
number of representations of a number as the sum of 4, 6, 8 squares 
ea- pwtively. The four-square theorem has been stated in 4 at ; the 
eight-square theorem is that the number of representations of a 
number as the sum of eight squares is sixteen times the sum of the 
tubes of its factors, if the given number is odd, while for an even 
number it Ia sixteen times the excess of the cubes of the even factors 
above the cubes of the odd factors. The five-square and seven-
square theorems have not been derived from q-series, but from the 
general theory of quadratic forms. 

68. Still more remarkable results are deducible from the theory of 
the transformation of the theta functions. The elementary formulae 
are 

hi(e.a-FI) .8.404 ss). OWN. al-t) welltedu,a), 
anh4 a+1) wffigis, 	N(s, w+ I) whi(ii, a), 

s"."1'0,,C,3 ) - -i4771:20,1(u. 

s`-`fial"fise. ••41-7.-sccedx.4. 

C4‘6"018e7:, 

es'imel"tona. 	.4:7-ruhe66 

where 4=T, is to be taken in sorb a way that its real part is 
positive. Taking the definition of a given in $ 67, and considering 
■ as a function of ar, we find 

aim+t)ffieneal  -film)/1(m) 

4-9 ■ tlaifiteli■ e'(0) 

For convenience let OW ..rr: then the substitutions kw+ r) and 
(m -sr') convert v into e/(e-t) and (I -a) respectively. Now if 
a, p, y, iareany real integers such that ea -Pr 	the substitution 
fw.(ew -1-0)/(y..-14)1 can be compounded of 	and (., --w-1): 
the effect on a will be the same as if we apply a corresponding substi-
tution  compounded of (a, 46s-1N and le, 1-el. But these are 
periodic and of order 3.2 reSpeCtiVelY1 ; therefore we cannot get more 
than six values of is, namely 

t 	ir 	t 
L 	 r a" re 

and any symmetrical function of these will have the same value at 
any two equivalent places in the modular dissection (I 33). Their 
sum is constant, but the sum of their squares may be put into the 
form 

et(e- 

hence (ai  -s+t)1+0(.- Ir),  has the same valve at equivalent places. 
E Klan mites 

J 2706.- t),  

this is a transcendental function of eh  which is a special case of a  

AU', J)=0 
symmetrical in j, j', with integral coefficients and of degree #(11). 

v Similarly when d(a, 6, c, d)wr we have an equation frtr 3) - o  of 
order #(istri): hence the complete modular equation for transforma-
tions of the nth order is 

FU'J) 	J) 
the degree of which is t(n), the sum of the divisors of n. 

linear factor of G eorre- , which we may call G . To every 
Now if in F(r,j) we pu t wj, the result is a polynomial in j 

alone 
ponds a class of quadratic onus of determinant (s'-4n) where 

50<ar and s is an Integer or zero: conversely from every such form 

we associate its weight ($ al we find that with the notatioh of 
-a) of G. Moreover, with each form 

39 
we can derive a linear factor (1,1 

the degree of G 	Keene y T.H(as -0) -s,,, where 	when is 
is a square, and is zero in other eases But this degree may be found 
in another way as follows. A complete representative set of trans-
formations of order A is given by 1,1•(afai-b)1d, with ad-a.  
ow <di hence 

GU) -n{ 144-I V) 1, 
and by substituting fort (a) and J (- b) their values in terms of 

0 we find that the lowest term in the factor =premed above is either 
q-2/1738 or (tem/1728, or a constant. , according as a <ri, a> el or 
a - d. Hence if is the order of GU), 80 that its expansion in 
begins with a term in re,  we must have 

essZ(r.d)+Z (2,•d) •••Zd-I•zo 
fall,  

dag a 

extending to all divisors of -which exceed In. Comparingthis with 
the other value, we have 

ZHfax 	w oZel 	w8(e) t(a), 
i>lf• 

as stated in $ 39. 
70. Each of the singular moduli which are the roots of G(j) -0 

corresponds to exactly one primitive class of definite quadratic forms, 
and conversely. 

Corresponding to every given negative determinant. -A there is 
an irreducible equation #0) wo, where j-17281 the coefficients 
of which are rational integers, and the degree of which is if-e). 
The coefficient of the highest power of j is unity, so that j is an arith-

• metical integer, and its conjugate values belong one to each primitive 
class of determinant -A. By adjoining the square roots of the 
prime factors of A the function 0(j) may be resolved into the product 
of as many factors as there are genera of primitive classes, and the 
degree of each factor is equal to the number of classes in each genus. 
In particular, if ft, 1, $ (6 +R)R is the only reduced form for the 
determinant -A, the value of j n a real negative rational cube. At 

the same time its approximate value is exp [ - arri• t±f  +744• 

744-ew A. so that, approximately, rev • wore-I-yea where as is a 
rational integer. For instance evv " v.8847367431997778 . • 
96o'+744 very nearly, and for the class (I, I, JO the exact value of 
I is-96o'. Four and only four other similardetenninants are known 
to exist, namely - II, -.119, •••••67, -R63, although thousands have 
been chssified. According to Hermite the decimal part of eel; 163 
begins with twelve nines; in this case Weber has shown that the 
exact value of j is -awe:3 3.231.2e. 

7:. The function j(a) is the most fundamental o a yet of quantities 
called class-invariants. Let (a, b, c) be the representative of any class 
of definite quadratic forms, and let m be the root of ase+fcc-f-ewo 
which has a positive imaginary part; then F (a) is said to be a class- 

invariant for (a, 6, c) if F ("4(3).F(m) for all real integers a 
7.1-6 

R. 7, it such that all-Or..1. This Ia true for j(..) whatever si may 
be, and it is for this reason that is so fundamental. But, as will be 
seen from the above examples, the value of J soon becomes so large 
that its calculation is impracticable. Moreover, there is the diffi- 
culty of constructing the modular equation Jab J') (169), which 

Fuchsian or sutemorphie function. It Is an analytical function el 
ca, and may be expanded in the form 

J .71319-1 +744 -f-cles+ciii+ 

where A, c, &c., are rational integers. 
69. Suppose, now, that a, b, c, d are rational integers, such that 

dv(a, b, e, 0)=.1 and 	 -I- 14 ad - be.•• is, a positive integer. Let (aw/ 
(ie -1-d) w a' • then the equation J(i) ■J(s) Is satisfied if sod only if 

i that is, if there are integers ea, 7,S such that al-Dv' t, and 
(as +11) (ws+8) - frw+d)(res +8) ••e• 

If we writep(s)+MCI -1-tr,), where the product extendsto all prime 
factors (p) of to, it is found that the values of w fall into Cm) equiva-
lent sets, so that when a is given there are not more than •(s) 
different values of j(a). Putting J (1) i(s) wj, we have a 
modular equation 
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ittc.00ly been done is the tales saes now, 3 (thalami by Smith in 

Load. Ma* Soc. ix. p. 242). 
For moderate values of d the difficulty can generally he removed 

by constructing algebraic functions of j. Suppose  we have an bre-
ducible equation 

04-eix"-14- 	+ewer,. 

the eaefficiento of which are rational functions of Asa If we apply 
any modular substitution w'-S(s), this leaves the equation un-
altered, and consequently only permutates the roots among them-
selves: thus if xi(s) is any definite root we shall have xdisi)a , 

 ei(a), where i may or may not be equal to I. The group of unitary 
subAitutione which leave all the roots unaltered is a factor of the 
complete modular group. If we put y a x(ms),.y will satisfy an equa-
tion similar to that which defines x, with! written for j; hence, since 
j.j.  are connected by the equat ion fl  (j,j') o, there will be an equation 
"Hs, y)..0 satistmd by and y. By suitably claming we can in 
many cases find it(x. y) without knowing AU, j.): and then the 
equation 16(x, x) defines a net of singular moduli, each one of which 
belongs to a certain value of re and all the quantities derived from 
it by the substitutions which leave x(s) unaltered. 

As one of the simplest examples, let 	x'-j(o)ssys-j 
Then the equation connecting y in its complete form is of the ninth 
degree in each variable; but it can be proved that it has a rational 
factor, namely 

We alma therefore have le(aw)e.ys(s) for all values of such that . 

Ye. 1- 
ars+0 
—70.3-ffr 	72+7a-l-/12-427t=---o (mod 3). 

Pettier (a, ft. 7, 0..(o, -1, t, o) the conditions are satisfied, and 
2w ■142. Now j(i)..1721, so that ii(i)...ta; and since j(w) is 
positive for a pure imaginary. yi(i42) .40. '?he remaining case is 
settled.by putting 

2 7w+2 
with a. 0, y, 1 satisfying the same conditions as before. One solution 

Is (-7, 2, t, 1) and hence 404-3..+4...o. so that IN 1 5. 
Besides ya other Rational invariants which have been used with 

effect me .r.-,/ 01-1723), the moduli e, xe their aware and fourth 
roots, the functions); A, ji defined by 

/ 	= V f, 

and the function e(ers)/e(a) where e(u) is defined by 

1(4.0 Z (--1)V 44..; -en 2-') 	-49. 3 	3 • 
72. Another powerful method, developed by C. F. Klein and 

K. E. R. Fricke, proceeds by discussing the deficiency of Ai, j') = o . 
considered as representing a curve. If this deficiency is zero, j and j' 
may be expressed as rational functions of the same parameter, and 
this replaces the modular equation in the most convenient manner. 
For instance, when a 7, we may Put 

(0-l-13r4-49)(04•3T+1)1 4,(s),fere(?), • 
r.. 

re" 49. 
The 	leg singular moduli are found by solving #(r) a 

re(?). For deficiency 1 we may find in a similar way two auxiliary 
functions x, y connected by some simple equation f(x, y) -o not ex-
ceeding the • fourth degree, and such that j, f are each rational 
functions of x and y. 

Hurwitz has extended this field of research almost indefinitely, 
not only by generalising the formulae for class-number sums, such 
as that in 69, but also by bringing the modular-function theory into 
connexion with that of algebraic correspondence and Abelian in-
tegrals, A comparatively simple example may help to indicate the 
nature of these researches. From the formulae given at the beginning 
of 67, we can deduce, by actual multiplication of the corresponding 
sena.. 

o.-,40..- +;(=910 el ;Ire p,,::, 1 .111: q .
. • 

where 

astended over an the reetellentatkine /8."7(2+41.. In a eireitar way 

freesia diseina.e 2E( - 1)thietre(1firde 

frees ..0elladoe e‘E( -1)die-Ox(re)r/4 

 If, now, we write 

h(4d) ...z (-1)1°")4(").e.; h(,k) =az(  —1) 1W-Ihdas)rus  
us 

Ms) eqsZ 1 .-gede 

we shall have 
41fi idisrdjrcaeriasiew 

where en, fa, Om are connected by the relation (I 67) 

. deqfloi lLatiel•.c. 

which represents, hi homogeneous eo-ardleates, a quarfic curve of 
deficiency 3. For this curve, or any equivalent algebraic figure, 
Ms), ji(w) and 3s(r) supply an Independent set of Abelian integrals 
of the first kind. If we put x ,..4 41,A Is found that 

so that the integrals which the alggeebraic theory gives in connexion 
with 10-Fat-t -o me directly ideatifiad with )Ara Mora js(41), 
provided that we put x.•1.1.). 

Other functions occur in is theory analogous to Mw), but auth 
that in the varies which are the expansions of them the coefficients 
and exponents depend on representations of numbers by quaternary 
quadratic forms. 

733. In the Berliner Silmatif8exidis for the period 18133-169o, 
L. Knooecker published • very important series of artirJes on *Wink 
functions, which contain many arithmetical results of extreme 
finance: some of these Kroneeker bad annouseed without proof 
many years before. A few will be quoted hero, without any attempt 
at demonstration:.  but in order to understand them, it will be 
eacemary to bow ut mind two definitions.  The first relates to the 

Legendre-Iacobi symbol M. If a, 6 have a common factor we put 

-o; while if a hi odd and b-ak, whore e Is odd, we put 

(1) s. (
a 

 LI 	. The other definition relates to the elsuelficadon of 

discriminants of quadratic forms. If D is any number that can be 
such a discriminant, we must have Drao or t (mod. 4), and in every 
case we can write Da Die, where Q' is a square factor D, and 
Ds satisfies one of the following conditions, m which P denotes a 
product of different odd primes:— 

De= P, with P®t (mod 4) 
1P. 	- 

.0. I', 	pm aI roca 4  

Number, such as D. are called fundamental discriminants. ; every 
discriminant is uniquely expressible as the product of a fundamental 
discriminant and a positive integral square. 

Now let D,, Di be any two discriminants, then DID, is also a die-
criminant, and we may put AD. D DsQ1, where D. is funda-
mental: this being done, we shall have 

rE -z" Da 
(

14z) F ok)  
air 1,0 I 

Z 	÷ (-,-D1 Z (
1

) F(ami+bms+ce) 
e,b,c 	 t. 	ads 10  

where we are to take 	1,a, 3, 	m, s =o, ± 1,
-
.. arb 

except that, if D<o, the case m- n=o is excluded, and that, if 
D>o, (ram i-bri)T7 et! where (T, U) is the least positive solution of 
11-DU'a4. The sum E applies to a system of representative 

a s 
primitive forms (a, 6, c) for the determinant D, chosen so that a is 
Prone to 4, and b, c are each divisible by all the prime factors of Q. 
A is any number prime to 211) and representable by (a, in 0; and 
finally r 4, 6, 1 according as D <-4, D.- --4, D —3 or D> 0. 
The function F is quite arbitrary, subject only to the conditions that 
F(xy) F(x)F(y), and that the sums on both skies. are convergent. 
By putting F(x) - x-'-r, where is a real positive quantity, it 
can be deduced from the foregoing that, if DI is not a square, and if 
Di is different from 1, 

rH(DiO1H(DIC2).•Lt 2 ()E (nCD Catni-14622+cairr-2  
P■o 

where the function H(d) is defined asfollows for any discriminant dr- 

d ■ -A <o rH(d) 	-41) 

81,__T-EUlet 
4> co 	HOO "in.% 

34-0/4.495e7'a-ze-2'. . 51 .0, 
and if in this we put ssey au, •the result is 

	

u4-204-49510 +24.34.5" sso, 	- 
the roots of which are 12, 20, - 15, - rs. It remains to find the 
values of w. to which they' belong. Writing 'Med 4 j, it is found 
that we may define ay in such a way that 12(0-1-1).erriarryfirs), 
.ric-i.r,) ■?.(w), whence it is found that 

"We) 
	Si' -Pare 

144: 

P ZX(41)ell 	iln= 1 . 3. 9. - • • 

ON) -E (.1.42) IN 
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Thy meaning the number of pritritive farms for the determinant d 
This is d'iceoeralisation of a theorem due to Dirichlet. 

There is another formula which, in a certain sense, is the 
Lion of Gauss's sums (1 62) in cyclotomy. Let i(e, denote the 
function eu(u +0 +0(.040*(4 and let A. Ds be an two funda- 
mental discriminants suth that AA is also fundamental and 
negative: then 

1 2Se 1 
Sr EhDaq... 	

X 
 (T a; 1r•1) 

[(D) 1411)1 o3  2"1.1".."i)  X A . 
where, on the left-band side, we are to sum for • I. 2. 3 • • • Al ; 
and on the right we are to take a complete set of representative 
primitive forms (a, b, r) far the determinant Dips andgive to m.
all Demure and negative integral values such that ans.-I-bsui4-en. Is 
add. The quantity r is 2. if MR< -4, r if Dals " 	if 
AD." -3. BY Pada, Dias. we obtain, after some easy trans-
Mthatioad 

(2Al satE.11/ 	H•onl+►as+00% 
ri.g XS/ A 	few - 

which holds for any fundamental discriminant -a. For instance, 
taking so ■. OC'/IC. and tr.& we have err ..2s1C/ro and 3g1 + es trait. 
241•1 41-C ' • • verification is afforded by making 2K approach r 	3 
the value r. in which cue g, s vanish. while the limit of eV. is 
whence the limiting value of an iE is that of 6g1/e4 3, which 

3 
6/44 3 ."..1 3/2, as it should be. 
Several of Krooecker's formulae connect the solution of the 

Palau equation with elliptic modular functions, one example may 
be given km. Let D be a positive discriminant of the form 8a+5, 
let (T, U) be the least solution of t : then, if k(D) is the 
number of primitive dames for the determinant A 

(T- U4 D)san U(20:11  
where the product on the right extends to a certain sixth part of 
those values of ass' which are singular, and correspond to the field 
0(4-D), or in other words are connected with the class invariant 
j(4-D). For instance, if D..5, the equation to find (sip is 

4J141)1" I I' (234-134 3)'(.04 .so 
one root of which is given by (20.1)'"9-44 3 "T-Uo/ 3 which is 
right, bemuse in this case 11(D )s. t. 

74. Freqrtny of Pruars.—The distribution of primes in a finite 
interval (a, e+ b) is very irregular, if we change sand keep 6 constant. 
Thus if we put al ...so  the numbers j•I-2. si-1-3. • • • (t-I-It -1) are 
ail composite, so that we can form a run of consecutive composite 
numbers as extensive as we please; on the other hand, there is 
possibly no limit to the number of cases in which *end p+2 are both 
primes.  Legendre was the first to find an approximate formula for 
F(x), the number of primes not txceedingx. He found by induction 

F(x)-xi-(bga- 1•013366) 
which writers ISM), well when x lies between too and t,000,000, 

'bat becomes more and more inaccurate as x increases. Gauss found, 
by theoretical considerations (which, however, he does not explAn), 
t e approximate formula 

F(x) "LW AL s 
(where, as in of that follows, log x is taken to the base e). This 
value is ultimately too large, but when x exceeds a million it is nearer 
the truth than the value given by Lcgendre's formula. 

Ply a singularly profound and original analysis, Riemanst suc- 
ceeded in very 
	v

findinfazaiyarmula, of the same type as Gauss's, but more 
exact for 	value of x. In its complete form it is very 
complicated; 'but 	omitting terms which ultimately vanish (for 
sufficiently large :nines of x) ni comparison with those retained, the 
formula reduces to 

Ftrl 	1-V-I)el•L(a4a9 On-1. a. 3. 5.6. 7. ix— • .) 
. 

where the summation extends to all positive integral values of in 
which have no square factor, and p is the number of different prime 
factors of es, with the convention that when its.. (-1)^ .1. The 
symbol A denotes a constant, namely 

• 
A.,7*.o)"Xli-Lo_dro  kg ,/ 

and L. Is used in the sense given above. 
P. L. Tch6bieller obtained some remarkable results oe the 

freqicy of mimes tby an ingenious application of Stirling's theorem. 
Omni A is thus that  will certainly be ( 6+1) Primes between 
and b. provided that 

d<V- 243--Tfi  R log 6 (fog 	 +25) - 
25 	 24 	6R 

where R kel 2+1 lag 3+4 lee 5 - es lad 30"0'921 292  • • • • From 

this may be Inferred the truth of • Bertrand's conjecture that 
there is always at least one prime between s and (2a-2) if ra> 
Tchdbithev'e results were generalised and made more precise by 
Sylvester. 
. The actual calculation of the number of primes Ina given Interval 

may be effected by a formula constructed and used by D. F. E 
MeisseL The following table gives the values of F(a) for various 
values of no  according to Meissen, determinations:— 

a 	 F(s) 

	

20,000 	 2.263 

	

100,000 	 9.592 

	

L amm° 	 78.498  

	

500.000 	 4 1 •3311  
Riemann's analysis mainly depends upon the properties of the 

function 

	

-Ps" 	(a-1, 2, 3.... ). 
considered as ■ function of the complex variable s. The above 
definition is only valid when the real part of s exceeds t ; but it can be 
generalized by writing 

8 sin wer(s)r(s)..silflo  

where the integral is taken from x +to along the axis of real 
quantities to x.4, where s is a very small positive quantity, then 
round a circle of radius s and centre at the origin, and finally from 
x 

Ma 

 to x 4-ro along the axle of real quantities. This function 

•
l(s)

ngoldt Landau and ot 
is of great importance 

h,ers. 
 and has been recently studied by von 

frtiference bas already been made to the fact that if es are co• 
primes the linear form lx-Irm includes an infinite number of primes. 
Now let (a, 3, r) be any primitive quadratic form with a total generic 
character C; and let Ix-1-as be a pnmitive linear form chosen so that 
all its values have the chat:tea. C. Then it has been proved by 
Weber and Meyer that (a, 6, r) is capable of repatriating an infinity 
of primes all of the linear form !Etas 

75. Arakesthral Pandfons.--mis term is applied to symbols each 
as ♦(s), a(s) etc , which are associated with 	au intrinsic addl. 
metical definition. The function .3(4 was 	hen fig by Euler, 
who investigated its properties. and be Praying the formula 

;Ole) - -e) Z1(30+4 deduced the result that 

	

fa t.f(•- I) -11(11- -As 	..z(-0.4(.-2p) 
where on the right hand we are to take all positive values of s such 
that is-1(30ts) is not negative, and to interpret Jo as n o  if this term 
occurs. J. Lsouville makes frequent use of this function in his peperab 
but denotes It by r(a) 

If the quantity x u positive and not integral, tie symbol E(s) or 
[4 is used to denote the integer (includin_g zero) which ssobuthed by 
omitting the fractional part of a; thus h(ll 2) E(12.7).•0„ and so 
on. For some purposes it is convenient to extend the definition by 
putting E(-4 - E(4, and agreeingthat when x is a positive 
integer, E(x)"1 i ; it is then posuble to find a Fourier ane-serios 
representing x- E for all =I values of x. The function E (s) has 
many curious a important properties, which have been investi- 
gated by Gauss Hermite, Hacks, Pringsheim, Stern and others. 
What is perhaps the simplest proof of the law of quadratic reciprocity 
depends upon the fact that if p, q are two odd primes, and we put 

g..2k4-1 

••••I 
rikE (r-k

q
) +8-A (5-E

q ) -kk-1(p -1)(e- x)  

the truth of which is obvious, if we rule a rectangle le Xg: into unit 
squares, and draw its diagonal. This formula h Gauss s, but the 
geometrical proof is due to Eisenstein. Another useful formula is 

▪ E 	..E(srix)- E(x), which is due to Hermite. 

Various other arithmetical functions have been devised for ppaann 
ticular purposes; two that deserve mention (both due to ICronecicr 
are am, which means o or t according as k, k are unequal or equal, zed 
egn x, which means x+14. 

76. Transmit:mad Nuarbers.—It has been proved by Cantor that 
the aggregate of all algebraic numbers is countable. Hence im-
mediately follows the proposition (first proved by Lathville) that 
there are numbers, both real and complex, which cannot be de-
fined by any combination of a finite number of equations with 
rational integral coefficients. Such numbers are said to be transcen-
dental. Hermite first completely proved the transcendent character 
of e; and Lindemann, by a similar method, proved the transcendence 
of r. Thus it is now finally established that the quadrature of the 
circle is impossible, not only by rule and compass, but even with the 
help of any number of algebraic curves of any order when the co-
efficients in their equations are rational (see Hermite, C.R. lxxvii., 
1873, and Lindemann, Mark. Ass. 1882). Another number 
which is almost certainly transcendent is Euler's constant C. It may 
be convenient to give here the following numerical values:— 
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*3.14139 26535 89793 2384 • • • —2.7182 	58284 	59045 	23536... 
C =ogr 

go) 
 es 	36649

o.13493 
 OI5 	86o6o63... (Gauss-Nicolap 

Gas 
io 	Tio.. 	41840.. (Weber). 

the 	which is useful in calculating dasninvariants. 
77. Miscellaneous Inoesfigation.t.—The foregoing articles 

GI 2416) give an outline of what may be called the analytical 
theory of numbers, which is mainly the work of the soh century, 
though many of the researches of Lagrange, Legendre and 
Gauss, as well as all those of Euler, fall within the 18th. But 
after all, the germ of this remarkable development is contained 
in what is only a part of the original Diophantine analysis, of 
which, beyond question, Fermat was the greatest master. The 
spirit of this method is still vigorous in Euler; but the appearance 
of Gauss's Disquisitions ariekneeticae in 18oz transformed the 
whole subject, and gave it a new tendency which was strengthened 
by the discoveries of Cauchy, Jacobi, Eiaenstein and Dirichiet. 
In recent times Edouard Lucas revived something of the old 
doctrine, and it can hardly be denied that the Diophantine 
method is the one that is really germane to the subject. Even 
the strange resultaobtained from elliptic and modular functions 
must somehow be capable of purely arithmetical proof without 
the use of infinite' series. Besides this, the older arithmeticians 
have announced various theorems which have not been proved 
or disproved, and made a beginning of theories which are still 
le a more or lees rudimentary stage. As examples of the latter 
may be mentioned the partition of numbers (see NUMBERS, 
PARTITION or, below), and the resolution of large numbers 
Into their prime factors. 

The general problem of partitions is to find all the integral 
solutions of a set of linear equations Zcore•see with integral 
coefficients, and fewer equations than there are variables. The 
solutions may be further restricted by other conditions—for 
instance, that all the variables arc to be positive. This theory 
was begun by Euler: Sylvester gave lectures on the subject, of 
which some portions have been preserved; and various results 
of great generality have been discovered by P. A. Macbiahon. 
The author last named has also considered Diophantine  in-
equalities, a simple problem in which is " to enumerate all the 
solutions of 7x9137 in positive integers." 

The resolution of a given large number into its prime factors 
is still a problem of great difficulty, and tentative methods have 
to be applied. Bata good deal has been done by Seelhoff, Lucas, 
Landry, A. J. C. Cunningham and Lawrence to shorten the 
calculation, especially when the number is given in, or can be 
reduced to, some particular form. 

It is well known that Fermat was led to the erroneous con-
jecture (he did net aline it) that 04-1 is a prime whenever es is 
a power of 2. The first case of failure is when ior32; in fact 
20-1-r Imo (mod 640. Other known cases of failure are m= 2", 
with s-6, 12, 23, 26 respectively; at the BSI= time, Eisenstein 
asserted that he had proved that the formula r-i-1 included an 
infinite number of primes. His proof is not extant; and no other 
has yet been supplied. Similar difficulties are encountered when 
we examine Merserine's numbers, which are those of the form 
s'—r, with p a prime; the known eases for which a Mersenne 
number is prime correspond to ps 2, 3, 5, 7, 13, 17, 19, 31, 61. 

A perfect number is one which, like 6 or r8, is the sum of its 
aliquot parts. Euclid proved that arl (2P-1) is perfect when 
(2,—r ) is a prime: and it has been shown that this formula 
includes all perfect numbers which are even. It is not known 
whether any odd perfect numbers exist or not. 

Friendly numbers (semen asticobiles) are pairs such as 220, 
284, each of which is the sum of the aliquot parts of the other. 
No general rules for constructing them appear to be known, but 
several have been found, in a more or less methodical way. 

78. In conclusion it may be remarked that the science of 
arithmetic (q.e ) has now reached a stage when all its definitions, 
processes and results are demonstrably independent of any 
theory of variable or measurable quantities such as those 
postulated in geometry and mathematical physics; even the 
notion of a limit may be dispensed with, although this idea, as 
well as that of a variable, is often convenient. . For the applica-
tion of arithmetic to geometry and analysis, see FUNCTION 

Atrrirostrrnts.—W. H. and G. E. Young, The Theory of Sees of Points (Cambridge, 1606; contains bibliography of theory of 
aggregates); P. Bachmann, Zakletsrhearie (Lei zsg 2: the most 

.V czoirn gitasmattseraunei !get 
m -„,3irrt. 	

I 
 .ed.2  1879, 	);a1Z Hensel, TheorL der algebraudten Z aahlen (Leipzig, r9o8)1; 	1. $ 

Smith, Report on the Theory of Nworbers 	Au. Rep., 1859-11 
1865, or C411. Math. Papers. vol. i.); D. 	" Beriche ftm. 
Theorie der agebraisehen Zahlkerper " (in I ether. d. detstraires 
hlath.-Vereinsg.. vol. iv., Berlin, 1897); Klein-Fricke, 
Modulfanetionss (Leipzig, 189o-1892); H. Weber Ellsprisedse 
Amalgam es sirbrauthe Belden (Braunschweig, 189g. Extensive bibliographies will be found in the Royal Society's 	fader, vol. L jCambridge, 1908) and awl d. moth. Ir 	, vol. 
(LciPtilir 1898). 	 B. Mj 

NUKBEI13, BOOK OF, the fourth book of the Bible, which 
takes its title from the Latin equivalent of the Septuagint 
*Op& While the English version follows the Septuagint 
directly in speaking of Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus and Deutero. 
nomy, ft follows the Vulgate in speaking of Numbers. Since 
this book describes the way in which an elaborate census of 
Israel was taken on two separate occasions, the first at Sinai at 
the binning of the desert wanderings and the second just 
before their dme on the plains of Moab, the title is quite appro-
priate. The name given to it in modern Hebrew Bibles from 
its fourth word Bensidabar ("In the desert ") is at least equally 
appropriate. The other title in use among the Jews, Vayyid- 
Aalbea (" And he said"), is simply the first word of the book and 
has no reference to its contents. 

Numbers is the first part of the second great division of the 
Hexateuch. In the first three books we are shown how God 
raised up for Himself a chosen people and how the descendants 
of Israel on entering at Sinai into a solemn league and covenant 
with Yahweh (Jehovah) became a separate nation, a peculiar , 

people. In the last three books We are told what happened to 
Israel between the time it entered into this solemn covenant 
and its settlement in the Promised Land under the successor 
of Moses. Yet, though thus part of a larger whole, the book of 
Numbers has been so constructed by the Redactor as to form 
a self-contained division of that whole. 

The truth of this statement is seen by comparing the first 
verse of the book with the last. The first is as evidently meant 
to serve as an introduction to the book as the last is to serve 
as its conclusion. This is not to say, however, that the book is aH 
of a piece, or written on a systematic plan. On the contrary, no 
book in the Hexateuch gives such an impression of incoherence, 
and In none are the different strata which compose the Hexateuch 
more distinctly discernible. 

It is noteworthy that the problems of Hexateuchal criticism 
are gradually changing their character, as one after another of the 
main contentions of Biblical scholars regarding the date and 
authorship of the Hexateuch passes out of the list of debatable 
questions into that of acknowledged facts. No competent 
scholars now question the existence, hardly any one the relative 
dates, of J, E, and P. In Numbers one can tell almost at a glance 
which parts belong to P, the Priestly Code, and which to JE, the 
narrative resulting from the combination of the Judaic work of 
the Yahwist with the Ephraimitic work of the Elohist. The main 
difficulty in Numbers is to determine to which stratum of P 
certain sections should be assigned. 

'I he first large section (1.—x. to) is wholly P, and the last eleven 
chapters are also P with the exception of two or three paragraphs 
in chap. mil., while the intervening portion is mainly P with 
the exception of three important episodes and two or three 
others of less importance. The three main episodes are those of 
the twelve spies, the rebellion of Korah, Dathan and Abiram, and 
Balsam's mission to Balak. The last is the only one even of these 
three in which there is nothing belonging to P. Another passage 
which we may here mention is one where the elements of JE can 
be readily separated and assigned to their respective authors, 
viz, chaps. xi. and xii. It is generally agreed that to E belongs 
the passage describing the outpouring of the Spirit on Eldad and 
bledad and the remarkable prayer of Moses in xi. 29, "Would 
God that all the Lord's people were prophets that the Lord 
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would put his Spirit upon them," a prayer that closely approaches 
the New Testament idea that all Christians are priests unto 
God." As usual, the J and E elements possess such a vivid 
character as to render them familiar to ordinary readers. The 
legislative and statistical and especially the ritualistic parts 
belonging to P are so detailed and uninteresting that they make 
no impression on a reader's memory, and P's diffuseness, always 
undue, reaches a climax In chap. vii where the offerings presented 
by each tribe at the dedication of the Tabernacle are actually 
described in such full detail that six, in themselves extremely 
uninteresting, verses are repeated in identical terms no fewer 
than twelve times. Compare also the very similar repetitions and 
diffuseness in chap. raiz. 

Perhaps, however, the most illuminating example of the 
difference between traditions as recorded in J or 13 and traditions 
as given by P is found in the very first passage that occurs after 
the first long section of P describing the order of march of the 
several tribes and the position of the ark in the very centre of the 
host, both when encamped and on the march. Notwithstanding 
all this, in x. go we find Moses entreating Hobab, the son of Reuel 
his father-in-law, to come along with the Israelites to be " eyes " 
unto them; and in x. 33 it is stated that the ark went before 
them to seek out a resting-place for them. Whether we ascribe 
this whole passage simply to JE or consider, as many scholars 
do, that the first statement is by J and the second by E, it is clear 
that these statements directly contradict P's elaborate scheme, 
according to which the people march, tribe by tribe, with the ark 
in the very centre of the square, and guided by the pillar of 
cloud by day and the pillar of fire by night. There can be 
equally little doubt that these statements are much more 
likely to be in accordance with fact than P's. The latter's 
elaborate plans go on the supposition that great masses of 
men, women and children could be moved about over the 
desert as easily as pawns on a chess-board; but even the 
greatest military leader the world has seen would have been 
unable to preserve such complicated formations amid the 
difficulties inevitable on a desert march; and the more carefully 
an intelligent reader has studied the details of P's plan, the more 
astonished will he be to read the statement in z. 33 as to the 
position of the ark, and to learn that Moses, instead of simply 
following the pillar of cloud, requests Hobab to determine the 
line of march and select the sites for encampment. No dearer 
proof could be desired of the utterly uncritical spirit of the age in 
which the Hexateuch got its present form than that this detailed 
account should be immediately followed by two short para-
graphs in palpable contradiction of the whole plan of camp and 
march so elaborately worked out in the preceding narrative. 

The fact is that Numbers is the result of a long literary process 
of amalgamation both of traditions and of documents, a process 
that began in the closing decades of the 9th century B.C. and did 
not finally end till the and century B.C., the earliest date being 
that of J, and the latest probably that of the various addenda to 
Balsam's prophecies, e.g. xxiii. sob, Jody. ph, xxiv. 
Balsam's prayer in nil sob is not only metrically superfluous, 
but the personal, individual note in it. is quite out of keeping with 
every other reference in this poem, which is purely national. 
This addition may therefore have been originally the marginal 
mote of a pious scribe which was afterwards transferred to the 
text. In xxiv. 24 Kittim is a name originally derived from 
Kitium, a city of Cyprus. The meaning of " Kittim " was 
then extended to include the inhabitants of all the islands 
and coast-lands of the Mediterranean. Hence it might mean 
not only Macedonia or Greece, but even Italy. In Dan. xi. 
go it is certainly applied to Rome, the Vulgate rendering it 
" Romam " there just as that version translates it here by "Italia." 
Hence Baentsch would refer this oracle to the time of Antiochus 
IV. (Epiphanes) and even to the embassy of Popillius Laenas in 
168 B.C. when that haughty Roman humiliated the Syrian king 
by drawing a circle round him with his cane, and daring him to 
step eat of it till he had given him an answer. 

The book falls naturally into three sections, chronologically 
arranged: (t) Claps. i.-x. so , Israel's twenty days' sojourn at Sinai 
during which a census of the people is taken and various laws are  

promulgated by Moses. (a) Chaps, a. 	incidents that oc- 
curred during the march of Israel from Sinai to the plains of Moab. 
These incident; seem to have been chosen for the purpose of casting 
light on the religious history and character of the people and showing 
how later generations explained the origin of various place names. 
of. Taberah and Kibrothbattaavah. xL 3, 34, and modes or objects of 
worship, d. the worship of the brazen serpent, xxi. , which, as we 
learn from 2  Kings xviii. 4, continued down to the time of Heeekiak. 
(3) Chaps, xxiL 2.XIX1/1.. Israel's sojourn in the plains of Moab, their 
experiences while there, and the taking of • second census. Prelimin- 
ary to the invasion of Canaan. 

Two examples of the very miscellaneous contents of the book will 
suffice to show the different literary strata of which it is composed. 

(A) We shall take first the account given In chap. xvi. of the 
rebellion of Korah, Dathan and Abeam. There would be or iginaly  
four independent narratives, J, E, and two very distinct strata of P  P. 
which we may call in and r or 1:". i.e. later supplements to P. The 
narratives of I and E can no longer be distinguished except from 
slight inguistic data, perceptible only to Hebrew scholars; but the 
three wages of development are quite apparent even in trandatioes. 

r. The first narrative is that of JR, which relates bow two 
Reulawiter, Dathan and Abiram, rebelled alpine the cliff authority 
of Mosesendwere punished by being buried alive,they and their house-
holds. Read together verses rb, an, 12-i5 and 25-34. omitting 3214 i.e. 
" and all the men that appertained unto Korah and all their goods." a 
clause due to the Redactor, who put it in to unite the narratives, 
forgetting.  that Korah, not being a Reubenite, could not have had 
his lent with its belongings among the tents of the Reubenites. 

2. The second narrative Is P', which tells how Korah, himself a 
Levitt, at the bead of ago Israelites rebelled against the religions 
authority of Moses and Aaron because of the privileges conferred of 
the tribe of Levi. Korah and his associates maintained that the ether 
tribes, belonging as they did ma holy people, had as much right as the 
Levites to approach Yahweh directly, without the mediation of an 
Levite, and offer sacrifices and even incense to Yahweh Read  
together 

 
verses le, 26-1, 

3. The third narrative is Peiwhich relates how Kotah at the bead 
of ago Issues protested against the nriartly privileges of Aaron. 
claiming that all the Levites had as much tight to sacrifice and offer 
incense to Yahweh as Aaron and his eons had. Read together 
verses 8- tr and t6 and ty. In both P' and Ps the disputants are 
summoned from their teats and ordered to assemble before the 
Dwelling of Yahweh; and in both eases the same fate overtook the 
rebels. -Fire descended from heaver' and consumed Korah and his 
confederates. It is to be noticed that in both P' and P,  incense is 
burned in pans or censers, so that even the author of Ps knew 
nothing about an altar of incense. Indeed in xvii. 3 and 4 she altar 
is spoken of in such a way as to imply that there was only one altar, 
viz. the altar of burnt-offering. xvi. a proves that according to the 
second account the members of Korah's band, so far from being all 
Levites, as they are represented to have been in verses 8-11, were 
probably, with the exception of Korah himself, leading members of 
the secular tribes. In *evil 3 we find a proof. all the more conclusive 
from being incidental, that Korah's followers were not all Levitcs; 
for, had they been so, it could never have occurred to the daughters 
of Zilpahad to repudiate the idea that their father, a Manassite, had 
had a share in Korah's conspiracy. Of course none of the narratives 
is found in its entirety, anything common to two or more of them 
being given only once; and great skill has been shown in weaving 
them together. 

(B) The story of Balsam as we have it in chaps. xxii.-xxiir. is an 
amalgam of J and E with later additions; but xxxi. 8, 16 roves 
that Balaam was not unknown to P. According to E. Balak sent 
certain Moabite princes all the way to Pethor on the Euphrates to 
ask Salaam to come and curse Israel. But Elohim came to Balsam 
by night and forbade him to go So the princes returned disap-
pointed. A second and still more influential embassy having been 
sent, Elohim again appeared by night, and this time permitted Balsam 
to go on condition that he said nothing but what Elohim bade him 
say. The journey being a long one and across a difficult desert. 
requiring a caravan well equipped with camels, the princes of Moab 
waited till Balsam was ready to accompany them. When Salaam 
reached the frontier of Moab Balak was waiting to welcome him. but 
could not refrain from asking why he had not come with the first 
embassy. With equal frankness Balsam replied Mat, though he 
had come now, he had no power to say anything but what Elohim 
might put into his mouth. On being taken to Bamoth-Baal be 
was met by Elohim. Thereupon, instead of cursing the Israelites. 
Salaam blessed them. Though bitterly disappointed Ratak still 
attempted to effect his purpose and took Balsam to the top of 
Pisgah, with the result that Israel received a second blessing. 
Ratak, now utterly disheartened, abandoned his project altogether. 

According to J, Balsam was among his own people the line-
Ammon when Balak sent messengers to him with presents such as 
soothsayers generally received, asking him to come and curse a 
people that had come up out of Egypt. Salaam protested that, 
though he were to receive a houseful of silver and gold, he could not 
go beyond the word of Yahweh, his God. Nevertheless his scruples 
were somehow overcome; and, without consulting Yabweb, hi 
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agreed to go. As the journey was not a Ion or dangerous one, the 
servants of Balak returned at once to laforrn their master of their 
success, leaving Salaam to follow at his own convenience. So 
Balsam, still without consulting Yahweh, saddled his ass and let out 
for Moab, attended only by two servants. The land through which 
he had to pass, so far from being a desert, was a land of oil and wine; 
and when Balsam was riding along a narrow path between two vine-
yards, the angel of Yahweh would have slain him, had not his ass 
swerved and saved him. That this episode belongs to J no one need 
ever forget, since the only mallet in Scripture to the speaking ass 
is the serpent that spoke m Eden. Balaam, after be sternly 
rebuked, was allowed to proceed, but only on condition that " the 
word that I shall speak to thee, that thou shalt speak." Balak met 
Balsam at Ar-Moab, whence they went to Kiriath-Huzoth and thence 
to the top of Peor. There Balsam blessed Israel. Balak angrily 
taunted Balsam with having lost the honours intended for him, and 
bade, him flee to his own place. Balsam reminded Balak of his 
declaration that he could not go beyond the word of Yahweh, and 
then boldly announced the respective destinies of Israel and Moab, 
=iv. 13.19.. 

As uses is the'perfeet number and as Balsam had ordered seven 
altars to be built, the Redactor thought it would be well to have 
seven Mishaltm or metrical oracles; and so he added other three 
which are certainty not pertinent to the situation, as they allude not 
merely to the Aasyrian empire but to the Macedonian, and even, as 
some maintain, to the Roman empire. cf. rods. 24. 

The poetical quotations in Numbers are of the utmost im-
portance, not only as helping to determine the date of the book 
but as indicating the value of poetry in its bearing on history. In 
xxi. 14 we have a poetical quotation from a lost volume of early 
poetry entitled " The Book of the Wars of Yahweh." It is highly 
probable that Deborah's song was also originally In this book; 
and when we compare the statement In that song as to Israel's 
full fighting strength, viz. 40,000 men, with the statements in the 
prose of Numbers as to 600,000 men and more, we at once 
realise bow much closer to actual facts we are brought by early 
poetry than by the later prose of writers like P. Perhaps it is in 
chap. mod. that we have the dearest proof of the non-historical 
character of the book. There we are told that 12,000 Israelites, 
without losing a single man, slew every male Midianite, children 
included, and every Midianite woman that had known a man, 
and took so much booty that there had to be special legislation 
as to bow is should be divided. But if this were actual fact, how 
could the Midianitea have ever reappeared in history? And yet 
in Gideon's time they were strong enough to oppress Israel. 
From this chapter, unhistorical as it must be, we see how the 
legislation of Israel, whatever its character or origin, was referred 
back to Moses the great Law giver of Israel. A. 

WINNER& PARTITION OF. This mathematical subject, 
created by Euler, though relating essentially to positive integer 
numbers, is scarcely regarded as a part of the Theory of Numbers 
(see Nustsza). We consider in it a number as made up by the 
addition of other numbers: thus the partitions of the successive 
numbers r, ; 3, 4, 5, 6, &c., are as follows:- 

; 
a, tit 
3, 21,111; 
4. 31, 22, 511, MI; 
3. 41, 32, 315, 221, 2111, 	 
6, 51, 42, 411, 33, 32r, 311 1, 222, 2211, nett, 	 

These are formed each from the preceding ones; thus, to form 
the partitions of 6 we take first 6; secondly, s prefixed to each 
of the partitions of z (that is, St); thirdly, 4 prefixed to each of 
the partitions of a (that is, 42, 415); fourthly, 3 prefixed to each 
of the partitions of 3 (that is, 33, 321, 3111); fifthly, a prefixed, 
not to each of the partitions of 4, but only to those partitions 
which begin with a number not exceeding s (that is, 222, 2211, 
21111); and lastly, a prefixed to all the partitions of $ which begin 
with a number not exceeding 1 (that Is, mu z); and so in 
other cases. 

The method gives oll the partitions of a number, but we may 
consider different classes of partitions: the partitions into a 
given number of parts, or into not more than a given number 
of parts; or the partitions into given parts, either with repeti-
tions or without repetitions, &c. It is possible, for any 
particular class of partitions, to obtain methods more or less 
easy for the formation of the partitions either of a given  

number or of the successive numbers 1, a, 3, &e. And of course 
in any case, having obtained the partitions, we can count them 
and so obtain the number of partitions. 

Another method is by L. F. A. Arbogast's rule of the last and 
the last but one; in fact, taking the value of a to be unity, and, 
understanding this letter in each term, the rule gives b; c, 

bc, b'; e, bd, 44, b'c, b4, &c., which, if b, c, d, e, &c., denote 
1, 2, 3, 4, respectively, are the partitions of 1, 2 , 3, 4, &c., 
respectively. 

An important notion Is that of conjugate partitions. 

Thus a partition of 6 is 42; writing this In the form 3 II ' and 

summing the columns Instead of the lines, we obtain the 
conjugate partition 221I; evidently, starting from 2211, the 
conjugate partition is 42. If we form all the partitions of 6 
into not more than three parts, these are • 

6, 	Pi 	42. 33, 41 2 , 321, 222, 
and the conjugates are 

111111, 21111, 2211, 222, 3 111 9 321 9 83. 
where no part is greater than 3; and so in general we have 
the theorem, the number of partitions of n into not more than 
h parts is equal to the number of partition of n with no part 
greater than 3. 

We have for the number of partitions an analytical theory depend-
ing on generating functions;-thus for the partitions of a number a 
with the parts 1, 2, 3. 4. 5. &c., without repetitions, writing down 
the product 

1+5.1 +14 . 	+24.-- 1 4-x+0+20... +No 4-... 
it is clear that, if a', 0. 	... are terms of the series r, 2', 
for which •+0 -1--r+ wn, then we have in the development of 
the product a term x', and hence that in the term Na' of the product 
the coefficient N is equal to the number of partitions of a with the 
parts t, 2, 3 	 without repetitions; or say that the product is 
the generating function (G. F.) for the number of such partitions. 
And so in other cases we obtain a generating function. 

Thus for the function 

1 +x+214+• • +N•-F.••• 
observing that any factor 1/1 	Is..14- 04- 04 -P... we see 
that in the term Na" the coefficient is equal to the number parti-
tions of a, with the parts 1,2, 3, .. „with repetitions. 

Introducing another letter s, and considering the function 
+xs t 4-02 . 1 +0s.... w 1 -1-2(2+0÷.. )... 

we see that in the term Nat' of the development the coefficient N 
is equal to the number of partitions of a into k parts, with the parts 
1, 2, 3, 4.. 

•
.. without repetitions. 

And sumlarly, considering the function 

- ZS. -211.1 - 242.. 	+2(2+0+..)...+Ni.1*-1-„ 
we see that in the term N240 of the development the coefficient N is 
equal to the number of partitions of n into b parts, with the parts 
1, 2, 3, 4  with repetitions. 

We have such analytical formulae as 
_,_ 

-es. - 	 t 	 -2 	 rr • • •• 

which lead to theorems in the partition of numbers. A remarkable 
theorem is 

t -2.z -0.1-24 .1 -0. wl-x-xl-fe+27 ■244 ■02+.,., 
where the only terms are those with anernent 1(30w n), and foe 
each such pair of terms the coefficient is -ins. The formula shows 
that except for numbers of the form (30 wn) the number of 
partitions without repetitions into an odd number of parts is equal to 
the number of partitions without repetitions into an even number of 
parts, whereas for the excepted numbers these numbers differ by 
unity. Thus for the number it, which is not an excepted number; 
the two sets of partitions are 

II, 	821, 731, 641. 632, 542  
10.1,92, 	83, 74• 65, 532 4 

in each see 6. 
We have 

1-2.1+2.14-0.1+0.14-0... ■ 1; 
or, as this may be written, 

t +2. t +0.1+24 . 4-0... wt+24-04-0+..., -2' 
showing that a number a can always be made up, and in one way 
only, wit the parts 1 2, 4, 8, 	The product on the left•hand 
side may be taken to terms only, thus if It 	we have 

t +2.1+0. t 	t +004 11- ÷:, +2+0... +041 
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that'  s, any wither from t to rs can be made up, and in one way only, 
with the parts 1, 2, 4. 8; and similarly any number from I to 2a-1 
tan be made up, and in one way only, with the parts 1. 2, 4, 
A like formula is 

t-s4 	t-s4 	z--sat 	t-xs 	t-se 
r5=. 	- 	 -71-.71; 

that Is, 
4-24 .2-1,4-14-10  

. +1+2... +240+2*, 
shoWing that any number from -40 to +40 can be made up, and 
that in one way only, with the parts 1, 3, 9. 27 taken positively or 
negatively; and so in general any number from--1(.3■-t) to 
1-4(36-1) can be made up t  and that in one way only, with the parts 
1, 3, 9, .. 31d  taken positively or negatively. 

	

See further COUBINATOR1AL ANALYSIS. 	 (A. CA.) 

NIIIIIIN1118, a Greek philosopher, of Apamea in Syria, Neo-
Pythagorean and forerunner of the Neo-Platonists, flourished 
during the latter half of the snd century A.D. He seems to have 
taken Pythagoras as his highest authority, while at the same 
time he chiefly follows Plato. He calls the latter an " Attieizing 
Moses." His chief divergence from Plato is the distinction 
between the " first god" and the " demiurge." This is probably 
due to the influence of the Valentinian Gnostics and the Jewish-
Alexandrian philosopher (especially Philo and his theory of the 
Logos). According to Proclus (Cornmeal. in Tin:aeons

' 
 93) 

Numenius held that there was a kind of trinity of gods, the 
members of which he designated as irarfp, wont*, nebula 
(" father," " maker," " that which is made," i.e. the world), or 
rdrros, iryoros, &Thom (which Produs calls "exaggerated 
language "). The first is the supreme deity or pure intelligence 
(veto), the second the creator of the world (1nruarr6r), the 
third the world (shaper). His works were highly esteemed by 
the Neoplatonists, and Amelius is said to have composed nearly 
zoo books of commentaries upon them. 

Fragments of his treatises on the points of divergence between the 
Academicians and Plato, on the Good (in which according to Origen, 
Contra Celsis. iv. 51, he makes allusion to Jesus Christ), and on 
the mystical sayings in Plato, are preserved In the Praeparasio 
Evangdica of anebius. The fragments are collected in F. G. 

'Mullach, Free. Phil. Gram. iii.; see also F. Thedinga, De Aramtenio 
philosopho Platonic() (Bonn, 1875)• Ritter and Prcller, Dist. Phil. 
German (ed. E. Wellman, 1898). 1624-7; T. Whittaker, The Neo-
Platonins (19ot). 

110111111AL (from Lat. numerus, a number), a figure used to 
represent a number. The use of visible signs to represent 
numbers and aid reckoning is not only older than writing, but 
older than the development of numerical language on the denary 
system; we count by tens because our ancestors counted on 
their fingers and named numbers accordingly. So used, the 
fingers are really numerals, that is, visible numerical signs; and 
in antiquity the practice of counting by these natural signs 
prevailed in all classes of society. In the later times of antiquity 
the finger symbols were developed into a system capable of 
expressing all numbers below ro,00n. The left band was held 
up flat with the fingers together. The units from r to 9 were 
expressed by various positions of the third, fourth, and fifth 
fingers alone, one or more of these being either dosed on the palm 
or simply bent at the middle joint, according to the number 
meant. The thumb and index were thus left free to express the 
tens by a variety of relative positions, e.g. for 3o their points 
were brought together and stretched forward; for so the thumb 
was bent like the Greek I` and brought against the ball of the 
index. The same set of signs if executed with the thumb and 
index of the right hand meant hundreds instead of tens, and the 
unit signs if performed on the right band meant thousands.' 

The fingers serve to express numbers, but to make a per-
manent note of numbers some kind of mark or tally is needed. 
A single stroke is the obvious representation of unity; higher 
numbers are indicated by groups of strokes. But when the 
strokes become many they are confusing, and so a new sign 

'The system is described by Nicolaus Rkibda of Smyrna (8th 
century A.D.),ip. N. Caussinus, De eloguentia sacra el humane 
(Pans, 1636). The Venerable Bede givea essentially the same system, 
and it long survived in the East; eee especially Radiger " Ober die 
fm Orient igebriuchliche Fingersprache, D.M.G„(1845), and 
Palmer in Jeans. of Philology's'. 247 sclq•  

must be introduced, perhaps for 5, at any rate for to, zoo, woo, 
and so forth. Intermediate numbers are expressed by the 
addition of symbols, as in the Roman system cc:x.1mi = 236. 
This simplest way of writing numbers is well seen in the Baby-
lonian inscriptions, where all numbers from z to 99 are got by 
repetition of the vertical arrowhead r=s, and a barbed sign 

to. But the most Interesting case is the Egyptian, because 
from its hieratic form sprang the Phoenician numerals, and from 
them in turn those of Palmyra and the Syrians, as illustrated in 
table 1. Two things are to be noted in this table-first, the way 
In which groups of units come to be joined by a cross line, and then 
run together into a single symbol, and, further, the substitution 
in the hundreds of a principle of multiplication for the mere 
addition of symbols. The same thing appears in Babylonia. 
where a smaller number put to the right of the sign for re* 
(T.-) is to be added to it, but put to the left gives the number of 
hundreds. Thus (1' loon. hut P.O. ro. The Egyptians 
had hieroglyphics for a thousand, a myriad, room* (a frog), a 
million (a man with arms stretched out in admiration), and even 
for ten millions. 

Alphabetic writing did not do away with the use of numerical 
symbols, which were more perspicuous, and compendious than 
words written at length. But the letters of the alphabet them-
selves came to be used as numerals. One way of doing this was 
to use the initial letter of the name of a number as its sign. This 
was the old Greek notation, said to go back to the time of Solon. 
and usually named after the grammarian Herodian, who described 
it about A.D. zoo. I stood for 1, H for S. A for so, H for re*, 
X for loco, and M for ro,coo; II with A in its bosom was so, 
with H in its bosom it was Soo. Another way common to the 
Greeks, Hebrews, and Syrians, and which in Greece gradually 

Syriac. Palmyrene. Phoenician. Hieratic. Hieroglyphic- 

r 
rI 
Pt' 

11 

III 

1111 

tui 

4.1 in 

2 

3 

4 

S 11 111 11 S 
Ili 111111 t 6 

P"-  09 111 ./14 sine 7 

MY I gaol s=1 =3. nun 8 

pp-1— I11 $11 111  II. 9 

7 ".7 -7 t• I0 

7 IX Ifl 

P, 

fO 

1m8 -p 
3 

11.1111111 ." la Inman 

nn 
inn 

. 19 

20 

21 

70  -oy X inn 30  

•• 

700 
33 H41  nnnn 

nnnnn 

40 

 SO 

0.00 333 4.4W na nom 6o 

7000 
—'933 --OWN inn nnnn :0 

.00 3333 *4Z9 aat nnnn nnnn so 

roes 
—P3335 —*&HO Mn inn inn 90  

ZI LPI.P1.14 9 ICO 

Zr —P11 (r-) tat 99 zoo 

"PM 917 00 

TABLE I 
displaced the Herodian numbers, was to make the first nice 
letters stand for the units and the rest for the tens and hundreds. 
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With the old Semitic alphabet of as letters this system broke 
down at n■erso, and the higher hundreds had to be got by 
juxtaposition; but when the Hebrew square character got the 
distinct final forms 3. a i, ti r these saved for the hundreds from 
son to goo. The Greeks with their larger alphabet required but 
three supplemental signs, which they got by keeping for this 
purpose two old Phoenician letters which were not used in 
writing (F or we and 9 .3 w ee), and by adding stunoies 
for goat 

Among the Greeks the first certain use of this system seems to 
be on coins of Ptolemy IL The first trace of 'it on Semitic 
ground is on Jewish coins of the klannoneans. It is the founda-
tion of gematria as we find it in Jewish book and in the apron. 
lyptic number of the beast tee pis— 666). But we do not 
know bow old gensatria is; the name is borrowed from the 
Greek. 

The most familiar case of the use of letters as numerals is 
the Roman system. Here C is the initial of mates and 14 of 
male; but instead of these signs we find older forms, consisting 
of a circle divided vertically for r000 and horizontally, 0, or in 
the cognate Etruscan system divided into quadrant's, (0, for 
too. From the sign for moo, still sometimes roughly shown 
in print as do, coma D, the belief the symbol for half Usenet:abet; 
and the older forms of L, viz. J. or J., suggest that this a/so was 
once hall of the hundred symbol. So v (Etruscan A) is ball of X• 
which itself is not a true Roman letter. The system, therefore, 
is hardly alphabetic in origin, though the idea has been thrown 
out that the signs for so, so, and too were originally the Creek 
• sh, which were not used in writing Latin' 
, When high numbers had to be expressed systems such as 
we have described became very cumbrous, and in alphabetic 
systems it became inevitable to introduce a principle of periodicity 
by which, for example, the signs for a, 2, 3. might be used 
with a difference to express the same number of thousands. 
Language itself suggested this principle, and so we find in 
Hebrew a or in Greek Az. moo. So further liMu, GM., or simply 
p. 20,Qt)0 (a myriads). If now the larger were always written 
to the left of the smaller elements of a numbs, r the diacritic 
mark could be dispensed with in such a case as &ha (instead of 
,13coha)m2831, for here it was plain that ft WOO. not since 
otherwise it would not have preceded t..800. We have here 
the germ of the very important notion that the value of a symbol 
may be periodic and defined by its position. The seine idea had 
appeared much earlier among the Babylonians, who reckoned 
by powers of 6o, calling te: a toss and fro sixties a sac. On the 
tablets of Senkeralt a list of squares and cubes is given on this 
principle, and here the square of 59 is written s8.1—that is, 
53X 60÷ ; and the cube of 3o is 7.30—that is, 7 sar+3o BOAS 
▪ X 601-1-3oX 6o. Here again we have value by position; 
bet, as there is no zero, it is left to the judgment of the reader to 
know which power of 6o is meant in each case. The sexagesimal 
system, long specially associated with astronomy, has left a 
trace in our division of the hour and of the circle, but as language 
goes by powers of so it is practically very inconvenient for most 
purposes of reckoning. The Greek mathematicians used a sort 
of decimal system; thus Archimedes was able to solve his problem 
of stating a number greater than that of the grains of sand 
which would fill the sphere of the fixed stars by dividing numbers 
into octades, the unit of the second octade being to ,  and of the 
third sow. So too Apollonius of • Pena teaches multiplication 
by regarding 7 as the meth* or 7o, 7oo and so forth. One must 
then find successively t he product of the several pytbmens of the 
multiplier and the multiplicand, noticing in each case what are 
tens, what hundreds, and so on, and adding the results. The 
want of a sign for zero made it impossible mechanically to 
distinguish the tens, hundreds, &c., as we now do. 

The Arabs. who quite changed the order of the alphabet and 
extended it to twenty-eight letters, kept the original values of the old 
letters (putting .. fur o and 2,2 for el, while the hundreds from sots 
to moo were expressed by the new letters in order from %I toe .• In 
the Moroi Caliph Wand (a.o. 703-715) the Alain had as yet no signs 
of numeration. 

See further Fabretti, Paidograpkiseis Studien. 

Very early, bbwewer, a mechanical contrivance, the abacus, had 
been introduced for keeping numbers of different denominations 
apart. This was a table with compartments or columns for 
counters, each column representing a different value to be given 
to a counter placed on It. This might be used either for concrete 
arithmetic—say with columns for pence, shillings and pounds; 
or for abstract reckoning—say with the Babylonian sexagesimal 
system. An old Greek abacus found at Salamis has columns 
which, taken from right to lett, give a counter the value of z, 
to, too, r000 drachms, and finally of r talent (6000 deadens) 
respectively. An abacus on the decimal system might be ruled 
on paper or on a board strewed with fine sand, and was then 
a first step to the decimal system. Two important steps, 
however, were still lacking: the first was to use instead 
of counters distinctive marks (ciphers) for the digits from 
one to nine; the second and more important was to get 
sign for zero, so that the columns might be dispensed with, and 
the denomination of each cipher seen at once by counting the 
number of digits following it. These two steps taken, we have 
at once the modern so-called Arabic numerals and the possibility 
of modern arithmetic; but the invention of the ciphers and zero 
came but slowly, and their history Is a most obscure problem. 

What is quite certain is that our present decimal system, in 
its complete form, with the zero which enables us to do without 
the ruled columns of the abacus, is of Indian origin. From the 
Indians it passed to the Arabians, probably along with the 
astronomical tables brought to Bagdad by an Indian ambassador 
in 773 A.D. Al all events the system was explained in Arabic 
in the early part of the 9th century by the famous Abe Jefar 
Mohammed b. Musa al-Khwariznif (Hovarezmi), and from that 
time continued to spread, though at first slowly, through the 
Arabian world. 

In Europe the complete system with the zero was derived from 
the Arabs in the lath century, and the arithmetic based on this 
system was known by the name of algoritmus, algorithm, 
algorism. This barbarous word is nothing more than a tran-
scription of Al-Khwgrizmi, as was conjectured by Rcinaud, and 
has become plain since the publication of a unique Cambridge MS, 
containing a Latin translation—perhaps by Adelhard of Bath—
of the lost arithmetical treatise of the Arabian mathematician' 
The arithmetical methods of Khwirizini were simplified by later 
Eastern writers, and these simpler methods were introduced to 
Europe by Leonardo of Pisa in the West and Maximus Planudes 
in the East. The term zero appears to come from the Arabic 6i0 
through the form zephyro used by Leonardo. 

Thus far rtiodern inquirers are agreed. The disputed points are—• 
0) the origin and age of the Indian system, and (2) whether or not 
a len developed Indian system, without the zero but with the nine 
other ciphers used on an abacus, entered Europe before the rise of 
Islam, and prepared the way fora complete decimal notation. 
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in the other old systems we have desk with.. Like the Indian 
alphabet, they are probably derived from abroad, but, as in the case 
of the alphabet, their origin is obscure. The forms of the later 
Indian numerals for the nine digits appear to be clearly derived 
from the earlier system. In table II. the first two lines give forms 
earlier than the introduction of the system of position, while the 
Devanagari " in the third line was used with a zero and position value. 
The " cave numerals were employed during the first centuries of 
the Christian era. The earliest known example of • date written 
On the modern system is of A.D. 7418e, while the old system is found In 
use as late as the early part of 7th century (Bayley). On the 
other hand, there is some evidence that a system of value by position 
was known to Sanskrit writers on arithmetic in the 6th Christian 
century. These writers, however, do not use ciphers, but symbolical 
words and letters, so that it is not quite clear whether they refer to 
• system which had a zero, or to a system worked on an abacus, 
where the zero is represented by a blank column. There is no proof 
as yet for the use of any system of position in India before the 6th 
century, and nothing beyond conjecture can be offered as to its 
origin. 

2. In Europe, before the introduction. et the algorithm or full 
Indo-Arabic system with the zero, we find a transition system in 
which calculations were made on the decimal system with an abacus, 
but instead of unit counters there were placed in the columns 
ciphers, with values from one to nine, and of forms that are at bottom 
the Indira forms and agree most nearly with the numerals used by 
the Arabs of Africa and Spain. Foe among the Arabs themselves 
there were varieties in the forms of the Indian numeral, and in 
particular an eastern and a western type. The latter is called 
ghobar (dust), a name which seems to connect it with the use of a 
sand-spread tablet for calculation. The abacus with ciphers instead 
of counters was used at Rheims about 970-980 by Gerbert, who after-
wards was pope under the title of Sylvester II., and it became well 
known in the tith c, tory. Where did Gerbert learn the use of the 
abacus with ciphers ? There is no direct evidence as to this, for the 
story in William of Malmesbury, that he stole it from an Arab In 
Spain, is generally given up as fabulous. On the other hand, no 
evidence is offered for 41 earlier use of the abacus with ciphers, except 
a passage describing t' e system in the Geometria ascribed to &reties. 
If this book is germ:: ,  the Indian numerals were known in Europe 
and applied to the locus in the 5th century, and Gerbert only 
revived the long-forge ten system. On this view we have to explain 
how Boetius got the tphers. The Geometria ascribes the system to 
the " Pythagorici i.e. the Neo-Pythagoreans--and it has been 
thought possible that the Indian forms for the numerals reached 
Alexandria, along wit l the cruder form of value by position involved 
in the use of the aba. s without a zero, before direct communication 

Europe rod India ceased, which it did about the 4th century 
A.D. It is then further conjectured by Woepcke that the ghobar 
numerals of the western Arabs were by them borrowed from the 
system of Boetius before the full Indian method with. the sem 
reached them; and thus the resemblance between these forms 
and those in MSS. of Boetius, which are essentially the same as 
in other MSS. of the rith century, would be explained. This view, 
however, presents great difficulties, of which the total disappearance 
of all trace of the system between Bathe; and Gerbert is only one. 
We have no proof that the Indians ever used such an abacus, or that 
they had value by position at so early a date as is required, and the 
ghobar numerals are too similar to those of the • astern Arabs to 
make it very credible that the two systems had I. en separated for 
centuries. The genuineness of the Geometria maintained by 
Moritz Cantor, but it has been attacked on other rounds than that 
of the passage about the abacus; and on the whol. it is still an open 
question whether the abacus with ciphers is not to outcome of an 
early imperfect knowledge of the Arabic system, Gerbert or some 
other having got the signs and a general idea of v alue by position 
without having an explanation of the zero. 

See M. Cantor, Geschkhte der Mathematik, vol. (Leipzig, 1880) ; 
also M. Chasles, papers in the Campus rendus (1843); G. Friedlein, 
Die Zahlzeichen and das ekmentare Rechnen der Griechen and Romer, 
&c. (1869); F. Woepcke, Sur !'introduction de l'arithmetigne Wien 
en accident (Rome, 1859), and Memoirs sue la propagation des chilies 
indiens (Paris, 1863). For the palaeography of the Indian numerals 
see Burnell, Elements of S. Indian Palaeography (1874);  and Sir E. C. 
Bayley in J.R.A.S. (188z, 1883). .For Boetius compare Friedlein's 
edition of his arithmetic and geometry (Leipzig, 1867), and Weis' Ben- 
born in Zcitsch. Math. Phys. xxiv. Other references to the copious 
literature will be found in Cantor and Friedlein, who also discuss the 
subject of the notation for fractions, which cannot be entered on here. 
For systems passed over here, see Pihan, Expose des signes de inmate-
Sion miffs ckes les peoples orrealaux (Paris, 1860). (W. R. S.) 

NUMBRIANUS, MARCUS AIIRELIUS, son •of the ,Roman 
emperor Carus. On the death of his father, whom he accom-
panied on his expedition against the Persians, he was proclaimed' 
emperor (December, A.D. 283). He resolved to abandon the 
campaign, and died mysteriously on his way back to Euiope, 
eight months afterwards Arrius Aper, praefect of the praetorian  

guards, his father-In-lam who was suspected of having 
murdered him, was slain by Diocletian, whom the soldiers had 
already proclaimed his successor. Nusnerianus is represented 
as having been a man of considerable literary attainments, and 
of remarkably amiable character. 

NUMIDIA, the name given in ancient times to a tract of 
country in the north of Africa, extending along the Mediterranean 
from the confines of Mauretania to those of the Roman province 
to Africa. When the Romans first came into collision with 
Carthage in. the 3rd century B.C., the name was applied to the 
whole country from the river Mulucha (now the Mulaya), about 
zoo in. W. of Oran, to the frontier of the Carthaginian territory, 
which nearly coincided with the modern regency of Tunis. It 
is in this sense that the name Numidia is used by Polybius and 
all historians down to the close of the Roman republic. The 
Numidians, as thus defined, were divided into two great tribes, 
—the Massyli on the east, and the Massaesyli on the west—
the limit between the two being the river Ampsaga, which 
enters the sea to the west of the promontory called Tretum, 
now known as the Seven Capes. At the time of the second 
Punic War the eastern tribe was governed by Massinissa, who 
took the side of the Romans in the contest, while Syphax 
his rival, king of the Massaesyli, supported the Carthaginians. 
At the end of the war the victorious Romans confiscated 
the dominions of Syphax, and gave them to Massinissa, 
whose sway extended from the frontier of Mauretania to the 
boundary of the Carthaginian territory, and also south and 
east as far as the Cyrenaica (Appian, Punka, zo6), so that tile 
Numidian kingdom entirely surrounded Carthage except to-
wards the sea. Massinissa. who reached a great age, retained the 
whole of these dominions till his death in 148 D.C. and was suc-
ceeded in them by his son Micipsa, who died in zr 8. For the war 
with Rome which followed the death of Micipsa see JOGITETHA. 

After the death of Jugurtha as a captive.at Rome in zo6, the 
western part of his dominions was added to those of Bacchus, 
king of Mauretania, while the remainder (excluding perhaps the 
territory towards Cyrene) continued to be governed by native 
princes until the civil war between Caesar and Pompey, in 
which Juba I., then king of Numidia, who bad espoused the 
cause of the Pompeian', was defeated by Caesar, and put an end 
to his own life (46 s.c.). Numidia, in the more restricted sense 
which it had now acquired, became for a short time a Roman 
province under the title of 'Africa Nova, but in the settlement of 
affairs after the battle of Actium it was restored to Juba IL (son 
of Juba I.), who bad acquired the favour of Augustus. Soon 
afterwards, in 25 B.c., Juba was transferred to the throne of 
Mauretania, including the whole western portion of the ancient 
Numidian monarchy as far as the river Ampsaga, while the 
eastern part was added to the province of Africa, i.e. that 
part which had been called Africa Nova before it was given to 
Juba. It retained the official title, though it may also have been 
known as Numidia; together with Africa Vetus it was governed 
by a proconsul, and was the only senatorial province in which 
a legion was permanently stationed, under the orders of the 
senatorial governor. In A.D. 37 the emperor Gains put an end 
to this arrangement by sending a legatus of his own to take over 
the command of the legion, thus separating the military from 
the'civil administration, and practically separating Numidia or 
Africa Nova from Africa Vetus, though the two were still united 
in name (Tae. Hist. 4. 48). Under Septimus Stverus (sm. 193-
211) Numidia was separated from Africa Vetus, and goirerned by 
an imperial procurator (procurator per Nstmidiam); finally, under 
the new organization of the empire by Diocletian, Numidia 
became one of the seven provinces of the diocese of Africa, being 
known as Mundelia Cirtensis, and after Constantine as N. Con-
stantine, corresponding closely in extent to the modern French 
province of Constantine. During all this period it reached a high 
degree of civilization, and was studded with numerous towns, 
the importance of which is attested by inscriptions (see voL 
viii. of the Corpus inscriplionum), and by the massive remains 
of public buildings. The invasion of the Vandals in A.D. 428 
reduced it to a condition of gradual decay; and the invasion of 
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the Arabs in the Bth century again brought desolation on the 
land, which was aggravated by continual misgovernment till the 
conquest of Algeria by the French in 433. 

The chief towns of Numidia under the Romans were: in the north, 
Circa, the capital, which still retains the name Constantine given it by 
Coostantine: Ruske& on the cow, serving as he port, on the site 
new occupied by Philippevillei and east of it Hippo Regius, wdl 
known as the see of St Augustine, near the modem Bona. To the 
south in the interior were Themes (Tenon) and Lambenis 
(Lamberts) with extensive and striking Roma. remains, connected 
by military roads with arta and Hippo respectively. Lembeens 
was the sett of the legion III. Augusta, and the most important 
strategic centre, as commanding the pastes of the Moos Antidote ■ 
snowman bled( which separated Nurnidia from the °amebae tribes 
of the desert, and which rinemEdw:tally occupied in its whole extent 
pbyy the Romenunder the 	Including these towns there were 
altogether twenty which are 	to have received at one time or 
anot er the title and status of Roman colonies: and in the nth 
century the Mackie enumerates no kW than era sees whom bishops 
assembled at Carthage in 47q. 

For bibliography and account of Roman remains, see under 
AFRICA, RONAL 

NLIMISMATICS (Lat. meeringe, noteirme, a coin; from the 
Greek, derived from rostiern, to use according to law), the 
science treating of coins (Low Lat. moss, a die) and medals 
(Low Lat. aredelle, a small coin). 

The earliest known coins were issued by the Greeks in the 7th 
century before the Christian era. By the 4th century the whole 
civilized world used money (q.e.), each state generally having its 
proper coinage. This has continued to be the case to the present 
time; so that now there are few nations without a metal 
currency of their own, and of these but a small proportion are 
wholly unacquainted with the use of coins. 

Coins, although they confirm history, rarely correct it, and 
never very greatly. The earliest belong to a time and to nations 
as to which we are not otherwise wholly ignorant, and they do 
not afford us that precise information which would fill in any 
important details of the meagre sketch of contemporary history. 
We gain from them scarcely any direct historical information, 
except that certain cities or princes issued money. When in 
litter times the devices and inscriptions of the coins give more 
detailed information, history is far fuller and dearer, so that the 
numismatic evidence is rarely more than corroborative. There 
are, indeed, some remarkable exceptions to this rule, as in the 
case of the Bactrian and Indian coins, which have supplied the 
outlines of a portion of history which was otherwise almost 
wholly lost. The value of the corroborative evidence afforded 
by coins must not, however, be overlooked. It chiefly relates to 
chronology, although it also adds to our knowledge of the 
pedigrees of royal houses. But perhaps the most interesting 
manner in which coins and medals illustrate• history is in their 
bearing contemporary, or nearly contemporary, portraits of the 
most famous kings and captains, from the time uf the first 
=censors of Alexander the Great to the present age, whereas 
pictures do not afford patents in any number before the latter 
part of the middle ages; and works of sculpture, although 
occupying in this respect the same plate as coins in the last-
mentioned period and under the Roman empire, are neither so 
numerous nor so authentic. There is no more delightful con• 
passion in historical reading than a cabinet of coins and medals. 
The strength and energy of Alexander, the ferocity of Mith-
ndates, the philosophic calmness of Antoninus, the obstinate 
ferocity of Nero, and the brutality of Caracalla are as plain on the 
coins as in the pages of history. The numismatic portraits of 
the time following the founding of Constantinople have less 
individuality; but after the revival of art they recover that 
quality, and maintain it to our own day, although executed in 
very different styles from those of antiquity. From this last 
class we can form a series of portraits more complete and not less 
interesting than that of the ancient period. 

While coins and medals thus illustrate the events of history, 
they have an equally direct bearing on the belief of the nations 

by which they were issued; and in this reference lies 
' no small part of their value in connexion with history. 

The mythology of the Greeks, not having been fixed in sacred 
am 15  

writings, nor regulated by a dominant priesthood, but having 
grown out of the different beliefs of various tribes and Isolated 
settlements, and having been allowed to form itself comparatively 
without check, can scarcely be learned from ancient books. Their 
writers give us but a partial or special view of it, and modern 
manna, in their attempts to systematize, have often but 
increased the confusion. The Greek coins, whether of kings or 
cities, until the death of Alexander, do not, with a few negligible 
exceptions, represent the human form. Afterwards, on the regal 
coins, the king's head usually occupies the obverse and a subject, 
usually sacred, is placed on the reverse. The coins of Greek 
cities under the empire have usually an imperial portrait and a 
reverse type usually mythological. The whole dine thus affordi 
us invaluable evidence for the reconstruction of Greek mytho-
logy. We have nowhere else so complete a series of the different 
types under which the divinities were represented. There are 
in modern galleries very few statues of Greek divinities, including 
such as were intended for architectural decoration, which are in 
good style, fairly preserved, and untouched by modem restorers. 
If to these we add reliefs of the umerlaser, and the best Greece-
Roman copies, we can scarcely form a complete series of the 
various representations of these divinities. 'The coins, however,  
supply us with the series we desire, and we may select types 
which are not merely of good work, but of the finest. The mytho-
logy of ancient Italy, as distinct from that of the Greek colonies 
of Italy, is not so fully illustrated by the coins of the country, 
because these are for the most part of Greek design. There are, 
however, some remarkable exceptions, especially In the money 
of the Roman commonwealth, the greater number of the types 
of which are of a local character, including many that refer to the 
myths and traditions of the earliest days of the city. The coins of 
the empire are especially Important, as beating representations 
of those personifications of an allegorical character to which 
the influence of philosophy gave great prominent. in Roman 
mythology. 

Coins are scarcely less valuable In relation to geography than 
to history. The position of towns on the sea or on rivers, the sees 
of their inhabitants, and many similar particulars are ar e, 

 
positively fixed on numismatic evidence. The informa- smear. 
Lion that coins convey as to the details of the history of 
towns and countries has a necessary connexion with geography, 
as has also their illustration of local forms of warship. The 
representations of natural productions on linden money are of 
special importance, and afford assistance to the lexicographer. 
This is particularly the case with the Greek coins, on which 
these objects are frequently portrayed with great fidelity. We 
must recollect, however, that the nomenclature of the ancients 
was vague, and frequently comprised very different objects 
under one appellation, and that therefore we may find very 
different representations corresponding to the same nine. 

The art of sculpture, of which coin-engraving is the offsPringro 
receives the greatest illustration from numismatics. Not only is 
the memory of lost statues preserved to us in the designs 	Ait 

 of ancient coins, but those of Greece afford admirable 
examples of that skill by which her sculptors attained their great 
renown. The excellence of the designs of very many Greek 
coins struck during the period of the best art is indeed so great 
that, were it not for their smallness, they would form the finest 
series of art•studies in the world. The Roman coins, though at 
no time to be compared to the purest Greek, yet represent not 
unworthily the Graeco-Roman art of the empire. From the 
accession of Augustus to the death of Commodus ,they are often 
fully equal to the best Graeco-Roman statues.. This may be 
said, for instance, of the dupondil struck in honour of Livia by 
Tiberius and by the younger Drusus, of the sestertii of Agrippina, 
and of the Flavian emperors, and of the gold coins of Antoninus 
Pius and the two Faustinas, all which present portraits of 
remarkable beauty and excellence. The Italian medals of the 
Renaissance are scarcely less useful as records of the progress and 
characteristics of art, and, placed by the side of the Greek and 
Roman coins, complete the most remarkable comparative series 
of monuments illustrating the history •of the great admit of art 

2a 
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that can be brought together. Ancient coins throw some light 
upon the architecture as well as upon the sculpture of the nations 
by which they were struck. Under the empire, the Roman coins 
issued at the city very frequently bear representations of im-
portant edifices. The Greek imperial coins struck in the provinces 
present similar types, representing the most famous temples and 
other structures of their cities, of the form of some of which we 
should otherwise have been wholly ignorant. The art of gem-
engraving among the ancients is perhaps most nearly connected 
with their coinage. The subjects of coins and gems are so similar 
and so similarly treated that the authenticity of gems, that most 
difficult of archaeological questions, receives the greatest aid 
from the study of coins. 

After what has been said it is not necessary to do more than 
mention bow greatly the study of coins tends to illustrate the 

contemporary literature of the nations which issued Lltstmesem 
them.. Not only the historians, but the philosophers 

and the poets, are constantly illustrated by the money of their 
times. This was perceived at the revival of letters; and during 
the 17th and 18th centuries coins were very frequently engraved 
in the larger editions of the classics. 

The science of numismatics is of comparatively recent origin. 
The ancients do not seem to have formed collections, although 

they appear to have occasionally preserved individual 
Origin 

 e 	specimens for their beauty. Petrarch has the credit rne 
*yam  of having been the first collector of any note; but it 

is probable that in his time ancient coins were already 
attracting no little notice. The importance of the study of all 
coins has since been by degrees more and more recognised, 
and at present no branch of the pursuit is left wholly unexplored. 

Besides its bearing upon the history, the religion, the manners, 
and the arts of the nations which have used money, the science 

Pm:4W of numismatics has a special modem use in relation to 
thw an. Displaying the yellow styles of art prevalent 

in different ages, coins supply,  us with abundant 
means for promoting the advancement of art among ourselves. 
It the study of many schools be at all times of advantage, it is 
especially so when there is little originality in the world. Its 
least value is to point out the want of artistic merit and historical 
commemoration in modern coins, and to suggest that modern 
medals should be executed after some study of the rules which 
controlled the great works of former times. 

defini tions. 
Derinitiorts.—The following are the most necessary numismatic 

t. A coin is a piece of metal of a fixed weight, stamped by authority 
of government, and employed as a circulating medium. 

a. A medal as a piece, having no place in the currency, struck to 
commemorate some event or person. Medals are frequently com-
prised with coins in descriptions that apply to both equally; thus, 
in the subsequent definitions, by the term coins, coins and medals 
must generally be understood. 

.. The coinage of a country is usually,  divided into the classes of 
gold, silver and bronze (copper), for which the abbreviations 
and ,E are employed in catalogues. In addition to these metals, 
and to the modifications of them created by the presence of varying 
amounts of alloy, certain other compounds were frequently used, 
notably electrum, balm, brass and pain. 

' This definition excludes, on the one hand, paper currencies and 
their equivalents among barbarous nations. such as cowries, because 
they are neither of metal nor of fired weight, although either 
stamped or sanctioned7bit

i ca
authority, and, on the other hand, modes 

of keeping metal in • t„ like the so-called Celtic " ring-mong," 
because it is not stem , although perhaps sanctioned by authority. 
The latter has attracted much attention, but it is by no means made 
out that the rings were made with the primary intention of serving 
as money. But it is a very common usage among savage or semi-
savage races to wear all their wealth in the form of ornaments (as a 
woman may even now wear her dowry as ornaments in the form of 
coins) and to use the ornaments (or cut-off portions of them, " skill-
ings ") whenever occasion arises as a medium of exchange. These 
rings then were doubtless used in this manner, but they were no more 
money than were any other precious possessions which could be used 
in exchange. There is no goad evidence for the use of the little 
Gaulish " wheels " as money. On these questions see Blanchet, 
Mons. east. pp. 2-2e. On the border of e definition ate such 

" dumps
4 
 " of metal as have been

th 
 found at Enkorni in 

Cypris and at Camas in Crete; one of these indeed MOW to bear 
trams of a market some Mod. 

Hist. not. xxxiii. 23; ep. xxxvii. t1. Pliny distinguishes two 
kinds of " electron,"—amber, and this metallic substance. In Greek 
poetry the name seems to apply to both, but it is generally difficult 
to decide which is meant in any particular case. Sophocles. however. 
where he mentions raid Zipbaor IlAernaw, • • • eel TOP 74=6" %Ow& 
(Ala 1037-1039). can scarcely be doubted to refer to the metal.* 
elecuum. 

Blectstrva(474evipror, Caveat  karat xperad.ariemporead metal& 
substance, consisting of gold with a considerable alloy of silver: 
Pliny makes the proportion to have been four parts of gold to one of 
silver.,  The material of early coins of Asia Minor struck In the cities 
of the western coast is the ancient electrum. The amount of Over 
varies very considerably with *line and Awe. Gold largely alloyed 
with silver, not struck by the secant Greeks or their orighbossen, 
*auk' be termed pale geld as in the case of some of the late Byzantine 
coins. 

5. Bill" a term applied to the base metal of some Roman coins, 
and also to that of some medieval and modern coins. It contains 
about one-filth silver to tour.fiftbs copper. When the has silver 
coins are replaced. by copper washed with saver the teem taloa 
becomes inappropriate. 

6. Brea, a mixture of copper and sine. It nay be used as an 
equivalent to the orichekurn of the Romans, a fin* kind of braes at 
which the mistertii and &pontiff were struck, but it is commonly 
applied indiscriminately to the whole of theit copper century under 
the empire. 

7. Perin, an alloy at copper and (therefore a vssiery of broom) 
used for some late Ceaulish coins. 

8. Various other metallic substances have been used In 
co  Including iron (in Peloponnesus) and an alloy of copper arid ll= 

employed for some Bactrian coins, The so-called " glass coins " of 
the Arabs are merely coin-weights. 

9. The forms of coins have greatly varied in different countries 
and at different periods. The usual form in both ancient and 
modern times has been circular, and generally of no great thickness. 

to Coins are usually measured by millimetres, or by inches and 
tenths, the greatest dimension being taken, or, when they are square 
or oval, the greatest dimension in two directions. 

tr. The metes, of a coin is of gnat importance, both in determiain' g 
its genuineness and in distinguishing its identity. Metric weights 
are used by most numismatists except in England, where troy 
weight is still ingeneral use. 

Is. The specific gravity. of a coin may be of use in determining 
the metals in its composition. 

13. Whatever representations or characters Are borne 	II coin 
constitute its type. The subject of each side is also cal 	a type. 
and, when there is not only a device but an inscription, the latter 
may be excluded from the term. This last is the general use. No 
distinct rule has been laid down as to what makes a difference of 
me. bet it may be considered to be an essential difference, however 
alight. 

14. A difference too small to constitute a new type makes a 
variety. 

tg.. A coin is a duplicate of another when It agrees with it in al 
particulars but those of exact size and weight. Strictly 
ancient coins are rarely, if ever, duplicates, except when 
from the same pair of dies. 

16. Struck coins are those on which the designs are produced by 
dies impressed on the blank piece (or flan) of metal by some form of 
hammering or pressure; they are distinguished from Last coins 
made by running metal into a mould. 

17. Of the two sides of a coin, that is called the obverse which bears 
the more important device. In early Greek coins it is the convex 
side, or the side impressed by the lower die; in Greek and Roman 
imperial it is the side beating the head ; in medieval and modern 
that hearing the royal effigy, or the lines name, or the name of the 
city; and in Oriental that on which the inscription begins. The 
other side is called the reverse. 

18. The field of a coin is the space unoccunS bi erthe principal 
devices or inscriptions. Any detached i 	t device or 
character is said to be in the field, except w 	it occupies the 
exergue. 

19. The exergue is that part of the reverse of a coin which is below 
the main device, and distinctly separated from it; it often bears a 
secondary inscription. Thus, the well-known inscription CONOB 
occupies the exergue of the late Roman and early Byzantine gold 
coins. 

ao. The edge of a coin is the surface of its thickness. 
a r. By the inscription or inscriptions of a coin all the letters 

it bears are intended; an inscription is either principal or 
secondary. 

22. In describing coins the terms eight and left mean the right 
and left of the spectator, not the heraldic and military right and left, 
or those of the coin. 

23. A best is the representation of the head and neck; it in 
commonly used of such as show at least the collarhone, other busts 
being called heads. A kead properly means the representation of a 
head alone, without any part of the neck, but it is also commonly used 
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when say past of the seek above elis coff► r-beste is shown. The 
present article follows custom in the use of the terms but and 

When the neck is clothed, the bust is mid to be draped. 
24. A bust or head is either facing. usually three-quarter lace, or 

in profile, in which latter case it is described as in right or to Ws. 
Two busts may be placed in various relative positions, as jogate or 
confronted. 

23. A bust wearing a laurel-wreath is said to be kureak. 
a& A bust bound with a regal fillet (diadem) is called diadem& 
try. A bust wearing • crown with rays is said to be, radials. 
211. An object in the field of a coin which is neithee a letter nor 

a 	 is usually called a .rawdel. This term is, however, only 
ail 	e when such an object is evidently the badge of a town or 
in ividuaL The term adjunct, which is sometime. employed instead 
of symbol, is manifestly incorrect. 

29. A mintsrerh is a difference placed by the. authorities of the 
mint upon all money struck by them, at upon each new die or 
separate issue. 

30. A coin is said to be " over-struck " or " re-struck " when it 
has been struck on an older coin, of which the types ate not altogether 
obliterated. 

31. A doulde-sasdi coin is one in which the die or dies have shifted 
so as to cause a double impression. 

32. A coin which presents two obverse types, or two reverse types, 
or of which the types of the obverse and reverse do not correspond, 
stalled a suds; it is the result of mistake or caprice. 

Antengesmoi of Coley—No uniform system has as yet been 
applied to the arrangement of all coins. It is usual to separate 
them kite the three great dames of ancient coins (comptisiog 
Greek and Roman), medieval and modem, and Oriental coins. 
The details of these classes have been differently trented,both 
generally and specially. The arrangement of the Greek series 
has been first geographical, under countries and towns, and then 
dutmelogleal, for a further division; that of the Roman series, 
chronological, without reference to geography; that of the 
medieval and modern, the same as the Greek; and that of the 
Oriental, like the Greek, but unsysteniatically--4 treatment 
inadmissible except in the case of a single empire. Then, again, 
some numismatists have separated each denomination or each 
metal, or have separated the denominations of one metal and not 
of another. There has been no general and comprehensive 
system, constructed upon reasonable principles, and applicable to 
every branch of this complicated science. Without laying down 
a system of rules, or criticizing former modes of arrangement, 
we offer the following as a classification which is uniform without 
being servile. 

a. Greek Coing—All coins of Greeks, or barbarians who 'adopted 
Greek money, struck before the Roman rule oe under it, but without' 
imperial effigies. The countries and their provinces are placed in a 
geographical order .froni west to east, according to the system of 
Eddie% with the cities in alphabetical order under the provinces, and 
the kings in chronological order. The civic coins usually precede 
the regal, as being the more important. The coins are further 
arranged chronologically, the civic commencing with the oldest and 
ending with those bearing the effigies of Roman emperors. The 
gold coins of each period take precedence of the silver and the silver 
of the copper. The larger denominations in each metal are placed 
before the smaller. Cohn of the same denomination and period ere 
arranged in the alphabetical order of the magistrates' names, or the 
letters. &c., that they bear. 

2. R011232 coins.—Au coins issued by the Roman commonwealth 
and empire, whether struck at Rome or in the provinces. The 
arrangement is chronological, or, where this is better, under geo-
graphical divisions. 

3. Medford and Modern Coins of Earope.—MI coins issued by 
Christian European states, their branches and colonies, from the 
fall of the empire of the West to the present day. This class is 
arranged in a geographical and chronological order, as similar as 
possible to that of the Greek class, with the important exception 
of the Byzantine coins and the coins following Byzantine systems, 
which occupy the first place. The reason for this deviation is that 
the Byzantine money may be regarded not only as the principal 
seems of medieval coinage but as the most complete and important 
medieval series, extending ea it does without a Weak throughout 
the middle ages.. The regal coins usually precede the civic ones, as 
being the more important. The medals of each nation should be 
arranged in two series: (I) medals of rulers, according to their dates: 
(2) =radio( 'vete persons, safer as possible according to the artists. 

Ceiss.--Ali coins bearing inscriptions in Eastern 
languages, excepting those of the Jews. Phoenicians and Canha- 
gimans, which are classed with the Greek coins from their close 
connexion with them. These coins should be arranged under the 
following divisions: Ancient Persian, Arab, Modern Persian, Indian, 
Chinese and odes of the fas.East. 

The method of anatint will be found to be as uniform as 
it can be made, without being absolutely mechanical. It differs in 
some important particulars from most or all of those which have 
previously obtained; but these very differences ate the rank of 
the consideration of a tom 	collection, and have therefore as 
inductive mien. A 	uniformity is no slight pia, and may 
well morale us to some partial defects. 

I. Ganz Cons 
There are some matters relating to Greek coins in general 

which may be properly considered before they are described in 
geographical order. These are their general character, the chief 
denominations, with the different talents of which they were the 
divisions, their devices and inscriptions, their art, and the mode 
of striking. 

The period during which Greek coins were issued was probably 
not much less than a thousand years, commencing about the 
beginning of the 7th century a.c. and generally ending at the 
death of Gallienus (A.D. 268). If classed with reference only 
to their form, fabric, and general appearance they are of three 
principal types—the archaic Greek, the ordinary Greek, and the 
Graeco-Roman. The coins of the first class are of silver, electrum 
and sometimes gold. They are thick lumps of an irregular 
round form, bearing on the obverse a device, with hi some cases 
an accompanying inscription, and on the reverse a square or 
oblong Inc= stamp (quadrate's fncusum), usually divided in a 
rude manner. The coins of the second class are of gold, gleams, 
silver and bronze. They are much thinner than those of the 
preceding class, and usually have a convex obverse and a slightly 
concave or flat reverse. The obverse ordinarily bears a bead in 
bold relief. The coins of the third class are, with very few 
exceptions, of bronze. They are fiat and broad, but thin, and 
generally have an the obverse the portrait of a Roman emperor, 
Many Greek cities, however, during the empire issued quasi-
amosomoos coins bearing the head of some deity or personifica-
tion. Greek coins thus fall mainly into the classes of autono-
mous, quasi-autonomous and imperial The coinage of Roman 
colonies in Greek as in other lands is usually distinguished by 
Latin inscriptions. 

Since Greek coinage originated in Asia Minor, the coins were ad-
justed to the weight-systems there in use, and these go back to a 
Babylonian origin. But it is possible that some of the 
standard of Greece proper had a native origin. The unit ";__,__"^"'Y 
of weight in the East was the shekel (sighs). This was """•••••••• 

of the manah (mina, ,tea), and this > of the talent (rel.amos). 
This scale the Greeks modified, in that, starting from the ratios as 
unit,.they invented a money-mina of so sigli, with a money-talent of 
6o mmae or 30o0o0o sigh. The 841os•units (and corresponding standards) 
chiefly employed in Asia Minor were the following (the relation 
between gold and silver at the time of the invention of these units 
seems to have been ta 

Gold shekel. 8.4o grammes. 
Phoenician silver shekel, 714 g.eqo of z 	g. of elver, which 

was equivalent to 8-4 g. of gold. 
Babylonian or Persic silver shekel, 11.17 g. 	of 111.72 g. of 

silver, whith was equivalent to 8-4 g. of gold. 
Thus one gold "ticket was the equivalent of 13 Phoenician or to 
Babylonian silver shekels. Side by side with this system was another 
in which the weights were exactly double of those just given; • 
shekel of the heavier system might be . regarded as a double shekel 
of the lighter. Various Babylonian weights are extant, dating from 
2600 B.C. downwards, which prove the existence of mine of the two 
systems. The gold shekel standard was almost invariably used for 
gold coins, sometimes also for electrum. The Babylonian and 
Phoenician standards were also sometimes used for gold or electrum 
as well as silver. A weight more or less approaching that of the gold 
shekel or its multiples seems to have been usual all over the civilized 
world in Greek times; e.g. the Phocaean standard of 16.52 g. was 
but a modification of it. But for silver in Greece proper, from a very 
early period. the following standards prevailed: the Aeginetic (unit, 
didrachm or stater. of 12-6 g.) and the Euboic-Attic (stater of 8.72 g.), 
with its modification the Corinthian. The Euboic-Attic standard 
attained enormous importance owing to the spread of Athenian trade 
and the adoption of the weight by Alexander of Macedon. It was 
toed for both gold and silver. The Corinthian standard differed only 
in its divisional system, the stater being divided into thirds instead 
of halves. From It were derived some of the standards in use among 
the Greeks of S. Italy. Other standards of more local importance 
were: the Campanian, used in a large part of S. Italy Wheelie 
originally of 7.at g., afterwards induced), and perhaps derived f tom 
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the Phoenan; the ;Median (instkutad about aoo s.c., tetra- 
drachm about g.); and the clatophoric (from about aoo n.c., with 
a ortradradim of about to -7, 
Disawa• The following table exhibits the weights in grammes 
strut. 	of the principal denominatiops of the Greek !systems:— 

The term stater is usually applied to the didrachm, but also to the 
tetradrachm. and at C 	to the drachm. 

The krona seaadards have been km fully discussed. Some entice 
of them will be given under different geographical beads. 

In the types of Greek coins (using the term in its restricted sense) 
the first intention of the designers was to indicate the city or state by 

which the money was issued. The necessity for distinctive 
rilwn 	devices was most strongly felt in the earlier days of the 
art, when the obverse of a coin alone bore a design, and, if any 
inscription, only the first letter, or the first few letters, of the name 
of the people by whom it was issued. Whatevet may have been the 
original significance of the type in itself, religious or otherwise, it was 
adopted for the exinage—ot least in the miles times—because it 
was the badge by which the issuing authority was recognized. It 
was only with the increased complexity of the denominations in later 
times, when new distinguishing types had to be found. that—as in 
the 4th century 11.c.—the religious motive la the choice of types came 
deliberately into play. 

Greek coins, if arranged according to their types, fall into three 
classes: (a) civic coins, and regal without portraits of sovereigns; 

(a) regal coins bearing portraits; and (3) Grata 
awes' Roman coins, whether with imperial heads or not. The 
coins of the first class have either a device on the obverse and the 
quadrahne incussom on the reverse, or two devices; and these 
last are again either independent of each other, though connected 
by being both local, or—and this is more common—that on the 
reverse is a kind of complement of that on the obverse. It will be 
best first to describe the character of the principal kinds of types 
of the first class, and then to notice their relation. It must be 
noted that a head or bust is usually an obverse type, and a figure 
or group a reverse one, and that, when there is a head on both 
obverse and reverse, that on the former is usually larger than the 
other, and represents the personage locally considered to be the 
more important of the two. We must constantly bear in mind 
that these types are local if we would understand their meaning. 

In the following list the types of Greek coins of 
/)," al cities, and of kings, not having regal portraits, are cr.*, n, 
ca.. 	classed in a systematic order, without reference to 

their relative antiquity. 
a. Head or figure of a divinity worshipped at the town, or by 

the people, which issued the coin, as the head of Athena on 
coins of Athens, and the figure of Herades on coins of Boeotian 
Thebes. Groups are tare until the period of Graeco-Roman 
Planes 
• 2. Natural Of artificial objects—(a) animal, often sacred to a 

divinity of the place, as the owl (Athens) and perhaps the 
tortoise (Aegina); (0 tree or plant, as the silphium (Cyrene) 
and the olive-branch (Athens); (c) arms or implements of 
divinities, as the arms of Heracks (Faythrae), the tongs of 
Vulcan (Aesernia). It is difficult to connect many objects com-
prised in this class with local divinities. Some of them, as the 
tunny at Cyzicus, are doubtless only so connected because the 
chief industry of a place was placed under the tutelage of its 
chief divinity. 

3. Head or figure of a local geolua—(a) river-god, as the 
Gelas (Gels); (6) nymph of a lake, as Camarina (Camarina); 
(c) nymph of a fountain, as Arethusa (Syracuse). 

4. Head or figure of a fabulous personage or half-human 
monster, as a Gorgon (Napoli' Macedoniae), the Minotaur 
(Cnossus). 

S. Fabulous animal, as Pegasus (Corinth), a griffin (Pendd-
capaeum), the Chimaera (Sicyon). 

6. Head or figure of a hero or founder as Ulysses (Ithaca), the 

Lesser Aka (Lord OptIntie, 'Tants, founder of Tarestum 
(Tarentum). 

7. Objects connected with heroes—animal connected with 
local hero, as the Calydonian boar or his jaw-bone (Aetoliana). 

& Celebrated real 
or traditional sacred 
localities, as moun-
tains on which divini-
ties are seated, the 
labyrinth (Cnossos). 

ci. Representations 
connected with the 

public religious festivals and contests, as a chariot victorious 
at the Olympic games (Syracuse). 

The relation of the types of the obverse and reverse of a coin 
is a matter requiring careful consideration, since they frequently 
illustrate one another. As we have before observed, this relation 
is either that of two independent objects, which are connected 
only by their reference to the same place, or the one is a kind of 
complement of the other. Among coins illustrating the former 
class we may instance the beautiful silver didrachms of Camorina, 
having on the camas the bead of the river-god Hipped, and on 
the reverse the nymph of the lake cariedover its waters by *swan; 
and those of Sicyon, having on the obverse the Chimaera and on 
the reverse a dove. The latter class I. capable of being separated 
into several divhdons. When the bead of a divinity occurs on the 
obverse of a coin, the reverse is occupied by an object or objects 
sacred to that divinity. Thus the common Athenian tetra-
drachms have on the one side the bead of Athena and on the 
other an owl and en olive-brandil the tetiadrachala of  the 
Chakidians in Macedonia have the bead of Apollo and the lyre; 
and the copper coins of Erythrae have the head of Heracks and 
his weapons. The same is the ease with subjects relating to the 
heroes: thus there are drachms of the Aetolian League which 
have on the obverse the bead of Atalanta and on the reverse 
the Calydonian boar, or his jaw-bone and the spear-head with 
which he was killed. In the same manner the coins of Cnossus, 
with the Minotaur on the obverts, have on the reverse a plan of 
the Labyrinth. Besides the two prindpal devices there are often 
others of less importance, which, although always sacred, and 
sometimes symbols of local divinities, are generally indicative of 
the position of the town, or have some reference to the families 
of magistrates who used them as badges. Thus, for example, 
besides such representations as the olive-branch sacred to 
Athene on the Athenian tetradrachms, as a kind of second 
device dolphins are frequently seen on coins of maritime places; 
and almost every series exhibits many symbols which can only 
be the badges of the magistrates with whose names they occur. 
Regal coins of this class, except Alexander's, usually bear 
types of a local character, owing to the small extent of most 
of the kingdoms, which were rather the territories of a city 
than considerable states at the period when these coins were 
issued. 

The second great class—that of coins of kings bearing portraits 
—is necessarily separate from the first. Religious feeling affords 
the clue to the long exclusion of regal portraits—the 
feeling that it would be profane for a mortal to take pou.b..a"sl'ilh 

 a place always assigned hitherto to the immortals. 
Were there any doubt of this, it would be removed by 
the character of the earliest Greek regal portrait, that of 
Alexander, which occurs on coins of Lysimachus. This is not 
the representation of a living personage, but of one who was not 
only dead but had received a kind of apotheosis, and who, 
having been already called the son of Zeus Ammon while living, 
had been treated as a divinity after his death. He is therefore 
portrayed as a young Zeus Amnion. Probably, however, 
Alexander would not have been able, even when dead, thus to 
usurp the place of a divinity upon the coins, had not the Greeks 
become accustomed to the Oriental " worship " of the sovereign, 
which he did not discourage. This innovation rapidly produced 
a complete change; every king of the houses which were raised 
on the ruins of the Greek empire could place his portrait on the 
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money which he issued, and few Neglected to do so, whale the 
sovereigns of Egypt and Syria even assumed divine tides. 

The reign of Alexander produced another great change in 
Greek coinage, very different from that we have noticed. He 
suppressed the local types almost throughout his empire, and 
compelled the towns to issue his own money, with some slight 
difference for mutual distinction. His successors followed the 
same policy: and thus the coins of this period have a new 
character. The (thanes of regal coins with portraits have the 
bead of the sovereign, which in some few instances gives place to 
that of his own or his country's tutelary divinity, while figures of 
the latter sort almost exclusively occupy the reverst% Small 
symbols, letters, and monograms on the reverses distinguish the 
towns in this crass. 

The Graeco-Roman coins begin, at different periods, with the 
seizure by Rome of the territories of the Greek states. They are 

ahncet all bronze; and those in that metal are the ammo awm, most characteristic and important. In their types we 
see a further departure from the religious intention of 

those of earlier times in the rare admission of representations, 
not only of eminent persons who had received some kind of 
apotheosis, such as great poets, but also of othem who, although 
famous, were not, and in some cases probably could not have 
been, so honoured. We also observe on these coins many types 
of an afiegorical character. 

The following principal kinds of types may be specified, in 
addition to those of the two previous dames. (:) Head or 
figure of a famous personage who either bad received a kind of 
apotheosis, as Homer (Smyrna), or bad not been no honoured, 
as Herodotus (Halicarnassus) and Labs (Corinth). (a) Pictorial 
sepossentstises, always of a sacred character, although occasion-
ally bordering on caricature. We may instance, as of the latter 
sort, a very remarkable type representing Athena playing on the 
double pipe Odd seeing her distorted face reflected in the water, 
while Mamas gazes at her from a rock—a subject illustrating 
the myth of the invention of that instrument (Apasnea Phryglae). 
(3) Allegorical types, as Hope, Ste., on the dotes of Alaandria. of 
Egypt, and many other towns. These were of Greek origin, and 
owed their popularity to the sculpture executed by Greeks under 
the empire; but the feeling which rendered such subjects 
prominent was not that of true Greek art, and they are essentially 
characteristic of the New Attic school which attained its height 
at Rome under the early emperors. 

There is a class of coins which is always considered as part of 
the Gneco-Roman, although in some respects distinct. This 
is the colonial series, struck in Roman colonise, and having 
almost always Latin insaiptiess. As, however, these colonize 
were towns in all parts of the empire, from Emerita in Spain 
(Merida) to Rostra in Arabia, hi the midst of a Greek population 
and often of Greek origin, their coins help to complete the series 
of civic money, and, as we might expect, do not very markedly 
differ (man the proper Greek imperial coins except in having 
Latin inscriptions and showing a preference fee Roman types. 

We have now to speak of the meaning of the inscriptions of 
Greek coins. These are either ptincipal or secondary; but the former 

are always banded when inscriptions are mentioned 
Thwl." without qualification. since the 	ones are non. um. 	essential. The inscription of civic money almost always 
the name of the people by which' it was issued, in the genitive 
plural. as ABILDIANIN on coins of the Athenians, BYPALOBION 
on coins of the *met or the name of the :city in the genitive 
singular. as ALPATANTOE at Apigentum. The inscription of 
regal money is the name or name and,title of the sovereign in 
the genitive, as AAISANAPOY, or BAZLetlifa AAEZANAMY, 
on coin of Alexander the Great. Instead of this genitive  as ad-
jective is sometimes found. as 'armhole on early &radian coins, 
4i/alantpoor OA MUM* of Alexander of Phase. This genitive Or 

adjectival form implies a nominative understood, which has been 
generally supposed to be vdtsurpa" money," or the name of sonic 
&nomination. 

There area few lastences in which a nominative of this kind is 
OM= on min--441210Z 	=DIA, " I am the ball 

or (?) Phones " on an archaic Ionian coin; TOPTYN 
TO !TAMA, 'the strikim, struck piece. or type of Gortys ; 
•AirriON TO DAIMA =r0A APTMON (silver money). or 
KOMMA (" striking " or " struck piece "): and )(0170$ 

PPAKTHP ( eagmeing" or "engrawd piece") :  Seuthes (end of 
5th century 9.c.) and Cotys (rat century Lc.), semi-barbarian Thra- 
cian, afford no evidence for Greek usage. The other instances (all 
archaic) point to the nominative understood in early times being in 
reality some word meaning type, or badge. But, if so, this latent 
nominative was eventually superseded by one meaning " money " 
or "coin." Thus the staters of Alexander of Pherse an inscribed 
'AXII/Wpolet, his drachms 'AX46rIpla. Probably from the 4th 
century onwards " coin " was always understood. Occasionally 
the mine of the issuing authority is found in the nominative, as 
Moo (at Comae), 	(Zancle-Messana), 	K., on a 
late coin probably issued by the Athenians in Delos, Tien at 
Tarentum. These are by no means always descriptive of the type, 
but merely a sunightforward way of naming the inning authority, 
The simple inscriptions of the early period of Greek coinage are under 
the kings and the Roman empire replaced•by elaborate legends, most 
of which, however, fall under the description above given. A 
certain number of inscriptions directly describe the type (not merely 
giving the name of its owner) as noefveXn (the goddess of Ge4a) or 
tiks(at Terina). Others, especially in Roman times, indicate the 
reason of issue, as %Maki in‘onlat on coins of Judaea under 
Vespasian, or names of festivals for which the coins were issued. 
These, however, roperly belong to the class of secondary inscriptions 
which either desrnbe secondary types, as A$AA, " rewards," 
accompanying the representation of the arms given to the victor 
in the exergues of Syracusae decadraehms, ,  or are the names of 
magistrates or other officers, or in regal coins those of cities, or are 
those of the engravers of the dies, of whom sometimes two were 
employed, one for the obverse and the other for the reverse. or are 
dates:  These inscriptions are often but abbreviations or monograms, 
semalty when they indicate cities on the regal coins. 

importance of Greek coins as illustrating the character of 
contemporary art cannot be easily overrated. They are beyond all 
other monuments the grammar of Greek art. Their geo- 
graphical and historical range is only limited by Greek 	Art et 

Colas. history and the Greek world; as • "tries they may be 
called complete; in quality they are usually worthy of a place beside 
contemporary sculpture, having indeed a more uniform merit ; they 
are sometimes the work of great artists, and there is no question of 
their authenticity, nor have they suffered from the injurious hand at 
the restorer. Thus they tell us what other monuments leave untold, 
filling_ up gaps in the sequence of works of art, and revealing lea! 
schools known from them alone. 

The art of coins belongs to the province of relief, which lies between 
the domains of sculpture and of painting, partaking of the character 
of both. but most influenced by that which was dominant in each a ge.  
Thus in antiquity relief mainly shows the rule of sculpture; in the 
Renaissance that of painting. 

It may be expected that Greek coins will bear the impress of the 
sister art of sculpture, filling up the gaps in the sequenceof examples 
of the art of which we have remains, telling us somewhat of that 
which has but • written tradition. Our first duty is to endeavour to 
place the documents in the best order, separating the geographical 
from the historical indications, first examining the evidence of local 
schools, then those of the succession of styles. It is from coins alone 
that we can discover the existence of peat local schools, reflecting 
the character of the different branches of the Hellenic race. In 
tracing the changes in these schools we gain a great addition to our 
ideas of the successive styles, and can detect new examples of those 
which owe their fame to the leading masters. But in dealing with 
works in relief we have the advantage due to their intermediate 
character. In our larger geographical horizon we can trace the 
character of the successive styles, not of sculpture only, but also of 
sculpture and painting. 

Greek coins dearly Mdicate three great schools, each with its 
subordinate groups. The school of central Greece holds the first 
place, including the northern group centred in Thrace 
and Macedonia, and the southern in the Peloponnesus, sch..6.14`11  
with .the outlying special schools of Crete and Cyrenc. 
The Ionian school has its northern group, Ionia, Mysia and 
Aeolis, and its southern, Rhodes and Carla. Beyond these are 
certain barbarous and semi-barbarous groups, of which the 
most important is that of eastern •Asia Minor, Persia and 
Phoenicia, with Cyprus. The school of the West comprises the 
two groups of Italy and Sicily. 

The whole duration of the schools is limited, by the repulse of 
the Persians and the accession of Alexander, from 48o to 332 me. 
Before this age all is archaic, and it is hard to trace local character.. 
istica After it, the centralizing policy of the sovereigns and the 
fall of the free cities destroyed local art. In certain cultivated 
centres under enlightened kings a local art arose, but it speedily 
became general, and we have thus to think of a succession of styles 

tThe arms on the Brannan decadrachms represent • reward 
OVUM to thevietnaM the Intipuien games (see below). 
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during the rest of the life of Greek art. The century and a half 
of the local schools is significantly the great age of this art. 

In the study of each school we have first to determine Its 
character, and then to look in its successive phases for the 
influence of the great masters of style. Two dangers must 
be avoided. We must not too shaiply divide the sculptors 
and the painters as if they always were true to the special 
fonctions of their arts. It is well to bear in mind that the 
earliest great painter, Polygnotus, was a portrayer of character, 
stet& $Boypfi4ios, Vohs, as Aristotle calls him, whereas the 
latest great sculptors represented expression (rd Tau). Thus 
since Vas is the special province of sculpture. and TA rage of 
painting, sculpture first weighed down the balance, afterwards 
painting; but it must be remembered that relief can be truer 
to painting than sculpture in the round, which is more limited 
by the conditions of the material and mechanical necessities. 
Our second danger is due to the ease with which local qualities 
may be ascribed to the influence of a leading style. It is also 
to be borne in mind that the movement of art in coins was during 
one period slower than in sculpture—hence an influence more 
general than particular. Pheidias and Myron do not make their 
mark so much as Polyclitus. In all cases the direct influence 
of great masters is to be looked for later than their age. 

The school of central Greece in its southern group, comprehend-
ing Attica, is remarkable for its widespread extent. It has its 

aortal 
colonies in Magna Graccia at Thurium, an Athenian 

on... foundation, probably at Terina, and in Macedonia at 
Amphipolis and Chaicidice under Athenian rule. It 

alone shows instances comparable to theworks of Pheidias, though 
its most numerous fine works are of the age of Polyclitus and 
that of Praxiteles and Scopas. Its qualities may be seen by 
comparison of the same subjects as treated by the other schools 
and groups. The earliest works are marked more than any 
others by the qualities of high promise which characterized the 
Aeginetan marbles—the same dignified self-restraint and calm 
simplicity. Next we perceive a series strong in style, and 
showing that lofty dignity, that reposeful embodiment of 
character, which are the stamp of the works of Pheidias and his 
contemporaries. The subjects are more remarkable for fidelity, 
breadth and boldness than for delicacy of execution or elabora-
tion of ornament. Every subject is ideal, even the portrayal 
of animal form. Thus the character shows us what divinity is 
intended and the ideality what is intended by the representation 
of beast or bird. From these works we pass to those which 
reflect the style of the time of Praxiteles and Scopas, when the 
influence of painting began to be felt, and art inclined towards 
feeling and descended to sentiment. Still, to the last, character 
rules these coins, and the chief difference we see is in the increased 
love of beauty for its own sake and the fondness for representing 
movement, not to the exclusion of repose, but by Its side. In 
other respects there is little change except in the finer execution 
and more ornamental quality of the work. Even when the 
greatest achievement of the Sicilian school, the female head on 
the decadrachms of Syracuse, is copied by the Loerians and the 
Messenians, the larger quality of the school of Greece rsserts 
itself, and the copy is better than the original: there Is less 
artifice and more breadth. The northern group is at first ruder, 
In the age of Pheidias severer, and afterwards it merges into the 
greater softness of its southern rival. If It copies, as Larissa may 
copy Syracuse and Neapolis in Campania, it again asserts its 
superior simplicity, and we prefer the copy to the original. 

The Ionian school lacks the sequence which the rest of the 
Greek world affords. It is broken by the baneful influence of 

bola 
the Persian dominion, and consequently the best works 

. 
belong to the earliest and latest part of the period. 

The earliest coins, of the Aeginetan age, present nothing special; 
the later, of the time of Praxiteles and Scopes, comprise works 
not inferior to those of central Greece, and remarkable, like the 
Western and the Cretan, as the sole records of a school otherwise 
unknown. They are markedly characterized by the qualities 
of the style of feeling, that of Praxiteles and Scopes; but more 
than this, they are the expression of that style in pictorial form. 

They represent expression, and they treat it as it could cot be 
treated in sculpture in the round, portraying locks streaming 
in the air and dewing draperies. It must be remembered that, 
while Hellas produced the great sculptors, western Asia Minor 
bred the great painters after Polygnotus, himself a sculptor in 
painting rather than a painter. In the native land of Zeuzis, 
Parrhasius and Apelles we see the evidence of the rule of painting. 
The technical skill is inferior to that of the West, yet the skill in 
modelling is far greater, and has no parallel in the medallic work 
of any other time or country. 

The school of the West, if we except such outlying examples of 
the art of Hellas as those of Thurium and Terina, has its highest 
expression in Italy, its most characteristic in Sicily. The West. 
It has distinctive qualities throughout the age. Even 
in the earlier period we trace a striving alter beauty and a 
delicacy of finish, with a weakness of purpose, that mark 
the school with an influence increasing to a time long after the 
extinction of its rivals. At the same time there is a knowledge 
of the capacity of the materials and the form of the coin and 
a masterly power of finish, on the whole a completeness of 
technical skill which is unequalled. The result in the lower 
subjects is splendid, if wanting in variety, but in the higher we 
miss the noble achievements of the greater schools. So far there 
is a general agreement in the northern and southern groups. 
Yet the Italian shows a nobler and simpler style, with some 
affinity to that of central Greece, which we look for in vain in 
Sicily, though we are dazzled by the rich beauty of the magni-
ficent series of coins which marks her wealthiest age. Sicilian 
art has this apparent advantage, that the great cities, save 
Syracuse, perished in the Carthaginian invasion, or under the 
tyranny of the elder Dionysius. Thus we have no important 
works save of Syracuse during the second half of our period, and 
cannot judge fully to what this school would have fallen. The 
key to this exceptional development of Greek art is found in 
the absence of sculptors or painters in the West, except only 
Pythagoras of Rhegium at the very beginning of the age, whose 
influence is thought to be traceable on the money of his native 
town. On the other hand, there can be no doubt that many of the 
Sicilian die-engravers, as Phrygillos (to mention one whose 
signature is actually found on an intaglio) were gem-engravers. 
The Western art is that of engravers accustomed to minute and 
decorative work, uninfluenced by sculpture or painting. Their 
designs will not bear enlargement, which only enhances the 
charm of those of the other leading schools. Those of the 
great Syracusan decadrachms are small; those of the minute 
hectae of Cyzicus are large. 

The most important of the lesser schools is the Cretan. Clete, 
retaining the primitive life of older Hellas, was never truly 
civilized, but to the last enjoyed the privileges and 
exhibited the faults of an undeveloped condition. 	

tasaa 

Producing in the age of high art neither sculptor nor painter 
of renown, the Cretans, to judge from their coins, were copyists of 
nature or art. At first rude, their work acquires excellence in 
design, but never in execution. While we see their poor reproduc-
tions of the designs of the Peloponnesus, we are amazed by their 
skill in portraying nature. Their gods are seated in trees with a 
background of foliage. Their bulls are sketched as they wandered 
in the meadows. ' All fitness for the mode of relief, as well as for 
the material and the shape of the coin, is entirely ignored-
Hence a delight in foreshortening, and a free choice of subject 
with no reference to the circle in which it must be figured. In 
spite, however, of their skill, the Cretans never attempted the 
three-quarter face, which is at once the best suited to the surface 
of a coin and the most trying to the skill of the artist. Yet their 
Work is delightfully fresh, as if done in the open air. There is no 
idealism, but much life and movement. In a word, the school is 
naturalistic and picturesque. Its works are of the highest value 
in the study of Greek art, but as examples of the application of 
that art to coins they are to be used with caution. Nowhere else 
do we see the artist so freely cepying nature and art, nowhere so 
unshackled by academi ,  rules, nowhere so little aware of the 
limitation of his province. 
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It is important to study the mode in which Greek money was 
coined, because the forms of the pieces thus receive explanation, 

Hose and true coins are discriminated from such modern falai• 
cations*: have been struck. and in somedegree from those 

"'""ule which have been cast. Out direct information on the 
subject is extremely scanty, but we are enabled by careful inference 
to obtain a very near approximation to the truth on all the most 
important points. 

Of the dyes used by the Greeksexceedingly few have been pre. 
served. In the museum at Sofia is an iron die for the reverse of a 
coin of Philip II. of Macedon; and several Gaulish dies exist. Most 
ancient dies are of bronze, others of hardened iron or steel. The 
blanks were, as a rule, first cast, sometimes in a spherical form, porn• 
times in a form more resembling that assumed by the finished coin. 
The blank was placed bween two dies,vhe lower, let Into an anvil, 
producing the obverse, the other, let into the end of a bas, producing 
the reverse. The bar was struck with a hammer, so that the blank 
received at the same time the impressi of both dies. This general 
rule was of course often modified; in some parts of the Greek world 
the dies were hinged together, in others not; and this arrangement Of 
hinging the dies came m at different times indifferent places. The 
machinery of striking was probably much elaborated under the 
Romanempire, but a collar seems never to have been used ancient 
times. Greek dies must usually have worn out very quickly; hence 
an enormous number of slightly varying representations of the same 
type. But the idea that it is uncommon to find two Greek coins 
from the same die is exaggerated. A great number of early Italian 
and Roman, and a few Greek coins, of large size, were cast in moulds, 
not struck; and under the empire many coins, originally struck, were 
reproduced, not always fraudulently, by cast ; but the genuine 
ancient coin of small size is, as an almost invariable rule, struck and 
not cast. 

We may now pass on to notice the Greek coinage of each 
country, following Eckhd's arrangement. The series begins 

Cora with Spain, Gaul and Britain, constituting the only 
Catays of great class of barbarous Greek coinage. It must not 
tbssar be supposed the* the money of the whole class is of 
Weld. one general character; on the contrary, it has very 
many divisions, distinguished by marked peculiarities; it has, 
however, everywhere one common characteristic—its devices am 
corrupt copies of those of Greek or Roman coins. The earliest of 
these barbarous coinages begin with the best imitations of the 
gold and silver money of Philip II. of Macedon. They probably 
first appeared to the north of his kingdom, but the gold soon 
spread as far as Gaul, and even found their way into southern 
Britain, by which timethe original types had almost disappeared 
through successive degradations Next in order of time are the 
silver imitations *filename coins, the victoriati and denary of the 
commonwealth, which bests* in Spain and passed into Gaul, being 
current with the gold money of Greek origin; even in Britain 
the later coinage shoes mach Roman influence. The copper 
money of Spain follows the imitated silver types; that of 
Gaul and Britain, though showing Roman influence, is more 
originaL 

Side by slide with these large coinages we find Greek money 
of colonies in Gaul and Spain, and , ■ far ampler •issue of 

Phoenician coins by the Carthaginian kings and cities 
Saes 

 
of the Peninsula. The coinage of Hispania, °tore' 

Vending to the  Modern  Spain rind Portugal, was issued during 
a period of about four centuries, dosing in A.D. 41. ,  There are 
four classes of money, which in the order of their relative anti-
quity, are Greek, of two groups, Carthaginian, Romano-Iberian 
and Latin. The first or older group of Greek money (from before 
c. 35o a.c.) belongs to the vridespread currency, which reveals 
the maritime power of the Ionians of Phocaea. It consists of 
fractions of the drachm of the Phocaean standard, from the 
diobol or third downwards.- Its later pieces are of the Phocaean 
colony of Emporiae, founded by the entire settlement of Manilla, 
Next in order and in put contemparery, beginning before the 
middle of the grd century no, come the drachms of Emporiae, 
which betray the influence of Sictdo•Punic art. Their standard 
is probably Cartheginiats Of the neighbouring Rhoda. a Rhodian 
colony, there is similar money. Carthaginian coins of Spain 
begin in the same period with the bones of the great colony of 
Godes, following the same weights as the Emporian drachma. 
These are followed by the WADS of the -Barcides from 234 to ate 
Sc... with Carthaginian types and of Phoenician weight, struck 
of six denominations, from the hesadrachm to the bensidradun. 

Seiler Zabel de Zasspasis has Clasen then to Spain, on the 
grounds of provenance and the possession of the silver mines 
by the Barcide kings, against Mailer, who attributes them to 
Africa. The types are Carthaginian, and present seine interesting 
subjects. The true Iberian currency begins not long after the 
Peek. The later drachms. of Emporiae, ultinuitely following 
the weight of the contemporary Roman demising, have Iberian 
legends, and form the centre of a group of imitations issued by 
neighbouring native tribes with their distinctive inscriptiona 
This coinage ceased when the Roman province was framed in 
nob D.C. A little before this date the Romans had begun to 
introduce Latin money; about this tints, however, they took 
the backward step of permitting native coinages of Latin weight. 
Probably they found that native legends and types were More 
welcome to their subjects than those of Rome. Consequently 
this coinage of Spain under the republic, which lasted until 
533 a.c., may be almost considered national. The two provinces 
Hispania Citerlor and Hispania Ulterior have this marked 
difference; the coins of the nearer province, of silver and bronze, 
have always Iberian inscriptions on the reverse, and are dearly 
under distinct Roman regulation; those of the farther are 
apparently of Independent origin, and consequently bear Iberian, 
Phoenician, Libyo-Phoenician and Latin legends, but they are 
of bronze alone. The interest of these coins lies mainly in their 
historical and geographical information. They bear the names 
of tribes, often the same as those of the town of mintage. The art 
is poor, and lacks the quaint originality and decorative quality of 
that of Gaul. Ultimately the native money was wholly latinised 
(533 isc.), silver was no longer issued, and although the Ulterior 
continued to have its own coinage, in the Charier. only Emporiae 
and Segura= were allowed to strike coins. Political circum-
stances fora time renewed the coinage under Sertories (8o-72 
n.c.) in the modified form of a bilingual currency. The purely 
Latin issues of the two provinces, and under the empire more 
largely (front a; Loa of the three, Terraconensis, Baetica and 
Lusitania, present little of interest. They closed In the reign of 
Caligula (a.o. 37-41), though in later times purely Roman money 
In gold and silver was issued at different times inHispaniadown 
to the establishment of the Visigothic kingdom. 

The imperial money of Hispania introduces us to one of the 
two great classes of provincial coins under the empire; the 
larger of these was the Greek imperial, bearing Greek inscriptions, 
the smaller the Roman colonial, with Latin inscriptions, deriving 
its name from the circumstance that among Greek-speaking 
nations the coloniae were distinguished by the use of the Latin 
'savage on their money. In the coinage of Hispania, issued by 
a nation adopting Latin for official use, the aspect of the coinage 
is colonial, though it was not wholly issued by colonies. Many 
of the Spanish towns belong to the kindred class of municipia; 
others are neither coloniae nor municipia. • In Hispania the 
obverse of the coin bears, as usual in the colonial class, the head 
of the emperor or of some imperial personage, the reverse a 
subject proper to the town. The priest guiding a plough drawn 
by an ox and a cow is peculiarly proper to a colonia, as portraying 
the ceremony of describing the walls of the city, so also an ox, 
with the same reference, the altar of the Imperial founder, or, as 
connected with his mikes, a temple, probably in some cases that 
of Roma and Augustus. Other types, however, portray the 
old temples in restored Roman shapes, or indicate directly by 
fishes, ears of corn and more ,rarely bunches of grapes, the pro-
ducts of the country. Some original and grotesque types have 
a markedly local character. The money. of Augusta Emerita 
(Merida) in Lusitania, a colony of pensioners (emiriti), is specially 
interesting, including as it does the silver issues of P. Carisius, the 
legates of Augustus. 

The coinage commonly called that of Gaul belongs to the people 
more properly than to the country, for it comprehends pieces 
issued by the Gauls or other barbarians from the 	76.  
borders of Macedonia and Illyricwn to the English 	oats 
Channel and the Bay of Biscay, through Pannonia, part 
of Germany. Helvetia and Gaul. It influenced the money 
of northern Italy, and, crossing the Channel, produced that of 
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Britain, which has its own distinctive features. Four chsset 
of coinage are found in these vast limits. Arranging them by 
date, they are the money of the Greek colony of Massilia and her 
dependencies, that of the Gauls and other barbarians of central 
and western Europe, that which can be classed to the tribes and 
chiefs of Gaul and the imperial coinage of that country. The 
coins of the Gauls and other barbarians outside Gallia include the 
gold COWS known as " rainbow cups " (Regeothogeasckitsseichea), 
which seem to have been an original currency of the tribes In-
habiting the Bohemian and Bavarian districts, and other gold 
and silver coins (the later series bearing names in Latin char-
acters) which circulated in Noricum, Pannonia, Helvetia, Upper 
Germany, dm. 

The great mart of Masai& (Marseilles), founded about 6co i.e. 
by the Pbocaeans, was the centre of the Greek sdtktnents of Gaul 
a.m.  and northern Spain. Empotiae was her colony, with 

other nearer towns of inferior fame. Yet Messina 
always held the fiat place, as is proved by the abundance of her 
money. At first it consisted of Phocaean abets, part of the 
widespread Western currency already noticed in speaking of 
Emporke. These were succeeded by Attic drachms, some of 
which, about Philip of Macedon's time, are beautiful style and 
execution. Their obverse type is the head of Artemis, crowned 
with olive, at once marking the sacred tree, which had grown 
from a branch carried by the colonists, so tradition said, with a 
statue of the goddess, from Ephesus, and proclaiming the value 
of the olive.groves of Manilla.. On the reverse we note the 
Asiatic lion, common to it and the last colony of Pbeclea, the 
Italian* Vella in Lucania. These coins circulated extensively in 
southern Gaul, and were much imitated by the barbarians on 
both sides of the Alps. 

The Gauls, on their predatory incursions into Greece, mum 
have seised large quantities of the gold coinage drculating there, 

Gag but it is probable that the gold staters of Philip (Pl. 
I. fig. 14), from which the chief types of the Caulisli 

gold are derived (PL I. fig. lb  had already found their way, inde-
pendently of such raids, by means of trade along the Danube 
valley into the districts then inhabited by the Gauls. This is 
clear from the fact that the gold coins of Alexander were never,' 
his silver rarely, imitated by the Gauls, yet these were in circula-
tion at the time of the incursions. Nor did the influence of 
Philip's silver travel far west. But his gold money evidently 
travelled through central Europe to Gallia. The money of Gallia 
before the complete Roman conquest, to which it may be anterior 
in its commencement by half a century, belongs in the gold to 
degraded types of the earlier widespread currency. The un-
doubted gold and electrum of this imitative class, identified as 
bearing regal or geographical names, are extremely limited. By 
far the most-interesting coin of the group is the gold piece which 
bears the name at full length of the brave and unfortunate 
Vercingetorix. The silver money is comparatively common. 
The Gauls were ready to copy any types that earns in 
their way, so that in the coinage of Gaul we find imitations 
of the coinage of Tarentum, Campania, various Spanish cities 
such as Rhoda, and Roman coins of the republic and early 
empire. The effect of the silver of Messina and other Greek 
colonies is especially noticeable in S. Gaul, and the Roman 
denaritn naturally exerted a strong influence. The bronze money 
of Gaul is still more abundant than the silver, and has a special 
interest from its characteristic types. Some of the later local 
coins are casts of an alloy of copper and tin called pain but 
merely a variety of bronze. The Roman coins recall those of 
Hispania, but are limited to a few colonise. They range in date 
from Antony and Augustus to Claudius. The best-known coins 
of this time, those struck at the colony of Copia Lugdunum 
(Lyons) with the " Altar of Roma and Augustus," belong, how-
ever, strictly speaking, to the Roman series. The twins of 
Nemausus (Nimes), commemorating the conquest of Egypt in 
the crocodile chained to a palm-tree, were sometimes made in 
the shape of the hind-leg of an animal, evidently for dedication 
in the sacred fountain, from the mud of which ail the specimens 
of this variety are derived. 

The ancient coinage of Britain Is the child of that of Gaul, 
retaining the marks of its parentage, yet with characters of its 
own due to independent growth. Money first came in am," 
trade by the easiest sea-passage, and, onceesta blished in 
Kent, gradually spread north and west, until the age of the earlier 
Roman wars, when it was issued in Yorkshire, probably in 
Lincolnshire, and in a territory of which the northern limits are 
marked by the counties of Norfolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon, 
Bedford, Buckingham, Oxford, Gloucester and Somerset. 
The oldest coins are gold imitations of Philip's Staten, which, 
whether struck in Gaul or Britain, had a circulation on the British 
sicked the Channel. They are the prototypes of all later money-- 
From a careful comparison of their weights with those of later 
coins, and from a study of the gradual degradation of the types, 
Evans places the origin of the coinage between zoo and tee a.c. 
Its close may be placed about the middle of the in century AD. 
The inscribed coins occupy the last century of this period, being 
contemporary with uninscnbed ones. The uninscribed coins 
are of gold, silver, bronze and tin, the gold being by far the most 
common. There is small variety in the types, nearly all in gold 
and silver, and some in copper, presenting in more or less degraded 
form the original Gaulish type for gold. It may be suspected 
that all new types and the extremely barbarous descendant of 
the tin series arc of the age of the inscribed coins, or but little 
earlier. The Channel Islands are remittable for a peculiar 
coinage of bflion, a very base silver, presenting the usual types 
modified by Gaulish grotesqueness. The place a this group 
in the British series is merely accidentali in character as in 
geography it is Gaulhh. 

The inscribed coins are evidently in most cases of chiefs, 
though it is certain that one town (Verulamium) and some tribes 
had the right of striking money. The most interesting coins are 
those of known chiefs and their families—of Commies, probably 
the active prince mentioned by Caesar, of Dubnordlatmus, 
mentioned in the famous Ancyra inscription, whkh has been 
called the will of Augustus, and most of all the large and interest-
ing series of Cunobelinus, Shakespeare's Cymbeline (Pl. I. fig. a), 
hie brother Epaticcus, and his father Tasdovanus. It is evident 
from the coins and historical evidence collected by Evans that 
TlAdOMUIttll had a long reign. ' His chief town, as we learn fines 
his money, was Vernlamium. His coin* are in three metah, 
repeat the traditional types, and present new ones, some showing 
• distinctly Roman influence. The money of Epaticcus is scanty, 
but that of CunobeHnus,ielth C.amulodunum (Colchester) for his 
chief town, is even more abundant than his father% indicating 
a second long reign, and having the same general characteristics. 
The gold elbows a modification of the traditional type, the Aver 
and bronze the free action of Roman influence and a remittable 
progress In art. With the death of this prince not long before 
A.D. 43 the bulk of the British coinage probably ceases, acne being 
known of his sons, Adelstein's, Togodumnus and the mere famous 
Caracteews, but the oohs of the Ices' may have nostinued as 
late as AAR Se, and the Brigentes issued silver coins as late as 
the time of Cartimmidua, whose name is partly preserved on one 
of them. 

The ancient coins of Italy occupy the next place. They appear 
to have been struck during a period of more than sew years, the 
oldest being probably of the beginning of the 6th jot, 
century s.c. and the latest somewhat anterior to the 
time of Julies Caesar. The larger number, however, are of the 
age before the great extension of Roman power, which soon led 
to the use of Roman money almost throughout Italy. There are 
two great classes, which may be tailed the proper Italian and the 
Graeco-Italian; but many coins present peadhlities of both. 
The proper Italian coins are of geld, silver and beenze. Of these, 
the gold coins'are extremely rare, and can never have been 
struck in any large numbers. The silver are comparatively 
common, but the bronze are very numerous.and characteristic. 
A few of the earliest gold and silver coins of Fannie have a 
perfectly plain reverse. The mast remarkable bronze coked this 
dam are of tit hind called aa grave, atom of which weretheearly 
paper coinage of Rome, although others are known to hvre been 
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genet by other Italian cities. Them are mleY thick Cahn, some 
of which ate of greet size, while most have a rude appearance. 
They are always cast, and were preceded by formkee lumps of 
bronze, known as au reds, which were not properly a state-
coinage. The designs of the Italian coins are generally, if not 
always, of Greek origin, although the influence of the native 
mythology may be sometimes traced. The inscriptions ere in 
Latin, Oscan or Etruscan, and follow a native orthography; 
sometimes on the earlier coins they are retrograde. The art of 
this clue is generally poor, or even barbarous. The denornins-
dons sre common to creek money.except in the use of the ham% 
which follows a native system. Of this system the early proper 
Roman coins afford the best known ezunples. The Caeca-
Italian coins are of gold, silver and braise. The silver and 
braise are very common, and the gold comparatively so, although 
struck by few states or cities. A number of the cities , of S. Italy 
issued in the 6th century coins with an Meuse design on the 
reverse repeating with slight modifications the design of the 
obverse. The designs are of Greek origin, although here, as to 
the proper Italian coins, but lass markedly, native influence can 
be detected. This influence is evident in the frequent occurrence 
et types symbolically representing rivers: showing a bias towards 
the old *stun-worship, and still more in the use of Latin in-
scriptions, with half-Italian forms of the letters on coins other-
wise Greek. Of the best art of ancient Italian money we have 
;Lady spokes, and we *kali have occasion to mention some of Its 
most beautiful examples. The denominations of the gold and 
silver coins are unquestionably derived from those of Greece% 
according to the weight of the Attic talent, the heaviest 
gold piece being the stater or ponds part of that talent; in 
silver there are few tarsdrachms, the dirbachms are extremely 
common, and smaller denotninatioes we usually not rare. We 
thus kern that the silver currency was chiefly of didrschms, 
stealer pieces being less used, and larger ones scucely used at 
ell. It is important here to notice that the interchange of the 
native or Italian bronze coinage with the Greek silver coinage 
led to itdoubla standard, silver and bronze. The bronze standard, 
as might be suspected, was of Italian origin, the silver of foreign 
introduction. 

The peculiarity of the Italian bronze is that in its oldest cast 
form is was of such weight as to show the absence in some parts 
of the anew of silver equivalents. It was long after sliver had 
laden introduced everywhere, with struck bronze equivalents, 
before the heavy coinage (au grave) went out of circulation. 
The silver money is at first remarkable for the evidence it affords 
of its Drum m& character in presenting two standards. After-
wards it becomes equivalent to the bronze, or supplies equivalent 
pieces, and is quite regular. The original condition of the Italian 
currencies is best illustrated by the money of Etruria in the 
4th and 3rd centuries Lc. Etruria, be it remembered, was an 
early goal of oriental commerce by sea. At the great mart of 
Populonia, and in the country round, we find, besides a few gold 
coins, not only silver coins of two different foreign standards, 
the Euboic and the so-called Persic, but also cast acs grave and 
laterstruck bronze pieces. Without discussing the origin of these 
various currencies it is enough to note that they bear witness to 
the effects of a widely-spread commerce, and show that here was 
the 'meeting-point of the native system and of foreign ones. 

In Italy the us grave long ruled. Originally it was Bra, the 
principal can being the as, nominally el the weight of the Italic 
pound of 273 grammes; this, at least, is the weight of the earliest 
Roman coinage. On the other hand, the aes grave of some places 
in E. Italy, as Hattie and Atiminum, is heavier. The successive 
reductions of the as belong to Roman numismatics, and it is only 
necessary here to add that they affected the local bronze coinages 
as Italy fell under the rule of the republic. The silver coinages, 
on the other hand, survived fora longer time throughout the 
Greek cities. Apart from the complicated salver coinage of 
Etruria, and from the Roman Issues, we find in central Italy 
s few silver coins (the unit of 1.18 grammes being the equivalent, 
at the rate of pod a bronze as of x-ro ox.) and a large silver 
coinage of didrechnie and smaller denominations in lower Italy. 

This was Mbiefly lead by the easkhy mats *bleb dotted the 
coots of Campania, Calabria, Luesnia and the Brett& We 
find Etruscan inscriptions on the coins of Etruria, and Oscan on 
some of those of middle and lower Italy, where they are edified 
in number and style by the Greek issues. The chief silver 
standards of S. Italy are (1) the Campanian (with a didrar.hm 
of 7.4z grammes); (a) the Italic, with a stater of 8•16 grammes, 
divided into thirds; and (3) the Tarentine, with a stater of 8.31 
grammes, divided Into halves. The Tarentine stater was known 
as sokince. The independent coinage of Italy, with one exception, 
came to an end in 89 3.c. 

Beginning in the north of Italy, the first coins that strike us 
are those of Populonia in Etruria. The silver money of this 
place is generally of the peculiar fabric in which the reverse is left 
perfectly plain. The sea grave of upper and middle Italy was 
largely dominated by the issues of the Roman mints at Rome 
and Cepa (to be treated later). Samilum shows us a curious 
revival of native salver money after the local coinage of the Italian 
towns bad been almost abolished by Rome. It was the result of 
the Social or Marsfc War of the confederate tribes, who struck 
for Italy against the Roman supremacy during the years between 
oo and 88 to c. The coins present the heed of Italia,and reverse 
types, of which the most striking are warriors, varying In number, 
taking an oath over a sacrificial pig, and a bull for Italy goring 
the prostrate wolf of Rome. The inscriptions are Oscan or 
Latin. 

Certain of the Greek towns of Italy deserve special mention for 
the splendour of their caleage—beautiful in style and delicate in 
execution. In °trawls (leaving the Romano-Campanian 
for later notice) the two most interesting currencies are ot awe 

WCame and NespoSs, the:Indere Naples. Comae presents gsw,,,_18.1 
 money of the archaic and the early fine style. •""' 

in which last we first observe the peculiar naivete of waters 
Greek art before it had attained elaboration. The abundant silver 
coins of Neapolis are of the early and the late fine periods and of the 
decline. The types are usually the head of the drat 

Pl  snore rarely Athene; the reveres prepense the man-bsidttlentiuga 
common on Calumnious money, and peed* meant for the riversod 
Achelons, father of the Sirens. The bronze money Is of good Sty% 
sad age has beautified it with the rich blue or green uuac tie due to the 
sedpluitons soil. When we mach Calabria the Greek money gardes 
us in astonishing wealth of beauty in the currency of the opulent and 
luxurious mart of Tarentum, second only to Syracuse in the whole 
West, of all the man periods of art, and including in the age of its 
present prosperity and its fall (the time of the contest with Rome) 
the most abundant gold issues of any Greek city. The gold money of 
Tarentum (see Plate) is a delight to the eye, with the varied beauty 
of its gem-like type,which, while they show the gem-engraver's art, 
prove the keowe of the rich but opaque meanie 
material. Several heads of divinitiessdorn these coins, and the chid 
reverse types relate to the!wader, founder, Tams, son of Poseidon. 
Always a youth, he 	as &minim., perhaps as horseman,, 
sad riding 	

appears
ng on a dolphin.—the familiar Tarentine type. The most 

remarkable subject represents him with out stretched arms pra 
to Poseidon, probably in allusion to the Tarentines' appeal to 
for aid about 346 ac. (Pl. 1. fig. 3). The salver coinage is 	y of 
didradims of reduced Corinthian weight. The prevalent type is 
Tares seated on a dolphin; in the earliest money the type isant it 
and repeated incise on the reverse; afterwards this subject occu 
the reverse, and, itself a charming composition. is delightfully vaned. 
On the early fine cans the pen* or densa_ personified generally as 
▪ youth, often holding a spindle, occupies the obverse, but gives place 
in the 4th century to a horseman in various attitudes, affording great 
scope to the engraver's shall; probably he is Tams himself, save when 
he is a full-grown warrior. These representations illustrate the 
famed horsemanship of the Tarentines, and refer to contests and 
games which were probably load. Heracles in Lennie shows us 
didrachms of the fine age, with heads of Athene and subjects cots 
netted with Heracles; the coated with the Nemean lion is most 
skilfully treated, and the series is very characteristic of the gem- 
engraver's art. The powerful city of Metepontum begins with early 
coins having the incurs reveres, and then displays a long series 
stretching down to the decline of art. The constant type, which 
recurs with the heraldic instinct of the West. is the ear of barley, 
reminding us of the "golden harvest" (wan& Nen) which the 
Metapontines dedicated-  at Delphi. Like the Tarentine badge. it 
first occupies the obverse, thee the reverse, balanced by a charming 
series of heads of divinities. Persephone is the most appropriate 
counterpart ; we also note heads of Concordia ('tisane) and Hymns, 
marked by an ingenuous grace peculiar to the early fine work of the 
Western school, of Leucippos the founder as a helmeted warrior 
(occurring on a tare tetradrachm and the usual didradims), and 
many other types of unusual variety and originality of conception. 
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Poseidon= issued edits from the mosaic paled. (beginning midi 
the usual Meuse• fabric) to its capture by .the. Lucanisas early 
in the 4th century. Its successor Paestum began to coin about 
3oo, and was allowed to keep its mint 'open even after 89 e.c.. 
when all other local mints in Italy were cWed, until the time ` me of 
Tiberius. 

The ancient Sybans, famous for ber luxury, has left sedmic coins: 
she was, however, destroyed by. Croton in 5 to B.C. The Athenian 
colony of Thurium eventually arose near the site of the old Sybaris 
In 443, and immediately began to issue a splendid series of coins. 
Not only is the face of the coin occupied by the head of Athena, and 
the great currency, as at Athens, of tetrachuchms. but the severe 
beauty of the style points to the direct influence of the art of central 
Greece (Pt. I. fig. 4). The bead of Athene is covered by a helmet 
adorned first wit a wreath of olive and then a splendid figure of the 
sea-monster Scylla. The reverse shows a bull butting (aeasen), In 
a strikingly ideal form. Probably the obverse type =forth the nearest 
reflection of the reastapiece of Fluidise, or at least the closest 
following of his style. 
• Vella, the last colony of Pbocaea, whose citizens sailed away to 

the far wait rather than submit to the Persian tyrant (544 itc.), 
shows coins from its 	tion. The pieces of fine work witness to 
as Asiatic origin in the types of the bon, devouring the stag or as 
• single device, while the obverse displays the bead of Athene so 
much in favour in Magna Graecia. 	style, which lacks strength 
but not beauty, is Italian, and we see no trace of the pictorial qualities 
of lommt art, which indeed had not taken its mature form wilco 
the ed..s left the mother country. 

The Snarl are the first native Italians whom we find striking 
a fair Greek coinage. Their gold and silver is Dilate style, the gold 
presenting the head of Poseidon and Thetis on a sea•horse, the 
silver the head of Thetis and the figure of Poseidon, both with other 
subjects. Oudot& has early coins .  unning down to the early fine = mythologically interesting in type, mid the later with a 

dully designed stag on the reverse. For Croton the ruling type 
is the tripod. The eagle occurs on the obverse and the tripod on the 
reverse. The bird of Zeus is inferior to that at Agngentum, as this 

is inferior to the eagle of Ella. We note also beautiful types of 
tlssseles seated, one of marvellously delicate work, on the reverse of 
which Apollo aims an arrow at the Python from behind his tripod—.
a remarkable composition. Me other Heracles types form a most 
interesting series of recollections, " memory sketclies_," of a famous 
statue. the pone of which recalls the so.called Theseus of the 
Pardssoon. while the obverse presents the 

head 
 of the Hera Lack= 

worth on the promontory close by. The latest coins, like the 
ones of Metapontum, are weak and pretty. The Money of the 

Epixephyrii affords two mieleuspei of reverse, Eke= seated, 
of fine style, with the legend . W.M -A011PELN,. and the Intet ynt 
more remarkable subjvf Roma seated while Fists crowns her, the 

end hem PCtMAIMIZTtti■ AOICKIN. 'Them are beautiful coins 
of -the littielmown town of Pandosia, bearing the bead of the 
Panda= (?); the reverse has the river Oath= a splendid headnlYInt 
Lacinian Hera, and Pan. 

Rb'thad=n 
was 

 great 	currency of tetradrachms prevails. 
as closet Sicilian 

	
with Messene in Sicily opposite, 

Anatilaus, tyrant of ithegiann from 494 to 476 LC., early in his rule 
acquired Messene throughSamian adventurers. The cows of both 
tow= at first present Saurian types, and then, the Sarnia= having 
been expelled, 

 
Anathemas been  his Olympic victory in the 

=thecae. The same type appear at Messene and last longer. 
In both cases the reverse bears a running hare. an animal which 
Anemia= Introduced into Sicily. The later 5th-century coisar of 
Rhegi

poum
llo shows a seated figure of the Rhegine Dmmi, and a fide had 

of A, by the engraver Hippottates. 
The little-known town of Teri= is illustrious as having produced 

• series of silver didrachms which, on the whole, is the most beautiful 
in Italy (PI. I. fig. 5). The obverse has the heed of a goddess, who 
is portrayed winged on the reverse—a wonderfully fine subject, well 
conceived and most delicately executed in a variety of different 
attitudes, some recalling the Victories which adorn the balustrade 
of the temple of Wingless Victory at Athena. Very curiously, the 
money of Terina begins with an archaic coin which bears on .the 
reverse  
olive-wreat 

the 
h
named figure of a Wingless Victory, surrounded by the 

The coinage of Sicily is Greek. The Hellenic and Carthaginian 
colonies of the coast left the barbarous natives undisturbed in the 

inland country, and both issued Greek money, the Skim 
Punk with a tincture of Phoenician style. The coinage 

ranges from the 6th century B.c. until the subjugation of the 
island by the Romans, after which a few cities struck. colonial 
or imperial coins for a short space. The marked periods are 
those of the preponderance of Syracuse from 480 to 3[2 B.C., 
interrupted by the great Carthaginian wars, which were fatal 
to the cities of the southern coast. The coinage is in. gold 
and electrum, mainly issued at Syracuse, in silver and in bronze. 
The standard is Attic, except the earliest money of the Chalcidian  

colonies Ifitnera, Zan& (Memene), and 'Naxos, which follows the 
Aegirietan weight. The metrology of Sicily has a distinct 
relation to that of Italy. Here also there is a double standard, 
saver and bronze, and in consequence an intrusive silver coin, 
differing but little from the obol, weighing 0•87 instead of -73 
grammes, the silver equivalent of the bronze litre, whose name 
It borrows. lite litre in bronze was the Sicilian pound of s t 
grammes, equal to half an Attic mina, and to two-thirds of the 
Roman libra or pound. So important was the lltm in Sicily 
that the silver litre supplanted the obol, and the didrachm was 
sometimes called a stater of ten litme, the decadrachm a piece of 
fifty Vine, pentecontalitron. The leading coin is the tetra-
&scion, not, as in Italy, the didrathm 

The Sicilian money is of extremely careful artistic work, not 
unfrequently even in. the case of bronze allowing for a more 
rapid execution of the die; and the highest technical excellence 
is attained. The art is that of the southern branch of the great 
Western school, generally more skilful than the art of southern 
Italy, but less varied. The earlier fine work has a naive beauty 
peculiar to the West and almost confined to Sicily; all that 
follows is evidently gem-engravers' work. These coins are 
remarkable for the frequency of artists' signatures, which for 
the short period of highest shall are almost universal on the 
larger silver money of Syracuse, and occur less frequently on 
that of the other great cities. Among these artists may be 
mentioned Estacestidas (at Camarine), Eucleidas, &UMW% 
Phrygillus (at Syracuse), Euaenetus (Syracuse, Camarina, 
Catena), Cimon (Messana, Syracuse Pt. I. figs. 7, 8), Herackidas 
and Choirion (Caren). As in Italy, the de dine is more rapid 
than elsewhere in the Greek world, in consequence M the 
inherent weakness of the style; but it is in part due to the 
calamities of the island, as of lower Italy. 

lime fame won by the tyranni and other leading aristocrats of 
Sicily in the great national contests of Hellas, in the race with 
the quadriga, the mule-car and the horse, led to the inuedactioa 
and supremacy of types commemorating these victories, probably 
in most cases those achieved at Olympia. It is obvious that nee 
encase could be so appropriately figured on the coinage; the 
charioteer or the horseman, not the city, was the victor, but at 
the same time the renown of the city was indissolubly connected 
with the citizen who won it. Hence these types are almost 
confined to states ruled by tytanni or oligarchies; outside Siclly 
they are practically only -found at Rhegium when it was closely 
connected with Sicily, at Cyrene, in the money of Philip H. of 
Macedon and at Olynthus and in Eubeea. The bowman is not 
a frequent type; the mule-car is limited to Muscat (and 
Rhegitun); but the quadriga becomes the stereotyped subject 
for the reverse of the great Shilkn tetradradams—the bulk of 
the coinage—and only escapes heraldic sameness by a deafening 
variety in the details. In the age .of finest art a divinity of the 
city takes, is Homeric guise, the place of the charioteer, or 
Victory herself so wins the contest; commonly she bowers 
above, about. to crown the charioteer or the horses. Yet more 
interesting are the types . connected with nature-worship, 
especially those portraying tiver-gods In the form of a man. 
headed bull, or a youth with the budding horns of a calf, or in the 
shape of a dog, and also the subjects of the nymphs of fountains. 
These types occur on either tide of the coin. On nearly all, 
onefide (in early times the raYetie, later tie obverse) is held by 
the head of a divinitY, Persephone and Athene taking the first 
place. 

The leading position which Symms, held in the island iizaksia 
it proper to notice her splendid currency first, the finest Inc 
knowledge of the materials, for skill in amiably filling 
the space, and for delicacy of execution in the whole 
range of Greek money, though we miss the noble simplicity 
of Greece, the strong feeling of western Asia Mime, and the 
simple picturesqueness of Crete. Syracuse was founded in 
734 ac. by Aechias of Corinth, an origin which, remembered 
on beer sides, served her well in later history. In the 6th 
century, perhaps whale still under the oligerdly of the Gamed, 
she issued her mast archaic siker money, which, primitive as 
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it is, gives promise of the care of the later coinage, and begin% 
the agonistic types, thus indicating some early victory at a great 
Hellenic contest. Gelo, tyrant of Gela, won the chariot race at 
Olympia in 488 B.C., secured Syracuse in 485 B.C., And, when 
the Carthaginians, probably by agreement with Xerxes, invaded 
Sicily, utterly routed them at the great battle of Himera (48o 
a.c.), the Salamis of the West. These events find their record 
in the issue and subjects of his Syracusan money, which, however, 
was struck, as usual in that age, In the name of the people. 
The chariot type is varied, for Victory appears hovering above 
the charioteer, about to crown the horses, and the coins issued 
after the great battle show the lion of Libya beneath , the car in 
the exergue (P1. L fig. 6). These last pieces are fixed in date by 
the famous story how Cello's wife Demarete, having gained 
favourable terms for the vanquished Carthaginians, was presented 
by them with a hundred talents of gold, by means of which 
were coined the great silver pieces of fifty litrae or ten dracluns, 
which were called after her Demareteia. They bear the head of 
Victory, crowned with laurel, and the quadriga and lion. The 
battle of Himera and the death of Gelo (478 we.) fix the data of 
these remarkable coins, which close the archaic series of Syracuse 
and give us a fixed point in Greek art, at about 479 P.C. 

Hiero (478-.166 s.c.), the brother and successor of Gelm 
continues the same types, alluding, as Head well remarks (kg. 
cit.), to his great victory over the Etruscans off Cumae (474 e.c.). 
by the marine monster in the exergue of the reverse which 
denotes the vanquished maritime power. It is to be noted that 
as Gelo introduces the Victory in the chariot type, so in the 
'horseman type we now first see Victory crowning the rider. 
Gel* had won an Olympic victory in the four-horse contest, 
hero in the horse-race, though he also won with the four horses 
in the Pythian games. With hero's money we say farewell 
to archaic art. The female heads on the obverse now have the 
eye in profile and show beauty and variety, and the horses are 
even exceptionally represented in rapid action. With the short 
rule of Thrasybulus, the last brother of the house, it came to an 
end, and the age of the democracy (466-406 s.c.) began. The 
victories by land and sea of Gelo and hero bad established the 
power of the city on a sure basis, and fifty years of prosperity 
followed. To the earlier part at this age belong the beautiful 
transitional coins in which the female heads are marked by a 
youthful simplicity of beauty combined with fanciful and even 
fantastic treatment of the hair; the reverses remain extremely 
severe. Towards the close of this age, beginning about, 430, 
there are very fine works, the first signed coins, with the old 
dignity yet with greater freedom of style, the horses of the 
quadriga in rapid movement. 

The victory of Syracuse in the contest with Athens was the 
occasion for the reissue of ten-drachm pieces, commonly but 
erroneously called medallions. On the reverses of these are a 
victorious chariot and a panoply of arms, representing the 
prizes offered at the games by which the Syracusans con)- 
tnemorated the defeat of the Athenians on the Aesinarus in 
413- On the obverses is the bead of the local nymph Arethusa. 
The designs are by the artists Cimon (PL L fig. 8), Euaenetus, 
and a third who is nameless. These pieces continued to 
be issued down to about 36o a.c. through the Dionysian 
period. Contemporary with them are numerous splendid tetra-
drachms—signed and unsigned—as well as the first gold 
and bronze issued by Syracuse. The interference of Dion 
in Syracusan politics (357-353) was marked by the intro-
duction of an electrum coinage, and of a silver didrachm of 
Corinthian type, corresponding in weight to the tridrachin of 
Corinth, and with the suns types, the bead of Athena and the 
Pegasus. The Dionysian dynasty closed in anarchy, until 
Syracuse appealed to Corinth, and Timoleon was sent to restore 
miler (344 n.c.).. His advent marks an epoch in Sicilian coinage. 
He restored the gold coinage and issued various silver coins 
which allude to Corinth and to Aunty, and under his influence 
many small cities in Sicily awoke to political life as nurrabers of 
Tinsokon's league and issued a scanty but interesting bronze 
coinage. Its Smarms democracy was ovetthinem ifi 317 B.C.  

and the city seised by Agathecles (317-589 •a.9.), the worst 
of the tyrants of Syracuse. In the course of his reign he adopted 
the royal style, and his coins, a reflection of earlier work, give 
his name first without and then with the title king—a double 
innovation. The most interesting of his coins are those which 
bear allusions to his campaign in Africa. 

The tyrant llicetas (288-28o s.c.) and the next ruler, Pyrrhus, 
king of Epirus (278-a75 s.c.), continue the coinage, Pyrrhus 
issuing money in the name of the Syracusans and also striking 
his own pieces. The departure of Pyrrhus led to the establish-
ment by Hiero II. (c. 27o-216 n.c.) of a dynasty which, so long 
as he ruled, restored the ancient prosperity and preponderance 
of the rule of his namesake. At first content with inscribing 
his name alone, he soon not only takes the titre of king, conferred 
on him in the early years of his reign, but also places his portrait 
on the money. Of his time is the beautiful portrait of his queen 
Philistis. The money of the short reign of Hieronymus (215- 
214 a.c.) and of the brief democracy which fell before the Romans 
(214-212 a.c.) close the independent series of this great city. 
But her name still appears in bronze money issued after the 
conquest. 

Taking the rest of the, money.  of Sicily in alphabetical order, we 
first note a very fine bronze coin bearing a beautiful femaleau.heaa: 
perhaps that of Sicilia, crowned with myrtle, and a lyre, ah, 
which belongs to the time of Timoleon's league. This coin 
is conjecturally attributed to Adranum. The first great 
town Is Agr:igentum, represented by archaic, transitional, Sirbr. 
and fine coins, the fine series ending with the overthrow of the city 
by the Carthaginians in 406 s.c.—a blow from which it never re-
coveted. The usual types are the eagle and the fresh-water crab, 
but in the age of finest art we see two eagles devouring a hare (cf. 
Aeschylus, nem. log seq.) and a victorious chariot; these occur In 
the rare dccadrachm (Pl. 1. fig. 9). tin which the river-od Acragas 
himself drives the car, and the tetradrachms. The eagle is superior 
to that of Crown, inferior to that of Elie. Many of the bronze coins 
are of good work. The type most worthy of note is the head of a 
river-god, with the name Acmgas, which was that of the local stream, 
and on the reverse an eagle standing on an Ionic capital, the Olympic 
turning-post. The success of Agrigentum at the games is attested by 
Pindar, while Virgil (Am. lid. 704), Gratius (Cyner. 526) arid Silius 
!mikes (xi., no) mention its ancient renown for horses. 

The money of Carnarina is of especial beauty and interest. Camar-
ina struck but few coins before the year of liberation (461), soon after 
which was issued a didrachm having on the obverse a helmet upon a 
round shield and on the reverse a parr of greaves, between which is a 
dwarf palm. This piece is followed by tetradrachms and didrachms 
of the best period, most beautiful in style, and varying a little from 
difference of age. The tetradrachms bear on the obverse the head 
of Heractes in the lion's skin, and on the reverse Athena as a victor at 
the Olympic games in a quadriga. It was Athena, protector of the 
city (*.Woo Heats), whose sacred grove was made more illustrious 
by the success of Psaumis. The didrachms have on the obverse the 
head of a river-god, portrayed as a young man with small horns and 
with wet hair. Of the two rivers of Camarina, the Oanus and the 
Hipparis, the Hipparis is here represented, for in one case the name 
is given on the corn. Pindar seems to show the same preference, for, 
while he merely mentions the Oanus (verso& . . . 'pea), he speaks 
of the sacred channels by which the Hipparis watered the city (repots 
hccolly,Irmarat slew ipati orpar6P). On the reverse the nymph 
Caraanna ('tlamuo0 Ofryamp Kapapfra) is seen carried across 
her lake (tyraptar . • . Masa.) by a swan swimming with expanded 
wings, while she aids it by spreading her veil in the manner of a sail. 
Some of these didrachms have on either side, around the chief 
device, fresh-water fishes. The series of Catana comprises fide archaic 
tetradrachms and others of the time of the best art. The archaic 
tetradrachms have the types of a river in the form of a man-headed 
bull and of the figure of Victory, of a type remarkably advanced for 
the time at which they were struck. From 476 to 461, under the 
name of Aetna, its coinage is represented especially by a unique 
tetradrachm (PI. I. fig. to), with a wonderful head a Silenus. and Zeus 
as the god of the vokano holding a thunderbolt and a sceptre made 
of a vine-branch• before him is an eagle perched on one of the 
Aetnaean pines. The head of Apollo succeeds, with for reverse the 
victorious quadriga, in one case passing the turning-post, an Ionic 
column. Historically interesting is a small silver coin issued by 
Catana and Leontini in alliance between 405 and 03. Eryz towards 
the end of the sth century produced some rare tetradrachms on 
which Eros is represented at the knees of his mother, asking for the 
dove which she holds. 

Gels is represented by coins of which the archaic tetradrachms 
must be especially mentioned. They have on the ob erse the fore-
part of the river-god Gelas, whence the city took its name. The Colas 
is represented as a bull, having the face of a bearded man, On the 
revel:seism victoriouatpsadtiga. in some easniples represented passing 
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an look column; as on coins of Catana. -  A beautiful tetradrachm 
represents the city goddess (SosiPolis) placia

t
g • wreath on the head 

of the monstrous river-god. A little later is  etradrachm which has 
types of the had of the Galas as &young man horned surrounded 
by fishes, and on the mettle Victory in a biga with a wreath 

Small gold coins, and a didrachm representing a Gelean 
eavahyman spearing an Athenian hoplite, are among the coins issued 
shortly before the fall of Gels in 405. The money of Himera is of 
great interest. The oldest didrachms of Himera, which probably 

e6 gar in the 6th century e.c., bear on the obverse a cock and on the 
reverse an incase pattern; later, a hen. During the time that Them 
of Agrigentuto held the city (before 48o to 472), the crab of 
Agrigentum appears on the didrachms. The transitional tetra. 
drachms bear on the one side a victorious quadriga and on the other a 

71"nymph sacrificing, near whom a little Menus stands under the stream 
foontain issuing from a lion's head in • wall. Leontinl is repte-

sented by tetradrachms with the bead of Apollo and the victorious 
ear, which gives place to a lion's head. The series of Messene begins, 
when the town was called Zanele, or, as it is writtehivion the coins, 
Dancle, with early drachms ot smaller pieces of the enetan weight, 
and of very =hale work. On the obverse is a dolphin, and around 
it a sicklei on the reverse the earliest pieces repeat the same design 
incuse (as 111  the earliest coinage of S. Italy), but later we find a shell 
In the midst of an !muse pattern. The place is said to have received 
its name on account of the resemblance of the harbour to a sickle 
(ferAiv or 01104). Next to these first coins of Zancle may be 
pla 

Samian 
 , as the 
types 

 oldest piece of the Attic weight, a tetradrachm
o 
 with 

the , a lion's scalp on ne side and on the ther 
head of a calf, and bearing the inscription MERZENION. This 
coin was doubtleas struck during the rule of the Samians, who 
took the place about 494 s.c., at the instigation of Anaxila us, tyrant 
of Rhegium, by whom they were subsequently expelled (Thucyd. 
vi. 4). The next pieces are the earliest of those which have on the 
obverse the mule-car and on the reverse a running bare, like the 
contemporary coins of Rhum, with the same devices and equally 
of the rule of Anaidlaus. Thaw types cease at Rhegium, though 
they continue at Messene, some of the tetradrachms bearing them 
being of the age of fine art. About 450 there must have been a 
temporary restoration of the Zancleans, who struck a tetrad:earn 
with Poseidon and the dolphin as types. A fine piece of rather later 
date represents Pan caressing a hare. When the town bad been seized 
(287 s.c.) by the Mainertini, money was struck with their name. 
Naxos is represented by early Aeginetic drachms with an archaic 
bead of Dionysus. Immediately after the year of liberation (461) it 
produced a tetradraclun with a head of Dionysus and, on the reverse, 
a squatticleaus. remarkable for the study of anatomical detail 
(see PL I. t). These types are repeated in a less severe style some 
fifty years later, when also an engraver Prudes signs some pretty 
&drachms. Segeata  is represented by coins from about 480 B.C. 
We first notice the had of the nymph gesta and a hound, probably 
the river-god Crimisus; then the same type for reverse associated 
with a young hunter accompanied by two bounds—a charming 
composition. Another interesting type is a victorious car driven by 
Persephone, who carries ears of corn. 

In the series of the city of Selinus toe firk coins are didrachms, 
bearing on the obverse a leaf and on the reverie an incase square. 
The city and the river of the same name no doubt derived their 
name from the plant cAner (probably wild celery, A pima gramilens), 
the leaf of which must be here intended. Tetradmchms and 
didrachms of transitional and of good art have devices of more than 
usual interest. The obverse exhibits a river-god, sometimes the 
Selinus, sometimes the Hypsas, sacrificing at an altar to the god of 
healing. while on the drachm a wading-bird is sometimes seen 
behid him, as ifdeparting. The obverse of the didrnchms shows 
Heracles subduing the bell, and the reverse of the tetradrachms 
generally shows a quadriga in which Apollo stands drawing his bow, 
while Artemis is charioteer. The reference in all these cases must be 
to the driving away of the pestilence from the neighbourhood of 
Selinus by the draining of the marshes. 

The Siculo-Punie coins, that is. those actually struck by the 
Carthaginians in Sicily, "will beat be dealt with under Carthage. 
below. 

The islands of Pdelita,Ciatdos and Cosaura near Sicily issued late 
coins which belong to the African series, showing a curious mixture of 
Phoenician and Egyptian elements in some of their types. Of Lipara 
there is heavy bronze money an the Sicilian system, having on the 
obverse a head of Hephaestus. or sometimes a figure of the same 
divinity seated, holding a hammer and a vases  which be seems to 
have just formed. 

In the Tanric Chersonese then are interesting coins, In the 
three metals, of the city of Panticapaeum, the modern Batch. 

Their 'obverse usually bears the head of Pan and their 
Ths mass reverse a griffin and other Cho. 	 sulects; some are of fine 

Sumatia we may notice the autonomous and bipedal pieces 
of Olbia, which alone amongst Greek cities produced a series 
of cut bronze coins, and in Dada the series bearing the name 
of the province. The Roman colonis Viminacium in upper 
Moeda is represented by numerous coins ad a late time. Of 
latrus, in lower Moesia, there are drachms having a strange type 
on the obverse, representing two beardless heads, side by side, 
the one upright and the other upside down; on the reverse is 
an eagle devouring a fish. The style of these coins is in general 
fair, though It sometimes approaches to barbarism. Apollonia 
Pontica produced fine silver coins with a head of Apollo and an 
anchor. There are abundant Greek imperial coins of Mercian°. 
polls and Nkopolis, while Tond is represented in this darn as 
well as by autonomous money. 

The coins of Thrace are of high interest. Here and in Mace-
donia we observe the early efforts of barbarous tribes to coin 
the produce of their silver mines, and the me  splendid 
issues of the Greek colonies; and we see In the weights 
the Influence of the Asiatic Greeks and the Athenians. The 
oldest coins are of the early sth century az., and there are 
othera of all subsequent times, both while the country was 
independent and while it was subject to the Romans, until 
the cessation of Greek coinage. Some of the best period are of 
the highest artistic merit. So long as they maintain any general 
distinctive peculiarities of fabric and design, that is, from their 
commencement until the age of Philip, the Thracian coins 
resemble those of Macedonia. The money of Abdera comprises 
tetradrachms and smaller coma of the periods of archaic and 
fine art, all but the latest of the Phoenician standard, ultimately 
superseded by the Perak. The principal type is a seated griffin, 
copied from its mother-city, Taos. The reverse type, an Meuse 
square, has at first four divisions, but in the age of the finest 
art contains a variety of beautiful subjects, the signets of the 
magistrates. Aenus is remarkable for the great beauty of some 
of its coins. These are tetradrachms of Attic weight, of the late 
archaic and best ages. The interesting turaing-point from growth 
to maturity is um in a vigorous head of Hermes in profile, 
wearing the petasus. A little later Is the splendid series of 
facing heads, the broad, severe, and sadptural treatment of 
which is truly admirable, and Tar superior to the more showy 
handling of the same subject in later drachms. A gdat is the 
reverse type of the larger cons. The money of the city of 
Byzantium begins with coins on the Perak standard of good 
style, having on the obverse a bull above a dolphin and on the 
reverse an incase square of four divisions, and doses with the 
series of bronze coins issued under the empire. The star and 
crescent type first appears in the Roman period. Of Maronea, 
anciently famous for its wine, there is an interesting series, 
among which we notice fine tetradrachms of Phoenician weight, 
having on the obverse a prancing hone and on the reverse a 
vine within a square. The standard changes to Persic, of wkich 
there is a beautiful series of didrachms. Then the series is in-
terrupted by the rule of the Macedonian kings, and resumed in 
a barbarous coinage of the native Thracian, issued in the second 
and first centuries before the Christian era, consisting of spread 
Attic tetradrachms with the types of the head of beardless 
Dionysus crowned with ivy and on the other side his figure. 
The Greek imperial coins of Pautalia and Perinthus are worthy 
of notice. Among those of the latter town we may mention 
fine pieces of Antoninus Pius and Severus, and large coins, 
commonly called medallions, of Caracaa and other emperors. 
The money of the imperial class issued by Philippopolis, Serdica 
and Trajampolis should also be noticed. In the Thracian 
Chersonese the most important series is one of small autonomous 
silver pieces, probably of the town of Cantle. There is a limited 
but highly interesting group of coins of Thracian kings and 
dynasts. The earliest are of kings of the Odrysae, including 
Spamdoeus and Seuthes I., who began to reign in 424 B 

and whose money bears the two remarkable inscriptions =MA 
ROMMA and 1111Y0A APTYPION. It closes with the issues of 
Roman vassals, such as Cotys IV. (4.o. 12-0). Lysimachns, 
commonly classed as king of Thrace, belongs to the group of 

Greek style. The gold is of h er weight than usual, 
owing to the cheapness of the metal at this place. 

The money of Sarrnatia, of Dada, and of upper and lower 
Mode, is chiefly brooms of the Graeoo-Roman clam In 
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Alexander'(*waders soceessors (see below). Among the Wands 
of Thrace, Imbros with its trace of Pelasgic worship, and, equally 
with Lemnos, showing evidence of Athenian dominion, and 
Samothrace with the Asiatic worship of Cybele yield in interest 
to Theses. Here • long and remarkable currency begins with 
very early Persic didrachms, the obverse type a Snell= carrying 
a nymph, the reverse an incase square of four divisions. Under 
the Athenian supremacy we see a decline of weight, and in style 
the attainment of high excellence. After this we observe coins 
of Phoenician weight, bearing for their obverse type* the head 
of Dionysus. These are of the best period of art, and some 
tetradrachms are among the very finest Greek coins. The head 
of Dionysus is treated In a sculptural style that I remarkably 
broad and grand. The massive, powerful features, and the formal 
hair, nearly falling to the neck in regular curls like those of the 
full beard, are relieved by a broad wreath of ivy-leaves, designed 
with great delicacy and simplicity. The reverse bears a Heracles 
kneeling on one knee and discharging his bow—a subject 
powerfully treated. Of a far later period there are large 
tetradrachms, much resembling those of Maronea, with the 
same type of the beardless Dionysus, but on the reverse 
Heracles. 

The money of Macedonia both civic and regal is of great 
variety and interest. It begins at an early time, probably 
Macs. 	towards the end of the 6th century s.c. The old pieces 
amp, 	are of silver, bronze having come into use a century 

later, and gold about the middle of the 4th century 
s.c The character of the coinage resembles that of Thrace; 
the earliest pieces are of the Phoenician, Babylonic and Attic 
standards. The most remarkable denominations are the pieces 
of eight and twelve Phoenician drachms. The largest coins are 
of the time of Alexander L (498-454), and somewhat earlier, 
and indicate the metallic wealth of the country more than its 
commercial activity. The chief groups of coins are those of the 
Panama, Bisaltian, Strymonian and Chalcidian districts, of 
the kings of Macedon and Paeonia, and of Macedon under the 
Romans. This last series begins with the coins of the " regions " 
issued by permission of the senate and bearing the name of the 
Macedonians, from sett to is° a.c.; these are followed by coins 
of the Roman generals against Andriscus and of the pretender 
himself, and, from 146 onwards, of the Roman province. Under 
the empire a large series of bronze coins was issued in the name 
of the Koinon, i.e. the provincial diet. As regards the earlier 
civic coinage: the coinage of Acanthus comprises fine archaic 
tetradrachms of Attic weight and others of Phoenician weight 
and very vigorous in style, of the commencement 6f the period 
of good art. The type of their obverse is a lion seizing a bull 
(d. Herodot. vii. ire f.). The money of Aeneia is chiefly interest-
ing from its bearing the head of the hero Aeneas; and on one 
extraordinary coin of archaic fabric, an Attic tetradrachm, the 
subject is the hero carrying Anchises from Troy, preceded by 
Creusa carrying Meanies; this is in date before see s.c. The 
town of Ampldpolis is represented by • long series. There are 
Phoenician tetradrachms of about 400 B.C. having on the obverse 
a head of Apollo, facing, sometimes in a splendid style, which 
recalls the art of the immediate successors of Pheidias (Pl. I. fig. 
Is). The reverse type is a flaming race-torch in an Incest square. 
The territory of Chalcidice is eminent for the excellence of some 
of its Over coins. There is a very early Attic tetradrachm of 
Olyntlum, with a quadriga, and an eagle within a double square, 
which reminds us of the ides of the great Sicilian currencies, 
the record of Olympic victory. The Phoenician tetradrachms 
of the best period struck by the Chalcidian Lague (392-376 D.C., 
and later), Olynthus being probably the mint, aged great stylistic 
interest (Pt. I. fig. x3). The obverse bears the head of Apollo in 
profile crowned with laurel. It is in very high relief and treated 
with great simplicity, though not with the severity of somewhat 
earlier pieces. The delicacy of the features is balanced by the 
simple treatment of the hair and the broad wreath of laurel. 
On the reverse is a lyre. There is an early series of coins of Lete, 
none later than about 480. The obverse type is • satyr with a 
nymph, and as the reverse is an home square divided fourfold,  

first diagonally and then in squares. Mende has money of Attic 
weight, the types being connected with Sllenus, who on a tetra-
drachm of fine style is portrayed reclining, a wine-vase in his 
hand, on the back of an ass; the reverse bears a vine. Of 
Neapolis (Datenon) there are early coins with the Gorgon's 
head and the incuso square, which in the period of fine art gives 
way to a charming head of the " Virgin Goddess " crowned with 
olive. The coins of Philippi in'the three metals are mainly of 
the time of Philip II., who, having found a rich gold mine near 
Crenides, changed its name to Philippi. The gold coins are 
Attic staters, the silver pieces of the Phoenician or Macedonian 
weight, like Philip's own money. The earliest bear the name of 
the " Thesis= of the Mainland," who immediately preceded 
Philip's colony. All bear the head of young lieracles in a lion's 
skin, and a tripod. Imperial pieces were struck by the city as 
a =Ionia. There is a long but late series of Thessalonica which 
in the time of the regions was the mint of the second region; 
the numerous bronze coins of the Roman period show a figure of 
Cabirus among other types. Uranopolis has a few coins with 
very curious astronomical types, probably issued by the eccentric 
Alexarchus, brother of Cassander. The issues of the Thmco-
Macedonians are extremely interesting. They are all just 
anterior to, or it may be contemporary with, Alexander 1. of 
Macedon. The leading coins are octadrachms of the Phoenician 
standard. They have usually but one type, the reverse bearing 
a quadripartite incase square. Their sudden appearance and 
heavy weight are due to the working of the silver mines on the 
border of Macedonia and Thrace. The usual types are a warrior 
leading a horse or a yoke of oxen. The coins bear the names of 
the &settee, Gees, king of the Edoni, the Orrescil and other 
tribes. Besides these there are very curious Attic decadrachnui 
of the Derroniana of Sithonia, bearing the unusual type of an 
ox-car, in which is a figure seated, and on the reverse a symbol 
of three legs. 

The oldest coins of the Macedonian kings are of Alexander L, from 
498 to 454 u.c the contemporary of Xerxes. These are Phoenician 
octadrachms, having on the obverse a cavalryman by the jaw mr  
side of a horse, and coins of a lower denomination with the Aare.  
same or a similar type. The money of Alexander's deal.. 
successors illustrates the movement of art. but it is not 
until the reign of Philip II. that we have an abundant coinage. He 
first strikes gold pieces, chiefly Attic didrachms, from the produce of 
his mine near Philippi (Pl. I. fig. 14). They are of fair style, and bear on 
the obverse the head of Ares. On the reverse is a victorious Olympic 
biga. These coin,/ were afterwards known as esSinisrets and the gold 
money of Alexander as ',0466,sisei—appellations which probably 
did not include larqeror smaller pieces. Horace calls the gold coins 
of Philip " Philips (" regale norrusma Philippos." Etirst. si. T. 232). 
The silver coinage of Philip is mainly composed of tetradtachms 
of the Phoenician standard (Ft I. fig. Is). Their type of obverse is a 
head of Zeus and of reverse either a horseman wearing a causia or a 
victor in the horse-race with a palm—these last coins being the best 
of Philip's., although the horse is clumsy. 

The coinage of Alexander the Great, both in the number of the 
cities where it was issued and in its abundance, excels all other 
Greek regal motley :  but its art is, without being despicable, far 
below excellence. The system of both gold and silver is Attic. The 
gold coins are distaters or gold tetradrachms. staters or didmchnis 
(see Pl. I. fig. r7),'hemistaters or drachms, with their half or a smaller 
denomination. The types of the distaters or staters. which last were 
the most common pieces, are for the obverse the head of Athena and 
for the reverse Victory bearing a naval standard. The largest silver 
piece Is the decadrachm, which is of extreme rarity. The types of 
the tetradrachms and most of the lower coins are on the obverse the 
head of Heraclea in the lion's skin and on the reverse Zeus seated, bear- 

itnVent 
an  12er

le (PI. i6). The head has been supposed 
o Alexander. but this is not the case, although there may 

be some assimilation to his portrait. The great currency was of 
tetradrachms. The coinage was struck in different cities, dis-
tinguished by proper symbols and monograms. The classification of 
the series is difficult, but is raduallradvancing. (For Alexander's 
Eastern coinage see l  iv. Onental Coins.) 

The coinage of Alexander is followed by that of Philip Arrhidaeui, 
with the same types in gold and silver. That of Alexander IV. was 
issued by Ptolemy I. alone. In these coins thb types of Alexander 
were modified, the dead king being represented with the ram's horn 
of Ammon, and wearing an elephant's skin head-d and aegis. 
Meanwhile Seleucus. Lysimachus, Antigonus, king of Asia, struck 
Alexander's money with their own names, and the tetra drachms of 
Macedonia were generally of this kind until the time of Philip V. 
The same coinage, marked by a large flat form. was reissued later by 
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various cities, especially of western Asia, when the Romans. after the 
battle of Magnesia in leo s.c., restored the liberties which Alexander 
had granted. The series of Alexandrine money it interrupted by 
various small coinages and the later issues of Lysimachus. Icing of 
Thrace. with a fine portrait—head of Alexander with the ram's horn. 
as the son of Zeus Ammon. a work sometimes worthy of Lysippus 
and an excellent indication of his style. The reverse has • figure of 
Athena holding a little Victory (PI. I. fig. 19). The coins of Demetrius 
I. (Polioreetes) comprise fine tetrad ms, some of the types of which 
have an historic relereoce. They bear either on the obverse his 
portrait with a bull's horn and on the reverse a figure of Poseidon, or 
on the one side a winged female figure (Victory) on the prow of a 
galley, blowing a trumpet, and on the other Poseidon striking with 
his trident. The latter types cannot be doubted to relate to the great 
naval victory which Demetrius gained over Ptolemy in 306; the 
Victory reproduces the " Victory of Sarnothrace." dedicated by 
Demetrius and now in the Louvre. The tetradrachms of Antigonus 
I. (Gonatas). which are of inferior style and work to those of 
Demetrius, have types which appear to refer in like manner to the 
great event of his time. The obverse type is a Macedonian buckler 
with the bead of Pan in the midst, and the reverse type Athens 
Promachos. The head of Pan is supposed to have been taken as a 
device in consequence of the panic which led to the discomfiture of 
the Gauls at Delphi. Another pair of types, the had of Poseidon 
and Apollo seated on the prow of a warship, probably refers to the 
victory of Leucolla about 258 a.C. The tetradrachms of Philip V. 
have on the obverse a head in the helmet of Perseus, representing 
probably Philip's son, Perseus. in the character of that hero. The 
reverse ban a club. Other tetradrachms and smaller coins have a 
simple portrait of Philip. The tetradrachms of Perseus are of fair 
style, considering the time at which they were struck. They bear 
on one side the king's head and on the other in eagle on a thunder- 
bolt. Andriscue (Philip VI., 150-149 s.c.) issued tetradmchrns some 
of which represent him as Perseus. The coins of the Paeonian kings 
(from about 359 to 286 s.c.) show Macedonian influence. but are 
semi-barbarous, 

The coin systems of northern Greece, Thessaty, Writs, 
Corcyra, Acarnania and Aetolia present certain difficulties 

which disappear if we consider them as originally 
Tbrisab% Aeginetan, modified in the west by Corinthian, and 
later by Roman, influence. The coinage of Thessaly represents 
very few specimens of a remote period, while pieces of the best 
time are numerous. These are in general remarkably like the 
finest coins of Sicily and Italy, although the style is simpler. 
The prevalence of the horse and horseman is significant. The 
money of the Thessalian Confederacy, being of late date (196-
146 B.c.), is of little interest. The commonest types are the head 
of Zeus crowned with oak and the Thessalian Athena Itonia in 
a fighting attitude. The coinage is resumed in imperial times. 
Numerous small places, such as Gomphi, Homolium, Lamle, 
Phalanna, produced coins of considerable beauty; more exten-
sive are the issues of Pharsalus, Pherae (with fine coins of the 
tyrant Alexander), and especially Larissa. The last series begins 
with archaic pieces and some of the early period of good art, 
but sometimes of rather coarse execution. The small silver 
pieces have very interesting reverse types relating to the nymph 
of the fountain, and to be compared for mutual illustration 
with the didrachms of Terina and with some of those of Elis. 
These are followed by coins of fine work. The usual obverse 
type is the head of Larissa, the nymph of the fountain, facing, 
and on the reverse is generally a horse, either free or drinking. 
The head is treated in a very rich manner, like that of the 
fountain-nymph Arethusa, facing, on tetradrachms of Syracuse; 
indeed, the debt to the Sicilian type is obvious. The bronze money 
is also good. The wine-producing island of Peparethus, off the 
Thessalian coast, is represented by a remarkable series of Attic 
tetradrachms ;about socr-48o s.c.) with a variety of types, 
partly Dionysiac. 

The coinage of Illyria (strictly Illyris or Illyricum) is usually of 
inferior or rude art: the pieces are Aeginetic, ultimately changing to 

Corinthian, and then, in 229 s.c., to the standard of the 
ilbl am• Roman Vic:orients. Of Apollonia there is a large series. 
The earliest (early 4th century) have the Corcyraean types of the 
cow and the tali and the floral pattern; the latest, usually the 
bead of Apollo and three nymphs dancing round a fire, the outer 
ones holding torches. Dyrrhachium. which never bears on its coins 
the more famous name of Epulamnus, is represented by an im- 
portant series. First there are reduced A netan didrachnis with 
C om-reran types. These are by tridrachms with 
Corinthian types, and al Corinthian weight; and then the old types  

are resumed. but the standard is dolt tbe viewdatas. Drrrhaehiso, 
 it must be remembered, was founded partly by Corcyraean and partly 

by Corinthian colonists. The Illyrio-Epirote mining towns. Damas. 
Mira, struck barbarous silver coins in the 4th century; OD sums 
of the small pieces we see an ingot of metal or a miner's pick. 

The coins of Epirus are of higher interest and beauty than those of 
Myna. Of the Epirots there are bronze coins of the regal period 
(142 -:72 8.c.). and both silver and bronze of the republic 
(238468 8.c.), with the heads of the' Dodonman Zeus and  
Diane, together or apart. Amhmcia is represented by salver p ieces.' 
with on the one aide a had of Diem, oa the other the obelisk of 
Apollo Agyieus. 

The series of Greek imperial money of Nicopolis must also be 
mentioned. The coinage of the kings begins under Alexander I. 
His coins have been found in the three metals, but they are ram It 
is probable that both gold and silver were struck in Italy while he 
was in that country. The coins of Pyrrhus in all metals axe of high 
interest, and remarkable for their beauty, though the st yle is usually 
florid. There can be little doubt that they were for the most part 
struck in Italy and Sicily, at Tarentum and Syracuse. The tetra-
drachm has for the type of the obverse a head of the Dodoaaeaa Zeus 
crowned with oak and for that of the reverse Diane seated. A flee 
didrachm bears on the obverse a head of Achilles helmeted, with for 
the reverse Thetis on a sea-horse carrying the shield of her son. 
Among the copper coins of Pyrrhus we must remark the beautiful 
ones with the portrait of his mother Phthia. 

The coinage of the island of Corcyra begins with very early reduced 
Aeginetic didrachms and drachms of the 6th century. The types ass 
the cow suckling the calf and the floral pattern, as at 
Dyrrhachium. These leading subjects are varied in Later "Km' 
times by others illustrating the Corinthiau origin of the nation, its 
maritime power, and the fame of its wine. Not the least curious are 
the bronze pieces with galleys bearing their names. as Freedom, 
Glory, Orderly Government. Corcym, Comes, Cy pris. Victory, Youth, 
Preserver, Fame, Light-bearer. The abundant bronze series goes cis 
under the emperors. 

The coins of Acarnania are not remarkable for beauty or far 
variety in their types. The money of several cities in the 4th 
century B.C. is Corinthian in types and weight. That of 
the Acarnanian League (220-t68 p.c.) bears the head of  
the Acheloes as a roan-headed bull and the seated Apollo "a"‘ 
Actius. Of Leucas the silver coins show the archaic cultus-figure 
of Aphrodite Aenclas. 

In Actolin the gold and silver coins of the Aetolian League have 
some merit (279-168 Etc.). The gold pieces have on the obverse the 
head of Athena or that of Heracles in the lion's skin and on 
the reverse Aetolia personified, seated on Gaulish and Amain' 
Macedonian-  shields (a figure dedicated after the repulse of the 
Gauls; Paus. x. 18. 7). These subjects recur, with others indication( 
the hunter-life of the population, on the silver money: of especial 
interest am the bead of Atalanta and the Calydonian boar, and the 
spear-head with which he was slain. On some of the copper the spear-
head and the jaw-bone of the boar are seen. 

The coinage of Locris,Phoen and Beeotia is entirely on theAeginetic 
standard. Thecoins of the Locri Epienensidii are mainly didrachms. 
struck at Opus, with the head of Penephose and the 
figure of the I -man Ajax in a fighting attitude, sometimes Loa& 

accompanied by his name. These coins were struck between 369 
and 38 s.c., and are remarkable for the manner in which aSyracusan 
head ascopied, if indeed the dies were not actually in sameness made 
in the western city. 

The money of Phocis begins at a very early age, some time in the 
6th century s.c., and extends in silver down to the conquest by 
Philip (346 a.c.). The prevalent type is a bun's head. 
The generalaOuymsrchus and Phalaecus In the Sacred War 0"4" 
placed their names oa broaae coins. Delphi. geegraphiadiy included 
in Phocis, strikes very remarkable money,whay distinct in types from 
the Phocian. The principal subjects are heads of rams and goats, the 
symbols of Apollo as a pastoral chvinity, a dolphin (Apollo Delphinius). 
the omphalos and tripod, and a negro', head, which has not bees 
satisfactorily tutplaieed.. The Amphictyonie Council struck beautiful 
didrachms, probably on the occasion of Philip's presidency (346 
with the head of lOktneter, and the Delphian Apollo seated on the 
omphalos. Under Hadrian and the Antonines there is an imperial 

Apollo, 
 of Delphi, some pieombearieg the representatkeof the temple 

of Apollo. oa one type the letters appear3gg between the columns of the  leee. representing the mystic  Delphic sr. on which Plutarch wiser 
a treatise. 

The coinage of Beeotia is chiefly of a period anterior to the 
reign of Alexander, under whom the pofitid importance of 
Thebes and the whole country came to as end. The asscaaa 
standard until the end of the 4th century is Aeffinetie- 
The main characteristic of the money is the almost exclusive me 
of the Boeotian shield as the obverse type, marking the federal 
character of the issues. These were struck by various cities, 
or by Thebes as ruling the League The earliest Pisces ate 
drachms, presumably of Thebes. issued between -too aad sso sec 
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These are followed by didrachnts of - the same'  nd ether cities 
until the time of the Persian War. The result of the unpatriotic 
policy of Thebes and most of the towns of Boeotia was the 
degradation of the leading city, and the coins reveal the curious 
fact that Tanagra for a time became the centre of the League-
coinage. We now notice the abandonment of the old incuse 
reverse and the adoption of regular types, the wheel at Tanagra 
and the amphora at Thebes. These types increase, and indicate 
several cities during the short period of Athenian influence 
(456-446 s.c.). The democratic institutions were next over. 
thrown, and Thebes became again the head of Boeotia, and 
struck alone and in her own name, not in that of the League. 
To the earlier part of this period belong splendid didrachms with 
reverse types chiefly representing Heracles, subsequently varied 
by heads of Dionysus in a series only less fine. With the peace 
of Antalcidas (387 s.c.) Thebes lost her power, the League was 
dissolved, and the other Boeotian cities issued a coinage of some 
merit. In 37o B.C. Thebes became the chief state In Greece, 
and the patriotic policy of Pelopidas and Epaminondas is shown 
in the issue of the Boeotian coins at the great city without any 
name but that of a magistrate. Among those which =sir is 
ELLtaf, or MIAMI, who can scarcely be any other than the 
illustrious general (Pl. I. fig. t8). After the battle of Chaeronea 
(338 Lc.), swiftly followed by the destruction of Thebes, the 
coinage is comparatively unimportant, save only for the appear. 
ance of new league-money of Attic weight, with the head 
of Zeus and the figure of Poseidon, between a88 and 244 ac. 

In Attica the great series of Athens is dominant. Eleusis 
issued a small bronze coinage of good style in the 4th century. 

&Mae& 
Oropus and the island of Salamis also had an unim- 
portant coinage. The Athenian coinage, apparently 

introduced by Solon, begins with didrachms on the Euboic 
standard, which, owing to the fame of the Athenian money, 
received the name of Attic. The type is an owl, the reverse 
having only the incuse square. These didracluns were sue. 
ceeded under Peisistratus by the well-known Attic tetradrachms 
with bead of Athena on the obverse, and owl and olive-spray on 
the reverse (Pl. I. fig. so). The change supposed to have beets 
introduced by Hippies (Pseudo-Arist. Ore m. ii. 4) was merely one 
of nomenclature; by calling in the coinage and reissuing it at 
double its old nominal value be only paid back half of what he 
had received. To what had previously been called didrachms 
he gave the name of tetradrachms, by which they have since 
been known. An dad bearing the name of Hippies himself, 
and types similar to those of Athens, was probably Mated by 
him during his exile. From the time of the Persian wars the 
helmet of Athena is adorned with three. olive...leaves. -A rare 
decadrachm corresponds at Athens to the Demareteia at Syra-
cuse, and wasprobably issued for similar tenons incorametuora-
don of victory over the barbarians. Othentise historical events 
seem to have left little record in the coinage and the Athenians 
deliberately affected archaism in the style of their coins, which 
bear no mark of the splendour of Athens as the centre of the 
sculptor's art. No doubt commercial reasons dictated this 
conservative policy, which makes the coinage of Athens a 
disappointment in numismatics. Her money was precious for 
its purity not only in the Greek world but among distant bar. 
barians, so that imitations reach us from the Punjab and from 
southern Arabia, and any change would have injured its wide 
reception. There are many divisions of sheer coinage with the 
types. a little varied, and some different ones; and towards the 
end of the 5th century (probably in 407 a.c.) gold and bronze 
were Introduced. The gold. of good quality and bad style, was 
never plentiful. The Macedonian empire pat an end to the 
autonomy of Athens, and when the money is again issued it is 
of a wholly new style and the types are modified. The great 
series of spread tetradrachms may be dated from about sso 
and lasted probably until the time of Augustus. The obverse 
type is • head of Athena with a richly-adorned helmet. 
unquestionably borrowed from the famous statue by Pheidias hn 

ivory and gold, but • poor shadow of that splendid original, and 
an owl oa an amphora within an ofivo-wreath. The earliest corns 

have the monograms of two magistrates, the later the names of 
two who are annual (although the nature of their offices is not 
certain—possibly they were karoupyiat), and, during the period 
146-86, a third name, of the treasurer of the prytany in which 
the coin was issued. Among the names are those of Antiochus 
(z 7s ac.), afterwards Antiochus IV. of Syria, and of Mithradates 
the Great (PL II. fig. s) and his creature, Aristion (87-86 s.c.); 
but comparatively few of the coins can be dated exactly. hfithra-
dates issued the only gold staters in this aeries. The symbols in 
the field often represent local statues of great interest. The 
abundance of this money shows the great commercial importance 
of Athens in these later times. Under the empire Athens issued 
only quasi-autonomous coins, but these are of great archaeo. 
logical value as they bear representations of the Acropolis, with 
the grotto of Pan, the statute of Pallas Promachus, the Parthenon, 
and the Propylaea, with the steps leading up to the latter; of 
the theatre of Dionysus, above which are caverns in the rock, 
and higher still the Parthenon and the Propylaea; and of 
various statues and groups of sculpture. Idegara and other 
places in Megaris issued a small but interesting coinage. 

The money of the island of Aegina is of especial interest since 
with it coinage originated, so far as Greece proper is concerned, 
probably fairly early in the 7th century s.c. There A  
is no good evidence for connecting the institution of 
the coinage with Pbeidon, king of Argos, who established a 
system of measures and weights, known as the Pheidonian. 
The weight of the coins is of course on the Aeginetic standard. 
The oldest pieces ate very primitive didrachma, bearing on the 
obverse a sea-tortoise and on the reverse a rude incuse stamp 
(FL II. fig. a). Afterwards the stamp becomes less rude, and later 
has a peculiar shape. The sea-tortoise is also replaced by a 
land-tortoise. There are some coins of the early part of the fine 
period of excellent work. The great currency was of didrachms. 
The bronze coins are not remarkable, but some appear to be of 
an earlier time than most Greek pieces in this metal. 

The series of Admit begins under the Achaean League in 
the time of Epaminondas, with a fine Aeginetic stater and 
smaller coins in the name of the Achaeaas. The later 44 

 silver coins are either Attic tetrobols or Aeginetic aga 
 hemitImchms. On all but the earliest, i.e. after about stio 

monograms or symbols indicate the cities which were members 
of the league; on the later bronze coins the names are given in 
full. The type of the silver is the head of Zeus Homagyrius, the 
reverse bearing the monogram of the Achaeans in a laurel. 
wreath. The oldest bronze repeats the silver types; the later 
bear a standing Zeus and a seated Demeter, with the name of 
the city at full length. About forty-five cities are represented by 
this coinage. 

Corinth is represented by a very large series of coins, the weight 
of which is always on the Corinthian standard, equivalent to Attic 
but differently dividedr-the Corinthian tridrachm, the 

CoNara chief coitt, corresponding to the Attic didrachm. The 
oldest pieces, of the 6th century B.C. (some perhaps even earlier), 
bear on the obverse Pegasus with the letter 9, koppa, the initial 
of the name of Corinth, and on the reverse an incuse pattern. lu 
course of time (about soo s.c.) the had of Athena in an incuse 
square occupies the reverse. The incuse square disappears, as 
generally elsewhere, in the early period of fine art. Of the age 
of the excellence and decline of art we find beautiful work, 
though generally wanting in the severity of the highest Greek 
art (PI II fig. 3). Pegasus is ordinarily seen galloping, but some' 
times standing or drinking, the koppa is usually retained, and the 
helmet of Athena. always Corinthian, is sometimes bound with 
an olive-wreath. The smaller coins have the same reverse, but 
on the obverse a charming series of types, principally female 
heads, mostly representing Aphrodite. There are some drachms 
with Bellerophon in a combatant attitude mounted on Pegasus 
on the one side and the Chimaera on the other. The aut onomous 
bronze money is poor, but often of fair work, and interesting, 
especially when the type relates to the myth of Bellerophon. 
In 46 a c this city was made a colon's. and we have a large 
and interesting aeries of the bronze coma struck by it as such. 
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Including the remarkable type of the tomb of Lab. The Oda of 
the " colonies " of Corinth form a long and important series, 
struck by Acarnanlan towns with Comm, and In the west by 
Locri Epizephyrii in. Italy and Syracuse. Some of these cities 
were not strictly colonies of Corinth, but the Pegasus Waters 
struck by them form a homogeneous group. They range from 
the time of Dion (357 u.c.) to nearly the end of the 3rd century. 
The coins are distinguished by the absence of the koppe, and 
bear the names or monograms of the dries. 

There are bronze coins of Patrae as an important Roman colones, 
and silver and bronze money of Phlius, both of the period of goad 

art. The coinage of Sicyon on the Aegmetic standard 
Aw°. dominant in the rest of the laeloponneses, is disappoint- 

'a' ar• ing for a famous artistic centre. .It begins  shortly before 
the period of fine art ; in that age themilver is abundant and well 
executed, but the leading types, the Chimaera and the flying dove 
within an olive-wreath, are wearying in their repetition, and good 
work could not make the Chimaera an agreeable subject. Small coins 
with types of Apollo are the only subjects which suggest the designs 
of the great school of Skye:I. 

The money of the Eleans is inferior to none in the Greek world in 
its art, which, reaches the highest level of dignified restraint, and in the 

variety of its types, which are suggested by a few subjects 
The leading types are connected. as we might expect, with 

the worship of Zeus and Hera and Victory. the divinities of the great 
Panhellenic contest at Olympia, and the coinage is rather the money 
of Olympia than of the Eleans as a civic community. The prevalent 
representations are the eagle and the winged thunderbolt of Zeus, 
the head of Hera and the figure of Victory. The series begins early 
in the 5th century s.c. with coins, some of which are ddmchms 
(Aeginetic), having as subjects an eagle carrying a serpent or a hare. 
and on the reverse a thunderbolt or Victory bearing a wreath— 
archaic types which in their vigour promise the excellence of later 
days. From 471 to 421 B.C., while Ells was allied with the Spartans, 
such types continue; the eagle and Victory (sometimes seated) are 
both treated with great force and beauty, and the subject of seated 
Zeus is remarkable for its dignity. The Argive alliance (421-400 a.c.) 
seems marked by the pre-eminence given to Hera, whose head may 
suggest the famous statue of Polycleitus at Argos: About the same 
time was issued a didrachm with a noble head of Zeus (PL II. fig. 4), 
which probably malls, though it is sot a copy of, the Zeus of Phesclias. 
This alliance broken, the old types recur. Magnificent eagles. some 
admirably designed on a shield, and eagles' heads (me P1. II. fig. 3), the 
seated Victory, and fantastically varied thunderbolts mark this age. 
Among the artists' signatures at this time is na, which may rare-
seat the sculptor Daedalus of Sicyon. In 364 B.C. the coinage is 
interrupted for a year, the Pisatans, who conducted the festival then, 
issuing small gold coins; these are immediately followed by Elean 
money with the beads of Zeus and the nymph Olympia. Aristotimus, 
who was tyrant in 272 e.c., issupd coins with hh initials. The coinage 
closes with imperial money, some types of which have a local interest, 
notably two of Hadrian bearing the head and figure of Zeus, copied 
from the famous statue by Phesdias. 

Cephalienia gives us the early silver coins of Cranii, the money of 
Pale, of charming style, with the figure of Cephalus on the reverse, 

and that of Same, all cities of this island. Of the island of Cephai• Zacynthus there are silver pieces, usually of rather coarse Yaws we. work, but sometimes of the style of the best Cephallenian 
money. Some struck in 357 bear the name of Dion of Syracuse; who 
collected the forces for his expedition in this island. The cotes of 
Ithaca are of bromic They are of interest on account of their 
common obverse type, which is a head of Odysseus. 

Returning to the mainland, we first notice the money of Meseene. 
or the Messenians. The earliest coin is a splendid Aepnetk didrachm, 
ilespae. having on the obverse .a head of Persephone, and excels in 

• , design the similar subjects on the money of Syracuse, from 
which it must have been copied, for it is of about the tuned Epamin-
ondas. It shows the purer style of Greece, which, copying Syracusae 
work. raised its character. On the reverse is a figure of Zeus, inspired 
by the work of Hageladas. The other silver coins are of about the 
period of the AchatanLeague. The bronze money is plentiful, but 
Lama. not interesting. .Lacedaespon, as we might have expected, 

has no early coins, the silver money being mostly of the 
the of the A 
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 the Apollo of Ansyclae. Among the types of the autonomous bronze 
pieces may be noticed the head of the Spartan lawgiver Lycurgus. 
with his name. The series of Argos in Argolis begins early in the 
Anrois. 5th century. The standard's Aegmetic. The first pieces 

are the drachm and smaller denominations with a wolf, 
half-wolf or wolf's head on the obverse. and A on the reverse. A rare 
iron coin was issued with these types. At the end of the 5th century 
begin  the didrachnts, which have for the obverse type the head of the 
Polycleitan Hers—a design which is not equal to that of the coins of 
Elsa the style being either careless or not so simple. The reverse  

type of the drachm represents Diontedka stedthily advancing with 
the palladium in his left hand and a short sword in his right. A 4th-
century drachm of Epidaurus represents the famous seated figure of 
Asclepius by Thrasytnedes of Pares. 

Of the money of Arcadia some pieces are doubtless among the 
most ancient struck by the Greeks; and the types of these aid Later 
coins are often connected with the remarkable myths of 
this primeval part of Hellas, showing particularly the 	4112.11►  
remains of its old nature-worship. The first series to he noticed is 
that of the Arcadian Leagues_ it begins about see s.c. with heed- 
drachms having the type of Zeus Lyeaeuis seated, the eagle repre- 
sented as if flying from his hand, and a female head. Of • later ume, 
from the age of Epaminondas , there are very fine coin* rimed from 
Megalopolis) with the head of Zeus. and Pan seated. The coins of 
Homes begin deep in the 6th century B.C. The earliest have for 
obverse type the veiled had of Hera, and on the reverse the beginning 
of the name of the town. The silver coins of Mantilla (beginning 
early in the 5th century) have on the obverse a hear, representing 
Cellist°, the mother of Areas, who was worshipped here, and on the 
reverse the letters MA, or three acorns, in an kale square. Later 
coins, especially the bronze, have subjects connected wisp the worship 
of Poseidon at this inland town. The silver coins of heneus must 
be noticed as being of fine work. The didrachms of the age of 
Epaminondas have a had of Persephone, and Hermes carrying the 
child Amer The obverse type is intensities as a copy of the 
Syracusae subject, as in Locns and Messerse. As in Lochs, the 
merit is in the greater force and simplicity of the face, here mow 
successful, the hair being treated more after the Syracusae manner 
than after that of the Messenians, who simplified the whole subject 
The finest coin attributed to Stymphalus is a magnificent didractun 
of the age of Epaminondas, with a head of the local Artemis laureate, 
and Heracles striking with his club. The smaller silver coins have 
on the one side a head of Heracles and on the other the head and neck 
of a Stymphalian bird. There were representations of these birds is 
the temple of Artemis. The series of Tegea Is not important. bet 
two of the reverse types of its bronze coins are interesting as relating 
to the myth of Telephus and to the story that Athena gave a jar 
containing the hair of Medusa to her priestess Stempe, daughter of 
Cepheus, in order that she might terrify the Argives should they 
attack Tegea In the absence of Cepheus. when Heracles desired his 
aid in an expedition against Sparta. Iron coins were issued by Tqpis, 
and also perhaps by Hems. 

The peculiar position of Crete and her long isolation from 
the political, artistic and literary movements of Hellas have 
been already touched on. It is not until the age of 	east Philip V. that •Crete appears in the field of history, 
and then only as the battle-ground of rival powers. The room 
remarkable influence of this age was when Athens, by the 
diplomacy of Cephisodorus, succeeded about :too B.C. in drawing 
the Cretans into a great league against Philip V. of Macedon. 
That this project took actual shape is proved by the issue at 
all the chief mints'of the island of tetradrachms with the well 
known types of Athens, to be distinguished from the Atticizing 
types of other cities at this time. 

The oldest coins are probably of about soo s.c., but few cities 
seem to have issued many until a hundred years later. Then 
there is a great outburst of coinage, sometimes beautiful, some-
times barbarously careless, which lasts until the age of Alexander, 
when the local currency was probably in great part replaced by 
Alexandrine coins. At the end of the 3rd century the local 
coinages are revived until the Roman conquest (67 or 66 Lc.), 
The chief issue is of silver; bronze is less abundant; and gold 
is all but unknown. The Cretan types have a markedly local 
character, yet they copy in some instances other coinages. The 
chief divinities on the pieces are Zeus, liem, Poseidon, Heracks 
and Britomanis, and the leading myths are those of Minos, the 
story of the Minotaur and the labyrinth being prominent, and 
also that of Europa. There is frequent reference to nature- 
worship as in Sicily, yet with a distinctive preference for trees. 
the forms of which, however, lend themselves readily to the 
free representation of Cretan art, which may In part explain 
their prominence. The peculiarity of Cretan art lies in its 
realism. At some places, as Apace, Polyrrheaium and Cydonia, 
we find engravers' signatures. The weight is at first Aeginetir 
of reduced form; and in the resumption of the coinage after 
Alexander's time it is Attic. 

Of the island in general there are Roman silver and breeze 
coins of the earliet emperors, scene of which are of fine work 
for the period. The most interesting types are Dlctynna and 

• 
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Zeus Cretagened The' stasomorm coins are veer  varied, The 
obverse of the didrachms of Aptera bears a head of Artemis 
and the reverse a warrior (Piehleiks) Were • sacred tree. 
Of Chersonesus, the port of Lyctus, there are didrachms of coarse 
style,. with a head of Artemis Britomartis, who had a temple at 
the place. The head is copied from Stymphalus, as also is one 
of the reverse types, Reeks wielding his club. The money of 
Cnossus is of great interest. The oldest coins may be as early 
as 480  B•04 They bear the figure of the Minotaur as a bull-
headed man, kneeling on one knee, and a mseander-pattern, in 
one case enclosing a ate (the sun), in another a head (Theseus?). 
Of the period 435-350 there are didrac bins with the head of 
Persephone, and the labyrinthine pattern enclosing the sun or 
the moon or a bull's bead for, the Minotaur, and at length be-
coming a regular maze. To this time belongs the wondrsful 
coin in the Berlin. Museum with Minos seated, his same In the 
field, and the head of ;Persephone within , the mar:soder-pattern. 
In the later 4th century a bead of Hera (copied without spirit 
from the coins of Areas) occupies the obverse of didrachms and 
drachms, and the reverse has a maze through which the way may, 
be clearly traced. This series closes with Alexander's empire, 
and the native coinagedisappers until the league of Cephisodorus 
revives It with tbe Athenian tetradrachm of Attic weight, bearing 
the mama of the C00/111111nL It Is of inferior style, and is followed 
by base coins with beads or Minos and Apollo, and the Labyrinth, 
either square as before or in a new circular form, which is 
interesting as showing it was a mere matter of tradition. 

There are interesting ode of Cycloid*, some of them of Miami. 
ful style and work. One bears as eagraver'soune, Neuantos 
The bead is that of a Maenad, and the reverse has a figure of 
the traditional founder Cycle*, stringing his bow, who on other 
didraehms is seen suckled by a bitch. The style is good, but 
the execution poor. Getty*, or Gortytut, is represented by 

- most remarkable coins, which generally allude to the myth of 
Europa. Didnicimis of archaic style have on the obverse 
Europa ceded by the bull end on the reverse the lion's scalp. 
These pieces are• followed by a remarkably fine teas of spread 
didrachms; the bat are of about eoo lase. They have on the 
obverse Europa seated in a pensive attitude on the trunk of a 
tree, doubtless the sacred plane at Gortyna.mentioned by Pliny, 
which was said never to shed its leaves, end on the reverse a 
bull suddenly turning his bead as if ratusg by a Ay (Pl. IL fig. 6). 
Nothing In Greek art exceeds the skill and beauty of thesedesigns. 
The truth with which the tree is sketched, and. the graceful 
position of the iodate Europa are as much to be admired as the 
fidelity with which the bull is drawn, even, when foreshortened, 
sharply turning his head, with his tongue lot malign tail raised. 
These designs, beautiful in themselves, are striltinglydeficieat in 
fitness, and afford equally strong illustrations of the excelleacies 
and of the one great fault of the art of Cretan-tens. Many 
pieces of the same doss are of nubs execution. 01 Itanus there 
are remarkable coins, the earlier, some of which are of good 
style, with the subject of a Tritonian sea-god (Glances 1) and 
two sea-loonSters. Lyda. (Lye's) is represented by strangely 
suds Pieces, with the  types of a flying eagle and a boar's head. 
The coins of Phaestus form a most internees series, Among 
the didrachms are some of admirable work, with on the obverse 
Reredos slaying the Hydra oath his dub and on the reverse a 
bull. Others Warm the obverse Heade seated on the ground, 
resting. Mother noticeable obverse type's the beardless Zee 
seated in a um with be Creed name. Vslchanos. On his knee 
is a cock ensating, showing that ho we a god of the dawn. We 
also find Taloa, the man of Miss, said to have been made by 
Hepbaesum or Daedalus, portrayed as a winged youth naked, 
bearing in each band a stone, and in a combatant attitude. 
Apollonius Rbodius (Arenas!. iv. r6311 sqq.) relates that Talon 
prevented the Argonauts from landing in Crete by hurling stones 
at thew tUltil be was destroyed by this artifice of Medea. The 
important town of Polyredsitun is represented by cuddly-
executed coins with • head of Zeus and • bull's bead. A later 
piece has s whiskered head of Apollo, probably Philip V. in that 
clutractstr. Aimee shows the remarkable type of Pesseplipag 

seated beside a date-pahn, placing her nett band. on the bead of 
a serpent in reference to the myth of the birth of Zagreus. As 
usual, the figure is foreshortened. The reverse has a standing 
figure of Poseidon. Rhaucus has Poseidon beside his horse 
The rare didrachms of Sybritia, or Sybrita, may fitly dose the 
series; one, among the most exquisite of Greek coins, has heads 
of Dionysus and Hermes in high relief (see PI. II. fig. 7), 
another has on the obverse a charming subject, Dionysus seated 
on a running panther, and on the reverse Hermes drawing on 
his right buskin,—a delightful figure. Mother beautiful type Is 
a seated Dionysus. 

The coinage of Enboes is all on the native standard, of which the 
Attic was a variety. ft includes some.of the very earliest Greek 
money:. Carystos. begins in the time is( the Persian War subors.  
with the type 

the l. I 
 of the cow and 

thr peutrilarr agdift l sued gold 
=tuns. ‘halcis. the mother of western colonies, 

197-
146 already in the 

6th century, or even earlier, a long series with the wheel-type and an 
incuse diagonally divided, and later, a nit 

early 
 bead and an male 

devouring a serpent. Eretria probably 	ns as rly as Chalcur, 
but the obverse type is the Gorton's head. 	is is succeeded by the 
same type and a panther's or bull's head, and fine late archaic coins 
bear the cow end the cattle-flab. Eretria was probably the mint of 
coins with the head of q nymph and a cow or cow's head struck in the 
name of Euboeans In the fine period. Of Histiaea the usual type is 
the head of a Maenad and a female figure seated on the stern of a 
gaiter- 

Among the other islands dammed after Euboea, Arnorgos must not 
be passed by. as a bronze coin of Amblene of its towns, presents 

A the curious type of a cupping-glass. To Andros has been 
attributed a group of early coins bearing an amphora.  as  silver money of Carthaea, Commis and lulls in Cons  
fp extremely old, beginning is each ease in the 6th century. 

i The weight s Aegincuc, and there are didrachms and smaller coins. 
The usual types of Carthaea are an amphora and then a bunch of 
grapes that of Coreasia is a cuttle-fisliand dolphin. The coinage of 
Delos Is insignificant. Melon coined •from the early lath century to 
imperial limes; its chief type, is a canting one, the mow (mime- 
eremite). Naxos is represented by early Aeginctic didrachms and 
coins of the fine period, the latter being chiefly bronze pieces of 
remarkably delicate and good work. The types are Dlonysiac. A 
7th-century coin with the head of a satyr (one of the earliest repre-
sensations of the human head on a coin) is probably Naxian. Of 
Pares there are early riegineuc didrachms with the type of a kneeling 
goat and beneath a dolphin. Of the 3rd and 2nd cenrunes ex. there 
are Attic didrachms with a head, possibly of Artemis, at fiat of a 
charming style, and agoat on the reverse. There are very archaic 
Ardinetie didrachms of- Siphrios, which was famous for its gold and 
silver mines. A late tetradrachm of Syros is interesting as relive: 
senting the Cabiri. . • 

Tie colnageof Asia begins-with that of Asia Minor. It falls 
into certain great classes—first, the ancient gold and electrum) 
Lydian. and Greek. in time succeeded by electrum Aid*  
or gold and silver, all struck in the west and mainly Au., 
on the coast. Then the Persian dominion appears 
in the silver money of the aatraps, circulating with the gold 
and silver of Persia, and the Greek money is limited to a few 
cities of the coast, none save the electrum of the great mint of 
Cyrieus uninterrupted by the barbarian. With the decay of 
the barbarian empire the renewed We of the Greek cities is 
witnessed by a beautiful coinage along the coast from the 
Propontis to Cilicia. On Alexander's conquest autonomy 
is granted to the much-enduring Hellenic communities, and is 
again interrupted; but only partially, by the rule of his successors, 
for there was no time at which Asia Minor was wholly parcelled 
out among the kings, Greek or native. The Romans, after the 
battle of Magnesia(reo P.c.), repeated Alexander's policy so 
far as the cities of the western coast were concerned, and there 
is a fresh outburst of coinage, which, in remembrance, follows 
the well-known types of Alexander. When the province of 
Asia was constituted and the neighbouring states fell one by 
one under Roman rule, the autonomy of the great cities was 
generally reduced to a. shadow Still the abundant issues of 
imperial coinage, if devoid of high merit, are the best in style 
of late Greek coins, and for mythology the richest in illustration. 

The oldest money is the electrum of Lydia, which spread 
in very early times along the western coast. This coinage, 
dating from the 7th century s.c.,, has an equal claim 
with , the Aegusetic silver to be the oldest of all mew. 
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Probably the two eurtendes arose at the same period, and by 
interchange became the recognised currency of the primeval 

marts, otherwise we can scarcely explain the absence 
Oldavt  
*dame. of Asiatic silver, though it is easy to explain that of 

European electrum or gold. The electrum of the coins 
Is gold—the precious metal washed down by the Pact*lua—witha 
native alloy of a varying part of silver. Itsdumbflity recommended 
It to the Lydians, and it had (by convention) the advantage of 
exchanging decimally with gold, then in the ratio 13.3 to silver. 
But this commercial advantage allowed the issue of electrum 
coins on silver standards, while It was natural to coin them on 
those of gold, hence a variety of weight-systems perplexing 
to the metrologist. The classification of the earliest coins is 
exceedingly obscure, it Is hardly possible to say which were 
struck in Lydia itself, which in the Greek coast cities, such as 
Miletus; but the majority probably belong to Greek mints. 
The most primitive in appearance are those in which the obverse 
is merely marked with lines, corresponding to the original rough 
surface of the die, while the reverse has three depressions, an 
oblong one flanked by two squares (Pl. IL fig. 8); there are also 
various coins of small denomination with a plain convex obverse, 
and a single rough depression on the reverse, known from the 
excavationsat Ephesus. Both the Babylonian and the Phoenician 
standards were in use in early times. This double currency, 
as Head suggests, was probably Intended, so far as the Lydians 
were concerned, for circulation in the interior and In the coast 
towns to the west, the Babylonic weight being that of the land 
trade, the Phoenician that of the commerce by sea. Croesus 
(PL IL fig. q) abandoned electrum, and issued pure gold (on the 
Babylonic and gold-shekel standards), and pure ifilver(Babylonic), 
the silver stater exchanging as the tenth of the Euboic gold 
stater. These results are explained by the metrological data 
given earlier in this article. Of the Greek marts of the western 
coast we have a series of early electrum staters, for the most 
part on the Phoenician weight. An interesting homogeneous 
group was issued by the various cities which took part in the 
Ionian revolt (5oo-494 s.c.). The Euboic weight naturallyfound 
its way into the currencies, but was as yet limited to Samos. 
Pharisee; Teos and Cyzicus, with other towns, followed from a 
very early period the Phocak standard, which for practical 
purposes may be called the double of the Euboic. They alone 
before Croesus issued gold money, which was superseded at 
Phocaea and Cyzicus by electrum. This B the main outline of 
the native coinage of Asia Minor before the Persian contteest. 
Hi later history will appear under the several great towns, the 
money of Persia (which circulated largely in Asia Minor) being 
treated in • subsequent place. 

The first countries of Asia Minor are Bosporus and Colchis, 
the coins of the cities of which are few and unimportant. The 

autonomous coinages of the titles of Pontus are more 

s. 
L numerous, but the only place meriting a special 

GoIcla 
%ow. notice is Antigus, which almost alone of the cities of 

Pontus seems to have issued autonomous silver money. 
The common subjects of the bronze money of this place relate 
to the myth of Perseus and Medusa, a favourite one in this 
country. 

The regal coins are of the old kingdoms of Pontus and of the 
Cimmerian Bosporus, of the two united as the state of Bosporus 
and Pontus under Mithradates VI. (the Great), and as recon-
stituted by the Romans when Polenton I. and U. still held the 
kingdom of Mithradates, which was afterwards divided into the 
province of Pontes and the kingdom of Bosporus. The early 
coinage of the kingdom of Bosporus is of little interest. Of that 
of Pontus there are tetradrachms, two of which, of Mithradates 
IV. and Pharnaces I., are remarkable for the unflinching realism 
with which their barbarian type of features is preserved. Mith-
radates VI., king of Bosporus and Pontus, is represented by gold 
staters, and tetmdmehms. The portrait on the best of these 
(see PI. Ii. fig. to) is fine despite its theatrical quality, character-
istic of the later schools of Asia Minor. The kings of Bosporui 
struck a long series of coins for the first three and a half centuries 
after the Christian era. Their gold money (the only nonimperial  

gold allowed Wm the empire) is gradually depeedated and 
becomes electrum, and ultimately billon and brown- They 
bear the heads of the king and the emperor, and are dated by 
the Pattie era (an s.c.). 

In Paphlagonia we'must specially notice the coins of the 
cities Amastris and Sinope. The .silver pieces of the former 
place bear a youthful head in • laureate Phrygian 
cap, probably representing hfithras, Amastris, the RIP"'mat foundrem, being seated on the reverse. The silver 
pleas of Sinope are plentiful. In the 4th century they bear the 
names of Persian • governors. The types are the had of the 
nymph Sinope and, as at Istria, an eagle preying on a dolphin. 
Bithynia is represented by a more important series. 
The provincial diet issued Roman silver medallions /3111"1" 
of the weight of dstophori (to be presently described), with 
Latin inscriptions, and broom pieces with Greek inscriptions. 
The ordinary silver coins of Chslcedon strikingly resemble oe 
both sides those of Byzantium, and a monetary convention 
evidently at times existed between these sister-cities. Of Cit:=, 
also called Pr sins ad Mare, there are gold staters and emalkr 
Imperial silver pieces. Of Heradea there are silver coins of 
good style; the most interesting type is a female bead wearing 
a turreted head-dress, one of the earliest representetiaos of a 
city-goddess (early 4th century). The tyrants of Heracks. 
Clearchus, Satyrus, Timotheus and Dionysius are represented 
by coins. Of the imperial class 'there is a large series of Nicer* 
and many coins of Nicomedia. The aeries of the Bithynian kings 
consists of Attic tetradraduns and bronze pieces, filmed by 
• Prusias I. and IL, and Nicomedes I.-IV. 

The fine Greek coinage of Asia may be considered to begis 
with Mysia. Cyzicus is in numismatics a most important city . 
Its coinage begins in the 6th century; and the famous 
electrum Cy:Scene staters were struck here for nearly 	4111.̀  
a century and a half (e. moo-35o s.c.). During that whole period 
they were not only the leading gold coinage in Asia Minor het 
the chief currency in that metal for the cities on both shoes of 
the Aegean; the value at which they were rated was doubtless 
a matter of convention, and varied from time to time. The 
actual weight is of the Phoceic standard, just over sea grains. 
The divisions were the hecta or sixth, and the twelfth. The 
extraordinary variety of " types " at Cyzicus is due to the 
fact that these types are really symbols differentiating the issues, 
the true badge of the city, the tunny fish, being relegated to a 
subordinate position (P1. II. fig. so ). The reverse invariably has 
the quadripartite incuse square in four planes of the so-called 
mill-sail pattern. The coins are very thick and the edges are 
rude. The art is frequently of great beauty, though sometimes 
careless. The silver coinage of Cyzicus atomises beautiful 
tetradnichms of the Rhodian standard, with a had of Perse-
phone TRTICIPA, veiled and wreathed with ears of ann. Both 
late s autonomous and imperial coins M bronze are well executed 
and full of interest, the two classes running parallel under the 
earlier emperors. 

Lampsacus is represented by a long series of Wm. Its 
distinctive type is the forepart of a Pegasus, which occurs on 
its coins from the 6th century onwards. In the first half of the 
4th century it issued splendid gold staters with various types 
(really, as at Cyalcus, symbols distinguishing the issues) on 

•the obverse and the half-Pegasus on the reverse. The most 
remarkable type Is a bearded head (probably of a Cabirus) with 
streaming hair in a conical cap, bound with a wreath, singularly 
pictorial in treatment as well as in expression (Pl. IL fig. es). In 
contrast to this is a most carefully executed had eta Maenad 
with goat's ear; and other types of great interest are the Earth-
goddess rising from the earth, and Victory nailing a helmet to 
a trophy, or sacrificing a nun. 

The money of the great city of Pergemum is chiefly of a km 
time. Apart from some rare pieces of gold, the silver coinage 
is chiefly supplied by the money of the kings of Pergasnum and 
by dui:liked. The bronze pieces of the city are SIMUNOUL 

both autonomous and imperial, the two dames overlapping, 
and there are medallions of the emperors. The local woeship cd 
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a Amenlapius.is especially prandent ceder lie Remelt rule. The 

chief coins of the kings are Attic tearadrachma, with on the 
obverse • laureate head of Philetaerus, the founder of the state, 
and on the reverse a seined Athene, the common type of Lyai-
=link kern whom Philetaerus revolted. Variations from 
tbsse types am rarelie most important being a coin with the 
name oi Eumenes (IL), representing his portreitand the Dioecuri. 
Otherwise the inscription is always eLLETLIPOY. The duo-
phones probably originated at Ephesus towards the end of the 
3rd century, but was soon adopted for the Pergamenedominioas, 
and down to imperial times was the only important silver 
currency in Asia Minor. It acquired its name from its obverse 
type, the cis& isysfisc, a basket from which a serpent issues, 
the whole enclosed in an ivy-wreath. The reverse type repre-
sents two serpents, and between theta usually a bow-case (P1. 
IL fig. :3). The half and the quarter of the ditophorus have on 
one side a bonds of grapes on a leaf or leaves of thevine, and 
the club with the lion's skin of Haulm within an ivy-wreath. 
They were tetradrachms equal in weight to about three Attic 
drachms or three dens& These coins became abundant when 
the kingdom of Pergamum was transformed into the province 
of Ada, and are struck  at its chief cities, as Pergamum, Adra-
myttintn, the Lydian Stmatookeia, Thyatira, Sardis, Smyrna, 
Ephesus, Tellies, Era, Laodices and Apamea. They have at 
first the names of Greek magistrates, afterwards coupled with 
those of Roman proconsuls or propraetwa. The silver medallions 
el Asia, the sitecessora of the cistophori, range from Mark Antony 
to Hadrian and Sabina. They bow no names of cities, but some 
may be attributed by their references to local forms of worship. 
The obverse bears an imperial.head, the reverse a type either 
Greek or Roman. The art is the best of this age, more delicate 
in design and execution than that of any ether pieces, the Roman 
medallions excepted. Oneof the moat reramicableinsperialbsuaze 
coins of Pergamum represents the Great Altar (Pl. U. fig. ea). 

The coinage of the Tread is Interesting from its traditioonl 
allusions to the Trojan Wer. Of Abydos there it a fine gold 
trent 	stater, with the unusual subject of Victory sacrificing 

a ram, and the eagle, which lathe most constant type 
of the salver money. One of the few imperial coins c^rnmemo-
rates the legend of Hero and Leander. The late tetradrachnis 
of Alexandria noes bear the bead of Apollo Smintheus, and 
on the reverse his figure armed with a bow. There is a long 
series of the town as a colonia, of extremely poor work. Ilium 
Novum strikes late Attic tetradiaclures with a head of Athena, 
and on the reverse the same goddess carrying spear and distaff, 
with the inscription AOHNAZIALIA0E. On the autonomous 
and imperial bronze we notice incidents of the tale of Troy, 
as Hector in his car, or slaying Patroclus, or fighting; and again 
the flight of Aeneas. The island of Tendon is represented by 
very early coins, and others of the fine and late periods. The 
usual obverse type of all the silver pieces is a Janus-Ile com-
bination of two heads, presumably some primitive god and his 
consort; this double type is balanced on the reverse by the 
double-axe, which played an important part in the primitive 
cults of Asia Minor and the Aegaean. 

In Aeolis the most noteworthy coins are the late twradrachnts 
of Cyme and Myth's, both of the time of decline, yet with a 
certain strength which relieves them from the general weakness 
of the work of that age. Cyme has the had of the Amazon 
Cyme, and a horse within a laurel-wreath; Myrina, a head of 
the Grynean Apollo and his figure with lusted branch and patens. 

Lesbos is remarkable for having coined 1): base as well as pure 
silver, its early Mon coins being peculiar to the island. This 
base coinage, which was probably common to Mytilene and 
Methymna, ceases about 45o B.C., when the Wyllie-ea:can silver 
begins. Methymna has very interesting archaic elver coins, 
with the boar and the had of Athens But the most important 
coinage of Lesbos is the beautiful electrum coinage (a unique 
stater, PI. II. fig. 14, and innumerable sixths)which was issued fro m 
about 480 to 35o. Phocaea in Ionia !weed similar coins, dis-
tinguished by a Deal (the badge of the city), and a convention 
regulating the weight and quality of the two coinages, and  

arranging foe the two mints to work in siternete years, is still 
extant. The types vary accordingly. as at Cysietts and Lamp-
seem. There is a long and important series of Mytilene of 
the imperial time, including very interesting commemorative 
coins, some of persons of remote history, as litmus and Sappho, 
others of benefactors of the city, as Theophanes the friend of 
Pompey, from whom he obtained for this his native place the 
privileges of a free city. The usual style for these persons is 
hero or heroine, but Theophams is Wiled a god, and Archedamis, 
probably his wife, a goddess. 

The money of Ionia is abundant and beautiful. For the first 
century and a half (c, yco-545) the chief coinage is of electrum. 
To the yth century belongs the remarkable coin in- 
sailed 4431402 EMI zaue (" lam the badge of the 
Bright One "or "of nano) "), with a stag, which was PUMPS 
issued at Ephesus. From 545 to the Ionic revolt (4tt4) there 
is considerable diminution in the coinage; silver attains more 
importance. Thenceforward, the course of the coinage is fairly 
uniform until the period soz—ipa, when there is a general cessa-
tion of autonomous issues. After the battle of Idagnada there 
is a great revival, tetradrachma of Alexandrine and also alma 
types being issued in vast numbers. After the constitution of 
the Roman province of Asia (rW3), the cistophori supply the 
silver coinsge. The imperial bronze coinage is numerous, with 
many interesting local types. Of the coins of the various cities 
the following demand mention. At Clazomenae in the 4th 
century there are splendid coins, having for types the head of 
Apollo, three-quarter face, and a swan. The chief pieces, the 
gold drachm and a half or octobot, and the silver stater or 
tetradrachm present two types of the had of Apollo, very 
grand CM the gold and the silver, with the sigaahmeof Thoodottn, 
the only known Asiatic engraver, and richly beautiful on the 
other silver piece. These coins. are marked by the intense 
ezpression of the school of western Asia Minor. Colophon has 
fine severe coins of the 5th century with the had of Apollo and 
the lyre. 

The money of Ephesus is historically interesting, but very 
disappointing in its art, which is limited by the small range of 
subjects and their rack of beauty. The leading type 
is the bee; later the stag and the head of Artemis 
appear. Thus the subjects relate to the worship of the ramous 
shrine. The oldest coins are electrum and silver, both on the 
Phoenician standard. The type is a bee and the reverse Is 
incase. The silver coinage continues with the same types, 
unbroken by the Persian dominion: until in 394 n.c. a remarkable 
new coin appears. When Conon and Pharnabazus defeated 
the Lacedamnoeian fleet and liberated the Greek cities of Ada 
from Spartan tiyiumy a federal coinage was issued by Rhodes, 
Cnidus. Samoa, Ephesus, laws and Byzantium with their 
proper types on the reverse, but on the obverse the infant 
Herseles strangling two serpents; these are Rhodian, tridrachms. 
About this time the Rhodian standard was introduced, and a 
series of tetradmchms began with the bee, having for reverse 
the forepart of a stag looking back, and behind him a date-
palm. The bead of Artemis as a Greek goddess begins to appear 
in the 3rd century Other series of coins follow with types 
associated with Artemis, Rhodian and Attic standards alternat-
ing, there are also Alexandrine tetradrachms and of course 
cistophori The connexion of the city with Lysimachus, who 
called -it Arsine, after his wife, is coninsemomted by coins 
inscribed AP= The Ephesian form of Artemis, as the callus 
figure of a nature-goddess, first appears as a symbol on the 
cistophori, and then on gold coins struck during the revolt of 
87-84, when Ephesus took the sideof Mithradates. The imperial 
money provides many representations of the temples of the city, 
including that of the famous shrine of Artemis, which • shows 
the bands of sculpture on the columns, as well as many other 
remarkable subjects, particularly the Zeus of rain seated on 
Mount Pelion, a shower falling from his left hand, while below 
are seen the temple of Artemis and the river-god Cayster; on 
another coin the strange Asiatic figure of the goddess, frequent 
in this series, stands between the personified rivers Capita and 
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Cenchrius. The money of the Ionia& Maineiti begins with the 
issue of Themistodes, when be was dynast under Persian pro-
tection. The ordinary silver coins (3542-reo s.c.) representing 
a cavalryman and the river-god Madinder as a bull are common. 
After me n.c. we have spread tetradrachms of the decline of 
art, more delicately executed than those of Cyme and Myrina, 
with a bust of Artemis and a figure of Apollo standing on a 
maeander and leaning against a lofty tripod, the whole In a 
"am  laurel-wreath. The great city of /Cletus is disappoint- 

. ing in its money. The period of its highest prosperity 
is too early for an abundant coinage, yet in the oldest electrum 
issues we see the lion and the sun of Apollo Didymeus. In the 
early 4th century the Carian dynasts issued coins from Ephesus. 
To about sso s.c. belong the beautiful coins bearing the head 
of Apollo facing and the lion looking back at a sun, with the 
inscription El' AuentaN (WI. Spexe4), showing that 
this was the " sacred " money of the famous temple at Didyma. 
The types of the head of Apollo in profile and the lion with the 
sun continue through a series of various standards with very 
rare Attic gold ewers of the early end century. Thome is 
represented by two very interesting currencies; an electrum 
series of hems., characterized by a seal, the badge of the town, 
beneath the type, struck in convention with Mytiiene (sea 
above); and also a widespread early silver coinage, apparently 
common to the western colonies of the city. The autonomous 
money is wholly anterior to the Persian conquest. Smyrna 

& issued in the 4th century a very rare coin with the awn 
head of Apollo and a lyre, of Colophonian style. 

Among the earliest coins of New Smyrna are some showing 
that Lysimachus named it Eurydicea after his daughter. After 
leo Lc. it strikes Attic tetradrachms, with the turreted head of 
Cybele or the city or the Amazon Smyrna (Pt. II. fig. es ), andan 
oak-wreath sometimes enclosing a lion. A rare silver coin and 
common bronze coins pretent on the reverse the seated figure 
of Homer. A gold coin issued by the Prytaneis of the Satyr-
means probably belongs to the time of the Mithradatic revolt 
against Rome (87-84). The Imperial coins have numerous 
types, among others the two Nemeses appeasing to Alexander 
in a vision. 

Of Tees there are early Aeginetic didraciuns, bearing on the one 
side a seated griffin and on the other a quadripartite incuse square. 

These ceased at the moment when the population left Tees the town. destroyed by the Persians, and lied to Abdera, 
where we recognize their type en the coinage of the time. There 
ate much later coins of less importance. 

Chios and Samos. islands of Ionia, are representtd by interesting 
currencies. Chios struck electrum and abundant silver. The type 
Gum  was a seated opium with curled wing, and before it stands 

as amphora, ove which is • bunch of grapes; tharevertie 
has a quadripartite muse. The coins begin before the Persian 
conquest (490 11-c-)* The coinage of Samos is artistically disappointing, but as a whole 
has many claims to interest. The earliest money included electrum. 
Sasso The silver begins before 494 p.c. The t "Tea are the well- 

known lion's scalp sad bad bead. The Athenian con-
quest (439 a.c.) is marked by the introduction of the olive-spray as a 
constant symbol on the reverse and the occasional occurrence of Attic 
weight. The Samians, having joined the anti-Laconian alliance 
after Conon". victory in ea  s.c., struck the coin with Heracles 
strangling the serpents already noticed under Ephesus; the Rhodian 
weight is here Introduced. The long series of Imperial money is not 
without interesting types. The most remarkable is the figure of the 
Samian Hera, which clearly associates her with the group of divinities 
to which the Ephesian Artemis belongs. Very noticeable also are the 
representations of Pythagoras. seated or standing, touching a globe 
with a wand. 

The money of Carla does not present any one great series. 
Autonomous silver coins are not numerous except at Cnidus, 
area and rarely of good style. Antiochia and Alabanda 

have tetradrachms in the and century. The imperial 
come of Antiochm and of Aphrodisiac are worthy of notice. 
Cnidus is represented at first by archaic coins of Aeginetic 
weight. some as early as the first half of the 7th century, with a 
very rude head of Aphrodite. The head of the famous statue of 
Aphrodite by Praxiteles is not reproduced, but the whole 
algae figures on imperial coins. Among the imperial types of 
lialicamassas the bead of Herodotus is noteworthy. There is  

late silver meta" of Issue with the held Of Apollo, and a youth 
swimming beside a dolphin around which his arm is thrown. 
Idyma has sliver pieces of fine style onwhfch the head of Apollo 
is absolutely facing; the reverse type is a fig-leaf. On Imperial 
coins of Mylasa the figure of the Zeus of Labrands holding double-
axe and spear is represented. Of Termera we have the rare 
coin of its tyrant lymnes, dating about the middle of the sties 
century and struck on the Pectic system. 

The Carian satraps prove their wealth by their series of silver 
coins, which bear the names of Hecatomnus, Mausolus, Hidden" 
and Pixodarus. The weight is Rhodian; the types are the three-
quarter face of Apollo, and Zeus Labrandeus standing, holding 
the labrys or two-headed axe. Pixodarus also strikes gold of 
Attic weight. His sliver is the best in the series, and dearly 
shows the Ionian style in its quality of expression. 

Among the islands of Carla, Calymna begins in the 6th century 
or earlier with curious archaic Persian didrachras bearing • 
helmeted male bead and on the reverse a lyre. The 
series of Cos begins with small archaic pieces, the aiid ani 
type a crab and the reverse ineuse. Next come fine 
coins of ,ransitional style and Attic weight, with the types of a 
diseobolus before a tripod, and a crab. The break so common 
in the coinage of this coast then Interrupts the issue, and a new 
coinage occurs before the time of Alexander. The weight is 
Rhodian, the types• the head of Heracles and the crab. After 
Alexander there is another currency which ceases about son B.C. 
It is resumed later with the new types of the head of Asclepius 
and his serpent. This continues in Roman times. The bronze 
of that age comprises a coin with the head of Hippocrates and 
on the reverse the staff of Asclepius. Xenophoa's :head likewise 
occurs, and the portrait of Nidas tyrant in Coe (c. so n.c.) on 
his bronze. Imperial money ends the series. 

The island of Rhodes, great in commerce and art, has a rich 
series of coins. The want of variety in the types—at the city of 
Rhodes almost lindted to the head of Helios and the midi, 
rose—is disappointing, but happily the prindpal 
subject could not fail to Blustsata the movements of art, one of 
which bad here its centre. The city of Rhodes was founded 
c. 408 B.C. on the abandonment by their Inhabitants of the three 
chief towns of the island, Camirus, lalysns and Linda& The 
money of Camirus seems to begin in the 6th century a.c. The 
type is the fig-leaf, the weight Aeginetic, later degraded. The 
coins of lalysus, of the -sth century, follow the Phoenicia' n 
standard. Their types are the forepart of a winged boar and an 
eagle's head. The money of Liadus, apparently before atlo 
is of Phoenician weight, with the type of a lion's bead. The 
people of the new city of Rhodes adopted another standard, the 
Attic, and very shortly abandoned it, except foe gold money, 
using instead that peculiar weight which has been called Rhodian; 
this they retained until the .last years of their independent 
coinage, when they resumed the Attic. The types ate the three-
quarter lace of Helices and the rese. There is a grandeur and 
noble outlook in the tardier heads of Helios which well befits 
his character, but , tbe pictorial style is evident in the form of 
the hair and the expression, which, with all its reserve, has a 
dramatic quality (see P1. II. fig. 17). Towards the end of the 
4th century the radiate head is introduced; the Alexandrine 
tetradrachms, which were issued after the battle of Magnesia, 
find a place in the Rhodian mintage. During the age after 
Alexander there is an abundant bream coinage, with some 
Pieces of unusual size. The series doses with a few imperial 
coins ranging from Nerve to Marcus Aurelius. 

The early coinage of Lyda introduces us at once into a region 
of Asiatic mythology, art and Lineage, raising many questions 
as yet without an answer. The standard of the oldest 14.6.. 
coins (beginning about sac D.C.) is low Persic, and it 
falls perhaps under Athenian influence, until it is often indis-
tinguishable from the Attic. The Lycian character belongs to 
the primitive alphabets of Asia Minor, which combine with 
archaic Greek tarsus others which arc unknown to the Greek 
alphabet, and it expresses a native language as yet but imper-
fectly understood. The an is a&4 and delights in animal forms. 

lk 
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sometimes of monstrous typeiciehich recap the dodges of 
Phoenicia and Assyria. The most remarkable symbol is the 
triskeles or tetraskeles symbol, an object resembling a ring, to 
which three or four hooks are attached. It is supposed to be • 
solar• symbol like the swastika. The oldest money has a boar or 
his fore-part and an Meuse. This is succeeded by a series with 
an animal reverse, and then by one in which the hooked ring is 
the usual reverse type. The fourth series bears Lycian in-
scriptions, which give the names of dynasts and places. A fifth 
series is characterised by the type of a lion's scalp. This coinage 
reaches as late as Alexander'a time. It is followed by silver and 
bronze money of the Lydia League before Augustus and under 
his reign, but ceasing in that of Claudius—the usual types of the 
chief silver piece, a hemidrachni, being the head of Apollo and 
the lyre. The districts of Cragus and Masicyta have coinages, 
as well as the individual cities. Besides this general currency 
there are maze special ones of towns not in the League. The 
imperial money rarely goes beyond the reign of Augustus, and 
is resumed during that of Gordian ILI. There is a remarkable 
coin of Myra of this emperor, showing the goddess of the city, 
of a type like the Epbesian Artemis, in a tree; two woodcutters, 
each armed with a double axe, hew at the trunk, from which 
two serpents rise as if to protect it and aid the goddess. Phaselis 
is an exceptional town, for It has early Greek coins, the leading 
type being a galley. 

The coinage of Pamphylia offers some examples of good art 
distinctly marked by the Asiatic formality. Aspendus shows 'a 

remarkable series of Persic didrachms, extending from 
Pami47-  about sac s.c. to Alexander's time. The oldest coins 

have the types of a warrior and the triskelion or three 
legs, more familiarly associated with Sicily; it is probably a 
solar symbol. These coins are followed by a long series with the 
types of two wrestlers engaged and a /linger. The main legend is 
almost always in the Panphylian character and language. There 
are also very curious imperial types. The money of Perga begins 
in the and century with Greek types of the Artemis of Perga. 
Her figure in a remarkable Asiatic form occurs in the long impe- 
rial series. Bronze coins earlier in date than the silver money 
with the Greek types have the Pamphylian title of the goddess, 
FANAEZAZ 1/PEILUI, "of the Lady of Perga." Side has 
at first Perak &drachms of about 48e s.c., their types the pome- 
granate and dolphin and head of Atbene; then there are money 
with an tmdeciphered Aramaizing inscription of the 4th century 
and figures of Athens and Apollo, and late Attic tetradrachms, 
their types being the head of Athene and Victory. These were 
carried on by Amyntas, king of Galatia, when be made his mint 
in Side (36 a.c.). The pomegranate (AO is throughout the 

beltof the city. 
money of Piddle is chiefly ImperiaL There is a long 

series of this dam of the colonic Antiochia. The autonomous 
coins of Sage have the wrestlers and the stinger of 

Phidk  Aspendus in inferior and even barbarous copies. 01 
/salvia and Lyrnonia a few cities, including Derbe 

and the colonies of Iconium and Lystra, stale coins, chiefly of 
imperial time. 

Cilicia, for the most part a coastland, is numismatic ally of 
high interest. To Aphrodisias is assigned an interesting series 
Man 

of archaic coins with a winged figure and a pyramidal 
fetish-stone; in the 4th century Aphrodite is repre- 

sented in human form seated between sphinxes; the Parthenos 
of Pheidias is also represented. Cdendais has a coinage 
beginning in the 5th century, with a horseman seated sideways 
on the obverse, and on the reverse a goat kneeling on one knee. 
Mallus has a most interesting series of silver coins, some with 
curious Asiatic types. Of Nagidus there are Persic didrachms 
of good style, one Interesting type being Aphrodite seated, 
before whom Eros flies crowning her, with, on the other side, a 
standing Dionysus. Soli has silver coins of the same weight, 
the types being an archer or the bead of Atbene, one variety 
imitated from remote Velia, and a bunch of grapes. The coinage 
ef Tarsus begins In the 5th century with Persic staters repro. 
Seating a Cilidan king on horseback, and a hoplite kneeling. 

In the 4th canary it was the tint Of a large series of satrapal 
coins, issued by Pal:nabs:us, Manaus and other governors 
(Issue, Mallus and Soli also sharing the cost of minting). The 
chief type is the Baal of Tarsus. The autonomous bronze of the 
Seleucid age shows the remarkable subject of the pyre of Sandan, 
the local form of Heracles; and there is a long and curious 
imperial series. The coinage of Anazarbus (imperial, showing 
rivalry with Tarsus), Schack on the Calycadaus, Mopsus, and 
the lxicattkinp of Olba are also f ull of interest. 

The coinage of the great Wand of Cyprus 1s as we might expect 
from its monuments, almost exclusively non-Hellenic in character. 
The weight-system, except of gold, which is Attic, is 
Perac, save only In the later coins of some mints. struck d es' 
on the reduced Rhodian standard, and a solitary Attic tetradrachm 
of Paphos. The art Is usually very stiff down to about 40o o.c., with 
type. of Egypto-Phoenician or Phoenician or of Greek origin. The 
Inscriptioas are in the Cypriaa syllabic character and the earliest 
coins resemble the early Etruscan In being one-sided. The prevalent 
types are animals or their beads, the chief subjects being the bull, 
eagle, sheep, Hon, the lion seizing the stag, the deer and the mythical 
sphinx. The divinities we can recognize are Aphrodite, Bernie., 
Athens. Hermes and Zeus Ammon. But the most curiou• myth*. 
logical types area goddess carried•by a bull or by a ram, in both came 
probably !Wade, the Phoenician Aphrodite. The most remarkable 
symbol 

,struck 
 well.known Egyptian sign of life. The coins appear to 

have been struck by kings until before the age of Alexander, when 
civic mosey appear,. The mints to which coins are ascribed with 
certainty are Salamis, Paphos, Marium, Wallets and Chime. The 
coins of. the Salandnian lies are in silver and gold. The earlier, 
beginning with Evehhon about go 'Lc., have Cyprian, the later 
Greek inscriptions,. the types generally being native, though after a 
time under Hellenic Influence. They are of Evagotas L, Nlooeles,  
Beacons II., Pnytagoraa and•Nicocreon, and the coinage is dosed 
by Menelaus, brother of Ptolemy I. The Phoenician lungs of Citiurn, 
from about goo to 312, strike silver and in one case gold,.. their general 
types being Henan and the lion seizing the stag. Bronze begins 
soon after .soo B.C.. and of the game age there are autonomous pieces 
in silver and bronze. There is Greek impend mosey from Augustus 
to Caracalla (chiefly issued by the 10 ,0). The most remarkable 
type is the temlile at Paphos, represented as a structure of two storeys 
with sings. 

u 
 itbin the central portion is the sacred stone, in front a 

semicircular court. 
The autism coinage of Lydials no doubt that of the kings, already 

described. The nest currency must have been of Persian darice 
&old) and drachms (saver), followed by that of Alexander, 
the Seleucids, and the Attalids of Pergamum, and then by 14Da.  
the cistophori of the province of Aria. There is an abundant bronze 
coinage of the cities, autonomous from the formation of the province. 
and of imperial time, but mostly of the imperial clan The largest 
currencies are of Philadelphia, Sardis, Thyatira and Trallea The art 
Is not remarkable, though good for the period, and the types are 
mostly Greek. 

The coinage of Phrygia' has the same general characteristic, as 
that of Lydia, but the workmanship is poorer. Among noteworthy 
types must be noticed Men or Lanus, the Phrygian moon- 
god. There are curious types of Apamea, surnamed min" 
Kibotos or the Ark, and more anciently Celaenae. One of Sevens 
represents the legend of the invention of the double pipe, a expo 
already described. Of the same and later emperors are coins bearing 
the famous typed the ark of Noah and the name NO41. The town 
of Cibyra is remarkable for a saver coinage of the rat century B.C., 
of which the large pieces have the weight of cistophori. 

Galatia has little to offer of Interest. Traps issued bronze 
imperial coins for the province, and there is imperial money of Ancyra, 
Pessinus and Tavium. The only remarkable regal issue 
is that of Ammtsur, Strabo's contemporary, who struck "I" 
tetradrachms at Side in Pamphyfia. 

With the coinage of Cappadocia we bid farewell to Greek art and 
enter on the domain of Oriental conventionalism, succeeded by 
inferior Roman design coarsely executed. There is one 
large imperial series, that of Caesarea, intended for general ,"1141.7...: 
circulation in the province. The issues range from 
Tiberius to Gordian III., and are in silver and bronze. The most 
common type Is the sacred Mount Argaeus, on which a statue is 
sometimes seen—a remarkable type curiously varied. There are 
scanty issues of a few other towns. There us an interesting series of 
coined the kings of Cappadocia, beginning with Arianthes I. ft. 3324 

 322 s.c.), who struckFerSiC drachms at Sittope and Gasium, and 
continuing with other kings, called usually Ariarathes or Arlobar-
terse*, who struck Attic drachms and occasionally tetradrachms, 
The rare tetradrachms of Oropliernes, a successful usurper (t 48- 
'31 s.c.), bear a fine portrait. The colas of Archelaus, the last king 
set up by Antony (36 B.C.-A.D. 17), have a good head on the obverse. 
Of Armenia there are a few silver and bronze coins of late sovereigns. 

The great series of Syrian money begins with the coinage 
of the Seleucid kings of Syria, only rivalled for length and 
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abundance by that of the Ptolemies, which it excels in its 
series of portraits, though it Is far inferior in its gold money 
sou 	and wants the large and well-executed bronze pieces 

which make the Egyptian currency complete. The gold 
of the Seleucids is scarce, and their main coinage is a splendid 
series of tetradrachms bearing the portraits of the successive 
sovereigns. The reverse types are varied for the class of regal 
money. The execution of the portraits is good, and forms the 
best continuous history of portraiture for the third and second 
centuries before our era. The reverses are far less careful. 
The weight is Attic, but the cities of Phoenicia were ultimately 
allowed to strike on their own standard. Many of the coins of 
the earlier kings were issued in their Bactrian or Indian dominions. 
Selcucus I. (312-28o s.c.) began by striking gold Staten and 
tetradrachms with the types of Alexander the Great. The same 
king, like his contemporaries, then took his own types: for 
gold staters, his head with a bull's born, and on the reverse a 
horse's head with bull's horns; for tetradrachms, his own head 
in a helmet of bide with bull's horn and lion's skin, and Victory 
crowning a trophy, or the head of Zeus, and Athene fighting 
In a car drawn by four or two elephants with bull's horns. 
Antiochus L (293-260, like his father, first struck tetradrachms 
with Alexandrine types, and then with his own head, Apollo 
on thepmphalos occupying the reverse. The portrait of Antiochus 
has a d14121CLODIStiC realism. Antiochus III. (227■187).  is remit- 
sented by a fine and interesting series with a vigorous portrait. 
He alone of the Seleucids seems to have struck the great octa-
drachm in gold in rivalry of the Ptolemies. Coins dated by 
the Seleucid era (3t 2 D.C.) first appear in his reign. The portrait 
of Antiochus IV. Epiphanes (175-164) is extremely character-
istic, marked by the mad obstinacy which is the key to the 
tyrant's history. The most remarkable coin' is a tetradrachm 
with the had of Antiochus in the character of Zeus. In his 
time mints became numerous in the bronze coinage, and there is a 
remarkable series in that metal with Ptolemaic types, marking his 
short-lived usurpation in Egypt. From the time of Demetrius I. 
(r6a-rso) the silver tetradmchms bear both mints and dates. 
In one type the beads of Demetrius and Queen Leodice occur 
side by side. With Alexander I. Bales (152--44), Tyre and 
Sidon begin to strike royal tetradrachms on their own Phoenician 
weight. Tarsus also first strikes coins for him with the type of 
the pyre of Sandan. The money of young Antiochus VI. pre-
sents the most carefully executed portrait in the whole series, 
which, despite its weakness, has a certain charm of sweetness 
that marks it as i new type in art- The same artist's hand seems 
apparent in the fine portrait of the cruel usurper Tryphon, and 
also in the picturesque spiked Macedonian helmet with a goat's 
horn and check-piece which occupies the reverse. Antiochus VIL 
(138-the) continues the series with, amongst other coins, 
the solitary bronze piece of Jerusalem, beating the lily and the 
Seleucid anchor. Alexander n. Zebina (r 28-123) is represented by 
a unique gold coin (PL IL fig. x8), as well as by silver and bronze. 
The empire doses with the money of the Armenian Tigranes 
(113.-69), bearing his portrait with the lofty native tiara, and for 
reverse Antioch seated, the Orontes swimming at her feet (a 
copy of the famous group by Eutychides). 

There is a copper coinage of the Syrian biome under Trajan; 
also of the cities of Commagene, Samosata and Zeugma, 

C.Mall.  and leis important mints. The money of the kings of 
Pon 	magene min bronze (c. rqo D.C. to A.D. 72). 

Cyrrhestica bas bronze coins of a few cities, nearly all imperial, 
the chief mints being Cyrrhus and Hieropolis. Hieropolis 

laces 	
in the time of Alexander the Great issued some remark- 
able silver coins in the name of Abd-Hadad and Alexander 

himself, with figurer of the Syrian goddess Atergatis, who also 

aP8efaMenitneunt=darectrtne coins of Chadds and of the tetrarchs, 
ma,. 	and Pahnyrene shows only the small bronze pieces of 
Mesa 	en 

	the.  money of Zenobia and the family of 
Odenathua bong found in the series of Alexandria. 

In Selene and Pieria, the fear cities of Antioch, Apanra, Lao- 

dicea ad Mare and Selsocia Pieria issued a joint coinage inscribed 
ALMA.4*IIIi ARMOR about the middle of the and 

AWN& century s.c. But the bulk of the money of this territory 
is of the greet city of Antioch on the Orontes. The coinage is both  

autonomous become befeevand of Ronda times, and imperial shier. 
base metal and braise. Other mints (as Tyre and Sidon) In this wan province issued silver of the same class as Antioch, with different 
symbols. A large series of coins was issued bearing on the reverse the 
letters S.C. (Sesame cesseho), showing that the coinage was under 
the control of the Roman senate. Both Latin and Greek inscriptions 
are used until the reign of Trojan. The city is first called a colony on 
the coins of Elagabalus. The earliest coins are dated by various eras 
(Seleucid, Caesarian, Aetian); later the emperor's consulships are 
used to date the silver. The leading type, are the figure of Antioch 
seated, the river Orontes swimming at her fast, from the famous 
statue by Eutychides, and the male  on • thunderbolt, a palm in 
front. Under Hadrian the eagle is represented carrying an 0361 leg, 
a reference to the story of the foundation of the city when an eagle 
carried off part of the sacrifice and deposited it on the site which was 
consequently chosen. There are few ether types.. The series 
(which, strictly speaking, was not the local coinage of Antioch, but 
an imperial coinage for the province) is very full and includes money 
of the Syrian emperor Sulptclus Uranius Antoninus (who also struck 
bronze at Enna and gold of the Roman imperial class). It ends with 
Valerian, thou h it begins anew in the Ronan provincial money of the 
reform of ' n, to be noticed later. 

Of the other cities of this district, Ends* presents the type of the 
sacred stone of Elagabal. The imperial money of Gabala shows the 
veiled cultus-statue of a goddess flanked by sphinxes. 
Laodicea has an important series. It begins with bronze Lomeli 
money of the later Seleucids. The autonomous tetra- 
drachms of the at century,  s.c. have a turreted and veiled tamale 
bust of the city, a favourite Syrian and Phoenician type. Front 
47 nee. its title is Julia Lsodices; from Camelia downwards it is a 
colonia r the inscriptions become Latin; then, very etrangdy. 
Greek on the obverse of the coins and Latin on the reverse.' Seleuna 
has a similar regal autonomous and imperial currency, but does not 
become • coloida. A shrine containing the sacred stone of Zeus 
Cain, and the thunderbolt of Zeus ICerandus resting on a throne. 
are among the types. 

In Cods-Syria, Damn= on coins from the 3rd century S.C. 
(beginning with Alexandrine tetradrachms) onwards; the city 
becomes a colonia under Philip I. The imperial money of 
Heliopolis (Baalbek), a colones, shows a great temple (of Alr: 
the Zeus of Heliopolis) In perspective, another temple 
containing an ear of corn as the central object of worship, and 
a view of the Acropolis with the great temple upon it and steps 
leading up the rock. 

The coinage of Phoenicia is a large and highly interesting series.' 
The autonomous money is here important, and indicates the 
ancient wealth of the great marts of the coast. The po.ma  
earliest coins were struck about the middle of the 
sth century and usually bear Phoenician inscriptions. The 
coinage falls into three main periods; the first pre-Alexandrine; 
the second, that of Alexandrine, Ptolemaic and Seleucid rule; 
the third, that of the empire. In the first period Aradus strikes 
silver, usually on the Babylonian standard, staters with a head 
of Melkarth and a galley, and smaller denominations. All 
the other cities use the Phoenician standard. The regal silver 
coins of Byblus have a galley as obverse type; on the reverse, 
a vultiire standing on a ram, or a lion devouring a bull. Here 
end at Sidon and Tyre portions of the types are represented 
incuse. Sidon has a large and important series of silver octa-
drachms and smaller denominations; on the obverse is a galley 
(at first with sails set, then without sails, first lying before a 
fortress, afterwards alone). On the reverse is the king of Persia 
in a chariot, or slaying a lion. These coins were issued by the 
kings such as Strato I. and II. and Tenses, and by the satrap 
Mums. The early silver of Tyre has as reverse type an owl 
with a crook and flail over its shoulder; on the obverse a dolphin, 
or Melkarth riding on a sea-horse; a common symbol is the 
purple-shell (PL II. fig. 2o). In thesecondperiod, besidesAlexan-
&We silver and regal coins of the Ptolemies and Seleucidae, 
there are certain large and important issues of autonomous or 
semiautonomous silver tetradrachms and smaller denominations, 
as at Aradus (head of the City, and Victory; also drachms 
with types copied from Ephesus: obv., bee, rev., stag and date-
palm), Marathus (head of the City, and nude figure at klamthus 
seated on a pile of shields), Sidon (head of the City, and eagle), 
Tripolis (busts of the Dioscuri, and figure of the City holding 
cornucopiae) and Tyre (head of the Tyrian Heracles, Melkarth, 
and eagle). Tyre also issued a gold decadracbm with the head 
of the City, and a double cornucopiae. On these and other 
coins Sidon and Tyre claim the rights of asylum. Berytus first 
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wins in this period, sometimesender the name of Landless in 
Canaan. Ace-Ptolemais (Acre) was an important mint under 
the Ptolemies; for a time, under the Seleucidae, it was called 
Antiochis in Ptolemais. Besides the Seleucid era autonomous 
ants are in use at AMC of the cities, as at Aradtts on s.c.), 
Sidon ha a.c.) and Tyre (z26 s.c.). Under the empire there 
are some very large coinages of bronze, besides a certain amount 
of silver resembling that of Antioch. The quasi-autonomous 
silver of Tyre was also. issued as. late ss Ana. 57. Bezytus (a 
anemia) has types relating to the cults of Astarte and Poseidon; 
Astarte is also prominent at Sidon (a colons from Elagabalus 
onwards; a common type represents the wheeled shrine of 
the goddess) and Tripolis. At Bybius a temple is represented 
with a conical fetish. Tyre has many interesting typos: Dido 
building Carthage; the Ambrosial Rocks; Cadmus fighting 
the serpent or founding Thebes, &c. Ptolemais issued coins 
as a. colony from Claudius onwards. 

In Trachoaitis, the only city of importance is Caesarea Psalm, 
with a famous grotto of Pan, perhaps represented on an imperial 
Palestine. coin. Several cities in Decapolis issued impala coins, 

among them Gadara and•Gerasa. In Galilee the coins 
struck at Tiberias by its founder, Herod Antipas, may be 
mentioned. Samaria has money of Caesarea, both autonomous 
and imperial, the last for the most part colonial, and also imperial 
of Neapolis, among the types of which occurs the interesting 
subject of Mount GerirAm surmounted by the Samaritan temple. 
The coinage of Judaea is an interesting series. The money of 
Jerusalem is of high interest, and more extensive than appears 
at first sight. Here was struck the coin of Antiochus VII., 
with the native lily as a type, the series of the Msccabaean 
princes, that of the Roman procurators, and the bronze coins 
countermarked by the tenth legion, quartered by Titus in the 
ruins of the city. One of these bears the remarkable symbol 
of a pig. After the reduction of Judaea in the reign of Hadrian, 
Jerusalem was rebuilt as a colonist with the name Adis Capitoline. 
The earliest coin commemorates the foundation. The coinage 
lasts as late as Valerian. Ascalon strikes autonomous silver and 
bronze, including remarkable tetradrachms with the portraits 
of Ptolemy Auletes, of his elder son Ptolemy XIV., and of his 
daughter Cleopatra (see Pl. IL fig. 21). There is also money of 
Gaza of some importance; the earliest coins are Attic drachms, 
dm., of barbarous style, inspired by Greek, especially Athenian 
models; on its imperial coins the god Mama, and Minos and 
Io are named. 

The independent Jewish coinage begins with the famous 
shekel. They have been assigned to various periods, but the 

preponderance of evidence would class them to Simon! 
Jewish  
aelnase. Maccabaeus, to whom the right of coining was granted 

by Antiochus VII. The series is of shekels and half- 
shekels,' of the weight of Pboenichn tetradracluns and di- 
drachms. The obverse of the shekel bears the inscription," the 
shekel of Israel," and for type a sacred vessel of the temple, 
above which (after year 5) is the letter indicating the year of 
issue and the initial of the word year. The reverse reads " Jeru- 
salem the Holy," and the type is a flowering branch (II. II. fig. m). 
The half-shekel differs in having the Inscription " half-shekel " 
on the obverse. The types arc markedly peculiar; the obverse 
inscription is equally so, for the regular formula of the neigh- 
bouring cities would give nothing but the name of the city; 
but the reverse inscription is like that of Tyre and Sidon, for 
instance, "of Tyre sacred and inviolable." This agreement is 
confirmatory of the assignment to Simon Maccabaeus. This 
coinage bears the dates of years t, a, 3, 4 (rare), and 5 (very 
rare). There has been much discussion as to the date. It is 
best' reckoned from the decree of Antiochus VII. granting the 
right of coinage to Simon (139-133 s.c.). The coins of the fifth 
year were then struck by John Hyrcanus. The certain coins 
of the successon of Simon are .  small bronze pieces of John 
Ifyreanus ( r35-1o4), of Judas Aristobuins (zoo-to3), of Alexander 
Jannaeus (ro3-76), who strikes bilingual Hebrew and Greek 
and also Hebrew coins, showing his native name to havi been 
Jonathan, and of Antigoesus (4o-37), who has the Hebrew name 

Mattatbiah. The tjpeirepremat only inanimate objects- The 
)faccabaean collage is followed by that of the Bertram family, 
equally of bronze, the two most important issues being theme! 
Herod the Great and Agrippa II. The silver coinage under the 
early empire was chiefly supplied by the issues of Antioch and 
Roman &nada; the " penny " with Caesar's image and super. 
scription was such a denarius. The money of the procurators 
of Judaea, in part parallel with the Herodian, is of small bronze 
coins, struck between A.D. 6-7 and A.D. 58-59, the latest period 
of their administration being as yet unrepresented. These are 
followed by two lasses, the money of the first revolt (am 
66-7o) and that of the second (suppressed an. 135). Both risings 
caused the issue of native coinage, some of which may be assigned 
with certainty to each. Of the first revolt are bronze pieces of 
years a, 3 and di. Of the second revolt are restruck Antiochene 
taradrachms and Roman denaril, usually with the name of 
Simon, which appears to have been that of the leader surnamed 
Bar Cocirebas The obverse type of the tetradrachms br shekels 
is the portico of the temple; on the reverse are a bundle of 
branches and a citron, symbols of the feast of tabernacles. 
Besides this native currency there are coins struck in Palestine 
by Veapasian, Titus and Domitian.. 

Of Roman Arabia there are broom imperial coins of Boma and 
less important mints; the kings of Nabataea also issued silver and 
bronze coins from Aretas 111. (c. 87-6z s.c.) to Rabbel II. 
(A.D. 75-rot). From S. Arabia comes a remarkable silver''' 
coinage issued by the Himyarites, beginning in the sth al"°' 
century s.c., and imitated originally from Attie tetra-Paaoh‘ 
drachms (both of the old and new style). In Mesopotamia "WAN" 
the colon's of Carrhae deserves notice, and the city of Edessas 
which issues imperial money as a colonia, and has a series of coins 
of its kings, striking with Roman emperors in silver and bronze, 
Curiously, this and the colonial issue are long contemporary. The 
colonial coinages Of N isibis and of Remena, which became a adonis; 
close the group. Babylon was probably a mint of Alexander the 
Great and of many of the Seleucid kings, certainly of the usurpers 
MOIOD (222..220) and Timarchus (162 s.c.). 

Aide+ 
The coins of Africa are far less numerous then those of the 

other two continents, as Greek, Phoenician and Roman civiliza-
tion never penetrated beyond Egypt and the northern 
coast to the west. The series of Egypt is that in 111714  
geographical order. As yet no coins have been here assigned of 
a date anterior to Alexander. The old Egyptians kept their 
gold, electrum and silver in rings, and weighed them to ascertain 
the value.. During the Persian rule the Persian money mu* 
have been current, and the satrap Aryandes is said to have hand 
a coinage of silver under Darius I. With Alexander a regular 
Greek coinage must• have begun, and some of his coins are of 
Egyptian mints. A rare bronze coin was struck at Nauctatia, 
probably during his lifetime. With Ptolemy L the great Ptole-
erne currency begins, which lasted for three centuries. The 
characteristics of this coinage are its splendid aeries of gold 
pieces and the she of the bronze money. The execution of the 
earlier heads is good; afterwards they become coarse and 
careless. At first the fine pieces were issued by the Phoenidan, 
Cyprian and other foreign mints, the Egyptian work, being 
usually inferior. While the Selendds were still striking good 
coins, the Ptolemies allowed their money to fall into barbarism 
in Egypt and even in Cyprus. The obverse type is a royal head, 
that of Ptolemy L being the ordinary silver type (see PL II. fig. 
az), while that of Anima IL was long but not uninterruptedly 
continued on the gold. The head of Zeus Ammon is most usual 
on the bronze coinage. A type once adopted was usually 
retained. Thus Ptolemy I., Arsinoa II., Ptolemy IV., Cleopatra 
I., have a kind of commemoration in the coinage on the analogy 
of the pricathoods established in honour of each royal pair. 
The almost universal typeof reverse of all metals is the Ptole-
maic badge, the eagle on the thunderbolt, which, in spite of 
variety, is always heraldic. For art and iconography this meths 
is far inferior to the( of the Selewids. The weight after the 
earlier part of the reign of Ptolemy I. (who experimented with 
that Attic and Rhodian standards) is Phoenician for geld and 
silver; the metroiegy; of she. blame is •ebsoure. The chief 
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coins arekladriclaras in gold and tetradrachms In silver, besides 
the abundant bronze money. Ptolemy I. appears to have 
issued his money while regent for Philip Arrhidaeus (323-318); 
it onlydiffess in the royal name from thatof Alexander. Hethen 
struck money for Alexander IV. (317-311) on the Attic standard 
with the head of Alexander the Great, with the horn of Ammon 
in the elephant's skin and Alexander'. reverse. He soon adopted 
• new reverse, that of Athena Promachos. This money he con-
tinued to strike after the young king's death until he himself 
(305) took the royal title, when he issued his own money, his 
portrait on the one aide and the eagle and thunderbolt with his 
name as king on the other. This type in silver, with the in-
scription " Ptolemy the king," is thenceforward the regular 
currency. He also issued gold states (reverse, Alexander the 
Great in an elephant-car). Ptolemy IL (Phiiadelphus, 283-
347), the richest of the family, continued his father's coinage. 
Phikdelphus also began (after the death and deification of 
Arsine II., about 221 s.c.), the issue of the gold octadrachms 
with the busts of Ptolemy L and Berenice L, Ptolemy II. and 
Amino* IL, and certainly struck beautiful octadmchne in gold 
and decadrachms in silver of Arsino8 II., the gold being long 
afterwards continued. Philadelphus also began the great bronze 
issues of the system. Ptolemy III. (Euergetas I. c. 242-222) 
struck gold octadrachms with his own portrait, wearing a crown 
of rays. His queen Berenice II., striking in her own right , as 
heiress of the Cyrenaica and also as consort, issued a showy 
currency with her portrait, both octadrachms and decadmchms 
like those of Arsine, and a coinage for the Cyrenaica of peculiar 
divisions. Under Ptolemy IV. (Philopator, 222-205) the gold 
octadrachms are continued with his portrait and that of Arsino8 
III. Ptolemy V. (Epiphanes, ros-181) still strikes octadrachms 
with his portrait and with that of Arsino8, and begins the con-
tinuous series of the tetradrachms of the three great cities of 
Cyprus. The coinage henceforward steadily degenerates in 
style and eventually also in metal. In the latest series, the 
money of the famous Cleopatra VII., it is interesting to note 
the Egyptian variety of her bead, also occurring on Greek 
imperial money and on that of Ascalon. 

Under the Roman rule the imperial money of Alexandria, the 
coinage of the imperial province of Egypt, Is the most remarkable 
in ks class for its extent and the interest and variety of its 
types. It begins under Augustus and ends with the usurper or 
patriot Achilleus, called on his money Domitius Domitianus, 
overthrown by Diocletian (s.D. spy), thus lasting longer than 
Greek imperial money elsewhere. In the earlier period there are 
base silver coins continuing the base tetradrachms struck by 
Auletes, and bronze money of several sizes. Most of the coins 
are dated by the regnal years of the emperors, the letter L 
being used for " year." The types are very various, and may 
be broadly divided into Greek, Graeco-Roman and Gmeco-
Egyptian. The Graeco-Roman types have the closest analogy 
to those of Rome herself; the Gmeco-Egyptian are of high 
interest as a special class illustrative of the latest phase of 
Egyptian mythology. These native types, at first uncommon, 
from the time of Domitian are of great frequency. The money 
of Trajan, Hadrian and Antoninus Pius is abundant and in-
teresting. A coin of Antoninus, dated in his sixth year, records 
the beginning of a new Sothiac cycle of 146o years, which 
happened in the emperor's second year (sm. 130. The reverse 
type is a crested crane, the Egyptian benne or phoenix, with a 
kind of radiate nimbus round its head, and the inscription 
WON. Under Claudius II. (Gothicus) and thenceforward there 
is but a single kind of coin of bronze washed with silver. In 
this series we note the money of Zenobia, and of her son 
Vabalathus. 

Coins bearing the names and local types of the nomes of Egypt 
were struck by a few emperors at the Aktendrism mint. Their 
metal is bronze, and they are of different sizes. 

Passing by the unimportant coinage of the Libyans, we reach 
the interesting series of the Cyrenaica, the only truly Greek 
currency of Africa. It begins under the line of Battus about the 
middle of the 7th century, and reschesto the Roman rule as  

far as the reign of Augustus. The coins were issued at Cyreoe, 
Berea, Euesperides and smaller towns. The weight Of the gold 
always, and of the silver until some date not long after sso s.c. 
is &thole; afterwards it is Phoenician. The ruling type. am the 
silphium plant and its fruit, and the bead of Zeus Ammon, first 
bearded (Pi. IL fig. 23) then beardless. The art is vigorous, and 
in the transitional and fine period has the best Greek qualities. 
It is dearly an outlying branch of the school of central Greece. 
The oldest coins are uninscribed, so that it cannot always be 
said at which mint they were struck. The money with the name 
of Cyrene comprises a fine series of gold Attic staters and silver. 
tetradrachms. It was an important mint of the Ptolemies. 
Bares has a smaller coinage then Cyrene. It comprisesawondee-
ful tetmdmehm (Phoenician), with the head of Ammon bearded, 
boldly represented, absolutely full face, and three silphiums 
joined, between their beads an owl, a chameleon and a jerboa. 
The money of Euesperides is less important. 

%take and Bye:teens offer little of interest Their coins are 
late bronze, first with Punk inscriptions, then in imperial times 
with Latin and Punic or Latin. Latin and Greek are used in the 
same coins at Leptis Minor in Byzacena. 

In Zeugitana the 	t currency of Carthage is the last ryee- 
tentative of Gil,. k !minty, for, despite its Orientalism, its origin as 
Hellenic, and of this origin it is at first not unworthy. Its 
range in time is from about 410 s.c., when the Cartha• Girdle" 
ginians invaded Sicily, to the fall of Carthage in 146 S.C. The 
earliest coins are Attic tetmdrachnts of the class usually called Siculo-
Punic. These, and certain gold coins with similar types, were issued 
in Sicily down to about 3to s.c. The types owe much to the coinage 
of Sicilian cities, especially Syracuse; but they show also distinct 
Punic motives, such as a lion before a palm-tree, or a head of a Punic 
queen. The Punk inscriptions enable some to be attributed to mints 
such as Motya, Solus, Eryx; others name " Carthage, " " the 
Camp," " the Paymasters," many, inscribed Zis, were issued from 
Panormus. The coinage from about 34o to 242 B.c., perhaps all 
issued at Carthage it, I t, is scanty; the types, head of-ftwphone 
and a horse, or horse ' palm-tree, new come tn, and prevail to the 
end of the indepentltut coinage. The acquisition of the Spanish 
mines about 241 caused the issue of a large coinage, but the gold and 
silver soon degenerate into electrum and potin. The metrology of the 
various series (excepting the Siculo-Punic) is obscure, but the 
standard seems to be Phoenician. The late silver 12-drachm pieces 
and some of the bronzes are among the heaviest struck coins of the 
ancients. The art of the earlier coins is sometimes purely Greek of 
Sicilian style. There is even in the best class a curious tendetky to 

bon, which gradually develops itself and finally becomes 
:1.1C:barons. Roman Carthage has a bronze coinage which is in. 
significant. There are a few other towns which issued money with 
Roman legends, such as Utica. The denarii of Clodius Mater , who 
revolted 68, are curiously illustaative of his policy, which was 
to restore the Roman republic. 

The cities of Numidia and Mauretania have a late bronze coinage; 
but an interesting series of silver and bronze coins is attributed 
with more or less certainty to the Numidian kings from 
Massinissa (202-148) 
Mauretanian kings from Syphax 2!3-2o2 s.c.), to Juba 

i  (202-148), to Julia I. (6o-46 s.c.), and to the 

II. (who also struck coins with his consort Cleopatra, 
daughter of Mark Antony and the famous Egyptian queen) and 
Ptolemy their eon, the last of the great family of the kings of Egypt 
(AA). 23-4o). 

IL Roeszt Cones 
The Roman coinage is of two great classes,—the republican 

and the imperial; the first lasted from the origin of money 
at Rome to the reform of Augustus in z6 B.C., and the second 
from this date to the fall of the Western empire in A.D. 476. 
The evidence of the coins themselves as to the origin of the 
republican coinage is at variance with thatof theancient writers; 
but the general principles of criticism must be maintained here 
as in other matters of early Roman story. 

The tradition which ascribed the introduction of coins bearing 
types to Serviva Tullius must be unhesitatingly rejected. The 
style and types of the earliest Roman coins point clearly to a 
date not earlier than the middle of the 4th century. The native 
copper which the Italians used from primitive times as a sort 
of medium of exchange, in amorphous blocks (acs rude) was 
probably not a state-currency, being produced by private enter-
prise. It was not until Rome unified Latium and Campania 
under her rule that central Italy acquired a true coinage. This 
must have'been about 338 B.C. The history of the republican 
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coinage from 338 to 16 LC. falls into two great periods—the 
wood being marked by the introduction of the denarius system 
in 269. F10111 338 to 260 three minor periods may be dials-
guished, indicating in a striking way the growth of the Roman 
organization Of central Italy. In the period 338-312 Rome 
consolidated her dominion in Latium and Campania as against 
her rivals the Samnites. In the second period (3 to to c. ago) 
she finally subdued the Samnites. The system of her coinage 
is from the beginning based on a double mint, one in Rome 
and one in Capua (perhaps also she struck in some other cities 
in south Italy). The weight-units with which she starts are, 
for bronze, the Osco4Atin pound of 273 grammes, for salver 
the didrachm of 7.58 grammes (the latter being alt of the Loaner 
sad more or less coincident with the Phocak-Campanian 
didrachm current in Campania). The relation between silver 
and bronze was 113 1 I20 or ass. The bronze unit was the 
as of s pound weight, which was divided into 12 unciae. The 
reverse type of all bronze denominations was a prow, which 
alluded to the establishment of Roman sea-power (in 348 she 
concluded her treaty with Carthage, in 338 she subjugated 
Antium, her chief rival on the Latin coast, and set up the beaks 
of the Antiate ships in her forum). The denominations are 
marked by I (the as), S (semis.. I as) and for the smaller de-
nominations a number of pellets indicating the value in wake. 
On the obverses appear the beads of deities: Janus on the as 
(see Plate), Jupiter on the semis, Minerva on the triens (s 
Hercules on the quadrans (3 unciae), Mercury on the sextons 
(a unciae) and Bellona on the uncia. These heavy coins were all 
cast at Rome. The Roman mint at Capua, on the other hand, 
produced a series of silver coins (chiefly didrachms) and small 
shuck bronze change with the inscription ROMANO (see PI. II. 
fig. 24). In the second period (3:2 to c. 29o) the mint at Rome 
continues to issue cast bronze of the same weights and types. 
But at Capua the mint becomes much more active, being opened 
for cast bronze as well as struck silver. The Osco-Latin silver 
standard is superseded by the Roman scruple-standard (I 
scruple of t •i37 grammeswth of the pound of 273 grammes). 
Silver being to bronze as s : 12o, 2 scruples of silver were equiva-
lent tot bronze as of 273 grammes.• The first issue of silver 
in this period consisted of didrachms (six-scruple pieces) with 
a head of Roma in a Phrygian helmet (alluding to her Trojan 
foundation), the inscription is ROMANO. Parallel with this 
is a Caption issue of libral cast bronze (au paw) for the use 
of the Latin territory; the 3-asses (tressis), 2-asses (dupondius) 
and as all have the head of Roma as on the didrachm, and the 
reverse type of all denominations is a wheel. (This wheel 
probably alludes to the completion of the internal routes of 
communication in Roman territory, especially of the via Appia, 
which was finished in 312). Finally, to this first issue is attributed 
one of the quadrilateral ingots generally known as acs signature ; 
its types are the Roman eagle on 'a thunderbolt, and a Pegasus 
with the inscription ROMANOM. These ingots, according 
to a plausible but not quite convincing conjecture, were probably 
not used as money, but only In sacral and legal ceremonies—
such as dedication to the gods, undid* per set d lileam, Ste.—
in which the use of air race was traditional. But from this 
time onward each issue of salver and sea grave from the Capuan 
mint was, it is supposed, accompanied by a new ingot of this 
kind. Three further 13611122 of silver from the Capuan mint 
took place in this period, each accompanied by its corresponding 
as grave series and ingot. These heavy bronze pieces are all 
uninscaed; on the silver and small struck bronze ROMA 
replaces ROMANO. The evidence of hoards shows that in this 
period there must have been some sort of convention between 
Rome and the autonomous mints of her allies, permitting the 
circulation, throughout the bronze-using district under Roman 
control, of all the coins issued from Rome and Capua, on the one 
hand, 9d, on the other, all the us grave issued by the autono-
mous mints. In the third sub-period (c. 290-269) the silver 
coinage of the Capuan mint becomes thoroughly Romanized; 
its inscription is, of course, ROMA; its types are the typically 
Roman ones of the youthful head of Janus and Jupiter In his 

gambits (these are the mama quadrigati). There is also a 
series of struck bronze inscribed ROMA issued from the same 
mint. The important feature of this period Is that bronze is no 
longer regarded as the most important element in the currency, 
but is subordinated to silver; the result is that we have what 
is called the semi-libral reduction, the weight of the as issued 
from the Roman mint being half the pound. But opinions vary 
as to whether the pound of which the as represented the half 
in this period was the old one of 273 MIMIC; or the new Roman 
pound of 327.es grammes. As the latter was certainly used for 
a special series of act grime Issued from the Roman mint for 
the Latins (see below), we may assume that it was also used 
for the regular Roman coinage. Now since the j lb as (163.72 
grammes) was equated to I scruple of silver (n37 grammes), 
we get a forced relation of salver to copper of : toe. The as 
being regarded merely as representing so much salver (I scruple), 
so long as the state guaranteed the cover, there was no reason 
why the as, being merely token money, should not fall in weight; 
and that it does, sinking by the end of this or beginning of the 
next period to the weight of / of the Oscan or j (sextons) of the 
new Roman pound. We may note the occurrence In this series 
of the decausit or io-as piece. Of the two series of sea grave 
Issued in this period for the benefit of the Latin district, both 
are heavier than in the preceding period; the new Roman 
pound of 3 2 7 .43 grammes is used for a series issued from the 
mint of Rome; a still higher weight (perhaps of 34r grammes) 
for a series issued from Capua. The relation between silver and 
copper involved in this standard is not quite clear. In this 
period also we have ingots corresponding according to the theory 
above mentioned, to the various series of sea grave; one, with 
a pair of chickens feeding and a pair of rostra, refers to the 
augury taken by the Roman imperator before battle. Two 
other ingots commemorate historical events; one, with 4 
Samnite bull on cads side, the subjugation of Rome's great 
rival; the other, with an elephant and a pig, the alleged rout of 
Pyrrhus's elephants by the grunting of swine at Madan in 278. 

After the introduction in 269 s.c. of the silver denarius (piece of 
so asses, marked X, P1. IL fig. 23) with its half (the quinasius, 
V) and Its quarter (the sestertlus, IIS), no changes of obviously 
great economic importance take place in the coinage until near 
the close of the republican period. Although it is not true, as 
is sometimes stated, that the coinage of silver at all local mints 
in south Italy, except the Brunton, came to a close with the 
introduction of the denarius, yet the new Roman coin entirely 
dominated the currency from the first. Many mints, however, 
continued to issue bronze coinage down to 89 s.c., and a Roman 
coinage in various metals is also attributed to certain local 
mints, such as Clams and Hattie; not to mention the Roman 
issues which gal continued to be made from Capua, though in 
a less degree than before. At Rome itself the mint was now 
localized in the temple of Juno Moneta, who probably• received 
her surname from, rather than gave it to, mosey. The desiring, 
being equivalent to to asses, and weighing 4.55 grammes, would 
at the rate of I : 120 (which was now restored) be equivalent 
to 546 grammes of bronze. The as of the time must therefore 
have been the one weighing sa.6 grammes, that is of the Oscan 
pound cf 273 grammes, or (=tans) of the Attie-Roman pound 
of 327.45 grammes. In other words, the legally recognized 
as of this period was the as of the sextantal reduction. The 
bronze coins of this reduction are, Mae the salver, struck, not 
cast; the process of striking had already been introduced for 
the lower denominations of bronze is the previous period. About 
• a.c. the weight of the denarius, having sank under the stress 
of the first Punic war, was fixed at 3.90 grammes. Possibly 
the reduction of the as to the weight of an undo, which Pliny 
attributes to the time of the Hannibalian crisis, may really 
have taken place at the same time. In 528 LC. bock Initial 
prefer to say nearly forty years earlier) a new silver extra-Roman 
coin, the sidoriatss, was introduced. It replaced the old Cam-
panian drachm and, wherever it may have been minted, was 
meant for circulation outside Rome. The quinarius and aster-
dos at the same time disappeared from the regular coinage, but 

a 
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the sesterce remained the unit of account. Marks of value occur 
on all the coins from 269 B.C. for some time onward, except on 
the smallest bronze and the victoriatus. After the reduction of 
the bronze had been carried far, it became possible to issue 
large denominations of a circular form.

t 
 thus circular bronze 

cleanses (equal each to i denarius) are known of various periods, 
weighing from over Imo to 65o grammes. 

Gold was not regularly coined by the Romans until the close 
of the republic; but certain exceptional issues must be noticed. 
The earliest (some time during the first Punic War) consisted of 
pieces of 6o (Pl. II. fig. 26), 40 and so sestertii; they were issued 
both from Rome and from some external mint or mints. To 
the crisis of the second Punic War may be assigned certain 
electrum coini of I scruple weight (types: janiform female 
head, and Jupiter in quadriga). It is to this time that Pliny 
attributes the fixing of the as at the weight of an uncia, and 
the valuation of the denarius at r6 instead of so asses (although 
in estimating the pay of soldiers the denarius continued to be 
given for so asses). Finally tbere is some probability in the 
attribution to the year ao9 of the well-known gold coins of 6 
and 3 scruples which have on the obverse a bead of the young 
Janus, and on the reverse two soldiers taking an oath of alliance 
over the carcass of a pig—in allusion to the loyalty to Rome of 
her Latin colonies -(Livy xxvii. 9, so). 
; Without following the fortunes of the various denominations, 
we may note that in 89 s.c. the lex Papiria suppressed all local 
mints throughout Italy, ordered the reissue of the silver rester-
this, and introduced the semuncial () ounce) standard for bronze. 
This was just after the close of the Social War, which had been 
signalized by the issue, on the part of the revolted allies, of an 
interesting series of coins (denarii and—most treasonable of Ol-
e gold piece) chiefly from Italia, as they called Corfinium. 
These coins bear in Oscan letters the names of the Italian military 
leaders, such as C. Papius Mutilus. In 81 a.c. the regular 
bronze coinage came to an end, and the denarius remained for a 
long time the only coin issued by the Roman mint. Roman 
generals sometimes, however, issued exceptional coins in their 
own names, such as " bronze sesterces." 

We have already dealt with the earliest gold money of the 
republic. Another exceptional issue was the gold coin bearing 
the name of T. Quincties Flamininus, the liberator of Hellas 
(struck between 198 and 190 a.c.); but it was minted in Greece 
and conformed to Greek standards. The earliest Roman aurci 
proper (those of Sulla) were also struck outside Rome. They 
weigh gig or cats of a Roman_pound. The aurei of Pompeius were 
ais, those of Julius Caesar of the pound. After Caesar's time 
the weight of the aureus fell to /13 lb, under Augustus. 

Of the administrative side of the Roman system of coinage little 
is known but what the coins reveal. The earliest indication of 
monetary magistrates is found in symbols, which occur on the coins 
before the close of the first Punic War. Then the names begin to 
Impair, at first abbreviated, then at length. Probably the right of 
coinage was in the beginning vested in the consuls, but it would 
seem that about the time of the second Punic War it was transferred 
to a special board of magistrates, the tresviri acre argent° aura fiends 
feritnuio. Whether they were appointed every year, or only when 
seed arose. we do not know; but it is improbable that there was an 
annual board until the beginning of the tit century, if then ; and 
even when annually appointed, they cannot all have exercised their 
right. On the other hand, there were in some years, as 92 a.c., no 
less than five moneyers; in c. 86 B.C. there were four, two being 
seam earthing a specially conferred right. Exceptional issues of 
this kind were often authonsed by the senate, and bear inscriptions 
indicating the fact, such as P.E.S.C. (publics ex &mists consults). 
An issue [or the purpose of the Apollinarian games, defrayed out of a 

goar
l treasury, bears the inscription S.C.D(e) T(hesauro). Julius 

  added a fourth atheyer to the board. The first issue of gold 
by such a board took place in 43 a.c. ; all previous issues of gold had 
been made, so far as we know. in virtue of military imperium (in 
44 a.c. by the praetors). Augustus, after the troubtous period 41-27 
was over, returned to the triumviral system; after his reform of 
13 n.c. the bronze coinage which he introduced in that year is signed 
by the triumvirs, although the gold and silver bears no such names. 
Shortly afterwards, however, he organized the system which will be 
dealt with under the empire. 

The types of the Roman republican coins are of great interest, 
although their art never rises above mediocrity. The chief types  

of the period before s69 have already been mentioaed. The 
earliest (Wadi, quinaril and seaterth bear a head of the goddess 
Roma, helmeted, and the Dioscuri charging on horseback, as 
they appeared at Lake Regilkus. The victoriatus has a head of 
Jupiter and a figure of Victory crowning a trophy. The types 
of the bronze coins are practically the same as in the eadier 
period. About om s.c. the goddess Diana in her chariot begins 
to appear on the reverses of some of the denarii. Later, other 
types gradually encroach on the reverses; first, Victory in a 
chariot; still later such types as the Juno of Lanuvium in a 
chariot drawn by goats. This and other types which now begin 
to relieve the monotony of the series usually have a personal 
allusion to the moneyer, or to his family history. Thus, on a 
denarius of Sex. Pompehts Fostlus is seen the shepherd Fatuities 
discovering Romulus and Remus suckled by the she-wolf. 
Imaginary or more or less authentic portraits of ancestors, such 
as Huron, L. Junius Brews or M. Claudius Marcellus, belong 
to the same category. An elephant's bead on a Macedonian 
shield, on a coin of M. Caecilius Metellus (c. 94 s.c.), anodes to 
victories won by Caecilii at Panorama (in ass, over Punic 
elephants) and in Macedonia (in 148). The cult of Venus by 
the Julian family is illustrated by a denarius of L. Julius Caesar 
(4. go s.c.) with a head of Mars and a figure of Venus in a car 
drawn by two Cupids. The surrender of Jugurtha by Bacchus 
to Sulla is represented on a denarius of Sulla's son Faustus (ha 
B.C., P1. II. fig. 27). The type is probably a copy of the design 
which we know the dictator used for his signet-ring, M. Aemilias 
Lepidus (TVTOR REGis) crowning Ptolemy Epiphanes, or 
Paullus Aemilius erecting a trophy, while King Perseus and his 
two children stand before him, are other historical types. A 
contemporary event is commemorated on a special issue in-
scribed AD FRV(mentum) EMV(ndum) EX S(enatus) C(on-
sttlto), coined by L. Calpurnius Piso and Q. Servilius Caepio in 
zoo s.c. Cacpio, quaestor in that year, defeated the proposal 
of Saturninus to sell corn publicly at a nominal price; but the 
senate voted a special issue of money to meet the strain of the 
market. On the obverse is a head of Saturn, from whose treasury 
the funds for the issue were drawn; on the reverse are Cacpio 
and Piso on their official scat, and two ears of corn. Perhaps 
the most graphic allusion to a contemporary event to be found 
on any coin is furnished by the cap of liberty with two daggers 
and the inscription EID(ibits) MAR(tiis) on coins of Brutus. 
Representations of a less obviously historical character, as 
personifications of countries or places (Hispania, Alexandria) 
or qualities (Honos and Virtus) or mythological figures (Scylla), 
are all, it would seem, inspired by some personal interest. Many 
types will only be explained when more light is thrown on the 
obscure corners of Roman mythology and ritual; but they 
will all probably be found to have some personal reference to 
the moneyer. Roman types of the later republic, therefore, 
though they may be classified externally as " religious," " histori-
cal," " canting," &c., are all inspired by some personal motive. 
The inevitable outcome of this character was that, when once 
contemporary portraiture was regarded as legitimate on the 
coins, it speedily became its most important feature. The 
portrait of Flamininus on his gold coin struck in Greece long 
remained without a Roman analogy. In 44 s.c., by order of the 
senate, the head of Julius Caesar was placed on the silver coins 
(Pl. III. fig. 1; the gold coin bearing his portrait is of doubtful 
authenticity). After Caesar's death portraits occur on coins 
issued by men of all shades of political opinion, showing that 
portraiture on the coins was not then regarded as the mon-
archical prerogative, which it became from A.D. 6 onwards, 
when it was limited to members of the imperial family. 

The history of the imperial coinage is full of metrological 
difficulties. These arise from the conditions fixed by Augustus 
(16-15 s.c.), by which the emperor alone coined gold moo., 
and silver, the senate alone bronze. Consequently 
the senate was wholly at the mercy of the emperor. Augustus 
struck the aureus at 42 to the pound, equal to as denarii at 84 
to the pound (Pl. III. fig. 3). He introduced a new coinage in two 
metals, the sestertius of 4 asses and dupondius of a, both in fine 
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yellow buss (oriehakum), and the as semis and quadrat!' in 
common red copper. This distinction of metals, however, was 
sometimes ignored, as in the Unmet Nero,when we havesestertius 
(Pl. III. fig. a), dupondiusand as, all in brass, and of three different 
sizes. The as is usually nearly equal in size and weight to the 
dupondius, but is distinguished by its metal and inferior fabric. 
All this brass and copper coinage bears the letters S.C., tenalta 
easestelee. Emperors not acknowledged by the senate are without 
such money; thus we have no specimens of Otho or Pescennius 
Niger. 

Nero reduced the denarius to vtith of the pound, and alloyed its 
silver with from g to to% of base motet Henceforward the quality 

of the denarius gradually sank, until under Sept. Severus 
°bus" the proportion of 	was from so to 6o%. Camcalla amkrlavvr 	. also issued lead plated with silver and, among Ills aurei, emperor& 

 copper 
 

plated with gold. He also introduced a new coin, 
called after1117 the argenteus Antosinianue. It was struck at 
,'nth to ststh of the pound. and seems to have been originally 
a double denarius struck on • lower standard. The character-
istic of this coin is that the head of the emperor is radiate as Sol 
(Pl. II I. fig. 4), that of the empress on a crescent as Luna. Tommie the 
end of Caracalla's reign the weight of the aureus had fallen to Is  lb. 
Under Elagabalus the taxes were paid in gold alone; this was 
ruinous, for the treasury paid in debased silver at nominal value, 
which had to be used to purchase gold by the taxpayer at real value. 
Under Gordian III. the silver contained 677,, of alloy; and eventu-
ally under Gallienus the " argenteus " frequently contained no silver 
whatever. Aurelian (A.D. no-273) attempted a reform of the coinage 
by which the previous coin was reduced from its nominal to its 
intrinsic value. The coins were now of bronze with a wash of silver, 
and we now find them marked with their value as two denarii. 
These coins replace at once the base silver and the bronze, which now 
disappear. The moseying right of the senate had become illusory 
by the depreciation of silver, which had ceased to have any real 
value. Aurelian entirely suppressed this right ; Tacitus and Florian 
restored it for a few years, after which the S.C. disappears from the 
coinage. The reform of Aurelian caused a serious outbreak at Rome, 
but was maintained by him and by Tacitus. Aurelian also suppressed 
all local mints but Alexandria. It was the work of Diocletian to 
restore the issue of relatively pure money in the three metals. He 
made no less than four unsuccessful attempts to regulate theweight 
of gold. Not later than syo he restored a pure silver coinage with • 
piece of gi lb. His reformed bronze coins are the Xis, marked 
)0C., XX•l., K, ICA, &c. (all meaning' 2 denarii the unit ") and the 
half-denarius of centenionalis. 

Constantine, probably in A.D. 312 (though some critics attribute 
the reform to Constanties Chlorus) desiring to rectify the gold 
coinage. which had long been quite irregular in weight, reduced the 
chief gold piece to of the pound ,and issued the solidus (Pl. III. fig. 5), 
a piece destined to play a great part in commercial history. It was 
never lowered in weight, though many centuries later it was debased, 
long after it had become the parent of the gold coinages of Westerns 
and Eastern alike throughout the civil' ttd world. The letters OB, 
which are commonly found in the exergue of gold coins from the 4th 
century onwards mean Obryzion (refined gold), and the letters PS, 
found on silver coins Pendency' (refined sliver). Under Constantius 

(a.o. 360) and Julian the silver coin of st, lb was suppressed, and 
the siliqua of sjeth of die pound (which had already been issued in 
small quantities before) took its place. From about 36o there was 
a system of 4 bronze coins (fotlis, denarius. centenionalis and 
centenionalis). The last soon disappeared, and under Honorins (395) 
only the centenionalis remained. Monocles and his successors issued 
the silver decargyrus(- no denarii). The bronze coinage of this time 
was small and mean. It will be seen that a fuller system of bronze 
was originated by Anastasius, the Byzantine emperor. 

Under Augustus the Roman monetary system became the 
official standard of the empire, and no local mint could exist 
without the imperial licence. Thus the Greek imperial money 
is strictly Roman money coined in the provinces, with the legends 
and types of the towns. Many cities were allowed to strike 
bronze, several silver. The kings of the Cimmerian Bosporus 
enjoyed the exceptional privilege of striking gold, which, however, 
becaMe rapidly debased. The silver becomes limited about 
Nero's time, but lasts under the Antonines, and is also found 
under Caracalla and Macrinus. It is chiefly supplied by the 
mints of Caesarea in Cappadocia, Antioch and subsidiary mints 
in Syria, and Alexandria in Egypt. None of these were strictly 
city-mints, but served the purposes of the provincial govern-
ment. The bronze increased in mints and quantity in the and 
century, but, through the debasement of the Roman silver, one 
city after another ceased to strike about the middle of the 3rd. 
The provincial mint of Alexandria, however, continued to strike  

until the end of the cindery, Prom the cones of the ordinary 
Greek and other cities under the empire must be distinguished 
the issues of the Roman coloniea. In the west these practically 
ceased in Nero's time; in the east they lasted as long as the 
other Greek coinage. Purely Roman gold said silver was coined 
in certain of the provinces, in Spain and Gaul, and at the cities 
of Antioch and Ephesus. When the base silver had driven the 
Greek imperial bronze out of drculation, Gallienus established 
local mints which struck pure Roman types. Diocletian in-
creased the number of these mints, which lasted until the fall 
of the empire of the West, and in the East longer. These 
mints were (with others added later), Londinium (or Augusta), 
Camulodunum, Treviri, Lugdunum, Arelate (or Constantine), 
Ambianum, Tarraco, Carthago, Roma, Oath, Ravenna, Aqulleia, 
Mediolanum, Slicks, Serdica, Sirmium, Themalonica, Capstan. 
tinopolls, Heraelet, Nicomedia, Cyzicus, Antiochia (ultimately 
TheupolLs) and Alexandria. A few were speedily abandoned. 

As regards the internal organization of the mints under the empire, 
we know that, although the name. of the triumviri Inoue:aim do not 
occur on the coins after IS B.c., they continued to exist (with the title 
Illviri mem memo sure ,fiasdolersinufe, although their competence 
was restricted to the first metal) until probably the time of Aurelian, 
who withdrew the right of coinage from the senate. Officials of the 
imperial treasury superintended the gold and silver coinage ;  Trawls 
plated a peoeurakor monwee Angesti of equestrian rank at the head of 
the whole system, subject to the emperor's rationalis (the chief 
official of the treasury). The system of procurators was extended 
and regularized by Diocletian. In the Roman colonies (which were 
only allowed to issue bronze) the formula D.D. or E D.D. (ex 
darrienew deerete) often occurs, 	 ng to the C. of the 
Roman mint, At many colomek 	• y in the west, the monetary 
duumviri sign the coins. At Rome the imperial mint itself was 
situated behind the Colosseum, near the Coeliac hill, the senate re- 
tainints mint on the Capitol probably until the time of Trojan.
The three monetae (of else three metals) appear together, on 
medal ons for the first time under Hadrian, and proeabil,  indicate 
the organization of the mints for the throe metals in one plus 
From the middle of the 3rd century mint-marks begin to occur on 
the coins, indicating the various mints, the efficinae an each mint, &c. 
Sometimes these marks form " secret combinations "• thus the 
letters I, 0 and BI found on three different coins of Diocletian 
(struck at three different officinae), and the letters HP, KOY and al 
on three corresponding coins of Maximise, combine into Greek words 
representing the genitives of the Latin titles levies and Hemline 
assumed by these two emperors. 

The obverse type of the imperial coins is the portrait of an 
imperial personage, emperor, empress or Caesar. The type 
only varies in the treatment of the head or bust—if 
male, laureate, radiate or bare; if female, sometimes nil" al 
veiled, but usually bare. The reverse types of the a w. 
pagan period are mythological of divinities, allegorical 
of personifications, historical of the acts of the emperors. Thus 
the coins of Hadrian, besides bearing the figures of the chief 
divinities of Rome, commemorate by allegorical representations 
of countries or cities the emperor's progresses, and by actual 
representations his architectural works. Types often occur 
purely personal to the emperor, such as the sphinx which 
Augustus used as his signet, or the capricom, his natal sign. 
The most remarkable feature of imperial types is the increase of 
personifications, such as Abundantia, Concordia, Liberalitas 
Pudicitia—for the most part drearily conventional. The 
inscriptions are either simply descriptive, such as the emperor's 
names and titles in the nominative on the obverse, or partly 
on the obverse and partly on the reverse, and the name of the 
subject on the reverse; or else they are dedicatory, the imperial 
names and titles being given on the obverse in the dative and the 
name of the type on the reverse. Sometimes the reverse bears 
a directly dedicatory inscription to the emperor. The inscriptions 
on the earlier imperial coins from Tiberius to Severus Alexander 
arc generally chronological, usually giving the current or last 
consulship of the emperor and his tn'bunitian year. It must be 
noted that Christian symbols first made their appearance on 
coins in an unsystematic, almost accidental way. The earliest 
instance is at the mint of Tarraco in A.D. 314, when a cross occurs 
as a symbol on the reverse. In A.D. sao the Christian monogram 
is found as a detail in the field at several mints. But the types 
still remain pagan; these symbols arc not introduced by order, 
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although she officials vita introduced them doubtless knew they 
could do so with impunity. As times goes on the Christian 
emblems become more popular; on a coin of Conmantias U. 
we find Victory aownhm the emperor, who bolds the standard 
of the cross; the inscription fa HOC SIGNO VICVOR ERIS. 
Another type of the mine reign is the Christian monogram 
flanked by alpha and omega. Under Julian there is a temporary 
recrudescent* of pagan types; with the revival of Christianity 
monotony of type sets in. 
' The art of Roman imperial coins, although far Inferior to that of 
Greek, is well worth y of study in its but ages, for its intrinsic merit, 
for its illustration of contemporary sculpture, and on account of the 
influence it exercised on medieval and modern art. On the whole the 
finest work is produced under Augustus, when the portraits still 
betray a certain refinement of imagination in the artists. Some of it 
sancta the beauty of Roman monumental sculpture in relief of the 
noel  whether that sculpture be regarded as the work of Greeks or of

The most 
purely under th 	a.  • 	Under 	Ant9oVranst althOuPgehtheatill 
striking and powerful, the portraits lost in subtlety and from the 
time of Commodes theft is a rapid decline. The age of Diocletian 
and Constantine shows a wets-aunt but hopeless attempt at revival 
of art. In spite of its defects, the fact that many of the greatest 
medallists of the Renaissance drew their inspiration from the art of 
imperial coins shows that it had many good qualities, of which the 
chief was an honest directness of effort. The realism in which this 
resulted is perhaps best seen in the portraits of Nero, the growth of 
whose bad passions may be seen in the Increasing brutality of his 
features and expression. The medallion series is full of charming 
subjects. though when they have been treated by Greek artists of 
earlier ages the contrast is trying; the most satisfactory are the 
representations of older statues; the purely new compositions are 
either poor inventions, or have a thewial air that removes theta 
from the province of good art. 

In. illONEVAL AND Lam Cosies or EIINOPS 
The petiod of the medieval and later coins of Europe must 

be considered to begin about the time of the fall of the Western 
empire, so that its length to the present day is about moo years. 
It is impossible to separate the medieval and later coins, either 
in the entire class, because the time of change varies, or in each 
group, dace there are usually pieces indicative of transition 
which display characteristics of both periods. The clearest 
division of the subject is to place the Byzantine coinage first, 
then to notice the characteristics of its descendants, and lastly 
to sketch the monetary history of each country. The coinage of 
the present day, however, having certain definite characteristics, 
may be dealt with separately. 

The Byzantine money is usually held to begin in the reign of 
Anastasius (4.o. 491-518, Pl. III. fig. 6). The coinage is always 

in the three metals, but the silver money is rare, and 
ils's••• 	was probably struck in small quantities. At first both tom *mom  the gold and the silver are fine, but towards the close 

of the empire they are much alloyed. The gold coin 
is the solidus of Constantine, with its half and its third, the so-
called semissis and tremissis. The Byzantine solidus (tense) 
bad an enormous vogue throughout the middle ages, being the 
chief gold coin until the introduction of the Italian gold in the 
13th century. The chief silver coin was the miliarision, and 
a smaller coin, the sillqua or keration. Under Heraclius (6to-
641) the hexagram or double miliarision was first coined. The 
silver money of the restored Greek empire is obscure. In 498 
Anastasius Introduced a new copper coinage bearing on the 
reverse, at his time, the following indexes of ;due as the main 
type: I I, II. I and E, 4o ntiMuti, 20, 10 and 5. These coins bear 
beneath the indexes the abbreviated name of the place of issue. 
Justinian I. added the regnal year in A.D. 538, his twelfth year. 
The money of this class presents extraordinary variations of 
weight, which Indicate the condition of the imperial finances. 
The Alexandrian coins of this class begin under Anastasius and 
end with the capture of the city by the Arabs. They have two 
denominations, IB and S. and r or r 2, 6 and 3 denarii, and there 
is an isolated variety of Justinian with A r(33). The Alexandrian 
bronze never lost its weight, while that of the empire generally 
fell, and thus some of the pieces of Heraclius, while associated 
with his sons Heraclius Constantinus and Heraelonas, have the 
double Index IB and L Under Basal I. the bronze money  

appears to have been reformed, but the absence of indexes of 
value makes the whole later history of the coinage in this metal 
very difficult. There was one curious change in the aspect 
of the money. Early in the tab century the solidus begins 
to assume a cup-shaped form, and this subsequently became 
the shape of the whole coinage except the smaller bronze pieces. 
These novel coins are called nummi scyphati. The types, except 
when they refer simply to the sovereign, are of a religions and 
consequently of a Christian character. This feeling increases to 
the last. Thus, on the obverse of the earlier coins the emperors 
are represented alone, but from about the loth century they are 
generally portrayed as aided or supported by some sacred person-
age or saint. On the reverses of the oldest coins we have such 
types as a Victory holding a cross (other personifications all but 
disappear), but on those of later ones a representation of Our 
Saviour or of the Virgin Mary. Christ first appears on a coin 
of about ri.o. 45o, where He is represented marrying Pukberia 
to Mercian. He does not appear again until the end of the 7th 
century, when His bust is introduced by Justinian II. It was 
perhaps this type, so offensive to Mahommedan feeling, that 
caused the Caliph Abdalmalik to initiate the Mussulman coinage. 
From the 9th century Christ appears in various forms on the 
coins; about 9co we find the Virgin; a few years later saints 
begin to appear. A remarkable type was introduced by Michael 
VIII., Palaeologus, who recovered Constantinople from the 
Latins in 1261, and issued coins with the Virgin standing in the 
midst of the walls of the dty. The principal inscriptions for 
a long period almost invariably relate to the sovereign, and 
express his name and titles. The secondary inscriptions of the 
earlier coins indicate the town at which the piece was struck, 
and, in the case of the larger bronze pieces, the year of the 
emperor's reign is also given. From about the tab century 
there are generally two principal inscriptions, the one relating 
to the emperor and the other to the sacred figure of the reverse, 
in the form of • prayer. The secondary inscriptions at the 
same time are descriptive, and are merely abbreviations of the 
names or titles of the sacred personages near the representations 
of whom they are placed. From the time of Alexius 1. (Com nenus) 
the principal inscriptions are almost disused, and descriptive ones 
alone given. These are neatly always abbreviations, like the 
secondary ones of the earlier period. The language of the in-
scriptions was at first Latin with a partial use of Creek; about 
the time of Heraclius Greek began to take its place on a rude 
class of coins, probably local; by the 9th century Greek inscrip-
tions occur in the regular coinage; and at the time of Alexius I. 
Latin wholly disappears. The Greek inscriptions arc remarkable 
for their orthography, which indicates the changes of the language. 
In the tith century we notice a few metrical inscriptions, the 
forerunners of verse-mottoes on later coins. Of the art of tbese 
coins little need be said. It has its importance in illustrating 
contemporary ecclesiastical art, but is generally inferior to it 
both in design and in execution. It is noticeable that from the 
beginning of the Byzantine period the facing representation of 
the bust begins to be popular, and that from the time of Justinian 
(6th century) onwards the profile practically disappears from 
the coinage. The last Byzantine gold coin (a piece of John V., 
1341-1391) shows a figure of John the Baptist imitated from 
the Florentine coinage. 

Besides the regular series of the Byzantine empire, in which 
we include the money assigned to the Latin emperors of Con-
stantinople, there are several cognate groups connected 
with it,either because of their similarity,or because the 
sovereigns were of the imperial houses. There are the 
coinages of the barbarians to be next noticed, and the money 
of the emperors of Nicaea, of Thesaalonica and of Trebizond. 
The last group consists of small silver pieces, which were prised 
for their purity; they were called Comnenian white-money 
(derma Rojoirara), the princes of Trebizond having spring fora 
the illustrious family of the Comneni. 

The coinage of the other states of the West fan, Into well-
defined periods, which have been distinguished as (r) transitiodal 
period, from Romeo to true medieval coinage, from the fall 
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of Rule (4$)  to the anitedeit of Cherkmagee (168); (a) tine 
medieval age, during which the Carolinian money was the 
$4.,h,*  currency of western Europe. from Charlemagne to the 

emu fall of the Swabian house (t268); (e) early Renaissance, 
enafflo from the striking of the &min in Florence (ram) to 
444.111.• 

 
the classical Renaissance (145o); (4) the damical 

Renaismanee, from giscr to Moo; (5) the modern period. 

r. The various coinages_ of the transitional period will best be 
considered together (see below). 

2. The Inconvenience of gdd money when it represents a very 
lugs value is the necessaries of life must have caused its abandon- 

ment and the substitution of silver by the Carlovingian.. 
MN/ma  The denier (delude) or penny alaout 24 grains was 
at first practically the sole

s 
 coin. Tke solidus in gold was 

struck but very rarely, perhaps as a kind of prod of the right of 
mink/. The Byzantine solidus or bestant was used and mas the 
equivalent Ara 

sing. 
 gold. The 

Ara 
 Elver piece, the dirkms, rub  most 

curtly the double of the denier, gad seems to have hem widely 
current in the north. The new coinage spread from Fiance, where it 
was first royal and then royal and feudal, to Germany, Italy, where 
the Byzantine types did not wholly disappear, Eneland, navia, 
C .141.  and Aragon. In Germany and France feudal money was soon 
issued, and in -Italy towns and ecclesiastical foundations lar gely 
acquired from the empire the right of ottani.. which was elsew 
rare. The consequence of the extended • t of coinage was a de- 
predation in weight, and in the middle of tath century the one-
sided peonies celled keacteates appeared in Germany, which were so 
thin that they could only be stamped on one side. The types of this 
whole second coinage are new, except when the bust of theemperor 
Is engraved. The most usual are the cross: and the church as a 
temple also appears, ultimately taking the form of a Gothic building. 
There &melee sacred fturmand more rarely heeds in the later age. 

3. The true herald of the Ruakisum was the emperor Frederick 
II. In restoring the gold coinage, however, he followed in the steps of 

the Norman dukes of Apulia. With a large Arab peed:L- 
.1W don, these princes had found it convenient to continue 
Re""'" the Oriental gold money of the country, part of the great 
WO& memory at that time of all the western Dirieleranwnd 
Roger II. (1130-11 54) also struck Latin coins of his own as DVX 
APVLIAE, the first ducats. Frederick 11. (iris-325o), continuing 
the Arab coinage, also struck his own Roman gal money, solidi and 
half solidi, with his bust as empe of the Romans, Caesar Augustus, 
and on the reverse the imperial eagle (Pl. II I. fig. 7). In workmanship 
these were the finest coins produced in the middle ages But the 
calamities which overwhelmed the Swabian house and threw back 
the Renaissance deprived this effort of any weight, and it was left to 
the meat republks to carry out the idea of a worthy 
necessity of their large commercial schemes. The famouswgoirdi= 
was first issued in lap (PIM!. fig.8). Theobverse type is the standing 
figure of St John the Baptist, reverse bears the lily of Florence. 
The weight was about 54 grams, but the breadth of the coin and the 
beauty of the work gave rt dignity. The commercial ineatness of 
Dormice and the punry of the florin caused the issue of smiler coins 
in almost all parts of Europe. Venice was not long in striking 
(in 1254) a go coin of the same weight as the florin, but with the 
types of a standing figure ofChrist,and the doge receiving the gonfalon 
at the hands of St Mark Mee PL III. fig. 9). It was first called the 
ducat, the name It always bears" in its imam• • later it is known 
as the =chino or sequin. Though not so y imitated as the 
florin, the extreme purity of the sequin was unquestioned to a time 
within the memory of living persons. Genoa likewise had a great gold 
Currency, and the other Italian states struck in this metal. It is 
significant of the F of the Italia* republics that the later /Canoe. 
luke sultans of found it convenient or necessary for their 
position betweenEurope and India to adopt the weight of the florin 
and sequin for their gold money. 

in 	 Em 
111mvarieties Of gold money 

course of time in France, 	and to a lees extent in 
ottuer  countries. The need for • heavier silver mimes caused the 
issue al the large denier (grosses decades, gros or groat). This coin 
appears early In the 14th century. The types Isom the 14th century 
onwards are very various and distinctly worthy of the art of the 
time, which as yet is purely decorative and conventional. so that 
portraits are not possible. The religious intention also is gradually 
giving way to the desire to produce a beautiful result, and the 
symbol of the cross is varied to suit the decorative needs of the coin. 
Heraldic subjects also appear. and in the shield, which is frequently 
▪ reverse type, we see the origin of the canal modern reverse of the 
mon imptant coins. 

4. 5. With the denies! Renaissance we find ourselves in the 
presence of modern ideas. The elaborate systems of coinage of the 

various states et Europe are soon to begin, and the 
Of dmateal of a general currency to become for the time 
Roma. ▪ aid  LITeseelme•ble. Silver money now rains now importance with 
mi.,. the. issue of the Maier or dollar in Geramny. 	15 18. 

1102 great coin speedily became the chief European 
piece In its metal, but as it was coined of various=solid 
varying purity it failed to acquire the gaud diameter Of 

The style et this age k at first seemliest. The Medea gave the tone 
to the coe. Art had wholly thrown of the rules of the age beton 
and attained the faculty of portraiture and the power of simply 
representing objects of nature and art. Great masters now executed 
medals and even coins, but speedily this work become a mere matter 
of commerce, and by the beginning of the modern period it was fast 
falling into Me poverty and barbarism in which it has ever since 
remained. The details of the numismatics of these two periods 
belong to the notices of the money of the several countries. 

A word must be added on roomy of account. While the denier 
was the chief and pectic* the sale coin, the solidus pawed front 

solidus, like the German sailing 	contained Alma er 
usually in deniers. As there were 20 	to the a""14  

use as a foreign piece into a 	of account. The 

pound of silver, we obtain the eeekoning by I s. d., librae, solidi and 
densrij. The pound as a weight containU 12 as, and its two-thirds 
wait the German mark of 8 og 

It would be interesting, did space permit, to notice fully the art of 
this entire due, to examine its growth, and to trace its decfine; 
but, as with that of Greek and Roman coins, we must 
mainly limit ourselves to the best period. This is a 
of about a hundred and fifty years, the age of the =cal Rends. 
sante1 from the middle of the 15th century to the close of the ,6th. 
The 6amt works are limited to the first half-century of this period, 
from a little before 145o to about I soo, in Italy, and for u long a 

were then greater than afterwards, and medal-making bed not 
time, beginning and mg somewhat later, in German . The manta 

degenerated into a trade; but with the larger production of the 
paled following the work was more mechanical, and so fell into the 
hands of inferior men. The medals of this first period may not un-
worthily be placed by the side of its sculpture aad its painting. Not 
only have some of its andallists taken b000urabk place in a list 
where there was no room for ignoble names, but to design medals 
was not thought an unworthy occupation Inc the most famous artists. 
There are, as we should expect, two principal schools, the Italian and 
the German. The former attained a higher excellence, as pass swag 
not merely a nobler style but one especially adapted to cow' s or 
medals. The object which the artists strove to attain was to present 
a portrait or to commemorate an action in the best manner possible, 
without losing sight of the fitness of the designs to the form and use 
of the piece on which they were to be placed. For the successful 
attainment of this purpose the style of the later pre-Raphaelites was 
eminently suited. Its general love of truth, symmetrical grouping, 
simple drapery and severely faithful portraiture were qualities 
especially fitted to produce a fine portrait and a good medal. It 
is to be noted that their idea of portraiture did not depend on such 
a feeling for beauty as influenced the Greeks. Rather did it set befogs 
it the moral or intellectual attainments and capabilities, what the 
Italians called the fad, of the subject. The German art, as seen in 
the medals, is mostly the work of carvers in wood or honestone, or 
goldsmiths. It excels in vigorous, realistic portraiture, and in 
decorative treatmentof heraldic subjects, but is lacking in breadth of 
style and in the imagination shown by the best Item medallists. 
Both theme schools, but especially the Italian, afford the best 
foundation for a truly lent modern medallic art. The finest 
coins and medals of Italy and Germany have an object similar to 
that which it is sought to fulfil in the English, and their nearness in 
time makes many details entirely appropriate. Thus, without 
blindly imitating them, modern artists may derive from them the 
greatest aid. 

There me some delicately beautiful Italian medals of the MO 
century, too easily Imitated from the Roman style. A v igorous' 
realistic school, the only great one of modern times, arose in Fance 
before the close of the ifith century and lasted Into the next. It 
wee rendered illustrious by Dupre and the inferior but still power. 
ful Wads. From dole age until the time of Napoleon there is 
oath' worthy of note. The style of his medallist, is the week 
classicalmanner then in vogue, but yet is superior to what went before 
and what has followed. 

It is not intended here to enter in any detail into the various 
divisions of the subject already treated in its main outlines. The 
questions that would require consideration are of too complicated 
and technical a nature to be illustrated within reasonable limits; 
the principal mattas of inquiry may, however, be indicated. 

We begin with a survey of the transitional coinages in the 
various countries of the West. They cover the period from the 
5th to the 8th centuries, and are of immense historical 
significance. The types throughout are monotonous: 
the bust cd a Roman emperor or local ruler, a cross of somas. 
some kind, a Victory, dec. The style is quite barbarous. 
The classification of the earliest servile imitations of Roman and 
Byzantine money rats solely upon provenance and is uncertain. 
The following general SWIM are distinguished: (A) The Vandals 
(in Africa. 428-534) issued gold (?), silver and bronze from 
Hanna& (477-484) to Gel's* (53*-534); the gold is anonymous. 
(RLThe &aims (,Spain, 4ors85) had little but imitations of 

AM. 
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Byzantine gold; but Richiar (448-456) Issued a denarins in his 
own name. (C) The Ostrogoth+ 489-553) were preceded 
by the Herulian Odoacer (476-494),  who coined silver and bronze; 
their kings (including Theodoric, 493-526, and Totila or Baduila, 
$4r-5S2) issued gold, silver and bronze in their own names, 
from Rome, Ravenna, Milan, 8m. (4) The Lombards (Italy, 568-
774) had no coins in their own names before Grimoald, duke of 
Beneventum (662-671); later there are gold solidi and thirds 
and silver from many mints. Gold was issued for the duchy of 
Beneventum in the 8th century. (E) The Burgundian: (Gaul, to 
534) first issued recognizable coins under Gondcbald (473 -516). 
(F) The Visigoths ( Sonth Gaul and Spain) had imitative gold 
thirds in the 5th and 6th centuries; the kings' names appear 
from Leovigild (573-586) to Roderic (710-7r 1). Sixty-one mints 
were in operation. (G) The Meroving Pranks first issued under 
Clovis I. (481-511) coins recognizably Frankish (solidi and thirds). 
Royal names first appear on silver and copper under Theuderic of 
Austrasia (5 11-534) and Childebert F. of Paris (511-558). The 
chief Frankish inscribed coinage is, however, of gold solidi 
and thirds, from Theodebert L (534-548), who broke down the 
Roman imperial prerogative and issued gold with kis owls name 
in full, to the beginning of the 8th century. The last Merovings 
issued no coins in their own names, being mere puppets. And 
from the middle of the 6th century the coins with kings names 
are far less numerous than those bearing the names only of 
mints and moneyers; some Boo plates (not only in what is now 
France, but in Germany, the Low Countries and Switzerland) 
arc thus named (Pl. III. fig.12). This coinage seems to have been 
intimately connected with the fiscal organization, though the 
generally accepted theory that the taxes collected in each place 
were there and then converted into money is by no means proved. 
Certain religious establishments also possessed the right of 
coining in their own name. The close of the Meroving dynasty 
saw a revival of silver in the saiga, which heralded the introduc-
tion of the denier. (H) The Anglo-Saxons began with an 
imitative coinage similar to the Merovingian, viz. gold, solidi and 
thirds, and silver meads (- treasure, Gee. Schatz) of about so 
grains troy, and stycas (...pieces, Ger. Sleek), first of silver, then 
of copper. The gold is rare and confined to the south; only two 
solidi are known, imitations of Honorius, with runic legends on 
the reverse. The types of the gold thirds, as of the coinage in 
other metals (which does not begin until the 7th century), are 
derived more or less directly from Roman. Some of the inscribed 
sceattas bear the name of London in Roman letters; others, in 
runes, the names of Epa and Panda (who is perhaps the son of 
Penda), king of Merda (d. 655). Sceattas with runic Inscriptions 
were also issued in East Anglia towards the end of the 8th 
century. But the sceatta was superseded by the penny introduced 
by Offs (717-796). Offs also struck a gold coin, bearing his name 
and an Inscription copied directly from an almost contemporary 
Arab coin; but this is quite an exceptional issue, represented 
now by a unique specimen. The styca, which begins c. 670, was 
characteristic of the Northumbrian coinage, lasting, long after the 
introduction of the penny farther south, down to the Danish 
invasions of the second half of the 9th century. A series was 
issued by the archbishops of York. Wigmund (837-854 struck 
a gold solidus inscribed MVNVS DIVINVM, copied from the 
solidi of Louis le Debonnaire, and evidently meant for a religious 
purpose (Pl. III. fig. r 1). For the whole question of Anglo-Saxon 
coins see Berranc Anglo-Saxon. (I) The Frisians had a small 
coinage of gold thirds (imitated from Byzantine), and one 
with the name of &Islam also exists (end of the 6th century?). 
The chief mint was probably Doccurn. 

We now proceed to the consideration of the coinages of the 
various countries from the 8th century to modern times. The 

money of Portugal begins, after the expulsion of the 
Moors, with Alphonse I. (xi r2); it is exclusively regal, 

and not of great interest except as affording indications of the 
wealth and commerdal activity of the state in the early part of 
the kith century. The coinage of Spain, after the reconquest 
from the Moots, is almost without exception regal. The king- 
dom of Navarre hada coinage from the thereof Sancho ILL (woo- 

MO. The series of Castile and Leon begiol with Aiphoaso VI. 
(1053) with deniers and Ob0116 Aft(00 first has coins under 
Sancho Ramirez I. (1o63). Gold (imitated from 
Moorish money)  introduced in the mijdie of the silk. 44es" 
century. A plentiful coinage was issued after the union of the 
crowns in sare. The Spanish dollar of the 17th and 18th centuries 
was one of the most widely circulating currencies in the West (see 
Pl. V. fig. 5). The medals of Spain are not important. 

In 755 Pippin abolished the gold coinage of his Merovingian 
predecessors and introduced the silver denier (see Pl. III. fig. so ); 
the coinage became s royal prerogative once more, and p w, 
was confined to a few mints. The denier, which at first 
weighed c. 2.28 gramme (t91 grains), was for centuries the 
most important of European silver coins. Under Charlemagne 
the weight was slightly raised; the Caroline monogram appears, 
and there are other modifications in the types. Charlemagne 
also issued money from various Italian, German and Spanish 
mints. lie also Introduced the obol, and struck gold (chiefly at 
Italian mints). Among his types must be noted the temple with 
the inscription XPISTIANA RELIGIO. Louis le Debonnaire 
(814-840) was the last Carolingian to strike gold. In the 9th 
century are perceptible the first traces of the movement which led 
to the extensive feudal coinage. The advent of the house of 
Capet made no great change in the system, but the feudal issues 
now become Important. The most widespread denier was that 
of the abbey of St Martin at Tours (denier tournois); the royal 
coinage was known as the monstaie parisis. St Louis (1326-1270) 
effected a great reform late in his reign, making the are (hitherto a 
money of account) Into a real cola as the gros (see Pl. III. fig. la), 
and introducing a gold coinage. Henceforward the coinage increases 
in complexity; in the 14th century it has great artistic merit (see 
Pl. III. fig. r7). The French medals are far more interesting than 
the modem coins. The earliest of artistic importance not by 
Italian artists show nevertheless strong Italian influence (medals 
of Charles VIII. and Anne of Brittany, of Philibert of Savoy and 
Margaret of Austria). A series of large medallions of the Valois 
Is attributed to Germain Pilon. The most characteristically 
French artists are Guillaume Dupre (working t595-1643) and 
Jean and Claude Warin (middle and second half of 17th centur•). 
The long historical series of Louis XIV. has no artistic value; 
but that of the Napoleonic period shows great technical ability 
on the part of artists like Andrieu, in spite of the false classicalism 
of their designs. 

The silver penny was introduced into England by Offer, king 
of Merck (757-796), following the lead of Pippin in France (see 
PL Irf.fig.13). It soon rose in weight to about 22 grains Easmi ,d.  
troy (1.42 gramme), at which it long remained. The 
types were usually, obverse the king's head, or some form of 
cross or religious symbol; reverse-  some form of cross, religious 
symbol or ornament. The inscriptions gave the names of the 
king and of the moneyer, later also the mint. An important gold 
coin of Offa was imitated from an Arab dinar of 774, with the 
addition of the words OFFA REX. The Mercian coinage ends 
about 874. The pennies of the kings of Kent extend from 765 to 
825; the archbishops of Canterbury went on striking to the 
beginning of the loth century. The East Anglian regal series 
extends to 89o; the memorial coinage of St Edmund circulated 
largely in East Anglia in the 9th century. The penny appears in 
Northumbria with the Dane Halfdan (875-877) and continues to 
the middle of the next century. A coinage of " St Peter " 
pennies was issued from York CA 920-940. The coinage of 
Wessex begins with Ecgbert, probably c. 825, when he got posses= 
sion of the mint at Canterbury (see PL III. fig. r 5 with the name 
of London). The coinage marks the gradual growth of Wessex, 
until England is united under Edgar (957-975). There is hence-
forward for a long time no change of great importance in the 
coinage, which continued to consist of pennies, with rare half-
pennies (the pennies were usually cut into halves and quarters 
along the lines of the cross to make small change). During the 
reign of Stephen the monotony is relieved by a few issues by 
barons lie Robert, earl of Gloucester. The number of mints is 
much reduced by the time of Henry III., and the moneyers cease 
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to sign the coins in Edward. L's reign. Henry DL made as 
abortive attempt to introduce a gold coinage, which was success-
fully established by Edward M. in 1343, with the gold florin, and 
in 1344 with the gold noble (see Pl. III. fig. so ). (The obverse type 
of the noble, the king in a ship, is generally thought to refer to the 
victory of 9luysin 134o.) He also introduced the silver groat (4d.) 
and half groat. The English coinage, both gold and silver, was 
now of such high quality and reputation that it (especially the 
silver sterling) was largely exported and imitated, chiefly in the 
Low Countries. The gold coinage of Edward III. is perhaps 
the most successful, from an artistic point of view, is the English 
series. Subsequent developments of the coinage now become 
very complicated. Edward IV. distinguished his noble by 
a rose on the obverse and a sun on the reverse, and introduced 
a new gold coin, the angel. The Tudor period is distinguished 
by the splendour, variety and size of the coins; Henry VII. 
introduced the sovereign of tos. (ago grains) and the shilling, and 
on his coins the first serious attempt at portraiture is found (see 
FL III. fig. 21). Under Henry VM.the quality of the silver money 
declines, being not effectually restored until the reign of Elisabeth, 
when an unsuccessful attempt was made to introduce a copper 
coinage. Private tokens came into use, but the official copper 
coinage does not begin until the next reign. The use of the mill, 
as distinct from the hammer, was begun in t562, but it took just 
a century to oust the old-fashioned method. In 2613 John, 
Lord Harrington, obtained a patent for the issue of copper 
farthings, and private tradesmen's tokens were prohibited. 
The gold sovereign of James I., from its inscription (FACIAM 
EOS IN GENTEM VNAM) and the fact that it was meant to 
circulate on both sides of the Border, was known as the unite. 
The coinage of Charles L presents great varieties owing to the 
civil war. The beat workmanship is seen on the milled coins 
lamed by Nicolas Briot. But the majority of the money was still 
hammered. The scarcity of gold in the royal treasury during 
the troubles induced the king to coin twenty- and ten-shilling 
pieces of silver, in addition to the crowns and smaller denomina-
tions. Gold three-pound pieces, or triple-unites, however, were 
issued from the Oxford mint. One of the most remarkable 
of his pieces is a crown struck at Oxford by Rawlins. It beats 
on the obverse the king on horseback, with a representation of 
the town beneath the horse, and on the reverse the heads of the 
" Oxford Declaration." The so-called "Juxon medal," given by 
Charles to Bishop Juxon on the scaffold, is really a pattern-piece by 
Rawlins (see PL V. fig. z). Of equal interest are the siege-pieces of 
many castles famous in the annals of those days. They are mostly 
of silver, often mere pieces of plate with a stamp; but Colchester 
and Pontefract issued gold. The coinage of the Commonwealth 
is of a plainness proper to the principles of those who sanctioned 
it. The great Protector, however, caused money to be designed 
of his own bearing his bead. It is not certain that this was ever 
sent forth, and it is therefore put in the class of patterns. 
Simon, the chief of English medallists, designed the coins, which 
are unequalled in the whole series for the vigour of the portrait 
(a worthy presentment of the head of Cromwell) and the beauty 
and fitness of every portion of the work. The finest coin pro-
duced under Charles IL, and technically the best executed piece 
in the whole English series, is the " Petition Crown " (see 
Pl. V. fig. 2), a pattern by Simon, to which, however—mobably 
for political reasons—the work of Jan Roettier was preferred. 
Maundy money was first struck in this reign, and the name 
guinea was now applied to the ace. piece. In 1672 a true copper 
coinage of halfpence and farthings was introduced. Hence-
forward there is a decline in the coinage, although skill is perceived 
in the portrait of WilliamliL, whose grand feauires could scarcely 
have failed to stimulate an artist to more than a common effort. 
Queen Anne's money is also worthy of note, on account of the 
attempt, on Dean Swift's suggestion, to commemorate current 
history on the copper coinage which led to the issue of the famous 
farthings (see Pl. V. fig. 4). These have been the cause of an extra-
Ordinary delusion, to the effect that a very small number (some 
say three) of these pieces were struck, and that their value is a 
thousand pounds each, instead of usually some shillings. Worth- 

less casts of genuine farthings, and counters made in imitation of 
the sixpence of the time, are constantly mistaken for such 
farthing'. After this there is little to remark, except the baseness 
of the art of the coins under the' first three Georges, until the 
talent of Pistrucci gave a worthier form to the currency. Be-
tween 176o and 18'6 hardly any .silver or copper money was 
issued. The gap was filled by the use of Spanish dollars counter-
stamped, and silver tokens issued by the Banks of England 
and Ireland, as well as by vast quantities of tokens issued by 
private persona. In i8x6 the new coinage of gold and silver was 
issued, since when there have been few changes in the British 
currency. 

The English medals are far more interesting for their bearing 
on events than as works of art. The best are almost all by 
foreigners, but the fine pieces of the Simons form notable 
exceptions. The medals of the Tudors are good in 
style, and show some excellent portraits, in particular 
those by Teem and Stephen H. (generally known as Stephen 
of Holland). There is one of Mary queen of Scots by Primavera, 
representing her in middle life, which is perhaps her most 
characteristic portrait. Elizabeth's are of historical importance, 
and some of them, as the Armada medals (see PI. V. fig. 7), have a 
certain barbaric grandeur, being probably the work of English 
artists. The richer series of the Stuart period contains some 
medals of fine style. These include works by Warin, the Simons 
and the Roettiers, besides the excellent coin engravers Briot 
and Rawlins. The numerous badges worn by adherents of 
various parties during the civil war and Commonwealth have a 
personal and historical interest. The most curious pieces are 
those popular issues relating to current events, such as the so. 
called " Popish plot," and a certain interest attaches to medals 
of the exiled Stuarts. From this time there are no works deserv-
ing notice except military and naval medals, the historical 
interest of which makes some amends for their poverty of design 
and execution. The English tokens form a curious class. They 
are of two periods: the earlier, which are almost always of copper, 
were issued chiefly at the middle of the 17th century and some-
what later; the later, which are mainly of copper, but also 
sometimes of silver, were struck during the , scarcity of the royal 
coinage is this metal at the end of the 18th century, and during 
the earlier years of the 19th century. Both were chiefly coined by 
tradesmen and bear their names. The colonial money of England 
was until lately unimportant, but now (except in style) it is not 
unworthy of the wealth and activity of the dependencies. 
The " Anglo-Gallic " money struck by the English kings for 
their French dominions forms a peculiar class. It was begun 
by Henry II., who struck deniers and half-deniers for Aquitaine. 
Richard I. (whose name is not found on his English coinage) 
struck for most of the French domains, but no coins are attri-' 
buted to John or Henry IIL Edward L's coins are of billets; 
of Edward IL there are none. Gold was introduced before 1337, 
and there are fine series of gold, silver, and billet of Edward III. 
(see It III. fig. JO and the Black Prince. Henry, earl of Lao-
caster, struck silver at Bergerac (1345-1361). The succeeding 
kings down to Henry VI.(first reign) all issued Anglo-Gallic coins. 
There was a temporary revival under Henry VIII. at Tournay 
( 1 5 13-15 59). The whole series, with the exception of the Calais 
coinage, is French in character. 

The' 	of Scotland is allied to that of England, although 
generally ru yr; but it seems to have been more influenced in the 
early period from England, and towards its close from swam, 

France. The oldest pieces are silver pennies or sterlings, 
resembling the contemporary English money of the reign 
of David 1. 4124-2133). David II. after 5357 introduced a gold 
coinage. In the 15th and 16th centuries there is, an important 
coinage, both in gold and silver, not the least interesting pieces being 
the fine bonnet-piece of James V., and the various issues of Queen 
Mary, many of which bear her portrait. The indifferent execution 
of the coins of Mary's reign is tmensble to the disturbed state of the 
kingdom. The Scottish coinage came to an end in 5709. 

Wales has never had a coinage of its own, properly speaking. A 
unique penny attributed with good reason to Howel the 
Good. a contemporary of Edmund (died c. 930), was 
perhaps struck aiChatier. idL,VnarireurnsbEronesh kings struck coins at 
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The 	of Ireland is more scanty and et leas imparts= that 
that of Scotland. The 'pieces most swarthy d notice an the silver 
my.,, pennies of the early Danish kings, the earliest being that 

of Sihtric III. (g8-tang), copied from contemporary 
wish pennies. The Anglo-Irish coinage begins in t t7y, when)ohn 
as Hord of Ireland received the right of pig. A copper
was introduced as early as the reign of Henry VL The qualnyccoinC 
Irish coinagewas exceedingly poor in the 16th century. especiallY 
under Elizabeth. Between 1642 and 1647 various kinds of money 
of necessity were issued, including the only gd,d;

O 
 Irish coin, the 

Inchiquin pistol.. After his expulsion from I; . James II. 
baled enormous quantities of coins of necessity made of 
or pewter. The latest Irish coins were the peony and halfpenny 
1822. 

The Isle of Man had a regular copper coinage, beginning in 17.9 
with pence and halfpence under the Deity family, rntinued by 

	

kb 	James,. duke of Athol (issue of tug). and by the Efq 
ma.. 

 
sovereigns from 1786 to 1864. The badge of the island  
is the three-legged symbol, with the motto Qualms* 

*air stabil. 

Belgium occupies the neat place in our anangemenL Its 
coinage, which, except for the few mints operating under the 

Merovingian* and Carolingians, does not begin until 
ask"' the 11th century, comprises many pieces struck by 
slam" foreign rulers, and has littleof an independent chances 

in either the regal or the seignorial clue. The meet 
important coinages are those of the house of Burgundy and 
Charles V. and his son, and of the bishops of Liege. In character 
the coinage of Belgium approximates to the French on the one 
side, the German on the other. About too the Burman% 
school produced a remarkable series of medals representing 
Roman emperors, of which two (those of Constantine and 
HeracHus) have come down to in; these form a link between 
the late Roman medallion and the Italian medal of the Re- 
',absence. The series of Holland is similar in character until 
the period of the revolt of the provinces. The Dutch dollars 
of the !nth to the 28th centuties had an immense circulation 
(see Pl. V. fig. 3). Among the early Dutch medallists ntusthe men- 
Honed Stephen K, generally without reason known as Stephen 
of Holland (working re18-2572), whose portraits show great 
charm. The Dutch historical medals are of great interest, more 
especially those which were struck by the Protestants in corn- 
meinoration of current events. There is also a remarkable 
series of bronze medellets or jettons, which form a continuous 
commentary on history during the 16th and early part of the 
1 7th centuries. Both are interesting as largely iilustrating not 
only local events but also those of the chief European states. 
Such are the pieces recording the raising of the siege of Leiden, 
likened to the destruction of Sennacherib's army, the assassins- 
lion of William the Sleet, and the discomfiture of the Armada, 
affording striking indications of the seal, the piety and the con- 
fidence in the right which built up the great political structure of 
the Dutch republic. After this time the medals lose much of 
their interest. 

The money of Switzerland illustrates the varying fortunes of 
this central state, and the gradual growth of the stronghold of 

European freedom. First we have the gold money 
s"*""' of the Frankish kings, among whose mints Basel, 

Lausanne, St Maurice-en-Valais and Sines (Sion) 
already appear. The silver deniers, which Charlemagne made 
the coinage of the empire, are issued by fewer mints; the dukes 
of Swabia began to strike at Zurich in the roth century, and the 
empire granted during the roth and to the 13th century the right 
of coinage to various ecclesiastical foundations, bishoprics and 
abbeys. Bern was allowed a mint by the emperor Frederick IL 
in 1218, and other towns and seigneurs subsequently gained the 
same right. The demi-bracteate appears about the middle of the 
Leh century, and about toe is superseded by the true bracteate, 
which lasts until about 13oo. The 14th Century witnessed the rise 
of the Swiss confederation, and by degrees the cantons struck 
their own money. These, together with the coins of some few 
sees and abbacies, form the bulk of Swiss money of the medieval 
and modern periods. The separate cantonal coinage, inter- 
rupted by the French occupation, was finally suppressed in 
1848, when a uniform currency was adopted by the whole 

republic. The monetarymystems of the cantonal and ecclesias-
tical mints were extremely complicated. This was paddy due 
to the variety of coins, pertly to the debasemma practised by 
the ecclesiastical minta. Geneva had a peculiar system of her 
own. 

Italy, with Sicily, has peculiar features. Here the barbalic 
coinages were mixed with the Byzantine issues which marked 
the recovery of the Resters empire, and left a lasting 
Influence in the north at Venice, and in the south at AkwilaZi  
Beneventum. Later the Arab conquest left its mark peab.„ 
in the cakes Oriental coinages of the Normans of 
Sicily and the emperor Ftednick II., mixed afar Ids fashion 
with Latin coinage. The malice money is thatof the barbarians, 
Ostrogoths and Lombards, and local Byzantine buns in Sicily. 
This is followed. by the deniers of Charlemagne and his suc-
cessors, supplanted by the gold currencies of the Normans and 
Frederick IL The age of the free cities is marked by the great 
coinages of Florence, Venice and Genoa, while the Angevin and 
tamoneseprinces coined in the south, and the popes began to issue 
a regular currency of their own at Rome. The Italian princes el 
the next period coined in Savoy, andat Florence, Modena, Mantua 
and other cities, while Rome and the foreign rulers of the moth 
continued their mintage., Venice and Genoa of the republics alone 
surviving. The Italia* monetary systems have already bees 
touched on in the introductory notice. For art the series is 
invaluable. First in Italy the revival influenced the coins, and in 
them every step of advance found its nand. The Italian medals 
are without rivals in the works of modem times. 

Following the geographical order which is best suited to the 
Italian coinage, we first notice the money of Savoy, which is 
inferior in art to that of the test of the country. It begins with 
Umberto IL (to8o); in 172o the dukes became kings of Sardinia, 
and their coinage merged eventually in Oak in that of the king-
dom of Italy. Genoa it the first'of the great republic. She 
obtained the right of coinage from Conrad H. in use, and struck 
gold tins from the time of - the general origin of civic coinage 
in that metal; these are ducats and their divisions, and after a 
time their metiples also. In the 17th century them are very 
large silver pieces. In the money of Mantua there are fine corm 
of Glanfrancesco III. (1484-: stet and Vincenzo II. (16ay-Mel), 
these last splendid enemies of the late Renaissance, large pieces 
of gold and silver; the portrait is fine, and the hound on the re-
verse a powerful design, The vicissitudes of the story of Man 
find their record in no less than ten groups of money—Lombard 
regal coins, Carolingian deniers, money of the republic (left-
ism), next of the Visconti family (1329-t447), succeeded by the 
republic (1447--te5o) and by the Storm line, next of Louis XIL 
and Fronds I. of France, of the restored Stoma, of Charles V. by 
Spanish right and his successors of Spain, and Ludy of Austria. 
There are extremely fine colas of the isth century, showing great 
beauty In their portraits (see Pl. III. fig. as). The money of 
Florence is disappointing in its att. The Athens ol the middle ages 
had the same reason as her prototype to preserve as faithfully as 
might be the types and aspect of her most famous coin, the gold 
florin (see FL III. fig. 8), and thusthoos who expect to seek this 
series the story of Italian art will be much disappointed. The 
silver florin was fast struck in z 189. It is heavier than the denier, 
weighing about sy grains, and bears the lily of Florence and the 
bust of St John the Baptist. Them are thenceforward the leading 
types, the flower never changing, but the representation of the 
saint being varied. On the gold florin, first issued in 7252, the 
Baptist is represented standing, while in the contetopotary 
silver fount he IS seated. In the reth century the arms of a 
moneyer appear in the field, two such officers have had the right 
of striking yearly, each for six months. The coins of the duchy 
from 153r, in spite of their new types, are not a fine orbs; the 
best are those of Alessandro, designed by Ceiling, 

Venice as a mint even surpasses Florence in conservatism, and, 
the early style being distinctly Byzantine, this is the more 
striking in a great artistic city. We find Venice as an imperial 
mint issuing Caronngian deniers, but the doges begin to coin. 
placing their own names on their currency, in the tab century. 
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Roman and Medieval Coins. 
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Oriental Coins. 
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Modern Coins and Medals. 
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Italian Medals. 
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The most famous silver men, thematepen, was first struck In the 
brilliant time of Enrico Dandolo (tiers 2o5). This coin is a 
grosses weighing about 33 grains, with on the obverse St Mark 
giving the standard or gonfalon to the doge. both figures standing, 
and on the reverse theseated figure of the Saviour. The famous 
Venetian secchino or sequin (see PLIII. fig. 9), the rival of the florin 
of Florence, appearrto have been first issued under Giovanni 
Dudish) (1284). On the ()beetle St Mark gives the gonfalon to 
the kneeling dogs, and on the reverse is a standing figure of the 
Saviour within an oval nimbus. Niccolo True (1471-1473) 
introduces his portrait on most of hie coins, but thiscustom is not 
continued. By the latest part of the 15th century large silver 
coins appear. The archaic style changes in the beginning of the 
16th eentury,but there is no later movement. The large silver 
pieces increase in size, and large gold is also struck; the last doge, 
Ludovico Menlo (1788-1797), issued the zoo-sequin piste in gold, 
a monstrous coin, worth over £40. The doges of Venice from 
1521 to 1707 issued a peculiar silver token or medallet, the osells, 
five of which they *smuttily presented to every member of the 
Great Council. They replaced the wild ducks (scale) which it 
had been. customary to present at Christmas. Two degaressas 
struck similar medallets. Their types are usually allegorical; 
some are commemorative. 

The series of the coins of Rome is rather of historical than of 
artistic merit. The popes begin to strike money with Adrian I. 

(a.n. 772-795), whose deniers are in a Byzantine. 
Reim cam. 	Lombard style. The coins of his successors, with few 

exceptions, down to Leo IX. (mu) associate the 
names of pope and emperor. From Leo IX. to Urban V. (1362) 
there is no papal coinage at Rome. The 'Roman senate strikes 
from 1188 onwards. We then see on the silver the style of the 
senate and Roman people;  and ROMA CAPUT MUNDI. Some 
coins have the figures of St Paul and St Peter, others Rome 
seated and a lion. Charles of Anjou, king of Sicily (1263-1285), 
strikes as a senator, and Cola di Rienzo (1347-1348) as tribune. 
The gold ducat of about r3oo imitates the types of the Venetian 
sequin. St Peter here gives the gonfalon to a kneeling senator. 
The arms of the tnoneying senator next appear in the field. 
The papal coinage is resumed at Avignon; and Urban V., on his 
return to Rome, tikes the sole right of the mint. From Martin 
V. Ws 7) to Pius IX. there is a continuous papal coinage. The 
later coins, though they have an interest from their bearing on 
the history of art, are disappointing in style. There is indeed a 
silver coin of Julius II. struck at Bologna and attributed to 
Franck, with a very fine portrait. We have beautiful gold coins 
of Giovanni Bentivoglio (see PL III. fig. 23), lord Of Bologna, who 
employed Fiend& at his mint, and we know that the artist 
remained at his post after Julius U. had taken the city. There 
are also pieces of Clement VU. by Cellini, vigorous in design 
but careless in execution. There were papal mints at Ancona, 
Bologna, Piacenza Parma, Ferrara and other Italian towns; 
and coins were also struck at Avignon from 1342 to 1700. The 
papal portraits are highly characteristic and interesting. It is, 
however, in the fine series of papal medals that we find a worthier 
artistic record. 

The coinage of Sicily, afterwards that of the Two Sitilies, 
or Naples and Sicily, begins with the Normans. Theirs is a 

curiously mixed series. It begins with Robert Guiscard 
URA as duke of Apulia (1075) and Roger I. of Sicily (to72). 

• 	The gold money is almost wholly Arabic, though Roger II. struck 
the Latin ducat, the earliest of its class; the silver is Arabic, 
except the great Latin scyphati of Roger IL with Roger ILL; 
the copper is both Latin and Arabic. The gold series (Ann:tales) 
of the emperor Frederick II. (riga-125o) shows the first sentiment 
of reviving classical art, its work being far in advance of the age. 
These are Latin coins; he also struck small Arabic pieces in 
gold. Under Conmd and Manfred there ban insignificant coinage, 
copper only, but with Charles I. of Anjou (1266-1285) the gold 
money in purely medieval style is very beautiful, quite equal to 
that of his brother, St Louis of France. After this time there is 

great issue of gigliati, silver coins with, for reverse, a cross 
fieurdelisee cantoned with fleurs-de-lis. These coins acquired 
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a greet reputation in the Levant,•and were even struck by the 
emirs of Asia Minor. With Alphonse. the founder of the 
Aragonese line, we note the old style of the coins, which are In 
singular contrast to his fine medals. Good portraiture begins 
on the =two' Ferdinand I., his successor. The later coinage 
is interesting only for its illustration of the varying fortunes of 
the Two Sicilies. The curious early gold coinage of the Lombard 
dukes of Beneventum, which follows the Byzantine type, has 
been mentioned under the transitional series; the dukes and 
princes of Beneventum and the princes of Salerno continued to 
issue coins (sometimes gold, usually deniers) down to the middle 
of the nth century. 

Italian medals (PL VI) are next in merit to the works of the 
Greek die-engravets. Certainsman pieces of a medallic character 
were made In Italy, at Padua, as early as the end of the me  
14th century, and there existed also large cut and ezll 
chased pieces representing various Roman emperors 
(perhaps Burgundian work of the 14th century), which influenced 
the beginnings of the true medaL This began, and also reached 
its bigheat excellence, with Vittore Pisano (Pisanello), the 
Veronese painter, whose medals date from 1438 (or earlier) 
to sue. The finest work of Italian medallists is seen in the 
east medals of the r 5th and early 16th centuty; with the Increase 
of classicism In the 26th the style declines rapidly. The earlier 
medals are independent works, marked by simple vigorous 
truthfulness. The designs are skilful and the portraits strongly 
characteristic; the expression of character and akin takes 
precedence over ideal beauty, especially in the work of the 
Florentine school. As the art became popular the execution 
of medaispassed into the hands of Inferior artists, and by degrees 
striking became usual for the smaller pieces; at the same time, 
a slavish imitation of the classical style weakened or destroyed 
originality and stamped the works with the feebleness of copies. 
The great medallists of the first age are Pisano, Matteo de' Pesti, 
Enzola, Beide, Sperandio, Guamadotti, Bertoldo, Gambello, 
Niccol6 Fiorentino, Lysippus, Candid*, Caradosso. Some of 
the most beautiful medals, however, are by unknown artists 
(ll. VI. fig. 2). In the 16th century must be motioned 
Pomedello, Benvenuto Cellini, Leone Leoni, Giovanni Cavino 
" the Padaan," Pastorino of Siena, Giacomo da Trezzo, Pietro 
Paolo Galeotto, called Romano, and Antonio Abondio. Incom-
parably the finest of all Italian medals are the works of Pisano, 
particularly the medals of Alphonse the Magnanimous, with the 
reverses of the boar-hunt and the eagle and lesser birds of prey, 
those of Sigismondo Malatesta, his brother surnamed Novelle (see 
Pl. VI. fig. t), Leonello d'Este, John VIII. (Palaeologus), Nicoll 
Piccinino, Inigo d'Avalos (marquis of Pescara), Ludovico and 
Cecilia Gonzaga of the same family, the great humanists Vit torino 
da- Feltre and Pier Candido Decembrio. Pisano is great in 
portraiture, great in composition and design, and marvellously 
skilful in depicting animals. He alone represents the moral 
qualities of his subject in their highest expression and even 
capability. That he'has high ideal power is seen at once if we 
compare with his portrait Pasti's inferior though powerful 
head of Sigismondo Malatesta. Pasti's medal of Lotto, wife of 
Sigismondo, is also noteworthy, likewise the medal by the 
otherwise unknown Constantius of Mehemet II., the conqueror 
of Constantinople—interesting works, but lacking Pisano's 
technical skill and inspiration. An artist of great power is 
Sperandie of Mantua; but his productions lack the finish 
necessary to good medallic work, his drawing and composition 
are careless, and his realism too often becomes brutal or vulgar. 
The work of Niccol6 Fiorentino and of his pupils is astonishingly 
vigorous in portraiture, but they lack the power of designing 
reverses (see Pl. VI. fig. 3). In the later age Cavino executed a 
remarkable series of imitations of Roman sestertii, which have 
been frequently mistaken for originals. in art these Italian works 
frequently surpass the originals in spite of a degree of weakness 
inseparable from copies. A comparison of the Italian with the 
Roman pieces is thus most instructive. The works of Pastorino 
drum (who had an extraordinary facility in gracef ul portraiture) 
are especially charming Omen VI. fig. 4). Historically the Italian 
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medals supply the defects of the coinage of Florence and Rome, 
and in a less degree of Venice. The papal aeries is invaluable 
as a continuous chronicle, although artistically, after the earliest 
period, it is monotonous. 

The money of Germany is, like that of Italy, far too various 
for it to be possible here to do more than sketch some of its 

main features. In the Frankish period mints were in 
Ornstar. operation at cities In the west, such as Mains, Stress-
burg, Spires, Treves, Worms, Cologne. Pippin issued debug 
from Strand/tug and Mainz; under his successors denarii and 
obols were also coined at other mints, as Bonn, Cologne, Spires, 
Treves. After the reign of Louis the Child (910-911) the 
Carolingian system was continued until the advent of the 
Swabian with Conrad III. (1 t38-,152). In the, succeeding 
period, which ends with the introduction of the grossus and 
the gold coinage under Louis of Bavaria (13:4-1347), the 
uniformity of the currency disappears. In the west (in Lothar-
ingia, including the southern Low Countries, the Moselle and 
Rhine-lands, in Frills, Bavaria, parts of Franconia and Swabia) 
the denier continues; but elsewhere we find the bracteate. 
The right of coinage is acquired in an increasing measure by the 
feudatories of the empire. These local coinages entirely domin-
ated the system, so that even the imperial coinage is not uniform, 
but consists of denarii in the west and bracteates in the east. 
The earliest imperial Macteate Is of Frederick I.; the large fine 
bracteates last but a short time, reaching their acme about the 
end of the lath century (see Pl. IIL fig. 18). The fine pieces of 
the bishops of Halberstadt and the abbesses of Quedlinburg are 
characteristic of this class. With the introduction of the regular 
gold coinage (chiefly florins) and the grosses in the 14th century. 
Germany enters on the modern period. From the 16th century 
the thaler (so called froth Joacbimsthal in Bohemia, where the 
counts of Scblick first struck the coin le 1518) dominates the 
silver currency (see Pl. V. fig. 6). The thalers and other large coins 
of the lath and 17th centuries are often good and always vigorous 
in workmanship. By the convention of 1857 the thaler was 
recognized as the unit for Berlin and the north, the florin of 
too kreuzers for Austria, the florin of tio kr. for the south. The 
present system, based on the gold reichemark of too pfennigs, 
was established all over the German empire in 1876. Of particular 
currencies in Germany we must be content with the bare mention 
of some of the more important. Among the great rulers we 
note the dukes of Bavaria, who coined from Henry I. (948-055). 
and issued fine thalers in the 16th century. The Counts Palatine 
of the Rhine coined from 1294, their mints being at Heidelberg, 
Frankfort, &c. The Saxon coinage begins with Duke Bernard 
(973) and includes a large series of bracteates and thalers, the 
latter being especially famous. The Brunswick coinage begins in 
the r nth century; besides its bracteates we note the large mining. 
thalers of the ,6th and 27th centuries (up to ten-thaler pieces). 
There are good bracteates and thalers of the margmves of 
Brandenburg; from 1701 they coin as kings of Prussia. In 
Austria there is a ducal coinage from the 12th century; the gold 
florin of Florentine character appears under Albert IL (1330- 
:358). The marriage-coin of Maximilian and Maria of Burgundy 
(a 16th-century reproduction of a medal made by the Italian 
Candida In 1479) is a striking piece, and in the 16th century 
there is a large series of fine thalers. The thalers of Maria Theresa 
had an enormous circulation among savage races, and those of 
the date 1780 were recoined for the purposes of the Abyssinian 
War of 1867. In Bohemia there is a ducal coinage from the 
early loth century to 1192; then came the regal bracteates. 
Wenceslas II. (1278-1305) struck the first German grossus at 
Prague (see Pf. IIL fig. 16). The gold florin appears under John 
of Luxemburg (1310-1347). In Hungary the regal coinage begins 
with St Stephen (woo). Charles I. of Anjou (1310-1342) intro-
duced the florin and grossus. Of historical interest is the money 
of John Hunyady as regent (144s-452). The abundance of gold 
about this time and later shows the metallic wealth of the land. 
The same is true of the rich gold coinage of the Transylvanian 
princes io the 16th and 57th centuries. Of ecclesiastical coinages 
the most Important are at Monster, Cologne, Mainz, Treves, 

Augsburg, Magdeburg, Spires, Wartburg, Salzburg. TheCologne 
series of coins is almost continuous from the Frankish period; 
the archbishops first received the right from Otto I., Bruno 
(953-965) being the lust to coin; Irmo Pilgrim (sot 1-2036) 
the series, issued at various mints in the Rldneburd, is very 
complete down to 1802. The series of Treece ranges from 
Theodoric I. (965-975) to Clement Wenceslas 0794. The 
archiepiscopal coinage of Mainz begins with Willigis (975) and 
lasts until 1802; its mints included Erfurt, Bingen and, many 
other places. The Salzburg series (beginning 996) is remarkable 
for its fine thalers (especially of Mathias Lang, 1519-s54o). 
The patriarchs of Aquileia, who may be mentioned here, acquired 
the right of coinage from Louis IL in the 9th century, but the 
first who can be identified on the coins is Godfrey (2184); thence 
onwards there is an interesting series of denarli and smaller coins 
down to the early 15th century. Of cities with large coinages it 
is sufficient to mention Aix-la-Chapelle (from the time of Frederick 
L to 1795), Frankfort-on-the-Main, Hamburg (with great gold 
pieces of the lath and 17th centuries, up , to so ducats) and 
Nuremberg. Lastly, we may mention the coins of the grand-
masters of the Teutonic Order, issued in Prussia from 1331 to 
z51 s. 

German medals perhaps rank next to Italian, although they 
lack the higher artistic qualities. They are the work of craftsmen 
—jewellers, wood-carvers, workers in hone-stone— and show great 
facility of minute workmanship and chasing and decorative 
design (the last is especially clear in the heraldic reverses); the 
faults of these qualities are to some extent redeemed by the 
native German vigour and directness of the portraiture. The 
original models from which the medals were cast were in many 
cases made in hone-stone or box-wood, which did not, like the 
favourite wax of the Italian artists, give much scope for subtlety. 
The chief centres of the art were Nuremberg and Augsburg. 
Many medals have been attributed to Albrecht Darer; whether 
he did more than design them is uncertain. Among other 
medallists may be mentioned Hans Schwarz (working 15:6-
1527), Ludwig Krug, Friedrich Hagenauer (working 1525-3546, 
see P1. V. fig. 8), Peter Flatner (c. 1538, although it is doubtful 
whether this artist, whose plaquettes are famous, made any 
of the portrait-medals ascribed to him), Mattes Gebel, Haas 
Reinhardt the Elder, &c. Some other good artists are known 
only by their initials, or quite unidentified. After the middle 
of the 16th century the art declines, although we still have 
skilful artists like Valentin Mater (1568-1593). In this later 
period striking gradually supersedes casting. 

The earliest Polish coins are of the loth century; the type* are 
copied from English. German and Byzantine sources. In the 12th 
and 13th centuries there is a bractcate coinage. The p.a.a. 

 grossus was introduced about 1300. In later times the 
town of Danzig, while belonging to the kingdom, issued remarkable 
gold gieces.thalers, &c., down to its restoration to Prussia (1793). 

The origin of the coinage of the Scandinavian states: Norway, 
Denmark and Sweden, is clearly English and due to the Danish 
conquest of England. The runic alphabet is employed, 
though not by any means exclusively, on many of the 
early coins of Denmark and Norway. The Norwegian 
series begins with Hakon Jarl (989-996), who copies the pennies of 
/Ethelred 11. In the second half of the itth century begins a coinage 
of small, thin pennies, which develop into bracteates. Magnus IV. 
(1263-1280) restores the coinage, more or less imitating the English 
sterhngs of the time. Norway and Denmark were united under 
Eric of Pomerania in 3306. The money of Denmark begins with 
pennies of Sweyn (985-1014) which are copied from the coinage 
of /Ethelred It.; the coins of Canute the Great (1014-10331 and 
Hardicanute 0036-v242) are mainly English in character. With 
Magnus (1042-1047) other influences, especially Byzantine, appear. 
and the latter is very strong under Sweyn dEstrithson 04:147-to76). 
Bracteates come in m the second half of the 12th century. The 
coinage is very difficult of classification until the time of Erie of 
Pomerania (5396). There are important episco pal coinages at 
Roskilde and Lund in the 12th and 13th centuries. Sweden has 
few early coins, be 	with imitations by Olaf Sketkonung 
of English pennies and owing the usual bracteate coinage. 
money was restored by Albert of Mecklenburg (1363-1387). The 
thaler is introduced by Sten Store the younger 0512-t320). Tire 
money of Gustavus Adolphus is historically interesting, Under 
Charles XII. there is highly curious money at necessity. The dater 
is struck as a small copper con, sometimes plated. The types include 
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the Ronan divinities. At the same time and later *ere was a (arse 
Issue of enormous plates of copper, stamped with their full value so 
silver mosey as a countennark 

The earliest Russian coinage begins with the princes of Kiev as 
early as the end of the loth century; it shows strong Byzantine 

influence. The grand princes from the early isth cen- Rwasta. tury struck curious little silver pieces. The coinage was 
modernized by Peter the Great, who introduced a regular gold 
coinage. The large silver and copper coins of his successors are very 
plentalul. Nicholas I. (11125-015,3) introduced a platinum coinage 
of about two-fifths the value of gold. 

The Christian coinages of the northern Balkan States are of great 
interest. They are chiefly silver gross', showing a mixture of 

BOW Byzantine and Venetian influences. The Bulgarians had 
a regular silver coinage from Asian I. (106-1196) to 

Stag"' John Sismana (1371-5395).  The Servian coinage lasts 
from Matilda& I. in34-1240) to the middle of the isth century. 
There is also a coinage of the Bans Of BOsOia (late 13th to i5th 
century). The modern coinage of the Balkan States is of interest 
only as a revival. The independent city of Ragusa is remarkable for 
the !sold style of its early copper (13th century, inspired by Roman 

• models of the 4th century) and the richness and variety of its 
later issues. 

There is a most interesting class of coins struck during the 
middle ages within the limits of the present Turkish empire, 

the money of the aissaders and other *Latin princes 
Lags 

 Larsof the East. The multitude of states thus designated 
have been classed by Schlumberger, the authority on 

the subject, in the following order, the chief divisions of which 
are here given: First group, principalities of Syria and Palestine, 
counts of Edema, princes of Antioch, kings of Jerusalem, counts of 
Tripoli, fiefs of Jerusalem, crusaders who struck imitations of 
Arab coins, kinpof Cyprus, lords of Rhodes, grand-masters of the 
order of St John at Rhodes, to which may be added the later 
grand-masters at Malta; second group, Latin emperors of 
Constantinople, Frankish princes and lords of Greece and" the 
Archipelago whose power was due to the crusade of r roe, such 
as the princes of Achaia, the dukes of Athens, Neapolitan kings 
who struck money for their Eastern possessions, Latin lords 
of the Archipelago, the Gamest at. Chios, the Gattilusi at 
Mytilene, the Genoese colonies, the Venetian colonies, the 
Turkoman emirs of western Asia Minor who struck Latin coins. 
The most important currencies arc the billon and copper of the 
princes of Antioch (Bohemund I., zogS, to Bohemund IV., 
1201-1232) and the kings of Jerusalem (Baldwin IL, riffs, to 
Conrad, 1243), the silver and copper of the counts of Tripoli 
(lath and 13th centuries) and the gold imitations of Arab dinars, 
the currency in that metal of the crusaders of Palestine. These 
Biretta Sarracenati, or Saracen bezants, are at first imitations 
of Fithnite dinars, known to have been struck by Venetian 
moneyers at Acre, and probably at Tyre and Tripoli also. After 
these coins had been current for nearly a century and a half they 
were forbidden on account of their Mahommedan aspect by 
Pope Innocent Di. The Venetians then issued gold and silver 
coins with the same aspect but with Christian inscriptions. 
The kings of Cyprus issued a really good coinage in the three 
metals and in bitten from Guy de Lusignan (I 'cm) to Catherine 
Camaro; from 5489 to 1572 the Venetians issued coins for the 
island. The coinage of the order of St John begins on the con-
quest of the island of Rhodes (x3oe) and the suppression of the 
Templar; the earliest coins known are of Fonlques de Villaret 
(x3o5-z3ie), and the last of the Rhodian series are of Villiers 
de l'Isle-Adam, the gallant defender of the island who was 
forced to capitulate to the Turks and sail for • new home in rpm. 
The coinage is of fine gold. silver, billon and copper. On the 
establishment of the order at Malta in 153o it is resumed there till 
the capture of the island by the French at the close of the xsth 
century; it has little interest except as showing the wealth of 
the order. The other currencies of the crusaders, notwithstanding 
their great historical interest, are far less remarkable nurnis-
matically; the influence of the denier laurnois is, however, 
noticeable on the coinage of the princes of Achaia (1245-1364), 
and the dukes of Athens (1225-1308). 

Of the money of America little need he said here. Neither the 
coinages of the Spanish and Portuguese dependencies, and of the 
states which succeeded *ea nor those of the English colonies 

end of the United States, present much that is worthy of note. 
In style they all resemble those of the parent countries, but 
originating in the decline of art, they are inferior in style and work 
They are most remarkable in the south for the abundance of 
gold and silver. The chief coin is the dollar. Some coins are of 
historical interest, and there are a few rarities, such as the colonial 
money of Lord Baltimore struck for Maryland, the pine-tree 
coins of Massachusetts, and the hog-money of Bermuda. 

COINS 

Oriental coins may be best classed as ancient Persian, Arab, 
modern Persian and Afghan, Indian and Chinese, and other issues 
of the far East. The first place is held by the money of the old 
Persian empire, the Parthians and the Sassanians. The conquests 
of the Arabs introduce a new currency, carried on by the Moslem 
inheritors of their empire. The modern Persianand Afghan money, 
though of Arab origin, is distinguished by the use of the Persian 
language with Arabic. The Indian currencies, though Creek, 
Sanskrit, Arab and Persian in their inscriptions, must be grouped 
together on account of their mutual dependence. They rise with 
the Bactrian kings, whose Greek types are gradually debased by 
the Indo-Scythians and Guptas; these are followed by a group 
of currencies with Sanskrit legends; next follow the money 
of Arab conquerors and the great series of the Pathans of Delhi 
and subsidiary dynasties, with Arabic inscriptions; the main 
series is continued in the currency of the Moguls, who largely 
use Persian, and the last series is dosed by local currencies 
mainly with Sanskrit or Arabic legends. The Chinese coinages 
form the source and centre of the group of the far East, 
which, however, includes certain exceptional issues. The 
order throughout is historical, each empire or kingdom being 
followed by the smaller states into which it broke up, and then 
by the larger ones which were formed by the union of these 
fragments. 

The Persian coinage was probably originated by Darius I. about 
the time that be organised the empire stn satrapies. The regular 
taxation thus introduced made a uniform coinage necessary. Avoid- 
ing the complex gold system of Croesus, which was intended to 
accommodate the Greek cities in commercial relation with Lydia. 
Darius chose two weights, the gold shekel of 13.4 grammes and the 
silver drachm of 5.58 grammes. One gold piece was equal to twenty 
silver. The gold coin was called the dam, the silver the siglos. 
The metal was very pure, especially that of the desalt. Thus not 
only were the Lydian gold and silver coins of inferior weight thrown 
out of circulation, but the Persian gold, from its purity, became 
dominant, and was the chief gold currency of the ancient world so 
long as the empire lasted. The issuing of gold was a royal pre-
rogative. Silver money was coined not only by the king but in the 

Evinces by satraps, who used local types, and by tributary states. 
following classes must be distinguished : (I) regal, (2) satrapal, 

of tributary states. The art of Persian coins varies according 
to the locality, from the beautiful purely Greek work of the west coast 
of Asia Minor to the more formal style of Cilicia and the thoroughly 
hieratic stiffness of Phoenicia and Persia. 

The regal coinage is of dories (Pl. IV. fig. a) and subdivisions in gold 
and of sigh and subdivisions in silver. The obverse type is the king 
as an arc*r, the reverse an irregular oblong locust. The darica show 
differences of style, and must extend through the whole period of the 
empire. The Nei no doubt run parallel with them. Both these 
denominations are uninscribed. 

The tatrapal coinage is very important and interesting. It 
belongs mainly to Cilicis. The most remarkable series is that with 
a bearded head wearing a tiara, with various reverses, struck appar-
ently at Colophon. Cyzicus and Lampsacus, and in one instance 
bearing the name of the satrap Phareabstus. but usually the word 
" king ' in Greek. The coin of Colophon shows a splendid portrait. 
one of the finest instances of loman work. It probably represents 
Pliarnabezue (see.Pl. IV. fig. I). Of other satrapal•issues those of 
Datames. of Tiribazus and Cilician issues, struck at Tarsus, are 
specially noteworthy. Their inscriptions are Aramaic. 
. The coinages of the tributary states. have been in part noticed in 
their geographical order. 

After the fall of the empire, the generals and satraps such as 
Mathew who governed Alexander's newly-acquired dominions issued 
coins from various mints, especially Babylon. The ggold coins were 
double darks of the same types as their single predecessors. The 
aver coins were mainly modelled on the coins which Mazseus had 
previously issued in Cilicia with the types of Baal-Taro and Lion. 
Soonest them may have been issued as far East as Bactria and North 
West India. These are followed by the first native coinage, in-
scribed below under India. 
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The compost of Alexander did not wholly deeleOF the MobPM& 
ence of Persia. Within lees than a century the warlike Partbiens, 

once subjects of Persia, revolted (aaall a.c.) against 
the Seleucids and formed a kingdom which speedily 

became an empire, ultimately the one successful rival of Rouse. 
Their money is Greek in standard and Inscriptions, es well as 
in the origin of types. The coins. are silver, following the Attie 
weight, the chief piece being the drachm, though the tetradrachm is 
not infrequent; there are also bronze coins, but none in gold are 
known. The drachm has the head of the king on the obverse, 
diademed or with a regal head-dress, and on the reverse the founder 
Anaces seated, bolding a strung bow, the later tetradrachms varying 
this uniformity. Every king is styled Anaces, to which many of the 
later sovereigns add their proper names. The inscriptions are 
usually lone, reaching a climax in such as BALZA= 
biZTAAOY APZ•KOY IsDKAIOY laDillANOYZ °BOY BY 
TOPOZ .1ARLAILNOZ of Mithradates III. (37-54 a.c.; see Pl. IV. 
fig. 4), where we see the double influence of Persian and Seleucid styles 
and the desire to conciliate the Greek cities. Very noticeable are the 
coins which bear the portraltsof Phraataoes (3 a.c.-A.e. 4) and his 
mother, the Italian slave Musa with the title clean (ezaz 

>B OYPANIAZ MOTS= 	1 	). The last of the Parthian 
coins are those attributed to Artavasdes A.D. 227k 

The coinage of Persis, beginning in the 	 half if of the 3rd 
century a.c., consists of silver tetradrachms and drachms; the 

earliest have fine portraits of the kings, but the is 

Persian ire-a 
Penis. 

 
rapidlyegenerates. The prevailing reverse type as the

r. 
The dynasts of Characene, on the lower Tigris, issued coins (silver, 

bronze and ham metal) from the time of the founder, Hyspaosines 
(e. 124 •.c.), down to the and century A.D. The obverses 

aaraclumh of the tetradrachms have portraits of the kings; the 
usual reverse type is a seated Heracles. 

The Persian line of the Sessaniarw arose about A.D. 220, and 
wrested the empire from the Parthians in 226-227, under the leader- 

ship of Ardasbir or Artaxerxes. This dynasty issued a 
Same- 	national and thus Oriental coinage in gold and silver. 
511". 	The denominations follow the Roman system, and there 
are but two coins, equivalent to the aureus or solidus and the denarius, 
The obverse has the king's bust, usually wearing a very large and 
elaborate head-dress, vaned with each sovemgn, and the reverse the 
sacred fire-altar (see Pl. IV. fig. 3) ordinarily flanked by the king and 
a priest. The attachment which Ardashir, the founder, bore to Toro-
astnanism established this national reverse type, which endured 
through the four hundred years of the sovereignty of his line to 
A.D. 652. The inscriptions are Pahlavi. 

The Arab coinage forms the- most important Oriental group. It 
has a duration of twelve centuries and a half, and at its widest 

geographical phical extension was coined from Morocco to the 
Capbsies. of China. When the Arabs made their great con-
quests money became a necessity. They first adopted in the 
East imitations of the current Persian silver pieces of the last 
Sassamans, but in Syria and Palestine of the Byzantine copper

' 
 in 

Africa of the gold of the same currency. Of these early coins the 
Sassanian imitations arevery curious with Pahlavi inscriptions and 
shorter ones in Arabic (Cufic). The regular coinage with purely 
Moslem inscriptions begins with the issue of a Aver coin at Basrah, 
in 40 A.H. (A.D. 66o), by the caliph 'All; after subsequent efforts thus 
to replace the Sassanian currency, the orthodox mintage was finally 
established, in 76 A.M. (A.D. 695), by Abdalmalik. The names of the 
denominations and the weight of the gold are plainly indicative of 
Byzantine influence. There were three coins. The dinar of gold 
(Pl. IV. fig. 61 took its name from the aureus or denarius aureus, of 
which the solidus must have been held to be the representative, for 
the weight of the Arab coin about 4.3 grammes)u clearly derived from 
the Byzantinegold piece. The dirhem of silver (see Pl. IV. fig. 7) is 
in name a revival of the Greek drachm; it weighs at most aabboouut 3 
yammer. The copper piece is the fels, taking its name from the 
follis of the Greek empire. Commercially the gold easily exchanged, 
and the silver soon passed as the double of the Carolingian denser. 
For long these were the only coins issued, except, and this but rarely, 
half and quarter dinars. There are properly no types. Tbene was 
indeed an attempt in the early Byzentino-Arab money to lepreseut 
the caliph, and in the course of ages we shall observe same deviations 
from the general practice  of Islam, particularly in the coinage of the 
a tibegs and in Mahommedan coinages not of the Arab group,.the 
modern Persian and that of the Moguls of Delhi.. The inscriptions 
are uniformly 	save in some Tatar coinages and that of the 
Turks. In 	the coins are for the first five centuries of their 
issue 	ly uniform in fabric and general appunanoe.. They 
are always flat and generally thin. The whole of both sides of the 
coins is occupied by inscriptions in the formal Cufic character 
usually arranged horizontally in the area and in a single or double 
band around. Towards the fall of the caliphate a new type of coin 
begins, mainly differing in the greater size of the pieces. are 
new multiples of the dinar and ultimately of the dirhem, and the 
silver pieces frequently have their inscriptions within and around a 
square, a form also used for gold. The Cufie character becomes 
highly ornamenftl,andspeedily gives way . to the flexuous naskhi of 
modern writing.,,. The nsersptions are religious. With the addition 

of the year by the era of the Flight (A.D. 622), the month solnethaes 
being added, and the mint occurs uniformly on silver and copper, but 
does not appear on the gold until after the fall of the Onmyysid 

rs dynasty. Subsequently tl.e official name of the caliph occurs. The 
religious part of the inscriptions is various, the most usual formulae 
being the profession of the Moslem faith: "There is no deity but 
God; Mahomet is the apostle of God," to which the Shiites or 
followers of 'Ali in Persia and Africa add "'Ali is the friend of God." 
The Moorish coins give long formulae and religious citations and 
ejaculations, and they, like the money of the Pathan* of Delhi of 
the Indian class, have occasionally admonitions urging or suggesting 
the purer use of wealth. As Arab and other dynasties arose from 
the dismemberment of the caliphate, the names of kings occur, but 
for centuries they continued to respect the authority of their re- 

Whaard= Abbasids of Egypt. adding their own names even *hen at 
ligious chief by coining in his name, even in the case of the 

the caliph, as though they were mere provincial governors. After the 
fall of the caliphate sonic new denominations eagle in, chiefly of 
heavier weight than the dirhem and dinar, but the influence of the 
commercial states of Italy made the later Egyptian Mamelukm, the 
Turks and the later Moors adopt the gold sequin. In more modern 
times the dollar found its way into the Moslem coronae of the states 
bordering on the Mediterranean. It can be readily seen that Arab 
coins have no art in the same sense as those of the Greeks. The 
beautiful inscriptions and the arabesque devices of the pieces of the 
close of the middle ages have, however, a distinct artistic merit. 

The Omayyad coins owe their only historical value to the evidence 
which the silver affords of the extent of the empire at differeat 
times. The first separation of that empire dates from 
the overthrow of this dynasty (which had its capital at cimillywiL 
Damascus, A.D. 661-750) by the 'Abbasids (A.D. 750. capital Bagdad) 
speedily followed by the formation of the rival Omayyad 
caliphate of the West with its capital at Cordova.' Tbe Ahewb6  
Abbasid money has the same interest as that which it succeeded. but 
its information is fuller. Towards the fall of the line (which ended at 
Bagdad in 1258) it becomes very handsome in the great coins, which 
are multiples of the dinar (see Pl. IV. fig. so ). The Spanish On= 	s 
(756-1031) struck silver almost exclusively. Their rise was fol lowed  
by that of various lesser lines—the ldrisites (788-985, silver) and 
Aghlabites (boo-9o9, gold chiefly) in western Africa, the Beni TOW* 
(868-905, gold), and, after a short interval, the I khshidids (935-969, 
gold). both of Turkish origin, in Egypt. hleanwhi p. new caliphate 
arose (we) in western Africa which subdued t (969), the 
Fatimid of the line of 'Ali, and for a while theallegiance of the 
Moslems was divided between three rival lines, the liayyads of 
Spain, the Fatimids of Africa, and the Abbasids of Bagdad. The 
Fatimids introduced a new type of dinar, with the inscriptions hi 
concentric circles, and struck little but gold. In the interim the 
Persians, who had long exercised a growing influence at the coon af 
Bagdad, revived their power in a succession of dynasties which ac-
knowledged the supremacy of the caliphate of Bagdad but were 
virtually independent. These were the Tahirids (830-8721, Saffirids 
(86_7-9o3), Samanids (874-990,  Ziyarids (928-1042), and uhhis 
or Bayids (032-1055), who mostly struck silver, but the last gold also. 
As the Persians had supplanted the Arabs, so they were in turn 
forced to give place to the Turks. The Ghaznevids formed a powerful 
kingdom in Afghanistan (962-1186, gold and silver), and the 
Seljuk, established an empire (gold), which divided into several 
kingdoms, occupying the best part of the East (1037-1090. Of these 
dynasties the Seljuks of Rum or Asia Minor (1077-wo) first strike a 
modern type of Arab coinage (silver, P1. IV. fig. 9). 

The Seljuk dominions separated into many lima states, the 
central ruled by atabegs or generals (12th-13th cent.), and the 
similar Turkoman Urtulos (1 or -1312). The atabeg money and that 
of the Turks of the house of Urtuk are mainly large copper pieces 
bearing on one side a figure borrowed from Greek, Roman, Byzantine 
and other sources. They form a most remarkable innovation (Pl. IV. 
fig:  t t ). In the same age the great but shortlived e rnpire of Khwarizm 
(Khiva, 1150-1231) arose in the far East. The first caliphate to 
disappear was that of Spain, which broke up (c. row) into small 
dynasties, some claiming the prerogative of the caliphates. They 
chiefly struck base silver (billon) coins. The Christian kings ctes-1  
ally overthrew most of these lines. In the meantime various 
fa milies had gained power in western Africa and the Almoravides and 
the Almohades crossed the straits and restored the Moslem power in 
Spain. They struck gold money of fine work, and that of the later 
Muwalibids is remarkable for its size and thinness. At the fall of the 
Muwabbids the only powerful kingdom remaining was the Arab 
house of Granada (Nasrids), which, supported by the Berbers of 
Africa, lingered on until the days of Ferdinand and Isabella (5492). 
The Fatimite dynasty was supplanted by the Kurdish line of the 
Ayyubites, the family of Saladin, who from 1169 to 1350 ruled 
Egypt, Syria and Mesopotamia, with a number of vassal states, tome 
governed by princes of their own family, some by the older lines of the 
atabeg class which they allowed to survive. In Egypt the Ayyubite 
coinage is of gold, elsewhere of silver and copper: -  The raliphateof 

i Bagdad, which latterly was almost limited to that town, though its 
abundant heavy gold coinage at this very time indicates great wealth, 

overthrown by the new power of the Mongols (A.D. 1258), who 
established a group d empires and kingdontiwoomprisidg the whole 
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Eastern world eastward of the Euphrates and thane extending 
northward and reaching into Europe. The most important of these 
states for their money are that of the Mongols of Persia (ta56-tmg), 
founded by Hulagu, the conqueror of Bagdad, and that of the khans 

 the Golden Horde (1224-150s). Bo struck silver, but there is 
also gold coinage of the Mongols of Persia, who more frequently use 
the Mongol character for their names and titles than is done under the 
kindred line. The power of the Mongols was held in check by the 
Mameluke kings of Egypt and Syria, slave-princes of two dynasties, 
the Babel (250-t390 and the Burji 0382-1517), ey who struck mon 
in the three metals. 	Mongol power waned,but was revived by 
Timer (Tamerlane), who during his rule (1369-140'S) recovered all 
that had been lost. He and his successors (to 1500) struck silver, 
copper, and brass money (see Pl. IV. fig. 13). The Ottoman Turks, 
whose power had been gradually growing from 1299 onwards, after a 
desperate struggle with Timer (iiereat of Bayend I. at Angora in 
1402), gradually absorbed the whole Mahommedan world west of the 
Tian:  except only Morocco, where they had but a momentary 
dominion. Constantinople fell to them in 1453, Syria. Egyp t 
Arabia in 1517. Their money of gold, silver, base metal and 
is devoid of historical interest. In Tunis and Morocco a group of 
Berber lines long maintained themselves, but at length only one 
survived. that of the davit's of Morocco, claiming Arab descent, now 
ruling as the sole independent Moslem dynasty of northern Africa. 
Its recent coinage is singularly barbarous. It may be remarked that 
Tunis and Egypt have long coined Turkish money in their own 
mints, the more western state latterly adding the name of its here-
ditary prince to that of the sultan. 

The coins of the shahs of Persia have their origin with Ismail 
(19oe). They are struck in the three metals, and are remarkable 

for the elegance of their inscriptions, sometimes in flowing 
may' Arabic, sometimes in the stiff more flexuous native char- 
acter (see Pl. IV. fig. 12). The inscriptions are at first Arabic: after a 
time the religious formulae are in this language and the royal legend in 
Persian. usually as a poetical distieh. The Persian series is also re-
markable for the autonomous issues of its cities in copper, the obverse 
bearing some type, usually an animal. The coins of the Afghan am irs 
form a class resembling in inscriptions those of the Persians, and 
equally using Persian distichs. They commence with Ahmed Shah 
Durrani (1747). 

The first native Indian coinage consists of primitive pieces (the 
earliest perhaps of the 4th century s.c.) of silver and copper 

with countermarks (known as " punch-marked " coins). 
fad  Foreign coins (Persian and Athenian) circulated in the 
country from the 5th century: the silver coinage of Sophytes, a con-
temporary of Alexander the Great, shows Athenian influence: and 
there are not a few coins of Indian provenance showing direct imita-
6on or modification of Athenian types (as the substitution of an eagle 
for the owl). Alexander himself is represented by a coinage of 
square bronze pieces. Certain tetradrachms and desbols with the 
name of Alexander and types: head of Zeus and eagle, probably 
belong to the end of the 4th century. But the coinage which was to 
have most effect on that of India was the Bactrian (see also under 
BACTRIA). This is at first a pure Greek coinage, of fine style, begin-
ning with Diodotus (gold, silver, bronze), who revolted from Antiochus 
II., c. 350 s.c. For about a century the art of these coins, at least 
as regards portraiture, ranks very high for realism and vigour. 
The Bactrian rulers seem first to have made incursions into the 
Kabul valley and north India about 200 D.C., the first Indian con-
quests being perhaps made by Euthydemus and Demetrius. Of the 
latter there oasts a bronze coin with the regular Greek types. but 
of the characteristic square Indian form, with a translation on the 
reverse into Kharoshtht characters of the obverse Greek inscription. 
Some of the coins of succeeding kings are very remarkable, as the 
tetradrachms of Antimachus (see P1. IV. fig. 5), with a portrait re-
minding us of good Italian m-Ms, and the unique so-stater gold piece 
of Eucratidea (the largest Greek gold coin known to us, although its 
genuineness has been questioned). The coinage from about 160 B.C. 
becomes more and more Indian, the Greek power being definitely 
transferred south of the Paropardsus in the second half of the and 
century. The Attic standard which had been lased for the silver 
gradually gave way to the Persian. 'The Greek princes went on 
reigning in India to about 20 D.C.; their chronology is very obscure. 
During the last two centuries D.C. several other coinages existed in 
north -India. (1) The Scythia Sane or galas invaded Bactria and 
then India; the earliest Saks coinage of north India (that of Manes 
in the Punjab, c. 120 .a.C.) shows Parthian influence; so do the 
slightly later coins of Vonones and others who reigned in Kandahar 
and Seistan. (a) Another large and varied group of coins consists 
of the issues of native states, some of which go back to before zoo az. 
Of these we may note the coins of Eran (Sagan district) showing the 
gradual development of the punch-marked coin into the coin with a 
upes made up of a collection of such punch-symbols struck from one 
die; and the coins of Taidla, the earliest of which are struck with a 
Ups on one aide only. From these were imitated the copper coins 
of the Greeks, Pantaleon and Agathodes (c. Igo a.c.),, which again 
inspired the later coins of Taxila with types on both sides.—In the 
first century of our era the Indo-Parthian dynasty of Gondophares 
GundophOrus of the Apocryphal Acts of St Thomas) reigned in 

Kandahar sad Ulnae and is Indies and is sigiresented by coiaa. 

About 25 B c. the I< 'Amine (as the Yue-dht were called, after their 
most important tribe) conquered the remains of the Greek kingdom 
in the Kabul valley, and in the 1st century of our era they subdued 
the Punjab and the territory as far as the Jumna. The well-known 
gold coinage of the Kushanas (due probably to the influx of Roman 
gold into India) is begun by mime Kadphises (c. A.D. 30-79: see 
PI. 1 V. fig. 14). The best-known kings are Kanishka, Huvishka and . 
Vasudeva. The types are interesting, combining deities of the 
Greeks. Scythian, the Avesta and the Vedas and Buddha. The 
Greek inscnptions become meaningless after c. A.D. 190. The coinage 
In gold (of Roman weight) and copper, however, continues probably 
as late as 4•o. 425 in the Kabul valley and the Punjab. Of other 
dynasties contemporary with the Kushanas, the most important are, 
(,.) The Andhras, a south Indian power, with territory extending across 
the peninsula from the Kietna and Godavari deltas to Kolhapur. 
The corns are chiefly of lead, but copper and silver are also known. 
(ii.) the satraps of Surgshtra and Mhlwa. whose coinage (chiefly of 
silver) is copied from the half-drachms of the Greek princes of the 
Punjab; it bets until the end of the 4th century. (11L) Early In 
the 4th century the important imperial Gupta coinage begins with 
Chandragupta, and continues unbroken to the death of Skandagupta, 
c. A.D. 480. The empire at its greatest extent comprised the whole oil 
north India, except the Punjab. The earliest gold coinage was de-
rived from that of the Kushanas (see Pl. IV. fig. 15): later there was 
silver derived from the coinage of the satraps•, the copper is more 
original in style. After c. A.D. 480 the empire broke up into various 
dynasties which lasted until A.D. 6o6. The Greet Kushanas had been 
succeeded in Gandhara (Kabul valley and Punjab) by the KWh", 
Kushanas, and these, c. 465-470, were conquered by the Hopes (a 
branch of the Ephthalites or White Huns). The Hoge coinage 
consists almost entirely of imitations of &mama, Kushana or 
Gupta coins. Their power probably broke up C. A.D. 344. Of other 
ancient and medieval non-Mahommedan coinages in India the 
following may be mentioned : (t) Various series of dynasties reign-
ing in Kamm] and Delhi, from the 7th to the 12th century. (a) 
Kashmir—coinage beginning probably as early as Kanishke and 
continuing with the same types (obverse, king standing, reverse, 
goddess seated) until the Mahommedan coinage In the 13th century. 
The coins are very rude; but the succession of the kings Iran C. A.D. 
85o is fairly certain. (3) Later Slab coinage of Gandhara, especially 
the" bull and horseman' coins (c. A.D. 960-950). (4) P909Iya, m the 
extreme south, this district used first the early punch-markM coins; 
then coins with a type on one side only, and later double-type coins; 
these are earlier than c. A.D. 300. There is a later gold coinage (type. 
fish) from the 7th to loth century. (5) Cola: an earlier coinage, 
before c. A.D. 1022, with the Cola emblem, a tiger; the later coinage 
(obverse, king standing, reverse, king seated) influenced the coina ge  
over most of south India. (6) Ceylon: a coinage of the rajas imi- 
tated from the Cola coins, from A.D. 1133 to 1296. (7) CWukya 
coinage, chiefly of gold, in west Deccan and in Pallava country 
between the Kistna and Godavari; the emblem is a boar. They 
range from the 7th to the nth century. (8) Vijar . this 
powerpreservedt

alheemt:dan toetntqa thehacgituttitrat  transformed the coinage 
north of that boundary. The later coinage of South India is too 
obscure to be dealt with here. 

The Arabs in the first days of conquest had subdued Sind and 
founded an independent state on the banks of the Indus, which was 
ruled by them for nearly two centuries from 711; but it is hard to 
subdue India from this direction, and the strangers decayed and 
disappeared. The way into India was first really by the 
campaigns of Mabmud of Ghazni (toot-1024) who annexed the 
Punjab and gave a raja to Gujarat. The Pathan kings came of the 
Cheri stock which rose on the ruins of the empire of Ghazni (106). 
Mohammad ibn Sam (d. 1206) made Delhi his capital, and here he 
and his succemors, Pathan' or slave-kings, ruled in great splendour 
as the first exclusively Mahommedan Indian dynasty, latterly 
rivalled by • line of Pathans of Bengal Of the than* of Delhi 
(1206-1554) we have an abundant coinage, the principal pieces 
being the gold mohur of about 168 grains and the silver rupee of 
about the same weigh besides many pieces of bronze, and at one 
parsod of base metal. 'The coins are large and thick. with the pro-
fession of Islam or the style of the caliph on one side, on the other the 
nameand titlesof the ragningldng. Mohammad ibn Tughhdt (1324- 
t35t, PI. IV. fig. 8) struck coins with a great variety of inscriptions. 
some in the name of the shadowy •Abbisid caliphs of Egypt, whose 
successors were for a time similarly honoured by later sovereigns. 
Towards the close of the rule of the Pathan several dynasties arose 
(about 1400) in central and southern indict and struck similar 
mow!, the kings of Gujarat, of Mabel and the Bahmanids of the 
Deccan (1347-1524 The Pathan lines dosed with Sher Shah, an 
Afghan, the last ruler of Bengal (d. lug). Behar, the Turki. of the 
family of Timor, seeking a kingdom, adventured (r5,5) on the 
conquest of Hindustan; and after long wars with Sher adh, carried 
on by Babar's son Hurnlyatt, the famous Shah Akbar, grandson of 
the invader, was at length aaotabl settled on the throne of Delhi, 
and be and his successors, M of Delhi,Delhi,practically 
subdued the whole of India. They retainedoreacisti standard, but 
used the Arabic and Persian latim- like the shahs of Persia. Akbar 
(1556.26:45)Issoedaspleadictoingokiaadoilver(PL 
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far more elegant then that of the Pathan., but the money of his son, 
Jahgagir (1605-1628) is still more remarkable. He Weed the famous 
sodiacal maims and rupees, as well as those astonishing Bacchanalian 
mohurs on which he is represented holding the wine-cup (see Pl. IV. 
6g. 17). Scarcely less strange is the money of the beautiful queen 
Kfir-jaban. Under Shah (1628-1659) there is a visible falling 
away in the merit of the coins, and an ordinary modern style is reached 
in the reign of AurunviE659-1707). To the dose of the rule of 
Shah 'Alain, the last M 	who actually reigned 075g-006), gold 
and silver money is abu 	t. Much of the money of the East India 
Company is closely imitated from this late Mogul coinage. Latterly. 
native states coin with Arabic and also with Sanskrit umeriptions. 
The most important are the kings of Oudh, the Mums of the Deccan, 
and the kings of Mysore, bees the maharajas of Indore and the 
kings of Nepal. The coinage of Tipu Sultan (Tippu 5gh 

curious 
ib) is ex- 

tremely rious from his innovations in the calendar. Besides these 
there are a multitude of small states. Most of the Indian princes ac-
knowledged the emperor of Delhi, but some struck independently. 
At last the English coinage of India has swept away nearly all these 
moneys, though some native states still issue their own. 

We must be content with the briefest summary of the strange 
coinages of China and the Further East. 

The money of China, more certainly than the square puoch-
marked coinage of India. may claim an origin independent of the 
pare Lydian and Greek issues. Although ' money is men- 

tioned in Chinese literary sources as having been is use 
from a very early period (3rd millennium e.c.) it is probable that 
before the 7th century B.C. it consisted either of uncooked metal or 
of other media, such as ailk tortoise-shell, cowries. The dell. 
currency indeed played a very Important part in China even in later 
times. It was suppressed in 3.15 s.c.. but the usurper Wang Mang, 
whose reign (A.D. 9-33), separates the two Han dynasties, made an 
abortive attempt to revive it. The earliest metal currency of which 
specimens are extant is, like nearly all subsequent Chinese money, of 
cast bronze. The gold and silver currency, which appeared sporadic- 
ally, can never have been of much importance; a kis, or cubic inch, 
of representing currency of Han times, is preserved in the Paris 
collection. The bronze coins fall into two main classes. The earlier 
(as a rule) have the shape of implements, such as spades, knives, 
&c.; the later are the well-known round " cash " with a square 
hole in the centre (see Pt. IV. figs. 18, zg). They are carried strung 
together, and their value is minute. From the earliest knife-money 
should be distinguished that of Wang Mang; his coins are short and 
thick, and the plain ring at the end of the handle is replaced by a 
pece resembling in shape a cash with ring and square central hole. 
The older knife-currency practically came to an end with the founda-
tion of the Tein dynasty in 221 B.C., though it doubtless lingered on 
in remote districts. With this dynasty appears the first organized 
mate mintage. Nevertheless the economic history of Chinese coinage 
continues to be a melancholy record of doubtful financial expedients, 
debasement and forgery. The value of the coins was supposed to 
depend on their weight; but the weight inscribed on them was by 
no means always the true one. The bronze coinage from the reform 
of Wu-ti in 138 p.c. down to A.D. 623 is fairly utiform; it is chiefly 
cash of S chu (see PI. IV. fie. 18). Iron money was issued at various 

tnoiddihready been noted. The modern coinage may be said in a sense 
The disturbance of the coinage by the usurper Wang Mang 

to date from the introduction of the K'as years pattern of 7) chit 
under the Tang dynasty in A.D. 632. On the reverse of this coin was 
a mark (supposed to have been made by the empress Wen-teh in 
touching with her nail the wax model submitted to her) which has been 
much copied on coins of other countries in the Far East (see P1. IV. 
fig. 19). From this time to the present there has been little change. 
Paper-money was introduced in the 9th century. The modern cash 
usually bears on the obverse the name of the reign and the words 
rang pat (" current money 1, on the reverse the name of the mint. 
The coinage under the present (Manchu) dynasty has been regular, 
except during the Taiping rebellion, when dome iron coins and copper 
tokens were Issued. owing to the failure of the copper supply. Gold 
and silver have not bets issued by the government until quite 
recent times (see below), with one or two unimportant 
but circulate by weight. Imitations of Spanish and Mexican 
beating numerous punch-marks placed on them by  successive owners, 
are common. The most interesting Chinese coins are those of small 
rival dynasties and of rebels, the study of which is important for the 
elucidation of the obscurities of the history of the country. The 
Chimes medals are talismans. usually larger than coins. and bear both 

fluletilt priests of tem 	The money of rea and nnam is 
and inscriptions. They are distributed by Taoist and 

simBar to that of China,
ples. 

 and Chimer coins were
Ko 

 long the
A

cumency 
of Java, which more recently has issued the money of its Mahom-
medan princes. 

The empire of Japan ahows in its coinage that Chinese source 
modified by the influence of native independence which marks all in 
Joao. institutions. The use of a metallic currency probably 

began in the sth century of our era. In character the 
coins show strong Chinese influence. Amongst the earliest are rude 
silver pieces, dirks of somewhat irregular shape, with a central hole. 
attributed to the early 5th century; and there are also copper coins 

.similar chneacese dating from the end of the 7th century. A  

repiar popper coinage. Chinese in ple, begs with the  esploita-
tfon of the copper manes in A.D. 708. There was a slyer coinage ma 
A.D. 76o, and a gradually deteriorating copper currency was issued at 
various dates down to A.D. gto  The twelve varieties issued intim:se 
two and a hall centuries are we as the twelve antique seen (see 
Pl. IV. fig. 20). No copper wee issued by the government for six 
hundred years after this date; but coins of the old patterns in lead 
or tin circulated down to ism. The lack of war was supplied by 
the importation and imitation of Chinese cash. These imitate:As were 
due to the great nobles, who made them on their own domains. At 
the sad of the 16th century (Tes -she period) a regular currency of 
gold, silver and copper, and also iron was instituted, which lasted, 
with modifications, down to recent times Ikon coins with wave-
pattern reverse being cast as late as 186o). There is a billon coinage 
of bean-shaped pieces issued at various dates from 16ot -11359. 
Silver also was frequently issued on the same pattern as the copper 
coinage; but the greater part of it circulated in ingots or plates. 
The small oblong pieces known as ichi-bu and ni-bu belong to the he 
19th century (not trued after 0168). Large plates of silver, like the 
gold coins to be mentioned immediately, were issued in the 16th
century by some provinces. Round coins of gold of the Chinese shape 
were rarely cast (one in A.D. 76o, another an A.D. 1M). But from 
the 16th century to modern times gold .  circulated chiefly in large 
oblong plates, with rounded angles, varying from over 611 to I  in. in 
length. These are called o-boa (' large plate" of io ryo), katesa 
(" small plate " oft ryo; see P). V. fie. a 1).8x. They bore ear ious 
countennarks, including the mikado s crest, mint-assayer s test- 
marks, 8x.; some bear the attestations merely written in ink (a 
device of the imperial officials.- who charged fees for the attestations. 
and were not sorry that they should be easily obliterated). Small 

oblong memo were cast at various times from 1601-1856 (PI. IV. 
. 22). A. European system of currency, with coins in gold ( ao yen 

and under), silver (1 yen and under), nickel (5 sen) and copper (2 sea 
and under), was adopted in z87o. Japan has also " picture zee " 
(E-sen) of a magical and religious character like the temple medals 
already noticed under China. 

Korea has had a copper coinage of Chinese style from the beginning 
of the twelfth century during its intervals of independence; but 
its coins do not become common until 17go. During Reran  
the 19th century it issued an extensive copper coinage 
from various mints. 

The earliest coins of Annam were imitations of Chinese coins, but 
since the loth century its kings have issued a regular coinage 
bearing their regnal titles as in China. Since 1820 round 
and oblong silver coins have been struck, the tact and its """ am 

 subdivisions. Peculiar to Annam are the fine series of medals in 
gold, silver and copper struck since 18.11 by its kings for presentation
purposes, bearing lucky inscriptions, quotations from the Chinese 
classics, goc. 

The peculiar forms of primitive currency characteristic of certain 
parts of Further India and the Malay Peninsula can only be barely 
mentioned here. Burma provides silver-money in the 
shape of snail-shells (a relic of a still more primitive shell-
currency). The earlier Siamese ticals are derived from a 
ring of silver wire doubled up and countermarked. 
From Pahang come very curious to " hat coins," shaped 
like a hollow square pyramid. truncated, with broad,eqm ire brim 
projecting from its base. The peoples of the Indian Ocean and 
Persian•Gulf used in the 16th and 17th centuries pieces of silver wire 
called lades which in Ceylon took the shape of fish-hooks. 

V. Cores OP TEE PRESENT DAY 

Mated Kingdom.—The standard of gold and silvgr has re-
mained unchanged for over two hundred years, and until :Pr 
the denominations were practically the same as instituted at 
the great recoinage of 1816. The substitution of a bronze for 
a. copper currency had already taken place in 186. On the 
occasion of Queen Victoria's Jubilee in 1887 it was determined 
to mark the event by a new coinage of gold and silver, and to 
revise the royal portrait . Two new denominations of five and 
two pounds were added to the gold series, and the double florin 
to the silver. For the re-
verse type of all the gold 
and of the five-shilling 
piece, Piatrucci's design of 
St George and the Dragon 
misused, and former types 
of Anne and George IV. 
were revived for the double 
florin, Soria, half-crown 
and sixpence; that of the 
last was, however, soon abandoned. This new coinage did 
not meet with general approval, especially as regards the 
portrait of the Queen, and in conseauence a third portrait was 
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adopted for the gold and silver in 1893, new reverse types were 
prepared for the half-crown, fiorin and shilling, and the issue 
of the double florin was discontinued. The portrait of the queen 
was the work of the sculptor Thomas Brock, LA., who was 
careful to avoid the defects which had been somewhat severely 
criticized in Sir J. Edgar Boehm's design of 1887. The new type 
for the half-crown, a spade-shaped shield within the garter, 
was also executed by Mr Brock; and those for the florin and 
shilling, three shields placed triangularly, were by Sir Edward 

Poynter. In 5895 a new 
issue of bronze money 
was ordered, when the 
queen's bust of 1893 was 
adopted, and a slight 
alteration made In the 
reverse type, the repre- 
sentation of a lighthouse 

FIG.2.—SOVereign (gold), England: and a ship, which had 
King Edward VII. (obverse by de been added to the design 
Salines). in 1860, being eliminated. 
The coinage of Edward VII. differed but slightly from that 
of Queen Victoria. The denominations were the same.

' 
 but 

on the obverse the head of the king (by G. W. de Saulles, 
engraver to the Mint) was represented bare, the title " Britanni-
arum "was changed to" Britannkuvm Omnium Rex," the reverse 
of the florin showed Britannia standing on a ship, and that 
of the shilling the royal crest, the lion on a crown, as on the 
so-called " lion-shillings " of 1826. The designing of the new 
coinage of George V. was entrusted to Mr Bertram Mackennal. 

France.—On the establishment of the Third Republic in France 
in 1870, the coinage was continued on the same lines as before, 
the types only being altered. The silver franc of 5 grammes 
(78 grains) as ordered in 1793 and confirmed by the Latin 
Monetary Union of 1865, which included Belgium, Italy and 

Switzerland, and subsequently 
In 0368 Greece, has remained 
the unit of value. The de-
nominations ordered were, in 
gold, the too, so and 20 
francs; in silver, the s, 
and I franc, and so and 20 

Fzo..3.—Twenty Francs (gold). centimes; and in bronze, 
France (Chaplain), 	the to, 5, s and t centime. 

The types adopted were those 
which had been used previously — thus for the gold that 
of a genius inscribing the tables of the law, as designed 
by Augustin Dupre for the reverse of the constitutional 
coinage of Louis XVI.; for the silver and copper the head 
of the Republic as executed by Oudine for the money of 1848. 
Subsequently, in 1871, the type of the s francs was changed 
for that of Hercules leaning on Liberty and Strength, as made 
by Dupre for the First Republic. In 1889 the so francs in gold 
was added to the list, having the head of the Republic crowned 
with corn, the work of Merley for the Republic of 1848; but 
only a small number of these coins was struck in that year 
and in 1895. No further alteration was made till after z 805, 

when, in consequence 
of suggestions that 
the types should be 
modified so as to 
mark the Third Re- 
public, the artists 
Chaplain, Roty and 
Dupuis were com- 
missioned to execute 

Fla 4.—fwoFmncs (silver). France (Rory). new designs—the 
first for the gold, 

the second for the silver, and the last for the bronze. The 
types approved were: for the gold 20 francs, the head of 
the Republic with a Phrygian cap, and the Gallic cock; 
for the silver 2 and r franc and so centimes, the sower 
sowing, with the rising sun in the background, and a laurel  

branch; and for the bronze, the bust of the Republic wearing 
a Phrygian cap, and on the reverse France seated amidst clouds, 
holding a branch and a flag, and accompanied by a genius. 
These coins were not issued simultaneously—the so centimes 
appearing in t877, and 2 and t franc and to, s, s and t centime 
in 1898, and the so francs in 0199. In 1903 a nickel piece of 
rs centimes was introduced, since 1904 with a polygonal edge 
to facilitate distinction from the silver. The quartering of the 
franc is a departure from the strictly decimal system, also adopted 
in Italy. These later coins are characteristic of modern French 
medallic art, which has a strong tendency to imitate that of 
Italy of the ,6th century. 

Belgian.—Of the other states which formed the Latin 
Monetary Union, Belgium had already In 183a adopted the 
French decimal and bimetallic system, with the franc as the unit 
of value. Her accession to the Union, therefore, only entailed 
a slight modification of type and denominations, which latter 
were the same as in France, except that the only gold coin was 
the 20 franca, the 25 centimes In silver was not issued, and the 
pieces of to and 5 centimes are now In nickel The gold and 
silver coins have 'for types the head of the king and the royal 
shield, those in nickel the Belgic lion and mark of value, and those 
in bronze the royal monogram and the lion holding the tables 
of the constitution. Some of the silver coins have the insdiptions 
in Flemish. The nickel coinage introduced in 1902 is perforated 
in the centre to prevent contusion with silver. 

Steirserlud.—Like Belgium, Switzerland and before her 
adhesion to the Latin Monetary Union adopted the French 
system, with the franc of zoo centimes or rappen as the unit of 
value. The denominations in gold and silver were the same as 
issued for Belgium, but no gold was struck before 1883. The 
coins of baser metal were the 
20, zo and 5 centimes In 
billon, which metal was in 
1879 changed for the nickel, and 
in copper the a and I centime. 
Certain changes of type have 
from time to time occurred. 
The first issue of the so francs , 
In 1883 shows the head of the r  Ic.4--Twe.ntYCenlitnes(nicitel). Switzerland. Republic and the shield of the 
Confederation; but this was changed in 1897 for the had of 
Helvetia above a range of mountains, and on the reverse a 
wreath with mark of value. On the silver coins from 1874 
Helvetia is represented standing instead of seated, and on the 
nickel money of 1879 the shield of the Republic is replaced by 
the head of Helvetia. The mark of value and a wreath form the 
general reverse type of all the silver, nickel and copper coins. 
Since 1888 a 5-franc piece, similar in type to the 20 francs of 
1883, has been issued. 

Italy.—When Italy Joined the Latin Monetary Union in t865, 
she adopted as the unit of her coinage the lira of wo centesimi, 
equal to the franc. The coins were of gold, silver and bronze, 
and of the same de-
nominations as those 
struck in Belgium 
and Switzerland. In 
1894 a nickel coinage 
Of 20 centesimi was 
ordered. The general 
type for all the coin-
age Is the head of the 
king and the royal 
arms, but on the re-
verse of the copper is the mark of value; and the nickel money 
has on the reverse a crown with a wreath. A new nickel piece 
of 25 centesimi indicates a departure from the strictly decimal 
system. The coinages of all the small Italian states, including 
the Papal, have now passed out of currency. 

Greece—A special stipulation was made, when Greece was 
enrolled in the Latin Monetary Union in x868, that all her money 
should be struck at a French mint. The unit of the coinage 
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. is the drachm of lao lepta, which, Re the lira, is equivalent 
to the frame. The denominations are--in gold, the zoo, so, so, 
to and 5 drachms; in silty, the 5, a and z drachm, and so and 
no lepta; and in bronze, the so, 5, a and z lepton. In 1893 
nickel was substituted for bronze, and coins of the valve of 20, 
zo and S lepta were issued in this metal. The types of the coins 
of Greece are similar to those of Italy. Crete has had since 1900 
a coinage of its own similar to the Greek (silver of 5, a drachmae, 
a and i drachma; bronze and nickel of so, to, 5, a lepta and 
z lepton). 

Germany.—Since 287z the coinage of the German empire 
has been entirely remodelled. By a convention in z857 between 
the states of Germany, north and south, and Austria a general 
coinage of a silver standard was established on the basis of the 
new pound of Soo grammes as sanctioned by the Zollserein. The 
contracting countries were divided into three sections, North 
Germany, South Germany and Austria. Flom the pound of 
fine silver of see grammes the Northern States struck 30 thaless, 
Austria es florins and the Southern States 524 florins; their 
relation being z North German thaler ..z4 Austrian florins-
14 South German florins. The free towns of Hamburg, Lubeck 
and Bremen did not join the convention. The first reform in 
the coinage of the German empire occurred in dm when a DM 
gold money was introduced, which had for its unit the silver 
mark (a money of account) of zoo pfennigs weighing S•SSS 
grammes. The new gold pieces were of the value of zo and so 
marks, called crowns and double crowns, and the fineness was 
?a pure to Ile alloy. This new issue necessitated a readjustment 
of the current values of the various silver coinages in circulation. 
In 1873 a further step was made by the introduction of an 
entirely new silver coinage throughout the empire, which was 
also based on the silver mark, and of a new base metal coinage 
in nickel and bronze. The silver coins were the 5, s and z mark 
and so and 20 pfennigs; those in nickel the zo and 5 pfennigs, 
and in bronze the s and z pfennig. The silver coins were, like 
the gold, l•g  fine, so that 90 marks were struck to the pound of 
pure metal. The gold 5 marks was struck in 2877 and 1878, 
and the 20 pfennigs in silver was replaced by a coin of the same 
value in nickel in :886. The reverse type for all the coins is 
the imperial eagle, but that of the obverse varies; the gold and 
silver showing the portrait of the reigning king or prince, but 

the mark, and all lesser 
denominations, the current 
value. An exception was 
made in the case of the 
coinage of the Free Towns 
struck at Hamburg, which 
has the arms of the city 
instead of a portrait. Each 
state retained its full rights 
of coinage, and the various 

mints throughout the empire with their special marks 
are: Berlin, A; Hanover, B; Frankfort, C; Munich, D; 
Dresden (removed since 1877 to thrldner-lintte), E; Stutt-
gart, F; Karlsruhe, C; Darmstadt, H; and Hamburg, J. In 
1876 a gold standard was proclaimed, and henceforth no person 
was legally bound to accept in payment more than so marks 
in silver and the value of 1 mark in nickel or bronze. The old 
thalers (worth 3 marks) still circulate. 

A ustria-Hungary.--After the convention of 2857 with Germany 
(see above), when Austria based her coinage on the silver standard 
of the florin, two series were issued—(f.) VereinsmUnzen (money 
of the union), in gold, the crown and half-crown; in silver, the 
double thaler 3 florins) and thaler; (ii.) Landesmilnzen 
(money of the state), in gold, the 4 and t ducat; in silver, the 
double florin and florin; in billets, the 20, zo and 5 kreuzers; 
and in cote., the 4, 3, r and kreuzer. In x868 Austria aban-
doned the convention, but made no change in her money; 
and in the same year the coinage of Hungary was made uniform 
with that of the empire, both in standard and denominations. 
In s87o the Vereinsmtinzen crown and half-crown were dis-
continued, and their place was taken by 8- and 4-florin pieces  

which were of the current value At so and zo francs. In z$pa 
the monetary system of Austria-Hungary was entirely reformed 
on a gold standard, the unit of account being the crown of coo 
Milers. This is a decimal coinage, and the denominations are, 
in gold, the so crowns (of 464 from the kilogramme of fine gold), 
to crowns and ducat ( ■ 0 silver crowns 6o hollers); in 'deer, 
the crown (a. rod.) and half-crown; in eichd, the ao and c  to 
hellera; and in brow, the and z beget. The gold ducat was 
a trade-money (Hanidmnitnse) of the current value of to francs, 
and It displaced the 8- and 4-florin pieces of 287o. The types of 
the Austrian 
and Hungarian 
coins somewhat 
vary, The Aus-
trian gold coins 
show the head 
of the emperor 
and the two-
headed eagle, 
but those of 	FIG. 8.—Florin (silver), Austria-Hungary. 
Hungary a full- 
length figure of the emperor and the national shield surmounted 
by the crown of St Stephen held by angels. The silver coins of 
both series have the bead of the emperor and the mark of value 
under the imperial or royal crown. The nickel and bronze 
money of Austria displays the imperial eagle on the obverse, 
whilst that of Hungary has the crown of St Stephen. The 
legends are respectively in Latin and Magyar. 

Spain.—The unit of the Spanish coinage from 1864 to 1868 
was the silver escudo of 200 grains divisible into so teals. On 
the dethronement of Isabella in 1868 the provisional government 
adopted the principles of the Latin Monetary Union and made 
the peseta the unit of account, this coin being equivalent to the 
franc. The coins struck during 1869-187o were, in gold, the 
zoo pesetas; in affect, the 5, s and z peseta, and the so and so 
centimes; and in bronze, the so, 5, a and z centime. The 
obverse type of each metal varied; on the gold Spain is standing; 
on the silver she is reclining; and on the bronze she is seated. 
During his short reign (287o-1873) Amadeus I. struck only 
gold coins of too and as pesetas and silver of 5 pesetas, and 
there was practically no money issued during the republic which 
followed his abdication. Don Carlos during the insurrection 
of 2874-1875 struck 5 pesetas In silver and to and s centimes 
in bronze bearing his portrait and title " Carolus VII." After 
the restoration of Alphonse XII. the coinage COnsisted of aS 
and to pesetas in gold; 
Sr a and z peseta and So 
centimes is silver; and 
zo and 5 centimes in 
bronze. This coinage was 
continued under Alphonse 
XIII., but in 1887 the 20 
pesetas in gold was sub-
stituted for the 25 pesetas, 
and in 1897 large coins 
were struck of zoo pesetas. The types show the head of the 
king on the obverse and th•shield with or without the pillars of 
Hercules on the reverse. 

Portugal.—A gold standard was adopted by Portugal in 
1854, the unit of value being the milreis of moo reis. The coins 
are, in gold, the crown or to milreis and the half, fifth and tenth 
crown or milreis; in silver, the re, 5 and a testoon; in nickel, 
the zoo and so reis; and in bronze, the so, zo and 5 reis. The 
general type of the gold and silver is the head or bust of the 
king and the royal shield; but the bronze varies in having 
on the obverse a shield and on the reverse the mark of value. 

Denmark, Sweden and Norway.—Previous to 1872 in Denmark 
the unit of value was the silver rigsbankdaler of 96 drillings; 
in Sweden, the rigsdaler of too tire; and in Norway, the species-
dialer of rso shillings; but in that year a monetary convention 
was concluded between these countries establishing a decimal 
coinage, which had for its unit the krone of zoo ore, and of which 
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the standard was gold. The desiensinatinne are, to geld, the 
so, to and s kroner; in silver, the 2 and x krone, and 5o, as and 
to are; and in browse, the 5, and x er. The gold and silver 
money of Sweden and Norway to the so bre bears the head 
of the king and the royal shield; the silver of smaller denornina• 
tions and the bronze, the monogram of the king and the mark 
of value. Since the separation of the trio kingdoms in ripe, 
Norway has a coinagesof its own in the name of Haakon VII. 
In Denmark the gold aid silver have the head of the king, and, 
for reverse type, a figure of Denmark, a shield, or the mark 
of value. The bronze coins are similar to those of Norway and 
Sweden. 

Rossia.—The Russian coinage previous to 1885 was based 
on the silver rouble of 278 grains of pure metal; but during 
the greater part of the reign of Alexander IL (ass-t88*) the 
currency consisted almost entirely of paper money. In 1885 
Alexander DI. determined to place the coinage on a proper 
footing, and introduced the rouble of too copeks as the unit 
of account, with a relative value of gold and silver of 1 to IA. 
The coins issued were, in gold, the imperial of to roubles, and the 
half-imperial; in silver, the rouble, and the so, 25, 20, 15, to 
and 5 copeks; and in copper, the 5, 3, 2, I, and copek. 
In 1897 the relative value of gold and sliver was advanced to 

I to 23i, thus raising the 
current value of the imperial 
to is roubles; but no change 
was made in the weights 
of the coins, and the silver 
rouble remained the unit of 
account. In the same year a 
piece of s roubles, called the 
one-third imperial, was added 
to the gold coins. The 

general types of the gold and silver show the bead of the 
emperor and the imperial eagle; and of the copper, the 
imperial eagle and mark of value. 

Georgia, Poland and Finland.—The separate issues of Georgia 
and Poland were suppressed in 1833 and 1847 respectively; 
but Finland in 1878 established a decimal coinage of gold, silver 
and bronze on the principles of the Latin Monetary Union, 
having the snarkkaa (.• 1 franc) as its unit of values 

Turkey—There has been practically no change in the money 
of the Ottoman empire since the reforms of Abdul-Medjid in 
1844, when the piastre, or 4o-para piece, of the current value 
of 2id., was made the unit of the coinage; too piastres go to 
the gold medjidieh or pound. The denominations are, in gold, 
the Soo, eso, zoo, so and es piastres; in saw:, the 20, to, 5, 2, 
and 4 piastre; and in copper, the 4o, so, 10, s and x para. 'The 
type in all metals is, on the obverse, the &heal naglera, or 
cipher, and on the reverse, a wreath, and the name of the mint, 
date, &c. 

Balkan Sades.—Since the dismemberment of the Ottoman 
empire the kingdoms of Rumania and Servia, and the principality 
of Bulgaria, have each adopted the decimal system of the Latin 
Monetary Union. In Rumania the unit of account is the len 
of too boa; in Servia, the diem or too pares; and in Bulgaria., 
the lei of too stolinki—each of these units being the equivalent 
of the franc. In all these states gold, silver, bronze and nickel 
is current money. 

United Stater.—In America. the most important event con-
nected with the coinage was a change of standard. (Sec Moray). 
Previous to 2873 the standard was silver, having for its unit the 
dollar of atzi grains of *fine; but in that year a gold standard 
was adopted, the gold dollar of 25-8 grains and Aline being the 
sole unit of value. This change of standard was accompanied 
by a slight modification of the denominations, which became, in 
gold, the double-eagle, eagle, half and quarter eagle, three dollars 
and dollar; in silver, the half and quarter dollar, so cents and 
dime; in nickel, the s and 3 cents; and in bronze, the cent. 
In addition to these a silver piece called the " trade dollar " of 
420 grains was struck, not for circulation in the States, but for 
capon to China. The following changes have since ocaured: 

In t878 the silver dollar of 4124 grains was resumed, Ind the 
ao cents discontinued; in 1887 the issue of the " trade dollar " 
was suspended; and in 1890 the same fate befell the three 
dollars and dollar in gold, and the three cents in nickel. The 
types are—gold, head of Liberty and eagle, silver, head of 
Liberty, or Liberty seated, and eagle, except the dime, which 
has the mark of value; nickd, shield (5 cents) and head of 
Liberty; browse, head of an Indian, and (191o) bust of Lincoln, 
with reverse types for either metal, the mark of value. 

Canada, lec.—The currency for the Dominion of Canada, 
which includes Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and British 
Columbia, is of silver and bronze, based on the system of the 
United States. The denominations are so, 25, 20, to and 5 cents 
in silver, and the cent in bronze; and they also have a uniform 
type of the sovereign's head and mark of value. The same 
system prevails in Newfoundland, which also issues the double 
dollar in -gold: this is the only gold coin issued in a British 
colony whose standard is not the same as that of the 
mother country. There is a separate coinage for Jamaica, 
but of nickel only, and consisting of the penny, halfpennyonly,  and 
farthing. 

Mexico, &c. —We need not give any detailed account of the coins 
of Mexico. and of the various states of Central and South America, io 
nearly all of which there•have been radical changes since 1870. Most 
of them have adopted the decimal system, with a gold, silver or 
bi-metallic standard; the unit of value in the gold standard being 
generally the peso of 3.225 grammes, and In the silver also the peso, 
but of silver of 20, 23 or 27 grammes. 

Indies—As to the coins of the East and Far East, we will limit out 
remarks to the more important countries. In British India the rupee 
of silver of iso grains is still the unit of value. In 1893 the marts 
were closed to the unrestricted coinage of silver for the public. In 
1899 they were opened to the free coinage of gold, the sovereign 
being declared legal tender. At present ft ,e15.  rupees of is ad.; 
I rupee. ..16 annas• sans-4 Dice; 1 pice-3 pie.-.1 farthing. 

Pers ia.—In  since 1879 a decimal system in conformity with 
the principles of the Latin Monetary Union has been adopted, having 
for Its unit the kr& weighing 78 gre., thus being equivalent to the 
franc, but since reduced to 71 grs. or even less. The denornina 
are: in gold, the so, 5, 2, I, iand toman (the torilan.• to kraal ; 
in silver, the 3, and krgn ••20 sludds), and the to and 5 sheltie; 
and in copper. the 4, 2 and 1 shah I ( 	pals), and the pal. 

Japas.—Since 1870 Japan has formed its coinage on the European 
decimal system in place of the ancient natienal coins, the obancs 
and Rau, the unit being the yen of zoo•sen. The standard was bi-
metallic, and the relation of gold and silver stood at 1-16-17. In 
1898 a Id standard was adopted, the issue of the silver yen was 

. and the weight of the gold money was reduced by one. 
. The coins•issued since that date are, in gold, the so, to and 3 

yen: in silver, the 50, 20 and to sen; in nickel, the 5 sen;  and in 
brogue, the sen and hall-sen. There is one general type for all the 
silver, nickel and bronze coins, being the dragon on the obverse and 
a wreath of flowers with mark of value on the reverse. The gold 
varies in having flags and flowers on the reverse. On the silver and 
bronze coins the legends are in English as well as in Japanese. 

Ckina.—In 1890 China followed the example of Japan. but only 
to a limited extent, and instituted a silver coinage having as its unit 
a dollar of the same value as the United States silver dollar and the 
Japanese yen. It is calculated in fractions of the Wel, a money of 
account of the value of 2s t lid. The coins are the dollar, and the 
50. 25, to and 5 cents, with the Chinese dragon and inscriptions, 
mint and mark of value in English on the obveree, and on the reverse 
the mark of value in Chinese and Manchu. They were first struck at 
Canton and Wei-Chang, but later other mints have been established. 
These are not, strictly speaking, imperial money, the sole official 
coinage and monetary unit being the copper cash. A decree of the 
roth of November 19o5 proposed to establish an official dollar on 
the basis of the Kuping tael. An edict of May 1910 provides for a 
standard currency dollar of 72 candareens, with a subsidiary decimal 
coinage ia  silver, nickel and copper, for circulation throughout the 
empire. 

Korea has had since isios a new coinage on the Japanese system; 
but with the Korean date. 

Hong Kong.—The only other Asiatic coinage we shall note is that 
of Hong Kong, where in 1866 was established a coinage, which was 
also based on the United States standard, having the silver dollar 
as its unit. The denominations are the dollar and 5o.2oand 5 cents 
in silver. and the cent and mill in bronze; and, with the exception of 
the mill, they all have for type the sovereign's head and the mark 
of value. In connexion with this coinage there was issued in 1895 
a " trade dollar" for special currency in the Straits Settlements 
and Hong Kong in lieu of the Mmocan dollar, the scarcity of which 
was • considerable hindrance of trade. This coin, which was struck 
at the Bombay mint, shows on the obverse Britannia balding a 
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trident and shield, and on the reverse within an ornamental design 
the denomination in Chinese and Malay. Since 1903, however a new 

special dollar with the king's head has been issued for the Straits 
Settlements. 

Egypt.—Glancing cursorily at the coinage of Africa. we may note 
that since 1885 Egypt has adopted a gold standard with the gold 
pound of too piastres as the unit of account. The piastre is no longer 
divisible into 40 pains, but into lo ochr-el.guerche or tenths. The 
types are similar to the Turkish money, and though bearing the 
legend " struck at Cairo " the coins are really made at Birmingham. 
For some years gold has not been issued. 

Abyssinia.—In Abyssinia since t893 there has been a silver coinage, 
but the Austrian Maria Theresa dollar is still 'current. The new 
coins are, In silver, the talari (...dollar. worth about 2s.). I, } and } 
talari, and in copper, the guerche, and } and } guerche. They show 
pn one side the head of the king, and on the other a lion holding a 
banner. 

Zanzibar.—Zanzibar has also issued a dollar of the fixed value of 
a rupees and a mums. and a copper coin called a gesso 136th 
of a dollar). 

Sudan.—The African coinages which have attracted exceptional 
attention are those of the Sudan and the South African Republic. 
The former dates from 1885, when the Mandi struck the pound of 
too piastres in gold and the 20 piastres in silver, of the same type as 
the Egyptian coins, but on the silver piece were placed the words 

By order of the Mandi." but no mint name. His successor, 
AbdulLsh, struck pieces of 20, 10, 5, 2 and 1 piastre in silver and to 
pares in copper, but no gold. They bear the name of the mint. 
Omdurman. and the word malebul, i.e. accepted. At first the silver 
coins were of 6 parts silver and 2 copper, but In a few years they 
were so debased that they degenerated into mere pieces of copper 
washed with silver. The last issue is dated t897 (A. n. 1315). 

Congo Free Stale (Belgian Congo).—The coinage issued since 1887 
consists of silver of 5, 2, 1 fr. and so centimes, and copper (with 
central hole) from to centimes to 1 centime. 

Transvaal.—The first attempt at a separate coinage in the Trans-
vaal was in 1874. when President Burgers issued sovereigns or 
pounds showing his portrait on the obverse and the shield of this 
Republic on the reverse. They were struck by Messrs Heaton of 
Birmingham, but as each piece of the current value of 205. cross 265. 
to strike, only f.68o worth was issued, and but few of these passed 
into circulation, being preserved as curiosities. No further attempt 
was , made till 091, when President Kruger induced the Raad to 
order a coinage in gold, silver and bronze after the English standard. 
The first issue occurred in 1892, and consisted of the pound and half- 
pound in gold; the crown, half-crown, florin, shilling, sixpence and 
threepence in silver; and the penny in bronze. They are all of the 
same type as the pound of t874, but with the portrait of President 
Kruger on the obverse. The first issue of the pound, half-pound and 
crown was minted at Berlin, and a curious mistake was made in the 
arms of the state, the wagon being represented with two shafts 
instead of with one. This blunder was soon noticed, and a recoinage 
took place in the same year at Pretoria. Since the annexation 
British coins have been legal tender, but a new copper coinage was 
approved in 1904. 

Bieuoc RAPItY.L—I. Periodicals: Nsnnirmatic Chronicle (London); 
Revue numismatique (Paris); Zeitsehrifi fur Numismalik (Berlin); 
Numirmatische Zeitschrift (Vienna); Rsvista italiana di slums-
malice (Milan); Revue belle de numismatique (Brussels). 
" If. General Works: F. Lenormant, Marinates et :Weeks (1883); 

VV. Ridgeway, Origin of Metallic Currency (1892); S. Lane-Poole and 
others, Cant and Medals (3rd ed.o1894); E. Babelon, Origines de La 
1110/1SUiS (i897); A. von Sallet, Munson and Medeillen (1898); 
G. Macdonald, Coin-Types 0905); L. Forrer, Biographical Diction- 
ary of Medallists, &c. (t904- 

III. Greek and Roman: A. General: I.  H. von Ecktiel, Dactrism 
11141910/1011 VCkTUSI (1792-1y5 L. C. %ladle, Lexicon filar. /Si 
sum. vekown (1785-1804); T. . Conner, Descr. de troldailks gr. et 

1  In this bibliography no mention is made as a rule of articles in 

districts. 
periodicals, or of monographs on the coinage of 'pedal cities or small  

MS. 11807'103* WI M. Leake,Wmainsurfa Helineita (t8be1859)1 
Poole, B. V. Head. P. Gardner. W. Wroth and G. F. Hal, Brit. Mus. 
Catal. of Greek Coins (Italy, Sicily, Greece, Asia Minor, Syria, Egypt, 
&c., begun in 1873); F Lenormant, La Mowsaie dons Tantierniti 

1879); P. Gardner, Types of  Greek Coins (1882); F. Imhoof- 
olurner, Menaces ;recesses (1683); F. ImhorkBlumer and P. 
Gardner. Numismalic Commentary on Pausanias (1885. t886); 
B. V. Head, Historia numorum (1S87; new ed. in preparation); 
F. Imhoof-Blumer, Griechische Manua (1890); Head, Guide to the 
Coins of the Ancients (4th ed., 1895); Hill Hasulbdok of Greek and 
Roman Coins (1899); G. Macdonald, Catalogue of the Ilauskrian 
Collection (3 vols., 1899-19o5); E. Babelon, Trask des mornsaies 
grecques el rons. (1901- ); Th. Rcinach, L'Histoire par ks marines
09o2); Corolla mantis:nal:ea, Namism. Essays in honour of B. V. 
Head (1906); G. F. Hill. Historical Greek Coins (1906); K. Resting. 
Sams:tat& Warren (1906); Periodicals: Journal international 
d'archeologie numismatsqus (Athens); Noniiseia (Berlin). 

B. Metrology: J. Brandis, Milne-, Mass- send Geurschtnewsen 
(1866); F. Hultseh, Griech. u. rem. Metrologies (1882); Genickte 
des Allen:eons (1898); C. F. Lehmann, articles in Verkandl. des Berl. 
Gar. fir Anehropolowe (1889, 1891); Des all-bebylossischo Mass-
send Genichessystem (1893). 

C. Special Districts: (See also the respective volumes of the 
British Museum Catalogue.) (a) Spain.—A. Heiss, Mons. cost. de 
rEsfmteni (1870); 'Lobel de Zangrdniz. Elludio historic° de la moo. 
ant. esp. (1878-188o); E. Hubner, Menem. linguaebericoe 0693) 
(6) Gaul—E. Muret and M. A. Chabouillet. Calai. des mann. gent. 
( 1889); H. de la Tour. Atlas des mole. geed. 0892); J. A. Blancher 
Troll des mann. gaol. (1905). c) Britain.—. Evans. An 

. 

British Coin s  (1864,189o). (d) Italy.—F. Carclfi
J

. Num. Ital. geteris 
(185o); L Sambon, Press:elk italique (1670); R. Garrueci, Moe. 
dell Italia asst. 0885); A. J. Evans, The " Horsemen" of Tarentiem 
(1889); Berlin Museum Catalogue, iii. t (n894); A. Sambon. Mown. 
ant. de l'halie (t94- 	). (e) Sicily. B. V. Head. C041111 of 
Syracuse 0874); A. J. Evans, articles in Num. Ckr. (189o-1894); 
A. Holm, "Desch. des skit. MUnzwesens " 	vol. iii. of his Gaels 
Siciliens, 0398); G. F. Hill, Coins of Ancient Sicily (19o3). (5) 
Northern Greece.—L. Muller, Akre:are k Grand (1855); Lynn:aches 
(1858); F. I mhootalumer, Mamas Akar:wakes (1878); P. 
Burachkov, Creak Colonks in S. Russia (Russian, 1884); Berton 
Museum Catalogue, i., u. (1888, 1889); Berlin Academy. Dee aneikrn 
Manson Nordgruchenlands 0898- 	). (g). Central Greece, 
Peloponnesus and Islands.—E. BeuI6, Mann. d'AlkInes (1858); 

N. Svoronos, Crite ancienne 0890). (k) Asia Minor.—M. Pander, 
V ber die Cistophoren (1856): Th. Reinach, floss nonuser° d'Asie 
Mineure (1888); F. Imhoof-Blumer. Griechiscke Manses* (1890); 
E. Babelon, Les Perses =Unlit:sides. &c. (1893):T. Imhoof-Blunser, 
Lydische Stadernilnien (1897); E. Babelon. I tevenkire de la coll. 
Waddington (1898); F. Imhoof-Blumer, Kleinaliatiscke Misses 
(egos, t9o2); W. H. Waddington, Th. Reinach and E. I3abeloa. 
Recueil ginfral des moan. gr. d' Ask Minesin (1904- (1) Syria. 
Phoenicia, and the Greek East (see also Oriented).—F. de Saulcy. 
Nuns. de la terre mink (1874); E. W. Madden, Coins of tke Jews 
(1881); E. Babclon, Rots  de  Syria.  &e. (1890): Perses ackimetwides 
(1893); Th. Reinach, Jewish Coins (trans. M. Hill, 1903). (3) Egypt 
and Africa.—L. Milller, Moon. de rantienne A frique (1860-1874); 
G. Dattari, Numi Augg Akxandrini (1901); J. N. Svoronos, 
Nos. rot Hp/rout raw Illokuistiar (1904). (8) Roman.—Th. Mommsen, 
Hist. de la Mann. ram., trans. Due de Blacas and J. de Witte (1865-
1875); H. A. Grueber, " Roman Medallions," Brit. Mas. CaleL 

Sy874): W. Rohner. Mtdaillons de !'empire rom.11818); H. Cohen. 
Oas. t

si iqu
ar SOUS Tempire roma (1880-1892); E. Babelon. Mons. 

de la r pe . rern. (1885. 1886); H. A. Grueber, " Roman Re-
publican Coins, " Brit. Mar. Catal.; E. J. Haeberlin Systemalikdes 
abeam ronsischen Menswesens (1905); G. F. Hill, Historical Roman 
Coins 0909); H. Waters, Cc:clacks der romischen Kupferpregneg wen 
Bundergenossenkrieg biz an( Kaiser Claudius (t909): H. A. Grueber. 
Catalogue of the Roman Republican Coinages is the British Museum 
0914 Byzantine.—J. Sabatier, Mammies bra:seines (1862); 
Warwick Wroth, Catalegoud9e ci,id the Imperial Bygones* Coins in Ike 
British. MIUMIM. 2 vols. (1 ). 

IV. Medieval and Id era: A. General: J. Neumann, Be.sekrei-
Ining der bekanntesten Kupfermsinsen (1858-1872); J. A. Blanchet, 
Nurnism. du ;Noyes die el midterm (189o); A. Engel et R. Serrure, 
Nunrkme du mown age 0891/.1 9o5); Monism. *seder* (1E97- 
1899); A. Luschin von Ebengreuth, Allymeirre ifslaahiscie e. 
Gaidgesch. (1904). 

B. Transitional Period: J. Friedlander. Manses den Ostgothey 
0844; A. Heiss, Mons. des roil toisigolks d'Espagne (1872); C. F. 

ry, Coinages of Western Europe (1879); B'rie. Mar. Cate!. of 
Ears Coins, I. (1887); M. Prou, Les Mon mirosingiames 0892), 
A. Bellort, Dace. generale des mons. inkovingiennes (1892-1595). 

C. Countries: (a) Portugal.—A. C. Teixeira de Arag3o, Dew. 
dos moedas de Portugal (,874-1880). (b) Spain.—A. Heise, Mom: 
Frispaarreriellassas (1865-1869). (c) France.—F. Poey d'Avaat. 
Mows. floodeks * Prance (1858-1862); suppleasent by E. Caron. 
t882-1884); H. Hoffmann, Mann. royaks efe France (1878); Gariel. 
Mann. ray. de France setts la race careilinAlenne (1883-188.4); M. 
Prou, Les Moms. CatOilatittaltS (5896); Medailles franpnies. 
" Medailles de larevol. franc." • Med. do temp. Napoleon; Teeter 
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de osiminnniiesw .01134-484o); N. Ueda, Lea Maderilkers tans
grFsrs de summits. bee.. en Frame (11 -04);_ F. Manion., Les 
M alters fronton (19422-19041_ Raw 0,1116ionatillue• 
d Great Britain and Ireland.—R. Ruding, Annals of the Coinage 
1840); B. E. Hildebrand, Asgiosaduisha My* 0885); E. Hawkins, 
deer Coins of Rimed (3rd ed. by Kenyon, 1887); R. LL Kenyan, 

Gehl Coins of Ell rid 0884); C. F. Kerry and H. A. Graeber, Brit. 
Mus. CataL of nglish Cans, L u. (t887, 1893); H. A. Grueber, 
Handbook of Coins of Great Britain and Ire land  F.. Hawkinr,. 
A. W. Frank. and H. A. Graeber, Medallic IL nstranons of the Moiety 
of Greet Britain and /rased 0885• plates to ditto, from moo, 

P, R. 

	

	
in 

W. Cochran-Patrick, Ramis of the Coinage of .led 
x875); 	Burns, Coinage of Scotland (1887); Richardson, Cala 

of the Scottish Coins in the Plat. Mat., Edinburgh i9or); R..W. 
Cothran-Patrieft, Catalogue of the Medals of Scotland Me); !quills 
Smith, various papers on Irish coinage; D. T. Batty, 	Coinage 
of Great Britain. Ireland. atc. (1868-1898); W. Boyne,TradeTokens 
spend in the 17th Century (ed. G. C. Williamson, t889); periodicals, 
Numisnsmic Chronicle; British Numismatic JonneaL (e) Low 
Countries.—P. 0. van der Chijs i  Monies der Hertogdonsmen Braband 
en Linebing (*851) and other works (;852- 1862); R. Setrure. Dia. 
gloom . de SIM mos. beige (188o); A. de Witte, Hist** smoisitaire 
a Brabant (1894-1899); G. van Loon. Hid .. des Pays-
BMV. ed. 1732-1737), supplement to ditto (1861-18)t) ;Periodical, 
Resbeige de numismalkile. (I) Switzerland.—R. S. Poole, Cal. of 
SOUS COORS in South Kiessimgles Has. (1878); Wunderly v. 
Mans- et. Medaillen-Sesuelsog (1893-1899); L. Coraggioni. 
Manzgesch. der Schweis (Mkt periodical. Reme suisse de minis-
matique. (g) Italy.—F. and E. Gnocchi. Biblieerajto numismatica 
dells Zekke radiator (1889); V. Prom's, Tank sinottiche dells meek 
bans& in Italia (t869); Men. dei Reek di Sank (1841); A. Chisel, 
Mom. del Popi (1848); F. and E. Gnecehi„ Monk di Milano (OW; 
N. Papadopoli, Mon. di Venetia (,143); C. Desimoni, Mon. 
Zerca di Genova (1891); J. Friedlander. Itatienische Schoumanses 
(1850-1882); A. Heim, Afildailleurs de to Renaissance (1881-1892); 
A. Armand. Midaillears holders (1883-::312,71caf C. von Fabricxy. 
Italian Medals (bans. Hamilton. Isms); 

1 
• , Rivisla &allow 

di numismalica (Milan). (8) German—H. P. Cappe. Mensen der 
deutscren Kaiser a. Kbnige (I 848- 85o); G. Schlumberger, Bracleates 
d'AUemagne (1873); H. Dannenberg, cognac Manses der Wu. a. 
frank. laiserent (1876-1905); A. Engel at F.. Lehr. Mew d'Alsnce 
0 887); M. Donehatter,..Untsslita Mhnsikker Manses a. Medsillen 

I:888-1 89ot E. Bahrfeldt, M der Mark Brandenburg 
1889-1893 ; Samna:mg in der Marinating (19ot -igen); F. von 

hrotter, r preussische Manstoesem iss irks AMA. (teo2-2904); 
Trim de sumismatime,“ Mddailks allemandes " (1841); A. Erman, 
Denials* Unimak*, (1te4) ;  K. Domani& Parkiiksedailles des 
&shames &Prickle (11196) ; Masan an Berlin, Schasmilissen 
des Hanks Hohenzollern (1901); K Dontanig, Die desMcks Medaille 
0907);1 Habich. Sturben rur

) 
 deutschen Renalssance-Medaille "In 

Berlin Ja hrbuth (1906- . Periodicals, Zeinckr fur Navas- 
matik (Berlin). Niminsafixhe Zeitsckift (Vienna). 

ift 
 (i) Poland.—

E. Hutten-Czapski, Mesa. et meld. Polonaises (1871-1880). (j) 
Russia and Scandinavia.—Baron de Chaudoir, Moan. runes (1836-- 
5837): Ct. J. Tolstoi. Coins of Kiel (1882). Cairn Great Novgorod 
(1884). Coins of Pskof (1836; in Russian); liAaeW111111ner, I)anske 
mynter (1887); P. HauF, Dannearks Myanmar,' og Myst*, MI-. 
1377 (1885, 1886); M Mold ag Llelmysitingei i Danmark *did 

146 (woo). (h) Latin East. &c.—G. Schiumberger, Num. de 
Cosiest Win (1878); E. H. Fume, L'Ordte sporran' de St Jean de 
Jerusalem (1885). (I) America.—D. K. Watson, Hitt. of Americas 
Coinage (1859); A. Weyl, Fonroberische Sammlunt (1878); A. Ross, 

Bruit (1897-5903). (in Money of Necessity.—P. Mailliet, Mona. 
obsidionales et de *Perna (187o-1873); A. Brause-Mansfeld, Feld-, 
Not. and Beleatenmesmanzes (1897-1903). 

V. Orient —A. Pre-Makessionian: (a) Panda and the Greek 
East.—A. de Longpirier. ilidailles des ins perms de la dys. sassanide 
(Op); B. V. Head, Coinage of Lydia and Persia (1877); P. Gardner, 
Partition Coinage (1877?; E. Babelon. Its Penes achemenides 0893); 
W Wroth, "Farther, Brit. Mat. Coll. (too3). (b) India. &c.— 

Cunningham,
Primp, Essays on Indian Antiquities (ed. Thomas, 2858); A. 

n Alexander's Successors is the East (tan); T. W. Rhys 
David& Ancient Coins. &e.„ of Ceylon (1877); P. Gard ,ner " Greelc 
and Scythic Kings of Betide and India." Bin. Mat. Catal. (1886); 
W. Elliott, Coins of Southern India (1886): A. Cunnielphrt, Coins of 
Ancient Indies (1891 ) ; 

K. 
; Coins of the Indy-Scythia,* (1 ); Coins of 

Medieval India (t ); J. Report, " Indian Coins' (in Bahler's 
Grundriss. 1898); Vincent A. Smith. Cal. of Coins is the Indian 
Museum. Calenda, vol. i. (1906). 

B. Makommedan: W. Marsden, Maisano orindelits 0823)1 
C. M. Raclin. Res-nisi. tam. Mshassinedasorms (1826); F. Som. 
Nunsismnque sumilmaso (t864); W. Tiesenhausen. Coins of the 
Oriental Kkalsfs (1873. Russian); R. S. Poole and S. Lane•Foole, 
anal. of Oriental Coins in the British Museum (1875-1891); R. S. 
Poole. Catalogue of Persian Coins in the British Minns*. (t887); 
S. Lane-Poole. Catalogue of Indian Coins in the British Menem 
ta84-11092); F. Coders y Zaidin. Nomismatica ambign-espallola 
0870; H. Lavoix. Caul. des mann_ mnsnlmases de la bibliothhyve 
nakonak , is ins. (1887-1891); C. J. Rodgers, Crud. of the Coins of the 

Indian Museum (18503.-1890; Call. of the Coins of the Lahore 
Museum 0893-1895h Kan. Iluseen zu Berlin. 11, NOttel, Katalog 
der orientalischere Muni, (1898-19o2) i 0. Codrington, Manual 
of Misnansan Numismatic_ ,s• H. Nelson-Wright, Carai. of the Coins 
us the Indian Museum. Calculi', vols. iL-iii., Sultana of Delhi and 
Moikul Emperors (t907-1908). 

C The Far East: W. Visueriag, Chinese CUrrency (an); Terrien 
de Is Couperie, Catal. of the Chinese Coins in the Brit. Mies., 7th 
century 11.C:-A.D. 621 (01; t H. S. Lockhart, Currency of the 
Farther East 0893-1898); N. G. Munro. Coins of Japan (1904); 
Q. Lacroix. Nansmatsque annalist (1900); A. Schroeder, Annam, 
Etndes sumiansatiques (1905); C. T. Gardner, Coiner of Corm 
(Journ. North China Branch of R. Asiatic Soc.. vol. amt.). 

(R. S. P.; H. A. G.; G. F. H.') 
NUMMULITE, NUMNULITES, A. d'Orbigny's name for a 

genus of Perforate Foraminifers (q.v.), distinguished by the 
flattened, lenticular discoid shell of many turns, finely perforated; 
chambers subdivided by incomplete septa into squarish chamber. 
lets. This genus is especially abundant in Eocene Limestones, 
which attain great thickness around the Mediterranean basin; 
the Pyramids of Egypt are built of it. 

NUN (0. Eng. auntie, from Lat. nonnus, nonna, familiar term, 
for an old man or woman), a member of a community of women, 
living under vows a life of religious observance (see MONAST/CS11). 
In ecclesiastical Latin noanus was used by the younger members 
of a religious community for their elders, and so, In the revile 
of St Benedict, cap. 62, Jonieres aulem Priores 31505 nonnos 
oocani quad iskJligitur paierna revery:fie (Du Cange, Glossarisnet, 
s.v. nonnus). While sienna has remained as the generic name 
of a female religious, saunas has been replaced by monachus 
and its various derivatives (see MONK). 

NUNATAK, a name applied in Greenland (and thence extended 
in use elsewhere) to a hill or mountain peak appearing above 
the surface of a glacier. Greenland is for the most part covered 
by an ice-cap of a certain thickness which moves slowly dOwn-
wards to the sea. It will rise upwards and pass over a barrier 
if there is no outlet, but it will flow bet weenand around mountain 
peaks leaving them standing as bills (nunataks) above the 
general surface of the ice-cap. These prominences are sometimes 
covered with arctic vegetation, and arctic flowers bloom freely 
upon-them in the summer. 

NUNCIO, or NIINTHIS APO5TOLIC179, a representative of the 
pope sent on diplomatic mission. The nuncios are of lower 
rank than the kgali a latere, but have practically superseded 
them as ambassadors of the papacy. Nuncios were permanently 
established at various courts and ecclesiastical centres during 
the 16th century. According to the decision of the congress of 
Vienna the diplomatic rank of a papal nuncio corresponds to 
that of an ambassador. The powers of a nuncio are limited 
by his Instructions. If a cardinal, as rarely is the case, he uses 
the title pro-nuntius. The pro-nuntius at Vienna has practically 
the position of a kgaius a laiere. 

NUNCOMAR or NANDA xtmat (d. 2775), Indian official, best 
known for his conneltion with Warren Hastings (q.v.), was 
governor of Hugli in 2756, and in 1764 he was appointed collector 
of Burdwan in place of Hastings, which resulted in a long-stand. 
ing enmity. In 2775, when Hastings was governor-general, 
Nuncomar brought accusations of peculation against him, 
which were entertained by Francis and the other members oi 
council inimical to Hastings. While the matter was still pending 
Nuncomar was irdicted for forgery, condemned and executed. 
Warren Hastings and Sir Elijah Impey, the chief justice, were 
both impeached, and were accused by Burke and afterwards 
by Macaulay of committing a judicial murder; but Sir James 
Stephen, who examined the trial in detail, states that the indict-
ment for forgery arose in the ordinary course, was not brought 
forward by Hastings, and that Impey conducted the trial with 
fairness and impartiality. 

See Sir James Stephen, The Story of Plummer (a vols., 2885); 
and, for another treatment of the case, H. Beveridge, The Trial of 
Nelda Kumar (Calcutta, 1886). 

NUNEATON. a market town and municipal borough in the 
Nuneaton parliamentary division of Warwickshire, England, 
on the river Anker, a tributary of the Tame, and on the Coventry 
canal. It is an important junction of the London and North 
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Western railway, by which it is g7 m. N.W. from London, and 
it is served by the Leicester-Birmingham branch of the Midland 
railway. Pop. ()gor) 24,996, rapidly increasing. The situation 

low and almost encircled by rising ground. The church of 
St Nicholas is a large and handsome structure In various styles of 
architecture, and consists of nave, chancel and aisles, with a 
square embattled tower having pinnacles at the angles. It 
contains several interesting monuments. A free mammar school 
was founded in the reign of Edward VI., and an English free 
school for the instruction of forty boys and thirty girls by Richard 
Smith in 1712. The ribbon industry Is of less importance than 
formerly, but there are ironworks, cotton) hat, elastic and 
worsted factories, and tanneries; the making of drain-pipes, 
tiles and blue and red bricks is a considerable industry. In the 
neighbourhood there are also coal and ironstone mines. The 
prefix of the name of the town is derived from a priory of nuns 
founded here in 1150. In the reign of Henry III. a weekly 
market was granted to the prioress. Nuneaton was Incorporated 
in t901, and the corporation consists of a mayor, six aldermen 
and twelve councillors. Area 10,597 acres. 

NUNEZ. PEDRO (Pereus Notnes) (1492-1577), Portuguese 
mathematician and geographer, was born at Alcacer do Sal, 
and died at Coimbra, where he was professor of mathematics 
lie published several works, including a copiously -annotated 
translation of portions of Ptolemy (1537),  and a treatise in two 
books, De ark Wyk ration navigasdi (1546). His clear state-
ment of the scientific equipment of the early Portuguese explorers 
has become famous. A complete edition of all his writings 
appeared at Said in ISM. 

See F. de B. Garcio-Stockler, &MSC hirtorsto sabre a °Nem e rpm°, dos mathestraikas em Portugal (Paris, 1819); R. H. Major. 
roue Henry the Navigator (Loudon. 1868, p. 55). 
Nan CABliA DB VACA, ALVARO (c, taco 1564), 

Spanish explorer, was the lieutenant of Pamfilo de Names 
in the expedition which sailed from Spain in 1527; when 
Narvaa was lost in the Gulf of Mexico, Cabe= do Vaca succeeded 
in reaching the mainland somewhere to the west of the mouths 
of the Mississippi, and, striking inland with three companions, 
succeeded, after long wandering and incredible hardship, in 
reaching the city of Mexicoia 150. Returning to Spain in 1537, 
he was appointed " &daunted° " or administrator of the province 
of Rio de la Plata In 1540. Sailing from Cadis in the end of that 
year, after touching at Cananea (Brazil), he landed at the island 
of St Catharine in the end of March 154z. Leaving his ships 
to proceed to Buenos Aires, he set out in November with about 
t soma to find his way overland to Ascension (Asunci6n) for 
the relief of his countrymen there. The little band reached 
their destination in the following year. After various successes 
In war and diplomacy in his dealings with the Indians, Nunes 
was sent home under arrest in 1544, and in s55t was banished 
to Africa by the council of the Indies for eight years. He was 
recalled in about a year and appointed to a judgeship in Seville, 
where he died not later than 1 564. 

The Nasfragua ("Shipwrecks') of Cabe= de Vaca, which relate 
to the Florida expedition and his journey to the city of Mexico, 
appeared at Zamora in tux; the work has frequently been 
reprinted, and an annotated- English translation wan published by 
T. Buckingham Smith in 185i. His Comentanos (1555) chronicle 
the events of the South Amencan expedition. See Fanny Bandelier, 
Jours 

051. 
ey of A. Nshes Cabers de Vaca (eel A. F. Bandelier, New York, 
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NU= DE ABM GASPAR (1834-1003), Spanish poet, 

dramatist and statesman. was born at Valladolid, where he was 
educated for the priesthood. He had no vocation for the 
ecclesiastical state, plunged into literature, and produced a play 
entitled Amor y Orgullo which was acted at Toledo in 1849 
To the displeasure of his father, an official in the post office, 
the youth refused to enter the seminary, and escaped to Madrid, 
where he obtained employment on the staff of El Ma-radar, 
a Liberal newspaper He afterwards founded El Bachdler 
Honduras. a journal In which he advocated a policy of Liberal 
concentration, and he attracted sufficient notice to justify his 
appointment as governor of Lomita. and his nomination as 
deputy for Valladolid in 1865 He was imprisoned at Cicero  

for his violent attacks on the reactionary ministry of Names, 
acted as secretary to the revolutionary Junta of Catalonia Irks 
Isabella was dethroned, and wrote the" Manifesto to the Nation " 
published by the provisional government an the 26th of October 
0368. During the next few years he practically withdrew item 
political life till the restoration, when he attached himself to 
Sagasta'a party. He served under Sagest& as minister for the 
colonies, the interior, the exchequer and education; but HI-
health compelled him to resign on the 27th of July ago, and 
henceforth he refused to take office again. He was elected to 
the Spanish Academy on the 8th of January 2874 and was 
appointed a lifosenator in OW. He died at Madrid on the 
nth of February 1903. 

Nunez de Arce first came into notice as a dramatist, and be 
remained faithful to the stage for nearly a quarter of a century. 
In addition to three plays written in collaboration with Antonio 
Hurtado, he produced tQatior a ef aster? ()859), La Croats del 
Zaloakro (1859), IGorso re Impala an maridol (186o), Derides 
de la learn (1863), Ni task si tan pace (1865), Quiets Ms, this 
(1867) and Ei has de kik (1872). But Nunes de Arse's talent 
was more lyrical than dramatic, and his celebrity dates from the 
appearance of Grit., dd combats (x875), a collection of poems 
exhorting Spaniards to lay aside domestic quarrels and to save 
their country from anarchy, more dangerous than h foreign foe. 
He maintained his position (in popular esteem) as the only possible 
rival of Campoamor by a series of philosophic,elegiac and sym belie 
poems:—Raimende Witt, Ullima lamestacits de Lord" Byres 
()879), Us Idilio y use Elegta (1879), La Saba anew (1879) 
and La Virkm de Fray Marna (188o). The old brilliance sets 
off the naturalistic observation of Lo Pace (1884) and La 
Mareja (1886). Therm' of his worksis completed by Pewees corks 
(1895) and I.Sursum corda I (Igoe); Hands el lobo, published 
in El Liberal (January 23, 1880 and babel remain unfinished 
His strength lies in the graciousness of his vision, his sincerity 
and command of his instrument; his weakness derives from his 
divided sympathies, his moods of obvious sentiment and his 
rhetorical facility. But at his best, as in the Grads deli comber& 
he is a master of virile music and patriotic doctrine. (J. F.-If.) 

MORO, a town and episcopal see of Sardinia, Italy, in the 
province of Sassari, 38+ m. E. of Macomer by rail. Pop. (x9o1) 
6739. It is situated mos ft. above sea-level in the east central 
portion of the island, amid fine scenery. Nuoro was the capital 
of a province from 1848 to :86o. It is connected by road with 
Fonai, Bitti and OroseL An inscription discovered in sits 
about 13 m. W. of Nuoro in tfilig, near Orotelli, has the letters 
FIN NVRR (fin(a)Mar. .), which are explained as referring 
to the boundaries of the territory of Nnoro in Roman times, 
showing (what was not known before) that the name and the 
place are of Roman origin (F. Vivaria in Notizie degli magi. 
Ins, 202). (T. AO 

NUPE, formerly an Independent state of W. Africa. now a 
province in the British protectorate of Nigeria. Under Fula rule, 
Nupe occupied both banks of the Niger for a distance of some 
150 m. above the Benue confluence. Only the part of Nupenorth 
of the Niger now constitutes the province; area 6400 sq. tn.; 
estimated pop about z5o,000. It is in many portions highly 
cultivated, and owing to its admirable water supply is likely to 
prove particularly valuable as a field for the extensive cultivation 
of cotton. Bide (q.v.), the capital, Is connected by railway (built 
1907- 1008) with Bare, a port on the Niger 7o m. above Lokoja. 

Nupe had an ancient and very interesting constitution of 
which the leading features were adopted by the Fula when their 
rule was established about the year z859. Bids was founded 
in that year Nupe was conquered by the troops of the Niger 
Company in :897. and the legal status of slavery was then 
nominally abolished. The company was, however, unable to 
occupy the country, and on the withdrawal of its troops the 
deposed emir returned In tcoot it became necessary to subdue 
Nupe a second time British troops marched to Ride- The 
emir fled without fighting and was deposed. Another emir 
was appointed in his place, took the oath of allegiance to the 
British crown, and worked cordially with the British resitlent 
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else was stationed at Bids. The province Is divided Into three 
administrative disuicts—Bida, lapel aat Agaie. These are again 
divided Into nine native districts, five lo the west and four to 
the east of the Kaduna river. Provindal courts of justice have 
been established. 

Sae Ntenaut. BMA. Far an interesting account of the ancient 
constitutional Naming" The Fulani Emirates°, Northern Nigeria," 
by Major J. A.Mardcai is she Go Awns., voL raw (Loaders, me). 

NUREMBERG (Ger. Nash. g), a city of Germany, the seeentel 
town in Bavaria in sae, and the first in commercial importance. 
It lies in the district of Middle Franconia in a sandy but well-
cultivated plain, tea m. by rail N.W. from Munich. The city 
is divided by the small river Pegnits, a tributary of the Main, 
into' two parts, called respectively the Lorenzer Steand the 
Sebelder Selte, after the two principal churches. There are 
four islands in the 1Pegnitz, which is crossed here by fourteen 
hedges. 'Formerly among the richest and most influential of 
the free imperial towns, Nuremberg is one of the few dries of 
Europe that have retained their medieval aspect largely un-
impaired. Considerable sections of the indent walls and moat 
still remain, though the demolition of portions to meet the 
exigencies of modern traffic and expansion has somewhat 
destroyed its quaint medieval character. Of the 365 burials 
which formerly strengthened the Walls, however, neatly zoo 
are still is situ, and a few of the interesting old gateways have 
also been preserved. Most of the streets are narrow and crooked, 
and the majority of the houses have theft gables turned towards 
the stoat. The general type of architecture is Gothic, but the 
rich details, which are lavished with especial freedom in the 
interior courts, are usually borrowed from the Renaissance. 
Most of the private dwellings date from the r6th century, and 
there see practically none of earlier date than the r5th century. 
A praiseworthy desire to maintain the picturesqueness of the 
town has led most of the builders of new houses to imitate the 
lofty peaked gables, oriel windows and red-tiled roofs of the 
older dwellings. Altogether Nuremberg presents a faithful 
picture of a prosperous town of three hundred years ago. 

The old burg, or castle (Kalserschloss), is picturesquely 
placed on a rock on the north side of the town. This dates 
east probably firom.the early part of the nth century, but it 
deceived its present form mainly during the reign of the emperor 
Frederick L about es) years later. It was restored In careful 
harmony with its original appearance in t1354-1856, and part 
of the interior is fitted up as a royal residence, the families of 
the German emperor and of the king of Bavaria having apart-
ments therein. In the Heidenturm are two late Romanesque 
chapels, one above the other. Other parts of the castle are the 
pentagonal tower, the oldest Wilding in the town; wherein are 
preserved the famous " iron virgin of Nuremberg," and other 
instruments of torture; the granary (Kornhaus), also called 
the Kaiserstallung; and the Vestnertor or Vestnerturre. The 
castle of Nuremberg was a favourite residence of the German 
sovereigns in the later middle ages, and the Imperial regalia 
were kept here from 1474 to r796. Near it are the remains of 
the burg of the Hohenzollerns, the principal existing part of 
which is the chapel of St Walpurgls, which was destroyed with 
the rest of the building in Lao, but was restored in doz. Not 
far from these ruins stands the Luginslend, a stronghold with 
four earner turrets, sahlto have been built by the burghers in 
2367 as a watch-tower against the burg of the Hoheozollerns. 

Nuremberg contains several interesting thatches, the finest 
of which are those of St Lorenz, of St Sebald and of Our Lady. 
All three are Gothic edifices and are notable for their elaborately 
carved doorways, in which free play has been given to the 
exubaant fancy of the Gothic style, and all three enshrine 
valuable treasures of art. The Church of St Lawrence, the 
largest of the three, was built in the 13th and lath centuries 
and has recently been restored. In it is the masterpiece of the 
acuiptor, Adam Krafft, consisting of • dborium, or receptacle 
for the host, in the form of a florid Gothic spire 65 ft. high; 
the carving of this work is exquisitely minute and delicate. The 
west front contains a magnificent rose-window, and some of  

the stained ghee data from 'the tills and tali centuries. In 
front of the altar hangs a curious piece of wood-carving by Veit 
Stan, representing the Salutation. The shrine of • St Sebald, 
in the church of St Sebald, consisting of a bronze sarcophagus 
and canopy, in the richest Gothic style, adorned with numerout 
statues and reliefs, is looked upon as one of the greatest achieve-
ments of German art. It was executed by Peter Vischer, the 
celebrated artist in bronze, who was occupied on the work 
for thirteen years (1506-151e), and has here shown himself 
no unworthy rival of Lorenzo Ghiberti. The church of Our 
Lady possesses some fine old stained-glees windows and some 
paintings by Michael Wake:math. The Tuchersche altar, with 
its winged picture, is one of the finest works of the Nuremberg 
school about the middle of the 15th century. This church was 
restored in r878-188r. Other noteworthy churches are those 
of St Jacob, founded about .zetio and restored in 1824; and of 
St Aegidius. 

The town bail (Rattans), an edifice In the Italian style, 
erected In 16r6-029, contains frescoes by Darer, and a curious 
stated relief of a tournament held at Nuremberg in 446. The 
building incorporated an older one of the 14th century, of which 
the great ball, vdth its timber roof, is part. The most interesting 
secular buildings are the houses of the old patriciart families. 
Anions the most characterhtic of these are the old residence of 
the counts of Nassau, and the houses of the Tucher, Mink and 
Pellet families. A special interest attaches to the dwellings of 
Albert Darer, Hans Sachs, the cobbler-poet, and Johann Palm, 
the patriotic bookseller who was shot by order of Napoleon 
in reed. 'There are statues of Miter, Sachs, Melanchthon, the 
reputed founder of the grammar-school, the navigator Martin 
Behaim, and Peter Henleht, the inventor of the watch; and 
the streets are father embellished with several fountains, the 
most noteworthy of which are the Schitne Brunnen, t385-13506, 
in the form of a large Gothic pyramid, adorned with statues 
of the seven electors, the " nine worthies," and Moses and the 
prophets; and the Dansemlimchen or goose-mannikin, a clever 
little bronze figure by Pankratz Labenwolf. On the way to the 
cemetery of St John, which contains the graves of Deter, Sachs, 
Behaim and other Nuremberg worthies, are Krafft's stations, 
seven pMars bearing stone reliefs of the Passion, and ranked 
among the finest works of the sculptor. 

The Germanic national museum, established in an old Car-
Madan monastery, has developed into one of the largest and 
most important institutions of its kind in Germany. It includes 
a picture-gallery, principally of German works of the r5th and 
16th centuries, including masterpieces by Holbein, Darer, 
Wohlgemuth and others. The municipal library contains about 
room manuscripts and 8o,000 printed books, some of which are 
of great rarity. 

The population of Nurembeig was, in Teo& including a 
gairisonof about 3000 men, 294,344, of whom 145,354 were males 
and teflaajo females. Of these again r96,9o7 were Protestants 
(Evangelical), 86,039 Roman Catholics and 684 Jews. At the 
height of its prosperity in the middle ages the population has 
beenestimated at asIdgh a figure as z so,000, but there seems good 
season to believe that it did not exceed 40,000 to 50,000 souls. 
In del it had sunk to ad,000, but since then has steadily 
increased. On the at Of January dim thirteen outlying 
communes were incorporated, extending the area of the town 
from 280$ to 13,700  acres.- 

Nuremberg , occupies a high place among the industrial and 
commercial centres of Europe. The principal manufactures 
are toys and fancy articles in metal, carved wood and ivory, 
which are collectively known as Nuremberg wares. Nuremberg 
is the chief market in Europe for hops. It is an important 
junction for railways to all parts of Germany, and is on the 
main line from Cologne and Frankfort-on-Main to Munich, 
Vienna and Eger. In addition to its railways, trade is facilitated 
by the Ludwig canal, connecting the Danube and the Main. 

History.—The first authentic mention of Nuremberg, which 
seems to have been called into existence by the foundation of the 
cast e, occurs in a document of top; and about the same period 
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it received. from the emperor Henry 111 PelleWoo to establish 
a mint and a market. It is said to have been destroyed by the 
emperor Henry V. in 1 toy, but if this was the case the town must 
have been very speedily rebuilt, as in 1127 we find the emperor 
Lothair taking it from the duke of Swabia and assigning it to 
Henry the Proud, duke of Bavaria. An imperial officer, styled 
the burggrave of Nuremberg, who, however, seems to have been 
merely the military governor of the castle, and to have exercised 
no sway over the citizens, became prominent in the r nth century. 
This office came into the hands of the counts of Hohenzollern at 
the beginning of the 13th century, mad burggrave of Nuremberg 
is still one of the titles of their descendant, the German emperor. 
The government of the town was vested in the patrician families, 
who, contrary to the usual course of events in the free towns, 
succeeded in permanently excluding the civic gilds from all 
share of municipal power, although in 1347 there was a sharp 
rising against this oligarchy. The town was specially favoured 
by the German monarchs, who frequently resided and held diets 
here, and in me Frederick H. conferred upon it the rights of a 
free imperial town. By the terms of this charter the town 
appears to have been immediately subject to the king, who was 
represented by his magistrate (or Schatkeiss). In a short time, 
however, the latter appears to have been assisted by a council, 
consisting of 13 consules (burgomasters) and 13 scabini (assessors), 
who collectively formed the governing and administrative body 
under the presidency of the bailiff. The last-named official 
soon confined himself to the judicial magisterial office, and a 
further increase in the numbers of the council having taken place 
by the appointment of 8 nominees of the king, a municipal council 
of 34, under the direction of the senior consul or burgomaster, 
dealt with matters exclusively civic. Later this council (the 
kleine Rat) was increased to 42 members, 8 of whom belonged 
to the artisan class. 

In 1356 Nuremberg witnessed the promulgation of the famous 
Golden Bull of the emperor Charles IV. At the beginning of the 
1 5th century the burggraves of Nuremberg, who had in the 
meantime raised themselves to the rank of princes of the Empire, 
were invested with the margraviate of Brandenburg, and sold 
their castle to the town. They, however, reserved certain rights, 
and their insistence on these led to fierce and sanguinary feuds 
between the burghers and the margraves Albert Achilles and 
Frederick and Albert Alcibiades of Bayreuth. 

The quarrel with the marmuves, however, did not interfere 
with the growth of the town's prosperity, which reached its acme 
in the 16th century. Like Augsburg, Nuremberg attained 
great wealth as an intermediary between Italy and the East 
on the one hand, and northern Europe on the other. Its manu-
factures were so well known that it passed into a proverb-
" Nuremberg's hand goes through every land." Its citizens 
lived in such luxury that Aeneas Sylvius (Pope Pius IL) has 
left it on record that a simple burgher of Nuremberg was better 
lodged than the king of Scotland. The town bad gradually 
extended its sway over a territory nearly sea sq. in. in extent, 
and was able to furnish the emperor Maximilian with a contingent 
of 6000 troops. But perhaps the great glory of Nuremberg lies 
in its claim to be the principal fount of German art. Its important 
architectural features have already been described. The love 
of its citizens for sculpture is abundantly manifest in the statues 
and carvings on their houses. Adam Krafft, Veit Stem and Peter 
Vischer form a trinity of sculptors of which any city might be 
proud. In painting Nuremberg is not less prominent, as the 
names of Wohlgemuth and Dike: sufficiently indicate. In the 
decorative arts the Nuremberg handicraftsman attained great 
perfection in ministering to the luxurious tastes of the burghers, 
and a large proportion of the old German furniture, silver-plate, 
stoves and the like, which are now admired in industrial museums, 
was made in Nuremberg workshops. Wenzel Jamnitzer (tsa-
r Os), the worker in silver, is perhaps eminent enough to be added 
to the above list of artists. Its place in literary history—by 
no means an unimportant one—it owes to Hans Sachs and the 
other meistersinger. A final proof of its vigorous vitality at 
this period may be found in the numerous inventions of its  

inhabitants, which include watches, at first called " Nuremberg 
eggs," the air-gun, gun-locks, the terrestrial and celestial globes, 
the composition now calk brass, and the art of wire-drawing. 

Nuremberg was the first of the imperial towns to throw in its 
lot with the Reformation, and it embraced Protestantism with 
its wonted vigour about 1525. Its name is associated with a 
peace concluded between Charles V. and the Protestants in 1532. 
The first blow to its prosperity was the discovery of the sea-route 
to India in 1497; and the second was inflicted by the Thirty 
Years' War, during which Gustavus Adolphus was besieged here 
in an entrenched camp by Wallenstein. During the eight or ten 
weeks that the blockade lasted no fewer. than tope° of the 
inhabitants are said to have.died of want or disease. :The down-
fall of the town was accelerated by the illiberal policy of its 
patrician rulers; and the French Revolution reduced it to such 
a degree that in 1796 it offered itself and its territories to the 
king of Prussia on condition that he would pay its debts. 
Prussia, however, refused the offer. In I8o3 Nuremberg was 
allowed to maintain its nominal position as a free city, but in 
1806 it was annexed to Bavaria. 

See Lochner, Nurnberg? JahrbUcher his 1313 (Nuremberg, 8832-
1835); Nurnberg: Vorzeit and Gegenwarl (Nuremberg, 1445); and 
Geschkhte der Reichsstadt Niirnberg our Zeit Kaiser Karla l V. (Berlin, 
1873); Priem, Geschichte der Stadt Nilrnberg his auf die neueste Zeit 
(Nuremberg, 1 874); B. Schadank, A Itn firnbergische Studien (Leippnngg. 
1894) ; L. Rosa, Alt-Narnberg (Nuremberg, 1895); E. Mu 
Altniirnberg bis sum Jahre 1350 (1890); R. Hagen. Bolder ass 
Ndrnbergs Geschiehte (Nuremberg, 1889); F. Roth, Die Einfuhrung 
der Reformation in Nurnberg (Wilrzburg, 1885); J. NI. Lotter. Sager, 
Legenden and Geschichten der Stadt Nfirnberg (Nuremberg, 1498); the 
Quellensthriir rue Stoats- and Kulturgesehiehte der Rtt •istedi 
Nurnberg uremberg, 1893, fol.); and the Wintriness's of the 
Verdi: far eschichte der Stade Mirnberg (Nuremberg, 1879. fol.). See 
also C. Headlam, The Story of Nuremberg (London, 899). 

NURSE (a shortened form of the earlier " nourice," adapted 
through the French from Lat. natrix marks, to nourish), 
primarily a woman who suckles and akes care of all infant, 
and more generally one who has the general charge of children; 
also a person, male or female, who attends to the sick, and 
particularly one who has been trained professionally for that 
purpose (sec NURSLNG). 

NURSING. The development of sick-nursing, which has 
brought into existence a large, highly-skilled, and organised 
profession, is one of the most notable features of 

frrWars modern social life. The evolution of the sick-nurse is 
mainly due to three very diverse influences—religion, war and 
science—to name them in chronological order. It was religion 
which first induced ladies, in the earlier centuries of Christianity, 
to take up the care of the sick as a charitable duty. The earliest 
forerunner of the great sisterhood of nurses of whom we have 
any record was Fabiola, a patrician Roman lady, who in A.D. 380 
founded a hospital in Rome with a convalescent home attached. 
and devoted herself and her fortune to the care of the sick poor. 
She had a rival in the empress Flaccilla, the pious consort of 
Theodosius I. (A.D. 379-395), who also personally visited the 
hospitals and attended on the sick. 'Organised nursing does 
not appear to have formed any part of medical treatment, 
except in so far as the deacons of the church attended on the 
poor, until the 4th century of the Christian era. After that date 
the employment of women for this purpose must have developed 
rgpidly, for in the reign of Honorius (A.o. 395-423) six hundred 
women were engaged in the hospitals of Alexandria. These 
institutions were managed by the clergy, and throughout the 
dark and middle ages the hospital and nursing systems were 
connected with religious bodies. Nurses were provided by the 
male and female monastic orders, an arrangement which still 
continues in most Roman Catholic countries, though it is gradu-
ally being abandoned through the increasing demands of medical 
science, which have led the hospitals to establish training schools 
of their own. The names of the oldest foundations which stilt 
survive, such as the H6tel Dieu in Paris, St Thomas's and 
St Bartholomew's in London, the order of St Augustine, and 
(in the form of a modern revival) that of St John of Jerusalem, 
sufficiently indicate the original religious connexion. The 
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ruder of St Vincent de Paul, founded in 1633 for the express 
purpose, is still the largest nursing organization in the world. 
Even in Protestant England, where purely secular training 
schools have reached their highest development, the generic 
title of Sister, alike prised by its holders and honoured by the 
public, remains the popular and professional synonym for bead 
nurse, and perpetuates the old association. Nursing, as a 
popular or fashionable occupation, is not a modern invention. 
Sir Henry Burdett quotes an order, dated 3oth May 1578, 
directing the master and the prior of the 116tel Dien "not to 
receive henceforth any novices without speaking of it to the 
company, because there are an excessive number of nuns and 
novices, who cause great expense to the said Hotel Dieu." 
In Protestant countries a secular nursing system came In with 
the Reformation. The staff appointed for St Bartholomew's, 
on its serstablishment by Henry VIII. in s544, consisted of a 
matron and twelve nurses, who were engaged in domestic 
occupations when off duty. Thus nursing became a menial 
office and an inferior means of livelihood, adopted by women 
of the lower orders without any training or special skill; and 
so it continued down to the middle of the eeth century, when 
a new movement began which was destined to revolutionize the 
status of the nurse. 

Its distinctive feature was the systematic training of nurses for 
their vocation. Previously a certain amount of regular instruc-
tion had no doubt been given here and there by individual 
physicians and surgeons; lectures to nurses were delivered in the 
New York Hospital as early as rm. But these were isolated 
efforts. Such skill as nurses possessed was picked up in the wards. 
No qualifications were required, nor indeed would they have 
been forthcoming, so low bad the calling sunk in public estima-
tion. The credit of inaugurating the new order of things belongs 
to Germany, and here again the religious influence came into play. 
The beginning of the modern System dates from the foundation 
of the institute for training deaconesses at Kaiserswerth by 
Pastor Fliedner In r836. It is true-that state training schools 
for male nurses had perviously existed in Prussia, the oldest 
having been founded at Magdeburg in inn; but theemployment 
of men in hospital wards is a feature of the German system which 
has not been copied by other advanced countries, and seems 
to be in process of abandonment in Germany. It is a heritage 
from the middle ages, when the Knights Hospitallers undertook 
for men the duties discharged in fentakinstinitions by the nuns. 
The male schools, therefore, stand somewhat apart, though they 
mark a stage in the evolution of nursing as the earliest regular 
training establishments. The Kaiserswerth Institute, on the 
contrary, had a far-reaching and lasting influences and may 
Addy claim to be the mother of the modern system. England, 
in particular, owes much to it, for there Florence Nightingale 
acquired the practical knowledge which enabled her afterwards 
to turn her remarkable gift of eternisation to such brilliant 
account. The example of Kaiserswesth was soon followed, and 
not In Germany only. In asit the Society of Friends founded 
a nursing organization irr Philadelphia, and In ittao Mrs Fry, a 
member of the same community, started the Institution of 
Nursing Sisters In London. In 1147 the nurses attached to it 
numbered ninety. They received their practical training at 
Guy's and St Thomas's Hospitals. On the continent institutes 
for nursing deaconesses were founded at Strasburg,. Utrecht, 
Berlin, Breslau, KOnigsberg and Carlsruhe between 184a and 
tits. In London a Church of England training institution 
(St John's House) was opened in 1848. There were three classes 
—(1) sisters, (a) probationers, (3) nurses. The nue:Angst King's 
College Hospital was for many years undertaken by this society, 
whose members were trained at the hospital. 

The training system, thus inaugurated• on a seml-religious 
basis, received • new impetus from the Crimean War, which 
was further emphasized by the Civil War in America and the 
subsequent great conflicts on the continent. The despatch of 
Florence Nightingale with a staff of trained .nurses, to super-
intend the administration of the military hospitals was the 
direct result of the publicity given to the details of the Crimean 

War by The now, and it formed a new depilate= which riveted 
the eyes of the civilized world. The work undertaken and 
accomplished by this lady was far more important than the mere 
nursing of sick and wounded acidic'. She had grasped the 
principles of hygiene, which were then beginning to be under-
stood, and she applied them to the reform of the hospital 
administration. In civil life it had a marked effect in stimulating 
the training movement and raising the status of the nurse; 
but substantial results were only obtained by degrees. It was 
not until 186o that the modern hospital school system was 
definitely inaugurated by the opening of the Nightingale Fund 
School at St Thomas's Hospital, founded with the money sub-
scribed by the British publicist recognition of Ilia' Nightingale's 
national services, and worked on principles laid down by her. 
In the meantime several nursing sodeties, in addition to those 
previously mentioned, had been founded in England, and else-
where. Among them the Baden Ladies' Society, founded in 
ay) by the Grand Duchess Luise, deserves mention. In the 
same year the first district nurse began work in Liverpool; 
and in ads the reform of the much-neglected workhouse nursing 
was inaugurated by Miss Agnes Jones and twelve nurses from 
St Thomas's, who took up the work in Liverpool. At this time 
England took a decided lead, which she has never lost. Other 
countries gradually followed. In Germany the Albert Nursing 
Society was founded by Queen Carole of Saxony, and the Mies 
Society by the Grand Duchess Alice of Hesse, both in 1867. 
In France, where the nursing was comparatively well performed 
by the religious orders, no change was made until :877, when 
a training school was opened in Paris by the municipality, 
and two others by the Assistance Publique, in connexion with 
the Salpkriere and Biehtre Hospitals. In the United States 
schools were opened in New York, New Haven and Boston in 
1873. The British colonies, Austria, and other European 
countries followed sane' year later. 

It remained for the third influence to complete the work begun 
and to develop systematic nursing to its present dimensions. 
Since alio the increasing demands of medical knowledge have 
well-nigh revolutionized the craft in the home, the hospital 
and the workhouse. A large part of the change may be summed 
up in the words " scientific cleanliness." The outcome has been 
tq raise the dignity of the calling, to induce veneer of a 
superior class to adopt It in increasing numbers, to enlarge 
the demand for their services, and to multiply the means of 
educating them. 
' Nursing does not appear to be regulated by law in any 
country, though attempts in this direction had been made in 
England.,  Its organization is voluntary, and even in moan  
state or municipal institutions is dependent on the ars 
direction of the administration. In Great Britain tea' 
nearly all the general and special hospitals and many eel' 
of the poor-law infirmaries offer systematic professional training 
to nurses. The provisions differ considerably in detail, but in 
the larger schools the system is uniform in all important respects. 
Candidetes must be between 23 (sometimes 21 or as) and 35 
years of age, and must produce satisfactory evidence of character, 
edocation, health and physique; after a personal interview 
and one, two or three months' trial they are admitted for three 
years' training. During this period they receive regular instruc 
don in theoretical and practical knowledge, and have to pass 
periodical examinations. At the end of it they are granted 
certificates and may serve as stag nurses. Theypay no premium, 
and generally receive a salary of £8 to.£x1 in the first year, 
thing annually to f3o or L35 as staff nurse, and subsequently 
to Lao or £5o as sister or head nurse. They live in a home 
attached to the institution, under a matron, and in the most 
modern establishments each nurse has a. separate bedroom, 
with common dining and recreation rooms. Private nursing 
staffs are attached to several of the hospitals; they are recruited 
from the staff nurses and probationers on completion of their 
course, and supply nurses to private patients. In the special 

I 'ft 19D1 an act waspassed to establish a Central Midwives Board 
and regulated the training and employment of midwives. 
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hospitals the training is shorter, being for one 'or two yarn 
There seems to be • constant tendency to increase the requite. 
meats. At St Bartholomew's, St George's; the London Hospital, 
St Thomas's and others, probationers must enter for four years, 
and at St Bartholomew's they have to pavan entrance examina-
tion in elementary anatomy, physiology and other subjects. 
At all the more important schools the number of applications 
is many times greater than the vacancies. 
. In Great Britain trained and certificated nurses generally 
belong to a society or association. The most noteworthy of 
the associations is Queen Victoria's Jubilee Institute for Nurses. 
It was founded in rfili7 with the object of providing skilled 
nursing for the sick poor in their own homes.. A great Many of 
the provincial nursing associations am affiliated to it. The 
numberof numessupponted by each branch vasies. Thequalifica, 
time for ft Queen's nuns are as follows: (r) training ab an 
approved general hospital • or hammy for two years; (a) 
approved training in,district nursing for not less than six months, 
including the nursing of mothers and infants after thild-birth; 
(3) amen in country districts must in addition have bad at, least 
three months' approved training in midwifery. Candidates 
possessing the first qualification are received on trial for one 
month, after which they complete their six months' training 
for the 'second qualification, at the same time entering into. an  
agreement to serve as district nurse for one or two years at the 
end of thesis months. The salary cawing training him s os.,and 
afterwards £3o to t3g a year, with board, lodging, laundry and 
uniform. With regard to the earnings of nurses in sewed, the 
salaries paid in hospitals have already been mentioned; for 
private work •  the scales, in' force at different Institutions vary 
considerably; according to the other advantages and benefits 
provided. At some the aurora receive all, their own earning", 
minus a perceatage deducted fat the maktenance of the institute 
at others they are paid a fixed salary, as a rule from ise to 

institute; 

a year, plea a Varyingpennaltage On their earnings or a periodical 
bonus according to length of service* This is perhaps the 
cocameaest system, but 110010 of the best nursing homes give 
somewhat higher fixed • salary without any percentage. In all 
these cases the nurses receive in addition board and lodging, 
laundry and uniform, or an equivalent allowance. For special 
caseeninfections, massage, moatal and maternity—nurses on 
a fixed salary usually receive extra pay. The fees commonly 
charged by high-class bratitutions far, the services of a trained 
and certificated nurse are—for ordinary cases La, as. a week, 
ter 5Pb:hit Came Ea, see 61 or E3, 3s. a. week; but many provincial 
association . supply nurses for it, ss. a week and upwards. 
The discrepancy between the fees paid by patients and the 
salaries received by nurses, especially in London, has occasionally 
excited unfavourable comment, but it is to be remembered that 
the nurses are maintained when out of work or ill, and have other 
Advantages; many institutions either provide pensions or assist 
the members of their stag to join the Royal National Pension 
Fund. • 

To complete this account of the organization in Great Britain a 
Jew details with regard to special naming are added. 

Fever. —Regular training on the same plan as in general hospital]s 
is provided an London at the fever hospitals of the Metropolitan 
Asylums Bwrd (52 in number, with from 36o to 76o Dais each), 
and at a considerable number of provincial instkuticms.' 

insasify.—The Medim-PsychobgimtAssociation of Gnat Britain 
and Ireland holds examinations and grants certificates in mental 
nursing; candidates must undergo three years' regular training, with 
instruction by lectures, &c., which may be obtained in a large 
number of public asylums by Arrangement with the Association; 
one county asylum (Northampton) gives its own certificates after a 
three years' course. 

District Nu:ling. —la addition to the Queen's nurses, of whom 
details have been given above, many local associations train their 
own nurses for this work. Cottage and village nursing are varieties 
of the same department; the former is organised on the benefit 
system, and aims at supplying domestic help and sick-nursing 
combined in rural districts for an anneal subscription of from eea 
to toe., according to the class in life of the family, and a weekly 
fee of the same amount during attendance. 

Monad, Nursieg and Miderfer.y.—Systernatic instruction in these 
subjects is given at some fifty lyswin institutions io different. Pane  

of eke Widow The used course for ems lag is not less tbsa three 
months. and for midwifery. not Ices than Ma months• • premium 
Is required of 12 or 53 guineas for three months. LEO 25 guineas 
for six months. 

Mak Ziersiag.—Two or three associations in London supply male 
nurses a to a guineas a week), but there appears to be•only we 
inatituuon.apart from the military and naval services, at which they 
are systematically trained—namely, the National Hospital for the 
Paralysed and Epileptic. 

Mawr is taught resularly at the hospital just named, and at a 
few other epochal himpuals. Competent operators are supplied by 
the Incorporated Society of Trained Masseuses and, to some extent, 
by other nursing associations; but this branch of the profession is 
sugh=

ectly organized (see MASSAGE). 
.—A large mambo. of children's hospitals tluoughant 

the country eve regular training In the. nursing of children:= 
take probationers at a annewhat earl= age than theen  
'Moots; the course is usually shorter (one or two years), arid the 
eateries slightly lower. 

The State offers employment to Mules la the gavel and milker, 
hospitals. Queen Al-mo's Imperial Nursing Swiss was organized 
in two. Candidates for it must be between 23 and .33 years, single 
or widows and of good social status. They must have had three 
years' training in a general hospital Foreign Service must be taken 
as requned. Nurses are eligible for a pension after so years' service, 
the amount leerelisi■fi. up to the.  age si 03 when retirement ism— 
pulsory. The Royal Naval Nrossag Serous is organized on mach the 
same basis. Other organizations are The Army Nursing Reserve and 
Omen Aksandra's Imperial Military Nosh% Reserve, and there is 
also a nursing reserve attached to the territonal forces. 

In the more important British ectionsier—Austraissia, Canada 
and South Africa—there are now a considerable number of 
hospital schools and other institutions formed and conducted 
on the English model. • Salaries and fees are very much the same 
in Australia; in Canada and South Africa they are higher. 

In the United Stares a similar system prevails in New Toth, 
Boston, Brooklyn, Chicago, Baltimore, Philadelphia, New 
Haven and many other large towns. The period of training is 
either two or three. years, At the johns Hopkins School at 
Baltimore tweles scholarships of into and its* each are 
awarded annually; graduate nurses are paid 1136o (Era) a 
year. Salaries are altogether much higher in the United States. 
At the Boston City Hospital graduate nurses receive goo (Egg) 
▪ year, and at the Indianapolis City Hospital those On private 
duty an paid Sza a month, which is equivalent to 072 a year, 
with board, lodging, laundry and uniform. This nay be taken 
to indicate the possible earnings of trained muses working 
independently, as they usually do In America. The fees charged 
for trained nurses OM from Its to has a week, and even more for 
special awes. Male nurses are trained at the Bellevue Hospital, 
New York, the Grate Hospital, Detroit, and chewier:se. In the 
American 'chock more attention is paid. to the preparation of 
nurses for private work than in the British (Burdett), and 
directory or registry of them is kept in most large towns. 

In Germany, their original borne, both training schools and 
societies have multiplied and developed. TM period of training 
appears to be considerably shorter than in Great Britsia and 
America. /Aerobes of the Albert Society of Saxony, however,  
spend two years In the wards at Dresden, and a third at Leipzig, 
attending lectures and demonstrations. They are sent oat to 
nurse rich and pow alike, and their pay is , very small. Most 
of the German institutes have pension funds. 

In Franco a great deal of the nursing was formerly in the 
hands of religious orders, but there too the hospital school 
system, inaugurated in sgyy, has.grown. The schools managed 
by the Ambience Publicus in Paris give a very thorough course 
of houruction. 

In Russia nursing is mainly in the heads of the Red Cross 
Society, whose members,  are, however, trained in the hospital 
schools. 

In I lay, Spats, Porestgal and Bdgiseso scientific nursing is 
in a backward state. The old religious system still prevails 
tea large extent, and; though some of the ordeal do their work 
with great devotion, the standard of knowledge and skill is not 
up to modem requirements. At San Remo and Rome haulm-
Mons have been established for providing English trained muses 
to private cum 
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Autdria. is also in a very backward state, in spite of the fame 

of the Vienna c.liniques. The Red Cross Society provides a 
certain amount of trained nursing, and next to it the best-
organked work is done by religious orders; but the nursing 
in the hospitals appears to be still in a neglected state. The 
Brothers of Mercy have charge of some of the men's 
hospitals, and also carry on a remarkable system of district 
nursing. 

In Holland and the Scandinavian canaries the organization 
is more modern and fairly adequate. 

For full details on the large subject of the duties and qualifica- 
tions of nurses the reader is referred to the numerous text-books 

and other technical authorities. Only a few general 
000" agd observations can be made here. Many candidates 
gassanur 
Boas. 	approath the calling with a very imperfect apprecia- 

tion of its exacting character. The work is not easy 
or to be taken up lightly. It demands physical strength, sound 
health, scrupulous cleanliness, good temper, self-control, intelli-
gence and a strong sense of duty. It embraces many duties—. 
some of them menial and disagreeable—besides the purely 
medical and surgical functions. This is especially the case 
with district nursing, which is the highest and most exact-
ing branch of the profession, because it imposes the greatest 
responsibility with the fewest resources and demands the most 
varied qualifications, while affording none of the attractions 
incidental to hospital work or private nursing among the rich. 
It is comparatively easy to fulfil routine duties, when every 
means is at hand and the standing conditions are the most 
favourable possible; when ventilation, warmth, light and 
cleanliness are all provided of the best, and when assistance 
can be summoned in a moment. To be thrown on your own 
resources and make the best of adverse conditions is an entirely 
different matter; it requires a thorough knowledge not of 
routine, but of principles. It is impossible, therefore, for nurses 
to be over-educated in the fullest sense of the word; but it is 
possible for them to be inappropriately educated, and perhaps 
that is sometimes the case now. Probably nursing has been 
elaborated to the inevitable point of specialization, and a some-
what different preparation is needed for different branches of , 

the art. 
Allusion has been made above to the subject of male nursing. 

It hardly finds a place In the British civil system, and was con-
demned for hospitals in Germany, where it is at Its best, by so 
eminent an authority as Professor Virchow. In the South 
African War of 2899-1903 it was even suggested that female 
nurses should replace orderlies at the front. The only valid 
reason for preferring women to attend men rather than members 
of their own sex is the difficulty of obtaining a supply of equally 
well qualified and satisfactory male nurses. But this difficulty 
need not be permanent, and the assumption Is much to be 
deprecated. It is, indeed, most desirable that men should be 
nursed by men. 'The advantages are many and real. For one 
thing women do not possess the physical strength which is 
often required. They cannot lift a heavy man, and ought not 
to be asked to do it. Then it is excessively irksome to a sensitive 
man to be attended by women for various necessary offices. In 
order to avoid it he will endeavour to do without assistance, and 
seriously prejudice his chances of recovery. 

AUTROUTISS.--611 Henry C. Burdett, Hospitals and Asnt., of 
Me World; The Nursing Profession (annual) Hampton, Nursing; 
Percy G. Lewis, Nursing, its Theory and Practme; Eva C. E. Lucke% 
Hospital Sisters and their Duties; Morten. How to become a Nurse; 
Florence Nightingale. Notes on Nursing; Nightingale Boyd. 
" Nursing," In Quain's Dictionary of Medicine. 

NUSHKI, a town and district of Baluchistan. The town 
lies 70 ra. south-west of Quetta, and is situated in a plain at the 
base of the Quetta plateau, 2900 ft. above the sea. Pop. (r9or) 
644. From this point the flat Baluchistan desert stretches sway 
northwards and westwards to the Helmund river. The adminis-
tration of the Nushki district was taken over from the khan of 
Kalat by the Indian government in 1896, and was leased from 
him on a perpetual quit rent in 1[899. In epos a railway of 
as in. was sanctioned from Quetta to Nushki, which was cora- 

plated fn 1965. This railway make's Mirshlri the starting-point 
of the caravan route to Seistan. From the strategic point of 
view a form operating from Nushki would flank any advance 
from the north on Kandahar, and would also guard the south-
west approach to the fortress of Quetta. 

NUSKU, the name of the light and fire-god in Babylonia and 
Assyria, who is hardly to be distinguished, from a certain time 
on, from a god Girru—formerly read Gibil. Nusku-Girru is 
the symbol of the heavenly as well as of the terrestrial fire, As 
the former he is the son of Mu, the god of heaven, but he is 
likewise associated with Bel of Nippur as the god of the earth 
and regarded as his first-born eon. A centre of his cult in 
Assyria was in Herren, where, because of the predominating 
character of the moon-cult, he is viewed as the son of the moon- , 

 god Sin (q.e.). Nusku-Girru is by the side of Ea, the god of water, 
the great purifier. It is be, therefore, who is called upon to 
cleanse the sick and suffering from disease, which, superinduced 
by the demons, was looked upon as a species of impurity affecting 
the body 

The fire-god Is also viewed arr the patron of the arts and thd 
god of civilization in general, because of the natural association 
of all human progress with the discovery and use of fire. As 
among other nations, the fire-god was in the third instance looked 
upon as the protector of the family. He becomes the mediator 
between humanity and the gods, since it is through the fire on 
the altar that the offering is brought into the presence of 
the gods. 

While temples and sanctuaries to Nusku-Girru are found in 
Babylonia and Assyria, he is worshipped more in symbolical 
form than the other gods. For the very reason that his presence 
is common and universal he is not localized to the same extent 
as his fellow-deities, and, while always enumerated in a list of 
the great gods, his place In the systematized pantheon is more 
or less vague. The conceptions connected with Nusku arc of 
distinctly popular origin, as is shown by his prominence in 
incantations, which represent the popular element in the cult, 
and it is significant that in .the astro-theological system of the 
Babylonian priests Nusku-Circe Is not assigned to any particular 
place in the heavens. (M. Ja.) 

NIISRETABAD, the capital of Persian Seistan, so called after 
Nusret el Melia, a former deputy governor of Seistan; when 
built, c. 1870, it was first called Nasirabad in honour of Nasr-ud-
din Shah; other names, used locally, are Shahr (town) i Seistan, 
Shahr i Nasairiyeh, or simply Shahr, the town. It is the residence 
of British and Russian consuls, and has poet and telegraph 
offices.' 

NUT (0. Eng. Amite, d. Dutch neat, Ger. Nuts; allied with 
Gad. cno; it is not of the same form as Lat. nu:), a term applied 
to that class of fruit which consists generally of a single kernel 
enclosed in a hard shell. Botanically speaking, nuts are one-
celled frUits with hardened pericarps, sometimes more or less 
enveloped in a cupule or cup, formed by the aggregation of the 
bracts as in the hazel and the acorn. In commerce, however, the 
term has a wider application and embraces many fruits having 
hard woody indehiscent shells or coverings without reference to 
their enclosed seeds or kernels, besides leguminous pods, and 
even tuberous roots. A great number of nuts enter into commerce 
for various purposes, principally as articles of food or sources 
of oil, and for several ornamental and useful purposes. For the 
most part the edible nuts are very rich in oil, with only a small 
percentage of the other carbohydrates, starch, sugar, &c., and 
they also contain a large proportion of nitrogenous constituents 
Thus possessing rich nutrient principles in a highly concentrated 
form, nuts are by themselves rather difficult of digestion, and 
the liability of many of them to become rancid is also a source 
of danger and a hindrance to their free use. Oleaginous nuts 
used for food are likewise employed more , or less as sources of 
oil, but on the other hand there are many oil-nuts of commercial 
importance not embraced in the list of edible nuts. 

On the following page is set out an alphabetical enumeration 
of the more important nuts, and of products passing under that 
name, used either as articles of food or as sources-of oil. 
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Almond (bitter) 	. 	 

Ar nut or earth 

Barabarra ground nut 

Bea nut 	 

Bibb Art . 

Brazil nut . 	. 	. 	. 
Bread nut . 	., 	. 	. 
Butter or Sooari MA . 

Caboun nut 	. 	. 	. 
Cando mtt. 
Cashew nut 	. 	. 	. 

Chestnut 	. 	. 	. 
Cob, filbert, or -harel 
Cob nut of Jamaka 

Coco-nut 	. 	. 	. 	. 
Cola nut 	. 	. 	. 	. 
Dika nut  
Ginkgo nut 	. 	. 	. 
Ground out or pea nut 
Hickory nut 	. 	. 	. 
Hog nut 	. 	. 	. 	. 

Lesuit's nut un  . . . 

Moreton Bay chesinui 
Nutmeg 	. 	. 	. 	. 
Nutmeg (wild). 	. 	. 

Olive nut 	. 	. 	. 	• 
Palm nut  
Pecan nut . 	. 	. 	. 
Peke* nut . 	. 	. 
Physic 	ut . 	. 	. 
Pift nut 	. 	. 	. 	. 
Pistachio nut . 	. 	. 
&clang nnuutt  : 	: 	. 

i 
Rosh nut 	. 	. 	. 	. I 

Talr=u i . . 
Walnut . 	. 	. 	. 	. 
Water chestnut 	. 	. 

Name. Source. Locality. Remarks. 

Betel nut 	. 	. 	. 	. Area Cakchu. 	. ....
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Bladder nut 	. 	. 	. StapAyera pinnate. 	, 	. Necklaces. 
Boomah ant 	. 	. 	. Pp:Income macropkylls . Tanning. 
Bonduc nut 	. 	. 	. Guilaadina Beam . 	. Medicine, beads. 
Clearing nut 	. 	. 	. Strycknos poratoruns . 	. Clearing water. 
Coquille nut 	. 	. 	. Azalea fnxifens 	. 	. 	. Turnery. 
Como nut or vegetalek 

ivory 
Phytelephas exacrocerpe . See PALM. 

Climatenut 	(Tonka 
bean) 

Dipierix aerate . 	. 	. Perfume. 

Grugru nut. 	. 	: 	. Anrocomia selenearpa 	. Beads. 
Horse chestnut 	. 	. Aestritts Hipperashusam Starch. 
Markin nut 	. 	. 	. Sonerarpsw Anarandians Marking ink and varnish. 
Nut pits 	. 	. 	. 	. Osumi isfeamis 	. 	. Dyeing_ and ink making. 

See (NALL& 
Poison nut . 	. 	. 	. Stryclows Nos•Von:Ica . Medicine. See Nux 

VOM1CA. 
Sassafras nut 	. 	. 	. 
Snake nut . 

liccaresdra Puck 	. 	.. 
Ophiscaryon par adsirnr. 

Aromatic. 
Curiosity. 

Soap nut 	. Sapiridxs Sapowaria . 	. Washing; ornamental 

impartanee are or will be 
separately naked, and here 
further allusion is only made 
to a few which form =rent 
articles of commerce, not 
oehenrise treated of 

The bread nut of Jamaica 
is the fruit of a lofty tree, 
Brosiitios Alkaline... It is 
abaft an inch in diameter, 
and endows a single seed, 
which, roasted or boiled, is 
a pleasant and nutritious 
article of food. 

The souari ec surabwa 
nut, called also the " Butter 
nut of Demerara," and by 
fruiterers the " Suwanow 
not." is the fruit of Carywor 
morifenon, a native of the 
forests of Guiana, growing 
So ft. in height. This is 
perhaps the finest of ail the 
fruits called nuts. The 
kernel is large, soft, and 
even sweeter than the 
almond, which it somewhat 
resembles in taste. The few 
that are imported come from 
Demerara, and are about the 
size of an egg, somewhat 
kidney-shaped, of a rich 
reddish-brown cdont, and 
covered with large rounded 
tubercles. 

The pekes nut, similar in 
appearance and properties, 
is the produce of Caryocar 
brlyrotunt, growing in the 
same regions of tropical 
America. 

The Jamaica cob nut is 
the produce of a euphor- 

. biaceous tree, Ompkalea 
There remain to be enumerated a number of nuts of commercial diaata, the seeds of which resemble in taste the ordinary cob 

value for turnery and ornamental purposes, for medicinal use, or haul nut. The seed, however, contains a deleterious em-
end for several miscellaneous applications in the arts. These bryo, which must not be eaten. 
include: 	 Cola, kola or goora nuts are the reeds of Cola amxixeds 

(Sterculiaceae), a tree, native 
of tropical Africa, now intro-
duced into the West Indies 
and South America. The 
nuts form an important 
article of commerce through-
out Central Africa, being 
used over a wide area as a 
kind of stimulant condiment. 
The nuts, of which there are 
numerous varieties, are 
found to contain a notable 
proportion of theine, as much 
as 5.13 %, besides dear°. 
mine and other important 
food-constituents, to which 
circumstances, doubtless, 
their valuable properties are 
due. 

Coquilla nuts, the hard 
The application of the term nut to many of these products is inner portion (" stone ") of the palm, Anoka faxifera, the piassaba 

purely arbitrary, and it is obvious that numerous other bodies of Brazil, are highly valued for turnery purposes. They have an 
not known commercially as nuts might with equal-  propriety elongated oval form, 3 to 4 in. in length, and being intensely hard 
be included in the list. Most of the nuts of real commercial they take &fine polish, displaying &richly streaked brown colour. 
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The marking nut, Sansearints Alm desert, is a fruit closely 

allied in its source and properties to the cashew nut (ex.). The 
marking nut is a native of the East Indies, where the extremely 
acrid juice of the shell of the fruit in its unripe state is mixed 
with quicklime and used as a marking•ink. The juice also 
possesses medicinal virtues as an external application, and when 
dry it is the basis of a valuable caulking material and black 
varnish. The seeds are edible, and the source of a useful oil. 

Physic nuts are the produce of the eupborbiaceons tree, 
Curcas pawns, whence a valuable oil, having similar purgative 
properties to castor oil, is obtained. The plant is a native 
of South America, but is now found throughout all tropical 
countries. 

Pine nuts are the seeds of several species of Pima, eaten in 
the countries of their growth, and also serving to some extent 
as sources of oil. Of theie the most important are the stone 
Pine, Pines Pima, of Italy and the Mediterranean coasts, and 
the Russian 'stone pine, Pima Cembra. The Pins: Sabiniana 
of California and P. Gerardiams of the Himalayas similarly 
yield edible seeds. These seeds possess a pleasant, slightly 
resinous flavour. 

Ravensara nuts, the fruit of Agailmrpbilum areesalicam 
(Laureate), a native of Madagascar, is used as a spice under the 
name of the Madagascar dove nutmeg. 

The Sapucaya nut, a native of Brazil, Is seen occasionally 
in fruit-shops. It is produced by a large tree, Lecylkis Mario. 
or " cannon-ball tree." Its specific name is taken from the large 
urn-shaped capsules, called " monkey-pots " by the inhabitants, 
which contain the nuts. The sapucaya nut has a sweet flavour, 
resembling the almond, and if better known would be highly 
appreciated. It is, however, scarce, as the monkeys and other 
wild animals are said to be particularly fond of it. This nut, 
which is of a rich amber-brown, is not unlike the Brazil nut, 
but it has a smooth shell furrowed with deep longitudinal 
wrinkles. 

Soap n uts are the fruits of various species of Sapinins, especially 
S. Saponaria, natives of tropical regions. They are so called 
because their rind or outer covering contains a principle, saponinc, 
which lathers in water, and so is useful in washing. The pods of 
Acacia concidva, a native of India, possess the same properties, 
and are also known as soap nuts, 

NOTATION (from Lat. mast% to nod), a revolution of the 
celestial pole around its mean position, due to inequalities In 
the action of the sun and moon, on an earth of ellipsoidal form. 
When either of these attracting bodies is in the plane of the 
equator, it produces no change in the direction of the celestial 
pole. The greater their distance from this plane, the greater 
the change, for reasons shown in the article ASTRONOMY (Celestial 
Mechanics). The result is a motion which can be divided into 
two components. One of these Is the prognssive,and nearly 
uniform motion of a fictitious mean pole, called precession (q.v.), 
and the other a revolution of the true around the mean pole, de-
pending on the varying declinations of the sun and moon, and 
culled natation. Owing to the revolution of the moon's node 
and the inclination of its orbit, this body moves through a wider 
range of declination in some positions of the node than in others. 
The period of the revolution of the node is n8.6 years. At one 
time of this period the limits of its declination are more than 
88° north and south, while, at the opposite point, they are little 
more than Ir. The result of these periodic changes is that the 
mutation takes place nearly in an ellipse, differktg little from a 
circle, at a distance of about p', in a period of about 01-6 years. 
The motion is not exactly an ellipse, having a great number of 
Minute inequalities arising from the ellipticity of the orbits 
of the sun and moon and their varying declinations. The amount 
and formulae of natation from year to year are given in the 
Nautical Almanac. 

NUTCRACKER, the name given by G. Edwards in mil 
(Gleanings, No. ago) to a bird which had hitherto borne no 
English appellation, though described in 1344 by Turner, who, 
meeting with it in the Rhactic Alps, where it was called " Nous-
brecher " (lsodk " Nusabrecber "), translated that term into 

Latin as Nurifeage. In t555 C. Gamer figured it and conferred 
upon it another designation, Caymanian:. It is the Corms 
coryoutiacies of Linnaeus and the l'Inafraga caryocataclas of 
modern ornithology. F. Willughby ited J. Ray obtained it 
on the road from Vienna to Venice as they crossed what must have 
been the Sommerring Pass, a6th September 1663. The first 
known to have occurred in Britain was, according to T. Pennant, 
shot at Mostyn in Flintsbire, 5th October ' 753,  and about 
fifteen more examples have since been procured, and others seen, 
in the island. Contrary to what was for many years believed, 
the neat of the Nutcracker seems to be invariably built on the 
bough of a tree, some so ft. from the ground, and is a compara-
tively large structure of sticks, lined with grass. The eggs are 
of a very pale bluish-green, sometimes nearly spotless, but 
usually more or less freckled with pale olive or ash-colour. The 
chief food of the Nutcracker appears to be the seeds of various 
conifers, which it extracts as it holds the cones in its foot, and 
it has been questioned whether the bird has the faculty of crack-
ing nuts—properly so called—with its bill, though that can be 
used with much force sod, at least in confinement, with no 
little ingenuity. The old supposition that the Nutcrackers had 
any affinity to the Woodpeckers (Picidae) or were intermediate 
in position between them and the Crows (Corvidae) is now known 
to by wholly erroneous, for they undoubtedly belong to the latter 
family (see also Canty). (A. N. 

NUTHATCH, in older English NIITHACK, from Its habit of 
hacking or chipping nuts, which it cleverly fixes, as though in a 
vice, in a chink or crevice of the bark of a tree, and then hammers 
them with the point of its bill till the shell is broken. This bird 
was long thought to be the Sala awspaea of Linnaeus; but that is 
now admitted to be the northern form, with the lower parts white, 
and its buff-breasted representative in central, southern and 
western Europe, including England, is known as Sitia cassia. 
It is not found in Ireland, and in Scotland its appearance Is 
merely accidental. Without being very plentiful anywhere, it is 
generally distributed in suitable localities throughout its range—
those localities being such as afford it a sufficient supply of food, 
consisting during the greater part of the year of insects, which it 
diligently seeks on the boles and larger limbs of old trees; but 
in autumn and winter it feeds on nuts, beech-mast, the stones of 
yew-berries and hard seeds. Being of a bold disposition, and 
the trees favouring its mode of life often growing near houses, it 
will become on slight encouragement familiar with men; and its 
neat attire of ash-grey and warm buff, together with its sprightly 
gestures, render it an attractive visitor. It generally makes its 
nest in a hollow branch, plastering up the opening with clay, 
leaving only a circular hole just large enough to afford entrance 
and exit; and the interior contains a bed of dry leaves or the 
filmy flakes of the Inner bark of a fir or cedar, on which the eggs 
are laid. In the Levant occurs another species, S. spina, with 
somewhat different habits, as it haunts rocks rather than trees; 
and four or five representatives of the European arboreal species 
have their respective ranges from Asia Minor to the Himalayas 
and Northern China. North America possesses nearly as many; 
but, curiously enough, the geographical difference of coloration 
is just the reverse of what it is in Europe—the species with a deep 
rufous breast, S. carsedessis, being that which has the most 
northern range, while the white-bellied S. carainensis, with its 
western form, S. mama, inhabits more southern latitudes. 
The Ethiopian Region has as representative of the group the 
Hyposilla arallirostris of Madagascar. Callisica and Denbo-
Oily are nearly allied genera, inhabiting the Indian Region, and 
remarkable for their beautiful blue plumage. Melia, with four 
or five species, is found in Australia and New Guinea, whilst 
Dapktioesilla occurs in New Guinea. The nuthatches are placed 
in the Passerine family Sadden, intermediate between the 
Paridae and the Cerekiidas. (It. N.) 

NUTMEG (from " nut," and 0. Fr. mere, musk, Lat. mums), 
the commercial name of a spice representing the kernel of the 
seed of Myrislica fn'agranu (fig. s), a dioecious evergreen tree, 
about so to 6o ft. high, found wild in the Banda Islands and 
few of the neighbouring islands, extending to New Guinea. 
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NUTRITION 
Nutmeg and Mace are almost exClusively obtained from the 
Banda Islands, althoughthe cultivation has been attempted with 
varying success in Singapore, Penang, Bengal, Rfunion, Brazil, 
French Gallium and the West Indies. The trees yield fruit in eight 

Ism Stertoeam's Lablugh iu Boma, br permithe of Gamy Filcher. 
1.—Myristica fragrant. (Official.) 

I. Twig with male flowers. 
a. Ripe pendulous fruit opening. 
3. Fruit after removal of one-half of the pericarp, showing the dark 

brown seed surrounded by the ruptured ariflue. 
4. Kernel freed from the seed-coat. 

years after sowing the seed, reach their prime in twenty-five years, 
and bear for sixty years or longer. Almost the whole surface of 
the Banda Islands is planted with nutmeg trees, which thrive 
under the shade of the lofty Canarium commune. In Bencoolen 
the tree bears all the yea; round, but the chief harvest takes 
place in the later months of the year, and a smaller one in April, 
May and June. The ripe fruit is about a in. in diaineter, of a 

rounded pear-shape, and when mature 
splits into two, exposing a crimson arilius 
surrounding a single seed (figs. 1, a). When 
the fruit is collected the pericarp is first 
removed; then the eau is carefully 
stripped off and dried, in which state it 
forms the mace of commerce. The seed 
consists of a thin, hard testa or shell, 
enclosing a wrinkled kernel, which, when 
dried, is the nutmeg. The kernel consists 
mainly of the abundant endosperm, which 

aftel._,..._,Bera mid mr,.. is firm, whitish In colour and marbled From 
der CiaaTrri, torairian with numerous reddish -brown vein-like 
et Gustav Prim 

 Fie. 2.— ifyristica 
partitions, into which the inner seed - 

fragrant, seed cut cost' r..".."`—'711;31n7Z what is haw" 
through longitudinally. botanically as 	endosperm. 
(Official.) 	 To prepare the nutmegs for use, the 

Ou. 	
seed enclosing the kernel is dried at a Outer integument, gentle heat in a drying-house over a interrupted at by - 

the raphe. 	smouldering fire for about two months, 
In, Ruminated endo- the seeds being turned every second or 

sperm. 	third day. When thoroughly 'dried the 
Embryo (eat- size), 	are broken with a wooden mallet 

or fiat board and the nutmegs picked out and sorted, the 
kmaller and inferior ones being reserved for the expression of 
the fixed oil which they contain, and which forms the so-called 
oil of mace. 

Thedried nutmegs are then tubbed over with dry sifted lime. 

The process of liming, which originated at the time when the 
Dutch held a monopoly of the trade, was with the view of pre-
venting the germination of the seeds, which were formerly 
Immersed for three months in milk of lime for this purpose, 
sad a preference is still manifested in some 
countries for nutmegs so prepared. It has, 
however, been shown that this treatment 
is by no means. necessary, since exposure 
to the sun for a week destroys the vitality 
of the kernel. Penang nutmegs are never 
limed. The entire fruit preserved in syrup 
is used as a sweetmeat in the Dutch East 

V 1 Indies. 	 G. 3.—Myris- 
tics. fragrant. 

Oil of mace," or nutm butter, is a solid r. Male flower. 
fatty substance of a reddish-brown sh-brown colour, 2. Female flower. 
obtained by grinding the refuse nutmegs to a 
fine powder, enclosing it in bags and steaming it over large cauldrons 
for five or six hours, and then compressing it while still warm between 
powerful wedges, the brownish fluid which flows out being after-
wards allowed to solidify. Nutmegs yield about one-fourth of their 
weight of this substance. It is partly dissolved by cold alcohol, the 
remainder being soluble in ether. The latter portion, about to% of 
the weight of the nutmegs, consists chiefly of myristin, which is a 
compound of myrittic acid, Ci rlirs0,, with glycerin. The fat which is 
soluble in alcohol appears to consist, according to Schmidt and 
Roemer (Arch. Pharos. xxi. 34-48), of free niyristic and stearic 
acids; the brown colouring matter has not been satisfactorily in-
vestigated. Nutmeg butter yields on distillation with water a 
volatile oil to the extent of about 6%, consisting almost entirely of a 
hydrocarbon called myristicene t  CaiHN. boiling at 16s• C. It is 
accompanied by a small quantity of an oxygenated mi. Ns's:ascot, 
isomeric with carrel, but differing from it in not forming a crystalline 
compound with hydrosulphuric acid. Mace contains a similar 
volatile oil, mocese, boiling at 160• C., which is said by Close to differ 
from that of nutmegs in yielding a solid compound when treated with 
hydrochloricacid gas. 

The name nutmeg is also applied to other fruits or seeds is 
different countries. The Jamaica or calabash nutmeg is derived 
from Monodora Myrislica, the Brazilian from Cryfriocaria 
moschata, the Peruvian from Lund& senagerdrois, the Mada-
gascar or clove nutmeg front Agathoploilaso aromalicsess, and 
the Californian or stinking nutmeg from Tanya Myrinka. 
The cotyledons of Neciandra Puckery were at one time offered 
in England as nutmegs. 

NUTRITION. The physiology of nutrition involves the study 
of the way in which the tissues of the body, and more especially 
the great muter tissues, muscle and nerve, obtain the material 
for growth and repair and the energy for mechanical work and 
heat production, and of the mode in which they get rid of the 
waste products of their activity. The study is therefore very 
largely a study of the history of the food of the body, since it is 
in the food that the necessary matter and energy are supplied. 
Under Dirrancs the composition and special Importance of 
various foods and the laws which regulate the supply of food 
under different conditions of the body are separately dealt with. 
Here the mode of digestion, the utilization and the elimination 
of the end products of the three great constituents, proteins, 
carbohydrates and fats, are alone considered. They are treated 
under the following beads: L The Chemistry of Digestion; 
H. The Mode of Formation of the Digestive Secretions; ILL The 
Mechanism by which the Food is passed along the Alimentary 
Canal; IV. The Absorption of Food; V. Metabolism; VL 
Exaction. " 

I. CHEMISTRY of Drown= 
The essential step which prepares the ordinary food far . 

 utilization in the body, for the change into living matter, is 
digestion, a process which the food undergoes under the influence 
of the ferments or enzymes present in the gastro-intestinal tract-
By this process it is broken down into simpler substances, which 
can be utilized by the body tissues for conversion into proto-
plasm and as the supply of energy. That part which is unsuited 
for use in the body is either passed-as faeces or absorbed and 
excreted in the urine. 

T. Enzyme Action gentoally. —The substances which bring 
about this change are known as ferments, enzymes or mrmins. 
Formerly it was believed that there were two distboct dames 
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of ensymes, those which were living or associated ili' living 
cells, and those whkh were non-living. In however, E. 
Buchner and Id. Hahn showed that bon living cells (yeast) 
a ferment could be obtained which acted quite as well 
extracellularly as when it wu bound up within the cell. 
Subsequent work has shown that other organisms act by the 
enzymes they contain, so that it is now recognized that there is 
no essential difference between the living or organized ferment 
and the non-living or unorganized ferment. All ferments prob-
ably act as catalysators or catalysts. Catalysis is the process 
by which reactions are either initiated or accelerated by the mere 
presence of certain substances which remain unchanged during 
the process; to these substances the name of catalysators has 
been given. As an example of such catalytic action the accelera-
tion of the decomposition of hydrogen peroxide (HrOs) into 
water (HA) and oxygen (0) by the action of a colloidal solution 
of platinum may be given. C. Oppenheimer defines an enzyme 
as a substance produced by living cells, which acts by catalysis. 
E. Fischer has shown that the action of ferments is specific, that 
is, the ferment only exerts its action on definite substances or 
substrates of definite structural arrangement. He has compared 
the relation of ferment to substrate to that of a key to its lock. 
Ferments which bring about the breakdown of proteins are with-
out influence on fats and carbohydrates; those which decompose 
fats leave proteins and carbohydrates untouched, and so on. 

The chemical composition of enzymes is unknown. It has been 
assumed that they are protein in nature, but this is mainly because it 
has been found that when they are extracted from tissues they are 
apparently in combination with proteins. In all probability the 
protein is there as an impurity owing to incomplete separation. 

As regards the general propertiesof enzymes, most of them can be 
precipitated from their solutions by means of akohoL They can 
also be carried down by fine precipitates of certain inorganic mks or 
by protein precipitation. e.g. when a precipitate of casein Is produced 
by acidifying a casein solution with acetic acid. Most of the ferments 
are soluble in water cc saline solutions, and In glycerin and water. 
The ferments are found to have an optimum temperature of action. 
This temperature in most cases ranges from 37. to 40. C. All true 
ferments are thermolabile,.being destroyed at about 70 °  C. Ferments 
are hindered in their action to some extent by the general proto-
plasmic poisons, such as salicylic acid, chloroform, &c. The action 
of many of them is retarded when the products of their action are 
allowed to accumulate. Just as when schemical reaction is set up 
its rate tends to decrease and finally comes to a standstill before the 
reaction is completed—an equilibrium being established—so the 
reactions set up by enzymes also tend to come to an equilibrium 
before the complete conversion of the original substance. Is the 
case of certain enzymes at least this equilibnum may be reached from 
either side; thus the enzyme maltase may either bring about the 
breakdown of the sugar maltose to dextrose or cause a. synthesis of 
dextrose to maltase. 

A number et tbe body ferments have now been mown to exist In 
the tissues in an inactive form. This condition is known as the pre-
ferment or symmen state, and before any action can be exerted it 
must be activated , usually by some specific substance, as in the case 
of the activation of trypinnogen by means of enterokinase. The fol- 
lowing table gives a list of the principal ferments concerned in the di-
gestion and metabolism of food-stufls:-- 

Material acted on. Enzyme. Where found. 

I. Protein -  - I 	: 
- • 

IL Ate il f. .. 

III. Carbohydrates 

1 Ii 
 

11111011 10  

Gastric juice. 
Pancreatic.juice 
Small intestine 
Tissues generally 

Pancreaticjuioe and 
attain mama 

Saliva 

Pancreatic juke 
Pancreatic juios 
Small intestine 
Small intestine 
Small intestine 
LAW, muscle, Ike: 

Certain oxydases, catalases and de-amidising enzymes are found 
In the tissues generally and play an important part in the various 
In processes. 

a. Digesans is Ms Massia.—The fast of the digestive secre-
tions which food comes into contact with is the saliva. This  

is 'the mixed secretion from the various glands, salivary and 
other, the ducts of which open in the mouth, The saliva, which 
is for the most part produced by the three large salivary glands, 
the parotid, the sub•maxillary and the sub-lingual, is a colour-
less or a slightly turbid viscous fluid with a faintly alkaline 
reaction and of low specific gravity. It contains a very small 
proportion of solids, which vary somewhat in amount and 
character in the secretions of the different glands. Merin and 
traces of other proteins are present. Small amounts of potassium 
sulphocyanlde may nearly always be detected. The functions 
of the saliva are twofold. First, it has a mechanical action 
moistening the mouth and the food and thus aiding mastication 
and swallowing by securing the formation of a proper bolus 
of food; it also assists by binding the particles together, an 
action of special importance when the food is dry. Second, 
in man and in some of the lower animals the enzyme ptyalin 
exerts an action In digestion on part of the carbohydrates of • 
the diet. The starches or polysaccharides are broken down, 
first of all to the simple dextrins and then to the still more 
simple disaccharide, maltose. The further breakdown of the 
maltose is carried out in the intestine by the action of a ferment 
maltase which does not exist at all or only in the merest traces 
in the buccal secretion. The action of ptyalin on starches is 
thus very similar to that of acids, except that it stops at the 
formation of maltose. Ptyalin acts best at a temperature of 
about 4o. C. and in a neutral or faintly alkaline medium, its 
action being inhibited by the presence of even very dilute 
solutions of the mineral acids. If the acid be In sufficient 
amount the enzyme is destroyed. For this reason the action 
ceases in the stomach whenever the bolts is completely per-
meated by the gastric juice. As it takes time for the gastric 
juice thoroughly to permeate the food mass, which Ismailia 
for a considerable periodin the fundus of the stomach unmixed 
with the secretion, salivary digestion goes on for about half 
an hour after food is taken. 

3. Gastric Digestios.—The passage of food from the mouth 
to the stomach will be dealt with later. The stomach has two 
digestive functions: (e) It acts as a store chamber permitting 
a full meal to be taken; (2) It acts as a digestive organ Cf 
importance in preparing the food for further attack in the 
intestinal canal. But the stomach cannot be regarded as as 
essential organ, since it has been removed in dogs and in man 
without apparent interference with nutrition and health. 

Gastric digestion is brought about by the action of the gastric 
juice, a clear watery, colourless and strongly acid fluid with a 
specific gravity of about zoos. The amount of solids present 
is extremely small, shout oi %. They consist of protein, 
nucleic acid, lecithin and inorganic salts, in addition to the 
more important constituents, the enzymes and, hydrochloric 
add. 

The amount of hydrochloric acid present in the juice varies 
with the period of digestion. In man the maximum add con-
centration is about o•a %. The acid exists in the stomach in 
two forms as free hydrochloric acid and as combined hydro-
chloric acid. The amount of each depends on various factors: 
(r) the secretion itself; (a) the nature of the food; and (3) the 
rapidity with which the stomach empties itself, &c. For in,stance, 
after a protein-free meal the hydrochloric acid is for the most 
part free, whereas, when protein is present, it combines with it 
and, unless secreted in very large amount, most of the acid Is 
in a fixed condition. 

The hydrochloric add is formed by the activities of certain 
gland cells in the middle region of the stomach, and the fact 
that it does not exist as such in the blood proves that it is formed 
within these cells. Further, it has been found that the gastric 
mucous membranes of starving dogs contain 0-74 % of sodium 
and potassium chloride, much more than is present in any other 
organ or in the blood plasma. That the Chlorine comes from 
the sodium chloride in the food has been shown by the fact 
that, when the tissues are deprived of this salt, and sodium 
bromide is given, hydrobromk acid may appear in the gastric 
secretion. 
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The hydrochkrie acid is essential for the !action of the wide 

enzyme, pepsin, in splitting up the protein of the food. In 
addition to this, the acid has a slight action in splitting poly-
saccharides apd disaccbarides. Lastly, it acts as a bactericidal 
agent, preventing bacterial decomposition from taking place, and 
it may thus prevent certain noxious bacteria, taken in in the 
food, from gaining access to the intestinal tract, where there 
is a chance of their flourishing in the rich alkaline medium. It 
is owing to the presence of hydrochloric acid that gastric juice 
can be kept for prolonged periods without undergoing putre-
faction. 

The quantity of juke secreted varies with the nature of the load 
consumed. Thus in one experiment, al ter the use of a test meal 
consisting of 25 grammes bread and 25o c.c. tea, there was a flow of 
so6 c.c., whereas in another ease with an ordinary meal there was an 
output of practically goo c.c. gastric juice. 

Pawlow has shown that not only does the amount of juice secreted 
Lartreity. 
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Thus each separate food gives rise to a definite hourly secretion of 
the juice and to a characteristic altetation in its properties. The 
meat diet brings about a very rapid flow, the maximum output 
taking place within the first two hours; with bread the maximum 
output is even earlier. With milk somewhat later. When the juice 
is examined as regards its digestive activity, it is found that with 
meat the most active juice is secreted within the first hour, with 
bread in the second and third hours, and with milk in the sixth hour. 

According to the nature of the food, the stomach seems to be 
stimulated to form a secretion which will best serve its purpose and 
give the minimum of waste. It thus corks economically. 

The principal ferment found in the gastric juice is mon, a ferment 
which acts only in the presence of a mineral acid. The action pro- 
ceeds best at a temperature of about 37° C. in an acid medium of 
0.2% to 42.3%. Pepsin is elaborated in the so-called chief cells of 
the gastric glands as an inert precursor riqw.psin. It is only when 
it comes into contact with the acid of the juice that it is actiyated and 
rendered capable of attacking the protein of the food. 

As already mentioned, the main function of the gastric juice is to 
deal with the protein moiety of the food and to prepare it for further 
di%ste ion in the intestine. 

first result of the action of this secretion on protein matter is 
to render it soluble—a metaprotein or acid albumin (syntonin). 
being formed. This body may be regarded mainly as the product of 
the action of the hydrochloric acid independently of the pepsin. 

The following steps of decomposition are the result of the action 
of pepsin. From the metaprotein primary and secondary 

P the so-called proto-, hetero- and deutero-albumosca are for med, 
from these peptones are finally produced. The result of this process 
of digestion or hydrolysis induced by the pepsin is that complex 
protein substances of high molecular weight are convened into 
simpler bodies of comparatively low molecular weight. Formerly it 
was believed that the action of the pepsin on protein could not carry 
the decomposition farther than the peptones. but recently it has been 
shown that still further splitting can be brought about, and that the 
sile amino acids of which the protein molecule is built up can be 
produced. This latter process, however, takes a very long time even 
under favourable circumstances, and it probably never occurs under 
normal conditions. The contents of the stomach—products of 
protein digestion—are passed on into the duodenum, chiefly as 
promises and peptone& 

In addition to the principal ferment of the gastrid juke some 
workers hold that another enzyme is present. This is the ferment 
rennet, rennin, or ehyrnosin, the sole action of which, so far as is known 
at present, is to bring about the curdling of milk, the curd formed being 
dealt with in the ordinary way by the pepsin. Clotting of milk under 
the action of rennin occurs at a suitable temperature withgreat 
nspidlty. This process is said to take place in two stages: (1) the  

main converts the easeleeem of the milk isto parse 	s, and al 
this paracasein unites with the lime salts present in the milk and form 
the curd or precipitate. That lime salts are absolutely essential ! r 
this process of clotting has been shown by the fact that. if they wr 
removed by precipitation as by oxalates, no cloak; will take 
even after the addition of a large amount of active remain. 
ate clotting takes place, however, when the accessary lime salts .1.-c 
restored. Many observers now hold that this rennet action is not tie 
property of a specific ferment but simply another phase of the flake 
of pepsin. For this view, which has been put forward by se:- 
known workers, there is much to be said and certainly the peva at 
curdling milk is not confined to the stomach, but has been found 
various tissue extracts, and, indeed, wherever proteolytic enema 
are found. 

The speed with which the stomach is emptied depends to a ear 
extent on the nature of the food. Plain water leaves the mom* 
almost at once, salt and sugar solutions at a somewhat slower rat. 
Milk under the action of rennin curdles. The whey rapidly leaves the 
stomach, whereas the casein and fat are retained for further tran• 
ment. On a mixed diet, emptying of the stomach in man proceeds 
very slowly, requiring about four hours. Cannon, by feeding sal 
food impregnated with bismuth and using X-rays. showed th,t 
carbohydrates leave most rapidly, then mixtures of carbohydrates 
proteins, then proteins, then fats, and finally mixtures of fats and 
proteins. The diet which remains longest in the stomach 6 a 
mixture of fats and proteins—rich food, as it is popularly 
Here two factors enter to prevent rapid emptying: (1) the pstxxs 
of much fat, and (2) the acid secretion engendered by the and= 
protein. 

There is no doubt that fats present in fine mauldan can be de-
composed in the stomach. The action proceeds in a medium Ishii 
is slightly acid or neutral, being entirely prevented bx the presence 
of strong acids and alkalis. Many workers believe this gastrolipate 
to be of pancreatic or intestinal origin and suppose that it oi,na 
entrance to the stomach by a reflux flow through the pylorus. 
Evidence is accumulating to show that this view is correct. 

By means of pepsin and gastrolipase proteins and fats are dealt 
with. No specific enzyme for carbohydrates has been found ia the 
stomach in man. Certainly a small amount of polysaccharide 
decomposition takes place, but this is dependent (1) on the ptyalin 
which comes from the mouth, and (2) on a certain amount of liyrko 
lysis due to the action of the free hydrochloric acid. 

4. Digestion in the Inkstins. —The passage of food from the 
stomach to the intestine will be considered later. The food 
so far digested in the stomach is known as chyme, and it is passed 
on to undergo intestinal digestion under the influence of (x) 
the enzymes of the pancreas, and (2) of other enzymes present 
in the different secretiorffi of the intestine. Digestion in the 
intestine may accordingly be described under these two heads. 

(a) Pancreatic Digestion. —The pancreatic juice is the secretion 
from the pancreas and is discharged into the duodenum. The 
secretion obtained from a fistula of the pancreatic duct varies 
in character according to whether the opening into the duct 
has been made recently or some time before the examination. 
It is a clear, usually thin fluid with a specific gravity of about 
too8, and with an alkaline reaction. It contains a certain 
amount of protein and ash. The most important inorganic 
constituent is sodium carbonate, which. gives the alkalies,.  re-
action (alkalinity is, as NaOH wile47%). This alkaline salt, 
along with that contained in the intestinal juice, plays an im-
portant part in neutralizing the acid chyme. 

In the pancreatic secretion there are at least three Important 
enzymes, each with a definite action : (a) trypon, the proteolytic 
enzyme which brings about the further breakdown of the food 
protean; (0) a diastase which deals with the carbohydrates, and 
(c) a lipase which acts on the fats. 

(a).Trypsin. —This ferment, in the form in which it is secreted— 
trypanagen—is inert. Before it can exert its hydrolytic action it must 
be activated. This activation is brought about by another enzyme 
which is found in the intestinal tract—enterokmase. The con. 
version is brought about as soon as the trypsinogen comes into con. 
tact with the enseroldnase, the merest trace of which suffices to 
activate .a large amount of trypsinogen. 

Trypem acts on the protein just as pepsin does, by bririeng about 
hydrolytic changes. It differs from the latter in acting best in an 
alkaline or neutral medium. Its effect is much more energetic than 
that of pepsin, so that the protein molecule is more completely 
decomposed. Whilst it generally finishes the decomposition which 
the pepsin has begun, it can break down the original protein quite as 
easily if not more easily than does pepsin, and it carries the splitting 
as far as the comparatively simple crystalline bodies, the amino 
acids, or groups of these, the polypeptides, boffies intermediate 
between the complex peptones sad the simple amino acids of which 
the protein is bush up. 
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The eheracter and properties of the Inducts formed In audi 
digestion depend on the nature of the protein acted upon. As will 
be seen from the following table these proteins vary fairly widely in 
the proportion of as acids which they contain. 
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Whether any of the polypepthies Mond in digestion are further 
broken down in the course of normal pancreatic digestion is a moot 
point. but E. Fischer end E. Abderhaldea have shown that many of 
the synthetic polypeptides prepared by them can be broken into 
their constituents by the action of trypsin. The previous peptic 
digestion seems to play some part In the extent to which cryptic 
digestion is carried out, as one of these observers has demonstrated 
that protein digested first with pepsin and then with trypsin gives a 
smaller yield of polypeptide and a larger yield of monamino acids 
than when digestion liar  been carried out with trypsin alone. 

6. Diastase.—This ferment is found in the pancreatic juice appa-
rently secreted in an active form, although some observers hold 
that it also is secreted in a symugen form. It is practically identical 
in its action with the Mahe ci the saliva, converting starch into 
maltose. It deals with all the starchy food which has escaped con-
version into the simple sugars by the ptyalin. 

c. Lipase.—Mont of this ferment, U not all, is apparently secreted 
In the form of • zymopen. There is evidence that the bile is the 
activating agent here, just as the enterokinase acts in the case of 

anpsin. Lipase can act in any medium acid, neutral, and alkaline, 
d both on emulsified and an-emulsified fats. It converts the fats 

by a process of hytholysis into fatty acids and glycerin. Kastle and 
Loevenhart Mend that not only cam this enzyme break rip fats into 
their components, but that it also has the power to act In the reverse 
direction, and in this way bring about the union of fatty acids and 
glycerin so as to form fats, a process which occurs in the intestinal 
epithelial cells after absorption. 

In addition to these three enzymes the pancreatic juice may com 
lain trams of others, for example, a rennet-like ferment which 
curdles milk. This again, as. in the case of the stomach rennet, 
is held by some to be only another phase of proteolytic action. 
Maltase is also said to be present•1n small amount, as is also lactase 
under certain conditions. In pancreatic, as in gastric digestion. the 
nature of the food is said to play a part in controlling the amount 
and the composition of the secretion with = to its ferments. 
The action, if it does exist, Is not very well 

6. Intestinal Digestion.—By this is meant the other digestive 
processes which go on in the intestine under the action of the 
secretion of Lieberkiihn's follicles—the succor entericus. This 
is a yellowish, often opalescent, strongly alkaline Enid. The 
alkalinity is due to the presence of sodium carbonate. It con-
tains a small amount of protein, shed epithelial cells, &c. The 
secretion of some 579 cc. in 24 hours has been observed in a 
short loop of human intestine by H. S. Hamburger and E. 
Hekma, but it is almost impossible to get a measure of the actual 
amount of secretion from the whole gut. Most of the ferments 
are present in very small amount in the intestinal juice. They seem 
to be actually within the epithelial lining of the intestine, for 
extracts made from the intestinal mucous membrane are richer 
in ferments than the secretion. 

Apparently the intestinal secretion contains no trace of a ferment 
acting on native protein. but a fennent—erepsin—is present in fair 
amount in the intestinal mucous membrane and in small amount in 
the secretion, which acts in an alkaline medium on proteoses, 
peptones. and on casein, converting them into crystalline products 
of the nature of amino acids. 

Another ferment, arginase, has been isolated from the intestinal 
mucous membrane by A. Kossel and H. D. Dakin, which splits the 
Camino acid 'arginin into urea and ornithin. A lipase has also been  

detected width is wry dallier to pancreatic lipase; it, however. 
attacks only emulsified fats. 

Several carbohydrate hydrolysing enzymes have been described 
in the small intestine. Invertin, the ferment which splits cane-sugar, 
is present in small amount in the secretion, more abundantly In the 
extract of mucous membrane. In ail probability it deals with the 
saccharose after or in proems of absorption. Maltase is also present 
in large amount, and here again in greater amount in the extract 
than in the secretion. The presence of lactase has been much die-  
gassed, and it seems probable that suckling animals do ppoosssseesr. this 
essyme.  Some workers have stated that an intestinal is to 
be found. but. if so, it is present in very small amount. 

In the large intestine a small amount of erepein has been die. 
covered at the upper end. Any digestion which does take place is 
probably either bacterial in origin, or due to ferments which have 
originated in the IONIC sad of the small intestine, and which have 
been carried &eq. 

g. Bils.—.This fluid,• In all probability, has littleclhect action 
in ordinary digestion, although it contains substances which 
act indirectly. The bile salts act as solvents for fats and fatty 
acids, and as activators of pancreatic lipase. The salts also 
serve to keep cholestrin In solution. Bile is to be looked upon 
rather as the excretion, the result of the hepatic metabolism, 
than as a digestive juice. Various workers have shown that 
when the bile is prevented from entering the intestine owing 
to a fistula having been made, the animal or patient may con-
tinue to enjoy good health, thus proving that this fluid is not 
essential to any of the digestive processes.which normally take 
place. 

Bile as secreted has an orange-brown colour, but the colour varies 
according to the pigment present. It is lure or less viscous (not 
so viscous as bile taken from the gall bladder) and has a specific 
gravity of about loco. It has a slightly alkaline reaction, a bitter 
taste and a characteristic smell. The daily outing is, for a normal 
individual, over on cc. On analysis it is found to have over 2 y. of 
solids, of which more than half are organic. It contains in addition 
to a neekorsIbumin, derived mainly from the bile passages and gall 
bladder, bile acids, his pigments, choletherin, lecithin. fats, &c. The 
most abundant solids are the salts of the bile acids !  of which in man 
the most important is sodium glycocholate sodium taurocholate 
being present in very small amount. The bile acids are formed In 
the fiver milk and whmi the duct is ligatured they tend to accumif. 
late hi the blood. 

The pigments amount to only about 0•2%. In human bile the 
chief pigment is bilirubin, whilst In hcrbivora blliverdin is more 
abundant. They are derived from the haemoglobin of the blood, 
but the pigments are iron-free. They may be regarded as purely 
excretory =rats arising from the breakdown of the haemoglobin 
of effete b corpuscles. 

Cholesterin Is a monatomic alcohol, and is probably a waste pro-
duct. It occurs in the bile only in small amount, and there is some 
evidence that it is not secreted by the liver cells but is added to the 
bile from the bile passages. Fats and lecithin are both derived from 
the liver cells. Otf inorganic constituents phosphate of calcium 
is the most abundant. 

The secretion of bile is practically continuous, but it seems to enter 
the duodenum intermittently. The taking of food increases the flow 
of bile, the amount of the increase depending to a certain extent on 
the nature of the food. A protein meal has been found to have the 
greatest effect and a carbohydrate one the least. The entry of the 
acid chyme into the duodenum is the stimulus which brings about the 
ejection of the bile. Pressure on the liver also seems to cause a flow 
(see section 11.). 

1p connexion with bile secretion attention may be drawn here to a 
peculiar enterohepatic circulation which is stated to exist. The bile 
wilts are partly absorbed from the intestine,, to be carried again by 
the portal blood to the liver and to be again eliminated. by this 
circulation the entrance of various alkaloidal and ptomaine poisons 
into the general circulation may be prevented. 

Fasces.—The bulk of the waste matter arising wow the foods along 
with the secretions from the alimentary canal form the faeces. On 
an absorbable diet the faeces are almost purely intestinal in origin. 
As a channel of excretion of nitrogenous metabolic waste products 
they are not very important, although the work of C. Voit indicates 
that they do play a certain part. The nature of the excreted nitrogen-
ous substances has not been fully examined. Of the inorganic con-
stituents iron is probably for the most part excreted into the large 
intestine. It is. however, very difficult to come to any definite con-
clusion as to what is unabsorbed material and what excreted. 

II. THE MOOR Or FORIUMON Or THE DIGESTIVE 
SECRETIONS' 

a. Salivary Glands.—The secretion from the various glands 
is generally evoked by nervous impulses, through the secretory 
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nerves. IL Ludwig found that the stimulation Of the chords 
tympani produced a copious flow of watery saliva from the 
submaxfilary gland, and a general dilatation of the blood-vessels 
supplying the gland. The same is the case in the sublingual 
gland. In addition to the chords tympani fibres also pals to 
the gland through the cervical sympathetic, and when these 
are stimulated the saliva excreted is viscous and turbid, and 
,coutains much solid matter, while the blood-vessels are con-
tracted. The conclusion formerly drawn was that the flow of 
saliva was dependent on the increased blood supply. But it 
has been definitely proved that true secretory fibres exist. If 
atropine be administered before stimulation of the chords 
tympani, the dilatation of the vessels takes place, but no flow 
of saliva. Further, if the circulation be cut of from the gland 
the stimulation of the chord& tympani may canoe a temporary 
flow of saliva. 

The parotid gland is mooned by the auriculotempord nerve which 
receives its secreting fibres from the gionopharyngeal. Stimulation 
of these fibres brings about an abundant watery secretion poor in 
solids. Stimulation of the sympathetic fibres system is not followed 
by any salivary flow, yet it has an effect on the gland, for, if after the 
sympathetic has bees stimulated a secretion be embed by stimula-
tion of the glossopharyngeal nerve, the saliva secreted is very rich in 
Organic solids. 

. a. Gastric Glands.—The control of the gastric secretion seems 
to be under two entirely different mechanisms. Pawlow has 
dearly shown that the stomach is supplied with secretory nerves 
which reach that organ through the vague. The stimuli which 
bring these nerves into action are the sight, the odour or the taste 
of food. That the course of the stimulus is through the vague 
Is shown by the fact that an abundant flow of juice may be caused 
so long u the vagi are intact, but this flow does not take place 
when these nerves are cut. Between the stimulation and the 
secretion there is a lengthy latent time amounting to several 
minutes. The other stimulus of the secretion is apparently a 
chemical one. Pawlow states that mechanical stimulation of 
the mucous membrane fails to bring about a flow of juice, but 
Beaumont in his classical observation on the stomach of St 
Martin found that the insertion of a tube did cause a flow. There 
may be certain substances either present In the food or developed 
In the course of digestion, which directly stimulate the secretion 
originally started by a nervous reflex. E. Starling has drawn 
attention to this chemical mode of stimulating' different organs. 
To the substances known and unknown which evoke the action, 
he gives the name of hormones, and such "hormone " action 

-he does not limit merely to. the secretory organs but extends 
'to all cases where one organ Is stimulated by chemical products 
formed in. the same or another organ. Attention has already 
been drawn to the influence of different food-stuffs on the amount 
and nature of the gastric secretion. 
• 3. Pancreatic Sserstion.—The stimuli whkh evoke this secre-
tion are again two in number. Many have failed to demonstrate 
that the secretion of the pancreas is under nervous control, but 

.Pawlow and his school have shown that stimulation of the vague 
evokes a secretion of pancreatic juice. This flow, as in the case 
of the stomach, has a latent period of several minutes. Most 
modern workers hold that the most effective stimulus to the 
pancreatic flow is the chemical one—a hormone discovered by 
W. Bayliss and E. Starling, who found that extracts of the 
duodenal mucous membrane made with dilute hydrochloric 
acid when injected into the blood caused a flow of pancreatic 
juice. The active substance present in this extract is known as 
" secretin," and is supposed to be formed under natural conditions 
by the action of the acid chyme on a prosecretin. This secretin 
is not of the ordinary zymin nature, as it is not destroyed by 
boiling and is soluble in alcohoL The secretin when formed 
must be absorbed into the blood and then carried round the 
circulation to the pancreas before it can act. 

4. Intestinal Jake.—The mode of action of the stimuli which 
evoke this secretion has not yet been fully investigated. As 
has been stated, it is quite possible that very little ferment is 
accreted, and that ferment action mainly takes place within 
the cells after the vaTialti subs4aaces have been absorbed. 

Row far the lbw is'controlled by nervous'action, and how far 
by hormone action, is not known. 

IIL MOTOR Mititarusx or THE Astinneranr CARAT. 

Mastication.—This is a purely voluntary ict, and consists of 
a great variety of movements produced by the various muscles in 
connexion with the lower jaw. By the act of chewing the food 
is thoroughly broken up and intimately mixed with the saliva. 

Drifistiders—The food after thorough mastication is collected 
on the surface of the tongue, principally by the action (voluntary) 
of the buccinator musclesi and by the contraction of the tongue 
muscles it is paced backwards. As soon as the food by the 
action of the tongue enters the pillars of the fauces the action 
becomes involuntary and reflex. The soft palate is raised to 
prevent the food entering the nasal cavity, and the larynx 
is shut of by closure of the glottis, and approximation of the 
arytenoid cartilages to one another and to the back of the 
epiglottis. The food Is now passed on into the oesophagus 
proper by the constrictors of the pharynx. In the oesophagus 
the downward movement varies with the nature of the food 
swallowed. If it be fluid it reaches the lower end of the oeso- 
phagus in about three seconds and lies at. the lower end of the 
gullet for two or three seconds before entering the stomach. 
When the consistency is firmer the progress downwards is much 
slower. Either by the force exerted by the wave of contraction 
passing down the gullet or by some inhibition of the sphincter, 
the cardiac orifice opens and permits the food to enter the 
stomach. 

Stomach Movernents.—For our knowledge' of these' we are 
indebted principally to the work of Cannon, who studied them 
by feeding an animal with food containing bismuth and that 
following the movements of the shadow of the food on a screen by 
means of the X.-rays. Soon after food is taken it is found that 
a contraction begins somewhere about the middle of the stomach 
and &lily passes towards the pylorus. This is followed by 
others, in Man at regular intervals of about • twenty seconds, so 
that the pyloric part of the organ is soon in active peristalsis 
The fundus of the stomach is not actively concerned in these 
movements; it simply acts as a reservoir. At certain periods, 
but not with each peristaltic wave, the pyloric sphincter relaxes 
and allows a portion of the fluid acid chyme to escape into the 
duodenum. It only opens when stimulated by fluid material; 
if solid food be forced against it it remains tightly closed. 
Cant:Aar, by experiments with feeding with different coloured 
foods, has shown that the food at the fundus may ramie un-
disturbed for quite prolonged periods. In this connexion it 
must be remembered, of course, that the food is not lying loose 
In a sack larger than the contents. The cavity of the stomach 
is only the size of the amount of food present; in other words, 
the food exactly fills the cavity. The motor nerve fibres to the 
stomach run in the vagi, which also contain fibres inhibitory to 
the cardiac sphincter. The splanchnic nerves mainly contain 
inhibitory fibres. The automatic movements are probably in 
connexion with the intrinsic plexus of Auerbach, since they con-
tinue after section of the extrinsic nerves. 

Intestinal Most-stmts.—The intestines owe their peculiar 
movements to the arrangement of their muscular coats, which 
are disposed in two layers, an inner circular, and an outer longi-
tudinal. The movements are of two kinds, the so-celled swaying 
myogenic contraction and the perktaltid waves. The former 
are rapid and have very tittle to do with the downward Movement 
of the contents. Probably their action is to mix the contents, 
since Cannon has shoWn that these contents, in the lower animals 
at least, get divided into segments. From time to time the 
separated segments are caught in the course of a peristaltic 
wave and carried downward a short distance. Then again in 
their new situation the rhythmic contractions break up the 
contents anew. 

The peristaltic movements are much more powerful. Under 
normal conditions they begin at the pylorus and passing down-
wards carry the intestinal contents onwards. The normal 
Movement progresses slowly, although under abnormal conditions 
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peristaltic waves may become extremely violent' and rapid, and 
may indeed run over the whole length of the intestine within a 
minute. The muscular coat in front of the contracting sone is 
relaxed, as is that behind the wave. The waves are probably 
due mainly to the circular fibres, the longitudinal pulling the 
gut up over the contents as they are forced onwards. The 
downward movement seems to be due to some definite mania-
ment within the intestinal wall, since It has been shown that, 
when a segment of bowel has been cut out and then the continuity 
of the canal made good by fixing the section so that the lower 
end of the excised portion is fixed to the upper divided end of the 
real gut, upward peristabis takes place in this segment. An 
anti-perbtaisis has been described in which the movements 
are all towards the stomach. Under certain conditions the 
introduction of foreign substances, as hairs, &c., may evoke such 
anti-peristaltic waves. 

The rhythmical movements are held by some to be purely 
myogenic in origin, as they still continue after section of all the 
naves and when the intrinsic ganglia in the infra ;nal  wall have 
been thrown out of action by the application of nicotine. But 
recent work by R. Magmas would tend to show that they are 
-controlled by Auerbach's plexus. Peristaltic waves, on the 
other band, according to W. Bayliss and E. Starling, although 
they continue and indeed may become more energetic after 
section of the extrinsic nerves, are prevented by the application 
of nicotine and cocaine; In other words, It Is presumed that 
peristalsis is a complicated reflex action through the intrinsic 
ganglia. The intestines are therefore not dependent for their 
movement on their connexion with the central nervous system, 
although of course their activity is more or less regulated by 
such a connexion. 

As regards the movements of the large intestine, they resemble 
those of the small, although they are much less frequent. The 
forward movement is slow, thus permitting of the solidification 
of the contents by the removal of the water. In the first part 
of the large intestine anti-peristaltic movements are frequent, 
the regular peristaltic downward movements only becoming 
prominent when the descending colon is reached to carry contents 
to the rectum. The anti-peristalsis serves a useful purpose in 
giving time for the absorption of the fluid in the formation of 
faeces. The rate at which the contents travel along the intestine 
varies greatly. Under average conditions the food residue 
reaches the iko-caecal valve between the midi and large intes-
tine at about four to four and • half hours after a meal, while 
it takes nine hours to reach the splenic flexure of the colon. 

Deforeation.—Food residues, cellular debris and substances derived 
from the various secretions of the gastro-intestinal tract are forced 
downwards by peristalsis, and eventually reach the rectum and 
accumulate there as the faeces. The pressure of the solid and semi-
solid mass/Ives the to a definite sensation and a desire to empty the 
rectum. The faeces are retained within the canal partly by the 
horizontal direction of the rectum before it opens into the anal canal, 
and partly by the action of two sphincter muscles. At the act of 
defamation the strong internal sphincter is first of all telexed, but 
unless the rectal stimulus is very strong, the external can be kept 
contracted, as it is to a certain extent, under the control of the will. 
The act of defamation normally is partly voluntary and partly 
involuntary. The voluntary part consists to the contraction of the 
abdominal muscles, the closure at the glottis, and the relaxation of 
the external sphincter and of the levator ani muscle, thus allowing 
the horizontal part of the rectum to become more vertical; the 
involuntary in the energetic contractions of the muscular walls of the 
colon and rectum which sweep the contents of the whole colon 
downwards. There is a centre In the lumbar enlargement of the 
spinal cord which presidee over the sphincter muscles and probably 
over the *hole involuntary mechanism of defaecation. 

Veraffing.—Sometimes the gastric contents are ejected through 
the cardiac opening of the stomach instead of through the pylorus. 
The act is a reflex one, probably originally protective in nature, 
irritation of the gastric mucous membrane being the most frequent 
cause. The act is generally of  by a feeling of nausea and a 
copious salivation, succeeded by a series of powerful expiratory 
efforts with the glottis closed. The diaphragm is held firmly con-
tracted. then a convulsive contraction of the abdominal muscles with 
a simultaneous opening of the cardiac orifice of the stomach brings 
about the sudden eject ion of the contents. The wall of the stomach 
may alai contract and press upon the contents. During the act the 
glottis if firmly closed. and at the same time, if the act be not too  

violent, the gastric cements are prevented from atter* the nasal 
cavity by the contraction of the soft palate. 

IV. Ansoltmoar 
Monti.—No absorption of food-stuffs takes place here. 
Stemeek.—Absorption from the stomach occurs only to a small 

extent. Water passes rapidly through the stomach and is 
practically unabsorbed. Salts are apparently absorbed in .  a 
limited amount from their watery solution, the extent of absorp- 
tion depending to some extent on the concentration of the 
solution. Sugar is also absorbed to a small extent from its 
solutions, the greater the concentration the greater being the 
amount of•sugar taken up. Alcohol is readily absorbed from the 
stomach. A small amount of the products of protein digestion 
may be absorbed. There is no evidence that fats are absorbed 
under May conditions in the stomach. 

Intedine.—The greatest absorption of the foods takes place In 
the Intestine, especially In the small Intestine. It has been shown 
that over Ss% of the protein has disappeared before the lower 
end of the small intestine is reached. How does the absorption 
take place? There are two channels for the removal of the 
material from the Intestine: (a) the blood capillaries spread 
In the mill, and (V) the Wrests also present in the viltl. The 
foods may reach the blood direct or through the various lymph 
channels into the thoracic duct and finally into the blood. 
The lacteal, of the villi are aunties for the absorption of the 
fatty parts of the food. The products of the digestion of the 
proteins and carbohydrates reach the body. directly through 
the capillaries via the portal system. 

Can absorption be explained by the ordinary laws of diffusion 
and osmosis, or are there certain selective activities of the living 
epithelial lining? The work of R. Heidenhain, E. Weymouth 
Reid, and others shows dearly that whatever part the physical 
laws play in this exchange, there are other activities also at work. 
For instance, an animal's own serum can be readily absorbed 
from Its intestine, as can also salt and other solutions of higher 
concentration than that of the blood. Such absorption cannot 
be explained by ordinary physical laws. In all such cases of 
absorption the epithelial lining of the gut must be intact 'and 
uninjured. 0. Cohnheim and others have shown that when the 
epithelial lining is damaged or destroyed, the intestinal wall 
behaves like any other animal membrane, and the physical laws 
governing osmotic pressure come into play. Whether the nervous 
system plays any part in this absorption is not yet determined. 

The fonn in which the various products resulting from digestio• 
ere absorbed must next be considered. 

bookstrwes. —Thcse reach the body. as already mentioned, by 
way of the blood, and in the form of monosaccharides or simple 
sugars. P. Rohmann found that the absorption of the disaccharide, 
is dependent on the invert ferment action, and not upon their osmotic 
characters. E. Weinland too has shown that if lactose be put into 
a lactase-free intestine, no absorption takes place, the lactose gradu-
ally disappearing under bacterial action, whereas when the ferment 
lactaseabsigzsent glucose and galactose the products of its splitting 
are as readily as cane-sugar and maltose. E. Volt has 
also demonstrated the fact that the body deals with its carbohydrate 
supply in the form of mono-saccharides. He injected solutions of 
various sugars, mono- and di-saccharides, and found that the simple 
sups were retaiocd, whereas the double sugars were excreted in the 
urine. The only di-eaccharide which can be dealt with in the body 
is maltose, as there is a maltase present in the blood which split' it. 
C rates which are not absorbed from the intestine are dig- 
p:settriby beanie! action, giving rise to various fatty acids, carbon 
dioxide. Esc. 

Fats. -Fats ate absorbed from the intestine in the form of fatty 
acids and glycerin; i.e. in the form in which they exist after the 
action of thelipaae. That a resynthesis takes place in the epithelium 
is shown by the fact that fatty acids are of equal value with fat as a 
source of energy, and that as fat absorption goes on fat droplets are 
seen to grow m the protoplasm away from the l ree margin of the cells. 
As already mentioned, the fat is removed by the lacteah from the 
cells to the thoracic duct, and then to the general circulation. A 
small amount of the fat may pam into the body via the blood, but 
this is practically all retained by the liver. The amount of fat 
absorbed depends a good deal on the nature of the fat, especially 
with reference to its melting-point, fats of low melting•point being 
most readily taken up. 

Prefeis.—The older workers held that the protein was absorbed in 
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the forth of pretense sad peptone. In sappert of this it Was stated 
that both protease' and peptones could be detected in the blood 
stream. The result of the most recent work tends to show that the 
material is absorbed in the form of the amino acids either simple or in 
complex groups, the polypeptides, and that if protease. or peptones 
be absorbed they are attacked by the intra-ceNalar enzyme esepsin, 
which breaks them down into the simpler products as Boon as they 
are within the intestinal mucous membrane. Certain proteins appear 
to be absorbed unchanged; for instance, blood serum disappears from 
the intestine without apparently any change through symin attack. 
This fact is made use of in practical medicine, as, when administra-
tion of food by the mouth is impossible, patients are fuNtiently kept 
alive by the giving of nutrient enemata. That the food thus given is 
absorbed is shown by the increase of nitrogen excretion in the mine. 

In the large intestine very little absorption of nutrient matter takes 
place under normal conditions, mainly of course because most of the 
absorbable material is removed whilst the food is in the small 
intestine. That protein matter can be absorbed is shown by the 
above statement regarding nutrient enemata. The principal sub-
stance absorbed here is water; and thus the excreta become firm and 
farmed. 

V. bfrranousff 

In all living matter there is a constant cycle of chemical 
changes going on, a constant breaking down (catabolism), and a 
correspondingly constant building up (anabolism). Unless the 
former is covered by the latter wasting and finally death must 
supervene. These two changes together make up the metabolism, 
and the study of this involves a study of the fate of the food 
absorbed both when it is used immediately and after it has been 
stored in the tissues of the body. Protein matter is undoubtedly 
the main constituent of protoplasm, but in what form it exists 
there is absolutely unknown. One thing is certain, that for the 
maintenance of life a constant supply of protein matter is 
necessary. In fact it might be said that this is the essential 
food and keeps the body alive, fats and carbohydrates being 
merely subsidiary. In the mammalian organism with which we 
are specially concerned a supply of these latter substances is also 
necessary to yield the energy required. The amounts of these 
various food stuffs which should be present in a suitable diet are 
dealt with under Dztrancs (q.v.). Here we are only concerned 
with the part played by the different materials in the various 
chemical changes which are the basis of vital activity. 

Not many years ago physiologists were very much in the 
position of unskilled labourers who saw loads of heterogeneous 
material being " dumped " for building purposes, but who did 
not know for what particular purpose each individual substance 
was used. Thanks, however, to the brilliant work of E. Fischer 
we are no longer in this position. Gradually our knowledge is 
being broadened by actual facts obtained by direct experiment, 
or by inference from previous experiments. But it is still far from 
complete. It is only possible to outline what is at present known 
about the part played by the different food -  constituents in 
metabolism. 

Proteins.—Since these clone contain the nitrogen necessary for 
the building up and repair of the tissues they are essential and will 
be dealt with first. In considering the digestion of proteins it was 
shown that in all probability all protein food was reduced in the 
intestine to comparatively simple crystalline bodies. O. Loewi has 
shown that an animal can be maintained in health without loss of 
weight by feeding it on a diet consisting of amino acids obtained by 
prolonged pancreatic digestion in place of proteins. In addition to 
these acids abundant carbohydrates and fats were given. It has 
since been shown that the presence of carbohydrate a certain amount 
of is absolutely essential before utilization of the amino acids can take 
place. Further, it has been demonstrated that only a mere fraction 
of the total amino acids resulting from pancreatic digestion is 
sufficient as the source of nitrogen supply for the animal organism. 
Not only so, but, in spite of the attempt to insist on the polypeptides 
as being the valuable nuclei for the rebuilding up of protein in the 
body, it has been shown that mixtures of amino acids from which the 
polypeptides have been removed can serve as the nitrogen supply. 

What then does the body gain by breaking down food material to 
such simple bodies, if it is immediately to be resynthesized 1 This 
complete breakdown appears to be to facilitate rebuilding, The 
protein in the protoplasm of each animal is characteristic and to build 
tip these different proteins the material must be' separated into its 
nuclei. An experiment carried out by E. Abderhalden shobs this 
very clearly. A protein gliadin absolutely differert in constitution 
from the proteins of blood plasma was fed to an animal from which 
much of its blood had been removed, so that an active reformation  

bad to take place. The question to he salved was'whetheibY feeding 
with a protein so absolutely different in constitution the nature of the 
freshly forming serum protein could be radically changed. But the 
newly-formed serum was found to be rowdy the same in constitution 
as the old. The tissues had "elected simply those nuclei of the 
gliadin which wererequired and had rejected the others. 

In addition to this breakdown of protein in the intestine, another 
factor of importance comes into play. After absorption from the 
lumen of the gut the amino acids are not wholly conveyed as each by 
the portal blood to thc liver. That the portal blood contains a 
veater amount of ammonia than the systemic blood has long been 
known, and Jacoby and Lang have shown that many tissues, and 
among them the Intestinal tissues, are able to split off from the 
amine acids their amino group NHt. Thus it would seem probable 
that any coxes of the amino acids formed does not reads the liver 
as such but denitrified as members of the fatty acid series. The 
ammonia split off is also conveyed to the liver and is excreted for the 
most part as urea, within the first few hours after a protein real. 
Thus, in all probability very early after absorption and before the 
products of digestion enter into combination or any synthesis occurs. 
all excess of the absorbed nitrogen is disposed of. The rest of the 
products circulate in the blood, yielding to the cells the materials of 
which they are in need. On the other hand some investigators still 
hold that resynthesis into a neutral protein like serum albumin takes 
place in the intestinal wall immediately after absorption of the digest 
products. That the leucocyte' play an important part in carrying 
the products of protein digestion to the tissues is indicated by the' 
enormous increase in their number which occurs during the digestion 
and absorption of protein foods. How they act, whether simply as 
carriers of the product" of proteih digestion combined or uneaas, 
and bow they give the material to the tissues is unknown. 

Carbohydrates are generally assumed simply to serve the purpose 
of yielding energy in their combustion to COs and HsO. and to act as 
protein sparer', i.e. they save the ingestion of large amounts of 
costly protein material as a source ofenemy. There may. however. 
ha other activities in which the ingested sugar, play a. part, for 
instance, in the utilization of the nitrogen of proteins. it has already 
been indicated that the nitrogen In the products of pancreatic dige• 
tion can be used only when a sufficient amount of carbohydrates is 
given at the same time. Oaly carbohydrates seem to be able to do 
this, for it has been found that when isodynamic amounts of fat ass 
given the utilization does not take place. 

When taken into the body in excess of the immediate require-
ments the sir is not utilized all at once, but any excess Is stored is 
the form ofglycogen both in the liver and the muscles. Tbiaglycoges 
is an insolu le polysaccharide, and is only utilized according to the 
requirements of the body, especially during muscular exertion. 
Carbohydrates, when taken in in excess, are also stored in the tissues 
in the form of fat. This was demonstrated by the feeding experi-
ments of lawes and Gilbert at Rothamstead. They took two young 
pies of a litter, killed and analysed one, then fed the other for a 
definite time upon food of known composition, determining the 
amount of protein absorbed by analysing the urine and the faeces, 
They then killed the pig and by analysis ascertained the amount 
of fat put on. They found that this was far in excess of the amount 
of the protein of the food which had been absorbed and was also in 
excess of what could have been formed from the small amount of fat 
in the food. The fat must therefore have been formed frogs the 
carbohydrates of the food. The consumption of larger amounts of 
sugar than can be used or stored as glycogen results in its passing 
straight through the body and being excreted in the urine. This 
condition is known as alimentary gl!y- uria. The power of using 
and storing sugar varies greatly ill different individuals and in the 
same individual at different times. 

Fah.—The fats simply serve as stores of energy. After i nge n,  
if in small amount, they are, like carbohydrates, oxidized to same 
final products CO,, and 1110. If in larger amount they are stared as 
fat, to serve as a reserve in case of need, in the body dames. Lice 
the carbohydrates they serve as the sources of part of the energy 
dissipated as heat, but they are not so efficient as stovers of proton 
material, evidently in part at least because they are less essay 
digested acid ebsorbW. 

Factors which influence Normal Metabolism. 
t. Fastist —During fasting the body .draws upon its own mow 

of stored material for the requirements In the production of energy, 
and the rate of breakdown varies with the energy requirements. 
An individual who is kept warm in bed therefore stands fasting 
longer than one who is compelled to take exercise in a cold place. 
The breakdown of tissue during the early days of a fast is much 
greater than later, for as the fast progresses .the body becomes more 
economical in its utilization of tissue, During a fast the tissues do 
not all waste at an equal rate; those which are not essential are 
utilized at a much greater rate than  those which are essential to the 
maintenance of the organism. For instance, it has been shown that 
during a fast the skeletal muscles may lose over.40 % of their weight, 
whereas an essential organ like the heart loses only some 3 %- 

The essential tissues obtain their nourishment front the less 
essential probably by ferment action, a process which boa beat 
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termed autedyft. The antelytie products of the stored material in 
tbeziamesans practically identical with those which arise during the 
ordinary gaatro-intettin.  al digestion. 

2. Masada. Work—The muscular tissue plays the most important 
-part in general metabolism. Not only is muscle the most abundant 
tissue present, but it is constantly active and la the great energy-
liberating machine of the body. Formerly it was believed on tbe 
authority of Liebig that muscular work was done at the expense 
of tbeprotein material, but it has been conclusively shown that 
the real source of energy in moderate work is the non-protein 
material, carbohydrates and fats; of these the former plays the 
greater part in • man on ordinary diet. If, however, the supply of 
non-nit 	material be ;nutrient, then the energy has to be 
supplied y the protein and the output of nitrogen is thus increased. 
Variations in the amount of creatinin and uric acid (both products 
of muscle metabolism) excreted have been described. In hard work 
it is sometimes found that there may be no immediate rise in the 
nitrogen output on the day of the work, but that an increase is 
manifest  on the second or died day after. While the excretion of 
nitrogen shows no increase proportionate to the work done. the output 
of carbon dioxide produced by the combustion of the carbohydrates 
and of the fats is mennsed_proportionately to the work done. 

3. /Mensal Sarettans.--hvidence is accumulating to show that 
the activities of the various tissues of the body are presided over and 
controlled not merely by the action of the nervous system but 
also by chemical substames, the result of the activity of certain 
.organs. To these chemical n-rarear,  as already stated, the name of 
hormones has been given. 

The hormone which has been most thoroughly investigated is 
adrenalin, a perfectly definite chemical compound consisting of a 
secondary alcohol linked to a benzene ring. It is a product of the 
central or medullary part of the suprarenal bodies. The medullary 
part of these organs is developed from the sympathetic part of the 
nervous system, and adrenalin acts as a stimulant to the termina-
tions of thierpathetic nerves which spring from the thoraco- 
abdominal 

o 
 on. These nerves control the small arteries, and the 

main action q adrenalin is to cause a powerful contraction of these 
vessels, and as a result a great rise in the arterial blood pressure. 
For this purpose it is  now largely used in medicine. The constant 
supply of adrenalin in small quantities seems to play an important 
part so limping up the tome of the blood vessels, and when, as a 
result of disease of the suprareaals, the supply is cut off a serious 
train of symptoms supervenes. 

Allied to adrenalin is a hormone derived from the pituitary body. 
This also causes a constriction of the small arteries except those of 
the kidney, which it dilates. An increased flow of wine is produced. 

In the thyroid gland a substance, Wahl,* is constantly being 
produced, and this appears to exercise a stimulating action on the 
rate of chemical exchange in the various tissues. Under its ad-
ministration the waste of both proteins and fats is increased. When 
the thyroid is removed or destroyed by disease a condition of de-
creased chemical change and mental sluggishness results, accom-
panied often by nervous tremors. 

A difficulty in explaining these symptoms Is caused by the fact 
that In the thyroid are imbedded four small parathyroid., and it is 
possible that these produce a special hormone. It 
has been suggested that this exercises a particular 
influence upon the nervous system, but further 
evidence is wanting. 

The well-known effects of removal of the 
ovaries or testes on the development and character 
of an animal is due to the absence of the sg= 
hormone or hormones of these structures. 
hormones appear to be produced. in the case of 
the testes at least, not an the true genital cells. 
but in the intermediate cells, since it has been 
found that ligature of the duct, which leads to 
destruction of the genital cells, does not abolish the development 
of the sexual characters of the animal. 

There is growing evidence that from the ovaries different hormones 
may be produced in varying amounts which play an important part 
in regulating the phenomena of sexual Me. 

The thymus gland is a structure lying in the front of the neck, which 
is best developed at the time of birth, grows very slowly after birth, 
and atrophies when the age of puberty is reached. In castrated male 
animals at continues to grow and persists throughout life. There is 
some evidence that it may exercise some effect upon the growth of the 
testes, probably by hormone action. 

Pancrear.—Within recent years it hasbeen shown that the internal 
recreate' of this organ plays a very important part in the metabolism 
of sugar. When the organ • is completely extirpated the animal 
becomes diabetic, i.e. sugar appears in the urine and the animal 
emaciates. Now the internal secretion effects the combustion of 
the sugar is not yet known. Some workers hold that the action of 
the pancreatic internal secretion is to control the sugar formation in 
the various sugar-forming organs, of which the liver 13 the chief, 
others that it dominates the utilization of sugar as a source of 
energy by the muscles. 

These are some of the best-known examples of the way in, which 
the products of the activity of one organ modify the functions 	of  

other organs. Ts all pinbability many more examples of hormone 
action will be discovered, and it will be found that it plays probably 
ever a more important par than the nervous system in the co. 
ordination of function in the animal. 

Other factors, besides these already dealt with, play a  part  in modifying the various metabolic processes, as age, temperature, 
climate, do Very little, however, is definitely known about these 
various factor& 

Water and inorganic salts am quite as essential for the well-being 
of the body as the energy-yielding ! -otehts, carbohydrates and fats. 
They, however,probably undergo little a no change in the body; 
they are excreted pretty much in the same form in which they are 
ingested. Although they are not subjected to any very great change 
yet they are of immense importance. No animal tissue can carry on 
its work in the absence of the various salts. Many experiments have 
been carried out in which animals have been fed on food as free Irons 
salts as possible, and, although the food was much in excess of the 
energy requirements, yet all these animals died, whereas other 
animals to which similar food with salts was given throve well. The 
most important acids are hydrochloric andphosphoric, and the 
most Important bases sodium of potasaium. Calcium and magnesium 
are also of importance, especially where bone formation Is taking 
place. Another element of really vital importance is hen, which is 
required for the formation of haemoglobin. 

VI. Excarrros 
While we know comparatively little of the intermediate stages 

in the breakdown of the food constituents, and more particularly 
of the protein moiety, our knowledge of the final products of the 
metabolic changes excreted is fairly full. The urine is the main 
channel of excretion for the nitrogenous waste products. COI, 
arising for the most part from the metabolism of carbohydrates 
and fats, is excreted mainly through the lungs. Water is excreted 
by the lungs, the kidneys and the skin. 

So far no entirely satisfactory explanation has been given of bow 
fluid like urine, having an acid reaction and containing about one 
hundred times as much urea and generally more than twice as much 
sodium chloride as the blood, is formed in the kidneys. The urine 
is a yellowish fluid which varies greatly in its depth of colour, from 
pale amber to a deep brown. It has a specific gravity of about tom, 
varying with the percentage of solids in solution, and it usually has 
an acid reaction. It is a fluid of complex character, containing, as 
already mentioned, practically all the waste nitrogen of the body. 
Among the principal organic substances present are urea, ammonia, 
purins (uric and and the so-called purin bases, xanthin, ft.), 
creatinin, conjugated sulphates, various aromatic bodies and many 
other substances in small amount, together with the water and 
inorganic salts. 

The following table from Folin gives a goo° idea of the average 
composition or the urine as regards the nitrogen-containing con-
stituents, and its variation according to the nature of the diet when 
this is free of creatin creatinin and the precursors of the puling:— 

Urea, which forms the chief nitrogenous constituent, amounting 
on an ordinary diet to about 3o grins. per diem, is for the most part 
formed in the liver, from ammonia obtained either directly from the 
blood after absorption from the intestine, or resulting from the 
denitrification of the amino acids. It may also arise in part from the 
diamino acids and from uric acid. 

Amnesia is present in the form of ammonium salts, and forms 
about Ye.of the total urinary nitrogen. It may exceed this amount 
under certain conditions, for the most part pathological. The 
ammonia is utilized by the body to neutralise acids which arise 
during the various metabolic processes. 

Parisi (uric acid, xanthin, hypoxanthin, &c.) are all members of a 
series which have as their common nucleus a body which E. Fischer 
called purin. The most important member of this series is uric acid. 
It forms about 2% of the total urinary nitrogen. Recent work has 
shown that it has two quite definite sources of origin: (1) from 
ingested food containing the precursors, and (2) from the tissue 
metabolism. The first is known as the exogenous source, and the 
second as the endogenous. This acid is chemically known as tris 
oxy-purin. and may be regarded  as the union of two urea molecules 
with a three-carbon chain fatty acid. All the uric acid formed in the 
body is not excreted as such, part being. as already mentioned. Ma' 
verted into urea. The amount which is converted into urea varies 

Nitrogen-rich Diet. Nitrogen-poor Diet. 

Total nitrogen 	. 	. 	. 
Urea nitrogen. 	. 	• 	• 
Ammonia nitrogen 	• 	• 
Cneatinin nitrogen 	. 	. 
Uric acid nitrogen 	. 	. 
Undetermined nitrogen 	. 

. 
• 
• 

• 
. 

14-8-18.2 gems. per day 
86-3-89-4% of total 
3'3- 5'1 7. 	,, 
3.2. 41 °4 	r1 
0-5- 1-0 77 	a 
2.7- 3.3 A, 	., 

6 1:8-0-8::: riz onst. tpoetraiday 

4'2411 ? 	.. 
3•5-it•I 	1 	e 

44-1 41  2 4 	.. 
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with the species of anima. In man. Medan wad Scher state that one 
half of the total emoted is so converted. Some workers. like Wiener. 
hold that uric acid mai,  be synthesised in the body, but while this is 
undoubtedly so in the use of the bird, in the mammal it has not bees 
definitelyy atablished. The other chief perin bodies meant in mine 
are and bypoesathia. purins less oxidized than uric acid; 
the first is a dioxypunn. and the second is $ snonorieurin. The 
maxi source of total purin supply would seem to be muscle meta-
bolism. The mother IRtbstaaces from which all are derived in the 
body the nuclei's.. These complex bodies are apparently first b   

down by enzyme action to aminoptuins. These in their tura 
have their amino groups split off, and then, according to the degree 
of oxidation, the difFerent puna bodies are formed. 

Creadmix.—The physiological significance of this substance 
is as yet unknown. The daily excretion varies little with the 
character of the diet, provided, of course, that the diet be main 
eventide free. It appears to be proportional to the muscular de- 
velopment and muscular activity of the individual. Hence it would 
mem to be derived from the amain of muscle, a substance which is 
very readily changed into aeatinin outside the body. In the body 
the conversion of =win into creatinia seems to be strictly limited. 
and hence when creatia is taken in flesh in the food it tends to appear 
as such in the urine. It would eaem that it is either in great 
pert decomposed in the body into what we do not at present know 
or that, as suggested by Folio, It may be used as a specialized food. 
Whatever its source, after urea and ammonia it is one of the most 
important nitrogenous substances wafted, the daily excretion 

beRe
a 3bout 3- gm. 
esdpkeir excreted in the wine comes chiefly from the sulphur 

of the pprnootteeirn molecule. It is excreted in various forms. (1) As 
the Italy preformed sulphates, that is, sulphur in the form of 
sulphuric acid combined with the ordinary beam. (a) As ethereal 
sulphates. that is. in combination with various aromatic substances 
like phenol, bidet. (5) In the form of so-called neutral sulphur in 
such substances as cystin, which are intermediate products in the 
complete oxidation of sulphur. 

Pkesplionu appears linked to the alkali. and alkaline earths as 
phosphoric acid. A very small part of the phosphoric acid may be 
eliminated in organic combination such as the glycero-piwsphates, 

Sodium (mostly as sodium chloride), ,potassium-, calcium and 
ma are the common bases present in the urine. 

The lungs are do important channel of excretion for the waste 
product of carbon metabolism COI (See RESPIRATORY SYSTEM); and 
also a very important channel for the exaction of water. As regards 
the skin, the sweat carries off a large amount of the water, but it is 
difficult to determine the total amount. It has been estimated that 
about sec c.c. is excreted per diem under normal conditions. 
Sweat contains salts, chiefly sodium chloride, and organic waste 
products. Of the organic solids excreted from this source urea forms 
the most important under normal conditions. Under pathological 
conditions, especially when there is interference with free renal 
action, the amount of nitrogenous waste excreted may become quite 
important. There is also a small amount of CO, excreted by this 
channel. (D. N. P.; E. P. C.). 

NOITALL, MOILS (1786-1859), English botanist and orni-
thologist, who lived and worked in America from 1808 until Asa, 
was born at Settle in Yorkshire OD the 5th of January 1786, 
and spent some years as a journeyman printer in England. Soon 
after going to the United States he was induced by Professor 
B. S. Barton (1766-1815) to apply himself to the study of the 
plants of that country. In 1825-1834 he was curator of 
the botanic gardens of Harvard university. In 1834 he crossed 
the continent to the Pacific Ocean, and visited the Hawaiian 
Islands. Some property having been left him in England on 
condition of his residing on it during part of each year, he left 
America in 1842, and did not again revisit it except for a short 
time in x852. He died at St Helens, Lancashire, on the soth of 
September 1859. 

Almost the whole of his scientific work was done in the United 
States, and his published works appeared there. The more im-
portant of theme are. pm Genera of North Americas Pjarsts. and 
• Caselogre of She Spmu to She year 1817 .  (a eds., Will); Journal 
of Trask ate tie Arkansas Terraery daring the year Nirp (an); 
The North American Syka: Tries woe damibed by F. A. Miaow (3 
ooh.. s8sz-i849); Maned of the °Fright:logy of his limited Slates 
and of Cam+ 183s and 0334); and numerous papas in American 
scientific 

!OMAHA ELIYA. a town and sanatorium of Ceylon. Pop. 
(NNos) 5026, with taro additional visitors during the season. 
It is situated 624o ft. above sea-level, with the highest mountain 
in the island, Pedrotallagalla, towering over the plain for 2056 ft. 
mote. tinware Fsliya is reached from Colombo by railway, 
eight hours to Namuoya, and thence, by a light 4-IL-gauge line,  

running up to the heart of the sanaterium. The average shade 
temperature for the year is 58° F.; the ?lintell, 95 in. Considerable 
sums have been spent by the government in improving the place. 

NUE YMCA, a poisonous drug, consisting of the seed of 
Strydews Nu- Vemica, a tree belonging to the natural order 
Loganiamae, indigenous to most parts of India, and found also 
in Burma, Siam, Cochin China and northern Australia. The 
tree is of moderate size, with a short, thick, often crooked, stem, 
and ovate entire leaves, marked with three to five veins radiating 
from the bur of the leaf. The flowers are small, greenish-white 
and tubular, and are arranged in terminal corymbs. The fruit 
is of the she of a small orange, and has a thin hard shell, enclosing 
a bitter, gelatinous white pulp, In which from x to 5 seeds are 
vertically embedded. The seed is disk-ehaped, rather less than 

in. in diameter, and about j in. in thickness, slightly depressed 
towards the centre, and In some varieties furnished with an acute 
keel-hie ridge at the margin. The external surface of the seed 
is of a greyish-green colour and satiny appearance, due to a 
coating of appressed silky hairs. The interior of the seed consists 
chiefly of horny albumen, which is easily divided along its outer 
edge into halves by a fissure,  In which Ilea the embryo. The 
latter is about in. long, and .haa a pair of heart-shaped. 
membranous cotyledons. 

The chief constituents of the seeds are the alkaloids strychnine 
(q.v.) and bmcine, the former averaging about 0.4%, and the 
latter about half this amount. The seeds also contain an acid, 
strychnic or igasuric acid; a glucoside, loganin; sugar and fat_ 
The dose of the seeds is t to 4 grains. The British Pharmacopoeia 
contains three preparations of nux vornica. The liquid extract 
is standardized to contain Ps% of strychnine; the extract 
is standardised to contain 5%; and the tincture, which is 
the most widely used, is standardized to contain ask. 

The pharmacology of nux vomica is practically that of strychnine. 
The tincture Is chiefly used in cases of atonic dyspepsia, and is 
superior to all other bitter tonics. in that it is antiseptic and has a 
more powerful action upon the movements of the gastric wall. The 
extract is of great value in the treatment of simple constipation. 

NYACK, a village of Rockland county, New York, U.S.A., 
in the town of Orangetown, on the western bank of the Hudson 
river, about 25 M. north of New York City. Pop. (1890) 41 r1; 
(two) 4275, of whom 583 were foreign-born; (1905) 4441; (ipso) 
4619. Nyack is served by the Northern Railroad of New Jersey 
(a branch of the Erie), and is connected by ferry with Tarrytown, 
nearly opposite, on the eastern bank of the Hudson. The New 
York, Ontario & Western and the West Shore railways pass 
through West Nyack, a small village about 2 m. west. For 
about a M. above and 3 in. below Nyack the river expands int., 
Tappan Zee or Bay, which is about 3 in. wide immediat ely 

 opposite the village. The first grant of land within the present 
limits of Nyack was made by Governor Philip Carteret, of New 
Jersey, to one Claus Jansen, in x67x, but the permanent settle-
ment apparently dates from about 17oo. The adjacent villages 
of Upper Nyack, pop.  (1905) 648, (1910) 591, and South 
Nyack, pop. (1910) 2068, form with Nyack practically one com-
munity. Nyack was named from a tribe of Algonquian Indians. 

See David Cole, History of Rockload county, (New York, '884). 
NYANZA (from the ancient Bantu root word alum, a river or 

lake), the Bantu name for any sheet or stream of water of con-
siderable size; especially applied to the great lakes of east 
Central Africa. The word is variously spelt, and the form 
" Nyasa" has become the proper name of a particular lake, 
Nyanza is the spelling used in designating the great lakes which 
are the main reservoirs of the river Nile. 

NYASA. the third in size of the great lakes of Central Africa, 
occupying the southern end of the great rift-valley system which 
traverses the eastern half of the equatorial region from north to 
south. Extending from 9° 29' to 14° as,  S., or through nearly 
5°  of latitude, the lake measures along its major axis, which is 
slightly inclined to the west of north, exactly 350 m., while the 
greatest breadth, which occurs near the middle of its length, 
between x 36' and 12°  20' S., if 45 in. In the'northern and 
southern thirds of the length the breadth varies generally from 
so to 3o m.,asd the total area may be estimated at xt,000 sq. ra. 
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The lake lim at an altitude of about t68o ft abate the sea. 
The sides of the valley is which Nyasa lies, which are somewhat 
irregular towards its southern end, take a decided character of 
fault scarps in the northern third, and are continued as such 
beyond the northern extremity. Apart from the recent alluvium 
on the immediate shores, the lake lies almost entirely in granite 
and gneiss formations, broken, however, by a band of horizontally. 
bedded sandstones, which cuts the axis of the lake in about 
so° 30' S., the flat-topped, terraced form of the latter contrasting 
strangely with the jagged or rounded outlines of the former. 
Near the margin, overlying the eandstoaes, there are beds of 
limestone with remains of recent molluscs, pi:tinting, like the 
raised beaches which occur elsewhere, to an upward movement 
of the coasts. Lacustrine deposits up to Teo R. above the present 
lake-level have been discovered. Geologically, the lake is believed 
to be of no great age, a view supported by topographical evidence. 
The depth of the lake seems to vary in accordance with the 
steepness of the shores. increasing from south to north. The 
greater part of the northern half sbowsdeptlisof over 200 fathoms, 
while a maximum of 43e fathoms was obtained by Mr. J. E. S. 
Moore in 1892, off the high western coast in about z 40' S. 
A more complete series of soundings, bowevet, since made by 
Lieut. Rhoades, and published in the Geographical Journal in 
1903, gives a maximum of 386 fathoms off the same coast in 
is. to' S. The lake receives its water-supply chiefly from the 
streams which descend from the mountains to the :with, all 
the rest becoming very small in the dry semen. Like other 
lakes of Central Africa it Is subject to fluctuations of level, 
apparently caused by alternations of dry and wet series of years. 

At the north-western end is a plain of great fertility, traversed 
by the Kivira. Songwe and other streams. ruing either among the 
volcanic masses to the north or on the western plateau. Just 
north of 10° S. on the delta 01 the Rukuru, is the Bntish station of 
Karonga. the northern port of call for the lake steamers, though 
with but an open roadstead. Southwards the plain narrows, and in 
about toe • S. the sandstone scarp of Mount Waller rims sheer above 
the indentation of Florence Bay, the high western plateaus continuing 
to fall steeply to the water in wooded cliffs for more than So roc. 
In this stretch occur the land-locked bays of Ruanve ft 1 °  5' S.) 
and Nkata (t t • 36' S.). and the mouth of the Rukuru (to' 43' S)., 
which drains the plateau from south to north. At Cape Chirombo 

t ° ao' S.) the coast bends to the west, and soon the plateau escarp-
ments recede, and are separated from the lake along its southern half 
by an undulating plain of varying width. In It° 56 S. is the British 
station of Bandawe, and in 12° 55 that of Kota Kota, on a lake-like 
inlet. forming a sheltered harbour. A little north at the latter the 
Bua river, coming from a remote source on the upper plateau. enters 
by a projecting delta. At Domira Bay, in the coast turns 
suddenly east, contracting the lake to a comparatively narrow neck, 
with the British stations of Fort Rifu on the west, and Fort Maagguuire. 
near the headland of blakanjira Point, en the east. this 
the lake runs southwards into two bays separated by a graaitoid 
peninsula, of which lie several small rocky islands. On this peninsula 
was placed the mission station of Livingstonia. the first to be 
established on the shores of Nyasa. From the extremity of the eastern 
bay the Shire makes its exit to the Zambezi. On the eastern side the 
plateau escarpments keep generally close to the lake, leaving few 

i plains of any extent along i ts shores. The crest of the eastern water-
shed runs generally parallel to the shore, which it approaches in 
= within m. From the north point to le 30' S. the coast is 

by the unbroken wall of the Livingstone or Kings range, 
rising where highest (ce 41' S.) fully 6000 ft. above the water. On 
this coast. on a projecting spit of land, is the German station of 
Old Langenburg. some to m. from the northern extremity. In 
to• 30' the plateau is broken by the valley of the Ruhuhu, the only 
important stream which enters the lake from the east. The forma-
tion is here sandstone, corresponding to that of Mount Waller on the 
opposite shore. Just north of the Ruhuhu is the German station of 
■Viedhafen, on an excellent harbour, formerly Amelia Bay. South 
of the Ruhuhu the wall of mountains recedes somewhat, and the 
remainder of the eastern shore shows a variation between rocky 
cliffs, marshy plains of restricted area and groups of low hills. In 
t I • 16' is the deep inlet of Mbampa Bay, offering a sheltered anchor-
age. South of it the coast forms a wide semicircular bay, generally 
rock-bound. and ending south in Maio Point (1z •  to' S.). off which are 
the largest islands the lake possesses. Likoma and Chisamulti. the 
former measuring about 4 m. by 3. In the southern half the coast is 
highest in about 13° ao' S., where the Mapangi hills rise to 3000 ft. 

Nyasa, reached in 1859 both by David Livingstone (from 
the south) and by the German traveller Albrecht Reacher (from 
the east), was explored by the former to about r 1°, and to its  

northern end by E. D. Young ill s816. From this date onwards 
it has been the scene of much civilizing work on the part at 
British i(principaDy Scottish) missionaries, traders and govern-
ment officials, and, in more recent years, of Germans also. Its 
shores have been divided between Great Britain, Portugal 
and Germany, Gteat Britain holding (within the British Nyasa-
land Protectorate) all the west coast south of the Songwe, and 
the southern extremity of the east coast (south of t3e°  S.); 
Portugal the rest of the east coast south of zi i° S.; and Germany 
the remainder. British steamers, including two or three gun-
boats, have been launched on Nyasa, which forms an important 
link in the water-route from the Zambezi mouth to the heart 
of the continent. Germany also hats& gunboat on the lake. The 
first detailed survey of its shores was executed by Dr James 
Stewart (1876-1877), but this has been superseded by later 
work, especially that of Liesta. Rhoades and Phillips. 

See Proc. R.G.S. (t883), p. 689; Geer. Journal, vol. xii. p. 580; 
J. E.S. Moore, lie. vol. x. p aft, and " The Geology of Nyasaland." 
by A. R. Andrew and T. E. G. Batley, with note on fossil plants. fish 
remains. 8te.„ by E. A. N. Arber and others and bibliography in 
vol. 66 of Quart. Jul. Crag. Society (May 19to). 	(E. 

NYBORG, a seaport of Denmark on the east side of the island 
of Fawn, in the clan county) of Svendborg, and the point from 
which the ferry cremes the Great Belt to Komar in Zealand 
(I s m.). Pop. (men) 7790. The fortress, built by Christian IV. 
and Frederick III., was dismantled in 1869, and the ruins of 
the castle are used as a prison. In the Lath century the town 
was founded and a castle erected on Knudshoved (Canute's 
Head) by Knud, nephew of Waldemar the Great; and from the 
13th to the z sth century Nyberg was one of the most important 
places in Denmark. In 16s8 it surrendered to the Swedes 
but by the defeat of the latter under the walls of the fortress 
on the oath of November 1659, the country was freed born 
their dominion. In '8.8 the Marquis La Romans, who with 
a body of Spanish troops garrisoned the fortress for Franca, 
revolted from his allegiance, and held out till be and a portion 
of his men escaped with the English fleet. 

NYCKELHARPA (Swed. sychelmkey, harps . harp; Ger. 
Sckiiissidfiedel), a kind of bowed hurdy-gurdy, much used in 
Scandinavia during the Late middle ages, and still in use in some 
parts of Sweden. It consists of a body some a IL long, shaped 
like an elongated viol, with sloping shoulders and highly arched 
sound-board glued over a less arched back, and ribs cut out of a 
single block of wood. There is no fingerboard, but along the 
neck, arranged like frets, are a number of keys or wooden 
tangents, which when pressed inwards bring a little knob or stud 
into contact with the first string of thin catgut, thus stopping 
it and raising the pitch as in the hurdy-gurdy. At three points 
these keys also act upon the third string. There are in the 
comparatively modern instruments usually four melody strings 
of catgut and three drones of fine spun wire. The bridge is 
quite flat, so that when the bow is passed over the strings, they 
all sound at once. The tailpiece is very long, extending over 
half the length of the body, and the two oval sound-holes, fat 
removed from the strings, are at the tail end of the instrameat. 

NYE, EDGAR WILSON (1850-1896), American humorist, 
was born at Shirley, Maine, on the rich of August aso. His 
parents removed to a farm on the St Croix river in northern 
Wisconsin in 1853, and young Nye was educated in Wisconsin 
at the academy at River Falls, where be studied law. In 1876 
he was admitted to the bar at Laramie, Wyoming, where he 
served of justice of the peace, superintendent of schools, member 
of the city council and postmaster. Here he began to contribute 
humorous articles under the pseudonym of " Bill Nye " to news. 
papers, especially the Cheyenne Sun and the Denver Tribune. In 
z8131 he founded at Laramie the Boomerang, and his reputation 
as a humorist was soon widespread. Later he became a success-
ful lecturer, and in ins, with James Whitcomb Riley, the 
poet, made.an  extended tow through the country, each reading 
from his owe writings. Nye removed to New York City in.  1886, 
and passed the later yeas of his life at Arden, a village in Bon-
combo Many, North Carolina (about so m. south of Asheville), 
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where be died on the sand of February 1896. His principal 
books are Bill Nye and Hectograms (188*); Forty Liars and 
Other Lass (1882); Nye and Riley's Railway Guide 0886/, with 
James Whitcomb Riley; and two comic histories, Bill Nye's 
History of the United Mates ( :894) and Bill Nye's History of 
England from the Druids to Ilse Roo of Henry VIII. (1896). 

NYEZHIN or Nezura, a town of Russia, in the government 
of Chernigov, 63 tn. by rail S.E. of the town of Chernigov and 
79 m. N.E. of Kiev, on the railway between Kursk and Kiev. The 
old town is built on the left bank of the (canalized) river Oster, and 
its suburbs, Novoye-Myeato and Magerki, on the right. It has an 
old cathedral, a technical school and a former high school (lyceum 
of Bezborodko, at which N. V. Gard, the novelist, was a student). 
now transformed into a philological institute. The inhabitants 
(33,000), are mostly Little-Russians and Jews; there arealso some 
Greeks, descendants of those who immigrated In the 17tb century 
at the invitation of the Cossack chieftain Bogdan Chmielnicki. 

Unyezh, which is supposed to have been the former name of 
Nyezh:.., is mentioned as early as u47. At that time it belonged 
to the principality of Chernigov; afterwards it fell under the 
rule of Poland. It was ceded to Russia about 'so°, but again 
became a Polish possession after the treaty of Deurum (r619) 
between Poland and Russia. In 1649, after the revolt of Little 
Russia and its liberation from the Polish rule, Nyezhin was 
the chief town of one of the most important Cossack regiments. 
It was annexed to Russia in 1664. 

NYIREGYHAZA, the capital of the county of Szabolcs, in 
Hungary, 169 m. E.N.E. of Budapest by rail. Pop. (woo) 
31,875. It is a busy railway junction, and its inhabitants are 
engaged in agriculture, wine-mowing and the manufacture 
of soda, matches and saltpetre. About 20 tn. to the N.W. lies 
the famous wine-producing district of Tokaj (Tokay). 

NYKR/BING, a seaport of Denmark, in the anti (county) 
of Maribo, entire west shore of the island of Falster, 94 M. S.S.W. 
of Copenhagen by caiL Pop. (tear) 7345. Its church contains 
a genealogical tree of the Mecklenburg ducal family, with per. 
traits, dating from 1627 or earlier. Here is the house occupied 
by Peter the Great of Russia in 1716, restored in 1898. A 
railway runs south to Gjedser (t4 m.), from which the sea-passage 
(se m.) to WamemUnde links the fastest route between Copen-
sagen and Berlin. 

Other towns of the name of Nywriama is Denmark ere (1) on 
Limfjord in Thisted amt (pop., 4492); and (3) in Zealand, Holbaek 
amt (pop. 2000)- 

NYW3PINII, a seaport of Sweden, chief town of the district 
(idle) of Slidermanland, 98 tn. S.W. of Stockholm by a branch 
from the Stockholm-Malmo railway. Pop. 09 00 7375. It 
lies at the head of the Byfjord, an inlet of the Baltic. The ruins 
of its once famous castle, the town hall (1662), and the district 
governor's residence, are notable buildings. The port, together 
with that of Oxelestmd (to m. S.E.) at the mouth of the bay, 
which is seldom dosed in winter, exports iron and zinc ore, 
timber, wood-pulp and oats. 

Nyk6ping (i.e. New-Market, Latinized as Nieopia) begins to 
appear as a town early in the 13th century. Its castle was the 
seat of the kings of Sticieminnland, and after these of Stockholm 
and Kalmar was the strongest in Sweden. The death of Walde-
mar in 1293, the starving to death of-Dukes Waldemar and 
Eric in 1318, the marriage and the deaths both of Charles IX. 
and his consort Christina of Holstein_the birth of their daughter 
Princess Catherine and in 1622 the birth of her son Charles X. 
are the main incidents of which it was the scene. Bunted down 
in 1663 and again damaged by fire in 1719, it still remained 
the seat of the provincial authorities till 1760. The town was 
burned by Albert of Mecklenburg's party in 1389, by an accidental 
conflagration in :663, and by the Russians in 1719. 

NYLITROOL a town of the Transvaal, South Africa, capital 
of .the Waterbug district, and 81 m. N. of Pretoria by rail; 
altitude ease ft. Pop. (1904) 599. It was founded about r86o 
and owes its name to the belief of the early Boer trekkers that 
the liver which they had discovered was the head stream of the 
Nile. The Westerberg geld-fields are so ra. N.N.E..of the town. 

NYMFRAMIlt (13e, Ktimbniar, nun#0240), (11 Oftehand Roman 
antiquities, a monument consecrated to the nymphs (q.t.), 
especially those of springs. These monuments were originally 
natural grottoes, which tradition assigned as habitations to the 
local nymphs. They were sometimes so arranged as to furnish 
a supply of water. Subsequently, artificial took the plate of 
natural grottoes. The nytophega of the Roman period were 
borrowed from the constructions of the Hellenistic east. The 
majority of them were rotundas, and were adorned with statues 
and paintings. They served the threefold purpose of sanctuaries, 
reservoirs and assembly-rooms. A special feature was their 
use for the Celebration of marriages. Such nymphaga existed 
at Corinth, Antioch and Constantinople; the remains of some 
twenty have been found at Rome and of many in Africa. The 
so-called exedra of Herodes Atticus (which answers in all respects 
to a wympireenirs in the Roman style), the nympluteum in the 
palace of Domitian and those in the villa of Hadrian at Tibur 
(five in number) may be specially mentioned. The term 
nyaehaeum was also applied to the fountains of water in the 
atrium of the Christian basilica, which according to Eusebius 

4) were symbols of purification. 
NYMPHEMBURO, formerly a village, but since 1899 an ut-

corpotated suburb of Munich, in the kingdom of Bavaria. It 
has a palace, built about the middle of the 17th century, on the 
model of that at Versailles, and long a favourite residence of 
the Bavarian elector, Maximilian Joseph. The famous china 
manufactory of Nymphenburg, founded in 1754 at Needed 
by a potter named Niedermeyer, was shortly afterwards removed 
hither and, after being long under royal patronage, is now a 
private undertaking. The elector Charles Albert of Bavaria 
was reputed to have made a treaty with Louis XV. of France 
in May r741 at the beginning of the War of the Austrian Succession 
for the division of Austria, and this was called the treaty of 
Nymphenburg. It has, however, been conclusively proved a 
forgery. But a treaty was concluded here on the 28th of May 
1741, between Bavaria and Spain, and another between Bavaria 
and the Rhenish Palatinate in 1766. 

NYMPHS, in Greek mythology, the generic name of a large 
number of female divinities of inferior rank, personifications of 
the creative and fostering activities of nature. The word is 
possibly connected with the root of if4ec, +tubes (" cloud"), 
and originally meant " veiled," referring to the custom of a bride 
being led veiled from her home to that of the husband: hence, 
a married woman, and, in general, one of marriageable age. 
Others refer the word (and also Lat. nubcre and the Ger. Keeler) 
to a root expressing the idea of "'swelling " (according to 
Hesychius, one of the meanings of efurtm is rose-bud "). The 
home of the nymphs hen mountains and in groves, by springs 
and rivers, in valleys and cool Mottoes. They are frequently 
associated with the superior divinities, the huntress Artemis, the 
prophetic Apollo, the reveller and god of trees Dionysus, and 
with rustic gods such as Pan and Hermes (as the god of 
shepherds). 

The nymphs were distinguished according to the different 
spheres of nature with which they were connected. Sea nymphs 
were Oceanid; or Nereids, daughters of Oceanus or Nereus. 
Naiades (from Gr. Mod', flow, d. papa, " stream") presided 
over springs, rivers and lakes. Oreades (boos, mountain) 
were nymphs of mountains and grottoes, one of the most 
famous of whom was Echo. Napaeae (Ar, dell) and 'Weida 
(Duns, grove) were nymphs of glens and groves. Dryades 
(q.v.) or Hamadryades were nymphs of forests and trees. 

The Greek nymphs, after the introduction of their cult into 
Latium, gradually absorbed into their ranks the indigenous 
Italian divinities of springs and streams (Juturna. Egeria, 
Carmentis, Fons), while the Lymphae (originally Lumpae), 
Italian water-goddesses, owing to the accidental similarity of 
name, were identified with the Greek Nymphet. Among the 
Romans their sphere of influence was restricted, and they appear 
almost exclusively as divinities of the watery element. 

F. G. Ballentine, "Some Phases of the Cult of the Nymphs" in 
'Jenard Studies in Classical Philology, xv. (1904). 
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O The sixteenth letter of the Phoenician and early 
Greek alphabets, the fifteenth in English and the 
fourteenth in Latin, Between Nand 0 the Phoenician 
and the Ionic Greek alphabet have a sibilant— 

In Greek ,I.,- w a. The Western Greek alphabet had a different 
symbol, X, for the sound of a and placed it at the end, 
as did its descendant the Latin alphabet. The original form 
of o was a more or less roughly formed circle. The Ararnaica. 
and Hebrew e, which seem so different, arise from a circle left 
open at the top, 0, a form which can be traced in Aramaic 
from the 5th or 6th century s.c. In the Greek alphabets the 
circle appears sometimes with a dot in the centre, but in many 
cases it is doubtful whether this mark is intentional, or is only 
the result of fixing a sharp point there while describine the 
circle. Sometimes 0 is lozenge-shaped 0 and rarely (in Arcadia 
and Elis) rectangular ❑ In many varieties of the Greek 
alphabet this symbol was used, as it always was in Latin, for 
the long as well as the short o-sound and also for the long vowel 
(in the Ionic alphabet written ou) which arose from contraction 
of two vowels or the loss of a consonant (3nhoirrearairA6ere, 
eirceartmoiews). As early AS the 8th century Ionic Greek 
had invented a separate symbol for the long o-sound, via. 11. 
This when borrowed by other dialects showed at first some 
variety of usage, though practically none in form. As this was 
placed at the end of the ordinary (not the numeral) Greek 
alphabet, " alpha and omega " has become a proverbial phrase 
for first and last. The Greeks themselves, however, did not 
all O omega (great o) nor did they call 0 omicron (little 0), 
though these names are given even in modern Greek grammars. 
The former was called simply o and the latter a (otr, pronounced 
as oo in moon). The Hebrew and probably the Phoenician name 
for 0 was Ain (Ayin), and in the Semitic alphabet, which does 
not indicate vowels, the symbol stood for a " voiced glottal 
stop " and also for a " voiced velar spirant " (Zimmern). The 
most important feature of this vowel is the rounding of the lips 
in its production, which, according to its degree, modifies the 
nature of the vowel considerably, as can be observed in the 
pronunciation of the increasingly rounded series raw, no, who: 
In Attic Greek 0 and 11 were not really a pair, far o + o became 
not te but ou, o being a close and ta an open sound. In Latin the 
converse was more nearly true. Though short o changed in 
the Latin of the last age of the Roman republic to a in un-
accented syllables always (except after w whether vowel or con-
sonant), and sometimes also in accented syllables, this was 
not equally true of vulgar Latin, as is shown by the Romance 
languages. In English also the short and the long o are of 
different qualities, the short in words Bice war, gar being in 
Sweet's phonetic terminology a low•back-wide-round, the long 
in words like no a, mid-back-wide-round. The long vowel 
becomes more rounded as it is being pronounced, no that it 
ends in a u-sound. though this is not so noticeable in weak 
syllables like the final syllable of follow. The so-called modified 
a is a rounded c-sound found in several varieties. The sound 
heard in words like the German Ginter is, according to Sweet, a 
low•front.wide-round. while Jesperseo regards it as not low 
bat middle. A mid-front-narrow-round vowel is found short 
in French words like pea, long in 'nine and in endings like 
that of koartare The Norse sound written 46 is of the same 
nature (P. GO 

OAK (0 Eng., dc), a word found, variously modified, in all 
Germanic languages, and applied to plants of the genus Qnercus, 
natural order Fagaccar (Cugarliferar of de Condone). including 
some of the most important timber trees of the north temperate 
zone. All the species are arborescent or shrubby. varying in 
size from the most stately of forest trees to the dwarfish bush 
lifonoemous, and bearing their male flowers in catkins. they are 
readily distinguished from the rest of the catkin-bearing trees 

by their peculiar fruit, an acorn or nut, enclosed at the base in a 
woody cup, formed by the consolidation of numerous involucral 
bracts developed beneath the fertile flower, simultaneously with 
a cup-like expansion of the thalamus, to which the bracteal 
satin arc more or leas adherent. The ovary, three-celled at 
first, but becoming one-celled and one-seeded by abortion, is 
surmounted by an inconspicuous perianth with six small teeth. 
The male flowers are in small clusters on the usually slender and 
pendent stalk, forming an interrupted catkin; the stamens 
vary in number, usually six to twelve. The alternate leaves are 
more or less deeply sinuated or cut in many species, but in 
some, of the deciduous and ninny of the evergreen kinds 
are nearly or quite entire on the margin. 

The oaks are widely distributed over the temperate parts of 
Europe, Asia, North Africa and North America. In the western 
hemisphere they range along the Mexican highlands and the 
Andes far into the tropics, while in the Old World the genus, 
well represented in the Himalayas and the hills of China, exists 
likewise in the peninsula of Malacca, in the Indian Archipelago 
and Malaya to the Philippine Islands and Borneo. On the 
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Fin. I. —Flowers of Oak (Qi.eici.r). 

	

a, Diagram of male flower, 	d, Male flowers of Q. saisilyfora. 

	

6, Diagram of female flower. 	much enlarged. 
c, Female flowers of Q. e, Female flowers of 

	

toduncalata. slightly ea- 	flora, after fertilization. en- 
larged- 	 larged. 

mountains of Europe and North America they grow only at 
moderate elevations, and none approach the arctic circle. The 
multitude of species and the many intermediate forms render 
their exact limitation difficult, but those presenting sufficiently 
marked characters to justify specific rank probably approach 
30o in number. 

The well-known Q. Robin, one of the most valued of the 
genus, and the most celebrated in history and myth, may be 
taken as a type of the oaks with sinuated leaves. Though known 
in England, where it is the only indigenous species, as the 
British oak, it is a native of most of the milder parts of Europe, 
extending from the shores of the Atlantic to the Ural; its 
most northern limit is attained in Norway, where it is found 
wild up to lat. 6i*, and near the Lindesnaes forms woods of some 
extent, the trees occasionally acquiring a considerable size, In 
western Russia it flourishes in lat. 6o", but on the slope of the 
Ural the s6th parallel is about its utmost range. Its northern 
limit nearly coincides with that of successful wheat cultivation. 
Southwards it extends to Sardinia, Sicily and the Mores. In 
Asia it is found on the Caucasus, but does not pass the Ural ridge 
into Siberia. In Britain and in most of its Continental habitats 
two varieties exist, regarded by many as distinct species: one, 
Q pedunculata, has the acorns, generally two or more together, 
on long stalks, and the leaves nearly sessile; while in the ether, 

sessr/dicaa, the fruit is without or with a very short peduncle, 
and the leaves are furnished with well-developed petioles. But, 
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though the extreme forms of these varieties are very dissimilar, 
innumerable modifications are found between them; hence it 
is more convenient to regard them as at most sub-species of Q. 
Maw. The British oak is one of the largest trees of the genus, 
though old specimens are often more remarkable for the great 
size of the trunk and main boughs -  than fee very lofty growth. 
The spreading branches have a tendency to assume a tortuous 
form, owing to the central shoots becoming abortive, and the 
growth thus being continued laterally, causing a zips; develop-
ment, more exaggerated in old trees and those standing in 

tem lowly, dr. Piste 
FIG. s.—Q. pedancalata. 

exposedkituatIons; to this peculiarity the picturesque aspect of 
ancient oaks is largely due. When standing in dime woods the 
trees are rather straight and formal in early growth, especially 
the iessik-fruited -kinds, and the gnarled character traditionally 
assigned to the oak applies chiefly to its advanced age. The 
broad deeply-sinuated leaves with blunt rounded lobes are of a 
peculiar. yellowish colour when the buds unfold in May, but 
assume a more decided green towards midsummer, and eventually 
become rather dark in tint; they do not change to their brown 
autumnal hue until late in October, and on brushwood and 
saplings the withered foliage is often retained until the spring. 
The catkins appear soon after the young leaves, usually in 
England towards the end of May; the acorns, oblong in form, 
are in shallow cups with short, scarcely projecting scales; 
the fruit is shed the first autumn, often before the foliage 
changes. 

Vast oak forests still covered the greater part of England 
and central Europe in the earlier historic period; and, though 
they have been gradually cleared in the progress of cultivation, 
oak is yet the prevailing tree in most of the woods of France, 
Germany and southern Russia, while in England the coppices 
and the few fragments of natural forest yet left are mainly 
composed of this species. The pcdunculated variety is most 
abundant in the southern and midland counties, the sessile-
fruited kinds in the northern parts and in Wales, especially 
in upland districts; the straighter growth and abundant acorns 
of this sub-species have led to its extensive introduction into 
plantations. The name of " durmast " oak, originally given 
to a dark-fruited variety of Q. sessilijlora in the New Forest, 
has been adopted by foresters as a general terra for this kind of 
oak; it seems to be the most prevalent form in Germany and 
in the south of Europe. Many of the ancient oaks that remain 
in England may date from Saxon times, and some perhaps 
from an earlier period; the growth of trent after the trunk has 
become hollow is extremely slow, and the age of such venerable 
giants only matter of vague surmise. The celebrated Newland 
oak in Gloucestershire, known for centuries as " the great 
oak," was by the latest measurement 47j ft. in girth at s ft. 
from. the ground. The Cowthorpe oak, standing (a ruin) near 
Wetherby in Yorkshire. at the same height measures 381 ft., 
and seems to have been of no smaller dimensions when described  

by Evelyn two centuries ago; like mast of the giant oaks of 
Britain, it is of the pedunculate variety. 

The wood of the British oak, when grown in perfection, is 
the most valuable produced in temperate climates. The heart-
wood varies in colour from dark brown to pale yellowish-
brown; bard, close-grained, and little liable to split accidentally, 
it is, for a hard wood, easy to work. Uncles water it excels 
most woods in durability, and none stand better alternate 
exposure to drought and moisture, while under cover it is nearly 
indestructible as long as dry rot is prevented by free admission 
of air. its weight varies from 48 to about ss lb the cubic foot, 
but in very had slowly-grown musks sometimes approaches 
6o lb. The sap-wood is lighter and much more perishable, but 
is of value foe many purposes of rural economy. The relative 
qualities of the two varieties have been- the frequent subject 
of debate, the balance of practical testimony seeming to establish 
the superiority of Q. gtedanesiata as far as durability in water 
is concerned; but when grown under favourable circumstances 
the sessile oak is certainly equally luting if kept dry. The 
wood of the durmast oak is commonly heavier and of a darker 
colour, hence the other is sometimes called by woodmen the 
white oak, and in France is known as the " diem Mane." The 
oak of Britain is still in demand for the construction of merchant 
shipping, though teak has become in some measure its substitute, 
and foreign oak of various quality and origin largely takes 
Its piece. its great abundance of curved trunks and boughs 
rendered the oak peculiarly valuable •  to the shipwright when 
the process of beading timber artificially was less understood; 
the curved pieces are still useful for knees. The younger oaks 
are employed by the carpenter, wheelwright, wagon-builder 
and for innumerable purposes by the country artisan. The 
most durable of fences are those formed of small oaks, split 
lengthwise by the wedge into thin boards. The finely-grained 
heart-wood is sought by the cabinetmaker for the manufacture 

Moo Roods, *en Plata XXXII. 
FIG. 3.--Q. sessiliflora. 

of furniture, and high prices are often given for the gnarled 
and knotted portions of slowly-grown trees, to be sawn into 
veneers. Oak was formerly largely used by wood-carvers, and 
is still in some demand fox those artists, being harder and 
snore durable than lime and other woods that yield more readily 
to the sculptor's tool. Oak was thus applied at a very early 
date; the shrine of Edward the Confessor, still existing in the 
abbey at Westminster, sound al ter the lapse of Boo years, is of 
dark.coloured oak-wood. The wood, of unknown age, found 
submerged in peat-bogs, and of a black hue, is largely used 
in decorative art under the name of " bog-oak." 

The oak grows most luxuriantly on deep strong days, cal-
careous marl or stiff loam, but will nourish in nearly any deep 
well-drained soil, excepting peat or loose sand; in marshy or 
moist places the tree may grow well for a time, but the timber 
is rarely sound; on hard rocky ground and exposed hillsides 
the growth is extremely slow and the trees small, but the wood 
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is generally very hard and durable. The oak will not bear 
exposure to the full force of the sea gale, though in ravines 
and on sheltered slopes oak woods sometimes extend nearly 
to the shore. The cultivation of this tree in Europe forms one 
of the most important branches of the forester's art. It is 
frequently raised at once by sowing the acorns on the ground 
where the trees are required, the fruit being gathered in the 
autumn as soon as shed, and perfectly ripe seeds selected; 
but the risk of destruction by mice and other vermin is so great 
that transplanting from a nursery-bed is in most cases to be 
preferred. 

The acorns Aetna oe sown in November on well-prepared ground, 
and covered to a depth of ti or 2 in.; the seeds germinate in the 
spring, and the seedlings are usually transplanted when one or two 
years old to nursery-beds, where they are allowed to grow from 
two to four years, till required for the plantation. Some authorities 
recommend the tap-roots to be cut in the second year, with the view 
of increasing the ball of fibre; but, if the trees are removed from 
the seed-bed sufficiently early, the root is best left to its natural 
development. The oak requires shelter in the early stages of growth; 
in England the Scotch pine is thought best for this purpose, though 
Norway spruce answers as well on suitable ground, and larch and other 
trees are sometimes substituted. The conifers are allowed to grow 
to a height of from 4 to 5 ft. before the young oaks are planted, 
and are gradually thinned out as the latter increase in size. The 
distance between the oaks depends upon the growth intended before 
thinning the young wood; usually they are placed from 8 to 12 ft. 
apart, and the superabundant trees cut out as they begin to interfere 
with each other. The lower branches often require removal, to 
ensure the formation of a tall straight trunk, and this operation 
should be performed before the superfluous shoots get too large, 
or the timber will be injured; but, as with all trees. unnecessary 
pruning should be avoided, as every branch removed lessens the 
vigour of growth. Where artificial copsewood is the object, hazel, 
hornbeam and other bushes may be planted between the oaks; but, 
when large timber is required, the trees are best without undergrowth. 

The growth of the oak is slow, though it varies greatly in 
different trees; Loudon states that an oak, raised from the 
acorn in a garden at Sheffield Place, Sussex, became in seventy 
years 12 ft. in circumference; but the increase of the trunk 
is usually very much slower, and when grown for large timber 
oak can rarely be profitably felled till the first century of its 
growth is completed. The tree will continue to form wood 
for rso or ace years before showing any symptoms of decay. 
As firewood oak holds a high position, though in Germany it 
is considered inferior to beech for that purpose. It makes 
excellent charcoal, especially • for metallurgic processes; the 
Sussex iron, formerly regarded as the best produced in Britain, 
was smelted with oak charcoal from the great woods of the 
adjacent Weald, until they became so thinned that the precious 
ftiel was no longer obtainable. 

An important product of oak woods is the bark that from a remote 
period has been the chief tanning material of Europe. The most 
valuable kind is that obtained from young trees of twenty to thirty 
years' growth, but the trunks and boughs of timber trees also furnish 
a large supply; it is separated from the tree most easily when the 
sap is rising in the spring. It is then carefully dried by the free 
action of the air, and when dry built into long narrow stacks until 
needed for use. The value of oak bark depends upon the amount 
of tannin contained in it, which varies much, depending not only 
on the growth of the tree but on the care bestowed on the preparation 
of the bark itself, as it soon ferments and spoils by exposure to wet, 
while too much sun-heat is injurious. That obtained from the sessile-
fruited oak is richer in tannic acid than that yielded by Q. pedun-
culata, and the bark of trees growing in the open is more valuable 
than the produce of the dense forest or coppice. The bark of young 
oak branches has been employed in medicine from the days of 
Dioscorides, but is not used in modern practice. The astringent 
principle is a peculiar kind of tannic acid, called by chemists queen 

 which, yielding more stable compounds with gelatine than 
other forms, gives oak bark its high value to the tanner. According 
to Neubauer, the bark of young oaks contains from 7 to lo% of 
this principle; in old trees the proportion is much less. 

The acorns of the oak possess a considerable economic importance 
as food for swine. In the Saxon period the " mast " seems to ha•m 
been regarded as the most valuable produce of an oak wood; nor 
was its use always confined to the support of the herds, for in time 
of dearth acorns were boiled and eaten by the poor as a substitute 
for bread both in England and France. as the sweeter produce 
of Q. Eseulus is still employed in southern Europe. Large herds of 
swine in all the great oak woods of Germany depend for their autumn 
maintenance on acorns; and in the remaining royal forests of 
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England the inhabitants of the neighbouring villages yet claim their 
ancient right of " pannagc," turning their hogs into the woods in 
October and November. Some trees of the sessile.fruited oak bear 
sweet acorns in Britain, and several varieties were valued by the 
ancient Italians for their edible fruit. A peculiar kind of sugar called 
murder exists in all acorns. A bitter principle to which the name of 
queenly' has been applied by Gerber, its discoverer, has also been 
detected in the acorn of the common oak; the nutritive portion 
seems chiefly a form of starch. A spirit has been distilled from 
acorns in process of germination, when the sageharine principle is 
most abundant. 

The British oak grows well in the northern and middle states 
of America; and, from the superiority of the wood to that of 
Q. alba and its more abundant production of acorns, it will 
probably be much planted as the natural forests are destroyed. 
The young trees require protection from storms and late frosts 
even more than in England; the red pine of the north-eastern 
states, Pings resinosa, answers well as a nurse, but the pitch 
pine and other species may be employed. In the southern 
parts of Australia and in New Zealand the tree seems to flourish 
as well as in its native home. 

The oak in Europe is liable to injury from a great variety 
of insect enemies: the young wood is attacked by the larvae of 
the small stag-beetle and several other Cokoptera, and those of 
the wood-leopard moth, goat moth and other Lepidoptere feed 
upon it occasionally; the foliage is devoured by innumerable 
larvae; indeed, it has been stated that half the plant-eating 
insects of England prey more or less upon the oak, and in some 
seasons it is difficult to find a leaf perfectly free from their 
depredations. The young shoots are chosen by many species of 
Cyaipidae and their allies as a receptacle for their eggs, giving 
rise to a variety of gall-like excrescences, from which few oak 
trees are quite free. 

Of the European timber trees of the genus, the next in importance 
to the British oak is Q. anis. the Turkey oak of the nurserymen. 
This is a fine species, having when young straighter branches than 
Q. Robur, but in old age the boughs generally curve downwards, 
and the tree acquires a wide spreading head; the bark is dark 
brown, becoming grey and furrowed in large trees; the foliage 
varies much, but in the prevailing kinds the leaves are very deeply 
sinuated, with pointed, often irregular lobes, the footstalks short, 
and furnished at the base with long linear stipules that do not fall 
with the leaf. but remain attached to the bud till the following 
spring, giving a marked feature to the young shoots. The large 
sessile acorns are longer than those of Q. Robs,, and are dark-brown 
when ripe; the hemispherical cups are covered with long, narrow, 
almost bristly scales, giving them a mossy aspect; the fruit ripens 
the first autumn. The foliage in some of the numerous varieties is 
almost evergreen, and in Britain is retained long after the autumnal 
withering. 

This oak abounds all over the Turkish peninsula, and forms a large 
portion of the vast forests that clothe the slopes of the Taurus ranges 
and the south shores of the Black Sea; it is likewise common in 
Italy and Sardinia. and occurs in the south of France and also in 
Hungary. It was introduced into England by Philip Miller about 
1735, and is now common in parks and plantations, where it seems 
to flourish in nearly all soils. The Turkey oak in southern England 
gr----  as Q. Robs,; in the mild climate of Devonshire 
ar 	it IJ 	reached a height of too ft. and a diameter of 
4 It in eighty yea, which is about the limit of its profitable growth 
for timber. The r. d is hard, heavy and of fine grain, quite equal 
to the best British ,'Lc for indoor use, but of very variable durability 
where exposed to u,ather. The ships of Greece and Turkey are 

built of it, but it has not always proved satisfactory in 
Er 11-h dockyards. The heart-wood is dark in colour, takes a fine 
pc , and from the prominence of the medullary rays is valuable 
to rL furniture maker; it weighs from eo to 50 lb the cubic foot. 
The compara t lye , pitl growth of the tree is its great recommenda-
tion to the planter; it is best raised from acorns sown on the spot, 
as they are very bitter and little liable to the attacks of vermin; 
the tree sends down a long tap-root, which should be curtailed by 
cutting or early transplanting, if the young trees are to be rem oved.  
It seems peculiarly adapted for the mild moist climate of Ireland. 

In North America, where the species of oak are very numerous, 
the most important member of the group is Q. alba, the white 
oak, abounding all over the eastern districts to the continent 
from Lake Winnipeg and the St Lawrence countries of the 
shores of the Mexican Gulf. In aspect it more nearly resembles 
Q. Robur than any other species, forming a thick trunk with 
spreading base and, when growing in glades or other open places, 
huge spreading boughs, less twisted and gnarled than those of 

Za 
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the English oak, and covered with a whitish bark that gives. 
a marked character to the tree. The leaves are large, often 
irregular in form, usually with a few deep lobes dilated at the 
end; they are of a bright light green on the upper surface, but 
whitish beneath; they turn to a violet tint in autumn. The 

egg-shaped acorns 
are placed singly 
or two together on 
short stalks; they 
are in most years 
sparingly pro- 
duced, but are 
occasionally borne 
in some abund- 
ance. On rich 
Foams and the 
alluvial soils of 
river-valleys, 
when well drained, 
the tree attains a 
large size, often 
rivalling the giant 
oaks of Europe; 
trunks of 3 or 4 ft. 
in diameter are 
frequently found, 
and sometimes 

From Maw, RIO*e do clefts: l< FANthiles. 	 these dimensions 
FIG. 4.--Q. alba. 	 are greatly ex- 

ceeded. The wood 
is variable in quality and, though hard In texture, is less durable 
than the best oak of British growth; the heart-wood is of a 
light reddish brown varying to an olive tint; a Canadian 
specimen weighs sal lb the cubic foot. 

obtarikba, the post oak of the backwoodsman, a smaller tree 
with rough leaves and notched upper lobes, produces an abundance 
of acorns and good timber, said to be more durable than that of 
the white oak. 

The pin oak, sometimes called the " burr-oak," Q. macrocarpa, 
is remarkable for its large acorns, the cups bordered on the edge 
by a fringe of long narrow scales; the leaves are very large, some-
times from to in. to r ft. in length, with very deep lobes at the lower 
part, but dilated widely at the apex, and there notched. The tree is 
described by Prof. C. S. Sargent (Silva of Nord America) as one of the 

• o di. Plate XXXV. 
Flo. 5.—Q. earn. 

most valuable timber trees of North America, its wood being'superior 
in strength even to that of Q. alba, with which it is commercially 
confounded. 

The over-cup oak, Q. :rata, is a large tree, chiefly found on 
swampy land in the southern states; the fyrate leaves are dilated at 
the end; the globose acorns are nearly coveted by the tuberculated 
cups. 

In the woods of Oregon, from the Columbia river southwards, 
an oak is found bearing some resemblance to the British oak in 
foliage and in its thick trunk and widely-spreading boughs, but 
the bark is white as in Q. elba; it is Q. Garryasa, the western oak 
of T. NuttalL This tree acquires large dimensions, the trunk being 
often from 4 to 6 ft. in diameter; the wood Is strong, hard and close- 

grained; the acorns are produced in great quantity, and are used by 
the Indians as food. 

The red oak, Q. rubra, has thin large leaves on long petioles. the 
lobes very long and acute, the points almost bristly; they are pink 
when they first expand in spring, but become of a bright glossy 
green when full-grown; in autumn they change to the deep purple-
red which gives the tree its name. Corn. 
anon throughout the northern and middle 
Mates and Canada, the red oak attains a 
large size only on good soils; the wood 
is of little value, being coarse and porous, 
but it is largely used for cask-staves: the 
bark is a valuable tanning material. 

A species nearly allied is the scarlet 
oak, Q. cocci see, often confounded with 
the red oak, but with larger leaves, with 
long lobes ending in several acute points; 
t hey change to a brilliant scarlet with the 
first October frosts, giving one of the most 
striking of the various glowing tints that 
render the American forests so beautiful 
in autumn. The trunk, though often of 
c onsiderable size, yields but an indifferent 
wood, employed for similar purposes to 
t hat of Q. i . rubra; the bark is one of the 
best tanning materials of the country. 
Both these oaks grow well in British 
plantations, where their bright autumn 
foliage, though seldom so decided in tint 
as in their native woods, gives them a 
certain picturesque value. 

Nearly akin to these are several other 
forma of little but botanical interest; not • 
far removed is the black or dyer's oak, From rkt. Et. Q. linctoria, a large and handsome 
species, with a trunk sometimes 4 ft. in Fin. 6.—Q. eastaneatiatia. 
diameter, not uncommon in most forests 
cast of the Mississippi, especially in 
somewhat upland distncts. The leaves are frequently irregular in 
outline, the lobes rather short and blunt, widening towards the 
end, but with setaccous points; the acorns are nearly globular. 
The wood is coarsely grained, as in all the red-oak group, but 
harder and more durable than that of Q. rubra, and is often 
employed for building and for flour-barrels and cask-staves. The 
bark, very dark externally, is an excellent tanning substance; the 
inner layers form the quercitron of commerce, used by flyers for 
communicating to fabrics various tints of yellow, and, with iron 
salts, yielding a series of brown and drab hues: the colouring 
property depends on a crystalline principle called querenyin, of 
which it should contain about 8%. The cut-leaved oaks are repre-
sented in eastern Asia by several species, of which Q. meatolica is 

From Kotonby. at. dr. Plate XXXVIII. 
FIG. 7.—Q. Ilex. 

widely spread over Dahuria, north China and the adjacent countries: 
one of th'e Chinese silkworms is said to feed on the leaves. 

The chestnut oaks of America represent a section distinguished 
by the merely serrated leaves, with parallel veins running to the end 
of the serratures. Q. Prises. a beautiful tree of large growth, and its 
subspecies cask nea and 1110X10114, yield good timber. Q. Chinquapin 
or prinoides, a dwarf species, often only r ft. in height, forms dense 
miniature thickets on the barren uplands of Kansas and Missouri, 
and affords abundant sweet acorns; the tree is called by the hunter: 
of the plains the " ohin-oak." Q. castanesefolia, represented in fig. 6 
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Aisda. 

a native of the woods of the Transom:Wan region of western 

Evergreen oaks with entire leaves are represented in North America 
by Q. eirgussaaa, also known as Q. Mmis, the live oak of the southern 
states; more or less abundant on the Atlantic coasts of the Carolinas 
and Florida, its true home is the country around the Mexican Gulf, 
where it rarely grows more than go or 6o m. inland. The oval leaves 
are dark-green above, and whitish with stellate hairs beneath, the 
margin entire and slightly recurved. The live oak is one of the most 
valuable timber trees of the genus, the wood being extremely 
durable, both exposed to air and under water; heavy and close-
graloackit is perhaps the best of the American oaks for shipbuilding, 
and is invaluable for water-wheels and mill-work. The tree in 
England is scarcely hardy, though it will grow freely in some 
sheltered places: 

The evergreen oak of southern Europe is Q. flex, usually a smaller 
tree. frequently of rather shrub-like appearance, with abundant 
gl dark-green leaves, generally ovate in shape and more or less 
prickly at the margin, but sometimes with the edges entire; the 
under surface is hoary; the acorns are oblong on short stalks.. The 
ilex, also known as the " holm oak " from its resemblance to the holly, 
abounds in all the Mediterranean countries, showing a partiality for 
the sea air. The stem sometimes grows 8o or qo ft. in height, and 
old specimens are occasionally of -large diameter; but it does not 
often reach a great size. In its native lands it attains a vast age; 
Pliny attributes to several trees then growing in Rome a greater 
antiquity than the city.  itself. The wood is very heavy and hard, 

innoNrif 
 "tlI cubic foot;  trit ; the colour is _dark brown; it fie used 

w so 
in chat a yi  orlit urtitn4tauiren , tend in the forzrhicoquinttrey h:dyfirit 

ordinary winters, and is useful tto the ornamental planter from its 
capacity for resisting the sea gales; but it generally remains of small 
size. Q. &theta, a closely allied species abundant in Morocco, 
bears large edible acorns, which form an article of trade with Spain; 
an oil, resembling that of the olive, is obtained from them by ex- 
pression. Q. Ilex, ear. Gramindia, also furnishes a fruit which,
after acquiring sweetness by keeping, is eaten by the Spaniards. 

In America several oaks exist with narrow lanceolate leaves, 
from which characteristic they are known as " willow oaks." Q. 

Adler, a rather large 
tree found on swampy 
land in the southern 
states, is the most im-
portant of this group ; 
itstimberisof indifferent 
quality. 

The cork oak, 0. 
Saber, the bark of which 
yields cork (go.), is a 
native of the west 
Mediterranean area. In 
Spain the wood is of 
some value, being hard 
and dose-gra ined, and 
the inner bark  is used 
for tanning. From its 
rugged silvery bark and 
dark-green foliage, it is 
a handsome tree, quite 

Fees &achy. q. ran tints VII. 	 hardy in Cornwall and 
FIG. 8.—Q. Valleata. 	 Devonshire, where ft has 

grown to a large size. 
The valonia of commerce, one of the richest of tannin materials, 

is the acorn of Q. Aegikpr, a fine species indigenous to Greece and 
the coasts of the Levant, and sometimes called the " Oak of Bashan." 
The very large acorns are remarkable for their thick cups with long 
earned scales; the leaves are large. oblong, with deep serratures 
terminating in a bristle-like point. The cups are the most valuable 
portion of the valonia, abounding in tannic acid; immature acorns 
are sometimes exported under the name of " camatina." The allied 
Q. Varkaus of Asia Minor likewise yields valonia. 

Seine oaks are of indirect importance (rem products formed by 
their insect enemies. Of these the Aleppo gall (see Gaits) is yielded 

m era, a small bush growing in Spain and many countries around 
by Q. kfectoria, a native of Asia Minor and western Asia. Q. 
ca 
the editerranean, furnishes the kerrnes dye (Kaman). Q. persica, 
or according to some Q. asanissfera, attacked by a kind of Coccus, 
yields a sweet exudation which the Kurds collect and use as manna, 
or as a substitute for honey or supr in various confections (see 
Master.). 

OAKHAN, a market town, and the county town of Rutland, 
England, 94 ro. N, by W. of London by the Midland railway. 
Pop. (not) 3294. The church of All Saints ranges in style 
from Early English to Perpendicular, belonging in appearance 
mainly to the latter style. Of Oakham Castle, founded in the 
reign of Henry II., the principal remnant is the notable Norman 
hall, used as the county ball. The manor came in the time of 

Henry II. into the hands of Walcheline de Ferias, and subse-
quently passed, through many owners, to the duchy of Bucking.. 
ham, whence it descended to the earls of Winchelsea. A peculiar 
custom attaching to the manor is to claim a horseshoe from every 
peer who, for the first time, passes through the town. Flore's 
House in the main street is an interesting building dating from 
the 13th century. Oakham school was endowed as a grammar 
school by Robert Johnson, archdeacon of Leicester, in *584; 
it now has classical and modern sides. Not far from the town 
are the kennels of the Cottesmore bunt. 

OAKLAND, a city and the county-seat of Alameda county, 
California, U.S.A., situated opposite and about 6 m. distant 
from San Francisco, on the eastern shore of San Francisco Bay. 
Pop. (189o) 48,682; (r900) 66,96o, of whom 17,256 were foreign-
bern,347 being Irish, 2742 German, 2026 English, 1544 English-
Canadians, IMO Portuguese and 994 Swedish; (1910 census) 
50,174. It is the terminus of the Ogden branch of the Southern 

(formerly Central) Pacific, of the Coast Line of the Atchison, 
Topeka & Santa Fe, and of the Western Pacific railways. 
Passengers and freight from the East to San Francisco are 
transferred by ferry from Oakland. A branch of the bay (called 
Oakland Harbour) divides Oakland from Alameda, and the rail-
way piers of Oakland run directly out into the bay for more than 
2 m. toward San Francisco, thus shortening the ferry connexions. 
Lake Merritt, in the heart of the city, a favourite pleasure resort, 
is the centre of the city's park system. Oakland is the seat of 
California College (co-educational, Baptist, opened in 037o), 
and of St Mary's College (Roman Catholic, 1863) for men; 
and in the suburban village of Mills College, west of the city, 
is Mills College (non-sectarian, 1871) for women, an institu-
tion of high rank. Electric power for the city is derived 
from Colgate, on the Tuba river, 219 m. distant. Oakland 
has important Manufacturing interests, the total value of 
its factory products In 1905 being 89,072,539, 69% more than 
in rgioo. 

The site of the present city (as well as that of Alameda and 
Berkeley) lay originally within the limits of a great private 
Mexican grant which was confirmed by the United States 
authorities. A settlement was begun—at first by "squatters " 
in defiance of the private claim—in aso; in May 1852 this 
was incorporated as a town (the name being derived from a 
wood of oaks in the midst of which the first settlement was made), 
and in March 1854 it was chartered as a city. In 1869 it was 
selected as the western terminus of the Central Pacific, a choice 
which greatly promoted Oakland's commercial importance. 
The water front was recklessly given away in 1852, and the 
resulting disputes and litigation lasted for more than thirty 
years; in r9o8 the water front reverted to the city. The 
population increased more than sixfold from *86o to 187o, and 
doubled in *goo-i9ro. It became the county-seat in 1874. In 
December rim a commission form of government was adopted. 

OAKUM (0. Eng. &mem or—¢cambe, tow, literally " off -comb-
Inp "), a preparation of tarred fibre used in shipbuilding, for 
caulking or packing joints of timbers in wood vessels and the 
deck planking of iron and steel ships. Oakum is made by pre-
ference from old tarry ropes and cordage of vessels, and its 
picking and preparation has been a common penal occupation 
in prisons and workhouses. White oakum is made from untamed 
materials. 

OANARU, a municipal borough on the east coast of South 
Island, New Zealand, in the county of Waitaki and provincial 
district of Otago; on the main railway between Christchurch 
(152 In. N.E.) and Dunedin (78 rn. S.S.W.). Pop. (1906) 5071. 
It is the outlet of the largest agricultural district in New Zealand. 
A breakwater and mole, constructed of blocks of concrete. 
enclose a commodious basin, forming one of the safest harbours 
in the colony. The export of frozen meat is important. The 
town is built of white Oamaru limestone. Brown coal is ob-
tained at the entrance of Shag valley, ao m. S. The district is 
famed for its stock, and the fine quality of its grain; also for 
the character of the English grasses laid down there, which 
flourish in a rich black loam on a limestone formation. 
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OANNES-OAR 
in Babylonian mythology, the name given by 

Berossus to a mythical being who taught mankind wisdom. 
He is identical with the god Ea (q.z.), although there may not 
be any dire connexion between the two names. Berossus 
describes Oa nnes as having the body of a fish but undemeath 
the figure of a man. He is described as dwelling in the Persian 
Gulf, and risMg out of the waters in the daytime and furnishing 
mankind instruction in writing, the arts iutd the various sciences. 
The culture•myth on which the account of Berossus rests has 
not yet bee found in Babylonian literature, but there are 
numerous in 	in hymns and incantations that confirm 
the indentit 	with Ea, and also prove the substantial 
correctness of the conceptions reprding Oannes•Ea as given by 
Berossus. (M. Ja.) 

OAR (AS. dr; M. Eng. ore; Lat. IIMUS; Gr. &mobs : Sans. 
arilra; Fr. row; Ital. Span., Port. rams), the instrument used for 
propelling a boat in rowing (q.s.). The word " oar " is probably 
derived from an old root or, meaning to drive, to force away 
(cf. ar-ar-e, marmots, plough). Such an appellation would easily 
be suggested by the visible difference in the action of the power 
employed by means of the oar against a thowl, or rowlock, 
from that of the more primitive paddle, where the power is 
gained by the action of one band against the other. In the 
development of rowing from paddling the task of shaping the 
instrument of propulsion must have followed gradually the 
necessities indicated by use. In rowing, as well as in paddling. 
the leverage is of the second order, in which the weight lies 
between the power and the fulcrum. The point at which the 
power pressed the arm of the lever against the weight in rowing 
would soon attract attention by the frequent breakage of the 
paddle so employed. Experience would demand a thicker loom, 
and would soon teach the desirability of increasing the leverage 
where possible, and upon this would arise naturally the practical 
questions of the length of the oar, of the breadth of the blade, 
and of the right proportion of the parts of the oar, inboard and 
outboard, to each other. Then would also occur the problem 

as oars. addle-shaped also are the ears of the Musician 
ships shown on the Assyrian sculptures at Knyuajik (Layard), 
the date of which is about 70o a.c. The same form Is seen on 
some of the early vases, but in some that are attributed to two 
centuries later the form Is modified, and the oar blade proper 
begins to take shape. 

The types exhibited in the representations of the Roman 
galleys are generally heavy and clumsy enough in appearance. 
Still they 

 
re veritable oars, not paddles. The material of 

which the ancient oars were usually made was pine, which 
then, as now, was most suitable for the purpose, being tough 
and comparatively light and easily shaped as regards loom 
and blade. 

The oars of the Attic trireme were, if we may judge by those 
of which only we have the measurement recorded, not much 
longer for the upper bank than those of a modern racing eight, 
while those of the middle and lower banks could not have been 
much longer than those used now in the whalers and dinghies 
of the Royal Navy. As the oarsmen on either side probably sat 
in the same vertical plane, the inboard portion of the oars 
amidships was longer than the inboard of those fore and aft, 
having to conform to the curvature of the vessel's sides (d. 
Aristotle, Mechanira, v.). No doubt in vessels of larger size 
the upper tiers of oars would be longer, and, U we are to 
believe Callixenus, as cited by Athenaeus, in the great ship 
of Ptolemy the oars of the upper tier were over so ft. in length 
with handles leaded so as to equalize the weight inboard and 
outboard. 

It is difficult to trace any detail of difference between the 
oars of the Roman period and those of the Byzantine and 
medieval galleys. In the medieval galley by the invention of the 
" apostis," a framework on which the thowls were fixed, sufficient 
room was given for the play of longer oars, and, as the necessity 
of combining speed with greater carrying power in the galley 
became pressing, the arrangement alla scaloccio came Into vogue, 
employing four or five or even seven men to each of the long 

of how to keep this proportion, which 
in practice would be liable to dis-
arrangement by the slipping outward 
of the oar during the recovery from 
each stroke. Hence would arise the 
use of the thong (sports, rporterlip), 
familiar to ancient Greek and modern 
Levantine, and, in northern and 
western waters, the invention of the 
" button," with which in various 
shapes the rowing world is now pro-
vided. Other devices, such as a hole 
bored in a piece of wood attached to 
the oar, or even a metal ring, will, in 
different localities, be found answering 
the same purpose. 

In the early stages of the transition 
from paddling to rowing, the oar 
would naturally be used at an acute 
angle vertically to the boat's side. 
In paddling the upper hand is used 
to push from you, the lower hand to 
pull towards you. But in rowing 
both hands are used to pull towards Noles...--(r) Since tflos some curved or spoon-bladed oars have been made at Oevonport. 
you. As long as the oar was used at (2) There is 

it 
 record of .buttons being used, but on fir oars, which were covered with canvas 

an acute angle vertically to the boat's ocgunathe loot  nt,25 was sometimes t s  tm es custornaeyrytzd t  wort ea Turk's head aldthe end ofthezagnvasfce; 

side, the position of the upper hand weremeue:rilastiln tratrung7"  brigvZI2P ust, 

th 

 there is no reocord of them for the law tweir 

ft

y ram. 
long. 

* 

Th 

on the oar would have to be reversed, 
as It would more easily grasp the oar with the wrist turned sweeps by which the galleys and galleasses were propelled. 
inward towards the body. in many of the earlier representations For these large oars we hear of ash and beech being used as 
of rowing this position of the upper hand seems to be indicated. well as pine . 

This distinction should not be lost sight of, as the position of 	In the Mediterranean the galley propelled by oars long re- 
the hands on the oar affects not only the character of the stroke, maincd the principal type of war vessel. In the Atlantic, and 

but also the requirements as to the length of the oar and the in the northern seas, it was otherwise. 
breadth of the blade. The form of the oars given in the repre- 	The employment of artillery on board ship gradually deter- 
=teflon' of early Egyptian ships is suggestive of paddles used mined a change in the method of propulsion. The use of sails 
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became necessary, end remained dominant unti the introduction 
of steam (see SHIP). But as late as the time of the Spanish 
Armada, and even later, large sea-going vessels were provided 
with long sweeps which came into use when sailing was net 
available. In our own time, in the lighters on tidal rivers, may 
be seen long oats, plied by one or two or more men, which recall 
the type of oars once in general use in large galleys three centuries 
ago. 

The oars used by the Northam were, to judge by the remains 
discovered along with old Viking ships' at Gokstad and else-
where, very similar to those in use at the present time in the 
fishing boats around our coasts. Those of the large craft were, 
to judge by the length of one found whole, somewhat over 18 ft. 
in length with a 3-in. blade and a diameter of 3 in. halfway 
down the loom. Some smaller oar', evidently used for boats, 
measured it ft. with a 4-ia. blade. The oars were of pine, and 
the looms of some of them showed a groove cut for a clamp at 
the place where the oar rested on the sill of the rowlock. Com-
paring these oars with the measurements given below of oars 
now in use in the Royal Navy, it is apparent that there is no 
great difference in type between them. 

Passing on to oars used on rivers and fresh water generally, 
we find the type differs considerably from that of the oars used 
in sea-going craft. The chief difference consists in the shape of 
the blade, which, instead of continuing the straight line of the 
loom in its expansion to its proper breadth, is fashioned In a 
curve calculated to offer a rigid resistance to the water during 
the stroke" The loom below the button is not rounded but is 
more of an oval to the front with a flat back. From the oval 
front iv spine runs down into the blade, in some cases to nearly 
half its length. During the last few years the so-called " girder 
oars, with much thicker looms but double grooved along their 
length, have been used for racing purposes. This invention 
gives additional strength and stiffness, without increasing the 
weight of the oar, which varies a little but is usually about 8 lb. 
The blades vary much in breadth, as indeed do the oars in total 
length, and in proportion of inboard to outboard. The neon, 
sities of the sliding seat in racing boats have given rise to much 
difference of opinion among rowing men as to the right proportion. 
In the middle of the zoth century the use of square looms 
inboard, and of a button to turn inside and against the thowl, 
was common, and most oars had a small slab of bard wood let in 
below the button, so as to save the oar from wear and tear at 
the rowlock. But since round looms came into vogue the round 
leather ear has taken the place of the old square button, and the 
loom is covered with leather for some inches above and below 
this so as to protect it from abrasion. 

Of late the introduction of swivel rowlocks for racing boats 
has caused a further modification in the form of buttons. Swivel 
rowlocks have come into general use for sculling boats, pair oars 
and coxswainless fours. But as yet they do not appear to have 
captured the racing eight, except in a few instances. Neither 
crews nor coaches in English waters seem inclined to part with 
the time-honoured rhythmic music of the oar in the rowlock, 
which from the days of antiquity even until now has, to practised 
ears, told its own tale as to the crew being together or not in the 
stroke. 

In the case of racing eights, when the round loom oars 
superseded, the square loom, the early patterns were com-
monly 44. in 1857) 2' 6' over all, 3' 8' inboard, with a 
long blade 4r to 5. in breadth. These were succeeded by 
a pattern Fa' 6' over all, 3' 6' inboard, with a much shorter 
blade 6' broad. 

Since sliding seats came in the average oar has been is'  4' 
over all, 3' 81' inboard, with 54' to 61' blades. The modern 
racing oar may be said to date from 11869, the year of the Oxford 
and Harvard race at Putney. Until very lately no material 
alteration had taken place in this pattern, except in the matter 
of width of blade. Some authorities, however, are, as has been 

I See Vein Skip. liieolayeen (Christiania, 1882). 
'Since ago the curved blade seems to have been adopted in 

some cams In the oars made at Devouport for the Royal Navy.  

said above, far from satisfied with the present average oar, and 
are using shorter patterns, re so' or r2' o' over a% 3' 79nboard, 
and 7' blades. 

Single grooved oars were first made in America. But with 
the single groove a side weakness is often developed in the loom, 
and hence the double girder, invented by G. Ayling, has generally 
superseded the single groove, though many oarsmen prefer the 
box loom by the same inventor. 

It is clear, however, that no finality has been reached in the 
making of oars. Tubular oars, first introduced at Henley by 
the Belgian crew in 1906, are now being tried, with circular or 
quadrangular bores, strengthened by the insertion of an 
aluminium shell. 

For much of the information above given respecting the recent 
developments in ear.making for racing purposes and river work. 
the writer is indebted to Messrs Ayling ec Sons of Putney, whose 
p 
men.
at inventions and improvements are well known ented wn to row 

(E. Wa.) 
OASIS (Gr. Mau, the name given by Herodotus to the fertile 

spots in the Libyan desert: it probably represents an Egyptian 
word, d. Coptic Quake, intik, to dwell, from which the Egyptian 
Arabic ma is derived), a fertile spot surrounded by desert. For 
example, where the high plateau of the Libyan desert descends 
into a longitudinal valley between Syrtis and the Nile delta there 
are a few spots where the water comes to the surface or Is found 
in shallow wells. It may come to the surface in springs, upon 
the artesian principle, or it may collect and remain in mountain 
hollows. These areas are of small extent and are closely culti-
vated, and support thick forests of date-palms. All kinds of 
tropical vegetables, grains and small fruits grow under cultiva-
tion, and land is so precious in these limited areas of great 
richness and fertility that very narrow pathways divide each 
owner's plot from his neighbour's. Wherever oases are found 
they present similar features, and are naturally the halting-places 
and points of departure of desert caravans. 

OAST (0. Eng. ad, cf. Dutch ee.si," kiln "; the Teutonic root is 
aidh- " to burn"; the pre-Teutonic idh- is seen in Lat. autos, 
" heat," aedas, " summer, Gr. elan, "burning heat "), a kiln, 
particularly one used for drying hops; the word usually appears 
in the term " oast-house," a building containing several of such 
kilns (see Hop). " Oast " is also sometimes used of a kiln for 
drying tobacco. 

OASTLER, RICHARD (1789-1861), English reformer, was 
born at Leeds on the zoth of December r 789, and in ritao suc-
ceeded his father as steward of the Thornbills' extensive Fishy 
estates at Huddersfield, Yorkshire. In aso John Wood, a 
Bradford manufacturer, called Oastler's attention to the evils 
of child employment in the factories of the district. Oastler 
at once started a campaign against the existing labour conditions 
by a vigorous letter, under the title " Yorkshire Slavery," to 
the Leeds Memory. Public opinion was eventually aroused, 
and, after many years of agitation, in which Oastler played a 
leading part, the Ten Hours Bill and other Factory Acts were 
passed, Oastlees energetic advocacy of the factory-workers' 
cause procuring him the title of " The Factory King.' In x838, 
however, owing to his opposition to the new poor law and his 
resistance of the commissioners, be had been dismissed from 
his stewardship at Fixby; and, in 1840, being unable to 
repay (moo which he owed his late employer, Thomas 
Thornhill, he was sent to the Fleet prison, where he re-
mained for over three years. From prison he published the 
Fled Papers, a weekly paper devoted to the discussion of 
factory and poor-law questions. In 1844 his friends raised a 
fund to pay his debt, and on his release he made a triumphant 
entry into Huddersfield. Oastler died at Harrogate on the 22nd 
of August z86s. A statue to his memory was erected at Bradford 
in 1869. 

OAT (0. Eng. ale; the word is not found in cognate languages; 
it •  may be allied with Fr. did, knot, nodule, d. Gr. *Mot 
swelling), a cereal (Ammo saliva) belonging to the tribe Anne* 
of the order Gramineae or grasses. The genus Avows contains 
about fifty species mostly dispersed through the temperate 
regions of the Old World. The spikelets form a loose panicle. 
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OATES 
Suarez in the cultivated oat (fig. z), the flowering glume having 
its dorsal rib prolonged into an awn (fig. a), which is in some 
species twisted and bent near the base. 

The origin of the cultivated oat is generally believed to be 
A.faiems, or " wild oat," or some similar species, of which several 

exist in southern Europe and 
western Asia. Professor J. 
Buckman succeeded in raising 
" the potato-oat type " and 
" the white Tatarian oat " 
from grain of this species. 
A. stripes, Scbreb, " the 
bristle-pointed oat," is the 
origin of the Scotch oat, 
according to Buckman. The 
white and black varieties of 
this species were cultivated 
in England and Scotland from 
remote times, and are still 
grown as a crop in Orkney and 
Shetland. A. strigosa is prob- 
ably only a variety of the cul- 
tivated oat. The "naked oat," 
A. nada, was found by lunge 
in waste ground about Peking; 
it was identified by the 
botanist Lindley with the pil- 
corn of the old agriculture, 
and we see from Rogers ,  that 
it was in cultivation in England 
in the 13th century. Both 
this and the " common otes," 

A. cents, are described by Gerard.* Parkinson tells us that in his 
time (early in the z 7th century) the naked oat was sown in sundry 
places, but " nothing so frequent " as the common sort. The 
chief differences between A. folio and A. saliva, are, that 
in the former the chaff-scales which adhere to the grain are 
thick and hairy, and in the latter they are not so coarse and 
are hairless. The wild oat, moreover, has a long stiff awn, 
usually twisted near the base. In the cultivated oat it may 
be wanting, and if present it is not so stiff and is seldom 
bent. The grain is very small and worthless in the one, but 
larger and full in the other. There are now ma* varieties of 
the cultivated oat included under two principal races—common 
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waive, with two fertile florets, 	A.,fotna, gluts hairy and long- 
and one terminal, rudimentary.pointed, awn twisted at base. 

(After Buckman.) 

oat or panicled oats with a spreading pinkie, A. saliva proper, 
and Tatarian oats or banner oats which has sometimes been 
regarded as a distinct species, A. orktstolfs, with contracted 
one-sided panicles. With regard to the antiquity of the oat, 
A. de Cando& observes that it was not cultivated by the 
Hebrews, the Egyptians, the ancient Greeks and the Romans. 
Central Europe appears to be the locality where it was cultivated 
earliest, at least in Europe, for grains have been found among 

I Rarer Kinds of Grain, ii. 
I Herbal:, p. 68 (1547). 

Origin of Calfaoia Plants, p.  

the remains of the Swiss lakedwellings perhaps not earlier than 
the bronze age, while Pliny alludes to bread made of it by the 
ancient Germans. Pickering also records Galen's observations 
(De Align. Far. 1. es), that it was abundant in Asia Minor, 
especially Myatt, where it was made into bread as well as given 
to horses. 

Besides the use of the straw when cut up and mixed with other 
food for fodder, the oat grain constitutes an important food for 
both man and beast. The oat grain (excepting the naked oat), 
like that of barley, is closely invested by the husk. Oatmeal 
is made from the klln-dried grain from which the husks have been 
removed; and the form of the food is the well-known " porridge." 
In Ireland, where it is sometimes mixed with Indian-corn meal, 
it is called" stbabout." Groats or grits are the whole kernel 
from which the husk is removed. Their use is for gruel,' width 
used to be consumed as an ordinary drink in the x sth century 
at the coffee-houses in London. The meal can be baked into 
" cake " or biscuit, as the Passover cake of the Jews; but it 
cannot be made into loaves in consequence of the great difficulty 
in rupturing the starch grains, unless the temperature be raised 
to a considerable height. With regard to the nutritive value 
of oatmeal, as compared with that of wheat flour, it contains 
a higher percentage of albuminoids than any other grain, viz. 
,s.6--that of wheat being scs8--and less of starch, 58.4 as 
against 66.3 in wheat. It has either more sugar, viz. 5.4—wheat 
having 4.2—and a good deal more fat, viz. 5.6, as against ass 
in Sour. Lastly, salts amount to 3.0% in oat, but are only I .7 
in wheat. Its nutritive value, therefore, is higher than that of 
ordinary seconds flour. 

OATES, TITUS (1649-1 sos), English conspirator, was the son 
of Samuel Oates (1610-r683), an Anabaptist preacher, chaplain 
to Pride, and afterwards rector of All Saints' Church, Hastings. 
He was admitted on the Int of June 1665 to Merchant Taylors' 
school, having, according to one authority, been previously 
at Oakham. There he remained a year, more or less, and 
". seems afterwards to have gone to Sedlescombe school in 
Sussex, from whence he passed to Caius College, Cambridge, 
on the aeth of June 1667, and was admitted a akar of St John's, 
on the and of February r668-1669, aged r8." Upon very 
doubtful authority he is stated to have been also at Westminster 
school before going to the university. On leaving the university 
he apparently took Anglican orders, and officiated in several 
parishes, Hastings among them. Having brought malicious 
charges in which his evidence was rejected, he narrowly escaped 
prosecution for perjury. He next obtained a chaplaincy in the 
navy, from which he appears to have been speedily dismissed 
for bad conduct with the reputation of worse. He now, it 
is said, applied for help to Dr Israel Tonge, rector of St Michael's 
in Wood Street, an honest halt-crazy man, who even then was 
exciting people's minds by giving out quarterly " treatises in 
print to alarm and awake his majesty's subjects." Oates 
offered his help, and it was arranged that he should pretend to 
be a Roman Catholic so as the better to unearth the Jesuit 
plots which possessed Tonge's brain. Accordingly be was 
received into the church by one Berry, himself an apostate,' 
and entered the Jesuit College of Valladolid as Brother Ambrose. 
Hence he was soon expelled. In October 1677 he made a second 
application, and was admitted to St Omer on roth December. 
So scandalous, however, was his conduct that he was finally 
dismissed in 1678. Returning in June 1678 to Tonge, he set 
himself to forge a plot by piecing together things true and false, 
or true facts falsely interpreted, and by inventing treasonable 
letters and accounts of preparations for military action. The 
whole story was written by Oates in Greek characters, copied 
into English by Tonge, and finally told to one of Charles H.'s 
confidential servants named Kirkby. Kirkby having given the 
king his information, Oates was sent for (r3th August), and in 
a private interview gave details, in forty-three articles, of the 
plot and the persona who had engaged to assassinate Charles. 
The general improbability of the story was so manifest, and 
the discrepancies were so glaring, that neither then nor at any 
subsequent _time did Charles express anything but amused 
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focrednfity. To bolster up the ease a fresh packet of five forged 
tette" was concocted (31st August); but the forgery was trans-
parent, and even Sir William Jones, the attorney-general, 
though a violent upholder of the plot, dared not produce them 
as evidence. 

Oates now (6th September) made an affidavit before Sir 
Edmond Berry Godfrey (IA) to an improved edition of his 
story, in eighty-one articles. Among the persons named was 
Coleman, secretary to the duchess of York, whom Godfrey 
knew, and to whom be sent word of the charges. Coleman 
In turn informed the duke, and he, since the immediate exposure 
of the plot was of the utmost consequence to him, induced 
Charles to compel Oates to appear (28th September) before the 
privy council. Here Oates delivered himself of a story the 
falsehood of which was so obvious that the king was able to 
expose him by a few simple questions. At this moment an 
accident most fortunate for Oates took place. Amongst the 
papers seized at his request were Coleman's, and in them 
were found copies of leans written by the latter to Pare la 
Chaise, suggesting that Louis should furnish him with money, 
which he would use in the French and Catholic interest among 
members of parliament. Among them, too, were these passages: 
" Success will give the greatest blow to the Protestant religion 
that It has received since its birth "; " we have here a mighty 
work upon our bands, no less than the conversion of three 
kingdoms, and by that perhaps the utter subduing of a pestilent 
heresy, which has so long domineered over great part of the 
northern world." The credit of Oates was thus, in the eyes of 
the people, re-established, and Coleman and others named were 
imprisoned. Charles was anxious for his brother's sake to bring 
the matter to a conclusion, but he dared not appear to stifle 
the plot; eo, when starting for Newmarket, he left orders with 
Danby (see Lzr.os, Dues or,) that he should finish the investiga-
tion at once. But Denby purposely delayed; an impeachment 
was hanging over his head, and anything which took men's 
minds off that was welcome. 

On the Lath of October occurred the murder of Godfrey, and 
the excitement was at Its highest pitch. On the asst of October 
parliament met, and, though Charles in his speech had barely 
alluded to the plot, all other business was put aside and Oates 
was called before the House. A new witness was wanted to 
support Oates's story, and in November a man named William 
Bedloe came forward. At first he remembered little; by degrees 
be remembered everything that was wanted. Not even so, 
however, did their witness agree together, so, as a bold stroke, 
Oates, with great circumstantiality, accused the queen before 
Charles of high treason. Charles both disbelieved and exposed 
him, whereupon Oates carried his tale before the House of 
Commons. The Commons voted for the queen's removal from 
court, but, the Lords refusing to concur, the matter dropped. 
It was not, however, until the 18th of July 1679 that the slaughter 
of Jesuits and other Roman Catholics upon Oates's testimony 
and that of his accomplices was to some extent checked. Sir 
George Wakeman, the queen's physician, was accused of pur-
posing to poison the king, and the queen was named as being 
concerned in the plot. The refusals of Charles to credit or to 
countenance the attacks on his wife are the most creditable 
episodes in his life. Scroggs bad intimation that he was to be 
lenient. Sir Philip Lloyd proved Oates to have perjured himself 
in open court, and Wakeman was acquitted. On the 3:6th of 
June 168o, upon Oates's testimony, the duke of York was pre-
sented as a recusant at Westminster. But the panic had now 
worn itself out, and the importance of Oates rapidly declined; 
PO much so that after the dissolution in r682 be was no more 
beard of during Charles's reign, but enjoyed his pension of £643o 
or i900, it is uncertain which, in quiet. Shortly before the 
death of Charles, James brought, and won, a civil action against 
Oates, with damages of iroo,000; in default of payment Oates 
was taken to prison; while there he was indicted for perjury; 
and was tried in May :683, soon after the accession of James II. 
He was convicted and received a severe sentence, with repeated 
flogging', the execution of which was expected to kill him, and  

which was riprOusly carried out; but to the astonishment of 
all he survived. 

Oates was in prison for three and a half years. Upon the 
flight of James, and during the excitement against the Catholics, 
he partially gained his liberty, and brought an appeal against 
his sentence before the Lords, who, while admitting the sentence 
to be unjust, confirmed it by a majority of thirty-five to twenty. 
three. The Commons, however, passed a bill annulling the 
sentence; and a conference was held in which the Lords, while 
again acknowledging that legally they were wrong, adhered to 
their former determination. The matter was finally settled by 
Oates receiving a royal pardon, with a pension of (Joe a year. 
The remainder of his life was spent in retirement, varied by a 
good deal of sordid intrigue. In z691 be became acquainted 
with William Fuller, whom he induced to forge another plot, 
though not with the success he had himself attained. He 
married a wealthy widow in :693, but his extravagance soon 
brought him into straits. In :696 he dedicated to William III. 
a book called Bikes Basilike, an elaborate tissue of invection 
against " the late king James." In :698 he obtained admission 
as a member of the Baptist Church, and used to preach at 
Wapping; but in 170r , as the result of a financial scandal, he 
was formally expelled from the sect. Hr died on the 12th of 
July 170s. 

Aoruourtes.—Oates's, Dangerfield's and Bedloe's Narratives; 
State Trials; Journals of Houses of Parliament; North's Examen; 
the various memoirs and diaries of the period; Fuller's Narrative; 
Dryden's Absalom and Acbilopkt; Burnet's History; Narcissus 
Luttrell's Mattes. Lingerers History gives an exhaustive and trust. 
worthy account of the Popish terror and its victims; and the chief 
incidents in Oates's career are graphically described by Macaulay; 
On the question of the place of his education see Notes aced Queries 
(22nd December 1883). See also T. Seccombe's essay in Twelve Bad 
Mew (1894). where a bibliography is given. 

OATH (0. Eng. Mk), a term which may be defined as an asse-
veration or promise made under non-human penalty or sanction. 
The word is found throughout the Teutonic languages (Goth. 
akin, Mod. Ger. Bid), but without ascertainable etymology. 
The verb to swear is also Old Teutonic (Goth. nasals, Mod. Ger. 
sciswdras); this word, too, is not dear in original meaning, but 
is in some way connected with the notion of answering—indeed 
ft still forms part of theword answer, 0. Eng. and-swariass; it has 
been suggested that the swearer answered by word or gesture 
to a solemn formula or act. Among other terms in this con. 
nexion, the Lat. ferns, whence English law has such derivatives 
as jury, seems grounded on the metaphorical idea of binding 
(rootju, as injuago); the similar idea of a bond or restraint may 
perhaps be traced in Gr. iners. It may be worth notice that 
Lat. sacranextum (whence Mod. Fr. sei'ment) does not really 
Imply the sacredness of an oath, but had its origin in the money 
paid into court in a Roman lawsuit, the loser forfeiting his 
pledge, which went to pay for the public rites (sacra); thence 
the word passed to signify other solemn pledges, such as military 
and judidal oaths. 

Writers viewing the subject' among civilized nations only 
have sometimes defined the oath as an appeal to a deity. It will 
be seen, however, by some following examples, that the harm or 
penalty consequent on perjury may be considered to result 
directly, without any spirit or deity being mentioned; indeed 
it is not unlikely that these mere direct cursesjnvokedokliimsdf 
by the swearer may be more primitive than the invocation of 
drvinities to punish. Examples of the simplest kind of curse-
oath may be seen among the Nagas of Assam, where two men 
will lay hold of a dog or a fowl by head and feet, which is then 
chopped in two with a single blow of the duo, this being em-
blematic of the fate expected to befall the perjurer. Or a man 
will stand within a circle of rope, with the implication that if he 
breaks his wow he may rot as a rope does, or he will take hold of 
the barrel of a gun, a spear-head or a tiger's tooth, and solemnly 
declare, " If do not faithfully perform this my promise, may I 
fall by this!" (Butler in lours. Asiatic Soc. Bawl, 1873,p. 336). 
Another stage in the history of oaths is that in which the swearer 
calls an some fierce beast to punish him if he lies, believing that 
it has the Intelligence to know what he says and the power to 
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interfere in his affairs. In Siberia, in lawsuits between Russians 
and the wild Ostiaks, it is described as customary to bring into 
court the head of a beer, the Ostiak making the gesture of eating, 
and calling on the bear to devour him in like manner if he does 
not tell the truth (G. A. Erman, Travels in Siberia, i 492, 
London, 048). Similar oaths are still sworn on the had or 
skin of a tiger by the Santals and other indigenous tribes of 
India. To modern views, a bear or a tiger seems at any rate a 
more rational being to appeal to than a river or the sun, but in 
the earlier stage of nature-religion these and other great objects 
of nature are regarded as animate and personal. The prevalence 
of river-worship is seen in the extent to which in the old and 
modern world oaths by rivers are most sacred. In earlier ages 
men swore inviolably by Styx or Tiber, and to this day an 
oath on water of the Ganges is to the Hindu the most binding of 
pledges, for the goddess will take awful vengeanceon the children 
of the perjurer. The Tungus brandishes a knife before the sun, 
saying, " If I lie may the sun plunge sickness into my entrails 
like this knife." The natural transition from swearing by these 
great objects of nature to invoking gods conceived in human 
form is well shown in the treaty-oath between the Macedonians 
and the Carthaginians recorded by Polybius (vii. 9); here the 
sun and moon and earth, the rivers and meadows and, waters, 
are invoked side by side with Zeus and Hera and Apollo, and 
the gods of the Carthaginians. The heaven-god, able to smite 
the perjurer with his lightning, was invoked by the Romans, 
when a hog was slain with the sacred flint representing the 
thunderbolt, with the invocation to Jove so to smite the Roman 
people if they broke the oath (Liv. 1. 24; Polyb. iii 55). Another 
form of this Aryan rite was preserved by the old Slavonic nation 
of Prussia, where a man would lay his right hand on his own 
neck and his left on the holy oak, saying, " May Perkun (the 
thunder-god) destroy mel" The oaths of the lower culture 
show a remarkable difference from those of later stages. In the 
apparently primitive forms the curse on the perjurer Is to take 
effect in this world. But as nations became more observant, 
experience must have shown that bears and tigers were as apt 
to kill truth-tellers as perjurers, and that even the lightning-
flash falls without moral discrimination. In the Clouds of 
Aristophanes, indeed, men have come openly to ridicule such 
beliefs, the Socrates of the play pointing out that notorious 
perjurers go unharmed, while Zeus hurls his bolts at his own 
temple, and the tall oaks, as if an oak-tree could perjure itself. 
The doctrine of miraculous earthly retribution on the perjurer 
lasted on in legend, as where Ensebius relates how three villains 
conspired to bring a false accusation against Narcissus, bishop 
of Jerusalem, which accusation they confirmed by solemn oath 
before the church, one wishing that if he swore falsely be might 
perish by fire, one that he might die of the pestilence, one that 
be might lose his eyes; a spark no man knew from whence 
burned to ashen the first perjurer's house and all within, the 
second was consumed by the plague from head to foot, whereupon 
the third confessed the crime with tears so copious that he lost 
his sight (Euseb. Hist. Ecd. vi. 9). Asa general rule, however, 
the supernatural retribution on perjury has been transferred 
from the present world to the regions beyond the grave, as is 
evident from any collection of customary oaths. A single 
instance will show at once the combination of retributions in 
and after the present life, and the tendency to heap up remote 
penalties in the vain hope of securing present honesty. The 
Siamese Buddhist in his oath, not content to all down on himself 
various kinds of death If he breaks it, desires that he may after-
wards be cast into hell to go through innumerable tortures, 
among them to carry water over the flames in a wicker basket 
to assuage the thirst of the infernal judge, then that he may 
migrate into the body of a slave for as many years as there are 
grains of sand in four seas, and after this that he may be born a 
beast through five hundred generations and an hermaphrodite 
five hundred more. 

The forms of oath belonging to all nations and ages, various 
as they are in detail, come under a few general heads. It may 
be first observed that gestures such as grasping hands, or putting  

one band between the bands of another in token of homage, are 
sometimes treated as of the nature of oaths, but wrongly so, 
they being rather of the nature of ceremonies of compact. The 
Hebrew practice of putting the hand under another's thigh is 
usually reckoned among oath-rites, but it may have been 
merely a ceremony of covenant (Gen. xxiv. 2, riviL 59; see 
Joseph. Asa. L t6). Even the covenant among 'many ancient 
and modern nations by the parties mixing their blood or drinking 
one another's is in itself only a solemn rite of union not an oath 
proper, unless some such ceremony is introduced as dipping 
weapons into the blood, as in the form among the ancient 
Scythian& (Herod. iv. to); this, by bringing in the idea of death 
befalling the covenant-breaker, converts the proceeding into an 
oath of the strongest kind. The custom of swearing by weapons, 
though frequent in the world, is far from consistent in meaning. 
It may signify, in cases such as those just mentioned, that the 
swearer if forsworn is to die by such a weapon; or the warrior 
may appeal to his weapon as a powerful or divine object, as 
Parthenopaeus sweats by his spear that he will level to the 
ground the walls of Thebes (AeschyL Sept. contra Theb. 53o; 
see the custom of the Quadi in Ammlan. Marcellin. evil.); or 
the weapon may be a divine emblem, as when the Scythian 
swore by the wind and the sword as denoting life and death 
(Lucian, Taxaris, 38). Oaths by weapons lasted into the Christian 
period; for instance, the Lombards swore lesser oaths by 
consecrated weapons and greater on the Gospels (see Du Cange, 
re. " Juramenta super arms "; Grimm, Deutsche Redstsatterth. 
p. 896).  Stretching forth the hand towards the object or deity 
sworn by is a natural gesture, well shown it the oath of Agamem-
non, who with uplifted hands (nit xeipar draorlev) takes Heaven 
to witness with Sun and Earth and the Erinyes who below the 
earth wreak vengeance on the perjurer (Homer II. xix. ssa; 
see also Pinder, Olytup. vii. z so). The gesture of lifting the 
hand towards heaven was also an Israelite form of oaths 
Abraham says, "I have lifted up my  hand to Jehovah," while 
Jehovah Himself is represented as so swearing, " For I lift up 
My hand to heaven, and say, I live for ever" (Gen. xiv. 22; 
Deut. nail, 40; see Dan. zii. 7; Rev. x. 3). This gesture 
established itself in Christendom, and has continued to modern 
times. In England, for example, in the parliament at Shrews-
bury in :398, when the Lords took an oath on the cross of 
Canterbury never to suffer the transactions of that parliament 
to be changed, the members of the Commons held up their 
hands to'signify their taking upon themselves the same oath 
(J. E. Tyler, Oaths, p. 99). In France a juror takes oath by 
raising his hand, saying, "Je jurel" The Scottish judicial oath 
is taken by the witness holding up his right hand uncovered, 
and repeating after the usher, " I swear by Almighty God, and 
as I shall answer to God at the great day of judgment, that I 

&c. 
In the ancient world sacrifice often formed part of the ceremony 

of the oath; typical examples may be found in the Homeric poems. 
as in Agamemnon's oath already mentioned, or the compact between 
the Creels and Trojans (f I. la. 276), where wine is poured out in 
libation, with prayer to Zeus and the immortal gods that the per-
jurer's brains shall, like the wine, be poured on the ground; the rite 
thus passes into a symbolic curse-oath of the ordinary barbaric type. 
Connected with such sacrificial oaths is the practice of laying the 
hand on the victim or the altar, or touching the image of the god. 
A classic instance is in a comedy of Plautus (Rudenr, v. 2, 45). where 
Gripes says, " Tante cram bane Veneris," and Labrax answers 
"T " (Greek instance, Thucyd. v. 47; see Justin xxiv. 2). 
Thus Livy (sod. 1) introduces the phrase "touching the sacred 
objects " (rani., man) into the picturesque story of Hannibal's oath. 
Details of the old Scandinavian oath have been preserved in Iceland 
in the Laisdnfonabok (Mending& Sager, Copenhagen, 1843): a 
bracelet (baugr) of two rings or more was to be kept on the altar 
in every bead court, which the gods or priest should wear at all law-
things held by him, and should redden an the blood of the bullock 
sacrificed, the witness pronouncing the remarkable formula: Name 
I to witness that I take oath by the ring, law-oath, so help me Frey 
and Nitird, and almighty Thor " (hialpi mer Ina Freyr, ok Ni&dr. 
ok hinn alinittki Ass), &c. This was doubtless the great oath on 
the holy ring or bracelet which the Danes swore to King Alfred to 
quit his kingdom (" on tham halgan beage," Mex.; 
" in eorum arrnilla sacra," Ethelwerd, Claes. iv.). An oath, though 
not necessarily expressed in words, is usually so. In the Homer= 
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instances the prayer Which constitutes the oath haea somewhat CO* 
vendetta! form, and in the classical ages we find well-marked formulas. 
These are often references to deities, as " by Zeus!" " I call Zeus to 
witness" fled pi Ada: form &in); " by the immortal gods!" 

I all to witness the ashes of my ancestors " (per deos imraortales; 
tester raejorum cinema). Sontetunea a curse is invoked on himself 
by the swearer, that be may perish if he fail to keep his oath. as " the 
gods destroy me" " let me perish U," &c. (dii me perdant; 
peream si). An important class of Roman oaths invokes the deity 
to favour or preserve the swearer in so far as he shall fulfil his promise 
—" as the gods may preserve me," " as 1 wish the gods to he pro• 
pitious to nee' (me its di servant; its deos milil velim propium). 
The best Roman collection is to be found in the old work of Brissoniva 
De Formula at Sokmnibus Pout! Romani Verbis (Parisos83). 
Biblical examples of these classes of oaths are " as the Lord fiveth 
(t Sam. xiv. 39, and elsewhere), " so do God to ate, and more also 
(.3 Sam. iii. 33, and elsewhere). 

The history of oaths in the early Christian ages opens a con-
troversy which can hardly be said even yet to have dosed. Under 
Christ's injunction, " Swear not at all " (Matt. v. 34; also 
James v. is), many Christians seem at first to have shrunk from 
taking oaths, and, though after a time the usual customs of 
judicial and even colloquial oaths came to prevail among them, 
the writings of the Fathers show efforts to resist the practke. 
Chrysostom perhaps goes furthest in inveighing against this 
" snare of Satan ": " Do as you choose; I lay it down as a law 
that there be no swearing at all. If any bid you swear, tell him, 
Christ has spoken, and I do not swear" (Homil. ix. in Act. 
Aposted.; see a collection of patristic passages in Sixt. Senens. 
BiblioMee. Sauer. vi. adnot. s6). The line mostly taken by 
influential teachers, however, was that swearing should indeed 
be avoided as much as possible from its leading to perjury, but 
that the passages forbidding if only applied to superfluous or 
trifling oaths, or those sworn by created objects, such as heaven 
or earth or one's own head. On the other hand, they argued that 
judicial and other serious swearing could not have been forbidden, 
seeing that Paul in his epistles repeatedly introduces oaths 
(a Cor. i. 23; Phil. I 8; Gal. i. 2o). Thus Athanasius writes: 
"I stretch out my hand, and as I have learned of the apostle, 
I call God to witness on my soul " (Aped. ad Imp. Cong.; see 
Augustine, De Mend. 28; Efrist. cl. iii. g; el. iv. no; Enarr. 
in Psalm. 130=11 CO; Seem. 307, 319). This argument is 
the more forcible from Paul's expressions being actually oaths 
in accepted forms, and it has also been fairly adduced that 
Christ, by answering to the adjuration of the high priest, took 
the judicial oath in solemn form (Matt. xxvi. 63). The passages 
here referred to will give an idea of the theological grounds on 
which in more modern times Anabaptists, Mennonites and 
Quakers have refused to take even judicial oaths, while, on the 
other hand, the laws of Christendom from early ages have been 
only directed against such swearing as was considered profane 
or otherwise improper, and against perjury. Thus from the 
3rd or 4th century we find oaths taking much the same place 
in Christian as in non-Christian society. In the 4th century the 
Christian military oath by God, Christ, the Holy Spirit, and the 
majesty of the emperor is recorded by Vegetius (Ref 
Inst. ii. s). Constantine's laws required every witness in a cause 
to take oath; this is confirmed in Justinian's code, which even 
in some cases requires also the parties and advocates to be sworn 
(Cod. Theod. xi, 39; Justin. Cod. iv. 2o, sg). Bishops and clergy 
were called upon to take oath in ordination, monastic vows, 
and other ecclesiastical matters (see details in Bingham, Antio. of 
Chr. Church, xvi. 7). By the middle ages oaths had increased 
and multiplied in Christendom far beyond the practice of any 
other age or religion. The Reformation made no change in 
principle, as is seen, for instance, in Art. xxxix. of the church of 
England: " As we confess that vain and rash swearing is 
forbidden Christian men by our Lord Jesus Christ, and James 
His apostle, so we judge, that Christian Religion doth not 
prohibit, but that a man may swear when the Magistrate re-
quircth, in a cause of faith and charity, so it be done according 
to the Prophet's teaching, in justice, judgement and truth." 

The history of swearing in early Christendom would lead us 
to expect that the forms used would be adopted with more or 
less modification from Hebrew or Roman sources, as indeed  

proves to be 'the ease. 'Me oath Introduced in the body of one 
of Constantine's lawo--" As the Most High Divinity may ever 
be propitious to me " (ha mihi gamma Divinitas semper propitia 
sid—follows an old Roman form. The Roman oath by the genius 
of the emperor being objected to by Christians as recognising a 
demon, they swore by his safety (Tertull. Apol. 32). The 
gesture of holding up the hand in swearing has been already 
spoken of. The Christian oath on a copy of the Gospels seems 
derived from the late Jewish oath taken holding in the hand 
the scroll of the law (or the phylacteries), a ceremony itself 
possibly adapted from Roman custom (see treatise " Shebuoth " 
in Gemara). Among the various mentions of the oath on the 
Gospels in early Christian writers is that characteristic passage 
of Chrysostom in a sermon to the people of Antioch: " But do 
thou, if nothing else, at least reverence the very book thou 
boldest forth to be sworn by, open the Gospel thou takest in 
thy hands to administer the oath, and, bearing what Christ 
therein saith of oaths, tremble and desist " (Sena. ad pop. 
Antioch. Homil. xv.). The usual mode was to lay the band on 
the Gospel, as is often stated in the records, and was kept up to 
a modern date in the oath in the university of Oxford, " tactis 
sacrosanctis Evangellis "; the practice of kissing the book, 
which became so well established in England, appears in the 
middle ages (J. E. Tyler, Oaths, pp. us), 1st). The book was 
often laid on the altar, or (after the manner of ancient Rome) 
the swearer laid his hand on the altar itself, or looked towards 
it; above all, it became customary to touch relics of saints on 
the altar, a ceremony of which the typical instance is seen in the 
representation of Harold's oath in the Bayeux tapestry. Other 
objects, as the cross, the bishop's crosier, &c., were sworn by 
(see Du Cange, 2.e. " Jurare "). An oath ratified by contact or 
inspection of a sacred object was called a " corporal " or bodily 
oath, as distinguished from a merely spoken or written oath; 
this is well seen in an old English coronation oath, "so helpe 
me God, and these holy euangelists by me bodily touched vppon 
this booty awter." The English word signifying the " sacred 
object " on which oath is taken is halidome (A.S. hdligdOns; 
Ger. Heiligthum); the halidome on which oaths are now sworn 
in England is a copy of the New Testament. Jews are sworn 
on the Old Testament; the sacred books of other religions are 
used in like manner, a Mohammedan swearing on the Koran, 
a Hindu on the Vedas. 

Among the oath-formulas used in. Christendom, that taken 
by provincial governors under Justinian is typical of one class: 
" I swear by God Almighty, and His only begotten Son our Lord 
Jesus Christ, and the Holy Ghost, and the Most Holy Glorious 
Mother of God and ever Virgin Mary, and by the Four Gospels 
which I hold in my hand, and by the Holy Archangels Michael 
and Gabriel," etc. The famous oath of the kings Louis and 
Charles at Strasburg in 842 (sm.) runs: " By God's love and 
the Christian people and our common salvation, as God shall give 
me knowledge and power," &c. Earlier than this, as In the oath 
of fealty in the capitularies of Charlemagne in 8o2, is found the 
familiar form " Sic me adjuvet Deus," closely corresponding to 
above-mentioned formulas of pre-Christian Rome. This became 
widely spread in Europe, appearing in Old French " Si m'ait 
Dex," German " So mir Gott helfe," English " So help use God." 
A remarkable point in its history is its occurrence in the " So 
help me Frey," &c., of the old Scandinavian ring-oath already 
described. Among the curiosities of the subject are quaint oaths 
of kings and other great personages: William Rufus swore " by 
that and that " (per hoc et per hoc), William the Conqueror 
" by the splendour of God," Richard 1. " by God's legs," John 
" by God's teeth "; other phrases are given in Du Cange (Lc.), as 
" per omnes gentes," " per coronam," " par Li sainte figure de 
Dieu," " par la mort Dieu," &c. 

Profane swearing, the trifling or colloquial use of sacred 
oaths, is not without historical interest, formulas used being apt 
to keep up traces of old manners and extinct religions. Thus the 
early Christians were reproved for continuing to say " meherdel" 
some of them not knowing that they were swearing by Hercule' 
(Tertull. De idol. so). Oaths by deities of pre-Christian Europe 
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lasted into the modern world, as when a few generations ago 
Swedish peasants might be heard to swear, " Odin take me if 
it is not true I" (Hylten-Cavallius, Warend °eh Wintarne, 
L 328). The thunder-god holds his place still in vulgar German 
exchunations, such as "Danner I" (Grimm. Deutsche Mythologies. 
pp. so, x66). The affected revival of classical deities In Italy in 
the middle ages still lingers in such forms as "per Sacco!" 
" cospetto di Sacco I" (by Bacchus I face of Bacchus I). In 
France the concluding oath of the last paragraph dwindled into 
" mordieu I" or " morbleul" much as in England the old oaths 
by God's body and wounds became converted into " oddsbodi-
kins I" and " sounds 1" (E. B. T.) 

Law.—Politicians and moralists have placed much reliance 
on oaths as a practical security. It has been held, as Lycurgus 
the orator said to the Athenians, that " an oath is the bond that 
keeps the state together " (Lycurg. Loom 8o; see Montesquieu, 
Spirit of Laws). Thus modern law-books quote from the leading 
case of Oink/sand v. Barker:" No country can subsist a twelve-
month where an oath is thought not binding; for the want of 
it must necessarily dissolve society." On the other hand, 
wherever the belief in supernatural interference becomes weak-
ened, and oaths are taken with solemn form but secret contempt 
or open ridicule, they become a serious moral scandal, u had 
already begun to happen In classical times. The yet more 
disastrous effect of the practice of swearing is the public infer-
ence that, If a man has to swear in order to be believed, he need 
not speak the truth when not under oath. The early Christian 
fathers were alive to this depreciation of ordinary truthfulness 
by the practice of swectimg, and opposed, though unavailingly, 
the system of oaths which more and more pervaded public 
business. How in the course of the middle ages oaths were 
multiplied is beat seen by examining a collection of formulas 
such as the Book of Oaths (London, i649), which range from 
the coronation oath to the oaths sworn by such as valuers of 
cloths and the city scavengers. ,  Oaths of allegiance and other 
official oaths are still taken throughout Europe, but experience 
shows that in times of revolution they are violated with little 
scruple, and in the case of the United Kingdom it is doubtful 
whether they have any more practical value than, if so much as, 
simple declarations. The question of legal oaths is more difficult. 
On the one hand, it is admitted that they do induce witnesses, 
especially the ignorant and superstitious, to give evidence more 
truthfully than they would do on even solemn declaration. On 
the other hand, all who practise in courts of justice declare 
that a large proportion of the evidence given under oath is 
knowingly false, and that such perjury is perceptibly detri-
mental to public morals. 

The oaths now administered among civilized nations are 
chiefly intended for maintaining governments and securing the 
performance of public business. In England the coronation 
oath is to be administered by one of the archbishops or bishops 
in the presence of all the people, who, on their parts, reciprocally 
take the oath of allegiance to the crown. The archbishop or 
bishop shall say: " Will you solemnly promise and swear to 
govern the people of this United Kingdom of Great Britain and 
Ireland snd the dominions thereto belonging according to the 
statutes in parliament agreed on, and the respective laws and cus-
toms of the same?" The king shall say: " I solemnly promise 
so to do." Archbishop or bishop: " Will you to the utmost of 
your power cause law and justice, in mercy, to be executed in 
all your judgements?" King:" I will." Archbishop or bishop: 
" Will you, to the utmost of your power, maintain the laws of 
God, the true profession of the Gospel, and the Protestant re-
formed religion established by law? And will you maintain 
and preserve inviolably the settlement of the Church of England 
and the doctrine, worship, discipline and government thereof, 
as by law established in England. And will you preserve unto 
the bishops and clergy of England, and to the churches therein 
all such rights and privileges as by law do or shall appertain to 
them, or any of them " King:" All this I promise to do." 

1  As to reform of the excessive multiplication of oaths. see Paley, 
Moral Philosophy, bk. iii pt. i. ch. 16; and J. E. Tyler, Oaths. 

After Skis the king, laying his hand upon the Mb Gospels, shall 
say: "The things which I have here before promised I will 
perform and keep; so help me God," and Shoe shill kiss the 
book. 

The chief officers of state take an " official " oath well and 
truly to serve his majesty. Special oaths are taken by privy 
councillors, archbishops and bishops, peers, baronets and knights, 
recruits and others. The old oath of allegiance, as administered 
(says Blackstone) upwards of boo years, contained a promise 
" to be true and faithful to the king and his heirs, and truth and 
faith to bear of life and limb and terrene honour, and not to 
know or hear of any ill or damage intended him without defend-
ing him therefrom" (Blackstone, Commentaries, book i chap. 

). In the reign of William DI. it was replaced by a shorter 
form; and It now runs: " I . . . do swear that I will be 
faithful sari bear true allegiance to 1E3  ...Majesty , his heirs 
and successors, according to law." Statutes of Charles II. and 
George I. enacted that no member should vote or sit in either 
house of parliament without having taken the several oaths 
of allegiance, supremacy and abjuration. The oath of supremacy 
in the reign of William III. was: " I A B doe swear that I doe 
from my heart abhors detest and abjure as impious and hereticall 
this damnable doctrine and position that princes excommuni-
cated or deprived by the pope or any authority of the see of 
Rome may be deposed or murdered by their subjects or any 
other whatsoever. And I doe declare that no forreigne prince 
person prelate state or potentate bath or ought to have any 
jurisdiction power superiority preeminence or authoride ecriesi-
Luken or spirituall within this realme. Soe," &c. The oath 
of abjuration introduced in the time of William III. recognizes 
the king's rights, , engages the juror to support him and disclose 
all traitorous conspiracies against him, promises to maintain 
the Hanoverian Protestant succession, and expressly renounces 
any claim of the descendants of the late Pretender. This oath 
was not only taken by persons in office, but might he tendered 
by two justices to any person suspected of disaffection. In 
modern times a single parliamentary oath was substituted for 
the three, and this was altered to enable Roman Catholics to 
take it, and Jews were enabled to sit in parliament by being 
allowed to omit the words " on the true faith of a Christian." 
In its present form the parliamentary oath consists of an oath 
of allegiance and a promise to maintain the succession to the 
crown as limited and settled in the reign of William III. 

The " judicial " oath taken by judges of the court of appeal 
or of the High Court of Justice, and by justices of the peace, 
is " to do right to all manner of people after the laws and usages 
of this realm, without fear or favour, affection or ill-will." 
Jurors are sworn, whence indeed their name (*atoms); in 
felonies the oath administered is: " You shall well and truly 
try and true deliverance make between our sovereign lord the 
king and the prisoner at the bar whom you shall have in charge, 
and a true verdict give according to the evidence." In mis-
demeanours the form is: " Well and truly try the issue joined 
between our sovereign lord the king and the defendant and a 
true verdict," &c. The oath of the jurors in the Scottish criminal 
courts is: " You [the jury collectively) swear in the name of 
Almighty God and as you shall answer to God at the great day 
of judgment that you will truth say and no truth cons.:al in so 
far as you are to pass upon this assize." The oldest trace of this 
form of oath in Scotland is in Reg. mai. i. cap. xi, copied from 
Glanvill, which points to an origin in the Norman inquest or 
" recognition." In the ancient custom of compurgation, once 
prevalent in Europe, the accused's oath was supported by the 
oaths of a number of helpers or compurgators who swore to their 
belief in its validity. 

Witnesses in English law courts must give their evidence 
under the sanction of an oath, or of what is equivalent to an 
oath, and the ordinary form of oath adapted to Christians is: 
" The evidence you shall give . . . shall be the truth, the whole 
truth, and nothing but the truth. So help you God." Many 
alterations of the English law as to oaths have been made in 
relief of (1) those Christians who object on conscientious grounds 
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to the taking of an oath, and (a) of those persons who refuse 
to admit the binding force of an oath. Special provision was 
first made for Quakers, Moravian and Separatists; then 
followed general enactments relating to civil and criminal pro-
ceedings respectively, till finally the law was embodied in the 
Oaths Act an, which enacted that " every person upon object- 
ing to being sworn, and stating, as the ground of such objection, 
either that be has no religious belief, or that the taking of an 
oath is contrary to his religious belief, shall be permitted to 
make his solemn affirmation Instead of taking an oath in all 

and for all purposes where an oath is or shall be required 
glyschefw, which affirmation shall be of the same force and effect 
as if he had taken the oath; and if any person making such 
affirmation shall wilfully, falsely and corruptly affirm any 
smatter or thing which, if deposed on oath, would have amounted 
to wilful and corrupt perjury, be shall be liable to prosecution, 
indictment, sentence and punishment in all respects as if he had 
committed wilful and corrupt perjury." The form of affirmation 
prescribed by the Oaths Act was as follows: " I, A. B., do 
solemnly, sincerely, and truly declare and affirm," dm. Under 

S of the same act a person might swear in the Scottish form, 
with uplifted hand (no book of any kind being used) and if he 
desired to do so " the oath shall be administered to him in such 
form and manner without question." With the desire of making 
universal this method of administering the oath the Oaths Act 
roori was passed. It enacted that any oath might be adminis-
tered and taken in the following form: " The person taking 
the oath shall bold the New Testament, or in the case of a Jew, 
the Old Testament, in his uplifted hand, and shall say or repeat 
after the officer administering the oath the words' I swear by 
Almighty God that . . . ,' followed by the-words of the oath 
prescribed by law." The officer also is directed by the act to 
administer it in this fashion, unless the person about to take 
it voluntarily objects or is physically incapable of taking it 
so. To a person who is neither a Christian nor a Jew the 
oath may be administered in any way in which It was previously 
lawfuL 

The form of affirmation given above is that used for Quakers, 
Moravians and Separatists in the witness-box: " I, A. B., being 
one of the people called Quakers (one of the United Brethren 
called Moravian), do, cite." A Christian swears on the Gospels, 
holding a copy of the New Testament in his right hand (the 
hand being uncovered), and his head being also uncovered. A 
witness may elect to be sworn on any version of the Bible which 
he considers' moat binding on him, as a Roman Catholic on the 
Douai Testament or Bible. A Jew is sworn on the Pentateuch. 
holding a copy therebf in his right hand, the head being covered. 
A Mabommedan is sworn upon the Koran. He places his right 
band fat upon the book and puts the other hand upon his fore-
head, bringing his bead down to the book and in contact with 
ft. He then looks at the book for some moments. Buddhists 
are sworn on the Buddhist doctrines, Sikhs upon the Granth, 
Panes upon the Zend Avesta, Hindus upon the Vedas, or by 
touching the Brahmin's foot, and, according to caste custom, 
Indian witnesses sometimes insist upon the oath being ad-
ministered by a Brahmin; but in India witnesses now generally 
affirm. Kaffir witnesses swear by their own chief, and a Kaffir 
thief by the king of England. When a Chinese witness is to be 
sworn, a saucer is handed to him, which he takes in his hand 
and kneeling down breaks into fragments. The colonial legis-
latures generally make provision for receiving unworn evidence 
of barbarous and uncivilized people who have no religious belief. 
The great number of oaths formerly required was much reduced 
by the Promissory Oaths Act 0368, which prescribed the forms 
of oath of allegiance, the official oath and the judicial oath. The 
right to affirm in lieu of taking the parliamentary oath in the 
case of atheists was first raised in the case of Charles Bradlaugh 
(9m.). 

Profane swearing and cursing is punishable by the Profane Oaths 
Act 1743, any labourer, sailor or soldier being liable to forfeit 
Is., every other portion under the degree of a gentleman as.. and 
*very gentleman or person of superior lank 5s., tothe poor of the 
parish. 

The administering or taking of unlawful oaths is criminal in English 
and Scots law. Statutes relating to the offence were passed in 2797, 
2799, illto and 1812, and it is evident from the preamble of the 
latter act (Unlawful Oaths Act 1812) that they were aimed at those 
societies in the United Kingdom at the time of the French Revolu-
tion which required or permitted their members to take an unlawful 
oath. Supplementary statutes were passed in 2817 and 1837. 
Children of tender years, who, in the opinion of the court, have not 
sufficient intelligence to understand the nature of an oath, may give 
evidence without being sworn. 

In the United States an oath is required in practically every case 
in which it is required in the United, Kingdom, and with the same 
latitude as to affirmation. The formula or details may vary in 
different states of the Union. The same may be said generally of 
every civilized country, with the reservation that an affirmation 
is not so usually accepted as in English -speaking countries. In 
Germany an oath is compulsory on a witness in criminal cases, 
oexcept 

ioanth 
 the case of certain sects, whose tenets forbid the taking 

f an . 
Aurnounas.—Coke's Thames; Book of Oaths (168q); Stephen's 

Coawassisaries; Stringer's Oaths owl Ajnwatioss; Tyier, Oaths; 
Origin, Nature, History (183s); Ford, On OGalllss. 

OAXACA, or Oanr.r. (officially OAXACA DE jaers), a 
southern state of Mexico, lying partly on the southern slope of 
the great Mexican plateau and covering the southern and larger 
part of the Isthmus of Tehuantepec, bounded N. by Puebla, 
N.E. and E. by Vera Cruz, S.E. by Chiapas, S. by the Pacific 
and W. by Guerrero. Pop. (time) 04,633, a large majority 
of whom are Indians The state has MS area of 35,38a sq. M. 
broken by mountain ranges into numerous broad fertile valleys, 
chiefly lying in the Sierra temprado region. The isthmus districts, 
however, have lower elevations and see distinctly tropical. The 
MSS line is 330 M. long; behind it is a narrow strip of lowlands 
lying within the tams cahoots:. In places this strip nearly 
disappears, the sierras rising almost immediately from the sea-
shore. The culminating points within the state are Zeuipoalte-
ped (120145 ft.) about so ra. E. by N. of the city of Oaxaca in a 
knot of sierras, San Felipe del Ages (20.353 ft.) standing on the 
eastern margin of the beautiful Oaxaca Valley, and the Cerro 
del Leone, south-west of Tehuantepec, the highest summit in 
the Sierra Madre del Sur. Tributaries of the Mescals drain the 
western quarter of the state, among which is the Atoyac or 
headstream of the Mescala, which rises in Masada, and flows 
seems the state of Puebla. The streams flowing northward to 
the Gulf coast are the Coatzacoalcos and Papaleipam with its 
tributary, the San Juan, all flowing across the state of Vera 
Cruz. The Papalcapam is navigable tip to the town of Tuxtepec, 
in the state of Oaxaca. The largest of the Pacific coast streams 
is the Tehuantepec, which with its many tributaries has an 
aggregate length of 182 m. The Rio Verde has its source farther 
inland and drains the Oaxaca Valley, but its tributaries are 
small and less numerous. The only ports on the coast open to 
foreign trade are Salina Cruz and Puerto Angel—the first, the 
Pacific terminus of the Tehuantepec railway, with a spacious 
artificial harbour, and the sewed a deep but narrow natural 
harbour, the projected coast terminus of the Mexican Southern 
railway. The greater part of the state has a sub-tropical climate, 
with high sun temperatures, moderate rainfall and mild, healthful 
conditions. The less healthful regions include the isthmus 
districts, the coastal zone on the Pacific and the low country on 
the border or Vera Cruz. Agriculture is the principal occupation 
of the people; the chief products are Indian corn, wheat, coffee, 
sugar, rubber, cotton, cacao, tobacco, indigo and a great 
variety of tropical fruits. Among the manufactured products 
are cotton, woollen and " pita " fibre fabrics, sugar, rum. mescal, 
beer, furniture, pottery, soap, candles, leather, matches. choco-
late, flour and ciganutes. Two important railway lines traverse 
the state—the Tehuantepec (tens-isthmus) line between the 
ports of Salina Cruz and Coatnicoalcos (Puerto Mexico). and 
the Mexican Southern line (narrow-gauge) from Puebla to0a la ca, 
with branches to San Germaine on the Tehuantepec line with the 
Guatemalan frontier as its destination, and toward Puerto Angel 
on the coast. Two of the most progressive Indian races of 
Mexico, the Zapotecas and ISixtecas. descendants, it is believed, 
of the prehistoric tams who built the remarkable cities where 
the -rub* of Mille 1.4 Monte -Alban (arc. GENTlla AROWS: 
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1 Antiquities) now stand, still form the greater part of the 
population. 

OAXACA, 0,tiacA (from Aztec Huaryactre), or OAXACA ox 
juusz (official title), capital of the Mexican state of Oaxaca, 
in the central part of the state 288 m. S.E. of the City of Mexico, 
and about x53 m. from Puerto Angel on the Pacific; in lat. 
17° 3' N., long. 96°  40' W. Pon. (1900) 35.049, largely Indians, 
most of whom are Mixtecas and Zapotecaa. Oaxaca is con-
nected with Puebla (211 m.) by the Mexican Southern railway. 
The city lies in a broad, picturesque valley sae ft. above sea-
level, and has a mild temperate climate; annual rainfall about 
33 in.; mean annual temperature 68° F. It forme the see of a 
bishopric dating from 1533, and has a fine old cathedral (occupy-, 
ing the north aide of the plaza mayor), built in the Spanish 
Renaissance style and dating from 1553; rebuilt in 1702. 

According to tradition the Aztec military post and town of 
Huaxyacac was founded in 1486. The date of the first Spanish 
settlement is uncertain, but it was probably between 1522 and 
ze28. The Oaxaca Valley, including several native towns, had 
been given to Cortes, together with the title marques del Valle 
de Oaxaca. To injure him, the audiencia then administering 
the government, founded the villa of Antequera in close proximity 
to Huaryacac and on-lands belonging to Cortes in 1529, though 
a settlement had been made at the Indian town at an earlier 
date. Antequera was made a city in s532 and the see of a 
bishopric in 1535,  though it had but few Spanish inhabitants 
and no opportunity to expand. This anomalous state of affairs 
was eventually settled, Antequera was absorbed by Huazyacae, 
and the Spanish corrupted the pronunciation to Oaxaca. The 
city suffered severely in the earthquakes of 1727 and s787, the 
cathedral being greatly damaged in the former. It had a 
chequered career in the War of Independence, being captured 
by Morelos in am, reoccupied by the royalists in 2824, and 
recaptured by Antonio Leon in 2821. In silim it was again 
captured by Nicolas Bravo in the revolution against Iturbide. 
In 286e it was besieged by the French under Bazaine and sur-
rendered by General Diaz (4th Feb.) but was recaptured by him 
on the tat of November :866, after his escape from Puebla. 
In the revolution promoted by Dias is 1871..4871 the city was 
captured by the Juarist general Alatorre on the 4th of January 
2872, and in a second revolution of :876 it was captured by the 
friends of Diaz on the 27th of January of that year. 

OB, or Om, a river of West Siberia, known to the Ostiaks 
as the As, Yag, Kolta and Yenta; to the Samoyedes as the 
Kolta or Keay; and to the Tatars Is the Omar or rimer. It 
is formed, 8 m. S.W. of Birk in the government of Tomsk, 
by the confluence of the Stye and the Y.atim. Both these 
streams have their origin in the Altai (Sailughem) Mountains, 
the former issuing from Lake Teletakoye, the latter, uo m. 
long. bursting out of a glacier on Mount Byelukha. The Ob 
zigsap W. and N. until it reaches 55° N.; thence it curves 
round to the N.W., and again N., wheeling finally eastwards 
into the Gulf of Ob, a deep (boo m.) bay of the Arctic Ocean. 
The river splits up into more than one arm, especially after 
receiving the large river Irtysh (from the left) in 69° E. Other 
noteworthy tributaries are: on the right, the Tom, the Chulym, 
the Ket, the Tym and the Yetis; and, on the left, the Vaayugan, 
the Itiyah (with the Ishim and the Tobol) and the Sava. The 
navigable waters within its basin reuh a total length of ,)3012 m. 
By means of the Tura, an affluent of the Tobol, it secures 
connexion with the Ekaterinburg-Perm railway at Tyumen, 
and thus is linked on to the rivers Kama and Volga in the heart 
of Russia. Its own length is men m., and the area of its basin 
1,125,200 sq. m. A system of canals, utilizing the Ket river, 

- 56o m. long in all, connects the Ob with the Yenisei. The Ob 
is ice-bound at Barnaul from early in November to near the end 
of April, and at Obdursk, Too m. above its mouth, from the end 
of October to the beginning of June. Its middle reaches have 
been navigated by steamboats since 1845. 

OBADIAH. the name prefixed to the fourth of the Old Testa-
ment " minor prophets," meaning " servant " " worshipper " 
of Yahweh; of • type common in Semitic proper names; d.  

the Arabic 'Abdallith, UMW/At, 'Abd Mandl, ho., the Hebrew 
Abdiel and Obed Edom, and many Phoenician forms. " The 
vision of Obadiah " bears no date, or other historical note, nor 
can we connect Obadiah the prophet with any other Obadiah 
of the Old Testament; and our only clue to the date and com-
position of the book lies in internal evidence. 

The prophecy is directed against Edom. Yahweh has sent 
a messenger forth among the nations to stir them up to battle 
against the proud inhabitants of Mount Seir, to bring them down 
from the rocky fastnesses which they deem impregnable. Edam 
shall be not only plundered but utterly undone and expelled 
from his borders, and this he shall suffer (through his own folly) 
at the hand of trusted allies (vers. vq). The cause of this judg-
ment is his cruelty to his brothm Jacob. In the day of Jerusalem's 
overthrow the Edomites rejoiced over the calamity, grasped 
at a share of the spoil, lay in wait to cut of the fugitives (vas. 
co-r4). But now the day of Yahweh is near upon all nations, 
Esau and all the heathen shall drink full retribution for their 
banquet of carnage and plunder on Yahweh's holy mountain. 
A rescued Israel shall dwell in Mount Zion in restored holiness; 
the house of Jacob shall regain their old possessions; Edom 
shall be burned up before them as chaff before the flame; they 
shall spread over all Canaan, over the mountain of Esau and the 
south of Judah, as well as over Gilead and the Philistine and 
Phoenician coast. The victorious Israelites shall come up on 
Mount Zion to rule the mountain of Esau, and the kingdom 
shall be Yahweh's (vent 13-21). 

The most obvious evidence of date lies in the cause assigned 
for the judgment on Edon (versa. scr24). The calamity of 
Jerusalem can only be the sack of the city by Nebuchadrezzat 
(586 a.c.); the malevolence and cruelty of Edom on this occasion 
are characterized in similar terms by several writers of the exile 
or subsequent periods, but by none with the same circumstance 
and vividness of detail as here (Ezek. xxv. 8, se 1., stay.; 
Lam. iv. as; . Psalm coxvii. 7). The prominence given to 
Edam, and the fact that Chaldea is not mentioned at all, make 
it probable that the passage was not written in Babylonia. 
On this evidence, taken alone, we should be justified in saying 
that the prophecy was written at some time after 586 a.c., 
at a period when misfortunes incurred by Edom were interpreted 
as a Divine judgment on its =forgotten treachery in that year 
of tragedy. 

The critical problem is, however, complicated by certain 
phenomena of literary relationship.* Obad. r-6, 8 agree so dosely 
and in part verbally with Jer. slix. 1446, th ro, 7 that the two 
passages cannot be independent; nor does it seem possible 
that Obadiah quotes from Jeremiah, for Obad. :-a is a well-
connected whole; while the parallel verses in Jeremiah appear 
in different order, interspersed with other matter, and in a much 
less lucid connexion. In Jeremiah the picture is vague, and 
Edema unwisdoas (ver. 7) stands without proof. In Obadiah 
the conception is quite definite. Edon is attacked by his owls 
allies, and his folly appears la that he exposes himself to such 
treachery. Again, the probability that the passage in Jeremiah 
incorporates disjointed fragments of an older oracle is greatly 
increased by the fact that the prophecy against Moab in the 
preceding chapter uses, in the same way, Isa. ay., xvi., and the 
prophecy of Balsam. Scholars who assign the passage in 
Jeremiah to 604 e.c. (e.g. Driver, L.O.T. chap. vi. 4). explain 
this relationship by assuming with Ewald (Proplidas, i. 489 f.). 
Graf (Jerensia, p. 538 f.), Robertson Smith and others, that 
Jeremiah and our book of Obadiah alike quote from an older 
oracle. Others, however, who do not regard JCL xlix. as Jere-
mianic, explain the relationship as one of dependence on Obadiah. 
This explanatiqn, simpler in itself, is not discredited by the 
fact that in some details (cf. Obad. 2 and Jer. is) the text 

1  An early Hebrew tradition recorded by Jerome (Cann. is Ob.) 
identified the prophet with the best -known Obadiah of the historical 
boxvolicl.  the protector of the prophets in the reign of Ahab Kings 

s Between Joel and Obadiah there are points of material sad 
verbal agreement so close as to imply that Joel used the earlier book 
(Joel 19-06. so, 54-; Joel 

. 
; Joel ii. 32, W. 7-00.11). 
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of the dependent pump may be preferable to that of the original 
On this latter, and more probable, view (taken by Wellhausen, 
Nowackand Marti) there is no need to separate Obad. E-7 
from 1014. The immediate occasion of the prophecy t was 
doubtless the pressure of nomadic Arabs (" the men of thy 
covenant," " the men of thy peace," v. 7) upon Edom, which 
bad resulted, by 312 B.C. at latest, in the occupation by Arabs 
of Petra, the chief city of the Edomites (Wellhausen, p. 214). 
But the desolation of Edom has already been accomplished in 
the time of Malachi i. x-s, a passage belonging to the earlier 
half of the 5th century. We may, therefore, with Wellhausert, 
Nowack and Marti, assign Obadiah 1-14 to the same period. 

The remainder of the book, vers. (is) 16-21, must belong to 
a later date. That the book of Obadiah, short as it is, is a 
complex document might have been suspected from an apparent 
change of view between vers. 1-7 and vers. 15 f. In the former 
verses Esau is destroyed by his allies,and they occupy ht.'s territory, 
but in the latter he perishes with the other heathen in the day 
of universal retribution, he disappears before the victorious 
advance of Israel, and the southern Judaeans occupy his land.' 
The ideas of this passage belong to the eschatological outlook 
of later centuries, but afford no data for chronology. The 
conceptions of the " rescued ones " (R.V. " those that escape," 

17), of the sanctity of Zion, of the kingship of Yahweh, are 
the common property of the post-exilic writers. The restoration 
of the old borders of Israel and the conquest of Edom and the 
Philistines are ideas as old as Amos ix., Isa. xi. ,4; but such 
passages represent this conquest as a suzerainty of Israel ova 
its neighbours, as in the days of David, while in Obadiah, as 
in other later books, the intensified antithesis—religious as well 
as political—between Judah and the surrounding heathen finds 
its expression in the idea of a consuming judgment on the latter 
—the great " day of Yahweh." The chief interest of the book 
of Obadiah lies in its references to the historical relations between 
Israel and Edom. From the point of view of religion, we may 
notice the emphasis on the doctrine of strict retribution (vers. 
to f., :5 b) which remains applicable to other peoples, even when 
its inadequacy as a complete theory of providence has been slowly 
and painfully discovered in the case of Israel itself. 

larnitzrinz.—Wellhausen,Die nen Pro pheLn. , ([89S) , :k. 
id. (18,47, and ed., 1w4); G. A. Smith, The Book of the 1 se. 
vol. 080); J. A. Selbie. art. " Obadiah," in Hastings's I), ( of 
the Bible, id. 577-580 (1900); Cheyne, sd. in Ency. Bthltca, iin 
c. 3455-3462 (incorporating the article of W. Robertson Smith in the 
gth edition of the Ency. Brit.) (1902); Marti, Dodekaprophekno 
(19o3). For a sketch of the history of the Edomites, see Nuldcke's 
article " Edom' in the Racy. Btbltca. 	(W. R. S.; H. W. FL•) 

OBAN, a municipal and police burgh and seaport of Argyll-
shire, Scotland. Pop. (1901) 5374. It is situated 113 m. N.W. 
of Glasgow by the Caledonian railway via Stirling and Callander, 
and about the same distance by water via the Crinan Canal. 
The fine bay on which it lies is screened from the Atlantic gales 
by the island of Kerrera M. long by 2 mi. broad), which 
practically converts it into a land-locked harbour. Being also 
sheltered from the north and east by the hills at the foot of which 
it nestles, the town enjoys an exceptionally mild climate for its 
latitude. The public buildings include the Roman Catholic 
pro-cathedral, erected by the 3rd marquis of Bute, the county 

Wellhausen and Nowack regard vs. 8. 9 as a later addition, 
intended to apply vv. t-y to the Future: so Marti. who groups with 
these verses 18a, because of the common reference to " the day of 
Yahweh." 

The _Judaea: us are addressed in v. t6 (" as ye have drunk "). 
not the Edomites. Verse 20 anticipates that the exiles from northern 
Israel will occuFetrhoenician territory, whilst those from Jerusalem 
" which are in harad " will occupy the southern districts in the 
Messianic restoration. " Sepharad "has been connected with various 
places, e.g. Saparda in south-west Media (G. A. Smith). and Cparda 
of Darius in the Behistun inscription (Robertson Smith); whilst. 
according to Winckler (IC .A .T.s p. ot). it is the name, from the 
Persian period onwards, for Asia Minor. Many of the Jews were 
doubtless sold as slaves by Nebuchadrezzar. Lydia was a great slave-
market. and Asia Minor was a chief seat of the Diaspora at an early 
date (comp. Gutschmidt, Neue Betiedge. p. 77). so that " Sepharad 
in itself does not supply ground for Biting's argument that Obadiah 

i was written in the Greek period, when we read of many Jews being 
transplanted to Asia Minor (Jos. Ant. xii. 3). 

buildings and two hospital& It is the centre of tdutist traffic 
for western Argyllshire and the islands. Oban was a small 
village at the date of Johnson's visit during his Hebridean tour; 
in 1786 it became a government fishing station; it was made 
a burgh of barony in 1811 and a parliamentary burgh in 1832. 
With Ayr, Campbeltown, Inveraray and Irvine (the Ayr burghs) 
it unites to send one member to parliament. 

At the north end of the bay stands the ruin of Dunolly Castle, 
the old stronghold of the MacdougalLs of Lorne, whose modern 
mansion adjoins it. In the grounds is a huge conglomerate rock 
called the Dog Stone (Cloth-e-choin), from the legend that Fingal 
used to fasten his favourite dog Bran to it. About 3 tn. N.E. 
are the ruins of Dunstaffnage Castle. It was here that the 
" Stone of Destiny," now contained in the base of the coronation 
chair at Westminster Abbey, was kept before its removal to 
Scone. At the south end of the island of Kerrera stand the ruins 
of Gylen Castle, an old fortalice of the Macdougalls. 

OBBLIGATO, or °memo, In the modern sense, a musical 
term (adopted from the Italian, and strictly meaning obligatory 
or binding) for an instrumental accompaniment to a musical 
composition which, while in one way independent, is included 
by the composer on purpose and in a prescribed form, instead of 
being left to the discretion (ad libitum) of a performer. 

OBELISK (Gr. Villages, diminutive of ViMs, a spit), a form 
of monumental pillar; and also the term for a bibliographical 
reference-mark in the form of a dagger. The typical Egyptian 
obelisk is an upright monolith of nearly square section, generally 
to diameters in height, the aides slightly convex, tapering up-
wards very gradually and evenly, and terminated by pyramidion 
whose faces are inclined at an angle of 6e. Obelisks were usually 
raised on pedestals of cubical form resting on one or two steps, 
and were set up in pairs in front of the entrance of temples. 
Small obelisks have been found in tombs of the age of the Old 
Kingdom. The earliest temple obelisk still in position is that of 
Senwosri I. of the XIIth Dynasty at Heliopolis (68 ft. high). 
A pair of Rameses II. (77 and 75 ft. high respectively) stood at 
Luxor until one of them was taken to Paris in 1831. Single 
ones of Tethmosis I. and Hatshepsut (zop ft. high) still stand 
at Karnak and remains of others exist there and elsewhere in 
Egypt. Colossal granite obelisks were erected by only a few 
kings, Senwosri I. in the Middle Kingdom and Tethmosis I, 
Hatshepsut, Tethmosis III. and Rameses II. of the Empire. 
Smaller obelisks were made in the Sake period. The Romans 
admired them, and the emperors carried off some from their 
original sites and caused others to be made in imitation (e.g. that 
for Antinous at Benevento): twelve are at Rome, one in Con-
stantinople; two, originally set up by Tethmosis IIL at Helio. 
polls, were taken by Augustus to adorn the Cacsaretun at Alex-
andria: one of these, " Cleopatra's Needle," was removed in 
1877 to London, the other in 1879 to New York. Such obelisks 
were probably more than more embellishments of the temples. 
The pyramidions were sheathed in bright metal, catching and 
reflecting the sun's ray; as if they were thrones of the sunlight. 
They were dedicated to solar deities, and were especially numer-
ous at Heliopolis, where there was probably a single one sacred 
to the sun of immemorial antiquity. The principal part of the 
sun-temple at Abusir built by Neuserre of the Vth Dynasty 
appears to have been in the shape of a stumpy obelisk on a vast 
scale, only the base now remains, but hieroglyphic pictures 
indicate this form. The hieroglyph of some other early sun- 
temples shows a disk on the pyramidion 	The material 
employed for the great obelisks was a pink granite from the 
quarries of Syene, and in these quarries there still remains, 
partially detached, an example yo to 8o ft. long. The largest 
obelisk known is that in the piazza of St John Lateran at Rome; 
this had been set up by Tethmosis III. at Heliopolis in the rsth 
century p.c., was brought over from Egypt by Constantine the 
Great and erected In the Circus Maximus, being ultimately 
re-erected in 1552 by Pope Sixtus V. It was toy ft. 9 in. high, 
including the pyramidion, and its sides measured 9 ft. ro in. 
and 9 ft. 8 in. respectively. On the base of the magnificent 
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obelisk of Hatikeput at Karnak, gy ft. 6 in. high, there I. an 
inscription stating that it and its fellow were made within the 
short space of seven months. In consequence of the breaking 
away of the lower part of " Cleopatra's Needles " when removed 
to Alexandria and re-erected, the Roman engineers supported 
the angles on bronze crabs, one of which with three reproductions 
now supports the angles of the obelisk on the Thames Embank- 
went. 

There was another form of obelisk, also tapering, but more 
squat than the usual type, with two of the sides narrow and ter-
minating in a rounded top. One such of Senwosri L, covered with 
sculpture and inscriptions, lies at Ebgig in the Fayum. Stelae, 
inscribed with the names of the kings, occurred in pairs in the 
royal tombs of the Ise Dynasty at Abydoe, and pairs of small 
obeliaks are said to have been found in private tombs of the 
IVth Dynasty. The origin of the obelisk may be sought in sacred 
upright stones set up in honour of gods and dead, like the 
menhirs, and the Semitic Massebaha and bethels. 

In Abyssinia, at Axum and elsewhere, there is a marvellous 
series of obelisk-like monuments, probably sepulchral. They 
range from rude menhirs a few feet high to elaborately sculptured 
monoliths of too ft. The loftiest of those still standing at Axum 
is about 6o ft. high, 8 ft. 7 in. wide, and about z8 in. thick, and 
is terminated by a rounded apex united by a necking to the 
shaft. The back of the obelisk is plain, but the front and sides 
are subdivided into storeys by a series of bands and plates, each 
storey having panels sunk into it which seem to represent 
windows with mullions and transom. These architectural 
decorations are derived from a style of building found by the 
recent German expedition extant in an ancient church; courses 
of stone here alternate in the walls (both inside and out) with 
beams of wood held by circular clamps. In front of the best-
preserved obelisk is a raised altar with holes sunk in it apparently 
to receive the blood of the sacrifice to the ancestors. Most of 
these must date before the adoption of Christianity as the state 
religion in the 6th century. 

See G. Maspero, L:Archiologie .igyptienno (new ed., Paris, 5907), 

tonlcloogn; N485 .taCe.lr.n, FriVEt:tha. 	 T."BorYcli2arricat,tht 
Re-Heiligtuns des Kesrya Ne-tenser-Re (Berlin, mos); on the ancient 
method of raising obelisks. L. Borchardt, " Zur Baugeschichtc des 
Amonstempel von Karnak," in Seam's Untersitchnngen sec Geschichte 
and Alterbonskunde Aeoptens, v. 13. For the Abyssinian 
obelisks use especially E. Littmann and D. 'Crenate. Vorherkhl der 
deslschea Alum Expedition (Berlin, tech). (F. Lt. G.) 

OBERAMMERGAU, a village of Bavaria, Germany, district 
of Upper Bavaria, situated amongst the foot-hills of the Alps 
in the valley of the Ammer, 64 m. S.S.W. of Munich. Pop. 
about 140o. The village folk are mainly Mimed in making 
toys, and carving crucifixes, rosaries and images of saints. 

The place is famous for their performance of a Passion 
Play every Moth year (e.g. in :coo), to which thousands of 
visitors flock. This dramatic representation of the sufferings 
of Christ is not a survival of a medieval mystery or miracle-

-play, but took its rise from a vow made by the inhabitants 
in x633, with the hope of staying a plague then raging. 
The original text and arrangements were probably made by the 
monks of Ettal, a monastery a little higher up the valley; but 
they were carefully remodelled by the parish, priest at the 
beginning of the present century, when the Oberammergau play 
obtained exemption from the general suppression of such per-
formances by the Bavarian government. The music was com-
posed by Roches Dedler, schoolmaster of the parish in dim. 
The performances take place on the Sundays of summer, in a 
huge open-air theatre holding 6000 persons, and each lastsabout 
nine hours, with a short intermission at noon. Each some from 
the history of Christ is prefaced by a tableau of typical import 
from the Old Testament. About aoo actors We required, all 
belonging to the village. The proceeds of the performances are 
devoted to the good of the community, after defrayal of the costs 
and payment of a small remuneration to the actors. The villagers 
regard the Passion Play as a solemn act of religious worship, 
and the paiormances are characterized by the greatest reverence. 

The principal parts are usually hereditary in certain fannies. 
and are assigned with regard to moral character as well as dra-
matic ability. It is considered a disgrace not to be allowed 
to take part in the play, and the part of Christ is looked upon as 
one of the greatest of earthly honours. 

Edward Devrient (in 185o) was among the first to direct general 
attention to Oberammergau; and numerous accounts have since 
appeared. An English version of the text of the Passion Play has 
been published by E. Childe (188o). 

OBERHAUSEN, a town of Germany, in the Prussian Rhine 
province. It is situated 5 m. from the east bank of the Rhine, 
20 m. N.E. of DOsseldorf, on the main line of railway to Hanover 
and Berlin, and at the centre of an important network of lines 
radiating hence into the extensive Westphalian coal and iron 
fields. Pop. (r9o5) 52,096. The town possesses large iron-
works, coal-mines, rolling-mills, zinc smelting-works, railway 
workshops and manufactures of wire-rope, glass, chemicals, 
porcelain and soap. The first houses of Oberhausen were built 
in 1845, and it received its municipal character in 1874- 

OBERLAHNIITEIN, a town of Germany, in the Ptussian 
province of Hesse-Nassau, on the right bank of the Rhine, at 
the confluence of the Lahr 4 in. above Coblena, on the railway 
from Cologne to Frankfort-on-Main. Pop. (roes) 8473. It 
still retains parts of its ancient walls and towers, and possesses 
a castle, the Schloss Martinsburg, formerly the residence of the 
electors of Maim, and the chapel, Marten Kapelle, in which the 
German king Wenceslaus was deposed by the electors in moo. 
Near the town is the castle of Lahneck, built about t ago, destroyed 
by the French in t688, and restored in s854. In the neigh-
bourhood are lead and silver mines, 

See J. Wegeler, Lahneele mad Oberlalmskin (Trier, 1880. 
OBERLANDER. ADAM ADOLF (1845- ), German cari-

caturist, was born at Ratisbon, but after :847 lived in Munich. 
He studied painting at the Munich Academy under Piloty, and 
soon discovered that the true expression of his genius was in the 
field of caricature and comic drawings. He joined the staff of 
the Misreads Mlles, to which he became a constant contributor. 
Unlike Busch, whose aim was the utmost simplicity of line and 
whose drawings form a running commentary to the legend, 
Oberllinder's work is essentially pictorial, and expressive in 
itself, without the extraneous aid of the written line. Among 
his best drawings are his parodies on the style of well-known 
painters, such as the " Variations on the Kissing Theme." His 
works have been collected in the Oberldeder-AThum, published by 
Braun and Schneider In Munich. 

OBERLIN, JEAN FREDERIC (1740-1826), German Protestant 
pastor and philanthropist, the son of a teacher, was born on the 
31st of August 1740 at Strassburg, where he studied theology. 
In x766 he became Protestant pastor of Waldbach, a remote 
and barren region in the Steinthal (Ban-de-la-Roche), a valley 
in the Vosges on the borders of Alsace and Lorraine. He set 
himself to better the material equally with the spiritual con-
dition of the inhabitants. He began by constructing roads 
through the valley and erecting bridges, inciting the peasantry 
to the enterprise by his personal example. He introduced an 
improved system of agriculture. Substantial cottages were 
erected, and various industrial arts were introduced. He 
founded an itinerant library, originated infant schools, and 
established an ordinary school at each of the five villages in the 
parish. In the work of education he received great assistance 
from his housekeeper, Louisa Scbeppler (:763-1837). He died 00 
the 1st of June 1826, and was interred with great manifestations 
of honour and affection at the village of Urbach. 

Among the many accounts of the labours of Oberlin. mention may 
be made of Thomas Sims, Brief Memorials of Oberlin (London. 183o); 
Memoirs of Oberlin, with a short notice of Louisa Sckeppkr (London, 
1838, 2nd ed. 1852); H. Ware, Biography of Oberlin (Boston. 
1845); L. Spach, Oberlin le pastes, (Strassburg. tees. tad ed. 
1868); F. W. Bodemann, J. F. Oberlin (3rd ed., 1879); K. F. Riff. 
Ores Bilder ems dem Lein* von Papa Oberlin (Strassburg. 1880); 
Josephine Butler. Life of J. F. Oberlin (188z); G. H. von Schubert. 
Zap ma dem Lebo' Oberlin: (nth ed., t80o); Armin Stein, Johann 
Friedrich Oberlin. tin Lebensttild (1890). See also the article in Herzog-
Hauck, Realencyklopeadie. The collected writings of Oberlin were 
published by Burkhardt at Stuttgart in 1843 in 4 vols. 
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MEWL AlttlIIN JACQVIE (1735-18o6), Alsatian philo-

logist and archaeologist, brother of Jean Fridetic Oberlin, was 
born at Strasaburg on the 8th of August 1735. While studying 
theology at the university he devoted special attention to 
Biblical archaeology. In 1755 he was chosen professor at the 
gymnasium of his native town, in 2763 librarian to the university, 
in r77o professor of rhetoric, and in 1782 of logic and metaphysics. 
Oberlin published several manuals on archaeology and ancient 
geography, and made frequent excursions into different provinces 
of France to investigate'antiquarian remains and study provincial 
dialects, the result appearing in Essai sat is patois Lorrain 
(1775); Dissertations »sr kr Misusuingem (2782-1789); and 
Observations concernant is patois a les maws des gnu de to 
campavis 0790. He also published several editions of Latin 
authors. He died on the loth of October 1806. 

OBERLIN. a village of Lorain county, Ohio, U.S.A., 34 m. 
W.S.W. of Cleveland. Pop. (1890) 4376; (1900) 4082 (641 no. 
gross); (1910) 4365. It is served by the Lake Shore & Michigan 
Southern railway, and by the Cleveland & South-Western 
(electric) railway, which furnishes connexions directly with 
Cleveland and Elyria, and at the village of Wellington (about 

m. S.) connects with the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & 
St Louis, and the Wheeling & Lake Erie railways. Oberlin is 
primarily an educational centre, the seat of Oberlin College, 
named in honour of Jean Frederic Oberlin, and open to both 
sexes; it embraces a college of arts and sciences, an academy, 
a Theological Seminary (Congregational), which has a Slavic 
department for the training of clergy for Slavic immigrants, and 
a conservatory of music. In 1909 it had twenty buildings, and 
a Memorial Arch of Indiana buff limestone, dedicated in 1903, 
in honour of Congregational missionaries, many of them Oberlin 
graduates, killed in China in 1900 Its libraries contained in 
1909 98,000 bound volumes and an equal number of pamphlets, 
and the college had a faculty numbering 113 and a student 
enrolment of 1944. The resources of the college in 2909 were 
about $3,5oo,000. Under the editorship of a professor emeritus 
is published the Bibliotheca Sacra, a quarterly founded in 1843, 
and for many years the organ of the Andover Theological 
Seminary. 

The village was founded as Oberlin Colony in 1833 (in 1846 
it was incorporated as the village of Oberlin), by the Rev. John J. 
Shipherd (1802-I844), pastor of a church in Elyria, and the 
Rev. Philo Penfield Stewart (1798-1868), a missionary to the 
Choctaws of Mississippi, as a home for Oberlin Collegiate In-
stitute, which was chartered in 2834; the name Oberlin College 
was adopted in 1850. To the Theological Seminary, opened in 
2835, there same in the same year forty students from Lane 
Theological Seminary in Cincinnati, after the discussion of slavery 
there had been forbidden by its board of trustees. A former 
member of the board, Asa Mahan (t8o0-1889), who had strongly 
disapproved of the action of the trustees, came to Oberlin, and 
became the first president of the college. Oberlin was the first 
American college to adopt coeducation of sexes, and was a 
pioneer in America (2835) in the coeducation of the white and 
black races.' The village became a station on the Underground 
Railway, and an important centre of anti-slavery sentiment. 
Manual labour was adopted at first as a means for students to 
defray their college expenses. As late as 2906 it was estimated 
that nearly two-thirds of the men were to a greateror less degree 
self-supporting, as were many of the young women. What is 
known as the" Oberlin Theology " (no longer identified with the 
college) centred in the teaching of Charles Grandison Finney 
(1792-1875), who became professor of theology in 1835 and was 
Mahan's successor in the presidency (185i-1866). He was a 
powerful preacher and teacher, who broke from Calvinism in 
denying imputation and teaching perfect freedom of the will, 
by which perfect holiness might be attained Finney carried 

' A runaway slave. Littlejohn. was taken at Oberlin in September 
1858 by a United States marshal, but was rescued at Wellington 
Several of the rescuers, notably Professor Henry Everard Peck of 
Oberlin College. were arrested and were imprisoned in Cleveland 
for several months. This was a famous fugitive slave case.  

on remarkable revival services in Western New York, in 
Philadelphia (5828), in New York City (2829-183o and 2832, 
the New York Evan:dist being founded to carry on his work), 
Its Balton (1831,1842-1843,1856-1857). in London (1849-2850) 
and throughout England and Scotland (2858). 

James Harris Fairchild (1817-2902) was president from :866 
to 1889; William Gay Ballantine (b. 048), a distinguished 
Hebrew scholar, was president In 189x-0396„ and John Henry 
Barrows (5847-1902) from 1899 to 2902, when he wassucceeded 
by Henry Churchill King (b. 5858). 

The modern theologicalposition of Oberlin college is reflected in 
the writings of President King mid of Dean Edward I. Bosworth 
kafru

cs61) of the Theological Seminary, especially in President King's 
ion in Theology (t901); Theology width Social Conscious-

ness(toos); The Scenting Unreality of she Spiritual Life (1908) and 
The Laws of Friendship—Human and Divine (5909). 

See Finney'. autobiographical Memoirs (New York, 1876); J. H. 
Fairchild, Malin, the College and the Colony (Oberlin 1883); D. L 
Leonard, The Story of Oberlin (Boston, 1898); and A. T. Swing, Liu 
of J. H. Fairchild (New York, 2907). 

OBERON (Fr. Alberon, Auberms, Ger. Alberich, i.e. rich, 
Goth. reiks, ruler "—d. Lat. rer—and 0.11. and M.H. Ger. 
p1. silo,, tribe," elves," p1. alp), king of the elves. In the legendary 
history s  of the Merovingian dynasty he figures as a magician 
and is the brother of Merowech (Merovee). He wins for his 
eldest son Walbert the hand of a princess of Constantinople. 
In the Nibelungenlied he guarded the treasure of the Nibelungen, 
but was overcome by Sigfrid. In the German medieval poem 
of Ortnit, the hero is aided in his wooing by his father Alberich, 
the king of the dwarfs. As Oberon, king of the fairies, he fills 
a similar role in Huon of Bordeaux (q.v.). The fairy element in 
the romance provided Shakespeare with the 'airy scenes of the 
Midsummer Night's Dream, and Wieland with the subject of 
his epic Oberon (278o). Ben Jenson wrote a masque of Oberon, 
or the Fairy Prince (Works, ,616). Weber's opera, Oberon, 
to the words of J. R. Planche, was first produced at Covent 
Garden on the Lath of April 1826. In the Wagner dramas 
Alberich is the Nibelung who steals the magic gold from the 
Rhine maidens. He is there the father of Hagen, and has 
throughout the Ring a darker character than that assigned to 
him in the original legend. There have been attempts to find 
the original Oberon in the Celtic Gwyn Aron, but there is no 
doubt of his Germanic origin, although his history, as given 
by the poet of Hums of Bordeaux, contains elements derived 
from Celtic tradition—the magic cup which remains full for 
the virtuous, and his parentage (he is the son of Morgan la fay 
and Julius Caesar). With Oberon in the character of guardian 
of the treasure should be compared Andvari, the dwarf of 
Scandinavian legend, who, in the shape of a pike, was seized by 
Loki and made to give up his treasure and the magic ring by 
which he could create more gold. This ring, the Andvaranautr, 
with the curse of Andvari upon it, caused the misfortunes of 
the Volsungs and the Burgundian Nibclungs, and if known in 
German romance as the Ring of the Nibelungen. 

See also C. Voretzsch, Epische Studien. Die Kam fositioneu des 
Hues son Bordeaux (Halle, 1900); J. Seemtlller, " Die Zwergensage 
von Ortnit," in Zeitsckr. fir dent. Alters. vol. xvi. (1882). 

°BERSTEIN, a town of Germany, in the principality of 
Birkenfeld, belonging to the grand duchy of Oldenburg, on the 
river Nahe, 33m. S.W. of Kreuznach, by the railway to Minster-
am-Stein. Pop. (1905) 9669. It is famous for the cutting and 
setting of agates and other precious stones, an industry which 
has been established here, and in the neighbouring township 
of Idar, since the rail century. The Evangelical church, built 
in the 12th century and restored in 1482, is partly hewn out 
of the solid rock. On the hills above the town are the ruins of 
two castles. 

Sec Hisserich, Die Ider•Obersteiner Industrie (Oberstein. teas) 
OBIT (through 0. Fr., from Lat. obilus, death, obire, to go 

down, to die), a term for death, formerly used for the account 
The last history of Hugo of Toul (12th century) was the authority 

of Jacques de Guyse (t4th century) in his A *asks histories 
primp. Ammoniac (Mon. Germ. ma.), where there is an account 
bk. ix. el. 6 ) of Alberich. 
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of a melon% death (now " obituary "). . An " obit " was also 
a service performed at a funeral or in cpmmemoration of a dead 
person, particularly the founder or benefactor of a church, 
college or other institution, hence "obit-days," "obit Sunday," 
&c. A "post-obit" is a bond given as a security for the repay-
ment of money lent upon the death of a person from whom the 
borrower has expectations (see Bono). 

OBITER DICTUM. that which is said by the way or in passing 
(Lat. oh, by, and itor, read); epecifically, in law, an opinion 
expressed by a judge incidentally in the course of a case, on a 
point of law not necessarily connected with the issue or not 
forming part of the grounds of the decision; such °biter dicta 
have no binding authority. 

OBJECT and SUBJECT, in philosophy, the Terms used to 
denote •  respectively the external world and consciousness. The 
term " object " (from Lat. ob, over against, and Jame, to throw) 
is used generally In philosophy for that in which an activity of 
the mind ends, or towards which it is directed. With these 
may be compared the ordinary uses of the term for " thing " 
simply, or for that after which one strives, or at which one aims.. 
" Subject," literally that which is " thrown under " (sub), is 
originally the material or content of a discussion or thought, 
but in philosophy is used for the thought or the thinking person. 
The relation between the thinking subject and the object thought 
is analogous to the grammatical antithesis of the same terms; 
the " subject " of a verb is the person or thing from which the 
action proceeds, while the "object," direct or indirect, is the 
person or thing affected. The true relation between mind or 
thought (subject) and matter or extension (object) is the chief 
problem of philosophy, and may be investigated from various 
standpoints (see PSYCHOLOGY and METAPHYSICS). It should 
be observed that the philosophical use of " subject " is precisely 
the opposite of the common use. In ordinary language the 
" subject " of discussion, of a poem, of a work of art, is that 
which the speaker, author or artist treats. 

OBJECTIVE, or Oejacr GLASS, the lens of any optical system 
which first receives the light from the object viewed; in a 
compound system the rays subsequently traverse the eye-piece. 
The theoretical investigations upon which the construction of 
an optical system having specified properties is based, are treated 
in the article ABERRATION, and, from another standpoint, in 
the article Drerascrzote. Here we deal with the methods by 
which the theoretical deductions are employed by the practical 
optician. It should be noted that the mathematical calcula-
tions provide data which are really only approximations, and 
consequently it is often found that a system constructed on such 
data requires modification before it fulfils the practical require-
ments. For example, take the case of a photographic objective. 
Calculations of the paths of two extreme rays in the meridional 
section of an oblique pencil of large aperture may prove that the 
rays intersect on a plane containing the axial focus, but similar 
calculations of many other rays would be necessary before the 
mean point of intersection could be settled with sufficient 
exactness. Suppose, however, that the optician has accurately 
realized the results of the mathematician, he can then determine 
the divergence of the practical from the theoretical properties 
by measuring the positions and conformation of the most distinct 
or mean foci, and, if sufficiently acquainted with the theory of 
the construction, he can modify one or more curvatures or thick-
nesses and so attain to a closer agreement with the ideal. Theory 
and practice co-operate in the realization of an original system. 
The order is not always the same, but generally the mathe-
matician, by notoriously laborious calculations, supplies data 
which are at first closely followed by the constructor and after-
wards modified in accordance with experimental observations. 

In addition to the problem of constructing an original system, 
the optician has to deal with the reproduction of a realized system 
in different sizes. Two questions then arise: (i) To what 
degree of accuracy the radii of curvature can, or should, be re-
peated, and (a) to what degree of uniformity the surfaces can, 
or should be figured. With regard to the first point there is 
no great difficulty in working the requisite iron or brass tools  

of any curvature to within an error of INA% of the radius; 
male and female templets being used for very deep curves, and 
the spberometer for tools of longer radii (by appropriate grinding 
together, the radii are alterable at will within narrow, but 
sufficient, limits). The accuracy attained in the grinding, 
however, Is open to very perceptible modification by the sub-
sequent polishing and figuring processes. This is particularly 
undesirable in the case of deep curves and large apertures. A 
variation in a radius of curvature may occasion a little spherical 
aberration at the axial focus, but if the amount be small it 
may be neutralized by imparting to the lens a parabolic form 
or its opposite. Such an artifice is frequently adopted in 
correcting large telescope objectives. 

With optical systems which transmit large pencils with con-
siderable obliquity (such as wide angle photographic objectives) 
the curves are very deep, and a departure from the true radius 
which would be tolerated in a telescope cannot be permitted 
here. Such lenses are usually tested by means of a master curve 
worked in glass. •The master curve is fitted to the experimental 
lens, and an inspection of the interference fringes shows the 
quality of the fit—whether it. be perfect, or too shallow or too 
deep. The workman then modifies his polisher or stroke In order 
to correct the divergence. Flat surfaces are tested similarly. 
This test by contact has been strongly advocated and has been 
regarded as sufficient to detect all irregularities of any moment. 
This claim, however, Is not justified, for the test is not sensitive 
to errors sufficient in amount to render a telescope objective 
almost valueless; but such errors are easily discernible by 
other optical devices. In general, accuracy in the radii of 
curvature is of primary importance and trueness of figuring 
is of secondary importance in photographic objectives, while 
the reverse holds with telescopic objectives; in wide angle 
microscopic objectives these two conditions are of equal moment. 
Eye pieces do not require the same degree of accuracy either. 
In the curvature or the figuring. 

A rough idea of the exactitude to which the figuring of the finest 
telescope objectives must be carried out is readily deduced. If two 
slips of paper, bearing printed letters 1,1  of an in. high be placed 
In almost exact alignment, one 31.2 in. from the eye and the other 
39 in., and viewed in moderate daylight with the eye having a pupil-
lary aperture of of an in.. one•set of the letters will be legible 
while the other is not. In this case the difference of convergence or 
refracting power exercised by the eye in transferring its focus from 
one slip to the other is , (S  or one quarter diopter. if an image on the 
retina is diopter out of focus, then each point of the object n repre-
sented by a circle of confusion 04004 in. or a' 45' in angular measure 
in diameter, the focal length of the eye being assumed to be 0-5 in. 
and the pupillary aperture j of an in. If the effective aperture 
of the pupil or the aperture of a pencil traversing the pupil be tinth 
of this standard, the sire of the disk of confusion wit! be the mine 
(via. o-0004 in.) if the retinal image be or quarter diopters out of focus. 

Iwno 
general, 

 tl 
 for a 

ri?ar 
constant 

  amount voiisneecril  9inef-k--inoctititire urang, t apertures  
pencils traversing the pupil and the focussing errors (expressed in 
quarter diopters) vary inversely. 

If a portion of a figured surface of a telescope objective differs 
rn curvature from the major portion of the lens so as to (cm a circle 
of confusion on the retina of a diameter not less than 2' 45', it is 
clear that the lens is faulty, the image formed by the perfect portion 
being sharp and well defined, and that formed by the imperfect 
portion blurred to the extent above determined, and to a greater 
extent if we allow for the effect of diffraction in the formation of the 
image. For example, a protuberancein. in diameter at the centre 
of an object glass of is In. aperture refracting to a separate focus 
would theoretically form a spurious disk of about 5 seconds diameter. 
which would subtend a diameter of so minutes at the retina under a 
power of boo. 

Regarding 2'15' as the maximum diameter of a geometric circle of 
confusion permissible in a telescopic object glass, we proceed to 
determine the heights of the protuberance or depression which causes 
it. If f be the equivalent focal length of the eye-piece and F that of 
the objective (the back focal length in the case of the microscope). 
then the linear error at the focus of the eye-piece is t  j s B. or. expressed 

as a variation of IX. Its(fIP)s, ( If a leas bas one side 

plane and is worked to a mathematically sharp edge, its thickness t 
at the centre is (approximately) Mar, where A is the whole aperture 
and r the radius; and if g be the equivalent focal length ands the 
refractive index, we may write r..g(11 - 1) and obtain 

	

M8.104 — r) 	• 	. 	 (1). 
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It is clear that for lenses in which the focal length is large compared 
with the aperture, the thickness t 4 independent of the shape of the 
lens so long as the focal length and aperture remain constant. 
Consequently a protuberance may be regarded as a thin meniscus 
lens with mathematically sharp pdge accurately fitted to a perfectly 
"titular spherical surface. Substituting for lig the (11F)1  obtained 
above it follows that 	Af 	3 cps 

hr-g -ig—kF) 	• 	• 	
• (a). 

The effective aperture of the eye has been 	to be in.; 
calling this P, It is then obvious that (since F J is the magnifying 
power) P(FY) is the theoretical aperture of objective requisite to 

(a we 
lively 

die 
 e in. eye-pencil. Substituting P(FU) for A In equation 

) 	ain 
e•er/8(0— i) X156 	• • • (3). 

This relation gives the thickness of a meniscus protuberance fitted 
to an objective.  (assumed to have an unlimited aperture) which fills 
the In. pupil and occasions the maximum blurring permissible. 
If a be '.5,1 is equal to 149,936 in. 

If the thickness l correspond to the aperture A. then for Another 
aperture a to produce the same blurring we must have a' (I 
AD/F)Airt, i.e. the focal length of the protuberance, and ore 
the thickness I must vary as A. Consider a telescope of la in. 
aperture, focal length of objective (F) - rao in., focal length of eye-
piece (j) 0.3 in. and magnifying power (Fin 6.30. The aperture 
theoretically requisite to transnut the papillary pencil of in. 
aperture is1-600 75.  in. If the permissible protuberance cover the 
entire aperture of 75 M. its thickness would be 143967,6 in. as above, 
but if restricted to a diameter of 1 in.. then the maximum allowable 
thickness would be 1/74)(1/59.936 1/3,000,000 in. Since 
the latter protuberance is assumed to fill only ig  of the aperture 
of the pupil of the eye, it produces an error in focussing equivalent 
to 75 quarter diopters or AN. U we take the power of the eye- 
piece to be 1/•3 in. and subtract from it 75/156, we obtains 
so that AF is- w5 in. 

Either the knife-edge test, or the more usual method of testing 
figuring by examining the out-of-focus disks formed on the retina 
when the eye-piece is inside and outside its correct focus, would 
certainly show the effect of this protuberance as a bright central 
spot when inside focus, and a dark central patch when outside; 

w

▪  

hen 
	eye can detect one-half the above error, and a quarter 

when the power is moo instead of 600 It may be noticed that, 
under the same circumstances, the error permissible in a reflecting 
telescope is only one quarter of that admitted in the refractor. In 
the case of a microscope objective of so in. back-focal-length used 
with a t In. eye-piece, the aperture required to transmit the pupillary 
pencil of on. aperture is I} in. Regards the supposititious 
protuberance or depression as * in. in diam eter, its thick- 
ness or depth must not exceed 10139,936 Xcpo54•25. or Noy 111,000poo 
in. Therefore the accuracy figuring required in the best micro- 
waves does not fall far short of that requiemd in telescopes. 

The best optical workmanship, as applied to large !effecting sur-
faces, aims at seducing local protuberances or depressions to within 
the limiting height or depth of one twelve•ilbmith part of their 
diameter (A) and the optical methods which detect these errors are 
exceedingly delicate. The finest spherometer detects errors down 
to about three-millionths of an inch, below which it isvalueless. The 
same applies to the study of the interference fringes formed when a 
master verve is fitted. It will not show up such fine errors. The 
figuring of spherical surfaces 12 in. or more In diameter by abrasion 
with a polisher so that no port of the surface is elevated or dextral 
above the average level by more than the above defined amounts is 
commonly peactised, but much technicalknowledge Is necessary for 
success. It is a slue qua sea that the material of thepolisher should 
be as plastic and inelastic as is consistent with a ode 	degree of 
hardness. The best material for large work is Stockholm pitch from 
which the greater part of the turpentine, has been removed by 
evaporation, and the abrasive used is the finest rouge and water. 
For small wreck certain waxes, more or km mixed with rouse or putty 
ww&r, are seed. Water is used as the lubricant. During Mlmte 
figuring temperature changes must be carefully avoided, otherwise 
buckling and consequent bad figuring of the lens or a variation in 
the hardness of the polisher may supervene. The motion of the 
polisher must therefore be leisurely. Moreover, any surface must be 
allowed to attain a uniform temperature before testing. When. 
as often happens, an elevation or 	on • large .  lens appar- 
ently refuses to be dislodged by straightforward polishing, recourse 
is had to local retouching. The faulty parts am lesialixed -by optical 
tests and than subbed down by emill polishers of an inch or mare 
in diameter. In this way a central protuberance s in. in diameter 
and I/2.000.000 of an in. high standing on the centre of a large 
objective may be removed by a polisher less than an inch ins diameter 
worked at 200 half inch stroke per minute and at a pressure of 6 on. 
in about • minute. Great care is required. for it the place sbe carried 
too far, the whale outface must he re-figured Local retouching 
serves to remove ose 	us zones of aberration to which 
certain photographic

th 
 kneel law relative aperture MO necessarily 

liable. An amulet channel is polished out at a mean distance equal 
to of the 81/044441:03.0 keen the centre of the leas, sod this is 

carefully shaded off towards the centre and also towards the edge, 
this corrects the zone of rays which foam at a point short of the 
focus of the centre and edge rays. This correction is particularly 
necessary in the case of certain lemeir designed for stellar photo. 
graphy. (H. D. T.) 

OBJECTIVISM, in philosophy, a term used, in contradistinc-
tion to Stratzernasx, for any theory of knowledge which to a 
greater or less extent attributes reality (as the source and 
necessary pre-requisite of knowledge) to the external world. 
The distinction is based upon the philosophical antithesis 
of the terms Object and Subject, and their respective 
adjectival forms " objective " and " subjective." In common use 
these terms are opposed as synonymous respectively with " real " 
and " imaginary," practical " and " theoretical," " physical " 
and "psychic." A man " sees " an apparition; was there any 
physical manifestation, or was it merely a creation of his mind ? 
If the latter the phenomenon is described as purely subjective. 
Subjectivism in its extreme form denim that mind can know 
more than its own states. Objects, i.e. things-in-themselves, 
may or may not exist: the mind knows only its own sensa-
tions, perceptions, ideal constructions and so forth, In a 
modified form " subjectivism " is that theory which attaches 
special importance to the part played by the mind in the 
accumulation of eaperlence. See IltrcuoLoor; RYLATIVIri 
0/ KNOWLEDGE. 

OBLATION, an offering (Late Let. Wall., from don, 
Widths, to offer), a term, particularly in ecclesiastical usage, 
for a solemn offering or presentation to God. It is thus applied 
to certain parts of the Eucharistic service in the Roman Church. 
There are ' two oblations," the " lesser oblation," generally 
known as the " offertory," in which the bread and wine yet 
unconsecrated are presented, and the " greater oblation," the 
" oblation " proper, forming the latter part of the prayer of 
consecration, when the ' Body and Blood " are ceremonially 
presented. The word " oblate " is an ecclesiastical term for 
persoos who have devoted themselves or have been devoted 
as children by their parents to a monastic life. " Oblate " is 
more familiar in the Roman Church as the name of a religious 
congregation of secular priests, the Oblate Fathers of St Charles. 
They are placed under the absolute authority of the bishop of 
the diocese in which they are established and can be employed 
by him on any duties he may think fit. This congregation was 
founded in 1578 under the name of Oblates of the Blessed Virgin 
and St Ambrose by St Charles Borromco, archbishop of Milan 
(see BOuji0=03  CARLO). There is a similar congregation of 
secular priests, the Oblates of Mary the Immaculate, founded 
at Marseilles in ars. 

OBLIGATION, In law, a term derived from the Roman law, 
in which obligati° signified a tic of law (rinciilumjurit) whereby 
one person is bound to perform or forbear some act for another. 
The obligati. of Roman law arose either from voluntary acts 
or from circumstances to which legal consequences were annexed. 
In the former case it was said to arise ex contradu, from contract, 
in the latter quasi ex contracts:, ex &lido, or quasi ex deliao-
that is to say, from tort, or from acts or omissions to which the 
law practically attached the same results as it did to contract 
or tort. Obligati° was used to denote either end of the legal 
chain that bound the parties, the right of the party who could 
compel fulfilment of the obligatio, the creditor, or the duty of 
the party who could be compelled to fulfilment, the debitor. 
In English law obligation has only the latter sense. Creditor 
and debtor have also lost their Roman law signification; they 
have been narrowed to mean the parties where the obligation 
is the payment of a sum of money. In English law obligation 
is used in at least four senses—(1) any duty .  imposed by law; 
(a) the special duty created by a vinculum rads; (3) not the 
duty, but the evidence of the duty—that is to say, an instrument 
under seal, otherwise called a bond; (4) the operative part of 
a bond. The third use of the word is chiefly confined to the 
older writers. Simplex and duplex obligati° were the old names 
for what are now more commonly called a single and a double 
or conditional bond. The party bound is still called the obligor, 
the party us whose favour the bond is made the obligee. The 
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fourth, like the third, is a use scarcely found except in the older 
writers. The word " bond " is of course a mere translation 
of alga*. Obligations may be either perfect or imperfect. 
A perfect obligation is one which is directly enforceable by 
legal proceedings; an imperfect or moral obligation (the 
isaturalis obligati* of Roman law) is one in which the *locution 
Ark is in some respects incomplete, so that it cannot be directly 
enforced, though it is not entirely destitute of legal died. A 
perfect obligation may become imperfect by lapse of time or 
other means, and, conversely, an imperfect obligation may under 
certain circumstances become perfect. Thus a debt may be 
barred by the Statute of Limitations and so cease to be enforce-
able. The obligation, however, remains, though imperfect, 
for if there be a subsequent acinowledgment by the debtor, 
the debt revives, and the imperfect obligation becomes again 
perfect. At one period there was some doubt among English 
lawyers whether a moral obligation could be regarded as sufficient 
Consideration for a contract; it has now, however, been long 
decided that it cannot be so regarded. 

American law lain general agreement with English, except in 
the cast of Louisiana, where the terms obligor and obligee are 
used in as wide a sense as the &Mos and eredilor of Roman law. 
By art. 3522 of the Louisiana civil code obligor or debtor MOMS 

the person who has engaged to perform some obligation, obligee 
▪ or creditor the person in favour of whom some obligation is con- 

tracted, whether such obligation be to pay money or to do or 
not to do something. The term obligation is important in 
America from its use in art. I. a. to of the constitution of the 
United States, "No state ... shall pass any law ... impairing 
the obligation of contracts." This does not affect the power 
of Congress to pass such a law. Contracts between private 
individuals are of course within the provision. So are private 
conveyances, charters of private corporations and statutory 
and other grants by a state. On the other hand, marriage and 
divorce, and arrangements which are political in their nature, 
such as charters of municipal corporations, licences to carry on 
particular trades or regulations of police are not within the 
provision. In order to fall within it, the law must act upon the 
terms of the agreement, and not merely upon the mode of pro-
cedure. If it act not upon the terms but upon the remedy, it 
impairs the obligation if it purport to be retrospective, but it 
is valid so far as it applies to subsequent contracts. 

OBNOXIOUS (Let. obnoxforus, from ob, over, against, and 
non, harm), a word originally meaning " exposed to harm or 
injury," but now " exciting aversion or dislilte." The current 
use dates from the later r7th century. 

OBOE, or Hstrrsov (Fr. kanibois, Ger. Hobos, Ital. oboe), 
the treble member of the classed wood-wind instruments, having 
a conical bore and a double reed mouthpiece. The oboe consists 
of a conical wooden tube, composed of three joints, upper, 
middle and bell, and of a short metal tube to which are bound 
by many turns of waxed silk  the two thin pieces of cane that form 
the mouthpiece. These pieces of cane are so bevelled and 
thinned at the end which is taken into the-mouth that the 
gentlest stream of compressed air suffices to set them vibrating. 
Practice has demonstrated that the reed stalk of which the 
double reed mouthpiece is made, should not be of narrower 
Internal diameter than the pipe containing the column of air 
upon which it is destined to act. The player breathes gently 
into the aperture, which has the form of a very narrow ellipse, 
managing his breath as for singing. The vibrations of the double 
reed produce in the stream of compressed sir issuing from the 
player's lips the rhythmical series of pulses necessary to generate 
sound waves in the stationary column of sir wit* the main tube 
of the instrument. 

In the upper and middle joints are the-rings end keys covering 
lateral holes bored through the tube, by means of which the 
column of air, and consequently the wave length, may be shortened 
at will;  the bell joint contains one or two keys normally open, 
which when closed extend the lowest register by lengthening 
the air column. These holes and keys produce the fundamental 
scale of the oboe, which possesses notes sufficient for an octave  

with Ell chromatic Intervals. The next octaves are obtained 
by means of cross fingering (Fr. dolga lostrehn, Ger. Cabdrif,, 
and of the octave keys, which do not give out an indepenciem 
note of their own, but determine, a node in the anima of air, 
whereby the latter divides and vibrates in two half sections 
producing the second harmonic overtone or octave. In order 
to obtain this result the player increases the pressure of he 
breath and also the tension of his lips against the recd. 

The compass of the oboe Is from 	with all 

chromatic semitones. The G clef Is used in notation and all 
notes are sounded as written. 

The quality of tone or timbre depends primarily on the co* 
figuration of the sound waves (see Hoerr), which is influenced 
by the -special characteristics of the mouth-
piece: the musical tone of an instrument 
may be said to be due more directly to the 
prevalence and relative strength of the 
many harmonics which go to make up a 
composite tone or clang. The quality of the 
oboe tone resembles that of the E string of 
the violin, but is more nasal, more penetrat-
ing and shriller. The lower register is thin 
and somewhat sweeter, approximating to the 
upper register of the coy anglais. But the 
timbre does not vary appreciably in the 
different registers, and to this want of variety 
in tone colour is due the unpopularity of the 
oboe as a solo instrument, although it is 
invaluable as a melody-leading instrument in 
the orchestra, balanced by clarinets and flutes. 
The oboe lends itself admirably to pastoral 
music. The technical capabilities of the in-
strument are very varied. It is possible to 
play on it diatonic and chromatic scale and 
arpeggio passages, legato and staccato, leaps; 
cantabile passages; sustained notes, cres-
cendo and diminuendo, grace not es and shakes 
(with reservations). The keys having many 
sharps and flats are the most difficult for the 
oboist. 

The double reed is the most simple, as it Is 
probably the oldest; of all reed contnvances. It 
is sufficient to flatten the end of a wheat straw 
to constitute an apparatus capable of setting in 
vibration by the breath the column of sir con-
tained in the rudimentary tube; the invention 
of this reed is certainly due to chance An 
apparatus for sonorous disturbance thus found, 
it was easy to improve it : for the wheat stalk 
a reed stalk was substituted, and in theestremity 
of Its pipe another reed stalk much shorter in 
length was inserted, pared and flattened at the 
end; and then came the lateral holes, probably 
another discovery of the great inventor chance. 
For the reed tube a wooden one was substituted, 
still preserving the reed tongue, and it is In 
this form, after having played an important 
part amongst the sonorous contrivances of an-
tiquity, that we find the ancestor of the oboe 
playing a part no lee important in the 16th 
century, in which it formed the interesting 
families of the cromornes, the corthols and the Iwo! Carte  g Co. 
cervelas. All these families have disappeared r„. , 
from the instrumental combinationsof Europe, • 	°b°e" 
but they are still to be found in Eastern wind instruments, such 
as the Caucasian satamouri, the Chinese kteantu, and the bitskiriki ci 
Japan. 

It is impossible to say when it was that man fine em 	the 
phenomena of double reeds and conical pipes, but the 	of 
them must at least have been later than that of the cy rical 
pipe, which we may regard as directly furnished by nature. That 
antiquity made use of them, however, has been proved  by Gevaert 
in his admirable Hisfoire de In Ingsiene doss ranter N; but this 
learned author states that the double-reed pipes held but an in- 
significant place in the instrumental music of ancient Greece and 
Rome, a statementwhich is open to challenge (see AuLos). 
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0311). It thaw bears the name of SchaLwey, and ims12i  
associated with an instrument of similar coastruC 	

= 
tion called iloso. 

bora. 
There exists, however, much earlier evidence, in the illuminated 

MSS. and in the romances of the middle ads, of the great popularity 
of the instrument in sill parts of Europe. -The ongin of wt-nd instru-
ments with conical tubes must be sought in the East, in Asia. An 
early medieval Schalmey with three holes may be seen on the silver 

cupge
effthe goddess Nana-Anat.t 

are two or three Schalmeys in the fine t3thcentury Spanish 
MS. Cade ns do Santa Mona executed for Alphonse the Wise, pre-
served In the Library of the Escorial' (J. b 2). 

The oboe was known daring the early middleas Calmar, is 
Clehureans (France), &hairnet (Germany), Shalom asked). It is 
mentioned in the Ramo ds Ind (12th century) ine 10,822 seq.) mentioned 

 wares, et chalemiax." An interesting S. at the British 
Museum, fawn 3983, contains amcag other musical instruments 
on foL 13 a large sbawm with 6 finger-holm described at the side as 
Wawa wrens. 

A adalature in the Paris Maneme MS. ,  of the 14th century depicts 
Heinrich von Meioses, better known as Fmuenlob, conducting, hum 
a raised platform. a band of musicians, one of whom is holding a 
Schalmey with 6 or 7 boles. 

The chaster of the bagpipe was a shame. having the double reed 
concealed within an air-chamber, while the drones had single beating 
reeds concealed in the same manner Msreenne calls hods dials-
stews! The cornemuse or chalemie ofshepherds and msants was 
of this Mad, but a special cornemuse, used in the 17th century in 
concert with the hautbois de Poitou, had double reeds throughout 
in amens and drone. The hautbois de Poitou was a primitive 
oboe with the reed placid in a bulb, forming an air-chamber. having 
a raised slit at the top through which the performer breathed in 

rrasarsecipassalle to play with expression on the hautbois de Poitou or 
air; as the reed could not be controlled by the lips, it 

to obtain the harmonic octaves; the compass was therefore limited. 
The kind of bagpipe (q.v.) known as Musette,' inflated by bellows, 
also had double seeds throughout in spite of having a cylindrical 
cheater. 

The manufacture of musical Instruments could not remain un-
affected by the great artistic movement known as the Renaissance; 

, we find them not only improved and purified in farm 
in the 1 century, but also ranged in complete families from the 
soprano to the bass. Prnetorius, In his Sr041144  Makin,' ir S- 
tem), pas us the full nomenclature of the family with which we 
are concerned, composed of the following individuals: (i) The little 
Schelmey, rarely employed, measured about 17 in. in length, and had 
ski lateral holes. Its deepest note was tIg • (2) The discant 
Schnhney (fig. a), the primitive type of the modern oboe; its length 

was about 26 in., and its deepest note (3) The 
alto Pommer (fig. 3), 3i31 in. long, with its deepest note 

(4) The tenor Pommer (fig. 4), measuring about 4 ft. 4 us.; besides 
the Oa lateral boles of the meceding numbers there were four keys 
which produced the notes EffiTITyl  . (5) The bass Palmer. 
hewing a length of nearly 6 ft.; it had sis lateral holes and four keys 

which produced =j1. (6) The great double quint 

Panama, measuring about .9 I. 8 in. in length; its four keys 

permitted the production ol the notes WWI. These in-

struments, and especially numbers (a).pu4,1 and (5), occupieeran 
important place on the continent of in the instrumental 
combinations of the 16th-t8th centuries. qt. 5. borrowed from a 

See Gas. Archie:. (Paris, 0386), xl. pp. 70 et seq. PL X.; also 
194 Casun2afrquIpurs of part of the Canligas containing figures of 

instruments&es has been published by the Real Academia 
Eapabora (Madrid, 1889). and cast be seen at the British Museum. 
A reproduction in black and white is included in Juan F. Ria•o's 
Garai and Bildiegraphisal Nebo en Bend? 4=W Mavis (Quaritch. 
0187). 

The miniature is reproduced in Naninanids Blister" 4 Paris, I. 
oiltfrotsirWeiserselk. &jig,- 282-286 entaictotteterfe  • See Mersenne—sp. a. IL pp. 287i? 	 /e R01112411. 

BMW* pew la males, le hwaWs, (Pads, 1737), chap. reL  

phrase Sainted in 16e6 by Van Abbot, repreoents mix musicians 
playing 

 
the following ha:rumens indicated in the order of their 

position in the picture from left to right: a bass oboe, bent over and 
become the bassoon, an alto Pommer, a cornet 
(German " sake "), a distant Schalmey, a second 
alto Pommer and a trombone. ,  

The 17th century brought no great changes in 
the construction of the four smaller instruments of the 
family. Michel de la Bane writing in t 740 states that in 
the archives of the Chambre des Comptes are q charges 
for hautbois and musette. de Poitou created by King 
John' (14th century). Extensively used in France. they 
were there called haulx bois or ' hank-
bois," to distinguish them f torn the two larger 
instruments which were designated by the 
words " gra bois." Haultbois became haut-
bois in French, and oboe in English, German 
and Italian; and this word Is now used to 
distinguish the smallest In-
strument of the family. 

During the 17th century 
some of the most important 
names connected with instru-
mental music in France are 
to be found amongst the 
Grande Hautbois of' dieCtande 
Exude du Rai, such as Hot-
teterre (Jean, Louis and 
Nicholas), Philidor (Jacque. 
and Andre), Gina AW110, 
Deetouches, 

In Germany the Schabney 
was represented in the town 
band, in the Court and the 
Church orchestras, and later 
in that of the Opera. In 158o 
it fa recorded that the Or-
chevon of the elector of 
BmndenbuneincludedSchal-
secy. and Bombarts. In Dres-
den the orchestra possessed 
(t$93) no less than 16 Schal- 
meys. large and small. Hein- 
rich Scheer, who founded the 
first Opera in Germany, at 
Dresden, used two Man or 
early oboes in 1629 in one of 
his wake." 

The little Schalmey and the 
tenor Primmer seem to have 
disappeared in the 17th cen-
tury: it is the decant Schalmey and the alto Pommer which by 
improvement have become two important members of the modern 

The oboe, as such, was employed for the first time in 1671 
in the orchestra of the Paris opera in Penrose by Cambert. The 
first two keysWija date from the end of the 17th century. 

It is not known who added the first keys to the oboe; there is, 
however, a drawing of a Preach Jioboy in an English MS. by the 
third Randle Holme, which formed part of his Academy of Armoury" 
known to have been written before 1688, in which the two keys are 
shown. The instrument must have been well known in England at 
the time, and Randle Holmes rough little drawing fixes the date of 
the transformation approximately as not later than 168o, probably 
earlier, since the oboe was used in Pomona in 7671. According to 
the flautist Quante" the transformation of Schalmey into oboe took 
place when the keys for C sharp and D sharp were added, at about 
the same time as they were added to the flute. 

In 1727 Gerhard Hoffmann of Ratenberg " added the keys 
A Parisian maker, Delusse, furnished at the end of 

This picture, belonging to. the National Museum of Madrid, 

Twerp on 
represents

the  a 
	

'val • of the 
 of all 

Virgin of t 
the teligihe 

Rosary.
ous  orders in the city of Ant- 

For further details see Mahillon's catalogue of the Made is 
Conservatoire royal de mwique de Bruxelles (Ghent, 1896, voL ii. p. 25). 

• &e I. Earcheville, " Quelques documents sur la musique 
de Is Grande Ronk du RoL" Jst. Mae. Cwt. Slid. u.  4. p. 633. • lb., Table II. 

*See Gropius, aardge a Gaels. Berlins, 184o, Bd. ff. 
it Complete edition, vol. v. No. 7. See Ernst Eating, Zur Cw 

sehichk der Blesitsarteneete ian zd a. s? Jahrh. (Berlin Inaugural 
Dissertation. 3899). published by A. Sehalse, Rada( (Berlin). R 47. 

is See British Abeam,  Harleian MS. 2034,  fol. ao7b. 
" See Versed Wier A Ideating We Plate wiser: ire set sad's, p. 24. 

See Mattasom. °w haler, L p. 268i and Eisel, Meeikes she-
illasmr. R 06. 

FIG. Y. 	FIG. 3. 
The Discant The Alto 
Schalmey. Pommer. 
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the octave key, which when opened, establishes & loop or ventral 
segment of vibration in the column of air, facilitating the pro-
duction of sounds in the octave higher. Triebert of Paris owes his 
great reputation to the numerous improvements he introduced is 
the construction of the oboe. 

The alto Pommer was but slowly transformed: it was called in 
French 't hautbois de chase," in Italian " oboe di mech." In the 
18th century we find it more elezant in form, but with all the defects 
of the primitive instrument. The idea of bending the instrument 
into a half circular form to facilitate the handling is usually attri-
buted to an oboist of Bergamo, one lean Ferlendis, who was estab- 
lished at Salzburg at about 76o. This is obviously incorrect, since 
Ferlendis would then have been five years old! It has been sug-
gested that the fact of the instrument's resembling a kind of hunting 

horn used at that time in England probably gained for it the name 
of " corn ingleie," which it still retains (" cos anglais " in French)! 
The first employment of it in the orchestra is referred to Gluck, 
who hall two " con aught!'" In his Alcoa, as played at Vienna in 
1787. But it was not until iSo8 that the ear anglats was first heard 
in the Paris opera; it was played by the oboist Vogt in Akxaudre 
etas Ape& by C,atel. The improvements in manufacture of this 
instrument closely followed those introduced in the oboe. The 18th 
century produced an intermediate oboe between (2) and (3), which 
was called hautbois d'amour, and was frequently employed by J. S. 
Bach. It was a third lower than the ordinary oboe, and was char-
acterized by the pear-shaped bell with narrow aperture common to 
all wind instruments known as d'amour to which is due their veiled 
sweet quality. In the Spanish Cantigas, there are two Schalmeys 
with pear-shaped bells. This is in all probability the doufatne 
mentioned in the 13th and [4th-century romances. The oboe 
d'amore fell into disuse after the death of the great German composer. 
It has been resuscitated by the firm of C. Mahillon of Brussels, and 
reconstructed with the improvements of modern manufacture. 
A similar timbre was artificially moduced in the oboe by means of 
mutes or serdini composed of hollow cones of wood, balls of papers 
pieces of sponge! &c. 

After the 16th century we find the instruments which were 
designated by the name of " grog bois." the (5) and (6) of Praetorius, 
transformed into shorter instruments, the Fagett and Contrafagott, 
having a column of air of the same length and form as the Pommers, 
but the instrument itself consisted of two conical tubes communicat-
ing at the lower part of the instrument; they were pierced in a single 
piece of wood, It is probably owing to the aspect of this double 
pipe that the satirical name of fagot was given, preserved in 
Italian as fa o, and in German as Fagott. A canon of 
Ferrara named Afranio has been named as the author of the 
transformation. about 1539. of the bass Pommer, but Count 
Valdrighi, the curator of the Estense library! and WasieJewski! 
who has reproduced the drawing of Afranio's invention, deprive 

I See Henri Lavoie. Histoire de rinstruatentation (Paris), p. 
tit;  also Gerber's Laden, "Giuseppe Ferlendis "; and Robert 
Eisner. Quellenlexikon der Mailbags?, " Gieeeffo Ferlendis," 
born ti55. 

This question is more fully treated under Con ANOtAIS. 
See Mattbesen. Orcheller, p. 266. 
See Quanta. op. cit. p. 241. 
Mum 	. Pkagotus d'Afrattio. 
Ge 	der Instruanstalmusik is 16",  „rehrinedert (Berlin, 

1878), p. 

him of the meritof the Innovaden. The (*gated was trdsfermed 
in the same fashion. 

Sigismund Schnitzer of Nuremberg *acquired a 'rest reputation in 
the 16th century for making the " basson," • French word substi-
tuted for the old fagot. and adopted in England as bassoon. His 

instrument had only two keys el 	We cannot tell when 

the bassoon gained its present form, but it was probably at the 
end of the 17th century. It was used in the orchestra in 
Germany by H. Schutz in She (cir.)!. and in 1625, 5 lagotti were 
in use! 

Cesti, in his grand opera +I Poses d'oro,* which was performed with 
the utmost brilliancy at the nuptials of the emperor Leopold in 
Vienna, where printed editions of 1667 and 1668 are preserved, used 
fagotti combined with two comets, three trombones and a regal to 
suggest the terrors of Hades, 

Michael Praetorius (1618) expressly mentions the fagotto as ah 
orchestral instrument. 

In France it was used with the oboe in t67t in Cambert's Pews& 
in the newly founded French Opera, for which Cambert. & Perrin 
had received in 1669 a Royal Privilege expiring in 1672, and there-
after granted to Lully. 

It bad three keys then 	 Ll . The B flat key render- 

ing a lengthening of the instrument necessary, we may suppose 

it took its modern form at that epoch. The fourth key @— 

is found in a bassoon stamped Stanesby Junior, London, 1 747.' 
and also in one without maker's name, obviously earlier, to judge by 
the very early pattern of the keys." The bassoon appears with 
four keys in the Encyclopedie of Diderot and d'Alembert (Paris. 
1751-1765). The number of keys increased by the beginning of the 

present century to eight, viz.: 	 and two 

keys to facilitate the production of acute harmonic. It was his 
proved by Almenrikler m Germany, Savari, and more recently 
Triebert and Goumas, Paris, and C. Mahillon. Brussels. (See also 
Boissoos.) 

The reform in the construction of the flute due to Theobald Boehm 
of Munich about 184o, a reform which principally consisted in the 
rational division of the tube by the position of the lateral holes, 
prompted Triebert to try to adapt the innovation to the oboes and 
bamoons; but he failed, because the application of the system 
denaturalized the timbre of the instruments, which it was neuessary, 
before all things, to preserve, but further improvements made upon 
the same lines by Barret and later by Rudall Carte, have trans-
formed the oboe into the most delicate and perfect of reed instru-
ments. In 1856 a French bandmaster, M. Sarrus, thought out the 
construction of a family of brass instruments with conical tubes 
pierced at regular distances, which, by diminishing the length of the 
air column, has rendered a series of fundamental sounds easy—
more equal and free in timbre than that of the oboe family. Gautrot 
of Paris realized the inventor's idea, and, under the name of " sarruso-
phones," has created a complete family, from the soprenino in 
E flat to the contrabass in B flat, of which his firm preserves the 
monopoly. 

In order to replace the old double-bassoon of wood, the Cum of 
C. Mahillon, Brussels, produced in 1868, a reed contrabam of metal. 
since much used in orchestras and military bands. The first idea of this 
instrument goes back to 1839. and is attributed to SchblInast & Son 
of Pressburg. It is a conical brass tube of very large proportions, 
with lateral holes placed as theory demands. in geometrical relation. 
with a diameter almost equal to the section of the tube at the 
point where the hole is cut. From this it results that for each sound 
one key only is required, and the seventeen keys give the player 
almost the facility of a keyboard. The compass written for this 

contrabass is comprised between % and abut sounds 

an octave lower. See Ccurruaxacoria. 	 (V. M.; IL S.) 

See Doppelmar, Historisehe Ifackachint son lignebergisdas 
Hatenatikent wed &fielders. Nurnberg, tyys. 

'See complete edition, voL iii. No. 4. 
s Vol. 'till. No. I. 
P A fine edition has been published with reproductions of the, 

original sketches for the scenes and the full score by Adler in Peak - 
War der natant in °narrate*, Bd iii, p. xxv. 

"See Captain C. R. Day's Catalogue of the Haled latarenuests 
exhibited at the Royal Mi*itary ilebsbitims (London. t89t), p. 75• 
No. Is. 

" Ib, p. 75, No. tel. 

, and one, 
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ODOR, a seaport on the north' shore of the Gulf of Tajo*, 

N.E. Africa, acquired by France in 062. It gave its name to the 
colony of Obok, now merged in the French Somali coast pro-
tectorate (see Sousa :Lugo: Freud). The port is separated 
from the open sea by coral reefs, but is only partially sheltered 
from the winds. This led to the practical abandonment of the 
town by the French, who in 1896 transferred to Jibuti, on the 
opposite shore of the Gulf of Tajura, the seat of government of 
the colony. Obok is cdnnected with Aden and Jibuti by sub-
marine cables. Population about Sea- 

OBRA, a river of Germany, in the Prussian province of Posen, 
a left-bank tributary of the Warthe. It rises near Obis, N.W. 
from Roschmin, and forms in Its course marshes, lakes and 
the so-called Great Obrabruch (Sett). The latter, so m. long 
and about s m. broad, is a deep depression in the undulating 
country of south-west Posen. The river is here dammed in 
and canalized and affords excellent water transit for the agri-
cultural produce of the district. 

O'BRIEN, WILLIAM SMITH (x803-1864), Irish revolutionary 
politician, son of Sir Edward O'Brien, a descendant of Brian 
Boroimhe (d. lore), king of Ireland (see CLARE), was born 
in Co. Clare on the 57th of October 1803, and received his 
education at Harrow and at Cambridge. He took the additional 
name of Smith on inheriting his maternal grandfather's estates 
in Limerick. He entered parliament in t828 as member for 
Ennis, and from 5835 to 1848 represented the county of Limerick. 
Although he spoke in 1828 in favour of Catholic emancipation, 
he for many years continued to differ on other points from the 
general policy of O'Connell. But be opposed the Irish Arms 
Act of 1843, and became an active member of the Repeal Associa-
tion. Though he was destitute of oratorical gifts, his arraign-
ment of the English government of Ireland secured him 
enthusiastic attachment as a popular leader. In July :846 the 
" Young Ireland " party, with Smith O'Brien and' Cavan 
Duffy at their bead, left the Repeal Association, and in the 
beginning of z847 established the Irish Confederation. In May 
1848 he was tried at Dublin for sedition, but the jury disagreed. 
In the following July be established a war directory, and 
attempted to make a rising among the peasantry of Ballingarry, 
but although he was at first joined by a large following the 
movement wanted cohesion, and the vacillating crowd dispersed 
as soon as news reached them of the approach of the dragoons. 
O'Brien was arrested at Tburles, tried and sentenced to death. 
The sentence was, however, commuted to transportation to 
Tasmania for Tile. In February au he received his liberty on 
condition of never revisiting the United Kingdom; and in May 
z856 be obtained a full pardon, and returned to Ireland. In 
5856 he published Principle: of Government, or Ifeditotiont in 
Exile. He died at Bangor, north Wales, on the 58th of June, 
1864. He had five sons and two daughters. His eldest brother, 
Lucks, became 13th Baron Inchiquin In z855, as heir male to 
the 3rd marquis of Thomond, at whose death in ass the mar-
quisate of Thomond and the earldom of Inchiquin became 
extinct. (See Tuamotu, tar EARL or.) 

OBSCENITY (from the adjective " obscene," Lat. obscenta, 
evil-looking, filthy). By English law it Is an indictable mis-
demeanour to show an obscene exhibition or to publish any 
obscene matter, whether it be in writing or by pictures, effigy 
or otherwise. The precise meaning of " obscene " is, however, 
decidedly ambiguous. It has been defined as " something offen-
sive to modesty or decency, or expressing or suggesting unchaste 
or lustful ideas or being impure, indecent or lewd." But the test 
of criminality as accepted in England and Canada is whether 
the exhibition or matter complained of tends to deprave and 
corrupt those whose minds are open to immoral Influences 
and who are likely to visit the exhibition, or to see the matter 
published. If the exhibition or publication is calculated to have 
this effect, the motive of the publisher or exhibitor is immaterial. 
Even in the ease of judicial proceedings, newspapers are not 
privileged to publish evidence which falls within the definition. 
In dealing with writings alleged to be obscene, the court and 
jury have to consider the effect of the whole work and not merely  

the particular extract challenged as improper; and In practice 
it is difficult to induce juries to convict the publishers of well-
knows and old-established works of real literary quality on the 
ground that they contain passages offensive to modern notions 
of propriety. In the case of exhibitions of sculpture and pictures 
some difficulty is found In drawing the line between representa-
tions of the nude and works which fall within the definition 
above stated—a difficulty raised in a somewhat acute form 
before the London County Council in Leo7 by theatrical repre-
sentations of " living statuary." 

Besides the remedy by indictment there are statutory pro- 
visions 

 
 for punishing as vagabonds persons who expose to 

public view in public streets or adjacent premises obscene 
prints, pictures or other indecent exhibitions. These are 
supplemented by similar provisions, applicable to the metropolis 
and to county towns, and (by a statute of 1889) for suppressing 
certain kinds of indecent advertisements. By an act of z 857 
powers are given for searching premises on which obscene 
books, &c., are kept for sale, distribution, &c., and for ordering 
their destruction, and the post office authorities have power 
to seize postal packets containing such matter and to prosecute 
the sender. In 406 the London publisher of a weekly comic 
paper was punished for inserting advertisements inviting readers 
to acquire by post from abroad matter of this kind. 

The use of obscene or indecent language in public places is 
punishable as a misdemeanour at common kw, but it is usually 
dealt with summarily, under the Metropolitan Police Act 5839, 
or the Town Police Clauses Act 1847, or under local by-laws. 

British Possessione.—In British India obscene publications, ex-
hibitions, 8::.ec tue•ecisunished under articles spa, 393 and 294  of the 
Penal Code. 	exception is made for representations in temples 
or on cars 	for conveyance of idols or kept or used for religious 
purposes. In those British possessions whose law is based on the 
common law the offences above dealt with are offences at common 
law or under colonial statutes embodying the common law, e.g. =V Code. 189e, se 172, 227, 228, 	(3); Western Australian 

ol, es. 203. 204, 352 (3)1 Canadian i..riminal Code, s. 
In New South Wales and Western Australia, by acts of Igor and 
tem, previa'''a have been made for dealing summarily with in-
decent and obscene publications based to seam extent on the English 
legislation of 1889 against indecent advertisements. In the Colonial 
acts no penalty is incurred if the defence can prove that the in-
criminated publication is a work of recognized -literary merit, e.g. 
Aristophanes or Boccaccio's Decastieron, or is a bona-fide medical 
work circulated in the manner permitted by the statutes. 

United States.—Under the Federal Law (Revised Statutes, s. 
3893) penalties are imposed for transmitting obscene matter by the 
U.S. mails; see U.S. v. Woks (1892).51 Fed. Rep. 41. (W. F. C.) 

OBSEQUERS, MAIM a Latin writer of uncertain date, 
generally placed about the middle of the 4th century A.D. lie 
is the author of a small extant work De prodigiis, taken from 
an epitome of Livy, and giving an account of the prodigies and 
portents that occurred in Rome between 249-12 s.c. 

The editio princeps was published by Aldus (t5o8); later editions 
by F. Oudendorp (272o) and 0. Jahn (1853, with the &Mochas of 

ammo (Med. Let. obsequies, formed after class. Lat. 
essertioe), a term for funeral rites and ceremonies, especially 
such as are carried out with great ceremony. The Lat. ob-
sequium (from obsequi, to follow close after) produced the 
obsolete English " obsequy," in the sense of ready complaisant 
service, especially of an inferior to a superior, still found in the 
adjective " obsequious." 

OBSERVATORY. Up to a comparatively recent date an 
" observatory " was a place exclusively devoted to the taking 
of astronomical observations, although frequently 'a rough 
account of the weather was kept. When the progress of terres-
trial magnetism and n .teorology began to make regular observa-
tions necessary, the duty of taking these was often thrown on 
astronomical observatories, although in some cases separate 
institutions were created for the purpose. In this article the 
astronomical observatories will be chiefly considered. 

Up to about Soo B.c. it can scarcely be said that an observatory 
existed anywhere, as the crude observations of the heavens then 
taken were only made by individuals and at intervals, employing 
the simplest possible apparatus. Thus, according to Staab°. 
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Endo= had an observatory at Cnidua But, when philo-
sophical speculation had exhausted its resources, and an accumu-
lation of facts was found to be necessary before the knowledge 
of the construction of the universe could advance farther, the 
first observatory was founded at Alexandria, and continued in 
activity for about four hundred years, or until the middle or 
end of the and century of the Christian era. Hipparchus of 
Rhodes, the founder of modern astronomy, by repeating ob-
servations made at Alexandria, discovered the precession of 
the equinoxes, and investigated with considerable success the 
motions of the sun, moon and planets. His work was continued 
by more or less distinguished astronomers, until Ptolemy (in 
the and century s.o.) gave the astronomy of Alexandria its 
final development. When science again began to be cultivated 
after the dark ages which followed, we find several observatories 
founded by Arabian princes; first one at Damascus, next one 
at Bagdad built by the caliph Al-Mamun early in the 9th 
century, then one on the Moltattam near Cairo, built for Ibn 
Yunis-by the caliph Hakim (about t000 A.D.), where the Haki-
mite tables of the sun, moon and planets were constructed. The 
Mongol khans followed the example; thus arose the splendid 
observatory at Maragha in the north-west of Persia, founded 
about A.D. r 26o by &logo Khan, where Nasir Uddin constructed 
the ilohkhanic tables; and in the 25th century the observatory 
at Samarkand was founded by Ulugh Beg, and served not only 
in the construction of new planetary tables but also in the forma-
tion of a new catalogue of stars. 

With the commencement , of scientific studies in Europe in 
the 55th century the necessity of astronomical observations 
became at once felt, as they afforded the only hope of improving 
the theory of the motions of the celestial bodies. Although 
astronomy was taught in all universities, the taking of observa-
tions was for two hundred years left to private individuals. The 
first observatory in Europe was erected at Nuremberg in 5472 
by a wealthy citizen, Bernhard Walther, who for some years 
enjoyed the co-operation of the celebrated astronomer Regio-
montanus. At this observatory, where the work was continued 
till the founder's death in 15o4, many new methods of observing 
were invented, so that the revival of practical astronomy may 
be dated from its foundation. The two celebrated observatories 
of the 26th century, Tycho Brahe's on the Danish island of 
liven (in activity from 2576 to 1597) and that of Landgrave 
William IV. at Cassel (1561-1597),  made a complete revolution 
in the art of observing. Tycho Brahe may claim the honour 
of having been the first to see the necessity of carrying ore for 
a number of years an extensive and carefully-planned series 
of observations with various instruments, worked by himself 
and a staff of assistants. In this respect his observatory (Urani-
burgum) resembles our modern larger institutions more closely 
than do many observeories of much more recent data The 
mighty impulse which Tycho Brabe gave to practical astronomy 
at last installed this science at the universities, among which 
those el Leiden and Copenhagen were the first to found observa-
tories. We still find a large private observatory in the middle 
of the 17th century, that of Johannes Hevelius at Danzig, but 
the foundation of the royal observatories at Paris and Greenwich 
and of numerous university observatories shows how rapidly 
the importance of observations had become recognized by 
governments and public bodies, and it is not until within the 
last hundred and thirty years that the development of various 
new branches of astronomy has enabled private observers to 
compete with public institutions. 

The instruments employed in observatories have of course 
changed considerably during the last two hundred years. When 
the first royal observatories were founded, the principal instru-
ments were the mural quadrant for measuring meridian zenith 
distances of stars, and the sextant for measuring distances of 
stars aster re, with a view of determining their difference of 
right ascension by a simple calculation. • These instruments 
were introduced by Tycho Bribe, but were subsequently much 
improved by the addition of telescopes and micrometers. When 
the law of gravitation was discovered it became necessary to  

test the correctness of the theoretical conclusions drawn from 
it as to the motions within the solar system, and this necessarily 
added to the importance of observations. By degrees, as theory 
progressed, it made greater demands for the accuracy of observa-
tions, and accordingly the instruments had to be improved. 
The transit instrument superseded the sextant and offered the 
advantage of furnishing the difference of right ascension directly; 
the clocks and chronometers were greatly improved; and 
lastly astronomers began early in the near century to treat 
their instruments, not as faultless apparatuses but as imperfect 
ones, whose errors of construction had to be detected, studied 
and taken into account before the results of observations could 
be used to test the theory. That century also witnessed the 
combination of the transit instrument and the mural quadrant 
or circle in one instrument—the transit or meridian circle. 

While the necessity of following the sun, moon and planets 
as regularly as possible increased the daily work of observatories, 
other branches of astronomy were opened and demanded other 
observations. Hitherto observations of the " fixed stars " bad 
been supposed to be of little importance beyond fixing points of 
comparison for observations of the movable bodies. But when 
many of the fixed stars were found to be endowed with " proper 
motion," it became necessary to include them among the objects 
of constant attention, and in their turn the hitherto totally 
neglected telescopic stars had to be observed with precision, 
when they were required as comparison stars for comets or 
minor Idanets. Thus the field of work for meridian instruments 
became very considerably enlarged. 

In addition to this, the increase of optical power of telescopes 
revealed hitherto unknown objects-double stars and nebulae—
and brought the study of the physical constitution of the heavenly 
bodies within the range of observatory work. Researches 
connected with these matters were, however, for a umber of 
years chiefly left to amateur observers, and it is only since about 
I830 that many public observatories have taken up this kind of 
work. The application of spectrum analysis, photometry, Esc., 
in astronomy has still more increased the number and variety 
of observations to be made, while the use of photography in work 
of precision has completely revolutionized many branches of 
practical astronomy. It has now become necessary for most 
observatories to devote themselves to one or two special fields 
of work. 

It would be difficult to arrange the existing observatories 
into classes either according to tLe work pursued in them or 
their organization, as the work in many cases at different times 
has been directed to different objects, while the organization 
depends mostly on national and local circumstances. As already 
alluded to above, one of the principal characteristics of the larger 
observatories of the present day is the distribution of the work 
among a number of assistants under the general superintendence 
of a director. This applies principally to the great observatories, 
where the sun, moon, planets and a limited number of fixed stars 
are without Interruption being observed, but even among these 
institutions hardly two are conducted on the same principles. 
Thud in Greenwich the instruments and observation 's are all 
treated according to strict rules laid down by the astronomer-
royal, while in Washington or Pulkowa each astronomer has to 
a certain extent his choice as to the treatment of the instrument 
and arrangement of the observations. The same is the case 
with the smaller institutions, in most of which these arrangements 
vary very much with change of personnel. 

The way in which the results of observations are published 
depends principally on the size of the institutions. The larger 
observatories issue their " annals "or " observations " as separate 
periodically-published volumes, while the smaller ones chiefly 
depend on scientific journals to lay their results before the public, 
naturally less fully as to details. 

Subjoined is a catalogue of public and private'obeervatories 
still in activity in ipso or in existence within the past hundred 
years. (r- of long•) 

(.4bbrestaliau: ap., aperture; squat., equatorial; ohs., observa-
tory or observations.; o.g., object-elam; phot., photographic; refl.. 
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reesetor; mfr., refractor; ag., silvered glass; vis., visual; adv., 
university. Where the name* of two makers are given, the first is 

tees 
tesponsible for the optical, the second for the mechanical past of the 

arumen.) 
GMAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND 

A. Public Observatories. 
Oreemick, royal obs., tat. +31°28' 38-4'. Founded in 1675 for the 

ion of astronomy and navigation. The ob.. have therefore promotion 
	

ro 
the first been principally intended to determine the positions of 

standard stars, the sun and planets, and above all to follow the 
motion of•the moon with as little interruption as possible, both on and 
outside the meridian. Since 1873 spectroscopic ohs. and a dal phot. 
record of sunots have been take. The eighth satellite of upiter 
was discovered photographically in 19o8. The ob.. is under the 
direction of the astronomer-royal; and from the time of its first 
astronomer, Flainsteed, the institution has always maintained its 
place in the foremost rank of obi. Thus the obs. of Bradley (ob. 
1762) form the foundation of modern stellar astronomy; but it was 
especially during the directorship of Airy (11t35-1881) that the ohs. 
rose to its present high state of efficiency. There are now two chief 
assistants, six assistants, and a staff of computers employed. The 
principal instruments now In use are: a meridian circle by Sauna 
(and Ransoms and May as engineer)), erected in t850, having a circle 
of 6-ft• diameter and • telescope 01 8-in. ap., Lassell's 24t. refl., 
erected 1884; 13-in. phot. refr. with 104n. via. 0.g. by Grubb; 
28-in. refr. by Grubb; 26-in. phot. refr. by Grubb, with the old 
1241-in. mfr. as guiding telescope; 94n. phot. refr. by Grubb, and 
3o-in. s.g. refl. by Common, the last four being on one stand; 8-in. 
altazimuth by Sunnis, erected 1896. The 26-in. and the 9-in. were 
presented by Sir H. Thompson. The standard " motor clock " is 

the United Kingdom. The 	and meteorological department 
the centre of • system del  ectrical! -controlled clocks scattered over 

was founded in 1838; it contains a complete set of instruments 
giving continuous phot. records. The Observations are published with 
all details from 175o, beginning with 18 in annual bulky quarto 
volumes; special results--e.g., 3,1m 	, Reductions of iAdIM 
and Planetary Observations-me published separate volumes. 

South Kensington, Solar physms obi., lat. +.51* 	48-0', long. 
0 h. OM. 41' IL W. Founded 187g, under Sir N. Lac 	; 34t. 
and 304n. . by Common; so-in. mfr. by Cooke, 	several side- 
rostats with attachments for spectroscopic and phot. work. 

Oxford, Radcliffe ohs., lat. +51* 45' 35.4'. long. o h. 5 m. 2.6 • W. 
Founded in 1771 by the Radcliffe trustees. Ohs. were regularly 
made, but cone were published until 1839, when 	tic ob., 
were begun with an 8-ft. transit instrument by B') 
6-ft. mural circle by ions ((1836)). Heliometer (7* in.) by 
(1849)' meridian circle by Troughton and Simms, mounted in 1861, 
formerly belonging to Mr Carrington; zo-in. mfr. by Cooke (1887), 
Grubb rein with 24-in. phot. and t8-in. via. o.g. (1902); self-' 	 
rag meteorological instruments. Besides the annual 8vo vols. of 
Observations (from 1840), four catalogues of stars have been 
published. 

Osford, .univ. ohs., lat. +51'  at 31-2', long. 0 h. 5 M. 0.4 S. W. 
Finished 1n 1875; is under the Whin professor of astronomv; 
123.10. refr. by Grubb, and a 13-in. refl. made and presented by De 
La Rue. The former has been used for photometric obs.; the latter 
for taking lunar photographs, by means of which the late Professor 
Pritchard investigated the libration of the moon; 134n. phot. mfr. 
by Grubb attached to the 123-in., used for phot. mac work. 

Cambridge, tat. -Fp• 12' 55.6", long. o h. o m. 22-8 s. E. Founded 
by the univ. senate in 1820. Chiefly devoted to meridian work-up 
to 1870 with a 5-in. transit by Dollond and a mural circle by Jones; 
a new meridian circle by Simms, of 8-in. ap. and 3-ft. circles, was then 
erected. The " Northumberland equatorial " was mounted in the 
" English" fashion in 1838; the o.g. by Cauchoix is of 11f-in. ap. 
R. S. Newell's 23-in. refr. by Cooke, erected 1891, used for spectro-
graphic work; mderostatic refr. with 12-in. o.g. by Cooke, 1898. 
In 1908 the instruments of Sir W. Huggins' obs. were presented by 
the Royal Society. 

Durham, univ. ob., lat. +54° 46' 6-2', long. o h. 6 m. 19-8 s. W. 
Founded in 1841; small meridian circle by Simms, refr. by num-
hofer of 63-in. ap., Almucantar of 6-in. ap. by Cooke (190o). 

Liverpool (Bidaton, Birkenhead), lat. +53' 24' 441'long. o h. 
12 M. 17.3 a. W. Founded in 18311 by the municipal colinth; trans- 
ferred in 1856 to the Docks and Harbour Beard; moved to Birken- 
head in 1867. Specially intended for testing the rates of chrono-
meters under different temperatures. Transit instrument by 
Troughton and Simms, and an 8-in. refr. by Mere. 

Eno (Richmond), lat. +51 . 28' 6", long o h. 1 m. is- t s. W. The 
central meteorological ob.. of the United Kingdom, with self- 
registering meteorological and magnetical instruments. Established 
in 142 under the auspices of the British Association, afterwards 
tranerred to the Royal Society. Since 1900 a department al the 
National Laboratory. A photoheiograph was employed at De La 
Rue's expense to take daily sun-pictures from 1863 to 1872. 

Edinburgh, royal dm., Blackford Hill, lat. +55° 57' 28.0', 
lotzi  o h. 12 M. 44.2 11. W. Founded in 1811 by subscription; the 
bu ing on Calton Hill erected in 1818. In 1834 the founders 
handed over the administration to the government, and in 1846 the  

ownership was similarly transferred. Since ie the obs. has been 
under the direction of the astronomer-royal for Scotland, who is 
also professor of practical astronomy m the univ. Professor 
Henderson (r83,3-1845) began extensive meridian obs. of fixed stars 
with a -•••••4  circle of 6-ft. diameter and an 8-ft. transit. A a-ft. 
aagg r,11 Grubb was erected in 1872. New obs. erected on 
Blackford 11111 1893-1895 for the Instruments presented by Lord 
Crawford ; t rein by Grubb, transit circle by Simms of 84n• ap., 
12. in. s.g. red, by Browning, two 6-in. mfrs. and a very fine library; 
also the 2-ft. tee. The old obs. on Calton Hill now Wong, to the 
city and is uteri for instruction; a 21-in. refr. by Wragge has been 
erected. 

Glasgow, univ. ohs., lat. +55°52' 4241', long. c h. 17 1/1. 10-6 s. W. 
Oruanized in t840 by subscription, aided by subsidies from the univ. 
and the state. Meridian circle by Ertel of 64n. ap_,•' 9-in. refr. by 
Cc eke, 20-in . red. by Grubb with siseneror Two wo catalogues of ...tars were published by the late director, R. Grant. 

Dublin, situated about 4 m. N.W. of Dublin at Dundnk, lat. 
+3° 23' 13 , 1', long. o h. 25 m. a1.1 11. W. Ba=w0ethe univ.; 
ere i 1; r5; is under the direction of the " profess(); 
of astronomy and royal astrcnomer of Ireland." In 1808 a re-
versible meridian circle by Ramsden and Bergs of 8-ft. diameter was 
put up, with which Brinkley observed assiduously till 1827. In 
1868 was erected a refr. of 115-in. ap. by Caudal: (o.g. formerly 
belonging to and given by Sir J. South), which has been used for 
researches on stellar parallax. A meridian circle by rotor and 
Martins of 6-4-in. ap. was mounted in 1873, and a 15-in. s.g. refl. 
for phot, work in 1889. Astronomical Observations nod Researches 
rasa at Dusan* in Ito parts. 

A 	k tat. -1-54 21 121% long. 0 h. 26 111. 35.4 s. W. Founded 
and 	by Archbishop ft. Robinson in 1790. Possessed very 
few instruments until the obi. was enlarged by Archbishop Lord 
ohn George Beresford in 1827, when a mural circle and a transit by 

Jones were provided, with which meridian ob.. were made fill 1883, 
published in two star catalogues; 10-In. mfr. by Grubb (1845) used 
for micrometer work. 

B. Principal Private Observatories in spat 
Mr W. Coleman's obs., Hartland, Dover, lat. +51' 8' 12', long. 

o h. 5 m. 11 • E. Cooke 8-in. refr. used for ohs. of double stars. 
Mr J. Franklin-Adam's Mervel Hill, Hambledon, Surrey, 

tat. +51. 8' 11.6', long. 0 h. 2 M. 30.2 B. W. Erected 1903; twin 
equatorial by Cooke with 12-in. and 64n. lenses, another with 8-in. 
and 6-h. lenses, used for phot. survey of the heavens with special 
reference to the Milky Way. The former instrument was used at the 
Cape in 19o3-19o4. 

Rev. T. E. Espin's ohs., Tow Law, Darlin_ gton, lat. +54" 4.3L30.,'S 
long. 0 h. 7 m. 14 11. W. 175-in. 

 
11.106. by 1:411Ver, used since 1888 for 

and obs. of double stars. 
Mr rh. Maw's obs., Kensington, lat. +5 1 ' 30' 2•8'. long. o h. o m. 49• s. W., 6-in. refr. by Cooke (1886). Also at Outwood, 

Surrey, tat. -1-5t° 38', long. o h. o M. 23.7 a. W., 8-in. refr. by 
Cooke 0896), both used on double stars. 

Sir Wilfrid Peek's ohs., Rousdon, Lyme Regis, tat. +50' 42'_38'r 
long. o h. z m. 59.0 s. W. Erected by the late Sir Cuthbert Peek 
in 1885; 6-44n. refr. by Mem used for tbs. variable stars. 

Earl of Rosse's ohs., Birr Castle, King's county, Ireland, lat. 
+53°  3' 47', long. o h. 31 m. 40-9 s. W. In 3839 the earl made and 
mounted a refl. of 3-ft. ap. (remounted as equat. in 1876), and in 1845 
he completed the celebrated refl. of 6-ft. ap. and 54-ft. focal length. 
These Instruments, particularly the latter, were used from 

in 
 to 

1878 for obs. of nebulae, and revealed many new features n these 
bodies; results published in the Phil. Trans. and collected system- 
atically in the Tram. Roy. Dubl. Soc. (1879-1880).  Expennients 
were made by the present earl tc determine the amount of heat radi-
ated from the moon. 

Rugby School (Temple Ohs.), lat. +32'22'7', long. o !us m.2 a W. 
Founded in 1872; refr. by Clark, used for obs. of double stars 
and of stellar spectra. 

Stonykurst College obs., Lancashire, tat. +53' 5o' 40', long. o b. 
9 m._32-7 s. W. An 8-in. refr. by Troughton and Simms, mounted 
in 1507, used for spectroscopic and micrometric Perry 
memorial refr. by Grubb mounted in 1893, used chiefly for solar 
work. 

C. Private Observatories now discontissied. 
Mr J. G. Barclay's tbs., kyton. Essex. lat. +51° 34' 34', long. 

o h. o m. s. W In activity from 1862 till 1886, tc-in. refr. by 
Cooke; chiefly devoted to double stars. 

Afr C. Bishop's obs., South Villa, Regent's Park, London, lat. 
+51° 31' 29.9', long. o h. o m. 37.1 s. W In activity from 1836 to 
1861, then removed to Twickenham, and discontinued in 1874; had 
a 7-in. refr by Dollond, with which Mr J. R. Hind discovered ten 
minor planets and several comets, and constructed maps of stars 
near the ecliptic. 

Mr R. C. Carrington 's obs., Redhill, tat. +it' 14' 25.3'. 101111- 
o h. 0111.41-3s. W. Established in 1854; had a 4 -in. refr. and transit 
circle of 3-in. ap. (now at Radcliffe ODs.) With time latter • catalogue 
of the positions of 3735 stars within 9  of the pole, with the former 
regular ohs. of sun-spots, were made from 1853 to 1861. 
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Mr A. A. Common's obs., Ealing, London, W. (1876-t903). 

18-in. e.g. refl. erected in 1476, e.g. refl. of 36-in. ap. (mirror by 
Calvet, mounting by the owner), erected in 1879; chiefly used for 
celestial photography, replaced by a refl. of 5-ft. ap. in 1889. 

Colonel Coopers obs., Markree Castle, Co. Sligo, Ireland, lat. 
+54°  10' 3141', long. o h. 33 in. 48.4 s. W. Founded by the late E. J. 
Cooper, who in 1834 attht. a rein of 13.3-in. ap. (o.g. by Cauchoix). 
This instrument was from 1848 to 1856 used for determining the 
approximate places of 60,000 stars near the ecliptic. The oba 
was restored in 1874, and the rein, was used for double-star obs. 
till 1883. 

Earl of Crawford's ohs., Dunecht, Aberdeenshire, ht. +57'`9'  36', 
long. o h. 9 m. c W. Founded in 1872; tg•in. refr. by Grubb, 
12-in. s.g. refl. by Browning, two 64n. and several smaller mfr 
meridian circle by Simms similar to the one at Cambridge, numerous 
spectroscopes and minor instruments, also a large library and a 
collection of physical instruments. Chiefly devoted to spectroscopic 
and cometary ohs. Whole equipment presented to Edinburgh obs. 
in i888. 

Mr E. Crossky's obs., Bennerside, Halifax, Yorkshire. Equatorial 
refr. by Cooke of 9.3 in. ap., erected in 1871, chiefly used for obs. of 
double stare till 1902. 

Res W. R. Dawes's obs., first at Ormakirk (1830-1839), lat. 
.+53° 4.3' 18', long. o h. 11 m. 36 e. W.; afterwards at Cmnbrook. 
Kent (180-185o), lat. +51° 6' 31', long. o h. 2 m. 10.8 S. E.; 
then at atenngbuiy, near Maidstone, lat. +5 1° long. 
o b. 1 m. 39.8 a E. till 1857; and finally at Hopefield, Haddenham, 
lat. +51° 4 .5' 54, long. o h. 3 m. 43.4 a W., till Mr Dawes's death 
in 1868. Possessed at first only small instruments, then succes-
sively a 6-in. refr. by Mersa, a 7I-in. and an 81-in. rah.. by Clark, and 
an 8-in. refr. by Cooke, with all of which a great many measures of 
double stars were made. 

Mr W. De La Rue's obs., Cranford, Middlesex, lat. +5i° 28' 57.8', 
long, o h. I la. 37.5 a W. Established in :857; with 13-in. refl.• 
voted to solar and lunar photography. The Kew photoheliograt h 
was employed here from 1358 to 1863 to take daily photographs sf 
the sun. The refl. was presented to the Oxford univ. obs. in 1874. 

Mr S. Grimed/ridge's ohs.. Blackheath. ht. +51° 28' 2.7', Ion r. 
o h. o in. 0•6 a E. In 180., Mr Groombridge obtained a new tray it 
circle of 4-ft. diameter by Troughton, with which he up to 18 , 6 
observed stare within go° of the pole forming a catalogue of .3 
stars. 

Sir William and Sir John Hersches obs. at Slough near Windsor, 
lat. +51° 3o' 20', long. o h. 2 m.24 a. W. William Herschel settled at 
Datchet in 1782, and at Slough in 5786, and erected several 2o-ft. 
refl. (of 18-in. ap.), and in 1789 his 40-ft. refl. of 44t. ap. The latter 
was comparatively little used (two satellites of Saturn were dis-
covered with it), while the former served to discover about 2500 
nebulae and clusters, 803 double stars, and two satellites of Uranus, 
as also to make the innumerable other oba which have made the 
name of Herschel so celebrated. Sir J. Herschel used a 2o-ft. refl. 
at Slough from 1825 to 1833, and from 1834 to 1838 at the Cape of 
Good Hope, to examine the nebulae and double stars of the whole 
of the visible heavens, discovering 2100 new nebulae and 5500 new 
dwAlt ,t 

Sir William Huggins's obs., Upper Tulle Hill, London, lat. 
+51 °  26' 47', long. o h. o m. 27.7 a W. Founded in 1856; furnished 
with an 8-in. refr. (by Clark and Cooke). In 1870 was erected an 
equat. mounting with a 15-in. rein and a Cassegrain refl. of 18-In. ap., 
both made by Grubb for the Royal Society. With these Sir W. 
Huggins has made his well-known spectroscopic observations and 
photographs of stellar spectra. The instruments were transferred to 
the Cambridge obs. in 1908. 

Rev T. J. Hussey's obs., Hayes, Kent, lat. +5t° 22' 38', long. 
o h. o m. 3.6 s. E. In activity from about 1825 for about twelve 
years; 61-in. refr. by Fraunhofcr, used for making one of the star 
maps published by the Berlin Academy. 

Mr G. Knott's obs., Cuckfield, Sussex (from 1860 to 1873 at 
Woodcraft, lat. -1-51° o' 41'. long. o h. o m. 34 s. W.. afterwards at 
Knowles Lodge, Cuckfield): 7.34n. refr. by Clark, used for observing 
double stars and variable stars till 1894 

Mr W. Lassell's obs., from 1840 to 	it at Starfield near Liver- 
pool, lat. +53° 25' 28', long. o h. 11 11 , 	1.7 L W.; contained refl. of 
9- and 24-in. ap.; employed for obs. of t 	iatellites of Saturn, Uranus 
and Neptune, and of nebulae. The 2 	refl. was used at Malta in 
1852-1853, and a 4-ft. refl. was moue t 	n 1861, also at Malta, and 
used till 1864 for obs. of satellites and 	puke. The eighth satellite 
of Saturn, the two inner satellites of ..ranus and the satellite of 
Neptune were discovered at Stanfield by Mr Lama. 

.0. J. Lea's obs., Hartwell, Bucks, lat. +51' 48' 36', lok 
o h. 3 En. 24.3 s. W. In 036 Dr Lee came into possession of Captain 
Smyth's 6-in. refr., and mounted it at Hartwell House where it 
continued to be occasionally employed for double-star oba and 
other work up to about 1864. 

Mr P. McClean's obs., Rusthall house. Tunoridge Wells. Phot. 
12-in. refs and o.g. prism by Grubb used for photos. of star spectra. 

-1904. 
r R. S. Newa1l' obs., Gateshead, Newcastle-on-Tyne. A 25411. 

refr. by Cooke was mounted in 1870 but never used; present. to 
Cambridge obe, in 1891. 

Dr Isaac Roberts's obi", Cf0.1/b0f0Ugh, SSISCX, ht .  +51° 3' 7", 
long, o h. o m. 37 a E. ao-in. e.g. refl. by Grubb (with refr.) used 
for phot. of nebulae and clusters 5890-1904. 

Captain W. H. Smyth's obs. Bedford, lat. +52' 8' e7.6', long. 
o h. I m. 52.o s. W. In 1830 Captain (afterwards Admiral) Smyth 
erected a 64n. refr. by Tetley, and observed the double stars and 
nebulae contained in his " Bedford Catalogue' (1844). 

Sir James Smith's obs., from 1816 to 1824 at Blackman Street, 
Southwark. long. o h. o m. 21.8 s. W. Here South took transit oba 
of the sun, and he and J. Herschel measured double stars, in 1821-
[823. In 1826 South erected an obs. at Campden Hill, Kensington, 
lat. +55° 3o' 12', long. o h. o as 46.8 a W., and procured a 12-in. o.g. 
from Cauchoix. Pis Trouglaton, however, failed to make a satis-
factory mounting, the glass was never used till after it had been 
presented to Dublin obs. m 1862. 

Colossi Tomlines obs. at Orwell Park, Ipewich, lat. +52° o' 33', 
long. o h. 4 m. 55.8 s. E. to-in. refr. by Mem, used for obs. of comets 
from 1874 to 1880. 

Mr W. E. Wilson's (d. 1908), obs., Daramona, Streete Co. West-
meath, Ireland, lat. +53° 41' 12', long. o h. 29 m. 59 a W. 2-ft. refl. 
by Grubb, and other instruments for phot. and solar work. 

Lord Wrottesky's obi., from 1829 to 1841 at Blackheath, lat. 
+51' 28' 2', long. o h. o m. IL E. where a catalogue of the right 
ascensions of 1318 stars was formed from oba with a transit instru-
ment by,Jones. In 1842 a new obs. was built at Wrottesley Hall. 
lat. +52 37' 2•3', long. o h. 8 sn. 53.6 s. W., where the transit and a 
71 in.-refr. by Dollond were mounted. Ober were here made of 
double stars. 

Fluxes 

Paris, national obe, ht. +48 °  50' 11.2', long. o h. 9 m. 201) S. E. 
Founded in 1667, when the construction of a large and monumental 
building was commenced by the architect Claude Perrault. J. D. 
Cassini ti oba made the institution for some time the most celebrated 
obs existing, but later the activity declined, although several 
eminent men, as Bouvard and Arago, have held the post of director. 
Since 1854, when Leverrier assumed the directorship, the oba have 
been conducted with regularity, and, together with a number of most 
important theoretical works,, published in the Asusals (06servatioas 
and Memoirs). The principal instruments now in use are: a 
meridian circle by Secretan and Eichens, with an o.g. of 9.54n. ap., 
another by Eichens (given by M. Bischoffsheim) of 7-5-in. ap., a 

tefr. by Lerebours and Brtinner. a 12-in. refr. by Secretan and 
Ekhens, a refl.. of 9.54n,, sp., an equat. thud& by Henry and 
Gautier of tn. ap. (1883), another by the same of 231-in. ap., via
and phot. (1891), phot. refr. of 13 in. by the same. A erg. refl. of 
4-ft. ap. was mounted in 1875, but has never been used. 

In addition to this national obs. there were during the latter half 
of the 18th century several minor ohs in Paris, which only lasted 
for some years. Among these were the oba. at College Manna, lat. 
+48°  5i' 29, where Lacaille observed from 1746 to 1750, and from 
1754 to 1762, and the oba at the ?leek Miliseire, lat. +48' 51' 5% 
built in 1768 and furnished with an 8-ft. mural quadrant by Bird, 
with which J. L d'Agelet observed telescopic stars (1782-1785), 
and whirl was afterwards (17triatn801), under lAlande s direction. 
employed for observing more 50,000 stars, published in the 
Hishire Culeste (1801). 

Meador', elope to Paris, lat. +48° 48' 18', long. o h. 8 so. 55.6 s. E. 
Founded in 1875; devoted to physical astronomy, and especially 
to celestial photography, under the direction of J. Janssen; 32-in. 
vis. and 244.1n. phot. refr. by Henry and Gautier, refl. by the same 
of 394n. ap. There is a branch obe. on Mont Blanc, where a polar 
siderostat with 12-in. o.g. and 2o4n. mirror is occasionally used for 
solar and spectroscopic work (15,78o ft. above sea-level). 

Meet:owns, situated in the Montsouris Park, south of Paris, lat. 
+48° 49' 18', long o h. 9 m. 20.7 a. E. Founded in 1875 for the 
training of naval officers. 

Jurtss (Seine-et-Oise), private obs of N. C. Flammarion, lat. 
+48°  41 37% long. o h. 9 m. 29.0 a. E. 93-in. refa used for oba 
of planets. 

Clieweuse (Seine-et-Oise), private obs. of M. Farman (1903). lat. 
+48' 42' 33 , long. o h. 8 m. 4.5 a. E.; 84n. refr. by Mailhat used 
on double stars, 

. chronometric and meteorol. obs., lat. +47 °  14' 59-0'. 
lothrBlr.3 10. 57.1 S. E. Opened 1884; 8.4111. refr., 124n. equat. 
coed*, 7I-in. transit circle, all by Gautier. 

Lyons. old obs. in la. 45° 45' 46', long. o h. vg in. t8 s. E., at the 
Jesuit college. A new oba was erected in 1877 at St Gioia-Laval. at 
some distance from the city, lat. + 45 *  41' 41 -e, long. o h. 19 us 8.5 a. 
E. Transit circle by Eichens (64n. e.g.), is-in. eqtraL coed& by 
Gautier, 12-in. siderostat. 

Bordeaux, univ. obs. at Floirac, 4 km. N.W. of the city, lat. 
50'1-3'. long. o h. 2 SS. 5.5 s. W. Founded :88a.; 7-in. transit 

circle by Eichens, it-in.ref r. by Mesa and Gautier, 53-ta. plat. refr. 
by Henry and Gautier. 

Marseilles, lat. 43 18' 17.5', long. o h. 21 10.34.6 S. E. Original!". 
belonging to the Jesuits, taken over by the ministry of the navy in 
2749. It was here that J. L Pons made his numerous disco errs 
of comets. New buildings erected in 069; cf-io. Men. rein.. 
col of 324o. op. mg. by Foucault. ;Fin. enema circle. 
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roams. lat. 4e 36.•long. 011. 5 Ill- 491 a E. Erected in 

0141 (Darquier had observed at the Lyceum towards the end of the 
18th century); reorganized 0873; 9-in. refr. and 13-in. phot. refr. 
by Gautier, 13-in. and 3.2-in. red. 

Nice, lat. + 43* 	i6•9", long. o h. 29 M. 22.2 a E., founded and 
endowed by R. L. Ilischoffsheim for the Bureau de Longitude (1880), 
situated at Mont Gras, north-east of Nice; a refr. of 304n. ap. by 
Henry and Gautier, a meridian circle by Brenner of 8-to. ap., 15-in. 
refr. and :5f-in.uat. coudde by Henry and Gautier. 

A bbadia (3amp 	), lat. 413:22' 52-2", long. o h. 7 tn. 0.1S. 
W. Founded by A. d'Abbadie, 1858, longs now to the Paris Acad. 
of Science. 6-in. transit circle. 

GaRltAttlf 
Alton, fat. + 53°  32 ' 45'3", lone. o h. 39 nt. 464 L E. Founded in 

1823 by the Danish government to assist in the geodetic operations 
in Holstein. A meridian circle by Reichenbacb (of ap.) was 
procured, to which in 1858 was added a 41-in. equat. by Repsold. 
The oba is best known by the fact that the Astranomuche Nock-
ridden, the principal astronomical journal, was published here from 
1821 (by H. C. Schumacher up to 1850, by C. F. W. Peters from 1854). 
The obs. was moved to Kid in 1874. 

Bamberg, lat. + 49° 53' 6.0", long. o h. 43 in. 33.6 s. E. Founded 
and endowed by the late Dr K. Remeis, completed 1889; 71'-in. 
heliometer by Men and Repsold, refr. by Schn5der. 

Berlin, royal obs., fat. + 52° 30' 16.7", long. o h. 53 m. 34.9 a E. 
Was erected in 1705 as part of the building of the Academy of Sciences 
Oat. + 52* 31' 12.5", long. o h. 53 m. 35 s. E.), • very unsuitable 
locality. A new obs. was built in the southern part of the city, 
finished in 1835. Ref r. by Utzschneider and Ftwenhofer of 9-in. ap. 
(used chiefly for ohs of minor planets), a meridian circle by Pistor 
and Martins of 4-in. ap., another by the same makers of 7-in. ap. 

ohs, of Urania Society for diffusing natural knowledge. 
ht. + 52' s' 30.7", long. o h. 53 In. 27'4 is E. Opened 1889; 12-in. 
mfr. by Schott. In the Treptow Chaussee is a popular obis with a 
27-in. refr. by Schott and StcinheiL 

Bonn, univ. eta, lat. + 50 °  43' 45.0", long. o h. 28 in. 23.2 a E. 
Finished in 1845; meridian code by Pistor of 41-in. ap., heliometer 
by Men of 6-in. ap. The former was used by F. W. A. Argelander 
for observing the stars contained in his three great catalogues. 
The ohs. is chiefly known by the zone obs., made from 1852 to 1859, 
with a small comet-seeker, on which Argelander's great atlas of 
324,198 stars between the north pole and -2°  decl. u founded, 
continued with a 6-in. refr. from -2°  to -31 °  deci. by Sch6nfeld. 
A meridian circle of 6-in. ap. by Repsold was mounted in 
1882. 

Beilskamp, P. G. von Balow's obs., lat. + 54 °  12' 9.6", .long. o h. 
to in. 31.2 n E. Situated a few miles from Kid, founded in 0870. 
With a refr. of ap. by Sdufider, Dr K H. Vogel obtained 
valuable results in 1871-1874; since then it has only bast used 
occasionally. 

Bremen. In the third storey of his house In Sandstrasse, H. W. M. 
Olbers (d.t840) had his obs., lat. + 53 ° 4' 38".long. o h.35 m. to s. E. ; 
though the principal instrument was only a 34-in. refr. by Dollond, 
many comets and the planets Pallas and Vesta were discovered and 
observed here. 

Breslau, univ. dn., lat. 	51' 6' 55-8", long. 1 h. 8 m. 8.7 a. E. 
Founded 1790. In a small and unsuitable locality; 8-in. refr. by 
Clark and Repsold erected 1898. 

Dresden, Baron von Engelhardt a obs., lat. + SI °  2' 16.8", long. 
o h. 54 m. 54.8 a E. A 12-111. mfr. by Grubb (mounted 1880). used 
for oba of comets and double stars, presented to Kasen obit in 1897. 

Dusseldorf (Bilk, originally a suburb, now part of the city), lat. 
+ 52° la' 25.0", long. o h. 27 m. S  a E. Founded and endowed by 
Professor J. F. Benaenberg (d. 18.16); best known by the discovery 
of twenty-one minor planets by K. T. R. Luther; 44-in. refr. by 
Men, 74-in. refr. by Men and Bamberg. 

Gotha.-In 1791 an obs. was founded by Duke Ernest II. at 
lat. + so •  56' 5.2", long. o h. 42 m. 55.8 E., on a hill a 

terbriln es s.  from Gotha, the chief instrument being a large transit 
instrument by Ramsden. Through the labours, principally theo- 
retical. of F. X. Zech, B. A. von I.Andenau. J. F. Encke and P. A. 
Hansen. the institution ranked with the first obs. A new obs. was 
built at Gotha in :857, lat. + 50 ° 56'37.5", long. o h. 42 M. 50-4 a. E.. 
which received the instruments from Seeberg, including a small 
transit circle by End (made in 1824) •  also a new equat. by Repsold 
of 44-in. ap.ew. 

univ. obit, lat. + 51 ° 31'48.2", long. o h. 39 m. 46.2 s. E. 
An obs.liad existed here from 1751, where Tobias Mayer worked. 
In 'alit • new building was constructed. Besides his mathematical 
works. K. F. Gauss found time to engage in important geodetic and 
magnetic obs.; meridian circle by Repsold (41-in. ap.). another by 
Reichenbach (44-in.). 6-in. heliometer by Repsold (1888). 

Hambstrg. lat. + 53°  33' 7.0", long. oh. 39 m. 53.6 L E. Buik in 
the year 1825. With a meridian circle of 4-in. ap. by Repsold, 
K. L. C. Minded observed the places of 12.12o0 stars. A rein of 
'chin. Sp. by Men and Repsold was mounted in 1868. A new obs. 
is now being built 20 km. south-east of the city. lat. + Al° 28' 46", 
long. o IL 46 in. 58.5 a. E., with a 231-in. refr by Steinheil and 
Repsold, 74-m. transit circle by Repsold, and • 39-m. 

FieftAng, grand ducal ohs, lat. 34-9". long. o h. 34 m. 
53.1 5. E. On the Klmigstuhl hill, 5 ft. above the Neckar; opened 
1898. Consists of an astrometrie and an astrophysical department. 
The former has a 13-in. refr. by Steinheil and Repsold, an 8-in. reit. 
by Men and a 64-in. transit circle by Repsold. The astrophysical 
department is chiefly devoted to phot. work with a triple equal. 
with two 16-in. lenses and io-in. guiding telescope, as well us with 
a 28-in. e.g. refl. by Zeiss. 

Jena, univ. ohs., lat.+ 50 °  55'34.9", long. o h. 46m. 20.3 L 7-in. Mfr. 
rnountyl 1891. 

Contains the instruments removed from Altona in 1874, also an 8-in 
Kid, univ. obs., lat. + 54 °  20' 27.6", long. o h.  m. 354 s. E. 

refr. by Steinheil and a 9-in, transit circle by Repso ld  
Xheigsbere, univ. obis, lat. + 54 ° 42'50.4", long. h. 21 M.39.0 th 

Built 1813; F. W. Besse! was the director till his death in i846, and 
nearly all his celebrated investigations were carried out here, e.g. 
obi, of fundamental stare, zone obs. of stars, researches on refraction 
heliometric obs., by which the annual parallax of the star 6t Cygni 
was first determined, 8•c. The instruments are a 4-in. transit circle 
by Repsold (1841), a 6•in. heliometer by Utzschneider (1829), and a 
13-in. refr. by Remfelder and Repsold (1898). 

Landstuld (Palatinate), private obs. of J. P. H. Fauth, lat. 
+ 49 ° 24'4h 9", long. o h. so m. 16.3 s. E.; 74-in. refr. 

Leipzig, univ. obs. Erected 1787-1790 on the " Pleissenburg ",• 
lat. + 51°20' 20-5". long. 0 h. 49 m. 30.2 a. E.; possessed only small 
instruments•  the largest being a 41-in. refr. by Fraunhofer (1830). 
In ,861 a new obs. was erected, lat. + 51 °  20' 5.9". long• o h. 49 m 
33.9 a E., with a refr. of 81-in. ap. by Steinheil, replaced in 1891 by a 
12-In. refr. by Relnfelder and Repsold, • meridian circle by Pistor 
and Martins of 6.3-in. up. and a 6-in. heliometer by Repsold. 

Lilienthal, near Bremen, ht. + 53° 8' 25", long. o h. 36 m. 1 s. E. 
J. H. SchrOtcr's private ohs.; from 1779 to 1813. Contained a 
number of refl. by Herschel and Schrader, the largest being of 27-ft. 
focal length and 2o-in. op. (movable round the eye-piece), used for 
physical obs., chiefly of planets. Destroyed during the war in 1833; 
the instruments (which had been bought by the government in 
'Boo) were, for the greater pan, sent to the Ghttingen ohs. • • 

ilanstkeim, lat. + 49 °  29'10.9", long. o h.33 m. 50.5 E. Built in 
t772; very few eh. were published until the oba was restored in 
1860. when a 6•in. mfr. by Steinheil was procured. In 1879 the oba 
was moved to Karlsruhe and later to Heidelberg. 

Munich, at Bogenhausen, royal obs, lat. + 48°  8'15'5". long. 
o h. 46 in. 26.i s. E. Founded in 1809; a transit circle by Reichenbach 
was mounted in 1824, an it-in. equaL refr. by Fraunhofer in 
1835. The former was used from 1840 for zone obis (about 
80,000) of telescopic stars, 6-in, transit circle by Repsold mounted 
18w. 

Potsdam. lat. + 52 °  22' 56.o", long. o h. s m. 15.9 a. E. "Astro- 
physical obs.," founded in 1874, devoted to spectroscopic and photo-
graphic obs. A refr. by Schroder of it ap., another by Grubb of 
8-in. ap., a refr. by Steinheil and Mcrz with 9-in. vis. and 13-in. phot. 
o.g. and a mfr. by Steinheil and Repsold with 3t-in. phot. and 191-in. 
vis. o.g.. spectroscopes, photometers, he. Results are published in 

4tFinSist%isedthgr
j, univ. ohs., lat. 

is.  in 1881; an t8-in. refr. by Men; altazamuth of 51-m. op., 
+ 48° 35'0.3", long. o h. 31 in. 4.5 s. E. 

meridian circle of 61-in. ap., and a 61 in. orbit sweeper, all by Retool 
Wilhelmshaven (Prussia), naval obs., lat. + 53 °  31' 52.2", long. 

o h. 32 in. 35.1 s. E.; situated on the Jande to the north of Oldenburg. 
Founded in 1874; meridian circle by Repsold of 41-in. p., and 
meteorological, magnetical, and tide-registering instrumet. 

AUSTRIA•HUNGARY 
Vienna, imperial and royal obs. On the univ. building an oba 

was founded in 1756, lat. + 48° 12' 35.5", long. r h. 5 tn. 31.7s. E. 
Owidg to the unsuitable locality and the want of instruments, very 
few oba of value were taken until the oba was rebuilt in 1826, when 
some better instruments were procured. especially a meridian circle 
of 4-in. ap., and a 6-in. refr. by Fraunhofer (mounted in 1832). used 
for obs. of planets and comets. From 1874 to 1879 a large and mag-
nificent building (with four domes) was erected at Wehrle& north-
west of the city, lat. + 48 ° 1 3' 55'4", long. I h. 5 m. 21.5 a. E. In 
addition to the old instruments, two rein. were erected, one by Clark 
of 111-in. ap.,knother by Grubb of 27-in. ap. (mounted 1882 : later 
a 15-in. squat. coudde by Gautier and a 13.1n. phot. refr. by 
have been mounted. 

Vienna (Josephstadt). private obe. of T. von Oppolzer (d. '886). 
lat. + 48°  12' 5343". long. , h. 5 m. 25.3 s. E. Established in 1865; 
5-in. refr. by Merz, 4-in. meridian circle. 

Vienna (Ot tak ri eta priva te obs.of M von K uff ner,lat. +48 '12 .461 .. 
long. 1 h. 5 m. 11.0 s. E. Completed 0186; 10l.in. vis and 6-3-ta. 
phot. rein by Steinheil and Repsold. 8-in. heliometer and 4t - In. 
transit circle by Repsold. 

Prague, univ. obs. •  laa + so °  5' 15.8", long. o h. 57 m. 40'3 a. E. 
Founded in 1751 at the Collegium Clementinum, on a high tower. 
6-in. refl.. by Steinheil and a' 4-in. meridian circle. 

Senftenberg (in the east of Bohemia), lat. + 50 °  A' 55". long. 
t h. 5 m.51 S. E. Baron von Senftcnbcrg's obs.; established in 1844. 
Ohs. of comets and planets made with small instruments till the 
owner's death (1858). 
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°bulb. lat. +49" 35' 40', long. t h. 9 tn. o s. E. E. von Unkrechts-

berg's ob..; 5-in. refr. by Metz. J. F. Julius Schmidt observed 
planets and comets from 1115e to 1858. 

Krastwessitsskr (Upper Austria), lat. +4e 3' 23.1', long. o h. 
56 m. 31•6 s. E. Founded in 1748 at the gymnasium of the Bene-
dictines. 3-in. meridian circle (mounted in 1827); kin. tett 
(mounted in 1856), used for comets and minor planes. Transit 
circle by Repsold (t9o7). 

Pak (sea-coast, Austria), naval ohs., lat. +44',5 1 ' 48 .7't long. 
o h.55 m. 23.1 s. E. Founded in 1871; meridian circle of in. 
by Simms, 6-in. mfr. by Steinheil, magnetic and met I 
instruments. Twenty-eight minor planets were discovered herefrom 
1874 to t880 by J. Patina. 

Cracow, univ. obs., lat. +5o°  3' 50-e, long. 1 h. 19 in. 514 s. E. 
Possesses only small instruments. 

Lussiapiccolo (island of Lussin, Adriatic), private obs. of Madame 
Manora, lat. +44 °  32' 11.0', long. o h. 57 m. 52-4 a. E. Erected 1894; 
7-in. refr. by Reinfelder, used for obs. of planets. 

Kis Kenai (north-east of Budapest). private ohs. of Baron 
rodmanicalry, lat. +4Ce4:' 54.8', long. 1 h. 18 M. 111 & E. 74-in. 
refr. by Mere and Cooke. 

O'Gyalla (near Komorn, Hungary), lat. +47'.5a' 	3'. fig. 
s. h. 12 M. 45.6 E. Nicolas de Konkoly's obs., since 1 	royal 

obs. Established in 1871, rebuilt and en rged 	1876, 	to 
astrophysics. A to-in. s.g. red. by Browning was in use up to 1881, 
when tt was disposed of and a to-tn. refr. (o.g. by Mere) mounted in 
its place; also a 6-in. refr. by Merz, and a 6.3 in. phot. reit. 

Kalocza (south of Budapest), lat. +46°31' 41% long. t 11.15 m.54 
E. Obs. of the Jesuit college, founded in 1878 by Cardinal Haynald; 
7-in. refr. by Herz, used for solar obs. 

Ileriny (Vas, Hungartrd's +47 °  15' 47-4% long. h. 6 m. 24-7 a. 
E. F. and A. von Got obs. Founded in 1881; to-in. refl. 
by Browning. 

SWIT2gIlLAND 
Zdriek lat. +47° 22' 400'. long. o h. 34 m. 12.3 s. E. An dm. 

existed since 1739; handed over to the Polytechnic School in t855: 
new building erected in 1863. A 6-in. refr. by Mere and Kern with 
two phot. telescopes, two transit instruments, &c. Sun-spots are 
regularly observed, but the institution is chiefly devoted to educa-
tional purposes. 

Neurlalud. lat. +46°  59 51-0", long. o h. 27 ea 49•9 a E. Erected 
in 1858; meridian circle of 41-in. ap. by Ertel, refr. by 
Mere. 

GOIAS, tat. +46°  I l' 59-3', long. o h. 24 M. 36-6 IL F.. Founded in 
1773; a new building erected in 183o. The obs. has been the centre 
of the important geodetic operations carried on in Switzerland since 
1861. An t1-in. refr. (o.g. by Men) was presented by the director 
E. Plantamour in 188o; 4-in. transit circle. 

SPAIN AND PORTUGAL 
Madrid, royal ohs., lat. +40. 24' 29.7% long. o h. 14 m. 45- t s. W. 

tof-in. refr. by Men, 84-in. refr. by Grubb, 6-in. transit circle by 
Repaid. 

Barre:ow. obs. of Acad. of Science, lat. 4-41 °  25' t8', long. 
• h. 8 m. 28 s. E. Opened 1904; 15-i1. mfr., phot. and vv. by 
Mailhat, kin. transit circle by the same. 

Cadia, naval obs., at San Fernando, lat. +36° 27' 420', long. 
o h. 24 m. 49.3 s. W. Founded in 1707; 11 - in. retr. Uttinner. 13-1n. 
phot. refr. by Henry and Gautier, 8-1n. transit circle by Simms. 

Lisboa, royal ohs.. lat. +38° 4e' 31.3', long. o h. 36 m. 44.7 s. W. 
Founded 1861; 154-in. refr. by Mere and Repsold, transit circle by 
Repsold. 

Coimbra, univ. obs., lat. +40' 12' 231, long. h. 33 m. 43-1 s. 
W. Founded 1792; 6f-in. transit circle by Remold, abaci. refl. by 
Sccretan. 

ITALY 
Turk, univ. obs., lat. +45°  4' 7-9*i 1011e- o IL 30 111. 47-2 s. E. 

Founded in 1290 by the Academy of Science; rebuilt in 1820 on a 
tower of the Palazzo Madams, 44-in. transit circle by  
te.in. refr. by Men; handed over to the univ. in 1865. A new obs. 
is being erected 6 km. from the city. 

Milan, originally ohs, Brent College, now royal obs. of Brent. 
lat. +45°  27 50.2% long. o h. 36 m. 45:9 IL F.. Founded in 1 763- 
The publication of an annual ephemeris from 1775 to 1875 and 
important theoretical works absorbed most of the time of the 
directors B. Orsini and F. Carlini and the instruments were rather 
insufficient. In 1875 an 8-in. refr. ileMerz was mounted, with which 
G. V. Schiaperelli has made value obit. of Mars; 18-in. refr. by 
Mere. 

Padua. univ. obi. lat. 4-43° 24' 1.0'. long. o h. 47, 111- 291 s. E. 
i Founded in 1767. in 1837 a meridian circle by Starve of 4-in. ap. 

was mounted, with which stars from Bezel's zones were teobet,icd, 
the results were published in five catalogues; 44 -in. refr. by Mere 
and Starke (1858)•

' 
 DembowskPs 7-in. refr.t mounted in 1881.. 

Galiarara. near Lego Maggiore, from 186o to 1879. Baron E. 
Dembowski's ohs. From 1852 to 1859 Baron Dembowski had 
observed double stars at Naples with a 5-in. dialyte by Mad and a 
small transit circle by Semite. From 1860 be used a 7-in refr. by 
Mem. 

univ. obit., lat. +44° 29' 47'0% long 	 1 s. . o h. 43 m. 24 	E. 
Founded 1724 on a tower of the univ.'buifding. f:lber have only 
been made occasionally. A kin. meridian circle was mounted le 
18.g.onma  

In 1774 a museum of science and natural history was 
established, part of which was used as an obs., but very few ohs. 
were made; a new obs., built 1872 at Aroetri, lat. t43",45' 14 ,4. 
long o h. 43 M. I•3 S. E. 11-in. and lin: mfrs. by ARUM 

Team (Abruzzo), private obs. of V. Ccrulli, 1st. 4-42" 39' 27'. 
loiloos isi.. 54 M. 56 a E. 154-in. mfr. by Cooke. 

oba of the Roman College, lat. 4-41 °  53' 53-6', long. 
o h. 49  m. 33.4 a E. Established in 1787, taken over by the govern-
ment 0179. In 1833 a new obs, was erected on the unfinished piles 
of the church of St Ignatius, and furnished with • 9-in. refr. by Mem, 
a meridian circle by End of kin_ op. (in use from 1842). With 
these instruments, to which were Liter ed powerful spectroscopes, 
A. Secchi made a great many obs., chefly tektite to spectrum 
analysis and physical astronomy; 15-in. mfr. by SteinhaL 

Rome, ohs. of the Capitol, lat. +41 53' 33' 6% long- o  h• 49 111- 56.3$. 
F. Established in 1848; belongs to the univ.•' small transit circle 
and a 44-in. reir. by Men. The latter wee used by L. Respighi for 
ob., of solar prominences. 

Rome (Vatican), papal ohs., lat. +4 1°  54' 4'8% lonffi h.49In. 49.75. - 
E. Founded 1890; toi-in. refr. by Hers, 134n. phot. and &in. 
via refr. and 54-in. photohcliograph by Henry. 

Naples, royal obs., situated at Capo di Monte, lat. +4o° 51' 46•'. 
long. o h. 57 m. 1.7 s. E. Erected in 1812-4819; a 4.41%. meridian 
circle by Rochenbach, a 64-in. refr. by Reichenbach and Fraunholer, 
bin. Mere. mfr. 

Palermo, royal obs, lat. +38 °  6' 44.3'• long. o h. 53.  ni, 25-9 a. E. 
Erected in 1790 on a tower of the royal palace. The principal instru-
ments were a reversible vertical circle by Ramsden of 5-ft. diameter 
with a3-in. telescope, and a transit instrument of 3.m. eta With 
these G. Piaui observed the stars contained in his celebrated 
Catalogue of  7641  Stall  (1814); this work led him to the discovery 
of the brat -minor planet, Ceres, on the ist of January 1801. The 
activity was revived in 1857, when a meridian circle by Pieta. and 
Martins of 5-in. ap..was mounted; a 91-in. refr. by Merz has been 
used for spectroscopic work. 

Catania. lat. +37°  30' 131', wing. 1 h. o m. to-6 & E. Founded 
1885; 13-in. phot. refr. by Henry and Gautier, and a 13-in. rein by 
Mere. The latter is used in summer on a duplicate mounting on 
Mount Etna, where in 1879-1880 an obs. was built at the Casa
dee' Inglesi," 965o ft. above the ma, for solar obs. 

Gauze 
Adults, lat. +37 °  58' 20', long. 1 h. 34 m. 55• a F. Erected is 

1846; founded by Baron Sins. With a refr. of  64-in. ap. Julius 
Schmidt (d. 1884) made obs. of the physical appearance of the moon. 
planets  

tr an 
andsit comets. Reorganized 1895; 154-in. refr: by Gautier, 

6f-in. 	circle. 
Russia 

SI Pdatherg, obs. of the Academy of Sciences, lat. +59°  56' 29•7% 
10111.2 h.1 m.13.5 S. E. Founded in :725, restored in lel; mendian 
circle by Ertel. Ab

+59" 56' 3
olished in 1884. A U1Y. obs. wasfoundedits 

188o, lat. 2.0'. long. 2 h. I tn. 11•4 E.; 91-in. refr. by 
Reinfelder and Repsold, used on double stars, during the summer at 
Domkino, lat. +58' 35-6', long. t h. 59 m. 25 s. E. 

Pulkovo (Pulkowa), Nicholas Central Ohs., Lat. +59°  46' 18.7', 
long. 2 h. I m. 18.6 s. F.. Finished in ally?. Was under the direction 
of F. G. W. Struve till 1861, then of his son 0. Struve till 1889. 
The staff consists now of the director, five astronomers, six assistants 
and The principal instruments are:- a transit isistru-
t.ma Lv Lrt,I d 6-in. ap.. a vertical circle by Ertel of 6-in. ap. 
(the circle of 3(-ft. diameter has been redivided by Repsold).--these 
two instrument ,  are for determining standard places of stars; a 
meridian circle by Repsold (6-in. ap., 4-k. circles), used since 1841 
to observe all stars north of -13° del. down to the 6thmeg.. and 
nil others observed by Bradley; a prime vertical transit by Remold 
with 61-in. ap., used for determining the constant of abertation; a 
7 On. heliometer by Men; a refr. by Men of 14-9-in. ap. (remounted 

Repsold in i880), which was used by O. Struve to observe 
t Lk gar.; 30-in. refr. by  Clark and ILepsold, erected 1884. 
chiefly used for spectrographic work; 13-in. phot. refr. See also 

Abo (Finland), univ. cabs., lat. +6o°  26' 564'. long. t 11- 29 In- 8•3 a. 
E. Founded in 1819. With the meridian circle by Reschenbach 
of 4-in. ap. F. W. A. Argelander observed the 56o stars con-
tained in the Abo catalogue, In consequence of a great Ike in 
1827 the univ. and obs. were moved to Helsingfors. 

Heitia_0011 (Finland), univ. obi.. lat. +60' 9'42-6', long. h. 39 mi. 
49• 1  s. E. Erected in, 1832-1835; furnished with a 7-in. refr. and 
the instruments from Abo, including a transit instrument by Freon-
borer of kin. ap.• t3-in. phot. refr, erected 1890. 

Dorpat (Yuriev), univ. ohs., lat. +58° 22' 46.8', long. t h. 46 ra. 
53-2 a. E. Founded in t8o8; 1814-1839 under the direction of 
F. G. W. Struve. With a meridian circle by Reichenbach obs. were 
made from 1822 to 1843, chiefly of double stars, while the 94-in. 
refr. by Fraunhofer was used from 1824 to 1837 for measuring 
double stars, 
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Wale" univ. ob.., lat. +52 °  13' 5-7'. long. t h. 24 m. 7.3 s. E. 

Erected in 1820-1814; meridian circle by Reschenbach; 6-in. refr. 
by Merz. 

Mascow, univ. obs., lat. +55 ° 45' 1 04'. long. 2 h. 3o in. 17.0 s. E. 
An obs was built in 1825-1832; the present building was erected 
about 1850; 1o•7-in. refr by Merz; a meridian circle by Remold of 
5.3-in. ap.; vis.; and phot. refr. by Henry and Repsold. 

Kama, univ. obs., tat. +55 °  171:2 24-2'..long. 3 h. 16 m. 28-9 s. E. 
Founded in 1834, restored in 1812; 614n. refr. by Nlerz; meridian 
circle by Repsold. New obs. built 1899, lat. +55 °  50' 2ao',  long. 
3 h. 15 m. 16.5 a E., for Engelhardt's instruments (see Dresden). 

Kharkov, univ. obs., lat. +so* o' 9.6', long. 2 h. 24 in. 55.8 a E.; 
61-in. transit circle by Repsold. 

Kiev. univ. obs., lat. +50° 27' It -8', 10'4.2 h. 2 m. o-6 s E. Erected 
in the years 3840-1845: 9-in. refr. by Mere and Repsold; and a 
meridian circle. 

Odessa, univ. ob.. lat. +46 . 28' 36.7', long. 2 h. 3 m. 2.0 S. E.; 
61 vis. and 6-in. phot. refr. 

Odessa, branch of Pulkowa obs., lat. +46 °  28' s7.9'. long. 2 h. 3 m. 
2 , 2 s. E. Established 1898 (or obs. of more southerly standard stars. 
with a 4-in. transit by Freiberg and a 44n. vertical circle by Repsold. 

Nikolayev, naval obs., lat. +46° 58' 23.8', long. 2 h. 7 m. 53.8 s. E. 
Erected in 1824; meridian circle by Ertel of 4-in. rip.; 91-in. refr. by 
Repsold. 

SWEDEN, NORWAY AND DENMARK 
Stockholm, lat. +59.24  33.0', long. I h. 12 M. 14 . 0 S. E.. is under 

the Academy of Sciences. Founded in 3750. Meridian circle by 
Ertel of 41-in. ap.; 71-in. vis. and 64 - in.,,phot. mfr. by Repsold. 

Upsala, obs long. I 11- 10 m. 30.1 S. E. 
Founded in 1730, but very little was done until the ob. acquired 
a gin. refr. by Steinhcil, which was used by Schultz for micrometric 
obs. of nebulae, 13-in. phot. and t4-in. vis refr. by Steinheil. 

Land, univ. obs., lat. +55° 43' 52.17', long. o h. 52 m. 4  sit- 04.14  
Built in 1866; 94-in. refr., o.g. by Mere; meridian circle by 
of 61-in ap. 

Christianut univ. obs., 	 44.0', long. o h. 42 m. 53-6 s.E. 
Erected in 1831; meridian circle by Ertel of 4-m. 'p.; 7-in.  refr. by 
Merz. 

Copenhagen, univ. obs. Founded in 1641 on the top .of • high 
tower, lat. +55° 4o' 53.0', long. o h. 5o m. 19.8 S. E. -1 he locality 
was so very unsuitable that 0. Romer (the inventor of the transit 
instrument and modern squat., d. 37,0) established his own obs. at 
VridlOsemagle, at some distance from the city. A new obs. was 
erected in 1861, lat. +55°4 t' 12.9', long. o h. so m.18-78. E., furnished 
with a refr. by Mere of 1 1-in. ap., with which H. L. d'Arrest made 
obs. of nebulae, and a meridian circle by Pistor and Martins of 

pl
ap. Later the refr. was replaced by a 14-in. vis. and 8-in. 

ot. refr. by Steinheil. 
Copenhagen, Urania obs. (private). lat. +55 °  4t' 10.2'. lOng. 

o h. 50 in. 9.1 s. E. Established 1898; 91.in. refr. by Cooke. 

HOLLAND AND BELGIUM , 

Leant, univ. obs., tat. +52 °  9' 20.0', long. 0 h. 17 m. 56.2 6. E. 
Founded already in 1632, but the instruments werealways very small, 
and hardly any as were taken until F. Kaiser became director in 
1837. In 1858-186o • new obs. was erected and furnished with a 
7-in. refr. by Men, and a meridian circle by Pistor and Martins of 
6-3.in. ap. Later a 1o1-in. mfr. by Clarke and Repsold has been 
erected. 

Groningen, astron. laboratory of the nisi's., tat. +53 °  13°  rg 
long. o h. 26 rn. 15.2 t E. stabliabed 1896; instruments for 
measuring celestial photographs. 

Utrecht, univ. obs.. lat. +52° 5' 9.5' long. 0 h. 20 co. 31-0 a. E. 
Erected in 3855; 10-in. refr. by Stemhe il. 

Brims, royal obit., lat. +se se log,. long. oh. 17 m. 28.61 E. 
Erected in 1829-1834. Had a transit instrument by Gambey and a 
mural circle by Troughton, but the institution was, while under the 
direction of L A. J. Quetelet, chiefly devoted to physics and meteoro- 
logy. In 1877 a 6-in. refr. Metz was mounted, and a meridian 
circle by Repsold and a 55-in. refr. by Cooke provided. A new obs 
was erected in 1891 at Uccle, lat. +50 °  47'55.5'• long. o h. 17 in. 
26 -9 a E., with the instruments from Bruw. a 9-in. phot. refr. by 
Grubb, and a 13-in. phot. refr. by Gautier. 

Liege, univ. 	+50°  37' 6', long. o b. 22 al. 15.4 a. E.; 10-in. 
refr. and 7-ia. transit circle by Cooke. 

UNITED STATES 
Albany (New York), Dudley oils. Erected in 1851-1856 by 

subscription, lat. +42 °  39' 49.5'. long. 4 h. 54 an. 59.2 Refr.by 
Fitz of 13-in. ap., meridian circle by Pistor and Martins of 8-in..ap. 
New obs. erected 3.  tat. +42 ° 39'12.7', long.4 h. 55 m. 6.8 S. W.; 
32 - in. refr. by B 	ear. 

Allegheny (Pa.), fat. +40° 27' 41.6_,' long. 5 h. 20 m. 21 a. W. 
Founded in 1859, transferred to the Western Univ. of Penn. (now 
Univ. of Pittsburgh) in 1867; 13-in. refr. by Fitz (improved by 
Clark), mounted in x867; instruments for researches on solar energy. 

Amherst (Mass). lat. +42°  21' 56-5'. long. 4 h. 50 m.  5 .9 W. 
Founded in 1857 as an annex to Amherst College .: 71-in. refr. by 
Clark. New building 1903; 18•in. refr. by Clark; 61-in.transit circle 
by Putter and Martins. 

Ann Arbor (Michigan), lat. +42 °  16' 48.8', long s h. 34 m. spa a. 
W. Detroit obs. of the Univ. of Michigan; erected in 1854; meridian 
circle by Pistor and Martins of 61 in. ap.; 124 -in. refr. by Fits. 

Berkley (Cal.), Students' obs. of Univ. of California, lat. 
+31°  52 23-6'. long. 8 h. 9 m. 2.7 s. W.; 8-in. refr. 

Cambridge (Mass.), Harvard College ob., lat. +42*  22' 47.6'. 
long. 4 h. 44 in. 33.0 s. W. Erected in 1839. Rein' of 15-in. ap. 
by Men, with which W. C. Bond discovered a satellite of Saturn 
(Hyperion) in 3848, employed by E. C. Pickering for extensive 
photometric obs. of fixed stars and satellites; a meridian circle by 
Troughton and Simms of 81-in. sp., mounted in 1870; 12-in. hon-
zontal telescope for photometric ohs. of faint stars, rt-in. and 8-in. 
Draper rein. for phot. work; ip -in. Draper refl.; phot. 
doublet (Bruce telescope) with which the ninth and tenth satellites 
of Saturn have been discovered by W. H. Pickering. Branch obs. at 
Arequip.. Peru. 

Charlottesville (Va.), obs. of Univ. of Virginia, lat. +38° 2' 1.2,' 
long. 5 h. 14 m. 5.2 s. W. Founded 1882; 26-in. refr. by Clark. 

Chicago (Illinois), Dearborn obs., lat. +41 °  se 1.0-, long. 3 h. 
50 m. 26.8 t W. Attached to North-western l/niv., founded in 1862; 
1814n. refr. by Clark; 6-in. meridian circle by Repsold. Obs. removed 
to Evanston (111.) in 3889,1at.+42 °  3' 33 . 4% long. 5h. 50 m. 42.34.W. 

CiJICill1141i (Ohio). In 1842 an obi. was founded by subscription, 
lat, +39° 6' 26.5', long. 5 h. 37 m. 58-9 s. W., and furnished with a 
refr. of 014n. ap. by Mere. In 1873 the ohs. was removed to a 
distance from the city, to Mount Lookout. tat. +39°  8' 19.5', long. 
5 h. 37 m.41.3 a W. ,• 54n. transit circle Fauth. 

	

Chalon (New York), Litchfield obs. 	Hamilton College, lat. 
+43° 3' 16-5', long. h. t in. 37.4 s. W. Erected by subeenption 
1 85a-1855; mfr. of 13 in. by Spencer. employed by C. H. F. Peters 
for construction of celestial charts, in the course of which work he 
discovered forty-one minor planets. 

Columbia (Mo.), Laws obs. of Univ. of Missouri, lat.+38° 56' 5t'7'. 
long. 6 h. 9 in. 15.3 S. W. Founded 1853; 74-in. refr. by Men. 

Columbus (Ohio), State Univ. obs., lat. +40°0'1', long. 5h. 52 M. 
10 s. W.: refr. by Brashear and Warner & Swasey. 

Der (Col.), Univ.of Denver obs., lat. +39•40' 36%10,4.6 h. 59m. 
47.6 s. W.; 5400 ft. above sea-level. Founded 091; refr. by 
Clark; 6-in. refr. by Grubb; 4-in. transit circle by Saegmaller. 

Flagstaff (Arizona), private obs. of Percival Lowell, lat. 
+35°  12' 30-5', long. 7.h. 26 m. 44.61 W.7300 ft. above sea-level. 
Erected 1894; 24-in. refr. by Clark; 6-in. vis. by Clark; and phot. 
refr. by Brashear, all used chiefly on planets. 

Georgetown (District of Columbia),Oeorgetown Univ. obs.,lat. +38° 
54 26.7', long. 5 h. 8 m. 113.3 S. W. Erected in 184.; 12-in. refr. by 
Clacey and Saegmtiller; 94n. phot. transit instr.(189p)by Saegmtller; 
6-in. phot. zenith telercope Brashair. 

Glasgow (Missouri), MOMSO41 obs., lat. +39° 16' 16-8', long. 6 h. 
nn. 18.1 s. W. Founded in 1876; attached to Pritchett College; 

refr. by Clark; meridian circle by Simms of 6-in. ap. 
Hanover (New Hampshire), Shattuck obs. of Dartmouth .College, 

lat. +43 °  42' 15.3', long. h. 49 m. 7-9 a. W. Founded in 1853: 
91-in. refr. by Clark; meridian circle by Simms of 4-in.sp. 

Harrings (New York), Professor Henry Draper s obs., lat. 
+40° 59 23', long.4 h. 55 m.29-7s.W. Built in 18.• 28-in. refl. by 
the owner, ri-in. refr. (with photo. lens) by Clark, both used up to 
the owner's death (3882) for celestial and spectrum photograehy. 

Haverford (Pa.), Haverford College obi. lat. +40° 0'  40-1  long. 
5 h. t m. 12-7W.; to-in. refr. by Clark. 

Madison (Wisconsin), Washburn ohs. •  lat. -I-43" 4' 36.8', long. 
5 h. 57 m.38-1 s.W. Erected at the expense of Governor Washburn 
in 1878; belongs to the Univ. of W.sconsm; meridian circle by Repsold 
of 4.8-in. ap.: 151-in. refr. by Clark. 

Mount Hamilton (Cal.). Lack obs of the Univ. in California. lat. 
+37° 20' 25.6', long. 8 h. 6 M. 341 5. W., about 425o ft. above sea-
level. Erected in pursuance of the will of James Lick (1796-1876), 
opened in 1888;rin. refr. by Clark with 33-in. phot. lens, 12 - in. 
refr by Clark, 6 -in. transit circle by Repsold, 34t. s.g. refl. by 
Common• several phot. telescopes, a second 3-ft. s.g. refl. by Brashear 
with spectrograph. The 5th satellite of Jupiter was discovered by 
E. E. Barnard in 1892 with the 36 in., and the 6th and 7th by 
C. D. Perrin on chotos with the refl. in 1904-1905. 

Mould WrIson (Cal.). Solar obs. of the Carnegie Institution. lat. 
+34° 12' 59.5', ng. 7h. 52 M. 14.3 s. W. Erected 1904; 60-in. 
refl.; " Snow telescope" with 3o-in, coelostat and as-in. concave 
mirror with large spectroheliograph. A too-in. refi. has been 
ordered. 

Nrsollasen (Connecticut), Winchester ob. of Yale College, lat. 
+41 °19' 22.3',long.4 h. 5 t rn. 40.6 S. W. An obs had existed since 
1830, ng a 9-an. refr. by Clark and a meridian circle by Ertel. 
In 1 t the obs. was rebuilt, and furnished with a 6-in. heliometer 
by Repsold, and an 8-in. refr. by Grubb. 

New York, L. M. Rutherfurd's obs., lat. +40' 43' 48-5'. long. 
4 h. 5.5 m. 56.6 s.W.: 13-in. refr. by Rutherfurd and Fitz, used for 
celestial photography. Presented to Columbia College in 1884. 
New obs. 1Wilde). lat. +40'45'23.1'. long. 4 h. 55 m. 5.3-6 S. 

Norllifie d (Minnesota), Goodsell ob. of Carleton College, 1st. 
+44°27' 41-6', long. 6 h. 12 m. 35•8 s. W. Erected in 1878 enlarged
1887; 81 - in. mfr. by Clark with phot.o.g.:16-in.refr.by Brashest; 
4)-in. transit circle by Repsold. 
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PMlade:phis. Flower obs. of Univ. of Pennsylvania, lat. 

+.39. 58' 2.1's  long. 5h. 1m. dn.. W. Founded 1895; di-in. reir.. 
4.m. transit circle and 4.in. zenith telescope, all by Brashear and 
Warner & Swasey. 

Poughkeepsie (N.Y.). Vassar College obit, lat. +41' 41' 18•, long. 
4 11 . 55 m. 33.73. W. Founded 1865; t2-in. reir, by Fits and Clark; 
small transit arcle. 

Prineeton (New Jersey). Attached to Princeton Univ. are two 
obs.--the " Observatory of Instruction," let. +40 °  2d 57.8'. Ions. 
4 h. 58m. 37.6L W., erected In 1877, and furnished with a pi•in. reef. 
by Clark; and the Halsted obit. lat. -1-40°  5541',.1088. h. 
58 m. 39.4 a. W. in which a 23.in. refr. by Clark was mounted in 1883. 

Rochester (New York), Warner obs., lat. +43° 9' 16.8', long. 
511. tom. 21-8 a W. Erected by H. H. Warner in 1879.11313o; 16-in. 
reir. by Clark. Diocontinued 1895. 

Washington (D.C.), U.S. naval obs., lat. +3 8' 53: 38'8'. long. 5h. 8m. 12.1 a. W. Organized in 1842; obs.begun in 1845 with • 
mural circle by Troughton & Simms of 4 in., a transit instrument by 
Ertel of 5.3-in. ap., and a 9-6-in. refr. by Men. A meridian circle by 
Pieter & Martins of 8.5-in. ap., mounted In 1865, and used for 
observing standard stars and planets; a 26-in. refr. by Clark, 
mounted is 1873.7-with this instrument A. Hall discovered the 
satellites of Mars in 1877. A new ob.. on Georgetown Heights was 
opened in 1893, lot. +38° 55' 14.0', long. 5h. 8m. 15.13s. W.; in 
addition to the old instruments there is a 4o-ft. photoheli ph of 
5-in. ap., 6-In. transit circle built of steel by Warner & Swaney, 
5-in. steel altazimuth by same, ia-in. reir. by Clark. 

Washington (D.C.), astrophysical obs. of the Smithsonian In- 
stitution, lat. +38° 53' 17.3', long. 5h. Itm. 6.2 a W. Founded 1890 
for the study of solar radiation; 20.10. siderostat, spectrobolometer, 
&c. 

Williams Dal (Win).-Yerkes obs. of Univ. of Chicago, lat. 
+42°  3t 124 . long. 54 at 13.2e. W. Opened 1897; 40-in. 
ref r. by Clark and Warner &-Swartey; also a 12. reir., 24.111. refl., 
to-in. phoL mfr. 

Williamstoam (Mass.), lat. +42'42'49'. long. 4h. 52m. 33.5s. W. 
Founded in 1836; 	reir. by Clark; meridian circle of 43-in. 
ap. 	Repsold. mounted in 1882 in the Field Memorial obs., let. 
+43  40' 30'.long. 4b. Sam. 500. W. 

CANADA 
Ottawa, Dominion obs., lat. +45°  23', long..5h. 3 m. W. Founded 

19c22; 15..in. rcfr. by Brashear; 8-in. transit circle by Simms; 16-in. 
coelostat 

Mexico 
Tambaya.--National obs. erected 1882, lat. +19° 24' 17.5", 

long. 6b. 3.6 m. 46.7 s. W., 7600 ft. above sea•level; 15-in. raft by 
Grubb. 13-in. phoL refr. by Henry & Gautier, 8-in. transit circle by 
Simms. 

SOUTH AIIHRICA 
Santiago (Chile), national obs., lat. -33 26' 42.0', long. 4 h. 

42. tn. 403 a. W. In t849 the U.S. government sent an astrono- 
mical expedition to Chile. When the expedition returned in 18$3, 
the government of Chile bought the instruments--a 6-in. meridian 
circle by Pistor and Martins, a 6f-in. rcfr. by Fits, &e. New building 
erected 1860; 91-in. refr. by Men and Repsold, 13-in. phoL mfr. by 
Gander. 

Areqsipa (Peru).-Branch of Harvard College obs., 24, 
long.4 h. 45 m. 30 5. W., Sc6o ft. above sea-level; 24-in. Bruce rcfr. 
by Clark; and 11•in. Boyden telescope for phoL charts and spectra 
of faint stars; 4-1n. transit photometer extends the Harvard photo- 
metry to the south

Rio do Janeiro (Brazil), national obs., let. -22°  54' 231'
' 

long. 
2 It. 52.  m. 41.4 s. W. Founded in 045; no work done until 1871. 
The principal instruments are a meridian circle by Gautier of 71-in. 
ap., an &azimuth, a 9f-in. refr. by Henry, &c. 

Cordoba (Argentina), national ohs., 1st -31 °  25' 15.4' 1001. 

1

4 h. 16 m. 45.1 a. W. Erected in i871 under the direction die` B. A. 
1Gould till 1883. With a meridian circle by Repsold of 5-in. ap. 
to5,000 zone obs. of stars between -23° and -11o° decL have been 
made; lif-in. phot, refr. by Clarks; 5-in. phoL reir. by Henry & 
Gautier. 

La Plata (Argentina), univ. obs., lat. -34' 54' 3.1., long. 
3 h. st na. 37•o s. W. Founded 1883; 18-In. equat. coud6e, 13-in. 
phot. refr. and transit circle, all by Henry & Gautier. 

AFRICA 
Cape d Good Hope, royal obs., lat. -33° 56' 3.5', long t h. 13 m. 

5443 a. E. Founded in 1820; erected in 1825-1829, about 33 m. 
from Cape Town. Obit were begun in 1829 with a transit instru- 
ment by Dollond of 5.in. ap. and a mural circle by Jones. Thomas 
Maclear undertook to verify and extend the arc of meridian measured 
by N. L. de Lacaille in 1751-1753, which work occupied the obit 
staff for a number of years. In 1849 a 7-in. mfr. by Mem was 
mounted, and in 1855 a new meridian cirele, a facsimile of the one 
at Greenwich, superseded the older instruments. Maclear was suc-
ceeded by E. J. Stone (1870 to 1879), who devoted himself and the 
staff to ohs. of stars, embodied in a catalogue of 12041 stars for the 
epoch 1880. Under Sir David Gill 0879-1906) a 7-tn. heliometer by 
Zepsold has been used since 1887 for researches on solar parallax  

and annual parallax of stars, while a complete review of the heavens 
has been made south of -23* deer. with a din. pbot. Dallmeyer 
lens. A 24-in. phot. and 16-in. via refr. by Grubb, with 24-in. 
prism%  and a 6-10. transit circle by Simms have also been mounted. 

Besides the &a of Lacaille in Cape Town flat. -33°55 16.1', 
long. s h. la tn. s. F..), another temporary obit at Fhausen, 
lat. --33° 5W 56.6 , long. t h. 13 m. 51 a. E., 6 m. from Cape Tow can r, 
deserves to be mentioned. It was here that Sir Jobs Hdugtliei 
observed nebulae and double stars from 1834 to 0838 with a refl. of 
181.in. ap. 

Durban (Natal).-Government obs., lat. .-250•  50' 46.6', long. 
2 h. 4 m. 1.2 a E. Erected 'in 0182; 8-in. mfr. by Grubb. 

Maarities.-Royal Alfred obs., lat. -20° 5' 39', long. 3 h. ya m. 
121 a E. Chiefly meteorological. but solar photos regularly taken. 

//dada (near Cairo, Egypt), kbedivial obs. lat. +39° 51' 54' 
long. 2 h. 5 m. 22 L E: Erected in 1904; ufed for photo; 
of southern nebulae. 

Algiers (Algeria), national obs.„ lat. +36° 	long. 0 h. 12 M. 
8•4 L E. Founded 188i' 12.5-in. spat. coudde and 13-id phot. 
refr. by Gautier; transit circle. 

St Helena, lat. -15 °  55' 260', long. o h. 22 ni. 54.6 s. W. With a 
transit instrument and mural circle. M. Johnson observed the places 
of 606 southern stars from 1839 to 1833. 

INDIA 
Mahar, government obs., lat. +13°  4' 8.0', log. 5 h. 20 M. 

504 s. E. In 1831 a transit instrument and a mural Circle, both of 
ap., by Dollond, were mounted, and with these T. G. Taylor 

observed 11,000 stars. A meridian circle by Simms was mounted 
in 1358, and in 0365 an 8-in. reir., also by Simms, was put up; with 
the former 5303 stars were observed in 1862-1887. New obit built 
in 1899 at Kodaikanal (Falai Hills), lat. -1-10' 13' 50', long. 5 h.9 m. 
52 s. 7700 ft. above sea-level; 12-in. siderostat an&phoL ia 
0.g. by  Lathe,  spectroheliograph, To be devoted chiefly to solar 
physics. 

P00110.-Obs. of College of Science. Founded 1888. t2-in. 
aiderostat by Cooke with 9-In. lens by Grubb; 161-ia. s.g. refl. by 
Grubb. with 6-in. rcfr. by Cooke; spectroscopes, &c., chiefly for 
solar work. 

Dare Dda.-Obit of Indian Survey, lat. +30° 18' 51.8', long. 
5 h. 12 m. 13.5 s. E. Regular solar phot. work. 

Trivandrum, lat. + 8"30' 32', long. 5 h. 7 m. 59 a E. Founded by 
the raft; of Travancore in 1836. No astronoaucal work done, but 
valuable magnetical and meteorological obs. were made by J. A. 
Boron from 1852 to 1863. 

JAPAN 
taloa, univ. obs let. +35 °  39' 1 7'5'. WK. 11- 13 111- 58'0  F-: 

51-in. transit circle by Repsold; 6f-in. reir. 

CHINA 
Ee - Set (near Shanghai), Jesuit obs., lat. +3 1°  5' 47' 1 '. 100.T. 

8 h. 4 m. 44.7 • E. Erected 1899-1901; 16•in. via, and phot. reir. 
for solar and stellar phot. and spectroscopic work. 

HIM1Coag, lat. +22°  IR e3.2", long. 70. 36 m. V" a E. In 1883 
the colonial government established an obit, furnished with a 6-in. 
refr., a small transit instrument and full equipment of magnetical 
and meteorological instruments. 

Tualesratt 
Tashkent, let. +41" 19' 31.4', long. 4 h. 37 m. 10.8 s. E: Founded 
1874; din. refr: and meridian civic by Repsold; 	phot. 

by Henry & Repsold. 
AUSTRALIA 

Paranwtta (New South Wales), lat. -33' 48' 50'. long. 10 h. 4 in. 
6.3 s. E. Erected by Sir Thomas Macdougall Brisbane in 1112 ; 
handed over to the New South Wales government in 1826; furnished 
with a transit instrument and a mural circle by Troughton. From 
about 1835 no obit seem to have been made; the obs. was abolished 
in 1835. 

Saes./ (New South Wales), lat. 733" 5I' 41.1', long: to h. 4 sa. 
49.5 a. E. Founded in 1855; furnished with the instruments from 
Pammatta. In 11361 • 73-in. refr. by Mere and in 1874 an 1/1•a. 
mfr. by SchrOder, were mounted; in 1879 .a meridian circle by Simms 
of 6-in. ap. was acquired, and later a z3-in. phot. refr. by Grubb. 

Windsor (New South Wales), lat. -33° 36' 28.9', long. to h. 3 nt. 
211 s. E. Private obs. of Mr J. Tebbutt, who has devoted himself 
since 1861 to discoveries and obs. of comets, using a 4f-in. refr. by 
Cooke and an 8-in. ref r. by Grubb. 

Melbourne (Victoria).-Founded in 1853 at Williamstown:lat. -37' 
52' 7:2', long. 9 h. 39 m. 38.8 $.. F.. In t861 a meridian circle by Simms 
of op. was mounted, but in 1863 the obit was removed to Mel-
bourne, lat. -37° 49', 53.2', long. 9 h. 39 in. 54•o a. E. " The great 
Melbourne telescope,' a Cassegram equatorially mounted, d 
4-ft. ap., made by T. Grubb, was erected in 1869, but very little used 
there is also an 8-in. ref r. by Cooke and a 1'-in. r. refr. by Grubb. 

Adelaide (South Australia), lat. -34' 55 33-8'. long. 9 h. 14 m. 
21.3 a. E. In operation since 1861; has been gradually . improved, 
and coatainsmaw an 8-in. reir, by Cooke and a din-transit arrJc by 
Simms. 

kL_ 
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Pods (4Yest Australia), lat. -V' 57' 7 .4"t long. 7 h. 43 m. at., s. E. 

Founded r1397; t3-in. picot. and to-in. refr. by Grubb; 6-in. 
transit circle by Simms. 

Arrnottttas.—In addition to their Annals or Obtervaliont, the 
leading national ohs. (Greenwich, the work and in Paris. Washiraon. arc.) publish 

re annual reports stating the nature of 	 'strummed 
and instruments. Short reports from nearly all ritish obs. are 
annually published in the February number of the Monthly Notices 
R. Ask. Soc.. and from moat German and some other continental 
ohs. in the Vierieljahrssclunft d. ask. Gesellschaft. Since Inn much 
information about American obs. is given in tke Publications of the 
Ask. Soc. of the Pacific. Stroobant's Les Obserratokes ansottomuptcs 
et let a:bynames (Brussels, too7) gives a convenient summary of the
paseturd and equipment el all exiting obs. (j. L E. D.) 

OBSIDIAN, a glassy volcanic rock of acid compaction. A 
similar rock was named obsiassas by medieval writers, from its 
resemblance to a rock discovered is Ethiopia by one Obsius. 
The early printed editions of Pliny erroneously named the 
discoverer Obsidius, and the rock obsidians's. Rhyolitic lavas 
frequently are more or less vitreous, and when the glassy matter 
greatly predominates and the crystal:tars few and inconspicuous 
the rock becomes an obsidian; the chemical composition Is 
essentially the same as that of granite; the difference in the 
physical condition of the two rocks is due to the fact that one 
consolidated at the surface, rapidly and under low pressures, 
while the other cooled slowly at great depths and under such 
pressures that the escape of the steam and other gases it contained 
was greatly impeded. Few obsidians are entirely vitreous; 
usually they have small crystals of felspar, quartz, biotite or 
iron oxides, and when these are numerous the rock is called a 
porphyritic obsidian (or hyalo-liparite). These crystals have. 
as a rule, very good crystalline form, but the quartz and felspar 
are often filled with enclosures of glass. 

All obsidians have a low specific gravity (about me) both 
because they are acid rocks and because they are non-crystalline. 
Their lustre is vitreous except when they contain essay minute 
crystals; they are then velvety or even resinous in appearance. 
Thin splinters and the sharp edges of fragments are transparent. 
Black, grey, yellow and brown are the prevalent colours of these 
rocks. In hand specimens they of ten show a well-marked banding 
which is sometimes fiat and parallel, but may be sinuous and 
occasionally is very irregular, resembling the pattern of dama-
scened steel. In such cases the molten rock cannot have been 
homogeneous, and as it flowed along the ground the different 
portions of it were drawn out into long parallel streaks. As the 
rock was highly viscous and the surface over which it moved was 
often irregular the motion was disturbed and fluctuating; 
hence the sinuous and contorted appearance frequently assumed 
by the banding. When crystals are present they generally have-
their long axes parallel to the fluxion. 

Even when conspicuous and well formed crystals are not 
visible in the rock there is nearly always an abundance of minute 
Imperfect crystAlimtions (miaolites, &c.). They are of ten so 
small that high• magnifications may be necessary to ascertain 
their presence. Some are globular and others are rod-shaped; 
they may be grouped in clusters, stars, rosettes, rows, chains 
or swarms of indefinite shape. In banded obsidians these 
microlites may be numerous in some parts but few or absent in 
others. The larger ones polarize light, have angular outlines 
like those of crystals, and may even show twinning and definite 
optical properties by which they can be identified as belonging 
to felspar, augite or sonic other rock.forming mineral. The 
variety of their Dienes is endless. Some are black, very thin and 
curved like threads or hairs (trichites); often a group of these 
is seated on a small crystal of augite or magnetite and spreads 
outwards on all sides. Others have hollow or funnel-shaped 
ends and are constricted at the middle like a dice cup. In some 
rocks small rod-like microlites are grouped together in a regular 
way to form growths which resemble fir branches, fern leaves, 
brushes or networks, in the same manner as minute needles of 
ice produce star-like snow crystals or the frost growths on a 
window pane. 

These crystallites (q.e.) show that the glassy rock has a tendency 
to crystallize which is inhibited only by the very viscous state  

of the glass and the rapidity with which it was cooled. Another 
type of incipient crystallization which is excessively common in 
obsidian is spherulites (q.v.), or small rounded bodies which have 
a radiating fibrous structure. They are of globular shape, less 
frequently irregular or branching, and may be elongated , and 
cylindrical (axiolites). In some obsidians from Teneriffe and 
Lipari the whole rock Consist!, of them, so closely packed.together 
that they assume polygonal shapes like the cells of a honeycomb. 
In polarized light they show , a weak grey colour with a black 
cross, the arms of which are parallel to the cobwebs in the eye. 
piece of the microscope aid remain stationary when the section 
is rotated. Often bands of spherulites alternate with bands of 
pure glees, a fact which seems to indicate , that the growth of 
these bodies took place before the rock ceased to flow. 

As cooling progresses the glassy rock contracts and strain 
phenomena appear in consequence. Porphyritic crystals often 
contract less than the surrounding glass, which accordingly 
becomes strained, and in polarized light may show a weak double 
refraktion in a limited area surrounding the crystal. Minute 
cracks are sometimes produced by the contraction; they are often 
more or less straight, but in other cases a very perfect system of 
rounded fissures arises. These surround little spherules of glass 
which are detached what the rock is struck with a hammer. 
There may be concentric series of cracks one within another. 
The minute globular bodies have occasionally a sub-pearly lustre, 
and glassy rocks which possess this structure have been called 
perlites (q...). If we take a thin layer of natural Canada balsam 
and heat it strongly for a little time most of the volatile oils 'are 
driven out of it. When it cools ft becomes hard, but If before it 
is quite cold we plunge it into cold water a very perfect pellicle 
structure will arise In it. Occasionally the rounded cracks 
extend from the matrix into some of the crystals especially.those 
of quartz Which have naturally a conchoidal fracture. If the 
matrix, however, is originally ceystalline it does not seem 
probable that perkitic structure exedevelop in it. Hence it may 
beregarded as diagnostic of rocks which were vitreous when they 
consolidated. 

In mineralogical collections rounded nodules of brown glass, 
varying from the size of a pea to that of an orange, may often 
be seen labelled marckaniee. They have long been known to 
geologists and are found at Okhotsk, Siberia, in association 
with a large mm of perlitic obsidian. These globular bodies 
are, in fact, merely the more coherent portions of a perlite; 
the rest of the rock falls down in a fine powder setting free the 
glassy spheres. They arc subject to considerable internal strain, 
as is shown by the fact that when struck with a hammer or 
sliced with a lapidary's saw they often burst into fragments. 
Their behaviour in this respect closely resemblei the balls of 
rapidly cooled, unannealed glass which are called Prince Rupert's 
drops. In their natural condition the marekanite spheres are 
doubly refracting, but when they have been heated and very 
slowly cooled they lose this property and no longer exhibit any 
tendency to sudden disintegration. 

Although rocks wholly or in large part vitreous are known from 
very .ancient geological systems, such as the Devonian, they are 
certainly most frequent in recent volcanic countries. Yet among 
the older rocks there are many which, though finely crystalline. 
have the chemical composition of modern obsidians and possess 
structures, such as the perlitic and spherulitic, which are very 
characteristic of vitreous rocks. By many lines of evidence we are 
led to believe that obsidians in course of time suffer devitrification, 

bin other words they pass from the vitreous into a crystalline state. 
ut as the changes take place in a solid mass they require a very 

long time for their achievement, and the crystals produced are only 
of extremely small size. A dull stony-looking rock results, the 
vitreous lustre having entirely disappeared, and in microscopic 
section this exhibits a cryptoerystalline structure, being made up of 
exceedingly minute grams prrctpally of quartz and felspar. Often 
this felsitic devitrified glass is so fine-grained that its constituents 
cannot be directly determined even wifis the aid of the microscope, 
but chemical analysis leaves little doubt as to the real nature-of the 
minerals which have been formed. Many vitreous rocks show 
alteration of this type in certain parts where either the glass has 
been of unstable nature or where agencies of change such as percolat- 
ing water have had easiest access (as a 	joints. perlitic cracks 
and the margins of dikes and sills). 0 	from Lipari case 
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have (*kir bands alternating with others which are purely gluey. 
In Arran there are mtchstone dikes, some of which are very com-
pletely vitreous, while °the+s are changed to spherulitic (elates more 
or less silicified. The pitcbstoae of the Sauk d Eiger is at its margins 
characterised by a dull semi-opaque .matrix which seems to be the 
result of secondary devitrification. In the same way artificial glass 
can be devitrified if it be kept at a temperature slightly below the 
fusing point for some days. Window glass exposed to alkaline 
vapours often shows a thin iridescent surface film which is supposed 
to be due to crystallization; the same change is found in meats of 
Roman glass which have been dug out of the ruins of Pompeii. 

Obsidians occur in many parts of the world along with rhyolites 
and pumice. In Europe the best-known localities for them are the 
Lipari Islands, Pantellaria, Iceland and Hungary. Very fine obsi-
dians are also obtained in Macke, at the Yellowstone Park. in New 
Zealand. Ascension and in the Caucasus. Included in this group 
are some rocks which are more properly to be regarded as vitreous 
forms of trachyte than as glassy rhyolites (Iceland). but except by 
chemical analyses they cannot be separated. It is certain, however, 
that most obsidians are very acid or rhyolitie. The dark, semi-
opaque glassy forms of the basic igneous rocks are known as ruby-

tes. The typical obsidians exhibit the chemical peculiarities of 
the acid igneous rocks (viz. high percentage of silica, low iron, lime 
and magnesia, and a considerable amount of asli and soda). 

The chemical composition of typical obsi ns s shown by the 
following analyses:— 

Obsidian, when broken, shows a conchoidal fracture, litre 
that of glass, and yields sharp-edged fragments, which have been 
used in many localities as arrow-points, spear-heads, knives 
and razors. For such purposes, as also for use as mirrors, masks 
and labrets, it was extensively employed, under the name of 
itedi, by the ancient Mexicans, who quarried it at the Cerro de 
las Nava*, or " Hill of Knives," near Tirnapan. The natives 
of the Admiralty Wands have used it for the heads of spears. 
By the ancient Greeks and Romans obsidian was worked as a 
gem-stone; and in consequence of its having been often imitated 
in glass there arose among collectors of gems in the s8th century 
the practice of calling all antique pastes " obsidians" At the 
present time obsidian is sometimes cut and polished as an 
onsunental stone, but its SOMME to Si) detracts 
from its value. Certain varieties, notably some from Russia, 
possess a beautiful metallic sheen, referable to the presence 
of either microscopic fissures or enclosures The substance 
known as moldavite, often regarded as an obsidian, and the 
so-called obsidian bombs. or obsidianites, are described under 
lioussurre. (j. S..F.) 

OBSTETRICS, the science and art of midwifery (Let. obaefrix, 
a midwife, from °Mere, to stand before). Along with Medicine 
and Surgery, Obstetrics goes to form what has been called. the 
Tripes of the medical profession, because every person desiring 
to be registered under the Medical Acts must pass a qualifying 
examination alike in medicine, surgery and midwifery. The term 
Gynaecology (q.s.), which has come to be applied to the study 
of the diseases of the female generative system, in its primary 
sense includes all that pertains to women both in health and 
disease. Obstetrics, or midwifery, is more specially that part 
of the science of gynaecology which deals with the care of a 
pregnant woman and the ushering of her child into the world. 

Tokelegy—the doctrine of parturition—is the most distinctive 
sphere of interest for obstetricians, and here their activities 
bring them into a closer approximation to the work of surgeons. 
As a science it demands a study of the phenomena of labour, 
which in their ordered succession are seen to present three distinct 
stages: one of preparation, during which the uterus dilates 
sufficiently to allow of the escape of the infant; a second, of 
Foams, during which the infant is expelled; and a third, of 
the extrusion of the after-birth or placenta. In each of the 
stages analysis of the phenomena reveali the presence of three 
elements which arc known as the factors of labour, viz. the powers 
or forces which are engaged in the emptying of the uterus; 
the passages or canals through which the ovum is driven; and  

the passenger or body that is being extruded. The mechanism 
of labour depends on the balance of these factors ail they become 
adjusted to each other in the varying phenomena of the several 
stages. The diversities that are met with in different labours 
even of the same woman have led to their being classified into 
different groups. A natural labour is commonly defined as one 
where the child presents by the head sad the labour is terminated 
within twenty-four hours. From this It is obvious that no case 
of labour can be defined at its onset. The relation of the factors 
may warrant a favourable expectation; but until the labour 
is completed, and completed within a ressonably safe period, 
it cannot be classed as natural. The element of time has this 
importance, that it is found that, apart from all accidents and 
iaterferences, the mortality both to mother and child becomes 
greater the longer the duration of the labour. Hence lingering 
or tedious labours, in which the child still presents vdth the head, 
but is not expelled within twenty-four hours after the onset 
of labour•pains, are properly grouped in a separate dais, although 
they are terminated without operative interference. In the 
class of preternatural labours, where the head comes hurt instead 
of first, there are two subdivisions, according as the child presents 

by-the breech and feet, or Ties transversely 
as a cross-birth, and has usually to be 
delivered artificially. Operative or instru-
mental !shows vary according as the pro-
cedures adopted are safe in principle to 
mother and child, au& as turning and 

the application of the midwifery forceps; or as they involve 
damage to the infant in the various forms of embryotomy; or are 
more dangerous to the mother, as in the Caesarean section and 
symphysiotomy. A final class of labours includes the cases 
where some complication or anomaly arises and becomes a 
source of danger, Independently of disturbances of the mechanism 
or of any operative interference. These complex labours are 
due to complications that may be maternal, such as haemorrhage 
and convulsions; or foetal, such as twins or prolapse of the 
umbilical cord. To cope with these anomalies an obstetrician 
requites all the resource of a physician and all the dexterity of a 
surgeon. 

The interest of obstetricians in their patients does not end 
with the birth of the children, even after natural labours. The 
puerpera is still a subject of care. The uterus, that during its 
nine months' evolution had been increasing enormously in all 
its elements, has in six weeks to undergo an involution that will 
restore it to its pregravid condition. The allied organs share in 
their measure in the change, all the systems of the body feel the 

-influence, and especially the mammary glands take on their 
function of providing milk for the nutriment of the new-born 
infant. A patient with some latent flaw in her constitution 
may pass the test of pregnancy and labour with success, only to 
succumb during the puerperium. Of patients who become 
insane in connexion with child-bearing, a half manifest their 
mental disorder first during the days or weeks immediately 
succeeding their confinement, and numbers more whilst they are 
suckling their infants. A woman may have had an easy labour, 
and may have been thankful at the time for help from a band 
that she did not know to be unclean; three days later germs 
left by that hand may have so multiplied within het that she 
is in mortal danger from septicaemia. The management of the 
puerperal patient requires not only the warding of of deleterious 
influences, but the watching of the normal processes, because 
slight deviations in these, undetected and uncorrected now, 
may become later a source of lifelong invalidism. It remains 
further to be noted that to obstetricians belong theearliest stages 
of pediatrics in their care of the new-born child. In some old 
works practitioners of this branch of the y rofession are described 
as thashortwor, because their first business was to cut the 
umbilical cord. The causes of the high death-rate among 
infants, whether due to ante-natal, intra-natal or neo-natal 
conditions, come under their observation. They have charge of 
the whole wide field of the hygiene, pathology and therapeutics 
of infancy. 
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OBSTETRICS- 	 963 
Hiaeriad Sktak.—The origin of midwifery Is lost in the mints 

of human origins. The learned Jean &true, who gave a lead to 
higher critics in their analysis of the Pentateuch by pointing out 
the presence of Elobistic and Jehovistic elements, exercised his 
imagination in fancying how the earliest pair comported them-
selves at the birth of their first child, and especially how the 
husband would have to learn what to do with the placenta 
and umbilical cord. His speculations's, not in the least illumi-
native. The Mosaic writings let us see women of some experience 
and authority by the side of a Rachel dying in labour, ore Tamar 
giving birth to twins, and superintending the am labours of 
Hebrew slaves in Egypt. The Ebers Papyrus (WSs* s.c.), which 
Moses may have studied when he grew learned in all the wisdom 
of the Egyptians, is the oldest known medical production. It 
contains prescriptions for causing abortion, for promoting labour, 
for curing displacements of the uterus, &c. But there is no 
indication as to how labours are to be managed, and with regard 
to the child there are only auguries given as to whether it will 
live or die, according, e.g. as its first cry after It is born sounds 
like al or M. 

The story of the rise and progress of midwifery is intimately 
bound up with the history of medicine in general. The obstet-
rician, looking for the dawn of his science, turns like his fellow-
workers in other medical disciplines to the Hippocratic writings 
(soo s.c.). Now the father of medicine was not an obstetrician. 
As with Egyptians and Hebrews, the skilled attendants on 
women in labour among the Greeks were also women. But since 
nothing that concerned the ailments of humanity was foreign to 
Hippocrates, there are indications in the writings that are 
accounted genuine of his interest in the disorders of females—in 
their menstrual troubles, in their sterility, in their gestation 
symptoms, and in their puerperal diseases; his oath forswears the 
use of abortifaclents, and he recommends the use of sternutatories 
to hasten the expulsion of the after-birth. In the Hippocratic 
writings that are supposed to be products of his followers, some 
of these subjects are more fully dealt with; but whilst the 
physician is sometimes called in to give advice in difficult 
labours, so that be can describe different kinds of presentation 
and can speak of the possibility of changing an unfavourabk into 
a favourable lie of the infant, it is usually only with eases where 
the child is already dead that he has to deal, and then he tells 
how he has to mutilate and extract it. So these writings furnish 
us with the earliest account of the accoucheur's armamentarium, 
and let us see him possessed of a sex afoxr—a knife or perforator 
for opening the bead; a riesrpoe—a comminutor for breaking 
up the bones; and a Ountergp—an extractor for booking out 
the infant. The classical writers of Greece give the same impres-
sion as to the primitive stage of obstetrics. Women, like the 
mother of Socrates, have the charge of parturient women. 
Where divine aid is sought, goddesses are invoked to facilitate 
the labour. Gods or men are only called In where graver inter-
ference Is required, as when Apollo rescued the infant Aceculapius 
by a Caesarean section performed on the dying Somele. Some 
midwives are known to history, and extracts from the writings 
of one Aspasia are embedded in the works of later author. In 
the great medical school of Alexandria, when the science of 
human anatomy began to take shape, Herophilus rendered a 
service to obstetrics in giving a truer idea of the anatomy of the 
female than had previously prevailed; other physicians give 
evidence of their interest in midwifery and the diseases of women, 
and some experience was gradually being acquired and trans-
mitted through the profession until we find from Casts (in the 
reign of Augustus) that when surgeons were called in to help 
the attendant woman they could sometimes bring about the 
delivery, without destroying the infant, by the operation of 
turning. In the and century Soranus wrote a work on midwifery 
for the guidance of midwives, in which for the first time the 
uterus is differentiated from the vagina and instruction is given 
for the use of a speculum. A contemporary, ?doschion, wrote 
a guide for midwives which, with that of Soranus, may be said 
to touch the high-water mark of archaic midwifery. It is written 
in the form of question and answer, was much prised at the time  

of the Renakeence, and was used as the basis of the first obstetric 
work that issued from a printing-press. Philumenos wrote a 
treatise of some value at the same epoch, but it is only known 
from the free use made of It by subsequent writers, such as 
Attila in the beginning of the 6th century. Like Oribasius, who 
preserved in his compilation the work of Soranus, Attila draws 
largely on preceding whets. His treatises on female diseases 
constitute an advance on previous knowledge, but there Is DO 
progress In midwifery, though be still makes mention of turning. 
This operation has disappeared from the pages of Paulus 
Aegineta, an 8th-century author, the last to treat at length of 
obstetrics and gynaecology ere the night of the dark ages settled 
down on the Roman world, and it is not beard of again till a 
millennium had passed. During the centuries when the progress 
of medicine was dependent on the work of the Arabian physicians, 
the science of obstetrics stood still. We axs curious to know 
what Rheas and Avicenna in the gth and Roth centuries have 
to say on this subject. But they know little but what they 
have learned from the Greek writers, and they show a great 
tendency to relapse to the rudest procedures and to have recourse 
to operative interferences destructive to the child. Interest 
attaches to the work of Albucasis in the tsth century, in that 
he is the first to Illustrate•his pages with figures of the knives, 
crushers and extractors that were employed in their gruesome 
practices, and that be gives the first history of a case of extra-
uterine pregnancy. 

We come down to the 16th century before we begin to see any 
indication of the development of obstetrics towards a place 
among the sciences. Medicine and surgery profited earlier by 
the intellectual awakenings of the Renaissance and the Re-
formation. In anatomical theatres and hospital wards associated 
with universities great anatomists and clinicians began to 
discard the dogmas of Galen, and to teach their pupils to study 
the body and its diseases with unprejudiced minds. But the 
practice of midwifery was still among all people in the hands 
of women, and when in 1513 End:suits Rowan of Frankfort 
published a work on midwifery, it bore the tide Der schteamgeras 
&awes and hcbaimmem Rowmgarien. Translated Into English 
by Thomas Repaid with the altered title, The Birth of Mamba, 
it is mainly compiled from Moschiost, and the Soranus and 
Philumeoos fragments of Oribasius and Actius, and is intended 
as a guide to pregnant women and their attendant nurses. 
It was illustrated wikh fanciful figures of the foetus is stew 
that were reproduced in other works of later date—es in the 
Re:aver:as of Walter Reiff of Strasburg in 1546 and the 
Hthammisenbuch of Jacob Rueff of Zurich in zsca, the latter of 
which appears in English dress as Tke ExpertMidwife. The 
greatest impulse to the progress of midwifery was given in the 
middle of the ,6th century by the famous French surgeon 
Ambroise Part, who revived the operation of podalic version, 
and showed how by means of it surgeons could often rescue the 
infant even in cases of had presentation, instead of breaking it 
up and extracting it piecemeal He was ably seconded by his 
pupil Guillemeau, who translated his work into Latin, and at a 
later period himself wrote a treatise on midwifery, an English 
translation of which was published in 1612 with the title Child-
Birth; or, The Happy Driioerie of Weans. The close of the 
16th century is rendered further memorable in the annals of 
midwifery by the publication of a series of works specially 
devoted to it. Three sets of compilations, containing extracts 
from the various writers on obstetrics and gynaecology from the 
time of Hippocrates onwards, were published under the designa-
tion of Graeae or Gynaeciorem—the first edited by Caspar 
Wolff of Zurich in 1566, the second by Caspar Bauhin of Basel 
in Is86, and the third by Israel Spach of Strasburg in 
Spach includes In his collection not only Pare's obstetrical 
chapters, but the Latin translation of the important Traub, 
mama= de f'kyskrofoewlokie, published by the French surgeon 
Francis Roused in Isfit, which is the first distinct treatise on 
an obstetric operation, and advocates the performance of Cae-
sarean section on living women with difficult labours. From 
this time onwards evidense accumulates of the growing interest 
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of members of the medical profession, and Mord especially of 
surgeons, in the practice of midwifery, and after the middle of 
the 17th century they began to publish the records of their 
experiences in special treatises. The most important of these 
writers were French—as Maurlceau, Viardel, Paul Portal, Pea 
and Dionis. The work of Mauriceau, which first appeared in 
,6611, is specially interesting from its having been translated 
into English in 1672 by Hugh Chamberlen, who in his preface 
made the then incredible statement that his father, his brothers, 
and himself had long attained to and practised a way to deliver 
women in difficult labours without hooks, where other artists 
used them, and without prejudice to mother or child. Many 
years had still to elapse before the secret of the Chamberlcns 
leaked out. In the course of this century some women who 
had large experience in midwifery appeared as authors. Thus 
in England Jane Sharp in 1671 wrote Tke Midwives' Book, or 
the whole art of Midwifery discovered; in Germany, Justine 
Siegemund, in I69o, Die Char-Drarsdetobargiseke Hof -Weis-
mutter; and earlier and better than either, in France, Louise 
Bourgeois in 1626 published Oburvations sun la sterilite et melodies 
des formes. Perhaps they were beginning to feel that there was 
some need to assert their power, for it was during this century 
that parturient ladies began to call in men to attend them in 
natural labours. According to Astruc, Madame de la ValliIre 
wished her confinement to be kept secret, and Louis XIV., 
in June 1663, sent for Jules Clement, the court surgeon, to 
superintend the delivery. This was accomplished successfully. 
The king gave him the title of accoucheur. Clement afterwards 
attended the dauphiness and other court ladies, and went thrice 
to Madrid to assist at the confinement of the queen of Philip IV. 
Up till this epoch physicians and surgeons had only been sum-
moned to the lying-in room by midwives who found themselves 
at the end of their resources, to give help in difficult cases where 
the child was usually dead and the mother often moribund. 
Now that it began to be a fashion for women in their ordinary 
confinements to be under the surveillance of a physidan, it 
became possible for men with their scientific training to study 
the normal phenomena of natural labour, and through the 
medium of the printing-press to communicate the results of their 
observation and experience to their professional brethren. 
Hence the books of the men already referred to, and of others 
that appeared later, such as the Traist comps ties acoinsr.kemems 
of De la Matte, 1721, which is a storehouse of acute observations 
and Wise discussion of obstetric measures. In other countries 
than France physicians and surgeons began to take up midwifery 
as a spetiality and not as a subsidiary part of their practice, of 
which they were somewhat ashamed (le Bon, one of the writers 
;those work Is fotmd in Bauhin's Gmmeda, says: " Haec ars viros 
dedecet "), and it was in Holland that a work was produced that 
has earned for its author the designation of the Father of Modern 
Midwifery. Heinrich van Deventer, who practised as an ob-
stetrician at the Hague along with his wife (a Vroedvrow, as 
he was a Vroedmeester), published in 3696 a preliminary treatise 
called Dageraat (Aurora) der Vroedvrowes, and in 1701 he followed 
it up by a more complete second volume, of which the Latin 
edition that came out simultaneously with the Dutch has a title 
beginning Operatioaes Ckirurgicae Newer Lames Exhibaetes 
Obstetricantibus. It has the supreme value of being the first 
work to give a scientific description of the pelvis, and to take 
some steps towards the development of the mechanism of labour. 
The " obstetricantes " for whom Deventer wrote are both men 
and women. In the early part of the 18th century women had 
Still the main and often the sole charge of their parturient sisters; 
but the practice of having a doctor to superintend or to supersede 
the midwives kept spreading among the classes who could 
afford to pay the doctor's fee; and by the time Deventer's 
treatise was doing its educational work in an English translation, 
as The Art of Midwifery Improved, in 1716, the doctors were 
getting into their hands the " harmless forceps " with which a 
living child could be extracted without detriment to the mother, 
in conditions where formerly her child's life was sacrificed and 
her own endangered. This life-saving instrument was invented 

in London, but by a MA not of English birth. The Huguenin, 
William Chamberlen, Bed from Paris to escape the St Bartholo-
mew msmacres, carrying with him to Southampton his wife, 
his two sons, and a daughter. William Charabeden seems to 
have been a surgeon, and his descendants through four genera-
tions had large and lucrative practices in London. The eldest 
son Peter, who was old enough when he came to England to 
be able to attest the birth and baptism of I younger brother, la, 
on good grounds, credited with beingthe inventor of the forceps, 
which for a century was kept a secret among brothers, sons and 
grandsons. Hugh, indeed, a great-grandson of Harlem, and the 
translator of Mauriceau, bad offered to sell the familyssecret for 
to,000 crowns; but his failure to effect delivery in a test case 
that hiaurieeau put to him led the profession to believe that 
he was a boastful quack.. Palfyn of Ghent, when In Paris in 
1723, putting a work on anatomy through the press, laid before 
the Academy of Science a pair of forceps, which was figured in 
Heister's surgery in 1724. He has thus the honour of first laying 
before the profession a midwifery forceps. But his implement 
was ill-constructed, and never came into general use. Meanwhile 
the knowledge that the Chamberlens were really possessed of a 
serviceable instrument must have stimulated other practitioners. 
Perhaps a colleague with a keen eye may have got sight of it 
on some occasion, or an intelligent midwife had been able to 
describe the t' tongs " which she had seen one of the family 
apply. In 1734 Dr Edward Body published a record of Cases 
in Midwifery that had been written by Mr William Giffard, 
"surgeon and man-midwife." The dates range from January 
1724 to 1731. Amongst the cases are several where he effected 
the delivery by meani of 'the forceps—" eatractor,l' ' he calls 
it—of which a figure Is given'

' 
 and when Edmund Chapman, 

who practised first at Halstead and afterwards in London, 
published his Treatise on the Improvemeat of Midwifery in 
1733. he speaks of the use of the forceps as " now well known 
to. all the principal men of the profession both in town and 
country." 

In the course of the 18th century the development of mid-
wifery in the hands of medical men made greater strides than 
in all the preceding ages. The progress was accelerated by the 
establishment of chairs of midwifery in the universities of 
various countries, Edinburgh taking the lead in the appointment 
of a professor in 1726, and Strassburg •coming closely after in 
172& In Strassburg the chair had the advantage of being at 
once associated with a clinical service. Lecturing was carried 
out, moreover, by men who were devoting themselves as 
specialists in midwifery and the diseases of women and infants,. 
and were succeeding in developing lying-in institutions for the 
benefit of poor women in labour that became schools of instruc-
tion both for midwifery nurses and for medical students. Two 
new operations came during this epoch to enhance the powers 
of the obstetrician, via. symphysiotomy, first introduced by 
Sigault in Paris; and' the induction of premature labour, first 
carried out by Macauley in London In circumstances described 
by Denman in the preface to his Midwifery. William Hunter 
in London, Sir Fielding Ould in Dublin, Rederer in Gottingen, 
Camper in Amsterdam, Baudelocque in Paris, Saxtorph 
Copenhagen, and many other authors contributed to progress 
by their atlases and their books. But there are three whose 
names stand out pro-eminently because of the influence they 
exerted on the whole obstetric world—Levret, Striae and Boer. 
Kilian, in his vidirnus of the history of midwifery, calls Levret 
" one of the greatest masters in the department that ever lived." 
Of &nettle he says: "Inferior to Levret in nothing, he excels 
him in much." Boer he characterizes as " the most meritorious 
and important of German obstetricians." Levret improved 
the construction of the forceps, and widened the sphere of their 
applicability; Srnellie worked in the same direction, and 
furnished, moreover, descriptions and illustrations of natural 
and morbid labours that are of classical value; and Boer first 
clearly placed pregnancy (which Matirianu, e.g. had spoken of 
as "a nine months' disease ") and parturition in the category 
of physiological processes that might be hindered rather than 
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helped*, the pragmatical Interferences of meddlesome mid-
wives. 

Throughout the 19th century midwifery continued to advance, 
gynaecology grew into a special department with en extensive 
literature, the mechanism of labour developed under the clinical 
observations of men like N8gele and the study of such frozen 
sections of cadavers as were made by Brawn:, the indications 
for interference became more clear and the methods of inter-
ference more simple and safe, and a whole realm of antenatal 
pathology and teratology was added to the domain of science, 
while practitioners learned the art of saving premature and 
delicate infants by the use of the incubator and proper alimenta-
tion. Every advance in all the cognate sciences was appreciated 
and applied for the advancement of obstetrics. But there are 
two achievements which will make the Ash century for ever 
memorable in the annals sf midwifery—the abolition of the 
pains of labour and the alille-st laid on mort sky from the so-
called puerperal fever. In February 1847 Sir J. Y. Simpson, 
choosing a ease where he had to deliver by turning, put the 
patient asleep with ether. Seeing that the uterine contractions 
continued, though the attendant pain was abolished, he pro-
ceeded to administer ether in casts of natural labour, and in 
November of the same year demonstrated the virtues of chloro-
form, and so furnished the most serviceable anaesthetic, not only 
to the obstetrician in the lying-in room, but to the surgeon on 
the battlefield, and to the general practitioner in his everyday 
work. Ignaz Philipp Semmelweiss, assistant in the maternity 
hospital of Vienna, was struck and saddened with the appalling 
mortality that attended the delivery of the women under his 
care, as many as one (in some months three) out of every ten 
of the puerperae being carried out dead. He observed that the 
mortality was much higher in the wards allotted to the tuition 
of students than in those set apart for the training of nurses. 
In the spring of 1847 be saw at the post-mortem examination 
of a young colleague who had died of a poisoned wound, that 
the appearances were the same as he had too often bad occasion 
to see at the post-mortem examinations of his puerperae He 
ordered that every student who assisted a woman in her labour 
must first wash his hands in a disinfectant solution of chloride 
of lime, and in 1848 already the mortality was less in the students' 
than it was in the nurses' wards. Thus the first light was shed 
on the nature of the mischief of which multitudes of puerperal 
patients perished, and the first intelligent step was taken to 
lessen the mortality. When, some twenty years later, Lister 
had applied the bacteriological principles of Pasteur, with 
beneficent results to surgery, obstetricians gladly followed his 
lead, and the reith century beheld added to the comfort of 
anaesthetic midwifery the confidence of midwifery antiseptic 
and even aseptic 

The most exhaustive treatise on the earlier history of midwifery 
von Siebold, Vaud eines Geschickte der Geburtshglic (Berlin, 

1839). (A. R. S.) 

OCALA (a Seminole word for green or fertile land), a city 
and the county-seat of Marion county, Florida, U.S.A., in the 
N. central part of the state, about roo m. S.W. of Jacksonville. 
Fop. (1900) 3380, ( 1 905) 4493, of whom 2467 were negroes, (row) 
4370. It is served by the Seabord Air Line and the Atlantic 
Coast Line railways. About 6 m. E. is Sliver Spring, the largest 
and best known of the springs of Florida. Its basin is circular, 
about boo ft. in diameter; it is about 65 ft. in depth, and its 
waters are remarkable for their transparency and refractive 
'powers. According to the estimate of Dr D G. Brinton, the 
spring discharges more than 3oo,oco,0oo gallons of water daily, 
its outflow forming what is known as Silver Spring Run, 9 10 . 
long, emptying into the Oklawaha river and navigable by small 
river steamers. For the drainage and sewerage of the city a 
subterranean river whose source and mouth are unknown is 
utilized. The city is the seat of the Emerson Memorial and 
Industrial Home (Methodist Episcopal) for negro girls. Ocala 
was settled in 034e, but its development data from z88o, when 
it was first chartered as a city. In December ano it was the 
meeting-place of the National Convention of the Farmers' 

out Ili*  

Alliance, which promulgated a statement of political principles 
generally known as the " Ocala Platform." (See FARMERS' 
Movotattr.) 

OCANA. a town of central Spain, In the province of Toledo, 
on the extreme north of the tableland known as the Mesa de 
Ocala, with a station on the railway from Aranruez to Cuenca. 
Pop. (moo) 6616. The town is surrounded by ruined walls, 
and in it are the remains of an old castle. In one of its parish 
churches is the chapel of Nuestra Seem de los Remedios, in 
which Ferdinand and Isabella were married In 2469. Ocala 
is the Vicus Cuminarius of the Romans, and was the dowry 
that El Motamid of Seville gave his daughter Zaida on her 
marriage with Alphonso VI. of Castile (zo72- tro9). Near 
Mafia, on the :nth of November Ohm, the Spanish under their 
Irish general Lacy were routed by the French under Joseph 
Bonaparte and Marshal Souk. 

OCARINA, a wind Instrument invented in Italy, which must 
be classed with musical toys or freaks, although concerted 
formic has been written for It. The ocarina consists of an eartheh-
ware vessel in the shape of an egg with a pointed base and a tube 
like a spout in the side, which contains the mouthpiece. There 
are usually to holes in the front surface of the instrument, nine 
for fingers and thumb and a vent hole, the newer models have 
8 holes and two keys. By half covering the holes the semi-
tones are obtained. 

O'CAROLAIf (or Csecmsts), TITRLOOH (167o-1738), Irish 
bard, son of John O'Carolan, a farmer, was born at Newtown, 
near Nobber, in the county of Meath. The family is said to 
have belonged to the sept of MacHradaigh, and the bard's 
great-grandfather was a chieftain. The O'Carolans forfeited 
their estates during the civil wars, and Turlogh's father settled 
at Alderford, Co. Roscommon, on the invitation of the family 
of hi'Dermott Roe. In his eighteenth year he became blind 
from smallpox. He received special instruction in music, and 
used to wander with his harp round the houses of the surrounding 
gently, mainly in Connaught. The famous song Receipt for 
Driiikin may be responsible for the allegation that he was 
addicted to intemperate drinking, but Charles O'Conor (1710-
:791), the antiquary, who had personal knowledge of him, 
gives him a good character in private life. The number of 
Carolan's musical pieces, to nearly all of which he composed 
verses, is said to exceed two hundred. He died on the 25th 
March 1738, and was buried at Kilronan. 

His poetical Remains in the original Irish, with English metrical 
translations by Thomas Furlong, were printed in Hardiman's frisk 
Minstrelsy (1ig!). Many of his songs were preserved among the Irish 
MS& in the British Museum. 

OCCAM. WILLIAM OF (d. C. 1349), English achoolman, 
known as Doctor isoincibilis and Venerabilis inceptor, was born 
in the village of Ockham, Surrey, towards the end of the 13th 
century. Unattested tradition says that the Franciscans 
persuaded him while yet a boy to enter their order, sent him 
to Merton College, Oxford (see G. C. Brodrick, Memorials of 
Menon College, p. rim), and to Paris, where he was first the pupil 
afterwards the successful rival, of Duns Scotus. He probably 
left France about 1314, and there are obscure traces of his 
presence in Germany, in Italy, and in England during the 
following seven years. It has generally been held that in 1322 
be appeared as the provincial of England at the celebrated 
assembly of the Franciscan order at Perugia, and that there he 
headed the revolt of the Franciscans against Pope John XXII.; 
but, according to Little (English Historical Review, vi. 747), 
the provincial minister on this occasion was William of Not-
tingham. Probably, however, Occam was present at the 
assembly. His share in this revolt resulted in his imprison-
ment, on the charge of heresy, for seventeen weeks in the 
dungeons of the papal palace at Avignon. He and his companions 
—Michael of Cesena, general of the order, and Bonagratia-
managed to escape, and found their way to Munich, where they 
aided Louis IV. or V. (q.v.) of Bavaria in his long contest with 
the papal curia. It was for Occam's share in this controversy 
that he was best known in his lifetime. Michael of Cesena 
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died in ups, and Occam, who had received from him the official 
seal of the order, was recognized as general by his party. The 
date of his death and the place of his burial are both uncertain. 
He probably died at Munich in :349. 

William of Occam was the most pronunent intellectual leader 
in an age which witnessed the disintegration of the old scholastic 
realism, the rise of the theological scepticism of the later middle 
ages, the great contest between pope and emperor which laid 
the foundations of modern theories of government, and the 
quarrel between. the Roman curia and the Franciscans which 
showed the long-concealed antagonism between the theories 
of Hildebrand and Francis of Assisi; and he shared in all these 
movements. 

The common account of his philosophical position, that he 
reintroduced nominalism, which had been in decadence since 
the days of Roscellinus and Abelard, by teaching that universals 
were only flatus emu, is scarcely correct. The expression is 
nowhere found In his writings. He revived nominalism by 
collecting and uniting isolated opinions upon the meaning of 
universals into a compact system, and popularized his views 
by associating them with the logical principles which were in 
his day commonly taught in the universities. He linked the 
doctrines of nominalism on to the principles of the logic of 
Psellus, which had been introduced into the West in the Summates 
of Peter of Spain, and made them intelligible to common.under-
standings. The fundamental principles of his system(see 
SCHOLASTICISM) are that " Essmitia non aunt multipliauida 
praeter necessitatem " (" Occam's Razor "), that nouns, like 
algebraical symbols, are merely denotative terms whose mean-
ing is conventionally agreed upon (suppositio), and that the 
destructive effect of these principles in theological matters does 
not in any way destroy faith (see the Centitogium Theologies'', 
Lyons, 1495, and Trey-rates de Sacramento Altair). 

In the Opus amoebae durum (073o) (written in reply to John 
XXI l.'s libellus against Michael of Cesena), and in its successors, the 
Tracings's de dognsatibus Johannis papal (1333-1330. the 
Compendium armors Johannes XXII. papa. 0335-1338) and in the 
Delensorsum contra errors !Ansonia XXII. papa. (13)5-1339), 
Occam only incidentally expounds his views as a publicist; the 
books are mainly, some of them entirely, theological, but they served 
the purpose of the emperor and of his party, because they cut at 
the root of the spiritual as well as of the temporal supremacy of the 
pope. In , his writing Super 

Bream 
 stoma pontihms acts pasha 

sum &aslant: (1339-1342) Occam attacks the temporal supremacy 
of the pope, insists on the independence of kingly authority, which 
he maintains is as much an ordinance of God as is spiritual rule, 
and discusses what is meant by the state. His views on the bade-
lendence of civil rule were even more decidedly expressed in the 
Tristan's de jnrisdiaione inspermoris in coasts mannionialibut, in 
which. in spite of the medieval idea that matrimony is a sacrament, 
he demands that it belongsto the civil power to decide cases of affinity 
and to state the prohibited degrees. By 1343 the was in circula- 
tion his great work the Dsatogus (see Coldest si. 398-93y), in which 
he attempted to present his views in a complete summary. It 
consists of three parts. The first is the De fautoribus hereiscorims, 
and deals with the pope as arbiter in the matter of heresy The 
second part is the refutation of the doctrines of John XXII. (see 
above treatises). The third was to be in nine sections of which the 
first and second sections alone remain to us. It is probable that the 
Opus nosaginta diets's and the Compendium ertorstm were intended 
to form part of the work. His last work, De Election. Carols IV., 
restates his opinions upon temporal authority and adds little that is 
new. 

In all his writings against Pope John XXII. (gm.). Omani inveighs 
against the pope's opinions and decisions on the value of the life of 
poverty. The Compendium etrorum selects four papal constitutions 
which involved a declaration against evangelical poverty, and insists 
that they are full of heresy. Occam was a sincere Franciscan, and 
believed with his master that salvation was won through rigid 
imitation of Jesus in His poverty and obedience, and up to his days 
it had always been possible for Franciscans to follow the rules of 
their founder within his order. John XXII., however, condemned 
the doctrine and excommunicated its supporters, some of whom 
were so convinced of the necessity of evangelical poverty for a truly 
Christian life that they denounced the pope when he refused them 
leave to practise it as Antichrist. After Occam's days the opinions 
of Franco prevailed in many quarters, but the genuine Franciscans 
bad no place within the church. They were Fraticelli, Beghards, 
Lollard. or other confraternities unrecognized by the church and in 
steady opposition to her government. 

Beside the theological and political works above quoted. Occam 

wrote wam Logics, (Paris, ail, Wank sfgg) 
on Posphy

S
ry's Is 	on the
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 •gorias, De t7 iree=11111141  

Meath of" Aristotle. These latter were printed in 1496 at Bolepna. 
and entitled Expositis Awes nom Main arlemstiereas;Qnsessumes 
in onaltecor Wes emitentiarna (Lynn% tog). 

There is no good monograph on C1101. For as account of his 
logic, see Prised; Gesclikke der Logas (

OC
1.853-187o); for his philoso, vd.phy, 

see Steck!, Geschichte der Philosophic des lliatalters (11364-1866) 
ii., for his publicist writings, see Rimier, Die likrarischen Wa-
nder der Pdpsse ear Tait ladesg des Baas (OW. See also 

M Lindsay's article on " Occam and his wmmdoe with the 
Reformation," in the Brit. Quart. Review (July, t874. Among 
ancient documents consult Denifie and Chatelain's Owns:arum 
Unisershass Paririnuis, vol. it. pt. i. (Paris, 1887); Wadding's 
Anodes Memos (ed. Fonseca, vols. 7 and 8, Rome, 1733). For 
a list of Octanes works, me Little'. Grey Friar. pp.  62rk L)  

OCCASIONALLMS (Lat. occasio, an event), in philosophy, 
a term applied to that theory of the relation between matter 
and mind which postulates the intenention of God to bring about 
in the one a change which corresponds to a similar change in 
the other. The theory thus denies any direct interaction between 
matter and mind. It was expounded by Gallia= and Male-
branche to avoid the difficulty of Descartes's dualism of thought 
and extension, and to explain causation. Thus mind and 
matter are to Geulincx only the " occasional " causes of each 
other's changes, while Malebranche, facing further the epistemo-
logical problem, maintains that mind cannot even know matter, 
which is merely the " occasion " of knowledge. 

OCCLEVE (or HocctzvE), THOMAS (1361-1450?), English 
poet, MS born probably in 1368/9, for, writing in 1451/2 he 
says he was fifty-three years old (Dialog, 1. 246). He ranks, 
like his more voluminous and better known contemporary 
Lydgate, among those poets who have a historical rather than 
intrinsic importance in English literature. Their work rarely 
if ever rises above mediocrity; in neither is there even any 
clear evidence of a poetic temperament. Yet they represented 
for the 15th century the literature of their time, and kept alive, 
however faintly, the torch banded on to them by their " mister " 
Chaucer, to whom Occleve pays an affectionate tribute in 
three passages in the De Regimins Principles. What is known 
of Occleve's life has to be gathered mainly from his works. At 
eighteen or nineteen he obtained a clerkship In the Privy 
Seal Office, which he retained on and off, in spite of much 
grumbling, for about thirty-five years. He had hoped for a 
benefice, but none came; and in ugg he received instead a 
small annuity, which was not always paid as regularly as he 
would have wished. " The Letter to Cupid," his first poem 
to which we can affix a date, was translated from L'Epistre 
as Dieu d'Amours of Christine de Pisan in 1402, evidently as 
a sort of antidote to the moral of Troilus and Cressida, to some 
MSS. of which we find it attached. " La Male Regle," one of his 
most readable poems, written about 1406, gives some interesting 
glimpses of his " mis' ruly " youth. But about 1410 lie settled 
down to married life, and the composition of moral and religious 
poems. His longest work, The Regemenl of Princes or D. Re:inane 
Print' puns, written for Prince Hal shortly before his accession, 
is a tedious homily on the virtues and vices, imitated from 
Aegidius de Colonna's work of the same name, from the sup-
posititious epistle of Aristotle, known as the Secrela seadonsm, 
and the work of Jacques de Cessolcs (fl. ',too) englished later 
by Caxton as 7'he Game and Playa of Chess'. It is relieved by 
a proem, about a third of the whole, containing some further 
reminiscences of London tavern and club life, in the form of 
dialogue between the poet and a beggar. On the accession of 
Henry V. Occleve turned his muse to the service of orthodoxy 
and the Church, and one of his poems is a remonstrance addressed 
to Oldcastic, calling upon him to " rise up, a manly knight, out 
of the slough of heresy." Then a long illness was followed for 
a time, as he tells us, by insanity. His " Dialog with a Friend," 
written after his recovery, gives a naive and pathetic picture 
of the poor poet, now fifty-three, with sight and mind impaired, 
but with hopes still left of writings tale heowes hisgood patron, 
Humphrey of Gloucester, and of translating a small Latin 
treatise, Stile Mori, before he dies. His hopes were fulfilled in 
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his moralized take of " Jereslaus' Wife" and of " Jonathas,* 
both from the Casio Romanorum, which, with his " Learn to die," 
belong to his old age. After finally retiring from his privy 
seal clerkship, he was granted in 1424 sustenance for life in the 
priory of Southwick, Hants, on which, with his former annuity, 
he appears to have lived till about the middle of the century. 
A " Wade to my gracious Lord of Yorke" probably dates 
from 1448 or later. 

The main Interest for us in Ocdeve's poems is that they are 
characteristic of his time. His hymns to the Virgin, balades to 
patrons, complaints to the king and the king's treasurer, versified 
homilies and moral tales, with warnings to heretics like Old-
castle, are illustrative of the bright that had fallen upon poetry 
on the death of Chaucer. The nearest approach to the realistic 
touch of Ms master is to be found in Occleve's " Male Regle." 
But these pictures of 15th-century London are without even the 
occasional flash of humour that lightens up Lydgate's London 
Lackpenny. Yet Occleve has at least the negative virtue of 
knowing the limits of his powers. He says simply what he 
means, and does not affect what he does not feel. A Londoner, 
to whom the country was evidently a bore, he has not afflicted 
us with artificial May mornings; and it is doubtful whether a 
single reference to nature can be found among his poems. He 
has yet another distinction among his contemporaries: he wrote 
no allegory. Whether we ascribe it to his lack of " engine," or 
to the influence of Chaucer when in his later years he bad dis-
covered the limitations of this poetic form, we cannot but be 
grateful to the poet who has spared us. As a metrist Occleve is 
also modest of his powers. He confesses that 

Fader Chaucer fayn wolde han me taught, 
Butt was dul and learned lice or naught; 

and it is true that the scansion of his verses seems occasionally 
to require, in French fashion, an accent on an unstressed syllable. 
Yet his seven-line (or rinse royale) and eight-line stanzas, to which 
he limited himself, are perhaps more frequently reminiscent of 
Chaucer's rhythm than are those of Lydgatc. 

A poem, " Ad beatam Virginem," generally known as the " Mother 
of God," and once attributed to Chaucer, is copied among Occleve s 
works In MS. Phillippe 8151 (Cheltenham), and may thus be regarded 
as his work. Oreleve found an admirer in the 17th century in William 
Browne, who included his " Jonathan" in the .Sheesmrds Pipe 
(1614). Browne added a eulogy of the old poet, whose works be 
intended to publish in their entirety (Works, ed. W. C. Hazlitt, 
1869, 	196-198). In 1796 George Mason printed six Poems try 
Tkossas Mecciere newer Wore primed 
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OCCULTATION (from Lit. accsdtare, the frequentative of 

modem, to hide), in astronomy, the hiding of one celestial body 
by another passing in front of it; commonly the passage of the 
moon or of a planet between the observer and a star or another 
phmet• 

OCEAN AND OCEANOGRAPHY. "Ocean" Is the name 
applied to the great connected sheet of water which covers the 
greater part of the surface of the Earth. It is convenient to 
divide the subject-matter of physical geography into the atmo-
sphere, hydrosphere and lithosphere, and in this sense the ocean 
is less than the hydrosphere in so far as the latter term includes 
also the water lying on or flowing over the surface of the land. 
The conception of an encompassing ocean bounding the habitable 
world is found in the creation myths of the most ancient civitizaL 
Nona. The Babylonians looked on the world as a vast round 
mountain rising from the midst of a universal sheet of water. 
In the Hebrew scriptures the waters were gathered together in 
one place at the word of God, and the dry land appeared. The 
Ionian geographers looked on the circular d'sk of the habitable 
world as surrounded by a mighty stream named Oceanus, the 
name of the primeval god, father of gods and men, and thus the 
bond of union between heaven and earth The Greek word 
Ames& is related to the Sanskrit agayanat, " the encompassing." 
Philologists do not know of any related word in Semitic languages. 

Pktet, however, recognizes allied forms In Celtic languages, e.g. 
the Irish eigean and Gyrnrie eigiawn. 

Since the Pythagorean school of philosophy upheld the 
spherical as against the disk-shaped world, some of the ancient 
geographers, including Eratosthenes and Strabo, looked epos 
the hydrosphere as forming two belts at right angles to each 
other, one belt of ocean following the equator, the other sur-
rounding the earth from pole to pole as in the terra quadrifsda 
of Macrobins; while others including Aristotle and Ptolemy, 
looked upon the inhabited ;and, or olkumene, as occupying the 
greater part of the earth's surface, so that the Indian Ocean 
was an enclosed sea and India (i.e. eastern Asia) was only 
separated from Europe by the Atlantic Ocean. The latter view 
prevailed and was as a rule held by the Arab geographers of the 
middle ages, so that until the discovery of America and of the 
Pacific Ocean the belief was general that the land surface was 
greater than the water surface, or that at least the two were 
equal, as Mercator and Varenius held. Thus it was that a great 
South Land appeared on the maps, the belief in the prodigioui 
extension of which certainly received a severe shock by Abel 
Tasman's voyage of circumnavigation, but was only overthrown 
after Cook's great voyages had proved that any southern land 
which existed could not extend appreciably beyond the polar 
circle. Only in our own day has the existence of the southern 
continent been demonstrated within the modest 'limits of 
Antarctica. 

Oceanography is the science which deals with the ocean, and 
since the ocean forms a large part of the earth's surface oceano-
graphy Is a large department of geography. The science is 
termed taiassografia by the Italians, and attempts have been 
made without success to introduce the name " thalassogriphy." 
Of recent years the use of " hydrography " as the equivalent of 
physical oceanography has acquired a certain currency, but as 
the word is also used with more than one other meaning (see 
SURVEYING) it ought not to be used for oceanography. 

Like geography, oceanography may be viewed in two different , 
ways, and is conveniently divided 'into general oceanography, 
which deals with phenomena common to the whole ocean, and 
special oceanography, which has to do with the individual 
characteristics of the various divisions of the ocean. This article 
is restricted to general oceanography in its physical aspects, 
the closely-related meteorological, biological mid economic 
aspects being dealt with elsewhere. 

Methods of Research.—When research in oceanography began, 
the conditions of the sea were of necessity observed only from 
the coast and from islands, the information derived from mariners 
as to the condition of parts of the sea far from land being for the 
most part mere anecdotes bearing on the marvellous or the 
frightful. In recent times, especially since the rapid increase 
in the study of the exact sciences during the 19th century, 
observations at sea with accurate instruments have become 
common, and the ships' logs of to-day are provided with headings 
for entering daily observations of the phenomena of the sea-
surface. The contents of the sailors' scientific logs were brought 
together by the American enthusiast in the study of the sea, 
Matthew Fontaine Maury (18o6-1873), whose met/Inds and 
plans were discussed and adopted at international congresses held 
in Brussels in 1853 and in London in 1873. By leox more than 
6800 of these meteorological logs with 7,000,000 observationh 
had been accumulated by the Meteorological Office in London; 
zo,000 with to,hoo,000 observations by the German Marine 
Observatory at Hamburg; 47 00  with 3,300,000 observations 
by the Central Institute of the Netherlands at de Silt near 
Utrecht. The Hydrographic Office of the United States had 
collected 3800 meteorological logs with 3,200,000 entries before 
,888; but since that time the logs have contained only one 
observation daily (at Greenwich noon) and of these 2,380,0oo 
entries had been received by 1904. In the archives of the French 
Marine in Paris there were 3300 complete logs with 830,000 
entries and 11,0oo abstract logs from men-of-war. The contents 
of these logs, it is true, refer more to maritime meteorology than 
to oceanography properly so-called, as their main purpose is to 
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promote a rational system of navigation especially for sailing 
ships, and they are supplied by the voluntary co-operation of 
the sailors themselves. 

While the sailors' logs supply the greater part of the scientific 
evidence available for the study of the surface phenomena of the 
ocean, they have been supplemented by the records of numerous 
scientific expeditions and latterly by publications embodying 
systematic observations on a permanent basis. Valuable 
observations were made in oceanography during the expeditions 
of Captain James Cook and the polar explorers, especially those 
of Sir John Ross in the north and Sir James Ross in the south, 
but the voyage of H.M.S. " Challenger " in 1873-1876 formed an 
epoch marking the end of the older order of things and the begin-
ning of modern oceanography as a science of precision. The 
telegraph cable companies were quick to apply and to extend 
the oceanographical methods useful in cable-laying, and to 
their practical acuteness many of the most important improve-
ments in apparatus are due. A second epoch comparable to 
that of the Challenger " and resulting like it in a leap forward 
in the precision of the methods previously employed was marked 
by the institution In scat of the International Council for the 
Study of the Sea. This council was nominated by the govern-
ments of Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Finland, Russia, Germany, 
Great Britain, Holland and Belgium, with headquarters in 
Copenhagen and a centraf laboratory at Christiania, and its aim 
was to furnish data for the improvement of the fisheries of the 
North Sea and surrounding waters. In the course of investigating 
this special problem great improvements were made in the 
methods of observing in the deep sea, and also in the representa-
tion and discussion of the data obtained, and a powerful stimulus 
was given to the study of oceanography in all the countries of 
Europe. The efforts of individual scientific workers cannot as 
a rule produce such results in oceanography as in other sciences, 
but exceptions are found in the very special services rendered by 
the prince of Monaco, who founded the Oceanographical Institute 
in Paris and the Oceanographical Museum in Monaco; and by 
Professor Alexander Agassiz in the investigation of the Pacific. 

Extend of the Ocean.—The hydrosphere covers nearly three-
quarters of the earth's surface as a single and continuous expanse 
of water surrounding four great insular land-masses known as 
the continents of the Old World (Europe, Asia, Africa), America, 
Australia and Antarctica. As we are still ignorant of the pro-
portions of land and water in the polar regions, it is only possible 
to give approximate figures for the extent of the ocean,-for the 
position of the coast-lines is not known exactly enough to exclude 
possible errors of perhaps several hundred thousand square miles 
in estimates of the total area Speaking generally, we may say 
with confidence that water predominates in the unexplored north 
polar area, and that it is very unlikely that new land of any great 
extent exists there. On the other hand, recent Antarctic ex-
ploration makes it practically certain that a great continent 
surrounds the south pole with a total area considerably more 
than Sir John Murray's estimate in d94, when he assigned to 
it an area of c000,ocio sq. km . (3,5oo,000 sq. statute miles). 
It is probable that the Antarctic continent measures about 
13,000,oao sq. km. (5,000,000 sq. statute miles); and thus if we 
accept Bessel's figure of 509,950,000 sq. km . (r96,9oo,000 sq. m.) 
for the whole surface of the sphere, there is a total land area of 
148,820,000 sq. km. (57,460,000 sq. in.), and a total water area 
of 36z ,t3o,coo sq. km . (/39,435,0o0 sq. in.), 29% of land and 
71% of water, or a ratio of 1: 2.43- 

Divisions of the Ocean.—The arrangement of the water surface 
on the globe is far from uniform, the ocean forming 6r% of the 
total area of the northern and 8x% of that of the southern 
hemisphere. Of the whole ocean only 43% (154.9 million sq. 
km.) lies in the northern hemisphere and n% (206.2 million 
sq. km.) in the southern. If the globe is divided into hemispheres 
by the meridians of se W. and ifse g., as is usual in atlases, 
the eastern hemisphere, to which the Old World belongs, has 
62% of its surface made up of water, while the western hemi-
sphere, including America, has 81%. A great. circle can be 
drawn upon a terrestrial globe in such a way as to divide it into  

two hemispheres, one of which contains the Wettest. amount of 
land and the other the greatest amount of sea of any possible 
hemispheres. The centre of the so-called land-hemisphere lies 
near the mouth of the Loire (47r N. and sr W.), while the ceases 
of the so-called water-hemisphere lies to the S.E. of New Zeeland 
and eastward of Antipodes Island. Even in the land hemisphere 
the water area (x341 million sq. km.) Is in excess of the land area 
(in million sq. km.), while in the water-hemisphere the amount 
of land is quite insignificant, being only 54.5 million sq. km . 
compared with 230.5 million sq. kin. of water. 

The outline of the water surface depends on the outline of the 
basins, in which it is contained. The four great continental 
masses therefore give the ocean a distinctly tripartite form, 
the three great divisions being known as the Atlantic, the Indian 
and the Pacific Oceans, all three running together into  on 
around Antarctica. Thus the conoecting belt of water is narrow 
as compared with the extent of the oceans from north to south—
Drake Strait south of South America is barely 400 in. wide, 
from Cape Agulbas to Enderby Land, noo m., and from 
Tasmania to Wilkes Land, r 559 m., while the meridians' extension 
of the Indian Ocean is 6200 m., of the Pacific, 93oo in., and of the 
Atlantic, z r,soo m., measuring across the North Pole to Bering 
Strait. These proportions are not readily grasped from a map 
of the world on Mercator's projection, and must be studied on a 
globe. A simple, practical boundary between the three oceans 
can be obtained by prolonging the meridian of the southern 
extremity of each of the three southern continents to the Ant-
arctic circle. A committee of the Royal Geographical Society— 
the deliberations of which were interrupted by the departure on 
his last voyage of Sir John Franklin, one of the members—sug-
gested these meridians as boundaries; the north and south 
boundaries of the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans being the polar 
circles, leaving an Arctic and an Antarctic Ocean to complete the 
hydrosphere. We now know, however, that the Antarctic circle 
runs so close to the coast of Antarctica that the Antarctic Ocean 
may be left out of account. It has been found more convenient 
to take as northern boundaries the narrowest part of the straits 
near the Arctic circle, Bering Strait on the Pacific side, and on 
the Atlantic side the narrowest part of Davis Strait, and of 
Denmark Strait, then the shortest line from Iceland to the 
Faeroes, thence to the most northerly island of the Shetlands 
and thence to Cape Statland in Norway. It has also been found 
convenient to take the boundary between the Atlantic and 
Pacific, as the shortest line across Drake Strait, from Cape Horn 
through Snow Island to Cape Gunnar, instead of the meridian 
of Cape Horn. Possibly ridges of the sea-bed running southward 
from the southern continents may yet be discovered which would 
form more natural boundaries than the meridians. The corn• 
mittee of the Royal Geographical Society settled the existing 
nomenclature of the three great oceans. Some authors include 
the Arctic Sea in the Atlantic Ocean, and some prefer to consider 
the southern part of the Atlantic, Indian and. Pacific Oceans as 
a Great Southern Ocean. Sir John Herschel took as the northern 
boundary of the southern ocean the greatest circle which could 
touch the southernmost extremities of the three southern con-
tinents. Such a circle, however, runs so near the coast of 
Antarctica as to make the southern ocean very small. Others, 
like Make Brun (z8o3) and Supan (1903), take the loxodromes 
between the three capes and call the ocean to the south the 
Antarctic Ocean. G. v. Boguslawski suggested the parallel of 
Se S. and Ratzel that of 40° S. as limits; but in none of these 
schemes has the coast of Antarctica been adequately considered, 
and they have all been too much influenced by the Mercator 
map. Each of the three oceans, Atlantic, Indian and Pacific 
possesses an Antarctic facia in the southern part and a tropical 
tacks between the tropics, and the Atlantic and Pacific an Arctic 
fades in their northern parts. 

Where the ocean touches the continents the margin is in places 
deeply indented by peninsulas and islands marking off portions 
of the water surface which from all antiquity have been known 
as ". seas." These seas are entirely dependent on the ocean for 
their regime, being filled with ocean water, though subject to 
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influence by the land, and the tides and currents of the Ocean 
affect them to a greater or less extent. They owe their origin 
to depressions of the earth's crust of no very wide extent and not 
running very far into the continental mass, and geologically they 
are of recent age and still, subject to change. In these respects 
they contrag with the great oceans which owe their origin 
to the most extensive and the profoundest depressions of the 
crust, date back at least to Mesozoic times, and have perhaps 
remained permanently in.their present position from still remoter 
ages. 

Seas may be classified according to their farm tithe as " En-
closed " or as " partially enclosed " (or " fringing "). Enclosed 
seas extend deeply into the land and originate either by the 
breaking through of the ocean or by the overflowing of a subsiding 
area. They are connected with the ocean by narrow straits, 
the salinity of the water contained in them differs in a marked 
degree from that of the ocean, and the tidal waves are of small 
amplitude. Four great intercontinental enclosed seas are 
included between adjacent continents—the Arctic Sea, the Central 
American or West Indian Sea, the Australo-Asiatic or Malay Sea 
and the Mediterranean Sea. There are also four smaller con-
tinental enclosed seas each with a single channel of communica-
tion with the ocean, via the Baltic Sea and Hudson Bay with very 
low salinity,. the Red Sea and Persian Gulf with very high 
salinity. 

The fringing or partially enclosed seas adjoin the great land 
masses and are only separated from the oceans by islands, or 
peninsulas. Hence their tidal conditions are quite oceanic, 
though their salinity is usually rather lower than that of ocean 
water. The four fringing seas of eastern Asia, those of Bering, 
Okhotsk, Japan and East China, are arranged parallel to the 
main lines of dislocation in the neighbouring land-masses, and 
so are the Andaman Sea and the Gulf of California. On the 
contrary, the North Sea, the British fringing seas (English 
Channel, Irish Sea and Mina), and the Gulf of St Lawrence 
cross the main lines of dislocation. 

In addition to these seas notice must be taken of the sub-
ordinate marginal features, such as gulfs and straits. Gulfs 
may be classified according to their origin as due to fractures 
of the crust or overflowing of depressed lands. The former are 
either the extensions of oceanic depressions, e.g. the Arabian 
Sea, Bay of Bengal and Gulf of Arica, or such caldron-depressions 
as the Gulfs of Genoa and Taranto, or rift depressions like the 
Gulfs of Aden and Akaba. Compound gulfs are formed sea-
wards by fracture and landwards by the overflowing of depressed 
land, e.g. the Bay of Biscay, Gulf of Alaska and Gulf of the Lion. 
Gulfs formed by the overflowing of depressed lands lie upon the 
continental shelf, e.g. the Gulf of Maine, Bay of Fundy, Bay of 
Odessa, Gulf of Martaban. 

Straits have been formed (r) by fracture across isthmuses, 
and such may be by longitudinal fracture as in the Strait of 
Bab-el-Mandeb, or transverse fracture as In the Strait of 
Gibraltar or Cook Strait; (a) by erosion, e.g. the Strait of Dover, 
the Dardanelles and Bosporus; (3) by overflowing through 
the subsidence of the land, as in the straits of Bering, Torres 
and Formosa. 

Surface of the Orris.—If the whole globe were covered with 
a uniformly deep ocean, and if there were no difference of density 
between one part and another, the surface would form a perfect 
ellipsoid of. revolution, that is to say, all the meridians would 
be exactly equal ellipses and all parallels perfect circles. At 
any point a sounding line would hang in the line of the radius 
of curvature of the water surface. But as things are the water- 
endue is broken by land, and the mean density of the substance 
of the land is 2-6 times as great as that of sea-water, so that 
the gravitational attraction of the land must necessarily cause 
a heaping up of the sea around the coasts, forming what bas 
been called the continental wave, and leaving the sea-level 
lower in mid-ocean. Hence the geoid or figure of the sea-surface 
is not part of an ellipsoid Of rotation but isjrregular. The 
differences of level between different parts of 'the geoid have 
been greatly overestimated in the peg: F. G. Ilehnert has 

shown that they cannot exceed 65o ft. and are probably much 
less. Recent pendulum observations have shown that It is 
incorrect to assume a uniform density of s.6 in the elevated 
part of the earth's crust, that on the contrary there are great 
local differences in density, the most important being a con-
firmation of Airy's discovery that then is a marked deficiency 
of mass under high mountains and a marked excess under the 
bed of the ocean. The intensity of gravity at the surface of 
the sea fax from lend has been measured on several occasions. 
During Nansea's expedidon on the " /tram " ion 0194-18g5, Scott 
Hansen made observations with a Sternack's half-seconds 
pendulum on the ice where the sea was more than Ono fathoms 
deep and found only an insigoificant deviation from the number 
of swings corresponding to a normal ellipsoid. In scot 0. 
Hecker took the opportunity of a voyage from Hamburg to La 
Plata, and in trma and ices of voyages in the Indian and Pacific 
Oceans to determine the local attraction over the ocean by 
comparing the atmospheric pressure measured by means of a 
mercurial barometer and a boiling-point thermometer, and 
obtained results similar to Scott Hansen's. The Inequities 
of the geoid in no case exceed goo ft. Distortion of the ocean 
surface may also arise from meteorological causes, and be 
periodic or unperiodic in its occurrence, but it does not Meant 
to more than a few feet at the utmost. Solar radiation warms 
the tropical more than the polar waters, but, assuming equal 
salinity, this cause would not account for a difference of level 
of more than so ft. between tropical and polar Oft& The annual 
range of temperature between summer and winter of a surface 
layer of water about :5 fathoms thick in the Baltic is as much 
as :o° F., but this only corresponds to a difference of level of 

in. due to expansion or contraction. 
Atmospheric precipitation poured into the sea by the great 

rivers must necessarily create a permanent rise of the sea-level 
at their mouths, and from this cause the level round the coasts 
of rainy lands must be greater than in mid-ocean. H. Mahn 
has shown how the inequalities of what he terms the destsity 
surface can be found from the salinity and temperature; and 
he calculates that the level of the Skagerrak should be about 
a ft. higher than that of the open Norwegian Sea between Jan 
Mayen and the Lofoten   The level of the Gulf of Finland 
at Kronstadt and of the Gulf of Bothnia at Haparanda should 
similarly be 15 in. higher than that of the Skagerrak. Recent 
ley/gags along the Swedish and Danish coasts have confirmed 
the higher level of the Baltic; and the level of the Mediterranean 
has also been determined by exact measurements to be from 
IS to 24 in. lower than that of the Atlantic on account of evapora-
tion. Apart from the effects of varying precipitation and 
evaporation the atmosphere affects sea-level also by its varying 
pressure, the difference in level of the sea-surface from this 
cause between two given points being thirteen times as great 
as the difference between the corresponding readings of the 
mercurial barometer. In the north tropical belt of high pressure 
south of the Azores the atmospheric pressure in January is 
0.87 in. higher than in the Irminger Sea; hence the sea-level 
near the Azores is almost i ft. lower than in the northern sea. 
In the monsoon region, where the barometer rises o-3/1 in. 
between July and January, the level of the sea falls in consequence 
by 5 in. Wind also gives rise to differences of level by driving 
the water before it, and the prevailing westerly wind of the 
southern Baltic is the chief cause of the sea-level at Kiel being 
A in. lower than at Arkona on Rtlgen. Periodic variations 
of level due to meteorological causes account for the Baltic 
being fuller in the time of the summer rains than in winter, 
when the rivers and lakes are frozen and most of the precipitation 
on the land is in the form of mow. The range on the Arkona 
gauge is from 3• s in. below mean level in April to 2.75 in. above 
the mean level in August. A similar range occurs on the Dutch 
coast in the North Sea, where the maximum level is reached in 
October, the month of highest rainfall, and there is a range of 
8 in. to the minimum level at the time of least rainfall in early 
spring. In the monsoon regions the half-yearly change from 
on-shore to off-shore winds produces noticeable differences in 
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level; thus fifteen years' observations at Aden show a =datum 
in May at the end of the north-east monsoon, and a rapid falling 
off after the beginning of the south-west monsoon to a minimum 
in August, the total range being 9; in. The influent* of wind 
on water-level is most remarkable in heavy storms on the fiat 
coasts of the North Sea and Baltic, when the rise may amount 
to very many feet. In the region of tropical hurricanes the 
converging wind system of a circular storm causes a heaping 
up of wales capable of devastating the low coral islands of the 
Pacific. On the sat of November 1876 a cyclone acting in this 
way submerged a great area of the level plain of the Ganges 
delta to a depth Of 46 ft.; here the influence of the difference 
of pressure within and without the cyclone acted in the same 
direction as the wind. The old speculations as to a great differ-
cam of level between the Mediterranean and the Red Sea, and 
on the two sides of the Isthmus of Panama, which hindered the 
projects for canals connecting those waters, have been proved 
by modern levelling of high precision to be totally erroneous. 

Deep-sea Soundings.—The band-lead attached to a line 
divided into fathoms was a well-known aid to navigation even 
in high antiquity, and its use is mentioned in Hemdotus 5) 
and in the Acts of the Apostles (Emil. 29). Greater depths 
than those, usually sounded by a hand-line may possibly not have 
been beyond the reach of the earlier navigators, for Strabo 
says "of measured seas the Sazdonian is the deepest with full 
OM thousand fathoms " (i. 3, p. 53 Cas.). .Yet we find that the 
great discoverers of the modern period were only familiar with 
the hand-lead, and the lines in use did not exceed 200 fathoms 
in length. Ingenious devices had indeed been tried in the 17th 
century and earlier, by which a lead thrown into the sea without 
a line detached a float on striking the bottom, and it was proposed 
to calculate the depth by the time requited for the float to re-
appear. The earliest deep-sea sounding on record is that of 
Captain Phipps on the 4th of September nu in the Norwegian 
Sea, in 6e N. e E., on his return from his expedition to Spits-
bergen. He spliced together all the sounding-lines on board, 
and with a weight of zso lb attached he found bottom in 683 
fathoms and secured a sample of fine soft blue mud. He detected 
the moment of the lead touching the bottom by the sudden 
slackening in the rate at which the line ran out. Polar explorers 
frequently repeated those experiments in deep-sea soundings, 
both William •Scoresby and Sir John Ross obtaining notable 
results, though not reaching depths of more than z am fathoms. 
The honour of first sounding really oceanic depths belongs to 
Sir James Clark Ross, who made some excellent measurements 
in very deep water, though in a few instances he overestimated 
the depth by failing to detect the moment at which the lead 
touched bottom. The pursuit of these isolated investigations 
received a great impetus from the enthusiasm of the great Ameri-
can oceanographer Captain Matthew Fontaine Maury, U.S.N., 
who directed the whole impetuous strength of his character to 
the task of compelling the silent depths of the ocean to tell their 
tale. Instead of the expensive mile-long stout hemp lines used 
by Ross, Maury introduced a ball of strong twine attached to a 
cannon shot, which ran it out rapidly; when the bottom was 
readied the twine was cut and the depth deduced from the length 
of string left in the ball on board. The time of touching bottom 
was judged by timing each zoo-fathom mark and noting the 
sudden increase In the time interval when the shot reached the 
bottom. Maury, however, recognized that in great depths 
the surest guarantee of bottom having been reached was to bring 
up a sample of the deposit. To do this with a heavy lead 
attached required a very strong hemp line, and the twine used 
in the American method was useless for this purpose. In 2834 
J. M. Brooke, a midshipman of the U.S.N., invented the principle 
already foreshadowed by Nicolaus Cusanus in the 13th century 
and by Robert Hooke in the 17th, of using a heavy weight so 
hung on the sounding-tube that it was automatically released 
on striking the bottom and left behind, while the light brass tube 
containing a sample of the deposit was easily hauled up. This 
principle has been adopted universally for deep soundings, and 

the first chart of the depths of the Atlantic between 30 N. and 
o° S. At this period an exact knowledge of the depths of the ocean 

assumed an unlooked-for practical importance from the daring 
project for laying a telegraph cable between Leland and 
Newfoundland. Deep soundings were made in the Atlantic 
for this purpose by vessels both of the Britlib and of the American 
navies, while in the Mediterranean and in the Indian Ocean 
many soundings were made in connexion with submarine 
cables to the East. Another stimulus came from the biologists, 
who began to realize the importance of a more detailed investiga-
tion of the life conditions of organisms at great depths in the 
sea. The lead in this direction was taken by British biologists, 
beginning with Edward Forbes in 0139, and In 1868 a party on 
board H.M.S. " Lightning" pursued researches in the waters 
to the north of Scotland. In 1369 and 187o this work was 
extended to the Irish Sea and Bay of Biscay in H.M.S. " Por-
cupine," and to the Mediterranean In H.M.S. " Shearwater." 
The last-named vessel secured 537 trustworthy deep soundings, 
with samples of the deposits, and also observations of temperature 
and salinity in different depths, as well u dredging, for the 
collection of the organisms of the deep sea. 

These preliminary trips of scientific marine investigation were 
followed by the greatest purely scientific expedition ever under-
taken, the voyage of " Challenger " Mud the world 
under the scientific direction of Sir Wyville Thomson and the 
naval command of Sir George Nares. This epoch-making 
expedition lasted from Christmas z87a to the end of May 1876, 
and gave the first wide and general view of the physical and 
biological conditions of the ocean as a whole. Almost simul-
taneously with the " Challenger," a German expedition in S.M.S. 
" Gazelle " conducted observations In the South Atlantic, Indian 
and South Pacific Oceans; and the U.SS. " Tuscarora " made a 
cruise in the North Pacific, sounding out lines for a projected 
Pacific cable. The successor of Sir Wyville Thomson in the 
editorship of the " Challenger" Reports, Sir John Murray, has 
rightly said that since the days of Columbus and Magellan no 
such revelation regarding the surface of our planet had been 
made as in that eighth decade of the t9th century. Since that 
time the British cable-ships have been busy in all the oceans 
making sections across the great expanses of water with ever-
increasing accuracy, and in that work the government surveying 
ships have also been engaged, vast stretches of the Indian and 
Pacific Oceans having been opened up to knowledge by H.MSS. 
" Egeda," " Waterwitch," " Dart," " Penguin," " Stork," 
and "Investigator" American scientific enterprise, mainly 
under the guidance of Professor Alexander Agassiz, has been 
active in the North Atlantic and especially in the Pacific Ocean, 
where very important investigations have been made. The 
eastern part of the North Atlantic has been the scene of many 
expeditions, often purely biological in their purpose, amongst 
which there may be mentioned the cruises of the " Travailleur " 
and " Talisman " under Professor Mine-Edwards in z88o-18133, 
and since 5887 those of the prince of Monaco in his yachts, as 
well as numerous Danish vessels in the sea between Iceland and 
Greenland, conspicuous amongst which were the expeditions 
in 0896-5898 on board the " Ingolf." The Norwegian Sea was 
studied by the Norwegian expedition on board the " Varingen " 
in 1876-5878, and the north polar basin by Nausea and Sverdrup 
in the " Fram " in 1893-1896, the Mediterranean by the Italians 
on the " Washington " and by the Austrians on the " Pole " 
in 1890-1893, the latter carrying the investigations to the Red 
Sea in 3893-1898, while the Russians investigated the Black 
Sea in 189o-z893. For high southern latitudes special value 
attaches to the soundings of the German der4}-sea expedition 
on the " Valdivia " in 1898-1899, and to those of the " Belgica " 
in 1897-t898, the " Gauss " in 1905-5903, and the " Scotia " 
in i9o3-1904. The soundings of the Dutch expedition on 
the " Siboga " during 189g-4cm in the eastern part of the 
Malay seas and those of the German surveying ship " Planet " 
in 1906 in the South Atlantic, Indian and North Pacific Oceans 
were notable, did Sir John Murray's expedition on the " Michael 

is now applied in many fotms. In 1855 Maury published Scars " in the Atlantic in 1910 obtained important results. 
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Modern surveying ships no longer make use of hempen lines 

with enormously heavy sinkers, such as were employed on the 
" Challenger," but they sound instead with steel plea° wire 
not more than id tO lig of an inch in diameter and a detachable 
lead seldom weighing more than 70lb. The soundings are made 
by means of a special machine fitted with a brake so adjusted 
that the revolution of the drum is Mopped automatically the 
instant the lead touches the bottom, and the depth can then be 
read directly from an indicator. The line is hauled in by &steam 
or electric winch, and the sOunding-tube containing a sample 
of the bottom deptpit is rapidly brought on board. The sounding 
machines moat frequently employed are those of Admiral 
C. D. Sigsbee, U.S.N., of Lucas, which was perfected in the 
Telegraph Construction and Maintenance Company's ships, 
and of the Prince of Monaco, constructed by Leblanc of Paris. 
All attempts to dispense with a lead and line and to measure 
the depth by determining the pressure at the bottom have 
hitherto failed when applied to depths greater than 200 fathoms; 
a new hydraulic manometer has been tried on board the German 
surveying ship " Planet." A. Siemens has pointed out that a 
profile of the sea-bed can be delineated by taking account of 
the varying strain on a submarine cable while It is being laid, 
and the average depth of a section can thus be ascertained with 
some accuracy. All deep-sea measurements are subject to 
uncertainty because the sounding machine merely measures 
the length of wire which runs out before the lead touches 
bottom, and this agrees with the depth only when the wire is 
perpendicular throughout its run. It is improbable, however, 
that the smooth and slender wire is much influenced by currents, 
and the best deep-sea soundings may be taken as accurate to 
within 5  fathoms. 

Relief of the Ocean Floor.—Recent soundings have shown 
that the floor of the ocean on the whole BM some a or 3 M. 
beneath the surface, and 0. Krtlmmel has calculated the mean 
depth to be 2010 fathoms (12,060 ft.), while the mean elevation 
of the surface of the continents above sea-level is only 2300 ft. 
Viewed from the floor of the ocean the continental block would 
thus appear as a great plateau rising to a height of 24,360 ft. 
Nevertheless, the greatest depths of the ocean below sea-level 
and the greatest heights of the land above it are of the same order 
of magnitude, the summit of Mount Everest rising to 29,0oo ft. 
above the sea-level, while the Nero Deep near Guam sinks to 
31,600 ft. (5268 fathoms) below sea-level. Of course the area 
at great heights is very much less than the area at corre-
sponding depths. Above the height of 25,0oo ft. there 
are Boosace, sq. km. (310,000 sq. m.), and below the 
depth of rs,000 ft. there are 120,0000200 sq. km. (46,30o,000 
sq. m.); above the height of 20,000 ft. tbere are on the whole 
surface of the earth only 33,00o sq. km . (12,800 sq. 
while below the depth of 20,000 ft. there arc no less than 
50100,000 sq. km. (2,loo,0oo sq. m.). According to Krtlmmel's 
calculation the areas of the ocean beyond various depths are 
as follows:— 
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On the whole the floor of the ocean is very smooth in its 
contours, and great stretches can almost be called level. Modern 
orometry has introduced the calculation of the mean angle of 
the slope of a given uneven surface provided that maps can 
be prepared showing equidistant contour lines. If the distance 
between the contour lines is k and the length of the individual 
contour lines I, the sum of their lengths Z (I), and A the area  

of the surface under investigation, then the mean angle of 
slope is obtained from the equation 

tan gAW 
. 

Calculating from sheet A I of the Prince of Monaco's Atlas of 
Ocean Depths,' Krflmmel obtained a mean angle of slope of 

27' 44' or an average fall of s in 124 for the North Atlantic 
between o° and se N., the enclosed seas being left out of account. 
In the same way a mean angle of slope of approximately half a 
degree was found for the Adriatic and the Black Sea. Large 
angles of slope may, however, occur on the flanks of oceanic 
islands and the continental borders. On the submarine slopes 
leading up to isolated volcanic Islands angles of is° to se are 
not uncommon, at St Helena the slopes run up to 384° and 
even 40°, at Tristan d'Acunha to 334°. E. Hull found a mean 
angle of slope  of if wee for the edge of the continental shelf 
off the west coast of Europe, and off Cape Toriflana (43° 4' N.) 
as much as 3e. Where the French telegraph cable between 
Brest and New York passes from the continental shell of the 
Bay of Biscay to the depths of the Atlantic the angle of slope is 
from so° to 41'. Such gradients are of a. truly mountainous 
character, the angle of slope from the Eibsee to the Zugspitze 
is 30°, and that from Alpiglen station to the summit of the 
Eiger Is 42'. Particularly steep slopes are found in the ease of 
submarine domes, usually incomplete volcanic conga, and there 
have been cases in which after such a dome has been discovered 
by the soundings of a surveying ship it could not be found again 
as its whole area was so small and the deep floor of the ocean 
from which it rose so flat that an error of a or 3 m. in the position 
of the ship would prevent any irregularity of the bottom from 
appearing. While such steep mountain walls are found in the 
bed of the ocean it must be remembered that they are very 
exceptional, and except where there are great dislocations of 
the submarine crust or volcanic outbursts the forms of the ocean 
floor are incomparably gentler in their outlines than those of 
the continents. Being protected by the water from the rapid 
subaerial erosion which sharpens the features of the land, and 
subjected to the regular accumulation of deposits, the whole 
ocean floor has assumed some approach to uniformity. Still 
there are everywhere gentle inequalities on the smoothest ocean 
floor which give to its greater features a distinct relief. 

In spite of the increase of deep-sea soundings in the last few 
decades, they are still very irregularly distributed in the open 
ocean, and the attempt to draw isobaths (lines of equal depth) 
on a chart of the world is burdened with many difficulties which 
can only be evaded by the widest generalizations. Bearing this 
caution in mind the existing bathymetrical charts, amongst which 
that of the prince of Monaco stands first, give a very fair idea of 
the great features of the bed of the oceans. A definite termin-
ology for the larger forms of sub-oceanic relief was put forward 
by the International Geographical Congress at Berlin in Illee 
and adopted by that at Washington in 2004. Equivalent 
terms, which are not necessarily identical or literal translations, 
were adopted for the English, French and German languages, 
the equivalence being closest and most systematic between the 
English and German terms. 

The larger forms designated by special generic terms include 
the following. The continental shelf is the gentle slope which 
extends from the edge of the land to a depth usually about zoo, 
though in some cases as much as 300 fathoms, and is there 
demarcated by an abrupt increase in the steepness of the slope 
to ocean depths. In the deep sea two types of feature are 
recognized under the general names of depression and &tallow 
The depression is distinguished according to form and slope 
as (a) a basin when of a roughly round outline, (a) a (milk 
when wide and elongated, or  CO a Wads when narrow and 
elongated lying along the edge of a continent. The extension 
of a basin or trough stretching towards the continent is termed 
an einbaymeost when relatively wide and a godly when narrow 
The elevation includes (a) the gently swelling rise which separates 

Cede giofrok baskyorderique des oelows dressle par wire de S.A.S. 
le Prises Albert de Monaco, 24 sheets (Paris, 1904)- 
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troughs and basins in the middle of the ocean, (a) the steeply 
sloping ridge which interposes a narrower barrier between two 
depressions, and (3) the plateau or wide elevation rising steeply 
on all sides from a depression. The deepest part of a depression 
is termed a deep, and the highest part of an elevation when not 
reaching the surface a height. In addition to these larger forms 
a few minor forms must be recognized. Amongst these are the 
dose, an isolated elevation rising steeply but not coming within 
roe fathoms of the surface; the bank, an elevation coming 
nearer the surface than too fathoms, but not so near as 6 fathoms; 
and finally the shoal or reef, which comes within 6 fathoms of 
the surface, and so may constitute a danger to shipping. Similarly 
we may note the caldron or small steep depression of a round out-
line, and the furrow or long narrow groove in the continental 
shelf. 

According to the resolutions of the International Geographical 
Congress the larger individual forms which have been described 
by generic terms shall have specific names of a purely geo-
graphical character; but in the case of the minor forms the 
names of ships and persons are considered applicable. In age 
A. Supan published a chart of the oceans with a suggested 
nomenclature based on these principles; and the larger tarns in 
the Prince of Monaco's great chart also are named in accordance 
with the rule. Although put forward by the highest inter-
national authority recognized by geographers the system of 
nomenclature has not been adopted universally. In particular 
Sir John Murray considers that only deeps exceeding 3000 
fathoms in depth should be named, and in his charts he has 
named these deeps after persons whether the individuals thus 
honoured had themselves discovered or explored the deeps in 
question or not. Some of the " deeps " to which names have 
been given disappear or are divided into two or three smaller 
deeps when the contour lines representing hundreds of fathoms 
are translated into contour lines representing hundreds of 
metres. A similar change in the contour lines may result from 
the substitution of lines in fathoms for those originally drawn 
in metres, and hence it is extremely desirable that specific 
names should only be given to such features as are pronounced 
enough to appear on maps drawn with either unit. For the 
sake of uniformity it is to be hoped that the system of nomen-
clature recommended by the International Geographical Congress 
will ultimately be adopted. 

The continental shelves are parts of the great continental 
blocks which have been covered by the sea in comparatively 
recent times, and their surface consequently presents many 
similarities to that of the land, modified of course by the de-
structive and constructive work of the waters. Waves and tidal 
currents produce their full effects in that region, and in high 
latitudes the effect of transport of materials by ice is very 
important; while in the warm water of the tropics the reef-
building animals and plants (corals and calcareous algae) carry 
on their work mast effectively there. The continental shelves 
include not only the oceanic border of the continents but also 
great areas of the enclosed seas and particularly of the fringing 
seas, the origin of which through secular subsidence is often very 
clearly apparent, as for instance in the North Sea and the 
tract lying off the mouth of the English Channel. A closer 
investigation of the numerous long, narrow banks which lie off 
the Flemish coast and the Thames estuary shows that they are 
composed of fragments of rock abraded and transported by tidal 
currents and storms in the same way that the chalk and lime-
stone worn off from the eastern continuation of the island of 
Heligoland during the last two centuries has been reduced to the 
coarse gravel of the off-lying Dune. Numerous old river valleys 
and furrows entrenched in the continental shelf bear witness 
to its land origin. Such valleys are very clearly indicated in 
the belts of the western Baltic by furrows a thousand yards wide 
and twenty to thirty fathoms deeper than the neighbouring 
sea-bed. Amongst the best known of the furrows of the con-
tinental shelf are the Cape Breton Deep, in the Bay of Biscay, 
the Hudson Furrow, southward of New York, the so-called Congo 
Canon, the Swatch of No Ground off the Ganges delta, the 

Bottomless Pit off the Niger delta, and numerous similar furrows 
on the west coast of North America and outside the fjords of 
Norway, .Iceland and the west of Scotland, as well as in the 
Firth of Forth and Moray Firth. 

The seaward edge of the continental shelf often falls steeply 
to the greatest depths of the ocean, and not Infrequently forms 
the slope of a french, a form of depression which has usually a 
steep slope towards a continent or an island-bearing rise on one 
side and a gentler slope towards the general level of the ocean 
on the other. All the greatest depths of ocean, Le. all soundings 
exceeding 4000 fathoms, occur in trenches, and there are only a 
few small trenches known (on the west coast of Central America) 
in which the maximum depth is lees than s000 fathoms. Most 
trenches are narrow, but of considerable length, and their steeper 
side is believed to be due in every case to a great fracture of the 
earth's crust. Strong evidence of this is afforded by the associa-
tion of some of the depressions, notably the Japan Trench and 
the Atacama Trench, with the origin of frequent submarine 
earthquakes. Troughs and rises are features of more frequent 
occurrence and are best described as they occur in the particular 
oceans. 

In the Atlantic the prevailing methane, direction of the shore 
lines extends to the submarine features also. Captain Sherard 
Osborn in 187o was the first to recognize that the North Atlantic 
Basin was divided by a central rise running generally from north 
to south into two parallel depressions. In 0176 the " Challenger " 
expedition found that a similar configuration exists in the 
South Atlantic also. As the result of all the deep-sea surveys 
now available we know that the central rise of the Atlantic 
starts from Iceland as the Reykjanes Ridge with less than moo 
fathoms of water over It in most parts and runs south-westward 
until in st° N. it widens into what was called by ?daisy the 
Telegraph Plateau. Continuing southwards the rise joins the 
Azores Plateau, which has in parts a very marked relief, and 
runs thence southward almost exactly in the middle of the 
ocean, becoming gradually lower as it goes. As far as ag° N. 
the depth over it is less than zsoo fathoms, thence to Is°  N. the 
depths are between i so* and 2000 fathoms, and then it rises 
again to about r Soo fathoms and runs eastward under the name 
of the Equatorial Ridge. Crossing the equator in r3° W. the 
rise resumes a southerly direction and from Ascension to Tristan 
d'Acunha, the depth is in many places less than rsoo fathoms. 
The soundings of Bruce's Antarctic expedition in the " Scotia " 
showed that the rise cannot be traced beyond 33° S. where the 
depths increase rapidly to over zoo° fathoms. The whole length 
of the rise which divides the Atlantic into an eastern and a 
western basin may be taken as 7300 nautical miles. Between 
3o°and so° S. two lateral ridges diverge from the great Atlantic 
rise, the Rio Grande ridge towards the north-west and the 
Walfisch ridge towards the north-east. The existence of the 
latter, which extends to the African continent, was announced 
by Sir Wyville Thomson in r876 as a result of his discussion of 
the deep-sea temperature observations of the " Challenger " 
expedition, though the fact was not confirmed by soundings 
until many years later. 

The West Atlantic Trough lying on the western side of the 
Central Rise widens in the north into the North American Basin, 
and its greatest depths appears to be in the Porto Rico Trench, 
where in 1882 Capt. W. H. Brownson, U.S.N.,obtained a sounding 
of 4561 fathoms in ze 36' N., 66° a6' W. The Brazilian Basin 
has also a large area lying at a depth greater than asoo fathoms 
and culminates in the Romanche Deep close to the Equatorial 
Ridge in o° S., a° r? W. with a depth of 4030 fathoms. 
The Eastern Atlantic Trough cannot boast of such great depths 
though the Pcake Deep with 3284 fathoms sinks abruptly from 
the Azores Plateau in 43°  9' N., 19°  45' W., and several soundings 
exceeding 27oo fathoms have been obtained in the Bay of 
Biscay east of the meridian of 5°  E. The North African Basin 
has several deeps with more than 3300 fathoms to the north-
west and the south-west of the Cape Verde Islands, but the South 
African Basin is less deep. In the South Atlantic there is no 
connexion between the Central Rise and the Antarctic Shelf, 
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for the Ind.-Atlantic Antarctic Bulls stretches from near the 
South Sandwich Islands towards Kerguelen with depths ex-
ceeding 2509 fathoms and reaching in places 3zoo. The Cape 
Trough runs northward from this basin. It was long believed 
on the strength of a sounding of " a000 fathoms, no bottom " 
reported by Sir James Roes in a°  22' S., la°  40' W., that the 
Indo-Atlantic Basin was of enormous depth, but W. S. Bruce, 
In the " Scotia," showed in ego e that the real depth at that point 
is only 266o fathoms. 

In the Indian Ocean the Kerguelen Rise stretches broadly 
southward, east of the island which gives it a name, to the 
Antarctic Shelf with the greatest depths upon it usually less 
than awe fathoms, and it stretches northward beyond New 
Amsterdam to 30° S. This rise is separated from the Crozet 
Rise by a depression extending to 2675 fathoois, through which 
the Kerguelen Trough (which lies north of Kerguelen) is brought 
into free communication with the Indo-Atlantic Antarctic 
Basin. The greater part of the Indian Ocean is occupied by 
the great Indian Basin, which covets 35,000,000 sq. km . 
(23,5oo,000 sq. m.) and extends from the Chagos Islands eastward 
to Australia and south-eastward to Tasmania. The Australian 
Shelf rises steeply as a rule from depths of 2500 to 3000 fathoms. 
A broad depression with depths of from 33oe to 35oo fathoms 
lien to the east of the Cocos Islands and extends into the angle 
between the Malay Archipelago and Australia. On the north 
this depression sinks into the long and narrow Sunda Trench 
south of Java, and here in so° re S., roe°  5' E., the German 
surveying-ship " Planet " obtained a sounding of 3828 fathoms 
in nod. The Sunda Trench is distinguished by the wave-like 
configuration of its floor, and this wave-like character is epn-
tinned to the westward of Sumatra with islands rising from the 
higher portions. The western part of the Indian Ocean has been 
shown by the surveys of H.M.S. " Sealark " and the German 
surveying-ship• " Planet " to have a somewhat complicated 
configuration, the island groups and banks of atolls which 
occur there rising abruptly as a rule from depths of about 2000 
fathoms or more. Between the Seychelles and Sokotra (o°-' 
9° N.) there are great stretches of the ocean floor forming an 
almost level expanse at a depth of 2800 fathoms. The Arabian 
Gulf and Gulf of Aden are also very uniform with depths of 
about repo fathoms, while the floor of the Bay of Bengal rises 
very gradually northwards and is moo fathoms deep close up 
to the Ganges Shelf. 

The Pacific Ocean consists mainly of one enormous basin 
bounded on the west by New Zealand and the Tongs, Marshall 
and Marianne ridges, on the north by the festoons of islands 
marking off the North Pacific fringing seas, on the east by the 
coast of North America and the great Easter Island Rise and 
on the south by the Antarctic Shelf. The total area of this 
basin is about 80s000,000 sq. km . (3o °come sq. m.), its surface 
being almost twice that of Asia. Half of this basin lies deeper 
than 275o fathoms, and the greater part of it belongs to the 
northern hemisphere. From the floor of this vast and profound 
depression numerous isolated volcanic cones rise with abrupt 
slopes, and even between the islands of the Hawaiian group 
there are depths of more than noes fathoms. The Society 
Islands and Tahiti crown a rise coming within z so* fathoms of 
the surface, two similar rises form the foundation of the Paureotu 
group where Avesta found soundings of 2z137 fathoms between 
Marokse _and Hao. This greatest of ocean basins contains 
also the largest and deepest trenches. The Tuscarora Deep of 
the Japan Trench (4655 fathoms in 44°  55' N., 152° 26' E.) was 
famed for many years as the deepest depression of the earth's 
crust. This great trench is continued along the Luchu Islands 
where the cable-steamer " Stephan " sounded in aobo fathoms, 
and through the Bonin Trench (with a maximum of 3595 fathoms) 
to the famous Marianne Trench in which the U.S.S. " Nero " 
in x899 found 5269 fathoms in 12° 43' N., 745°  49' E., the greatest 
depth yet measured. The northern part of the Marianne Trench 
leads to a wave-like configuration of the ocean floor, the depth 
to the east of Saipan being over 4300 fathoms, followed by 
a rise to 1089 fathoms and then a descent to 3167 fathoms. 

The trenches of Yap (4522 faeltoma) and Palau (Peim) (4450 
fathoms) are not immediately connected with that of Marianne. 
To the east of the Philippines a sounding of 3490 fathoms is 
found close to the Strait of St Bernardino and north-east of 
Talaut there is a trench with 4648 fathoms. To the north-east 
the japan Trench adjoins the Aleutian Trench, where a depth 
of 4038 fathoms has been found south-west of Attu. Trenches 
of great size also occur south of the equator. The Tonga and 
Kermadec trenches, both deeper than 4000 fathoms, stretch 
from the Samoa Islands southwards toward New Zealand for a 
distance of z600 nautical miles. The deepest sounding obtained 
in the Tonga Trench is toss fathoms in 23°  39'4' S., zie 4' W., 
and in the 'Kermadec Trench, 5x55 fathoms, 312°  27.7' S., 
176°  39' W. The steep western sides of these trenches often 
show an angle of slope of 7°. 

The south-western part of the Pacific Ocean has a very rich 
and diversified submarine relief, abounding in small basins 
separated by ridges and rises. There are no depths, however, 
much exceeding 23oo fathoms amongst these depressions. The 
south-eastern part of the Pacific is mainly occupied by the 
Easter Island Rise with depths rarely so great as moo fathoms; 
but clpse to the continent of South America the Atacama Trench 
is a typical example of the deepest form of depression culminating 
with 4175 fathoms in 25°  42' S., 71°  31.5' W. The Pacific 
Antarctic Basin occupies the vast region south of so °  S. right 
up to the- Antarctic Shelf, with depths ranging down to 25oo-
3920 fathoms, and communicating with the main Pacific Basin 
to the east of New Zealand. 

The greatest of the intercontinental seas, the Arctic, comes 
nearest to oceanic conditions in the extent and depth of its 
depressions. The soundings of Nanscn and Sverdrup on the 
" Fmm " expedition indicate that northward from the Siberian 
Shelf the great North Polar Basin has an area of about 4,000,000 
sq. km. (z,soo,000 sq. nt.) with depths down to asoo fathoms. 
A rise between Spitsbergen and Greenland separates the Nor-
wegian Trough (greatest depth 2005 fathoms in 68° re N., 
2°  5' W.) which in turn is divided from the Atlantic by the 
Wyville Thomson Ridge which runs between the Faeroe and 
Shetland islands and is covered by only 34 fathoms of water at 
the deepest point. The ridge across Denmark Strait west of 
Iceland nowhere exceeds 300 fathoms in depth, so that the 
deeper water of the North Polar Basin is effectively separated 
from that of the Atlantic. A third small basin occupies Baffin 
Bay and contains a maximum depth of toys fathoms. Depths 
of from zoo, to 300 fathoms are not uncommon amongst the 
channels of the Arctic Archipelago north of North America, 
and Bering Strait, through which the surface water of the Arctic 
Sea meets that of the Pacific, is only 28 fathoms deep. 

The Central American Sea communicates with the Atlantic 
through the channels between the Antilles, none of which is 
quite z000 fathoms deep, and it sinks to a depth of 2843 fathoms 
in the Caribbean Basin, 3428 fathoms in the Cayman Trench 
and 208o fathoms in the Gulf of Mexico. 

The Austral-Asiatic or Malay Sea is occupied by a great shelf 
in the region west of Borneo and north of Java, while in the east 
there are eight abruptly sunk basins of widely different size: 
The China Sea on the north has a maximum depth of 2715 
fathoms off the Philippines; the Sulu Basin reaches 255o fathoms, 
and the Celebes Basin 2795 fathoms. Some of the channels 
between the islands are of very great depth, Macassar Strait 
exceeding z000 fathoms, the Molucca Passage exceeding 2000 

fathoms, and the Halmahera Trough sinking as deep as 2 575 
fathoms. The deepest of all is the Banda Basin, a large area of 
which lies below 2500 fathoms and reaches 3557 fathoms in the 
Kei Trench. A depth of 2789 fathoms also occurs north of 
Flores. The borders of the Malay Sea are everywhere shallower 
on the side of the Indian Ocean than on that of the Pacific, and 
consequently water from the Pacific preponderites in the 
depths. 

The Mediterranean Sea, the best-known member of the inter-
continental class, is separated from the Atlantic Ocean by a 
ridge running from Cape Spartel to Cape Trafalgar on which 
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lies the extremely shallow Gulf of Azov; but the greater part of 
the sea consists of a deep basin, the central part of which Is an 
almost Hat expanse at a uniform depth of 1220 fathoms. 

The smaller enclosed seas are for the most part very shallow. 
The Persian Gulf nowhere exceeds so fathoms, the southern 
part of Hudson Bay does not exceed zoo fathoms except at one 
spot, though in the less-known fjords of the northern part depths 
up to 200 fathoms have been reported. The Baltic Sea exceeds 
so fathoms in few places except the broad central portion, though 
small caldron-like depressions here and there may sink below 
Zoo fathoms. The Red Sea on the other hand, though shut off 
from the Indian Ocean by shallows of the Strait of Bab-el-
Mandeb with little mote than zoo fathoms, sinks to a very 
considerable depth in its central trough, which reaches 1209 
fathoms in 20°  N. 

The fringing seas as a rule show little variety of submarine 
relief. The Bass Sea (Bass Strait), Irish Sea and North Sea lie 
on the continental shelf. In the North Sea the depth of too 
fathoms is only exceeded to any extent in the Norwegian gully, 
which lea a maximum depth of 383 fathoms in the Skagerrack. 

Most of the other aSas of this class are ionized on a common plan. 
Towards the continent there is a broad shelf, and just before the 
chain of islands separating them from the ocean runs a narrow 
and deep trough. In the Bering Sea the trough north of Buldir 
in the Aleutian Islands sinks to 2237 fathoms, and in the Sea of 
Okhotsk, north-west of the Rustles, to 1859 fathoms. Similar 
conditions prevail in the East China Sea and the Andaman Sea. 
The Sea of Japan has a wide shelf only in the north, the central 
part forms a broad basin with depths of t65o fathoms. The 
Laurentian Sea (Gulf of St Lawrence) has a narrow branching 
gully running between wide shelves, in which a depth of 312 
fathoms is found south of AntmostL 

The area, general depth and total volume of the oceans and 
principal seas have been recalculated by Kriunmel, and the 
accompanying table presents these figures. 

Oceanic Deposies.—It has 
long been known that the 
deposits which carpet the 
floor of the ocean differ in 
different places, and coast-
ing sailors have been accus-
tomed from time immemorial 
to use the lead not only to 
ascertain the depth of the 
water but also to obtain 
samples of the bottom, the 
appearance of which is often 
characteristic of the locality. 
In depths down to zoo 
fathoms the old-fashioned 
hand-lead, hollow below and 
" armed " with tallow, suffices 
to bring up a sample large 
enough to be recognizable. 
Captain Phipps in z7 73 
secured samples of soft blue 
clay in this manner from a 
depth of 683 fathoms, but 
as a rule when sounding in 
great depths the sample is 
washed off the tallow belay 
it can be brought on board. 
Various devices have con-
sequently been attached to 
leads intended to catch and 
hold the material when soft 
enough to be penetrated. 
One of the most effective 
early forms was the snapper 
or " deep-sea damns " of 
Sir John Ross, a pair of 
powerful spring jaws held 

apart by an arrangement which when released on striking the 
bottom, allowed the jaws to close, biting out and holding securely 
a substantial portion of the ground. A simpler form of collector, 
now almost universally used, is a plain brass tube which is driven 
into the bottom of the sea by the weight of the sounding lead, 
and in which the deposit may be retained-by a valve or other 
contrivance, though in many cases friction alone sakes to hold 
the punched-out core. Larger quantities of deposit may be 
conveniently collected by means of the dredge, which can be 
worked in any depth and brings up large stones, concretionary 
nodules or fossils, of the existence of which a sounding-tubs 
could give no indication. 

The voyage of the " Challenger " supplied for the first time 
the nucleus of a collection of deep-sea deposits sufficient to serve 
as the basis for comprehensive classification and mapping. 
The " Challenger " collections supplemented by those of other 
expeditions and of many telegraph and surveying-ships were 
studied in detail by Sir John Murray and Professor A. Renard, 
whose monograph,1  published in 11391, laid the foundations and 

1 " Ch. liesger " Reports, " Deep Sea Deposits." 

the greatest depth is only 175 fathoms. The depth Increases so 
rapidly towards the east that soundings exceeding 500 fathoms 
occur off Gibraltar. The Balearic Basin, between Spain and the 
rise bearing Corsica and Sardinia, has a maximum depth of 
1742 fathoms, and the Tyrrhenian Basin between that rise, 
Italy and Sicily deepens to 204o fathoms. The larger Eastern 
Mediterranean Basin stretches eastward from Sicily with large 
tracts more than 2000 fathoms below the surface, and the greatest 
depth ascertained during the detailed researches of the Austrian 
expedition on board the " Pole " was 2046 fathoms in 35°  44.8' 
N., 2i°  46-8' E. The Adriatic Sea though very shallow in the 
north deepens southward to about goo fathoms, and the Aegean 
Sea has a maximum depth of 1230 fathoms north of Crete. The 
Black Sea, connected with the Mediterranean by long and narrow 
channels, is occupied the north-y an extensive shelf on wffich 

Mean Defeks of Oceans and Seas. 

Name. Depth 
Fathoms. 

Area Volume. 

so. km. sq. st. m. cb. km. cb. st. m. 

Atlantic Ocean . 	. 	. 
Indian Ocean 	. 	. 	. 
Pacific Ocean 	. 	. 	. 
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165,7 I 5.490 
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III. Fringing Seas 	. 	. 	. 531 8,113,810 3,132,860 7,879,860 1,890,630 

Seas (Enclosed and Fringing) . 645 40464,010  15,623.750 47,759490  11,458,800 

Hydrosphere 	. 	. 	. 	. 2013 361,279,160 139,495,660 1,329,945,510 3 ,9,087,500 
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reared the greater part of the structure of our present knowledge 
on the subject. The classification adopted was a double one, 
taking account both of the origin and of the distribution in depth 
of the various deposits, thus:— 
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Ertimmel prefers to simplify this by grouping the deposits in 
a single category arranged according to their position into: 

(a) Laksal (including Murray and Renerd's littoral and shallow 
water deposits (11. and 111.1). 

Hanipdasse (including Nos. 6-to of Deep Sea Deposits). 
(7) Eaptic (including Nos. 1.1 of Deep Sea Deposits). 

As so defined the hemipelagic deposits are those which occur 
in general on the slope from the continental shelves to the ocean 
depths and also in the deep basins of enclosed and fringing seas. 
The eupelagic deposits are subdivided by Erammel into two 
main groups; (a) epitaphic; including the pteropod, globigerina 
and diatom owes occurring on the rises and ridges and in the 
less deep troughs. (b) Abyssal, including the radiolarian ooze 
and red clay of the deepest abysses. 

The littoral deposits include those of the actual shore on the 
Wash of the waves and of the surface of the continental shelf. 

Shore Deposits are the product of the waste tithe land arranged 
and bedded by the action of currents or tidal streams. On the 
rocky coast of high latitudes blocks of stone detached by frost 
fall on the beach and becoming embedded in ice during winter 
are often drifted out to sea and so carry the shore deposits to 
some distance from the land. Similar Wats are produced along 
the boulder-clay cliffs of the Baltic. Where the force of the waves 
on the beach produces its full effect the Coarser material gets 
worn down to gravel, sand and silt, the finest particles remaining 
long suspended in the water to be finally deposited as mud in 
quiet bays. A particularly fine-grained mud is formed on the 
low coasts of the eastern border of the North Sea by a mixture of 
the finest sediment carried down by the lbw-running rivers 
with the calcareous or siliceous remains of plankton. Pure 
calcareous sand and calcareow mud are formed by wave action 
on the shores of coral islands where the only material available 
is coral and the accompanying cakareous algae, crustacea, 
molluscs and other organisms secreting carbosate of lime. 
Recent limestones are being produced in this way and also in 
some places by the precipitation of calcium carbonate by sodium 
or ammonium carbonate which has been carried into the ma 
at formed by organisms. The precipitated carbonate may 
agglomerate on mineral or organic grains which serve as nuclei, 
or it may form a sheet of hard deposit on the bottom as occurs 
in the Red Sea, of Florida, and round many coral islands in 
the Pacific. Only the sand and the finest-grained sediments 
of the shore sone are carried outwards over the continental 
shelf by the tides or by the reaction-currents along the bottom 
set up by on-shore winds. The very finest sediment is kept in 
a state of movement until it drops into the galleys or furrows 
of the shelf, where it can come to rest together with the finer 
fragments of the remains of littoral or bank vegetation. Thus 
are formed the " mud-holes " of the Hudson Furrow so welcome 
as guides telling their position to ship captains making New 
York harbour in a fog. Sand may be taken as the predominating 
deposit on the continental shelves. often with a large admixture 
of remains of calcareous organisms, for instance the deposits 
at maid made up of nullipores of the coasts of Brittany and 
war Belle Isle. Amongst the most widely distributed of the 

'art Wm—on the threshold.  

deposits actually formed on the confffiental shelf are phosphatic 
nodules; these are especially abundant on the east coast of the 
United States and on the Agulhas Bank, where the amount of 
calcium phosphate in the nodules is as much as go%. Sir John 
Murray finds the source of the phosphoric acid to be the decom-
position of large quantities of animal matter, and he illustrates 
this by the well-known circumstance of the death of vast shoals 
of fish when warm Gulf-Stream water displaces the cold current 
which usually extends to the American coast. Glacial detritus 
naturally plays a great part in the depodts on the polar 
continental shelves. 

Malaysia& deposits us a mistimed deposits of tadgenous 
and pelagic origin. The moat abundant of the terrigenous 
materials are the finest particle ►  of clay and calcium carbonate 
as well as fragments derived from land vegetation, of which 
twigs, leaves, lie., may form a perceptible proportion as far as 
200 m. from land. Blue mud, according to Murray and Renard, 
is usually of a blue or slaty or grey-given colour when fresh, 
the upper surface having, however, a reddish tint. The blue 
colouring substance is ferrous sulphide, the upper reddish layer 
contains more ferric oxide, which the predominance of deem-
posing organic matter in the substance of the mud redeem to 
ferrous oxide and subsequently by further action to sulphide. 
The proportion of calcium carbonate varies greatly wending 
to the amount of foraminifers and other calcareous organions 
which it contains. Blue mud prevails in large areas of the 
Pacific Ocean from the Galapagos Islands to Acapulco. In the 
Indian Ocean it covers the Bay of Bengal, the Arabian Gulf, 
the Mozambique Channel and the region to the south-west of 
Madagascar. In the Atlantic it is the characteristic deposit 
of the slopes of continental shelves of western Europe and of 
New England, being largely mixed with ice-borne material to 
the south of Newfoundland. It is particularly in evidence round 
the whole of the Antarctic Shelf, where it occurs down to depths 
of ssoo fathoms. It is the chief deposit, according to Hansen, 
of the North Polar Basin and, according to Schmelek and . 

Brigand, of the Norwegian Sea also, where it .is largely mixed 
with the shells of the bottom-living foraminifer Biloculina. 
Max Weber states that blue mud occurs in the deep basins of 
the eastern part of the Malay Sea. In the form of volcanic 
mud it is common woad the high volcanic islands of the South-
Western 1Sacific. 

Red mud may be classed as a variety of blue mud, from which 
it differs on account of the larger proportion of ochreous sub-
stance and the absence of sufficient organic matter to reduce 
the whole of the ferric oxide. The variety surrounds the 
tropical parts of the continental shelves of South America, 
South Africa and eastern China. 

Green mud differs to a greater extent from the blue mud, and 
owes its characteristic nature and colour to the presence of 
glauconite, which is formed inside the cases of foraminifera, 
the spines of echini and the spicules of sponges in a manner not 
yet understood. It occurs in such abundance in certain geological 
formations as to give rise to the name of green-sand. Green mud 
abounds of the east coast of North America seawards of Cape 
Hatteras, also to the north of Cuba, and on the west of the coast 
of California. The " Challenger " expedition found it on the 
Agulhas Bank, on the eastern coasts of Australia, Japan, South 
America and on the west west of Portugal. When the pro-
portion of calcium carbonate in the blue mud is considerable 
there results a calcareous ooze, which when found on the con-
tinental slope and in enclosed seas is largely composed of remains 
of deep-sea corals and bottom-living foraminifers, pelagic 
organisms including pteropods being less frequently represented. 
The floors of the Caribbean, Cayman and Mexican Basins in 
the Central American Sea are covered with a white calcareous 
ooze, which is dearly distinguished from the eupelagic pteropod 
and globigerina oozes by the presence of abundant large mineral 
particles and the remains of land plants. In this deposit the 
occurrence of calcareous concretions is very characteristic, as 
L F. de Pourtalis pointed out in 1117o; they consist of remains 
of deep-sea ands, saptdae, echinoderms and mollusc* united 
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by a calcareous cement. Similar formations are found In the 
Mediterranean, where a dark mud predominates in the western 
part, passing into a grey, manly slime in the Tyrrhenian Basin 
and replaced by a typical calcareous ooze in the Eastern Basin. 
The bottom of the Black Sea is covered by a stiff blue mud in 
which Sir John Murray found much sulphide of iron; grains 
or needles of pyrites making up nearly so% of the deposit, 
and there are also grains of amorphous calcium carbonate 
evidently precipitated from the water. The formation of the 
blue mud is largely aided by the putrefaction of organic matter, 
and as a result the water deeper than 220 fathoms is extra-
ordinarily deficient in dissolved oxygen and abounds in sul-
phuretted hydrogen, the formation of which is brought about 
by a special bacterium, the only form of life found at depths 
greater than ITO fathoms in the Black Sea. 

In the Reel Sea the " Pols " expedition discovered a calcareous 
ooze similar to that of the Mediterranean, and the formation 
of a stony crust by precipitation of calcium and magnesium 
carbonates may be recognized as giving origin to a recent 
dolomite. 

The terrigenous ingredients in the deposits become less and 
less abundant as one goes farther into the deep ocean and away 
from the continental margins. Still, according to Murray and 
Irvine, finely divided colloidal day is to be found in all parts 
of the ocean however remote from land, though in very small 
amount, and there is less in tropical than in cooler waters. A 
minute fraction is always separating out of the water, and as a 
prodigious length of time may be accepted for the accomplish-
meet of all the chemical and physical processes in the deep sea, 
we must take account of the gradual accumulation of even this 
infinitesimal precipitation. As well as the finest of terrigenous 
clay there is present in sea-water far from land a different clay 
derived from the decomposition of volcanic materiaL Volcanic 
dust thrown into the air settles out slowly, and some Of the 
products of submarine and littoral volcanoes, like pumice-atone, 
possess a remarkable power of floating and may drift Into any 
part of the ocean before they become waterlogged and sink. 
To this inconceivably slowly-growing deposit of inorganic 
material over the ocean Boor there is added an overwhelmingly 
more rapid contribution of the remains of calcareous and 
siliceous planktonic and benthonic organisms, which tend to 
bury the slower accumulating material under a blanket of 
globigerina, pteropod, diatom or radiolarian ooze. When those 
deposits of organic origin are wanting or have been removed, 
the red day composed of the mineral constituents is found alone. 
It is a remarkable geographical fact that on the rises and in the 
basins of moderate depth of the open ocean the organic oases 
preponderate, but in the abysmal depressions below ape or 
3000 fathoms, whether these lie is the middle or ear the edges 
of the great ocean spaces, there is found only the red clay, with 
a minimum of calcium carbonate, though sometimes with a 
considerable admixture of the siliceous remains of radiolarians. 
Thus red clay and radiolarian ooze are distinguished as abyssal 
deposits in contradistinction to the epilophic calcareous oozes. 

Gobigerine ooze was recognized as an important deposit as 
soon as the first successful deep-sea soundings bad been made 
in the Atlantic. It was described simultaneously in ass by 
Bailey of West Point and Ehrenberg in Berlin. Murray and 
Renard define globigerina ooze as containing at least 3o% 
of calcium carbonate, in which the remains of pelagic (not 
benthonic) foraminifers predominate and in which remains of 
pelagic molluscs such as pteropods and heteropoda, ostracodes 
and also coccoliths (minute calcareous algae) may also occur. 
Not more than ss% of the deposit may consist of bottom-
dwelling foraminifera, echini or worm-tubes, and as a rule these 
make up only from 9 to so%. These peculiarities, combined 
with the striking absence of mineral constituents, distinguish 
the eupelagic globigerina ooze from the hanipelasic calcar"' 
mud. Out of tr8 samples of globigerina ooze obtained by the 
" Challenger " expedition 84 came from depths of isoo to 
ape fathoms, is from depths of Iowa to 1500 and only s6 from 
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depths greater than 2soo fathoms. Viewed as a whole this 
deposit may be taken as a partial precipitation of the plankton 
living in the upper waters of the open sea. A small proportion 
of organic matter including the fat globules of the plankton 
is mixed with the calcium carbonate, the amount according 
to Climbers analysis being about t part in moo. Secondary 
products, such as glauconite, phosphatic concretions and man-
ganese nodules, occur though less frequently than in the hemi-
pelagic sediments. Globigerina ooze is the characteristic deposit 
of the Atlantic Ocean, where It covers not less than 44,000,000 
sq. km. (17,000,000 sq. statute in.). In the Indian Ocean the 
MI covered is 31,000.000 sq. km. (12,000,000 sq. m.) and in 
the huge Pacific Ocean only so,000,000 W.  km. (t z,soo,oco 
sq. m.). 

Pteropod ooze is merely a local variety of globigerIna ooze 
in which the comparatively large but very delicate spindle-
shaped shells of pteropods happen to abound. These shells 
do not retain their Individuality at depths greater than too 
or t Soo fathorffs, and in fact ptetopod ooze is only found in 
small patches on the ridges near the Azores, Antilles, Canaries, 
Sokotra, Nicobar, Fiji and the Paumotu islands, and on the 
central rise of the South Atlantic between Ascension and Tristan 
d'Acunha. 

Diatom oose was reamnized by Sir John Murray as the 
characteristic deposit In high latitudes in the Indian Ocean, 
and later It was found to be characteristic also of the correspond-
ing parts of the Indian and Pacific covering a total area of about 
22,000,00o sq. kin. (8,soo,000 sq. en.). It has been found spor-
adically near the Aleutian Islands, between the Philippines and 
Marianne Islands and to the south of the Galapagos group. 
It is made up to a large extent of the siliceous frustules of diatoms. 
It is usually yellswish-grey and often straw-coloured when wet, 
though when dried it becomes white and mealy. 

Red day was discovered and named by Sir Wyville Thomson 
on the " Challenger " in 1873 when sounding in depths of apo 
fathoms on the way from the Canary Islands to St Thomas. 
The reddish colour comes from the presence of oxides of iron, 
and particles of mangariese also occur in it, especially in the 
Pacific region, where the colour is more that of chocolate; but 
when it is mixed with globigerina ooze it is grey. Red day is 
the deposit peculiar to the abysmal area; po carefully investi-
gated samples collected by the " Challenger " came •from an 
average depth of 273o fathoms, 97 specimens collected by 
the " Tuscarora " came from an average depth of 286o fathoms, 
and 26 samples obtained by the " Albatross " in the Central 
Pacific came from an average depth of 262o fathoms. Red 
clay has not yet been found in depths less than 2200 fathoms. 
The main ingredient of the deposit is a stiff clay which is plastic 
when fresh, but dries to a stony hardness. Isolated gritty 
fragments of minerals may be felt in the generally fine-grained 
homogeneous mass. The dredge often brings up large numbers 
of nodules formed upon sharks' teeth, the ear-bones of whales 
or turtles or small fragments of pumice or other volcanic ejecta, 
and all more or less incrusted with manganese oxide until the 
nodules vary in size from that of a potato to that of a man's 
head. A very interesting feature is the small proportion of 
calcium carbonate, the amount present being usually less as the 
depth is greater; red clay from depths exceeding 3000 fathoms 
does not contain so much as i % of calcareous matter. 

Murray and Renard recognize the progressive diminution of 
carbonate of lime with increase of depth as a characteristic of 
all eupelagic deposits. The whole collection of 231 specimens. 
of deep-sea deposits brought back by the " Challenger " shows 
the following general relationship:— 

Proportion of Calcium Carbonate is Deep-Sea Deposits. 
60 
ess 	 .k,„^„_,..000 fathoms- 60-80 % t• 
65 oo 	 2800-3060 	 46'1 
8 „ 	„ more than 3000 . 	17.4 

In deep water there is a regular process of 5,.3 '9  
cakareous shells falling from the surface. Murray's:ion of the 
ascribe this to the greater abundance of carbonic acidtlenard this 
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deeper eater, which aided by the ineressed peewee adds to 
the solvent pqwer of the water for carbonate of lime. It is, 
however, a curious question how, considering the increase of 
aulionic,  acid by die decomposition of organic bodies and 
possible submarine exhalations of volcanic origin, the water 
has not in some places become saturated and a precipitate of 
amorphous calcium carbonate formed in the deepest water. 
The whole subject still requires investigation. 

Amongst the foreign material found embedded in the red 
clay are globules of meteoric iron, which are sometimes very 
abundant. Derived productain the ken of crystals of phMipsite 
are not uncommon, but the most abundant of all are the in-
crustations of manganese oxide, as to the origin of which Murray 
and Renard are not fully clear. The manganese nodules afford 
the most ample proof of the prodigious period of time Wild) 
has •elapsed since the formation of the red clay began; the 
sharks' teeth and whales' ear-bones which serve as nuclei belong 
in some cases to extinct species or even to forms derived from 
those familiar in the fossils from the seas of the Tertiary period. 
This fact, together with the extraordinarily rare occurrence 
of such remains and meteoric particles in globigerina ooze, 
although there is no reason to suppose that at any one time 
they are unequally distributed over the ocean floor, can only 
be explained on the assumption that the rate of formation of 
the epilophic deposits through the accumulation of pelagic 
shells falling from the surface it rapid enough to bury the slow-
gathering material which remains uncovered on the spaces where 
the red clay is forming at an almost infinitely slower rate. Sir 
John Murray believes that no mom than a few feet of red day 
have accumulated in the deepest depressions since the close 
of the Tertiary period. The red clay is the characteristic deposit 
of the Pacific Ocean, where about Tot000,000 sq. km. (stl0000zoo 
sq. in.) are covered with it, while only ispoo,000 sq. km . 
(5,800,000 sq. m.) of the Indian Ocean and is,000,000 sq. km . 
(sozoo,coo sq. In.) of the Atlantic are occupied by this deposit; 
it is indeed the dominant submarine deposit of the water-
hemisphere just as globigerina ooze is the dominant submarine 
deposit of the land-hemisphere. 

Radiolarian ooze was recognised as a distinct deposit and 
named by Sr John Murray on the "Challenger" expedition • 
but it may be viewed as red clay with an exceptionally large 
proportion of siliceous organic remains, especially those of the 
radiolarians which form part of the pelagic plankton. It does 
not occur in the Atlantic Ocean at all, and in the Indian Ocean 
it is only known round Cocos and Christmas Islands; but 
it is abundant in the Pacific, when it covers a large area between 
f and if N., westward from the coast of Central America 
to 165° W., and it is also found in patches north of the Samoa 
Islands, in .the Marianne Trench and west of the Galapagos 
Islands. 

The total areas occupied by the various deposits according 
to the latest measurements of 'trammel are as follows:-- 

Area of Submarine Deposit:. 
Deposit. Sq. km. Sq. at. In. %. 

I. Littoral deposits 	. 	. 
II. Hemiperar „ . 	. 	. 

Ill. Eu 	• 	0 	• 	• 	• 1. Glo genna ooze 	. 
2. P11120p0d ooze . 	. 
3. Diatom ooze 	. 	. 

5.  
a. Red clay . . . 

Radiolarian ooze . 

ram
  

it
ifi

rg
t  

|k
  

t§
   -
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Geologists are agreed that littoral and hemipelagic deposits 
similar to those now forming are to be found in all geological 
systems, but the existence in the rocks of eupelegic deposits 
and especiiilly of the abysmal red day, though viewed by some 
as probable, is totally denied by others. There is even some 
hesitation In accepting the continuity of the chalk with the globi-
gains ooze of the modern ocean. From the obvious rarity of 
true abysmal rocks in the continental area Sir John Murray 
deduces the permanence of the oceans,. which he holds have  

always remained upon those portions of the earth's crust which 
they occupy now, and. both J. Dana and Louis Agamis had 
already arrived at the same conclusion. This theory accords 
well with the enormouslapse of time required in the accumulation 
of the red day. 

Sails of Sea-water.—Sea-water differs from fresh water by 
its salt and bitter taste and by its unsuitability for the purposes 
of washing and cooking. The process of natural evaporation 
in the salutes or salt gardens of the margin of warm seas made 
the composition of sea-salt familiar at a very early time, and 
common salt, Epsom salts, gypsum and magnesium chloride 
were recognized amongst its constituents. The analyses of 
modern chemists have now revealed the existence of 32 out of 
the 8o known elements as existing dissolved in sea-water, and 
it is scarcely too much to say that the remaining elements also 
exist in minute traces which the available methods of analysis 
as yet fail to disclose. Many of the elements such as copper,  
lead, zinc, nickel, cobalt and manganese have only been founci. 
in the substance of sea-weeds and corals. Silver and gold also 
exist in solution in sea-water. Malaga' and Muncher 
estimate the silver in sea-water as z part in zoopoo,coo or r 
grain in zoo gallons. If this estimate is correct there exists 
dissolved in the ocean a quantity of silver equal to z3,3oo million 
metric tons, that is to say 46,7oo times as much silver as has been 
produced from all the mines in the world from the discovery 
of America down to 1902. No quantitative determination of 
the amount of gold in solution is available. E. Sonostadt I 
detected gold by means of a colour test and roughly estimated 
the amount as x grain per ton of sea-water, and on this estimate 
all the projects for extracting gold from sea-water have been . 

based. 
The elements in addition to oxygen which exist in largest 

amount in sea salt are chlorine, bromine, sulphur, potassium, 
sodium, calcium and magnesium. Since the earliest quentitative 
analyses of sea-water were made by Lavoisier in 1772, Berg01/112 
in me, Vogel in 2813 and Macon in ate the view has been held 
that the salts are present in sea-water in the form in which they 
are deposited when the water is evaporated. The most numerous 
analyses have been carried out by Forchhammer, who dealt 
with 15o samples, and Dittmar, who made complete analyses 
of 77 samples obtained on the" Challenger " expedition. Dittmar 
showed that the average proportion of the salts in ocean water 
Of 35 parts salts per thousand was as follows (calculated as parts 
per thousand of the sea-water, as percentage of the total salts 
and per hundred molecules of magnesium bromide):— 

The Salts is Owens Wales. 

Per woo 
Parts Water. 

Per cent. 
Total Salts. 

Per toomolecule,. 

higlirs. 

Common salt, sodium 
chloride (NaCI).. . 

Msgar . chloride 

	

Magnesium 	'Opiate 
(liffS0,) • • • • 

Gymm, calcium sal- 
phase (CaSO4) • • 

	

Potassium 	sulphate 

	

(EsS0) . 	•
bon  • ate • Calcium car  

(CAC%) and residue 
!defecation bromide 

	

(Mglki) • 	• 	* 	• 

272!3 
3.807  

1.658 

 1•260 

0863 

0.123 

0.076 

77158 

10•878 

4'737 

3•600 

2463 

0'345 

am 

112,793 

9.690 

3.338 

 2,239 

1,200 

298 

zoo 

35 .000  100.000 

As Marcet had foreshadowed from the analysis of re samples 
in 18x9, the larger series of exact analyses proved that the varia-
ions in the proportion of individual salts to the total salts 

are very small, and all analyses since Dittniar's have confirmed 
his result Although the salts have been grouped in the above 

I Comptes molar, Acad. Sciences (Paris, 1859) ,  49, 463. 536• 
I Chemical News (1870), vol. 22, pp. 25, 44; (1872) vol. 26, 

12. 259. 
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table it is net to be supposed that a dilute solution hie sea-water 
contains all the ingredients thus arbitrarily combined. There 
must be considerable dissociation of molecules, and as a first 
approximation it may be taken that of to molecules of most of 
the components about 9 (or in the case of magnesium sulphate 5) 
have been separated into their ions, and that it is only during 
slow concentration as in a natural saline that the ions combine 
to produce the various salts in the proportions set out in the above 
table. One can look on sea-water as a mixture of very dilate 
*shaken of particular salts, each one of which after the lapse 
of sufficient time fills the whole space as if the other constituents 
did not exist, and this Interdiffusion accounts easily for the 
uniformity of composition in the seawater throughout the 
*hole qeesn, the only appreciable difference from point to point 
being the salinity or degree of concentration of the mixed 
solutions. 

The origin of the salt of the sea is attributed by some modern 
authorities entirely to the washing out of salts from the land by 
rain and rivers and the gradual concentration by evaporation 
in the oceans, and some (e.g. J. Joly) go so far as to base a calcula-
tion of the age of the earth on the assumption that the ocean 
was originally filled with fresh water. This hypothesis, however, 
does not accord with the theory of the development of the earth 
from the state of a sphere of molten rock surrounded by an 
atmosphere of gaseous metals by which the first-formed clouds 
of aqueous vapour must have been absorbed. The great similarity 
between the salts of the ocean and the gaseous products of 
Volcanic eruptions at the present time, rich in chlorides and 
sulphates of all kinds, is a strong argument for the ocean having 
been salt from the beginning. Two other facts are totally opposed 
to the origin of all the salinity of the oceans from the concentra-
tion of the washings of the land. The proportions of the salts 
of river and sea-water are quite different, as Julius Roth shows 
thus:— 

Carbonates. Sulphates. Chlorides. 

River water 	. 	. 	. 
Sea water . 	. 	. 	. 

8o 
0.3 

13 
SO 

7 
89 

The salts of salt lakes which have been formed in the areas 
of internal drainage in the hearts of the continents by the 
evaporation of river water are entirely different in composition 
from those of the sea, as the existence of the numerous matron 
and bitter lakes shows. Magnesium sulphate amounts to 4.7% 
of the total salts of sea-water according to Dittmar, but to 23.6 % 
of the salts of the Caspian according to Lebedinzeff; in the 
ocean magnesium chloride amounts to ze•o% of the total salts, 
in the Caspian only to 4.5%; on the other hand calcium 
sulphate hr the ocean amounts to 3.6%, in the Caspian to 6-9%. 
This disparity makes it extremely difficult to view ocean water 
as merely a watery extract of the salts existing in the rocks 
of the land. 

The determination of salinity was formerly carried out by 
evaporating a weighed quantity of sea-water to dryness and 
weighing the residue. Forchhammer, however, pointed out that 
this method gave inexact and variable results, as in the act 
of evaporating to dryness hydrochloric acid is given off as the 
temperature is raised to expel the last of the water, and TornOe 
found that carbonic acid was also liberated and that the loss 
of both acids was very variable. Tornlie vainly attempted to 
apply a correction for this loss by calculation; and subsequently 
S. P. L. Sorensen and Martin Knudsen after a careful investiga-
tion decided to abandon the old definition of salinity as the 
sum of all the dissolved solids in sea-water and to substitute for 
it the weight of the dissolved solids in woo parts by weight 
Cl sea-water on the assumption that all the bromine is replaced 
by its equivalent of chlorine, all the carbonate converted into 
oxide and the organic matter burnt. The advantage of the new 
definition lies in the fact that the estimation of the chlorine (or 
rather of the total halogen expressed as chlorine) is sufficient  

to detaining the salinity by a very titapltoMention. According 
to Knudsen the salinity is given in weight per thousand parts 
by the.exprendon S -crop+ i•floso Cl where S is the salinity 
and Cl the amount of total halogen in a sample. Such a simple 
formula is only possible because the salts of sea-water are of 
such uniform composition throughout the whole ocean that the 
chlorine bears a constant ratio to the total salinity as newly 
defined whatever the degree of concentration. This definition 
was adopted by the International Council for the Study of the 
Sea in tem, and it has since been very widely accepted. 

Besides the determination of salinity by titration of the 
chlorides, the method of determination by the specific gravity 
of the sea-water is still often used. In the laboratory the specific 
gravity is determined in a pyknometer by actual weighing, 
and on board ship by the use of an areometer or hydrometer. 
Three types of areometer are in use: (1) the ordinary hydromctei 
of invariable weight with a direct reading scale, a set of from 
five to ten being necessary to cover the range of specific gravity 
from pow to 1-031 so as to take account of sea-water a all 
possible salinities; (s) the " Challenger " type of ateometer 
designed by J. Y. Buchanan, which has an arbitrary scale and 
can be varied in weight by placing *small metal rings on the stem 
so as to depress the scale to any desired depth in sea-water of 
any salinity, the specific gravity being calculated for each reading 
by dividing the total weight by the immersed volume; (3) the 
total immersion areometer, which has no scale and the weight 
of :Mich can be adjusted so that the instrument can be brought 
so exactly to the specific gravity of the water sample that it 
remains immersed, neither floating nor finking; this has the 
advantage of eliminating the effects of surface tendon and in 
Fridtjof Nansen's pattern is capable of great precision. 

In all areometer work it is necessary to ascertain the tempera-
ture of the water sample under examination with great exactness, 
as the volume of the aerometer as well as the specific gravity of 
the water varies with temperature. All determinations must 
accordingly be reduced to &standard temperature for comparison. 
Following the practice of J. Y. Buchanan on the " Challenger " 
it has been usual for British investigators to calculate specific 
gravities for sea-water at 6o° F. compared with pure water at 
the maximum density point (39.4 BB unity. On the continent 
of Europe it has been more usual to take both at 17.5° C. (63.5 ° 

 F.), which is expressed u " S14.4", but for pyknometer work 
in all countries where the sample is cooled to 30 F. before 
weighing and pure water at 39.2° taken as unity the expression 
is (e/e). On the authority of the first meeting of the Inter-
national Conference for the Study of the Northern European 
Seas at Stockholm in atm Martin Knudsen, assisted by Karl 
Fords and S. P. L. Sorensen, carded out a careful investigation 
of the relation between the amount of chlorine, the total salinity 
and the specific gravity of sea-water of different strengths 
including an enthely new determination of the thermal expansion 
of sea-water. The results are published in his Estoppel Mica 
Tables in a convenient form for use. 

The relations between the various 'conditions are set forth in 
the following equations where as signifies the specific gravity of the 
sea-water in question at o° C., the standard at 4° being taken as 
t00% S the salinity and Cl the chlorine, both expressed in parts by 
weight per mille. 

.7C3•OT:82  FP++707°680030510* 
eo-o3o-1-1.eoso a 	57  

The temperature of maximum density of sea-water of any specific 
gravity was found by Knudsen to be given with sufficient accuracy 
for all practical purposes by the formula it•i3-93;isilfir e. where • 
is the temperature of maximum density in 	centigrade. 
The temperat 

	as 
 ure of maxim.density is lower as concentration 

of the sea-water is greater, se shown in the following table:— 
Maximise Density Point of SorWater of Woad Salinities. 

Molt? Po Mee . • o so so so 

—
 - - -

 - ••• 

$
 la

 I  k  
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Tempendorer C 	. roe ryas  -.we - roe 

-
 

*A ‘r  

Neer... . . . ccces ea* wee . 	24•• 
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Farther Physics: Nepotist of SeeOsto.—The laws of physical 

chemistry relating to complex dilute solutions apply to sea-
water, and hence there k a definite relation between the osmotic 
pressure, freadng-point, vapour tension and boiling-point by 
which when one of there constants is given the others can be 
calculated. 

The most easily observed is the freezing-point, and according to 
the very careful deter minations of H. T. Hansen the freesing-point 
e C. varies with the degree of concentration according to the formula 

-0.0036-0-0064633e.-0•000tosoes1. 
According to the invtaigatkos of Svante Arrhenius the osmotic 
pressure in atmospheres may be obtained by simply multiplying the 
temp nature of freezing (r) by the factor -12.03, and it varies with 
temperature (I) according to the law which bolds good for gaseous 
pressure. 

Salinity per.  milk. 	, 
Freezing 	(C.) 	. 

OIMIgir=-pointure P.  
MOM • 	 of . bc434, 

point (C.) 	. 	. 	. 
Reduction of vapour 

pressure (mm.) 	. 	. 

zo 
-013 

6-4 

 0-16 0 

4.2 

20 
--14,7 

1311 
01 1  

6• 

30 
-1.63 

197 

0'47 

13-0 

35 
-t-et 

23.1 

 0'36 

/5-2 

40 
..2.20 

264 

0.64 

17-6 

The importance of the osmotic pressure of sea-water in biology 
will be easily understood from the fact that a frog placed in 
sea-water loses water by examines and soon becomes 20% 
lighter than its original weight, while a true salt-water fish 
suddenly transferred to fresh water gains water by endosmosis, 
swells up and quickly succumbs. The elevation of the boiling-
point is of little practical importance, but the reduction of 
vapour pressure means that sea-water evaporates more slowly 
than fresh water, and the more slowly the higher the salinity. 
Unfortunately no observations of evaporation from the surface 
of the open sea have been made and very few comparisons of 
the evaporation of salt and fresh water are on record. The 
fact that sea-water does evaporate more slowly than fresh water 
has been proved by the observations of Mazelle it West and 
of Okado in Azino (japan). Their experiments show that in 
similar conditions the evaporation of sea-water amounts to 
from 70 to qt % of the evaporation of fresh water, a fact of some 
importance in geophysics on account of the vast expanses of 
ocean the evaporation from which determines the rainfall and 
to a large extent the hat transference in the atmosphere. 

The optical properties of sea-water are of immediate import-
ance in biology, as they affect the penetration of sunlight Into 
the depths. The refraction of light passing through sea-water 
Is dependent on the salinity to the extent that the Index of 
refraction is greater as the salinity increases. From isolated 
observations of J. Soret and E Sarasin and longer series of 
experiments by Torsdie and KrOmmel this relation is shown 
to be so close that the salinity of a sample can beascertalned by 
determining the index of refraction. According to Krammel 
the following relations hold good at t8° C. for the monochm-
mstic light bf the D line of the sodium spectrum in units of the 
fifth decimal place. 

Relation of Refractive Index wed Salinity. 

OCEAN 
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The refractometer conetructed by C. Pulfrich (of the firm of 
Zeiss, in Jena) has hems succesdully mad by G. Schott and 

E. von Drygalski for the measurement of .sanniti ai sea, and 
was found to have the same degreesf accuracy as an areometer 
with the great advantage of being quite unaffected by the 
motion of the ship in a sea-way. 

The transparency of sea-water has frequently been measured 
at sea by the simple expedient of sinking white-painted disks 
and noting the depth at which they become invisible as the 
measure of the transparency of the water. For the north 
European seas disks of about r8 or so in. in diameter are suffident 
for this purpose, but in the tropics, where the transparency is 
much greater, disks 3 ft. In diameter at least must be used or 
the angle of vision for the reflected light is too small. In Shallow 
seas the transparency is always reduced In rough weather. In 
the North Sea north of the Dogger Bank, for instance, the disk 
is visible in calm weather to a depth of from to to r6 fathoms, 
but in rough weather only to 64 fathoms. Rnipovitch occasion-
ally observed great transparency in the cold waters of the 
Merman Sea, where he could see the disk in as much as 25 
fathoms, and a similar phenomenon has often been reported 
from Icelandic waters. The greatest transparency hitherto 
reported is in the eastern basin of the Mediterranean, where 
j. Lakitch found the disk visible as a rule to from 22 to el 
fathoms, and of the Syrian coast even to 33 fathoms. In , the 
open Atlantic there are great differences in transparency; 
XrUmmel observed a 6 ft. disk to depths of 3t and 36 fathoms 
in the Sargasso Sea, but in the cold currents of the north and 
also in the equatorial current the depth of visibility was only 
from x1 to fathoms. In the tropical parts of the Indian 
and the Pacific Oceans the depth of visibility increases again 
to from so to 57 fathoms. Some allowance should be made 
for the elevation of the sun at the time of observation. Mill 
has shown that in the North Sea of the Firth of Forth 
the average depth of visibility of a disk in the winter 
half-year was 4 fathoms and In the summer half-year 
61 fathoms, and, although the greater frequency of rough 
weather in winter might tend to obscure the effect, in-I, 
dividual observations made it plain that the angle of the sun 
was the main factor in increasing the depth to which the disk 
remained visible. 

There are some observations on the transparency of sea-water 
of an entirely different character. Such, for instance, were 
those of Spindler and Wrangell in the Black Sea by sinking 
an electric lamp, those of Paul Regnard by measuring the 
change of electric resistance in a selenium cell or the chemical 
action of the light on a mixture of chlorine and hydrogen, by 
which he found a very rapid diminution in the intensity of 
light even in the surface layers of water. Many experiments 
have also been made by the use of photographic plates in order 
to find the greatest depth to which light penetrates. Fol and 
Sarasin detected the last traces of sunlight in the western 
Mediterranean at a depth of ass to 26o fathoms, and Luksch 
in the eastern Mediterranean at 328 fathoms and in the Red 
Sea at 273 fathoms. The chief cause of the different depths 
to which light penetrates in sea-water is the varying turbidity 
due to the presence of mineral particles in suspension or to 
plankton. Schott gives the following as the result of measure-
ments of transparency by means of a white disk at z3 stations 
in the open ocean, where quantitative observations of the 
plankton under t square metre of surface were made at the 
same time. 

Volume of 
Plankton. 

Depth of 
Visibility. 

Mean of sr stations poor in plankton . 

Mean of az stations rich in plankton . 

85 cc. 

no „ 

141 fathoms 

81 	w 

Any influence on transparency which may be exercised 
by the temperature or salinity of the water is quite in. 
significant. 

The colour of ocean water far from land is an almost pure 

-isso3671) 
and can thus be reduced to its value at o' C. Sigurd Stenius has 
calculated tables of osmotic pressure for see-water of different degrees 
of concentration. The relation of the elevation of the boiling-point 
01 to the osmotic pressure (P) is very simply derived from the 
formula wo•oneo711., while the reduction of vapour pressure 
proportionel to the concentration can be very easily obtained from 
the elevation of the boiling-point, or it may be obtained directly 
from tables of vapour tension. 

Physical Properties of Sea-Water. 
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blue, and all the variations of tint towards green are the reside 
of local disturbances, the usual cause being turbidity of some 
kind, and this in the high seas is almost always due to swarms 
of plankton. The colour of sea-water as it is seen on board 
ship is most readily determined by comparison with the tints 
of Ford's xanthometer or colour scale, which consists of a series 
of glass tubes fixed like the rungs of a ladder In a frame and 
filled with a mixture of blue and yellow liquids in varying 
proportions. For this purpose the zero or pure blue is repre-
sented by a solution of a part of copper sulphate and 9  parts 
of ammonia in zoo parts of water. The yellow solution is made 
up oft part of neutral potassium chromate in lee parts of 
water, and to give the various degrees of the scale, I, a, 3, 4, 
alc•i% of the yellow solution is mixed with 99, 98, 97, 96, ffte.,% 
of the blue in successive tubes. Observations with the xantho-
meter have not hitherto been numerous, but it appears that 
the purest blue (o-i on Ford's scale) is found in the Sargasso 
Sea, in the North Atlantic and in similarly situated tropical 
or subtropical regions in the Indian and Pacific Oceans. The 
northern seas have an increasing tendency towards green, the 
Irminger Sea showing 5-9 Forel, while In the North Sea the 
water is usually a pure green (10--14 Forel), the western Medi-
terranean shows 5-9 Forel, but the eastern is as blue as the open 
ocean (o-2 Forel). A pure blue colour has been observed in 
the cold southern region, where the " Valdivia " found o-2 Forel 
in 55° S. between zo° and 31° E., and even the water of the 
North Sea has been observed at times to be intensely blue. 
The blue of the sea-water as observed by the Forel scale has 
of course nothing to do with the blue appearance of any distant 
water surface due to the reflection of a cloudless sky. Over 
shallows even the water of the tropical oceans is always green. 
There is a distinct relationship between colour and transparency 
in the ocean; the most transparent water which is the moat 
free from plankton is always the purest blue, while an increasing 
turbidity is usually associated with an increasing tint of green. 
The natural colour of pure sea-water is blue, and this is em-
phasized in deep and very clear water, which appears almost 
black to the eye. When a quantity of a fine white powder is 
thrown in, the light reflected by the white particles as they 
sink assumes an intense blue colour, and the experiments of 
J. Aitken with clear sea-water in long tubes leave no doubt 
on the subject. 

Discoloration of the water is often observed at sea, but that is 
always due to foreign substances. Brown or even blood-red 
stripes have been observed in the North Atlantic when swarms 
of the copepod Calausts finmarckicas were present; the brown alga 
Trichodesmium esyllrroeson, as its name suggests, can change the 
blue of the tropical seas to red; swarms of diatoms may produce 
olive-green patches in the ocean, while some other forms of 
minute life have at times been observed to give the colour of 
milk to large stretches of the ocean surface. 

On account of its salinity, sea-water has a smaller capacity 
for heat than pure water. According to Thoulet and Chevallier 
the specific heat diminishes as salinity increases, so that for 
zo per mine salinity it is 0.968, for 35 per mille it is only 0.932, 
that of pure water being taken as unity. The thermal con-
ductivity also diminishes as salinity increases, the conductivity 
for heat of sea-water of 35 per mile salinity being 4.2% less 
than that of pure water. This means that sea-water heats and 
cools somewhat more readily than pure water. The surface 
tension, on the other hand, is greater than that of pure water 
and increases with the salinity, according to Krllmmcl, in the 
manner shown by the equation ci..77•ogi-o•o22 S at o° C., 
where a is the coefficient of surface tension and S the salinity in 
parts per thousand. The internal friction or viscosity of sea-
water has also been shown by E. Ruppin to increase with the 
salinity. Thus at o° C. the viscosity of sea-water of 35 per mile 
salinity is 5.2% greater and at 25° C. 4% greater than that of 
pure water at the same temperatures; in absolute units the 
viscosity of sea-water at s5° C. is only half as great as it is at 
o° C. 

The compressibility of sea-water is not yet fully investigated. 

It varies not only to a marked degree with teraperatoth but also 
with the degree of pressure. Thos J. Y. Buchanan found a 
mean of so experiments made by piesometers sunk in great 
depths on board the " Challenger " give • coefficient of com-
pressibility ic..sosX zo-4; but 'ix of these experiments made at 
depths of from 274o to 3225 fathoms gave e ■, 48oX or/. The 
value usually adopted is ae, 45ok zo-  T. The compressibility 
is in itself very small, but so great in its effect on the density 
of deep water in OM that the specific gravity (06/4 at 2000 
fathoms increases by o•ozy and at 3000 fathoms by o•o26. 
In other words, water which has a specific gravity of s•milo at 
the surface would at the same temperature have a specific 
gravity of 1.oaso at 2002 and 2.0540 at 3000 fathoms. If the 
whole mass of water in the ocean were relieved from pressure Its 
volume would expand from 319 million cub. m. to 321-7 million 

tti., which for a surface of t391 million sq. m. means an 
increased depth of zoo ft. The rate of propagation of sound 
depends on the compressibility, and in ocean water at the tropical 
temperature of 77° F. the speed is 1482.6 metres (4860 ft.) per 
second, in Baltic water of 8 per mile salinity and a temperature 
of so° F. it is 1448.5 metres (4750 (t.) per second, that is to 
a times greater than the velocity of sound in air. This accounts 
for the great range of submarine sound signals, which can thus 
be very serviceable to navigation In foggy westher. 

The electrical conductivity of sea-water increases with the 
salinity; at se° F. it is given according to E. Ruppin's formula 
as L∎ p•oorsiSs S-•000000d SLI-o-cc00000876 S' in reciprocal 
ohms. 

The radio-activity o(-sea-water is extraordinarily small; in-
deed in samples taken from so fathoms in the Bay of Danzig 
it was imperceptible, and R. T. Strutt found that salt from 
evaporated sea-water did not contain one-third of the 
quantity of radium present in the water of the town supply in 
Cambridge. 

Dissolved Gores of Seemoater.--The water of the ocean, like 
any other liquid, absorbs a certain amount of the gases with 
which it is in contact, and thus sea-water contains dissolved 
oxygen, nitrogen and carbonic acid absorbed from the atmo-
sphere. As Gay-Lussac and Humboldt showed in dos, gases 
are absorbed in less amount by a saline solution than by pure 
water. The first useful determinations of the dissolved gases 
of sea-water were made by Oskar Jacobien in stiya. Since that 
time much work has been done, and the methods have been 
greatly improved. In the method now most generally practised, 
which was put forward by 0. Pettersson in dos, two portions of 
sea-water are collected in glass tubes which have been exhausted 
of air, coated internally with mercuric chloride to prevent the 
putrefaction of any organisms, and sealed up beforehand. The 
exhausted tube, when inserted in the water sample and the tip 
broken off, immediately fills, and is then sealed up so that the 
contents cannot change after collection. One portion is used 
for determining the oxygen and nitrogen, the other for the 
carbonic acid. The former determination is made by driving 
out the dissolved gases from solution and collecting them in a 
Torricellian vacuum, where the volume is measured after the 
carbonic acid has been removed. The oxygen is then absorbed 
by some appropriate means, and the volume of the nitrogen 
measured directly, that of the oxygen being given by difference.' 
In the second portion the carbonic acid is driven out by means 
of a current of hydrogen, collected over mercury and absorbed 
by caustic potash. 

C. T. T. Fox, of the Central Laboratory of the International 
Council at Christiania, has investigated the relation of the atmospheric 
gases to sea-water by very exact experimental methods and arrived 
at the following expressions for the absorption of oxygen and nit en 
by sea-wearer of different degrees of concentration. The formatae  
show the number of cubic centimetres of gas absorbed by 1 litre of 
sea-water; t indicates the temperature in degrees centigrade and CI 
the salinity as shown by the amount of chlorine peg milk:— 

Ormm•291-o-28o9 ti-o•oodoog fl-c•0000632 ts- 
t 161- 0.033922 P-Eo•0000s53 re) 

Ulm 18-561-o-428z t-fo•oou527 P-o-ct000sma P 
Cl(o•249-aoo71s: P+43-000093t I') 



at o.  C. 15* C. 25•C. 

Oxygen . 	. 	• 8.03 5•84 4.93 
Nitrogen 	. 	. 14.4o 11•12 9.78 

The reduction of the absorption of gas by rise of temperature 
is thus seen to be considerable. As a rule the amount of both 
gases dissolved in sea-water is found to be that which is indicated 
by the temperature of the water in situ. Jacobsen on some 
occasions found water in the surface layers of the Baltic super-
saturated with oxygen, which he ascribed to the action of the 
chlorophyll in vegetable plankton; in other cases when examin-
ing the nearly stagnant water from deep basins he found a 
deficiency of oxygen due no doubt to the withdrawal of oxygen 
from solution, by the respiration of the animals and by the 
oxidation of the deposits on the bottom. When these processes 
continue for a long time in deep water shut off from free circula-
tion so that it does not become aerated by contact with the 
atmosphere the water becomes unfit to support the life of fishes, 
and when the accumulation of putrefying organic matter gives 
rise to sulphuretted hydrogen as in the Black Sea below 125 
fathoms, life, other than bacterial, is impossible. The water 
from the greatest depths of the Black Sea, rifle. fathoms, 
contains 6 cc. of sulphuretted hydrogen per litre. 

The distribution of dissolved oxygen in the depths of the 
open ocean is still very imperfectly known. Dittmar's analysis 
of the " Challenger " samples indicated an excess of oxygen in 
the surface water of high southern latitudes and a deficiency at 
depths below so fathoms. 

The facts regarding carbonic acid in sea-water are even less 
understood, for here we have to do not only with the solution of 
the gas but also with a chemical combination. On this account 
it is very difficult to know when all the gas is driven out of a 
sample of sea-water, and a much larger proportion is present than 
the partial pressure of the gas in the atmosphere and its co-
efficient of absorption would indicate. These constants would 
lead one to expect to find cps cc. per litre at on C. while as a 
matter of fact the amount absorbed approaches so cc. The 
form of combination is unstable and apparently variable, so 
that the quantities of free carbonic acid, bicarbonate and 
normal carbonate are liable to alter. Since 1851 it has been 
known that all sea-water has an alkaline reaction, and Tong* 
defined the alkalinity of sea-water as the amount of carbonic 
acid which is necessary to convert the excess of bases into normal 
carbonate. The alkalinity of North Atlantic water of 35 per 
mile salinity Is 26-86 cc. per litre, corresponding to a total amount 
of carbonic acid of 4e.07 cc. According to the researches of 
August Krogh' the alkalinity is greatly increased by the ad-
mixture of land water. This is proved by E. Ruppin's analysis 
of Baltic water, which has an alkalinity of 16 to 18 instead of 
the 5 or 6 which would be the amount proportional to the 
salinity, while the water of the Vistula and the Elbe with a 
salinity of o•2 per mile has an alkalinity of 28 or more. Thus 
the alkalinity serves as an index of the admixture of river water 
with sea-water. Carbonic acid passes from the atmosphere 
into the ocean as soon as its tension in the latter is the smaller; 
hence in this respect the ocean acts as a regulator. The amount 
of carbonic add in solution may also be increased by submarine 
exhalations in regions of volcanic disturbance, but it must be 
remembered that the critical pressure for this gas is 73 atmo-
spheres, which is reached at a depth of 40o fathoms, so that 
carbonic add produced at the bottom of the ocean must be in 
liquid form. The respiration of marine animals in the depths of 
deep basins in which there is no circulation adds to the carbonic 
acid at the expense of the dissolved oxygen. This is frequently 
the case in fjord basins; for instance, in the Gullmar Fjord at a 
depth of so fathoms with water of 34.14  per mile salinity and 

Atoddeldser errs Grankod (Copsohagen, apse). p. 331. 
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In the use of ocean water with a salinity of 35 per milk, this gives 
for saturation with atmospheric gases in cc. per litre:— a temperature of 4o• r °  F., the carbonic acid amounts to ft -5 .5 cc. 

per litre, and the oxygen only to se so cc. Vegetable plankton 
in sunlight can reverse this process, assimilating the carbon of 
the carbonic acid and restoring the oxygen to solution, as was 
proved by Martin Knudsen and Ostenfeld in the case of diatoms. 
Little is known as yet of the distribution of carbonic acid in the 
oceans, but the amount present seems to increase with the 
salinity as shown by the four observations quoted:— 

Water from 	 • 
Gulf of Finland of 3.2 per mile salinity .17-2 CC. CO, 	at 4- I* C 
Western Baltic Of 4'2 	 ••■ 37.0 „ 	at I.6° C. 
North Atlantic of 3542 „ „ 	 „ 	at about 
Eastern Mediter• 	 ro*C. 

ranean of 	39.0 	„ „ 	".53 .0  „ 	at 26-7°C. 
Unfortunately the very numerous determinations of carbonic 
acid made by J. Y. Buchanan on the " Challenger " were vitiated 
by the incompleteness of the method employed, but they are 
none the less of value in showing clearly that the watersof the 
far south of the Indian Ocean are relatively rich in carbonic acid 
and the tropical areas deficient. 

Distribution. of Salinity.—A great deal of material exists on 
which to base a study of the surface salinity of the oceans, and 
Schott's chart published in Petennanits M iUcilun gen for 1902 
incorporates the earlier work and substantially confirms the first 
trustworthy chart of the kind compiled by J. Y. Buchanan from 
the " Challenger " observations. In each of the three oceans 
there are two maxima of salinity—one in the north, the other 
in the south tropical belt, separated by a zone of minimum 
salinity in the equatorial region, and giving place poleward to 
regions of still lower salinity. The three oceans differ somewhat 
between themselves. The North Atlantic maximum is the 
highest with water of 37•g• per mile salinity; the maximum 
in the South Atlantic is 37.6; in the North Indian Ocean, 
36.7; the South Indian Ocean, 36.4; the South Pacific, 3 6.9i 
and the North Pacific has the lowest maximum of all, only 
35-9. The comparatively fresh equatorial belt of water, Ina a 
salinity of 35.0 to 34.5 in the Atlantic,35•0 to 34•0i11 the Indian 
Ocean, 34.5 in the Western and 33.5 in the Eastern Pacific. 
Taking each of the oceans as a whole the Atlantic has the highest 
general surface salinity with 35-37• 

The salinity of enclosed seas naturally varies much more than 
that of the open ocean. The saltest include the eastern Mediter-
ranean with 39. per mile, the Red Sea with 41 to 43 per mille 
in the Gulf of Suez, and the Persian Gulf with 38. The fresher 
enclosed seas include the Malay and the East Asiatic fringing 
seas with 3o to 34.5 per mille, the Gulf of St Lawrence with 
3o to 31, the North Sea with 35 north of the Dogger Bank 
diminishing to 32 further south, and the Baltic, which freshens 
rapidly from between 25 to 31 in the Skagerrak to 7 or 8 east-
ward-of Bornholm and to practically fresh water at the heads of 
the Gulfs of Bothnia and Finland. The Arctic Sea presents a 
great contrast between the salinity of the surface of the ice-free 
Norwegian Sea with 35 to 35.4 and that of the Central Polar 
Basin, which is dominated by river water and melted ice, and has 
a salinity less than 25 per mile in most parts. The average 
salinity of the whole surface of the oceans may be taken as 341 
per mile. 

The vertical distribution of salinity has only recently been 
investigated systematically, as the earlier expeditions were not 
equipped with altogether trustworthy apparatus for collecting 
water samples at great depths. Two main types of water-bottle 
for collecting samples have been long in use. The older, devised 
by Hooke in 2667, is provided with valves above and below, both 
opening upward, through which the water passes freely during 
descent, but which are closed by some device on hauling up. 
The newer or slip water-bottle type consists of a cylinder allowed 
to drop on to a base-plate when a sample is to be collected. The 
first form of slip water-bottle due to Meyer retained the water 
merely by the weight of the cylinder pressing on the base-plate. 
J. Y. Buchanan introduced an improved form on the " Chal-
lenger," also remaining closed by weight, the cylinder being very 
heavy and ground to fit the bevelled base-plate very accurately. 
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H. R. Mill in Ms devised a self-locking arrangement by which 
the bottle once closed was automatically locked and rendered 
watertight; H. I.. Ekman made further improvements; and, 
finally, 0. Pettersson and F. Nansen perfected the instrument, 
adapting it not only for enclosing a portion of water at any 
desired depth, but by a series of concentric divisions insulating 
in the central compartment water at the temperature it had at 
the moment of collection. By means of a weight dropped along 
the line the water-bottle can be but and a sample enclosed at any 
desired depth. The use of a ffiding weight is not recommended 
in depths much exceeding 200 fathoms on account of the time 
required and the risk of the line sagging at a low angle and so 
stopping the weight. In deep water the closing mechanism is 
usually actuated by a screw propeller which begins to work when 
the line is being hauled in and can be set so as to close the water-
bottle in a very few fathoms. A small but heavy water-bottle 
has been devised by Martin Knudsen, provided with a pressure 
gauge or bathometer, by which samples may be collected from 
any moderate depth down to about me fathoms, on board a 
vessel going at full speed. This has made it possible to obtain 
many samples from moderate depths along a long line in a 
very short space of time. Sigsbee's small water-bottle on the 
double valve principle actuated by a propeller requires extremely 
skilful handling to enable it to give good results. 

As yet it is only possible to speak with confidence of the vertical 
distribution of salinity in the miss surrounding Europe, where 
there is a general Increase of salinity with depth. For the open 
ocean the only quite trustworthy results are those obtained by 
the prince of Monaco in the North Atlantic, and by the recent 
Antarctic expeditions in the South Atlantic and South Indian 
Oceans. The observations made on the " Challenger " and 
" Gazelle," though enabling 1101320 perfectly sound general 
conclusions to be dmvm, require to be supplemented. It appears, 
as J. Y. Buchanan pointed out in 1876, that the great con-
trasts In surface salinity between the tropical maxima and 
the equatorial minima give place at the moderate depth of 
zoo fathoms to a practically uniform salinity in all parts of the 
Mean. 

In the North Atlantic a strong submarine current. Sowing 
outward from the Mediterranean leaves the Strait of Gibraltar 
with a salinity of 38 per milk, and can be traced as far as Madeira 
and the Bay of Biscay in depths of from too to 2800 fathoms, 
still with a salinity of 35.6 per mine, whereas off the Azores at 
equal depths the salinity is from o.5 to 0•7 per mine less- In the 
tropical and subtropical belts of the Atlantic and Indian Oceans 
south of the equator the salinity diminishes rapidly from the 
surface downwards, and at Soo fathoms reaches a minimum of 
34. 3 or 34.4 per mine; after that it increases again to 800 fathoms, 
where it is almost 34.7 or 34.8, and this salinity holds good to the 
bottom, even to the greatest depths, as was first shown by the 
" Gauss " and afterwards by the " Planet " between Durban and 
Ceylon. 

Our knowledge of the Pacific in this respect is still very im-
perfect, but it appears to be less salt than the other oceans at 
depths-below goo fathoms,' as on the surface, the salinity at 
considerable depths being 34.6 to 34.7 in the western part of the 
ocean, and about 34.4 to 34.5 in the eastern, so that, although 
the data are by no means satisfactory, it is impossible to assign 
a mass-salinity of more than 34.7 per milk for the whole body of 
Pacific water. 

The causes of difference of salinity are mainly meteorological. 
The. belt of equatorial minimum salinity corresponds with the 
excessively rainy belt of calms and of the equatorial counter-
current, the salinity diminishing towards the east. The tropical 
maxima of salinity on the poleward side of the trade-winds 
coincide with the regions of minimum rainfall, high temperature, 
strong winds and consequently of maximum evaporation. 
Evaporation is naturally greatest in the enclosed seas of the nearly 
rainless subtropical zone such as the Mediterranean and Red Sea. 
Where the evaporation is at a minimum, the inflow of rivers from 
a large continental area and the precipitation from the atmo-
sphere at a maximum, there is necessarily the greats.d dilution  

of the sea-water, the Baltic and the Arctic Sea being conspicuous 
examples. 

Temperature of the Oceaar.—There is no difficulty in observing 
the temperature of the surface of the sea on board ship, the only 
precautions required being to draw the water in a bucket which 
has not been heated in the sun in summer or exposed to frost in 
winter, to draw it well forward of any discharge pipes of the 
steamer, to place it in the shade on deck, insert the thermometer 
immediately and make the reading without delay. The measure-
ment of temperature in the depths, unless a high-speed water-
bottle be used, involves stopping the ship and employing thermo-
meters of special construction. Many forms have been tried, but 
only three types are in general use. The first is the slow-action 
thermometer which was originally used with good effect by 
de Saussure in the Mediterranean in 1780. He covered the bulb 
of the thermometer with layers of non-conducting material and 
left it immersed at the desired depth for a very long time to 
enable it to take the temperature of Its surroundings. When 
brought up again the thermometer retained its temperature so 
long that there was ample time to take a correct reading. Since 
1870 thermometers on this principle have been in use for regular 
observations at German coast and light-ship stations. Following 
the suggestion of Cavendish, Irving made observations of deep 
temperature on Phipps's Spitsbergen voyage of 1773 with a 
valved water-bottle, insulated by non-conducting material. A 
similar instrument gave excellent results in the hands of E. von 
Lenz on Kotzebue's second voyage of circumnavigation in 18a3-
18z6. The last elaboration of the insulated slip water-bottle 
by Ekman, Nansen and Petterseon has produced an instrument 
of great perfection, in which the insulation is effected by layers 
of water between a series of concentric ebonite cylinders, all of 
which are closed both above and below when the apparatus 
encloses a sample, and each of which in turn must-be warmed 
considerably before there is any rise of temperature in the 
chamber within. This can be used with certainty to -et" C. for 
water down to 25o fathoms, after taking account of the slight 
disturbance produced by the expansion of the greatly compressed 
deep water. 

The second form of deep-sea thermometer is the self-registering 
maximum and minimum on James Six's principle. These 
instruments must be constructed with the greatest care, but 
when well made in accordance with J. Y. Buchanan's large 
model they can be trusted to give a good account of the vertical 
distribution of temperature, provided the water grows cooler 
as the depth increases. They would,act equally well if the water 
grew continually warmer as the depth increases, but they cannot 
give an exact account of a temperature inversion such as is 
produced when layers of warmer and colder water alternate. 

The third form is the outflow or reversing thermometer, first 
introduced by Aime, who used a very inconvenient form in the 
Mediterranean in 1841-1843, but greatly improved and simplified 
by Negretti and Zambra in 1875. The principle is to have a 
constriction in the tube above the bulb so proportioned that 
when the instrument is upright it acts in every way as an ordinary 
mercurial thermometer, but when it is inverted the thread of 
mercury breaks at the constriction, and the portion above the 
point runs down the now reversed tube and remains there as a 
measure of the temperature at the moment of turning over. 
For convenience in reading, the tube is graduated inverted, and 
when it is restored to its original position the mercury thread 
joins again and it acts as before. Various modifications of this 
form of thermometer have been made by Chabaud of Paris and 
others. It has the advantage over the thermometer on Six's 
principle that, being filled with mercury, it does not require such 
long immersion to take the temperature of the water. A cor-
rection has, of course, to be made for the expansion or con-
traction of the mercury thread if the temperature of reading 
differs much from that of reversing. Magnaghi introduced a 
convenient method of inverting the thermometer by means of 
a propeller actuated on beginning to heave in the line, and this 
form is used for all work at great depths. For shadow water 
greater precision and certainty are obtained by using a lever 
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actuated by a weight slipped dovin the Sae to cause the reversal, 
as in the patterns of Rung, Mill and others. 

Ml thermometers sunk into deep water must be protected 
against the enormous pressure to which they are exposed. This 
may be done by the method suggested by Arago in 1828, intro-
duced by Aime in 1841 and again suggested by Glaisher in z858, 
of sealing up the whole instrument in a glass tube exhausted of 
air; or, less effectively, by surrounding the bulb alone with a 
strong outer sheath of glass. In both forms it is usual to have 
the space between the bulb and the protecting sheath partly 
filled with mercury or alcohol to act as a conductor and reduce 
the time necessary for the thermometer to acquire the tempera-
ture of its Surroundings. 

The warming of the ocean is due practically to solar radiation 
alone; such heat as may be received from the interior of the 
earth can only produce a small effect and is fairly units:en* 
distributed. On account of the high specific beat of sea-water 
the diurnal range of temperature at the surface is very small. 
According to A. Buchan's discussion of the two-hourly observa-
tions on the " Challenger " the total range between the daily 
maximum and minimum in the warmer seas is between 0-7° 
and 0.8° F., and for the colder seas still less (ore F.), compared 
with 3•2°  F. in the overlying air. The maximum usually occurs 
between z and 5.30 PAL

' 
 the minimum shortly before sunrise. 

The temperature of the surface water is generally a little higher 
than that of the overlying air, the daily average difference being 
about a6° F., varying from o e° lower at I T.M. to z.6° higher 
at t A.M. There are few observations available for ascertaining 
the depth to which warmth from the sun penetrates in the 
ocean. The inbestigations of Mme in 1845 and Hessen in 31189 
indicate that the amount of cloud has a great effect. Mint 
;bowed that on a calm bright day in the Mediterranean the 
temperature rose at° C. between the early morning and noon 
at a depth of about za fathoms. Luksch deduced a much 
greater penetration of solar warmth from the comparison of 
observations at different hours at neighbouring stations in the 
eastern Mediterranean, but his methods were not exact enough 
to give confidence in the result. The penetration of warmth 
from the surface is effected by direct radiation, and by con-
vection by particles rendered dense by evaporation increasing 
salinity. Conduction has practically no effect, for the coefficient 
of thermal conductivity in sea-water is so small that if a mass 
of sea-water were cooled to o° C. and the surface kept at a 
temperature of 30° C., 6 months would elapse before a tempera-
ture of r5° C. was reached at the depth of 1.3 metres, z year 
at 185 metres, and • ro years at 5.8 metres. Great irregular 
variations in radiation and convection sometimes produce a 
remarkably abrupt change of temperature at a certain depth in 
calm water; the layer in which this sudden change occurs bas 
been termed the Sprungschickg. How daftly two bodies of 
water at different temperatures may come together is shown 
by the fact that in the Baltic in August between zo and ix 
fathoms there is sometimes a fall of temperature from 57° to 

46-5°  F. Such a condition of things is only 'possible In very 
calm weather, the action of waves having the effect of mixing 
the water to a considerable depth. After a storm the whole of 
the water in the North Sea assumes a homothennic condition, 
i.e. the temperature is the same from surface to bottom, and this 
occurs not only south of the Dogger Bank, when the condition 
is normal, but also, though less frequently, in the deeper water 
farther north. Similar effects are produced in narrow waters 
by the action of tidal currents, and the influence of a steady wind 
blowing on- or off-shore has a powerful effect in mixing the 
water. 

The warmest parts of the Indian Ocean and Western Pacific 
have a mean annual temperature of lia° to 8. F., but such 
high temperatures are not found in the tropical Atlantic. In the 
Indian Ocean between r5° N. and 5° S. the surface temperature 
in May averages 84° to 86° F., and in the Bay of Bengal the 
temperature is 86°, and no part of the Atlantic has so high a 
monthly mean temperature at any season. G. Schott's hives-
tigations show that _the annual range of sad= temperature  

in the open'ocean is greatest in ao° N., with 18.4° F., and in 
30° S., with e-s• F.; on the contrary, near the equator it is 
less, only 4°  F. in zo° N., and in high latitudes it is also small, 
5•s° F. in 5o° S. The figures quoted above are differences 
between the average surface temperatures of the warmest and 
of the coldest month. As to the absolute extremes of surface 
temperature, Sir John Murray, points out that eo° F. frequently 
occurs in the western part of the tropical Pease, while among 
seas the Persian Gulf reaches 96° F., only 2° under blood-heat, 
and the Red Sea follows closely with a maximum of ee. The 
greatest change of temperature at any place has been recorded 
to the east of Nova Scotia, a minimum of a8° F. and a maximum 
of 8o°, and to the north-east of Japan with a minimum of 17°F. 
and a maximum of 83°. In those localities, however, it is not 
the same water which varies in temperature with the season, 
but the water of different warm and cold currents which periodic-
ally occupy the same locality as they advance and retreat. 
The tones of surface temperature are arranged roughly parallel 
to the equator i  especially in the southern hemisphere. Between 
40°  N. and 40 S. the currents produce a considerable rearrange-
ment of this simple order, the belts of warm water being wider 
on the western sides of the oceans and narrower on the eastern. 

The arrangement of the isotherms thus affords a basis for 
valuable deductions as to the direction of ocean currents. The 
surface temperature of the Atlantic is relatively lower than that 
of the other oceans when the whole area is considered. According 
to Kammer& calculation the proportional areas at a high 
temperature are as follows:— 

Perceatage of Ocean Surface with Treperentre. 

Atlantic. Indian. Pacific. 

Over 77° F. (as• C) 	. 	. 	. 

Over 68* F. (ao• C) . 

3a•4 

50.1 

38.0 

5 1 *7 

40'1 

SIN 

This disparity results in some degree a least from the com-
parative narrowness of the inter-tropical Atlantic, and the 
absence of a cool northern area in the Indian Ocean. Ertimmel 
calculates that the mean temperature of the whole ocean surface 
is 63.3°  F., while the mean sea-level temperature of the whole 
layer of air at the surface of the earth is given by Hann as 
57.8° F. 

We are still ignorant of the depth to which the annual tempera-
ture wave penetrates in the open ocean, but observations in the 
Mediterranean enable us to form some opinion on the matter. 
The observations of Aime in 1845 and of Semmola in the Gulf of 
Naples in 188z show that the surface water in winter cools 
until the whole mass of water from the surface to the bottom, 
in nloo fathoms or more, assumes the same temperature. To-
wards the end of summer the upper layers have been warmed to 
a depth which indicates how far the influence of solar radiation 
and convection have reached. Aim6 estimated this depth at 
r50-aoo fathoms, while the observations of the Austrian expe-
dition in the eastern Mediterranean found it to be from too 
to nearly soo fathoms. In the Red Sea, where a similar seasonal 
change occurs, the depth to which the surface layer warms up 
is about 375 fathoms. The great difference in salinity between 
the surface and the deep water excludes the possibility' of 
effective convection in the seas of northern Europe, and in the 
open ocean the currents which are felt everywhere, andespecially 
those with a vertical component, must exercise a very disturbing 
influence on convection. 

The vertical distribution of temperature in the open ocean 
is much better known than that of salinity. The regional 
differences of temperature at like depths' become less as the 
depth increases. Thus at 300 fathoms greater differences than 
9 F. hardly ever occur between 5o° N. and so° S., in Boo fathoms 
the differences are less than 51° and in 1500 fathoms less than 
a°. Even in the tropics the high temperature of the surface 
is confined to a very shallow layer; thus in the Central Pacific 
where the surface temperature is 82° F. the temperature at zoo 
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fathoms is only se F. The whole ocean must thus form but 
a cold dwelling-place for the organisms of the deep sea. Sir 
John Murray calculates that at least 8o% of the water in the 
ocean has a temperature always less than 40° F., and a recent 
calculation by Krammel gave in fact a mean temperature of 
39° F. for the whole ocean. 

The normal vertical distribution of temperature is illustrated 
in curve A of fig. t, which represents a sounding in the South 
Atlantic; and this arrangement of a rapid fall of temperature 
giving place gradually to an extremely slow but steady diminu-
tion as depth increases is termed attatherstk (are, back, and 
eV*, warm). Curve B shows the typical distribution of 
temperature in an enclosed sea, in this case the Sulu Basin of 
the Malay Sea, where from the level of the barrier to the bottom 
the temperature remains uniform or komothenttie. Curve C 
shows a typical summer condition in the polar seas, where 
layers of sea-water at different temperatures are superimposed, 
the arrangement from the surface to 202 fathoms is termed 

FIG. L.—Diagram illustrating Distribution of Sea Temperature. 

diehatkank (taxa, apart), from moo to row fathoms it is termed 
kalatkermie (care, down). In autumn the enclosed seas of high 
latitudes frequently present a thermal stratification in which 
a warm middle layer is sandwiched between a cold upper layer 
and a cold mass below, the arrangement being termed tom-
thermic (ssicrot, middle). The nature of the change of 
temperature with depth below 2500 fathoms is entirely dependent 
on the position of the sub-oceanic elevations, for the rises and 
ridges act as true submarine watersheds. As the Arctic Basin 
is shut off from the North Atlantic by ridges rising to within 
Soo fathoms of the surface and from the Pacific by the shallow 
shelf of the Bering Sea, and as the ice-laden East Greenland 
and Labrador currents consist of fresh surface water which 
cannot appreciably influence the underlying mass, the Arctic 
region has no practical effect upon the bottom temperature of 
the three great oceans, which is entirely dominated by the 
influence of the Antarctic. The existence of deep-lying and 
extensive rises or ridges in high southern latitudes has been 
indicated by the deep-sea temperature observations of Antarctic 
expeditions. Temperatures so low as 31.5° to 3t•3°  F. do not 
occur much beyond so° S. The " Belgica " even found a tempera-
ture of 33.1°  F. in 61° S., 63° W., at a depth of aot8 fathoms. 
The conditions of temperature in the South Atlantic are GLIM-
teristic. South of 55° S. in approximately 3000 fathoms the 
bottom temperature is 31.L° F.; in the Cape Trough it 

In 45°  S., and 33.8°  to 34.3°  in 350  S., while north of the Walfisch 
Ridge and east of the South Atlantic Rise bottom temperatures 
of 36° to 36.7° F. prevail right northwards across the equator 
into the Bay of Biscay, showing a steady rise of bottom tempera-
cure as successive submarine elevations restrict communication 
with the Antarctic. On the other band, in the more open Argen-
tine Basin, which carries deep water far to the south, the bottom 
temperature in ao° S. is only from 33's° to 327° F., and the same 
low temperature continues throughout the Brazil Basin to the 
equator; but in the North American Basin from the West Indies 
to the Telegraph Plateau no satisfactory bottom temperature 
lower than 35.6°  F. has been reported. On the floor of the 
Indian Ocean temperatures of 33.3° to 33.6° occur south of 
35°  S. in depths of r7o2 fathoms or more, but north of 35° S. 
the prevailing bottom temperatures I= from 34.0' to 34 ,3°. 
In similar depths in the Pacific south of the equator temperatures 
of 33 .8°  to 34.5°  are found, and north of the equator bottom 
temperatures at the same depth increase to 35.1° in the neighbour. 
hood of the Aleutian Islands, again completely justifying the 
conclusion as to the Antarctic control of deep water temperature 
throughout the ocean. 

The marginal rises and continental shelves prevent this cold 
bottom water from penetrating into the depths of the enclosed 
and fringing seas. Thus in the Central American Sea below 
930 fathoms, the depth on the bar, no water is found at a tempera-
ture lower than that prevailing in the open ocean at that depth, 
viz. 39.6° F., not even at the bottom of the great Bartlett Deep 
in 3439  fathoms. Such homothermic masses of water are 
characteristic of all deep enclosed seas. Thus in the Malay 
Sea the various minor seas or basins are homothermic below 
the depth of the rim, at the temperature prevailing at that depth 
in the open ocean: in the China Sea below 875 fathoms with 
36.5° F.; in the Sulu Sea (depth rsso fathoms) below aoo fathoms 
with 50.5° F.; in the Celebes Sea below 82o fathoms with 38.6° 
F.; in the Banda Sca below cox fathoms with 37•9°  F. In other 
enclosed seas which are shut off from the ocean by every shallow 
sill the rule holds good that the homothermic water below the 
level of the sill is at the lowest temperature reached by the 
surface water in the coldest season of the year, provided always 
that the stratification of salinity is such as to permit of convection 
being set up. To this group belongs the Arctic Sea; the 
Norwegian Sea is homothermic below sso fathoms at 29.8°  F, 
but this cold water does not penetrate into the Arctic Basin 
on account of the ridge between Spitsbergen and Greenland, 
and there the water below 1400 fathoms has a temperature of 
30.6° to 30.7° F. because the surface layers of water are too light, 
on account of the low salinity due to ice-melting, to enable 
even the cold of a polar winter to set up a downward convection 
current. The Mediterranean Sea also belongs to this group; 
its various deep basins are homothermic (at the winter surface 
temperature) below the level of their respective sills—the 
Balearic Basin below zgo fathoms at 55° F.; the Eastern Basin 
below 210 fathoms at 55.9°  F; the Ionian Sea at 56. 3° F.; and 
at 36.7° south of Cyprus. Similarly in the Red Sea the water 
below 38o fathoms is homothermic at 70.7° F. 

An under-current flows out from the Red Sea through the Strait 
of Bab-el-Mandeb, and from the Mediterranean through the Strait 
of Gibraltar, raising the salinity as well as the temperature of the 
part of the ocean outside the gates of the respective seas. The 
action of the Red Sea water affects the whole of the Gulf of 
Men and Arabian Sea, raising the temperature at the depth of 
sso fathoms to se or 53° F. or o Fahrenheit degrees higher than 
the water of the Bay of Bengal at the same depth. The effect of 
the Mediterranean water in the North Atlantic does not require 
Such large figures to express it, but is none the less extmord inar.ly-
far-reaching, as first indicated by the work of the " Challenger " 
and subsequently defined by H. N. Dickson's discussion of the 

,ohservations of Wolfenden in the little sailing yacht " Silver 
Belle." The temperature at sso fathoms is raised to 49°  or 50°  
F, between Madeira and the Biscay Shelf, Le. 5-4°  F. above the 
temperature at the same depth off the Azores. 

In shallow seas such a; the North Sea stud the ltritish 
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seas, where tidal Currents ran strong, there is a general mixing 
together of the surface and deeper water, thus making the arrange-
ment of.vertical temperature anathermic in summer and kata-
thermic in winter, while at the transitional periods in spring 
and autumn it is practically homothermic. Thus at Station 
Et of the international series at the mouth of the English 
Channel in 0° 27' N., 4°  42' W., the following distribution of 
temperature F. has been observed by Matthews:-- 

August 
1 904. 

November 
1904• 

February 
1905. 

May 
1905. 

Surface 	. 	. 63-7° 56.2° 501' 5 ..,e 
168 fathoms . 55 . 5 561 50'3 50.5 
52 fathoms 	. 55'4 561 So'll 50.5 

It is noticeable that there is a marked vertical temperature 
gradient only at the end of summer when a warm surface layer 
is formed, though in August 1904 that was only 8 fathoms 
thick. In small nearly land-locked basins shut off from one 
another by bars rising to within a short distance of the surface 
and affected both by strong tidal currents and by a considerable 
admixture of land water, the contrasts of vertical distribution 
of temperature with the seasons are strongly marked, and there 
are also great unperiodic changes effected mainly by wind, as 
is shown by the investigations of H. R. Mill In the Clyde Sea 
Area, and of 0. Petterason, J. Hjort and Helland-Hansen In the 
Scandinavian fjords. 

Sea ice.—Tbe freezing-point of sea-water Is lower as the 
salinity increases and normal sea-water of 35 pe° mille salinity 
freezes at 213.6° F. Experience shows that sea-water can be 
cooled considerably below the freezing-point without freezing 
if there Is no ice or snow in contact with it. Freezing takes 
place by the formation of pure ice in fiat crystalline plates of 
the hexagonal system, which form in perpendicular planes 
and unite in bundles to form grains so that a thick covering 
of ice exhibits a fibrous structure. It is only the water that 
freezes; the dissolved salts are excluded in the process in a 
regular order according to temperature. At temperatures 
about 17° F. sodium sulphate is the first ingredient of the salts 
to separate out, potassium chloride follows at 12°  F., sodium 
chloride at —7.4°  F., magnesium chloride at —281° F., and, 
as 0. Pettersson was the first to point out, calcium chloride 
not until -67° F. During the rapid formation of ice the still 
unfrozen brine is often imprisoned between the little plates of 
frozen water; hence without some special treatment sea-ice is 
not suitable as a source of drinking water. After long con-
tinued frost the last of the included brine may be frozen and 
the salts driven out in crystals on the surface; these crystals 
are known to polar explorers by the Siberian name of panel. 
Ice is a very poor conductor of heat and accordingly protects 
the surface of the water beneath from rapid cooling; hence 
new-formed pancake ice does not increase excessively in thick-
ness in one winter, and even in the centre of the Arctic Basin 
the ice-covering only amounts to 6 or at moat 9 ft. In the course 
of a year, while in the Antarctic regions the season's growth 
is only half as great; In the latter also the accumulated snow 
is an important factor in the thickness of the ice, and snow 
is an evert worse conductor of heat. The influence of wind and 
tide breaks up the frozen surface of the sea, and sheets yielding 
to the pressures slide over or under one another and are worked 
together into a hummocky ice-pack, the irregularities on the 
surface of which, caused by repeated fractures and collisions, 
may be from ro to 20 ft. high. Such formations, termed 
tOIOSS by the Russians, may extend under water, according to 
Makarofi's investigations, to at least an equal depth. Such old 
sea-ice when prevented from escaping forms the palaeocrystic 
sea of Nares; but, as a rule, it is carried southward in the East 
Greenland and Labrador currents, and melted in the warmer 
seas of lower latitudes. In the southern hemisphere the ice-
Peck forms a nearly continuous fence around the Antarctic 
continent. Pack-ice forms regularly in the inner part of the 
Baltic every winter, but not in the Norwegian fjords. Even 

In the Mediterranean sea-ice is formed annually in the northern 
part of the Black Sea, and more rarely in the Gulf of Salonica 
and at the head of the Adriatic off Triest. Hudson Bay is blocked 
by ice for a great part of the year, and the Gulf of St Lawrence 
is blocked every winter. Ice also clothes the continental shores 
of the northern fringing seas of eastern Asia. In addition to 
sea-ice, Icebergs which are of land origin occur at sea. In the 
north, icebergs break off, as a rule, from the ends of the great 
glaciers of Greenland, and in the far south from the edge of the 
great Antarctic ice-barrier. The latter often gives birth to pro-
digious icebergs and ice islands, which are tarried northward 
by ocean currents, nearly as far as the tropical zone before they 
melt. Thus in December teen, an iceberg was seen off the mouth 
of the La Plata in 38° S., and in 184o one was seen near Cape 
Aguihas in 35. S. The Antarctic Icebergs are of tabular forth 
and much larger than those of Greenland, but in either ease 
an Iceberg rising to ace ft. above sea-level is uncommon, and 
one exceeding 300 ft. is very rare. The Greenland icebergs 
are carried by the Labrador current across the great banks 
of Newfoundland, where they are often very numerous in the 
months from February to August, when they constitute a danger 
to shipping as far south as 40° N. No icebergs occur in the 
North Pacific, and none has ever been reported nearer the 
coasts of Europe than off the Orkney Islands, and there only 
once, In 1836. 

Oceanic Cilcuialion.—Although observations on marine 
currents were made near land or between islands even in anti-
quity, aecurate observations on the high seas have only beat 
possible since chronometers furnished a practicable method of 
determining longitude, i.e. from the time of Cook, the circum-
navigator. lire difference between the position as determined 
astronomically and by dead-reckoning gives an excellent ides 
of the general direction and velocity of the surface currents. 
The first comprehensive study of the currents of the Atlantic 
was that carried out by James Rennell (1790-1830), and since 
that time Findlay in his Diredories, Heinrich Berghaus, Maury 
and the officials of the various Hydrographic Departments 
have produced increasingly accurate descriptions of theturrents 
of the whole ocean, largely from material supplied by merchant 
captains. Direct observations of currents in the open sea 
are difficult, and even when the ship is anchored the veering 
and rolling of the vessel produce disturbances that greatly 
affect the result. Such current-meters as those used by Ain 
in 184? and by Irminger since 1858 only gave the direction of 
the deeper current by comparison with the surface current at the 
time of observation. Later apparatus, such as Pettersson's 
bifilar current-meter or his more recent electric-photographic 
apparatus, and Natant and Ekman's propeller current-meter, 
measure both the direction and the velocity at any moderate 
depth from an anchored vessel. One of the indirect methods 
of investigating currents is by taking account of the initial 
temperature of the current and following it by the thermometer 
throughout its course; hence the familiar contrast between 
warm and cold currents, of which the Gulf Stream and the 
Labrador current are types. Benjamin Franklin in 1775 and 
Charles Blagden in 178t, by means of numerous observations of 
temperature made on board the packets plying on the Atlantic 
passage, determined the boundaries of these two currents and 
their seasonal variations with considerable precision. The 
differences of salinity support this method, and, especially in 
the northern European seas, often prove a sharper criterion of 
the boundaries than temperature itself; this is especially the 
case at the entrance to the Baltic. Evidence drawn from 
drift-wood, wrecks or special drift bottles is less distinct but 
still interesting and often useful; this method of investigation 
includes the use of icebergs as indicators of the trend of currents 
and also of plankton, the minute swimming or drifting organisms 
so abundant at the surface of the sea. 

The general lines of the currents of the oceans are fairly 
well understood, and along the most frequented ocean routes 
the larger seasonal variations have also been ascertained. The 
general scheme of ocean currents depends on the prevailing 
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wind* taken in conjunction with the configuration of the coast 
and Its submarine approaches. The trade-wind regions cone-
spend pretty closely with westward-flowing currents, while 
in the equatorial calm belts there are eastward-running counter-
currents, these lying north of the equator in the Atlantic and 
Pacific, but south of the equator in the Indian Ocean. In the 
region of the westerly winds on the poleward aide of so°  N. and 
S. the currents again flow generally eastward. A cyclonic circu-
lation of the atmosphere is associated with a cyclonic circulation 
of the water of the ocean, as is well shown in the Norwegian Sea 
and North Atlantic between the Azores and Greenland. Where 
the trade-winds heap up the surface water against the east 
coasts of the continents the currents turn poleward. The north 
equatorial current divides into the current entering the Caribbean 
Sea and issuing thence by the Strait of Florida as the Gulf Stream, 
and the Antilles current passing to the north of the Antilles. 
Both currents unite off the coast of the United States and run 
northward, turning towards the east when they come within the 
influence of the prevailing westerly winds. In a similar manner 
the Brazil current, the Agulbas current and the East Australian 
current originate from the drift of the south-east trades, and 
in the North Pacific the Japan current arises from the north-cast 
trade drift.. The west-wind drifts on the poleward side carry 
back part of the water southward to reunite with the equatorial 
current, and thus there is set up an anticyclonic circulation 
of water between to°  and so° in each hemisphere; the movement 
of the water corresponding very closely with that of the wind. 
The coincidence of wind and current direction is most marked 
in the region of alternating monsoons in the north of the Indian 
Ocean and in the Malay Sea. 

The accordance of wind and currents Is so obvioas that it 
was fully recognized by seafaring men in the time of the first 
circumnavigators. Modern investigations have shown, however, 
that the relationship is by no means so simple as appears at first. 
We must remember that the ocean is a continuous sheet of water 
of a certain depth, and the conditions of continuity which hold 
good for all fluids require that there should be no vacant space 
within it; hence if a single water particle is set in motion, the 
whole ocean must respond, as Varenius pointed out in thso. 
Thus all the water carried forward by any current must have 
the place it left immediately occupied by water from another 
place, so that only a complete system of circulation can exist 
in the ocean. Further, all water particles when moving undergo 
a deviation from a straight path due to the forces set up by the 
rotation of the earth deflecting them towards the right as they 
move in the northern hemisphere and towards the left in the 
southern. This deflecting force is directly proportional to the 
velocity and the mass of the particle and also to the sine of the 
latitude; hence it is zero at the equator and comes to a maximum 
at the poles. When the wind acts on the surface of the sea it 
drives before it the particles of the surface layer of water, and, 
as these cannot be parted from those immediately beneath, the 
internal friction of the fluid causes the propelling impulse to act 
through a considerable depth, and if the wind continued long 
enough it would ultimately set the whole mass of the ocean in 
motion right down to the bottom. The current set up by the 
grip of the wind sweeping over the surface is deflected by the 
earth's rotation about as°  to the right of the direction of the 
wind in the northern hemisphere and to the left in the southern. 
The deeper layers lag behind the upper in deflection and the 
velocity of the current rapidly diminishes in consequence. The 
older theory of the origin of drift currents enunciated by 
Zopprita in 1878 was modified as indicated above by Neilsen 
in , row, and Waltrid Ekman subsequently went further. lie 
showed that at a certain depth the direction of the current 
becomes exactly the opposite of that which has been imposed by 
deflection on the surface current, and the strength is reduced 
thereby to only one-twentieth of that at the surface. He called 
the depth at which the opposed direction is attained the drift-
current depth, and he found it to be dependent on the velocity 
of the surface current and on the latitude. According to Ekman's 
calculation with a trade-wind blowing at 16 in. per hour, the  

drift-current depth in latitude s °  would be approximately toe 
fathoms, in latitude 1 5% 55 fathbres, and in latitude ss°  only 
from 33 to 38 fathoms. A strong wind of 38 rn. an hour would 
produce a drift-current depth of 8s fathoms In latitude es °, and 
a light breeze of 3 M. an hour only as fathoms. It follows that 
a pure trade-wind drift cannot reach to any great depth, and 
this seems to be confirmed by observation, as when tow-nets 
are sunk to depths of so fathoms and more in the region of the 
equatorial current they always show a strong drift away from 
the side of the ship, the ship itself following the surface current. 
Ekman shows further that in a pure drift current the mean 
direction of the whole mass of the current is perpendicular to 
the direction of the wind which sets it in motion. ' This produces 
a heaping-up of warm water towards the middle of the anti-
cyclonic current circulation between to°  and so°, and on the other 
hand an updraught of deep water along the outer side of the 
cyclonic currents. The latter phenomenon is most clearly 
shown by the stripes of cold water along the west coasts of Africa 
and America, the current running along the coast tending to 
draw its water away seawards on the surface and the principle 
of continuity requiring the updraught of the cool deep layers 
to take its place. For this reason the up-welling coastal water 
is coldest close to the shore, and hence it only appears on the 
Somali coast during the south-west monsoon. On the flat 
coasts of Europe the influence of on-shore wind in driving in 
warm water, and of off-shore wind in producing an updraught of 
cold water, has long been familiar to bathers. In a similar way 
updraughts of cold water to the surface occur in the neighbour-
hood of the equator, especially in the Central Atlantic and Pacific. 

When a drift-current impinges directly upon a coast there is a 
heaping up of surface water, giving rise to a counter-current in 
the depths, which maintains the level, and this counter-current, 
although subject to deflection on account of the rotation of the 
earth, is deflected much less than a pure drift-current would be. 
Such currents, slue to the banking up of water, have a large 
share in setting the depths of the sea in motion, and so securing 
the vertical circulation and ventilation of the ocean. 

The difference in density which occurs between one part of 
the ocean and another, shares with the wind in the production 
of currents. Vertical movements are also produced by difference 
of temperature in the water, but these can only be feeble, as 
below moo fathoms the temperature differences between tropical 
and polar waters are very small. If we assign to a column of 

water at the equator the density Sfs pox 2 at the surface and 

1oz8 at woo fathoms, or an average of t -eras, and to a column 
of water at the polar circle a mean density of s -028, there would 
result a difference of level equal to (1.0x8-1.0x5) X wows 
3 fathoms in a distance from the equator to the polar circle of 
some 4600 m. A gradient like this, only i in t,35o,000, could 
give rise only to an extremely feeble surface current polewards 
and an extremely feeble deep current towards the equator. 
If there were strong currents at the bottom of the ocean the 
uniform accumulation of the deposit of minute shells of globi-
gerina and radiolarian ooze would be impossible, the rises and 
ridges would necessarily be swept dear of them, and the fact 
that this is not the case shows that from whatever cause the 
waters of the depths are set in motion, that motion must be of 
the most deliberate and gentlest kind. In exceptional cases, 
when a strong deep current does flow over a rise, as in the case 
of the Wyville Thomson Ridge, the bottom is swept clear of fine 
sediment. 

Strongly marked differences in density are produced by the 
melting of sea-ice, and this is of particular importance in the 
case of the great ice barrier round the Antarctic continent. 
0. Pettersson has made a careful study of ice melting as a motive 
power in oceanic circulation, and points out that it acts in two 
ways: on the surface it. produces dilution of the water, forming 
a fresh layer and causing an outflow seaward of surface water 
with very low salinity; towards the deep water it produces a 
strong cooling effect, leading to increase of density and sinking 
of the chilled layers. Both actions result in the drawing in of 
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an Intermediate layer of water from a distance which takes part 
in the double system of vertical circulation as is indicated in 
fig. a. The actual direction of this circulation is strongly modified 
by the influence of the earth's rotation. The existence of a layer 
of water of low salinity at a depth of Soo fathoms in the tropical 
oceans of the southern hemisphere is to be referred to this 
action of the melting ice of the Antarctic regions. Pettersson'a 
view that ice-melting dominates the whole circulation of the 
oceans and regulates in particular the currents of the seas round 
northern Europe must, however, be looked on as carrying the 
explanation too far. 

Differences of density between the waters of enclosed seas and 
of the ocean are brought about in some instances by concentra-
tion of the water of the sea on account of active evaporation, and 
in other instances by dilution on account of the great influx of 
land water. A very powerful vertical circulation is thus set up 
between enclosed seas and the outer ocean. The very dense 
water of the Red Sea and the Mediterranean makes the column 
of water salter and heavier and the level lower than in the ocean 
beyond the straits. Hence a strong surface current sets inwards 
through the Straits of Bab-el-Mandeb and Gibraltar, while an 
undercurrent flows outwards, raising the temperature and 
salinity of the ocean for a long distance beyond the straits 
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Fro. a.—Diagram of the stratification of temperature and the 
vertical components of currents in high southern latitudes. 

Through the Bosporus and Dardanelles at the entrance of the 
Black Sea, and through the sound and belts at the entrance of 
the Baltic, streams of fresh surface-water flow outwards to the 
salter Mediterranean and North Sea, while salter water enters 
in each case as an undercurrent. Wind and tide greatly alter 
the strength of these currents due to difference of density, and 
the surface outflow may either be stopped or, in the case of the 
belts, actually reversed by a strong and steady wind. Both 
outflowing and inflowing currents are subject to the deflection 
towards the right imposed by the earth's rotation. 

Modern oceanography has found means to calculate quantita-
tively the circulatory movements produced by wind and the 
distribution of temperature and salinity not only at the surface 
but in deep water. The methods first suggested by H. Mohn 
and subsequently elaborated by V. Bjerknes have been usefully 
applied in many cases, but they cannot take the place of direct 
observations of currents and of the fundamental processes and 
conditions underlying them. The determination of the exact 
relationship of cause and effect in the origin of ocean currents 
is a matter of great practical importance. The researches of 
Pettersson, Meinardus, H. N. Dickson and others leave no doubt, 
for example, that the variations in the intensity of the Gulf 
Stream, whether these be measured by the change in the strength 
of the current or in the heat stored in the water, produce great 
variations in the character of the weather of northern Europe. 
The connexion between variations of current strength and the 
conditions of existence and distribution of plankton are no less 
important, especially as they act directly or indirectly on the 
life-conditions of food fishes. 
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The Depths of the Sea (cruises of " Porcupine " and " Lightning ") 
(London, 5873); The Atlantic (cruise of " Challenger ") (London, 
1877); Die Porschuagsreise S.M.S. "Gazelle" in den Jahren 18'74 
bis :876 (5 vols., Berlin, 1889-(890); Retort of the Scientific Results 
of the Voyage of H.M.S. " Challenger " sn the years :871-1876 (so 
vols., London, 1880-1895); A. Agassiz, Three Cruises of the E•S. 
Coast and Geodetic Survey Steamer " Blake" . from s877 to :88o 
(a vols., Boston, Mass., 1888); S. Makaroff, Le Vitiaz et !'Ocean 
Pacifique,1886-1889 (St Petersburg, 18%0;S. Makaroff. The Yermak 
in the Ice (in Russian) (St Petersburg. loot); The Norwegian North 
Atlantic Expedition (en the " Voringen"), :876-1878 (Christiania, 
188o-19oo); Expeditions scientiflques du ' Travailleur" et du 

28So-2883 (Paris, -4891 ct 7.80: Die Ergebrisse der 
1-4,1 aims, :889 (Kiel, 1892 et seq.); Nsultats des cam-

pagnes scientifiques acconipties sur son yacht par Albert I^ Prince 
Souverain de Monaco (Monaco, from 1889); The Danish " Ingolf " 
Expedition, 1806 (Copenhagen, 190o); Prof. Luksch, Expeditionen 
S.M. Schiff " Polo " in dos Mittelnieer and in dos Rote Meer, 
Kars. Akad. Wissenschaften (Vienna, 1891-1904); Die Deutsche 
" Valdivia " Tief-Sre Expedition, 1898-1899 (Berlin, '900); M. Weber, 
"Siboga Expedition," Petcrrnanns Mitteilungen (190o); Siboga 
Expeditil (Leiden. 1902 ct seq.); F. Nansen, The Norwegian 
North Polar Expedition, 1893-1896 (Christiania and London, 1900); 
R. S. Peake, "On the Results of a Deep-sea Sounding Expedition 
in the North Atlantic Ocean during the Summer, 1899 " (Extra Publ. 
Geogr. Soc., London); Bulletin des .4'sdtals acquis pendant les 
conrscs pl.riacliques (Conseil permanent international pour l'explora-
tion de la mer) (Copenhagen, 1 002 req.). 

Reports of many minor expeditions and ie.:art:lies have appeared 
in the Reports of the Fishery Board for Scotland; the Marine 
Biological Association at Plymouth; the Kiel Commission for the 
Investigation of the Baltic; the Berlin Institut ftir Mecreskunde; 
the bluebooks of the Hydrographic Department ; the various official 
reports to the British, German, Russian, Finnish, Norwegian, 
Swedish, Danish. Belgian and Dutch governments on the respective 
work of these countries in connexion with the international co-
operation in the North Sea; the Bulletin du music ocianographigue 
de Monaco (1903 seq.); the Scottish Geographical Magazine; the 
Geographical Journal; Peterataniu Mittedungen; Wagner's Geo-
grathisches lakrbuch; the Proceedings arid Trdtuactions of the Royal 
Societies of London and Edinburgh; the Annalen der Hydrographse; 
and the publications of the Swedish Academy of Sciences. 

(0. K.; H. R. M. 

OCEAN CITY, a city and seaside resort of Cape May county, 
New Jersey, U.S.A., in the S.E. part of the state, about to m. 
S.W. of Atlantic City. Pop. (1890), 452; (19oo), 5307; (19 05), 
1835; (too), 5950. It is served by the Atlantic City and the West 
Jersey & Seashore railways. The city is laid out to face both 
the ocean and Great Egg Harbor Bay, and is a popular resort 
during the summer months. Ocean City was incorporated as a 
borough in i884, and was chartered as a city in 1897. 
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OCEAN GROVE-OCHILTREE 
OCEAN GROVE, a summer resort of Monmouth county, New 

Jersey, U.S.A., in the eastern part of the state, on the Atlantic 
coast, and 55 m. by rail S. of New York City. Pop. ( z 909), about 
23oo. It is served by the Pennsylvania and the Central of New 
Jersey railways. It is noted as a religious and musical seaside 
resort, and in July and August, and especially in the last ten days 
of August, during its annual camp-meeting, is visited by 
thousands of people. Ocean Grove was founded in 1869 by the 
Ocean Grove Camp-Meeting Association of the Methodist 
Episcopal Church, as a place for religious worship, rest and 
recreation, free from all forms of questionable amusement, and 
is governed under a corporation charter, the corporation having 
power to place restrictions in leases. 

OCEANIA, or OCEANICA, a name used to cover all the islands 
of the Pacific Ocean (q.v.) which are included in the divisions of 
Polynesia, Micronesia, Melanesia, Australasia, &c. 

OCEANUS (Gr. 'f2eeaMs), in Greek mythology, the greatest 
of rivers and at the same time a divine personification. Never 
mingling with the sea which it encloses, according to Homer it 
has neither source not mouth. On its southern banks, from 
east to west, dwell the " blameless Aethiopians " in perfect 
happiness, and beyond it on the west, in the realms of eternal 
night, the " Cimmerian," wrapped in fogs and darkness. Here 
are the grove of Persephone and the entrance of the underworld. 
Personified, Oceanus is in Hesiod (Theog. 133. 337-370) the 
son of Uranus and Gaea, the husband of Tethys, father of 3000 
streams and 4000 ocean nymphs. In Homer he is the origin of 
all things, even the father of the gods, and the equal in rank of 
all of them save Zeus. This conception recurs in the theory of 
Thales, who made water the first principle of all things. The 
idea of Oceanus as a river flowing unceasingly round the earth, 
which was regarded as a .flat circle, was of long continuance. 
Euripides was the first among the tragic poets to speak of it as 
a sea, but Herodotus before him ridiculed the notion of Oceanus 
as a river as an invention of the poets and described it as the 
great world sea. As the geographical knowledge of the Greeks 
extended, the name was applied to the outer sea (especially the 
Atlantic). 

In art, Oceanus was represented as an old man of noble 
presence and benevolent expression, with the horns of an ox 
and sometimes crab's claws on his head. His attributes are a 
pitcher, comucopiae (" horn of plenty"), rushes, marine animals 
and a sceptre. On the altar of Pergamum he is depicted taking 
part in the battle of the giants. 

Homer. Hied, i. 423, MV, 20r, 2A5, xxi. 196; Odyssey, X. 508, 
Xi. 14 ;• Herodotus 33, iv. 8; Euripides, ()resits, 1376; Caesar, 
Heil. Gail. iii. 7, iv. so. 

OCELLUS LUCANUS, a Pythagorean philosopher, born in 
Lucania in the 5th century B.C., perhaps a pupil of Pythagoras 
himself. Stobaeus (Ed. Phys. i. 13) has preserved a fragment 
of his 1:101 vIntou (if he was really the author) in the Doric 
dialect, but the only one of his alleged works which is extant is a 
short treatise in four chapters in the Ionic dialect generally 
known as On the Nature of the Universe. Excerpts from this are 
given in Stobaeus (i. 2o), but in Doric. It is certainly not 
authentic, and cannot be dated earlier than the 1st century s.c. 
It maintains the doctrine that the universe is untreated and 
eternal; that to its three great divisions correspond the three 
kinds of beings—gods, men and daemons; and, finally, that the 
human race with all its institutions (the family, marriage and 
the like) must be eternal. It advocates an ascetic mode of life, 
with a view to the perfect reproduction of the race and its 
training in all that is noble and beautiful. 

Editions of the Ilrpt sir roZ; 	$ouec, by A. F. Rudolph 
(111o1, with commentary), and by F. W. Monads in Fragmenta 
philosophorum graecorum, 1. (186o); see also E. Zeller, History of 
Greek Philosophy, i. (Eng. trans.), and I. de Heyden-Zielewicz in 
Breslow,' phuologische Abltandlungen, viii. 3 (1901). There is an 
English translation (1831) by Thomas Taylor, the Platonist. 

OCELOT (Mexican Flalocdoll, literally field-jaguar, from 
Matti, field, and ocelot!, tiger, jaguar), an American member 
(Felis pardalis) of the family Felidae, ranging from Arkansas in 
the north to Paraguay. The species is subject to great racial  

variation. The fur has, however, a tawny yellow or reddish-
grey ground colour, marked with black spots, aggregated in 
streaks and blotches, or in elongated rings enclosing areas rather 
darker than the general ground-colour. In the typical form the 
total length may reach ft.; the average measurement of the 

bead and body lies between 26 in. and 33 in., and of the tail be-
t ween 11 in. and :3 in. The ocelot is essentially a forest cat, and a 
ready climber; its disposition is said to be fierce and bloodthirsty 
but in confinement it becomes tame and playful. In Asia the 
group is represented by the Tibetan Felis trials. 

OCHAKOV, a fortified town and port of Russia, in the govern-
ment of Kherson, 41 m. E. of Odessa, on a cape of the Black 
Sea, at the entrance to the estuary of the Dnieper, and opposite 
to Kinburn. Pop. (1897), 10,784. Strong fortifications have 
been built at Ochakov and on the Kinburn promontory, to 
protect the entrance to the Dnieper. Ochakov stands close 
to the site of the old Madan (Greek) colony of Olna and the 
Greek colony of Alektor. The fortress of Kara-kerman or 
Ozu-kaleh was built on this spot by the khan of the Crimea, 
hfengli Girai, in 1492. At a later date it became the centre of 
a Turkish province which included Khaji-dereh (Ovidiopol), 
Khaji-bey (Odessa), and Dubossary, as well as some 150 villages. 
Russia, regarding it as the main obstacle to the possession of 
the Black Sea littoral, besieged it in 1737, when it was captured 
by Marshal Miinnich, but in the following year it was abandoned, 
and in 1739 restored to Turkey. The second siege by Russia 
was begun in 1788, and lasted six months, until the fortress was 
stormed and taken, after a terrible loss of life. By the peace of 
1791 it became Russian. In 1855 it was bombarded by the 
Anglo-French fleet, and after that the Russians demolished the 
fortifications. 

OCHILTREE, a barony in the county of Ayr, Scotland, from 
which a title in the Scottish peerage was held in the 16th and 
17th centuries by a branch of the house of Stewart. Sir Andrew 
Stewart (d. 1488), chancellor of Scotland, a great-grandson of 
the regent Albany (d. 1420), was created Baron Avandale or 
Avondale about 1457. This peerage became extinct at his 
death, but was revived about 1499 in favour of his nephew and 
heir Andrew Stewart, who, being killed at the battle of Flodden 
in 1313, was succeeded by his son Andrew, 2nd Baron Avandale 
of this creation; and the latter obtained an act of parliament 
in 1543  empowering him to exchange the title of Lord Avandale 
for that of Lord Ochiltree, or Lord Stewart of Ochiltree. His 
son, Andrew, 2nd Lord Ochiltree (d. c. 1600), was a zealous 
supporter of the lords of the congregation, and especially of John 
Knox, in the struggle against Mary queen of Scots, and was 
wounded at the battle of Langside while fighting against the 
queen. _ Of his five sons, William was slain by. the earl of 
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Bothwell hi 1588, and jaMeS, created earl of AMID in isgr, was 
the father of Sir James Stewart of Killeith who became 4th 
Lord Ochiltree in this; his daughter Margaret was the second 
wife of John Knox. His brother Henry Stewart married 
Margaret Tudor, widow of James IV. of . Scotland, and was 
created Baron Methven by James V. in 1528; and another 
brother, Sir James Stewart of Beath, was ancestor of the Stewart 
earls of Moray, through his son James who was created Lord 
Donne in isgr. 

The second Lord Ochiltree was succeeded in the peerage by 
his grandson Andrew, who resigned the title In this, and having 
been summoned by writ to the Irish House of Lords was created 
Baron Castle Stewart in the Irish peerage in 5619. The barony 
of Ochiltree which he thus resigned was conferred in this on 
his cousin Sir James Stewart of Killeith (see above), son of the 
earl of Arran; and on the death without issue of his son William, 
5th Lord Ochiltree, in 1675, the title became extinct. In 1774 
Andrew Thomas Stewart successfully claimed the barony of 
Castle Stewart in the peerage of Ireland as heir male under the 
creation of 1619; but although he was permitted in 1790 to 
vote as Lord Ochiltree in an election of Scottish representative 
peers, his claim to this barony as collateral heir of the grantee 
of 1655 was disallowed by the House of Lords In 1793. 

OCHINO, BERNARDINO (5487-2564), Italian Reformer, 
was born at Siena in 487. At an as 'y age he entered the order 
of Obsenrantine Friars, the strictest sect of the Franciscans, 
and rose to be its general, but, craving a yet stricter rule, trans-
ferred himself in ism to the newly founded order of Capuchins, 
of which in 1538 he was elected vicar-general. In 1 539, urged 
by Bembo, he visited Venice and delivered a remarkable course 
of sermons, showing a deckled tendency to the doctrine of 
justification by faith, which appears still more evidently in his 
Dialogi VII. published soon after. He was suspected and 
denounced, but nothing ensued until, at the instigation of the 
austere zealot C..araffa, the Inquisition was established at Rome, 
June 'sae. Ochino was at once cited, but was deterred from 
presenting himself at Rome by the warnings of Peter Martyr 
and of Cardinal Contend, whom he found at Bologna, dying 
of poison administered by the reactionary party. After some 
hesitation he escaped across the Alps to Geneva. He was 
cordially received by Calvin, and within two years published six 
volumes of Predithe, tracts rather than sermons, explaining and 
vindicating his change of religion. Twenty-five of these wets 
published in English at Ipswich in 5548. In 1545 he became 
minister of the Italian Protestant congregation et Augsburg, 
which he was compelled to forsake when, in January 
the city was occupied by the imperial forces in the Schmalkaldic 
War. Escaping by way of Strassburg he found an asylum in 
England, where he was made a prebendary of Canterbury, 
received a pension from Edward VI.'s privy purse, and com-
posed his chief work, A Trajedy or Dialogue of the unjust usurped 
Primacy of the Bishop of Rome (1549). This remarkable per-
formance, originally written in Lath, is extant only in the 
translation of John Phnet, bishop of Winchester, a splendid 
specimen of nervous English. The conception is highly 
dramatic; the form is that of a series of dialogues. -  Lucifer, 
enraged at the spread of Christ's kingdom, convokes the fiends 
hi council, and resolves to set up the pope as Antichrist. The 
state, tepresented by the emperor Phocas, is persuaded to 
connive at the pope's assumption of spiritual authority; the 
other churches are intimidated into acquimeence; Lucifer's 
projects seem fully accomplished, when Heaven raises up Henry 
VIII. and his son for their overthrow. The conception bean 
a remarkable resemblance to that of Paradise Lost; and it is 
almost certain that Milton, whose sympathies with the Italian 
Reformation were so strong, must have been acquainted with it, 
and with some of his later works. In the Labrintk (dedicated 
to Queen Elizabeth of England), a discussion of the freedom 
of the will, he covertly assailed the Calvinistic doctrine of 
predestination, and showed that his views were tinged with 
Socinianistn. 

The accession of Mary in z553 drove him horn Ihightod, and 

be became pastor of the Italian congregation at Ziliir.h. In 
1563 the long-gathering storm of obloquy burst upon the occasion 
of the publication of his Thirty Dialogues, in one of which his 
adversaries maintained that he had justified polygamy under 
colour of a pretended refutation. His dialogues on divorce 
and the Trinity were also obnoxious. ()chino was banished 
from Zurich, and, after being refused a shelter by other Protestant 
cities, directed his steps towards Poland, at that time the most 
tolerant state in Europe. He had not resided there long when 
the edict of the 6th of August 1564 banished all foreign dis-
sidents. flying from the country, he encountered the plague 
at Pinczoff; three of his four children were carried off; and 
be himself, worn out by age and misfortune, died in solitude 
and obscurity at Schlakau in Moravia, about the end of 5564. 
His reputation among Protestants was at the time so bad that 
he was charged with the authorship of the treatise Dc tribus 
impostoribus, as well as with having carried his alleged approval 
of polygamy into prthtice. It was reserved for Dr Benrath to 
justify him, and to- represent him as a fervent evangelist and 
at the same time as a speculative thinker with a passion for 
free Inquiry. The general tendency of his mind ran counter 
to tradition, and he is remarkable as resuming in his individual 
history all the phases of Protestant .theology from Luther to 
Scams. 

See Life by B. 0. Benrath (and ed., Brunswick, 1892), translated 
into English by Helen Zimmem (London, 1876) . In addition to 
the books already named, he wrote Italian expositions of Romans 
(Geneva, isas) and Galatians (Augsburg, 1346). 

OCHRES, a class of pigments varying in colour from yellow to 
red, and consisting mainly of hydrated Iron oxide. The Yellow 
Ochres are native earths coloured with hydrated ferric oxide, the 
brownish yellow substance that colours, and Is deposited from, 
highly ferruginous water. These ochres are of two kinds—one 
having an argillaceous basis, while the other is a calcareous earth, 
the argillaceous variety being In general the richer and more pure 
in colour of the two. Both kinds are widely distributed, fine 
qualities being found in Oxfordshire, the Isle of Wight, near 
Jena and Nuremberg in Germany, and in France in the depart-
ments of Yonne, Cher and Nidvre. The original colour of these 
ochres can be modified and varied into browns and reds of more 
or less intensity by calcination. The nature of the associated 
earth also influences the colour assumed by an ochre under 
calcination, alumbous ochres developing red and violet tints, 
while the calcareous varieties take brownish-red and dark-brown 
hues. The well-known ochre Terra da Sienna which in its raw 
state is a dull-coloured ochre, becomes when burnt a fine warm 
mahogany brown hue highly valued for artistic purposes. 
Yellow ochres are also artificially prepared—Mars Yellow being 
either pure hydrated ferric oxide or an intimate mixture of that 
substance with an argillaceous or calcareous earth, and such 
compounds by careful calcination can be transformed into Mass 
Orange, Violet or Red, all highly important, stable and reliable 
pigments. 

MERIDA (also written OrIDUDA and ACHAIDA; Turkish 
Ochri), a city of Albania, European Turkey, in the vilayet of 
Monastir; on the north-eastern short of Lake Ochrida, and at the 
eastern end of the Roman Via Egnatla. Pop. (19o5) about 
a ',coo, including Albanians, Turks, Greeks and Slava. Ochrida 
occupies the site of the ancient Lychnidos, which was added to 
the Macedonian empire by Philip IL (382-336 s.c.), and destroyed 
by the Bulgarians in A.D. 861. It is the seat of Bulgarian and 
Greek bishops. From the creation of the Bulgarian patriarchate 
of Ochrida in 893 to its abolition in 1767 the city was the ecclesi-
astical headquarters of the Bulgarians in the west of the Balkan 
Peninsula. Lake Ochrida is 2a6o ft. above sea-level, in a moan- 
taints limestone region of Karat formation. It measures ro7 
sq. m., and has a maximum depth of 938 ft. Its waters are 
supplied by subterranean streams. Its chief outlet is the river 
Black Dna, on the north. 

See Geiger, Der Patriarchal sea Ackrida (Leipzig, rem); and 
"Dr Jovan Cvijik's Researches in Macedonia, dc.," in The Gm- 
graphical kernel, vol. xvi. (London, Med. 
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OCHSENFURT—O'CONNELL, D. 
()CHIMER% a town of Germany, in the kingdom of Bavaria, 

situated on the left bank of the Main, here crossed by a stone 
bridge, 13 m. S. from WUrzburg by the railway to Munich, 
and at the junction of a line to Rettingert. Pop. (19os) 3333. 
It contains an Evangelical and five Roman Catholic churches, 
among them that of St Michael, a fine Gothic edifice. There Is 
a considerable trade in wine and agricultural produce, other 
industries being brewing and malting. 

OCHTERLONY. SIR DAVID, Bart. (1758-r825), British 
general, was born at Boston, Mass., U.S.A., on the tsth of 
February 1758, and went to India as a cadet in rm. He served 
under Lord Lake in the battles of Roil, Aligarh and Delhi, and 
was appointed resident at Delhi in 1803. In 18o4, having been 
promoted to the rank of major-general, be defended the city with 
a very inadequate force against an attack by Holkar. .0n the 
outbreak of the Nepal War (1814-25) he was given the command 
of one of four converging columns, and his services were rewarded 
with • baronetcy in 1815. Subsequently he was promoted to the 
command of the main force in its advance-on Katmandu, and 
outmanoeuvring the Gurkhas by a flank march at the Kourea 
Ghat Pass, brought the war to a successful conclusion and 
obtained the signature of the treaty of. Segauli (ate), which 
dictated the subsequent relations of the British with Nepal. 
For this success Ochterlony was created G.C.B., the first time 
that honour had been conferred on an officer of the Indian army. 
In the Pindari War (1817-18) he was in command of the Raj-
putana column, made a separate agreement with Amir Khan, 
detaching him from the Finder's, and then, interposing his 
own force between the two main divisions of the enemy, brought 
the war to an end without an engagement. He was appointed 
resident in Rajputana in Oa, with which the residency at 
Delhi was subsequently combined. When Durjan Sal revolted 
in ars against Balwant Singh, the infant Raja of Bharatpur, 
Ochterlony acting on his own responsibility supported the raja 
by proclamation and ordered out a force to support him. Lord 
Amherst, however, repudiated these proftedings. Ochterlony, 
who was bitterly chagrined by this rebuff, resigned his office, and 
retired to Delhi. The feeling that the confidence which his length 
of service merited had not been given him by the governor-
general is said to have accelerated his death, which occurred 
at Meerut on the rsth of July 1825. The Ochterlony column 
at Calcutta commemorates his name. 

See Major Ross of Bladensburg, The Marquess of liastirsgs 
(" Rulers of India " series) (1893). 

OCHTMAN, LEONARD (1854- ), American painter, was 
born in Zonnemaire, Zeeland, Holland, on the ant of October 
1854. His family removed to Albany, New York, in 1866. 
In 1882 he began to exhibit landscapes at the National 
Academy, and he became a National Academician in r9o4. 
His most characteristic pictures, which recall the work 
of Ines, are scenes on Long Island Sound and on the Mianus 
river. 

OCKLEY, SIMON (1678-172o), English orientalist, was born 
at Exeter in 1678. He was educated at Queen's College, Cam-
bridge, became fellow of Jesus College and vicar of Swavesey, 
and in tsr 1 was made professor of Arabic at Cambridge. He had 
a large family, and the pecuniary embarrassments of his later 
days form the subject of a chapter in D'Israeli's Calansities of 
AWkors: The preface to the second volume of his History of the 
Saracesu is dated from Cambridge Castle, where he was imprisoned 
for debt. Ockley maintained that a knowledge of Oriental 
literature was essential to the proper study of theology, and in 
the preface to his first book, the /ftrodsclio ad limpets orientates 
(17M), be urges the importance of the study. In 2707 he pub-
lished a translation of Leon Modena's History of the Present 
Jews throughout the World; and In 1708 The losyrovensent of 
llamas Reason, exhibited in the Life of Hai BM Y ohdhass. His 
chief work is The History of the Saracens (1708-1718), of which 
a third volume wan published posthumously in 1757. Un-
fortunately Ockley took as his main authority a MS. in the 
Bodleian of the pseudo-Wakidi's Fatale al-Skans, which is rather 
historical romance than history, He also translated from the 

Arabic the Second Book of Agra and the Sentences of Ali. 
Ockley died at Swavesey on the 9th of August 1220.. 

O'CLERY, MICHAEL (1575-1643),  Irish chronicler, grandson 
of a chief of the sept of O'Clery in Donegal, was born at Kil-
barrow on Donegal Bay, and was baptized Tadhg (or " pct "), 
but took the name of Michael when he became a Franciscan 
friar. He was a cousin of Lughaldb O'Clery r595-263o), 
who, with his son Cacrigcriche O'Clery (d. 1664)—one of Michael's 
co-workers—is also famous as an Irish historian. He had 
already gained t• reputation as an antiquary and student of 
Irish history and literature, when he entered the Irish College 
of St Anthony at Louvain. In i6so, through the initiative of 
Hugh Boy Macanward (rs8o-s635), warden of the college, and 
himself a famous Irish historian and poet, and one of an old 
family of hereditary bards In Tyrconnell, he began to collect 
Irish manuscripts and to transcribe everything he could find of 
historical importance; he was assisted by other Irish scholars, 
and the milks were his Reim Riogkroidhe (Royal List) in 163o, 
Leabkar Gabhala (Book of Invasions) in r63r, and his most 
famous work, called by John Colgan (d. 2659), the Irish bio- 
grapher, the " Annals of theFour Masters" (1636). Subsequently 
be produced his Martyrologitors of Irish saints, based on various 
ancient manuscripts, an Irish glossary and other works. He 
lived in poverty, and died at Louvain. 

O'CONNELL, DANIEL (1775-i8.7),  Irish statesman, thaws 
as " the Liberator," was born on the 6th of August 1775 near 
Cahirciveen, a small town in Kerry. He was sprung from a 
race the beads of which bad been Celtic chiefs, had lost their 
lands in the wars of Ireland, and had felt the full weight of the 
harsh penal code which long held the Catholic Irish down. 
His ancestors in the 18th century had sent recruits to the famous 
brigade of Irish exiles in the service of France,' and those who 
remained at home either lived as tenants on the possessions of 
which they had once been lords, or gradually made money by 
smuggling, a very general calling in that wild region. Thus he 
inherited from his earliest years, with certain traditions of birth 
and high station, a strong dislike of British rule in Ireland and 
of the dominant owners of the soil, a firm attachment to his 
proscribed faith, and habitual skill In evading the law; and these 
influences may be traced in his subsequent career. While a boy 
he was adopted by his uncle, Maurice O'Connell of Derrynane, 
and sent to a school at Queenstown, one of the first which the 
state in those days allowed to be opened for Catholic teaching; 
and a few years afterwards he became a student, as was customary 
with Irish yquths of his class, in the English colleges of St Omer 
and Douai In France. These years In France had a decided 
effect in forming his judgment on political questions of high 
moment. He was an eye-witness on more than one occasion of 
the folly and excesses of the French Revolution; and these 
scenes not only increased his love for his church, but strongly 
impressed him with that dread of anarchy, of popular movements 
ending In bloodshed, and of communistic and socialistic views 
which characterized him In after life. To these experiences. 
too, we may partly ascribe the reverence for law, for the rights 
of property, and for the monarchical form of government which 
he appears to have sincerely felt; and,Ilemegoave as be became 
in a certain sense, they gave his mind a deep Conservative tinge. 
In 1798 he was called to the bar of Ireland, and rose before loos 
to the very highest eminence among contemporary lawyers 
and advocates. This position was in the main due to a dexterity 
in conducting causes, and especially in examining witnesses, 
in which he had no rival at the Irish bar. He eras, however, 
a thorough lawyer besides, inferior in scientific learning to two 
or three of his most conspicuous rivals, but well read in every 
department of law, and especially a master in all that relates 
to criminal and constitutional jurisprudence. As an advocate, 
too, he stood in the very highest rank; in mere oratory be was 
surpassed by Plunket, and in rhetorical gibs by Bushe, the only 

See the account or O'Connell's uncle, Count Daniel O'Courell 
(1745-1833), to whose property he fell heir, in Mrs Oroapell'i 
Last Colonel of the Irish Brigade 0892), and O'Callaghan's Irsoll 
Drip& la die Service of France (1870). 
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speakers to be named with him in his best days at the Irish bar; 
but his style, if not of the most perfect kind, and often disfigured 
by decided faults, was marked by a peculiar subtlety and 
manly power, and produced great and striking effects. On the 
whole, in the art of winning over juries he had scarcely an equal 
in the law courts. 

To understand, however, O'Connell's greatness we must look 
to the field of Irish politics. From early manhood he had turned 
his mind to the condition of Ireland and the mass of her people. 
The worst severities of the penal code had been, in a certain 
measure; relaxed, but the Catholics were still in a state of vassal-
age, and they were still pariahs compared with the Protestants. 
The rebellion of 1798 and the union had dashed the hopes of 
the Catholic leaders, and their prospects of success seemed very 
remote when, in the first years of the 19th century, the still 
unknown lawyer took up their cause. Up to this juncture the 
question had been in the hands of Grattan and other Protestants, 
and of a small knot of Catholic nobles and prelates; but their 
efforts bad not accomplished much, and they timed only at 
a kind of compromise, which, while conceding their principal 
claims, would have placed their church in subjection to the 
state. O'Connell inaugurated a different policy, and had soon 
given the Catholic movement an energy it had not before 
possessed. Himself a Roman Catholic of birth and genius, 
unfairly kept back in the race of life, be devoted his heart and 
soul to the cause, and his character and antecedents made him 
the champion who ultimately assured its triumph. He formed 
the bold design of combining the Irish Catholic millions, under the 
superintendence of the native priesthood, into a vast league 
against the existing order of things, and of wresting the concession 
of the Catholic claims from every opposing party in the state by 
an agitation, continually kept up, and embracing almost the 
whole of the people, but maintained within constitutional 
limits, though menacing and shaking the frame of society. He 
gradually succeeded in carrying out his purpose: the Catholic 
Association, at first small, but slowly assuming larger proportions, 
was formed; attempts of the government and of the local 
authorities to put its branches down were skilfully baffled by 
legal devices of many kinds; and at last, after a conflict of years, 
all Catholic Ireland was arrayed to a man in an organization 
of enormous power, that demanded its rights with no uncertain 
voice. O'Connell, having long before attained an undisputed 
and easy ascendancy, stood at the head of this great national 
movement; but it will be observed that, having been controlled 
from first to last by himself and the priesthood, it had little in 
common with the mob rule and violence which be had never 
ceased to regard with aversion. His election for Clam in 1828 
proved the forerunner of the inevitable change, and the Catholic 
claims were granted the next year, to the intense regret of the 
Protestant Irish, by a government avowedly hostile to the last, 
but unable to withstand the overwhelming pressure of a people 
united to insist on justice. The result, unquestionably, was 
almost wholly due to the energy and genius of a single man, 
though the Catholic question would have been settled, in all 
probability, in the course of time; and it must be added that 
O'Connell's triumph, which showed what agitation could effect 
in Ireland, was far from doing his country unmixed good. 

O'Connell joined the Whigs on entering parliament, and 
gave effective aid to the cause of reform. The agitation, however, 
on ihe Catholic question bad quickened the sense of the wrongs 
of Ireland, and the Irish Catholics were engaged era long in a 
crusade against tithes and the established church, the most 
offensive symbols of their inferiority in the state. It may be 
questioned whether O'Connell was not rather led than a leader 
In this, the movement, at least, passed beyond his control, 
and the country for many months was terrorized by scenes 
of appalling crime and bloodshed. Lord Grey, very properly, 
proposed measures of repression to put this anarchy down, 
and O'Connell opposed them with extreme vehemence, a 
seeming departure from his avowed tainciples, but natural 
in the case of a popular tribune. This caused a breach between 
him and the Whip; but be gradually returned to his allegiance  

to than Auer they practically abolished Irish tithes, cut down 
the revenues of the established church and endeavoured to 
secularize the surplus. By this time O'Connell had attained 
a position of great eminence in the House of Commons: as a 
debater he stood in the very first rank, though he had entered 
St Stephen's after fifty; and his oratory, massive and strong 
in argument, although too often scurrilous and coarse, and marred 
by a bearing in which cringing flattery and rude bullying were 
urangely blended, made a powerful, if not a pleasing, impression. 
O'Connell steadily supported Lord Melbourne's government, 
gave it valuable aid in its general measures, and repeatedly 
expressed his cordial approval of its policy in advancing Irish 
.Catholics to places of trust and power in the state, though 
personally he refused a high judicial office. Though a strict 
adherent of the creed of Rome, he was a Liberal, nay a Radical, 
as regards measures for the vindication of human liberty, and 
he sincerely advocated the.rights of conscience, the emancipation 
of the slave and freedom of trade. But his rooted aversion to 
the democratic theories imported from France, which were 
gradually winning their way into England, only grew stronger 
with advancing age. His conservatism was most apparent 
in his antipathy to socialistic doctrines and his tenacious regard 
for the claims of property. He actually opposed the Irish Poor 
Law, as encouraging a communistic spirit; be declared a move-
ment against rent a crime; and, though he had a strong sympathy 
with the Irish peasant, and advocated a reform of his precarious 
tenure, it is difficult to imagine that he could have Approved 
the cardinal principle of the Irish Land Act of tigh, the judicial 
adjustment of rent by the state. 

O'Connell changed his policy as regards. Ireland 'when Peel 
became minister in 1841. He declared that a Tory regime in 
his country was incompatible with good government, and he 
began an agitation for the repeal of the union. One of his motives 
in taking this course no doubt was a strong personal dislike 
of Peel, with whom he had often been in collision, and who had 
singled hint out in axe for what must be'  ailed a marked affront. 
O'Connell, nevertheless, was sincere and even consistent in his 
conduct: be had denounced the union in early manhood as 
an obstacle to the Catholic cause; he bad spoken against the 
measure in parliament; he believed that the claims of Ireland 
were set aside or alighted in what be deemed an alien assembly; 
and, though he had ceased for some years to demand repeal, 
and regarded it as rather a means than an end, he was throughout 
life an avowed repealer. It should be observed, however, that 
in his judgment the repeal of the union would not weaken the 
real bond between Great Britain and Ireland; and be had 
nothing in common with therevolutionists who, at a later period, 
openly declared for the separation of the two countries by 
physical force. The organization which had effected such 
marvellous results in 1828-5829 was recreated for the new project. 
Enormous meetings, -convened by the priesthood. and directed 
or controlled by O'Connell, assembled in I842—I843, and probably 
nine-tenths of the Irish Catholics were unanimous in the cry 
for repeal. O'Connell seems to have thought success certain; 
but he had not perceived the essential difference between his 
earlier agitation and this. The enlightened opinion of the three 
kingdoms for the most part approved the Catholic claims, and 
as certainly it condemned repeal. After some hesitation Peel 
resolved to put down the repeal movement. A vast intended 
meeting was proclaimed unlawful, and in October OW O'Connell 
was arrested and held to bail, with ten or twelve of his principal 
followers. He was convicted (February 1844) after the trials 
that followed, but they were not good specimens of equal justice, 
and the sentence of imprisonment for a year and a fine of Ls000 
was reversed on a writ of error by the House of Lords (September 
se44), and he and his colleagues were again free. The spell, 
however, of O'Connell's power had vanished; his health had 
suffered much from a short confinement; he was verging upon 
his seventieth year; and he was alarmed and pained by the 
growth of a party in the repeal ranks who scoffed at his views, 
and advocated the revolutionary doctrines which he had always 
feared and abhorred. Before long famine had fallen on the 
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bad, mid under this visitation the repeal movement, already studied law, was admitted to the bat in 1824, and soon won 

WA reputation in his profession. He was United States district 
attorney for New York in 1853-1854. In politics an extreme 
States'-Rights Democrat, he opposed the coercion of the South, 
and after the Civil War became senior counsel for Jefferson 
Davis on his indictment for treason, and was one of his bonds-
men; these facts and O'Conor's connexion with the Roman 
Catholic Church affected unfavourably his political fortunes. 
In :872 be was nominated for the presidency by the " Bourbon " 
Democrats, who refused to support Horace Greeley, and by the 
" Labour Reformers "; he declined the nomination but received 
21,559 votes. lie took a prominent part in the prosecution of 
William M. Tweed and members of the "Tweed Ring," and 
published Peculation Triumphant, Being the Record of a Fits 
Years' Campaign against Official Malversation, AD. 1871-1875 
(1875). He removed to Nantucket, Massachusetts, .in 1881, 
and died there on the lath of May 0184. 

OCONTO, a city and the county-scat of Oconto county, 
Wisconsin, U.S.A., about 130 re. N. of Milwaukee, on the W. 
shore of Green Bay, at the mouth of the Oconto river. Pop. 
(1890) 5219; (19oo) 046, of whom t544 were foreign-born; 
(1905) 5722; (1910) 9529. It IS served by the Chicago & North-
Western and the Chicago, Milwaukee & St Paul railways. The 
city lies in a good farming country, and has a considerable lake 
commerce in lumber and fish. The first settlement was made 
here in 1846, and Oconto was chartered as a city in 1882. 

OCRICULUM (mod. Ot,icoli), an ancient town of Umbria, 
Italy, on the Via Flaminia, near the E. bank of the Tiber, 44 rn. 
N. of Rome and 12 M. S. of Narnia. It concluded an alliance 
with Rome in 308 a.c. The modern village lies higher than the 
ancient town, and excavations on the site of the latter in 1775 
and following years led to the discovery of the baths, a theatre, 
a basilica and other buildings. In the baths were found a number 
of works of art, now in the Vatican, notably the mosaic pave-
ment of the Sala della Rotonda, and the celebrated head of Zeus 
and the bead of Claudius in the same room. An amphitheatre 
is still visible, but the other buildings have in the main been 
covered up again. 

OCTAHEDRON (Gr. Arnli, eight, lbpa, base), a solid bounded 
by eight triangular faces; it has 6 vertices and Is edges. The 
regular octahedron has for its faces equilateral triangles; it 
is the reciprocal of the cube. Octahedra having triangular 
faces other than equilateral occur as crystal forms. See POLY- 
HEDRON and CRYSTALLOGRAPHY. 

OCTAVE (from Lat. wants, eighth, octo, eight), a period 
or aeries of eight members. In ecclesiastical usage the octave 

the eighth day after a particular church festival, the feast 
day itself and the " octave " being counted. The octave thus 
always falls on the same day of the week as the festival, and 
any event occurring during the period is said to be " in the 
octave." In music, an octave is the eighth full tone above or 
below any given note. It is produced by double or half the 
number of vibrations corresponding to the given note. In the 
interval between a note and its octave is contained the full scale, 
the octave of a note forming the starting-point of another scale 
of similar intervals to the first. The interval between a note 
and its octave is also called an octave. The name is also applied 
to an open metal stop in an organ, and to a flute (more usually 
known as the piccolo) one octave higher in pitch than the 
regular flute. It is also a term for a " parade " in fencing. 
The " law of octaves " was a term applied in 1865 to a relation-
ship among the chemical elements, enunciated by J. A. R. 
Newlands. 

In literature an octave is a form of verse consisting of eight 
iambic lines, and complete in itself. From its use by the poets 
of Sicily, the recognized type of this form is usually called the 
Sicilian Octave. It is distinguished from • single stanza of 
Watts rime, in which the rhyme-arrangement is abababcc, by 
having only two rhymes, arranged abababab. In German litera-
ture the octave has been used not infrequently since ifize, when 
Ruckert published " Sicilianen," as they are called in German, 
for the first time. The word octave is also often used to dcscrilia 

paralysed, whdly collapsed. ()Connell died on the 15th of 
May 1847, at Genoa, whilst on his way to Rome. His body 
was brought back to Dublin and buried in Glasnevin cemetery. 

O'Connell was a remarkable man in every sense of the word, 
of splendid physique, and with all the attractions of a popular 
leader. Catholic Ireland calls him her " Liberator " still; and 
history will say of him that, with some failings, be bad many 
and great gifts, that he was an orator of a high order, and that, 
agitator as he was, be possessed the wisdom, the caution and 
the tact of a real statesman. Nevertheless he not only failed 
to accomplish the chief aim of his life, but Lecky trenchantly 
observes that " by a singular fatality the great advocate of 
repeal did more than any one else to make the Union a necessity. 
... He destroyed the sympathy between the people and their 
natural leaders; and he threw the former into the hands of 
men who have subordinated all national to ecclesiastical con-
siderations, or into the hands of reckless, ignorant, and dishonest 
adventurers." O'Connell married in illoa his cousin Mary 
O'Connell, by whom be had three daughters and four sons, 
Maurice, Morgan, John (:810-i858), known as the " Young 
Liberator," and Daniel, who all sat in parliament. 

His son John published a Life in 1846 and Recolkaimar and 
Bsperiences in 146. There are also biographies by W. Fagan 
(4.47). M. F. Cusack (1872), J. O'Rourke and O'Keeffe (1673), 
and J. A. Hamilton 0888). See especially W. E. H. Lecky's essay 
in the revised edition of his leaders of Public Opinion in /refaad 
vol. ii. (1903). (W. 0. M.) 

O'CONNOR, FEAROUB EDWARD (x794-1855), Chartist 
leader, was a son of the Irish Nationalist politician Roger 
O'Connor 4762-1834, sad nephew of Arthur O'Connor (1763- 
slip), who was the Agent. in France for Einmet's rebellion; 
both belonged to the " United Irishmen." He entered parlia-
ment as member for the county of Cork in 1832. Though a 
smile= supporter of repeal, be endeavoured to supplant O'Con-
nell as the leader of the party, an attempt which aroused against 
him the popular antipathy of the Irish. In 1835 he was un-
seated on petition, and after standing unsuccessfully for Oldham 
be took to stumping England in favour of the new Radical 
doctrines of the day, and the use of physical force for their 
adoption. In 1837 he established the Northern Stiff newspaper 
at Leeds, and became a vehement advocate of the Chartist 
movement. He was imprisoned for seditious libel in 0140, and 
after his release became prominent for his attack on John 
Bright, and the anti-corn-law league. In 1847 be was returned 
for Nottingham, and in 1848 he presided at a Chartist demon-
stration on Kennington Common, which caused great alarm 
(see Civurnsat). But the projected march on Westminster 
baled out when the preparations made to receive it became 
known. The eccentricity which had characterized his opinions 
from the beginning of his career gradually became more marked 
until they developed into insanity. He began to conduct 
himself in a disorderly manner in the Howe of Commons, and 
in rasa he was found to be of unsound mind by a commission 
of lunacy. He died at Loudon on the 3oth of August. rliss, 
and was buried in Kensal Green cemetery. 

OCONOMOWOC, a. city of Waukesha county, Wisconsin, 
U.S.A., about 33 m. W. of Milwaukee. Pop. (t89o) 2729; (ism) 
sync; (r905) 3013; (1910) 3054. It is served by the Chicago, 
Milwaukee & St Paul railway and by an electric railway con-
necting with Milwaukee. Oconomowoc is one of the most 
popular summer resorts in the Middle West. Along the shore 
of Lakes Fowler and La Belle are some beautiful country estates, 
several large betels and fine club houses, and two sanatoria. 
At Delafield and at Dousman (8 m. S. of Oconomowoc) there 
are state fish hatcheries, the former for black bass. Oconomowoc 
was settled about 1837 and incorporated in 145; its name 
is an Indian word, said to mean " home of the beaver." 

Vann, CHARLES (18o4-z884), American lawyer, was 
horn in the city of New York on the sand of January 1804, 
and was the sees of Thomas O'Conor (1 770-1855), who in dot 
emigrated from Roscommon county, Ireland, to New York, 
where he devoted himself chiefly to journalism. The son 
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the eight opening lines of a sonnet, in which the diane-arange-
ment is abbaabba;or some modification of this, but properly 
always on two rhymes only. 

OCTAVIA, the name of two princesses of the Augustan house. 
(1) Octavio, daughter of Gaius Octavius and sister of the emperor 
Augustus, was the wife of Gaius Marcellus, one of the bitterest 
enemies of Julius Caesar. In 41 n.c. her husband died, and she 
was married to Marcus Antonius, with the idea of bringing aboin a 
reconciliation between him and her brother. Her efforts were 
at first successful, but in 36 Antony left for the Parthian War 
and renewed his intrigue with Cleopatra. Though Octavia 
took out troops and money to him LW, he refused to see her and 
tormally divorced her in 32, but she always protected his children, 
even those by Fulvia and Cleopatra. Her beauty and virtues 
are praised by all ancient authorities. By her first husband she 
was the mother of Marcus Marcelius (9• ,-). who died in 23 B.C. 
(2) °cram, daughter of the emperor Claudius, was the wife of 
Nero, by whom she was put to death. A Latin tragedy on her 
fate is attributed, though wrongly, to Seneca. 

OCTAVO. a shortened form of Lat. in octavo, " in an eighth, 
i.e. of a sheet of paper, a term applied to a size of paper and to a 
size of a printed volume. Paper is in octavo when a whole single 
sheet is folded three times to form eight leaves; a book is techni-
cally termed of " octavo " size when made up of sheets folded 
three times (see Braizonaaenv and PAPER). 

OCTOBER. the eighth month of the old Roman year, which 
began in March. In the Julian calendar, while retaining its 
old name, it became the tenth month, and had thirty-one days 
assigned to it. The meditrinalia, when a libation of new wine 
was made in honour of Meditrina, were celebrated on the 11th, 
the faunalia on the 13th, and the equiria, when the evens October 
was sacrificed to Mars in the Campus Martins, on the isth. 
Several attempts were made to rename the month in honour 
of the emperors. Thus it was in succession temporarily known 
as Germanicus, Antoninus, Tacitus and Hemuleus, the latter 
a surname of Commodus. The senate's attempt to christen it 
Faustinus in honour of Faustina, wife of Antoninus, was equally 
unsuccessful The principal ecclesiastical feasts in October are 
those of St Luke on the 184h and of St Simon and St Jude on 
the 28th. By the Slays it is called " yellow month," from the 
fading of the leaf; to the Anglo-Saxons it was known as Winter-
fylleth, because at this full moon (fyila) winter was supposed 
to begin. 

OCTODOW, the generic name for a small South American 
rodent mammal (Ortodox degas) locally known as the degu. 
It is the type of the family Octodonlidae, the members of which 
—collectively termed octodonts—are exclusively Central and 
South American. Several of them, such as Echitunsys and 
Loscheres, are rat-like creatures with spiny or bristly fur (see 
RODENTIA). 

OCTOPUS (Gr. inria, eight and wale, foot), the name in 
scientific zoology belonging to a single genus of eight armed 
Cephalopods (q.v.), one of whose distinguishing characters is that 
it has two rows of suckers on each arm. This true octopus occurs 
occasionally on the British coasts, at least the south coast, but 
is usually rare. It is more common on the southern coasts 
of Europe, including these of the Mediterranean. The usual 
species of Octopoda ea the British south coast is Ekdone cirrosa, 
which has only one row of suckers on each arm, and is a smaller 
animal. The celebrated account of the octopus given by Victor 
Hugo in his Travailing's de la seer is not so fictitious as some 
critics with a knowledge of natural history have maintained. 
It is true that the great French author has made the mistake 
of using the name Cephaloptera, which belongs to a large tropical 
fish similar to • skate, instead of Cephalopods, and that he applies 
the term devil-fish, which belongs to Cephaloptera, to the 
octopus. His desaiption is exaggerated, imaginative and 
sensational; but ft is correct in its most important particulars, 
and bears evidence that the author was to some extent personally 
acquainted with the animal and its habits, although be was not 
a scientific observer. The octopus feeds ea cabs, and crabs feed 
OR carrion, and, therefore, there is nothing impala's in Hugo's  

account of the skeleton of a drowned man surrounded by the 
shells of numbers of crabs which the octopus had devoured. 
Whether an octopus would attack and kill a man is another 
question, but it certainly might seize him with its arms and 
suckers while holding to the rocks by other arms, and a man 
seized in this way when in the water might be in danger of being 
drowned. 

The octopus and many of the Octopoda move about by means 
of their arms on the sea bottom, and are not free-swimming, 
though like other Cephalopods they can propel themselves 
on occasion backwards through the water by means of the funnel. 
Other Octopoda, however, are pelagic and free-swimming, and 
such habits are not confuted to those forms which are provided 
with lateral fins. The Argonaut (see Natrrn.us) is one of the 
Octopoda. The separation of one of the arms of the male for 
purposes of reproduction is one of the most remarkable peculi-
arities of the Octopoda. It does not occur, however, in octopus 
nor in many other members of the group. One arm is always 
considerably modified in structure and employed in copulation, 
but it is only in three genera, one of which is Argonauts, that the 
arm spontaneously separates. The detached arm is found still 
alive and moving in the mantle cavity of the female, and when 
first discovered in these circumstances was naturally regarded 
by the older naturalists as a parasite. Cuvier, on account of 
the numerous suckers of the detached arm, gave it the name 
Hectocotylus (hundred suckers). When the arm is not detached 
but only altered in structure it is said to be Itectocetylized. 
In Octopus and Eledone it is the third right arm which is hecto-
cotylized. The extremity of this arm is expanded and assumes 
the shape of a spoon. Whether detached or not the modified 
arm possesses a cavity into which the apermatophores are passed 
and the arm serves to convey them to the mantle cavity of the 
female. 

It has been mentioned above that the true octopus (Octopus 
vulgaris) is usually rare on the English coast. In rileg and nee, 
however, they became so abundant on the south coast as to 
attract general notice, and to constitute a veritable plague which 
threatened complete ruin to the shell-fish fisheries. Thin visita-
tion and Its effects were described by W. Gar Stang in the Journal 
of the Marine Biological Association. The abnormal abundance 
occurred all along the west coast of France, whence it extended 
to the Channel, and was probably due to a succession of unusually 
warm summers and mild winters, beginning with the warm 
spring and hot summer of 1893. The octopus in the years 
mentioned entered the lobster pots of the fishermen and devoured 
or killed the crabs and lobsters captured. The pots when hauled 
contained usually only living octopus and the mutilated remains 
of their victims. One fisherman took in a single week 64 specimens 
of octopus and only is living uninjured lobsters. The octopus 
also almost exterminated the swimming crabs (Pomoa) in 
Plymouth Sound, and in the tanks of the Plymouth aquarium 
attacked and devoured all the specimens of its smaller relative 
Eldest, einem. 

With regard to the sire which the octopus may attain, the 
dimensions of the body are not usually given in records, but it is 
stated that the arms in the largest specimens measured ji 
and in numerous cases were 3 ft. in length. This would enable 
the eight arms to extend over a circle 6 ft. in diameter but the 
globular body is not more than about a third of the length of an 
arm in diameter. When not in pursuit of prey the octopus 
hides itself in a bole between rocks and covers itself with stones 
and shells. Luke its victims it seems to be active chiefly at night 
and to remain in its nest during the day. 

For a technical account of the Octopoda see CETRALOPODA; also 
W. Gersten," The Plagu of Octopus on the South Cease. and its 
Effect on the Crab and Fishenea," loons. Mar. Bug. Assoc. 
vol. vi (woo) p. 26o. 	 (J. T. C.) 

OCTOROON, or °MAROON (from lel oda, eight, formed on 
the example of quadroon), the offspring of a quadroon and a 
white; • person having one-eighth negro blood. In rare instances 
each pawns are called tercerons, as being third in descent from 
a negro ancestor. Occasionally persons are called octoroons 
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when the non-white element is not negro but some other coloured 
blood. 

0C1'011TYLE (Gr. &bee eight, and =Mos, a column), in archi-
tecture, a portico of eight columns In front (see Tenets). 

OCTROI (0. Fr octroyes, to grant, authorize, Lai ander), 
a local tax collected on various articles brought into a district 
for consumption. Octrol taxes have a respectable antiquity, 
being known in Roman times as oedigalia. These vectigalia 
were either the palmists, a tax on the entry from or departure 
to the provinces (those . cities which were allowed to levy the 
portoeium shared the profits with the public treasury); the 
assarium or foricariess, a duty levied at the entrance to towns; 
or the edulia, sale imports levied in markets. Vectigalia were 
levied on wine and certain articles of food, but it was seldom 
that the cities were allowed to use the whole of the profits of the 
taxes. Vectigalia were introduced into Gaul by the Romans, 
and remained after the invasion by the Franks, under the name 
of !milieux and coutuoms. They were usually levied by the 
owners of seigniories. But during the 12th and t3th centuries, 
when the towns succeeded in asserting their independence, they 
at the same time obtained the recognition of their right to 
establish local taxation, and to have control of It. The royal 
power, however, gradually asserted itself, and it became the 
rule that persisission to levy local taxes should be obtained from 
the king. From the 14th century onwards, we find numerous 
charters granting (oef►oyer) to French towns the tight to tax 
themselves. The taxes did not remain strictly municipal, for 
an ordinance of Cardinal letazarin (in 1647) ordered the proceeds 
of the octroi to be paid into the public treasury, and at other 
times the government claimed a certain percentage of the product, 
but this practice was finally abandoned in :832. From an 
early time the octrci was farmed out to associations or private 
individuals, and so great were the abuses which arose from the 
system that the octroi was abolished during the Revolution. 
But such a drastic measure meant the stoppage of all municipal 
activities, and in 1798 Paris was allowed to re-establish its 
octroi. Other cities were allowed gradually to follow suit, 
and in dog a law was passed laying down the basis on which 
octrois might be established. Other laws have been passed 
from time to time in France dealing with the octroi, especially 
those of Ain, 1842, 1867, 187r, 1884 and x897. By the law 
of doe octroi duties were allowed on (r) beverages and liquids; 
(a) eatables; (3) fuel; (4) forage; (S) building materials. 
A scale of rates was fixed, graduated according to the population, 
and farming out was strictly regulated. A law of alb enacted 
that an octroi could only be established at the wish of a municipal 
council, and that only articles destined for local consumption 
could be taxed. The law of 1852 abolished the to% of the 
gross receipts paid to the treasury. Certain indispensable 
commodities' are allowed to enter free, such.as grain, flour, fruit, 
vegetables and fish. 

French octroi duties are collected either by the Weigle simple, 
i.e. by special officers under the direction of the maim; (2) by 
the bail d fame, i.e. farming, the contractor paying yearly a 
certain agreed upon sum calculated on the estimated amount; 
(3) the regie interesd, a variation of the preceding method, 
the contractor sharing the profits with the municipality when 
they reach a given sum; and (4) the ahmeneessf dew b  redid 
des emitsibedions indirectes, under which a department of the 
treasury undertakes to collect the duties. More than half 
the octrois are collected under (1), and the numbers tend to 
increase; (2) is steadily decreasing, while (3) has been practically 
abandoned; (4) tends to increase. The gross receipts in Icel 
amounted to L14132,87*. A law of 1897 created new sources 
of taxation, giving communes the option of (x) new duties on 
alcohol; (a) a municipal licence duty on retailers of beverages; 
(3) a special tax on wine in bottle; (4) direct taxes on horses 
and carriages, clubs, billiard tables and dogs; (5) additional 
centimes to direct taxes. 

From time to time there has been agitation in France for 
the abolition of octroi duties, but it has never been pushed very 
earnestly. la goo a commission was appointed to consider  

the matter, and reported in favour of their retention. In Belgium, 
on the other hand, they were abolished in 1870, being replaced 
by an increase in customs and excise duties; and in igo3 
those in Egypt were also abolished. Octroi duties exist in Daly, 
Spain, Portugal and in some of the towns of Austria. 

	

AUTHORITIES.—A. Guignard, De Is s, 	des alma (Paris); 
Saint Julien and Bienaimf, Histoire le i demo d'ocoos a Para; 

Tardit and A. Riper:, Train des octets mumespaux (Paris, RAO; 
L. Hourcade, Manuel eneydopedique s contributions indwells if 
des octrois  (Paris, 1905): much useful matter from some of the 
foregoing will be found in Report on the Frencli Garai System, by 
Consul-general Hearn (British Diplormitk and Consular Reports, 
19°6); the abolition of the Belgian octrois produced a voluminous 
official report. Abolition des octrois commune= en Bdgoons 
documents et discussions ,parkniciacures. (T. A:0 

O'CURRY, EUGENE (1706-1862), Irish scholar, was born at 
Dunaba, county Clare, in 1706, the son of a farmer who was a man 
of unusual intelligence. After being employed for some time in 
the topographical and historical section of the Irish ordnance 
survey, O'Curry earned his living by translating and copying In' 
manuscripts. The catalogue of Irish manuscripts in the British 
Museum was compiled by him. On the founding of the Roman 
Catholic University of Ireland (1854) he was appointed professor 
of Irish history and archaeology. His lectures were published 
by the university in 1860, and give a better knowledge of Irish 
medieval literature than can be obtained from any other one 
source. Three other volumes of lectures were published posthum-
ously, under the title On the Manners and Customs of the Ancient 
Irish (1873). His voluminous transcripts, notably eight huge 
volumes of ancient Irish law, testify to his unremitting industry. 
The Celtic Society, of the council of which he was a member, 
published two of his translations of medieval tales. lie died in 
Dublin in 1862. 

OCYDR01113, a word formed from Otydromus, meaning 
" swift-runner," and suggested by J Wagler in 5830 as a generic 
term for the New Zealand bird called in the then unpublished 
manuscripts of J. R. Forster Rallus troglodytes, and so designated 
in 1788 by S. G. Gmelin, who knew of it through J Latham's 
English description. Wagler's suggestion has since been generally 
adopted, and the genus Ocydromus is accepted by most ornith- 
ologists as a valid group of Rallidee; but the number of species 
it contains is admittedly doubtful, owing to the variability in 
size and plumage which they exhibit, and their correct nomencla- 
ture must for the present be considered uncertain. Sir W 
Buller in his Birds of New Zealand identifies the " Wood-ben," 
observed in great abundance on the shores of Dusky Bay is 
1773 by Cook and his companions on his second voyage, with the 

fuscus described and figured by Du Bus in 1847, 
and accordingly calls it 0. fumes; but it cannot be questioned 
that the species from this locality—which appears to have 
a somewhat limited range in the Middle Island,' and never tobe 
met with far from the sea-coast, where it lives wholly on crus- 
taceans and other marine animals—is identical with that of the 
older authors just mentioned. In 1786 Sparrman, who bad 
also been of Cook's company, figured and described as Ream 
australis a bird which, though said by him to be that of the 
southern coast of New Zealand, differs so much from the 11. 
troglodytes as to compel a belief in its specific distinctness; and 
indeed his species has generally been Identified with the commas 
" Weka " of the Maories of the Middle Island, which can scarcely 
be the case if his statement is absolutely true, since the latter 
does not appear to reach so far to the southward, or to affect 
the seashore. It may therefore be fairly inferred that his subject 
was obtained from some other locality. The North Island of 
New Zealand has what is allowed to be a third species, to which 
the name of Ocydrownu earli is attached, and this was formerly 
very plentiful; bat its numbers have rapidly decreased, and 
there is every chance of its soon being as extinct as is the species 
which tenanted Norfolk Island on its discovery by Cook in 1774 

I It also occurs in Stewart Island, and singularly enough on the 
more distant group known as the Snares. The Gatlipailio bratty- 
peer= of Lafresnaye. of which the ty.- l (and unique?) 'peckers 
from an unknown locality is in the Cies Muaeurn, bas also berm 
referred to this species, hot the propriety of the act May be doubted 
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and which was doubtless distinct from all the rest, though no 
specimen of it is known to exist in any museum.' Another 
species, 0. syleesfrir, smaller and lighter in colour than any of 
the rest, was found in 1869 to linger yet in Lord Howe's Island 
(Proc. Zook Society, 1869, 473, p1. my.). Somewhat differing 
from Ocydrossus, but apparently very nearly allied to It, is a 
little bird peculiar, it is believed, to the Chatham Islands (Ibis, 
1872, p.  247), and regarded by Captain Hutton as the type of 
a genus Cabals: under the name of C. avadestos, while other 
naturalists consider it to be the young of the rare Rams dieters-
beat. So far the distribution of the Ocydromine form is wholly 
in accordance with that of most others characteristic of the New 
Zealand sub-region; but a curious exception is asserted to have 
been found in the Gailirallus ksfrestetryatess of New Caledonia, 
which, though presenting some structural differences, has been 
referred to the genus Ozydrooses. 

The chief interest attaching to the Ocydromes is their inability 
to use in flight the wings with which they are furnished, and 
hence an extreme probability of the form becoming wholly 
extinct in a short time. Of this inability there are other instances 
among the Rallidae (see Moos-tats); but here we have coupled 
with it the curious fact that in the skeleton the angle which the 
scapula makes with the coracoid is greater than a right angle, 
a peculiarity shared only, so far as is known, among the Carl:lake 
by the dodo. The Ocydromes are birds of dull plumage, and 
mostly of retiring habits, though the common species is said to 
show great boldness towards man, and, from the accounts of 
Cook and the younger Forster, the birds seen by them displayed 
little fear. They are extremely destructive to eggs and to any 
other birds they can master. (A. N.) 

ODAICNATHUS, or ODENATOS (Gr. 'Odatraor, Palm, RM.. 
" little ear "), the Latinized form of Owasocru, the name of a 
famous prince of Palmyra, in the second half of the 3rd century 
A.D., who succeeded in recovering the Roman East from the 
Persians and restoring it to the Empire. He belonged to the 
leading family of Palmyra, which bore, in token of Roman 
citizenship, the gexiilicium of Septimius; hence his full name 
was Septimius Odainath (Vogue, Syria cersirale, Nos. 23, 28.. 
Cooke, North -Semitic law,'. Nos. 126, 130). It is practically 
certain that he was the son of Septimius Hairan the " senator 
and chief of Tasimor," the son of Septimius Odainath " the 
senator " (N.S.I. p. 285). The year when he became chief of 
Palmyra is not known, but already in an inscription dated A.D. 
258 be is styled " the illustrious consul our lord " (N.S.I. No. 
126). He possessed the characteristic vigour and astuteness of 
the old Arab stock from which he sprang; and In his wife, the 
renowned Zenobia (q.s.), he found an able supporter of his policy. 
The defeat and captivity of the emperor Valerian (sm. 26o) 
left the eastern provinces largely at the mercy of the Persians; 
the prospect of Persian supremacy was not one which Palmyra 
or Its prince had any reason to desire. At first, it seems, Odainath 
attempted to propitiate the Parthian monarch Shaper (Sapor) 
I.; but when his gifts were contemptuously rejected (Petr. 
Patricius, I re) he decided to throw in his lot with the cause of 
Rome. The neutrality which had made Pahnyra's fortune was 
abandoned for an active military policy which, while it added 
to Odainath's fame, in a short time brought his native city to 
its ruin. He fell upon the victorious Persians returning home 
after the sack of Antioch, and before they could alai the 
Euphrates inflicted upon them a considerable defeat. Then, 
when two usurping emperors were proclaimed in the East 
(4.o. 261), Odainath took the side of Gallienus the son and 
successor of Valerian, attacked and put to death the usurper 
Quietus at Emma (Hams), and was rewarded for his loyalty 
by the grant of an exceptional position (sm. 262). He may have 

'The younger Forster remarked that the birds of Norfolk Island, 
though believed by the other naturalists of Cook's ship to beritually 

same me as those of New Zealand, were distinguished their 
brighter colouring (see also NESTOR). There can be no dos that 
all the land-birds were specifically distinct. It is possible that 
Sparrmaris R. anuralis, which cannot very confidently be referred 
to any known species of Ocydromas, may have been. from Norfolk  

assumed the title of king before; but he now became "totius 
(Mends imperator," not indeed joint-ruler, nor Augustus, 
but " independent lieutenant of the emperor for the East" 
(Mommsen, Provinces, ii. p. ro3)' In a series of rapid and 
successful campaigns, during which he left Palmyra under the 
charge of Septimius Worod his deputy (N.S.I. Nos. 127-sag), 
he creased the Euphrates and relieved Edessa, recovered Nisibis 
and Carrhae, and even took the offensive against the power of 
Persia, and twice invested Ctesiphon itself, the capital; probably 
also be brought back Armenia into the Empire. These brilliant 
successes restored the Roman rule In the East; and Gallienus 
did not disdain to hold a triumph with the captives and trophies 
which Odainath had won (A.D. 264). While observing all due 
formalities towards his overlord, there can be little doubt that 
Odainath aimed at independent empire; but during his life-
time no breach with Rome occurred. He was about to start for 
Cappadocia against the Goths when he was assassinated, together 
with Halides his eldest son, by his nephew Maconius; there 
is no reason to suppose that this deed of violence was In-
stigated from Rome. After his death (A.D. 266-267) Zenobia 
succeeded to his position, and practically governed Palmyra on 
behalf of her young son Waha•llath or Athenodorus (see 
PALMYRA). (G. A. C.") 

ODALISQUE, a slave-woman who is a member of an oriental 
harem, especially one in the harem or seraglio of the sultan of 
Turkey. The word is the French adaptation of the Turkish 
addle, formed from oda, chamber or room in a harem. 

ODD (in middle English odde, from old Norwegian oddi, an 
angle of a triangle; the old Norwegian Women is used of the 
third man who gives a casting vote in a dispute), that which 
remains over after an equal division, the unit in excess of an even 
number; thus in numeration the word is used of a number 
either above or below a round number, an indefinite cardinal 
number, as " eighty and odd," or " eighty odd." As applied 
to individuals, the sense of " one left after a division " leads to 
that of " solitary," and thus of " uncommon " or " strange.", 
In the plural, " odds " was originally used to denote inequalities 
especially in the phrase " to make odds even." The sense of a 
difference in benefit leads to such colloquialisms as " makes 
no odds," while that of variance appears in the expression 
't to be at odds." In betting " the odds " is the advantage given 
by one person to another in proportion to the supposed chances 
of success. 

ODDS, or ODDA, a village of Norway, in South Bergenhus 
mar (county), on the Sor Fjord, a head-branch of the great 
Hardanger Fjord. It is 48 m. directly S.E. of Bergen, but 123 
by water (to Eide), road (to Vossevangen), and rail thenceforward, 
or about the same distance by water alone. It is one of the 
principal tourist-centres in southern Norway, being at the end 
of the road from Breifond (27 m.) near which the routes join from 
Stavanger by Sand, Lake Suldal, and the Brathuidsdal, and 
fro•the south-eastern coast towns by the Telemark. This road; 
descending from the Horrebraekke, passes through the gorge 
of Seljestadjuvet, passes the Espelandsfos and Lotefos falls; 
and skirts the Sandven lake. Odde is also a centre for several 
favourite excursions, as to the Buarbrae, one of the glaciers 
descending from the great Folgefond snowfield, situated in a 
precipitous valley (Jordal) to the west of Sandven lake; to the 
SkjaeggedaLsfos, a magnificent fall (525 ft.); or across the 
Folgefond to Suldal, a station on the Mauranger branch of the 
Hardanger fjord. Touring steamers and frequent local 
steamers from Bergen all at Odde, and there are several large 
hotels. 

*The late Roman chronicler Trebellius Pollio goes further and 
asserts " Odenatus rex Palmyrenorum optinuit totius Orientis 
imperium. . . . Gallienus Odenatum partinpato imperio Augustum 
vocavit," NW. Aug. xxiii. to and 12. This is not borne out by the 
evidence. The highest rank claimed for him by his own people 
is recorded in an inscription dated 271 (N.S.I. No. 130) set up by 
the two generals of the Palmyrene army: Odainath is styled " king 
of kings and restorer of the whole city "; but this does not mean that 
he ever held the title of Augustus, and the inscription was set up 
after his death and during the revolt of Palmyra. 
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996 . 	 ODDFELLOWS 
ODDPELLOWS, ORDER OF. a secret benevolent and social 

society, having mystic signs of recognition, initiatory rites and 
ceremonies, and various grades of dignity and honour. Great 
antiquity has been claimed for the order of Oddfellows--the 
most popular.  .tradition ascribing it to the Jewish legion under 
Titus, who, it is asserted, received from the emperor its first 
charter written on a golden tablet. Oddfellows themselves, 
however, now generally admit that the institution cannot be 
traced back beyond the first half of the ath century, and explain 
the name as adopted at a time when the severance into sects 
and classes was so wide that persons aiming at social union and 
mutual help were a marked exception to the general rule. 
Mention is made by Defoe of the society of Oddfellows, but the 
oldest lodge of which the name has been handed down is the 
Loyal Aristarcus, No. 9, which met in 1745 "at the Oakley 
Arms, Borough of Southwark; Globe Tavern, Hatton Garden; 
or the Boar's Head in Smithfield, as the noble master may direct." 
The earliest lodges were supported by each member and visitor 
paying a penny to the secretary on entering the lodge, and special 
sums were voted to any brother in need. If out of work he was 
supplied with a card and funds to reach the next lodge, and he 
went from lodge to lodge until he found employment. The lodges 
gradually adopted a definite common ritual and became confeder-
ated under the name of the Patriotic Order. Towards the end of 

the century many of the lodges were broken up by State prosecu-
tions on the suspicion that their purposes were " seditious," but 
the society continued to exist as the Union Order of Oddlellows 
until 1809. In 1813, at a convention in Manchester, was formed 
the Independent Order of Oddfellows, Manchester Unity, which 
now overshadows all the minor societies in England. Oddfeilow-
ship was introduced into the United States from the Manchester 
Unity in Are, and the grand lodge of Maryland and the United 
States was constituted on the sand of February au. It now 
rivals in membership and influence the Manchester Unity, from 
which it severed its connexion in 1842. In ISO it issued a dis-
pensation for opening the Prince of Wales Lodge No.r at Montreal, 
Canada. The American society, including Canada and the United 
States, has its headquarters at Baltimore. Organizations, 
connected either with the United States or England, have been 
founded in France, Germany, Switzerland, Gibraltar and Malta, 
Australia, New Zealand, the Fiji Islands, the Hawaiian Islands, 
South Africa, South America, the West Indies and Barbados, 
and elsewhere. 

The rules of the different societies, various song-books, and a 
number of minor books on Oddfellowship have been published, but 
the most complete and trustworthy account of the institution is 
that in The Complete Manual of Oddfellotoship, its History, ,Principles, 
Ceremonies and Symbolism, privately printed (1879). See also 
FlIZEDLY SOCIETIES. 

END OP E/NETEBNIE VOLUME. 
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